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                         User Datagram Protocol
                         ----------------------

Introduction
------------

This User Datagram  Protocol  (UDP)  is  defined  to  make  available  a
datagram   mode  of  packet-switched   computer   communication  in  the
environment  of  an  interconnected  set  of  computer  networks.   This
protocol  assumes  that the Internet  Protocol  (IP)  [1] is used as the
underlying protocol.

This protocol  provides  a procedure  for application  programs  to send
messages  to other programs  with a minimum  of protocol mechanism.  The
protocol  is transaction oriented, and delivery and duplicate protection
are not guaranteed.  Applications requiring ordered reliable delivery of
streams of data should use the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [2].

Format
------

                  0      7 8     15 16    23 24    31
                 +--------+--------+--------+--------+
                 |     Source      |   Destination   |
                 |      Port       |      Port       |
                 +--------+--------+--------+--------+
                 |                 |                 |
                 |     Length      |    Checksum     |
                 +--------+--------+--------+--------+
                 |



                 |          data octets ...
                 +---------------- ...

                      User Datagram Header Format

Fields
------

Source Port is an optional field, when meaningful, it indicates the port
of the sending  process,  and may be assumed  to be the port  to which a
reply should  be addressed  in the absence of any other information.  If
not used, a value of zero is inserted.
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Destination  Port has a meaning  within  the  context  of  a  particular
internet destination address.

Length  is the length  in octets  of this user datagram  including  this
header  and the data.   (This  means  the minimum value of the length is
eight.)

Checksum is the 16-bit one's complement of the one's complement sum of a
pseudo header of information from the IP header, the UDP header, and the
data,  padded  with zero octets  at the end (if  necessary)  to  make  a
multiple of two octets.

The pseudo  header  conceptually prefixed to the UDP header contains the
source  address,  the destination  address,  the protocol,  and the  UDP
length.   This information gives protection against misrouted datagrams.
This checksum procedure is the same as is used in TCP.

                  0      7 8     15 16    23 24    31
                 +--------+--------+--------+--------+
                 |          source address           |
                 +--------+--------+--------+--------+
                 |        destination address        |
                 +--------+--------+--------+--------+
                 |  zero  |protocol|   UDP length    |
                 +--------+--------+--------+--------+

If the computed  checksum  is zero,  it is transmitted  as all ones (the
equivalent  in one's complement  arithmetic).   An all zero  transmitted
checksum  value means that the transmitter  generated  no checksum  (for
debugging or for higher level protocols that don't care).

User Interface
--------------

A user interface should allow



  the creation of new receive ports,

  receive  operations  on the receive  ports that return the data octets
  and an indication of source port and source address,

  and an operation  that allows  a datagram  to be sent,  specifying the
  data, source and destination ports and addresses to be sent.
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IP Interface
-------------

The UDP module  must be able to determine  the  source  and  destination
internet addresses and the protocol field from the internet header.  One
possible  UDP/IP  interface  would return  the whole  internet  datagram
including all of the internet header in response to a receive operation.
Such an interface  would  also allow  the UDP to pass  a  full  internet
datagram  complete  with header  to the IP to send.  The IP would verify
certain fields for consistency and compute the internet header checksum.

Protocol Application
--------------------

The major uses of this protocol is the Internet Name Server [3], and the
Trivial File Transfer [4].

Protocol Number
---------------

This is protocol  17 (21 octal)  when used  in  the  Internet  Protocol.
Other protocol numbers are listed in [5].
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----------
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                                PREFACE

This document specifies the DoD Standard Internet Protocol.  This
document is based on six earlier editions of the ARPA Internet Protocol
Specification, and the present text draws heavily from them.  There have
been many contributors to this work both in terms of concepts and in
terms of text.  This edition revises aspects of addressing, error
handling, option codes, and the security, precedence, compartments, and
handling restriction features of the internet protocol.

                                                           Jon Postel

                                                           Editor
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                           INTERNET PROTOCOL

                         DARPA INTERNET PROGRAM
                         PROTOCOL SPECIFICATION

                            1.  INTRODUCTION

1.1.  Motivation

  The Internet Protocol is designed for use in interconnected systems of
  packet-switched computer communication networks.  Such a system has
  been called a "catenet" [1].  The internet protocol provides for
  transmitting blocks of data called datagrams from sources to
  destinations, where sources and destinations are hosts identified by
  fixed length addresses.  The internet protocol also provides for
  fragmentation and reassembly of long datagrams, if necessary, for
  transmission through "small packet" networks.

1.2.  Scope

  The internet protocol is specifically limited in scope to provide the
  functions necessary to deliver a package of bits (an internet
  datagram) from a source to a destination over an interconnected system
  of networks.  There are no mechanisms to augment end-to-end data
  reliability, flow control, sequencing, or other services commonly
  found in host-to-host protocols.  The internet protocol can capitalize
  on the services of its supporting networks to provide various types
  and qualities of service.

1.3.  Interfaces

  This protocol is called on by host-to-host protocols in an internet
  environment.  This protocol calls on local network protocols to carry
  the internet datagram to the next gateway or destination host.

  For example, a TCP module would call on the internet module to take a
  TCP segment (including the TCP header and user data) as the data
  portion of an internet datagram.  The TCP module would provide the
  addresses and other parameters in the internet header to the internet
  module as arguments of the call.  The internet module would then
  create an internet datagram and call on the local network interface to
  transmit the internet datagram.

  In the ARPANET case, for example, the internet module would call on a
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  local net module which would add the 1822 leader [2] to the internet



  datagram creating an ARPANET message to transmit to the IMP.  The
  ARPANET address would be derived from the internet address by the
  local network interface and would be the address of some host in the
  ARPANET, that host might be a gateway to other networks.

1.4.  Operation

  The internet protocol implements two basic functions:  addressing and
  fragmentation.

  The internet modules use the addresses carried in the internet header
  to transmit internet datagrams toward their destinations.  The
  selection of a path for transmission is called routing.

  The internet modules use fields in the internet header to fragment and
  reassemble internet datagrams when necessary for transmission through
  "small packet" networks.

  The model of operation is that an internet module resides in each host
  engaged in internet communication and in each gateway that
  interconnects networks.  These modules share common rules for
  interpreting address fields and for fragmenting and assembling
  internet datagrams.  In addition, these modules (especially in
  gateways) have procedures for making routing decisions and other
  functions.

  The internet protocol treats each internet datagram as an independent
  entity unrelated to any other internet datagram.  There are no
  connections or logical circuits (virtual or otherwise).

  The internet protocol uses four key mechanisms in providing its
  service:  Type of Service, Time to Live, Options, and Header Checksum.

  The Type of Service is used to indicate the quality of the service
  desired.  The type of service is an abstract or generalized set of
  parameters which characterize the service choices provided in the
  networks that make up the internet.  This type of service indication
  is to be used by gateways to select the actual transmission parameters
  for a particular network, the network to be used for the next hop, or
  the next gateway when routing an internet datagram.

  The Time to Live is an indication of an upper bound on the lifetime of
  an internet datagram.  It is set by the sender of the datagram and
  reduced at the points along the route where it is processed.  If the
  time to live reaches zero before the internet datagram reaches its
  destination, the internet datagram is destroyed.  The time to live can
  be thought of as a self destruct time limit.
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  The Options provide for control functions needed or useful in some
  situations but unnecessary for the most common communications.  The
  options include provisions for timestamps, security, and special
  routing.



  The Header Checksum provides a verification that the information used
  in processing internet datagram has been transmitted correctly.  The
  data may contain errors.  If the header checksum fails, the internet
  datagram is discarded at once by the entity which detects the error.

  The internet protocol does not provide a reliable communication
  facility.  There are no acknowledgments either end-to-end or
  hop-by-hop.  There is no error control for data, only a header
  checksum.  There are no retransmissions.  There is no flow control.

  Errors detected may be reported via the Internet Control Message
  Protocol (ICMP) [3] which is implemented in the internet protocol
  module.
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                              2.  OVERVIEW

2.1.  Relation to Other Protocols

  The following diagram illustrates the place of the internet protocol
  in the protocol hierarchy:

                 +------+ +-----+ +-----+     +-----+
                 |Telnet| | FTP | | TFTP| ... | ... |
                 +------+ +-----+ +-----+     +-----+



                       |   |         |           |
                      +-----+     +-----+     +-----+
                      | TCP |     | UDP | ... | ... |
                      +-----+     +-----+     +-----+
                         |           |           |
                      +--------------------------+----+
                      |    Internet Protocol & ICMP   |
                      +--------------------------+----+
                                     |
                        +---------------------------+
                        |   Local Network Protocol  |
                        +---------------------------+

                         Protocol Relationships

                               Figure 1.

  Internet protocol interfaces on one side to the higher level
  host-to-host protocols and on the other side to the local network
  protocol.  In this context a "local network" may be a small network in
  a building or a large network such as the ARPANET.

2.2.  Model of Operation

  The  model of operation for transmitting a datagram from one
  application program to another is illustrated by the following
  scenario:

    We suppose that this transmission will involve one intermediate
    gateway.

    The sending application program prepares its data and calls on its
    local internet module to send that data as a datagram and passes the
    destination address and other parameters as arguments of the call.

    The internet module prepares a datagram header and attaches the data
    to it.  The internet module determines a local network address for
    this internet address, in this case it is the address of a gateway.
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    It sends this datagram and the local network address to the local
    network interface.

    The local network interface creates a local network header, and
    attaches the datagram to it, then sends the result via the local
    network.

    The datagram arrives at a gateway host wrapped in the local network
    header, the local network interface strips off this header, and
    turns the datagram over to the internet module.  The internet module
    determines from the internet address that the datagram is to be
    forwarded to another host in a second network.  The internet module
    determines a local net address for the destination host.  It calls



    on the local network interface for that network to send the
    datagram.

    This local network interface creates a local network header and
    attaches the datagram sending the result to the destination host.

    At this destination host the datagram is stripped of the local net
    header by the local network interface and handed to the internet
    module.

    The internet module determines that the datagram is for an
    application program in this host.  It passes the data to the
    application program in response to a system call, passing the source
    address and other parameters as results of the call.

   Application                                           Application
   Program                                                   Program
         \                                                   /
       Internet Module      Internet Module      Internet Module
             \                 /       \                /
             LNI-1          LNI-1      LNI-2         LNI-2
                \           /             \          /
               Local Network 1           Local Network 2

                            Transmission Path

                                Figure 2
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2.3.  Function Description

  The function or purpose of Internet Protocol is to move datagrams
  through an interconnected set of networks.  This is done by passing
  the datagrams from one internet module to another until the
  destination is reached.  The internet modules reside in hosts and
  gateways in the internet system.  The datagrams are routed from one
  internet module to another through individual networks based on the
  interpretation of an internet address.  Thus, one important mechanism
  of the internet protocol is the internet address.

  In the routing of messages from one internet module to another,
  datagrams may need to traverse a network whose maximum packet size is
  smaller than the size of the datagram.  To overcome this difficulty, a
  fragmentation mechanism is provided in the internet protocol.



  Addressing

    A distinction is made between names, addresses, and routes [4].   A
    name indicates what we seek.  An address indicates where it is.  A
    route indicates how to get there.  The internet protocol deals
    primarily with addresses.  It is the task of higher level (i.e.,
    host-to-host or application) protocols to make the mapping from
    names to addresses.   The internet module maps internet addresses to
    local net addresses.  It is the task of lower level (i.e., local net
    or gateways) procedures to make the mapping from local net addresses
    to routes.

    Addresses are fixed length of four octets (32 bits).  An address
    begins with a network number, followed by local address (called the
    "rest" field).  There are three formats or classes of internet
    addresses:  in class a, the high order bit is zero, the next 7 bits
    are the network, and the last 24 bits are the local address; in
    class b, the high order two bits are one-zero, the next 14 bits are
    the network and the last 16 bits are the local address; in class c,
    the high order three bits are one-one-zero, the next 21 bits are the
    network and the last 8 bits are the local address.

    Care must be taken in mapping internet addresses to local net
    addresses; a single physical host must be able to act as if it were
    several distinct hosts to the extent of using several distinct
    internet addresses.  Some hosts will also have several physical
    interfaces (multi-homing).

    That is, provision must be made for a host to have several physical
    interfaces to the network with each having several logical internet
    addresses.
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    Examples of address mappings may be found in "Address Mappings" [5].

  Fragmentation

    Fragmentation of an internet datagram is necessary when it
    originates in a local net that allows a large packet size and must
    traverse a local net that limits packets to a smaller size to reach
    its destination.

    An internet datagram can be marked "don't fragment."  Any internet
    datagram so marked is not to be internet fragmented under any
    circumstances.  If internet datagram marked don't fragment cannot be
    delivered to its destination without fragmenting it, it is to be
    discarded instead.

    Fragmentation, transmission and reassembly across a local network
    which is invisible to the internet protocol module is called
    intranet fragmentation and may be used [6].



    The internet fragmentation and reassembly procedure needs to be able
    to break a datagram into an almost arbitrary number of pieces that
    can be later reassembled.  The receiver of the fragments uses the
    identification field to ensure that fragments of different datagrams
    are not mixed.  The fragment offset field tells the receiver the
    position of a fragment in the original datagram.  The fragment
    offset and length determine the portion of the original datagram
    covered by this fragment.  The more-fragments flag indicates (by
    being reset) the last fragment.  These fields provide sufficient
    information to reassemble datagrams.

    The identification field is used to distinguish the fragments of one
    datagram from those of another.  The originating protocol module of
    an internet datagram sets the identification field to a value that
    must be unique for that source-destination pair and protocol for the
    time the datagram will be active in the internet system.  The
    originating protocol module of a complete datagram sets the
    more-fragments flag to zero and the fragment offset to zero.

    To fragment a long internet datagram, an internet protocol module
    (for example, in a gateway), creates two new internet datagrams and
    copies the contents of the internet header fields from the long
    datagram into both new internet headers.  The data of the long
    datagram is divided into two portions on a 8 octet (64 bit) boundary
    (the second portion might not be an integral multiple of 8 octets,
    but the first must be).  Call the number of 8 octet blocks in the
    first portion NFB (for Number of Fragment Blocks).  The first
    portion of the data is placed in the first new internet datagram,
    and the total length field is set to the length of the first
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    datagram.  The more-fragments flag is set to one.  The second
    portion of the data is placed in the second new internet datagram,
    and the total length field is set to the length of the second
    datagram.  The more-fragments flag carries the same value as the
    long datagram.  The fragment offset field of the second new internet
    datagram is set to the value of that field in the long datagram plus
    NFB.

    This procedure can be generalized for an n-way split, rather than
    the two-way split described.

    To assemble the fragments of an internet datagram, an internet
    protocol module (for example at a destination host) combines
    internet datagrams that all have the same value for the four fields:
    identification, source, destination, and protocol.  The combination
    is done by placing the data portion of each fragment in the relative
    position indicated by the fragment offset in that fragment's
    internet header.  The first fragment will have the fragment offset
    zero, and the last fragment will have the more-fragments flag reset
    to zero.

2.4.  Gateways



  Gateways implement internet protocol to forward datagrams between
  networks.  Gateways also implement the Gateway to Gateway Protocol
  (GGP) [7] to coordinate routing and other internet control
  information.

  In a gateway the higher level protocols need not be implemented and
  the GGP functions are added to the IP module.

                   +-------------------------------+
                   | Internet Protocol & ICMP & GGP|
                   +-------------------------------+
                           |                 |
                 +---------------+   +---------------+
                 |   Local Net   |   |   Local Net   |
                 +---------------+   +---------------+

                           Gateway Protocols

                               Figure 3.
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                           3.  SPECIFICATION

3.1.  Internet Header Format

  A summary of the contents of the internet header follows:

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |Version|  IHL  |Type of Service|          Total Length         |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |         Identification        |Flags|      Fragment Offset    |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |  Time to Live |    Protocol   |         Header Checksum       |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                       Source Address                          |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                    Destination Address                        |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                    Options                    |    Padding    |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

                    Example Internet Datagram Header

                               Figure 4.

  Note that each tick mark represents one bit position.



  Version:  4 bits

    The Version field indicates the format of the internet header.  This
    document describes version 4.

  IHL:  4 bits

    Internet Header Length is the length of the internet header in 32
    bit words, and thus points to the beginning of the data.  Note that
    the minimum value for a correct header is 5.
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  Type of Service:  8 bits

    The Type of Service provides an indication of the abstract
    parameters of the quality of service desired.  These parameters are
    to be used to guide the selection of the actual service parameters
    when transmitting a datagram through a particular network.  Several
    networks offer service precedence, which somehow treats high
    precedence traffic as more important than other traffic (generally
    by accepting only traffic above a certain precedence at time of high
    load).  The major choice is a three way tradeoff between low-delay,
    high-reliability, and high-throughput.

      Bits 0-2:  Precedence.
      Bit    3:  0 = Normal Delay,      1 = Low Delay.
      Bits   4:  0 = Normal Throughput, 1 = High Throughput.
      Bits   5:  0 = Normal Relibility, 1 = High Relibility.
      Bit  6-7:  Reserved for Future Use.

         0     1     2     3     4     5     6     7
      +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
      |                 |     |     |     |     |     |
      |   PRECEDENCE    |  D  |  T  |  R  |  0  |  0  |
      |                 |     |     |     |     |     |
      +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+

        Precedence

          111 - Network Control
          110 - Internetwork Control
          101 - CRITIC/ECP
          100 - Flash Override



          011 - Flash
          010 - Immediate
          001 - Priority
          000 - Routine

    The use of the Delay, Throughput, and Reliability indications may
    increase the cost (in some sense) of the service.  In many networks
    better performance for one of these parameters is coupled with worse
    performance on another.  Except for very unusual cases at most two
    of these three indications should be set.

    The type of service is used to specify the treatment of the datagram
    during its transmission through the internet system.  Example
    mappings of the internet type of service to the actual service
    provided on networks such as AUTODIN II, ARPANET, SATNET, and PRNET
    is given in "Service Mappings" [8].
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    The Network Control precedence designation is intended to be used
    within a network only.  The actual use and control of that
    designation is up to each network. The Internetwork Control
    designation is intended for use by gateway control originators only.
    If the actual use of these precedence designations is of concern to
    a particular network, it is the responsibility of that network to
    control the access to, and use of, those precedence designations.

  Total Length:  16 bits

    Total Length is the length of the datagram, measured in octets,
    including internet header and data.  This field allows the length of
    a datagram to be up to 65,535 octets.  Such long datagrams are
    impractical for most hosts and networks.  All hosts must be prepared
    to accept datagrams of up to 576 octets (whether they arrive whole
    or in fragments).  It is recommended that hosts only send datagrams
    larger than 576 octets if they have assurance that the destination
    is prepared to accept the larger datagrams.

    The number 576 is selected to allow a reasonable sized data block to
    be transmitted in addition to the required header information.  For
    example, this size allows a data block of 512 octets plus 64 header
    octets to fit in a datagram.  The maximal internet header is 60
    octets, and a typical internet header is 20 octets, allowing a
    margin for headers of higher level protocols.

  Identification:  16 bits

    An identifying value assigned by the sender to aid in assembling the
    fragments of a datagram.

  Flags:  3 bits

    Various Control Flags.



      Bit 0: reserved, must be zero
      Bit 1: (DF) 0 = May Fragment,  1 = Don't Fragment.
      Bit 2: (MF) 0 = Last Fragment, 1 = More Fragments.

          0   1   2
        +---+---+---+
        |   | D | M |
        | 0 | F | F |
        +---+---+---+

  Fragment Offset:  13 bits

    This field indicates where in the datagram this fragment belongs.
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    The fragment offset is measured in units of 8 octets (64 bits).  The
    first fragment has offset zero.

  Time to Live:  8 bits

    This field indicates the maximum time the datagram is allowed to
    remain in the internet system.  If this field contains the value
    zero, then the datagram must be destroyed.  This field is modified
    in internet header processing.  The time is measured in units of
    seconds, but since every module that processes a datagram must
    decrease the TTL by at least one even if it process the datagram in
    less than a second, the TTL must be thought of only as an upper
    bound on the time a datagram may exist.  The intention is to cause
    undeliverable datagrams to be discarded, and to bound the maximum
    datagram lifetime.

  Protocol:  8 bits

    This field indicates the next level protocol used in the data
    portion of the internet datagram.  The values for various protocols
    are specified in "Assigned Numbers" [9].

  Header Checksum:  16 bits

    A checksum on the header only.  Since some header fields change
    (e.g., time to live), this is recomputed and verified at each point
    that the internet header is processed.

    The checksum algorithm is:

      The checksum field is the 16 bit one's complement of the one's
      complement sum of all 16 bit words in the header.  For purposes of
      computing the checksum, the value of the checksum field is zero.

    This is a simple to compute checksum and experimental evidence
    indicates it is adequate, but it is provisional and may be replaced
    by a CRC procedure, depending on further experience.



  Source Address:  32 bits

    The source address.  See section 3.2.

  Destination Address:  32 bits

    The destination address.  See section 3.2.
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  Options:  variable

    The options may appear or not in datagrams.  They must be
    implemented by all IP modules (host and gateways).  What is optional
    is their transmission in any particular datagram, not their
    implementation.

    In some environments the security option may be required in all
    datagrams.

    The option field is variable in length.  There may be zero or more
    options.  There are two cases for the format of an option:

      Case 1:  A single octet of option-type.

      Case 2:  An option-type octet, an option-length octet, and the
               actual option-data octets.

    The option-length octet counts the option-type octet and the
    option-length octet as well as the option-data octets.

    The option-type octet is viewed as having 3 fields:

      1 bit   copied flag,
      2 bits  option class,
      5 bits  option number.

    The copied flag indicates that this option is copied into all
    fragments on fragmentation.

      0 = not copied
      1 = copied

    The option classes are:

      0 = control
      1 = reserved for future use
      2 = debugging and measurement
      3 = reserved for future use
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    The following internet options are defined:

      CLASS NUMBER LENGTH DESCRIPTION
      ----- ------ ------ -----------
        0     0      -    End of Option list.  This option occupies only
                          1 octet; it has no length octet.
        0     1      -    No Operation.  This option occupies only 1
                          octet; it has no length octet.
        0     2     11    Security.  Used to carry Security,
                          Compartmentation, User Group (TCC), and
                          Handling Restriction Codes compatible with DOD
                          requirements.
        0     3     var.  Loose Source Routing.  Used to route the
                          internet datagram based on information
                          supplied by the source.
        0     9     var.  Strict Source Routing.  Used to route the
                          internet datagram based on information
                          supplied by the source.
        0     7     var.  Record Route.  Used to trace the route an
                          internet datagram takes.
        0     8      4    Stream ID.  Used to carry the stream
                          identifier.
        2     4     var.  Internet Timestamp.

    Specific Option Definitions

      End of Option List

        +--------+
        |00000000|
        +--------+
          Type=0

        This option indicates the end of the option list.  This might
        not coincide with the end of the internet header according to
        the internet header length.  This is used at the end of all
        options, not the end of each option, and need only be used if
        the end of the options would not otherwise coincide with the end
        of the internet header.

        May be copied, introduced, or deleted on fragmentation, or for



        any other reason.
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      No Operation

        +--------+
        |00000001|
        +--------+
          Type=1

        This option may be used between options, for example, to align
        the beginning of a subsequent option on a 32 bit boundary.

        May be copied, introduced, or deleted on fragmentation, or for
        any other reason.

      Security

        This option provides a way for hosts to send security,
        compartmentation, handling restrictions, and TCC (closed user
        group) parameters.  The format for this option is as follows:

          +--------+--------+---//---+---//---+---//---+---//---+
          |10000010|00001011|SSS  SSS|CCC  CCC|HHH  HHH|  TCC   |
          +--------+--------+---//---+---//---+---//---+---//---+
           Type=130 Length=11

        Security (S field):  16 bits

          Specifies one of 16 levels of security (eight of which are
          reserved for future use).

            00000000 00000000 - Unclassified
            11110001 00110101 - Confidential
            01111000 10011010 - EFTO
            10111100 01001101 - MMMM
            01011110 00100110 - PROG
            10101111 00010011 - Restricted
            11010111 10001000 - Secret
            01101011 11000101 - Top Secret
            00110101 11100010 - (Reserved for future use)
            10011010 11110001 - (Reserved for future use)
            01001101 01111000 - (Reserved for future use)
            00100100 10111101 - (Reserved for future use)
            00010011 01011110 - (Reserved for future use)
            10001001 10101111 - (Reserved for future use)
            11000100 11010110 - (Reserved for future use)
            11100010 01101011 - (Reserved for future use)
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        Compartments (C field):  16 bits

          An all zero value is used when the information transmitted is
          not compartmented.  Other values for the compartments field
          may be obtained from the Defense Intelligence Agency.

        Handling Restrictions (H field):  16 bits

          The values for the control and release markings are
          alphanumeric digraphs and are defined in the Defense
          Intelligence Agency Manual DIAM 65-19, "Standard Security
          Markings".

        Transmission Control Code (TCC field):  24 bits

          Provides a means to segregate traffic and define controlled
          communities of interest among subscribers. The TCC values are
          trigraphs, and are available from HQ DCA Code 530.

        Must be copied on fragmentation.  This option appears at most
        once in a datagram.

      Loose Source and Record Route

        +--------+--------+--------+---------//--------+
        |10000011| length | pointer|     route data    |
        +--------+--------+--------+---------//--------+
         Type=131

        The loose source and record route (LSRR) option provides a means
        for the source of an internet datagram to supply routing
        information to be used by the gateways in forwarding the
        datagram to the destination, and to record the route
        information.

        The option begins with the option type code.  The second octet
        is the option length which includes the option type code and the
        length octet, the pointer octet, and length-3 octets of route
        data.  The third octet is the pointer into the route data
        indicating the octet which begins the next source address to be
        processed.  The pointer is relative to this option, and the
        smallest legal value for the pointer is 4.

        A route data is composed of a series of internet addresses.
        Each internet address is 32 bits or 4 octets.  If the pointer is
        greater than the length, the source route is empty (and the
        recorded route full) and the routing is to be based on the
        destination address field.
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        If the address in destination address field has been reached and
        the pointer is not greater than the length, the next address in
        the source route replaces the address in the destination address
        field, and the recorded route address replaces the source
        address just used, and pointer is increased by four.

        The recorded route address is the internet module's own internet
        address as known in the environment into which this datagram is
        being forwarded.

        This procedure of replacing the source route with the recorded
        route (though it is in the reverse of the order it must be in to
        be used as a source route) means the option (and the IP header
        as a whole) remains a constant length as the datagram progresses
        through the internet.

        This option is a loose source route because the gateway or host
        IP is allowed to use any route of any number of other
        intermediate gateways to reach the next address in the route.

        Must be copied on fragmentation.  Appears at most once in a
        datagram.

      Strict Source and Record Route

        +--------+--------+--------+---------//--------+
        |10001001| length | pointer|     route data    |
        +--------+--------+--------+---------//--------+
         Type=137

        The strict source and record route (SSRR) option provides a
        means for the source of an internet datagram to supply routing
        information to be used by the gateways in forwarding the
        datagram to the destination, and to record the route
        information.

        The option begins with the option type code.  The second octet
        is the option length which includes the option type code and the
        length octet, the pointer octet, and length-3 octets of route
        data.  The third octet is the pointer into the route data
        indicating the octet which begins the next source address to be
        processed.  The pointer is relative to this option, and the
        smallest legal value for the pointer is 4.

        A route data is composed of a series of internet addresses.
        Each internet address is 32 bits or 4 octets.  If the pointer is
        greater than the length, the source route is empty (and the
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        recorded route full) and the routing is to be based on the
        destination address field.

        If the address in destination address field has been reached and
        the pointer is not greater than the length, the next address in
        the source route replaces the address in the destination address
        field, and the recorded route address replaces the source
        address just used, and pointer is increased by four.

        The recorded route address is the internet module's own internet
        address as known in the environment into which this datagram is
        being forwarded.

        This procedure of replacing the source route with the recorded
        route (though it is in the reverse of the order it must be in to
        be used as a source route) means the option (and the IP header
        as a whole) remains a constant length as the datagram progresses
        through the internet.

        This option is a strict source route because the gateway or host
        IP must send the datagram directly to the next address in the
        source route through only the directly connected network
        indicated in the next address to reach the next gateway or host
        specified in the route.

        Must be copied on fragmentation.  Appears at most once in a
        datagram.

      Record Route

        +--------+--------+--------+---------//--------+
        |00000111| length | pointer|     route data    |
        +--------+--------+--------+---------//--------+
          Type=7

        The record route option provides a means to record the route of
        an internet datagram.

        The option begins with the option type code.  The second octet
        is the option length which includes the option type code and the
        length octet, the pointer octet, and length-3 octets of route
        data.  The third octet is the pointer into the route data
        indicating the octet which begins the next area to store a route
        address.  The pointer is relative to this option, and the
        smallest legal value for the pointer is 4.

        A recorded route is composed of a series of internet addresses.
        Each internet address is 32 bits or 4 octets.  If the pointer is
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        greater than the length, the recorded route data area is full.
        The originating host must compose this option with a large
        enough route data area to hold all the address expected.  The
        size of the option does not change due to adding addresses.  The
        intitial contents of the route data area must be zero.

        When an internet module routes a datagram it checks to see if
        the record route option is present.  If it is, it inserts its
        own internet address as known in the environment into which this
        datagram is being forwarded into the recorded route begining at
        the octet indicated by the pointer, and increments the pointer
        by four.

        If the route data area is already full (the pointer exceeds the
        length) the datagram is forwarded without inserting the address
        into the recorded route.  If there is some room but not enough
        room for a full address to be inserted, the original datagram is
        considered to be in error and is discarded.  In either case an
        ICMP parameter problem message may be sent to the source
        host [3].

        Not copied on fragmentation, goes in first fragment only.
        Appears at most once in a datagram.

      Stream Identifier

        +--------+--------+--------+--------+
        |10001000|00000010|    Stream ID    |
        +--------+--------+--------+--------+
         Type=136 Length=4

        This option provides a way for the 16-bit SATNET stream
        identifier to be carried through networks that do not support
        the stream concept.

        Must be copied on fragmentation.  Appears at most once in a
        datagram.
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      Internet Timestamp

        +--------+--------+--------+--------+
        |01000100| length | pointer|oflw|flg|
        +--------+--------+--------+--------+
        |         internet address          |
        +--------+--------+--------+--------+
        |             timestamp             |
        +--------+--------+--------+--------+
        |                 .                 |
                          .
                          .
        Type = 68

        The Option Length is the number of octets in the option counting
        the type, length, pointer, and overflow/flag octets (maximum
        length 40).

        The Pointer is the number of octets from the beginning of this
        option to the end of timestamps plus one (i.e., it points to the
        octet beginning the space for next timestamp).  The smallest
        legal value is 5.  The timestamp area is full when the pointer
        is greater than the length.

        The Overflow (oflw) [4 bits] is the number of IP modules that
        cannot register timestamps due to lack of space.

        The Flag (flg) [4 bits] values are

          0 -- time stamps only, stored in consecutive 32-bit words,

          1 -- each timestamp is preceded with internet address of the
               registering entity,

          3 -- the internet address fields are prespecified.  An IP
               module only registers its timestamp if it matches its own
               address with the next specified internet address.

        The Timestamp is a right-justified, 32-bit timestamp in
        milliseconds since midnight UT.  If the time is not available in
        milliseconds or cannot be provided with respect to midnight UT
        then any time may be inserted as a timestamp provided the high
        order bit of the timestamp field is set to one to indicate the
        use of a non-standard value.

        The originating host must compose this option with a large
        enough timestamp data area to hold all the timestamp information
        expected.  The size of the option does not change due to adding
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        timestamps.  The intitial contents of the timestamp data area
        must be zero or internet address/zero pairs.



        If the timestamp data area is already full (the pointer exceeds
        the length) the datagram is forwarded without inserting the
        timestamp, but the overflow count is incremented by one.

        If there is some room but not enough room for a full timestamp
        to be inserted, or the overflow count itself overflows, the
        original datagram is considered to be in error and is discarded.
        In either case an ICMP parameter problem message may be sent to
        the source host [3].

        The timestamp option is not copied upon fragmentation.  It is
        carried in the first fragment.  Appears at most once in a
        datagram.

  Padding:  variable

    The internet header padding is used to ensure that the internet
    header ends on a 32 bit boundary.  The padding is zero.

3.2.  Discussion

  The implementation of a protocol must be robust.  Each implementation
  must expect to interoperate with others created by different
  individuals.  While the goal of this specification is to be explicit
  about the protocol there is the possibility of differing
  interpretations.  In general, an implementation must be conservative
  in its sending behavior, and liberal in its receiving behavior.  That
  is, it must be careful to send well-formed datagrams, but must accept
  any datagram that it can interpret (e.g., not object to technical
  errors where the meaning is still clear).

  The basic internet service is datagram oriented and provides for the
  fragmentation of datagrams at gateways, with reassembly taking place
  at the destination internet protocol module in the destination host.
  Of course, fragmentation and reassembly of datagrams within a network
  or by private agreement between the gateways of a network is also
  allowed since this is transparent to the internet protocols and the
  higher-level protocols.  This transparent type of fragmentation and
  reassembly is termed "network-dependent" (or intranet) fragmentation
  and is not discussed further here.

  Internet addresses distinguish sources and destinations to the host
  level and provide a protocol field as well.  It is assumed that each
  protocol will provide for whatever multiplexing is necessary within a
  host.
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  Addressing

    To provide for flexibility in assigning address to networks and
    allow for the  large number of small to intermediate sized networks
    the interpretation of the address field is coded to specify a small



    number of networks with a large number of host, a moderate number of
    networks with a moderate number of hosts, and a large number of
    networks with a small number of hosts.  In addition there is an
    escape code for extended addressing mode.

    Address Formats:

      High Order Bits   Format                           Class
      ---------------   -------------------------------  -----
            0            7 bits of net, 24 bits of host    a
            10          14 bits of net, 16 bits of host    b
            110         21 bits of net,  8 bits of host    c
            111         escape to extended addressing mode

      A value of zero in the network field means this network.  This is
      only used in certain ICMP messages.  The extended addressing mode
      is undefined.  Both of these features are reserved for future use.

    The actual values assigned for network addresses is given in
    "Assigned Numbers" [9].

    The local address, assigned by the local network, must allow for a
    single physical host to act as several distinct internet hosts.
    That is, there must be a mapping between internet host addresses and
    network/host interfaces that allows several internet addresses to
    correspond to one interface.  It must also be allowed for a host to
    have several physical interfaces and to treat the datagrams from
    several of them as if they were all addressed to a single host.

    Address mappings between internet addresses and addresses for
    ARPANET, SATNET, PRNET, and other networks are described in "Address
    Mappings" [5].

  Fragmentation and Reassembly.

    The internet identification field (ID) is used together with the
    source and destination address, and the protocol fields, to identify
    datagram fragments for reassembly.

    The More Fragments flag bit (MF) is set if the datagram is not the
    last fragment.  The Fragment Offset field identifies the fragment
    location, relative to the beginning of the original unfragmented
    datagram.  Fragments are counted in units of 8 octets.  The
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    fragmentation strategy is designed so than an unfragmented datagram
    has all zero fragmentation information (MF = 0, fragment offset =
    0).  If an internet datagram is fragmented, its data portion must be
    broken on 8 octet boundaries.

    This format allows 2**13 = 8192 fragments of 8 octets each for a
    total of 65,536 octets.  Note that this is consistent with the the
    datagram total length field (of course, the header is counted in the



    total length and not in the fragments).

    When fragmentation occurs, some options are copied, but others
    remain with the first fragment only.

    Every internet module must be able to forward a datagram of 68
    octets without further fragmentation.  This is because an internet
    header may be up to 60 octets, and the minimum fragment is 8 octets.

    Every internet destination must be able to receive a datagram of 576
    octets either in one piece or in fragments to be reassembled.

    The fields which may be affected by fragmentation include:

      (1) options field
      (2) more fragments flag
      (3) fragment offset
      (4) internet header length field
      (5) total length field
      (6) header checksum

    If the Don't Fragment flag (DF) bit is set, then internet
    fragmentation of this datagram is NOT permitted, although it may be
    discarded.  This can be used to prohibit fragmentation in cases
    where the receiving host does not have sufficient resources to
    reassemble internet fragments.

    One example of use of the Don't Fragment feature is to down line
    load a small host.  A small host could have a boot strap program
    that accepts a datagram stores it in memory and then executes it.

    The fragmentation and reassembly procedures are most easily
    described by examples.  The following procedures are example
    implementations.

    General notation in the following pseudo programs: "=<" means "less
    than or equal", "#" means "not equal", "=" means "equal", "<-" means
    "is set to".  Also, "x to y" includes x and excludes y; for example,
    "4 to 7" would include 4, 5, and 6 (but not 7).
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    An Example Fragmentation Procedure

      The maximum sized datagram that can be transmitted through the
      next network is called the maximum transmission unit (MTU).

      If the total length is less than or equal the maximum transmission
      unit then submit this datagram to the next step in datagram
      processing; otherwise cut the datagram into two fragments, the
      first fragment being the maximum size, and the second fragment
      being the rest of the datagram.  The first fragment is submitted
      to the next step in datagram processing, while the second fragment



      is submitted to this procedure in case it is still too large.

      Notation:

        FO    -  Fragment Offset
        IHL   -  Internet Header Length
        DF    -  Don't Fragment flag
        MF    -  More Fragments flag
        TL    -  Total Length
        OFO   -  Old Fragment Offset
        OIHL  -  Old Internet Header Length
        OMF   -  Old More Fragments flag
        OTL   -  Old Total Length
        NFB   -  Number of Fragment Blocks
        MTU   -  Maximum Transmission Unit

      Procedure:

        IF TL =< MTU THEN Submit this datagram to the next step
             in datagram processing ELSE IF DF = 1 THEN discard the
        datagram ELSE
        To produce the first fragment:
        (1)  Copy the original internet header;
        (2)  OIHL <- IHL; OTL <- TL; OFO <- FO; OMF <- MF;
        (3)  NFB <- (MTU-IHL*4)/8;
        (4)  Attach the first NFB*8 data octets;
        (5)  Correct the header:
             MF <- 1;  TL <- (IHL*4)+(NFB*8);
             Recompute Checksum;
        (6)  Submit this fragment to the next step in
             datagram processing;
        To produce the second fragment:
        (7)  Selectively copy the internet header (some options
             are not copied, see option definitions);
        (8)  Append the remaining data;
        (9)  Correct the header:
             IHL <- (((OIHL*4)-(length of options not copied))+3)/4;
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             TL <- OTL - NFB*8 - (OIHL-IHL)*4);
             FO <- OFO + NFB;  MF <- OMF;  Recompute Checksum;
        (10) Submit this fragment to the fragmentation test; DONE.

      In the above procedure each fragment (except the last) was made
      the maximum allowable size.  An alternative might produce less
      than the maximum size datagrams.  For example, one could implement
      a fragmentation procedure that repeatly divided large datagrams in
      half until the resulting fragments were less than the maximum
      transmission unit size.

    An Example Reassembly Procedure

      For each datagram the buffer identifier is computed as the



      concatenation of the source, destination, protocol, and
      identification fields.  If this is a whole datagram (that is both
      the fragment offset and the more fragments  fields are zero), then
      any reassembly resources associated with this buffer identifier
      are released and the datagram is forwarded to the next step in
      datagram processing.

      If no other fragment with this buffer identifier is on hand then
      reassembly resources are allocated.  The reassembly resources
      consist of a data buffer, a header buffer, a fragment block bit
      table, a total data length field, and a timer.  The data from the
      fragment is placed in the data buffer according to its fragment
      offset and length, and bits are set in the fragment block bit
      table corresponding to the fragment blocks received.

      If this is the first fragment (that is the fragment offset is
      zero)  this header is placed in the header buffer.  If this is the
      last fragment ( that is the more fragments field is zero) the
      total data length is computed.  If this fragment completes the
      datagram (tested by checking the bits set in the fragment block
      table), then the datagram is sent to the next step in datagram
      processing; otherwise the timer is set to the maximum of the
      current timer value and the value of the time to live field from
      this fragment; and the reassembly routine gives up control.

      If the timer runs out, the all reassembly resources for this
      buffer identifier are released.  The initial setting of the timer
      is a lower bound on the reassembly waiting time.  This is because
      the waiting time will be increased if the Time to Live in the
      arriving fragment is greater than the current timer value but will
      not be decreased if it is less.  The maximum this timer value
      could reach is the maximum time to live (approximately 4.25
      minutes).  The current recommendation for the initial timer
      setting is 15 seconds.  This may be changed as experience with
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      this protocol accumulates.  Note that the choice of this parameter
      value is related to the buffer capacity available and the data
      rate of the transmission medium; that is, data rate times timer
      value equals buffer size (e.g., 10Kb/s X 15s = 150Kb).

      Notation:

        FO    -  Fragment Offset
        IHL   -  Internet Header Length
        MF    -  More Fragments flag
        TTL   -  Time To Live
        NFB   -  Number of Fragment Blocks
        TL    -  Total Length
        TDL   -  Total Data Length
        BUFID -  Buffer Identifier
        RCVBT -  Fragment Received Bit Table
        TLB   -  Timer Lower Bound



      Procedure:

        (1)  BUFID <- source|destination|protocol|identification;
        (2)  IF FO = 0 AND MF = 0
        (3)     THEN IF buffer with BUFID is allocated
        (4)             THEN flush all reassembly for this BUFID;
        (5)          Submit datagram to next step; DONE.
        (6)     ELSE IF no buffer with BUFID is allocated
        (7)             THEN allocate reassembly resources
                             with BUFID;
                             TIMER <- TLB; TDL <- 0;
        (8)          put data from fragment into data buffer with
                     BUFID from octet FO*8 to
                                         octet (TL-(IHL*4))+FO*8;
        (9)          set RCVBT bits from FO
                                        to FO+((TL-(IHL*4)+7)/8);
        (10)         IF MF = 0 THEN TDL <- TL-(IHL*4)+(FO*8)
        (11)         IF FO = 0 THEN put header in header buffer
        (12)         IF TDL # 0
        (13)          AND all RCVBT bits from 0
                                             to (TDL+7)/8 are set
        (14)            THEN TL <- TDL+(IHL*4)
        (15)                 Submit datagram to next step;
        (16)                 free all reassembly resources
                             for this BUFID; DONE.
        (17)         TIMER <- MAX(TIMER,TTL);
        (18)         give up until next fragment or timer expires;
        (19) timer expires: flush all reassembly with this BUFID; DONE.

      In the case that two or more fragments contain the same data
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      either identically or through a partial overlap, this procedure
      will use the more recently arrived copy in the data buffer and
      datagram delivered.

  Identification

    The choice of the Identifier for a datagram is based on the need to
    provide a way to uniquely identify the fragments of a particular
    datagram.  The protocol module assembling fragments judges fragments
    to belong to the same datagram if they have the same source,
    destination, protocol, and Identifier.  Thus, the sender must choose
    the Identifier to be unique for this source, destination pair and
    protocol for the time the datagram (or any fragment of it) could be
    alive in the internet.

    It seems then that a sending protocol module needs to keep a table
    of Identifiers, one entry for each destination it has communicated
    with in the last maximum packet lifetime for the internet.

    However, since the Identifier field allows 65,536 different values,



    some host may be able to simply use unique identifiers independent
    of destination.

    It is appropriate for some higher level protocols to choose the
    identifier. For example, TCP protocol modules may retransmit an
    identical TCP segment, and the probability for correct reception
    would be enhanced if the retransmission carried the same identifier
    as the original transmission since fragments of either datagram
    could be used to construct a correct TCP segment.

  Type of Service

    The type of service (TOS) is for internet service quality selection.
    The type of service is specified along the abstract parameters
    precedence, delay, throughput, and reliability.  These abstract
    parameters are to be mapped into the actual service parameters of
    the particular networks the datagram traverses.

    Precedence.  An independent measure of the importance of this
    datagram.

    Delay.  Prompt delivery is important for datagrams with this
    indication.

    Throughput.  High data rate is important for datagrams with this
    indication.
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    Reliability.  A higher level of effort to ensure delivery is
    important for datagrams with this indication.

    For example, the ARPANET has a priority bit, and a choice between
    "standard" messages (type 0) and "uncontrolled" messages (type 3),
    (the choice between single packet and multipacket messages can also
    be considered a service parameter). The uncontrolled messages tend
    to be less reliably delivered and suffer less delay.  Suppose an
    internet datagram is to be sent through the ARPANET.  Let the
    internet type of service be given as:

      Precedence:    5
      Delay:         0
      Throughput:    1
      Reliability:   1

    In this example, the mapping of these parameters to those available
    for the ARPANET would be  to set the ARPANET priority bit on since
    the Internet precedence is in the upper half of its range, to select
    standard messages since the throughput and reliability requirements
    are indicated and delay is not.  More details are given on service
    mappings in "Service Mappings" [8].



  Time to Live

    The time to live is set by the sender to the maximum time the
    datagram is allowed to be in the internet system.  If the datagram
    is in the internet system longer than the time to live, then the
    datagram must be destroyed.

    This field must be decreased at each point that the internet header
    is processed to reflect the time spent processing the datagram.
    Even if no local information is available on the time actually
    spent, the field must be decremented by 1.  The time is measured in
    units of seconds (i.e. the value 1 means one second).  Thus, the
    maximum time to live is 255 seconds or 4.25 minutes.  Since every
    module that processes a datagram must decrease the TTL by at least
    one even if it process the datagram in less than a second, the TTL
    must be thought of only as an upper bound on the time a datagram may
    exist.  The intention is to cause undeliverable datagrams to be
    discarded, and to bound the maximum datagram lifetime.

    Some higher level reliable connection protocols are based on
    assumptions that old duplicate datagrams will not arrive after a
    certain time elapses.  The TTL is a way for such protocols to have
    an assurance that their assumption is met.
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  Options

    The options are optional in each datagram, but required in
    implementations.  That is, the presence or absence of an option is
    the choice of the sender, but each internet module must be able to
    parse every option.  There can be several options present in the
    option field.

    The options might not end on a 32-bit boundary.  The internet header
    must be filled out with octets of zeros.  The first of these would
    be interpreted as the end-of-options option, and the remainder as
    internet header padding.

    Every internet module must be able to act on every option.  The
    Security Option is required if classified, restricted, or
    compartmented traffic is to be passed.

  Checksum

    The internet header checksum is recomputed if the internet header is
    changed.  For example, a reduction of the time to live, additions or
    changes to internet options, or due to fragmentation.  This checksum
    at the internet level is intended to protect the internet header
    fields from transmission errors.

    There are some applications where a few data bit errors are



    acceptable while retransmission delays are not.  If the internet
    protocol enforced data correctness such applications could not be
    supported.

  Errors

    Internet protocol errors may be reported via the ICMP messages [3].

3.3.  Interfaces

  The functional description of user interfaces to the IP is, at best,
  fictional, since every operating system will have different
  facilities.  Consequently, we must warn readers that different IP
  implementations may have different user interfaces.  However, all IPs
  must provide a certain minimum  set of services to guarantee that all
  IP implementations can support the same protocol hierarchy.  This
  section specifies the functional interfaces required of all IP
  implementations.

  Internet protocol interfaces on one side to the local network and on
  the other side to either a higher level protocol or an application
  program.  In the following, the higher level protocol or application
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  program (or even a gateway program) will be called the "user" since it
  is using the internet module.  Since internet protocol is a datagram
  protocol, there is minimal memory or state maintained between datagram
  transmissions, and each call on the internet protocol module by the
  user supplies all information necessary for the IP to perform the
  service requested.

  An Example Upper Level Interface

  The following two example calls satisfy the requirements for the user
  to internet protocol module communication ("=>" means returns):

  SEND (src, dst, prot, TOS, TTL, BufPTR, len, Id, DF, opt => result)

    where:

      src = source address
      dst = destination address
      prot = protocol
      TOS = type of service
      TTL = time to live
      BufPTR = buffer pointer
      len = length of buffer
      Id  = Identifier
      DF = Don't Fragment
      opt = option data
      result = response
        OK = datagram sent ok
        Error = error in arguments or local network error



    Note that the precedence is included in the TOS and the
    security/compartment is passed as an option.

  RECV (BufPTR, prot, => result, src, dst, TOS, len, opt)

    where:

      BufPTR = buffer pointer
      prot = protocol
      result = response
        OK = datagram received ok
        Error = error in arguments
      len = length of buffer
      src = source address
      dst = destination address
      TOS = type of service
      opt = option data
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  When the user sends a datagram, it executes the SEND call supplying
  all the arguments.  The internet protocol module, on receiving this
  call, checks the arguments and prepares and sends the message.  If the
  arguments are good and the datagram is accepted by the local network,
  the call returns successfully.  If either the arguments are bad, or
  the datagram is not accepted by the local network, the call returns
  unsuccessfully.  On unsuccessful returns, a reasonable report must be
  made as to the cause of the problem, but the details of such reports
  are up to individual implementations.

  When a datagram arrives at the internet protocol module from the local
  network, either there is a pending RECV call from the user addressed
  or there is not.  In the first case, the pending call is satisfied by
  passing the information from the datagram to the user.  In the second
  case, the user addressed is notified of a pending datagram.  If the
  user addressed does not exist, an ICMP error message is returned to
  the sender, and the data is discarded.

  The notification of a user may be via a pseudo interrupt or similar
  mechanism, as appropriate in the particular operating system
  environment of the implementation.

  A user's RECV call may then either be immediately satisfied by a
  pending datagram, or the call may be pending until a datagram arrives.

  The source address is included in the send call in case the sending
  host has several addresses (multiple physical connections or logical
  addresses).  The internet module must check to see that the source
  address is one of the legal address for this host.

  An implementation may also allow or require a call to the internet
  module to indicate interest in or reserve exclusive use of a class of



  datagrams (e.g., all those with a certain value in the protocol
  field).

  This section functionally characterizes a USER/IP interface.  The
  notation used is similar to most procedure of function calls in high
  level languages, but this usage is not meant to rule out trap type
  service calls (e.g., SVCs, UUOs, EMTs), or any other form of
  interprocess communication.
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APPENDIX A:  Examples & Scenarios

Example 1:

  This is an example of the minimal data carrying internet datagram:

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |Ver= 4 |IHL= 5 |Type of Service|        Total Length = 21      |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |      Identification = 111     |Flg=0|   Fragment Offset = 0   |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |   Time = 123  |  Protocol = 1 |        header checksum        |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                         source address                        |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                      destination address                      |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |     data      |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

                       Example Internet Datagram

                               Figure 5.

  Note that each tick mark represents one bit position.

  This is a internet datagram in version 4 of internet protocol; the
  internet header consists of five 32 bit words, and the total length of
  the datagram is 21 octets.  This datagram is a complete datagram (not
  a fragment).
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Example 2:

  In this example, we show first a moderate size internet datagram (452
  data octets), then two internet fragments that might result from the
  fragmentation of this datagram if the maximum sized transmission
  allowed were 280 octets.

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |Ver= 4 |IHL= 5 |Type of Service|       Total Length = 472      |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |     Identification = 111      |Flg=0|     Fragment Offset = 0 |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |   Time = 123  | Protocol = 6  |        header checksum        |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                         source address                        |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                      destination address                      |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                             data                              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                             data                              |
   \                                                               \
   \                                                               \
   |                             data                              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |             data              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

                       Example Internet Datagram

                               Figure 6.
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  Now the first fragment that results from splitting the datagram after
  256 data octets.

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |Ver= 4 |IHL= 5 |Type of Service|       Total Length = 276      |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |     Identification = 111      |Flg=1|     Fragment Offset = 0 |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |   Time = 119  | Protocol = 6  |        Header Checksum        |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                         source address                        |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                      destination address                      |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                             data                              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                             data                              |
   \                                                               \
   \                                                               \
   |                             data                              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                             data                              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

                       Example Internet Fragment

                               Figure 7.
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  And the second fragment.

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |Ver= 4 |IHL= 5 |Type of Service|       Total Length = 216      |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |     Identification = 111      |Flg=0|  Fragment Offset  =  32 |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |   Time = 119  | Protocol = 6  |        Header Checksum        |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                         source address                        |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                      destination address                      |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                             data                              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                             data                              |
   \                                                               \
   \                                                               \
   |                             data                              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |            data               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

                       Example Internet Fragment

                               Figure 8.
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Example 3:

  Here, we show an example of a datagram containing options:

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |Ver= 4 |IHL= 8 |Type of Service|       Total Length = 576      |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |       Identification = 111    |Flg=0|     Fragment Offset = 0 |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |   Time = 123  |  Protocol = 6 |       Header Checksum         |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                        source address                         |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                      destination address                      |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   | Opt. Code = x | Opt.  Len.= 3 | option value  | Opt. Code = x |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   | Opt. Len. = 4 |           option value        | Opt. Code = 1 |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   | Opt. Code = y | Opt. Len. = 3 |  option value | Opt. Code = 0 |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                             data                              |
   \                                                               \
   \                                                               \
   |                             data                              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                             data                              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

                       Example Internet Datagram

                               Figure 9.
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APPENDIX B:  Data Transmission Order

The order of transmission of the header and data described in this
document is resolved to the octet level.  Whenever a diagram shows a
group of octets, the order of transmission of those octets is the normal
order in which they are read in English.  For example, in the following
diagram the octets are transmitted in the order they are numbered.

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |       1       |       2       |       3       |       4       |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |       5       |       6       |       7       |       8       |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |       9       |      10       |      11       |      12       |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

                      Transmission Order of Bytes

                               Figure 10.

Whenever an octet represents a numeric quantity the left most bit in the
diagram is the high order or most significant bit.  That is, the bit
labeled 0 is the most significant bit.  For example, the following
diagram represents the value 170 (decimal).

                            0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
                           +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
                           |1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0|
                           +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

                          Significance of Bits

                               Figure 11.

Similarly, whenever a multi-octet field represents a numeric quantity
the left most bit of the whole field is the most significant bit.  When
a multi-octet quantity is transmitted the most significant octet is
transmitted first.
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1822
          BBN Report 1822, "The Specification of the Interconnection of
          a Host and an IMP".  The specification of interface between a
          host and the ARPANET.

ARPANET leader
          The control information on an ARPANET message at the host-IMP
          interface.

ARPANET message
          The unit of transmission between a host and an IMP in the
          ARPANET.  The maximum size is about 1012 octets (8096 bits).

ARPANET packet
          A unit of transmission used internally in the ARPANET between
          IMPs. The maximum size is about 126 octets (1008 bits).

Destination
          The destination address, an internet header field.

DF
          The Don't Fragment bit carried in the flags field.

Flags
          An internet header field carrying various control flags.

Fragment Offset
          This internet header field indicates where in the internet
          datagram a fragment belongs.

GGP
          Gateway to Gateway Protocol, the protocol used primarily
          between gateways to control routing and other gateway
          functions.

header
          Control information at the beginning of a message, segment,
          datagram, packet or block of data.

ICMP
          Internet Control Message Protocol, implemented in the internet
          module, the ICMP is used from gateways to hosts and between
          hosts to report errors and make routing suggestions.
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Identification
          An internet header field carrying the identifying value
          assigned by the sender to aid in assembling the fragments of a
          datagram.

IHL
          The internet header field Internet Header Length is the length
          of the internet header measured in 32 bit words.

IMP
          The Interface Message Processor, the packet switch of the
          ARPANET.

Internet Address
          A four octet (32 bit) source or destination address consisting
          of a Network field and a Local Address field.

internet datagram
          The unit of data exchanged between a pair of internet modules
          (includes the internet header).

internet fragment
          A portion of the data of an internet datagram with an internet
          header.

Local Address
          The address of a host within a network.  The actual mapping of
          an internet local address on to the host addresses in a
          network is quite general, allowing for many to one mappings.

MF
          The More-Fragments Flag carried in the internet header flags
          field.

module
          An implementation, usually in software, of a protocol or other
          procedure.

more-fragments flag
          A flag indicating whether or not this internet datagram
          contains the end of an internet datagram, carried in the
          internet header Flags field.

NFB
          The Number of Fragment Blocks in a the data portion of an
          internet fragment.  That is, the length of a portion of data
          measured in 8 octet units.
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octet
          An eight bit byte.

Options
          The internet header Options field may contain several options,
          and each option may be several octets in length.

Padding
          The internet header Padding field is used to ensure that the
          data begins on 32 bit word boundary.  The padding is zero.

Protocol
          In this document, the next higher level protocol identifier,
          an internet header field.

Rest
          The local address portion of an Internet Address.

Source
          The source address, an internet header field.

TCP
          Transmission Control Protocol:  A host-to-host protocol for
          reliable communication in internet environments.

TCP Segment
          The unit of data exchanged between TCP modules (including the
          TCP header).

TFTP
          Trivial File Transfer Protocol:  A simple file transfer
          protocol built on UDP.

Time to Live
          An internet header field which indicates the upper bound on
          how long this internet datagram may exist.

TOS
          Type of Service

Total Length
          The internet header field Total Length is the length of the
          datagram in octets including internet header and data.

TTL
          Time to Live
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Type of Service
          An internet header field which indicates the type (or quality)
          of service for this internet datagram.



UDP
          User Datagram Protocol:  A user level protocol for transaction
          oriented applications.

User
          The user of the internet protocol.  This may be a higher level
          protocol module, an application program, or a gateway program.

Version
          The Version field indicates the format of the internet header.
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Introduction

   The Internet Protocol (IP) [1] is used for host-to-host datagram
   service in a system of interconnected networks called the
   Catenet [2].  The network connecting devices are called Gateways.
   These gateways communicate between themselves for control purposes
   via a Gateway to Gateway Protocol (GGP) [3,4].  Occasionally a
   gateway or destination host will communicate with a source host, for
   example, to report an error in datagram processing.  For such
   purposes this protocol, the Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP),
   is used.  ICMP, uses the basic support of IP as if it were a higher
   level protocol, however, ICMP is actually an integral part of IP, and
   must be implemented by every IP module.

   ICMP messages are sent in several situations:  for example, when a
   datagram cannot reach its destination, when the gateway does not have
   the buffering capacity to forward a datagram, and when the gateway
   can direct the host to send traffic on a shorter route.

   The Internet Protocol is not designed to be absolutely reliable.  The
   purpose of these control messages is to provide feedback about
   problems in the communication environment, not to make IP reliable.
   There are still no guarantees that a datagram will be delivered or a
   control message will be returned.  Some datagrams may still be
   undelivered without any report of their loss.  The higher level
   protocols that use IP must implement their own reliability procedures
   if reliable communication is required.

   The ICMP messages typically report errors in the processing of
   datagrams.  To avoid the infinite regress of messages about messages
   etc., no ICMP messages are sent about ICMP messages.  Also ICMP
   messages are only sent about errors in handling fragment zero of
   fragemented datagrams.  (Fragment zero has the fragment offeset equal
   zero).
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Message Formats

   ICMP messages are sent using the basic IP header.  The first octet of
   the data portion of the datagram is a ICMP type field; the value of
   this field determines the format of the remaining data.  Any field
   labeled "unused" is reserved for later extensions and must be zero
   when sent, but receivers should not use these fields (except to
   include them in the checksum).  Unless otherwise noted under the
   individual format descriptions, the values of the internet header
   fields are as follows:

   Version



      4

   IHL

      Internet header length in 32-bit words.

   Type of Service

      0

   Total Length

      Length of internet header and data in octets.

   Identification, Flags, Fragment Offset

      Used in fragmentation, see [1].

   Time to Live

      Time to live in seconds; as this field is decremented at each
      machine in which the datagram is processed, the value in this
      field should be at least as great as the number of gateways which
      this datagram will traverse.

   Protocol

      ICMP = 1

   Header Checksum

      The 16 bit one's complement of the one's complement sum of all 16
      bit words in the header.  For computing the checksum, the checksum
      field should be zero.  This checksum may be replaced in the
      future.
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   Source Address

      The address of the gateway or host that composes the ICMP message.
      Unless otherwise noted, this can be any of a gateway's addresses.

   Destination Address

      The address of the gateway or host to which the message should be
      sent.
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Destination Unreachable Message

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |     Type      |     Code      |          Checksum             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                             unused                            |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |      Internet Header + 64 bits of Original Data Datagram      |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   IP Fields:

   Destination Address

      The source network and address from the original datagram's data.

   ICMP Fields:

   Type



      3

   Code

      0 = net unreachable;

      1 = host unreachable;

      2 = protocol unreachable;

      3 = port unreachable;

      4 = fragmentation needed and DF set;

      5 = source route failed.

   Checksum

      The checksum is the 16-bit ones's complement of the one's
      complement sum of the ICMP message starting with the ICMP Type.
      For computing the checksum , the checksum field should be zero.
      This checksum may be replaced in the future.

   Internet Header + 64 bits of Data Datagram

      The internet header plus the first 64 bits of the original
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      datagram's data.  This data is used by the host to match the
      message to the appropriate process.  If a higher level protocol
      uses port numbers, they are assumed to be in the first 64 data
      bits of the original datagram's data.

   Description

      If, according to the information in the gateway's routing tables,
      the network specified in the internet destination field of a
      datagram is unreachable, e.g., the distance to the network is
      infinity, the gateway may send a destination unreachable message
      to the internet source host of the datagram.  In addition, in some
      networks, the gateway may be able to determine if the internet
      destination host is unreachable.  Gateways in these networks may
      send destination unreachable messages to the source host when the
      destination host is unreachable.

      If, in the destination host, the IP module cannot deliver the
      datagram  because the indicated protocol module or process port is
      not active, the destination host may send a destination
      unreachable message to the source host.

      Another case is when a datagram must be fragmented to be forwarded
      by a gateway yet the Don't Fragment flag is on.  In this case the
      gateway must discard the datagram and may return a destination



      unreachable message.

      Codes 0, 1, 4, and 5 may be received from a gateway.  Codes 2 and
      3 may be received from a host.
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Time Exceeded Message

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |     Type      |     Code      |          Checksum             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                             unused                            |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |      Internet Header + 64 bits of Original Data Datagram      |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   IP Fields:

   Destination Address

      The source network and address from the original datagram's data.

   ICMP Fields:

   Type

      11

   Code

      0 = time to live exceeded in transit;

      1 = fragment reassembly time exceeded.



   Checksum

      The checksum is the 16-bit ones's complement of the one's
      complement sum of the ICMP message starting with the ICMP Type.
      For computing the checksum , the checksum field should be zero.
      This checksum may be replaced in the future.

   Internet Header + 64 bits of Data Datagram

      The internet header plus the first 64 bits of the original
      datagram's data.  This data is used by the host to match the
      message to the appropriate process.  If a higher level protocol
      uses port numbers, they are assumed to be in the first 64 data
      bits of the original datagram's data.

   Description

      If the gateway processing a datagram finds the time to live field
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      is zero it must discard the datagram.  The gateway may also notify
      the source host via the time exceeded message.

      If a host reassembling a fragmented datagram cannot complete the
      reassembly due to missing fragments within its time limit it
      discards the datagram, and it may send a time exceeded message.

      If fragment zero is not available then no time exceeded need be
      sent at all.

      Code 0 may be received from a gateway.  Code 1 may be received
      from a host.
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Parameter Problem Message

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |     Type      |     Code      |          Checksum             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |    Pointer    |                   unused                      |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |      Internet Header + 64 bits of Original Data Datagram      |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   IP Fields:

   Destination Address

      The source network and address from the original datagram's data.

   ICMP Fields:

   Type

      12

   Code

      0 = pointer indicates the error.

   Checksum

      The checksum is the 16-bit ones's complement of the one's
      complement sum of the ICMP message starting with the ICMP Type.
      For computing the checksum , the checksum field should be zero.
      This checksum may be replaced in the future.

   Pointer



      If code = 0, identifies the octet where an error was detected.

   Internet Header + 64 bits of Data Datagram

      The internet header plus the first 64 bits of the original
      datagram's data.  This data is used by the host to match the
      message to the appropriate process.  If a higher level protocol
      uses port numbers, they are assumed to be in the first 64 data
      bits of the original datagram's data.
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   Description

      If the gateway or host processing a datagram finds a problem with
      the header parameters such that it cannot complete processing the
      datagram it must discard the datagram.  One potential source of
      such a problem is with incorrect arguments in an option.  The
      gateway or host may also notify the source host via the parameter
      problem message.  This message is only sent if the error caused
      the datagram to be discarded.

      The pointer identifies the octet of the original datagram's header
      where the error was detected (it may be in the middle of an
      option).  For example, 1 indicates something is wrong with the
      Type of Service, and (if there are options present) 20 indicates
      something is wrong with the type code of the first option.

      Code 0 may be received from a gateway or a host.
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Source Quench Message

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |     Type      |     Code      |          Checksum             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                             unused                            |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |      Internet Header + 64 bits of Original Data Datagram      |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   IP Fields:

   Destination Address

      The source network and address of the original datagram's data.

   ICMP Fields:

   Type

      4

   Code

      0

   Checksum

      The checksum is the 16-bit ones's complement of the one's
      complement sum of the ICMP message starting with the ICMP Type.
      For computing the checksum , the checksum field should be zero.
      This checksum may be replaced in the future.

   Internet Header + 64 bits of Data Datagram

      The internet header plus the first 64 bits of the original
      datagram's data.  This data is used by the host to match the
      message to the appropriate process.  If a higher level protocol
      uses port numbers, they are assumed to be in the first 64 data
      bits of the original datagram's data.

   Description



      A gateway may discard internet datagrams if it does not have the
      buffer space needed to queue the datagrams for output to the next
      network on the route to the destination network.  If a gateway
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      discards a datagram, it may send a source quench message to the
      internet source host of the datagram.  A destination host may also
      send a source quench message if datagrams arrive too fast to be
      processed.  The source quench message is a request to the host to
      cut back the rate at which it is sending traffic to the internet
      destination.  The gateway may send a source quench message for
      every message that it discards.  On receipt of a source quench
      message, the source host should cut back the rate at which it is
      sending traffic to the specified destination until it no longer
      receives source quench messages from the gateway.  The source host
      can then gradually increase the rate at which it sends traffic to
      the destination until it again receives source quench messages.

      The gateway or host may send the source quench message when it
      approaches its capacity limit rather than waiting until the
      capacity is exceeded.  This means that the data datagram which
      triggered the source quench message may be delivered.

      Code 0 may be received from a gateway or a host.
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Redirect Message

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |     Type      |     Code      |          Checksum             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                 Gateway Internet Address                      |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |      Internet Header + 64 bits of Original Data Datagram      |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   IP Fields:

   Destination Address

      The source network and address of the original datagram's data.

   ICMP Fields:

   Type

      5

   Code

      0 = Redirect datagrams for the Network.

      1 = Redirect datagrams for the Host.

      2 = Redirect datagrams for the Type of Service and Network.

      3 = Redirect datagrams for the Type of Service and Host.

   Checksum

      The checksum is the 16-bit ones's complement of the one's
      complement sum of the ICMP message starting with the ICMP Type.
      For computing the checksum , the checksum field should be zero.
      This checksum may be replaced in the future.

   Gateway Internet Address

      Address of the gateway to which traffic for the network specified
      in the internet destination network field of the original
      datagram's data should be sent.
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   Internet Header + 64 bits of Data Datagram

      The internet header plus the first 64 bits of the original
      datagram's data.  This data is used by the host to match the
      message to the appropriate process.  If a higher level protocol
      uses port numbers, they are assumed to be in the first 64 data
      bits of the original datagram's data.

   Description

      The gateway sends a redirect message to a host in the following
      situation.  A gateway, G1, receives an internet datagram from a
      host on a network to which the gateway is attached.  The gateway,
      G1, checks its routing table and obtains the address of the next
      gateway, G2, on the route to the datagram's internet destination
      network, X.  If G2 and the host identified by the internet source
      address of the datagram are on the same network, a redirect
      message is sent to the host.  The redirect message advises the
      host to send its traffic for network X directly to gateway G2 as
      this is a shorter path to the destination.  The gateway forwards
      the original datagram's data to its internet destination.

      For datagrams with the IP source route options and the gateway
      address in the destination address field, a redirect message is
      not sent even if there is a better route to the ultimate
      destination than the next address in the source route.

      Codes 0, 1, 2, and 3 may be received from a gateway.
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Echo or Echo Reply Message

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |     Type      |     Code      |          Checksum             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           Identifier          |        Sequence Number        |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |     Data ...
   +-+-+-+-+-

   IP Fields:

   Addresses

      The address of the source in an echo message will be the
      destination of the echo reply message.  To form an echo reply
      message, the source and destination addresses are simply reversed,
      the type code changed to 0, and the checksum recomputed.

   IP Fields:

   Type

      8 for echo message;

      0 for echo reply message.

   Code

      0

   Checksum

      The checksum is the 16-bit ones's complement of the one's
      complement sum of the ICMP message starting with the ICMP Type.
      For computing the checksum , the checksum field should be zero.
      If the total length is odd, the received data is padded with one
      octet of zeros for computing the checksum.  This checksum may be
      replaced in the future.

   Identifier

      If code = 0, an identifier to aid in matching echos and replies,
      may be zero.

   Sequence Number
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      If code = 0, a sequence number to aid in matching echos and
      replies, may be zero.



   Description

      The data received in the echo message must be returned in the echo
      reply message.

      The identifier and sequence number may be used by the echo sender
      to aid in matching the replies with the echo requests.  For
      example, the identifier might be used like a port in TCP or UDP to
      identify a session, and the sequence number might be incremented
      on each echo request sent.  The echoer returns these same values
      in the echo reply.

      Code 0 may be received from a gateway or a host.
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Timestamp or Timestamp Reply Message

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |     Type      |      Code     |          Checksum             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+



   |           Identifier          |        Sequence Number        |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |     Originate Timestamp                                       |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |     Receive Timestamp                                         |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |     Transmit Timestamp                                        |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   IP Fields:

   Addresses

      The address of the source in a timestamp message will be the
      destination of the timestamp reply message.  To form a timestamp
      reply message, the source and destination addresses are simply
      reversed, the type code changed to 14, and the checksum
      recomputed.

   IP Fields:

   Type

      13 for timestamp message;

      14 for timestamp reply message.

   Code

      0

   Checksum

      The checksum is the 16-bit ones's complement of the one's
      complement sum of the ICMP message starting with the ICMP Type.
      For computing the checksum , the checksum field should be zero.
      This checksum may be replaced in the future.

   Identifier
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      If code = 0, an identifier to aid in matching timestamp and
      replies, may be zero.

   Sequence Number

      If code = 0, a sequence number to aid in matching timestamp and
      replies, may be zero.

   Description

      The data received (a timestamp) in the message is returned in the



      reply together with an additional timestamp.  The timestamp is 32
      bits of milliseconds since midnight UT.  One use of these
      timestamps is described by Mills [5].

      The Originate Timestamp is the time the sender last touched the
      message before sending it, the Receive Timestamp is the time the
      echoer first touched it on receipt, and the Transmit Timestamp is
      the time the echoer last touched the message on sending it.

      If the time is not available in miliseconds or cannot be provided
      with respect to midnight UT then any time can be inserted in a
      timestamp provided the high order bit of the timestamp is also set
      to indicate this non-standard value.

      The identifier and sequence number may be used by the echo sender
      to aid in matching the replies with the requests.  For example,
      the identifier might be used like a port in TCP or UDP to identify
      a session, and the sequence number might be incremented on each
      request sent.  The destination returns these same values in the
      reply.

      Code 0 may be received from a gateway or a host.
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Information Request or Information Reply Message

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |     Type      |      Code     |          Checksum             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           Identifier          |        Sequence Number        |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   IP Fields:

   Addresses

      The address of the source in a information request message will be



      the destination of the information reply message.  To form a
      information reply message, the source and destination addresses
      are simply reversed, the type code changed to 16, and the checksum
      recomputed.

   IP Fields:

   Type

      15 for information request message;

      16 for information reply message.

   Code

      0

   Checksum

      The checksum is the 16-bit ones's complement of the one's
      complement sum of the ICMP message starting with the ICMP Type.
      For computing the checksum , the checksum field should be zero.
      This checksum may be replaced in the future.

   Identifier

      If code = 0, an identifier to aid in matching request and replies,
      may be zero.

   Sequence Number

      If code = 0, a sequence number to aid in matching request and
      replies, may be zero.
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   Description

      This message may be sent with the source network in the IP header
      source and destination address fields zero (which means "this"
      network).  The replying IP module should send the reply with the
      addresses fully specified.  This message is a way for a host to
      find out the number of the network it is on.

      The identifier and sequence number may be used by the echo sender
      to aid in matching the replies with the requests.  For example,
      the identifier might be used like a port in TCP or UDP to identify
      a session, and the sequence number might be incremented on each
      request sent.  The destination returns these same values in the
      reply.

      Code 0 may be received from a gateway or a host.
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Summary of Message Types

    0  Echo Reply

    3  Destination Unreachable

    4  Source Quench

    5  Redirect

    8  Echo

   11  Time Exceeded

   12  Parameter Problem

   13  Timestamp

   14  Timestamp Reply

   15  Information Request

   16  Information Reply
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                                PREFACE

This document describes the DoD Standard Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP).  There have been nine earlier editions of the ARPA TCP
specification on which this standard is based, and the present text
draws heavily from them.  There have been many contributors to this work
both in terms of concepts and in terms of text.  This edition clarifies
several details and removes the end-of-letter buffer-size adjustments,
and redescribes the letter mechanism as a push function.

                                                           Jon Postel

                                                           Editor
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                     TRANSMISSION CONTROL PROTOCOL

                         DARPA INTERNET PROGRAM
                         PROTOCOL SPECIFICATION

                            1.  INTRODUCTION

The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is intended for use as a highly
reliable host-to-host protocol between hosts in packet-switched computer
communication networks, and in interconnected systems of such networks.

This document describes the functions to be performed by the
Transmission Control Protocol, the program that implements it, and its
interface to programs or users that require its services.

1.1.  Motivation

  Computer communication systems are playing an increasingly important
  role in military, government, and civilian environments.  This
  document focuses its attention primarily on military computer
  communication requirements, especially robustness in the presence of
  communication unreliability and availability in the presence of
  congestion, but many of these problems are found in the civilian and
  government sector as well.

  As strategic and tactical computer communication networks are
  developed and deployed, it is essential to provide means of
  interconnecting them and to provide standard interprocess
  communication protocols which can support a broad range of
  applications.  In anticipation of the need for such standards, the
  Deputy Undersecretary of Defense for Research and Engineering has
  declared the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) described herein to
  be a basis for DoD-wide inter-process communication protocol
  standardization.

  TCP is a connection-oriented, end-to-end reliable protocol designed to
  fit into a layered hierarchy of protocols which support multi-network
  applications.  The TCP provides for reliable inter-process
  communication between pairs of processes in host computers attached to
  distinct but interconnected computer communication networks.  Very few
  assumptions are made as to the reliability of the communication
  protocols below the TCP layer.  TCP assumes it can obtain a simple,
  potentially unreliable datagram service from the lower level



  protocols.  In principle, the TCP should be able to operate above a
  wide spectrum of communication systems ranging from hard-wired
  connections to packet-switched or circuit-switched networks.
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  TCP is based on concepts first described by Cerf and Kahn in [1].  The
  TCP fits into a layered protocol architecture just above a basic
  Internet Protocol [2] which provides a way for the TCP to send and
  receive variable-length segments of information enclosed in internet
  datagram "envelopes".  The internet datagram provides a means for
  addressing source and destination TCPs in different networks.  The
  internet protocol also deals with any fragmentation or reassembly of
  the TCP segments required to achieve transport and delivery through
  multiple networks and interconnecting gateways.  The internet protocol
  also carries information on the precedence, security classification
  and compartmentation of the TCP segments, so this information can be
  communicated end-to-end across multiple networks.

                           Protocol Layering

                        +---------------------+
                        |     higher-level    |
                        +---------------------+
                        |        TCP          |
                        +---------------------+
                        |  internet protocol  |
                        +---------------------+
                        |communication network|
                        +---------------------+

                                Figure 1

  Much of this document is written in the context of TCP implementations
  which are co-resident with higher level protocols in the host
  computer.  Some computer systems will be connected to networks via
  front-end computers which house the TCP and internet protocol layers,
  as well as network specific software.  The TCP specification describes
  an interface to the higher level protocols which appears to be
  implementable even for the front-end case, as long as a suitable
  host-to-front end protocol is implemented.

1.2.  Scope

  The TCP is intended to provide a reliable process-to-process
  communication service in a multinetwork environment.  The TCP is
  intended to be a host-to-host protocol in common use in multiple
  networks.

1.3.  About this Document

  This document represents a specification of the behavior required of
  any TCP implementation, both in its interactions with higher level
  protocols and in its interactions with other TCPs.  The rest of this
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  section offers a very brief view of the protocol interfaces and
  operation.  Section 2 summarizes the philosophical basis for the TCP
  design.  Section 3 offers both a detailed description of the actions
  required of TCP when various events occur (arrival of new segments,
  user calls, errors, etc.) and the details of the formats of TCP
  segments.

1.4.  Interfaces

  The TCP interfaces on one side to user or application processes and on
  the other side to a lower level protocol such as Internet Protocol.

  The interface between an application process and the TCP is
  illustrated in reasonable detail.  This interface consists of a set of
  calls much like the calls an operating system provides to an
  application process for manipulating files.  For example, there are
  calls to open and close connections and to send and receive data on
  established connections.  It is also expected that the TCP can
  asynchronously communicate with application programs.  Although
  considerable freedom is permitted to TCP implementors to design
  interfaces which are appropriate to a particular operating system
  environment, a minimum functionality is required at the TCP/user
  interface for any valid implementation.

  The interface between TCP and lower level protocol is essentially
  unspecified except that it is assumed there is a mechanism whereby the
  two levels can asynchronously pass information to each other.
  Typically, one expects the lower level protocol to specify this
  interface.  TCP is designed to work in a very general environment of
  interconnected networks.  The lower level protocol which is assumed
  throughout this document is the Internet Protocol [2].

1.5.  Operation

  As noted above, the primary purpose of the TCP is to provide reliable,
  securable logical circuit or connection service between pairs of
  processes.  To provide this service on top of a less reliable internet
  communication system requires facilities in the following areas:

    Basic Data Transfer
    Reliability
    Flow Control
    Multiplexing
    Connections
    Precedence and Security

  The basic operation of the TCP in each of these areas is described in
  the following paragraphs.
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  Basic Data Transfer:

    The TCP is able to transfer a continuous stream of octets in each
    direction between its users by packaging some number of octets into
    segments for transmission through the internet system.  In general,
    the TCPs decide when to block and forward data at their own
    convenience.

    Sometimes users need to be sure that all the data they have
    submitted to the TCP has been transmitted.  For this purpose a push
    function is defined.  To assure that data submitted to a TCP is
    actually transmitted the sending user indicates that it should be
    pushed through to the receiving user.  A push causes the TCPs to
    promptly forward and deliver data up to that point to the receiver.
    The exact push point might not be visible to the receiving user and
    the push function does not supply a record boundary marker.

  Reliability:

    The TCP must recover from data that is damaged, lost, duplicated, or
    delivered out of order by the internet communication system.  This
    is achieved by assigning a sequence number to each octet
    transmitted, and requiring a positive acknowledgment (ACK) from the
    receiving TCP.  If the ACK is not received within a timeout
    interval, the data is retransmitted.  At the receiver, the sequence
    numbers are used to correctly order segments that may be received
    out of order and to eliminate duplicates.  Damage is handled by
    adding a checksum to each segment transmitted, checking it at the
    receiver, and discarding damaged segments.

    As long as the TCPs continue to function properly and the internet
    system does not become completely partitioned, no transmission
    errors will affect the correct delivery of data.  TCP recovers from
    internet communication system errors.

  Flow Control:

    TCP provides a means for the receiver to govern the amount of data
    sent by the sender.  This is achieved by returning a "window" with
    every ACK indicating a range of acceptable sequence numbers beyond
    the last segment successfully received.  The window indicates an
    allowed number of octets that the sender may transmit before
    receiving further permission.
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  Multiplexing:

    To allow for many processes within a single Host to use TCP
    communication facilities simultaneously, the TCP provides a set of
    addresses or ports within each host.  Concatenated with the network
    and host addresses from the internet communication layer, this forms
    a socket.  A pair of sockets uniquely identifies each connection.
    That is, a socket may be simultaneously used in multiple
    connections.

    The binding of ports to processes is handled independently by each
    Host.  However, it proves useful to attach frequently used processes
    (e.g., a "logger" or timesharing service) to fixed sockets which are
    made known to the public.  These services can then be accessed
    through the known addresses.  Establishing and learning the port
    addresses of other processes may involve more dynamic mechanisms.

  Connections:

    The reliability and flow control mechanisms described above require
    that TCPs initialize and maintain certain status information for
    each data stream.  The combination of this information, including
    sockets, sequence numbers, and window sizes, is called a connection.
    Each connection is uniquely specified by a pair of sockets
    identifying its two sides.

    When two processes wish to communicate, their TCP's must first
    establish a connection (initialize the status information on each
    side).  When their communication is complete, the connection is
    terminated or closed to free the resources for other uses.

    Since connections must be established between unreliable hosts and
    over the unreliable internet communication system, a handshake
    mechanism with clock-based sequence numbers is used to avoid
    erroneous initialization of connections.

  Precedence and Security:

    The users of TCP may indicate the security and precedence of their
    communication.  Provision is made for default values to be used when
    these features are not needed.
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2.1.  Elements of the Internetwork System

  The internetwork environment consists of hosts connected to networks
  which are in turn interconnected via gateways.  It is assumed here
  that the networks may be either local networks (e.g., the ETHERNET) or
  large networks (e.g., the ARPANET), but in any case are based on
  packet switching technology.  The active agents that produce and
  consume messages are processes.  Various levels of protocols in the
  networks, the gateways, and the hosts support an interprocess
  communication system that provides two-way data flow on logical
  connections between process ports.

  The term packet is used generically here to mean the data of one
  transaction between a host and its network.  The format of data blocks
  exchanged within the a network will generally not be of concern to us.

  Hosts are computers attached to a network, and from the communication
  network's point of view, are the sources and destinations of packets.
  Processes are viewed as the active elements in host computers (in
  accordance with the fairly common definition of a process as a program
  in execution).  Even terminals and files or other I/O devices are
  viewed as communicating with each other through the use of processes.
  Thus, all communication is viewed as inter-process communication.

  Since a process may need to distinguish among several communication
  streams between itself and another process (or processes), we imagine
  that each process may have a number of ports through which it
  communicates with the ports of other processes.

2.2.  Model of Operation

  Processes transmit data by calling on the TCP and passing buffers of
  data as arguments.  The TCP packages the data from these buffers into
  segments and calls on the internet module to transmit each segment to
  the destination TCP.  The receiving TCP places the data from a segment
  into the receiving user's buffer and notifies the receiving user.  The
  TCPs include control information in the segments which they use to
  ensure reliable ordered data transmission.

  The model of internet communication is that there is an internet
  protocol module associated with each TCP which provides an interface
  to the local network.  This internet module packages TCP segments
  inside internet datagrams and routes these datagrams to a destination
  internet module or intermediate gateway.  To transmit the datagram
  through the local network, it is embedded in a local network packet.

  The packet switches may perform further packaging, fragmentation, or
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  other operations to achieve the delivery of the local packet to the
  destination internet module.

  At a gateway between networks, the internet datagram is "unwrapped"



  from its local packet and examined to determine through which network
  the internet datagram should travel next.  The internet datagram is
  then "wrapped" in a local packet suitable to the next network and
  routed to the next gateway, or to the final destination.

  A gateway is permitted to break up an internet datagram into smaller
  internet datagram fragments if this is necessary for transmission
  through the next network.  To do this, the gateway produces a set of
  internet datagrams; each carrying a fragment.  Fragments may be
  further broken into smaller fragments at subsequent gateways.  The
  internet datagram fragment format is designed so that the destination
  internet module can reassemble fragments into internet datagrams.

  A destination internet module unwraps the segment from the datagram
  (after reassembling the datagram, if necessary) and passes it to the
  destination TCP.

  This simple model of the operation glosses over many details.  One
  important feature is the type of service.  This provides information
  to the gateway (or internet module) to guide it in selecting the
  service parameters to be used in traversing the next network.
  Included in the type of service information is the precedence of the
  datagram.  Datagrams may also carry security information to permit
  host and gateways that operate in multilevel secure environments to
  properly segregate datagrams for security considerations.

2.3.  The Host Environment

  The TCP is assumed to be a module in an operating system.  The users
  access the TCP much like they would access the file system.  The TCP
  may call on other operating system functions, for example, to manage
  data structures.  The actual interface to the network is assumed to be
  controlled by a device driver module.  The TCP does not call on the
  network device driver directly, but rather calls on the internet
  datagram protocol module which may in turn call on the device driver.

  The mechanisms of TCP do not preclude implementation of the TCP in a
  front-end processor.  However, in such an implementation, a
  host-to-front-end protocol must provide the functionality to support
  the type of TCP-user interface described in this document.
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2.4.  Interfaces

  The TCP/user interface provides for calls made by the user on the TCP
  to OPEN or CLOSE a connection, to SEND or RECEIVE data, or to obtain
  STATUS about a connection.  These calls are like other calls from user
  programs on the operating system, for example, the calls to open, read
  from, and close a file.



  The TCP/internet interface provides calls to send and receive
  datagrams addressed to TCP modules in hosts anywhere in the internet
  system.  These calls have parameters for passing the address, type of
  service, precedence, security, and other control information.

2.5.  Relation to Other Protocols

  The following diagram illustrates the place of the TCP in the protocol
  hierarchy:

       +------+ +-----+ +-----+       +-----+
       |Telnet| | FTP | |Voice|  ...  |     |  Application Level
       +------+ +-----+ +-----+       +-----+
             |   |         |             |
            +-----+     +-----+       +-----+
            | TCP |     | RTP |  ...  |     |  Host Level
            +-----+     +-----+       +-----+
               |           |             |
            +-------------------------------+
            |    Internet Protocol & ICMP   |  Gateway Level
            +-------------------------------+
                           |
              +---------------------------+
              |   Local Network Protocol  |    Network Level
              +---------------------------+

                         Protocol Relationships

                               Figure 2.

  It is expected that the TCP will be able to support higher level
  protocols efficiently.  It should be easy to interface higher level
  protocols like the ARPANET Telnet or AUTODIN II THP to the TCP.

2.6.  Reliable Communication

  A stream of data sent on a TCP connection is delivered reliably and in
  order at the destination.
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  Transmission is made reliable via the use of sequence numbers and
  acknowledgments.  Conceptually, each octet of data is assigned a
  sequence number.  The sequence number of the first octet of data in a
  segment is transmitted with that segment and is called the segment
  sequence number.  Segments also carry an acknowledgment number which
  is the sequence number of the next expected data octet of
  transmissions in the reverse direction.  When the TCP transmits a
  segment containing data, it puts a copy on a retransmission queue and
  starts a timer; when the acknowledgment for that data is received, the
  segment is deleted from the queue.  If the acknowledgment is not



  received before the timer runs out, the segment is retransmitted.

  An acknowledgment by TCP does not guarantee that the data has been
  delivered to the end user, but only that the receiving TCP has taken
  the responsibility to do so.

  To govern the flow of data between TCPs, a flow control mechanism is
  employed.  The receiving TCP reports a "window" to the sending TCP.
  This window specifies the number of octets, starting with the
  acknowledgment number, that the receiving TCP is currently prepared to
  receive.

2.7.  Connection Establishment and Clearing

  To identify the separate data streams that a TCP may handle, the TCP
  provides a port identifier.  Since port identifiers are selected
  independently by each TCP they might not be unique.  To provide for
  unique addresses within each TCP, we concatenate an internet address
  identifying the TCP with a port identifier to create a socket which
  will be unique throughout all networks connected together.

  A connection is fully specified by the pair of sockets at the ends.  A
  local socket may participate in many connections to different foreign
  sockets.  A connection can be used to carry data in both directions,
  that is, it is "full duplex".

  TCPs are free to associate ports with processes however they choose.
  However, several basic concepts are necessary in any implementation.
  There must be well-known sockets which the TCP associates only with
  the "appropriate" processes by some means.  We envision that processes
  may "own" ports, and that processes can initiate connections only on
  the ports they own.  (Means for implementing ownership is a local
  issue, but we envision a Request Port user command, or a method of
  uniquely allocating a group of ports to a given process, e.g., by
  associating the high order bits of a port name with a given process.)

  A connection is specified in the OPEN call by the local port and
  foreign socket arguments.  In return, the TCP supplies a (short) local
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  connection name by which the user refers to the connection in
  subsequent calls.  There are several things that must be remembered
  about a connection.  To store this information we imagine that there
  is a data structure called a Transmission Control Block (TCB).  One
  implementation strategy would have the local connection name be a
  pointer to the TCB for this connection.  The OPEN call also specifies
  whether the connection establishment is to be actively pursued, or to
  be passively waited for.

  A passive OPEN request means that the process wants to accept incoming
  connection requests rather than attempting to initiate a connection.
  Often the process requesting a passive OPEN will accept a connection
  request from any caller.  In this case a foreign socket of all zeros



  is used to denote an unspecified socket.  Unspecified foreign sockets
  are allowed only on passive OPENs.

  A service process that wished to provide services for unknown other
  processes would issue a passive OPEN request with an unspecified
  foreign socket.  Then a connection could be made with any process that
  requested a connection to this local socket.  It would help if this
  local socket were known to be associated with this service.

  Well-known sockets are a convenient mechanism for a priori associating
  a socket address with a standard service.  For instance, the
  "Telnet-Server" process is permanently assigned to a particular
  socket, and other sockets are reserved for File Transfer, Remote Job
  Entry, Text Generator, Echoer, and Sink processes (the last three
  being for test purposes).  A socket address might be reserved for
  access to a "Look-Up" service which would return the specific socket
  at which a newly created service would be provided.  The concept of a
  well-known socket is part of the TCP specification, but the assignment
  of sockets to services is outside this specification.  (See [4].)

  Processes can issue passive OPENs and wait for matching active OPENs
  from other processes and be informed by the TCP when connections have
  been established.  Two processes which issue active OPENs to each
  other at the same time will be correctly connected.  This flexibility
  is critical for the support of distributed computing in which
  components act asynchronously with respect to each other.

  There are two principal cases for matching the sockets in the local
  passive OPENs and an foreign active OPENs.  In the first case, the
  local passive OPENs has fully specified the foreign socket.  In this
  case, the match must be exact.  In the second case, the local passive
  OPENs has left the foreign socket unspecified.  In this case, any
  foreign socket is acceptable as long as the local sockets match.
  Other possibilities include partially restricted matches.
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  If there are several pending passive OPENs (recorded in TCBs) with the
  same local socket, an foreign active OPEN will be matched to a TCB
  with the specific foreign socket in the foreign active OPEN, if such a
  TCB exists, before selecting a TCB with an unspecified foreign socket.

  The procedures to establish connections utilize the synchronize (SYN)
  control flag and involves an exchange of three messages.  This
  exchange has been termed a three-way hand shake [3].

  A connection is initiated by the rendezvous of an arriving segment
  containing a SYN and a waiting TCB entry each created by a user OPEN
  command.  The matching of local and foreign sockets determines when a
  connection has been initiated.  The connection becomes "established"
  when sequence numbers have been synchronized in both directions.

  The clearing of a connection also involves the exchange of segments,



  in this case carrying the FIN control flag.

2.8.  Data Communication

  The data that flows on a connection may be thought of as a stream of
  octets.  The sending user indicates in each SEND call whether the data
  in that call (and any preceeding calls) should be immediately pushed
  through to the receiving user by the setting of the PUSH flag.

  A sending TCP is allowed to collect data from the sending user and to
  send that data in segments at its own convenience, until the push
  function is signaled, then it must send all unsent data.  When a
  receiving TCP sees the PUSH flag, it must not wait for more data from
  the sending TCP before passing the data to the receiving process.

  There is no necessary relationship between push functions and segment
  boundaries.  The data in any particular segment may be the result of a
  single SEND call, in whole or part, or of multiple SEND calls.

  The purpose of push function and the PUSH flag is to push data through
  from the sending user to the receiving user.  It does not provide a
  record service.

  There is a coupling between the push function and the use of buffers
  of data that cross the TCP/user interface.  Each time a PUSH flag is
  associated with data placed into the receiving user's buffer, the
  buffer is returned to the user for processing even if the buffer is
  not filled.  If data arrives that fills the user's buffer before a
  PUSH is seen, the data is passed to the user in buffer size units.

  TCP also provides a means to communicate to the receiver of data that
  at some point further along in the data stream than the receiver is
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  currently reading there is urgent data.  TCP does not attempt to
  define what the user specifically does upon being notified of pending
  urgent data, but the general notion is that the receiving process will
  take action to process the urgent data quickly.

2.9.  Precedence and Security

  The TCP makes use of the internet protocol type of service field and
  security option to provide precedence and security on a per connection
  basis to TCP users.  Not all TCP modules will necessarily function in
  a multilevel secure environment; some may be limited to unclassified
  use only, and others may operate at only one security level and
  compartment.  Consequently, some TCP implementations and services to
  users may be limited to a subset of the multilevel secure case.

  TCP modules which operate in a multilevel secure environment must
  properly mark outgoing segments with the security, compartment, and
  precedence.  Such TCP modules must also provide to their users or
  higher level protocols such as Telnet or THP an interface to allow



  them to specify the desired security level, compartment, and
  precedence of connections.

2.10.  Robustness Principle

  TCP implementations will follow a general principle of robustness:  be
  conservative in what you do, be liberal in what you accept from
  others.
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3.1.  Header Format

  TCP segments are sent as internet datagrams.  The Internet Protocol
  header carries several information fields, including the source and
  destination host addresses [2].  A TCP header follows the internet
  header, supplying information specific to the TCP protocol.  This
  division allows for the existence of host level protocols other than
  TCP.

  TCP Header Format

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          Source Port          |       Destination Port        |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                        Sequence Number                        |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                    Acknowledgment Number                      |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |  Data |           |U|A|P|R|S|F|                               |
   | Offset| Reserved  |R|C|S|S|Y|I|            Window             |
   |       |           |G|K|H|T|N|N|                               |



   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           Checksum            |         Urgent Pointer        |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                    Options                    |    Padding    |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                             data                              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

                            TCP Header Format

          Note that one tick mark represents one bit position.

                               Figure 3.

  Source Port:  16 bits

    The source port number.

  Destination Port:  16 bits

    The destination port number.
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  Sequence Number:  32 bits

    The sequence number of the first data octet in this segment (except
    when SYN is present). If SYN is present the sequence number is the
    initial sequence number (ISN) and the first data octet is ISN+1.

  Acknowledgment Number:  32 bits

    If the ACK control bit is set this field contains the value of the
    next sequence number the sender of the segment is expecting to
    receive.  Once a connection is established this is always sent.

  Data Offset:  4 bits

    The number of 32 bit words in the TCP Header.  This indicates where
    the data begins.  The TCP header (even one including options) is an
    integral number of 32 bits long.

  Reserved:  6 bits

    Reserved for future use.  Must be zero.

  Control Bits:  6 bits (from left to right):

    URG:  Urgent Pointer field significant
    ACK:  Acknowledgment field significant
    PSH:  Push Function
    RST:  Reset the connection



    SYN:  Synchronize sequence numbers
    FIN:  No more data from sender

  Window:  16 bits

    The number of data octets beginning with the one indicated in the
    acknowledgment field which the sender of this segment is willing to
    accept.

  Checksum:  16 bits

    The checksum field is the 16 bit one's complement of the one's
    complement sum of all 16 bit words in the header and text.  If a
    segment contains an odd number of header and text octets to be
    checksummed, the last octet is padded on the right with zeros to
    form a 16 bit word for checksum purposes.  The pad is not
    transmitted as part of the segment.  While computing the checksum,
    the checksum field itself is replaced with zeros.

    The checksum also covers a 96 bit pseudo header conceptually
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    prefixed to the TCP header.  This pseudo header contains the Source
    Address, the Destination Address, the Protocol, and TCP length.
    This gives the TCP protection against misrouted segments.  This
    information is carried in the Internet Protocol and is transferred
    across the TCP/Network interface in the arguments or results of
    calls by the TCP on the IP.

                     +--------+--------+--------+--------+
                     |           Source Address          |
                     +--------+--------+--------+--------+
                     |         Destination Address       |
                     +--------+--------+--------+--------+
                     |  zero  |  PTCL  |    TCP Length   |
                     +--------+--------+--------+--------+

      The TCP Length is the TCP header length plus the data length in
      octets (this is not an explicitly transmitted quantity, but is
      computed), and it does not count the 12 octets of the pseudo
      header.

  Urgent Pointer:  16 bits

    This field communicates the current value of the urgent pointer as a
    positive offset from the sequence number in this segment.  The
    urgent pointer points to the sequence number of the octet following
    the urgent data.  This field is only be interpreted in segments with
    the URG control bit set.

  Options:  variable

    Options may occupy space at the end of the TCP header and are a



    multiple of 8 bits in length.  All options are included in the
    checksum.  An option may begin on any octet boundary.  There are two
    cases for the format of an option:

      Case 1:  A single octet of option-kind.

      Case 2:  An octet of option-kind, an octet of option-length, and
               the actual option-data octets.

    The option-length counts the two octets of option-kind and
    option-length as well as the option-data octets.

    Note that the list of options may be shorter than the data offset
    field might imply.  The content of the header beyond the
    End-of-Option option must be header padding (i.e., zero).

    A TCP must implement all options.
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    Currently defined options include (kind indicated in octal):

      Kind     Length    Meaning
      ----     ------    -------
       0         -       End of option list.
       1         -       No-Operation.
       2         4       Maximum Segment Size.

    Specific Option Definitions

      End of Option List

        +--------+
        |00000000|
        +--------+
         Kind=0

        This option code indicates the end of the option list.  This
        might not coincide with the end of the TCP header according to
        the Data Offset field.  This is used at the end of all options,
        not the end of each option, and need only be used if the end of
        the options would not otherwise coincide with the end of the TCP
        header.

      No-Operation

        +--------+
        |00000001|
        +--------+
         Kind=1

        This option code may be used between options, for example, to
        align the beginning of a subsequent option on a word boundary.



        There is no guarantee that senders will use this option, so
        receivers must be prepared to process options even if they do
        not begin on a word boundary.

      Maximum Segment Size

        +--------+--------+---------+--------+
        |00000010|00000100|   max seg size   |
        +--------+--------+---------+--------+
         Kind=2   Length=4
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        Maximum Segment Size Option Data:  16 bits

          If this option is present, then it communicates the maximum
          receive segment size at the TCP which sends this segment.
          This field must only be sent in the initial connection request
          (i.e., in segments with the SYN control bit set).  If this
          option is not used, any segment size is allowed.

  Padding:  variable

    The TCP header padding is used to ensure that the TCP header ends
    and data begins on a 32 bit boundary.  The padding is composed of
    zeros.

3.2.  Terminology

  Before we can discuss very much about the operation of the TCP we need
  to introduce some detailed terminology.  The maintenance of a TCP
  connection requires the remembering of several variables.  We conceive
  of these variables being stored in a connection record called a
  Transmission Control Block or TCB.  Among the variables stored in the
  TCB are the local and remote socket numbers, the security and
  precedence of the connection, pointers to the user's send and receive
  buffers, pointers to the retransmit queue and to the current segment.
  In addition several variables relating to the send and receive
  sequence numbers are stored in the TCB.

    Send Sequence Variables

      SND.UNA - send unacknowledged
      SND.NXT - send next
      SND.WND - send window
      SND.UP  - send urgent pointer
      SND.WL1 - segment sequence number used for last window update
      SND.WL2 - segment acknowledgment number used for last window
                update
      ISS     - initial send sequence number



    Receive Sequence Variables

      RCV.NXT - receive next
      RCV.WND - receive window
      RCV.UP  - receive urgent pointer
      IRS     - initial receive sequence number
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  The following diagrams may help to relate some of these variables to
  the sequence space.

  Send Sequence Space

                   1         2          3          4
              ----------|----------|----------|----------
                     SND.UNA    SND.NXT    SND.UNA
                                          +SND.WND

        1 - old sequence numbers which have been acknowledged
        2 - sequence numbers of unacknowledged data
        3 - sequence numbers allowed for new data transmission
        4 - future sequence numbers which are not yet allowed

                          Send Sequence Space

                               Figure 4.

  The send window is the portion of the sequence space labeled 3 in
  figure 4.

  Receive Sequence Space

                       1          2          3
                   ----------|----------|----------
                          RCV.NXT    RCV.NXT
                                    +RCV.WND

        1 - old sequence numbers which have been acknowledged
        2 - sequence numbers allowed for new reception
        3 - future sequence numbers which are not yet allowed

                         Receive Sequence Space

                               Figure 5.



  The receive window is the portion of the sequence space labeled 2 in
  figure 5.

  There are also some variables used frequently in the discussion that
  take their values from the fields of the current segment.
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    Current Segment Variables

      SEG.SEQ - segment sequence number
      SEG.ACK - segment acknowledgment number
      SEG.LEN - segment length
      SEG.WND - segment window
      SEG.UP  - segment urgent pointer
      SEG.PRC - segment precedence value

  A connection progresses through a series of states during its
  lifetime.  The states are:  LISTEN, SYN-SENT, SYN-RECEIVED,
  ESTABLISHED, FIN-WAIT-1, FIN-WAIT-2, CLOSE-WAIT, CLOSING, LAST-ACK,
  TIME-WAIT, and the fictional state CLOSED.  CLOSED is fictional
  because it represents the state when there is no TCB, and therefore,
  no connection.  Briefly the meanings of the states are:

    LISTEN - represents waiting for a connection request from any remote
    TCP and port.

    SYN-SENT - represents waiting for a matching connection request
    after having sent a connection request.

    SYN-RECEIVED - represents waiting for a confirming connection
    request acknowledgment after having both received and sent a
    connection request.

    ESTABLISHED - represents an open connection, data received can be
    delivered to the user.  The normal state for the data transfer phase
    of the connection.

    FIN-WAIT-1 - represents waiting for a connection termination request
    from the remote TCP, or an acknowledgment of the connection
    termination request previously sent.

    FIN-WAIT-2 - represents waiting for a connection termination request
    from the remote TCP.

    CLOSE-WAIT - represents waiting for a connection termination request
    from the local user.

    CLOSING - represents waiting for a connection termination request
    acknowledgment from the remote TCP.



    LAST-ACK - represents waiting for an acknowledgment of the
    connection termination request previously sent to the remote TCP
    (which includes an acknowledgment of its connection termination
    request).
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    TIME-WAIT - represents waiting for enough time to pass to be sure
    the remote TCP received the acknowledgment of its connection
    termination request.

    CLOSED - represents no connection state at all.

  A TCP connection progresses from one state to another in response to
  events.  The events are the user calls, OPEN, SEND, RECEIVE, CLOSE,
  ABORT, and STATUS; the incoming segments, particularly those
  containing the SYN, ACK, RST and FIN flags; and timeouts.

  The state diagram in figure 6 illustrates only state changes, together
  with the causing events and resulting actions, but addresses neither
  error conditions nor actions which are not connected with state
  changes.  In a later section, more detail is offered with respect to
  the reaction of the TCP to events.

  NOTE BENE:  this diagram is only a summary and must not be taken as
  the total specification.
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                              +---------+ ---------\      active OPEN
                              |  CLOSED |            \    -----------
                              +---------+<---------\   \   create TCB
                                |     ^              \   \  snd SYN
                   passive OPEN |     |   CLOSE        \   \
                   ------------ |     | ----------       \   \
                    create TCB  |     | delete TCB         \   \
                                V     |                      \   \
                              +---------+            CLOSE    |    \
                              |  LISTEN |          ---------- |     |
                              +---------+          delete TCB |     |
                   rcv SYN      |     |     SEND              |     |
                  -----------   |     |    -------            |     V
 +---------+      snd SYN,ACK  /       \   snd SYN          +---------+
 |         |<-----------------           ------------------>|         |
 |   SYN   |                    rcv SYN                     |   SYN   |
 |   RCVD  |<-----------------------------------------------|   SENT  |
 |         |                    snd ACK                     |         |
 |         |------------------           -------------------|         |
 +---------+   rcv ACK of SYN  \       /  rcv SYN,ACK       +---------+
   |           --------------   |     |   -----------
   |                  x         |     |     snd ACK
   |                            V     V
   |  CLOSE                   +---------+
   | -------                  |  ESTAB  |
   | snd FIN                  +---------+
   |                   CLOSE    |     |    rcv FIN
   V                  -------   |     |    -------
 +---------+          snd FIN  /       \   snd ACK          +---------+
 |  FIN    |<-----------------           ------------------>|  CLOSE  |
 | WAIT-1  |------------------                              |   WAIT  |
 +---------+          rcv FIN  \                            +---------+
   | rcv ACK of FIN   -------   |                            CLOSE  |
   | --------------   snd ACK   |                           ------- |
   V        x                   V                           snd FIN V
 +---------+                  +---------+                   +---------+
 |FINWAIT-2|                  | CLOSING |                   | LAST-ACK|
 +---------+                  +---------+                   +---------+
   |                rcv ACK of FIN |                 rcv ACK of FIN |
   |  rcv FIN       -------------- |    Timeout=2MSL -------------- |
   |  -------              x       V    ------------        x       V
    \ snd ACK                 +---------+delete TCB         +---------+
     ------------------------>|TIME WAIT|------------------>| CLOSED  |
                              +---------+                   +---------+

                      TCP Connection State Diagram
                               Figure 6.
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3.3.  Sequence Numbers

  A fundamental notion in the design is that every octet of data sent
  over a TCP connection has a sequence number.  Since every octet is
  sequenced, each of them can be acknowledged.  The acknowledgment
  mechanism employed is cumulative so that an acknowledgment of sequence
  number X indicates that all octets up to but not including X have been
  received.  This mechanism allows for straight-forward duplicate
  detection in the presence of retransmission.  Numbering of octets
  within a segment is that the first data octet immediately following
  the header is the lowest numbered, and the following octets are
  numbered consecutively.

  It is essential to remember that the actual sequence number space is
  finite, though very large.  This space ranges from 0 to 2**32 - 1.
  Since the space is finite, all arithmetic dealing with sequence
  numbers must be performed modulo 2**32.  This unsigned arithmetic
  preserves the relationship of sequence numbers as they cycle from
  2**32 - 1 to 0 again.  There are some subtleties to computer modulo
  arithmetic, so great care should be taken in programming the
  comparison of such values.  The symbol "=<" means "less than or equal"
  (modulo 2**32).

  The typical kinds of sequence number comparisons which the TCP must
  perform include:

    (a)  Determining that an acknowledgment refers to some sequence
         number sent but not yet acknowledged.

    (b)  Determining that all sequence numbers occupied by a segment
         have been acknowledged (e.g., to remove the segment from a
         retransmission queue).

    (c)  Determining that an incoming segment contains sequence numbers
         which are expected (i.e., that the segment "overlaps" the
         receive window).
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  In response to sending data the TCP will receive acknowledgments.  The
  following comparisons are needed to process the acknowledgments.

    SND.UNA = oldest unacknowledged sequence number

    SND.NXT = next sequence number to be sent

    SEG.ACK = acknowledgment from the receiving TCP (next sequence
              number expected by the receiving TCP)

    SEG.SEQ = first sequence number of a segment

    SEG.LEN = the number of octets occupied by the data in the segment
              (counting SYN and FIN)

    SEG.SEQ+SEG.LEN-1 = last sequence number of a segment

  A new acknowledgment (called an "acceptable ack"), is one for which
  the inequality below holds:

    SND.UNA < SEG.ACK =< SND.NXT

  A segment on the retransmission queue is fully acknowledged if the sum
  of its sequence number and length is less or equal than the
  acknowledgment value in the incoming segment.

  When data is received the following comparisons are needed:

    RCV.NXT = next sequence number expected on an incoming segments, and
        is the left or lower edge of the receive window

    RCV.NXT+RCV.WND-1 = last sequence number expected on an incoming
        segment, and is the right or upper edge of the receive window

    SEG.SEQ = first sequence number occupied by the incoming segment

    SEG.SEQ+SEG.LEN-1 = last sequence number occupied by the incoming
        segment

  A segment is judged to occupy a portion of valid receive sequence
  space if

    RCV.NXT =< SEG.SEQ < RCV.NXT+RCV.WND

  or

    RCV.NXT =< SEG.SEQ+SEG.LEN-1 < RCV.NXT+RCV.WND
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  The first part of this test checks to see if the beginning of the
  segment falls in the window, the second part of the test checks to see
  if the end of the segment falls in the window; if the segment passes
  either part of the test it contains data in the window.

  Actually, it is a little more complicated than this.  Due to zero
  windows and zero length segments, we have four cases for the
  acceptability of an incoming segment:

    Segment Receive  Test
    Length  Window
    ------- -------  -------------------------------------------

       0       0     SEG.SEQ = RCV.NXT

       0      >0     RCV.NXT =< SEG.SEQ < RCV.NXT+RCV.WND

      >0       0     not acceptable

      >0      >0     RCV.NXT =< SEG.SEQ < RCV.NXT+RCV.WND
                  or RCV.NXT =< SEG.SEQ+SEG.LEN-1 < RCV.NXT+RCV.WND

  Note that when the receive window is zero no segments should be
  acceptable except ACK segments.  Thus, it is be possible for a TCP to
  maintain a zero receive window while transmitting data and receiving
  ACKs.  However, even when the receive window is zero, a TCP must
  process the RST and URG fields of all incoming segments.

  We have taken advantage of the numbering scheme to protect certain
  control information as well.  This is achieved by implicitly including
  some control flags in the sequence space so they can be retransmitted
  and acknowledged without confusion (i.e., one and only one copy of the
  control will be acted upon).  Control information is not physically
  carried in the segment data space.  Consequently, we must adopt rules
  for implicitly assigning sequence numbers to control.  The SYN and FIN
  are the only controls requiring this protection, and these controls
  are used only at connection opening and closing.  For sequence number
  purposes, the SYN is considered to occur before the first actual data
  octet of the segment in which it occurs, while the FIN is considered
  to occur after the last actual data octet in a segment in which it
  occurs.  The segment length (SEG.LEN) includes both data and sequence
  space occupying controls.  When a SYN is present then SEG.SEQ is the
  sequence number of the SYN.
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  Initial Sequence Number Selection

  The protocol places no restriction on a particular connection being
  used over and over again.  A connection is defined by a pair of
  sockets.  New instances of a connection will be referred to as
  incarnations of the connection.  The problem that arises from this is
  -- "how does the TCP identify duplicate segments from previous
  incarnations of the connection?"  This problem becomes apparent if the
  connection is being opened and closed in quick succession, or if the
  connection breaks with loss of memory and is then reestablished.

  To avoid confusion we must prevent segments from one incarnation of a
  connection from being used while the same sequence numbers may still
  be present in the network from an earlier incarnation.  We want to
  assure this, even if a TCP crashes and loses all knowledge of the
  sequence numbers it has been using.  When new connections are created,
  an initial sequence number (ISN) generator is employed which selects a
  new 32 bit ISN.  The generator is bound to a (possibly fictitious) 32
  bit clock whose low order bit is incremented roughly every 4
  microseconds.  Thus, the ISN cycles approximately every 4.55 hours.
  Since we assume that segments will stay in the network no more than
  the Maximum Segment Lifetime (MSL) and that the MSL is less than 4.55
  hours we can reasonably assume that ISN's will be unique.

  For each connection there is a send sequence number and a receive
  sequence number.  The initial send sequence number (ISS) is chosen by
  the data sending TCP, and the initial receive sequence number (IRS) is
  learned during the connection establishing procedure.

  For a connection to be established or initialized, the two TCPs must
  synchronize on each other's initial sequence numbers.  This is done in
  an exchange of connection establishing segments carrying a control bit
  called "SYN" (for synchronize) and the initial sequence numbers.  As a
  shorthand, segments carrying the SYN bit are also called "SYNs".
  Hence, the solution requires a suitable mechanism for picking an
  initial sequence number and a slightly involved handshake to exchange
  the ISN's.

  The synchronization requires each side to send it's own initial
  sequence number and to receive a confirmation of it in acknowledgment
  from the other side.  Each side must also receive the other side's
  initial sequence number and send a confirming acknowledgment.

    1) A --> B  SYN my sequence number is X
    2) A <-- B  ACK your sequence number is X
    3) A <-- B  SYN my sequence number is Y
    4) A --> B  ACK your sequence number is Y
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  Because steps 2 and 3 can be combined in a single message this is
  called the three way (or three message) handshake.



  A three way handshake is necessary because sequence numbers are not
  tied to a global clock in the network, and TCPs may have different
  mechanisms for picking the ISN's.  The receiver of the first SYN has
  no way of knowing whether the segment was an old delayed one or not,
  unless it remembers the last sequence number used on the connection
  (which is not always possible), and so it must ask the sender to
  verify this SYN.  The three way handshake and the advantages of a
  clock-driven scheme are discussed in [3].

  Knowing When to Keep Quiet

  To be sure that a TCP does not create a segment that carries a
  sequence number which may be duplicated by an old segment remaining in
  the network, the TCP must keep quiet for a maximum segment lifetime
  (MSL) before assigning any sequence numbers upon starting up or
  recovering from a crash in which memory of sequence numbers in use was
  lost.  For this specification the MSL is taken to be 2 minutes.  This
  is an engineering choice, and may be changed if experience indicates
  it is desirable to do so.  Note that if a TCP is reinitialized in some
  sense, yet retains its memory of sequence numbers in use, then it need
  not wait at all; it must only be sure to use sequence numbers larger
  than those recently used.

  The TCP Quiet Time Concept

    This specification provides that hosts which "crash" without
    retaining any knowledge of the last sequence numbers transmitted on
    each active (i.e., not closed) connection shall delay emitting any
    TCP segments for at least the agreed Maximum Segment Lifetime (MSL)
    in the internet system of which the host is a part.  In the
    paragraphs below, an explanation for this specification is given.
    TCP implementors may violate the "quiet time" restriction, but only
    at the risk of causing some old data to be accepted as new or new
    data rejected as old duplicated by some receivers in the internet
    system.

    TCPs consume sequence number space each time a segment is formed and
    entered into the network output queue at a source host. The
    duplicate detection and sequencing algorithm in the TCP protocol
    relies on the unique binding of segment data to sequence space to
    the extent that sequence numbers will not cycle through all 2**32
    values before the segment data bound to those sequence numbers has
    been delivered and acknowledged by the receiver and all duplicate
    copies of the segments have "drained" from the internet.  Without
    such an assumption, two distinct TCP segments could conceivably be
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    assigned the same or overlapping sequence numbers, causing confusion
    at the receiver as to which data is new and which is old.  Remember
    that each segment is bound to as many consecutive sequence numbers
    as there are octets of data in the segment.



    Under normal conditions, TCPs keep track of the next sequence number
    to emit and the oldest awaiting acknowledgment so as to avoid
    mistakenly using a sequence number over before its first use has
    been acknowledged.  This alone does not guarantee that old duplicate
    data is drained from the net, so the sequence space has been made
    very large to reduce the probability that a wandering duplicate will
    cause trouble upon arrival.  At 2 megabits/sec. it takes 4.5 hours
    to use up 2**32 octets of sequence space.  Since the maximum segment
    lifetime in the net is not likely to exceed a few tens of seconds,
    this is deemed ample protection for foreseeable nets, even if data
    rates escalate to l0's of megabits/sec.  At 100 megabits/sec, the
    cycle time is 5.4 minutes which may be a little short, but still
    within reason.

    The basic duplicate detection and sequencing algorithm in TCP can be
    defeated, however, if a source TCP does not have any memory of the
    sequence numbers it last used on a given connection. For example, if
    the TCP were to start all connections with sequence number 0, then
    upon crashing and restarting, a TCP might re-form an earlier
    connection (possibly after half-open connection resolution) and emit
    packets with sequence numbers identical to or overlapping with
    packets still in the network which were emitted on an earlier
    incarnation of the same connection.  In the absence of knowledge
    about the sequence numbers used on a particular connection, the TCP
    specification recommends that the source delay for MSL seconds
    before emitting segments on the connection, to allow time for
    segments from the earlier connection incarnation to drain from the
    system.

    Even hosts which can remember the time of day and used it to select
    initial sequence number values are not immune from this problem
    (i.e., even if time of day is used to select an initial sequence
    number for each new connection incarnation).

    Suppose, for example, that a connection is opened starting with
    sequence number S.  Suppose that this connection is not used much
    and that eventually the initial sequence number function (ISN(t))
    takes on a value equal to the sequence number, say S1, of the last
    segment sent by this TCP on a particular connection.  Now suppose,
    at this instant, the host crashes, recovers, and establishes a new
    incarnation of the connection. The initial sequence number chosen is
    S1 = ISN(t) -- last used sequence number on old incarnation of
    connection!  If the recovery occurs quickly enough, any old
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    duplicates in the net bearing sequence numbers in the neighborhood
    of S1 may arrive and be treated as new packets by the receiver of
    the new incarnation of the connection.

    The problem is that the recovering host may not know for how long it
    crashed nor does it know whether there are still old duplicates in
    the system from earlier connection incarnations.



    One way to deal with this problem is to deliberately delay emitting
    segments for one MSL after recovery from a crash- this is the "quite
    time" specification.  Hosts which prefer to avoid waiting are
    willing to risk possible confusion of old and new packets at a given
    destination may choose not to wait for the "quite time".
    Implementors may provide TCP users with the ability to select on a
    connection by connection basis whether to wait after a crash, or may
    informally implement the "quite time" for all connections.
    Obviously, even where a user selects to "wait," this is not
    necessary after the host has been "up" for at least MSL seconds.

    To summarize: every segment emitted occupies one or more sequence
    numbers in the sequence space, the numbers occupied by a segment are
    "busy" or "in use" until MSL seconds have passed, upon crashing a
    block of space-time is occupied by the octets of the last emitted
    segment, if a new connection is started too soon and uses any of the
    sequence numbers in the space-time footprint of the last segment of
    the previous connection incarnation, there is a potential sequence
    number overlap area which could cause confusion at the receiver.

3.4.  Establishing a connection

  The "three-way handshake" is the procedure used to establish a
  connection.  This procedure normally is initiated by one TCP and
  responded to by another TCP.  The procedure also works if two TCP
  simultaneously initiate the procedure.  When simultaneous attempt
  occurs, each TCP receives a "SYN" segment which carries no
  acknowledgment after it has sent a "SYN".  Of course, the arrival of
  an old duplicate "SYN" segment can potentially make it appear, to the
  recipient, that a simultaneous connection initiation is in progress.
  Proper use of "reset" segments can disambiguate these cases.

  Several examples of connection initiation follow.  Although these
  examples do not show connection synchronization using data-carrying
  segments, this is perfectly legitimate, so long as the receiving TCP
  doesn't deliver the data to the user until it is clear the data is
  valid (i.e., the data must be buffered at the receiver until the
  connection reaches the ESTABLISHED state).  The three-way handshake
  reduces the possibility of false connections.  It is the
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  implementation of a trade-off between memory and messages to provide
  information for this checking.

  The simplest three-way handshake is shown in figure 7 below.  The
  figures should be interpreted in the following way.  Each line is
  numbered for reference purposes.  Right arrows (-->) indicate
  departure of a TCP segment from TCP A to TCP B, or arrival of a
  segment at B from A.  Left arrows (<--), indicate the reverse.
  Ellipsis (...) indicates a segment which is still in the network
  (delayed).  An "XXX" indicates a segment which is lost or rejected.
  Comments appear in parentheses.  TCP states represent the state AFTER



  the departure or arrival of the segment (whose contents are shown in
  the center of each line).  Segment contents are shown in abbreviated
  form, with sequence number, control flags, and ACK field.  Other
  fields such as window, addresses, lengths, and text have been left out
  in the interest of clarity.

      TCP A                                                TCP B

  1.  CLOSED                                               LISTEN

  2.  SYN-SENT    --> <SEQ=100><CTL=SYN>               --> SYN-RECEIVED

  3.  ESTABLISHED <-- <SEQ=300><ACK=101><CTL=SYN,ACK>  <-- SYN-RECEIVED

  4.  ESTABLISHED --> <SEQ=101><ACK=301><CTL=ACK>       --> ESTABLISHED

  5.  ESTABLISHED --> <SEQ=101><ACK=301><CTL=ACK><DATA> --> ESTABLISHED

          Basic 3-Way Handshake for Connection Synchronization

                                Figure 7.

  In line 2 of figure 7, TCP A begins by sending a SYN segment
  indicating that it will use sequence numbers starting with sequence
  number 100.  In line 3, TCP B sends a SYN and acknowledges the SYN it
  received from TCP A.  Note that the acknowledgment field indicates TCP
  B is now expecting to hear sequence 101, acknowledging the SYN which
  occupied sequence 100.

  At line 4, TCP A responds with an empty segment containing an ACK for
  TCP B's SYN; and in line 5, TCP A sends some data.  Note that the
  sequence number of the segment in line 5 is the same as in line 4
  because the ACK does not occupy sequence number space (if it did, we
  would wind up ACKing ACK's!).
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  Simultaneous initiation is only slightly more complex, as is shown in
  figure 8.  Each TCP cycles from CLOSED to SYN-SENT to SYN-RECEIVED to
  ESTABLISHED.

      TCP A                                            TCP B

  1.  CLOSED                                           CLOSED

  2.  SYN-SENT     --> <SEQ=100><CTL=SYN>              ...

  3.  SYN-RECEIVED <-- <SEQ=300><CTL=SYN>              <-- SYN-SENT



  4.               ... <SEQ=100><CTL=SYN>              --> SYN-RECEIVED

  5.  SYN-RECEIVED --> <SEQ=100><ACK=301><CTL=SYN,ACK> ...

  6.  ESTABLISHED  <-- <SEQ=300><ACK=101><CTL=SYN,ACK> <-- SYN-RECEIVED

  7.               ... <SEQ=101><ACK=301><CTL=ACK>     --> ESTABLISHED

                Simultaneous Connection Synchronization

                               Figure 8.

  The principle reason for the three-way handshake is to prevent old
  duplicate connection initiations from causing confusion.  To deal with
  this, a special control message, reset, has been devised.  If the
  receiving TCP is in a  non-synchronized state (i.e., SYN-SENT,
  SYN-RECEIVED), it returns to LISTEN on receiving an acceptable reset.
  If the TCP is in one of the synchronized states (ESTABLISHED,
  FIN-WAIT-1, FIN-WAIT-2, CLOSE-WAIT, CLOSING, LAST-ACK, TIME-WAIT), it
  aborts the connection and informs its user.  We discuss this latter
  case under "half-open" connections below.
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      TCP A                                                TCP B

  1.  CLOSED                                               LISTEN

  2.  SYN-SENT    --> <SEQ=100><CTL=SYN>               ...

  3.  (duplicate) ... <SEQ=90><CTL=SYN>               --> SYN-RECEIVED

  4.  SYN-SENT    <-- <SEQ=300><ACK=91><CTL=SYN,ACK>  <-- SYN-RECEIVED

  5.  SYN-SENT    --> <SEQ=91><CTL=RST>               --> LISTEN

  6.              ... <SEQ=100><CTL=SYN>               --> SYN-RECEIVED



  7.  SYN-SENT    <-- <SEQ=400><ACK=101><CTL=SYN,ACK>  <-- SYN-RECEIVED

  8.  ESTABLISHED --> <SEQ=101><ACK=401><CTL=ACK>      --> ESTABLISHED

                    Recovery from Old Duplicate SYN

                               Figure 9.

  As a simple example of recovery from old duplicates, consider
  figure 9.  At line 3, an old duplicate SYN arrives at TCP B.  TCP B
  cannot tell that this is an old duplicate, so it responds normally
  (line 4).  TCP A detects that the ACK field is incorrect and returns a
  RST (reset) with its SEQ field selected to make the segment
  believable.  TCP B, on receiving the RST, returns to the LISTEN state.
  When the original SYN (pun intended) finally arrives at line 6, the
  synchronization proceeds normally.  If the SYN at line 6 had arrived
  before the RST, a more complex exchange might have occurred with RST's
  sent in both directions.

  Half-Open Connections and Other Anomalies

  An established connection is said to be  "half-open" if one of the
  TCPs has closed or aborted the connection at its end without the
  knowledge of the other, or if the two ends of the connection have
  become desynchronized owing to a crash that resulted in loss of
  memory.  Such connections will automatically become reset if an
  attempt is made to send data in either direction.  However, half-open
  connections are expected to be unusual, and the recovery procedure is
  mildly involved.

  If at site A the connection no longer exists, then an attempt by the
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  user at site B to send any data on it will result in the site B TCP
  receiving a reset control message.  Such a message indicates to the
  site B TCP that something is wrong, and it is expected to abort the
  connection.

  Assume that two user processes A and B are communicating with one
  another when a crash occurs causing loss of memory to A's TCP.
  Depending on the operating system supporting A's TCP, it is likely
  that some error recovery mechanism exists.  When the TCP is up again,
  A is likely to start again from the beginning or from a recovery
  point.  As a result, A will probably try to OPEN the connection again
  or try to SEND on the connection it believes open.  In the latter
  case, it receives the error message "connection not open" from the
  local (A's) TCP.  In an attempt to establish the connection, A's TCP
  will send a segment containing SYN.  This scenario leads to the
  example shown in figure 10.  After TCP A crashes, the user attempts to
  re-open the connection.  TCP B, in the meantime, thinks the connection
  is open.



      TCP A                                           TCP B

  1.  (CRASH)                               (send 300,receive 100)

  2.  CLOSED                                           ESTABLISHED

  3.  SYN-SENT --> <SEQ=400><CTL=SYN>              --> (??)

  4.  (!!)     <-- <SEQ=300><ACK=100><CTL=ACK>     <-- ESTABLISHED

  5.  SYN-SENT --> <SEQ=100><CTL=RST>              --> (Abort!!)

  6.  SYN-SENT                                         CLOSED

  7.  SYN-SENT --> <SEQ=400><CTL=SYN>              -->

                     Half-Open Connection Discovery

                               Figure 10.

  When the SYN arrives at line 3, TCP B, being in a synchronized state,
  and the incoming segment outside the window, responds with an
  acknowledgment indicating what sequence it next expects to hear (ACK
  100).  TCP A sees that this segment does not acknowledge anything it
  sent and, being unsynchronized, sends a reset (RST) because it has
  detected a half-open connection.  TCP B aborts at line 5.  TCP A will
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  continue to try to establish the connection; the problem is now
  reduced to the basic 3-way handshake of figure 7.

  An interesting alternative case occurs when TCP A crashes and TCP B
  tries to send data on what it thinks is a synchronized connection.
  This is illustrated in figure 11.  In this case, the data arriving at
  TCP A from TCP B (line 2) is unacceptable because no such connection
  exists, so TCP A sends a RST.  The RST is acceptable so TCP B
  processes it and aborts the connection.

        TCP A                                              TCP B

  1.  (CRASH)                                   (send 300,receive 100)

  2.  (??)    <-- <SEQ=300><ACK=100><DATA=10><CTL=ACK> <-- ESTABLISHED

  3.          --> <SEQ=100><CTL=RST>                   --> (ABORT!!)

           Active Side Causes Half-Open Connection Discovery

                               Figure 11.



  In figure 12, we find the two TCPs A and B with passive connections
  waiting for SYN.  An old duplicate arriving at TCP B (line 2) stirs B
  into action.  A SYN-ACK is returned (line 3) and causes TCP A to
  generate a RST (the ACK in line 3 is not acceptable).  TCP B accepts
  the reset and returns to its passive LISTEN state.

      TCP A                                         TCP B

  1.  LISTEN                                        LISTEN

  2.       ... <SEQ=Z><CTL=SYN>                -->  SYN-RECEIVED

  3.  (??) <-- <SEQ=X><ACK=Z+1><CTL=SYN,ACK>   <--  SYN-RECEIVED

  4.       --> <SEQ=Z+1><CTL=RST>              -->  (return to LISTEN!)

  5.  LISTEN                                        LISTEN

       Old Duplicate SYN Initiates a Reset on two Passive Sockets

                               Figure 12.
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  A variety of other cases are possible, all of which are accounted for
  by the following rules for RST generation and processing.

  Reset Generation

  As a general rule, reset (RST) must be sent whenever a segment arrives
  which apparently is not intended for the current connection.  A reset
  must not be sent if it is not clear that this is the case.

  There are three groups of states:

    1.  If the connection does not exist (CLOSED) then a reset is sent
    in response to any incoming segment except another reset.  In
    particular, SYNs addressed to a non-existent connection are rejected
    by this means.

    If the incoming segment has an ACK field, the reset takes its
    sequence number from the ACK field of the segment, otherwise the
    reset has sequence number zero and the ACK field is set to the sum
    of the sequence number and segment length of the incoming segment.
    The connection remains in the CLOSED state.

    2.  If the connection is in any non-synchronized state (LISTEN,
    SYN-SENT, SYN-RECEIVED), and the incoming segment acknowledges
    something not yet sent (the segment carries an unacceptable ACK), or
    if an incoming segment has a security level or compartment which



    does not exactly match the level and compartment requested for the
    connection, a reset is sent.

    If our SYN has not been acknowledged and the precedence level of the
    incoming segment is higher than the precedence level requested then
    either raise the local precedence level (if allowed by the user and
    the system) or send a reset; or if the precedence level of the
    incoming segment is lower than the precedence level requested then
    continue as if the precedence matched exactly (if the remote TCP
    cannot raise the precedence level to match ours this will be
    detected in the next segment it sends, and the connection will be
    terminated then).  If our SYN has been acknowledged (perhaps in this
    incoming segment) the precedence level of the incoming segment must
    match the local precedence level exactly, if it does not a reset
    must be sent.

    If the incoming segment has an ACK field, the reset takes its
    sequence number from the ACK field of the segment, otherwise the
    reset has sequence number zero and the ACK field is set to the sum
    of the sequence number and segment length of the incoming segment.
    The connection remains in the same state.
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    3.  If the connection is in a synchronized state (ESTABLISHED,
    FIN-WAIT-1, FIN-WAIT-2, CLOSE-WAIT, CLOSING, LAST-ACK, TIME-WAIT),
    any unacceptable segment (out of window sequence number or
    unacceptible acknowledgment number) must elicit only an empty
    acknowledgment segment containing the current send-sequence number
    and an acknowledgment indicating the next sequence number expected
    to be received, and the connection remains in the same state.

    If an incoming segment has a security level, or compartment, or
    precedence which does not exactly match the level, and compartment,
    and precedence requested for the connection,a reset is sent and
    connection goes to the CLOSED state.  The reset takes its sequence
    number from the ACK field of the incoming segment.

  Reset Processing

  In all states except SYN-SENT, all reset (RST) segments are validated
  by checking their SEQ-fields.  A reset is valid if its sequence number
  is in the window.  In the SYN-SENT state (a RST received in response
  to an initial SYN), the RST is acceptable if the ACK field
  acknowledges the SYN.

  The receiver of a RST first validates it, then changes state.  If the
  receiver was in the LISTEN state, it ignores it.  If the receiver was
  in SYN-RECEIVED state and had previously been in the LISTEN state,
  then the receiver returns to the LISTEN state, otherwise the receiver
  aborts the connection and goes to the CLOSED state.  If the receiver
  was in any other state, it aborts the connection and advises the user
  and goes to the CLOSED state.



3.5.  Closing a Connection

  CLOSE is an operation meaning "I have no more data to send."  The
  notion of closing a full-duplex connection is subject to ambiguous
  interpretation, of course, since it may not be obvious how to treat
  the receiving side of the connection.  We have chosen to treat CLOSE
  in a simplex fashion.  The user who CLOSEs may continue to RECEIVE
  until he is told that the other side has CLOSED also.  Thus, a program
  could initiate several SENDs followed by a CLOSE, and then continue to
  RECEIVE until signaled that a RECEIVE failed because the other side
  has CLOSED.  We assume that the TCP will signal a user, even if no
  RECEIVEs are outstanding, that the other side has closed, so the user
  can terminate his side gracefully.  A TCP will reliably deliver all
  buffers SENT before the connection was CLOSED so a user who expects no
  data in return need only wait to hear the connection was CLOSED
  successfully to know that all his data was received at the destination
  TCP.  Users must keep reading connections they close for sending until
  the TCP says no more data.
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  There are essentially three cases:

    1) The user initiates by telling the TCP to CLOSE the connection

    2) The remote TCP initiates by sending a FIN control signal

    3) Both users CLOSE simultaneously

  Case 1:  Local user initiates the close

    In this case, a FIN segment can be constructed and placed on the
    outgoing segment queue.  No further SENDs from the user will be
    accepted by the TCP, and it enters the FIN-WAIT-1 state.  RECEIVEs
    are allowed in this state.  All segments preceding and including FIN
    will be retransmitted until acknowledged.  When the other TCP has
    both acknowledged the FIN and sent a FIN of its own, the first TCP
    can ACK this FIN.  Note that a TCP receiving a FIN will ACK but not
    send its own FIN until its user has CLOSED the connection also.

  Case 2:  TCP receives a FIN from the network

    If an unsolicited FIN arrives from the network, the receiving TCP
    can ACK it and tell the user that the connection is closing.  The
    user will respond with a CLOSE, upon which the TCP can send a FIN to
    the other TCP after sending any remaining data.  The TCP then waits
    until its own FIN is acknowledged whereupon it deletes the
    connection.  If an ACK is not forthcoming, after the user timeout
    the connection is aborted and the user is told.

  Case 3:  both users close simultaneously

    A simultaneous CLOSE by users at both ends of a connection causes



    FIN segments to be exchanged.  When all segments preceding the FINs
    have been processed and acknowledged, each TCP can ACK the FIN it
    has received.  Both will, upon receiving these ACKs, delete the
    connection.
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      TCP A                                                TCP B

  1.  ESTABLISHED                                          ESTABLISHED

  2.  (Close)
      FIN-WAIT-1  --> <SEQ=100><ACK=300><CTL=FIN,ACK>  --> CLOSE-WAIT

  3.  FIN-WAIT-2  <-- <SEQ=300><ACK=101><CTL=ACK>      <-- CLOSE-WAIT

  4.                                                       (Close)
      TIME-WAIT   <-- <SEQ=300><ACK=101><CTL=FIN,ACK>  <-- LAST-ACK

  5.  TIME-WAIT   --> <SEQ=101><ACK=301><CTL=ACK>      --> CLOSED

  6.  (2 MSL)
      CLOSED

                         Normal Close Sequence

                               Figure 13.

      TCP A                                                TCP B

  1.  ESTABLISHED                                          ESTABLISHED

  2.  (Close)                                              (Close)
      FIN-WAIT-1  --> <SEQ=100><ACK=300><CTL=FIN,ACK>  ... FIN-WAIT-1
                  <-- <SEQ=300><ACK=100><CTL=FIN,ACK>  <--
                  ... <SEQ=100><ACK=300><CTL=FIN,ACK>  -->

  3.  CLOSING     --> <SEQ=101><ACK=301><CTL=ACK>      ... CLOSING



                  <-- <SEQ=301><ACK=101><CTL=ACK>      <--
                  ... <SEQ=101><ACK=301><CTL=ACK>      -->

  4.  TIME-WAIT                                            TIME-WAIT
      (2 MSL)                                              (2 MSL)
      CLOSED                                               CLOSED

                      Simultaneous Close Sequence

                               Figure 14.
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3.6.  Precedence and Security

  The intent is that connection be allowed only between ports operating
  with exactly the same security and compartment values and at the
  higher of the precedence level requested by the two ports.

  The precedence and security parameters used in TCP are exactly those
  defined in the Internet Protocol (IP) [2].  Throughout this TCP
  specification the term "security/compartment" is intended to indicate
  the security parameters used in IP including security, compartment,
  user group, and handling restriction.

  A connection attempt with mismatched security/compartment values or a
  lower precedence value must be rejected by sending a reset.  Rejecting
  a connection due to too low a precedence only occurs after an
  acknowledgment of the SYN has been received.

  Note that TCP modules which operate only at the default value of
  precedence will still have to check the precedence of incoming
  segments and possibly raise the precedence level they use on the
  connection.

  The security paramaters may be used even in a non-secure environment
  (the values would indicate unclassified data), thus hosts in
  non-secure environments must be prepared to receive the security
  parameters, though they need not send them.

3.7.  Data Communication

  Once the connection is established data is communicated by the
  exchange of segments.  Because segments may be lost due to errors
  (checksum test failure), or network congestion, TCP uses
  retransmission (after a timeout) to ensure delivery of every segment.
  Duplicate segments may arrive due to network or TCP retransmission.
  As discussed in the section on sequence numbers the TCP performs
  certain tests on the sequence and acknowledgment numbers in the
  segments to verify their acceptability.



  The sender of data keeps track of the next sequence number to use in
  the variable SND.NXT.  The receiver of data keeps track of the next
  sequence number to expect in the variable RCV.NXT.  The sender of data
  keeps track of the oldest unacknowledged sequence number in the
  variable SND.UNA.  If the data flow is momentarily idle and all data
  sent has been acknowledged then the three variables will be equal.

  When the sender creates a segment and transmits it the sender advances
  SND.NXT.  When the receiver accepts a segment it advances RCV.NXT and
  sends an acknowledgment.  When the data sender receives an
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  acknowledgment it advances SND.UNA.  The extent to which the values of
  these variables differ is a measure of the delay in the communication.
  The amount by which the variables are advanced is the length of the
  data in the segment.  Note that once in the ESTABLISHED state all
  segments must carry current acknowledgment information.

  The CLOSE user call implies a push function, as does the FIN control
  flag in an incoming segment.

  Retransmission Timeout

  Because of the variability of the networks that compose an
  internetwork system and the wide range of uses of TCP connections the
  retransmission timeout must be dynamically determined.  One procedure
  for determining a retransmission time out is given here as an
  illustration.

    An Example Retransmission Timeout Procedure

      Measure the elapsed time between sending a data octet with a
      particular sequence number and receiving an acknowledgment that
      covers that sequence number (segments sent do not have to match
      segments received).  This measured elapsed time is the Round Trip
      Time (RTT).  Next compute a Smoothed Round Trip Time (SRTT) as:

        SRTT = ( ALPHA * SRTT ) + ((1-ALPHA) * RTT)

      and based on this, compute the retransmission timeout (RTO) as:

        RTO = min[UBOUND,max[LBOUND,(BETA*SRTT)]]

      where UBOUND is an upper bound on the timeout (e.g., 1 minute),
      LBOUND is a lower bound on the timeout (e.g., 1 second), ALPHA is
      a smoothing factor (e.g., .8 to .9), and BETA is a delay variance
      factor (e.g., 1.3 to 2.0).

  The Communication of Urgent Information

  The objective of the TCP urgent mechanism is to allow the sending user
  to stimulate the receiving user to accept some urgent data and to
  permit the receiving TCP to indicate to the receiving user when all



  the currently known urgent data has been received by the user.

  This mechanism permits a point in the data stream to be designated as
  the end of urgent information.  Whenever this point is in advance of
  the receive sequence number (RCV.NXT) at the receiving TCP, that TCP
  must tell the user to go into "urgent mode"; when the receive sequence
  number catches up to the urgent pointer, the TCP must tell user to go
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  into "normal mode".  If the urgent pointer is updated while the user
  is in "urgent mode", the update will be invisible to the user.

  The method employs a urgent field which is carried in all segments
  transmitted.  The URG control flag indicates that the urgent field is
  meaningful and must be added to the segment sequence number to yield
  the urgent pointer.  The absence of this flag indicates that there is
  no urgent data outstanding.

  To send an urgent indication the user must also send at least one data
  octet.  If the sending user also indicates a push, timely delivery of
  the urgent information to the destination process is enhanced.

  Managing the Window

  The window sent in each segment indicates the range of sequence
  numbers the sender of the window (the data receiver) is currently
  prepared to accept.  There is an assumption that this is related to
  the currently available data buffer space available for this
  connection.

  Indicating a large window encourages transmissions.  If more data
  arrives than can be accepted, it will be discarded.  This will result
  in excessive retransmissions, adding unnecessarily to the load on the
  network and the TCPs.  Indicating a small window may restrict the
  transmission of data to the point of introducing a round trip delay
  between each new segment transmitted.

  The mechanisms provided allow a TCP to advertise a large window and to
  subsequently advertise a much smaller window without having accepted
  that much data.  This, so called "shrinking the window," is strongly
  discouraged.  The robustness principle dictates that TCPs will not
  shrink the window themselves, but will be prepared for such behavior
  on the part of other TCPs.

  The sending TCP must be prepared to accept from the user and send at
  least one octet of new data even if the send window is zero.  The
  sending TCP must regularly retransmit to the receiving TCP even when
  the window is zero.  Two minutes is recommended for the retransmission
  interval when the window is zero.  This retransmission is essential to
  guarantee that when either TCP has a zero window the re-opening of the
  window will be reliably reported to the other.

  When the receiving TCP has a zero window and a segment arrives it must



  still send an acknowledgment showing its next expected sequence number
  and current window (zero).

  The sending TCP packages the data to be transmitted into segments
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  which fit the current window, and may repackage segments on the
  retransmission queue.  Such repackaging is not required, but may be
  helpful.

  In a connection with a one-way data flow, the window information will
  be carried in acknowledgment segments that all have the same sequence
  number so there will be no way to reorder them if they arrive out of
  order.  This is not a serious problem, but it will allow the window
  information to be on occasion temporarily based on old reports from
  the data receiver.  A refinement to avoid this problem is to act on
  the window information from segments that carry the highest
  acknowledgment number (that is segments with acknowledgment number
  equal or greater than the highest previously received).

  The window management procedure has significant influence on the
  communication performance.  The following comments are suggestions to
  implementers.

    Window Management Suggestions

      Allocating a very small window causes data to be transmitted in
      many small segments when better performance is achieved using
      fewer large segments.

      One suggestion for avoiding small windows is for the receiver to
      defer updating a window until the additional allocation is at
      least X percent of the maximum allocation possible for the
      connection (where X might be 20 to 40).

      Another suggestion is for the sender to avoid sending small
      segments by waiting until the window is large enough before
      sending data.  If the the user signals a push function then the
      data must be sent even if it is a small segment.

      Note that the acknowledgments should not be delayed or unnecessary
      retransmissions will result.  One strategy would be to send an
      acknowledgment when a small segment arrives (with out updating the
      window information), and then to send another acknowledgment with
      new window information when the window is larger.

      The segment sent to probe a zero window may also begin a break up
      of transmitted data into smaller and smaller segments.  If a
      segment containing a single data octet sent to probe a zero window
      is accepted, it consumes one octet of the window now available.
      If the sending TCP simply sends as much as it can whenever the
      window is non zero, the transmitted data will be broken into
      alternating big and small segments.  As time goes on, occasional



      pauses in the receiver making window allocation available will
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      result in breaking the big segments into a small and not quite so
      big pair. And after a while the data transmission will be in
      mostly small segments.

      The suggestion here is that the TCP implementations need to
      actively attempt to combine small window allocations into larger
      windows, since the mechanisms for managing the window tend to lead
      to many small windows in the simplest minded implementations.

3.8.  Interfaces

  There are of course two interfaces of concern:  the user/TCP interface
  and the TCP/lower-level interface.  We have a fairly elaborate model
  of the user/TCP interface, but the interface to the lower level
  protocol module is left unspecified here, since it will be specified
  in detail by the specification of the lowel level protocol.  For the
  case that the lower level is IP we note some of the parameter values
  that TCPs might use.

  User/TCP Interface

    The following functional description of user commands to the TCP is,
    at best, fictional, since every operating system will have different
    facilities.  Consequently, we must warn readers that different TCP
    implementations may have different user interfaces.  However, all
    TCPs must provide a certain minimum set of services to guarantee
    that all TCP implementations can support the same protocol
    hierarchy.  This section specifies the functional interfaces
    required of all TCP implementations.

    TCP User Commands

      The following sections functionally characterize a USER/TCP
      interface.  The notation used is similar to most procedure or
      function calls in high level languages, but this usage is not
      meant to rule out trap type service calls (e.g., SVCs, UUOs,
      EMTs).

      The user commands described below specify the basic functions the
      TCP must perform to support interprocess communication.
      Individual implementations must define their own exact format, and
      may provide combinations or subsets of the basic functions in
      single calls.  In particular, some implementations may wish to
      automatically OPEN a connection on the first SEND or RECEIVE
      issued by the user for a given connection.
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      In providing interprocess communication facilities, the TCP must
      not only accept commands, but must also return information to the
      processes it serves.  The latter consists of:

        (a) general information about a connection (e.g., interrupts,
        remote close, binding of unspecified foreign socket).

        (b) replies to specific user commands indicating success or
        various types of failure.

      Open

        Format:  OPEN (local port, foreign socket, active/passive
        [, timeout] [, precedence] [, security/compartment] [, options])
        -> local connection name

        We assume that the local TCP is aware of the identity of the
        processes it serves and will check the authority of the process
        to use the connection specified.  Depending upon the
        implementation of the TCP, the local network and TCP identifiers
        for the source address will either be supplied by the TCP or the
        lower level protocol (e.g., IP).  These considerations are the
        result of concern about security, to the extent that no TCP be
        able to masquerade as another one, and so on.  Similarly, no
        process can masquerade as another without the collusion of the
        TCP.

        If the active/passive flag is set to passive, then this is a
        call to LISTEN for an incoming connection.  A passive open may
        have either a fully specified foreign socket to wait for a
        particular connection or an unspecified foreign socket to wait
        for any call.  A fully specified passive call can be made active
        by the subsequent execution of a SEND.

        A transmission control block (TCB) is created and partially
        filled in with data from the OPEN command parameters.

        On an active OPEN command, the TCP will begin the procedure to
        synchronize (i.e., establish) the connection at once.

        The timeout, if present, permits the caller to set up a timeout
        for all data submitted to TCP.  If data is not successfully
        delivered to the destination within the timeout period, the TCP
        will abort the connection.  The present global default is five
        minutes.

        The TCP or some component of the operating system will verify
        the users authority to open a connection with the specified
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        precedence or security/compartment.  The absence of precedence
        or security/compartment specification in the OPEN call indicates
        the default values must be used.

        TCP will accept incoming requests as matching only if the
        security/compartment information is exactly the same and only if
        the precedence is equal to or higher than the precedence
        requested in the OPEN call.

        The precedence for the connection is the higher of the values
        requested in the OPEN call and received from the incoming
        request, and fixed at that value for the life of the
        connection.Implementers may want to give the user control of
        this precedence negotiation.  For example, the user might be
        allowed to specify that the precedence must be exactly matched,
        or that any attempt to raise the precedence be confirmed by the
        user.

        A local connection name will be returned to the user by the TCP.
        The local connection name can then be used as a short hand term
        for the connection defined by the <local socket, foreign socket>
        pair.

      Send

        Format:  SEND (local connection name, buffer address, byte
        count, PUSH flag, URGENT flag [,timeout])

        This call causes the data contained in the indicated user buffer
        to be sent on the indicated connection.  If the connection has
        not been opened, the SEND is considered an error.  Some
        implementations may allow users to SEND first; in which case, an
        automatic OPEN would be done.  If the calling process is not
        authorized to use this connection, an error is returned.

        If the PUSH flag is set, the data must be transmitted promptly
        to the receiver, and the PUSH bit will be set in the last TCP
        segment created from the buffer.  If the PUSH flag is not set,
        the data may be combined with data from subsequent SENDs for
        transmission efficiency.

        If the URGENT flag is set, segments sent to the destination TCP
        will have the urgent pointer set.  The receiving TCP will signal
        the urgent condition to the receiving process if the urgent
        pointer indicates that data preceding the urgent pointer has not
        been consumed by the receiving process.  The purpose of urgent
        is to stimulate the receiver to process the urgent data and to
        indicate to the receiver when all the currently known urgent
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        data has been received.  The number of times the sending user's
        TCP signals urgent will not necessarily be equal to the number
        of times the receiving user will be notified of the presence of
        urgent data.

        If no foreign socket was specified in the OPEN, but the
        connection is established (e.g., because a LISTENing connection
        has become specific due to a foreign segment arriving for the
        local socket), then the designated buffer is sent to the implied
        foreign socket.  Users who make use of OPEN with an unspecified
        foreign socket can make use of SEND without ever explicitly
        knowing the foreign socket address.

        However, if a SEND is attempted before the foreign socket
        becomes specified, an error will be returned.  Users can use the
        STATUS call to determine the status of the connection.  In some
        implementations the TCP may notify the user when an unspecified
        socket is bound.

        If a timeout is specified, the current user timeout for this
        connection is changed to the new one.

        In the simplest implementation, SEND would not return control to
        the sending process until either the transmission was complete
        or the timeout had been exceeded.  However, this simple method
        is both subject to deadlocks (for example, both sides of the
        connection might try to do SENDs before doing any RECEIVEs) and
        offers poor performance, so it is not recommended.  A more
        sophisticated implementation would return immediately to allow
        the process to run concurrently with network I/O, and,
        furthermore, to allow multiple SENDs to be in progress.
        Multiple SENDs are served in first come, first served order, so
        the TCP will queue those it cannot service immediately.

        We have implicitly assumed an asynchronous user interface in
        which a SEND later elicits some kind of SIGNAL or
        pseudo-interrupt from the serving TCP.  An alternative is to
        return a response immediately.  For instance, SENDs might return
        immediate local acknowledgment, even if the segment sent had not
        been acknowledged by the distant TCP.  We could optimistically
        assume eventual success.  If we are wrong, the connection will
        close anyway due to the timeout.  In implementations of this
        kind (synchronous), there will still be some asynchronous
        signals, but these will deal with the connection itself, and not
        with specific segments or buffers.

        In order for the process to distinguish among error or success
        indications for different SENDs, it might be appropriate for the
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        buffer address to be returned along with the coded response to
        the SEND request.  TCP-to-user signals are discussed below,
        indicating the information which should be returned to the
        calling process.

      Receive

        Format:  RECEIVE (local connection name, buffer address, byte
        count) -> byte count, urgent flag, push flag

        This command allocates a receiving buffer associated with the
        specified connection.  If no OPEN precedes this command or the
        calling process is not authorized to use this connection, an
        error is returned.

        In the simplest implementation, control would not return to the
        calling program until either the buffer was filled, or some
        error occurred, but this scheme is highly subject to deadlocks.
        A more sophisticated implementation would permit several
        RECEIVEs to be outstanding at once.  These would be filled as
        segments arrive.  This strategy permits increased throughput at
        the cost of a more elaborate scheme (possibly asynchronous) to
        notify the calling program that a PUSH has been seen or a buffer
        filled.

        If enough data arrive to fill the buffer before a PUSH is seen,
        the PUSH flag will not be set in the response to the RECEIVE.
        The buffer will be filled with as much data as it can hold.  If
        a PUSH is seen before the buffer is filled the buffer will be
        returned partially filled and PUSH indicated.

        If there is urgent data the user will have been informed as soon
        as it arrived via a TCP-to-user signal.  The receiving user
        should thus be in "urgent mode".  If the URGENT flag is on,
        additional urgent data remains.  If the URGENT flag is off, this
        call to RECEIVE has returned all the urgent data, and the user
        may now leave "urgent mode".  Note that data following the
        urgent pointer (non-urgent data) cannot be delivered to the user
        in the same buffer with preceeding urgent data unless the
        boundary is clearly marked for the user.

        To distinguish among several outstanding RECEIVEs and to take
        care of the case that a buffer is not completely filled, the
        return code is accompanied by both a buffer pointer and a byte
        count indicating the actual length of the data received.

        Alternative implementations of RECEIVE might have the TCP
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        allocate buffer storage, or the TCP might share a ring buffer
        with the user.



      Close

        Format:  CLOSE (local connection name)

        This command causes the connection specified to be closed.  If
        the connection is not open or the calling process is not
        authorized to use this connection, an error is returned.
        Closing connections is intended to be a graceful operation in
        the sense that outstanding SENDs will be transmitted (and
        retransmitted), as flow control permits, until all have been
        serviced.  Thus, it should be acceptable to make several SEND
        calls, followed by a CLOSE, and expect all the data to be sent
        to the destination.  It should also be clear that users should
        continue to RECEIVE on CLOSING connections, since the other side
        may be trying to transmit the last of its data.  Thus, CLOSE
        means "I have no more to send" but does not mean "I will not
        receive any more."  It may happen (if the user level protocol is
        not well thought out) that the closing side is unable to get rid
        of all its data before timing out.  In this event, CLOSE turns
        into ABORT, and the closing TCP gives up.

        The user may CLOSE the connection at any time on his own
        initiative, or in response to various prompts from the TCP
        (e.g., remote close executed, transmission timeout exceeded,
        destination inaccessible).

        Because closing a connection requires communication with the
        foreign TCP, connections may remain in the closing state for a
        short time.  Attempts to reopen the connection before the TCP
        replies to the CLOSE command will result in error responses.

        Close also implies push function.

      Status

        Format:  STATUS (local connection name) -> status data

        This is an implementation dependent user command and could be
        excluded without adverse effect.  Information returned would
        typically come from the TCB associated with the connection.

        This command returns a data block containing the following
        information:

          local socket,
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          foreign socket,
          local connection name,
          receive window,
          send window,
          connection state,
          number of buffers awaiting acknowledgment,



          number of buffers pending receipt,
          urgent state,
          precedence,
          security/compartment,
          and transmission timeout.

        Depending on the state of the connection, or on the
        implementation itself, some of this information may not be
        available or meaningful.  If the calling process is not
        authorized to use this connection, an error is returned.  This
        prevents unauthorized processes from gaining information about a
        connection.

      Abort

        Format:  ABORT (local connection name)

        This command causes all pending SENDs and RECEIVES to be
        aborted, the TCB to be removed, and a special RESET message to
        be sent to the TCP on the other side of the connection.
        Depending on the implementation, users may receive abort
        indications for each outstanding SEND or RECEIVE, or may simply
        receive an ABORT-acknowledgment.

    TCP-to-User Messages

      It is assumed that the operating system environment provides a
      means for the TCP to asynchronously signal the user program.  When
      the TCP does signal a user program, certain information is passed
      to the user.  Often in the specification the information will be
      an error message.  In other cases there will be information
      relating to the completion of processing a SEND or RECEIVE or
      other user call.

      The following information is provided:

        Local Connection Name                    Always
        Response String                          Always
        Buffer Address                           Send & Receive
        Byte count (counts bytes received)       Receive
        Push flag                                Receive
        Urgent flag                              Receive
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  TCP/Lower-Level Interface

    The TCP calls on a lower level protocol module to actually send and
    receive information over a network.  One case is that of the ARPA
    internetwork system where the lower level module is the Internet
    Protocol (IP) [2].

    If the lower level protocol is IP it provides arguments for a type
    of service and for a time to live.  TCP uses the following settings



    for these parameters:

      Type of Service = Precedence: routine, Delay: normal, Throughput:
      normal, Reliability: normal; or 00000000.

      Time to Live    = one minute, or 00111100.

        Note that the assumed maximum segment lifetime is two minutes.
        Here we explicitly ask that a segment be destroyed if it cannot
        be delivered by the internet system within one minute.

    If the lower level is IP (or other protocol that provides this
    feature) and source routing is used, the interface must allow the
    route information to be communicated.  This is especially important
    so that the source and destination addresses used in the TCP
    checksum be the originating source and ultimate destination. It is
    also important to preserve the return route to answer connection
    requests.

    Any lower level protocol will have to provide the source address,
    destination address, and protocol fields, and some way to determine
    the "TCP length", both to provide the functional equivlent service
    of IP and to be used in the TCP checksum.
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3.9.  Event Processing

  The processing depicted in this section is an example of one possible
  implementation.  Other implementations may have slightly different
  processing sequences, but they should differ from those in this
  section only in detail, not in substance.

  The activity of the TCP can be characterized as responding to events.
  The events that occur can be cast into three categories:  user calls,
  arriving segments, and timeouts.  This section describes the
  processing the TCP does in response to each of the events.  In many
  cases the processing required depends on the state of the connection.



    Events that occur:

      User Calls

        OPEN
        SEND
        RECEIVE
        CLOSE
        ABORT
        STATUS

      Arriving Segments

        SEGMENT ARRIVES

      Timeouts

        USER TIMEOUT
        RETRANSMISSION TIMEOUT
        TIME-WAIT TIMEOUT

  The model of the TCP/user interface is that user commands receive an
  immediate return and possibly a delayed response via an event or
  pseudo interrupt.  In the following descriptions, the term "signal"
  means cause a delayed response.

  Error responses are given as character strings.  For example, user
  commands referencing connections that do not exist receive "error:
  connection not open".

  Please note in the following that all arithmetic on sequence numbers,
  acknowledgment numbers, windows, et cetera, is modulo 2**32 the size
  of the sequence number space.  Also note that "=<" means less than or
  equal to (modulo 2**32).
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  A natural way to think about processing incoming segments is to
  imagine that they are first tested for proper sequence number (i.e.,
  that their contents lie in the range of the expected "receive window"
  in the sequence number space) and then that they are generally queued
  and processed in sequence number order.

  When a segment overlaps other already received segments we reconstruct
  the segment to contain just the new data, and adjust the header fields
  to be consistent.

  Note that if no state change is mentioned the TCP stays in the same
  state.
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  OPEN Call

    CLOSED STATE (i.e., TCB does not exist)

      Create a new transmission control block (TCB) to hold connection
      state information.  Fill in local socket identifier, foreign
      socket, precedence, security/compartment, and user timeout
      information.  Note that some parts of the foreign socket may be
      unspecified in a passive OPEN and are to be filled in by the
      parameters of the incoming SYN segment.  Verify the security and
      precedence requested are allowed for this user, if not return
      "error:  precedence not allowed" or "error:  security/compartment
      not allowed."  If passive enter the LISTEN state and return.  If
      active and the foreign socket is unspecified, return "error:
      foreign socket unspecified"; if active and the foreign socket is
      specified, issue a SYN segment.  An initial send sequence number
      (ISS) is selected.  A SYN segment of the form <SEQ=ISS><CTL=SYN>



      is sent.  Set SND.UNA to ISS, SND.NXT to ISS+1, enter SYN-SENT
      state, and return.

      If the caller does not have access to the local socket specified,
      return "error:  connection illegal for this process".  If there is
      no room to create a new connection, return "error:  insufficient
      resources".

    LISTEN STATE

      If active and the foreign socket is specified, then change the
      connection from passive to active, select an ISS.  Send a SYN
      segment, set SND.UNA to ISS, SND.NXT to ISS+1.  Enter SYN-SENT
      state.  Data associated with SEND may be sent with SYN segment or
      queued for transmission after entering ESTABLISHED state.  The
      urgent bit if requested in the command must be sent with the data
      segments sent as a result of this command.  If there is no room to
      queue the request, respond with "error:  insufficient resources".
      If Foreign socket was not specified, then return "error:  foreign
      socket unspecified".
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    SYN-SENT STATE
    SYN-RECEIVED STATE
    ESTABLISHED STATE
    FIN-WAIT-1 STATE
    FIN-WAIT-2 STATE
    CLOSE-WAIT STATE
    CLOSING STATE
    LAST-ACK STATE
    TIME-WAIT STATE

      Return "error:  connection already exists".
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  SEND Call

    CLOSED STATE (i.e., TCB does not exist)

      If the user does not have access to such a connection, then return
      "error:  connection illegal for this process".

      Otherwise, return "error:  connection does not exist".

    LISTEN STATE

      If the foreign socket is specified, then change the connection
      from passive to active, select an ISS.  Send a SYN segment, set
      SND.UNA to ISS, SND.NXT to ISS+1.  Enter SYN-SENT state.  Data
      associated with SEND may be sent with SYN segment or queued for
      transmission after entering ESTABLISHED state.  The urgent bit if
      requested in the command must be sent with the data segments sent
      as a result of this command.  If there is no room to queue the
      request, respond with "error:  insufficient resources".  If
      Foreign socket was not specified, then return "error:  foreign
      socket unspecified".

    SYN-SENT STATE



    SYN-RECEIVED STATE

      Queue the data for transmission after entering ESTABLISHED state.
      If no space to queue, respond with "error:  insufficient
      resources".

    ESTABLISHED STATE
    CLOSE-WAIT STATE

      Segmentize the buffer and send it with a piggybacked
      acknowledgment (acknowledgment value = RCV.NXT).  If there is
      insufficient space to remember this buffer, simply return "error:
      insufficient resources".

      If the urgent flag is set, then SND.UP <- SND.NXT-1 and set the
      urgent pointer in the outgoing segments.
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    FIN-WAIT-1 STATE
    FIN-WAIT-2 STATE
    CLOSING STATE
    LAST-ACK STATE
    TIME-WAIT STATE

      Return "error:  connection closing" and do not service request.
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  RECEIVE Call

    CLOSED STATE (i.e., TCB does not exist)

      If the user does not have access to such a connection, return
      "error:  connection illegal for this process".

      Otherwise return "error:  connection does not exist".

    LISTEN STATE
    SYN-SENT STATE
    SYN-RECEIVED STATE

      Queue for processing after entering ESTABLISHED state.  If there
      is no room to queue this request, respond with "error:
      insufficient resources".

    ESTABLISHED STATE
    FIN-WAIT-1 STATE
    FIN-WAIT-2 STATE

      If insufficient incoming segments are queued to satisfy the
      request, queue the request.  If there is no queue space to
      remember the RECEIVE, respond with "error:  insufficient
      resources".

      Reassemble queued incoming segments into receive buffer and return
      to user.  Mark "push seen" (PUSH) if this is the case.



      If RCV.UP is in advance of the data currently being passed to the
      user notify the user of the presence of urgent data.

      When the TCP takes responsibility for delivering data to the user
      that fact must be communicated to the sender via an
      acknowledgment.  The formation of such an acknowledgment is
      described below in the discussion of processing an incoming
      segment.
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    CLOSE-WAIT STATE

      Since the remote side has already sent FIN, RECEIVEs must be
      satisfied by text already on hand, but not yet delivered to the
      user.  If no text is awaiting delivery, the RECEIVE will get a
      "error:  connection closing" response.  Otherwise, any remaining
      text can be used to satisfy the RECEIVE.

    CLOSING STATE
    LAST-ACK STATE
    TIME-WAIT STATE

      Return "error:  connection closing".
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  CLOSE Call

    CLOSED STATE (i.e., TCB does not exist)

      If the user does not have access to such a connection, return
      "error:  connection illegal for this process".

      Otherwise, return "error:  connection does not exist".

    LISTEN STATE

      Any outstanding RECEIVEs are returned with "error:  closing"
      responses.  Delete TCB, enter CLOSED state, and return.

    SYN-SENT STATE

      Delete the TCB and return "error:  closing" responses to any
      queued SENDs, or RECEIVEs.

    SYN-RECEIVED STATE

      If no SENDs have been issued and there is no pending data to send,
      then form a FIN segment and send it, and enter FIN-WAIT-1 state;
      otherwise queue for processing after entering ESTABLISHED state.

    ESTABLISHED STATE

      Queue this until all preceding SENDs have been segmentized, then
      form a FIN segment and send it.  In any case, enter FIN-WAIT-1
      state.

    FIN-WAIT-1 STATE
    FIN-WAIT-2 STATE

      Strictly speaking, this is an error and should receive a "error:



      connection closing" response.  An "ok" response would be
      acceptable, too, as long as a second FIN is not emitted (the first
      FIN may be retransmitted though).
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    CLOSE-WAIT STATE

      Queue this request until all preceding SENDs have been
      segmentized; then send a FIN segment, enter CLOSING state.

    CLOSING STATE
    LAST-ACK STATE
    TIME-WAIT STATE

      Respond with "error:  connection closing".
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  ABORT Call

    CLOSED STATE (i.e., TCB does not exist)

      If the user should not have access to such a connection, return
      "error:  connection illegal for this process".

      Otherwise return "error:  connection does not exist".

    LISTEN STATE

      Any outstanding RECEIVEs should be returned with "error:
      connection reset" responses.  Delete TCB, enter CLOSED state, and
      return.

    SYN-SENT STATE

      All queued SENDs and RECEIVEs should be given "connection reset"
      notification, delete the TCB, enter CLOSED state, and return.

    SYN-RECEIVED STATE
    ESTABLISHED STATE
    FIN-WAIT-1 STATE
    FIN-WAIT-2 STATE
    CLOSE-WAIT STATE

      Send a reset segment:

        <SEQ=SND.NXT><CTL=RST>

      All queued SENDs and RECEIVEs should be given "connection reset"
      notification; all segments queued for transmission (except for the
      RST formed above) or retransmission should be flushed, delete the
      TCB, enter CLOSED state, and return.

    CLOSING STATE
    LAST-ACK STATE
    TIME-WAIT STATE

      Respond with "ok" and delete the TCB, enter CLOSED state, and
      return.
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  STATUS Call

    CLOSED STATE (i.e., TCB does not exist)

      If the user should not have access to such a connection, return
      "error:  connection illegal for this process".

      Otherwise return "error:  connection does not exist".

    LISTEN STATE

      Return "state = LISTEN", and the TCB pointer.

    SYN-SENT STATE

      Return "state = SYN-SENT", and the TCB pointer.

    SYN-RECEIVED STATE

      Return "state = SYN-RECEIVED", and the TCB pointer.

    ESTABLISHED STATE

      Return "state = ESTABLISHED", and the TCB pointer.

    FIN-WAIT-1 STATE

      Return "state = FIN-WAIT-1", and the TCB pointer.

    FIN-WAIT-2 STATE

      Return "state = FIN-WAIT-2", and the TCB pointer.

    CLOSE-WAIT STATE

      Return "state = CLOSE-WAIT", and the TCB pointer.

    CLOSING STATE

      Return "state = CLOSING", and the TCB pointer.

    LAST-ACK STATE

      Return "state = LAST-ACK", and the TCB pointer.
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    TIME-WAIT STATE

      Return "state = TIME-WAIT", and the TCB pointer.
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  SEGMENT ARRIVES

    If the state is CLOSED (i.e., TCB does not exist) then

      all data in the incoming segment is discarded.  An incoming
      segment containing a RST is discarded.  An incoming segment not
      containing a RST causes a RST to be sent in response.  The
      acknowledgment and sequence field values are selected to make the
      reset sequence acceptable to the TCP that sent the offending
      segment.

      If the ACK bit is off, sequence number zero is used,

        <SEQ=0><ACK=SEG.SEQ+SEG.LEN><CTL=RST,ACK>

      If the ACK bit is on,

        <SEQ=SEG.ACK><CTL=RST>

      Return.

    If the state is LISTEN then

      first check for an RST

        An incoming RST should be ignored.  Return.

      second check for an ACK

        Any acknowledgment is bad if it arrives on a connection still in
        the LISTEN state.  An acceptable reset segment should be formed
        for any arriving ACK-bearing segment.  The RST should be
        formatted as follows:

          <SEQ=SEG.ACK><CTL=RST>

        Return.

      third check for a SYN

        If the SYN bit is set, check the security.  If the
        security/compartment on the incoming segment does not exactly
        match the security/compartment in the TCB then send a reset and
        return.

          <SEQ=SEG.ACK><CTL=RST>
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        If the SEG.PRC is greater than the TCB.PRC then if allowed by
        the user and the system set TCB.PRC<-SEG.PRC, if not allowed
        send a reset and return.

          <SEQ=SEG.ACK><CTL=RST>

        If the SEG.PRC is less than the TCB.PRC then continue.

        Set RCV.NXT to SEG.SEQ+1, IRS is set to SEG.SEQ and any other
        control or text should be queued for processing later.  ISS
        should be selected and a SYN segment sent of the form:

          <SEQ=ISS><ACK=RCV.NXT><CTL=SYN,ACK>

        SND.NXT is set to ISS+1 and SND.UNA to ISS.  The connection
        state should be changed to SYN-RECEIVED.  Note that any other
        incoming control or data (combined with SYN) will be processed
        in the SYN-RECEIVED state, but processing of SYN and ACK should
        not be repeated.  If the listen was not fully specified (i.e.,
        the foreign socket was not fully specified), then the
        unspecified fields should be filled in now.

      fourth other text or control

        Any other control or text-bearing segment (not containing SYN)
        must have an ACK and thus would be discarded by the ACK
        processing.  An incoming RST segment could not be valid, since
        it could not have been sent in response to anything sent by this
        incarnation of the connection.  So you are unlikely to get here,
        but if you do, drop the segment, and return.

    If the state is SYN-SENT then

      first check the ACK bit

        If the ACK bit is set

          If SEG.ACK =< ISS, or SEG.ACK > SND.NXT, send a reset (unless
          the RST bit is set, if so drop the segment and return)

            <SEQ=SEG.ACK><CTL=RST>

          and discard the segment.  Return.

          If SND.UNA =< SEG.ACK =< SND.NXT then the ACK is acceptable.

      second check the RST bit
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        If the RST bit is set

          If the ACK was acceptable then signal the user "error:
          connection reset", drop the segment, enter CLOSED state,
          delete TCB, and return.  Otherwise (no ACK) drop the segment
          and return.

      third check the security and precedence

        If the security/compartment in the segment does not exactly
        match the security/compartment in the TCB, send a reset

          If there is an ACK

            <SEQ=SEG.ACK><CTL=RST>

          Otherwise

            <SEQ=0><ACK=SEG.SEQ+SEG.LEN><CTL=RST,ACK>

        If there is an ACK

          The precedence in the segment must match the precedence in the
          TCB, if not, send a reset

            <SEQ=SEG.ACK><CTL=RST>

        If there is no ACK

          If the precedence in the segment is higher than the precedence
          in the TCB then if allowed by the user and the system raise
          the precedence in the TCB to that in the segment, if not
          allowed to raise the prec then send a reset.

            <SEQ=0><ACK=SEG.SEQ+SEG.LEN><CTL=RST,ACK>

          If the precedence in the segment is lower than the precedence
          in the TCB continue.

        If a reset was sent, discard the segment and return.

      fourth check the SYN bit

        This step should be reached only if the ACK is ok, or there is
        no ACK, and it the segment did not contain a RST.

        If the SYN bit is on and the security/compartment and precedence
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        are acceptable then, RCV.NXT is set to SEG.SEQ+1, IRS is set to
        SEG.SEQ.  SND.UNA should be advanced to equal SEG.ACK (if there
        is an ACK), and any segments on the retransmission queue which
        are thereby acknowledged should be removed.

        If SND.UNA > ISS (our SYN has been ACKed), change the connection
        state to ESTABLISHED, form an ACK segment

          <SEQ=SND.NXT><ACK=RCV.NXT><CTL=ACK>

        and send it.  Data or controls which were queued for
        transmission may be included.  If there are other controls or
        text in the segment then continue processing at the sixth step
        below where the URG bit is checked, otherwise return.

        Otherwise enter SYN-RECEIVED, form a SYN,ACK segment

          <SEQ=ISS><ACK=RCV.NXT><CTL=SYN,ACK>

        and send it.  If there are other controls or text in the
        segment, queue them for processing after the ESTABLISHED state
        has been reached, return.

      fifth, if neither of the SYN or RST bits is set then drop the
      segment and return.
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    Otherwise,

    first check sequence number

      SYN-RECEIVED STATE
      ESTABLISHED STATE
      FIN-WAIT-1 STATE
      FIN-WAIT-2 STATE
      CLOSE-WAIT STATE
      CLOSING STATE
      LAST-ACK STATE
      TIME-WAIT STATE

        Segments are processed in sequence.  Initial tests on arrival
        are used to discard old duplicates, but further processing is
        done in SEG.SEQ order.  If a segment's contents straddle the
        boundary between old and new, only the new parts should be
        processed.

        There are four cases for the acceptability test for an incoming
        segment:

        Segment Receive  Test
        Length  Window
        ------- -------  -------------------------------------------

           0       0     SEG.SEQ = RCV.NXT

           0      >0     RCV.NXT =< SEG.SEQ < RCV.NXT+RCV.WND

          >0       0     not acceptable

          >0      >0     RCV.NXT =< SEG.SEQ < RCV.NXT+RCV.WND
                      or RCV.NXT =< SEG.SEQ+SEG.LEN-1 < RCV.NXT+RCV.WND

        If the RCV.WND is zero, no segments will be acceptable, but
        special allowance should be made to accept valid ACKs, URGs and
        RSTs.

        If an incoming segment is not acceptable, an acknowledgment
        should be sent in reply (unless the RST bit is set, if so drop
        the segment and return):

          <SEQ=SND.NXT><ACK=RCV.NXT><CTL=ACK>

        After sending the acknowledgment, drop the unacceptable segment
        and return.
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        In the following it is assumed that the segment is the idealized
        segment that begins at RCV.NXT and does not exceed the window.
        One could tailor actual segments to fit this assumption by



        trimming off any portions that lie outside the window (including
        SYN and FIN), and only processing further if the segment then
        begins at RCV.NXT.  Segments with higher begining sequence
        numbers may be held for later processing.

    second check the RST bit,

      SYN-RECEIVED STATE

        If the RST bit is set

          If this connection was initiated with a passive OPEN (i.e.,
          came from the LISTEN state), then return this connection to
          LISTEN state and return.  The user need not be informed.  If
          this connection was initiated with an active OPEN (i.e., came
          from SYN-SENT state) then the connection was refused, signal
          the user "connection refused".  In either case, all segments
          on the retransmission queue should be removed.  And in the
          active OPEN case, enter the CLOSED state and delete the TCB,
          and return.

      ESTABLISHED
      FIN-WAIT-1
      FIN-WAIT-2
      CLOSE-WAIT

        If the RST bit is set then, any outstanding RECEIVEs and SEND
        should receive "reset" responses.  All segment queues should be
        flushed.  Users should also receive an unsolicited general
        "connection reset" signal.  Enter the CLOSED state, delete the
        TCB, and return.

      CLOSING STATE
      LAST-ACK STATE
      TIME-WAIT

        If the RST bit is set then, enter the CLOSED state, delete the
        TCB, and return.
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    third check security and precedence

      SYN-RECEIVED

        If the security/compartment and precedence in the segment do not
        exactly match the security/compartment and precedence in the TCB



        then send a reset, and return.

      ESTABLISHED STATE

        If the security/compartment and precedence in the segment do not
        exactly match the security/compartment and precedence in the TCB
        then send a reset, any outstanding RECEIVEs and SEND should
        receive "reset" responses.  All segment queues should be
        flushed.  Users should also receive an unsolicited general
        "connection reset" signal.  Enter the CLOSED state, delete the
        TCB, and return.

      Note this check is placed following the sequence check to prevent
      a segment from an old connection between these ports with a
      different security or precedence from causing an abort of the
      current connection.

    fourth, check the SYN bit,

      SYN-RECEIVED
      ESTABLISHED STATE
      FIN-WAIT STATE-1
      FIN-WAIT STATE-2
      CLOSE-WAIT STATE
      CLOSING STATE
      LAST-ACK STATE
      TIME-WAIT STATE

        If the SYN is in the window it is an error, send a reset, any
        outstanding RECEIVEs and SEND should receive "reset" responses,
        all segment queues should be flushed, the user should also
        receive an unsolicited general "connection reset" signal, enter
        the CLOSED state, delete the TCB, and return.

        If the SYN is not in the window this step would not be reached
        and an ack would have been sent in the first step (sequence
        number check).
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    fifth check the ACK field,

      if the ACK bit is off drop the segment and return

      if the ACK bit is on

        SYN-RECEIVED STATE

          If SND.UNA =< SEG.ACK =< SND.NXT then enter ESTABLISHED state



          and continue processing.

            If the segment acknowledgment is not acceptable, form a
            reset segment,

              <SEQ=SEG.ACK><CTL=RST>

            and send it.

        ESTABLISHED STATE

          If SND.UNA < SEG.ACK =< SND.NXT then, set SND.UNA <- SEG.ACK.
          Any segments on the retransmission queue which are thereby
          entirely acknowledged are removed.  Users should receive
          positive acknowledgments for buffers which have been SENT and
          fully acknowledged (i.e., SEND buffer should be returned with
          "ok" response).  If the ACK is a duplicate
          (SEG.ACK < SND.UNA), it can be ignored.  If the ACK acks
          something not yet sent (SEG.ACK > SND.NXT) then send an ACK,
          drop the segment, and return.

          If SND.UNA < SEG.ACK =< SND.NXT, the send window should be
          updated.  If (SND.WL1 < SEG.SEQ or (SND.WL1 = SEG.SEQ and
          SND.WL2 =< SEG.ACK)), set SND.WND <- SEG.WND, set
          SND.WL1 <- SEG.SEQ, and set SND.WL2 <- SEG.ACK.

          Note that SND.WND is an offset from SND.UNA, that SND.WL1
          records the sequence number of the last segment used to update
          SND.WND, and that SND.WL2 records the acknowledgment number of
          the last segment used to update SND.WND.  The check here
          prevents using old segments to update the window.
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        FIN-WAIT-1 STATE

          In addition to the processing for the ESTABLISHED state, if
          our FIN is now acknowledged then enter FIN-WAIT-2 and continue
          processing in that state.

        FIN-WAIT-2 STATE

          In addition to the processing for the ESTABLISHED state, if
          the retransmission queue is empty, the user's CLOSE can be
          acknowledged ("ok") but do not delete the TCB.



        CLOSE-WAIT STATE

          Do the same processing as for the ESTABLISHED state.

        CLOSING STATE

          In addition to the processing for the ESTABLISHED state, if
          the ACK acknowledges our FIN then enter the TIME-WAIT state,
          otherwise ignore the segment.

        LAST-ACK STATE

          The only thing that can arrive in this state is an
          acknowledgment of our FIN.  If our FIN is now acknowledged,
          delete the TCB, enter the CLOSED state, and return.

        TIME-WAIT STATE

          The only thing that can arrive in this state is a
          retransmission of the remote FIN.  Acknowledge it, and restart
          the 2 MSL timeout.

    sixth, check the URG bit,

      ESTABLISHED STATE
      FIN-WAIT-1 STATE
      FIN-WAIT-2 STATE

        If the URG bit is set, RCV.UP <- max(RCV.UP,SEG.UP), and signal
        the user that the remote side has urgent data if the urgent
        pointer (RCV.UP) is in advance of the data consumed.  If the
        user has already been signaled (or is still in the "urgent
        mode") for this continuous sequence of urgent data, do not
        signal the user again.
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      CLOSE-WAIT STATE
      CLOSING STATE
      LAST-ACK STATE
      TIME-WAIT

        This should not occur, since a FIN has been received from the
        remote side.  Ignore the URG.

    seventh, process the segment text,

      ESTABLISHED STATE
      FIN-WAIT-1 STATE
      FIN-WAIT-2 STATE

        Once in the ESTABLISHED state, it is possible to deliver segment



        text to user RECEIVE buffers.  Text from segments can be moved
        into buffers until either the buffer is full or the segment is
        empty.  If the segment empties and carries an PUSH flag, then
        the user is informed, when the buffer is returned, that a PUSH
        has been received.

        When the TCP takes responsibility for delivering the data to the
        user it must also acknowledge the receipt of the data.

        Once the TCP takes responsibility for the data it advances
        RCV.NXT over the data accepted, and adjusts RCV.WND as
        apporopriate to the current buffer availability.  The total of
        RCV.NXT and RCV.WND should not be reduced.

        Please note the window management suggestions in section 3.7.

        Send an acknowledgment of the form:

          <SEQ=SND.NXT><ACK=RCV.NXT><CTL=ACK>

        This acknowledgment should be piggybacked on a segment being
        transmitted if possible without incurring undue delay.
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      CLOSE-WAIT STATE
      CLOSING STATE
      LAST-ACK STATE
      TIME-WAIT STATE

        This should not occur, since a FIN has been received from the
        remote side.  Ignore the segment text.

    eighth, check the FIN bit,

      Do not process the FIN if the state is CLOSED, LISTEN or SYN-SENT
      since the SEG.SEQ cannot be validated; drop the segment and
      return.

      If the FIN bit is set, signal the user "connection closing" and
      return any pending RECEIVEs with same message, advance RCV.NXT
      over the FIN, and send an acknowledgment for the FIN.  Note that
      FIN implies PUSH for any segment text not yet delivered to the



      user.

        SYN-RECEIVED STATE
        ESTABLISHED STATE

          Enter the CLOSE-WAIT state.

        FIN-WAIT-1 STATE

          If our FIN has been ACKed (perhaps in this segment), then
          enter TIME-WAIT, start the time-wait timer, turn off the other
          timers; otherwise enter the CLOSING state.

        FIN-WAIT-2 STATE

          Enter the TIME-WAIT state.  Start the time-wait timer, turn
          off the other timers.

        CLOSE-WAIT STATE

          Remain in the CLOSE-WAIT state.

        CLOSING STATE

          Remain in the CLOSING state.

        LAST-ACK STATE

          Remain in the LAST-ACK state.
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        TIME-WAIT STATE

          Remain in the TIME-WAIT state.  Restart the 2 MSL time-wait
          timeout.

    and return.
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  USER TIMEOUT

    For any state if the user timeout expires, flush all queues, signal
    the user "error:  connection aborted due to user timeout" in general
    and for any outstanding calls, delete the TCB, enter the CLOSED
    state and return.

  RETRANSMISSION TIMEOUT

    For any state if the retransmission timeout expires on a segment in
    the retransmission queue, send the segment at the front of the
    retransmission queue again, reinitialize the retransmission timer,
    and return.

  TIME-WAIT TIMEOUT

    If the time-wait timeout expires on a connection delete the TCB,
    enter the CLOSED state and return.
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1822
          BBN Report 1822, "The Specification of the Interconnection of
          a Host and an IMP".  The specification of interface between a
          host and the ARPANET.

ACK
          A control bit (acknowledge) occupying no sequence space, which
          indicates that the acknowledgment field of this segment
          specifies the next sequence number the sender of this segment
          is expecting to receive, hence acknowledging receipt of all
          previous sequence numbers.

ARPANET message
          The unit of transmission between a host and an IMP in the
          ARPANET.  The maximum size is about 1012 octets (8096 bits).

ARPANET packet
          A unit of transmission used internally in the ARPANET between
          IMPs.  The maximum size is about 126 octets (1008 bits).

connection
          A logical communication path identified by a pair of sockets.

datagram
          A message sent in a packet switched computer communications
          network.

Destination Address



          The destination address, usually the network and host
          identifiers.

FIN
          A control bit (finis) occupying one sequence number, which
          indicates that the sender will send no more data or control
          occupying sequence space.

fragment
          A portion of a logical unit of data, in particular an internet
          fragment is a portion of an internet datagram.

FTP
          A file transfer protocol.
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header
          Control information at the beginning of a message, segment,
          fragment, packet or block of data.

host
          A computer.  In particular a source or destination of messages
          from the point of view of the communication network.

Identification
          An Internet Protocol field.  This identifying value assigned
          by the sender aids in assembling the fragments of a datagram.

IMP
          The Interface Message Processor, the packet switch of the
          ARPANET.

internet address
          A source or destination address specific to the host level.

internet datagram
          The unit of data exchanged between an internet module and the
          higher level protocol together with the internet header.

internet fragment
          A portion of the data of an internet datagram with an internet
          header.

IP
          Internet Protocol.

IRS
          The Initial Receive Sequence number.  The first sequence
          number used by the sender on a connection.



ISN
          The Initial Sequence Number.  The first sequence number used
          on a connection, (either ISS or IRS).  Selected on a clock
          based procedure.

ISS
          The Initial Send Sequence number.  The first sequence number
          used by the sender on a connection.

leader
          Control information at the beginning of a message or block of
          data.  In particular, in the ARPANET, the control information
          on an ARPANET message at the host-IMP interface.
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left sequence
          This is the next sequence number to be acknowledged by the
          data receiving TCP (or the lowest currently unacknowledged
          sequence number) and is sometimes referred to as the left edge
          of the send window.

local packet
          The unit of transmission within a local network.

module
          An implementation, usually in software, of a protocol or other
          procedure.

MSL
          Maximum Segment Lifetime, the time a TCP segment can exist in
          the internetwork system.  Arbitrarily defined to be 2 minutes.

octet
          An eight bit byte.

Options
          An Option field may contain several options, and each option
          may be several octets in length.  The options are used
          primarily in testing situations; for example, to carry
          timestamps.  Both the Internet Protocol and TCP provide for
          options fields.

packet
          A package of data with a header which may or may not be
          logically complete.  More often a physical packaging than a
          logical packaging of data.

port
          The portion of a socket that specifies which logical input or
          output channel of a process is associated with the data.

process



          A program in execution.  A source or destination of data from
          the point of view of the TCP or other host-to-host protocol.

PUSH
          A control bit occupying no sequence space, indicating that
          this segment contains data that must be pushed through to the
          receiving user.

RCV.NXT
          receive next sequence number
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RCV.UP
          receive urgent pointer

RCV.WND
          receive window

receive next sequence number
          This is the next sequence number the local TCP is expecting to
          receive.

receive window
          This represents the sequence numbers the local (receiving) TCP
          is willing to receive.  Thus, the local TCP considers that
          segments overlapping the range RCV.NXT to
          RCV.NXT + RCV.WND - 1 carry acceptable data or control.
          Segments containing sequence numbers entirely outside of this
          range are considered duplicates and discarded.

RST
          A control bit (reset), occupying no sequence space, indicating
          that the receiver should delete the connection without further
          interaction.  The receiver can determine, based on the
          sequence number and acknowledgment fields of the incoming
          segment, whether it should honor the reset command or ignore
          it.  In no case does receipt of a segment containing RST give
          rise to a RST in response.

RTP
          Real Time Protocol:  A host-to-host protocol for communication
          of time critical information.

SEG.ACK
          segment acknowledgment

SEG.LEN
          segment length

SEG.PRC
          segment precedence value



SEG.SEQ
          segment sequence

SEG.UP
          segment urgent pointer field
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SEG.WND
          segment window field

segment
          A logical unit of data, in particular a TCP segment is the
          unit of data transfered between a pair of TCP modules.

segment acknowledgment
          The sequence number in the acknowledgment field of the
          arriving segment.

segment length
          The amount of sequence number space occupied by a segment,
          including any controls which occupy sequence space.

segment sequence
          The number in the sequence field of the arriving segment.

send sequence
          This is the next sequence number the local (sending) TCP will
          use on the connection.  It is initially selected from an
          initial sequence number curve (ISN) and is incremented for
          each octet of data or sequenced control transmitted.

send window
          This represents the sequence numbers which the remote
          (receiving) TCP is willing to receive.  It is the value of the
          window field specified in segments from the remote (data
          receiving) TCP.  The range of new sequence numbers which may
          be emitted by a TCP lies between SND.NXT and
          SND.UNA + SND.WND - 1. (Retransmissions of sequence numbers
          between SND.UNA and SND.NXT are expected, of course.)

SND.NXT
          send sequence

SND.UNA
          left sequence

SND.UP
          send urgent pointer

SND.WL1



          segment sequence number at last window update

SND.WL2
          segment acknowledgment number at last window update
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SND.WND
          send window

socket
          An address which specifically includes a port identifier, that
          is, the concatenation of an Internet Address with a TCP port.

Source Address
          The source address, usually the network and host identifiers.

SYN
          A control bit in the incoming segment, occupying one sequence
          number, used at the initiation of a connection, to indicate
          where the sequence numbering will start.

TCB
          Transmission control block, the data structure that records
          the state of a connection.

TCB.PRC
          The precedence of the connection.

TCP
          Transmission Control Protocol:  A host-to-host protocol for
          reliable communication in internetwork environments.

TOS
          Type of Service, an Internet Protocol field.

Type of Service
          An Internet Protocol field which indicates the type of service
          for this internet fragment.

URG
          A control bit (urgent), occupying no sequence space, used to
          indicate that the receiving user should be notified to do
          urgent processing as long as there is data to be consumed with
          sequence numbers less than the value indicated in the urgent
          pointer.

urgent pointer
          A control field meaningful only when the URG bit is on.  This
          field communicates the value of the urgent pointer which
          indicates the data octet associated with the sending user's
          urgent call.
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             An Ethernet Address Resolution Protocol
                            -- or --
              Converting Network Protocol Addresses
                   to 48.bit Ethernet Address
                       for Transmission on
                        Ethernet Hardware

                            Abstract

The implementation of protocol P on a sending host S decides,
through protocol P's routing mechanism, that it wants to transmit
to a target host T located some place on a connected piece of
10Mbit Ethernet cable.  To actually transmit the Ethernet packet
a 48.bit Ethernet address must be generated.  The addresses of
hosts within protocol P are not always compatible with the
corresponding Ethernet address (being different lengths or
values).  Presented here is a protocol that allows dynamic
distribution of the information needed to build tables to
translate an address A in protocol P's address space into a
48.bit Ethernet address.

Generalizations have been made which allow the protocol to be
used for non-10Mbit Ethernet hardware.  Some packet radio
networks are examples of such hardware.

--------------------------------------------------------------------

The protocol proposed here is the result of a great deal of
discussion with several other people, most notably J. Noel
Chiappa, Yogen Dalal, and James E. Kulp, and helpful comments
from David Moon.

[The purpose of this RFC is to present a method of Converting
Protocol Addresses (e.g., IP addresses) to Local Network
Addresses (e.g., Ethernet addresses).  This is a issue of general
concern in the ARPA Internet community at this time.  The
method proposed here is presented for your consideration and
comment.  This is not the specification of a Internet Standard.]

Notes:
------

This protocol was originally designed for the DEC/Intel/Xerox
10Mbit Ethernet.  It has been generalized to allow it to be used
for other types of networks.  Much of the discussion will be
directed toward the 10Mbit Ethernet.  Generalizations, where



applicable, will follow the Ethernet-specific discussion.

DOD Internet Protocol will be referred to as Internet.

Numbers here are in the Ethernet standard, which is high byte
first.  This is the opposite of the byte addressing of machines
such as PDP-11s and VAXes.  Therefore, special care must be taken
with the opcode field (ar$op) described below.

An agreed upon authority is needed to manage hardware name space
values (see below).  Until an official authority exists, requests
should be submitted to
        David C. Plummer
        Symbolics, Inc.
        243 Vassar Street
        Cambridge, Massachusetts  02139
Alternatively, network mail can be sent to DCP@MIT-MC.

The Problem:
------------

The world is a jungle in general, and the networking game
contributes many animals.  At nearly every layer of a network
architecture there are several potential protocols that could be
used.  For example, at a high level, there is TELNET and SUPDUP
for remote login.  Somewhere below that there is a reliable byte
stream protocol, which might be CHAOS protocol, DOD TCP, Xerox
BSP or DECnet.  Even closer to the hardware is the logical
transport layer, which might be CHAOS, DOD Internet, Xerox PUP,
or DECnet.  The 10Mbit Ethernet allows all of these protocols
(and more) to coexist on a single cable by means of a type field
in the Ethernet packet header.  However, the 10Mbit Ethernet
requires 48.bit addresses on the physical cable, yet most
protocol addresses are not 48.bits long, nor do they necessarily
have any relationship to the 48.bit Ethernet address of the
hardware.  For example, CHAOS addresses are 16.bits, DOD Internet
addresses are 32.bits, and Xerox PUP addresses are 8.bits.  A
protocol is needed to dynamically distribute the correspondences
between a <protocol, address> pair and a 48.bit Ethernet address.

Motivation:
-----------

Use of the 10Mbit Ethernet is increasing as more manufacturers
supply interfaces that conform to the specification published by
DEC, Intel and Xerox.  With this increasing availability, more
and more software is being written for these interfaces.  There
are two alternatives: (1) Every implementor invents his/her own
method to do some form of address resolution, or (2) every
implementor uses a standard so that his/her code can be
distributed to other systems without need for modification.  This
proposal attempts to set the standard.

Definitions:
------------

Define the following for referring to the values put in the TYPE
field of the Ethernet packet header:
        ether_type$XEROX_PUP,
        ether_type$DOD_INTERNET,
        ether_type$CHAOS,
and a new one:



        ether_type$ADDRESS_RESOLUTION.
Also define the following values (to be discussed later):
        ares_op$REQUEST (= 1, high byte transmitted first) and
        ares_op$REPLY   (= 2),
and
        ares_hrd$Ethernet (= 1).

Packet format:
--------------

To communicate mappings from <protocol, address> pairs to 48.bit
Ethernet addresses, a packet format that embodies the Address
Resolution protocol is needed.  The format of the packet follows.

    Ethernet transmission layer (not necessarily accessible to
         the user):
        48.bit: Ethernet address of destination
        48.bit: Ethernet address of sender
        16.bit: Protocol type = ether_type$ADDRESS_RESOLUTION
    Ethernet packet data:
        16.bit: (ar$hrd) Hardware address space (e.g., Ethernet,
                         Packet Radio Net.)
        16.bit: (ar$pro) Protocol address space.  For Ethernet
                         hardware, this is from the set of type
                         fields ether_typ$<protocol>.
         8.bit: (ar$hln) byte length of each hardware address
         8.bit: (ar$pln) byte length of each protocol address
        16.bit: (ar$op)  opcode (ares_op$REQUEST | ares_op$REPLY)
        nbytes: (ar$sha) Hardware address of sender of this
                         packet, n from the ar$hln field.
        mbytes: (ar$spa) Protocol address of sender of this
                         packet, m from the ar$pln field.
        nbytes: (ar$tha) Hardware address of target of this
                         packet (if known).
        mbytes: (ar$tpa) Protocol address of target.

Packet Generation:
------------------

As a packet is sent down through the network layers, routing
determines the protocol address of the next hop for the packet
and on which piece of hardware it expects to find the station
with the immediate target protocol address.  In the case of the
10Mbit Ethernet, address resolution is needed and some lower
layer (probably the hardware driver) must consult the Address
Resolution module (perhaps implemented in the Ethernet support
module) to convert the <protocol type, target protocol address>
pair to a 48.bit Ethernet address.  The Address Resolution module
tries to find this pair in a table.  If it finds the pair, it
gives the corresponding 48.bit Ethernet address back to the
caller (hardware driver) which then transmits the packet.  If it
does not, it probably informs the caller that it is throwing the
packet away (on the assumption the packet will be retransmitted
by a higher network layer), and generates an Ethernet packet with
a type field of ether_type$ADDRESS_RESOLUTION.  The Address
Resolution module then sets the ar$hrd field to
ares_hrd$Ethernet, ar$pro to the protocol type that is being
resolved, ar$hln to 6 (the number of bytes in a 48.bit Ethernet
address), ar$pln to the length of an address in that protocol,
ar$op to ares_op$REQUEST, ar$sha with the 48.bit ethernet address
of itself, ar$spa with the protocol address of itself, and ar$tpa



with the protocol address of the machine that is trying to be
accessed.  It does not set ar$tha to anything in particular,
because it is this value that it is trying to determine.  It
could set ar$tha to the broadcast address for the hardware (all
ones in the case of the 10Mbit Ethernet) if that makes it
convenient for some aspect of the implementation.  It then causes
this packet to be broadcast to all stations on the Ethernet cable
originally determined by the routing mechanism.

Packet Reception:
-----------------

When an address resolution packet is received, the receiving
Ethernet module gives the packet to the Address Resolution module
which goes through an algorithm similar to the following.
Negative conditionals indicate an end of processing and a
discarding of the packet.

?Do I have the hardware type in ar$hrd?
Yes: (almost definitely)
  [optionally check the hardware length ar$hln]
  ?Do I speak the protocol in ar$pro?
  Yes:
    [optionally check the protocol length ar$pln]
    Merge_flag := false
    If the pair <protocol type, sender protocol address> is
        already in my translation table, update the sender
        hardware address field of the entry with the new
        information in the packet and set Merge_flag to true.
    ?Am I the target protocol address?
    Yes:
      If Merge_flag is false, add the triplet <protocol type,
          sender protocol address, sender hardware address> to
          the translation table.
      ?Is the opcode ares_op$REQUEST?  (NOW look at the opcode!!)
      Yes:
        Swap hardware and protocol fields, putting the local
            hardware and protocol addresses in the sender fields.
        Set the ar$op field to ares_op$REPLY
        Send the packet to the (new) target hardware address on
            the same hardware on which the request was received.

Notice that the <protocol type, sender protocol address, sender
hardware address> triplet is merged into the table before the
opcode is looked at.  This is on the assumption that communcation
is bidirectional; if A has some reason to talk to B, then B will
probably have some reason to talk to A.  Notice also that if an
entry already exists for the <protocol type, sender protocol
address> pair, then the new hardware address supersedes the old
one.  Related Issues gives some motivation for this.

Generalization:  The ar$hrd and ar$hln fields allow this protocol
and packet format to be used for non-10Mbit Ethernets.  For the
10Mbit Ethernet <ar$hrd, ar$hln> takes on the value <1, 6>.  For
other hardware networks, the ar$pro field may no longer
correspond to the Ethernet type field, but it should be
associated with the protocol whose address resolution is being
sought.



Why is it done this way??
-------------------------

Periodic broadcasting is definitely not desired.  Imagine 100
workstations on a single Ethernet, each broadcasting address
resolution information once per 10 minutes (as one possible set
of parameters).  This is one packet every 6 seconds.  This is
almost reasonable, but what use is it?  The workstations aren't
generally going to be talking to each other (and therefore have
100 useless entries in a table); they will be mainly talking to a
mainframe, file server or bridge, but only to a small number of
other workstations (for interactive conversations, for example).
The protocol described in this paper distributes information as
it is needed, and only once (probably) per boot of a machine.

This format does not allow for more than one resolution to be
done in the same packet.  This is for simplicity.  If things were
multiplexed the packet format would be considerably harder to
digest, and much of the information could be gratuitous.  Think
of a bridge that talks four protocols telling a workstation all
four protocol addresses, three of which the workstation will
probably never use.

This format allows the packet buffer to be reused if a reply is
generated; a reply has the same length as a request, and several
of the fields are the same.

The value of the hardware field (ar$hrd) is taken from a list for
this purpose.  Currently the only defined value is for the 10Mbit
Ethernet (ares_hrd$Ethernet = 1).  There has been talk of using
this protocol for Packet Radio Networks as well, and this will
require another value as will other future hardware mediums that
wish to use this protocol.

For the 10Mbit Ethernet, the value in the protocol field (ar$pro)
is taken from the set ether_type$.  This is a natural reuse of
the assigned protocol types.  Combining this with the opcode
(ar$op) would effectively halve the number of protocols that can
be resolved under this protocol and would make a monitor/debugger
more complex (see Network Monitoring and Debugging below).  It is
hoped that we will never see 32768 protocols, but Murphy made
some laws which don't allow us to make this assumption.

In theory, the length fields (ar$hln and ar$pln) are redundant,
since the length of a protocol address should be determined by
the hardware type (found in ar$hrd) and the protocol type (found
in ar$pro).  It is included for optional consistency checking,
and for network monitoring and debugging (see below).

The opcode is to determine if this is a request (which may cause
a reply) or a reply to a previous request.  16 bits for this is
overkill, but a flag (field) is needed.

The sender hardware address and sender protocol address are
absolutely necessary.  It is these fields that get put in a
translation table.

The target protocol address is necessary in the request form of
the packet so that a machine can determine whether or not to
enter the sender information in a table or to send a reply.  It
is not necessarily needed in the reply form if one assumes a
reply is only provoked by a request.  It is included for



completeness, network monitoring, and to simplify the suggested
processing algorithm described above (which does not look at the
opcode until AFTER putting the sender information in a table).

The target hardware address is included for completeness and
network monitoring.  It has no meaning in the request form, since
it is this number that the machine is requesting.  Its meaning in
the reply form is the address of the machine making the request.
In some implementations (which do not get to look at the 14.byte
ethernet header, for example) this may save some register
shuffling or stack space by sending this field to the hardware
driver as the hardware destination address of the packet.

There are no padding bytes between addresses.  The packet data
should be viewed as a byte stream in which only 3 byte pairs are
defined to be words (ar$hrd, ar$pro and ar$op) which are sent
most significant byte first (Ethernet/PDP-10 byte style).

Network monitoring and debugging:
---------------------------------

The above Address Resolution protocol allows a machine to gain
knowledge about the higher level protocol activity (e.g., CHAOS,
Internet, PUP, DECnet) on an Ethernet cable.  It can determine
which Ethernet protocol type fields are in use (by value) and the
protocol addresses within each protocol type.  In fact, it is not
necessary for the monitor to speak any of the higher level
protocols involved.  It goes something like this:

When a monitor receives an Address Resolution packet, it always
enters the <protocol type, sender protocol address, sender
hardware address> in a table.  It can determine the length of the
hardware and protocol address from the ar$hln and ar$pln fields
of the packet.  If the opcode is a REPLY the monitor can then
throw the packet away.  If the opcode is a REQUEST and the target
protocol address matches the protocol address of the monitor, the
monitor sends a REPLY as it normally would.  The monitor will
only get one mapping this way, since the REPLY to the REQUEST
will be sent directly to the requesting host.  The monitor could
try sending its own REQUEST, but this could get two monitors into
a REQUEST sending loop, and care must be taken.

Because the protocol and opcode are not combined into one field,
the monitor does not need to know which request opcode is
associated with which reply opcode for the same higher level
protocol.  The length fields should also give enough information
to enable it to "parse" a protocol addresses, although it has no
knowledge of what the protocol addresses mean.

A working implementation of the Address Resolution protocol can
also be used to debug a non-working implementation.  Presumably a
hardware driver will successfully broadcast a packet with Ethernet
type field of ether_type$ADDRESS_RESOLUTION.  The format of the
packet may not be totally correct, because initial
implementations may have bugs, and table management may be
slightly tricky.  Because requests are broadcast a monitor will
receive the packet and can display it for debugging if desired.

An Example:
-----------



Let there exist machines X and Y that are on the same 10Mbit
Ethernet cable.  They have Ethernet address EA(X) and EA(Y) and
DOD Internet addresses IPA(X) and IPA(Y) .  Let the Ethernet type
of Internet be ET(IP).  Machine X has just been started, and
sooner or later wants to send an Internet packet to machine Y on
the same cable.  X knows that it wants to send to IPA(Y) and
tells the hardware driver (here an Ethernet driver) IPA(Y).  The
driver consults the Address Resolution module to convert <ET(IP),
IPA(Y)> into a 48.bit Ethernet address, but because X was just
started, it does not have this information.  It throws the
Internet packet away and instead creates an ADDRESS RESOLUTION
packet with
        (ar$hrd) = ares_hrd$Ethernet
        (ar$pro) = ET(IP)
        (ar$hln) = length(EA(X))
        (ar$pln) = length(IPA(X))
        (ar$op)  = ares_op$REQUEST
        (ar$sha) = EA(X)
        (ar$spa) = IPA(X)
        (ar$tha) = don't care
        (ar$tpa) = IPA(Y)
and broadcasts this packet to everybody on the cable.

Machine Y gets this packet, and determines that it understands
the hardware type (Ethernet), that it speaks the indicated
protocol (Internet) and that the packet is for it
((ar$tpa)=IPA(Y)).  It enters (probably replacing any existing
entry) the information that <ET(IP), IPA(X)> maps to EA(X).  It
then notices that it is a request, so it swaps fields, putting
EA(Y) in the new sender Ethernet address field (ar$sha), sets the
opcode to reply, and sends the packet directly (not broadcast) to
EA(X).  At this point Y knows how to send to X, but X still
doesn't know how to send to Y.

Machine X gets the reply packet from Y, forms the map from
<ET(IP), IPA(Y)> to EA(Y), notices the packet is a reply and
throws it away.  The next time X's Internet module tries to send
a packet to Y on the Ethernet, the translation will succeed, and
the packet will (hopefully) arrive.  If Y's Internet module then
wants to talk to X, this will also succeed since Y has remembered
the information from X's request for Address Resolution.

Related issue:
---------------

It may be desirable to have table aging and/or timeouts.  The
implementation of these is outside the scope of this protocol.
Here is a more detailed description (thanks to MOON@SCRC@MIT-MC).

If a host moves, any connections initiated by that host will
work, assuming its own address resolution table is cleared when
it moves.  However, connections initiated to it by other hosts
will have no particular reason to know to discard their old
address.  However, 48.bit Ethernet addresses are supposed to be
unique and fixed for all time, so they shouldn't change.  A host
could "move" if a host name (and address in some other protocol)
were reassigned to a different physical piece of hardware.  Also,
as we know from experience, there is always the danger of
incorrect routing information accidentally getting transmitted
through hardware or software error; it should not be allowed to
persist forever.  Perhaps failure to initiate a connection should



inform the Address Resolution module to delete the information on
the basis that the host is not reachable, possibly because it is
down or the old translation is no longer valid.  Or perhaps
receiving of a packet from a host should reset a timeout in the
address resolution entry used for transmitting packets to that
host; if no packets are received from a host for a suitable
length of time, the address resolution entry is forgotten.  This
may cause extra overhead to scan the table for each incoming
packet.  Perhaps a hash or index can make this faster.

The suggested algorithm for receiving address resolution packets
tries to lessen the time it takes for recovery if a host does
move.  Recall that if the <protocol type, sender protocol
address> is already in the translation table, then the sender
hardware address supersedes the existing entry.  Therefore, on a
perfect Ethernet where a broadcast REQUEST reaches all stations
on the cable, each station will be get the new hardware address.

Another alternative is to have a daemon perform the timeouts.
After a suitable time, the daemon considers removing an entry.
It first sends (with a small number of retransmissions if needed)
an address resolution packet with opcode REQUEST directly to the
Ethernet address in the table.  If a REPLY is not seen in a short
amount of time, the entry is deleted.  The request is sent
directly so as not to bother every station on the Ethernet.  Just
forgetting entries will likely cause useful information to be
forgotten, which must be regained.

Since hosts don't transmit information about anyone other than
themselves, rebooting a host will cause its address mapping table
to be up to date.  Bad information can't persist forever by being
passed around from machine to machine; the only bad information
that can exist is in a machine that doesn't know that some other
machine has changed its 48.bit Ethernet address.  Perhaps
manually resetting (or clearing) the address mapping table will
suffice.

This issue clearly needs more thought if it is believed to be
important.  It is caused by any address resolution-like protocol.

Network Working Group
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             PROTOCOL STANDARD FOR A NetBIOS SERVICE
                     ON A TCP/UDP TRANSPORT:
                      CONCEPTS AND METHODS

                            ABSTRACT

This RFC defines a proposed standard protocol to support NetBIOS
services in a TCP/IP environment.  Both local network and internet
operation are supported.  Various node types are defined to accommodate
local and internet topologies and to allow operation with or without the
use of IP broadcast.



This RFC describes the NetBIOS-over-TCP protocols in a general manner,
emphasizing the underlying ideas and techniques.  Detailed
specifications are found in a companion RFC, "Protocol Standard For a
NetBIOS Service on a TCP/UDP Transport: Detailed Specifications".
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             PROTOCOL STANDARD FOR A NetBIOS SERVICE
                     ON A TCP/UDP TRANSPORT:
                      CONCEPTS AND METHODS
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3.  INTRODUCTION

   This RFC describes the ideas and general methods used to provide
   NetBIOS on a TCP and UDP foundation.  A companion RFC, "Protocol
   Standard For a NetBIOS Service on a TCP/UDP Transport: Detailed
   Specifications"[1] contains detailed descriptions of packet
   formats, protocols, and defined constants and variables.

   The NetBIOS service has become the dominant mechanism for
   personal computer networking.  NetBIOS provides a vendor
   independent interface for the IBM Personal Computer (PC) and
   compatible systems.

   NetBIOS defines a software interface not a protocol.  There is no
   "official" NetBIOS service standard.  In practice, however, the
   IBM PC-Network version is used as a reference.  That version is
   described in the IBM document 6322916, "Technical Reference PC
   Network"[2].

   Protocols supporting NetBIOS services have been constructed on
   diverse protocol and hardware foundations.  Even when the same
   foundation is used, different implementations may not be able to
   interoperate unless they use a common protocol.  To allow NetBIOS
   interoperation in the Internet, this RFC defines a standard
   protocol to support NetBIOS services using TCP and UDP.

   NetBIOS has generally been confined to personal computers to
   date.  However, since larger computers are often well suited to
   run certain NetBIOS applications, such as file servers, this
   specification has been designed to allow an implementation to be
   built on virtually any type of system where the TCP/IP protocol
   suite is available.

   This standard defines a set of protocols to support NetBIOS
   services.

   These protocols are more than a simple communications service
   involving two entities.  Rather, this note describes a



   distributed system in which many entities play a part even if
   they are not involved as an end-point of a particular NetBIOS
   connection.

   This standard neither constrains nor determines how those
   services are presented to application programs.

   Nevertheless, it is expected that on computers operating under
   the PC-DOS and MS-DOS operating systems that the existing NetBIOS
   interface will be preserved by implementors.

   NOTE: Various symbolic values are used in this document.  For
         their definitions, refer to the Detailed Specifications[1].
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4.  DESIGN PRINCIPLES

   In order to develop the specification the following design principles
   were adopted to guide the effort.  Most are typical to any protocol
   standardization effort; however, some have been assigned priorities
   that may be considered unusual.

4.1.  PRESERVE NetBIOS SERVICES

   In the absence of an "official" standard for NetBIOS services, the
   version found in the IBM PC Network Technical Reference[2] is used.

   NetBIOS is the foundation of a large body of existing applications.
   It is desirable to operate these applications on TCP networks and to
   extend them beyond personal computers into larger hosts.  To support
   these applications, NetBIOS on TCP must closely conform to the
   services offered by existing NetBIOS systems.

   IBM PC-Network NetBIOS contains some implementation specific
   characteristics.  This standard does not attempt to completely
   preserve these.  It is certain that some existing software requires
   these characteristics and will fail to operate correctly on a NetBIOS
   service based on this RFC.

4.2.  USE EXISTING STANDARDS

   Protocol development, especially with standardization, is a demanding
   process.  The development of new protocols must be minimized.

   It is considered essential that an existing standard which provides
   the necessary functionality with reasonable performance always be
   chosen in preference to developing a new protocol.

   When a standard protocol is used, it must be unmodified.

4.3.  MINIMIZE OPTIONS

   The standard for NetBIOS on TCP should contain few, if any, options.

   Where options are included, the options should be designed so that
   devices with different option selections should interoperate.



4.4.  TOLERATE ERRORS AND DISRUPTIONS

   NetBIOS networks typically operate in an uncontrolled environment.
   Computers come on-line at arbitrary times.  Computers usually go
   off-line without any notice to their peers.  The software is often
   operated by users who are unfamiliar with networks and who may
   randomly perturb configuration settings.

   Despite this chaos, NetBIOS networks work.  NetBIOS on TCP must also
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   be able to operate well in this environment.

   Robust operation does not necessarily mean that the network is proof
   against all disruptions.  A typical NetBIOS network may be disrupted
   by certain types of behavior, whether inadvertent or malicious.

4.5.  DO NOT REQUIRE CENTRAL MANAGEMENT

   NetBIOS on TCP should be able to operate, if desired, without
   centralized management beyond that typically required by a TCP based
   network.

4.6.  ALLOW INTERNET OPERATION

   The proposed standard recognizes the need for NetBIOS operation
   across a set of networks interconnected by network (IP) level relays
   (gateways.)

   However, the standard assumes that this form of operation will be
   less frequent than on the local MAC bridged-LAN.

4.7.  MINIMIZE BROADCAST ACTIVITY

   The standard pre-supposes that the only broadcast services are those
   supported by UDP.  Multicast capabilities are not assumed to be
   available in any form.

   Despite the availability of broadcast capabilities, the standard
   recognizes that some administrations may wish to avoid heavy
   broadcast activity.  For example, an administration may wish to avoid
   isolated non-participating hosts from the burden of receiving and
   discarding NetBIOS broadcasts.

4.8.  PERMIT IMPLEMENTATION ON EXISTING SYSTEMS

   The NetBIOS on TCP protocol should be implementable on common
   operating systems, such as Unix(tm) and VAX/VMS(tm), without massive
   effort.

   The NetBIOS protocols should not require services typically
   unavailable on presently existing TCP/UDP/IP implementations.

4.9.  REQUIRE ONLY THE MINIMUM NECESSARY TO OPERATE



   The protocol definition should specify only the minimal set of
   protocols required for interoperation.  However, additional protocol
   elements may be defined to enhance efficiency.  These latter elements
   may be generated at the option of the sender, although they must be
   accepted by all receivers.
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4.10.  MAXIMIZE EFFICIENCY

   To be useful, a protocol must conduct its business quickly.

4.11.  MINIMIZE NEW INVENTIONS

   When an existing protocol is not quite able to support a necessary
   function, but with a small amount of change, it could, that protocol
   should be used.  This is felt to be easier to achieve than
   development of new protocols; further, it is likely to have more
   general utility for the Internet.

5.  OVERVIEW OF NetBIOS

   This section describes the NetBIOS services.  It is for background
   information only.  The reader may chose to skip to the next section.

   NetBIOS was designed for use by groups of PCs, sharing a broadcast
   medium.  Both connection (Session) and connectionless (Datagram)
   services are provided, and broadcast and multicast are supported.
   Participants are identified by name.  Assignment of names is
   distributed and highly dynamic.

   NetBIOS applications employ NetBIOS mechanisms to locate resources,
   establish connections, send and receive data with an application
   peer, and terminate connections.  For purposes of discussion, these
   mechanisms will collectively be called the NetBIOS Service.

   This service can be implemented in many different ways.  One of the
   first implementations was for personal computers running the PC-DOS
   and MS-DOS operating systems.  It is possible to implement NetBIOS
   within other operating systems, or as processes which are,
   themselves, simply application programs as far as the host operating
   system is concerned.

   The NetBIOS specification, published by IBM as "Technical Reference
   PC Network"[2] defines the interface and services available to the
   NetBIOS user.  The protocols outlined by that document pertain only
   to the IBM PC Network and are not generally applicable to other
   networks.

5.1.  INTERFACE TO APPLICATION PROGRAMS

   NetBIOS on personal computers includes both a set of services and an
   exact program interface to those services.  NetBIOS on other computer
   systems may present the NetBIOS services to programs using other
   interfaces.  Except on personal computers, no clear standard for a



   NetBIOS software interface has emerged.
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5.2.  NAME SERVICE

   NetBIOS resources are referenced by name.  Lower-level address
   information is not available to NetBIOS applications.  An
   application, representing a resource, registers one or more names
   that it wishes to use.

   The name space is flat and uses sixteen alphanumeric characters.
   Names may not start with an asterisk (*).

   Registration is a bid for use of a name.  The bid may be for
   exclusive (unique) or shared (group) ownership.  Each application
   contends with the other applications in real time.  Implicit
   permission is granted to a station when it receives no objections.
   That is, a bid is made and the application waits for a period of
   time.  If no objections are received, the station assumes that it has
   permission.

   A unique name should be held by only one station at a time.  However,
   duplicates ("name conflicts") may arise due to errors.

   All instances of a group name are equivalent.

   An application referencing a name generally does not know (or care)
   whether the name is registered as a unique or a group name.

   An explicit name deletion function is specified, so that applications
   may remove a name.  Implicit name deletion occurs when a station
   ceases operation.  In the case of personal computers, implicit name
   deletion is a frequent occurrence.

   The Name Service primitives are:

      1)   Add Name

           The requesting application wants exclusive use of the name.

      2)   Add Group Name

           The requesting application is willing to share use of the
           name with other applications.

      3)   Delete Name

           The application no longer requires use of the name.  It is
           important to note that typical use of NetBIOS is among
           independently-operated personal computers.  A common way to
           stop using a PC is to turn it off; in this case, the
           graceful give-back mechanism, provided by the Delete Name
           function, is not used.  Because this occurs frequently, the



           network service must support this behavior.
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5.3.  SESSION SERVICE

   A session is a reliable message exchange, conducted between a pair of
   NetBIOS applications.  Sessions are full-duplex, sequenced, and
   reliable.  Data is organized into messages.  Each message may range
   in size from 0 to 131,071 bytes.  No expedited or urgent data
   capabilities are present.

   Multiple sessions may exist between any pair of calling and called
   names.

   The parties to a connection have access to the calling and called
   names.

   The NetBIOS specification does not define how a connection request to
   a shared (group) name resolves into a session.  The usual assumption
   is that a session may be established with any one owner of the called
   group name.

   An important service provided to NetBIOS applications is the
   detection of sessions failure.  The loss of a session is reported to
   an application via all of the outstanding service requests for that
   session.  For example, if the application has only a NetBIOS receive
   primitive pending and the session terminates, the pending receive
   will abort with a termination indication.

   Session Service primitives are:

      1)   Call

           Initiate a session with a process that is listening under
           the specified name.  The calling entity must indicate both a
           calling name (properly registered to the caller) and a
           called name.

      2)   Listen

           Accept a session from a caller.  The listen primitive may be
           constrained to accept an incoming call from a named caller.
           Alternatively, a call may be accepted from any caller.

      3)   Hang Up

           Gracefully terminate a session.  All pending data is
           transferred before the session is terminated.

      4)   Send

           Transmit one message.  A time-out can occur.  A time-out of
           any session send forces the non-graceful termination of the
           session.
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           A "chain send" primitive is required by the PC NetBIOS
           software interface to allow a single message to be gathered
           from pieces in various buffers.  Chain Send is an interface
           detail and does not effect the protocol.

      5)   Receive

           Receive data.  A time-out can occur.  A time-out on a
           session receive only terminates the receive, not the
           session, although the data is lost.

           The receive primitive may be implemented with variants, such
           as "Receive Any", which is required by the PC NetBIOS
           software interface.  Receive Any is an interface detail and
           does not effect the protocol.

      6)   Session Status

           Obtain information about all of the requestor's sessions,
           under the specified name.  No network activity is involved.

5.4.  DATAGRAM SERVICE

   The Datagram service is an unreliable, non-sequenced, connectionless
   service.  Datagrams are sent under cover of a name properly
   registered to the sender.

   Datagrams may be sent to a specific name or may be explicitly
   broadcast.

   Datagrams sent to an exclusive name are received, if at all, by the
   holder of that name.  Datagrams sent to a group name are multicast to
   all holders of that name.  The sending application program cannot
   distinguish between group and unique names and thus must act as if
   all non-broadcast datagrams are multicast.

   As with the Session Service, the receiver of the datagram is told the
   sending and receiving names.

   Datagram Service primitives are:

      1)   Send Datagram

           Send an unreliable datagram to an application that is
           associated with the specified name.  The name may be unique
           or group; the sender is not aware of the difference.  If the
           name belongs to a group, then each member is to receive the
           datagram.
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      2)   Send Broadcast Datagram

           Send an unreliable datagram to any application with a
           Receive Broadcast Datagram posted.

      3)   Receive Datagram

           Receive a datagram sent by a specified originating name to
           the specified name.  If the originating name is an asterisk,
           then the datagram may have been originated under any name.

           Note: An arriving datagram will be delivered to all pending
           Receiving Datagrams that have source and destination
           specifications matching those of the datagram.  In other
           words, if a program (or group of programs) issue a series of
           identical Receive Datagrams, one datagram will cause the
           entire series to complete.

      4)   Receive Broadcast Datagram

           Receive a datagram sent as a broadcast.

           If there are multiple pending Receive Broadcast Datagram
           operations pending, all will be satisfied by the same
           received datagram.

5.5.  MISCELLANEOUS FUNCTIONS

   The following functions are present to control the operation of the
   hardware interface to the network.  These functions are generally
   implementation dependent.

      1)   Reset

           Initialize the local network adapter.

      2)   Cancel

           Abort a pending NetBIOS request.  The successful cancel of a
           Send (or Chain Send) operation will terminate the associated
           session.

      3)   Adapter Status

           Obtain information about the local network adapter or of a
           remote adapter.

      4)   Unlink

           For use with Remote Program Load (RPL).  Unlink redirects
           the PC boot disk device back to the local disk.  See the
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           NetBIOS specification for further details concerning RPL and
           the Unlink operation (see page 2-35 in [2]).

      5)   Remote Program Load

           Remote Program Load (RPL) is not a NetBIOS function.  It is
           a NetBIOS application defined by IBM in their NetBIOS
           specification (see pages 2-80 through 2-82 in [2]).

5.6.  NON-STANDARD EXTENSIONS

   The IBM Token Ring implementation of NetBIOS has added at least one
   new user capability:

      1)    Find Name

           This function determines whether a given name has been
           registered on the network.

6.  NetBIOS FACILITIES SUPPORTED BY THIS STANDARD

   The protocol specified by this standard permits an implementer to
   provide all of the NetBIOS services as described in the IBM
   "Technical Reference PC Network"[2].

   The following NetBIOS facilities are outside the scope of this
   specification.  These are local implementation matters and do not
   impact interoperability:

     -  RESET
     -  SESSION STATUS
     -  UNLINK
     -  RPL (Remote Program Load)

7.  REQUIRED SUPPORTING SERVICE INTERFACES AND DEFINITIONS

   The protocols described in this RFC require service interfaces to the
   following:

     -  TCP[3,4]
     -  UDP[5]

   Byte ordering, addressing conventions (including addresses to be
   used for broadcasts and multicasts) are defined by the most
   recent version of:

     -  Assigned Numbers[6]

   Additional definitions and constraints are in:
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     -  IP[7]
     -  Internet Subnets[8,9,10]



8.  RELATED PROTOCOLS AND SERVICES

   The design of the protocols described in this RFC allow for the
   future incorporation of the following protocols and services.
   However, before this may occur, certain extensions may be required to
   the protocols defined in this RFC or to those listed below.

     -  Domain Name Service[11,12,13,14]
     -  Internet Group Multicast[15,16]

9.  NetBIOS SCOPE

   A "NetBIOS Scope" is the population of computers across which a
   registered NetBIOS name is known.  NetBIOS broadcast and multicast
   datagram operations must reach the entire extent of the NetBIOS
   scope.

   An internet may support multiple, non-intersecting NetBIOS Scopes.

   Each NetBIOS scope has a "scope identifier".  This identifier is a
   character string meeting the requirements of the domain name system
   for domain names.

   NOTE: Each implementation of NetBIOS-over-TCP must provide
         mechanisms to manage the scope identifier(s) to be used.

   Control of scope identifiers implies a requirement for additional
   NetBIOS interface capabilities.  These may be provided through
   extensions of the user service interface or other means (such as node
   configuration parameters.)  The nature of these extensions is not
   part of this specification.

10.  NetBIOS END-NODES

   End-nodes support NetBIOS service interfaces and contain
   applications.

   Three types of end-nodes are part of this standard:

     -  Broadcast ("B") nodes
     -  Point-to-point ("P") nodes
     -  Mixed mode ("M") nodes

   An IP address may be associated with only one instance of one of the
   above types.

   Without having preloaded name-to-address tables, NetBIOS participants
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   are faced with the task of dynamically resolving references to one
   another.  This can be accomplished with broadcast or mediated point-
   to-point communications.

   B nodes use local network broadcasting to effect a rendezvous with
   one or more recipients.  P and M nodes use the NetBIOS Name Server



   (NBNS) and the NetBIOS Datagram Distribution Server (NBDD) for this
   same purpose.

   End-nodes may be combined in various topologies.  No matter how
   combined, the operation of the B, P, and M nodes is not altered.

   NOTE: It is recommended that the administration of a NetBIOS
         scope avoid using both M and B nodes within the same scope.
         A NetBIOS scope should contain only B nodes or only P and M
         nodes.

10.1.  BROADCAST (B) NODES

   Broadcast (or "B") nodes communicate using a mix of UDP datagrams
   (both broadcast and directed) and TCP connections.  B nodes may
   freely interoperate with one another within a broadcast area.  A
   broadcast area is a single MAC-bridged "B-LAN".  (See Appendix A for
   a discussion of using Internet Group Multicasting as a means to
   extend a broadcast area beyond a single B-LAN.)

10.2.  POINT-TO-POINT (P) NODES

   Point-to-point (or "P") nodes communicate using only directed UDP
   datagrams and TCP sessions.  P nodes neither generate nor listen for
   broadcast UDP packets.  P nodes do, however, offer NetBIOS level
   broadcast and multicast services using capabilities provided by the
   NBNS and NBDD.

   P nodes rely on NetBIOS name and datagram distribution servers.
   These servers may be local or remote; P nodes operate the same in
   either case.

10.3.  MIXED MODE (M) NODES

   Mixed mode nodes (or "M") nodes are P nodes which have been given
   certain B node characteristics.  M nodes use both broadcast and
   unicast.  Broadcast is used to improve response time using the
   assumption that most resources reside on the local broadcast medium
   rather than somewhere in an internet.

   M nodes rely upon NBNS and NBDD servers.  However, M nodes may
   continue limited operation should these servers be temporarily
   unavailable.
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11.  NetBIOS SUPPORT SERVERS

   Two types of support servers are part of this standard:

     -  NetBIOS name server ("NBNS") nodes
     -  Netbios datagram distribution ("NBDD") nodes

   NBNS and NBDD nodes are invisible to NetBIOS applications and are
   part of the underlying NetBIOS mechanism.



   NetBIOS name and datagram distribution servers are the focus of name
   and datagram activity for P and M nodes.

   Both the name (NBNS) and datagram distribution (NBDD) servers are
   permitted to shift part of their operation to the P or M end-node
   which is requesting a service.

   Since the assignment of responsibility is dynamic, and since P and M
   nodes must be prepared to operate should the NetBIOS server delegate
   control to the maximum extent, the system naturally accommodates
   improvements in NetBIOS server function.  For example, as Internet
   Group Multicasting becomes more widespread, new NBDD implementations
   may elect to assume full responsibility for NetBIOS datagram
   distribution.

   Interoperability between different implementations is assured by
   imposing requirements on end-node implementations that they be able
   to accept the full range of legal responses from the NBNS or NBDD.

11.1.  NetBIOS NAME SERVER (NBNS) NODES

   The NBNS is designed to allow considerable flexibility with its
   degree of responsibility for the accuracy and management of NetBIOS
   names.  On one hand, the NBNS may elect not to accept full
   responsibility, leaving the NBNS essentially a "bulletin board" on
   which name/address information is freely posted (and removed) by P
   and M nodes without validation by the NBNS.  Alternatively, the NBNS
   may elect to completely manage and validate names.  The degree of
   responsibility that the NBNS assumes is asserted by the NBNS each
   time a name is claimed through a simple mechanism.  Should the NBNS
   not assert full control, the NBNS returns enough information to the
   requesting node so that the node may challenge any putative holder of
   the name.

   This ability to shift responsibility for NetBIOS name management
   between the NBNS and the P and M nodes allows a network administrator
   (or vendor) to make a tradeoff between NBNS simplicity, security, and
   delay characteristics.

   A single NBNS may be implemented as a distributed entity, such as the
   Domain Name Service.  However, this RFC does not attempt to define
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   the internal communications which would be used.

11.1.1.  RELATIONSHIP OF THE NBNS TO THE DOMAIN NAME SYSTEM

   The NBNS design attempts to align itself with the Domain Name System
   in a number of ways.

   First, the NetBIOS names are encoded in a form acceptable to the
   domain name system.

   Second, a scope identifier is appended to each NetBIOS name.  This
   identifier meets the restricted character set of the domain system



   and has a leading period.  This makes the NetBIOS name, in
   conjunction with its scope identifier, a valid domain system name.

   Third, the negotiated responsibility mechanisms permit the NBNS to be
   used as a simple bulletin board on which are posted (name,address)
   pairs.  This parallels the existing domain sytem query service.

   This RFC, however, requires the NBNS to provide services beyond those
   provided by the current domain name system.  An attempt has been made
   to coalesce all the additional services which are required into a set
   of transactions which follow domain name system styles of interaction
   and packet formats.

   Among the areas in which the domain name service must be extended
   before it may be used as an NBNS are:

     -  Dynamic addition of entries
     -  Dynamic update of entry data
     -  Support for multiple instance (group) entries
     -  Support for entry time-to-live values and ability to accept
        refresh messages to restart the time-to-live period
     -  New entry attributes

11.2.  NetBIOS DATAGRAM DISTRIBUTION SERVER (NBDD) NODES

   The internet does not yet support broadcasting or multicasting.  The
   NBDD extends NetBIOS datagram distribution service to this
   environment.

   The NBDD may elect to complete, partially complete, or totally refuse
   to service a node's request to distribute a NetBIOS datagram.  An
   end-node may query an NBDD to determine whether the NBDD will deliver
   a datagram to a specific NetBIOS name.

   The design of NetBIOS-over-TCP lends itself to the use of Internet
   Group Multicast.  For details see Appendix A.
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11.3.  RELATIONSHIP OF NBNS AND NBDD NODES

   This RFC defines the NBNS and NBDD as distinct, separate entities.

   In the absence of NetBIOS name information, a NetBIOS datagram
   distribution server must send a copy to each end-node within a
   NetBIOS scope.

   An implementer may elect to construct NBNS and NBDD nodes which have
   a private protocol for the exchange of NetBIOS name information.
   Alternatively, an NBNS and NBDD may be implemented within the same
   device.

   NOTE: Implementations containing private NBNS-NBDD protocols or
         combined NBNS-NBDD functions must be clearly identified.



11.4.  RELATIONSHIP OF NetBIOS SUPPORT SERVERS AND B NODES

   As defined in this RFC, neither NBNS nor NBDD nodes interact with B
   nodes.  NetBIOS servers do not listen to broadcast traffic on any
   broadcast area to which they may be attached.  Nor are the NetBIOS
   support servers even aware of B node activities or names claimed or
   used by B nodes.

   It may be possible to extend both the NBNS and NBDD so that they
   participate in B node activities and act as a bridge to P and M
   nodes.  However, such extensions are beyond the scope of this
   specification.

12.  TOPOLOGIES

   B, P, M, NBNS, and NBDD nodes may be combined in various ways to form
   useful NetBIOS environments.  This section describes some of these
   combinations.

   There are three classes of operation:

     -  Class 0:  B nodes only.
     -  Class 1:  P nodes only.
     -  Class 2:  P and M nodes together.

   In the drawings which follow, any P node may be replaced by an M
   node.  The effects of such replacement will be mentioned in
   conjunction with each example below.

12.1.  LOCAL

   A NetBIOS scope is operating locally when all entities are within the
   same broadcast area.
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12.1.1.  B NODES ONLY

   Local operation with only B nodes is the most basic mode of
   operation.  Name registration and discovery procedures use broadcast
   mechanisms.  The NetBIOS scope is limited by the extent of the
   broadcast area.  This configuration does not require NetBIOS support
   servers.

   ====+=========+=====BROADCAST AREA=====+==========+=========+====
       |         |                        |          |         |
       |         |                        |          |         |
    +--+--+   +--+--+                  +--+--+    +--+--+   +--+--+
    |  B  |   |  B  |                  |  B  |    |  B  |   |  B  |
    +-----+   +-----+                  +-----+    +-----+   +-----+

12.1.2.  P NODES ONLY

   This configuration would typically be used when the network



   administrator desires to eliminate NetBIOS as a source of broadcast
   activity.

   ====+=========+==========+=B'CAST AREA=+==========+=========+====
       |         |          |             |          |         |
       |         |          |             |          |         |
    +--+--+   +--+--+    +--+--+       +--+--+    +--+--+   +--+--+
    |  P  |   |  P  |    |NBNS |       |  P  |    |NBDD |   |  P  |
    +-----+   +-----+    +-----+       +-----+    +-----+   +-----+

   This configuration operates the same as if it were in an internet and
   is cited here only due to its convenience as a means to reduce the
   use of broadcast.

   Replacement of one or more of the P nodes with M nodes will not
   affect the operation of the other P and M nodes.  P and M nodes will
   be able to interact with one another.  Because M nodes use broadcast,
   overall broadcast activity will increase.

12.1.3.  MIXED B AND P NODES

   B and P nodes do not interact with one another.  Replacement of P
   nodes with M nodes will allow B's and M's to interact.

   NOTE: B nodes and M nodes may be intermixed only on a local
         broadcast area.  B and M nodes should not be intermixed in
         an internet environment.
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12.2.  INTERNET

12.2.1.  P NODES ONLY

   P nodes may be scattered at various locations in an internetwork.
   They require both an NBNS and an NBDD for NetBIOS name and datagram
   support, respectively.

   The NetBIOS scope is determined by the NetBIOS scope identifier
   (domain name) used by the various P (and M) nodes.  An internet may
   contain numerous NetBIOS scopes.

                   +-----+
                   |  P  |
                   +--+--+              |    +-----+
                      |                 |----+  P  |
                      |                 |    +-----+
                /-----+-----\           |
   +-----+      |           |  +------+ |    +-----+
   |  P  +------+  INTERNET +--+G'WAY |-+----+  P  |
   +-----+      |           |  +------+ |    +-----+



                /-----+-----/           |
              /       |                 |    +-----+
            /         |                 |----+  P  |
     +-----+       +--+--+              |    +-----+
     |NBNS +       |NBDD |
     +-----+       +--+--+

   Any P node may be replaced by an M node with no loss of function to
   any node.  However, broadcast activity will be increased in the
   broadcast area to which the M node is attached.
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12.2.2.  MIXED M AND P NODES

   M and P nodes may be mixed.  When locating NetBIOS names, M nodes
   will tend to find names held by other M nodes on the same common
   broadcast area in preference to names held by P nodes or M nodes
   elsewhere in the network.

                         +-----+
                         |  P  |
                         +--+--+
                            |
                            |
                      /-----+-----\
         +-----+      |           |      +-----+
         |  P  +------+  INTERNET +------+NBDD |
         +-----+      |           |      +-----+
                      /-----+-----/
                    /       |
                  /         |
           +-----+       +--+--+
           |NBNS +       |G'WAY|
           +-----+       +--+--+
                            |
                            |



   ====+=========+==========+=B'CAST AREA=+==========+=========+====
       |         |          |             |          |         |
       |         |          |             |          |         |
    +--+--+   +--+--+    +--+--+       +--+--+    +--+--+   +--+--+
    |  M  |   |  P  |    |  M  |       |  P  |    |  M  |   |  P  |
    +-----+   +-----+    +--+--+       +-----+    +-----+   +-----+

   NOTE: B and M nodes should not be intermixed in an internet
         environment.  Doing so would allow undetected NetBIOS name
         conflicts to arise and cause unpredictable behavior.

13.  GENERAL METHODS

   Overlying the specific protocols, described later, are a few general
   methods of interaction between entities.

13.1.  REQUEST/RESPONSE INTERACTION STYLE

   Most interactions between entities consist of a request flowing in
   one direction and a subsequent response flowing in the opposite
   direction.

   In those situations where interactions occur on unreliable transports
   (i.e. UDP) or when a request is broadcast, there may not be a strict
   interlocking or one-to-one relationship between requests and
   responses.
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   In no case, however, is more than one response generated for a
   received request.  While a response is pending the responding entity
   may send one or more wait acknowledgements.

13.1.1.  RETRANSMISSION OF REQUESTS

   UDP is an unreliable delivery mechanism where packets can be lost,
   received out of transmit sequence, duplicated and delivery can be
   significantly delayed.  Since the NetBIOS protocols make heavy use of
   UDP, they have compensated for its unreliability with extra
   mechanisms.

   Each NetBIOS packet contains all the necessary information to process
   it.  None of the protocols use multiple UDP packets to convey a
   single request or response.  If more information is required than
   will fit in a single UDP packet, for example, when a P-type node
   wants all the owners of a group name from a NetBIOS server, a TCP
   connection is used.  Consequently, the NetBIOS protocols will not
   fail because of out of sequence delivery of UDP packets.

   To overcome the loss of a request or response packet, each request
   operation will retransmit the request if a response is not received
   within a specified time limit.

   Protocol operations sensitive to successive response packets, such as
   name conflict detection, are protected from duplicated packets
   because they ignore successive packets with the same NetBIOS



   information.  Since no state on the responder's node is associated
   with a request, the responder just sends the appropriate response
   whenever a request packet arrives.  Consequently, duplicate or
   delayed request packets have no impact.

   For all requests, if a response packet is delayed too long another
   request packet will be transmitted.  A second response packet being
   sent in response to the second request packet is equivalent to a
   duplicate packet.  Therefore, the protocols will ignore the second
   packet received.  If the delivery of a response is delayed until
   after the request operation has been completed, successfully or not,
   the response packet is ignored.

13.1.2.  REQUESTS WITHOUT RESPONSES: DEMANDS

   Some request types do not have matching responses.  These requests
   are known as "demands".  In general a "demand" is an imperative
   request; the receiving node is expected to obey.  However, because
   demands are unconfirmed, they are used only in situations where, at
   most, limited damage would occur if the demand packet should be lost.

   Demand packets are not retransmitted.
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13.2.  TRANSACTIONS

   Interactions between a pair of entities are grouped into
   "transactions".  These transactions comprise one or more
   request/response pairs.

13.2.1.  TRANSACTION ID

   Since multiple simultaneous transactions may be in progress between a
   pair of entities a "transaction id" is used.

   The originator of a transaction selects an ID unique to the
   originator.  The transaction id is reflected back and forth in each
   interaction within the transaction.  The transaction partners must
   match responses and requests by comparison of the transaction ID and
   the IP address of the transaction partner.  If no matching request
   can be found the response must be discarded.

   A new transaction ID should be used for each transaction.  A simple
   16 bit transaction counter ought to be an adequate id generator.  It
   is probably not necessary to search the space of outstanding
   transaction ID to filter duplicates: it is extremely unlikely that
   any transaction will have a lifetime that is more than a small
   fraction of the typical counter cycle period.  Use of the IP
   addresses in conjunction with the transaction ID further reduces the
   possibility of damage should transaction IDs be prematurely re-used.

13.3.  TCP AND UDP FOUNDATIONS

   This version of the NetBIOS-over-TCP protocols uses UDP for many



   interactions.  In the future this RFC may be extended to permit such
   interactions to occur over TCP connections (perhaps to increase
   efficiency when multiple interactions occur within a short time or
   when NetBIOS datagram traffic reveals that an application is using
   NetBIOS datagrams to support connection- oriented service.)

14.  REPRESENTATION OF NETBIOS NAMES

   NetBIOS names as seen across the client interface to NetBIOS are
   exactly 16 bytes long.  Within the NetBIOS-over-TCP protocols, a
   longer representation is used.

   There are two levels of encoding.  The first level maps a NetBIOS
   name into a domain system name.  The second level maps the domain
   system name into the "compressed" representation required for
   interaction with the domain name system.

   Except in one packet, the second level representation is the only
   NetBIOS name representation used in NetBIOS-over-TCP packet formats.
   The exception is the RDATA field of a NODE STATUS RESPONSE packet.
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14.1.  FIRST LEVEL ENCODING

   The first level representation consists of two parts:

     -  NetBIOS name
     -  NetBIOS scope identifier

   The 16 byte NetBIOS name is mapped into a 32 byte wide field using a
   reversible, half-ASCII, biased encoding.  Each half-octet of the
   NetBIOS name is encoded into one byte of the 32 byte field.  The
   first half octet is encoded into the first byte, the second half-
   octet into the second byte, etc.

   Each 4-bit, half-octet of the NetBIOS name is treated as an 8-bit,
   right-adjusted, zero-filled binary number.  This number is added to
   value of the ASCII character 'A' (hexidecimal 41).  The resulting 8-
   bit number is stored in the appropriate byte.  The following diagram
   demonstrates this procedure:

                         0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
                        +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
                        |a b c d|w x y z|          ORIGINAL BYTE
                        +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
                            |       |
                   +--------+       +--------+
                   |                         |     SPLIT THE NIBBLES
                   v                         v
            0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7           0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
           +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+         +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
           |0 0 0 0 a b c d|         |0 0 0 0 w x y z|
           +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+         +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
                   |                         |



                   +                         +     ADD 'A'
                   |                         |
            0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7           0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
           +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+         +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
           |0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1|         |0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1|
           +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+         +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   This encoding results in a NetBIOS name being represented as a
   sequence of 32 ASCII, upper-case characters from the set
   {A,B,C...N,O,P}.

   The NetBIOS scope identifier is a valid domain name (without a
   leading dot).

   An ASCII dot (2E hexidecimal) and the scope identifier are appended
   to the encoded form of the NetBIOS name, the result forming a valid
   domain name.
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   For example, the NetBIOS name "The NetBIOS name" in the NetBIOS scope
   "SCOPE.ID.COM" would be represented at level one by the ASCII
   character string:

        FEGHGFCAEOGFHEECEJEPFDCAHEGBGNGF.SCOPE.ID.COM

14.2.  SECOND LEVEL ENCODING

   The first level encoding must be reduced to second level encoding.
   This is performed according to the rules defined in on page 31 of RFC
   883[12] in the section on "Domain name representation and
   compression".  Also see the section titled "Name Formats" in the
   Detailed Specifications[1].

15.  NetBIOS NAME SERVICE

   Before a name may be used, the name must be registered by a node.
   Once acquired, the name must be defended against inconsistent
   registration by other nodes.  Before building a NetBIOS session or
   sending a NetBIOS datagram, the one or more holders of the name must
   be located.

   The NetBIOS name service is the collection of procedures through
   which nodes acquire, defend, and locate the holders of NetBIOS names.

   The name service procedures are different depending whether the end-
   node is of type B, P, or M.

15.1.  OVERVIEW OF NetBIOS NAME SERVICE

15.1.1.  NAME REGISTRATION (CLAIM)

   Each NetBIOS node can own more than one name.  Names are acquired
   dynamically through the registration (name claim) procedures.

   Every node has a permanent unique name.  This name, like any other



   name, must be explicitly registered by all end-node types.

   A name can be unique (exclusive) or group (non-exclusive).  A unique
   name may be owned by a single node; a group name may be owned by any
   number of nodes.  A name ceases to exist when it is not owned by at
   least one node.  There is no intrinsic quality of a name which
   determines its characteristics: these are established at the time of
   registration.

   Each node maintains state information for each name it has
   registered.  This information includes:

     -  Whether the name is a group or unique name
     -  Whether the name is "in conflict"
     -  Whether the name is in the process of being deleted
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   B nodes perform name registration by broadcasting claim requests,
   soliciting a defense from any node already holding the name.

   P nodes perform name registration through the agency of the NBNS.

   M nodes register names through an initial broadcast, like B nodes,
   then, in the absence of an objection, by following the same
   procedures as a P node.  In other words, the broadcast action may
   terminate the attempt, but is not sufficient to confirm the
   registration.

15.1.2.  NAME QUERY (DISCOVERY)

   Name query (also known as "resolution" or "discovery") is the
   procedure by which the IP address(es) associated with a NetBIOS name
   are discovered.  Name query is required during the following
   operations:

   During session establishment, calling and called names must be
   specified.  The calling name must exist on the node that posts the
   CALL.  The called name must exist on a node that has previously
   posted a LISTEN.  Either name may be a unique or group name.

   When a directed datagram is sent, a source and destination name must
   be specified.  If the destination name is a group name, a datagram is
   sent to all the members of that group.

   Different end-node types perform name resolution using different
   techniques, but using the same packet formats:

     -  B nodes solicit name information by broadcasting a request.

     -  P nodes ask the NBNS.

     -  M nodes broadcast a request.  If that does not provide the
        desired information, an inquiry is sent to the NBNS.

15.1.3.  NAME RELEASE



   NetBIOS names may be released explicitly or silently by an end- node.
   Silent release typically occurs when an end-node fails or is turned-
   off.  Most of the mechanisms described below are present to detect
   silent name release.

15.1.3.1.  EXPLICIT RELEASE

   B nodes explicitly release a name by broadcasting a notice.

   P nodes send a notification to their NBNS.

   M nodes both broadcast a notice and inform their supporting NBNS.
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15.1.3.2.  NAME LIFETIME AND REFRESH

   Names held by an NBNS are given a lifetime during name registration.
   The NBNS will consider a name to have been silently released if the
   end-node fails to send a name refresh message to the NBNS before the
   lifetime expires.  A refresh restarts the lifetime clock.

   NOTE: The implementor should be aware of the tradeoff between
         accuracy of the database and the internet overhead that the
         refresh mechanism introduces.  The lifetime period should
         be tuned accordingly.

   For group names, each end-node must send refresh messages.  A node
   that fails to do so will be considered to have silently released the
   name and dropped from the group.

   The lifetime period is established through a simple negotiation
   mechanism during name registration:  In the name registration
   request, the end-node proposes a lifetime value or requests an
   infinite lifetime.  The NBNS places an actual lifetime value into the
   name registration response.  The NBNS is always allowed to respond
   with an infinite actual period.  If the end node proposed an infinite
   lifetime, the NBNS may respond with any definite period.  If the end
   node proposed a definite period, the NBNS may respond with any
   definite period greater than or equal to that proposed.

   This negotiation of refresh times gives the NBNS means to disable or
   enable refresh activity.  The end-nodes may set a minimum refresh
   cycle period.

   NBNS implementations which are completely reliable may disable
   refresh.

15.1.3.3.  NAME CHALLENGE

   To detect whether a node has silently released its claim to a name,
   it is necessary on occasion to challenge that node's current
   ownership.  If the node defends the name then the node is allowed to
   continue possession.  Otherwise it is assumed that the node has
   released the name.



   A name challenge may be issued by an NBNS or by a P or M node.  A
   challenge may be directed towards any end-node type: B, P, or M.

15.1.3.4.  GROUP NAME FADE-OUT

   NetBIOS groups may contain an arbitrarily large number of members.
   The time to challenge all members could be quite large.

   To avoid long delays when names are claimed through an NBNS, an
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   optimistic heuristic has been adopted.  It is assumed that there will
   always be some node which will defend a group name.  Consequently, it
   is recommended that the NBNS will immediately reject a claim request
   for a unique name when there already exists a group with the same
   name.  The NBNS will never return an IP address (in response to a
   NAME REGISTRATION REQUEST) when a group name exists.

   An NBNS will consider a group to have faded out of existence when the
   last remaining member fails to send a timely refresh message or
   explicitly releases the name.

15.1.3.5.  NAME CONFLICT

   Name conflict exists when a unique name has been claimed by more than
   one node on a NetBIOS network.  B, M, and NBNS nodes may detect a
   name conflict.  The detection mechanism used by B and M nodes is
   active only during name discovery.  The NBNS may detect conflict at
   any time it verifies the consistency of its name database.

   B and M nodes detect conflict by examining the responses received in
   answer to a broadcast name query request.  The first response is
   taken as authoritative.  Any subsequent, inconsistent responses
   represent conflicts.

   Subsequent responses are inconsistent with the authoritative response
   when:

        The subsequent response has the same transaction ID as the
        NAME QUERY REQUEST.
     AND
        The subsequent response is not a duplicate of the
        authoritative response.
     AND EITHER:
             The group/unique characteristic of the authoritative
             response is "unique".
          OR
             The group/unique characteristic of the subsequent
             response is "unique".

   The period in which B and M nodes examine responses is limited by a
   conflict timer, CONFLICT_TIMER.  The accuracy or duration of this
   timer is not crucial: the NetBIOS system will continue to operate
   even with persistent name conflicts.

   Conflict conditions are signaled by sending a NAME CONFLICT DEMAND to



   the node owning the offending name.  Nothing is sent to the node
   which originated the authoritative response.

   Any end-node that receives NAME CONFLICT DEMAND is required to update
   its "local name table" to reflect that the name is in conflict.  (The
   "local name table" on each node contains names that have been
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   successfully registered by that node.)

   Notice that only those nodes that receive the name conflict message
   place a conflict mark next to a name.

   Logically, a marked name does not exist on that node.  This means
   that the node should not defend the name (for name claim purposes),
   should not respond to a name discovery requests for that name, nor
   should the node send name refresh messages for that name.
   Furthermore, it can no longer be used by that node for any session
   establishment or sending or receiving datagrams.  Existing sessions
   are not affected at the time a name is marked as being in conflict.

   The only valid user function against a marked name is DELETE NAME.
   Any other user NetBIOS function returns immediately with an error
   code of "NAME CONFLICT".

15.1.4.  ADAPTER STATUS

   An end-node or the NBNS may ask any other end-node for a collection
   of information about the NetBIOS status of that node.  This status
   consists of, among other things, a list of the names which the node
   believes it owns.  The returned status is filtered to contain only
   those names which have the same NetBIOS scope identifier as the
   requestor's name.

   When requesting node status, the requestor identifies the target node
   by NetBIOS name  A name query transaction may be necessary to acquire
   the IP address for the name.  Locally cached name information may be
   used in lieu of a query transaction.  The requesting node sends a
   NODE STATUS REQUEST.  In response, the receiving node sends a NODE
   STATUS RESPONSE containing its local name table and various
   statistics.

   The amount of status which may be returned is limited by the size of
   a UDP packet.  However, this is sufficient for the typical NODE
   STATUS RESPONSE packet.

15.1.5.  END-NODE NBNS INTERACTION

   There are certain characteristics of end-node to NBNS interactions
   which are in common and are independent of any particular transaction
   type.

15.1.5.1.  UDP, TCP, AND TRUNCATION

   For all transactions between an end-node and an NBNS, either UDP or
   TCP may be used as a transport.  If the NBNS receives a UDP based



   request, it will respond using UDP.  If the amount of information
   exceeds what fits into a UDP packet, the response will contain a
   "truncation flag".  In this situation, the end- node may open a TCP
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   connection to the NBNS, repeat the request, and receive a complete,
   untruncated response.

15.1.5.2.  NBNS WACK

   While a name service request is in progress, the NBNS may issue a
   WAIT FOR ACKNOWLEDGEMENT RESPONSE (WACK) to assure the client end-
   node that the NBNS is still operational and is working on the
   request.

15.1.5.3.  NBNS REDIRECTION

   The NBNS, because it follows Domain Name system styles of
   interaction, is permitted to redirect a client to another NBNS.

15.1.6.  SECURED VERSUS NON-SECURED NBNS

   An NBNS may be implemented in either of two general ways:  The NBNS
   may monitor, and participate in, name activity to ensure consistency.
   This would be a "secured" style NBNS.  Alternatively, an NBNS may be
   implemented to be essentially a "bulletin board" on which name
   information is posted and responsibility for consistency is delegated
   to the end-nodes.  This would be a "non-secured" style NBNS.

15.1.7.  CONSISTENCY OF THE NBNS DATA BASE

   Even in a properly running NetBIOS scope the NBNS and its community
   of end-nodes may occasionally lose synchronization with respect to
   the true state of name registrations.

   This may occur should the NBNS fail and lose all or part of its
   database.

   More commonly, a P or M node may be turned-off (thus forgetting the
   names it has registered) and then be subsequently turned back on.

   Finally, errors may occur or an implementation may be incorrect.

   Various approaches have been incorporated into the NetBIOS-over- TCP
   protocols to minimize the impact of these problems.

      1.   The NBNS (or any other node) may "challenge" (using a NAME
           QUERY REQUEST) an end-node to verify that it actually owns a
           name.

           Such a challenge may occur at any time.  Every end-node must
           be prepared to make a timely response.

           Failure to respond causes the NBNS to consider that the
           end-node has released the name in question.
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           (If UDP is being used as the underlying transport, the
           challenge, like all other requests, must be retransmitted
           some number of times in the absence of a response.)

      2.   The NBNS (or any other node) may request (using the NODE
           STATUS REQUEST) that an end-node deliver its entire name
           table.

           This may occur at any time.  Every end-node must be prepared
           to make a timely response.

           Failure to respond permits (but does not require) the NBNS
           to consider that the end-node has failed and released all
           names to which it had claims.  (Like the challenge, on a UDP
           transport, the request must be retransmitted in the absence
           of a response.)

      3.   The NBNS may revoke a P or M node's use of a name by sending
           either a NAME CONFLICT DEMAND or a NAME RELEASE REQUEST to
           the node.

           The receiving end-node may continue existing sessions which
           use that name, but must otherwise cease using that name.  If
           the NBNS placed the name in conflict, the name may be re-
           acquired only by deletion and subsequent reclamation.  If
           the NBNS requested that the name be released, the node may
           attempt to re-acquire the name without first performing a
           name release transaction.

      4.   The NBNS may impose a "time-to-live" on each name it
           registers.  The registering node is made aware of this time
           value during the name registration procedure.

           Simple or reliable NBNS's may impose an infinite time-to-
           live.

      5.   If an end-node holds any names that have finite time-to-
           live values, then that node must periodically send a status
           report to the NBNS.  Each name is reported using the NAME
           REFRESH REQUEST packet.

           These status reports restart the timers of both the NBNS and
           the reporting node.  However, the only timers which are
           restarted are those associated with the name found in the
           status report.  Timers on other names are not affected.

           The NBNS may consider that a node has released any name
           which has not been refreshed within some multiple of name's
           time-to-live.

           A well-behaved NBNS, would, however, issue a challenge to-,
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           or request a list of names from-, the non-reporting end-
           node before deleting its name(s).  The absence of a
           response, or of the name in a response, will confirm the
           NBNS decision to delete a name.

      6.   The absence of reports may cause the NBNS to infer that the
           end-node has failed.  Similarly, receipt of information
           widely divergent from what the NBNS believes about the node,
           may cause the NBNS to consider that the end-node has been
           restarted.

           The NBNS may analyze the situation through challenges or
           requests for a list of names.

      7.   A very cautious NBNS is free to poll nodes (by sending NAME
           QUERY REQUEST or NODE STATUS REQUEST packets) to verify that
           their name status is the same as that registered in the
           NBNS.

           NOTE:  Such polling activity, if used at all by an
           implementation, should be kept at a very low level or
           enabled only during periods when the NBNS has some reason to
           suspect that its information base is inaccurate.

      8.   P and M nodes can detect incorrect name information at
           session establishment.

           If incorrect information is found, NBNS is informed via a
           NAME RELEASE REQUEST originated by the end-node which
           detects the error.

15.1.8.  NAME CACHING

   An end-node may keep a local cache of NetBIOS name-to-IP address
   translation entries.

   All cache entries should be flushed on a periodic basis.

   In addition, a node ought to flush any cache information associated
   with an IP address if the node receives any information indicating
   that there may be any possibility of trouble with the node at that IP
   address.  For example, if a NAME CONFLICT DEMAND is sent to a node,
   all cached information about that node should be cleared within the
   sending node.

15.2.  NAME REGISTRATION TRANSACTIONS

15.2.1.  NAME REGISTRATION BY B NODES

   A name claim transaction initiated by a B node is broadcast
   throughout the broadcast area.  The NAME REGISTRATION REQUEST will be
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   heard by all B and M nodes in the area.  Each node examines the claim
   to see whether it it is consistent with the names it owns.  If an
   inconsistency exists, a NEGATIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE is
   unicast to the requestor.  The requesting node obtains ownership of
   the name (or membership in the group) if, and only if, no NEGATIVE
   NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSEs are received within the name claim
   timeout, CONFLICT_TIMER.  (See "Defined Constants and Variables" in
   the Detailed Specification for the value of this timer.)

   A B node proclaims its new ownership by broadcasting a NAME OVERWRITE
   DEMAND.

                       B-NODE REGISTRATION PROCESS
   <-----NAME NOT ON NETWORK------>   <----NAME ALREADY EXISTS---->

   REQ. NODE                      NODE                     REQ.NODE
                                 HOLDING
                                  NAME

   (BROADCAST) REGISTER                        (BROADCAST) REGISTER
   ------------------->                        <-------------------

        REGISTER                                     REGISTER
   ------------------->                        <-------------------

        REGISTER                         NEGATIVE RESPONSE
   ------------------->             ------------------------------>

          OVERWRITE
   ------------------->               (NODE DOES NOT HAVE THE NAME)

   (NODE HAS THE NAME)

   The NAME REGISTRATION REQUEST, like any request, must be repeated if
   no response is received within BCAST_REQ_RETRY_TIMEOUT.  Transmission
   of the request is attempted BCAST_REQ_RETRY_COUNT times.

15.2.2.  NAME REGISTRATION BY P NODES

   A name registration may proceed in various  ways depending whether
   the name being registered is new to the NBNS.  If the name is known
   to the NBNS, then challenges may be sent to the prior holder(s).

15.2.2.1.  NEW NAME, OR NEW GROUP MEMBER

   The diagram, below, shows the sequence of events when an end-node
   registers a name which is new to the NBNS.  (The diagram omits WACKs,
   NBNS redirections, and retransmission of requests.)

   This same interaction will occur if the name being registered is a
   group name and the group already exists.  The NBNS will add the
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   registrant to the set of group members.



                       P-NODE REGISTRATION PROCESS
            (server has no previous information about the name)

              P-NODE                            NBNS
                          REGISTER
                --------------------------------->

                        POSITIVE RESPONSE
                <---------------------------------

   The interaction is rather simple: the end-node sends a NAME
   REGISTRATION REQUEST, the NBNS responds with a POSITIVE NAME
   REGISTRATION RESPONSE.

15.2.2.2.  EXISTING NAME AND OWNER IS STILL ACTIVE

   The following diagram shows interactions when an attempt is made to
   register a unique name, the NBNS is aware of an existing owner, and
   that existing owner is still active.

   There are two sides to the diagram.  The left side shows how a non-
   secured NBNS would handle the matter.  Secured NBNS activity is shown
   on the right.

                       P-NODE REGISTRATION PROCESS
               (server HAS a previous owner that IS active)

   <------NON-SECURED STYLE------->  <---------SECURED STYLE------->

   REQ. NODE           NBNS       NODE         NBNS         REQ.NODE
                                 HOLDING
                                  NAME

         REGISTER                                      REGISTER
   ------------------->                         <-------------------
                                       QUERY
    END-NODE CHALLENGE              <------------
   <-------------------                QUERY
                                    <------------
             QUERY
   ----------------------------->
                                     POSITIVE RESP
             QUERY                   ------------>
   ----------------------------->                 NEGATIVE RESPONSE
                                                  ----------------->

         POSITIVE RESPONSE
   <----------------------------
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   A non-secured NBNS will answer the NAME REGISTRATION REQUEST with a
   END-NODE CHALLENGE REGISTRATION RESPONSE.  This response asks the
   end-node to issue a challenge transaction against the node indicated
   in the response.  In this case, the prior node will defend against



   the challenge and the registering end-node will simply drop the
   registration attempt without further interaction with the NBNS.

   A secured NBNS will refrain from answering the NAME REGISTRATION
   REQUEST until the NBNS has itself challenged the prior holder(s) of
   the name.  In this case, the NBNS finds that that the name is still
   being defended and consequently returns a NEGATIVE NAME REGISTRATION
   RESPONSE to the registrant.

   Due to the potential time for the secured NBNS to make the
   challenge(s), it is likely that a WACK will be sent by the NBNS to
   the registrant.

   Although not shown in the diagram, a non-secured NBNS will send a
   NEGATIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE to a request to register a unique
   name when there already exists a group of the same name.  A secured
   NBNS may elect to poll (or challenge) the group members to determine
   whether any active members remain.  This may impose a heavy load on
   the network.  It is recommended that group names be allowed to fade-
   out through the name refresh mechanism.

15.2.2.3.  EXISTING NAME AND OWNER IS INACTIVE

   The following diagram shows interactions when an attempt is made to
   register a unique name, the NBNS is aware of an existing owner, and
   that existing owner is no longer active.

   A non-secured NBNS will answer the NAME REGISTRATION REQUEST with a
   END-NODE CHALLENGE REGISTRATION RESPONSE.  This response asks the
   end-node to issue a challenge transaction against the node indicated
   in the response.  In this case, the prior node will not defend
   against the challenge.  The registrant will inform the NBNS through a
   NAME OVERWRITE REQUEST.  The NBNS will replace the prior name
   information in its database with the information in the overwrite
   request.

   A secured NBNS will refrain from answering the NAME REGISTRATION
   REQUEST until the NBNS has itself challenged the prior holder(s) of
   the name.  In this case, the NBNS finds that that the name is not
   being defended and consequently returns a POSITIVE NAME REGISTRATION
   RESPONSE to the registrant.
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                       P-NODE REGISTRATION PROCESS
             (server HAS a previous owner that is NOT active)

   <------NON-SECURED STYLE----->  <----------SECURED STYLE-------->

   REQ. NODE           NBNS     NODE           NBNS         REQ.NODE



                               HOLDING
                                NAME

         REGISTER                                    REGISTER
   ------------------->                         <-------------------
                                       QUERY
    END-NODE CHALLENGE             <------------
   <-------------------                QUERY
                                   <------------
         NAME QUERY REQUEST                        POSITIVE RESPONSE
   ---------------------------->                 ------------------>
              QUERY
   ---------------------------->

       OVERWRITE
   ------------------->

    POSITIVE RESPONSE
   <------------------

   Due to the potential time for the secured NBNS to make the
   challenge(s), it is likely that a WACK will be sent by the NBNS to
   the registrant.

   A secured NBNS will immediately send a NEGATIVE NAME REGISTRATION
   RESPONSE in answer to any NAME OVERWRITE REQUESTS it may receive.

15.2.3.  NAME REGISTRATION BY M NODES

   An M node begin a name claim operation as if the node were a B node:
   it broadcasts a NAME REGISTRATION REQUEST and listens for NEGATIVE
   NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSEs.  Any NEGATIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE
   prevents the M node from obtaining the name and terminates the claim
   operation.

   If, however, the M node does not receive any NEGATIVE NAME
   REGISTRATION RESPONSE, the M node must continue the claim procedure
   as if the M node were a P node.

   Only if both name claims were successful does the M node acquire the
   name.

   The following diagram illustrates M node name registration:
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                       M-NODE REGISTRATION PROCESS

   <---NAME NOT IN BROADCAST AREA--> <--NAME IS IN BROADCAST AREA-->

   REQ. NODE                       NODE                     REQ.NODE
                                  HOLDING
                                   NAME

   (BROADCAST) REGISTER                         (BROADCAST) REGISTER
   ------------------->                         <-------------------



        REGISTER                                     REGISTER
   ------------------->                         <-------------------

        REGISTER                        NEGATIVE RESPONSE
   ------------------->             ------------------------------->

                 !                     (NODE DOES NOT HAVE THE NAME)
    INITIATE     !
    A P-NODE     !
    REGISTRATION !
                 V

15.3.  NAME QUERY TRANSACTIONS

   Name query transactions are initiated by end-nodes to obtain the IP
   address(es) and other attributes associated with a NetBIOS name.

15.3.1.  QUERY BY B NODES

   The following diagram shows how B nodes go about discovering who owns
   a name.

   The left half of the diagram illustrates what happens if there are no
   holders of the name.  In that case no responses are received in
   answer to the broadcast NAME QUERY REQUEST(s).

   The right half shows a POSITIVE NAME QUERY RESPONSE unicast by a name
   holder in answer to the broadcast request.  A name holder will make
   this response to every NAME QUERY REQUEST that it hears.  And each
   holder acts this way.  Thus, the node sending the request may receive
   many responses, some duplicates, and from many nodes.
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                         B-NODE DISCOVERY PROCESS

   <------NAME NOT ON NETWORK------>  <---NAME PRESENT ON NETWORK-->

      REQ. NODE                    NODE                     REQ.NODE
                                  HOLDING
                                   NAME

       (BROADCAST) QUERY                           (BROADCAST) QUERY
   ---------------------->                    <---------------------

      NAME QUERY REQUEST                          NAME QUERY REQUEST



   ---------------------->                    <---------------------

           QUERY                        POSITIVE RESPONSE
   ---------------------->           ------------------------------>

   Name query is generally, but not necessarily, a prelude to NetBIOS
   session establishment or NetBIOS datagram transmission.  However,
   name query may be used for other purposes.

   A B node may elect to build a group membership list for subsequent
   use (e.g. for session establishment) by collecting and saving the
   responses.

15.3.2.  QUERY BY P NODES

   An NBNS answers queries from a P node with a list of IP address and
   other information for each owner of the name.  If there are multiple
   owners (i.e. if the name is a group name), the NBNS loads as many
   answers into the response as will fit into a UDP packet.  A
   truncation flag indicates whether any additional owner information
   remains.  All the information may be obtained by repeating the query
   over a TCP connection.

   The NBNS is not required to impose any order on its answer list.

   The following diagram shows what happens if the NBNS has no
   information about the name:

                      P-NODE DISCOVERY PROCESS
            (server has no information about the name)

              P-NODE                            NBNS
                        NAME QUERY REQUEST
                --------------------------------->

                        NEGATIVE RESPONSE
                <---------------------------------
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   The next diagram illustrates interaction between the end-node and the
   NBNS when the NBNS does have information about the name.  This
   diagram shows, in addition, the retransmission of the request by the
   end-node in the absence of a timely response.  Also shown are WACKs
   (or temporary, intermediate responses) sent by the NBNS to the end-
   node:

                     P-NODE QUERY PROCESS
           (server HAS information about the name)

        P-NODE                                 NBNS
                       NAME QUERY REQUEST
        /---------------------------------------->
       /
       !          (OPTIONAL)   WACK
       !  <- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -



       !         !
       !timer    !
       !         ! (optional timer restart)
       !         !
        \        V           QUERY
         \--------------------------------------->
                              .
                              .
                              .
                            QUERY
        /---------------------------------------->
       /
       !          (OPTIONAL)   WACK
       !  <- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
       !         !
       !timer    !
       !         ! (optional timer restart)
       !         !
        \        V           QUERY
         \--------------------------------------->
                              .
                              .

                    POSITIVE RESPONSE
         <-----------------------------------------

   The following diagram illustrates NBNS redirection.  Upon receipt of
   a NAME QUERY REQUEST, the NBNS redirects the client to another NBNS.
   The client repeats the request to the new NBNS and obtains a
   response.  The diagram shows that response as a POSITIVE NAME QUERY
   RESPONSE.  However any legal NBNS response may occur in actual
   operation.
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                           NBNS REDIRECTION

              P-NODE                            NBNS
                         NAME QUERY REQUEST
                --------------------------------->

                    REDIRECT NAME QUERY RESPONSE
                <---------------------------------

       (START FROM THE
        VERY BEGINNING
        USING THE ADDRESS
        OF THE NEWLY
        SUPPLIED NBNS.)
                                                NEW
              P-NODE                            NBNS
                         NAME QUERY REQUEST
                --------------------------------->



                   POSITIVE NAME QUERY RESPONSE
                <---------------------------------

   The next diagram shows how a P or M node tells the NBNS that the NBNS
   has provided incorrect information.  This procedure may begin after a
   DATAGRAM ERROR packet has been received or a session set-up attempt
   has discovered that the NetBIOS name does not exist at the
   destination, the IP address of which was obtained from the NBNS
   during a prior name query transaction.  The NBNS, in this case a
   secure NBNS, issues queries to verify whether the information is, in
   fact, incorrect.  The NBNS closes the transaction by sending either a
   POSITIVE or NEGATIVE NAME RELEASE RESPONSE, depending on the results
   of the verification.

                 CORRECTING NBNS INFORMATION BASE

              P-NODE                            NBNS
                       NAME RELEASE REQUEST
                --------------------------------->
                                                        QUERY
                                                  ---------------->

                                                        QUERY
                                                  ---------------->

                                      (NAME TAKEN OFF THE DATABASE
                                       IF NBNS FINDS IT TO BE
                                       INCORRECT)

                    POSITIVE/NEGATIVE RESPONSE
                <---------------------------------
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15.3.3.  QUERY BY M NODES

   M node name query follows the B node pattern.  In the absence of
   adequate results, the M node then continues by performing a P node
   type query.  This is shown in the following diagram:

                       M-NODE DISCOVERY PROCESS

   <---NAME NOT ON BROADCAST AREA-->  <--NAME IS ON BROADCAST AREA->

   REQ. NODE                       NODE                     REQ.NODE
                                  HOLDING
                                   NAME

       (BROADCAST) QUERY                           (BROADCAST) QUERY
   --------------------->                    <----------------------

     NAME QUERY REQUEST                           NAME QUERY REQUEST
   --------------------->                    <----------------------

           QUERY                           POSITIVE RESPONSE



   --------------------->           ------------------------------->

                   !
       INITIATE    !
       A P-NODE    !
       DISCOVERY   !
       PROCESS     !
                   V

15.3.4.  ACQUIRE GROUP MEMBERSHIP LIST

   The entire membership of a group may be acquired by sending a NAME
   QUERY REQUEST to the NBNS.  The NBNS will respond with a POSITIVE
   NAME QUERY RESPONSE or a NEGATIVE NAME QUERY RESPONSE.  A negative
   response completes the procedure and indicates that there are no
   members in the group.

   If the positive response has the truncation bit clear, then the
   response contains the entire list of group members.  If the
   truncation bit is set, then this entire procedure must be repeated,
   but using TCP as a foundation rather than UDP.
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15.4.  NAME RELEASE TRANSACTIONS

15.4.1.  RELEASE BY B NODES

   A NAME RELEASE DEMAND contains the following information:

     -  NetBIOS name
     -  The scope of the NetBIOS name
     -  Name type: unique or group
     -  IP address of the releasing node
     -  Transaction ID

   REQUESTING                                     OTHER
   B-NODE                                         B-NODES
                     NAME RELEASE DEMAND
              ---------------------------------->

15.4.2.  RELEASE BY P NODES

   A NAME RELEASE REQUEST contains the following information:

     -  NetBIOS name
     -  The scope of the NetBIOS name
     -  Name type: unique or group
     -  IP address of the releasing node



     -  Transaction ID

   A NAME RELEASE RESPONSE contains the following information:

     -  NetBIOS name
     -  The scope of the NetBIOS name
     -  Name type: unique or group
     -  IP address of the releasing node
     -  Transaction ID
     -  Result:
          -  Yes: name was released
          -  No: name was not released, a reason code is provided

   REQUESTING
   P-NODE                                         NBNS
                     NAME RELEASE REQUEST
              ---------------------------------->

                     NAME RELEASE RESPONSE
              <---------------------------------

15.4.3.  RELEASE BY M NODES

   The name release procedure of the M node is a combination of the P
   and B node name release procedures.  The M node first performs the P
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   release procedure.  If the P procedure fails then the release
   procedure does not continue, it fails.  If and only if the P
   procedure succeeds then the M node broadcasts the NAME RELEASE DEMAND
   to the broadcast area, the B procedure.

   NOTE: An M node typically performs a B-style operation and then a
         P-style operation.  In this case, however, the P-style
         operation comes first.

   The following diagram illustrates the M node name release procedure:

   <-----P procedure fails-------> <-------P procedure succeeds--->

   REQUESTING               NBNS    REQUESTING             NBNS
   M-NODE                           M-NODE

       NAME RELEASE REQUEST               NAME RELEASE REQUEST
     -------------------------->       ------------------------>

       NEGATIVE RELEASE RESPONSE        POSITIVE RELEASE RESPONSE
     <--------------------------       <-------------------------

                                                           OTHER
                                                           M-NODES

                                           NAME RELEASE DEMAND
                                        ------------------------>



15.5.  NAME MAINTENANCE TRANSACTIONS

15.5.1.  NAME REFRESH

   Name refresh transactions are used to handle the following
   situations:

      a)   An NBNS node needs to detect if a P or M node has "silently"
           gone down, so that names held by that node can be purged
           from the data base.

      b)   If the NBNS goes down, it needs to be able to reconstruct
           the data base when it comes back up.

      c)   If the network should be partitioned, the NBNS needs to be
           able to able to update its data base when the network
           reconnects.

   Each P or M node is responsible for sending periodic NAME REFRESH
   REQUESTs for each name that it has registered.  Each refresh packet
   contains a single name that has been successfully registered by that
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   node.  The interval between such packets is negotiated between the
   end node and the NBNS server at the time that the name is initially
   claimed.  At name claim time, an end node will suggest a refresh
   timeout value.  The NBNS node can modify this value in the reply
   packet.  A NBNS node can also choose to tell the end node to not send
   any refresh packet by using the "infinite" timeout value in the
   response packet.  The timeout value returned by the NBNS is the
   actual refresh timeout that the end node must use.

   When a node sends a NAME REFRESH REQUEST, it must be prepared to
   receive a negative response.  This would happen, for example, if the
   the NBNS discovers that the the name had already been assigned to
   some other node.  If such a response is received, the end node should
   mark the name as being in conflict.  Such an entry should be treated
   in the same way as if name conflict had been detected against the
   name.  The following diagram illustrates name refresh:

   <-----Successful Refresh-----> <-----Unsuccessful Refresh---->

   REFRESHING               NBNS   REFRESHING               NBNS
   NODE                            NODE

       NAME REFRESH REQUEST             NAME REFRESH REQUEST
     ------------------------>        ----------------------->

         POSITIVE RESPONSE                NEGATIVE RESPONSE
     <------------------------        <-----------------------
                                    !
                                    !
                                    V
                              MARK NAME IN



                                CONFLICT

15.5.2.  NAME CHALLENGE

   Name challenge is done by sending a NAME QUERY REQUEST to an end node
   of any type.  If a POSITIVE NAME QUERY RESPONSE is returned, then
   that node still owns the name.  If a NEGATIVE NAME QUERY RESPONSE is
   received or if no response is received, it can be assumed that the
   end node no longer owns the name.

   Name challenge can be performed either by the NBNS node, or by an end
   node.  When an end-node sends a name claim packet, the NBNS node may
   do the challenge operation.  The NBNS node can choose, however, to
   require the end node do the challenge.  In that case, the NBNS will
   send an END-NODE CHALLENGE RESPONSE packet to the end node, which
   should then proceed to challenge the putative owner.

   Note that the name challenge procedure sends a normal NAME QUERY
   REQUEST packet to the end node.  It does not require a special
   packet.  The only new packet introduced is the END-NODE CHALLENGE
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   RESPONSE which is sent by an NBNS node when the NBNS wants the end-
   node to perform the challenge operation.

15.5.3.  CLEAR NAME CONFLICT

   It is possible during a refresh request from a M or P node for a NBNS
   to detects a name in conflict.  The response to the NAME REFRESH
   REQUEST must be a NEGATIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE.  Optionally,
   in addition, the NBNS may send a NAME CONFLICT DEMAND or a NAME
   RELEASE REQUEST to the refreshing node.  The NAME CONFLICT DEMAND
   forces the node to place the name in the conflict state.  The node
   will eventually inform it's user of the conflict.  The NAME RELEASE
   REQUEST will force the node to flush the name from its local name
   table completely.  This forces the node to flush the name in
   conflict.  This does not cause termination of existing sessions using
   this name.

   The following diagram shows an NBNS detecting and correcting a
   conflict:

   REFRESHING NODE                                 NBNS

                     NAME REFRESH REQUEST
           ----------------------------------------->

               NEGATIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE
           <-----------------------------------------

                     NAME CONFLICT DEMAND
           <-----------------------------------------

                             OR

                     NAME RELEASE REQUEST



           <-----------------------------------------

               POSITIVE/NEGATIVE RELEASE REQUEST
           ----------------------------------------->

15.6.  ADAPTER STATUS TRANSACTIONS

   Adapter status is obtained from a node as follows:

      1.   Perform a name discovery operation to obtain the IP
           addresses of a set of end-nodes.

      2.   Repeat until all end-nodes from the set have been used:

           a.   Select one end-node from the set.

           b.   Send a NODE STATUS REQUEST to that end-node using UDP.
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           c.   Await a NODE STATUS RESPONSE.  (If a timely response is
                not forthcoming, repeat step "b" UCAST_REQ_RETRY_COUNT
                times.  After the last retry, go to step "a".)

           d.   If the truncation bit is not set in the response, the
                response contains the entire node status.  Return the
                status to the user and terminate this procedure.

           e.   If the truncation bit is set in the response, then not
                all status was returned because it would not fit into
                the response packet.  The responder will set the
                truncation bit if the IP datagram length would exceed
                MAX_DATAGRAM_LENGTH.  Return the status to the user and
                terminate this procedure.

3.   Return error to user, no status obtained.

   The repetition of step 2, above, through all nodes of the set, is
   optional.

   Following is an example transaction of a successful Adapter Status
   operation:

   REQUESTING NODE                                 NAME OWNER

                       NAME QUERY REQUEST
           ----------------------------------------->

                   POSITIVE NAME QUERY RESPONSE
           <-----------------------------------------

                       NODE STATUS REQUEST
           ----------------------------------------->

                      NODE STATUS RESPONSE
           <-----------------------------------------



16.  NetBIOS SESSION SERVICE

   The NetBIOS session service begins after one or more IP addresses
   have been found for the target name.  These addresses may have been
   acquired using the NetBIOS name query transactions or by other means,
   such as a local name table or cache.

   NetBIOS session service transactions, packets, and protocols are
   identical for all end-node types.  They involve only directed
   (point-to-point) communications.
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16.1.  OVERVIEW OF NetBIOS SESSION SERVICE

   Session service has three phases:

     Session establishment - it is during this phase that the IP
        address and TCP port of the called name is determined, and a
        TCP connection is established with the remote party.

     Steady state - it is during this phase that NetBIOS data
        messages are exchanged over the session.  Keep-alive packets
        may also be exchanged if the participating nodes are so
        configured.

     Session close - a session is closed whenever either a party (in
        the session) closes the session or it is determined that one
        of the parties has gone down.

16.1.1.  SESSION ESTABLISHMENT PHASE OVERVIEW

   An end-node begins establishment of a session to another node by
   somehow acquiring (perhaps using the name query transactions or a
   local cache) the IP address of the node or nodes purported to own the
   destination name.

   Every end-node awaits incoming NetBIOS session requests by listening
   for TCP calls to a well-known service port, SSN_SRVC_TCP_PORT.  Each
   incoming TCP connection represents the start of a separate NetBIOS
   session initiation attempt.  The NetBIOS session server, not the
   ultimate application, accepts the incoming TCP connection(s).

   Once the TCP connection is open, the calling node sends session
   service request packet.  This packet contains the following
   information:

     -  Calling IP address (see note)
     -  Calling NetBIOS name
     -  Called IP address (see note)
     -  Called NetBIOS name

   NOTE: The IP addresses are obtained from the TCP service



         interface.

   When the session service request packet arrives at the NetBIOS
   server, one of the the following situations will exist:

   -    There exists a NetBIOS LISTEN compatible with the incoming
        call and there are adequate resources to permit session
        establishment to proceed.

   -    There exists a NetBIOS LISTEN compatible with the incoming
        call, but there are inadequate resources to permit
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        establishment of a session.

   -    The called name does, in fact, exist on the called node, but
        there is no pending NetBIOS LISTEN compatible with the
        incoming call.

   -    The called name does not exist on the called node.

   In all but the first case, a rejection response is sent back over the
   TCP connection to the caller.  The TCP connection is then closed and
   the session phase terminates.  Any retry is the responsibility of the
   caller.  For retries in the case of a group name, the caller may use
   the next member of the group rather than immediately retrying the
   instant address.  In the case of a unique name, the caller may
   attempt an immediate retry using the same target IP address unless
   the called name did not exist on the called node.  In that one case,
   the NetBIOS name should be re-resolved.

   If a compatible LISTEN exists, and there are adequate resources, then
   the session server may transform the existing TCP connection into the
   NetBIOS data session.  Alternatively, the session server may
   redirect, or "retarget" the caller to another TCP port (and IP
   address).

   If the caller is redirected, the caller begins the session
   establishment anew, but using the new IP address and TCP port given
   in the retarget response.  Again a TCP connection is created, and
   again the calling and called node exchange credentials.  The called
   party may accept the call, reject the call, or make a further
   redirection.

   This mechanism is based on the presumption that, on hosts where it is
   not possible to transfer open TCP connections between processes, the
   host will have a central session server.  Applications willing to
   receive NetBIOS calls will obtain an ephemeral TCP port number, post
   a TCP unspecified passive open on that port, and then pass that port
   number and NetBIOS name information to the NetBIOS session server
   using a NetBIOS LISTEN operation.  When the call is placed, the
   session server will "retarget" the caller to the application's TCP
   socket.  The caller will then place a new call, directly to the
   application.  The application has the responsibility to mimic the
   session server at least to the extent of receiving the calling
   credentials and then accepting or rejecting the call.



16.1.1.1.  RETRYING AFTER BEING RETARGETTED

   A calling node may find that it can not establish a session with a
   node to which it was directed by the retargetting procedure.  Since
   retargetting may be nested, there is an issue whether the caller
   should begin a retry at the initial starting point or back-up to an
   intermediate retargetting point.  The caller may use any method.  A
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   discussion of two such methods is in Appendix B, "Retarget
   Algorithms".

16.1.1.2.  SESSION ESTABLISHMENT TO A GROUP NAME

   Session establishment with a group name requires special
   consideration.  When a NetBIOS CALL attempt is made to a group name,
   name discovery will result in a list (possibly incomplete) of the
   members of that group.  The calling node selects one member from the
   list and attempts to build a session.  If that fails, the calling
   node may select another member and make another attempt.

   When the session service attempts to make a connection with one of
   the members of the group, there is no guarantee that that member has
   a LISTEN pending against that group name, that the called node even
   owns, or even that the called node is operating.

16.1.2.  STEADY STATE PHASE OVERVIEW

   NetBIOS data messages are exchanged in the steady state.  NetBIOS
   messages are sent by prepending the user data with a message header
   and sending the header and the user data over the TCP connection.
   The receiver removes the header and passes the data to the NetBIOS
   user.

   In order to detect failure of one of the nodes or of the intervening
   network, "session keep alive" packets may be periodically sent in the
   steady state.

   Any failure of the underlying TCP connection, whether a reset, a
   timeout, or other failure, implies failure of the NetBIOS session.

16.1.3.  SESSION TERMINATION PHASE OVERVIEW

   A NetBIOS session is terminated normally when the user requests the
   session to be closed or when the session service detects the remote
   partner of the session has gracefully terminated the TCP connection.
   A NetBIOS session is abnormally terminated when the session service
   detects a loss of the connection.  Connection loss can be detected
   with the keep-alive function of the session service or TCP, or on the
   failure of a SESSION MESSAGE send operation.

   When a user requests to close a session, the service first attempts a
   graceful in-band close of the TCP connection.  If the connection does
   not close within the SSN_CLOSE_TIMEOUT the TCP connection is aborted.
   No matter how the TCP connection is terminated, the NetBIOS session



   service always closes the NetBIOS session.

   When the session service receives an indication from TCP that a
   connection close request has been received, the TCP connection and
   the NetBIOS session are immediately closed and the user is informed
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   of the loss of the session.  All data received up to the close
   indication should be delivered, if possible, to the session's user.

16.2.  SESSION ESTABLISHMENT PHASE

   All the following diagrams assume a name query operation was
   successfully completed by the caller node for the listener's name.

   This first diagram shows the sequence of network events used to
   successfully establish a session without retargetting by the
   listener.  The TCP connection is first established with the well-
   known NetBIOS session service TCP port, SSN_SRVC_TCP_PORT.  The
   caller then sends a SESSION REQUEST packet over the TCP connection
   requesting a session with the listener.  The SESSION REQUEST contains
   the caller's name and the listener's name.  The listener responds
   with a POSITIVE SESSION RESPONSE informing the caller this TCP
   connection is accepted as the connection for the data transfer phase
   of the session.

           CALLER                          LISTENER

                       TCP CONNECT
           ====================================>
                        TCP ACCEPT
           <===================================
                     SESSION REQUEST
           ------------------------------------>
                    POSITIVE RESPONSE
           <-----------------------------------

   The second diagram shows the sequence of network events used to
   successfully establish a session when the listener does retargetting.
   The session establishment procedure is the same as with the first
   diagram up to the listener's response to the SESSION REQUEST.  The
   listener, divided into two sections, the listen processor and the
   actual listener, sends a SESSION RETARGET RESPONSE to the caller.
   This response states the call is acceptable, but the data transfer
   TCP connection must be at the new IP address and TCP port.  The
   caller then re-iterates the session establishment process anew with
   the new IP address and TCP port after the initial TCP connection is
   closed.  The new listener then accepts this connection for the data
   transfer phase with a POSITIVE SESSION RESPONSE.

           CALLER                  LISTEN PROCESSOR        LISTENER

                   TCP CONNECT
           =============================>
                   TCP ACCEPT
           <=============================



                   SESSION REQUEST
           ----------------------------->
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              SESSION RETARGET RESPONSE
           <-----------------------------
                   TCP CLOSE
           <=============================
                   TCP CLOSE
           =============================>

                       TCP CONNECT
           ====================================================>
                        TCP ACCEPT
           <====================================================
                     SESSION REQUEST
           ---------------------------------------------------->
                    POSITIVE RESPONSE
           <----------------------------------------------------

   The third diagram is the sequence of network events for a rejected
   session request with the listener.  This type of rejection could
   occur with either a non-retargetting listener or a retargetting
   listener.  After the TCP connection is established at
   SSN_SRVC_TCP_PORT, the caller sends the SESSION REQUEST over the TCP
   connection.  The listener does not have either a listen pending for
   the listener's name or the pending NetBIOS listen is specific to
   another caller's name.  Consequently, the listener sends a NEGATIVE
   SESSION RESPONSE and closes the TCP connection.

           CALLER                          LISTENER

                        TCP CONNECT
           ====================================>
                        TCP ACCEPT
           <===================================
                     SESSION REQUEST
           ------------------------------------>
                    NEGATIVE RESPONSE
           <-----------------------------------
                        TCP CLOSE
           <===================================
                        TCP CLOSE
           ====================================>

   The fourth diagram is the sequence of network events when session
   establishment fails with a retargetting listener.  After being
   redirected, and after the initial TCP connection is closed the caller
   tries to establish a TCP connection with the new IP address and TCP
   port.  The connection fails because either the port is unavailable or
   the target node is not active.  The port unavailable race condition
   occurs if another caller has already acquired the TCP connection with
   the listener.  For additional implementation suggestions, see
   Appendix B, "Retarget Algorithms".
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           CALLER                  LISTEN PROCESSOR        LISTENER

                   TCP CONNECT
           =============================>
                   TCP ACCEPT
           <=============================
                   SESSION REQUEST
           ----------------------------->
                   REDIRECT RESPONSE
           <-----------------------------
                   TCP CLOSE
           <=============================
                   TCP CLOSE
           =============================>

                       TCP CONNECT
           ====================================================>

                     CONNECTION REFUSED OR TIMED OUT
           <===================================================

16.3.  SESSION DATA TRANSFER PHASE

16.3.1.  DATA ENCAPSULATION

   NetBIOS messages are exchanged in the steady state.  Messages are
   sent by prepending user data with message header and sending the
   header and the user data over the TCP connection.  The receiver
   removes the header and delivers the NetBIOS data to the user.

16.3.2.  SESSION KEEP-ALIVES

   In order to detect node failure or network partitioning, "session
   keep alive" packets are periodically sent in the steady state.  A
   session keep alive packet is discarded by a peer node.

   A session keep alive timer is maintained for each session.  This
   timer is reset whenever any data is sent to, or received from, the
   session peer.  When the timer expires, a NetBIOS session keep-alive
   packet is sent on the TCP connection.  Sending the keep-alive packet
   forces data to flow on the TCP connection, thus indirectly causing
   TCP to detect whether the connection is still active.

   Since many TCP implementations provide a parallel TCP "keep- alive"
   mechanism, the NetBIOS session keep-alive is made a configurable
   option.  It is recommended that the NetBIOS keep- alive mechanism be
   used only in the absence of TCP keep-alive.

   Note that unlike TCP keep alives, NetBIOS session keep alives do not
   require a response from the NetBIOS peer -- the fact that it was
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   possible to send the NetBIOS session keep alive is sufficient
   indication that the peer, and the connection to it, are still active.

   The only requirement for interoperability is that when a session keep
   alive packet is received, it should be discarded.

17.  NETBIOS DATAGRAM SERVICE

17.1.  OVERVIEW OF NetBIOS DATAGRAM SERVICE

   Every NetBIOS datagram has a named destination and source.  To
   transmit a NetBIOS datagram, the datagram service must perform a name
   query operation to learn the IP address and the attributes of the
   destination NetBIOS name.  (This information may be cached to avoid
   the overhead of name query on subsequent NetBIOS datagrams.)

   NetBIOS datagrams are carried within UDP packets.  If a NetBIOS
   datagram is larger than a single UDP packet, it may be fragmented
   into several UDP packets.

   End-nodes may receive NetBIOS datagrams addressed to names not held
   by the receiving node.  Such datagrams should be discarded.  If the
   name is unique then a DATAGRAM ERROR packet is sent to the source of
   that NetBIOS datagram.

17.1.1.  UNICAST, MULTICAST, AND BROADCAST

   NetBIOS datagrams may be unicast, multicast, or broadcast.  A NetBIOS
   datagram addressed to a unique NetBIOS name is unicast.  A NetBIOS
   datatgram addressed to a group NetBIOS name, whether there are zero,
   one, or more actual members, is multicast.  A NetBIOS datagram sent
   using the NetBIOS "Send Broadcast Datagram" primitive is broadcast.

17.1.2.  FRAGMENTATION OF NetBIOS DATAGRAMS

   When the header and data of a NetBIOS datagram exceeds the maximum
   amount of data allowed in a UDP packet, the NetBIOS datagram must be
   fragmented before transmission and reassembled upon receipt.

   A NetBIOS Datagram is composed of the following protocol elements:

     -  IP header of 20 bytes (minimum)
     -  UDP header of 8 bytes
     -  NetBIOS Datagram Header of 14 bytes
     -  The NetBIOS Datagram data.

   The NetBIOS Datagram data section is composed of 3 parts:

     -  Source NetBIOS name (255 bytes maximum)
     -  Destination NetBIOS name (255 bytes maximum)
     -  The NetBIOS user's data (maximum of 512 bytes)
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   The two name fields are in second level encoded format (see section
   14.)

   A maximum size NetBIOS datagram is 1064 bytes.  The minimal maximum
   IP datagram size is 576 bytes.  Consequently, a NetBIOS Datagram may
   not fit into a single IP datagram.  This makes it necessary to permit
   the fragmentation of NetBIOS Datagrams.

   On networks meeting or exceeding the minimum IP datagram length
   requirement of 576 octets, at most two NetBIOS datagram fragments
   will be generated.  The protocols and packet formats accommodate
   fragmentation into three or more parts.

   When a NetBIOS datagram is fragmented, the IP, UDP and NetBIOS
   Datagram headers are present in each fragment.  The NetBIOS Datagram
   data section is split among resulting UDP datagrams.  The data
   sections of NetBIOS datagram fragments do not overlap. The only
   fields of the NetBIOS Datagram header that would vary are the FLAGS
   and OFFSET fields.

   The FIRST bit in the FLAGS field indicate whether the fragment is the
   first in a sequence of fragments.  The MORE bit in the FLAGS field
   indicates whether other fragments follow.

   The OFFSET field is the byte offset from the beginning of the NetBIOS
   datagram data section to the first byte of the data section in a
   fragment.  It is 0 for the first fragment.  For each subsequent
   fragment, OFFSET is the sum of the bytes in the NetBIOS data sections
   of all preceding fragments.

   If the NetBIOS datagram was not fragmented:

     -  FIRST = TRUE
     -  MORE = FALSE
     -  OFFSET = 0

   If the NetBIOS datagram was fragmented:

     -  First fragment:
          -  FIRST = TRUE
          -  MORE = TRUE
          -  OFFSET = 0

     -  Intermediate fragments:
          -  FIRST = FALSE
          -  MORE = TRUE
          -  OFFSET = sum(NetBIOS data in prior fragments)

     -  Last fragment:
          -  FIRST = FALSE
          -  MORE = FALSE
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          -  OFFSET = sum(NetBIOS data in prior fragments)



   The relative position of intermediate fragments may be ascertained
   from OFFSET.

   An NBDD must remember the destination name of the first fragment in
   order to relay the subsequent fragments of a single NetBIOS datagram.
   The name information can be associated with the subsequent fragments
   through the transaction ID, DGM_ID, and the SOURCE_IP, fields of the
   packet.  This information can be purged by the NBDD after the last
   fragment has been processed or FRAGMENT_TO time has expired since the
   first fragment was received.

17.2.  NetBIOS DATAGRAMS BY B NODES

   For NetBIOS datagrams with a named destination (i.e. non- broadcast),
   a B node performs a name discovery for the destination name before
   sending the datagram.  (Name discovery may be bypassed if information
   from a previous discovery is held in a cache.)  If the name type
   returned by name discovery is UNIQUE, the datagram is unicast to the
   sole owner of the name.  If the name type is GROUP, the datagram is
   broadcast to the entire broadcast area using the destination IP
   address BROADCAST_ADDRESS.

   A receiving node always filters datagrams based on the destination
   name.  If the destination name is not owned by the node or if no
   RECEIVE DATAGRAM user operations are pending for the name, then the
   datagram is discarded.  For datagrams with a UNIQUE name destination,
   if the name is not owned by the node then the receiving node sends a
   DATAGRAM ERROR packet.  The error packet originates from the
   DGM_SRVC_UDP_PORT and is addressed to the SOURCE_IP and SOURCE_PORT
   from the bad datagram.  The receiving node quietly discards datagrams
   with a GROUP name destination if the name is not owned by the node.

   Since broadcast NetBIOS datagrams do not have a named destination,
   the B node sends the DATAGRAM SERVICE packet(s) to the entire
   broadcast area using the destination IP address BROADCAST_ADDRESS.
   In order for the receiving nodes to distinguish this datagram as a
   broadcast NetBIOS datagram, the NetBIOS name used as the destination
   name is '*' (hexadecimal 2A) followed by 15 bytes of hexidecimal 00.
   The NetBIOS scope identifier is appended to the name before it is
   converted into second-level encoding.  For example, if the scope
   identifier is "NETBIOS.SCOPE" then the first-level encoded name would
   be:

        CKAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA.NETBIOS.SCOPE

   According to [2], a user may not provide a NetBIOS name beginning
   with "*".

   For each node in the broadcast area that receives the NetBIOS
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   broadcast datagram, if any RECEIVE BROADCAST DATAGRAM user operations
   are pending then the data from the NetBIOS datagram is replicated and
   delivered to each.  If no such operations are pending then the node
   silently discards the datagram.



17.3.  NetBIOS DATAGRAMS BY P AND M NODES

   P and M nodes do not use IP broadcast to distribute NetBIOS
   datagrams.

   Like B nodes, P and M nodes must perform a name discovery or use
   cached information to learn whether a destination name is a group or
   a unique name.

   Datagrams to unique names are unicast directly to the destination by
   P and M nodes, exactly as they are by B nodes.

   Datagrams to group names and NetBIOS broadcast datagrams are unicast
   to the NBDD.  The NBDD then relays the datagrams to each of the nodes
   specified by the destination name.

   An NBDD may not be capable of sending a NetBIOS datagram to a
   particular NetBIOS name, including the broadcast NetBIOS name ("*")
   defined above.  A query mechanism is available to the end- node to
   determine if a NBDD will be able to relay a datagram to a given name.
   Before a datagram, or its fragments, are sent to the NBDD the P or M
   node may send a DATAGRAM QUERY REQUEST packet to the NBDD with the
   DESTINATION_NAME from the DATAGRAM SERVICE packet(s).  The NBDD will
   respond with a DATAGRAM POSITIVE QUERY RESPONSE if it will relay
   datagrams to the specified destination name.  After a positive
   response the end-node unicasts the datagram to the NBDD.  If the NBDD
   will not be able to relay a datagram to the destination name
   specified in the query, a DATAGRAM NEGATIVE QUERY RESPONSE packet is
   returned.  If the NBDD can not distribute a datagram, the end-node
   then has the option of getting the name's owner list from the NBNS
   and sending the datagram directly to each of the owners.

   An NBDD must be able to respond to DATAGRAM QUERY REQUEST packets.
   The response may always be positive.  However, the usage or
   implementation of the query mechanism by a P or M node is optional.
   An implementation may always unicast the NetBIOS datagram to the NBDD
   without asking if it will be relayed.  Except for the datagram query
   facility described above, an NBDD provides no feedback to indicate
   whether it forwarded a datagram.

18.  NODE CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS

     -  B NODES:
          -  Node's permanent unique name
          -  Whether IGMP is in use
          -  Broadcast IP address to use
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          -  Whether NetBIOS session keep-alives are needed
          -  Usable UDP data field length (to control fragmentation)
     -  P NODES:
          -  Node's permanent unique name
          -  IP address of NBNS
          -  IP address of NBDD
          -  Whether NetBIOS session keep-alives are needed
          -  Usable UDP data field length (to control fragmentation)



     -  M NODES:
          -  Node's permanent unique name
          -  Whether IGMP is in use
          -  Broadcast IP address to use
          -  IP address of NBNS
          -  IP address of NBDD
          -  Whether NetBIOS session keep-alives are needed
          -  Usable UDP data field length (to control fragmentation)

19.  MINIMAL CONFORMANCE

   To ensure multi-vendor interoperability, a minimally conforming
   implementation based on this specification must observe the following
   rules:

   a)   A node designed to work only in a broadcast area must
        conform to the B node specification.

   b)   A node designed to work only in an internet must conform to
        the P node specification.
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APPENDIX A

   This appendix contains supporting technical discussions.  It is not
   an integral part of the NetBIOS-over-TCP specification.

   INTEGRATION WITH INTERNET GROUP MULTICASTING

   The Netbios-over-TCP system described in this RFC may be easily
   integrated with the Internet Group Multicast system now being
   developed for the internet.

   In the main body of the RFC, the notion of a broadcast area was
   considered to be a single MAC-bridged "B-LAN".  However, the



   protocols defined will operate over an extended broadcast area
   resulting from the creation of a permanent Internet Multicast Group.

   Each separate broadcast area would be based on a separate permanent
   Internet Multicast Group.  This multicast group address would be used
   by B and M nodes as their BROADCAST_ADDRESS.

   In order to base the broadcast area on a multicast group certain
   additional procedures are required and certain constraints must be
   met.

A-1.  ADDITIONAL PROTOCOL REQUIRED IN B AND M NODES

   All B or M nodes operating on an IGMP based broadcast area must have
   IGMP support in their IP layer software.  These nodes must perform an
   IGMP join operation to enter the IGMP group before engaging in
   NetBIOS activity.

A-2.  CONSTRAINTS

   Broadcast Areas may overlap.  For this reason, end-nodes must be
   careful to examine the NetBIOS scope identifiers in all received
   broadcast packets.

   The NetBIOS broadcast protocols were designed for a network that
   exhibits a low average transit time and low rate of packet loss.  An
   IGMP based broadcast area must exhibit these characteristics.  In
   practice this will tend to constrain IGMP broadcast areas to a campus
   of networks interconnected by high-speed routers and inter-router
   links.  It is unlikely that transcontinental broadcast areas would
   exhibit the required characteristics.
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APPENDIX B

   This appendix contains supporting technical discussions.  It is not
   an integral part of the NetBIOS-over-TCP specification.

IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

B-1.  IMPLEMENTATION MODELS

   On any participating system, there must be some sort of NetBIOS
   Service to coordinate access by NetBIOS applications on that system.

   To analyze the impact of the NetBIOS-over-TCP architecture, we use
   the following three models of how a NetBIOS service might be
   implemented:



   1.   Combined Service and Application Model

        The NetBIOS service and application are both contained
        within a single process.  No interprocess communication is
        assumed within the system; all communication is over the
        network.  If multiple applications require concurrent access
        to the NetBIOS service, they must be folded into this
        monolithic process.

   2.   Common Kernel Element Model

        The NetBIOS Service is part of the operating system (perhaps
        as a device driver or a front-end processor).  The NetBIOS
        applications are normal operating system application
        processes.  The common element NetBIOS service contains all
        the information, such as the name and listen tables,
        required to co-ordinate the activities of the applications.

   3.   Non-Kernel Common Element Model

        The NetBIOS Service is implemented as an operating system
        application process.  The NetBIOS applications are other
        operating system application processes.  The service and the
        applications exchange data via operating system interprocess
        communication.  In a multi-processor (e.g.  network)
        operating system, each module may reside on a different cpu.
        The NetBIOS service process contains all the shared
        information required to coordinate the activities of the
        NetBIOS applications.  The applications may still require a
        subroutine library to facilitate access to the NetBIOS
        service.
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   For any of the implementation models, the TCP/IP service can be
   located in the operating system or split among the NetBIOS
   applications and the NetBIOS service processes.

B-1.1  MODEL INDEPENDENT CONSIDERATIONS

   The NetBIOS name service associates a NetBIOS name with a host.  The
   NetBIOS session service further binds the name to a specific TCP port
   for the duration of the session.

   The name service does not need to be informed of every Listen
   initiation and completion.  Since the names are not bound to any TCP
   port in the name service, the session service may use a different tcp
   port for each session established with the same local name.

   The TCP port used for the data transfer phase of a NetBIOS session
   can be globally well-known, locally well-known, or ephemeral.  The
   choice is a local implementation issue.  The RETARGET mechanism
   allows the binding of the NetBIOS session to a TCP connection to any
   TCP port, even to another IP node.



   An implementation may use the session service's globally well- known
   TCP port for the data transfer phase of the session by not using the
   RETARGET mechanism and, rather, accepting the session on the initial
   TCP connection.  This is permissible because the caller always uses
   an ephemeral TCP port.

   The complexity of the called end RETARGET mechanism is only required
   if a particular implementation needs it.  For many real system
   environments, such as an in-kernel NetBIOS service implementation, it
   will not be necessary to retarget incoming calls.  Rather, all
   NetBIOS sessions may be multiplexed through the single, well-known,
   NetBIOS session service port.  These implementations will not be
   burdened by the complexity of the RETARGET mechanism, nor will their
   callers be required to jump through the retargetting hoops.

   Nevertheless, all callers must be ready to process all possible
   SESSION RETARGET RESPONSEs.

B-1.2  SERVICE OPERATION FOR EACH MODEL

   It is possible to construct a NetBIOS service based on this
   specification for each of the above defined implementation models.

   For the common kernel element model, all the NetBIOS services, name,
   datagram, and session, are simple.  All the information is contained
   within a single entity and can therefore be accessed or modified
   easily.  A single port or multiple ports for the NetBIOS sessions can
   be used without adding any significant complexity to the session
   establishment procedure.  The only penalty is the amount of overhead
   incurred to get the NetBIOS messages and operation requests/responses
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   through the user and operating system boundary.

   The combined service and application model is very similar to the
   common kernel element model in terms of its requirements on the
   NetBIOS service.  The major difficulty is the internal coordination
   of the multiple NetBIOS service and application processes existing in
   a system of this type.

   The NetBIOS name, datagram and session protocols assume that the
   entities at the end-points have full control of the various well-
   known TCP and UDP ports.  If an implementation has multiple NetBIOS
   service entities, as would be the case with, for example, multiple
   applications each linked into a NetBIOS library, then that
   implementation must impose some internal coordination.
   Alternatively, use of the NetBIOS ports could be periodically
   assigned to one application or another.

   For the typical non-kernel common element mode implementation, three
   permanent system-wide NetBIOS service processes would exist:

     -  The name server
     -  the datagram server
     -  and session server



   Each server would listen for requests from the network on a UDP or
   TCP well-known port.  Each application would have a small piece of
   the NetBIOS service built-in, possibly a library.  Each application's
   NetBIOS support library would need to send a message to the
   particular server to request an operation, such as add name or send a
   datagram or set-up a listen.

   The non-kernel common element model does not require a TCP connection
   be passed between the two processes, session server and application.
   The RETARGET operation for an active NetBIOS Listen could be used by
   the session server to redirect the session to another TCP connection
   on a port allocated and owned by the application's NetBIOS support
   library.  The application with either a built-in or a kernel-based
   TCP/IP service could then accept the RETARGETed connection request
   and process it independently of the session server.

   On Unix(tm) or POSIX(tm), the NetBIOS session server could create
   sub-processes for incoming connections.  The open sessions would be
   passed through "fork" and "exec" to the child as an open file
   descriptor.  This approach is very limited, however.  A pre- existing
   process could not receive an incoming call.  And all call-ed
   processes would have to be sub-processes of the session server.

B-2.  CASUAL AND RESTRICTED NetBIOS APPLICATIONS

   Because NetBIOS was designed to operate in the open system
   environment of the typical personal computer, it does not have the
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   concept of privileged or unprivileged applications.  In many multi-
   user or multi-tasking operating systems applications are assigned
   privilege capabilities.  These capabilities limit the applications
   ability to acquire and use system resources.  For these systems it is
   important to allow casual applications, those with limited system
   privileges, and privileged applications, those with 'super-user'
   capabilities but access to them and their required resources is
   restricted, to access NetBIOS services.  It is also important to
   allow a systems administrator to restrict certain NetBIOS resources
   to a particular NetBIOS application.  For example, a file server
   based on the NetBIOS services should be able to have names and TCP
   ports for sessions only it can use.

   A NetBIOS application needs at least two local resources to
   communicate with another NetBIOS application, a NetBIOS name for
   itself and, typically, a session.  A NetBIOS service cannot require
   that NetBIOS applications directly use privileged system resources.
   For example, many systems require privilege to use TCP and UDP ports
   with numbers less than 1024.  This RFC requires reserved ports for
   the name and session servers of a NetBIOS service implementation.  It
   does not require the application to have direct access these reserved
   ports.

   For the name service, the manager of the local name table must have
   access to the NetBIOS name service's reserved UDP port.  It needs to
   listen for name service UDP packets to defend and define its local



   names to the network.  However, this manager need not be a part of a
   user application in a system environment which has privilege
   restrictions on reserved ports.

   The internal name server can require certain privileges to add,
   delete, or use a certain name, if an implementer wants the
   restriction.  This restriction is independent of the operation of the
   NetBIOS service protocols and would not necessarily prevent the
   interoperation of that implementation with another implementation.

   The session server is required to own a reserved TCP port for session
   establishment.  However, the ultimate TCP connection used to transmit
   and receive data does not have to be through that reserved port.  The
   RETARGET procedure the NetBIOS session to be shifted to another TCP
   connection, possibly through a different port at the called end.
   This port can be an unprivileged resource, with a value greater than
   1023.  This facilitates casual applications.

   Alternately, the RETARGET mechanism allows the TCP port used for data
   transmission and reception to be a reserved port.  Consequently, an
   application wishing to have access to its ports maintained by the
   system administrator can use these restricted TCP ports.  This
   facilitates privileged applications.

   A particular implementation may wish to require further special
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   privileges for session establishment, these could be associated with
   internal information.  It does not have to be based solely on TCP
   port allocation.  For example, a given NetBIOS name may only be used
   for sessions by applications with a certain system privilege level.

   The decision to use reserved or unreserved ports or add any
   additional name registration and usage authorization is a purely
   local implementation decision.  It is not required by the NetBIOS
   protocols specified in the RFC.

B-3.  TCP VERSUS SESSION KEEP-ALIVES

   The KEEP-ALIVE is a protocol element used to validate the existence
   of a connection.  A packet is sent to the remote connection partner
   to solicit a response which shows the connection is still
   functioning.  TCP KEEP-ALIVES are used at the TCP level on TCP
   connections while session KEEP-ALIVES are used on NetBIOS sessions.
   These protocol operations are always transparent to the connection
   user.  The user will only find out about a KEEP-ALIVE operation if it
   fails, therefore, if the connection is lost.

   The NetBIOS specification[2] requires the NetBIOS service to inform
   the session user if a session is lost when it is in a passive or
   active state.  Therefore,if the session user is only waiting for a
   receive operation and the session is dropped the NetBIOS service must
   inform the session user.  It cannot wait for a session send operation
   before it informs the user of the loss of the connection.

   This requirement stems from the management of scarce or volatile



   resources by a NetBIOS application.  If a particular user terminates
   a session with a server application by destroying the client
   application or the NetBIOS service without a NetBIOS Hang Up, the
   server application will want to clean-up or free allocated resources.
   This server application if it only receives and then sends a response
   requires the notification of the session abort in the passive state.

   The standard definition of a TCP service cannot detect loss of a
   connection when it is in a passive state, waiting for a packet to
   arrive.  Some TCP implementations have added a KEEP-ALIVE operation
   which is interoperable with implementations without this feature.
   These implementations send a packet with an invalid sequence number
   to the connection partner.  The partner, by specification, must
   respond with a packet showing the correct sequence number of the
   connection.  If no response is received from the remote partner
   within a certain time interval then the TCP service assumes the
   connection is lost.

   Since many TCP implementations do not have this KEEP-ALIVE function
   an optional NetBIOS KEEP-ALIVE operation has been added to the
   NetBIOS session protocols.  The NetBIOS KEEP-ALIVE uses the
   properties of TCP to solicit a response from the remote connection
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   partner.  A NetBIOS session message called KEEP-ALIVE is sent to the
   remote partner.  Since this results in TCP sending an IP packet to
   the remote partner, the TCP connection is active.  TCP will discover
   if the TCP connection is lost if the remote TCP partner does not
   acknowledge the IP packet.  Therefore, the NetBIOS session service
   does not send a response to a session KEEP ALIVE message.  It just
   throws it away.  The NetBIOS session service that transmits the KEEP
   ALIVE is informed only of the failure of the TCP connection.  It does
   not wait for a specific response message.

   A particular NetBIOS implementation should use KEEP-ALIVES if it is
   concerned with maintaining compatibility with the NetBIOS interface
   specification[2].  Compatibility is especially important if the
   implementation wishes to support existing NetBIOS applications, which
   typically require the session loss detection on their servers, or
   future applications which were developed for implementations with
   session loss detection.

B-4.  RETARGET ALGORITHMS

   This section contains 2 suggestions for RETARGET algorithms.  They
   are called the "straight" and "stack" methods.  The algorithm in the
   body of the RFC uses the straight method.  Implementation of either
   algorithm must take into account the Session establishment maximum
   retry count.  The retry count is the maximum number of TCP connect
   operations allowed before a failure is reported.

   The straight method forces the session establishment procedure to
   begin a retry after a retargetting failure with the initial node
   returned from the name discovery procedure.  A retargetting failure
   is when a TCP connection attempt fails because of a time- out or a
   NEGATIVE SESSION RESPONSE is received with an error code specifying



   NOT LISTENING ON CALLED NAME.  If any other failure occurs the
   session establishment procedure should retry from the call to the
   name discovery procedure.

   A minimum of 2 retries, either from a retargetting or a name
   discovery failure.  This will give the session service a chance to
   re-establish a NetBIOS Listen or, more importantly, allow the NetBIOS
   scope, local name service or the NBNS, to re-learn the correct IP
   address of a NetBIOS name.

   The stack method operates similarly to the straight method.  However,
   instead of retrying at the initial node returned by the name
   discovery procedure, it restarts with the IP address of the last node
   which sent a SESSION RETARGET RESPONSE prior to the retargetting
   failure.  To limit the stack method, any one host can only be tried a
   maximum of 2 times.
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B-5.  NBDD SERVICE

   If the NBDD does not forward datagrams then don't provide Group and
   Broadcast NetBIOS datagram services to the NetBIOS user.  Therefore,
   ignore the implementation of the query request and, when get a
   negative response, acquiring the membership list of IP addresses and
   sending the datagram as a unicast to each member.

B-6.  APPLICATION CONSIDERATIONS

B-6.1  USE OF NetBIOS DATAGRAMS

   Certain existing NetBIOS applications use NetBIOS datagrams as a
   foundation for their own connection-oriented protocols.  This can
   cause excessive NetBIOS name query activity and place a substantial
   burden on the network, server nodes, and other end- nodes.  It is
   recommended that this practice be avoided in new applications.
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This RFC defines a proposed standard protocol to support NetBIOS
services in a TCP/IP environment.  Both local network and internet
operation are supported.  Various node types are defined to accommodate
local and internet topologies and to allow operation with or without the
use of IP broadcast.

This RFC gives the detailed specifications of the NetBIOS-over-TCP
packets, protocols, and defined constants and variables.  A more general
overview is found in a companion RFC, "Protocol Standard For a NetBIOS
Service on a TCP/UDP Transport: Concepts and Methods".
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             PROTOCOL STANDARD FOR A NetBIOS SERVICE
                     ON A TCP/UDP TRANSPORT:
                     DETAILED SPECIFICATIONS
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3.  INTRODUCTION

   This RFC contains the detailed packet formats and protocol
   specifications for NetBIOS-over-TCP.  This RFC is a companion to
   RFC 1001, "Protocol Standard For a NetBIOS Service on a TCP/UDP
   Transport: Concepts and Methods" [1].

4.  PACKET DESCRIPTIONS

   Bit and byte ordering are defined by the most recent version of
   "Assigned Numbers" [2].

4.1.  NAME FORMAT

   The NetBIOS name representation in all NetBIOS packets (for NAME,
   SESSION, and DATAGRAM services) is defined in the Domain Name
   Service RFC 883[3] as "compressed" name messages.  This format is
   called "second-level encoding" in the section entitled
   "Representation of NetBIOS Names" in the Concepts and Methods
   document.

   For ease of description, the first two paragraphs from page 31,
   the section titled "Domain name representation and compression",
   of RFC 883 are replicated here:

        Domain names messages are expressed in terms of a sequence
        of labels.  Each label is represented as a one octet length
        field followed by that number of octets.  Since every domain
        name ends with the null label of the root, a compressed
        domain name is terminated by a length byte of zero.  The
        high order two bits of the length field must be zero, and
        the remaining six bits of the length field limit the label
        to 63 octets or less.

        To simplify implementations, the total length of label
        octets and label length octets that make up a domain name is
        restricted to 255 octets or less.

   The following is the uncompressed representation of the NetBIOS name
   "FRED ", which is the 4 ASCII characters, F, R, E, D, followed by 12
   space characters (0x20).  This name has the SCOPE_ID: "NETBIOS.COM"

           EGFCEFEECACACACACACACACACACACACA.NETBIOS.COM

   This uncompressed representation of names is called "first-level
   encoding" in the section entitled "Representation of NetBIOS Names"
   in the Concepts and Methods document.

   The following is a pictographic representation of the compressed
   representation of the previous uncompressed Domain Name
   representation.
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                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |      0x20     |    E (0x45)   |    G (0x47)   |    F (0x46)   |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |    C (0x43)   |    E (0x45)   |    F (0x46)   |    E (0x45)   |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |    E (0x45)   |    C (0x43)   |    A (0x41)   |    C (0x43)   |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |    A (0x41)   |    C (0x43)   |    A (0x41)   |    C (0x43)   |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |    A (0x41)   |    C (0x43)   |    A (0x41)   |    C (0x43)   |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |    A (0x41)   |    C (0x43)   |    A (0x41)   |    C (0x43)   |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |    A (0x41)   |    C (0x43)   |    A (0x41)   |    C (0x43)   |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |    A (0x41)   |    C (0x43)   |    A (0x41)   |    C (0x43)   |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |    A (0X41)   |      0x07     |    N (0x4E)   |    E (0x45)   |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |    T (0x54)   |    B (0x42)   |    I (0x49)   |    O (0x4F)   |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |    S (0x53)   |      0x03     |    C (0x43)   |    O (0x4F)   |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |    M (0x4D)   |      0x00     |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Each section of a domain name is called a label [7 (page 31)].  A
   label can be a maximum of 63 bytes.  The first byte of a label in
   compressed representation is the number of bytes in the label.  For
   the above example, the first 0x20 is the number of bytes in the
   left-most label, EGFCEFEECACACACACACACACACACACACA, of the domain
   name.  The bytes following the label length count are the characters
   of the label.  The following labels are in sequence after the first
   label, which is the encoded NetBIOS name, until a zero (0x00) length
   count.  The zero length count represents the root label, which is
   always null.

   A label length count is actually a 6-bit field in the label length
   field.  The most significant 2 bits of the field, bits 7 and 6, are
   flags allowing an escape from the above compressed representation.
   If bits 7 and 6 are both set (11), the following 14 bits are an
   offset pointer into the full message to the actual label string from
   another domain name that belongs in this name.  This label pointer
   allows for a further compression of a domain name in a packet.

   NetBIOS implementations can only use label string pointers in Name
   Service packets.  They cannot be used in Session or Datagram Service
   packets.
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   The other two possible values for bits 7 and 6 (01 and 10) of a label
   length field are reserved for future use by RFC 883[2 (page 32)].

   Note that the first octet of a compressed name must contain one of
   the following bit patterns.  (An "x" indicates a bit whose value may
   be either 0 or 1.):

           00100000 -  Netbios name, length must be 32 (decimal)
           11xxxxxx -  Label string pointer
           10xxxxxx -  Reserved
           01xxxxxx -  Reserved

4.2.  NAME SERVICE PACKETS

4.2.1.  GENERAL FORMAT OF NAME SERVICE PACKETS

   The NetBIOS Name Service packets follow the packet structure defined
   in the Domain Name Service (DNS) RFC 883 [7 (pg 26-31)].  The
   structures are compatible with the existing DNS packet formats,
   however, additional types and codes have been added to work with
   NetBIOS.

   If Name Service packets are sent over a TCP connection they are
   preceded by a 16 bit unsigned integer representing the length of the
   Name Service packet.

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   + ------                                                ------- +
   |                            HEADER                             |
   + ------                                                ------- +
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   /                       QUESTION ENTRIES                        /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   /                    ANSWER RESOURCE RECORDS                    /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   /                  AUTHORITY RESOURCE RECORDS                   /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   /                  ADDITIONAL RESOURCE RECORDS                  /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
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4.2.1.1.  HEADER

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |         NAME_TRN_ID           | OPCODE  |   NM_FLAGS  | RCODE |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          QDCOUNT              |           ANCOUNT             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          NSCOUNT              |           ARCOUNT             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Field     Description

   NAME_TRN_ID      Transaction ID for Name Service Transaction.
                    Requestor places a unique value for each active
                    transaction.  Responder puts NAME_TRN_ID value
                    from request packet in response packet.

   OPCODE           Packet type code, see table below.

   NM_FLAGS         Flags for operation, see table below.

   RCODE            Result codes of request.  Table of RCODE values
                    for each response packet below.

   QDCOUNT          Unsigned 16 bit integer specifying the number of
                    entries in the question section of a Name

                    Service packet.  Always zero (0) for responses.
                    Must be non-zero for all NetBIOS Name requests.

   ANCOUNT          Unsigned 16 bit integer specifying the number of
                    resource records in the answer section of a Name
                    Service packet.

   NSCOUNT          Unsigned 16 bit integer specifying the number of
                    resource records in the authority section of a
                    Name Service packet.

   ARCOUNT          Unsigned 16 bit integer specifying the number of
                    resource records in the additional records
                    section of a Name Service packet.

   The OPCODE field is defined as:

     0   1   2   3   4
   +---+---+---+---+---+
   | R |    OPCODE     |
   +---+---+---+---+---+
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   Symbol     Bit(s)   Description



   OPCODE        1-4   Operation specifier:
                         0 = query
                         5 = registration
                         6 = release
                         7 = WACK
                         8 = refresh

   R               0   RESPONSE flag:
                         if bit == 0 then request packet
                         if bit == 1 then response packet.

   The NM_FLAGS field is defined as:

     0   1   2   3   4   5   6
   +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
   |AA |TC |RD |RA | 0 | 0 | B |
   +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+

   Symbol     Bit(s)   Description

   B               6   Broadcast Flag.
                         = 1: packet was broadcast or multicast
                         = 0: unicast

   RA              3   Recursion Available Flag.

                       Only valid in responses from a NetBIOS Name
                       Server -- must be zero in all other
                       responses.

                       If one (1) then the NBNS supports recursive
                       query, registration, and release.

                       If zero (0) then the end-node must iterate
                       for query and challenge for registration.

   RD              2   Recursion Desired Flag.

                       May only be set on a request to a NetBIOS
                       Name Server.

                       The NBNS will copy its state into the
                       response packet.

                       If one (1) the NBNS will iterate on the
                       query, registration, or release.

   TC              1   Truncation Flag.
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                       Set if this message was truncated because the
                       datagram carrying it would be greater than
                       576 bytes in length.  Use TCP to get the
                       information from the NetBIOS Name Server.



   AA              0   Authoritative Answer flag.

                       Must be zero (0) if R flag of OPCODE is zero
                       (0).

                       If R flag is one (1) then if AA is one (1)
                       then the node responding is an authority for
                       the domain name.

                       End nodes responding to queries always set
                       this bit in responses.

4.2.1.2.  QUESTION SECTION

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   /                         QUESTION_NAME                         /
   /                                                               /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |         QUESTION_TYPE         |        QUESTION_CLASS         |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Field            Description

   QUESTION_NAME    The compressed name representation of the
                    NetBIOS name for the request.

   QUESTION_TYPE    The type of request.  The values for this field
                    are specified for each request.

   QUESTION_CLASS   The class of the request.  The values for this
                    field are specified for each request.

   QUESTION_TYPE is defined as:

   Symbol      Value   Description:

   NB         0x0020   NetBIOS general Name Service Resource Record
   NBSTAT     0x0021   NetBIOS NODE STATUS Resource Record (See NODE
                       STATUS REQUEST)

   QUESTION_CLASS is defined as:
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   Symbol      Value   Description:

   IN         0x0001   Internet class

4.2.1.3.  RESOURCE RECORD

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3



    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   /                            RR_NAME                            /
   /                                                               /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           RR_TYPE             |          RR_CLASS             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                              TTL                              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           RDLENGTH            |                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+                               |
   /                                                               /
   /                             RDATA                             /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Field            Description

   RR_NAME          The compressed name representation of the
                    NetBIOS name corresponding to this resource
                    record.

   RR_TYPE          Resource record type code

   RR_CLASS         Resource record class code

   TTL              The Time To Live of a the resource record's
                    name.

   RDLENGTH         Unsigned 16 bit integer that specifies the
                    number of bytes in the RDATA field.

   RDATA            RR_CLASS and RR_TYPE dependent field.  Contains
                    the resource information for the NetBIOS name.

   RESOURCE RECORD RR_TYPE field definitions:

   Symbol      Value   Description:

   A          0x0001   IP address Resource Record (See REDIRECT NAME
                       QUERY RESPONSE)
   NS         0x0002   Name Server Resource Record (See REDIRECT
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                       NAME QUERY RESPONSE)
   NULL       0x000A   NULL Resource Record (See WAIT FOR
                       ACKNOWLEDGEMENT RESPONSE)
   NB         0x0020   NetBIOS general Name Service Resource Record
                       (See NB_FLAGS and NB_ADDRESS, below)
   NBSTAT     0x0021   NetBIOS NODE STATUS Resource Record (See NODE
                       STATUS RESPONSE)

   RESOURCE RECORD RR_CLASS field definitions:



   Symbol      Value   Description:

   IN         0x0001   Internet class

   NB_FLAGS field of the RESOURCE RECORD RDATA field for RR_TYPE of
   "NB":

                                             1   1   1   1   1   1
     0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   0   1   2   3   4   5
   +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
   | G |  ONT  |                RESERVED                           |
   +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+

   Symbol     Bit(s)   Description:

   RESERVED     3-15   Reserved for future use.  Must be zero (0).
   ONT           1,2   Owner Node Type:
                          00 = B node
                          01 = P node
                          10 = M node
                          11 = Reserved for future use
                       For registration requests this is the
                       claimant's type.
                       For responses this is the actual owner's
                       type.

   G               0   Group Name Flag.
                       If one (1) then the RR_NAME is a GROUP
                       NetBIOS name.
                       If zero (0) then the RR_NAME is a UNIQUE
                       NetBIOS name.

   The NB_ADDRESS field of the RESOURCE RECORD RDATA field for
   RR_TYPE of "NB" is the IP address of the name's owner.
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4.2.2.  NAME REGISTRATION REQUEST

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |         NAME_TRN_ID           |0|  0x5  |0|0|1|0|0 0|B|  0x0  |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          0x0001               |           0x0000              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          0x0000               |           0x0001              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   /                         QUESTION_NAME                         /



   /                                                               /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           NB (0x0020)         |        IN (0x0001)            |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   /                            RR_NAME                            /
   /                                                               /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           NB (0x0020)         |         IN (0x0001)           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                              TTL                              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           0x0006              |          NB_FLAGS             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                          NB_ADDRESS                           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Since the RR_NAME is the same name as the QUESTION_NAME, the
   RR_NAME representation must use pointers to the QUESTION_NAME
   name's labels to guarantee the length of the datagram is less
   than the maximum 576 bytes.  See section above on name formats
   and also page 31 and 32 of RFC 883, Domain Names - Implementation
   and Specification, for a complete description of compressed name
   label pointers.
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4.2.3.  NAME OVERWRITE REQUEST & DEMAND

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |         NAME_TRN_ID           |0|  0x5  |0|0|0|0|0 0|B|  0x0  |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          0x0001               |           0x0000              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          0x0000               |           0x0001              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   /                         QUESTION_NAME                         /
   /                                                               /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+



   |           NB (0x0020)         |        IN (0x0001)            |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   /                            RR_NAME                            /
   /                                                               /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           NB (0x0020)         |         IN (0x0001)           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                              TTL                              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           0x0006              |          NB_FLAGS             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                          NB_ADDRESS                           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
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4.2.4.  NAME REFRESH REQUEST

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |         NAME_TRN_ID           |0|  0x9  |0|0|0|0|0 0|B|  0x0  |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          0x0001               |           0x0000              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          0x0000               |           0x0001              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   /                         QUESTION_NAME                         /
   /                                                               /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           NB (0x0020)         |        IN (0x0001)            |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |



   /                            RR_NAME                            /
   /                                                               /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           NB (0x0020)         |         IN (0x0001)           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                              TTL                              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           0x0006              |          NB_FLAGS             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                          NB_ADDRESS                           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
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4.2.5.  POSITIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |         NAME_TRN_ID           |1|  0x5  |1|0|1|1|0 0|0|  0x0  |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          0x0000               |           0x0001              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          0x0000               |           0x0000              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   /                            RR_NAME                            /
   /                                                               /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           NB (0x0020)         |         IN (0x0001)           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                              TTL                              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           0x0006              |          NB_FLAGS             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+



   |                          NB_ADDRESS                           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

4.2.6.  NEGATIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |         NAME_TRN_ID           |1|  0x5  |1|0|1|1|0 0|0| RCODE |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          0x0000               |           0x0001              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          0x0000               |           0x0000              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   /                            RR_NAME                            /
   /                                                               /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           NB (0x0020)         |         IN (0x0001)           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                              TTL                              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           0x0006              |          NB_FLAGS             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                          NB_ADDRESS                           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
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   RCODE field values:

   Symbol      Value   Description:

   FMT_ERR       0x1   Format Error.  Request was invalidly
                       formatted.
   SRV_ERR       0x2   Server failure.  Problem with NBNS, cannot
                       process name.
   IMP_ERR       0x4   Unsupported request error.  Allowable only
                       for challenging NBNS when gets an Update type
                       registration request.
   RFS_ERR       0x5   Refused error.  For policy reasons server
                       will not register this name from this host.
   ACT_ERR       0x6   Active error.  Name is owned by another node.
   CFT_ERR       0x7   Name in conflict error.  A UNIQUE name is
                       owned by more than one node.

4.2.7.  END-NODE CHALLENGE REGISTRATION RESPONSE

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |         NAME_TRN_ID           |1|  0x5  |1|0|1|0|0 0|0|  0x0  |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          0x0000               |           0x0001              |



   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          0x0000               |           0x0000              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   /                            RR_NAME                            /
   /                                                               /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           NB (0x0020)         |         IN (0x0001)           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                              TTL                              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           0x0006              |          NB_FLAGS             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                          NB_ADDRESS                           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
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4.2.8.  NAME CONFLICT DEMAND

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |         NAME_TRN_ID           |1|  0x5  |1|0|1|1|0 0|0|  0x7  |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          0x0000               |           0x0001              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          0x0000               |           0x0000              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   /                            RR_NAME                            /
   /                                                               /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           NB (0x0020)         |         IN (0x0001)           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                          0x00000000                           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           0x0006              |0|ONT|0|     0x000             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                          0x00000000                           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   This packet is identical to a NEGATIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE
   with RCODE = CFT_ERR.
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4.2.9.  NAME RELEASE REQUEST & DEMAND

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |         NAME_TRN_ID           |0|  0x6  |0|0|0|0|0 0|B|  0x0  |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          0x0001               |           0x0000              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          0x0000               |           0x0001              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   /                         QUESTION_NAME                         /
   /                                                               /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           NB (0x0020)         |        IN (0x0001)            |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   /                            RR_NAME                            /
   /                                                               /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           NB (0x0020)         |         IN (0x0001)           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                          0x00000000                           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           0x0006              |          NB_FLAGS             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                          NB_ADDRESS                           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+



   Since the RR_NAME is the same name as the QUESTION_NAME, the
   RR_NAME representation must use label string pointers to the
   QUESTION_NAME labels to guarantee the length of the datagram is
   less than the maximum 576 bytes.  This is the same condition as
   with the NAME REGISTRATION REQUEST.
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4.2.10.  POSITIVE NAME RELEASE RESPONSE

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |         NAME_TRN_ID           |1|  0x6  |1|0|0|0|0 0|0|  0x0  |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          0x0000               |           0x0001              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          0x0000               |           0x0000              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   /                            RR_NAME                            /
   /                                                               /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           NB (0x0020)         |         IN (0x0001)           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                              TTL                              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           0x0006              |          NB_FLAGS             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                          NB_ADDRESS                           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

4.2.11.  NEGATIVE NAME RELEASE RESPONSE

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |         NAME_TRN_ID           |1|  0x6  |1|0|0|0|0 0|0| RCODE |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          0x0000               |           0x0001              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+



   |          0x0000               |           0x0000              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   /                            RR_NAME                            /
   /                                                               /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           NB (0x0020)         |         IN (0x0001)           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                              TTL                              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           0x0006              |          NB_FLAGS             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                          NB_ADDRESS                           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
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   RCODE field values:

   Symbol      Value   Description:

   FMT_ERR       0x1   Format Error.  Request was invalidly
                       formatted.

   SRV_ERR       0x2   Server failure.  Problem with NBNS, cannot
                       process name.

   RFS_ERR       0x5   Refused error.  For policy reasons server
                       will not release this name from this host.

   ACT_ERR       0x6   Active error.  Name is owned by another node.
                       Only that node may release it.  A NetBIOS
                       Name Server can optionally allow a node to
                       release a name it does not own.  This would
                       facilitate detection of inactive names for
                       nodes that went down silently.

4.2.12.  NAME QUERY REQUEST

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |         NAME_TRN_ID           |0|  0x0  |0|0|1|0|0 0|B|  0x0  |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          0x0001               |           0x0000              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          0x0000               |           0x0000              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   /                         QUESTION_NAME                         /
   /                                                               /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           NB (0x0020)         |        IN (0x0001)            |



   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
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4.2.13.  POSITIVE NAME QUERY RESPONSE

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |         NAME_TRN_ID           |1|  0x0  |1|T|1|?|0 0|0|  0x0  |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          0x0000               |           0x0001              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          0x0000               |           0x0000              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   /                            RR_NAME                            /
   /                                                               /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           NB (0x0020)         |         IN (0x0001)           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                              TTL                              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           RDLENGTH            |                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+                               |
   |                                                               |
   /                       ADDR_ENTRY ARRAY                        /
   /                                                               /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   The ADDR_ENTRY ARRAY a sequence of zero or more ADDR_ENTRY
   records.  Each ADDR_ENTRY record represents an owner of a name.
   For group names there may be multiple entries.  However, the list
   may be incomplete due to packet size limitations.  Bit 22, "T",
   will be set to indicate truncated data.

   Each ADDR_ENTRY has the following format:

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          NB_FLAGS             |          NB_ADDRESS           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |   NB_ADDRESS (continued)      |



   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
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4.2.14.  NEGATIVE NAME QUERY RESPONSE

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |         NAME_TRN_ID           |1|  0x0  |1|0|1|?|0 0|0| RCODE |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          0x0000               |           0x0000              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          0x0000               |           0x0000              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   /                            RR_NAME                            /
   /                                                               /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           NULL (0x000A)       |         IN (0x0001)           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                          0x00000000                           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           0x0000              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   RCODE field values:

   Symbol      Value   Description

   FMT_ERR       0x1   Format Error.  Request was invalidly
                       formatted.
   SRV_ERR       0x2   Server failure.  Problem with NBNS, cannot
                       process name.
   NAM_ERR       0x3   Name Error.  The name requested does not
                       exist.
   IMP_ERR       0x4   Unsupported request error.  Allowable only
                       for challenging NBNS when gets an Update type
                       registration request.
   RFS_ERR       0x5   Refused error.  For policy reasons server
                       will not register this name from this host.
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4.2.15.  REDIRECT NAME QUERY RESPONSE

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |         NAME_TRN_ID           |1|  0x0  |0|0|1|0|0 0|0|  0x0  |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          0x0000               |           0x0000              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          0x0001               |           0x0001              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   /                            RR_NAME                            /
   /                                                               /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           NS (0x0002)         |         IN (0x0001)           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                              TTL                              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           RDLENGTH            |                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+                               +
   |                                                               |
   /                            NSD_NAME                           /
   /                                                               /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   /                            RR_NAME                            /
   /                                                               /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           A (0x0001)          |         IN (0x0001)           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                              TTL                              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |             0x0004            |           NSD_IP_ADDR         |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |     NSD_IP_ADDR, continued    |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   An end node responding to a NAME QUERY REQUEST always responds
   with the AA and RA bits set for both the NEGATIVE and POSITIVE
   NAME QUERY RESPONSE packets.  An end node never sends a REDIRECT
   NAME QUERY RESPONSE packet.
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   When the requestor receives the REDIRECT NAME QUERY RESPONSE it
   must reiterate the NAME QUERY REQUEST to the NBNS specified by
   the NSD_IP_ADDR field of the A type RESOURCE RECORD in the
   ADDITIONAL section of the response packet.  This is an optional
   packet for the NBNS.

   The NSD_NAME and the RR_NAME in the ADDITIONAL section of the
   response packet are the same name.  Space can be optimized if
   label string pointers are used in the RR_NAME which point to the
   labels in the NSD_NAME.

   The RR_NAME in the AUTHORITY section is the name of the domain
   the NBNS called by NSD_NAME has authority over.

4.2.16.  WAIT FOR ACKNOWLEDGEMENT (WACK) RESPONSE

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |         NAME_TRN_ID           |1|  0x7  |1|0|0|0|0 0|0|  0x0  |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          0x0000               |           0x0001              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          0x0000               |           0x0000              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   /                            RR_NAME                            /
   /                                                               /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          NULL (0x0020)        |         IN (0x0001)           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                              TTL                              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           0x0002              | OPCODE  |   NM_FLAGS  |  0x0  |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
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   The NAME_TRN_ID of the WACK RESPONSE packet is the same
   NAME_TRN_ID of the request that the NBNS is telling the requestor
   to wait longer to complete.  The RR_NAME is the name from the
   request, if any.  If no name is available from the request then
   it is a null name, single byte of zero.

   The TTL field of the ResourceRecord is the new time to wait, in
   seconds, for the request to complete.  The RDATA field contains
   the OPCODE and NM_FLAGS of the request.

   A TTL value of 0 means that the NBNS can not estimate the time it
   may take to complete a response.

4.2.17.  NODE STATUS REQUEST

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |         NAME_TRN_ID           |0|  0x0  |0|0|0|0|0 0|B|  0x0  |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          0x0001               |           0x0000              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          0x0000               |           0x0000              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   /                         QUESTION_NAME                         /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |         NBSTAT (0x0021)       |        IN (0x0001)            |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
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4.2.18.  NODE STATUS RESPONSE

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |         NAME_TRN_ID           |1|  0x0  |1|0|0|0|0 0|0|  0x0  |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          0x0000               |           0x0001              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          0x0000               |           0x0000              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   /                            RR_NAME                            /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |        NBSTAT (0x0021)        |         IN (0x0001)           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                          0x00000000                           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          RDLENGTH             |   NUM_NAMES   |               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+               +
   |                                                               |
   +                                                               +
   /                         NODE_NAME ARRAY                       /
   +                                                               +
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   +                                                               +
   /                           STATISTICS                          /
   +                                                               +
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   The NODE_NAME ARRAY is an array of zero or more NUM_NAMES entries
   of NODE_NAME records.  Each NODE_NAME entry represents an active
   name in the same NetBIOS scope as the requesting name in the
   local name table of the responder.  RR_NAME is the requesting
   name.
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   NODE_NAME Entry:

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   +---                                                         ---+
   |                                                               |
   +---                    NETBIOS FORMAT NAME                  ---+
   |                                                               |
   +---                                                         ---+
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |         NAME_FLAGS            |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   The NAME_FLAGS field:

                                             1   1   1   1   1   1
     0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   0   1   2   3   4   5
   +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
   | G |  ONT  |DRG|CNF|ACT|PRM|          RESERVED                 |
   +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+

   The NAME_FLAGS field is defined as:

   Symbol     Bit(s)   Description:

   RESERVED     7-15   Reserved for future use.  Must be zero (0).
   PRM             6   Permanent Name Flag.  If one (1) then entry
                       is for the permanent node name.  Flag is zero
                       (0) for all other names.
   ACT             5   Active Name Flag.  All entries have this flag
                       set to one (1).
   CNF             4   Conflict Flag.  If one (1) then name on this
                       node is in conflict.
   DRG             3   Deregister Flag.  If one (1) then this name
                       is in the process of being deleted.
   ONT           1,2   Owner Node Type:
                          00 = B node
                          01 = P node
                          10 = M node
                          11 = Reserved for future use
   G               0   Group Name Flag.
                       If one (1) then the name is a GROUP NetBIOS
                       name.
                       If zero (0) then it is a UNIQUE NetBIOS name.
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   STATISTICS Field of the NODE STATUS RESPONSE:

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |               UNIT_ID (Unique unit ID)                        |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |       UNIT_ID,continued       |    JUMPERS    |  TEST_RESULT  |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |       VERSION_NUMBER          |      PERIOD_OF_STATISTICS     |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |       NUMBER_OF_CRCs          |     NUMBER_ALIGNMENT_ERRORS   |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |       NUMBER_OF_COLLISIONS    |        NUMBER_SEND_ABORTS     |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                       NUMBER_GOOD_SENDS                       |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                      NUMBER_GOOD_RECEIVES                     |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |       NUMBER_RETRANSMITS      | NUMBER_NO_RESOURCE_CONDITIONS |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |  NUMBER_FREE_COMMAND_BLOCKS   |  TOTAL_NUMBER_COMMAND_BLOCKS  |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |MAX_TOTAL_NUMBER_COMMAND_BLOCKS|    NUMBER_PENDING_SESSIONS    |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |  MAX_NUMBER_PENDING_SESSIONS  |  MAX_TOTAL_SESSIONS_POSSIBLE  |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |   SESSION_DATA_PACKET_SIZE    |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

4.3.  SESSION SERVICE PACKETS

4.3.1.  GENERAL FORMAT OF SESSION PACKETS

   All session service messages are sent over a TCP connection.

   All session packets are of the following general structure:

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |      TYPE     |     FLAGS     |            LENGTH             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   /               TRAILER (Packet Type Dependent)                 /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   The TYPE, FLAGS, and LENGTH fields are present in every session
   packet.
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   The LENGTH field is the number of bytes following the LENGTH
   field.  In other words, LENGTH is the combined size of the



   TRAILER field(s).  For example, the POSITIVE SESSION RESPONSE
   packet always has a LENGTH field value of zero (0000) while the
   RETARGET SESSION RESPONSE always has a LENGTH field value of six
   (0006).

   One of the bits of the FLAGS field acts as an additional, high-
   order bit for the LENGTH field.  Thus the cumulative size of the
   trailer field(s) may range from 0 to 128K bytes.

   Session Packet Types (in hexidecimal):

           00 -  SESSION MESSAGE
           81 -  SESSION REQUEST
           82 -  POSITIVE SESSION RESPONSE
           83 -  NEGATIVE SESSION RESPONSE
           84 -  RETARGET SESSION RESPONSE
           85 -  SESSION KEEP ALIVE

   Bit definitions of the FLAGS field:

     0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7
   +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
   | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | E |
   +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+

   Symbol     Bit(s)   Description

   E               7   Length extension, used as an additional,
                       high-order bit on the LENGTH field.

   RESERVED      0-6   Reserved, must be zero (0)

4.3.2.  SESSION REQUEST PACKET

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |      TYPE     |     FLAGS     |            LENGTH             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   /                          CALLED NAME                          /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   /                          CALLING NAME                         /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
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4.3.3.  POSITIVE SESSION RESPONSE PACKET

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+



   |      TYPE     |     FLAGS     |            LENGTH             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

4.3.4.  NEGATIVE SESSION RESPONSE PACKET

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |      TYPE     |     FLAGS     |            LENGTH             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |   ERROR_CODE  |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   NEGATIVE SESSION RESPONSE packet error code values (in
   hexidecimal):

           80 -  Not listening on called name
           81 -  Not listening for calling name
           82 -  Called name not present
           83 -  Called name present, but insufficient resources
           8F -  Unspecified error

4.3.5.  SESSION RETARGET RESPONSE PACKET

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |      TYPE     |     FLAGS     |            LENGTH             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                      RETARGET_IP_ADDRESS                      |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           PORT                |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
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4.3.6.  SESSION MESSAGE PACKET

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |      TYPE     |     FLAGS     |            LENGTH             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |



   /                                                               /
   /                           USER_DATA                           /
   /                                                               /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

4.3.7.  SESSION KEEP ALIVE PACKET

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |      TYPE     |     FLAGS     |            LENGTH             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

4.4.  DATAGRAM SERVICE PACKETS

4.4.1.  NetBIOS DATAGRAM HEADER

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |   MSG_TYPE    |     FLAGS     |           DGM_ID              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                           SOURCE_IP                           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          SOURCE_PORT          |          DGM_LENGTH           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |         PACKET_OFFSET         |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   MSG_TYPE values (in hexidecimal):

           10 -  DIRECT_UNIQUE DATAGRAM
           11 -  DIRECT_GROUP DATAGRAM
           12 -  BROADCAST DATAGRAM
           13 -  DATAGRAM ERROR
           14 -  DATAGRAM QUERY REQUEST
           15 -  DATAGRAM POSITIVE QUERY RESPONSE
           16 -  DATAGRAM NEGATIVE QUERY RESPONSE
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   Bit definitions of the FLAGS field:

     0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7
   +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
   | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 |  SNT  | F | M |
   +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+

   Symbol     Bit(s)   Description

   M               7   MORE flag, If set then more NetBIOS datagram
                       fragments follow.



   F               6   FIRST packet flag,  If set then this is first
                       (and possibly only) fragment of NetBIOS
                       datagram

   SNT           4,5   Source End-Node type:
                          00 = B node
                          01 = P node
                          10 = M node
                          11 = NBDD
   RESERVED      0-3   Reserved, must be zero (0)

4.4.2.  DIRECT_UNIQUE, DIRECT_GROUP, & BROADCAST DATAGRAM

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |   MSG_TYPE    |     FLAGS     |           DGM_ID              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                           SOURCE_IP                           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          SOURCE_PORT          |          DGM_LENGTH           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |         PACKET_OFFSET         |                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+                               |
   |                                                               |
   /                          SOURCE_NAME                          /
   /                                                               /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   /                       DESTINATION_NAME                        /
   /                                                               /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   /                           USER_DATA                           /
   /                                                               /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
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   4.4.3.  DATAGRAM ERROR PACKET

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |   MSG_TYPE    |     FLAGS     |           DGM_ID              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                           SOURCE_IP                           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          SOURCE_PORT          |  ERROR_CODE   |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   ERROR_CODE values (in hexidecimal):



           82 -  DESTINATION NAME NOT PRESENT
           83 -  INVALID SOURCE NAME FORMAT
           84 -  INVALID DESTINATION NAME FORMAT

4.4.4.  DATAGRAM QUERY REQUEST

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |   MSG_TYPE    |     FLAGS     |           DGM_ID              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                           SOURCE_IP                           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          SOURCE_PORT          |                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+                               +
   |                                                               |
   /                       DESTINATION_NAME                        /
   /                                                               /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

4.4.5.  DATAGRAM POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE QUERY RESPONSE

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |   MSG_TYPE    |     FLAGS     |           DGM_ID              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                           SOURCE_IP                           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |          SOURCE_PORT          |                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+                               +
   |                                                               |
   /                       DESTINATION_NAME                        /
   /                                                               /
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
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5.  PROTOCOL DESCRIPTIONS

5.1.  NAME SERVICE PROTOCOLS

   A REQUEST packet is always sent to the well known UDP port -
   NAME_SERVICE_UDP_PORT.  The destination address is normally
   either the IP broadcast address or the address of the NBNS - the
   address of the NBNS server it set up at initialization time.  In
   rare cases, a request packet will be sent to an end node, e.g.  a
   NAME QUERY REQUEST sent to "challenge" a node.

   A RESPONSE packet is always sent to the source UDP port and
   source IP address of the request packet.

   A DEMAND packet must always be sent to the well known UDP port -
   NAME_SERVICE_UDP_PORT.  There is no restriction on the target IP
   address.



   Terms used in this section:

   tid -            Transaction ID.  This is a value composed from
                    the requestor's IP address and a unique 16 bit
                    value generated by the originator of the
                    transaction.

5.1.1.  B-NODE ACTIVITY

5.1.1.1.  B-NODE ADD NAME

   PROCEDURE add_name(newname)

   /*
    * Host initiated processing for a B node
    */
   BEGIN

        REPEAT

             /* build name service packet */

             ONT = B_NODE; /* broadcast node */
             G = UNIQUE;   /* unique name */
             TTL = 0;

             broadcast NAME REGISTRATION REQUEST packet;

             /*
              * remote node(s) will send response packet
              * if applicable
              */
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             pause(BCAST_REQ_RETRY_TIMEOUT);

        UNTIL response packet is received or
             retransmit count has been exceeded

        IF no response packet was received THEN
        BEGIN /* no response */
             /*
              * build packet
              */

             ONT = B_NODE; /* broadcast node */
             G = UNIQUE;   /* unique name */
             TTL = 0;

             /*
              * Let other nodes known you have the name
              */

             broadcast NAME UPDATE REQUEST packet;



             /* name can be added to local name table */
             return success;
        END /* no response */
        ELSE
        BEGIN /* got response */

             /*
              * Match return transaction id
              * against tid sent in request
              */

            IF NOT response tid = request tid THEN
            BEGIN
             ignore response packet;
            END
            ELSE
            CASE packet type OF

            NEGATIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE:

                 return failure; /* name cannot be added */

            POSITIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE:
            END-NODE CHALLENGE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE:

                 /*
                  * B nodes should normally not get this
                  * response.
                  */

                  ignore packet;
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            END /* case */;
        END /* got response */
   END /* procedure */

5.1.1.2.  B-NODE ADD_GROUP NAME

   PROCEDURE add_group_name(newname)

   /*
    * Host initiated processing for a B node
    */

   BEGIN
        /*
         * same as for a unique name with the
         * exception that the group bit (G) must
         * be set in the request packets.
         */

        ...
        G = GROUP;
        ...
        ...



        /*
         * broadcast request ...
         */

   END

5.1.1.3.  B-NODE FIND_NAME

   PROCEDURE find_name(name)

   /*
    * Host initiated processing for a B node
    */

   BEGIN

        REPEAT
             /*
              * build packet
              */
             ONT = B;
             TTL = 0;
             G = DONT CARE;

             broadcast NAME QUERY REQUEST packet;
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             /*
              * a node might send response packet
              */

             pause(BCAST_REQ_RETRY_TIMEOUT);
        UNTIL response packet received OR
             max transmit threshold exceeded

        IF no response packet received THEN
             return failure;
        ELSE
        IF NOT response tid = request tid THEN
             ignore packet;
        ELSE
        CASE packet type OF
        POSITIVE NAME QUERY RESPONSE:
             /*
              * Start a timer to detect conflict.
              *
              * Be prepared to detect conflict if
              * any more response packets are received.
              *
              */

             save response as authoritative response;
             start_timer(CONFLICT_TIMER);



             return success;

        NEGATIVE NAME QUERY RESPONSE:
        REDIRECT NAME QUERY RESPONSE:

             /*
              * B Node should normally not get either
              * response.
              */

              ignore response packet;

        END /* case */
   END /* procedure */

5.1.1.4.  B NODE NAME RELEASE

   PROCEDURE delete_name (name)
   BEGIN

        REPEAT

             /*
              * build packet
              */
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             ...

             /*
              * send request
              */

             broadcast NAME RELEASE REQUEST packet;

             /*
              * no response packet expected
              */

             pause(BCAST_REQ_RETRY_TIMEOUT);

        UNTIL retransmit count has been exceeded
   END /* procedure */

5.1.1.5.  B-NODE INCOMING PACKET PROCESSING

   Following processing is done when broadcast or unicast packets
   are received at the NAME_SERVICE_UDP_PORT.

   PROCEDURE process_incoming_packet(packet)

   /*
    * Processing initiated by incoming packets for a B node
    */

   BEGIN



        /*
         * Note: response packets are always sent
         * to:
         * source IP address of request packet
         * source UDP port of request packet
         */

        CASE packet type OF

        NAME REGISTRATION REQUEST (UNIQUE):
             IF name exists in local name table THEN
                  send NEGATIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE ;
        NAME REGISTRATION REQUEST (GROUP):
             IF name exists in local name table THEN
             BEGIN
                  IF local entry is a unique name THEN
                      send NEGATIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE ;
             END
        NAME QUERY REQUEST:
             IF name exists in local name table THEN
             BEGIN
                  build response packet;
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                  send POSITIVE NAME QUERY RESPONSE;
        POSITIVE NAME QUERY RESPONSE:
             IF name conflict timer is not active THEN
             BEGIN
                  /*
                   * timer has expired already...  ignore this
                   * packet
                   */

                  return;
             END
             ELSE /* timer is active */
             IF a response for this name has previously been
                  received THEN
             BEGIN /* existing entry */

                  /*
                   * we sent out a request packet, and
                   * have already received (at least)
                   * one response
                   *
                   * Check if conflict exists.
                   * If so, send out a conflict packet.
                   *
                   * Note: detecting conflict does NOT
                   * affect any existing sessions.
                   *
                   */

                  /*
                   * Check for name conflict.
                   * See "Name Conflict" in Concepts and Methods



                   */
                  check saved authoritative response against
                       information in this response packet;
                  IF conflict detected THEN
                  BEGIN
                       unicast NAME CONFLICT DEMAND packet;
                       IF entry exists in cache THEN
                       BEGIN
                            remove entry from cache;
                       END
                  END
             END /* existing entry */
             ELSE
             BEGIN
                  /*
                   * Note: If this was the first response
                   * to a name query, it would have been
                   * handled in the
                   * find_name() procedure.
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                   */

                  ignore packet;
             END
        NAME CONFLICT DEMAND:
             IF name exists in local name table THEN
             BEGIN
                  mark name as conflict detected;

                  /*
                   * a name in the state "conflict detected"
                   * does not "logically" exist on that node.
                   * No further session will be accepted on
                   * that name.
                   * No datagrams can be sent against that name.
                   * Such an entry will not be used for
                   * purposes of processing incoming request
                   * packets.
                   * The only valid user NetBIOS operation
                   * against such a name is DELETE NAME.
                   */
             END
        NAME RELEASE REQUEST:
             IF caching is being done THEN
             BEGIN
                  remove entry from cache;
             END
        NAME UPDATE REQUEST:
             IF caching is being done THEN
             BEGIN
                  IF entry exists in cache already,
                       update cache;
                  ELSE IF name is "interesting" THEN
                  BEGIN
                       add entry to cache;



                  END
             END

        NODE STATUS REQUEST:
             IF name exists in local name table THEN
             BEGIN
                  /*
                   * send only those names that are
                   * in the same scope as the scope
                   * field in the request packet
                   */

                  send NODE STATUS RESPONSE;
             END
   END
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5.1.2.  P-NODE ACTIVITY

   All packets sent or received by P nodes are unicast UDP packets.
   A P node sends name service requests to the NBNS node that is
   specified in the P-node configuration.

5.1.2.1.  P-NODE ADD_NAME

   PROCEDURE add_name(newname)

   /*
    * Host initiated processing for a P node
    */

   BEGIN

        REPEAT
             /*
              * build packet
              */

             ONT = P;
             G = UNIQUE;
             ...

             /*
              * send request
              */

             unicast NAME REGISTRATION REQUEST packet;

             /*
              * NBNS will send response packet
              */

             IF receive a WACK RESPONSE THEN
                  pause(time from TTL field of response);
             ELSE



                  pause(UCAST_REQ_RETRY_TIMEOUT);
        UNTIL response packet is received OR
             retransmit count has been exceeded

        IF no response packet was received THEN
        BEGIN /* no response */
             /*
              * NBNS is down.  Cannot claim name.
              */

             return failure; /* name cannot be claimed */
        END /* no response */
        ELSE
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        BEGIN /* response */
            IF NOT response tid = request tid THEN
            BEGIN
             /*  Packet may belong to another transaction  */
             ignore response packet;
            END
            ELSE
            CASE packet type OF

            POSITIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE:

                 /*
                  * name can be added
                  */

                 adjust refresh timeout value, TTL, for this name;
                 return success;      /* name can be added */

            NEGATIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE:
                 return failure; /* name cannot be added */

            END-NODE CHALLENGE REGISTRATION REQUEST:
            BEGIN /* end node challenge */

                 /*
                  * The response packet has in it the
                  * address of the presumed owner of the
                  * name.  Challenge that owner.
                  * If owner either does not
                  * respond or indicates that he no longer
                  * owns the name, claim the name.
                  * Otherwise, the name cannot be claimed.
                  *
                  */

                 REPEAT
                  /*
                   * build packet
                   */
                  ...



                  unicast NAME QUERY REQUEST packet to the
                       address contained in the END NODE
                       CHALLENGE RESPONSE packet;

                  /*
                   * remote node may send response packet
                   */

                  pause(UCAST_REQ_RETRY_TIMEOUT);
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                 UNTIL response packet is received or
                     retransmit count has been exceeded
                 IF no response packet is received OR
                       NEGATIVE NAME QUERY RESPONSE packet
                       received THEN
                 BEGIN /* update */

                  /*
                   * name can be claimed
                   */

                  REPEAT

                      /*
                       * build packet
                       */
                       ...

                      unicast NAME UPDATE REQUEST to NBNS;

                      /*
                       * NBNS node will send response packet
                       */

                      IF receive a WACK RESPONSE THEN
                            pause(time from TTL field of response);
                      ELSE
                            pause(UCAST_REQ_RETRY_TIMEOUT);
                  UNTIL response packet is received or
                      retransmit count has been exceeded
                  IF no response packet received THEN
                  BEGIN /* no response */

                       /*
                        * name could not be claimed
                        */

                       return failure;
                  END /* no response */
                  ELSE
                  CASE packet type OF
                       POSITIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE:
                            /*
                             * add name



                             */
                            return success;
                       NEGATIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE:

                            /*
                             * you lose  ...
                             */
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                            return failure;
                       END /* case */
                 END /* update */
                 ELSE

                 /*
                  * received a positive response to the "challenge"
                  * Remote node still has name
                  */

                  return failure;
            END /* end node challenge */
        END /* response */
   END /* procedure */

5.1.2.2.  P-NODE ADD GROUP NAME

   PROCEDURE add_group_name(newname)

   /*
    * Host initiated processing for a P node
    */

   BEGIN
        /*
         * same as for a unique name, except that the
         * request packet must indicate that a
         * group name claim is being made.
         */

        ...
        G = GROUP;
        ...

        /*
         * send packet
         */
         ...

   END

   5.1.2.3.  P-NODE FIND NAME

   PROCEDURE find_name(name)

   /*



    * Host initiated processing for a P node
    */

   BEGIN
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        REPEAT
             /*
              * build packet
              */

             ONT = P;
             G = DONT CARE;

             unicast NAME QUERY REQUEST packet;

             /*
              * a NBNS node might send response packet
              */

             IF receive a WACK RESPONSE THEN
                  pause(time from TTL field of response);
             ELSE
                  pause(UCAST_REQ_RETRY_TIMEOUT);
        UNTIL response packet received OR
             max transmit threshold exceeded

        IF no response packet received THEN
             return failure;
        ELSE
        IF NOT response tid = request tid THEN
             ignore packet;
        ELSE
        CASE packet type OF
        POSITIVE NAME QUERY RESPONSE:
             return success;

        REDIRECT NAME QUERY RESPONSE:

             /*
              * NBNS node wants this end node
              * to use some other NBNS node
              * to resolve the query.
              */

              repeat query with NBNS address
                  in the response packet;
        NEGATIVE NAME QUERY RESPONSE:
             return failure;

        END /* case */
   END /* procedure */

5.1.2.4.  P-NODE DELETE_NAME

   PROCEDURE delete_name (name)
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   /*
    * Host initiated processing for a P node
    */

   BEGIN

        REPEAT

             /*
              * build packet
              */
             ...

             /*
              * send request
              */

             unicast NAME RELEASE REQUEST packet;
             IF receive a WACK RESPONSE THEN
                  pause(time from TTL field of response);
             ELSE
                  pause(UCAST_REQ_RETRY_TIMEOUT);
        UNTIL retransmit count has been exceeded
             or response been received

        IF response has been received THEN
        CASE packet type OF
        POSITIVE NAME RELEASE RESPONSE:
             return success;
        NEGATIVE NAME RELEASE RESPONSE:

             /*
              * NBNS does want node to delete this
              * name !!!
              */

             return failure;
        END /* case */
   END /* procedure */

5.1.2.5.  P-NODE INCOMING PACKET PROCESSING

   Processing initiated by reception of packets at a P node

   PROCEDURE process_incoming_packet(packet)

   /*
    * Processing initiated by incoming packets at a P node
    */

   BEGIN
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        /*
         * always ignore UDP broadcast packets
         */

        IF packet was sent as a broadcast THEN
        BEGIN
             ignore packet;
             return;
        END
        CASE packet type of

        NAME CONFLICT DEMAND:
             IF name exists in local name table THEN
                  mark name as in conflict;
             return;

        NAME QUERY REQUEST:
             IF name exists in local name table THEN
             BEGIN /* name exists */

                  /*
                   * build packet
                   */
                  ...

                  /*
                   * send response to the IP address and port
                   * number from which the request was received.
                   */

                  send POSITIVE NAME QUERY RESPONSE ;
                  return;
             END /* exists */
             ELSE
             BEGIN /* does not exist */

                  /*
                   * send response to the requestor
                   */

                  send NEGATIVE NAME QUERY RESPONSE ;
                  return;
             END /* does not exist */
        NODE STATUS REQUEST:
             /*
              * Name of "*" may be used for force node to
              * divulge status for administrative purposes
              */
             IF name in local name table OR name = "*" THEN
             BEGIN
                  /*
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                   * Build response packet and
                   * send to requestor node
                   * Send only those names that are
                   * in the same scope as the scope
                   * in the request packet.
                   */

                  send NODE STATUS RESPONSE;
             END

        NAME RELEASE REQUEST:
             /*
              * This will be received if the NBNS wants to flush the
              * name from the local name table, or from the local
              * cache.
              */

             IF name exists in the local name table THEN
             BEGIN
                  delete name from local name table;
                  inform user that name has been deleted;
             END
             ELSE
                  IF name has been cached locally THEN
                  BEGIN
                       remove entry from cache:
                  END

        END /* case */
   END /* procedure */

5.1.2.6.  P-NODE TIMER INITIATED PROCESSING

   Processing initiated by timer expiration.

   PROCEDURE timer_expired()
   /*
    * Processing initiated by the expiration of a timer on a P node
    */
   BEGIN
        /*
         * Send a NAME REFRESH REQUEST for each name which the
         * TTL which has expired.
         */
        REPEAT
             build NAME REFRESH REQUEST packet;
             REPEAT
                  send packet to NBNS;

                  IF receive a WACK RESPONSE THEN
                       pause(time from TTL field of response);
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                  ELSE
                       pause(UCAST_REQ_RETRY_TIMEOUT);
             UNTIL response packet is received or
                  retransmit count has been exceeded

             CASE packet type OF
               POSITIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE:
                  /* successfully refreshed */
                  reset TTL timer for this name;

               NEGATIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE:
                  /*
                   * refused, can't keep name
                   * assume in conflict
                   */
                  mark name as in conflict;
             END /* case */

        UNTIL request sent for all names for which TTL
             has expired
   END /* procedure */

5.1.3.  M-NODE ACTIVITY

   M nodes behavior is similar to that of P nodes with the addition
   of some B node-like broadcast actions.  M node name service
   proceeds in two steps:

   1.Use broadcast UDP based name service.  Depending on the
     operation, goto step 2.

   2.Use directed UDP name service.

   The following code for M nodes is exactly the same as for a P
   node, with the exception that broadcast operations are done
   before P type operation is attempted.

   5.1.3.1.  M-NODE ADD NAME

   PROCEDURE add_name(newname)

   /*
    * Host initiated processing for a M node
    */

   BEGIN

        /*
         * check if name exists on the
         * broadcast area
         */
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        REPEAT
            /* build packet */



            ....
            broadcast NAME REGISTRATION REQUEST packet;
            pause(BCAST_REQ_RETRY_TIMEOUT);

        UNTIL response packet is received or
             retransmit count has been  exceeded

        IF valid response received THEN
        BEGIN
             /* cannot claim name */

             return failure;
        END

        /*
         * No objections received within the
         * broadcast area.
         * Send request to name server.
         */

        REPEAT
             /*
              * build packet
              */

             ONT = M;
             ...

             unicast NAME REGISTRATION REQUEST packet;

             /*
              * remote NBNS will send response packet
              */

             IF receive a WACK RESPONSE THEN
                  pause(time from TTL field of response);
             ELSE
                  pause(UCAST_REQ_RETRY_TIMEOUT);

        UNTIL response packet is received or
             retransmit count has been exceeded

        IF no response packet was received THEN
        BEGIN /* no response */
             /*
              * NBNS is down.  Cannot claim name.
              */
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             return failure; /* name cannot be claimed */
        END /* no response */
        ELSE
        BEGIN /* response */
            IF NOT response tid = request tid THEN
            BEGIN



             ignore response packet;
            END
            ELSE
            CASE packet type OF
            POSITIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE:

                 /*
                  * name can be added
                  */

                 adjust refresh timeout value, TTL;
                 return success;      /* name can be added */

            NEGATIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE:
                 return failure; /* name cannot be added */

            END-NODE CHALLENGE REGISTRATION REQUEST:
            BEGIN /* end node challenge */

                 /*
                  * The response packet has in it the
                  * address of the presumed owner of the
                  * name.  Challenge that owner.
                  * If owner either does not
                  * respond or indicates that he no longer
                  * owns the name, claim the name.
                  * Otherwise, the name cannot be claimed.
                  *
                  */

                 REPEAT
                  /*
                   * build packet
                   */
                  ...

                  /*
                   * send packet to address contained in the
                   * response packet
                   */

                  unicast NAME QUERY REQUEST packet;

                  /*
                   * remote node may send response packet
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                   */

                  pause(UCAST_REQ_RETRY_TIMEOUT);

                 UNTIL response packet is received or
                     retransmit count has been exceeded
                 IF no response packet is received THEN
                 BEGIN /* no response */



                  /*
                   * name can be claimed
                   */
                  REPEAT

                      /*
                       * build packet
                       */
                       ...

                      unicast NAME UPDATE REQUEST to NBNS;

                      /*
                       * NBNS node will send response packet
                       */

                      IF receive a WACK RESPONSE THEN
                            pause(time from TTL field of response);
                  ELSE
                       pause(UCAST_REQ_RETRY_TIMEOUT);

                  UNTIL response packet is received or
                      retransmit count has been exceeded
                  IF no response packet received THEN
                  BEGIN /* no response */

                       /*
                        * name could not be claimed
                        */

                       return failure;
                  END /* no response */
                  ELSE
                  CASE packet type OF
                  POSITIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE:
                       /*
                        * add name
                        */

                       return success;
                  NEGATIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE:
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                       /*
                        * you lose  ...
                        */

                       return failure;
                  END /* case */
                 END /* no response */
                 ELSE
                 IF NOT response tid = request tid THEN
                 BEGIN
                  ignore response packet;
                 END



                 /*
                  * received a response to the "challenge"
                  * packet
                  */

                 CASE packet type OF
                 POSITIVE NAME QUERY:

                  /*
                   * remote node still has name.
                   */

                  return failure;
                 NEGATIVE NAME QUERY:

                  /*
                   * remote node no longer has name
                   */

                  return success;
                 END /* case */
            END /* end node challenge */
            END /* case */
        END /* response */
   END /* procedure */

5.1.3.2.  M-NODE ADD GROUP NAME

   PROCEDURE add_group_name(newname)

   /*
    * Host initiated processing for a P node
    */

   BEGIN
        /*
         * same as for a unique name, except that the
         * request packet must indicate that a
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         * group name claim is being made.
         */

        ...
        G = GROUP;
        ...

        /*
         * send packet
         */
         ...

   END



5.1.3.3.  M-NODE FIND NAME

   PROCEDURE find_name(name)

   /*
    * Host initiated processing for a M node
    */

   BEGIN
        /*
         * check if any node on the broadcast
         * area has the name
         */

        REPEAT
             /* build packet */
             ...

             broadcast NAME QUERY REQUEST packet;
             pause(BCAST_REQ_RETRY_TIMEOUT);
        UNTIL response packet received OR
             max transmit threshold exceeded

        IF valid response received THEN
        BEGIN
             save response as authoritative response;
             start_timer(CONFLICT_TIMER);
             return success;
        END

        /*
         * no valid response on the b'cast segment.
         * Try the name server.
         */

        REPEAT
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             /*
              * build packet
              */

             ONT = M;
             G = DONT CARE;

             unicast NAME QUERY REQUEST packet to NBNS;

             /*
              * a NBNS node might send response packet
              */

             IF receive a WACK RESPONSE THEN
                  pause(time from TTL field of response);
             ELSE
                  pause(UCAST_REQ_RETRY_TIMEOUT);
        UNTIL response packet received OR



             max transmit threshold exceeded

        IF no response packet received THEN
             return failure;
        ELSE
        IF NOT response tid = request tid THEN
             ignore packet;
        ELSE
        CASE packet type OF
        POSITIVE NAME QUERY RESPONSE:
             return success;

        REDIRECT NAME QUERY RESPONSE:

             /*
              * NBNS node wants this end node
              * to use some other NBNS node
              * to resolve the query.
              */

              repeat query with NBNS address
                  in the response packet;
        NEGATIVE NAME QUERY RESPONSE:
             return failure;

        END /* case */
   END /* procedure */

5.1.3.4.  M-NODE DELETE NAME

   PROCEDURE delete_name (name)

   /*
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    * Host initiated processing for a P node
    */

   BEGIN
        /*
         * First, delete name on NBNS
         */

        REPEAT

             /*
              * build packet
              */
             ...

             /*
              * send request
              */

             unicast NAME RELEASE REQUEST packet to NBNS;



             IF receive a WACK RESPONSE THEN
                  pause(time from TTL field of response);
             ELSE
                  pause(UCAST_REQ_RETRY_TIMEOUT);
        UNTIL retransmit count has been exceeded
             or response been received

        IF response has been received THEN
        CASE packet type OF
        POSITIVE NAME RELEASE RESPONSE:
             /*
              * Deletion of name on b'cast segment is deferred
              * until after NBNS has deleted the name
              */

             REPEAT
                  /* build packet */

                  ...
                  broadcast NAME RELEASE REQUEST;
                  pause(BCAST_REQ_RETRY_TIMEOUT);
             UNTIL rexmt threshold exceeded

             return success;
        NEGATIVE NAME RELEASE RESPONSE:

             /*
              * NBNS does want node to delete this
              * name
              */
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             return failure;
        END /* case */
   END /* procedure */

5.1.3.5.  M-NODE INCOMING PACKET PROCESSING

   Processing initiated by reception of packets at a M node

   PROCEDURE process_incoming_packet(packet)

   /*
    * Processing initiated by incoming packets at a M node
    */

   BEGIN
        CASE packet type of

        NAME CONFLICT DEMAND:
             IF name exists in local name table THEN
                  mark name as in conflict;
             return;

        NAME QUERY REQUEST:
             IF name exists in local name table THEN



             BEGIN /* name exists */

                  /*
                   * build packet
                   */
                  ...

                  /*
                   * send response to the IP address and port
                   * number from which the request was received.
                   */

                  send POSITIVE NAME QUERY RESPONSE ;
                  return;
             END /* exists */
             ELSE
             BEGIN /* does not exist */

                  /*
                   * send response to the requestor
                   */

                  IF request NOT broadcast THEN
                       /*
                        * Don't send negative responses to
                        * queries sent by B nodes
                        */
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                       send NEGATIVE NAME QUERY RESPONSE ;
                  return;
             END /* does not exist */
        NODE STATUS REQUEST:
             BEGIN
             /*
              * Name of "*" may be used for force node to
              * divulge status for administrative purposes
              */
             IF name in local name table OR name = "*" THEN
                  /*
                   * Build response packet and
                   * send to requestor node
                   * Send only those names that are
                   * in the same scope as the scope
                   * in the request packet.
                   */

                  send NODE STATUS RESPONSE;
             END

        NAME RELEASE REQUEST:
             /*
              * This will be received if the NBNS wants to flush the
              * name from the local name table, or from the local
              * cache.
              */



             IF name exists in the local name table THEN
             BEGIN
                  delete name from local name table;
                  inform user that name has been deleted;
             END
             ELSE
                  IF name has been cached locally THEN
                  BEGIN
                       remove entry from cache:
                  END

        NAME REGISTRATION REQUEST (UNIQUE):
             IF name exists in local name table THEN
                  send NEGATIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE ;
        NAME REGISTRATION REQUEST (GROUP):
             IF name exists in local name table THEN
             BEGIN
                  IF local entry is a unique name THEN
                      send NEGATIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE ;
             END
        END /* case */
   END /* procedure */
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5.1.3.6.  M-NODE TIMER INITIATED PROCESSING

   Processing initiated by timer expiration:

   PROCEDURE timer_expired()
   /*
    * Processing initiated by the expiration of a timer on a M node
    */
   BEGIN
        /*
         * Send a NAME REFRESH REQUEST for each name which the
         * TTL which has expired.
         */
        REPEAT
             build NAME REFRESH REQUEST packet;
             REPEAT
                  send packet to NBNS;

                  IF receive a WACK RESPONSE THEN
                       pause(time from TTL field of response);
                  ELSE
                       pause(UCAST_REQ_RETRY_TIMEOUT);
             UNTIL response packet is received or
                  retransmit count has been exceeded

             CASE packet type OF
               POSITIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE:
                  /* successfully refreshed */
                  reset TTL timer for this name;



               NEGATIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE:
                  /*
                   * refused, can't keep name
                   * assume in conflict
                   */
                  mark name as in conflict;
             END /* case */

        UNTIL request sent for all names for which TTL
             has expired
   END /* procedure */

5.1.4.  NBNS ACTIVITY

   A NBNS node will receive directed packets from P and M nodes.
   Reply packets are always sent as directed packets to the source
   IP address and UDP port number.  Received broadcast packets must
   be ignored.
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5.1.4.1.  NBNS INCOMING PACKET PROCESSING

   PROCEDURE process_incoming_packet(packet)

   /*
    * Incoming packet processing on a NS node
    */

   BEGIN
        IF packet was sent as a broadcast THEN
        BEGIN
             discard packet;
             return;
        END
        CASE packet type of

        NAME REGISTRATION REQUEST (UNIQUE):
             IF unique name exists in data base THEN
             BEGIN /* unique name exists */
                  /*
                   * NBNS node may be a "passive"
                   * server in that it expects the
                   * end node to do the challenge
                   * server.  Such a NBNS node is
                   * called a "non-secure" server.
                   * A "secure" server will do the
                   * challenging before it sends
                   * back a response packet.
                   */

                  IF non-secure THEN
                  BEGIN
                       /*



                        * build response packet
                        */
                       ...

                       /*
                        * let end node do the challenge
                        */

                       send END-NODE CHALLENGE NAME REGISTRATION
                            RESPONSE;
                       return;
                  END
                  ELSE
                  /*
                   * secure server - do the name
                   * challenge operation
                   */
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                  REPEAT
                      send NAME QUERY REQUEST;
                      pause(UCAST_REQ_RETRY_TIMEOUT);
                  UNTIL response has been received or
                       retransmit count has been exceeded
                  IF no response was received THEN
                  BEGIN

                       /* node down */

                       update data base - remove entry;
                       update data base - add new entry;
                       send POSITIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE;
                       return;
                  END
                  ELSE
                  BEGIN /* challenged node replied */
                      /*
                       * challenged node replied with
                       * a response packet
                       */

                      CASE packet type

                      POSITIVE NAME QUERY RESPONSE:

                       /*
                        * name still owned by the
                        * challenged node
                        *
                        * build packet and send response
                        */
                        ...

                       /*



                        * Note: The NBNS will need to
                        * keep track (based on transaction id) of
                        * the IP address and port number
                        * of the original requestor.
                        */

                       send NEGATIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE;
                       return;
                      NEGATIVE NAME QUERY RESPONSE:

                       update data base - remove entry;
                       update data base - add new  entry;

                       /*
                        * build response packet and send
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                        * response
                        */
                       send POSITIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE;
                       return;
                      END /* case */
                  END /* challenged node replied */
             END /* unique name exists in data base */
             ELSE
             IF group name exists in data base THEN
             BEGIN /* group names exists */

                  /*
                   * Members of a group name are NOT
                   * challenged.
                   * Make the assumption that
                   * at least some of the group members
                   * are still alive.
                   * Refresh mechanism will
                   * allow the NBNS to detect when all
                   * members of a group no longer use that
                   * name
                   */

                   send NEGATIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE;
             END /* group name exists */
             ELSE
             BEGIN /* name does not exist */

                  /*
                   * Name does not exist in data base
                   *
                   * This code applies to both non-secure
                   * and secure server.
                   */

                  update data base - add new entry;
                  send POSITIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE;
                  return;
             END



        NAME QUERY REQUEST:
             IF name exists in data base THEN
             BEGIN
                  /*
                   * build response packet and send to
                   * requestor
                   */
                   ...

                  send POSITIVE NAME QUERY RESPONSE;
                  return;
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             ELSE
             BEGIN
                  /*
                   * build response packet and send to
                   * requestor
                   */
                   ...

                  send NEGATIVE NAME QUERY RESPONSE;
                  return;
             END

        NAME REGISTRATION REQUEST (GROUP):
             IF name exists in data base THEN
             BEGIN
                  IF local entry is a unique name THEN
                  BEGIN /* local is unique */

                      IF non-secure THEN
                      BEGIN
                       send  END-NODE CHALLENGE NAME
                            REGISTRATION RESPONSE;
                       return;
                      END

                      REPEAT
                       send NAME QUERY REQUEST;
                       pause(UCAST_REQ_RETRY_TIMEOUT);
                      UNTIL response received or
                           retransmit count exceeded
                      IF no response received or
                           NEGATIVE NAME QUERY RESPONSE
                            received THEN
                      BEGIN
                       update data base - remove entry;
                       update data base - add new entry;
                       send POSITIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE;
                       return;
                      END
                      ELSE
                      BEGIN
                       /*



                        * name still being held
                        * by challenged node
                        */

                        send NEGATIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE;
                      END
                  END /* local is unique */
                  ELSE
                  BEGIN /* local is group  */
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                       /*
                        * existing entry is a group name
                        */

                       update data base - remove entry;
                       update data base - add new entry;
                       send POSITIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE;
                       return;
                  END /* local is group */
             END /* names exists */
             ELSE
             BEGIN /* does not exist */

                  /* name does not exist in data base */

                  update data base - add new entry;
                  send POSITIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE;
                  return;
             END /* does not exist */

        NAME RELEASE REQUEST:

             /*
              * secure server may choose to disallow
              * a node from deleting a name
              */

             update data base - remove entry;
             send POSITIVE NAME RELEASE RESPONSE;
             return;

        NAME UPDATE REQUEST:

             /*
              * End-node completed a successful challenge,
              * no update database
              */

             IF secure server THEN
                  send NEGATIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE;
             ELSE
             BEGIN /* new entry */
                  IF entry already exists THEN
                       update data base - remove entry;
                  update data base - add new entry;



                  send POSITIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE;
                  start_timer(TTL);
             END

        NAME REFRESH REQUEST:
             check for consistency;
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             IF node not allowed to have name THEN
             BEGIN

                  /*
                   * tell end node that it can't have name
                   */
                  send NEGATIVE NAME REGISTRATION RESPONSE;
             END
             ELSE
             BEGIN

                  /*
                   * send confirmation response to the
                   * end node.
                   */
                  send POSITIVE NAME REGISTRATION;
                  start_timer(TTL);
             END
             return;
        END /* case */
   END /* procedure */

5.1.4.2.  NBNS TIMER INITIATED PROCESSING

   A NS node uses timers to flush out entries from the data base.
   Each entry in the data base is removed when its timer expires.
   This time value is a multiple of the refresh TTL established when
   the name was registered.

   PROCEDURE timer_expired()

   /*
    * processing initiated by expiration of TTL for a given name
    */

   BEGIN
        /*
         * NBNS can (optionally) ensure
         * that the node is actually down
         * by sending a NODE STATUS REQUEST.
         * If such a request is sent, and
         * no response is received, it can
         * be assumed that the node is down.
         */
        remove entry from data base;
   END
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5.2.  SESSION SERVICE PROTOCOLS

   The following are variables and should be configurable by the
   NetBIOS user.  The default values of these variables is found in
   "Defined Constants and Variables" in the Detailed
   Specification.):

   - SSN_RETRY_COUNT - The maximum number TCP connection attempts
     allowable per a single NetBIOS call request.

   - SSN_CLOSE_TIMEOUT is the time period to wait when closing the
     NetBIOS session before killing the TCP connection if session
     sends are outstanding.

   The following are Defined Constants for the NetBIOS Session
   Service.  (See "Defined Constants and Variables" in the Detailed
   Specification for the value of these constants):

   - SSN_SRVC_TCP_PORT - is the globally well-known TCP port
     allocated for the NetBIOS Session Service.  The service accepts
     TCP connections on this port to establish NetBIOS Sessions.
     The TCP connection established to this port by the caller is
     initially used for the exchange of NetBIOS control information.
     The actual NetBIOS data connection may also pass through this
     port or, through the retargetting facility, through another
     port.

5.2.1.  SESSION ESTABLISHMENT PROTOCOLS

5.2.1.1.  USER REQUEST PROCESSING

   PROCEDURE listen(listening name, caller name)
   /*
    * User initiated processing for B, P and M nodes
    *
    * This procedure assumes that an incoming session will be
    * retargetted here by a session server.
    */
   BEGIN
        Do TCP listen; /* Returns TCP port used */
        Register listen with Session Service, give names and
             TCP port;

        Wait for TCP connection to open;   /* Incoming call */

        Read SESSION REQUEST packet from connection

        Process session request (see section on
             processing initiated by the reception of session
             service packets);
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        Inform Session Service that NetBIOS listen is complete;

        IF session established THEN
             return success and session information to user;
        ELSE
             return failure;
   END /* procedure */

   PROCEDURE call(calling name, called name)
   /*
    * user initiated processing for B, P and M nodes
    */

   /*
    * This algorithm assumes that the called name is a unique name.
    * If the called name is a group name, the call() procedure
    * needs to cycle through the members of the group
    * until either (retry_count == SSN_RETRY_COUNT) or
    * the list has been exhausted.
    */
   BEGIN
        retry_count = 0;
        retarget = FALSE;   /* TRUE: caller is being retargetted */
        name_query = TRUE;  /* TRUE: caller must begin again with */
                            /*       name query. */

        REPEAT
             IF name_query THEN
             BEGIN
                  do name discovery, returns IP address;
                  TCP port = SSN_SRVC_TCP_PORT;

                  IF name discovery fails THEN
                       return failure;
                  ELSE
                       name_query = FALSE;
             END

             /*
              * now have IP address and TCP port of
              * remote party.
              */

             establish TCP connection with remote party, use an
                  ephemeral port as source TCP port;
             IF connection refused THEN
             BEGIN
                  IF retarget THEN
                  BEGIN
                       /* retry */
                       retarget = FALSE;
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                       use original IP address and TCP port;
                       goto LOOP;
                  END

                  /* retry for just missed TCP listen */

                  pause(SESSION_RETRY_TIMER);
                  establish TCP connection, again use ephemeral
                       port as source TCP port;

                  IF connection refused OR
                     connection timed out THEN
                       return failure;
             END
             ELSE
             IF connection timed out THEN
             BEGIN
                  IF retarget THEN
                  BEGIN
                       /* retry */
                       retarget = FALSE;
                       use original IP address and TCP port;
                       goto LOOP;
                  END
                  ELSE
                  BEGIN
                       /*
                        * incorrect name discovery was done,
                        * try again
                        */

                       inform name discovery process of
                            possible error;
                       name_query = TRUE;
                       goto LOOP;
                  END
             END

             /*
              * TCP connection has been established
              */

             wait for session response packet;
             CASE packet type OF

                POSITIVE SESSION RESPONSE:
                  return success and session established
                       information;

                NEGATIVE SESSION RESPONSE:
                BEGIN
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                  CASE error OF
                     NOT LISTENING ON CALLED NAME:
                     NOT LISTENING FOR CALLING NAME:
                     BEGIN
                       kill TCP connection;
                       return failure;
                     END

                     CALLED NAME NOT PRESENT:
                     BEGIN
                       /*
                        * called name does not exist on
                        * remote node
                        */

                       inform name discovery procedure
                            of possible error;

                       IF this is a P or M node THEN
                       BEGIN
                            /*
                             * Inform NetBIOS Name Server
                             * it has returned incorrect
                             * information.
                             */
                            send NAME RELEASE REQUEST for called
                              name and IP address to
                              NetBIOS Name Server;
                       END
                       /* retry from beginning */
                       retarget = FALSE;
                       name_query = TRUE;
                       goto LOOP;
                     END /* called name not present */
                  END /* case */
                END /* negative response */

                RETARGET SESSION RESPONSE:
                BEGIN
                  close TCP connection;
                  extract IP address and TCP port from
                       response;
                  retarget = TRUE;
                END /* retarget response */
             END /* case */

   LOOP:          retry_count = retry_count + 1;

        UNTIL (retry_count > SSN_RETRY_COUNT);
        return failure;
   END /* procedure */
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5.2.1.2.  RECEIVED PACKET PROCESSING



   These are packets received on a TCP connection before a session
   has been established.  The listen routines attached to a NetBIOS
   user process need not implement the RETARGET response section.
   The user process version, separate from a shared Session Service,
   need only accept (POSITIVE SESSION RESPONSE) or reject (NEGATIVE
   SESSION RESPONSE) a session request.

   PROCEDURE session_packet(packet)
   /*
    * processing initiated by receipt of a session service
    * packet for a session in the session establishment phase.
    * Assumes the TCP connection has been accepted.
    */
   BEGIN
        CASE packet type

           SESSION REQUEST:
           BEGIN
             IF called name does not exist on node THEN
             BEGIN
                  send NEGATIVE SESSION RESPONSE with CALLED
                       NAME NOT PRESENT error code;
                  close TCP connection;
             END

             Search for a listen with CALLING NAME for CALLED
                  NAME;
             IF matching listen is found THEN
             BEGIN
                  IF port of listener process is port TCP
                     connection is on THEN
                  BEGIN
                       send POSITIVE SESSION RESPONSE;

                       Hand off connection to client process
                            and/or inform user session is
                            established;
                  END
                  ELSE
                  BEGIN
                       send RETARGET SESSION RESPONSE with
                            listener's IP address and
                            TCP port;
                       close TCP connection;
                  END
             END
             ELSE
             BEGIN
                  /* no matching listen pending */
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                  send NEGATIVE SESSION RESPONSE with either
                       NOT LISTENING ON CALLED NAME or NOT
                       LISTENING FOR CALLING NAME error
                       code;



                  close TCP connection;
             END
           END /* session request */
        END /* case */
   END /* procedure */

5.2.2.  SESSION DATA TRANSFER PROTOCOLS

5.2.2.1.  USER REQUEST PROCESSING

   PROCEDURE send_message(user_message)
   BEGIN
        build SESSION MESSAGE header;
        send SESSION MESSAGE header;
        send user_message;
        reset and restart keep-alive timer;
        IF send fails THEN
        BEGIN
             /*
              * TCP connection has failed */
              */
             close NetBIOS session;
             inform user that session is lost;
             return failure;
        END
        ELSE
             return success;
   END

   5.2.2.2.  RECEIVED PACKET PROCESSING

   These are packets received after a session has been established.

   PROCEDURE session_packet(packet)
   /*
    * processing initiated by receipt of a session service
    * packet for a session in the data transfer phase.
    */
   BEGIN
        CASE packet type OF

           SESSION  MESSAGE:
           BEGIN
             process message header;
             read in user data;
             reset and restart keep-alive timer;
             deliver data to user;
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           END /* session message */

           SESSION KEEP ALIVE:
             discard packet;

        END /* case */
   END /* procedure */



5.2.2.3.  PROCESSING INITIATED BY TIMER

   PROCEDURE session_ka_timer()
   /*
    * processing initiated when session keep alive timer expires
    */
   BEGIN
            send SESSION KEEP ALIVE, if configured;
            IF send fails THEN
            BEGIN
             /* remote node, or path to it, is down */

             abort TCP connection;
             close NetBIOS session;
             inform user that session is lost;
             return;
            END
   END /* procedure */

5.2.3.  SESSION TERMINATION PROTOCOLS

5.2.3.1.  USER REQUEST PROCESSING

   PROCEDURE close_session()

   /* initiated by a user request to close a session */

   BEGIN
        close gracefully the TCP connection;

        WAIT for the connection to close or SSN_CLOSE_TIMEOUT
             to expire;

        IF time out expired THEN
             abort TCP connection;
   END /* procedure */

5.2.3.2.  RECEPTION INDICATION PROCESSING

   PROCEDURE close_indication()
   /*
    * initiated by a TCP indication of a close request from
    * the remote connection partner.
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    */
   BEGIN
        close gracefully TCP connection;

        close NetBIOS session;

        inform user session closed by remote partner;
   END /* procedure */

5.3.  NetBIOS DATAGRAM SERVICE PROTOCOLS



   The following are GLOBAL variables and should be NetBIOS user
   configurable:

   - SCOPE_ID: the non-leaf section of the domain name preceded by a
     '.'  which represents the domain of the NetBIOS scope for the
     NetBIOS name.  The following protocol description only supports
     single scope operation.

   - MAX_DATAGRAM_LENGTH: the maximum length of an IP datagram.  The
     minimal maximum length defined in for IP is 576 bytes.  This
     value is used when determining whether to fragment a NetBIOS
     datagram.  Implementations are expected to be capable of
     receiving unfragmented NetBIOS datagrams up to their maximum
     size.

   - BROADCAST_ADDRESS: the IP address B-nodes use to send datagrams
     with group name destinations and broadcast datagrams.  The
     default is the IP broadcast address for a single IP network.

   The following are Defined Constants for the NetBIOS Datagram
   Service:

   - DGM_SRVC_UDP_PORT: the globally well-known UDP port allocated
     where the NetBIOS Datagram Service receives UDP packets.  See
     section 6, "Defined Constants", for its value.

5.3.1.  B NODE TRANSMISSION OF NetBIOS DATAGRAMS

   PROCEDURE send_datagram(data, source, destination, broadcast)

   /*
    * user initiated processing on B node
    */

   BEGIN
        group = FALSE;

        do name discovery on destination name, returns name type and
             IP address;
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        IF name type is group name THEN
        BEGIN
             group = TRUE;
        END

        /*
         * build datagram service UDP packet;
         */
        convert source and destination NetBIOS names into
             half-ASCII, biased encoded name;
        SOURCE_NAME = cat(source, SCOPE_ID);
        SOURCE_IP = this nodes IP address;
        SOURCE_PORT =  DGM_SRVC_UDP_PORT;



        IF NetBIOS broadcast THEN
        BEGIN
             DESTINATION_NAME = cat("*", SCOPE_ID)
        END
        ELSE
        BEGIN
             DESTINATION_NAME = cat(destination, SCOPE_ID)
        END

        MSG_TYPE = select_one_from_set
             {BROADCAST, DIRECT_UNIQUE, DIRECT_GROUP}
        DGM_ID = next transaction id for Datagrams;
        DGM_LENGTH = length of data + length of second level encoded
             source and destination names;

        IF (length of the NetBIOS Datagram, including UDP and
            IP headers, > MAX_DATAGRAM_LENGTH) THEN
        BEGIN
             /*
              * fragment NetBIOS datagram into 2 UDP packets
              */
             Put names into 1st UDP packet and any data that fits
                  after names;
             Set MORE and FIRST bits in 1st UDP packet's FLAGS;
             OFFSET in 1st UDP = 0;

             Replicate NetBIOS Datagram header from 1st UDP packet
                  into 2nd UDP packet;
             Put rest of data in 2nd UDP packet;
             Clear MORE and FIRST bits in 2nd UDP packet's FLAGS;
             OFFSET in 2nd UDP = DGM_LENGTH - number of name and
                  data bytes in 1st UDP;
        END
        BEGIN
             /*
              * Only need one UDP packet
              */
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             USER_DATA = data;
             Clear MORE bit and set FIRST bit in FLAGS;
             OFFSET = 0;
        END

        IF (group == TRUE) OR (NetBIOS broadcast) THEN
        BEGIN
             send UDP packet(s) to BROADCAST_ADDRESS;
        END
        ELSE
        BEGIN
             send UDP packet(s) to IP address returned by name
                discovery;
        END
   END /* procedure */



5.3.2.  P AND M NODE TRANSMISSION OF NetBIOS DATAGRAMS

   PROCEDURE send_datagram(data, source, destination, broadcast)

   /*
    * User initiated processing on P and M node.
    *
    * This processing is the same as for B nodes except for
    * sending broadcast and multicast NetBIOS datagrams.
    */

   BEGIN
        group = FALSE;

        do name discovery on destination name, returns name type
             and IP address;
        IF name type is group name THEN
        BEGIN
             group = TRUE;
        END

        /*
         * build datagram service UDP packet;
         */
        convert source and destination NetBIOS names into
             half-ASCII, biased encoded name;
        SOURCE_NAME = cat(source, SCOPE_ID);
        SOURCE_IP = this nodes IP address;
        SOURCE_PORT =  DGM_SRVC_UDP_PORT;

        IF NetBIOS broadcast THEN
        BEGIN
             DESTINATION_NAME = cat("*", SCOPE_ID)
        END
        ELSE
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        BEGIN
             DESTINATION_NAME = cat(destination, SCOPE_ID)
        END

        MSG_TYPE = select_one_from_set
             {BROADCAST, DIRECT_UNIQUE, DIRECT_GROUP}
        DGM_ID = next transaction id for Datagrams;
        DGM_LENGTH = length of data + length of second level encoded
             source and destination names;

        IF (length of the NetBIOS Datagram, including UDP and
            IP headers, > MAX_DATAGRAM_LENGTH) THEN
        BEGIN
             /*
              * fragment NetBIOS datagram into 2 UDP packets
              */
             Put names into 1st UDP packet and any data that fits
                  after names;
             Set MORE and FIRST bits in 1st UDP packet's FLAGS;



             OFFSET in 1st UDP = 0;

             Replicate NetBIOS Datagram header from 1st UDP packet
                  into 2nd UDP packet;
             Put rest of data in 2nd UDP packet;
             Clear MORE and FIRST bits in 2nd UDP packet's FLAGS;
             OFFSET in 2nd UDP = DGM_LENGTH - number of name and
                  data bytes in 1st UDP;
        END
        BEGIN
             /*
              * Only need one UDP packet
              */
             USER_DATA = data;
             Clear MORE bit and set FIRST bit in FLAGS;
             OFFSET = 0;
        END

        IF (group == TRUE) OR (NetBIOS broadcast) THEN
        BEGIN
             /*
              * Sending of following query is optional.
              * Node may send datagram to NBDD immediately
              * but NBDD may discard the datagram.
              */
             send DATAGRAM QUERY REQUEST to NBDD;
             IF response is POSITIVE QUERY RESPONSE THEN
                  send UDP packet(s) to NBDD Server IP address;
             ELSE
             BEGIN
                  get list of destination nodes from NBNS;
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                  FOR EACH node in list
                  BEGIN
                       send UDP packet(s) to this node's
                            IP address;
                  END
             END
        END
        ELSE
        BEGIN
             send UDP packet(s) to IP address returned by name
                discovery;
   END /* procedure */

5.3.3.  RECEPTION OF NetBIOS DATAGRAMS BY ALL NODES

   The following algorithm discards out of order NetBIOS Datagram
   fragments.  An implementation which reassembles out of order
   NetBIOS Datagram fragments conforms to this specification.  The
   fragment discard timer is initialized to the value FRAGMENT_TO.
   This value should be user configurable.  The default value is
   given in Section 6, "Defined Constants and Variables".



   PROCEDURE datagram_packet(packet)

   /*
    * processing initiated by datagram packet reception
    * on B, P and M nodes
    */
   BEGIN
        /*
         * if this node is a P node, ignore
         * broadcast packets.
         */

        IF this is a P node AND incoming packet is
             a broadcast packet THEN
        BEGIN
             discard packet;
        END

        CASE packet type OF

           DATAGRAM SERVICE:
           BEGIN
             IF FIRST bit in FLAGS is set THEN
             BEGIN
                  IF MORE bit in FLAGS is set THEN
                  BEGIN
                       Save 1st UDP packet of the Datagram;
                       Set this Datagram's fragment discard
                         timer to FRAGMENT_TO;
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                       return;
                  END
                  ELSE
                       Datagram is composed of a single
                         UDP packet;
             END
             ELSE
             BEGIN
                  /* Have the second fragment of a Datagram */

                  Search for 1st fragment by source IP address
                     and DGM_ID;
                  IF found 1st fragment THEN
                       Process both UDP packets;
                  ELSE
                  BEGIN
                       discard 2nd fragment UDP packet;
                       return;
                  END
             END

             IF DESTINATION_NAME is '*' THEN
             BEGIN
                  /* NetBIOS broadcast */



                  deliver USER_DATA from UDP packet(s) to all
                       outstanding receive broadcast
                       datagram requests;
                  return;
             END
             ELSE
             BEGIN /* non-broadcast */
                  /* Datagram for Unique or Group Name */

                  IF DESTINATION_NAME is not present in the
                     local name table THEN
                  BEGIN
                       /* destination not present */
                       build DATAGRAM ERROR packet, clear
                            FIRST and MORE bit, put in
                            this nodes IP and PORT, set
                            ERROR_CODE;
                       send DATAGRAM ERROR packet to
                            source IP address and port
                            of UDP;
                       discard UDP packet(s);
                       return;
                  END
                  ELSE
                  BEGIN /* good */
                       /*
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                        * Replicate received NetBIOS datagram for
                        * each recipient
                        */
                       FOR EACH pending NetBIOS user's receive
                            datagram operation
                       BEGIN
                            IF source name of operation
                               matches destination name
                               of packet THEN
                            BEGIN
                               deliver USER_DATA from UDP
                                 packet(s);
                            END
                       END /* for each */
                       return;
                  END /* good */
             END /* non-broadcast */
            END /* datagram service */

           DATAGRAM ERROR:
           BEGIN
                /*
                 * name service returned incorrect information
                 */

                inform local name service that incorrect
                  information was provided;



                IF this is a P or M node THEN
                BEGIN
                     /*
                      * tell NetBIOS Name Server that it may
                      * have given incorrect information
                      */

                     send NAME RELEASE REQUEST with name
                       and incorrect IP address to NetBIOS
                       Name Server;
                END
           END /* datagram error */

        END /* case */
   END

5.3.4.  PROTOCOLS FOR THE NBDD

   The key to NetBIOS Datagram forwarding service is the packet
   delivered to the destination end node must have the same NetBIOS
   header as if the source end node sent the packet directly to the
   destination end node.  Consequently, the NBDD does not reassemble
   NetBIOS Datagrams.  It forwards the UDP packet as is.
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   PROCEDURE  datagram_packet(packet)

   /*
    * processing initiated by a incoming datagram service
    * packet on a NBDD node.
    */

   BEGIN
        CASE packet type OF

           DATAGRAM SERVICE:
           BEGIN
                IF packet was sent as a directed
                   NetBIOS datagram THEN
                BEGIN
                  /*
                   * provide group forwarding service
                   *
                   * Forward datagram to each member of the
                   * group.  Can forward via:
                   *   1) get list of group members and send
                   *   the DATAGRAM SERVICE packet unicast
                   *   to each
                   *   2) use Group Multicast, if available
                   *   3) combination of 1) and 2)
                   */

                  ...

                END



                ELSE
                BEGIN
                  /*
                   * provide broadcast forwarding service
                   *
                   * Forward datagram to every node in the
                   * NetBIOS scope.  Can forward via:
                   *   1) get list of group members and send
                   *   the DATAGRAM SERVICE packet unicast
                   *   to each
                   *   2) use Group Multicast, if available
                   *   3) combination of 1) and 2)
                   */

                  ...

                END
           END /* datagram service */

           DATAGRAM ERROR:
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           BEGIN
             /*
              * Should never receive these because Datagrams
              * forwarded have source end node IP address and
              * port in NetBIOS header.
              */

             send DELETE NAME REQUEST with incorrect name and
                  IP address to NetBIOS Name Server;

           END /* datagram error */

           DATAGRAM QUERY REQUEST:
           BEGIN
             IF can send packet to DESTINATION_NAME THEN
             BEGIN
                  /*
                   * NBDD is able to relay Datagrams for
                   * this name
                   */

                  send POSITIVE DATAGRAM QUERY RESPONSE to
                    REQUEST source IP address and UDP port
                    with request's DGM_ID;
             END
             ELSE
             BEGIN
                  /*
                   * NBDD is NOT able to relay Datagrams for
                   * this name
                   */

                  send NEGATIVE DATAGRAM QUERY RESPONSE to
                    REQUEST source IP address and UDP port



                    with request's DGM_ID;
             END
           END /* datagram query request */

        END /* case */
   END /* procedure */
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6.  DEFINED CONSTANTS AND VARIABLES

   GENERAL:

      SCOPE_ID                   The name of the NetBIOS scope.

                                 This is expressed as a character
                                 string meeting the requirements of
                                 the domain name system and without
                                 a leading or trailing "dot".

                                 An implementation may elect to make
                                 this a single global value for the
                                 node or allow it to be specified
                                 with each separate NetBIOS name
                                 (thus permitting cross-scope
                                 references.)

      BROADCAST_ADDRESS          An IP address composed of the
                                 nodes's network and subnetwork
                                 numbers with all remaining bits set
                                 to one.

                                 I.e. "Specific subnet" broadcast
                                 addressing according to section 2.3
                                 of RFC 950.

      BCAST_REQ_RETRY_TIMEOUT    250 milliseconds.
                                 An adaptive timer may be used.

      BCAST_REQ_RETRY_COUNT      3

      UCAST_REQ_RETRY_TIMEOUT    5 seconds
                                 An adaptive timer may be used.

      UCAST_REQ_RETRY_COUNT      3



      MAX_DATAGRAM_LENGTH        576 bytes (default)

   NAME SERVICE:

      REFRESH_TIMER              Negotiated with NBNS for each name.

      CONFLICT_TIMER             1 second
                                 Implementations may chose a longer
                                 value.

      NAME_SERVICE_TCP_PORT      137 (decimal)
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      NAME_SERVICE_UDP_PORT      137 (decimal)

      INFINITE_TTL               0

   SESSION SERVICE:

      SSN_SRVC_TCP_PORT          139 (decimal)

      SSN_RETRY_COUNT            4 (default)
                                 Re-configurable by user.

      SSN_CLOSE_TIMEOUT          30 seconds (default)
                                 Re-configurable by user.

      SSN_KEEP_ALIVE_TIMEOUT     60 seconds, recommended, may be set to
                                 a higher value.
                                 (Session keep-alives are used only
                                 if configured.)

   DATAGRAM SERVICE:

      DGM_SRVC_UDP_PORT          138 (decimal)

      FRAGMENT_TO                2 seconds (default)
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            DOMAIN NAMES - IMPLEMENTATION AND SPECIFICATION

1. STATUS OF THIS MEMO

This RFC describes the details of the domain system and protocol, and
assumes that the reader is familiar with the concepts discussed in a
companion RFC, "Domain Names - Concepts and Facilities" [RFC-1034].

The domain system is a mixture of functions and data types which are an
official protocol and functions and data types which are still
experimental.  Since the domain system is intentionally extensible, new
data types and experimental behavior should always be expected in parts
of the system beyond the official protocol.  The official protocol parts
include standard queries, responses and the Internet class RR data
formats (e.g., host addresses).  Since the previous RFC set, several
definitions have changed, so some previous definitions are obsolete.

Experimental or obsolete features are clearly marked in these RFCs, and
such information should be used with caution.

The reader is especially cautioned not to depend on the values which
appear in examples to be current or complete, since their purpose is
primarily pedagogical.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.
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2. INTRODUCTION

2.1. Overview

The goal of domain names is to provide a mechanism for naming resources
in such a way that the names are usable in different hosts, networks,
protocol families, internets, and administrative organizations.

From the user's point of view, domain names are useful as arguments to a
local agent, called a resolver, which retrieves information associated
with the domain name.  Thus a user might ask for the host address or
mail information associated with a particular domain name.  To enable
the user to request a particular type of information, an appropriate
query type is passed to the resolver with the domain name.  To the user,
the domain tree is a single information space; the resolver is
responsible for hiding the distribution of data among name servers from
the user.

From the resolver's point of view, the database that makes up the domain
space is distributed among various name servers.  Different parts of the
domain space are stored in different name servers, although a particular
data item will be stored redundantly in two or more name servers.  The
resolver starts with knowledge of at least one name server.  When the
resolver processes a user query it asks a known name server for the
information; in return, the resolver either receives the desired
information or a referral to another name server.  Using these
referrals, resolvers learn the identities and contents of other name
servers.  Resolvers are responsible for dealing with the distribution of
the domain space and dealing with the effects of name server failure by
consulting redundant databases in other servers.

Name servers manage two kinds of data.  The first kind of data held in
sets called zones; each zone is the complete database for a particular
"pruned" subtree of the domain space.  This data is called
authoritative.  A name server periodically checks to make sure that its
zones are up to date, and if not, obtains a new copy of updated zones
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from master files stored locally or in another name server.  The second
kind of data is cached data which was acquired by a local resolver.
This data may be incomplete, but improves the performance of the
retrieval process when non-local data is repeatedly accessed.  Cached
data is eventually discarded by a timeout mechanism.



This functional structure isolates the problems of user interface,
failure recovery, and distribution in the resolvers and isolates the
database update and refresh problems in the name servers.

2.2. Common configurations

A host can participate in the domain name system in a number of ways,
depending on whether the host runs programs that retrieve information
from the domain system, name servers that answer queries from other
hosts, or various combinations of both functions.  The simplest, and
perhaps most typical, configuration is shown below:

                 Local Host                        |  Foreign
                                                   |
    +---------+               +----------+         |  +--------+
    |         | user queries  |          |queries  |  |        |
    |  User   |-------------->|          |---------|->|Foreign |
    | Program |               | Resolver |         |  |  Name  |
    |         |<--------------|          |<--------|--| Server |
    |         | user responses|          |responses|  |        |
    +---------+               +----------+         |  +--------+
                                |     A            |
                cache additions |     | references |
                                V     |            |
                              +----------+         |
                              |  cache   |         |
                              +----------+         |

User programs interact with the domain name space through resolvers; the
format of user queries and user responses is specific to the host and
its operating system.  User queries will typically be operating system
calls, and the resolver and its cache will be part of the host operating
system.  Less capable hosts may choose to implement the resolver as a
subroutine to be linked in with every program that needs its services.
Resolvers answer user queries with information they acquire via queries
to foreign name servers and the local cache.

Note that the resolver may have to make several queries to several
different foreign name servers to answer a particular user query, and
hence the resolution of a user query may involve several network
accesses and an arbitrary amount of time.  The queries to foreign name
servers and the corresponding responses have a standard format described
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in this memo, and may be datagrams.

Depending on its capabilities, a name server could be a stand alone
program on a dedicated machine or a process or processes on a large
timeshared host.  A simple configuration might be:

                 Local Host                        |  Foreign
                                                   |
      +---------+                                  |
     /         /|                                  |
    +---------+ |             +----------+         |  +--------+



    |         | |             |          |responses|  |        |
    |         | |             |   Name   |---------|->|Foreign |
    |  Master |-------------->|  Server  |         |  |Resolver|
    |  files  | |             |          |<--------|--|        |
    |         |/              |          | queries |  +--------+
    +---------+               +----------+         |

Here a primary name server acquires information about one or more zones
by reading master files from its local file system, and answers queries
about those zones that arrive from foreign resolvers.

The DNS requires that all zones be redundantly supported by more than
one name server.  Designated secondary servers can acquire zones and
check for updates from the primary server using the zone transfer
protocol of the DNS.  This configuration is shown below:

                 Local Host                        |  Foreign
                                                   |
      +---------+                                  |
     /         /|                                  |
    +---------+ |             +----------+         |  +--------+
    |         | |             |          |responses|  |        |
    |         | |             |   Name   |---------|->|Foreign |
    |  Master |-------------->|  Server  |         |  |Resolver|
    |  files  | |             |          |<--------|--|        |
    |         |/              |          | queries |  +--------+
    +---------+               +----------+         |
                                A     |maintenance |  +--------+
                                |     +------------|->|        |
                                |      queries     |  |Foreign |
                                |                  |  |  Name  |
                                +------------------|--| Server |
                             maintenance responses |  +--------+

In this configuration, the name server periodically establishes a
virtual circuit to a foreign name server to acquire a copy of a zone or
to check that an existing copy has not changed.  The messages sent for
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these maintenance activities follow the same form as queries and
responses, but the message sequences are somewhat different.

The information flow in a host that supports all aspects of the domain
name system is shown below:

                 Local Host                        |  Foreign
                                                   |
    +---------+               +----------+         |  +--------+
    |         | user queries  |          |queries  |  |        |
    |  User   |-------------->|          |---------|->|Foreign |
    | Program |               | Resolver |         |  |  Name  |
    |         |<--------------|          |<--------|--| Server |
    |         | user responses|          |responses|  |        |
    +---------+               +----------+         |  +--------+
                                |     A            |
                cache additions |     | references |



                                V     |            |
                              +----------+         |
                              |  Shared  |         |
                              | database |         |
                              +----------+         |
                                A     |            |
      +---------+     refreshes |     | references |
     /         /|               |     V            |
    +---------+ |             +----------+         |  +--------+
    |         | |             |          |responses|  |        |
    |         | |             |   Name   |---------|->|Foreign |
    |  Master |-------------->|  Server  |         |  |Resolver|
    |  files  | |             |          |<--------|--|        |
    |         |/              |          | queries |  +--------+
    +---------+               +----------+         |
                                A     |maintenance |  +--------+
                                |     +------------|->|        |
                                |      queries     |  |Foreign |
                                |                  |  |  Name  |
                                +------------------|--| Server |
                             maintenance responses |  +--------+

The shared database holds domain space data for the local name server
and resolver.  The contents of the shared database will typically be a
mixture of authoritative data maintained by the periodic refresh
operations of the name server and cached data from previous resolver
requests.  The structure of the domain data and the necessity for
synchronization between name servers and resolvers imply the general
characteristics of this database, but the actual format is up to the
local implementor.
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Information flow can also be tailored so that a group of hosts act
together to optimize activities.  Sometimes this is done to offload less
capable hosts so that they do not have to implement a full resolver.
This can be appropriate for PCs or hosts which want to minimize the
amount of new network code which is required.  This scheme can also
allow a group of hosts can share a small number of caches rather than
maintaining a large number of separate caches, on the premise that the
centralized caches will have a higher hit ratio.  In either case,
resolvers are replaced with stub resolvers which act as front ends to
resolvers located in a recursive server in one or more name servers
known to perform that service:

                   Local Hosts                     |  Foreign
                                                   |
    +---------+                                    |
    |         | responses                          |
    | Stub    |<--------------------+              |
    | Resolver|                     |              |
    |         |----------------+    |              |
    +---------+ recursive      |    |              |
                queries        |    |              |
                               V    |              |
    +---------+ recursive     +----------+         |  +--------+



    |         | queries       |          |queries  |  |        |
    | Stub    |-------------->| Recursive|---------|->|Foreign |
    | Resolver|               | Server   |         |  |  Name  |
    |         |<--------------|          |<--------|--| Server |
    +---------+ responses     |          |responses|  |        |
                              +----------+         |  +--------+
                              |  Central |         |
                              |   cache  |         |
                              +----------+         |

In any case, note that domain components are always replicated for
reliability whenever possible.

2.3. Conventions

The domain system has several conventions dealing with low-level, but
fundamental, issues.  While the implementor is free to violate these
conventions WITHIN HIS OWN SYSTEM, he must observe these conventions in
ALL behavior observed from other hosts.

2.3.1. Preferred name syntax

The DNS specifications attempt to be as general as possible in the rules
for constructing domain names.  The idea is that the name of any
existing object can be expressed as a domain name with minimal changes.
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However, when assigning a domain name for an object, the prudent user
will select a name which satisfies both the rules of the domain system
and any existing rules for the object, whether these rules are published
or implied by existing programs.

For example, when naming a mail domain, the user should satisfy both the
rules of this memo and those in RFC-822.  When creating a new host name,
the old rules for HOSTS.TXT should be followed.  This avoids problems
when old software is converted to use domain names.

The following syntax will result in fewer problems with many

applications that use domain names (e.g., mail, TELNET).

<domain> ::= <subdomain> | " "

<subdomain> ::= <label> | <subdomain> "." <label>

<label> ::= <letter> [ [ <ldh-str> ] <let-dig> ]

<ldh-str> ::= <let-dig-hyp> | <let-dig-hyp> <ldh-str>

<let-dig-hyp> ::= <let-dig> | "-"

<let-dig> ::= <letter> | <digit>

<letter> ::= any one of the 52 alphabetic characters A through Z in
upper case and a through z in lower case



<digit> ::= any one of the ten digits 0 through 9

Note that while upper and lower case letters are allowed in domain
names, no significance is attached to the case.  That is, two names with
the same spelling but different case are to be treated as if identical.

The labels must follow the rules for ARPANET host names.  They must
start with a letter, end with a letter or digit, and have as interior
characters only letters, digits, and hyphen.  There are also some
restrictions on the length.  Labels must be 63 characters or less.

For example, the following strings identify hosts in the Internet:

A.ISI.EDU XX.LCS.MIT.EDU SRI-NIC.ARPA

2.3.2. Data Transmission Order

The order of transmission of the header and data described in this
document is resolved to the octet level.  Whenever a diagram shows a
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group of octets, the order of transmission of those octets is the normal
order in which they are read in English.  For example, in the following
diagram, the octets are transmitted in the order they are numbered.

     0                   1
     0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5
    +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
    |       1       |       2       |
    +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
    |       3       |       4       |
    +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
    |       5       |       6       |
    +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Whenever an octet represents a numeric quantity, the left most bit in
the diagram is the high order or most significant bit.  That is, the bit
labeled 0 is the most significant bit.  For example, the following
diagram represents the value 170 (decimal).

     0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
    +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
    |1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0|
    +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Similarly, whenever a multi-octet field represents a numeric quantity
the left most bit of the whole field is the most significant bit.  When
a multi-octet quantity is transmitted the most significant octet is
transmitted first.

2.3.3. Character Case

For all parts of the DNS that are part of the official protocol, all
comparisons between character strings (e.g., labels, domain names, etc.)
are done in a case-insensitive manner.  At present, this rule is in
force throughout the domain system without exception.  However, future



additions beyond current usage may need to use the full binary octet
capabilities in names, so attempts to store domain names in 7-bit ASCII
or use of special bytes to terminate labels, etc., should be avoided.

When data enters the domain system, its original case should be
preserved whenever possible.  In certain circumstances this cannot be
done.  For example, if two RRs are stored in a database, one at x.y and
one at X.Y, they are actually stored at the same place in the database,
and hence only one casing would be preserved.  The basic rule is that
case can be discarded only when data is used to define structure in a
database, and two names are identical when compared in a case
insensitive manner.
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Loss of case sensitive data must be minimized.  Thus while data for x.y
and X.Y may both be stored under a single location x.y or X.Y, data for
a.x and B.X would never be stored under A.x, A.X, b.x, or b.X.  In
general, this preserves the case of the first label of a domain name,
but forces standardization of interior node labels.

Systems administrators who enter data into the domain database should
take care to represent the data they supply to the domain system in a
case-consistent manner if their system is case-sensitive.  The data
distribution system in the domain system will ensure that consistent
representations are preserved.

2.3.4. Size limits

Various objects and parameters in the DNS have size limits.  They are
listed below.  Some could be easily changed, others are more
fundamental.

labels          63 octets or less

names           255 octets or less

TTL             positive values of a signed 32 bit number.

UDP messages    512 octets or less

3. DOMAIN NAME SPACE AND RR DEFINITIONS

3.1. Name space definitions

Domain names in messages are expressed in terms of a sequence of labels.
Each label is represented as a one octet length field followed by that
number of octets.  Since every domain name ends with the null label of
the root, a domain name is terminated by a length byte of zero.  The
high order two bits of every length octet must be zero, and the
remaining six bits of the length field limit the label to 63 octets or
less.

To simplify implementations, the total length of a domain name (i.e.,
label octets and label length octets) is restricted to 255 octets or
less.



Although labels can contain any 8 bit values in octets that make up a
label, it is strongly recommended that labels follow the preferred
syntax described elsewhere in this memo, which is compatible with
existing host naming conventions.  Name servers and resolvers must
compare labels in a case-insensitive manner (i.e., A=a), assuming ASCII
with zero parity.  Non-alphabetic codes must match exactly.
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3.2. RR definitions

3.2.1. Format

All RRs have the same top level format shown below:

                                    1  1  1  1  1  1
      0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  0  1  2  3  4  5
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    |                                               |
    /                                               /
    /                      NAME                     /
    |                                               |
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    |                      TYPE                     |
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    |                     CLASS                     |
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    |                      TTL                      |
    |                                               |
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    |                   RDLENGTH                    |
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--|
    /                     RDATA                     /
    /                                               /
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

where:

NAME            an owner name, i.e., the name of the node to which this
                resource record pertains.

TYPE            two octets containing one of the RR TYPE codes.

CLASS           two octets containing one of the RR CLASS codes.

TTL             a 32 bit signed integer that specifies the time interval
                that the resource record may be cached before the source
                of the information should again be consulted.  Zero
                values are interpreted to mean that the RR can only be
                used for the transaction in progress, and should not be
                cached.  For example, SOA records are always distributed
                with a zero TTL to prohibit caching.  Zero values can
                also be used for extremely volatile data.

RDLENGTH        an unsigned 16 bit integer that specifies the length in



                octets of the RDATA field.
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RDATA           a variable length string of octets that describes the
                resource.  The format of this information varies
                according to the TYPE and CLASS of the resource record.

3.2.2. TYPE values

TYPE fields are used in resource records.  Note that these types are a
subset of QTYPEs.

TYPE            value and meaning

A               1 a host address

NS              2 an authoritative name server

MD              3 a mail destination (Obsolete - use MX)

MF              4 a mail forwarder (Obsolete - use MX)

CNAME           5 the canonical name for an alias

SOA             6 marks the start of a zone of authority

MB              7 a mailbox domain name (EXPERIMENTAL)

MG              8 a mail group member (EXPERIMENTAL)

MR              9 a mail rename domain name (EXPERIMENTAL)

NULL            10 a null RR (EXPERIMENTAL)

WKS             11 a well known service description

PTR             12 a domain name pointer

HINFO           13 host information

MINFO           14 mailbox or mail list information

MX              15 mail exchange

TXT             16 text strings

3.2.3. QTYPE values

QTYPE fields appear in the question part of a query.  QTYPES are a
superset of TYPEs, hence all TYPEs are valid QTYPEs.  In addition, the
following QTYPEs are defined:
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AXFR            252 A request for a transfer of an entire zone

MAILB           253 A request for mailbox-related records (MB, MG or MR)

MAILA           254 A request for mail agent RRs (Obsolete - see MX)

*               255 A request for all records

3.2.4. CLASS values

CLASS fields appear in resource records.  The following CLASS mnemonics
and values are defined:

IN              1 the Internet

CS              2 the CSNET class (Obsolete - used only for examples in
                some obsolete RFCs)

CH              3 the CHAOS class

HS              4 Hesiod [Dyer 87]

3.2.5. QCLASS values

QCLASS fields appear in the question section of a query.  QCLASS values
are a superset of CLASS values; every CLASS is a valid QCLASS.  In
addition to CLASS values, the following QCLASSes are defined:

*               255 any class

3.3. Standard RRs

The following RR definitions are expected to occur, at least
potentially, in all classes.  In particular, NS, SOA, CNAME, and PTR
will be used in all classes, and have the same format in all classes.
Because their RDATA format is known, all domain names in the RDATA
section of these RRs may be compressed.

<domain-name> is a domain name represented as a series of labels, and
terminated by a label with zero length.  <character-string> is a single
length octet followed by that number of characters.  <character-string>
is treated as binary information, and can be up to 256 characters in
length (including the length octet).
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3.3.1. CNAME RDATA format

    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+



    /                     CNAME                     /
    /                                               /
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

where:

CNAME           A <domain-name> which specifies the canonical or primary
                name for the owner.  The owner name is an alias.

CNAME RRs cause no additional section processing, but name servers may
choose to restart the query at the canonical name in certain cases.  See
the description of name server logic in [RFC-1034] for details.

3.3.2. HINFO RDATA format

    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    /                      CPU                      /
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    /                       OS                      /
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

where:

CPU             A <character-string> which specifies the CPU type.

OS              A <character-string> which specifies the operating
                system type.

Standard values for CPU and OS can be found in [RFC-1010].

HINFO records are used to acquire general information about a host.  The
main use is for protocols such as FTP that can use special procedures
when talking between machines or operating systems of the same type.

3.3.3. MB RDATA format (EXPERIMENTAL)

    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    /                   MADNAME                     /
    /                                               /
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

where:

MADNAME         A <domain-name> which specifies a host which has the
                specified mailbox.
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MB records cause additional section processing which looks up an A type
RRs corresponding to MADNAME.

3.3.4. MD RDATA format (Obsolete)

    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    /                   MADNAME                     /
    /                                               /
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+



where:

MADNAME         A <domain-name> which specifies a host which has a mail
                agent for the domain which should be able to deliver
                mail for the domain.

MD records cause additional section processing which looks up an A type
record corresponding to MADNAME.

MD is obsolete.  See the definition of MX and [RFC-974] for details of
the new scheme.  The recommended policy for dealing with MD RRs found in
a master file is to reject them, or to convert them to MX RRs with a
preference of 0.

3.3.5. MF RDATA format (Obsolete)

    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    /                   MADNAME                     /
    /                                               /
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

where:

MADNAME         A <domain-name> which specifies a host which has a mail
                agent for the domain which will accept mail for
                forwarding to the domain.

MF records cause additional section processing which looks up an A type
record corresponding to MADNAME.

MF is obsolete.  See the definition of MX and [RFC-974] for details ofw
the new scheme.  The recommended policy for dealing with MD RRs found in
a master file is to reject them, or to convert them to MX RRs with a
preference of 10.
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3.3.6. MG RDATA format (EXPERIMENTAL)

    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    /                   MGMNAME                     /
    /                                               /
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

where:

MGMNAME         A <domain-name> which specifies a mailbox which is a
                member of the mail group specified by the domain name.

MG records cause no additional section processing.

3.3.7. MINFO RDATA format (EXPERIMENTAL)



    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    /                    RMAILBX                    /
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    /                    EMAILBX                    /
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

where:

RMAILBX         A <domain-name> which specifies a mailbox which is
                responsible for the mailing list or mailbox.  If this
                domain name names the root, the owner of the MINFO RR is
                responsible for itself.  Note that many existing mailing
                lists use a mailbox X-request for the RMAILBX field of
                mailing list X, e.g., Msgroup-request for Msgroup.  This
                field provides a more general mechanism.

EMAILBX         A <domain-name> which specifies a mailbox which is to
                receive error messages related to the mailing list or
                mailbox specified by the owner of the MINFO RR (similar
                to the ERRORS-TO: field which has been proposed).  If
                this domain name names the root, errors should be
                returned to the sender of the message.

MINFO records cause no additional section processing.  Although these
records can be associated with a simple mailbox, they are usually used
with a mailing list.
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3.3.8. MR RDATA format (EXPERIMENTAL)

    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    /                   NEWNAME                     /
    /                                               /
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

where:

NEWNAME         A <domain-name> which specifies a mailbox which is the
                proper rename of the specified mailbox.

MR records cause no additional section processing.  The main use for MR
is as a forwarding entry for a user who has moved to a different
mailbox.

3.3.9. MX RDATA format

    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    |                  PREFERENCE                   |
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+



    /                   EXCHANGE                    /
    /                                               /
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

where:

PREFERENCE      A 16 bit integer which specifies the preference given to
                this RR among others at the same owner.  Lower values
                are preferred.

EXCHANGE        A <domain-name> which specifies a host willing to act as
                a mail exchange for the owner name.

MX records cause type A additional section processing for the host
specified by EXCHANGE.  The use of MX RRs is explained in detail in
[RFC-974].

3.3.10. NULL RDATA format (EXPERIMENTAL)

    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    /                  <anything>                   /
    /                                               /
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

Anything at all may be in the RDATA field so long as it is 65535 octets
or less.
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NULL records cause no additional section processing.  NULL RRs are not
allowed in master files.  NULLs are used as placeholders in some
experimental extensions of the DNS.

3.3.11. NS RDATA format

    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    /                   NSDNAME                     /
    /                                               /
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

where:

NSDNAME         A <domain-name> which specifies a host which should be
                authoritative for the specified class and domain.

NS records cause both the usual additional section processing to locate
a type A record, and, when used in a referral, a special search of the
zone in which they reside for glue information.

The NS RR states that the named host should be expected to have a zone
starting at owner name of the specified class.  Note that the class may
not indicate the protocol family which should be used to communicate
with the host, although it is typically a strong hint.  For example,
hosts which are name servers for either Internet (IN) or Hesiod (HS)
class information are normally queried using IN class protocols.



3.3.12. PTR RDATA format

    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    /                   PTRDNAME                    /
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

where:

PTRDNAME        A <domain-name> which points to some location in the
                domain name space.

PTR records cause no additional section processing.  These RRs are used
in special domains to point to some other location in the domain space.
These records are simple data, and don't imply any special processing
similar to that performed by CNAME, which identifies aliases.  See the
description of the IN-ADDR.ARPA domain for an example.
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3.3.13. SOA RDATA format

    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    /                     MNAME                     /
    /                                               /
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    /                     RNAME                     /
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    |                    SERIAL                     |
    |                                               |
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    |                    REFRESH                    |
    |                                               |
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    |                     RETRY                     |
    |                                               |
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    |                    EXPIRE                     |
    |                                               |
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    |                    MINIMUM                    |
    |                                               |
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

where:

MNAME           The <domain-name> of the name server that was the
                original or primary source of data for this zone.

RNAME           A <domain-name> which specifies the mailbox of the
                person responsible for this zone.

SERIAL          The unsigned 32 bit version number of the original copy



                of the zone.  Zone transfers preserve this value.  This
                value wraps and should be compared using sequence space
                arithmetic.

REFRESH         A 32 bit time interval before the zone should be
                refreshed.

RETRY           A 32 bit time interval that should elapse before a
                failed refresh should be retried.

EXPIRE          A 32 bit time value that specifies the upper limit on
                the time interval that can elapse before the zone is no
                longer authoritative.
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MINIMUM         The unsigned 32 bit minimum TTL field that should be
                exported with any RR from this zone.

SOA records cause no additional section processing.

All times are in units of seconds.

Most of these fields are pertinent only for name server maintenance
operations.  However, MINIMUM is used in all query operations that
retrieve RRs from a zone.  Whenever a RR is sent in a response to a
query, the TTL field is set to the maximum of the TTL field from the RR
and the MINIMUM field in the appropriate SOA.  Thus MINIMUM is a lower
bound on the TTL field for all RRs in a zone.  Note that this use of
MINIMUM should occur when the RRs are copied into the response and not
when the zone is loaded from a master file or via a zone transfer.  The
reason for this provison is to allow future dynamic update facilities to
change the SOA RR with known semantics.

3.3.14. TXT RDATA format

    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    /                   TXT-DATA                    /
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

where:

TXT-DATA        One or more <character-string>s.

TXT RRs are used to hold descriptive text.  The semantics of the text
depends on the domain where it is found.

3.4. Internet specific RRs

3.4.1. A RDATA format

    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    |                    ADDRESS                    |
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+



where:

ADDRESS         A 32 bit Internet address.

Hosts that have multiple Internet addresses will have multiple A
records.
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A records cause no additional section processing.  The RDATA section of
an A line in a master file is an Internet address expressed as four
decimal numbers separated by dots without any imbedded spaces (e.g.,
"10.2.0.52" or "192.0.5.6").

3.4.2. WKS RDATA format

    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    |                    ADDRESS                    |
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    |       PROTOCOL        |                       |
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+                       |
    |                                               |
    /                   <BIT MAP>                   /
    /                                               /
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

where:

ADDRESS         An 32 bit Internet address

PROTOCOL        An 8 bit IP protocol number

<BIT MAP>       A variable length bit map.  The bit map must be a
                multiple of 8 bits long.

The WKS record is used to describe the well known services supported by
a particular protocol on a particular internet address.  The PROTOCOL
field specifies an IP protocol number, and the bit map has one bit per
port of the specified protocol.  The first bit corresponds to port 0,
the second to port 1, etc.  If the bit map does not include a bit for a
protocol of interest, that bit is assumed zero.  The appropriate values
and mnemonics for ports and protocols are specified in [RFC-1010].

For example, if PROTOCOL=TCP (6), the 26th bit corresponds to TCP port
25 (SMTP).  If this bit is set, a SMTP server should be listening on TCP
port 25; if zero, SMTP service is not supported on the specified
address.

The purpose of WKS RRs is to provide availability information for
servers for TCP and UDP.  If a server supports both TCP and UDP, or has
multiple Internet addresses, then multiple WKS RRs are used.

WKS RRs cause no additional section processing.



In master files, both ports and protocols are expressed using mnemonics
or decimal numbers.
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3.5. IN-ADDR.ARPA domain

The Internet uses a special domain to support gateway location and
Internet address to host mapping.  Other classes may employ a similar
strategy in other domains.  The intent of this domain is to provide a
guaranteed method to perform host address to host name mapping, and to
facilitate queries to locate all gateways on a particular network in the
Internet.

Note that both of these services are similar to functions that could be
performed by inverse queries; the difference is that this part of the
domain name space is structured according to address, and hence can
guarantee that the appropriate data can be located without an exhaustive
search of the domain space.

The domain begins at IN-ADDR.ARPA and has a substructure which follows
the Internet addressing structure.

Domain names in the IN-ADDR.ARPA domain are defined to have up to four
labels in addition to the IN-ADDR.ARPA suffix.  Each label represents
one octet of an Internet address, and is expressed as a character string
for a decimal value in the range 0-255 (with leading zeros omitted
except in the case of a zero octet which is represented by a single
zero).

Host addresses are represented by domain names that have all four labels
specified.  Thus data for Internet address 10.2.0.52 is located at
domain name 52.0.2.10.IN-ADDR.ARPA.  The reversal, though awkward to
read, allows zones to be delegated which are exactly one network of
address space.  For example, 10.IN-ADDR.ARPA can be a zone containing
data for the ARPANET, while 26.IN-ADDR.ARPA can be a separate zone for
MILNET.  Address nodes are used to hold pointers to primary host names
in the normal domain space.

Network numbers correspond to some non-terminal nodes at various depths
in the IN-ADDR.ARPA domain, since Internet network numbers are either 1,
2, or 3 octets.  Network nodes are used to hold pointers to the primary
host names of gateways attached to that network.  Since a gateway is, by
definition, on more than one network, it will typically have two or more
network nodes which point at it.  Gateways will also have host level
pointers at their fully qualified addresses.

Both the gateway pointers at network nodes and the normal host pointers
at full address nodes use the PTR RR to point back to the primary domain
names of the corresponding hosts.

For example, the IN-ADDR.ARPA domain will contain information about the
ISI gateway between net 10 and 26, an MIT gateway from net 10 to MIT's
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net 18, and hosts A.ISI.EDU and MULTICS.MIT.EDU.  Assuming that ISI
gateway has addresses 10.2.0.22 and 26.0.0.103, and a name MILNET-
GW.ISI.EDU, and the MIT gateway has addresses 10.0.0.77 and 18.10.0.4
and a name GW.LCS.MIT.EDU, the domain database would contain:

    10.IN-ADDR.ARPA.           PTR MILNET-GW.ISI.EDU.
    10.IN-ADDR.ARPA.           PTR GW.LCS.MIT.EDU.
    18.IN-ADDR.ARPA.           PTR GW.LCS.MIT.EDU.
    26.IN-ADDR.ARPA.           PTR MILNET-GW.ISI.EDU.
    22.0.2.10.IN-ADDR.ARPA.    PTR MILNET-GW.ISI.EDU.
    103.0.0.26.IN-ADDR.ARPA.   PTR MILNET-GW.ISI.EDU.
    77.0.0.10.IN-ADDR.ARPA.    PTR GW.LCS.MIT.EDU.
    4.0.10.18.IN-ADDR.ARPA.    PTR GW.LCS.MIT.EDU.
    103.0.3.26.IN-ADDR.ARPA.   PTR A.ISI.EDU.
    6.0.0.10.IN-ADDR.ARPA.     PTR MULTICS.MIT.EDU.

Thus a program which wanted to locate gateways on net 10 would originate
a query of the form QTYPE=PTR, QCLASS=IN, QNAME=10.IN-ADDR.ARPA.  It
would receive two RRs in response:

    10.IN-ADDR.ARPA.           PTR MILNET-GW.ISI.EDU.
    10.IN-ADDR.ARPA.           PTR GW.LCS.MIT.EDU.

The program could then originate QTYPE=A, QCLASS=IN queries for MILNET-
GW.ISI.EDU. and GW.LCS.MIT.EDU. to discover the Internet addresses of
these gateways.

A resolver which wanted to find the host name corresponding to Internet
host address 10.0.0.6 would pursue a query of the form QTYPE=PTR,
QCLASS=IN, QNAME=6.0.0.10.IN-ADDR.ARPA, and would receive:

    6.0.0.10.IN-ADDR.ARPA.     PTR MULTICS.MIT.EDU.

Several cautions apply to the use of these services:
   - Since the IN-ADDR.ARPA special domain and the normal domain
     for a particular host or gateway will be in different zones,
     the possibility exists that that the data may be inconsistent.

   - Gateways will often have two names in separate domains, only
     one of which can be primary.

   - Systems that use the domain database to initialize their
     routing tables must start with enough gateway information to
     guarantee that they can access the appropriate name server.

   - The gateway data only reflects the existence of a gateway in a
     manner equivalent to the current HOSTS.TXT file.  It doesn't
     replace the dynamic availability information from GGP or EGP.
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3.6. Defining new types, classes, and special namespaces



The previously defined types and classes are the ones in use as of the
date of this memo.  New definitions should be expected.  This section
makes some recommendations to designers considering additions to the
existing facilities.  The mailing list NAMEDROPPERS@SRI-NIC.ARPA is the
forum where general discussion of design issues takes place.

In general, a new type is appropriate when new information is to be
added to the database about an existing object, or we need new data
formats for some totally new object.  Designers should attempt to define
types and their RDATA formats that are generally applicable to all
classes, and which avoid duplication of information.  New classes are
appropriate when the DNS is to be used for a new protocol, etc which
requires new class-specific data formats, or when a copy of the existing
name space is desired, but a separate management domain is necessary.

New types and classes need mnemonics for master files; the format of the
master files requires that the mnemonics for type and class be disjoint.

TYPE and CLASS values must be a proper subset of QTYPEs and QCLASSes
respectively.

The present system uses multiple RRs to represent multiple values of a
type rather than storing multiple values in the RDATA section of a
single RR.  This is less efficient for most applications, but does keep
RRs shorter.  The multiple RRs assumption is incorporated in some
experimental work on dynamic update methods.

The present system attempts to minimize the duplication of data in the
database in order to insure consistency.  Thus, in order to find the
address of the host for a mail exchange, you map the mail domain name to
a host name, then the host name to addresses, rather than a direct
mapping to host address.  This approach is preferred because it avoids
the opportunity for inconsistency.

In defining a new type of data, multiple RR types should not be used to
create an ordering between entries or express different formats for
equivalent bindings, instead this information should be carried in the
body of the RR and a single type used.  This policy avoids problems with
caching multiple types and defining QTYPEs to match multiple types.

For example, the original form of mail exchange binding used two RR
types one to represent a "closer" exchange (MD) and one to represent a
"less close" exchange (MF).  The difficulty is that the presence of one
RR type in a cache doesn't convey any information about the other
because the query which acquired the cached information might have used
a QTYPE of MF, MD, or MAILA (which matched both).  The redesigned
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service used a single type (MX) with a "preference" value in the RDATA
section which can order different RRs.  However, if any MX RRs are found
in the cache, then all should be there.

4. MESSAGES

4.1. Format



All communications inside of the domain protocol are carried in a single
format called a message.  The top level format of message is divided
into 5 sections (some of which are empty in certain cases) shown below:

    +---------------------+
    |        Header       |
    +---------------------+
    |       Question      | the question for the name server
    +---------------------+
    |        Answer       | RRs answering the question
    +---------------------+
    |      Authority      | RRs pointing toward an authority
    +---------------------+
    |      Additional     | RRs holding additional information
    +---------------------+

The header section is always present.  The header includes fields that
specify which of the remaining sections are present, and also specify
whether the message is a query or a response, a standard query or some
other opcode, etc.

The names of the sections after the header are derived from their use in
standard queries.  The question section contains fields that describe a
question to a name server.  These fields are a query type (QTYPE), a
query class (QCLASS), and a query domain name (QNAME).  The last three
sections have the same format: a possibly empty list of concatenated
resource records (RRs).  The answer section contains RRs that answer the
question; the authority section contains RRs that point toward an
authoritative name server; the additional records section contains RRs
which relate to the query, but are not strictly answers for the
question.
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4.1.1. Header section format

The header contains the following fields:

                                    1  1  1  1  1  1
      0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  0  1  2  3  4  5
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    |                      ID                       |
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    |QR|   Opcode  |AA|TC|RD|RA|   Z    |   RCODE   |
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    |                    QDCOUNT                    |
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+



    |                    ANCOUNT                    |
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    |                    NSCOUNT                    |
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    |                    ARCOUNT                    |
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

where:

ID              A 16 bit identifier assigned by the program that
                generates any kind of query.  This identifier is copied
                the corresponding reply and can be used by the requester
                to match up replies to outstanding queries.

QR              A one bit field that specifies whether this message is a
                query (0), or a response (1).

OPCODE          A four bit field that specifies kind of query in this
                message.  This value is set by the originator of a query
                and copied into the response.  The values are:

                0               a standard query (QUERY)

                1               an inverse query (IQUERY)

                2               a server status request (STATUS)

                3-15            reserved for future use

AA              Authoritative Answer - this bit is valid in responses,
                and specifies that the responding name server is an
                authority for the domain name in question section.

                Note that the contents of the answer section may have
                multiple owner names because of aliases.  The AA bit
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                corresponds to the name which matches the query name, or
                the first owner name in the answer section.

TC              TrunCation - specifies that this message was truncated
                due to length greater than that permitted on the
                transmission channel.

RD              Recursion Desired - this bit may be set in a query and
                is copied into the response.  If RD is set, it directs
                the name server to pursue the query recursively.
                Recursive query support is optional.

RA              Recursion Available - this be is set or cleared in a
                response, and denotes whether recursive query support is
                available in the name server.

Z               Reserved for future use.  Must be zero in all queries
                and responses.



RCODE           Response code - this 4 bit field is set as part of
                responses.  The values have the following
                interpretation:

                0               No error condition

                1               Format error - The name server was
                                unable to interpret the query.

                2               Server failure - The name server was
                                unable to process this query due to a
                                problem with the name server.

                3               Name Error - Meaningful only for
                                responses from an authoritative name
                                server, this code signifies that the
                                domain name referenced in the query does
                                not exist.

                4               Not Implemented - The name server does
                                not support the requested kind of query.

                5               Refused - The name server refuses to
                                perform the specified operation for
                                policy reasons.  For example, a name
                                server may not wish to provide the
                                information to the particular requester,
                                or a name server may not wish to perform
                                a particular operation (e.g., zone
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                                transfer) for particular data.

                6-15            Reserved for future use.

QDCOUNT         an unsigned 16 bit integer specifying the number of
                entries in the question section.

ANCOUNT         an unsigned 16 bit integer specifying the number of
                resource records in the answer section.

NSCOUNT         an unsigned 16 bit integer specifying the number of name
                server resource records in the authority records
                section.

ARCOUNT         an unsigned 16 bit integer specifying the number of
                resource records in the additional records section.

4.1.2. Question section format

The question section is used to carry the "question" in most queries,
i.e., the parameters that define what is being asked.  The section
contains QDCOUNT (usually 1) entries, each of the following format:

                                    1  1  1  1  1  1
      0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  0  1  2  3  4  5



    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    |                                               |
    /                     QNAME                     /
    /                                               /
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    |                     QTYPE                     |
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    |                     QCLASS                    |
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

where:

QNAME           a domain name represented as a sequence of labels, where
                each label consists of a length octet followed by that
                number of octets.  The domain name terminates with the
                zero length octet for the null label of the root.  Note
                that this field may be an odd number of octets; no
                padding is used.

QTYPE           a two octet code which specifies the type of the query.
                The values for this field include all codes valid for a
                TYPE field, together with some more general codes which
                can match more than one type of RR.
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QCLASS          a two octet code that specifies the class of the query.
                For example, the QCLASS field is IN for the Internet.

4.1.3. Resource record format

The answer, authority, and additional sections all share the same
format: a variable number of resource records, where the number of
records is specified in the corresponding count field in the header.
Each resource record has the following format:
                                    1  1  1  1  1  1
      0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  0  1  2  3  4  5
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    |                                               |
    /                                               /
    /                      NAME                     /
    |                                               |
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    |                      TYPE                     |
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    |                     CLASS                     |
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    |                      TTL                      |
    |                                               |
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    |                   RDLENGTH                    |
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--|
    /                     RDATA                     /
    /                                               /
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

where:



NAME            a domain name to which this resource record pertains.

TYPE            two octets containing one of the RR type codes.  This
                field specifies the meaning of the data in the RDATA
                field.

CLASS           two octets which specify the class of the data in the
                RDATA field.

TTL             a 32 bit unsigned integer that specifies the time
                interval (in seconds) that the resource record may be
                cached before it should be discarded.  Zero values are
                interpreted to mean that the RR can only be used for the
                transaction in progress, and should not be cached.
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RDLENGTH        an unsigned 16 bit integer that specifies the length in
                octets of the RDATA field.

RDATA           a variable length string of octets that describes the
                resource.  The format of this information varies
                according to the TYPE and CLASS of the resource record.
                For example, the if the TYPE is A and the CLASS is IN,
                the RDATA field is a 4 octet ARPA Internet address.

4.1.4. Message compression

In order to reduce the size of messages, the domain system utilizes a
compression scheme which eliminates the repetition of domain names in a
message.  In this scheme, an entire domain name or a list of labels at
the end of a domain name is replaced with a pointer to a prior occurance
of the same name.

The pointer takes the form of a two octet sequence:

    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    | 1  1|                OFFSET                   |
    +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

The first two bits are ones.  This allows a pointer to be distinguished
from a label, since the label must begin with two zero bits because
labels are restricted to 63 octets or less.  (The 10 and 01 combinations
are reserved for future use.)  The OFFSET field specifies an offset from
the start of the message (i.e., the first octet of the ID field in the
domain header).  A zero offset specifies the first byte of the ID field,
etc.

The compression scheme allows a domain name in a message to be
represented as either:

   - a sequence of labels ending in a zero octet

   - a pointer



   - a sequence of labels ending with a pointer

Pointers can only be used for occurances of a domain name where the
format is not class specific.  If this were not the case, a name server
or resolver would be required to know the format of all RRs it handled.
As yet, there are no such cases, but they may occur in future RDATA
formats.

If a domain name is contained in a part of the message subject to a
length field (such as the RDATA section of an RR), and compression is
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used, the length of the compressed name is used in the length
calculation, rather than the length of the expanded name.

Programs are free to avoid using pointers in messages they generate,
although this will reduce datagram capacity, and may cause truncation.
However all programs are required to understand arriving messages that
contain pointers.

For example, a datagram might need to use the domain names F.ISI.ARPA,
FOO.F.ISI.ARPA, ARPA, and the root.  Ignoring the other fields of the
message, these domain names might be represented as:

       +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    20 |           1           |           F           |
       +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    22 |           3           |           I           |
       +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    24 |           S           |           I           |
       +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    26 |           4           |           A           |
       +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    28 |           R           |           P           |
       +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    30 |           A           |           0           |
       +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

       +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    40 |           3           |           F           |
       +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    42 |           O           |           O           |
       +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    44 | 1  1|                20                       |
       +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

       +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    64 | 1  1|                26                       |
       +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

       +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
    92 |           0           |                       |
       +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

The domain name for F.ISI.ARPA is shown at offset 20.  The domain name



FOO.F.ISI.ARPA is shown at offset 40; this definition uses a pointer to
concatenate a label for FOO to the previously defined F.ISI.ARPA.  The
domain name ARPA is defined at offset 64 using a pointer to the ARPA
component of the name F.ISI.ARPA at 20; note that this pointer relies on
ARPA being the last label in the string at 20.  The root domain name is
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defined by a single octet of zeros at 92; the root domain name has no
labels.

4.2. Transport

The DNS assumes that messages will be transmitted as datagrams or in a
byte stream carried by a virtual circuit.  While virtual circuits can be
used for any DNS activity, datagrams are preferred for queries due to
their lower overhead and better performance.  Zone refresh activities
must use virtual circuits because of the need for reliable transfer.

The Internet supports name server access using TCP [RFC-793] on server
port 53 (decimal) as well as datagram access using UDP [RFC-768] on UDP
port 53 (decimal).

4.2.1. UDP usage

Messages sent using UDP user server port 53 (decimal).

Messages carried by UDP are restricted to 512 bytes (not counting the IP
or UDP headers).  Longer messages are truncated and the TC bit is set in
the header.

UDP is not acceptable for zone transfers, but is the recommended method
for standard queries in the Internet.  Queries sent using UDP may be
lost, and hence a retransmission strategy is required.  Queries or their
responses may be reordered by the network, or by processing in name
servers, so resolvers should not depend on them being returned in order.

The optimal UDP retransmission policy will vary with performance of the
Internet and the needs of the client, but the following are recommended:

   - The client should try other servers and server addresses
     before repeating a query to a specific address of a server.

   - The retransmission interval should be based on prior
     statistics if possible.  Too aggressive retransmission can
     easily slow responses for the community at large.  Depending
     on how well connected the client is to its expected servers,
     the minimum retransmission interval should be 2-5 seconds.

More suggestions on server selection and retransmission policy can be
found in the resolver section of this memo.

4.2.2. TCP usage

Messages sent over TCP connections use server port 53 (decimal).  The
message is prefixed with a two byte length field which gives the message
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length, excluding the two byte length field.  This length field allows
the low-level processing to assemble a complete message before beginning
to parse it.

Several connection management policies are recommended:

   - The server should not block other activities waiting for TCP
     data.

   - The server should support multiple connections.

   - The server should assume that the client will initiate
     connection closing, and should delay closing its end of the
     connection until all outstanding client requests have been
     satisfied.

   - If the server needs to close a dormant connection to reclaim
     resources, it should wait until the connection has been idle
     for a period on the order of two minutes.  In particular, the
     server should allow the SOA and AXFR request sequence (which
     begins a refresh operation) to be made on a single connection.
     Since the server would be unable to answer queries anyway, a
     unilateral close or reset may be used instead of a graceful
     close.

5. MASTER FILES

Master files are text files that contain RRs in text form.  Since the
contents of a zone can be expressed in the form of a list of RRs a
master file is most often used to define a zone, though it can be used
to list a cache's contents.  Hence, this section first discusses the
format of RRs in a master file, and then the special considerations when
a master file is used to create a zone in some name server.

5.1. Format

The format of these files is a sequence of entries.  Entries are
predominantly line-oriented, though parentheses can be used to continue
a list of items across a line boundary, and text literals can contain
CRLF within the text.  Any combination of tabs and spaces act as a
delimiter between the separate items that make up an entry.  The end of
any line in the master file can end with a comment.  The comment starts
with a ";" (semicolon).

The following entries are defined:

    <blank>[<comment>]
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    $ORIGIN <domain-name> [<comment>]

    $INCLUDE <file-name> [<domain-name>] [<comment>]

    <domain-name><rr> [<comment>]

    <blank><rr> [<comment>]

Blank lines, with or without comments, are allowed anywhere in the file.

Two control entries are defined: $ORIGIN and $INCLUDE.  $ORIGIN is
followed by a domain name, and resets the current origin for relative
domain names to the stated name.  $INCLUDE inserts the named file into
the current file, and may optionally specify a domain name that sets the
relative domain name origin for the included file.  $INCLUDE may also
have a comment.  Note that a $INCLUDE entry never changes the relative
origin of the parent file, regardless of changes to the relative origin
made within the included file.

The last two forms represent RRs.  If an entry for an RR begins with a
blank, then the RR is assumed to be owned by the last stated owner.  If
an RR entry begins with a <domain-name>, then the owner name is reset.

<rr> contents take one of the following forms:

    [<TTL>] [<class>] <type> <RDATA>

    [<class>] [<TTL>] <type> <RDATA>

The RR begins with optional TTL and class fields, followed by a type and
RDATA field appropriate to the type and class.  Class and type use the
standard mnemonics, TTL is a decimal integer.  Omitted class and TTL
values are default to the last explicitly stated values.  Since type and
class mnemonics are disjoint, the parse is unique.  (Note that this
order is different from the order used in examples and the order used in
the actual RRs; the given order allows easier parsing and defaulting.)

<domain-name>s make up a large share of the data in the master file.
The labels in the domain name are expressed as character strings and
separated by dots.  Quoting conventions allow arbitrary characters to be
stored in domain names.  Domain names that end in a dot are called
absolute, and are taken as complete.  Domain names which do not end in a
dot are called relative; the actual domain name is the concatenation of
the relative part with an origin specified in a $ORIGIN, $INCLUDE, or as
an argument to the master file loading routine.  A relative name is an
error when no origin is available.
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<character-string> is expressed in one or two ways: as a contiguous set
of characters without interior spaces, or as a string beginning with a "
and ending with a ".  Inside a " delimited string any character can
occur, except for a " itself, which must be quoted using \ (back slash).



Because these files are text files several special encodings are
necessary to allow arbitrary data to be loaded.  In particular:

                of the root.

@               A free standing @ is used to denote the current origin.

\X              where X is any character other than a digit (0-9), is
                used to quote that character so that its special meaning
                does not apply.  For example, "\." can be used to place
                a dot character in a label.

\DDD            where each D is a digit is the octet corresponding to
                the decimal number described by DDD.  The resulting
                octet is assumed to be text and is not checked for
                special meaning.

( )             Parentheses are used to group data that crosses a line
                boundary.  In effect, line terminations are not
                recognized within parentheses.

;               Semicolon is used to start a comment; the remainder of
                the line is ignored.

5.2. Use of master files to define zones

When a master file is used to load a zone, the operation should be
suppressed if any errors are encountered in the master file.  The
rationale for this is that a single error can have widespread
consequences.  For example, suppose that the RRs defining a delegation
have syntax errors; then the server will return authoritative name
errors for all names in the subzone (except in the case where the
subzone is also present on the server).

Several other validity checks that should be performed in addition to
insuring that the file is syntactically correct:

   1. All RRs in the file should have the same class.

   2. Exactly one SOA RR should be present at the top of the zone.

   3. If delegations are present and glue information is required,
      it should be present.
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   4. Information present outside of the authoritative nodes in the
      zone should be glue information, rather than the result of an
      origin or similar error.

5.3. Master file example

The following is an example file which might be used to define the
ISI.EDU zone.and is loaded with an origin of ISI.EDU:

@   IN  SOA     VENERA      Action\.domains (
                                 20     ; SERIAL



                                 7200   ; REFRESH
                                 600    ; RETRY
                                 3600000; EXPIRE
                                 60)    ; MINIMUM

        NS      A.ISI.EDU.
        NS      VENERA
        NS      VAXA
        MX      10      VENERA
        MX      20      VAXA

A       A       26.3.0.103

VENERA  A       10.1.0.52
        A       128.9.0.32

VAXA    A       10.2.0.27
        A       128.9.0.33

$INCLUDE <SUBSYS>ISI-MAILBOXES.TXT

Where the file <SUBSYS>ISI-MAILBOXES.TXT is:

    MOE     MB      A.ISI.EDU.
    LARRY   MB      A.ISI.EDU.
    CURLEY  MB      A.ISI.EDU.
    STOOGES MG      MOE
            MG      LARRY
            MG      CURLEY

Note the use of the \ character in the SOA RR to specify the responsible
person mailbox "Action.domains@E.ISI.EDU".
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6. NAME SERVER IMPLEMENTATION

6.1. Architecture

The optimal structure for the name server will depend on the host
operating system and whether the name server is integrated with resolver
operations, either by supporting recursive service, or by sharing its
database with a resolver.  This section discusses implementation
considerations for a name server which shares a database with a
resolver, but most of these concerns are present in any name server.

6.1.1. Control

A name server must employ multiple concurrent activities, whether they
are implemented as separate tasks in the host's OS or multiplexing
inside a single name server program.  It is simply not acceptable for a
name server to block the service of UDP requests while it waits for TCP



data for refreshing or query activities.  Similarly, a name server
should not attempt to provide recursive service without processing such
requests in parallel, though it may choose to serialize requests from a
single client, or to regard identical requests from the same client as
duplicates.  A name server should not substantially delay requests while
it reloads a zone from master files or while it incorporates a newly
refreshed zone into its database.

6.1.2. Database

While name server implementations are free to use any internal data
structures they choose, the suggested structure consists of three major
parts:

   - A "catalog" data structure which lists the zones available to
     this server, and a "pointer" to the zone data structure.  The
     main purpose of this structure is to find the nearest ancestor
     zone, if any, for arriving standard queries.

   - Separate data structures for each of the zones held by the
     name server.

   - A data structure for cached data. (or perhaps separate caches
     for different classes)

All of these data structures can be implemented an identical tree
structure format, with different data chained off the nodes in different
parts: in the catalog the data is pointers to zones, while in the zone
and cache data structures, the data will be RRs.  In designing the tree
framework the designer should recognize that query processing will need
to traverse the tree using case-insensitive label comparisons; and that
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in real data, a few nodes have a very high branching factor (100-1000 or
more), but the vast majority have a very low branching factor (0-1).

One way to solve the case problem is to store the labels for each node
in two pieces: a standardized-case representation of the label where all
ASCII characters are in a single case, together with a bit mask that
denotes which characters are actually of a different case.  The
branching factor diversity can be handled using a simple linked list for
a node until the branching factor exceeds some threshold, and
transitioning to a hash structure after the threshold is exceeded.  In
any case, hash structures used to store tree sections must insure that
hash functions and procedures preserve the casing conventions of the
DNS.

The use of separate structures for the different parts of the database
is motivated by several factors:

   - The catalog structure can be an almost static structure that
     need change only when the system administrator changes the
     zones supported by the server.  This structure can also be
     used to store parameters used to control refreshing
     activities.



   - The individual data structures for zones allow a zone to be
     replaced simply by changing a pointer in the catalog.  Zone
     refresh operations can build a new structure and, when
     complete, splice it into the database via a simple pointer
     replacement.  It is very important that when a zone is
     refreshed, queries should not use old and new data
     simultaneously.

   - With the proper search procedures, authoritative data in zones
     will always "hide", and hence take precedence over, cached
     data.

   - Errors in zone definitions that cause overlapping zones, etc.,
     may cause erroneous responses to queries, but problem
     determination is simplified, and the contents of one "bad"
     zone can't corrupt another.

   - Since the cache is most frequently updated, it is most
     vulnerable to corruption during system restarts.  It can also
     become full of expired RR data.  In either case, it can easily
     be discarded without disturbing zone data.

A major aspect of database design is selecting a structure which allows
the name server to deal with crashes of the name server's host.  State
information which a name server should save across system crashes
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includes the catalog structure (including the state of refreshing for
each zone) and the zone data itself.

6.1.3. Time

Both the TTL data for RRs and the timing data for refreshing activities
depends on 32 bit timers in units of seconds.  Inside the database,
refresh timers and TTLs for cached data conceptually "count down", while
data in the zone stays with constant TTLs.

A recommended implementation strategy is to store time in two ways:  as
a relative increment and as an absolute time.  One way to do this is to
use positive 32 bit numbers for one type and negative numbers for the
other.  The RRs in zones use relative times; the refresh timers and
cache data use absolute times.  Absolute numbers are taken with respect
to some known origin and converted to relative values when placed in the
response to a query.  When an absolute TTL is negative after conversion
to relative, then the data is expired and should be ignored.

6.2. Standard query processing

The major algorithm for standard query processing is presented in
[RFC-1034].

When processing queries with QCLASS=*, or some other QCLASS which
matches multiple classes, the response should never be authoritative
unless the server can guarantee that the response covers all classes.

When composing a response, RRs which are to be inserted in the



additional section, but duplicate RRs in the answer or authority
sections, may be omitted from the additional section.

When a response is so long that truncation is required, the truncation
should start at the end of the response and work forward in the
datagram.  Thus if there is any data for the authority section, the
answer section is guaranteed to be unique.

The MINIMUM value in the SOA should be used to set a floor on the TTL of
data distributed from a zone.  This floor function should be done when
the data is copied into a response.  This will allow future dynamic
update protocols to change the SOA MINIMUM field without ambiguous
semantics.

6.3. Zone refresh and reload processing

In spite of a server's best efforts, it may be unable to load zone data
from a master file due to syntax errors, etc., or be unable to refresh a
zone within the its expiration parameter.  In this case, the name server
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should answer queries as if it were not supposed to possess the zone.

If a master is sending a zone out via AXFR, and a new version is created
during the transfer, the master should continue to send the old version
if possible.  In any case, it should never send part of one version and
part of another.  If completion is not possible, the master should reset
the connection on which the zone transfer is taking place.

6.4. Inverse queries (Optional)

Inverse queries are an optional part of the DNS.  Name servers are not
required to support any form of inverse queries.  If a name server
receives an inverse query that it does not support, it returns an error
response with the "Not Implemented" error set in the header.  While
inverse query support is optional, all name servers must be at least
able to return the error response.

6.4.1. The contents of inverse queries and responses          Inverse
queries reverse the mappings performed by standard query operations;
while a standard query maps a domain name to a resource, an inverse
query maps a resource to a domain name.  For example, a standard query
might bind a domain name to a host address; the corresponding inverse
query binds the host address to a domain name.

Inverse queries take the form of a single RR in the answer section of
the message, with an empty question section.  The owner name of the
query RR and its TTL are not significant.  The response carries
questions in the question section which identify all names possessing
the query RR WHICH THE NAME SERVER KNOWS.  Since no name server knows
about all of the domain name space, the response can never be assumed to
be complete.  Thus inverse queries are primarily useful for database
management and debugging activities.  Inverse queries are NOT an
acceptable method of mapping host addresses to host names; use the IN-
ADDR.ARPA domain instead.



Where possible, name servers should provide case-insensitive comparisons
for inverse queries.  Thus an inverse query asking for an MX RR of
"Venera.isi.edu" should get the same response as a query for
"VENERA.ISI.EDU"; an inverse query for HINFO RR "IBM-PC UNIX" should
produce the same result as an inverse query for "IBM-pc unix".  However,
this cannot be guaranteed because name servers may possess RRs that
contain character strings but the name server does not know that the
data is character.

When a name server processes an inverse query, it either returns:

   1. zero, one, or multiple domain names for the specified
      resource as QNAMEs in the question section
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   2. an error code indicating that the name server doesn't support
      inverse mapping of the specified resource type.

When the response to an inverse query contains one or more QNAMEs, the
owner name and TTL of the RR in the answer section which defines the
inverse query is modified to exactly match an RR found at the first
QNAME.

RRs returned in the inverse queries cannot be cached using the same
mechanism as is used for the replies to standard queries.  One reason
for this is that a name might have multiple RRs of the same type, and
only one would appear.  For example, an inverse query for a single
address of a multiply homed host might create the impression that only
one address existed.

6.4.2. Inverse query and response example          The overall structure
of an inverse query for retrieving the domain name that corresponds to
Internet address 10.1.0.52 is shown below:

                         +-----------------------------------------+
           Header        |          OPCODE=IQUERY, ID=997          |
                         +-----------------------------------------+
          Question       |                 <empty>                 |
                         +-----------------------------------------+
           Answer        |        <anyname> A IN 10.1.0.52         |
                         +-----------------------------------------+
          Authority      |                 <empty>                 |
                         +-----------------------------------------+
         Additional      |                 <empty>                 |
                         +-----------------------------------------+

This query asks for a question whose answer is the Internet style
address 10.1.0.52.  Since the owner name is not known, any domain name
can be used as a placeholder (and is ignored).  A single octet of zero,
signifying the root, is usually used because it minimizes the length of
the message.  The TTL of the RR is not significant.  The response to
this query might be:
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                         +-----------------------------------------+
           Header        |         OPCODE=RESPONSE, ID=997         |
                         +-----------------------------------------+
          Question       |QTYPE=A, QCLASS=IN, QNAME=VENERA.ISI.EDU |
                         +-----------------------------------------+
           Answer        |  VENERA.ISI.EDU  A IN 10.1.0.52         |
                         +-----------------------------------------+
          Authority      |                 <empty>                 |
                         +-----------------------------------------+
         Additional      |                 <empty>                 |
                         +-----------------------------------------+

Note that the QTYPE in a response to an inverse query is the same as the
TYPE field in the answer section of the inverse query.  Responses to
inverse queries may contain multiple questions when the inverse is not
unique.  If the question section in the response is not empty, then the
RR in the answer section is modified to correspond to be an exact copy
of an RR at the first QNAME.

6.4.3. Inverse query processing

Name servers that support inverse queries can support these operations
through exhaustive searches of their databases, but this becomes
impractical as the size of the database increases.  An alternative
approach is to invert the database according to the search key.

For name servers that support multiple zones and a large amount of data,
the recommended approach is separate inversions for each zone.  When a
particular zone is changed during a refresh, only its inversions need to
be redone.

Support for transfer of this type of inversion may be included in future
versions of the domain system, but is not supported in this version.

6.5. Completion queries and responses

The optional completion services described in RFC-882 and RFC-883 have
been deleted.  Redesigned services may become available in the future.
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7. RESOLVER IMPLEMENTATION

The top levels of the recommended resolver algorithm are discussed in
[RFC-1034].  This section discusses implementation details assuming the
database structure suggested in the name server implementation section
of this memo.

7.1. Transforming a user request into a query

The first step a resolver takes is to transform the client's request,
stated in a format suitable to the local OS, into a search specification
for RRs at a specific name which match a specific QTYPE and QCLASS.
Where possible, the QTYPE and QCLASS should correspond to a single type
and a single class, because this makes the use of cached data much
simpler.  The reason for this is that the presence of data of one type
in a cache doesn't confirm the existence or non-existence of data of
other types, hence the only way to be sure is to consult an
authoritative source.  If QCLASS=* is used, then authoritative answers
won't be available.

Since a resolver must be able to multiplex multiple requests if it is to
perform its function efficiently, each pending request is usually
represented in some block of state information.  This state block will
typically contain:

   - A timestamp indicating the time the request began.
     The timestamp is used to decide whether RRs in the database
     can be used or are out of date.  This timestamp uses the
     absolute time format previously discussed for RR storage in
     zones and caches.  Note that when an RRs TTL indicates a
     relative time, the RR must be timely, since it is part of a
     zone.  When the RR has an absolute time, it is part of a
     cache, and the TTL of the RR is compared against the timestamp
     for the start of the request.

     Note that using the timestamp is superior to using a current
     time, since it allows RRs with TTLs of zero to be entered in
     the cache in the usual manner, but still used by the current
     request, even after intervals of many seconds due to system
     load, query retransmission timeouts, etc.

   - Some sort of parameters to limit the amount of work which will
     be performed for this request.

     The amount of work which a resolver will do in response to a
     client request must be limited to guard against errors in the
     database, such as circular CNAME references, and operational
     problems, such as network partition which prevents the
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     resolver from accessing the name servers it needs.  While
     local limits on the number of times a resolver will retransmit
     a particular query to a particular name server address are
     essential, the resolver should have a global per-request
     counter to limit work on a single request.  The counter should
     be set to some initial value and decremented whenever the
     resolver performs any action (retransmission timeout,
     retransmission, etc.)  If the counter passes zero, the request
     is terminated with a temporary error.

     Note that if the resolver structure allows one request to
     start others in parallel, such as when the need to access a
     name server for one request causes a parallel resolve for the
     name server's addresses, the spawned request should be started
     with a lower counter.  This prevents circular references in
     the database from starting a chain reaction of resolver
     activity.

   - The SLIST data structure discussed in [RFC-1034].

     This structure keeps track of the state of a request if it
     must wait for answers from foreign name servers.

7.2. Sending the queries

As described in [RFC-1034], the basic task of the resolver is to
formulate a query which will answer the client's request and direct that
query to name servers which can provide the information.  The resolver
will usually only have very strong hints about which servers to ask, in
the form of NS RRs, and may have to revise the query, in response to
CNAMEs, or revise the set of name servers the resolver is asking, in
response to delegation responses which point the resolver to name
servers closer to the desired information.  In addition to the
information requested by the client, the resolver may have to call upon
its own services to determine the address of name servers it wishes to
contact.

In any case, the model used in this memo assumes that the resolver is
multiplexing attention between multiple requests, some from the client,
and some internally generated.  Each request is represented by some
state information, and the desired behavior is that the resolver
transmit queries to name servers in a way that maximizes the probability
that the request is answered, minimizes the time that the request takes,
and avoids excessive transmissions.  The key algorithm uses the state
information of the request to select the next name server address to
query, and also computes a timeout which will cause the next action
should a response not arrive.  The next action will usually be a
transmission to some other server, but may be a temporary error to the
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client.

The resolver always starts with a list of server names to query (SLIST).



This list will be all NS RRs which correspond to the nearest ancestor
zone that the resolver knows about.  To avoid startup problems, the
resolver should have a set of default servers which it will ask should
it have no current NS RRs which are appropriate.  The resolver then adds
to SLIST all of the known addresses for the name servers, and may start
parallel requests to acquire the addresses of the servers when the
resolver has the name, but no addresses, for the name servers.

To complete initialization of SLIST, the resolver attaches whatever
history information it has to the each address in SLIST.  This will
usually consist of some sort of weighted averages for the response time
of the address, and the batting average of the address (i.e., how often
the address responded at all to the request).  Note that this
information should be kept on a per address basis, rather than on a per
name server basis, because the response time and batting average of a
particular server may vary considerably from address to address.  Note
also that this information is actually specific to a resolver address /
server address pair, so a resolver with multiple addresses may wish to
keep separate histories for each of its addresses.  Part of this step
must deal with addresses which have no such history; in this case an
expected round trip time of 5-10 seconds should be the worst case, with
lower estimates for the same local network, etc.

Note that whenever a delegation is followed, the resolver algorithm
reinitializes SLIST.

The information establishes a partial ranking of the available name
server addresses.  Each time an address is chosen and the state should
be altered to prevent its selection again until all other addresses have
been tried.  The timeout for each transmission should be 50-100% greater
than the average predicted value to allow for variance in response.

Some fine points:

   - The resolver may encounter a situation where no addresses are
     available for any of the name servers named in SLIST, and
     where the servers in the list are precisely those which would
     normally be used to look up their own addresses.  This
     situation typically occurs when the glue address RRs have a
     smaller TTL than the NS RRs marking delegation, or when the
     resolver caches the result of a NS search.  The resolver
     should detect this condition and restart the search at the
     next ancestor zone, or alternatively at the root.
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   - If a resolver gets a server error or other bizarre response
     from a name server, it should remove it from SLIST, and may
     wish to schedule an immediate transmission to the next
     candidate server address.

7.3. Processing responses

The first step in processing arriving response datagrams is to parse the
response.  This procedure should include:



   - Check the header for reasonableness.  Discard datagrams which
     are queries when responses are expected.

   - Parse the sections of the message, and insure that all RRs are
     correctly formatted.

   - As an optional step, check the TTLs of arriving data looking
     for RRs with excessively long TTLs.  If a RR has an
     excessively long TTL, say greater than 1 week, either discard
     the whole response, or limit all TTLs in the response to 1
     week.

The next step is to match the response to a current resolver request.
The recommended strategy is to do a preliminary matching using the ID
field in the domain header, and then to verify that the question section
corresponds to the information currently desired.  This requires that
the transmission algorithm devote several bits of the domain ID field to
a request identifier of some sort.  This step has several fine points:

   - Some name servers send their responses from different
     addresses than the one used to receive the query.  That is, a
     resolver cannot rely that a response will come from the same
     address which it sent the corresponding query to.  This name
     server bug is typically encountered in UNIX systems.

   - If the resolver retransmits a particular request to a name
     server it should be able to use a response from any of the
     transmissions.  However, if it is using the response to sample
     the round trip time to access the name server, it must be able
     to determine which transmission matches the response (and keep
     transmission times for each outgoing message), or only
     calculate round trip times based on initial transmissions.

   - A name server will occasionally not have a current copy of a
     zone which it should have according to some NS RRs.  The
     resolver should simply remove the name server from the current
     SLIST, and continue.
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7.4. Using the cache

In general, we expect a resolver to cache all data which it receives in
responses since it may be useful in answering future client requests.
However, there are several types of data which should not be cached:

   - When several RRs of the same type are available for a
     particular owner name, the resolver should either cache them
     all or none at all.  When a response is truncated, and a
     resolver doesn't know whether it has a complete set, it should
     not cache a possibly partial set of RRs.

   - Cached data should never be used in preference to
     authoritative data, so if caching would cause this to happen
     the data should not be cached.



   - The results of an inverse query should not be cached.

   - The results of standard queries where the QNAME contains "*"
     labels if the data might be used to construct wildcards.  The
     reason is that the cache does not necessarily contain existing
     RRs or zone boundary information which is necessary to
     restrict the application of the wildcard RRs.

   - RR data in responses of dubious reliability.  When a resolver
     receives unsolicited responses or RR data other than that
     requested, it should discard it without caching it.  The basic
     implication is that all sanity checks on a packet should be
     performed before any of it is cached.

In a similar vein, when a resolver has a set of RRs for some name in a
response, and wants to cache the RRs, it should check its cache for
already existing RRs.  Depending on the circumstances, either the data
in the response or the cache is preferred, but the two should never be
combined.  If the data in the response is from authoritative data in the
answer section, it is always preferred.

8. MAIL SUPPORT

The domain system defines a standard for mapping mailboxes into domain
names, and two methods for using the mailbox information to derive mail
routing information.  The first method is called mail exchange binding
and the other method is mailbox binding.  The mailbox encoding standard
and mail exchange binding are part of the DNS official protocol, and are
the recommended method for mail routing in the Internet.  Mailbox
binding is an experimental feature which is still under development and
subject to change.
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The mailbox encoding standard assumes a mailbox name of the form
"<local-part>@<mail-domain>".  While the syntax allowed in each of these
sections varies substantially between the various mail internets, the
preferred syntax for the ARPA Internet is given in [RFC-822].

The DNS encodes the <local-part> as a single label, and encodes the
<mail-domain> as a domain name.  The single label from the <local-part>
is prefaced to the domain name from <mail-domain> to form the domain
name corresponding to the mailbox.  Thus the mailbox HOSTMASTER@SRI-
NIC.ARPA is mapped into the domain name HOSTMASTER.SRI-NIC.ARPA.  If the
<local-part> contains dots or other special characters, its
representation in a master file will require the use of backslash
quoting to ensure that the domain name is properly encoded.  For
example, the mailbox Action.domains@ISI.EDU would be represented as
Action\.domains.ISI.EDU.

8.1. Mail exchange binding

Mail exchange binding uses the <mail-domain> part of a mailbox
specification to determine where mail should be sent.  The <local-part>
is not even consulted.  [RFC-974] specifies this method in detail, and



should be consulted before attempting to use mail exchange support.

One of the advantages of this method is that it decouples mail
destination naming from the hosts used to support mail service, at the
cost of another layer of indirection in the lookup function.  However,
the addition layer should eliminate the need for complicated "%", "!",
etc encodings in <local-part>.

The essence of the method is that the <mail-domain> is used as a domain
name to locate type MX RRs which list hosts willing to accept mail for
<mail-domain>, together with preference values which rank the hosts
according to an order specified by the administrators for <mail-domain>.

In this memo, the <mail-domain> ISI.EDU is used in examples, together
with the hosts VENERA.ISI.EDU and VAXA.ISI.EDU as mail exchanges for
ISI.EDU.  If a mailer had a message for Mockapetris@ISI.EDU, it would
route it by looking up MX RRs for ISI.EDU.  The MX RRs at ISI.EDU name
VENERA.ISI.EDU and VAXA.ISI.EDU, and type A queries can find the host
addresses.

8.2. Mailbox binding (Experimental)

In mailbox binding, the mailer uses the entire mail destination
specification to construct a domain name.  The encoded domain name for
the mailbox is used as the QNAME field in a QTYPE=MAILB query.

Several outcomes are possible for this query:
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   1. The query can return a name error indicating that the mailbox
      does not exist as a domain name.

      In the long term, this would indicate that the specified
      mailbox doesn't exist.  However, until the use of mailbox
      binding is universal, this error condition should be
      interpreted to mean that the organization identified by the
      global part does not support mailbox binding.  The
      appropriate procedure is to revert to exchange binding at
      this point.

   2. The query can return a Mail Rename (MR) RR.

      The MR RR carries new mailbox specification in its RDATA
      field.  The mailer should replace the old mailbox with the
      new one and retry the operation.

   3. The query can return a MB RR.

      The MB RR carries a domain name for a host in its RDATA
      field.  The mailer should deliver the message to that host
      via whatever protocol is applicable, e.g., b,SMTP.

   4. The query can return one or more Mail Group (MG) RRs.

      This condition means that the mailbox was actually a mailing
      list or mail group, rather than a single mailbox.  Each MG RR



      has a RDATA field that identifies a mailbox that is a member
      of the group.  The mailer should deliver a copy of the
      message to each member.

   5. The query can return a MB RR as well as one or more MG RRs.

      This condition means the the mailbox was actually a mailing
      list.  The mailer can either deliver the message to the host
      specified by the MB RR, which will in turn do the delivery to
      all members, or the mailer can use the MG RRs to do the
      expansion itself.

In any of these cases, the response may include a Mail Information
(MINFO) RR.  This RR is usually associated with a mail group, but is
legal with a MB.  The MINFO RR identifies two mailboxes.  One of these
identifies a responsible person for the original mailbox name.  This
mailbox should be used for requests to be added to a mail group, etc.
The second mailbox name in the MINFO RR identifies a mailbox that should
receive error messages for mail failures.  This is particularly
appropriate for mailing lists when errors in member names should be
reported to a person other than the one who sends a message to the list.
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New fields may be added to this RR in the future.
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                      Routing Information Protocol

Status of this Memo

   This RFC describes an existing protocol for exchanging routing
   information among gateways and other hosts.  It is intended to be
   used as a basis for developing gateway software for use in the
   Internet community.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.
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Overview

   This memo is intended to do the following things:

      - Document a protocol and algorithms that are currently in
        wide use for routing, but which have never been formally
        documented.

      - Specify some improvements in the algorithms which will
        improve stability of the routes in large networks.  These
        improvements do not introduce any incompatibility with
        existing implementations.  They are to be incorporated into
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        all implementations of this protocol.

      - Suggest some optional features to allow greater
        configurability and control.  These features were developed
        specifically to solve problems that have shown up in actual
        use by the NSFnet community.  However, they should have more
        general utility.

   The Routing Information Protocol (RIP) described here is loosely



   based on the program "routed", distributed with the 4.3 Berkeley
   Software Distribution.  However, there are several other
   implementations of what is supposed to be the same protocol.
   Unfortunately, these various implementations disagree in various
   details.  The specifications here represent a combination of features
   taken from various implementations.  We believe that a program
   designed according to this document will interoperate with routed,
   and with all other implementations of RIP of which we are aware.

   Note that this description adopts a different view than most existing
   implementations about when metrics should be incremented.  By making
   a corresponding change in the metric used for a local network, we
   have retained compatibility with other existing implementations.  See
   section 3.6 for details on this issue.

1. Introduction

   This memo describes one protocol in a series of routing protocols
   based on the Bellman-Ford (or distance vector) algorithm.  This
   algorithm has been used for routing computations in computer networks
   since the early days of the ARPANET.  The particular packet formats
   and protocol described here are based on the program "routed", which
   is included with the Berkeley distribution of Unix.  It has become a
   de facto standard for exchange of routing information among gateways
   and hosts.  It is implemented for this purpose by most commercial
   vendors of IP gateways.  Note, however, that many of these vendors
   have their own protocols which are used among their own gateways.

   This protocol is most useful as an "interior gateway protocol".  In a
   nationwide network such as the current Internet, it is very unlikely
   that a single routing protocol will used for the whole network.
   Rather, the network will be organized as a collection of "autonomous
   systems".  An autonomous system will in general be administered by a
   single entity, or at least will have some reasonable degree of
   technical and administrative control.  Each autonomous system will
   have its own routing technology.  This may well be different for
   different autonomous systems.  The routing protocol used within an
   autonomous system is referred to as an interior gateway protocol, or
   "IGP".  A separate protocol is used to interface among the autonomous
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   systems.  The earliest such protocol, still used in the Internet, is
   "EGP" (exterior gateway protocol).  Such protocols are now usually
   referred to as inter-AS routing protocols.  RIP was designed to work
   with moderate-size networks using reasonably homogeneous technology.
   Thus it is suitable as an IGP for many campuses and for regional
   networks using serial lines whose speeds do not vary widely.  It is
   not intended for use in more complex environments.  For more
   information on the context into which RIP is expected to fit, see
   Braden and Postel [3].

   RIP is one of a class of algorithms known as "distance vector
   algorithms".  The earliest description of this class of algorithms
   known to the author is in Ford and Fulkerson [6].  Because of this,
   they are sometimes known as Ford-Fulkerson algorithms.  The term
   Bellman-Ford is also used.  It comes from the fact that the



   formulation is based on Bellman's equation, the basis of "dynamic
   programming".  (For a standard introduction to this area, see [1].)
   The presentation in this document is closely based on [2].  This text
   contains an introduction to the mathematics of routing algorithms.
   It describes and justifies several variants of the algorithm
   presented here, as well as a number of other related algorithms.  The
   basic algorithms described in this protocol were used in computer
   routing as early as 1969 in the ARPANET.  However, the specific
   ancestry of this protocol is within the Xerox network protocols.  The
   PUP protocols (see [4]) used the Gateway Information Protocol to
   exchange routing information.  A somewhat updated version of this
   protocol was adopted for the Xerox Network Systems (XNS)
   architecture, with the name Routing Information Protocol.  (See [7].)
   Berkeley's routed is largely the same as the Routing Information
   Protocol, with XNS addresses replaced by a more general address
   format capable of handling IP and other types of address, and with
   routing updates limited to one every 30 seconds.  Because of this
   similarity, the term Routing Information Protocol (or just RIP) is
   used to refer to both the XNS protocol and the protocol used by
   routed.

   RIP is intended for use within the IP-based Internet.  The Internet
   is organized into a number of networks connected by gateways.  The
   networks may be either point-to-point links or more complex networks
   such as Ethernet or the ARPANET.  Hosts and gateways are presented
   with IP datagrams addressed to some host.  Routing is the method by
   which the host or gateway decides where to send the datagram.  It may
   be able to send the datagram directly to the destination, if that
   destination is on one of the networks that are directly connected to
   the host or gateway.  However, the interesting case is when the
   destination is not directly reachable.  In this case, the host or
   gateway attempts to send the datagram to a gateway that is nearer the
   destination.  The goal of a routing protocol is very simple: It is to
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   supply the information that is needed to do routing.

1.1. Limitations of the protocol

   This protocol does not solve every possible routing problem.  As
   mentioned above, it is primary intended for use as an IGP, in
   reasonably homogeneous networks of moderate size.  In addition, the
   following specific limitations should be mentioned:

      - The protocol is limited to networks whose longest path
        involves 15 hops.  The designers believe that the basic
        protocol design is inappropriate for larger networks.  Note
        that this statement of the limit assumes that a cost of 1
        is used for each network.  This is the way RIP is normally
        configured.  If the system administrator chooses to use
        larger costs, the upper bound of 15 can easily become a
        problem.

      - The protocol depends upon "counting to infinity" to resolve
        certain unusual situations.  (This will be explained in the
        next section.)  If the system of networks has several



        hundred networks, and a routing loop was formed involving
        all of them, the resolution of the loop would require
        either much time (if the frequency of routing updates were
        limited) or bandwidth (if updates were sent whenever
        changes were detected).  Such a loop would consume a large
        amount of network bandwidth before the loop was corrected.
        We believe that in realistic cases, this will not be a
        problem except on slow lines.  Even then, the problem will
        be fairly unusual, since various precautions are taken that
        should prevent these problems in most cases.

      - This protocol uses fixed "metrics" to compare alternative
        routes.  It is not appropriate for situations where routes
        need to be chosen based on real-time parameters such a
        measured delay, reliability, or load.  The obvious
        extensions to allow metrics of this type are likely to
        introduce instabilities of a sort that the protocol is not
        designed to handle.

1.2. Organization of this document

   The main body of this document is organized into two parts, which
   occupy the next two sections:

      2   A conceptual development and justification of distance vector
          algorithms in general.
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      3   The actual protocol description.

   Each of these two sections can largely stand on its own.  Section 2
   attempts to give an informal presentation of the mathematical
   underpinnings of the algorithm.  Note that the presentation follows a
   "spiral" method.  An initial, fairly simple algorithm is described.
   Then refinements are added to it in successive sections.  Section 3
   is the actual protocol description.  Except where specific references
   are made to section 2, it should be possible to implement RIP
   entirely from the specifications given in section 3.

2. Distance Vector Algorithms

   Routing is the task of finding a path from a sender to a desired
   destination.  In the IP "Catenet model" this reduces primarily to a
   matter of finding gateways between networks.  As long as a message
   remains on a single network or subnet, any routing problems are
   solved by technology that is specific to the network.  For example,
   the Ethernet and the ARPANET each define a way in which any sender
   can talk to any specified destination within that one network.  IP
   routing comes in primarily when messages must go from a sender on one
   such network to a destination on a different one.  In that case, the
   message must pass through gateways connecting the networks.  If the
   networks are not adjacent, the message may pass through several
   intervening networks, and the gateways connecting them.  Once the
   message gets to a gateway that is on the same network as the
   destination, that network's own technology is used to get to the



   destination.

   Throughout this section, the term "network" is used generically to
   cover a single broadcast network (e.g., an Ethernet), a point to
   point line, or the ARPANET.  The critical point is that a network is
   treated as a single entity by IP.  Either no routing is necessary (as
   with a point to point line), or that routing is done in a manner that
   is transparent to IP, allowing IP to treat the entire network as a
   single fully-connected system (as with an Ethernet or the ARPANET).
   Note that the term "network" is used in a somewhat different way in
   discussions of IP addressing.  A single IP network number may be
   assigned to a collection of networks, with "subnet" addressing being
   used to describe the individual networks.  In effect, we are using
   the term "network" here to refer to subnets in cases where subnet
   addressing is in use.

   A number of different approaches for finding routes between networks
   are possible.  One useful way of categorizing these approaches is on
   the basis of the type of information the gateways need to exchange in
   order to be able to find routes.  Distance vector algorithms are
   based on the exchange of only a small amount of information.  Each
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   entity (gateway or host) that participates in the routing protocol is
   assumed to keep information about all of the destinations within the
   system.  Generally, information about all entities connected to one
   network is summarized by a single entry, which describes the route to
   all destinations on that network.  This summarization is possible
   because as far as IP is concerned, routing within a network is
   invisible.  Each entry in this routing database includes the next
   gateway to which datagrams destined for the entity should be sent.
   In addition, it includes a "metric" measuring the total distance to
   the entity.  Distance is a somewhat generalized concept, which may
   cover the time delay in getting messages to the entity, the dollar
   cost of sending messages to it, etc.  Distance vector algorithms get
   their name from the fact that it is possible to compute optimal
   routes when the only information exchanged is the list of these
   distances.  Furthermore, information is only exchanged among entities
   that are adjacent, that is, entities that share a common network.

   Although routing is most commonly based on information about
   networks, it is sometimes necessary to keep track of the routes to
   individual hosts.  The RIP protocol makes no formal distinction
   between networks and hosts.  It simply describes exchange of
   information about destinations, which may be either networks or
   hosts.  (Note however, that it is possible for an implementor to
   choose not to support host routes.  See section 3.2.)  In fact, the
   mathematical developments are most conveniently thought of in terms
   of routes from one host or gateway to another.  When discussing the
   algorithm in abstract terms, it is best to think of a routing entry
   for a network as an abbreviation for routing entries for all of the
   entities connected to that network.  This sort of abbreviation makes
   sense only because we think of networks as having no internal
   structure that is visible at the IP level.  Thus, we will generally
   assign the same distance to every entity in a given network.



   We said above that each entity keeps a routing database with one
   entry for every possible destination in the system.  An actual
   implementation is likely to need to keep the following information
   about each destination:

      - address: in IP implementations of these algorithms, this
        will be the IP address of the host or network.

      - gateway: the first gateway along the route to the
        destination.

      - interface: the physical network which must be used to reach
        the first gateway.

      - metric: a number, indicating the distance to the
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        destination.

      - timer: the amount of time since the entry was last updated.

   In addition, various flags and other internal information will
   probably be included.  This database is initialized with a
   description of the entities that are directly connected to the
   system.  It is updated according to information received in messages
   from neighboring gateways.

   The most important information exchanged by the hosts and gateways is
   that carried in update messages.  Each entity that participates in
   the routing scheme sends update messages that describe the routing
   database as it currently exists in that entity.  It is possible to
   maintain optimal routes for the entire system by using only
   information obtained from neighboring entities.  The algorithm used
   for that will be described in the next section.

   As we mentioned above, the purpose of routing is to find a way to get
   datagrams to their ultimate destinations.  Distance vector algorithms
   are based on a table giving the best route to every destination in
   the system.  Of course, in order to define which route is best, we
   have to have some way of measuring goodness.  This is referred to as
   the "metric".

   In simple networks, it is common to use a metric that simply counts
   how many gateways a message must go through.  In more complex
   networks, a metric is chosen to represent the total amount of delay
   that the message suffers, the cost of sending it, or some other
   quantity which may be minimized.  The main requirement is that it
   must be possible to represent the metric as a sum of "costs" for
   individual hops.

   Formally, if it is possible to get from entity i to entity j directly
   (i.e., without passing through another gateway between), then a cost,
   d(i,j), is associated with the hop between i and j.  In the normal
   case where all entities on a given network are considered to be the
   same, d(i,j) is the same for all destinations on a given network, and
   represents the cost of using that network.  To get the metric of a



   complete route, one just adds up the costs of the individual hops
   that make up the route.  For the purposes of this memo, we assume
   that the costs are positive integers.

   Let D(i,j) represent the metric of the best route from entity i to
   entity j.  It should be defined for every pair of entities.  d(i,j)
   represents the costs of the individual steps.  Formally, let d(i,j)
   represent the cost of going directly from entity i to entity j.  It
   is infinite if i and j are not immediate neighbors. (Note that d(i,i)
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   is infinite.  That is, we don't consider there to be a direct
   connection from a node to itself.)  Since costs are additive, it is
   easy to show that the best metric must be described by

             D(i,i) = 0,                      all i
             D(i,j) = min [d(i,k) + D(k,j)],  otherwise
                       k

   and that the best routes start by going from i to those neighbors k
   for which d(i,k) + D(k,j) has the minimum value.  (These things can
   be shown by induction on the number of steps in the routes.)  Note
   that we can limit the second equation to k's that are immediate
   neighbors of i.  For the others, d(i,k) is infinite, so the term
   involving them can never be the minimum.

   It turns out that one can compute the metric by a simple algorithm
   based on this.  Entity i gets its neighbors k to send it their
   estimates of their distances to the destination j.  When i gets the
   estimates from k, it adds d(i,k) to each of the numbers.  This is
   simply the cost of traversing the network between i and k.  Now and
   then i compares the values from all of its neighbors and picks the
   smallest.

   A proof is given in [2] that this algorithm will converge to the
   correct estimates of D(i,j) in finite time in the absence of topology
   changes.  The authors make very few assumptions about the order in
   which the entities send each other their information, or when the min
   is recomputed.  Basically, entities just can't stop sending updates
   or recomputing metrics, and the networks can't delay messages
   forever.  (Crash of a routing entity is a topology change.)  Also,
   their proof does not make any assumptions about the initial estimates
   of D(i,j), except that they must be non-negative.  The fact that
   these fairly weak assumptions are good enough is important.  Because
   we don't have to make assumptions about when updates are sent, it is
   safe to run the algorithm asynchronously.  That is, each entity can
   send updates according to its own clock.  Updates can be dropped by
   the network, as long as they don't all get dropped.  Because we don't
   have to make assumptions about the starting condition, the algorithm
   can handle changes.  When the system changes, the routing algorithm
   starts moving to a new equilibrium, using the old one as its starting
   point.  It is important that the algorithm will converge in finite
   time no matter what the starting point.  Otherwise certain kinds of
   changes might lead to non-convergent behavior.

   The statement of the algorithm given above (and the proof) assumes



   that each entity keeps copies of the estimates that come from each of
   its neighbors, and now and then does a min over all of the neighbors.
   In fact real implementations don't necessarily do that.  They simply
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   remember the best metric seen so far, and the identity of the
   neighbor that sent it.  They replace this information whenever they
   see a better (smaller) metric.  This allows them to compute the
   minimum incrementally, without having to store data from all of the
   neighbors.

   There is one other difference between the algorithm as described in
   texts and those used in real protocols such as RIP: the description
   above would have each entity include an entry for itself, showing a
   distance of zero.  In fact this is not generally done.  Recall that
   all entities on a network are normally summarized by a single entry
   for the network.  Consider the situation of a host or gateway G that
   is connected to network A.  C represents the cost of using network A
   (usually a metric of one).  (Recall that we are assuming that the
   internal structure of a network is not visible to IP, and thus the
   cost of going between any two entities on it is the same.)  In
   principle, G should get a message from every other entity H on
   network A, showing a cost of 0 to get from that entity to itself.  G
   would then compute C + 0 as the distance to H.  Rather than having G
   look at all of these identical messages, it simply starts out by
   making an entry for network A in its table, and assigning it a metric
   of C.  This entry for network A should be thought of as summarizing
   the entries for all other entities on network A.  The only entity on
   A that can't be summarized by that common entry is G itself, since
   the cost of going from G to G is 0, not C.  But since we never need
   those 0 entries, we can safely get along with just the single entry
   for network A.  Note one other implication of this strategy: because
   we don't need to use the 0 entries for anything, hosts that do not
   function as gateways don't need to send any update messages.  Clearly
   hosts that don't function as gateways (i.e., hosts that are connected
   to only one network) can have no useful information to contribute
   other than their own entry D(i,i) = 0.  As they have only the one
   interface, it is easy to see that a route to any other network
   through them will simply go in that interface and then come right
   back out it.  Thus the cost of such a route will be greater than the
   best cost by at least C.  Since we don't need the 0 entries, non-
   gateways need not participate in the routing protocol at all.

   Let us summarize what a host or gateway G does.  For each destination
   in the system, G will keep a current estimate of the metric for that
   destination (i.e., the total cost of getting to it) and the identity
   of the neighboring gateway on whose data that metric is based.  If
   the destination is on a network that is directly connected to G, then
   G simply uses an entry that shows the cost of using the network, and
   the fact that no gateway is needed to get to the destination.  It is
   easy to show that once the computation has converged to the correct
   metrics, the neighbor that is recorded by this technique is in fact
   the first gateway on the path to the destination.  (If there are
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   several equally good paths, it is the first gateway on one of them.)
   This combination of destination, metric, and gateway is typically
   referred to as a route to the destination with that metric, using
   that gateway.

   The method so far only has a way to lower the metric, as the existing
   metric is kept until a smaller one shows up.  It is possible that the
   initial estimate might be too low.  Thus, there must be a way to
   increase the metric.  It turns out to be sufficient to use the
   following rule: suppose the current route to a destination has metric
   D and uses gateway G.  If a new set of information arrived from some
   source other than G, only update the route if the new metric is
   better than D.  But if a new set of information arrives from G
   itself, always update D to the new value.  It is easy to show that
   with this rule, the incremental update process produces the same
   routes as a calculation that remembers the latest information from
   all the neighbors and does an explicit minimum.  (Note that the
   discussion so far assumes that the network configuration is static.
   It does not allow for the possibility that a system might fail.)

   To summarize, here is the basic distance vector algorithm as it has
   been developed so far.  (Note that this is not a statement of the RIP
   protocol.  There are several refinements still to be added.)  The
   following procedure is carried out by every entity that participates
   in the routing protocol.  This must include all of the gateways in
   the system.  Hosts that are not gateways may participate as well.

       - Keep a table with an entry for every possible destination
        in the system.  The entry contains the distance D to the
        destination, and the first gateway G on the route to that
        network.  Conceptually, there should be an entry for the
        entity itself, with metric 0, but this is not actually
        included.

      - Periodically, send a routing update to every neighbor.  The
        update is a set of messages that contain all of the
        information from the routing table.  It contains an entry
        for each destination, with the distance shown to that
        destination.

      - When a routing update arrives from a neighbor G', add the
        cost associated with the network that is shared with G'.
        (This should be the network over which the update arrived.)
        Call the resulting distance D'.  Compare the resulting
        distances with the current routing table entries.  If the
        new distance D' for N is smaller than the existing value D,
        adopt the new route.  That is, change the table entry for N
        to have metric D' and gateway G'.  If G' is the gateway
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        from which the existing route came, i.e., G' = G, then use



        the new metric even if it is larger than the old one.

2.1. Dealing with changes in topology

   The discussion above assumes that the topology of the network is
   fixed.  In practice, gateways and lines often fail and come back up.
   To handle this possibility, we need to modify the algorithm slightly.
   The theoretical version of the algorithm involved a minimum over all
   immediate neighbors.  If the topology changes, the set of neighbors
   changes.  Therefore, the next time the calculation is done, the
   change will be reflected.  However, as mentioned above, actual
   implementations use an incremental version of the minimization.  Only
   the best route to any given destination is remembered.  If the
   gateway involved in that route should crash, or the network
   connection to it break, the calculation might never reflect the
   change.  The algorithm as shown so far depends upon a gateway
   notifying its neighbors if its metrics change.  If the gateway
   crashes, then it has no way of notifying neighbors of a change.

   In order to handle problems of this kind, distance vector protocols
   must make some provision for timing out routes.  The details depend
   upon the specific protocol.  As an example, in RIP every gateway that
   participates in routing sends an update message to all its neighbors
   once every 30 seconds.  Suppose the current route for network N uses
   gateway G.  If we don't hear from G for 180 seconds, we can assume
   that either the gateway has crashed or the network connecting us to
   it has become unusable.  Thus, we mark the route as invalid.  When we
   hear from another neighbor that has a valid route to N, the valid
   route will replace the invalid one.  Note that we wait for 180
   seconds before timing out a route even though we expect to hear from
   each neighbor every 30 seconds.  Unfortunately, messages are
   occasionally lost by networks.  Thus, it is probably not a good idea
   to invalidate a route based on a single missed message.

   As we will see below, it is useful to have a way to notify neighbors
   that there currently isn't a valid route to some network.  RIP, along
   with several other protocols of this class, does this through a
   normal update message, by marking that network as unreachable.  A
   specific metric value is chosen to indicate an unreachable
   destination; that metric value is larger than the largest valid
   metric that we expect to see.  In the existing implementation of RIP,
   16 is used.  This value is normally referred to as "infinity", since
   it is larger than the largest valid metric.  16 may look like a
   surprisingly small number.  It is chosen to be this small for reasons
   that we will see shortly.  In most implementations, the same
   convention is used internally to flag a route as invalid.
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2.2. Preventing instability

   The algorithm as presented up to this point will always allow a host
   or gateway to calculate a correct routing table.  However, that is
   still not quite enough to make it useful in practice.  The proofs
   referred to above only show that the routing tables will converge to
   the correct values in finite time.  They do not guarantee that this



   time will be small enough to be useful, nor do they say what will
   happen to the metrics for networks that become inaccessible.

   It is easy enough to extend the mathematics to handle routes becoming
   inaccessible.  The convention suggested above will do that.  We
   choose a large metric value to represent "infinity".  This value must
   be large enough that no real metric would ever get that large.  For
   the purposes of this example, we will use the value 16.  Suppose a
   network becomes inaccessible.  All of the immediately neighboring
   gateways time out and set the metric for that network to 16.  For
   purposes of analysis, we can assume that all the neighboring gateways
   have gotten a new piece of hardware that connects them directly to
   the vanished network, with a cost of 16.  Since that is the only
   connection to the vanished network, all the other gateways in the
   system will converge to new routes that go through one of those
   gateways.  It is easy to see that once convergence has happened, all
   the gateways will have metrics of at least 16 for the vanished
   network.  Gateways one hop away from the original neighbors would end
   up with metrics of at least 17; gateways two hops away would end up
   with at least 18, etc.  As these metrics are larger than the maximum
   metric value, they are all set to 16.  It is obvious that the system
   will now converge to a metric of 16 for the vanished network at all
   gateways.

   Unfortunately, the question of how long convergence will take is not
   amenable to quite so simple an answer.  Before going any further, it
   will be useful to look at an example (taken from [2]).  Note, by the
   way, that what we are about to show will not happen with a correct
   implementation of RIP.  We are trying to show why certain features
   are needed.  Note that the letters correspond to gateways, and the
   lines to networks.

            A-----B
             \   / \
              \ /  |
               C  /    all networks have cost 1, except
               | /     for the direct link from C to D, which
               |/      has cost 10
               D
               |<=== target network
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   Each gateway will have a table showing a route to each network.

   However, for purposes of this illustration, we show only the routes
   from each gateway to the network marked at the bottom of the diagram.

            D:  directly connected, metric 1
            B:  route via D, metric 2
            C:  route via B, metric 3
            A:  route via B, metric 3

   Now suppose that the link from B to D fails.  The routes should now
   adjust to use the link from C to D.  Unfortunately, it will take a
   while for this to this to happen.  The routing changes start when B



   notices that the route to D is no longer usable.  For simplicity, the
   chart below assumes that all gateways send updates at the same time.
   The chart shows the metric for the target network, as it appears in
   the routing table at each gateway.

        time ------>

        D: dir, 1   dir, 1   dir, 1   dir, 1  ...  dir, 1   dir, 1
        B: unreach  C,   4   C,   5   C,   6       C,  11   C,  12
        C: B,   3   A,   4   A,   5   A,   6       A,  11   D,  11
        A: B,   3   C,   4   C,   5   C,   6       C,  11   C,  12

        dir = directly connected
        unreach = unreachable

   Here's the problem:  B is able to get rid of its failed route using a
   timeout mechanism.  But vestiges of that route persist in the system
   for a long time.  Initially, A and C still think they can get to D
   via B.  So, they keep sending updates listing metrics of 3.  In the
   next iteration, B will then claim that it can get to D via either A
   or C.  Of course, it can't.  The routes being claimed by A and C are
   now gone, but they have no way of knowing that yet.  And even when
   they discover that their routes via B have gone away, they each think
   there is a route available via the other.  Eventually the system
   converges, as all the mathematics claims it must.  But it can take
   some time to do so.  The worst case is when a network becomes
   completely inaccessible from some part of the system.  In that case,
   the metrics may increase slowly in a pattern like the one above until
   they finally reach infinity.  For this reason, the problem is called
   "counting to infinity".

   You should now see why "infinity" is chosen to be as small as
   possible.  If a network becomes completely inaccessible, we want
   counting to infinity to be stopped as soon as possible.  Infinity
   must be large enough that no real route is that big.  But it
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   shouldn't be any bigger than required.  Thus the choice of infinity
   is a tradeoff between network size and speed of convergence in case
   counting to infinity happens.  The designers of RIP believed that the
   protocol was unlikely to be practical for networks with a diameter
   larger than 15.

   There are several things that can be done to prevent problems like
   this.  The ones used by RIP are called "split horizon with poisoned
   reverse", and "triggered updates".

2.2.1. Split horizon

   Note that some of the problem above is caused by the fact that A and
   C are engaged in a pattern of mutual deception.  Each claims to be
   able to get to D via the other.  This can be prevented by being a bit
   more careful about where information is sent.  In particular, it is
   never useful to claim reachability for a destination network to the
   neighbor(s) from which the route was learned.  "Split horizon" is a
   scheme for avoiding problems caused by including routes in updates



   sent to the gateway from which they were learned.  The "simple split
   horizon" scheme omits routes learned from one neighbor in updates
   sent to that neighbor.  "Split horizon with poisoned reverse"
   includes such routes in updates, but sets their metrics to infinity.

   If A thinks it can get to D via C, its messages to C should indicate
   that D is unreachable.  If the route through C is real, then C either
   has a direct connection to D, or a connection through some other
   gateway.  C's route can't possibly go back to A, since that forms a
   loop.  By telling C that D is unreachable, A simply guards against
   the possibility that C might get confused and believe that there is a
   route through A.  This is obvious for a point to point line.  But
   consider the possibility that A and C are connected by a broadcast
   network such as an Ethernet, and there are other gateways on that
   network.  If A has a route through C, it should indicate that D is
   unreachable when talking to any other gateway on that network.  The
   other gateways on the network can get to C themselves.  They would
   never need to get to C via A.  If A's best route is really through C,
   no other gateway on that network needs to know that A can reach D.
   This is fortunate, because it means that the same update message that
   is used for C can be used for all other gateways on the same network.
   Thus, update messages can be sent by broadcast.

   In general, split horizon with poisoned reverse is safer than simple
   split horizon.  If two gateways have routes pointing at each other,
   advertising reverse routes with a metric of 16 will break the loop
   immediately.  If the reverse routes are simply not advertised, the
   erroneous routes will have to be eliminated by waiting for a timeout.
   However, poisoned reverse does have a disadvantage: it increases the
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   size of the routing messages.  Consider the case of a campus backbone
   connecting a number of different buildings.  In each building, there
   is a gateway connecting the backbone to a local network.  Consider
   what routing updates those gateways should broadcast on the backbone
   network.  All that the rest of the network really needs to know about
   each gateway is what local networks it is connected to.  Using simple
   split horizon, only those routes would appear in update messages sent
   by the gateway to the backbone network.  If split horizon with
   poisoned reverse is used, the gateway must mention all routes that it
   learns from the backbone, with metrics of 16.  If the system is
   large, this can result in a large update message, almost all of whose
   entries indicate unreachable networks.

   In a static sense, advertising reverse routes with a metric of 16
   provides no additional information.  If there are many gateways on
   one broadcast network, these extra entries can use significant
   bandwidth.  The reason they are there is to improve dynamic behavior.
   When topology changes, mentioning routes that should not go through
   the gateway as well as those that should can speed up convergence.
   However, in some situations, network managers may prefer to accept
   somewhat slower convergence in order to minimize routing overhead.
   Thus implementors may at their option implement simple split horizon
   rather than split horizon with poisoned reverse, or they may provide
   a configuration option that allows the network manager to choose
   which behavior to use.  It is also permissible to implement hybrid



   schemes that advertise some reverse routes with a metric of 16 and
   omit others.  An example of such a scheme would be to use a metric of
   16 for reverse routes for a certain period of time after routing
   changes involving them, and thereafter omitting them from updates.

2.2.2. Triggered updates

   Split horizon with poisoned reverse will prevent any routing loops
   that involve only two gateways.  However, it is still possible to end
   up with patterns in which three gateways are engaged in mutual
   deception.  For example, A may believe it has a route through B, B
   through C, and C through A.  Split horizon cannot stop such a loop.
   This loop will only be resolved when the metric reaches infinity and
   the network involved is then declared unreachable.  Triggered updates
   are an attempt to speed up this convergence.  To get triggered
   updates, we simply add a rule that whenever a gateway changes the
   metric for a route, it is required to send update messages almost
   immediately, even if it is not yet time for one of the regular update
   message.  (The timing details will differ from protocol to protocol.
   Some distance vector protocols, including RIP, specify a small time
   delay, in order to avoid having triggered updates generate excessive
   network traffic.)  Note how this combines with the rules for
   computing new metrics.  Suppose a gateway's route to destination N
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   goes through gateway G.  If an update arrives from G itself, the
   receiving gateway is required to believe the new information, whether
   the new metric is higher or lower than the old one.  If the result is
   a change in metric, then the receiving gateway will send triggered
   updates to all the hosts and gateways directly connected to it.  They
   in turn may each send updates to their neighbors.  The result is a
   cascade of triggered updates.  It is easy to show which gateways and
   hosts are involved in the cascade.  Suppose a gateway G times out a
   route to destination N.  G will send triggered updates to all of its
   neighbors.  However, the only neighbors who will believe the new
   information are those whose routes for N go through G.  The other
   gateways and hosts will see this as information about a new route
   that is worse than the one they are already using, and ignore it.
   The neighbors whose routes go through G will update their metrics and
   send triggered updates to all of their neighbors.  Again, only those
   neighbors whose routes go through them will pay attention.  Thus, the
   triggered updates will propagate backwards along all paths leading to
   gateway G, updating the metrics to infinity.  This propagation will
   stop as soon as it reaches a portion of the network whose route to
   destination N takes some other path.

   If the system could be made to sit still while the cascade of
   triggered updates happens, it would be possible to prove that
   counting to infinity will never happen.  Bad routes would always be
   removed immediately, and so no routing loops could form.

   Unfortunately, things are not so nice.  While the triggered updates
   are being sent, regular updates may be happening at the same time.
   Gateways that haven't received the triggered update yet will still be
   sending out information based on the route that no longer exists.  It
   is possible that after the triggered update has gone through a



   gateway, it might receive a normal update from one of these gateways
   that hasn't yet gotten the word.  This could reestablish an orphaned
   remnant of the faulty route.  If triggered updates happen quickly
   enough, this is very unlikely.  However, counting to infinity is
   still possible.

3. Specifications for the protocol

   RIP is intended to allow hosts and gateways to exchange information
   for computing routes through an IP-based network.  RIP is a distance
   vector protocol.  Thus, it has the general features described in
   section 2.  RIP may be implemented by both hosts and gateways.  As in
   most IP documentation, the term "host" will be used here to cover
   either.  RIP is used to convey information about routes to
   "destinations", which may be individual hosts, networks, or a special
   destination used to convey a default route.
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   Any host that uses RIP is assumed to have interfaces to one or more
   networks.  These are referred to as its "directly-connected
   networks".  The protocol relies on access to certain information
   about each of these networks.  The most important is its metric or
   "cost".  The metric of a network is an integer between 1 and 15
   inclusive.  It is set in some manner not specified in this protocol.
   Most existing implementations always use a metric of 1.  New
   implementations should allow the system administrator to set the cost
   of each network.  In addition to the cost, each network will have an
   IP network number and a subnet mask associated with it.  These are to
   be set by the system administrator in a manner not specified in this
   protocol.

   Note that the rules specified in section 3.2 assume that there is a
   single subnet mask applying to each IP network, and that only the
   subnet masks for directly-connected networks are known.  There may be
   systems that use different subnet masks for different subnets within
   a single network.  There may also be instances where it is desirable
   for a system to know the subnets masks of distant networks.  However,
   such situations will require modifications of the rules which govern
   the spread of subnet information.  Such modifications raise issues of
   interoperability, and thus must be viewed as modifying the protocol.

   Each host that implements RIP is assumed to have a routing table.
   This table has one entry for every destination that is reachable
   through the system described by RIP.  Each entry contains at least
   the following information:

      - The IP address of the destination.

      - A metric, which represents the total cost of getting a
        datagram from the host to that destination.  This metric is
        the sum of the costs associated with the networks that
        would be traversed in getting to the destination.

      - The IP address of the next gateway along the path to the
        destination.  If the destination is on one of the



        directly-connected networks, this item is not needed.

      - A flag to indicate that information about the route has
        changed recently.  This will be referred to as the "route
        change flag."

      - Various timers associated with the route.  See section 3.3
        for more details on them.

   The entries for the directly-connected networks are set up by the
   host, using information gathered by means not specified in this
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   protocol.  The metric for a directly-connected network is set to the
   cost of that network.  In existing RIP implementations, 1 is always
   used for the cost.  In that case, the RIP metric reduces to a simple
   hop-count.  More complex metrics may be used when it is desirable to
   show preference for some networks over others, for example because of
   differences in bandwidth or reliability.

   Implementors may also choose to allow the system administrator to
   enter additional routes.  These would most likely be routes to hosts
   or networks outside the scope of the routing system.

   Entries for destinations other these initial ones are added and
   updated by the algorithms described in the following sections.

   In order for the protocol to provide complete information on routing,
   every gateway in the system must participate in it.  Hosts that are
   not gateways need not participate, but many implementations make
   provisions for them to listen to routing information in order to
   allow them to maintain their routing tables.

3.1. Message formats

   RIP is a UDP-based protocol.  Each host that uses RIP has a routing
   process that sends and receives datagrams on UDP port number 520.
   All communications directed at another host's RIP processor are sent
   to port 520.  All routing update messages are sent from port 520.
   Unsolicited routing update messages have both the source and
   destination port equal to 520.  Those sent in response to a request
   are sent to the port from which the request came.  Specific queries
   and debugging requests may be sent from ports other than 520, but
   they are directed to port 520 on the target machine.

   There are provisions in the protocol to allow "silent" RIP processes.
   A silent process is one that normally does not send out any messages.
   However, it listens to messages sent by others.  A silent RIP might
   be used by hosts that do not act as gateways, but wish to listen to
   routing updates in order to monitor local gateways and to keep their
   internal routing tables up to date.  (See [5] for a discussion of
   various ways that hosts can keep track of network topology.)  A
   gateway that has lost contact with all but one of its networks might
   choose to become silent, since it is effectively no longer a gateway.

   However, this should not be done if there is any chance that



   neighboring gateways might depend upon its messages to detect that
   the failed network has come back into operation.  (The 4BSD routed
   program uses routing packets to monitor the operation of point-to-
   point links.)
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   The packet format is shown in Figure 1.

      Format of datagrams containing network information.  Field sizes
      are given in octets.  Unless otherwise specified, fields contain
      binary integers, in normal Internet order with the most-significant
      octet first.  Each tick mark represents one bit.

       0                   1                   2                   3 3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      | command (1)   | version (1)   |      must be zero (2)         |
      +---------------+---------------+-------------------------------+
      | address family identifier (2) |      must be zero (2)         |
      +-------------------------------+-------------------------------+
      |                         IP address (4)                        |
      +---------------------------------------------------------------+
      |                        must be zero (4)                       |
      +---------------------------------------------------------------+
      |                        must be zero (4)                       |
      +---------------------------------------------------------------+
      |                          metric (4)                           |
      +---------------------------------------------------------------+
                                      .
                                      .
                                      .
      The portion of the datagram from address family identifier through
      metric may appear up to 25 times.  IP address is the usual 4-octet
      Internet address, in network order.

                          Figure 1.   Packet format

   Every datagram contains a command, a version number, and possible
   arguments.  This document describes version 1 of the protocol.
   Details of processing the version number are described in section
   3.4.  The command field is used to specify the purpose of this
   datagram.  Here is a summary of the commands implemented in version
   1:

   1 - request     A request for the responding system to send all or
                   part of its routing table.

   2 - response    A message containing all or part of the sender's
                   routing table.  This message may be sent in response
                   to a request or poll, or it may be an update message
                   generated by the sender.

   3 - traceon     Obsolete.  Messages containing this command are to be
                   ignored.
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   4 - traceoff    Obsolete.  Messages containing this command are to be
                   ignored.

   5 - reserved    This value is used by Sun Microsystems for its own
                   purposes.  If new commands are added in any
                   succeeding version, they should begin with 6.
                   Messages containing this command may safely be
                   ignored by implementations that do not choose to
                   respond to it.

   For request and response, the rest of the datagram contains a list of
   destinations, with information about each.  Each entry in this list
   contains a destination network or host, and the metric for it.  The
   packet format is intended to allow RIP to carry routing information
   for several different protocols.  Thus, each entry has an address
   family identifier to indicate what type of address is specified in
   that entry.  This document only describes routing for Internet
   networks.  The address family identifier for IP is 2.  None of the
   RIP implementations available to the author implement any other type
   of address.  However, to allow for future development,
   implementations are required to skip entries that specify address
   families that are not supported by the implementation.  (The size of
   these entries will be the same as the size of an entry specifying an
   IP address.) Processing of the message continues normally after any
   unsupported entries are skipped.  The IP address is the usual
   Internet address, stored as 4 octets in network order.  The metric
   field must contain a value between 1 and 15 inclusive, specifying the
   current metric for the destination, or the value 16, which indicates
   that the destination is not reachable.  Each route sent by a gateway
   supercedes any previous route to the same destination from the same
   gateway.

   The maximum datagram size is 512 octets.  This includes only the
   portions of the datagram described above.  It does not count the IP
   or UDP headers.  The commands that involve network information allow
   information to be split across several datagrams.  No special
   provisions are needed for continuations, since correct results will
   occur if the datagrams are processed individually.

3.2. Addressing considerations

   As indicated in section 2, distance vector routing can be used to
   describe routes to individual hosts or to networks.  The RIP protocol
   allows either of these possibilities.  The destinations appearing in
   request and response messages can be networks, hosts, or a special
   code used to indicate a default address.  In general, the kinds of
   routes actually used will depend upon the routing strategy used for
   the particular network.  Many networks are set up so that routing
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   information for individual hosts is not needed.  If every host on a
   given network or subnet is accessible through the same gateways, then
   there is no reason to mention individual hosts in the routing tables.
   However, networks that include point to point lines sometimes require
   gateways to keep track of routes to certain hosts.  Whether this
   feature is required depends upon the addressing and routing approach
   used in the system.  Thus, some implementations may choose not to
   support host routes.  If host routes are not supported, they are to
   be dropped when they are received in response messages.  (See section
   3.4.2.)

   The RIP packet formats do not distinguish among various types of
   address.  Fields that are labeled "address" can contain any of the
   following:

      host address
      subnet number
      network number
      0, indicating a default route

   Entities that use RIP are assumed to use the most specific
   information available when routing a datagram.  That is, when routing
   a datagram, its destination address must first be checked against the
   list of host addresses.  Then it must be checked to see whether it
   matches any known subnet or network number.  Finally, if none of
   these match, the default route is used.

   When a host evaluates information that it receives via RIP, its
   interpretation of an address depends upon whether it knows the subnet
   mask that applies to the net.  If so, then it is possible to
   determine the meaning of the address.  For example, consider net
   128.6.  It has a subnet mask of 255.255.255.0.  Thus 128.6.0.0 is a
   network number, 128.6.4.0 is a subnet number, and 128.6.4.1 is a host
   address.  However, if the host does not know the subnet mask,
   evaluation of an address may be ambiguous.  If there is a non-zero
   host part, there is no clear way to determine whether the address
   represents a subnet number or a host address.  As a subnet number
   would be useless without the subnet mask, addresses are assumed to
   represent hosts in this situation.  In order to avoid this sort of
   ambiguity, hosts must not send subnet routes to hosts that cannot be
   expected to know the appropriate subnet mask.  Normally hosts only
   know the subnet masks for directly-connected networks.  Therefore,
   unless special provisions have been made, routes to a subnet must not
   be sent outside the network of which the subnet is a part.

   This filtering is carried out by the gateways at the "border" of the
   subnetted network.  These are gateways that connect that network with
   some other network.  Within the subnetted network, each subnet is
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   treated as an individual network.  Routing entries for each subnet
   are circulated by RIP.  However, border gateways send only a single
   entry for the network as a whole to hosts in other networks.  This
   means that a border gateway will send different information to
   different neighbors.  For neighbors connected to the subnetted



   network, it generates a list of all subnets to which it is directly
   connected, using the subnet number.  For neighbors connected to other
   networks, it makes a single entry for the network as a whole, showing
   the metric associated with that network.  (This metric would normally
   be the smallest metric for the subnets to which the gateway is
   attached.)

   Similarly, border gateways must not mention host routes for hosts
   within one of the directly-connected networks in messages to other
   networks.  Those routes will be subsumed by the single entry for the
   network as a whole.  We do not specify what to do with host routes
   for "distant" hosts (i.e., hosts not part of one of the directly-
   connected networks).  Generally, these routes indicate some host that
   is reachable via a route that does not support other hosts on the
   network of which the host is a part.

   The special address 0.0.0.0 is used to describe a default route.  A
   default route is used when it is not convenient to list every
   possible network in the RIP updates, and when one or more closely-
   connected gateways in the system are prepared to handle traffic to
   the networks that are not listed explicitly.  These gateways should
   create RIP entries for the address 0.0.0.0, just as if it were a
   network to which they are connected.  The decision as to how gateways
   create entries for 0.0.0.0 is left to the implementor.  Most
   commonly, the system administrator will be provided with a way to
   specify which gateways should create entries for 0.0.0.0.  However,
   other mechanisms are possible.  For example, an implementor might
   decide that any gateway that speaks EGP should be declared to be a
   default gateway.  It may be useful to allow the network administrator
   to choose the metric to be used in these entries.  If there is more
   than one default gateway, this will make it possible to express a
   preference for one over the other.  The entries for 0.0.0.0 are
   handled by RIP in exactly the same manner as if there were an actual
   network with this address.  However, the entry is used to route any
   datagram whose destination address does not match any other network
   in the table.  Implementations are not required to support this
   convention.  However, it is strongly recommended.  Implementations
   that do not support 0.0.0.0 must ignore entries with this address.
   In such cases, they must not pass the entry on in their own RIP
   updates.  System administrators should take care to make sure that
   routes to 0.0.0.0 do not propagate further than is intended.
   Generally, each autonomous system has its own preferred default
   gateway.  Thus, routes involving 0.0.0.0 should generally not leave
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   the boundary of an autonomous system.  The mechanisms for enforcing
   this are not specified in this document.

3.3. Timers

   This section describes all events that are triggered by timers.

   Every 30 seconds, the output process is instructed to generate a
   complete response to every neighboring gateway.  When there are many
   gateways on a single network, there is a tendency for them to
   synchronize with each other such that they all issue updates at the



   same time.  This can happen whenever the 30 second timer is affected
   by the processing load on the system.  It is undesirable for the
   update messages to become synchronized, since it can lead to
   unnecessary collisions on broadcast networks.  Thus, implementations
   are required to take one of two precautions.

      - The 30-second updates are triggered by a clock whose rate
        is not affected by system load or the time required to
        service the previous update timer.

      - The 30-second timer is offset by addition of a small random
        time each time it is set.

   There are two timers associated with each route, a "timeout" and a
   "garbage-collection time".  Upon expiration of the timeout, the route
   is no longer valid.  However, it is retained in the table for a short
   time, so that neighbors can be notified that the route has been
   dropped.  Upon expiration of the garbage-collection timer, the route
   is finally removed from the tables.

   The timeout is initialized when a route is established, and any time
   an update message is received for the route.  If 180 seconds elapse
   from the last time the timeout was initialized, the route is
   considered to have expired, and the deletion process which we are
   about to describe is started for it.

   Deletions can occur for one of two reasons: (1) the timeout expires,
   or (2) the metric is set to 16 because of an update received from the
   current gateway.  (See section 3.4.2 for a discussion processing
   updates from other gateways.)  In either case, the following events
   happen:

      - The garbage-collection timer is set for 120 seconds.

      - The metric for the route is set to 16 (infinity).  This
        causes the route to be removed from service.
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      - A flag is set noting that this entry has been changed, and
        the output process is signalled to trigger a response.

   Until the garbage-collection timer expires, the route is included in
   all updates sent by this host, with a metric of 16 (infinity).  When
   the garbage-collection timer expires, the route is deleted from the
   tables.

   Should a new route to this network be established while the garbage-
   collection timer is running, the new route will replace the one that
   is about to be deleted.  In this case the garbage-collection timer
   must be cleared.

   See section 3.5 for a discussion of a delay that is required in
   carrying out triggered updates.  Although implementation of that
   delay will require a timer, it is more natural to discuss it in
   section 3.5 than here.



3.4. Input processing

   This section will describe the handling of datagrams received on UDP
   port 520.  Before processing the datagrams in detail, certain general
   format checks must be made.  These depend upon the version number
   field in the datagram, as follows:

      0   Datagrams whose version number is zero are to be ignored.
          These are from a previous version of the protocol, whose
          packet format was machine-specific.

      1   Datagrams whose version number is one are to be processed
          as described in the rest of this specification.  All fields
          that are described above as "must be zero" are to be checked.
          If any such field contains a non-zero value, the entire
          message is to be ignored.

      >1  Datagrams whose version number are greater than one are
          to be processed as described in the rest of this
          specification.  All fields that are described above as
          "must be zero" are to be ignored.  Future versions of the
          protocol may put data into these fields.  Version 1
          implementations are to ignore this extra data and process
          only the fields specified in this document.

   After checking the version number and doing any other preliminary
   checks, processing will depend upon the value in the command field.
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3.4.1. Request

   Request is used to ask for a response containing all or part of the
   host's routing table.  [Note that the term host is used for either
   host or gateway, in most cases it would be unusual for a non-gateway
   host to send RIP messages.]  Normally, requests are sent as
   broadcasts, from a UDP source port of 520.  In this case, silent
   processes do not respond to the request.  Silent processes are by
   definition processes for which we normally do not want to see routing
   information.  However, there may be situations involving gateway
   monitoring where it is desired to look at the routing table even for
   a silent process.  In this case, the request should be sent from a
   UDP port number other than 520.  If a request comes from port 520,
   silent processes do not respond.  If the request comes from any other
   port, processes must respond even if they are silent.

   The request is processed entry by entry.  If there are no entries, no
   response is given.  There is one special case.  If there is exactly
   one entry in the request, with an address family identifier of 0
   (meaning unspecified), and a metric of infinity (i.e., 16 for current
   implementations), this is a request to send the entire routing table.
   In that case, a call is made to the output process to send the
   routing table to the requesting port.



   Except for this special case, processing is quite simple.  Go down
   the list of entries in the request one by one.  For each entry, look
   up the destination in the host's routing database.  If there is a
   route, put that route's metric in the metric field in the datagram.
   If there isn't a route to the specified destination, put infinity
   (i.e., 16) in the metric field in the datagram.  Once all the entries
   have been filled in, set the command to response and send the
   datagram back to the port from which it came.

   Note that there is a difference in handling depending upon whether
   the request is for a specified set of destinations, or for a complete
   routing table.  If the request is for a complete host table, normal
   output processing is done.  This includes split horizon (see section
   2.2.1) and subnet hiding (section 3.2), so that certain entries from
   the routing table will not be shown.  If the request is for specific
   entries, they are looked up in the host table and the information is
   returned.  No split horizon processing is done, and subnets are
   returned if requested.  We anticipate that these requests are likely
   to be used for different purposes.  When a host first comes up, it
   broadcasts requests on every connected network asking for a complete
   routing table.  In general, we assume that complete routing tables
   are likely to be used to update another host's routing table.  For
   this reason, split horizon and all other filtering must be used.
   Requests for specific networks are made only by diagnostic software,
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   and are not used for routing.  In this case, the requester would want
   to know the exact contents of the routing database, and would not
   want any information hidden.

3.4.2. Response

   Responses can be received for several different reasons:

      response to a specific query
      regular updates
      triggered updates triggered by a metric change

   Processing is the same no matter how responses were generated.

   Because processing of a response may update the host's routing table,
   the response must be checked carefully for validity.  The response
   must be ignored if it is not from port 520.  The IP source address
   should be checked to see whether the datagram is from a valid
   neighbor.  The source of the datagram must be on a directly-connected
   network.  It is also worth checking to see whether the response is
   from one of the host's own addresses.  Interfaces on broadcast
   networks may receive copies of their own broadcasts immediately.  If
   a host processes its own output as new input, confusion is likely,
   and such datagrams must be ignored (except as discussed in the next
   paragraph).

   Before actually processing a response, it may be useful to use its
   presence as input to a process for keeping track of interface status.
   As mentioned above, we time out a route when we haven't heard from



   its gateway for a certain amount of time.  This works fine for routes
   that come from another gateway.  It is also desirable to know when
   one of our own directly-connected networks has failed.  This document
   does not specify any particular method for doing this, as such
   methods depend upon the characteristics of the network and the
   hardware interface to it.  However, such methods often involve
   listening for datagrams arriving on the interface.  Arriving
   datagrams can be used as an indication that the interface is working.
   However, some caution must be used, as it is possible for interfaces
   to fail in such a way that input datagrams are received, but output
   datagrams are never sent successfully.

   Now that the datagram as a whole has been validated, process the
   entries in it one by one.  Again, start by doing validation.  If the
   metric is greater than infinity, ignore the entry.  (This should be
   impossible, if the other host is working correctly.  Incorrect
   metrics and other format errors should probably cause alerts or be
   logged.)  Then look at the destination address.  Check the address
   family identifier.  If it is not a value which is expected (e.g., 2
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   for Internet addresses), ignore the entry.  Now check the address
   itself for various kinds of inappropriate addresses.  Ignore the
   entry if the address is class D or E, if it is on net 0 (except for
   0.0.0.0, if we accept default routes) or if it is on net 127 (the
   loopback network).  Also, test for a broadcast address, i.e.,
   anything whose host part is all ones on a network that supports
   broadcast, and ignore any such entry.  If the implementor has chosen
   not to support host routes (see section 3.2), check to see whether
   the host portion of the address is non-zero; if so, ignore the entry.

   Recall that the address field contains a number of unused octets.  If
   the version number of the datagram is 1, they must also be checked.
   If any of them is nonzero, the entry is to be ignored.  (Many of
   these cases indicate that the host from which the message came is not
   working correctly.  Thus some form of error logging or alert should
   be triggered.)

   Update the metric by adding the cost of the network on which the
   message arrived.  If the result is greater than 16, use 16.  That is,

      metric = MIN (metric + cost, 16)

   Now look up the address to see whether this is already a route for
   it.  In general, if not, we want to add one.  However, there are
   various exceptions.  If the metric is infinite, don't add an entry.
   (We would update an existing one, but we don't add new entries with
   infinite metric.)  We want to avoid adding routes to hosts if the
   host is part of a net or subnet for which we have at least as good a
   route.  If neither of these exceptions applies, add a new entry to
   the routing database.  This includes the following actions:

      - Set the destination and metric to those from the datagram.

      - Set the gateway to be the host from which the datagram
        came.



      - Initialize the timeout for the route. If the garbage-
        collection timer is running for this route, stop it. (See
        section 3.3 for a discussion of the timers.)

      - Set the route change flag, and signal the output process to
        trigger an update (see 3.5).

   If there is an existing route, first compare gateways.  If this
   datagram is from the same gateway as the existing route, reinitialize
   the timeout.  Next compare metrics.  If the datagram is from the same
   gateway as the existing route and the new metric is different than
   the old one, or if the new metric is lower than the old one, do the
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   following actions:

      - adopt the route from the datagram.  That is, put the new
        metric in, and set the gateway to be the host from which
        the datagram came.

      - Initialize the timeout for the route.

      - Set the route change flag, and signal the output process to
        trigger an update (see 3.5).

      - If the new metric is 16 (infinity), the deletion process is
        started.

   If the new metric is 16 (infinity), this starts the process for
   deleting the route.  The route is no longer used for routing packets,
   and the deletion timer is started (see section 3.3).  Note that a
   deletion is started only when the metric is first set to 16.  If the
   metric was already 16, then a new deletion is not started.  (Starting
   a deletion sets a timer.  The concern is that we do not want to reset
   the timer every 30 seconds, as new messages arrive with an infinite
   metric.)

   If the new metric is the same as the old one, it is simplest to do
   nothing further (beyond reinitializing the timeout, as specified
   above).  However, the 4BSD routed uses an additional heuristic here.
   Normally, it is senseless to change to a route with the same metric
   as the existing route but a different gateway.  If the existing route
   is showing signs of timing out, though, it may be better to switch to
   an equally-good alternative route immediately, rather than waiting
   for the timeout to happen.  (See section 3.3 for a discussion of
   timeouts.)  Therefore, if the new metric is the same as the old one,
   routed looks at the timeout for the existing route.  If it is at
   least halfway to the expiration point, routed switches to the new
   route.  That is, the gateway is changed to the source of the current
   message.  This heuristic is optional.

   Any entry that fails these tests is ignored, as it is no better than
   the current route.

3.5. Output Processing



   This section describes the processing used to create response
   messages that contain all or part of the routing table.  This
   processing may be triggered in any of the following ways:

      - by input processing when a request is seen.  In this case,
        the resulting message is sent to only one destination.
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      - by the regular routing update.  Every 30 seconds, a
        response containing the whole routing table is sent to
        every neighboring gateway.  (See section 3.3.)

      - by triggered updates.  Whenever the metric for a route is
        changed, an update is triggered.  (The update may be
        delayed; see below.)

   Before describing the way a message is generated for each directly-
   connected network, we will comment on how the destinations are chosen
   for the latter two cases.  Normally, when a response is to be sent to
   all destinations (that is, either the regular update or a triggered
   update is being prepared), a response is sent to the host at the
   opposite end of each connected point-to-point link, and a response is
   broadcast on all connected networks that support broadcasting.  Thus,
   one response is prepared for each directly-connected network and sent
   to the corresponding (destination or broadcast) address.  In most
   cases, this reaches all neighboring gateways.  However, there are
   some cases where this may not be good enough.  This may involve a
   network that does not support broadcast (e.g., the ARPANET), or a
   situation involving dumb gateways.  In such cases, it may be
   necessary to specify an actual list of neighboring hosts and
   gateways, and send a datagram to each one explicitly.  It is left to
   the implementor to determine whether such a mechanism is needed, and
   to define how the list is specified.

   Triggered updates require special handling for two reasons.  First,
   experience shows that triggered updates can cause excessive loads on
   networks with limited capacity or with many gateways on them.  Thus
   the protocol requires that implementors include provisions to limit
   the frequency of triggered updates.  After a triggered update is
   sent, a timer should be set for a random time between 1 and 5
   seconds.  If other changes that would trigger updates occur before
   the timer expires, a single update is triggered when the timer
   expires, and the timer is then set to another random value between 1
   and 5 seconds.  Triggered updates may be suppressed if a regular
   update is due by the time the triggered update would be sent.

   Second, triggered updates do not need to include the entire routing
   table.  In principle, only those routes that have changed need to be
   included.  Thus messages generated as part of a triggered update must
   include at least those routes that have their route change flag set.
   They may include additional routes, or all routes, at the discretion
   of the implementor; however, when full routing updates require
   multiple packets, sending all routes is strongly discouraged.  When a
   triggered update is processed, messages should be generated for every
   directly-connected network.  Split horizon processing is done when



   generating triggered updates as well as normal updates (see below).
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   If, after split horizon processing, a changed route will appear
   identical on a network as it did previously, the route need not be
   sent; if, as a result, no routes need be sent, the update may be
   omitted on that network.  (If a route had only a metric change, or
   uses a new gateway that is on the same network as the old gateway,
   the route will be sent to the network of the old gateway with a
   metric of infinity both before and after the change.)  Once all of
   the triggered updates have been generated, the route change flags
   should be cleared.

   If input processing is allowed while output is being generated,
   appropriate interlocking must be done.  The route change flags should
   not be changed as a result of processing input while a triggered
   update message is being generated.

   The only difference between a triggered update and other update
   messages is the possible omission of routes that have not changed.
   The rest of the mechanisms about to be described must all apply to
   triggered updates.

   Here is how a response datagram is generated for a particular
   directly-connected network:

   The IP source address must be the sending host's address on that
   network.  This is important because the source address is put into
   routing tables in other hosts.  If an incorrect source address is
   used, other hosts may be unable to route datagrams.  Sometimes
   gateways are set up with multiple IP addresses on a single physical
   interface.  Normally, this means that several logical IP networks are
   being carried over one physical medium.  In such cases, a separate
   update message must be sent for each address, with that address as
   the IP source address.

   Set the version number to the current version of RIP.  (The version
   described in this document is 1.)  Set the command to response.  Set
   the bytes labeled "must be zero" to zero.  Now start filling in
   entries.

   To fill in the entries, go down all the routes in the internal
   routing table.  Recall that the maximum datagram size is 512 bytes.
   When there is no more space in the datagram, send the current message
   and start a new one.  If a triggered update is being generated, only
   entries whose route change flags are set need be included.

   See the description in Section 3.2 for a discussion of problems
   raised by subnet and host routes.  Routes to subnets will be
   meaningless outside the network, and must be omitted if the
   destination is not on the same subnetted network; they should be
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   replaced with a single route to the network of which the subnets are
   a part.  Similarly, routes to hosts must be eliminated if they are
   subsumed by a network route, as described in the discussion in
   Section 3.2.

   If the route passes these tests, then the destination and metric are
   put into the entry in the output datagram.  Routes must be included
   in the datagram even if their metrics are infinite.  If the gateway
   for the route is on the network for which the datagram is being
   prepared, the metric in the entry is set to 16, or the entire entry
   is omitted.  Omitting the entry is simple split horizon.  Including
   an entry with metric 16 is split horizon with poisoned reverse.  See
   Section 2.2 for a more complete discussion of these alternatives.

3.6. Compatibility

   The protocol described in this document is intended to interoperate
   with routed and other existing implementations of RIP.  However, a
   different viewpoint is adopted about when to increment the metric
   than was used in most previous implementations.  Using the previous
   perspective, the internal routing table has a metric of 0 for all
   directly-connected networks.  The cost (which is always 1) is added
   to the metric when the route is sent in an update message.  By
   contrast, in this document directly-connected networks appear in the
   internal routing table with metrics equal to their costs; the metrics
   are not necessarily 1.  In this document, the cost is added to the
   metrics when routes are received in update messages.  Metrics from
   the routing table are sent in update messages without change (unless
   modified by split horizon).

   These two viewpoints result in identical update messages being sent.
   Metrics in the routing table differ by a constant one in the two
   descriptions.  Thus, there is no difference in effect.  The change
   was made because the new description makes it easier to handle
   situations where different metrics are used on directly-attached
   networks.

   Implementations that only support network costs of one need not
   change to match the new style of presentation.  However, they must
   follow the description given in this document in all other ways.

4. Control functions

   This section describes administrative controls.  These are not part
   of the protocol per se.  However, experience with existing networks
   suggests that they are important.  Because they are not a necessary
   part of the protocol, they are considered optional.  However, we
   strongly recommend that at least some of them be included in every
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   implementation.

   These controls are intended primarily to allow RIP to be connected to



   networks whose routing may be unstable or subject to errors.  Here
   are some examples:

   It is sometimes desirable to limit the hosts and gateways from which
   information will be accepted.  On occasion, hosts have been
   misconfigured in such a way that they begin sending inappropriate
   information.

   A number of sites limit the set of networks that they allow in update
   messages.  Organization A may have a connection to organization B
   that they use for direct communication.  For security or performance
   reasons A may not be willing to give other organizations access to
   that connection.  In such cases, A should not include B's networks in
   updates that A sends to third parties.

   Here are some typical controls.  Note, however, that the RIP protocol
   does not require these or any other controls.

      - a neighbor list - the network administrator should be able
        to define a list of neighbors for each host.  A host would
        accept response messages only from hosts on its list of
        neighbors.

      - allowing or disallowing specific destinations - the network
        administrator should be able to specify a list of
        destination addresses to allow or disallow.  The list would
        be associated with a particular interface in the incoming
        or outgoing direction.  Only allowed networks would be
        mentioned in response messages going out or processed in
        response messages coming in.  If a list of allowed
        addresses is specified, all other addresses are disallowed.
        If a list of disallowed addresses is specified, all other
        addresses are allowed.
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                    Computing the Internet Checksum

Status of This Memo



   This memo summarizes techniques and algorithms for efficiently
   computing the Internet checksum.  It is not a standard, but a set of
   useful implementation techniques.  Distribution of this memo is
   unlimited.

1.  Introduction

   This memo discusses methods for efficiently computing the Internet
   checksum that is used by the standard Internet protocols IP, UDP, and
   TCP.

   An efficient checksum implementation is critical to good performance.
   As advances in implementation techniques streamline the rest of the
   protocol processing, the checksum computation becomes one of the
   limiting factors on TCP performance, for example.  It is usually
   appropriate to carefully hand-craft the checksum routine, exploiting
   every machine-dependent trick possible; a fraction of a microsecond
   per TCP data byte can add up to a significant CPU time savings
   overall.

   In outline, the Internet checksum algorithm is very simple:

   (1)  Adjacent octets to be checksummed are paired to form 16-bit
        integers, and the 1's complement sum of these 16-bit integers is
        formed.

   (2)  To generate a checksum, the checksum field itself is cleared,
        the 16-bit 1's complement sum is computed over the octets
        concerned, and the 1's complement of this sum is placed in the
        checksum field.

   (3)  To check a checksum, the 1's complement sum is computed over the
        same set of octets, including the checksum field.  If the result
        is all 1 bits (-0 in 1's complement arithmetic), the check
        succeeds.

        Suppose a checksum is to be computed over the sequence of octets
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        A, B, C, D, ... , Y, Z.  Using the notation [a,b] for the 16-bit
        integer a*256+b, where a and b are bytes, then the 16-bit 1's
        complement sum of these bytes is given by one of the following:

            [A,B] +' [C,D] +' ... +' [Y,Z]              [1]

            [A,B] +' [C,D] +' ... +' [Z,0]              [2]

        where +' indicates 1's complement addition. These cases
        correspond to an even or odd count of bytes, respectively.

        On a 2's complement machine, the 1's complement sum must be
        computed by means of an "end around carry", i.e., any overflows
        from the most significant bits are added into the least
        significant bits. See the examples below.

        Section 2 explores the properties of this checksum that may be



        exploited to speed its calculation.  Section 3 contains some
        numerical examples of the most important implementation
        techniques.  Finally, Section 4 includes examples of specific
        algorithms for a variety of common CPU types.  We are grateful
        to Van Jacobson and Charley Kline for their contribution of
        algorithms to this section.

        The properties of the Internet checksum were originally
        discussed by Bill Plummer in IEN-45, entitled "Checksum Function
        Design".  Since IEN-45 has not been widely available, we include
        it as an extended appendix to this RFC.

     2.  Calculating the Checksum

        This simple checksum has a number of wonderful mathematical
        properties that may be exploited to speed its calculation, as we
        will now discuss.

   (A)  Commutative and Associative

        As long as the even/odd assignment of bytes is respected, the
        sum can be done in any order, and it can be arbitrarily split
        into groups.

        For example, the sum [1] could be split into:

           ( [A,B] +' [C,D] +' ... +' [J,0] )

                  +' ( [0,K] +' ... +' [Y,Z] )               [3]
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   (B)  Byte Order Independence

        The sum of 16-bit integers can be computed in either byte order.
        Thus, if we calculate the swapped sum:

           [B,A] +' [D,C] +' ... +' [Z,Y]                   [4]

        the result is the same as [1], except the bytes are swapped in
        the sum! To see why this is so, observe that in both orders the
        carries are the same: from bit 15 to bit 0 and from bit 7 to bit
        8.  In other words, consistently swapping bytes simply rotates
        the bits within the sum, but does not affect their internal
        ordering.

        Therefore, the sum may be calculated in exactly the same way
        regardless of the byte order ("big-endian" or "little-endian")
        of the underlaying hardware.  For example, assume a "little-
        endian" machine summing data that is stored in memory in network
        ("big-endian") order.  Fetching each 16-bit word will swap
        bytes, resulting in the sum [4]; however, storing the result



        back into memory will swap the sum back into network byte order.

        Byte swapping may also be used explicitly to handle boundary
        alignment problems.  For example, the second group in [3] can be
        calculated without concern to its odd/even origin, as:

              [K,L] +' ... +' [Z,0]

        if this sum is byte-swapped before it is added to the first
        group.  See the example below.

   (C)  Parallel Summation

        On machines that have word-sizes that are multiples of 16 bits,
        it is possible to develop even more efficient implementations.
        Because addition is associative, we do not have to sum the
        integers in the order they appear in the message.  Instead we
        can add them in "parallel" by exploiting the larger word size.

        To compute the checksum in parallel, simply do a 1's complement
        addition of the message using the native word size of the
        machine.  For example, on a 32-bit machine we can add 4 bytes at
        a time: [A,B,C,D]+'... When the sum has been computed, we "fold"
        the long sum into 16 bits by adding the 16-bit segments.  Each
        16-bit addition may produce new end-around carries that must be
        added.

        Furthermore, again the byte order does not matter; we could
        instead sum 32-bit words: [D,C,B,A]+'... or [B,A,D,C]+'... and
        then swap the bytes of the final 16-bit sum as necessary.  See
        the examples below.  Any permutation is allowed that collects
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        all the even-numbered data bytes into one sum byte and the odd-
        numbered data bytes into the other sum byte.

   There are further coding techniques that can be exploited to speed up
   the checksum calculation.

   (1)  Deferred Carries

        Depending upon the machine, it may be more efficient to defer
        adding end-around carries until the main summation loop is
        finished.

        One approach is to sum 16-bit words in a 32-bit accumulator, so
        the overflows build up in the high-order 16 bits.  This approach
        typically avoids a carry-sensing instruction but requires twice
        as many additions as would adding 32-bit segments; which is
        faster depends upon the detailed hardware architecture.

   (2)  Unwinding Loops

        To reduce the loop overhead, it is often useful to "unwind" the
        inner sum loop, replicating a series of addition commands within



        one loop traversal.  This technique often provides significant
        savings, although it may complicate the logic of the program
        considerably.

   (3)  Combine with Data Copying

        Like checksumming, copying data from one memory location to
        another involves per-byte overhead.  In both cases, the
        bottleneck is essentially the memory bus, i.e., how fast the
        data can be fetched. On some machines (especially relatively
        slow and simple micro-computers), overhead can be significantly
        reduced by combining memory-to-memory copy and the checksumming,
        fetching the data only once for both.

   (4)  Incremental Update

        Finally, one can sometimes avoid recomputing the entire checksum
        when one header field is updated.  The best-known example is a
        gateway changing the TTL field in the IP header, but there are
        other examples (for example, when updating a source route).  In
        these cases it is possible to update the checksum without
        scanning the message or datagram.

        To update the checksum, simply add the differences of the
        sixteen bit integers that have been changed.  To see why this
        works, observe that every 16-bit integer has an additive inverse
        and that addition is associative.  From this it follows that
        given the original value m, the new value m', and the old
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        checksum C, the new checksum C' is:

                C' = C + (-m) + m' = C + (m' - m)

3. Numerical Examples

   We now present explicit examples of calculating a simple 1's
   complement sum on a 2's complement machine.  The examples show the
   same sum calculated byte by bye, by 16-bits words in normal and
   swapped order, and 32 bits at a time in 3 different orders.  All
   numbers are in hex.

                  Byte-by-byte    "Normal"  Swapped
                                    Order    Order

        Byte 0/1:    00   01        0001      0100
        Byte 2/3:    f2   03        f203      03f2
        Byte 4/5:    f4   f5        f4f5      f5f4
        Byte 6/7:    f6   f7        f6f7      f7f6
                    ---  ---       -----     -----
        Sum1:       2dc  1f0       2ddf0     1f2dc

                     dc   f0        ddf0      f2dc
        Carrys:       1    2           2         1
                     --   --        ----      ----



        Sum2:        dd   f2        ddf2      f2dd

        Final Swap:  dd   f2        ddf2      ddf2

        Byte 0/1/2/3:  0001f203     010003f2       03f20100
        Byte 4/5/6/7:  f4f5f6f7     f5f4f7f6       f7f6f5f4
                       --------     --------       --------
        Sum1:         0f4f7e8fa    0f6f4fbe8      0fbe8f6f4

        Carries:              0            0              0

        Top half:          f4f7         f6f4           fbe8
        Bottom half:       e8fa         fbe8           f6f4
                          -----        -----          -----
        Sum2:             1ddf1        1f2dc          1f2dc

                           ddf1         f2dc           f2dc
        Carrys:               1            1              1
                           ----         ----           ----
        Sum3:              ddf2         f2dd           f2dd

        Final Swap:        ddf2         ddf2           ddf2
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   Finally, here an example of breaking the sum into two groups, with
   the second group starting on a odd boundary:

                   Byte-by-byte    Normal
                                    Order

        Byte 0/1:    00   01        0001
        Byte 2/ :    f2  (00)       f200
                    ---  ---       -----
        Sum1:        f2   01        f201

        Byte 4/5:    03   f4        03f4
        Byte 6/7:    f5   f6        f5f6
        Byte 8/:     f7  (00)       f700
                    ---  ---       -----
        Sum2:                      1f0ea

        Sum2:                       f0ea
        Carry:                         1
                                   -----
        Sum3:                       f0eb

        Sum1:                       f201
        Sum3 byte swapped:          ebf0
                                   -----
        Sum4:                      1ddf1

        Sum4:                       ddf1



        Carry:                         1
                                   -----
        Sum5:                       ddf2
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4.  Implementation Examples

   In this section we show examples of Internet checksum implementation
   algorithms that have been found to be efficient on a variety of
   CPU's.  In each case, we show the core of the algorithm, without
   including environmental code (e.g., subroutine linkages) or special-
   case code.

4.1  "C"

   The following "C" code algorithm computes the checksum with an inner
   loop that sums 16-bits at a time in a 32-bit accumulator.

   in 6
       {
           /* Compute Internet Checksum for "count" bytes
            *         beginning at location "addr".
            */
       register long sum = 0;

        while( count > 1 )  {
           /*  This is the inner loop */
               sum += * (unsigned short) addr++;
               count -= 2;
       }

           /*  Add left-over byte, if any */
       if( count > 0 )
               sum += * (unsigned char *) addr;

           /*  Fold 32-bit sum to 16 bits */
       while (sum>>16)



           sum = (sum & 0xffff) + (sum >> 16);

       checksum = ~sum;
   }
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4.2  Motorola 68020

   The following algorithm is given in assembler language for a Motorola
   68020 chip.  This algorithm performs the sum 32 bits at a time, and
   unrolls the loop with 16 replications.  For clarity, we have omitted
   the logic to add the last fullword when the length is not a multiple
   of 4.  The result is left in register d0.

   With a 20MHz clock, this routine was measured at 134 usec/kB summing
   random data.  This algorithm was developed by Van Jacobson.

       movl    d1,d2
       lsrl    #6,d1       | count/64 = # loop traversals
       andl    #0x3c,d2    | Then find fractions of a chunk
       negl    d2
       andb    #0xf,cc     | Clear X (extended carry flag)

       jmp     pc@(2$-.-2:b,d2)  | Jump into loop

   1$:     | Begin inner loop...

       movl    a0@+,d2     |  Fetch 32-bit word
       addxl   d2,d0       |    Add word + previous carry
       movl    a0@+,d2     |  Fetch 32-bit word
       addxl   d2,d0       |    Add word + previous carry

           | ... 14 more replications
   2$:
       dbra    d1,1$   | (NB- dbra doesn't affect X)

       movl    d0,d1   | Fold 32 bit sum to 16 bits
       swap    d1      | (NB- swap doesn't affect X)
       addxw   d1,d0
       jcc     3$



       addw    #1,d0
   3$:
       andl    #0xffff,d0
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4.3  Cray

   The following example, in assembler language for a Cray CPU, was
   contributed by Charley Kline.  It implements the checksum calculation
   as a vector operation, summing up to 512 bytes at a time with a basic
   summation unit of 32 bits.  This example omits many details having to
   do with short blocks, for clarity.

   Register A1 holds the address of a 512-byte block of memory to
   checksum.  First two copies of the data are loaded into two vector
   registers.  One is vector-shifted right 32 bits, while the other is
   vector-ANDed with a 32 bit mask. Then the two vectors are added
   together.  Since all these operations chain, it produces one result
   per clock cycle.  Then it collapses the result vector in a loop that
   adds each element to a scalar register.  Finally, the end-around
   carry is performed and the result is folded to 16-bits.

         EBM
         A0      A1
         VL      64            use full vectors
         S1      <32           form 32-bit mask from the right.
         A2      32
         V1      ,A0,1            load packet into V1
         V2      S1&V1            Form right-hand 32-bits in V2.
         V3      V1>A2            Form left-hand 32-bits in V3.
         V1      V2+V3            Add the two together.
         A2      63            Prepare to collapse into a scalar.
         S1      0
         S4      <16           Form 16-bit mask from the right.
         A4      16
   CK$LOOP S2    V1,A2
         A2      A2-1
         A0      A2
         S1      S1+S2
         JAN     CK$LOOP
         S2      S1&S4           Form right-hand 16-bits in S2
         S1      S1>A4           Form left-hand 16-bits in S1
         S1      S1+S2



         S2      S1&S4           Form right-hand 16-bits in S2
         S1      S1>A4           Form left-hand 16-bits in S1
         S1      S1+S2
         S1      #S1            Take one's complement
         CMR            At this point, S1 contains the checksum.
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4.4  IBM 370

   The following example, in assembler language for an IBM 370 CPU, sums
   the data 4 bytes at a time.  For clarity, we have omitted the logic
   to add the last fullword when the length is not a multiple of 4, and
   to reverse the bytes when necessary.  The result is left in register
   RCARRY.

   This code has been timed on an IBM 3090 CPU at 27 usec/KB when
   summing all one bits.  This time is reduced to 24.3 usec/KB if the
   trouble is taken to word-align the addends (requiring special cases
   at both the beginning and the end, and byte-swapping when necessary
   to compensate for starting on an odd byte).

   *      Registers RADDR and RCOUNT contain the address and length of
   *              the block to be checksummed.
   *
   *      (RCARRY, RSUM) must be an even/odd register pair.
   *      (RCOUNT, RMOD) must be an even/odd register pair.
   *
   CHECKSUM  SR    RSUM,RSUM       Clear working registers.
             SR    RCARRY,RCARRY
             LA    RONE,1          Set up constant 1.
   *
             SRDA  RCOUNT,6        Count/64 to RCOUNT.
             AR    RCOUNT,RONE       +1 = # times in loop.
             SRL   RMOD,26         Size of partial chunk to RMOD.
             AR    RADDR,R3        Adjust addr to compensate for
             S     RADDR,=F(64)      jumping into the loop.
             SRL   RMOD,1          (RMOD/4)*2 is halfword index.
             LH    RMOD,DOPEVEC9(RMOD) Use magic dope-vector for offset,
             B     LOOP(RMOD)          and jump into the loop...
   *
   *             Inner loop:
   *
   LOOP      AL    RSUM,0(,RADDR)   Add Logical fullword
             BC    12,*+6             Branch if no carry
             AR    RCARRY,RONE        Add 1 end-around
             AL    RSUM,4(,RADDR)   Add Logical fullword
             BC    12,*+6             Branch if no carry
             AR    RCARRY,RONE        Add 1 end-around



   *
   *                    ... 14 more replications ...
   *
             A     RADDR,=F'64'    Increment address ptr
             BCT   RCOUNT,LOOP     Branch on Count
    *
    *            Add Carries into sum, and fold to 16 bits
    *
             ALR   RCARRY,RSUM      Add SUM and CARRY words
             BC    12,*+6              and take care of carry
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             AR    RCARRY,RONE
             SRDL  RCARRY,16        Fold 32-bit sum into
             SRL   RSUM,16            16-bits
             ALR   RCARRY,RSUM
             C     RCARRY,=X'0000FFFF' and take care of any
             BNH   DONE                     last carry
             S     RCARRY,=X'0000FFFF'
   DONE      X     RCARRY,=X'0000FFFF' 1's complement
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     1.      Introduction

     Checksums  are  included  in  packets  in   order   that   errors
     encountered  during  transmission  may be detected.  For Internet
     protocols such as TCP [1,9] this is especially important  because
     packets  may  have  to cross wireless networks such as the Packet
     Radio Network  [2]  and  Atlantic  Satellite  Network  [3]  where
     packets  may  be  corrupted.  Internet protocols (e.g., those for
     real time speech transmission) can tolerate a  certain  level  of
     transmission  errors  and  forward error correction techniques or
     possibly no checksum at all might be better.  The focus  in  this
     paper  is  on  checksum functions for protocols such as TCP where
     the required reliable delivery is achieved by retransmission.

     Even if the checksum appears good on a  message  which  has  been
     received, the message may still contain an undetected error.  The
     probability of this is bounded by 2**(-C) where  C  is the number
     of  checksum bits.  Errors can arise from hardware (and software)
     malfunctions as well as transmission  errors.   Hardware  induced
     errors  are  usually manifested in certain well known ways and it
     is desirable to account for this in the design  of  the  checksum
     function.  Ideally no error of the "common hardware failure" type
     would go undetected.

     An  example  of  a  failure  that  the  current checksum function
     handles successfully is picking up a bit in the network interface
     (or I/O buss, memory channel, etc.).  This will always render the
     checksum bad.  For an example of  how  the  current  function  is
     inadequate, assume that a control signal stops functioning in the
     network  interface and the interface stores zeros in place of the
     real data.  These  "all  zero"  messages  appear  to  have  valid
     checksums.   Noise  on the "There's Your Bit" line of the ARPANET
     Interface [4] may go undetected because the extra bits input  may
     cause  the  checksum  to be perturbed (i.e., shifted) in the same
     way as the data was.

     Although messages containing undetected errors will  occasionally
     be  passed  to  higher levels of protocol, it is likely that they
     will not make sense at that level.  In the case of TCP most  such
     messages will be ignored, but some could cause a connection to be
     aborted.   Garbled  data could be viewed as a problem for a layer
     of protocol above TCP which itself may have a checksuming scheme.

     This paper is the first step in design of a new checksum function
     for TCP  and  some  other  Internet  protocols.   Several  useful
     properties  of  the current function are identified.  If possible
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     these should be retained  in  any  new  function.   A  number  of
     plausible  checksum  schemes are investigated.  Of these only the
     "product code" seems to be simple enough for consideration.

     2.      The Current TCP Checksum Function

     The current function is  oriented  towards  sixteen-bit  machines
     such  as  the PDP-11 but can be computed easily on other machines
     (e.g., PDP-10).  A packet is thought of as  a  string  of  16-bit
     bytes  and the checksum function is the one's complement sum (add
     with  end-around  carry)  of  those  bytes.   It  is  the   one's
     complement  of  this sum which is stored in the checksum field of
     the TCP header.  Before computing the checksum value, the  sender
     places  a  zero  in  the  checksum  field  of the packet.  If the
     checksum value computed by a receiver of the packet is zero,  the
     packet  is  assumed  to  be  valid.  This is a consequence of the
     "negative" number in the checksum field  exactly  cancelling  the
     contribution of the rest of the packet.

     Ignoring  the  difficulty  of  actually  evaluating  the checksum
     function for a given  packet,  the  way  of  using  the  checksum
     described  above  is quite simple, but it assumes some properties
     of the checksum operator (one's complement addition, "+" in  what
     follows):

       (P1)    +  is commutative.  Thus, the  order  in  which
             the   16-bit   bytes   are  "added"  together  is
             unimportant.

       (P2)    +  has  at  least  one  identity  element  (The
             current  function  has  two:  +0  and  -0).  This
             allows  the  sender  to  compute   the   checksum
             function by placing a zero in the packet checksum
             field before computing the value.

       (P3)    +  has an  inverse.   Thus,  the  receiver  may
             evaluate the checksum function and expect a zero.

       (P4)    +  is associative, allowing the checksum  field
             to be anywhere in the packet and the 16-bit bytes
             to be scanned sequentially.

     Mathematically, these properties of the binary operation "+" over
     the set of 16-bit numbers forms an Abelian group [5].  Of course,
     there  are  many Abelian groups but not all would be satisfactory
     for  use  as  checksum  operators.   (Another  operator   readily
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     available  in  the  PDP-11  instruction set that has all of these
     properties is exclusive-OR, but XOR is unsatisfactory  for  other
     reasons.)

     Albeit imprecise, another property which must be preserved in any
     future checksum scheme is:

       (P5)    +  is fast to compute on a variety of  machines
             with limited storage requirements.

     The  current  function  is  quite  good  in this respect.  On the
     PDP-11 the inner loop looks like:

             LOOP:   ADD (R1)+,R0    ; Add the next 16-bit byte
                     ADC R0          ; Make carry be end-around
                     SOB R2,LOOP     ; Loop over entire packet.

              ( 4 memory cycles per 16-bit byte )

     On the PDP-10 properties  P1-4  are  exploited  further  and  two
     16-bit bytes per loop are processed:

     LOOP: ILDB THIS,PTR   ; Get 2 16-bit bytes
           ADD SUM,THIS    ; Add into current sum
           JUMPGE SUM,CHKSU2  ; Jump if fewer than 8 carries
           LDB THIS,[POINT 20,SUM,19] ; Get left 16 and carries
           ANDI SUM,177777 ; Save just low 16 here
           ADD SUM,THIS    ; Fold in carries
     CHKSU2: SOJG COUNT,LOOP ; Loop over entire packet

     ( 3.1 memory cycles per 16-bit byte )

     The  "extra"  instruction  in  the  loops  above  are required to
     convert the two's complement  ADD  instruction(s)  into  a  one's
     complement  add  by  making  the  carries  be  end-around.  One's
     complement arithmetic is better than two's complement because  it
     is  equally  sensitive  to errors in all bit positions.  If two's
     complement addition were used, an even number  of  1's  could  be
     dropped  (or  picked  up)  in  the  most  significant bit channel
     without affecting the value of the checksum.   It  is  just  this
     property  that makes some sort of addition preferable to a simple
     exclusive-OR which is frequently used but permits an even  number
     of drops (pick ups) in any bit channel.  RIM10B paper tape format
     used  on PDP-10s [10] uses two's complement add because space for
     the loader program is extremely limited.
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     Another property of the current checksum scheme is:

       (P6)    Adding the checksum to a packet does not change
             the information bytes.  Peterson [6] calls this a
             "systematic" code.

     This property  allows  intermediate  computers  such  as  gateway
     machines  to  act  on  fields  (i.e.,  the  Internet  Destination
     Address) without having to first  decode  the  packet.   Cyclical
     Redundancy  Checks  used  for error correction are not systematic
     either.  However, most applications of  CRCs  tend  to  emphasize
     error  detection rather than correction and consequently can send
     the message unchanged, with the CRC check bits being appended  to
     the  end.   The  24-bit CRC used by ARPANET IMPs and Very Distant
     Host Interfaces [4] and the ANSI standards for 800 and 6250  bits
     per inch magnetic tapes (described in [11]) use this mode.

     Note  that  the  operation  of higher level protocols are not (by
     design) affected by anything that may be done by a gateway acting
     on possibly invalid packets.  It is permissible for  gateways  to
     validate  the  checksum  on  incoming  packets,  but  in  general
     gateways will not know how to  do  this  if  the  checksum  is  a
     protocol-specific feature.

     A final property of the current checksum scheme which is actually
     a consequence of P1 and P4 is:

       (P7)    The checksum may be incrementally modified.

     This  property permits an intermediate gateway to add information
     to a packet, for instance a timestamp, and "add"  an  appropriate
     change  to  the  checksum  field  of  the  packet.  Note that the
     checksum  will  still  be  end-to-end  since  it  was  not  fully
     recomputed.

     3.      Product Codes

     Certain  "product  codes"  are potentially useful for checksuming
     purposes.  The following is a brief description of product  codes
     in  the  context  of TCP.  More general treatment can be found in
     Avizienis [7] and probably other more recent works.

     The basic concept of this coding is that the message (packet)  to
     be sent is formed by transforming the original source message and
     adding  some  "check"  bits.   By  reading  this  and  applying a
     (possibly different) transformation, a receiver  can  reconstruct
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     the  original  message  and  determine  if  it has been corrupted
     during transmission.

              Mo              Ms              Mr

             -----           -----           -----
             | A |  code     | 7 |   decode  | A |
             | B |    ==>    | 1 |     ==>   | B |
             | C |           | 4 |           | C |
             -----           |...|           -----
                             | 2 | check     plus "valid" flag
                             ----- info

             Original        Sent            Reconstructed

     With product codes the transformation is  Ms = K * Mo .  That is,
     the message sent is simply the product of  the  original  message
     Mo   and  some  well known constant  K .  To decode, the received
     Ms  is divided by  K  which will yield  Mr  as the  quotient  and
     0   as the remainder if  Mr is to be considered the same as  Mo .

     The first problem is selecting a "good" value for  K, the  "check
     factor".   K  must  be  relatively  prime  to  the base chosen to
     express  the  message.   (Example:  Binary   messages   with    K
     incorrectly  chosen  to be 8.  This means that  Ms  looks exactly
     like  Mo  except that three zeros have been appended.   The  only
     way  the message could look bad to a receiver dividing by 8 is if
     the error occurred in one of those three bits.)

     For TCP the base  R  will be chosen to be 2**16.  That is,  every
     16-bit byte (word on the PDP-11) will be considered as a digit of
     a big number and that number is the message.  Thus,

                     Mo =  SIGMA [ Bi * (R**i)]   ,   Bi is i-th byte
                          i=0 to N

                     Ms = K * Mo

     Corrupting a single digit  of   Ms   will  yield   Ms' =  Ms +or-
     C*(R**j)  for some radix position  j .  The receiver will compute
     Ms'/K = Mo +or- C(R**j)/K. Since R  and  K  are relatively prime,
     C*(R**j) cannot be any exact  multiple  of   K.   Therefore,  the
     division will result in a non-zero remainder which indicates that
     Ms'   is  a  corrupted  version  of  Ms.  As will be seen, a good
     choice for  K  is (R**b - 1), for some  b  which  is  the  "check
     length"  which  controls  the  degree  of detection to be had for
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     burst errors which affect a string of digits (i.e., 16-bit bytes)
     in the message.  In fact  b  will be chosen to be  1, so  K  will
     be  2**16 - 1 so that arithmetic operations will be simple.  This
     means  that  all  bursts  of  15  or fewer bits will be detected.
     According to [7] this choice for  b   results  in  the  following
     expression for the fraction of undetected weight 2 errors:

      f =  16(k-1)/[32(16k-3) + (6/k)]  where k is the message length.

     For  large messages  f  approaches  3.125 per cent as  k  goes to
     infinity.

     Multiple precision multiplication and division are normally quite
     complex operations, especially on small machines which  typically
     lack  even  single precision multiply and divide operations.  The
     exception to this is exactly the case being dealt  with  here  --
     the  factor  is  2**16  - 1  on machines with a word length of 16
     bits.  The reason for this is due to the following identity:

             Q*(R**j)  =  Q, mod (R-1)     0 <= Q < R

     That is, any digit  Q  in the selected  radix  (0,  1,  ...  R-1)
     multiplied  by any power of the radix will have a remainder of  Q
     when divided by the radix minus 1.

     Example:  In decimal R = 10.  Pick  Q = 6.

                     6  =   0 * 9  +  6  =  6, mod 9
                    60  =   6 * 9  +  6  =  6, mod 9
                   600  =  66 * 9  +  6  =  6, mod 9   etc.

        More to the point, rem(31415/9) = rem((30000+1000+400+10+5)/9)
           = (3 mod 9) + (1 mod 9) + (4 mod 9) + (1 mod 9) + (5 mod 9)
           = (3+1+4+1+5) mod 9
           = 14 mod 9
           = 5

     So, the remainder of a number divided by the radix minus one  can
     be  found  by simply summing the digits of the number.  Since the
     radix in the TCP case has been chosen to be  2**16 and the  check
     factor is  2**16 - 1, a message can quickly be checked by summing
     all  of  the  16-bit  words  (on  a  PDP-11),  with carries being
     end-around.  If zero is the result, the message can be considered
     valid.  Thus, checking a product coded  message  is  exactly  the
     same complexity as with the current TCP checksum!
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     In  order  to  form   Ms,  the  sender must multiply the multiple
     precision "number"  Mo  by  2**16 - 1.  Or,  Ms = (2**16)Mo - Mo.
     This is performed by shifting  Mo   one  whole  word's  worth  of



     precision  and  subtracting   Mo.   Since  carries must propagate
     between digits, but it is only the  current  digit  which  is  of
     interest, one's complement arithmetic is used.

             (2**16)Mo =  Mo0 + Mo1 + Mo2 + ... + MoX +  0
                 -  Mo =    - ( Mo0 + Mo1 + ......... + MoX)
             ---------    ----------------------------------
                Ms     =  Ms0 + Ms1 + ...             - MoX

     A  loop  which  implements  this  function on a PDP-11 might look
     like:
             LOOP:   MOV -2(R2),R0   ; Next byte of (2**16)Mo
                     SBC R0          ; Propagate carries from last SUB
                     SUB (R2)+,R0    ; Subtract byte of  Mo
                     MOV R0,(R3)+    ; Store in Ms
                     SOB R1,LOOP     ; Loop over entire message
                                     ; 8 memory cycles per 16-bit byte

     Note that the coding procedure is not done in-place since  it  is
     not  systematic.   In general the original copy, Mo, will have to
     be  retained  by  the  sender  for  retransmission  purposes  and
     therefore  must  remain  readable.   Thus  the  MOV  R0,(R3)+  is
     required which accounts for 2 of the  8  memory cycles per  loop.

     The  coding  procedure  will  add  exactly one 16-bit word to the
     message since  Ms <  (2**16)Mo .  This additional 16 bits will be
     at the tail of the message, but may be  moved  into  the  defined
     location  in the TCP header immediately before transmission.  The
     receiver will have to undo this to put  Ms   back  into  standard
     format before decoding the message.

     The  code  in  the receiver for fully decoding the message may be
     inferred  by  observing  that  any  word  in   Ms   contains  the
     difference between two successive words of  Mo  minus the carries
     from the previous word, and the low order word contains minus the
     low word of Mo.  So the low order (i.e., rightmost) word of Mr is
     just  the negative of the low order byte of Ms.  The next word of
     Mr is the next word of  Ms  plus the just computed  word  of   Mr
     plus the carry from that previous computation.

     A  slight  refinement  of  the  procedure is required in order to
     protect against an all-zero message passing to  the  destination.
     This  will  appear to have a valid checksum because Ms'/K  =  0/K
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     = 0 with 0 remainder.  The refinement is to make  the  coding  be
     Ms  =  K*Mo + C where  C  is some arbitrary, well-known constant.
     Adding this constant requires a second pass over the message, but
     this will typically be very short since it can stop  as  soon  as
     carries  stop propagating.  Chosing  C = 1  is sufficient in most
     cases.



     The product code checksum must  be  evaluated  in  terms  of  the
     desired  properties  P1 - P7.  It has been shown that a factor of
     two more machine cycles are consumed in computing or verifying  a
     product code checksum (P5 satisfied?).

     Although the code is not systematic, the checksum can be verified
     quickly   without   decoding   the   message.   If  the  Internet
     Destination Address is located at the least  significant  end  of
     the packet (where the product code computation begins) then it is
     possible  for  a  gateway to decode only enough of the message to
     see this field without  having  to  decode  the  entire  message.
     Thus,   P6  is  at  least  partially  satisfied.   The  algebraic
     properties P1 through P4 are not  satisfied,  but  only  a  small
     amount  of  computation  is  needed  to  account  for this -- the
     message needs to be reformatted as previously mentioned.

     P7  is  satisfied  since  the  product  code  checksum   can   be
     incrementally  updated to account for an added word, although the
     procedure is  somewhat  involved.    Imagine  that  the  original
     message  has two halves, H1 and  H2.  Thus,  Mo = H1*(R**j) + H2.
     The timestamp word is to be inserted between these halves to form
     a modified  Mo' = H1*(R**(j+1)) + T*(R**j) + H2.  Since   K   has
     been  chosen to be  R-1, the transmitted message  Ms' = Mo'(R-1).
     Then,

      Ms' =  Ms*R + T(R-1)(R**j) + P2((R-1)**2)

          =  Ms*R + T*(R**(j+1))  + T*(R**j) + P2*(R**2) - 2*P2*R - P2

     Recalling that  R   is  2**16,  the  word  size  on  the  PDP-11,
     multiplying  by   R   means copying down one word in memory.  So,
     the first term of  Ms' is simply the  unmodified  message  copied
     down  one word.  The next term is the new data  T  added into the
     Ms' being formed beginning at the (j+1)th word.  The addition  is
     fairly  easy  here  since  after adding in T  all that is left is
     propagating the carry, and that can stop as soon as no  carry  is
     produced.  The other terms can be handle similarly.
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     4.      More Complicated Codes

     There exists a wealth of theory on error detecting and correcting
     codes.   Peterson  [6]  is an excellent reference.  Most of these
     "CRC" schemes are  designed  to  be  implemented  using  a  shift
     register  with  a  feedback  network  composed  of exclusive-ORs.
     Simulating such a logic circuit with a program would be too  slow
     to be useful unless some programming trick is discovered.



     One  such  trick has been proposed by Kirstein [8].  Basically, a
     few bits (four or eight) of the current shift register state  are
     combined with bits from the input stream (from Mo) and the result
     is  used  as  an  index  to  a  table  which yields the new shift
     register state and, if the code is not systematic, bits  for  the
     output  stream  (Ms).  A trial coding of an especially "good" CRC
     function using four-bit bytes showed showed this technique to  be
     about  four times as slow as the current checksum function.  This
     was true for  both  the  PDP-10  and  PDP-11  machines.   Of  the
     desirable  properties  listed  above, CRC schemes satisfy only P3
     (It has an inverse.), and P6 (It is systematic.).   Placement  of
     the  checksum  field in the packet is critical and the CRC cannot
     be incrementally modified.

     Although the bulk of coding theory deals with binary codes,  most
     of  the theory works if the alphabet contains   q  symbols, where
     q is a power of a prime number.  For instance  q  taken as  2**16
     should  make  a great deal of the theory useful on a word-by-word
     basis.

     5.      Outboard Processing

     When a function such as computing an involved  checksum  requires
     extensive processing, one solution is to put that processing into
     an  outboard processor.  In this way "encode message" and "decode
     message" become single instructions which do  not  tax  the  main
     host   processor.   The  Digital  Equipment  Corporation  VAX/780
     computer is equipped with special  hardware  for  generating  and
     checking  CRCs [13].  In general this is not a very good solution
     since such a processor must be constructed  for  every  different
     host machine which uses TCP messages.

     It is conceivable that the gateway functions for a large host may
     be  performed  entirely  in an "Internet Frontend Machine".  This
     machine would be  responsible  for  forwarding  packets  received
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     either  from the network(s) or from the Internet protocol modules
     in the connected host, and for  reassembling  Internet  fragments
     into  segments and passing these to the host.  Another capability
     of this machine would be  to  check  the  checksum  so  that  the
     segments given to the host are known to be valid at the time they
     leave the frontend.  Since computer cycles are assumed to be both
     inexpensive and available in the frontend, this seems reasonable.

     The problem with attempting to validate checksums in the frontend
     is that it destroys the end-to-end character of the checksum.  If
     anything,  this is the most powerful feature of the TCP checksum!
     There is a way to make the host-to-frontend link  be  covered  by



     the  end-to-end  checksum.   A  separate,  small protocol must be
     developed to cover this link.  After having validated an incoming
     packet from the network, the frontend would pass it to  the  host
     saying "here is an Internet segment for you.  Call it #123".  The
     host  would  save  this  segment,  and  send  a  copy back to the
     frontend saying, "Here is what you gave me as #123.  Is it  OK?".
     The  frontend  would  then  do a word-by-word comparison with the
     first transmission, and  tell  the  host  either  "Here  is  #123
     again",  or "You did indeed receive #123 properly.  Release it to
     the appropriate module for further processing."

     The headers on the messages crossing the host-frontend link would
     most likely be covered  by  a  fairly  strong  checksum  so  that
     information  like  which  function  is  being  performed  and the
     message reference numbers are reliable.  These headers  would  be
     quite  short,  maybe  only sixteen bits, so the checksum could be
     quite strong.  The bulk of the message would not be checksumed of
     course.
     The reason this scheme reduces the computing burden on  the  host
     is  that  all  that  is required in order to validate the message
     using the end-to-end checksum is to send it back to the  frontend
     machine.   In  the  case  of  the PDP-10, this requires only  0.5
     memory cycles per 16-bit byte of Internet message, and only a few
     processor cycles to setup the required transfers.

     6.      Conclusions

     There is an ordering of checksum functions: first and simplest is
     none at all which provides  no  error  detection  or  correction.
     Second,  is  sending a constant which is checked by the receiver.
     This also is extremely weak.  Third, the exclusive-OR of the data
     may be sent.  XOR takes the minimal amount of  computer  time  to
     generate  and  check,  but  is  not  a  good  checksum.   A two's
     complement sum of the data is somewhat better and takes  no  more
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     computer  time  to  compute.   Fifth, is the one's complement sum
     which is what is currently used by  TCP.   It  is  slightly  more
     expensive  in terms of computer time.  The next step is a product
     code.  The product code is strongly related to  one's  complement
     sum,  takes  still more computer time to use, provides a bit more
     protection  against  common  hardware  failures,  but  has   some
     objectionable properties.  Next is a genuine CRC polynomial code,
     used  for  checking  purposes only.  This is very expensive for a
     program to implement.  Finally, a full CRC error  correcting  and
     detecting scheme may be used.

     For  TCP  and  Internet  applications  the product code scheme is
     viable.  It suffers mainly in that messages  must  be  (at  least
     partially)  decoded  by  intermediate gateways in order that they
     can be forwarded.  Should product  codes  not  be  chosen  as  an



     improved  checksum,  some  slight  modification  to  the existing
     scheme might be possible.  For  instance  the  "add  and  rotate"
     function  used  for  paper  tape  by  the  PDP-6/10  group at the
     Artificial Intelligence Laboratory at  M.I.T.  Project  MAC  [12]
     could  be  useful  if it can be proved that it is better than the
     current scheme and that it  can  be  computed  efficiently  on  a
     variety of machines.
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             DNS Encoding of Network Names and Other Types

1. STATUS OF THIS MEMO

   This RFC proposes two extensions to the Domain Name System:

      - A specific method for entering and retrieving RRs which map
        between network names and numbers.

      - Ideas for a general method for describing mappings between
        arbitrary identifiers and numbers.

   The method for mapping between network names and addresses is a
   proposed standard, the ideas for a general method are experimental.



   This RFC assumes that the reader is familiar with the DNS [RFC 1034,
   RFC 1035] and its use.  The data shown is for pedagogical use and
   does not necessarily reflect the real Internet.

   Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

2. INTRODUCTION

   The DNS is extensible and can be used for a virtually unlimited
   number of data types, name spaces, etc.  New type definitions are
   occasionally necessary as are revisions or deletions of old types
   (e.g., MX replacement of MD and MF [RFC 974]), and changes described
   in [RFC 973].  This RFC describes changes due to the general need to
   map between identifiers and values, and a specific need for network
   name support.

   Users wish to be able to use the DNS to map between network names and
   numbers.  This need is the only capability found in HOSTS.TXT which
   is not available from the DNS.  In designing a method to do this,
   there were two major areas of concern:

      - Several tradeoffs involving control of network names, the
        syntax of network names, backward compatibility, etc.

      - A desire to create a method which would be sufficiently
        general to set a good precedent for future mappings,
        for example, between TCP-port names and numbers,
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        autonomous system names and numbers, X.500 Relative
        Distinguished Names (RDNs) and their servers, or whatever.

   It was impossible to reconcile these two areas of concern for network
   names because of the desire to unify network number support within
   existing IP address to host name support.  The existing support is
   the IN-ADDR.ARPA section of the DNS name space.  As a result this RFC
   describes one structure for network names which builds on the
   existing support for host names, and another family of structures for
   future yellow pages (YP) functions such as conversions between TCP-
   port numbers and mnemonics.

   Both structures are described in following sections.  Each structure
   has a discussion of design issues and specific structure
   recommendations.

   We wish to avoid defining structures and methods which can work but
   do not because of indifference or errors on the part of system
   administrators when maintaining the database.  The WKS RR is an
   example.  Thus, while we favor distribution as a general method, we
   also recognize that centrally maintained tables (such as HOSTS.TXT)
   are usually more consistent though less maintainable and timely.
   Hence we recommend both specific methods for mapping network names,
   addresses, and subnets, as well as an instance of the general method
   for mapping between allocated network numbers and network names.
   (Allocation is centrally performed by the SRI Network Information



   Center, aka the NIC).

3. NETWORK NAME ISSUES AND DISCUSSION

   The issues involved in the design were the definition of network name
   syntax, the mappings to be provided, and possible support for similar
   functions at the subnet level.

3.1. Network name syntax

   The current syntax for network names, as defined by [RFC 952] is an
   alphanumeric string of up to 24 characters, which begins with an
   alpha, and may include "." and "-" except as first and last
   characters.  This is the format which was also used for host names
   before the DNS.  Upward compatibility with existing names might be a
   goal of any new scheme.

   However, the present syntax has been used to define a flat name
   space, and hence would prohibit the same distributed name allocation
   method used for host names.  There is some sentiment for allowing the
   NIC to continue to allocate and regulate network names, much as it
   allocates numbers, but the majority opinion favors local control of
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   network names.  Although it would be possible to provide a flat space
   or a name space in which, for example, the last label of a domain
   name captured the old-style network name, any such approach would add
   complexity to the method and create different rules for network names
   and host names.

   For these reasons, we assume that the syntax of network names will be
   the same as the expanded syntax for host names permitted in [HR].
   The new syntax expands the set of names to allow leading digits, so
   long as the resulting representations do not conflict with IP
   addresses in decimal octet form.  For example, 3Com.COM and 3M.COM
   are now legal, although 26.0.0.73.COM is not.  See [HR] for details.

   The price is that network names will get as complicated as host
   names.  An administrator will be able to create network names in any
   domain under his control, and also create network number to name
   entries in IN-ADDR.ARPA domains under his control.  Thus, the name
   for the ARPANET might become NET.ARPA, ARPANET.ARPA or Arpa-
   network.MIL., depending on the preferences of the owner.

3.2. Mappings

   The desired mappings, ranked by priority with most important first,
   are:

      - Mapping a IP address or network number to a network name.

        This mapping is for use in debugging tools and status displays
        of various sorts.  The conversion from IP address to network
        number is well known for class A, B, and C IP addresses, and
        involves a simple mask operation.  The needs of other classes
        are not yet defined and are ignored for the rest of this RFC.



      - Mapping a network name to a network address.

        This facility is of less obvious application, but a
        symmetrical mapping seems desirable.

      - Mapping an organization to its network names and numbers.

        This facility is useful because it may not always be possible
        to guess the local choice for network names, but the
        organization name is often well known.

      - Similar mappings for subnets, even when nested.

        The primary application is to be able to identify all of the
        subnets involved in a particular IP address.  A secondary
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        requirement is to retrieve address mask information.

3.3. Network address section of the name space

   The network name syntax discussed above can provide domain names
   which will contain mappings from network names to various quantities,
   but we also need a section of the name space, organized by network
   and subnet number to hold the inverse mappings.

   The choices include:

      - The same network number slots already assigned and delegated
        in the IN-ADDR.ARPA section of the name space.

        For example, 10.IN-ADDR.ARPA for class A net 10,
        2.128.IN-ADDR.ARPA for class B net 128.2, etc.

      - Host-zero addresses in the IN-ADDR.ARPA tree.  (A host field
        of all zero in an IP address is prohibited because of
        confusion related to broadcast addresses, et al.)

        For example, 0.0.0.10.IN-ADDR.ARPA for class A net 10,
        0.0.2.128.IN-ADDR.arpa for class B net 128.2, etc.  Like the
        first scheme, it uses in-place name space delegations to
        distribute control.

        The main advantage of this scheme over the first is that it
        allows convenient names for subnets as well as networks.  A
        secondary advantage is that it uses names which are not in use
        already, and hence it is possible to test whether an
        organization has entered this information in its domain
        database.

      - Some new section of the name space.

        While this option provides the most opportunities, it creates
        a need to delegate a whole new name space.  Since the IP
        address space is so closely related to the network number



        space, most believe that the overhead of creating such a new
        space is overwhelming and would lead to the WKS syndrome.  (As
        of February, 1989, approximately 400 sections of the
        IN-ADDR.ARPA tree are already delegated, usually at network
        boundaries.)
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4. SPECIFICS FOR NETWORK NAME MAPPINGS

   The proposed solution uses information stored at:

      - Names in the IN-ADDR.ARPA tree that correspond to host-zero IP
        addresses.  The same method is used for subnets in a nested
        fashion.  For example, 0.0.0.10.IN-ADDR.ARPA. for net 10.

        Two types of information are stored here: PTR RRs which point
        to the network name in their data sections, and A RRs, which
        are present if the network (or subnet) is subnetted further.
        If a type A RR is present, then it has the address mask as its
        data.  The general form is:

        <reversed-host-zero-number>.IN-ADDR.ARPA. PTR <network-name>
        <reversed-host-zero-number>.IN-ADDR.ARPA. A   <subnet-mask>

        For example:

        0.0.0.10.IN-ADDR.ARPA.  PTR     ARPANET.ARPA.

        or

        0.0.2.128.IN-ADDR.ARPA. PTR     cmu-net.cmu.edu.
                                A       255.255.255.0

        In general, this information will be added to an existing
        master file for some IN-ADDR.ARPA domain for each network
        involved.  Similar RRs can be used at host-zero subnet
        entries.

      - Names which are network names.

        The data stored here is PTR RRs pointing at the host-zero
        entries.  The general form is:

        <network-name> ptr <reversed-host-zero-number>.IN-ADDR.ARPA

        For example:

        ARPANET.ARPA.           PTR     0.0.0.10.IN-ADDR.ARPA.

        or



        isi-net.isi.edu.        PTR     0.0.9.128.IN-ADDR.ARPA.

        In general, this information will be inserted in the master
        file for the domain name of the organization; this is a
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        different file from that which holds the information below
        IN-ADDR.ARPA.  Similar PTR RRs can be used at subnet names.

      - Names corresponding to organizations.

        The data here is one or more PTR RRs pointing at the
        IN-ADDR.ARPA names corresponding to host-zero entries for
        networks.

        For example:

        ISI.EDU.        PTR     0.0.9.128.IN-ADDR.ARPA.

        MCC.COM.        PTR     0.167.5.192.IN-ADDR.ARPA.
                        PTR     0.168.5.192.IN-ADDR.ARPA.
                        PTR     0.169.5.192.IN-ADDR.ARPA.
                        PTR     0.0.62.128.IN-ADDR.ARPA.

4.1. A simple example

   The ARPANET is a Class A network without subnets.  The RRs which
   would be added, assuming the ARPANET.ARPA was selected as a network
   name, would be:

   ARPA.                   PTR     0.0.0.10.IN-ADDR.ARPA.

   ARPANET.ARPA.           PTR     0.0.0.10.IN-ADDR.ARPA.

   0.0.0.10.IN-ADDR.ARPA.  PTR     ARPANET.ARPA.

   The first RR states that the organization named ARPA owns net 10 (It
   might also own more network numbers, and these would be represented
   with an additional RR per net.)  The second states that the network
   name ARPANET.ARPA. maps to net 10.  The last states that net 10 is
   named ARPANET.ARPA.

   Note that all of the usual host and corresponding IN-ADDR.ARPA
   entries would still be required.

4.2. A complicated, subnetted example

   The ISI network is 128.9, a class B number.  Suppose the ISI network
   was organized into two levels of subnet, with the first level using
   an additional 8 bits of address, and the second level using 4 bits,
   for address masks of x'FFFFFF00' and X'FFFFFFF0'.

   Then the following RRs would be entered in ISI's master file for the
   ISI.EDU zone:
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   ; Define network entry
   isi-net.isi.edu.                PTR  0.0.9.128.IN-ADDR.ARPA.

   ; Define first level subnets
   div1-subnet.isi.edu.            PTR  0.1.9.128.IN-ADDR.ARPA.
   div2-subnet.isi.edu.            PTR  0.2.9.128.IN-ADDR.ARPA.

   ; Define second level subnets
   inc-subsubnet.isi.edu.          PTR  16.2.9.128.IN-ADDR.ARPA.

   in the 9.128.IN-ADDR.ARPA zone:

   ; Define network number and address mask
   0.0.9.128.IN-ADDR.ARPA.         PTR  isi-net.isi.edu.
                                   A    255.255.255.0  ;aka X'FFFFFF00'

   ; Define one of the first level subnet numbers and masks
   0.1.9.128.IN-ADDR.ARPA.         PTR  div1-subnet.isi.edu.
                                   A    255.255.255.240 ;aka X'FFFFFFF0'

   ; Define another first level subnet number and mask
   0.2.9.128.IN-ADDR.ARPA.         PTR  div2-subnet.isi.edu.
                                   A    255.255.255.240 ;aka X'FFFFFFF0'

   ; Define second level subnet number
   16.2.9.128.IN-ADDR.ARPA.        PTR  inc-subsubnet.isi.edu.

   This assumes that the ISI network is named isi-net.isi.edu., first
   level subnets are named div1-subnet.isi.edu. and div2-
   subnet.isi.edu., and a second level subnet is called inc-
   subsubnet.isi.edu.  (In a real system as complicated as this there
   would be more first and second level subnets defined, but we have
   shown enough to illustrate the ideas.)

4.3. Procedure for using an IP address to get network name

   Depending on whether the IP address is class A, B, or C, mask off the
   high one, two, or three bytes, respectively.  Reverse the octets,
   suffix IN-ADDR.ARPA, and do a PTR query.

   For example, suppose the IP address is 10.0.0.51.

      1. Since this is a class A address, use a mask x'FF000000' and
         get 10.0.0.0.

      2. Construct the name 0.0.0.10.IN-ADDR.ARPA.

      3. Do a PTR query.  Get back
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         0.0.0.10.IN-ADDR.ARPA.  PTR     ARPANET.ARPA.

      4. Conclude that the network name is "ARPANET.ARPA."

   Suppose that the IP address is 128.9.2.17.

      1. Since this is a class B address, use a mask of x'FFFF0000'
         and get 128.9.0.0.

      2. Construct the name 0.0.9.128.IN-ADDR.ARPA.

      3. Do a PTR query.  Get back

         0.0.9.128.IN-ADDR.ARPA.       PTR     isi-net.isi.edu

      4. Conclude that the network name is "isi-net.isi.edu."

4.4. Procedure for finding all subnets involved with an IP address

   This is a simple extension of the IP address to network name method.
   When the network entry is located, do a lookup for a possible A RR.
   If the A RR is found, look up the next level of subnet using the
   original IP address and the mask in the A RR.  Repeat this procedure
   until no A RR is found.

   For example, repeating the use of 128.9.2.17.

      1. As before construct a query for 0.0.9.128.IN-ADDR.ARPA.
         Retrieve:

         0.0.9.128.IN-ADDR.ARPA.  PTR    isi-net.isi.edu.
                                  A      255.255.255.0

      2. Since an A RR was found, repeat using mask from RR
         (255.255.255.0), constructing a query for
         0.2.9.128.IN-ADDR.ARPA.  Retrieve:

         0.2.9.128.IN-ADDR.ARPA.  PTR    div2-subnet.isi.edu.
                                  A      255.255.255.240

      3. Since another A RR was found, repeat using mask
         255.255.255.240 (x'FFFFFFF0').  constructing a query for
         16.2.9.128.IN-ADDR.ARPA.  Retrieve:

         16.2.9.128.IN-ADDR.ARPA. PTR    inc-subsubnet.isi.edu.

      4. Since no A RR is present at 16.2.9.128.IN-ADDR.ARPA., there
         are no more subnet levels.
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5. YP ISSUES AND DISCUSSION

   The term "Yellow Pages" is used in almost as many ways as the term
   "domain", so it is useful to define what is meant herein by YP.  The
   general problem to be solved is to create a method for creating
   mappings from one kind of identifier to another, often with an



   inverse capability.  The traditional methods are to search or use a
   precomputed index of some kind.

   Searching is impractical when the search is too large, and
   precomputed indexes are possible only when it is possible to specify
   search criteria in advance, and pay for the resources necessary to
   build the index.  For example, it is impractical to search the entire
   domain tree to find a particular address RR, so we build the IN-
   ADDR.ARPA YP.  Similarly, we could never build an Internet-wide index
   of "hosts with a load average of less than 2" in less time than it
   would take for the data to change, so indexes are a useless approach
   for that problem.

   Such a precomputed index is what we mean by YP, and we regard the
   IN-ADDR.ARPA domain as the first instance of a YP in the DNS.
   Although a single, centrally-managed YP for well-known values such as
   TCP-port is desirable, we regard organization-specific YPs for, say,
   locally defined TCP ports as a natural extension, as are combinations
   of YPs using search lists to merge the two.

   In examining Internet Numbers [RFC 997] and Assigned Numbers [RFC
   1010], it is clear that there are several mappings which might be of
   value.  For example:

   <assigned-network-name> <==> <IP-address>
   <autonomous-system-id>  <==> <number>
   <protocol-id>           <==> <number>
   <port-id>               <==> <number>
   <ethernet-type>         <==> <number>
   <public-data-net>       <==> <IP-address>

   Following the IN-ADDR example, the YP takes the form of a domain tree
   organized to optimize retrieval by search key and distribution via
   normal DNS rules.  The name used as a key must include:

      1. A well known origin.  For example, IN-ADDR.ARPA is the
         current IP-address to host name YP.

      2. A "from" data type.  This identifies the input type of the
         mapping.  This is necessary because we may be mapping
         something as anonymous as a number to any number of
         mnemonics, etc.
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      3. A "to" data type.  Since we assume several symmetrical
         mnemonic <==> number mappings, this is also necessary.

   This ordering reflects the natural scoping of control, and hence the
   order of the components in a domain name.  Thus domain names would be
   of the form:

   <from-value>.<to-data-type>.<from-data-type>.<YP-origin>

   To make this work, we need to define well-know strings for each of
   these metavariables, as well as encoding rules for converting a
   <from-value> into a domain name.  We might define:



   <YP-origin>     :=YP
   <from-data-type>:=TCP-port | IN-ADDR | Number |
                     Assigned-network-number | Name
   <to-data-type>  :=<from-data-type>

   Note that "YP" is NOT a valid country code under [ISO 3166] (although
   we may want to worry about the future), and the existence of a
   syntactically valid <to-data-type>.<from-data-type> pair does not
   imply that a meaningful mapping exists, or is even possible.

   The encoding rules might be:

   TCP-port        Six character alphanumeric

   IN-ADDR         Reversed 4-octet decimal string

   Number          decimal integer

   Assigned-network-number
                   Reversed 4-octet decimal string

   Name            Domain name

6. SPECIFICS FOR YP MAPPINGS

6.1. TCP-PORT

   $origin Number.TCP-port.YP.

   23              PTR     TELNET.TCP-port.Number.YP.
   25              PTR     SMTP.TCP-port.Number.YP.

   $origin TCP-port.Number.YP.

   TELNET          PTR     23.Number.TCP-port.YP.
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   SMTP            PTR     25.Number.TCP-port.YP.

   Thus the mapping between 23 and TELNET is represented by a pair of
   PTR RRs, one for each direction of the mapping.

6.2. Assigned networks

   Network numbers are assigned by the NIC and reported in "Internet
   Numbers" RFCs.  To create a YP, the NIC would set up two domains:

   Name.Assigned-network-number.YP and Assigned-network-number.YP

   The first would contain entries of the form:

   $origin Name.Assigned-network-number.YP.

   0.0.0.4         PTR     SATNET.Assigned-network-number.Name.YP.
   0.0.0.10        PTR     ARPANET.Assigned-network-number.Name.YP.



   The second would contain entries of the form:

   $origin Assigned-network-number.Name.YP.

   SATNET.         PTR     0.0.0.4.Name.Assigned-network-number.YP.
   ARPANET.        PTR     0.0.0.10.Name.Assigned-network-number.YP.

   These YPs are not in conflict with the network name support described
   in the first half of this RFC since they map between ASSIGNED network
   names and numbers, not those allocated by the organizations
   themselves.  That is, they document the NIC's decisions about
   allocating network numbers but do not automatically track any
   renaming performed by the new owners.

   As a practical matter, we might want to create both of these domains
   to enable users on the Internet to experiment with centrally
   maintained support as well as the distributed version, or might want
   to implement only the allocated number to name mapping and request
   organizations to convert their allocated network names to the network
   names described in the distributed model.

6.3. Operational improvements

   We could imagine that all conversion routines using these YPs might
   be instructed to use "YP.<local-domain>" followed by "YP."  as a
   search list.  Thus, if the organization ISI.EDU wished to define
   locally meaningful TCP-PORT, it would define the domains:

   <TCP-port.Number.YP.ISI.EDU> and <Number.TCP-port.YP.ISI.EDU>.
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   We could add another level of indirection in the YP lookup, defining
   the <to-data-type>.<from-data-type>.<YP-origin> nodes to point to the
   YP tree, rather than being the YP tree directly.  This would enable
   entries of the form:

   IN-ADDR.Netname.YP.   PTR     IN-ADDR.ARPA.

   to splice in YPs from other origins or existing spaces.

   Another possibility would be to shorten the RDATA section of the RRs
   which map back and forth by deleting the origin.  This could be done
   either by allowing the domain name in the RDATA portion to not
   identify a real domain name, or by defining a new RR which used a
   simple text string rather than a domain name.

   Thus, we might replace

   $origin Assigned-network-number.Name.YP.

   SATNET.         PTR     0.0.0.4.Name.Assigned-network-number.YP.
   ARPANET.        PTR     0.0.0.10.Name.Assigned-network-number.YP.

   with



   $origin Assigned-network-number.Name.YP.

   SATNET.         PTR     0.0.0.4.
   ARPANET.        PTR     0.0.0.10.

   or

   $origin Assigned-network-number.Name.YP.

   SATNET.         PTT     "0.0.0.4"
   ARPANET.        PTT     "0.0.0.10"

   where PTT is a new type whose RDATA section is a text string.
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                 The Hitchhikers Guide to the Internet

Status of this Memo

   This RFC is being distributed to members of the Internet community in
   order to make available some "hints" which will allow new network
   participants to understand how the direction of the Internet is set,
   how to acquire online information and how to be a good Internet
   neighbor.  While the information discussed may not be relevant to the
   research problems of the Internet, it may be interesting to a number
   of researchers and implementors.  No standards are defined or
   specified in this memo.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

NOTICE:

   The hitchhikers guide to the Internet is a very unevenly edited memo
   and contains many passages which simply seemed to its editors like a
   good idea at the time.  It is an indispensable companion to all those
   who are keen to make sense of life in an infinitely complex and
   confusing Internet, for although it cannot hope to be useful or
   informative on all matters, it does make the reassuring claim that
   where it is inaccurate, it is at least definitively inaccurate.  In
   cases of major discrepancy it is always reality that's got it wrong.
   And remember, DON'T PANIC.  (Apologies to Douglas Adams.)

Purpose and Audience

   This document assumes that one is familiar with the workings of a
   non-connected simple IP network (e.g., a few 4.3 BSD systems on an
   Ethernet not connected to anywhere else).  Appendix A contains
   remedial information to get one to this point.  Its purpose is to get
   that person, familiar with a simple net, versed in the "oral
   tradition" of the Internet to the point that that net can be
   connected to the Internet with little danger to either.  It is not a



   tutorial, it consists of pointers to other places, literature, and
   hints which are not normally documented.  Since the Internet is a
   dynamic environment, changes to this document will be made regularly.
   The author welcomes comments and suggestions.  This is especially
   true of terms for the glossary (definitions are not necessary).
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What is the Internet?

   In the beginning there was the ARPANET, a wide area experimental
   network connecting hosts and terminal servers together.  Procedures
   were set up to regulate the allocation of addresses and to create
   voluntary standards for the network.  As local area networks became
   more pervasive, many hosts became gateways to local networks.  A
   network layer to allow the interoperation of these networks was
   developed and called Internet Protocol (IP).  Over time other groups
   created long haul IP based networks (NASA, NSF, states...).  These
   nets, too, interoperate because of IP.  The collection of all of
   these interoperating networks is the Internet.

   A few groups provide much of the information services on the
   Internet.  Information Sciences Institute (ISI) does much of the
   standardization and allocation work of the Internet acting as the
   Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA).  SRI International
   provides the principal information services for the Internet by
   operating the Network Information Center (NIC).  In fact, after you
   are connected to the Internet most of the information in this
   document can be retrieved from the SRI-NIC.  Bolt Beranek and Newman
   (BBN) provides information services for CSNET (the CIC) and NSFNET
   (the NNSC), and Merit provides information services for NSFNET (the
   NIS).

Operating the Internet

   Each network, be it the ARPANET, NSFNET or a regional network, has
   its own operations center.  The ARPANET is run by BBN, Inc. under
   contract from DCA (on behalf of DARPA).  Their facility is called the
   Network Operations Center or NOC.  Merit, Inc. operates NSFNET from
   yet another and completely seperate NOC.  It goes on to the regionals
   having similar facilities to monitor and keep watch over the goings
   on of their portion of the Internet.  In addition, they all should
   have some knowledge of what is happening to the Internet in total.
   If a problem comes up, it is suggested that a campus network liaison
   should contact the network operator to which he is directly
   connected.  That is, if you are connected to a regional network
   (which is gatewayed to the NSFNET, which is connected to the
   ARPANET...) and have a problem, you should contact your regional
   network operations center.

RFCs

   The internal workings of the Internet are defined by a set of



   documents called RFCs (Request for Comments).  The general process
   for creating an RFC is for someone wanting something formalized to
   write a document describing the issue and mailing it to Jon Postel
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   (Postel@ISI.EDU).  He acts as a referee for the proposal.  It is then
   commented upon by all those wishing to take part in the discussion
   (electronically of course).  It may go through multiple revisions.
   Should it be generally accepted as a good idea, it will be assigned a
   number and filed with the RFCs.

   There are two independent categorizations of protocols.  The first is
   the state of standardization which is one of "standard", "draft
   standard", "proposed", "experimental", or "historic".  The second is
   the status of this protocol which is one of "required",
   "recommended", "elective", or "not recommended".  One could expect a
   particular protocol to move along the scale of status from elective
   to required at the same time as it moves along the scale of
   standardization from proposed to standard.

   A Required Standard protocol (e.g., RFC-791, The Internet Protocol)
   must be implemented on any host connected to the Internet.
   Recommended Standard protocols are generally implemented by network
   hosts.  Lack of them does not preclude access to the Internet, but
   may impact its usability.  RFC-793 (Transmission Control Protocol) is
   a Recommended Standard protocol.  Elective Proposed protocols were
   discussed and agreed to, but their application has never come into
   wide use.  This may be due to the lack of wide need for the specific
   application (RFC-937, The Post Office Protocol) or that, although
   technically superior, ran against other pervasive approaches.  It is
   suggested that should the facility be required by a particular site,
   an implementation be done in accordance with the RFC.  This insures
   that, should the idea be one whose time has come, the implementation
   will be in accordance with some standard and will be generally
   usable.

   Informational RFCs contain factual information about the Internet and
   its operation (RFC-1010, Assigned Numbers).  Finally, as the Internet
   and technology have grown, some RFCs have become unnecessary.  These
   obsolete RFCs cannot be ignored, however.  Frequently when a change
   is made to some RFC that causes a new one to be issued obsoleting
   others, the new RFC may only contains explanations and motivations
   for the change.  Understanding the model on which the whole facility
   is based may involve reading the original and subsequent RFCs on the
   topic.  (Appendix B contains a list of what are considered to be the
   major RFCs necessary for understanding the Internet).

   Only a few RFCs actually specify standards, most RFCs are for
   information or discussion purposes.  To find out what the current
   standards are see the RFC titled "IAB Official Protocol Standards"
   (most recently published as RFC-1100).
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The Network Information Center (NIC)

   The NIC is a facility available to all Internet users which provides
   information to the community.  There are three means of NIC contact:
   network, telephone, and mail.  The network accesses are the most
   prevalent.  Interactive access is frequently used to do queries of
   NIC service overviews, look up user and host names, and scan lists of
   NIC documents.  It is available by using

      %telnet nic.ddn.mil

   on a BSD system, and following the directions provided by a user
   friendly prompter.  From poking around in the databases provided, one
   might decide that a document named NETINFO:NUG.DOC (The Users Guide
   to the ARPANET) would be worth having.  It could be retrieved via an
   anonymous FTP.  An anonymous FTP would proceed something like the
   following.  (The dialogue may vary slightly depending on the
   implementation of FTP you are using).

     %ftp nic.ddn.mil
     Connected to nic.ddn.mil
     220 NIC.DDN.MIL FTP Server 5Z(47)-6 at Wed 17-Jun-87 12:00 PDT
     Name (nic.ddn.mil:myname): anonymous
     331 ANONYMOUS user ok, send real ident as password.
     Password: myname
     230 User ANONYMOUS logged in at Wed 17-Jun-87 12:01 PDT, job 15.
     ftp> get netinfo:nug.doc
     200 Port 18.144 at host 128.174.5.50 accepted.
     150 ASCII retrieve of <NETINFO>NUG.DOC.11 started.
     226 Transfer Completed 157675 (8) bytes transferred
     local: netinfo:nug.doc  remote:netinfo:nug.doc
     157675 bytes in 4.5e+02 seconds (0.34 Kbytes/s)
     ftp> quit
     221 QUIT command received. Goodbye.

   (Another good initial document to fetch is NETINFO:WHAT-THE-NIC-
   DOES.TXT).

   Questions of the NIC or problems with services can be asked of or
   reported to using electronic mail.  The following addresses can be
   used:

     NIC@NIC.DDN.MIL         General user assistance, document requests
     REGISTRAR@NIC.DDN.MIL   User registration and WHOIS updates
     HOSTMASTER@NIC.DDN.MIL  Hostname and domain changes and updates
     ACTION@NIC.DDN.MIL      SRI-NIC computer operations
     SUGGESTIONS@NIC.DDN.MIL Comments on NIC publications and services
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   For people without network access, or if the number of documents is



   large, many of the NIC documents are available in printed form for a
   small charge.  One frequently ordered document for starting sites is
   a compendium of major RFCs.  Telephone access is used primarily for
   questions or problems with network access.  (See appendix B for
   mail/telephone contact numbers).

The NSFNET Network Service Center

   The NSFNET Network Service Center (NNSC), located at BBN Systems and
   Technologies Corp., is a project of the University Corporation for
   Atmospheric Research under agreement with the National Science
   Foundation.  The NNSC provides support to end-users of NSFNET should
   they have questions or encounter problems traversing the network.

   The NNSC, which has information and documents online and in printed
   form, distributes news through network mailing lists, bulletins, and
   online reports.  NNSC publications include a hardcopy newsletter, the
   NSF Network News, which contains articles of interest to network
   users and the Internet Resource Guide, which lists facilities (such
   as supercomputer centers and on-line library catalogues) accessible
   from the Internet.  The Resource Guide can be obtained via anonymous
   ftp to nnsc.nsf.net in the directory resource-guide, or by joining
   the resource guide mailing list (send a subscription request to
   Resource-Guide-Request@NNSC.NSF.NET.)

Mail Reflectors

   The way most people keep up to date on network news is through
   subscription to a number of mail reflectors (also known as mail
   exploders).  Mail reflectors are special electronic mailboxes which,
   when they receive a message, resend it to a list of other mailboxes.
   This in effect creates a discussion group on a particular topic.
   Each subscriber sees all the mail forwarded by the reflector, and if
   one wants to put his "two cents" in sends a message with the comments
   to the reflector.

   The general format to subscribe to a mail list is to find the address
   reflector and append the string -REQUEST to the mailbox name (not the
   host name).  For example, if you wanted to take part in the mailing
   list for NSFNET reflected by NSFNET-INFO@MERIT.EDU, one sends a
   request to NSFNET-INFO-REQUEST@MERIT.EDU.  This may be a wonderful
   scheme, but the problem is that you must know the list exists in the
   first place.  It is suggested that, if you are interested, you read
   the mail from one list (like NSFNET-INFO) and you will probably
   become familiar with the existence of others.  A registration service
   for mail reflectors is provided by the NIC in the files
   NETINFO:INTEREST-GROUPS-1.TXT, NETINFO:INTEREST-GROUPS-2.TXT,
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   NETINFO:INTEREST-GROUPS-3.TXT, through NETINFO:INTEREST-GROUPS-9.TXT.

   The NSFNET-INFO mail reflector is targeted at those people who have a
   day to day interest in the news of the NSFNET (the backbone, regional
   network, and Internet inter-connection site workers).  The messages
   are reflected by a central location and are sent as separate messages
   to each subscriber.  This creates hundreds of messages on the wide



   area networks where bandwidth is the scarcest.

   There are two ways in which a campus could spread the news and not
   cause these messages to inundate the wide area networks.  One is to
   re-reflect the message on the campus.  That is, set up a reflector on
   a local machine which forwards the message to a campus distribution
   list.  The other is to create an alias on a campus machine which
   places the messages into a notesfile on the topic.  Campus users who
   want the information could access the notesfile and see the messages
   that have been sent since their last access.  One might also elect to
   have the campus wide area network liaison screen the messages in
   either case and only forward those which are considered of merit.
   Either of these schemes allows one message to be sent to the campus,
   while allowing wide distribution within.

Address Allocation

   Before a local network can be connected to the Internet it must be
   allocated a unique IP address.  These addresses are allocated by
   SRI-NIC.  The allocation process consists of getting an application
   form.  Send a message to Hostmaster@NIC.DDN.MIL and ask for the
   template for a connected address.  This template is filled out and
   mailed back to the hostmaster.  An address is allocated and e-mailed
   back to you.  This can also be done by postal mail (Appendix B).

   IP addresses are 32 bits long.  It is usually written as four decimal
   numbers separated by periods (e.g., 192.17.5.100).  Each number is
   the value of an octet of the 32 bits.  Some networks might choose to
   organize themselves as very flat (one net with a lot of nodes) and
   some might organize hierarchically (many interconnected nets with
   fewer nodes each and a backbone).  To provide for these cases,
   addresses were differentiated into class A, B, and C networks.  This
   classification had to with the interpretation of the octets.  Class A
   networks have the first octet as a network address and the remaining
   three as a host address on that network.  Class C addresses have
   three octets of network address and one of host.  Class B is split
   two and two.  Therefore, there is an address space for a few large
   nets, a reasonable number of medium nets and a large number of small
   nets.  The high order bits in the first octet are coded to tell the
   address format.  There are very few unallocated class A nets, so a
   very good case must be made for them.  So as a practical matter, one
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   has to choose between Class B and Class C when placing an order.
   (There are also class D (Multicast) and E (Experimental) formats.
   Multicast addresses will likely come into greater use in the near
   future, but are not frequently used yet).

   In the past, sites requiring multiple network addresses requested
   multiple discrete addresses (usually Class C).  This was done because
   much of the software available (notably 4.2BSD) could not deal with
   subnetted addresses.  Information on how to reach a particular
   network (routing information) must be stored in Internet gateways and
   packet switches.  Some of these nodes have a limited capability to
   store and exchange routing information (limited to about 700
   networks).  Therefore, it is suggested that any campus announce (make



   known to the Internet) no more than two discrete network numbers.

   If a campus expects to be constrained by this, it should consider
   subnetting.  Subnetting (RFC-950) allows one to announce one address
   to the Internet and use a set of addresses on the campus.  Basically,
   one defines a mask which allows the network to differentiate between
   the network portion and host portion of the address.  By using a
   different mask on the Internet and the campus, the address can be
   interpreted in multiple ways.  For example, if a campus requires two
   networks internally and has the 32,000 addresses beginning
   128.174.X.X (a Class B address) allocated to it, the campus could
   allocate 128.174.5.X to one part of campus and 128.174.10.X to
   another.  By advertising 128.174 to the Internet with a subnet mask
   of FF.FF.00.00, the Internet would treat these two addresses as one.
   Within the campus a mask of FF.FF.FF.00 would be used, allowing the
   campus to treat the addresses as separate entities. (In reality, you
   don't pass the subnet mask of FF.FF.00.00 to the Internet, the octet
   meaning is implicit in its being a class B address).

   A word of warning is necessary.  Not all systems know how to do
   subnetting.  Some 4.2BSD systems require additional software.  4.3BSD
   systems subnet as released.  Other devices and operating systems vary
   in the problems they have dealing with subnets.  Frequently, these
   machines can be used as a leaf on a network but not as a gateway
   within the subnetted portion of the network.  As time passes and more
   systems become 4.3BSD based, these problems should disappear.

   There has been some confusion in the past over the format of an IP
   broadcast address.  Some machines used an address of all zeros to
   mean broadcast and some all ones.  This was confusing when machines
   of both type were connected to the same network.  The broadcast
   address of all ones has been adopted to end the grief.  Some systems
   (e.g., 4.3 BSD) allow one to choose the format of the broadcast
   address.  If a system does allow this choice, care should be taken
   that the all ones format is chosen.  (This is explained in RFC-1009
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   and RFC-1010).

Internet Problems

   There are a number of problems with the Internet.  Solutions to the
   problems range from software changes to long term research projects.
   Some of the major ones are detailed below:

   Number of Networks

      When the Internet was designed it was to have about 50 connected
      networks.  With the explosion of networking, the number is now
      approaching 1000.  The software in a group of critical gateways
      (called the core gateways) are not able to pass or store much more
      than that number.  In the short term, core reallocation and
      recoding has raised the number slightly.

   Routing Issues



      Along with sheer mass of the data necessary to route packets to a
      large number of networks, there are many problems with the
      updating, stability, and optimality of the routing algorithms.
      Much research is being done in the area, but the optimal solution
      to these routing problems is still years away.  In most cases, the
      the routing we have today works, but sub-optimally and sometimes
      unpredictably.  The current best hope for a good routing protocol
      is something known as OSPFIGP which will be generally available
      from many router manufacturers within a year.

   Trust Issues

      Gateways exchange network routing information.  Currently, most
      gateways accept on faith that the information provided about the
      state of the network is correct.  In the past this was not a big
      problem since most of the gateways belonged to a single
      administrative entity (DARPA).  Now, with multiple wide area
      networks under different administrations, a rogue gateway
      somewhere in the net could cripple the Internet.  There is design
      work going on to solve both the problem of a gateway doing
      unreasonable things and providing enough information to reasonably
      route data between multiply connected networks (multi-homed
      networks).

   Capacity & Congestion

      Some portions of the Internet are very congested during the busy
      part of the day.  Growth is dramatic with some networks
      experiencing growth in traffic in excess of 20% per month.
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      Additional bandwidth is planned, but delivery and budgets might
      not allow supply to keep up.

Setting Direction and Priority

   The Internet Activities Board (IAB), currently chaired by Vint Cerf
   of NRI, is responsible for setting the technical direction,
   establishing standards, and resolving problems in the Internet.

   The current IAB members are:

           Vinton Cerf          - Chairman
           David Clark          - IRTF Chairman
           Phillip Gross        - IETF Chairman
           Jon Postel           - RFC Editor
           Robert Braden        - Executive Director
           Hans-Werner Braun    - NSFNET Liaison
           Barry Leiner         - CCIRN Liaison
           Daniel Lynch         - Vendor Liaison
           Stephen Kent         - Internet Security

   This board is supported by a Research Task Force (chaired by Dave
   Clark of MIT) and an Engineering Task Force (chaired by Phill Gross
   of NRI).



   The Internet Research Task Force has the following Research Groups:

            Autonomous Networks            Deborah Estrin
            End-to-End Services            Bob Braden
            Privacy                        Steve Kent
            User Interfaces                Keith Lantz

   The Internet Engineering Task Force has the following technical
   areas:

           Applications                    TBD
           Host Protocols                  Craig Partridge
           Internet Protocols              Noel Chiappa
           Routing                         Robert Hinden
           Network Management              David Crocker
           OSI Interoperability            Ross Callon, Robert Hagen
           Operations                      TBD
           Security                        TBD

   The Internet Engineering Task Force has the following Working Groups:

            ALERTMAN                       Louis Steinberg
            Authentication                 Jeff Schiller
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            CMIP over TCP                  Lee LaBarre
            Domain Names                   Paul Mockapetris
            Dynamic Host Config            Ralph Droms
            Host Requirements              Bob Braden
            Interconnectivity              Guy Almes
            Internet MIB                   Craig Partridge
            Joint Management               Susan Hares
            LAN Mgr MIB                    Amatzia Ben-Artzi
            NISI                           Karen Bowers
            NM Serial Interface            Jeff Case
            NOC Tools                      Bob Enger
            OSPF                           Mike Petry
            Open Systems Routing           Marianne Lepp
            OSI Interoperability           Ross Callon
            PDN Routing Group              CH Rokitansky
            Performance and CC             Allison Mankin
            Point - Point IP               Drew Perkins
            ST and CO-IP                   Claudio Topolcic
            Telnet                         Dave Borman
            User Documents                 Karen Roubicek
            User Services                  Karen Bowers

Routing

   Routing is the algorithm by which a network directs a packet from its
   source to its destination.  To appreciate the problem, watch a small
   child trying to find a table in a restaurant.  From the adult point
   of view, the structure of the dining room is seen and an optimal
   route easily chosen.  The child, however, is presented with a set of
   paths between tables where a good path, let alone the optimal one to
   the goal is not discernible.



   A little more background might be appropriate.  IP gateways (more
   correctly routers) are boxes which have connections to multiple
   networks and pass traffic between these nets.  They decide how the
   packet is to be sent based on the information in the IP header of the
   packet and the state of the network.  Each interface on a router has
   an unique address appropriate to the network to which it is
   connected.  The information in the IP header which is used is
   primarily the destination address.  Other information (e.g., type of
   service) is largely ignored at this time.  The state of the network
   is determined by the routers passing information among themselves.
   The distribution of the database (what each node knows), the form of
   the updates, and metrics used to measure the value of a connection,
   are the parameters which determine the characteristics of a routing
   protocol.

   Under some algorithms, each node in the network has complete
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   knowledge of the state of the network (the adult algorithm).  This
   implies the nodes must have larger amounts of local storage and
   enough CPU to search the large tables in a short enough time
   (remember, this must be done for each packet).  Also, routing updates
   usually contain only changes to the existing information (or you
   spend a large amount of the network capacity passing around megabyte
   routing updates).  This type of algorithm has several problems.
   Since the only way the routing information can be passed around is
   across the network and the propagation time is non-trivial, the view
   of the network at each node is a correct historical view of the
   network at varying times in the past.  (The adult algorithm, but
   rather than looking directly at the dining area, looking at a
   photograph of the dining room.  One is likely to pick the optimal
   route and find a bus-cart has moved in to block the path after the
   photo was taken).  These inconsistencies can cause circular routes
   (called routing loops) where once a packet enters it is routed in a
   closed path until its time to live (TTL) field expires and it is
   discarded.

   Other algorithms may know about only a subset of the network.  To
   prevent loops in these protocols, they are usually used in a
   hierarchical network.  They know completely about their own area, but
   to leave that area they go to one particular place (the default
   gateway).  Typically these are used in smaller networks (campus or
   regional).

   Routing protocols in current use:

   Static (no protocol-table/default routing)

      Don't laugh.  It is probably the most reliable, easiest to
      implement, and least likely to get one into trouble for a small
      network or a leaf on the Internet.  This is, also, the only method
      available on some CPU-operating system combinations.  If a host is
      connected to an Ethernet which has only one gateway off of it, one
      should make that the default gateway for the host and do no other
      routing.  (Of course, that gateway may pass the reachability



      information somehow on the other side of itself.)

      One word of warning, it is only with extreme caution that one
      should use static routes in the middle of a network which is also
      using dynamic routing.  The routers passing dynamic information
      are sometimes confused by conflicting dynamic and static routes.
      If your host is on an ethernet with multiple routers to other
      networks on it and the routers are doing dynamic routing among
      themselves, it is usually better to take part in the dynamic
      routing than to use static routes.
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   RIP

      RIP is a routing protocol based on XNS (Xerox Network System)
      adapted for IP networks.  It is used by many routers (Proteon,
      cisco, UB...) and many BSD Unix systems.  BSD systems typically
      run a program called "routed" to exchange information with other
      systems running RIP.  RIP works best for nets of small diameter
      (few hops) where the links are of equal speed.  The reason for
      this is that the metric used to determine which path is best is
      the hop-count.  A hop is a traversal across a gateway.  So, all
      machines on the same Ethernet are zero hops away.  If a router
      connects connects two networks directly, a machine on the other
      side of the router is one hop away.  As the routing information is
      passed through a gateway, the gateway adds one to the hop counts
      to keep them consistent across the network.  The diameter of a
      network is defined as the largest hop-count possible within a
      network.  Unfortunately, a hop count of 16 is defined as infinity
      in RIP meaning the link is down.  Therefore, RIP will not allow
      hosts separated by more than 15 gateways in the RIP space to
      communicate.

      The other problem with hop-count metrics is that if links have
      different speeds, that difference is not reflected in the hop-
      count.  So a one hop satellite link (with a .5 sec delay) at 56kb
      would be used instead of a two hop T1 connection.  Congestion can
      be viewed as a decrease in the efficacy of a link.  So, as a link
      gets more congested, RIP will still know it is the best hop-count
      route and congest it even more by throwing more packets on the
      queue for that link.

      RIP was originally not well documented in the community and people
      read BSD code to find out how RIP really worked.  Finally, it was
      documented in RFC-1058.

   Routed

      The routed program, which does RIP for 4.2BSD systems, has many
      options.  One of the most frequently used is: "routed -q" (quiet
      mode) which means listen to RIP information, but never broadcast
      it.  This would be used by a machine on a network with multiple
      RIP speaking gateways.  It allows the host to determine which
      gateway is best (hopwise) to use to reach a distant network.  (Of
      course, you might want to have a default gateway to prevent having



      to pass all the addresses known to the Internet around with RIP.)

      There are two ways to insert static routes into routed; the
      /etc/gateways file, and the "route add" command.  Static routes
      are useful if you know how to reach a distant network, but you are
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      not receiving that route using RIP.  For the most part the "route
      add" command is preferable to use.  The reason for this is that
      the command adds the route to that machine's routing table but
      does not export it through RIP.  The /etc/gateways file takes
      precedence over any routing information received through a RIP
      update.  It is also broadcast as fact in RIP updates produced by
      the host without question, so if a mistake is made in the
      /etc/gateways file, that mistake will soon permeate the RIP space
      and may bring the network to its knees.

      One of the problems with routed is that you have very little
      control over what gets broadcast and what doesn't.  Many times in
      larger networks where various parts of the network are under
      different administrative controls, you would like to pass on
      through RIP only nets which you receive from RIP and you know are
      reasonable.  This prevents people from adding IP addresses to the
      network which may be illegal and you being responsible for passing
      them on to the Internet.  This type of reasonability checks are
      not available with routed and leave it usable, but inadequate for
      large networks.

   Hello (RFC-891)

      Hello is a routing protocol which was designed and implemented in
      a experimental software router called a "Fuzzball" which runs on a
      PDP-11.  It does not have wide usage, but is the routing protocol
      formerly used on the initial NSFNET backbone.  The data
      transferred between nodes is similar to RIP (a list of networks
      and their metrics).  The metric, however, is milliseconds of
      delay.  This allows Hello to be used over nets of various link
      speeds and performs better in congestive situations.

      One of the most interesting side effects of Hello based networks
      is their great timekeeping ability.  If you consider the problem
      of measuring delay on a link for the metric, you find that it is
      not an easy thing to do.  You cannot measure round trip time since
      the return link may be more congested, of a different speed, or
      even not there.  It is not really feasible for each node on the
      network to have a builtin WWV (nationwide radio time standard)
      receiver.  So, you must design an algorithm to pass around time
      between nodes over the network links where the delay in
      transmission can only be approximated.  Hello routers do this and
      in a nationwide network maintain synchronized time within
      milliseconds. (See also the Network Time Protocol, RFC-1059.)
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   Gateway Gateway Protocol (GGP RFC-823)

      The core gateways originally used GGP to exchange information
      among themselves.  This is a "distance-vector" algorithm.  The new
      core gateways use a "link-state" algorithm.

   NSFNET SPF (RFC-1074)

      The current NSFNET Backbone routers use a version of the ANSI IS-
      IS and ISO ES-IS routing protocol.  This is a "shortest path
      first" (SPF) algorithm which is in the class of "link-state"
      algorithms.

   Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP RFC-904)

      EGP is not strictly a routing protocol, it is a reachability
      protocol.  It tells what nets can be reached through what gateway,
      but not how good the connection is.  It is the standard by which
      gateways exchange network reachability information with the core
      gateways.  It is generally used between autonomous systems.  There
      is a metric passed around by EGP, but its usage is not
      standardized formally.  The metric's value ranges from 0 to 255
      with smaller values considered "better".  Some implementations
      consider the value 255 to mean unreachable.  Many routers talk EGP
      so they can be used to interface to routers of different
      manufacture or operated by different administrations.  For
      example, when a router of the NSFNET Backbone exchanges routing or
      reachability information with a gateway of a regional network EGP
      is used.

   Gated

      So we have regional and campus networks talking RIP among
      themselves and the DDN and NSFNET speaking EGP.  How do they
      interoperate?  In the beginning, there was static routing.  The
      problem with doing static routing in the middle of the network is
      that it is broadcast to the Internet whether it is usable or not.
      Therefore, if a net becomes unreachable and you try to get there,
      dynamic routing will immediately issue a net unreachable to you.
      Under static routing the routers would think the net could be
      reached and would continue trying until the application gave up
      (in 2 or more minutes).  Mark Fedor, then of Cornell, attempted to
      solve these problems with a replacement for routed called gated.

      Gated talks RIP to RIP speaking hosts, EGP to EGP speakers, and
      Hello to Hello'ers.  These speakers frequently all live on one
      Ethernet, but luckily (or unluckily) cannot understand each others
      ruminations.  In addition, under configuration file control it can
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      filter the conversion.  For example, one can produce a
      configuration saying announce RIP nets via Hello only if they are
      specified in a list and are reachable by way of a RIP broadcast as
      well.  This means that if a rogue network appears in your local
      site's RIP space, it won't be passed through to the Hello side of
      the world.  There are also configuration options to do static
      routing and name trusted gateways.

      This may sound like the greatest thing since sliced bread, but
      there is a catch called metric conversion.  You have RIP measuring
      in hops, Hello measuring in milliseconds, and EGP using arbitrary
      small numbers.  The big questions is how many hops to a
      millisecond, how many milliseconds in the EGP number 3....  Also,
      remember that infinity (unreachability) is 16 to RIP, 30000 or so
      to Hello, and 8 to the DDN with EGP.  Getting all these metrics to
      work well together is no small feat.  If done incorrectly and you
      translate an RIP of 16 into an EGP of 6, everyone in the ARPANET
      will still think your gateway can reach the unreachable and will
      send every packet in the world your way.  Gated is available via
      anonymous FTP from devvax.tn.cornell.edu in directory pub/gated.

Names

   All routing across the network is done by means of the IP address
   associated with a packet.  Since humans find it difficult to remember
   addresses like 128.174.5.50, a symbolic name register was set up at
   the NIC where people would say, "I would like my host to be named
   uiucuxc".  Machines connected to the Internet across the nation would
   connect to the NIC in the middle of the night, check modification
   dates on the hosts file, and if modified, move it to their local
   machine.  With the advent of workstations and micros, changes to the
   host file would have to be made nightly.  It would also be very labor
   intensive and consume a lot of network bandwidth.  RFC-1034 and a
   number of others describe Domain Name Service (DNS), a distributed
   data base system for mapping names into addresses.

   We must look a little more closely into what's in a name.  First,
   note that an address specifies a particular connection on a specific
   network.  If the machine moves, the address changes.  Second, a
   machine can have one or more names and one or more network addresses
   (connections) to different networks.  Names point to a something
   which does useful work (i.e., the machine) and IP addresses point to
   an interface on that provider.  A name is a purely symbolic
   representation of a list of addresses on the network.  If a machine
   moves to a different network, the addresses will change but the name
   could remain the same.

   Domain names are tree structured names with the root of the tree at
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   the right.  For example:

                             uxc.cso.uiuc.edu

   is a machine called "uxc" (purely arbitrary), within the subdomains



   of the U of I, and "uiuc" (the University of Illinois at Urbana),
   registered with "edu" (the set of educational institutions).

   A simplified model of how a name is resolved is that on the user's
   machine there is a resolver.  The resolver knows how to contact
   across the network a root name server.  Root servers are the base of
   the tree structured data retrieval system.  They know who is
   responsible for handling first level domains (e.g., 'edu').  What
   root servers to use is an installation parameter. From the root
   server the resolver finds out who provides 'edu' service.  It
   contacts the 'edu' name server which supplies it with a list of
   addresses of servers for the subdomains (like 'uiuc').  This action
   is repeated with the sub-domain servers until the final subdomain
   returns a list of addresses of interfaces on the host in question.
   The user's machine then has its choice of which of these addresses to
   use for communication.

   A group may apply for its own domain name (like 'uiuc' above).  This
   is done in a manner similar to the IP address allocation.  The only
   requirements are that the requestor have two machines reachable from
   the Internet, which will act as name servers for that domain.  Those
   servers could also act as servers for subdomains or other servers
   could be designated as such.  Note that the servers need not be
   located in any particular place, as long as they are reachable for
   name resolution.  (U of I could ask Michigan State to act on its
   behalf and that would be fine.)  The biggest problem is that someone
   must do maintenance on the database.  If the machine is not
   convenient, that might not be done in a timely fashion.  The other
   thing to note is that once the domain is allocated to an
   administrative entity, that entity can freely allocate subdomains
   using what ever manner it sees fit.

   The Berkeley Internet Name Domain (BIND) Server implements the
   Internet name server for UNIX systems.  The name server is a
   distributed data base system that allows clients to name resources
   and to share that information with other network hosts.  BIND is
   integrated with 4.3BSD and is used to lookup and store host names,
   addresses, mail agents, host information, and more.  It replaces the
   /etc/hosts file or host name lookup.  BIND is still an evolving
   program.  To keep up with reports on operational problems, future
   design decisions, etc., join the BIND mailing list by sending a
   request to Bind-Request@UCBARPA.BERKELEY.EDU.  BIND can also be
   obtained via anonymous FTP from ucbarpa.berkeley.edu.
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   There are several advantages in using BIND.  One of the most
   important is that it frees a host from relying on /etc/hosts being up
   to date and complete.  Within the .uiuc.edu domain, only a few hosts
   are included in the host table distributed by SRI.  The remainder are
   listed locally within the BIND tables on uxc.cso.uiuc.edu (the server
   machine for most of the .uiuc.edu domain).  All are equally reachable
   from any other Internet host running BIND, or any DNS resolver.

   BIND can also provide mail forwarding information for interior hosts
   not directly reachable from the Internet.  These hosts an either be
   on non-advertised networks, or not connected to an IP network at all,



   as in the case of UUCP-reachable hosts (see RFC-974).  More
   information on BIND is available in the "Name Server Operations Guide
   for BIND" in UNIX System Manager's Manual, 4.3BSD release.

   There are a few special domains on the network, like NIC.DDN.MIL.
   The hosts database at the NIC.  There are others of the form
   NNSC.NSF.NET.  These special domains are used sparingly, and require
   ample justification.  They refer to servers under the administrative
   control of the network rather than any single organization.  This
   allows for the actual server to be moved around the net while the
   user interface to that machine remains constant.  That is, should BBN
   relinquish control of the NNSC, the new provider would be pointed to
   by that name.

   In actuality, the domain system is a much more general and complex
   system than has been described.  Resolvers and some servers cache
   information to allow steps in the resolution to be skipped.
   Information provided by the servers can be arbitrary, not merely IP
   addresses.  This allows the system to be used both by non-IP networks
   and for mail, where it may be necessary to give information on
   intermediate mail bridges.

What's wrong with Berkeley Unix

   University of California at Berkeley has been funded by DARPA to
   modify the Unix system in a number of ways.  Included in these
   modifications is support for the Internet protocols.  In earlier
   versions (e.g., BSD 4.2) there was good support for the basic
   Internet protocols (TCP, IP, SMTP, ARP) which allowed it to perform
   nicely on IP Ethernets and smaller Internets.  There were
   deficiencies, however, when it was connected to complicated networks.
   Most of these problems have been resolved under the newest release
   (BSD 4.3).  Since it is the springboard from which many vendors have
   launched Unix implementations (either by porting the existing code or
   by using it as a model), many implementations (e.g., Ultrix) are
   still based on BSD 4.2.  Therefore, many implementations still exist
   with the BSD 4.2 problems.  As time goes on, when BSD 4.3 trickles
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   through vendors as new release, many of the problems will be
   resolved.  Following is a list of some problem scenarios and their
   handling under each of these releases.

   ICMP redirects

      Under the Internet model, all a system needs to know to get
      anywhere in the Internet is its own address, the address of where
      it wants to go, and how to reach a gateway which knows about the
      Internet.  It doesn't have to be the best gateway.  If the system
      is on a network with multiple gateways, and a host sends a packet
      for delivery to a gateway which feels another directly connected
      gateway is more appropriate, the gateway sends the sender a
      message.  This message is an ICMP redirect, which politely says,
      "I'll deliver this message for you, but you really ought to use
      that gateway over there to reach this host".  BSD 4.2 ignores
      these messages.  This creates more stress on the gateways and the



      local network, since for every packet sent, the gateway sends a
      packet to the originator.  BSD 4.3 uses the redirect to update its
      routing tables, will use the route until it times out, then revert
      to the use of the route it thinks is should use.  The whole
      process then repeats, but it is far better than one per packet.

   Trailers

      An application (like FTP) sends a string of octets to TCP which
      breaks it into chunks, and adds a TCP header.  TCP then sends
      blocks of data to IP which adds its own headers and ships the
      packets over the network.  All this prepending of the data with
      headers causes memory moves in both the sending and the receiving
      machines.  Someone got the bright idea that if packets were long
      and they stuck the headers on the end (they became trailers), the
      receiving machine could put the packet on the beginning of a page
      boundary and if the trailer was OK merely delete it and transfer
      control of the page with no memory moves involved.  The problem is
      that trailers were never standardized and most gateways don't know
      to look for the routing information at the end of the block.  When
      trailers are used, the machine typically works fine on the local
      network (no gateways involved) and for short blocks through
      gateways (on which trailers aren't used).  So TELNET and FTP's of
      very short files work just fine and FTP's of long files seem to
      hang.  On BSD 4.2 trailers are a boot option and one should make
      sure they are off when using the Internet.  BSD 4.3 negotiates
      trailers, so it uses them on its local net and doesn't use them
      when going across the network.
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   Retransmissions

      TCP fires off blocks to its partner at the far end of the
      connection.  If it doesn't receive an acknowledgement in a
      reasonable amount of time it retransmits the blocks.  The
      determination of what is reasonable is done by TCP's
      retransmission algorithm.

      There is no correct algorithm but some are better than others,
      where worse is measured by the number of retransmissions done
      unnecessarily.  BSD 4.2 had a retransmission algorithm which
      retransmitted quickly and often.  This is exactly what you would
      want if you had a bunch of machines on an Ethernet (a low delay
      network of large bandwidth).  If you have a network of relatively
      longer delay and scarce bandwidth (e.g., 56kb lines), it tends to
      retransmit too aggressively.  Therefore, it makes the networks and
      gateways pass more traffic than is really necessary for a given
      conversation.  Retransmission algorithms do adapt to the delay of
      the network after a few packets, but 4.2's adapts slowly in delay
      situations.  BSD 4.3 does a lot better and tries to do the best
      for both worlds.  It fires off a few retransmissions really
      quickly assuming it is on a low delay network, and then backs off
      very quickly.  It also allows the delay to be about 4 minutes



      before it gives up and declares the connection broken.

      Even better than the original 4.3 code is a version of TCP with a
      retransmission algorithm developed by Van Jacobson of LBL.  He did
      a lot of research into how the algorithm works on real networks
      and modified it to get both better throughput and be friendlier to
      the network.  This code has been integrated into the later
      releases of BSD 4.3 and can be fetched anonymously from
      ucbarpa.berkeley.edu in directory 4.3.

   Time to Live

      The IP packet header contains a field called the time to live
      (TTL) field.  It is decremented each time the packet traverses a
      gateway.  TTL was designed to prevent packets caught in routing
      loops from being passed forever with no hope of delivery.  Since
      the definition bears some likeness to the RIP hop count, some
      misguided systems have set the TTL field to 15 because the
      unreachable flag in RIP is 16.  Obviously, no networks could have
      more than 15 hops.  The RIP space where hops are limited ends when
      RIP is not used as a routing protocol any more (e.g., when NSFnet
      starts transporting the packet).  Therefore, it is quite easy for
      a packet to require more than 15 hops.  These machines will
      exhibit the behavior of being able to reach some places but not
      others even though the routing information appears correct.
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      Solving the problem typically requires kernel patches so it may be
      difficult if source is not available.

Appendix A - References to Remedial Information
-----------------------------------------------

  [1]  Quarterman and Hoskins, "Notable Computer Networks",
       Communications of the ACM, Vol. 29, No. 10, pp. 932-971, October
       1986.

  [2]  Tannenbaum, A., "Computer Networks", Prentice Hall, 1981.

  [3]  Hedrick, C., "Introduction to the Internet Protocols", Via
       Anonymous FTP from topaz.rutgers.edu, directory pub/tcp-ip-docs,
       file tcp-ip-intro.doc.

  [4]  Comer, D., "Internetworking with TCP/IP: Principles, Protocols,
       and Architecture", Copyright 1988,  by Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
       Englewood Cliffs, NJ,  07632 ISBN 0-13-470154-2.

Appendix B - List of Major RFCs
-------------------------------

This list of key "Basic Beige" RFCs was compiled by J.K. Reynolds.  This
is the 30 August 1989 edition of the list.

RFC-768       User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
RFC-791       Internet Protocol (IP)
RFC-792       Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP)



RFC-793       Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
RFC-821       Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP)
RFC-822       Standard for the Format of ARPA Internet Text Messages
RFC-826       Ethernet Address Resolution Protocol
RFC-854       Telnet Protocol
RFC-862       Echo Protocol
RFC-894       A Standard for the Transmission of IP
              Datagrams over Ethernet Networks
RFC-904       Exterior Gateway Protocol
RFC-919       Broadcasting Internet Datagrams
RFC-922       Broadcasting Internet Datagrams in the Presence of Subnets
RFC-950       Internet Standard Subnetting Procedure
RFC-951       Bootstrap Protocol (BOOTP)
RFC-959       File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
RFC-966       Host Groups: A Multicast Extension to the Internet Protocol
RFC-974       Mail Routing and the Domain System
RFC-1000      The Request for Comments Reference Guide
RFC-1009      Requirements for Internet Gateways
RFC-1010      Assigned Numbers
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RFC-1011      Official Internet Protocols
RFC-1012      Bibliography of Request for Comments 1 through 999
RFC-1034      Domain Names - Concepts and Facilities
RFC-1035      Domain Names - Implementation
RFC-1042      A Standard for the Transmission of IP
              Datagrams over IEEE 802 Networks
RFC-1048      BOOTP Vendor Information Extensions
RFC-1058      Routing Information Protocol
RFC-1059      Network Time Protocol (NTP)
RFC-1065      Structure and Identification of
              Management Information for TCP/IP-based internets
RFC-1066      Management Information Base for Network
              Management of TCP/IP-based internets
RFC-1084      BOOTP Vendor Information Extensions
RFC-1087      Ethics and the Internet
RFC-1095      The Common Management Information
              Services and Protocol over TCP/IP (CMOT)
RFC-1098      A Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)
RFC-1100      IAB Official Protocol Standards
RFC-1101      DNS Encoding of Network Names and Other Types
RFC-1112      Host Extensions for IP Multicasting
RFC-1117      Internet Numbers

Note:  This list is a portion of a list of RFC's by topic that may be
retrieved from the NIC under NETINFO:RFC-SETS.TXT (anonymous FTP, of
course).

The following list is not necessary for connection to the Internet,
but is useful in understanding the domain system, mail system, and
gateways:

RFC-974        Mail Routing and the Domain System
RFC-1009       Requirements for Internet Gateways
RFC-1034       Domain Names - Concepts and Facilities
RFC-1035       Domain Names - Implementation and Specification



RFC-1101       DNS Encoding of Network Names and Other Types
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Appendix C - Contact Points for Network Information
---------------------------------------------------

Network Information Center (NIC)

      DDN Network Information Center
      SRI International, Room EJ291
      333 Ravenswood Avenue
      Menlo Park, CA 94025
      (800) 235-3155 or (415) 859-3695

      NIC@NIC.DDN.MIL

NSF Network Service Center (NNSC)

      NNSC
      BBN Systems and Technology Corporation
      10 Moulton St.
      Cambridge, MA 02238
      (617) 873-3400

      NNSC@NNSC.NSF.NET

NSF Network Information Service (NIS)

      NIS
      Merit Inc.
      University of Michigan
      1075 Beal Avenue
      Ann Arbor, MI 48109
      (313) 763-4897

      INFO@NIS.NSF.NET

CIC

      CSNET Coordination and Information Center
      Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.
      10 Moulton Street
      Cambridge, MA 02238
      (617) 873-2777



      INFO@SH.CS.NET
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Glossary
--------

   autonomous system

      A set of gateways under a single administrative control and using
      compatible and consistent routing procedures.  Generally speaking,
      the gateways run by a particular organization.  Since a gateway is
      connected to two (or more) networks it is not usually correct to
      say that a gateway is in a network.  For example, the gateways
      that connect regional networks to the NSF Backbone network are run
      by Merit and form an autonomous system.  Another example, the
      gateways that connect campuses to NYSERNET are run by NYSER and
      form an autonomous system.

   core gateway

      The innermost gateways of the Internet.  These gateways have a
      total picture of the reachability to all networks known to the
      Internet.  They then redistribute reachability information to
      their neighbor gateways speaking EGP.  It is from them your EGP
      agent (there is one acting for you somewhere if you can reach the
      core of the Internet) finds out it can reach all the nets on the
      Internet.  Which is then passed to you via Hello, gated, RIP.  The
      core gateways mostly connect campuses to the ARPANET, or
      interconnect the ARPANET and the MILNET, and are run by BBN.

   count to infinity

      The symptom of a routing problem where routing information is
      passed in a circular manner through multiple gateways.  Each
      gateway increments the metric appropriately and passes it on.  As
      the metric is passed around the loop, it increments to ever
      increasing values until it reaches the maximum for the routing
      protocol being used, which typically denotes a link outage.

   hold down

      When a router discovers a path in the network has gone down
      announcing that that path is down for a minimum amount of time
      (usually at least two minutes).  This allows for the propagation
      of the routing information across the network and prevents the
      formation of routing loops.

   split horizon

      When a router (or group of routers working in consort) accept



      routing information from multiple external networks, but do not
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      pass on information learned from one external network to any
      others.  This is an attempt to prevent bogus routes to a network
      from being propagated because of gossip or counting to infinity.

   DDN

      Defense Data Network the collective name for the ARPANET and
      MILNET.  Used frequently because although they are seperate
      networks the operational and informational foci are the same.

Security Considerations

   Security and privacy protection is a serious matter and too often
   nothing is done about it.  There are some known security bugs
   (especially in access control) in BSD Unix and in some
   implementations of network services.  The hitchhikers guide does not
   discuss these issues (too bad).
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Status of This Memo

   This RFC is an official specification for the Internet community.  It
   incorporates by reference, amends, corrects, and supplements the
   primary protocol standards documents relating to hosts.  Distribution
   of this document is unlimited.

Summary

   This is one RFC of a pair that defines and discusses the requirements
   for Internet host software.  This RFC covers the communications
   protocol layers: link layer, IP layer, and transport layer; its
   companion RFC-1123 covers the application and support protocols.
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1.  INTRODUCTION

   This document is one of a pair that defines and discusses the
   requirements for host system implementations of the Internet protocol
   suite.  This RFC covers the communication protocol layers:  link
   layer, IP layer, and transport layer.  Its companion RFC,



   "Requirements for Internet Hosts -- Application and Support"
   [INTRO:1], covers the application layer protocols.  This document
   should also be read in conjunction with "Requirements for Internet
   Gateways" [INTRO:2].

   These documents are intended to provide guidance for vendors,
   implementors, and users of Internet communication software.  They
   represent the consensus of a large body of technical experience and
   wisdom, contributed by the members of the Internet research and
   vendor communities.

   This RFC enumerates standard protocols that a host connected to the
   Internet must use, and it incorporates by reference the RFCs and
   other documents describing the current specifications for these
   protocols.  It corrects errors in the referenced documents and adds
   additional discussion and guidance for an implementor.

   For each protocol, this document also contains an explicit set of
   requirements, recommendations, and options.  The reader must
   understand that the list of requirements in this document is
   incomplete by itself; the complete set of requirements for an
   Internet host is primarily defined in the standard protocol
   specification documents, with the corrections, amendments, and
   supplements contained in this RFC.

   A good-faith implementation of the protocols that was produced after
   careful reading of the RFC's and with some interaction with the
   Internet technical community, and that followed good communications
   software engineering practices, should differ from the requirements
   of this document in only minor ways.  Thus, in many cases, the
   "requirements" in this RFC are already stated or implied in the
   standard protocol documents, so that their inclusion here is, in a
   sense, redundant.  However, they were included because some past
   implementation has made the wrong choice, causing problems of
   interoperability, performance, and/or robustness.

   This document includes discussion and explanation of many of the
   requirements and recommendations.  A simple list of requirements
   would be dangerous, because:

   o    Some required features are more important than others, and some
        features are optional.
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   o    There may be valid reasons why particular vendor products that
        are designed for restricted contexts might choose to use
        different specifications.

   However, the specifications of this document must be followed to meet
   the general goal of arbitrary host interoperation across the
   diversity and complexity of the Internet system.  Although most
   current implementations fail to meet these requirements in various
   ways, some minor and some major, this specification is the ideal



   towards which we need to move.

   These requirements are based on the current level of Internet
   architecture.  This document will be updated as required to provide
   additional clarifications or to include additional information in
   those areas in which specifications are still evolving.

   This introductory section begins with a brief overview of the
   Internet architecture as it relates to hosts, and then gives some
   general advice to host software vendors.  Finally, there is some
   guidance on reading the rest of the document and some terminology.

   1.1  The Internet Architecture

      General background and discussion on the Internet architecture and
      supporting protocol suite can be found in the DDN Protocol
      Handbook [INTRO:3]; for background see for example [INTRO:9],
      [INTRO:10], and [INTRO:11].  Reference [INTRO:5] describes the
      procedure for obtaining Internet protocol documents, while
      [INTRO:6] contains a list of the numbers assigned within Internet
      protocols.

      1.1.1  Internet Hosts

         A host computer, or simply "host," is the ultimate consumer of
         communication services.  A host generally executes application
         programs on behalf of user(s), employing network and/or
         Internet communication services in support of this function.
         An Internet host corresponds to the concept of an "End-System"
         used in the OSI protocol suite [INTRO:13].

         An Internet communication system consists of interconnected
         packet networks supporting communication among host computers
         using the Internet protocols.  The networks are interconnected
         using packet-switching computers called "gateways" or "IP
         routers" by the Internet community, and "Intermediate Systems"
         by the OSI world [INTRO:13].  The RFC "Requirements for
         Internet Gateways" [INTRO:2] contains the official
         specifications for Internet gateways.  That RFC together with
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         the present document and its companion [INTRO:1] define the
         rules for the current realization of the Internet architecture.

         Internet hosts span a wide range of size, speed, and function.
         They range in size from small microprocessors through
         workstations to mainframes and supercomputers.  In function,
         they range from single-purpose hosts (such as terminal servers)
         to full-service hosts that support a variety of online network
         services, typically including remote login, file transfer, and
         electronic mail.

         A host is generally said to be multihomed if it has more than



         one interface to the same or to different networks.  See
         Section 1.1.3 on "Terminology".

      1.1.2  Architectural Assumptions

         The current Internet architecture is based on a set of
         assumptions about the communication system.  The assumptions
         most relevant to hosts are as follows:

         (a)  The Internet is a network of networks.

              Each host is directly connected to some particular
              network(s); its connection to the Internet is only
              conceptual.  Two hosts on the same network communicate
              with each other using the same set of protocols that they
              would use to communicate with hosts on distant networks.

         (b)  Gateways don't keep connection state information.

              To improve robustness of the communication system,
              gateways are designed to be stateless, forwarding each IP
              datagram independently of other datagrams.  As a result,
              redundant paths can be exploited to provide robust service
              in spite of failures of intervening gateways and networks.

              All state information required for end-to-end flow control
              and reliability is implemented in the hosts, in the
              transport layer or in application programs.  All
              connection control information is thus co-located with the
              end points of the communication, so it will be lost only
              if an end point fails.

         (c)  Routing complexity should be in the gateways.

              Routing is a complex and difficult problem, and ought to
              be performed by the gateways, not the hosts.  An important
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              objective is to insulate host software from changes caused
              by the inevitable evolution of the Internet routing
              architecture.

         (d)  The System must tolerate wide network variation.

              A basic objective of the Internet design is to tolerate a
              wide range of network characteristics -- e.g., bandwidth,
              delay, packet loss, packet reordering, and maximum packet
              size.  Another objective is robustness against failure of
              individual networks, gateways, and hosts, using whatever
              bandwidth is still available.  Finally, the goal is full
              "open system interconnection": an Internet host must be
              able to interoperate robustly and effectively with any
              other Internet host, across diverse Internet paths.



              Sometimes host implementors have designed for less
              ambitious goals.  For example, the LAN environment is
              typically much more benign than the Internet as a whole;
              LANs have low packet loss and delay and do not reorder
              packets.  Some vendors have fielded host implementations
              that are adequate for a simple LAN environment, but work
              badly for general interoperation.  The vendor justifies
              such a product as being economical within the restricted
              LAN market.  However, isolated LANs seldom stay isolated
              for long; they are soon gatewayed to each other, to
              organization-wide internets, and eventually to the global
              Internet system.  In the end, neither the customer nor the
              vendor is served by incomplete or substandard Internet
              host software.

              The requirements spelled out in this document are designed
              for a full-function Internet host, capable of full
              interoperation over an arbitrary Internet path.

      1.1.3  Internet Protocol Suite

         To communicate using the Internet system, a host must implement
         the layered set of protocols comprising the Internet protocol
         suite.  A host typically must implement at least one protocol
         from each layer.

         The protocol layers used in the Internet architecture are as
         follows [INTRO:4]:

         o  Application Layer
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              The application layer is the top layer of the Internet
              protocol suite.  The Internet suite does not further
              subdivide the application layer, although some of the
              Internet application layer protocols do contain some
              internal sub-layering.  The application layer of the
              Internet suite essentially combines the functions of the
              top two layers -- Presentation and Application -- of the
              OSI reference model.

              We distinguish two categories of application layer
              protocols:  user protocols that provide service directly
              to users, and support protocols that provide common system
              functions.  Requirements for user and support protocols
              will be found in the companion RFC [INTRO:1].

              The most common Internet user protocols are:

                o  Telnet (remote login)



                o  FTP    (file transfer)
                o  SMTP   (electronic mail delivery)

              There are a number of other standardized user protocols
              [INTRO:4] and many private user protocols.

              Support protocols, used for host name mapping, booting,
              and management, include SNMP, BOOTP, RARP, and the Domain
              Name System (DNS) protocols.

         o  Transport Layer

              The transport layer provides end-to-end communication
              services for applications.  There are two primary
              transport layer protocols at present:

                o Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
                o User Datagram Protocol (UDP)

              TCP is a reliable connection-oriented transport service
              that provides end-to-end reliability, resequencing, and
              flow control.  UDP is a connectionless ("datagram")
              transport service.

              Other transport protocols have been developed by the
              research community, and the set of official Internet
              transport protocols may be expanded in the future.

              Transport layer protocols are discussed in Chapter 4.
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         o  Internet Layer

              All Internet transport protocols use the Internet Protocol
              (IP) to carry data from source host to destination host.
              IP is a connectionless or datagram internetwork service,
              providing no end-to-end delivery guarantees. Thus, IP
              datagrams may arrive at the destination host damaged,
              duplicated, out of order, or not at all.  The layers above
              IP are responsible for reliable delivery service when it
              is required.  The IP protocol includes provision for
              addressing, type-of-service specification, fragmentation
              and reassembly, and security information.

              The datagram or connectionless nature of the IP protocol
              is a fundamental and characteristic feature of the
              Internet architecture.  Internet IP was the model for the
              OSI Connectionless Network Protocol [INTRO:12].

              ICMP is a control protocol that is considered to be an
              integral part of IP, although it is architecturally
              layered upon IP, i.e., it uses IP to carry its data end-



              to-end just as a transport protocol like TCP or UDP does.
              ICMP provides error reporting, congestion reporting, and
              first-hop gateway redirection.

              IGMP is an Internet layer protocol used for establishing
              dynamic host groups for IP multicasting.

              The Internet layer protocols IP, ICMP, and IGMP are
              discussed in Chapter 3.

         o  Link Layer

              To communicate on its directly-connected network, a host
              must implement the communication protocol used to
              interface to that network.  We call this a link layer or
              media-access layer protocol.

              There is a wide variety of link layer protocols,
              corresponding to the many different types of networks.
              See Chapter 2.

      1.1.4  Embedded Gateway Code

         Some Internet host software includes embedded gateway
         functionality, so that these hosts can forward packets as a
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         gateway would, while still performing the application layer
         functions of a host.

         Such dual-purpose systems must follow the Gateway Requirements
         RFC [INTRO:2]  with respect to their gateway functions, and
         must follow the present document with respect to their host
         functions.  In all overlapping cases, the two specifications
         should be in agreement.

         There are varying opinions in the Internet community about
         embedded gateway functionality.  The main arguments are as
         follows:

         o    Pro: in a local network environment where networking is
              informal, or in isolated internets, it may be convenient
              and economical to use existing host systems as gateways.

              There is also an architectural argument for embedded
              gateway functionality: multihoming is much more common
              than originally foreseen, and multihoming forces a host to
              make routing decisions as if it were a gateway.  If the
              multihomed  host contains an embedded gateway, it will
              have full routing knowledge and as a result will be able
              to make more optimal routing decisions.



         o    Con: Gateway algorithms and protocols are still changing,
              and they will continue to change as the Internet system
              grows larger.  Attempting to include a general gateway
              function within the host IP layer will force host system
              maintainers to track these (more frequent) changes.  Also,
              a larger pool of gateway implementations will make
              coordinating the changes more difficult.  Finally, the
              complexity of a gateway IP layer is somewhat greater than
              that of a host, making the implementation and operation
              tasks more complex.

              In addition, the style of operation of some hosts is not
              appropriate for providing stable and robust gateway
              service.

         There is considerable merit in both of these viewpoints.  One
         conclusion can be drawn: an host administrator must have
         conscious control over whether or not a given host acts as a
         gateway.  See Section 3.1 for the detailed requirements.
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   1.2  General Considerations

      There are two important lessons that vendors of Internet host
      software have learned and which a new vendor should consider
      seriously.

      1.2.1  Continuing Internet Evolution

         The enormous growth of the Internet has revealed problems of
         management and scaling in a large datagram-based packet
         communication system.  These problems are being addressed, and
         as a result there will be continuing evolution of the
         specifications described in this document.  These changes will
         be carefully planned and controlled, since there is extensive
         participation in this planning by the vendors and by the
         organizations responsible for operations of the networks.

         Development, evolution, and revision are characteristic of
         computer network protocols today, and this situation will
         persist for some years.  A vendor who develops computer
         communication software for the Internet protocol suite (or any
         other protocol suite!) and then fails to maintain and update
         that software for changing specifications is going to leave a
         trail of unhappy customers.  The Internet is a large
         communication network, and the users are in constant contact
         through it.  Experience has shown that knowledge of
         deficiencies in vendor software propagates quickly through the



         Internet technical community.

      1.2.2  Robustness Principle

         At every layer of the protocols, there is a general rule whose
         application can lead to enormous benefits in robustness and
         interoperability [IP:1]:

                "Be liberal in what you accept, and
                 conservative in what you send"

         Software should be written to deal with every conceivable
         error, no matter how unlikely; sooner or later a packet will
         come in with that particular combination of errors and
         attributes, and unless the software is prepared, chaos can
         ensue.  In general, it is best to assume that the network is
         filled with malevolent entities that will send in packets
         designed to have the worst possible effect.  This assumption
         will lead to suitable protective design, although the most
         serious problems in the Internet have been caused by
         unenvisaged mechanisms triggered by low-probability events;
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         mere human malice would never have taken so devious a course!

         Adaptability to change must be designed into all levels of
         Internet host software.  As a simple example, consider a
         protocol specification that contains an enumeration of values
         for a particular header field -- e.g., a type field, a port
         number, or an error code; this enumeration must be assumed to
         be incomplete.  Thus, if a protocol specification defines four
         possible error codes, the software must not break when a fifth
         code shows up.  An undefined code might be logged (see below),
         but it must not cause a failure.

         The second part of the principle is almost as important:
         software on other hosts may contain deficiencies that make it
         unwise to exploit legal but obscure protocol features.  It is
         unwise to stray far from the obvious and simple, lest untoward
         effects result elsewhere.  A corollary of this is "watch out
         for misbehaving hosts"; host software should be prepared, not
         just to survive other misbehaving hosts, but also to cooperate
         to limit the amount of disruption such hosts can cause to the
         shared communication facility.

      1.2.3  Error Logging

         The Internet includes a great variety of host and gateway
         systems, each implementing many protocols and protocol layers,
         and some of these contain bugs and mis-features in their
         Internet protocol software.  As a result of complexity,
         diversity, and distribution of function, the diagnosis of
         Internet problems is often very difficult.



         Problem diagnosis will be aided if host implementations include
         a carefully designed facility for logging erroneous or
         "strange" protocol events.  It is important to include as much
         diagnostic information as possible when an error is logged.  In
         particular, it is often useful to record the header(s) of a
         packet that caused an error.  However, care must be taken to
         ensure that error logging does not consume prohibitive amounts
         of resources or otherwise interfere with the operation of the
         host.

         There is a tendency for abnormal but harmless protocol events
         to overflow error logging files; this can be avoided by using a
         "circular" log, or by enabling logging only while diagnosing a
         known failure.  It may be useful to filter and count duplicate
         successive messages.  One strategy that seems to work well is:
         (1) always count abnormalities and make such counts accessible
         through the management protocol (see [INTRO:1]); and (2) allow
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         the logging of a great variety of events to be selectively
         enabled.  For example, it might useful to be able to "log
         everything" or to "log everything for host X".

         Note that different managements may have differing policies
         about the amount of error logging that they want normally
         enabled in a host.  Some will say, "if it doesn't hurt me, I
         don't want to know about it", while others will want to take a
         more watchful and aggressive attitude about detecting and
         removing protocol abnormalities.

      1.2.4  Configuration

         It would be ideal if a host implementation of the Internet
         protocol suite could be entirely self-configuring.  This would
         allow the whole suite to be implemented in ROM or cast into
         silicon, it would simplify diskless workstations, and it would
         be an immense boon to harried LAN administrators as well as
         system vendors.  We have not reached this ideal; in fact, we
         are not even close.

         At many points in this document, you will find a requirement
         that a parameter be a configurable option.  There are several
         different reasons behind such requirements.  In a few cases,
         there is current uncertainty or disagreement about the best
         value, and it may be necessary to update the recommended value
         in the future.  In other cases, the value really depends on
         external factors -- e.g., the size of the host and the
         distribution of its communication load, or the speeds and
         topology of nearby networks -- and self-tuning algorithms are
         unavailable and may be insufficient.  In some cases,
         configurability is needed because of administrative
         requirements.



         Finally, some configuration options are required to communicate
         with obsolete or incorrect implementations of the protocols,
         distributed without sources, that unfortunately persist in many
         parts of the Internet.  To make correct systems coexist with
         these faulty systems, administrators often have to "mis-
         configure" the correct systems.  This problem will correct
         itself gradually as the faulty systems are retired, but it
         cannot be ignored by vendors.

         When we say that a parameter must be configurable, we do not
         intend to require that its value be explicitly read from a
         configuration file at every boot time.  We recommend that
         implementors set up a default for each parameter, so a
         configuration file is only necessary to override those defaults
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         that are inappropriate in a particular installation.  Thus, the
         configurability requirement is an assurance that it will be
         POSSIBLE to override the default when necessary, even in a
         binary-only or ROM-based product.

         This document requires a particular value for such defaults in
         some cases.  The choice of default is a sensitive issue when
         the configuration item controls the accommodation to existing
         faulty systems.  If the Internet is to converge successfully to
         complete interoperability, the default values built into
         implementations must implement the official protocol, not
         "mis-configurations" to accommodate faulty implementations.
         Although marketing considerations have led some vendors to
         choose mis-configuration defaults, we urge vendors to choose
         defaults that will conform to the standard.

         Finally, we note that a vendor needs to provide adequate
         documentation on all configuration parameters, their limits and
         effects.

   1.3  Reading this Document

      1.3.1  Organization

         Protocol layering, which is generally used as an organizing
         principle in implementing network software, has also been used
         to organize this document.  In describing the rules, we assume
         that an implementation does strictly mirror the layering of the
         protocols.  Thus, the following three major sections specify
         the requirements for the link layer, the internet layer, and
         the transport layer, respectively.  A companion RFC [INTRO:1]
         covers application level software.  This layerist organization
         was chosen for simplicity and clarity.

         However, strict layering is an imperfect model, both for the



         protocol suite and for recommended implementation approaches.
         Protocols in different layers interact in complex and sometimes
         subtle ways, and particular functions often involve multiple
         layers.  There are many design choices in an implementation,
         many of which involve creative "breaking" of strict layering.
         Every implementor is urged to read references [INTRO:7] and
         [INTRO:8].

         This document describes the conceptual service interface
         between layers using a functional ("procedure call") notation,
         like that used in the TCP specification [TCP:1].  A host
         implementation must support the logical information flow
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         implied by these calls, but need not literally implement the
         calls themselves.  For example, many implementations reflect
         the coupling between the transport layer and the IP layer by
         giving them shared access to common data structures.  These
         data structures, rather than explicit procedure calls, are then
         the agency for passing much of the information that is
         required.

         In general, each major section of this document is organized
         into the following subsections:

         (1)  Introduction

         (2)  Protocol Walk-Through -- considers the protocol
              specification documents section-by-section, correcting
              errors, stating requirements that may be ambiguous or
              ill-defined, and providing further clarification or
              explanation.

         (3)  Specific Issues -- discusses protocol design and
              implementation issues that were not included in the walk-
              through.

         (4)  Interfaces -- discusses the service interface to the next
              higher layer.

         (5)  Summary -- contains a summary of the requirements of the
              section.

         Under many of the individual topics in this document, there is
         parenthetical material labeled "DISCUSSION" or
         "IMPLEMENTATION". This material is intended to give
         clarification and explanation of the preceding requirements
         text.  It also includes some suggestions on possible future
         directions or developments.  The implementation material
         contains suggested approaches that an implementor may want to
         consider.



         The summary sections are intended to be guides and indexes to
         the text, but are necessarily cryptic and incomplete.  The
         summaries should never be used or referenced separately from
         the complete RFC.

      1.3.2  Requirements

         In this document, the words that are used to define the
         significance of each particular requirement are capitalized.
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         These words are:

         *    "MUST"

              This word or the adjective "REQUIRED" means that the item
              is an absolute requirement of the specification.

         *    "SHOULD"

              This word or the adjective "RECOMMENDED" means that there
              may exist valid reasons in particular circumstances to
              ignore this item, but the full implications should be
              understood and the case carefully weighed before choosing
              a different course.

         *    "MAY"

              This word or the adjective "OPTIONAL" means that this item
              is truly optional.  One vendor may choose to include the
              item because a particular marketplace requires it or
              because it enhances the product, for example; another
              vendor may omit the same item.

         An implementation is not compliant if it fails to satisfy one
         or more of the MUST requirements for the protocols it
         implements.  An implementation that satisfies all the MUST and
         all the SHOULD requirements for its protocols is said to be
         "unconditionally compliant"; one that satisfies all the MUST
         requirements but not all the SHOULD requirements for its
         protocols is said to be "conditionally compliant".

      1.3.3  Terminology

         This document uses the following technical terms:

         Segment
              A segment is the unit of end-to-end transmission in the
              TCP protocol.  A segment consists of a TCP header followed
              by application data.  A segment is transmitted by
              encapsulation inside an IP datagram.



         Message
              In this description of the lower-layer protocols, a
              message is the unit of transmission in a transport layer
              protocol.  In particular, a TCP segment is a message.  A
              message consists of a transport protocol header followed
              by application protocol data.  To be transmitted end-to-
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              end through the Internet, a message must be encapsulated
              inside a datagram.

         IP Datagram
              An IP datagram is the unit of end-to-end transmission in
              the IP protocol.  An IP datagram consists of an IP header
              followed by transport layer data, i.e., of an IP header
              followed by a message.

              In the description of the internet layer (Section 3), the
              unqualified term "datagram" should be understood to refer
              to an IP datagram.

         Packet
              A packet is the unit of data passed across the interface
              between the internet layer and the link layer.  It
              includes an IP header and data.  A packet may be a
              complete IP datagram or a fragment of an IP datagram.

         Frame
              A frame is the unit of transmission in a link layer
              protocol, and consists of a link-layer header followed by
              a packet.

         Connected Network
              A network to which a host is interfaced is often known as
              the "local network" or the "subnetwork" relative to that
              host.  However, these terms can cause confusion, and
              therefore we use the term "connected network" in this
              document.

         Multihomed
              A host is said to be multihomed if it has multiple IP
              addresses.  For a discussion of multihoming, see Section
              3.3.4 below.

         Physical network interface
              This is a physical interface to a connected network and
              has a (possibly unique) link-layer address.  Multiple
              physical network interfaces on a single host may share the
              same link-layer address, but the address must be unique
              for different hosts on the same physical network.

         Logical [network] interface
              We define a logical [network] interface to be a logical



              path, distinguished by a unique IP address, to a connected
              network.  See Section 3.3.4.
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         Specific-destination address
              This is the effective destination address of a datagram,
              even if it is broadcast or multicast; see Section 3.2.1.3.

         Path
              At a given moment, all the IP datagrams from a particular
              source host to a particular destination host will
              typically traverse the same sequence of gateways.  We use
              the term "path" for this sequence.  Note that a path is
              uni-directional; it is not unusual to have different paths
              in the two directions between a given host pair.

         MTU
              The maximum transmission unit, i.e., the size of the
              largest packet that can be transmitted.

         The terms frame, packet, datagram, message, and segment are
         illustrated by the following schematic diagrams:

         A. Transmission on connected network:
           _______________________________________________
          | LL hdr | IP hdr |         (data)              |
          |________|________|_____________________________|

           <---------- Frame ----------------------------->
                    <----------Packet -------------------->

         B. Before IP fragmentation or after IP reassembly:
                    ______________________________________
                   | IP hdr | transport| Application Data |
                   |________|____hdr___|__________________|

                    <--------  Datagram ------------------>
                             <-------- Message ----------->
           or, for TCP:
                    ______________________________________
                   | IP hdr |  TCP hdr | Application Data |
                   |________|__________|__________________|

                    <--------  Datagram ------------------>
                             <-------- Segment ----------->
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2. LINK LAYER

   2.1  INTRODUCTION

      All Internet systems, both hosts and gateways, have the same
      requirements for link layer protocols.  These requirements are
      given in Chapter 3 of "Requirements for Internet Gateways"
      [INTRO:2], augmented with the material in this section.

   2.2  PROTOCOL WALK-THROUGH

      None.

   2.3  SPECIFIC ISSUES

      2.3.1  Trailer Protocol Negotiation

         The trailer protocol [LINK:1] for link-layer encapsulation MAY
         be used, but only when it has been verified that both systems
         (host or gateway) involved in the link-layer communication
         implement trailers.  If the system does not dynamically
         negotiate use of the trailer protocol on a per-destination
         basis, the default configuration MUST disable the protocol.

         DISCUSSION:
              The trailer protocol is a link-layer encapsulation
              technique that rearranges the data contents of packets
              sent on the physical network.  In some cases, trailers
              improve the throughput of higher layer protocols by
              reducing the amount of data copying within the operating
              system.  Higher layer protocols are unaware of trailer
              use, but both the sending and receiving host MUST
              understand the protocol if it is used.

              Improper use of trailers can result in very confusing
              symptoms.  Only packets with specific size attributes are
              encapsulated using trailers, and typically only a small
              fraction of the packets being exchanged have these
              attributes.  Thus, if a system using trailers exchanges
              packets with a system that does not, some packets
              disappear into a black hole while others are delivered
              successfully.

         IMPLEMENTATION:
              On an Ethernet, packets encapsulated with trailers use a
              distinct Ethernet type [LINK:1], and trailer negotiation
              is performed at the time that ARP is used to discover the
              link-layer address of a destination system.
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              Specifically, the ARP exchange is completed in the usual
              manner using the normal IP protocol type, but a host that
              wants to speak trailers will send an additional "trailer
              ARP reply" packet, i.e., an ARP reply that specifies the
              trailer encapsulation protocol type but otherwise has the
              format of a normal ARP reply.  If a host configured to use
              trailers receives a trailer ARP reply message from a
              remote machine, it can add that machine to the list of
              machines that understand trailers, e.g., by marking the
              corresponding entry in the ARP cache.

              Hosts wishing to receive trailer encapsulations send
              trailer ARP replies whenever they complete exchanges of
              normal ARP messages for IP.  Thus, a host that received an
              ARP request for its IP protocol address would send a
              trailer ARP reply in addition to the normal IP ARP reply;
              a host that sent the IP ARP request would send a trailer
              ARP reply when it received the corresponding IP ARP reply.
              In this way, either the requesting or responding host in
              an IP ARP exchange may request that it receive trailer
              encapsulations.

              This scheme, using extra trailer ARP reply packets rather
              than sending an ARP request for the trailer protocol type,
              was designed to avoid a continuous exchange of ARP packets
              with a misbehaving host that, contrary to any
              specification or common sense, responded to an ARP reply
              for trailers with another ARP reply for IP.  This problem
              is avoided by sending a trailer ARP reply in response to
              an IP ARP reply only when the IP ARP reply answers an
              outstanding request; this is true when the hardware
              address for the host is still unknown when the IP ARP
              reply is received.  A trailer ARP reply may always be sent
              along with an IP ARP reply responding to an IP ARP
              request.

      2.3.2  Address Resolution Protocol -- ARP

         2.3.2.1  ARP Cache Validation

            An implementation of the Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)
            [LINK:2] MUST provide a mechanism to flush out-of-date cache
            entries.  If this mechanism involves a timeout, it SHOULD be
            possible to configure the timeout value.

            A mechanism to prevent ARP flooding (repeatedly sending an
            ARP Request for the same IP address, at a high rate) MUST be
            included.  The recommended maximum rate is 1 per second per
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            destination.

            DISCUSSION:
                 The ARP specification [LINK:2] suggests but does not
                 require a timeout mechanism to invalidate cache entries
                 when hosts change their Ethernet addresses.  The
                 prevalence of proxy ARP (see Section 2.4 of [INTRO:2])
                 has significantly increased the likelihood that cache
                 entries in hosts will become invalid, and therefore
                 some ARP-cache invalidation mechanism is now required
                 for hosts.  Even in the absence of proxy ARP, a long-
                 period cache timeout is useful in order to
                 automatically correct any bad ARP data that might have
                 been cached.

            IMPLEMENTATION:
                 Four mechanisms have been used, sometimes in
                 combination, to flush out-of-date cache entries.

                 (1)  Timeout -- Periodically time out cache entries,
                      even if they are in use.  Note that this timeout
                      should be restarted when the cache entry is
                      "refreshed" (by observing the source fields,
                      regardless of target address, of an ARP broadcast
                      from the system in question).  For proxy ARP
                      situations, the timeout needs to be on the order
                      of a minute.

                 (2)  Unicast Poll -- Actively poll the remote host by
                      periodically sending a point-to-point ARP Request
                      to it, and delete the entry if no ARP Reply is
                      received from N successive polls.  Again, the
                      timeout should be on the order of a minute, and
                      typically N is 2.

                 (3)  Link-Layer Advice -- If the link-layer driver
                      detects a delivery problem, flush the
                      corresponding ARP cache entry.

                 (4)  Higher-layer Advice -- Provide a call from the
                      Internet layer to the link layer to indicate a
                      delivery problem.  The effect of this call would
                      be to invalidate the corresponding cache entry.
                      This call would be analogous to the
                      "ADVISE_DELIVPROB()" call from the transport layer
                      to the Internet layer (see Section 3.4), and in
                      fact the ADVISE_DELIVPROB routine might in turn
                      call the link-layer advice routine to invalidate
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                      the ARP cache entry.



                 Approaches (1) and (2) involve ARP cache timeouts on
                 the order of a minute or less.  In the absence of proxy
                 ARP, a timeout this short could create noticeable
                 overhead traffic on a very large Ethernet.  Therefore,
                 it may be necessary to configure a host to lengthen the
                 ARP cache timeout.

         2.3.2.2  ARP Packet Queue

            The link layer SHOULD save (rather than discard) at least
            one (the latest) packet of each set of packets destined to
            the same unresolved IP address, and transmit the saved
            packet when the address has been resolved.

            DISCUSSION:
                 Failure to follow this recommendation causes the first
                 packet of every exchange to be lost.  Although higher-
                 layer protocols can generally cope with packet loss by
                 retransmission, packet loss does impact performance.
                 For example, loss of a TCP open request causes the
                 initial round-trip time estimate to be inflated.  UDP-
                 based applications such as the Domain Name System are
                 more seriously affected.

      2.3.3  Ethernet and IEEE 802 Encapsulation

         The IP encapsulation for Ethernets is described in RFC-894
         [LINK:3], while RFC-1042 [LINK:4] describes the IP
         encapsulation for IEEE 802 networks.  RFC-1042 elaborates and
         replaces the discussion in Section 3.4 of [INTRO:2].

         Every Internet host connected to a 10Mbps Ethernet cable:

         o    MUST be able to send and receive packets using RFC-894
              encapsulation;

         o    SHOULD be able to receive RFC-1042 packets, intermixed
              with RFC-894 packets; and

         o    MAY be able to send packets using RFC-1042 encapsulation.

         An Internet host that implements sending both the RFC-894 and
         the RFC-1042 encapsulations MUST provide a configuration switch
         to select which is sent, and this switch MUST default to RFC-
         894.
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         Note that the standard IP encapsulation in RFC-1042 does not
         use the protocol id value (K1=6) that IEEE reserved for IP;
         instead, it uses a value (K1=170) that implies an extension
         (the "SNAP") which can be used to hold the Ether-Type field.



         An Internet system MUST NOT send 802 packets using K1=6.

         Address translation from Internet addresses to link-layer
         addresses on Ethernet and IEEE 802 networks MUST be managed by
         the Address Resolution Protocol (ARP).

         The MTU for an Ethernet is 1500 and for 802.3 is 1492.

         DISCUSSION:
              The IEEE 802.3 specification provides for operation over a
              10Mbps Ethernet cable, in which case Ethernet and IEEE
              802.3 frames can be physically intermixed.  A receiver can
              distinguish Ethernet and 802.3 frames by the value of the
              802.3 Length field; this two-octet field coincides in the
              header with the Ether-Type field of an Ethernet frame.  In
              particular, the 802.3 Length field must be less than or
              equal to 1500, while all valid Ether-Type values are
              greater than 1500.

              Another compatibility problem arises with link-layer
              broadcasts.  A broadcast sent with one framing will not be
              seen by hosts that can receive only the other framing.

              The provisions of this section were designed to provide
              direct interoperation between 894-capable and 1042-capable
              systems on the same cable, to the maximum extent possible.
              It is intended to support the present situation where
              894-only systems predominate, while providing an easy
              transition to a possible future in which 1042-capable
              systems become common.

              Note that 894-only systems cannot interoperate directly
              with 1042-only systems.  If the two system types are set
              up as two different logical networks on the same cable,
              they can communicate only through an IP gateway.
              Furthermore, it is not useful or even possible for a
              dual-format host to discover automatically which format to
              send, because of the problem of link-layer broadcasts.

   2.4  LINK/INTERNET LAYER INTERFACE

      The packet receive interface between the IP layer and the link
      layer MUST include a flag to indicate whether the incoming packet
      was addressed to a link-layer broadcast address.
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      DISCUSSION
           Although the IP layer does not generally know link layer
           addresses (since every different network medium typically has
           a different address format), the broadcast address on a
           broadcast-capable medium is an important special case.  See
           Section 3.2.2, especially the DISCUSSION concerning broadcast
           storms.



      The packet send interface between the IP and link layers MUST
      include the 5-bit TOS field (see Section 3.2.1.6).

      The link layer MUST NOT report a Destination Unreachable error to
      IP solely because there is no ARP cache entry for a destination.

   2.5  LINK LAYER REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY

                                                  |       | | | |S| |
                                                  |       | | | |H| |F
                                                  |       | | | |O|M|o
                                                  |       | |S| |U|U|o
                                                  |       | |H| |L|S|t
                                                  |       |M|O| |D|T|n
                                                  |       |U|U|M| | |o
                                                  |       |S|L|A|N|N|t
                                                  |       |T|D|Y|O|O|t
FEATURE                                           |SECTION| | | |T|T|e
--------------------------------------------------|-------|-|-|-|-|-|--
                                                  |       | | | | | |
Trailer encapsulation                             |2.3.1  | | |x| | |
Send Trailers by default without negotiation      |2.3.1  | | | | |x|
ARP                                               |2.3.2  | | | | | |
  Flush out-of-date ARP cache entries             |2.3.2.1|x| | | | |
  Prevent ARP floods                              |2.3.2.1|x| | | | |
  Cache timeout configurable                      |2.3.2.1| |x| | | |
  Save at least one (latest) unresolved pkt       |2.3.2.2| |x| | | |
Ethernet and IEEE 802 Encapsulation               |2.3.3  | | | | | |
  Host able to:                                   |2.3.3  | | | | | |
    Send & receive RFC-894 encapsulation          |2.3.3  |x| | | | |
    Receive RFC-1042 encapsulation                |2.3.3  | |x| | | |
    Send RFC-1042 encapsulation                   |2.3.3  | | |x| | |
      Then config. sw. to select, RFC-894 dflt    |2.3.3  |x| | | | |
  Send K1=6 encapsulation                         |2.3.3  | | | | |x|
  Use ARP on Ethernet and IEEE 802 nets           |2.3.3  |x| | | | |
Link layer report b'casts to IP layer             |2.4    |x| | | | |
IP layer pass TOS to link layer                   |2.4    |x| | | | |
No ARP cache entry treated as Dest. Unreach.      |2.4    | | | | |x|
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3. INTERNET LAYER PROTOCOLS

   3.1 INTRODUCTION

      The Robustness Principle: "Be liberal in what you accept, and
      conservative in what you send" is particularly important in the
      Internet layer, where one misbehaving host can deny Internet
      service to many other hosts.

      The protocol standards used in the Internet layer are:



      o    RFC-791 [IP:1] defines the IP protocol and gives an
           introduction to the architecture of the Internet.

      o    RFC-792 [IP:2] defines ICMP, which provides routing,
           diagnostic and error functionality for IP.  Although ICMP
           messages are encapsulated within IP datagrams, ICMP
           processing is considered to be (and is typically implemented
           as) part of the IP layer.  See Section 3.2.2.

      o    RFC-950 [IP:3] defines the mandatory subnet extension to the
           addressing architecture.

      o    RFC-1112 [IP:4] defines the Internet Group Management
           Protocol IGMP, as part of a recommended extension to hosts
           and to the host-gateway interface to support Internet-wide
           multicasting at the IP level.  See Section 3.2.3.

           The target of an IP multicast may be an arbitrary group of
           Internet hosts.  IP multicasting is designed as a natural
           extension of the link-layer multicasting facilities of some
           networks, and it provides a standard means for local access
           to such link-layer multicasting facilities.

      Other important references are listed in Section 5 of this
      document.

      The Internet layer of host software MUST implement both IP and
      ICMP.  See Section 3.3.7 for the requirements on support of IGMP.

      The host IP layer has two basic functions:  (1) choose the "next
      hop" gateway or host for outgoing IP datagrams and (2) reassemble
      incoming IP datagrams.  The IP layer may also (3) implement
      intentional fragmentation of outgoing datagrams.  Finally, the IP
      layer must (4) provide diagnostic and error functionality.  We
      expect that IP layer functions may increase somewhat in the
      future, as further Internet control and management facilities are
      developed.
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      For normal datagrams, the processing is straightforward.  For
      incoming datagrams, the IP layer:

      (1)  verifies that the datagram is correctly formatted;

      (2)  verifies that it is destined to the local host;

      (3)  processes options;

      (4)  reassembles the datagram if necessary; and

      (5)  passes the encapsulated message to the appropriate
           transport-layer protocol module.



      For outgoing datagrams, the IP layer:

      (1)  sets any fields not set by the transport layer;

      (2)  selects the correct first hop on the connected network (a
           process called "routing");

      (3)  fragments the datagram if necessary and if intentional
           fragmentation is implemented (see Section 3.3.3); and

      (4)  passes the packet(s) to the appropriate link-layer driver.

      A host is said to be multihomed if it has multiple IP addresses.
      Multihoming introduces considerable confusion and complexity into
      the protocol suite, and it is an area in which the Internet
      architecture falls seriously short of solving all problems.  There
      are two distinct problem areas in multihoming:

      (1)  Local multihoming --  the host itself is multihomed; or

      (2)  Remote multihoming -- the local host needs to communicate
           with a remote multihomed host.

      At present, remote multihoming MUST be handled at the application
      layer, as discussed in the companion RFC [INTRO:1].  A host MAY
      support local multihoming, which is discussed in this document,
      and in particular in Section 3.3.4.

      Any host that forwards datagrams generated by another host is
      acting as a gateway and MUST also meet the specifications laid out
      in the gateway requirements RFC [INTRO:2].  An Internet host that
      includes embedded gateway code MUST have a configuration switch to
      disable the gateway function, and this switch MUST default to the
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      non-gateway mode.  In this mode, a datagram arriving through one
      interface will not be forwarded to another host or gateway (unless
      it is source-routed), regardless of whether the host is single-
      homed or multihomed.  The host software MUST NOT automatically
      move into gateway mode if the host has more than one interface, as
      the operator of the machine may neither want to provide that
      service nor be competent to do so.

      In the following, the action specified in certain cases is to
      "silently discard" a received datagram.  This means that the
      datagram will be discarded without further processing and that the
      host will not send any ICMP error message (see Section 3.2.2) as a
      result.  However, for diagnosis of problems a host SHOULD provide
      the capability of logging the error (see Section 1.2.3), including
      the contents of the silently-discarded datagram, and SHOULD record
      the event in a statistics counter.



      DISCUSSION:
           Silent discard of erroneous datagrams is generally intended
           to prevent "broadcast storms".

   3.2  PROTOCOL WALK-THROUGH

      3.2.1 Internet Protocol -- IP

         3.2.1.1  Version Number: RFC-791 Section 3.1

            A datagram whose version number is not 4 MUST be silently
            discarded.

         3.2.1.2  Checksum: RFC-791 Section 3.1

            A host MUST verify the IP header checksum on every received
            datagram and silently discard every datagram that has a bad
            checksum.

         3.2.1.3  Addressing: RFC-791 Section 3.2

            There are now five classes of IP addresses: Class A through
            Class E.  Class D addresses are used for IP multicasting
            [IP:4], while Class E addresses are reserved for
            experimental use.

            A multicast (Class D) address is a 28-bit logical address
            that stands for a group of hosts, and may be either
            permanent or transient.  Permanent multicast addresses are
            allocated by the Internet Assigned Number Authority
            [INTRO:6], while transient addresses may be allocated
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            dynamically to transient groups.  Group membership is
            determined dynamically using IGMP [IP:4].

            We now summarize the important special cases for Class A, B,
            and C IP addresses, using the following notation for an IP
            address:

                { <Network-number>, <Host-number> }

            or
                { <Network-number>, <Subnet-number>, <Host-number> }

            and the notation "-1" for a field that contains all 1 bits.
            This notation is not intended to imply that the 1-bits in an
            address mask need be contiguous.

            (a)  { 0, 0 }

                 This host on this network.  MUST NOT be sent, except as



                 a source address as part of an initialization procedure
                 by which the host learns its own IP address.

                 See also Section 3.3.6 for a non-standard use of {0,0}.

            (b)  { 0, <Host-number> }

                 Specified host on this network.  It MUST NOT be sent,
                 except as a source address as part of an initialization
                 procedure by which the host learns its full IP address.

            (c)  { -1, -1 }

                 Limited broadcast.  It MUST NOT be used as a source
                 address.

                 A datagram with this destination address will be
                 received by every host on the connected physical
                 network but will not be forwarded outside that network.

            (d)  { <Network-number>, -1 }

                 Directed broadcast to the specified network.  It MUST
                 NOT be used as a source address.

            (e)  { <Network-number>, <Subnet-number>, -1 }

                 Directed broadcast to the specified subnet.  It MUST
                 NOT be used as a source address.
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            (f)  { <Network-number>, -1, -1 }

                 Directed broadcast to all subnets of the specified
                 subnetted network.  It MUST NOT be used as a source
                 address.

            (g)  { 127, <any> }

                 Internal host loopback address.  Addresses of this form
                 MUST NOT appear outside a host.

            The <Network-number> is administratively assigned so that
            its value will be unique in the entire world.

            IP addresses are not permitted to have the value 0 or -1 for
            any of the <Host-number>, <Network-number>, or <Subnet-
            number> fields (except in the special cases listed above).
            This implies that each of these fields will be at least two
            bits long.

            For further discussion of broadcast addresses, see Section
            3.3.6.



            A host MUST support the subnet extensions to IP [IP:3].  As
            a result, there will be an address mask of the form:
            {-1, -1, 0} associated with each of the host's local IP
            addresses; see Sections 3.2.2.9 and 3.3.1.1.

            When a host sends any datagram, the IP source address MUST
            be one of its own IP addresses (but not a broadcast or
            multicast address).

            A host MUST silently discard an incoming datagram that is
            not destined for the host.  An incoming datagram is destined
            for the host if the datagram's destination address field is:

            (1)  (one of) the host's IP address(es); or

            (2)  an IP broadcast address valid for the connected
                 network; or

            (3)  the address for a multicast group of which the host is
                 a member on the incoming physical interface.

            For most purposes, a datagram addressed to a broadcast or
            multicast destination is processed as if it had been
            addressed to one of the host's IP addresses; we use the term
            "specific-destination address" for the equivalent local IP
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            address of the host.  The specific-destination address is
            defined to be the destination address in the IP header
            unless the header contains a broadcast or multicast address,
            in which case the specific-destination is an IP address
            assigned to the physical interface on which the datagram
            arrived.

            A host MUST silently discard an incoming datagram containing
            an IP source address that is invalid by the rules of this
            section.  This validation could be done in either the IP
            layer or by each protocol in the transport layer.

            DISCUSSION:
                 A mis-addressed datagram might be caused by a link-
                 layer broadcast of a unicast datagram or by a gateway
                 or host that is confused or mis-configured.

                 An architectural goal for Internet hosts was to allow
                 IP addresses to be featureless 32-bit numbers, avoiding
                 algorithms that required a knowledge of the IP address
                 format.  Otherwise, any future change in the format or
                 interpretation of IP addresses will require host
                 software changes.  However, validation of broadcast and
                 multicast addresses violates this goal; a few other
                 violations are described elsewhere in this document.



                 Implementers should be aware that applications
                 depending upon the all-subnets directed broadcast
                 address (f) may be unusable on some networks.  All-
                 subnets broadcast is not widely implemented in vendor
                 gateways at present, and even when it is implemented, a
                 particular network administration may disable it in the
                 gateway configuration.

         3.2.1.4  Fragmentation and Reassembly: RFC-791 Section 3.2

            The Internet model requires that every host support
            reassembly.  See Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 for the
            requirements on fragmentation and reassembly.

         3.2.1.5  Identification: RFC-791 Section 3.2

            When sending an identical copy of an earlier datagram, a
            host MAY optionally retain the same Identification field in
            the copy.
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            DISCUSSION:
                 Some Internet protocol experts have maintained that
                 when a host sends an identical copy of an earlier
                 datagram, the new copy should contain the same
                 Identification value as the original.  There are two
                 suggested advantages:  (1) if the datagrams are
                 fragmented and some of the fragments are lost, the
                 receiver may be able to reconstruct a complete datagram
                 from fragments of the original and the copies; (2) a
                 congested gateway might use the IP Identification field
                 (and Fragment Offset) to discard duplicate datagrams
                 from the queue.

                 However, the observed patterns of datagram loss in the
                 Internet do not favor the probability of retransmitted
                 fragments filling reassembly gaps, while other
                 mechanisms (e.g., TCP repacketizing upon
                 retransmission) tend to prevent retransmission of an
                 identical datagram [IP:9].  Therefore, we believe that
                 retransmitting the same Identification field is not
                 useful.  Also, a connectionless transport protocol like
                 UDP would require the cooperation of the application
                 programs to retain the same Identification value in
                 identical datagrams.

         3.2.1.6  Type-of-Service: RFC-791 Section 3.2

            The "Type-of-Service" byte in the IP header is divided into



            two sections:  the Precedence field (high-order 3 bits), and
            a field that is customarily called "Type-of-Service" or
            "TOS" (low-order 5 bits).  In this document, all references
            to "TOS" or the "TOS field" refer to the low-order 5 bits
            only.

            The Precedence field is intended for Department of Defense
            applications of the Internet protocols.  The use of non-zero
            values in this field is outside the scope of this document
            and the IP standard specification.  Vendors should consult
            the Defense Communication Agency (DCA) for guidance on the
            IP Precedence field and its implications for other protocol
            layers.  However, vendors should note that the use of
            precedence will most likely require that its value be passed
            between protocol layers in just the same way as the TOS
            field is passed.

            The IP layer MUST provide a means for the transport layer to
            set the TOS field of every datagram that is sent; the
            default is all zero bits.  The IP layer SHOULD pass received
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            TOS values up to the transport layer.

            The particular link-layer mappings of TOS contained in RFC-
            795 SHOULD NOT be implemented.

            DISCUSSION:
                 While the TOS field has been little used in the past,
                 it is expected to play an increasing role in the near
                 future.  The TOS field is expected to be used to
                 control two aspects of gateway operations: routing and
                 queueing algorithms.  See Section 2 of [INTRO:1] for
                 the requirements on application programs to specify TOS
                 values.

                 The TOS field may also be mapped into link-layer
                 service selectors.  This has been applied to provide
                 effective sharing of serial lines by different classes
                 of TCP traffic, for example.  However, the mappings
                 suggested in RFC-795 for networks that were included in
                 the Internet as of 1981 are now obsolete.

         3.2.1.7  Time-to-Live: RFC-791 Section 3.2

            A host MUST NOT send a datagram with a Time-to-Live (TTL)
            value of zero.

            A host MUST NOT discard a datagram just because it was
            received with TTL less than 2.

            The IP layer MUST provide a means for the transport layer to
            set the TTL field of every datagram that is sent.  When a



            fixed TTL value is used, it MUST be configurable.  The
            current suggested value will be published in the "Assigned
            Numbers" RFC.

            DISCUSSION:
                 The TTL field has two functions: limit the lifetime of
                 TCP segments (see RFC-793 [TCP:1], p. 28), and
                 terminate Internet routing loops.  Although TTL is a
                 time in seconds, it also has some attributes of a hop-
                 count, since each gateway is required to reduce the TTL
                 field by at least one.

                 The intent is that TTL expiration will cause a datagram
                 to be discarded by a gateway but not by the destination
                 host; however, hosts that act as gateways by forwarding
                 datagrams must follow the gateway rules for TTL.
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                 A higher-layer protocol may want to set the TTL in
                 order to implement an "expanding scope" search for some
                 Internet resource.  This is used by some diagnostic
                 tools, and is expected to be useful for locating the
                 "nearest" server of a given class using IP
                 multicasting, for example.  A particular transport
                 protocol may also want to specify its own TTL bound on
                 maximum datagram lifetime.

                 A fixed value must be at least big enough for the
                 Internet "diameter," i.e., the longest possible path.
                 A reasonable value is about twice the diameter, to
                 allow for continued Internet growth.

         3.2.1.8  Options: RFC-791 Section 3.2

            There MUST be a means for the transport layer to specify IP
            options to be included in transmitted IP datagrams (see
            Section 3.4).

            All IP options (except NOP or END-OF-LIST) received in
            datagrams MUST be passed to the transport layer (or to ICMP
            processing when the datagram is an ICMP message).  The IP
            and transport layer MUST each interpret those IP options
            that they understand and silently ignore the others.

            Later sections of this document discuss specific IP option
            support required by each of ICMP, TCP, and UDP.

            DISCUSSION:
                 Passing all received IP options to the transport layer
                 is a deliberate "violation of strict layering" that is
                 designed to ease the introduction of new transport-
                 relevant IP options in the future.  Each layer must



                 pick out any options that are relevant to its own
                 processing and ignore the rest.  For this purpose,
                 every IP option except NOP and END-OF-LIST will include
                 a specification of its own length.

                 This document does not define the order in which a
                 receiver must process multiple options in the same IP
                 header.  Hosts sending multiple options must be aware
                 that this introduces an ambiguity in the meaning of
                 certain options when combined with a source-route
                 option.

            IMPLEMENTATION:
                 The IP layer must not crash as the result of an option
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                 length that is outside the possible range.  For
                 example, erroneous option lengths have been observed to
                 put some IP implementations into infinite loops.

            Here are the requirements for specific IP options:

            (a)  Security Option

                 Some environments require the Security option in every
                 datagram; such a requirement is outside the scope of
                 this document and the IP standard specification.  Note,
                 however, that the security options described in RFC-791
                 and RFC-1038 are obsolete.  For DoD applications,
                 vendors should consult [IP:8] for guidance.

            (b)  Stream Identifier Option

                 This option is obsolete; it SHOULD NOT be sent, and it
                 MUST be silently ignored if received.

            (c)  Source Route Options

                 A host MUST support originating a source route and MUST
                 be able to act as the final destination of a source
                 route.

                 If host receives a datagram containing a completed
                 source route (i.e., the pointer points beyond the last
                 field), the datagram has reached its final destination;
                 the option as received (the recorded route) MUST be
                 passed up to the transport layer (or to ICMP message
                 processing).  This recorded route will be reversed and
                 used to form a return source route for reply datagrams
                 (see discussion of IP Options in Section 4).  When a



                 return source route is built, it MUST be correctly
                 formed even if the recorded route included the source
                 host (see case (B) in the discussion below).

                 An IP header containing more than one Source Route
                 option MUST NOT be sent; the effect on routing of
                 multiple Source Route options is implementation-
                 specific.

                 Section 3.3.5 presents the rules for a host acting as
                 an intermediate hop in a source route, i.e., forwarding
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                 a source-routed datagram.

                 DISCUSSION:
                      If a source-routed datagram is fragmented, each
                      fragment will contain a copy of the source route.
                      Since the processing of IP options (including a
                      source route) must precede reassembly, the
                      original datagram will not be reassembled until
                      the final destination is reached.

                      Suppose a source routed datagram is to be routed
                      from host S to host D via gateways G1, G2, ... Gn.
                      There was an ambiguity in the specification over
                      whether the source route option in a datagram sent
                      out by S should be (A) or (B):

                          (A):  {>>G2, G3, ... Gn, D}     <--- CORRECT

                          (B):  {S, >>G2, G3, ... Gn, D}  <---- WRONG

                      (where >> represents the pointer).  If (A) is
                      sent, the datagram received at D will contain the
                      option: {G1, G2, ... Gn >>}, with S and D as the
                      IP source and destination addresses.  If (B) were
                      sent, the datagram received at D would again
                      contain S and D as the same IP source and
                      destination addresses, but the option would be:
                      {S, G1, ...Gn >>}; i.e., the originating host
                      would be the first hop in the route.

            (d)  Record Route Option

                 Implementation of originating and processing the Record
                 Route option is OPTIONAL.

            (e)  Timestamp Option

                 Implementation of originating and processing the



                 Timestamp option is OPTIONAL.  If it is implemented,
                 the following rules apply:

                 o    The originating host MUST record a timestamp in a
                      Timestamp option whose Internet address fields are
                      not pre-specified or whose first pre-specified
                      address is the host's interface address.
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                 o    The destination host MUST (if possible) add the
                      current timestamp to a Timestamp option before
                      passing the option to the transport layer or to
                      ICMP for processing.

                 o    A timestamp value MUST follow the rules given in
                      Section 3.2.2.8 for the ICMP Timestamp message.

      3.2.2 Internet Control Message Protocol -- ICMP

         ICMP messages are grouped into two classes.

         *
              ICMP error messages:

               Destination Unreachable   (see Section 3.2.2.1)
               Redirect                  (see Section 3.2.2.2)
               Source Quench             (see Section 3.2.2.3)
               Time Exceeded             (see Section 3.2.2.4)
               Parameter Problem         (see Section 3.2.2.5)

         *
              ICMP query messages:

                Echo                     (see Section 3.2.2.6)
                Information              (see Section 3.2.2.7)
                Timestamp                (see Section 3.2.2.8)
                Address Mask             (see Section 3.2.2.9)

         If an ICMP message of unknown type is received, it MUST be
         silently discarded.

         Every ICMP error message includes the Internet header and at
         least the first 8 data octets of the datagram that triggered
         the error; more than 8 octets MAY be sent; this header and data
         MUST be unchanged from the received datagram.

         In those cases where the Internet layer is required to pass an
         ICMP error message to the transport layer, the IP protocol
         number MUST be extracted from the original header and used to



         select the appropriate transport protocol entity to handle the
         error.

         An ICMP error message SHOULD be sent with normal (i.e., zero)
         TOS bits.
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         An ICMP error message MUST NOT be sent as the result of
         receiving:

         *    an ICMP error message, or

         *    a datagram destined to an IP broadcast or IP multicast
              address, or

         *    a datagram sent as a link-layer broadcast, or

         *    a non-initial fragment, or

         *    a datagram whose source address does not define a single
              host -- e.g., a zero address, a loopback address, a
              broadcast address, a multicast address, or a Class E
              address.

         NOTE: THESE RESTRICTIONS TAKE PRECEDENCE OVER ANY REQUIREMENT
         ELSEWHERE IN THIS DOCUMENT FOR SENDING ICMP ERROR MESSAGES.

         DISCUSSION:
              These rules will prevent the "broadcast storms" that have
              resulted from hosts returning ICMP error messages in
              response to broadcast datagrams.  For example, a broadcast
              UDP segment to a non-existent port could trigger a flood
              of ICMP Destination Unreachable datagrams from all
              machines that do not have a client for that destination
              port.  On a large Ethernet, the resulting collisions can
              render the network useless for a second or more.

              Every datagram that is broadcast on the connected network
              should have a valid IP broadcast address as its IP
              destination (see Section 3.3.6).  However, some hosts
              violate this rule.  To be certain to detect broadcast
              datagrams, therefore, hosts are required to check for a
              link-layer broadcast as well as an IP-layer broadcast
              address.

         IMPLEMENTATION:
              This requires that the link layer inform the IP layer when
              a link-layer broadcast datagram has been received; see
              Section 2.4.

         3.2.2.1  Destination Unreachable: RFC-792

            The following additional codes are hereby defined:



                    6 = destination network unknown
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                    7 = destination host unknown

                    8 = source host isolated

                    9 = communication with destination network
                            administratively prohibited

                   10 = communication with destination host
                            administratively prohibited

                   11 = network unreachable for type of service

                   12 = host unreachable for type of service

            A host SHOULD generate Destination Unreachable messages with
            code:

            2    (Protocol Unreachable), when the designated transport
                 protocol is not supported; or

            3    (Port Unreachable), when the designated transport
                 protocol (e.g., UDP) is unable to demultiplex the
                 datagram but has no protocol mechanism to inform the
                 sender.

            A Destination Unreachable message that is received MUST be
            reported to the transport layer.  The transport layer SHOULD
            use the information appropriately; for example, see Sections
            4.1.3.3, 4.2.3.9, and 4.2.4 below.  A transport protocol
            that has its own mechanism for notifying the sender that a
            port is unreachable (e.g., TCP, which sends RST segments)
            MUST nevertheless accept an ICMP Port Unreachable for the
            same purpose.

            A Destination Unreachable message that is received with code
            0 (Net), 1 (Host), or 5 (Bad Source Route) may result from a
            routing transient and MUST therefore be interpreted as only
            a hint, not proof, that the specified destination is
            unreachable [IP:11].  For example, it MUST NOT be used as
            proof of a dead gateway (see Section 3.3.1).

         3.2.2.2  Redirect: RFC-792

            A host SHOULD NOT send an ICMP Redirect message; Redirects
            are to be sent only by gateways.

            A host receiving a Redirect message MUST update its routing
            information accordingly.  Every host MUST be prepared to
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            accept both Host and Network Redirects and to process them
            as described in Section 3.3.1.2 below.

            A Redirect message SHOULD be silently discarded if the new
            gateway address it specifies is not on the same connected
            (sub-) net through which the Redirect arrived [INTRO:2,
            Appendix A], or if the source of the Redirect is not the
            current first-hop gateway for the specified destination (see
            Section 3.3.1).

         3.2.2.3  Source Quench: RFC-792

            A host MAY send a Source Quench message if it is
            approaching, or has reached, the point at which it is forced
            to discard incoming datagrams due to a shortage of
            reassembly buffers or other resources.  See Section 2.2.3 of
            [INTRO:2] for suggestions on when to send Source Quench.

            If a Source Quench message is received, the IP layer MUST
            report it to the transport layer (or ICMP processing). In
            general, the transport or application layer SHOULD implement
            a mechanism to respond to Source Quench for any protocol
            that can send a sequence of datagrams to the same
            destination and which can reasonably be expected to maintain
            enough state information to make this feasible.  See Section
            4 for the handling of Source Quench by TCP and UDP.

            DISCUSSION:
                 A Source Quench may be generated by the target host or
                 by some gateway in the path of a datagram.  The host
                 receiving a Source Quench should throttle itself back
                 for a period of time, then gradually increase the
                 transmission rate again.  The mechanism to respond to
                 Source Quench may be in the transport layer (for
                 connection-oriented protocols like TCP) or in the
                 application layer (for protocols that are built on top
                 of UDP).

                 A mechanism has been proposed [IP:14] to make the IP
                 layer respond directly to Source Quench by controlling
                 the rate at which datagrams are sent, however, this
                 proposal is currently experimental and not currently
                 recommended.

         3.2.2.4  Time Exceeded: RFC-792

            An incoming Time Exceeded message MUST be passed to the
            transport layer.
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            DISCUSSION:
                 A gateway will send a Time Exceeded Code 0 (In Transit)
                 message when it discards a datagram due to an expired
                 TTL field.  This indicates either a gateway routing
                 loop or too small an initial TTL value.

                 A host may receive a Time Exceeded Code 1 (Reassembly
                 Timeout) message from a destination host that has timed
                 out and discarded an incomplete datagram; see Section
                 3.3.2 below.  In the future, receipt of this message
                 might be part of some "MTU discovery" procedure, to
                 discover the maximum datagram size that can be sent on
                 the path without fragmentation.

         3.2.2.5  Parameter Problem: RFC-792

            A host SHOULD generate Parameter Problem messages.  An
            incoming Parameter Problem message MUST be passed to the
            transport layer, and it MAY be reported to the user.

            DISCUSSION:
                 The ICMP Parameter Problem message is sent to the
                 source host for any problem not specifically covered by
                 another ICMP message.  Receipt of a Parameter Problem
                 message generally indicates some local or remote
                 implementation error.

            A new variant on the Parameter Problem message is hereby
            defined:
              Code 1 = required option is missing.

            DISCUSSION:
                 This variant is currently in use in the military
                 community for a missing security option.

         3.2.2.6  Echo Request/Reply: RFC-792

            Every host MUST implement an ICMP Echo server function that
            receives Echo Requests and sends corresponding Echo Replies.
            A host SHOULD also implement an application-layer interface
            for sending an Echo Request and receiving an Echo Reply, for
            diagnostic purposes.

            An ICMP Echo Request destined to an IP broadcast or IP
            multicast address MAY be silently discarded.
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            DISCUSSION:
                 This neutral provision results from a passionate debate
                 between those who feel that ICMP Echo to a broadcast
                 address provides a valuable diagnostic capability and
                 those who feel that misuse of this feature can too
                 easily create packet storms.

            The IP source address in an ICMP Echo Reply MUST be the same
            as the specific-destination address (defined in Section
            3.2.1.3) of the corresponding ICMP Echo Request message.

            Data received in an ICMP Echo Request MUST be entirely
            included in the resulting Echo Reply.  However, if sending
            the Echo Reply requires intentional fragmentation that is
            not implemented, the datagram MUST be truncated to maximum
            transmission size (see Section 3.3.3) and sent.

            Echo Reply messages MUST be passed to the ICMP user
            interface, unless the corresponding Echo Request originated
            in the IP layer.

            If a Record Route and/or Time Stamp option is received in an
            ICMP Echo Request, this option (these options) SHOULD be
            updated to include the current host and included in the IP
            header of the Echo Reply message, without "truncation".
            Thus, the recorded route will be for the entire round trip.

            If a Source Route option is received in an ICMP Echo
            Request, the return route MUST be reversed and used as a
            Source Route option for the Echo Reply message.

         3.2.2.7  Information Request/Reply: RFC-792

            A host SHOULD NOT implement these messages.

            DISCUSSION:
                 The Information Request/Reply pair was intended to
                 support self-configuring systems such as diskless
                 workstations, to allow them to discover their IP
                 network numbers at boot time.  However, the RARP and
                 BOOTP protocols provide better mechanisms for a host to
                 discover its own IP address.

         3.2.2.8  Timestamp and Timestamp Reply: RFC-792

            A host MAY implement Timestamp and Timestamp Reply.  If they
            are implemented, the following rules MUST be followed.
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            o    The ICMP Timestamp server function returns a Timestamp
                 Reply to every Timestamp message that is received.  If
                 this function is implemented, it SHOULD be designed for
                 minimum variability in delay (e.g., implemented in the
                 kernel to avoid delay in scheduling a user process).

            The following cases for Timestamp are to be handled
            according to the corresponding rules for ICMP Echo:

            o    An ICMP Timestamp Request message to an IP broadcast or
                 IP multicast address MAY be silently discarded.

            o    The IP source address in an ICMP Timestamp Reply MUST
                 be the same as the specific-destination address of the
                 corresponding Timestamp Request message.

            o    If a Source-route option is received in an ICMP Echo
                 Request, the return route MUST be reversed and used as
                 a Source Route option for the Timestamp Reply message.

            o    If a Record Route and/or Timestamp option is received
                 in a Timestamp Request, this (these) option(s) SHOULD
                 be updated to include the current host and included in
                 the IP header of the Timestamp Reply message.

            o    Incoming Timestamp Reply messages MUST be passed up to
                 the ICMP user interface.

            The preferred form for a timestamp value (the "standard
            value") is in units of milliseconds since midnight Universal
            Time.  However, it may be difficult to provide this value
            with millisecond resolution.  For example, many systems use
            clocks that update only at line frequency, 50 or 60 times
            per second.  Therefore, some latitude is allowed in a
            "standard value":

            (a)  A "standard value" MUST be updated at least 15 times
                 per second (i.e., at most the six low-order bits of the
                 value may be undefined).

            (b)  The accuracy of a "standard value" MUST approximate
                 that of operator-set CPU clocks, i.e., correct within a
                 few minutes.
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         3.2.2.9  Address Mask Request/Reply: RFC-950



            A host MUST support the first, and MAY implement all three,
            of the following methods for determining the address mask(s)
            corresponding to its IP address(es):

            (1)  static configuration information;

            (2)  obtaining the address mask(s) dynamically as a side-
                 effect of the system initialization process (see
                 [INTRO:1]); and

            (3)  sending ICMP Address Mask Request(s) and receiving ICMP
                 Address Mask Reply(s).

            The choice of method to be used in a particular host MUST be
            configurable.

            When method (3), the use of Address Mask messages, is
            enabled, then:

            (a)  When it initializes, the host MUST broadcast an Address
                 Mask Request message on the connected network
                 corresponding to the IP address.  It MUST retransmit
                 this message a small number of times if it does not
                 receive an immediate Address Mask Reply.

            (b)  Until it has received an Address Mask Reply, the host
                 SHOULD assume a mask appropriate for the address class
                 of the IP address, i.e., assume that the connected
                 network is not subnetted.

            (c)  The first Address Mask Reply message received MUST be
                 used to set the address mask corresponding to the
                 particular local IP address.  This is true even if the
                 first Address Mask Reply message is "unsolicited", in
                 which case it will have been broadcast and may arrive
                 after the host has ceased to retransmit Address Mask
                 Requests.  Once the mask has been set by an Address
                 Mask Reply, later Address Mask Reply messages MUST be
                 (silently) ignored.

            Conversely, if Address Mask messages are disabled, then no
            ICMP Address Mask Requests will be sent, and any ICMP
            Address Mask Replies received for that local IP address MUST
            be (silently) ignored.

            A host SHOULD make some reasonableness check on any address
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            mask it installs; see IMPLEMENTATION section below.

            A system MUST NOT send an Address Mask Reply unless it is an
            authoritative agent for address masks.  An authoritative
            agent may be a host or a gateway, but it MUST be explicitly



            configured as a address mask agent.  Receiving an address
            mask via an Address Mask Reply does not give the receiver
            authority and MUST NOT be used as the basis for issuing
            Address Mask Replies.

            With a statically configured address mask, there SHOULD be
            an additional configuration flag that determines whether the
            host is to act as an authoritative agent for this mask,
            i.e., whether it will answer Address Mask Request messages
            using this mask.

            If it is configured as an agent, the host MUST broadcast an
            Address Mask Reply for the mask on the appropriate interface
            when it initializes.

            See "System Initialization" in [INTRO:1] for more
            information about the use of Address Mask Request/Reply
            messages.

            DISCUSSION
                 Hosts that casually send Address Mask Replies with
                 invalid address masks have often been a serious
                 nuisance.  To prevent this, Address Mask Replies ought
                 to be sent only by authoritative agents that have been
                 selected by explicit administrative action.

                 When an authoritative agent receives an Address Mask
                 Request message, it will send a unicast Address Mask
                 Reply to the source IP address.  If the network part of
                 this address is zero (see (a) and (b) in 3.2.1.3), the
                 Reply will be broadcast.

                 Getting no reply to its Address Mask Request messages,
                 a host will assume there is no agent and use an
                 unsubnetted mask, but the agent may be only temporarily
                 unreachable.  An agent will broadcast an unsolicited
                 Address Mask Reply whenever it initializes, in order to
                 update the masks of all hosts that have initialized in
                 the meantime.

            IMPLEMENTATION:
                 The following reasonableness check on an address mask
                 is suggested: the mask is not all 1 bits, and it is
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                 either zero or else the 8 highest-order bits are on.

      3.2.3  Internet Group Management Protocol IGMP

         IGMP [IP:4] is a protocol used between hosts and gateways on a
         single network to establish hosts' membership in particular
         multicast groups.  The gateways use this information, in
         conjunction with a multicast routing protocol, to support IP



         multicasting across the Internet.

         At this time, implementation of IGMP is OPTIONAL; see Section
         3.3.7 for more information.  Without IGMP, a host can still
         participate in multicasting local to its connected networks.

   3.3  SPECIFIC ISSUES

      3.3.1  Routing Outbound Datagrams

         The IP layer chooses the correct next hop for each datagram it
         sends.  If the destination is on a connected network, the
         datagram is sent directly to the destination host; otherwise,
         it has to be routed to a gateway on a connected network.

         3.3.1.1  Local/Remote Decision

            To decide if the destination is on a connected network, the
            following algorithm MUST be used [see IP:3]:

            (a)  The address mask (particular to a local IP address for
                 a multihomed host) is a 32-bit mask that selects the
                 network number and subnet number fields of the
                 corresponding IP address.

            (b)  If the IP destination address bits extracted by the
                 address mask match the IP source address bits extracted
                 by the same mask, then the destination is on the
                 corresponding connected network, and the datagram is to
                 be transmitted directly to the destination host.

            (c)  If not, then the destination is accessible only through
                 a gateway.  Selection of a gateway is described below
                 (3.3.1.2).

            A special-case destination address is handled as follows:

            *    For a limited broadcast or a multicast address, simply
                 pass the datagram to the link layer for the appropriate
                 interface.
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            *    For a (network or subnet) directed broadcast, the
                 datagram can use the standard routing algorithms.

            The host IP layer MUST operate correctly in a minimal
            network environment, and in particular, when there are no
            gateways.  For example, if the IP layer of a host insists on
            finding at least one gateway to initialize, the host will be
            unable to operate on a single isolated broadcast net.

         3.3.1.2  Gateway Selection



            To efficiently route a series of datagrams to the same
            destination, the source host MUST keep a "route cache" of
            mappings to next-hop gateways.  A host uses the following
            basic algorithm on this cache to route a datagram; this
            algorithm is designed to put the primary routing burden on
            the gateways [IP:11].

            (a)  If the route cache contains no information for a
                 particular destination, the host chooses a "default"
                 gateway and sends the datagram to it.  It also builds a
                 corresponding Route Cache entry.

            (b)  If that gateway is not the best next hop to the
                 destination, the gateway will forward the datagram to
                 the best next-hop gateway and return an ICMP Redirect
                 message to the source host.

            (c)  When it receives a Redirect, the host updates the
                 next-hop gateway in the appropriate route cache entry,
                 so later datagrams to the same destination will go
                 directly to the best gateway.

            Since the subnet mask appropriate to the destination address
            is generally not known, a Network Redirect message SHOULD be
            treated identically to a Host Redirect message; i.e., the
            cache entry for the destination host (only) would be updated
            (or created, if an entry for that host did not exist) for
            the new gateway.

            DISCUSSION:
                 This recommendation is to protect against gateways that
                 erroneously send Network Redirects for a subnetted
                 network, in violation of the gateway requirements
                 [INTRO:2].

            When there is no route cache entry for the destination host
            address (and the destination is not on the connected
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            network), the IP layer MUST pick a gateway from its list of
            "default" gateways.  The IP layer MUST support multiple
            default gateways.

            As an extra feature, a host IP layer MAY implement a table
            of "static routes".  Each such static route MAY include a
            flag specifying whether it may be overridden by ICMP
            Redirects.

            DISCUSSION:
                 A host generally needs to know at least one default
                 gateway to get started.  This information can be
                 obtained from a configuration file or else from the
                 host startup sequence, e.g., the BOOTP protocol (see



                 [INTRO:1]).

                 It has been suggested that a host can augment its list
                 of default gateways by recording any new gateways it
                 learns about.  For example, it can record every gateway
                 to which it is ever redirected.  Such a feature, while
                 possibly useful in some circumstances, may cause
                 problems in other cases (e.g., gateways are not all
                 equal), and it is not recommended.

                 A static route is typically a particular preset mapping
                 from destination host or network into a particular
                 next-hop gateway; it might also depend on the Type-of-
                 Service (see next section).  Static routes would be set
                 up by system administrators to override the normal
                 automatic routing mechanism, to handle exceptional
                 situations.  However, any static routing information is
                 a potential source of failure as configurations change
                 or equipment fails.

         3.3.1.3  Route Cache

            Each route cache entry needs to include the following
            fields:

            (1)  Local IP address (for a multihomed host)

            (2)  Destination IP address

            (3)  Type(s)-of-Service

            (4)  Next-hop gateway IP address

            Field (2) MAY be the full IP address of the destination
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            host, or only the destination network number.  Field (3),
            the TOS, SHOULD be included.

            See Section 3.3.4.2 for a discussion of the implications of
            multihoming for the lookup procedure in this cache.

            DISCUSSION:
                 Including the Type-of-Service field in the route cache
                 and considering it in the host route algorithm will
                 provide the necessary mechanism for the future when
                 Type-of-Service routing is commonly used in the
                 Internet.  See Section 3.2.1.6.

                 Each route cache entry defines the endpoints of an
                 Internet path.  Although the connecting path may change
                 dynamically in an arbitrary way, the transmission
                 characteristics of the path tend to remain



                 approximately constant over a time period longer than a
                 single typical host-host transport connection.
                 Therefore, a route cache entry is a natural place to
                 cache data on the properties of the path.  Examples of
                 such properties might be the maximum unfragmented
                 datagram size (see Section 3.3.3), or the average
                 round-trip delay measured by a transport protocol.
                 This data will generally be both gathered and used by a
                 higher layer protocol, e.g., by TCP, or by an
                 application using UDP.  Experiments are currently in
                 progress on caching path properties in this manner.

                 There is no consensus on whether the route cache should
                 be keyed on destination host addresses alone, or allow
                 both host and network addresses.  Those who favor the
                 use of only host addresses argue that:

                 (1)  As required in Section 3.3.1.2, Redirect messages
                      will generally result in entries keyed on
                      destination host addresses; the simplest and most
                      general scheme would be to use host addresses
                      always.

                 (2)  The IP layer may not always know the address mask
                      for a network address in a complex subnetted
                      environment.

                 (3)  The use of only host addresses allows the
                      destination address to be used as a pure 32-bit
                      number, which may allow the Internet architecture
                      to be more easily extended in the future without
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                      any change to the hosts.

                 The opposing view is that allowing a mixture of
                 destination hosts and networks in the route cache:

                 (1)  Saves memory space.

                 (2)  Leads to a simpler data structure, easily
                      combining the cache with the tables of default and
                      static routes (see below).

                 (3)  Provides a more useful place to cache path
                      properties, as discussed earlier.

            IMPLEMENTATION:
                 The cache needs to be large enough to include entries
                 for the maximum number of destination hosts that may be
                 in use at one time.



                 A route cache entry may also include control
                 information used to choose an entry for replacement.
                 This might take the form of a "recently used" bit, a
                 use count, or a last-used timestamp, for example.  It
                 is recommended that it include the time of last
                 modification of the entry, for diagnostic purposes.

                 An implementation may wish to reduce the overhead of
                 scanning the route cache for every datagram to be
                 transmitted.  This may be accomplished with a hash
                 table to speed the lookup, or by giving a connection-
                 oriented transport protocol a "hint" or temporary
                 handle on the appropriate cache entry, to be passed to
                 the IP layer with each subsequent datagram.

                 Although we have described the route cache, the lists
                 of default gateways, and a table of static routes as
                 conceptually distinct, in practice they may be combined
                 into a single "routing table" data structure.

         3.3.1.4  Dead Gateway Detection

            The IP layer MUST be able to detect the failure of a "next-
            hop" gateway that is listed in its route cache and to choose
            an alternate gateway (see Section 3.3.1.5).

            Dead gateway detection is covered in some detail in RFC-816
            [IP:11]. Experience to date has not produced a complete
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            algorithm which is totally satisfactory, though it has
            identified several forbidden paths and promising techniques.

            *    A particular gateway SHOULD NOT be used indefinitely in
                 the absence of positive indications that it is
                 functioning.

            *    Active probes such as "pinging" (i.e., using an ICMP
                 Echo Request/Reply exchange) are expensive and scale
                 poorly.  In particular, hosts MUST NOT actively check
                 the status of a first-hop gateway by simply pinging the
                 gateway continuously.

            *    Even when it is the only effective way to verify a
                 gateway's status, pinging MUST be used only when
                 traffic is being sent to the gateway and when there is
                 no other positive indication to suggest that the
                 gateway is functioning.

            *    To avoid pinging, the layers above and/or below the
                 Internet layer SHOULD be able to give "advice" on the
                 status of route cache entries when either positive
                 (gateway OK) or negative (gateway dead) information is



                 available.

            DISCUSSION:
                 If an implementation does not include an adequate
                 mechanism for detecting a dead gateway and re-routing,
                 a gateway failure may cause datagrams to apparently
                 vanish into a "black hole".  This failure can be
                 extremely confusing for users and difficult for network
                 personnel to debug.

                 The dead-gateway detection mechanism must not cause
                 unacceptable load on the host, on connected networks,
                 or on first-hop gateway(s).  The exact constraints on
                 the timeliness of dead gateway detection and on
                 acceptable load may vary somewhat depending on the
                 nature of the host's mission, but a host generally
                 needs to detect a failed first-hop gateway quickly
                 enough that transport-layer connections will not break
                 before an alternate gateway can be selected.

                 Passing advice from other layers of the protocol stack
                 complicates the interfaces between the layers, but it
                 is the preferred approach to dead gateway detection.
                 Advice can come from almost any part of the IP/TCP
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                 architecture, but it is expected to come primarily from
                 the transport and link layers.  Here are some possible
                 sources for gateway advice:

                 o    TCP or any connection-oriented transport protocol
                      should be able to give negative advice, e.g.,
                      triggered by excessive retransmissions.

                 o    TCP may give positive advice when (new) data is
                      acknowledged.  Even though the route may be
                      asymmetric, an ACK for new data proves that the
                      acknowleged data must have been transmitted
                      successfully.

                 o    An ICMP Redirect message from a particular gateway
                      should be used as positive advice about that
                      gateway.

                 o    Link-layer information that reliably detects and
                      reports host failures (e.g., ARPANET Destination
                      Dead messages) should be used as negative advice.

                 o    Failure to ARP or to re-validate ARP mappings may
                      be used as negative advice for the corresponding
                      IP address.



                 o    Packets arriving from a particular link-layer
                      address are evidence that the system at this
                      address is alive.  However, turning this
                      information into advice about gateways requires
                      mapping the link-layer address into an IP address,
                      and then checking that IP address against the
                      gateways pointed to by the route cache.  This is
                      probably prohibitively inefficient.

                 Note that positive advice that is given for every
                 datagram received may cause unacceptable overhead in
                 the implementation.

                 While advice might be passed using required arguments
                 in all interfaces to the IP layer, some transport and
                 application layer protocols cannot deduce the correct
                 advice.  These interfaces must therefore allow a
                 neutral value for advice, since either always-positive
                 or always-negative advice leads to incorrect behavior.

                 There is another technique for dead gateway detection
                 that has been commonly used but is not recommended.
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                 This technique depends upon the host passively
                 receiving ("wiretapping") the Interior Gateway Protocol
                 (IGP) datagrams that the gateways are broadcasting to
                 each other.  This approach has the drawback that a host
                 needs to recognize all the interior gateway protocols
                 that gateways may use (see [INTRO:2]).  In addition, it
                 only works on a broadcast network.

                 At present, pinging (i.e., using ICMP Echo messages) is
                 the mechanism for gateway probing when absolutely
                 required.  A successful ping guarantees that the
                 addressed interface and its associated machine are up,
                 but it does not guarantee that the machine is a gateway
                 as opposed to a host.  The normal inference is that if
                 a Redirect or other evidence indicates that a machine
                 was a gateway, successful pings will indicate that the
                 machine is still up and hence still a gateway.
                 However, since a host silently discards packets that a
                 gateway would forward or redirect, this assumption
                 could sometimes fail.  To avoid this problem, a new
                 ICMP message under development will ask "are you a
                 gateway?"

            IMPLEMENTATION:
                 The following specific algorithm has been suggested:

                 o    Associate a "reroute timer" with each gateway
                      pointed to by the route cache.  Initialize the
                      timer to a value Tr, which must be small enough to



                      allow detection of a dead gateway before transport
                      connections time out.

                 o    Positive advice would reset the reroute timer to
                      Tr.  Negative advice would reduce or zero the
                      reroute timer.

                 o    Whenever the IP layer used a particular gateway to
                      route a datagram, it would check the corresponding
                      reroute timer.  If the timer had expired (reached
                      zero), the IP layer would send a ping to the
                      gateway, followed immediately by the datagram.

                 o    The ping (ICMP Echo) would be sent again if
                      necessary, up to N times.  If no ping reply was
                      received in N tries, the gateway would be assumed
                      to have failed, and a new first-hop gateway would
                      be chosen for all cache entries pointing to the
                      failed gateway.
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                 Note that the size of Tr is inversely related to the
                 amount of advice available.  Tr should be large enough
                 to insure that:

                 *    Any pinging will be at a low level (e.g., <10%) of
                      all packets sent to a gateway from the host, AND

                 *    pinging is infrequent (e.g., every 3 minutes)

                 Since the recommended algorithm is concerned with the
                 gateways pointed to by route cache entries, rather than
                 the cache entries themselves, a two level data
                 structure (perhaps coordinated with ARP or similar
                 caches) may be desirable for implementing a route
                 cache.

         3.3.1.5  New Gateway Selection

            If the failed gateway is not the current default, the IP
            layer can immediately switch to a default gateway.  If it is
            the current default that failed, the IP layer MUST select a
            different default gateway (assuming more than one default is
            known) for the failed route and for establishing new routes.

            DISCUSSION:
                 When a gateway does fail, the other gateways on the
                 connected network will learn of the failure through
                 some inter-gateway routing protocol.  However, this
                 will not happen instantaneously, since gateway routing
                 protocols typically have a settling time of 30-60
                 seconds.  If the host switches to an alternative
                 gateway before the gateways have agreed on the failure,



                 the new target gateway will probably forward the
                 datagram to the failed gateway and send a Redirect back
                 to the host pointing to the failed gateway (!).  The
                 result is likely to be a rapid oscillation in the
                 contents of the host's route cache during the gateway
                 settling period.  It has been proposed that the dead-
                 gateway logic should include some hysteresis mechanism
                 to prevent such oscillations.  However, experience has
                 not shown any harm from such oscillations, since
                 service cannot be restored to the host until the
                 gateways' routing information does settle down.

            IMPLEMENTATION:
                 One implementation technique for choosing a new default
                 gateway is to simply round-robin among the default
                 gateways in the host's list.  Another is to rank the
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                 gateways in priority order, and when the current
                 default gateway is not the highest priority one, to
                 "ping" the higher-priority gateways slowly to detect
                 when they return to service.  This pinging can be at a
                 very low rate, e.g., 0.005 per second.

         3.3.1.6  Initialization

            The following information MUST be configurable:

            (1)  IP address(es).

            (2)  Address mask(s).

            (3)  A list of default gateways, with a preference level.

            A manual method of entering this configuration data MUST be
            provided.  In addition, a variety of methods can be used to
            determine this information dynamically; see the section on
            "Host Initialization" in [INTRO:1].

            DISCUSSION:
                 Some host implementations use "wiretapping" of gateway
                 protocols on a broadcast network to learn what gateways
                 exist.  A standard method for default gateway discovery
                 is under development.

      3.3.2  Reassembly

         The IP layer MUST implement reassembly of IP datagrams.

         We designate the largest datagram size that can be reassembled
         by EMTU_R ("Effective MTU to receive"); this is sometimes
         called the "reassembly buffer size".  EMTU_R MUST be greater
         than or equal to 576, SHOULD be either configurable or



         indefinite, and SHOULD be greater than or equal to the MTU of
         the connected network(s).

         DISCUSSION:
              A fixed EMTU_R limit should not be built into the code
              because some application layer protocols require EMTU_R
              values larger than 576.

         IMPLEMENTATION:
              An implementation may use a contiguous reassembly buffer
              for each datagram, or it may use a more complex data
              structure that places no definite limit on the reassembled
              datagram size; in the latter case, EMTU_R is said to be
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              "indefinite".

              Logically, reassembly is performed by simply copying each
              fragment into the packet buffer at the proper offset.
              Note that fragments may overlap if successive
              retransmissions use different packetizing but the same
              reassembly Id.

              The tricky part of reassembly is the bookkeeping to
              determine when all bytes of the datagram have been
              reassembled.  We recommend Clark's algorithm [IP:10] that
              requires no additional data space for the bookkeeping.
              However, note that, contrary to [IP:10], the first
              fragment header needs to be saved for inclusion in a
              possible ICMP Time Exceeded (Reassembly Timeout) message.

         There MUST be a mechanism by which the transport layer can
         learn MMS_R, the maximum message size that can be received and
         reassembled in an IP datagram (see GET_MAXSIZES calls in
         Section 3.4).  If EMTU_R is not indefinite, then the value of
         MMS_R is given by:

            MMS_R = EMTU_R - 20

         since 20 is the minimum size of an IP header.

         There MUST be a reassembly timeout.  The reassembly timeout
         value SHOULD be a fixed value, not set from the remaining TTL.
         It is recommended that the value lie between 60 seconds and 120
         seconds.  If this timeout expires, the partially-reassembled
         datagram MUST be discarded and an ICMP Time Exceeded message
         sent to the source host (if fragment zero has been received).

         DISCUSSION:
              The IP specification says that the reassembly timeout
              should be the remaining TTL from the IP header, but this
              does not work well because gateways generally treat TTL as
              a simple hop count rather than an elapsed time.  If the



              reassembly timeout is too small, datagrams will be
              discarded unnecessarily, and communication may fail.  The
              timeout needs to be at least as large as the typical
              maximum delay across the Internet.  A realistic minimum
              reassembly timeout would be 60 seconds.

              It has been suggested that a cache might be kept of
              round-trip times measured by transport protocols for
              various destinations, and that these values might be used
              to dynamically determine a reasonable reassembly timeout
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              value.  Further investigation of this approach is
              required.

              If the reassembly timeout is set too high, buffer
              resources in the receiving host will be tied up too long,
              and the MSL (Maximum Segment Lifetime) [TCP:1] will be
              larger than necessary.  The MSL controls the maximum rate
              at which fragmented datagrams can be sent using distinct
              values of the 16-bit Ident field; a larger MSL lowers the
              maximum rate.  The TCP specification [TCP:1] arbitrarily
              assumes a value of 2 minutes for MSL.  This sets an upper
              limit on a reasonable reassembly timeout value.

      3.3.3  Fragmentation

         Optionally, the IP layer MAY implement a mechanism to fragment
         outgoing datagrams intentionally.

         We designate by EMTU_S ("Effective MTU for sending") the
         maximum IP datagram size that may be sent, for a particular
         combination of IP source and destination addresses and perhaps
         TOS.

         A host MUST implement a mechanism to allow the transport layer
         to learn MMS_S, the maximum transport-layer message size that
         may be sent for a given {source, destination, TOS} triplet (see
         GET_MAXSIZES call in Section 3.4).  If no local fragmentation
         is performed, the value of MMS_S will be:

            MMS_S = EMTU_S - <IP header size>

         and EMTU_S must be less than or equal to the MTU of the network
         interface corresponding to the source address of the datagram.
         Note that <IP header size> in this equation will be 20, unless
         the IP reserves space to insert IP options for its own purposes
         in addition to any options inserted by the transport layer.

         A host that does not implement local fragmentation MUST ensure
         that the transport layer (for TCP) or the application layer
         (for UDP) obtains MMS_S from the IP layer and does not send a
         datagram exceeding MMS_S in size.



         It is generally desirable to avoid local fragmentation and to
         choose EMTU_S low enough to avoid fragmentation in any gateway
         along the path.  In the absence of actual knowledge of the
         minimum MTU along the path, the IP layer SHOULD use
         EMTU_S <= 576 whenever the destination address is not on a
         connected network, and otherwise use the connected network's
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         MTU.

         The MTU of each physical interface MUST be configurable.

         A host IP layer implementation MAY have a configuration flag
         "All-Subnets-MTU", indicating that the MTU of the connected
         network is to be used for destinations on different subnets
         within the same network, but not for other networks.  Thus,
         this flag causes the network class mask, rather than the subnet
         address mask, to be used to choose an EMTU_S.  For a multihomed
         host, an "All-Subnets-MTU" flag is needed for each network
         interface.

         DISCUSSION:
              Picking the correct datagram size to use when sending data
              is a complex topic [IP:9].

              (a)  In general, no host is required to accept an IP
                   datagram larger than 576 bytes (including header and
                   data), so a host must not send a larger datagram
                   without explicit knowledge or prior arrangement with
                   the destination host.  Thus, MMS_S is only an upper
                   bound on the datagram size that a transport protocol
                   may send; even when MMS_S exceeds 556, the transport
                   layer must limit its messages to 556 bytes in the
                   absence of other knowledge about the destination
                   host.

              (b)  Some transport protocols (e.g., TCP) provide a way to
                   explicitly inform the sender about the largest
                   datagram the other end can receive and reassemble
                   [IP:7].  There is no corresponding mechanism in the
                   IP layer.

                   A transport protocol that assumes an EMTU_R larger
                   than 576 (see Section 3.3.2), can send a datagram of
                   this larger size to another host that implements the
                   same protocol.

              (c)  Hosts should ideally limit their EMTU_S for a given
                   destination to the minimum MTU of all the networks
                   along the path, to avoid any fragmentation.  IP
                   fragmentation, while formally correct, can create a
                   serious transport protocol performance problem,



                   because loss of a single fragment means all the
                   fragments in the segment must be retransmitted
                   [IP:9].
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              Since nearly all networks in the Internet currently
              support an MTU of 576 or greater, we strongly recommend
              the use of 576 for datagrams sent to non-local networks.

              It has been suggested that a host could determine the MTU
              over a given path by sending a zero-offset datagram
              fragment and waiting for the receiver to time out the
              reassembly (which cannot complete!) and return an ICMP
              Time Exceeded message.  This message would include the
              largest remaining fragment header in its body.  More
              direct mechanisms are being experimented with, but have
              not yet been adopted (see e.g., RFC-1063).

      3.3.4  Local Multihoming

         3.3.4.1  Introduction

            A multihomed host has multiple IP addresses, which we may
            think of as "logical interfaces".  These logical interfaces
            may be associated with one or more physical interfaces, and
            these physical interfaces may be connected to the same or
            different networks.

            Here are some important cases of multihoming:

            (a)  Multiple Logical Networks

                 The Internet architects envisioned that each physical
                 network would have a single unique IP network (or
                 subnet) number.  However, LAN administrators have
                 sometimes found it useful to violate this assumption,
                 operating a LAN with multiple logical networks per
                 physical connected network.

                 If a host connected to such a physical network is
                 configured to handle traffic for each of N different
                 logical networks, then the host will have N logical
                 interfaces.  These could share a single physical
                 interface, or might use N physical interfaces to the
                 same network.

            (b)  Multiple Logical Hosts

                 When a host has multiple IP addresses that all have the
                 same <Network-number> part (and the same <Subnet-
                 number> part, if any), the logical interfaces are known
                 as "logical hosts".  These logical interfaces might



                 share a single physical interface or might use separate
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                 physical interfaces to the same physical network.

            (c)  Simple Multihoming

                 In this case, each logical interface is mapped into a
                 separate physical interface and each physical interface
                 is connected to a different physical network.  The term
                 "multihoming" was originally applied only to this case,
                 but it is now applied more generally.

                 A host with embedded gateway functionality will
                 typically fall into the simple multihoming case.  Note,
                 however, that a host may be simply multihomed without
                 containing an embedded gateway, i.e., without
                 forwarding datagrams from one connected network to
                 another.

                 This case presents the most difficult routing problems.
                 The choice of interface (i.e., the choice of first-hop
                 network) may significantly affect performance or even
                 reachability of remote parts of the Internet.

            Finally, we note another possibility that is NOT
            multihoming:  one logical interface may be bound to multiple
            physical interfaces, in order to increase the reliability or
            throughput between directly connected machines by providing
            alternative physical paths between them.  For instance, two
            systems might be connected by multiple point-to-point links.
            We call this "link-layer multiplexing".  With link-layer
            multiplexing, the protocols above the link layer are unaware
            that multiple physical interfaces are present; the link-
            layer device driver is responsible for multiplexing and
            routing packets across the physical interfaces.

            In the Internet protocol architecture, a transport protocol
            instance ("entity") has no address of its own, but instead
            uses a single Internet Protocol (IP) address.  This has
            implications for the IP, transport, and application layers,
            and for the interfaces between them.  In particular, the
            application software may have to be aware of the multiple IP
            addresses of a multihomed host; in other cases, the choice
            can be made within the network software.

         3.3.4.2  Multihoming Requirements

            The following general rules apply to the selection of an IP
            source address for sending a datagram from a multihomed
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            host.

            (1)  If the datagram is sent in response to a received
                 datagram, the source address for the response SHOULD be
                 the specific-destination address of the request.  See
                 Sections 4.1.3.5 and 4.2.3.7 and the "General Issues"
                 section of [INTRO:1] for more specific requirements on
                 higher layers.

                 Otherwise, a source address must be selected.

            (2)  An application MUST be able to explicitly specify the
                 source address for initiating a connection or a
                 request.

            (3)  In the absence of such a specification, the networking
                 software MUST choose a source address.  Rules for this
                 choice are described below.

            There are two key requirement issues related to multihoming:

            (A)  A host MAY silently discard an incoming datagram whose
                 destination address does not correspond to the physical
                 interface through which it is received.

            (B)  A host MAY restrict itself to sending (non-source-
                 routed) IP datagrams only through the physical
                 interface that corresponds to the IP source address of
                 the datagrams.

            DISCUSSION:
                 Internet host implementors have used two different
                 conceptual models for multihoming, briefly summarized
                 in the following discussion.  This document takes no
                 stand on which model is preferred; each seems to have a
                 place.  This ambivalence is reflected in the issues (A)
                 and (B) being optional.

                 o    Strong ES Model

                      The Strong ES (End System, i.e., host) model
                      emphasizes the host/gateway (ES/IS) distinction,
                      and would therefore substitute MUST for MAY in
                      issues (A) and (B) above.  It tends to model a
                      multihomed host as a set of logical hosts within
                      the same physical host.
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                      With respect to (A), proponents of the Strong ES
                      model note that automatic Internet routing
                      mechanisms could not route a datagram to a
                      physical interface that did not correspond to the
                      destination address.

                      Under the Strong ES model, the route computation
                      for an outgoing datagram is the mapping:

                         route(src IP addr, dest IP addr, TOS)
                                                        -> gateway

                      Here the source address is included as a parameter
                      in order to select a gateway that is directly
                      reachable on the corresponding physical interface.
                      Note that this model logically requires that in
                      general there be at least one default gateway, and
                      preferably multiple defaults, for each IP source
                      address.

                 o    Weak ES Model

                      This view de-emphasizes the ES/IS distinction, and
                      would therefore substitute MUST NOT for MAY in
                      issues (A) and (B).  This model may be the more
                      natural one for hosts that wiretap gateway routing
                      protocols, and is necessary for hosts that have
                      embedded gateway functionality.

                      The Weak ES Model may cause the Redirect mechanism
                      to fail.  If a datagram is sent out a physical
                      interface that does not correspond to the
                      destination address, the first-hop gateway will
                      not realize when it needs to send a Redirect.  On
                      the other hand, if the host has embedded gateway
                      functionality, then it has routing information
                      without listening to Redirects.

                      In the Weak ES model, the route computation for an
                      outgoing datagram is the mapping:

                         route(dest IP addr, TOS) -> gateway, interface
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         3.3.4.3  Choosing a Source Address

            DISCUSSION:
                 When it sends an initial connection request (e.g., a
                 TCP "SYN" segment) or a datagram service request (e.g.,
                 a UDP-based query), the transport layer on a multihomed
                 host needs to know which source address to use.  If the
                 application does not specify it, the transport layer
                 must ask the IP layer to perform the conceptual
                 mapping:

                     GET_SRCADDR(remote IP addr, TOS)
                                               -> local IP address

                 Here TOS is the Type-of-Service value (see Section
                 3.2.1.6), and the result is the desired source address.
                 The following rules are suggested for implementing this
                 mapping:

                 (a)  If the remote Internet address lies on one of the
                      (sub-) nets to which the host is directly
                      connected, a corresponding source address may be
                      chosen, unless the corresponding interface is
                      known to be down.

                 (b)  The route cache may be consulted, to see if there
                      is an active route to the specified destination
                      network through any network interface; if so, a
                      local IP address corresponding to that interface
                      may be chosen.

                 (c)  The table of static routes, if any (see Section
                      3.3.1.2) may be similarly consulted.

                 (d)  The default gateways may be consulted.  If these
                      gateways are assigned to different interfaces, the
                      interface corresponding to the gateway with the
                      highest preference may be chosen.

                 In the future, there may be a defined way for a
                 multihomed host to ask the gateways on all connected
                 networks for advice about the best network to use for a
                 given destination.

            IMPLEMENTATION:
                 It will be noted that this process is essentially the
                 same as datagram routing (see Section 3.3.1), and
                 therefore hosts may be able to combine the
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                 implementation of the two functions.

      3.3.5  Source Route Forwarding

         Subject to restrictions given below, a host MAY be able to act
         as an intermediate hop in a source route, forwarding a source-
         routed datagram to the next specified hop.

         However, in performing this gateway-like function, the host
         MUST obey all the relevant rules for a gateway forwarding
         source-routed datagrams [INTRO:2].  This includes the following
         specific provisions, which override the corresponding host
         provisions given earlier in this document:

         (A)  TTL (ref. Section 3.2.1.7)

              The TTL field MUST be decremented and the datagram perhaps
              discarded as specified for a gateway in [INTRO:2].

         (B)  ICMP Destination Unreachable (ref. Section 3.2.2.1)

              A host MUST be able to generate Destination Unreachable
              messages with the following codes:

              4    (Fragmentation Required but DF Set) when a source-
                   routed datagram cannot be fragmented to fit into the
                   target network;

              5    (Source Route Failed) when a source-routed datagram
                   cannot be forwarded, e.g., because of a routing
                   problem or because the next hop of a strict source
                   route is not on a connected network.

         (C)  IP Source Address (ref. Section 3.2.1.3)

              A source-routed datagram being forwarded MAY (and normally
              will) have a source address that is not one of the IP
              addresses of the forwarding host.

         (D)  Record Route Option (ref. Section 3.2.1.8d)

              A host that is forwarding a source-routed datagram
              containing a Record Route option MUST update that option,
              if it has room.

         (E)  Timestamp Option (ref. Section 3.2.1.8e)

              A host that is forwarding a source-routed datagram
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              containing a Timestamp Option MUST add the current
              timestamp to that option, according to the rules for this
              option.



         To define the rules restricting host forwarding of source-
         routed datagrams, we use the term "local source-routing" if the
         next hop will be through the same physical interface through
         which the datagram arrived; otherwise, it is "non-local
         source-routing".

         o    A host is permitted to perform local source-routing
              without restriction.

         o    A host that supports non-local source-routing MUST have a
              configurable switch to disable forwarding, and this switch
              MUST default to disabled.

         o    The host MUST satisfy all gateway requirements for
              configurable policy filters [INTRO:2] restricting non-
              local forwarding.

         If a host receives a datagram with an incomplete source route
         but does not forward it for some reason, the host SHOULD return
         an ICMP Destination Unreachable (code 5, Source Route Failed)
         message, unless the datagram was itself an ICMP error message.

      3.3.6  Broadcasts

         Section 3.2.1.3 defined the four standard IP broadcast address
         forms:

           Limited Broadcast:  {-1, -1}

           Directed Broadcast:  {<Network-number>,-1}

           Subnet Directed Broadcast:
                              {<Network-number>,<Subnet-number>,-1}

           All-Subnets Directed Broadcast: {<Network-number>,-1,-1}

         A host MUST recognize any of these forms in the destination
         address of an incoming datagram.

         There is a class of hosts* that use non-standard broadcast
         address forms, substituting 0 for -1.  All hosts SHOULD
_________________________
*4.2BSD Unix and its derivatives, but not 4.3BSD.
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         recognize and accept any of these non-standard broadcast
         addresses as the destination address of an incoming datagram.
         A host MAY optionally have a configuration option to choose the
         0 or the -1 form of broadcast address, for each physical
         interface, but this option SHOULD default to the standard (-1)
         form.



         When a host sends a datagram to a link-layer broadcast address,
         the IP destination address MUST be a legal IP broadcast or IP
         multicast address.

         A host SHOULD silently discard a datagram that is received via
         a link-layer broadcast (see Section 2.4) but does not specify
         an IP multicast or broadcast destination address.

         Hosts SHOULD use the Limited Broadcast address to broadcast to
         a connected network.

         DISCUSSION:
              Using the Limited Broadcast address instead of a Directed
              Broadcast address may improve system robustness.  Problems
              are often caused by machines that do not understand the
              plethora of broadcast addresses (see Section 3.2.1.3), or
              that may have different ideas about which broadcast
              addresses are in use.  The prime example of the latter is
              machines that do not understand subnetting but are
              attached to a subnetted net.  Sending a Subnet Broadcast
              for the connected network will confuse those machines,
              which will see it as a message to some other host.

              There has been discussion on whether a datagram addressed
              to the Limited Broadcast address ought to be sent from all
              the interfaces of a multihomed host.  This specification
              takes no stand on the issue.

      3.3.7  IP Multicasting

         A host SHOULD support local IP multicasting on all connected
         networks for which a mapping from Class D IP addresses to
         link-layer addresses has been specified (see below).  Support
         for local IP multicasting includes sending multicast datagrams,
         joining multicast groups and receiving multicast datagrams, and
         leaving multicast groups.  This implies support for all of
         [IP:4] except the IGMP protocol itself, which is OPTIONAL.
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         DISCUSSION:
              IGMP provides gateways that are capable of multicast
              routing with the information required to support IP
              multicasting across multiple networks.  At this time,
              multicast-routing gateways are in the experimental stage
              and are not widely available.  For hosts that are not
              connected to networks with multicast-routing gateways or
              that do not need to receive multicast datagrams
              originating on other networks, IGMP serves no purpose and



              is therefore optional for now.  However, the rest of
              [IP:4] is currently recommended for the purpose of
              providing IP-layer access to local network multicast
              addressing, as a preferable alternative to local broadcast
              addressing.  It is expected that IGMP will become
              recommended at some future date, when multicast-routing
              gateways have become more widely available.

         If IGMP is not implemented, a host SHOULD still join the "all-
         hosts" group (224.0.0.1) when the IP layer is initialized and
         remain a member for as long as the IP layer is active.

         DISCUSSION:
              Joining the "all-hosts" group will support strictly local
              uses of multicasting, e.g., a gateway discovery protocol,
              even if IGMP is not implemented.

         The mapping of IP Class D addresses to local addresses is
         currently specified for the following types of networks:

         o    Ethernet/IEEE 802.3, as defined in [IP:4].

         o    Any network that supports broadcast but not multicast,
              addressing: all IP Class D addresses map to the local
              broadcast address.

         o    Any type of point-to-point link (e.g., SLIP or HDLC
              links): no mapping required.  All IP multicast datagrams
              are sent as-is, inside the local framing.

         Mappings for other types of networks will be specified in the
         future.

         A host SHOULD provide a way for higher-layer protocols or
         applications to determine which of the host's connected
         network(s) support IP multicast addressing.
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      3.3.8  Error Reporting

         Wherever practical, hosts MUST return ICMP error datagrams on
         detection of an error, except in those cases where returning an
         ICMP error message is specifically prohibited.

         DISCUSSION:
              A common phenomenon in datagram networks is the "black
              hole disease": datagrams are sent out, but nothing comes
              back.  Without any error datagrams, it is difficult for
              the user to figure out what the problem is.



   3.4  INTERNET/TRANSPORT LAYER INTERFACE

      The interface between the IP layer and the transport layer MUST
      provide full access to all the mechanisms of the IP layer,
      including options, Type-of-Service, and Time-to-Live.  The
      transport layer MUST either have mechanisms to set these interface
      parameters, or provide a path to pass them through from an
      application, or both.

      DISCUSSION:
           Applications are urged to make use of these mechanisms where
           applicable, even when the mechanisms are not currently
           effective in the Internet (e.g., TOS).  This will allow these
           mechanisms to be immediately useful when they do become
           effective, without a large amount of retrofitting of host
           software.

      We now describe a conceptual interface between the transport layer
      and the IP layer, as a set of procedure calls.  This is an
      extension of the information in Section 3.3 of RFC-791 [IP:1].

      *    Send Datagram

                SEND(src, dst, prot, TOS, TTL, BufPTR, len, Id, DF, opt
                     => result )

           where the parameters are defined in RFC-791.  Passing an Id
           parameter is optional; see Section 3.2.1.5.

      *    Receive Datagram

                RECV(BufPTR, prot
                     => result, src, dst, SpecDest, TOS, len, opt)
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           All the parameters are defined in RFC-791, except for:

                SpecDest = specific-destination address of datagram
                            (defined in Section 3.2.1.3)

           The result parameter dst contains the datagram's destination
           address.  Since this may be a broadcast or multicast address,
           the SpecDest parameter (not shown in RFC-791) MUST be passed.
           The parameter opt contains all the IP options received in the
           datagram; these MUST also be passed to the transport layer.

      *    Select Source Address

                GET_SRCADDR(remote, TOS)  -> local



                remote = remote IP address
                TOS = Type-of-Service
                local = local IP address

           See Section 3.3.4.3.

      *    Find Maximum Datagram Sizes

                GET_MAXSIZES(local, remote, TOS) -> MMS_R, MMS_S

                MMS_R = maximum receive transport-message size.
                MMS_S = maximum send transport-message size.
               (local, remote, TOS defined above)

           See Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3.

      *    Advice on Delivery Success

                ADVISE_DELIVPROB(sense, local, remote, TOS)

           Here the parameter sense is a 1-bit flag indicating whether
           positive or negative advice is being given; see the
           discussion in Section 3.3.1.4. The other parameters were
           defined earlier.

      *    Send ICMP Message

                SEND_ICMP(src, dst, TOS, TTL, BufPTR, len, Id, DF, opt)
                     -> result
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                (Parameters defined in RFC-791).

           Passing an Id parameter is optional; see Section 3.2.1.5.
           The transport layer MUST be able to send certain ICMP
           messages:  Port Unreachable or any of the query-type
           messages.  This function could be considered to be a special
           case of the SEND() call, of course; we describe it separately
           for clarity.

      *    Receive ICMP Message

                RECV_ICMP(BufPTR ) -> result, src, dst, len, opt

                (Parameters defined in RFC-791).

           The IP layer MUST pass certain ICMP messages up to the
           appropriate transport-layer routine.  This function could be



           considered to be a special case of the RECV() call, of
           course; we describe it separately for clarity.

           For an ICMP error message, the data that is passed up MUST
           include the original Internet header plus all the octets of
           the original message that are included in the ICMP message.
           This data will be used by the transport layer to locate the
           connection state information, if any.

           In particular, the following ICMP messages are to be passed
           up:

           o    Destination Unreachable

           o    Source Quench

           o    Echo Reply (to ICMP user interface, unless the Echo
                Request originated in the IP layer)

           o    Timestamp Reply (to ICMP user interface)

           o    Time Exceeded

      DISCUSSION:
           In the future, there may be additions to this interface to
           pass path data (see Section 3.3.1.3) between the IP and
           transport layers.
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   3.5  INTERNET LAYER REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY

                                                 |        | | | |S| |
                                                 |        | | | |H| |F
                                                 |        | | | |O|M|o
                                                 |        | |S| |U|U|o
                                                 |        | |H| |L|S|t
                                                 |        |M|O| |D|T|n
                                                 |        |U|U|M| | |o
                                                 |        |S|L|A|N|N|t
                                                 |        |T|D|Y|O|O|t
FEATURE                                          |SECTION | | | |T|T|e
-------------------------------------------------|--------|-|-|-|-|-|--
                                                 |        | | | | | |
Implement IP and ICMP                            |3.1     |x| | | | |
Handle remote multihoming in application layer   |3.1     |x| | | | |
Support local multihoming                        |3.1     | | |x| | |
Meet gateway specs if forward datagrams          |3.1     |x| | | | |
Configuration switch for embedded gateway        |3.1     |x| | | | |1
   Config switch default to non-gateway          |3.1     |x| | | | |1



   Auto-config based on number of interfaces     |3.1     | | | | |x|1
Able to log discarded datagrams                  |3.1     | |x| | | |
   Record in counter                             |3.1     | |x| | | |
                                                 |        | | | | | |
Silently discard Version != 4                    |3.2.1.1 |x| | | | |
Verify IP checksum, silently discard bad dgram   |3.2.1.2 |x| | | | |
Addressing:                                      |        | | | | | |
  Subnet addressing (RFC-950)                    |3.2.1.3 |x| | | | |
  Src address must be host's own IP address      |3.2.1.3 |x| | | | |
  Silently discard datagram with bad dest addr   |3.2.1.3 |x| | | | |
  Silently discard datagram with bad src addr    |3.2.1.3 |x| | | | |
Support reassembly                               |3.2.1.4 |x| | | | |
Retain same Id field in identical datagram       |3.2.1.5 | | |x| | |
                                                 |        | | | | | |
TOS:                                             |        | | | | | |
  Allow transport layer to set TOS               |3.2.1.6 |x| | | | |
  Pass received TOS up to transport layer        |3.2.1.6 | |x| | | |
  Use RFC-795 link-layer mappings for TOS        |3.2.1.6 | | | |x| |
TTL:                                             |        | | | | | |
  Send packet with TTL of 0                      |3.2.1.7 | | | | |x|
  Discard received packets with TTL < 2          |3.2.1.7 | | | | |x|
  Allow transport layer to set TTL               |3.2.1.7 |x| | | | |
  Fixed TTL is configurable                      |3.2.1.7 |x| | | | |
                                                 |        | | | | | |
IP Options:                                      |        | | | | | |
  Allow transport layer to send IP options       |3.2.1.8 |x| | | | |
  Pass all IP options rcvd to higher layer       |3.2.1.8 |x| | | | |
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  IP layer silently ignore unknown options       |3.2.1.8 |x| | | | |
  Security option                                |3.2.1.8a| | |x| | |
  Send Stream Identifier option                  |3.2.1.8b| | | |x| |
  Silently ignore Stream Identifer option        |3.2.1.8b|x| | | | |
  Record Route option                            |3.2.1.8d| | |x| | |
  Timestamp option                               |3.2.1.8e| | |x| | |
Source Route Option:                             |        | | | | | |
  Originate & terminate Source Route options     |3.2.1.8c|x| | | | |
  Datagram with completed SR passed up to TL     |3.2.1.8c|x| | | | |
  Build correct (non-redundant) return route     |3.2.1.8c|x| | | | |
  Send multiple SR options in one header         |3.2.1.8c| | | | |x|
                                                 |        | | | | | |
ICMP:                                            |        | | | | | |
  Silently discard ICMP msg with unknown type    |3.2.2   |x| | | | |
  Include more than 8 octets of orig datagram    |3.2.2   | | |x| | |
      Included octets same as received           |3.2.2   |x| | | | |
  Demux ICMP Error to transport protocol         |3.2.2   |x| | | | |
  Send ICMP error message with TOS=0             |3.2.2   | |x| | | |
  Send ICMP error message for:                   |        | | | | | |
   - ICMP error msg                              |3.2.2   | | | | |x|
   - IP b'cast or IP m'cast                      |3.2.2   | | | | |x|
   - Link-layer b'cast                           |3.2.2   | | | | |x|
   - Non-initial fragment                        |3.2.2   | | | | |x|
   - Datagram with non-unique src address        |3.2.2   | | | | |x|



  Return ICMP error msgs (when not prohibited)   |3.3.8   |x| | | | |
                                                 |        | | | | | |
  Dest Unreachable:                              |        | | | | | |
    Generate Dest Unreachable (code 2/3)         |3.2.2.1 | |x| | | |
    Pass ICMP Dest Unreachable to higher layer   |3.2.2.1 |x| | | | |
    Higher layer act on Dest Unreach             |3.2.2.1 | |x| | | |
      Interpret Dest Unreach as only hint        |3.2.2.1 |x| | | | |
  Redirect:                                      |        | | | | | |
    Host send Redirect                           |3.2.2.2 | | | |x| |
    Update route cache when recv Redirect        |3.2.2.2 |x| | | | |
    Handle both Host and Net Redirects           |3.2.2.2 |x| | | | |
    Discard illegal Redirect                     |3.2.2.2 | |x| | | |
  Source Quench:                                 |        | | | | | |
    Send Source Quench if buffering exceeded     |3.2.2.3 | | |x| | |
    Pass Source Quench to higher layer           |3.2.2.3 |x| | | | |
    Higher layer act on Source Quench            |3.2.2.3 | |x| | | |
  Time Exceeded: pass to higher layer            |3.2.2.4 |x| | | | |
  Parameter Problem:                             |        | | | | | |
    Send Parameter Problem messages              |3.2.2.5 | |x| | | |
    Pass Parameter Problem to higher layer       |3.2.2.5 |x| | | | |
    Report Parameter Problem to user             |3.2.2.5 | | |x| | |
                                                 |        | | | | | |
  ICMP Echo Request or Reply:                    |        | | | | | |
    Echo server and Echo client                  |3.2.2.6 |x| | | | |
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    Echo client                                  |3.2.2.6 | |x| | | |
    Discard Echo Request to broadcast address    |3.2.2.6 | | |x| | |
    Discard Echo Request to multicast address    |3.2.2.6 | | |x| | |
    Use specific-dest addr as Echo Reply src     |3.2.2.6 |x| | | | |
    Send same data in Echo Reply                 |3.2.2.6 |x| | | | |
    Pass Echo Reply to higher layer              |3.2.2.6 |x| | | | |
    Reflect Record Route, Time Stamp options     |3.2.2.6 | |x| | | |
    Reverse and reflect Source Route option      |3.2.2.6 |x| | | | |
                                                 |        | | | | | |
  ICMP Information Request or Reply:             |3.2.2.7 | | | |x| |
  ICMP Timestamp and Timestamp Reply:            |3.2.2.8 | | |x| | |
    Minimize delay variability                   |3.2.2.8 | |x| | | |1
    Silently discard b'cast Timestamp            |3.2.2.8 | | |x| | |1
    Silently discard m'cast Timestamp            |3.2.2.8 | | |x| | |1
    Use specific-dest addr as TS Reply src       |3.2.2.8 |x| | | | |1
    Reflect Record Route, Time Stamp options     |3.2.2.6 | |x| | | |1
    Reverse and reflect Source Route option      |3.2.2.8 |x| | | | |1
    Pass Timestamp Reply to higher layer         |3.2.2.8 |x| | | | |1
    Obey rules for "standard value"              |3.2.2.8 |x| | | | |1
                                                 |        | | | | | |
  ICMP Address Mask Request and Reply:           |        | | | | | |
    Addr Mask source configurable                |3.2.2.9 |x| | | | |
    Support static configuration of addr mask    |3.2.2.9 |x| | | | |
    Get addr mask dynamically during booting     |3.2.2.9 | | |x| | |
    Get addr via ICMP Addr Mask Request/Reply    |3.2.2.9 | | |x| | |
      Retransmit Addr Mask Req if no Reply       |3.2.2.9 |x| | | | |3
      Assume default mask if no Reply            |3.2.2.9 | |x| | | |3



      Update address mask from first Reply only  |3.2.2.9 |x| | | | |3
    Reasonableness check on Addr Mask            |3.2.2.9 | |x| | | |
    Send unauthorized Addr Mask Reply msgs       |3.2.2.9 | | | | |x|
      Explicitly configured to be agent          |3.2.2.9 |x| | | | |
    Static config=> Addr-Mask-Authoritative flag |3.2.2.9 | |x| | | |
      Broadcast Addr Mask Reply when init.       |3.2.2.9 |x| | | | |3
                                                 |        | | | | | |
ROUTING OUTBOUND DATAGRAMS:                      |        | | | | | |
  Use address mask in local/remote decision      |3.3.1.1 |x| | | | |
  Operate with no gateways on conn network       |3.3.1.1 |x| | | | |
  Maintain "route cache" of next-hop gateways    |3.3.1.2 |x| | | | |
  Treat Host and Net Redirect the same           |3.3.1.2 | |x| | | |
  If no cache entry, use default gateway         |3.3.1.2 |x| | | | |
    Support multiple default gateways            |3.3.1.2 |x| | | | |
  Provide table of static routes                 |3.3.1.2 | | |x| | |
    Flag: route overridable by Redirects         |3.3.1.2 | | |x| | |
  Key route cache on host, not net address       |3.3.1.3 | | |x| | |
  Include TOS in route cache                     |3.3.1.3 | |x| | | |
                                                 |        | | | | | |
  Able to detect failure of next-hop gateway     |3.3.1.4 |x| | | | |
  Assume route is good forever                   |3.3.1.4 | | | |x| |
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  Ping gateways continuously                     |3.3.1.4 | | | | |x|
  Ping only when traffic being sent              |3.3.1.4 |x| | | | |
  Ping only when no positive indication          |3.3.1.4 |x| | | | |
  Higher and lower layers give advice            |3.3.1.4 | |x| | | |
  Switch from failed default g'way to another    |3.3.1.5 |x| | | | |
  Manual method of entering config info          |3.3.1.6 |x| | | | |
                                                 |        | | | | | |
REASSEMBLY and FRAGMENTATION:                    |        | | | | | |
  Able to reassemble incoming datagrams          |3.3.2   |x| | | | |
    At least 576 byte datagrams                  |3.3.2   |x| | | | |
    EMTU_R configurable or indefinite            |3.3.2   | |x| | | |
  Transport layer able to learn MMS_R            |3.3.2   |x| | | | |
  Send ICMP Time Exceeded on reassembly timeout  |3.3.2   |x| | | | |
    Fixed reassembly timeout value               |3.3.2   | |x| | | |
                                                 |        | | | | | |
  Pass MMS_S to higher layers                    |3.3.3   |x| | | | |
  Local fragmentation of outgoing packets        |3.3.3   | | |x| | |
     Else don't send bigger than MMS_S           |3.3.3   |x| | | | |
  Send max 576 to off-net destination            |3.3.3   | |x| | | |
  All-Subnets-MTU configuration flag             |3.3.3   | | |x| | |
                                                 |        | | | | | |
MULTIHOMING:                                     |        | | | | | |
  Reply with same addr as spec-dest addr         |3.3.4.2 | |x| | | |
  Allow application to choose local IP addr      |3.3.4.2 |x| | | | |
  Silently discard d'gram in "wrong" interface   |3.3.4.2 | | |x| | |
  Only send d'gram through "right" interface     |3.3.4.2 | | |x| | |4
                                                 |        | | | | | |
SOURCE-ROUTE FORWARDING:                         |        | | | | | |
  Forward datagram with Source Route option      |3.3.5   | | |x| | |1
    Obey corresponding gateway rules             |3.3.5   |x| | | | |1



      Update TTL by gateway rules                |3.3.5   |x| | | | |1
      Able to generate ICMP err code 4, 5        |3.3.5   |x| | | | |1
      IP src addr not local host                 |3.3.5   | | |x| | |1
      Update Timestamp, Record Route options     |3.3.5   |x| | | | |1
    Configurable switch for non-local SRing      |3.3.5   |x| | | | |1
      Defaults to OFF                            |3.3.5   |x| | | | |1
    Satisfy gwy access rules for non-local SRing |3.3.5   |x| | | | |1
    If not forward, send Dest Unreach (cd 5)     |3.3.5   | |x| | | |2
                                                 |        | | | | | |
BROADCAST:                                       |        | | | | | |
  Broadcast addr as IP source addr               |3.2.1.3 | | | | |x|
  Receive 0 or -1 broadcast formats OK           |3.3.6   | |x| | | |
  Config'ble option to send 0 or -1 b'cast       |3.3.6   | | |x| | |
    Default to -1 broadcast                      |3.3.6   | |x| | | |
  Recognize all broadcast address formats        |3.3.6   |x| | | | |
  Use IP b'cast/m'cast addr in link-layer b'cast |3.3.6   |x| | | | |
  Silently discard link-layer-only b'cast dg's   |3.3.6   | |x| | | |
  Use Limited Broadcast addr for connected net   |3.3.6   | |x| | | |
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                                                 |        | | | | | |
MULTICAST:                                       |        | | | | | |
  Support local IP multicasting (RFC-1112)       |3.3.7   | |x| | | |
  Support IGMP (RFC-1112)                        |3.3.7   | | |x| | |
  Join all-hosts group at startup                |3.3.7   | |x| | | |
  Higher layers learn i'face m'cast capability   |3.3.7   | |x| | | |
                                                 |        | | | | | |
INTERFACE:                                       |        | | | | | |
  Allow transport layer to use all IP mechanisms |3.4     |x| | | | |
  Pass interface ident up to transport layer     |3.4     |x| | | | |
  Pass all IP options up to transport layer      |3.4     |x| | | | |
  Transport layer can send certain ICMP messages |3.4     |x| | | | |
  Pass spec'd ICMP messages up to transp. layer  |3.4     |x| | | | |
     Include IP hdr+8 octets or more from orig.  |3.4     |x| | | | |
  Able to leap tall buildings at a single bound  |3.5     | |x| | | |

Footnotes:

(1)  Only if feature is implemented.

(2)  This requirement is overruled if datagram is an ICMP error message.

(3)  Only if feature is implemented and is configured "on".

(4)  Unless has embedded gateway functionality or is source routed.
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4. TRANSPORT PROTOCOLS

   4.1  USER DATAGRAM PROTOCOL -- UDP

      4.1.1  INTRODUCTION

         The User Datagram Protocol UDP [UDP:1] offers only a minimal
         transport service -- non-guaranteed datagram delivery -- and
         gives applications direct access to the datagram service of the
         IP layer.  UDP is used by applications that do not require the
         level of service of TCP or that wish to use communications
         services (e.g., multicast or broadcast delivery) not available
         from TCP.

         UDP is almost a null protocol; the only services it provides
         over IP are checksumming of data and multiplexing by port
         number.  Therefore, an application program running over UDP
         must deal directly with end-to-end communication problems that
         a connection-oriented protocol would have handled -- e.g.,
         retransmission for reliable delivery, packetization and
         reassembly, flow control, congestion avoidance, etc., when
         these are required.  The fairly complex coupling between IP and
         TCP will be mirrored in the coupling between UDP and many
         applications using UDP.

      4.1.2  PROTOCOL WALK-THROUGH

         There are no known errors in the specification of UDP.

      4.1.3  SPECIFIC ISSUES

         4.1.3.1  Ports

            UDP well-known ports follow the same rules as TCP well-known
            ports; see Section 4.2.2.1 below.



            If a datagram arrives addressed to a UDP port for which
            there is no pending LISTEN call, UDP SHOULD send an ICMP
            Port Unreachable message.

         4.1.3.2  IP Options

            UDP MUST pass any IP option that it receives from the IP
            layer transparently to the application layer.

            An application MUST be able to specify IP options to be sent
            in its UDP datagrams, and UDP MUST pass these options to the
            IP layer.
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            DISCUSSION:
                 At present, the only options that need be passed
                 through UDP are Source Route, Record Route, and Time
                 Stamp.  However, new options may be defined in the
                 future, and UDP need not and should not make any
                 assumptions about the format or content of options it
                 passes to or from the application; an exception to this
                 might be an IP-layer security option.

                 An application based on UDP will need to obtain a
                 source route from a request datagram and supply a
                 reversed route for sending the corresponding reply.

         4.1.3.3  ICMP Messages

            UDP MUST pass to the application layer all ICMP error
            messages that it receives from the IP layer.  Conceptually
            at least, this may be accomplished with an upcall to the
            ERROR_REPORT routine (see Section 4.2.4.1).

            DISCUSSION:
                 Note that ICMP error messages resulting from sending a
                 UDP datagram are received asynchronously.  A UDP-based
                 application that wants to receive ICMP error messages
                 is responsible for maintaining the state necessary to
                 demultiplex these messages when they arrive; for
                 example, the application may keep a pending receive
                 operation for this purpose.  The application is also
                 responsible to avoid confusion from a delayed ICMP
                 error message resulting from an earlier use of the same
                 port(s).

         4.1.3.4  UDP Checksums

            A host MUST implement the facility to generate and validate
            UDP checksums.  An application MAY optionally be able to
            control whether a UDP checksum will be generated, but it
            MUST default to checksumming on.



            If a UDP datagram is received with a checksum that is non-
            zero and invalid, UDP MUST silently discard the datagram.
            An application MAY optionally be able to control whether UDP
            datagrams without checksums should be discarded or passed to
            the application.

            DISCUSSION:
                 Some applications that normally run only across local
                 area networks have chosen to turn off UDP checksums for
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                 efficiency.  As a result, numerous cases of undetected
                 errors have been reported.  The advisability of ever
                 turning off UDP checksumming is very controversial.

            IMPLEMENTATION:
                 There is a common implementation error in UDP
                 checksums.  Unlike the TCP checksum, the UDP checksum
                 is optional; the value zero is transmitted in the
                 checksum field of a UDP header to indicate the absence
                 of a checksum.  If the transmitter really calculates a
                 UDP checksum of zero, it must transmit the checksum as
                 all 1's (65535).  No special action is required at the
                 receiver, since zero and 65535 are equivalent in 1's
                 complement arithmetic.

         4.1.3.5  UDP Multihoming

            When a UDP datagram is received, its specific-destination
            address MUST be passed up to the application layer.

            An application program MUST be able to specify the IP source
            address to be used for sending a UDP datagram or to leave it
            unspecified (in which case the networking software will
            choose an appropriate source address).  There SHOULD be a
            way to communicate the chosen source address up to the
            application layer (e.g, so that the application can later
            receive a reply datagram only from the corresponding
            interface).

            DISCUSSION:
                 A request/response application that uses UDP should use
                 a source address for the response that is the same as
                 the specific destination address of the request.  See
                 the "General Issues" section of [INTRO:1].

         4.1.3.6  Invalid Addresses

            A UDP datagram received with an invalid IP source address
            (e.g., a broadcast or multicast address) must be discarded
            by UDP or by the IP layer (see Section 3.2.1.3).

            When a host sends a UDP datagram, the source address MUST be



            (one of) the IP address(es) of the host.

      4.1.4  UDP/APPLICATION LAYER INTERFACE

         The application interface to UDP MUST provide the full services
         of the IP/transport interface described in Section 3.4 of this
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         document.  Thus, an application using UDP needs the functions
         of the GET_SRCADDR(), GET_MAXSIZES(), ADVISE_DELIVPROB(), and
         RECV_ICMP() calls described in Section 3.4.  For example,
         GET_MAXSIZES() can be used to learn the effective maximum UDP
         maximum datagram size for a particular {interface,remote
         host,TOS} triplet.

         An application-layer program MUST be able to set the TTL and
         TOS values as well as IP options for sending a UDP datagram,
         and these values must be passed transparently to the IP layer.
         UDP MAY pass the received TOS up to the application layer.

      4.1.5  UDP REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY

                                                 |        | | | |S| |
                                                 |        | | | |H| |F
                                                 |        | | | |O|M|o
                                                 |        | |S| |U|U|o
                                                 |        | |H| |L|S|t
                                                 |        |M|O| |D|T|n
                                                 |        |U|U|M| | |o
                                                 |        |S|L|A|N|N|t
                                                 |        |T|D|Y|O|O|t
FEATURE                                          |SECTION | | | |T|T|e
-------------------------------------------------|--------|-|-|-|-|-|--
                                                 |        | | | | | |
    UDP                                          |        | | | | | |
-------------------------------------------------|--------|-|-|-|-|-|--
                                                 |        | | | | | |
UDP send Port Unreachable                        |4.1.3.1 | |x| | | |
                                                 |        | | | | | |
IP Options in UDP                                |        | | | | | |
 - Pass rcv'd IP options to applic layer         |4.1.3.2 |x| | | | |
 - Applic layer can specify IP options in Send   |4.1.3.2 |x| | | | |
 - UDP passes IP options down to IP layer        |4.1.3.2 |x| | | | |
                                                 |        | | | | | |
Pass ICMP msgs up to applic layer                |4.1.3.3 |x| | | | |
                                                 |        | | | | | |
UDP checksums:                                   |        | | | | | |
 - Able to generate/check checksum               |4.1.3.4 |x| | | | |
 - Silently discard bad checksum                 |4.1.3.4 |x| | | | |
 - Sender Option to not generate checksum        |4.1.3.4 | | |x| | |
   - Default is to checksum                      |4.1.3.4 |x| | | | |
 - Receiver Option to require checksum           |4.1.3.4 | | |x| | |



                                                 |        | | | | | |
UDP Multihoming                                  |        | | | | | |
 - Pass spec-dest addr to application            |4.1.3.5 |x| | | | |
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 - Applic layer can specify Local IP addr        |4.1.3.5 |x| | | | |
 - Applic layer specify wild Local IP addr       |4.1.3.5 |x| | | | |
 - Applic layer notified of Local IP addr used   |4.1.3.5 | |x| | | |
                                                 |        | | | | | |
Bad IP src addr silently discarded by UDP/IP     |4.1.3.6 |x| | | | |
Only send valid IP source address                |4.1.3.6 |x| | | | |
UDP Application Interface Services               |        | | | | | |
Full IP interface of 3.4 for application         |4.1.4   |x| | | | |
 - Able to spec TTL, TOS, IP opts when send dg   |4.1.4   |x| | | | |
 - Pass received TOS up to applic layer          |4.1.4   | | |x| | |
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   4.2  TRANSMISSION CONTROL PROTOCOL -- TCP

      4.2.1  INTRODUCTION

         The Transmission Control Protocol TCP [TCP:1] is the primary
         virtual-circuit transport protocol for the Internet suite.  TCP
         provides reliable, in-sequence delivery of a full-duplex stream
         of octets (8-bit bytes).  TCP is used by those applications
         needing reliable, connection-oriented transport service, e.g.,
         mail (SMTP), file transfer (FTP), and virtual terminal service
         (Telnet); requirements for these application-layer protocols
         are described in [INTRO:1].

      4.2.2  PROTOCOL WALK-THROUGH

         4.2.2.1  Well-Known Ports: RFC-793 Section 2.7

            DISCUSSION:
                 TCP reserves port numbers in the range 0-255 for
                 "well-known" ports, used to access services that are
                 standardized across the Internet.  The remainder of the
                 port space can be freely allocated to application
                 processes.  Current well-known port definitions are
                 listed in the RFC entitled "Assigned Numbers"
                 [INTRO:6].  A prerequisite for defining a new well-
                 known port is an RFC documenting the proposed service
                 in enough detail to allow new implementations.

                 Some systems extend this notion by adding a third
                 subdivision of the TCP port space: reserved ports,
                 which are generally used for operating-system-specific
                 services.  For example, reserved ports might fall
                 between 256 and some system-dependent upper limit.
                 Some systems further choose to protect well-known and
                 reserved ports by permitting only privileged users to
                 open TCP connections with those port values.  This is
                 perfectly reasonable as long as the host does not
                 assume that all hosts protect their low-numbered ports
                 in this manner.

         4.2.2.2  Use of Push: RFC-793 Section 2.8

            When an application issues a series of SEND calls without
            setting the PUSH flag, the TCP MAY aggregate the data
            internally without sending it.  Similarly, when a series of
            segments is received without the PSH bit, a TCP MAY queue
            the data internally without passing it to the receiving
            application.
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            The PSH bit is not a record marker and is independent of
            segment boundaries.  The transmitter SHOULD collapse
            successive PSH bits when it packetizes data, to send the
            largest possible segment.

            A TCP MAY implement PUSH flags on SEND calls.  If PUSH flags
            are not implemented, then the sending TCP: (1) must not
            buffer data indefinitely, and (2) MUST set the PSH bit in
            the last buffered segment (i.e., when there is no more
            queued data to be sent).

            The discussion in RFC-793 on pages 48, 50, and 74
            erroneously implies that a received PSH flag must be passed
            to the application layer.  Passing a received PSH flag to
            the application layer is now OPTIONAL.

            An application program is logically required to set the PUSH
            flag in a SEND call whenever it needs to force delivery of
            the data to avoid a communication deadlock.  However, a TCP
            SHOULD send a maximum-sized segment whenever possible, to
            improve performance (see Section 4.2.3.4).

            DISCUSSION:
                 When the PUSH flag is not implemented on SEND calls,
                 i.e., when the application/TCP interface uses a pure
                 streaming model, responsibility for aggregating any
                 tiny data fragments to form reasonable sized segments
                 is partially borne by the application layer.

                 Generally, an interactive application protocol must set
                 the PUSH flag at least in the last SEND call in each
                 command or response sequence.  A bulk transfer protocol
                 like FTP should set the PUSH flag on the last segment
                 of a file or when necessary to prevent buffer deadlock.

                 At the receiver, the PSH bit forces buffered data to be
                 delivered to the application (even if less than a full
                 buffer has been received). Conversely, the lack of a
                 PSH bit can be used to avoid unnecessary wakeup calls
                 to the application process; this can be an important
                 performance optimization for large timesharing hosts.
                 Passing the PSH bit to the receiving application allows
                 an analogous optimization within the application.

         4.2.2.3  Window Size: RFC-793 Section 3.1

            The window size MUST be treated as an unsigned number, or
            else large window sizes will appear like negative windows
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            and TCP will not work.  It is RECOMMENDED that
            implementations reserve 32-bit fields for the send and
            receive window sizes in the connection record and do all
            window computations with 32 bits.

            DISCUSSION:
                 It is known that the window field in the TCP header is
                 too small for high-speed, long-delay paths.
                 Experimental TCP options have been defined to extend
                 the window size; see for example [TCP:11].  In
                 anticipation of the adoption of such an extension, TCP
                 implementors should treat windows as 32 bits.

         4.2.2.4  Urgent Pointer: RFC-793 Section 3.1

            The second sentence is in error: the urgent pointer points
            to the sequence number of the LAST octet (not LAST+1) in a
            sequence of urgent data.  The description on page 56 (last
            sentence) is correct.

            A TCP MUST support a sequence of urgent data of any length.

            A TCP MUST inform the application layer asynchronously
            whenever it receives an Urgent pointer and there was
            previously no pending urgent data, or whenever the Urgent
            pointer advances in the data stream.  There MUST be a way
            for the application to learn how much urgent data remains to
            be read from the connection, or at least to determine
            whether or not more urgent data remains to be read.

            DISCUSSION:
                 Although the Urgent mechanism may be used for any
                 application, it is normally used to send "interrupt"-
                 type commands to a Telnet program (see "Using Telnet
                 Synch Sequence" section in [INTRO:1]).

                 The asynchronous or "out-of-band" notification will
                 allow the application to go into "urgent mode", reading
                 data from the TCP connection.  This allows control
                 commands to be sent to an application whose normal
                 input buffers are full of unprocessed data.

            IMPLEMENTATION:
                 The generic ERROR-REPORT() upcall described in Section
                 4.2.4.1 is a possible mechanism for informing the
                 application of the arrival of urgent data.
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         4.2.2.5  TCP Options: RFC-793 Section 3.1

            A TCP MUST be able to receive a TCP option in any segment.
            A TCP MUST ignore without error any TCP option it does not
            implement, assuming that the option has a length field (all
            TCP options defined in the future will have length fields).
            TCP MUST be prepared to handle an illegal option length
            (e.g., zero) without crashing; a suggested procedure is to
            reset the connection and log the reason.

         4.2.2.6  Maximum Segment Size Option: RFC-793 Section 3.1

            TCP MUST implement both sending and receiving the Maximum
            Segment Size option [TCP:4].

            TCP SHOULD send an MSS (Maximum Segment Size) option in
            every SYN segment when its receive MSS differs from the
            default 536, and MAY send it always.

            If an MSS option is not received at connection setup, TCP
            MUST assume a default send MSS of 536 (576-40) [TCP:4].

            The maximum size of a segment that TCP really sends, the
            "effective send MSS," MUST be the smaller of the send MSS
            (which reflects the available reassembly buffer size at the
            remote host) and the largest size permitted by the IP layer:

               Eff.snd.MSS =

                  min(SendMSS+20, MMS_S) - TCPhdrsize - IPoptionsize

            where:

            *    SendMSS is the MSS value received from the remote host,
                 or the default 536 if no MSS option is received.

            *    MMS_S is the maximum size for a transport-layer message
                 that TCP may send.

            *    TCPhdrsize is the size of the TCP header; this is
                 normally 20, but may be larger if TCP options are to be
                 sent.

            *    IPoptionsize is the size of any IP options that TCP
                 will pass to the IP layer with the current message.

            The MSS value to be sent in an MSS option must be less than
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            or equal to:



               MMS_R - 20

            where MMS_R is the maximum size for a transport-layer
            message that can be received (and reassembled).  TCP obtains
            MMS_R and MMS_S from the IP layer; see the generic call
            GET_MAXSIZES in Section 3.4.

            DISCUSSION:
                 The choice of TCP segment size has a strong effect on
                 performance.  Larger segments increase throughput by
                 amortizing header size and per-datagram processing
                 overhead over more data bytes; however, if the packet
                 is so large that it causes IP fragmentation, efficiency
                 drops sharply if any fragments are lost [IP:9].

                 Some TCP implementations send an MSS option only if the
                 destination host is on a non-connected network.
                 However, in general the TCP layer may not have the
                 appropriate information to make this decision, so it is
                 preferable to leave to the IP layer the task of
                 determining a suitable MTU for the Internet path.  We
                 therefore recommend that TCP always send the option (if
                 not 536) and that the IP layer determine MMS_R as
                 specified in 3.3.3 and 3.4.  A proposed IP-layer
                 mechanism to measure the MTU would then modify the IP
                 layer without changing TCP.

         4.2.2.7  TCP Checksum: RFC-793 Section 3.1

            Unlike the UDP checksum (see Section 4.1.3.4), the TCP
            checksum is never optional.  The sender MUST generate it and
            the receiver MUST check it.

         4.2.2.8  TCP Connection State Diagram: RFC-793 Section 3.2,
            page 23

            There are several problems with this diagram:

            (a)  The arrow from SYN-SENT to SYN-RCVD should be labeled
                 with "snd SYN,ACK", to agree with the text on page 68
                 and with Figure 8.

            (b)  There could be an arrow from SYN-RCVD state to LISTEN
                 state, conditioned on receiving a RST after a passive
                 open (see text page 70).
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            (c)  It is possible to go directly from FIN-WAIT-1 to the
                 TIME-WAIT state (see page 75 of the spec).



         4.2.2.9  Initial Sequence Number Selection: RFC-793 Section
            3.3, page 27

            A TCP MUST use the specified clock-driven selection of
            initial sequence numbers.

         4.2.2.10  Simultaneous Open Attempts: RFC-793 Section 3.4, page
            32

            There is an error in Figure 8: the packet on line 7 should
            be identical to the packet on line 5.

            A TCP MUST support simultaneous open attempts.

            DISCUSSION:
                 It sometimes surprises implementors that if two
                 applications attempt to simultaneously connect to each
                 other, only one connection is generated instead of two.
                 This was an intentional design decision; don't try to
                 "fix" it.

         4.2.2.11  Recovery from Old Duplicate SYN: RFC-793 Section 3.4,
            page 33

            Note that a TCP implementation MUST keep track of whether a
            connection has reached SYN_RCVD state as the result of a
            passive OPEN or an active OPEN.

         4.2.2.12  RST Segment: RFC-793 Section 3.4

            A TCP SHOULD allow a received RST segment to include data.

            DISCUSSION
                 It has been suggested that a RST segment could contain
                 ASCII text that encoded and explained the cause of the
                 RST.  No standard has yet been established for such
                 data.

         4.2.2.13  Closing a Connection: RFC-793 Section 3.5

            A TCP connection may terminate in two ways: (1) the normal
            TCP close sequence using a FIN handshake, and (2) an "abort"
            in which one or more RST segments are sent and the
            connection state is immediately discarded.  If a TCP
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            connection is closed by the remote site, the local
            application MUST be informed whether it closed normally or
            was aborted.

            The normal TCP close sequence delivers buffered data
            reliably in both directions.  Since the two directions of a
            TCP connection are closed independently, it is possible for



            a connection to be "half closed," i.e., closed in only one
            direction, and a host is permitted to continue sending data
            in the open direction on a half-closed connection.

            A host MAY implement a "half-duplex" TCP close sequence, so
            that an application that has called CLOSE cannot continue to
            read data from the connection.  If such a host issues a
            CLOSE call while received data is still pending in TCP, or
            if new data is received after CLOSE is called, its TCP
            SHOULD send a RST to show that data was lost.

            When a connection is closed actively, it MUST linger in
            TIME-WAIT state for a time 2xMSL (Maximum Segment Lifetime).
            However, it MAY accept a new SYN from the remote TCP to
            reopen the connection directly from TIME-WAIT state, if it:

            (1)  assigns its initial sequence number for the new
                 connection to be larger than the largest sequence
                 number it used on the previous connection incarnation,
                 and

            (2)  returns to TIME-WAIT state if the SYN turns out to be
                 an old duplicate.

            DISCUSSION:
                 TCP's full-duplex data-preserving close is a feature
                 that is not included in the analogous ISO transport
                 protocol TP4.

                 Some systems have not implemented half-closed
                 connections, presumably because they do not fit into
                 the I/O model of their particular operating system.  On
                 these systems, once an application has called CLOSE, it
                 can no longer read input data from the connection; this
                 is referred to as a "half-duplex" TCP close sequence.

                 The graceful close algorithm of TCP requires that the
                 connection state remain defined on (at least)  one end
                 of the connection, for a timeout period of 2xMSL, i.e.,
                 4 minutes.  During this period, the (remote socket,
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                 local socket) pair that defines the connection is busy
                 and cannot be reused.  To shorten the time that a given
                 port pair is tied up, some TCPs allow a new SYN to be
                 accepted in TIME-WAIT state.

         4.2.2.14  Data Communication: RFC-793 Section 3.7, page 40

            Since RFC-793 was written, there has been extensive work on
            TCP algorithms to achieve efficient data communication.
            Later sections of the present document describe required and



            recommended TCP algorithms to determine when to send data
            (Section 4.2.3.4), when to send an acknowledgment (Section
            4.2.3.2), and when to update the window (Section 4.2.3.3).

            DISCUSSION:
                 One important performance issue is "Silly Window
                 Syndrome" or "SWS" [TCP:5], a stable pattern of small
                 incremental window movements resulting in extremely
                 poor TCP performance.  Algorithms to avoid SWS are
                 described below for both the sending side (Section
                 4.2.3.4) and the receiving side (Section 4.2.3.3).

                 In brief, SWS is caused by the receiver advancing the
                 right window edge whenever it has any new buffer space
                 available to receive data and by the sender using any
                 incremental window, no matter how small, to send more
                 data [TCP:5].  The result can be a stable pattern of
                 sending tiny data segments, even though both sender and
                 receiver have a large total buffer space for the
                 connection.  SWS can only occur during the transmission
                 of a large amount of data; if the connection goes
                 quiescent, the problem will disappear.  It is caused by
                 typical straightforward implementation of window
                 management, but the sender and receiver algorithms
                 given below will avoid it.

                 Another important TCP performance issue is that some
                 applications, especially remote login to character-at-
                 a-time hosts, tend to send streams of one-octet data
                 segments.  To avoid deadlocks, every TCP SEND call from
                 such applications must be "pushed", either explicitly
                 by the application or else implicitly by TCP.  The
                 result may be a stream of TCP segments that contain one
                 data octet each, which makes very inefficient use of
                 the Internet and contributes to Internet congestion.
                 The Nagle Algorithm described in Section 4.2.3.4
                 provides a simple and effective solution to this
                 problem.  It does have the effect of clumping
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                 characters over Telnet connections; this may initially
                 surprise users accustomed to single-character echo, but
                 user acceptance has not been a problem.

                 Note that the Nagle algorithm and the send SWS
                 avoidance algorithm play complementary roles in
                 improving performance.  The Nagle algorithm discourages
                 sending tiny segments when the data to be sent
                 increases in small increments, while the SWS avoidance
                 algorithm discourages small segments resulting from the
                 right window edge advancing in small increments.

                 A careless implementation can send two or more



                 acknowledgment segments per data segment received.  For
                 example, suppose the receiver acknowledges every data
                 segment immediately.  When the application program
                 subsequently consumes the data and increases the
                 available receive buffer space again, the receiver may
                 send a second acknowledgment segment to update the
                 window at the sender.  The extreme case occurs with
                 single-character segments on TCP connections using the
                 Telnet protocol for remote login service.  Some
                 implementations have been observed in which each
                 incoming 1-character segment generates three return
                 segments: (1) the acknowledgment, (2) a one byte
                 increase in the window, and (3) the echoed character,
                 respectively.

         4.2.2.15  Retransmission Timeout: RFC-793 Section 3.7, page 41

            The algorithm suggested in RFC-793 for calculating the
            retransmission timeout is now known to be inadequate; see
            Section 4.2.3.1 below.

            Recent work by Jacobson [TCP:7] on Internet congestion and
            TCP retransmission stability has produced a transmission
            algorithm combining "slow start" with "congestion
            avoidance".  A TCP MUST implement this algorithm.

            If a retransmitted packet is identical to the original
            packet (which implies not only that the data boundaries have
            not changed, but also that the window and acknowledgment
            fields of the header have not changed), then the same IP
            Identification field MAY be used (see Section 3.2.1.5).

            IMPLEMENTATION:
                 Some TCP implementors have chosen to "packetize" the
                 data stream, i.e., to pick segment boundaries when
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                 segments are originally sent and to queue these
                 segments in a "retransmission queue" until they are
                 acknowledged.  Another design (which may be simpler) is
                 to defer packetizing until each time data is
                 transmitted or retransmitted, so there will be no
                 segment retransmission queue.

                 In an implementation with a segment retransmission
                 queue, TCP performance may be enhanced by repacketizing
                 the segments awaiting acknowledgment when the first
                 retransmission timeout occurs.  That is, the
                 outstanding segments that fitted would be combined into
                 one maximum-sized segment, with a new IP Identification
                 value.  The TCP would then retain this combined segment
                 in the retransmit queue until it was acknowledged.
                 However, if the first two segments in the



                 retransmission queue totalled more than one maximum-
                 sized segment, the TCP would retransmit only the first
                 segment using the original IP Identification field.

         4.2.2.16  Managing the Window: RFC-793 Section 3.7, page 41

            A TCP receiver SHOULD NOT shrink the window, i.e., move the
            right window edge to the left.  However, a sending TCP MUST
            be robust against window shrinking, which may cause the
            "useable window" (see Section 4.2.3.4) to become negative.

            If this happens, the sender SHOULD NOT send new data, but
            SHOULD retransmit normally the old unacknowledged data
            between SND.UNA and SND.UNA+SND.WND.  The sender MAY also
            retransmit old data beyond SND.UNA+SND.WND, but SHOULD NOT
            time out the connection if data beyond the right window edge
            is not acknowledged.  If the window shrinks to zero, the TCP
            MUST probe it in the standard way (see next Section).

            DISCUSSION:
                 Many TCP implementations become confused if the window
                 shrinks from the right after data has been sent into a
                 larger window.  Note that TCP has a heuristic to select
                 the latest window update despite possible datagram
                 reordering; as a result, it may ignore a window update
                 with a smaller window than previously offered if
                 neither the sequence number nor the acknowledgment
                 number is increased.
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         4.2.2.17  Probing Zero Windows: RFC-793 Section 3.7, page 42

            Probing of zero (offered) windows MUST be supported.

            A TCP MAY keep its offered receive window closed
            indefinitely.  As long as the receiving TCP continues to
            send acknowledgments in response to the probe segments, the
            sending TCP MUST allow the connection to stay open.

            DISCUSSION:
                 It is extremely important to remember that ACK
                 (acknowledgment) segments that contain no data are not
                 reliably transmitted by TCP.  If zero window probing is
                 not supported, a connection may hang forever when an
                 ACK segment that re-opens the window is lost.

                 The delay in opening a zero window generally occurs
                 when the receiving application stops taking data from
                 its TCP.  For example, consider a printer daemon



                 application, stopped because the printer ran out of
                 paper.

            The transmitting host SHOULD send the first zero-window
            probe when a zero window has existed for the retransmission
            timeout period (see Section 4.2.2.15), and SHOULD increase
            exponentially the interval between successive probes.

            DISCUSSION:
                 This procedure minimizes delay if the zero-window
                 condition is due to a lost ACK segment containing a
                 window-opening update.  Exponential backoff is
                 recommended, possibly with some maximum interval not
                 specified here.  This procedure is similar to that of
                 the retransmission algorithm, and it may be possible to
                 combine the two procedures in the implementation.

         4.2.2.18  Passive OPEN Calls:  RFC-793 Section 3.8

            Every passive OPEN call either creates a new connection
            record in LISTEN state, or it returns an error; it MUST NOT
            affect any previously created connection record.

            A TCP that supports multiple concurrent users MUST provide
            an OPEN call that will functionally allow an application to
            LISTEN on a port while a connection block with the same
            local port is in SYN-SENT or SYN-RECEIVED state.

            DISCUSSION:
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                 Some applications (e.g., SMTP servers) may need to
                 handle multiple connection attempts at about the same
                 time.  The probability of a connection attempt failing
                 is reduced by giving the application some means of
                 listening for a new connection at the same time that an
                 earlier connection attempt is going through the three-
                 way handshake.

            IMPLEMENTATION:
                 Acceptable implementations of concurrent opens may
                 permit multiple passive OPEN calls, or they may allow
                 "cloning" of LISTEN-state connections from a single
                 passive OPEN call.

         4.2.2.19  Time to Live: RFC-793 Section 3.9, page 52

            RFC-793 specified that TCP was to request the IP layer to
            send TCP segments with TTL = 60.  This is obsolete; the TTL
            value used to send TCP segments MUST be configurable.  See
            Section 3.2.1.7 for discussion.

         4.2.2.20  Event Processing: RFC-793 Section 3.9



            While it is not strictly required, a TCP SHOULD be capable
            of queueing out-of-order TCP segments.  Change the "may" in
            the last sentence of the first paragraph on page 70 to
            "should".

            DISCUSSION:
                 Some small-host implementations have omitted segment
                 queueing because of limited buffer space.  This
                 omission may be expected to adversely affect TCP
                 throughput, since loss of a single segment causes all
                 later segments to appear to be "out of sequence".

            In general, the processing of received segments MUST be
            implemented to aggregate ACK segments whenever possible.
            For example, if the TCP is processing a series of queued
            segments, it MUST process them all before sending any ACK
            segments.

            Here are some detailed error corrections and notes on the
            Event Processing section of RFC-793.

            (a)  CLOSE Call, CLOSE-WAIT state, p. 61: enter LAST-ACK
                 state, not CLOSING.

            (b)  LISTEN state, check for SYN (pp. 65, 66): With a SYN
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                 bit, if the security/compartment or the precedence is
                 wrong for the segment, a reset is sent.  The wrong form
                 of reset is shown in the text; it should be:

                   <SEQ=0><ACK=SEG.SEQ+SEG.LEN><CTL=RST,ACK>

            (c)  SYN-SENT state, Check for SYN, p. 68: When the
                 connection enters ESTABLISHED state, the following
                 variables must be set:
                    SND.WND <- SEG.WND
                    SND.WL1 <- SEG.SEQ
                    SND.WL2 <- SEG.ACK

            (d)  Check security and precedence, p. 71: The first heading
                 "ESTABLISHED STATE" should really be a list of all
                 states other than SYN-RECEIVED: ESTABLISHED, FIN-WAIT-
                 1, FIN-WAIT-2, CLOSE-WAIT, CLOSING, LAST-ACK, and
                 TIME-WAIT.

            (e)  Check SYN bit, p. 71:  "In SYN-RECEIVED state and if
                 the connection was initiated with a passive OPEN, then
                 return this connection to the LISTEN state and return.
                 Otherwise...".



            (f)  Check ACK field, SYN-RECEIVED state, p. 72: When the
                 connection enters ESTABLISHED state, the variables
                 listed in (c) must be set.

            (g)  Check ACK field, ESTABLISHED state, p. 72: The ACK is a
                 duplicate if SEG.ACK =< SND.UNA (the = was omitted).
                 Similarly, the window should be updated if: SND.UNA =<
                 SEG.ACK =< SND.NXT.

            (h)  USER TIMEOUT, p. 77:

                 It would be better to notify the application of the
                 timeout rather than letting TCP force the connection
                 closed.  However, see also Section 4.2.3.5.

         4.2.2.21  Acknowledging Queued Segments: RFC-793 Section 3.9

            A TCP MAY send an ACK segment acknowledging RCV.NXT when a
            valid segment arrives that is in the window but not at the
            left window edge.
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            DISCUSSION:
                 RFC-793 (see page 74) was ambiguous about whether or
                 not an ACK segment should be sent when an out-of-order
                 segment was received, i.e., when SEG.SEQ was unequal to
                 RCV.NXT.

                 One reason for ACKing out-of-order segments might be to
                 support an experimental algorithm known as "fast
                 retransmit".   With this algorithm, the sender uses the
                 "redundant" ACK's to deduce that a segment has been
                 lost before the retransmission timer has expired.  It
                 counts the number of times an ACK has been received
                 with the same value of SEG.ACK and with the same right
                 window edge.  If more than a threshold number of such
                 ACK's is received, then the segment containing the
                 octets starting at SEG.ACK is assumed to have been lost
                 and is retransmitted, without awaiting a timeout.  The
                 threshold is chosen to compensate for the maximum
                 likely segment reordering in the Internet.  There is
                 not yet enough experience with the fast retransmit
                 algorithm to determine how useful it is.

      4.2.3  SPECIFIC ISSUES

         4.2.3.1  Retransmission Timeout Calculation

            A host TCP MUST implement Karn's algorithm and Jacobson's
            algorithm for computing the retransmission timeout ("RTO").



            o    Jacobson's algorithm for computing the smoothed round-
                 trip ("RTT") time incorporates a simple measure of the
                 variance [TCP:7].

            o    Karn's algorithm for selecting RTT measurements ensures
                 that ambiguous round-trip times will not corrupt the
                 calculation of the smoothed round-trip time [TCP:6].

            This implementation also MUST include "exponential backoff"
            for successive RTO values for the same segment.
            Retransmission of SYN segments SHOULD use the same algorithm
            as data segments.

            DISCUSSION:
                 There were two known problems with the RTO calculations
                 specified in RFC-793.  First, the accurate measurement
                 of RTTs is difficult when there are retransmissions.
                 Second, the algorithm to compute the smoothed round-
                 trip time is inadequate [TCP:7], because it incorrectly
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                 assumed that the variance in RTT values would be small
                 and constant.  These problems were solved by Karn's and
                 Jacobson's algorithm, respectively.

                 The performance increase resulting from the use of
                 these improvements varies from noticeable to dramatic.
                 Jacobson's algorithm for incorporating the measured RTT
                 variance is especially important on a low-speed link,
                 where the natural variation of packet sizes causes a
                 large variation in RTT.  One vendor found link
                 utilization on a 9.6kb line went from 10% to 90% as a
                 result of implementing Jacobson's variance algorithm in
                 TCP.

            The following values SHOULD be used to initialize the
            estimation parameters for a new connection:

            (a)  RTT = 0 seconds.

            (b)  RTO = 3 seconds.  (The smoothed variance is to be
                 initialized to the value that will result in this RTO).

            The recommended upper and lower bounds on the RTO are known
            to be inadequate on large internets.  The lower bound SHOULD
            be measured in fractions of a second (to accommodate high
            speed LANs) and the upper bound should be 2*MSL, i.e., 240
            seconds.

            DISCUSSION:
                 Experience has shown that these initialization values
                 are reasonable, and that in any case the Karn and



                 Jacobson algorithms make TCP behavior reasonably
                 insensitive to the initial parameter choices.

         4.2.3.2  When to Send an ACK Segment

            A host that is receiving a stream of TCP data segments can
            increase efficiency in both the Internet and the hosts by
            sending fewer than one ACK (acknowledgment) segment per data
            segment received; this is known as a "delayed ACK" [TCP:5].

            A TCP SHOULD implement a delayed ACK, but an ACK should not
            be excessively delayed; in particular, the delay MUST be
            less than 0.5 seconds, and in a stream of full-sized
            segments there SHOULD be an ACK for at least every second
            segment.

            DISCUSSION:
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                 A delayed ACK gives the application an opportunity to
                 update the window and perhaps to send an immediate
                 response.  In particular, in the case of character-mode
                 remote login, a delayed ACK can reduce the number of
                 segments sent by the server by a factor of 3 (ACK,
                 window update, and echo character all combined in one
                 segment).

                 In addition, on some large multi-user hosts, a delayed
                 ACK can substantially reduce protocol processing
                 overhead by reducing the total number of packets to be
                 processed [TCP:5].  However, excessive delays on ACK's
                 can disturb the round-trip timing and packet "clocking"
                 algorithms [TCP:7].

         4.2.3.3  When to Send a Window Update

            A TCP MUST include a SWS avoidance algorithm in the receiver
            [TCP:5].

            IMPLEMENTATION:
                 The receiver's SWS avoidance algorithm determines when
                 the right window edge may be advanced; this is
                 customarily known as "updating the window".  This
                 algorithm combines with the delayed ACK algorithm (see
                 Section 4.2.3.2) to determine when an ACK segment
                 containing the current window will really be sent to
                 the receiver.  We use the notation of RFC-793; see
                 Figures 4 and 5 in that document.

                 The solution to receiver SWS is to avoid advancing the
                 right window edge RCV.NXT+RCV.WND in small increments,
                 even if data is received from the network in small
                 segments.



                 Suppose the total receive buffer space is RCV.BUFF.  At
                 any given moment, RCV.USER octets of this total may be
                 tied up with data that has been received and
                 acknowledged but which the user process has not yet
                 consumed.  When the connection is quiescent, RCV.WND =
                 RCV.BUFF and RCV.USER = 0.

                 Keeping the right window edge fixed as data arrives and
                 is acknowledged requires that the receiver offer less
                 than its full buffer space, i.e., the receiver must
                 specify a RCV.WND that keeps RCV.NXT+RCV.WND constant
                 as RCV.NXT increases.  Thus, the total buffer space
                 RCV.BUFF is generally divided into three parts:
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                 |<------- RCV.BUFF ---------------->|
                      1             2            3
             ----|---------|------------------|------|----
                        RCV.NXT               ^
                                           (Fixed)

             1 - RCV.USER =  data received but not yet consumed;
             2 - RCV.WND =   space advertised to sender;
             3 - Reduction = space available but not yet
                             advertised.

                 The suggested SWS avoidance algorithm for the receiver
                 is to keep RCV.NXT+RCV.WND fixed until the reduction
                 satisfies:

                      RCV.BUFF - RCV.USER - RCV.WND  >=

                             min( Fr * RCV.BUFF, Eff.snd.MSS )

                 where Fr is a fraction whose recommended value is 1/2,
                 and Eff.snd.MSS is the effective send MSS for the
                 connection (see Section 4.2.2.6).  When the inequality
                 is satisfied, RCV.WND is set to RCV.BUFF-RCV.USER.

                 Note that the general effect of this algorithm is to
                 advance RCV.WND in increments of Eff.snd.MSS (for
                 realistic receive buffers:  Eff.snd.MSS < RCV.BUFF/2).
                 Note also that the receiver must use its own
                 Eff.snd.MSS, assuming it is the same as the sender's.

         4.2.3.4  When to Send Data

            A TCP MUST include a SWS avoidance algorithm in the sender.

            A TCP SHOULD implement the Nagle Algorithm [TCP:9] to



            coalesce short segments.  However, there MUST be a way for
            an application to disable the Nagle algorithm on an
            individual connection.  In all cases, sending data is also
            subject to the limitation imposed by the Slow Start
            algorithm (Section 4.2.2.15).

            DISCUSSION:
                 The Nagle algorithm is generally as follows:

                      If there is unacknowledged data (i.e., SND.NXT >
                      SND.UNA), then the sending TCP buffers all user
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                      data (regardless of the PSH bit), until the
                      outstanding data has been acknowledged or until
                      the TCP can send a full-sized segment (Eff.snd.MSS
                      bytes; see Section 4.2.2.6).

                 Some applications (e.g., real-time display window
                 updates) require that the Nagle algorithm be turned
                 off, so small data segments can be streamed out at the
                 maximum rate.

            IMPLEMENTATION:
                 The sender's SWS avoidance algorithm is more difficult
                 than the receivers's, because the sender does not know
                 (directly) the receiver's total buffer space RCV.BUFF.
                 An approach which has been found to work well is for
                 the sender to calculate Max(SND.WND), the maximum send
                 window it has seen so far on the connection, and to use
                 this value as an estimate of RCV.BUFF.  Unfortunately,
                 this can only be an estimate; the receiver may at any
                 time reduce the size of RCV.BUFF.  To avoid a resulting
                 deadlock, it is necessary to have a timeout to force
                 transmission of data, overriding the SWS avoidance
                 algorithm.  In practice, this timeout should seldom
                 occur.

                 The "useable window" [TCP:5] is:

                      U = SND.UNA + SND.WND - SND.NXT

                 i.e., the offered window less the amount of data sent
                 but not acknowledged.  If D is the amount of data
                 queued in the sending TCP but not yet sent, then the
                 following set of rules is recommended.

                 Send data:

                 (1)  if a maximum-sized segment can be sent, i.e, if:

                           min(D,U) >= Eff.snd.MSS;



                 (2)  or if the data is pushed and all queued data can
                      be sent now, i.e., if:

                          [SND.NXT = SND.UNA and] PUSHED and D <= U

                      (the bracketed condition is imposed by the Nagle
                      algorithm);
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                 (3)  or if at least a fraction Fs of the maximum window
                      can be sent, i.e., if:

                          [SND.NXT = SND.UNA and]

                                  min(D.U) >= Fs * Max(SND.WND);

                 (4)  or if data is PUSHed and the override timeout
                      occurs.

                 Here Fs is a fraction whose recommended value is 1/2.
                 The override timeout should be in the range 0.1 - 1.0
                 seconds.  It may be convenient to combine this timer
                 with the timer used to probe zero windows (Section
                 4.2.2.17).

                 Finally, note that the SWS avoidance algorithm just
                 specified is to be used instead of the sender-side
                 algorithm contained in [TCP:5].

         4.2.3.5  TCP Connection Failures

            Excessive retransmission of the same segment by TCP
            indicates some failure of the remote host or the Internet
            path.  This failure may be of short or long duration.  The
            following procedure MUST be used to handle excessive
            retransmissions of data segments [IP:11]:

            (a)  There are two thresholds R1 and R2 measuring the amount
                 of retransmission that has occurred for the same
                 segment.  R1 and R2 might be measured in time units or
                 as a count of retransmissions.

            (b)  When the number of transmissions of the same segment
                 reaches or exceeds threshold R1, pass negative advice
                 (see Section 3.3.1.4) to the IP layer, to trigger
                 dead-gateway diagnosis.

            (c)  When the number of transmissions of the same segment
                 reaches a threshold R2 greater than R1, close the
                 connection.



            (d)  An application MUST be able to set the value for R2 for
                 a particular connection.  For example, an interactive
                 application might set R2 to "infinity," giving the user
                 control over when to disconnect.
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            (d)  TCP SHOULD inform the application of the delivery
                 problem (unless such information has been disabled by
                 the application; see Section 4.2.4.1), when R1 is
                 reached and before R2.  This will allow a remote login
                 (User Telnet) application program to inform the user,
                 for example.

            The value of R1 SHOULD correspond to at least 3
            retransmissions, at the current RTO.  The value of R2 SHOULD
            correspond to at least 100 seconds.

            An attempt to open a TCP connection could fail with
            excessive retransmissions of the SYN segment or by receipt
            of a RST segment or an ICMP Port Unreachable.  SYN
            retransmissions MUST be handled in the general way just
            described for data retransmissions, including notification
            of the application layer.

            However, the values of R1 and R2 may be different for SYN
            and data segments.  In particular, R2 for a SYN segment MUST
            be set large enough to provide retransmission of the segment
            for at least 3 minutes.  The application can close the
            connection (i.e., give up on the open attempt) sooner, of
            course.

            DISCUSSION:
                 Some Internet paths have significant setup times, and
                 the number of such paths is likely to increase in the
                 future.

         4.2.3.6  TCP Keep-Alives

            Implementors MAY include "keep-alives" in their TCP
            implementations, although this practice is not universally
            accepted.  If keep-alives are included, the application MUST
            be able to turn them on or off for each TCP connection, and
            they MUST default to off.

            Keep-alive packets MUST only be sent when no data or
            acknowledgement packets have been received for the
            connection within an interval.  This interval MUST be
            configurable and MUST default to no less than two hours.

            It is extremely important to remember that ACK segments that
            contain no data are not reliably transmitted by TCP.
            Consequently, if a keep-alive mechanism is implemented it



            MUST NOT interpret failure to respond to any specific probe
            as a dead connection.
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            An implementation SHOULD send a keep-alive segment with no
            data; however, it MAY be configurable to send a keep-alive
            segment containing one garbage octet, for compatibility with
            erroneous TCP implementations.

            DISCUSSION:
                 A "keep-alive" mechanism periodically probes the other
                 end of a connection when the connection is otherwise
                 idle, even when there is no data to be sent.  The TCP
                 specification does not include a keep-alive mechanism
                 because it could:  (1) cause perfectly good connections
                 to break during transient Internet failures; (2)
                 consume unnecessary bandwidth ("if no one is using the
                 connection, who cares if it is still good?"); and (3)
                 cost money for an Internet path that charges for
                 packets.

                 Some TCP implementations, however, have included a
                 keep-alive mechanism.  To confirm that an idle
                 connection is still active, these implementations send
                 a probe segment designed to elicit a response from the
                 peer TCP.  Such a segment generally contains SEG.SEQ =
                 SND.NXT-1 and may or may not contain one garbage octet
                 of data.  Note that on a quiet connection SND.NXT =
                 RCV.NXT, so that this SEG.SEQ will be outside the
                 window.  Therefore, the probe causes the receiver to
                 return an acknowledgment segment, confirming that the
                 connection is still live.  If the peer has dropped the
                 connection due to a network partition or a crash, it
                 will respond with a RST instead of an acknowledgment
                 segment.

                 Unfortunately, some misbehaved TCP implementations fail
                 to respond to a segment with SEG.SEQ = SND.NXT-1 unless
                 the segment contains data.  Alternatively, an
                 implementation could determine whether a peer responded
                 correctly to keep-alive packets with no garbage data
                 octet.

                 A TCP keep-alive mechanism should only be invoked in
                 server applications that might otherwise hang
                 indefinitely and consume resources unnecessarily if a
                 client crashes or aborts a connection during a network
                 failure.
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         4.2.3.7  TCP Multihoming

            If an application on a multihomed host does not specify the
            local IP address when actively opening a TCP connection,
            then the TCP MUST ask the IP layer to select a local IP
            address before sending the (first) SYN.  See the function
            GET_SRCADDR() in Section 3.4.

            At all other times, a previous segment has either been sent
            or received on this connection, and TCP MUST use the same
            local address is used that was used in those previous
            segments.

         4.2.3.8  IP Options

            When received options are passed up to TCP from the IP
            layer, TCP MUST ignore options that it does not understand.

            A TCP MAY support the Time Stamp and Record Route options.

            An application MUST be able to specify a source route when
            it actively opens a TCP connection, and this MUST take
            precedence over a source route received in a datagram.

            When a TCP connection is OPENed passively and a packet
            arrives with a completed IP Source Route option (containing
            a return route), TCP MUST save the return route and use it
            for all segments sent on this connection.  If a different
            source route arrives in a later segment, the later
            definition SHOULD override the earlier one.

         4.2.3.9  ICMP Messages

            TCP MUST act on an ICMP error message passed up from the IP
            layer, directing it to the connection that created the
            error.  The necessary demultiplexing information can be
            found in the IP header contained within the ICMP message.

            o    Source Quench

                 TCP MUST react to a Source Quench by slowing
                 transmission on the connection.  The RECOMMENDED
                 procedure is for a Source Quench to trigger a "slow
                 start," as if a retransmission timeout had occurred.

            o    Destination Unreachable -- codes 0, 1, 5

                 Since these Unreachable messages indicate soft error
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                 conditions, TCP MUST NOT abort the connection, and it
                 SHOULD make the information available to the
                 application.

                 DISCUSSION:
                      TCP could report the soft error condition directly
                      to the application layer with an upcall to the
                      ERROR_REPORT routine, or it could merely note the
                      message and report it to the application only when
                      and if the TCP connection times out.

            o    Destination Unreachable -- codes 2-4

                 These are hard error conditions, so TCP SHOULD abort
                 the connection.

            o    Time Exceeded -- codes 0, 1

                 This should be handled the same way as Destination
                 Unreachable codes 0, 1, 5 (see above).

            o    Parameter Problem

                 This should be handled the same way as Destination
                 Unreachable codes 0, 1, 5 (see above).

         4.2.3.10  Remote Address Validation

            A TCP implementation MUST reject as an error a local OPEN
            call for an invalid remote IP address (e.g., a broadcast or
            multicast address).

            An incoming SYN with an invalid source address must be
            ignored either by TCP or by the IP layer (see Section
            3.2.1.3).

            A TCP implementation MUST silently discard an incoming SYN
            segment that is addressed to a broadcast or multicast
            address.

         4.2.3.11  TCP Traffic Patterns

            IMPLEMENTATION:
                 The TCP protocol specification [TCP:1] gives the
                 implementor much freedom in designing the algorithms
                 that control the message flow over the connection --
                 packetizing, managing the window, sending
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                 acknowledgments, etc.  These design decisions are
                 difficult because a TCP must adapt to a wide range of
                 traffic patterns.  Experience has shown that a TCP
                 implementor needs to verify the design on two extreme
                 traffic patterns:

                 o    Single-character Segments

                      Even if the sender is using the Nagle Algorithm,
                      when a TCP connection carries remote login traffic
                      across a low-delay LAN the receiver will generally
                      get a stream of single-character segments.  If
                      remote terminal echo mode is in effect, the
                      receiver's system will generally echo each
                      character as it is received.

                 o    Bulk Transfer

                      When TCP is used for bulk transfer, the data
                      stream should be made up (almost) entirely of
                      segments of the size of the effective MSS.
                      Although TCP uses a sequence number space with
                      byte (octet) granularity, in bulk-transfer mode
                      its operation should be as if TCP used a sequence
                      space that counted only segments.

                 Experience has furthermore shown that a single TCP can
                 effectively and efficiently handle these two extremes.

                 The most important tool for verifying a new TCP
                 implementation is a packet trace program.  There is a
                 large volume of experience showing the importance of
                 tracing a variety of traffic patterns with other TCP
                 implementations and studying the results carefully.

         4.2.3.12  Efficiency

            IMPLEMENTATION:
                 Extensive experience has led to the following
                 suggestions for efficient implementation of TCP:

                 (a)  Don't Copy Data

                      In bulk data transfer, the primary CPU-intensive
                      tasks are copying data from one place to another
                      and checksumming the data.  It is vital to
                      minimize the number of copies of TCP data.  Since
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                      the ultimate speed limitation may be fetching data
                      across the memory bus, it may be useful to combine
                      the copy with checksumming, doing both with a
                      single memory fetch.

                 (b)  Hand-Craft the Checksum Routine

                      A good TCP checksumming routine is typically two
                      to five times faster than a simple and direct
                      implementation of the definition.  Great care and
                      clever coding are often required and advisable to
                      make the checksumming code "blazing fast".  See
                      [TCP:10].

                 (c)  Code for the Common Case

                      TCP protocol processing can be complicated, but
                      for most segments there are only a few simple
                      decisions to be made.  Per-segment processing will
                      be greatly speeded up by coding the main line to
                      minimize the number of decisions in the most
                      common case.

      4.2.4  TCP/APPLICATION LAYER INTERFACE

         4.2.4.1  Asynchronous Reports

            There MUST be a mechanism for reporting soft TCP error
            conditions to the application.  Generically, we assume this
            takes the form of an application-supplied ERROR_REPORT
            routine that may be upcalled [INTRO:7] asynchronously from
            the transport layer:

               ERROR_REPORT(local connection name, reason, subreason)

            The precise encoding of the reason and subreason parameters
            is not specified here.  However, the conditions that are
            reported asynchronously to the application MUST include:

            *    ICMP error message arrived (see 4.2.3.9)

            *    Excessive retransmissions (see 4.2.3.5)

            *    Urgent pointer advance (see 4.2.2.4).

            However, an application program that does not want to
            receive such ERROR_REPORT calls SHOULD be able to
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            effectively disable these calls.



            DISCUSSION:
                 These error reports generally reflect soft errors that
                 can be ignored without harm by many applications.  It
                 has been suggested that these error report calls should
                 default to "disabled," but this is not required.

         4.2.4.2  Type-of-Service

            The application layer MUST be able to specify the Type-of-
            Service (TOS) for segments that are sent on a connection.
            It not required, but the application SHOULD be able to
            change the TOS during the connection lifetime.  TCP SHOULD
            pass the current TOS value without change to the IP layer,
            when it sends segments on the connection.

            The TOS will be specified independently in each direction on
            the connection, so that the receiver application will
            specify the TOS used for ACK segments.

            TCP MAY pass the most recently received TOS up to the
            application.

            DISCUSSION
                 Some applications (e.g., SMTP) change the nature of
                 their communication during the lifetime of a
                 connection, and therefore would like to change the TOS
                 specification.

                 Note also that the OPEN call specified in RFC-793
                 includes a parameter ("options") in which the caller
                 can specify IP options such as source route, record
                 route, or timestamp.

         4.2.4.3  Flush Call

            Some TCP implementations have included a FLUSH call, which
            will empty the TCP send queue of any data for which the user
            has issued SEND calls but which is still to the right of the
            current send window.  That is, it flushes as much queued
            send data as possible without losing sequence number
            synchronization.  This is useful for implementing the "abort
            output" function of Telnet.
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         4.2.4.4  Multihoming

            The user interface outlined in sections 2.7 and 3.8 of RFC-
            793 needs to be extended for multihoming.  The OPEN call
            MUST have an optional parameter:



                OPEN( ... [local IP address,] ... )

            to allow the specification of the local IP address.

            DISCUSSION:
                 Some TCP-based applications need to specify the local
                 IP address to be used to open a particular connection;
                 FTP is an example.

            IMPLEMENTATION:
                 A passive OPEN call with a specified "local IP address"
                 parameter will await an incoming connection request to
                 that address.  If the parameter is unspecified, a
                 passive OPEN will await an incoming connection request
                 to any local IP address, and then bind the local IP
                 address of the connection to the particular address
                 that is used.

                 For an active OPEN call, a specified "local IP address"
                 parameter will be used for opening the connection.  If
                 the parameter is unspecified, the networking software
                 will choose an appropriate local IP address (see
                 Section 3.3.4.2) for the connection

      4.2.5  TCP REQUIREMENT SUMMARY

                                                 |        | | | |S| |
                                                 |        | | | |H| |F
                                                 |        | | | |O|M|o
                                                 |        | |S| |U|U|o
                                                 |        | |H| |L|S|t
                                                 |        |M|O| |D|T|n
                                                 |        |U|U|M| | |o
                                                 |        |S|L|A|N|N|t
                                                 |        |T|D|Y|O|O|t
FEATURE                                          |SECTION | | | |T|T|e
-------------------------------------------------|--------|-|-|-|-|-|--
                                                 |        | | | | | |
Push flag                                        |        | | | | | |
  Aggregate or queue un-pushed data              |4.2.2.2 | | |x| | |
  Sender collapse successive PSH flags           |4.2.2.2 | |x| | | |
  SEND call can specify PUSH                     |4.2.2.2 | | |x| | |
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    If cannot: sender buffer indefinitely        |4.2.2.2 | | | | |x|
    If cannot: PSH last segment                  |4.2.2.2 |x| | | | |
  Notify receiving ALP of PSH                    |4.2.2.2 | | |x| | |1
  Send max size segment when possible            |4.2.2.2 | |x| | | |
                                                 |        | | | | | |
Window                                           |        | | | | | |
  Treat as unsigned number                       |4.2.2.3 |x| | | | |
  Handle as 32-bit number                        |4.2.2.3 | |x| | | |



  Shrink window from right                       |4.2.2.16| | | |x| |
  Robust against shrinking window                |4.2.2.16|x| | | | |
  Receiver's window closed indefinitely          |4.2.2.17| | |x| | |
  Sender probe zero window                       |4.2.2.17|x| | | | |
    First probe after RTO                        |4.2.2.17| |x| | | |
    Exponential backoff                          |4.2.2.17| |x| | | |
  Allow window stay zero indefinitely            |4.2.2.17|x| | | | |
  Sender timeout OK conn with zero wind          |4.2.2.17| | | | |x|
                                                 |        | | | | | |
Urgent Data                                      |        | | | | | |
  Pointer points to last octet                   |4.2.2.4 |x| | | | |
  Arbitrary length urgent data sequence          |4.2.2.4 |x| | | | |
  Inform ALP asynchronously of urgent data       |4.2.2.4 |x| | | | |1
  ALP can learn if/how much urgent data Q'd      |4.2.2.4 |x| | | | |1
                                                 |        | | | | | |
TCP Options                                      |        | | | | | |
  Receive TCP option in any segment              |4.2.2.5 |x| | | | |
  Ignore unsupported options                     |4.2.2.5 |x| | | | |
  Cope with illegal option length                |4.2.2.5 |x| | | | |
  Implement sending & receiving MSS option       |4.2.2.6 |x| | | | |
  Send MSS option unless 536                     |4.2.2.6 | |x| | | |
  Send MSS option always                         |4.2.2.6 | | |x| | |
  Send-MSS default is 536                        |4.2.2.6 |x| | | | |
  Calculate effective send seg size              |4.2.2.6 |x| | | | |
                                                 |        | | | | | |
TCP Checksums                                    |        | | | | | |
  Sender compute checksum                        |4.2.2.7 |x| | | | |
  Receiver check checksum                        |4.2.2.7 |x| | | | |
                                                 |        | | | | | |
Use clock-driven ISN selection                   |4.2.2.9 |x| | | | |
                                                 |        | | | | | |
Opening Connections                              |        | | | | | |
  Support simultaneous open attempts             |4.2.2.10|x| | | | |
  SYN-RCVD remembers last state                  |4.2.2.11|x| | | | |
  Passive Open call interfere with others        |4.2.2.18| | | | |x|
  Function: simultan. LISTENs for same port      |4.2.2.18|x| | | | |
  Ask IP for src address for SYN if necc.        |4.2.3.7 |x| | | | |
    Otherwise, use local addr of conn.           |4.2.3.7 |x| | | | |
  OPEN to broadcast/multicast IP Address         |4.2.3.14| | | | |x|
  Silently discard seg to bcast/mcast addr       |4.2.3.14|x| | | | |
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                                                 |        | | | | | |
Closing Connections                              |        | | | | | |
  RST can contain data                           |4.2.2.12| |x| | | |
  Inform application of aborted conn             |4.2.2.13|x| | | | |
  Half-duplex close connections                  |4.2.2.13| | |x| | |
    Send RST to indicate data lost               |4.2.2.13| |x| | | |
  In TIME-WAIT state for 2xMSL seconds           |4.2.2.13|x| | | | |
    Accept SYN from TIME-WAIT state              |4.2.2.13| | |x| | |
                                                 |        | | | | | |
Retransmissions                                  |        | | | | | |
  Jacobson Slow Start algorithm                  |4.2.2.15|x| | | | |



  Jacobson Congestion-Avoidance algorithm        |4.2.2.15|x| | | | |
  Retransmit with same IP ident                  |4.2.2.15| | |x| | |
  Karn's algorithm                               |4.2.3.1 |x| | | | |
  Jacobson's RTO estimation alg.                 |4.2.3.1 |x| | | | |
  Exponential backoff                            |4.2.3.1 |x| | | | |
  SYN RTO calc same as data                      |4.2.3.1 | |x| | | |
  Recommended initial values and bounds          |4.2.3.1 | |x| | | |
                                                 |        | | | | | |
Generating ACK's:                                |        | | | | | |
  Queue out-of-order segments                    |4.2.2.20| |x| | | |
  Process all Q'd before send ACK                |4.2.2.20|x| | | | |
  Send ACK for out-of-order segment              |4.2.2.21| | |x| | |
  Delayed ACK's                                  |4.2.3.2 | |x| | | |
    Delay < 0.5 seconds                          |4.2.3.2 |x| | | | |
    Every 2nd full-sized segment ACK'd           |4.2.3.2 |x| | | | |
  Receiver SWS-Avoidance Algorithm               |4.2.3.3 |x| | | | |
                                                 |        | | | | | |
Sending data                                     |        | | | | | |
  Configurable TTL                               |4.2.2.19|x| | | | |
  Sender SWS-Avoidance Algorithm                 |4.2.3.4 |x| | | | |
  Nagle algorithm                                |4.2.3.4 | |x| | | |
    Application can disable Nagle algorithm      |4.2.3.4 |x| | | | |
                                                 |        | | | | | |
Connection Failures:                             |        | | | | | |
  Negative advice to IP on R1 retxs              |4.2.3.5 |x| | | | |
  Close connection on R2 retxs                   |4.2.3.5 |x| | | | |
  ALP can set R2                                 |4.2.3.5 |x| | | | |1
  Inform ALP of  R1<=retxs<R2                    |4.2.3.5 | |x| | | |1
  Recommended values for R1, R2                  |4.2.3.5 | |x| | | |
  Same mechanism for SYNs                        |4.2.3.5 |x| | | | |
    R2 at least 3 minutes for SYN                |4.2.3.5 |x| | | | |
                                                 |        | | | | | |
Send Keep-alive Packets:                         |4.2.3.6 | | |x| | |
  - Application can request                      |4.2.3.6 |x| | | | |
  - Default is "off"                             |4.2.3.6 |x| | | | |
  - Only send if idle for interval               |4.2.3.6 |x| | | | |
  - Interval configurable                        |4.2.3.6 |x| | | | |
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  - Default at least 2 hrs.                      |4.2.3.6 |x| | | | |
  - Tolerant of lost ACK's                       |4.2.3.6 |x| | | | |
                                                 |        | | | | | |
IP Options                                       |        | | | | | |
  Ignore options TCP doesn't understand          |4.2.3.8 |x| | | | |
  Time Stamp support                             |4.2.3.8 | | |x| | |
  Record Route support                           |4.2.3.8 | | |x| | |
  Source Route:                                  |        | | | | | |
    ALP can specify                              |4.2.3.8 |x| | | | |1
      Overrides src rt in datagram               |4.2.3.8 |x| | | | |
    Build return route from src rt               |4.2.3.8 |x| | | | |
    Later src route overrides                    |4.2.3.8 | |x| | | |
                                                 |        | | | | | |
Receiving ICMP Messages from IP                  |4.2.3.9 |x| | | | |



  Dest. Unreach (0,1,5) => inform ALP            |4.2.3.9 | |x| | | |
  Dest. Unreach (0,1,5) => abort conn            |4.2.3.9 | | | | |x|
  Dest. Unreach (2-4) => abort conn              |4.2.3.9 | |x| | | |
  Source Quench => slow start                    |4.2.3.9 | |x| | | |
  Time Exceeded => tell ALP, don't abort         |4.2.3.9 | |x| | | |
  Param Problem => tell ALP, don't abort         |4.2.3.9 | |x| | | |
                                                 |        | | | | | |
Address Validation                               |        | | | | | |
  Reject OPEN call to invalid IP address         |4.2.3.10|x| | | | |
  Reject SYN from invalid IP address             |4.2.3.10|x| | | | |
  Silently discard SYN to bcast/mcast addr       |4.2.3.10|x| | | | |
                                                 |        | | | | | |
TCP/ALP Interface Services                       |        | | | | | |
  Error Report mechanism                         |4.2.4.1 |x| | | | |
  ALP can disable Error Report Routine           |4.2.4.1 | |x| | | |
  ALP can specify TOS for sending                |4.2.4.2 |x| | | | |
    Passed unchanged to IP                       |4.2.4.2 | |x| | | |
  ALP can change TOS during connection           |4.2.4.2 | |x| | | |
  Pass received TOS up to ALP                    |4.2.4.2 | | |x| | |
  FLUSH call                                     |4.2.4.3 | | |x| | |
  Optional local IP addr parm. in OPEN           |4.2.4.4 |x| | | | |
-------------------------------------------------|--------|-|-|-|-|-|--
-------------------------------------------------|--------|-|-|-|-|-|--

FOOTNOTES:

(1)  "ALP" means Application-Layer program.
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Security Considerations

   There are many security issues in the communication layers of host
   software, but a full discussion is beyond the scope of this RFC.

   The Internet architecture generally provides little protection
   against spoofing of IP source addresses, so any security mechanism
   that is based upon verifying the IP source address of a datagram
   should be treated with suspicion.  However, in restricted
   environments some source-address checking may be possible.  For
   example, there might be a secure LAN whose gateway to the rest of the
   Internet discarded any incoming datagram with a source address that
   spoofed the LAN address.  In this case, a host on the LAN could use
   the source address to test for local vs. remote source.  This problem
   is complicated by source routing, and some have suggested that
   source-routed datagram forwarding by hosts (see Section 3.3.5) should
   be outlawed for security reasons.



   Security-related issues are mentioned in sections concerning the IP
   Security option (Section 3.2.1.8), the ICMP Parameter Problem message
   (Section 3.2.2.5), IP options in UDP datagrams (Section 4.1.3.2), and
   reserved TCP ports (Section 4.2.2.1).
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             Incremental Updating of the Internet Checksum

Status of this Memo

   This memo correctly describes the incremental update procedure for
   use with the standard Internet checksum.  It is intended to replace
   the description of Incremental Update in RFC 1071.  This is not a
   standard but rather, an implementation technique.  Distribution of
   this memo is unlimited.

Description

   In RFC 1071 on pages 4 and 5, there is a description of a method to
   update the IP checksum in the IP header without having to completely
   recompute the checksum.  In particular, the RFC recommends the
   following equation for computing the update checksum C' from the
   original checksum C, and the old and new values of byte m:

         C' = C + (-m) + m' = C + (m' - m)

   While the equation above is correct, it is not very useful for
   incremental updates since the equation above updates the checksum C,
   rather than the 1's complement of the checksum, ~C, which is the
   value stored in the checksum field.  In addition, it suffers because
   the notation does not clearly specify that all arithmetic, including



   the unary negation, must be performed one's complement, and so is
   difficult to use to build working code.  The useful calculation for
   2's complement machines is:

         ~C' = ~(C + (-m) + m') = ~C + (m - m') = ~C + m + ~m'

   In the oft-mentioned case of updating the IP TTL field, subtracting
   one from the TTL means ADDING 1 or 256 as appropriate to the checksum
   field in the packet, using one's complement addition.  One big-endian
   non-portable implementation in C looks like:

      unsigned long sum;
      ipptr->ttl--;                  /* decrement ttl */
      sum = ipptr->Checksum + 0x100;  /* increment checksum high byte*/
      ipptr->Checksum = (sum + (sum>>16)) /* add carry */

   This special case can be optimized in many ways: for instance, you
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   can bundle updating and checking the ttl.  Compiler mileage may vary.
   Here is a more general and possibly more helpful example which
   updates the ttl by n seconds:

      UpdateTTL(iph,n)
      struct ip_hdr *ipptr;
      unsigned char n;
      {
          unsigned long sum;
          unsigned short old;

          old = ntohs(*(unsigned short *)&ipptr->ttl);
          ipptr->ttl -= n;
          sum = old + (~ntohs(*(unsigned short *)&ipptr->ttl) & 0xffff);
          sum += ntohs(ipptr->Checksum);
          sum = (sum & 0xffff) + (sum>>16);
          ipptr->Checksum = htons(sum + (sum>>16));
      }

Security Considerations

   Security issues are not addressed in this memo.
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                OSI IS-IS Intra-domain Routing Protocol

Status of this Memo

   This RFC is a republication of ISO DP 10589 as a service to the
   Internet community.  This is not an Internet standard.
   Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

NOTE:  This is a bad ASCII version of this document.  The official
document is the PostScript file, which has the diagrams in place.
Please use the PostScript version of this memo.
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Introduction

This Protocol is one of a set of International Standards produced to
facilitate the interconnection of open systems. The set of standards
covers the services and protocols re quired to achieve such
interconnection.  This Protocol is positioned with respect to other
related standards by the layers defined in the ISO 7498 and by the
structure defined in the ISO 8648. In particular, it is a protocol of
the Network Layer. This protocol permits Intermediate Systems within a
routeing Domain to exchange configuration and routeing information to
facilitate the operation of the route ing and relaying functions of
the Network Layer.  The protocol is designed to operate in close
conjunction with ISO 9542 and ISO 8473.  ISO 9542 is used to establish
connectivity and reachability between End Systems and Inter mediate
Systems on individual Subnetworks. Data is carried by ISO 8473.  The
related algo rithms for route calculation and maintenance are also
described.  The intra-domain ISIS routeing protocol is intended to
support large routeing domains consisting of combinations of many
types of subnetworks. This includes point-to-point links, multipoint
links, X.25 subnetworks, and broadcast subnetworks such as ISO 8802
LANs.  In order to support large routeing domains, provision is made
for Intra-domain routeing to be organised hierarchically. A large
domain may be administratively divided into areas.  Each system
resides in exactly one area. Routeing within an area is referred to as
Level 1 routeing. Routeing between areas is referred to as Level 2
routeing.  Level 2 Intermediate systems keep track of the paths to
destination areas. Level 1 Intermediate systems keep track of the
routeing within their own area. For an NPDU destined to another area,
a Level 1 Intermediate system sends the NPDU to the nearest level 2 IS
in its own area, re gardless of what the destination area is. Then the
NPDU travels via level 2 routeing to the destination area, where it
again travels via level 1 routeing to the destination End System.

Information technology

Telecommunications and information exchange between systems
Intermediate system to Intermediate system Intra-Domain routeing
exchange protocol for use in Conjunction with the Protocol for
providing the Connectionless-mode Network Service (ISO 8473)

1 Scope and Field of Application

This International Standard specifies a protocol which is used by
Network Layer entities operating ISO 8473 in In termediate Systems to
maintain routeing information for the purpose of routeing within a
single routeing domain. The protocol herein described relies upon the
provision of a connectionless-mode underlying service.11See ISO 8473
and its Addendum 3 for the mechanisms necessary to realise this
service on subnetworks based on ISO 8208, ISO 8802, and the OSI Data
Link Service.

This Standard specifies:

a)procedures for the transmission of configuration and
routeing information between network entities resid
ing in Intermediate Systems within a single routeing



domain;

b)the encoding of the protocol data units used for the
transmission of the configuration and routeing infor
mation;

c)procedures for the correct interpretation of protocol
control information; and

d)the functional requirements for implementations
claiming conformance to this Standard.

The procedures are defined in terms of:

a)the interactions between Intermediate system Network
entities through the exchange of protocol data units;
and

b)the interactions between a Network entity and an un
derlying service provider through the exchange of
subnetwork service primitives.

c)the constraints on route determination which must be
observed by each Intermediate system when each has
a routeing information base which is consistent with
the others.

2 References

2.1  Normative References

The following standards contain provisions which, through reference in
this text, constitute provisions of this Interna tional Standard.  At
the time of publication, the editions in dicated were valid. All
standards are subject to revision, and parties to agreements based on
this International Stan dard are encouraged to investigate the
possibility of apply ing the most recent editions of the standards
listed below.  Members of IEC and ISO maintain registers of currently
valid International Standards.  ISO 7498:1984, Information processing
systems Open Systems Interconnection Basic Reference Model.  ISO
7498/Add.1:1984, Information processing systems Open Systems
Interconnection Basic Reference Model Addendum 1: Connectionless-mode
Transmission.  ISO 7498-3:1989, Information processing systems Open
Systems Interconnection Basic Reference Model Part 3: Naming and
Addressing.  ISO 7498-4:1989, Information processing systems Open
Systems Interconnection Basic Reference Model Part 4: Management
Framework.  ISO 8348:1987, Information processing systems Data
communications Network Service Definition.  ISO 8348/Add.1:1987,
Information processing systems Data communications Network Service
Definition Addendum 1: Connectionless-mode transmission.  ISO
8348/Add.2:1988, Information processing systems Data communications
Network Service Definition Addendum 2: Network layer addressing.  ISO
8473:1988, Information processing systems Data communications Protocol
for providing the connectionless-mode network service.  ISO
8473/Add.3:1989, Information processing systems Telecommunications and
information exchange between
systems  Protocol for providing the connectionless-
mode network service  Addendum 3: Provision of the
underlying service assumed by ISO 8473 over
subnetworks which provide the OSI data link service.
ISO 8648:1988,  Information processing systems  Open
Systems Interconnection  Internal organisation of the



Network Layer.
ISO 9542:1988, Information processing systems  Tele
communications and information exchange between sys
tems  End system to Intermediate system Routeing ex
change protocol for use in conjunction with the protocol
for providing the connectionless -mode network service
(ISO 8473).
ISO 8208:1984, Information processing systems  Data
communications  X.25 packet level protocol for Data
terminal equipment
ISO 8802:1988, Information processing systems  Tele
communications and information exchange between sys
tems  Local area networks.
ISO/TR 9575:1989, Information technology   Telecom
munications and information exchange between systems
 OSI Routeing Framework.
ISO/TR 9577:1990, Information technology   Telecom
munications and information exchange between systems
 Protocol Identification in the Network Layer.
ISO/IEC DIS 10165-4:, Information technology  Open
systems interconnection  Management Information Serv
ices  Structure of Management Information Part 4:
Guidelines for the Definition of Managed Objects.
ISO/IEC 10039:1990, IPS-T&IEBS  MAC Service Defini
tion.

2.2 Other References

The following references are helpful in describing some of
the routeing algorithms:

McQuillan, J. et. al., The New Routeing Algorithm for the
ARPANET, IEEE Transactions on Communications, May
1980.

Perlman, Radia, Fault-Tolerant Broadcast of Routeing In
formation, Computer Networks, Dec. 1983. Also in IEEE
INFOCOM 83, April 1983.

Aho, Hopcroft, and Ullman, Data Structures and Algo
rithms, P204208  Dijkstra algorithm.

3 Definitions

3.1 Reference Model definitions

This International Standard  makes use of the following
terms defined in ISO 7498:

a)Network Layer
b)Network Service access point
c)Network Service access point address
d)Network entity
e)Routeing
f)Network protocol
g)Network relay
h)Network protocol data unit

3.2 Network Layer architecture
definitions

This International Standard makes use of the following



terms defined in ISO 8648:

a)Subnetwork
b)End system
c)Intermediate system
d)Subnetwork service
e)Subnetwork Access Protocol
f)Subnetwork Dependent Convergence Protocol
g)Subnetwork Independent Convergence Protocol

3.3 Network Layer addressing
definitions

This International Standard makes use of the following
terms defined in ISO 8348/Add.2:

a)Subnetwork address
b)Subnetwork point of attachment
c)Network Entity Title
3.4 Local Area Network Definitions
 This International Standard makes use of the following
terms defined in ISO 8802:
a)Multi-destination address
b)Media access control
c)Broadcast medium
3.5 Routeing Framework Definitions
 This document makes use of the following terms defined in
ISO/TR 9575:
a)Administrative Domain
b)Routeing Domain
c)Hop
d)Black hole

3.6 Additional Definitions
For the purposes of this International Standard, the follow
ing definitions apply:
3.6.1
Area: A routeing subdomain which maintains de
tailed routeing information about its own internal
composition, and also maintains routeing informa
tion which allows it to reach other routeing subdo
mains. It corresponds to the Level 1 subdomain.
3.6.2
Neighbour: An adjacent system reachable by tra
versal of a single subnetwork by a PDU.
3.6.3
Adjacency: A portion of the local routeing infor
mation which pertains to the reachability of a sin
gle neighbour ES or IS over a single circuit.
Adjacencies are used as input to the Decision Proc
ess for forming paths through the routeing domain.
A separate adjacency is created for each neighbour
on a circuit, and for each level of routeing (i.e.
level 1 and level 2) on a broadcast circuit.
3.6.4
Circuit: The subset of the local routeing informa
tion base pertinent to a single local SNPA.
3.6.5
Link: The communication path between two



neighbours.
A Link is up when communication is possible
between the two SNPAs.
3.6.6
Designated IS: The Intermediate system on a
LAN which is designated to perform additional du
ties. In particular it generates Link State PDUs on
behalf of the LAN, treating the LAN as a
pseudonode.
3.6.7
Pseudonode: Where a broadcast subnetwork has n
connected Intermediate systems, the broadcast
subnetwork itself is considered to be a
pseudonode.
The pseudonode has links to each of the n Interme
diate systems and each of the ISs has a single link
to the pseudonode (rather than n-1 links to each of
the other Intermediate systems). Link State PDUs
are generated on behalf of the pseudonode by the
Designated IS. This is depicted below in figure 1.
3.6.8
Broadcast subnetwork: A subnetwork which sup
ports an arbitrary number of End systems and In

termediate systems and additionally is capable of
transmitting a single SNPDU to a subset of these
systems in response to a single SN_UNITDATA
request.
3.6.9
General topology subnetwork: A subnetwork
which supports an arbitrary number of End sys
tems and Intermediate systems, but does not sup
port a convenient multi-destination connectionless
trans

mission facility, as does a broadcast sub

net

work.
3.6.10
Routeing Subdomain: a set of Intermediate sys
tems and End systems located within the same
Routeing domain.
3.6.11
Level 2 Subdomain: the set of all Level 2 Inter
mediate systems in a Routeing domain.
4 Symbols and Abbreviations
4.1 Data Units
PDU     Protocol Data Unit
SNSDU   Subnetwork Service Data Unit
NSDU    Network Service Data Unit
NPDU    Network Protocol Data Unit
SNPDU   Subnetwork Protocol Data Unit

4.2 Protocol Data Units
ESH PDU ISO 9542 End System Hello Protocol Data
Unit
ISH PDU ISO 9542 Intermediate System Hello Protocol
Data Unit
RD PDU  ISO 9542 Redirect Protocol Data Unit



IIH     Intermediate system to Intermediate system
Hello Protocol Data Unit
LSP     Link State Protocol Data Unit
SNP     Sequence Numbers Protocol Data Unit
CSNP    Complete Sequence Numbers Protocol Data
Unit
PSNP    Partial Sequence Numbers Protocol Data Unit

4.3 Addresses
AFI     Authority and Format Indicator
DSP     Domain Specific Part
IDI     Initial Domain Identifier
IDP     Initial Domain Part
NET     Network Entity Title
NSAP    Network Service Access Point
SNPA    Subnetwork Point of Attachment

4.4 Miscellaneous
DA      Dynamically Assigned
DED     Dynamically Established Data link
DTE     Data Terminal Equipment
ES      End System
IS      Intermediate System
L1      Level 1
L2      Level 2
LAN     Local Area Network
MAC     Media Access Control
NLPID   Network Layer Protocol Identifier
PCI     Protocol Control Information
QoS     Quality of Service
SN      Subnetwork
SNAcP   Subnetwork Access Protocol
SNDCP   Subnetwork Dependent Convergence Protocol
SNICP   Subnetwork Independent Convergence Proto
col
SRM     Send Routeing Message
SSN     Send Sequence Numbers Message
SVC     Switched Virtual Circuit
5 Typographical Conventions
This International Standard makes use of the following ty
pographical conventions:
a)Important terms and concepts appear in italic type
when introduced for the first time;
b)Protocol constants and management parameters appear
in sansSerif type with multiple words run together.
The first word is lower case, with the first character of
subsequent words capitalised;
c)Protocol field names appear in San Serif type with
each word capitalised.
d)Values of constants, parameters, and protocol fields
appear enclosed in double quotes.

6 Overview of the Protocol
6.1 System Types
There are the following types of system:
End Systems: These systems deliver NPDUs to other sys
tems and receive NPDUs from other systems, but do
not relay NPDUs. This International Standard does
not specify any additional End system functions be
yond those supplied by ISO 8473 and ISO 9542.
Level 1 Intermediate Systems: These systems deliver and



receive NPDUs from other systems, and relay
NPDUs from other source systems to other destina
tion systems. They route directly to systems within
their own area, and route towards a level 2 Interme
diate system when the destination system is in a dif
ferent area.
Level 2 Intermediate Systems: These systems act as Level 1
Intermediate systems in addition to acting as a sys
tem in the subdomain consisting of level 2 ISs. Sys
tems in the level 2 subdomain route towards a desti
nation area, or another routeing domain.
6.2 Subnetwork Types
There are two generic types of subnetworks supported.
a)broadcast subnetworks: These are multi-access
subnetworks that support the capability of addressing
a group of attached systems with a single NPDU, for
instance ISO 8802.3 LANs.
b)general topology subnetworks: These are modelled as
a set of point-to-point links each of which connects
exactly two systems.
There are several generic types of general topology
subnetworks:
1)multipoint links: These are links between more
than two  systems, where one system is a primary
system, and the remaining systems are secondary
(or slave) systems. The primary is capable of direct
communication with any of the secondaries, but
the secondaries cannot communicate directly
among themselves.
2)permanent point-to-point links: These are links
that stay connected at all times (unless broken, or
turned off by system management), for instance
leased lines or private links.
3)dynamically established data links (DEDs): these
are links over connection oriented facilities, for in
stance X.25, X.21, ISDN, or PSTN networks.
Dynamically established data links can be used in one
of two ways:
i)static point-to-point (Static): The call is estab
lished upon system management action and

cleared only on system management action (or
failure).
ii)dynamically assigned (DA): The call is estab
lished upon receipt of traffic, and brought
down on timer expiration when idle. The ad
dress to which the call is to be established is
determined dynamically from information in
the arriving NPDU(s). No ISIS routeing
PDUs are exchanged between ISs on a DA cir
cuit.
All subnetwork types are treated by the Subnetwork Inde
pendent functions as though they were connectionless
subnetworks, using the Subnetwork Dependent Conver
gence functions of ISO 8473 where necessary to provide a
connectionless subnetwork service. The  Subnetwork De
pendent functions do, however, operate differently on
connectionless and connection-oriented subnetworks.
6.3 Topologies
A single organisation may wish to divide its Administrative
Domain into a number of separate Routeing Domains.
This has certain advantages, as described in ISO/TR 9575.



Furthermore, it is desirable for an intra-domain routeing
protocol to aid in the operation of an inter-domain routeing
protocol, where such a protocol exists for interconnecting
multiple administrative domains.
In order to facilitate the construction of such multi-domain
topologies, provision is made for the entering of static
inter-domain routeing information. This information is pro
vided by a set of Reachable Address Prefixes entered by
System Management at the ISs which have links which
cross routeing domain boundaries. The prefix indicates that
any NSAPs whose NSAP address matches the prefix may
be reachable via  the SNPA with which the prefix is associ
ated. Where the subnetwork to which this SNPA is con
nected is a general topology subnetwork supporting dy
namically established data links, the prefix also has associ
ated with it the required subnetwork addressing
information, or an indication that it may be derived from
the destination NSAP address (for example, an X.121 DTE
address may sometimes be obtained from the IDI of the
NSAP address).
The Address Prefixes are handled by the level 2 routeing al
gorithm in the same way as information about a level 1 area
within the domain. NPDUs with a destination address
matching any of the prefixes present on any Level 2 Inter
mediate System within the domain can therefore be relayed
(using level 2 routeing) by that IS and delivered out of the
domain. (It is assumed that the routeing functions of the
other domain will then be able to deliver the NPDU to its
destination.)
6.4 Addresses
Within a routeing domain that conforms to this standard,
the Network entity titles of Intermediate systems shall be
structured as described in 7.1.1.
All systems shall be able to generate and forward data
PDUs containing NSAP addresses in any of the formats
specified by ISO 8348/Add.2. However,  NSAP addresses

of End systems should be structured as described in 7.1.1 in
order to take full advantage of ISIS routeing. Within such
a domain it is still possible for some End Systems to have
addresses assigned which do not conform to 7.1.1, provided
they meet the more general requirements of
ISO 8348/Add.2, but they may require additional configura
tion and be subject to inferior routeing performance.
6.5  Functional Organisation
The intra-domain ISIS routeing functions are divided into
two groups
-Subnetwork Independent Functions
-Subnetwork Dependent Functions
6.5.1 Subnetwork Independent Functions
The Subnetwork Independent Functions supply full-duplex
NPDU transmission between any pair of neighbour sys
tems. They are independent of the specific subnetwork or
data link service operating below them, except for recognis
ing two generic types of subnetworks:
-General Topology Subnetworks, which include
HDLC point-to-point, HDLC multipoint, and dynami
cally established data links (such as X.25, X.21, and
PSTN links), and
-Broadcast Subnetworks, which include ISO 8802
LANs.
The following Subnetwork Independent Functions are iden



tified
-Routeing. The routeing function determines NPDU
paths. A path is the sequence of connected systems
and links between a source ES and a destination ES.
The combined knowledge of all the Network Layer
entities of all the Intermediate systems within a route
ing domain is used to ascertain the existence of a path,
and route the NPDU to its destination. The routeing
component at an Intermediate system has the follow
ing specific functions:
7It extracts and interprets the routeing PCI in an
NPDU.
7It performs NPDU forwarding based on the desti
nation address.
7It manages the characteristics of the path. If a sys
tem or link fails on a path, it finds an alternate
route.
7It interfaces with the subnetwork dependent func
tions to receive reports concerning an SNPA
which has become unavailable, a system that has
failed, or the subsequent recovery of an SNPA or
system.
7It informs the ISO 8473 error reporting function
when the forwarding function cannot relay an
NPDU, for instance when the destination is un
reachable or when the NPDU would have needed

to be segmented and the NPDU requested no seg
mentation.
-Congestion control. Congestion control manages the
resources used at each Intermediate system.
6.5.2 Subnetwork Dependent Functions
The subnetwork dependent functions mask the characteris
tics of the subnetwork or data link service from the
subnetwork independent functions. These include:
-Operation of the Intermediate system functions of
ISO 9542 on the particular subnetwork, in order to
7Determine neighbour Network entity title(s) and
SNPA address(es)
7Determine the SNPA address(s) of operational In
termediate systems
-Operation of the requisite Subnetwork Dependent
Convergence Function as defined in ISO 8473 and its
Addendum 3, in order to perform
7Data link initialisation
7Hop by hop fragmentation over subnetworks with
small maximum SNSDU sizes
7Call establishment and clearing on dynamically es
tablished data links
6.6 Design Goals
This International Standard supports the following design
requirements. The correspondence with the goals for OSI
routeing stated in ISO/TR 9575 are noted.
-Network Layer Protocol Compatibility. It is com
patible with ISO 8473 and ISO 9542. (See clause 7.5
of ISO/TR 9575),
-Simple End systems: It requires no changes to end
systems, nor any functions beyond those supplied by
ISO 8473 and ISO 9542. (See clause 7.2.1 of ISO/TR
9575),
-Multiple Organisations: It allows for multiple route
ing and administrative domains through the provision



of static routeing information at domain boundaries.
(See clause 7.3 of ISO/TR 9575),
-Deliverability It accepts and delivers NPDUs ad
dressed to reachable destinations and rejects NPDUs
addressed to destinations known to be unreachable.
-Adaptability. It adapts to topological changes within
the routeing domain, but not to traffic changes, except
potentially as indicated by local queue lengths. It
splits traffic load on multiple equivalent paths. (See
clause 7.7 of ISO/TR 9575),
-Promptness. The period of adaptation to topological
changes in the domain is a reasonable function of the
domain diameter (that is, the maximum logical dis

tance between End Systems within the domain) and
Data link speeds. (See clause 7.4 of ISO/TR 9575),
-Efficiency. It is both processing and memory effi
cient. It does not create excessive routeing traffic
overhead. (See clause 7.4 of ISO/TR 9575),
-Robustness. It recovers from transient errors such as
lost or temporarily incorrect routeing PDUs. It toler
ates imprecise parameter settings. (See clause 7.7 of
ISO/TR 9575),
-Stability. It stabilises in finite time to good routes,
provided no continuous topological changes or con
tinuous data base corruptions occur.
-System Management control. System Management
can control many routeing functions via parameter
changes, and inspect parameters, counters, and routes.
It will not, however, depend on system management
action for correct behaviour.
-Simplicity. It is sufficiently simple to permit perform
ance tuning and failure isolation.
-Maintainability. It provides mechanisms to detect,
isolate, and repair most common errors that may affect
the routeing computation and data bases. (See clause
7.8 of ISO/TR 9575),
-Heterogeneity. It operates over a mixture of network
and system types, communication technologies, and
topologies. It is capable of running over a wide variety
of subnetworks, including, but not limited to: ISO
8802 LANs, ISO 8208 and X.25 subnetworks, PSTN
networks, and the OSI Data Link Service. (See clause
7.1 of ISO/TR 9575),
-Extensibility. It accommodates increased routeing
functions, leaving earlier functions as a subset.
-Evolution. It allows orderly transition from algorithm
to algorithm without shutting down an entire domain.
-Deadlock Prevention. The congestion control compo
nent prevents buffer deadlock.
-Very Large Domains. With hierarchical routeing, and
a very large address space, domains of essentially un
limited size can be supported. (See clause 7.2 of
ISO/TR 9575),
-Area Partition Repair. It permits the utilisation of
level 2 paths to repair areas which become partitioned
due to failing level 1 links or ISs. (See clause 7.7 of
ISO/TR 9575),
-Determinism. Routes are a function only of the physi
cal topology, and not of history. In other words, the
same topology will always converge to the same set of
routes.



-Protection from Mis-delivery. The probability of
mis-delivering a NPDU, i.e. delivering it to a Trans
port entity in the wrong End System, is extremely low.

-Availability. For domain topologies with cut set
greater than one, no single point of failure will parti
tion the domain. (See clause 7.7 of ISO/TR 9575),
-Service Classes. The service classes of transit delay,
expense22Expense is referred to as cost in ISO 8473. The latter term is
not used here because of possible confusion with the more general usage
of the term to
indicate path cost according to any routeing metric.
, and residual error probability of ISO 8473
are supported through the optional inclusion of multi
ple routeing metrics.
-Authentication. The protocol is capable of carrying
information to be used for the authentication of Inter
mediate systems in order to increase the security and
robustness of a routeing domain. The specific mecha
nism supported in this International Standard how
ever, only supports a weak form of authentication us
ing passwords, and thus is useful only for protection
against accidental misconfiguration errors and does
not protect against any serious security threat. In the
future, the algorithms may be enhanced to provide
stronger forms of authentication than can be provided
with passwords without needing to change the PDU
encoding or the protocol exchange machinery.
6.6.1 Non-Goals
The following are not within the design scope of the intra-
domain ISIS routeing protocol described in this Interna
tional Standard:
-Traffic adaptation. It does not automatically modify
routes based on global traffic load.
-Source-destination routeing. It does not determine
routes by source as well as destination.
-Guaranteed delivery. It  does not guarantee delivery
of all offered NPDUs.
-Level 2 Subdomain Partition Repair. It will not util
ise Level 1 paths to repair a level 2 subdomain parti
tion. For full logical connectivity to be available, a
connected level 2 subdomain is required.
-Equal treatment for all ES Implementations. The
End system poll function defined in 8.4.5 presumes
that End systems have implemented the Suggested ES
Configuration Timer option of ISO 9542. An End sys
tem which does not implement this option may experi
ence a temporary loss of connectivity following cer
tain types of topology changes on its local
subnetwork.
6.7 Environmental Requirements
For correct operation of the protocol, certain guarantees are
required from the local environment and the Data Link
Layer.
The required local environment guarantees are:
a)Resource allocation such that the certain minimum re
source guarantees can be met, including

1)memory (for code, data, and buffers)
2)processing;
See 12.2.5 for specific performance levels required for
conformance



b)A quota of buffers sufficient to perform routeing func
tions;
c)Access to a timer or notification of specific timer expi
ration; and
d)A very low probability of corrupting data.
The required subnetwork guarantees for point-to-point links
are:
a)Provision that both source and destination systems
complete start-up before PDU exchange can occur;
b)Detection of remote start-up;
c)Provision that no old PDUs be received after start-up
is complete;
d)Provision that no PDUs transmitted after a particular
startup is complete are delivered out of sequence;
e)Provision that failure to deliver a specific subnetwork
SDU will result in the timely disconnection of the
subnetwork connection in both directions and that this
failure will be reported to both systems;  and
f)Reporting of other subnetwork failures and degraded
subnetwork conditions.
The required subnetwork guarantees for broadcast links are:
a)Multicast capability, i.e., the ability to address a subset
of all connected systems with a single PDU;
b)The following events are low probability, which
means that they occur sufficiently rarely so as not to
impact performance, on the order of once per  thou
sand PDUs
1)Routeing PDU non-sequentiality,
2)Routeing PDU loss due to detected corruption; and
3)Receiver overrun;
c)The following events are very low probability,
which means performance will be impacted unless
they are extremely rare, on the order of less than one
event per four years
1)Delivery of NPDUs with undetected data corrup
tion; and
2)Non-transitive connectivity, i.e. where system A
can receive transmissions from systems B and C,
but system B cannot receive transmissions from
system C.

The following services are assumed to be not available
from broadcast links:
a)Reporting of failures and degraded subnetwork condi
tions that result in NPDU loss, for instance receiver
failure. The routeing functions are designed to account
for these failures.
6.8 Functional Organisation of
Subnetwork Independent
Components
The Subnetwork Independent Functions are broken down
into more specific functional components. These are de
scribed briefly in this sub-clause and in detail in clause 7.
This International Standard uses a functional decomposition
adapted from the model of routeing presented in clause 5.1
of ISO/TR 9575. The decomposition is not identical to that
in ISO/TR 9575, since that model is more general and not
specifically oriented toward a detailed description of intra-
domain routeing functions such as supplied by this proto
col.

The functional decomposition is shown below in figure 2.



6.8.1 Routeing
The routeing processes are:
-Decision Process
-Update Process
NOTE  this comprises both the Information Collection
and Information Distribution components identified in
ISO/TR 9575.
-Forwarding Process
-Receive Process
6.8.1.1 Decision Process
This process calculates routes to each destination in the do
main.  It is executed separately for level 1 and level 2 route
ing, and separately within each level for each of the route
ing metrics supported by the Intermediate system. It uses
the Link State Database, which consists of information

from the latest Link State PDUs from every other Interme
diate system in the area, to compute shortest paths from this
IS to all other systems in the area  9in figure 2. The
Link State Data Base is maintained by the Update Process.
Execution of the Decision Process results in the determina
tion of [circuit, neighbour] pairs (known as adjacencies),
which are stored in the appropriate Forwarding Information
base  10  and used by the Forwarding process as paths
along which to forward NPDUs.
Several of the parameters in the routeing data base that the
Decision Process uses are determined by the implementa
tion. These include:
-maximum number of Intermediate and End systems
within the IS's area;
-maximum number of Intermediate and End system
neighbours of the IS, etc.,
so that databases can be sized appropriately. Also parame
ters such as
-routeing metrics for each circuit; and
-timers
can be adjusted for enhanced performance. The complete
list of System Management set-able parameters is listed in
clause 11.
6.8.1.2 Update Process
This process constructs, receives and propagates Link State
PDUs. Each Link State PDU contains information about the
identity and routeing metric values of the  adjacencies of
the IS that originated the Link State PDU.
The Update Process receives Link State and Sequence
Numbers PDUs from the Receive Process  4in figure
2. It places new routeing information in the routeing infor
mation base 6 and propagates routeing information to
other Intermediate systems  7and 8 .
General characteristics of the Update Process are:
-Link State PDUs are generated  as a result of topologi
cal changes, and also periodically. They may also be
generated indirectly as a result of System Manage
ment actions (such as changing one of the routeing
metrics for a circuit).
-Level 1 Link State PDUs are propagated to all Inter
mediate systems within an area, but are not propa
gated out of an area.
-Level 2 Link State PDUs are propagated to all Level 2
Intermediate systems in the domain.
-Link State PDUs are not propagated outside of a do
main.



-The update process, through a set of System Manage
ment parameters, enforces an upper bound on the
amount of routeing traffic overhead it generates.
6.8.1.3 Forwarding Process
This process supplies and manages the buffers necessary to
support NPDU relaying to all destinations.
It receives, via the Receive Process, ISO 8473 PDUs to be
forwarded  5 in figure 2.
It performs a lookup in the appropriate33The appropriate Forwarding
Database is selected by choosing a routeing metric based on fields in
the QoS Maintenance option of ISO 8473.
 Forwarding Data
base  11  to determine the possible output adjacencies
to use for forwarding to a given destination, chooses one
adjacency  12, generates error indications to ISO 8473
 14 , and  signals ISO 9542 to issue Redirect PDUs
13.
6.8.1.4 Receive Process
The Receive Process obtains its inputs from the following
sources
-received PDUs with the NPID of Intra-Domain route
ing  2 in figure 2,
-routeing information derived by the ESIS protocol
from the receipt of ISO 9542 PDUs  1;  and
-ISO 8473 data PDUs handed to the routeing function
by the ISO 8473 protocol machine  3.
It then performs the appropriate actions, which may involve
passing the PDU to some other function (e.g. to the For
warding Process for forwarding  5).
7 Subnetwork Independent
Functions
This clause describes the algorithms and associated data
bases used by the routeing functions. The managed objects
and attributes defined for System Management purposes are
described in clause 11.
The following processes and data bases are used internally
by the subnetwork independent functions. Following each
process or data base title, in parentheses, is the type of sys
tems which must keep the database. The system types are
L2 (level 2 Intermediate system), and L1 (level 1 Inter
mediate system). Note that a level 2 Intermediate system is
also a level 1 Intermediate system in its home area, so it
must keep level 1 databases as well as level 2 databases.

Processes:
-Decision Process (L2, L1)
-Update Process (L2, L1)
-Forwarding Process (L2, L1)
-Receive Process (L2, L1)
Databases:
-Level 1 Link State data base (L2, L1)
-Level 2 Link State data base (L2)
-Adjacency Database (L2, L1)
-Circuit Database (L2, L1)
-Level 1 Shortest Paths Database (L2, L1)
-Level 2 Shortest Paths Database (L2)
-Level 1 Forwarding Databases  one per routeing
metric  (L2, L1)
-Level 2 Forwarding Database  one per routeing
metric  (L2)
7.1 Addresses



The NSAP addresses and NETs of systems are variable
length quantities that conform to the requirements of ISO
8348/Add.2. The corresponding NPAI contained in ISO
8473 PDUs and in this protocol's PDUs (such as LSPs and
IIHs) must use the preferred binary encoding; the underly
ing syntax for this information may be either abstract binary
syntax or abstract decimal syntax. Any of the AFIs and
their corresponding DSP syntax may be used with this pro
tocol.
7.1.1 NPAI Of Systems Within A Routeing
Domain
Figure 3 illustrates the structure of an encoded NSAP ad
dress or NET.

The structure of the NPAI will be interpreted in the follow
ing way by the protocol described in this international stan
dard:
Area Address
address of one area within a routeing domain  a
variable length quantity consisting of the entire high-
order part of the NPAI, excluding the ID and SEL
fields, defined below.
ID      System identifier  a variable length field from 1 to
8 octets (inclusive). Each routeing domain employ
ing this protocol shall select a single size for the ID
field and all Intermediate systems in the routeing do
main shall use this length for the system IDs of all
systems in the routeing domain.
        The set of ID lengths supported by an implementa
tion is an implementation choice, provided that at
least one value in the permitted range can be ac
cepted. The routeing domain administrator must en
sure that all ISs included in a routeing domain are
able to use the ID length chosen for that domain.
SEL     NSAP Selector  a 1-octet field which acts as a se
lector for the entity which is to receive the PDU(this
may be a Transport entity or the Intermediate system
Network entity itself). It is the least significant (last)
octet of the NPAI.
7.1.2 Deployment of Systems
For correct operation of the routeing protocol defined in
this international standard, systems deployed in a routeing
domain must meet the following requirements:
a)For all systems:
1)Each system in an area must have a unique sys
temID: that is, no two systems (IS or ES) in an
area can use the same ID value.
2)Each area address must be unique within the global
OSIE: that is, a given area address can be associ
ated with only one area.
3)All systems having a given value of area address
must be located in the same area.

b)Additional Requirements for Intermediate systems:
1)Each Level 2 Intermediate system within a route
ing domain must have a unique value for its ID
field: that is, no two level 2 ISs in a routeing do
main can have the same value in their ID fields.
c)Additional Requirements for End systems:
1)No two End systems in an area may have ad
dresses that match in all but the SEL fields.
d)An End system can be attached to a level 1 IS only if



its area address matches one of the entries in the adja
cent IS's manual

Area

Addresses parameter.
It is the responsibility of the routeing domain's administra
tive authority to enforce the requirements of 7.1.2. The pro
tocol defined in this international standard assumes that
these requirements are met, but has no means to verify
compliance with them.
7.1.3 Manual area addresses
The use of several synonymous area addresses by an IS is
accommodated through the use of the management parame
ter manual

Area

Addresses. This parameter is set locally
for each level 1 IS by system management; it contains a list
of all synonymous area addresses associated with the IS, in
cluding the IS's area address as contained in its own NET.
Each level 1 IS distributes its manual

Area

Addresses in
its Level 1 LSP's Area Addresses field, thus allowing
level 2 ISs to create a composite list of all area addresses
supported within a given area. Level 2 ISs in turn advertise
the composite list throughout the level 2 subdomain by in
cluding it in their Level 2 LSP's Area Addresses field,
thus distributing information on all the area addresses asso
ciated with the entire routeing domain. The procedures for
establishing an adjacency between two level 1 ISs require
that there be at least one area address in common between
their two manual

Area

Addresses lists, and the proce
dures for establishing an adjacency between a level 1 Is and
an End system require that the End system's area address
must match an entry in the IS's manual

Area

Addresses
list. Therefore, it is the responsibility of System Manage
ment to ensure that each area address associated with an IS
is included: in particular, system management must ensure
that the area addresses of all ESs and Level 1 ISs adjacent
to a given level 1 IS are included in that IS's manual

Area

Addresses list.
If the area address field for the destination address of an
8473 PDU  or for the next entry in its source routeing
field, when present  is not listed in the parameter area



Addresses of a level 1 IS receiving the PDU, then the
destination system does not reside in the IS's area. Such
PDUs will be routed by level-2 routeing.
7.1.4 Encoding of Level 2 Addresses
When a full NSAP address is encoded according to the pre
ferred binary encoding specified in ISO 8348/Add.2, the

IDI is padded with leading digits (if necessary) to obtain the
maximum IDP length specified for that AFI.
A Level 2 address prefix consists of a leading sub-string of
a full NSAP address, such that it matches a set of full
NSAP addresses that have the same leading sub-string.
However this truncation and matching is performed on the
NSAP represented by the abstract syntax of the NSAP ad
dress, not on the encoded (and hence padded) form.11An example of
prefix matching may be found in annex B, clause B.1.

Level 2 address prefixes are encoded in LSPs in the same
way as full NSAP addresses, except when the end of the
prefix falls within the IDP. In this case the prefix is directly
encoded as the string of semi-octets with no padding.
7.1.5 Comparison of Addresses
Unless otherwise stated, numerical comparison of addresses
shall be performed on the encoded form of the address, by
padding the shorter address with trailing zeros to the length
of the longer address, and then performing a numerical
comparison.
The addresses to which this precedure applies include
NSAP addresses, Network Entity Titles, and SNPA ad
dresses.
7.2 The Decision Process
This process uses the database of Link State information to
calculate the forwarding database(s), from which the for
warding process can know the proper next hop for each
NPDU. The Level 1 Link State Database is used for calcu
lating the Level 1 Forwarding Database(s), and the Level 2
Link State Database is used for calculating the Level 2 For
warding Database(s).
7.2.1 Input and output
INPUT
-Link State Database  This database is a set of infor
mation from the latest Link State PDUs from all
known Intermediate systems (within this area, for
Level 1, or within the level 2 subdomain, for Level 2).
This database is received from the Update Process.
-Notification of an Event  This is a signal from the
Update Process that a change to a link has occurred
somewhere in the domain.
 OUTPUT
-Level 1 Forwarding Databases  one per routeing
metric
-(Level 2 Intermediate systems only) Level 2 Forward
ing Databases   one per routeing metric
-(Level 2 Intermediate systems only) The Level 1 De
cision Process informs the Level 2 Update Process of
the ID of the Level 2 Intermediate system within the
area with lowest ID reachable with real level 1 links

(as opposed to a virtual link consisting of a path
through the level 2 subdomain)
-(Level 2 Intermediate systems only) If this Intermedi



ate system is the Partition Designated Level 2 Inter
mediate system in this partition, the Level 2 Decision
Process informs the Level 1 Update Process of the
values of the default routeing metric to and ID of the
partition designated level 2 Intermediate system in
each other partition of this area.
7.2.2 Routeing metrics
There are four routeing metrics defined, corresponding to
the four possible orthogonal qualities of service defined by
the QoS Maintenance field of ISO 8473. Each circuit ema
nating from an Intermediate system shall be assigned a
value for one or more of these metrics by System manage
ment. The four metrics are as follows:
a)Default metric: This is a metric understood by every
Intermediate system in the domain. Each circuit shall
have a positive integral value assigned for this metric.
The value may be associated with any objective func
tion of the circuit, but by convention is intended to
measure the capacity of the circuit for handling traffic,
for example, its throughput in bits-per-second.  Higher
values indicate a lower capacity.
b)Delay metric:  This metric measures the transit delay
of the associated circuit. It is an optional metric, which
if assigned to a circuit shall have a positive integral
value. Higher values indicate a longer transit delay.
c)Expense metric: This metric measures the monetary
cost of utilising the associated circuit. It is an optional
metric, which if assigned to a circuit shall have a posi
tive integral value22The path computation algorithm utilised in this
International Standard requires that all circuits be assigned a
positive value for a metric. Therefore, it is
not possible to represent a free circuit by a zero value of the expense
metric. By convention, the value 1 is used to indicate a free circuit.
. Higher values indicate a larger
monetary expense.
d)Error metric: This metric measures the residual error
probability of the associated circuit. It is an optional
metric, which if assigned to a circuit shall have a non-
zero value. Higher values indicate a larger probability
of undetected errors on the circuit.
NOTE - The decision process combines metric values by
simple addition.  It is important, therefore, that the values of
the metrics be chosen accordingly.
Every Intermediate system shall be capable of calculating
routes based on the default metric. Support of any or all of
the other metrics is optional. If an Intermediate system sup
ports the calculation of routes based on a metric, its update
process may report the metric value in the LSPs for the as
sociated circuit; otherwise, the IS shall not report the met
ric.
When calculating paths for one of the optional routeing
metrics, the decision process only utilises LSPs with a
value reported for the corresponding metric. If no value is

associated with a metric for any of the IS's circuits the sys
tem shall not calculate routes based on that metric.
NOTE - A consequence of the above is that a system reach
able via the default metric may not be reachable by another
metric.
See 7.4.2 for a description of how the forwarding process
selects one of these metrics based on the contents of the
ISO 8473 QoS Maintenance option.



Each of the four metrics described above may be of two
types: an  Internal metric or an External metric. Internal
metrics are used to describe links/routes to destinations in
ternal to the routeing domain. External metrics are used to
describe links/routes to destinations outside of the routeing
domain. These two types of metrics are not directly compa
rable, except the internal routes are always preferred over
external routes. In other words an internal route will always
be selected even if an external route with lower total cost
exists.
7.2.3 Broadcast Subnetworks
Instead of treating a broadcast subnetwork as a fully con
nected topology, the broadcast subnetwork is treated as a
pseudonode, with links to each attached system. Attached
systems shall only report their link to the pseudonode. The
designated Intermediate system, on behalf of the
pseudonode, shall construct Link State PDUs reporting the
links to all the systems on the broadcast subnetwork with a
zero value for each supported routeing metric33They are set to zero
metric values since they have already been assigned  metrics by the
link to the pseudonode. Assigning a non-zero value in the
pseudonode LSP would have the effect of doubling the actual value.
.
The pseudonode shall be identified by the sourceID of the
Designated Intermediate system, followed by a non-zero
pseudonodeID assigned by the Designated Intermediate
system. The pseudonodeID is locally unique to the Desig
nated Intermediate system.
Designated Intermediate systems are determined separately
for level 1 and level 2. They are known as the LAN Level 1
Designated IS and the LAN Level 2 Designated IS respec
tively. See 8.4.4.
An Intermediate system may resign as Designated Interme
diate System on a broadcast circuit either because it (or it's
SNPA on the broadcast subnetwork) is being shut down or
because some other Intermediate system of higher priority
has taken over that function. When an Intermediate system
resigns as Designated Intermediate System, it shall initiate a
network wide purge of its pseudonode Link State PDU(s)
by setting their Remaining Lifetime to zero and performing
the actions described in 7.3.16.4. A LAN Level 1 Desig
nated Intermediate System purges Level 1 Link State PDUs
and a LAN Level 2 Designated Intermediate System purges
Level 2 Link State PDUs.  An Intermediate system which
has resigned as both Level 1 and Level 2 Designated Inter
mediate System shall purge both sets of LSPs.

When an Intermediate system declares itself as designated
Intermediate system and it is in possession of a Link State
PDU of the same level issued by the previous Designated
Intermediate System for that circuit (if any), it shall initiate
a network wide purge of that (or those) Link State PDU(s)
as above.
7.2.4 Links
Two Intermediate systems are not considered neighbours
unless each reports the other as directly reachable over one
of their SNPAs. On a Connection-oriented subnetwork
(either point-to-point or general topology), the two Interme
diate systems in question shall ascertain their neighbour re
lationship when a connection is established and hello PDUs
exchanged. A malfunctioning IS might, however, report an
other IS to be a neighbour when in fact it is not. To detect



this class of failure the decision process checks that each
link reported as up in a LSP is so reported by both Inter
mediate systems. If an Intermediate system considers a link
down it shall not mention the link in its Link State PDUs.
On broadcast subnetworks, this class of failure shall be de
tected by the designated IS, which has the responsibility to
ascertain the set of Intermediate systems that can all com
municate on the subnetwork. The designated IS shall in
clude these Intermediate systems (and no others) in the
Link State PDU it generates for the pseudonode represent
ing the broadcast subnetwork.
7.2.5 Multiple LSPs for the same system
The Update process is capable of dividing a single logical
LSP into a number of separate PDUs for the purpose of
conserving link bandwidth and processing (see 7.3.4).  The
Decision Process, on the other hand, shall regard the LSP
with LSP Number zero in a special way. If the LSP with
LSP Number zero and remaining lifetime > 0, is not present
for a particular system then the Decision Process shall not
process any LSPs with non-zero LSP Number which may
be stored for that system.
The following information shall be taken only from the LSP
with LSP Number zero. Any values which may be present
in other LSPs for that system shall be disregarded by the
Decision Process.
a)The setting of the LSP Database Overload bit.
b)The value of the IS Type field.
c)The Area Addresses option.
7.2.6 Routeing Algorithm Overview
The routeing algorithm used by the Decision Process is a
shortest path first (SPF) algorithm. Instances of the algo
rithm are run independently and concurrently by all Inter
mediate systems in a routeing domain. Intra-Domain route
ing of a PDU occurs on a hop-by-hop basis: that is, the al
gorithm determines only the next hop, not the complete
path, that a data PDU will take to reach its destination. To
guarantee correct and consistent route computation by
every Intermediate system in a routeing domain, this Inter
national Standard depends on the following properties:

a)All Intermediate systems in the routeing domain con
verge to using identical topology information; and
b)Each Intermediate system in the routeing domain gen
erates the same set of routes from the same input to
pology and set of metrics.
The first property is necessary in order to prevent inconsis
tent, potentially looping paths. The second property is nec
essary to meet the goal of determinism stated in 6.6.
A system executes the SPF algorithm to find a set of legal
paths to a destination system in the routeing domain. The
set may consist of:
a)a single path of minimum metric sum: these are
termed minimum cost paths;
b)a set of paths of equal minimum metric sum: these are
termed equal minimum cost paths; or
c)a set of paths which will get a PDU closer to its desti
nation than the local system: these are called down
stream paths.
Paths which do not meet the above conditions are illegal
and shall not be used.
The Decision Process, in determining its paths, also ascer
tains the identity of the adjacency which lies on the first



hop to the destination on each path. These adjacencies are
used to form the Forwarding Database,  which the forward
ing process uses for relaying PDUs.
Separate route calculations are made for each pairing of a
level in the routeing hierarchy (i.e. L1 and L2) with a sup
ported routeing metric. Since there are four routeing metrics
and two levels some systems may execute multiple in
stances of the SPF algorithm. For example,
-if an IS is a L2 Intermediate system which supports all
four metrics and computes minimum cost paths for all
metrics, it would execute the SPF calculation eight
times.
-if an IS is a L1 Intermediate system which supports all
four metrics, and additionally computes downstream
paths, it would execute the algorithm  4 W (number of
neighbours + 1) times.
Any implementation of an SPF algorithm meeting both the
static and dynamic conformance requirements of clause 12
of this International Standard may be used. Recommended
implementations are described in detail in Annex C.
7.2.7 Removal of Excess Paths
When there are more than max

i

mum

Path

Splits legal
paths to a destination, this set shall be pruned until only
max

i

mum

Path

Splits remain. The Intermediate system
shall discriminate based upon:
NOTE - The precise precedence among the paths is speci
fied in order to meet the goal of determinism defined in 6.6.

-adjacency type: Paths associated with End system or
level 2 reachable address prefix adjacencies are re
tained in preference to other adjacencies
-metric sum: Paths having a lesser metric sum are re
tained in preference to paths having a greater metric
sum. By metric sum is understood the sum of the
metrics along the path to the destination.
-neighbour ID: where two or more paths are associ
ated with adjacencies of the same type, an adjacency
with a lower neighbour ID is retained in preference to
an adjacency with a higher neighbour id.
-circuit ID: where two or more paths are associated
with adjacencies of the same type, and same neigh
bour ID, an adjacency with a lower circuit ID is re
tained in preference to an adjacency with a higher cir
cuit ID, where circuit ID is the value of:
7ptPtCircuitID for non-broadcast circuits,
7l1CircuitID for broadcast circuits when running



the Level 1 Decision Process, and
7l2CircuitID for broadcast circuits when running
the Level 2 Decision Process.
-lANAddress: where two or more adjacencies are of
the same type, same neighbour ID, and same circuit
ID (e.g. a system with multiple LAN adapters on the
same circuit) an adjacency with a lower lANAddress
is retained in preference to an adjacency with a higher
lANAddress.
7.2.8 Robustness Checks
7.2.8.1 Computing Routes through Overloaded
Intermediate systems
The Decision Process shall not utilise a link to an Interme
diate system neighbour from an IS whose LSPs have the
LSP Database Overload indication set. Such paths may in
troduce loops since the overloaded IS does not have a com
plete routeing information base. The Decision Process shall,
however utilise the link to reach End system neighbours
since these paths are guaranteed to be non-looping.
7.2.8.2 Two-way connectivity check
The Decision Process shall not utilise a link between two
Intermediate Systems unless both ISs report the link.
NOTE - the check is not applicable to links to an End Sys
tem.
Reporting the link indicates that it has a defined value for at
least the default routeing metric. It is permissible for two
endpoints to report different defined values of the same
metric for the same link. In this case, routes may be asym
metric.

7.2.9 Construction of a Forwarding Database
The information that is needed in the forwarding database
for routeing metric k is the set of adjacencies for each sys
tem N.
7.2.9.1 Identification of Nearest Level 2 IS by a
Level 1 IS
Level 1 Intermediate systems need one additional piece of
information per routeing metric: the next hop to the nearest
level 2 Intermediate system according to that routeing met
ric. A level 1 IS shall ascertain the set, R, of attached
level 2 Intermediate system(s) for metric k such that the to
tal cost to R for metric k is minimal.
If there are more adjacencies in this set than max

i

mum

Path

Splits, then the IS shall remove excess adjacencies as
described in 7.2.7.
7.2.9.2 Setting the Attached Flag in Level 2
Intermediate Systems
If a level 2 Intermediate system discovers, after computing
the level 2 routes for metric k, that it cannot reach any other
areas using that metric, it shall:
-set AttachedFlag for metric k to False;
-regenerate its Level 1 LSP with LSP number zero; and
-compute the nearest level 2 Intermediate system for
metric k for insertion in the appropriate forwarding



database, according to the algorithm described in
7.2.9.1 for level 1 Intermediate systems.
NOTE - AttachedFlag for each metric k is examined by the
Update Process, so that it will report the value in the ATT
field of its Link State PDUs.
If a level 2 Intermediate system discovers, after computing
the level 2 routes for metric k, that it can reach at least one
other area using that metric, it shall
-set AttachedFlag for metric k to True;
-regenerate its Level 1 LSP with LSP number zero; and
-set the level 1 forwarding database entry for metric k
which corresponds to nearest level 2 Intermediate
system to Self.
7.2.10 Information for Repairing Partitioned
Areas
An area may become partitioned as a result of failure of one
or more links in the area. However, if each of the partitions
has a connection to the level 2 subdomain, it is possible to
repair the partition via the level 2 subdomain, provided that
the level 2 subdomain itself is not partitioned. This is illus
trated in Figure 4.
All the systems A  I, R and P are in the same area n.
When the link between D and E is broken, the area be

comes partitioned. Within each of the partitions the Parti
tion Designated Level 2 Intermediate system is selected
from among the level 2 Intermediate systems in that parti
tion. In the case of partition 1 this is P, and in the case of
partition 2 this is R. The level 1 repair path is then estab
lished between between these two level 2 Intermediate sys
tems. Note that the repaired link is now between P and R,
not between D and E.
The Partition Designated Level 2 Intermediate Systems re
pair the partition by forwarding NPDUs destined for other
partitions of the area through the level 2 subdomain. They
do this by acting in their capacity as Level 1 Intermediate
Systems and advertising in their Level 1 LSPs adjacencies
to each Partition Designated Level 2 Intermediate System
in the area. This adjacency is known as a Virtual Adja
cency or Virtual Link. Thus other Level 1 Intermediate
Systems in a partition calculate paths to the other partitions
through the Partition Designated Level 2 Intermediate Sys
tem. A Partition Designated Level 2 Intermediate System
forwards the Level 1 NPDUs through the level 2 subdomain
by encapsulating them in 8473 Data NPDUs with its Virtual
Network Entity Title as the source NSAP and the adja
cent Partition Designated Level 2 Intermediate System's
Virtual Network Entity Title as the destination NSAP. The
following sub-clauses describe this in more detail.
7.2.10.1 Partition Detection and Virtual Level 1
Link Creation
Partitions of a Level 1 area are detected by the Level 2 In
termediate System(s) operating within the area.  In order to
participate in the partition repair process, these Level 2 In
termediate systems must also act as Level 1 Intermediate
systems in the area. A partition of a given area exists when
ever two or more Level 2 ISs located in that area are re
ported in the L2 LSPs as being a Partition Designated
Level 2 IS. Conversely, when only one Level 2 IS in an
area is reported as being the Partition Designated Level 2

IS, then that area is not partitioned.  Partition repair is ac



complished by the Partition Designated Level 2 IS.  The
election of the Partition Designated Level 2 IS as described
in the next subsection must be done before the detection
and repair process can begin.
In order to repair a partition of a Level 1 area, the Partition
designated Level 2 IS creates a Virtual Network Entity to
represent the partition.  The Network Entity Title for this
virtual network entity shall be constructed from the first
listed area address from its Level 2 Link State PDU, and the
ID of the Partition Designated Level 2 IS.  The IS shall also
construct a virtual link (represented by a new Virtual Adja
cency managed object) to each Partition Designated Level 2
IS in the area, with the NET of the partition recorded in the
Identifier attribute.  The virtual links are the repair paths for
the partition.  They are reported by the Partition Designated
Level 2 IS into the entire Level 1 area by adding the ID of
each adjacent Partition Designated Level 2 IS to the In
termediate System Neighbours field of its Level 1 Link
State PDU.  The Virtual Flag shall be set True for these
Intermediate System neighbours.  The metric value for this
virtual link shall be the default metric value d(N) obtained
from this system's Level 2 PATHS database, where N is the
adjacent Partition Designated Level 2 IS via the Level 2
subdomain.
An Intermediate System which operates as the Partition
Designated Level 2 Intermediate System shall perform the
following steps after completing the Level 2 shortest path
computation in order to detect partitions in the Level 1 area
and create repair paths:
a)Examine Level 2 Link State PDUs of all Level 2 Inter
mediate systems. Search area

Addresses for any ad
dress that matches any of the addresses in partition

Area

Addresses. If a match is found, and the Parti
tion Designated Level 2 Intermediate system's ID
does not equal this system's ID, then inform the level
1 update process at this system of the identity of the

Partition Designated Level 2 Intermediate system, to
gether with the path cost for the default routeing met
ric to that Intermediate system.
b)Continue examining Level 2 LSPs until all Partition
Designated Level 2 Intermediate systems in other par
titions of this area are found, and inform the Level 1
Update Process of all of the other Partition Designated
Level 2 Intermediate systems in other partitions of this
area, so that
1)Level 1 Link State PDUs can be propagated to all
other Partition designated level 2 Intermediate sys
tems for this area (via the level 2 subdomain).
2)All the Partition Designated Level 2 Intermediate
systems for other partitions of this area can be re
ported as adjacencies in this system's Level 1 Link
State PDUs.
If a partition has healed, the IS shall destroy the associated
virtual network entity and virtual link by deleting the Vir
tual Adjacency.  The Partition Designated Level 2 IS de



tects a healed partition when another Partition Designated
Level 2 IS listed as a virtual link in its Level 1 Link State
PDU was not found after running the partition detection and
virtual link creation algorithm described above.
If such a Virtual Adjacency is created or destroyed, the IS
shall generate a partitionVirtualLinkChange notification.
7.2.10.2 Election of Partition Designated Level 2
Intermediate System
 The Partition Designated Level 2 IS is a Level 2 IS which:
-reports itself as attached by the default metric in its
LSPs;
-reports itself as implementing the partition repair op
tion;
-operates as a Level 1 IS in the area;
-is reachable via Level 1 routeing without traversing
any virtual links; and
-has the lowest ID
The election of the Partition Designated Level 2 IS is per
formed by running the decision process algorithm after the
Level 1 decision process has finished, and before the
Level 2 decision process to determine Level 2 paths is exe
cuted.
In order to guarantee that the correct Partition Designated
Level 2 IS is elected, the decision process is run using only
the Level 1 LSPs for the area, and by examining only the
Intermediate System Neighbours whose Virtual Flag is
FALSE.  The results of this decision process is a set of all
the Level 1 Intermediate Systems in the area that can be
reached via Level 1, non-virtual link routeing.  From this
set, the Partition Designated Level 2 IS is selected by
choosing the IS for which
-IS Type (as reported in the Level 1 LSP) is Level 2
Intermediate System;

-ATT  indicates attached by the default metric;
-P indicates support for the partition repair option;  and
-ID is the lowest among the subset of attached Level 2
Intermediate Systems.
7.2.10.3 Computation of Partition area addresses
A Level 2 Intermediate System shall compute the set of
partition

Area

Addresses, which is the union of all
manual

area

Addresses as reported in the Level 1 Link
State PDUs of all Level 2 Intermediate systems reachable in
the partition by the traversal of non-virtual links.  If more
than max

i

mum

Area

Addresses are present, the Interme
diate system shall retain only those areas with numerically



lowest area address (as described in 7.1.5). If one of the lo
cal system's manual

Area

Addresses is so rejected the
notification manualAddressDroppedFromArea shall be
generated.
7.2.10.4 Encapsulation of NPDUs Across the
Virtual Link
All NPDUs sent over virtual links shall be encapsulated as
ISO 8473 Data NPDUs.  The encapsulating Data NPDU
shall contain the Virtual Network Entity Title of the Parti
tion Designated Level 2 IS that is forwarding the NPDU
over the virtual link in the Source Address field, and the
Virtual NET of the adjacent Partition Designated Level 2
IS in the Destination Address field.  The SEL field in
both NSAPs shall contain the IS-IS routeing selector
value.  The QoS Maintenance field of the outer PDU shall
be set to indicate forwarding via the default routeing metric
(see table 1 on page 32).
For Data and  Error Report NPDUs the Segmentation
Permitted and Error Report flags and the Lifetime field
of the outer NPDU shall be copied from the inner NPDU.
When the inner NPDU is decapsulated, its Lifetime field
shall be set to the value of the Lifetime field in the outer
NPDU.
For LSPs and SNPs the Segmentation Permitted flag
shall be set to True and the Error Report flag shall be set
to False.  The Lifetime field shall be set to 255.  When an
inner LSP is decapsulated, its remaining lifetime shall be
decremented by half the difference between 255 and the
value of the Lifetime field in the outer NPDU.
Data NPDUs shall not be fragmented before encapsulation,
unless the total length of the Data NPDU (including header)
exceeds 65535 octets.  In that case, the original Data NPDU
shall first be fragmented, then encapsulated.  In all cases,
the encapsulated Data NPDU may need to be fragmented
by ISO 8473 before transmission in which case it must be
reassembled and decapsulated by the destination Partition
Designated Level 2 IS.  The encapsulation is further de
scribed as part of the forwarding process in 7.4.3.2.  The
decapsulation is described as part of the Receive process in
7.4.4.
7.2.11 Computation of area addresses
A Level 1 or Level 2 Intermediate System shall compute
the values of area

Addresses (the set of area addresses

for this Level 1 area), by forming the union of the sets of
manual

area

Addresses reported in the Area Addresses
field of all Level 1 LSPs with LSP number zero in the local
Intermediate system's link state database.
NOTE - This includes all source systems, whether currently
reachable or not. It also includes the local Intermediate sys
tem's own Level 1 LSP with LSP number zero.
NOTE - There is no requirement for this set to be updated



immediately on each change to the database contents. It is
permitted to defer the computation until the next running of
the Decision Process.
If more than max

i

mum

Area

Addresses are present, the
Intermediate system shall retain only those areas with nu
merically lowest area address (as described in 7.1.5). If one
of the local system's manual

area

Addresses is rejected
the notification manual

Address

Dropped

From

Area shall
be generated.
7.2.12 Order of Preference of Routes
If an Intermediate system takes part in level 1 routeing, and
determines (by looking at the area address) that a given des
tination is reachable within its area, then that destination
will be reached exclusively by use of level 1 routeing. In
particular:
a)Level 1 routeing is always based on internal metrics.
b)Amongst routes in the area, routes on which the re
quested QoS (if any) is supported are always preferred
to routes on which the requested QoS is not supported.
c)Amongst routes in the area of the same QoS, the short
est routes are preferred. For determination of the
shortest path, if a route with specific QoS support is
available, then the specified QoS metric is used, other
wise the default metric is used.
d)Amongst routes of equal cost, load splitting may be
performed.
If an Intermediate system takes part in level 1 routeing,
does not take part in level 2 routeing, and determines (by
looking at the area address) that a given destination is not
reachable within its area, and at least one attached level 2
IS is reachable in the area, then that destination will be
reached by routeing to a level 2 Intermediate system as fol
lows:
a)Level 1 routeing is always based on internal metrics.
b)Amongst routes in the area to attached level 2 ISs,
routes on which the requested QoS (if any) is sup
ported are always preferred to routes on which the re
quested QoS is not supported.
c)Amongst routes in the area of the same QoS to at
tached level 2 ISs, the shortest route is preferred. For
determination of the shortest path, if a route on which
the specified QoS is available, then the specified QoS



metric is used, otherwise the default metric is used.

d)Amongst routes of equal cost, load splitting may be
performed.
If an Intermediate system takes part in level 2 routeing and
is attached, and the IS determines (by looking at the area
address) that a given destination is not reachable within its
area, then that destination will be reached as follows:
a)Routes on which the requested QoS (if any) is sup
ported are always preferred to routes on which the re
quested QoS is not supported.
b)Amongst routes of the same QoS, routes are priori
tised as follows:
1)Highest precedence: routes matching the area ad
dress of any area in the routeing domain
2)Medium precedence: Routes matching a reachable
address prefix with an internal metric. For destina
tions matching multiple reachable address prefix
entries all with internal metrics, the longest prefix
shall be preferred.
3)Lowest precedence: Routes matching a reachable
address prefix with an external metric. For destina
tions matching multiple reachable address prefix
entries all with external metrics, the longest prefix
shall be preferred.
c)For routes with equal precedence as specified above,
the shortest path shall be preferred. For determination
of the shortest path, a route supporting the specified
QoS is used if available; otherwise a route using the
default metric shall be used. Amongst routes of equal
cost, load splitting may be performed.
7.3 The Update Process
The Update Process is responsible for generating and
propagating Link State information reliably throughout the
routeing domain.
The Link State information is used by the Decision Process
to calculate routes.
7.3.1 Input and Output
INPUT
-Adjacency Database  maintained by the Subnetwork
Dependent Functions
-Reachable Address managed objects - maintained by
System Management
-Notification of Adjacency Database Change  notifi
cation by the Subnetwork Dependent Functions that
an adjacency has come up, gone down, or changed
cost. (Circuit up, Circuit down, Adjacency Up, Adja
cency Down, and Cost change events)
-AttachedFlag  (level 2 Intermediate systems only),
a flag computed by the Level 2 Decision Process indi
cating whether this system can reach (via level 2
routeing) other areas

-Link State PDUs  The Receive Process passes Link
State PDUs to the Update Process, along with an indi
cation of which adjacency it was received on.
-Sequence Numbers PDUs  The Receive Process
passes Sequence Numbers PDUs to the Update Proc
ess, along with an indication of which adjacency it
was received on.
-Other Partitions  The Level 2 Decision Process
makes available (to the Level 1 Update Process on a



Level 2 Intermediate system) a list of aPartition Desig
nated Level 2 Intermediate system, Level 2 default
metric valueq pairs, for other partitions of this area.
 OUTPUT
-Link State Database
-Signal to the Decision Process of an event, which is
either the receipt of a Link State PDU with different
information from the stored one, or the purging of a
Link State PDU from the database. The reception of a
Link State PDU which has a different sequence num
ber or Remaining Lifetime from one already stored in
the database, but has an identical variable length por
tion, shall not cause such an event.
NOTE - An implementation may compare the checksum of
the stored Link State PDU, modified according to the
change in sequence number, with the checksum of the re
ceived Link State PDU. If they differ, it may assume that the
variable length portions are different and an event signalled
to the Decision Process. However, if the checksums are the
same, an octet for octet comparison must be made in order
to determine whether or not to signal the event.
7.3.2 Generation of Local Link State
Information
The Update Process is responsible for constructing a set of
Link State PDUs. The purpose of these Link State PDUs is
to inform all the other Intermediate systems (in the area, in
the case of Level 1, or in the Level 2 subdomain, in the case
of Level 2), of the state of the links between the Intermedi
ate system that generated the PDUs and its neighbours.
The Update Process in an Intermediate system shall gener
ate one or more new Link State PDUs under the following
circumstances:
a)upon timer expiration;
b)when notified by the Subnetwork Dependent Func
tions of an Adjacency Database Change;
c)when a change to some Network Management charac
teristic would cause the information in the LSP to
change (for example, a change in manual

area

Addresses).
7.3.3 Use of Manual Routeing Information
Manual routeing information is routeing information en
tered by system management. It may be specified in two
forms.

a)Manual Adjacencies
b)Reachable Addresses
These are described in the following sub-clauses.
7.3.3.1 Manual Adjacencies
An End system adjacency may be created by System Man
agement. Such an adjacency is termed a manual End sys
tem adjacency. In order to create a manual End system ad
jacency, system managements shall specify:
a)the (set of) system IDs reachable over that adjacency;
and
b)the corresponding SNPA Address.
 These adjacencies shall appear as adjacencies with type
Manual, neighbourSystemType End system and
state Up. Such adjacencies provide input to the Update



Process in a similar way to adjacencies created through the
operation of ISO 9542. When the state changes to Up the
adjacency information is included in the Intermediate Sys
tem's own Level 1 LSPs.
NOTE - Manual End system adjacencies shall not be in
cluded in a Level 1 LSPs issued on behalf of a pseudonode,
since that would presuppose that all Intermediate systems on
a broadcast subnetwork had the same set of manual adjacen
cies as defined for this circuit.
Metrics assigned to Manual adjacencies must be Internal
metrics.
7.3.3.2 Reachable Addresses
A Level 2 Intermediate system may have a number of
Reachable Address managed objects created by System
management. When a Reachable Address is in state On
and its parent Circuit is also in state On, the name and
each of its defined routeing metrics shall be included in
Level 2 LSPs generated by this system.
Metrics assigned to Reachable Address managed objects
may be either Internal or External.
A reachable address is considered to be active when all
the following conditions are true:
a)The parent circuit is in state On;
b)the Reachable Address is in state On; and
c)the parent circuit is of type broadcast or is in data link
state Running.
Whenever a reachable address changes from being inac
tive to active a signal shall be generated to the Update
process to cause it to include the Address Prefix of the
reachable address in the Level 2 LSPs generated by that
system as described in 7.3.9.
Whenever a reachable address changes from being active
to inactive, a signal shall be generated to the Update

process to cause it to cease including the Address Prefix of
the reachable address in the Level 2 LSPs.
7.3.4 Multiple LSPs
Because a Link State PDU is limited in size to Receive

LSP

Buffer

Size, it may not be possible to include infor
mation about all of a system's neighbours in a single LSP.
In such cases, a system may use multiple LSPs to convey
this information. Each LSP in the set carries the same
sourceID field (see clause 9), but sets its own LSP Num
ber field individually. Each of the several LSPs is handled
independently by the Update Process, thus allowing distri
bution of topology updates to be pipelined. However, the
Decision Process recognises that they all pertain to a com
mon originating system because they all use the same
sourceID.
NOTE - Even if the amount of information is small enough
to fit in a single LSP, a system may optionally choose to use
several LSPs to convey it; use of a single LSP in this situ
ation is not mandatory.
NOTE - In order to minimise the transmission of redundant
information, it is advisable for an IS to group Reachable
Address Prefix information by the circuit with which it is as



sociated. Doing so will ensure that the minimum  number of
LSP fragments need be transmitted if a circuit to another
routeing domain changes state.
The maximum sized Level 1 or Level 2 LSP which may be
generated by a system is controlled by the values of the
management parameters originating

L1

LSP

Buf

fer

Size or
ori

ginat

ing

L2

LSP

Buffer

Size respectively.
NOTE - These parameters should be set consistently by sys
tem management. If this is not done, some adjacencies will
fail to initialise.
The IS shall treat the LSP with LSP Number zero in a spe
cial way, as follows:
a)The following fields are meaningful to the decision
process only when they are present in the LSP with
LSP Number zero:
1)The setting of the LSP Database Overload bit.
2)The value of the IS Type field.
3)The Area Addresses option. (This is only present
in the LSP with LSP Number zero, see below).
b)When the values of any of the above items are
changed, an Intermediate System shall re-issue the
LSP with LSP Number zero, to inform other Interme
diate Systems of the change. Other LSPs need not be
reissued.
Once a particular adjacency has been assigned to a particu
lar LSP Number, it is desirable that it not be moved to an
other LSP Number. This is because moving an adjacency
from one LSP to another can cause temporary loss of

connectivity to that system. This can occur if the new ver
sion of the LSP which originally contained information
about the adjacency (which now does not contain that infor
mation) is propagated before the new version of the other
LSP (which now contains the information about the adja
cency). In order to minimise the impact of this, the follow
ing restrictions are placed on the assignment of information
to LSPs.
a)The Area Addresses option field shall occur only in
the LSP with LSP Number  zero.
b)Intermediate System Neighbours options shall occur



after the Area Addresses option and before any End
System (or in the case of Level 2, Prefix) Neigh
bours options.
c)End System (or Prefix) Neighbour options (if any)
shall occur after any Area Address or Intermediate
System Neighbour options.
NOTE  In this context, after means at a higher octet
number from the start of the same LSP or in an LSP with
a higher LSP Number.
NOTE  An implementation is recommended to ensure
that the number of LSPs generated for a particular system
is within approximately 10% of the optimal number
which would be required if all LSPs were densely packed
with neighbour options. Where possible this should be
accomplished by re-using space in LSPs with a lower
LSP Number for new adjacencies. If it is necessary to
move an adjacency from one LSP to another, the
SRMflags (see 7.3.15) for the two new LSPs shall be
set as an atomic action.44If the two SRMflags are not set atomically, a
race condition will exist in which one of the two LSPs may be
propagated quickly, while the other waits for
an entire propagation cycle. If this occurs, adjacencies will be
falsely eliminated from the topology and routes may become unstable for
period of time
potentially as large as maximumLSPGeneratonInterval.

When some event requires changing the LSP information
for a system, the system shall reissue that (or those) LSPs
which would have different contents. It is not required to
reissue the unchanged LSPs. Thus a single End system ad
jacency change only requires the reissuing of the LSP con
taining the End System Neighbours option referring to
that adjacency. The parameters max

imum

LSP

Gen

er

a

tion

Int

er

val and minimumLSPGenerationInterval shall
apply to each LSP individually.
7.3.5 Periodic LSP Generation
The Update Process shall periodically re-generate and
propagate on every circuit with an IS adjacency of the ap
propriate level (by setting SRMflag on each circuit), all the
LSPs (Level 1 and/or Level 2) for the local system and any
pseudonodes for which it is responsible. The Intermediate
system shall re-generate each LSP at intervals of at most
max



i

mum

LSP

Gen

era

tion

Interval seconds, with jitter
applied as described in 10.1.
These LSPs may all be generated on expiration of a single
timer or alternatively separate timers may be kept for each
LSP Number and the individual LSP generated on expira
tion of this timer.

7.3.6 Event Driven LSP Generation
In addition to the periodic generation of LSPs, an Interme
diate system shall generate an LSP when an event occurs
which would cause the information content to change. The
following events may cause such a change.
-an Adjacency or Circuit Up/Down event
- a change in Circuit metric
-a change in Reachable Address metric
-a change in manual

Area

Addresses
-a change in systemID
-a change in Designated  Intermediate System status
-a change in the waiting status
When such an event occurs the IS shall re-generate changed
LSP(s) with a new sequence number. If the event necessi
tated the generation of an LSP which had not previously
been generated (for example, an adjacency Up event for
an adjacency which could not be accommodated in an exist
ing LSP), the sequence number shall be set to one. The IS
shall then propagate the LSP(s) on every circuit by setting
SRMflag for each circuit. The timer maximum

LSP

Gen

er

ation

Interval shall not be reset.
There is a hold-down timer (min

i

mum

LSP



Generation

Interval) on the generation of each individual LSP.
7.3.7 Generation of Level 1 LSPs
(non-pseudonode)
The Level 1 Link State PDU not generated on behalf of a
pseudonode contains the following information in its vari
able length fields.
-In the Area Addresses option the set of manual

Area

Addresses for this Intermediate System.
-In the Intermediate System Neighbours option
the set of Intermediate system IDs of neighbouring In
termediate systems formed from:
7The set of neighbourSystemIDs with an ap
pended zero octet (indicating non-pseudonode)
from adjacencies in the state Up, on circuits of
type Point-Point, In or Out, with
xneighbourSystemType L1 Intermediate
System
xneighbourSystemType L2 Intermediate
System and adjacencyUsage Level 2 or
Level1 and 2.
The metrics shall be set to the values of Level 1
metrick of the circuit for each supported routeing
metric.
7The set of l1CircuitIDs for all circuits of type
Broadcast (i.e. the neighbouring pseudonode
IDs) .

The metrics shall be set to the values of Level 1
metrick of the circuit for each supported routeing
metric.
7The set of IDs with an appended zero octet derived
from the Network Entity Titles of all Virtual Adja
cencies of this IS. (Note that the Virtual Flag is set
when encoding these entries in the LSP  see
7.2.10.)
The default metric shall be set to the total cost to
the virtual NET for the default routeing metric.
The remaining metrics shall be set to the value in
dicating unsupported.
-In the End System Neighbours option  the set of
IDs of neighbouring End systems formed from:
7The systemID of the Intermediate System itself,
with a value of zero for all supported metrics.
7The set of endSystemIDs from all adjacencies
with type Auto-configured, in state Up, on
circuits of type Point-to-Point, In or Out,
with neighbourSystemType End system.
The metrics shall be set to the values of Level 1
metrick of the circuit for each supported routeing
metric.
7The set of endSystemIDs from all adjacencies
with type Manual in state Up, on all circuits.
The metrics shall be set to the values of Level 1
metrick of the circuit for each supported routeing
metric.



-In the Authentication Information field  if the
system's areaTransmitPassword is non-null, in
clude the Authentication Information field contain
ing an Authentication Type  of Password, and the
value of the areaTransmitPassword.
7.3.8 Generation of Level 1 Pseudonode LSPs
An IS shall generate a  Level 1 pseudonode Link State PDU
for each circuit for which this Intermediate System is the
Level 1 LAN Designated Intermediate System. The LSP
shall specify the following information in its variable length
fields. In all cases a value of zero shall be used for all sup
ported routeing metrics
-The Area Addresses option is not present.
Note - This information is not required since the set of
area addresses for the node issuing the pseudonode
LSP will already have been made available via its own
non-pseudonode LSP.
-In the Intermediate System Neighbours option
the set of Intermediate System IDs of neighbouring In
termediate Systems on the circuit for which this
pseudonode LSP is being generated formed from:
7The Designated Intermediate System's own sys
temID with an appended zero octet (indicating
non-pseudonode).

7The set of neighbourSystemIDs with an ap
pended zero octet (indicating non-pseudonode)
from adjacencies on this circuit in the state Up,
with
xneighbourSystemType L1 Intermediate
System
xL2 Intermediate System and adjacency
Usage Level 1.
-In the End System Neighbours option  the set of
IDs of neighbouring End systems formed from:
7The set of endSystemIDs from all adjacencies
with type Auto-configured, in state Up, on
the circuit for which this pseudonode is being gen
erated, with neighbourSystemType End sys
tem.
-In the Authentication Information field  if the
system's areaTransmitPassword is non-null, in
clude the Authentication Information field contain
ing an Authentication Type  of Password, and the
value of the areaTransmitPassword.
7.3.9 Generation of Level 2 LSPs
(non-pseudonode)
The Level 2 Link State PDU not generated on behalf of a
pseudonode contains the following information in its vari
able length fields:
-In the Area Addresses option  the set of area

Addresses for this Intermediate system computed as
described in 7.2.11.
-In the Partition Designated Level 2 IS option  the
ID of the Partition Designated Level 2 Intermediate
System for the partition.
-In the Intermediate System Neighbours option
the set of Intermediate system IDs of neighbouring In
termediate systems formed from:
7The set of neighbourSystemIDs with an ap



pended zero octet (indicating non-pseudonode)
from adjacencies in the state Up, on circuits of
type Point-to-Point, In or Out, with neigh
bourSystemType L2 Intermediate System.
7The set of l2CircuitIDs for all circuits of type
Broadcast. (i.e. the neighbouring pseudonode
IDs)
The metric and metric type shall be set to the val
ues of Level 2 metrick of the circuit for each sup
ported routeing metric.
-In the Prefix Neighbours option  the set of vari
able length prefixes formed from:
7The set of names of all Reachable Address man
aged objects in state On, on all circuits in state
On.

The metrics shall be set to the values of Level 2
metrick for the reachable address.
-In the Authentication Information field  if the
system's domainTransmitPassword is non-null,
include the Authentication Information field con
taining an Authentication Type  of Password, and
the value of the domainTransmitPassword.
7.3.10 Generation of Level 2 Pseudonode LSPs
A Level 2 pseudonode Link State PDU is generated for
each circuit for which this Intermediate System is the
Level 2 LAN Designated Intermediate System and contains
the following information in its variable length fields. In all
cases a value of zero shall be used for all supported route
ing metrics.
-The Area Addresses option is not present.
Note - This information is not required since the set of
area addresses for the node issuing the pseudonode
LSP will already have been made available via its own
non-pseudonode LSP.
-In the Intermediate System Neighbours option
the set of Intermediate System IDs of neighbouring In
termediate Systems on the circuit for which this
pseudonode LSP is being generated formed from:
7The Designated Intermediate System's own sys
temID with an appended zero octet (indicating
non-pseudonode).
7The set of neighbourSystemIDs with an ap
pended zero octet (indicating non-pseudonode)
from adjacencies on this circuit in the state Up
with neighbourSystemType L2 Intermediate
System.
-The Prefix Neighbours option is not present.
-In the Authentication Information field  if the
system's domainTransmitPassword is non-null,
include the Authentication Information field con
taining an Authentication Type  of Password, and
the value of the domainTransmitPassword.
7.3.11 Generation of the Checksum
This International Standard makes use of the checksum
function defined in ISO 8473.
The source IS shall compute the LSP Checksum when the
LSP is generated. The checksum shall never be modified by
any other system. The checksum allows the detection of
memory corruptions and thus prevents both the use of in
correct routeing information and its further propagation by
the Update Process.



The checksum shall be computed over all fields in the LSP
which appear after the Remaining Lifetime field. This
field (and those appearing before it) are excluded so that the
LSP may be aged by systems without requiring re-
computation.

As an additional precaution against hardware failure, when
the source computes the Checksum, it shall start with the
two checksum variables (C0 and C1) initialised to what
they would be after computing for the systemID portion
(i.e. the first 6 octets) of its Source ID. (This value is com
puted and stored when the Network entity is enabled and
whenever systemID changes.) The IS shall then resume
Checksum computation on the contents of the PDU after
the first ID Length octets of the Source ID field.
NOTE - All Checksum calculations on the LSP are per
formed treating the Source ID field as the first octet. This
procedure prevents the source from accidentally sending out
Link State PDUs with some other system's ID as source.
7.3.12 Initiating Transmission
The IS shall store the generated Link State PDU in the Link
State Database, overwriting any previous Link State PDU
with the same LSP Number generated by this system. The
IS shall then set all SRMflags for that Link State PDU, in
dicating it is to be propagated on all circuits with Intermedi
ate System adjacencies.
An Intermediate system shall ensure (by reserving re
sources, or otherwise) that it will always be able to store
and internalise its own non-pseudonode zeroth LSP. In the
event that it is not capable of storing and internalising one
of its own LSPs it shall enter the overloaded state as de
scribed in 7.3.19.1.
NOTE - It is recommended that an Intermediate system en
sure (by reserving resources, or otherwise) that it will al
ways be able to store and internalise all its own (zero and
non-zero, pseudonode and non-pseudonode) LSPs.
7.3.13 Preservation of order
When an existing Link State PDU is re-transmitted (with
the same or a different sequence number), but with the
same information content (i.e. the variable length part) as a
result of there having been no changes in the local topology
databases, the order of the information in the variable
length part shall be the same as that in the previously trans
mitted LSP.
NOTE - If a sequence of changes result in the state of the
database returning to some previous value, there is no re
quirement to preserve the ordering. It is only required when
there have been no changes whatever. This allows the re
ceiver to detect that there has been no change in the infor
mation content by performing an octet for octet comparison
of the variable length part, and hence not re-run the decision
process.
7.3.14 Propagation of LSPs
The update process is responsible for propagating Link
State PDUs throughout the domain (or in the case of
Level 1, throughout the area).
The basic mechanism is flooding, in which each Intermedi
ate system propagates to all its neighbour Intermediate sys
tems except that neighbour from which it received the
PDU. Duplicates are detected and dropped.

Link state PDUs are received from the Receive Process.



The maximum size control PDU (Link State PDU or Se
quence Numbers PDU) which a system expects to receive
shall be Receive

LSP

Buffer

Size octets. (i.e. the Update
process must provide buffers of at least this size for the re
ception, storage and forwarding of received Link State
PDUs and Sequence Numbers PDUs.)  If a control PDU
larger than this size is received, it shall be treated as if it
had an invalid checksum (i.e. ignored by the Update Proc
ess and a corruptedLSPReceived notification generated).
Upon receipt of a Link State PDU the Update Process shall
perform the following functions:
a)Level 2 Link State PDUs shall be propagated on cir
cuits which have at least one Level 2 adjacency.
b)Level 1 Link State PDUs shall be propagated on cir
cuits which have at least one Level 1 adjacency or at
least one Level 2 adjacency not marked Level 2
only.
c)When propagating a Level 1 Link State PDU on a
broadcast subnetwork, the IS shall transmit to the
multi-destination subnetwork address AllL1IS.
d)When propagating a Level 2 Link State PDU on a
broadcast subnetwork, the IS shall transmit to the
multi-destination subnetwork address AllL2IS.
NOTE  When propagating a Link State PDU on a
general topology subnetwork the Data Link Address
is unambiguous (because Link State PDUs are not
propagated across Dynamically Assigned circuits).
e)An Intermediate system receiving a Link State PDU
with an incorrect LSP Checksum or with an invalid
PDU syntax shall
1)log a circuit notification, corruptedLSPRe
ceived,
2)overwrite the Checksum and Remaining Lifetime
with 0, and
3)treat the Link State PDU as though its Remaining
Lifetime had expired (see 7.3.16.4.)
f)A Intermediate system receiving a Link State PDU
which is new (as identified in 7.3.16) shall
1)store the Link State PDU into Link State database,
and
2)mark it as needing to be propagated upon all cir
cuits except that upon which it was received.
g)When a Intermediate system receives a Link State
PDU from source S, which it considers older than the
one stored in the database for S, it shall set the
SRMflag for S's Link State PDU associated with the
circuit from which the older Link State PDU was re
ceived. This indicates that the stored Link State PDU
needs to be sent on the link from which the older one
was received.

h)When a system receives a Link State PDU which is
the same (not newer or older) as the one stored, the In
termediate system shall
1)acknowledge it if necessary, as described in 7.3.17,
and



2)clear the SRMflag for that circuit for that Link
State PDU.
i)A Link State PDU received with a zero checksum
shall be treated as if the Remaining Lifetime were 0.
The age, if not 0, shall be overwritten with 0.
The Update Process scans the Link State Database for Link
State PDUs with SRMflags set. When one is found, pro
vided the timestamp lastSent indicates that it was propa
gated no more recently than min
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a)transmit it on all circuits with SRMflags set, and
b)update lastSent.
7.3.15 Manipulation of SRM and SSN Flags
For each Link State PDU, and for each circuit over which
routeing messages are to be exchanged (i.e. not on DA cir
cuits), there are two flags:
Send Routeing Message (SRMflag)  if set, indicates that
Link State PDU should be transmitted on that cir
cuit.  On broadcast circuits SRMflag is cleared as
soon as the LSP has been transmitted, but on non-
broadcast circuits SRMflag is only cleared on recep
tion of a Link State PDU or Sequence Numbers
PDU as described below.
        SRMflag shall never be set for an LSP with se
quence number zero, nor on a circuit whose exter
nalDomain attribute is True (See 7.3.15.2).
Send Sequence Numbers (SSNflag)  if set, indicates that
information about that Link State PDU should be in
cluded in a Partial Sequence Numbers PDU trans
mitted on that circuit.  When the Sequence Numbers
PDU has been transmitted SSNflag is cleared.  Note
that the Partial Sequence Numbers PDU serves as an
acknowledgement that a Link State PDU was re
ceived.
        SSNflag shall never be set on a circuit whose ex
ternalDomain attribute is True.
7.3.15.1 Action on Receipt of a Link State PDU
 When a Link State PDU is received on a circuit C, the IS
shall perform the following functions
a)Perform the following PDU acceptance tests:
1)If the LSP was received over a circuit whose ex
ternalDomain attribute is True, the IS shall dis
card the PDU.
2)If the ID Length field of the PDU is not equal to



the value of the IS's routeingDomainIDLength,

the PDU shall be discarded and an iDField
LengthMismatch notification generated.
3)If this is a level 1 LSP, and the set of areaRe
ceivePasswords is non-null, then perform the
following tests:
i)If the PDU does not contain the Authentica
tion Information field then the PDU shall be
discarded and an authenticationFailure no
tification generated.
ii)If the PDU contains the Authentication In
formation field, but the Authentication
Type is not equal to Password, then the
PDU shall be accepted unless the IS imple
ments the authenticatiion procedure indicated
by the Authentication Type. In this case
whether the IS accepts or ignores the PDU is
outside the scope of this International Stan
dard.
iii)Otherwise, the IS shall compare the password
in the received PDU with the passwords in the
set of areaReceivePasswords, augmented
by the value of the areaTransmitPassword.
If the value in the PDU matches any of these
passwords, the IS shall accept the PDU for
further processing. If the value in the PDU
does not match any of the above values, then
the IS shall ignore the PDU and generate an
authenticationFailure notification.
4)If this is a level 2 LSP, and the set of domainRe
ceivePasswords is non-null, then perform the
following tests:
i)If the PDU does not contain the Authentica
tion Information field then the PDU shall be
discarded and an authenticationFailure no
tification generated.
ii)If the PDU contains the Authentication In
formation field, but the Authentication
Type is not equal to Password, then the
PDU shall be accepted unless the IS imple
ments the authenticatiion procedure indicated
by the Authentication Type. In this case
whether the IS accepts or ignores the PDU is
outside the scope of this International Stan
dard.
iii)Otherwise, the IS shall compare the password
in the received PDU with the passwords in the
set of domainReceivePasswords, aug
mented by the value of the domainTransmit
Password. If the value in the PDU matches
any of these passwords, the IS shall accept the
PDU for further processing. If the value in the
PDU does not match any of the above values,
then the IS shall ignore the PDU and generate
an authenticationFailure notification.
b)If the LSP has zero Remaining Lifetime, perform the
actions described in 7.3.16.4.
c)If the source S of the LSP is an IS or pseudonode for
which all but the last octet are equal to the systemID

of the receiving Intermediate System, and the receiv



ing Intermediate System does not have that LSP in its
database, or has that LSP, but no longer considers it to
be in the set of LSPs generated by this system (e.g. it
was generated by a previous incarnation of the sys
tem), then initiate a network wide purge of that LSP as
described in 7.3.16.4.
d)If the source S of the LSP is a system (pseudonode or
otherwise) for which the first ID Length octets are
equal to the systemID of the receiving Intermediate
system, and the receiving Intermediate system has an
LSP in the set of currently generated LSPs from that
source in its database (i.e. it is an LSP generated by
this Intermediate system), perform the actions de
scribed in 7.3.16.1.
e)Otherwise, (the source S is some other system),
1)If the LSP is newer than the one in the database, or
if an LSP from that source does not yet exist in the
database:
i)Store the new LSP in the database, overwriting
the existing database LSP for that source (if
any) with the received LSP.
ii)Set SRMflag for that LSP for all circuits
other than C.
iii)Clear SRMflag for C.
iv)If C is a non-broadcast circuit, set SSNflag
for that LSP for C.
v)Clear SSNflag for that LSP for the circuits
other than C.
2)If the LSP is equal to the one in the database (same
Sequence Number, Remaining Lifetimes both zero
or both non-zero, same checksums):
i)Clear SRMflag for C.
ii)If C is a non-broadcast circuit, set SSNflag
for that LSP for C.
3)If the LSP is older than the one in the database:
i)Set SRMflag for C.
ii)Clear SSNflag for C.
When storing a new LSP, the Intermediate system shall first
ensure that it has sufficient memory resources to both store
the LSP and generate whatever internal data structures will
be required to process the LSP by the Update Process.  If
these resources are not available the LSP shall be ignored.
It shall neither be stored nor acknowledged. When an LSP
is ignored for this reason the IS shall enter the Waiting
State. (See 7.3.19).
When attempting to store a new version of an existing LSP
(with the same LSPID), which has a length less than or
equal to that of the existing LSP, the existing LSP shall be
removed from the routeing information base and the new
LSP stored as a single atomic action. This ensures that such
an LSP (which may be carrying the LSP Database Overload
indication from an overloaded IS) will never be ignored as
a result of a lack of memory resources.

7.3.15.2 Action on Receipt of a Sequence Numbers
PDU
When a Sequence Numbers PDU (Complete or Partial, see
7.3.17) is received on circuit C the IS shall perform the fol
lowing functions:
a)Perform the following PDU acceptance tests:
1)If the SNP was received over a circuit whose ex
ternalDomain attribute is True, the IS shall dis



card the PDU.
2)If the ID Length field of the PDU is not equal to
the value of the IS's routeingDomainIDLength,
the PDU shall be discarded and an iDField

Length

Mismatch notification generated.
3)If this is a level 1 SNP and the set of areaRe
ceivePasswords is non-null, then perform the
following tests:
i)If the PDU does not contain the Authentica
tion Information field then the PDU shall be
discarded and an authenticationFailure no
tification generated.
ii)If the PDU contains the Authentication In
formation field, but the Authentication
Type is not equal to Password, then the
PDU shall be accepted unless the IS imple
ments the authenticatiion procedure indicated
by the Authentication Type. In this case
whether the IS accepts or ignores the PDU is
outside the scope of this International Stan
dard.
iii)Otherwise, the IS shall compare the password
in the received PDU with the passwords in the
set of areaReceivePasswords, augmented
by the value of the areaTransmitPassword.
If the value in the PDU matches any of these
passwords, the IS shall accept the PDU for
further processing. If the value in the PDU
does not match any of the above values, then
the IS shall ignore the PDU and generate an
authenticationFailure notification.
4)If this is a level 2 SNP, and the set of domainRe
ceivePasswords is non-null, then perform the
following tests:
i)If the PDU does not contain the Authentica
tion Information field then the PDU shall be
discarded and an authenticationFailure no
tification generated.
ii)If the PDU contains the Authentication In
formation field, but the Authentication
Type is not equal to Password, then the
PDU shall be accepted unless the IS imple
ments the authenticatiion procedure indicated
by the Authentication Type. In this case
whether the IS accepts or ignores the PDU is
outside the scope of this International Stan
dard.

iii)Otherwise, the IS shall compare the password
in the received PDU with the passwords in the
set of domainReceivePasswords, aug
mented by the value of the domainTransmit
Password. If the value in the PDU matches
any of these passwords, the IS shall accept the
PDU for further processing. If the value in the
PDU does not match any of the above values,
then the IS shall ignore the PDU and generate
an authenticationFailure notification.



b)For each LSP reported in the Sequence Numbers
PDU:
1)If the reported value equals the database value and
C is a non-broadcast circuit, Clear SRMflag for C
for that LSP.
2)If the reported value is older than the database
value, Clear SSNflag, and Set SRMflag.
3)If the reported value is newer than the database
value, Set SSNflag, and if C is a non-broadcast
circuit Clear SRMflag.
4)If no database entry exists for the LSP, and the re
ported Remaining Lifetime, Checksum and Se
quence Number fields of the LSP are all non-
zero, create an entry with sequence number 0 (see
7.3.16.1), and set SSNflag for that entry and cir
cuit C.  Under no circumstances shall SRMflag be
set for such an LSP with zero sequence number.
NOTE - This is because possessing a zero sequence
number LSP is semantically equivalent to having no
information about that LSP.  If such LSPs were
propagated by setting SRMflag it would result in an
unnecessary consumption of both bandwidth and
memory resources.
c)If the Sequence Numbers PDU is a Complete Se
quence Numbers PDU, Set SRMflags for C for all
LSPs in the database (except those with zero sequence
number or zero remaining lifetime) with LSPIDs
within the range specified for the CSNP by the Start
LSPID and End LSPID fields, which were not men
tioned in the Complete Sequence Numbers PDU (i.e.
LSPs this system has, which the neighbour does not
claim to have).
7.3.15.3 Action on expiration of Complete SNP
Interval
The IS shall perform the following actions every
CompleteSNPInterval seconds for circuit C:
a)If C is a broadcast circuit, then
1)If this Intermediate system is a Level 1 Designated
Intermediate System on circuit C, transmit a com
plete set of Level 1 Complete Sequence Numbers
PDUs on circuit C. Ignore the setting of SSNflag
on Level 1 Link State PDUs.
If the value of the IS's areaTransmitPassword
is non-null, then the IS shall include the Authenti
cation Information field in the transmitted

CSNP, indicating an Authentication Type of
Password and containing the areaTransmit
Password as the authentication value.
2)If this Intermediate system is a Level 2 Designated
Intermediate System on circuit C, transmit a com
plete set of Level 2 Complete Sequence Numbers
PDUs on circuit C. Ignore the setting of SSNflag
on Level 2 Link State PDUs.
If the value of the IS's domainTransmitPass
word is non-null, then the IS shall include the
Authentication Information field in the trans
mitted CSNP, indicating an Authentication Type
of Password and containing the domainTrans
mitPassword as the authentication value.
A complete set of CSNPs is a set whose startLSPID
and endLSPID ranges cover the complete possible



range of LSPIDs. (i.e. there is no possible LSPID
value which does not appear within the range of one
of the CSNPs in the set).  Where more than one CSNP
is transmitted on a broadcast circuit, they shall be
separated by an interval of at least min
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of CSNPs (no more than 10) with a shorter separation in
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b)Otherwise (C is a point to point circuit, including non-
DA DED circuits and virtual links), do nothing.
CSNPs are only transmitted on point to point circuits
at initialisation.
7.3.15.4 Action on expiration of Partial SNP
Interval
The maximum sized Level 1 or Level 2 PSNP which may
be generated by a system is controlled by the values of
originating

L1

LSP

Buf

fer

Size or  originating

L2



LSP

Buffer

Size respectively. An Intermediate system shall per
form the following actions every partialSNPInterval sec
onds for circuit C with jitter applied as described in 10.1:
a)If C is a broadcast circuit, then
1)If this Intermediate system is a Level 1 Intermedi
ate System or a Level 2 Intermediate System with
manual

L2

Only

Mode False, but is not a
Level 1 Designated Intermediate System on circuit
C, transmit a Level 1 Partial Sequence Numbers
PDU on circuit C, containing entries for as many
Level 1 Link State PDUs with SSNflag set as will
fit in the PDU, and then clear SSNflag for these
entries. To avoid the possibility of starvation, the
scan of the LSP database for those with SSNflag
set shall commence with the next LSP which was
not included in the previous scan. If there were no
Level 1 Link State PDUs with SSNflag set, do
not transmit a Level 1 Partial Sequence Numbers
PDU.

If the value of the IS's areaTransmitPassword
is non-null, then the IS shall include the Authenti
cation Information field in the transmitted
PSNP, indicating an Authentication Type of
Password and containing the areaTransmit
Password as the authentication value.
2)If this Intermediate system is a Level 2 Intermedi
ate System, but is not a Level 2 Designated Inter
mediate System on circuit C, transmit a Level 2
Partial Sequence Numbers PDU on circuit C, con
taining entries for as many Level 2 Link State
PDUs with SSNflag set as will fit in the PDU,
and then clear SSNflag for these entries. To avoid
the possibility of starvation, the scan of the LSP
database for those with SSNflag set shall com
mence with the next LSP which was not included
in the previous scan. If there were no Level 2 Link
State PDUs with SSNflag set, do not transmit a
Level 2 Partial Sequence Numbers PDU.
If the value of the IS's domainTransmitPass
word is non-null, then the IS shall include the
Authentication Information field in the trans
mitted PSNP, indicating an Authentication Type
of Password and containing the domainTrans
mitPassword as the authentication value.
b)Otherwise (C is a point to point circuit, including non-
DA DED circuits and virtual links)
1)If this system is a Level 1 Intermediate system,
transmit a Level 1 Partial Sequence Numbers PDU
on circuit C, containing entries for as many Level



1 Link State PDUs with SSNflag set as will fit in
the PDU, and then clear SSNflag for these en
tries. To avoid the possibility of starvation, the
scan of the LSP database for those with SSNflag
set shall commence with the next LSP which was
not included in the previous scan. If there were no
Level 1 Link State PDUs with SSNflag set, do
not transmit a Partial Sequence Numbers PDU.
If the value of the IS's areaTransmitPassword
is non-null, then the IS shall include the Authenti
cation Information field in the transmitted
PSNP, indicating an Authentication Type of
Password and containing the areaTransmit
Password as the authentication value.
2)If this system is a Level 2 Intermediate system,
transmit a Level 2 Partial Sequence Numbers PDU
on circuit C, containing entries for as many Level
2 Link State PDUs with SSNflag set as will fit in
the PDU, and then clear SSNflag for these en
tries. To avoid the possibility of starvation, the
scan of the LSP database for those with SSNflag
set shall commence with the next LSP which was
not included in the previous scan. If there were no
Level 2 Link State PDUs with SSNflag set, do
not transmit a Partial Sequence Numbers PDU.
If the value of the IS's domainTransmitPass
word is non-null, then the IS shall include the
Authentication Information field in the trans
mitted PSNP, indicating an Authentication Type

of Password and containing the domainTrans
mitPassword as the authentication value.
7.3.15.5 Action on expiration of Minimum LSP
Transmission Interval
An IS shall perform the following actions every min
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described in 10.1.
a)For all Point to Point circuits C transmit all LSPs that
have SRMflag set on circuit C, but do not clear the
SRMflag. The SRMflag will subsequently be
cleared by receipt of a Complete or Partial Sequence
Numbers PDU.
The interval between two consecutive transmissions of the
same LSP shall be at least min
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val. Clearly, this can only be achieved precisely by keep
ing a separate timer for each LSP. This would be an unwar
ranted overhead. Any technique which ensures the interval
will be between min
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7.3.15.6 Controlling the Rate of Transmission on
Broadcast Circuits
The attribute min
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val indicates the minimum interval between PDU arri
vals which can be processed by the slowest Intermediate
System on the LAN.
Setting SRMflags on an LSP for a broadcast circuit does
not cause the LSP to be transmitted immediately. Instead
the Intermediate system shall scan the LSP database every
min
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jitter applied as described in 10.1), and from the set of LSPs
which have SRMflags set for this circuit, one LSP shall be
chosen at random. This LSP shall be multicast on the cir
cuit, and SRMflags cleared.
NOTE - In practice it would be very inefficient to scan the
whole database at this rate, particularly when only a few
LSPs had SRMflags set.  Implementations may require ad
ditional data structures in order to reduce this overhead.
NOTE - An IS is permitted to transmit a small number of
LSPs (no more than 10) with a shorter separation interval,
(or even back to back), provided that no more than
1000/min
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are transmitted in any one second period.
In addition, the presence of any LSPs which have been re
ceived on a particular circuit and are queued awaiting proc
essing shall inhibit transmission of LSPs on that circuit.
However, LSPs may be transmitted at a minimum rate of
one per second even in the presence of such a queue.
7.3.16 Determining the Latest Information
The Update Process is responsible for determining, given a
received link state PDU, whether that received PDU repre
sents new, old, or duplicate information with respect to
what is stored in the database.

It is also responsible for generating the information upon
which this determination is based, for assigning a sequence
number to its own Link State PDUs upon generation, and
for correctly adjusting the Remaining Lifetime field upon
broadcast of a link state PDU generated originally by any
system in the domain.
7.3.16.1 Sequence Numbers
The sequence number is a 4 octet unsigned value. Sequence
numbers shall increase from zero to (SequenceModulus
- 1). When a system initialises, it shall start with sequence
number 1 for its own Link State PDUs.55It starts with 1 rather than 0
so that the value 0 can be reserved to be guaranteed to be less than
the sequence number of any actually generated Link State
PDU. This is a useful property for Sequence Numbers PDUs.

The sequence numbers the Intermediate system generates
for its Link State PDUs with different values for LSP num
ber are independent. The algorithm for choosing the num
bers is the same, but operationally the numbers will not be
synchronised.
If an Intermediate system R somewhere in the domain has
information that the current sequence number for source S
is greater than that held by S, R will return to S a Link State
PDU for S with R's value for the sequence number. When S
receives this LSP it shall change its sequence number to be
the next number greater than the new one received, and
shall generate a link state PDU.
If an Intermediate system needs to increment its sequence
number, but the sequence number is already equal to



SequenceModulus  1, the notification attempt
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ber shall be generated and
the Routeing Module shall be disabled for a period of at
least MaxAge + ZeroAgeLifetime, in order to be sure
that any versions of this LSP with the high sequence num
ber have expired. When it is re-enabled the IS shall start
again with sequence number 1.
7.3.16.2 LSP Confusion
It is possible for an LSP generated by a system in a previ
ous incarnation to be alive in the domain and have the same
sequence number as the current LSP.
To ensure database consistency among the Intermediate
Systems, it is essential to distinguish two such PDUs. This
is done efficiently by comparing the checksum on a re
ceived LSP with the one stored in memory.
If the sequence numbers match, but the checksums do not
and the LSP is not in the current set of LSPs generated by
the local system, then the system that notices the mismatch
shall treat the LSP as if its Remaining Lifetime had expired.
It shall store one of the copies of the LSP, with zero written
as the Remaining Lifetime, and flood the LSP.
If the LSP is in the current set of LSPs generated by the lo
cal system then the IS shall change the LSP's sequence
number to be the next number greater than that of the re
ceived LSP and regenerate the LSP.

7.3.16.3 Remaining Lifetime field
When the source generates a link state PDU, it shall set the
Remaining Lifetime to MaxAge.
When a system holds the information for some time before
successfully transmitting it to a neighbour, that system shall
decrement the Remaining Lifetime field according to the
holding time. Before transmitting a link state PDU to a
neighbour, a system shall decrement the Remaining Life
time in the PDU being transmitted by at least 1, or more
than 1  if the transit time to that neighbour is estimated to
be greater than one second. When the Remaining Lifetime
field reaches 0, the system shall purge that Link State PDU
from its database. In order to keep the Intermediate Sys
tems' databases synchronised, the purging of an LSP due to
Remaining Lifetime expiration is synchronised by flooding
an expired LSP. See 7.3.16.4.
If the RemainingLifetime of the received LSP is zero it
shall be processed as described in 7.3.16.4. If the Remain
ing Lifetime of the received LSP is non-zero, but there is an
LSP in the database with the same sequence number and



zero Remaining Lifetime, the LSP in the database shall be
considered most recent. Otherwise, the PDU with the larger
sequence number shall be considered the most recent.
If the value of Remaining Lifetime is greater than
MaxAge, the LSP shall be processed as if there were a
checksum error.
7.3.16.4  LSP Expiration Synchronisation
When the Remaining Lifetime on an LSP in memory be
comes zero, the IS shall
a)set all SRMflags for that LSP, and
b)retain only the LSP header.
c)record the time at which the Remaining Lifetime for
this LSP became zero. When ZeroAgeLifetime has
elapsed since the LSP Remaining Lifetime became
zero, the LSP header shall be purged from the data
base.
NOTE - A check of the checksum of a zero Remaining Life
time LSP succeeds even though the data portion is not pre
sent
When a purge of an LSP with non-zero Remaining Lifetime
is initiated, the header shall be retained for MaxAge.
If an LSP from source S with zero Remaining Lifetime is
received on circuit C :
a)If no LSP from S is in memory, then the IS shall
1)send an acknowledgement of the LSP on circuit C,
but
2)shall not retain the LSP after the acknowledgement
has been sent.

b)If an LSP from S is in the database, then
1)If the received LSP is newer than the one in the da
tabase (i.e. received LSP has higher sequence
number, or same sequence number and database
LSP has non-zero Remaining Lifetime) the IS
shall:
i)overwrite the database LSP with the received
LSP, and note the time at which the zero Re
maining Lifetime LSP was received, so that
after ZeroAgeLifetime has elapsed, that LSP
can be purged from the database,
ii)set SRMflag for that LSP for all circuits other
than C,
iii)clear SRMflag for C,
iv)if C is a non-broadcast circuit, set SSNflag
for that LSP for C, and
v)clear SSNflag for that LSP for the circuits
other than C.
2)If the received LSP is equal to the one in the data
base (i.e. same Sequence Number, Remaining
Lifetimes both zero) the IS shall:
i)clear SRMflag for C, and
ii)if C is a non-broadcast circuit, set SSNflag
for that LSP for C.
3)If the received LSP is older than the one in the da
tabase (i.e. received LSP has lower sequence num
ber) the IS shall:
i)set SRMflag for C, and
ii)clear SSNflag for C.
c)If this system (or pseudonode) is S and there is an un-
expired LSP from S (i.e. its own LSP) in memory,
then the IS:
1)shall not overwrite with the received LSP, but



2)shall change the sequence number of the un-
expired LSP from S as described in 7.3.16.1,
3)generate a new LSP; and
4)set SRMflag on all circuits.
7.3.17 Making the Update Reliable
The update process is responsible for making sure the latest
link state PDUs reach every reachable Intermediate System
in the domain.
On point-to-point links the Intermediate system shall send
an explicit acknowledgement encoded as a Partial Sequence
Numbers PDU (PSNP) containing the following informa
tion:
a)source's ID
b)PDU type (Level 1 or 2)
c)sequence number

d)Remaining Lifetime
e)checksum
This shall be done for all received link state PDUs which
are newer than the one in the database, or duplicates of the
one in the database. Link state PDUs which are older than
that stored in the database are answered instead by a newer
link state PDU, as specified in 7.3.14 above.
On broadcast links, instead of explicit acknowledgements
for each link state PDU by each Intermediate system, a spe
cial PDU known as a Complete Sequence Numbers PDU
(CSNP), shall be multicast periodically by the Designated
Intermediate System. The PDU shall contain a list of all
LSPs in the database, together with enough information so
that Intermediate systems receiving the CSNP can compare
with their LSP database to determine whether they and the
CSNP transmitter have synchronised LSP databases.  The
maximum sized Level 1 or Level 2 Sequence Numbers
PDU which may be generated by a system is controlled by
the values of originating

L1

LSP

Buf

fer

Size or originat
ingL2LSPBufferSize respectively. In practice, the infor
mation required to be transmitted in a single CSNP may be
greater than will fit in a single PDU. Therefore each CSNP
carries an inclusive range of LSPIDs to which it refers. The
complete set of information shall be conveyed by transmit
ting a series of individual CSNPs, each referring to a subset
of the complete range. The ranges of the complete set of
CSNPs shall be contiguous (though not necessarily trans
mitted in order) and shall cover the entire range of possible
LSPIDs.
The  LAN Level 1 Designated Intermediate System shall
periodically multicast complete sets of Level 1 CSNPs to
the multi-destination address AllL1ISs. The LAN Level 2
Designated Intermediate System shall periodically multicast
complete sets of Level 2 CSNPs to the multi-destination ad
dress AllL2ISs.
Absence of an LSPID from a Complete Sequence Numbers



PDU whose range includes that LSPID indicates total lack
of information about that LSPID.
If an Intermediate system, upon receipt of a Complete Se
quence Numbers PDU, detects that the transmitter was out
of date, the receiver shall multicast the missing information.
NOTE - Receipt of a link state PDU on a link is the same as
successfully transmitting the Link State PDU on that link, so
once the first Intermediate system responds, no others will,
unless they have already transmitted replies.
If an Intermediate system detects that the transmitter had
more up to date information, the receiving Intermediate sys
tem shall multicast a Partial Sequence Numbers PDU
(PSNP), containing information about LSPs for which it has
older information. This serves as an implicit request for the
missing information. Although the PSNP is multicast, only
the Designated Intermediate System of the appropriate level
shall respond to the PSNP.
NOTE - This is equivalent to the PSNP being transmitted di
rectly to the Designated Intermediate System, in that it
avoids each Intermediate System unnecessarily sending the
same LSP(s) in response. However, it has the advantage of
preserving the property that all routeing messages can be re

ceived on the multi-destination addresses, and hence by a
LAN adapter dedicated to the multi-destination address.
When a non-broadcast circuit (re)starts, the IS shall:
a)set SRMflag for that circuit on all LSPs, and
b)send a Complete set of Complete Sequence Numbers
PDUs on that circuit.
7.3.18 Validation of Databases
An Intermediate System shall not continue to operate for an
extended period with corrupted routeing information. The
IS shall therefore operate in a fail-stop manner. If a failure
is detected, the Intermediate system Network entity shall be
disabled until the failure is corrected. In the absence of an
implementation-specific method for ensuring this, the IS
shall perform the following checks at least every max

i

mum

LSPGenerationInterval seconds:
a)On expiration of this timer the IS shall re-check the
checksum of every LSP in the LSP database (except
those with a Remaining Lifetime of zero) in order to
detect corruption of the LSP while in memory. If the
checksum of any LSP is incorrect, the notification
corruptedLSPDetected shall be logged, and as a
minimum the entire Link State Database shall be de
leted and action taken to cause it to be re-acquired.
One way to achieve this is to disable and re-enable the
IS Network entity.
NOTE  On point to point links, this requires at least
that a CSNP be transmitted.
b)On completion of these checks the decision process
shall be notified of an event (even if any newly gener
ated LSPs have identical contents to the previous
ones). This causes the decision process to be run and
the forwarding databases re-computed, thus protecting
against possible corruption of the forwarding data



bases in memory, which would not otherwise be de
tected in a stable topology.
c)The IS shall reset the timer for a period of
maximumLSPGenerationInterval with jitter ap
plied as described in 10.1.
7.3.19 LSP Database Overload
As a result of network mis-configuration, or certain transi
tory conditions, it is possible that there may be insufficient
memory resources available to store a received Link State
PDU. When this occurs, an IS needs to take certain steps to
ensure that if its LSP database becomes inconsistent with
the other ISs', that these ISs do not rely on forwarding
paths through the overloaded IS.
7.3.19.1 Entering the Waiting State
When an LSP cannot be stored, the LSP shall be ignored
and Waiting State shall be entered. A timer shall be started
for waitingTime seconds, and the Intermediate System
shall generate and flood its own LSP with zero LSP number
with the LSP Database Overload Bit set. This prevents

this Intermediate system from being considered as a for
warding path by other Intermediate Systems.
It is possible that although there are sufficient resources to
store an LSP and permit the operation of the Update Proc
ess on that LSP, the Decision Process may subsequently re
quire further resources in order to complete. If these re
sources are not available, the Intermediate system shall then
(i.e. during the attempt to run the Decision Process) enter
Waiting State until such time as they are available and
waitingTime seconds have elapsed since the last LSP was
ignored by the Update Process.
An implementation shall partition the available memory re
sources between the Level 1 and Level 2 databases. An
overload condition can therefore exist independently for
Level 1 or Level 2 (or both). The status attributes l1State
and l2State indicate the condition for the Level 1 and
Level 2 databases respectively. On entering Level 1 Wait
ing State the IS shall generate the lSP

L1

Data

base

Over

load notification, and on entering Level 2 Waiting State
the IS shall generate the lSP

L2

Data

base

Over

load notifi
cation.
7.3.19.2 Actions in Level 1 Waiting State



While in Level 1 waiting state
a)If a Link State PDU cannot be stored, the IS shall ig
nore it and restart the timer for waitingTime seconds.
b)The IS shall continue to run the Decision and For
warding processes as normal.
c)When the waitingTime timer expires, the IS shall:
1)Generate an lSP

L1

Data

base

Over

load  (recov
ered) notification.
2)Clear the LSP Database Overload bit in its own
Level 1 LSP with zero LSP number and re-issue it.
3)Set the l1State to On.
4)Resume normal operation.
7.3.19.3 Actions in Level 2 Waiting State
While in Level 2 waiting state
a)If a Link State PDU cannot be stored, the IS shall ig
nore it and restart the timer for waitingTime seconds.
b)The IS shall continue to run the Decision and For
warding processes as normal.
c)When the waitingTime timer expires, the IS shall:
1)Generate an lSP

L2

Data

base

Over

load  (recov
ered) notification.
2)Clear the LSP Database Overload bit in its own
Level 2 LSP with zero LSP number and re-issue it.
3)Set the l2State to On.
4)Resume normal operation.

7.3.20 Use of the Link State Database
The only portion of the database relevant to the  Decision
Process is the data portion of the Link State PDUs.
The Update Process additionally uses the fields Sequence
Number, Remaining Lifetime, and variable SRMflag.
The Remaining Lifetimes in the stored link state PDUs can
either be periodically decremented, or converted upon re
ceipt into an internal timestamp, and converted back into a
Remaining Lifetime upon transmission.
7.3.20.1 Synchronisation with the Decision Process
Since the Update Process and the Decision Process share
the Link State Database, care must be taken that the Update
Process does not modify the Link State Database while the
Decision Process is running.
There are two approaches to this. In one approach, the De
cision Process signals when it is running. During this time,



the Update Process queues incoming Link State PDUs, and
does not write them into the Link State Database. If more
Link State PDUs arrive than can fit into the queue allotted
while the Decision Process is running, the Update Process
drops them and does not acknowledge them.
Another approach is to have two copies of the Link State
Database  one in which the Decision Process is comput
ing, and the other in which the Update Process initially cop
ies over the first database, and in which all new Link State
PDUs are written. Additionally, depending on the hashing
scheme, it is likely that a second copy of the address hash
table will be required, so that the Update Process can do a
rehash occasionally for efficiency.
When the Decision Process is ready to run again, it locks
the new copy of the Link State Database, leaving the Up
date Process to copy over the information into the first area,
and write new updates while the Decision Process runs
again.
The advantage of the first approach is that it takes less
memory. The advantage of the second approach is that Link
State PDUs will never need to be dropped.
NOTE - If the decision process is implemented according to
the specification in C.2, a finer level of parallelism is possi
ble, as described below.

Arrival of a Link State PDU for a system before that system
has been put into TENT is permitted. The new Link State
PDU is used when that system is eventually put into TENT.
Similarly, arrival of a new Link State PDU for a system af
ter that system has been put into PATHS is permitted. That
system has already been completely processed. The arrival
of the new Link State PDU is noted and the decision process
re-executed when the current execution has completed. An
in-progress execution of the decision process shall not be
abandoned, since this could prevent the decision process
from ever completing.

Arrival of a Link State PDU for a system between that sys
tem being put on TENT and being transferred to PATHS
shall be treated as equivalent to one of the previous two
cases (for example, by buffering, or taking some corrective
action).

7.3.20.2 Use of Buffers and Link Bandwidth
Implementations shall have a buffer management strategy
that does not prevent other clients of the buffering service
from acquiring buffers due to excessive use by the Update
Process. They shall also ensure that the Update Process
does not consume all the available bandwidth of links. In
particular no type of traffic should experience starvation for
longer than its acceptable latency. Acceptable latencies are
approximately as follows:
-Hello traffic  Hello timer W 0.5
-Data Traffic  10 seconds.
NOTE - The first of these requirements can be met by re
stricting the Update process to the use of a single buffer on
each circuit for transmission. This may also cause the sec
ond requirement to be met, depending on the processor
speed.

7.3.21 Parameters
MaxAge  This is the amount of time that may elapse



since the estimated origination of the stored Link
State PDU by the source before the LSP is consid
ered expired. The expired LSP can be deleted from
the database after a further ZeroAgeLifetime has
expired.  MaxAge shall be larger than maximum

LSP

Generation

Interval, so that a system is not
purged merely because of lack of events for report
ing Link State PDUs.
        MaxAge is an architectural constant equal to 20
minutes.
ZeroAgeLifetime - This is the minimum amount of time
for which the header of an expired LSP shall be re
tained after it has been flooded with zero Remaining
Lifetime.  A very safe value for this would be
2 W MaxAge.  However all that is required is that
the header be retained until the zero Remaining Life
time LSP has been safely propagated to all the
neighbours.
        ZeroAgeLifetime is an architectural constant with
a value of 1 minute.
maximumLSPGenerationInterval  This is the maxi
mum amount of time allowed to elapse between gen
eration of Link State PDUs by a source. It shall be
less than MaxAge.
        Setting this parameter too fast adds overhead to the
algorithms (a lot of Link State PDUs). Setting this
parameter too slow (and not violating constraints)
causes the algorithm to wait a long time to recover
in the unlikely event that incorrect Link State infor
mation exists somewhere in the domain about the
system.
        A reasonable setting is 15 minutes.

minimumLSPGenerationInterval  This is the minimum
time interval between generation of Link State
PDUs.  A source Intermediate system shall wait at
least this long before re-generating one of its own
Link State PDUs.
        Setting this too large causes a delay in reporting new
information. Setting this too small allows too much
overhead.
        A reasonable setting is 30 seconds.
min
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Int

er

val  This is the amount
of time an Intermediate system shall wait before fur
ther propagating another Link State PDU from the
same source system.
        Setting this too large causes a delay in propagation
of routeing information and stabilisation of the
routeing algorithm. Setting this too small allows the
possibility that the routeing algorithm, under low
probability circumstances, will use too many re
sources (CPU and bandwidth).
        Setting min
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val greater
than minimumLSPGenerationInterval makes no
sense, because the source would be allowed to gen
erate LSPs more quickly than they'd be allowed to
be broadcast. Setting min
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val smaller than min
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LSP



Generation

Inter

val is desirable to recover from lost LSPs.
        A reasonable value is 5 seconds.
CompleteSNPInterval  This is the amount of time be
tween periodic transmissions of a complete set of
Sequence Number PDUs by the Designated Interme
diate system on a broadcast link. Setting this too low
slows down the convergence of the routeing algo
rithm when Link State PDUs are lost due to the
datagram environment of the Data Link layer on the
broadcast link.
        Setting this too high results in extra control traffic
overhead.
        A reasonable value is 10 seconds.

7.4 The Forwarding Process
The forwarding process is responsible both for transmitting
NPDUs originated by this system, and for forwarding
NPDUs originated by other systems
7.4.1 Input and Output
INPUT
-NPDUs from the ISO 8473 protocol machine
-PDUs from Update Process
-PDUs from Receive Process
-Forwarding Databases (Level 1 and 2)  one for each
routeing metric
OUTPUT
-PDUs to Data Link Layer
7.4.2 Routeing Metric Selection
The Forwarding process selects a forwarding database for
each NPDU to be relayed based on:
-the level at which the forwarding is to occur: level 1
or level 2; and
-a mapping of the ISO 8473 QoS Maintenance field
onto one of the Intermediate system's supported route
ing metrics.
The former selection is made by examining the Destination
Address field of the NPDU.
The latter selection is made as follows:
a)If the QoS Maintenance field is not present in the
NPDU, then the IS shall select the forwarding data
base calculated for the default metric.
b)If the QoS Maintenance field is present, the IS shall
examine bits 7 and 8 of the parameter value octet. If
these two bits specify any combination other than 1
1 (meaning globally unique QoS), then the IS shall
select the forwarding database calculated for the de
fault metric, otherwise
c)The IS shall select a forwarding database by mapping
the values of bits 3, 2 and 1 of the parameter value as
shown below in table 1 and shall proceed as follows:
1)If the IS does not support the selected routeing
metric, the IS shall forward based upon the default
metric;
2)If the forwarding database for one of the optional
routeing metrics is selected and the database either
does not contain an entry for the Destination Ad



dress in the NPDU being relayed, or contains an
entry indicating that the destination is unreachable
using that metric, then the IS shall attempt to for
ward based upon the default metric;

3)Otherwise, forward based on the selected optional
metric.
Table 1 - QoS Maintenance bits to routeing
metric mappingsSelected Routeing Metric
bit 3
bit 2
bit 1
expense metric
0
0
0
default metric
0
0
1
expense metric
0
1
0
delay  metric
1
0
0
error metric
0
1
1
delay metric
1
0
1
error metric
1
1
1
default metric
1
1
0

7.4.3 Forwarding Decision
7.4.3.1 Basic Operation
Let DEST = the Network Layer destination address of the
PDU to be forwarded, or the next entry in the source route
ing field, if present. It consists of sub-fields Area Address,
ID, and SEL.
NOTE - The SEL field in the destination address is not ex
amined by Intermediate Systems. It is used by End Systems
to select the proper Transport entity to which to deliver NS
DUs.
This system's (the one examining this PDU for proper for
warding decision) address consists of sub-fields area ad
dress  and ID.
a)If the local system type is a level 1 Intermediate sys
tem, or the local system type is a level 2 Intermediate
system and AttachedFlagk = False, then:
1)If the Area Address in the PDU to be forwarded



matches any one of the area addresses of this IS,
then consult the level 1 forwarding database to de
termine the adjacency which is the next hop on the
path to the NPDU's destination. Forward the
NPDU on this adjacency.
2)Otherwise, consult the level 1 forwarding database
to determine the adjacency which is the next hop
on the path to the nearest level 2 is in the area, and
forward the NPDU on this adjacency.
b)If the local system type is Level 2, and Attached
Flagk = True then:
1)If the Area Address in the PDU to be forwarded
matches any one of the area addresses of this IS,

then consult the level 1 forwarding database to de
termine the adjacency which is the next hop on the
path to the NPDU's destination. Forward the
NPDU on this adjacency.
2)Otherwise, consult the level 2 forwarding database
to determine the adjacency which is the next hop
on the path to the destination area, and forward the
NPDU on this adjacency.
7.4.3.2 Encapsulation for Partition Repair
If this Intermediate system is the Partition Designated
Level 2 IS for this partition, and the PDU is being for
warded onto the special adjacency to a Partition Designated
Level 2 Intermediate system in a different partition of this
area, encapsulate the complete PDU as the data field of a
data NPDU (i.e., with an additional layer of header), mak
ing this system the Source address and the other Partition
Designated Level 2 Intermediate system (obtained from the
identifier attribute of the Virtual Adjacency managed ob
ject) the Destination Address field in the outer PDU
header. Set the QoS Maintenance field of the outer PDU
to indicate forwarding via the default routeing metric (see
table 1). Then forward the encapsulated PDU onto an adja
cency ADJ, obtained by calling the Forward procedure, de
scribed below.
7.4.3.3 The Procedure Forward
This procedure chooses, from a Level 1 forwarding data
base  if level is level1, or from a Level 2 forwarding da
tabase  if level is level2, an adjacency on which to for
ward NPDUs for destination dest. A pointer to the adja
cency is returned in adj, and the procedure returns the value
True. A destination of 0 at level 1 selects the adjacency
for the nearest level 2 IS computed as described in 7.2.9.1.
If there are multiple possible adjacencies, as a result of mul
tiple minimum cost paths, then one of those adjacencies
shall be chosen. An implementation may chose the adja
cency at random, or may use the possible adjacencies in
round robin fashion.
If there is no entry in the selected forwarding database for
the address dest, and the NPDU originated from the a local
Transport entity  and the system has one or more Intermedi
ate System adjacencies, then one of those is chosen at ran
dom (or in round robin fashion) and the procedure returns
the value True. Otherwise the procedure returns the value
False.66This is done so that a system in the overloaded state will
still be able to originate or forward NPDUs. If a system with a partial
routeing information base
were prohibited from attempting to forward to an unknown destination,
system management would be unable to either communicate with this system, or



route through it, for the purpose of diagnosing and/or correcting the
underlying fault.

NOTE -  Since the local adjacency database is pre-loaded
into the decision process, there will always be an entry in
the forwarding database for destinations to which an adja
cency exists.
NOTE - The PDU to be forwarded may require fragmenta
tion, depending on which circuit it is to be forwarded over.
Generating Redirect PDUs

In addition to forwarding an NPDU, the IS shall inform the
local ISO 9542 protocol machine to generate a Redirect
PDU if the PDU is being forwarded onto the same circuit
from which it came, and if the source SNPA address of the
NPDU indicates that the NPDU was received from an End
System.
7.4.4 The Receive Process
The Receive Process is passed information from any of the
following sources.
-received PDUs with the NLPID of Intra-Domain
routeing,
-configuration information from the ISO 9542 protocol
machine,
-ISO 8473 data PDUs handed to the routeing function
by the ISO 8473 protocol machine.
When an area is partitioned, a level 2 path is used as a
level 1 link to repair the partitioned area. When this occurs,
all PDUs (between the neighbours which must utilise a
multi-hop path for communication) shall be encapsulated in
a data NPDU, addressed to the Intra-Domain routeing se
lector. Control traffic (LSPs, Sequence Numbers PDUs)
shall also be encapsulated, as well as data NPDUs that are
to be passed between the neighbours.
NOTE - It is not necessary to transmit encapsulated IIH
PDUs over a virtual link, since virtual adjacencies are estab
lished and monitored by the operation of the Decision Proc
ess and not the Subnetwork Dependent functions
The Receive Process shall perform the following functions:
-If it is a data NPDU, addressed to this system with
SEL = Intra-Domain routeing, then
7decapsulate the NPDU (remove the outer NPDU
header).
7If the decapsulated PDU is a data NPDU, move
the congestion indications to the decapsulated
NPDU, and pass it to the ISO 8473 protocol ma
chine.
7Otherwise, if the decapsulated PDU is not an ISO
8473 PDU, perform the following steps on the de
capsulated PDU:
-If it is a Link State PDU, pass it to the Update Process
-If it is a Sequence Numbers PDU, pass it to the Up
date Process
-If it is an IIH PDU, pass it to the appropriate
Subnetwork Dependent Function
-If it is a data NPDU or Error Report for another desti
nation, pass it to the Forwarding Process
-Otherwise, ignore the PDU

7.5 Routeing Parameters
The routeing parameters setable by System Management
are listed for each managed object in clause 11.



7.5.1 Architectural Constants
The architectural constants are described in Table 2.

Table 2 - Routeing architectural constantsName
Value
Description
MaxLinkMetric
63.
Maximum value of a routeing metric assign
able to a circuit
MaxPathMetric
1023.
Maximum total metric value for a complete
path
AllL1ISs
01-80-C2-00-00-14
The multi-destination address All Level 1 In
termediate Systems
AllL2ISs
01-80-C2-00-00-15
The multi-destination address All Level 2 In
termediate Systems
AllIntermediateSystems
09-00-2B-00-00-05
The multi-destination address All Intermedi
ate  Systems used by ISO 9542
ISO-SAP
FE
The SAP for ISO Network Layer on
ISO 8802-3 LANs
IntradomainRoute

ing-
PD
10000011
The Network Layer Protocol Discriminator
assigned by ISO/TR 9577 for this Protocol
IntradomainRouteing
Selector
0.
The NSAP selector for the Intermediate Sys
tem Network entity
SequenceModulus
232
Size of the sequence number space used by
the Update Process
ReceiveLSPBuffer

Size
1492.
The size of LSP which all Intermediate sys
tems must be capable of receiving.
MaxAge
1200.
Number of seconds before LSP considered ex
pired.
ZeroAgeLifetime
60.
Number of seconds that an LSP with zero Re
maining Lifetime shall be retained after
propagating a purge.
AllEndSystems



09-00-2B-00-00-04
The multi-destination address All End Sys
tems used by ISO 9542
Max

i

mum

Area

Addresses
3.
The maximum number of area addresses
which may exist for a single area.
HoldingMultiplier
3.
The number by which to multiply hello

Timer
to obtain Holding Timer for ISH PDUs and
for Point to Point IIH PDUs.
ISISHoldingMultiplier
10.
The number by which to multiply iSISHel
loTimer to obtain Holding Timer for Level 1
and Level 2 LAN IIH PDUs.
Jitter
25.
The percentage of jitter which is applied to the
generation of periodic PDUs.

8 Subnetwork Dependent
Functions
The Subnetwork Dependent Functions mask the charac
teristics of the different kinds of Subnetworks from the
Subnetwork Independent Routeing Functions. The only
two types of circuits the Subnetwork Independent Functions
recognise are broadcast and general topology.
The Subnetwork Dependent Functions include:
-The use of the ISO 8473 Subnetwork Dependent
Convergence Functions (SNDCF) so that this proto
col may transmit and receive PDUs over the same
subnetwork types, using the same techniques, as does
ISO 8473.
-Co-ordination with the operation of the ESIS proto
col (ISO 9542) in order to determine the Network
layer addresses (and on Broadcast subnetworks, the
subnetwork points of attachment) and identities (End
System or Intermediate System) of all adjacent neigh
bours. This information is held in the Adjacency data
base. It is used to construct Link State PDUs.
-The exchange of IIH PDUs. While it is possible for an
Intermediate System to identify that it has an Interme
diate System neighbour by the receipt of an ISO 9542
ISH PDU, there is no provision within ISO 9542 to in
dicate whether the neighbour is a Level 1 or a Level 2
Intermediate System. Specific PDUs (LAN Level 1,
LAN Level 2 and Point to point IIH PDUs) are de
fined to convey this information.



8.1 Multi-destination Circuits on ISs at
a Domain Boundary
Routeing information (e.g. Link State PDUs) is not ex
changed across a routeing domain boundary. All routeing
information relating to a circuit connected to another route
ing domain is therefore entered via the Reachable Address
managed objects. This information is disseminated to the
rest of the routeing domain via Link State PDUs as de
scribed in 7.3.3.2. This has the effect of causing NPDUs
destined for NSAPs which are included in the
addressPrefixes of the Reachable Addresses to be re
layed to that Intermediate System at the domain boundary.
On receipt of such an NPDU the Intermediate system shall
forward it onto the appropriate circuit, based on its own
Link State information. However in the case of multi-
destination subnetworks (such as an ISO 8208 subnetwork
using Dynamic Assignment, a broadcast subnetwork, or a
connectionless subnetwork) it is necessary to ascertain ad
ditional subnetwork dependent addressing information in
order to forward the NPDU to a suitable SNPA. (This may
be the target End system or an Intermediate system within
the other domain.)
In general the SNPA address to which an NPDU is to be
forwarded can be derived from the destination NSAP of the
NPDU. It may be possible to perform some algorithmic ma
nipulation of the NSAP address in order to derive the
SNPA address. However there may be some NSAPs where

this is not possible. In these cases it is necessary to have
pre-configured information relating an address prefix to a
particular SNPA address.
This is achieved by additional information contained in the
Reachable Address managed object. The mappingType
attribute may be specified as Manual, in which case a
particular SNPA address or set of SNPA addresses is speci
fied in the SNPA Address characteristic.  Alternatively the
name of an SNPA address extraction algorithm may be
specified.
8.2 Point to Point Subnetworks
This clause describes the identification of neighbours on
both point to point links and Static circuits.
The IS shall operate the ISO 9542 protocol, shall be able to
receive ISO 9542 ISH PDUs from other ISs, and shall store
the information so obtained in the adjacency database.
8.2.1 Receipt of ESH PDUs  Database of End
Systems
An IS shall enter an End system into the adjacency database
when an ESH PDU is received on a circuit. If an ESH PDU
is received on the same circuit, but with a different NSAP
address, the new address shall be added to the adjacency,
with a separate timer. A single ESH PDU may contain more
than one NSAP address. When a new data link address or
NSAP address is added to the adjacency database, the IS
shall generate an adjacencyStateChange (Up) notifica
tion on that adjacency.
The IS shall set a timer for the value of Holding Time in
the received ESH PDU. If another ESH PDU is not re
ceived from the ES before that timer expires, the ES shall
be purged from the database, provided that the Subnetwork
Independent Functions associated with initialising the adja
cency have been completed. Otherwise the IS shall clear the
adjacency as soon as those functions are completed.



When the adjacency is cleared, the Subnetwork Independ
ent Functions shall be informed of an adjacencyState
Change (Down) notification, and the adjacency can be re-
used after the Subnetwork Independent Functions associ
ated with bringing down the adjacency have been com
pleted.
8.2.2 Receiving ISH PDUs by an Intermediate
System
On receipt of an ISH PDU by an Intermediate System, the
IS shall create an adjacency (with state Initialising and
neighbourSystemType Unknown), if one does not al
ready exist, and then perform the following actions:.
a)If the Adjacency state is Up  and the ID portion of
the NET field in the ISH PDU does not match the
neighbourID of the adjacency then the IS shall:
1)generate an adjacencyStateChange (Down) no
tification;
2)delete the adjacency; and

3)create a new adjacency with:
i)state set to Initialising, and
ii)neighbourSystemType set to Unknown.
4)perform the following actions..
b)If the Adjacency state is Initialising, and the
neighbourSystemType status is Intermediate Sys
tem, the ISH PDU shall be ignored.
c)If the Adjacency state is Initialising and the neigh
bourSystemType status is not Intermediate Sys
tem, a point to point IIH PDU shall be transmitted as
described in 8.2.3.
d)The neighbourSystemType status shall be set to In
termediate System indicating that the neighbour is an
Intermediate system, but the type (L1 or L2) is, as yet,
unknown.
8.2.3 Sending Point to Point IIH PDUs
An IS shall send Point-to-Point IIH PDUs on those Point-
to-Point circuits whose externalDomain attribute is set
False. The IIH shall be constructed and transmitted as
follows:
a)The Circuit Type field shall be set according to Ta
ble 3.
b)The Local Circuit ID field shall be set to a value as
signed by this Intermediate system when the circuit is
created. This value shall be unique among all the cir
cuits of this Intermediate system.
c)The first Point to Point IIH PDU (i.e. that transmitted
as a result of receiving an ISH PDU, rather than as a
result of timer expiration) shall be padded (with trail
ing PAD options containing arbitrary valued octets) so
that the SNSDU containing the IIH PDU has a length
of at least maxsize - 1 octets77The minimum length of PAD which may be
added is 2 octets, since that is the size of the option header. Where
possible the PDU should be padded to
maxsize, but if the PDU length is maxsize- 1 octets no padding is
possible (or required).
 where maxsize is the
maximum of
1)dataLinkBlocksize
2)originating

L1



LSP

Buf

fer

Size
3)originatingL2LSPBufferSize
This is done to ensure that an adjacency will only be
formed between systems which are capable of ex
changing PDUs of length up to maxsize octets. In the
absence of this check, it would be possible for an adja
cency to exist with a lower maximum block size, with

the result that some LSPs and SNPs (i.e. those longer
than this maximum, but less than maxsize) would not
be exchanged.
NOTE - It is necessary for the manager to ensure that the
value of dataLinkBlocksize on a circuit which will be
used to form an Intermediate system to Intermediate sys
tem adjacency is set to a value greater than or equal to the
maximum of the LSPBufferSize characteristics listed
above. If this is not done, the adjacency will fail to initial
ise. It is not possible to enforce this requirement, since it
is not known until initialisation time whether or not the
neighbour on the circuit will be an End system or an In
termediate system. An End system adjacency may oper
ate with a lower value for dataLinkBlocksize.
d)If the value of the circuitTransmitPassword for the
circuit is non-null, then the IS shall include the
Authentication Information field in the transmitted
IIH PDU, indicating an Authentication Type of
Password and containing the circuitTransmit
Password as the authentication value.
8.2.4 Receiving Point to Point IIH PDUs
8.2.4.1 PDU Acceptance Tests
On receipt of a Point-to-Point IIH PDU, perform the fol
lowing PDU acceptance tests:
a)If the IIH PDU was received over a circuit whose ex
ternalDomain attribute is set True, the IS shall dis
card the PDU.
b)If the ID Length field of the PDU is not equal to the
value of the IS's routeingDomainIDLength, the
PDU shall be discarded and an iDFieldLengthMis
match notification generated.
c)If the set of  circuitReceivePasswords for this cir
cuit is non-null, then perform the following tests:
1)If the PDU does not contain the Authentication
Information field then the PDU shall be discarded
and an authenticationFailure notification gener
ated.
2)If the PDU contains the Authentication Infor
mation field, but the Authentication Type is not
equal to Password, then the PDU shall be ac
cepted unless the IS implements the authentica
tiion procedure indicated by the Authentication

Type. In this case whether the IS accepts or ig
nores the PDU is outside the scope of this Interna
tional Standard.
3)Otherwise, the IS shall compare the password in
the received PDU with the passwords in the set of



circuitReceivePasswords for the circuit on
which the PDU was received. If the value in the
PDU matches any of these passwords, the IS shall
accept the PDU for further processing. If the value
in the PDU does not match any of the circuitRe
ceivePasswords, then the IS shall ignore the
PDU and generate an authenticationFailure no
tification.
8.2.4.2 IIH PDU Processing
When a Point to Point IIH PDU is received by an Interme
diate system, the area addresses of the two Intermediate
Systems shall be compared to ascertain the validity of the
adjacency. If the two Intermediate systems have an area ad
dress in common, the adjacency is valid for all combina
tions of Intermediate system types (except where a Level 1
Intermediate system is connected to a Level 2 Intermediate
system with manualL2OnlyMode set True). However,
if they have no area address in common, the adjacency is
only valid if both Intermediate systems are Level 2, and the
IS shall mark the adjacency as Level 2 Only. This is de
scribed in more detail below.
On receipt of a Point to Point IIH PDU, each of the area ad
dresses from the PDU shall be compared with the set of
area addresses in the manual

Area

Addresses attribute.
a)If a match is detected between any pair the following
actions are taken.
1)If the local system is of iSType L1

Inter

mediate

Sys

tem the IS shall perform the action indicated
by Table 4.

2)If the local system is of iSType L2

Intermediate

System and the Circuit manualL2OnlyMode
has the value False, the IS shall perform the ac
tion indicated by Table 5.
3)If the local system is of iSType L2

Intermediate

System and the Circuit manualL2OnlyMode
has the value True, the IS shall perform the ac
tion indicated by Table 6.
b)If a no match is detected between any pair, the follow
ing actions shall be performed.
1)If the local system is of iSType L1



Inter

mediate

Sys

tem and the adjacency is not in state Up,
the IS shall delete the adjacency (if any) and gen
erate an initialisationFailure (Area Mismatch)
notification.
2)If the local system is of iSType L1

Inter

mediate

Sys

tem and the adjacency is in state Up, the IS
shall delete the adjacency  and generate an adja
cencyStateChange (Down  Area Mismatch)
notification .
3)If the local system is of iSType L2

Intermediate

System the IS shall perform the action indicated
by Table 7 (irrespective of the value of manu
alL2OnlyMode for this circuit).
c)If the action taken is Up, as detailed in the tables
referenced above, the IS shall compare the Source ID
field of the PDU with the local systemID.
1)If the local Intermediate system has the higher
Source ID, the IS shall set the Circuit CircuitID
status to the concatenation of the local systemID
and the Local Circuit ID (as sent in the Local Cir
cuit ID field of point to point IIH PDUs from this
Intermediate System) of this circuit.

2)If the remote Intermediate system has the higher
Source ID, the IS shall set the Circuit CircuitID
status to the concatenation of the remote system's
Source ID (from the Source ID field of the PDU),
and the remote system's Local Circuit ID (from the
Local Circuit ID field of the PDU).
3)If the two source IDs are the same (i.e. the system
is initialising to itself), the local systemID is used.
NOTE  The circuitID status is not used to generate
the Local Circuit ID to be sent in the Local Circuit
ID field of IIH PDUs transmitted by this Intermedi
ate system. The Local Circuit ID value is assigned
once, when the circuit is created and is not subse
quently changed.
d)If the action taken is Accept and the new value com
puted for the circuitID is different from that in the ex
isting adjacency, the IS shall
1)generate an adjacencyStateChange(Down) noti
fication, and
2)delete the adjacency.



e)If the action taken is Up or Accept the IS shall
1)copy the Adjacency neighbourAreas entries
from the PDU,
2)set the holdingTimer to the value of the Holding
Time from the PDU, and

3)set the neighbourSystemID to the value of the
Source ID from the PDU.
8.2.5 Monitoring Point-to-point Adjacencies
The IS shall keep a holding time (adjacency holding

Timer) for the point-to-point adjacency. The value of the
holding

Timer shall be set to the Holding Time as reported
in the Holding Timer field of the Pt-Pt IIH PDU. If a neigh
bour is not heard from in that time, the IS shall
a)purge it from the database; and
b)generate an adjacencyStateChange (Down) notifi
cation.
8.3 ISO 8208 Subnetworks
8.3.1 Network Layer Protocols
The way in which the underlying service assumed by ISO
8473 is provided for ISO 8208 subnetworks is described in
clause 8 of ISO 8473. This defines a set of Subnetwork De
pendent Convergence Functions (SNDCFs) that relate the
service provided by specific individual ISO-standard
subnetworks to the abstract underlying service defined in
clause 5.5 of ISO 8473. In particular 8.4.3 describes the
Subnetwork Dependent Convergence Functions used with
ISO 8208 Subnetworks.

8.3.2 SVC Establishment
8.3.2.1 Use of ISO 8473 Subnetwork Dependent
Convergence Functions
SVCs shall be established according to the procedures de
fined in the ISO 8208 Subnetwork Dependent Convergence
Functions of ISO 8473 (this may be on system management
action or on arrival of data depending on the type of cir
cuit). The Call Request shall contain a Protocol Discrimina
tor specifying ISO 8473 in the first octet of Call Userdata.
In the case of a static circuit, an SVC shall be established
only upon system management action. The IS shall use
neighbourSNPAAddress as the called SNPA address.
In the case of a DA circuit, the call establishment proce
dures are initiated by the arrival of traffic for the circuit.
8.3.2.2 Dynamically Assigned Circuits
A dynamically assigned circuit has multiple adjacencies,
and can therefore establish SVCs to multiple SNPAs. In
general the SNPA address to which a call is to be estab
lished can be derived from the NSAP to which an NPDU is
to be forwarded. In the case where all the NSAPs accessible
over the ISO 8208 subnetwork have IDIs which are their
SNPA addresses, the correct SNPA can be ascertained by
extracting the IDI. However there may be some NSAPs,
which it is required to reach over the ISO 8208 subnetwork,
whose IDI does not correspond to the SNPA address of
their point of attachment to the ISO 8208 subnetwork. The
IDI may refer to some other SNPA address which is sub-
optimally connected to the target NSAP (or not even con
nected at all), or the IDP may not contain an X.121 address



at all (e.g. ISO DCC scheme). In these cases the IS shall
have pre-configured information relating an IDP (or address
prefix) to a particular SNPA address to call.
This is achieved, as described in 8.1, by additional informa
tion contained in the Reachable Address managed object.
The address extraction algorithm may be specified to ex
tract the IDI portion where the IDI is the required X.121 ad
dress. An example of a set of Reachable Addresses is
shown in Table 8.
Table 8 - Example of address prefixesAddress Prefix

39
37 aaaaa
37
*
37 D
SNPA Address
123X
B
Y
Extract X.121 SNPA address
R, S, T

This is interpreted as follows:
a)For the ISO DCC prefix 39 123, call the SNPA ad
dress X.

b)For the X.121 IDI address prefix 37 aaaaa, don't
call aaaaa, but call B instead.
c)For all IDPs based on SNPAs with DNIC D (i.e. with
address prefix 37 D), call the address Y (which
would probably be a gateway to a subnetwork with
DNIC D).
d)For any other X.121 IDI (i.e. address prefix 37)  call
the SNPA whose address is used as the IDI.
e)Anything else (* in table 8)  call one of the SNPA
addresses R, S or T. These would typically be the
SNPA addresses of Level 2 Intermediate Systems
through which any other addresses could potentially
be reached.
NOTE - If a DA circuit is defined with a reachable address
prefix which includes the addresses reachable over a DCM
or STATIC circuit, the cost(s) for the DA circuit must be
greater than those of the STATIC circuit. If this is not the
case, the DA circuit may be used to establish a call to the re
mote SNPA supporting the STATIC circuit, which would
then (wrongly) assume it was the STATIC circuit.
8.3.2.3 Initiating Calls (Level 2 Intermediate
Systems)
When an NPDU is to be forwarded on a dynamically as
signed circuit, for destination NSAP address D, the IS shall:
a)Calculate D's subnetwork address, either as explicitly
stated in the circuit database, or as extracted from the
IDP.
1)If this system is an ES and there is an entry in the
RedirectCache or ReversePathCache for D, use the
subnetwork address in the cache entry.
2)If this system is an ES or Level 2 Intermediate sys
tem, and the address matches one of the listed
reachable address prefixes (including *, if pre
sent),  the subnetwork address is that specified ac



cording to the mappingType attribute (either
Manual, indicating that the set of addresses in
the sNPAAddresses attribute of that Reachable
Address are to be used, or Algorithm, indicating
that it is to be extracted from the IDP using the
specified algorithm). If multiple SNPA addresses
are specified, and there is already an adjacency up
to one of those SNPA addresses, then choose that
subnetwork address, otherwise choose the
subnetwork address with the oldest timestamp  as
described in 8.3.2.4.
3)If the address does not match one of the listed
reachable address prefixes (and there is no * en
try), invoke the ISO 8473 Discard PDU function.
b)Scan the adjacencies for one already open to D's
subnetwork address (i.e. reserveTimer has not yet
expired). If one is found, transmit the NPDU on that
adjacency.
c)If no adjacency has a call established to the required
subnetwork address, but there is a free adjacency, at

tempt to establish the call using that subnetwork ad
dress.
d)If there is no free adjacency invoke the ISO 8473 Dis
card PDU function.
NOTE  Where possible, when an adjacency is reserved
(when an SVC has been cleared as a result of the
idleTimer expiring, but the reserveTimer has not yet ex
pired), resources within the subnetwork service provider
should be reserved, in order to minimise the probability
that the adjacency will not be able to initiate a call when
required.
8.3.2.4 Call Attempt Failures
The Reachable Address managed objects may contain a set
of SNPA addresses, each of which has an associated time-
stamp. The time-stamps shall be initialised to infinitely
old.
Some of the SNPAs in this set may be unreachable. If a call
attempt fails to one of the SNPA addresses listed, the IS
shall mark that entry in the list with the time of the latest
failed attempt. When an SNPA address is to be chosen from
the list, the IS shall choose the one with the oldest time-
stamp , unless the oldest time-stamp is more recent than
recallTimer. If the oldest time-stamp is more recent than
recallTimer, all SNPAs in the set shall be assumed tempo
rarily unreachable and no call attempt is made. The IS shall
instead invoke the ISO 8473 Discard PDU function.
When attempting to establish a connection to a single spe
cific subnetwork address (not through one of a set of SNPA
addresses), if a call attempt to a particular SNPA address,
A, fails for any reason, the IS shall invoke the ISO 8473
Discard PDU function. Additionally the adjacency on
which the call attempt was placed shall be placed in
Failed state, and the recall timer set. Until it expires, the
IS shall not attempt call establishment for future NPDUs to
be forwarded over subnetwork address A, but instead the IS
shall invoke the ISO 8473 Discard PDU function.
When the recall timer expires, the IS shall free the adja
cency for calls to a different destination or retry attempts to
subnetwork address A.
NOTE - If an implementation can store the knowledge of
SNPA addresses that have failed along with the time since



the attempt was made in a location other than the adjacency
on which the call was attempted, then that adjacency can be
used for other calls.
8.3.3 Reverse Path Forwarding on DA Circuits
Where a subdomain is attached to a Connection-oriented
subnetwork by two or more SNPAs, the IDP for the ad
dresses within the subdomain may be chosen to be con
structed from the address of one of the points of attachment.
(It need not be. The whole subdomain could be multi-
homed by using both SNPA addresses, or some other IDP
could be chosen; e.g. ISO DCC.) Traffic to the subdomain
from some other SNPA will cause a call to be established to
the SNPA corresponding to the IDP of the addresses in the
subdomain. Traffic from the subdomain may use either of
the SNPAs depending on the routeing decisions made by

the subdomain. This is illustrated in the diagram below (fig
ure 5).
Figure 5 - B.xB.yC.zISO 8208 SubnetworkBACExample for reverse path
forwarding
The subdomain is attached to the connection-oriented
subnetwork via SNPAs A and B. The addresses on the
subdomain are constructed using the SNPA address of B as
the IDI. If traffic for C.z is sent from B.x, a call will be es
tablished from A to C. The reverse traffic from C.z to B.x
will cause another call to be established from C to B. Thus
two SVCs have been established where only one is re
quired.
This problem is prevented by the local system retaining a
cache (known as the ReversePathCache) of NSAP ad
dresses from which traffic has been received over each ad
jacency. When it has traffic to forward over the connection-
oriented subnetwork, the IS shall it first check to see if the
destination NSAP is in the cache of any of its adjacencies,
and if so forwards the traffic over that adjacency. An NSAP
shall only be added to the cache when the remote SNPA ad
dress of the adjacency over which it is received differs from
the SNPA address to be called which would be generated
by checking against the Circuit Reachable Addresses man
aged objects. If the cache is full, the IS shall overwrite the
least recently used entry. The ReversePathCache, if imple
mented, shall have a size of at least one entry. The IS shall
purge the cache when the adjacency is taken down (i.e.
when the reserve timer expires).
8.3.4 Use of ISO 9542 on ISO 8208
subnetworks
STATIC and DA circuits are equivalent to point to point
links, and as such permit the operation of ISO 9542 as de
scribed for point to point links in 8.2.
For DA circuits, it is impractical to use ISO 9542 to obtain
configuration information, such as the location of Interme
diate systems, since this would require calls to be estab
lished to all possible SNPA addresses.
The IS shall not send ISO 9542 ISH PDUs on a DA circuit.
The IS shall take no action on receipt of an ESH PDU or
ISH PDU, and the circuit shall complete initialisation with
out waiting  for their arrival.
The IS shall not send Point to point IIH PDU on DA cir
cuits. The IS shall ignore receipt of a point-point IIH PDU.
(This would only occur if a STATIC or DA circuit became

erroneously connected to an SVC being used for a DA cir



cuit.)
8.3.5 Interactions with the Update Process
A dynamically assigned circuit contains a list of <reachable
address prefix, cost, SNPA address> tuples. Also, each dy
namically assigned circuit has a specified call establishment
cost measured by call

Estab

lish

ment

Met

rick (where k in
dexes the four defined metrics). The call establishment cost
is always an internal metric, and is therefore directly com
parable with the reachable address metric only if the reach
able address metric is also internal.
When the circuit is enabled, the Subnetwork Dependent
functions in an Intermediate system shall report (to the Up
date Process) adjacency cost change events for all ad
dress prefixes in the circuit Reachable Address managed
object, together with the Reachable address metrick + Del
tak increment. If reachable address metrick is internal, then
Deltak = call

Estab

lish

ment

Met

rick. If reachable address
metrick is external, then Deltak = 0.
This causes this information to be included in subsequently
generated LSPs as described in 7.3.3.2.
Routeing PDUs (LSPs and Sequence number PDUs) shall
not be sent on dynamically assigned circuits.
NOTE - In the following sub-clauses, it is assumed that the
Reachable Addresses referenced are only those which have
been enabled (i.e. that have state On), and whose parent
circuit is also in state On.
8.3.5.1 Adjacency Creation
After an SVC to SNPA address D is successfully estab
lished and a new adjacency created for it (whether it was in
itiated by the local or the remote system), if call
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ment

Met

rickIncrement is greater than 0, the IS shall scan
the circuit Reachable Address managed objects for all



addressPrefixes listed with D as (one of) the sNPAAd
dress(es).
For Reachable Addresses with mappingType Algo
rithm, the IS shall construct an implied address prefix88i.e. some
address prefix which matches the addressPrefix of the Reachable
Address, and which would generate the SNPA Address D when the extrac
tion algorithm is applied

from the actual remote SNPA address D and the address ex
traction algorithm. The IS shall generate an Adjacency cost
change event for each such address prefix (both actual and
implied) with the Reachable Address metrick (without the
added call

Estab

lish

ment

Met

rickIncrement). This causes
information that those address prefixes are reachable with
the lower cost to be included in subsequently generated
LSPs. The effect of this is to encourage the use of already
established SVCs where possible.
8.3.5.2 Adjacency Deletion
When the adjacency with sNPAAddress D is freed (Re
serve Timer has expired, or the adjacency is deleted by Sys
tem Management action) then if call
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ment

Met

rickIncrement is greater than 0, the IS shall scan the Cir

cuit Reachable Address managed objects for all those with
mappingType Manual and (one of) their sNPAAd
dresses  equal to D. The IS shall generate Adjacency
cost change events to the Update Process for all such ad
dress prefixes with the Reachable Address metrick + Deltak
increment (where Deltak is the same as defined above). For
Reachable Addresses with mappingType X.121 for
which it is possible to construct an implied address prefix
as above, the IS shall generate an adjacencyState
Change notification for that implied prefix.
A cost change event shall only be generated when the count
of the number of subnetwork addresses which have an es
tablished SVC changes between 1 and 0.
8.3.5.3 Circuit Call Establishment Increment
Change
On a dynamically assigned circuit, when system manage
ment changes the Circuit call
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ment

Met

rickIncrement for that circuit, the IS shall generate adja
cency cost change events for all address prefixes affected
by the change (i.e. those for which calls are not currently
established).
The IS shall scan all the Reachable Address managed ob
jects of that Circuit. If the Reachable Address has
mappingType X.121, the IS shall generate an adja
cency cost change event for that name with the Reach
able Address metrick + the new value of Deltak. If  (based
on the new value of callEstab

lish

ment

Met

rickIncrement)
the Reachable Address has mappingType Manual, the
IS shall scan all the Adjacencies of the Circuit for an Adja
cency with sNPAAddress equal to (one of) the sN
PAAddresses of that Reachable Address. If no such adja
cency is found the IS shall generate an adjacency cost
change event for that name with the Reachable Address
metrick + the new value of Deltak (based on the new value
of callEstlishmentMetrickIncrement).
8.3.5.4 Reachable Address Cost Change
When the metrick characteristic of a Reachable Address in
state On is changed by system management, the IS shall
generate cost change events to the Update Process to reflect
this change.
If the Reachable Address has mappingType Manual,
the IS shall scan all the Adjacencies of the Circuit for an
Adjacency with sNPAAddress equal to (one of) the sN
PAAddresses of that Reachable Address. If one or more
such adjacencies are found, the IS shall generate an adja
cency cost change event for that name with the new
Reachable Address metrick. If no such adjacency is found
the IS shall generate an adjacency cost change event for
that name with the new Reachable Address metrick.
If the Reachable Address has mappingType X.121, the
IS shall generate an adjacency cost change event for that
name with the new Reachable Address metrick + Deltak
(based on the new value of call
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Met



rick

Increment). In addition, for all Adjacencies of the Circuit

with an sNPAAddress for which an implied address pre
fix can be generated for this Reachable Address, the IS
shall generate an adjacency cost change event for that im
plied address prefix and the new Reachable Address met
rick.
8.3.5.5 Disabling a Reachable Address
When a Reachable Address managed object is disabled via
management action, the IS shall generate an  Adjacency
down event to the Update Process for the name of that
Reachable Address and also for any implied prefixes asso
ciated with that Reachable Address.
8.3.5.6 Enabling a Reachable Address
When a Reachable Address is enabled via system manage
ment action, the IS shall generate Adjacency cost change
events as described for Reachable Address cost change in
8.3.5.4 above.
8.4 Broadcast Subnetworks
8.4.1 Broadcast Subnetwork IIH PDUs
All Intermediate systems on broadcast circuits (both
Level 1 and Level 2) shall transmit LAN IIH PDUs as de
scribed in 8.4.3. Level 1 Intermediate systems shall transmit
only Level 1 LAN IIH PDUs. Level 2 Intermediate Systems
on circuits with manualL2OnlyMode set to the value
True, shall transmit only Level 2 LAN IIH PDUs.
Level 2 Intermediate systems on circuits with manu
alL2OnlyMode set to the value False, shall transmit
both.
Level n LAN IIH PDUs contain the transmitting Intermedi
ate system's ID, holding timer, Level n Priority and
manual

Area

Addresses, plus a list containing the lA
NAddresses of all the adjacencies of neighbourSystem
Type Ln Intermediate System (in state Initialising or
Up) on this circuit.
LAN IIH PDUs shall be padded (with trailing PAD options
containing arbitrary valued octets) so that the SNSDU con
taining the IIH PDU has a length of at least maxsize- 1 oc
tets99The minimum length of PAD which may be added is 2 octets, since
that is the size of the option header. Where possible the PDU should be padded t
o
maxsize, but if the PDU length is maxsize- 1 octets no padding is
possible (or required).
 where maxsize for Level 1 IIH PDUs is the maximum
of
-dataLinkBlocksize
-originating

L1

LSP

Buf

fer



Size
and for Level 2 IIH PDUs is the maximum of
-dataLinkBlocksize
-originatingL2LSPBufferSize
This is done to ensure that an adjacency will only be
formed between systems which are capable of exchanging
PDUs of length up to maxsize octets. In the absence of this

check, it would be possible for an adjacency to exist with a
lower maximum block size, with the result that some LSPs
and SNPs (i.e. those longer than this maximum, but less
than maxsize) would not be exchanged.
NOTE - An example of a topology where this could occur is
one where an extended LAN is constructed from LAN seg
ments with different maximum block sizes. If, as a result of
mis-configuration or some dynamic reconfiguration, a path
exists between two Intermediate systems on separate LAN
segments having a large maximum block size, which in
volves transit of a LAN segment with a smaller maximum
block size, loss of larger PDUs will occur if the Intermediate
systems continue to use the larger maximum block size. It is
better to refuse to bring up the adjacency in these circum
stances.
Level 1 Intermediate systems shall transmit Level 1 LAN
IIH PDUs to the multi-destination address AllL1ISs, and
also listen on that address. They shall also listen for ESH
PDUs on the multi-destination address AllIntermediateSys
tems. The list of neighbour Intermediate systems shall con
tain only Level 1 Intermediate Systems within the same
area. (i.e. Adjacencies of neighbourSystemType L1 In
termediate System.)
Level 2 Only Intermediate systems (i.e. Level 2 Intermedi
ate systems which have the Circuit manualL2OnlyMode
characteristic set to the value True) shall transmit Level 2
LAN IIH PDUs to the multi-destination address AllL2ISs,
and also listen on that address. The list of neighbour Inter
mediate systems shall contain only Level 2 Intermediate
systems. (i.e. Adjacencies of neighbourSystemType L2
Intermediate System.)
Level 2 Intermediate systems (with manualL2OnlyMode
False) shall perform both of the above actions. Separate
Level 1 and Level 2 LAN IIH PDUs shall be sent to the
multi-destination addresses AllL1ISs and AllL2ISs de
scribing the neighbour Intermediate systems for Level 1
and Level 2 respectively. Separate adjacencies shall be cre
ated by the receipt of Level 1 and Level 2 LAN IIH PDUs.
8.4.1.1 IIH PDU Acceptance Tests
On receipt of a Broadcast IIH PDU, perform the following
PDU acceptance tests:
a)If the IIH PDU was received over a circuit whose ex
ternalDomain attribute is True, the IS shall discard
the PDU.
b)If the ID Length field of the PDU is not equal to the
value of the IS's routeingDomainIDLength, the
PDU shall be discarded and an iDFieldLengthMis
match notification generated.
c)If the set of circuitReceivePasswords for this cir
cuit is non-null, then perform the following tests:
1)If the PDU does not contain the Authentication
Information field then the PDU shall be discarded



and an authenticationFailure notification gener
ated.
2)If the PDU contains the Authentication Infor
mation field, but the Authentication Type is not
equal to Password, then the PDU shall be ac
cepted unless the IS implements the authentica
tiion procedure indicated by the Authentication
Type. In this case whether the IS accepts or ig
nores the PDU is outside the scope of this Interna
tional Standard.
3)Otherwise, the IS shall compare the password in
the received PDU with the passwords in the set of
circuitReceivePasswords for the circuit on
which the PDU was received. If the value in the
PDU matches any of these passwords, the IS shall
accept the PDU for further processing. If the value
in the PDU does not match any of the circuitRe
ceivePasswords, then the IS shall ignore the
PDU and generate an authenticationFailure no
tification.
8.4.1.2 Receipt of Level 1 IIH PDUs
On receipt of a Level 1 LAN IIH PDU on the multi-
destination address AllL1ISs, the IS shall compare each of
the area addresses, from the received IIH PDU with the set
of area addresses in the manual

Area

Addresses charac
teristic. If a match is not found between any pair (i.e. the lo
cal and remote system have no area address in common),
the IS shall reject the adjacency and generate an initialisa
tionFailure (area mismatch) notification. Otherwise (a
match is found) the IS shall accept the adjacency and set the
Adjacency neighbourSystemType to L1 Intermediate
System.
8.4.1.3 Receipt of Level 2 IIH PDUs
On receipt of a Level 2 LAN IIH PDU on the multi-
destination address AllL2ISs, the IS shall accept the adja
cency, and set the Adjacency neighbourSystemType to
L2 Intermediate System.
8.4.1.4 Existing Adjacencies
When a Level n LAN IIH PDU (Level 1 or Level 2) is re
ceived from an Intermediate system for which there is al
ready an adjacency with
a)the Adjacency lANAddress equal to the MAC Source
address of the PDU, and
b)the Adjacency neighbourSystemID equal to the
Source ID field from the PDU and
c)the neighbourSystemType equal to Ln Intermedi
ate System,
the IS shall update the holding timer, LAN Priority and
neighbourAreas according to the values in the PDU.

8.4.1.5 New Adjacencies
When
a)a Level n LAN IIH PDU (Level 1 or Level 2) is re
ceived (from Intermediate system R), and
b)there is no adjacency for which the Adjacency lANAd
dress is equal to the MAC Source address of the
PDU; and
c)the Adjacency neighbourSystemID is equal to the



Source ID field from the PDU, and
d)neighbourSystemType is Ln Intermediate System,
the IS shall create a new adjacency. However, if there is in
sufficient space in the adjacency database, to permit the
creation of a new adjacency the IS shall instead perform the
actions described in 8.4.2.
The IS shall
a)set neighbourSystemType status to Ln Intermedi
ate System (where n is the level of the IIH PDU),
b)set the holding timer, LAN Priority, neighbourID
and neighbourAreas according to the values in the
PDU., and
c)set the lANAddress according to the MAC source ad
dress of the PDU.
The IS shall set the state of the adjacency to initialising,
until it is known that the communication between this sys
tem and the source of the PDU (R) is two-way. However R
shall be included in future Level n LAN IIH PDUs trans
mitted by this system.
When R reports this circuit's lANAddress in its Level n
LAN IIH PDUs, the IS shall
a)set the adjacency's state to Up, and
b)generate an adjacencyStateChange (Up) notifica
tion.
The IS shall keep a separate Holding Time (Adjacency
holding

Timer) for each Ln Intermediate System adja
cency. The value of holding

Timer shall be set to the Hold
ing Time as reported in the Holding Timer field of the
Level n LAN IIH PDUs. If a neighbour is not heard from in
that time, the IS shall
a)purge it from the database; and
b)generate an adjacencyStateChange (Down) notifi
cation.
If a Level n LAN IIH PDU is received from neighbour N,
and this system's lANAddress is no longer in N's IIH
PDU, the IS shall
a)set the adjacency's state to initialising, and

b)generate an adjacencyStateChange (Down) notifi
cation.
8.4.2 Insufficient Space in Adjacency Database
If an IS needs to create a new Intermediate system adja
cency, but there is insufficient space in the adjacency data
base, the adjacency of neighbourSystemType Ln Inter
mediate System with lowest lANPriority (or if more than
one adjacency has the lowest priority, the adjacency with
the lowest lANAddress, from among those with the lowest
priority) shall be purged from the database. If the new adja
cency would have the lowest priority, it shall be ignored,
and a rejectedAdjacency notification generated.
If an old adjacency must be purged, the IS shall generate an
adjacencyStateChange (Down) notification for that adja
cency. After the Subnetwork Independent Functions issue
an adjacency down complete, the IS may create a new ad
jacency.
8.4.3 Transmission of LAN IIH PDUs
A Level 1 IS shall transmit a Level 1 LAN IIH PDU imme
diately when any circuit whose externalDomain attribute



is False has been enabled.  A Level 2 Intermediate Sys
tem shall transmit a Level 2 LAN IIH PDU. A Level 2 In
termediate System shall also transmit a Level 1 LAN IIH
PDU unless the circuit is marked as manualL2OnlyMode
True.
The IS shall also transmit a  LAN IIH PDU when at least 1
second has transpired since the last transmission of a LAN
IIH PDU of the same type on this circuit by this system
and:
a)iSIS

Hello

Timer seconds have elapsed1010Jitter is applied as described in 10.1.
 since the last
periodic LAN IIH PDU transmission
The Holding Time is set to ISISHoldingMultiplier W
iSIS

Hello

Timer. For a Designated Intermediate Sys
tem the value of dRISIS

Hello

Timer1111 In this case jitter is not applied, since it would result in
intervals of less than one second.
 is used instead
of iSISHelloTimer. The Holding Time for this PDU
shall therefore be set to ISISHoldingMultiplier W
dR

ISIS

Hello

Timer seconds. This permits failing
Designated Intermediate Systems to be detected more
rapidly,
or
b)the contents of the next IIH PDU to be transmitted
would differ from the contents of the previous IIH
PDU transmitted by this system, or
c)this system has determined that it is to become or re
sign as LAN Designated Intermediate System for that
level.
To minimise the possibility of the IIH PDU transmissions
of all Intermediate systems on the LAN becoming synchro
nised, the Hello Time timer shall only be reset when a IIH

PDU is transmitted as a result of timer expiration, or on be
coming or resigning as Designated Intermediate System.
Where an Intermediate system is transmitting both Level 1
and Level 2 LAN IIH PDUs, it shall maintain a separate
timer (separately jittered) for the transmission of the
Level 1 and Level 2 IIH PDUs. This avoids correlation be
tween the Level 1 and Level 2 IIH PDUs and allows the re
ception buffer requirements to be minimised.
If the value of the circuitTransmitPassword for the cir
cuit is non-null, then the IS shall include the Authentica
tion Information field in the transmitted IIH PDU, indicat



ing an Authentication Type of Password and contain
ing the circuitTransmitPassword as the authentication
value.
8.4.4 LAN Designated Intermediate Systems
A LAN Designated Intermediate System is the highest pri
ority Intermediate system in a particular set on the LAN,
with numerically highest MAC source lANAddress break
ing ties. (See 7.1.5 for how to compare LAN addresses.)
There are, in general, two LAN Designated Intermediate
Systems on each LAN, namely the LAN Level 1 Desig
nated Intermediate System and the LAN Level 2 Desig
nated Intermediate System. They are elected as follows.
a)Level 1 Intermediate systems elect the LAN Level 1
Designated Intermediate System.
b)Level 2 Only Intermediate systems (i.e. Level 2 Inter
mediate Systems which have the Circuit manual

L2

Only

Mode characteristic set to the value True)
elect the LAN Level 2 Designated Intermediate Sys
tem.
c)Level 2 Intermediate systems (with manu
alL2OnlyMode False) elect both the LAN Level 1
and LAN Level 2 Designated Intermediate Systems.
The set of Intermediate systems to be considered includes
the local Intermediate system, together with all Intermedi
ate systems of the appropriate type as follows.
a)For the LAN Level 1 Designated Intermediate System,
it is the set of Intermediate systems from which LAN
Level 1 IIH PDUs are received and to which Level 1
adjacencies exist in state Up. When the local sys
tem either becomes or resigns as LAN Level 1 Desig
nated Intermediate System, the IS shall generate a lan
Level1

Designated

Inter

mediate

Sys

tem

Change
notification. In addition, when it becomes LAN
Level 1 Designated Intermediate System, it shall per
form the following actions.
1)Generate and transmit Level 1 pseudonode LSPs
using the existing End system configuration.

2)Purge the Level 1 pseudonode LSPs issued by the
previous LAN Level 1 Designated Intermediate
System (if any) as described in 7.2.3.
3)Solicit the new End system configuration as de
scribed in 8.4.5.
b)For the LAN Level 2 Designated Intermediate System,



it is the set of Intermediate systems from which LAN
Level 2 IIH PDUs are received and to which Level 2
adjacencies exist in state Up. When the local sys
tem either becomes or resigns as LAN Level 2 Desig
nated Intermediate System, the IS shall generate a lan
Level2

Designated

Inter

mediate

System

Change
notification. In addition, when it becomes LAN
Level 2 Designated Intermediate System, it shall per
form the following actions.
1)Generate and transmit a Level 2 pseudonode LSP.
2)Purge the Level 2 pseudonode LSPs issued by the
previous LAN Level 2 Designated Intermediate
System (if any) as described in 7.2.3.
When an Intermediate system resigns as LAN Level 1 or
Level 2 Designated Intermediate System it shall perform
the actions on Link State PDUs described in 7.2.3.
When the broadcast circuit is enabled on an Intermediate
system the IS shall perform the following actions.
a)Commence sending IIH PDUs with the LAN ID field
set to the concatenation of its own systemID and its
locally assigned one octet Local Circuit ID.
b)Solicit the End system configuration as described in
8.4.5.
c)Start listening for ISO 9542 ISH PDUs and ESH
PDUs and acquire adjacencies as appropriate. Do not
run the Designated Intermediate System election proc
ess.
d)After waiting iSIS

Hello

Timer * 2 seconds, run the
Level 1 and or the Level 2 Designated Intermediate
System election process depending on the Intermedi
ate system type. This shall be run subsequently when
ever an IIH PDU is received or transmitted as de
scribed in 8.4.3. (For these purposes, the transmission
of the system's own IIH PDU is equivalent to receiv
ing it). If there has been no change to the information
on which the election is performed since the last time
it was run, the previous result can be assumed. The
relevant information is
1)the set of Intermediate system adjacency states,
2)the set of Intermediate System priorities (including
this system's) and
3)the existence (or otherwise) of at least one Up
End system (not including Manual Adjacencies) or
Intermediate system adjacency on the circuit.
An Intermediate system shall not declare itself to be a LAN
Designated Intermediate system of any type until it has at
least one Up End system (not including Manual Adjacen
cies) or Intermediate system adjacency on the circuit. (This



prevents an Intermediate System which has a defective re
ceiver and is incapable of receiving any PDUs from errone
ously electing itself LAN Designated Intermediate System.)
The LAN ID field in the LAN IIH PDUs transmitted by this
system shall be set to the value of the LAN ID field reported
in the LAN IIH PDU (for the appropriate level) received
from the system which this system considers to be the Des
ignated Intermediate System. This value shall also be
passed to the Update Process, as the pseudonode ID, to en
able Link State PDUs to be issued for this system claiming
connectivity to the pseudonode.
If this system, as a result of the Designated Intermediate
System election process, considers itself to be designated
Intermediate System, the LAN ID field shall be set to the
concatenation of this system's own system ID and the lo
cally assigned one octet Local Circuit ID.
8.4.5 Soliciting the ES configuration
When there is a change in the topology or configuration of
the LAN (for example the partitioning of a LAN into two
segments by the failure of a repeater or bridge), it is desir
able for the (new) Designated Intermediate System to ac
quire the new End system configuration of the LAN as
quickly as possible in order that it may generate Link State
PDUs which accurately reflect the actual configuration.
This is achieved as follows.
When the circuit is enabled, or the Intermediate system de
tects a change in the set of Intermediate systems on the
LAN, or a change in the Designated Intermediate System
ID, the IS shall initiate a poll of the ES configuration by
performing the following actions.
a)Delay a random interval between 0 and iSIS

Hello

Timer seconds. (This is to avoid synchronisation with
other Intermediate systems which have detected the
change.)
b)If (and only if) an Intermediate System had been re
moved from the set of Intermediate systems on the
LAN, reset the entryRemainingTime field in the
endSystemIDs adjacency database record of all adja
cencies on this circuit to the value
(iSIS

Hello

Timer + pollESHelloRate) W
HoldingMultiplier
or the existing value whichever is the lower. (This
causes any End systems which are no longer present
on the LAN to be rapidly timed out, but not before
they have a chance to respond to the poll.)
c)Transmit HoldingMultiplier ISH PDUs for each NET
possessed by the Intermediate system with a Sug
gested ES Configuration Timer value of poll

ES

Hello



Rate at an interval between them of iSIS

Hello

Timer seconds and a holding time of hello

Timer *
HoldingMultiplier.
d)Resume sending ISH PDUs at intervals of hello

Timer seconds with a Suggested ES Configuration
Timer value of defaultESHelloTimer.

8.4.6 Receipt of ESH PDUs  Database of End
Systems
An IS shall enter an End system into the adjacency database
when an ESH PDU is received from a new data link ad
dress. If an ESH PDU is received with the same data link
address as a current adjacency, but with a different NSAP
address, the new address shall be added to the adjacency,
with a separate timer. A single ESH PDU may contain more
than one NSAP address. When a new data link address or
NSAP address is added to the adjacency database, the IS
shall generate an adjacencyStateChange (Up) notifica
tion on that adjacency.
The IS shall set a timer for the value of the Holding Time
field in the received ESH PDU. If another ESH PDU is not
received from the ES before that timer expires, the ES shall
be purged from the database, provided that the Subnetwork
Independent Functions associated with initialising the adja
cency have been completed. Otherwise the IS shall clear the
adjacency as soon as those functions are completed.
When the adjacency is cleared, the Subnetwork Independ
ent Functions shall be informed of an adjacencyState
Change (Down) notification, and the adjacency can be re-
used after the Subnetwork Independent Functions associ
ated with bringing down the adjacency have been com
pleted.
9 Structure and Encoding of PDUs
This clause describes the PDU formats of the Intra-Domain
Routeing protocol.
9.1 General encoding Rules
Octets in a PDU are numbered starting from 1, in increasing
order. Bits in a octet are numbered from 1 to 8, where bit 1
is the least significant bit and is pictured on the right. When
consecutive octets are used to represent a number, the lower
octet number has the most significant value.
Fields marked Reserved (or simply R) are transmitted as
zero, and ignored on receipt, unless otherwise noted.
Values are given in decimal. All numeric fields are un
signed integers, unless otherwise noted.
9.2 Encoding of Network Layer
Addresses
Network Layer addresses (NSAP addresses, NETs, area ad
dresses and Address Prefixes) are encoded in PDUs accord
ing to the preferred binary encoding specified in
ISO 8348/Add.2; the entire address, taken as a whole is rep
resented explicitly as a string of binary octets. This string is
conveyed in its entirety in the address fields of the PDUs.



The rules governing the generation of the preferred binary
encoding are described in ISO 8348/Add.2. The address so
generated is encoded with the most significant octet (i.e. the
AFI) of the address being the first octet transmitted, and the
more significant semi-octet of each pair of semi-octets in

the address is encoded in the more significant semi-octet of
each octet (i.e. in the high order 4 bits). Thus the address
/371234 is encoded as
Figure 6 - 111No. of Octets3
7
1
2
3
4
Address encoding example
9.3 Encoding of SNPA Addresses
SNPA addresses (e.g. lANAddress) shall be encoded ac
cording to the rules specified for the particular type of
subnetwork being used. In the case of an ISO 8802
subnetwork, the SNPA address is the MAC address defined
in ISO 10039, which is encoded according to the binary
representation of MAC addresses specified in ISO 10039.
9.4 PDU Types
The types of PDUs are:
-Level 1 LAN IS to IS Hello PDU
-Level 2 LAN IS to IS Hello PDU
-Point-to-Point IS to IS Hello PDU
-Level 1 Link State PDU
-Level 2 Link State PDU
-Level 1 Complete Sequence Numbers PDU
-Level 2 Complete Sequence Numbers PDU
-Level 1 Partial Sequence Numbers PDU
-Level 2 Partial Sequence Numbers PDU
These are described in the following subclauses.

9.5 Level 1 LAN IS to IS Hello PDU
This PDU is multicast by Intermediate systems on broad
cast circuits to the multi-destination address AllL1ISs.
The purpose of this PDU is for Intermediate systems on
broadcast circuits to discover the identity of other Level 1
Intermediate systems on that circuit. Trailing Pad options
are inserted to make PDU Length equal to at least maxsize
- 1 where maxsize is the maximum of
-dataLinkBlocksize
-originating

L1

LSP

Buf

fer

Size
(see 8.4.1). 11No. of Octets1111111ID Length2ID Length +
121VARIABLEIntradomain Routeing
Protocol Discriminator
Length Indicator
Version/Protocol ID Extension
ID Length



PDU Type
R
R
R
Version
ECO
User ECO
Reserved/Circuit Type
Source ID
Holding Time
LAN ID
PDU Length
Priority
R
VARIABLE LENGTH FIELDS

-Intradomain Routeing Protocol Discriminator
architectural constant
-Length Indicator  Length of the fixed header in oc
tets
-Version/Protocol ID Extension  1
-ID Length  Length of the ID field of NSAP ad
dresses and NETs used in this routeing domain. This
field shall take on one of the following values:
7An integer between 1 and 8, inclusive, indicating
an ID field of the corresponding length
7The value zero, which indicates a 6 octet ID field
length
7The value 255, whhich means a null ID field (i.e.
zero length)

All other values are illegal and shall not be used.
-PDU Type (bits 1 through 5)  15. Note bits 6, 7 and
8 are Reserved, which means they are transmitted as 0
and ignored on receipt.
-Version  1
-ECO  transmitted as zero, ignored on receipt
-User ECO  transmitted as zero, ignored on receipt
-Reserved/Circuit Type  Most significant 6 bits re
served (Transmitted as zero, ignored on receipt). Low
order bits (bits 1 and 2) indicate:
70  reserved value (if specified the entire PDU
shall be ignored)
71  Level 1 only
72  Level 2 only (sender is Level 2 Intermediate
system with manualL2OnlyMode set True for
this circuit, and will use this link only for Level 2
traffic)
73  both Level 1 and Level 2 (sender is Level 2 In
termediate system, and will use this link both for
Level 1 and Level 2 traffic)
NOTE  In a LAN Level 1 IIH PDU the Circuit
Type shall be either 1 or 3.
-Source ID  the system ID of transmitting Intermedi
ate system
-Holding Time  Holding Timer to be used for this In
termediate system
-PDU Length  Entire length of this PDU, in octets,
including header
-Reserved/Priority  Bit 8 reserved (Transmitted as
zero, ignored on receipt). Bits 1 through 7  priority
for being LAN Level 1 Designated Intermediate Sys



tem. Higher number has higher priority for being LAN
Level 1 Designated Intermediate System. Unsigned
integer.
-LAN ID  a field composed the system ID (18 octets)
of the LAN Level 1 Designated Intermediate System,
plus a low order octet assigned by LAN Level 1 Des
ignated Intermediate System. Copied from LAN
Level 1 Designated Intermediate System's IIH PDU.
-VARIABLE LENGTH FIELDS  fields of the form:11No. of OctetsLENGTHCODE
LENGTH
VALUE

Any codes in a received PDU that are not recognised
shall be ignored.

Currently defined codes are:
7Area Addresses  the set of manual

Area

Addresses of this Intermediate System.
xCODE  1
xLENGTH  total length of the value field.
xVALUE 1Address Length1Address LengthNo. of OctetsAddress Length
Area Address
Address Length

Area Address

7Address Length  Length of Area Ad
dress in octets.
7Area Address  Area address.
7Intermediate System Neighbours  This option
field can occur multiple times. The set of Interme
diate systems on this LAN to which adjacencies of
neighbourSystemType L1 Intermediate Sys
tem exist in state Up or Initialising (i.e.
those from which Level 1 IIH PDUs have been
heard).
xCODE  6
xLENGTH  total length of the value field.
xVALUE 66No. of OctetsLAN Address
LAN Address

7LAN Address  6 octet MAC Address of
Intermediate System neighbour.
7Padding  This option may occur multiple times.
It is used to pad the PDU to at least maxsize - 1.
xCODE  8.
xLENGTH  total length of the value field (may
be zero).
xVALUE  LENGTH octets of arbitrary value.
7Authentication Information  information for
performing authentication of the originator of the
PDU.
xCODE  10.
xLENGTH  variable from 1254 octets

xVALUE 1VARIABLENo. of OctetsAuthentication Type

Authentication Value



7Authentication Type  a one octet iden
tifier for the type of authentication to be
carried out. The following values are de
fined:
0  RESERVED
1  Cleartext Password
2254  RESERVED
255  Routeing Domain private
authentication method
7Authentication Value  determined by
the value of the authentication type. If
Cleartext Password as defined in this Inter
national Standard is used, then the authenti
cation value is an octet string.

9.6 Level 2 LAN IS to IS Hello PDU
This PDU is multicast by Intermediate systems on broad
cast circuits to the multi-destination address AllL2ISs.
The purpose of this PDU is for Intermediate systems on
broadcast circuits to discover the identity of other Level 2
Intermediate systems on that circuit. Trailing Pad options
are inserted to make PDU Length equal to at least maxsize
- 1 where
-dataLinkBlocksize
-originatingL2LSPBufferSize
(see 8.4.1). 11No. of Octets1111111ID Length2ID Length +
121VARIABLEIntradomain Routeing
Protocol Discriminator
Length Indicator
Version/Protocol ID Extension
ID Length
PDU Type
R
R
R
Version
ECO
User ECO
Reserved/Circuit Type
Source ID
Holding Time
LAN ID
PDU Length
Priority
R
VARIABLE LENGTH FIELDS

-Intradomain Routeing Protocol Discriminator  ar
chitectural constant
-Length Indicator  Length of fixed header in octets
-Version/Protocol ID Extension  1
-ID Length  Length of the ID field of NSAP ad
dresses and NETs used in this routeing domain. This
field shall take on one of the following values:
7An integer between 1 and 8, inclusive, indicating
an ID field of the corresponding length
7The value zero, which indicates a 6 octet ID field
length
7The value 255, whhich means a null ID field (i.e.
zero length)
All other values are illegal and shall not be used.



-PDU Type (bits 1 through 5)  16. Note bits 6, 7 and
8 are Reserved, which means they are transmitted as 0
and ignored on receipt.
-Version  1
-ECO  transmitted as zero, ignored on receipt
-User ECO  transmitted as zero, ignored on receipt
-Reserved/Circuit Type  Most significant 6 bits re
served (Transmitted as zero, ignored on receipt). Low
order bits (bits 1 and 2) indicate:
70  reserved value (if specified the entire PDU
shall be ignored)
71  Level 1 only
72  Level 2 only (sender is Level 2 Intermediate
System with manualL2OnlyMode set True for
this circuit, and will use this link only for Level 2
traffic)
73  both Level 1 and Level 2 (sender is Level 2 In
termediate System, and will use this link both for
Level 1 and Level 2 traffic)
NOTE  In a LAN Level 2 IIH PDU the Circuit Type
shall be either 2 or 3.
-Source ID  the system ID of transmitting Intermedi
ate System
-Holding Time  Holding Timer to be used for this In
termediate System
-PDU Length  Entire length of this PDU, in octets,
including header
-Reserved/Priority  Bit 8 reserved (Transmitted as
zero, ignored on receipt). Bits 1 through 7  priority
for being LAN Level 2 Designated Intermediate Sys
tem. Higher number has higher priority for being LAN
Level 2 Designated Intermediate System. Unsigned
integer.
-LAN ID  a field composed the system ID (18 octets)
of the LAN Level 1 Designated Intermediate System,
plus a low order octet assigned by LAN Level 1 Des
ignated Intermediate System. Copied from LAN
Level 1 Designated Intermediate System's IIH PDU.
-VARIABLE LENGTH FIELDS  fields of the form:11No. of OctetsLENGTHCODE
LENGTH
VALUE

Any codes in a received PDU that are not recognised
shall be ignored.
Currently defined codes are:

7Area addresses  the set of manual

Area

Addresses of this Intermediate system.
xCODE  1
xLENGTH  total length of the value field.
xVALUE 1Address Length1Address LengthNo. of OctetsAddress Length
Area Address
Address Length

Area Address

7Address Length  Length of area address



in octets.
7Area Address  Area address.
7Intermediate System Neighbours  This option
can occur multiple times. The set of Intermediate
systems on this LAN to which adjacencies of
neighbourSystemType L2 Intermediate Sys
tem exist in state Up or Initialising (i.e.
those from which Level 2 IIH PDUs have been
heard).
xCODE  6
xLENGTH  total length of the value field.
xVALUE 66No. of OctetsLAN Address
LAN Address

xLAN Address  6 octet MAC Address of In
termediate System neighbour
7Padding  This option may occur multiple times.
It is used to pad the PDU to at least maxsize 1.
xCODE  8.
xLENGTH  total length of the value field (may
be zero).
xVALUE  LENGTH octets of arbitrary value.
7Authentication Information  information for
performing authentication of the originator of the
PDU.
xCODE  10.
xLENGTH  variable from 1254 octets

xVALUE 1VARIABLENo. of OctetsAuthentication Type

Authentication Value

7Authentication Type  a one octet iden
tifier for the type of authentication to be
carried out. The following values are de
fined:
0  RESERVED
1  Cleartext Password
2254  RESERVED
255  Routeing Domain private
authentication method
7Authentication Value  determined by
the value of the authentication type. If
Cleartext Password as defined in this Inter
national Standard is used, then the authenti
cation value is an octet string.

9.7 Point-to-Point IS to IS Hello PDU
This PDU is transmitted by Intermediate systems on non-
broadcast circuits, after receiving an ISH PDU from the
neighbour system. Its purpose is to determine whether the
neighbour is a Level 1 or a Level 2 Intermediate System.
Trailing pad options are inserted to make PDU Length
equal to at least maxsize  1 where maxsize is the maxi
mum of
-dataLinkBlocksize
-originating

L1

LSP



Buf

fer

Size
-originatingL2LSPBufferSize
(see 8.2.3).11No. of Octets1111111ID Length212VARIABLEIntradomain Routeing
Protocol Discriminator
Length Indicator
Version/Protocol ID Extension
ID Length
PDU Type
R
R
R
Version
ECO
User ECO
Reserved/Circuit Type
Source ID
Holding Time
Local Circuit ID
PDU Length
VARIABLE LENGTH FIELDS

-Intradomain Routeing Protocol Discriminator
architectural constant
-Length Indicator  Length of fixed header in octets
-Version/Protocol ID Extension  1
-ID Length  Length of the ID field of NSAP ad
dresses and NETs used in this routeing domain. This
field shall take on one of the following values:
7An integer between 1 and 8, inclusive, indicating
an ID field of the corresponding length
7The value zero, which indicates a 6 octet ID field
length
7The value 255, whhich means a null ID field (i.e.
zero length)
All other values are illegal and shall not be used.

-PDU Type  (bits 1 through 5)  17. Note bits 6, 7
and 8 are Reserved, which means they are transmitted
as 0 and ignored on receipt.
-Version  1
-ECO  transmitted as zero, ignored on receipt
-User ECO  transmitted as zero, ignored on receipt
-Reserved/Circuit Type  Most significant 6 bits re
served (Transmitted as zero, ignored on receipt). Low
order bits (bits 1 and 2) indicate:
70  reserved value (if specified the entire PDU
shall be ignored)
71  Level 1 only
72  Level 2 only (sender is Level 2 Intermediate
system with manualL2OnlyMode set True for
this circuit, and will use this link only for Level 2
traffic)
73  both Level 1 and Level 2 (sender is Level 2 In
termediate system and will use this link both for
Level 1 and Level 2 traffic)
-Source ID  the system ID of transmitting Intermedi
ate system
-Holding Time  Holding Timer to be used for this In



termediate system
-PDU Length  Entire length of this PDU, in octets,
including header
-Local Circuit ID  1 octet unique ID assigned to this
circuit when it is created by this Intermediate system.
The actual ID by which the circuit is known to both
ends of the link is determined by the Intermediate sys
tem with the lower Source ID.
-VARIABLE LENGTH FIELDS  fields of the form:11No. of OctetsLENGTHCODE
LENGTH
VALUE

Any codes in a received PDU that are not recognised
shall be ignored.
Currently defined codes are:
7Area addresses  the set of manual

Area

Addresses of this Intermediate system
xCODE  1
xLENGTH  total length of the value field.

xVALUE 1Address Length1Address LengthNo. of OctetsAddress Length
Area Address
Address Length
Area Address

7Address Length  Length of area address
in octets.
7Area Address  Area address.
7Padding  This option may occur multiple times.
It is used to pad the PDU to at least maxsize 1.
xCODE  8.
xLENGTH  total length of the value field (may
be zero).
xVALUE  LENGTH octets of arbitrary value.
7Authentication Information  information for
performing authentication of the originator of the
PDU.
xCODE  10.
xLENGTH  variable from 1254 octets
xVALUE 1VARIABLENo. of OctetsAuthentication Type

Authentication Value

7Authentication Type  a one octet iden
tifier for the type of authentication to be
carried out. The following values are de
fined:
0  RESERVED
1  Cleartext Password
2254  RESERVED
255  Routeing Domain private
authentication method
7Authentication Value  determined by
the value of the authentication type. If
Cleartext Password as defined in this Inter
national Standard is used, then the authenti
cation value is an octet string.



9.8 Level 1 Link State PDU
Level 1 Link State PDUs are generated by Level 1 and
Level 2 Intermediate systems, and propagated throughout
an area. The contents of the Level 1 Link State PDU indi
cates the state of the adjacencies to neighbour Intermediate
Systems, or pseudonodes, and End systems of the Interme
diate system that originally generated the PDU.11No. of
Octets11111122ID Length + 214VARIABLE2Intradomain Routeing
Protocol Discriminator
Length Indicator
Version/Protocol ID Extension
ID Length
PDU Type
R
R
R
Version
ECO
User ECO
PDU Length
Remaining Lifetime
LSP ID
P
Sequence Number
VARIABLE LENGTH FIELDS
LSPDBOL
IS Type

Checksum
ATT

-Intradomain Routeing Protocol Discriminator  ar
chitectural constant
-Length Indicator  Length if fixed header in octets
-Version/Protocol ID Extension  1
-ID Length  Length of the ID field of NSAP ad
dresses and NETs used in this routeing domain. This
field shall take on one of the following values:
7An integer between 1 and 8, inclusive, indicating
an ID field of the corresponding length
7The value zero, which indicates a 6 octet ID field
length
7The value 255, whhich means a null ID field (i.e.
zero length)
All other values are illegal and shall not be used.
-PDU Type (bits 1 through 5)  18. Note bits 6, 7 and
8 are Reserved, which means they are transmitted as 0
and ignored on receipt.
-Version  1
-ECO  transmitted as zero, ignored on receipt

-User ECO  transmitted as zero, ignored on receipt
-PDU Length  Entire Length of this PDU, in octets,
including header
-Remaining Lifetime  Number of seconds before
LSP considered expired
-LSP ID  the system ID of the source of the Link
State PDU. It is structured as follows:ID Length1No. of Octets1Source ID
Pseudonode ID
LSP Number

-Sequence Number  sequence number of LSP



-Checksum  Checksum of contents of LSP from
Source ID to end. Checksum is computed as de
scribed in 7.3.11.
-P/ATT/LSPDBOL/IS Type
-P  Bit 8, indicates when set that the issuing Interme
diate System supports the Partition Repair optional
function.
7ATT - Bits 7-4 indicate, when set, that the issuing
Intermediate System is `attached' to other areas
using:
xBit 4 - the Default Metric
xBit 5 - the Delay Metric
xBit 6 - the Expense Metric
xBit 7 - the Error Metric.
7LSPDBOL  Bit 3  A value of 0 indicates no
LSP Database Overload, and a value of 1 indicates
that the LSP Database is Overloaded. An LSP with
this bit set will not be used by any decision proc
ess to calculate routes to another IS through the
originating system.
7IS Type  Bits 1 and 2 indicate the type of Inter
mediate System  One of the following values:
x0  Unused value
x1  ( i.e. bit 1 set) Level 1 Intermediate system
x2  Unused value
x3  (i.e. bits 1 and 2 set) Level 2 Intermediate
system.
-VARIABLE LENGTH FIELDS  fields of the form:11No. of OctetsLENGTHCODE
LENGTH
VALUE

Any codes in a received LSP that are not recognised
are ignored and passed through unchanged.
Currently defined codes are:
7Area Addresses  the set of manual

Area

Addresses of this Intermediate system.  For
LSPs not generated on behalf of the pseudonode
this option shall always be present in the LSP with
LSP number zero, and shall never be present in an
LSP with non-zero LSP number. It shall appear
before any Intermediate System Neighbours or
End System Neighbours options. This option
shall never be present in pseudonode LSPs.
xCODE  1
xLENGTH  total length of the value field.
xVALUE 1Address Length1Address LengthNo. of OctetsAddress Length
Area Address
Address Length
Area Address

7Address Length  Length of area address
in octets.
7Area Address  Area address.
7Intermediate System Neighbours  Intermedi
ate system and pseudonode neighbours.
This is permitted to appear multiple times, and in
an LSP with any LSP number. However, all the



Intermediate System Neighbours options
shall precede the End System Neighbours op
tions. i.e. they shall appear before any End system
Neighbour options in the same LSP and no End
system Neighbour options shall appear in an LSP
with lower LSP number.
xCODE  2.
xLENGTH  1. plus a multiple of 11.

xVALUE No. of Octets11ID Length + 11111ID Length + 1111Virtual Flag
Default Metric
Neighbour ID
Delay Metric
Expense Metric
Error Metric
I/E
0
I/E
S
I/E
S
I/E
S
Default Metric
Neighbour ID
Delay Metric
Expense Metric
Error Metric
I/E
0
I/E
S
I/E
S
I/E
S

7Virtual Flag is a Boolean. If equal to 1, this
indicates the link is really a Level 2 path to
repair an area partition. (Level 1 Intermedi
ate Systems would always report this octet
as 0 to all neighbours).
7Default Metric is the value of the default
metric for the link to the listed neighbour.
Bit 8  of this field is reserved. Bit 7 of this
field (marked I/E) indicates the metric type,
and shall contain the value 0, indicating
an Internal metric.
7Delay Metric is the value of the delay met
ric for the link to the listed neighbour.  If
this IS does not support this metric it shall
set the bit S to 1 to indicate that the met
ric is unsupported. Bit 7 of this field
(marked I/E) indicates the metric type, and
shall contain the value 0, indicating an
Internal metric.
7Expense Metric is the value of the ex
pense metric for the link to the listed neigh
bour.  If this IS does not support this metric
it shall set the bit S to 1 to indicate that
the metric is unsupported. Bit 7 of this field



(marked I/E) indicates the metric type, and
shall contain the value 0, indicating an
Internal metric.
7Error Metric is the value of the error metric
for the link to the listed neighbour.  If this
IS does not support this metric it shall set
the bit S to 1 to indicate that the metric is
unsupported. Bit 7 of this field (marked
I/E) indicates the metric type, and shall
contain the value 0, indicating an Internal
metric.
7Neighbour ID. For Intermediate System
neighbours, the first ID Length octets are
the neighbour's system ID, and the last oc
tet is 0. For pseudonode neighbours, the
first ID Length octets is the LAN Level 1

Designated Intermediate System's ID, and
the last octet is a non-zero quantity defined
by the LAN Level 1 Designated Intermedi
ate System.
7End System Neighbours  End system neigh
bours
This may appear multiple times, and in an LSP
with any LSP number. See the description of the
Intermediate System Neighbours option
above for the relative ordering constraints. Only
adjacencies with identical costs can appear in the
same list.
xCODE  3.
xLENGTH  4. plus a multiple of 6.
xVALUE ID LengthNo. of Octets1ID Length111Neighbour ID
Default Metric
Neighbour ID
Delay Metric

Expense Metric

Error Metric
I/E

0

I/E

S

I/E

S

I/E
S

7Default Metric is the value of the default
metric for the link to each of the listed
neighbours. Bit 8 of this field is reserved.
Bit 7 of this field (marked I/E) indicates the
metric type, and shall contain the value 0,
indicating an Internal metric.
7Delay Metric is the value of the delay met
ric for the link to each of the listed neigh



bours.  If this IS does not support this met
ric it shall set the bit S to 1 to indicate
that the metric is unsupported. Bit 7 of this
field (marked I/E) indicates the metric type,
and shall contain the value 0, indicating
an Internal metric.
7Expense Metric is the value of the ex
pense metric for the link to each of the
listed neighbours.  If this IS does not sup
port this metric it shall set the bit S to 1
to indicate that the metric is unsupported.
Bit 7 of this field (marked I/E) indicates the
metric type, and shall contain the value 0,
indicating an Internal metric.
7Error Metric is the value of the error metric
for the link to each of the listed neighbour.
If this IS does not support this metric it
shall set the bit S to 1 to indicate that the
metric is unsupported. Bit 7 of this field
(marked I/E) indicates the metric type, and
shall contain the value 0, indicating an
Internal metric.
7Neighbour ID  system ID of End system
neighbour.

7Authentication Information  information for
performing authentication of the originator of the
PDU.
xCODE  10.
xLENGTH  variable from 1254 octets
xVALUE 1VARIABLENo. of OctetsAuthentication Type

Authentication Value

7Authentication Type  a one octet iden
tifier for the type of authentication to be
carried out. The following values are de
fined:
0  RESERVED
1  Cleartext Password
2254  RESERVED
255  Routeing Domain private
authentication method
7Authentication Value  determined by
the value of the authentication type. If
Cleartext Password as defined in this Inter
national Standard is used, then the authenti
cation value is an octet string.

9.9 Level 2 Link State PDU
Level 2 Link State PDUs are generated by Level 2 Interme
diate systems, and propagated throughout the level 2 do
main. The contents of the Level 2 Link State PDU indicates
the state of the adjacencies to neighbour Level 2 Intermedi
ate Systems, or pseudonodes, and to reachable address pre
fixes of the Intermediate system that originally generated
the PDU.11No. of Octets11111122ID Length + 214VARIABLE2Intradomain Routeing
Protocol Discriminator

Length Indicator
Version/Protocol ID Extension
ID Length



PDU Type

R
R
R
Version
ECO
User ECO
PDU Length
Remaining Lifetime
LSP ID
P
Sequence Number
VARIABLE LENGTH FIELDS
LSPDBOL
IS Type

Checksum
ATT

-Intradomain Routeing Protocol Discriminator  ar
chitectural constant
-Length Indicator  Length of fixed header in octets
-Version/Protocol ID Extension  1
-ID Length  Length of the ID field of NSAP ad
dresses and NETs used in this routeing domain. This
field shall take on one of the following values:
7An integer between 1 and 8, inclusive, indicating
an ID field of the corresponding length
7The value zero, which indicates a 6 octet ID field
length
7The value 255, whhich means a null ID field (i.e.
zero length)
All other values are illegal and shall not be used.
-PDU Type (bits 1 through 5)  20. Note bits 6, 7 and
8 are Reserved, which means they are transmitted as 0
and ignored on receipt.
-Version  1
-ECO  transmitted as zero, ignored on receipt

-User ECO  transmitted as zero, ignored on receipt
-PDU Length  Entire Length of this PDU, in octets,
including header.
-Remaining Lifetime  Number of seconds before
LSP considered expired
-LSP ID  the system ID of the source of the Link
State PDU. It is structured as follows:ID Length1No. of Octets1Source ID
Pseudonode ID
LSP Number

-Sequence Number  sequence number of LSP
-Checksum  Checksum of contents of LSP from
Source ID to end. Checksum is computed as de
scribed in 7.3.11.
-P/ATT/LSPDBOL/IS Type
7P  Bit 8, indicates when set that the issuing Inter
mediate System supports the Partition Repair op
tional function.
7ATT - Bits 7-4 indicate, when set, that the issuing
Intermediate System is `attached' to other areas
using:
xBit 4 - the Default Metric



xBit 5 - the Delay Metric
xBit 6 - the Expense Metric
xBit 7 - the Error Metric.
7LSPDBOL  Bit 3  A value of 0 indicates no
LSP Database Overload, and a value of 1 indicates
that the LSP Database is Overloaded. An LSP with
this bit set will not be used by any decision proc
ess to calculate routes to another IS through the
originating system.
7IS Type  Bits 1 and 2 indicate the type of Inter
mediate System  One of the following values:
x0  Unused value
x1  ( i.e. bit 1 set) Level 1 Intermediate system
x2  Unused value
x3  (i.e. bits 1 and 2 set) Level 2 Intermediate
system.
NOTE  In a Level 2 Link State PDU, IS Type
shall be 3.

-VARIABLE LENGTH FIELDS  fields of the form:11No. of OctetsLENGTHCODE
LENGTH
VALUE

Any codes in a received LSP that are not recognised
are ignored and passed through unchanged.
Currently defined codes are:
7Area Addresses  the set of partition

Area

Addresses of this Intermediate system.  For non-
pseudonode LSPs this option shall always be pre
sent in the LSP with LSP number zero, and shall
never be present in an LSP with non-zero LSP
number. It shall appear before any Intermediate
System Neighbours or Prefix Neighbours op
tions. This option shall never be present in
pseudonode LSPs.
xCODE  1
xLENGTH  total length of the value field.
xVALUE 1Address Length1Address LengthNo. of OctetsAddress Length
Area Address
Address Length

Area Address

7Address Length  Length of area address
in octets.
7Area Address  Area address.
7Partition Designated Level 2 Intermediate
System  ID of Designated Level 2 Intermediate
System for the partition. For non-pseudonode
LSPs issued by Intermediate Systems which sup
port the partition repair optional function this op
tion shall always be present in the LSP with LSP
number zero, and shall never be present in an LSP
with non-zero LSP number. It shall appear before
any Intermediate System Neighbours or Prefix
Neighbours options. This option shall never be
present in pseudonode LSPs.
xCODE  4.



xLENGTH  6
xVALUE  ID of Partition Designated Level 2
Intermediate System for the partition.
7Intermediate System Neighbours  Intermedi
ate system and pseudonode neighbours.
This is permitted to appear multiple times, and in
an LSP with any LSP number. However, all the
Intermediate System Neighbours options

shall precede the Prefix Neighbours options.
i.e. they shall appear before any Prefix Neighbour
options in the same LSP and no Prefix Neighbour
options shall appear in an LSP with lower LSP
number.
xCODE  2.
xLENGTH  1. plus a multiple of 11.
xVALUE No. of Octets11ID Length + 11111ID Length + 1111Virtual Flag
Default Metric
Neighbour ID
Delay Metric
Expense Metric
Error Metric
I/E
0
I/E
S
I/E
S
I/E
S
Default Metric
Neighbour ID
Delay Metric
Expense Metric
Error Metric
I/E
0
I/E
S
I/E
S
I/E
S

7Virtual Flag is a Boolean. If equal to 1, this
indicates the link is really a Level 2 path to
repair an area partition. (Level 1 Intermedi
ate Systems would always report this octet
as 0 to all neighbours).
7Default Metric is the value of the default
metric for the link to the listed neighbour.
Bit 8  of this field is reserved. Bit 7 of this
field (marked I/E) indicates the metric type,
and shall contain the value 0, indicating
an Internal metric.
7Delay Metric is the value of the delay met
ric for the link to the listed neighbour.  If
this IS does not support this metric it shall
set bit S to 1 to indicate that the metric is
unsupported. Bit 7 of this field (marked
I/E) indicates the metric type, and shall
contain the value 0, indicating an Internal



metric.
7Expense Metric is the value of the ex
pense metric for the link to the listed neigh
bour.  If this IS does not support this metric
it shall set bit S to 1 to indicate that the
metric is unsupported. Bit 7 of this field
(marked I/E) indicates the metric type, and
shall contain the value 0, indicating an
Internal metric.
7Error Metric is the value of the error metric
for the link to the listed neighbour.  If this
IS does not support this metric it shall set
bit S to 1 to indicate that the metric is un
supported. Bit 7 of this field (marked I/E)

indicates the metric type, and shall contain
the value 0, indicating an Internal metric.
7Neighbour ID. For Intermediate System
neighbours, the first ID Length octets are
the neighbour's system ID, and the last oc
tet is 0. For pseudonode neighbours, the
first ID Length octets is the LAN Level 1
Designated Intermediate System's ID, and
the last octet is a non-zero quantity defined
by the LAN Level 1 Designated Intermedi
ate System.
7Prefix Neighbours  reachable address prefix
neighbours
This may appear multiple times, and in an LSP
with any LSP number. See the description of the
Intermediate System Neighbours option
above for the relative ordering constraints. Only
adjacencies with identical costs can appear in the
same list.
xCODE  5.
xLENGTH  Total length of the VALUE field.
xVALUE 1iAddress Prefix Length /2y1No. of OctetsiAddress Prefix Length
/2y1111Address Prefix Length
Address Prefix
Address Prefix Length

Address Prefix
Default Metric

Delay Metric

Expense Metric

Error Metric

I/E

0

I/E

S

I/E

S



I/E

S

7Default Metric is the value of the default
metric for the link to each of the listed
neighbours. Bit 8 of this field is reserved.
Bit 7 (marked I/E) indicates the metric
type, and may be set to zero indicating an
internal metric, or may be set to 1 indicat
ing an external metric.
7Delay Metric is the value of the delay met
ric for the link to each of the listed neigh
bours.  If this IS does not support this met
ric it shall set the bit S to 1 to indicate
that the metric is unsupported. Bit 7
(marked I/E) indicates the metric type, and
may be set to zero indicating an internal
metric, or may be set to 1 indicating an ex
ternal metric.
7Expense Metric is the value of the ex
pense metric for the link to each of the
listed neighbours.  If this IS does not sup
port this metric it shall set the bit S to 1
to indicate that the metric is unsupported.

Bit 7 (marked I/E) indicates the metric
type, and may be set to zero indicating an
internal metric, or may be set to 1 indicat
ing an external metric.
7Error Metric is the value of the error metric
for the link to each of the listed neighbour.
If this IS does not support this metric it
shall set the bit S to 1 to indicate that the
metric is unsupported. Bit 7 (marked I/E)
indicates the metric type, and may be set to
zero indicating an internal metric, or may
be set to 1 indicating an external metric.
7Address Prefix Length is the length in
semi-octets of the following prefix. A
length of zero indicates a prefix that
matches all NSAPs.
7Address Prefix is a reachable address pre
fix encoded as described in 7.1.4. If the
length in semi-octets is odd, the prefix is
padded out to an integral number of octets
with a trailing zero semi-octet.
Note that the area addresses listed in the Area Ad
dresses option of Level 2 Link State PDU with
LSP number zero, are understood to be reachable
address neighbours with cost 0. They are not listed
separately in the Prefix Neighbours options.
7Authentication Information  information for
performing authentication of the originator of the
PDU.
xCODE  10.
xLENGTH  variable from 1254 octets
xVALUE 1VARIABLENo. of OctetsAuthentication Type



Authentication Value

7Authentication Type  a one octet iden
tifier for the type of authentication to be
carried out. The following values are de
fined:
0  RESERVED
1  Cleartext Password
2254  RESERVED
255  Routeing Domain private
authentication method
7Authentication Value  determined by
the value of the authentication type. If
Cleartext Password as defined in this Inter
national Standard is used, then the authenti
cation value is an octet string.

9.10 Level 1 Complete Sequence
Numbers PDU11No. of Octets1111112ID Length + 1ID Length + 2ID Length +
2VARIABLEIntradomain Routeing
Protocol Discriminator

Length Indicator
Version/Protocol ID Extension
ID Length
PDU Type

R
R
R
Version
ECO
User ECO
PDU Length
Source ID
Start LSP ID
End LSP ID
VARIABLE LENGTH FIELDS

-Intradomain Routeing Protocol Discriminator  ar
chitectural constant
-Length Indicator  Length of fixed header in octets
-Version/Protocol ID Extension  1
-ID Length  Length of the ID field of NSAP ad
dresses and NETs used in this routeing domain. This
field shall take on one of the following values:
7An integer between 1 and 8, inclusive, indicating
an ID field of the corresponding length
7The value zero, which indicates a 6 octet ID field
length
7The value 255, whhich means a null ID field (i.e.
zero length)
All other values are illegal and shall not be used.
-PDU Type (bits 1 through 5)  24. Note bits 6, 7 and
8 are Reserved, which means they are transmitted as 0
and ignored on receipt.
-Version  1
-ECO  transmitted as zero, ignored on receipt
-User ECO  transmitted as zero, ignored on receipt
-PDU Length  Entire Length of this PDU, in octets,
including header



-Source ID  the system ID of Intermediate System
(with zero Circuit ID) generating this Sequence Num
bers PDU.

-Start LSP ID  the system ID of first LSP in the
range covered by this Complete Sequence Numbers
PDU.
-End LSP ID  the system ID of last LSP in the range
covered by this Complete Sequence Numbers PDU.
-VARIABLE LENGTH FIELDS  fields of the form:11No. of OctetsLENGTHCODE
LENGTH
VALUE

Any codes in a received CSNP that are not recognised
are ignored.
Currently defined codes are:
7LSP Entries  This may appear multiple times.
The option fields, if they appear more than once,
shall appear sorted into ascending LSPID order.
xCODE  9
xLENGTH  total length of the value field.
xVALUE  a list of LSP entries of the form:4No. of Octets2ID Length +
2242ID Length + 22LSP Sequence Number
Checksum
Remaining Lifetime
LSP ID
LSP Sequence Number
Checksum
Remaining Lifetime
LSP ID

7Remaining Lifetime  Remaining Life
time of LSP.
7LSP ID  system ID of the LSP to which
this entry refers.
7LSP Sequence Number  Sequence
number of LSP.
7Checksum  Checksum reported in LSP.
The entries shall be sorted into ascending
LSPID order (the LSP number octet of the
LSPID is the least significant octet).
7Authentication Information  information for
performing authentication of the originator of the
PDU.
xCODE  10.
xLENGTH  variable from 1254 octets

xVALUE 1VARIABLENo. of OctetsAuthentication Type

Authentication Value

7Authentication Type  a one octet iden
tifier for the type of authentication to be
carried out. The following values are de
fined:
0  RESERVED
1  Cleartext Password
2254  RESERVED
255  Routeing Domain private
authentication method
7Authentication Value  determined by
the value of the authentication type. If



Cleartext Password as defined in this Inter
national Standard is used, then the authenti
cation value is an octet string.

9.11 Level 2 Complete Sequence
Numbers PDU
11No. of Octets1111112ID Length + 1ID Length + 2ID Length +
2VARIABLEIntradomain Routeing
Protocol Discriminator

Length Indicator
Version/Protocol ID Extension
ID Length
PDU Type

R
R
R
Version
ECO
User ECO
PDU Length
Source ID
Start LSP ID
End LSP ID
VARIABLE LENGTH FIELDS

-Intradomain Routeing Protocol Discriminator  ar
chitectural constant
-Length Indicator  Length of fixed header in octets
-Version/Protocol ID Extension  1
-ID Length  Length of the ID field of NSAP ad
dresses and NETs used in this routeing domain. This
field shall take on one of the following values:
7An integer between 1 and 8, inclusive, indicating
an ID field of the corresponding length
7The value zero, which indicates a 6 octet ID field
length
7The value 255, whhich means a null ID field (i.e.
zero length)
All other values are illegal and shall not be used.
-PDU Type (bits 1 through 5)  25. Note bits 6, 7 and
8 are Reserved, which means they are transmitted as 0
and ignored on receipt.
-Version  1
-ECO  transmitted as zero, ignored on receipt
-User ECO  transmitted as zero, ignored on receipt
-PDU Length  Entire Length of this PDU, in octets,
including header

-Source ID  the system ID of Intermediate System
(with zero Circuit ID) generating this Sequence Num
bers PDU.
-Start LSP ID  the system ID of first LSP in the
range covered by this Complete Sequence Numbers
PDU.
-End LSP ID  the system ID of last LSP in the range
covered by this Complete Sequence Numbers PDU.
-VARIABLE LENGTH FIELDS  fields of the form:11No. of OctetsLENGTHCODE
LENGTH
VALUE



Any codes in a received CSNP that are not recognised
are ignored.
Currently defined codes are:
7LSP Entries  this may appear multiple times.
The option fields, if they appear more than once,
shall appear sorted into ascending LSPID order.
xCODE  9
xLENGTH  total length of the value field.
xVALUE  a list of LSP entries of the form:4No. of Octets2ID Length +
2242ID Length + 22LSP Sequence Number
Checksum
Remaining Lifetime
LSP ID
LSP Sequence Number
Checksum
Remaining Lifetime
LSP ID

7Remaining Lifetime  Remaining Life
time of LSP.
7LSP ID  the system ID of the LSP to
which this entry refers.
7LSP Sequence Number  Sequence
number of LSP.
7Checksum  Checksum reported in LSP.
The entries shall be sorted into ascending
LSPID order (the LSP number octet of the
LSPID is the least significant octet).
7Authentication Information  information for
performing authentication of the originator of the
PDU.

xCODE  10.
xLENGTH  variable from 1254 octets
xVALUE 1VARIABLENo. of OctetsAuthentication Type

Authentication Value

7Authentication Type  a one octet iden
tifier for the type of authentication to be
carried out. The following values are de
fined:
0  RESERVED
1  Cleartext Password
2254  RESERVED
255  Routeing Domain private
authentication method
7Authentication Value  determined by
the value of the authentication type. If
Cleartext Password as defined in this Inter
national Standard is used, then the authenti
cation value is an octet string.

9.12 Level 1 Partial Sequence Numbers
PDU
11No. of Octets1111112ID Length + 1VARIABLEIntradomain Routeing
Protocol Discriminator

Length Indicator
Version/Protocol ID Extension
ID Length
PDU Type



R
R
R
Version
ECO
User ECO
PDU Length
Source ID
VARIABLE LENGTH FIELDS

-Intradomain Routeing Protocol Discriminator  ar
chitectural constant
-Length Indicator  Length of fixed header in octets
-Version/Protocol ID Extension  1
-ID Length  Length of the ID field of NSAP ad
dresses and NETs used in this routeing domain. This
field shall take on one of the following values:
7An integer between 1 and 8, inclusive, indicating
an ID field of the corresponding length
7The value zero, which indicates a 6 octet ID field
length
7The value 255, whhich means a null ID field (i.e.
zero length)
All other values are illegal and shall not be used.
-PDU Type (bits 1 through 5)  26. Note bits 6, 7 and
8 are Reserved, which means they are transmitted as 0
and ignored on receipt.
-Version  1
-ECO  transmitted as zero, ignored on receipt
-User ECO  transmitted as zero, ignored on receipt
-PDU Length  Entire Length of this PDU, in octets,
including header
-Source ID  the system ID of Intermediate system
(with zero Circuit ID) generating this Sequence Num
bers PDU.

-VARIABLE LENGTH FIELDS  fields of the form:11No. of OctetsLENGTHCODE
LENGTH
VALUE

Any codes in a received PSNP that are not recognised
are ignored.
Currently defined codes are:
7LSP Entries  this may appear multiple times.
The option fields, if they appear more than once,
shall appear sorted into ascending LSPID order.
xCODE  9
xLENGTH  total length of the value field.
xVALUE  a list of LSP entries of the form:4No. of Octets2ID Length +
2242ID Length + 22LSP Sequence Number
Checksum
Remaining Lifetime
LSP ID
LSP Sequence Number
Checksum
Remaining Lifetime
LSP ID

7Remaining Lifetime  Remaining Life
time of LSP.
7LSP ID  the system ID of the LSP to



which this entry refers.
7LSP Sequence Number  Sequence
number of LSP.
7Checksum  Checksum reported in LSP.
The entries shall be sorted into ascending
LSPID order (the LSP number octet of the
LSPID is the least significant octet).
7Authentication Information  information for
performing authentication of the originator of the
PDU.
xCODE  10.
xLENGTH  variable from 1254 octets

xVALUE 1VARIABLENo. of OctetsAuthentication Type

Authentication Value

7Authentication Type  a one octet iden
tifier for the type of authentication to be
carried out. The following values are de
fined:
0  RESERVED
1  Cleartext Password
2254  RESERVED
255  Routeing Domain private
authentication method
7Authentication Value  determined by
the value of the authentication type. If
Cleartext Password as defined in this Inter
national Standard is used, then the authenti
cation value is an octet string.

9.13 Level 2 Partial Sequence Numbers
PDU
11No. of Octets1111112ID Length + 1VARIABLEIntradomain Routeing
Protocol Discriminator

Length Indicator
Version/Protocol ID Extension
ID Length
PDU Type

R
R
R
Version
ECO
User ECO
PDU Length
Source ID
VARIABLE LENGTH FIELDS

-Intradomain Routeing Protocol Discriminator  ar
chitectural constant
-Length Indicator  Length of fixed header in octets
-Version/Protocol ID Extension  1
-ID Length  Length of the ID field of NSAP ad
dresses and NETs used in this routeing domain. This
field shall take on one of the following values:
7An integer between 1 and 8, inclusive, indicating
an ID field of the corresponding length
7The value zero, which indicates a 6 octet ID field



length
7The value 255, whhich means a null ID field (i.e.
zero length)
All other values are illegal and shall not be used.
-PDU Type (bits 1 through 5)  27. Note bits 6, 7 and
8 are Reserved, which means they are transmitted as 0
and ignored on receipt.
-Version  1
-ECO  transmitted as zero, ignored on receipt
-User ECO  transmitted as zero, ignored on receipt
-PDU Length  Entire Length of this PDU, in octets,
including header
-Source ID  the system ID of Intermediate system
(with zero Circuit ID) generating this Sequence Num
bers PDU.

-VARIABLE LENGTH FIELDS  fields of the form:11No. of OctetsLENGTHCODE
LENGTH
VALUE

Any codes in a received PSNP that are not recognised
are ignored.
Currently defined codes are:
7LSP Entries  this may appear multiple times.
The option fields, if they appear more than once,
shall appear sorted into ascending LSPID order.
xCODE  9
xLENGTH  total length of the value field.
xVALUE  a list of LSP entries of the form:4No. of Octets2ID Length +
2242ID Length + 22LSP Sequence Number
Checksum
Remaining Lifetime
LSP ID
LSP Sequence Number
Checksum
Remaining Lifetime
LSP ID

7Remaining Lifetime  Remaining Life
time of LSP.
7LSP ID  the system ID of the LSP to
which this entry refers.
7LSP Sequence Number  Sequence
number of LSP.
7Checksum  Checksum reported in LSP.
The entries shall be sorted into ascending
LSPID order (the LSP number octet of the
LSPID is the least significant octet).
7Authentication Information  information for
performing authentication of the originator of the
PDU.
xCODE  10.
xLENGTH  variable from 1254 octets

xVALUE 1VARIABLENo. of OctetsAuthentication Type

Authentication Value

7Authentication Type  a one octet iden
tifier for the type of authentication to be
carried out. The following values are de
fined:



0  RESERVED
1  Cleartext Password
2254  RESERVED
255  Routeing Domain private
authentication method
7Authentication Value  determined by
the value of the authentication type. If
Cleartext Password as defined in this Inter
national Standard is used, then the authenti
cation value is an octet string.

10 System Environment
10.1 Generating Jitter on Timers
When PDUs are transmitted as a result of timer expiration,
there is a danger that the timers of individual systems may
become synchronised. The result of this is that the traffic
distribution will contain peaks. Where there are a large
number of synchronised systems, this can cause overload
ing of both the transmission medium and the systems re
ceiving the PDUs. In order to prevent this from occurring,
all periodic timers, the expiration of which can cause the
transmission of PDUs, shall have jitter introduced as de
fined in the following algorithm.
CONSTANT
Jitter = 25;
(* The percentage jitter as defined in the architectural
constant Jitter *)
Resolution = 100;
(* The timer resolution in milliseconds *)

PROCEDURE Random(max : Integer): Integer;
 (* This procedure delivers a Uniformly distributed
random integer R such that 0 < R < max  *)

PROCEDURE
DefineJitteredTimer(baseTimeValueInSeconds: Integer;
expirationAction : Procedure);

VAR
baseTimeValue, maximumTimeModifier, waitTime :
Integer;
nextexpiration : Time;

BEGIN
baseTimeValue := baseTimeValueInSeconds * 1000 /
Resolution;
maximumTimeModifier := baseTimeValue * Jitter /
100; (* Compute maximum possible jitter *)
WHILE running DO
BEGIN
(* First compute next expiration time *)
randomTimeModifier :=
Random(maximumTimeModifier);
waitTime := baseTimeValue -
randomTimeModifier;
nextexpiration := CurrentTime + waitTime;
(* Then perform expiration Action *)
expirationAction;
WaitUntil(nextexpiration);
END (* of Loop *)
END (* of DefineJitteredTimer *)
Thus the call DefineJitteredTimer(HelloTime, SendHel



loPDU); where HelloTime is 10 seconds, will cause the
action SendHelloPDU to be performed at random inter
vals of between 7.5 and 10 seconds. The essential point of
this algorithm is that the value of randomTimeModifier is
randomised within the inner loop. Note that the new expira
tion time is set immediately on expiration of the last inter
val, rather than when the expiration action has been com
pleted.

The time resolution shall be less than or equal to 100 milli
seconds. It is recommended to be less than or equal to 10
milliseconds. The time resolution is the maximum interval
that can elapse without there being any change in the value
of the timer. The periodic transmission period shall be ran
dom or pseudo-random in the specified range, with uniform
distribution across similar implementations.
10.2 Resolution of Timers
All timers specified in units of seconds shall have a resolu
tion of no less than 11 second.
All timers specified in units of milliseconds shall have a
resolution of no less than 110 milliseconds
10.3 Requirements on the Operation of
ISO 9542
This International Standard places certain requirements on
the use of ISO 9542 by Intermediate systems which go be
yond those mandatory requirements stated in the
conformance clause of ISO 9542. These requirements are:
a)The IS shall operate the Configuration Information
functions on all types of subnetworks supported by the
IS. This includes the reception of ESH PDUs, and the
reception and transmission of ISH PDUs.
b)The IS shall enable the All Intermediate Systems
multi-destination subnetwork address.

11 System Management
11.1 General
The operation of the Intra-domain ISIS routeing functions
may be monitored and controlled using System Manage
ment. This clause is the management specification for ISO
10589 in the GDMO notation as defined in ISO 10165-4.
11.1.1 Naming Hierarchy
The containment hierarchy for ISO 10589 is illustrated be
low in figure
8NetworkVirtualAdjacencyAdjacencyDestinationSystemDestinationAreaCircuit
ReachableAddressEntityCLNS(ISO 10589 Package)(ISO 10589
Package)ManualAdjacencyLevel 2 OnlyFigure 8 - Containment and Naming Hierarchy

.
11.1.2 Resetting of Timers
Many of the attributes defined herein represent the values
of timers. They specify the interval between certain events
in the operation of the routeing state machines. If the value
of one of these characteristics is changed to a new value t
while the routeing state machine is in operation the imple
mentation shall take the necessary actions to ensure that for
any time interval which was in progress when the corre
sponding attribute was changed, the next expiration of that
interval takes place t seconds from the original start of that
interval, or immediately, whichever is the later.

Where this action is necessary it is indicated in the applica



ble behaviour clause of the GDMO.  See 11.2.16
11.1.3 Resource Limiting Characteristics
Certain attributes place limits on some resource, such as
max

imum

SVC

Adjacencies. In general, implementa
tions may allocate memory resources up to this limit when
the managed object is enabled and it may be impossible to
change the allocation without first disabling and re-enabling
the corresponding Network entity. Therefore this Interna
tional Standard only requires that system management shall
be able to change these attributes when the managed object
is disabled (i.e. in the state off).
However some implementations may be able to change the
allocation of resources without first disabling the Network
entity. In this case it is permitted to increase the value of
the characteristic at any time, but it shall not be decreased
below the currently used value of the resource. For exam
ple, maximumSVCAdjacencies shall not be decreased
below the current number of SVCs which have been cre
ated.
Characteristics of this type are indicated in the behaviour
clause of the GDMO.  See 11.2.16.

11.2 GDMO Definition
11.2.1 Name Bindings
iSO10589-NB NAME BINDING
SUBORDINATE OBJECT CLASS cLNS;
NAMED BY
SUPERIOR OBJECT CLASS
"ISO/IEC xxxxx":networkEntity;
WITH ATTRIBUTE
"ISO/IEC xxxxx":cLNS-MO-Name;
CREATE with-automatic-instance-naming
iSO10589-NB-p1;
DELETE only-if-no-contained-objects;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.nboi iSO10589-NB
(1)};

level1ISO10589Circuit-NB NAME BINDING
SUBORDINATE OBJECT CLASS circuit;
NAMED BY
SUPERIOR OBJECT CLASS cLNS;
WITH ATTRIBUTE
"ISO/IEC xxxxx":circuit-MO-Name;
CREATE with-reference-object
iSO10589Circuit-MO-p1;
DELETE only-if-no-contained-objects;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.nboi
level1ISO10589Circuit-NB (2)};

destinationSystem-NB NAME BINDING
SUBORDINATE OBJECT CLASS destinationSystem;
NAMED BY
SUPERIOR OBJECT CLASS cLNS;
WITH ATTRIBUTE networkEntityTitle;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.nboi
destinationSystem-NB (3)};



destinationArea-NB NAME BINDING
SUBORDINATE OBJECT CLASS destinationArea;
NAMED BY
SUPERIOR OBJECT CLASS cLNS;
WITH ATTRIBUTE addressPrefix;
BEHAVIOUR destinationArea-NB-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS This name binding is only applicable
where the superior object has an iSType of Level2;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.nboi
destinationArea-NB (4)};

virtualAdjacency-NB NAME BINDING
SUBORDINATE OBJECT CLASS virtualAdjacency;
NAMED BY
SUPERIOR OBJECT CLASS cLNS;
WITH ATTRIBUTE networkEntityTitle;
BEHAVIOUR virtualAdjacency-NB-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS This name binding is only applicable
where the superior  object has an iSType of Level2;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.nboi
virtualAdjacency-NB (5)};

reachableAddress-NB NAME BINDING
SUBORDINATE OBJECT CLASS reachableAddress;
NAMED BY
SUPERIOR OBJECT CLASS circuit;
WITH ATTRIBUTE addressPrefix;
BEHAVIOUR reachableAddress-NB-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS This name binding is only applicable
where the superior object of the Circuit instance is
an object  with iSType level2IS;;
CREATE with-reference-object  reachableAddressP1
reachableAddressP2;
DELETE only-if-no-contained-objects;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.nboi
reachableAddress-NB (6)};

adjacency-NB NAME BINDING
SUBORDINATE OBJECT CLASS adjacency;
NAMED BY
SUPERIOR OBJECT CLASS circuit;
WITH ATTRIBUTE adjacencyName;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.nboi adjacency-NB
(7)};

manualAdjacency-NB NAME BINDING
SUBORDINATE OBJECT CLASS manualAdjacency;
NAMED BY
SUPERIOR OBJECT CLASS circuit;
WITH ATTRIBUTE adjacencyName;
BEHAVIOUR manualAdjacency-NB-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS When an instance name is specified in
the CREATE operation, that value shall be used for
the adjacencyName, otherwise automatic instance
naming shall be used;;
CREATE with-reference-object,
with-automatic-instance-naming
manualAdjacencyP1  manualAdjacencyP2;
DELETE only-if-no-contained-objects;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.nboi



manualAdjacency-NB (8)};

11.2.2 The CLNS Managed Object for ISO
10589
cLNS MANAGED OBJECT CLASS
DERIVED FROM "ISO/IEC xxxx":cLNS;
-- To be replaced by the number of the network layer
MO definitions when assigned.
CONDITIONAL PACKAGES
level1ISO10589Package
PRESENT IF The Intermediate System is a Level 1
Intermediate System,
level2ISO10589Package
PRESENT IF The Intermediate System is a Level 2
Intermediate System (i.e. the value of iSType is
Level2),
partitionRepairPackage
PRESENT IF The Intermediate System is a Level 2
Intermediate System and the partition repair option
is implemented,
level1AuthenticationPackage
PRESENT IF The authentication procedures are im
plemented,
level2AuthenticationPackage
PRESENT IF The Intermediate System is a Level 2
Intermediate System and the authentication proce
dures are implemented;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.moi cLNS (1)};

level1ISO10589Package PACKAGE
ATTRIBUTES
version GET,
iSType GET,
maximumPathSplits
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.maximumPathSplits-Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.MaximumPathSplits-Permitted
GET-REPLACE,
maximumBuffers
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.maximumBuffers-Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.MaximumBuffers-Permitted
GET-REPLACE,
minimumLSPTransmissionInterval
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.minimumLSPTransmissionInterval-
Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.MinimumLSPTransmissionInterval-
Permitted
GET-REPLACE,
maximumLSPGenerationInterval
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.maximumLSPGenerationInterval-D
efault



PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.MaximumLSPGenerationInterval-Pe
rmitted
GET-REPLACE,
minimumBroadcastLSPTransmissionInterval
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT

DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.minimumBroadcastLSPTransmissio
nInterval-Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.MinimumBroadcastLSPTransmissio
nInterval-Permitted
GET-REPLACE,
-- Note this is defined for all Circuits, but would only
be required if one of them were a broadcast Circuit
completeSNPInterval
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.completeSNPInterval-Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.CompleteSNPInterval-Permitted
GET-REPLACE,
-- Ditto
originatingL1LSPBufferSize
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.originatingL1LSPBufferSize-Defaul
t
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.OriginatingL1LSPBufferSize-Permit
ted
GET-REPLACE,
-- Note: redirectHoldingTime moved to
ISO9542ISPackage
manualAreaAddresses
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.manualAreaAddresses-Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.ManualAreaAddresses-Permitted
GET ADD-REMOVE,
minimumLSPGenerationInterval
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.minimumLSPGenerationInterval-De
fault
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.MinimumLSPGenerationInterval-Pe
rmitted
GET-REPLACE,
defaultESHelloTimer
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.defaultESHelloTime-Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.DefaultESHelloTime-Permitted
GET-REPLACE,
pollESHelloRate
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.pollESHelloRate-Default



PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.PollESHelloRate-Permitted
GET-REPLACE,
partialSNPInterval
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.partialSNPInterval-Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.PartialSNPInterval-Permitted
GET-REPLACE,
waitingTime
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT

DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.waitingTime-Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.WaitingTime-Permitted
GET-REPLACE,
dRISISHelloTimer
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.dRISISHelloTimer-Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.DRISISHelloTimer-Permitted
GET-REPLACE,
l1State GET,
areaAddresses GET,
-- PDUFormatErrors now in network layer MO
corruptedLSPsDetected GET,
lSPL1DatabaseOverloads GET,
manualAddressesDroppedFromArea GET,
attemptsToExceedMaximumSequenceNumber GET,
sequenceNumberSkips GET,
ownLSPPurges GET,
iDFieldLengthMismatches GET;
ATTRIBUTE GROUPS
counters
-- PDUFormatErrors now in Network Layer MO
corruptedLSPsDetected
lSPL1DatabaseOverloads
manualAddressesDroppedFromArea
attemptsToExceedMaximumSequenceNumber
sequenceNumberSkips
ownLSPPurges
iDFieldLengthMismatches;
-- activate and deactivate actions now in Network Layer
MO
NOTIFICATIONS
"ISO/IEC xxxxx":pduFormatError
notificationReceivingAdjacency,
-- extra parameter for ISO 10589
corruptedLSPDetected,
lSPL1DatabaseOverload,
manualAddressDroppedFromArea,
attemptToExceedMaximumSequenceNumber,
sequenceNumberSkip,
ownLSPPurge,
iDFieldLengthMismatch;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.poi
level1ISO10589Package (1)};

level2ISO10589Package PACKAGE



ATTRIBUTES
originatingL2LSPBufferSize
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.originatingL2LSPBufferSize-Defaul
t
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.OriginatingL2LSPBufferSize-Permit
ted
GET-REPLACE,
l2State GET,
lSPL2DatabaseOverloads GET;
ATTRIBUTE GROUPS
counters
lSPL2DatabaseOverloads;
NOTIFICATIONS
lSPL2DatabaseOverload;

REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.poi
level2ISO10589Package (2)};

partitionRepairPackage PACKAGE
BEHAVIOUR DEFINITIONS partitionRepairPackage-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Present when the partition repair option
is implemented;;
ATTRIBUTES
maximumVirtualAdjacencies
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.maximumVirtualAdjacencies-Defau
lt
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.MaximumVirtualAdjacencies-Permi
tted
GET-REPLACE,
partitionAreaAddresses GET,
partitionDesignatedL2IntermediateSystem GET,
partitionVirtualLinkChanges GET;
ATTRIBUTE GROUPS
counters
partitionVirtualLinkChanges;
NOTIFICATIONS
partitionVirtualLinkChange;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.poi
partitionRepairPackage (3)};

level1AuthenticationPackage PACKAGE
BEHAVIOUR DEFINITIONS
level1AuthenticationPackage-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Present when the authentication proce
dures option is implemented;;
ATTRIBUTES
areaTransmitPassword
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.password-Default
GET-REPLACE,
areaReceivePasswords
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.passwords-Default



GET-REPLACE
ADD-REMOVE,
authenticationFailures
GET;
ATTRIBUTE GROUPS
counters
authenticationFailures;
NOTIFICATIONS
authenticationFailure;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.poi
level1AuthenticationPackage (4)};

level2AuthenticationPackage PACKAGE
BEHAVIOUR DEFINITIONS
level2AuthenticationPackage-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Present when the authentication proce
dures option is implemented and the value of the
iSType attribute is Level2;;
ATTRIBUTES
domainTransmitPassword
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT

DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.password-Default
GET-REPLACE,
domainReceivePasswords
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.passwords-Default
GET-REPLACE
ADD-REMOVE;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.poi
level2AuthenticationPackage (5)};

11.2.3 The Circuit Managed Object for ISO
10589
circuit MANAGED OBJECT CLASS
DERIVED FROM "ISO/IEC xxxx":circuit;
-- xxxx to be replaced with the number of the network
layer managed object definitions when one is
assigned
CONDITIONAL PACKAGES
level1ISO10589CircuitPackage
PRESENT IF the Circuit is a level 1 ISO 10589 Cir
cuit,
level1ISO10589BroadcastCircuitPackage
PRESENT IF the Circuit is a level 1 ISO 10589
broadcast Circuit,
level1ISO10589PtToPtCircuitPackage
PRESENT IF the Circuit is a level 1 ISO 10589 Point
to Point Circuit,
level2ISO10589DACircuitPackage
PRESENT IF the Circuit is a level 2 ISO 10589 X.25
DA Circuit,
level1ISO10589StaticCircuitPackage
PRESENT IF the Circuit is a level 1 ISO10589 X.25
STATIC Circuit (IN or OUT),
level1ISO10589StaticOutCircuitPackage
PRESENT IF the Circuit is a level1 ISO 10589 X.25
STATIC OUT SNAP,
level2ISO10589CircuitPackage
PRESENT IF the IS is a Level2 ISO 10589 IS,



level2ISO10589BroadcastCircuitPackage
PRESENT IF the Circuit is a level 1 ISO 10589
broadcast Circuit and the IS is a L2 IS,
dACircuitCallEstablishmentMetricIncrementPackage
PRESENT IF the Circuit is an X.25 DA circuit and
support is implemented for call establishement met
ric increment values greater than zero,
circuitAuthenticationPackage
PRESENT IF the authentication procedures are im
plemented on this IS;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.moi circuit (2)};

level1ISO10589CircuitPackage PACKAGE
ATTRIBUTES
type GET,
helloTimer
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.helloTimer-Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.HelloTimer-Permitted
GET-REPLACE,
l1DefaultMetric
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT

DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.defaultMetric-Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.DefaultMetric-Permitted
GET-REPLACE,
l1DelayMetric
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.optionalMetric-Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.OptionalMetric-Permitted
GET-REPLACE,
l1ExpenseMetric
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.optionalMetric-Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.OptionalMetric-Permitted
GET-REPLACE,
l1ErrorMetric
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.optionalMetric-Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.OptionalMetric-Permitted
GET-REPLACE,
externalDomain
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.externalDomain-Default
GET-REPLACE,
circuitChanges GET,
changesInAdjacencyState GET,
initializationFailures GET,
rejectedAdjacencies GET,
controlPDUsSent GET,
controlPDUsReceived GET,



iDFieldLengthMismatches GET;
ATTRIBUTE GROUPS
counters
circuitChanges
changesInAdjacencyState
initializationFailures
rejectedAdjacencies
controlPDUsSent
controlPDUsReceived
iDFieldLengthMismatches;
-- Note: activate and deactivate are now imported from
the network layer definition of circuit MO
NOTIFICATIONS
circuitChange,
adjacencyStateChange,
initializationFailure,
rejectedAdjacency,
iDFieldLengthMismatch;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.poi
level1ISO10589CircuitPackage (6)};

level1ISO10589BroadcastCircuitPackage PACKAGE
BEHAVIOUR DEFINITIONS
level1BroadcastCircuitPackage-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Present when the Circuit is of type
Broadcast;;
ATTRIBUTES
iSISHelloTimer
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT

DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.iSISHelloTimer-Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.ISISHelloTimer-Permitted
GET-REPLACE,
l1IntermediateSystemPriority
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.l1IntermediateSystemPriority-Defau
lt
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.L1IntermediateSystemPriority-Perm
itted
GET-REPLACE,
l1CircuitID GET,
l1DesignatedIntermediateSystem GET,
lanL1DesignatedIntermediateSystemChanges GET;
ATTRIBUTE GROUPS
counters
lanL1DesignatedIntermediateSystemChanges;
NOTIFICATIONS
lanL1DesignatedIntermediateSystemChange;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.poi
level1ISO10589BroadcastCircuitPackage (7)};

level1ISO10589PtToPtCircuitPackage PACKAGE
BEHAVIOUR DEFINITIONS
level1PtToPtCircuitPackage-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Present when the Circuit is of type Pt
ToPt;;
ATTRIBUTES
ptPtCircuitID GET;



REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.poi
level1ISO10589PtToPtCircuitPackage (8)};

dACircuitCallEstablishmentMetricIncrementPackage
PACKAGE
BEHAVIOUR DEFINITIONS
dACircuitCallEstablishmentMetricIncrementPackag
e-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Present when values of call establish
ment metric increment greater than zero are sup
ported and the parent iS MO has iSType Level2;;
ATTRIBUTES
callEstablishmentDefaultMetricIncrement
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.callEstablishmentMetricIncrement-
Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.CallEstablishmentMetricIncrement-
Permitted
GET-REPLACE,
callEstablishmentDelayMetricIncrement
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.callEstablishmentMetricIncrement-
Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.CallEstablishmentMetricIncrement-
Permitted
GET-REPLACE,
callEstablishmentExpenseMetricIncrement
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.callEstablishmentMetricIncrement-

Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.CallEstablishmentMetricIncrement-
Permitted
GET-REPLACE,
callEstablishmentErrorMetricIncrement
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.callEstablishmentMetricIncrement-
Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.CallEstablishmentMetricIncrement-
Permitted
GET-REPLACE;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.poi
dACircuitCallEstablishmentMetricIncrementPackag
e (9)};

level2ISO10589DACircuitPackage PACKAGE
BEHAVIOUR DEFINITIONS
level2ISO10589DACircuitPackage-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Present when the Circuit is of type DA,
and the IS is operating as a L2 IS;;
-- Note: a DA Circuit is only permitted on an L2 IS
ATTRIBUTES
recallTimer



REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.recallTimer-Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.RecallTimer-Permitted
GET-REPLACE,
idleTimer
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.idleTimer-Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.IdleTimer-Permitted
GET-REPLACE,
initialMinimumTimer
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.initialMinimumTimer-Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.InitialMinimumTimer-Permitted
GET-REPLACE,
reserveTimer
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.reserveTimer-Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.ReserveTimer-Permitted
GET-REPLACE,
maximumSVCAdjacencies
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.maximumSVCAdjacencies-Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.MaximumSVCAdjacencies-Permitte
d
GET-REPLACE,
reservedAdjacency
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.reservedAdjacency-Default

GET-REPLACE,
-- Note: it is not clear that this attribute is required
callsPlaced GET,
callsFailed GET,
timesExceededMaximumSVCAdjacencies GET;
ATTRIBUTE GROUPS
counters
callsPlaced
callsFailed
timesExceededMaximumSVCAdjacencies;
NOTIFICATIONS
exceededMaximumSVCAdjacencies;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.poi
level2ISO10589DACircuitPackage (10)};

level1ISO10589StaticCircuitPackage PACKAGE
BEHAVIOUR DEFINITIONS
level1StaticCircuitPackage-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Present when the Circuit is of type
Static;;
ATTRIBUTES
neighbourSNPAAddress



REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.neighbourSNPAAddress-Default
GET-REPLACE,
-- Note: should this be handled by an X.25 IVMO?
ptPtCircuitID GET;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.poi
level1ISO10589StaticCircuitPackage (11)};

level1ISO10589StaticOutCircuitPackage PACKAGE
BEHAVIOUR DEFINITIONS
level1StsticOutCircuitPackage-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Present when the Circuit is of type Static
Out;;
ATTRIBUTES
recallTimer
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.recallTimer-Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.RecallTimer-Permitted
GET-REPLACE,
maximumCallAttempts
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.maximumCallAttempts-Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.MaximumCallAttempts-Permitted
GET-REPLACE,
callsPlaced GET,
callsFailed GET,
timesExceededMaximumCallAttempts GET;
ATTRIBUTE GROUPS
counters
callsPlaced
callsFailed
timesExceededMaximumCallAttempts;
NOTIFICATIONS
exceededMaximumCallAttempts ;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.poi
level1ISO10589StaticOutCircuitPackage (12)};

level2ISO10589CircuitPackage PACKAGE
BEHAVIOUR DEFINITIONS level2CircuitPackage-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Present when IS is an L2 IS;;
ATTRIBUTES
l2DefaultMetric
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.defaultMetric-Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.DefaultMetric-Permitted
GET-REPLACE,
l2DelayMetric
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.optionalMetric-Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.OptionalMetric-Permitted
GET-REPLACE,



l2ExpenseMetric
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.optionalMetric-Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.OptionalMetric-Permitted
GET-REPLACE,
l2ErrorMetric
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.optionalMetric-Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.OptionalMetric-Permitted
GET-REPLACE,
manualL2OnlyMode
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.manualL2OnlyMode-Default
GET-REPLACE;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.poi
level2ISO10589CircuitPackage (13)};

level2ISO10589BroadcastCircuitPackage PACKAGE
BEHAVIOUR DEFINITIONS
level2BroadcastCircuitPackage-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Present when the Circuit is of type
Broadcast and the IS is an L2 IS;;
ATTRIBUTES
l2IntermediateSystemPriority
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.l2IntermediateSystemPriority-Defau
lt
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.L2IntermediateSystemPriority-Perm
itted
GET-REPLACE,
l2CircuitID GET,
l2DesignatedIntermediateSystem GET,
lanL2DesignatedIntermediateSystemChanges GET;
ATTRIBUTE GROUPS
counters
lanL2DesignatedIntermediateSystemChanges;
NOTIFICATIONS
lanL2DesignatedIntermediateSystemChange;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.poi
level2ISO10589BroadcastCircuitPackage (14)};

circuitAuthenticationPackage PACKAGE
BEHAVIOUR DEFINITIONS
circuitAuthenticationPackage-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Present when the authentication proce
dures option is implemented;;
ATTRIBUTES
circuitTransmitPassword
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.password-Default
GET-REPLACE,
circuitReceivePasswords
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT



DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.passwords-Default
GET-REPLACE
ADD-REMOVE,
authenticationFailures GET;
ATTRIBUTE GROUPS
counters
authenticationFailures;
NOTIFICATIONS
authenticationFailure;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.poi
circuitAuthenticationPackage (15)};

11.2.4 The Adjacency managed Object
adjacency MANAGED OBJECT CLASS
DERIVED FROM "ISO/IEC 10165-2":top;
CHARACTERIZED BY adjacencyPackage PACKAGE
ATTRIBUTES
adjacencyName GET,
adjacencyState GET;
-- Note: this is NOT operational state
;;
CONDITIONAL PACKAGES
broadcastAdjacencyPackage
PRESENT IF the parent Circuit is of type broadcast,
dAAdjacencyPackage
PRESENT IF the parent Circuit is of type DA,
ptToPtAdjacencyPackage
PRESENT IF the parent Circuit is of type PtToPt or
STATIC,
iSAdjacencyPackage
PRESENT IF the adjacency is to an IS (i.e the
neighbourSystemType is Intermediate System L1
Intermediate System or L2 Intermediate System),
broadcastISAdjacencyPackage
PRESENT IF the parent Circuit is of type broadcast
and is to an IS as above,
eSAdjacencyPackage
PRESENT IF the adjacency is to an ES (i.e. the
neighbourSystemType is EndSystem;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.moi adjacency (3)};

broadcastAdjacencyPackage PACKAGE
BEHAVIOUR DEFINITIONS
broadcastAdjacencyPackage-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS present if the parent Circuit is of type
broadcast;;
ATTRIBUTES
neighbourLANAddress GET,
neighbourSystemType GET;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.poi
broadcastAdjacencyPackage (16)};

dAAdjacencyPackage PACKAGE
BEHAVIOUR DEFINITIONS dAAdjacencyPackage-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS present if the parent Circuit is of type
DA;;
ATTRIBUTES
sNPAAddress GET;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.poi



dAAdjacencyPackage (17)};

ptToPtAdjacencyPackage PACKAGE
BEHAVIOUR DEFINITIONS
ptToPtAdjacencyPackage-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS present if the parent Circuit is of type
PtToPt;;
ATTRIBUTES
neighbourSystemType GET;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.poi
ptToPtAdjacencyPackage (18)};

iSAdjacencyPackage PACKAGE
BEHAVIOUR DEFINITIONS iSAdjacencyPackage-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS present if the adjacency is to an IS;;
ATTRIBUTES
adjacencyUsageType GET,
neighbourSystemID GET,
neighbourAreas GET,
holdingTimer GET;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.poi
iSAdjacencyPackage (19)};

broadcastISAdjacencyPackage PACKAGE
BEHAVIOUR DEFINITIONS
broadcastISAdjacencyPackage-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS present if the parent Circuit is of type
broadcast and the adjacency is to an IS;;
ATTRIBUTES
lANPriority GET;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.poi
broadcastISAdjacencyPackage (20)};

eSAdjacencyPackage PACKAGE
BEHAVIOUR DEFINITIONS eSAdjacencyPackage-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS present if the adjacency is to an ES;;
ATTRIBUTES
endSystemIDs GET;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.poi
eSAdjacencyPackage (21)};

11.2.5 The Manual Adjacency Managed
Object
manualAdjacency MANAGED OBJECT CLASS
DERIVED FROM "ISO/IEC 10165-2":top;
CHARACTERIZED BY manualAdjacencyPackage
PACKAGE
ATTRIBUTES
adjacencyName GET,
neighbourLANAddress GET,
endSystemIDs GET;
;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.moi
manualAdjacency (4)};

11.2.6 The Virtual Adjacency managed Object
virtualAdjacency MANAGED OBJECT CLASS
DERIVED FROM "ISO/IEC 10165-2":top;
CHARACTERIZED BY virtualAdjacencyPackage



PACKAGE
ATTRIBUTES
networkEntityTitle GET,
metric GET;
;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.moi virtualAdjacency
(5)};

11.2.7 The Destination Managed Object
-- The destination MO class is never instantiated. It exists
only to allow the destinationSystem and
destinationArea MO classes to be derived from it.
destination MANAGED OBJECT CLASS
DERIVED FROM "ISO/IEC 10165-2":top;
CHARACTERIZED BY destinationPackage
PACKAGE
ATTRIBUTES
defaultMetricPathCost GET,
defaultMetricOutputAdjacencies GET,
delayMetricPathCost GET,
delayMetricOutputAdjacencies GET,
expenseMetricPathCost GET,
expenseMetricOutputAdjacencies GET,
errorMetricPathCost GET,
errorMetricOutputAdjacencies GET;
;; -- no need for an object ID since it is never
instantiated, but GDMO  needs one
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.moi destination (6)};

11.2.8 The Destination System Managed
Object
destinationSystem MANAGED OBJECT CLASS
DERIVED FROM destination;
CHARACTERIZED BY destinationSystemPackage
PACKAGE
ATTRIBUTES
networkEntityTitle GET;
;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.moi
destinationSystem (7)};

11.2.9 The Destination Area Managed Object
destinationArea MANAGED OBJECT CLASS
DERIVED FROM destination;
CHARACTERIZED BY destinationAreaPackage
PACKAGE
ATTRIBUTES
addressPrefix GET;
;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.moi destinationArea
(8)};

11.2.10 The Reachable Address Managed
Object
reachableAddress MANAGED OBJECT CLASS
DERIVED FROM "ISO/IEC 10165-2":top;
CHARACTERIZED BY reachableAddressPackage
PACKAGE
ATTRIBUTES
addressPrefix GET,
defaultMetric



REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.defaultMetric-Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.DefaultMetric-Permitted
GET-REPLACE,
delayMetric
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.optionalMetric-Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.OptionalMetric-Permitted
GET-REPLACE,
expenseMetric
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.optionalMetric-Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.OptionalMetric-Permitted
GET-REPLACE,
errorMetric
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.optionalMetric-Default
PERMITTED VALUES
ISO10589-ISIS.OptionalMetric-Permitted
GET-REPLACE,
defaultMetricType
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.metricType-Default
GET-REPLACE,
delayMetricType
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.metricType-Default
GET-REPLACE,
expenseMetricType
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.metricType-Default
GET-REPLACE,
errorMetricType

REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.metricType-Default
GET-REPLACE,
"ISO/IEC 10165-2":operationalState GET;
ACTIONS
activate,
deactivate;
;;
CONDITIONAL PACKAGES
mappingRAPackage
PRESENT IF the parent Circuit is of type broadcast
or DA,
broadcastRAPackage
PRESENT IF the parent Circuit is of type broadcast
and the value of mappingType is `manual',
dARAPackage
PRESENT IF the parent Circuit is of type DA and



the value of mappingType is `manual';
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.moi
reachableAddress (9)};

mappingRAPackage PACKAGE
BEHAVIOUR DEFINITIONS mappingRAPackage-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS When present, the NSAP to Circuit
mapping is controlled by the value of the map
pingType attribute;;
ATTRIBUTES
mappingType GET;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.poi
mappingRAPackage (22)};

broadcastRAPackage PACKAGE
BEHAVIOUR DEFINITIONS broadcastRAPackage-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS When present, the remote SNPA address
is determined by the value of the lANAddress attrib
ute;;
ATTRIBUTES
lANAddress
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.lANAddress-Default
GET-REPLACE;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.poi
broadcastRAPackage (23)};

dARAPackage PACKAGE
BEHAVIOUR DEFINITIONS dARAPackage-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS When present, the remote SNPA address
is determined by the value of the sNPAAddresses at
tribute;;
ATTRIBUTES
sNPAAddresses
REPLACE-WITH-DEFAULT
DEFAULT VALUE
ISO10589-ISIS.sNPAAddresses-Default
GET-REPLACE;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.poi dARAPackage
(24)};

11.2.11 Attribute Definitions
version ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX ISO10589-ISIS.Version;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR version-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The version number of this International
Standard to which the implementation conforms;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi version (1)};

iSType ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX ISO10589-ISIS.ISType;
MATCHES FOR Equality;
BEHAVIOUR iSType-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The type of this Intermediate System.
The value of this attribute is only settable via the
create parameter;;



REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi iSType (2)};

maximumPathSplits ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.MaximumPathSplits;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR maximumPathSplits-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Maximum number of paths with equal
routeing metric value which it is permitted to split
between;,
replaceOnlyWhileDisabled-B;
PARAMETERS constraintViolation;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
maximumPathSplits (3)};

maximumBuffers ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.MaximumBuffers;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR maximumBuffers-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Maximum guaranteed number of buffers
for forwarding. This is the number of forwarding
buffers that is to be reserved, more may be used if
they are available. (See clause D.1.1);,
resourceLimiting-B;
PARAMETERS constraintViolation;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi maximumBuffers
(4)};

minimumLSPTransmissionInterval ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.MinimumLSPTransmissionInterval;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR minimumLSPTransmissionInterval-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Minimum interval, in seconds, between
re- transmissions of an LSP;,
resettingTimer-B;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
minimumLSPTransmissionInterval (5)};

maximumLSPGenerationInterval ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.MaximumLSPGenerationInterval;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR maximumLSPGenerationInterval-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Maximum interval, in seconds, between
generated LSPs by this system;,
resettingTimer-B;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
maximumLSPGenerationInterval (6)};

minimumBroadcastLSPTransmissionInterval ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.MinimumBroadcastLSPTransmissio
nInterval;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR
minimumBroadcastLSPTransmissionInterval-B
BEHAVIOUR



DEFINED AS Minimum interval, in milliseconds, be
tween transmission of LSPs on a broadcast circuit
(See clause 7.3.15.6);,
resettingTimer-B;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
minimumBroadcastLSPTransmissionInterval (7)};

completeSNPInterval ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.CompleteSNPInterval;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR completeSNPInterval-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Interval, in seconds, between generation
of Complete Sequence Numbers PDUs by a Desig
nated Intermediate System on a broadcast circuit;,
resettingTimer-B;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
completeSNPInterval (8)};

originatingL1LSPBufferSize ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.OriginatingLSPBufferSize;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR originatingL1LSPBufferSize-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The maximum size of Level 1 LSPs and
SNPs originated by this system;,
replaceOnlyWhileDisabled-B;
PARAMETERS constraintViolation;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
originatingL1LSPBufferSize (9)};

manualAreaAddresses ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.AreaAddresses;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Set Comparison, Set
Intersection;
BEHAVIOUR manualAreaAddresses-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Area Addresses to be used for this Inter
mediate System. At least one value must be sup
plied. The maximum number of Area Addresses
which may exist in the set is MaximumAreaAd
dresses;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
manualAreaAddresses (10)};

minimumLSPGenerationInterval ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.MinimumLSPGenerationInterval;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR minimumLSPGenerationInterval-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Maximum interval in seconds between
successive generation of LSPs with the same LSPID
by this IS;,
resettingTimer-B;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
minimumLSPGenerationInterval (11)};

defaultESHelloTimer ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX



ISO10589-ISIS.DefaultESHelloTimer;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR defaultESHelloTimer-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The value to be used for the suggested
ES configuration timer in ISH PDUs when not solic
iting the ES configuration;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
defaultESHelloTimer (12)};

pollESHelloRate ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.PollESHelloRate;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR pollESHelloRate-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The value to be used for the suggested
ES configuration timer in ISH PDUs when soliciting
the ES configuration;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi pollESHelloRate
(13)};

partialSNPInterval ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.PartialSNPInterval;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR partialSNPInterval-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Minimum interval between sending Par
tial Sequence Number PDUs;,
resettingTimer-B;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
partialSNPInterval (14)};

waitingTime ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.WaitingTime;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR waitingTime-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Number of seconds to delay in waiting
state before entering On state;,
resettingTimer-B;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi waitingTime
(15)};

dRISISHelloTimer ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.DRISISHelloTimer;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR dRISISHelloTimer-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The interval in seconds between the
generation of IIH PDUs by the designated IS on a
LAN;,
resettingTimer-B;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
dRISISHelloTimer (16)};

l1State ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.DatabaseState;
MATCHES FOR Equality;
BEHAVIOUR l1State-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The state of the Level 1 database;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi l1State (17)};



areaAddresses ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.AreaAddresses;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Set Comparison, Set
Intersection;
BEHAVIOUR areaAddresses-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The union of the sets of manualAreaAd
dresses reported in all Level 1 Link State PDUs re
ceived by this Intermediate System;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi areaAddresses
(18)};

corruptedLSPsDetected ATTRIBUTE
DERIVED FROM nonWrappingCounter;
BEHAVIOUR corruptedLSPsDetected-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Number of Corrupted LSP Detected
events generated;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
corruptedLSPsDetected (19)};

lSPL1DatabaseOverloads ATTRIBUTE
DERIVED FROM nonWrappingCounter;
BEHAVIOUR lSPL1DatabaseOverloads-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Number of times the LSP L1 Database
Overload event has been generated;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
lSPL1DatabaseOverloads (20)};

manualAddressesDroppedFromArea ATTRIBUTE
DERIVED FROM nonWrappingCounter;
BEHAVIOUR manualAddressesDroppedFromArea-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Number of times the Manual Addresses
Dropped From Area event has been generated;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
manualAddressesDroppedFromArea (21)};

attemptsToExceedMaximumSequenceNumber
ATTRIBUTE
DERIVED FROM nonWrappingCounter;
BEHAVIOUR
attemptsToExceedMaximumSequenceNumber-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Number of times the Attempt To Exceed
Maximum Sequence Number event has been
generated;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
attemptsToExceedMaximumSequenceNumber
(22)};

sequenceNumberSkips ATTRIBUTE
DERIVED FROM nonWrappingCounter;
BEHAVIOUR sequenceNumberSkips-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Number of times the Sequence Number
Skipped event has been generated;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
sequenceNumberSkips (23)};

ownLSPPurges ATTRIBUTE



DERIVED FROM nonWrappingCounter;
BEHAVIOUR ownLSPPurges-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Number of times the Own LSP Purged
event has been generated;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi ownLSPPurges
(24)};

iDFieldLengthMismatches ATTRIBUTE
DERIVED FROM nonWrappingCounter;
BEHAVIOUR iDFieldLengthMismatches-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Number of times the iDFieldLengthMis
match event has been generated;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
iDFieldLengthMismatches (25)};

originatingL2LSPBufferSize ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.OriginatingLSPBufferSize;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR originatingL2LSPBufferSize-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The maximum size of Level 2 LSPs and
SNPs originated by this system;,
replaceOnlyWhileDisabled-B;
PARAMETERS constraintViolation;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
originatingL2LSPBufferSize (26)};

maximumVirtualAdjacencies ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.MaximumVirtualAdjacencies;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR maximumVirtualAdjacencies-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Maximum number of Virtual Adjacen
cies which may be created to repair partitioned
Level 1 domains;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
maximumVirtualAdjacencies (27)};

l2State ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.DatabaseState;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR l2State-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The state of the Level 2 database;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi l2State (28)};

partitionAreaAddresses ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.AreaAddresses;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Set Comparison, Set
Intersection;
BEHAVIOUR partitionAreaAddresses-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The set union of all manualAreaAd
dresses of all Intermediate systems in the partition
reachable by non-virtual links (calculated from their
Level 1 LSPs);;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
partitionAreaAddresses (29)};



partitionDesignatedL2IntermediateSystem ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.SystemID;
MATCHES FOR Equality;
BEHAVIOUR
partitionDesignatedL2IntermediateSystem-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The ID of the Partition Designated
Level 2 Intermediate System for this system;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
partitionDesignatedL2IntermediateSystem (30)};

partitionVirtualLinkChanges ATTRIBUTE
DERIVED FROM nonWrappingCounter;
BEHAVIOUR partitionVirtualLinkChanges-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Number of times the Partition Virtual
Link Change Notification has been generated;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
partitionVirtualLinkChanges (31)};

lSPL2DatabaseOverloads ATTRIBUTE
DERIVED FROM nonWrappingCounter;
BEHAVIOUR lSPL2DatabaseOverloads-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Number of times the LSP L2 Database
Overload event has been generated;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
lSPL2DatabaseOverloads (32)};

type ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.CircuitType;
MATCHES FOR Equality;
BEHAVIOUR type-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The type of the circuit. This attribute
may only be set when the Circuit is created. Subse
quently it is read-only;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi type (33)};

helloTimer ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.HelloTimer;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR helloTimer-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The period, in seconds, between ISH
PDUs;,
resettingTimer-B;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi helloTimer (34)};

l1DefaultMetric ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.HopMetric;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR l1defaultMetric-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The default metric value of this circuit
for Level 1 traffic. The value of zero is reserved to
indicate that this metric is not supported;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi l1DefaultMetric
(35)};



l1DelayMetric ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.HopMetric;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR l1DelayMetric-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The delay metric value of this circuit for
Level 1 traffic. The value of zero is reserved to indi
cate that this metric is not supported;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi l1DelayMetric
(36)};

l1ExpenseMetric ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.HopMetric;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR l1ExpenseMetric-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The expense metric value of this circuit
for Level 1 traffic. The value of zero is reserved to
indicate that this metric is not supported;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi l1ExpenseMetric
(37)};

l1ErrorMetric ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.HopMetric;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR l1ErrorMetric-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The error metric value of this circuit for
Level 1 traffic. The value of zero is reserved to indi
cate that this metric is not supported;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi l1ErrorMetric
(38)};

circuitChanges ATTRIBUTE
DERIVED FROM nonWrappingCounter;
BEHAVIOUR circuitChanges-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Number of times this Circuit state
changed between On and Off and vice versa;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi circuitChanges
(39)};

changesInAdjacencyState ATTRIBUTE
DERIVED FROM nonWrappingCounter;
BEHAVIOUR changesInAdjacencyState-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Number of Adjacency State Change
events generated;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
changesInAdjacencyState (40)};

initializationFailures ATTRIBUTE
DERIVED FROM nonWrappingCounter;
BEHAVIOUR initializationFailures-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Number of Initialization Failure events
generated;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
initializationFailures (41)};

rejectedAdjacencies ATTRIBUTE
DERIVED FROM nonWrappingCounter;



BEHAVIOUR rejectedAdjacencies-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Number of Rejected Adjacency events
generated;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
rejectedAdjacencies (42)};

controlPDUsSent ATTRIBUTE
DERIVED FROM nonWrappingCounter;
BEHAVIOUR controlPDUsSent-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Number of control PDUs sent on this
circuit;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi controlPDUsSent
(43)};

controlPDUsReceived ATTRIBUTE
DERIVED FROM nonWrappingCounter;
BEHAVIOUR controlPDUsReceived-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Number of control PDUs received on
this circuit;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
controlPDUsReceived (44)};

iSISHelloTimer ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.ISISHelloTimer;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR iSISHelloTimer-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The period, in seconds, between LAN
Level 1 and Level 2 IIH PDUs.  It is also used as the
period between ISH PDUs when polling the ES con
figuration;,
resettingTimer-B;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi iSISHelloTimer
(45)};

externalDomain ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX ISO10589-ISIS.Boolean;
MATCHES FOR Equality;
BEHAVIOUR externalDomain-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS If TRUE, suppress notmal transmission
of and interpretation of Intra-domain ISIS PDUs on
this circuit.;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi externalDomain
(46)};

l1IntermediateSystemPriority ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.IntermediateSystemPriority;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR l1IntermediateSystemPriority-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Priority for becoming LAN Level 1
Designated Intermediate System;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
l1IntermediateSystemPriority (47)};

l1CircuitID ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.CircuitID;
MATCHES FOR Equality;
BEHAVIOUR l1CircuitID-B BEHAVIOUR



DEFINED AS The  LAN ID allocated by the LAN
Level 1 Designated Intermediate System. Where this
system is not aware of the value (because it is not
participating in the Level 1 Designated Intermediate
System election), this attribute has the value which
would be proposed for this circuit. (i.e. the concate
nation of the local system ID and the one octet local
Circuit ID for this circuit.;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi l1CircuitID
(48)};

l1DesignatedIntermediateSystem ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.SystemID;
MATCHES FOR Equality;
BEHAVIOUR l1DesignatedIntermediateSystem-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The ID  of the LAN Level 1 Designated
Intermediate System on this circuit. If, for any rea
son this system is not partaking in the relevant Des
ignated Intermediate System election process, then
the value returned is zero;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
l1DesignatedIntermediateSystem (49)};

lanL1DesignatedIntermediateSystemChanges
ATTRIBUTE
DERIVED FROM nonWrappingCounter;
BEHAVIOUR
lanL1DesignatedIntermediateSystemChanges-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Number of LAN L1 Designated Inter
mediate System Change events generated;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
lanL1DesignatedIntermediateSystemChanges (50)};

ptPtCircuitID ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.CircuitID;
MATCHES FOR Equality;
BEHAVIOUR ptPtCircuitID-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The ID of the circuit allocated during
initialization. If no value has been negotiated (either
because the adjacency is to an End system, or
because initialization has not yet successfully
completed), this attribute has the value which would
be proposed for this circuit. (i.e. the concatenation of
the local system ID and the one octet local Circuit
ID for this circuit.;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi ptPtCircuitID
(51)};

callEstablishmentDefaultMetricIncrement ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.MetricIncrement;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR
callEstablishmentDefaultMetricIncrement-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Additional value to be reported for the
default metric value of unestablished DA adjacen



cies;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
callEstablishmentDefaultMetricIncrement (52)};

callEstablishmentDelayMetricIncrement ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.MetricIncrement;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR
callEstablishmentDelayMetricIncrement-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Additional value to be reported for the
delay metric value of unestablished DA adjacen
cies;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
callEstablishmentDelayMetricIncrement (53)};

callEstablishmentExpenseMetricIncrement ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.MetricIncrement;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR
callEstablishmentExpenseMetricIncrement-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Additional value to be reported for the
Expense metric value of unestablished DA adjacen
cies;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
callEstablishmentExpenseMetricIncrement (54)};

callEstablishmentErrorMetricIncrement ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.MetricIncrement;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR callEstablishmentErrorMetricIncrement-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Additional value to be reported for the
Error metric value of unestablished DA adjacencies;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
callEstablishmentErrorMetricIncrement (55)};

recallTimer ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.RecallTimer;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR recallTimer-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Number of seconds that must elapse be
tween a call failure on a DED circuit and a recall;,
resettingTimer-B;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi recallTimer
(56)};

idleTimer ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.IdleTimer;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR idleTimer-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Number of seconds of idle time before
call is cleared;,
resettingTimer-B;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi idleTimer (57)};



initialMinimumTimer ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.InitialMinimumTimer;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR initialMinimumTimer-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Number of seconds that a call remains
connected after being established, irrespective of
traffic. (Note. This should be set small enough so
that the call is cleared before the start of the next
charging interval.);,
resettingTimer-B;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
initialMinimumTimer (58)};

reserveTimer ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.ReserveTimer;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR reserveTimer-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Number of seconds, after call is cleared
due to lack of traffic, during which the SVC remains
reserved for the previous SNPA address;,
resettingTimer-B;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi reserveTimer
(59)};

maximumSVCAdjacencies ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.MaximumSVCAdjacencies;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR maximumSVCAdjacencies-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Number of Adjacencies to reserve for
SVCs for this circuit. This is the maximum number
of simultaneous calls which are possible on this cir
cuit;,
resourceLimiting-B;
PARAMETERS constraintViolation;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
maximumSVCAdjacencies (60)};

reservedAdjacency ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX ISO10589-ISIS.Boolean;
MATCHES FOR Equality;
BEHAVIOUR reservedAdjacency-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS When True, indicates that one SVC
must be reserved for a connection to an Intermediate
System;,
replaceOnlyWhileDisabled-B;
PARAMETERS constraintViolation;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
reservedAdjacency (61)};

callsPlaced ATTRIBUTE
DERIVED FROM nonWrappingCounter;
BEHAVIOUR callsPlaced-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Number of Call attempts (successful or
unsuccessful);;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi callsPlaced (62)};



callsFailed ATTRIBUTE
DERIVED FROM nonWrappingCounter;
BEHAVIOUR callsFailed-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Number of Unsuccessful Call attempts;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi callsFailed (63)};

timesExceededMaximumSVCAdjacencies ATTRIBUTE
DERIVED FROM nonWrappingCounter;
BEHAVIOUR
timesExceededMaximumSVCAdjacencies-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Number of Exceeded Maximum SVC
Adjacencies events generated;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
timesExceededMaximumSVCAdjacencies (64)};

neighbourSNPAAddress ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.SNPAAddress;
MATCHES FOR Equality;
BEHAVIOUR neighbourSNPAAddress-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS SNPA Address to call, or SNPA Ad
dress from which to accept call;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
neighbourSNPAAddress (65)};

maximumCallAttempts ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.MaximumCallAttempts;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR maximumCallAttempts-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Maximum number of successive call
failures before halting. (A value of zero means infi
nite retries.;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
maximumCallAttempts (66)};

timesExceededMaximumCallAttempts ATTRIBUTE
DERIVED FROM nonWrappingCounter;
BEHAVIOUR timesExceededMaximumCallAttempts-B

BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Number of Exceeded Maximum Call
Attempts events generated;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
timesExceededMaximumCallAttempts (67)};

l2DefaultMetric ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.HopMetric;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR l2defaultMetric-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The default metric value of this circuit
for Level 2 traffic. The value of zero is reserved to
indicate that this metric is not supported;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi l2DefaultMetric
(68)};

l2DelayMetric ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.HopMetric;



MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR l2DelayMetric-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The delay metric value of this circuit for
Level 2 traffic. The value of zero is reserved to indi
cate that this metric is not supported;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi l2DelayMetric
(69)};

l2ExpenseMetric ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.HopMetric;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR l2ExpenseMetric-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The expense metric value of this circuit
for Level 2 traffic. The value of zero is reserved to
indicate that this metric is not supported;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi l2ExpenseMetric
(70)};

l2ErrorMetric ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.HopMetric;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR l2ErrorMetric-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The error metric value of this circuit for
Level 2 traffic. The value of zero is reserved to indi
cate that this metric is not supported;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi l2ErrorMetric
(71)};

manualL2OnlyMode ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX ISO10589-ISIS.Boolean;
MATCHES FOR Equality;
BEHAVIOUR manualL2OnlyMode-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS When True, indicates that this Circuit is
to be used only for Level 2;,
replaceOnlyWhileDisabled-B;
PARAMETERS constraintViolation;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
manualL2OnlyMode (72)};

l2IntermediateSystemPriority ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.IntermediateSystemPriority;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR l2IntermediateSystemPriority-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Priority for becoming LAN Level 2
Designated Intermediate System;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
l2IntermediateSystemPriority (73)};

l2CircuitID ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.CircuitID;
MATCHES FOR Equality;
BEHAVIOUR l2CircuitID-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The LAN ID allocated by the LAN
Level 2 Designated Intermediate System. Where this
system is not aware of the value (because it is not
participating in the Level 2 Designated Intermediate



System election), this attribute has the value which
would be proposed for this circuit. (i.e. the concate
nation of the local system ID and the one octet local
Circuit ID for this circuit.;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi l2CircuitID
(74)};

l2DesignatedIntermediateSystem ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.SystemID;
MATCHES FOR Equality;
BEHAVIOUR l2DesignatedIntermediateSystem-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The ID  of the LAN Level 2 Designated
Intermediate System on this circuit. If, for any rea
son this system is not partaking in the relevant Des
ignated Intermediate System election process, then
the value returned is ;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
l2DesignatedIntermediateSystem (75)};

lanL2DesignatedIntermediateSystemChanges
ATTRIBUTE
DERIVED FROM nonWrappingCounter;
BEHAVIOUR
lanL2DesignatedIntermediateSystemChanges-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Number of LAN L2 Designated Inter
mediate System Change events generated;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
lanL2DesignatedIntermediateSystemChanges (76)};

adjacencyName ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.GraphicString;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Substrings;

BEHAVIOUR adjacencyName-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS A string which is the Identifier for the
Adjacency and which is unique amongst the set of
Adjacencies maintained for this Circuit. If this is a
manually created adjacency (i.e. the type is Manual)
it is set by the System Manager when the Adjacency
is created, otherwise it is generated by the imple
mentation such that it is unique. The set of identifier
containing the leading string "Auto" are reserved for
Automatic Adjacencies. An attempt to create a Man
ual Adjacency with such an identifier will cause an
exception to be raised;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi adjacencyName
(77)};

adjacencyState ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.AdjacencyState;
MATCHES FOR Equality;
BEHAVIOUR adjacencyState-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The state of the adjacency;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi adjacencyState
(78)};

neighbourLANAddress ATTRIBUTE



WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.LANAddress;
MATCHES FOR Equality;
BEHAVIOUR neighbourLANAddress-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The MAC address of the neighbour sys
tem on a broadcast circuit;,
replaceOnlyWhileDisabled-B;
PARAMETERS constraintViolation;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
neighbourLANAddress (79)};

neighbourSystemType ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.NeighbourSystemType;
MATCHES FOR Equality;
BEHAVIOUR neighbourSystemType-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The type of the neighbour system  one
of: Unknown End system Intermediate system L1
Intermediate system L2 Intermediate system;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
neighbourSystemType (80)};

sNPAAddress ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.SNPAAddress;
MATCHES FOR Equality;
BEHAVIOUR sNPAAddress-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The SNPA Address of the neighbour
system on an X.25 circuit;,
replaceOnlyWhileDisabled-B;
PARAMETERS constraintViolation;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi sNPAAddress
(81)};

adjacencyUsageType ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.AdjacencyUsageType;
MATCHES FOR Equality;
BEHAVIOUR level-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The usage of the Adjacency.  An
Adjacency of type Level 1" will be used for Level 1
traffic only.  An adjacency of type Level 2" will be
used for Level 2 traffic only. An adjacency of type
Level 1 and 2" will be used for both Level 1 and
Level 2 traffic. There may be two adjacencies (of
types Level 1" and Level 2" between the same pair
of Intermediate Systems.;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
adjacencyUsageType (82)};

neighbourSystemID ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.SystemID;
MATCHES FOR Equality;
BEHAVIOUR neighbourSystemID-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The SystemID of the neighbouring In
termediate system from the Source ID field of the
neighbour's IIH PDU. The Intermediate System ID
for this neighbour is derived by appending zero to
this value.;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi



neighbourSystemID (83)};

neighbourAreas ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.AreaAddresses;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Set Comparison, Set
Intersection;
BEHAVIOUR neighbourAreas-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS This contains the Area Addresses of a
neighbour Intermediate System from the IIH PDU.;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi neighbourAreas
(84)};

holdingTimer ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.HoldingTimer;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR holdingTimer-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Holding time for this adjacency updated
from the IIH PDUs;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi holdingTimer
(85)};

lANPriority ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.IntermediateSystemPriority;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR lANPriority-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Priority of neighbour on this adjacency
for becoming LAN Level 1 Designated Intermediate
System if adjacencyType is L1 Intermediate System
or LAN Level 2 Designated Intermediate System if
adjacencyType is L2 Intermediate System;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi lANPriority
(86)};

endSystemIDs ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.EndSystemIDs;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Set Comparison, Set
Intersection;
BEHAVIOUR endSystemIDs-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS This contains the system ID(s) of a
neighbour End system. Where (in a Intermediate
System) an adjacency has been created manually,
these will be the set of IDs given in the manualIDs
parameter of the create directive.;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi endSystemIDs
(87)};

networkEntityTitle ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.NetworkEntityTitle;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR networkEntityTitle-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The Network entity Title which is the
destination of a Virtual link being used to repair a
partitioned Level 1 area (see clause 7.2.10);;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
networkEntityTitle (88)};



metric ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.PathMetric;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR metric-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Cost of least cost L2 path(s) to destina
tion area based on the default metric;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi metric (89)};

defaultMetricPathCost ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.PathMetric;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR defaultMetricPathCost-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Cost of least cost path(s) using the de
fault metric to destination;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
defaultMetricPathCost (90)};

defaultMetricOutputAdjacencies ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.OutputAdjacencies;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Set Comparison, Set
Intersection;
BEHAVIOUR defaultMetricOutputAdjacencies-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The set of Adjacency (or Reachable Ad
dress) managed object identifiers representing the
forwarding decisions based upon the default metric
for the destination;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
defaultMetricOutputAdjacencies (91)};

delayMetricPathCost ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.PathMetric;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;

BEHAVIOUR delayMetricPathCost-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Cost of least cost path(s) using the delay
metric to destination;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
delayMetricPathCost (92)};

delayMetricOutputAdjacencies ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.OutputAdjacencies;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Set Comparison, Set
Intersection;
BEHAVIOUR delayMetricOutputAdjacencies-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The set of Adjacency (or Reachable Ad
dress) managed object identifiers representing the
forwarding decisions based upon the delay metric
for the destination;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
delayMetricOutputAdjacencies (93)};

expenseMetricPathCost ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.PathMetric;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;



BEHAVIOUR expenseMetricPathCost-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Cost of least cost path(s) using the ex
pense metric to destination;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
expenseMetricPathCost (94)};

expenseMetricOutputAdjacencies ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.OutputAdjacencies;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Set Comparison, Set
Intersection;
BEHAVIOUR expenseMetricOutputAdjacencies-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The set of Adjacency (or Reachable Ad
dress) managed object identifiers representing the
forwarding decisions based upon the expense metric
for the destination;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
expenseMetricOutputAdjacencies (95)};

errorMetricPathCost ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.PathMetric;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR errorMetricPathCost-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Cost of least cost path(s) using the error
metric to destination;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
errorMetricPathCost (96)};

errorMetricOutputAdjacencies ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.OutputAdjacencies;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Set Comparison, Set
Intersection;
BEHAVIOUR errorMetricOutputAdjacencies-B

BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The set of Adjacency (or Reachable Ad
dress) managed object identifiers representing the
forwarding decisions based upon the error metric for
the destination;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
errorMetricOutputAdjacencies (97)};

addressPrefix ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.AddressPrefix;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Substrings;
BEHAVIOUR addressPrefix-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS An Area Address (or prefix) of a desti
nation area;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi addressPrefix
(98)};

defaultMetric ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.HopMetric;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR defaultMetric-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The default metric value for reaching
the specified prefix over this Circuit. If this attribute



is changed while both the Reachable Address and
the Circuit are Enabled (i.e. state On), the actions
described in clause 8.3.5.4 must be taken. The value
of zero is reserved to indicate that this metric is not
supported;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi defaultMetric
(99)};

delayMetric ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.HopMetric;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR delayMetric-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The delay metric value for reaching the
specified prefix over this Circuit.BEHAVIOURIf
this attribute is changed while both the Reachable
Address and the Circuit are Enabled (i.e. state On),
the actions described in clause 8.3.5.4 must be taken.
The value of zero is reserved to indicate that this
metric is not supported;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi delayMetric
(100)};

expenseMetric ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.HopMetric;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR expenseMetric-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The expense metric value for reaching
the specified prefix over this Circuit. If this attribute
is changed while both the Reachable Address and
the Circuit are Enabled (i.e. state On), the actions
described in clause 8.3.5.4 must be taken. The value
of zero is reserved to indicate that this metric is not
supported;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi expenseMetric
(101)};

errorMetric ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.HopMetric;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR errorMetric-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The error metric value for reaching the
specified prefix over this Circuit. If this attribute is
changed while both the Reachable Address and the
Circuit are Enabled (i.e. state On), the actions de
scribed in clause 8.3.5.4 must be taken. The value of
zero is reserved to indicate that this metric is not
supported;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi errorMetric
(102)};

defaultMetricType ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.MetricType;
MATCHES FOR Equality;
BEHAVIOUR defaultMetricType-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Indicates whether the default metric is
internal or external;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi



defaultMetricType (103)};

delayMetricType ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.MetricType;
MATCHES FOR Equality;
BEHAVIOUR delayMetricType-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Indicates whether the delay metric is in
ternal or external;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi delayMetricType
(104)};

expenseMetricType ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.MetricType;
MATCHES FOR Equality;
BEHAVIOUR expenseMetricType-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Indicates whether the expense metric is
internal or external;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
expenseMetricType (105)};

errorMetricType ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.MetricType;
MATCHES FOR Equality;
BEHAVIOUR errorMetricType-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Indicates whether the error metric is in
ternal or extternal;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi errorMetricType
(106)};

mappingType ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.MappingType;
MATCHES FOR Equality;

BEHAVIOUR mappingType-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The type of mapping to be employed to
ascertain the SNPA Address to which a call should
be placed for this prefix. X.121 indicates that the
X.121 address extraction algorithm is to be em
ployed. This will extract the SNPA address from the
IDI of an X.121 format IDP of the NSAP address to
which the NPDU is to be forwarded. Manual indi
cates that the set of addresses in the sNPAAddresses
or LANAddresses characteristic are to be used. For
Broadcast circuits, only the value Manual is permit
ted;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi mappingType
(107)};

lANAddress ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.LANAddress;
MATCHES FOR Equality;
BEHAVIOUR lANAddress-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Asingle LAN addresses to which an
NPDU may be directed in order to reach an address
which matches the address prefix of the Reachable
Address. An exception is raised if an attempt is
made to enable the Reachable Address with the de



fault value;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi lANAddress
(108)};

sNPAAddresses ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.SNPAAddresses;
MATCHES FOR Equality;
BEHAVIOUR sNPAAddresses-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS A set of SNPA addresses to which a call
may be directed in order to reach an address which
matches the address prefix of the Reachable Ad
dress. Associated with each SNPA Address, but not
visible to System Management, is a variable lastFail
ure of Type BinaryAbsoluteTime;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi sNPAAddresses
(109)};

nonWrappingCounter ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.NonWrappingCounter;
MATCHES FOR Equality, Ordering;
BEHAVIOUR nonWrappingCounter-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Non-replaceable, non-wrapping
counter;;
-- This attibute is only defined in order to allow other
counter attributes to be derived from it.
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
nonWrappingCounter (110)};

areaTransmitPassword ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.Password;
MATCHES FOR Equality;
BEHAVIOUR areaTransmitPassword-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The value to be used as a transmit pass
word in Level 1 LSP, and SNP PDUs transmitted by
this Intermediate System;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
areaTransmitPassword (111)};

areaReceivePasswords ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.Passwords;
MATCHES FOR Equality;
BEHAVIOUR areaReceivePasswords-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The values to be used as receive pass
words to check the receipt of Level 1 LSP, and SNP
PDUs;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
areaReceivePasswords (112)};

domainTransmitPassword ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.Password;
MATCHES FOR Equality;
BEHAVIOUR domainTransmitPassword-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The value to be used as a transmit pass
word in Level 2 LSP, and SNP PDUs transmitted by
this Intermediate System;;



REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
domainTransmitPassword (113)};

domainReceivePasswords ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.Passwords;
MATCHES FOR Equality;
BEHAVIOUR domainReceivePasswords-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The values to be used as receive pass
words to check the receipt of Level 2 LSP, and SNP
PDUs;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
domainReceivePasswords (114)};

circuitTransmitPassword ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.Password;
MATCHES FOR Equality;
BEHAVIOUR circuitTransmitPassword-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The value to be used as a transmit pass
word in IIH PDUs transmitted by this Intermediate
System;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
circuitTransmitPassword (115)};

circuitReceivePasswords ATTRIBUTE
WITH ATTRIBUTE SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.Passwords;
MATCHES FOR Equality;
BEHAVIOUR circuitReceivePasswords-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The values to be used as receive pass
words to check the receipt of IIH PDUs;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
circuitReceivePasswords (116)};

authenticationFailures ATTRIBUTE
DERIVED FROM nonWrappingCounter;

BEHAVIOUR authenticationFailures-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Count of authentication Failure notifica
tions generated;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.aoi
authenticationFailures (117)};

11.2.12 Notification Definitions
-- Note pduFormatError notification now included in
Network layer definitions
corruptedLSPDetected NOTIFICATION
BEHAVIOUR corruptedLSPDetected-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The Corrupted LSP Detected Notifica
tion is generated when a corrupted Link State PDU
is detected in memory.  The occurance of this event
is counted by the corruptedLSPsDetected counter.;;
MODE NON-CONFIRMED;
WITH INFORMATION SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.NotificationInfo;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.noi
corruptedLSPDetected (1)};



lSPL1DatabaseOverload NOTIFICATION
BEHAVIOUR lSPL1DatabaseOverload-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The LSP L1 Database Overload Notifi
cation is generated when the l1State of the system
changes between On and Waiting or Waiting and
On. The stateChange argument is set to indicate the
resulting state, and in the case of Waiting the sour
ceID is set to indicate the source of the LSP which
precipitated the overload.  The occurance of this
event is counted by the lSPL1DatabaseOverloads
counter.;;
MODE NON-CONFIRMED;
PARAMETERS
notificationOverloadStateChange,
notificationSourceID;
WITH INFORMATION SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.NotificationInfo;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.noi
lSPL1DatabaseOverload (2)};

manualAddressDroppedFromArea NOTIFICATION
BEHAVIOUR manualAddressDroppedFromArea-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The Manual Address Dropped From
Area Notification is generated when one of the man
ualAreaAddresses (specified on this system) is ig
nored when computing partitionAreaAddresses or
areaAddresses because there are more than Maximu
mAreaAddresses distinct Area Addresses. The
areaAddress argument is set to the ignored Area Ad
dress. It is generated once for each Area Address in
manualAreaAddresses which is dropped. It is not
logged again for that Area Address until after it has
been reinstated into areaAddresses (i.e. it is only the
action of dropping the Area Address and not the
state of being dropped, which causes the event to be
generated). The occurance of this event is counted
by the manualAddressDroppedFromAreas counter.;;
MODE NON-CONFIRMED;
PARAMETERS
notificationAreaAddress;
WITH INFORMATION SYNTAX

ISO10589-ISIS.NotificationInfo;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.noi
manualAddressDroppedFromArea (3)};

attemptToExceedMaximumSequenceNumber
NOTIFICATION
BEHAVIOUR
attemptToExceedMaximumSequenceNumber-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The Attempt To Exceed Maximum Se
quence Number Notification is generated when an
attempt is made to increment the sequence number
of an LSP beyond the maximum sequence number.
Following the generation of this event the operation
of the Routeing state machine shall be disabled for at
least (MaxAge + ZeroAgeLifetime) seconds.  The
occurance of this event is counted by the
attemptsToExceedMaximumSequenceNumber



counter.;;
MODE NON-CONFIRMED;
WITH INFORMATION SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.NotificationInfo;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.noi
attemptToExceedMaximumSequenceNumber (4)};

sequenceNumberSkip NOTIFICATION
BEHAVIOUR sequenceNumberSkip-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The Sequence Number Skipped Notifi
cation is generated when the sequence number of an
LSP is incremented by more than one.  The occur
ance of this event is counted by the sequenceNum
berSkips counter.;;
MODE NON-CONFIRMED;
WITH INFORMATION SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.NotificationInfo;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.noi
sequenceNumberSkip (5)};

ownLSPPurge NOTIFICATION
BEHAVIOUR ownLSPPurge-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The Own LSP Purged Notification is
generated when a zero aged copy of a system's own
LSP is received from some other system. This repre
sents an erroneous attempt to purge the local sys
tem's LSP.  The occurance of this event is counted
by the ownLSPPurges counter.;;
MODE NON-CONFIRMED;
WITH INFORMATION SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.NotificationInfo;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.noi ownLSPPurge
(6)};

partitionVirtualLinkChange NOTIFICATION
BEHAVIOUR partitionVirtualLinkChange-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The Partition Virtual Link Change Noti
fication is generated when a virtual link (for the pur
poses of Level 1 partition repair) is either created or
deleted. The relative order of events relating to the
same Virtual Link must be preserved.  The occur
ance of this event is counted by the partitionVirtual
LinkChanges counter.;;
MODE NON-CONFIRMED;
PARAMETERS
notificationVirtualLinkChange,

notificationVirtualLinkAddress;
WITH INFORMATION SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.NotificationInfo;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.noi
partitionVirtualLinkChange (7)};

lSPL2DatabaseOverload NOTIFICATION
BEHAVIOUR lSPL2DatabaseOverload-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The LSP L2 Database Overload Notifi
cation is generated when the l2State of the system
changes between On and Waiting or Waiting and
On. The stateChange argument is set to indicate the
resulting state, and in the case of Waiting the sour



ceID is set to indicate the source of the LSP which
precipitated the overload.  The occurance of this
event is counted by the lSPL2DatabaseOverloads
counter.;;
MODE NON-CONFIRMED;
PARAMETERS
notificationOverloadStateChange,
notificationSourceID;
WITH INFORMATION SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.NotificationInfo;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.noi
lSPL2DatabaseOverload (8)};

iDFieldLengthMismatch NOTIFICATION
BEHAVIOUR iDFieldLengthMismatch-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The iDFieldLengthMismatch Notifica
tion is generated when a PDU is received with a dif
ferent value for ID field length to that of the
receiving Intermediate system. The occurance of this
event is counted by the iDFieldLengthMismatches
counter.;;
MODE NON-CONFIRMED;
PARAMETERS
notificationIDLength,
notificationSourceID;
WITH INFORMATION SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.NotificationInfo;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.noi
iDFieldLengthMismatch (9)};

circuitChange NOTIFICATION
BEHAVIOUR circuitChange-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The Circuit Change Notification is gen
erated when the state of the Circuit changes from On
to Off or from Off to On. The relative order of
events relating to the same Circuit must be pre
served.  The occurance of this event is counted by
the circuitChanges counter.;;
MODE NON-CONFIRMED;
PARAMETERS
notificationNewCircuitState;
WITH INFORMATION SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.NotificationInfo;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.noi circuitChange
(10)};

adjacencyStateChange NOTIFICATION
BEHAVIOUR adjacencyStateChange-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The Adjacency State Change Notifica
tion is generated when the state of an Adjacency on
the Circuit changes from Up to Down or Down to
Up (in the latter case the Reason argument is omit
ted). For these purposes the states Up and
Up/dormant are considered to be Up, and any other
state is considered to be Down. The relative order of
events relating to the same Adjacency must be pre
served.  The occurance of this event is counted by
the adjacencyStateChanges counter.;;
MODE NON-CONFIRMED;
PARAMETERS



notificationAdjacentSystem,
notificationNewAdjacencyState,
notificationReason,
notificationPDUHeader,
notificationCalledAddress,
notificationVersion;
WITH INFORMATION SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.NotificationInfo;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.noi
adjacencyStateChange (11)};

initializationFailure NOTIFICATION
BEHAVIOUR initializationFailure-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The Initialisation Failure Notification is
generated when an attempt to initialise with an adja
cent system fails as a result of either Version Skew
or Area Mismatch. In the case of Version Skew, the
Adjacent system argument is not present.   The oc
curance of this event is counted by the initialization
Failures counter.;;
MODE NON-CONFIRMED;
PARAMETERS
notificationAdjacentSystem,
notificationReason,
notificationPDUHeader,
notificationCalledAddress,
notificationVersion;
WITH INFORMATION SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.NotificationInfo;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.noi
initializationFailure (12)};

rejectedAdjacency NOTIFICATION
BEHAVIOUR rejectedAdjacency-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The Rejected Adjacency Notification is
generated when an attempt to create a new adja
cency is rejected, because of a lack of resources.
The occurance of this event is counted by the reject
edAdjacencies counter.;;
MODE NON-CONFIRMED;
PARAMETERS
notificationAdjacentSystem,
notificationReason,
notificationPDUHeader,
notificationCalledAddress,
notificationVersion;
WITH INFORMATION SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.NotificationInfo;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.noi
rejectedAdjacency (13)};

lanL1DesignatedIntermediateSystemChange
NOTIFICATION
BEHAVIOUR
lanL1DesignatedIntermediateSystemChange-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The LAN L1 Designated Intermediate
System Change Notification is generated when the
local system either elects itself or resigns as being
the LAN L1 Designated Intermediate System on this
circuit. The relative order of these events must be



preserved. The occurance of this event is counted by
the lanL1DesignatedIntermediateSystemChanges
counter.;;
MODE NON-CONFIRMED;
PARAMETERS
notificationDesignatedIntermediateSystemChange;
WITH INFORMATION SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.NotificationInfo;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.noi
lanL1DesignatedIntermediateSystemChange (14)};

exceededMaximumSVCAdjacencies NOTIFICATION
BEHAVIOUR exceededMaximumSVCAdjacencies-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The Exceeded Maximum SVC Adjacen
cies Notification is generated when there is no free
adjacency on which to establish an SVC for a new
destination.(see clause 8.3.2.3)  The occurance of
this event is counted by the
timesExceededMaximumSVCAdjacencies counter.;;
MODE NON-CONFIRMED;
WITH INFORMATION SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.NotificationInfo;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.noi
exceededMaximumSVCAdjacencies (15)};

exceededMaximumCallAttempts NOTIFICATION
BEHAVIOUR exceededMaximumCallAttempts-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The Exceeded Maximum Call Attempts
Notification is generated when recallCount becomes
equal to maximumCallAttempts.  The occurance of
this event is counted by the timesExceededMaxi
mumCallAttempts counter.;;
MODE NON-CONFIRMED;
WITH INFORMATION SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.NotificationInfo;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.noi
exceededMaximumCallAttempts (16)};

lanL2DesignatedIntermediateSystemChange
NOTIFICATION
BEHAVIOUR
lanL2DesignatedIntermediateSystemChange-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The LAN L2 Designated Intermediate
System Change Notification is generated when the
local system either elects itself or resigns as being
the LAN L2 Designated Intermediate System on this
circuit. The relative order of these events must be
preserved. The occurance of this event is counted by
the lanL2DesignatedIntermediateSystemChanges
counter.;;
MODE NON-CONFIRMED;

PARAMETERS
notificationDesignatedIntermediateSystemChange;
WITH INFORMATION SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.NotificationInfo;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.noi
lanL2DesignatedIntermediateSystemChange (17)};



authenticationFailure NOTIFICATION
BEHAVIOUR authenticationFailure-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Generated when a PDU is received with
an incorrect Authentication information field;;
MODE NON-CONFIRMED;
PARAMETERS
notificationAdjacentSystem;
WITH INFORMATION SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.NotificationInfo;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.noi
authenticationFailure (18)};

11.2.13 Action Definitions
-- Note:  The following actions have been proposed (in
SC21 N4977) for inclusion in  DMI.  Until such time
as this is completed, the definitions of these actions
are given here.
--
activate ACTION
BEHAVIOUR activate-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Sets OperationalState to `enabled' and
commences operation;;
MODE CONFIRMED;
PARAMETERS successResponse, failureResponse,
failureReason;
WITH INFORMATION SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.ActionInfo;
WITH REPLY SYNTAX ISO10589-ISIS.ActionReply;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.acoi activate (1)};

deactivate ACTION
BEHAVIOUR deactivate-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Sets OperationalState to `disabled' and
ceases operation;;
MODE CONFIRMED;
PARAMETERS successResponse, failureResponse,
failureReason;
WITH INFORMATION SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.ActionInfo;
WITH REPLY SYNTAX ISO10589-ISIS.ActionReply;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.acoi deactivate (2)};

11.2.14 Parameter Definitions
iSO10589-NB-p1 PARAMETER
CONTEXT CREATE-INFO;
WITH SYNTAX ISO10589-ISIS.ISType;
BEHAVIOUR iSO10589-NB-p1-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The value to be given to the iStype at
tribute on MO creation. This parameter is manda
tory;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.proi
iSO10589-NB-p1 (1)};

iSO10589Circuit-MO-p1 PARAMETER
CONTEXT CREATE-INFO;
WITH SYNTAX ISO10589-ISIS.CircuitType;
BEHAVIOUR iSO10589Circuit-MO-p1-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The value to be given to the type attrib
ute on MO creation. This parameter is mandatory;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.proi



iSO10589Circuit-MO-p1 (2)};

reachableAddressP1 PARAMETER
CONTEXT CREATE-INFO;
WITH SYNTAX ISO10589-ISIS.AddressPrefix;
BEHAVIOUR reachableAddressp1-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The value to be given to the addressPre
fix attribute on MO creation. This parameter is man
datory;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.proi
reachableAddressP1 (3)};

reachableAddressP2 PARAMETER
CONTEXT CREATE-INFO;
WITH SYNTAX ISO10589-ISIS.MappingType;
BEHAVIOUR reachableAddressp2-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The value to be given to the map
pingType attribute on MO creation. This parameter
is only permitted when the `type' of the parent cir
cuit is either `broadcast' or `DA'.  In those cases the
default value is `manual';;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.proi
reachableAddressP2 (4)};

manualAdjacencyP1 PARAMETER
CONTEXT CREATE-INFO;
WITH SYNTAX ISO10589-ISIS.LANAddress;
BEHAVIOUR manualAdjacencyP1-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The value to be given to the lANAd
dress attribute on MO creation;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.proi
manualAdjacencyP1 (5)};

manualAdjacencyP2 PARAMETER
CONTEXT CREATE-INFO;
WITH SYNTAX ISO10589-ISIS.EndSystemIDs;
BEHAVIOUR manualAdjacencyP2-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The value to be given to the endSys
temIDs attribute on MO creation;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.proi
manualAdjacencyP2 (6)};

successResponse PARAMETER
CONTEXT ACTION-REPLY;
WITH SYNTAX ISO10589-ISIS.ResponseCode;
BEHAVIOUR successResponse-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Returned in the responseCode field of
an ActionReply when the action has completed suc
cessfully.;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.proi successResponse
(7)};

failureResponse PARAMETER
CONTEXT ACTION-REPLY;
WITH SYNTAX ISO10589-ISIS.ResponseCode;

BEHAVIOUR failureResponse-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Returned in the responseCode field of
an ActionReply when the action failed to complete.
The failureReason parameter is returned with this re
sponseCode, giving additional information;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.proi failureResponse



(8)};

failureReason PARAMETER
CONTEXT ACTION-REPLY;
WITH SYNTAX ISO10589-ISIS.ActionFailureReason;
BEHAVIOUR failureReason-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS Gives the reason why an entity failed to
activate or deactivate.;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.proi failureReason
(9)};

constraintViolation PARAMETER
CONTEXT SPECIFIC-ERROR;
WITH SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.ConstraintViolationReason;
BEHAVIOUR constraintViolation-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The specific error returned on failure of
a REPLACE operation when the MO prohibits such
operations under certain conditions, for example
while the MO is in the disabled operational state.;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.proi
constraintViolation (10)};

notificationReceivingAdjacency PARAMETER
CONTEXT EVENT-INFO;
WITH SYNTAX
ISO10589-ISIS.LocalDistinguishedName;
BEHAVIOUR notificationReceivingAdjacency-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The local managed object name of the
adjacency upon which the NPDU was received;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.proi
notificationReceivingAdjacency (11)};

notificationIDLength PARAMETER
CONTEXT EVENT-INFO;
WITH SYNTAX  ISO10589-ISIS.IDLength;
BEHAVIOUR notificationIDLength-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The IDLength specified in the ignored
PDU;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.proi
notificationIDLength (12)};

notificationAreaAddress PARAMETER
CONTEXT EVENT-INFO;
WITH SYNTAX ISO10589-ISIS.AreaAddress;
BEHAVIOUR notificationAreaAddress-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The Area Address which caused Maxi
mumAreaAddresses to be exceeded;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.proi
notificationAreaAddress (13)};

notificationSourceID PARAMETER
CONTEXT EVENT-INFO;
WITH SYNTAX ISO10589-ISIS.SourceID;

BEHAVIOUR notificationSourceID-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The source ID of the LSP;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.proi
notificationSourceID (14)};

notificationVirtualLinkChange PARAMETER



CONTEXT EVENT-INFO;
WITH SYNTAX ISO10589-ISIS.VirtualLinkChange;
BEHAVIOUR notificationVirtualLinkChange-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS This indicates whether the event was
genrated as a result of the creation or deletion of a
Virtual Link between two Level 2 Intermediate Sys
tems.;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.proi
notificationVirtualLinkChange (15)};

notificationVirtualLinkAddress PARAMETER
CONTEXT EVENT-INFO;
WITH SYNTAX ISO10589-ISIS.NetworkEntityTitle;
BEHAVIOUR notificationVirtualLinkAddress-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The Network Entity Title of the Level 2
Intermediate System at the remote end of the virtual
link;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.proi
notificationVirtualLinkAddress (16)};

notificationNewCircuitState PARAMETER
CONTEXT EVENT-INFO;
WITH SYNTAX ISO10589-ISIS.NewCircuitState;
BEHAVIOUR notificationNewCircuitState-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The direction of the Circuit state change
specified as the resulting state. i.e. a change from On
to Off is specified as Off;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.proi
notificationNewCircuitState (17)};

notificationNewAdjacencyState PARAMETER
CONTEXT EVENT-INFO;
WITH SYNTAX ISO10589-ISIS.NewAdjacencyState;
BEHAVIOUR notificationNewAdjacencyState-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The direction of the Adjacency state
change specified as the resulting state.  i.e. a change
from Up to Down is specified as Down.  Any state
other than Up is considered to be Down.;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.proi
notificationNewAdjacencyState (18)};

notificationAdjacentSystem PARAMETER
CONTEXT EVENT-INFO;
WITH SYNTAX ISO10589-ISIS.SystemID;
BEHAVIOUR notificationAdjacentSystem-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The system ID of the adjacent system;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.proi
notificationAdjacentSystem (19)};

notificationReason PARAMETER
CONTEXT EVENT-INFO;
WITH SYNTAX ISO10589-ISIS.Reason;

BEHAVIOUR notificationReason-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The associated Reason;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.proi
notificationReason (20)};



notificationPDUHeader PARAMETER
CONTEXT EVENT-INFO;
WITH SYNTAX ISO10589-ISIS.PDUHeader;
BEHAVIOUR notificationPDUHeader-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The header of the PDU which caused
the notification;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.proi
notificationPDUHeader (21)};

notificationCalledAddress PARAMETER
CONTEXT EVENT-INFO;
WITH SYNTAX ISO10589-ISIS.SNPAAddress;
BEHAVIOUR notificationCalledAddres-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The SNPA Address which was being
called when the Adjacency was taken down as a re
sult of a call reject;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.proi
notificationCalledAddress (22)};

notificationVersion PARAMETER
CONTEXT EVENT-INFO;
WITH SYNTAX ISO10589-ISIS.Version;
BEHAVIOUR notificationVersion-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The version number reported by the
other system;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.proi
notificationVersion (23)};

notificationDesignatedIntermediateSystemChange
PARAMETER
CONTEXT EVENT-INFO;
WITH SYNTAX ISO10589-ISIS.DesignatedISChange;
BEHAVIOUR
notificationDesignatedIntermediateSystemChange-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The direction of the change in Desig
nated Intermediate System status of this system;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.proi
notificationDesignatedIntermediateSystemChange
(24)};

notificationOverloadStateChange PARAMETER
CONTEXT EVENT-INFO;
WITH SYNTAX ISO10589-ISIS.OverloadStateChange;
BEHAVIOUR notificationOverloadStateChange-B
BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS The direction of the change in Overload
status;;
REGISTERED AS {ISO10589-ISIS.proi
notificationOverloadStateChange (25)};

11.2.15 Attribute Groups
counters ATTRIBUTE GROUP
DESCRIPTION  The group of all counters;
REGISTERED AS  {ISO10589-ISIS.agoi counters (1)};

11.2.16 Behaviour Definitions
resettingTimer-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS This attribute specifies the interval be



tween certain events in the operation of the protocol
state machine.  If the value of this attribute is
changed to a new value t  while the protocol state
machine is in operation, the implementation shall
take the necessary steps to ensure that for any time
interval which was in progress when the correspond
ing attribute was changed, the next expiration of the
that interval takes place t seconds from the original
start of that interval, or immediately, whichever is
later. The precision with which this time shall be im
plemented shall be  the same as that associated with
the basic operation of the timer attribute;

replaceOnlyWhileDisabled-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS This attribute shall only permit the RE
PLACE operation to be performed on it while the
MO is in the Disabled Operational State.  An at
tempt to perform a REPLACE operation while the
MO is in the Enabled Operation State shall fail with
the generation of the constraintViolation specific er
ror.;

resourceLimiting-B BEHAVIOUR
DEFINED AS This attribute places limits on some re
source".  In general implementations may allocate
reources up to this limit when the managed object is
enabled and it may be impossible to change the allo
cation without first disabling and re-enabling the
managed object.  Therefore this International Stan
dard only requires that it shall be possible to perform
a REPLACE operation on this attribute while the
MO is disabled.  However some implementations
may be able to to change the allocation of resources
without first disabling the MO.  In this case it is per
mitted to increase the value of the atribute at any
time, but it shall not be decreased below the cur
rently used" value of the resource. Where an at
tempt to perform a REPLACE operation fails either
because the MO is enabled, or because an attempt
has been made to decrease the value, the REPLACE
operation shall fail with the generation of the con
straintViolation specific error.;
11.2.17 ASN1 Modules
ISO10589-ISIS{tbd1}
DEFINITIONS ::= BEGIN
-- object identifier definitions
sc6 OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {joint-iso-ccitt sc6(?)}
-- value to be assigned by SC21 secretariat
isisoi OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {sc6 iSO10589(?)}
-- value to be assigned by SC6 secretariat
moi OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {isisoi objectClass (3)}
poi OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {isisoi package (4)}
proi OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {isisoi parameter (5)}
nboi OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {isisoi nameBinding (6)}
aoi OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {isisoi attribute (7)}
agoi OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {isisoi attributeGroup
(8)}
acoi OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {isisoi action (10)}
noi OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {isisoi notification (11)}

ActionFailureReason ::= ENUMERATED{



reason1(0),
reason2(1)}
-- Note: actual reasons TBS
ActionInfo ::= SET OF Parameter
ActionReply ::= SEQUENCE{
responseCode OBJECT IDENTIFIER,
responseArgs SET OF Parameter OPTIONAL}
AddressPrefix ::=  OCTETSTRING(SIZE(0..20))
AdjacencyState ::= ENUMERATED{
initializing(0),
up(1),
failed(2)}-- was 4 in N5821 , is it required at all?
AreaAddress ::=  OCTETSTRING(SIZE(1..20))
AreaAddresses ::= SET OF AreaAddress
Boolean ::= BOOLEAN
CircuitID ::=  OCTETSTRING(SIZE(1..10))
CompleteSNPInterval ::= INTEGER(1..600)
ConstraintViolationReason ::= OBJECT IDENTIFIER;
DRISISHelloTimer ::= INTEGER(1..65535)
DatabaseState ::= ENUMERATED{
off(0),
on(1),
waiting(2)}
DesignatedISChange ::= ENUMERATED{
resigned(0),
elected(1)}
DefaultESHelloTimer ::= INTEGER(1..65535)
EndSystemIDs ::= SET OF SystemID
GraphicString ::=  GRAPHICSTRING
HelloTimer ::= INTEGER(1..65535)
HoldingTimer ::= INTEGER(1..65535)
HopMetric ::= INTEGER(0..63)
ISISHelloTimer ::= INTEGER(1..65535)
IDLength ::= INTEGER(0..9)
IdleTimer ::= INTEGER(1..65535)
InitialMinimumTimer ::= INTEGER(1..65535)
IntermediateSystemPriority ::= INTEGER(1..127)
ISType ::= ENUMERATED{
level1IS(1),
level2IS(2)}
LANAddress ::=  OCTETSTRING(SIZE(6))
AdjacencyUsageType::= ENUMERATED{
undefined(0),
level1(1),
level2(2),
level1and2(3)}
LocalDistinguishedName ::= CMIP-1.ObjectInstance
-- A suitable free standing definition is requred
LSPID ::=  OCTETSTRING(SIZE(2..11))
MappingType ::= ENUMERATED{
manual(0),
x121(1)}
MaximumBuffers ::= INTEGER(1..65535)
MaximumCallAttempts ::= INTEGER(1..65535)
MaximumLSPGenerationInterval ::= INTEGER(1..65535)
MaximumPathSplits ::= INTEGER(1..32)
MaximumSVCAdjacencies ::= INTEGER(1..65535)
MaximumVirtualAdjacencies ::= INTEGER(0..32)
MetricIncrement ::= INTEGER(0..63)
MetricType ::= ENUMERATED{
internal(0),
external(1)}



MinimumBroadcastLSPTransmissionInterval ::=
INTEGER(1..65535)
MinimumLSPGenerationInterval ::= INTEGER(1..65535)
MinimumLSPTransmissionInterval ::=

INTEGER(1..65535)
NeighbourSystemType ::= ENUMERATED{
unknown(0),
endSystem(1),
intermediateSystem(2),
l1IntermediateSystem(3),
l2IntermediateSystem(4)}
NetworkEntityTitle ::=  OCTETSTRING(SIZE(1..19))
NewAdjacencyState ::= ENUMERATED{
down(0),
up(1)}
NewCircuitState ::= ENUMERATED{
off(0),
on(1)}
NonWrappingCounter ::= INTEGER(0..264-1)
NotificationInfo ::= SET OF Parameter
NSAPAddress ::=  OCTETSTRING(SIZE(1..20))
OctetString ::=  OCTETSTRING
OriginatingLSPBufferSize ::= INTEGER(512..1492)
OutputAdjacencies ::= SET OF LocalDistinguishedName
OverloadStateChange ::= ENUMERATED{
on(0),
waiting(1)}
Parameter ::= SEQUENCE{
paramIdOBJECT IDENTIFIER,
paramInfoANY DEFINED BY paramID}
PartialSNPInterval ::= INTEGER(1..65535)
Password ::=  OCTETSTRING(SIZE(0..254)
Passwords ::= SET OF Password
PathMetric ::= INTEGER(0..1023)
PDUHeader ::=  OCTETSTRING(SIZE(0..255))
PollESHelloRate ::= INTEGER(1..65535)
Reason ::= ENUMERATED{
holdingTimerExpired(0),
checksumError(1),
oneWayConnectivity(2),
callRejected(3),
reserveTimerExpired(4),
circuitDisabled(5),
versionSkew(6),
areaMismatch(7),
maximumBroadcastIntermediateSystemsExceeded(8),
maximumBroadcastEndSystemsExceeded(9),
wrongSystemType(10)}
ResponseCode ::= OBJECT IDENTIFIER
RecallTimer ::= INTEGER(1..65535)
ReserveTimer ::= INTEGER(1..65535)
SNPAAddress ::=
NUMERICSTRING(FROM("0"|"1"|"2"|"3"|"4"|"5"|
"6"|"7"|"8"|"9"))(SIZE(0..15))
-- Up to 15 Digits 0..9
SNPAAddresses ::= SET OF SNPAAddress
CircuitType ::= ENUMERATED{
broadcast(0),
ptToPt(1),
staticIN(2),
staticOut(3),



dA(4)}
SourceID ::=  OCTETSTRING(SIZE(1..10))
SystemID ::=  OCTETSTRING(SIZE(0..9))
VirtualLinkChange ::= ENUMERATED{
deleted(0),
created(1)}
Version ::=  GRAPHICSTRING
WaitingTime ::= INTEGER(1..65535)
maximumPathSplits-Default INTEGER ::= 2
MaximumPathSplits-Permitted ::= INTEGER(1..32)

maximumBuffers-Default INTEGER ::= ImpSpecific
MaximumBuffers-Permitted ::= INTEGER(1..ImpSpecific)
minimumLSPTransmissionInterval-Default INTEGER ::=
5
MinimumLSPTransmissionInterval-Permitted ::=
INTEGER(5..30)
maximumLSPGenerationInterval-Default INTEGER ::=
900
MaximumLSPGenerationInterval-Permitted ::=
INTEGER(60..900)
minimumBroadcastLSPTransmissionInterval-Default
INTEGER ::=33
MinimumBroadcastLSPTransmissionInterval-Permitted ::=
INTEGER(1..65535)
completeSNPInterval-Default INTEGER ::= 10
CompleteSNPInterval-Permitted ::= INTEGER(1..600)
originatingL1LSPBufferSize-Default INTEGER ::=
receiveLSPBufferSize
OriginatingL1LSPBufferSize-Permitted ::=
INTEGER(512..receiveLSPBufferSize)
manualAreaAddresses-Default AreaAddresses ::= {}
ManualAreaAddresses-Permitted ::= AreaAddresses
(SIZE(0..MaximumAreaAddresses))
minimumLSPGenerationInterval-Default INTEGER ::= 30
MinimumLSPGenerationInterval-Permitted ::=
INTEGER(5..300)
defaultESHelloTime-Default INTEGER ::= 600
DefaultESHelloTime-Permitted ::= INTEGER(1..65535)
pollESHelloRate-Default INTEGER ::= 50
PollESHelloRate-Permitted ::= INTEGER(1..65535)
partialSNPInterval-Default INTEGER ::= 2
PartialSNPInterval-Permitted ::= INTEGER(1..65535)
waitingTime-Default INTEGER ::= 60
WaitingTime-Permitted ::= INTEGER(1..65535)
dRISISHelloTimer-Default INTEGER ::= 1
DRISISHelloTimer-Permitted ::=  INTEGER(1..65535)
originatingL2LSPBufferSize-Default INTEGER ::=
receiveLSPBufferSize
OriginatingL2LSPBufferSize-Permitted ::=
INTEGER(512..receiveLSPBufferSize)
maximumVirtualAdjacencies-Default INTEGER ::= 2
MaximumVirtualAdjacencies-Permitted ::=
INTEGER(0..32)
helloTimer-Default INTEGER ::= 10
HelloTimer-Permitted ::= INTEGER(1..21845)
defaultMetric-Default INTEGER ::= 20
DefaultMetric-Permitted ::= INTEGER(1..MaxLinkMetric)
optionalMetric-Default INTEGER ::= 0
OptionalMetric-Permitted ::=
INTEGER(0..MaxLinkMetric)
metricType-Default MetricType ::= Internal



iSISHelloTimer-Default INTEGER ::= 3
ISISHelloTimer-Permitted ::= INTEGER(1..21845)
externalDomain-Default BOOLEAN ::= TRUE
l1IntermediateSystemPriority-Default INTEGER ::= 64
L1IntermediateSystemPriority-Permitted ::=
INTEGER(1..127)
callEstablishmentMetricIncrement-Default INTEGER ::= 0
CallEstablishmentMetricIncrement-Permitted ::=
INTEGER(0..MaxLinkMetric)
idleTimer-Default INTEGER ::= 30
IdleTimer-Permitted ::= INTEGER(0..65535)
initialMinimumTimer-Default INTEGER ::= 55
InitialMinimumTimer-Permitted ::= INTEGER(1..65535)
reserveTimer-Default INTEGER ::= 600
ReserveTimer-Permitted ::= INTEGER(1..65535)
maximumSVCAdjacencies-Default INTEGER ::= 1

MaximumSVCAdjacencies-Permitted ::=
INTEGER(1..65535)
reservedAdjacency-Default BOOLEAN ::= FALSE
neighbourSNPAAddress-Default INTEGER ::= 0
recallTimer-Default INTEGER ::= 60
RecallTimer-Permitted ::= INTEGER(0..65535)
maximumCallAttempts-Default INTEGER ::= 10
MaximumCallAttempts-Permitted ::= INTEGER(0..255)
manualL2OnlyMode-Default BOOLEAN ::= FALSE
l2IntermediateSystemPriority-Default INTEGER ::= 64
L2IntermediateSystemPriority-Permitted ::=
INTEGER(1..127)
lANAddress-Default LANAddress ::= 000000000000
sNPAAddresses-Default SNPAAddresses::= {}
password-Default Password ::= {}
passwords-Default Passwords ::= {} -- The empty set
END

12 Conformance
12.1 Static Conformance Requirements
12.1.1 Protocol Implementation Conformance
Statement
A Protocol Implementation Conformance Statement (PICS)
shall be completed in respect of any claim for conformance
of an implementation to this International Standard: the
PICS shall be produced in accordance with the relevant
PICS pro-forma in Annex A.
12.1.2 Static Conformance for all ISs
A system claiming conformance to this International Stan
dard shall be capable of:
a)calculating a single minimum cost route to each desti
nation according to 7.2.6 for the default metric speci
fied in 7.2.2;
b)utilising Link State information from a system only
when an LSP with LSP number 0 and remaining life
time>0 is present according to 7.2.5;
c)removing excess paths according to 7.2.7
d)performing the robustness checks according to 7.2.8;
e)constructing a forwarding database according to 7.2.9;
f)if (and only if) Area Partition Repair is supported,
1)performing the operations according to 7.2.10;
2)performing the encapsulation operations in the for
warding process according to 7.4.3.2; and
3)performing the decapsulation operations in the re
ceive process according to 7.4.4;



TEMPORARY NOTE  may need to reor
ganise clause 7.4.4 in order to make it crystal
clear what is required in the receive process in
the presence/absence of partition repair
g)computing area addresses according to 7.2.11;
h)generating local Link State information as required by
7.3.2;
i)including information from Manual Adjacencies ac
cording to 7.3.3.1;
j)if (and only if) Reachable Addresses are supported, in
cluding information from Reachable Addresses ac
cording to 7.3.3.2;
k)generating multiple LSPs according to 7.3.4;
l)generating LSPs periodically according to 7.3.5;
m)generating LSPs on the occurrence of events accord
ing to 7.3.6;

n)generating an LSP checksum according to 7.3.11;
o)operating the Update Process according to 7.3.12
7.3.17 including controlling the rate of LSP transmis
sion only for each broadcast circuit (if any) according
to 7.3.15.6;
p)operating the LSP database overload procedures ac
cording to 7.3.19.1;
q)selecting the appropriate forwarding database accord
ing to 7.4.2;
r)forwarding ISO 8473 PDUs according to 7.4.3.1 and
7.4.3.3;
s)operating the receive process according to 7.4.4;
TEMPORARY NOTE  item 1 of the second bulleted
list is only required if you implement partition repair.
We need to reorganise the structure so we can pull
this out.
t)performing on each supported Point-to-Point circuit (if
any):
1)forming and maintaining adjacencies according to
8.2;
u)performing on each supported ISO 8208 circuit (if
any)
1)SVC establishment according to 8.3.2.1 using the
network layer protocols according to 8.3.1;
2)If  Reachable Addresses are supported, the opera
tions specified in 8.3.2.2  8.3.5.6.
3)If call
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ricIncrement greater
than zero are supported, the operations specified in
8.3.5.3.
4)If the Reverse Path Cache is supported, the opera
tions specified in 8.3.3
v)performing on each supported broadcast circuit (if
any)
1)the pseudonode operations according to 7.2.3;
2)controlling the rate of LSP transmission according



to 7.3.15.6;
3)the operations specified in  8.4.18.4.4 and 8.4.6;
4)the operations specified in 8.4.5.
w)constructing and correctly parsing all PDUs according
to clause 9;
x)providing a system environment in accordance with
clause 10;
y)being managed via the system management attributes
defined in clause 11. For all attributes referenced inthe
normative text, the default value (if any) shall be sup
ported. Other values shall be supported if referenced
in a  REQUIRED VALUES clause of the GDMO
definition;

z)If authentication procedures are implemented:
1)the authentication field processing functions of
clauses 7.3.77.3.10, 7.3.15.17.3.15.4, 8.2.3
8.2.4, and 8.4.1.1;
2)the Authentication Information field of the
PDU in clauses 9.59.13.
12.1.3  Static Conformance Requirements for
level 1 ISs
A system claiming conformance to this International Stan
dard as a level 1 IS shall conform to the requirements of
12.1.2 and in addition shall be capable of
a)identifying the nearest Level 2 IS according to 7.2.9.1;
b)generating Level 1 LSPs according to 7.3.7;
c)generating Level 1 pseudonode LSPs for each sup
ported broadcast circuit (if any) according to 7.3.8;
d)performing the actions in Level 1 Waiting State ac
cording to 7.3.19.2
12.1.4 Static Conformance Requirements for
level 2 ISs
A system claiming conformance to this International Stan
dard as a level 2 IS shall conform to the requirements of
12.1.2 and in addition shall be capable of
a)setting the attached flag according to 7.2.9.2;
b)generating Level 2 LSPs according to 7.3.9;
c)generating Level 2 pseudonode LSPs for each sup
ported broadcast circuit (if any) according to 7.3.10;
d)performing the actions in Level 2 Waiting State ac
cording to 7.3.19.3.
12.2 Dynamic Conformance
12.2.1 Receive Process Conformance
Requirements
Any protocol function supported shall be implemented in
accordance with 7.4.4.
12.2.2 Update Process Conformance
Requirements
Any protocol function supported shall be implemented in
accordance with 7.3 and its subclauses.
Any PDU transmitted shall be constructed in accordance
with the appropriate subclauses of 9.

12.2.3 Decision Process Conformance
Requirements
Any protocol function supported shall be implemented in
accordance with 7.2 and its subclauses.
12.2.4 Forwarding Process Conformance
Requirements
Any protocol function supported shall be implemented in
accordance with 7.4  and its subclauses.



12.2.5 Performance Requirements
This International Standard requires that the following per
formance criteria be met. These requirements apply regard
less of other demands on the system; if an Intermediate sys
tem has other tasks as well, those will only get resources
not required to meet these criteria.
Each Intermediate system implementation shall specify (in
its PICS):
a)the maximum number of other Intermediate systems it
can handle. (For L1 Intermediate systems that means
Intermediate systems in the area; for L2 Intermediate
systems that is the sum of Intermediate systems in the
area and Intermediate systems in the L2 subdomain.)
Call this limit N.
b)the maximum supported forwarding rate in ISO 8473
PDUs per second.
12.2.5.1 Performance requirements on the Update
process
The implementation shall guarantee the update process
enough resources to process N LSPs per 30 seconds. (Re
sources = CPU, memory, buffers, etc.)
In a stable topology the arrival of a single new LSP on a
circuit shall result in the propagation of that new LSP over
the other circuits of the IS within one second, irrespective
of the forwarding load for ISO 8473 data PDUs.
12.2.5.2 Performance requirement on the Decision
process
The implementation shall guarantee the decision process
enough resources to complete (i.e. start to finish) within 5
seconds, in a stable topology while forwarding at the maxi
mum rate. (For L2 Intermediate Systems, this applies to the
two levels together, not each level separately.)
12.2.5.3 Reception and Processing of PDUs
An ideal Intermediate system would be able to correctly
process all PDUs, both control and data, with which it was
presented, while simultaneously running the decision proc
ess and responding to management requests. However, in
the implementations of real Intermediate systems some
compromises must be made. The way in which these com
promises are made can dramatically affect the correctness

of operation of the Intermediate system. The following gen
eral principles apply.
a)A stable topology should result in stable routes when
forwarding at the maximum rated forwarding rate.
b)Some forwarding progress should always be made (al
beit over incorrect routes) even in the presence of a
maximally unstable topology.
In order to further characterise the required behaviour, it is
necessary to identify the following types of traffic.
a)IIH traffic. This traffic is important for maintaining In
termediate system adjacencies and hence the Interme
diate system topology. In order to prevent gratuitous
topology changes it is essential that Intermediate sys
tem adjacencies are not caused to go down errone
ously. In order to achieve this no more than
ISISHoldingMultiplier - 1 IIH PDUs may be
dropped between any pair of Intermediate systems. A
safer requirement is that no IIH PDUs are dropped.
The rate of arrival of IIH PDUs is approximately con
stant and is limited on Pointto-Point links to 1/iSIS



Hello

Timer and on LANs to a value of approxi
mately 2(n/iSIS

Hello

Timer) + 2, where n is the
number of Intermediate systems on the LAN (assum
ing the worst case that they are all Level 2 Intermedi
ate systems).
b)ESH PDU traffic. This traffic is important for main
taining End system adjacencies, and has relatively low
processing latency. As with IIH PDUs, loss of End
system adjacencies will cause gratuitous topology
changes which will result in extra control traffic.
The rate of arrival of ESH PDUs on Pointto-Point
links is limited to approximately 1/Default

ES

Hello

Timer under all conditions. On LANs the background
rate is approximately n/DefaultESHelloTimer
where n is the number of End systems on the LAN.
The maximum rate during polling is limited to ap
proximately n/pollESHelloRate averaged over a pe
riod of about 2 minutes. (Note that the actual peak ar
rival rate over a small interval may be much higher
than this.)
c)LSP (and SNP) traffic. This traffic will be
retransmitted indefinitely by the update process if it is
dropped, so there is no requirement to be able to proc
ess every received PDU. However, if a substantial
proportion are lost, the rate of convergence to correct
routes will be affected, and bandwidth and processing
power will be wasted.
On Point-to-Point links the peak rate of arrival is lim
ited only by the speed of the data link and the other
traffic flowing on that link. The maximum average
rate is determined by the topology.
On LANs the rate is limited at a first approximation to
a maximum rate of  1000/min
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val, however it is possible that
this may be multiplied by a factor of up to n, where n
is the number of Intermediate systems on the LAN, for

short periods. A Intermediate system shall be able to
receive and process at least the former rate without
loss, even if presented with LSPs at the higher rate.
(i.e. it is permitted to drop LSPs, but must process at
least 1000/min
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val per second of those presented.)
The maximum background rate of LSP traffic (for a
stable topology) is dependent on the maximum sup
ported configuration size and the settings of
maximumLSPGenerationInterval. For these pur
poses the default value of 900 seconds can be as
sumed. The number of LSPs per second is then very
approximately (n1 + n2 +ne/x)/900 where n1 is the
number of level 1 Intermediate systems, n2 the num
ber of level 2 Intermediate systems, ne the number of
End system IDs and x the number of ID which can be
fitted into a single LSP.
NOTE  This gives a value around 1 per second for
typical maximum configurations of:
4000 IDs
100 L1 Intermediate systems per area
400 L2 Intermediate systems.
d)Data Traffic. This is theoretically unlimited and can
arrive at the maximum data rate of the Pointto-Point
link or LAN (for ISO 8802.3 this is 14,000 PDUs per
second). In practice it will be limited by the operation
of the congestion avoidance and control algorithms,
but owing to the relatively slow response time of these
algorithms, substantial peaks are likely to occur.
An Intermediate system shall state in its PICS its



maximum forwarding rate. This shall be quoted under
at least the following conditions.
1)A stable topology of maximum size.
2)A maximally unstable topology. This figure shall
be non-zero, but may reasonably be as low as 1
PDU per second.
The following constraints must be met.
a)The implementation shall be capable of receiving the
maximum rate of ISH PDUs without loss whenever
the following conditions hold
1)The data forwarding traffic rate averaged over any
period of one second does not exceed the rate
which the implementation claims to support
2)The ESH and LSP rates do not exceed the back
ground (stable topology) rate.
b)If it is unavoidable that PDUs are dropped, it is a goal
that the order of retaining PDUs shall be as follows
(i.e. It is least desirable for IIH PDUs to be dropped).
1)IIH PDUs
2)ESH PDUs
3)LSPs and SNPs
4)data PDUs.

However, no class of traffic shall be completely
starved. One way to achieve this is to allocate a queue
of suitable length to each class of traffic and place the
PDUs onto the appropriate queue as they arrive. If the
queue is full the PDUs are discarded. Processor re
sources shall be allocated to the queues to ensure that
they all make progress with the same priorities as
above. This model assumes that an implementation is
capable of receiving PDUs and selecting their correct
queue at the maximum possible data rate (14,000
PDUs per second for a LAN). If this is not the case,
reception of data traffic at a rate greater than some
limit (which must be greater than the maximum rated
limit) will cause loss of some IIH PDUs even in a sta
ble topology. This limit shall be quoted in the PICS if
it exists.
NOTE - Starting from the stable topology condition at maxi
mum data forwarding rate, an increase in the arrival rate of
data PDUs will initially only cause some data NPDUs to be
lost. As the rate of arrival of data NPDUs is further in
creased a point may be reached at which random PDUs are
dropped. This is the rate which must be quoted in the PICS
12.2.5.4 Transmission
Sufficient processor resources shall be allocated to the
transmission process to enable it to keep pace with recep
tion for each PDU type. Where prioritisation is required, the
same order as for reception of PDU types applies.

Annex A
PICS Proforma
(This annex is normative)

A.1 Introduction
The supplier of a protocol implementation which is claimed
to conform to International Standard ISO 10589, whether as
a level 1 or level 2 Intermediate system implementation,
shall complete the applicable Protocol Implementation
Conformance Statement (PICS) proforma.



A completed PICS proforma is the PICS for the implemen
tation in question. The PICS is a statement of which capa
bilities and options of the protocol have been implemented.
The PICS can have a number of uses, including use:
-by the protocol implementor, as a check-list to reduce
the risk of failure to conform to the standard through
oversight;
-by the supplier and acquirer  or potential acquirer
 of the implementation, as a detailed indication of
the capabilities of the implementation, stated relative
to the common basis for understanding provided by
the standard PICS proforma;
-by the user  or potential user  of the implementa
tion, as a basis for initially checking the possibility of
interworking with another implementation (note that,
while interworking can never be guaranteed, failure to
interwork can often be predicted from incompatible
PICS's);
-by a protocol tester, as the basis for selecting appropri
ate tests against which to assess the claim for
conformance of the implementation.
A.2 Abbreviations and Special Symbols
A.2.1 Status-related symbols
M       mandatory
O       optional
O.<n>   optional, but support of at least one of the
group of options labelled by the same numeral
<n> is required.
X       prohibited
        not applicable
c.<p>   conditional requirement, according to condi
tion <p>

A.3 Instructions for Completing the
PICS Proformas
A.3.1 General structure of the PICS proforma
The first part of the PICS proforma  Implementation
Identification and Protocol Summary  is to be completed
as indicated with the information necessary to identify fully
both the supplier and the implementation.
The main part of the PICS proforma is a fixed-format ques
tionnaire divided into subclauses each containing a group of
individual items. Answers to the questionnaire items are to
be provided in the rightmost column, either by simply
marking an answer to indicate a restricted choice (usually
Yes or No), or by entering a value or a set or range of val
ues. (Note that there are some items where two or more
choices from a set of possible answers can apply: all rele
vant choices are to be marked.)
Each item is identified by an item reference in the first col
umn; the second column contains the question to be an
swered; the third column contains the reference or refer
ences to the material that specifies the item in the main
body of the standard. the remaining columns record the
status of the item  whether support is mandatory, optional
or conditional  and provide the space for the answers: see
A.3.4  below.
A supplier may also provide  or be required to provide
further information, categorised as either Additional Infor
mation or Exception Information. When present, each kind
of further information is to be provided in a further sub



clause of items labelled A<i> or X<i> respectively for
cross-referencing purposes, where <i> is any unambiguous
identification for the item (e.g. simply a number): there are
no other restrictions on its format and presentation.
A completed PICS proforma, including any Additional In
formation and Exception Information, is the Protocol Im
plementation Conformance Statement for the implementa
tion in question.
NOTE - Where an implementation is capable of being con
figured in more than one way, a single PICS may be able to
describe all such configurations. However, the supplier has
the choice of providing more than one PICS, each covering
some subset of the implementation's configuration capabili
ties, in case this makes for easier and clearer presentation of
the information.
A.3.2 Additional Information
Items of Additional Information allow a supplier to provide
further information intended to assist the interpretation of
the PICS. It is not intended or expected that a large quantity
will be supplied, and a PICS can be considered complete

without any such information. Examples might be an out
line of the ways in which a (single) implementation can be
set up to operate in a variety of environments and configu
rations.
References to items of Additional information may be en
tered next to any answer in the questionnaire, and may be
included in items of Exception Information.
A.3.3 Exception Information
It may occasionally happen that a supplier will wish to an
swer an item with mandatory or prohibited status (after any
conditions have been applied) in a way that conflicts with
the indicated requirement. No pre-printed answer will be
found in the Support column for this, but the Supplier may
write the desired answer into the Support column. If this is
done, the supplier is required to provide an item of Excep
tion Information containing the appropriate rationale, and a
cross-reference from the inserted answer to the Exception
item.
An implementation for which an Exception item is required
in this way does not conform to ISO 10589.
NOTE - A possible reason for the situation described above
is that a defect report is being progressed, which is expected
to change the requirement that is not met by the implemen
tation.
A.3.4 Conditional Status
A.3.4.1 Conditional items
The PICS proforma contains a number of conditional items.
These are items for which the status  mandatory, optional
or prohibited  that applies is dependent upon whether or
not certain other items are supported, or upon the values
supported for other items. In many cases, whether or not the
item applies at all is conditional in this way, as well as the
status when the item does apply.
Individual conditional items are indicated by a conditional
symbol in the Status column as described in A.3.4.2 below.
Where a group of items are subject to the same condition
for applicability, a separate preliminary question about the
condition appears at the head of the group, with an instruc
tion to skip to a later point in the questionnaire if the Not
Applicable answer is selected.
A.3.4.2 Conditional symbols and conditions



A conditional symbol is of the form c.<n> or c.G<n> where
<n> is a numeral. For the first form, the numeral identifies
a condition appearing in a list at the end of the subclause
containing the item. For the second form, c.G<n>, the nu
meral identifies a condition appearing in the list of global
conditions at the end of the PICS.
A simple condition is of the form:if <p> then <s1> else <s2>

where <p> is a predicate (see A.3.4.3 below), and <s1> and
<s2> are either basic status symbols (M,O,O.<n>, or X) or

the symbol . An extended condition is of the formif <p1> then <s1> else <s2>
else if <p2> then <s2>
[else if <p3> ...]
else <sn>

where <p1> etc. are predicates and <s1> etc. are basic
status symbols or .
The status symbol applicable to an item governed by a sim
ple condition is <s1> if the predicate of the condition is
true, and <s2> otherwise; the status symbol applicable to an
item governed by an extended condition is <si> where <pi>
is the first true predicate, if any, in the sequence <p1>,
<p2>..., and <sn> if no predicate is true.
A.3.4.3 Predicates
A simple predicate in a condition is either
a)a single item reference; or
b)a relation containing a comparison operator (=, <, etc.)
with one (or both) of its operands being an item refer
ence for an item taking numerical values as its answer.
In case (a) the predicate is true if the item referred to is
marked as supported, and false otherwise. In case (b), the
predicate is true if the relation holds when each item refer
ence is replaced by the value entered in the Support column
as answer to the item referred to.
Compound predicates are boolean expressions constructed
by combining simple predicates using the boolean operators
AND, OR and NOT, and parentheses, in the usual way. A
compound predicate is true if and only if the boolean ex
pression evaluates to true when the simple predicates are in
terpreted as described above.
Items whose references are used in predicates are indicated
by an asterisk in the Item column.
A.3.4.4 Answering conditional items
To answer a conditional item, the predicate(s) of the condi
tion is (are) evaluated as described in A.3.4.3 above, and
the applicable status symbol is determined as described in
A.3.4.2. If the status symbol is  this indicates that the
item is to be marked in this case; otherwise, the Support
column is to be completed in the usual way.
When two or more basic status symbols appear in a condi
tion for an item, the Support column for the item contains
one line for each such symbol, labelled by the relevant sym
bol. the answer for the item is to be marked in the line la
belled by the symbol selected according to the value of the
condition (unselected lines may be crossed out for added
clarity).
For example, in the item illustrated below, the N/A column
would be marked if neither predicate were true; the answer

line labelled M: would be marked if item A4 was marked as supported,
and the answer line labelled O: would be marked if



the condition including items D1 and B52 applied.Item

References
Status
N/A
Support
H3
Is ... supported?
42.3(d)
C.1

M: Yes
O:  Yes    No
C.1if A4 then M
else if D1 AND (B52 < 3) then O else

A.4 Identification
A.4.1 Implementation IdentificationSupplierContact point for
queriesabout this PICSImplementation Name(s)and Version(s)Operating
systemName(s and Version(s)Other Hardware and Operating
SystemsClaimedSystem Name(s)(if different)Notes:
a)Only the first three items are required for all implementations; others may be

completed as appropriate in meeting the requirements for full identification.
b)The terms Name and Version should be interpreted appropriately to correspond
with a supplier's terminology (using, e.g., Type, Series, Model)

A.4.2 Protocol Summary: ISO 10589:19xxProtocol VersionAddenda
Implemented(if applicable)AmmendmentsImplementedDate of StatementHave
any Exception items been required (see A.3.3)?  No      Yes
(The answer Yes means that the implementation does not conform to ISO 10589)

PICS Proforma: Item

References
Status
N/A
Support
AllIS
Are all basic ISIS routeing functions
implemented?
12.1.2
M

M: Yes

C.1if L2IS then O else
C.2if 8208 then O else
PartitionRe
pair
Is Level 1 Partition Repair imple
mented?
12.1.2.f
C.1

O:  Yes    No
L1IS
Are Level 1 ISIS routeing functions
implemented?
12.1.3



M

M: Yes
L2IS
Are Level 2 ISIS routeing functions
implemented?
12.1.4
O

O:  Yes    No
PtPt
Are point-to-point circuits imple
mented?
12.1.2.t
O.1

O:  Yes    No
8208
Are ISO 8208  circuits implemented?
12.1.2.u
O.1

O:  Yes    No
LAN
Are broadcast  circuits implemented?
12.1.2.v
O.1

O:  Yes    No
EqualCost
Paths
Is computation of equal minimum cost
paths implemented?
7.2.6
O

O:  Yes    No
Downstream
Is computation of downstream routes
implemented?
7.2.6
O

O:  Yes    No
DelayMetric
Is path computation based on the delay
metric implemented?
7.2.2
O

O:  Yes    No
ExpenseMet
ric
Is path computation based on the Ex
pense metric implemented?
7.2.2
O

O:  Yes    No
Prefixes
Are Reachable Address Prefixes imple
mented?



12.1.2.j
C.1

O:  Yes    No
Forward

ingRate
How many ISO 8473 PDUs can the im
plementation forward per second?
12.2.5.1.b
M

                   PDUs/sec
L2 ISCount
How many Level 2 ISs does the imple
mentation support?
12.2.5.1.
C.1

N =
call

Estab

lish

ment

Met

ricIncrement
Are non-zero values of the call

Estab

lish

ment

Met

ricIncrement supported?
12.1.2.u.3
C.2

O:  Yes    No
L1 ISCount
How many Level 1 ISs does the imple
mentation support?
12.2.5.1.
M

N =
ReversePath
Cache
Is the 8208 Reverse Path Cache sup
ported?
12.1.2.u.4



C.2

O:  Yes    No
ErrorMetric
Is path computation based on the Error
metric implemented?
7.2.2
O

O:  Yes    No
ISO 10589:19xx

PICS Proforma: Item

References
Status
N/A
Support
C.1if L2IS then O else
C.2if 8208 then O else
ID field
Length
What values of the routeingDomain

ID

Length are supported by this imple
mentation?
7.1.1
M

Values =
Is the value Se
table by System
Man

agement?
Yes    No
PDU Authen
tication
Is PDU Authentication based on Pass
words implemented?
12.1.2.z
O

O:  Yes    No
ISO 10589:19xx (continued)

Annex B
Supporting Technical Material
(This annex is informative)

B.1 Matching of Address Prefixes
The following example shows how address prefixes may be
matched according to the rules defined in 7.1.4.
The prefix
        37-123
matches both the full NSAP addresses
        37-1234::AF< and
        37-123::AF<
which are encoded as



        3700000000001234AF< and
        3700000000000123AF<
respectively.
This can be achieved by first converting the address to be
compared to an internal decoded form (i.e. any padding, as
indicated by the particular AFI, is removed), which corre
sponds to the external representation of the address. The
position of the end of the IDP must be marked, since it can
no longer be deduced. This is done by inserting the semi-
octet F after the last semi-octet of the IDP. (There can be
no confusion, since the abstract syntax of the IDP is deci
mal digits).
Thus the examples above become in decoded form
        371234FAF< and
        37123FAF<
 and the prefix 37-123 matches as a leading sub-string of
both of them.
For comparison purposes the prefix is converted to the in
ternal decoded form as above.
B.2 Addressing and Routeing
In order to ensure the unambiguous identification of Net
work and Transport entities across the entire OSIE, some
form of address administration is mandatory. ISO
8348/Add.2 specifies a hierarchical structure for network
addresses, with a number of top-level domains responsible
for administering addresses on a world-wide basis. These
address registration authorities in turn delegate to sub-
authorities the task of administering portions of the address
space. There is a natural tendency to repeat this sub-
division to a relatively fine level of granularity in order to
ease the task of each sub-authority, and to assign responsi
bility for addresses to the most localised administrative

body feasible. This results in (at least in theory) reduced
costs of address administration and reduced danger of mas
sive address duplication through administrative error. Fur
thermore, political factors come into play which require the
creation of sub-authorities in order to give competing inter
ests the impression of hierarchical parity. For example at
the top level of the ISO geographic address space, every
country is assigned an equally-sized portion of the address
space even though some countries are small and might in
practice never want to undertake administration of their
own addresses. Other examples abound at lower levels of
the hierarchy, where divisions of a corporation each wish to
operate as an independent address assignment authority
even though this is inefficient operationally and may waste
monumental amounts of potential address space.
If network topologies and traffic matrices aligned naturally
with the hierarchical organisation of address administration
authorities, this profligate use of hierarchy would pose little
problem, given the large size (20 octets) of the N-address
space. Unfortunately, this is not usually the case, especially
at higher levels of the hierarchy. Network topologies may
cross address administration boundaries in many cases, for
example:
-Multi-national Corporations with a backbone network
that spans several countries
-Community-of-interest networks, such as academic or
research networks, which span organisations and ge
ographies
-Military networks, which follow treaty alignments



rather than geographic or national administrations
-Corporate networks where divisions at times operate
as part of a contractor's network, such as with trade
consortia or government procurements.
These kinds of networks also exhibit rich internal topolo
gies and large scale (105 systems), which require sophisti
cated routeing technology such as that provided by this In
ternational Standard. In order to deploy such networks ef
fectively, a considerable amount of address space must be
left over for assignment in a way which produces efficient
routes without undue consumption of memory and
bandwidth for routeing overhead11This is just a fancy way of saying
that hierarchical routing, with its natural effect on address
assignment, is a mandatory requirement for such net
works.
.
Similarly important is the inter-connection of these net
works via Inter-domain routeing technology. If all of the as
signment flexibility of the addressing scheme is exhausted
in purely administrative hierarchy (at the high-order end of
the address) and in Intra-Domain routeing assignment (at
the low end of the address) there may be little or no address

space left to customise to the needs of inter-domain routing.
The considerations for how addresses may be structured for
the Intra- and Inter-domain cases are discussed in more de
tail in the following two clauses.
B.2.1 Address Structure for Intra-domain
Routeing
The IS-IS Intra-domain routeing protocol uses a preferred
addressing scheme. There are a number of reasons the de
signers of this protocol chose to specify a single address
structure, rather than leaving the matter entirely open to the
address assignment authorities and the routeing domain ad
ministrators:
a)If one address structure is very common and known a
priori, the forwarding functions can be made much
faster;
b)If part of the address is known to be assigned locally
to an end system, then the routeing can be simpler, use
less memory, and be potentially faster, by not having
to discriminate based on that portion of the address.
c)If part of the address can be designated as globally
unique by itself (as opposed to only the entire address
having this property) a number of benefits accrue:
1)Errors in address administration causing duplicate
addresses become much less likely
2)Automatic and dynamic NSAP address assignment
becomes feasible without global knowledge or
synchronisation
3)Routeing on this part of the address can be made
simple and fast, since no address collisions will oc
cur in the forwarding database.
d)If a part of the address can be reserved for assignment
purely on the basis of topological efficiency (as op
posed to political or address administration ease), hier
archical routeing becomes much more memory and
bandwidth efficient, since the addresses and the topol
ogy are in close correspondence.
e)If an upper bound can be placed on the amount of ad
dress space consumed by the Intra-domain routeing



scheme, then the use of address space by Inter-domain
routeing can be made correspondingly more flexible.
The preferred address format of the Intra-domain ISIS
protocol achieves these goals by being structured into two
fixed-sized fields as follows shown in figure 91#ID#81Used by level 1
routeingKey:Used by level 2 routeingID
SEL
HO-DSP
IDP
IDP     Initial Domain Part
HO-DSP  High Order Domain Specific Part
ID      System Identifier
SEL     NSAP Selector
Figure 9 - Preferred Address Format

 below:
The field marked IDP in the figure is precisely the IDP
specified in  ISO 8348/Add.2. The field marked HO-DSP
is that portion of the DSP from ISO 8348/Add.2 whose
structure, assignment, and meaning are not specified or
constrained by the Intra-domain ISIS routeing protocol.
However, the design presumes that the routeing domain ad
ministrator has at least some flexibility in assigning a por
tion of the HO-DSP field. The purpose and usage of the
fields specified by the Intra-domain ISIS routeing protocol
is explained in the following paragraphs.
B.2.1.1 The IDP + HO-DSP
Since the Intra-domain ISIS protocol is customised for op
eration with ISO 8473, all addresses are specified to use the
preferred binary encoding of ISO 8348/Add.2.
B.2.1.2 The Selector (SEL) Field
The SEL field is intended for two purposes. Its main use is
to allow for multiple higher-layer entities in End systems
(such as multiple transport entities) for those systems which
need this capability. This allows up to 256 NSAPs in a sin
gle End system. The advantage of reserving this field exclu
sively for local system administration the Intra-domain
routing functions need not store routeing information about,
nor even look at this field. If each individual NSAP were
represented explicitly in routing tables, the size of these ta
bles would grow with the number of NSAPs, rather than
with the number of End systems. Since Intra-domain rout
ing routes to systems, explicit recording of each NSAP
brings no efficiency benefit and potentially consumes large
amounts of memory in the Intermediate systems.
A second use for the SEL field is in Intermediate systems.
Certain ISIS functions require that PDUs be encapsulated
and sent to the Network Entity in an Intermediate system
rather than to an NSAP and upward to a Transport entity.
An example of this is the Partition Repair function of this
International Standard. In order to use a level 2 path as if it
were a single subnetwork in a level 1 area, PDUs are encap

sulated and addressed to an IS on the other side of the parti
tion11This is a gross oversimplification for the purpose of
illustrating the need for the SEL field. See 7.2.10.
.  By reserving certain values of the SEL field in Inter
mediate systems for direct addressing of Intermediate sys
tem Network entities, the normal addressing and relaying
functions of other Intermediate systems can be transpar
ently used for such purposes.
B.2.1.3 The Identifier (ID) Field



The ID field is a flat, large identifier space for identifying
OSI systems. The purpose of this field is to allow very fast,
simple routeing to a large (but not unconstrained) number
of End systems in a routeing domain. The Intra-Domain IS
IS protocol uses this field for routeing within a area. While
this field is only required to be unambiguous within a single
area, if the values are chosen to be globally unambiguous
the Intra-domain ISIS design can exploit this fact in the
following ways.
First, a certain amount of parallelism can be obtained dur
ing relaying. An IS can be simultaneously processing the ID
field along with other fields (i.e. IDP, HO-DSP). If the ID
is found in the forwarding table, the IS can initiate forward
ing while checking to make sure that the other fields have
the expected value. Conversely, if the ID is not found the
IS can assume that either the addressed NSAP is unreach
able or exists only in some other area or routeing domain.
In the case where the ID is not globally unique, the for
warding table can indicate this fact and relaying delayed
until the entire address is analysed and the route looked up.
Second, a considerable savings can be obtained in manual
address administration for all systems in the routeing do
main. If the ID is chosen from the ISO 8802 48-bit address
space, the ID is known to be globally unique. Furthermore,
since LAN systems conforming to ISO 8802 often have
their 48-bit MAC address stored in ROM locally, each sys
tem can be guaranteed to have a globally unambiguous
NET and NSAP(s) without centralised address administra
tion at the area level.22Note, however, that the use of the ISO 8802
addresses does not avoid the necessity to run ISO 9542 or to maintain
tables mapping NSAP addresses to
MAC (i.e. SNPA) addresses on the ISO 8802 subnetwork. This is because
there is no guarantee that a particular MAC address is always enabled (the LAN
controller may be turned off) or that a system has only a single MAC address.
  This not only eliminates administra
tive overhead, but also drastically reduces the possibility of
duplicate NSAP addresses, which are illegal, difficult to di
agnose, and often extremely difficult to isolate.
An alternative to a large, flat space for the lowest level of
routeing would be to hierarchically subdivide this field to
allow more levels of routeing within a single routeing do
main. The designers of the Intra-domain ISIS protocol
considered that this would lead to an inferior routeing archi
tecture, since:
a)The cost of memory in the ISs was sufficiently reason
able that large (e.g. 104 system) areas were quite fea
sible, thus requiring at least 2 octets per level to ad
dress
b)Two levels of routeing within a routeing domain were
sufficient (allowing domains of 106107 systems) be
cause it was unlikely that a single organisation would
wish to operate and manage a routeing domain much
larger than that.

c)Administrative boundaries often become the dominant
concern once routeing domains reach a certain size.
d)The additional burdens and potential for error in man
ual address assignment were deemed serious enough
to permit the use of a large, flat space.
B.3 Use of the HO-DSP field in
Intra-domain routeing
Use of a portion of the HO-DSP field provides for hierar



chical routeing within a routeing domain. A value is as
signed to a set of ISs in order to group the ISs into a single
area for the usual benefits of hierarchical routeing:
a)Limiting the size of routeing tables in the ISs;
b)conserving bandwidth by hierarchical summarisation
of routeing information;
c)designating portions of the network which are to have
optimal routeing within themselves; and
d)moderate firewalling of portions of the routeing do
main from failures in other portions.
It is important to note that the assignment of HO-DSP val
ues is intended to provide the routeing domain administra
tor with a mechanism to optimise the routeing within a
large routeing domain. The Intra-domain ISIS designers
did not intend the HO-DSP to be entirely consumed by
many levels of address registration authority. Reserving the
assignment of a portion of the HO-DSP field to the route
ing domain administrator also allows the administrator to
start with a single assigned IDP+HO-DSP and run the
routing domain as a single area. As the routeing domain
grows, the routeing domain administrator can then add ar
eas without the need to go back to the address administra
tion authority for further assignments. Areas can be added
and re-assigned within the routeing domain without involv
ing the external address administration authority.
A useful field to reserve as part of the HO-DSP would be 2
octets,permitting up to 65,536 areas in a routeing domain.
This is viewed as a reasonable compromise between route
ing domain size and address space consumption. The field
may be specified as flat for the same reasons that the ID
field may be flat.
B.3.1 Addressing considerations for
Inter-domain Routeing
It is in the Inter-domain arena where the goals of routeing
efficiency and administrative independence collide most
strongly. Although the OSI Routeing Framework explicitly
gives priority in Inter-domain routeing to considerations of
autonomy and firewalls over efficiency, it must be feasible
to construct an Inter-Domain topology that both produces
isolable domains and relays data at acceptable cost. Since

no routeing information is exchanged across domain
boundaries with static routeing, the practicality of a given
Inter-domain topology is essentially determined by the size
of the routeing tables that are present at the boundary ISs. If
these tables become too large, the memory needed to store
them, the processing needed to search them, and the
bandwidth needed to transmit them  within the routeing do
main all combine to disallow certain forms of
interconnection.
Inter-domain routeing primarily computes routes to other
routeing domains33This International Standard also uses static
Inter-domain tables for routeing to individual End systems across
dynamically assigned circuits, and also to
End systems whose addresses do not conform to the address construction rules.
. If there is no correspondence between
the address registration hierarchy and the organisation of
routeing domains (and their interconnection) then the task
of static table maintenance quickly becomes a nightmare,
since each and every routeing domain in the OSIE would
need a table entry potentially at every boundary IS of every
other routeing domain. Luckily, there is some reason to be



lieve that a natural correspondence exists, since at least at
the global level the address registration authorities fall
within certain topological regions. For example, most of the
routeing domains which obtained their IDP+HO-DSP
from a hierarchy of French authorities are likely to reside in
France and be more strongly connected with other routeing
domains in France that with routeing domains in other
countries.
There are enough exceptions to this rule, however, to be a
cause for concern. The scenarios cited in B.2 all exist today
and may be expected to remain common for the foreseeable
future. Consider as a practical case the High Energy Phys
ics Network (HEPnet), which contains some 17000 End
systems, and an unknown number of intermediate systems44The number of
ISs is hard to estimate since some ISs and links are in fact shared
with other networks, such as the similarly organised NASA Space
Physics network, or SPAN.
.
This network operates as a single routeing domain in order
to provide a known set of services to a known community
of users, and is funded and cost-justified on this basis. This
network is international in scope (at least 10 countries in
North America, Europe, and the far east) and yet its topol
ogy does not map well onto existing national boundaries.
Connectivity is richer between CERN and FERMIlab, for
example than between many points within the U.S.
More importantly, this network has rich connectivity with a
number of other networks, including the PDNs of the vari
ous countries, the NSFnet in the U.S., the international
ESnet (Energy Sciences Network), the general research
Internet, and military networks in the U.S. and elsewhere.
None of these other networks shares a logical part of the
NSAP address hierarchy with HEPnet55It is conceivable that ISO would
sanction such networks by assigning a top-level IDI from the ISO
non-geographic AFI, but this is unlikely and would
only exacerbate the problem if many such networks were assigned
top-level registrations.
 .  If the only method
of routing from the HEPnet to these other networks was to
place each within one and only one of the existing registra
tion authorities, and to build static tables showing these re
lationships, the tables would clearly grow as O(n2).
It seems therefore, that some means must be available to as
sign addresses in a way that captures the Inter-Domain to
pology, and which co-exists cleanly with both the adminis
trative needs of the registration authorities, and the algo
rithms employed  by both the Intra- and Inter-domain

routeing protocols. As alluded to in an earlier clause, it
seems prudent to leave some portion of the address space
(most likely from the HO-DSP part) sufficiently undefined
and flexible that various Inter-domain topologies may be
efficiently constructed.

Annex C
Implementation Guidelines and Examples
(This annex is informative)

C.1  Routeing Databases
Each database contains records as defined in the following
sub-clauses. The following datatypes are defined.
FROM CommonMgmt IMPORT NSAPAddress,



AddressPrefix, BinaryAbsoluteTime;
PDU Type

lspID = ARRAY [0..7] OF Octet;
systemID = ARRAY [0..5] OF Octet;
octetTimeStamp = BinaryAbsoluteTime;

C.1.1 Level 1 Link State Database
This database is kept by Level 1 and Level 2 Intermediate
Systems, and consists of the latest Level 1 Link State PDUs
from each Intermediate System (or pseudonode) in the area.
The Level 1 Link State PDU lists Level 1 links to the Inter
mediate System that originally generated the Link State
PDU.
RECORD
adr: lspID;     (* 8 octet ID of LSP originator
*)
type: (Level1IntermediateSystem,
AttachedLevel2IntermediateSystem,
UnattachedLevel2IntermediateSystem);
seqnum: [0..SequenceModulus  1];
LSPage: [0..MaxAge];    (*Remaining Lifetime *)

expirationTime: TimeStamp;
(*Time at which LSP age
became zero (see 7.3.16.4). *)
SRMflags: ARRAY[1..(maximumCircuits +
maximumVirtualAdjacencies)]
OF BOOLEAN;
(*Indicates this LSP to be sent on this circuit. Note
that level 2 Intermediate systems may send level 1
LSPs to other partitions (if any exist). Only one level
2 Intermediate system per partition does this. For
level 1 Intermediate Systems the array is just
maximumCircuits long. *)
SSNflags: ARRAY[1..maximumCircuits +
maximumVirtualAdjacencies]
OF BOOLEAN;
(*Indicates that information about this LSP shall be
included in the next partial sequence number PDU
transmitted on this circuit. *)
POINTER TO LSP; (*The received LSP *)
END;

C.1.2 Level 2 Link State Database
This database is kept by Level 2 Intermediate Systems, and
consists of the latest Level 2 Link State PDUs from each
Level 2 Intermediate System (or pseudonode) in the do
main.  The Level 2 Link State PDU lists Level 2 links to the
Intermediate System that originally generated the Link
State PDU.
RECORD
adr: lspID;  (* 8 octet ID of LSP originator *)
type: (AttachedLevel2IntermediateSystem,
UnattachedLevel2IntermediateSystem);
seqnum: [0..SequenceModulus  1];
LSPage: [0..MaxAge];  (*Remaining Lifetime *)
expirationTime: TimeStamp;
(*Time at which LSP age
became zero (see 7.3.16.4). *)
SRMflags: ARRAY[1..(maximumCircuits)] OF
BOOLEAN;



(*Indicates this LSP to be sent on this circuit. *)
SSNflags: ARRAY[1..maximumCircuits] OF
BOOLEAN;
(*Indicates that information about this LSP must be
included in the next partial sequence number PDU
transmitted on this circuit. *)
POINTER TO LSP; (*The received LSP *)
END;
C.1.3 Adjacency Database
 This database is kept by all systems. Its purpose is to keep
track of neighbours.
For Intermediate systems, the adjacency database comprises
a database with an entry for each:
-Adjacency on a Point to Point circuit.
-Broadcast Intermediate System Adjacency. (Note that
both a Level 1 and a Level 2 adjacency can exist be
tween the same pair of systems.)
-Broadcast End system Adjacency.
-potential SVC on a DED circuit (max

i

mum

SVC

Adja

cencies for a DA circuit, or 1 for a Static cir
cuit).
-Virtual Link Adjacency.
Each entry contains the parameters in Clause 11 for the Ad
jacency managed object. It also contains the variable used
to store the remaining holding time for each Adjacency
IDEntry and NETEntry entry, as defined below.

IDEntry =  RECORD
ID: systemID;
(* The 6 octet System ID of a neighbour End system
extracted from the SOURCE ADDRESS field of its
ESH PDUs. *)
entryRemainingTime: Unsigned [1..65535]
(* The remaining holding time in seconds for this
entry.  This value is not accessible to system
management. An implementation may choose to
implement the timer rules without an explicit
remainingTime being maintained. For example by
the use of asynchronous timers. It is present here in
order to permit a consistent description of the timer
rules. *)
END

NETEntry =  RECORD
NET: NetworkEntityTitle;
(* The NET of a neighbour Intermediate system
as reported in its IIH PDUs. *)
entryRemainingTime: Unsigned [1..65535]
 (* The remaining holding time in seconds for this
entry.  This value is not accessible to system
management.  An implementation may choose to
implement the timer rules without an explicit



remainingTime being maintained.  For example by
the use of asynchronous timers. It is present here in
order to permit a consistent description of the timer
rules. *)
END;
C.1.4 Circuit Database
This database is kept by all systems. Its purpose is to keep
information about a circuit. It comprises an AR
RAY[1..maximumCircuits].
Each entry contains the parameters in Clause 11 for a Cir
cuit managed object (see 11.3). It also contains the remain
ingHelloTime (WordUnsigned [1..65535] seconds) vari
able for the Circuit. This variable not accessible to system
management. An implementation may choose to implement
the timer rules without an explicit remainingHelloTime
being maintained. For example by the use of asynchronous
timers. It is present here in order to permit a consistent de
scription of the timer rules. Additionally, for Circuits of
type  X.25 Static Outgoing or X.25 DA, it contains the
recallCount (Unsigned[0..255]) variable for the Circuit.
This variable is not accessible to system management. It
used to keep track of recall attempts.
C.1.5 Level 1 Shortest Paths Database
This database is kept by Level 1 and Level 2 Intermediate
Systems (unless each circuit is Level 2 Only).  It is com
puted by the Level 1 Decision Process, using the Level 1
Link State Database. The Level 1 Forwarding Database is a
subset of this database.
RECORD
adr: systemId; (*6 octet ID of destination system *)
cost: [1..MaxPathMetric];
(*Cost of best path to destination system *)
adjacencies: ARRAY[1..max

i

mum

Path

Splits]
OF POINTER TO Adjacency;

(*Pointer to adjacency for forwarding to system adr
*)
END;
C.1.6 Level 2 Shortest Paths Database
This database is kept by Level 2 Intermediate Systems. It is
computed by the Level 2 Decision Process, using the
Level 2 Link State Database. The Level 2 Forwarding Data
base is a subset of this database.
RECORD
adr: AddressPrefix;     (*destination prefix *)
cost: [1..MaxPathMetric];
(*Cost of best path to destination prefix *)
adjacencies: ARRAY[1..max

i

mum

Path



Splits]
OF  POINTER TO Adjacency;
(*Pointer to adjacency for forwarding to prefix adr
*)
END;

C.1.7 Level 1 Forwarding Database
This database is kept by Level 1 and Level 2 Intermediate
Systems (unless each circuit is Level 2 Only).  It is used
to determine where to forward a data NPDU with destina
tion within this system's area. It is also used to determine
how to reach a Level 2 Intermediate System within the area,
for data PDUs with destinations outside this system's area.
RECORD
adr:systemId;
(*6 octet ID of destination system. Destination
0 is special, meaningnearest level 2
Intermediate system *)
splits: [0..max

i

mum

Path

Splits];
(* Number of valid output adj's for reachingadr
(0 indicates it is unreachable) *)
 nextHop: ARRAY[1..max

i

mum

Path

Splits] OF
POINTER TO adjacency;
(*Pointer to adjacency for forwarding to destination
system *)
END;

C.1.8 Level 2 Forwarding Database
This database is kept by Level 2 Intermediate systems. It is
used to determine where to forward a data NPDU with des
tination outside this system's area.
RECORD
adr: AddressPrefix;     (*address of destination area.
*)
splits: [0..max

i

mum

Path

Splits];
(*Number of valid output adj's for reaching adr
(0 indicates it is unreachable) *)



nextHop: ARRAY[1..max

i

mum

Path

Splits] OF
POINTER TO adjacency;
(*Pointer to adjacency for forwarding to destination
area. *)
END;

C.2 SPF Algorithm for Computing
Equal Cost Paths
An algorithm invented by Dijkstra (see references) known
as shortest path first (SPF), is used as the basis for the
route calculation. It has a computational complexity of the
square of the number of nodes, which can be decreased to
the number of links in the domain times the log of the num
ber of nodes for sparse networks (networks which are not
highly connected).
A number of additional optimisations are possible:
a)If the routeing metric is defined over a small finite
field (as in this International Standard), the factor of
log n may be removed by using data structures which
maintain a separate list of systems for each value of
the metric rather than sorting the systems by logical
distance.
b)Updates can be performed incrementally without re
quiring a complete recalculation. However, a full up
date must be done periodically to recover from data
corruption, and studies suggest that with a very small
number of link changes (perhaps 2) the expected com
putation complexity of the incremental update exceeds
the complete recalculation. Thus, this International
Standard specifies the algorithm only for the full up
date.
c)If only End system LSP information has changed, it is
not necessary to re-compute the entire Dijkstra tree for
the IS. If the proper data structures exist, End Systems
may be attached and detached as leaves of the tree and
their forwarding information base entries altered as
appropriate
The original SPF algorithm does not support load splitting
over multiple paths. The algorithm in this International
Standard does permit load splitting by identifying a set of
equal cost paths to each destination rather than a single
least cost path.
C.2.1 Databases
PATHS  This represents an a

cyclic directed graph of
shortest paths from the system S performing the cal
culation. It is stored as a set of triples of the form
aN,d(N),{Adj(N)}q, where:
        N is a system Identifier. In the level 1 algorithm, N is
a 7 octet ID. For a non-pseudonode it is the 6 octet
system ID, with a 0 appended octet.  For a
pseudonode it is a true 7 octet quantity, comprised of



the 6 octet Designated Intermediate System ID and
the extra octet assigned by the Designated Interme
diate System.  In the level 2 algorithm it is either a
7 octet Intermediate System or pseudonode ID (as in
the level 1 algorithm), or it is a variable length ad
dress prefix (which will always be a leaf, i.e. End
system, in PATHS).
        d(N) is N's distance from S (i.e. the total metric
value from N to S).

{Adj(N)} is a set of valid adjacencies that S may use
for forwarding to N.
        When a system is placed on PATHS, the path(s)
designated by its position in the graph is guaranteed
to be a shortest path.
TENT  This is a list of triples of the form
aN,d(N),{Adj(N)}q, where N, d(N) and {Adj(N)} are
as defined above for PATHS.
        TENT can intuitively be thought of as a tentative
placement of a system in PATHS. In other words,
the triple aN,x,{A}q in TENT means that if N were
placed in PATHS, d(N) would be x, but N cannot be
placed on PATHS until it is guaranteed that no path
shorter than x exists.
        The triple aN,x,{A,B}q in TENT means that if N
were placed in PATHS, d(N) would be x via either
adjacency A or B
NOTE - As described above, (see 7.2.6), it is suggested that
the implementation keep the database TENT as a set of lists
of triples of the form a*,Dist,*q, for each possible distance
Dist.  In addition it is necessary to be able to process those
systems which are pseudonodes before any non-
pseudonodes at the same distance Dist.
C.2.2 Use of Metrics in the SPF Calculation
Internal metrics are not comparable to external metrics.
Therefore, the cost of the path from N to S for external
routes (routes to destinations outside of the routing domain)
may include both internal and external metrics. The cost of
the path from N to S (called d(N) below in database
PATHS) may therefore be maintained as a two-
dimensioned vector quantity (specifying internal and exter
nal metric values). In incrementing d(N) by 1, if the internal
metric value is less than the maximum value
MaxPathMetric, then the internal metric value is incre
mented by one and the external metric value left un
changed; if the internal metric value is equal to the maxi
mum value MaxPathMetric, then the internal metric value
is set to 0 and the external metric value is incremented by 1.
Note that this can be implemented in a straightforward
manner by maintaining the external metric as the high order
bits of the distance.
NOTE - In the code of the algorithm below, the current path
length is held in a variable tentlength. This variable is a
two-dimensional quantity tentlength=(internal,external)
and is used for comparing the current path length with d(N)
as described above.
C.2.3 Overview of the Algorithm
The basic algorithm, which builds PATHS from scratch,
starts out by putting the system doing the computation on
PATHS (no shorter path to SELF can possibly exist).
TENT is then pre-loaded from the local adjacency data
base.



Note that a system is not placed in PATHS unless no
shorter path to that system exists. When a system N is
placed in PATHS, the path to each neighbour M of N,

through N, is examined, as the path to N plus the link from
N to M. If aM,*,*q is in PATHS, this new path will be
longer, and thus ignored.
If aM,*,*q is in TENT, and the new path is shorter, the old
entry is removed from TENT and the new path is placed in
TENT. If the new path is the same length as the one in
TENT, then the set of potential adjacencies {adj(M)}  is set
to the union of the old set (in TENT) and the new set
{adj(N)}. If M is not in TENT, then the path is added to
TENT.
Next the algorithm finds the triple aN,x,{Adj(N)}q in
TENT, with minimal x.
NOTE - This is done efficiently because of the optimisation
described above. When the list of triples for distance Dist is
exhausted, the algorithm then increments Dist until it finds a
list with a triple of the form a*,Dist,*q.
N is placed in PATHS. We know that no path to N can be
shorter than x at this point because all paths through sys
tems already in PATHS have already been considered, and
paths through systems in TENT will have to be greater than
x because x is minimal in TENT.
When TENT is empty, PATHS is complete.
C.2.4 The Algorithm
The Decison Process Algorithm must be run once for each
supported routeing metric.  A Level 1 Intermediate System
runs the algorithm using the Level 1 LSP database to com
pute Level 1 paths.  In addition a Level 2 Intermediate Sys
tem runs the algorithm using the Level 2 LSP database to
compute Level 2 paths.
If this system is a Level 2 Intermediate System which sup
ports the partition repair optional function the Decision
Process algorithm for computing Level 1 paths must be run
twice for the default  metric.  The first execution is done to
determine which of the area's manual

Area

Addresses
are reachable in this partition, and elect a Partition Desig
nated Level 2 Intermediate System for the partition.  The
Partition Designated Level 2 Intermediate System will de
termine if the area is partitioned and will create virtual
Level 1 links to the other Partition Designated Level 2 In
termediate Systems in the area in order to repair the Level 1
partition.  This is further described in 7.2.10.
Step 0:  Initialise TENT and PATHS to empty.  Initialise
tentlength to (0,0).
(tentlength is the pathlength of elements in TENT
we are examining.)
a)Add aSELF, 0, Wq to PATHS, where W is a special
value indicating traffic to SELF is passed up to Trans
port (rather than forwarded).
b)Now pre-load TENT with the local adjacency data
base. (Each entry made to TENT must be marked as
being either an End system or an Intermediate System
to enable the check at the end of Step 2 to be made
correctly.) For each adjacency Adj(N), (including
Manual Adjacencies, or for Level 2 enabled Reach



able Addresses) on enabled circuits, to system N of
SELF in state Up, compute
d(N) = cost of the parent circuit of the adjacency
(N), obtained from metrick, where k = one of de
fault metric, delay metric, monetary metric, er
ror metric.
Adj(N) =  the adjacency number of the adjacency
to N
c)If a triple aN,x,{Adj(M)}q is in TENT,  then:
If x = d(N), then Adj(M) , {Adj(M)} H Adj(N).
d)If there are now more adjacencies in {Adj(M)} than
max

i

mum

Path

Splits, then remove excess adjacen
cies as described in 7.2.7.
e)If x < d(N), do nothing.
f)If x > d(N),  remove aN,x,{Adj(M)}q from TENT and
add  the triple aN,d(N),Adj(N)q.
g)If no triple aN, x,{Adj(M)}q is in TENT, then add aN,
d(N),Adj(N)q to TENT.
h)Now add any systems to which the local Intermediate
system does not have adjacencies, but which are men
tioned in neighbouring pseudonode LSPs. The adja
cency for such systems is set to that of the Designated
Intermediate System.
i)For all broadcast circuits in state On, find the LSP
with LSP number zero and with the first  7 octets of
LSPID equal to the LnCircuitID for that circuit (i.e.
pseudonode LSP for that circuit). If it is present, for
all the neighbours N reported in all the LSPs of this
pseudonode which do not exist in TENT add an entry
aN,d(N),Adj(N)q to TENT, where
d(N) = metrick of the circuit.
Adj(N) = the adjacency number of the adjacency to the
DR.
j)Go to Step 2.
Step 1: Examine the zeroth Link State PDU of P, the sys
tem just placed on PATHS (i.e. the Link State PDU with
the same first 7 octets of LSPID as P, and LSP number
zero).
a)If this LSP is present, and the LSP Database Over
load bit is clear, then for each LSP of P (i.e. all the
Link State PDUs with the same first 7 octets of LSPID
as P, irrespective of the value of LSP number) com
pute
dist(P,N) = d(P) + metrick(P,N).

for each neighbour N (both Intermediate System and
End system) of the system P. If the LSP Database
Overload bit is set, only consider the End system
neighbours of the system P. d(P) is the second ele
ment of the triple

aP,d(P),{Adj(P)q



and metrick(P,N) is the cost of the link from P to N as
reported in P's Link State PDU
b)If dist(P,N) > MaxPathMetric, then do nothing.
c)If aN,d(N),{Adj(N)}q is in  PATHS, then do nothing.
NOTE  d(N) must be less than dist(P,N), or else N
would not have been put into PATHS. An additional san
ity check may be done here to ensure d(N) is in fact less
than dist(P,N).
d)If a triple aN,x,{Adj(N)}q is in TENT,  then:
1)If x = dist(P,N), then Adj(N) , {Adj(N)} H
Adj(P).
2)If there are now more adjacencies in {Adj(N)} than
max

i

mum

Path

Splits, then remove excess adja
cencies, as described in 7.2.7.
3)If x < dist(P,N), do nothing.
4)If x > dist(P,N),  remove aN,x,{Adj(N)}q from
TENT and add  aN,dist(P,N),{Adj(P)}q.
e)If no triple aN, x,{Adj(N)}q is in TENT, then add aN,
dist(P,N),{P}q to TENT.
Step 2: If TENT is empty, stop, else:
a)Find the element aP,x,{Adj(P)}q,  with minimal x as
follows:
1)If an element a*,tentlength,*q remains in TENT
in the list for tentlength, choose that element. If
there are  more than one elements in the list for
tentlength, choose one of  the elements (if any)
for a system which is a pseudonode in preference
to one for a non-pseudonode. If there are no more
elements in the list  for tentlength increment ten
tlength and repeat  Step 2.
2)Remove aP,tentlength,{Adj(P)}q from TENT.
3)Add aP,d(P),{Adj(P)}q  to PATHS.
4)If this is the Level 2 Decision Process running, and
the system just added to PATHS listed itself as
Partition Designated Level 2 Intermediate system,
then additionally add aAREA.P, d(P), {adj(P)}q to
PATHS, where AREA.P is the Network Entity
Title of the other end of the Virtual Link, obtained
by taking the first AREA listed in P's Level 2 LSP
and appending P's ID.
5)If the system just added to PATHS was an End
system, go to Step 2, Else go to Step 1.
NOTE - In the Level 2 context, the End systems are the
set of Reachable Address Prefixes and the set of area ad
dresses with zero cost.

C.3 Forwarding Process
C.3.1 Example pseudo-code for the forwarding
procedure described in 7.4.3
This procedure chooses, from the Level 1 forwarding data
base  if level is level1, or from the Level 2 forwarding
database  if level is level2, an adjacency on which to for
ward PDUs for destination dest. A pointer to the adjacency
is returned in adj, and the procedure returns the value



True. If no suitable adjacency exists the procedure returns
the value False, in which case a call should be made to
Drop(Destination Address Unreachable, octetNumber).
If queue length values are available to the forwarding proc
ess, the minimal queue length of all candidate circuits is
chosen, otherwise, they are used in round robin fashion.
PROCEDURE Forward(
level: (level1, level2),
dest: NetworkLayerAddress,
VAR adj: POINTER TO adjacency) :
BOOLEAN

VAR
adjArray: ARRAY OF
ForwardingDatabaseRecords;
temp, index, minQueue: CARDINAL;

BEGIN
(*Set adjArray to appropriate database} *)
IF level = level1 THEN
adjArray := level1ForwardingDatabase
ELSE
adjArray := level2ForwardingDatabase
END;
 (*Perform appropriate hashing function to obtain an
index into the database *)
 IF Hash(level, dest, index) THEN
IF adjArray[index].splits > 0 THEN
(*Find minimum queue size for all equal cost
paths *)
minQueue := MaxUnsigned;
temp := adjArray[index].lastChosen + 1;
(*start off after last time *)
FOR i := 1 TO adjArray[index].splits DO
(*for all equal cost paths to dest *)
IF temp > adjArray[index].splits THEN
(*after end of valid entries, wrap to first
*)
temp := 1
ELSE
temp := temp + 1
END;
IF
QueueSize(adjArray[index].nextHop[temp])
< minQueue THEN
minQueue :=
QueueSize(adjArray[index].nextHop[tem
p]);
adj := adjArray[index].nextHop[temp];
adjArray[index].lastChosen := temp;
END;
Forward := true
END;

ELSE
Forward := false (*There must be at least one
valid output adjacency *)
END
ELSE
Forward := false (*Hash returned destination
unknown *)
END



END forward;

Annex D
Congestion Control and Avoidance
(This annex is informative)

D.1 Congestion Control
The transmit management subroutine handles congestion
control. Transmit management consists of the following
components:
Square root limiter. Reduces buffer occupancy
time per PDU by using a square root limiter algo
rithm. The square root limiter also queues PDUs for
an output circuit, and prevents buffer deadlock by
discarding PDUs when the buffer pool is exhausted.
Clause D.1.1 specifies the Square Root Limiter
Process.
Originating PDU limiter. Limits originating NPDU
traffic when necessary to ensure that transit NPDUs
are not rejected. An originating NPDU is an NPDU
resulting from an NSDU from the Transport at this
ES. A transit NPDU is an NPDU from another sys
tem to be relayed to another destination ES.
Flusher. Flushes PDUs queued for an adjacency that
has gone down.
Information for higher layer (Transport) congestion control
procedures is provided by the setting of the congestion ex
perienced bit in the forwarded data NPDUs.
D.1.1 Square Root Limiter
The square root limiter discards a data NPDU by calling the
ISO 8473 discard PDU function with the reason  PDU
Discarded due to Congestion when the number of data
NPDUs on the circuit output queue exceeds the discard
threshold, Ud.  Ud is given as follows:=
where:
Nb = Number of Routeing Layer buffers
(maximumBuffers) for all output circuits.
Nc = Number of active output circuits (i.e. Circuits in state
On).
The output queue is a queue of buffers containing data
NPDUs which have been output to that circuit by the for
warding process, and which have not yet been transmitted
by the circuit. It does not include NPDUs which are held
by the data link layer for the purpose of retransmission.
Where a data NPDU is to be fragmented by this Intermedi
ate system over this circuit, each fragment shall occupy a

separate buffer and shall be counted as such in the queue
length. If the addition of all the buffers required for the
fragmentation of a single input data NPDU would cause the
discard threshold for that queue to be exceeded, it is recom
mended that all those fragments (including those which
could be added without causing the threshold to be ex
ceeded) be discarded.
D.1.2 Originating PDU Limiter
TEMPORARY NOTE - Strictly this function is an End Sys
tem function. However it is closely coupled to the routeing
function, particularly in the case of real systems which are
performing the functions of both an Intermediate System
and an End System (i.e. systems which can both initiate and
terminate data NPDUs and perform relaying functions).



Therefore, until a more appropriate location for this infor
mation can be determined, this function is described here.
The originating PDU limiter first distinguishes between
originating NPDUs and transit NPDUs. It then imposes a
limit on the number of buffers that originating NPDUs can
occupy on a per circuit basis. In times of heavy load, origi
nating NPDUs may be rejected while transit NPDUs con
tinue to be routed. This is done because originating NPDUs
have a relatively short wait, whereas transit NPDUs, if re
jected, have a long wait  a transport retransmission period.
The originating PDU limiter accepts as input:
-An NSDU received from Transport Layer
-A transmit complete signal from the circuit for an ISO
8473 Data PDU.
The originating PDU limiter produces the following as out
put:
-PDU accepted
-PDU rejected
-Modifications to originating PDU counter
There is a counter, N, and an originating PDU limit,
originatingQueueLimit, for each active output circuit.
Each N is initialised to 0. The originatingQueueLimit is
set by management to the number of buffers necessary to
prevent the circuit from idling.
D.1.3 Flusher
The flusher ensures that no NPDU is queued on a circuit
whose state is not ON, or on a non-existent adjacency, or
one whose state is not  Up.

D.2 Congestion Avoidance
D.2.1 Buffer Management
The Forwarding Process supplies and manages the buffers
necessary for relaying. PDUs shall be discarded if buffer
thresholds are exceeded. If the average queue length on the
input circuit or the forwarding processor or the output cir
cuit exceeds QueueThreshold, the congestion experi
enced bit shall be set in the QoS maintenance option of the
forwarded data PDU (provided the QoS maintenance option
is present).

Security Considerations

  Security issues are not discussed in this memo.
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1.  Introduction

   This tutorial contains only one view of the salient points of TCP/IP,
   and therefore it is the "bare bones" of TCP/IP technology.  It omits
   the history of development and funding, the business case for its
   use, and its future as compared to ISO OSI.  Indeed, a great deal of
   technical information is also omitted.  What remains is a minimum of
   information that must be understood by the professional working in a
   TCP/IP environment.  These professionals include the systems
   administrator, the systems programmer, and the network manager.

   This tutorial uses examples from the UNIX TCP/IP environment, however
   the main points apply across all implementations of TCP/IP.

   Note that the purpose of this memo is explanation, not definition.
   If any question arises about the correct specification of a protocol,
   please refer to the actual standards defining RFC.
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   The next section is an overview of TCP/IP, followed by detailed
   descriptions of individual components.

2.  TCP/IP Overview



   The generic term "TCP/IP" usually means anything and everything
   related to the specific protocols of TCP and IP.  It can include
   other protocols, applications, and even the network medium.  A sample
   of these protocols are: UDP, ARP, and ICMP.  A sample of these
   applications are: TELNET, FTP, and rcp.  A more accurate term is
   "internet technology".  A network that uses internet technology is
   called an "internet".

2.1  Basic Structure

   To understand this technology you must first understand the following
   logical structure:

                     ----------------------------
                     |    network applications  |
                     |                          |
                     |...  \ | /  ..  \ | /  ...|
                     |     -----      -----     |
                     |     |TCP|      |UDP|     |
                     |     -----      -----     |
                     |         \      /         |
                     |         --------         |
                     |         |  IP  |         |
                     |  -----  -*------         |
                     |  |ARP|   |               |
                     |  -----   |               |
                     |      \   |               |
                     |      ------              |
                     |      |ENET|              |
                     |      ---@--              |
                     ----------|-----------------
                               |
         ----------------------o---------
             Ethernet Cable

                  Figure 1.  Basic TCP/IP Network Node

   This is the logical structure of the layered protocols inside a
   computer on an internet.  Each computer that can communicate using
   internet technology has such a logical structure.  It is this logical
   structure that determines the behavior of the computer on the
   internet.  The boxes represent processing of the data as it passes
   through the computer, and the lines connecting boxes show the path of
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   data.  The horizontal line at the bottom represents the Ethernet
   cable; the "o" is the transceiver.  The "*" is the IP address and the
   "@" is the Ethernet address.  Understanding this logical structure is
   essential to understanding internet technology; it is referred to
   throughout this tutorial.

2.2  Terminology

   The name of a unit of data that flows through an internet is
   dependent upon where it exists in the protocol stack.  In summary: if
   it is on an Ethernet it is called an Ethernet frame; if it is between



   the Ethernet driver and the IP module it is called a IP packet; if it
   is between the IP module and the UDP module it is called a UDP
   datagram; if it is between the IP module and the TCP module it is
   called a TCP segment (more generally, a transport message); and if it
   is in a network application it is called a application message.

   These definitions are imperfect.  Actual definitions vary from one
   publication to the next.  More specific definitions can be found in
   RFC 1122, section 1.3.3.

   A driver is software that communicates directly with the network
   interface hardware.  A module is software that communicates with a
   driver, with network applications, or with another module.

   The terms driver, module, Ethernet frame, IP packet, UDP datagram,
   TCP message, and application message are used where appropriate
   throughout this tutorial.

2.3  Flow of Data

   Let's follow the data as it flows down through the protocol stack
   shown in Figure 1.  For an application that uses TCP (Transmission
   Control Protocol), data passes between the application and the TCP
   module.  For applications that use UDP (User Datagram Protocol), data
   passes between the application and the UDP module.  FTP (File
   Transfer Protocol) is a typical application that uses TCP.  Its
   protocol stack in this example is FTP/TCP/IP/ENET.  SNMP (Simple
   Network Management Protocol) is an application that uses UDP.  Its
   protocol stack in this example is SNMP/UDP/IP/ENET.

   The TCP module, UDP module, and the Ethernet driver are n-to-1
   multiplexers.  As multiplexers they switch many inputs to one output.
   They are also 1-to-n de-multiplexers.  As de-multiplexers they switch
   one input to many outputs according to the type field in the protocol
   header.
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         1   2 3 ...   n                   1   2 3 ...   n
          \  |      /      |               \  | |      /       ^
           \ | |   /       |                \ | |     /        |
         -------------   flow              ----------------   flow
         |multiplexer|    of               |de-multiplexer|    of
         -------------   data              ----------------   data
              |            |                     |              |
              |            v                     |              |
              1                                  1

        Figure 2.  n-to-1 multiplexer and 1-to-n de-multiplexer

   If an Ethernet frame comes up into the Ethernet driver off the
   network, the packet can be passed upwards to either the ARP (Address
   Resolution Protocol) module or to the IP (Internet Protocol) module.
   The value of the type field in the Ethernet frame determines whether
   the Ethernet frame is passed to the ARP or the IP module.



   If an IP packet comes up into IP, the unit of data is passed upwards
   to either TCP or UDP, as determined by the value of the protocol
   field in the IP header.

   If the UDP datagram comes up into UDP, the application message is
   passed upwards to the network application based on the value of the
   port field in the UDP header.  If the TCP message comes up into TCP,
   the application message is passed upwards to the network application
   based on the value of the port field in the TCP header.

   The downwards multiplexing is simple to perform because from each
   starting point there is only the one downward path; each protocol
   module adds its header information so the packet can be de-
   multiplexed at the destination computer.

   Data passing out from the applications through either TCP or UDP
   converges on the IP module and is sent downwards through the lower
   network interface driver.

   Although internet technology supports many different network media,
   Ethernet is used for all examples in this tutorial because it is the
   most common physical network used under IP.  The computer in Figure 1
   has a single Ethernet connection.  The 6-byte Ethernet address is
   unique for each interface on an Ethernet and is located at the lower
   interface of the Ethernet driver.

   The computer also has a 4-byte IP address.  This address is located
   at the lower interface to the IP module.  The IP address must be
   unique for an internet.
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   A running computer always knows its own IP address and Ethernet
   address.

2.4  Two Network Interfaces

   If a computer is connected to 2 separate Ethernets it is as in Figure
   3.

                ----------------------------
                |    network applications  |
                |                          |
                |...  \ | /  ..  \ | /  ...|
                |     -----      -----     |
                |     |TCP|      |UDP|     |
                |     -----      -----     |
                |         \      /         |
                |         --------         |
                |         |  IP  |         |
                |  -----  -*----*-  -----  |
                |  |ARP|   |    |   |ARP|  |
                |  -----   |    |   -----  |
                |      \   |    |   /      |
                |      ------  ------      |



                |      |ENET|  |ENET|      |
                |      ---@--  ---@--      |
                ----------|-------|---------
                          |       |
                          |    ---o---------------------------
                          |             Ethernet Cable 2
           ---------------o----------
             Ethernet Cable 1

             Figure 3.  TCP/IP Network Node on 2 Ethernets

   Please note that this computer has 2 Ethernet addresses and 2 IP
   addresses.

   It is seen from this structure that for computers with more than one
   physical network interface, the IP module is both a n-to-m
   multiplexer and an m-to-n de-multiplexer.
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         1   2 3 ...   n                   1   2 3 ...   n
          \  | |      /    |                \  | |      /       ^
           \ | |     /     |                 \ | |     /        |
         -------------   flow              ----------------   flow
         |multiplexer|    of               |de-multiplexer|    of
         -------------   data              ----------------   data
           / | |     \     |                 / | |     \        |
          /  | |      \    v                /  | |      \       |
         1   2 3 ...   m                   1   2 3 ...   m

        Figure 4.  n-to-m multiplexer and m-to-n de-multiplexer

   It performs this multiplexing in either direction to accommodate
   incoming and outgoing data.  An IP module with more than 1 network
   interface is more complex than our original example in that it can
   forward data onto the next network.  Data can arrive on any network
   interface and be sent out on any other.

                           TCP      UDP
                             \      /
                              \    /
                          --------------
                          |     IP     |
                          |            |
                          |    ---     |
                          |   /   \    |
                          |  /     v   |
                          --------------
                           /         \



                          /           \
                       data           data
                      comes in         goes out
                     here               here

            Figure 5.  Example of IP Forwarding a IP Packet

   The process of sending an IP packet out onto another network is
   called "forwarding" an IP packet.  A computer that has been dedicated
   to the task of forwarding IP packets is called an "IP-router".

   As you can see from the figure, the forwarded IP packet never touches
   the TCP and UDP modules on the IP-router.  Some IP-router
   implementations do not have a TCP or UDP module.

2.5  IP Creates a Single Logical Network

   The IP module is central to the success of internet technology.  Each
   module or driver adds its header to the message as the message passes
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   down through the protocol stack.  Each module or driver strips the
   corresponding header from the message as the message climbs the
   protocol stack up towards the application.  The IP header contains
   the IP address, which builds a single logical network from multiple
   physical networks.  This interconnection of physical networks is the
   source of the name: internet.  A set of interconnected physical
   networks that limit the range of an IP packet is called an
   "internet".

2.6  Physical Network Independence

   IP hides the underlying network hardware from the network
   applications.  If you invent a new physical network, you can put it
   into service by implementing a new driver that connects to the
   internet underneath IP.  Thus, the network applications remain intact
   and are not vulnerable to changes in hardware technology.

2.7  Interoperability

   If two computers on an internet can communicate, they are said to
   "interoperate"; if an implementation of internet technology is good,
   it is said to have "interoperability".  Users of general-purpose
   computers benefit from the installation of an internet because of the
   interoperability in computers on the market.  Generally, when you buy
   a computer, it will interoperate.  If the computer does not have
   interoperability, and interoperability can not be added, it occupies
   a rare and special niche in the market.

2.8  After the Overview

   With the background set, we will answer the following questions:

   When sending out an IP packet, how is the destination Ethernet
   address determined?



   How does IP know which of multiple lower network interfaces to use
   when sending out an IP packet?

   How does a client on one computer reach the server on another?

   Why do both TCP and UDP exist, instead of just one or the other?

   What network applications are available?

   These will be explained, in turn, after an Ethernet refresher.
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3.  Ethernet

   This section is a short review of Ethernet technology.

   An Ethernet frame contains the destination address, source address,
   type field, and data.

   An Ethernet address is 6 bytes.  Every device has its own Ethernet
   address and listens for Ethernet frames with that destination
   address.  All devices also listen for Ethernet frames with a wild-
   card destination address of "FF-FF-FF-FF-FF-FF" (in hexadecimal),
   called a "broadcast" address.

   Ethernet uses CSMA/CD (Carrier Sense and Multiple Access with
   Collision Detection).  CSMA/CD means that all devices communicate on
   a single medium, that only one can transmit at a time, and that they
   can all receive simultaneously.  If 2 devices try to transmit at the
   same instant, the transmit collision is detected, and both devices
   wait a random (but short) period before trying to transmit again.

3.1  A Human Analogy

   A good analogy of Ethernet technology is a group of people talking in
   a small, completely dark room.  In this analogy, the physical network
   medium is sound waves on air in the room instead of electrical
   signals on a coaxial cable.

   Each person can hear the words when another is talking (Carrier
   Sense).  Everyone in the room has equal capability to talk (Multiple
   Access), but none of them give lengthy speeches because they are
   polite.  If a person is impolite, he is asked to leave the room
   (i.e., thrown off the net).

   No one talks while another is speaking.  But if two people start
   speaking at the same instant, each of them know this because each
   hears something they haven't said (Collision Detection).  When these
   two people notice this condition, they wait for a moment, then one
   begins talking.  The other hears the talking and waits for the first
   to finish before beginning his own speech.

   Each person has an unique name (unique Ethernet address) to avoid



   confusion.  Every time one of them talks, he prefaces the message
   with the name of the person he is talking to and with his own name
   (Ethernet destination and source address, respectively), i.e., "Hello
   Jane, this is Jack, ..blah blah blah...".  If the sender wants to
   talk to everyone he might say "everyone" (broadcast address), i.e.,
   "Hello Everyone, this is Jack, ..blah blah blah...".
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4.  ARP

   When sending out an IP packet, how is the destination Ethernet
   address determined?

   ARP (Address Resolution Protocol) is used to translate IP addresses
   to Ethernet addresses.  The translation is done only for outgoing IP
   packets, because this is when the IP header and the Ethernet header
   are created.

4.1  ARP Table for Address Translation

   The translation is performed with a table look-up.  The table, called
   the ARP table, is stored in memory and contains a row for each
   computer.  There is a column for IP address and a column for Ethernet
   address.  When translating an IP address to an Ethernet address, the
   table is searched for a matching IP address.  The following is a
   simplified ARP table:

                  ------------------------------------
                  |IP address       Ethernet address |
                  ------------------------------------
                  |223.1.2.1        08-00-39-00-2F-C3|
                  |223.1.2.3        08-00-5A-21-A7-22|
                  |223.1.2.4        08-00-10-99-AC-54|
                  ------------------------------------
                      TABLE 1.  Example ARP Table

   The human convention when writing out the 4-byte IP address is each
   byte in decimal and separating bytes with a period.  When writing out
   the 6-byte Ethernet address, the conventions are each byte in
   hexadecimal and separating bytes with either a minus sign or a colon.

   The ARP table is necessary because the IP address and Ethernet
   address are selected independently; you can not use an algorithm to
   translate IP address to Ethernet address.  The IP address is selected
   by the network manager based on the location of the computer on the
   internet.  When the computer is moved to a different part of an
   internet, its IP address must be changed.  The Ethernet address is
   selected by the manufacturer based on the Ethernet address space
   licensed by the manufacturer.  When the Ethernet hardware interface
   board changes, the Ethernet address changes.

4.2  Typical Translation Scenario

   During normal operation a network application, such as TELNET, sends
   an application message to TCP, then TCP sends the corresponding TCP



   message to the IP module.  The destination IP address is known by the
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   application, the TCP module, and the IP module.  At this point the IP
   packet has been constructed and is ready to be given to the Ethernet
   driver, but first the destination Ethernet address must be
   determined.

   The ARP table is used to look-up the destination Ethernet address.

   4.3  ARP Request/Response Pair

   But how does the ARP table get filled in the first place?  The answer
   is that it is filled automatically by ARP on an "as-needed" basis.

   Two things happen when the ARP table can not be used to translate an
   address:

     1. An ARP request packet with a broadcast Ethernet address is sent
        out on the network to every computer.

     2. The outgoing IP packet is queued.

   Every computer's Ethernet interface receives the broadcast Ethernet
   frame.  Each Ethernet driver examines the Type field in the Ethernet
   frame and passes the ARP packet to the ARP module.  The ARP request
   packet says "If your IP address matches this target IP address, then
   please tell me your Ethernet address".  An ARP request packet looks
   something like this:

                ---------------------------------------
                |Sender IP Address   223.1.2.1        |
                |Sender Enet Address 08-00-39-00-2F-C3|
                ---------------------------------------
                |Target IP Address   223.1.2.2        |
                |Target Enet Address <blank>          |
                ---------------------------------------
                     TABLE 2.  Example ARP Request

   Each ARP module examines the IP address and if the Target IP address
   matches its own IP address, it sends a response directly to the
   source Ethernet address.  The ARP response packet says "Yes, that
   target IP address is mine, let me give you my Ethernet address".  An
   ARP response packet has the sender/target field contents swapped as
   compared to the request.  It looks something like this:
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                ---------------------------------------
                |Sender IP Address   223.1.2.2        |
                |Sender Enet Address 08-00-28-00-38-A9|
                ---------------------------------------
                |Target IP Address   223.1.2.1        |
                |Target Enet Address 08-00-39-00-2F-C3|
                ---------------------------------------
                     TABLE 3.  Example ARP Response

   The response is received by the original sender computer.  The
   Ethernet driver looks at the Type field in the Ethernet frame then
   passes the ARP packet to the ARP module.  The ARP module examines the
   ARP packet and adds the sender's IP and Ethernet addresses to its ARP
   table.

   The updated table now looks like this:

                   ----------------------------------
                   |IP address     Ethernet address |
                   ----------------------------------
                   |223.1.2.1      08-00-39-00-2F-C3|
                   |223.1.2.2      08-00-28-00-38-A9|
                   |223.1.2.3      08-00-5A-21-A7-22|
                   |223.1.2.4      08-00-10-99-AC-54|
                   ----------------------------------
                   TABLE 4.  ARP Table after Response

4.4  Scenario Continued

   The new translation has now been installed automatically in the
   table, just milli-seconds after it was needed.  As you remember from
   step 2 above, the outgoing IP packet was queued.  Next, the IP
   address to Ethernet address translation is performed by look-up in
   the ARP table then the Ethernet frame is transmitted on the Ethernet.
   Therefore, with the new steps 3, 4, and 5, the scenario for the
   sender computer is:

     1. An ARP request packet with a broadcast Ethernet address is sent
        out on the network to every computer.

     2. The outgoing IP packet is queued.

     3. The ARP response arrives with the IP-to-Ethernet address
        translation for the ARP table.
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     4. For the queued IP packet, the ARP table is used to translate the
        IP address to the Ethernet address.



     5. The Ethernet frame is transmitted on the Ethernet.

   In summary, when the translation is missing from the ARP table, one
   IP packet is queued.  The translation data is quickly filled in with
   ARP request/response and the queued IP packet is transmitted.

   Each computer has a separate ARP table for each of its Ethernet
   interfaces.  If the target computer does not exist, there will be no
   ARP response and no entry in the ARP table.  IP will discard outgoing
   IP packets sent to that address.  The upper layer protocols can't
   tell the difference between a broken Ethernet and the absence of a
   computer with the target IP address.

   Some implementations of IP and ARP don't queue the IP packet while
   waiting for the ARP response.  Instead the IP packet is discarded and
   the recovery from the IP packet loss is left to the TCP module or the
   UDP network application.  This recovery is performed by time-out and
   retransmission.  The retransmitted message is successfully sent out
   onto the network because the first copy of the message has already
   caused the ARP table to be filled.

5.  Internet Protocol

   The IP module is central to internet technology and the essence of IP
   is its route table.  IP uses this in-memory table to make all
   decisions about routing an IP packet.  The content of the route table
   is defined by the network administrator.  Mistakes block
   communication.

   To understand how a route table is used is to understand
   internetworking.  This understanding is necessary for the successful
   administration and maintenance of an IP network.

   The route table is best understood by first having an overview of
   routing, then learning about IP network addresses, and then looking
   at the details.

5.1  Direct Routing

   The figure below is of a tiny internet with 3 computers: A, B, and C.
   Each computer has the same TCP/IP protocol stack as in Figure 1.
   Each computer's Ethernet interface has its own Ethernet address.
   Each computer has an IP address assigned to the IP interface by the
   network manager, who also has assigned an IP network number to the
   Ethernet.
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                          A      B      C
                          |      |      |
                        --o------o------o--
                        Ethernet 1
                        IP network "development"

                       Figure 6.  One IP Network

   When A sends an IP packet to B, the IP header contains A's IP address



   as the source IP address, and the Ethernet header contains A's
   Ethernet address as the source Ethernet address.  Also, the IP header
   contains B's IP address as the destination IP address and the
   Ethernet header contains B's Ethernet address as the destination
   Ethernet address.

                ----------------------------------------
                |address            source  destination|
                ----------------------------------------
                |IP header          A       B          |
                |Ethernet header    A       B          |
                ----------------------------------------
       TABLE 5.  Addresses in an Ethernet frame for an IP packet
                              from A to B

   For this simple case, IP is overhead because the IP adds little to
   the service offered by Ethernet.  However, IP does add cost: the
   extra CPU processing and network bandwidth to generate, transmit, and
   parse the IP header.

   When B's IP module receives the IP packet from A, it checks the
   destination IP address against its own, looking for a match, then it
   passes the datagram to the upper-level protocol.

   This communication between A and B uses direct routing.

5.2  Indirect Routing

   The figure below is a more realistic view of an internet.  It is
   composed of 3 Ethernets and 3 IP networks connected by an IP-router
   called computer D.  Each IP network has 4 computers; each computer
   has its own IP address and Ethernet address.
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          A      B      C      ----D----      E      F      G
          |      |      |      |   |   |      |      |      |
        --o------o------o------o-  |  -o------o------o------o--
        Ethernet 1                 |  Ethernet 2
        IP network "development"   |  IP network "accounting"
                                   |
                                   |
                                   |     H      I      J
                                   |     |      |      |
                                 --o-----o------o------o--
                                  Ethernet 3
                                  IP network "factory"

               Figure 7.  Three IP Networks; One internet



   Except for computer D, each computer has a TCP/IP protocol stack like
   that in Figure 1.  Computer D is the IP-router; it is connected to
   all 3 networks and therefore has 3 IP addresses and 3 Ethernet
   addresses.  Computer D has a TCP/IP protocol stack similar to that in
   Figure 3, except that it has 3 ARP modules and 3 Ethernet drivers
   instead of 2.  Please note that computer D has only one IP module.

   The network manager has assigned a unique number, called an IP
   network number, to each of the Ethernets.  The IP network numbers are
   not shown in this diagram, just the network names.

   When computer A sends an IP packet to computer B, the process is
   identical to the single network example above.  Any communication
   between computers located on a single IP network matches the direct
   routing example discussed previously.

   When computer D and A communicate, it is direct communication.  When
   computer D and E communicate, it is direct communication.  When
   computer D and H communicate, it is direct communication.  This is
   because each of these pairs of computers is on the same IP network.

   However, when computer A communicates with a computer on the far side
   of the IP-router, communication is no longer direct.  A must use D to
   forward the IP packet to the next IP network.  This communication is
   called "indirect".

   This routing of IP packets is done by IP modules and happens
   transparently to TCP, UDP, and the network applications.

   If A sends an IP packet to E, the source IP address and the source
   Ethernet address are A's.  The destination IP address is E's, but
   because A's IP module sends the IP packet to D for forwarding, the
   destination Ethernet address is D's.
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                ----------------------------------------
                |address            source  destination|
                ----------------------------------------
                |IP header          A       E          |
                |Ethernet header    A       D          |
                ----------------------------------------
       TABLE 6.  Addresses in an Ethernet frame for an IP packet
                         from A to E (before D)

   D's IP module receives the IP packet and upon examining the
   destination IP address, says "This is not my IP address," and sends
   the IP packet directly to E.

                ----------------------------------------
                |address            source  destination|
                ----------------------------------------
                |IP header          A       E          |
                |Ethernet header    D       E          |
                ----------------------------------------
       TABLE 7.  Addresses in an Ethernet frame for an IP packet
                         from A to E (after D)



   In summary, for direct communication, both the source IP address and
   the source Ethernet address is the sender's, and the destination IP
   address and the destination Ethernet address is the recipient's.  For
   indirect communication, the IP address and Ethernet addresses do not
   pair up in this way.

   This example internet is a very simple one.  Real networks are often
   complicated by many factors, resulting in multiple IP-routers and
   several types of physical networks.  This example internet might have
   come about because the network manager wanted to split a large
   Ethernet in order to localize Ethernet broadcast traffic.

5.3  IP Module Routing Rules

   This overview of routing has shown what happens, but not how it
   happens.  Now let's examine the rules, or algorithm, used by the IP
   module.

     For an outgoing IP packet, entering IP from an upper layer, IP must
     decide whether to send the IP packet directly or indirectly, and IP
     must choose a lower network interface.  These choices are made by
     consulting the route table.

     For an incoming IP packet, entering IP from a lower interface, IP
     must decide whether to forward the IP packet or pass it to an upper
     layer.  If the IP packet is being forwarded, it is treated as an
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     outgoing IP packet.

     When an incoming IP packet arrives it is never forwarded back out
     through the same network interface.

   These decisions are made before the IP packet is handed to the lower
   interface and before the ARP table is consulted.

5.4  IP Address

   The network manager assigns IP addresses to computers according to
   the IP network to which the computer is attached.  One part of a 4-
   byte IP address is the IP network number, the other part is the IP
   computer number (or host number).  For the computer in table 1, with
   an IP address of 223.1.2.1, the network number is 223.1.2 and the
   host number is number 1.

   The portion of the address that is used for network number and for
   host number is defined by the upper bits in the 4-byte address.  All
   example IP addresses in this tutorial are of type class C, meaning
   that the upper 3 bits indicate that 21 bits are the network number
   and 8 bits are the host number.  This allows 2,097,152 class C
   networks up to 254 hosts on each network.

   The IP address space is administered by the NIC (Network Information
   Center).  All internets that are connected to the single world-wide
   Internet must use network numbers assigned by the NIC.  If you are



   setting up your own internet and you are not intending to connect it
   to the Internet, you should still obtain your network numbers from
   the NIC.  If you pick your own number, you run the risk of confusion
   and chaos in the eventuality that your internet is connected to
   another internet.

5.5  Names

   People refer to computers by names, not numbers.  A computer called
   alpha might have the IP address of 223.1.2.1.  For small networks,
   this name-to-address translation data is often kept on each computer
   in the "hosts" file.  For larger networks, this translation data file
   is stored on a server and accessed across the network when needed.  A
   few lines from that file might look like this:

   223.1.2.1     alpha
   223.1.2.2     beta
   223.1.2.3     gamma
   223.1.2.4     delta
   223.1.3.2     epsilon
   223.1.4.2     iota
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   The IP address is the first column and the computer name is the
   second column.

   In most cases, you can install identical "hosts" files on all
   computers.  You may notice that "delta" has only one entry in this
   file even though it has 3 IP addresses.  Delta can be reached with
   any of its IP addresses; it does not matter which one is used.  When
   delta receives an IP packet and looks at the destination address, it
   will recognize any of its own IP addresses.

   IP networks are also given names.  If you have 3 IP networks, your
   "networks" file for documenting these names might look something like
   this:

   223.1.2     development
   223.1.3     accounting
   223.1.4     factory

   The IP network number is in the first column and its name is in the
   second column.

   From this example you can see that alpha is computer number 1 on the
   development network, beta is computer number 2 on the development
   network and so on.  You might also say that alpha is development.1,
   Beta is development.2, and so on.

   The above hosts file is adequate for the users, but the network
   manager will probably replace the line for delta with:

   223.1.2.4     devnetrouter    delta
   223.1.3.1     facnetrouter
   223.1.4.1     accnetrouter



   These three new lines for the hosts file give each of delta's IP
   addresses a meaningful name.  In fact, the first IP address listed
   has 2 names; "delta" and "devnetrouter" are synonyms.  In practice
   "delta" is the general-purpose name of the computer and the other 3
   names are only used when administering the IP route table.

   These files are used by network administration commands and network
   applications to provide meaningful names.  They are not required for
   operation of an internet, but they do make it easier for us.

5.6  IP Route Table

   How does IP know which lower network interface to use when sending
   out a IP packet?  IP looks it up in the route table using a search
   key of the IP network number extracted from the IP destination
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   address.

   The route table contains one row for each route.  The primary columns
   in the route table are:  IP network number, direct/indirect flag,
   router IP address, and interface number.  This table is referred to
   by IP for each outgoing IP packet.

   On most computers the route table can be modified with the "route"
   command.  The content of the route table is defined by the network
   manager, because the network manager assigns the IP addresses to the
   computers.

5.7  Direct Routing Details

   To explain how it is used, let us visit in detail the routing
   situations we have reviewed previously.

                        ---------         ---------
                        | alpha |         | beta  |
                        |    1  |         |  1    |
                        ---------         ---------
                             |               |
                     --------o---------------o-
                      Ethernet 1
                      IP network "development"

               Figure 8.  Close-up View of One IP Network

   The route table inside alpha looks like this:

     --------------------------------------------------------------
     |network      direct/indirect flag  router   interface number|
     --------------------------------------------------------------
     |development  direct                <blank>  1               |
     --------------------------------------------------------------
                  TABLE 8.  Example Simple Route Table

   This view can be seen on some UNIX systems with the "netstat -r"
   command.  With this simple network, all computers have identical



   routing tables.

   For discussion, the table is printed again without the network number
   translated to its network name.
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     --------------------------------------------------------------
     |network      direct/indirect flag  router   interface number|
     --------------------------------------------------------------
     |223.1.2      direct                <blank>  1               |
     --------------------------------------------------------------
           TABLE 9.  Example Simple Route Table with Numbers

5.8  Direct Scenario

   Alpha is sending an IP packet to beta.  The IP packet is in alpha's
   IP module and the destination IP address is beta or 223.1.2.2.  IP
   extracts the network portion of this IP address and scans the first
   column of the table looking for a match.  With this network a match
   is found on the first entry.

   The other information in this entry indicates that computers on this
   network can be reached directly through interface number 1.  An ARP
   table translation is done on beta's IP address then the Ethernet
   frame is sent directly to beta via interface number 1.

   If an application tries to send data to an IP address that is not on
   the development network, IP will be unable to find a match in the
   route table.  IP then discards the IP packet.  Some computers provide
   a "Network not reachable" error message.

5.9  Indirect Routing Details

   Now, let's take a closer look at the more complicated routing
   scenario that we examined previously.
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          ---------           ---------           ---------
          | alpha |           | delta |           |epsilon|
          |    1  |           |1  2  3|           |   1   |
          ---------           ---------           ---------
               |               |  |  |                |
       --------o---------------o- | -o----------------o--------
        Ethernet 1                |     Ethernet 2
        IP network "Development"  |     IP network "accounting"
                                  |
                                  |     --------
                                  |     | iota |
                                  |     |  1   |
                                  |     --------
                                  |        |
                                --o--------o--------
                                    Ethernet 3
                                    IP network "factory"

             Figure 9.  Close-up View of Three IP Networks

   The route table inside alpha looks like this:

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------
 |network      direct/indirect flag  router          interface number|
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------
 |development  direct                <blank>         1               |
 |accounting   indirect              devnetrouter    1               |
 |factory      indirect              devnetrouter    1               |
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------
                      TABLE 10.  Alpha Route Table

   For discussion the table is printed again using numbers instead of
   names.

  --------------------------------------------------------------------
  |network      direct/indirect flag  router         interface number|
  --------------------------------------------------------------------
  |223.1.2      direct                <blank>        1               |
  |223.1.3      indirect              223.1.2.4      1               |
  |223.1.4      indirect              223.1.2.4      1               |
  --------------------------------------------------------------------
               TABLE 11.  Alpha Route Table with Numbers

   The router in Alpha's route table is the IP address of delta's
   connection to the development network.
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5.10  Indirect Scenario

   Alpha is sending an IP packet to epsilon.  The IP packet is in
   alpha's IP module and the destination IP address is epsilon
   (223.1.3.2).  IP extracts the network portion of this IP address
   (223.1.3) and scans the first column of the table looking for a
   match.  A match is found on the second entry.

   This entry indicates that computers on the 223.1.3 network can be
   reached through the IP-router devnetrouter.  Alpha's IP module then
   does an ARP table translation for devnetrouter's IP address and sends
   the IP packet directly to devnetrouter through Alpha's interface
   number 1.  The IP packet still contains the destination address of
   epsilon.

   The IP packet arrives at delta's development network interface and is
   passed up to delta's IP module.  The destination IP address is
   examined and because it does not match any of delta's own IP
   addresses, delta decides to forward the IP packet.

   Delta's IP module extracts the network portion of the destination IP
   address (223.1.3) and scans its route table for a matching network
   field.  Delta's route table looks like this:

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------
 |network      direct/indirect flag  router           interface number|
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------
 |development  direct                <blank>          1               |
 |factory      direct                <blank>          3               |
 |accounting   direct                <blank>          2               |
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------
                     TABLE 12.  Delta's Route Table

   Below is delta's table printed again, without the translation to
   names.

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------
 |network      direct/indirect flag  router           interface number|
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------
 |223.1.2      direct                <blank>          1               |
 |223.1.3      direct                <blank>          3               |
 |223.1.4      direct                <blank>          2               |
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------
              TABLE 13.  Delta's Route Table with Numbers

   The match is found on the second entry.  IP then sends the IP packet
   directly to epsilon through interface number 3.  The IP packet
   contains the IP destination address of epsilon and the Ethernet
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   destination address of epsilon.



   The IP packet arrives at epsilon and is passed up to epsilon's IP
   module.  The destination IP address is examined and found to match
   with epsilon's IP address, so the IP packet is passed to the upper
   protocol layer.

5.11  Routing Summary

   When a IP packet travels through a large internet it may go through
   many IP-routers before it reaches its destination.  The path it takes
   is not determined by a central source but is a result of consulting
   each of the routing tables used in the journey.  Each computer
   defines only the next hop in the journey and relies on that computer
   to send the IP packet on its way.

5.12  Managing the Routes

   Maintaining correct routing tables on all computers in a large
   internet is a difficult task; network configuration is being modified
   constantly by the network managers to meet changing needs.  Mistakes
   in routing tables can block communication in ways that are
   excruciatingly tedious to diagnose.

   Keeping a simple network configuration goes a long way towards making
   a reliable internet.  For instance, the most straightforward method
   of assigning IP networks to Ethernet is to assign a single IP network
   number to each Ethernet.

   Help is also available from certain protocols and network
   applications.  ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol) can report
   some routing problems.  For small networks the route table is filled
   manually on each computer by the network administrator.  For larger
   networks the network administrator automates this manual operation
   with a routing protocol to distribute routes throughout a network.

   When a computer is moved from one IP network to another, its IP
   address must change.  When a computer is removed from an IP network
   its old address becomes invalid.  These changes require frequent
   updates to the "hosts" file.  This flat file can become difficult to
   maintain for even medium-size networks.  The Domain Name System helps
   solve these problems.

6.  User Datagram Protocol

   UDP is one of the two main protocols to reside on top of IP.  It
   offers service to the user's network applications.  Example network
   applications that use UDP are:  Network File System (NFS) and Simple
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   Network Management Protocol (SNMP).  The service is little more than
   an interface to IP.

   UDP is a connectionless datagram delivery service that does not
   guarantee delivery.  UDP does not maintain an end-to-end connection
   with the remote UDP module; it merely pushes the datagram out on the
   net and accepts incoming datagrams off the net.



   UDP adds two values to what is provided by IP.  One is the
   multiplexing of information between applications based on port
   number.  The other is a checksum to check the integrity of the data.

6.1  Ports

   How does a client on one computer reach the server on another?

   The path of communication between an application and UDP is through
   UDP ports.  These ports are numbered, beginning with zero.  An
   application that is offering service (the server) waits for messages
   to come in on a specific port dedicated to that service.  The server
   waits patiently for any client to request service.

   For instance, the SNMP server, called an SNMP agent, always waits on
   port 161.  There can be only one SNMP agent per computer because
   there is only one UDP port number 161.  This port number is well
   known; it is a fixed number, an internet assigned number.  If an SNMP
   client wants service, it sends its request to port number 161 of UDP
   on the destination computer.

   When an application sends data out through UDP it arrives at the far
   end as a single unit.  For example, if an application does 5 writes
   to the UDP port, the application at the far end will do 5 reads from
   the UDP port.  Also, the size of each write matches the size of each
   read.

   UDP preserves the message boundary defined by the application.  It
   never joins two application messages together, or divides a single
   application message into parts.

6.2  Checksum

   An incoming IP packet with an IP header type field indicating "UDP"
   is passed up to the UDP module by IP.  When the UDP module receives
   the UDP datagram from IP it examines the UDP checksum.  If the
   checksum is zero, it means that checksum was not calculated by the
   sender and can be ignored.  Thus the sending computer's UDP module
   may or may not generate checksums.  If Ethernet is the only network
   between the 2 UDP modules communicating, then you may not need
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   checksumming.  However, it is recommended that checksum generation
   always be enabled because at some point in the future a route table
   change may send the data across less reliable media.

   If the checksum is valid (or zero), the destination port number is
   examined and if an application is bound to that port, an application
   message is queued for the application to read.  Otherwise the UDP
   datagram is discarded.  If the incoming UDP datagrams arrive faster
   than the application can read them and if the queue fills to a
   maximum value, UDP datagrams are discarded by UDP.  UDP will continue
   to discard UDP datagrams until there is space in the queue.

7.  Transmission Control Protocol



   TCP provides a different service than UDP.  TCP offers a connection-
   oriented byte stream, instead of a connectionless datagram delivery
   service.  TCP guarantees delivery, whereas UDP does not.

   TCP is used by network applications that require guaranteed delivery
   and cannot be bothered with doing time-outs and retransmissions.  The
   two most typical network applications that use TCP are File Transfer
   Protocol (FTP) and the TELNET.  Other popular TCP network
   applications include X-Window System, rcp (remote copy), and the r-
   series commands.  TCP's greater capability is not without cost: it
   requires more CPU and network bandwidth.  The internals of the TCP
   module are much more complicated than those in a UDP module.

   Similar to UDP, network applications connect to TCP ports.  Well-
   defined port numbers are dedicated to specific applications.  For
   instance, the TELNET server uses port number 23.  The TELNET client
   can find the server simply by connecting to port 23 of TCP on the
   specified computer.

   When the application first starts using TCP, the TCP module on the
   client's computer and the TCP module on the server's computer start
   communicating with each other.  These two end-point TCP modules
   contain state information that defines a virtual circuit.  This
   virtual circuit consumes resources in both TCP end-points.  The
   virtual circuit is full duplex; data can go in both directions
   simultaneously.  The application writes data to the TCP port, the
   data traverses the network and is read by the application at the far
   end.

   TCP packetizes the byte stream at will; it does not retain the
   boundaries between writes.  For example, if an application does 5
   writes to the TCP port, the application at the far end might do 10
   reads to get all the data.  Or it might get all the data with a
   single read.  There is no correlation between the number and size of
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   writes at one end to the number and size of reads at the other end.

   TCP is a sliding window protocol with time-out and retransmits.
   Outgoing data must be acknowledged by the far-end TCP.
   Acknowledgements can be piggybacked on data.  Both receiving ends can
   flow control the far end, thus preventing a buffer overrun.

   As with all sliding window protocols, the protocol has a window size.
   The window size determines the amount of data that can be transmitted
   before an acknowledgement is required.  For TCP, this amount is not a
   number of TCP segments but a number of bytes.

8.  Network Applications

   Why do both TCP and UDP exist, instead of just one or the other?

   They supply different services.  Most applications are implemented to
   use only one or the other.  You, the programmer, choose the protocol
   that best meets your needs.  If you need a reliable stream delivery



   service, TCP might be best.  If you need a datagram service, UDP
   might be best.  If you need efficiency over long-haul circuits, TCP
   might be best.  If you need efficiency over fast networks with short
   latency, UDP might be best.  If your needs do not fall nicely into
   these categories, then the "best" choice is unclear.  However,
   applications can make up for deficiencies in the choice.  For
   instance if you choose UDP and you need reliability, then the
   application must provide reliability.  If you choose TCP and you need
   a record oriented service, then the application must insert markers
   in the byte stream to delimit records.

   What network applications are available?

   There are far too many to list.  The number is growing continually.
   Some of the applications have existed since the beginning of internet
   technology: TELNET and FTP.  Others are relatively new: X-Windows and
   SNMP.  The following is a brief description of the applications
   mentioned in this tutorial.

8.1  TELNET

   TELNET provides a remote login capability on TCP.  The operation and
   appearance is similar to keyboard dialing through a telephone switch.
   On the command line the user types "telnet delta" and receives a
   login prompt from the computer called "delta".

   TELNET works well; it is an old application and has widespread
   interoperability.  Implementations of TELNET usually work between
   different operating systems.  For instance, a TELNET client may be on
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   VAX/VMS and the server on UNIX System V.

8.2  FTP

   File Transfer Protocol (FTP), as old as TELNET, also uses TCP and has
   widespread interoperability.  The operation and appearance is as if
   you TELNETed to the remote computer.  But instead of typing your
   usual commands, you have to make do with a short list of commands for
   directory listings and the like.  FTP commands allow you to copy
   files between computers.

8.3  rsh

   Remote shell (rsh or remsh) is one of an entire family of remote UNIX
   style commands.  The UNIX copy command, cp, becomes rcp.  The UNIX
   "who is logged in" command, who, becomes rwho.  The list continues
   and is referred to collectively to as the "r" series commands or the
   "r*" (r star) commands.

   The r* commands mainly work between UNIX systems and are designed for
   interaction between trusted hosts.  Little consideration is given to
   security, but they provide a convenient user environment.

   To execute the "cc file.c" command on a remote computer called delta,
   type "rsh delta cc file.c".  To copy the "file.c" file to delta, type



   "rcp file.c delta:".  To login to delta, type "rlogin delta", and if
   you administered the computers in a certain way, you will not be
   challenged with a password prompt.

8.4  NFS

   Network File System, first developed by Sun Microsystems Inc, uses
   UDP and is excellent for mounting UNIX file systems on multiple
   computers.  A diskless workstation can access its server's hard disk
   as if the disk were local to the workstation.  A single disk copy of
   a database on mainframe "alpha" can also be used by mainframe "beta"
   if the database's file system is NFS mounted on "beta".

   NFS adds significant load to a network and has poor utility across
   slow links, but the benefits are strong.  The NFS client is
   implemented in the kernel, allowing all applications and commands to
   use the NFS mounted disk as if it were local disk.

8.5  SNMP

   Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) uses UDP and is designed
   for use by central network management stations.  It is a well known
   fact that if given enough data, a network manager can detect and
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   diagnose network problems.  The central station uses SNMP to collect
   this data from other computers on the network.  SNMP defines the
   format for the data; it is left to the central station or network
   manager to interpret the data.

8.6  X-Window

   The X Window System uses the X Window protocol on TCP to draw windows
   on a workstation's bitmap display.  X Window is much more than a
   utility for drawing windows; it is entire philosophy for designing a
   user interface.

9.  Other Information

   Much information about internet technology was not included in this
   tutorial.  This section lists information that is considered the next
   level of detail for the reader who wishes to learn more.

     o administration commands: arp, route, and netstat
     o ARP: permanent entry, publish entry, time-out entry, spoofing
     o IP route table: host entry, default gateway, subnets
     o IP: time-to-live counter, fragmentation, ICMP
     o RIP, routing loops
     o Domain Name System
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11.  Relation to other RFCs

   This RFC is a tutorial and it does not UPDATE or OBSOLETE any other
   RFC.

12.  Security Considerations

   There are security considerations within the TCP/IP protocol suite.
   To some people these considerations are serious problems, to others
   they are not; it depends on the user requirements.
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   This tutorial does not discuss these issues, but if you want to learn
   more you should start with the topic of ARP-spoofing, then use the
   "Security Considerations" section of RFC 1122 to lead you to more
   information.
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Status of this Memo

   This memo defines five new DNS types for experimental purposes.  This
   RFC describes an Experimental Protocol for the Internet community,
   and requests discussion and suggestions for improvements.
   Distribution of this memo is unlimited.
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Introduction

   This RFC defines the format of new Resource Records (RRs) for the
   Domain Name System (DNS), and reserves corresponding DNS type
   mnemonics and numerical codes.  The definitions are in three



   independent sections: (1) location of AFS database servers, (2)
   location of responsible persons, and (3) representation of X.25 and
   ISDN addresses and route binding.  All are experimental.

   This RFC assumes that the reader is familiar with the DNS [3,4].  The
   data shown is for pedagogical use and does not necessarily reflect
   the real Internet.
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1. AFS Data Base location

   This section defines an extension of the DNS to locate servers both
   for AFS (AFS is a registered trademark of Transarc Corporation) and
   for the Open Software Foundation's (OSF) Distributed Computing
   Environment (DCE) authenticated naming system using HP/Apollo's NCA,
   both to be components of the OSF DCE.  The discussion assumes that
   the reader is familiar with AFS [5] and NCA [6].

   The AFS (originally the Andrew File System) system uses the DNS to
   map from a domain name to the name of an AFS cell database server.
   The DCE Naming service uses the DNS for a similar function: mapping
   from the domain name of a cell to authenticated name servers for that
   cell.  The method uses a new RR type with mnemonic AFSDB and type
   code of 18 (decimal).

   AFSDB has the following format:

   <owner> <ttl> <class> AFSDB <subtype> <hostname>

   Both RDATA fields are required in all AFSDB RRs.  The <subtype> field
   is a 16 bit integer.  The <hostname> field is a domain name of a host
   that has a server for the cell named by the owner name of the RR.

   The format of the AFSDB RR is class insensitive.  AFSDB records cause
   type A additional section processing for <hostname>.  This, in fact,
   is the rationale for using a new type code, rather than trying to
   build the same functionality with TXT RRs.

   Note that the format of AFSDB in a master file is identical to MX.
   For purposes of the DNS itself, the subtype is merely an integer.
   The present subtype semantics are discussed below, but changes are
   possible and will be announced in subsequent RFCs.

   In the case of subtype 1, the host has an AFS version 3.0 Volume
   Location Server for the named AFS cell.  In the case of subtype 2,
   the host has an authenticated name server holding the cell-root
   directory node for the named DCE/NCA cell.

   The use of subtypes is motivated by two considerations.  First, the
   space of DNS RR types is limited.  Second, the services provided are
   sufficiently distinct that it would continue to be confusing for a
   client to attempt to connect to a cell's servers using the protocol
   for one service, if the cell offered only the other service.

   As an example of the use of this RR, suppose that the Toaster



   Corporation has deployed AFS 3.0 but not (yet) the OSF's DCE.  Their
   cell, named toaster.com, has three "AFS 3.0 cell database server"
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   machines: bigbird.toaster.com, ernie.toaster.com, and
   henson.toaster.com.  These three machines would be listed in three
   AFSDB RRs.  These might appear in a master file as:

   toaster.com.   AFSDB   1 bigbird.toaster.com.
   toaster.com.   AFSDB   1 ernie.toaster.com.
   toaster.com.   AFSDB   1 henson.toaster.com.

   As another example use of this RR, suppose that Femto College (domain
   name femto.edu) has deployed DCE, and that their DCE cell root
   directory is served by processes running on green.femto.edu and
   turquoise.femto.edu.  Furthermore, their DCE file servers also run
   AFS 3.0-compatible volume location servers, on the hosts
   turquoise.femto.edu and orange.femto.edu.  These machines would be
   listed in four AFSDB RRs, which might appear in a master file as:

   femto.edu.   AFSDB   2 green.femto.edu.
   femto.edu.   AFSDB   2 turquoise.femto.edu.
   femto.edu.   AFSDB   1 turquoise.femto.edu.
   femto.edu.   AFSDB   1 orange.femto.edu.

2. Responsible Person

   The purpose of this section is to provide a standard method for
   associating responsible person identification to any name in the DNS.

   The domain name system functions as a distributed database which
   contains many different form of information.  For a particular name
   or host, you can discover it's Internet address, mail forwarding
   information, hardware type and operating system among others.

   A key aspect of the DNS is that the tree-structured namespace can be
   divided into pieces, called zones, for purposes of distributing
   control and responsibility.  The responsible person for zone database
   purposes is named in the SOA RR for that zone.  This section
   describes an extension which allows different responsible persons to
   be specified for different names in a zone.

2.1. Identification of the guilty party

   Often it is desirable to be able to identify the responsible entity
   for a particular host.  When that host is down or malfunctioning, it
   is difficult to contact those parties which might resolve or repair
   the host.  Mail sent to POSTMASTER may not reach the person in a
   timely fashion.  If the host is one of a multitude of workstations,
   there may be no responsible person which can be contacted on that
   host.
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   The POSTMASTER mailbox on that host continues to be a good contact
   point for mail problems, and the zone contact in the SOA record for
   database problem, but the RP record allows us to associate a mailbox
   to entities that don't receive mail or are not directly connected
   (namespace-wise) to the problem (e.g., GATEWAY.ISI.EDU might want to
   point at HOTLINE@BBN.COM, and GATEWAY doesn't get mail, nor does the
   ISI zone administrator have a clue about fixing gateways).

2.2. The Responsible Person RR

   The method uses a new RR type with mnemonic RP and type code of 17
   (decimal).

   RP has the following format:

   <owner> <ttl> <class> RP <mbox-dname> <txt-dname>

   Both RDATA fields are required in all RP RRs.

   The first field, <mbox-dname>, is a domain name that specifies the
   mailbox for the responsible person.  Its format in master files uses
   the DNS convention for mailbox encoding, identical to that used for
   the RNAME mailbox field in the SOA RR.  The root domain name (just
   ".") may be specified for <mbox-dname> to indicate that no mailbox is
   available.

   The second field, <txt-dname>, is a domain name for which TXT RR's
   exist.  A subsequent query can be performed to retrieve the
   associated TXT resource records at <txt-dname>.  This provides a
   level of indirection so that the entity can be referred to from
   multiple places in the DNS.  The root domain name (just ".") may be
   specified for <txt-dname> to indicate that the TXT_DNAME is absent,
   and no associated TXT RR exists.

   The format of the RP RR is class insensitive.  RP records cause no
   additional section processing.  (TXT additional section processing
   for <txt-dname> is allowed as an option, but only if it is disabled
   for the root, i.e., ".").

   The Responsible Person RR can be associated with any node in the
   Domain Name System hierarchy, not just at the leaves of the tree.

   The TXT RR associated with the TXT_DNAME contain free format text
   suitable for humans.  Refer to [4] for more details on the TXT RR.

   Multiple RP records at a single name may be present in the database.
   They should have identical TTLs.
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   EXAMPLES



   Some examples of how the RP record might be used.

   sayshell.umd.edu. A     128.8.1.14
                     MX    10 sayshell.umd.edu.
                     HINFO NeXT UNIX
                     WKS   128.8.1.14 tcp ftp telnet smtp
                     RP    louie.trantor.umd.edu.  LAM1.people.umd.edu.

   LAM1.people.umd.edu. TXT (
         "Louis A. Mamakos, (301) 454-2946, don't call me at home!" )

   In this example, the responsible person's mailbox for the host
   SAYSHELL.UMD.EDU is louie@trantor.umd.edu.  The TXT RR at
   LAM1.people.umd.edu provides additional information and advice.

   TERP.UMD.EDU.    A     128.8.10.90
                    MX    10 128.8.10.90
                    HINFO MICROVAX-II UNIX
                    WKS   128.8.10.90 udp domain
                    WKS   128.8.10.90 tcp ftp telnet smtp domain
                    RP    louie.trantor.umd.edu. LAM1.people.umd.edu.
                    RP    root.terp.umd.edu. ops.CS.UMD.EDU.

   TRANTOR.UMD.EDU. A     128.8.10.14
                    MX    10 trantor.umd.edu.
                    HINFO MICROVAX-II UNIX
                    WKS   128.8.10.14 udp domain
                    WKS   128.8.10.14 tcp ftp telnet smtp domain
                    RP    louie.trantor.umd.edu. LAM1.people.umd.edu.
                    RP    petry.netwolf.umd.edu. petry.people.UMD.EDU.
                    RP    root.trantor.umd.edu. ops.CS.UMD.EDU.
                    RP    gregh.sunset.umd.edu.  .

   LAM1.people.umd.edu.  TXT   "Louis A. Mamakos (301) 454-2946"
   petry.people.umd.edu. TXT   "Michael G. Petry (301) 454-2946"
   ops.CS.UMD.EDU.       TXT   "CS Operations Staff (301) 454-2943"

   This set of resource records has two hosts, TRANTOR.UMD.EDU and
   TERP.UMD.EDU, as well as a number of TXT RRs.  Note that TERP.UMD.EDU
   and TRANTOR.UMD.EDU both reference the same pair of TXT resource
   records, although the mail box names (root.terp.umd.edu and
   root.trantor.umd.edu) differ.

   Here, we obviously care much more if the machine flakes out, as we've
   specified four persons which might want to be notified of problems or
   other events involving TRANTOR.UMD.EDU.  In this example, the last RP
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   RR for TRANTOR.UMD.EDU specifies a mailbox (gregh.sunset.umd.edu),
   but no associated TXT RR.

3. X.25 and ISDN addresses, Route Binding

   This section describes an experimental representation of X.25 and
   ISDN addresses in the DNS, as well as a route binding method,
   analogous to the MX for mail routing, for very large scale networks.



   There are several possible uses, all experimental at this time.
   First, the RRs provide simple documentation of the correct addresses
   to use in static configurations of IP/X.25 [11] and SMTP/X.25 [12].

   The RRs could also be used automatically by an internet network-layer
   router, typically IP.  The procedure would be to map IP address to
   domain name, then name to canonical name if needed, then following RT
   records, and finally attempting an IP/X.25 call to the address found.
   Alternately, configured domain names could be resolved to identify IP
   to X.25/ISDN bindings for a static but periodically refreshed routing
   table.

   This provides a function similar to ARP for wide area non-broadcast
   networks that will scale well to a network with hundreds of millions
   of hosts.

   Also, a standard address binding reference will facilitate other
   experiments in the use of X.25 and ISDN, especially in serious
   inter-operability testing.  The majority of work in such a test is
   establishing the n-squared entries in static tables.

   Finally, the RRs are intended for use in a proposal [13] by one of
   the authors for a possible next-generation internet.

3.1. The X25 RR

   The X25 RR is defined with mnemonic X25 and type code 19 (decimal).

   X25 has the following format:

   <owner> <ttl> <class> X25 <PSDN-address>

   <PSDN-address> is required in all X25 RRs.

   <PSDN-address> identifies the PSDN (Public Switched Data Network)
   address in the X.121 [10] numbering plan associated with <owner>.
   Its format in master files is a <character-string> syntactically
   identical to that used in TXT and HINFO.
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   The format of X25 is class insensitive.  X25 RRs cause no additional
   section processing.

   The <PSDN-address> is a string of decimal digits, beginning with the
   4 digit DNIC (Data Network Identification Code), as specified in
   X.121. National prefixes (such as a 0) MUST NOT be used.

   For example:

   Relay.Prime.COM.  X25       311061700956

3.2. The ISDN RR

   The ISDN RR is defined with mnemonic ISDN and type code 20 (decimal).



   An ISDN (Integrated Service Digital Network) number is simply a
   telephone number.  The intent of the members of the CCITT is to
   upgrade all telephone and data network service to a common service.

   The numbering plan (E.163/E.164) is the same as the familiar
   international plan for POTS (an un-official acronym, meaning Plain
   Old Telephone Service).  In E.166, CCITT says "An E.163/E.164
   telephony subscriber may become an ISDN subscriber without a number
   change."

   ISDN has the following format:

   <owner> <ttl> <class> ISDN <ISDN-address> <sa>

   The <ISDN-address> field is required; <sa> is optional.

   <ISDN-address> identifies the ISDN number of <owner> and DDI (Direct
   Dial In) if any, as defined by E.164 [8] and E.163 [7], the ISDN and
   PSTN (Public Switched Telephone Network) numbering plan.  E.163
   defines the country codes, and E.164 the form of the addresses.  Its
   format in master files is a <character-string> syntactically
   identical to that used in TXT and HINFO.

   <sa> specifies the subaddress (SA).  The format of <sa> in master
   files is a <character-string> syntactically identical to that used in
   TXT and HINFO.

   The format of ISDN is class insensitive.  ISDN RRs cause no
   additional section processing.

   The <ISDN-address> is a string of characters, normally decimal
   digits, beginning with the E.163 country code and ending with the DDI
   if any.  Note that ISDN, in Q.931, permits any IA5 character in the
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   general case.

   The <sa> is a string of hexadecimal digits.  For digits 0-9, the
   concrete encoding in the Q.931 call setup information element is
   identical to BCD.

   For example:

   Relay.Prime.COM.   IN   ISDN      150862028003217
   sh.Prime.COM.      IN   ISDN      150862028003217 004

   (Note: "1" is the country code for the North American Integrated
   Numbering Area, i.e., the system of "area codes" familiar to people
   in those countries.)

   The RR data is the ASCII representation of the digits.  It is encoded
   as one or two <character-string>s, i.e., count followed by
   characters.

   CCITT recommendation E.166 [9] defines prefix escape codes for the



   representation of ISDN (E.163/E.164) addresses in X.121, and PSDN
   (X.121) addresses in E.164.  It specifies that the exact codes are a
   "national matter", i.e., different on different networks.  A host
   connected to the ISDN may be able to use both the X25 and ISDN
   addresses, with the local prefix added.

3.3. The Route Through RR

   The Route Through RR is defined with mnemonic RT and type code 21
   (decimal).

   The RT resource record provides a route-through binding for hosts
   that do not have their own direct wide area network addresses.  It is
   used in much the same way as the MX RR.

   RT has the following format:

   <owner> <ttl> <class> RT <preference> <intermediate-host>

   Both RDATA fields are required in all RT RRs.

   The first field, <preference>, is a 16 bit integer, representing the
   preference of the route.  Smaller numbers indicate more preferred
   routes.

   <intermediate-host> is the domain name of a host which will serve as
   an intermediate in reaching the host specified by <owner>.  The DNS
   RRs associated with <intermediate-host> are expected to include at
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   least one A, X25, or ISDN record.

   The format of the RT RR is class insensitive.  RT records cause type
   X25, ISDN, and A additional section processing for <intermediate-
   host>.

   For example,

   sh.prime.com.      IN   RT   2    Relay.Prime.COM.
                      IN   RT   10   NET.Prime.COM.
   *.prime.com.       IN   RT   90   Relay.Prime.COM.

   When a host is looking up DNS records to attempt to route a datagram,
   it first looks for RT records for the destination host, which point
   to hosts with address records (A, X25, ISDN) compatible with the wide
   area networks available to the host.  If it is itself in the set of
   RT records, it discards any RTs with preferences higher or equal to
   its own.  If there are no (remaining) RTs, it can then use address
   records of the destination itself.

   Wild-card RTs are used exactly as are wild-card MXs.  RT's do not
   "chain"; that is, it is not valid to use the RT RRs found for a host
   referred to by an RT.

   The concrete encoding is identical to the MX RR.
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Security Considerations

   Security issues are not addressed in this memo.
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Status of this Memo

   This RFC specifies a protocol on the IAB Standards Track for the
   Internet community, and requests discussion and suggestions for
   improvements.  Please refer to the current edition of the "IAB
   Official Protocol Standards" for the standardization state and status
   of this protocol.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.
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Abstract

   This memo describes a technique for dynamically discovering the
   maximum transmission unit (MTU) of an arbitrary internet path.  It
   specifies a small change to the way routers generate one type of ICMP
   message.  For a path that passes through a router that has not been
   so changed, this technique might not discover the correct Path MTU,
   but it will always choose a Path MTU as accurate as, and in many
   cases more accurate than, the Path MTU that would be chosen by
   current practice.

Acknowledgements

   This proposal is a product of the IETF MTU Discovery Working Group.

   The mechanism proposed here was first suggested by Geof Cooper [2],
   who in two short paragraphs set out all the basic ideas that took the
   Working Group months to reinvent.

1. Introduction

   When one IP host has a large amount of data to send to another host,
   the data is transmitted as a series of IP datagrams.  It is usually
   preferable that these datagrams be of the largest size that does not
   require fragmentation anywhere along the path from the source to the
   destination.  (For the case against fragmentation, see [5].)  This
   datagram size is referred to as the Path MTU (PMTU), and it is equal
   to the minimum of the MTUs of each hop in the path.  A shortcoming of
   the current Internet protocol suite is the lack of a standard
   mechanism for a host to discover the PMTU of an arbitrary path.

          Note: The Path MTU is what in [1] is called the "Effective MTU
          for sending" (EMTU_S).  A PMTU is associated with a path,
          which is a particular combination of IP source and destination
          address and perhaps a Type-of-service (TOS).

   The current practice [1] is to use the lesser of 576 and the
   first-hop MTU as the PMTU for any destination that is not connected
   to the same network or subnet as the source.  In many cases, this
   results in the use of smaller datagrams than necessary, because many
   paths have a PMTU greater than 576.  A host sending datagrams much
   smaller than the Path MTU allows is wasting Internet resources and
   probably getting suboptimal throughput.  Furthermore, current



   practice does not prevent fragmentation in all cases, since there are
   some paths whose PMTU is less than 576.
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   It is expected that future routing protocols will be able to provide
   accurate PMTU information within a routing area, although perhaps not
   across multi-level routing hierarchies.  It is not clear how soon
   that will be ubiquitously available, so for the next several years
   the Internet needs a simple mechanism that discovers PMTUs without
   wasting resources and that works before all hosts and routers are
   modified.

2. Protocol overview

   In this memo, we describe a technique for using the Don't Fragment
   (DF) bit in the IP header to dynamically discover the PMTU of a path.
   The basic idea is that a source host initially assumes that the PMTU
   of a path is the (known) MTU of its first hop, and sends all
   datagrams on that path with the DF bit set.  If any of the datagrams
   are too large to be forwarded without fragmentation by some router
   along the path, that router will discard them and return ICMP
   Destination Unreachable messages with a code meaning "fragmentation
   needed and DF set" [7].  Upon receipt of such a message (henceforth
   called a "Datagram Too Big" message), the source host reduces its
   assumed PMTU for the path.

   The PMTU discovery process ends when the host's estimate of the PMTU
   is low enough that its datagrams can be delivered without
   fragmentation.  Or, the host may elect to end the discovery process
   by ceasing to set the DF bit in the datagram headers; it may do so,
   for example, because it is willing to have datagrams fragmented in
   some circumstances.  Normally, the host continues to set DF in all
   datagrams, so that if the route changes and the new PMTU is lower, it
   will be discovered.

   Unfortunately, the Datagram Too Big message, as currently specified,
   does not report the MTU of the hop for which the rejected datagram
   was too big, so the source host cannot tell exactly how much to
   reduce its assumed PMTU.  To remedy this, we propose that a currently
   unused header field in the Datagram Too Big message be used to report
   the MTU of the constricting hop.  This is the only change specified
   for routers in support of PMTU Discovery.

   The PMTU of a path may change over time, due to changes in the
   routing topology.  Reductions of the PMTU are detected by Datagram
   Too Big messages, except on paths for which the host has stopped
   setting the DF bit.  To detect increases in a path's PMTU, a host
   periodically increases its assumed PMTU (and if it had stopped,
   resumes setting the DF bit).  This will almost always result in
   datagrams being discarded and Datagram Too Big messages being
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   generated, because in most cases the PMTU of the path will not have
   changed, so it should be done infrequently.

   Since this mechanism essentially guarantees that host will not
   receive any fragments from a peer doing PMTU Discovery, it may aid in
   interoperating with certain hosts that (improperly) are unable to
   reassemble fragmented datagrams.

3. Host specification

   When a host receives a Datagram Too Big message, it MUST reduce its
   estimate of the PMTU for the relevant path, based on the value of the
   Next-Hop MTU field in the message (see section 4).  We do not specify
   the precise behavior of a host in this circumstance, since different
   applications may have different requirements, and since different
   implementation architectures may favor different strategies.

   We do require that after receiving a Datagram Too Big message, a host
   MUST attempt to avoid eliciting more such messages in the near
   future.  The host may either reduce the size of the datagrams it is
   sending along the path, or cease setting the Don't Fragment bit in
   the headers of those datagrams.  Clearly, the former strategy may
   continue to elicit Datagram Too Big messages for a while, but since
   each of these messages (and the dropped datagrams they respond to)
   consume Internet resources, the host MUST force the PMTU Discovery
   process to converge.

   Hosts using PMTU Discovery MUST detect decreases in Path MTU as fast
   as possible.  Hosts MAY detect increases in Path MTU, but because
   doing so requires sending datagrams larger than the current estimated
   PMTU, and because the likelihood is that the PMTU will not have
   increased, this MUST be done at infrequent intervals.  An attempt to
   detect an increase (by sending a datagram larger than the current
   estimate) MUST NOT be done less than 5 minutes after a Datagram Too
   Big message has been received for the given destination, or less than
   1 minute after a previous, successful attempted increase.  We
   recommend setting these timers at twice their minimum values (10
   minutes and 2 minutes, respectively).

   Hosts MUST be able to deal with Datagram Too Big messages that do not
   include the next-hop MTU, since it is not feasible to upgrade all the
   routers in the Internet in any finite time.  A Datagram Too Big
   message from an unmodified router can be recognized by the presence
   of a zero in the (newly-defined) Next-Hop MTU field.  (This is
   required by the ICMP specification [7], which says that "unused"
   fields must be zero.)  In section 5, we discuss possible strategies
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   for a host to follow in response to an old-style Datagram Too Big
   message (one sent by an unmodified router).

   A host MUST never reduce its estimate of the Path MTU below 68
   octets.

   A host MUST not increase its estimate of the Path MTU in response to
   the contents of a Datagram Too Big message.  A message purporting to
   announce an increase in the Path MTU might be a stale datagram that
   has been floating around in the Internet, a false packet injected as
   part of a denial-of-service attack, or the result of having multiple
   paths to the destination.

3.1. TCP MSS Option

   A host doing PMTU Discovery must obey the rule that it not send IP
   datagrams larger than 576 octets unless it has permission from the
   receiver.  For TCP connections, this means that a host must not send
   datagrams larger than 40 octets plus the Maximum Segment Size (MSS)
   sent by its peer.

          Note: The TCP MSS is defined to be the relevant IP datagram
          size minus 40 [9].  The default of 576 octets for the maximum
          IP datagram size yields a default of 536 octets for the TCP
          MSS.

   Section 4.2.2.6 of "Requirements for Internet Hosts -- Communication
   Layers" [1] says:

          Some TCP implementations send an MSS option only if the
          destination host is on a non-connected network.  However, in
          general the TCP layer may not have the appropriate information
          to make this decision, so it is preferable to leave to the IP
          layer the task of determining a suitable MTU for the Internet
          path.

   Actually, many TCP implementations always send an MSS option, but set
   the value to 536 if the destination is non-local.  This behavior was
   correct when the Internet was full of hosts that did not follow the
   rule that datagrams larger than 576 octets should not be sent to
   non-local destinations.  Now that most hosts do follow this rule, it
   is unnecessary to limit the value in the TCP MSS option to 536 for
   non-local peers.

   Moreover, doing this prevents PMTU Discovery from discovering PMTUs
   larger than 576, so hosts SHOULD no longer lower the value they send
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   in the MSS option.  The MSS option should be 40 octets less than the
   size of the largest datagram the host is able to reassemble (MMS_R,
   as defined in [1]); in many cases, this will be the architectural



   limit of 65495 (65535 - 40) octets.  A host MAY send an MSS value
   derived from the MTU of its connected network (the maximum MTU over
   its connected networks, for a multi-homed host); this should not
   cause problems for PMTU Discovery, and may dissuade a broken peer
   from sending enormous datagrams.

          Note: At the moment, we see no reason to send an MSS greater
          than the maximum MTU of the connected networks, and we
          recommend that hosts do not use 65495.  It is quite possible
          that some IP implementations have sign-bit bugs that would be
          tickled by unnecessary use of such a large MSS.

4. Router specification

   When a router is unable to forward a datagram because it exceeds the
   MTU of the next-hop network and its Don't Fragment bit is set, the
   router is required to return an ICMP Destination Unreachable message
   to the source of the datagram, with the Code indicating
   "fragmentation needed and DF set".  To support the Path MTU Discovery
   technique specified in this memo, the router MUST include the MTU of
   that next-hop network in the low-order 16 bits of the ICMP header
   field that is labelled "unused" in the ICMP specification [7].  The
   high-order 16 bits remain unused, and MUST be set to zero.  Thus, the
   message has the following format:

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |   Type = 3    |   Code = 4    |           Checksum            |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |           unused = 0          |         Next-Hop MTU          |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |      Internet Header + 64 bits of Original Datagram Data      |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   The value carried in the Next-Hop MTU field is:

          The size in octets of the largest datagram that could be
          forwarded, along the path of the original datagram, without
          being fragmented at this router.  The size includes the IP
          header and IP data, and does not include any lower-level
          headers.
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   This field will never contain a value less than 68, since every
   router "must be able to forward a datagram of 68 octets without
   fragmentation" [8].

5. Host processing of old-style messages

   In this section we outline several possible strategies for a host to



   follow upon receiving a Datagram Too Big message from an unmodified
   router (i.e., one where the Next-Hop MTU field is zero).  This
   section is not part of the protocol specification.

   The simplest thing for a host to do in response to such a message is
   to assume that the PMTU is the minimum of its currently-assumed PMTU
   and 576, and to stop setting the DF bit in datagrams sent on that
   path.  Thus, the host falls back to the same PMTU as it would choose
   under current practice (see section 3.3.3 of "Requirements for
   Internet Hosts -- Communication Layers" [1]).  This strategy has the
   advantage that it terminates quickly, and does no worse than existing
   practice.  It fails, however, to avoid fragmentation in some cases,
   and to make the most efficient utilization of the internetwork in
   other cases.

   More sophisticated strategies involve "searching" for an accurate
   PMTU estimate, by continuing to send datagrams with the DF bit while
   varying their sizes.  A good search strategy is one that obtains an
   accurate estimate of the Path MTU without causing many packets to be
   lost in the process.

   Several possible strategies apply algorithmic functions to the
   previous PMTU estimate to generate a new estimate.  For example, one
   could multiply the old estimate by a constant (say, 0.75).  We do NOT
   recommend this; it either converges far too slowly, or it
   substantially underestimates the true PMTU.

   A more sophisticated approach is to do a binary search on the packet
   size.  This converges somewhat faster, although it still takes 4 or 5
   steps to converge from an FDDI MTU to an Ethernet MTU.  A serious
   disadvantage is that it requires a complex implementation in order to
   recognize when a datagram has made it to the other end (indicating
   that the current estimate is too low).  We also do not recommend this
   strategy.

   One strategy that appears to work quite well starts from the
   observation that there are, in practice, relatively few MTU values in
   use in the Internet.  Thus, rather than blindly searching through
   arbitrarily chosen values, we can search only the ones that are
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   likely to appear.  Moreover, since designers tend to chose MTUs in
   similar ways, it is possible to collect groups of similar MTU values
   and use the lowest value in the group as our search "plateau".  (It
   is clearly better to underestimate an MTU by a few per cent than to
   overestimate it by one octet.)

   In section 7, we describe how we arrived at a table of representative
   MTU plateaus for use in PMTU estimation.  With this table,
   convergence is as good as binary search in the worst case, and is far
   better in common cases (for example, it takes only two round-trip
   times to go from an FDDI MTU to an Ethernet MTU).  Since the plateaus
   lie near powers of two, if an MTU is not represented in this table,
   the algorithm will not underestimate it by more than a factor of 2.



   Any search strategy must have some "memory" of previous estimates in
   order to chose the next one.  One approach is to use the
   currently-cached estimate of the Path MTU, but in fact there is
   better information available in the Datagram Too Big message itself.
   All ICMP Destination Unreachable messages, including this one,
   contain the IP header of the original datagram, which contains the
   Total Length of the datagram that was too big to be forwarded without
   fragmentation.  Since this Total Length may be less than the current
   PMTU estimate, but is nonetheless larger than the actual PMTU, it may
   be a good input to the method for choosing the next PMTU estimate.

          Note: routers based on implementations derived from 4.2BSD
          Unix send an incorrect value for the Total Length of the
          original IP datagram.  The value sent by these routers is the
          sum of the original Total Length and the original Header
          Length (expressed in octets).  Since it is impossible for the
          host receiving such a Datagram Too Big message to know if it
          sent by one of these routers, the host must be conservative
          and assume that it is.  If the Total Length field returned is
          not less than the current PMTU estimate, it must be reduced by
          4 times the value of the returned Header Length field.

   The strategy we recommend, then, is to use as the next PMTU estimate
   the greatest plateau value that is less than the returned Total
   Length field (corrected, if necessary, according to the Note above).

6. Host implementation

   In this section we discuss how PMTU Discovery is implemented in host
   software.  This is not a specification, but rather a set of
   suggestions.

   The issues include:
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      - What layer or layers implement PMTU Discovery?

      - Where is the PMTU information cached?

      - How is stale PMTU information removed?

      - What must transport and higher layers do?

6.1. Layering

   In the IP architecture, the choice of what size datagram to send is
   made by a protocol at a layer above IP.  We refer to such a protocol
   as a "packetization protocol".  Packetization protocols are usually
   transport protocols (for example, TCP) but can also be higher-layer
   protocols (for example, protocols built on top of UDP).

   Implementing PMTU Discovery in the packetization layers simplifies



   some of the inter-layer issues, but has several drawbacks: the
   implementation may have to be redone for each packetization protocol,
   it becomes hard to share PMTU information between different
   packetization layers, and the connection-oriented state maintained by
   some packetization layers may not easily extend to save PMTU
   information for long periods.

   We therefore believe that the IP layer should store PMTU information
   and that the ICMP layer should process received Datagram Too Big
   messages.  The packetization layers must still be able to respond to
   changes in the Path MTU, by changing the size of the datagrams they
   send, and must also be able to specify that datagrams are sent with
   the DF bit set.  We do not want the IP layer to simply set the DF bit
   in every packet, since it is possible that a packetization layer,
   perhaps a UDP application outside the kernel, is unable to change its
   datagram size.  Protocols involving intentional fragmentation, while
   inelegant, are sometimes successful (NFS being the primary example),
   and we do not want to break such protocols.

   To support this layering, packetization layers require an extension
   of the IP service interface defined in [1]:

          A way to learn of changes in the value of MMS_S, the "maximum
          send transport-message size", which is derived from the Path
          MTU by subtracting the minimum IP header size.
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6.2. Storing PMTU information

   In general, the IP layer should associate each PMTU value that it has
   learned with a specific path.  A path is identified by a source
   address, a destination address and an IP type-of-service.  (Some
   implementations do not record the source address of paths; this is
   acceptable for single-homed hosts, which have only one possible
   source address.)

          Note: Some paths may be further distinguished by different
          security classifications.  The details of such classifications
          are beyond the scope of this memo.

   The obvious place to store this association is as a field in the
   routing table entries.  A host will not have a route for every
   possible destination, but it should be able to cache a per-host route
   for every active destination.  (This requirement is already imposed
   by the need to process ICMP Redirect messages.)

   When the first packet is sent to a host for which no per-host route
   exists, a route is chosen either from the set of per-network routes,
   or from the set of default routes.  The PMTU fields in these route
   entries should be initialized to be the MTU of the associated



   first-hop data link, and must never be changed by the PMTU Discovery
   process.  (PMTU Discovery only creates or changes entries for
   per-host routes).  Until a Datagram Too Big message is received, the
   PMTU associated with the initially-chosen route is presumed to be
   accurate.

   When a Datagram Too Big message is received, the ICMP layer
   determines a new estimate for the Path MTU (either from a non-zero
   Next-Hop MTU value in the packet, or using the method described in
   section 5).  If a per-host route for this path does not exist, then
   one is created (almost as if a per-host ICMP Redirect is being
   processed; the new route uses the same first-hop router as the
   current route).  If the PMTU estimate associated with the per-host
   route is higher than the new estimate, then the value in the routing
   entry is changed.

   The packetization layers must be notified about decreases in the
   PMTU.  Any packetization layer instance (for example, a TCP
   connection) that is actively using the path must be notified if the
   PMTU estimate is decreased.

          Note: even if the Datagram Too Big message contains an
          Original Datagram Header that refers to a UDP packet, the TCP
          layer must be notified if any of its connections use the given
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          path.

   Also, the instance that sent the datagram that elicited the Datagram
   Too Big message should be notified that its datagram has been
   dropped, even if the PMTU estimate has not changed, so that it may
   retransmit the dropped datagram.

          Note: The notification mechanism can be analogous to the
          mechanism used to provide notification of an ICMP Source
          Quench message.  In some implementations (such as
          4.2BSD-derived systems), the existing notification mechanism
          is not able to identify the specific connection involved, and
          so an additional mechanism is necessary.

          Alternatively, an implementation can avoid the use of an
          asynchronous notification mechanism for PMTU decreases by
          postponing notification until the next attempt to send a
          datagram larger than the PMTU estimate.  In this approach,
          when an attempt is made to SEND a datagram with the DF bit
          set, and the datagram is larger than the PMTU estimate, the
          SEND function should fail and return a suitable error
          indication.  This approach may be more suitable to a
          connectionless packetization layer (such as one using UDP),
          which (in some implementations) may be hard to "notify" from
          the ICMP layer.  In this case, the normal timeout-based
          retransmission mechanisms would be used to recover from the
          dropped datagrams.



   It is important to understand that the notification of the
   packetization layer instances using the path about the change in the
   PMTU is distinct from the notification of a specific instance that a
   packet has been dropped.  The latter should be done as soon as
   practical (i.e., asynchronously from the point of view of the
   packetization layer instance), while the former may be delayed until
   a packetization layer instance wants to create a packet.
   Retransmission should be done for only for those packets that are
   known to be dropped, as indicated by a Datagram Too Big message.

6.3. Purging stale PMTU information

   Internetwork topology is dynamic; routes change over time.  The PMTU
   discovered for a given destination may be wrong if a new route comes
   into use.  Thus, PMTU information cached by a host can become stale.

   Because a host using PMTU Discovery always sets the DF bit, if the
   stale PMTU value is too large, this will be discovered almost
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   immediately once a datagram is sent to the given destination.  No
   such mechanism exists for realizing that a stale PMTU value is too
   small, so an implementation should "age" cached values.  When a PMTU
   value has not been decreased for a while (on the order of 10
   minutes), the PMTU estimate should be set to the first-hop data-link
   MTU, and the packetization layers should be notified of the change.
   This will cause the complete PMTU Discovery process to take place
   again.

          Note: an implementation should provide a means for changing
          the timeout duration, including setting it to "infinity".  For
          example, hosts attached to an FDDI network which is then
          attached to the rest of the Internet via a slow serial line
          are never going to discover a new non-local PMTU, so they
          should not have to put up with dropped datagrams every 10
          minutes.

   An upper layer MUST not retransmit datagrams in response to an
   increase in the PMTU estimate, since this increase never comes in
   response to an indication of a dropped datagram.

   One approach to implementing PMTU aging is to add a timestamp field
   to the routing table entry.  This field is initialized to a
   "reserved" value, indicating that the PMTU has never been changed.
   Whenever the PMTU is decreased in response to a Datagram Too Big
   message, the timestamp is set to the current time.

   Once a minute, a timer-driven procedure runs through the routing
   table, and for each entry whose timestamp is not "reserved" and is
   older than the timeout interval:

      - The PMTU estimate is set to the MTU of the associated first
        hop.



      - Packetization layers using this route are notified of the
        increase.

   PMTU estimates may disappear from the routing table if the per-host
   routes are removed; this can happen in response to an ICMP Redirect
   message, or because certain routing-table daemons delete old routes
   after several minutes.  Also, on a multi-homed host a topology change
   may result in the use of a different source interface.  When this
   happens, if the packetization layer is not notified then it may
   continue to use a cached PMTU value that is now too small.  One
   solution is to notify the packetization layer of a possible PMTU
   change whenever a Redirect message causes a route change, and
   whenever a route is simply deleted from the routing table.
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          Note: a more sophisticated method for detecting PMTU increases
          is described in section 7.1.

6.4. TCP layer actions

   The TCP layer must track the PMTU for the destination of a
   connection; it should not send datagrams that would be larger than
   this.  A simple implementation could ask the IP layer for this value
   (using the GET_MAXSIZES interface described in [1]) each time it
   created a new segment, but this could be inefficient.  Moreover, TCP
   implementations that follow the "slow-start" congestion-avoidance
   algorithm [4] typically calculate and cache several other values
   derived from the PMTU.  It may be simpler to receive asynchronous
   notification when the PMTU changes, so that these variables may be
   updated.

   A TCP implementation must also store the MSS value received from its
   peer (which defaults to 536), and not send any segment larger than
   this MSS, regardless of the PMTU.  In 4.xBSD-derived implementations,
   this requires adding an additional field to the TCP state record.

   Finally, when a Datagram Too Big message is received, it implies that
   a datagram was dropped by the router that sent the ICMP message.  It
   is sufficient to treat this as any other dropped segment, and wait
   until the retransmission timer expires to cause retransmission of the
   segment.  If the PMTU Discovery process requires several steps to
   estimate the right PMTU, this could delay the connection by many
   round-trip times.

   Alternatively, the retransmission could be done in immediate response
   to a notification that the Path MTU has changed, but only for the
   specific connection specified by the Datagram Too Big message.  The
   datagram size used in the retransmission should, of course, be no
   larger than the new PMTU.

          Note: One MUST not retransmit in response to every Datagram
          Too Big message, since a burst of several oversized segments



          will give rise to several such messages and hence several
          retransmissions of the same data.  If the new estimated PMTU
          is still wrong, the process repeats, and there is an
          exponential growth in the number of superfluous segments sent!

          This means that the TCP layer must be able to recognize when a
          Datagram Too Big notification actually decreases the PMTU that
          it has already used to send a datagram on the given
          connection, and should ignore any other notifications.
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   Modern TCP implementations incorporate "congestion advoidance" and
   "slow-start" algorithms to improve performance [4].  Unlike a
   retransmission caused by a TCP retransmission timeout, a
   retransmission caused by a Datagram Too Big message should not change
   the congestion window.  It should, however, trigger the slow-start
   mechanism (i.e., only one segment should be retransmitted until
   acknowledgements begin to arrive again).

   TCP performance can be reduced if the sender's maximum window size is
   not an exact multiple of the segment size in use (this is not the
   congestion window size, which is always a multiple of the segment
   size).  In many system (such as those derived from 4.2BSD), the
   segment size is often set to 1024 octets, and the maximum window size
   (the "send space") is usually a multiple of 1024 octets, so the
   proper relationship holds by default.  If PMTU Discovery is used,
   however, the segment size may not be a submultiple of the send space,
   and it may change during a connection; this means that the TCP layer
   may need to change the transmission window size when PMTU Discovery
   changes the PMTU value.  The maximum window size should be set to the
   greatest multiple of the segment size (PMTU - 40) that is less than
   or equal to the sender's buffer space size.

   PMTU Discovery does not affect the value sent in the TCP MSS option,
   because that value is used by the other end of the connection, which
   may be using an unrelated PMTU value.

6.5. Issues for other transport protocols

   Some transport protocols (such as ISO TP4 [3]) are not allowed to
   repacketize when doing a retransmission.  That is, once an attempt is
   made to transmit a datagram of a certain size, its contents cannot be
   split into smaller datagrams for retransmission.  In such a case, the
   original datagram should be retransmitted without the DF bit set,
   allowing it to be fragmented as necessary to reach its destination.
   Subsequent datagrams, when transmitted for the first time, should be
   no larger than allowed by the Path MTU, and should have the DF bit
   set.

   The Sun Network File System (NFS) uses a Remote Procedure Call (RPC)
   protocol [11] that, in many cases, sends datagrams that must be
   fragmented even for the first-hop link.  This might improve
   performance in certain cases, but it is known to cause reliability



   and performance problems, especially when the client and server are
   separated by routers.

   We recommend that NFS implementations use PMTU Discovery whenever
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   routers are involved.  Most NFS implementations allow the RPC
   datagram size to be changed at mount-time (indirectly, by changing
   the effective file system block size), but might require some
   modification to support changes later on.

   Also, since a single NFS operation cannot be split across several UDP
   datagrams, certain operations (primarily, those operating on file
   names and directories) require a minimum datagram size that may be
   larger than the PMTU.  NFS implementations should not reduce the
   datagram size below this threshold, even if PMTU Discovery suggests a
   lower value.  (Of course, in this case datagrams should not be sent
   with DF set.)

6.6. Management interface

   We suggest that an implementation provide a way for a system utility
   program to:

      - Specify that PMTU Discovery not be done on a given route.

      - Change the PMTU value associated with a given route.

   The former can be accomplished by associating a flag with the routing
   entry; when a packet is sent via a route with this flag set, the IP
   layer leaves the DF bit clear no matter what the upper layer
   requests.

   These features might be used to work around an anomalous situation,
   or by a routing protocol implementation that is able to obtain Path
   MTU values.

   The implementation should also provide a way to change the timeout
   period for aging stale PMTU information.

7. Likely values for Path MTUs

   The algorithm recommended in section 5 for "searching" the space of
   Path MTUs is based on a table of values that severely restricts the
   search space.  We describe here a table of MTU values that, as of
   this writing, represents all major data-link technologies in use in
   the Internet.

   In table 7-1, data links are listed in order of decreasing MTU, and
   grouped so that each set of similar MTUs is associated with a
   "plateau" equal to the lowest MTU in the group.  (The table also
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   includes some entries not currently associated with a data link, and
   gives references where available).  Where a plateau represents more
   than one MTU, the table shows the maximum inaccuracy associated with
   the plateau, as a percentage.

   We do not expect that the values in the table, especially for higher
   MTU levels, are going to be valid forever.  The values given here are
   an implementation suggestion, NOT a specification or requirement.
   Implementors should use up-to-date references to pick a set of
   plateaus; it is important that the table not contain too many entries
   or the process of searching for a PMTU might waste Internet
   resources.  Implementors should also make it convenient for customers
   without source code to update the table values in their systems (for
   example, the table in a BSD-derived Unix kernel could be changed
   using a new "ioctl" command).

          Note: It might be a good idea to add a few table entries for
          values equal to small powers of 2 plus 40 (for the IP and TCP
          headers), where no similar values exist, since this seems to
          be a reasonably non-arbitrary way of choosing arbitrary
          values.

          The table might also contain entries for values slightly less
          than large powers of 2, in case MTUs are defined near those
          values (it is better in this case for the table entries to be
          low than to be high, or else the next lowest plateau may be
          chosen instead).

7.1. A better way to detect PMTU increases

   Section 6.3 suggests detecting increases in the PMTU value by
   periodically increasing the PTMU estimate to the first-hop MTU.
   Since it is likely that this process will simply "rediscover" the
   current PTMU estimate, at the cost of several dropped datagrams, it
   should not be done often.

   A better approach is to periodically increase the PMTU estimate to
   the next-highest value in the plateau table (or the first-hop MTU, if
   that is smaller).  If the increased estimate is wrong, at most one
   round-trip time is wasted before the correct value is rediscovered.
   If the increased estimate is still too low, a higher estimate will be
   attempted somewhat later.

   Because it may take several such periods to discover a significant
   increase in the PMTU, we recommend that a short timeout period should
   be used after the estimate is increased, and a longer timeout be used
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   Plateau    MTU    Comments                      Reference
   ------     ---    --------                      ---------
              65535  Official maximum MTU          RFC 791
              65535  Hyperchannel                  RFC 1044
   65535
   32000             Just in case
              17914  16Mb IBM Token Ring           ref. [6]
   17914
              8166   IEEE 802.4                    RFC 1042
   8166
              4464   IEEE 802.5 (4Mb max)          RFC 1042
              4352   FDDI (Revised)                RFC 1188
   4352 (1%)
              2048   Wideband Network              RFC 907
              2002   IEEE 802.5 (4Mb recommended)  RFC 1042
   2002 (2%)
              1536   Exp. Ethernet Nets            RFC 895
              1500   Ethernet Networks             RFC 894
              1500   Point-to-Point (default)      RFC 1134
              1492   IEEE 802.3                    RFC 1042
   1492 (3%)
              1006   SLIP                          RFC 1055
              1006   ARPANET                       BBN 1822
   1006
              576    X.25 Networks                 RFC 877
              544    DEC IP Portal                 ref. [10]
              512    NETBIOS                       RFC 1088
              508    IEEE 802/Source-Rt Bridge     RFC 1042
              508    ARCNET                        RFC 1051
   508 (13%)
              296    Point-to-Point (low delay)    RFC 1144
   296
   68                Official minimum MTU          RFC 791

                Table 7-1:  Common MTUs in the Internet

   after the PTMU estimate is decreased because of a Datagram Too Big
   message.  For example, after the PTMU estimate is decreased, the
   timeout should be set to 10 minutes; once this timer expires and a
   larger MTU is attempted, the timeout can be set to a much smaller
   value (say, 2 minutes).  In no case should the timeout be shorter
   than the estimated round-trip time, if this is known.
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8. Security considerations



   This Path MTU Discovery mechanism makes possible two denial-of-
   service attacks, both based on a malicious party sending false
   Datagram Too Big messages to an Internet host.

   In the first attack, the false message indicates a PMTU much smaller
   than reality.  This should not entirely stop data flow, since the
   victim host should never set its PMTU estimate below the absolute
   minimum, but at 8 octets of IP data per datagram, progress could be
   slow.

   In the other attack, the false message indicates a PMTU greater than
   reality.  If believed, this could cause temporary blockage as the
   victim sends datagrams that will be dropped by some router.  Within
   one round-trip time, the host would discover its mistake (receiving
   Datagram Too Big messages from that router), but frequent repetition
   of this attack could cause lots of datagrams to be dropped.  A host,
   however, should never raise its estimate of the PMTU based on a
   Datagram Too Big message, so should not be vulnerable to this attack.

   A malicious party could also cause problems if it could stop a victim
   from receiving legitimate Datagram Too Big messages, but in this case
   there are simpler denial-of-service attacks available.
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Status of This Memo

   This RFC specifies an IAB standards track protocol for the Internet
   community, and requests discussion and suggestions for improvements.
   Please refer to the current edition of the "IAB Official Protocol
   Standards" for the standardization state and status of this protocol.
   Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

Abstract

   This memo presents a set of TCP extensions to improve performance
   over large bandwidth*delay product paths and to provide reliable
   operation over very high-speed paths.  It defines new TCP options for
   scaled windows and timestamps, which are designed to provide
   compatible interworking with TCP's that do not implement the
   extensions.  The timestamps are used for two distinct mechanisms:
   RTTM (Round Trip Time Measurement) and PAWS (Protect Against Wrapped
   Sequences).  Selective acknowledgments are not included in this memo.

   This memo combines and supersedes RFC-1072 and RFC-1185, adding
   additional clarification and more detailed specification.  Appendix C
   summarizes the changes from the earlier RFCs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

   The TCP protocol [Postel81] was designed to operate reliably over
   almost any transmission medium regardless of transmission rate,
   delay, corruption, duplication, or reordering of segments.
   Production TCP implementations currently adapt to transfer rates in
   the range of 100 bps to 10**7 bps and round-trip delays in the range
   1 ms to 100 seconds.  Recent work on TCP performance has shown that
   TCP can work well over a variety of Internet paths, ranging from 800
   Mbit/sec I/O channels to 300 bit/sec dial-up modems [Jacobson88a].

   The introduction of fiber optics is resulting in ever-higher
   transmission speeds, and the fastest paths are moving out of the
   domain for which TCP was originally engineered.  This memo defines a
   set of modest extensions to TCP to extend the domain of its



   application to match this increasing network capability.  It is based
   upon and obsoletes RFC-1072 [Jacobson88b] and RFC-1185 [Jacobson90b].

   There is no one-line answer to the question: "How fast can TCP go?".
   There are two separate kinds of issues, performance and reliability,
   and each depends upon different parameters.  We discuss each in turn.

   1.1  TCP Performance

      TCP performance depends not upon the transfer rate itself, but
      rather upon the product of the transfer rate and the round-trip
      delay.  This "bandwidth*delay product" measures the amount of data
      that would "fill the pipe"; it is the buffer space required at
      sender and receiver to obtain maximum throughput on the TCP
      connection over the path, i.e., the amount of unacknowledged data
      that TCP must handle in order to keep the pipeline full.  TCP
      performance problems arise when the bandwidth*delay product is
      large.  We refer to an Internet path operating in this region as a
      "long, fat pipe", and a network containing this path as an "LFN"
      (pronounced "elephan(t)").

      High-capacity packet satellite channels (e.g., DARPA's Wideband
      Net) are LFN's.  For example, a DS1-speed satellite channel has a
      bandwidth*delay product of 10**6 bits or more; this corresponds to
      100 outstanding TCP segments of 1200 bytes each.  Terrestrial
      fiber-optical paths will also fall into the LFN class; for
      example, a cross-country delay of 30 ms at a DS3 bandwidth
      (45Mbps) also exceeds 10**6 bits.

      There are three fundamental performance problems with the current
      TCP over LFN paths:
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      (1)  Window Size Limit

           The TCP header uses a 16 bit field to report the receive
           window size to the sender.  Therefore, the largest window
           that can be used is 2**16 = 65K bytes.

           To circumvent this problem, Section 2 of this memo defines a
           new TCP option, "Window Scale", to allow windows larger than
           2**16.  This option defines an implicit scale factor, which
           is used to multiply the window size value found in a TCP
           header to obtain the true window size.

      (2)  Recovery from Losses

           Packet losses in an LFN can have a catastrophic effect on
           throughput.  Until recently, properly-operating TCP
           implementations would cause the data pipeline to drain with
           every packet loss, and require a slow-start action to
           recover.  Recently, the Fast Retransmit and Fast Recovery
           algorithms [Jacobson90c] have been introduced.  Their
           combined effect is to recover from one packet loss per
           window, without draining the pipeline.  However, more than
           one packet loss per window typically results in a



           retransmission timeout and the resulting pipeline drain and
           slow start.

           Expanding the window size to match the capacity of an LFN
           results in a corresponding increase of the probability of
           more than one packet per window being dropped.  This could
           have a devastating effect upon the throughput of TCP over an
           LFN.  In addition, if a congestion control mechanism based
           upon some form of random dropping were introduced into
           gateways, randomly spaced packet drops would become common,
           possible increasing the probability of dropping more than one
           packet per window.

           To generalize the Fast Retransmit/Fast Recovery mechanism to
           handle multiple packets dropped per window, selective
           acknowledgments are required.  Unlike the normal cumulative
           acknowledgments of TCP, selective acknowledgments give the
           sender a complete picture of which segments are queued at the
           receiver and which have not yet arrived.  Some evidence in
           favor of selective acknowledgments has been published
           [NBS85], and selective acknowledgments have been included in
           a number of experimental Internet protocols -- VMTP
           [Cheriton88], NETBLT [Clark87], and RDP [Velten84], and
           proposed for OSI TP4 [NBS85].  However, in the non-LFN
           regime, selective acknowledgments reduce the number of
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           packets retransmitted but do not otherwise improve
           performance, making their complexity of questionable value.
           However, selective acknowledgments are expected to become
           much more important in the LFN regime.

           RFC-1072 defined a new TCP "SACK" option to send a selective
           acknowledgment.  However, there are important technical
           issues to be worked out concerning both the format and
           semantics of the SACK option.  Therefore, SACK has been
           omitted from this package of extensions.  It is hoped that
           SACK can "catch up" during the standardization process.

      (3)  Round-Trip Measurement

           TCP implements reliable data delivery by retransmitting
           segments that are not acknowledged within some retransmission
           timeout (RTO) interval.  Accurate dynamic determination of an
           appropriate RTO is essential to TCP performance.  RTO is
           determined by estimating the mean and variance of the
           measured round-trip time (RTT), i.e., the time interval
           between sending a segment and receiving an acknowledgment for
           it [Jacobson88a].

           Section 4 introduces a new TCP option, "Timestamps", and then
           defines a mechanism using this option that allows nearly
           every segment, including retransmissions, to be timed at
           negligible computational cost.  We use the mnemonic RTTM
           (Round Trip Time Measurement) for this mechanism, to
           distinguish it from other uses of the Timestamps option.



   1.2 TCP Reliability

      Now we turn from performance to reliability.  High transfer rate
      enters TCP performance through the bandwidth*delay product.
      However, high transfer rate alone can threaten TCP reliability by
      violating the assumptions behind the TCP mechanism for duplicate
      detection and sequencing.

      An especially serious kind of error may result from an accidental
      reuse of TCP sequence numbers in data segments.  Suppose that an
      "old duplicate segment", e.g., a duplicate data segment that was
      delayed in Internet queues, is delivered to the receiver at the
      wrong moment, so that its sequence numbers falls somewhere within
      the current window.  There would be no checksum failure to warn of
      the error, and the result could be an undetected corruption of the
      data.  Reception of an old duplicate ACK segment at the
      transmitter could be only slightly less serious: it is likely to
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      lock up the connection so that no further progress can be made,
      forcing an RST on the connection.

      TCP reliability depends upon the existence of a bound on the
      lifetime of a segment: the "Maximum Segment Lifetime" or MSL.  An
      MSL is generally required by any reliable transport protocol,
      since every sequence number field must be finite, and therefore
      any sequence number may eventually be reused.  In the Internet
      protocol suite, the MSL bound is enforced by an IP-layer
      mechanism, the "Time-to-Live" or TTL field.

      Duplication of sequence numbers might happen in either of two
      ways:

      (1)  Sequence number wrap-around on the current connection

           A TCP sequence number contains 32 bits.  At a high enough
           transfer rate, the 32-bit sequence space may be "wrapped"
           (cycled) within the time that a segment is delayed in queues.

      (2)  Earlier incarnation of the connection

           Suppose that a connection terminates, either by a proper
           close sequence or due to a host crash, and the same
           connection (i.e., using the same pair of sockets) is
           immediately reopened.  A delayed segment from the terminated
           connection could fall within the current window for the new
           incarnation and be accepted as valid.

      Duplicates from earlier incarnations, Case (2), are avoided by
      enforcing the current fixed MSL of the TCP spec, as explained in
      Section 5.3 and Appendix B.   However, case (1), avoiding the
      reuse of sequence numbers within the same connection, requires an
      MSL bound that depends upon the transfer rate, and at high enough
      rates, a new mechanism is required.



      More specifically, if the maximum effective bandwidth at which TCP
      is able to transmit over a particular path is B bytes per second,
      then the following constraint must be satisfied for error-free
      operation:

          2**31 / B  > MSL (secs)                     [1]

      The following table shows the value for Twrap = 2**31/B in
      seconds, for some important values of the bandwidth B:
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           Network       B*8          B         Twrap
                      bits/sec   bytes/sec      secs
           _______    _______      ______       ______

           ARPANET       56kbps       7KBps    3*10**5 (~3.6 days)

           DS1          1.5Mbps     190KBps    10**4 (~3 hours)

           Ethernet      10Mbps    1.25MBps    1700 (~30 mins)

           DS3           45Mbps     5.6MBps    380

           FDDI         100Mbps    12.5MBps    170

           Gigabit        1Gbps     125MBps    17

      It is clear that wrap-around of the sequence space is not a
      problem for 56kbps packet switching or even 10Mbps Ethernets.  On
      the other hand, at DS3 and FDDI speeds, Twrap is comparable to the
      2 minute MSL assumed by the TCP specification [Postel81].  Moving
      towards gigabit speeds, Twrap becomes too small for reliable
      enforcement by the Internet TTL mechanism.

      The 16-bit window field of TCP limits the effective bandwidth B to
      2**16/RTT, where RTT is the round-trip time in seconds
      [McKenzie89].  If the RTT is large enough, this limits B to a
      value that meets the constraint [1] for a large MSL value.  For
      example, consider a transcontinental backbone with an RTT of 60ms
      (set by the laws of physics).  With the bandwidth*delay product
      limited to 64KB by the TCP window size, B is then limited to
      1.1MBps, no matter how high the theoretical transfer rate of the
      path.  This corresponds to cycling the sequence number space in
      Twrap= 2000 secs, which is safe in today's Internet.

      It is important to understand that the culprit is not the larger
      window but rather the high bandwidth.  For example, consider a
      (very large) FDDI LAN with a diameter of 10km.  Using the speed of
      light, we can compute the RTT across the ring as
      (2*10**4)/(3*10**8) = 67 microseconds, and the delay*bandwidth
      product is then 833 bytes.  A TCP connection across this LAN using



      a window of only 833 bytes will run at the full 100mbps and can
      wrap the sequence space in about 3 minutes, very close to the MSL
      of TCP.  Thus, high speed alone can cause a reliability problem
      with sequence number wrap-around, even without extended windows.

      Watson's Delta-T protocol [Watson81] includes network-layer
      mechanisms for precise enforcement of an MSL.  In contrast, the IP
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      mechanism for MSL enforcement is loosely defined and even more
      loosely implemented in the Internet.  Therefore, it is unwise to
      depend upon active enforcement of MSL for TCP connections, and it
      is unrealistic to imagine setting MSL's smaller than the current
      values (e.g., 120 seconds specified for TCP).

      A possible fix for the problem of cycling the sequence space would
      be to increase the size of the TCP sequence number field.  For
      example, the sequence number field (and also the acknowledgment
      field) could be expanded to 64 bits.  This could be done either by
      changing the TCP header or by means of an additional option.

      Section 5 presents a different mechanism, which we call PAWS
      (Protect Against Wrapped Sequence numbers), to extend TCP
      reliability to transfer rates well beyond the foreseeable upper
      limit of network bandwidths.  PAWS uses the TCP Timestamps option
      defined in Section 4 to protect against old duplicates from the
      same connection.

   1.3 Using TCP options

      The extensions defined in this memo all use new TCP options.  We
      must address two possible issues concerning the use of TCP
      options: (1) compatibility and (2) overhead.

      We must pay careful attention to compatibility, i.e., to
      interoperation with existing implementations.  The only TCP option
      defined previously, MSS, may appear only on a SYN segment.  Every
      implementation should (and we expect that most will) ignore
      unknown options on SYN segments.  However, some buggy TCP
      implementation might be crashed by the first appearance of an
      option on a non-SYN segment.  Therefore, for each of the
      extensions defined below, TCP options will be sent on non-SYN
      segments only when an exchange of options on the SYN segments has
      indicated that both sides understand the extension.  Furthermore,
      an extension option will be sent in a <SYN,ACK> segment only if
      the corresponding option was received in the initial <SYN>
      segment.

      A question may be raised about the bandwidth and processing
      overhead for TCP options.  Those options that occur on SYN
      segments are not likely to cause a performance concern.  Opening a
      TCP connection requires execution of significant special-case
      code, and the processing of options is unlikely to increase that
      cost significantly.

      On the other hand, a Timestamps option may appear in any data or



      ACK segment, adding 12 bytes to the 20-byte TCP header.  We
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      believe that the bandwidth saved by reducing unnecessary
      retransmissions will more than pay for the extra header bandwidth.

      There is also an issue about the processing overhead for parsing
      the variable byte-aligned format of options, particularly with a
      RISC-architecture CPU.  To meet this concern, Appendix A contains
      a recommended layout of the options in TCP headers to achieve
      reasonable data field alignment.  In the spirit of Header
      Prediction, a TCP can quickly test for this layout and if it is
      verified then use a fast path.  Hosts that use this canonical
      layout will effectively use the options as a set of fixed-format
      fields appended to the TCP header.  However, to retain the
      philosophical and protocol framework of TCP options, a TCP must be
      prepared to parse an arbitrary options field, albeit with less
      efficiency.

      Finally, we observe that most of the mechanisms defined in this
      memo are important for LFN's and/or very high-speed networks.  For
      low-speed networks, it might be a performance optimization to NOT
      use these mechanisms.  A TCP vendor concerned about optimal
      performance over low-speed paths might consider turning these
      extensions off for low-speed paths, or allow a user or
      installation manager to disable them.

2. TCP WINDOW SCALE OPTION

   2.1  Introduction

      The window scale extension expands the definition of the TCP
      window to 32 bits and then uses a scale factor to carry this 32-
      bit value in the 16-bit Window field of the TCP header (SEG.WND in
      RFC-793).  The scale factor is carried in a new TCP option, Window
      Scale.  This option is sent only in a SYN segment (a segment with
      the SYN bit on), hence the window scale is fixed in each direction
      when a connection is opened.  (Another design choice would be to
      specify the window scale in every TCP segment.  It would be
      incorrect to send a window scale option only when the scale factor
      changed, since a TCP option in an acknowledgement segment will not
      be delivered reliably (unless the ACK happens to be piggy-backed
      on data in the other direction).  Fixing the scale when the
      connection is opened has the advantage of lower overhead but the
      disadvantage that the scale factor cannot be changed during the
      connection.)

      The maximum receive window, and therefore the scale factor, is
      determined by the maximum receive buffer space.  In a typical
      modern implementation, this maximum buffer space is set by default
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      but can be overridden by a user program before a TCP connection is
      opened.  This determines the scale factor, and therefore no new
      user interface is needed for window scaling.

   2.2  Window Scale Option

      The three-byte Window Scale option may be sent in a SYN segment by
      a TCP.  It has two purposes: (1) indicate that the TCP is prepared
      to do both send and receive window scaling, and (2) communicate a
      scale factor to be applied to its receive window.  Thus, a TCP
      that is prepared to scale windows should send the option, even if
      its own scale factor is 1.  The scale factor is limited to a power
      of two and encoded logarithmically, so it may be implemented by
      binary shift operations.

      TCP Window Scale Option (WSopt):

         Kind: 3 Length: 3 bytes

                +---------+---------+---------+
                | Kind=3  |Length=3 |shift.cnt|
                +---------+---------+---------+

         This option is an offer, not a promise; both sides must send
         Window Scale options in their SYN segments to enable window
         scaling in either direction.  If window scaling is enabled,
         then the TCP that sent this option will right-shift its true
         receive-window values by 'shift.cnt' bits for transmission in
         SEG.WND.  The value 'shift.cnt' may be zero (offering to scale,
         while applying a scale factor of 1 to the receive window).

         This option may be sent in an initial <SYN> segment (i.e., a
         segment with the SYN bit on and the ACK bit off).  It may also
         be sent in a <SYN,ACK> segment, but only if a Window Scale op-
         tion was received in the initial <SYN> segment.  A Window Scale
         option in a segment without a SYN bit should be ignored.

         The Window field in a SYN (i.e., a <SYN> or <SYN,ACK>) segment
         itself is never scaled.

   2.3  Using the Window Scale Option

      A model implementation of window scaling is as follows, using the
      notation of RFC-793 [Postel81]:

      *    All windows are treated as 32-bit quantities for storage in
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           the connection control block and for local calculations.
           This includes the send-window (SND.WND) and the receive-
           window (RCV.WND) values, as well as the congestion window.



      *    The connection state is augmented by two window shift counts,
           Snd.Wind.Scale and Rcv.Wind.Scale, to be applied to the
           incoming and outgoing window fields, respectively.

      *    If a TCP receives a <SYN> segment containing a Window Scale
           option, it sends its own Window Scale option in the <SYN,ACK>
           segment.

      *    The Window Scale option is sent with shift.cnt = R, where R
           is the value that the TCP would like to use for its receive
           window.

      *    Upon receiving a SYN segment with a Window Scale option
           containing shift.cnt = S, a TCP sets Snd.Wind.Scale to S and
           sets Rcv.Wind.Scale to R; otherwise, it sets both
           Snd.Wind.Scale and Rcv.Wind.Scale to zero.

      *    The window field (SEG.WND) in the header of every incoming
           segment, with the exception of SYN segments, is left-shifted
           by Snd.Wind.Scale bits before updating SND.WND:

              SND.WND = SEG.WND << Snd.Wind.Scale

           (assuming the other conditions of RFC793 are met, and using
           the "C" notation "<<" for left-shift).

      *    The window field (SEG.WND) of every outgoing segment, with
           the exception of SYN segments, is right-shifted by
           Rcv.Wind.Scale bits:

              SEG.WND = RCV.WND >> Rcv.Wind.Scale.

      TCP determines if a data segment is "old" or "new" by testing
      whether its sequence number is within 2**31 bytes of the left edge
      of the window, and if it is not, discarding the data as "old".  To
      insure that new data is never mistakenly considered old and vice-
      versa, the left edge of the sender's window has to be at most
      2**31 away from the right edge of the receiver's window.
      Similarly with the sender's right edge and receiver's left edge.
      Since the right and left edges of either the sender's or
      receiver's window differ by the window size, and since the sender
      and receiver windows can be out of phase by at most the window
      size, the above constraints imply that 2 * the max window size
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      must be less than 2**31, or

           max window < 2**30

      Since the max window is 2**S (where S is the scaling shift count)
      times at most 2**16 - 1 (the maximum unscaled window), the maximum
      window is guaranteed to be < 2*30 if S <= 14.  Thus, the shift
      count must be limited to 14 (which allows windows of 2**30 = 1
      Gbyte).  If a Window Scale option is received with a shift.cnt



      value exceeding 14, the TCP should log the error but use 14
      instead of the specified value.

      The scale factor applies only to the Window field as transmitted
      in the TCP header; each TCP using extended windows will maintain
      the window values locally as 32-bit numbers.  For example, the
      "congestion window" computed by Slow Start and Congestion
      Avoidance is not affected by the scale factor, so window scaling
      will not introduce quantization into the congestion window.

3.  RTTM: ROUND-TRIP TIME MEASUREMENT

   3.1  Introduction

      Accurate and current RTT estimates are necessary to adapt to
      changing traffic conditions and to avoid an instability known as
      "congestion collapse" [Nagle84] in a busy network.  However,
      accurate measurement of RTT may be difficult both in theory and in
      implementation.

      Many TCP implementations base their RTT measurements upon a sample
      of only one packet per window.  While this yields an adequate
      approximation to the RTT for small windows, it results in an
      unacceptably poor RTT estimate for an LFN.  If we look at RTT
      estimation as a signal processing problem (which it is), a data
      signal at some frequency, the packet rate, is being sampled at a
      lower frequency, the window rate.  This lower sampling frequency
      violates Nyquist's criteria and may therefore introduce "aliasing"
      artifacts into the estimated RTT [Hamming77].

      A good RTT estimator with a conservative retransmission timeout
      calculation can tolerate aliasing when the sampling frequency is
      "close" to the data frequency.   For example, with a window of 8
      packets, the sample rate is 1/8 the data frequency -- less than an
      order of magnitude different.  However, when the window is tens or
      hundreds of packets, the RTT estimator may be seriously in error,
      resulting in spurious retransmissions.

      If there are dropped packets, the problem becomes worse.  Zhang
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      [Zhang86], Jain [Jain86] and Karn [Karn87] have shown that it is
      not possible to accumulate reliable RTT estimates if retransmitted
      segments are included in the estimate.  Since a full window of
      data will have been transmitted prior to a retransmission, all of
      the segments in that window will have to be ACKed before the next
      RTT sample can be taken.  This means at least an additional
      window's worth of time between RTT measurements and, as the error
      rate approaches one per window of data (e.g., 10**-6 errors per
      bit for the Wideband satellite network), it becomes effectively
      impossible to obtain a valid RTT measurement.

      A solution to these problems, which actually simplifies the sender
      substantially, is as follows: using TCP options, the sender places
      a timestamp in each data segment, and the receiver reflects these
      timestamps back in ACK segments.  Then a single subtract gives the



      sender an accurate RTT measurement for every ACK segment (which
      will correspond to every other data segment, with a sensible
      receiver).  We call this the RTTM (Round-Trip Time Measurement)
      mechanism.

      It is vitally important to use the RTTM mechanism with big
      windows; otherwise, the door is opened to some dangerous
      instabilities due to aliasing.  Furthermore, the option is
      probably useful for all TCP's, since it simplifies the sender.

   3.2  TCP Timestamps Option

      TCP is a symmetric protocol, allowing data to be sent at any time
      in either direction, and therefore timestamp echoing may occur in
      either direction.  For simplicity and symmetry, we specify that
      timestamps always be sent and echoed in both directions.  For
      efficiency, we combine the timestamp and timestamp reply fields
      into a single TCP Timestamps Option.
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      TCP Timestamps Option (TSopt):

         Kind: 8

         Length: 10 bytes

          +-------+-------+---------------------+---------------------+
          |Kind=8 |  10   |   TS Value (TSval)  |TS Echo Reply (TSecr)|
          +-------+-------+---------------------+---------------------+
              1       1              4                     4

         The Timestamps option carries two four-byte timestamp fields.
         The Timestamp Value field (TSval) contains the current value of
         the timestamp clock of the TCP sending the option.

         The Timestamp Echo Reply field (TSecr) is only valid if the ACK
         bit is set in the TCP header; if it is valid, it echos a times-
         tamp value that was sent by the remote TCP in the TSval field
         of a Timestamps option.  When TSecr is not valid, its value
         must be zero.  The TSecr value will generally be from the most
         recent Timestamp option that was received; however, there are



         exceptions that are explained below.

         A TCP may send the Timestamps option (TSopt) in an initial
         <SYN> segment (i.e., segment containing a SYN bit and no ACK
         bit), and may send a TSopt in other segments only if it re-
         ceived a TSopt in the initial <SYN> segment for the connection.

   3.3 The RTTM Mechanism

      The timestamp value to be sent in TSval is to be obtained from a
      (virtual) clock that we call the "timestamp clock".  Its values
      must be at least approximately proportional to real time, in order
      to measure actual RTT.

      The following example illustrates a one-way data flow with
      segments arriving in sequence without loss.  Here A, B, C...
      represent data blocks occupying successive blocks of sequence
      numbers, and ACK(A),...  represent the corresponding cumulative
      acknowledgments.  The two timestamp fields of the Timestamps
      option are shown symbolically as <TSval= x,TSecr=y>.  Each TSecr
      field contains the value most recently received in a TSval field.
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         TCP  A                                          TCP B

                        <A,TSval=1,TSecr=120> ------>

             <---- <ACK(A),TSval=127,TSecr=1>

                        <B,TSval=5,TSecr=127> ------>

             <---- <ACK(B),TSval=131,TSecr=5>

             . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

                        <C,TSval=65,TSecr=131> ------>

             <---- <ACK(C),TSval=191,TSecr=65>

                        (etc)

      The dotted line marks a pause (60 time units long) in which A had
      nothing to send.  Note that this pause inflates the RTT which B
      could infer from receiving TSecr=131 in data segment C.  Thus, in
      one-way data flows, RTTM in the reverse direction measures a value
      that is inflated by gaps in sending data.  However, the following
      rule prevents a resulting inflation of the measured RTT:



           A TSecr value received in a segment is used to update the
           averaged RTT measurement only if the segment acknowledges
           some new data, i.e., only if it advances the left edge of the
           send window.

      Since TCP B is not sending data, the data segment C does not
      acknowledge any new data when it arrives at B.  Thus, the inflated
      RTTM measurement is not used to update B's RTTM measurement.

   3.4  Which Timestamp to Echo

      If more than one Timestamps option is received before a reply
      segment is sent, the TCP must choose only one of the TSvals to
      echo, ignoring the others.  To minimize the state kept in the
      receiver (i.e., the number of unprocessed TSvals), the receiver
      should be required to retain at most one timestamp in the
      connection control block.
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      There are three situations to consider:

      (A)  Delayed ACKs.

           Many TCP's acknowledge only every Kth segment out of a group
           of segments arriving within a short time interval; this
           policy is known generally as "delayed ACKs".  The data-sender
           TCP must measure the effective RTT, including the additional
           time due to delayed ACKs, or else it will retransmit
           unnecessarily.  Thus, when delayed ACKs are in use, the
           receiver should reply with the TSval field from the earliest
           unacknowledged segment.

      (B)  A hole in the sequence space (segment(s) have been lost).

           The sender will continue sending until the window is filled,
           and the receiver may be generating ACKs as these out-of-order
           segments arrive (e.g., to aid "fast retransmit").

           The lost segment is probably a sign of congestion, and in
           that situation the sender should be conservative about
           retransmission.  Furthermore, it is better to overestimate
           than underestimate the RTT.  An ACK for an out-of-order
           segment should therefore contain the timestamp from the most
           recent segment that advanced the window.

           The same situation occurs if segments are re-ordered by the
           network.

      (C)  A filled hole in the sequence space.

           The segment that fills the hole represents the most recent
           measurement of the network characteristics.  On the other



           hand, an RTT computed from an earlier segment would probably
           include the sender's retransmit time-out, badly biasing the
           sender's average RTT estimate.  Thus, the timestamp from the
           latest segment (which filled the hole) must be echoed.

      An algorithm that covers all three cases is described in the
      following rules for Timestamps option processing on a synchronized
      connection:

      (1)  The connection state is augmented with two 32-bit slots:
           TS.Recent holds a timestamp to be echoed in TSecr whenever a
           segment is sent, and Last.ACK.sent holds the ACK field from
           the last segment sent.  Last.ACK.sent will equal RCV.NXT
           except when ACKs have been delayed.
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      (2)  If Last.ACK.sent falls within the range of sequence numbers
           of an incoming segment:

              SEG.SEQ <= Last.ACK.sent < SEG.SEQ + SEG.LEN

           then the TSval from the segment is copied to TS.Recent;
           otherwise, the TSval is ignored.

      (3)  When a TSopt is sent, its TSecr field is set to the current
           TS.Recent value.

      The following examples illustrate these rules.  Here A, B, C...
      represent data segments occupying successive blocks of sequence
      numbers, and ACK(A),...  represent the corresponding
      acknowledgment segments.  Note that ACK(A) has the same sequence
      number as B.  We show only one direction of timestamp echoing, for
      clarity.

      o    Packets arrive in sequence, and some of the ACKs are delayed.

           By Case (A), the timestamp from the oldest unacknowledged
           segment is echoed.

                                                      TS.Recent
                    <A, TSval=1> ------------------->
                                                          1
                    <B, TSval=2> ------------------->
                                                          1
                    <C, TSval=3> ------------------->
                                                          1
                             <---- <ACK(C), TSecr=1>
                    (etc)

      o    Packets arrive out of order, and every packet is
           acknowledged.

           By Case (B), the timestamp from the last segment that
           advanced the left window edge is echoed, until the missing



           segment arrives; it is echoed according to Case (C).  The
           same sequence would occur if segments B and D were lost and
           retransmitted..
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                                                      TS.Recent
                    <A, TSval=1> ------------------->
                                                          1
                             <---- <ACK(A), TSecr=1>
                                                          1
                    <C, TSval=3> ------------------->
                                                          1
                             <---- <ACK(A), TSecr=1>
                                                          1
                    <B, TSval=2> ------------------->
                                                          2
                             <---- <ACK(C), TSecr=2>
                                                          2
                    <E, TSval=5> ------------------->
                                                          2
                             <---- <ACK(C), TSecr=2>
                                                          2
                    <D, TSval=4> ------------------->
                                                          4
                             <---- <ACK(E), TSecr=4>
                    (etc)

4.  PAWS: PROTECT AGAINST WRAPPED SEQUENCE NUMBERS

   4.1  Introduction

      Section 4.2 describes a simple mechanism to reject old duplicate
      segments that might corrupt an open TCP connection; we call this
      mechanism PAWS (Protect Against Wrapped Sequence numbers).  PAWS
      operates within a single TCP connection, using state that is saved
      in the connection control block.  Section 4.3 and Appendix C
      discuss the implications of the PAWS mechanism for avoiding old
      duplicates from previous incarnations of the same connection.

   4.2  The PAWS Mechanism

      PAWS uses the same TCP Timestamps option as the RTTM mechanism
      described earlier, and assumes that every received TCP segment
      (including data and ACK segments) contains a timestamp SEG.TSval
      whose values are monotone non-decreasing in time.  The basic idea
      is that a segment can be discarded as an old duplicate if it is
      received with a timestamp SEG.TSval less than some timestamp



      recently received on this connection.

      In both the PAWS and the RTTM mechanism, the "timestamps" are 32-
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      bit unsigned integers in a modular 32-bit space.  Thus, "less
      than" is defined the same way it is for TCP sequence numbers, and
      the same implementation techniques apply.  If s and t are
      timestamp values, s < t if 0 < (t - s) < 2**31, computed in
      unsigned 32-bit arithmetic.

      The choice of incoming timestamps to be saved for this comparison
      must guarantee a value that is monotone increasing.  For example,
      we might save the timestamp from the segment that last advanced
      the left edge of the receive window, i.e., the most recent in-
      sequence segment.  Instead, we choose the value TS.Recent
      introduced in Section 3.4 for the RTTM mechanism, since using a
      common value for both PAWS and RTTM simplifies the implementation
      of both.  As Section 3.4 explained, TS.Recent differs from the
      timestamp from the last in-sequence segment only in the case of
      delayed ACKs, and therefore by less than one window.  Either
      choice will therefore protect against sequence number wrap-around.

      RTTM was specified in a symmetrical manner, so that TSval
      timestamps are carried in both data and ACK segments and are
      echoed in TSecr fields carried in returning ACK or data segments.
      PAWS submits all incoming segments to the same test, and therefore
      protects against duplicate ACK segments as well as data segments.
      (An alternative un-symmetric algorithm would protect against old
      duplicate ACKs: the sender of data would reject incoming ACK
      segments whose TSecr values were less than the TSecr saved from
      the last segment whose ACK field advanced the left edge of the
      send window.  This algorithm was deemed to lack economy of
      mechanism and symmetry.)

      TSval timestamps sent on {SYN} and {SYN,ACK} segments are used to
      initialize PAWS.  PAWS protects against old duplicate non-SYN
      segments, and duplicate SYN segments received while there is a
      synchronized connection.  Duplicate {SYN} and {SYN,ACK} segments
      received when there is no connection will be discarded by the
      normal 3-way handshake and sequence number checks of TCP.

      It is recommended that RST segments NOT carry timestamps, and that
      RST segments be acceptable regardless of their timestamp.  Old
      duplicate RST segments should be exceedingly unlikely, and their
      cleanup function should take precedence over timestamps.

      4.2.1  Basic PAWS Algorithm

         The PAWS algorithm requires the following processing to be
         performed on all incoming segments for a synchronized
         connection:
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         R1)  If there is a Timestamps option in the arriving segment
              and SEG.TSval < TS.Recent and if TS.Recent is valid (see
              later discussion), then treat the arriving segment as not
              acceptable:

                   Send an acknowledgement in reply as specified in
                   RFC-793 page 69 and drop the segment.

                   Note: it is necessary to send an ACK segment in order
                   to retain TCP's mechanisms for detecting and
                   recovering from half-open connections.  For example,
                   see Figure 10 of RFC-793.

         R2)  If the segment is outside the window, reject it (normal
              TCP processing)

         R3)  If an arriving segment satisfies: SEG.SEQ <= Last.ACK.sent
              (see Section 3.4), then record its timestamp in TS.Recent.

         R4)  If an arriving segment is in-sequence (i.e., at the left
              window edge), then accept it normally.

         R5)  Otherwise, treat the segment as a normal in-window, out-
              of-sequence TCP segment (e.g., queue it for later delivery
              to the user).

         Steps R2, R4, and R5 are the normal TCP processing steps
         specified by RFC-793.

         It is important to note that the timestamp is checked only when
         a segment first arrives at the receiver, regardless of whether
         it is in-sequence or it must be queued for later delivery.
         Consider the following example.

              Suppose the segment sequence: A.1, B.1, C.1, ..., Z.1 has
              been sent, where the letter indicates the sequence number
              and the digit represents the timestamp.  Suppose also that
              segment B.1 has been lost.  The timestamp in TS.TStamp is
              1 (from A.1), so C.1, ..., Z.1 are considered acceptable
              and are queued.  When B is retransmitted as segment B.2
              (using the latest timestamp), it fills the hole and causes
              all the segments through Z to be acknowledged and passed
              to the user.  The timestamps of the queued segments are
              *not* inspected again at this time, since they have
              already been accepted.  When B.2 is accepted, TS.Stamp is
              set to 2.

         This rule allows reasonable performance under loss.  A full
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         window of data is in transit at all times, and after a loss a



         full window less one packet will show up out-of-sequence to be
         queued at the receiver (e.g., up to ~2**30 bytes of data); the
         timestamp option must not result in discarding this data.

         In certain unlikely circumstances, the algorithm of rules R1-R4
         could lead to discarding some segments unnecessarily, as shown
         in the following example:

              Suppose again that segments: A.1, B.1, C.1, ..., Z.1 have
              been sent in sequence and that segment B.1 has been lost.
              Furthermore, suppose delivery of some of C.1, ... Z.1 is
              delayed until AFTER the retransmission B.2 arrives at the
              receiver.  These delayed segments will be discarded
              unnecessarily when they do arrive, since their timestamps
              are now out of date.

         This case is very unlikely to occur.  If the retransmission was
         triggered by a timeout, some of the segments C.1, ... Z.1 must
         have been delayed longer than the RTO time.  This is presumably
         an unlikely event, or there would be many spurious timeouts and
         retransmissions.  If B's retransmission was triggered by the
         "fast retransmit" algorithm, i.e., by duplicate ACKs, then the
         queued segments that caused these ACKs must have been received
         already.

         Even if a segment were delayed past the RTO, the Fast
         Retransmit mechanism [Jacobson90c] will cause the delayed
         packets to be retransmitted at the same time as B.2, avoiding
         an extra RTT and therefore causing a very small performance
         penalty.

         We know of no case with a significant probability of occurrence
         in which timestamps will cause performance degradation by
         unnecessarily discarding segments.

      4.2.2  Timestamp Clock

         It is important to understand that the PAWS algorithm does not
         require clock synchronization between sender and receiver.  The
         sender's timestamp clock is used to stamp the segments, and the
         sender uses the echoed timestamp to measure RTT's.  However,
         the receiver treats the timestamp as simply a monotone-
         increasing serial number, without any necessary connection to
         its clock.  From the receiver's viewpoint, the timestamp is
         acting as a logical extension of the high-order bits of the
         sequence number.
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         The receiver algorithm does place some requirements on the
         frequency of the timestamp clock.

         (a)  The timestamp clock must not be "too slow".

              It must tick at least once for each 2**31 bytes sent.  In
              fact, in order to be useful to the sender for round trip



              timing, the clock should tick at least once per window's
              worth of data, and even with the RFC-1072 window
              extension, 2**31 bytes must be at least two windows.

              To make this more quantitative, any clock faster than 1
              tick/sec will reject old duplicate segments for link
              speeds of ~8 Gbps.  A 1ms timestamp clock will work at
              link speeds up to 8 Tbps (8*10**12) bps!

         (b)  The timestamp clock must not be "too fast".

              Its recycling time must be greater than MSL seconds.
              Since the clock (timestamp) is 32 bits and the worst-case
              MSL is 255 seconds, the maximum acceptable clock frequency
              is one tick every 59 ns.

              However, it is desirable to establish a much longer
              recycle period, in order to handle outdated timestamps on
              idle connections (see Section 4.2.3), and to relax the MSL
              requirement for preventing sequence number wrap-around.
              With a 1 ms timestamp clock, the 32-bit timestamp will
              wrap its sign bit in 24.8 days.  Thus, it will reject old
              duplicates on the same connection if MSL is 24.8 days or
              less.  This appears to be a very safe figure; an MSL of
              24.8 days or longer can probably be assumed by the gateway
              system without requiring precise MSL enforcement by the
              TTL value in the IP layer.

         Based upon these considerations, we choose a timestamp clock
         frequency in the range 1 ms to 1 sec per tick.  This range also
         matches the requirements of the RTTM mechanism, which does not
         need much more resolution than the granularity of the
         retransmit timer, e.g., tens or hundreds of milliseconds.

         The PAWS mechanism also puts a strong monotonicity requirement
         on the sender's timestamp clock.  The method of implementation
         of the timestamp clock to meet this requirement depends upon
         the system hardware and software.

         *    Some hosts have a hardware clock that is guaranteed to be
              monotonic between hardware resets.
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         *    A clock interrupt may be used to simply increment a binary
              integer by 1 periodically.

         *    The timestamp clock may be derived from a system clock
              that is subject to being abruptly changed, by adding a
              variable offset value.  This offset is initialized to
              zero.  When a new timestamp clock value is needed, the
              offset can be adjusted as necessary to make the new value
              equal to or larger than the previous value (which was
              saved for this purpose).

      4.2.3  Outdated Timestamps



         If a connection remains idle long enough for the timestamp
         clock of the other TCP to wrap its sign bit, then the value
         saved in TS.Recent will become too old; as a result, the PAWS
         mechanism will cause all subsequent segments to be rejected,
         freezing the connection (until the timestamp clock wraps its
         sign bit again).

         With the chosen range of timestamp clock frequencies (1 sec to
         1 ms), the time to wrap the sign bit will be between 24.8 days
         and 24800 days.  A TCP connection that is idle for more than 24
         days and then comes to life is exceedingly unusual.  However,
         it is undesirable in principle to place any limitation on TCP
         connection lifetimes.

         We therefore require that an implementation of PAWS include a
         mechanism to "invalidate" the TS.Recent value when a connection
         is idle for more than 24 days.  (An alternative solution to the
         problem of outdated timestamps would be to send keepalive
         segments at a very low rate, but still more often than the
         wrap-around time for timestamps, e.g., once a day.  This would
         impose negligible overhead.  However, the TCP specification has
         never included keepalives, so the solution based upon
         invalidation was chosen.)

         Note that a TCP does not know the frequency, and therefore, the
         wraparound time, of the other TCP, so it must assume the worst.
         The validity of TS.Recent needs to be checked only if the basic
         PAWS timestamp check fails, i.e., only if SEG.TSval <
         TS.Recent.  If TS.Recent is found to be invalid, then the
         segment is accepted, regardless of the failure of the timestamp
         check, and rule R3 updates TS.Recent with the TSval from the
         new segment.

         To detect how long the connection has been idle, the TCP may
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         update a clock or timestamp value associated with the
         connection whenever TS.Recent is updated, for example.  The
         details will be implementation-dependent.

      4.2.4  Header Prediction

         "Header prediction" [Jacobson90a] is a high-performance
         transport protocol implementation technique that is most
         important for high-speed links.  This technique optimizes the
         code for the most common case, receiving a segment correctly
         and in order.  Using header prediction, the receiver asks the
         question, "Is this segment the next in sequence?"  This
         question can be answered in fewer machine instructions than the
         question, "Is this segment within the window?"

         Adding header prediction to our timestamp procedure leads to
         the following recommended sequence for processing an arriving
         TCP segment:



         H1)  Check timestamp (same as step R1 above)

         H2)  Do header prediction: if segment is next in sequence and
              if there are no special conditions requiring additional
              processing, accept the segment, record its timestamp, and
              skip H3.

         H3)  Process the segment normally, as specified in RFC-793.
              This includes dropping segments that are outside the win-
              dow and possibly sending acknowledgments, and queueing
              in-window, out-of-sequence segments.

         Another possibility would be to interchange steps H1 and H2,
         i.e., to perform the header prediction step H2 FIRST, and
         perform H1 and H3 only when header prediction fails.  This
         could be a performance improvement, since the timestamp check
         in step H1 is very unlikely to fail, and it requires interval
         arithmetic on a finite field, a relatively expensive operation.
         To perform this check on every single segment is contrary to
         the philosophy of header prediction.  We believe that this
         change might reduce CPU time for TCP protocol processing by up
         to 5-10% on high-speed networks.

         However, putting H2 first would create a hazard: a segment from
         2**32 bytes in the past might arrive at exactly the wrong time
         and be accepted mistakenly by the header-prediction step.  The
         following reasoning has been introduced [Jacobson90b] to show
         that the probability of this failure is negligible.
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              If all segments are equally likely to show up as old
              duplicates, then the probability of an old duplicate
              exactly matching the left window edge is the maximum
              segment size (MSS) divided by the size of the sequence
              space.  This ratio must be less than 2**-16, since MSS
              must be < 2**16; for example, it will be (2**12)/(2**32) =
              2**-20 for an FDDI link.  However, the older a segment is,
              the less likely it is to be retained in the Internet, and
              under any reasonable model of segment lifetime the
              probability of an old duplicate exactly at the left window
              edge must be much smaller than 2**-16.

              The 16 bit TCP checksum also allows a basic unreliability
              of one part in 2**16.  A protocol mechanism whose
              reliability exceeds the reliability of the TCP checksum
              should be considered "good enough", i.e., it won't
              contribute significantly to the overall error rate.  We
              therefore believe we can ignore the problem of an old
              duplicate being accepted by doing header prediction before
              checking the timestamp.

         However, this probabilistic argument is not universally
         accepted, and the consensus at present is that the performance
         gain does not justify the hazard in the general case.  It is
         therefore recommended that H2 follow H1.



   4.3.  Duplicates from Earlier Incarnations of Connection

      The PAWS mechanism protects against errors due to sequence number
      wrap-around on high-speed connection.  Segments from an earlier
      incarnation of the same connection are also a potential cause of
      old duplicate errors.  In both cases, the TCP mechanisms to
      prevent such errors depend upon the enforcement of a maximum
      segment lifetime (MSL) by the Internet (IP) layer (see Appendix of
      RFC-1185 for a detailed discussion).  Unlike the case of sequence
      space wrap-around, the MSL required to prevent old duplicate
      errors from earlier incarnations does not depend upon the transfer
      rate.  If the IP layer enforces the recommended 2 minute MSL of
      TCP, and if the TCP rules are followed, TCP connections will be
      safe from earlier incarnations, no matter how high the network
      speed.  Thus, the PAWS mechanism is not required for this case.

      We may still ask whether the PAWS mechanism can provide additional
      security against old duplicates from earlier connections, allowing
      us to relax the enforcement of MSL by the IP layer.  Appendix B
      explores this question, showing that further assumptions and/or
      mechanisms are required, beyond those of PAWS.  This is not part
      of the current extension.
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5.  CONCLUSIONS AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

   This memo presented a set of extensions to TCP to provide efficient
   operation over large-bandwidth*delay-product paths and reliable
   operation over very high-speed paths.  These extensions are designed
   to provide compatible interworking with TCP's that do not implement
   the extensions.

   These mechanisms are implemented using new TCP options for scaled
   windows and timestamps.  The timestamps are used for two distinct
   mechanisms: RTTM (Round Trip Time Measurement) and PAWS (Protect
   Against Wrapped Sequences).

   The Window Scale option was originally suggested by Mike St. Johns of
   USAF/DCA.  The present form of the option was suggested by Mike
   Karels of UC Berkeley in response to a more cumbersome scheme defined
   by Van Jacobson.  Lixia Zhang helped formulate the PAWS mechanism
   description in RFC-1185.

   Finally, much of this work originated as the result of discussions
   within the End-to-End Task Force on the theoretical limitations of
   transport protocols in general and TCP in particular.  More recently,
   task force members and other on the end2end-interest list have made
   valuable contributions by pointing out flaws in the algorithms and
   the documentation.  The authors are grateful for all these
   contributions.
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APPENDIX A:  IMPLEMENTATION SUGGESTIONS

   The following layouts are recommended for sending options on non-SYN
   segments, to achieve maximum feasible alignment of 32-bit and 64-bit
   machines.

       +--------+--------+--------+--------+
       |   NOP  |  NOP   |  TSopt |   10   |
       +--------+--------+--------+--------+
       |          TSval   timestamp        |
       +--------+--------+--------+--------+
       |          TSecr   timestamp        |
       +--------+--------+--------+--------+

APPENDIX B: DUPLICATES FROM EARLIER CONNECTION INCARNATIONS

   There are two cases to be considered:  (1) a system crashing (and
   losing connection state) and restarting, and (2) the same connection
   being closed and reopened without a loss of host state.  These will
   be described in the following two sections.

   B.1  System Crash with Loss of State

      TCP's quiet time of one MSL upon system startup handles the loss
      of connection state in a system crash/restart.  For an
      explanation, see for example "When to Keep Quiet" in the TCP
      protocol specification [Postel81].  The MSL that is required here
      does not depend upon the transfer speed.  The current TCP MSL of 2
      minutes seems acceptable as an operational compromise, as many
      host systems take this long to boot after a crash.

      However, the timestamp option may be used to ease the MSL
      requirements (or to provide additional security against data
      corruption).  If timestamps are being used and if the timestamp
      clock can be guaranteed to be monotonic over a system
      crash/restart, i.e., if the first value of the sender's timestamp
      clock after a crash/restart can be guaranteed to be greater than
      the last value before the restart, then a quiet time will be
      unnecessary.

      To dispense totally with the quiet time would require that the



      host clock be synchronized to a time source that is stable over
      the crash/restart period, with an accuracy of one timestamp clock
      tick or better.  We can back off from this strict requirement to
      take advantage of approximate clock synchronization.  Suppose that
      the clock is always re-synchronized to within N timestamp clock
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      ticks and that booting (extended with a quiet time, if necessary)
      takes more than N ticks.  This will guarantee monotonicity of the
      timestamps, which can then be used to reject old duplicates even
      without an enforced MSL.

   B.2  Closing and Reopening a Connection

      When a TCP connection is closed, a delay of 2*MSL in TIME-WAIT
      state ties up the socket pair for 4 minutes (see Section 3.5 of
      [Postel81].  Applications built upon TCP that close one connection
      and open a new one (e.g., an FTP data transfer connection using
      Stream mode) must choose a new socket pair each time.  The TIME-
      WAIT delay serves two different purposes:

      (a)  Implement the full-duplex reliable close handshake of TCP.

           The proper time to delay the final close step is not really
           related to the MSL; it depends instead upon the RTO for the
           FIN segments and therefore upon the RTT of the path.  (It
           could be argued that the side that is sending a FIN knows
           what degree of reliability it needs, and therefore it should
           be able to determine the length of the TIME-WAIT delay for
           the FIN's recipient.  This could be accomplished with an
           appropriate TCP option in FIN segments.)

           Although there is no formal upper-bound on RTT, common
           network engineering practice makes an RTT greater than 1
           minute very unlikely.  Thus, the 4 minute delay in TIME-WAIT
           state works satisfactorily to provide a reliable full-duplex
           TCP close.  Note again that this is independent of MSL
           enforcement and network speed.

           The TIME-WAIT state could cause an indirect performance
           problem if an application needed to repeatedly close one
           connection and open another at a very high frequency, since
           the number of available TCP ports on a host is less than
           2**16.  However, high network speeds are not the major
           contributor to this problem; the RTT is the limiting factor
           in how quickly connections can be opened and closed.
           Therefore, this problem will be no worse at high transfer
           speeds.

      (b)  Allow old duplicate segments to expire.

           To replace this function of TIME-WAIT state, a mechanism
           would have to operate across connections.  PAWS is defined
           strictly within a single connection; the last timestamp is
           TS.Recent is kept in the connection control block, and
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           discarded when a connection is closed.

           An additional mechanism could be added to the TCP, a per-host
           cache of the last timestamp received from any connection.
           This value could then be used in the PAWS mechanism to reject
           old duplicate segments from earlier incarnations of the
           connection, if the timestamp clock can be guaranteed to have
           ticked at least once since the old connection was open.  This
           would require that the TIME-WAIT delay plus the RTT together
           must be at least one tick of the sender's timestamp clock.
           Such an extension is not part of the proposal of this RFC.

           Note that this is a variant on the mechanism proposed by
           Garlick, Rom, and Postel [Garlick77], which required each
           host to maintain connection records containing the highest
           sequence numbers on every connection.  Using timestamps
           instead, it is only necessary to keep one quantity per remote
           host, regardless of the number of simultaneous connections to
           that host.
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APPENDIX C: CHANGES FROM RFC-1072, RFC-1185

   The protocol extensions defined in this document differ in several
   important ways from those defined in RFC-1072 and RFC-1185.

   (a)  SACK has been deferred to a later memo.

   (b)  The detailed rules for sending timestamp replies (see Section
        3.4) differ in important ways.  The earlier rules could result
        in an under-estimate of the RTT in certain cases (packets
        dropped or out of order).

   (c)  The same value TS.Recent is now shared by the two distinct
        mechanisms RTTM and PAWS.  This simplification became possible
        because of change (b).

   (d)  An ambiguity in RFC-1185 was resolved in favor of putting
        timestamps on ACK as well as data segments.  This supports the
        symmetry of the underlying TCP protocol.

   (e)  The echo and echo reply options of RFC-1072 were combined into a
        single Timestamps option, to reflect the symmetry and to
        simplify processing.

   (f)  The problem of outdated timestamps on long-idle connections,
        discussed in Section 4.2.2, was realized and resolved.

   (g)  RFC-1185 recommended that header prediction take precedence over
        the timestamp check.  Based upon some scepticism about the
        probabilistic arguments given in Section 4.2.4, it was decided
        to recommend that the timestamp check be performed first.

   (h)  The spec was modified so that the extended options will be sent
        on <SYN,ACK> segments only when they are received in the
        corresponding <SYN> segments.  This provides the most
        conservative possible conditions for interoperation with
        implementations without the extensions.

   In addition to these substantive changes, the present RFC attempts to
   specify the algorithms unambiguously by presenting modifications to
   the Event Processing rules of RFC-793; see Appendix E.
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APPENDIX D: SUMMARY OF NOTATION

   The following notation has been used in this document.

   Options



       WSopt:       TCP Window Scale Option
       TSopt:       TCP Timestamps Option

   Option Fields

       shift.cnt:   Window scale byte in WSopt.
       TSval:       32-bit Timestamp Value field in TSopt.
       TSecr:       32-bit Timestamp Reply field in TSopt.

   Option Fields in Current Segment

       SEG.TSval:   TSval field from TSopt in current segment.
       SEG.TSecr:   TSecr field from TSopt in current segment.
       SEG.WSopt:   8-bit value in WSopt

   Clock Values

       my.TSclock:      Local source of 32-bit timestamp values
       my.TSclock.rate: Period of my.TSclock (1 ms to 1 sec).

   Per-Connection State Variables

       TS.Recent:       Latest received Timestamp
       Last.ACK.sent:   Last ACK field sent

       Snd.TS.OK:       1-bit flag
       Snd.WS.OK:       1-bit flag

       Rcv.Wind.Scale:  Receive window scale power
       Snd.Wind.Scale:  Send window scale power
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APPENDIX E: EVENT PROCESSING

Event Processing

  OPEN Call

     ...
    An initial send sequence number (ISS) is selected.  Send a SYN
    segment of the form:



        <SEQ=ISS><CTL=SYN><TSval=my.TSclock><WSopt=Rcv.Wind.Scale>

      ...

  SEND Call

    CLOSED STATE (i.e., TCB does not exist)

      ...

    LISTEN STATE

      If the foreign socket is specified, then change the connection
      from passive to active, select an ISS.  Send a SYN segment
      containing the options: <TSval=my.TSclock> and
      <WSopt=Rcv.Wind.Scale>.  Set SND.UNA to ISS, SND.NXT to ISS+1.
      Enter SYN-SENT state. ...

    SYN-SENT STATE
    SYN-RECEIVED STATE

      ...

    ESTABLISHED STATE
    CLOSE-WAIT STATE

      Segmentize the buffer and send it with a piggybacked
      acknowledgment (acknowledgment value = RCV.NXT).  ...

      If the urgent flag is set ...

      If the Snd.TS.OK flag is set, then include the TCP Timestamps
      option <TSval=my.TSclock,TSecr=TS.Recent> in each data segment.

      Scale the receive window for transmission in the segment header:

            SEG.WND = (SND.WND >> Rcv.Wind.Scale).
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  SEGMENT ARRIVES

     ...

    If the state is LISTEN then

      first check for an RST

        ...

      second check for an ACK

        ...

      third check for a SYN

        if the SYN bit is set, check the security.  If the ...



         ...

        If the SEG.PRC is less than the TCB.PRC then continue.

        Check for a Window Scale option (WSopt); if one is found, save
        SEG.WSopt in Snd.Wind.Scale and set Snd.WS.OK flag on.
        Otherwise, set both Snd.Wind.Scale and Rcv.Wind.Scale to zero
        and clear Snd.WS.OK flag.

        Check for a TSopt option; if one is found, save SEG.TSval in the
        variable TS.Recent and turn on the Snd.TS.OK bit.

        Set RCV.NXT to SEG.SEQ+1, IRS is set to SEG.SEQ and any other
        control or text should be queued for processing later.  ISS
        should be selected and a SYN segment sent of the form:

          <SEQ=ISS><ACK=RCV.NXT><CTL=SYN,ACK>

        If the Snd.WS.OK bit is on, include a WSopt option
        <WSopt=Rcv.Wind.Scale> in this segment.  If the Snd.TS.OK bit is
        on, include a TSopt <TSval=my.TSclock,TSecr=TS.Recent> in this
        segment.  Last.ACK.sent is set to RCV.NXT.

        SND.NXT is set to ISS+1 and SND.UNA to ISS.  The connection
        state should be changed to SYN-RECEIVED.  Note that any other
        incoming control or data (combined with SYN) will be processed
        in the SYN-RECEIVED state, but processing of SYN and ACK should
        not be repeated.  If the listen was not fully specified (i.e.,
        the foreign socket was not fully specified), then the
        unspecified fields should be filled in now.
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      fourth other text or control

       ...

    If the state is SYN-SENT then

      first check the ACK bit

        ...

      fourth check the SYN bit

         ...

        If the SYN bit is on and the security/compartment and precedence
        are acceptable then, RCV.NXT is set to SEG.SEQ+1, IRS is set to
        SEG.SEQ, and any acknowledgements on the retransmission queue
        which are thereby acknowledged should be removed.

        Check for a Window Scale option (WSopt); if is found, save
        SEG.WSopt in Snd.Wind.Scale; otherwise, set both Snd.Wind.Scale
        and Rcv.Wind.Scale to zero.



        Check for a TSopt option; if one is found, save SEG.TSval in
        variable TS.Recent and turn on the Snd.TS.OK bit in the
        connection control block.  If the ACK bit is set, use my.TSclock
        - SEG.TSecr as the initial RTT estimate.

        If SND.UNA > ISS (our SYN has been ACKed), change the connection
        state to ESTABLISHED, form an ACK segment:

            <SEQ=SND.NXT><ACK=RCV.NXT><CTL=ACK>

        and send it.  If the Snd.Echo.OK bit is on, include a TSopt
        option <TSval=my.TSclock,TSecr=TS.Recent> in this ACK segment.
        Last.ACK.sent is set to RCV.NXT.

        Data or controls which were queued for transmission may be
        included.  If there are other controls or text in the segment
        then continue processing at the sixth step below where the URG
        bit is checked, otherwise return.

        Otherwise enter SYN-RECEIVED, form a SYN,ACK segment:

            <SEQ=ISS><ACK=RCV.NXT><CTL=SYN,ACK>

        and send it.  If the Snd.Echo.OK bit is on, include a TSopt
        option <TSval=my.TSclock,TSecr=TS.Recent> in this segment.  If
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        the Snd.WS.OK bit is on, include a WSopt option
        <WSopt=Rcv.Wind.Scale> in this segment.  Last.ACK.sent is set to
        RCV.NXT.

        If there are other controls or text in the segment, queue them
        for processing after the ESTABLISHED state has been reached,
        return.

      fifth, if neither of the SYN or RST bits is set then drop the
      segment and return.

    Otherwise,

    First, check sequence number

      SYN-RECEIVED STATE
      ESTABLISHED STATE
      FIN-WAIT-1 STATE
      FIN-WAIT-2 STATE
      CLOSE-WAIT STATE
      CLOSING STATE
      LAST-ACK STATE
      TIME-WAIT STATE

        Segments are processed in sequence.  Initial tests on arrival
        are used to discard old duplicates, but further processing is
        done in SEG.SEQ order.  If a segment's contents straddle the
        boundary between old and new, only the new parts should be



        processed.

        Rescale the received window field:

            TrueWindow = SEG.WND << Snd.Wind.Scale,

        and use "TrueWindow" in place of SEG.WND in the following steps.

        Check whether the segment contains a Timestamps option and bit
        Snd.TS.OK is on.  If so:

          If SEG.TSval < TS.Recent, then test whether connection has
          been idle less than 24 days; if both are true, then the
          segment is not acceptable; follow steps below for an
          unacceptable segment.

          If SEG.SEQ is equal to Last.ACK.sent, then save SEG.ECopt in
          variable TS.Recent.
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        There are four cases for the acceptability test for an incoming
        segment:

          ...

        If an incoming segment is not acceptable, an acknowledgment
        should be sent in reply (unless the RST bit is set, if so drop
        the segment and return):

          <SEQ=SND.NXT><ACK=RCV.NXT><CTL=ACK>

        Last.ACK.sent is set to SEG.ACK of the acknowledgment.  If the
        Snd.Echo.OK bit is on, include the Timestamps option
        <TSval=my.TSclock,TSecr=TS.Recent> in this ACK segment.  Set
        Last.ACK.sent to SEG.ACK and send the ACK segment.  After
        sending the acknowledgment, drop the unacceptable segment and
        return.

          ...

    fifth check the ACK field.

      if the ACK bit is off drop the segment and return.

      if the ACK bit is on

        ...

        ESTABLISHED STATE

          If SND.UNA < SEG.ACK =< SND.NXT then, set SND.UNA <- SEG.ACK.
          Also compute a new estimate of round-trip time.  If Snd.TS.OK
          bit is on, use my.TSclock - SEG.TSecr; otherwise use the
          elapsed time since the first segment in the retransmission
          queue was sent.  Any segments on the retransmission queue



          which are thereby entirely acknowledged...

            ...

    Seventh, process the segment text.

      ESTABLISHED STATE
      FIN-WAIT-1 STATE
      FIN-WAIT-2 STATE

          ...

        Send an acknowledgment of the form:
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          <SEQ=SND.NXT><ACK=RCV.NXT><CTL=ACK>

        If the Snd.TS.OK bit is on, include Timestamps option
        <TSval=my.TSclock,TSecr=TS.Recent> in this ACK segment.  Set
        Last.ACK.sent to SEG.ACK of the acknowledgment, and send it.
        This acknowledgment should be piggy-backed on a segment being
        transmitted if possible without incurring undue delay.

         ...

Security Considerations

   Security issues are not discussed in this memo.
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Abstract

   This memo describes an updated technique for incremental computation
   of the standard Internet checksum.  It updates the method described
   in RFC 1141.
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1.  Introduction

   Incremental checksum update is useful in speeding up several
   types of operations routinely performed on IP packets, such as
   TTL update, IP fragmentation, and source route update.

   RFC 1071, on pages 4 and 5, describes a procedure to
   incrementally update the standard Internet checksum.  The
   relevant discussion, though comprehensive, was not complete.



   Therefore, RFC 1141 was published to replace this description
   on Incremental Update.  In particular, RFC 1141 provides a
   more detailed exposure to the procedure described in RFC 1071.
   However, it computes a result for certain cases that differs
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   from the one obtained from scratch (one's complement of one's
   complement sum of the original fields).

   For the sake of completeness, this memo briefly highlights key
   points from RFCs 1071 and 1141.  Based on these discussions,
   an updated procedure to incrementally compute the standard
   Internet checksum is developed and presented.

2.  Notation and Equations

   Given the following notation:

          HC  - old checksum in header
          C   - one's complement sum of old header
          HC' - new checksum in header
          C'  - one's complement sum of new header
          m   - old value of a 16-bit field
          m'  - new value of a 16-bit field

          RFC 1071 states that C' is:

          C' = C + (-m) + m'    --    [Eqn. 1]
             = C + (m' - m)

   As RFC 1141 points out, the equation above is not useful for direct
   use in incremental updates since C and C' do not refer to the actual
   checksum stored in the header.  In addition, it is pointed out that
   RFC 1071 did not specify that all arithmetic must be performed using
   one's complement arithmetic.

   Finally, complementing the above equation to get the actual checksum,
   RFC 1141 presents the following:

          HC' = ~(C + (-m) + m')
              = HC + (m - m')
              = HC + m + ~m'    --    [Eqn. 2]

3.  Discussion

   Although this equation appears to work, there are boundary conditions
   under which it produces a result which differs from the one obtained
   by checksum computation from scratch.  This is due to the way zero is
   handled in one's complement arithmetic.

   In one's complement, there are two representations of zero: the all
   zero and the all one bit values, often referred to as +0 and -0.
   One's complement addition of non-zero inputs can produce -0 as a
   result, but never +0.  Since there is guaranteed to be at least one
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   non-zero field in the IP header, and the checksum field in the
   protocol header is the complement of the sum, the checksum field can
   never contain ~(+0), which is -0 (0xFFFF).  It can, however, contain
   ~(-0), which is +0 (0x0000).

   RFC 1141 yields an updated header checksum of -0 when it should be
   +0.  This is because it assumed that one's complement has a
   distributive property, which does not hold when the result is 0 (see
   derivation of [Eqn. 2]).

   The problem is avoided by not assuming this property.  The correct
   equation is given below:

          HC' = ~(C + (-m) + m')    --    [Eqn. 3]
              = ~(~HC + ~m + m')

4.  Examples

   Consider an IP packet header in which a 16-bit field m = 0x5555
   changes to m' = 0x3285.  Also, the one's complement sum of all other
   header octets is 0xCD7A.

   Then the header checksum would be:

          HC = ~(0xCD7A + 0x5555)
             = ~0x22D0
             =  0xDD2F

   The new checksum via recomputation is:

          HC' = ~(0xCD7A + 0x3285)
              = ~0xFFFF
              =  0x0000

   Using [Eqn. 2], as specified in RFC 1141, the new checksum is
   computed as:

          HC' = HC + m + ~m'
              =  0xDD2F + 0x5555 + ~0x3285
              =  0xFFFF

   which does not match that computed from scratch, and moreover can
   never obtain for an IP header.
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   Applying [Eqn. 3] to the example above, we get the correct result:

          HC' = ~(C + (-m) + m')
              = ~(0x22D0 + ~0x5555 + 0x3285)
              = ~0xFFFF
              =  0x0000

5.  Checksum verification by end systems

   If an end system verifies the checksum by including the checksum
   field itself in the one's complement sum and then comparing the
   result against -0, as recommended by RFC 1071, it does not matter if
   an intermediate system generated a -0 instead of +0 due to the RFC
   1141 property described here.  In the example above:

          0xCD7A + 0x3285 + 0xFFFF = 0xFFFF
          0xCD7A + 0x3285 + 0x0000 = 0xFFFF

   However, implementations exist which verify the checksum by computing
   it and comparing against the header checksum field.

   It is recommended that intermediate systems compute incremental
   checksum using the method described in this document, and end systems
   verify checksum as per the method described in RFC 1071.

   The method in [Eqn. 3] is slightly more expensive than the one in RFC
   1141.  If this is a concern, the two additional instructions can be
   eliminated by subtracting complements with borrow [see Sec. 7].  This
   would result in the following equation:

          HC' = HC - ~m - m'    --    [Eqn. 4]

          In the example shown above,

          HC' = HC - ~m - m'
              =  0xDD2F - ~0x5555 - 0x3285
              =  0x0000

6.  Historical Note

   A historical aside: the fact that standard one's complement
   arithmetic produces negative zero results is one of its main
   drawbacks; it makes for difficulty in interpretation.  In the CDC
   6000 series computers [4], this problem was avoided by using
   subtraction as the primitive in one's complement arithmetic (i.e.,
   addition is subtraction of the complement).
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   The failure condition was uncovered as a result of IP testing on a
   product which implemented the RFC 1141 algorithm.  It was analyzed,
   and the updated algorithm devised.  This algorithm was also verified
   using simulation.  It was also shown that the failure condition
   disappears if the checksum verification is done as per RFC 1071.

8.  Security Considerations

   Security issues are not discussed in this memo.

9.  Conclusions

   It is recommended that either [Eqn. 3] or [Eqn. 4] be the
   implementation technique used for incremental update of the standard
   Internet checksum.
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Abstract

   OSI lower layer protocols, comprising the connectionless network
   protocol (CLNP) and supporting routing protocols, are deployed in
   some parts of the global Internet.  Maintenance and debugging of CLNP
   connectivity is greatly aided by support in the Domain Name System
   (DNS) for mapping between names and NSAP addresses.

   This document defines the format of one new Resource Record (RR) for
   the DNS for domain name-to-NSAP mapping. The RR may be used with any
   NSAP address format.

   NSAP-to-name translation is accomplished through use of the PTR RR
   (see STD 13, RFC 1035 for a description of the PTR RR). This paper
   describes how PTR RRs are used to support this translation.

   This document obsoletes RFC 1348 and RFC 1637.
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1.  Introduction

   OSI lower layer protocols, comprising the connectionless network
   protocol (CLNP) [5] and supporting routing protocols, are deployed in
   some parts of the global Internet.  Maintenance and debugging of CLNP
   connectivity is greatly aided by support in the Domain Name System
   (DNS) [7] [8] for mapping between names and NSAP (network service
   access point) addresses [6] [Note: NSAP and NSAP address are used
   interchangeably throughout this memo].

   This document defines the format of one new Resource Record (RR) for
   the DNS for domain name-to-NSAP mapping. The RR may be used with any
   NSAP address format.

   NSAP-to-name translation is accomplished through use of the PTR RR
   (see RFC 1035 for a description of the PTR RR). This paper describes
   how PTR RRs are used to support this translation.

   This memo assumes that the reader is familiar with the DNS. Some
   familiarity with NSAPs is useful; see [1] or Annex A of [6] for



   additional information.

2.  Background

   The reason for defining DNS mappings for NSAPs is to support the
   existing CLNP deployment in the Internet.  Debugging with CLNP ping
   and traceroute has become more difficult with only numeric NSAPs as
   the scale of deployment has increased. Current debugging is supported
   by maintaining and exchanging a configuration file with name/NSAP
   mappings similar in function to hosts.txt. This suffers from the lack
   of a central coordinator for this file and also from the perspective
   of scaling.  The former describes the most serious short-term
   problem. Scaling of a hosts.txt-like solution has well-known long-
   term scaling difficiencies.

3.  Scope

   The methods defined in this paper are applicable to all NSAP formats.

   As a point of reference, there is a distinction between registration
   and publication of addresses. For IP addresses, the IANA is the root
   registration authority and the DNS a publication method. For NSAPs,
   Annex A of the network service definition, ISO8348 [6], describes the
   root registration authority and this memo defines how the DNS is used
   as a publication method.
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4.  Structure of NSAPs

   NSAPs are hierarchically structured to allow distributed
   administration and efficient routing. Distributed administration
   permits subdelegated addressing authorities to, as allowed by the
   delegator, further structure the portion of the NSAP space under
   their delegated control.  Accomodating this distributed authority
   requires that there be little or no a priori knowledge of the
   structure of NSAPs built into DNS resolvers and servers.

   For the purposes of this memo, NSAPs can be thought of as a tree of
   identifiers. The root of the tree is ISO8348 [6], and has as its
   immediately registered subordinates the one-octet Authority and
   Format Identifiers (AFIs) defined there. The size of subsequently-
   defined fields depends on which branch of the tree is taken. The
   depth of the tree varies according to the authority responsible for
   defining subsequent fields.

   An example is the authority under which U.S. GOSIP defines NSAPs [2].
   Under the AFI of 47, NIST (National Institute of Standards and
   Technology) obtained a value of 0005 (the AFI of 47 defines the next
   field as being two octets consisting of four BCD digits from the
   International Code Designator space [3]). NIST defined the subsequent
   fields in [2], as shown in Figure 1. The field immediately following
   0005 is a format identifier for the rest of the U.S. GOSIP NSAP
   structure, with a hex value of 80. Following this is the three-octet



   field, values for which are allocated to network operators; the
   registration authority for this field is delegated to GSA (General
   Services Administration).

   The last octet of the NSAP is the NSelector (NSel). In practice, the
   NSAP minus the NSel identifies the CLNP protocol machine on a given
   system, and the NSel identifies the CLNP user. Since there can be
   more than one CLNP user (meaning multiple NSel values for a given
   "base" NSAP), the representation of the NSAP should be CLNP-user
   independent. To achieve this, an NSel value of zero shall be used
   with all NSAP values stored in the DNS. An NSAP with NSel=0
   identifies the network layer itself. It is left to the application
   retrieving the NSAP to determine the appropriate value to use in that
   instance of communication.

   When CLNP is used to support TCP and UDP services, the NSel value
   used is the appropriate IP PROTO value as registered with the IANA.
   For "standard" OSI, the selection of NSel values is left as a matter
   of local administration. Administrators of systems that support the
   OSI transport protocol [4] in addition to TCP/UDP must select NSels
   for use by OSI Transport that do not conflict with the IP PROTO
   values.
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              |--------------|
              | <-- IDP -->  |
              |--------------|-------------------------------------|
              | AFI |  IDI   |            <-- DSP -->              |
              |-----|--------|-------------------------------------|
              | 47  |  0005  | DFI | AA |Rsvd | RD |Area | ID |Sel |
              |-----|--------|-----|----|-----|----|-----|----|----|
       octets |  1  |   2    |  1  | 3  |  2  | 2  |  2  | 6  | 1  |
              |-----|--------|-----|----|-----|----|-----|----|----|

                    IDP    Initial Domain Part
                    AFI    Authority and Format Identifier
                    IDI    Initial Domain Identifier
                    DSP    Domain Specific Part
                    DFI    DSP Format Identifier
                    AA     Administrative Authority
                    Rsvd   Reserved
                    RD     Routing Domain Identifier
                    Area   Area Identifier
                    ID     System Identifier
                    SEL    NSAP Selector

                  Figure 1: GOSIP Version 2 NSAP structure.

   In the NSAP RRs in Master Files and in the printed text in this memo,
   NSAPs are often represented as a string of "."-separated hex values.
   The values correspond to convenient divisions of the NSAP to make it
   more readable. For example, the "."-separated fields might correspond
   to the NSAP fields as defined by the appropriate authority (RARE,
   U.S. GOSIP, ANSI, etc.). The use of this notation is strictly for
   readability. The "."s do not appear in DNS packets and DNS servers



   can ignore them when reading Master Files. For example, a printable
   representation of the first four fields of a U.S. GOSIP NSAP might
   look like

                             47.0005.80.005a00

   and a full U.S. GOSIP NSAP might appear as

             47.0005.80.005a00.0000.1000.0020.00800a123456.00.

   Other NSAP formats have different lengths and different
   administratively defined field widths to accomodate different
   requirements. For more information on NSAP formats in use see RFC
   1629 [1].
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5.  The NSAP RR

   The NSAP RR is defined with mnemonic "NSAP" and TYPE code 22
   (decimal) and is used to map from domain names to NSAPs. Name-to-NSAP
   mapping in the DNS using the NSAP RR operates analogously to IP
   address lookup. A query is generated by the resolver requesting an
   NSAP RR for a provided domain name.

   NSAP RRs conform to the top level RR format and semantics as defined
   in Section 3.2.1 of RFC 1035.

                                            1  1  1  1  1  1
              0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  0  1  2  3  4  5
           +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
           |                                               |
           /                                               /
           /                        NAME                   /
           |                                               |
           +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
           |                    TYPE = NSAP                |
           +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
           |                    CLASS = IN                 |
           +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
           |                        TTL                    |
           |                                               |
           +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
           |                      RDLENGTH                 |
           +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
           /                       RDATA                   /
           /                                               /
           +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

   where:

   *  NAME: an owner name, i.e., the name of the node to which this
      resource record pertains.

   *  TYPE: two octets containing the NSAP RR TYPE code of 22 (decimal).



   *  CLASS: two octets containing the RR IN CLASS code of 1.

   *  TTL: a 32 bit signed integer that specifies the time interval in
      seconds that the resource record may be cached before the source
      of the information should again be consulted. Zero values are
      interpreted to mean that the RR can only be used for the
      transaction in progress, and should not be cached. For example,
      SOA records are always distributed with a zero TTL to prohibit
      caching. Zero values can also be used for extremely volatile data.
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   *  RDLENGTH: an unsigned 16 bit integer that specifies the length in
      octets of the RDATA field.

   *  RDATA: a variable length string of octets containing the NSAP.
      The value is the binary encoding of the NSAP as it would appear in
      the CLNP source or destination address field. A typical example of
      such an NSAP (in hex) is shown below. For this NSAP, RDLENGTH is
      20 (decimal); "."s have been omitted to emphasize that they don't
      appear in the DNS packets.

                 39840f80005a0000000001e13708002010726e00

   NSAP RRs cause no additional section processing.

6.  NSAP-to-name Mapping Using the PTR RR

   The PTR RR is defined in RFC 1035. This RR is typically used under
   the "IN-ADDR.ARPA" domain to map from IPv4 addresses to domain names.

   Similarly, the PTR RR is used to map from NSAPs to domain names under
   the "NSAP.INT" domain. A domain name is generated from the NSAP
   according to the rules described below. A query is sent by the
   resolver requesting a PTR RR for the provided domain name.

   A domain name is generated from an NSAP by reversing the hex nibbles
   of the NSAP, treating each nibble as a separate subdomain, and
   appending the top-level subdomain name "NSAP.INT" to it. For example,
   the domain name used in the reverse lookup for the NSAP

             47.0005.80.005a00.0000.0001.e133.ffffff000162.00

   would appear as

     0.0.2.6.1.0.0.0.f.f.f.f.f.f.3.3.1.e.1.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.a.5.0.0. \
                         0.8.5.0.0.0.7.4.NSAP.INT.

   [Implementation note: For sanity's sake user interfaces should be
   designed to allow users to enter NSAPs using their natural order,
   i.e., as they are typically written on paper. Also, arbitrary "."s
   should be allowed (and ignored) on input.]

7.  Master File Format

   The format of NSAP RRs (and NSAP-related PTR RRs) in Master Files



   conforms to Section 5, "Master Files," of RFC 1035. Below are
   examples of the use of these RRs in Master Files to support name-to-
   NSAP and NSAP-to-name mapping.
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   The NSAP RR introduces a new hex string format for the RDATA field.
   The format is "0x" (i.e., a zero followed by an 'x' character)
   followed by a variable length string of hex characters (0 to 9, a to
   f). The hex string is case-insensitive. "."s (i.e., periods) may be
   inserted in the hex string anywhere after the "0x" for readability.
   The "."s have no significance other than for readability and are not
   propagated in the protocol (e.g., queries or zone transfers).

   ;;;;;;
   ;;;;;; Master File for domain nsap.nist.gov.
   ;;;;;;

   @      IN     SOA    emu.ncsl.nist.gov.  root.emu.ncsl.nist.gov. (
                                     1994041800   ; Serial  - date
                                     1800         ; Refresh - 30 minutes
                                     300          ; Retry   - 5 minutes
                                     604800       ; Expire  - 7 days
                                     3600 )       ; Minimum - 1 hour
          IN     NS     emu.ncsl.nist.gov.
          IN     NS     tuba.nsap.lanl.gov.
   ;
   ;
   $ORIGIN nsap.nist.gov.
   ;
   ;     hosts
   ;
   bsdi1    IN  NSAP  0x47.0005.80.005a00.0000.0001.e133.ffffff000161.00
            IN  A     129.6.224.161
            IN  HINFO PC_486    BSDi1.1
   ;
   bsdi2    IN  NSAP  0x47.0005.80.005a00.0000.0001.e133.ffffff000162.00
            IN  A     129.6.224.162
            IN  HINFO PC_486    BSDi1.1
   ;
   cursive  IN  NSAP  0x47.0005.80.005a00.0000.0001.e133.ffffff000171.00
            IN  A     129.6.224.171
            IN  HINFO PC_386    DOS_5.0/NCSA_Telnet(TUBA)
   ;
   infidel  IN  NSAP  0x47.0005.80.005a00.0000.0001.e133.ffffff000164.00
            IN  A     129.6.55.164
            IN  HINFO PC/486    BSDi1.0(TUBA)
   ;
   ;     routers
   ;
   cisco1   IN  NSAP  0x47.0005.80.005a00.0000.0001.e133.aaaaaa000151.00
            IN  A     129.6.224.151
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            IN  A     129.6.225.151
            IN  A     129.6.229.151
   ;
   3com1    IN  NSAP  0x47.0005.80.005a00.0000.0001.e133.aaaaaa000111.00
            IN  A     129.6.224.111
            IN  A     129.6.225.111
            IN  A     129.6.228.111

   ;;;;;;
   ;;;;;; Master File for reverse mapping of NSAPs under the
   ;;;;;;     NSAP prefix:
   ;;;;;;
   ;;;;;;          47.0005.80.005a00.0000.0001.e133
   ;;;;;;

   @      IN     SOA    emu.ncsl.nist.gov.  root.emu.ncsl.nist.gov. (
                                     1994041800   ; Serial  - date
                                     1800         ; Refresh - 30 minutes
                                     300          ; Retry   - 5 minutes
                                     604800       ; Expire  - 7 days
                                     3600 )       ; Minimum - 1 hour
          IN     NS     emu.ncsl.nist.gov.
          IN     NS     tuba.nsap.lanl.gov.
   ;
   ;
   $ORIGIN 3.3.1.e.1.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.a.5.0.0.0.8.5.0.0.0.7.4.NSAP.INT.
   ;
   0.0.1.6.1.0.0.0.f.f.f.f.f.f  IN    PTR  bsdi1.nsap.nist.gov.
   ;
   0.0.2.6.1.0.0.0.f.f.f.f.f.f  IN    PTR  bsdi2.nsap.nist.gov.
   ;
   0.0.1.7.1.0.0.0.f.f.f.f.f.f  IN    PTR  cursive.nsap.nist.gov.
   ;
   0.0.4.6.1.0.0.0.f.f.f.f.f.f  IN    PTR  infidel.nsap.nist.gov.
   ;
   0.0.1.5.1.0.0.0.a.a.a.a.a.a  IN    PTR  cisco1.nsap.nist.gov.
   ;
   0.0.1.1.1.0.0.0.a.a.a.a.a.a  IN    PTR  3com1.nsap.nist.gov.

8.  Security Considerations

   Security issues are not discussed in this memo.
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Status of this Memo

   This document specifies an Internet standards track protocol for the
   Internet community, and requests discussion and suggestions for
   improvements.  Please refer to the current edition of the "Internet
   Official Protocol Standards" (STD 1) for the standardization state
   and status of this protocol.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

PREFACE

   This document is an updated version of RFC 1716, the historical
   Router Requirements document.  That RFC preserved the significant
   work that went into the working group, but failed to adequately
   describe current technology for the IESG to consider it a current
   standard.

   The current editor had been asked to bring the document up to date,
   so that it is useful as a procurement specification and a guide to
   implementors.  In this, he stands squarely on the shoulders of those
   who have gone before him, and depends largely on expert contributors
   for text.  Any credit is theirs; the errors are his.

   The content and form of this document are due, in large part, to the
   working group's chair, and document's original editor and author:
   Philip Almquist.  It is also largely due to the efforts of its
   previous editor, Frank Kastenholz.  Without their efforts, this
   document would not exist.
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1. INTRODUCTION

  This memo replaces for RFC 1716, "Requirements for Internet Gateways"
  ([INTRO:1]).

  This memo defines and discusses requirements for devices that perform
  the network layer forwarding function of the Internet protocol suite.
  The Internet community usually refers to such devices as IP routers or



  simply routers; The OSI community refers to such devices as
  intermediate systems.  Many older Internet documents refer to these
  devices as gateways, a name which more recently has largely passed out
  of favor to avoid confusion with application gateways.

  An IP router can be distinguished from other sorts of packet switching
  devices in that a router examines the IP protocol header as part of
  the switching process.  It generally removes the Link Layer header a
  message was received with, modifies the IP header, and replaces the
  Link Layer header for retransmission.
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  The authors of this memo recognize, as should its readers, that many
  routers support more than one protocol.  Support for multiple protocol
  suites will be required in increasingly large parts of the Internet in
  the future.  This memo, however, does not attempt to specify Internet
  requirements for protocol suites other than TCP/IP.

  This document enumerates standard protocols that a router connected to
  the Internet must use, and it incorporates by reference the RFCs and
  other documents describing the current specifications for these
  protocols.  It corrects errors in the referenced documents and adds
  additional discussion and guidance for an implementor.

  For each protocol, this memo also contains an explicit set of
  requirements, recommendations, and options.  The reader must
  understand that the list of requirements in this memo is incomplete by
  itself.  The complete set of requirements for an Internet protocol
  router is primarily defined in the standard protocol specification
  documents, with the corrections, amendments, and supplements contained
  in this memo.

  This memo should be read in conjunction with the Requirements for
  Internet Hosts RFCs ([INTRO:2] and [INTRO:3]).  Internet hosts and
  routers must both be capable of originating IP datagrams and receiving
  IP datagrams destined for them.  The major distinction between
  Internet hosts and routers is that routers implement forwarding
  algorithms, while Internet hosts do not require forwarding
  capabilities.  Any Internet host acting as a router must adhere to the
  requirements contained in this memo.

  The goal of open system interconnection dictates that routers must
  function correctly as Internet hosts when necessary.  To achieve this,
  this memo provides guidelines for such instances.  For simplification
  and ease of document updates, this memo tries to avoid overlapping
  discussions of host requirements with [INTRO:2] and [INTRO:3] and
  incorporates the relevant requirements of those documents by
  reference.  In some cases the requirements stated in [INTRO:2] and
  [INTRO:3] are superseded by this document.

  A good-faith implementation of the protocols produced after careful
  reading of the RFCs should differ from the requirements of this memo
  in only minor ways.  Producing such an implementation often requires
  some interaction with the Internet technical community, and must
  follow good communications software engineering practices.  In many
  cases, the requirements in this document are already stated or implied



  in the standard protocol documents, so that their inclusion here is,
  in a sense, redundant.  They were included because some past
  implementation has made the wrong choice, causing problems of
  interoperability, performance, and/or robustness.
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  This memo includes discussion and explanation of many of the
  requirements and recommendations.  A simple list of requirements would
  be dangerous, because:

  o Some required features are more important than others, and some
     features are optional.

  o Some features are critical in some applications of routers but
     irrelevant in others.

  o There may be valid reasons why particular vendor products that are
     designed for restricted contexts might choose to use different
     specifications.

  However, the specifications of this memo must be followed to meet the
  general goal of arbitrary router interoperation across the diversity
  and complexity of the Internet.  Although most current implementations
  fail to meet these requirements in various ways, some minor and some
  major, this specification is the ideal towards which we need to move.

  These requirements are based on the current level of Internet
  architecture.  This memo will be updated as required to provide
  additional clarifications or to include additional information in
  those areas in which specifications are still evolving.

1.1 Reading this Document

1.1.1 Organization

  This memo emulates the layered organization used by [INTRO:2] and
  [INTRO:3].  Thus, Chapter 2 describes the layers found in the Internet
  architecture.  Chapter 3 covers the Link Layer.  Chapters 4 and 5 are
  concerned with the Internet Layer protocols and forwarding algorithms.
  Chapter 6 covers the Transport Layer.  Upper layer protocols are
  divided among Chapters 7, 8, and 9.  Chapter 7 discusses the protocols
  which routers use to exchange routing information with each other.
  Chapter 8 discusses network management.  Chapter 9 discusses other
  upper layer protocols.  The final chapter covers operations and
  maintenance features.  This organization was chosen for simplicity,
  clarity, and consistency with the Host Requirements RFCs.  Appendices
  to this memo include a bibliography, a glossary, and some conjectures
  about future directions of router standards.

  In describing the requirements, we assume that an implementation
  strictly mirrors the layering of the protocols.  However, strict
  layering is an imperfect model, both for the protocol suite and for
  recommended implementation approaches.  Protocols in different layers
  interact in complex and sometimes subtle ways, and particular
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  functions often involve multiple layers.  There are many design
  choices in an implementation, many of which involve creative breaking
  of strict layering.  Every implementor is urged to read [INTRO:4] and
  [INTRO:5].

  Each major section of this memo is organized into the following
  subsections:

  (1) Introduction

  (2) Protocol Walk-Through - considers the protocol specification
       documents section-by-section, correcting errors, stating
       requirements that may be ambiguous or ill-defined, and providing
       further clarification or explanation.

  (3) Specific Issues - discusses protocol design and implementation
       issues that were not included in the walk-through.

  Under many of the individual topics in this memo, there is
  parenthetical material labeled DISCUSSION or IMPLEMENTATION.  This
  material is intended to give a justification, clarification or
  explanation to the preceding requirements text.  The implementation
  material contains suggested approaches that an implementor may want to
  consider.  The DISCUSSION and IMPLEMENTATION sections are not part of
  the standard.

1.1.2 Requirements

  In this memo, the words that are used to define the significance of
  each particular requirement are capitalized.  These words are:

  o MUST
     This word means that the item is an absolute requirement of the
     specification.  Violation of such a requirement is a fundamental
     error; there is no case where it is justified.

  o MUST IMPLEMENT
     This phrase means that this specification requires that the item be
     implemented, but does not require that it be enabled by default.

  o MUST NOT
     This phrase means that the item is an absolute prohibition of the
     specification.

  o SHOULD
     This word means that there may exist valid reasons in particular
     circumstances to ignore this item, but the full implications should
     be understood and the case carefully weighed before choosing a
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     different course.

  o SHOULD IMPLEMENT
     This phrase is similar in meaning to SHOULD, but is used when we
     recommend that a particular feature be provided but does not
     necessarily recommend that it be enabled by default.

  o SHOULD NOT
     This phrase means that there may exist valid reasons in particular
     circumstances when the described behavior is acceptable or even
     useful.  Even so, the full implications should be understood and
     the case carefully weighed before implementing any behavior
     described with this label.

  o MAY
     This word means that this item is truly optional.  One vendor may
     choose to include the item because a particular marketplace
     requires it or because it enhances the product, for example;
     another vendor may omit the same item.

1.1.3 Compliance

  Some requirements are applicable to all routers.  Other requirements
  are applicable only to those which implement particular features or
  protocols.  In the following paragraphs, relevant refers to the union
  of the requirements applicable to all routers and the set of
  requirements applicable to a particular router because of the set of
  features and protocols it has implemented.

  Note that not all Relevant requirements are stated directly in this
  memo.  Various parts of this memo incorporate by reference sections of
  the Host Requirements specification, [INTRO:2] and [INTRO:3].  For
  purposes of determining compliance with this memo, it does not matter
  whether a Relevant requirement is stated directly in this memo or
  merely incorporated by reference from one of those documents.

  An implementation is said to be conditionally compliant if it
  satisfies all the Relevant MUST, MUST IMPLEMENT, and MUST NOT
  requirements.  An implementation is said to be unconditionally
  compliant if it is conditionally compliant and also satisfies all the
  Relevant SHOULD, SHOULD IMPLEMENT, and SHOULD NOT requirements.  An
  implementation is not compliant if it is not conditionally compliant
  (i.e., it fails to satisfy one or more of the Relevant MUST, MUST
  IMPLEMENT, or MUST NOT requirements).

  This specification occasionally indicates that an implementation
  SHOULD implement a management variable, and that it SHOULD have a
  certain default value.  An unconditionally compliant implementation
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  implements the default behavior, and if there are other implemented
  behaviors implements the variable.  A conditionally compliant
  implementation clearly documents what the default setting of the
  variable is or, in the absence of the implementation of a variable,
  may be construed to be.  An implementation that both fails to
  implement the variable and chooses a different behavior is not



  compliant.

  For any of the SHOULD and SHOULD NOT requirements, a router may
  provide a configuration option that will cause the router to act other
  than as specified by the requirement.  Having such a configuration
  option does not void a router's claim to unconditional compliance if
  the option has a default setting, and that setting causes the router
  to operate in the required manner.

  Likewise, routers may provide, except where explicitly prohibited by
  this memo, options which cause them to violate MUST or MUST NOT
  requirements.  A router that provides such options is compliant
  (either fully or conditionally) if and only if each such option has a
  default setting that causes the router to conform to the requirements
  of this memo.  Please note that the authors of this memo, although
  aware of market realities, strongly recommend against provision of
  such options.  Requirements are labeled MUST or MUST NOT because
  experts in the field have judged them to be particularly important to
  interoperability or proper functioning in the Internet.  Vendors
  should weigh carefully the customer support costs of providing options
  that violate those rules.

  Of course, this memo is not a complete specification of an IP router,
  but rather is closer to what in the OSI world is called a profile.
  For example, this memo requires that a number of protocols be
  implemented.  Although most of the contents of their protocol
  specifications are not repeated in this memo, implementors are
  nonetheless required to implement the protocols according to those
  specifications.

1.2 Relationships to Other Standards

  There are several reference documents of interest in checking the
  status of protocol specifications and standardization:

    o INTERNET OFFICIAL PROTOCOL STANDARDS
       This document describes the Internet standards process and lists
       the standards status of the protocols.  As of this writing, the
       current version of this document is STD 1, RFC 1780, [ARCH:7].
       This document is periodically re-issued.  You should always
       consult an RFC repository and use the latest version of this
       document.
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    o Assigned Numbers
       This document lists the assigned values of the parameters used in
       the various protocols.  For example, it lists IP protocol codes,
       TCP port numbers, Telnet Option Codes, ARP hardware types, and
       Terminal Type names.  As of this writing, the current version of
       this document is STD 2, RFC 1700, [INTRO:7].  This document is
       periodically re-issued.  You should always consult an RFC
       repository and use the latest version of this document.

    o Host Requirements
       This pair of documents reviews the specifications that apply to
       hosts and supplies guidance and clarification for any



       ambiguities.  Note that these requirements also apply to routers,
       except where otherwise specified in this memo.  As of this
       writing, the current versions of these documents are RFC 1122 and
       RFC 1123 (STD 3), [INTRO:2] and [INTRO:3].

    o Router Requirements (formerly Gateway Requirements)
       This memo.

   Note that these documents are revised and updated at different times;
   in case of differences between these documents, the most recent must
   prevail.

   These and other Internet protocol documents may be obtained from the:

                               The InterNIC
                              DS.INTERNIC.NET
                  InterNIC Directory and Database Service
                             info@internic.net
                              +1-908-668-6587
                       URL: http://ds.internic.net/

1.3 General Considerations

   There are several important lessons that vendors of Internet software
   have learned and which a new vendor should consider seriously.

1.3.1 Continuing Internet Evolution

   The enormous growth of the Internet has revealed problems of
   management and scaling in a large datagram based packet communication
   system.  These problems are being addressed, and as a result there
   will be continuing evolution of the specifications described in this
   memo.  New routing protocols, algorithms, and architectures are
   constantly being developed.  New internet layer protocols, and
   modifications to existing protocols, are also constantly being
   devised.  Routers play a crucial role in the Internet, and the number
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   of routers deployed in the Internet is much smaller than the number
   of hosts.  Vendors should therefore expect that router standards will
   continue to evolve much more quickly than host standards.  These
   changes will be carefully planned and controlled since there is
   extensive participation in this planning by the vendors and by the
   organizations responsible for operation of the networks.

   Development, evolution, and revision are characteristic of computer
   network protocols today, and this situation will persist for some
   years.  A vendor who develops computer communications software for
   the Internet protocol suite (or any other protocol suite!) and then
   fails to maintain and update that software for changing
   specifications is going to leave a trail of unhappy customers.  The
   Internet is a large communication network, and the users are in
   constant contact through it.  Experience has shown that knowledge of
   deficiencies in vendor software propagates quickly through the
   Internet technical community.



1.3.2 Robustness Principle

   At every layer of the protocols, there is a general rule (from
   [TRANS:2] by Jon Postel) whose application can lead to enormous
   benefits in robustness and interoperability:

                      Be conservative in what you do,
                be liberal in what you accept from others.

   Software should be written to deal with every conceivable error, no
   matter how unlikely.  Eventually a packet will come in with that
   particular combination of errors and attributes, and unless the
   software is prepared, chaos can ensue.  It is best to assume that the
   network is filled with malevolent entities that will send packets
   designed to have the worst possible effect.  This assumption will
   lead to suitably protective design.  The most serious problems in the
   Internet have been caused by unforeseen mechanisms triggered by low
   probability events; mere human malice would never have taken so
   devious a course!

   Adaptability to change must be designed into all levels of router
   software.  As a simple example, consider a protocol specification
   that contains an enumeration of values for a particular header field
   - e.g., a type field, a port number, or an error code; this
   enumeration must be assumed to be incomplete.  If the protocol
   specification defines four possible error codes, the software must
   not break when a fifth code is defined.  An undefined code might be
   logged, but it must not cause a failure.
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   The second part of the principal is almost as important: software on
   hosts or other routers may contain deficiencies that make it unwise
   to exploit legal but obscure protocol features.  It is unwise to
   stray far from the obvious and simple, lest untoward effects result
   elsewhere.  A corollary of this is watch out for misbehaving hosts;
   router software should be prepared to survive in the presence of
   misbehaving hosts.  An important function of routers in the Internet
   is to limit the amount of disruption such hosts can inflict on the
   shared communication facility.

1.3.3 Error Logging

   The Internet includes a great variety of systems, each implementing
   many protocols and protocol layers, and some of these contain bugs
   and misguided features in their Internet protocol software.  As a
   result of complexity, diversity, and distribution of function, the
   diagnosis of problems is often very difficult.

   Problem diagnosis will be aided if routers include a carefully
   designed facility for logging erroneous or strange events.  It is
   important to include as much diagnostic information as possible when
   an error is logged.  In particular, it is often useful to record the
   header(s) of a packet that caused an error.  However, care must be
   taken to ensure that error logging does not consume prohibitive



   amounts of resources or otherwise interfere with the operation of the
   router.

   There is a tendency for abnormal but harmless protocol events to
   overflow error logging files; this can be avoided by using a circular
   log, or by enabling logging only while diagnosing a known failure.
   It may be useful to filter and count duplicate successive messages.
   One strategy that seems to work well is to both:

   o Always count abnormalities and make such counts accessible through
      the management protocol (see Chapter 8); and
   o Allow the logging of a great variety of events to be selectively
      enabled.  For example, it might useful to be able to log
      everything or to log everything for host X.

   This topic is further discussed in [MGT:5].

1.3.4 Configuration

   In an ideal world, routers would be easy to configure, and perhaps
   even entirely self-configuring.  However, practical experience in the
   real world suggests that this is an impossible goal, and that many
   attempts by vendors to make configuration easy actually cause
   customers more grief than they prevent.  As an extreme example, a
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   router designed to come up and start routing packets without
   requiring any configuration information at all would almost certainly
   choose some incorrect parameter, possibly causing serious problems on
   any networks unfortunate enough to be connected to it.

   Often this memo requires that a parameter be a configurable option.
   There are several reasons for this.  In a few cases there currently
   is some uncertainty or disagreement about the best value and it may
   be necessary to update the recommended value in the future.  In other
   cases, the value really depends on external factors - e.g., the
   distribution of its communication load, or the speeds and topology of
   nearby networks - and self-tuning algorithms are unavailable and may
   be insufficient.  In some cases, configurability is needed because of
   administrative requirements.

   Finally, some configuration options are required to communicate with
   obsolete or incorrect implementations of the protocols, distributed
   without sources, that persist in many parts of the Internet.  To make
   correct systems coexist with these faulty systems, administrators
   must occasionally misconfigure the correct systems.  This problem
   will correct itself gradually as the faulty systems are retired, but
   cannot be ignored by vendors.

   When we say that a parameter must be configurable, we do not intend
   to require that its value be explicitly read from a configuration
   file at every boot time.  For many parameters, there is one value
   that is appropriate for all but the most unusual situations.  In such
   cases, it is quite reasonable that the parameter default to that
   value if not explicitly set.



   This memo requires a particular value for such defaults in some
   cases.  The choice of default is a sensitive issue when the
   configuration item controls accommodation of existing, faulty,
   systems.  If the Internet is to converge successfully to complete
   interoperability, the default values built into implementations must
   implement the official protocol, not misconfigurations to accommodate
   faulty implementations.  Although marketing considerations have led
   some vendors to choose misconfiguration defaults, we urge vendors to
   choose defaults that will conform to the standard.

   Finally, we note that a vendor needs to provide adequate
   documentation on all configuration parameters, their limits and
   effects.
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1.4 Algorithms

   In several places in this memo, specific algorithms that a router
   ought to follow are specified.  These algorithms are not, per se,
   required of the router.  A router need not implement each algorithm
   as it is written in this document.  Rather, an implementation must
   present a behavior to the external world that is the same as a
   strict, literal, implementation of the specified algorithm.

   Algorithms are described in a manner that differs from the way a good
   implementor would implement them.  For expository purposes, a style
   that emphasizes conciseness, clarity, and independence from
   implementation details has been chosen.  A good implementor will
   choose algorithms and implementation methods that produce the same
   results as these algorithms, but may be more efficient or less
   general.

   We note that the art of efficient router implementation is outside
   the scope of this memo.

2. INTERNET ARCHITECTURE

   This chapter does not contain any requirements.  However, it does
   contain useful background information on the general architecture of
   the Internet and of routers.

   General background and discussion on the Internet architecture and
   supporting protocol suite can be found in the DDN Protocol Handbook
   [ARCH:1]; for background see for example [ARCH:2], [ARCH:3], and
   [ARCH:4].  The Internet architecture and protocols are also covered
   in an ever-growing number of textbooks, such as [ARCH:5] and
   [ARCH:6].

2.1 Introduction

   The Internet system consists of a number of interconnected packet



   networks supporting communication among host computers using the
   Internet protocols.  These protocols include the Internet Protocol
   (IP), the Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP), the Internet
   Group Management Protocol (IGMP), and a variety transport and
   application protocols that depend upon them.  As was described in
   Section [1.2], the Internet Engineering Steering Group periodically
   releases an Official Protocols memo listing all the Internet
   protocols.

   All Internet protocols use IP as the basic data transport mechanism.
   IP is a datagram, or connectionless, internetwork service and
   includes provision for addressing, type-of-service specification,
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   fragmentation and reassembly, and security.  ICMP and IGMP are
   considered integral parts of IP, although they are architecturally
   layered upon IP.  ICMP provides error reporting, flow control,
   first-hop router redirection, and other maintenance and control
   functions.  IGMP provides the mechanisms by which hosts and routers
   can join and leave IP multicast groups.

   Reliable data delivery is provided in the Internet protocol suite by
   Transport Layer protocols such as the Transmission Control Protocol
   (TCP), which provides end-end retransmission, resequencing and
   connection control.  Transport Layer connectionless service is
   provided by the User Datagram Protocol (UDP).

2.2 Elements of the Architecture

2.2.1 Protocol Layering

   To communicate using the Internet system, a host must implement the
   layered set of protocols comprising the Internet protocol suite.  A
   host typically must implement at least one protocol from each layer.

   The protocol layers used in the Internet architecture are as follows
   [ARCH:7]:

   o Application Layer
      The Application Layer is the top layer of the Internet protocol
      suite.  The Internet suite does not further subdivide the
      Application Layer, although some application layer protocols do
      contain some internal sub-layering.  The application layer of the
      Internet suite essentially combines the functions of the top two
      layers - Presentation and Application - of the OSI Reference Model
      [ARCH:8].  The Application Layer in the Internet protocol suite
      also includes some of the function relegated to the Session Layer
      in the OSI Reference Model.

      We distinguish two categories of application layer protocols: user
      protocols that provide service directly to users, and support
      protocols that provide common system functions.  The most common
      Internet user protocols are:

      - Telnet (remote login)
      - FTP (file transfer)



      - SMTP (electronic mail delivery)

      There are a number of other standardized user protocols and many
      private user protocols.
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      Support protocols, used for host name mapping, booting, and
      management include SNMP, BOOTP, TFTP, the Domain Name System (DNS)
      protocol, and a variety of routing protocols.

      Application Layer protocols relevant to routers are discussed in
      chapters 7, 8, and 9 of this memo.

   o Transport Layer
      The Transport Layer provides end-to-end communication services.
      This layer is roughly equivalent to the Transport Layer in the OSI
      Reference Model, except that it also incorporates some of OSI's
      Session Layer establishment and destruction functions.

      There are two primary Transport Layer protocols at present:

      - Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
      - User Datagram Protocol (UDP)

      TCP is a reliable connection-oriented transport service that
      provides end-to-end reliability, resequencing, and flow control.
      UDP is a connectionless (datagram) transport service.  Other
      transport protocols have been developed by the research community,
      and the set of official Internet transport protocols may be
      expanded in the future.

      Transport Layer protocols relevant to routers are discussed in
      Chapter 6.

   o Internet Layer
      All Internet transport protocols use the Internet Protocol (IP) to
      carry data from source host to destination host.  IP is a
      connectionless or datagram internetwork service, providing no
      end-to-end delivery guarantees.  IP datagrams may arrive at the
      destination host damaged, duplicated, out of order, or not at all.
      The layers above IP are responsible for reliable delivery service
      when it is required.  The IP protocol includes provision for
      addressing, type-of-service specification, fragmentation and
      reassembly, and security.

      The datagram or connectionless nature of IP is a fundamental and
      characteristic feature of the Internet architecture.

      The Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) is a control protocol
      that is considered to be an integral part of IP, although it is
      architecturally layered upon IP - it uses IP to carry its data
      end-to-end.  ICMP provides error reporting, congestion reporting,
      and first-hop router redirection.
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      The Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) is an Internet layer
      protocol used for establishing dynamic host groups for IP
      multicasting.

      The Internet layer protocols IP, ICMP, and IGMP are discussed in
      chapter 4.

   o Link Layer
      To communicate on a directly connected network, a host must
      implement the communication protocol used to interface to that
      network.  We call this a Link Layer protocol.

      Some older Internet documents refer to this layer as the Network
      Layer, but it is not the same as the Network Layer in the OSI
      Reference Model.

      This layer contains everything below the Internet Layer and above
      the Physical Layer (which is the media connectivity, normally
      electrical or optical, which encodes and transports messages).
      Its responsibility is the correct delivery of messages, among
      which it does not differentiate.

      Protocols in this Layer are generally outside the scope of
      Internet standardization; the Internet (intentionally) uses
      existing standards whenever possible.  Thus, Internet Link Layer
      standards usually address only address resolution and rules for
      transmitting IP packets over specific Link Layer protocols.
      Internet Link Layer standards are discussed in chapter 3.

2.2.2 Networks

   The constituent networks of the Internet system are required to
   provide only packet (connectionless) transport.  According to the IP
   service specification, datagrams can be delivered out of order, be
   lost or duplicated, and/or contain errors.

   For reasonable performance of the protocols that use IP (e.g., TCP),
   the loss rate of the network should be very low.  In networks
   providing connection-oriented service, the extra reliability provided
   by virtual circuits enhances the end-end robustness of the system,
   but is not necessary for Internet operation.

   Constituent networks may generally be divided into two classes:

     o Local-Area Networks (LANs)
        LANs may have a variety of designs.  LANs normally cover a small
        geographical area (e.g., a single building or plant site) and
        provide high bandwidth with low delays.  LANs may be passive
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        (similar to Ethernet) or they may be active (such as ATM).

     o Wide-Area Networks (WANs)
        Geographically dispersed hosts and LANs are interconnected by
        wide-area networks, also called long-haul networks.  These
        networks may have a complex internal structure of lines and
        packet-switches, or they may be as simple as point-to-point
        lines.

2.2.3 Routers

   In the Internet model, constituent networks are connected together by
   IP datagram forwarders which are called routers or IP routers.  In
   this document, every use of the term router is equivalent to IP
   router.  Many older Internet documents refer to routers as gateways.

   Historically, routers have been realized with packet-switching
   software executing on a general-purpose CPU.  However, as custom
   hardware development becomes cheaper and as higher throughput is
   required, special purpose hardware is becoming increasingly common.
   This specification applies to routers regardless of how they are
   implemented.

   A router connects to two or more logical interfaces, represented by
   IP subnets or unnumbered point to point lines (discussed in section
   [2.2.7]).  Thus, it has at least one physical interface.  Forwarding
   an IP datagram generally requires the router to choose the address
   and relevant interface of the next-hop router or (for the final hop)
   the destination host.  This choice, called relaying or forwarding
   depends upon a route database within the router.  The route database
   is also called a routing table or forwarding table.  The term
   "router" derives from the process of building this route database;
   routing protocols and configuration interact in a process called
   routing.

   The routing database should be maintained dynamically to reflect the
   current topology of the Internet system.  A router normally
   accomplishes this by participating in distributed routing and
   reachability algorithms with other routers.

   Routers provide datagram transport only, and they seek to minimize
   the state information necessary to sustain this service in the
   interest of routing flexibility and robustness.

   Packet switching devices may also operate at the Link Layer; such
   devices are usually called bridges.  Network segments that are
   connected by bridges share the same IP network prefix forming a
   single IP subnet.  These other devices are outside the scope of this
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   document.

2.2.4 Autonomous Systems



   An Autonomous System (AS) is a connected segment of a network
   topology that consists of a collection of subnetworks (with hosts
   attached) interconnected by a set of routes.  The subnetworks and the
   routers are expected to be under the control of a single operations
   and maintenance (O&M) organization.  Within an AS routers may use one
   or more interior routing protocols, and sometimes several sets of
   metrics.  An AS is expected to present to other ASs an appearence of
   a coherent interior routing plan, and a consistent picture of the
   destinations reachable through the AS.  An AS is identified by an
   Autonomous System number.

   The concept of an AS plays an important role in the Internet routing
   (see Section 7.1).

2.2.5 Addressing Architecture

   An IP datagram carries 32-bit source and destination addresses, each
   of which is partitioned into two parts - a constituent network prefix
   and a host number on that network.  Symbolically:

      IP-address ::= { <Network-prefix>, <Host-number> }

   To finally deliver the datagram, the last router in its path must map
   the Host-number (or rest) part of an IP address to the host's Link
   Layer address.

2.2.5.1 Classical IP Addressing Architecture

   Although well documented elsewhere [INTERNET:2], it is useful to
   describe the historical use of the network prefix.  The language
   developed to describe it is used in this and other documents and
   permeates the thinking behind many protocols.

   The simplest classical network prefix is the Class A, B, C, D, or E
   network prefix.  These address ranges are discriminated by observing
   the values of the most significant bits of the address, and break the
   address into simple prefix and host number fields.  This is described
   in [INTERNET:18].  In short, the classification is:

        0xxx - Class A - general purpose unicast addresses with standard
        8 bit prefix
        10xx - Class B - general purpose unicast addresses with standard
        16 bit prefix
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        110x - Class C - general purpose unicast addresses with standard
        24 bit prefix
        1110 - Class D - IP Multicast Addresses - 28 bit prefix, non-
        aggregatable
        1111 - Class E - reserved for experimental use

   This simple notion has been extended by the concept of subnets.
   These were introduced to allow arbitrary complexity of interconnected
   LAN structures within an organization, while insulating the Internet
   system against explosive growth in assigned network prefixes and



   routing complexity.  Subnets provide a multi-level hierarchical
   routing structure for the Internet system.  The subnet extension,
   described in [INTERNET:2], is a required part of the Internet
   architecture.  The basic idea is to partition the <Host-number> field
   into two parts: a subnet number, and a true host number on that
   subnet:

      IP-address ::=
        { <Network-number>, <Subnet-number>, <Host-number> }

   The interconnected physical networks within an organization use the
   same network prefix but different subnet numbers.  The distinction
   between the subnets of such a subnetted network is not normally
   visible outside of that network.  Thus, routing in the rest of the
   Internet uses only the <Network-prefix> part of the IP destination
   address.  Routers outside the network treat <Network-prefix> and
   <Host-number> together as an uninterpreted rest part of the 32-bit IP
   address.  Within the subnetted network, the routers use the extended
   network prefix:

      { <Network-number>, <Subnet-number> }

   The bit positions containing this extended network number have
   historically been indicated by a 32-bit mask called the subnet mask.
   The <Subnet-number> bits SHOULD be contiguous and fall between the
   <Network-number> and the <Host-number> fields.  More up to date
   protocols do not refer to a subnet mask, but to a prefix length; the
   "prefix" portion of an address is that which would be selected by a
   subnet mask whose most significant bits are all ones and the rest are
   zeroes.  The length of the prefix equals the number of ones in the
   subnet mask.  This document assumes that all subnet masks are
   expressible as prefix lengths.

   The inventors of the subnet mechanism presumed that each piece of an
   organization's network would have only a single subnet number.  In
   practice, it has often proven necessary or useful to have several
   subnets share a single physical cable.  For this reason, routers
   should be capable of configuring multiple subnets on the same
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   physical interfaces, and treat them (from a routing or forwarding
   perspective) as though they were distinct physical interfaces.

2.2.5.2 Classless Inter Domain Routing (CIDR)

   The explosive growth of the Internet has forced a review of address
   assignment policies.  The traditional uses of general purpose (Class
   A, B, and C) networks have been modified to achieve better use of
   IP's 32-bit address space.  Classless Inter Domain Routing (CIDR)
   [INTERNET:15] is a method currently being deployed in the Internet
   backbones to achieve this added efficiency.  CIDR depends on
   deploying and routing to arbitrarily sized networks.  In this model,
   hosts and routers make no assumptions about the use of addressing in
   the internet.  The Class D (IP Multicast) and Class E (Experimental)
   address spaces are preserved, although this is primarily an
   assignment policy.



   By definition, CIDR comprises three elements:

     o topologically significant address assignment,
     o routing protocols that are capable of aggregating network layer
        reachability information, and
     o consistent forwarding algorithm ("longest match").

   The use of networks and subnets is now historical, although the
   language used to describe them remains in current use.  They have
   been replaced by the more tractable concept of a network prefix.  A
   network prefix is, by definition, a contiguous set of bits at the
   more significant end of the address that defines a set of systems;
   host numbers select among those systems.  There is no requirement
   that all the internet use network prefixes uniformly.  To collapse
   routing information, it is useful to divide the internet into
   addressing domains.  Within such a domain, detailed information is
   available about constituent networks; outside it, only the common
   network prefix is advertised.

   The classical IP addressing architecture used addresses and subnet
   masks to discriminate the host number from the network prefix.  With
   network prefixes, it is sufficient to indicate the number of bits in
   the prefix.  Both representations are in common use.  Architecturally
   correct subnet masks are capable of being represented using the
   prefix length description.  They comprise that subset of all possible
   bits patterns that have

     o a contiguous string of ones at the more significant end,
     o a contiguous string of zeros at the less significant end, and
     o no intervening bits.
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   Routers SHOULD always treat a route as a network prefix, and SHOULD
   reject configuration and routing information inconsistent with that
   model.

      IP-address ::= { <Network-prefix>, <Host-number> }

   An effect of the use of CIDR is that the set of destinations
   associated with address prefixes in the routing table may exhibit
   subset relationship.  A route describing a smaller set of
   destinations (a longer prefix) is said to be more specific than a
   route describing a larger set of destinations (a shorter prefix);
   similarly, a route describing a larger set of destinations (a shorter
   prefix) is said to be less specific than a route describing a smaller
   set of destinations (a longer prefix).  Routers must use the most
   specific matching route (the longest matching network prefix) when
   forwarding traffic.

2.2.6 IP Multicasting

   IP multicasting is an extension of Link Layer multicast to IP
   internets.  Using IP multicasts, a single datagram can be addressed
   to multiple hosts without sending it to all.  In the extended case,



   these hosts may reside in different address domains.  This collection
   of hosts is called a multicast group.  Each multicast group is
   represented as a Class D IP address.  An IP datagram sent to the
   group is to be delivered to each group member with the same best-
   effort delivery as that provided for unicast IP traffic.  The sender
   of the datagram does not itself need to be a member of the
   destination group.

   The semantics of IP multicast group membership are defined in
   [INTERNET:4].  That document describes how hosts and routers join and
   leave multicast groups.  It also defines a protocol, the Internet
   Group Management Protocol (IGMP), that monitors IP multicast group
   membership.

   Forwarding of IP multicast datagrams is accomplished either through
   static routing information or via a multicast routing protocol.
   Devices that forward IP multicast datagrams are called multicast
   routers.  They may or may not also forward IP unicasts.  Multicast
   datagrams are forwarded on the basis of both their source and
   destination addresses.  Forwarding of IP multicast packets is
   described in more detail in Section [5.2.1].  Appendix D discusses
   multicast routing protocols.
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2.2.7 Unnumbered Lines and Networks Prefixes

   Traditionally, each network interface on an IP host or router has its
   own IP address.  This can cause inefficient use of the scarce IP
   address space, since it forces allocation of an IP network prefix to
   every point-to-point link.

   To solve this problem, a number of people have proposed and
   implemented the concept of unnumbered point to point lines.  An
   unnumbered point to point line does not have any network prefix
   associated with it.  As a consequence, the network interfaces
   connected to an unnumbered point to point line do not have IP
   addresses.

   Because the IP architecture has traditionally assumed that all
   interfaces had IP addresses, these unnumbered interfaces cause some
   interesting dilemmas.  For example, some IP options (e.g., Record
   Route) specify that a router must insert the interface address into
   the option, but an unnumbered interface has no IP address.  Even more
   fundamental (as we shall see in chapter 5) is that routes contain the
   IP address of the next hop router.  A router expects that this IP
   address will be on an IP (sub)net to which the router is connected.
   That assumption is of course violated if the only connection is an
   unnumbered point to point line.

   To get around these difficulties, two schemes have been conceived.
   The first scheme says that two routers connected by an unnumbered
   point to point line are not really two routers at all, but rather two



   half-routers that together make up a single virtual router.  The
   unnumbered point to point line is essentially considered to be an
   internal bus in the virtual router.  The two halves of the virtual
   router must coordinate their activities in such a way that they act
   exactly like a single router.

   This scheme fits in well with the IP architecture, but suffers from
   two important drawbacks.  The first is that, although it handles the
   common case of a single unnumbered point to point line, it is not
   readily extensible to handle the case of a mesh of routers and
   unnumbered point to point lines.  The second drawback is that the
   interactions between the half routers are necessarily complex and are
   not standardized, effectively precluding the connection of equipment
   from different vendors using unnumbered point to point lines.

   Because of these drawbacks, this memo has adopted an alternate
   scheme, which has been invented multiple times but which is probably
   originally attributable to Phil Karn.  In this scheme, a router that
   has unnumbered point to point lines also has a special IP address,
   called a router-id in this memo.  The router-id is one of the
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   router's IP addresses (a router is required to have at least one IP
   address).  This router-id is used as if it is the IP address of all
   unnumbered interfaces.

2.2.8 Notable Oddities

2.2.8.1 Embedded Routers

   A router may be a stand-alone computer system, dedicated to its IP
   router functions.  Alternatively, it is possible to embed router
   functions within a host operating system that supports connections to
   two or more networks.  The best-known example of an operating system
   with embedded router code is the Berkeley BSD system.  The embedded
   router feature seems to make building a network easy, but it has a
   number of hidden pitfalls:

   (1) If a host has only a single constituent-network interface, it
        should not act as a router.

        For example, hosts with embedded router code that gratuitously
        forward broadcast packets or datagrams on the same net often
        cause packet avalanches.

   (2) If a (multihomed) host acts as a router, it is subject to the
        requirements for routers contained in this document.

        For example, the routing protocol issues and the router control
        and monitoring problems are as hard and important for embedded
        routers as for stand-alone routers.

        Internet router requirements and specifications may change
        independently of operating system changes.  An administration
        that operates an embedded router in the Internet is strongly
        advised to maintain and update the router code.  This might



        require router source code.

   (3) When a host executes embedded router code, it becomes part of the
        Internet infrastructure.  Thus, errors in software or
        configuration can hinder communication between other hosts.  As
        a consequence, the host administrator must lose some autonomy.

        In many circumstances, a host administrator will need to disable
        router code embedded in the operating system.  For this reason,
        it should be straightforward to disable embedded router
        functionality.
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   (4) When a host running embedded router code is concurrently used for
        other services, the Operation and Maintenance requirements for
        the two modes of use may conflict.

        For example, router O&M will in many cases be performed remotely
        by an operations center; this may require privileged system
        access that the host administrator would not normally want to
        distribute.

2.2.8.2 Transparent Routers

   There are two basic models for interconnecting local-area networks
   and wide-area (or long-haul) networks in the Internet.  In the first,
   the local-area network is assigned a network prefix and all routers
   in the Internet must know how to route to that network.  In the
   second, the local-area network shares (a small part of) the address
   space of the wide-area network.  Routers that support this second
   model are called address sharing routers or transparent routers.  The
   focus of this memo is on routers that support the first model, but
   this is not intended to exclude the use of transparent routers.

   The basic idea of a transparent router is that the hosts on the
   local-area network behind such a router share the address space of
   the wide-area network in front of the router.  In certain situations
   this is a very useful approach and the limitations do not present
   significant drawbacks.

   The words in front and behind indicate one of the limitations of this
   approach: this model of interconnection is suitable only for a
   geographically (and topologically) limited stub environment.  It
   requires that there be some form of logical addressing in the network
   level addressing of the wide-area network.  IP addresses in the local
   environment map to a few (usually one) physical address in the wide-
   area network.  This mapping occurs in a way consistent with the { IP
   address <-> network address } mapping used throughout the wide-area
   network.

   Multihoming is possible on one wide-area network, but may present
   routing problems if the interfaces are geographically or
   topologically separated.  Multihoming on two (or more) wide-area



   networks is a problem due to the confusion of addresses.

   The behavior that hosts see from other hosts in what is apparently
   the same network may differ if the transparent router cannot fully
   emulate the normal wide-area network service.  For example, the
   ARPANET used a Link Layer protocol that provided a Destination Dead
   indication in response to an attempt to send to a host that was off-
   line.  However, if there were a transparent router between the
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   ARPANET and an Ethernet, a host on the ARPANET would not receive a
   Destination Dead indication for Ethernet hosts.

2.3 Router Characteristics

   An Internet router performs the following functions:

   (1) Conforms to specific Internet protocols specified in this
        document, including the Internet Protocol (IP), Internet Control
        Message Protocol (ICMP), and others as necessary.

   (2) Interfaces to two or more packet networks.  For each connected
        network the router must implement the functions required by that
        network.  These functions typically include:

        o Encapsulating and decapsulating the IP datagrams with the
           connected network framing (e.g., an Ethernet header and
           checksum),

        o Sending and receiving IP datagrams up to the maximum size
           supported by that network, this size is the network's Maximum
           Transmission Unit or MTU,

        o Translating the IP destination address into an appropriate
           network-level address for the connected network (e.g., an
           Ethernet hardware address), if needed, and

        o Responding to network flow control and error indications, if
           any.

        See chapter 3 (Link Layer).

   (3) Receives and forwards Internet datagrams.  Important issues in
        this process are buffer management, congestion control, and
        fairness.

        o Recognizes error conditions and generates ICMP error and
           information messages as required.

        o Drops datagrams whose time-to-live fields have reached zero.

        o Fragments datagrams when necessary to fit into the MTU of the
           next network.

        See chapter 4 (Internet Layer - Protocols) and chapter 5
        (Internet Layer - Forwarding) for more information.
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   (4) Chooses a next-hop destination for each IP datagram, based on the
        information in its routing database.  See chapter 5 (Internet
        Layer - Forwarding) for more information.

   (5) (Usually) supports an interior gateway protocol (IGP) to carry
        out distributed routing and reachability algorithms with the
        other routers in the same autonomous system.  In addition, some
        routers will need to support an exterior gateway protocol (EGP)
        to exchange topological information with other autonomous
        systems.  See chapter 7 (Application Layer - Routing Protocols)
        for more information.

   (6) Provides network management and system support facilities,
        including loading, debugging, status reporting, exception
        reporting and control.  See chapter 8 (Application Layer -
        Network Management Protocols) and chapter 10 (Operation and
        Maintenance) for more information.

   A router vendor will have many choices on power, complexity, and
   features for a particular router product.  It may be helpful to
   observe that the Internet system is neither homogeneous nor fully
   connected.  For reasons of technology and geography it is growing
   into a global interconnect system plus a fringe of LANs around the
   edge.  More and more these fringe LANs are becoming richly
   interconnected, thus making them less out on the fringe and more
   demanding on router requirements.

   o The global interconnect system is composed of a number of wide-area
      networks to which are attached routers of several Autonomous
      Systems (AS); there are relatively few hosts connected directly to
      the system.

   o Most hosts are connected to LANs.  Many organizations have clusters
      of LANs interconnected by local routers.  Each such cluster is
      connected by routers at one or more points into the global
      interconnect system.  If it is connected at only one point, a LAN
      is known as a stub network.

   Routers in the global interconnect system generally require:

   o Advanced Routing and Forwarding Algorithms

      These routers need routing algorithms that are highly dynamic,
      impose minimal processing and communication burdens, and offer
      type-of-service routing.  Congestion is still not a completely
      resolved issue (see Section [5.3.6]).  Improvements in these areas
      are expected, as the research community is actively working on
      these issues.
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   o High Availability

      These routers need to be highly reliable, providing 24 hours a
      day, 7 days a week service.  Equipment and software faults can
      have a wide-spread (sometimes global) effect.  In case of failure,
      they must recover quickly.  In any environment, a router must be
      highly robust and able to operate, possibly in a degraded state,
      under conditions of extreme congestion or failure of network
      resources.

   o Advanced O&M Features

      Internet routers normally operate in an unattended mode.  They
      will typically be operated remotely from a centralized monitoring
      center.  They need to provide sophisticated means for monitoring
      and measuring traffic and other events and for diagnosing faults.

   o High Performance

      Long-haul lines in the Internet today are most frequently full
      duplex 56 KBPS, DS1 (1.544 Mbps), or DS3 (45 Mbps) speeds.  LANs,
      which are half duplex multiaccess media, are typically Ethernet
      (10Mbps) and, to a lesser degree, FDDI (100Mbps).  However,
      network media technology is constantly advancing and higher speeds
      are likely in the future.

   The requirements for routers used in the LAN fringe (e.g., campus
   networks) depend greatly on the demands of the local networks.  These
   may be high or medium-performance devices, probably competitively
   procured from several different vendors and operated by an internal
   organization (e.g., a campus computing center).  The design of these
   routers should emphasize low average latency and good burst
   performance, together with delay and type-of-service sensitive
   resource management.  In this environment there may be less formal
   O&M but it will not be less important.  The need for the routing
   mechanism to be highly dynamic will become more important as networks
   become more complex and interconnected.  Users will demand more out
   of their local connections because of the speed of the global
   interconnects.

   As networks have grown, and as more networks have become old enough
   that they are phasing out older equipment, it has become increasingly
   imperative that routers interoperate with routers from other vendors.

   Even though the Internet system is not fully interconnected, many
   parts of the system need to have redundant connectivity.  Rich
   connectivity allows reliable service despite failures of
   communication lines and routers, and it can also improve service by
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   shortening Internet paths and by providing additional capacity.
   Unfortunately, this richer topology can make it much more difficult



   to choose the best path to a particular destination.

2.4 Architectural Assumptions

   The current Internet architecture is based on a set of assumptions
   about the communication system.  The assumptions most relevant to
   routers are as follows:

   o The Internet is a network of networks.

      Each host is directly connected to some particular network(s); its
      connection to the Internet is only conceptual.  Two hosts on the
      same network communicate with each other using the same set of
      protocols that they would use to communicate with hosts on distant
      networks.

   o Routers do not keep connection state information.

      To improve the robustness of the communication system, routers are
      designed to be stateless, forwarding each IP packet independently
      of other packets.  As a result, redundant paths can be exploited
      to provide robust service in spite of failures of intervening
      routers and networks.

      All state information required for end-to-end flow control and
      reliability is implemented in the hosts, in the transport layer or
      in application programs.  All connection control information is
      thus co-located with the end points of the communication, so it
      will be lost only if an end point fails.  Routers control message
      flow only indirectly, by dropping packets or increasing network
      delay.

      Note that future protocol developments may well end up putting
      some more state into routers.  This is especially likely for
      multicast routing, resource reservation, and flow based
      forwarding.

   o Routing complexity should be in the routers.

      Routing is a complex and difficult problem, and ought to be
      performed by the routers, not the hosts.  An important objective
      is to insulate host software from changes caused by the inevitable
      evolution of the Internet routing architecture.
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   o The system must tolerate wide network variation.

      A basic objective of the Internet design is to tolerate a wide
      range of network characteristics - e.g., bandwidth, delay, packet
      loss, packet reordering, and maximum packet size.  Another
      objective is robustness against failure of individual networks,
      routers, and hosts, using whatever bandwidth is still available.
      Finally, the goal is full open system interconnection: an Internet



      router must be able to interoperate robustly and effectively with
      any other router or Internet host, across diverse Internet paths.

      Sometimes implementors have designed for less ambitious goals.
      For example, the LAN environment is typically much more benign
      than the Internet as a whole; LANs have low packet loss and delay
      and do not reorder packets.  Some vendors have fielded
      implementations that are adequate for a simple LAN environment,
      but work badly for general interoperation.  The vendor justifies
      such a product as being economical within the restricted LAN
      market.  However, isolated LANs seldom stay isolated for long.
      They are soon connected to each other, to organization-wide
      internets, and eventually to the global Internet system.  In the
      end, neither the customer nor the vendor is served by incomplete
      or substandard routers.

      The requirements in this document are designed for a full-function
      router.  It is intended that fully compliant routers will be
      usable in almost any part of the Internet.

3. LINK LAYER

   Although [INTRO:1] covers Link Layer standards (IP over various link
   layers, ARP, etc.), this document anticipates that Link-Layer
   material will be covered in a separate Link Layer Requirements
   document.  A Link-Layer Requirements document would be applicable to
   both hosts and routers.  Thus, this document will not obsolete the
   parts of [INTRO:1] that deal with link-layer issues.

3.1 INTRODUCTION

   Routers have essentially the same Link Layer protocol requirements as
   other sorts of Internet systems.  These requirements are given in
   chapter 3 of Requirements for Internet Gateways [INTRO:1].  A router
   MUST comply with its requirements and SHOULD comply with its
   recommendations.  Since some of the material in that document has
   become somewhat dated, some additional requirements and explanations
   are included below.
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   DISCUSSION
      It is expected that the Internet community will produce a
      Requirements for Internet Link Layer standard which will supersede
      both this chapter and the chapter entitled "INTERNET LAYER
      PROTOCOLS" in [INTRO:1].

3.2 LINK/INTERNET LAYER INTERFACE

   This document does not attempt to specify the interface between the
   Link Layer and the upper layers.  However, note well that other parts
   of this document, particularly chapter 5, require various sorts of
   information to be passed across this layer boundary.

   This section uses the following definitions:



   o Source physical address

      The source physical address is the Link Layer address of the host
      or router from which the packet was received.

   o Destination physical address

      The destination physical address is the Link Layer address to
      which the packet was sent.

   The information that must pass from the Link Layer to the
   Internetwork Layer for each received packet is:

   (1) The IP packet [5.2.2],

   (2) The length of the data portion (i.e., not including the Link-
        Layer framing) of the Link Layer frame [5.2.2],

   (3) The identity of the physical interface from which the IP packet
        was received [5.2.3], and

   (4) The classification of the packet's destination physical address
        as a Link Layer unicast, broadcast, or multicast [4.3.2],
        [5.3.4].

   In addition, the Link Layer also should provide:

   (5) The source physical address.

   The information that must pass from the Internetwork Layer to the
   Link Layer for each transmitted packet is:
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   (1) The IP packet [5.2.1]

   (2) The length of the IP packet [5.2.1]

   (3) The destination physical interface [5.2.1]

   (4) The next hop IP address [5.2.1]

   In addition, the Internetwork Layer also should provide:

   (5) The Link Layer priority value [5.3.3.2]

   The Link Layer must also notify the Internetwork Layer if the packet
   to be transmitted causes a Link Layer precedence-related error
   [5.3.3.3].

3.3 SPECIFIC ISSUES

3.3.1 Trailer Encapsulation



   Routers that can connect to ten megabit Ethernets MAY be able to
   receive and forward Ethernet packets encapsulated using the trailer
   encapsulation described in [LINK:1].  However, a router SHOULD NOT
   originate trailer encapsulated packets.  A router MUST NOT originate
   trailer encapsulated packets without first verifying, using the
   mechanism described in [INTRO:2], that the immediate destination of
   the packet is willing and able to accept trailer-encapsulated
   packets.  A router SHOULD NOT agree (using these mechanisms) to
   accept trailer-encapsulated packets.

3.3.2 Address Resolution Protocol - ARP

   Routers that implement ARP MUST be compliant and SHOULD be
   unconditionally compliant with the requirements in [INTRO:2].

   The link layer MUST NOT report a Destination Unreachable error to IP
   solely because there is no ARP cache entry for a destination; it
   SHOULD queue up to a small number of datagrams breifly while
   performing the ARP request/reply sequence, and reply that the
   destination is unreachable to one of the queued datagrams only when
   this proves fruitless.

   A router MUST not believe any ARP reply that claims that the Link
   Layer address of another host or router is a broadcast or multicast
   address.
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3.3.3 Ethernet and 802.3 Coexistence

   Routers that can connect to ten megabit Ethernets MUST be compliant
   and SHOULD be unconditionally compliant with the Ethernet
   requirements of [INTRO:2].

3.3.4 Maximum Transmission Unit - MTU

   The MTU of each logical interface MUST be configurable within the
   range of legal MTUs for the interface.

   Many Link Layer protocols define a maximum frame size that may be
   sent.  In such cases, a router MUST NOT allow an MTU to be set which
   would allow sending of frames larger than those allowed by the Link
   Layer protocol.  However, a router SHOULD be willing to receive a
   packet as large as the maximum frame size even if that is larger than
   the MTU.

   DISCUSSION
      Note that this is a stricter requirement than imposed on hosts by
      [INTRO:2], which requires that the MTU of each physical interface
      be configurable.

      If a network is using an MTU smaller than the maximum frame size
      for the Link Layer, a router may receive packets larger than the
      MTU from misconfigured and incompletely initialized hosts.  The



      Robustness Principle indicates that the router should successfully
      receive these packets if possible.

3.3.5 Point-to-Point Protocol - PPP

   Contrary to [INTRO:1], the Internet does have a standard point to
   point line protocol: the Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP), defined in
   [LINK:2], [LINK:3], [LINK:4], and [LINK:5].

   A point to point interface is any interface that is designed to send
   data over a point to point line.  Such interfaces include telephone,
   leased, dedicated or direct lines (either 2 or 4 wire), and may use
   point to point channels or virtual circuits of multiplexed interfaces
   such as ISDN.  They normally use a standardized modem or bit serial
   interface (such as RS-232, RS-449 or V.35), using either synchronous
   or asynchronous clocking.  Multiplexed interfaces often have special
   physical interfaces.

   A general purpose serial interface uses the same physical media as a
   point to point line, but supports the use of link layer networks as
   well as point to point connectivity.  Link layer networks (such as
   X.25 or Frame Relay) use an alternative IP link layer specification.
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   Routers that implement point to point or general purpose serial
   interfaces MUST IMPLEMENT PPP.

   PPP MUST be supported on all general purpose serial interfaces on a
   router.  The router MAY allow the line to be configured to use point
   to point line protocols other than PPP.  Point to point interfaces
   SHOULD either default to using PPP when enabled or require
   configuration of the link layer protocol before being enabled.
   General purpose serial interfaces SHOULD require configuration of the
   link layer protocol before being enabled.

3.3.5.1 Introduction

   This section provides guidelines to router implementors so that they
   can ensure interoperability with other routers using PPP over either
   synchronous or asynchronous links.

   It is critical that an implementor understand the semantics of the
   option negotiation mechanism.  Options are a means for a local device
   to indicate to a remote peer what the local device will accept from
   the remote peer, not what it wishes to send.  It is up to the remote
   peer to decide what is most convenient to send within the confines of
   the set of options that the local device has stated that it can
   accept.  Therefore it is perfectly acceptable and normal for a remote
   peer to ACK all the options indicated in an LCP Configuration Request
   (CR) even if the remote peer does not support any of those options.
   Again, the options are simply a mechanism for either device to
   indicate to its peer what it will accept, not necessarily what it
   will send.

3.3.5.2 Link Control Protocol (LCP) Options



   The PPP Link Control Protocol (LCP) offers a number of options that
   may be negotiated.  These options include (among others) address and
   control field compression, protocol field compression, asynchronous
   character map, Maximum Receive Unit (MRU), Link Quality Monitoring
   (LQM), magic number (for loopback detection), Password Authentication
   Protocol (PAP), Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol (CHAP),
   and the 32-bit Frame Check Sequence (FCS).

   A router MAY use address/control field compression on either
   synchronous or asynchronous links.  A router MAY use protocol field
   compression on either synchronous or asynchronous links.  A router
   that indicates that it can accept these compressions MUST be able to
   accept uncompressed PPP header information also.
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   DISCUSSION
      These options control the appearance of the PPP header.  Normally
      the PPP header consists of the address, the control field, and the
      protocol field.  The address, on a point to point line, is 0xFF,
      indicating "broadcast".  The control field is 0x03, indicating
      "Unnumbered Information." The Protocol Identifier is a two byte
      value indicating the contents of the data area of the frame.  If a
      system negotiates address and control field compression it
      indicates to its peer that it will accept PPP frames that have or
      do not have these fields at the front of the header.  It does not
      indicate that it will be sending frames with these fields removed.

      Protocol field compression, when negotiated, indicates that the
      system is willing to receive protocol fields compressed to one
      byte when this is legal.  There is no requirement that the sender
      do so.

      Use of address/control field compression is inconsistent with the
      use of numbered mode (reliable) PPP.

   IMPLEMENTATION
      Some hardware does not deal well with variable length header
      information.  In those cases it makes most sense for the remote
      peer to send the full PPP header.  Implementations may ensure this
      by not sending the address/control field and protocol field
      compression options to the remote peer.  Even if the remote peer
      has indicated an ability to receive compressed headers there is no
      requirement for the local router to send compressed headers.

   A router MUST negotiate the Asynchronous Control Character Map (ACCM)
   for asynchronous PPP links, but SHOULD NOT negotiate the ACCM for
   synchronous links.  If a router receives an attempt to negotiate the
   ACCM over a synchronous link, it MUST ACKnowledge the option and then
   ignore it.

   DISCUSSION
      There are implementations that offer both synchronous and
      asynchronous modes of operation and may use the same code to



      implement the option negotiation.  In this situation it is
      possible that one end or the other may send the ACCM option on a
      synchronous link.

   A router SHOULD properly negotiate the maximum receive unit (MRU).
   Even if a system negotiates an MRU smaller than 1,500 bytes, it MUST
   be able to receive a 1,500 byte frame.

   A router SHOULD negotiate and enable the link quality monitoring
   (LQM) option.
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   DISCUSSION
      This memo does not specify a policy for deciding whether the
      link's quality is adequate.  However, it is important (see Section
      [3.3.6]) that a router disable failed links.

   A router SHOULD implement and negotiate the magic number option for
   loopback detection.

   A router MAY support the authentication options (PAP - Password
   Authentication Protocol, and/or CHAP - Challenge Handshake
   Authentication Protocol).

   A router MUST support 16-bit CRC frame check sequence (FCS) and MAY
   support the 32-bit CRC.

3.3.5.3 IP Control Protocol (IPCP) Options

   A router MAY offer to perform IP address negotiation.  A router MUST
   accept a refusal (REJect) to perform IP address negotiation from the
   peer.

   Routers operating at link speeds of 19,200 BPS or less SHOULD
   implement and offer to perform Van Jacobson header compression.
   Routers that implement VJ compression SHOULD implement an
   administrative control enabling or disabling it.

3.3.6 Interface Testing

   A router MUST have a mechanism to allow routing software to determine
   whether a physical interface is available to send packets or not; on
   multiplexed interfaces where permanent virtual circuits are opened
   for limited sets of neighbors, the router must also be able to
   determine whether the virtual circuits are viable.  A router SHOULD
   have a mechanism to allow routing software to judge the quality of a
   physical interface.  A router MUST have a mechanism for informing the
   routing software when a physical interface becomes available or
   unavailable to send packets because of administrative action.  A
   router MUST have a mechanism for informing the routing software when
   it detects a Link level interface has become available or
   unavailable, for any reason.

   DISCUSSION
      It is crucial that routers have workable mechanisms for
      determining that their network connections are functioning



      properly.  Failure to detect link loss, or failure to take the
      proper actions when a problem is detected, can lead to black
      holes.
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      The mechanisms available for detecting problems with network
      connections vary considerably, depending on the Link Layer
      protocols in use and the interface hardware.  The intent is to
      maximize the capability to detect failures within the Link-Layer
      constraints.

4. INTERNET LAYER - PROTOCOLS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

   This chapter and chapter 5 discuss the protocols used at the Internet
   Layer: IP, ICMP, and IGMP.  Since forwarding is obviously a crucial
   topic in a document discussing routers, chapter 5 limits itself to
   the aspects of the protocols that directly relate to forwarding.  The
   current chapter contains the remainder of the discussion of the
   Internet Layer protocols.

4.2 INTERNET PROTOCOL - IP

4.2.1 INTRODUCTION

   Routers MUST implement the IP protocol, as defined by [INTERNET:1].
   They MUST also implement its mandatory extensions: subnets (defined
   in [INTERNET:2]), IP broadcast (defined in [INTERNET:3]), and
   Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR, defined in [INTERNET:15]).

   Router implementors need not consider compliance with the section of
   [INTRO:2] entitled "Internet Protocol -- IP," as that section is
   entirely duplicated or superseded in this document.  A router MUST be
   compliant, and SHOULD be unconditionally compliant, with the
   requirements of the section entitled "SPECIFIC ISSUES" relating to IP
   in [INTRO:2].

   In the following, the action specified in certain cases is to
   silently discard a received datagram.  This means that the datagram
   will be discarded without further processing and that the router will
   not send any ICMP error message (see Section [4.3]) as a result.
   However, for diagnosis of problems a router SHOULD provide the
   capability of logging the error (see Section [1.3.3]), including the
   contents of the silently discarded datagram, and SHOULD count
   datagrams discarded.
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4.2.2 PROTOCOL WALK-THROUGH

   RFC 791 [INTERNET:1] is the specification for the Internet Protocol.

4.2.2.1 Options: RFC 791 Section 3.2

   In datagrams received by the router itself, the IP layer MUST
   interpret IP options that it understands and preserve the rest
   unchanged for use by higher layer protocols.

   Higher layer protocols may require the ability to set IP options in
   datagrams they send or examine IP options in datagrams they receive.
   Later sections of this document discuss specific IP option support
   required by higher layer protocols.

   DISCUSSION
      Neither this memo nor [INTRO:2] define the order in which a
      receiver must process multiple options in the same IP header.
      Hosts and routers originating datagrams containing multiple
      options must be aware that this introduces an ambiguity in the
      meaning of certain options when combined with a source-route
      option.

   Here are the requirements for specific IP options:

   (a) Security Option

        Some environments require the Security option in every packet
        originated or received.  Routers SHOULD IMPLEMENT the revised
        security option described in [INTERNET:5].

   DISCUSSION
      Note that the security options described in [INTERNET:1] and RFC
      1038 ([INTERNET:16]) are obsolete.

   (b) Stream Identifier Option

         This option is obsolete; routers SHOULD NOT place this option
         in a datagram that the router originates.  This option MUST be
         ignored in datagrams received by the router.

   (c) Source Route Options

         A router MUST be able to act as the final destination of a
         source route.  If a router receives a packet containing a
         completed source route, the packet has reached its final
         destination.  In such an option, the pointer points beyond the
         last field and the destination address in the IP header
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         addresses the router.  The option as received (the recorded
         route) MUST be passed up to the transport layer (or to ICMP
         message processing).

         In the general case, a correct response to a source-routed
         datagram traverses the same route.  A router MUST provide a
         means whereby transport protocols and applications can reverse
         the source route in a received datagram.  This reversed source
         route MUST be inserted into datagrams they originate (see
         [INTRO:2] for details) when the router is unaware of policy
         constraints.  However, if the router is policy aware, it MAY
         select another path.

         Some applications in the router MAY require that the user be
         able to enter a source route.

         A router MUST NOT originate a datagram containing multiple
         source route options.  What a router should do if asked to
         forward a packet containing multiple source route options is
         described in Section [5.2.4.1].

         When a source route option is created (which would happen when
         the router is originating a source routed datagram or is
         inserting a source route option as a result of a special
         filter), it MUST be correctly formed even if it is being
         created by reversing a recorded route that erroneously includes
         the source host (see case (B) in the discussion below).

   DISCUSSION
      Suppose a source routed datagram is to be routed from source S to
      destination D via routers G1, G2, Gn.  Source S constructs a
      datagram with G1's IP address as its destination address, and a
      source route option to get the datagram the rest of the way to its
      destination.  However, there is an ambiguity in the specification
      over whether the source route option in a datagram sent out by S
      should be (A) or (B):

      (A): {>>G2, G3, ... Gn, D} <--- CORRECT

      (B): {S, >>G2, G3, ... Gn, D} <---- WRONG

      (where >> represents the pointer).  If (A) is sent, the datagram
      received at D will contain the option: {G1, G2, ... Gn >>}, with S
      and D as the IP source and destination addresses.  If (B) were
      sent, the datagram received at D would again contain S and D as
      the same IP source and destination addresses, but the option would
      be: {S, G1, ...Gn >>}; i.e., the originating host would be the
      first hop in the route.
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   (d) Record Route Option

         Routers MAY support the Record Route option in datagrams
         originated by the router.

   (e) Timestamp Option



         Routers MAY support the timestamp option in datagrams
         originated by the router.  The following rules apply:

         o When originating a datagram containing a Timestamp Option, a
            router MUST record a timestamp in the option if

            - Its Internet address fields are not pre-specified or
            - Its first pre-specified address is the IP address of the
               logical interface over which the datagram is being sent
               (or the router's router-id if the datagram is being sent
               over an unnumbered interface).

         o If the router itself receives a datagram containing a
            Timestamp Option, the router MUST insert the current time
            into the Timestamp Option (if there is space in the option
            to do so) before passing the option to the transport layer
            or to ICMP for processing.  If space is not present, the
            router MUST increment the Overflow Count in the option.

         o A timestamp value MUST follow the rules defined in [INTRO:2].

   IMPLEMENTATION
      To maximize the utility of the timestamps contained in the
      timestamp option, the timestamp inserted should be, as nearly as
      practical, the time at which the packet arrived at the router.
      For datagrams originated by the router, the timestamp inserted
      should be, as nearly as practical, the time at which the datagram
      was passed to the Link Layer for transmission.

      The timestamp option permits the use of a non-standard time clock,
      but the use of a non-synchronized clock limits the utility of the
      time stamp.  Therefore, routers are well advised to implement the
      Network Time Protocol for the purpose of synchronizing their
      clocks.

4.2.2.2 Addresses in Options: RFC 791 Section 3.1

   Routers are called upon to insert their address into Record Route,
   Strict Source and Record Route, Loose Source and Record Route, or
   Timestamp Options.  When a router inserts its address into such an
   option, it MUST use the IP address of the logical interface on which
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   the packet is being sent.  Where this rule cannot be obeyed because
   the output interface has no IP address (i.e., is an unnumbered
   interface), the router MUST instead insert its router-id.  The
   router's router-id is one of the router's IP addresses.  The Router
   ID may be specified on a system basis or on a per-link basis.  Which
   of the router's addresses is used as the router-id MUST NOT change
   (even across reboots) unless changed by the network manager.
   Relevant management changes include reconfiguration of the router
   such that the IP address used as the router-id ceases to be one of
   the router's IP addresses.  Routers with multiple unnumbered
   interfaces MAY have multiple router-id's.  Each unnumbered interface
   MUST be associated with a particular router-id.  This association



   MUST NOT change (even across reboots) without reconfiguration of the
   router.

   DISCUSSION
      This specification does not allow for routers that do not have at
      least one IP address.  We do not view this as a serious
      limitation, since a router needs an IP address to meet the
      manageability requirements of Chapter [8] even if the router is
      connected only to point-to-point links.

   IMPLEMENTATION

      One possible method of choosing the router-id that fulfills this
      requirement is to use the numerically smallest (or greatest) IP
      address (treating the address as a 32-bit integer) that is
      assigned to the router.

4.2.2.3 Unused IP Header Bits: RFC 791 Section 3.1

   The IP header contains two reserved bits: one in the Type of Service
   byte and the other in the Flags field.  A router MUST NOT set either
   of these bits to one in datagrams originated by the router.  A router
   MUST NOT drop (refuse to receive or forward) a packet merely because
   one or more of these reserved bits has a non-zero value; i.e., the
   router MUST NOT check the values of thes bits.

   DISCUSSION
      Future revisions to the IP protocol may make use of these unused
      bits.  These rules are intended to ensure that these revisions can
      be deployed without having to simultaneously upgrade all routers
      in the Internet.
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4.2.2.4 Type of Service: RFC 791 Section 3.1

   The Type-of-Service byte in the IP header is divided into three
   sections: the Precedence field (high-order 3 bits), a field that is
   customarily called Type of Service or TOS (next 4 bits), and a
   reserved bit (the low order bit).

   Rules governing the reserved bit were described in Section [4.2.2.3].

   A more extensive discussion of the TOS field and its use can be found
   in [ROUTE:11].

   The description of the IP Precedence field is superseded by Section
   [5.3.3].  RFC 795, Service Mappings, is obsolete and SHOULD NOT be
   implemented.

4.2.2.5 Header Checksum: RFC 791 Section 3.1



   As stated in Section [5.2.2], a router MUST verify the IP checksum of
   any packet that is received, and MUST discard messages containing
   invalid checksums.  The router MUST NOT provide a means to disable
   this checksum verification.

   A router MAY use incremental IP header checksum updating when the
   only change to the IP header is the time to live.  This will reduce
   the possibility of undetected corruption of the IP header by the
   router.  See [INTERNET:6] for a discussion of incrementally updating
   the checksum.

   IMPLEMENTATION
      A more extensive description of the IP checksum, including
      extensive implementation hints, can be found in [INTERNET:6] and
      [INTERNET:7].

4.2.2.6 Unrecognized Header Options: RFC 791 Section 3.1

   A router MUST ignore IP options which it does not recognize.  A
   corollary of this requirement is that a router MUST implement the End
   of Option List option and the No Operation option, since neither
   contains an explicit length.

   DISCUSSION
      All future IP options will include an explicit length.
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4.2.2.7 Fragmentation: RFC 791 Section 3.2

   Fragmentation, as described in [INTERNET:1], MUST be supported by a
   router.

   When a router fragments an IP datagram, it SHOULD minimize the number
   of fragments.  When a router fragments an IP datagram, it SHOULD send
   the fragments in order.  A fragmentation method that may generate one
   IP fragment that is significantly smaller than the other MAY cause
   the first IP fragment to be the smaller one.

   DISCUSSION
      There are several fragmentation techniques in common use in the
      Internet.  One involves splitting the IP datagram into IP
      fragments with the first being MTU sized, and the others being
      approximately the same size, smaller than the MTU.  The reason for
      this is twofold.  The first IP fragment in the sequence will be
      the effective MTU of the current path between the hosts, and the
      following IP fragments are sized to minimize the further
      fragmentation of the IP datagram.  Another technique is to split
      the IP datagram into MTU sized IP fragments, with the last
      fragment being the only one smaller, as described in [INTERNET:1].

      A common trick used by some implementations of TCP/IP is to



      fragment an IP datagram into IP fragments that are no larger than
      576 bytes when the IP datagram is to travel through a router.
      This is intended to allow the resulting IP fragments to pass the
      rest of the path without further fragmentation.  This would,
      though, create more of a load on the destination host, since it
      would have a larger number of IP fragments to reassemble into one
      IP datagram.  It would also not be efficient on networks where the
      MTU only changes once and stays much larger than 576 bytes.
      Examples include LAN networks such as an IEEE 802.5 network with a
      MTU of 2048 or an Ethernet network with an MTU of 1500).

      One other fragmentation technique discussed was splitting the IP
      datagram into approximately equal sized IP fragments, with the
      size less than or equal to the next hop network's MTU.  This is
      intended to minimize the number of fragments that would result
      from additional fragmentation further down the path, and assure
      equal delay for each fragment.

      Routers SHOULD generate the least possible number of IP fragments.

      Work with slow machines leads us to believe that if it is
      necessary to fragment messages, sending the small IP fragment
      first maximizes the chance of a host with a slow interface of
      receiving all the fragments.
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4.2.2.8 Reassembly: RFC 791 Section 3.2

   As specified in the corresponding section of [INTRO:2], a router MUST
   support reassembly of datagrams that it delivers to itself.

4.2.2.9 Time to Live: RFC 791 Section 3.2

   Time to Live (TTL) handling for packets originated or received by the
   router is governed by [INTRO:2]; this section changes none of its
   stipulations.  However, since the remainder of the IP Protocol
   section of [INTRO:2] is rewritten, this section is as well.

   Note in particular that a router MUST NOT check the TTL of a packet
   except when forwarding it.

   A router MUST NOT originate or forward a datagram with a Time-to-Live
   (TTL) value of zero.

   A router MUST NOT discard a datagram just because it was received
   with TTL equal to zero or one; if it is to the router and otherwise
   valid, the router MUST attempt to receive it.

   On messages the router originates, the IP layer MUST provide a means
   for the transport layer to set the TTL field of every datagram that
   is sent.  When a fixed TTL value is used, it MUST be configurable.
   The number SHOULD exceed the typical internet diameter, and current
   wisdom suggests that it should exceed twice the internet diameter to
   allow for growth.  Current suggested values are normally posted in
   the Assigned Numbers RFC.  The TTL field has two functions: limit the
   lifetime of TCP segments (see RFC 793 [TCP:1], p. 28), and terminate



   Internet routing loops.  Although TTL is a time in seconds, it also
   has some attributes of a hop-count, since each router is required to
   reduce the TTL field by at least one.

   TTL expiration is intended to cause datagrams to be discarded by
   routers, but not by the destination host.  Hosts that act as routers
   by forwarding datagrams must therefore follow the router's rules for
   TTL.

   A higher-layer protocol may want to set the TTL in order to implement
   an "expanding scope" search for some Internet resource.  This is used
   by some diagnostic tools, and is expected to be useful for locating
   the "nearest" server of a given class using IP multicasting, for
   example.  A particular transport protocol may also want to specify
   its own TTL bound on maximum datagram lifetime.

   A fixed default value must be at least big enough for the Internet
   "diameter," i.e., the longest possible path.  A reasonable value is
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   about twice the diameter, to allow for continued Internet growth.  As
   of this writing, messages crossing the United States frequently
   traverse 15 to 20 routers; this argues for a default TTL value in
   excess of 40, and 64 is a common value.

4.2.2.10 Multi-subnet Broadcasts: RFC 922

   All-subnets broadcasts (called multi-subnet broadcasts in
   [INTERNET:3]) have been deprecated.  See Section [5.3.5.3].

4.2.2.11 Addressing: RFC 791 Section 3.2

   As noted in 2.2.5.1, there are now five classes of IP addresses:
   Class A through Class E.  Class D addresses are used for IP
   multicasting [INTERNET:4], while Class E addresses are reserved for
   experimental use.  The distinction between Class A, B, and C
   addresses is no longer important; they are used as generalized
   unicast network prefixes with only historical interest in their
   class.

   An IP multicast address is a 28-bit logical address that stands for a
   group of hosts, and may be either permanent or transient.  Permanent
   multicast addresses are allocated by the Internet Assigned Number
   Authority [INTRO:7], while transient addresses may be allocated
   dynamically to transient groups.  Group membership is determined
   dynamically using IGMP [INTERNET:4].

   We now summarize the important special cases for general purpose
   unicast IP addresses, using the following notation for an IP address:

    { <Network-prefix>, <Host-number> }

   and the notation -1 for a field that contains all 1 bits and the
   notation 0 for a field that contains all 0 bits.

   (a) { 0, 0 }



        This host on this network.  It MUST NOT be used as a source
        address by routers, except the router MAY use this as a source
        address as part of an initialization procedure (e.g., if the
        router is using BOOTP to load its configuration information).

        Incoming datagrams with a source address of { 0, 0 } which are
        received for local delivery (see Section [5.2.3]), MUST be
        accepted if the router implements the associated protocol and
        that protocol clearly defines appropriate action to be taken.
        Otherwise, a router MUST silently discard any locally-delivered
        datagram whose source address is { 0, 0 }.
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   DISCUSSION
      Some protocols define specific actions to take in response to a
      received datagram whose source address is { 0, 0 }.  Two examples
      are BOOTP and ICMP Mask Request.  The proper operation of these
      protocols often depends on the ability to receive datagrams whose
      source address is { 0, 0 }.  For most protocols, however, it is
      best to ignore datagrams having a source address of { 0, 0 } since
      they were probably generated by a misconfigured host or router.
      Thus, if a router knows how to deal with a given datagram having a
      { 0, 0 } source address, the router MUST accept it.  Otherwise,
      the router MUST discard it.

   See also Section [4.2.3.1] for a non-standard use of { 0, 0 }.

   (b) { 0, <Host-number> }

         Specified host on this network.  It MUST NOT be sent by routers
         except that the router MAY use this as a source address as part
         of an initialization procedure by which the it learns its own
         IP address.

   (c) { -1, -1 }

         Limited broadcast.  It MUST NOT be used as a source address.

         A datagram with this destination address will be received by
         every host and router on the connected physical network, but
         will not be forwarded outside that network.

   (d) { <Network-prefix>, -1 }

         Directed Broadcast - a broadcast directed to the specified
         network prefix.  It MUST NOT be used as a source address.  A
         router MAY originate Network Directed Broadcast packets.  A
         router MUST receive Network Directed Broadcast packets; however
         a router MAY have a configuration option to prevent reception
         of these packets.  Such an option MUST default to allowing
         reception.

    (e) { 127, <any> }

         Internal host loopback address.  Addresses of this form MUST



         NOT appear outside a host.

    The <Network-prefix> is administratively assigned so that its value
    will be unique in the routing domain to which the device is
    connected.
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    IP addresses are not permitted to have the value 0 or -1 for the
    <Host-number> or <Network-prefix> fields except in the special cases
    listed above.  This implies that each of these fields will be at
    least two bits long.

   DISCUSSION
      Previous versions of this document also noted that subnet numbers
      must be neither 0 nor -1, and must be at least two bits in length.
      In a CIDR world, the subnet number is clearly an extension of the
      network prefix and cannot be interpreted without the remainder of
      the prefix.  This restriction of subnet numbers is therefore
      meaningless in view of CIDR and may be safely ignored.

   For further discussion of broadcast addresses, see Section [4.2.3.1].

   When a router originates any datagram, the IP source address MUST be
   one of its own IP addresses (but not a broadcast or multicast
   address).  The only exception is during initialization.

   For most purposes, a datagram addressed to a broadcast or multicast
   destination is processed as if it had been addressed to one of the
   router's IP addresses; that is to say:

   o A router MUST receive and process normally any packets with a
      broadcast destination address.

   o A router MUST receive and process normally any packets sent to a
      multicast destination address that the router has asked to
      receive.

   The term specific-destination address means the equivalent local IP
   address of the host.  The specific-destination address is defined to
   be the destination address in the IP header unless the header
   contains a broadcast or multicast address, in which case the
   specific-destination is an IP address assigned to the physical
   interface on which the datagram arrived.

   A router MUST silently discard any received datagram containing an IP
   source address that is invalid by the rules of this section.  This
   validation could be done either by the IP layer or (when appropriate)
   by each protocol in the transport layer.  As with any datagram a
   router discards, the datagram discard SHOULD be counted.

   DISCUSSION
      A misaddressed datagram might be caused by a Link Layer broadcast
      of a unicast datagram or by another router or host that is
      confused or misconfigured.
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4.2.3 SPECIFIC ISSUES

4.2.3.1 IP Broadcast Addresses

   For historical reasons, there are a number of IP addresses (some
   standard and some not) which are used to indicate that an IP packet
   is an IP broadcast.  A router

   (1) MUST treat as IP broadcasts packets addressed to 255.255.255.255
        or { <Network-prefix>, -1 }.

   (2) SHOULD silently discard on receipt (i.e., do not even deliver to
        applications in the router) any packet addressed to 0.0.0.0 or {
        <Network-prefix>, 0 }.  If these packets are not silently
        discarded, they MUST be treated as IP broadcasts (see Section
        [5.3.5]).  There MAY be a configuration option to allow receipt
        of these packets.  This option SHOULD default to discarding
        them.

   (3) SHOULD (by default) use the limited broadcast address
        (255.255.255.255) when originating an IP broadcast destined for
        a connected (sub)network (except when sending an ICMP Address
        Mask Reply, as discussed in Section [4.3.3.9]).  A router MUST
        receive limited broadcasts.

   (4) SHOULD NOT originate datagrams addressed to 0.0.0.0 or {
        <Network-prefix>, 0 }.  There MAY be a configuration option to
        allow generation of these packets (instead of using the relevant
        1s format broadcast).  This option SHOULD default to not
        generating them.

   DISCUSSION
      In the second bullet, the router obviously cannot recognize
      addresses of the form { <Network-prefix>, 0 } if the router has no
      interface to that network prefix.  In that case, the rules of the
      second bullet do not apply because, from the point of view of the
      router, the packet is not an IP broadcast packet.

4.2.3.2 IP Multicasting

   An IP router SHOULD satisfy the Host Requirements with respect to IP
   multicasting, as specified in [INTRO:2].  An IP router SHOULD support
   local IP multicasting on all connected networks.  When a mapping from
   IP multicast addresses to link-layer addresses has been specified
   (see the various IP-over-xxx specifications), it SHOULD use that
   mapping, and MAY be configurable to use the link layer broadcast
   instead.  On point-to-point links and all other interfaces,
   multicasts are encapsulated as link layer broadcasts.  Support for
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   local IP multicasting includes originating multicast datagrams,
   joining multicast groups and receiving multicast datagrams, and
   leaving multicast groups.  This implies support for all of
   [INTERNET:4] including IGMP (see Section [4.4]).

   DISCUSSION
      Although [INTERNET:4] is entitled Host Extensions for IP
      Multicasting, it applies to all IP systems, both hosts and
      routers.  In particular, since routers may join multicast groups,
      it is correct for them to perform the host part of IGMP, reporting
      their group memberships to any multicast routers that may be
      present on their attached networks (whether or not they themselves
      are multicast routers).

      Some router protocols may specifically require support for IP
      multicasting (e.g., OSPF [ROUTE:1]), or may recommend it (e.g.,
      ICMP Router Discovery [INTERNET:13]).

4.2.3.3 Path MTU Discovery

   To eliminate fragmentation or minimize it, it is desirable to know
   what is the path MTU along the path from the source to destination.
   The path MTU is the minimum of the MTUs of each hop in the path.
   [INTERNET:14] describes a technique for dynamically discovering the
   maximum transmission unit (MTU) of an arbitrary internet path.  For a
   path that passes through a router that does not support
   [INTERNET:14], this technique might not discover the correct Path
   MTU, but it will always choose a Path MTU as accurate as, and in many
   cases more accurate than, the Path MTU that would be chosen by older
   techniques or the current practice.

   When a router is originating an IP datagram, it SHOULD use the scheme
   described in [INTERNET:14] to limit the datagram's size.  If the
   router's route to the datagram's destination was learned from a
   routing protocol that provides Path MTU information, the scheme
   described in [INTERNET:14] is still used, but the Path MTU
   information from the routing protocol SHOULD be used as the initial
   guess as to the Path MTU and also as an upper bound on the Path MTU.

4.2.3.4 Subnetting

   Under certain circumstances, it may be desirable to support subnets
   of a particular network being interconnected only through a path that
   is not part of the subnetted network.  This is known as discontiguous
   subnetwork support.

   Routers MUST support discontiguous subnetworks.
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   IMPLEMENTATION
      In classical IP networks, this was very difficult to achieve; in
      CIDR networks, it is a natural by-product.  Therefore, a router
      SHOULD NOT make assumptions about subnet architecture, but SHOULD



      treat each route as a generalized network prefix.

   DISCUSSION The Internet has been growing at a tremendous rate of
      late.  This has been placing severe strains on the IP addressing
      technology.  A major factor in this strain is the strict IP
      Address class boundaries.  These make it difficult to efficiently
      size network prefixes to their networks and aggregate several
      network prefixes into a single route advertisement.  By
      eliminating the strict class boundaries of the IP address and
      treating each route as a generalized network prefix, these strains
      may be greatly reduced.

      The technology for currently doing this is Classless Inter Domain
      Routing (CIDR) [INTERNET:15].

   For similar reasons, an address block associated with a given network
   prefix could be subdivided into subblocks of different sizes, so that
   the network prefixes associated with the subblocks would have
   different length.  For example, within a block whose network prefix
   is 8 bits long, one subblock may have a 16 bit network prefix,
   another may have an 18 bit network prefix, and a third a 14 bit
   network prefix.

   Routers MUST support variable length network prefixes in both their
   interface configurations and their routing databases.

4.3 INTERNET CONTROL MESSAGE PROTOCOL - ICMP

4.3.1 INTRODUCTION

   ICMP is an auxiliary protocol, which provides routing, diagnostic and
   error functionality for IP.  It is described in [INTERNET:8].  A
   router MUST support ICMP.

   ICMP messages are grouped in two classes that are discussed in the
   following sections:

   ICMP error messages:

   Destination Unreachable     Section 4.3.3.1
   Redirect                    Section 4.3.3.2
   Source Quench               Section 4.3.3.3
   Time Exceeded               Section 4.3.3.4
   Parameter Problem           Section 4.3.3.5
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   ICMP query messages:
   Echo                        Section 4.3.3.6
   Information                 Section 4.3.3.7
   Timestamp                   Section 4.3.3.8
   Address Mask                Section 4.3.3.9
   Router Discovery            Section 4.3.3.10

   General ICMP requirements and discussion are in the next section.



4.3.2 GENERAL ISSUES

4.3.2.1 Unknown Message Types

   If an ICMP message of unknown type is received, it MUST be passed to
   the ICMP user interface (if the router has one) or silently discarded
   (if the router does not have one).

4.3.2.2 ICMP Message TTL

   When originating an ICMP message, the router MUST initialize the TTL.
   The TTL for ICMP responses must not be taken from the packet that
   triggered the response.

4.3.2.3 Original Message Header

   Historically, every ICMP error message has included the Internet
   header and at least the first 8 data bytes of the datagram that
   triggered the error.  This is no longer adequate, due to the use of
   IP-in-IP tunneling and other technologies.  Therefore, the ICMP
   datagram SHOULD contain as much of the original datagram as possible
   without the length of the ICMP datagram exceeding 576 bytes.  The
   returned IP header (and user data) MUST be identical to that which
   was received, except that the router is not required to undo any
   modifications to the IP header that are normally performed in
   forwarding that were performed before the error was detected (e.g.,
   decrementing the TTL, or updating options).  Note that the
   requirements of Section [4.3.3.5] supersede this requirement in some
   cases (i.e., for a Parameter Problem message, if the problem is in a
   modified field, the router must undo the modification).  See Section
   [4.3.3.5]).

4.3.2.4 ICMP Message Source Address

   Except where this document specifies otherwise, the IP source address
   in an ICMP message originated by the router MUST be one of the IP
   addresses associated with the physical interface over which the ICMP
   message is transmitted.  If the interface has no IP addresses
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   associated with it, the router's router-id (see Section [5.2.5]) is
   used instead.

4.3.2.5 TOS and Precedence

   ICMP error messages SHOULD have their TOS bits set to the same value
   as the TOS bits in the packet that provoked the sending of the ICMP
   error message, unless setting them to that value would cause the ICMP
   error message to be immediately discarded because it could not be
   routed to its destination.  Otherwise, ICMP error messages MUST be
   sent with a normal (i.e., zero) TOS.  An ICMP reply message SHOULD
   have its TOS bits set to the same value as the TOS bits in the ICMP
   request that provoked the reply.

   ICMP Source Quench error messages, if sent at all, MUST have their IP
   Precedence field set to the same value as the IP Precedence field in



   the packet that provoked the sending of the ICMP Source Quench
   message.  All other ICMP error messages (Destination Unreachable,
   Redirect, Time Exceeded, and Parameter Problem) SHOULD have their
   precedence value set to 6 (INTERNETWORK CONTROL) or 7 (NETWORK
   CONTROL).  The IP Precedence value for these error messages MAY be
   settable.

   An ICMP reply message MUST have its IP Precedence field set to the
   same value as the IP Precedence field in the ICMP request that
   provoked the reply.

4.3.2.6 Source Route

   If the packet which provokes the sending of an ICMP error message
   contains a source route option, the ICMP error message SHOULD also
   contain a source route option of the same type (strict or loose),
   created by reversing the portion before the pointer of the route
   recorded in the source route option of the original packet UNLESS the
   ICMP error message is an ICMP Parameter Problem complaining about a
   source route option in the original packet, or unless the router is
   aware of policy that would prevent the delivery of the ICMP error
   message.

   DISCUSSION
      In environments which use the U.S.  Department of Defense security
      option (defined in [INTERNET:5]), ICMP messages may need to
      include a security option.  Detailed information on this topic
      should be available from the Defense Communications Agency.
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4.3.2.7 When Not to Send ICMP Errors

   An ICMP error message MUST NOT be sent as the result of receiving:

   o An ICMP error message, or

   o A packet which fails the IP header validation tests described in
      Section [5.2.2] (except where that section specifically permits
      the sending of an ICMP error message), or

   o A packet destined to an IP broadcast or IP multicast address, or

   o A packet sent as a Link Layer broadcast or multicast, or

   o A packet whose source address has a network prefix of zero or is an
      invalid source address (as defined in Section [5.3.7]), or

   o Any fragment of a datagram other then the first fragment (i.e., a
      packet for which the fragment offset in the IP header is nonzero).

   Furthermore, an ICMP error message MUST NOT be sent in any case where
   this memo states that a packet is to be silently discarded.



   NOTE: THESE RESTRICTIONS TAKE PRECEDENCE OVER ANY REQUIREMENT
   ELSEWHERE IN THIS DOCUMENT FOR SENDING ICMP ERROR MESSAGES.

   DISCUSSION
      These rules aim to prevent the broadcast storms that have resulted
      from routers or hosts returning ICMP error messages in response to
      broadcast packets.  For example, a broadcast UDP packet to a non-
      existent port could trigger a flood of ICMP Destination
      Unreachable datagrams from all devices that do not have a client
      for that destination port.  On a large Ethernet, the resulting
      collisions can render the network useless for a second or more.

      Every packet that is broadcast on the connected network should
      have a valid IP broadcast address as its IP destination (see
      Section [5.3.4] and [INTRO:2]).  However, some devices violate
      this rule.  To be certain to detect broadcast packets, therefore,
      routers are required to check for a link-layer broadcast as well
      as an IP-layer address.

   IMPLEMENTATION+ This requires that the link layer inform the IP layer
      when a link-layer broadcast packet has been received; see Section
      [3.1].
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4.3.2.8 Rate Limiting

   A router which sends ICMP Source Quench messages MUST be able to
   limit the rate at which the messages can be generated.  A router
   SHOULD also be able to limit the rate at which it sends other sorts
   of ICMP error messages (Destination Unreachable, Redirect, Time
   Exceeded, Parameter Problem).  The rate limit parameters SHOULD be
   settable as part of the configuration of the router.  How the limits
   are applied (e.g., per router or per interface) is left to the
   implementor's discretion.

   DISCUSSION
      Two problems for a router sending ICMP error message are:
      (1) The consumption of bandwidth on the reverse path, and
      (2) The use of router resources (e.g., memory, CPU time)

      To help solve these problems a router can limit the frequency with
      which it generates ICMP error messages.  For similar reasons, a
      router may limit the frequency at which some other sorts of
      messages, such as ICMP Echo Replies, are generated.

   IMPLEMENTATION
      Various mechanisms have been used or proposed for limiting the
      rate at which ICMP messages are sent:

      (1) Count-based - for example, send an ICMP error message for
           every N dropped packets overall or per given source host.
           This mechanism might be appropriate for ICMP Source Quench,



           if used, but probably not for other types of ICMP messages.

      (2) Timer-based - for example, send an ICMP error message to a
           given source host or overall at most once per T milliseconds.

      (3) Bandwidth-based - for example, limit the rate at which ICMP
           messages are sent over a particular interface to some
           fraction of the attached network's bandwidth.

4.3.3 SPECIFIC ISSUES

4.3.3.1 Destination Unreachable

   If a router cannot forward a packet because it has no routes at all
   (including no default route) to the destination specified in the
   packet, then the router MUST generate a Destination Unreachable, Code
   0 (Network Unreachable) ICMP message.  If the router does have routes
   to the destination network specified in the packet but the TOS
   specified for the routes is neither the default TOS (0000) nor the
   TOS of the packet that the router is attempting to route, then the
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   router MUST generate a Destination Unreachable, Code 11 (Network
   Unreachable for TOS) ICMP message.

   If a packet is to be forwarded to a host on a network that is
   directly connected to the router (i.e., the router is the last-hop
   router) and the router has ascertained that there is no path to the
   destination host then the router MUST generate a Destination
   Unreachable, Code 1 (Host Unreachable) ICMP message.  If a packet is
   to be forwarded to a host that is on a network that is directly
   connected to the router and the router cannot forward the packet
   because no route to the destination has a TOS that is either equal to
   the TOS requested in the packet or is the default TOS (0000) then the
   router MUST generate a Destination Unreachable, Code 12 (Host
   Unreachable for TOS) ICMP message.

   DISCUSSION
      The intent is that a router generates the "generic" host/network
      unreachable if it has no path at all (including default routes) to
      the destination.  If the router has one or more paths to the
      destination, but none of those paths have an acceptable TOS, then
      the router generates the "unreachable for TOS" message.

4.3.3.2 Redirect

   The ICMP Redirect message is generated to inform a local host that it
   should use a different next hop router for certain traffic.

   Contrary to [INTRO:2], a router MAY ignore ICMP Redirects when
   choosing a path for a packet originated by the router if the router
   is running a routing protocol or if forwarding is enabled on the
   router and on the interface over which the packet is being sent.

4.3.3.3 Source Quench



   A router SHOULD NOT originate ICMP Source Quench messages.  As
   specified in Section [4.3.2], a router that does originate Source
   Quench messages MUST be able to limit the rate at which they are
   generated.

   DISCUSSION
      Research seems to suggest that Source Quench consumes network
      bandwidth but is an ineffective (and unfair) antidote to
      congestion.  See, for example, [INTERNET:9] and [INTERNET:10].
      Section [5.3.6] discusses the current thinking on how routers
      ought to deal with overload and network congestion.

   A router MAY ignore any ICMP Source Quench messages it receives.
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   DISCUSSION
      A router itself may receive a Source Quench as the result of
      originating a packet sent to another router or host.  Such
      datagrams might be, e.g., an EGP update sent to another router, or
      a telnet stream sent to a host.  A mechanism has been proposed
      ([INTERNET:11], [INTERNET:12]) to make the IP layer respond
      directly to Source Quench by controlling the rate at which packets
      are sent, however, this proposal is currently experimental and not
      currently recommended.

4.3.3.4 Time Exceeded

   When a router is forwarding a packet and the TTL field of the packet
   is reduced to 0, the requirements of section [5.2.3.8] apply.

   When the router is reassembling a packet that is destined for the
   router, it is acting as an Internet host.  [INTRO:2]'s reassembly
   requirements therefore apply.

   When the router receives (i.e., is destined for the router) a Time
   Exceeded message, it MUST comply with [INTRO:2].

4.3.3.5 Parameter Problem

   A router MUST generate a Parameter Problem message for any error not
   specifically covered by another ICMP message.  The IP header field or
   IP option including the byte indicated by the pointer field MUST be
   included unchanged in the IP header returned with this ICMP message.
   Section [4.3.2] defines an exception to this requirement.

   A new variant of the Parameter Problem message was defined in
   [INTRO:2]:
        Code 1 = required option is missing.

   DISCUSSION
      This variant is currently in use in the military community for a
      missing security option.

4.3.3.6 Echo Request/Reply



   A router MUST implement an ICMP Echo server function that receives
   Echo Requests sent to the router, and sends corresponding Echo
   Replies.  A router MUST be prepared to receive, reassemble and echo
   an ICMP Echo Request datagram at least as the maximum of 576 and the
   MTUs of all the connected networks.

   The Echo server function MAY choose not to respond to ICMP echo
   requests addressed to IP broadcast or IP multicast addresses.
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   A router SHOULD have a configuration option that, if enabled, causes
   the router to silently ignore all ICMP echo requests; if provided,
   this option MUST default to allowing responses.

   DISCUSSION
      The neutral provision about responding to broadcast and multicast
      Echo Requests derives from [INTRO:2]'s "Echo Request/Reply"
      section.

   As stated in Section [10.3.3], a router MUST also implement a
   user/application-layer interface for sending an Echo Request and
   receiving an Echo Reply, for diagnostic purposes.  All ICMP Echo
   Reply messages MUST be passed to this interface.

   The IP source address in an ICMP Echo Reply MUST be the same as the
   specific-destination address of the corresponding ICMP Echo Request
   message.

   Data received in an ICMP Echo Request MUST be entirely included in
   the resulting Echo Reply.

   If a Record Route and/or Timestamp option is received in an ICMP Echo
   Request, this option (these options) SHOULD be updated to include the
   current router and included in the IP header of the Echo Reply
   message, without truncation.  Thus, the recorded route will be for
   the entire round trip.

   If a Source Route option is received in an ICMP Echo Request, the
   return route MUST be reversed and used as a Source Route option for
   the Echo Reply message, unless the router is aware of policy that
   would prevent the delivery of the message.

4.3.3.7 Information Request/Reply

   A router SHOULD NOT originate or respond to these messages.

   DISCUSSION
      The Information Request/Reply pair was intended to support self-
      configuring systems such as diskless workstations, to allow them
      to discover their IP network prefixes at boot time.  However,
      these messages are now obsolete.  The RARP and BOOTP protocols
      provide better mechanisms for a host to discover its own IP
      address.

4.3.3.8 Timestamp and Timestamp Reply



   A router MAY implement Timestamp and Timestamp Reply.  If they are
   implemented then:
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   o The ICMP Timestamp server function MUST return a Timestamp Reply to
      every Timestamp message that is received.  It SHOULD be designed
      for minimum variability in delay.

   o An ICMP Timestamp Request message to an IP broadcast or IP
      multicast address MAY be silently discarded.

   o The IP source address in an ICMP Timestamp Reply MUST be the same
      as the specific-destination address of the corresponding Timestamp
      Request message.

   o If a Source Route option is received in an ICMP Timestamp Request,
      the return route MUST be reversed and used as a Source Route
      option for the Timestamp Reply message, unless the router is aware
      of policy that would prevent the delivery of the message.

   o If a Record Route and/or Timestamp option is received in a
      Timestamp Request, this (these) option(s) SHOULD be updated to
      include the current router and included in the IP header of the
      Timestamp Reply message.

   o If the router provides an application-layer interface for sending
      Timestamp Request messages then incoming Timestamp Reply messages
      MUST be passed up to the ICMP user interface.

   The preferred form for a timestamp value (the standard value) is
   milliseconds since midnight, Universal Time.  However, it may be
   difficult to provide this value with millisecond resolution.  For
   example, many systems use clocks that update only at line frequency,
   50 or 60 times per second.  Therefore, some latitude is allowed in a
   standard value:

   (a) A standard value MUST be updated at least 16 times per second
        (i.e., at most the six low-order bits of the value may be
        undefined).

   (b) The accuracy of a standard value MUST approximate that of
        operator-set CPU clocks, i.e., correct within a few minutes.

   IMPLEMENTATION
      To meet the second condition, a router may need to query some time
      server when the router is booted or restarted.  It is recommended
      that the UDP Time Server Protocol be used for this purpose.  A
      more advanced implementation would use the Network Time Protocol
      (NTP) to achieve nearly millisecond clock synchronization;
      however, this is not required.
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4.3.3.9 Address Mask Request/Reply

   A router MUST implement support for receiving ICMP Address Mask
   Request messages and responding with ICMP Address Mask Reply
   messages.  These messages are defined in [INTERNET:2].

   A router SHOULD have a configuration option for each logical
   interface specifying whether the router is allowed to answer Address
   Mask Requests for that interface; this option MUST default to
   allowing responses.  A router MUST NOT respond to an Address Mask
   Request before the router knows the correct address mask.

   A router MUST NOT respond to an Address Mask Request that has a
   source address of 0.0.0.0 and which arrives on a physical interface
   that has associated with it multiple logical interfaces and the
   address masks for those interfaces are not all the same.

   A router SHOULD examine all ICMP Address Mask Replies that it
   receives to determine whether the information it contains matches the
   router's knowledge of the address mask.  If the ICMP Address Mask
   Reply appears to be in error, the router SHOULD log the address mask
   and the sender's IP address.  A router MUST NOT use the contents of
   an ICMP Address Mask Reply to determine the correct address mask.

   Because hosts may not be able to learn the address mask if a router
   is down when the host boots up, a router MAY broadcast a gratuitous
   ICMP Address Mask Reply on each of its logical interfaces after it
   has configured its own address masks.  However, this feature can be
   dangerous in environments that use variable length address masks.
   Therefore, if this feature is implemented, gratuitous Address Mask
   Replies MUST NOT be broadcast over any logical interface(s) which
   either:

   o Are not configured to send gratuitous Address Mask Replies.  Each
      logical interface MUST have a configuration parameter controlling
      this, and that parameter MUST default to not sending the
      gratuitous Address Mask Replies.

   o Share subsuming (but not identical) network prefixes and physical
      interface.

   The { <Network-prefix>, -1 } form of the IP broadcast address MUST be
   used for broadcast Address Mask Replies.

   DISCUSSION
      The ability to disable sending Address Mask Replies by routers is
      required at a few sites that intentionally lie to their hosts
      about the address mask.  The need for this is expected to go away
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      as more and more hosts become compliant with the Host Requirements
      standards.



      The reason for both the second bullet above and the requirement
      about which IP broadcast address to use is to prevent problems
      when multiple IP network prefixes are in use on the same physical
      network.

4.3.3.10 Router Advertisement and Solicitations

   An IP router MUST support the router part of the ICMP Router
   Discovery Protocol [INTERNET:13] on all connected networks on which
   the router supports either IP multicast or IP broadcast addressing.
   The implementation MUST include all the configuration variables
   specified for routers, with the specified defaults.

   DISCUSSION
      Routers are not required to implement the host part of the ICMP
      Router Discovery Protocol, but might find it useful for operation
      while IP forwarding is disabled (i.e., when operating as a host).

   DISCUSSION We note that it is quite common for hosts to use RIP
      Version 1 as the router discovery protocol.  Such hosts listen to
      RIP traffic and use and use information extracted from that
      traffic to discover routers and to make decisions as to which
      router to use as a first-hop router for a given destination.
      While this behavior is discouraged, it is still common and
      implementors should be aware of it.

4.4 INTERNET GROUP MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL - IGMP

   IGMP [INTERNET:4] is a protocol used between hosts and multicast
   routers on a single physical network to establish hosts' membership
   in particular multicast groups.  Multicast routers use this
   information, in conjunction with a multicast routing protocol, to
   support IP multicast forwarding across the Internet.

   A router SHOULD implement the host part of IGMP.
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5. INTERNET LAYER - FORWARDING

5.1 INTRODUCTION

   This section describes the process of forwarding packets.

5.2 FORWARDING WALK-THROUGH



   There is no separate specification of the forwarding function in IP.
   Instead, forwarding is covered by the protocol specifications for the
   internet layer protocols ([INTERNET:1], [INTERNET:2], [INTERNET:3],
   [INTERNET:8], and [ROUTE:11]).

5.2.1 Forwarding Algorithm

   Since none of the primary protocol documents describe the forwarding
   algorithm in any detail, we present it here.  This is just a general
   outline, and omits important details, such as handling of congestion,
   that are dealt with in later sections.

   It is not required that an implementation follow exactly the
   algorithms given in sections [5.2.1.1], [5.2.1.2], and [5.2.1.3].
   Much of the challenge of writing router software is to maximize the
   rate at which the router can forward packets while still achieving
   the same effect of the algorithm.  Details of how to do that are
   beyond the scope of this document, in part because they are heavily
   dependent on the architecture of the router.  Instead, we merely
   point out the order dependencies among the steps:

   (1) A router MUST verify the IP header, as described in section
        [5.2.2], before performing any actions based on the contents of
        the header.  This allows the router to detect and discard bad
        packets before the expenditure of other resources.

   (2) Processing of certain IP options requires that the router insert
        its IP address into the option.  As noted in Section [5.2.4],
        the address inserted MUST be the address of the logical
        interface on which the packet is sent or the router's router-id
        if the packet is sent over an unnumbered interface.  Thus,
        processing of these options cannot be completed until after the
        output interface is chosen.

   (3) The router cannot check and decrement the TTL before checking
        whether the packet should be delivered to the router itself, for
        reasons mentioned in Section [4.2.2.9].

   (4) More generally, when a packet is delivered locally to the router,
        its IP header MUST NOT be modified in any way (except that a
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        router may be required to insert a timestamp into any Timestamp
        options in the IP header).  Thus, before the router determines
        whether the packet is to be delivered locally to the router, it
        cannot update the IP header in any way that it is not prepared
        to undo.

5.2.1.1 General

   This section covers the general forwarding algorithm.  This algorithm
   applies to all forms of packets to be forwarded: unicast, multicast,
   and broadcast.

   (1) The router receives the IP packet (plus additional information



        about it, as described in Section [3.1]) from the Link Layer.

   (2) The router validates the IP header, as described in Section
        [5.2.2].  Note that IP reassembly is not done, except on IP
        fragments to be queued for local delivery in step (4).

   (3) The router performs most of the processing of any IP options.  As
        described in Section [5.2.4], some IP options require additional
        processing after the routing decision has been made.

   (4) The router examines the destination IP address of the IP
        datagram, as described in Section [5.2.3], to determine how it
        should continue to process the IP datagram.  There are three
        possibilities:

        o The IP datagram is destined for the router, and should be
           queued for local delivery, doing reassembly if needed.

        o The IP datagram is not destined for the router, and should be
           queued for forwarding.

        o The IP datagram should be queued for forwarding, but (a copy)
           must also be queued for local delivery.

5.2.1.2 Unicast

   Since the local delivery case is well covered by [INTRO:2], the
   following assumes that the IP datagram was queued for forwarding.  If
   the destination is an IP unicast address:

   (5) The forwarder determines the next hop IP address for the packet,
        usually by looking up the packet's destination in the router's
        routing table.  This procedure is described in more detail in
        Section [5.2.4].  This procedure also decides which network
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        interface should be used to send the packet.

   (6) The forwarder verifies that forwarding the packet is permitted.
        The source and destination addresses should be valid, as
        described in Section [5.3.7] and Section [5.3.4] If the router
        supports administrative constraints on forwarding, such as those
        described in Section [5.3.9], those constraints must be
        satisfied.

   (7) The forwarder decrements (by at least one) and checks the
        packet's TTL, as described in Section [5.3.1].

   (8) The forwarder performs any IP option processing that could not be
        completed in step 3.

   (9) The forwarder performs any necessary IP fragmentation, as
        described in Section [4.2.2.7].  Since this step occurs after
        outbound interface selection (step 5), all fragments of the same
        datagram will be transmitted out the same interface.



   (10) The forwarder determines the Link Layer address of the packet's
        next hop.  The mechanisms for doing this are Link Layer-
        dependent (see chapter 3).

   (11) The forwarder encapsulates the IP datagram (or each of the
        fragments thereof) in an appropriate Link Layer frame and queues
        it for output on the interface selected in step 5.

   (12) The forwarder sends an ICMP redirect if necessary, as described
        in Section [4.3.3.2].

5.2.1.3 Multicast

   If the destination is an IP multicast, the following steps are taken.

   Note that the main differences between the forwarding of IP unicasts
   and the forwarding of IP multicasts are

   o IP multicasts are usually forwarded based on both the datagram's
      source and destination IP addresses,

   o IP multicast uses an expanding ring search,

   o IP multicasts are forwarded as Link Level multicasts, and

   o ICMP errors are never sent in response to IP multicast datagrams.
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   Note that the forwarding of IP multicasts is still somewhat
   experimental.  As a result, the algorithm presented below is not
   mandatory, and is provided as an example only.

   (5a) Based on the IP source and destination addresses found in the
        datagram header, the router determines whether the datagram has
        been received on the proper interface for forwarding.  If not,
        the datagram is dropped silently.  The method for determining
        the proper receiving interface depends on the multicast routing
        algorithm(s) in use.  In one of the simplest algorithms, reverse
        path forwarding (RPF), the proper interface is the one that
        would be used to forward unicasts back to the datagram source.

   (6a) Based on the IP source and destination addresses found in the
        datagram header, the router determines the datagram's outgoing
        interfaces.  To implement IP multicast's expanding ring search
        (see [INTERNET:4]) a minimum TTL value is specified for each
        outgoing interface.  A copy of the multicast datagram is
        forwarded out each outgoing interface whose minimum TTL value is
        less than or equal to the TTL value in the datagram header, by
        separately applying the remaining steps on each such interface.

   (7a) The router decrements the packet's TTL by one.

   (8a) The forwarder performs any IP option processing that could not
        be completed in step (3).



   (9a) The forwarder performs any necessary IP fragmentation, as
        described in Section [4.2.2.7].

   (10a) The forwarder determines the Link Layer address to use in the
        Link Level encapsulation.  The mechanisms for doing this are
        Link Layer-dependent.  On LANs a Link Level multicast or
        broadcast is selected, as an algorithmic translation of the
        datagrams' IP multicast address.  See the various IP-over-xxx
        specifications for more details.

   (11a) The forwarder encapsulates the packet (or each of the fragments
        thereof) in an appropriate Link Layer frame and queues it for
        output on the appropriate interface.
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5.2.2 IP Header Validation

   Before a router can process any IP packet, it MUST perform a the
   following basic validity checks on the packet's IP header to ensure
   that the header is meaningful.  If the packet fails any of the
   following tests, it MUST be silently discarded, and the error SHOULD
   be logged.

   (1) The packet length reported by the Link Layer must be large enough
        to hold the minimum length legal IP datagram (20 bytes).

   (2) The IP checksum must be correct.

   (3) The IP version number must be 4.  If the version number is not 4
        then the packet may be another version of IP, such as IPng or
        ST-II.

   (4) The IP header length field must be large enough to hold the
        minimum length legal IP datagram (20 bytes = 5 words).

   (5) The IP total length field must be large enough to hold the IP
        datagram header, whose length is specified in the IP header
        length field.

   A router MUST NOT have a configuration option that allows disabling
   any of these tests.

   If the packet passes the second and third tests, the IP header length
   field is at least 4, and both the IP total length field and the
   packet length reported by the Link Layer are at least 16 then,
   despite the above rule, the router MAY respond with an ICMP Parameter
   Problem message, whose pointer points at the IP header length field



   (if it failed the fourth test) or the IP total length field (if it
   failed the fifth test).  However, it still MUST discard the packet
   and still SHOULD log the error.

   These rules (and this entire document) apply only to version 4 of the
   Internet Protocol.  These rules should not be construed as
   prohibiting routers from supporting other versions of IP.
   Furthermore, if a router can truly classify a packet as being some
   other version of IP then it ought not treat that packet as an error
   packet within the context of this memo.

   IMPLEMENTATION
      It is desirable for purposes of error reporting, though not always
      entirely possible, to determine why a header was invalid.  There
      are four possible reasons:
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      o The Link Layer truncated the IP header

      o The datagram is using a version of IP other than the standard
         one (version 4).

      o The IP header has been corrupted in transit.

      o The sender generated an illegal IP header.

      It is probably desirable to perform the checks in the order
      listed, since we believe that this ordering is most likely to
      correctly categorize the cause of the error.  For purposes of
      error reporting, it may also be desirable to check if a packet
      that fails these tests has an IP version number indicating IPng or
      ST-II; these should be handled according to their respective
      specifications.

   Additionally, the router SHOULD verify that the packet length
   reported by the Link Layer is at least as large as the IP total
   length recorded in the packet's IP header.  If it appears that the
   packet has been truncated, the packet MUST be discarded, the error
   SHOULD be logged, and the router SHOULD respond with an ICMP
   Parameter Problem message whose pointer points at the IP total length
   field.

   DISCUSSION
      Because any higher layer protocol that concerns itself with data
      corruption will detect truncation of the packet data when it
      reaches its final destination, it is not absolutely necessary for
      routers to perform the check suggested above to maintain protocol
      correctness.  However, by making this check a router can simplify
      considerably the task of determining which hop in the path is
      truncating the packets.  It will also reduce the expenditure of
      resources down-stream from the router in that down-stream systems
      will not need to deal with the packet.

   Finally, if the destination address in the IP header is not one of
   the addresses of the router, the router SHOULD verify that the packet



   does not contain a Strict Source and Record Route option.  If a
   packet fails this test (if it contains a strict source route option),
   the router SHOULD log the error and SHOULD respond with an ICMP
   Parameter Problem error with the pointer pointing at the offending
   packet's IP destination address.

   DISCUSSION
      Some people might suggest that the router should respond with a
      Bad Source Route message instead of a Parameter Problem message.
      However, when a packet fails this test, it usually indicates a
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      protocol error by the previous hop router, whereas Bad Source
      Route would suggest that the source host had requested a
      nonexistent or broken path through the network.

5.2.3 Local Delivery Decision

   When a router receives an IP packet, it must decide whether the
   packet is addressed to the router (and should be delivered locally)
   or the packet is addressed to another system (and should be handled
   by the forwarder).  There is also a hybrid case, where certain IP
   broadcasts and IP multicasts are both delivered locally and
   forwarded.  A router MUST determine which of the these three cases
   applies using the following rules.

   o An unexpired source route option is one whose pointer value does
      not point past the last entry in the source route.  If the packet
      contains an unexpired source route option, the pointer in the
      option is advanced until either the pointer does point past the
      last address in the option or else the next address is not one of
      the router's own addresses.  In the latter (normal) case, the
      packet is forwarded (and not delivered locally) regardless of the
      rules below.

   o The packet is delivered locally and not considered for forwarding
      in the following cases:

      - The packet's destination address exactly matches one of the
         router's IP addresses,

      - The packet's destination address is a limited broadcast address
         ({-1, -1}), or

      - The packet's destination is an IP multicast address which is
         never forwarded (such as 224.0.0.1 or 224.0.0.2) and (at least)
         one of the logical interfaces associated with the physical
         interface on which the packet arrived is a member of the
         destination multicast group.

   o The packet is passed to the forwarder AND delivered locally in the
      following cases:

      - The packet's destination address is an IP broadcast address that
         addresses at least one of the router's logical interfaces but



         does not address any of the logical interfaces associated with
         the physical interface on which the packet arrived
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      - The packet's destination is an IP multicast address which is
         permitted to be forwarded (unlike 224.0.0.1 and 224.0.0.2) and
         (at least) one of the logical interfaces associated with the
         physical interface on which the packet arrived is a member of
         the destination multicast group.

   o The packet is delivered locally if the packet's destination address
      is an IP broadcast address (other than a limited broadcast
      address) that addresses at least one of the logical interfaces
      associated with the physical interface on which the packet
      arrived.  The packet is ALSO passed to the forwarder unless the
      link on which the packet arrived uses an IP encapsulation that
      does not encapsulate broadcasts differently than unicasts (e.g.,
      by using different Link Layer destination addresses).

   o The packet is passed to the forwarder in all other cases.

   DISCUSSION
      The purpose of the requirement in the last sentence of the fourth
      bullet is to deal with a directed broadcast to another network
      prefix on the same physical cable.  Normally, this works as
      expected: the sender sends the broadcast to the router as a Link
      Layer unicast.  The router notes that it arrived as a unicast, and
      therefore must be destined for a different network prefix than the
      sender sent it on.  Therefore, the router can safely send it as a
      Link Layer broadcast out the same (physical) interface over which
      it arrived.  However, if the router can't tell whether the packet
      was received as a Link Layer unicast, the sentence ensures that
      the router does the safe but wrong thing rather than the unsafe
      but right thing.

   IMPLEMENTATION
      As described in Section [5.3.4], packets received as Link Layer
      broadcasts are generally not forwarded.  It may be advantageous to
      avoid passing to the forwarder packets it would later discard
      because of the rules in that section.

      Some Link Layers (either because of the hardware or because of
      special code in the drivers) can deliver to the router copies of
      all Link Layer broadcasts and multicasts it transmits.  Use of
      this feature can simplify the implementation of cases where a
      packet has to both be passed to the forwarder and delivered
      locally, since forwarding the packet will automatically cause the
      router to receive a copy of the packet that it can then deliver
      locally.  One must use care in these circumstances to prevent
      treating a received loop-back packet as a normal packet that was
      received (and then being subject to the rules of forwarding,
      etc.).
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      Even without such a Link Layer, it is of course hardly necessary
      to make a copy of an entire packet to queue it both for forwarding
      and for local delivery, though care must be taken with fragments,
      since reassembly is performed on locally delivered packets but not
      on forwarded packets.  One simple scheme is to associate a flag
      with each packet on the router's output queue that indicates
      whether it should be queued for local delivery after it has been
      sent.

5.2.4 Determining the Next Hop Address

   When a router is going to forward a packet, it must determine whether
   it can send it directly to its destination, or whether it needs to
   pass it through another router.  If the latter, it needs to determine
   which router to use.  This section explains how these determinations
   are made.

   This section makes use of the following definitions:

   o LSRR - IP Loose Source and Record Route option

   o SSRR - IP Strict Source and Record Route option

   o Source Route Option - an LSRR or an SSRR

   o Ultimate Destination Address - where the packet is being sent to:
      the last address in the source route of a source-routed packet, or
      the destination address in the IP header of a non-source-routed
      packet

   o Adjacent - reachable without going through any IP routers

   o Next Hop Address - the IP address of the adjacent host or router to
      which the packet should be sent next

   o IP Destination Address - the ultimate destination address, except
      in source routed packets, where it is the next address specified
      in the source route

   o Immediate Destination - the node, System, router, end-system, or
      whatever that is addressed by the IP Destination Address.
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5.2.4.1 IP Destination Address

   If:

   o the destination address in the IP header is one of the addresses of
      the router,

   o the packet contains a Source Route Option, and

   o the pointer in the Source Route Option does not point past the end
      of the option,

   then the next IP Destination Address is the address pointed at by the
   pointer in that option.  If:

   o the destination address in the IP header is one of the addresses of
      the router,

   o the packet contains a Source Route Option, and

   o the pointer in the Source Route Option points past the end of the
      option,

   then the message is addressed to the system analyzing the message.

   A router MUST use the IP Destination Address, not the Ultimate
   Destination Address (the last address in the source route option),
   when determining how to handle a packet.

   It is an error for more than one source route option to appear in a
   datagram.  If it receives such a datagram, it SHOULD discard the
   packet and reply with an ICMP Parameter Problem message whose pointer
   points at the beginning of the second source route option.

5.2.4.2 Local/Remote Decision

   After it has been determined that the IP packet needs to be forwarded
   according to the rules specified in Section [5.2.3], the following
   algorithm MUST be used to determine if the Immediate Destination is
   directly accessible (see [INTERNET:2]).

   (1) For each network interface that has not been assigned any IP
       address (the unnumbered lines as described in Section [2.2.7]),
       compare the router-id of the other end of the line to the IP
       Destination Address.  If they are exactly equal, the packet can
       be transmitted through this interface.
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   DISCUSSION
      In other words, the router or host at the remote end of the line
      is the destination of the packet or is the next step in the source
      route of a source routed packet.

   (2) If no network interface has been selected in the first step, for



       each IP address assigned to the router:

   (a) isolate the network prefix used by the interface.

   IMPLEMENTATION
      The result of this operation will usually have been computed and
      saved during initialization.

   (b) Isolate the corresponding set of bits from the IP Destination
      Address of the packet.

   (c) Compare the resulting network prefixes.  If they are equal to
      each other, the packet can be transmitted through the
      corresponding network interface.

   (3) If the destination was neither the router-id of a neighbor on an
       unnumbered interface nor a member of a directly connected network
       prefix, the IP Destination is accessible only through some other
       router.  The selection of the router and the next hop IP address
       is described in Section [5.2.4.3].  In the case of a host that is
       not also a router, this may be the configured default router.

   Ongoing work in the IETF [ARCH:9, NRHP] considers some cases such as
   when multiple IP (sub)networks are overlaid on the same link layer
   network.  Barring policy restrictions, hosts and routers using a
   common link layer network can directly communicate even if they are
   not in the same IP (sub)network, if there is adequate information
   present.  The Next Hop Routing Protocol (NHRP) enables IP entities to
   determine the "optimal" link layer address to be used to traverse
   such a link layer network towards a remote destination.

   (4) If the selected "next hop" is reachable through an interface
   configured to use NHRP, then the following additional steps apply:

     (a) Compare the IP Destination Address to the destination addresses
        in the NHRP cache.  If the address is in the cache, then send
        the datagram to the corresponding cached link layer address.
     (b) If the address is not in the cache, then construct an NHRP
        request packet containing the IP Destination Address.  This
        message is sent to the NHRP server configured for that
        interface.  This may be a logically separate process or entity
        in the router itself.
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     (c) The NHRP server will respond with the proper link layer address
        to use to transmit the datagram and subsequent datagrams to the
        same destination.  The system MAY transmit the datagram(s) to
        the traditional "next hop" router while awaiting the NHRP reply.

5.2.4.3 Next Hop Address

   EDITORS+COMMENTS
      The router applies the algorithm in the previous section to
      determine if the IP Destination Address is adjacent.  If so, the
      next hop address is the same as the IP Destination Address.
      Otherwise, the packet must be forwarded through another router to



      reach its Immediate Destination.  The selection of this router is
      the topic of this section.

      If the packet contains an SSRR, the router MUST discard the packet
      and reply with an ICMP Bad Source Route error.  Otherwise, the
      router looks up the IP Destination Address in its routing table to
      determine an appropriate next hop address.

   DISCUSSION
      Per the IP specification, a Strict Source Route must specify a
      sequence of nodes through which the packet must traverse; the
      packet must go from one node of the source route to the next,
      traversing intermediate networks only.  Thus, if the router is not
      adjacent to the next step of the source route, the source route
      can not be fulfilled.  Therefore, the router rejects such with an
      ICMP Bad Source Route error.

   The goal of the next-hop selection process is to examine the entries
   in the router's Forwarding Information Base (FIB) and select the best
   route (if there is one) for the packet from those available in the
   FIB.

   Conceptually, any route lookup algorithm starts out with a set of
   candidate routes that consists of the entire contents of the FIB.
   The algorithm consists of a series of steps that discard routes from
   the set.  These steps are referred to as Pruning Rules.  Normally,
   when the algorithm terminates there is exactly one route remaining in
   the set.  If the set ever becomes empty, the packet is discarded
   because the destination is unreachable.  It is also possible for the
   algorithm to terminate when more than one route remains in the set.
   In this case, the router may arbitrarily discard all but one of them,
   or may perform "load-splitting" by choosing whichever of the routes
   has been least recently used.

   With the exception of rule 3 (Weak TOS), a router MUST use the
   following Pruning Rules when selecting a next hop for a packet.  If a
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   router does consider TOS when making next-hop decisions, the Rule 3
   must be applied in the order indicated below.  These rules MUST be
   (conceptually) applied to the FIB in the order that they are
   presented.  (For some historical perspective, additional pruning
   rules, and other common algorithms in use, see Appendix E.)

   DISCUSSION
      Rule 3 is optional in that Section [5.3.2] says that a router only
      SHOULD consider TOS when making forwarding decisions.

      (1) Basic Match
           This rule discards any routes to destinations other than the
           IP Destination Address of the packet.  For example, if a
           packet's IP Destination Address is 10.144.2.5, this step
           would discard a route to net 128.12.0.0/16 but would retain
           any routes to the network prefixes 10.0.0.0/8 and
           10.144.0.0/16, and any default routes.



           More precisely, we assume that each route has a destination
           attribute, called route.dest and a corresponding prefix
           length, called route.length, to specify which bits of
           route.dest are significant.  The IP Destination Address of
           the packet being forwarded is ip.dest.  This rule discards
           all routes from the set of candidates except those for which
           the most significant route.length bits of route.dest and
           ip.dest are equal.

           For example, if a packet's IP Destination Address is
           10.144.2.5 and there are network prefixes 10.144.1.0/24,
           10.144.2.0/24, and 10.144.3.0/24, this rule would keep only
           10.144.2.0/24; it is the only route whose prefix has the same
           value as the corresponding bits in the IP Destination Address
           of the packet.

      (2) Longest Match
           Longest Match is a refinement of Basic Match, described
           above.  After performing Basic Match pruning, the algorithm
           examines the remaining routes to determine which among them
           have the largest route.length values.  All except these are
           discarded.

           For example, if a packet's IP Destination Address is
           10.144.2.5 and there are network prefixes 10.144.2.0/24,
           10.144.0.0/16, and 10.0.0.0/8, then this rule would keep only
           the first (10.144.2.0/24) because its prefix length is
           longest.
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      (3) Weak TOS
           Each route has a type of service attribute, called route.tos,
           whose possible values are assumed to be identical to those
           used in the TOS field of the IP header.  Routing protocols
           that distribute TOS information fill in route.tos
           appropriately in routes they add to the FIB; routes from
           other routing protocols are treated as if they have the
           default TOS (0000).  The TOS field in the IP header of the
           packet being routed is called ip.tos.

           The set of candidate routes is examined to determine if it
           contains any routes for which route.tos = ip.tos.  If so, all
           routes except those for which route.tos = ip.tos are
           discarded.  If not, all routes except those for which
           route.tos = 0000 are discarded from the set of candidate
           routes.

           Additional discussion of routing based on Weak TOS may be
           found in [ROUTE:11].

   DISCUSSION
      The effect of this rule is to select only those routes that have a
      TOS that matches the TOS requested in the packet.  If no such
      routes exist then routes with the default TOS are considered.



      Routes with a non-default TOS that is not the TOS requested in the
      packet are never used, even if such routes are the only available
      routes that go to the packet's destination.

     (4) Best Metric
          Each route has a metric attribute, called route.metric, and a
          routing domain identifier, called route.domain.  Each member
          of the set of candidate routes is compared with each other
          member of the set.  If route.domain is equal for the two
          routes and route.metric is strictly inferior for one when
          compared with the other, then the one with the inferior metric
          is discarded from the set.  The determination of inferior is
          usually by a simple arithmetic comparison, though some
          protocols may have structured metrics requiring more complex
          comparisons.

     (5) Vendor Policy
          Vendor Policy is sort of a catch-all to make up for the fact
          that the previously listed rules are often inadequate to
          choose from the possible routes.  Vendor Policy pruning rules
          are extremely vendor-specific.  See section [5.2.4.4].

     This algorithm has two distinct disadvantages.  Presumably, a
     router implementor might develop techniques to deal with these
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     disadvantages and make them a part of the Vendor Policy pruning
     rule.

     (1) IS-IS and OSPF route classes are not directly handled.

     (2) Path properties other than type of service (e.g., MTU) are
          ignored.

     It is also worth noting a deficiency in the way that TOS is
     supported: routing protocols that support TOS are implicitly
     preferred when forwarding packets that have non-zero TOS values.

     The Basic Match and Longest Match pruning rules generalize the
     treatment of a number of particular types of routes.  These routes
     are selected in the following, decreasing, order of preference:

     (1) Host Route: This is a route to a specific end system.

     (2) Hierarchical Network Prefix Routes: This is a route to a
          particular network prefix.  Note that the FIB may contain
          several routes to network prefixes that subsume each other
          (one prefix is the other prefix with additional bits).  These
          are selected in order of decreasing prefix length.

     (5) Default Route: This is a route to all networks for which there
          are no explicit routes.  It is by definition the route whose
          prefix length is zero.

     If, after application of the pruning rules, the set of routes is
     empty (i.e., no routes were found), the packet MUST be discarded



     and an appropriate ICMP error generated (ICMP Bad Source Route if
     the IP Destination Address came from a source route option;
     otherwise, whichever of ICMP Destination Host Unreachable or
     Destination Network Unreachable is appropriate, as described in
     Section [4.3.3.1]).

5.2.4.4 Administrative Preference

     One suggested mechanism for the Vendor Policy Pruning Rule is to
     use administrative preference, which is a simple prioritization
     algorithm.  The idea is to manually prioritize the routes that one
     might need to select among.

     Each route has associated with it a preference value, based on
     various attributes of the route (specific mechanisms for assignment
     of preference values are suggested below).  This preference value
     is an integer in the range [0..255], with zero being the most
     preferred and 254 being the least preferred.  255 is a special
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     value that means that the route should never be used.  The first
     step in the Vendor Policy pruning rule discards all but the most
     preferable routes (and always discards routes whose preference
     value is 255).

     This policy is not safe in that it can easily be misused to create
     routing loops.  Since no protocol ensures that the preferences
     configured for a router is consistent with the preferences
     configured in its neighbors, network managers must exercise care in
     configuring preferences.

     o Address Match
        It is useful to be able to assign a single preference value to
        all routes (learned from the same routing domain) to any of a
        specified set of destinations, where the set of destinations is
        all destinations that match a specified network prefix.

     o Route Class
        For routing protocols which maintain the distinction, it is
        useful to be able to assign a single preference value to all
        routes (learned from the same routing domain) which have a
        particular route class (intra-area, inter-area, external with
        internal metrics, or external with external metrics).

     o Interface
        It is useful to be able to assign a single preference value to
        all routes (learned from a particular routing domain) that would
        cause packets to be routed out a particular logical interface on
        the router (logical interfaces generally map one-to-one onto the
        router's network interfaces, except that any network interface
        that has multiple IP addresses will have multiple logical
        interfaces associated with it).

     o Source router
        It is useful to be able to assign a single preference value to
        all routes (learned from the same routing domain) that were



        learned from any of a set of routers, where the set of routers
        are those whose updates have a source address that match a
        specified network prefix.

     o Originating AS
        For routing protocols which provide the information, it is
        useful to be able to assign a single preference value to all
        routes (learned from a particular routing domain) which
        originated in another particular routing domain.  For BGP
        routes, the originating AS is the first AS listed in the route's
        AS_PATH attribute.  For OSPF external routes, the originating AS
        may be considered to be the low order 16 bits of the route's
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        external route tag if the tag's Automatic bit is set and the
        tag's Path Length is not equal to 3.

     o External route tag
        It is useful to be able to assign a single preference value to
        all OSPF external routes (learned from the same routing domain)
        whose external route tags match any of a list of specified
        values.  Because the external route tag may contain a structured
        value, it may be useful to provide the ability to match
        particular subfields of the tag.

     o AS path
        It may be useful to be able to assign a single preference value
        to all BGP routes (learned from the same routing domain) whose
        AS path "matches" any of a set of specified values.  It is not
        yet clear exactly what kinds of matches are most useful.  A
        simple option would be to allow matching of all routes for which
        a particular AS number appears (or alternatively, does not
        appear) anywhere in the route's AS_PATH attribute.  A more
        general but somewhat more difficult alternative would be to
        allow matching all routes for which the AS path matches a
        specified regular expression.

5.2.4.5 Load Splitting

     At the end of the Next-hop selection process, multiple routes may
     still remain.  A router has several options when this occurs.  It
     may arbitrarily discard some of the routes.  It may reduce the
     number of candidate routes by comparing metrics of routes from
     routing domains that are not considered equivalent.  It may retain
     more than one route and employ a load-splitting mechanism to divide
     traffic among them.  Perhaps the only thing that can be said about
     the relative merits of the options is that load-splitting is useful
     in some situations but not in others, so a wise implementor who
     implements load-splitting will also provide a way for the network
     manager to disable it.

5.2.5 Unused IP Header Bits: RFC-791 Section 3.1

     The IP header contains several reserved bits, in the Type of
     Service field and in the Flags field.  Routers MUST NOT drop
     packets merely because one or more of these reserved bits has a



     non-zero value.

     Routers MUST ignore and MUST pass through unchanged the values of
     these reserved bits.  If a router fragments a packet, it MUST copy
     these bits into each fragment.
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   DISCUSSION
      Future revisions to the IP protocol may make use of these unused
      bits.  These rules are intended to ensure that these revisions can
      be deployed without having to simultaneously upgrade all routers
      in the Internet.

5.2.6 Fragmentation and Reassembly: RFC-791 Section 3.2

   As was discussed in Section [4.2.2.7], a router MUST support IP
   fragmentation.

   A router MUST NOT reassemble any datagram before forwarding it.

   DISCUSSION
      A few people have suggested that there might be some topologies
      where reassembly of transit datagrams by routers might improve
      performance.  The fact that fragments may take different paths to
      the destination precludes safe use of such a feature.

      Nothing in this section should be construed to control or limit
      fragmentation or reassembly performed as a link layer function by
      the router.

      Similarly, if an IP datagram is encapsulated in another IP
      datagram (e.g., it is tunnelled), that datagram is in turn
      fragmented, the fragments must be reassembled in order to forward
      the original datagram.  This section does not preclude this.

5.2.7 Internet Control Message Protocol - ICMP

   General requirements for ICMP were discussed in Section [4.3].  This
   section discusses ICMP messages that are sent only by routers.

5.2.7.1 Destination Unreachable

   The ICMP Destination Unreachable message is sent by a router in
   response to a packet which it cannot forward because the destination
   (or next hop) is unreachable or a service is unavailable.  Examples
   of such cases include a message addressed to a host which is not
   there and therefore does not respond to ARP requests, and messages
   addressed to network prefixes for which the router has no valid
   route.

   A router MUST be able to generate ICMP Destination Unreachable
   messages and SHOULD choose a response code that most closely matches
   the reason the message is being generated.

   The following codes are defined in [INTERNET:8] and [INTRO:2]:
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   0 = Network Unreachable - generated by a router if a forwarding path
        (route) to the destination network is not available;

   1 = Host Unreachable - generated by a router if a forwarding path
        (route) to the destination host on a directly connected network
        is not available (does not respond to ARP);

   2 = Protocol Unreachable - generated if the transport protocol
        designated in a datagram is not supported in the transport layer
        of the final destination;

   3 = Port Unreachable - generated if the designated transport protocol
        (e.g., UDP) is unable to demultiplex the datagram in the
        transport layer of the final destination but has no protocol
        mechanism to inform the sender;

   4 = Fragmentation Needed and DF Set - generated if a router needs to
        fragment a datagram but cannot since the DF flag is set;

   5 = Source Route Failed - generated if a router cannot forward a
        packet to the next hop in a source route option;

   6 = Destination Network Unknown - This code SHOULD NOT be generated
        since it would imply on the part of the router that the
        destination network does not exist (net unreachable code 0
        SHOULD be used in place of code 6);

   7 = Destination Host Unknown - generated only when a router can
        determine (from link layer advice) that the destination host
        does not exist;

   11 = Network Unreachable For Type Of Service - generated by a router
        if a forwarding path (route) to the destination network with the
        requested or default TOS is not available;

   12 = Host Unreachable For Type Of Service - generated if a router
        cannot forward a packet because its route(s) to the destination
        do not match either the TOS requested in the datagram or the
        default TOS (0).

   The following additional codes are hereby defined:

   13 = Communication Administratively Prohibited - generated if a
        router cannot forward a packet due to administrative filtering;

   14 = Host Precedence Violation.  Sent by the first hop router to a
        host to indicate that a requested precedence is not permitted
        for the particular combination of source/destination host or
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        network, upper layer protocol, and source/destination port;

   15 = Precedence cutoff in effect.  The network operators have imposed
        a minimum level of precedence required for operation, the
        datagram was sent with a precedence below this level;

   NOTE: [INTRO:2] defined Code 8 for source host isolated.  Routers
   SHOULD NOT generate Code 8; whichever of Codes 0 (Network
   Unreachable) and 1 (Host Unreachable) is appropriate SHOULD be used
   instead.  [INTRO:2] also defined Code 9 for communication with
   destination network administratively prohibited and Code 10 for
   communication with destination host administratively prohibited.
   These codes were intended for use by end-to-end encryption devices
   used by U.S military agencies.  Routers SHOULD use the newly defined
   Code 13 (Communication Administratively Prohibited) if they
   administratively filter packets.

   Routers MAY have a configuration option that causes Code 13
   (Communication Administratively Prohibited) messages not to be
   generated.  When this option is enabled, no ICMP error message is
   sent in response to a packet that is dropped because its forwarding
   is administratively prohibited.

   Similarly, routers MAY have a configuration option that causes Code
   14 (Host Precedence Violation) and Code 15 (Precedence Cutoff in
   Effect) messages not to be generated.  When this option is enabled,
   no ICMP error message is sent in response to a packet that is dropped
   because of a precedence violation.

   Routers MUST use Host Unreachable or Destination Host Unknown codes
   whenever other hosts on the same destination network might be
   reachable; otherwise, the source host may erroneously conclude that
   all hosts on the network are unreachable, and that may not be the
   case.

   [INTERNET:14] describes a slight modification the form of Destination
   Unreachable messages containing Code 4 (Fragmentation needed and DF
   set).  A router MUST use this modified form when originating Code 4
   Destination Unreachable messages.

5.2.7.2 Redirect

   The ICMP Redirect message is generated to inform a local host the it
   should use a different next hop router for a certain class of
   traffic.

   Routers MUST NOT generate the Redirect for Network or Redirect for
   Network and Type of Service messages (Codes 0 and 2) specified in
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   [INTERNET:8].  Routers MUST be able to generate the Redirect for Host
   message (Code 1) and SHOULD be able to generate the Redirect for Type
   of Service and Host message (Code 3) specified in [INTERNET:8].



   DISCUSSION
      If the directly connected network is not subnetted (in the
      classical sense), a router can normally generate a network
      Redirect that applies to all hosts on a specified remote network.
      Using a network rather than a host Redirect may economize slightly
      on network traffic and on host routing table storage.  However,
      the savings are not significant, and subnets create an ambiguity
      about the subnet mask to be used to interpret a network Redirect.
      In a CIDR environment, it is difficult to specify precisely the
      cases in which network Redirects can be used.  Therefore, routers
      must send only host (or host and type of service) Redirects.

   A Code 3 (Redirect for Host and Type of Service) message is generated
   when the packet provoking the redirect has a destination for which
   the path chosen by the router would depend (in part) on the TOS
   requested.

   Routers that can generate Code 3 redirects (Host and Type of Service)
   MUST have a configuration option (which defaults to on) to enable
   Code 1 (Host) redirects to be substituted for Code 3 redirects.  A
   router MUST send a Code 1 Redirect in place of a Code 3 Redirect if
   it has been configured to do so.

   If a router is not able to generate Code 3 Redirects then it MUST
   generate Code 1 Redirects in situations where a Code 3 Redirect is
   called for.

   Routers MUST NOT generate a Redirect Message unless all the following
   conditions are met:

   o The packet is being forwarded out the same physical interface that
      it was received from,

   o The IP source address in the packet is on the same Logical IP
      (sub)network as the next-hop IP address, and

   o The packet does not contain an IP source route option.

   The source address used in the ICMP Redirect MUST belong to the same
   logical (sub)net as the destination address.

   A router using a routing protocol (other than static routes) MUST NOT
   consider paths learned from ICMP Redirects when forwarding a packet.
   If a router is not using a routing protocol, a router MAY have a
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   configuration that, if set, allows the router to consider routes
   learned through ICMP Redirects when forwarding packets.

   DISCUSSION
      ICMP Redirect is a mechanism for routers to convey routing
      information to hosts.  Routers use other mechanisms to learn
      routing information, and therefore have no reason to obey
      redirects.  Believing a redirect which contradicted the router's
      other information would likely create routing loops.



      On the other hand, when a router is not acting as a router, it
      MUST comply with the behavior required of a host.

5.2.7.3 Time Exceeded

   A router MUST generate a Time Exceeded message Code 0 (In Transit)
   when it discards a packet due to an expired TTL field.  A router MAY
   have a per-interface option to disable origination of these messages
   on that interface, but that option MUST default to allowing the
   messages to be originated.

5.2.8 INTERNET GROUP MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL - IGMP

   IGMP [INTERNET:4] is a protocol used between hosts and multicast
   routers on a single physical network to establish hosts' membership
   in particular multicast groups.  Multicast routers use this
   information, in conjunction with a multicast routing protocol, to
   support IP multicast forwarding across the Internet.

   A router SHOULD implement the multicast router part of IGMP.
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5.3 SPECIFIC ISSUES

5.3.1 Time to Live (TTL)

   The Time-to-Live (TTL) field of the IP header is defined to be a
   timer limiting the lifetime of a datagram.  It is an 8-bit field and
   the units are seconds.  Each router (or other module) that handles a
   packet MUST decrement the TTL by at least one, even if the elapsed
   time was much less than a second.  Since this is very often the case,
   the TTL is effectively a hop count limit on how far a datagram can
   propagate through the Internet.

   When a router forwards a packet, it MUST reduce the TTL by at least
   one.  If it holds a packet for more than one second, it MAY decrement
   the TTL by one for each second.



   If the TTL is reduced to zero (or less), the packet MUST be
   discarded, and if the destination is not a multicast address the
   router MUST send an ICMP Time Exceeded message, Code 0 (TTL Exceeded
   in Transit) message to the source.  Note that a router MUST NOT
   discard an IP unicast or broadcast packet with a non-zero TTL merely
   because it can predict that another router on the path to the
   packet's final destination will decrement the TTL to zero.  However,
   a router MAY do so for IP multicasts, in order to more efficiently
   implement IP multicast's expanding ring search algorithm (see
   [INTERNET:4]).

   DISCUSSION
      The IP TTL is used, somewhat schizophrenically, as both a hop
      count limit and a time limit.  Its hop count function is critical
      to ensuring that routing problems can't melt down the network by
      causing packets to loop infinitely in the network.  The time limit
      function is used by transport protocols such as TCP to ensure
      reliable data transfer.  Many current implementations treat TTL as
      a pure hop count, and in parts of the Internet community there is
      a strong sentiment that the time limit function should instead be
      performed by the transport protocols that need it.

      In this specification, we have reluctantly decided to follow the
      strong belief among the router vendors that the time limit
      function should be optional.  They argued that implementation of
      the time limit function is difficult enough that it is currently
      not generally done.  They further pointed to the lack of
      documented cases where this shortcut has caused TCP to corrupt
      data (of course, we would expect the problems created to be rare
      and difficult to reproduce, so the lack of documented cases
      provides little reassurance that there haven't been a number of
      undocumented cases).
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      IP multicast notions such as the expanding ring search may not
      work as expected unless the TTL is treated as a pure hop count.
      The same thing is somewhat true of traceroute.

      ICMP Time Exceeded messages are required because the traceroute
      diagnostic tool depends on them.

      Thus, the tradeoff is between severely crippling, if not
      eliminating, two very useful tools and avoiding a very rare and
      transient data transport problem that may not occur at all.  We
      have chosen to preserve the tools.

5.3.2 Type of Service (TOS)

      The Type-of-Service byte in the IP header is divided into three
      sections: the Precedence field (high-order 3 bits), a field that
      is customarily called Type of Service or "TOS (next 4 bits), and a
      reserved bit (the low order bit).  Rules governing the reserved
      bit were described in Section [4.2.2.3].  The Precedence field
      will be discussed in Section [5.3.3].  A more extensive discussion
      of the TOS field and its use can be found in [ROUTE:11].



      A router SHOULD consider the TOS field in a packet's IP header
      when deciding how to forward it.  The remainder of this section
      describes the rules that apply to routers that conform to this
      requirement.

      A router MUST maintain a TOS value for each route in its routing
      table.  Routes learned through a routing protocol that does not
      support TOS MUST be assigned a TOS of zero (the default TOS).

      To choose a route to a destination, a router MUST use an algorithm
      equivalent to the following:

      (1) The router locates in its routing table all available routes
           to the destination (see Section [5.2.4]).

      (2) If there are none, the router drops the packet because the
           destination is unreachable.  See section [5.2.4].

      (3) If one or more of those routes have a TOS that exactly matches
           the TOS specified in the packet, the router chooses the route
           with the best metric.

      (4) Otherwise, the router repeats the above step, except looking
           at routes whose TOS is zero.
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      (5) If no route was chosen above, the router drops the packet
           because the destination is unreachable.  The router returns
           an ICMP Destination Unreachable error specifying the
           appropriate code: either Network Unreachable with Type of
           Service (code 11) or Host Unreachable with Type of Service
           (code 12).

   DISCUSSION
      Although TOS has been little used in the past, its use by hosts is
      now mandated by the Requirements for Internet Hosts RFCs
      ([INTRO:2] and [INTRO:3]).  Support for TOS in routers may become
      a MUST in the future, but is a SHOULD for now until we get more
      experience with it and can better judge both its benefits and its
      costs.

      Various people have proposed that TOS should affect other aspects
      of the forwarding function.  For example:

      (1) A router could place packets that have the Low Delay bit set
           ahead of other packets in its output queues.

      (2) a router is forced to discard packets, it could try to avoid
           discarding those which have the High Reliability bit set.

      These ideas have been explored in more detail in [INTERNET:17] but
      we don't yet have enough experience with such schemes to make
      requirements in this area.



5.3.3 IP Precedence

      This section specifies requirements and guidelines for appropriate
      processing of the IP Precedence field in routers.  Precedence is a
      scheme for allocating resources in the network based on the
      relative importance of different traffic flows.  The IP
      specification defines specific values to be used in this field for
      various types of traffic.

      The basic mechanisms for precedence processing in a router are
      preferential resource allocation, including both precedence-
      ordered queue service and precedence-based congestion control, and
      selection of Link Layer priority features.  The router also
      selects the IP precedence for routing, management and control
      traffic it originates.  For a more extensive discussion of IP
      Precedence and its implementation see [FORWARD:6].

      Precedence-ordered queue service, as discussed in this section,
      includes but is not limited to the queue for the forwarding
      process and queues for outgoing links.  It is intended that a
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      router supporting precedence should also use the precedence
      indication at whatever points in its processing are concerned with
      allocation of finite resources, such as packet buffers or Link
      Layer connections.  The set of such points is implementation-
      dependent.

   DISCUSSION
      Although the Precedence field was originally provided for use in
      DOD systems where large traffic surges or major damage to the
      network are viewed as inherent threats, it has useful applications
      for many non-military IP networks.  Although the traffic handling
      capacity of networks has grown greatly in recent years, the
      traffic generating ability of the users has also grown, and
      network overload conditions still occur at times.  Since IP-based
      routing and management protocols have become more critical to the
      successful operation of the Internet, overloads present two
      additional risks to the network:

      (1) High delays may result in routing protocol packets being lost.
           This may cause the routing protocol to falsely deduce a
           topology change and propagate this false information to other
           routers.  Not only can this cause routes to oscillate, but an
           extra processing burden may be placed on other routers.

      (2) High delays may interfere with the use of network management
           tools to analyze and perhaps correct or relieve the problem
           in the network that caused the overload condition to occur.

      Implementation and appropriate use of the Precedence mechanism
      alleviates both of these problems.

5.3.3.1 Precedence-Ordered Queue Service

   Routers SHOULD implement precedence-ordered queue service.



   Precedence-ordered queue service means that when a packet is selected
   for output on a (logical) link, the packet of highest precedence that
   has been queued for that link is sent.  Routers that implement
   precedence-ordered queue service MUST also have a configuration
   option to suppress precedence-ordered queue service in the Internet
   Layer.

   Any router MAY implement other policy-based throughput management
   procedures that result in other than strict precedence ordering, but
   it MUST be configurable to suppress them (i.e., use strict ordering).

   As detailed in Section [5.3.6], routers that implement precedence-
   ordered queue service discard low precedence packets before
   discarding high precedence packets for congestion control purposes.
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   Preemption (interruption of processing or transmission of a packet)
   is not envisioned as a function of the Internet Layer.  Some
   protocols at other layers may provide preemption features.

5.3.3.2 Lower Layer Precedence Mappings

   Routers that implement precedence-ordered queuing MUST IMPLEMENT, and
   other routers SHOULD IMPLEMENT, Lower Layer Precedence Mapping.

   A router that implements Lower Layer Precedence Mapping:

   o MUST be able to map IP Precedence to Link Layer priority mechanisms
      for link layers that have such a feature defined.

   o MUST have a configuration option to select the Link Layer's default
      priority treatment for all IP traffic

   o SHOULD be able to configure specific nonstandard mappings of IP
      precedence values to Link Layer priority values for each
      interface.

   DISCUSSION
      Some research questions the workability of the priority features
      of some Link Layer protocols, and some networks may have faulty
      implementations of the link layer priority mechanism.  It seems
      prudent to provide an escape mechanism in case such problems show
      up in a network.

      On the other hand, there are proposals to use novel queuing
      strategies to implement special services such as multimedia
      bandwidth reservation or low-delay service.  Special services and
      queuing strategies to support them are current research subjects
      and are in the process of standardization.

      Implementors may wish to consider that correct link layer mapping
      of IP precedence is required by DOD policy for TCP/IP systems used
      on DOD networks.  Since these requirements are intended to
      encourage (but not force) the use of precedence features in the
      hope of providing better Internet service to all users, routers
      supporting precedence-ordered queue service should default to



      maintaining strict precedence ordering regardless of the type of
      service requested.
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5.3.3.3 Precedence Handling For All Routers

   A router (whether or not it employs precedence-ordered queue
   service):

   (1) MUST accept and process incoming traffic of all precedence levels
        normally, unless it has been administratively configured to do
        otherwise.

   (2) MAY implement a validation filter to administratively restrict
        the use of precedence levels by particular traffic sources.  If
        provided, this filter MUST NOT filter out or cut off the
        following sorts of ICMP error messages: Destination Unreachable,
        Redirect, Time Exceeded, and Parameter Problem.  If this filter
        is provided, the procedures required for packet filtering by
        addresses are required for this filter also.

   DISCUSSION
      Precedence filtering should be applicable to specific
      source/destination IP Address pairs, specific protocols, specific
      ports, and so on.

   An ICMP Destination Unreachable message with code 14 SHOULD be sent
   when a packet is dropped by the validation filter, unless this has
   been suppressed by configuration choice.

   (3) MAY implement a cutoff function that allows the router to be set
        to refuse or drop traffic with precedence below a specified
        level.  This function may be activated by management actions or
        by some implementation dependent heuristics, but there MUST be a
        configuration option to disable any heuristic mechanism that
        operates without human intervention.  An ICMP Destination
        Unreachable message with code 15 SHOULD be sent when a packet is
        dropped by the cutoff function, unless this has been suppressed
        by configuration choice.

        A router MUST NOT refuse to forward datagrams with IP precedence
        of 6 (Internetwork Control) or 7 (Network Control) solely due to
        precedence cutoff.  However, other criteria may be used in
        conjunction with precedence cutoff to filter high precedence
        traffic.

   DISCUSSION
      Unrestricted precedence cutoff could result in an unintentional
      cutoff of routing and control traffic.  In the general case, host
      traffic should be restricted to a value of 5 (CRITIC/ECP) or



      below; this is not a requirement and may not be correct in certain
      systems.
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   (4) MUST NOT change precedence settings on packets it did not
        originate.

   (5) SHOULD be able to configure distinct precedence values to be used
        for each routing or management protocol supported (except for
        those protocols, such as OSPF, which specify which precedence
        value must be used).

   (6) MAY be able to configure routing or management traffic precedence
        values independently for each peer address.

   (7) MUST respond appropriately to Link Layer precedence-related error
        indications where provided.  An ICMP Destination Unreachable
        message with code 15 SHOULD be sent when a packet is dropped
        because a link cannot accept it due to a precedence-related
        condition, unless this has been suppressed by configuration
        choice.

   DISCUSSION
      The precedence cutoff mechanism described in (3) is somewhat
      controversial.  Depending on the topological location of the area
      affected by the cutoff, transit traffic may be directed by routing
      protocols into the area of the cutoff, where it will be dropped.
      This is only a problem if another path that is unaffected by the
      cutoff exists between the communicating points.  Proposed ways of
      avoiding this problem include providing some minimum bandwidth to
      all precedence levels even under overload conditions, or
      propagating cutoff information in routing protocols.  In the
      absence of a widely accepted (and implemented) solution to this
      problem, great caution is recommended in activating cutoff
      mechanisms in transit networks.

      A transport layer relay could legitimately provide the function
      prohibited by (4) above.  Changing precedence levels may cause
      subtle interactions with TCP and perhaps other protocols; a
      correct design is a non-trivial task.

      The intent of (5) and (6) (and the discussion of IP Precedence in
      ICMP messages in Section [4.3.2]) is that the IP precedence bits
      should be appropriately set, whether or not this router acts upon
      those bits in any other way.  We expect that in the future
      specifications for routing protocols and network management
      protocols will specify how the IP Precedence should be set for
      messages sent by those protocols.

      The appropriate response for (7) depends on the link layer
      protocol in use.  Typically, the router should stop trying to send
      offensive traffic to that destination for some period of time, and
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      should return an ICMP Destination Unreachable message with code 15
      (service not available for precedence requested) to the traffic
      source.  It also should not try to reestablish a preempted Link
      Layer connection for some time.

5.3.4 Forwarding of Link Layer Broadcasts

   The encapsulation of IP packets in most Link Layer protocols (except
   PPP) allows a receiver to distinguish broadcasts and multicasts from
   unicasts simply by examining the Link Layer protocol headers (most
   commonly, the Link Layer destination address).  The rules in this
   section that refer to Link Layer broadcasts apply only to Link Layer
   protocols that allow broadcasts to be distinguished; likewise, the
   rules that refer to Link Layer multicasts apply only to Link Layer
   protocols that allow multicasts to be distinguished.

   A router MUST NOT forward any packet that the router received as a
   Link Layer broadcast, unless it is directed to an IP Multicast
   address.  In this latter case, one would presume that link layer
   broadcast was used due to the lack of an effective multicast service.

   A router MUST NOT forward any packet which the router received as a
   Link Layer multicast unless the packet's destination address is an IP
   multicast address.

   A router SHOULD silently discard a packet that is received via a Link
   Layer broadcast but does not specify an IP multicast or IP broadcast
   destination address.

   When a router sends a packet as a Link Layer broadcast, the IP
   destination address MUST be a legal IP broadcast or IP multicast
   address.

5.3.5 Forwarding of Internet Layer Broadcasts

   There are two major types of IP broadcast addresses; limited
   broadcast and directed broadcast.  In addition, there are three
   subtypes of directed broadcast: a broadcast directed to a specified
   network prefix, a broadcast directed to a specified subnetwork, and a
   broadcast directed to all subnets of a specified network.
   Classification by a router of a broadcast into one of these
   categories depends on the broadcast address and on the router's
   understanding (if any) of the subnet structure of the destination
   network.  The same broadcast will be classified differently by
   different routers.

   A limited IP broadcast address is defined to be all-ones: { -1, -1 }
   or 255.255.255.255.
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   A network-prefix-directed broadcast is composed of the network prefix
   of the IP address with a local part of all-ones or { <Network-



   prefix>, -1 }.  For example, a Class A net broadcast address is
   net.255.255.255, a Class B net broadcast address is net.net.255.255
   and a Class C net broadcast address is net.net.net.255 where net is a
   byte of the network address.

   The all-subnets-directed-broadcast is not well defined in a CIDR
   environment, and was deprecated in version 1 of this memo.

   As was described in Section [4.2.3.1], a router may encounter certain
   non-standard IP broadcast addresses:

   o 0.0.0.0 is an obsolete form of the limited broadcast address

   o { <Network-prefix>, 0 } is an obsolete form of a network-prefix-
      directed broadcast address.

   As was described in that section, packets addressed to any of these
   addresses SHOULD be silently discarded, but if they are not, they
   MUST be treated according to the same rules that apply to packets
   addressed to the non-obsolete forms of the broadcast addresses
   described above.  These rules are described in the next few sections.

5.3.5.1 Limited Broadcasts

   Limited broadcasts MUST NOT be forwarded.  Limited broadcasts MUST
   NOT be discarded.  Limited broadcasts MAY be sent and SHOULD be sent
   instead of directed broadcasts where limited broadcasts will suffice.

   DISCUSSION
      Some routers contain UDP servers which function by resending the
      requests (as unicasts or directed broadcasts) to other servers.
      This requirement should not be interpreted as prohibiting such
      servers.  Note, however, that such servers can easily cause packet
      looping if misconfigured.  Thus, providers of such servers would
      probably be well advised to document their setup carefully and to
      consider carefully the TTL on packets that are sent.

5.3.5.2 Directed Broadcasts

   A router MUST classify as network-prefix-directed broadcasts all
   valid, directed broadcasts destined for a remote network or an
   attached nonsubnetted network.  Note that in view of CIDR, such
   appear to be host addresses within the network prefix; we preclude
   inspection of the host part of such network prefixes.  Given a route
   and no overriding policy, then, a router MUST forward network-
   prefix-directed broadcasts.  Network-Prefix-Directed broadcasts MAY
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   be sent.

   A router MAY have an option to disable receiving network-prefix-
   directed broadcasts on an interface and MUST have an option to
   disable forwarding network-prefix-directed broadcasts.  These options
   MUST default to permit receiving and forwarding network-prefix-
   directed broadcasts.



   DISCUSSION
      There has been some debate about forwarding or not forwarding
      directed broadcasts.  In this memo we have made the forwarding
      decision depend on the router's knowledge of the destination
      network prefix.  Routers cannot determine that a message is
      unicast or directed broadcast apart from this knowledge.  The
      decision to forward or not forward the message is by definition
      only possible in the last hop router.

5.3.5.3 All-subnets-directed Broadcasts

   The first version of this memo described an algorithm for
   distributing a directed broadcast to all the subnets of a classical
   network number.  This algorithm was stated to be "broken," and
   certain failure cases were specified.

   In a CIDR routing domain, wherein classical IP network numbers are
   meaningless, the concept of an all-subnets-directed-broadcast is also
   meaningless.  To the knowledge of the working group, the facility was
   never implemented or deployed, and is now relegated to the dustbin of
   history.

5.3.5.4  Subnet-directed Broadcasts

   The first version of this memo spelled out procedures for dealing
   with subnet-directed-broadcasts.  In a CIDR routing domain, these are
   indistinguishable from net-drected-broadcasts.  The two are therefore
   treated together in section [5.3.5.2 Directed Broadcasts], and should
   be viewed as network-prefix directed broadcasts.

5.3.6 Congestion Control

   Congestion in a network is loosely defined as a condition where
   demand for resources (usually bandwidth or CPU time) exceeds
   capacity.  Congestion avoidance tries to prevent demand from
   exceeding capacity, while congestion recovery tries to restore an
   operative state.  It is possible for a router to contribute to both
   of these mechanisms.  A great deal of effort has been spent studying
   the problem.  The reader is encouraged to read [FORWARD:2] for a
   survey of the work.  Important papers on the subject include
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   [FORWARD:3], [FORWARD:4], [FORWARD:5], [FORWARD:10], [FORWARD:11],
   [FORWARD:12], [FORWARD:13], [FORWARD:14], and [INTERNET:10], among
   others.

   The amount of storage that router should have available to handle
   peak instantaneous demand when hosts use reasonable congestion
   policies, such as described in [FORWARD:5], is a function of the
   product of the bandwidth of the link times the path delay of the
   flows using the link, and therefore storage should increase as this
   Bandwidth*Delay product increases.  The exact function relating
   storage capacity to probability of discard is not known.

   When a router receives a packet beyond its storage capacity it must
   (by definition, not by decree) discard it or some other packet or



   packets.  Which packet to discard is the subject of much study but,
   unfortunately, little agreement so far.  The best wisdom to date
   suggests discarding a packet from the data stream most heavily using
   the link.  However, a number of additional factors may be relevant,
   including the precedence of the traffic, active bandwidth
   reservation, and the complexity associated with selecting that
   packet.

   A router MAY discard the packet it has just received; this is the
   simplest but not the best policy.  Ideally, the router should select
   a packet from one of the sessions most heavily abusing the link,
   given that the applicable Quality of Service policy permits this.  A
   recommended policy in datagram environments using FIFO queues is to
   discard a packet randomly selected from the queue (see [FORWARD:5]).
   An equivalent algorithm in routers using fair queues is to discard
   from the longest queue or that using the greatest virtual time (see
   [FORWARD:13]).  A router MAY use these algorithms to determine which
   packet to discard.

   If a router implements a discard policy (such as Random Drop) under
   which it chooses a packet to discard from a pool of eligible packets:

   o If precedence-ordered queue service (described in Section
      [5.3.3.1]) is implemented and enabled, the router MUST NOT discard
      a packet whose IP precedence is higher than that of a packet that
      is not discarded.

   o A router MAY protect packets whose IP headers request the maximize
      reliability TOS, except where doing so would be in violation of
      the previous rule.

   o A router MAY protect fragmented IP packets, on the theory that
      dropping a fragment of a datagram may increase congestion by
      causing all fragments of the datagram to be retransmitted by the
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      source.

   o To help prevent routing perturbations or disruption of management
      functions, the router MAY protect packets used for routing
      control, link control, or network management from being discarded.
      Dedicated routers (i.e., routers that are not also general purpose
      hosts, terminal servers, etc.) can achieve an approximation of
      this rule by protecting packets whose source or destination is the
      router itself.

   Advanced methods of congestion control include a notion of fairness,
   so that the 'user' that is penalized by losing a packet is the one
   that contributed the most to the congestion.  No matter what
   mechanism is implemented to deal with bandwidth congestion control,
   it is important that the CPU effort expended be sufficiently small
   that the router is not driven into CPU congestion also.

   As described in Section [4.3.3.3], this document recommends that a
   router SHOULD NOT send a Source Quench to the sender of the packet
   that it is discarding.  ICMP Source Quench is a very weak mechanism,



   so it is not necessary for a router to send it, and host software
   should not use it exclusively as an indicator of congestion.

5.3.7 Martian Address Filtering

   An IP source address is invalid if it is a special IP address, as
   defined in 4.2.2.11 or 5.3.7, or is not a unicast address.

   An IP destination address is invalid if it is among those defined as
   illegal destinations in 4.2.3.1, or is a Class E address (except
   255.255.255.255).

   A router SHOULD NOT forward any packet that has an invalid IP source
   address or a source address on network 0.  A router SHOULD NOT
   forward, except over a loopback interface, any packet that has a
   source address on network 127.  A router MAY have a switch that
   allows the network manager to disable these checks.  If such a switch
   is provided, it MUST default to performing the checks.

   A router SHOULD NOT forward any packet that has an invalid IP
   destination address or a destination address on network 0.  A router
   SHOULD NOT forward, except over a loopback interface, any packet that
   has a destination address on network 127.  A router MAY have a switch
   that allows the network manager to disable these checks.  If such a
   switch is provided, it MUST default to performing the checks.

   If a router discards a packet because of these rules, it SHOULD log
   at least the IP source address, the IP destination address, and, if
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   the problem was with the source address, the physical interface on
   which the packet was received and the Link Layer address of the host
   or router from which the packet was received.

5.3.8 Source Address Validation

   A router SHOULD IMPLEMENT the ability to filter traffic based on a
   comparison of the source address of a packet and the forwarding table
   for a logical interface on which the packet was received.  If this
   filtering is enabled, the router MUST silently discard a packet if
   the interface on which the packet was received is not the interface
   on which a packet would be forwarded to reach the address contained
   in the source address.  In simpler terms, if a router wouldn't route
   a packet containing this address through a particular interface, it
   shouldn't believe the address if it appears as a source address in a
   packet read from this interface.

   If this feature is implemented, it MUST be disabled by default.

   DISCUSSION
      This feature can provide useful security improvements in some
      situations, but can erroneously discard valid packets in
      situations where paths are asymmetric.

5.3.9 Packet Filtering and Access Lists



   As a means of providing security and/or limiting traffic through
   portions of a network a router SHOULD provide the ability to
   selectively forward (or filter) packets.  If this capability is
   provided, filtering of packets SHOULD be configurable either to
   forward all packets or to selectively forward them based upon the
   source and destination prefixes, and MAY filter on other message
   attributes.  Each source and destination address SHOULD allow
   specification of an arbitrary prefix length.

   DISCUSSION
      This feature can provide a measure of privacy, where systems
      outside a boundary are not permitted to exchange certain protocols
      with systems inside the boundary, or are limited as to which
      systems they may communicate with.  It can also help prevent
      certain classes of security breach, wherein a system outside a
      boundary masquerades as a system inside the boundary and mimics a
      session with it.

   If supported, a router SHOULD be configurable to allow one of an

   o Include list - specification of a list of message definitions to be
      forwarded, or an
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   o Exclude list - specification of a list of message definitions NOT
      to be forwarded.

   A "message definition", in this context, specifies the source and
   destination network prefix, and may include other identifying
   information such as IP Protocol Type or TCP port number.

   A router MAY provide a configuration switch that allows a choice
   between specifying an include or an exclude list, or other equivalent
   controls.

   A value matching any address (e.g., a keyword any, an address with a
   mask of all 0's, or a network prefix whose length is zero) MUST be
   allowed as a source and/or destination address.

   In addition to address pairs, the router MAY allow any combination of
   transport and/or application protocol and source and destination
   ports to be specified.

   The router MUST allow packets to be silently discarded (i.e.,
   discarded without an ICMP error message being sent).

   The router SHOULD allow an appropriate ICMP unreachable message to be
   sent when a packet is discarded.  The ICMP message SHOULD specify
   Communication Administratively Prohibited (code 13) as the reason for
   the destination being unreachable.

   The router SHOULD allow the sending of ICMP destination unreachable
   messages (code 13) to be configured for each combination of address
   pairs, protocol types, and ports it allows to be specified.

   The router SHOULD count and SHOULD allow selective logging of packets



   not forwarded.

5.3.10 Multicast Routing

   An IP router SHOULD support forwarding of IP multicast packets, based
   either on static multicast routes or on routes dynamically determined
   by a multicast routing protocol (e.g., DVMRP [ROUTE:9]).  A router
   that forwards IP multicast packets is called a multicast router.

5.3.11 Controls on Forwarding

   For each physical interface, a router SHOULD have a configuration
   option that specifies whether forwarding is enabled on that
   interface.  When forwarding on an interface is disabled, the router:
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   o MUST silently discard any packets which are received on that
      interface but are not addressed to the router

   o MUST NOT send packets out that interface, except for datagrams
      originated by the router

   o MUST NOT announce via any routing protocols the availability of
      paths through the interface

   DISCUSSION
      This feature allows the network manager to essentially turn off an
      interface but leaves it accessible for network management.

      Ideally, this control would apply to logical rather than physical
      interfaces.  It cannot, because there is no known way for a router
      to determine which logical interface a packet arrived absent a
      one-to-one correspondence between logical and physical interfaces.

5.3.12 State Changes

   During router operation, interfaces may fail or be manually disabled,
   or may become available for use by the router.  Similarly, forwarding
   may be disabled for a particular interface or for the entire router
   or may be (re)enabled.  While such transitions are (usually)
   uncommon, it is important that routers handle them correctly.

5.3.12.1 When a Router Ceases Forwarding

   When a router ceases forwarding it MUST stop advertising all routes,
   except for third party routes.  It MAY continue to receive and use
   routes from other routers in its routing domains.  If the forwarding
   database is retained, the router MUST NOT cease timing the routes in
   the forwarding database.  If routes that have been received from
   other routers are remembered, the router MUST NOT cease timing the
   routes that it has remembered.  It MUST discard any routes whose
   timers expire while forwarding is disabled, just as it would do if
   forwarding were enabled.



   DISCUSSION
      When a router ceases forwarding, it essentially ceases being a
      router.  It is still a host, and must follow all of the
      requirements of Host Requirements [INTRO:2].  The router may still
      be a passive member of one or more routing domains, however.  As
      such, it is allowed to maintain its forwarding database by
      listening to other routers in its routing domain.  It may not,
      however, advertise any of the routes in its forwarding database,
      since it itself is doing no forwarding.  The only exception to
      this rule is when the router is advertising a route that uses only
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      some other router, but which this router has been asked to
      advertise.

   A router MAY send ICMP destination unreachable (host unreachable)
   messages to the senders of packets that it is unable to forward.  It
   SHOULD NOT send ICMP redirect messages.

   DISCUSSION
      Note that sending an ICMP destination unreachable (host
      unreachable) is a router action.  This message should not be sent
      by hosts.  This exception to the rules for hosts is allowed so
      that packets may be rerouted in the shortest possible time, and so
      that black holes are avoided.

5.3.12.2 When a Router Starts Forwarding

   When a router begins forwarding, it SHOULD expedite the sending of
   new routing information to all routers with which it normally
   exchanges routing information.

5.3.12.3 When an Interface Fails or is Disabled

   If an interface fails or is disabled a router MUST remove and stop
   advertising all routes in its forwarding database that make use of
   that interface.  It MUST disable all static routes that make use of
   that interface.  If other routes to the same destination and TOS are
   learned or remembered by the router, the router MUST choose the best
   alternate, and add it to its forwarding database.  The router SHOULD
   send ICMP destination unreachable or ICMP redirect messages, as
   appropriate, in reply to all packets that it is unable to forward due
   to the interface being unavailable.

5.3.12.4 When an Interface is Enabled

   If an interface that had not been available becomes available, a
   router MUST reenable any static routes that use that interface.  If
   routes that would use that interface are learned by the router, then
   these routes MUST be evaluated along with all the other learned
   routes, and the router MUST make a decision as to which routes should
   be placed in the forwarding database.  The implementor is referred to
   Chapter [7], Application Layer - Routing Protocols for further
   information on how this decision is made.

   A router SHOULD expedite the sending of new routing information to



   all routers with which it normally exchanges routing information.
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5.3.13 IP Options

   Several options, such as Record Route and Timestamp, contain slots
   into which a router inserts its address when forwarding the packet.
   However, each such option has a finite number of slots, and therefore
   a router may find that there is not free slot into which it can
   insert its address.  No requirement listed below should be construed
   as requiring a router to insert its address into an option that has
   no remaining slot to insert it into.  Section [5.2.5] discusses how a
   router must choose which of its addresses to insert into an option.

5.3.13.1 Unrecognized Options Unrecognized IP options in forwarded
   packets MUST be passed through unchanged.

5.3.13.2 Security Option

   Some environments require the Security option in every packet; such a
   requirement is outside the scope of this document and the IP standard
   specification.  Note, however, that the security options described in
   [INTERNET:1] and [INTERNET:16] are obsolete.  Routers SHOULD
   IMPLEMENT the revised security option described in [INTERNET:5].

   DISCUSSION
      Routers intended for use in networks with multiple security levels
      should support packet filtering based on IPSO (RFC-1108) labels.
      To implement this support, the router would need to permit the
      router administrator to configure both a lower sensitivity limit
      (e.g. Unclassified) and an upper sensitivity limit (e.g. Secret)
      on each interface.  It is commonly but not always the case that
      the two limits are the same (e.g. a single-level interface).
      Packets caught by an IPSO filter as being out of range should be
      silently dropped and a counter should note the number of packets
      dropped because of out of range IPSO labels.

5.3.13.3 Stream Identifier Option

   This option is obsolete.  If the Stream Identifier option is present
   in a packet forwarded by the router, the option MUST be ignored and
   passed through unchanged.

5.3.13.4 Source Route Options

   A router MUST implement support for source route options in forwarded
   packets.  A router MAY implement a configuration option that, when
   enabled, causes all source-routed packets to be discarded.  However,
   such an option MUST NOT be enabled by default.
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   DISCUSSION
      The ability to source route datagrams through the Internet is
      important to various network diagnostic tools.  However, source
      routing may be used to bypass administrative and security controls
      within a network.  Specifically, those cases where manipulation of
      routing tables is used to provide administrative separation in
      lieu of other methods such as packet filtering may be vulnerable
      through source routed packets.

   EDITORS+COMMENTS
      Packet filtering can be defeated by source routing as well, if it
      is applied in any router except one on the final leg of the source
      routed path.  Neither route nor packet filters constitute a
      complete solution for security.

5.3.13.5 Record Route Option

   Routers MUST support the Record Route option in forwarded packets.

   A router MAY provide a configuration option that, if enabled, will
   cause the router to ignore (i.e., pass through unchanged) Record
   Route options in forwarded packets.  If provided, such an option MUST
   default to enabling the record-route.  This option should not affect
   the processing of Record Route options in datagrams received by the
   router itself (in particular, Record Route options in ICMP echo
   requests will still be processed according to Section [4.3.3.6]).

   DISCUSSION
      There are some people who believe that Record Route is a security
      problem because it discloses information about the topology of the
      network.  Thus, this document allows it to be disabled.

5.3.13.6 Timestamp Option

   Routers MUST support the timestamp option in forwarded packets.  A
   timestamp value MUST follow the rules given [INTRO:2].

   If the flags field = 3 (timestamp and prespecified address), the
   router MUST add its timestamp if the next prespecified address
   matches any of the router's IP addresses.  It is not necessary that
   the prespecified address be either the address of the interface on
   which the packet arrived or the address of the interface over which
   it will be sent.

   IMPLEMENTATION
      To maximize the utility of the timestamps contained in the
      timestamp option, it is suggested that the timestamp inserted be,
      as nearly as practical, the time at which the packet arrived at
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      the router.  For datagrams originated by the router, the timestamp
      inserted should be, as nearly as practical, the time at which the
      datagram was passed to the network layer for transmission.

   A router MAY provide a configuration option which, if enabled, will
   cause the router to ignore (i.e., pass through unchanged) Timestamp
   options in forwarded datagrams when the flag word is set to zero
   (timestamps only) or one (timestamp and registering IP address).  If
   provided, such an option MUST default to off (that is, the router
   does not ignore the timestamp).  This option should not affect the
   processing of Timestamp options in datagrams received by the router
   itself (in particular, a router will insert timestamps into Timestamp
   options in datagrams received by the router, and Timestamp options in
   ICMP echo requests will still be processed according to Section
   [4.3.3.6]).

   DISCUSSION
      Like the Record Route option, the Timestamp option can reveal
      information about a network's topology.  Some people consider this
      to be a security concern.

6. TRANSPORT LAYER

   A router is not required to implement any Transport Layer protocols
   except those required to support Application Layer protocols
   supported by the router.  In practice, this means that most routers
   implement both the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and the User
   Datagram Protocol (UDP).

6.1 USER DATAGRAM PROTOCOL - UDP

   The User Datagram Protocol (UDP) is specified in [TRANS:1].

   A router that implements UDP MUST be compliant, and SHOULD be
   unconditionally compliant, with the requirements of [INTRO:2], except
   that:

   o This specification does not specify the interfaces between the
      various protocol layers.  Thus, a router's interfaces need not
      comply with [INTRO:2], except where compliance is required for
      proper functioning of Application Layer protocols supported by the
      router.

   o Contrary to [INTRO:2], an application SHOULD NOT disable generation
      of UDP checksums.
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   DISCUSSION
      Although a particular application protocol may require that UDP
      datagrams it receives must contain a UDP checksum, there is no
      general requirement that received UDP datagrams contain UDP
      checksums.  Of course, if a UDP checksum is present in a received
      datagram, the checksum must be verified and the datagram discarded



      if the checksum is incorrect.

6.2 TRANSMISSION CONTROL PROTOCOL - TCP

   The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is specified in [TRANS:2].

   A router that implements TCP MUST be compliant, and SHOULD be
   unconditionally compliant, with the requirements of [INTRO:2], except
   that:

   o This specification does not specify the interfaces between the
      various protocol layers.  Thus, a router need not comply with the
      following requirements of [INTRO:2] (except of course where
      compliance is required for proper functioning of Application Layer
      protocols supported by the router):

      Use of Push: RFC-793 Section 2.8:
           Passing a received PSH flag to the application layer is now
           OPTIONAL.

      Urgent Pointer: RFC-793 Section 3.1:
           A TCP MUST inform the application layer asynchronously
           whenever it receives an Urgent pointer and there was
           previously no pending urgent data, or whenever the Urgent
           pointer advances in the data stream.  There MUST be a way for
           the application to learn how much urgent data remains to be
           read from the connection, or at least to determine whether or
           not more urgent data remains to be read.

      TCP Connection Failures:
           An application MUST be able to set the value for R2 for a
           particular connection.  For example, an interactive
           application might set R2 to ``infinity,'' giving the user
           control over when to disconnect.

      TCP Multihoming:
           If an application on a multihomed host does not specify the
           local IP address when actively opening a TCP connection, then
           the TCP MUST ask the IP layer to select a local IP address
           before sending the (first) SYN.  See the function
           GET_SRCADDR() in Section 3.4.
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      IP Options:
           An application MUST be able to specify a source route when it
           actively opens a TCP connection, and this MUST take
           precedence over a source route received in a datagram.

   o For similar reasons, a router need not comply with any of the
      requirements of [INTRO:2].

   o The requirements concerning the Maximum Segment Size Option in
      [INTRO:2] are amended as follows: a router that implements the
      host portion of MTU discovery (discussed in Section [4.2.3.3] of
      this memo) uses 536 as the default value of SendMSS only if the



      path MTU is unknown; if the path MTU is known, the default value
      for SendMSS is the path MTU - 40.

   o The requirements concerning the Maximum Segment Size Option in
      [INTRO:2] are amended as follows: ICMP Destination Unreachable
      codes 11 and 12 are additional soft error conditions.  Therefore,
      these message MUST NOT cause TCP to abort a connection.

   DISCUSSION
      It should particularly be noted that a TCP implementation in a
      router must conform to the following requirements of [INTRO:2]:

      o Providing a configurable TTL.  [Time to Live: RFC-793 Section
         3.9]

      o Providing an interface to configure keep-alive behavior, if
         keep-alives are used at all.  [TCP Keep-Alives]

      o Providing an error reporting mechanism, and the ability to
         manage it.  [Asynchronous Reports]

      o Specifying type of service.  [Type-of-Service]

      The general paradigm applied is that if a particular interface is
      visible outside the router, then all requirements for the
      interface must be followed.  For example, if a router provides a
      telnet function, then it will be generating traffic, likely to be
      routed in the external networks.  Therefore, it must be able to
      set the type of service correctly or else the telnet traffic may
      not get through.
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7. APPLICATION LAYER - ROUTING PROTOCOLS

7.1 INTRODUCTION

   For technical, managerial, and sometimes political reasons, the
   Internet routing system consists of two components - interior routing
   and exterior routing.  The concept of an Autonomous System (AS), as
   define in Section 2.2.4 of this document, plays a key role in
   separating interior from an exterior routing, as this concept allows
   to deliniate the set of routers where a change from interior to
   exterior routing occurs.  An IP datagram may have to traverse the
   routers of two or more Autonomous Systems to reach its destination,
   and the Autonomous Systems must provide each other with topology
   information to allow such forwarding.  Interior gateway protocols
   (IGPs) are used to distribute routing information within an AS (i.e.,
   intra-AS routing).  Exterior gateway protocols are used to exchange
   routing information among ASs (i.e., inter-AS routing).



7.1.1 Routing Security Considerations

   Routing is one of the few places where the Robustness Principle (be
   liberal in what you accept) does not apply.  Routers should be
   relatively suspicious in accepting routing data from other routing
   systems.

   A router SHOULD provide the ability to rank routing information
   sources from most trustworthy to least trustworthy and to accept
   routing information about any particular destination from the most
   trustworthy sources first.  This was implicit in the original
   core/stub autonomous system routing model using EGP and various
   interior routing protocols.  It is even more important with the
   demise of a central, trusted core.

   A router SHOULD provide a mechanism to filter out obviously invalid
   routes (such as those for net 127).

   Routers MUST NOT by default redistribute routing data they do not
   themselves use, trust or otherwise consider valid.  In rare cases, it
   may be necessary to redistribute suspicious information, but this
   should only happen under direct intercession by some human agency.

   Routers must be at least a little paranoid about accepting routing
   data from anyone, and must be especially careful when they distribute
   routing information provided to them by another party.  See below for
   specific guidelines.
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7.1.2 Precedence

   Except where the specification for a particular routing protocol
   specifies otherwise, a router SHOULD set the IP Precedence value for
   IP datagrams carrying routing traffic it originates to 6
   (INTERNETWORK CONTROL).

   DISCUSSION
      Routing traffic with VERY FEW exceptions should be the highest
      precedence traffic on any network.  If a system's routing traffic
      can't get through, chances are nothing else will.

7.1.3 Message Validation

   Peer-to-peer authentication involves several tests.  The application
   of message passwords and explicit acceptable neighbor lists has in
   the past improved the robustness of the route database.  Routers
   SHOULD IMPLEMENT management controls that enable explicit listing of
   valid routing neighbors.  Routers SHOULD IMPLEMENT peer-to-peer
   authentication for those routing protocols that support them.

   Routers SHOULD validate routing neighbors based on their source
   address and the interface a message is received on; neighbors in a
   directly attached subnet SHOULD be restricted to communicate with the



   router via the interface that subnet is posited on or via unnumbered
   interfaces.  Messages received on other interfaces SHOULD be silently
   discarded.

   DISCUSSION
      Security breaches and numerous routing problems are avoided by
      this basic testing.

7.2 INTERIOR GATEWAY PROTOCOLS

7.2.1 INTRODUCTION

   An Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) is used to distribute routing
   information between the various routers in a particular AS.
   Independent of the algorithm used to implement a particular IGP, it
   should perform the following functions:

   (1) Respond quickly to changes in the internal topology of an AS

   (2) Provide a mechanism such that circuit flapping does not cause
        continuous routing updates

   (3) Provide quick convergence to loop-free routing
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   (4) Utilize minimal bandwidth

   (5) Provide equal cost routes to enable load-splitting

   (6) Provide a means for authentication of routing updates

   Current IGPs used in the internet today are characterized as either
   being based on a distance-vector or a link-state algorithm.

   Several IGPs are detailed in this section, including those most
   commonly used and some recently developed protocols that may be
   widely used in the future.  Numerous other protocols intended for use
   in intra-AS routing exist in the Internet community.

   A router that implements any routing protocol (other than static
   routes) MUST IMPLEMENT OSPF (see Section [7.2.2]).  A router MAY
   implement additional IGPs.

7.2.2 OPEN SHORTEST PATH FIRST - OSPF

   Shortest Path First (SPF) based routing protocols are a class of
   link-state algorithms that are based on the shortest-path algorithm
   of Dijkstra.  Although SPF based algorithms have been around since
   the inception of the ARPANET, it is only recently that they have
   achieved popularity both inside both the IP and the OSI communities.
   In an SPF based system, each router obtains the entire topology
   database through a process known as flooding.  Flooding insures a
   reliable transfer of the information.  Each router then runs the SPF
   algorithm on its database to build the IP routing table.  The OSPF
   routing protocol is an implementation of an SPF algorithm.  The



   current version, OSPF version 2, is specified in [ROUTE:1].  Note
   that RFC-1131, which describes OSPF version 1, is obsolete.

   Note that to comply with Section [8.3] of this memo, a router that
   implements OSPF MUST implement the OSPF MIB [MGT:14].

7.2.3 INTERMEDIATE SYSTEM TO INTERMEDIATE SYSTEM - DUAL IS-IS

   The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) X3S3.3 committee has
   defined an intra-domain routing protocol.  This protocol is titled
   Intermediate System to Intermediate System Routeing Exchange
   Protocol.

   Its application to an IP network has been defined in [ROUTE:2], and
   is referred to as Dual IS-IS (or sometimes as Integrated IS-IS).
   IS-IS is based on a link-state (SPF) routing algorithm and shares all
   the advantages for this class of protocols.
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7.3  EXTERIOR GATEWAY PROTOCOLS

7.3.1  INTRODUCTION

   Exterior Gateway Protocols are utilized for inter-Autonomous System
   routing to exchange reachability information for a set of networks
   internal to a particular autonomous system to a neighboring
   autonomous system.

   The area of inter-AS routing is a current topic of research inside
   the Internet Engineering Task Force.  The Exterior Gateway Protocol
   (EGP) described in Section [Appendix F.1] has traditionally been the
   inter-AS protocol of choice, but is now historical.  The Border
   Gateway Protocol (BGP) eliminates many of the restrictions and
   limitations of EGP, and is therefore growing rapidly in popularity.
   A router is not required to implement any inter-AS routing protocol.
   However, if a router does implement EGP it also MUST IMPLEMENT BGP.
   Although it was not designed as an exterior gateway protocol, RIP
   (described in Section [7.2.4]) is sometimes used for inter-AS
   routing.

7.3.2 BORDER GATEWAY PROTOCOL - BGP

7.3.2.1 Introduction

   The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP-4) is an inter-AS routing protocol
   that exchanges network reachability information with other BGP
   speakers.  The information for a network includes the complete list
   of ASs that traffic must transit to reach that network.  This
   information can then be used to insure loop-free paths.  This
   information is sufficient to construct a graph of AS connectivity
   from which routing loops may be pruned and some policy decisions at
   the AS level may be enforced.

   BGP is defined by [ROUTE:4].  [ROUTE:5] specifies the proper usage of
   BGP in the Internet, and provides some useful implementation hints



   and guidelines.  [ROUTE:12] and [ROUTE:13] provide additional useful
   information.

   To comply with Section [8.3] of this memo, a router that implements
   BGP is required to implement the BGP MIB [MGT:15].

   To characterize the set of policy decisions that can be enforced
   using BGP, one must focus on the rule that an AS advertises to its
   neighbor ASs only those routes that it itself uses.  This rule
   reflects the hop-by-hop routing paradigm generally used throughout
   the current Internet.  Note that some policies cannot be supported by
   the hop-by-hop routing paradigm and thus require techniques such as
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   source routing to enforce.  For example, BGP does not enable one AS
   to send traffic to a neighbor AS intending that traffic take a
   different route from that taken by traffic originating in the
   neighbor AS.  On the other hand, BGP can support any policy
   conforming to the hop-by-hop routing paradigm.

   Implementors of BGP are strongly encouraged to follow the
   recommendations outlined in Section 6 of [ROUTE:5].

7.3.2.2 Protocol Walk-through

   While BGP provides support for quite complex routing policies (as an
   example see Section 4.2 in [ROUTE:5]), it is not required for all BGP
   implementors to support such policies.  At a minimum, however, a BGP
   implementation:

   (1) SHOULD allow an AS to control announcements of the BGP learned
        routes to adjacent AS's.  Implementations SHOULD support such
        control with at least the granularity of a single network.
        Implementations SHOULD also support such control with the
        granularity of an autonomous system, where the autonomous system
        may be either the autonomous system that originated the route,
        or the autonomous system that advertised the route to the local
        system (adjacent autonomous system).

   (2) SHOULD allow an AS to prefer a particular path to a destination
        (when more than one path is available).  Such function SHOULD be
        implemented by allowing system administrator to assign weights
        to Autonomous Systems, and making route selection process to
        select a route with the lowest weight (where weight of a route
        is defined as a sum of weights of all AS's in the AS_PATH path
        attribute associated with that route).

   (3) SHOULD allow an AS to ignore routes with certain AS's in the
        AS_PATH path attribute.  Such function can be implemented by
        using technique outlined in (2), and by assigning infinity as
        weights for such AS's.  The route selection process must ignore
        routes that have weight equal to infinity.

7.3.3 INTER-AS ROUTING WITHOUT AN EXTERIOR PROTOCOL

   It is possible to exchange routing information between two autonomous



   systems or routing domains without using a standard exterior routing
   protocol between two separate, standard interior routing protocols.
   The most common way of doing this is to run both interior protocols
   independently in one of the border routers with an exchange of route
   information between the two processes.
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   As with the exchange of information from an EGP to an IGP, without
   appropriate controls these exchanges of routing information between
   two IGPs in a single router are subject to creation of routing loops.

7.4 STATIC ROUTING

   Static routing provides a means of explicitly defining the next hop
   from a router for a particular destination.  A router SHOULD provide
   a means for defining a static route to a destination, where the
   destination is defined by a network prefix.  The mechanism SHOULD
   also allow for a metric to be specified for each static route.

   A router that supports a dynamic routing protocol MUST allow static
   routes to be defined with any metric valid for the routing protocol
   used.  The router MUST provide the ability for the user to specify a
   list of static routes that may or may not be propagated through the
   routing protocol.  In addition, a router SHOULD support the following
   additional information if it supports a routing protocol that could
   make use of the information.  They are:

   o TOS,

   o Subnet Mask, or

   o Prefix Length, or

   o A metric specific to a given routing protocol that can import the
      route.

   DISCUSSION
      We intend that one needs to support only the things useful to the
      given routing protocol.  The need for TOS should not require the
      vendor to implement the other parts if they are not used.

      Whether a router prefers a static route over a dynamic route (or
      vice versa) or whether the associated metrics are used to choose
      between conflicting static and dynamic routes SHOULD be
      configurable for each static route.

      A router MUST allow a metric to be assigned to a static route for
      each routing domain that it supports.  Each such metric MUST be
      explicitly assigned to a specific routing domain.  For example:

           route 10.0.0.0/8 via 192.0.2.3 rip metric 3

           route 10.21.0.0/16 via 192.0.2.4 ospf inter-area metric 27

           route 10.22.0.0/16 via 192.0.2.5 egp 123 metric 99
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   DISCUSSION
      It has been suggested that, ideally, static routes should have
      preference values rather than metrics (since metrics can only be
      compared with metrics of other routes in the same routing domain,
      the metric of a static route could only be compared with metrics
      of other static routes).  This is contrary to some current
      implementations, where static routes really do have metrics, and
      those metrics are used to determine whether a particular dynamic
      route overrides the static route to the same destination.  Thus,
      this document uses the term metric rather than preference.

      This technique essentially makes the static route into a RIP
      route, or an OSPF route (or whatever, depending on the domain of
      the metric).  Thus, the route lookup algorithm of that domain
      applies.  However, this is NOT route leaking, in that coercing a
      static route into a dynamic routing domain does not authorize the
      router to redistribute the route into the dynamic routing domain.

      For static routes not put into a specific routing domain, the
      route lookup algorithm is:

      (1) Basic match

      (2) Longest match

      (3) Weak TOS (if TOS supported)

      (4) Best metric (where metric are implementation-defined)

      The last step may not be necessary, but it's useful in the case
      where you want to have a primary static route over one interface
      and a secondary static route over an alternate interface, with
      failover to the alternate path if the interface for the primary
      route fails.

7.5 FILTERING OF ROUTING INFORMATION

   Each router within a network makes forwarding decisions based upon
   information contained within its forwarding database.  In a simple
   network the contents of the database may be configured statically.
   As the network grows more complex, the need for dynamic updating of
   the forwarding database becomes critical to the efficient operation
   of the network.

   If the data flow through a network is to be as efficient as possible,
   it is necessary to provide a mechanism for controlling the
   propagation of the information a router uses to build its forwarding
   database.  This control takes the form of choosing which sources of
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   routing information should be trusted and selecting which pieces of
   the information to believe.  The resulting forwarding database is a
   filtered version of the available routing information.

   In addition to efficiency, controlling the propagation of routing
   information can reduce instability by preventing the spread of
   incorrect or bad routing information.

   In some cases local policy may require that complete routing
   information not be widely propagated.

   These filtering requirements apply only to non-SPF-based protocols
   (and therefore not at all to routers which don't implement any
   distance vector protocols).

7.5.1 Route Validation

   A router SHOULD log as an error any routing update advertising a
   route that violates the specifications of this memo, unless the
   routing protocol from which the update was received uses those values
   to encode special routes (such as default routes).

7.5.2 Basic Route Filtering

   Filtering of routing information allows control of paths used by a
   router to forward packets it receives.  A router should be selective
   in which sources of routing information it listens to and what routes
   it believes.  Therefore, a router MUST provide the ability to
   specify:

   o On which logical interfaces routing information will be accepted
      and which routes will be accepted from each logical interface.

   o Whether all routes or only a default route is advertised on a
      logical interface.

   Some routing protocols do not recognize logical interfaces as a
   source of routing information.  In such cases the router MUST provide
   the ability to specify

   o from which other routers routing information will be accepted.

   For example, assume a router connecting one or more leaf networks to
   the main portion or backbone of a larger network.  Since each of the
   leaf networks has only one path in and out, the router can simply
   send a default route to them.  It advertises the leaf networks to the
   main network.
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7.5.3 Advanced Route Filtering

   As the topology of a network grows more complex, the need for more
   complex route filtering arises.  Therefore, a router SHOULD provide



   the ability to specify independently for each routing protocol:

   o Which logical interfaces or routers routing information (routes)
      will be accepted from and which routes will be believed from each
      other router or logical interface,

   o Which routes will be sent via which logical interface(s), and

   o Which routers routing information will be sent to, if this is
      supported by the routing protocol in use.

   In many situations it is desirable to assign a reliability ordering
   to routing information received from another router instead of the
   simple believe or don't believe choice listed in the first bullet
   above.  A router MAY provide the ability to specify:

   o A reliability or preference to be assigned to each route received.
      A route with higher reliability will be chosen over one with lower
      reliability regardless of the routing metric associated with each
      route.

   If a router supports assignment of preferences, the router MUST NOT
   propagate any routes it does not prefer as first party information.
   If the routing protocol being used to propagate the routes does not
   support distinguishing between first and third party information, the
   router MUST NOT propagate any routes it does not prefer.

   DISCUSSION
      For example, assume a router receives a route to network C from
      router R and a route to the same network from router S.  If router
      R is considered more reliable than router S traffic destined for
      network C will be forwarded to router R regardless of the route
      received from router S.

   Routing information for routes which the router does not use (router
   S in the above example) MUST NOT be passed to any other router.

7.6 INTER-ROUTING-PROTOCOL INFORMATION EXCHANGE

   Routers MUST be able to exchange routing information between separate
   IP interior routing protocols, if independent IP routing processes
   can run in the same router.  Routers MUST provide some mechanism for
   avoiding routing loops when routers are configured for bi-directional
   exchange of routing information between two separate interior routing
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   processes.  Routers MUST provide some priority mechanism for choosing
   routes from independent routing processes.  Routers SHOULD provide
   administrative control of IGP-IGP exchange when used across
   administrative boundaries.

   Routers SHOULD provide some mechanism for translating or transforming
   metrics on a per network basis.  Routers (or routing protocols) MAY
   allow for global preference of exterior routes imported into an IGP.

   DISCUSSION



      Different IGPs use different metrics, requiring some translation
      technique when introducing information from one protocol into
      another protocol with a different form of metric.  Some IGPs can
      run multiple instances within the same router or set of routers.
      In this case metric information can be preserved exactly or
      translated.

      There are at least two techniques for translation between
      different routing processes.  The static (or reachability)
      approach uses the existence of a route advertisement in one IGP to
      generate a route advertisement in the other IGP with a given
      metric.  The translation or tabular approach uses the metric in
      one IGP to create a metric in the other IGP through use of either
      a function (such as adding a constant) or a table lookup.

      Bi-directional exchange of routing information is dangerous
      without control mechanisms to limit feedback.  This is the same
      problem that distance vector routing protocols must address with
      the split horizon technique and that EGP addresses with the
      third-party rule.  Routing loops can be avoided explicitly through
      use of tables or lists of permitted/denied routes or implicitly
      through use of a split horizon rule, a no-third-party rule, or a
      route tagging mechanism.  Vendors are encouraged to use implicit
      techniques where possible to make administration easier for
      network operators.

8. APPLICATION LAYER - NETWORK MANAGEMENT PROTOCOLS

   Note that this chapter supersedes any requirements stated under
   "REMOTE MANAGEMENT" in [INTRO:3].

8.1 The Simple Network Management Protocol - SNMP

8.1.1 SNMP Protocol Elements

   Routers MUST be manageable by SNMP [MGT:3].  The SNMP MUST operate
   using UDP/IP as its transport and network protocols.  Others MAY be
   supported (e.g., see [MGT:25, MGT:26, MGT:27, and MGT:28]).  SNMP
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   management operations MUST operate as if the SNMP was implemented on
   the router itself.  Specifically, management operations MUST be
   effected by sending SNMP management requests to any of the IP
   addresses assigned to any of the router's interfaces.  The actual
   management operation may be performed either by the router or by a
   proxy for the router.

   DISCUSSION
      This wording is intended to allow management either by proxy,
      where the proxy device responds to SNMP packets that have one of
      the router's IP addresses in the packets destination address
      field, or the SNMP is implemented directly in the router itself
      and receives packets and responds to them in the proper manner.

      It is important that management operations can be sent to one of
      the router's IP Addresses.  In diagnosing network problems the



      only thing identifying the router that is available may be one of
      the router's IP address; obtained perhaps by looking through
      another router's routing table.

   All SNMP operations (get, get-next, get-response, set, and trap) MUST
   be implemented.

   Routers MUST provide a mechanism for rate-limiting the generation of
   SNMP trap messages.  Routers MAY provide this mechanism through the
   algorithms for asynchronous alert management described in [MGT:5].

   DISCUSSION
      Although there is general agreement about the need to rate-limit
      traps, there is not yet consensus on how this is best achieved.
      The reference cited is considered experimental.

8.2 Community Table

   For the purposes of this specification, we assume that there is an
   abstract `community table' in the router.  This table contains
   several entries, each entry for a specific community and containing
   the parameters necessary to completely define the attributes of that
   community.  The actual implementation method of the abstract
   community table is, of course, implementation specific.

   A router's community table MUST allow for at least one entry and
   SHOULD allow for at least two entries.

   DISCUSSION
      A community table with zero capacity is useless.  It means that
      the router will not recognize any communities and, therefore, all
      SNMP operations will be rejected.
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      Therefore, one entry is the minimal useful size of the table.
      Having two entries allows one entry to be limited to read-only
      access while the other would have write capabilities.

   Routers MUST allow the user to manually (i.e., without using SNMP)
   examine, add, delete and change entries in the SNMP community table.
   The user MUST be able to set the community name or construct a MIB
   view.  The user MUST be able to configure communities as read-only
   (i.e., they do not allow SETs) or read-write (i.e., they do allow
   SETs).

   The user MUST be able to define at least one IP address to which
   notifications are sent for each community or MIB view, if traps are
   used.  These addresses SHOULD be definable on a community or MIB view
   basis.  It SHOULD be possible to enable or disable notifications on a
   community or MIB view basis.

   A router SHOULD provide the ability to specify a list of valid
   network managers for any particular community.  If enabled, a router
   MUST validate the source address of the SNMP datagram against the
   list and MUST discard the datagram if its address does not appear.
   If the datagram is discarded the router MUST take all actions



   appropriate to an SNMP authentication failure.

   DISCUSSION
      This is a rather limited authentication system, but coupled with
      various forms of packet filtering may provide some small measure
      of increased security.

   The community table MUST be saved in non-volatile storage.

   The initial state of the community table SHOULD contain one entry,
   with the community name string public and read-only access.  The
   default state of this entry MUST NOT send traps.  If it is
   implemented, then this entry MUST remain in the community table until
   the administrator changes it or deletes it.

   DISCUSSION
      By default, traps are not sent to this community.  Trap PDUs are
      sent to unicast IP addresses.  This address must be configured
      into the router in some manner.  Before the configuration occurs,
      there is no such address, so to whom should the trap be sent?
      Therefore trap sending to the public community defaults to be
      disabled.  This can, of course, be changed by an administrative
      operation once the router is operational.
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8.3 Standard MIBS

   All MIBS relevant to a router's configuration are to be implemented.
   To wit:

   o The System, Interface, IP, ICMP, and UDP groups of MIB-II [MGT:2]
      MUST be implemented.

   o The Interface Extensions MIB [MGT:18] MUST be implemented.

   o The IP Forwarding Table MIB [MGT:20] MUST be implemented.

   o If the router implements TCP (e.g., for Telnet) then the TCP group
      of MIB-II [MGT:2] MUST be implemented.

   o If the router implements EGP then the EGP group of MIB-II [MGT:2]
      MUST be implemented.

   o If the router supports OSPF then the OSPF MIB [MGT:14] MUST be
      implemented.

   o If the router supports BGP then the BGP MIB [MGT:15] MUST be
      implemented.

   o If the router has Ethernet, 802.3, or StarLan interfaces then the
      Ethernet-Like MIB [MGT:6] MUST be implemented.

   o If the router has 802.4 interfaces then the 802.4 MIB [MGT:7] MUST



      be implemented.

   o If the router has 802.5 interfaces then the 802.5 MIB [MGT:8] MUST
      be implemented.

   o If the router has FDDI interfaces that implement ANSI SMT 7.3 then
      the FDDI MIB [MGT:9] MUST be implemented.

   o If the router has FDDI interfaces that implement ANSI SMT 6.2 then
      the FDDI MIB [MGT:29] MUST be implemented.

   o If the router has interfaces that use V.24 signalling, such as RS-
      232, V.10, V.11, V.35, V.36, or RS-422/423/449, then the RS-232
      [MGT:10] MIB MUST be implemented.

   o If the router has T1/DS1 interfaces then the T1/DS1 MIB [MGT:16]
      MUST be implemented.

   o If the router has T3/DS3 interfaces then the T3/DS3 MIB [MGT:17]
      MUST be implemented.
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   o If the router has SMDS interfaces then the SMDS Interface Protocol
      MIB [MGT:19] MUST be implemented.

   o If the router supports PPP over any of its interfaces then the PPP
      MIBs [MGT:11], [MGT:12], and [MGT:13] MUST be implemented.

   o If the router supports RIP Version 2 then the RIP Version 2 MIB
      [MGT:21] MUST be implemented.

   o If the router supports X.25 over any of its interfaces then the
      X.25 MIBs [MGT:22, MGT:23 and MGT:24] MUST be implemented.

8.4 Vendor Specific MIBS

   The Internet Standard and Experimental MIBs do not cover the entire
   range of statistical, state, configuration and control information
   that may be available in a network element.  This information is,
   nevertheless, extremely useful.  Vendors of routers (and other
   network devices) generally have developed MIB extensions that cover
   this information.  These MIB extensions are called Vendor Specific
   MIBs.

   The Vendor Specific MIB for the router MUST provide access to all
   statistical, state, configuration, and control information that is
   not available through the Standard and Experimental MIBs that have
   been implemented.  This information MUST be available for both
   monitoring and control operations.

   DISCUSSION
      The intent of this requirement is to provide the ability to do
      anything on the router through SNMP that can be done through a
      console, and vice versa.  A certain minimal amount of
      configuration is necessary before SNMP can operate (e.g., the
      router must have an IP address).  This initial configuration can



      not be done through SNMP.  However, once the initial configuration
      is done, full capabilities ought to be available through network
      management.

   The vendor SHOULD make available the specifications for all Vendor
   Specific MIB variables.  These specifications MUST conform to the SMI
   [MGT:1] and the descriptions MUST be in the form specified in
   [MGT:4].

   DISCUSSION
      Making the Vendor Specific MIB available to the user is necessary.
      Without this information the users would not be able to configure
      their network management systems to be able to access the Vendor
      Specific parameters.  These parameters would then be useless.
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      ne 2 The format of the MIB specification is also specified.
      Parsers that read MIB specifications and generate the needed
      tables for the network management station are available.  These
      parsers generally understand only the standard MIB specification
      format.

8.5 Saving Changes

   Parameters altered by SNMP MAY be saved to non-volatile storage.

   DISCUSSION
      Reasons why this requirement is a MAY:

      o The exact physical nature of non-volatile storage is not
         specified in this document.  Hence, parameters may be saved in
         NVRAM/EEPROM, local floppy or hard disk, or in some TFTP file
         server or BOOTP server, etc.  Suppose that this information is
         in a file that is retrieved through TFTP.  In that case, a
         change made to a configuration parameter on the router would
         need to be propagated back to the file server holding the
         configuration file.  Alternatively, the SNMP operation would
         need to be directed to the file server, and then the change
         somehow propagated to the router.  The answer to this problem
         does not seem obvious.

         This also places more requirements on the host holding the
         configuration information than just having an available TFTP
         server, so much more that its probably unsafe for a vendor to
         assume that any potential customer will have a suitable host
         available.

      o The timing of committing changed parameters to non-volatile
         storage is still an issue for debate.  Some prefer to commit
         all changes immediately.  Others prefer to commit changes to
         non-volatile storage only upon an explicit command.

9. APPLICATION LAYER - MISCELLANEOUS PROTOCOLS

   For all additional application protocols that a router implements,
   the router MUST be compliant and SHOULD be unconditionally compliant



   with the relevant requirements of [INTRO:3].

9.1 BOOTP

9.1.1 Introduction

   The Bootstrap Protocol (BOOTP) is a UDP/IP-based protocol that allows
   a booting host to configure itself dynamically and without user
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   supervision.  BOOTP provides a means to notify a host of its assigned
   IP address, the IP address of a boot server host, and the name of a
   file to be loaded into memory and executed ([APPL:1]).  Other
   configuration information such as the local prefix length or subnet
   mask, the local time offset, the addresses of default routers, and
   the addresses of various Internet servers can also be communicated to
   a host using BOOTP ([APPL:2]).

9.1.2 BOOTP Relay Agents

   In many cases, BOOTP clients and their associated BOOTP server(s) do
   not reside on the same IP (sub)network.  In such cases, a third-party
   agent is required to transfer BOOTP messages between clients and
   servers.  Such an agent was originally referred to as a BOOTP
   forwarding agent.  However, to avoid confusion with the IP forwarding
   function of a router, the name BOOTP relay agent has been adopted
   instead.

   DISCUSSION
      A BOOTP relay agent performs a task that is distinct from a
      router's normal IP forwarding function.  While a router normally
      switches IP datagrams between networks more-or-less transparently,
      a BOOTP relay agent may more properly be thought to receive BOOTP
      messages as a final destination and then generate new BOOTP
      messages as a result.  One should resist the notion of simply
      forwarding a BOOTP message straight through like a regular packet.

   This relay-agent functionality is most conveniently located in the
   routers that interconnect the clients and servers (although it may
   alternatively be located in a host that is directly connected to the
   client (sub)net).

   A router MAY provide BOOTP relay-agent capability.  If it does, it
   MUST conform to the specifications in [APPL:3].

   Section [5.2.3] discussed the circumstances under which a packet is
   delivered locally (to the router).  All locally delivered UDP
   messages whose UDP destination port number is BOOTPS (67) are
   considered for special processing by the router's logical BOOTP relay
   agent.

   Sections [4.2.2.11] and [5.3.7] discussed invalid IP source
   addresses.  According to these rules, a router must not forward any
   received datagram whose IP source address is 0.0.0.0.  However,
   routers that support a BOOTP relay agent MUST accept for local
   delivery to the relay agent BOOTREQUEST messages whose IP source



   address is 0.0.0.0.
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10. OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE

   This chapter supersedes any requirements of [INTRO:3] relating to
   "Extensions to the IP Module."

   Facilities to support operation and maintenance (O&M) activities form
   an essential part of any router implementation.  Although these
   functions do not seem to relate directly to interoperability, they
   are essential to the network manager who must make the router
   interoperate and must track down problems when it doesn't.  This
   chapter also includes some discussion of router initialization and of
   facilities to assist network managers in securing and accounting for
   their networks.

10.1 Introduction

   The following kinds of activities are included under router O&M:

   o Diagnosing hardware problems in the router's processor, in its
      network interfaces, or in its connected networks, modems, or
      communication lines.

   o Installing new hardware

   o Installing new software.

   o Restarting or rebooting the router after a crash.

   o Configuring (or reconfiguring) the router.

   o Detecting and diagnosing Internet problems such as congestion,
      routing loops, bad IP addresses, black holes, packet avalanches,
      and misbehaved hosts.

   o Changing network topology, either temporarily (e.g., to bypass a
      communication line problem) or permanently.

   o Monitoring the status and performance of the routers and the
      connected networks.

   o Collecting traffic statistics for use in (Inter-)network planning.

   o Coordinating the above activities with appropriate vendors and
      telecommunications specialists.

   Routers and their connected communication lines are often operated as
   a system by a centralized O&M organization.  This organization may
   maintain a (Inter-)network operation center, or NOC, to carry out its
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   O&M functions.  It is essential that routers support remote control
   and monitoring from such a NOC through an Internet path, since
   routers might not be connected to the same network as their NOC.
   Since a network failure may temporarily preclude network access, many
   NOCs insist that routers be accessible for network management through
   an alternative means, often dial-up modems attached to console ports
   on the routers.

   Since an IP packet traversing an internet will often use routers
   under the control of more than one NOC, Internet problem diagnosis
   will often involve cooperation of personnel of more than one NOC.  In
   some cases, the same router may need to be monitored by more than one
   NOC, but only if necessary, because excessive monitoring could impact
   a router's performance.

   The tools available for monitoring at a NOC may cover a wide range of
   sophistication.  Current implementations include multi-window,
   dynamic displays of the entire router system.  The use of AI
   techniques for automatic problem diagnosis is proposed for the
   future.

   Router O&M facilities discussed here are only a part of the large and
   difficult problem of Internet management.  These problems encompass
   not only multiple management organizations, but also multiple
   protocol layers.  For example, at the current stage of evolution of
   the Internet architecture, there is a strong coupling between host
   TCP implementations and eventual IP-level congestion in the router
   system [OPER:1].  Therefore, diagnosis of congestion problems will
   sometimes require the monitoring of TCP statistics in hosts.  There
   are currently a number of R&D efforts in progress in the area of
   Internet management and more specifically router O&M.  These R&D
   efforts have already produced standards for router O&M.  This is also
   an area in which vendor creativity can make a significant
   contribution.

10.2 Router Initialization

10.2.1 Minimum Router Configuration

   There exists a minimum set of conditions that must be satisfied
   before a router may forward packets.  A router MUST NOT enable
   forwarding on any physical interface unless either:

   (1) The router knows the IP address and associated subnet mask or
        network prefix length of at least one logical interface
        associated with that physical interface, or
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   (2) The router knows that the interface is an unnumbered interface
        and knows its router-id.



   These parameters MUST be explicitly configured:

   o A router MUST NOT use factory-configured default values for its IP
      addresses, prefix lengths, or router-id, and

   o A router MUST NOT assume that an unconfigured interface is an
      unnumbered interface.

   DISCUSSION
      There have been instances in which routers have been shipped with
      vendor-installed default addresses for interfaces.  In a few
      cases, this has resulted in routers advertising these default
      addresses into active networks.

10.2.2 Address and Prefix Initialization

   A router MUST allow its IP addresses and their address masks or
   prefix lengths to be statically configured and saved in non-volatile
   storage.

   A router MAY obtain its IP addresses and their corresponding address
   masks dynamically as a side effect of the system initialization
   process (see Section 10.2.3]);

   If the dynamic method is provided, the choice of method to be used in
   a particular router MUST be configurable.

   As was described in Section [4.2.2.11], IP addresses are not
   permitted to have the value 0 or -1 in the <Host-number> or
   <Network-prefix> fields.  Therefore, a router SHOULD NOT allow an IP
   address or address mask to be set to a value that would make any of
   the these fields above have the value zero or -1.

   DISCUSSION
      It is possible using arbitrary address masks to create situations
      in which routing is ambiguous (i.e., two routes with different but
      equally specific subnet masks match a particular destination
      address).  This is one of the strongest arguments for the use of
      network prefixes, and the reason the use of discontiguous subnet
      masks is not permitted.

   A router SHOULD make the following checks on any address mask it
   installs:
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   o The mask is neither all ones nor all zeroes (the prefix length is
      neither zero nor 32).

   o The bits which correspond to the network prefix part of the address
      are all set to 1.

   o The bits that correspond to the network prefix are contiguous.



   DISCUSSION
      The masks associated with routes are also sometimes called subnet
      masks, this test should not be applied to them.

10.2.3 Network Booting using BOOTP and TFTP

   There has been much discussion of how routers can and should be
   booted from the network.  These discussions have revolved around
   BOOTP and TFTP.  Currently, there are routers that boot with TFTP
   from the network.  There is no reason that BOOTP could not be used
   for locating the server that the boot image should be loaded from.

   BOOTP is a protocol used to boot end systems, and requires some
   stretching to accommodate its use with routers.  If a router is using
   BOOTP to locate the current boot host, it should send a BOOTP Request
   with its hardware address for its first interface, or, if it has been
   previously configured otherwise, with either another interface's
   hardware address, or another number to put in the hardware address
   field of the BOOTP packet.  This is to allow routers without hardware
   addresses (like synchronous line only routers) to use BOOTP for
   bootload discovery.  TFTP can then be used to retrieve the image
   found in the BOOTP Reply.  If there are no configured interfaces or
   numbers to use, a router MAY cycle through the interface hardware
   addresses it has until a match is found by the BOOTP server.

   A router SHOULD IMPLEMENT the ability to store parameters learned
   through BOOTP into local non-volatile storage.  A router MAY
   implement the ability to store a system image loaded over the network
   into local stable storage.

   A router MAY have a facility to allow a remote user to request that
   the router get a new boot image.  Differentiation should be made
   between getting the new boot image from one of three locations: the
   one included in the request, from the last boot image server, and
   using BOOTP to locate a server.
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10.3 Operation and Maintenance

10.3.1 Introduction

   There is a range of possible models for performing O&M functions on a
   router.  At one extreme is the local-only model, under which the O&M
   functions can only be executed locally (e.g., from a terminal plugged
   into the router machine).  At the other extreme, the fully remote
   model allows only an absolute minimum of functions to be performed
   locally (e.g., forcing a boot), with most O&M being done remotely
   from the NOC.  There are intermediate models, such as one in which
   NOC personnel can log into the router as a host, using the Telnet
   protocol, to perform functions that can also be invoked locally.  The
   local-only model may be adequate in a few router installations, but



   remote operation from a NOC is normally required, and therefore
   remote O&M provisions are required for most routers.

   Remote O&M functions may be exercised through a control agent
   (program).  In the direct approach, the router would support remote
   O&M functions directly from the NOC using standard Internet protocols
   (e.g., SNMP, UDP or TCP); in the indirect approach, the control agent
   would support these protocols and control the router itself using
   proprietary protocols.  The direct approach is preferred, although
   either approach is acceptable.  The use of specialized host hardware
   and/or software requiring significant additional investment is
   discouraged; nevertheless, some vendors may elect to provide the
   control agent as an integrated part of the network in which the
   routers are a part.  If this is the case, it is required that a means
   be available to operate the control agent from a remote site using
   Internet protocols and paths and with equivalent functionality with
   respect to a local agent terminal.

   It is desirable that a control agent and any other NOC software tools
   that a vendor provides operate as user programs in a standard
   operating system.  The use of the standard Internet protocols UDP and
   TCP for communicating with the routers should facilitate this.

   Remote router monitoring and (especially) remote router control
   present important access control problems that must be addressed.
   Care must also be taken to ensure control of the use of router
   resources for these functions.  It is not desirable to let router
   monitoring take more than some limited fraction of the router CPU
   time, for example.  On the other hand, O&M functions must receive
   priority so they can be exercised when the router is congested, since
   often that is when O&M is most needed.
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10.3.2 Out Of Band Access

   Routers MUST support Out-Of-Band (OOB) access.  OOB access SHOULD
   provide the same functionality as in-band access.  This access SHOULD
   implement access controls, to prevent unauthorized access.

   DISCUSSION
      This Out-Of-Band access will allow the NOC a way to access
      isolated routers during times when network access is not
      available.

      Out-Of-Band access is an important management tool for the network
      administrator.  It allows the access of equipment independent of
      the network connections.  There are many ways to achieve this
      access.  Whichever one is used it is important that the access is
      independent of the network connections.  An example of Out-Of-Band
      access would be a serial port connected to a modem that provides
      dial up access to the router.

      It is important that the OOB access provides the same



      functionality as in-band access.  In-band access, or accessing
      equipment through the existing network connection, is limiting,
      because most of the time, administrators need to reach equipment
      to figure out why it is unreachable.  In band access is still very
      important for configuring a router, and for troubleshooting more
      subtle problems.

10.3.2 Router O&M Functions

10.3.2.1 Maintenance - Hardware Diagnosis

   Each router SHOULD operate as a stand-alone device for the purposes
   of local hardware maintenance.  Means SHOULD be available to run
   diagnostic programs at the router site using only on-site tools.  A
   router SHOULD be able to run diagnostics in case of a fault.  For
   suggested hardware and software diagnostics see Section [10.3.3].

10.3.2.2 Control - Dumping and Rebooting

   A router MUST include both in-band and out-of-band mechanisms to
   allow the network manager to reload, stop, and restart the router.  A
   router SHOULD also contain a mechanism (such as a watchdog timer)
   which will reboot the router automatically if it hangs due to a
   software or hardware fault.

   A router SHOULD IMPLEMENT a mechanism for dumping the contents of a
   router's memory (and/or other state useful for vendor debugging after
   a crash), and either saving them on a stable storage device local to
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   the router or saving them on another host via an up-line dump
   mechanism such as TFTP (see [OPER:2], [INTRO:3]).

10.3.2.3 Control - Configuring the Router

   Every router has configuration parameters that may need to be set.
   It SHOULD be possible to update the parameters without rebooting the
   router; at worst, a restart MAY be required.  There may be cases when
   it is not possible to change parameters without rebooting the router
   (for instance, changing the IP address of an interface).  In these
   cases, care should be taken to minimize disruption to the router and
   the surrounding network.

   There SHOULD be a way to configure the router over the network either
   manually or automatically.  A router SHOULD be able to upload or
   download its parameters from a host or another router.  A means
   SHOULD be provided, either as an application program or a router
   function, to convert between the parameter format and a human-
   editable format.  A router SHOULD have some sort of stable storage
   for its configuration.  A router SHOULD NOT believe protocols such as
   RARP, ICMP Address Mask Reply, and MAY not believe BOOTP.

   DISCUSSION
      It is necessary to note here that in the future RARP, ICMP Address
      Mask Reply, BOOTP and other mechanisms may be needed to allow a
      router to auto-configure.  Although routers may in the future be



      able to configure automatically, the intent here is to discourage
      this practice in a production environment until auto-configuration
      has been tested more thoroughly.  The intent is NOT to discourage
      auto-configuration all together.  In cases where a router is
      expected to get its configuration automatically it may be wise to
      allow the router to believe these things as it comes up and then
      ignore them after it has gotten its configuration.

10.3.2.4 Net Booting of System Software

      A router SHOULD keep its system image in local non-volatile
      storage such as PROM, NVRAM, or disk.  It MAY also be able to load
      its system software over the network from a host or another
      router.

      A router that can keep its system image in local non-volatile
      storage MAY be configurable to boot its system image over the
      network.  A router that offers this option SHOULD be configurable
      to boot the system image in its non-volatile local storage if it
      is unable to boot its system image over the network.
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   DISCUSSION
      It is important that the router be able to come up and run on its
      own.  NVRAM may be a particular solution for routers used in large
      networks, since changing PROMs can be quite time consuming for a
      network manager responsible for numerous or geographically
      dispersed routers.  It is important to be able to netboot the
      system image because there should be an easy way for a router to
      get a bug fix or new feature more quickly than getting PROMs
      installed.  Also if the router has NVRAM instead of PROMs, it will
      netboot the image and then put it in NVRAM.

      Routers SHOULD perform some basic consistency check on any image
      loaded, to detect and perhaps prevent incorrect images.

   A router MAY also be able to distinguish between different
   configurations based on which software it is running.  If
   configuration commands change from one software version to another,
   it would be helpful if the router could use the configuration that
   was compatible with the software.

10.3.2.5 Detecting and responding to misconfiguration

   There MUST be mechanisms for detecting and responding to
   misconfigurations.  If a command is executed incorrectly, the router
   SHOULD give an error message.  The router SHOULD NOT accept a poorly
   formed command as if it were correct.

   DISCUSSION
      There are cases where it is not possible to detect errors: the
      command is correctly formed, but incorrect with respect to the
      network.  This may be detected by the router, but may not be
      possible.



   Another form of misconfiguration is misconfiguration of the network
   to which the router is attached.  A router MAY detect
   misconfigurations in the network.  The router MAY log these findings
   to a file, either on the router or a host, so that the network
   manager will see that there are possible problems on the network.

   DISCUSSION
      Examples of such misconfigurations might be another router with
      the same address as the one in question or a router with the wrong
      address mask.  If a router detects such problems it is probably
      not the best idea for the router to try to fix the situation.
      That could cause more harm than good.
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10.3.2.6 Minimizing Disruption

   Changing the configuration of a router SHOULD have minimal affect on
   the network.  Routing tables SHOULD NOT be unnecessarily flushed when
   a simple change is made to the router.  If a router is running
   several routing protocols, stopping one routing protocol SHOULD NOT
   disrupt other routing protocols, except in the case where one network
   is learned by more than one routing protocol.

   DISCUSSION
      It is the goal of a network manager to run a network so that users
      of the network get the best connectivity possible.  Reloading a
      router for simple configuration changes can cause disruptions in
      routing and ultimately cause disruptions to the network and its
      users.  If routing tables are unnecessarily flushed, for instance,
      the default route will be lost as well as specific routes to sites
      within the network.  This sort of disruption will cause
      significant downtime for the users.  It is the purpose of this
      section to point out that whenever possible, these disruptions
      should be avoided.

10.3.2.7 Control - Troubleshooting Problems

      (1) A router MUST provide in-band network access, but (except as
           required by Section [8.2]) for security considerations this
           access SHOULD be disabled by default.  Vendors MUST document
           the default state of any in-band access.  This access SHOULD
           implement access controls, to prevent unauthorized access.

   DISCUSSION
      In-band access primarily refers to access through the normal
      network protocols that may or may not affect the permanent
      operational state of the router.  This includes, but is not
      limited to Telnet/RLOGIN console access and SNMP operations.

      This was a point of contention between the operational out of the
      box and secure out of The box contingents.  Any automagic access
      to the router may introduce insecurities, but it may be more



      important for the customer to have a router that is accessible
      over the network as soon as it is plugged in.  At least one vendor
      supplies routers without any external console access and depends
      on being able to access the router through the network to complete
      its configuration.

      It is the vendors call whether in-band access is enabled by
      default; but it is also the vendor's responsibility to make its
      customers aware of possible insecurities.
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      (2) A router MUST provide the ability to initiate an ICMP echo.
           The following options SHOULD be implemented:

           o Choice of data patterns

           o Choice of packet size

           o Record route

           and the following additional options MAY be implemented:

           o Loose source route

           o Strict source route

           o Timestamps

      (3) A router SHOULD provide the ability to initiate a traceroute.
           If traceroute is provided, then the 3rd party traceroute
           SHOULD be implemented.

   Each of the above three facilities (if implemented) SHOULD have
   access restrictions placed on it to prevent its abuse by unauthorized
   persons.

10.4 Security Considerations

10.4.1 Auditing and Audit Trails

   Auditing and billing are the bane of the network operator, but are
   the two features most requested by those in charge of network
   security and those who are responsible for paying the bills.  In the
   context of security, auditing is desirable if it helps you keep your
   network working and protects your resources from abuse, without
   costing you more than those resources are worth.

   (1) Configuration Changes

        Router SHOULD provide a method for auditing a configuration
        change of a router, even if it's something as simple as
        recording the operator's initials and time of change.

   DISCUSSION
      Configuration change logging (who made a configuration change,



      what was changed, and when) is very useful, especially when
      traffic is suddenly routed through Alaska on its way across town.
      So is the ability to revert to a previous configuration.
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      (2) Packet Accounting

           Vendors should strongly consider providing a system for
           tracking traffic levels between pairs of hosts or networks.
           A mechanism for limiting the collection of this information
           to specific pairs of hosts or networks is also strongly
           encouraged.

   DISCUSSION
      A host traffic matrix as described above can give the network
      operator a glimpse of traffic trends not apparent from other
      statistics.  It can also identify hosts or networks that are
      probing the structure of the attached networks - e.g., a single
      external host that tries to send packets to every IP address in
      the network address range for a connected network.

      (3) Security Auditing

           Routers MUST provide a method for auditing security related
           failures or violations to include:

           o Authorization Failures: bad passwords, invalid SNMP
              communities, invalid authorization tokens,

           o Violations of Policy Controls: Prohibited Source Routes,
              Filtered Destinations, and

           o Authorization Approvals: good passwords - Telnet in-band
              access, console access.

           Routers MUST provide a method of limiting or disabling such
           auditing but auditing SHOULD be on by default.  Possible
           methods for auditing include listing violations to a console
           if present, logging or counting them internally, or logging
           them to a remote security server through the SNMP trap
           mechanism or the Unix logging mechanism as appropriate.  A
           router MUST implement at least one of these reporting
           mechanisms - it MAY implement more than one.

10.4.2 Configuration Control

   A vendor has a responsibility to use good configuration control
   practices in the creation of the software/firmware loads for their
   routers.  In particular, if a vendor makes updates and loads
   available for retrieval over the Internet, the vendor should also
   provide a way for the customer to confirm the load is a valid one,
   perhaps by the verification of a checksum over the load.
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   DISCUSSION
      Many vendors currently provide short notice updates of their
      software products through the Internet.  This a good trend and
      should be encouraged, but provides a point of vulnerability in the
      configuration control process.

   If a vendor provides the ability for the customer to change the
   configuration parameters of a router remotely, for example through a
   Telnet session, the ability to do so SHOULD be configurable and
   SHOULD default to off.  The router SHOULD require  valid
   authentication before permitting remote reconfiguration.  This
   authentication procedure SHOULD NOT transmit the authentication
   secret over the network.  For example, if telnet is implemented, the
   vendor SHOULD IMPLEMENT Kerberos, S-Key, or a similar authentication
   procedure.

   DISCUSSION
      Allowing your properly identified network operator to twiddle with
      your routers is necessary; allowing anyone else to do so is
      foolhardy.

   A router MUST NOT have undocumented back door access and master
   passwords.  A vendor MUST ensure any such access added for purposes
   of debugging or product development are deleted before the product is
   distributed to its customers.

   DISCUSSION
      A vendor has a responsibility to its customers to ensure they are
      aware of the vulnerabilities present in its code by intention -
      e.g., in-band access.  Trap doors, back doors and master passwords
      intentional or unintentional can turn a relatively secure router
      into a major problem on an operational network.  The supposed
      operational benefits are not matched by the potential problems.
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APPENDIX A. REQUIREMENTS FOR SOURCE-ROUTING HOSTS

   Subject to restrictions given below, a host MAY be able to act as an
   intermediate hop in a source route, forwarding a source-routed



   datagram to the next specified hop.

   However, in performing this router-like function, the host MUST obey
   all the relevant rules for a router forwarding source-routed
   datagrams [INTRO:2].  This includes the following specific
   provisions:

   (A) TTL
        The TTL field MUST be decremented and the datagram perhaps
        discarded as specified for a router in [INTRO:2].

   (B) ICMP Destination Unreachable
        A host MUST be able to generate Destination Unreachable messages
        with the following codes:
        4 (Fragmentation Required but DF Set) when a source-routed
          datagram cannot be fragmented to fit into the target network;
        5 (Source Route Failed) when a source-routed datagram cannot be
          forwarded, e.g., because of a routing problem or because the
          next hop of a strict source route is not on a connected
          network.

   (C) IP Source Address
        A source-routed datagram being forwarded MAY (and normally will)
        have a source address that is not one of the IP addresses of the
        forwarding host.

   (D) Record Route Option
        A host that is forwarding a source-routed datagram containing a
        Record Route option MUST update that option, if it has room.

   (E) Timestamp Option
        A host that is forwarding a source-routed datagram containing a
        Timestamp Option MUST add the current timestamp to that option,
        according to the rules for this option.

   To define the rules restricting host forwarding of source-routed
   datagrams, we use the term local source-routing if the next hop will
   be through the same physical interface through which the datagram
   arrived; otherwise, it is non-local source-routing.

   A host is permitted to perform local source-routing without
   restriction.
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   A host that supports non-local source-routing MUST have a
   configurable switch to disable forwarding, and this switch MUST
   default to disabled.

   The host MUST satisfy all router requirements for configurable policy
   filters [INTRO:2] restricting non-local forwarding.

   If a host receives a datagram with an incomplete source route but
   does not forward it for some reason, the host SHOULD return an ICMP
   Destination Unreachable (code 5, Source Route Failed) message, unless



   the datagram was itself an ICMP error message.

APPENDIX B. GLOSSARY

   This Appendix defines specific terms used in this memo.  It also
   defines some general purpose terms that may be of interest.  See also
   [INTRO:9] for a more general set of definitions.

   Autonomous System (AS)
        An Autonomous System (AS) is a connected segment of a network
        topology that consists of a collection of subnetworks (with
        hosts attached) interconnected by a set of routes.  The
        subnetworks and the routers are expected to be under the control
        of a single operations and maintenance (O&M) organization.
        Within an AS routers may use one or more interior routing
        protocols, and sometimes several sets of metrics.  An AS is
        expected to present to other ASs an appearence of a coherent
        interior routing plan, and a consistent picture of the
        destinations reachable through the AS.  An AS is identified by
        an Autonomous System number.
   Connected Network
        A network prefix to which a router is interfaced is often known
        as a local network or the subnetwork of that router.  However,
        these terms can cause confusion, and therefore we use the term
        Connected Network in this memo.

   Connected (Sub)Network
        A Connected (Sub)Network is an IP subnetwork to which a router
        is interfaced, or a connected network if the connected network
        is not subnetted.  See also Connected Network.

   Datagram
        The unit transmitted between a pair of internet modules.  Data,
        called datagrams, from sources to destinations.  The Internet
        Protocol does not provide a reliable communication facility.
        There are no acknowledgments either end-to-end or hop-by-hop.
        There is no error no retransmissions.  There is no flow control.
        See IP.
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   Default Route
        A routing table entry that is used to direct any data addressed
        to any network prefixes not explicitly listed in the routing
        table.

   Dense Mode
        In multicast forwarding, two paradigms are possible: in Dense
        Mode forwarding, a network multicast is forwarded as a data link
        layer multicast to all interfaces except that on which it was
        received, unless and until the router is instructed not to by a
        multicast routing neighbor.  See Sparse Mode.

   EGP
        Exterior Gateway Protocol A protocol that distributes routing
        information to the gateways (routers) which connect autonomous
        systems.  See IGP.



   EGP-2
        Exterior Gateway Protocol version 2 This is an EGP routing
        protocol developed to handle traffic between Autonomous Systems
        in the Internet.

   Forwarder
        The logical entity within a router that is responsible for
        switching packets among the router's interfaces.  The Forwarder
        also makes the decisions to queue a packet for local delivery,
        to queue a packet for transmission out another interface, or
        both.

   Forwarding
        Forwarding is the process a router goes through for each packet
        received by the router.  The packet may be consumed by the
        router, it may be output on one or more interfaces of the
        router, or both.  Forwarding includes the process of deciding
        what to do with the packet as well as queuing it up for
        (possible) output or internal consumption.

   Forwarding Information Base (FIB)
        The table containing the information necessary to forward IP
        Datagrams, in this document, is called the Forwarding
        Information Base.  At minimum, this contains the interface
        identifier and next hop information for each reachable
        destination network prefix.

   Fragment
        An IP datagram that represents a portion of a higher layer's
        packet that was too large to be sent in its entirety over the
        output network.
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   General Purpose Serial Interface
        A physical medium capable of connecting exactly two systems, and
        therefore configurable as a point to point line, but also
        configurable to support link layer networking using protocols
        such as X.25 or Frame Relay.  A link layer network connects
        another system to a switch, and a higher communication layer
        multiplexes virtual circuits on the connection.  See Point to
        Point Line.

   IGP
        Interior Gateway Protocol A protocol that distributes routing
        information with an Autonomous System (AS).  See EGP.

   Interface IP Address
        The IP Address and network prefix length that is assigned to a
        specific interface of a router.

   Internet Address
        An assigned number that identifies a host in an internet.  It
        has two parts: an IP address and a prefix length.  The prefix
        length indicates how many of the most specific bits of the
        address constitute the network prefix.



   IP
        Internet Protocol The network layer protocol for the Internet.
        It is a packet switching, datagram protocol defined in RFC 791.
        IP does not provide a reliable communications facility; that is,
        there are no end-to-end of hop-by-hop acknowledgments.

   IP Datagram
        An IP Datagram is the unit of end-to-end transmission in the
        Internet Protocol.  An IP Datagram consists of an IP header
        followed by all of higher-layer data (such as TCP, UDP, ICMP,
        and the like).  An IP Datagram is an IP header followed by a
        message.

        An IP Datagram is a complete IP end-to-end transmission unit.
        An IP Datagram is composed of one or more IP Fragments.

        In this memo, the unqualified term Datagram should be understood
        to refer to an IP Datagram.

   IP Fragment
        An IP Fragment is a component of an IP Datagram.  An IP Fragment
        consists of an IP header followed by all or part of the higher-
        layer of the original IP Datagram.

        One or more IP Fragments comprises a single IP Datagram.
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        In this memo, the unqualified term Fragment should be understood
        to refer to an IP Fragment.

   IP Packet
        An IP Datagram or an IP Fragment.

        In this memo, the unqualified term Packet should generally be
        understood to refer to an IP Packet.

   Logical [network] interface
        We define a logical [network] interface to be a logical path,
        distinguished by a unique IP address, to a connected network.

   Martian Filtering
        A packet that contains an invalid source or destination address
        is considered to be martian and discarded.

   MTU (Maximum Transmission Unit)
        The size of the largest packet that can be transmitted or
        received through a logical interface.  This size includes the IP
        header but does not include the size of any Link Layer headers
        or framing.

   Multicast
        A packet that is destined for multiple hosts.  See broadcast.

   Multicast Address
        A special type of address that is recognizable by multiple



        hosts.

        A Multicast Address is sometimes known as a Functional Address
        or a Group Address.

   Network Prefix
        The portion of an IP Address that signifies a set of systems.
        It is selected from the IP Address by logically ANDing a subnet
        mask with the address, or (equivalently) setting the bits of the
        address not among the most significant <prefix-length> bits of
        the address to zero.

   Originate
        Packets can be transmitted by a router for one of two reasons:
        1) the packet was received and is being forwarded or 2) the
        router itself created the packet for transmission (such as route
        advertisements).  Packets that the router creates for
        transmission are said to originate at the router.
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   Packet
        A packet is the unit of data passed across the interface between
        the Internet Layer and the Link Layer.  It includes an IP header
        and data.  A packet may be a complete IP datagram or a fragment
        of an IP datagram.

   Path
        The sequence of routers and (sub-)networks that a packet
        traverses from a particular router to a particular destination
        host.  Note that a path is uni-directional; it is not unusual to
        have different paths in the two directions between a given host
        pair.

   Physical Network
        A Physical Network is a network (or a piece of an internet)
        which is contiguous at the Link Layer.  Its internal structure
        (if any) is transparent to the Internet Layer.

        In this memo, several media components that are connected using
        devices such as bridges or repeaters are considered to be a
        single Physical Network since such devices are transparent to
        the IP.

   Physical Network Interface
        This is a physical interface to a Connected Network and has a
        (possibly unique) Link-Layer address.  Multiple Physical Network
        Interfaces on a single router may share the same Link-Layer
        address, but the address must be unique for different routers on
        the same Physical Network.

   Point to Point Line
        A physical medium capable of connecting exactly two systems.  In
        this document, it is only used to refer to such a line when used
        to connect IP entities.  See General Purpose Serial Interface.



   router
        A special-purpose dedicated computer that connects several
        networks.  Routers switch packets between these networks in a
        process known as forwarding.  This process may be repeated
        several times on a single packet by multiple routers until the
        packet can be delivered to the final destination - switching the
        packet from router to router to router...  until the packet gets
        to its destination.

   RPF
        Reverse Path Forwarding - A method used to deduce the next hops
        for broadcast and multicast packets.
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   Silently Discard
        This memo specifies several cases where a router is to Silently
        Discard a received packet (or datagram).  This means that the
        router should discard the packet without further processing, and
        that the router will not send any ICMP error message (see
        Section [4.3.2]) as a result.  However, for diagnosis of
        problems, the router should provide the capability of logging
        the error (see Section [1.3.3]), including the contents of the
        silently discarded packet, and should record the event in a
        statistics counter.

   Silently Ignore
        A router is said to Silently Ignore an error or condition if it
        takes no action other than possibly generating an error report
        in an error log or through some network management protocol, and
        discarding, or ignoring, the source of the error.  In
        particular, the router does NOT generate an ICMP error message.

   Sparse Mode
        In multicast forwarding, two paradigms are possible: in Sparse
        Mode forwarding, a network layer multicast datagram is forwarded
        as a data link layer multicast frame to routers and hosts that
        have asked for it.  The initial forwarding state is the inverse
        of dense-mode in that it assumes no part  of the network wants
        the data.  See Dense Mode.

   Specific-destination address
        This is defined to be the destination address in the IP header
        unless the header contains an IP broadcast or IP multicast
        address, in which case the specific-destination is an IP address
        assigned to the physical interface on which the packet arrived.

   subnet
        A portion of a network, which may be a physically independent
        network, which shares a network address with other portions of
        the network and is distinguished by a subnet number.  A subnet
        is to a network what a network is to an internet.

   subnet number
        A part of the internet address that designates a subnet.  It is



        ignored for the purposes internet routing, but is used for
        intranet routing.

   TOS
        Type Of Service A field in the IP header that represents the
        degree of reliability expected from the network layer by the
        transport layer or application.
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   TTL
        Time To Live A field in the IP header that represents how long a
        packet is considered valid.  It is a combination hop count and
        timer value.

APPENDIX C. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

   This appendix lists work that future revisions of this document may
   wish to address.

   In the preparation of Router Requirements, we stumbled across several
   other architectural issues.  Each of these is dealt with somewhat in
   the document, but still ought to be classified as an open issue in
   the IP architecture.

   Most of the he topics presented here generally indicate areas where
   the technology is still relatively new and it is not appropriate to
   develop specific requirements since the community is still gaining
   operational experience.

   Other topics represent areas of ongoing research and indicate areas
   that the prudent developer would closely monitor.

   (1) SNMP Version 2

   (2) Additional SNMP MIBs

   (7) More detailed requirements for leaking routes between routing
        protocols

   (8) Router system security

   (9) Routing protocol security

   (10) Internetwork Protocol layer security.  There has been extensive
        work refining the security of IP since the original work writing
        this document.  This security work should be included in here.

   (12) Load Splitting

   (13) Sending fragments along different paths

   (15) Multiple logical (sub)nets on the same wire.  Router
        Requirements does not require support for this.  We made some
        attempt to identify pieces of the architecture (e.g., forwarding



        of directed broadcasts and issuing of Redirects) where the
        wording of the rules has to be done carefully to make the right
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        thing happen, and tried to clearly distinguish logical
        interfaces from physical interfaces.  However, we did not study
        this issue in detail, and we are not at all confident that all
        the rules in the document are correct in the presence of
        multiple logical (sub)nets on the same wire.

   (15) Congestion control and resource management.  On the advice of
        the IETF's experts (Mankin and Ramakrishnan) we deprecated
        (SHOULD NOT) Source Quench and said little else concrete
        (Section 5.3.6).

   (16) Developing a Link-Layer requirements document that would be
        common for both routers and hosts.

   (17) Developing a common PPP LQM algorithm.

   (18) Investigate of other information (above and beyond section
        [3.2]) that passes between the layers, such as physical network
        MTU, mappings of IP precedence to Link Layer priority values,
        etc.

   (19) Should the Link Layer notify IP if address resolution failed
        (just like it notifies IP when there is a Link Layer priority
        value problem)?

   (20) Should all routers be required to implement a DNS resolver?

   (21) Should a human user be able to use a host name anywhere you can
        use an IP address when configuring the router?  Even in ping and
        traceroute?

   (22) Almquist's draft ruminations on the next hop and ruminations on
        route leaking need to be reviewed, brought up to date, and
        published.

   (23) Investigation is needed to determine if a redirect message for
        precedence is needed or not.  If not, are the type-of-service
        redirects acceptable?

   (24) RIPv2 and RIP+CIDR and variable length network prefixes.

   (25) BGP-4 CIDR is going to be important, and everyone is betting on
        BGP-4.  We can't avoid mentioning it.  Probably need to describe
        the differences between BGP-3 and BGP-4, and explore upgrade
        issues...

   (26) Loose Source Route Mobile IP and some multicasting may require
        this.  Perhaps it should be elevated to a SHOULD (per Fred
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        Baker's Suggestion).

APPENDIX D. Multicast Routing Protocols

   Multicasting is a relatively new technology within the Internet
   Protocol family.  It is not widely deployed or commonly in use yet.
   Its importance, however, is expected to grow over the coming years.

   This Appendix describes some of the technologies being investigated
   for routing multicasts through the Internet.

   A diligent implementor will keep abreast of developments in this area
   to properly develop multicast facilities.

   This Appendix does not specify any standards or requirements.

D.1 Introduction

   Multicast routing protocols enable the forwarding of IP multicast
   datagrams throughout a TCP/IP internet.  Generally these algorithms
   forward the datagram based on its source and destination addresses.
   Additionally, the datagram may need to be forwarded to several
   multicast group members, at times requiring the datagram to be
   replicated and sent out multiple interfaces.

   The state of multicast routing protocols is less developed than the
   protocols available for the forwarding of IP unicasts.  Three
   experimental multicast routing protocols have been documented for
   TCP/IP.  Each uses the IGMP protocol (discussed in Section [4.4]) to
   monitor multicast group membership.

D.2 Distance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol - DVMRP

   DVMRP, documented in [ROUTE:9], is based on Distance Vector or
   Bellman-Ford technology.  It routes multicast datagrams only, and
   does so within a single Autonomous System.  DVMRP is an
   implementation of the Truncated Reverse Path Broadcasting algorithm
   described in [ROUTE:10].  In addition, it specifies the tunneling of
   IP multicasts through non-multicast-routing-capable IP domains.

D.3 Multicast Extensions to OSPF - MOSPF

   MOSPF, currently under development, is a backward-compatible addition
   to OSPF that allows the forwarding of both IP multicasts and unicasts
   within an Autonomous System.  MOSPF routers can be mixed with OSPF
   routers within a routing domain, and they will interoperate in the
   forwarding of unicasts.  OSPF is a link-state or SPF-based protocol.
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   By adding link state advertisements that pinpoint group membership,
   MOSPF routers can calculate the path of a multicast datagram as a



   tree rooted at the datagram source.  Those branches that do not
   contain group members can then be discarded, eliminating unnecessary
   datagram forwarding hops.

D.4 Protocol Independent Multicast - PIM

   PIM, currently under development, is a multicast routing protocol
   that runs over an existing unicast infrastructure.  PIM provides for
   both dense and sparse group membership.  It is different from other
   protocols, since it uses an explicit join model for sparse groups.
   Joining occurs on a shared tree and can switch to a per-source tree.
   Where bandwidth is plentiful and group membership is dense, overhead
   can be reduced by flooding data out all links and later pruning
   exception cases where there are no group members.

APPENDIX E Additional Next-Hop Selection Algorithms

   Section [5.2.4.3] specifies an algorithm that routers ought to use
   when selecting a next-hop for a packet.

   This appendix provides historical perspective for the next-hop
   selection problem.  It also presents several additional pruning rules
   and next-hop selection algorithms that might be found in the
   Internet.

   This appendix presents material drawn from an earlier, unpublished,
   work by Philip Almquist; Ruminations on the Next Hop.

   This Appendix does not specify any standards or requirements.

E.1. Some Historical Perspective

   It is useful to briefly review the history of the topic, beginning
   with what is sometimes called the "classic model" of how a router
   makes routing decisions.  This model predates IP.  In this model, a
   router speaks some single routing protocol such as RIP.  The protocol
   completely determines the contents of the router's Forwarding
   Information Base (FIB).  The route lookup algorithm is trivial: the
   router looks in the FIB for a route whose destination attribute
   exactly matches the network prefix portion of the destination address
   in the packet.  If one is found, it is used; if none is found, the
   destination is unreachable.  Because the routing protocol keeps at
   most one route to each destination, the problem of what to do when
   there are multiple routes that match the same destination cannot
   arise.
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   Over the years, this classic model has been augmented in small ways.
   With the deployment of default routes, subnets, and host routes, it
   became possible to have more than one routing table entry which in
   some sense matched the destination.  This was easily resolved by a
   consensus that there was a hierarchy of routes: host routes should be
   preferred over subnet routes, subnet routes over net routes, and net
   routes over default routes.



   With the deployment of technologies supporting variable length subnet
   masks (variable length network prefixes), the general approach
   remained the same although its description became a little more
   complicated; network prefixes were introduced as a conscious
   simplification and regularization of the architecture.  We now say
   that each route to a network prefix route has a prefix length
   associated with it.  This prefix length indicates the number of bits
   in the prefix.  This may also be represented using the classical
   subnet mask.  A route cannot be used to route a packet unless each
   significant bit in the route's network prefix matches the
   corresponding bit in the packet's destination address.  Routes with
   more bits set in their masks are preferred over routes that have
   fewer bits set in their masks.  This is simply a generalization of
   the hierarchy of routes described above, and will be referred to for
   the rest of this memo as choosing a route by preferring longest
   match.

   Another way the classic model has been augmented is through a small
   amount of relaxation of the notion that a routing protocol has
   complete control over the contents of the routing table.  First,
   static routes were introduced.  For the first time, it was possible
   to simultaneously have two routes (one dynamic and one static) to the
   same destination.  When this happened, a router had to have a policy
   (in some cases configurable, and in other cases chosen by the author
   of the router's software) which determined whether the static route
   or the dynamic route was preferred.  However, this policy was only
   used as a tie-breaker when longest match didn't uniquely determine
   which route to use.  Thus, for example, a static default route would
   never be preferred over a dynamic net route even if the policy
   preferred static routes over dynamic routes.

   The classic model had to be further augmented when inter-domain
   routing protocols were invented.  Traditional routing protocols came
   to be called "interior gateway protocols" (IGPs), and at each
   Internet site there was a strange new beast called an "exterior
   gateway", a router that spoke EGP to several "BBN Core Gateways" (the
   routers that made up the Internet backbone at the time) at the same
   time as it spoke its IGP to the other routers at its site.  Both
   protocols wanted to determine the contents of the router's routing
   table.  Theoretically, this could result in a router having three
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   routes (EGP, IGP, and static) to the same destination.  Because of
   the Internet topology at the time, it was resolved with little debate
   that routers would be best served by a policy of preferring IGP
   routes over EGP routes.  However, the sanctity of longest match
   remained unquestioned: a default route learned from the IGP would
   never be preferred over a net route from learned EGP.

   Although the Internet topology, and consequently routing in the
   Internet, have evolved considerably since then, this slightly
   augmented version of the classic model has survived intact to this
   day in the Internet (except that BGP has replaced EGP).  Conceptually
   (and often in implementation) each router has a routing table and one
   or more routing protocol processes.  Each of these processes can add
   any entry that it pleases, and can delete or modify any entry that it



   has created.  When routing a packet, the router picks the best route
   using longest match, augmented with a policy mechanism to break ties.
   Although this augmented classic model has served us well, it has a
   number of shortcomings:

   o It ignores (although it could be augmented to consider) path
      characteristics such as quality of service and MTU.

   o It doesn't support routing protocols (such as OSPF and Integrated
      IS-IS) that require route lookup algorithms different than pure
      longest match.

   o There has not been a firm consensus on what the tie-breaking
      mechanism ought to be.  Tie-breaking mechanisms have often been
      found to be difficult if not impossible to configure in such a way
      that the router will always pick what the network manger considers
      to be the "correct" route.

E.2. Additional Pruning Rules

      Section [5.2.4.3] defined several pruning rules to use to select
      routes from the FIB.  There are other rules that could also be
      used.

      o OSPF Route Class
         Routing protocols that have areas or make a distinction between
         internal and external routes divide their routes into classes
         by the type of information used to calculate the route.  A
         route is always chosen from the most preferred class unless
         none is available, in which case one is chosen from the second
         most preferred class, and so on.  In OSPF, the classes (in
         order from most preferred to least preferred) are intra-area,
         inter-area, type 1 external (external routes with internal
         metrics), and type 2 external.  As an additional wrinkle, a
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         router is configured to know what addresses ought to be
         accessible using intra-area routes, and will not use inter-
         area or external routes to reach these destinations even when
         no intra-area route is available.

         More precisely, we assume that each route has a class
         attribute, called route.class, which is assigned by the routing
         protocol.  The set of candidate routes is examined to determine
         if it contains any for which route.class = intra-area.  If so,
         all routes except those for which route.class = intra-area are
         discarded.  Otherwise, router checks whether the packet's
         destination falls within the address ranges configured for the
         local area.  If so, the entire set of candidate routes is
         deleted.  Otherwise, the set of candidate routes is examined to
         determine if it contains any for which route.class = inter-
         area.  If so, all routes except those for which route.class =
         inter-area are discarded.  Otherwise, the set of candidate
         routes is examined to determine if it contains any for which
         route.class = type 1 external.  If so, all routes except those
         for which route.class = type 1 external are discarded.



      o IS-IS Route Class
         IS-IS route classes work identically to OSPF's.  However, the
         set of classes defined by Integrated IS-IS is different, such
         that there isn't a one-to-one mapping between IS-IS route
         classes and OSPF route classes.  The route classes used by
         Integrated IS-IS are (in order from most preferred to least
         preferred) intra-area, inter-area, and external.

         The Integrated IS-IS internal class is equivalent to the OSPF
         internal class.  Likewise, the Integrated IS-IS external class
         is equivalent to OSPF's type 2 external class.  However,
         Integrated IS-IS does not make a distinction between inter-area
         routes and external routes with internal metrics - both are
         considered to be inter-area routes.  Thus, OSPF prefers true
         inter-area routes over external routes with internal metrics,
         whereas Integrated IS-IS gives the two types of routes equal
         preference.

      o IDPR Policy
         A specific case of Policy.  The IETF's Inter-domain Policy
         Routing Working Group is devising a routing protocol called
         Inter-Domain Policy Routing (IDPR) to support true policy-based
         routing in the Internet.  Packets with certain combinations of
         header attributes (such as specific combinations of source and
         destination addresses or special IDPR source route options) are
         required to use routes provided by the IDPR protocol.  Thus,
         unlike other Policy pruning rules, IDPR Policy would have to be
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         applied before any other pruning rules except Basic Match.

         Specifically, IDPR Policy examines the packet being forwarded
         to ascertain if its attributes require that it be forwarded
         using policy-based routes.  If so, IDPR Policy deletes all
         routes not provided by the IDPR protocol.

E.3 Some Route Lookup Algorithms

      This section examines several route lookup algorithms that are in
      use or have been proposed.  Each is described by giving the
      sequence of pruning rules it uses.  The strengths and weaknesses
      of each algorithm are presented

E.3.1 The Revised Classic Algorithm

      The Revised Classic Algorithm is the form of the traditional
      algorithm that was discussed in Section [E.1].  The steps of this
      algorithm are:

      1.  Basic match
      2.  Longest match
      3.  Best metric
      4.  Policy

      Some implementations omit the Policy step, since it is needed only



      when routes may have metrics that are not comparable (because they
      were learned from different routing domains).

      The advantages of this algorithm are:

      (1) It is widely implemented.

      (2) Except for the Policy step (which an implementor can choose to
           make arbitrarily complex) the algorithm is simple both to
           understand and to implement.

      Its disadvantages are:

      (1) It does not handle IS-IS or OSPF route classes, and therefore
           cannot be used for Integrated IS-IS or OSPF.

      (2) It does not handle TOS or other path attributes.

      (3) The policy mechanisms are not standardized in any way, and are
           therefore are often implementation-specific.  This causes
           extra work for implementors (who must invent appropriate
           policy mechanisms) and for users (who must learn how to use
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           the mechanisms. This lack of a standardized mechanism also
           makes it difficult to build consistent configurations for
           routers from different vendors. This presents a significant
           practical deterrent to multi-vendor interoperability.

      (4) The proprietary policy mechanisms currently provided by
           vendors are often inadequate in complex parts of the
           Internet.

      (5) The algorithm has not been written down in any generally
           available document or standard.  It is, in effect, a part of
           the Internet Folklore.

E.3.2 The Variant Router Requirements Algorithm

      Some Router Requirements Working Group members have proposed a
      slight variant of the algorithm described in the Section
      [5.2.4.3].  In this variant, matching the type of service
      requested is considered to be more important, rather than less
      important, than matching as much of the destination address as
      possible.  For example, this algorithm would prefer a default
      route that had the correct type of service over a network route
      that had the default type of service, whereas the algorithm in
      [5.2.4.3] would make the opposite choice.

      The steps of the algorithm are:

      1.  Basic match
      2.  Weak TOS
      3.  Longest match
      4.  Best metric
      5.  Policy



      Debate between the proponents of this algorithm and the regular
      Router Requirements Algorithm suggests that each side can show
      cases where its algorithm leads to simpler, more intuitive routing
      than the other's algorithm does.  This variant has the same set of
      advantages and disadvantages that the algorithm specified in
      [5.2.4.3] does, except that pruning on Weak TOS before pruning on
      Longest Match makes this algorithm less compatible with OSPF and
      Integrated IS-IS than the standard Router Requirements Algorithm.

E.3.3 The OSPF Algorithm

      OSPF uses an algorithm that is virtually identical to the Router
      Requirements Algorithm except for one crucial difference: OSPF
      considers OSPF route classes.
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      The algorithm is:

      1.  Basic match
      2.  OSPF route class
      3.  Longest match
      4.  Weak TOS
      5.  Best metric
      6.  Policy

      Type of service support is not always present.  If it is not
      present then, of course, the fourth step would be omitted

      This algorithm has some advantages over the Revised Classic
      Algorithm:

      (1) It supports type of service routing.

      (2) Its rules are written down, rather than merely being a part of
           the Internet folklore.

      (3) It (obviously) works with OSPF.

      However, this algorithm also retains some of the disadvantages of
      the Revised Classic Algorithm:

      (1) Path properties other than type of service (e.g., MTU) are
           ignored.

      (2) As in the Revised Classic Algorithm, the details (or even the
           existence) of the Policy step are left to the discretion of
           the implementor.

      The OSPF Algorithm also has a further disadvantage (which is not
      shared by the Revised Classic Algorithm).  OSPF internal (intra-
      area or inter-area) routes are always considered to be superior to
      routes learned from other routing protocols, even in cases where
      the OSPF route matches fewer bits of the destination address.
      This is a policy decision that is inappropriate in some networks.



      Finally, it is worth noting that the OSPF Algorithm's TOS support
      suffers from a deficiency in that routing protocols that support
      TOS are implicitly preferred when forwarding packets that have
      non-zero TOS values.  This may not be appropriate in some cases.
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E.3.4 The Integrated IS-IS Algorithm

   Integrated IS-IS uses an algorithm that is similar to but not quite
   identical to the OSPF Algorithm.  Integrated IS-IS uses a different
   set of route classes, and differs slightly in its handling of type of
   service.  The algorithm is:

   1.  Basic Match
   2.  IS-IS Route Classes
   3.  Longest Match
   4.  Weak TOS
   5.  Best Metric
   6.  Policy

   Although Integrated IS-IS uses Weak TOS, the protocol is only capable
   of carrying routes for a small specific subset of the possible values
   for the TOS field in the IP header.  Packets containing other values
   in the TOS field are routed using the default TOS.

   Type of service support is optional; if disabled, the fourth step
   would be omitted.  As in OSPF, the specification does not include the
   Policy step.

   This algorithm has some advantages over the Revised Classic
   Algorithm:

   (1) It supports type of service routing.
   (2) Its rules are written down, rather than merely being a part of
        the Internet folklore.
   (3) It (obviously) works with Integrated IS-IS.

   However, this algorithm also retains some of the disadvantages of the
   Revised Classic Algorithm:

   (1) Path properties other than type of service (e.g., MTU) are
        ignored.
   (2) As in the Revised Classic Algorithm, the details (or even the
        existence) of the Policy step are left to the discretion of the
        implementor.
   (3) It doesn't work with OSPF because of the differences between IS-
        IS route classes and OSPF route classes.  Also, because IS-IS
        supports only a subset of the possible TOS values, some obvious
        implementations of the Integrated IS-IS algorithm would not
        support OSPF's interpretation of TOS.



   The Integrated IS-IS Algorithm also has a further disadvantage (which
   is not shared by the Revised Classic Algorithm): IS-IS internal
   (intra-area or inter-area) routes are always considered to be
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   superior to routes learned from other routing protocols, even in
   cases where the IS-IS route matches fewer bits of the destination
   address and doesn't provide the requested type of service.  This is a
   policy decision that may not be appropriate in all cases.

   Finally, it is worth noting that the Integrated IS-IS Algorithm's TOS
   support suffers from the same deficiency noted for the OSPF
   Algorithm.

Security Considerations

   Although the focus of this document is interoperability rather than
   security, there are obviously many sections of this document that
   have some ramifications on network security.

   Security means different things to different people.  Security from a
   router's point of view is anything that helps to keep its own
   networks operational and in addition helps to keep the Internet as a
   whole healthy.  For the purposes of this document, the security
   services we are concerned with are denial of service, integrity, and
   authentication as it applies to the first two.  Privacy as a security
   service is important, but only peripherally a concern of a router -
   at least as of the date of this document.

   In several places in this document there are sections entitled ...
   Security Considerations.  These sections discuss specific
   considerations that apply to the general topic under discussion.

   Rarely does this document say do this and your router/network will be
   secure.  More likely, it says this is a good idea and if you do it,
   it *may* improve the security of the Internet and your local system
   in general.

   Unfortunately, this is the state-of-the-art AT THIS TIME.  Few if any
   of the network protocols a router is concerned with have reasonable,
   built-in security features.  Industry and the protocol designers have
   been and are continuing to struggle with these issues.  There is
   progress, but only small baby steps such as the peer-to-peer
   authentication available in the BGP and OSPF routing protocols.

   In particular, this document notes the current research into
   developing and enhancing network security.  Specific areas of
   research, development, and engineering that are underway as of this
   writing (December 1993) are in IP Security, SNMP Security, and common
   authentication technologies.

   Notwithstanding all the above, there are things both vendors and
   users can do to improve the security of their router.  Vendors should
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   get a copy of Trusted Computer System Interpretation [INTRO:8].  Even
   if a vendor decides not to submit their device for formal
   verification under these guidelines, the publication provides
   excellent guidance on general security design and practices for
   computing devices.

APPENDIX F: HISTORICAL ROUTING PROTOCOLS

   Certain routing protocols are common in the Internet, but the authors
   of this document cannot in good conscience recommend their use.  This
   is not because they do not work correctly, but because the
   characteristics of the Internet assumed in their design (simple
   routing, no policy, a single "core router" network under common
   administration, limited complexity, or limited network diameter) are
   not attributes of today's Internet.  Those parts of the Internet that
   still use them are generally limited "fringe" domains with limited
   complexity.

   As a matter of good faith, collected wisdom concerning their
   implementation is recorded in this section.

F.1 EXTERIOR GATEWAY PROTOCOL - EGP

F.1.1 Introduction

   The Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP) specifies an EGP that is used to
   exchange reachability information between routers of the same or
   differing autonomous systems.  EGP is not considered a routing
   protocol since there is no standard interpretation (i.e. metric) for
   the distance fields in the EGP update message, so distances are
   comparable only among routers of the same AS.  It is however designed
   to provide high-quality reachability information, both about neighbor
   routers and about routes to non-neighbor routers.

   EGP is defined by [ROUTE:6].  An implementor almost certainly wants
   to read [ROUTE:7] and [ROUTE:8] as well, for they contain useful
   explanations and background material.

   DISCUSSION
      The present EGP specification has serious limitations, most
      importantly a restriction that limits routers to advertising only
      those networks that are reachable from within the router's
      autonomous system.  This restriction against propagating third
      party EGP information is to prevent long-lived routing loops.
      This effectively limits EGP to a two-level hierarchy.

      RFC-975 is not a part of the EGP specification, and should be
      ignored.
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F.1.2 Protocol Walk-through

      Indirect Neighbors: RFC-888, page 26

         An implementation of EGP MUST include indirect neighbor
         support.

      Polling Intervals: RFC-904, page 10

         The interval between Hello command retransmissions and the
         interval between Poll retransmissions SHOULD be configurable
         but there MUST be a minimum value defined.

         The interval at which an implementation will respond to Hello
         commands and Poll commands SHOULD be configurable but there
         MUST be a minimum value defined.

      Network Reachability: RFC-904, page 15

   An implementation MUST default to not providing the external list of
   routers in other autonomous systems; only the internal list of
   routers together with the nets that are reachable through those
   routers should be included in an Update Response/Indication packet.
   However, an implementation MAY elect to provide a configuration
   option enabling the external list to be provided.  An implementation
   MUST NOT include in the external list routers that were learned
   through the external list provided by a router in another autonomous
   system.  An implementation MUST NOT send a network back to the
   autonomous system from which it is learned, i.e.  it MUST do split-
   horizon on an autonomous system level.

   If more than 255 internal or 255 external routers need to be
   specified in a Network Reachability update, the networks reachable
   from routers that can not be listed MUST be merged into the list for
   one of the listed routers.  Which of the listed routers is chosen for
   this purpose SHOULD be user configurable, but SHOULD default to the
   source address of the EGP update being generated.

   An EGP update contains a series of blocks of network numbers, where
   each block contains a list of network numbers reachable at a
   particular distance through a particular router.  If more than 255
   networks are reachable at a particular distance through a particular
   router, they are split into multiple blocks (all of which have the
   same distance).  Similarly, if more than 255 blocks are required to
   list the networks reachable through a particular router, the router's
   address is listed as many times as necessary to include all the
   blocks in the update.
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Unsolicited Updates: RFC-904, page 16

   If a network is shared with the peer, an implementation MUST send an
   unsolicited update upon entry to the Up state if the source network
   is the shared network.



Neighbor Reachability: RFC-904, page 6, 13-15

   The table on page 6 that describes the values of j and k (the
   neighbor up and down thresholds) is incorrect.  It is reproduced
   correctly here:

      Name    Active  Passive Description
      -----------------------------------------------
       j         3       1    neighbor-up threshold
       k         1       0    neighbor-down threshold

   The value for k in passive mode also specified incorrectly in RFC-
   904, page 14 The values in parenthesis should read:

      (j = 1, k = 0, and T3/T1 = 4)

   As an optimization, an implementation can refrain from sending a
   Hello command when a Poll is due.  If an implementation does so, it
   SHOULD provide a user configurable option to disable this
   optimization.

Abort timer: RFC-904, pages 6, 12, 13

   An EGP implementation MUST include support for the abort timer (as
   documented in section 4.1.4 of RFC-904).  An implementation SHOULD
   use the abort timer in the Idle state to automatically issue a Start
   event to restart the protocol machine.  Recommended values are P4 for
   a critical error (Administratively prohibited, Protocol Violation and
   Parameter Problem) and P5 for all others.  The abort timer SHOULD NOT
   be started when a Stop event was manually initiated (such as through
   a network management protocol).

Cease command received in Idle state: RFC-904, page 13

   When the EGP state machine is in the Idle state, it MUST reply to
   Cease commands with a Cease-ack response.

Hello Polling Mode: RFC-904, page 11

   An EGP implementation MUST include support for both active and
   passive polling modes.
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Neighbor Acquisition Messages: RFC-904, page 18

   As noted the Hello and Poll Intervals should only be present in
   Request and Confirm messages.  Therefore the length of an EGP
   Neighbor Acquisition Message is 14 bytes for a Request or Confirm
   message and 10 bytes for a Refuse, Cease or Cease-ack message.
   Implementations MUST NOT send 14 bytes for Refuse, Cease or Cease-ack
   messages but MUST allow for implementations that send 14 bytes for
   these messages.

Sequence Numbers: RFC-904, page 10



   Response or indication packets received with a sequence number not
   equal to S MUST be discarded.  The send sequence number S MUST be
   incremented just before the time a Poll command is sent and at no
   other times.

F.2 ROUTING INFORMATION PROTOCOL - RIP

F.2.1 Introduction

   RIP is specified in [ROUTE:3].  Although RIP is still quite important
   in the Internet, it is being replaced in sophisticated applications
   by more modern IGPs such as the ones described above.  A router
   implementing RIP SHOULD implement RIP Version 2 [ROUTE:?], as it
   supports CIDR routes.  If occasional access networking is in use, a
   router implementing RIP SHOULD implement Demand RIP [ROUTE:?].

   Another common use for RIP is as a router discovery protocol.
   Section [4.3.3.10] briefly touches upon this subject.

F.2.2 Protocol Walk-Through

   Dealing with changes in topology: [ROUTE:3], page 11

        An implementation of RIP MUST provide a means for timing out
        routes.  Since messages are occasionally lost, implementations
        MUST NOT invalidate a route based on a single missed update.

        Implementations MUST by default wait six times the update
        interval before invalidating a route.  A router MAY have
        configuration options to alter this value.

   DISCUSSION
      It is important to routing stability that all routers in a RIP
      autonomous system use similar timeout value for invalidating
      routes, and therefore it is important that an implementation
      default to the timeout value specified in the RIP specification.
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      However, that timeout value is too conservative in environments
      where packet loss is reasonably rare.  In such an environment, a
      network manager may wish to be able to decrease the timeout period
      to promote faster recovery from failures.

   IMPLEMENTATION
      There is a very simple mechanism that a router may use to meet the
      requirement to invalidate routes promptly after they time out.
      Whenever the router scans the routing table to see if any routes
      have timed out, it also notes the age of the least recently
      updated route that has not yet timed out.  Subtracting this age
      from the timeout period gives the amount of time until the router
      again needs to scan the table for timed out routes.

Split Horizon: [ROUTE:3], page 14-15

   An implementation of RIP MUST implement split horizon, a scheme used
   for avoiding problems caused by including routes in updates sent to



   the router from which they were learned.

   An implementation of RIP SHOULD implement Split horizon with poisoned
   reverse, a variant of split horizon that includes routes learned from
   a router sent to that router, but sets their metric to infinity.
   Because of the routing overhead that may be incurred by implementing
   split horizon with poisoned reverse, implementations MAY include an
   option to select whether poisoned reverse is in effect.  An
   implementation SHOULD limit the time in which it sends reverse routes
   at an infinite metric.

   IMPLEMENTATION
      Each of the following algorithms can be used to limit the time for
      which poisoned reverse is applied to a route.  The first algorithm
      is more complex but does a more thorough job of limiting poisoned
      reverse to only those cases where it is necessary.

      The goal of both algorithms is to ensure that poison reverse is
      done for any destination whose route has changed in the last Route
      Lifetime (typically 180 seconds), unless it can be sure that the
      previous route used the same output interface.  The Route Lifetime
      is used because that is the amount of time RIP will keep around an
      old route before declaring it stale.

      The time intervals (and derived variables) used in the following
      algorithms are as follows:

      Tu The Update Timer; the number of seconds between RIP updates.
           This typically defaults to 30 seconds.
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      Rl The Route Lifetime, in seconds.  This is the amount of time
           that a route is presumed to be good, without requiring an
           update.  This typically defaults to 180 seconds.

      Ul The Update Loss; the number of consecutive updates that have to
           be lost or fail to mention a route before RIP deletes the
           route.  Ul is calculated to be (Rl/Tu)+1.  The +1 is to
           account for the fact that the first time the ifcounter is
           decremented will be less than Tu seconds after it is
           initialized.  Typically, Ul will be 7: (180/30)+1.

      In The value to set ifcounter to when a destination is newly
           learned.  This value is Ul-4, where the 4 is RIP's garbage
           collection timer/30

      The first algorithm is:

      - Associated with each destination is a counter, called the
         ifcounter below.  Poison reverse is done for any route whose
         destination's ifcounter is greater than zero.

      - After a regular (not triggered or in response to a request)
         update is sent, all the non-zero ifcounters are decremented by



         one.

      - When a route to a destination is created, its ifcounter is set
         as follows:

         - If the new route is superseding a valid route, and the old
            route used a different (logical) output interface, then the
            ifcounter is set to Ul.

         - If the new route is superseding a stale route, and the old
            route used a different (logical) output interface, then the
            ifcounter is set to MAX(0, Ul - INT(seconds that the route
            has been stale/Ut).

         - If there was no previous route to the destination, the
            ifcounter is set to In.

         - Otherwise, the ifcounter is set to zero

      - RIP also maintains a timer, called the resettimer below.  Poison
         reverse is done on all routes whenever resettimer has not
         expired (regardless of the ifcounter values).
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      - When RIP is started, restarted, reset, or otherwise has its
         routing table cleared, it sets the resettimer to go off in Rl
         seconds.

      The second algorithm is identical to the first except that:

      - The rules which set the ifcounter to non-zero values are changed
         to always set it to Rl/Tu, and

      - The resettimer is eliminated.

 Triggered updates: [ROUTE:3], page 15-16; page 29

      Triggered updates (also called flash updates) are a mechanism for
      immediately notifying a router's neighbors when the router adds or
      deletes routes or changes their metrics.  A router MUST send a
      triggered update when routes are deleted or their metrics are
      increased.  A router MAY send a triggered update when routes are
      added or their metrics decreased.

      Since triggered updates can cause excessive routing overhead,
      implementations MUST use the following mechanism to limit the
      frequency of triggered updates:

      (1) When a router sends a triggered update, it sets a timer to a
           random time between one and five seconds in the future.  The
           router must not generate additional triggered updates before
           this timer expires.

      (2) If the router would generate a triggered update during this



           interval it sets a flag indicating that a triggered update is
           desired.  The router also logs the desired triggered update.

      (3) When the triggered update timer expires, the router checks the
           triggered update flag.  If the flag is set then the router
           sends a single triggered update which includes all the
           changes that were logged.  The router then clears the flag
           and, since a triggered update was sent, restarts this
           algorithm.

      (4) The flag is also cleared whenever a regular update is sent.

      Triggered updates SHOULD include all routes that have changed
      since the most recent regular (non-triggered) update.  Triggered
      updates MUST NOT include routes that have not changed since the
      most recent regular update.
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   DISCUSSION
      Sending all routes, whether they have changed recently or not, is
      unacceptable in triggered updates because the tremendous size of
      many Internet routing tables could otherwise result in
      considerable bandwidth being wasted on triggered updates.

Use of UDP: [ROUTE:3], page 18-19.

   RIP packets sent to an IP broadcast address SHOULD have their initial
   TTL set to one.

   Note that to comply with Section [6.1] of this memo, a router SHOULD
   use UDP checksums in RIP packets that it originates, MUST discard RIP
   packets received with invalid UDP checksums, but MUST NOT discard
   received RIP packets simply because they do not contain UDP
   checksums.

Addressing Considerations: [ROUTE:3], page 22

   A RIP implementation SHOULD support host routes.  If it does not, it
   MUST (as described on page 27 of [ROUTE:3]) ignore host routes in
   received updates.  A router MAY log ignored hosts routes.

   The special address 0.0.0.0 is used to describe a default route.  A
   default route is used as the route of last resort (i.e., when a route
   to the specific net does not exist in the routing table).  The router
   MUST be able to create a RIP entry for the address 0.0.0.0.

Input Processing - Response: [ROUTE:3], page 26

   When processing an update, the following validity checks MUST be
   performed:

   o The response MUST be from UDP port 520.

   o The source address MUST be on a directly connected subnet (or on a



      directly connected, non-subnetted network) to be considered valid.

   o The source address MUST NOT be one of the router's addresses.

   DISCUSSION
      Some networks, media, and interfaces allow a sending node to
      receive packets that it broadcasts.  A router must not accept its
      own packets as valid routing updates and process them.  The last
      requirement prevents a router from accepting its own routing
      updates and processing them (on the assumption that they were sent
      by some other router on the network).
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   An implementation MUST NOT replace an existing route if the metric
   received is equal to the existing metric except in accordance with
   the following heuristic.

   An implementation MAY choose to implement the following heuristic to
   deal with the above situation.  Normally, it is useless to change the
   route to a network from one router to another if both are advertised
   at the same metric.  However, the route being advertised by one of
   the routers may be in the process of timing out.  Instead of waiting
   for the route to timeout, the new route can be used after a specified
   amount of time has elapsed.  If this heuristic is implemented, it
   MUST wait at least halfway to the expiration point before the new
   route is installed.

F.2.3 Specific Issues

RIP Shutdown

     An implementation of RIP SHOULD provide for a graceful shutdown
     using the following steps:

     (1) Input processing is terminated,

     (2) Four updates are generated at random intervals of between two
          and four seconds, These updates contain all routes that were
          previously announced, but with some metric changes.  Routes
          that were being announced at a metric of infinity should
          continue to use this metric.  Routes that had been announced
          with a non-infinite metric should be announced with a metric
          of 15 (infinity - 1).

   DISCUSSION
      The metric used for the above really ought to be 16 (infinity);
      setting it to 15 is a kludge to avoid breaking certain old hosts
      that wiretap the RIP protocol.  Such a host will (erroneously)
      abort a TCP connection if it tries to send a datagram on the
      connection while the host has no route to the destination (even if
      the period when the host has no route lasts only a few seconds
      while RIP chooses an alternate path to the destination).

RIP Split Horizon and Static Routes



   Split horizon SHOULD be applied to static routes by default.  An
   implementation SHOULD provide a way to specify, per static route,
   that split horizon should not be applied to this route.
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F.3 GATEWAY TO GATEWAY PROTOCOL - GGP

   The Gateway to Gateway protocol is considered obsolete and SHOULD NOT
   be implemented.

Acknowledgments

   O that we now had here
   But one ten thousand of those men in England
   That do no work to-day!

   What's he that wishes so?
   My cousin Westmoreland? No, my fair cousin:
   If we are mark'd to die, we are enow
   To do our country loss; and if to live,
   The fewer men, the greater share of honour.
   God's will! I pray thee, wish not one man more.
   By Jove, I am not covetous for gold,
   Nor care I who doth feed upon my cost;
   It yearns me not if men my garments wear;
   Such outward things dwell not in my desires:
   But if it be a sin to covet honour,
   I am the most offending soul alive.
   No, faith, my coz, wish not a man from England:
   God's peace! I would not lose so great an honour
   As one man more, methinks, would share from me
   For the best hope I have. O, do not wish one more!
   Rather proclaim it, Westmoreland, through my host,
   That he which hath no stomach to this fight,
   Let him depart; his passport shall be made
   And crowns for convoy put into his purse:
   We would not die in that man's company
   That fears his fellowship to die with us.
   This day is called the feast of Crispian:
   He that outlives this day, and comes safe home,
   Will stand a tip-toe when the day is named,
   And rouse him at the name of Crispian.
   He that shall live this day, and see old age,
   Will yearly on the vigil feast his neighbours,
   And say 'To-morrow is Saint Crispian:'
   Then will he strip his sleeve and show his scars.
   And say 'These wounds I had on Crispin's day.'
   Old men forget: yet all shall be forgot,
   But he'll remember with advantages
   What feats he did that day: then shall our names.
   Familiar in his mouth as household words
   Harry the king, Bedford and Exeter,
   Warwick and Talbot, Salisbury and Gloucester,
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   Be in their flowing cups freshly remember'd.
   This story shall the good man teach his son;
   And Crispin Crispian shall ne'er go by,
   From this day to the ending of the world,
   But we in it shall be remember'd;
   We few, we happy few, we band of brothers;
   For he to-day that sheds his blood with me
   Shall be my brother; be he ne'er so vile,
   This day shall gentle his condition:
   And gentlemen in England now a-bed
   Shall think themselves accursed they were not here,
   And hold their manhoods cheap whiles any speaks
   That fought with us upon Saint Crispin's day.

                                   -- William Shakespeare
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                         Netiquette Guidelines

Status of This Memo

   This memo provides information for the Internet community.  This memo
   does not specify an Internet standard of any kind.  Distribution of
   this memo is unlimited.

Abstract

   This document provides a minimum set of guidelines for Network
   Etiquette (Netiquette) which organizations may take and adapt for
   their own use.  As such, it is deliberately written in a bulleted
   format to make adaptation easier and to make any particular item easy
   (or easier) to find.  It also functions as a minimum set of
   guidelines for individuals, both users and administrators.  This memo
   is the product of the Responsible Use of the Network (RUN) Working
   Group of the IETF.
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1.0  Introduction

   In the past, the population of people using the Internet had "grown
   up" with the Internet, were technically minded, and understood the
   nature of the transport and the protocols.  Today, the community of
   Internet users includes people who are new to the environment.  These
   "Newbies" are unfamiliar with the culture and don't need to know
   about transport and protocols. In order to bring these new users into
   the Internet culture quickly, this Guide offers a minimum set of
   behaviors which organizations and individuals may take and adapt for
   their own use.  Individuals should be aware that no matter who
   supplies their Internet access, be it an Internet Service Provider
   through a private account, or a student account at a University, or
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   an account through a corporation, that those organizations have
   regulations about ownership of mail and files, about what is proper
   to post or send, and how to present yourself.  Be sure to check with
   the local authority for specific guidelines.

   We've organized this material into three sections: One-to-one



   communication, which includes mail and talk; One-to-many
   communications, which includes mailing lists and NetNews; and
   Information Services, which includes ftp, WWW, Wais, Gopher, MUDs and
   MOOs.   Finally, we have a Selected Bibliography, which may be used
   for reference.

2.0  One-to-One Communication (electronic mail, talk)

   We define one-to-one communications as those in which a person is
   communicating with another person as if face-to-face: a dialog.  In
   general, rules of common courtesy for interaction with people should
   be in force for any situation and on the Internet it's doubly
   important where, for example, body language and tone of voice must be
   inferred. For more information on Netiquette for communicating via
   electronic mail and talk, check references [1,23,25,27] in the
   Selected Bibliography.

2.1 User Guidelines

2.1.1 For mail:

    - Unless you have your own Internet access through an Internet
      provider, be sure to check with your employer about ownership
      of electronic mail. Laws about the ownership of electronic mail
      vary from place to place.

    - Unless you are using an encryption device (hardware or software),
      you should assume that mail on the Internet is not secure.  Never
      put in a mail message anything you would not put on a postcard.

    - Respect the copyright on material that you reproduce.  Almost
      every country has copyright laws.

    - If you are forwarding or re-posting a message you've received, do
      not change the wording.  If the message was a personal message to
      you and you are re-posting to a group, you should ask permission
      first.  You may shorten the message and quote only relevant parts,
      but be sure you give proper attribution.

    - Never send chain letters via electronic mail.  Chain letters
      are forbidden on the Internet.  Your network privileges
      will be revoked.  Notify your local system administrator
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      if your ever receive one.

    - A good rule of thumb:  Be conservative in what you send and
      liberal in what you receive.  You should not send heated messages
      (we call these "flames") even if you are provoked.  On the other
      hand, you shouldn't be surprised if you get flamed and it's
      prudent not to respond to flames.

    - In general, it's a good idea to at least check all your mail
      subjects before responding to a message.  Sometimes a person who
      asks you for help (or clarification) will send another message
      which effectively says "Never Mind".  Also make sure that any



      message you respond to was directed to you.  You might be cc:ed
      rather than the primary recipient.

    - Make things easy for the recipient.  Many mailers strip header
      information which includes your return address.  In order to
      ensure that people know who you are, be sure to include a line
      or two at the end of your message with contact information.  You
      can create this file ahead of time and add it to the end of your
      messages.  (Some mailers do this automatically.)  In Internet
      parlance, this is known as a ".sig" or "signature" file.  Your
      .sig file takes the place of your business card.  (And you can
      have more than one to apply in different circumstances.)

    - Be careful when addressing mail.  There are addresses which
      may go to a group but the address looks like it is just one
      person.  Know to whom you are sending.

    - Watch cc's when replying.  Don't continue to include
      people if the messages have become a 2-way conversation.

    - In general, most people who use the Internet don't have time
      to answer general questions about the Internet and its workings.
      Don't send unsolicited mail asking for information to people
      whose names you might have seen in RFCs or on mailing lists.

    - Remember that people with whom you communicate are located across
      the globe.  If you send a message to which you want an immediate
      response, the person receiving it might be at home asleep when it
      arrives.  Give them a chance to wake up, come to work, and login
      before assuming the mail didn't arrive or that they don't care.

    - Verify all addresses before initiating long or personal discourse.
      It's also a good practice to include the word "Long" in the
      subject header so the recipient knows the message will take time
      to read and respond to. Over 100 lines is considered "long".
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    - Know whom to contact for help.  Usually you will have resources
      close at hand.  Check locally for people who can help you with
      software and system problems.  Also, know whom to go to if you
      receive anything questionable or illegal.  Most sites also
      have "Postmaster" aliased to a knowledgeable user, so you
      can send mail to this address to get help with mail.

    - Remember that the recipient is a human being whose culture,
      language, and humor have different points of reference from your
      own.  Remember that date formats, measurements, and idioms may
      not travel well.   Be especially careful with sarcasm.

    - Use mixed case.  UPPER CASE LOOKS AS IF YOU'RE SHOUTING.

    - Use symbols for emphasis.  That *is* what I meant.  Use
      underscores for underlining. _War and Peace_ is my favorite
      book.



    - Use smileys to indicate tone of voice, but use them sparingly.
      :-) is an example of a smiley (Look sideways).  Don't assume
      that the inclusion of a smiley will make the recipient happy
      with what you say or wipe out an otherwise insulting comment.

    - Wait overnight to send emotional responses to messages.  If you
      have really strong feelings about a subject, indicate it via
      FLAME ON/OFF enclosures.  For example:
      FLAME ON:  This type of argument is not worth the bandwidth
                 it takes to send it.  It's illogical and poorly
                 reasoned.  The rest of the world agrees with me.
      FLAME OFF

    - Do not include control characters or non-ASCII attachments in
      messages unless they are MIME attachments or unless your mailer
      encodes these.  If you send encoded messages make sure the
      recipient can decode them.

    - Be brief without being overly terse.  When replying to a message,
      include enough original material to be understood but no more. It
      is extremely bad form to simply reply to a message by including
      all the previous message: edit out all the irrelevant material.

    - Limit line length to fewer than 65 characters and end a line
      with a carriage return.

    - Mail should have a subject heading which reflects
      the content of the message.
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    - If you include a signature keep it short.  Rule of thumb
      is no longer than 4 lines.  Remember that many people pay for
      connectivity by the minute, and the longer your message is,
      the more they pay.

    - Just as mail (today) may not be private, mail (and news) are
      (today) subject to forgery and spoofing of various degrees of
      detectability. Apply common sense "reality checks" before
      assuming a message is valid.

    - If you think the importance of a message justifies it, immediately
      reply briefly to an e-mail message to let the sender know you got
      it, even if you will send a longer reply later.

    - "Reasonable" expectations for conduct via e-mail depend on your
      relationship to a person and the context of the communication.
      Norms learned in a particular e-mail environment may not apply in
      general to your e-mail communication with people across the
      Internet.  Be careful with slang or local acronyms.

    - The cost of delivering an e-mail message is, on the average, paid
      about equally by the sender and the recipient (or their
      organizations). This is unlike other media such as physical mail,
      telephone, TV, or radio.  Sending someone mail may also cost them



      in other specific ways like network bandwidth, disk space or CPU
      usage.  This is a fundamental economic reason why unsolicited
      e-mail advertising is unwelcome (and is forbidden in many contexts).

    - Know how large a message you are sending.  Including large files
      such as Postscript files or programs may make your message so
      large that it cannot be delivered or at least consumes excessive
      resources.  A good rule of thumb would be not to send a file
      larger than 50 Kilobytes.  Consider file transfer as an
      alternative, or cutting the file into smaller chunks and sending
      each as a separate message.

    - Don't send large amounts of unsolicited information to people.

    - If your mail system allows you to forward mail, beware the dreaded
      forwarding loop.  Be sure you haven't set up forwarding on several
      hosts so that a message sent to you gets into an endless loop from
      one computer to the next to the next.
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2.1.2 For talk:

   Talk is a set of protocols which allow two people to have an
   interactive dialogue via computer.

    - Use mixed case  and proper punctuation, as though you were typing
      a letter or sending mail.

    - Don't run off the end of a line and simply let the terminal wrap;
      use a Carriage Return (CR) at the end of the line.  Also, don't
      assume your screen size is the same as everyone else's.  A good
      rule of thumb is to write out no more than 70 characters, and no
      more than 12 lines (since you're using a split screen).

    - Leave some margin; don't write to the edge of the screen.

    - Use two CRs to indicate that you are done and the other person may
      start typing.  (blank line).

    - Always say goodbye, or some other farewell, and wait to see a
      farewell from the other person before killing the session.  This
      is especially important when you are communicating with someone
      a long way away.  Remember that your communication relies on both
      bandwidth (the size of the pipe) and latency (the speed of light).

    - Remember that talk is an interruption to the other person.  Only
      use as appropriate.  And never talk to strangers.

    - The reasons for not getting a reply are many.  Don't assume
      that everything is working correctly.  Not all versions of



      talk are compatible.

    - If left on its own, talk re-rings the recipient.  Let it ring
      one or two times, then kill it.

    - If a person doesn't respond you might try another tty.  Use finger
      to determine which are open.  If the person still doesn't respond,
      do not continue to send.

    - Talk shows your typing ability.  If you type slowly and make
      mistakes when typing it is often not worth the time of trying to
      correct, as the other person can usually see what you meant.

   - Be careful if you have more than one talk session going!
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2.2  Administrator Issues

    - Be sure you have established written guidelines for dealing
      with situations especially illegal, improper, or forged
      traffic.

    - Handle requests in a timely fashion - by the next business day.

    - Respond promptly to people who have concerns about receiving
      improper or illegal messages.   Requests concerning chain
      letters should be handled immediately.

    - Explain any system rules, such as disk quotas, to your users.
      Make sure they understand implications of requesting files by
      mail such as: Filling up disks; running up phone bills, delaying
      mail, etc.

    - Make sure you have "Postmaster" aliased.  Make sure you have
      "Root" aliased.  Make sure someone reads that mail.

    - Investigate complaints about your users with an open mind.
      Remember that addresses may be forged and spoofed.

3.0  One-to-Many Communication (Mailing Lists, NetNews)

   Any time you engage in One-to-Many communications, all the rules for
   mail should also apply.  After all, communicating with many people
   via one mail message or post is quite analogous to communicating with
   one person with the exception of possibly offending a great many more
   people than in one-to-one communication.  Therefore, it's quite
   important to know as much as you can about the audience of your
   message.

3.1 User Guidelines

3.1.1 General Guidelines for mailing lists and NetNews



    - Read both mailing lists and newsgroups for one to two months before
      you post anything.  This helps you to get an understanding of
      the culture of the group.

    - Do not blame the system administrator for the behavior of the
      system users.

    - Consider that a large audience will see your posts.
      That may include your present or your next boss.  Take
      care in what you write.  Remember too, that mailing lists and
      Newsgroups are frequently archived, and that your words may be
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      stored for a very long time in a place to which many people have
      access.

    - Assume that individuals speak for themselves, and what they
      say does not represent their organization (unless stated
      explicitly).

    - Remember that both mail and news take system resources.  Pay
      attention to any specific rules covering their uses your
      organization may have.

    - Messages and articles should be brief and to the point.  Don't
      wander off-topic, don't ramble and don't send mail or post
      messages solely to point out other people's errors in typing
      or spelling.  These, more than any other behavior, mark you
      as an immature beginner.

    - Subject lines should follow the conventions of the group.

    - Forgeries and spoofing are not approved behavior.

    - Advertising is welcomed on some lists and Newsgroups, and abhorred
      on others!  This is another example of knowing your audience
      before you post.  Unsolicited advertising which is completely
      off-topic will most certainly guarantee that you get a lot of
      hate mail.

    - If you are sending a reply to a message or a posting be sure you
      summarize the original at the top of the message, or include just
      enough text of the original to give a context.  This will make
      sure readers understand when they start to read your response.
      Since NetNews, especially, is proliferated by distributing the
      postings from one host to another, it is possible to see a
      response to a message before seeing the original.  Giving context
      helps everyone.  But do not include the entire original!

    - Again, be sure to have a signature which you attach to your
      message.  This will guarantee that any peculiarities of mailers or
      newsreaders which strip header information will not delete the
      only reference in the message of how people may reach you.

    - Be careful when you reply to messages or postings.  Frequently



      replies are sent back to the address which originated the post -
      which in many cases is the address of a list or group!  You may
      accidentally send a personal response to a great many people,
      embarrassing all involved.  It's best to type in the address
      instead of relying on "reply."
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    - Delivery receipts, non-delivery notices, and vacation programs
      are neither totally standardized nor totally reliable across the
      range of systems connected to Internet mail.  They are invasive
      when sent to mailing lists, and some people consider delivery
      receipts an invasion of privacy.  In short, do not use them.

     - If you find a personal message has gone to a list or group, send
       an apology to the person and to the group.

     - If you should find yourself in a disagreement with one person,
       make your responses to each other via mail rather than continue to
       send messages to the list or the group.  If you are debating a
       point on which the group might have some interest, you may
       summarize for them later.

    - Don't get involved in flame wars.  Neither post nor respond
      to incendiary material.

    - Avoid sending messages or posting articles which are no more than
      gratuitous replies to replies.

    - Be careful with monospacing fonts and diagrams.  These will
      display differently on different systems, and with different
      mailers on the same system.

    - There are Newsgroups and Mailing Lists which discuss topics
      of  wide varieties of interests.  These represent a diversity of
      lifestyles, religions, and cultures.  Posting articles or sending
      messages to a group whose point of view is offensive to you
      simply to tell them they are offensive is not acceptable.
      Sexually and racially harassing messages may also have legal
      implications.  There is software available to filter items
      you might find objectionable.

3.1.2  Mailing List Guidelines

   There are several ways to find information about what mailing lists
   exist on the Internet and how to join them.  Make sure you understand
   your organization's policy about joining these lists and posting to
   them.  In general it is always better to check local resources first
   before trying to find information via the Internet.  Nevertheless,
   there are a set of files posted periodically to news.answers which
   list the Internet mailing lists and how to subscribe to them.  This
   is an invaluable resource for finding lists on any topic.  See also
   references [9,13,15] in the Selected Bibliography.

    - Send subscribe and unsubscribe messages to the appropriate
      address.  Although some mailing list software is smart enough
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      to catch these, not all can ferret these out.  It is your
      responsibility to learn how the lists work, and to send the
      correct mail to the correct place.  Although many many mailing
      lists adhere to the convention of having a "-request" alias for
      sending subscribe and unsubscribe messages, not all do.  Be sure
      you know the conventions used by the lists to which you subscribe.

    - Save the subscription messages for any lists you join.  These
      usually tell you how to unsubscribe as well.

    - In general, it's not possible to retrieve messages once you have
      sent them.  Even your system administrator will not be able to get
      a message back once you have sent it.  This means you must make
      sure you really want the message to go as you have written it.

    - The auto-reply feature of many mailers is useful for in-house
      communication, but quite annoying when sent to entire mailing
      lists. Examine "Reply-To" addresses when replying to messages
      from lists.  Most auto-replys will go to all members of the
      list.

    - Don't send large files to mailing lists when Uniform
      Resource Locators (URLs) or pointers to ftp-able versions
      will do.  If you want to send it as multiple files, be
      sure to follow the culture of the group.  If you don't
      know what that is, ask.

    - Consider unsubscribing or setting a "nomail" option (when it's
      available) when you cannot check your mail for an extended
      period.

    - When sending a message to more than one mailing list, especially
      if the lists are closely related, apologize for cross-posting.

    - If you ask a question, be sure to post a summary.  When doing so,
      truly summarize rather than send a cumulation of the messages you
      receive.

    - Some mailing lists are private.  Do not send mail to these lists
      uninvited.  Do not report mail from these lists to a wider
      audience.

    - If you are caught in an argument, keep the discussion focused on
      issues rather than the personalities involved.
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3.1.3  NetNews Guidelines

   NetNews is a globally distributed system which allows people to
   communicate on topics of specific interest.  It is divided into
   hierarchies, with the major divisions being: sci - science related
   discussions; comp - computer related discussions; news - for
   discussions which center around NetNews itself; rec - recreational
   activities; soc - social issues; talk - long-winded never-ending
   discussions; biz - business related postings; and alt - the alternate
   hierarchy.  Alt is so named because creating an alt group does not go
   through the same process as creating a group in the other parts of
   the hierarchy.  There are also regional hierarchies, hierarchies
   which are widely distributed such as Bionet, and your place of
   business may have its own groups as well.  Recently, a "humanities"
   hierarchy was added, and as time goes on its likely more will be
   added.  For longer discussions on News see references [2,8,22,23] in
   the Selected Bibliography.

    - In NetNews parlance, "Posting" refers to posting a new article
      to a group, or responding to a post someone else has posted.
      "Cross-Posting" refers to posting a message to more than one
      group.  If you introduce Cross-Posting to a group, or if you
      direct "Followup-To:" in the header of your posting, warn
      readers!  Readers will usually assume that the message was
      posted to a specific group and that followups will go to
      that group.  Headers change this behavior.

    - Read all of a discussion in progress (we call this a thread)
      before posting replies.  Avoid posting "Me Too" messages,
      where content is limited to agreement with previous posts.
      Content of a follow-up post should exceed quoted content.

    - Send mail when an answer to a question is for one person only.
      Remember that News has global distribution and the whole world
      probably is NOT interested in a personal response.  However, don't
      hesitate to post when something will be of general interest to the
      Newsgroup participants.

    - Check the "Distribution" section of the header, but don't
      depend on it.  Due to the complex method by which News is
      delivered, Distribution headers are unreliable.  But, if you
      are posting something which will be of interest to a limited
      number or readers, use a distribution line that attempts to
      limit the distribution of your article to those people.  For
      example, set the Distribution to be "nj" if you are posting
      an article that will be of interest only to New Jersey readers.
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    - If you feel an article will be of interest to more than one
      Newsgroup, be sure to CROSSPOST the article rather than individually
      post it to those groups.  In general, probably only five-to-six
      groups will have similar enough interests to warrant this.



    - Consider using Reference sources (Computer Manuals, Newspapers,
      help files) before posting a question.  Asking a Newsgroup where
      answers are readily available elsewhere generates grumpy "RTFM"
      (read the fine manual - although a more vulgar meaning of the
      word beginning with "f" is usually implied) messages.

    - Although there are Newsgroups which welcome advertising,
      in general it is considered nothing less than criminal
      to advertise off-topic products.  Sending an advertisement
      to each and every group will pretty much guarantee your loss of
      connectivity.

    - If you discover an error in your post, cancel it as soon as
      possible.

    - DO NOT attempt to cancel any articles but your own.  Contact
      your administrator if you don't know how to cancel your post,
      or if some other post, such as a chain letter, needs canceling.

    - If you've posted something and don't see it immediately,
      don't assume it's failed and re-post it.

    - Some groups permit (and some welcome) posts which in other
      circumstances would be considered to be in questionable taste.
      Still, there is no guarantee that all people reading the group
      will appreciate the material as much as you do.  Use the Rotate
      utility (which rotates all the characters in your post by 13
      positions in the alphabet) to avoid giving offense.   The
      Rot13 utility for Unix is an example.

    - In groups which discuss movies or books it is considered essential
      to mark posts which disclose significant content as "Spoilers".
      Put this word in your Subject: line.  You may add blank lines to
      the beginning of your post to keep content out of sight, or you
      may Rotate it.

    - Forging of news articles is generally censured. You can protect
      yourself from forgeries by using software which generates a
      manipulation detection "fingerprint", such as PGP (in the US).

    - Postings via anonymous servers are accepted in some Newsgroups
      and disliked in others.  Material which is inappropriate when
      posted under one's own name is still inappropriate when posted
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      anonymously.

    - Expect a slight delay in seeing your post when posting to a
      moderated group.  The moderator may change your subject
      line to have your post conform to a particular thread.

    - Don't get involved in flame wars.  Neither post nor respond
      to incendiary material.

3.2    Administrator Guidelines



3.2.1 General Issues

    - Clarify any policies your site has regarding its subscription
      to NetNews groups and about subscribing to mailing lists.

    - Clarify any policies your site has about posting to NetNews
      groups or to mailing lists, including use of disclaimers in .sigs.

    - Clarify and publicize archive policy.  (How long are articles
      kept?)

    - Investigate accusations about your users promptly and with an
      open mind.

    - Be sure to monitor the health of your system.

    - Consider how long to archive system logs, and publicize your
      policy on logging.

3.2.2  Mailing Lists

    - Keep mailing lists up to date to avoid the "bouncing mail" problem.

    - Help list owners when problems arise.

    - Inform list owners of any maintenance windows or planned downtime.

    - Be sure to have "-request" aliases for list subscription and
      administration.

    - Make sure all mail gateways operate smoothly.

3.2.3. NetNews

    - Publicize the nature of the feed you receive.  If you do not get
      a full feed, people may want to know why not.
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    - Be aware that the multiplicity of News Reader clients may cause
      the News Server being blamed for problems in the clients.

    - Honor requests from users immediately if they request cancellation
      of their own posts or invalid posts, such as chain letters.

    - Have "Usenet", "Netnews" and "News" aliased and make sure someone
      reads the mail.

3.3 Moderator Guidelines

3.3.1 General Guidelines

    - Make sure your Frequestly Asked Questions (FAQ) is posted at
      regular intervals.  Include your guidelines for articles/messages.
      If you are not the FAQ maintainer, make sure they do so.



    - Make sure you maintain a good welcome message, which contains
      subscribe and unsubscribe information.

    - Newsgroups should have their charter/guidelines posted
      regularly.

    - Keep mailing lists and Newsgroups up to date. Post
      messages in a timely fashion.  Designate a substitute
      when you go on vacation or out of town.

4.0  Information Services (Gopher, Wais, WWW, ftp, telnet)

   In recent Internet history, the 'Net has exploded with new and varied
   Information services.  Gopher, Wais, World Wide Web (WWW), Multi-User
   Dimensions (MUDs) Multi-User Dimensions which are Object Oriented
   (MOOs) are a few of these new areas.  Although the ability to find
   information is exploding, "Caveat Emptor" remains constant.  For more
   information on these services, check references [14,28] in the
   Selected Bibliography.

4.1 User Guidelines

4.1.1. General guidelines

    - Remember that all these services belong to someone else.  The
      people who pay the bills get to make the rules governing usage.
      Information may be free - or it may not be!  Be sure you check.

    - If you have problems with any form of information service, start
      problem solving by checking locally:  Check file configurations,
      software setup, network connections, etc.  Do this before assuming
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      the problem is at the provider's end and/or is the provider's
      fault.

    - Although there are naming conventions for file-types used, don't
      depend on these file naming conventions to be enforced.  For
      example, a ".doc" file is not always a Word file.

    - Information services also use conventions, such as www.xyz.com.
      While it is useful to know these conventions, again, don't
      necessarily rely on them.

    - Know how file names work on your own system.

    - Be aware of conventions used for providing information during
      sessions.  FTP sites usually have files named README in a top
      level directory which have information about the files available.
      But, don't assume that these files are necessarily up-to-date
      and/or accurate.

    - Do NOT assume that ANY information you find is up-to-date and/or
      accurate.  Remember that new technologies allow just about anyone
      to be a publisher, but not all people have discovered the



      responsibilities which accompany publishing.

    - Remember that unless you are sure that security and authentication
      technology is in use, that any information you submit to a system
      is being transmitted over the Internet "in the clear", with no
      protection from "sniffers" or forgers.

    - Since the Internet spans the globe, remember that Information
      Services might reflect culture and life-style markedly different
      from your own community.  Materials you find offensive may
      originate in a geography which finds them acceptable.  Keep an open
      mind.

    - When wanting information from a popular server, be sure to use
      a mirror server that's close if a list is provided.

    - Do not use someone else's FTP site to deposit materials you
      wish other people to pick up.  This is called "dumping" and
      is not generally acceptable behavior.

    - When you have trouble with a site and ask for help, be sure to
      provide as much information as possible in order to help
      debug the problem.
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    - When bringing up your own information service, such as a homepage,
      be sure to check with your local system administrator to find what
      the local guidelines are in affect.

    - Consider spreading out the system load on popular sites by
      avoiding "rush hour" and logging in during off-peak times.

4.1.2 Real Time Interactive Services Guidelines (MUDs MOOs IRC)

    - As in other environments, it is wise to "listen" first to
      get to know the culture of the group.

    - It's not necessary to greet everyone on a channel or room
      personally.  Usually one "Hello" or the equivalent is enough.
      Using the automation features of your client to greet people is
      not acceptable behavior.

    - Warn the participants if you intend to ship large quantities
      of information.  If all consent to receiving it, you may send,
      but sending unwanted information without a warning is considered
      bad form just as it is in mail.

    - Don't assume that people who you don't know will want to talk to
      you.  If you feel compelled to send private messages to people you
      don't know, then be willing to accept gracefully the fact that they
      might be busy or simply not want to chat with you.

    - Respect the guidelines of the group.  Look for introductory



      materials for the group.  These may be on a related ftp site.

    - Don't badger other users for personal information such as sex, age,
      or location.  After you have built an acquaintance with another user,
      these questions may be more appropriate, but many people
      hesitate to give this information to people with whom they are
      not familiar.

    - If a user is using a nickname alias or pseudonym, respect that
      user's desire for anonymity.  Even if you and that person are
      close friends, it is more courteous to use his nickname.  Do
      not use that person's real name online without permission.
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4.2 Administrator Guidelines

4.2.1 General Guidelines

    - Make clear what's available for copying and what is not.

    - Describe what's available on your site, and your organization.
      Be sure any general policies are clear.

    - Keep information, especially READMEs, up-to-date.  Provide READMEs
      in plain ascii text.

    - Present a list of mirrors of your site if you know them.  Make
      sure you include a statement of copyright applicable to your
      mirrors.  List their update schedule if possible.

    - Make sure that popular (and massive) information has the bandwidth
      to support it.

    - Use conventions for file extensions  - .txt for ascii text; .html
      or .htm for HTML; .ps for Postscript; .pdf for Portable Document
      Format; .sgml or .sgm for SGML; .exe for non-Unix executables, etc.

    - For files being transferred, try to make filenames unique in the
      first eight characters.

    - When providing information, make sure your site has something
      unique to offer.  Avoid bringing up an information service which
      simply points to other services on the Internet.

    - Don't point to other sites without asking first.

    - Remember that setting up an information service is more than just
      design and implementation.  It's also maintenance.



    - Make sure your posted materials are appropriate for the supporting
      organization.

    - Test applications with a variety of tools.  Don't assume everything
      works if you've tested with only one client.  Also, assume the low
      end of technology for clients and don't create applications which
      can only be used by Graphical User Interfaces.

    - Have a consistent view of your information.  Make sure the look
      and feel stays the same throughout your applications.
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    - Be sensitive to the longevity of your information.  Be sure to
      date time-sensitive materials, and be vigilant about keeping
      this information well maintained.

    - Export restrictions vary from country to country.  Be sure you
      understand the implications of export restrictions when you post.

    - Tell users what you plan to do with any information you collect,
      such as WWW feedback.  You need to warn people if you plan to
      publish any of their statements, even passively by just making it
      available to other users.

    - Make sure your policy on user information services, such as
      homepages, is well known.
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6.0 Security Considerations

   Security issues are not discussed in this memo.
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 A Means for Expressing Location Information in the Domain Name System

Status of this Memo

   This memo defines an Experimental Protocol for the Internet
   community.  This memo does not specify an Internet standard of any
   kind.  Discussion and suggestions for improvement are requested.
   Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

1. Abstract

   This memo defines a new DNS RR type for experimental purposes.  This
   RFC describes a mechanism to allow the DNS to carry location
   information about hosts, networks, and subnets.  Such information for
   a small subset of hosts is currently contained in the flat-file UUCP
   maps.  However, just as the DNS replaced the use of HOSTS.TXT to
   carry host and network address information, it is possible to replace
   the UUCP maps as carriers of location information.

   This RFC defines the format of a new Resource Record (RR) for the
   Domain Name System (DNS), and reserves a corresponding DNS type
   mnemonic (LOC) and numerical code (29).

   This RFC assumes that the reader is familiar with the DNS [RFC 1034,
   RFC 1035].  The data shown in our examples is for pedagogical use and
   does not necessarily reflect the real Internet.
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2. RDATA Format

       MSB                                           LSB
       +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+



      0|        VERSION        |         SIZE          |
       +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
      2|       HORIZ PRE       |       VERT PRE        |
       +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
      4|                   LATITUDE                    |
       +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
      6|                   LATITUDE                    |
       +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
      8|                   LONGITUDE                   |
       +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
     10|                   LONGITUDE                   |
       +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
     12|                   ALTITUDE                    |
       +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
     14|                   ALTITUDE                    |
       +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
   (octet)

where:

VERSION      Version number of the representation.  This must be zero.
             Implementations are required to check this field and make
             no assumptions about the format of unrecognized versions.

SIZE         The diameter of a sphere enclosing the described entity, in
             centimeters, expressed as a pair of four-bit unsigned
             integers, each ranging from zero to nine, with the most
             significant four bits representing the base and the second
             number representing the power of ten by which to multiply
             the base.  This allows sizes from 0e0 (<1cm) to 9e9
             (90,000km) to be expressed.  This representation was chosen
             such that the hexadecimal representation can be read by
             eye; 0x15 = 1e5.  Four-bit values greater than 9 are
             undefined, as are values with a base of zero and a non-zero
             exponent.

             Since 20000000m (represented by the value 0x29) is greater
             than the equatorial diameter of the WGS 84 ellipsoid
             (12756274m), it is therefore suitable for use as a
             "worldwide" size.

HORIZ PRE    The horizontal precision of the data, in centimeters,
             expressed using the same representation as SIZE.  This is
             the diameter of the horizontal "circle of error", rather
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             than a "plus or minus" value.  (This was chosen to match
             the interpretation of SIZE; to get a "plus or minus" value,
             divide by 2.)

VERT PRE     The vertical precision of the data, in centimeters,
             expressed using the sane representation as for SIZE.  This
             is the total potential vertical error, rather than a "plus
             or minus" value.  (This was chosen to match the
             interpretation of SIZE; to get a "plus or minus" value,
             divide by 2.)  Note that if altitude above or below sea



             level is used as an approximation for altitude relative to
             the [WGS 84] ellipsoid, the precision value should be
             adjusted.

LATITUDE     The latitude of the center of the sphere described by the
             SIZE field, expressed as a 32-bit integer, most significant
             octet first (network standard byte order), in thousandths
             of a second of arc.  2^31 represents the equator; numbers
             above that are north latitude.

LONGITUDE    The longitude of the center of the sphere described by the
             SIZE field, expressed as a 32-bit integer, most significant
             octet first (network standard byte order), in thousandths
             of a second of arc, rounded away from the prime meridian.
             2^31 represents the prime meridian; numbers above that are
             east longitude.

ALTITUDE     The altitude of the center of the sphere described by the
             SIZE field, expressed as a 32-bit integer, most significant
             octet first (network standard byte order), in centimeters,
             from a base of 100,000m below the [WGS 84] reference
             spheroid used by GPS (semimajor axis a=6378137.0,
             reciprocal flattening rf=298.257223563).  Altitude above
             (or below) sea level may be used as an approximation of
             altitude relative to the the [WGS 84] spheroid, though due
             to the Earth's surface not being a perfect spheroid, there
             will be differences.  (For example, the geoid (which sea
             level approximates) for the continental US ranges from 10
             meters to 50 meters below the [WGS 84] spheroid.
             Adjustments to ALTITUDE and/or VERT PRE will be necessary
             in most cases.  The Defense Mapping Agency publishes geoid
             height values relative to the [WGS 84] ellipsoid.
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3. Master File Format

   The LOC record is expressed in a master file in the following format:

   <owner> <TTL> <class> LOC ( d1 [m1 [s1]] {"N"|"S"} d2 [m2 [s2]]
                               {"E"|"W"} alt["m"] [siz["m"] [hp["m"]
                               [vp["m"]]]] )

   (The parentheses are used for multi-line data as specified in [RFC
   1035] section 5.1.)

   where:

       d1:     [0 .. 90]            (degrees latitude)
       d2:     [0 .. 180]           (degrees longitude)
       m1, m2: [0 .. 59]            (minutes latitude/longitude)



       s1, s2: [0 .. 59.999]        (seconds latitude/longitude)
       alt:    [-100000.00 .. 42849672.95] BY .01 (altitude in meters)
       siz, hp, vp: [0 .. 90000000.00] (size/precision in meters)

   If omitted, minutes and seconds default to zero, size defaults to 1m,
   horizontal precision defaults to 10000m, and vertical precision
   defaults to 10m.  These defaults are chosen to represent typical
   ZIP/postal code area sizes, since it is often easy to find
   approximate geographical location by ZIP/postal code.

4. Example Data

;;;
;;; note that these data would not all appear in one zone file
;;;

;; network LOC RR derived from ZIP data.  note use of precision defaults
cambridge-net.kei.com.        LOC   42 21 54 N 71 06 18 W -24m 30m

;; higher-precision host LOC RR.  note use of vertical precision default
loiosh.kei.com.               LOC   42 21 43.952 N 71 5 6.344 W
                                    -24m 1m 200m

pipex.net.                    LOC   52 14 05 N 00 08 50 E 10m

curtin.edu.au.                LOC   32 7 19 S 116 2 25 E 10m

rwy04L.logan-airport.boston.  LOC   42 21 28.764 N 71 00 51.617 W
                                    -44m 2000m
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5. Application use of the LOC RR

5.1 Suggested Uses

   Some uses for the LOC RR have already been suggested, including the
   USENET backbone flow maps, a "visual traceroute" application showing
   the geographical path of an IP packet, and network management
   applications that could use LOC RRs to generate a map of hosts and
   routers being managed.

5.2 Search Algorithms

   This section specifies how to use the DNS to translate domain names
   and/or IP addresses into location information.

   If an application wishes to have a "fallback" behavior, displaying a
   less precise or larger area when a host does not have an associated
   LOC RR, it MAY support use of the algorithm in section 5.2.3, as
   noted in sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2.  If fallback is desired, this
   behaviour is the RECOMMENDED default, but in some cases it may need
   to be modified based on the specific requirements of the application
   involved.



   This search algorithm is designed to allow network administrators to
   specify the location of a network or subnet without requiring LOC RR
   data for each individual host.  For example, a computer lab with 24
   workstations, all of which are on the same subnet and in basically
   the same location, would only need a LOC RR for the subnet.
   (However, if the file server's location has been more precisely
   measured, a separate LOC RR for it can be placed in the DNS.)

5.2.1 Searching by Name

   If the application is beginning with a name, rather than an IP
   address (as the USENET backbone flow maps do), it MUST check for a
   LOC RR associated with that name.  (CNAME records should be followed
   as for any other RR type.)

   If there is no LOC RR for that name, all A records (if any)
   associated with the name MAY be checked for network (or subnet) LOC
   RRs using the "Searching by Network or Subnet" algorithm (5.2.3).  If
   multiple A records exist and have associated network or subnet LOC
   RRs, the application may choose to use any, some, or all of the LOC
   RRs found, possibly in combination.  It is suggested that multi-homed
   hosts have LOC RRs for their name in the DNS to avoid any ambiguity
   in these cases.
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   Note that domain names that do not have associated A records must
   have a LOC RR associated with their name in order for location
   information to be accessible.

5.2.2 Searching by Address

   If the application is beginning with an IP address (as a "visual
   traceroute" application might be) it MUST first map the address to a
   name using the IN-ADDR.ARPA namespace (see [RFC 1034], section
   5.2.1), then check for a LOC RR associated with that name.

   If there is no LOC RR for the name, the address MAY be checked for
   network (or subnet) LOC RRs using the "Searching by Network or
   Subnet" algorithm (5.2.3).

5.2.3 Searching by Network or Subnet

   Even if a host's name does not have any associated LOC RRs, the
   network(s) or subnet(s) it is on may.  If the application wishes to
   search for such less specific data, the following algorithm SHOULD be
   followed to find a network or subnet LOC RR associated with the IP
   address.  This algorithm is adapted slightly from that specified in
   [RFC 1101], sections 4.3 and 4.4.

   Since subnet LOC RRs are (if present) more specific than network LOC
   RRs, it is best to use them if available.  In order to do so, we
   build a stack of network and subnet names found while performing the
   [RFC 1101] search, then work our way down the stack until a LOC RR is



   found.

   1. create a host-zero address using the network portion of the IP
      address (one, two, or three bytes for class A, B, or C networks,
      respectively).  For example, for the host 128.9.2.17, on the class
      B network 128.9, this would result in the address "128.9.0.0".

   2. Reverse the octets, suffix IN-ADDR.ARPA, and query for PTR and A
      records.  Retrieve:

               0.0.9.128.IN-ADDR.ARPA.  PTR    isi-net.isi.edu.
                                        A      255.255.255.0

      Push the name "isi-net.isi.edu" onto the stack of names to be
      searched for LOC RRs later.
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   3. Since an A RR was found, repeat using mask from RR
      (255.255.255.0), constructing a query for 0.2.9.128.IN-ADDR.ARPA.
      Retrieve:

               0.2.9.128.IN-ADDR.ARPA.  PTR    div2-subnet.isi.edu.
                                        A      255.255.255.240

      Push the name "div2-subnet.isi.edu" onto the stack of names to be
      searched for LOC RRs later.

   4. Since another A RR was found, repeat using mask 255.255.255.240
      (x'FFFFFFF0'), constructing a query for 16.2.9.128.IN-ADDR.ARPA.
      Retrieve:

               16.2.9.128.IN-ADDR.ARPA. PTR    inc-subsubnet.isi.edu.

      Push the name "inc-subsubnet.isi.edu" onto the stack of names to
      be searched for LOC RRs later.

   5. Since no A RR is present at 16.2.9.128.IN-ADDR.ARPA., there are no
      more subnet levels to search.  We now pop the top name from the
      stack and check for an associated LOC RR.  Repeat until a LOC RR
      is found.

      In this case, assume that inc-subsubnet.isi.edu does not have an
      associated LOC RR, but that div2-subnet.isi.edu does.  We will
      then use div2-subnet.isi.edu's LOC RR as an approximation of this
      host's location.  (Note that even if isi-net.isi.edu has a LOC RR,
      it will not be used if a subnet also has a LOC RR.)

5.3 Applicability to non-IN Classes and non-IP Addresses

   The LOC record is defined for all RR classes, and may be used with
   non-IN classes such as HS and CH.  The semantics of such use are not



   defined by this memo.

   The search algorithm in section 5.2.3 may be adapted to other
   addressing schemes by extending [RFC 1101]'s encoding of network
   names to cover those schemes.  Such extensions are not defined by
   this memo.
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7. Security Considerations

   High-precision LOC RR information could be used to plan a penetration
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Appendix A: Sample Conversion Routines

/*
 * routines to convert between on-the-wire RR format and zone file
 * format.  Does not contain conversion to/from decimal degrees;
 * divide or multiply by 60*60*1000 for that.
 */

static unsigned int poweroften[10] = {1, 10, 100, 1000, 10000, 100000,
                                 1000000,10000000,100000000,1000000000};

/* takes an XeY precision/size value, returns a string representation.*/
static const char *
precsize_ntoa(prec)
        u_int8_t prec;
{
        static char retbuf[sizeof("90000000.00")];
        unsigned long val;
        int mantissa, exponent;

        mantissa = (int)((prec >> 4) & 0x0f) % 10;
        exponent = (int)((prec >> 0) & 0x0f) % 10;

        val = mantissa * poweroften[exponent];

        (void) sprintf(retbuf,"%d.%.2d", val/100, val%100);
        return (retbuf);
}

/* converts ascii size/precision X * 10**Y(cm) to 0xXY. moves pointer.*/
static u_int8_t
precsize_aton(strptr)
        char **strptr;
{
        unsigned int mval = 0, cmval = 0;
        u_int8_t retval = 0;
        register char *cp;
        register int exponent;
        register int mantissa;

        cp = *strptr;

        while (isdigit(*cp))
                mval = mval * 10 + (*cp++ - '0');

        if (*cp == '.') {               /* centimeters */
                cp++;
                if (isdigit(*cp)) {
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                        cmval = (*cp++ - '0') * 10;
                        if (isdigit(*cp)) {
                                cmval += (*cp++ - '0');
                        }
                }
        }
        cmval = (mval * 100) + cmval;

        for (exponent = 0; exponent < 9; exponent++)
                if (cmval < poweroften[exponent+1])
                        break;

        mantissa = cmval / poweroften[exponent];
        if (mantissa > 9)
                mantissa = 9;

        retval = (mantissa << 4) | exponent;

        *strptr = cp;

        return (retval);
}

/* converts ascii lat/lon to unsigned encoded 32-bit number.
 *  moves pointer. */
static u_int32_t
latlon2ul(latlonstrptr,which)
        char **latlonstrptr;
        int *which;
{
        register char *cp;
        u_int32_t retval;
        int deg = 0, min = 0, secs = 0, secsfrac = 0;

        cp = *latlonstrptr;

        while (isdigit(*cp))
                deg = deg * 10 + (*cp++ - '0');

        while (isspace(*cp))
                cp++;

        if (!(isdigit(*cp)))
                goto fndhemi;

        while (isdigit(*cp))
                min = min * 10 + (*cp++ - '0');
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        while (isspace(*cp))
                cp++;



        if (!(isdigit(*cp)))
                goto fndhemi;

        while (isdigit(*cp))
                secs = secs * 10 + (*cp++ - '0');

        if (*cp == '.') {               /* decimal seconds */
                cp++;
                if (isdigit(*cp)) {
                        secsfrac = (*cp++ - '0') * 100;
                        if (isdigit(*cp)) {
                                secsfrac += (*cp++ - '0') * 10;
                                if (isdigit(*cp)) {
                                        secsfrac += (*cp++ - '0');
                                }
                        }
                }
        }

        while (!isspace(*cp))   /* if any trailing garbage */
                cp++;

        while (isspace(*cp))
                cp++;

 fndhemi:
        switch (*cp) {
        case 'N': case 'n':
        case 'E': case 'e':
                retval = ((unsigned)1<<31)
                        + (((((deg * 60) + min) * 60) + secs) * 1000)
                        + secsfrac;
                break;
        case 'S': case 's':
        case 'W': case 'w':
                retval = ((unsigned)1<<31)
                        - (((((deg * 60) + min) * 60) + secs) * 1000)
                        - secsfrac;
                break;
        default:
                retval = 0;     /* invalid value -- indicates error */
                break;
        }

        switch (*cp) {
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        case 'N': case 'n':
        case 'S': case 's':
                *which = 1;     /* latitude */
                break;
        case 'E': case 'e':
        case 'W': case 'w':
                *which = 2;     /* longitude */
                break;



        default:
                *which = 0;     /* error */
                break;
        }

        cp++;                   /* skip the hemisphere */

        while (!isspace(*cp))   /* if any trailing garbage */
                cp++;

        while (isspace(*cp))    /* move to next field */
                cp++;

        *latlonstrptr = cp;

        return (retval);
}

/* converts a zone file representation in a string to an RDATA
 * on-the-wire representation. */
u_int32_t
loc_aton(ascii, binary)
        const char *ascii;
        u_char *binary;
{
        const char *cp, *maxcp;
        u_char *bcp;

        u_int32_t latit = 0, longit = 0, alt = 0;
        u_int32_t lltemp1 = 0, lltemp2 = 0;
        int altmeters = 0, altfrac = 0, altsign = 1;
        u_int8_t hp = 0x16;    /* default = 1e6 cm = 10000.00m = 10km */
        u_int8_t vp = 0x13;    /* default = 1e3 cm = 10.00m */
        u_int8_t siz = 0x12;   /* default = 1e2 cm = 1.00m */
        int which1 = 0, which2 = 0;

        cp = ascii;
        maxcp = cp + strlen(ascii);

        lltemp1 = latlon2ul(&cp, &which1);
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        lltemp2 = latlon2ul(&cp, &which2);

        switch (which1 + which2) {
        case 3:                 /* 1 + 2, the only valid combination */
                if ((which1 == 1) && (which2 == 2)) { /* normal case */
                        latit = lltemp1;
                        longit = lltemp2;
                } else if ((which1 == 2) && (which2 == 1)) {/*reversed*/
                        longit = lltemp1;
                        latit = lltemp2;
                } else {        /* some kind of brokenness */
                        return 0;
                }
                break;



        default:                /* we didn't get one of each */
                return 0;
        }

        /* altitude */
        if (*cp == '-') {
                altsign = -1;
                cp++;
        }

        if (*cp == '+')
                cp++;

        while (isdigit(*cp))
                altmeters = altmeters * 10 + (*cp++ - '0');

        if (*cp == '.') {               /* decimal meters */
                cp++;
                if (isdigit(*cp)) {
                        altfrac = (*cp++ - '0') * 10;
                        if (isdigit(*cp)) {
                                altfrac += (*cp++ - '0');
                        }
                }
        }

        alt = (10000000 + (altsign * (altmeters * 100 + altfrac)));

        while (!isspace(*cp) && (cp < maxcp))
                                           /* if trailing garbage or m */
                cp++;

        while (isspace(*cp) && (cp < maxcp))
                cp++;
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        if (cp >= maxcp)
                goto defaults;

        siz = precsize_aton(&cp);

        while (!isspace(*cp) && (cp < maxcp))/*if trailing garbage or m*/
                cp++;

        while (isspace(*cp) && (cp < maxcp))
                cp++;

        if (cp >= maxcp)
                goto defaults;

        hp = precsize_aton(&cp);

        while (!isspace(*cp) && (cp < maxcp))/*if trailing garbage or m*/
                cp++;

        while (isspace(*cp) && (cp < maxcp))



                cp++;

        if (cp >= maxcp)
                goto defaults;

        vp = precsize_aton(&cp);

 defaults:

        bcp = binary;
        *bcp++ = (u_int8_t) 0;  /* version byte */
        *bcp++ = siz;
        *bcp++ = hp;
        *bcp++ = vp;
        PUTLONG(latit,bcp);
        PUTLONG(longit,bcp);
        PUTLONG(alt,bcp);

        return (16);            /* size of RR in octets */
}

/* takes an on-the-wire LOC RR and prints it in zone file
 * (human readable) format. */
char *
loc_ntoa(binary,ascii)
        const u_char *binary;
        char *ascii;
{
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        static char tmpbuf[255*3];

        register char *cp;
        register const u_char *rcp;

        int latdeg, latmin, latsec, latsecfrac;
        int longdeg, longmin, longsec, longsecfrac;
        char northsouth, eastwest;
        int altmeters, altfrac, altsign;

        const int referencealt = 100000 * 100;

        int32_t latval, longval, altval;
        u_int32_t templ;
        u_int8_t sizeval, hpval, vpval, versionval;

        char *sizestr, *hpstr, *vpstr;

        rcp = binary;
        if (ascii)
                cp = ascii;
        else {
                cp = tmpbuf;
        }

        versionval = *rcp++;



        if (versionval) {
                sprintf(cp,"; error: unknown LOC RR version");
                return (cp);
        }

        sizeval = *rcp++;

        hpval = *rcp++;
        vpval = *rcp++;

        GETLONG(templ,rcp);
        latval = (templ - ((unsigned)1<<31));

        GETLONG(templ,rcp);
        longval = (templ - ((unsigned)1<<31));

        GETLONG(templ,rcp);
        if (templ < referencealt) { /* below WGS 84 spheroid */
                altval = referencealt - templ;
                altsign = -1;
        } else {
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                altval = templ - referencealt;
                altsign = 1;
        }

        if (latval < 0) {
                northsouth = 'S';
                latval = -latval;
        }
        else
                northsouth = 'N';

        latsecfrac = latval % 1000;
        latval = latval / 1000;
        latsec = latval % 60;
        latval = latval / 60;
        latmin = latval % 60;
        latval = latval / 60;
        latdeg = latval;

        if (longval < 0) {
                eastwest = 'W';
                longval = -longval;
        }
        else
                eastwest = 'E';

        longsecfrac = longval % 1000;
        longval = longval / 1000;
        longsec = longval % 60;
        longval = longval / 60;
        longmin = longval % 60;
        longval = longval / 60;



        longdeg = longval;

        altfrac = altval % 100;
        altmeters = (altval / 100) * altsign;

        sizestr = savestr(precsize_ntoa(sizeval));
        hpstr = savestr(precsize_ntoa(hpval));
        vpstr = savestr(precsize_ntoa(vpval));

        sprintf(cp,
                "%d %.2d %.2d.%.3d %c %d %.2d %.2d.%.3d %c %d.%.2dm
                %sm %sm %sm",
                latdeg, latmin, latsec, latsecfrac, northsouth,
                longdeg, longmin, longsec, longsecfrac, eastwest,
                altmeters, altfrac, sizestr, hpstr, vpstr);
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        free(sizestr);
        free(hpstr);
        free(vpstr);

        return (cp);
}
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                Address Allocation for Private Internets

Status of this Memo

   This document specifies an Internet Best Current Practices for the
   Internet Community, and requests discussion and suggestions for
   improvements.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

1. Introduction

   For the purposes of this document, an enterprise is an entity
   autonomously operating a network using TCP/IP and in particular
   determining the addressing plan and address assignments within that
   network.

   This document describes address allocation for private internets. The
   allocation permits full network layer connectivity among all hosts
   inside an enterprise as well as among all public hosts of different
   enterprises. The cost of using private internet address space is the
   potentially costly effort to renumber hosts and networks between
   public and private.

2. Motivation

   With the proliferation of TCP/IP technology worldwide, including
   outside the Internet itself, an increasing number of non-connected
   enterprises use this technology and its addressing capabilities for



   sole intra-enterprise communications, without any intention to ever
   directly connect to other enterprises or the Internet itself.

   The Internet has grown beyond anyone's expectations. Sustained
   exponential growth continues to introduce new challenges.  One
   challenge is a concern within the community that globally unique
   address space will be exhausted. A separate and far more pressing
   concern is that the amount of routing overhead will grow beyond the
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   capabilities of Internet Service Providers. Efforts are in progress
   within the community to find long term solutions to both of these
   problems. Meanwhile it is necessary to revisit address allocation
   procedures, and their impact on the Internet routing system.

   To contain growth of routing overhead, an Internet Provider obtains a
   block of address space from an address registry, and then assigns to
   its customers addresses from within that block based on each customer
   requirement. The result of this process is that routes to many
   customers will be aggregated together, and will appear to other
   providers as a single route [RFC1518], [RFC1519].  In order for route
   aggregation to be effective, Internet providers encourage customers
   joining their network to use the provider's block, and thus renumber
   their computers. Such encouragement may become a requirement in the
   future.

   With the current size of the Internet and its growth rate it is no
   longer realistic to assume that by virtue of acquiring globally
   unique IP addresses out of an Internet registry an organization that
   acquires such addresses would have Internet-wide IP connectivity once
   the organization gets connected to the Internet. To the contrary, it
   is quite likely that when the organization would connect to the
   Internet to achieve Internet-wide IP connectivity the organization
   would need to change IP addresses (renumber) all of its public hosts
   (hosts that require Internet-wide IP connectivity), regardless of
   whether the addresses used by the organization initially were
   globally unique or not.

   It has been typical to assign globally unique addresses to all hosts
   that use TCP/IP. In order to extend the life of the IPv4 address
   space, address registries are requiring more justification than ever
   before, making it harder for organizations to acquire additional
   address space [RFC1466].

   Hosts within enterprises that use IP can be partitioned into three
   categories:

      Category 1: hosts that do not require access to hosts in other
                  enterprises or the Internet at large; hosts within
                  this category may use IP addresses that are
                  unambiguous within an enterprise, but may be
                  ambiguous between enterprises.

      Category 2: hosts that need access to a limited set of outside
                  services (e.g., E-mail, FTP, netnews, remote login)
                  which can be handled by mediating gateways (e.g.,



                  application layer gateways). For many hosts in this
                  category an unrestricted external access (provided
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                  via IP connectivity) may be unnecessary and even
                  undesirable for privacy/security reasons. Just like
                  hosts within the first category, such hosts may use
                  IP addresses that are unambiguous within an
                  enterprise, but may be ambiguous between
                  enterprises.

      Category 3: hosts that need network layer access outside the
                  enterprise (provided via IP connectivity); hosts in
                  the last category require IP addresses that are
                  globally unambiguous.

   We will refer to the hosts in the first and second categories as
   "private".  We will refer to the hosts in the third category as
   "public".

   Many applications require connectivity only within one enterprise and
   do not need external (outside the enterprise) connectivity for the
   majority of internal hosts. In larger enterprises it is often easy to
   identify a substantial number of hosts using TCP/IP that do not need
   network layer connectivity outside the enterprise.

   Some examples, where external connectivity might not be required,
   are:

         - A large airport which has its arrival/departure displays
           individually addressable via TCP/IP. It is very unlikely
           that these displays need to be directly accessible from
           other networks.

         - Large organizations like banks and retail chains are
           switching to TCP/IP for their internal communication. Large
           numbers of local workstations like cash registers, money
           machines, and equipment at clerical positions rarely need
           to have such connectivity.

         - For security reasons, many enterprises use application
           layer gateways to connect their internal network to the
           Internet.  The internal network usually does not have
           direct access to the Internet, thus only one or more
           gateways are visible from the Internet. In this case, the
           internal network can use non-unique IP network numbers.

         - Interfaces of routers on an internal network usually do not
           need to be directly accessible from outside the enterprise.
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3. Private Address Space

   The Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) has reserved the
   following three blocks of the IP address space for private internets:

     10.0.0.0        -   10.255.255.255  (10/8 prefix)
     172.16.0.0      -   172.31.255.255  (172.16/12 prefix)
     192.168.0.0     -   192.168.255.255 (192.168/16 prefix)

   We will refer to the first block as "24-bit block", the second as
   "20-bit block", and to the third as "16-bit" block. Note that (in
   pre-CIDR notation) the first block is nothing but a single class A
   network number, while the second block is a set of 16 contiguous
   class B network numbers, and third block is a set of 256 contiguous
   class C network numbers.

   An enterprise that decides to use IP addresses out of the address
   space defined in this document can do so without any coordination
   with IANA or an Internet registry. The address space can thus be used
   by many enterprises. Addresses within this private address space will
   only be unique within the enterprise, or the set of enterprises which
   choose to cooperate over this space so they may communicate with each
   other in their own private internet.

   As before, any enterprise that needs globally unique address space is
   required to obtain such addresses from an Internet registry. An
   enterprise that requests IP addresses for its external connectivity
   will never be assigned addresses from the blocks defined above.

   In order to use private address space, an enterprise needs to
   determine which hosts do not need to have network layer connectivity
   outside the enterprise in the foreseeable future and thus could be
   classified as private. Such hosts will use the private address space
   defined above.  Private hosts can communicate with all other hosts
   inside the enterprise, both public and private. However, they cannot
   have IP connectivity to any host outside of the enterprise. While not
   having external (outside of the enterprise) IP connectivity private
   hosts can still have access to external services via mediating
   gateways (e.g., application layer gateways).

   All other hosts will be public and will use globally unique address
   space assigned by an Internet Registry. Public hosts can communicate
   with other hosts inside the enterprise both public and private and
   can have IP connectivity to public hosts outside the enterprise.
   Public hosts do not have connectivity to private hosts of other
   enterprises.
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   Moving a host from private to public or vice versa involves a change
   of IP address, changes to the appropriate DNS entries, and changes to



   configuration files on other hosts that reference the host by IP
   address.

   Because private addresses have no global meaning, routing information
   about private networks shall not be propagated on inter-enterprise
   links, and packets with private source or destination addresses
   should not be forwarded across such links. Routers in networks not
   using private address space, especially those of Internet service
   providers, are expected to be configured to reject (filter out)
   routing information about private networks. If such a router receives
   such information the rejection shall not be treated as a routing
   protocol error.

   Indirect references to such addresses should be contained within the
   enterprise. Prominent examples of such references are DNS Resource
   Records and other information referring to internal private
   addresses. In particular, Internet service providers should take
   measures to prevent such leakage.

4. Advantages and Disadvantages of Using Private Address Space

   The obvious advantage of using private address space for the Internet
   at large is to conserve the globally unique address space by not
   using it where global uniqueness is not required.

   Enterprises themselves also enjoy a number of benefits from their
   usage of private address space: They gain a lot of flexibility in
   network design by having more address space at their disposal than
   they could obtain from the globally unique pool. This enables
   operationally and administratively convenient addressing schemes as
   well as easier growth paths.

   For a variety of reasons the Internet has already encountered
   situations where an enterprise that has not been connected to the
   Internet had used IP address space for its hosts without getting this
   space assigned from the IANA. In some cases this address space had
   been already assigned to other enterprises. If such an enterprise
   would later connects to the Internet, this could potentially create
   very serious problems, as IP routing cannot provide correct
   operations in presence of ambiguous addressing. Although in principle
   Internet Service Providers should guard against such mistakes through
   the use of route filters, this does not always happen in practice.
   Using private address space provides a safe choice for such
   enterprises, avoiding clashes once outside connectivity is needed.
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   A major drawback to the use of private address space is that it may
   actually reduce an enterprise's flexibility to access the Internet.
   Once one commits to using a private address, one is committing to
   renumber part or all of an enterprise, should one decide to provide
   IP connectivity between that part (or all of the enterprise) and the
   Internet.  Usually the cost of renumbering can be measured by
   counting the number of hosts that have to transition from private to
   public. As was discussed earlier, however, even if a network uses



   globally unique addresses, it may still have to renumber in order to
   acquire Internet-wide IP connectivity.

   Another drawback to the use of private address space is that it may
   require renumbering when merging several private internets into a
   single private internet. If we review the examples we list in Section
   2, we note that companies tend to merge. If such companies prior to
   the merge maintained their uncoordinated internets using private
   address space, then if after the merge these private internets would
   be combined into a single private internet, some addresses within the
   combined private internet may not be unique. As a result, hosts with
   these addresses would need to be renumbered.

   The cost of renumbering may well be mitigated by development and
   deployment of tools that facilitate renumbering (e.g.  Dynamic Host
   Configuration Protocol (DHCP)). When deciding whether to use private
   addresses, we recommend to inquire computer and software vendors
   about availability of such tools.  A separate IETF effort (PIER
   Working Group) is pursuing full documentation of the requirements and
   procedures for renumbering.

5. Operational Considerations

   One possible strategy is to design the private part of the network
   first and use private address space for all internal links. Then plan
   public subnets at the locations needed and design the external
   connectivity.

   This design does not need to be fixed permanently. If a group of one
   or more hosts requires to change their status (from private to public
   or vice versa) later, this can be accomplished by renumbering only
   the hosts involved, and changing physical connectivity, if needed. In
   locations where such changes can be foreseen (machine rooms, etc.),
   it is advisable to configure separate physical media for public and
   private subnets to facilitate such changes.  In order to avoid major
   network disruptions, it is advisable to group hosts with similar
   connectivity needs on their own subnets.
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   If a suitable subnetting scheme can be designed and is supported by
   the equipment concerned, it is advisable to use the 24-bit block
   (class A network) of private address space and make an addressing
   plan with a good growth path. If subnetting is a problem, the 16-bit
   block (class C networks), or the 20-bit block (class B networks) of
   private address space can be used.

   One might be tempted to have both public and private addresses on the
   same physical medium. While this is possible, there are pitfalls to
   such a design (note that the pitfalls have nothing to do with the use
   of private addresses, but are due to the presence of multiple IP
   subnets on a common Data Link subnetwork).  We advise caution when
   proceeding in this area.



   It is strongly recommended that routers which connect enterprises to
   external networks are set up with appropriate packet and routing
   filters at both ends of the link in order to prevent packet and
   routing information leakage. An enterprise should also filter any
   private networks from inbound routing information in order to protect
   itself from ambiguous routing situations which can occur if routes to
   the private address space point outside the enterprise.

   It is possible for two sites, who both coordinate their private
   address space, to communicate with each other over a public network.
   To do so they must use some method of encapsulation at their borders
   to a public network, thus keeping their private addresses private.

   If two (or more) organizations follow the address allocation
   specified in this document and then later wish to establish IP
   connectivity with each other, then there is a risk that address
   uniqueness would be violated.  To minimize the risk it is strongly
   recommended that an organization using private IP addresses choose
   randomly from the reserved pool of private addresses, when allocating
   sub-blocks for its internal allocation.

   If an enterprise uses the private address space, or a mix of private
   and public address spaces, then DNS clients outside of the enterprise
   should not see addresses in the private address space used by the
   enterprise, since these addresses would be ambiguous.  One way to
   ensure this is to run two authority servers for each DNS zone
   containing both publically and privately addressed hosts.  One server
   would be visible from the public address space and would contain only
   the subset of the enterprise's addresses which were reachable using
   public addresses.  The other server would be reachable only from the
   private network and would contain the full set of data, including the
   private addresses and whatever public addresses are reachable the
   private network.  In order to ensure consistency, both servers should
   be configured from the same data of which the publically visible zone
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   only contains a filtered version. There is certain degree of
   additional complexity associated with providing these capabilities.

6. Security Considerations

   Security issues are not addressed in this memo.

7. Conclusion

   With the described scheme many large enterprises will need only a
   relatively small block of addresses from the globally unique IP
   address space. The Internet at large benefits through conservation of
   globally unique address space which will effectively lengthen the
   lifetime of the IP address space. The enterprises benefit from the
   increased flexibility provided by a relatively large private address
   space. However, use of private addressing requires that an
   organization renumber part or all of its enterprise network, as its
   connectivity requirements change over time.
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                  Path MTU Discovery for IP version 6

Status of this Memo

   This document specifies an Internet standards track protocol for the
   Internet community, and requests discussion and suggestions for
   improvements.  Please refer to the current edition of the "Internet
   Official Protocol Standards" (STD 1) for the standardization state
   and status of this protocol.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

Abstract

   This document describes Path MTU Discovery for IP version 6.  It is
   largely derived from RFC 1191, which describes Path MTU Discovery for
   IP version 4.
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1. Introduction

   When one IPv6 node has a large amount of data to send to another
   node, the data is transmitted in a series of IPv6 packets.  It is
   usually preferable that these packets be of the largest size that can
   successfully traverse the path from the source node to the
   destination node.  This packet size is referred to as the Path MTU
   (PMTU), and it is equal to the minimum link MTU of all the links in a
   path.  IPv6 defines a standard mechanism for a node to discover the
   PMTU of an arbitrary path.

   IPv6 nodes SHOULD implement Path MTU Discovery in order to discover
   and take advantage of paths with PMTU greater than the IPv6 minimum
   link MTU [IPv6-SPEC].  A minimal IPv6 implementation (e.g., in a boot
   ROM) may choose to omit implementation of Path MTU Discovery.

   Nodes not implementing Path MTU Discovery use the IPv6 minimum link
   MTU defined in [IPv6-SPEC] as the maximum packet size.  In most
   cases, this will result in the use of smaller packets than necessary,
   because most paths have a PMTU greater than the IPv6 minimum link
   MTU.  A node sending packets much smaller than the Path MTU allows is
   wasting network resources and probably getting suboptimal throughput.

2. Terminology

   node        - a device that implements IPv6.

   router      - a node that forwards IPv6 packets not explicitly
                 addressed to itself.

   host        - any node that is not a router.

   upper layer - a protocol layer immediately above IPv6.  Examples are
                 transport protocols such as TCP and UDP, control



                 protocols such as ICMP, routing protocols such as OSPF,
                 and internet or lower-layer protocols being "tunneled"
                 over (i.e., encapsulated in) IPv6 such as IPX,
                 AppleTalk, or IPv6 itself.

   link        - a communication facility or medium over which nodes can
                 communicate at the link layer, i.e., the layer
                 immediately below IPv6.  Examples are Ethernets (simple
                 or bridged); PPP links; X.25, Frame Relay, or ATM
                 networks; and internet (or higher) layer "tunnels",
                 such as tunnels over IPv4 or IPv6 itself.

   interface   - a node's attachment to a link.
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   address     - an IPv6-layer identifier for an interface or a set of
                 interfaces.

   packet      - an IPv6 header plus payload.

   link MTU    - the maximum transmission unit, i.e., maximum packet
                 size in octets, that can be conveyed in one piece over
                 a link.

   path        - the set of links traversed by a packet between a source
                 node and a destination node

   path MTU    - the minimum link MTU of all the links in a path between
                 a source node and a destination node.

   PMTU        - path MTU

   Path MTU
   Discovery   - process by which a node learns the PMTU of a path

   flow        - a sequence of packets sent from a particular source
                 to a particular (unicast or multicast) destination for
                 which the source desires special handling by the
                 intervening routers.

   flow id     - a combination of a source address and a non-zero
                 flow label.

3. Protocol overview

   This memo describes a technique to dynamically discover the PMTU of a
   path.  The basic idea is that a source node initially assumes that
   the PMTU of a path is the (known) MTU of the first hop in the path.
   If any of the packets sent on that path are too large to be forwarded
   by some node along the path, that node will discard them and return
   ICMPv6 Packet Too Big messages [ICMPv6].  Upon receipt of such a
   message, the source node reduces its assumed PMTU for the path based
   on the MTU of the constricting hop as reported in the Packet Too Big
   message.



   The Path MTU Discovery process ends when the node's estimate of the
   PMTU is less than or equal to the actual PMTU.  Note that several
   iterations of the packet-sent/Packet-Too-Big-message-received cycle
   may occur before the Path MTU Discovery process ends, as there may be
   links with smaller MTUs further along the path.

   Alternatively, the node may elect to end the discovery process by
   ceasing to send packets larger than the IPv6 minimum link MTU.
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   The PMTU of a path may change over time, due to changes in the
   routing topology.  Reductions of the PMTU are detected by Packet Too
   Big messages.  To detect increases in a path's PMTU, a node
   periodically increases its assumed PMTU.  This will almost always
   result in packets being discarded and Packet Too Big messages being
   generated, because in most cases the PMTU of the path will not have
   changed.  Therefore, attempts to detect increases in a path's PMTU
   should be done infrequently.

   Path MTU Discovery supports multicast as well as unicast
   destinations.  In the case of a multicast destination, copies of a
   packet may traverse many different paths to many different nodes.
   Each path may have a different PMTU, and a single multicast packet
   may result in multiple Packet Too Big messages, each reporting a
   different next-hop MTU.  The minimum PMTU value across the set of
   paths in use determines the size of subsequent packets sent to the
   multicast destination.

   Note that Path MTU Discovery must be performed even in cases where a
   node "thinks" a destination is attached to the same link as itself.
   In a situation such as when a neighboring router acts as proxy [ND]
   for some destination, the destination can to appear to be directly
   connected but is in fact more than one hop away.

4. Protocol Requirements

   As discussed in section 1, IPv6 nodes are not required to implement
   Path MTU Discovery.  The requirements in this section apply only to
   those implementations that include Path MTU Discovery.

   When a node receives a Packet Too Big message, it MUST reduce its
   estimate of the PMTU for the relevant path, based on the value of the
   MTU field in the message.  The precise behavior of a node in this
   circumstance is not specified, since different applications may have
   different requirements, and since different implementation
   architectures may favor different strategies.

   After receiving a Packet Too Big message, a node MUST attempt to
   avoid eliciting more such messages in the near future.  The node MUST
   reduce the size of the packets it is sending along the path.  Using a
   PMTU estimate larger than the IPv6 minimum link MTU may continue to
   elicit Packet Too Big messages.  Since each of these messages (and
   the dropped packets they respond to) consume network resources, the
   node MUST force the Path MTU Discovery process to end.

   Nodes using Path MTU Discovery MUST detect decreases in PMTU as fast



   as possible.  Nodes MAY detect increases in PMTU, but because doing
   so requires sending packets larger than the current estimated PMTU,
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   and because the likelihood is that the PMTU will not have increased,
   this MUST be done at infrequent intervals.  An attempt to detect an
   increase (by sending a packet larger than the current estimate) MUST
   NOT be done less than 5 minutes after a Packet Too Big message has
   been received for the given path.  The recommended setting for this
   timer is twice its minimum value (10 minutes).

   A node MUST NOT reduce its estimate of the Path MTU below the IPv6
   minimum link MTU.

      Note: A node may receive a Packet Too Big message reporting a
      next-hop MTU that is less than the IPv6 minimum link MTU.  In that
      case, the node is not required to reduce the size of subsequent
      packets sent on the path to less than the IPv6 minimun link MTU,
      but rather must include a Fragment header in those packets [IPv6-
      SPEC].

   A node MUST NOT increase its estimate of the Path MTU in response to
   the contents of a Packet Too Big message.  A message purporting to
   announce an increase in the Path MTU might be a stale packet that has
   been floating around in the network, a false packet injected as part
   of a denial-of-service attack, or the result of having multiple paths
   to the destination, each with a different PMTU.

5. Implementation Issues

   This section discusses a number of issues related to the
   implementation of Path MTU Discovery.  This is not a specification,
   but rather a set of notes provided as an aid for implementors.

   The issues include:

   - What layer or layers implement Path MTU Discovery?

   - How is the PMTU information cached?

   - How is stale PMTU information removed?

   - What must transport and higher layers do?

5.1. Layering

   In the IP architecture, the choice of what size packet to send is
   made by a protocol at a layer above IP.  This memo refers to such a
   protocol as a "packetization protocol".  Packetization protocols are
   usually transport protocols (for example, TCP) but can also be
   higher-layer protocols (for example, protocols built on top of UDP).
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   Implementing Path MTU Discovery in the packetization layers
   simplifies some of the inter-layer issues, but has several drawbacks:
   the implementation may have to be redone for each packetization
   protocol, it becomes hard to share PMTU information between different
   packetization layers, and the connection-oriented state maintained by
   some packetization layers may not easily extend to save PMTU
   information for long periods.

   It is therefore suggested that the IP layer store PMTU information
   and that the ICMP layer process received Packet Too Big messages.
   The packetization layers may respond to changes in the PMTU, by
   changing the size of the messages they send.  To support this
   layering, packetization layers require a way to learn of changes in
   the value of MMS_S, the "maximum send transport-message size".  The
   MMS_S is derived from the Path MTU by subtracting the size of the
   IPv6 header plus space reserved by the IP layer for additional
   headers (if any).

   It is possible that a packetization layer, perhaps a UDP application
   outside the kernel, is unable to change the size of messages it
   sends.  This may result in a packet size that exceeds the Path MTU.
   To accommodate such situations, IPv6 defines a mechanism that allows
   large payloads to be divided into fragments, with each fragment sent
   in a separate packet (see [IPv6-SPEC] section "Fragment Header").
   However, packetization layers are encouraged to avoid sending
   messages that will require fragmentation (for the case against
   fragmentation, see [FRAG]).

5.2. Storing PMTU information

   Ideally, a PMTU value should be associated with a specific path
   traversed by packets exchanged between the source and destination
   nodes.  However, in most cases a node will not have enough
   information to completely and accurately identify such a path.
   Rather, a node must associate a PMTU value with some local
   representation of a path.  It is left to the implementation to select
   the local representation of a path.

   In the case of a multicast destination address, copies of a packet
   may traverse many different paths to reach many different nodes.  The
   local representation of the "path" to a multicast destination must in
   fact represent a potentially large set of paths.

   Minimally, an implementation could maintain a single PMTU value to be
   used for all packets originated from the node.  This PMTU value would
   be the minimum PMTU learned across the set of all paths in use by the
   node.  This approach is likely to result in the use of smaller
   packets than is necessary for many paths.
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   An implementation could use the destination address as the local
   representation of a path.  The PMTU value associated with a



   destination would be the minimum PMTU learned across the set of all
   paths in use to that destination.  The set of paths in use to a
   particular destination is expected to be small, in many cases
   consisting of a single path.  This approach will result in the use of
   optimally sized packets on a per-destination basis.  This approach
   integrates nicely with the conceptual model of a host as described in
   [ND]: a PMTU value could be stored with the corresponding entry in
   the destination cache.

   If flows [IPv6-SPEC] are in use, an implementation could use the flow
   id as the local representation of a path.  Packets sent to a
   particular destination but belonging to different flows may use
   different paths, with the choice of path depending on the flow id.
   This approach will result in the use of optimally sized packets on a
   per-flow basis, providing finer granularity than PMTU values
   maintained on a per-destination basis.

   For source routed packets (i.e. packets containing an IPv6 Routing
   header [IPv6-SPEC]), the source route may further qualify the local
   representation of a path.  In particular, a packet containing a type
   0 Routing header in which all bits in the Strict/Loose Bit Map are
   equal to 1 contains a complete path specification.  An implementation
   could use source route information in the local representation of a
   path.

      Note: Some paths may be further distinguished by different
      security classifications.  The details of such classifications are
      beyond the scope of this memo.

   Initially, the PMTU value for a path is assumed to be the (known) MTU
   of the first-hop link.

   When a Packet Too Big message is received, the node determines which
   path the message applies to based on the contents of the Packet Too
   Big message.  For example, if the destination address is used as the
   local representation of a path, the destination address from the
   original packet would be used to determine which path the message
   applies to.

      Note: if the original packet contained a Routing header, the
      Routing header should be used to determine the location of the
      destination address within the original packet.  If Segments Left
      is equal to zero, the destination address is in the Destination
      Address field in the IPv6 header.  If Segments Left is greater
      than zero, the destination address is the last address
      (Address[n]) in the Routing header.
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   The node then uses the value in the MTU field in the Packet Too Big
   message as a tentative PMTU value, and compares the tentative PMTU to
   the existing PMTU.  If the tentative PMTU is less than the existing
   PMTU estimate, the tentative PMTU replaces the existing PMTU as the
   PMTU value for the path.

   The packetization layers must be notified about decreases in the
   PMTU.  Any packetization layer instance (for example, a TCP



   connection) that is actively using the path must be notified if the
   PMTU estimate is decreased.

      Note: even if the Packet Too Big message contains an Original
      Packet Header that refers to a UDP packet, the TCP layer must be
      notified if any of its connections use the given path.

   Also, the instance that sent the packet that elicited the Packet Too
   Big message should be notified that its packet has been dropped, even
   if the PMTU estimate has not changed, so that it may retransmit the
   dropped data.

      Note: An implementation can avoid the use of an asynchronous
      notification mechanism for PMTU decreases by postponing
      notification until the next attempt to send a packet larger than
      the PMTU estimate.  In this approach, when an attempt is made to
      SEND a packet that is larger than the PMTU estimate, the SEND
      function should fail and return a suitable error indication.  This
      approach may be more suitable to a connectionless packetization
      layer (such as one using UDP), which (in some implementations) may
      be hard to "notify" from the ICMP layer.  In this case, the normal
      timeout-based retransmission mechanisms would be used to recover
      from the dropped packets.

   It is important to understand that the notification of the
   packetization layer instances using the path about the change in the
   PMTU is distinct from the notification of a specific instance that a
   packet has been dropped.  The latter should be done as soon as
   practical (i.e., asynchronously from the point of view of the
   packetization layer instance), while the former may be delayed until
   a packetization layer instance wants to create a packet.
   Retransmission should be done for only for those packets that are
   known to be dropped, as indicated by a Packet Too Big message.

5.3. Purging stale PMTU information

   Internetwork topology is dynamic; routes change over time.  While the
   local representation of a path may remain constant, the actual
   path(s) in use may change.  Thus, PMTU information cached by a node
   can become stale.
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   If the stale PMTU value is too large, this will be discovered almost
   immediately once a large enough packet is sent on the path.  No such
   mechanism exists for realizing that a stale PMTU value is too small,
   so an implementation should "age" cached values.  When a PMTU value
   has not been decreased for a while (on the order of 10 minutes), the
   PMTU estimate should be set to the MTU of the first-hop link, and the
   packetization layers should be notified of the change.  This will
   cause the complete Path MTU Discovery process to take place again.

      Note: an implementation should provide a means for changing the
      timeout duration, including setting it to "infinity".  For
      example, nodes attached to an FDDI link which is then attached to
      the rest of the Internet via a small MTU serial line are never
      going to discover a new non-local PMTU, so they should not have to



      put up with dropped packets every 10 minutes.

   An upper layer must not retransmit data in response to an increase in
   the PMTU estimate, since this increase never comes in response to an
   indication of a dropped packet.

   One approach to implementing PMTU aging is to associate a timestamp
   field with a PMTU value.  This field is initialized to a "reserved"
   value, indicating that the PMTU is equal to the MTU of the first hop
   link.  Whenever the PMTU is decreased in response to a Packet Too Big
   message, the timestamp is set to the current time.

   Once a minute, a timer-driven procedure runs through all cached PMTU
   values, and for each PMTU whose timestamp is not "reserved" and is
   older than the timeout interval:

   - The PMTU estimate is set to the MTU of the first hop link.

   - The timestamp is set to the "reserved" value.

   - Packetization layers using this path are notified of the increase.

5.4. TCP layer actions

   The TCP layer must track the PMTU for the path(s) in use by a
   connection; it should not send segments that would result in packets
   larger than the PMTU.  A simple implementation could ask the IP layer
   for this value each time it created a new segment, but this could be
   inefficient.  Moreover, TCP implementations that follow the "slow-
   start" congestion-avoidance algorithm [CONG] typically calculate and
   cache several other values derived from the PMTU.  It may be simpler
   to receive asynchronous notification when the PMTU changes, so that
   these variables may be updated.
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   A TCP implementation must also store the MSS value received from its
   peer, and must not send any segment larger than this MSS, regardless
   of the PMTU.  In 4.xBSD-derived implementations, this may require
   adding an additional field to the TCP state record.

   The value sent in the TCP MSS option is independent of the PMTU.
   This MSS option value is used by the other end of the connection,
   which may be using an unrelated PMTU value.  See [IPv6-SPEC] sections
   "Packet Size Issues" and "Maximum Upper-Layer Payload Size" for
   information on selecting a value for the TCP MSS option.

   When a Packet Too Big message is received, it implies that a packet
   was dropped by the node that sent the ICMP message.  It is sufficient
   to treat this as any other dropped segment, and wait until the
   retransmission timer expires to cause retransmission of the segment.
   If the Path MTU Discovery process requires several steps to find the
   PMTU of the full path, this could delay the connection by many
   round-trip times.

   Alternatively, the retransmission could be done in immediate response



   to a notification that the Path MTU has changed, but only for the
   specific connection specified by the Packet Too Big message.  The
   packet size used in the retransmission should be no larger than the
   new PMTU.

      Note: A packetization layer must not retransmit in response to
      every Packet Too Big message, since a burst of several oversized
      segments will give rise to several such messages and hence several
      retransmissions of the same data.  If the new estimated PMTU is
      still wrong, the process repeats, and there is an exponential
      growth in the number of superfluous segments sent.

      This means that the TCP layer must be able to recognize when a
      Packet Too Big notification actually decreases the PMTU that it
      has already used to send a packet on the given connection, and
      should ignore any other notifications.

   Many TCP implementations incorporate "congestion avoidance" and
   "slow-start" algorithms to improve performance [CONG].  Unlike a
   retransmission caused by a TCP retransmission timeout, a
   retransmission caused by a Packet Too Big message should not change
   the congestion window.  It should, however, trigger the slow-start
   mechanism (i.e., only one segment should be retransmitted until
   acknowledgements begin to arrive again).

   TCP performance can be reduced if the sender's maximum window size is
   not an exact multiple of the segment size in use (this is not the
   congestion window size, which is always a multiple of the segment
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   size).  In many systems (such as those derived from 4.2BSD), the
   segment size is often set to 1024 octets, and the maximum window size
   (the "send space") is usually a multiple of 1024 octets, so the
   proper relationship holds by default.  If Path MTU Discovery is used,
   however, the segment size may not be a submultiple of the send space,
   and it may change during a connection; this means that the TCP layer
   may need to change the transmission window size when Path MTU
   Discovery changes the PMTU value.  The maximum window size should be
   set to the greatest multiple of the segment size that is less than or
   equal to the sender's buffer space size.

5.5. Issues for other transport protocols

   Some transport protocols (such as ISO TP4 [ISOTP]) are not allowed to
   repacketize when doing a retransmission.  That is, once an attempt is
   made to transmit a segment of a certain size, the transport cannot
   split the contents of the segment into smaller segments for
   retransmission.  In such a case, the original segment can be
   fragmented by the IP layer during retransmission.  Subsequent
   segments, when transmitted for the first time, should be no larger
   than allowed by the Path MTU.

   The Sun Network File System (NFS) uses a Remote Procedure Call (RPC)
   protocol [RPC] that, when used over UDP, in many cases will generate
   payloads that must be fragmented even for the first-hop link.  This
   might improve performance in certain cases, but it is known to cause



   reliability and performance problems, especially when the client and
   server are separated by routers.

   It is recommended that NFS implementations use Path MTU Discovery
   whenever routers are involved.  Most NFS implementations allow the
   RPC datagram size to be changed at mount-time (indirectly, by
   changing the effective file system block size), but might require
   some modification to support changes later on.

   Also, since a single NFS operation cannot be split across several UDP
   datagrams, certain operations (primarily, those operating on file
   names and directories) require a minimum payload size that if sent in
   a single packet would exceed the PMTU.  NFS implementations should
   not reduce the payload size below this threshold, even if Path MTU
   Discovery suggests a lower value.  In this case the payload will be
   fragmented by the IP layer.
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5.6. Management interface

   It is suggested that an implementation provide a way for a system
   utility program to:

   - Specify that Path MTU Discovery not be done on a given path.

   - Change the PMTU value associated with a given path.

   The former can be accomplished by associating a flag with the path;
   when a packet is sent on a path with this flag set, the IP layer does
   not send packets larger than the IPv6 minimum link MTU.

   These features might be used to work around an anomalous situation,
   or by a routing protocol implementation that is able to obtain Path
   MTU values.

   The implementation should also provide a way to change the timeout
   period for aging stale PMTU information.

6. Security Considerations

   This Path MTU Discovery mechanism makes possible two denial-of-
   service attacks, both based on a malicious party sending false Packet
   Too Big messages to a node.

   In the first attack, the false message indicates a PMTU much smaller
   than reality.  This should not entirely stop data flow, since the
   victim node should never set its PMTU estimate below the IPv6 minimum
   link MTU.  It will, however, result in suboptimal performance.

   In the second attack, the false message indicates a PMTU larger than



   reality.  If believed, this could cause temporary blockage as the
   victim sends packets that will be dropped by some router.  Within one
   round-trip time, the node would discover its mistake (receiving
   Packet Too Big messages from that router), but frequent repetition of
   this attack could cause lots of packets to be dropped.  A node,
   however, should never raise its estimate of the PMTU based on a
   Packet Too Big message, so should not be vulnerable to this attack.

   A malicious party could also cause problems if it could stop a victim
   from receiving legitimate Packet Too Big messages, but in this case
   there are simpler denial-of-service attacks available.
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Appendix A - Comparison to RFC 1191

   This document is based in large part on RFC 1191, which describes
   Path MTU Discovery for IPv4.  Certain portions of RFC 1191 were not
   needed in this document:

   router specification    - Packet Too Big messages and corresponding
                             router behavior are defined in [ICMPv6]

   Don't Fragment bit      - there is no DF bit in IPv6 packets

   TCP MSS discussion      - selecting a value to send in the TCP MSS
                             option is discussed in [IPv6-SPEC]

   old-style messages      - all Packet Too Big messages report the
                             MTU of the constricting link

   MTU plateau tables      - not needed because there are no old-style
                             messages
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                        Serial Number Arithmetic

Status of this Memo

   This document specifies an Internet standards track protocol for the
   Internet community, and requests discussion and suggestions for
   improvements.  Please refer to the current edition of the "Internet
   Official Protocol Standards" (STD 1) for the standardization state
   and status of this protocol.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

Abstract

   This memo defines serial number arithmetic, as used in the Domain
   Name System.  The DNS has long relied upon serial number arithmetic,
   a concept which has never really been defined, certainly not in an
   IETF document, though which has been widely understood.  This memo
   supplies the missing definition.  It is intended to update RFC1034
   and RFC1035.

1. Introduction

   The serial number field of the SOA resource record is defined in
   RFC1035 as

   SERIAL   The unsigned 32 bit version number of the original copy of
            the zone.  Zone transfers preserve this value.  This value
            wraps and should be compared using sequence space
            arithmetic.

   RFC1034 uses the same terminology when defining secondary server zone
   consistency procedures.

   Unfortunately the term "sequence space arithmetic" is not defined in
   either RFC1034 or RFC1035, nor do any of their references provide
   further information.

   This phrase seems to have been intending to specify arithmetic as
   used in TCP sequence numbers [RFC793], and defined in [IEN-74].

   Unfortunately, the arithmetic defined in [IEN-74] is not adequate for
   the purposes of the DNS, as no general comparison operator is
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   defined.

   To avoid further problems with this simple field, this document
   defines the field and the operations available upon it.  This
   definition is intended merely to clarify the intent of RFC1034 and
   RFC1035, and is believed to generally agree with current
   implementations.  However, older, superseded, implementations are
   known to have treated the serial number as a simple unsigned integer,
   with no attempt to implement any kind of "sequence space arithmetic",
   however that may have been interpreted, and further, ignoring the
   requirement that the value wraps.  Nothing can be done with these
   implementations, beyond extermination.

2. Serial Number Arithmetic

   Serial numbers are formed from non-negative integers from a finite
   subset of the range of all integer values.  The lowest integer in
   every subset used for this purpose is zero, the maximum is always one
   less than a power of two.

   When considered as serial numbers however no value has any particular
   significance, there is no minimum or maximum serial number, every
   value has a successor and predecessor.

   To define a serial number to be used in this way, the size of the
   serial number space must be given.  This value, called "SERIAL_BITS",
   gives the power of two which results in one larger than the largest
   integer corresponding to a serial number value.  This also specifies
   the number of bits required to hold every possible value of a serial
   number of the defined type.  The operations permitted upon serial
   numbers are defined in the following section.

3. Operations upon the serial number

   Only two operations are defined upon serial numbers, addition of a
   positive integer of limited range, and comparison with another serial
   number.

3.1. Addition

   Serial numbers may be incremented by the addition of a positive
   integer n, where n is taken from the range of integers
   [0 .. (2^(SERIAL_BITS - 1) - 1)].  For a sequence number s, the
   result of such an addition, s', is defined as

                   s' = (s + n) modulo (2 ^ SERIAL_BITS)
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   where the addition and modulus operations here act upon values that
   are non-negative values of unbounded size in the usual ways of



   integer arithmetic.

   Addition of a value outside the range
   [0 .. (2^(SERIAL_BITS - 1) - 1)] is undefined.

3.2. Comparison

   Any two serial numbers, s1 and s2, may be compared.  The definition
   of the result of this comparison is as follows.

   For the purposes of this definition, consider two integers, i1 and
   i2, from the unbounded set of non-negative integers, such that i1 and
   s1 have the same numeric value, as do i2 and s2.  Arithmetic and
   comparisons applied to i1 and i2 use ordinary unbounded integer
   arithmetic.

   Then, s1 is said to be equal to s2 if and only if i1 is equal to i2,
   in all other cases, s1 is not equal to s2.

   s1 is said to be less than s2 if, and only if, s1 is not equal to s2,
   and

        (i1 < i2 and i2 - i1 < 2^(SERIAL_BITS - 1)) or
        (i1 > i2 and i1 - i2 > 2^(SERIAL_BITS - 1))

   s1 is said to be greater than s2 if, and only if, s1 is not equal to
   s2, and

        (i1 < i2 and i2 - i1 > 2^(SERIAL_BITS - 1)) or
        (i1 > i2 and i1 - i2 < 2^(SERIAL_BITS - 1))

   Note that there are some pairs of values s1 and s2 for which s1 is
   not equal to s2, but for which s1 is neither greater than, nor less
   than, s2.  An attempt to use these ordering operators on such pairs
   of values produces an undefined result.

   The reason for this is that those pairs of values are such that any
   simple definition that were to define s1 to be less than s2 where
   (s1, s2) is such a pair, would also usually cause s2 to be less than
   s1, when the pair is (s2, s1).  This would mean that the particular
   order selected for a test could cause the result to differ, leading
   to unpredictable implementations.

   While it would be possible to define the test in such a way that the
   inequality would not have this surprising property, while being
   defined for all pairs of values, such a definition would be
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   unnecessarily burdensome to implement, and difficult to understand,
   and would still allow cases where

        s1 < s2 and (s1 + 1) > (s2 + 1)

   which is just as non-intuitive.

   Thus the problem case is left undefined, implementations are free to



   return either result, or to flag an error, and users must take care
   not to depend on any particular outcome.  Usually this will mean
   avoiding allowing those particular pairs of numbers to co-exist.

   The relationships greater than or equal to, and less than or equal
   to, follow in the natural way from the above definitions.

4. Corollaries

   These definitions give rise to some results of note.

4.1. Corollary 1

   For any sequence number s and any integer n such that addition of n
   to s is well defined, (s + n) >= s.  Further (s + n) == s only when
   n == 0, in all other defined cases, (s + n) > s.

4.2. Corollary 2

   If s' is the result of adding the non-zero integer n to the sequence
   number s, and m is another integer from the range defined as able to
   be added to a sequence number, and s" is the result of adding m to
   s', then it is undefined whether s" is greater than, or less than s,
   though it is known that s" is not equal to s.

4.3. Corollary 3

   If s" from the previous corollary is further incremented, then there
   is no longer any known relationship between the result and s.

4.4. Corollary 4

   If in corollary 2 the value (n + m) is such that addition of the sum
   to sequence number s would produce a defined result, then corollary 1
   applies, and s" is known to be greater than s.
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5. Examples

5.1. A trivial example

   The simplest meaningful serial number space has SERIAL_BITS == 2.  In
   this space, the integers that make up the serial number space are 0,
   1, 2, and 3.  That is, 3 == 2^SERIAL_BITS - 1.

   In this space, the largest integer that it is meaningful to add to a
   sequence number is 2^(SERIAL_BITS - 1) - 1, or 1.

   Then, as defined 0+1 == 1, 1+1 == 2, 2+1 == 3, and 3+1 == 0.
   Further, 1 > 0, 2 > 1, 3 > 2, and 0 > 3.  It is undefined whether
   2 > 0 or 0 > 2, and whether 1 > 3 or 3 > 1.



5.2. A slightly larger example

   Consider the case where SERIAL_BITS == 8.  In this space the integers
   that make up the serial number space are 0, 1, 2, ... 254, 255.
   255 == 2^SERIAL_BITS - 1.

   In this space, the largest integer that it is meaningful to add to a
   sequence number is 2^(SERIAL_BITS - 1) - 1, or 127.

   Addition is as expected in this space, for example: 255+1 == 0,
   100+100 == 200, and 200+100 == 44.

   Comparison is more interesting, 1 > 0, 44 > 0, 100 > 0, 100 > 44,
   200 > 100, 255 > 200, 0 > 255, 100 > 255, 0 > 200, and 44 > 200.

   Note that 100+100 > 100, but that (100+100)+100 < 100.  Incrementing
   a serial number can cause it to become "smaller".  Of course,
   incrementing by a smaller number will allow many more increments to
   be made before this occurs.  However this is always something to be
   aware of, it can cause surprising errors, or be useful as it is the
   only defined way to actually cause a serial number to decrease.

   The pairs of values 0 and 128, 1 and 129, 2 and 130, etc, to 127 and
   255 are not equal, but in each pair, neither number is defined as
   being greater than, or less than, the other.

   It could be defined (arbitrarily) that 128 > 0, 129 > 1,
   130 > 2, ..., 255 > 127, by changing the comparison operator
   definitions, as mentioned above.  However note that that would cause
   255 > 127, while (255 + 1) < (127 + 1), as 0 < 128.  Such a
   definition, apart from being arbitrary, would also be more costly to
   implement.
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6. Citation

   As this defined arithmetic may be useful for purposes other than for
   the DNS serial number, it may be referenced as Serial Number
   Arithmetic from RFC1982.  Any such reference shall be taken as
   implying that the rules of sections 2 to 5 of this document apply to
   the stated values.

7. The DNS SOA serial number

   The serial number in the DNS SOA Resource Record is a Serial Number
   as defined above, with SERIAL_BITS being 32.  That is, the serial
   number is a non negative integer with values taken from the range
   [0 .. 4294967295].  That is, a 32 bit unsigned integer.

   The maximum defined increment is 2147483647 (2^31 - 1).

   Care should be taken that the serial number not be incremented, in
   one or more steps, by more than this maximum within the period given
   by the value of SOA.expire.  Doing so may leave some secondary



   servers with out of date copies of the zone, but with a serial number
   "greater" than that of the primary server.  Of course, special
   circumstances may require this rule be set aside, for example, when
   the serial number needs to be set lower for some reason.  If this
   must be done, then take special care to verify that ALL servers have
   correctly succeeded in following the primary server's serial number
   changes, at each step.

   Note that each, and every, increment to the serial number must be
   treated as the start of a new sequence of increments for this
   purpose, as well as being the continuation of all previous sequences
   started within the period specified by SOA.expire.

   Caution should also be exercised before causing the serial number to
   be set to the value zero.  While this value is not in any way special
   in serial number arithmetic, or to the DNS SOA serial number, many
   DNS implementations have incorrectly treated zero as a special case,
   with special properties, and unusual behaviour may be expected if
   zero is used as a DNS SOA serial number.
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8. Document Updates

   RFC1034 and RFC1035 are to be treated as if the references to
   "sequence space arithmetic" therein are replaced by references to
   serial number arithmetic, as defined in this document.

9. Security Considerations

   This document does not consider security.

   It is not believed that anything in this document adds to any
   security issues that may exist with the DNS, nor does it do anything
   to lessen them.
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                    Incremental Zone Transfer in DNS

Status of this Memo

   This document specifies an Internet standards track protocol for the
   Internet community, and requests discussion and suggestions for
   improvements.  Please refer to the current edition of the "Internet
   Official Protocol Standards" (STD 1) for the standardization state
   and status of this protocol.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

Abstract

   This document proposes extensions to the DNS protocols to provide an
   incremental zone transfer (IXFR) mechanism.

1. Introduction

   For rapid propagation of changes to a DNS database [STD13], it is
   necessary to reduce latency by actively notifying servers of the
   change.  This is accomplished by the NOTIFY extension of the DNS
   [NOTIFY].

   The current full zone transfer mechanism (AXFR) is not an efficient



   means to propagate changes to a small part of a zone, as it transfers
   the entire zone file.

   Incremental transfer (IXFR) as proposed is a more efficient
   mechanism, as it transfers only the changed portion(s) of a zone.

   In this document, a secondary name server which requests IXFR is
   called an IXFR client and a primary or secondary name server which
   responds to the request is called an IXFR server.

2. Brief Description of the Protocol

   If an IXFR client, which likely has an older version of a zone,
   thinks it needs new information about the zone (typically through SOA
   refresh timeout or the NOTIFY mechanism), it sends an IXFR message
   containing the SOA serial number of its, presumably outdated, copy of
   the zone.
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   An IXFR server should keep record of the newest version of the zone
   and the differences between that copy and several older versions.
   When an IXFR request with an older version number is received, the
   IXFR server needs to send only the differences required to make that
   version current.  Alternatively, the server may choose to transfer
   the entire zone just as in a normal full zone transfer.

   When a zone has been updated, it should be saved in stable storage
   before the new version is used to respond to IXFR (or AXFR) queries.
   Otherwise, if the server crashes, data which is no longer available
   may have been distributed to secondary servers, which can cause
   persistent database inconsistencies.

   If an IXFR query with the same or newer version number than that of
   the server is received, it is replied to with a single SOA record of
   the server's current version, just as in AXFR.

   Transport of a query may be by either UDP or TCP.  If an IXFR query
   is via UDP, the IXFR server may attempt to reply using UDP if the
   entire response can be contained in a single DNS packet.  If the UDP
   reply does not fit, the query is responded to with a single SOA
   record of the server's current version to inform the client that a
   TCP query should be initiated.

   Thus, a client should first make an IXFR query using UDP.  If the
   query type is not recognized by the server, an AXFR (preceded by a
   UDP SOA query) should be tried, ensuring backward compatibility.  If
   the query response is a single packet with the entire new zone, or if
   the server does not have a newer version than the client, everything
   is done.  Otherwise, a TCP IXFR query should be tried.

   To ensure integrity, servers should use UDP checksums for all UDP
   responses.  A cautious client which receives a UDP packet with a
   checksum value of zero should ignore the result and try a TCP IXFR
   instead.



   The query type value of IXFR assigned by IANA is 251.

3. Query Format

   The IXFR query packet format is the same as that of a normal DNS
   query, but with the query type being IXFR and the authority section
   containing the SOA record of client's version of the zone.
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4. Response Format

   If incremental zone transfer is not available, the entire zone is
   returned.  The first and the last RR of the response is the SOA
   record of the zone.  I.e. the behavior is the same as an AXFR
   response except the query type is IXFR.

   If incremental zone transfer is available, one or more difference
   sequences is returned.  The list of difference sequences is preceded
   and followed by a copy of the server's current version of the SOA.

   Each difference sequence represents one update to the zone (one SOA
   serial change) consisting of deleted RRs and added RRs.  The first RR
   of the deleted RRs is the older SOA RR and the first RR of the added
   RRs is the newer SOA RR.

   Modification of an RR is performed first by removing the original RR
   and then adding the modified one.

   The sequences of differential information are ordered oldest first
   newest last.  Thus, the differential sequences are the history of
   changes made since the version known by the IXFR client up to the
   server's current version.

   RRs in the incremental transfer messages may be partial.  That is, if
   a single RR of multiple RRs of the same RR type changes, only the
   changed RR is transferred.

   An IXFR client, should only replace an older version with a newer
   version after all the differences have been successfully processed.

   An incremental response is different from that of a non-incremental
   response in that it begins with two SOA RRs, the server's current SOA
   followed by the SOA of the client's version which is about to be
   replaced.

   5. Purging Strategy

   An IXFR server can not be required to hold all previous versions
   forever and may delete them anytime. In general, there is a trade-off
   between the size of storage space and the possibility of using IXFR.



   Information about older versions should be purged if the total length
   of an IXFR response would be longer than that of an AXFR response.
   Given that the purpose of IXFR is to reduce AXFR overhead, this
   strategy is quite reasonable.  The strategy assures that the amount
   of storage required is at most twice that of the current zone
   information.
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   Information older than the SOA expire period may also be purged.

6. Optional Condensation of Multiple Versions

   An IXFR server may optionally condense multiple difference sequences
   into a single difference sequence, thus, dropping information on
   intermediate versions.

   This may be beneficial if a lot of versions, not all of which are
   useful, are generated. For example, if multiple ftp servers share a
   single DNS name and the IP address associated with the name is
   changed once a minute to balance load between the ftp servers, it is
   not so important to keep track of all the history of changes.

   But, this feature may not be so useful if an IXFR client has access
   to two IXFR servers: A and B, with inconsistent condensation results.
   The current version of the IXFR client, received from server A, may
   be unknown to server B. In such a case, server B can not provide
   incremental data from the unknown version and a full zone transfer is
   necessary.

   Condensation is completely optional. Clients can't detect from the
   response whether the server has condensed the reply or not.

   For interoperability, IXFR servers, including those without the
   condensation feature, should not flag an error even if it receives a
   client's IXFR request with a unknown version number and should,
   instead, attempt to perform a full zone transfer.

7. Example

   Given the following three generations of data with the current serial
   number of 3,

      JAIN.AD.JP.         IN SOA NS.JAIN.AD.JP. mohta.jain.ad.jp. (
                                        1 600 600 3600000 604800)
                          IN NS  NS.JAIN.AD.JP.
      NS.JAIN.AD.JP.      IN A   133.69.136.1
      NEZU.JAIN.AD.JP.    IN A   133.69.136.5

   NEZU.JAIN.AD.JP. is removed and JAIN-BB.JAIN.AD.JP. is added.

      jain.ad.jp.         IN SOA ns.jain.ad.jp. mohta.jain.ad.jp. (
                                        2 600 600 3600000 604800)
                          IN NS  NS.JAIN.AD.JP.
      NS.JAIN.AD.JP.      IN A   133.69.136.1
      JAIN-BB.JAIN.AD.JP. IN A   133.69.136.4



                          IN A   192.41.197.2
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   One of the IP addresses of JAIN-BB.JAIN.AD.JP. is changed.

      JAIN.AD.JP.         IN SOA ns.jain.ad.jp. mohta.jain.ad.jp. (
                                        3 600 600 3600000 604800)
                          IN NS  NS.JAIN.AD.JP.
      NS.JAIN.AD.JP.      IN A   133.69.136.1
      JAIN-BB.JAIN.AD.JP. IN A   133.69.136.3
                          IN A   192.41.197.2

   The following IXFR query

                 +---------------------------------------------------+
      Header     | OPCODE=SQUERY                                     |
                 +---------------------------------------------------+
      Question   | QNAME=JAIN.AD.JP., QCLASS=IN, QTYPE=IXFR          |
                 +---------------------------------------------------+
      Answer     | <empty>                                           |
                 +---------------------------------------------------+
      Authority  | JAIN.AD.JP.         IN SOA serial=1               |
                 +---------------------------------------------------+
      Additional | <empty>                                           |
                 +---------------------------------------------------+

   could be replied to with the following full zone transfer message:

                 +---------------------------------------------------+
      Header     | OPCODE=SQUERY, RESPONSE                           |
                 +---------------------------------------------------+
      Question   | QNAME=JAIN.AD.JP., QCLASS=IN, QTYPE=IXFR          |
                 +---------------------------------------------------+
      Answer     | JAIN.AD.JP.         IN SOA serial=3               |
                 | JAIN.AD.JP.         IN NS  NS.JAIN.AD.JP.         |
                 | NS.JAIN.AD.JP.      IN A   133.69.136.1           |
                 | JAIN-BB.JAIN.AD.JP. IN A   133.69.136.3           |
                 | JAIN-BB.JAIN.AD.JP. IN A   192.41.197.2           |
                 | JAIN.AD.JP.         IN SOA serial=3               |
                 +---------------------------------------------------+
      Authority  | <empty>                                           |
                 +---------------------------------------------------+
      Additional | <empty>                                           |
                 +---------------------------------------------------+
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   or with the following incremental message:

                 +---------------------------------------------------+
      Header     | OPCODE=SQUERY, RESPONSE                           |
                 +---------------------------------------------------+
      Question   | QNAME=JAIN.AD.JP., QCLASS=IN, QTYPE=IXFR          |
                 +---------------------------------------------------+
      Answer     | JAIN.AD.JP.         IN SOA serial=3               |
                 | JAIN.AD.JP.         IN SOA serial=1               |
                 | NEZU.JAIN.AD.JP.    IN A   133.69.136.5           |
                 | JAIN.AD.JP.         IN SOA serial=2               |
                 | JAIN-BB.JAIN.AD.JP. IN A   133.69.136.4           |
                 | JAIN-BB.JAIN.AD.JP. IN A   192.41.197.2           |
                 | JAIN.AD.JP.         IN SOA serial=2               |
                 | JAIN-BB.JAIN.AD.JP. IN A   133.69.136.4           |
                 | JAIN.AD.JP.         IN SOA serial=3               |
                 | JAIN-BB.JAIN.AD.JP. IN A   133.69.136.3           |
                 | JAIN.AD.JP.         IN SOA serial=3               |
                 +---------------------------------------------------+
      Authority  | <empty>                                           |
                 +---------------------------------------------------+
      Additional | <empty>                                           |
                 +---------------------------------------------------+

   or with the following condensed incremental message:

                 +---------------------------------------------------+
      Header     | OPCODE=SQUERY, RESPONSE                           |
                 +---------------------------------------------------+
      Question   | QNAME=JAIN.AD.JP., QCLASS=IN, QTYPE=IXFR          |
                 +---------------------------------------------------+
      Answer     | JAIN.AD.JP.         IN SOA serial=3               |
                 | JAIN.AD.JP.         IN SOA serial=1               |
                 | NEZU.JAIN.AD.JP.    IN A   133.69.136.5           |
                 | JAIN.AD.JP.         IN SOA serial=3               |
                 | JAIN-BB.JAIN.AD.JP. IN A   133.69.136.3           |
                 | JAIN-BB.JAIN.AD.JP. IN A   192.41.197.2           |
                 | JAIN.AD.JP.         IN SOA serial=3               |
                 +---------------------------------------------------+
      Authority  | <empty>                                           |
                 +---------------------------------------------------+
      Additional | <empty>                                           |
                 +---------------------------------------------------+
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   or, if UDP packet overflow occurs, with the following message:

                 +---------------------------------------------------+



      Header     | OPCODE=SQUERY, RESPONSE                           |
                 +---------------------------------------------------+
      Question   | QNAME=JAIN.AD.JP., QCLASS=IN, QTYPE=IXFR          |
                 +---------------------------------------------------+
      Answer     | JAIN.AD.JP.         IN SOA serial=3               |
                 +---------------------------------------------------+
      Authority  | <empty>                                           |
                 +---------------------------------------------------+
      Additional | <empty>                                           |
                 +---------------------------------------------------+
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Status of this Memo

   This document specifies an Internet standards track protocol for the



   Internet community, and requests discussion and suggestions for
   improvements.  Please refer to the current edition of the "Internet
   Official Protocol Standards" (STD 1) for the standardization state
   and status of this protocol.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

Abstract

   This memo describes the NOTIFY opcode for DNS, by which a master
   server advises a set of slave servers that the master's data has been
   changed and that a query should be initiated to discover the new
   data.

1. Rationale and Scope

   1.1. Slow propagation of new and changed data in a DNS zone can be
   due to a zone's relatively long refresh times.  Longer refresh times
   are beneficial in that they reduce load on the master servers, but
   that benefit comes at the cost of long intervals of incoherence among
   authority servers whenever the zone is updated.

   1.2. The DNS NOTIFY transaction allows master servers to inform slave
   servers when the zone has changed -- an interrupt as opposed to poll
   model -- which it is hoped will reduce propagation delay while not
   unduly increasing the masters' load.  This specification only allows
   slaves to be notified of SOA RR changes, but the architechture of
   NOTIFY is intended to be extensible to other RR types.

   1.3. This document intentionally gives more definition to the roles
   of "Master," "Slave" and "Stealth" servers, their enumeration in NS
   RRs, and the SOA MNAME field.  In that sense, this document can be
   considered an addendum to [RFC1035].
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2. Definitions and Invariants

   2.1. The following definitions are used in this document:

   Slave           an authoritative server which uses zone transfer to
                   retrieve the zone.  All slave servers are named in
                   the NS RRs for the zone.

   Master          any authoritative server configured to be the source
                   of zone transfer for one or more slave servers.

   Primary Master  master server at the root of the zone transfer
                   dependency graph.  The primary master is named in the
                   zone's SOA MNAME field and optionally by an NS RR.
                   There is by definition only one primary master server
                   per zone.



   Stealth         like a slave server except not listed in an NS RR for
                   the zone.  A stealth server, unless explicitly
                   configured to do otherwise, will set the AA bit in
                   responses and be capable of acting as a master.  A
                   stealth server will only be known by other servers if
                   they are given static configuration data indicating
                   its existence.

   Notify Set      set of servers to be notified of changes to some
                   zone.  Default is all servers named in the NS RRset,
                   except for any server also named in the SOA MNAME.
                   Some implementations will permit the name server
                   administrator to override this set or add elements to
                   it (such as, for example, stealth servers).

   2.2. The zone's servers must be organized into a dependency graph
   such that there is a primary master, and all other servers must use
   AXFR or IXFR either from the primary master or from some slave which
   is also a master.  No loops are permitted in the AXFR dependency
   graph.

3. NOTIFY Message

   3.1. When a master has updated one or more RRs in which slave servers
   may be interested, the master may send the changed RR's name, class,
   type, and optionally, new RDATA(s), to each known slave server using
   a best efforts protocol based on the NOTIFY opcode.

   3.2. NOTIFY uses the DNS Message Format, although it uses only a
   subset of the available fields.  Fields not otherwise described
   herein are to be filled with binary zero (0), and implementations
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   must ignore all messages for which this is not the case.

   3.3. NOTIFY is similar to QUERY in that it has a request message with
   the header QR flag "clear" and a response message with QR "set".  The
   response message contains no useful information, but its reception by
   the master is an indication that the slave has received the NOTIFY
   and that the master can remove the slave from any retry queue for
   this NOTIFY event.

   3.4. The transport protocol used for a NOTIFY transaction will be UDP
   unless the master has reason to believe that TCP is necessary; for
   example, if a firewall has been installed between master and slave,
   and only TCP has been allowed; or, if the changed RR is too large to
   fit in a UDP/DNS datagram.

   3.5. If TCP is used, both master and slave must continue to offer
   name service during the transaction, even when the TCP transaction is
   not making progress.  The NOTIFY request is sent once, and a
   "timeout" is said to have occurred if no NOTIFY response is received
   within a reasonable interval.

   3.6. If UDP is used, a master periodically sends a NOTIFY request to
   a slave until either too many copies have been sent (a "timeout"), an



   ICMP message indicating that the port is unreachable, or until a
   NOTIFY response is received from the slave with a matching query ID,
   QNAME, IP source address, and UDP source port number.

   Note:
      The interval between transmissions, and the total number of
      retransmissions, should be operational parameters specifiable by
      the name server administrator, perhaps on a per-zone basis.
      Reasonable defaults are a 60 second interval (or timeout if
      using TCP), and a maximum of 5 retransmissions (for UDP).  It is
      considered reasonable to use additive or exponential backoff for
      the retry interval.

   3.7. A NOTIFY request has QDCOUNT>0, ANCOUNT>=0, AUCOUNT>=0,
   ADCOUNT>=0.  If ANCOUNT>0, then the answer section represents an
   unsecure hint at the new RRset for this <QNAME,QCLASS,QTYPE>.  A
   slave receiving such a hint is free to treat equivilence of this
   answer section with its local data as a "no further work needs to be
   done" indication.  If ANCOUNT=0, or ANCOUNT>0 and the answer section
   differs from the slave's local data, then the slave should query its
   known masters to retrieve the new data.

   3.8. In no case shall the answer section of a NOTIFY request be used
   to update a slave's local data, or to indicate that a zone transfer
   needs to be undertaken, or to change the slave's zone refresh timers.
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   Only a "data present; data same" condition can lead a slave to act
   differently if ANCOUNT>0 than it would if ANCOUNT=0.

   3.9. This version of the NOTIFY specification makes no use of the
   authority or additional data sections, and so conforming
   implementations should set AUCOUNT=0 and ADCOUNT=0 when transmitting
   requests.  Since a future revision of this specification may define a
   backwards compatible use for either or both of these sections,
   current implementations must ignore these sections, but not the
   entire message, if AUCOUNT>0 and/or ADCOUNT>0.

   3.10. If a slave receives a NOTIFY request from a host that is not a
   known master for the zone containing the QNAME, it should ignore the
   request and produce an error message in its operations log.

   Note:
      This implies that slaves of a multihomed master must either know
      their master by the "closest" of the master's interface
      addresses, or must know all of the master's interface addresses.
      Otherwise, a valid NOTIFY request might come from an address
      that is not on the slave's state list of masters for the zone,
      which would be an error.

   3.11. The only defined NOTIFY event at this time is that the SOA RR
   has changed.  Upon completion of a NOTIFY transaction for QTYPE=SOA,
   the slave should behave as though the zone given in the QNAME had
   reached its REFRESH interval (see [RFC1035]), i.e., it should query
   its masters for the SOA of the zone given in the NOTIFY QNAME, and
   check the answer to see if the SOA SERIAL has been incremented since



   the last time the zone was fetched.  If so, a zone transfer (either
   AXFR or IXFR) should be initiated.

   Note:
      Because a deep server dependency graph may have multiple paths
      from the primary master to any given slave, it is possible that
      a slave will receive a NOTIFY from one of its known masters even
      though the rest of its known masters have not yet updated their
      copies of the zone.  Therefore, when issuing a QUERY for the
      zone's SOA, the query should be directed at the known master who
      was the source of the NOTIFY event, and not at any of the other
      known masters.  This represents a departure from [RFC1035],
      which specifies that upon expiry of the SOA REFRESH interval,
      all known masters should be queried in turn.

   3.12. If a NOTIFY request is received by a slave who does not
   implement the NOTIFY opcode, it will respond with a NOTIMP
   (unimplemented feature error) message.  A master server who receives
   such a NOTIMP should consider the NOTIFY transaction complete for
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   that slave.

4. Details and Examples

   4.1. Retaining query state information across host reboots is
   optional, but it is reasonable to simply execute an SOA NOTIFY
   transaction on each authority zone when a server first starts.

   4.2. Each slave is likely to receive several copies of the same
   NOTIFY request:  One from the primary master, and one from each other
   slave as that slave transfers the new zone and notifies its potential
   peers.  The NOTIFY protocol supports this multiplicity by requiring
   that NOTIFY be sent by a slave/master only AFTER it has updated the
   SOA RR or has determined that no update is necessary, which in
   practice means after a successful zone transfer.  Thus, barring
   delivery reordering, the last NOTIFY any slave receives will be the
   one indicating the latest change.  Since a slave always requests SOAs
   and AXFR/IXFRs only from its known masters, it will have an
   opportunity to retry its QUERY for the SOA after each of its masters
   have completed each zone update.

   4.3. If a master server seeks to avoid causing a large number of
   simultaneous outbound zone transfers, it may delay for an arbitrary
   length of time before sending a NOTIFY message to any given slave.
   It is expected that the time will be chosen at random, so that each
   slave will begin its transfer at a unique time.  The delay shall not
   in any case be longer than the SOA REFRESH time.

   Note:
      This delay should be a parameter that each primary master name
      server can specify, perhaps on a per-zone basis.  Random delays
      of between 30 and 60 seconds would seem adequate if the servers
      share a LAN and the zones are of moderate size.

   4.4. A slave which receives a valid NOTIFY should defer action on any



   subsequent NOTIFY with the same <QNAME,QCLASS,QTYPE> until it has
   completed the transaction begun by the first NOTIFY.  This duplicate
   rejection is necessary to avoid having multiple notifications lead to
   pummeling the master server.
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   4.5 Zone has Updated on Primary Master

   Primary master sends a NOTIFY request to all servers named in Notify
   Set.  The NOTIFY request has the following characteristics:

      query ID:   (new)
      op:         NOTIFY (4)
      resp:       NOERROR
      flags:      AA
      qcount:     1
      qname:      (zone name)
      qclass:     (zone class)
      qtype:      T_SOA

   4.6 Zone has Updated on a Slave that is also a Master

   As above in 4.5, except that this server's Notify Set may be
   different from the Primary Master's due to optional static
   specification of local stealth servers.

   4.7 Slave Receives a NOTIFY Request from a Master

   When a slave server receives a NOTIFY request from one of its locally
   designated masters for the zone enclosing the given QNAME, with
   QTYPE=SOA and QR=0, it should enter the state it would if the zone's
   refresh timer had expired.  It will also send a NOTIFY response back
   to the NOTIFY request's source, with the following characteristics:

      query ID:   (same)
      op:         NOTIFY (4)
      resp:       NOERROR
      flags:      QR AA
      qcount:     1
      qname:      (zone name)
      qclass:     (zone class)
      qtype:      T_SOA

   This is intended to be identical to the NOTIFY request, except that
   the QR bit is also set.  The query ID of the response must be the
   same as was received in the request.



   4.8 Master Receives a NOTIFY Response from Slave

   When a master server receives a NOTIFY response, it deletes this
   query from the retry queue, thus completing the "notification
   process" of "this" RRset change to "that" server.
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5. Security Considerations

   We believe that the NOTIFY operation's only security considerations
   are:

   1. That a NOTIFY request with a forged IP/UDP source address can
      cause a slave to send spurious SOA queries to its masters,
      leading to a benign denial of service attack if the forged
      requests are sent very often.

   2. That TCP spoofing could be used against a slave server given
      NOTIFY as a means of synchronizing an SOA query and UDP/DNS
      spoofing as a means of forcing a zone transfer.
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Status of this Memo

   This document specifies an Internet Best Current Practices for the
   Internet Community, and requests discussion and suggestions for
   improvements.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

Abstract

   In many standards track documents several words are used to signify
   the requirements in the specification.  These words are often
   capitalized.  This document defines these words as they should be
   interpreted in IETF documents.  Authors who follow these guidelines
   should incorporate this phrase near the beginning of their document:

      The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL
      NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED",  "MAY", and
      "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in
      RFC 2119.

   Note that the force of these words is modified by the requirement
   level of the document in which they are used.

1. MUST   This word, or the terms "REQUIRED" or "SHALL", mean that the
   definition is an absolute requirement of the specification.

2. MUST NOT   This phrase, or the phrase "SHALL NOT", mean that the
   definition is an absolute prohibition of the specification.

3. SHOULD   This word, or the adjective "RECOMMENDED", mean that there
   may exist valid reasons in particular circumstances to ignore a
   particular item, but the full implications must be understood and
   carefully weighed before choosing a different course.

4. SHOULD NOT   This phrase, or the phrase "NOT RECOMMENDED" mean that
   there may exist valid reasons in particular circumstances when the
   particular behavior is acceptable or even useful, but the full
   implications should be understood and the case carefully weighed
   before implementing any behavior described with this label.
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5. MAY   This word, or the adjective "OPTIONAL", mean that an item is
   truly optional.  One vendor may choose to include the item because a
   particular marketplace requires it or because the vendor feels that
   it enhances the product while another vendor may omit the same item.
   An implementation which does not include a particular option MUST be
   prepared to interoperate with another implementation which does
   include the option, though perhaps with reduced functionality. In the
   same vein an implementation which does include a particular option
   MUST be prepared to interoperate with another implementation which
   does not include the option (except, of course, for the feature the
   option provides.)

6. Guidance in the use of these Imperatives

   Imperatives of the type defined in this memo must be used with care
   and sparingly.  In particular, they MUST only be used where it is
   actually required for interoperation or to limit behavior which has
   potential for causing harm (e.g., limiting retransmisssions)  For
   example, they must not be used to try to impose a particular method
   on implementors where the method is not required for
   interoperability.

7. Security Considerations

   These terms are frequently used to specify behavior with security
   implications.  The effects on security of not implementing a MUST or
   SHOULD, or doing something the specification says MUST NOT or SHOULD
   NOT be done may be very subtle. Document authors should take the time
   to elaborate the security implications of not following
   recommendations or requirements as most implementors will not have
   had the benefit of the experience and discussion that produced the
   specification.
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Abstract

   The Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) provides a framework
   for passing configuration information to hosts on a TCPIP network.
   DHCP is based on the Bootstrap Protocol (BOOTP) [7], adding the
   capability of automatic allocation of reusable network addresses and
   additional configuration options [19].  DHCP captures the behavior of
   BOOTP relay agents [7, 21], and DHCP participants can interoperate
   with BOOTP participants [9].
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1. Introduction

   The Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) provides configuration
   parameters to Internet hosts.  DHCP consists of two components: a
   protocol for delivering host-specific configuration parameters from a
   DHCP server to a host and a mechanism for allocation of network
   addresses to hosts.

   DHCP is built on a client-server model, where designated DHCP server
   hosts allocate network addresses and deliver configuration parameters
   to dynamically configured hosts.  Throughout the remainder of this
   document, the term "server" refers to a host providing initialization
   parameters through DHCP, and the term "client" refers to a host
   requesting initialization parameters from a DHCP server.

   A host should not act as a DHCP server unless explicitly configured
   to do so by a system administrator.  The diversity of hardware and
   protocol implementations in the Internet would preclude reliable
   operation if random hosts were allowed to respond to DHCP requests.
   For example, IP requires the setting of many parameters within the
   protocol implementation software.  Because IP can be used on many
   dissimilar kinds of network hardware, values for those parameters
   cannot be guessed or assumed to have correct defaults.  Also,
   distributed address allocation schemes depend on a polling/defense
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   mechanism for discovery of addresses that are already in use.  IP
   hosts may not always be able to defend their network addresses, so
   that such a distributed address allocation scheme cannot be
   guaranteed to avoid allocation of duplicate network addresses.

   DHCP supports three mechanisms for IP address allocation.  In
   "automatic allocation", DHCP assigns a permanent IP address to a
   client.  In "dynamic allocation", DHCP assigns an IP address to a
   client for a limited period of time (or until the client explicitly
   relinquishes the address).  In "manual allocation", a client's IP
   address is assigned by the network administrator, and DHCP is used
   simply to convey the assigned address to the client.  A particular
   network will use one or more of these mechanisms, depending on the



   policies of the network administrator.

   Dynamic allocation is the only one of the three mechanisms that
   allows automatic reuse of an address that is no longer needed by the
   client to which it was assigned.  Thus, dynamic allocation is
   particularly useful for assigning an address to a client that will be
   connected to the network only temporarily or for sharing a limited
   pool of IP addresses among a group of clients that do not need
   permanent IP addresses.  Dynamic allocation may also be a good choice
   for assigning an IP address to a new client being permanently
   connected to a network where IP addresses are sufficiently scarce
   that it is important to reclaim them when old clients are retired.
   Manual allocation allows DHCP to be used to eliminate the error-prone
   process of manually configuring hosts with IP addresses in
   environments where (for whatever reasons) it is desirable to manage
   IP address assignment outside of the DHCP mechanisms.

   The format of DHCP messages is based on the format of BOOTP messages,
   to capture the BOOTP relay agent behavior described as part of the
   BOOTP specification [7, 21] and to allow interoperability of existing
   BOOTP clients with DHCP servers.  Using BOOTP relay agents eliminates
   the necessity of having a DHCP server on each physical network
   segment.

1.1 Changes to RFC 1541

   This document updates the DHCP protocol specification that appears in
   RFC1541.  A new DHCP message type, DHCPINFORM, has been added; see
   section 3.4, 4.3 and 4.4 for details.  The classing mechanism for
   identifying DHCP clients to DHCP servers has been extended to include
   "vendor" classes as defined in sections 4.2 and 4.3.  The minimum
   lease time restriction has been removed.  Finally, many editorial
   changes have been made to clarify the text as a result of experience
   gained in DHCP interoperability tests.
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1.2 Related Work

   There are several Internet protocols and related mechanisms that
   address some parts of the dynamic host configuration problem.  The
   Reverse Address Resolution Protocol (RARP) [10] (through the
   extensions defined in the Dynamic RARP (DRARP) [5]) explicitly
   addresses the problem of network address discovery, and includes an
   automatic IP address assignment mechanism.  The Trivial File Transfer
   Protocol (TFTP) [20] provides for transport of a boot image from a
   boot server.  The Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) [16]
   provides for informing hosts of additional routers via "ICMP
   redirect" messages.  ICMP also can provide subnet mask information
   through the "ICMP mask request" message and other information through
   the (obsolete) "ICMP information request" message.  Hosts can locate
   routers through the ICMP router discovery mechanism [8].

   BOOTP is a transport mechanism for a collection of configuration
   information.  BOOTP is also extensible, and official extensions [17]
   have been defined for several configuration parameters.  Morgan has



   proposed extensions to BOOTP for dynamic IP address assignment [15].
   The Network Information Protocol (NIP), used by the Athena project at
   MIT, is a distributed mechanism for dynamic IP address assignment
   [19].  The Resource Location Protocol RLP [1] provides for location
   of higher level services.  Sun Microsystems diskless workstations use
   a boot procedure that employs RARP, TFTP and an RPC mechanism called
   "bootparams" to deliver configuration information and operating
   system code to diskless hosts.  (Sun Microsystems, Sun Workstation
   and SunOS are trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc.)  Some Sun
   networks also use DRARP and an auto-installation mechanism to
   automate the configuration of new hosts in an existing network.

   In other related work, the path minimum transmission unit (MTU)
   discovery algorithm can determine the MTU of an arbitrary internet
   path [14].  The Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) has been proposed
   as a transport protocol for resource location and selection [6].
   Finally, the Host Requirements RFCs [3, 4] mention specific
   requirements for host reconfiguration and suggest a scenario for
   initial configuration of diskless hosts.

1.3 Problem definition and issues

   DHCP is designed to supply DHCP clients with the configuration
   parameters defined in the Host Requirements RFCs.  After obtaining
   parameters via DHCP, a DHCP client should be able to exchange packets
   with any other host in the Internet.  The TCP/IP stack parameters
   supplied by DHCP are listed in Appendix A.
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   Not all of these parameters are required for a newly initialized
   client.  A client and server may negotiate for the transmission of
   only those parameters required by the client or specific to a
   particular subnet.

   DHCP allows but does not require the configuration of client
   parameters not directly related to the IP protocol.  DHCP also does
   not address registration of newly configured clients with the Domain
   Name System (DNS) [12, 13].

   DHCP is not intended for use in configuring routers.

1.4 Requirements

   Throughout this document, the words that are used to define the
   significance of particular requirements are capitalized.  These words
   are:

      o "MUST"

        This word or the adjective "REQUIRED" means that the
        item is an absolute requirement of this specification.

      o "MUST NOT"



        This phrase means that the item is an absolute prohibition
        of this specification.

      o "SHOULD"

        This word or the adjective "RECOMMENDED" means that there
        may exist valid reasons in particular circumstances to ignore
        this item, but the full implications should be understood and
        the case carefully weighed before choosing a different course.

      o "SHOULD NOT"

        This phrase means that there may exist valid reasons in
        particular circumstances when the listed behavior is acceptable
        or even useful, but the full implications should be understood
        and the case carefully weighed before implementing any behavior
        described with this label.
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      o "MAY"

        This word or the adjective "OPTIONAL" means that this item is
        truly optional.  One vendor may choose to include the item
        because a particular marketplace requires it or because it
        enhances the product, for example; another vendor may omit the
        same item.

1.5 Terminology

   This document uses the following terms:

      o "DHCP client"

      A DHCP client is an Internet host using DHCP to obtain
      configuration parameters such as a network address.

      o "DHCP server"

      A DHCP server is an Internet host that returns configuration
      parameters to DHCP clients.

      o "BOOTP relay agent"

      A BOOTP relay agent or relay agent is an Internet host or router
      that passes DHCP messages between DHCP clients and DHCP servers.
      DHCP is designed to use the same relay agent behavior as specified
      in the BOOTP protocol specification.

      o "binding"



      A binding is a collection of configuration parameters, including
      at least an IP address, associated with or "bound to" a DHCP
      client.  Bindings are managed by DHCP servers.

1.6 Design goals

   The following list gives general design goals for DHCP.

      o DHCP should be a mechanism rather than a policy.  DHCP must
        allow local system administrators control over configuration
        parameters where desired; e.g., local system administrators
        should be able to enforce local policies concerning allocation
        and access to local resources where desired.
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      o Clients should require no manual configuration.  Each client
        should be able to discover appropriate local configuration
        parameters without user intervention and incorporate those
        parameters into its own configuration.

      o Networks should require no manual configuration for individual
        clients.  Under normal circumstances, the network manager
        should not have to enter any per-client configuration
        parameters.

      o DHCP should not require a server on each subnet.  To allow for
        scale and economy, DHCP must work across routers or through the
        intervention of BOOTP relay agents.

      o A DHCP client must be prepared to receive multiple responses
        to a request for configuration parameters.  Some installations
        may include multiple, overlapping DHCP servers to enhance
        reliability and increase performance.

      o DHCP must coexist with statically configured, non-participating
        hosts and with existing network protocol implementations.

      o DHCP must interoperate with the BOOTP relay agent behavior as
        described by RFC 951 and by RFC 1542 [21].

      o DHCP must provide service to existing BOOTP clients.

   The following list gives design goals specific to the transmission of
   the network layer parameters.  DHCP must:

      o Guarantee that any specific network address will not be in
        use by more than one DHCP client at a time,

      o Retain DHCP client configuration across DHCP client reboot.  A
        DHCP client should, whenever possible, be assigned the same
        configuration parameters (e.g., network address) in response
        to each request,



      o Retain DHCP client configuration across server reboots, and,
        whenever possible, a DHCP client should be assigned the same
        configuration parameters despite restarts of the DHCP mechanism,

      o Allow automated assignment of configuration parameters to new
        clients to avoid hand configuration for new clients,

      o Support fixed or permanent allocation of configuration
        parameters to specific clients.
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2. Protocol Summary

   From the client's point of view, DHCP is an extension of the BOOTP
   mechanism.  This behavior allows existing BOOTP clients to
   interoperate with DHCP servers without requiring any change to the
   clients' initialization software.  RFC 1542 [2] details the
   interactions between BOOTP and DHCP clients and servers [9].  There
   are some new, optional transactions that optimize the interaction
   between DHCP clients and servers that are described in sections 3 and
   4.

   Figure 1 gives the format of a DHCP message and table 1 describes
   each of the fields in the DHCP message.  The numbers in parentheses
   indicate the size of each field in octets.  The names for the fields
   given in the figure will be used throughout this document to refer to
   the fields in DHCP messages.

   There are two primary differences between DHCP and BOOTP.  First,
   DHCP defines mechanisms through which clients can be assigned a
   network address for a finite lease, allowing for serial reassignment
   of network addresses to different clients.  Second, DHCP provides the
   mechanism for a client to acquire all of the IP configuration
   parameters that it needs in order to operate.

   DHCP introduces a small change in terminology intended to clarify the
   meaning of one of the fields.  What was the "vendor extensions" field
   in BOOTP has been re-named the "options" field in DHCP. Similarly,
   the tagged data items that were used inside the BOOTP "vendor
   extensions" field, which were formerly referred to as "vendor
   extensions," are now termed simply "options."
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   0                   1                   2                   3
   0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |     op (1)    |   htype (1)   |   hlen (1)    |   hops (1)    |
   +---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+
   |                            xid (4)                            |
   +-------------------------------+-------------------------------+
   |           secs (2)            |           flags (2)           |
   +-------------------------------+-------------------------------+
   |                          ciaddr  (4)                          |
   +---------------------------------------------------------------+
   |                          yiaddr  (4)                          |
   +---------------------------------------------------------------+
   |                          siaddr  (4)                          |
   +---------------------------------------------------------------+
   |                          giaddr  (4)                          |
   +---------------------------------------------------------------+
   |                                                               |
   |                          chaddr  (16)                         |
   |                                                               |
   |                                                               |
   +---------------------------------------------------------------+
   |                                                               |
   |                          sname   (64)                         |
   +---------------------------------------------------------------+
   |                                                               |
   |                          file    (128)                        |
   +---------------------------------------------------------------+
   |                                                               |
   |                          options (variable)                   |
   +---------------------------------------------------------------+

                  Figure 1:  Format of a DHCP message

   DHCP defines a new 'client identifier' option that is used to pass an
   explicit client identifier to a DHCP server.  This change eliminates
   the overloading of the 'chaddr' field in BOOTP messages, where
   'chaddr' is used both as a hardware address for transmission of BOOTP
   reply messages and as a client identifier.  The 'client identifier'
   is an opaque key, not to be interpreted by the server; for example,
   the 'client identifier' may contain a hardware address, identical to
   the contents of the 'chaddr' field, or it may contain another type of
   identifier, such as a DNS name.  The 'client identifier' chosen by a
   DHCP client MUST be unique to that client within the subnet to which
   the client is attached. If the client uses a 'client identifier' in
   one message, it MUST use that same identifier in all subsequent
   messages, to ensure that all servers correctly identify the client.
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   DHCP clarifies the interpretation of the 'siaddr' field as the
   address of the server to use in the next step of the client's
   bootstrap process.  A DHCP server may return its own address in the
   'siaddr' field, if the server is prepared to supply the next
   bootstrap service (e.g., delivery of an operating system executable
   image).  A DHCP server always returns its own address in the 'server
   identifier' option.

   FIELD      OCTETS       DESCRIPTION
   -----      ------       -----------

   op            1  Message op code / message type.
                    1 = BOOTREQUEST, 2 = BOOTREPLY
   htype         1  Hardware address type, see ARP section in "Assigned
                    Numbers" RFC; e.g., '1' = 10mb ethernet.
   hlen          1  Hardware address length (e.g.  '6' for 10mb
                    ethernet).
   hops          1  Client sets to zero, optionally used by relay agents
                    when booting via a relay agent.
   xid           4  Transaction ID, a random number chosen by the
                    client, used by the client and server to associate
                    messages and responses between a client and a
                    server.
   secs          2  Filled in by client, seconds elapsed since client
                    began address acquisition or renewal process.
   flags         2  Flags (see figure 2).
   ciaddr        4  Client IP address; only filled in if client is in
                    BOUND, RENEW or REBINDING state and can respond
                    to ARP requests.
   yiaddr        4  'your' (client) IP address.
   siaddr        4  IP address of next server to use in bootstrap;
                    returned in DHCPOFFER, DHCPACK by server.
   giaddr        4  Relay agent IP address, used in booting via a
                    relay agent.
   chaddr       16  Client hardware address.
   sname        64  Optional server host name, null terminated string.
   file        128  Boot file name, null terminated string; "generic"
                    name or null in DHCPDISCOVER, fully qualified
                    directory-path name in DHCPOFFER.
   options     var  Optional parameters field.  See the options
                    documents for a list of defined options.

           Table 1:  Description of fields in a DHCP message

   The 'options' field is now variable length. A DHCP client must be
   prepared to receive DHCP messages with an 'options' field of at least
   length 312 octets.  This requirement implies that a DHCP client must
   be prepared to receive a message of up to 576 octets, the minimum IP
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   datagram size an IP host must be prepared to accept [3].  DHCP
   clients may negotiate the use of larger DHCP messages through the
   'maximum DHCP message size' option.  The options field may be further
   extended into the 'file' and 'sname' fields.

   In the case of a client using DHCP for initial configuration (before
   the client's TCP/IP software has been completely configured), DHCP
   requires creative use of the client's TCP/IP software and liberal
   interpretation of RFC 1122.  The TCP/IP software SHOULD accept and
   forward to the IP layer any IP packets delivered to the client's
   hardware address before the IP address is configured; DHCP servers
   and BOOTP relay agents may not be able to deliver DHCP messages to
   clients that cannot accept hardware unicast datagrams before the
   TCP/IP software is configured.

   To work around some clients that cannot accept IP unicast datagrams
   before the TCP/IP software is configured as discussed in the previous
   paragraph, DHCP uses the 'flags' field [21].  The leftmost bit is
   defined as the BROADCAST (B) flag.  The semantics of this flag are
   discussed in section 4.1 of this document.  The remaining bits of the
   flags field are reserved for future use.  They MUST be set to zero by
   clients and ignored by servers and relay agents.  Figure 2 gives the
   format of the 'flags' field.

                                    1 1 1 1 1 1
                0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5
                +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
                |B|             MBZ             |
                +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

                B:  BROADCAST flag

                MBZ:  MUST BE ZERO (reserved for future use)

                Figure 2:  Format of the 'flags' field

2.1 Configuration parameters repository

   The first service provided by DHCP is to provide persistent storage
   of network parameters for network clients.  The model of DHCP
   persistent storage is that the DHCP service stores a key-value entry
   for each client, where the key is some unique identifier (for
   example, an IP subnet number and a unique identifier within the
   subnet) and the value contains the configuration parameters for the
   client.

   For example, the key might be the pair (IP-subnet-number, hardware-
   address) (note that the "hardware-address" should be typed by the
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   type of hardware to accommodate possible duplication of hardware
   addresses resulting from bit-ordering problems in a mixed-media,
   bridged network) allowing for serial or concurrent reuse of a
   hardware address on different subnets, and for hardware addresses
   that may not be globally unique.  Alternately, the key might be the



   pair (IP-subnet-number, hostname), allowing the server to assign
   parameters intelligently to a DHCP client that has been moved to a
   different subnet or has changed hardware addresses (perhaps because
   the network interface failed and was replaced). The protocol defines
   that the key will be (IP-subnet-number, hardware-address) unless the
   client explicitly supplies an identifier using the 'client
   identifier' option.           A client can query the DHCP service to
   retrieve its configuration parameters.  The client interface to the
   configuration parameters repository consists of protocol messages to
   request configuration parameters and responses from the server
   carrying the configuration parameters.

2.2 Dynamic allocation of network addresses

   The second service provided by DHCP is the allocation of temporary or
   permanent network (IP) addresses to clients.  The basic mechanism for
   the dynamic allocation of network addresses is simple: a client
   requests the use of an address for some period of time.  The
   allocation mechanism (the collection of DHCP servers) guarantees not
   to reallocate that address within the requested time and attempts to
   return the same network address each time the client requests an
   address.  In this document, the period over which a network address
   is allocated to a client is referred to as a "lease" [11].  The
   client may extend its lease with subsequent requests.  The client may
   issue a message to release the address back to the server when the
   client no longer needs the address.  The client may ask for a
   permanent assignment by asking for an infinite lease.  Even when
   assigning "permanent" addresses, a server may choose to give out
   lengthy but non-infinite leases to allow detection of the fact that
   the client has been retired.

   In some environments it will be necessary to reassign network
   addresses due to exhaustion of available addresses.  In such
   environments, the allocation mechanism will reuse addresses whose
   lease has expired.  The server should use whatever information is
   available in the configuration information repository to choose an
   address to reuse.  For example, the server may choose the least
   recently assigned address.  As a consistency check, the allocating
   server SHOULD probe the reused address before allocating the address,
   e.g., with an ICMP echo request, and the client SHOULD probe the
   newly received address, e.g., with ARP.
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3. The Client-Server Protocol

   DHCP uses the BOOTP message format defined in RFC 951 and given in
   table 1 and figure 1.  The 'op' field of each DHCP message sent from
   a client to a server contains BOOTREQUEST. BOOTREPLY is used in the
   'op' field of each DHCP message sent from a server to a client.

   The first four octets of the 'options' field of the DHCP message
   contain the (decimal) values 99, 130, 83 and 99, respectively (this
   is the same magic cookie as is defined in RFC 1497 [17]).  The
   remainder of the 'options' field consists of a list of tagged



   parameters that are called "options".  All of the "vendor extensions"
   listed in RFC 1497 are also DHCP options.  RFC 1533 gives the
   complete set of options defined for use with DHCP.

   Several options have been defined so far.  One particular option -
   the "DHCP message type" option - must be included in every DHCP
   message.  This option defines the "type" of the DHCP message.
   Additional options may be allowed, required, or not allowed,
   depending on the DHCP message type.

   Throughout this document, DHCP messages that include a 'DHCP message
   type' option will be referred to by the type of the message; e.g., a
   DHCP message with 'DHCP message type' option type 1 will be referred
   to as a "DHCPDISCOVER" message.

3.1 Client-server interaction - allocating a network address

   The following summary of the protocol exchanges between clients and
   servers refers to the DHCP messages described in table 2.  The
   timeline diagram in figure 3 shows the timing relationships in a
   typical client-server interaction.  If the client already knows its
   address, some steps may be omitted; this abbreviated interaction is
   described in section 3.2.

   1. The client broadcasts a DHCPDISCOVER message on its local physical
      subnet.  The DHCPDISCOVER message MAY include options that suggest
      values for the network address and lease duration.  BOOTP relay
      agents may pass the message on to DHCP servers not on the same
      physical subnet.

   2. Each server may respond with a DHCPOFFER message that includes an
      available network address in the 'yiaddr' field (and other
      configuration parameters in DHCP options).  Servers need not
      reserve the offered network address, although the protocol will
      work more efficiently if the server avoids allocating the offered
      network address to another client.  When allocating a new address,
      servers SHOULD check that the offered network address is not
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      already in use; e.g., the server may probe the offered address
      with an ICMP Echo Request.  Servers SHOULD be implemented so that
      network administrators MAY choose to disable probes of newly
      allocated addresses.  The server transmits the DHCPOFFER message
      to the client, using the BOOTP relay agent if necessary.

   Message         Use
   -------         ---

   DHCPDISCOVER -  Client broadcast to locate available servers.

   DHCPOFFER    -  Server to client in response to DHCPDISCOVER with
                   offer of configuration parameters.

   DHCPREQUEST  -  Client message to servers either (a) requesting
                   offered parameters from one server and implicitly
                   declining offers from all others, (b) confirming



                   correctness of previously allocated address after,
                   e.g., system reboot, or (c) extending the lease on a
                   particular network address.

   DHCPACK      -  Server to client with configuration parameters,
                   including committed network address.

   DHCPNAK      -  Server to client indicating client's notion of network
                   address is incorrect (e.g., client has moved to new
                   subnet) or client's lease as expired

   DHCPDECLINE  -  Client to server indicating network address is already
                   in use.

   DHCPRELEASE  -  Client to server relinquishing network address and
                   cancelling remaining lease.

   DHCPINFORM   -  Client to server, asking only for local configuration
                   parameters; client already has externally configured
                   network address.

                          Table 2:  DHCP messages
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                Server          Client          Server
            (not selected)                    (selected)

                  v               v               v
                  |               |               |
                  |     Begins initialization     |
                  |               |               |
                  | _____________/|\____________  |
                  |/DHCPDISCOVER | DHCPDISCOVER  \|
                  |               |               |
              Determines          |          Determines
             configuration        |         configuration
                  |               |               |
                  |\             |  ____________/ |
                  | \________    | /DHCPOFFER     |
                  | DHCPOFFER\   |/               |
                  |           \  |                |
                  |       Collects replies        |
                  |             \|                |
                  |     Selects configuration     |
                  |               |               |
                  | _____________/|\____________  |
                  |/ DHCPREQUEST  |  DHCPREQUEST\ |



                  |               |               |
                  |               |     Commits configuration
                  |               |               |
                  |               | _____________/|
                  |               |/ DHCPACK      |
                  |               |               |
                  |    Initialization complete    |
                  |               |               |
                  .               .               .
                  .               .               .
                  |               |               |
                  |      Graceful shutdown        |
                  |               |               |
                  |               |\ ____________ |
                  |               | DHCPRELEASE  \|
                  |               |               |
                  |               |        Discards lease
                  |               |               |
                  v               v               v
     Figure 3: Timeline diagram of messages exchanged between DHCP
               client and servers when allocating a new network address
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  3. The client receives one or more DHCPOFFER messages from one or more
     servers.  The client may choose to wait for multiple responses.
     The client chooses one server from which to request configuration
     parameters, based on the configuration parameters offered in the
     DHCPOFFER messages.  The client broadcasts a DHCPREQUEST message
     that MUST include the 'server identifier' option to indicate which
     server it has selected, and that MAY include other options
     specifying desired configuration values.  The 'requested IP
     address' option MUST be set to the value of 'yiaddr' in the
     DHCPOFFER message from the server.  This DHCPREQUEST message is
     broadcast and relayed through DHCP/BOOTP relay agents.  To help
     ensure that any BOOTP relay agents forward the DHCPREQUEST message
     to the same set of DHCP servers that received the original
     DHCPDISCOVER message, the DHCPREQUEST message MUST use the same
     value in the DHCP message header's 'secs' field and be sent to the
     same IP broadcast address as the original DHCPDISCOVER message.
     The client times out and retransmits the DHCPDISCOVER message if
     the client receives no DHCPOFFER messages.

  4. The servers receive the DHCPREQUEST broadcast from the client.
     Those servers not selected by the DHCPREQUEST message use the
     message as notification that the client has declined that server's
     offer.  The server selected in the DHCPREQUEST message commits the
     binding for the client to persistent storage and responds with a
     DHCPACK message containing the configuration parameters for the
     requesting client.  The combination of 'client identifier' or
     'chaddr' and assigned network address constitute a unique
     identifier for the client's lease and are used by both the client
     and server to identify a lease referred to in any DHCP messages.



     Any configuration parameters in the DHCPACK message SHOULD NOT
     conflict with those in the earlier DHCPOFFER message to which the
     client is responding.  The server SHOULD NOT check the offered
     network address at this point. The 'yiaddr' field in the DHCPACK
     messages is filled in with the selected network address.

     If the selected server is unable to satisfy the DHCPREQUEST message
     (e.g., the requested network address has been allocated), the
     server SHOULD respond with a DHCPNAK message.

     A server MAY choose to mark addresses offered to clients in
     DHCPOFFER messages as unavailable.  The server SHOULD mark an
     address offered to a client in a DHCPOFFER message as available if
     the server receives no DHCPREQUEST message from that client.

  5. The client receives the DHCPACK message with configuration
     parameters.  The client SHOULD perform a final check on the
     parameters (e.g., ARP for allocated network address), and notes the
     duration of the lease specified in the DHCPACK message.  At this
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     point, the client is configured.  If the client detects that the
     address is already in use (e.g., through the use of ARP), the
     client MUST send a DHCPDECLINE message to the server and restarts
     the configuration process.  The client SHOULD wait a minimum of ten
     seconds before restarting the configuration process to avoid
     excessive network traffic in case of looping.

     If the client receives a DHCPNAK message, the client restarts the
     configuration process.

     The client times out and retransmits the DHCPREQUEST message if the
     client receives neither a DHCPACK or a DHCPNAK message.  The client
     retransmits the DHCPREQUEST according to the retransmission
     algorithm in section 4.1.  The client should choose to retransmit
     the DHCPREQUEST enough times to give adequate probability of
     contacting the server without causing the client (and the user of
     that client) to wait overly long before giving up; e.g., a client
     retransmitting as described in section 4.1 might retransmit the
     DHCPREQUEST message four times, for a total delay of 60 seconds,
     before restarting the initialization procedure.  If the client
     receives neither a DHCPACK or a DHCPNAK message after employing the
     retransmission algorithm, the client reverts to INIT state and
     restarts the initialization process.  The client SHOULD notify the
     user that the initialization process has failed and is restarting.

  6. The client may choose to relinquish its lease on a network address
     by sending a DHCPRELEASE message to the server.  The client
     identifies the lease to be released with its 'client identifier',
     or 'chaddr' and network address in the DHCPRELEASE message. If the
     client used a 'client identifier' when it obtained the lease, it
     MUST use the same 'client identifier' in the DHCPRELEASE message.

3.2 Client-server interaction - reusing a previously allocated network
    address



   If a client remembers and wishes to reuse a previously allocated
   network address, a client may choose to omit some of the steps
   described in the previous section.  The timeline diagram in figure 4
   shows the timing relationships in a typical client-server interaction
   for a client reusing a previously allocated network address.
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   1. The client broadcasts a DHCPREQUEST message on its local subnet.
      The message includes the client's network address in the
      'requested IP address' option. As the client has not received its
      network address, it MUST NOT fill in the 'ciaddr' field. BOOTP
      relay agents pass the message on to DHCP servers not on the same
      subnet.  If the client used a 'client identifier' to obtain its
      address, the client MUST use the same 'client identifier' in the
      DHCPREQUEST message.

   2. Servers with knowledge of the client's configuration parameters
      respond with a DHCPACK message to the client.  Servers SHOULD NOT
      check that the client's network address is already in use; the
      client may respond to ICMP Echo Request messages at this point.

                Server          Client          Server

                  v               v               v
                  |                |               |
                  |              Begins            |
                  |          initialization        |
                  |                |               |
                  |                /|\             |
                  |   _________ __/ | \__________  |
                  | /DHCPREQU EST  |  DHCPREQUEST\ |
                  |/               |              \|
                  |                |               |
               Locates             |            Locates
            configuration          |         configuration
                  |                |               |
                  |\               |              /|
                  | \              |  ___________/ |
                  |  \             | /  DHCPACK    |
                  |   \ _______    |/              |
                  |     DHCPACK\   |               |
                  |          Initialization        |
                  |             complete           |
                  |               \|               |
                  |                |               |
                  |           (Subsequent          |
                  |             DHCPACKS           |
                  |             ignored)           |



                  |                |               |
                  |                |               |
                  v                v               v

     Figure 4: Timeline diagram of messages exchanged between DHCP
               client and servers when reusing a previously allocated
               network address
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      If the client's request is invalid (e.g., the client has moved
      to a new subnet), servers SHOULD respond with a DHCPNAK message to
      the client. Servers SHOULD NOT respond if their information is not
      guaranteed to be accurate.  For example, a server that identifies a
      request for an expired binding that is owned by another server SHOULD
      NOT respond with a DHCPNAK unless the servers are using an explicit
      mechanism to maintain coherency among the servers.

      If 'giaddr' is 0x0 in the DHCPREQUEST message, the client is on
      the same subnet as the server.  The server MUST
      broadcast the DHCPNAK message to the 0xffffffff broadcast address
      because the client may not have a correct network address or subnet
      mask, and the client may not be answering ARP requests.
      Otherwise, the server MUST send the DHCPNAK message to the IP
      address of the BOOTP relay agent, as recorded in 'giaddr'.  The
      relay agent will, in turn, forward the message directly to the
      client's hardware address, so that the DHCPNAK can be delivered even
      if the client has moved to a new network.

   3. The client receives the DHCPACK message with configuration
      parameters.  The client performs a final check on the parameters
      (as in section 3.1), and notes the duration of the lease specified
      in the DHCPACK message.  The specific lease is implicitly identified
      by the 'client identifier' or 'chaddr' and the network address.  At
      this point, the client is configured.

      If the client detects that the IP address in the DHCPACK message
      is already in use, the client MUST send a DHCPDECLINE message to the
      server and restarts the configuration process by requesting a
      new network address.  This action corresponds to the client
      moving to the INIT state in the DHCP state diagram, which is
      described in section 4.4.

      If the client receives a DHCPNAK message, it cannot reuse its
      remembered network address.  It must instead request a new
      address by restarting the configuration process, this time
      using the (non-abbreviated) procedure described in section
      3.1.  This action also corresponds to the client moving to
      the INIT state in the DHCP state diagram.

      The client times out and retransmits the DHCPREQUEST message if
      the client receives neither a DHCPACK nor a DHCPNAK message.  The
      client retransmits the DHCPREQUEST according to the retransmission
      algorithm in section 4.1.  The client should choose to retransmit
      the DHCPREQUEST enough times to give adequate probability of
      contacting the server without causing the client (and the user of
      that client) to wait overly long before giving up; e.g., a client



      retransmitting as described in section 4.1 might retransmit the
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      DHCPREQUEST message four times, for a total delay of 60 seconds,
      before restarting the initialization procedure.  If the client
      receives neither a DHCPACK or a DHCPNAK message after employing
      the retransmission algorithm, the client MAY choose to use the
      previously allocated network address and configuration parameters
      for the remainder of the unexpired lease.  This corresponds to
      moving to BOUND state in the client state transition diagram shown
      in figure 5.

   4. The client may choose to relinquish its lease on a network
      address by sending a DHCPRELEASE message to the server.  The
      client identifies the lease to be released with its
      'client identifier', or 'chaddr' and network address in the
      DHCPRELEASE message.

      Note that in this case, where the client retains its network
      address locally, the client will not normally relinquish its
      lease during a graceful shutdown.  Only in the case where the
      client explicitly needs to relinquish its lease, e.g., the client
      is about to be moved to a different subnet, will the client send
      a DHCPRELEASE message.

3.3 Interpretation and representation of time values

   A client acquires a lease for a network address for a fixed period of
   time (which may be infinite).  Throughout the protocol, times are to
   be represented in units of seconds.  The time value of 0xffffffff is
   reserved to represent "infinity".

   As clients and servers may not have synchronized clocks, times are
   represented in DHCP messages as relative times, to be interpreted
   with respect to the client's local clock.  Representing relative
   times in units of seconds in an unsigned 32 bit word gives a range of
   relative times from 0 to approximately 100 years, which is sufficient
   for the relative times to be measured using DHCP.

   The algorithm for lease duration interpretation given in the previous
   paragraph assumes that client and server clocks are stable relative
   to each other.  If there is drift between the two clocks, the server
   may consider the lease expired before the client does.  To
   compensate, the server may return a shorter lease duration to the
   client than the server commits to its local database of client
   information.

3.4 Obtaining parameters with externally configured network address

   If a client has obtained a network address through some other means
   (e.g., manual configuration), it may use a DHCPINFORM request message
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   to obtain other local configuration parameters.  Servers receiving a
   DHCPINFORM message construct a DHCPACK message with any local
   configuration parameters appropriate for the client without:
   allocating a new address, checking for an existing binding, filling
   in 'yiaddr' or including lease time parameters.  The servers SHOULD
   unicast the DHCPACK reply to the address given in the 'ciaddr' field
   of the DHCPINFORM message.

   The server SHOULD check the network address in a DHCPINFORM message
   for consistency, but MUST NOT check for an existing lease.  The
   server forms a DHCPACK message containing the configuration
   parameters for the requesting client and sends the DHCPACK message
   directly to the client.

3.5 Client parameters in DHCP

   Not all clients require initialization of all parameters listed in
   Appendix A.  Two techniques are used to reduce the number of
   parameters transmitted from the server to the client.  First, most of
   the parameters have defaults defined in the Host Requirements RFCs;
   if the client receives no parameters from the server that override
   the defaults, a client uses those default values.  Second, in its
   initial DHCPDISCOVER or DHCPREQUEST message, a client may provide the
   server with a list of specific parameters the client is interested
   in.  If the client includes a list of parameters in a DHCPDISCOVER
   message, it MUST include that list in any subsequent DHCPREQUEST
   messages.

   The client SHOULD include the 'maximum DHCP message size' option to
   let the server know how large the server may make its DHCP messages.
   The parameters returned to a client may still exceed the space
   allocated to options in a DHCP message.  In this case, two additional
   options flags (which must appear in the 'options' field of the
   message) indicate that the 'file' and 'sname' fields are to be used
   for options.

   The client can inform the server which configuration parameters the
   client is interested in by including the 'parameter request list'
   option.  The data portion of this option explicitly lists the options
   requested by tag number.

   In addition, the client may suggest values for the network address
   and lease time in the DHCPDISCOVER message.  The client may include
   the 'requested IP address' option to suggest that a particular IP
   address be assigned, and may include the 'IP address lease time'
   option to suggest the lease time it would like.  Other options
   representing "hints" at configuration parameters are allowed in a
   DHCPDISCOVER or DHCPREQUEST message.  However, additional options may
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   be ignored by servers, and multiple servers may, therefore, not
   return identical values for some options.  The 'requested IP address'
   option is to be filled in only in a DHCPREQUEST message when the



   client is verifying network parameters obtained previously. The
   client fills in the 'ciaddr' field only when correctly configured
   with an IP address in BOUND, RENEWING or REBINDING state.

   If a server receives a DHCPREQUEST message with an invalid 'requested
   IP address', the server SHOULD respond to the client with a DHCPNAK
   message and may choose to report the problem to the system
   administrator.  The server may include an error message in the
   'message' option.

3.6 Use of DHCP in clients with multiple interfaces

   A client with multiple network interfaces must use DHCP through each
   interface independently to obtain configuration information
   parameters for those separate interfaces.

3.7 When clients should use DHCP

   A client SHOULD use DHCP to reacquire or verify its IP address and
   network parameters whenever the local network parameters may have
   changed; e.g., at system boot time or after a disconnection from the
   local network, as the local network configuration may change without
   the client's or user's knowledge.

   If a client has knowledge of a previous network address and is unable
   to contact a local DHCP server, the client may continue to use the
   previous network address until the lease for that address expires.
   If the lease expires before the client can contact a DHCP server, the
   client must immediately discontinue use of the previous network
   address and may inform local users of the problem.

4. Specification of the DHCP client-server protocol

   In this section, we assume that a DHCP server has a block of network
   addresses from which it can satisfy requests for new addresses.  Each
   server also maintains a database of allocated addresses and leases in
   local permanent storage.

4.1 Constructing and sending DHCP messages

   DHCP clients and servers both construct DHCP messages by filling in
   fields in the fixed format section of the message and appending
   tagged data items in the variable length option area.  The options
   area includes first a four-octet 'magic cookie' (which was described
   in section 3), followed by the options.  The last option must always
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   be the 'end' option.

   DHCP uses UDP as its transport protocol.  DHCP messages from a client
   to a server are sent to the 'DHCP server' port (67), and DHCP
   messages from a server to a client are sent to the 'DHCP client' port
   (68). A server with multiple network address (e.g., a multi-homed
   host) MAY use any of its network addresses in outgoing DHCP messages.

   The 'server identifier' field is used both to identify a DHCP server



   in a DHCP message and as a destination address from clients to
   servers.  A server with multiple network addresses MUST be prepared
   to to accept any of its network addresses as identifying that server
   in a DHCP message.  To accommodate potentially incomplete network
   connectivity, a server MUST choose an address as a 'server
   identifier' that, to the best of the server's knowledge, is reachable
   from the client.  For example, if the DHCP server and the DHCP client
   are connected to the same subnet (i.e., the 'giaddr' field in the
   message from the client is zero), the server SHOULD select the IP
   address the server is using for communication on that subnet as the
   'server identifier'.  If the server is using multiple IP addresses on
   that subnet, any such address may be used.  If the server has
   received a message through a DHCP relay agent, the server SHOULD
   choose an address from the interface on which the message was
   recieved as the 'server identifier' (unless the server has other,
   better information on which to make its choice).  DHCP clients MUST
   use the IP address provided in the 'server identifier' option for any
   unicast requests to the DHCP server.

   DHCP messages broadcast by a client prior to that client obtaining
   its IP address must have the source address field in the IP header
   set to 0.

   If the 'giaddr' field in a DHCP message from a client is non-zero,
   the server sends any return messages to the 'DHCP server' port on the
   BOOTP relay agent whose address appears in 'giaddr'. If the 'giaddr'
   field is zero and the 'ciaddr' field is nonzero, then the server
   unicasts DHCPOFFER and DHCPACK messages to the address in 'ciaddr'.
   If 'giaddr' is zero and 'ciaddr' is zero, and the broadcast bit is
   set, then the server broadcasts DHCPOFFER and DHCPACK messages to
   0xffffffff. If the broadcast bit is not set and 'giaddr' is zero and
   'ciaddr' is zero, then the server unicasts DHCPOFFER and DHCPACK
   messages to the client's hardware address and 'yiaddr' address.  In
   all cases, when 'giaddr' is zero, the server broadcasts any DHCPNAK
   messages to 0xffffffff.

   If the options in a DHCP message extend into the 'sname' and 'file'
   fields, the 'option overload' option MUST appear in the 'options'
   field, with value 1, 2 or 3, as specified in RFC 1533.  If the
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   'option overload' option is present in the 'options' field, the
   options in the 'options' field MUST be terminated by an 'end' option,
   and MAY contain one or more 'pad' options to fill the options field.
   The options in the 'sname' and 'file' fields (if in use as indicated
   by the 'options overload' option) MUST begin with the first octet of
   the field, MUST be terminated by an 'end' option, and MUST be
   followed by 'pad' options to fill the remainder of the field.  Any
   individual option in the 'options', 'sname' and 'file' fields MUST be
   entirely contained in that field.  The options in the 'options' field
   MUST be interpreted first, so that any 'option overload' options may
   be interpreted.  The 'file' field MUST be interpreted next (if the
   'option overload' option indicates that the 'file' field contains
   DHCP options), followed by the 'sname' field.

   The values to be passed in an 'option' tag may be too long to fit in



   the 255 octets available to a single option (e.g., a list of routers
   in a 'router' option [21]).  Options may appear only once, unless
   otherwise specified in the options document.  The client concatenates
   the values of multiple instances of the same option into a single
   parameter list for configuration.

   DHCP clients are responsible for all message retransmission.  The
   client MUST adopt a retransmission strategy that incorporates a
   randomized exponential backoff algorithm to determine the delay
   between retransmissions.  The delay between retransmissions SHOULD be
   chosen to allow sufficient time for replies from the server to be
   delivered based on the characteristics of the internetwork between
   the client and the server.  For example, in a 10Mb/sec Ethernet
   internetwork, the delay before the first retransmission SHOULD be 4
   seconds randomized by the value of a uniform random number chosen
   from the range -1 to +1.  Clients with clocks that provide resolution
   granularity of less than one second may choose a non-integer
   randomization value.  The delay before the next retransmission SHOULD
   be 8 seconds randomized by the value of a uniform number chosen from
   the range -1 to +1.  The retransmission delay SHOULD be doubled with
   subsequent retransmissions up to a maximum of 64 seconds.  The client
   MAY provide an indication of retransmission attempts to the user as
   an indication of the progress of the configuration process.

   The 'xid' field is used by the client to match incoming DHCP messages
   with pending requests.  A DHCP client MUST choose 'xid's in such a
   way as to minimize the chance of using an 'xid' identical to one used
   by another client. For example, a client may choose a different,
   random initial 'xid' each time the client is rebooted, and
   subsequently use sequential 'xid's until the next reboot.  Selecting
   a new 'xid' for each retransmission is an implementation decision.  A
   client may choose to reuse the same 'xid' or select a new 'xid' for
   each retransmitted message.
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   Normally, DHCP servers and BOOTP relay agents attempt to deliver
   DHCPOFFER, DHCPACK and DHCPNAK messages directly to the client using
   uicast delivery.  The IP destination address (in the IP header) is
   set to the DHCP 'yiaddr' address and the link-layer destination
   address is set to the DHCP 'chaddr' address.  Unfortunately, some
   client implementations are unable to receive such unicast IP
   datagrams until the implementation has been configured with a valid
   IP address (leading to a deadlock in which the client's IP address
   cannot be delivered until the client has been configured with an IP
   address).

   A client that cannot receive unicast IP datagrams until its protocol
   software has been configured with an IP address SHOULD set the
   BROADCAST bit in the 'flags' field to 1 in any DHCPDISCOVER or
   DHCPREQUEST messages that client sends.  The BROADCAST bit will
   provide a hint to the DHCP server and BOOTP relay agent to broadcast
   any messages to the client on the client's subnet.  A client that can
   receive unicast IP datagrams before its protocol software has been
   configured SHOULD clear the BROADCAST bit to 0.  The BOOTP
   clarifications document discusses the ramifications of the use of the
   BROADCAST bit [21].



   A server or relay agent sending or relaying a DHCP message directly
   to a DHCP client (i.e., not to a relay agent specified in the
   'giaddr' field) SHOULD examine the BROADCAST bit in the 'flags'
   field.  If this bit is set to 1, the DHCP message SHOULD be sent as
   an IP broadcast using an IP broadcast address (preferably 0xffffffff)
   as the IP destination address and the link-layer broadcast address as
   the link-layer destination address.  If the BROADCAST bit is cleared
   to 0, the message SHOULD be sent as an IP unicast to the IP address
   specified in the 'yiaddr' field and the link-layer address specified
   in the 'chaddr' field.  If unicasting is not possible, the message
   MAY be sent as an IP broadcast using an IP broadcast address
   (preferably 0xffffffff) as the IP destination address and the link-
   layer broadcast address as the link-layer destination address.

4.2 DHCP server administrative controls

   DHCP servers are not required to respond to every DHCPDISCOVER and
   DHCPREQUEST message they receive.  For example, a network
   administrator, to retain stringent control over the clients attached
   to the network, may choose to configure DHCP servers to respond only
   to clients that have been previously registered through some external
   mechanism.  The DHCP specification describes only the interactions
   between clients and servers when the clients and servers choose to
   interact; it is beyond the scope of the DHCP specification to
   describe all of the administrative controls that system
   administrators might want to use.  Specific DHCP server
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   implementations may incorporate any controls or policies desired by a
   network administrator.

   In some environments, a DHCP server will have to consider the values
   of the vendor class options included in DHCPDISCOVER or DHCPREQUEST
   messages when determining the correct parameters for a particular
   client.

   A DHCP server needs to use some unique identifier to associate a
   client with its lease.  The client MAY choose to explicitly provide
   the identifier through the 'client identifier' option.  If the client
   supplies a 'client identifier', the client MUST use the same 'client
   identifier' in all subsequent messages, and the server MUST use that
   identifier to identify the client.  If the client does not provide a
   'client identifier' option, the server MUST use the contents of the
   'chaddr' field to identify the client. It is crucial for a DHCP
   client to use an identifier unique within the subnet to which the
   client is attached in the 'client identifier' option.  Use of
   'chaddr' as the client's unique identifier may cause unexpected
   results, as that identifier may be associated with a hardware
   interface that could be moved to a new client.  Some sites may choose
   to use a manufacturer's serial number as the 'client identifier', to
   avoid unexpected changes in a clients network address due to transfer
   of hardware interfaces among computers.  Sites may also choose to use
   a DNS name as the 'client identifier', causing address leases to be
   associated with the DNS name rather than a specific hardware box.



   DHCP clients are free to use any strategy in selecting a DHCP server
   among those from which the client receives a DHCPOFFER message.  The
   client implementation of DHCP SHOULD provide a mechanism for the user
   to select directly the 'vendor class identifier' values.

4.3 DHCP server behavior

   A DHCP server processes incoming DHCP messages from a client based on
   the current state of the binding for that client.  A DHCP server can
   receive the following messages from a client:

      o DHCPDISCOVER

      o DHCPREQUEST

      o DHCPDECLINE

      o DHCPRELEASE

      o DHCPINFORM
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   Table 3 gives the use of the fields and options in a DHCP message by
   a server.  The remainder of this section describes the action of the
   DHCP server for each possible incoming message.

4.3.1 DHCPDISCOVER message

   When a server receives a DHCPDISCOVER message from a client, the
   server chooses a network address for the requesting client.  If no
   address is available, the server may choose to report the problem to
   the system administrator. If an address is available, the new address
   SHOULD be chosen as follows:

      o The client's current address as recorded in the client's current
        binding, ELSE

      o The client's previous address as recorded in the client's (now
        expired or released) binding, if that address is in the server's
        pool of available addresses and not already allocated, ELSE

      o The address requested in the 'Requested IP Address' option, if that
        address is valid and not already allocated, ELSE

      o A new address allocated from the server's pool of available
        addresses; the address is selected based on the subnet from which
        the message was received (if 'giaddr' is 0) or on the address of
        the relay agent that forwarded the message ('giaddr' when not 0).

   As described in section 4.2, a server MAY, for administrative
   reasons, assign an address other than the one requested, or may
   refuse to allocate an address to a particular client even though free
   addresses are available.

   Note that, in some network architectures (e.g., internets with more



   than one IP subnet assigned to a physical network segment), it may be
   the case that the DHCP client should be assigned an address from a
   different subnet than the address recorded in 'giaddr'.  Thus, DHCP
   does not require that the client be assigned as address from the
   subnet in 'giaddr'.  A server is free to choose some other subnet,
   and it is beyond the scope of the DHCP specification to describe ways
   in which the assigned IP address might be chosen.

   While not required for correct operation of DHCP, the server SHOULD
   NOT reuse the selected network address before the client responds to
   the server's DHCPOFFER message.  The server may choose to record the
   address as offered to the client.

   The server must also choose an expiration time for the lease, as
   follows:
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   o IF the client has not requested a specific lease in the
     DHCPDISCOVER message and the client already has an assigned network
     address, the server returns the lease expiration time previously
     assigned to that address (note that the client must explicitly
     request a specific lease to extend the expiration time on a
     previously assigned address), ELSE

   o IF the client has not requested a specific lease in the
     DHCPDISCOVER message and the client does not have an assigned
     network address, the server assigns a locally configured default
     lease time, ELSE

   o IF the client has requested a specific lease in the DHCPDISCOVER
     message (regardless of whether the client has an assigned network
     address), the server may choose either to return the requested
     lease (if the lease is acceptable to local policy) or select
     another lease.

Field      DHCPOFFER            DHCPACK             DHCPNAK
-----      ---------            -------             -------
'op'       BOOTREPLY            BOOTREPLY           BOOTREPLY
'htype'    (From "Assigned Numbers" RFC)
'hlen'     (Hardware address length in octets)
'hops'     0                    0                   0
'xid'      'xid' from client    'xid' from client   'xid' from client
           DHCPDISCOVER         DHCPREQUEST         DHCPREQUEST
           message              message             message
'secs'     0                    0                   0
'ciaddr'   0                    'ciaddr' from       0
                                DHCPREQUEST or 0
'yiaddr'   IP address offered   IP address          0
           to client            assigned to client
'siaddr'   IP address of next   IP address of next  0
           bootstrap server     bootstrap server
'flags'    'flags' from         'flags' from        'flags' from
           client DHCPDISCOVER  client DHCPREQUEST  client DHCPREQUEST
           message              message             message
'giaddr'   'giaddr' from        'giaddr' from       'giaddr' from
           client DHCPDISCOVER  client DHCPREQUEST  client DHCPREQUEST



           message              message             message
'chaddr'   'chaddr' from        'chaddr' from       'chaddr' from
           client DHCPDISCOVER  client DHCPREQUEST  client DHCPREQUEST
           message              message             message
'sname'    Server host name     Server host name    (unused)
           or options           or options
'file'     Client boot file     Client boot file    (unused)
           name or options      name or options
'options'  options              options
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Option                    DHCPOFFER    DHCPACK            DHCPNAK
------                    ---------    -------            -------
Requested IP address      MUST NOT     MUST NOT           MUST NOT
IP address lease time     MUST         MUST (DHCPREQUEST) MUST NOT
                                       MUST NOT (DHCPINFORM)
Use 'file'/'sname' fields MAY          MAY                MUST NOT
DHCP message type         DHCPOFFER    DHCPACK            DHCPNAK
Parameter request list    MUST NOT     MUST NOT           MUST NOT
Message                   SHOULD       SHOULD             SHOULD
Client identifier         MUST NOT     MUST NOT           MAY
Vendor class identifier   MAY          MAY                MAY
Server identifier         MUST         MUST               MUST
Maximum message size      MUST NOT     MUST NOT           MUST NOT
All others                MAY          MAY                MUST NOT

           Table 3:  Fields and options used by DHCP servers

   Once the network address and lease have been determined, the server
   constructs a DHCPOFFER message with the offered configuration
   parameters.  It is important for all DHCP servers to return the same
   parameters (with the possible exception of a newly allocated network
   address) to ensure predictable client behavior regardless of which
   server the client selects.  The configuration parameters MUST be
   selected by applying the following rules in the order given below.
   The network administrator is responsible for configuring multiple
   DHCP servers to ensure uniform responses from those servers.  The
   server MUST return to the client:

   o The client's network address, as determined by the rules given
     earlier in this section,

   o The expiration time for the client's lease, as determined by the
     rules given earlier in this section,

   o Parameters requested by the client, according to the following
     rules:

        -- IF the server has been explicitly configured with a default
           value for the parameter, the server MUST include that value
           in an appropriate option in the 'option' field, ELSE

        -- IF the server recognizes the parameter as a parameter
           defined in the Host Requirements Document, the server MUST
           include the default value for that parameter as given in the
           Host Requirements Document in an appropriate option in the



           'option' field, ELSE

        -- The server MUST NOT return a value for that parameter,
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     The server MUST supply as many of the requested parameters as
     possible and MUST omit any parameters it cannot provide.  The
     server MUST include each requested parameter only once unless
     explicitly allowed in the DHCP Options and BOOTP Vendor
     Extensions document.

   o Any parameters from the existing binding that differ from the Host
     Requirements Document defaults,

   o Any parameters specific to this client (as identified by
     the contents of 'chaddr' or 'client identifier' in the DHCPDISCOVER
     or DHCPREQUEST message), e.g., as configured by the network
     administrator,

   o Any parameters specific to this client's class (as identified
     by the contents of the 'vendor class identifier'
     option in the DHCPDISCOVER or DHCPREQUEST message),
     e.g., as configured by the network administrator; the parameters
     MUST be identified by an exact match between the client's vendor
     class identifiers and the client's classes identified in the
     server,

   o Parameters with non-default values on the client's subnet.

   The server MAY choose to return the 'vendor class identifier' used to
   determine the parameters in the DHCPOFFER message to assist the
   client in selecting which DHCPOFFER to accept.  The server inserts
   the 'xid' field from the DHCPDISCOVER message into the 'xid' field of
   the DHCPOFFER message and sends the DHCPOFFER message to the
   requesting client.

4.3.2 DHCPREQUEST message

   A DHCPREQUEST message may come from a client responding to a
   DHCPOFFER message from a server, from a client verifying a previously
   allocated IP address or from a client extending the lease on a
   network address.  If the DHCPREQUEST message contains a 'server
   identifier' option, the message is in response to a DHCPOFFER
   message.  Otherwise, the message is a request to verify or extend an
   existing lease.  If the client uses a 'client identifier' in a
   DHCPREQUEST message, it MUST use that same 'client identifier' in all
   subsequent messages. If the client included a list of requested
   parameters in a DHCPDISCOVER message, it MUST include that list in
   all subsequent messages.
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   Any configuration parameters in the DHCPACK message SHOULD NOT
   conflict with those in the earlier DHCPOFFER message to which the
   client is responding.  The client SHOULD use the parameters in the
   DHCPACK message for configuration.

   Clients send DHCPREQUEST messages as follows:

   o DHCPREQUEST generated during SELECTING state:

      Client inserts the address of the selected server in 'server
      identifier', 'ciaddr' MUST be zero, 'requested IP address' MUST be
      filled in with the yiaddr value from the chosen DHCPOFFER.

      Note that the client may choose to collect several DHCPOFFER
      messages and select the "best" offer.  The client indicates its
      selection by identifying the offering server in the DHCPREQUEST
      message.  If the client receives no acceptable offers, the client
      may choose to try another DHCPDISCOVER message.  Therefore, the
      servers may not receive a specific DHCPREQUEST from which they can
      decide whether or not the client has accepted the offer.  Because
      the servers have not committed any network address assignments on
      the basis of a DHCPOFFER, servers are free to reuse offered
      network addresses in response to subsequent requests.  As an
      implementation detail, servers SHOULD NOT reuse offered addresses
      and may use an implementation-specific timeout mechanism to decide
      when to reuse an offered address.

   o DHCPREQUEST generated during INIT-REBOOT state:

      'server identifier' MUST NOT be filled in, 'requested IP address'
      option MUST be filled in with client's notion of its previously
      assigned address. 'ciaddr' MUST be zero. The client is seeking to
      verify a previously allocated, cached configuration. Server SHOULD
      send a DHCPNAK message to the client if the 'requested IP address'
      is incorrect, or is on the wrong network.

      Determining whether a client in the INIT-REBOOT state is on the
      correct network is done by examining the contents of 'giaddr', the
      'requested IP address' option, and a database lookup. If the DHCP
      server detects that the client is on the wrong net (i.e., the
      result of applying the local subnet mask or remote subnet mask (if
      'giaddr' is not zero) to 'requested IP address' option value
      doesn't match reality), then the server SHOULD send a DHCPNAK
      message to the client.
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      If the network is correct, then the DHCP server should check if



      the client's notion of its IP address is correct. If not, then the
      server SHOULD send a DHCPNAK message to the client. If the DHCP
      server has no record of this client, then it MUST remain silent,
      and MAY output a warning to the network administrator. This
      behavior is necessary for peaceful coexistence of non-
      communicating DHCP servers on the same wire.

      If 'giaddr' is 0x0 in the DHCPREQUEST message, the client is on
      the same subnet as the server.  The server MUST broadcast the
      DHCPNAK message to the 0xffffffff broadcast address because the
      client may not have a correct network address or subnet mask, and
      the client may not be answering ARP requests.

      If 'giaddr' is set in the DHCPREQUEST message, the client is on a
      different subnet.  The server MUST set the broadcast bit in the
      DHCPNAK, so that the relay agent will broadcast the DHCPNAK to the
      client, because the client may not have a correct network address
      or subnet mask, and the client may not be answering ARP requests.

   o DHCPREQUEST generated during RENEWING state:

      'server identifier' MUST NOT be filled in, 'requested IP address'
      option MUST NOT be filled in, 'ciaddr' MUST be filled in with
      client's IP address. In this situation, the client is completely
      configured, and is trying to extend its lease. This message will
      be unicast, so no relay agents will be involved in its
      transmission.  Because 'giaddr' is therefore not filled in, the
      DHCP server will trust the value in 'ciaddr', and use it when
      replying to the client.

      A client MAY choose to renew or extend its lease prior to T1.  The
      server may choose not to extend the lease (as a policy decision by
      the network administrator), but should return a DHCPACK message
      regardless.

   o DHCPREQUEST generated during REBINDING state:

      'server identifier' MUST NOT be filled in, 'requested IP address'
      option MUST NOT be filled in, 'ciaddr' MUST be filled in with
      client's IP address. In this situation, the client is completely
      configured, and is trying to extend its lease. This message MUST
      be broadcast to the 0xffffffff IP broadcast address.  The DHCP
      server SHOULD check 'ciaddr' for correctness before replying to
      the DHCPREQUEST.
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      The DHCPREQUEST from a REBINDING client is intended to accommodate
      sites that have multiple DHCP servers and a mechanism for
      maintaining consistency among leases managed by multiple servers.
      A DHCP server MAY extend a client's lease only if it has local
      administrative authority to do so.

4.3.3 DHCPDECLINE message



   If the server receives a DHCPDECLINE message, the client has
   discovered through some other means that the suggested network
   address is already in use.  The server MUST mark the network address
   as not available and SHOULD notify the local system administrator of
   a possible configuration problem.

4.3.4 DHCPRELEASE message

   Upon receipt of a DHCPRELEASE message, the server marks the network
   address as not allocated.  The server SHOULD retain a record of the
   client's initialization parameters for possible reuse in response to
   subsequent requests from the client.

4.3.5 DHCPINFORM message

   The server responds to a DHCPINFORM message by sending a DHCPACK
   message directly to the address given in the 'ciaddr' field of the
   DHCPINFORM message.  The server MUST NOT send a lease expiration time
   to the client and SHOULD NOT fill in 'yiaddr'.  The server includes
   other parameters in the DHCPACK message as defined in section 4.3.1.

4.3.6 Client messages

   Table 4 details the differences between messages from clients in
   various states.

   ---------------------------------------------------------------------
   |              |INIT-REBOOT  |SELECTING    |RENEWING     |REBINDING |
   ---------------------------------------------------------------------
   |broad/unicast |broadcast    |broadcast    |unicast      |broadcast |
   |server-ip     |MUST NOT     |MUST         |MUST NOT     |MUST NOT  |
   |requested-ip  |MUST         |MUST         |MUST NOT     |MUST NOT  |
   |ciaddr        |zero         |zero         |IP address   |IP address|
   ---------------------------------------------------------------------

              Table 4: Client messages from different states
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4.4 DHCP client behavior

   Figure 5 gives a state-transition diagram for a DHCP client.  A
   client can receive the following messages from a server:

         o DHCPOFFER

         o DHCPACK

         o DHCPNAK

   The DHCPINFORM message is not shown in figure 5.  A client simply
   sends the DHCPINFORM and waits for DHCPACK messages.  Once the client



   has selected its parameters, it has completed the configuration
   process.

   Table 5 gives the use of the fields and options in a DHCP message by
   a client.  The remainder of this section describes the action of the
   DHCP client for each possible incoming message.  The description in
   the following section corresponds to the full configuration procedure
   previously described in section 3.1, and the text in the subsequent
   section corresponds to the abbreviated configuration procedure
   described in section 3.2.
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 --------                               -------
|        | +-------------------------->|       |<-------------------+
| INIT-  | |     +-------------------->| INIT  |                    |
| REBOOT |DHCPNAK/         +---------->|       |<---+               |
|        |Restart|         |            -------     |               |
 --------  |  DHCPNAK/     |               |                        |
    |      Discard offer   |      -/Send DHCPDISCOVER               |
-/Send DHCPREQUEST         |               |                        |
    |      |     |      DHCPACK            v        |               |
 -----------     |   (not accept.)/   -----------   |               |
|           |    |  Send DHCPDECLINE |           |                  |
| REBOOTING |    |         |         | SELECTING |<----+            |
|           |    |        /          |           |     |DHCPOFFER/  |
 -----------     |       /            -----------   |  |Collect     |
    |            |      /                  |   |       |  replies   |
DHCPACK/         |     /  +----------------+   +-------+            |
Record lease, set|    |   v   Select offer/                         |
timers T1, T2   ------------  send DHCPREQUEST      |               |
    |   +----->|            |             DHCPNAK, Lease expired/   |



    |   |      | REQUESTING |                  Halt network         |
    DHCPOFFER/ |            |                       |               |
    Discard     ------------                        |               |
    |   |        |        |                   -----------           |
    |   +--------+     DHCPACK/              |           |          |
    |              Record lease, set    -----| REBINDING |          |
    |                timers T1, T2     /     |           |          |
    |                     |        DHCPACK/   -----------           |
    |                     v     Record lease, set   ^               |
    +----------------> -------      /timers T1,T2   |               |
               +----->|       |<---+                |               |
               |      | BOUND |<---+                |               |
  DHCPOFFER, DHCPACK, |       |    |            T2 expires/   DHCPNAK/
   DHCPNAK/Discard     -------     |             Broadcast  Halt network
               |       | |         |            DHCPREQUEST         |
               +-------+ |        DHCPACK/          |               |
                    T1 expires/   Record lease, set |               |
                 Send DHCPREQUEST timers T1, T2     |               |
                 to leasing server |                |               |
                         |   ----------             |               |
                         |  |          |------------+               |
                         +->| RENEWING |                            |
                            |          |----------------------------+
                             ----------
          Figure 5:  State-transition diagram for DHCP clients
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4.4.1 Initialization and allocation of network address

   The client begins in INIT state and forms a DHCPDISCOVER message.
   The client SHOULD wait a random time between one and ten seconds to
   desynchronize the use of DHCP at startup.  The client sets 'ciaddr'
   to 0x00000000.  The client MAY request specific parameters by
   including the 'parameter request list' option.  The client MAY
   suggest a network address and/or lease time by including the
   'requested IP address' and 'IP address lease time' options.  The
   client MUST include its hardware address in the 'chaddr' field, if
   necessary for delivery of DHCP reply messages.  The client MAY
   include a different unique identifier in the 'client identifier'
   option, as discussed in section 4.2.  If the client included a list
   of requested parameters in a DHCPDISCOVER message, it MUST include
   that list in all subsequent messages.

   The client generates and records a random transaction identifier and
   inserts that identifier into the 'xid' field.  The client records its
   own local time for later use in computing the lease expiration.  The
   client then broadcasts the DHCPDISCOVER on the local hardware
   broadcast address to the 0xffffffff IP broadcast address and 'DHCP
   server' UDP port.

   If the 'xid' of an arriving DHCPOFFER message does not match the
   'xid' of the most recent DHCPDISCOVER message, the DHCPOFFER message



   must be silently discarded.  Any arriving DHCPACK messages must be
   silently discarded.

   The client collects DHCPOFFER messages over a period of time, selects
   one DHCPOFFER message from the (possibly many) incoming DHCPOFFER
   messages (e.g., the first DHCPOFFER message or the DHCPOFFER message
   from the previously used server) and extracts the server address from
   the 'server identifier' option in the DHCPOFFER message.  The time
   over which the client collects messages and the mechanism used to
   select one DHCPOFFER are implementation dependent.
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Field      DHCPDISCOVER          DHCPREQUEST           DHCPDECLINE,
           DHCPINFORM                                  DHCPRELEASE
-----      ------------          -----------           -----------
'op'       BOOTREQUEST           BOOTREQUEST           BOOTREQUEST
'htype'    (From "Assigned Numbers" RFC)
'hlen'     (Hardware address length in octets)
'hops'     0                     0                     0
'xid'      selected by client    'xid' from server     selected by
                                 DHCPOFFER message     client
'secs'     0 or seconds since    0 or seconds since    0
           DHCP process started  DHCP process started
'flags'    Set 'BROADCAST'       Set 'BROADCAST'       0
           flag if client        flag if client
           requires broadcast    requires broadcast
           reply                 reply
'ciaddr'   0 (DHCPDISCOVER)      0 or client's         0 (DHCPDECLINE)
           client's              network address       client's network
           network address       (BOUND/RENEW/REBIND)  address
           (DHCPINFORM)                                (DHCPRELEASE)
'yiaddr'   0                     0                     0
'siaddr'   0                     0                     0
'giaddr'   0                     0                     0
'chaddr'   client's hardware     client's hardware     client's hardware
           address               address               address
'sname'    options, if           options, if           (unused)
           indicated in          indicated in
           'sname/file'          'sname/file'
           option; otherwise     option; otherwise
           unused                unused
'file'     options, if           options, if           (unused)
           indicated in          indicated in



           'sname/file'          'sname/file'
           option; otherwise     option; otherwise
           unused                unused
'options'  options               options               (unused)
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Option                     DHCPDISCOVER  DHCPREQUEST      DHCPDECLINE,
                           DHCPINFORM                     DHCPRELEASE
------                     ------------  -----------      -----------
Requested IP address       MAY           MUST (in         MUST
                           (DISCOVER)    SELECTING or     (DHCPDECLINE),
                           MUST NOT      INIT-REBOOT)     MUST NOT
                           (INFORM)      MUST NOT (in     (DHCPRELEASE)
                                         BOUND or
                                         RENEWING)
IP address lease time      MAY           MAY              MUST NOT
                           (DISCOVER)
                           MUST NOT
                           (INFORM)
Use 'file'/'sname' fields  MAY           MAY              MAY
DHCP message type          DHCPDISCOVER/ DHCPREQUEST      DHCPDECLINE/
                           DHCPINFORM                     DHCPRELEASE
Client identifier          MAY           MAY              MAY
Vendor class identifier    MAY           MAY              MUST NOT
Server identifier          MUST NOT      MUST (after      MUST
                                         SELECTING)
                                         MUST NOT (after
                                         INIT-REBOOT,
                                         BOUND, RENEWING
                                         or REBINDING)
Parameter request list     MAY           MAY              MUST NOT
Maximum message size       MAY           MAY              MUST NOT
Message                    SHOULD NOT    SHOULD NOT       SHOULD
Site-specific              MAY           MAY              MUST NOT
All others                 MAY           MAY              MUST NOT

             Table 5:  Fields and options used by DHCP clients

   If the parameters are acceptable, the client records the address of
   the server that supplied the parameters from the 'server identifier'
   field and sends that address in the 'server identifier' field of a
   DHCPREQUEST broadcast message.  Once the DHCPACK message from the
   server arrives, the client is initialized and moves to BOUND state.



   The DHCPREQUEST message contains the same 'xid' as the DHCPOFFER
   message.  The client records the lease expiration time as the sum of
   the time at which the original request was sent and the duration of
   the lease from the DHCPACK message.    The client SHOULD perform a
   check on the suggested address to ensure that the address is not
   already in use.  For example, if the client is on a network that
   supports ARP, the client may issue an ARP request for the suggested
   request.  When broadcasting an ARP request for the suggested address,
   the client must fill in its own hardware address as the sender's
   hardware address, and 0 as the sender's IP address, to avoid
   confusing ARP caches in other hosts on the same subnet.  If the
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   network address appears to be in use, the client MUST send a
   DHCPDECLINE message to the server. The client SHOULD broadcast an ARP
   reply to announce the client's new IP address and clear any outdated
   ARP cache entries in hosts on the client's subnet.

4.4.2 Initialization with known network address

   The client begins in INIT-REBOOT state and sends a DHCPREQUEST
   message.  The client MUST insert its known network address as a
   'requested IP address' option in the DHCPREQUEST message.  The client
   may request specific configuration parameters by including the
   'parameter request list' option.  The client generates and records a
   random transaction identifier and inserts that identifier into the
   'xid' field.  The client records its own local time for later use in
   computing the lease expiration.  The client MUST NOT include a
   'server identifier' in the DHCPREQUEST message.  The client then
   broadcasts the DHCPREQUEST on the local hardware broadcast address to
   the 'DHCP server' UDP port.

   Once a DHCPACK message with an 'xid' field matching that in the
   client's DHCPREQUEST message arrives from any server, the client is
   initialized and moves to BOUND state.  The client records the lease
   expiration time as the sum of the time at which the DHCPREQUEST
   message was sent and the duration of the lease from the DHCPACK
   message.

4.4.3 Initialization with an externally assigned network address

   The client sends a DHCPINFORM message. The client may request
   specific configuration parameters by including the 'parameter request
   list' option. The client generates and records a random transaction
   identifier and inserts that identifier into the 'xid' field. The
   client places its own network address in the 'ciaddr' field. The
   client SHOULD NOT request lease time parameters.

   The client then unicasts the DHCPINFORM to the DHCP server if it
   knows the server's address, otherwise it broadcasts the message to
   the limited (all 1s) broadcast address.  DHCPINFORM messages MUST be
   directed to the 'DHCP server' UDP port.

   Once a DHCPACK message with an 'xid' field matching that in the
   client's DHCPINFORM message arrives from any server, the client is
   initialized.



   If the client does not receive a DHCPACK within a reasonable period
   of time (60 seconds or 4 tries if using timeout suggested in section
   4.1), then it SHOULD display a message informing the user of the
   problem, and then SHOULD begin network processing using suitable
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   defaults as per Appendix A.

4.4.4 Use of broadcast and unicast

   The DHCP client broadcasts DHCPDISCOVER, DHCPREQUEST and DHCPINFORM
   messages, unless the client knows the address of a DHCP server.  The
   client unicasts DHCPRELEASE messages to the server.  Because the
   client is declining the use of the IP address supplied by the server,
   the client broadcasts DHCPDECLINE messages.

   When the DHCP client knows the address of a DHCP server, in either
   INIT or REBOOTING state, the client may use that address in the
   DHCPDISCOVER or DHCPREQUEST rather than the IP broadcast address.
   The client may also use unicast to send DHCPINFORM messages to a
   known DHCP server.  If the client receives no response to DHCP
   messages sent to the IP address of a known DHCP server, the DHCP
   client reverts to using the IP broadcast address.

4.4.5 Reacquisition and expiration

   The client maintains two times, T1 and T2, that specify the times at
   which the client tries to extend its lease on its network address.
   T1 is the time at which the client enters the RENEWING state and
   attempts to contact the server that originally issued the client's
   network address.  T2 is the time at which the client enters the
   REBINDING state and attempts to contact any server. T1 MUST be
   earlier than T2, which, in turn, MUST be earlier than the time at
   which the client's lease will expire.

   To avoid the need for synchronized clocks, T1 and T2 are expressed in
   options as relative times [2].

   At time T1 the client moves to RENEWING state and sends (via unicast)
   a DHCPREQUEST message to the server to extend its lease.  The client
   sets the 'ciaddr' field in the DHCPREQUEST to its current network
   address. The client records the local time at which the DHCPREQUEST
   message is sent for computation of the lease expiration time.  The
   client MUST NOT include a 'server identifier' in the DHCPREQUEST
   message.

   Any DHCPACK messages that arrive with an 'xid' that does not match
   the 'xid' of the client's DHCPREQUEST message are silently discarded.
   When the client receives a DHCPACK from the server, the client
   computes the lease expiration time as the sum of the time at which
   the client sent the DHCPREQUEST message and the duration of the lease
   in the DHCPACK message.  The client has successfully reacquired its
   network address, returns to BOUND state and may continue network
   processing.
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   If no DHCPACK arrives before time T2, the client moves to REBINDING
   state and sends (via broadcast) a DHCPREQUEST message to extend its
   lease.  The client sets the 'ciaddr' field in the DHCPREQUEST to its
   current network address.  The client MUST NOT include a 'server
   identifier' in the DHCPREQUEST message.

   Times T1 and T2 are configurable by the server through options.  T1
   defaults to (0.5 * duration_of_lease).  T2 defaults to (0.875 *
   duration_of_lease).  Times T1 and T2 SHOULD be chosen with some
   random "fuzz" around a fixed value, to avoid synchronization of
   client reacquisition.

   A client MAY choose to renew or extend its lease prior to T1.  The
   server MAY choose to extend the client's lease according to policy
   set by the network administrator.  The server SHOULD return T1 and
   T2, and their values SHOULD be adjusted from their original values to
   take account of the time remaining on the lease.

   In both RENEWING and REBINDING states, if the client receives no
   response to its DHCPREQUEST message, the client SHOULD wait one-half
   of the remaining time until T2 (in RENEWING state) and one-half of
   the remaining lease time (in REBINDING state), down to a minimum of
   60 seconds, before retransmitting the DHCPREQUEST message.

   If the lease expires before the client receives a DHCPACK, the client
   moves to INIT state, MUST immediately stop any other network
   processing and requests network initialization parameters as if the
   client were uninitialized.  If the client then receives a DHCPACK
   allocating that client its previous network address, the client
   SHOULD continue network processing.  If the client is given a new
   network address, it MUST NOT continue using the previous network
   address and SHOULD notify the local users of the problem.

4.4.6 DHCPRELEASE

   If the client no longer requires use of its assigned network address
   (e.g., the client is gracefully shut down), the client sends a
   DHCPRELEASE message to the server.  Note that the correct operation
   of DHCP does not depend on the transmission of DHCPRELEASE messages.
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7. Security Considerations

   DHCP is built directly on UDP and IP which are as yet inherently
   insecure.  Furthermore, DHCP is generally intended to make
   maintenance of remote and/or diskless hosts easier.  While perhaps
   not impossible, configuring such hosts with passwords or keys may be
   difficult and inconvenient.  Therefore, DHCP in its current form is
   quite insecure.
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   Unauthorized DHCP servers may be easily set up.  Such servers can
   then send false and potentially disruptive information to clients
   such as incorrect or duplicate IP addresses, incorrect routing
   information (including spoof routers, etc.), incorrect domain
   nameserver addresses (such as spoof nameservers), and so on.
   Clearly, once this seed information is in place, an attacker can
   further compromise affected systems.

   Malicious DHCP clients could masquerade as legitimate clients and
   retrieve information intended for those legitimate clients.  Where
   dynamic allocation of resources is used, a malicious client could



   claim all resources for itself, thereby denying resources to
   legitimate clients.
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A. Host Configuration Parameters

   IP-layer_parameters,_per_host:_

   Be a router                     on/off                 HRC 3.1
   Non-local source routing        on/off                 HRC 3.3.5
   Policy filters for
   non-local source routing        (list)                 HRC 3.3.5
   Maximum reassembly size         integer                HRC 3.3.2
   Default TTL                     integer                HRC 3.2.1.7
   PMTU aging timeout              integer                MTU 6.6
   MTU plateau table               (list)                 MTU 7
   IP-layer_parameters,_per_interface:_
   IP address                      (address)              HRC 3.3.1.6
   Subnet mask                     (address mask)         HRC 3.3.1.6
   MTU                             integer                HRC 3.3.3
   All-subnets-MTU                 on/off                 HRC 3.3.3



   Broadcast address flavor        0x00000000/0xffffffff  HRC 3.3.6
   Perform mask discovery          on/off                 HRC 3.2.2.9
   Be a mask supplier              on/off                 HRC 3.2.2.9
   Perform router discovery        on/off                 RD 5.1
   Router solicitation address     (address)              RD 5.1
   Default routers, list of:
           router address          (address)              HRC 3.3.1.6
           preference level        integer                HRC 3.3.1.6
   Static routes, list of:
           destination             (host/subnet/net)      HRC 3.3.1.2
           destination mask        (address mask)         HRC 3.3.1.2
           type-of-service         integer                HRC 3.3.1.2
           first-hop router        (address)              HRC 3.3.1.2
           ignore redirects        on/off                 HRC 3.3.1.2
           PMTU                    integer                MTU 6.6
           perform PMTU discovery  on/off                 MTU 6.6

   Link-layer_parameters,_per_interface:_
   Trailers                       on/off                 HRC 2.3.1
   ARP cache timeout              integer                HRC 2.3.2.1
   Ethernet encapsulation         (RFC 894/RFC 1042)     HRC 2.3.3

   TCP_parameters,_per_host:_
   TTL                            integer                HRC 4.2.2.19
   Keep-alive interval            integer                HRC 4.2.3.6
   Keep-alive data size           0/1                    HRC 4.2.3.6

Key:

   MTU = Path MTU Discovery (RFC 1191, Proposed Standard)
   RD = Router Discovery (RFC 1256, Proposed Standard)
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                DHCP Options and BOOTP Vendor Extensions

Status of this memo

   This document specifies an Internet standards track protocol for the
   Internet community, and requests discussion and suggestions for
   improvements.  Please refer to the current edition of the "Internet
   Official Protocol Standards" (STD 1) for the standardization state
   and status of this protocol.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

Abstract

   The Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) [1] provides a



   framework for passing configuration information to hosts on a TCP/IP
   network.  Configuration parameters and other control information are
   carried in tagged data items that are stored in the 'options' field
   of the DHCP message.  The data items themselves are also called
   "options."

   This document specifies the current set of DHCP options.  Future
   options will be specified in separate RFCs.  The current list of
   valid options is also available in ftp://ftp.isi.edu/in-
   notes/iana/assignments [22].

   All of the vendor information extensions defined in RFC 1497 [2] may
   be used as DHCP options.  The definitions given in RFC 1497 are
   included in this document, which supersedes RFC 1497.  All of the
   DHCP options defined in this document, except for those specific to
   DHCP as defined in section 9, may be used as BOOTP vendor information
   extensions.
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1. Introduction

   This document specifies options for use with both the Dynamic Host
   Configuration Protocol and the Bootstrap Protocol.

   The full description of DHCP packet formats may be found in the DHCP
   specification document [1], and the full description of BOOTP packet
   formats may be found in the BOOTP specification document [3].  This
   document defines the format of information in the last field of DHCP
   packets ('options') and of BOOTP packets ('vend').  The remainder of
   this section defines a generalized use of this area for giving
   information useful to a wide class of machines, operating systems and
   configurations. Sites with a single DHCP or BOOTP server that is
   shared among heterogeneous clients may choose to define other, site-
   specific formats for the use of the 'options' field.

   Section 2 of this memo describes the formats of DHCP options and
   BOOTP vendor extensions.  Section 3 describes options defined in
   previous documents for use with BOOTP (all may also be used with



   DHCP).  Sections 4-8 define new options intended for use with both
   DHCP and BOOTP. Section 9 defines options used only in DHCP.

   References further describing most of the options defined in sections
   2-6 can be found in section 12.  The use of the options defined in
   section 9 is described in the DHCP specification [1].

   Information on registering new options is contained in section 10.

   This document updates the definition of DHCP/BOOTP options that
   appears in RFC1533.  The classing mechanism has been extended to
   include vendor classes as described in section 8.4 and 9.13.  The new
   procedure for defining new DHCP/BOOTP options in described in section
   10.  Several new options, including NIS+ domain and servers, Mobile
   IP home agent, SMTP server, TFTP server and Bootfile server, have
   been added.  Text giving definitions used throughout the document has
   been added in section 1.1.  Text emphasizing the need for uniqueness
   of client-identifiers has been added to section 9.14.
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1.1 Requirements

   Throughout this document, the words that are used to define the
   significance of particular requirements are capitalized.  These words
   are:

      o "MUST"

       This word or the adjective "REQUIRED" means that the item is an
       absolute requirement of this specification.

      o "MUST NOT"

       This phrase means that the item is an absolute prohibition of
       this specification.

      o "SHOULD"

       This word or the adjective "RECOMMENDED" means that there may
       exist valid reasons in particular circumstances to ignore this
       item, but the full implications should be understood and the case
       carefully weighed before choosing a different course.

      o "SHOULD NOT"

       This phrase means that there may exist valid reasons in
       particular circumstances when the listed behavior is acceptable
       or even useful, but the full implications should be understood
       and the case carefully weighed before implementing any behavior
       described with this label.



      o "MAY"

       This word or the adjective "OPTIONAL" means that this item is
       truly optional.  One vendor may choose to include the item
       because a particular marketplace requires it or because it
       enhances the product, for example; another vendor may omit the
       same item.

1.2 Terminology

   This document uses the following terms:

      o "DHCP client"

       A DHCP client or "client" is an Internet host using DHCP to
       obtain configuration parameters such as a network address.
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      o "DHCP server"

       A DHCP server of "server"is an Internet host that returns
       configuration parameters to DHCP clients.

      o "binding"

       A binding is a collection of configuration parameters, including
       at least an IP address, associated with or "bound to" a DHCP
       client.  Bindings are managed by DHCP servers.

2. BOOTP Extension/DHCP Option Field Format

   DHCP options have the same format as the BOOTP 'vendor extensions'
   defined in RFC 1497 [2].  Options may be fixed length or variable
   length.  All options begin with a tag octet, which uniquely
   identifies the option.  Fixed-length options without data consist of
   only a tag octet.  Only options 0 and 255 are fixed length.  All
   other options are variable-length with a length octet following the
   tag octet.  The value of the length octet does not include the two
   octets specifying the tag and length.  The length octet is followed
   by "length" octets of data.  Options containing NVT ASCII data SHOULD
   NOT include a trailing NULL; however, the receiver of such options
   MUST be prepared to delete trailing nulls if they exist.  The
   receiver MUST NOT require that a trailing null be included in the
   data.  In the case of some variable-length options the length field
   is a constant but must still be specified.

   Any options defined subsequent to this document MUST contain a length
   octet even if the length is fixed or zero.

   All multi-octet quantities are in network byte-order.

   When used with BOOTP, the first four octets of the vendor information
   field have been assigned to the "magic cookie" (as suggested in RFC
   951).  This field identifies the mode in which the succeeding data is



   to be interpreted.  The value of the magic cookie is the 4 octet
   dotted decimal 99.130.83.99 (or hexadecimal number 63.82.53.63) in
   network byte order.

   All of the "vendor extensions" defined in RFC 1497 are also DHCP
   options.

   Option codes 128 to 254 (decimal) are reserved for site-specific
   options.
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   Except for the options in section 9, all options may be used with
   either DHCP or BOOTP.

   Many of these options have their default values specified in other
   documents.  In particular, RFC 1122 [4] specifies default values for
   most IP and TCP configuration parameters.

   Many options supply one or more 32-bit IP address.  Use of IP
   addresses rather than fully-qualified Domain Names (FQDNs) may make
   future renumbering of IP hosts more difficult.  Use of these
   addresses is discouraged at sites that may require renumbering.

3. RFC 1497 Vendor Extensions

   This section lists the vendor extensions as defined in RFC 1497.
   They are defined here for completeness.

3.1. Pad Option

   The pad option can be used to cause subsequent fields to align on
   word boundaries.

   The code for the pad option is 0, and its length is 1 octet.

    Code
   +-----+
   |  0  |
   +-----+

3.2. End Option

   The end option marks the end of valid information in the vendor
   field.  Subsequent octets should be filled with pad options.

   The code for the end option is 255, and its length is 1 octet.

    Code
   +-----+
   | 255 |
   +-----+

3.3. Subnet Mask



   The subnet mask option specifies the client's subnet mask as per RFC
   950 [5].

   If both the subnet mask and the router option are specified in a DHCP
   reply, the subnet mask option MUST be first.
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   The code for the subnet mask option is 1, and its length is 4 octets.

    Code   Len        Subnet Mask
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
   |  1  |  4  |  m1 |  m2 |  m3 |  m4 |
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+

3.4. Time Offset

   The time offset field specifies the offset of the client's subnet in
   seconds from Coordinated Universal Time (UTC).  The offset is
   expressed as a two's complement 32-bit integer.  A positive offset
   indicates a location east of the zero meridian and a negative offset
   indicates a location west of the zero meridian.

   The code for the time offset option is 2, and its length is 4 octets.

    Code   Len        Time Offset
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
   |  2  |  4  |  n1 |  n2 |  n3 |  n4 |
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+

3.5. Router Option

   The router option specifies a list of IP addresses for routers on the
   client's subnet.  Routers SHOULD be listed in order of preference.

   The code for the router option is 3.  The minimum length for the
   router option is 4 octets, and the length MUST always be a multiple
   of 4.

    Code   Len         Address 1               Address 2
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--
   |  3  |  n  |  a1 |  a2 |  a3 |  a4 |  a1 |  a2 |  ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--

3.6. Time Server Option

   The time server option specifies a list of RFC 868 [6] time servers
   available to the client.  Servers SHOULD be listed in order of
   preference.

   The code for the time server option is 4.  The minimum length for
   this option is 4 octets, and the length MUST always be a multiple of
   4.
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    Code   Len         Address 1               Address 2
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--
   |  4  |  n  |  a1 |  a2 |  a3 |  a4 |  a1 |  a2 |  ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--

3.7. Name Server Option

   The name server option specifies a list of IEN 116 [7] name servers
   available to the client.  Servers SHOULD be listed in order of
   preference.

   The code for the name server option is 5.  The minimum length for
   this option is 4 octets, and the length MUST always be a multiple of
   4.

    Code   Len         Address 1               Address 2
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--
   |  5  |  n  |  a1 |  a2 |  a3 |  a4 |  a1 |  a2 |  ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--

3.8. Domain Name Server Option

   The domain name server option specifies a list of Domain Name System
   (STD 13, RFC 1035 [8]) name servers available to the client.  Servers
   SHOULD be listed in order of preference.

   The code for the domain name server option is 6.  The minimum length
   for this option is 4 octets, and the length MUST always be a multiple
   of 4.

    Code   Len         Address 1               Address 2
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--
   |  6  |  n  |  a1 |  a2 |  a3 |  a4 |  a1 |  a2 |  ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--

3.9. Log Server Option

   The log server option specifies a list of MIT-LCS UDP log servers
   available to the client.  Servers SHOULD be listed in order of
   preference.

   The code for the log server option is 7.  The minimum length for this
   option is 4 octets, and the length MUST always be a multiple of 4.

    Code   Len         Address 1               Address 2
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--
   |  7  |  n  |  a1 |  a2 |  a3 |  a4 |  a1 |  a2 |  ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--
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3.10. Cookie Server Option

   The cookie server option specifies a list of RFC 865 [9] cookie
   servers available to the client.  Servers SHOULD be listed in order
   of preference.

   The code for the log server option is 8.  The minimum length for this
   option is 4 octets, and the length MUST always be a multiple of 4.

    Code   Len         Address 1               Address 2
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--
   |  8  |  n  |  a1 |  a2 |  a3 |  a4 |  a1 |  a2 |  ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--

3.11. LPR Server Option

   The LPR server option specifies a list of RFC 1179 [10] line printer
   servers available to the client.  Servers SHOULD be listed in order
   of preference.

   The code for the LPR server option is 9.  The minimum length for this
   option is 4 octets, and the length MUST always be a multiple of 4.

    Code   Len         Address 1               Address 2
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--
   |  9  |  n  |  a1 |  a2 |  a3 |  a4 |  a1 |  a2 |  ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--

3.12. Impress Server Option

   The Impress server option specifies a list of Imagen Impress servers
   available to the client.  Servers SHOULD be listed in order of
   preference.

   The code for the Impress server option is 10.  The minimum length for
   this option is 4 octets, and the length MUST always be a multiple of
   4.

    Code   Len         Address 1               Address 2
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--
   |  10 |  n  |  a1 |  a2 |  a3 |  a4 |  a1 |  a2 |  ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--

3.13. Resource Location Server Option

   This option specifies a list of RFC 887 [11] Resource Location
   servers available to the client.  Servers SHOULD be listed in order
   of preference.
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   The code for this option is 11.  The minimum length for this option
   is 4 octets, and the length MUST always be a multiple of 4.

    Code   Len         Address 1               Address 2
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--



   |  11 |  n  |  a1 |  a2 |  a3 |  a4 |  a1 |  a2 |  ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--

3.14. Host Name Option

   This option specifies the name of the client.  The name may or may
   not be qualified with the local domain name (see section 3.17 for the
   preferred way to retrieve the domain name).  See RFC 1035 for
   character set restrictions.

   The code for this option is 12, and its minimum length is 1.

    Code   Len                 Host Name
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--
   |  12 |  n  |  h1 |  h2 |  h3 |  h4 |  h5 |  h6 |  ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--

3.15. Boot File Size Option

   This option specifies the length in 512-octet blocks of the default
   boot image for the client.  The file length is specified as an
   unsigned 16-bit integer.

   The code for this option is 13, and its length is 2.

    Code   Len   File Size
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+
   |  13 |  2  |  l1 |  l2 |
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+

3.16. Merit Dump File

   This option specifies the path-name of a file to which the client's
   core image should be dumped in the event the client crashes.  The
   path is formatted as a character string consisting of characters from
   the NVT ASCII character set.

   The code for this option is 14.  Its minimum length is 1.

    Code   Len      Dump File Pathname
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+---
   |  14 |  n  |  n1 |  n2 |  n3 |  n4 | ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+---
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3.17. Domain Name

   This option specifies the domain name that client should use when
   resolving hostnames via the Domain Name System.

   The code for this option is 15.  Its minimum length is 1.

    Code   Len        Domain Name
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--
   |  15 |  n  |  d1 |  d2 |  d3 |  d4 |  ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--



3.18. Swap Server

   This specifies the IP address of the client's swap server.

   The code for this option is 16 and its length is 4.

    Code   Len    Swap Server Address
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
   |  16 |  n  |  a1 |  a2 |  a3 |  a4 |
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+

3.19. Root Path

   This option specifies the path-name that contains the client's root
   disk.  The path is formatted as a character string consisting of
   characters from the NVT ASCII character set.

   The code for this option is 17.  Its minimum length is 1.

    Code   Len      Root Disk Pathname
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+---
   |  17 |  n  |  n1 |  n2 |  n3 |  n4 | ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+---

3.20. Extensions Path

   A string to specify a file, retrievable via TFTP, which contains
   information which can be interpreted in the same way as the 64-octet
   vendor-extension field within the BOOTP response, with the following
   exceptions:

          - the length of the file is unconstrained;
          - all references to Tag 18 (i.e., instances of the
            BOOTP Extensions Path field) within the file are
            ignored.
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   The code for this option is 18.  Its minimum length is 1.

    Code   Len      Extensions Pathname
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+---
   |  18 |  n  |  n1 |  n2 |  n3 |  n4 | ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+---

4. IP Layer Parameters per Host

   This section details the options that affect the operation of the IP
   layer on a per-host basis.

4.1. IP Forwarding Enable/Disable Option

   This option specifies whether the client should configure its IP
   layer for packet forwarding.  A value of 0 means disable IP
   forwarding, and a value of 1 means enable IP forwarding.



   The code for this option is 19, and its length is 1.

    Code   Len  Value
   +-----+-----+-----+
   |  19 |  1  | 0/1 |
   +-----+-----+-----+

4.2. Non-Local Source Routing Enable/Disable Option

   This option specifies whether the client should configure its IP
   layer to allow forwarding of datagrams with non-local source routes
   (see Section 3.3.5 of [4] for a discussion of this topic).  A value
   of 0 means disallow forwarding of such datagrams, and a value of 1
   means allow forwarding.

   The code for this option is 20, and its length is 1.

    Code   Len  Value
   +-----+-----+-----+
   |  20 |  1  | 0/1 |
   +-----+-----+-----+

4.3. Policy Filter Option

   This option specifies policy filters for non-local source routing.
   The filters consist of a list of IP addresses and masks which specify
   destination/mask pairs with which to filter incoming source routes.

   Any source routed datagram whose next-hop address does not match one
   of the filters should be discarded by the client.
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   See [4] for further information.

   The code for this option is 21.  The minimum length of this option is
   8, and the length MUST be a multiple of 8.

    Code   Len         Address 1                  Mask 1
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
   |  21 |  n  |  a1 |  a2 |  a3 |  a4 |  m1 |  m2 |  m3 |  m4 |
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
           Address 2                  Mask 2
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+---
   |  a1 |  a2 |  a3 |  a4 |  m1 |  m2 |  m3 |  m4 | ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+---

4.4. Maximum Datagram Reassembly Size

   This option specifies the maximum size datagram that the client
   should be prepared to reassemble.  The size is specified as a 16-bit
   unsigned integer.  The minimum value legal value is 576.

   The code for this option is 22, and its length is 2.

    Code   Len      Size



   +-----+-----+-----+-----+
   |  22 |  2  |  s1 |  s2 |
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+

4.5. Default IP Time-to-live

   This option specifies the default time-to-live that the client should
   use on outgoing datagrams.  The TTL is specified as an octet with a
   value between 1 and 255.

   The code for this option is 23, and its length is 1.

    Code   Len   TTL
   +-----+-----+-----+
   |  23 |  1  | ttl |
   +-----+-----+-----+

4.6. Path MTU Aging Timeout Option

   This option specifies the timeout (in seconds) to use when aging Path
   MTU values discovered by the mechanism defined in RFC 1191 [12].  The
   timeout is specified as a 32-bit unsigned integer.

   The code for this option is 24, and its length is 4.
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    Code   Len           Timeout
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
   |  24 |  4  |  t1 |  t2 |  t3 |  t4 |
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+

4.7. Path MTU Plateau Table Option

   This option specifies a table of MTU sizes to use when performing
   Path MTU Discovery as defined in RFC 1191.  The table is formatted as
   a list of 16-bit unsigned integers, ordered from smallest to largest.
   The minimum MTU value cannot be smaller than 68.

   The code for this option is 25.  Its minimum length is 2, and the
   length MUST be a multiple of 2.

    Code   Len     Size 1      Size 2
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+---
   |  25 |  n  |  s1 |  s2 |  s1 |  s2 | ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+---

5. IP Layer Parameters per Interface

   This section details the options that affect the operation of the IP
   layer on a per-interface basis.  It is expected that a client can
   issue multiple requests, one per interface, in order to configure
   interfaces with their specific parameters.

5.1. Interface MTU Option



   This option specifies the MTU to use on this interface.  The MTU is
   specified as a 16-bit unsigned integer.  The minimum legal value for
   the MTU is 68.

   The code for this option is 26, and its length is 2.

    Code   Len      MTU
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+
   |  26 |  2  |  m1 |  m2 |
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+

5.2. All Subnets are Local Option

   This option specifies whether or not the client may assume that all
   subnets of the IP network to which the client is connected use the
   same MTU as the subnet of that network to which the client is
   directly connected.  A value of 1 indicates that all subnets share
   the same MTU.  A value of 0 means that the client should assume that
   some subnets of the directly connected network may have smaller MTUs.
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   The code for this option is 27, and its length is 1.

    Code   Len  Value
   +-----+-----+-----+
   |  27 |  1  | 0/1 |
   +-----+-----+-----+

5.3. Broadcast Address Option

   This option specifies the broadcast address in use on the client's
   subnet.  Legal values for broadcast addresses are specified in
   section 3.2.1.3 of [4].

   The code for this option is 28, and its length is 4.

    Code   Len     Broadcast Address
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
   |  28 |  4  |  b1 |  b2 |  b3 |  b4 |
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+

5.4. Perform Mask Discovery Option

   This option specifies whether or not the client should perform subnet
   mask discovery using ICMP.  A value of 0 indicates that the client
   should not perform mask discovery.  A value of 1 means that the
   client should perform mask discovery.

   The code for this option is 29, and its length is 1.

    Code   Len  Value
   +-----+-----+-----+
   |  29 |  1  | 0/1 |
   +-----+-----+-----+

5.5. Mask Supplier Option



   This option specifies whether or not the client should respond to
   subnet mask requests using ICMP.  A value of 0 indicates that the
   client should not respond.  A value of 1 means that the client should
   respond.

   The code for this option is 30, and its length is 1.

    Code   Len  Value
   +-----+-----+-----+
   |  30 |  1  | 0/1 |
   +-----+-----+-----+
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5.6. Perform Router Discovery Option

   This option specifies whether or not the client should solicit
   routers using the Router Discovery mechanism defined in RFC 1256
   [13].  A value of 0 indicates that the client should not perform
   router discovery.  A value of 1 means that the client should perform
   router discovery.

   The code for this option is 31, and its length is 1.

    Code   Len  Value
   +-----+-----+-----+
   |  31 |  1  | 0/1 |
   +-----+-----+-----+

5.7. Router Solicitation Address Option

   This option specifies the address to which the client should transmit
   router solicitation requests.

   The code for this option is 32, and its length is 4.

    Code   Len            Address
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
   |  32 |  4  |  a1 |  a2 |  a3 |  a4 |
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+

5.8. Static Route Option

   This option specifies a list of static routes that the client should
   install in its routing cache.  If multiple routes to the same
   destination are specified, they are listed in descending order of
   priority.

   The routes consist of a list of IP address pairs.  The first address
   is the destination address, and the second address is the router for
   the destination.

   The default route (0.0.0.0) is an illegal destination for a static
   route.  See section 3.5 for information about the router option.



   The code for this option is 33.  The minimum length of this option is
   8, and the length MUST be a multiple of 8.
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    Code   Len         Destination 1           Router 1
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
   |  33 |  n  |  d1 |  d2 |  d3 |  d4 |  r1 |  r2 |  r3 |  r4 |
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
           Destination 2           Router 2
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+---
   |  d1 |  d2 |  d3 |  d4 |  r1 |  r2 |  r3 |  r4 | ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+---

6. Link Layer Parameters per Interface

   This section lists the options that affect the operation of the data
   link layer on a per-interface basis.

6.1. Trailer Encapsulation Option

   This option specifies whether or not the client should negotiate the
   use of trailers (RFC 893 [14]) when using the ARP protocol.  A value
   of 0 indicates that the client should not attempt to use trailers.  A
   value of 1 means that the client should attempt to use trailers.

   The code for this option is 34, and its length is 1.

    Code   Len  Value
   +-----+-----+-----+
   |  34 |  1  | 0/1 |
   +-----+-----+-----+

6.2. ARP Cache Timeout Option

   This option specifies the timeout in seconds for ARP cache entries.
   The time is specified as a 32-bit unsigned integer.

   The code for this option is 35, and its length is 4.

    Code   Len           Time
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
   |  35 |  4  |  t1 |  t2 |  t3 |  t4 |
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+

6.3. Ethernet Encapsulation Option

   This option specifies whether or not the client should use Ethernet
   Version 2 (RFC 894 [15]) or IEEE 802.3 (RFC 1042 [16]) encapsulation
   if the interface is an Ethernet.  A value of 0 indicates that the
   client should use RFC 894 encapsulation.  A value of 1 means that the
   client should use RFC 1042 encapsulation.
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   The code for this option is 36, and its length is 1.

    Code   Len  Value
   +-----+-----+-----+
   |  36 |  1  | 0/1 |
   +-----+-----+-----+

7. TCP Parameters

   This section lists the options that affect the operation of the TCP
   layer on a per-interface basis.

7.1. TCP Default TTL Option

   This option specifies the default TTL that the client should use when
   sending TCP segments.  The value is represented as an 8-bit unsigned
   integer.  The minimum value is 1.

   The code for this option is 37, and its length is 1.

    Code   Len   TTL
   +-----+-----+-----+
   |  37 |  1  |  n  |
   +-----+-----+-----+

7.2. TCP Keepalive Interval Option

   This option specifies the interval (in seconds) that the client TCP
   should wait before sending a keepalive message on a TCP connection.
   The time is specified as a 32-bit unsigned integer.  A value of zero
   indicates that the client should not generate keepalive messages on
   connections unless specifically requested by an application.

   The code for this option is 38, and its length is 4.

    Code   Len           Time
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
   |  38 |  4  |  t1 |  t2 |  t3 |  t4 |
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+

7.3. TCP Keepalive Garbage Option

   This option specifies the whether or not the client should send TCP
   keepalive messages with a octet of garbage for compatibility with
   older implementations.  A value of 0 indicates that a garbage octet
   should not be sent. A value of 1 indicates that a garbage octet
   should be sent.
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   The code for this option is 39, and its length is 1.

    Code   Len  Value
   +-----+-----+-----+
   |  39 |  1  | 0/1 |
   +-----+-----+-----+

8. Application and Service Parameters

   This section details some miscellaneous options used to configure
   miscellaneous applications and services.

8.1. Network Information Service Domain Option

   This option specifies the name of the client's NIS [17] domain.  The
   domain is formatted as a character string consisting of characters
   from the NVT ASCII character set.

   The code for this option is 40.  Its minimum length is 1.

    Code   Len      NIS Domain Name
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+---
   |  40 |  n  |  n1 |  n2 |  n3 |  n4 | ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+---

8.2. Network Information Servers Option

   This option specifies a list of IP addresses indicating NIS servers
   available to the client.  Servers SHOULD be listed in order of
   preference.

   The code for this option is 41.  Its minimum length is 4, and the
   length MUST be a multiple of 4.

    Code   Len         Address 1               Address 2
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--
   |  41 |  n  |  a1 |  a2 |  a3 |  a4 |  a1 |  a2 |  ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--

8.3. Network Time Protocol Servers Option

   This option specifies a list of IP addresses indicating NTP [18]
   servers available to the client.  Servers SHOULD be listed in order
   of preference.

   The code for this option is 42.  Its minimum length is 4, and the
   length MUST be a multiple of 4.
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    Code   Len         Address 1               Address 2
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--
   |  42 |  n  |  a1 |  a2 |  a3 |  a4 |  a1 |  a2 |  ...



   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--

8.4. Vendor Specific Information

   This option is used by clients and servers to exchange vendor-
   specific information.  The information is an opaque object of n
   octets, presumably interpreted by vendor-specific code on the clients
   and servers.  The definition of this information is vendor specific.
   The vendor is indicated in the vendor class identifier option.
   Servers not equipped to interpret the vendor-specific information
   sent by a client MUST ignore it (although it may be reported).
   Clients which do not receive desired vendor-specific information
   SHOULD make an attempt to operate without it, although they may do so
   (and announce they are doing so) in a degraded mode.

   If a vendor potentially encodes more than one item of information in
   this option, then the vendor SHOULD encode the option using
   "Encapsulated vendor-specific options" as described below:

   The Encapsulated vendor-specific options field SHOULD be encoded as a
   sequence of code/length/value fields of identical syntax to the DHCP
   options field with the following exceptions:

      1) There SHOULD NOT be a "magic cookie" field in the encapsulated
         vendor-specific extensions field.

      2) Codes other than 0 or 255 MAY be redefined by the vendor within
         the encapsulated vendor-specific extensions field, but SHOULD
         conform to the tag-length-value syntax defined in section 2.

      3) Code 255 (END), if present, signifies the end of the
         encapsulated vendor extensions, not the end of the vendor
         extensions field. If no code 255 is present, then the end of
         the enclosing vendor-specific information field is taken as the
         end of the encapsulated vendor-specific extensions field.

   The code for this option is 43 and its minimum length is 1.

   Code   Len   Vendor-specific information
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+---
   |  43 |  n  |  i1 |  i2 | ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+---
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   When encapsulated vendor-specific extensions are used, the
   information bytes 1-n have the following format:

    Code   Len   Data item        Code   Len   Data item       Code
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
   |  T1 |  n  |  d1 |  d2 | ... |  T2 |  n  |  D1 |  D2 | ... | ... |
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+

8.5. NetBIOS over TCP/IP Name Server Option



   The NetBIOS name server (NBNS) option specifies a list of RFC
   1001/1002 [19] [20] NBNS name servers listed in order of preference.

   The code for this option is 44.  The minimum length of the option is
   4 octets, and the length must always be a multiple of 4.

    Code   Len           Address 1              Address 2
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+----
   |  44 |  n  |  a1 |  a2 |  a3 |  a4 |  b1 |  b2 |  b3 |  b4 | ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+----

8.6. NetBIOS over TCP/IP Datagram Distribution Server Option

   The NetBIOS datagram distribution server (NBDD) option specifies a
   list of RFC 1001/1002 NBDD servers listed in order of preference. The
   code for this option is 45.  The minimum length of the option is 4
   octets, and the length must always be a multiple of 4.

    Code   Len           Address 1              Address 2
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+----
   |  45 |  n  |  a1 |  a2 |  a3 |  a4 |  b1 |  b2 |  b3 |  b4 | ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+----

8.7. NetBIOS over TCP/IP Node Type Option

   The NetBIOS node type option allows NetBIOS over TCP/IP clients which
   are configurable to be configured as described in RFC 1001/1002.  The
   value is specified as a single octet which identifies the client type
   as follows:

      Value         Node Type
      -----         ---------
      0x1           B-node
      0x2           P-node
      0x4           M-node
      0x8           H-node
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   In the above chart, the notation '0x' indicates a number in base-16
   (hexadecimal).

   The code for this option is 46.  The length of this option is always
   1.

    Code   Len  Node Type
   +-----+-----+-----------+
   |  46 |  1  | see above |
   +-----+-----+-----------+

8.8. NetBIOS over TCP/IP Scope Option

   The NetBIOS scope option specifies the NetBIOS over TCP/IP scope
   parameter for the client as specified in RFC 1001/1002. See [19],



   [20], and [8] for character-set restrictions.

   The code for this option is 47.  The minimum length of this option is
   1.

    Code   Len       NetBIOS Scope
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+----
   |  47 |  n  |  s1 |  s2 |  s3 |  s4 | ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+----

8.9. X Window System Font Server Option

   This option specifies a list of X Window System [21] Font servers
   available to the client. Servers SHOULD be listed in order of
   preference.

   The code for this option is 48.  The minimum length of this option is
   4 octets, and the length MUST be a multiple of 4.

    Code   Len         Address 1               Address 2
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+---
   |  48 |  n  |  a1 |  a2 |  a3 |  a4 |  a1 |  a2 |   ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+---

8.10. X Window System Display Manager Option

   This option specifies a list of IP addresses of systems that are
   running the X Window System Display Manager and are available to the
   client.

   Addresses SHOULD be listed in order of preference.
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   The code for the this option is 49. The minimum length of this option
   is 4, and the length MUST be a multiple of 4.

    Code   Len         Address 1               Address 2

   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+---
   |  49 |  n  |  a1 |  a2 |  a3 |  a4 |  a1 |  a2 |   ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+---

8.11. Network Information Service+ Domain Option

   This option specifies the name of the client's NIS+ [17] domain.  The
   domain is formatted as a character string consisting of characters
   from the NVT ASCII character set.

   The code for this option is 64.  Its minimum length is 1.

    Code   Len      NIS Client Domain Name
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+---
   |  64 |  n  |  n1 |  n2 |  n3 |  n4 | ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+---



8.12. Network Information Service+ Servers Option

   This option specifies a list of IP addresses indicating NIS+ servers
   available to the client.  Servers SHOULD be listed in order of
   preference.

   The code for this option is 65.  Its minimum length is 4, and the
   length MUST be a multiple of 4.

    Code   Len         Address 1               Address 2
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--
   |  65 |  n  |  a1 |  a2 |  a3 |  a4 |  a1 |  a2 |  ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--

8.13. Mobile IP Home Agent option

   This option specifies a list of IP addresses indicating mobile IP
   home agents available to the client.  Agents SHOULD be listed in
   order of preference.

   The code for this option is 68.  Its minimum length is 0 (indicating
   no home agents are available) and the length MUST be a multiple of 4.
   It is expected that the usual length will be four octets, containing
   a single home agent's address.
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    Code Len    Home Agent Addresses (zero or more)
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--
   | 68  |  n  | a1  | a2  | a3  | a4  | ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--

8.14. Simple Mail Transport Protocol (SMTP) Server Option

   The SMTP server option specifies a list of SMTP servers available to
   the client.  Servers SHOULD be listed in order of preference.

   The code for the SMTP server option is 69.  The minimum length for
   this option is 4 octets, and the length MUST always be a multiple of
   4.

    Code   Len         Address 1               Address 2
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--
   | 69  |  n  |  a1 |  a2 |  a3 |  a4 |  a1 |  a2 |  ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--

8.15. Post Office Protocol (POP3) Server Option

   The POP3 server option specifies a list of POP3 available to the
   client.  Servers SHOULD be listed in order of preference.

   The code for the POP3 server option is 70.  The minimum length for
   this option is 4 octets, and the length MUST always be a multiple of
   4.



    Code   Len         Address 1               Address 2
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--
   | 70  |  n  |  a1 |  a2 |  a3 |  a4 |  a1 |  a2 |  ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--

8.16. Network News Transport Protocol (NNTP) Server Option

   The NNTP server option specifies a list of NNTP available to the
   client.  Servers SHOULD be listed in order of preference.

   The code for the NNTP server option is 71. The minimum length for
   this option is 4 octets, and the length MUST always be a multiple of
   4.

    Code   Len         Address 1               Address 2
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--
   | 71  |  n  |  a1 |  a2 |  a3 |  a4 |  a1 |  a2 |  ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--
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8.17. Default World Wide Web (WWW) Server Option

   The WWW server option specifies a list of WWW available to the
   client.  Servers SHOULD be listed in order of preference.

   The code for the WWW server option is 72.  The minimum length for
   this option is 4 octets, and the length MUST always be a multiple of
   4.

    Code   Len         Address 1               Address 2
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--
   | 72  |  n  |  a1 |  a2 |  a3 |  a4 |  a1 |  a2 |  ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--

8.18. Default Finger Server Option

   The Finger server option specifies a list of Finger available to the
   client.  Servers SHOULD be listed in order of preference.

   The code for the Finger server option is 73.  The minimum length for
   this option is 4 octets, and the length MUST always be a multiple of
   4.

    Code   Len         Address 1               Address 2
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--
   | 73  |  n  |  a1 |  a2 |  a3 |  a4 |  a1 |  a2 |  ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--

8.19. Default Internet Relay Chat (IRC) Server Option

   The IRC server option specifies a list of IRC available to the
   client.  Servers SHOULD be listed in order of preference.



   The code for the IRC server option is 74.  The minimum length for
   this option is 4 octets, and the length MUST always be a multiple of
   4.

    Code   Len         Address 1               Address 2
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--
   | 74  |  n  |  a1 |  a2 |  a3 |  a4 |  a1 |  a2 |  ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--

8.20. StreetTalk Server Option

   The StreetTalk server option specifies a list of StreetTalk servers
   available to the client.  Servers SHOULD be listed in order of
   preference.
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   The code for the StreetTalk server option is 75.  The minimum length
   for this option is 4 octets, and the length MUST always be a multiple
   of 4.

    Code   Len         Address 1               Address 2
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--
   | 75  |  n  |  a1 |  a2 |  a3 |  a4 |  a1 |  a2 |  ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--

8.21. StreetTalk Directory Assistance (STDA) Server Option

   The StreetTalk Directory Assistance (STDA) server option specifies a
   list of STDA servers available to the client.  Servers SHOULD be
   listed in order of preference.

   The code for the StreetTalk Directory Assistance server option is 76.
   The minimum length for this option is 4 octets, and the length MUST
   always be a multiple of 4.

    Code   Len         Address 1               Address 2
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--
   | 76  |  n  |  a1 |  a2 |  a3 |  a4 |  a1 |  a2 |  ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+--

9. DHCP Extensions

   This section details the options that are specific to DHCP.

9.1. Requested IP Address

   This option is used in a client request (DHCPDISCOVER) to allow the
   client to request that a particular IP address be assigned.

   The code for this option is 50, and its length is 4.

    Code   Len          Address
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
   |  50 |  4  |  a1 |  a2 |  a3 |  a4 |
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+



9.2. IP Address Lease Time

   This option is used in a client request (DHCPDISCOVER or DHCPREQUEST)
   to allow the client to request a lease time for the IP address.  In a
   server reply (DHCPOFFER), a DHCP server uses this option to specify
   the lease time it is willing to offer.
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   The time is in units of seconds, and is specified as a 32-bit
   unsigned integer.

   The code for this option is 51, and its length is 4.

    Code   Len         Lease Time
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
   |  51 |  4  |  t1 |  t2 |  t3 |  t4 |
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+

9.3. Option Overload

   This option is used to indicate that the DHCP 'sname' or 'file'
   fields are being overloaded by using them to carry DHCP options. A
   DHCP server inserts this option if the returned parameters will
   exceed the usual space allotted for options.

   If this option is present, the client interprets the specified
   additional fields after it concludes interpretation of the standard
   option fields.

   The code for this option is 52, and its length is 1.  Legal values
   for this option are:

           Value   Meaning
           -----   --------
             1     the 'file' field is used to hold options
             2     the 'sname' field is used to hold options
             3     both fields are used to hold options

    Code   Len  Value
   +-----+-----+-----+
   |  52 |  1  |1/2/3|
   +-----+-----+-----+

9.4 TFTP server name

   This option is used to identify a TFTP server when the 'sname' field
   in the DHCP header has been used for DHCP options.

   The code for this option is 66, and its minimum length is 1.

       Code  Len   TFTP server
      +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+---
      | 66  |  n  |  c1 |  c2 |  c3 | ...



      +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+---
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9.5 Bootfile name

   This option is used to identify a bootfile when the 'file' field in
   the DHCP header has been used for DHCP options.

   The code for this option is 67, and its minimum length is 1.

       Code  Len   Bootfile name
      +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+---
      | 67  |  n  |  c1 |  c2 |  c3 | ...
      +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+---

9.6. DHCP Message Type

   This option is used to convey the type of the DHCP message.  The code
   for this option is 53, and its length is 1.  Legal values for this
   option are:

           Value   Message Type
           -----   ------------
             1     DHCPDISCOVER
             2     DHCPOFFER
             3     DHCPREQUEST
             4     DHCPDECLINE
             5     DHCPACK
             6     DHCPNAK
             7     DHCPRELEASE
             8     DHCPINFORM

    Code   Len  Type
   +-----+-----+-----+
   |  53 |  1  | 1-9 |
   +-----+-----+-----+

9.7. Server Identifier

   This option is used in DHCPOFFER and DHCPREQUEST messages, and may
   optionally be included in the DHCPACK and DHCPNAK messages.  DHCP
   servers include this option in the DHCPOFFER in order to allow the
   client to distinguish between lease offers.  DHCP clients use the
   contents of the 'server identifier' field as the destination address
   for any DHCP messages unicast to the DHCP server.  DHCP clients also
   indicate which of several lease offers is being accepted by including
   this option in a DHCPREQUEST message.

   The identifier is the IP address of the selected server.

   The code for this option is 54, and its length is 4.
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    Code   Len            Address
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
   |  54 |  4  |  a1 |  a2 |  a3 |  a4 |
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+

9.8. Parameter Request List

   This option is used by a DHCP client to request values for specified
   configuration parameters.  The list of requested parameters is
   specified as n octets, where each octet is a valid DHCP option code
   as defined in this document.

   The client MAY list the options in order of preference.  The DHCP
   server is not required to return the options in the requested order,
   but MUST try to insert the requested options in the order requested
   by the client.

   The code for this option is 55.  Its minimum length is 1.

    Code   Len   Option Codes
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+---
   |  55 |  n  |  c1 |  c2 | ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+---

9.9. Message

   This option is used by a DHCP server to provide an error message to a
   DHCP client in a DHCPNAK message in the event of a failure. A client
   may use this option in a DHCPDECLINE message to indicate the why the
   client declined the offered parameters.  The message consists of n
   octets of NVT ASCII text, which the client may display on an
   available output device.

   The code for this option is 56 and its minimum length is 1.

    Code   Len     Text
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+---
   |  56 |  n  |  c1 |  c2 | ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+---

9.10. Maximum DHCP Message Size

   This option specifies the maximum length DHCP message that it is
   willing to accept.  The length is specified as an unsigned 16-bit
   integer.  A client may use the maximum DHCP message size option in
   DHCPDISCOVER or DHCPREQUEST messages, but should not use the option
   in DHCPDECLINE messages.
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   The code for this option is 57, and its length is 2.  The minimum



   legal value is 576 octets.

    Code   Len     Length
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+
   |  57 |  2  |  l1 |  l2 |
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+

9.11. Renewal (T1) Time Value

   This option specifies the time interval from address assignment until
   the client transitions to the RENEWING state.

   The value is in units of seconds, and is specified as a 32-bit
   unsigned integer.

   The code for this option is 58, and its length is 4.

    Code   Len         T1 Interval
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
   |  58 |  4  |  t1 |  t2 |  t3 |  t4 |
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+

9.12. Rebinding (T2) Time Value

   This option specifies the time interval from address assignment until
   the client transitions to the REBINDING state.

   The value is in units of seconds, and is specified as a 32-bit
   unsigned integer.

   The code for this option is 59, and its length is 4.

    Code   Len         T2 Interval
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
   |  59 |  4  |  t1 |  t2 |  t3 |  t4 |
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+

9.13. Vendor class identifier

   This option is used by DHCP clients to optionally identify the vendor
   type and configuration of a DHCP client.  The information is a string
   of n octets, interpreted by servers.  Vendors may choose to define
   specific vendor class identifiers to convey particular configuration
   or other identification information about a client.  For example, the
   identifier may encode the client's hardware configuration.  Servers
   not equipped to interpret the class-specific information sent by a
   client MUST ignore it (although it may be reported). Servers that
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   respond SHOULD only use option 43 to return the vendor-specific
   information to the client.

   The code for this option is 60, and its minimum length is 1.

   Code   Len   Vendor class Identifier
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+---



   |  60 |  n  |  i1 |  i2 | ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+---

9.14. Client-identifier

   This option is used by DHCP clients to specify their unique
   identifier.  DHCP servers use this value to index their database of
   address bindings.  This value is expected to be unique for all
   clients in an administrative domain.

   Identifiers SHOULD be treated as opaque objects by DHCP servers.

   The client identifier MAY consist of type-value pairs similar to the
   'htype'/'chaddr' fields defined in [3]. For instance, it MAY consist
   of a hardware type and hardware address. In this case the type field
   SHOULD be one of the ARP hardware types defined in STD2 [22].  A
   hardware type of 0 (zero) should be used when the value field
   contains an identifier other than a hardware address (e.g. a fully
   qualified domain name).

   For correct identification of clients, each client's client-
   identifier MUST be unique among the client-identifiers used on the
   subnet to which the client is attached.  Vendors and system
   administrators are responsible for choosing client-identifiers that
   meet this requirement for uniqueness.

   The code for this option is 61, and its minimum length is 2.

   Code   Len   Type  Client-Identifier
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+---
   |  61 |  n  |  t1 |  i1 |  i2 | ...
   +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+---
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10. Defining new extensions

   The author of a new DHCP option will follow these steps to obtain
   acceptance of the option as a part of the DHCP Internet Standard:

   1. The author devises the new option.
   2. The author requests a number for the new option from IANA by
      contacting:
      Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA)
      USC/Information Sciences Institute
      4676 Admiralty Way
      Marina del Rey, California  90292-6695



      or by email as: iana@iana.org

   3. The author documents the new option, using the newly obtained
      option number, as an Internet Draft.
   4. The author submits the Internet Draft for review through the IETF
      standards process as defined in "Internet Official Protocol
      Standards" (STD 1).  The new option will be submitted for eventual
      acceptance as an Internet Standard.
   5. The new option progresses through the IETF standards process; the
      new option will be reviewed by the Dynamic Host Configuration
      Working Group (if that group still exists), or as an Internet
      Draft not submitted by an IETF working group.
   6. If the new option fails to gain acceptance as an Internet
      Standard, the assigned option number will be returned to IANA for
      reassignment.

      This procedure for defining new extensions will ensure that:

      * allocation of new option numbers is coordinated from a single
        authority,
      * new options are reviewed for technical correctness and
        appropriateness, and
      * documentation for new options is complete and published.
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13. Security Considerations

   Security issues are not discussed in this memo.
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         Dynamic Updates in the Domain Name System (DNS UPDATE)

Status of this Memo

   This document specifies an Internet standards track protocol for the
   Internet community, and requests discussion and suggestions for
   improvements.  Please refer to the current edition of the "Internet
   Official Protocol Standards" (STD 1) for the standardization state
   and status of this protocol.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

Abstract

   The Domain Name System was originally designed to support queries of
   a statically configured database.  While the data was expected to
   change, the frequency of those changes was expected to be fairly low,
   and all updates were made as external edits to a zone's Master File.

   Using this specification of the UPDATE opcode, it is possible to add
   or delete RRs or RRsets from a specified zone.  Prerequisites are
   specified separately from update operations, and can specify a
   dependency upon either the previous existence or nonexistence of an
   RRset, or the existence of a single RR.



   UPDATE is atomic, i.e., all prerequisites must be satisfied or else
   no update operations will take place.  There are no data dependent
   error conditions defined after the prerequisites have been met.

1 - Definitions

   This document intentionally gives more definition to the roles of
   "Master," "Slave," and "Primary Master" servers, and their
   enumeration in NS RRs, and the SOA MNAME field.  In that sense, the
   following server type definitions can be considered an addendum to
   [RFC1035], and are intended to be consistent with [RFC1996]:

      Slave           an authoritative server that uses AXFR or IXFR to
                      retrieve the zone and is named in the zone's NS
                      RRset.
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      Master          an authoritative server configured to be the
                      source of AXFR or IXFR data for one or more slave
                      servers.

      Primary Master  master server at the root of the AXFR/IXFR
                      dependency graph.  The primary master is named in
                      the zone's SOA MNAME field and optionally by an NS
                      RR.  There is by definition only one primary master
                      server per zone.

   A domain name identifies a node within the domain name space tree
   structure.  Each node has a set (possibly empty) of Resource Records
   (RRs).  All RRs having the same NAME, CLASS and TYPE are called a
   Resource Record Set (RRset).

   The pseudocode used in this document is for example purposes only.
   If it is found to disagree with the text, the text shall be
   considered authoritative.  If the text is found to be ambiguous, the
   pseudocode can be used to help resolve the ambiguity.

   1.1 - Comparison Rules

   1.1.1. Two RRs are considered equal if their NAME, CLASS, TYPE,
   RDLENGTH and RDATA fields are equal.  Note that the time-to-live
   (TTL) field is explicitly excluded from the comparison.

   1.1.2. The rules for comparison of character strings in names are
   specified in [RFC1035 2.3.3].

   1.1.3. Wildcarding is disabled.  That is, a wildcard ("*") in an
   update only matches a wildcard ("*") in the zone, and vice versa.

   1.1.4. Aliasing is disabled: A CNAME in the zone matches a CNAME in
   the update, and will not otherwise be followed.  All UPDATE
   operations are done on the basis of canonical names.

   1.1.5. The following RR types cannot be appended to an RRset.  If the
   following comparison rules are met, then an attempt to add the new RR
   will result in the replacement of the previous RR:



      SOA    compare only NAME, CLASS and TYPE -- it is not possible to
             have more than one SOA per zone, even if any of the data
             fields differ.

      WKS    compare only NAME, CLASS, TYPE, ADDRESS, and PROTOCOL
             -- only one WKS RR is possible for this tuple, even if the
             services masks differ.
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      CNAME  compare only NAME, CLASS, and TYPE -- it is not possible
             to have more than one CNAME RR, even if their data fields
             differ.

   1.2 - Glue RRs

   For the purpose of determining whether a domain name used in the
   UPDATE protocol is contained within a specified zone, a domain name
   is "in" a zone if it is owned by that zone's domain name.  See
   section 7.18 for details.

   1.3 - New Assigned Numbers

      CLASS = NONE (254)
      RCODE = YXDOMAIN (6)
      RCODE = YXRRSET (7)
      RCODE = NXRRSET (8)
      RCODE = NOTAUTH (9)
      RCODE = NOTZONE (10)
      Opcode = UPDATE (5)

2 - Update Message Format

   The DNS Message Format is defined by [RFC1035 4.1].  Some extensions
   are necessary (for example, more error codes are possible under
   UPDATE than under QUERY) and some fields must be overloaded (see
   description of CLASS fields below).

   The overall format of an UPDATE message is, following [ibid]:

      +---------------------+
      |        Header       |
      +---------------------+
      |         Zone        | specifies the zone to be updated
      +---------------------+
      |     Prerequisite    | RRs or RRsets which must (not) preexist
      +---------------------+
      |        Update       | RRs or RRsets to be added or deleted
      +---------------------+
      |   Additional Data   | additional data
      +---------------------+
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   The Header Section specifies that this message is an UPDATE, and
   describes the size of the other sections.  The Zone Section names the
   zone that is to be updated by this message.  The Prerequisite Section
   specifies the starting invariants (in terms of zone content) required
   for this update.  The Update Section contains the edits to be made,
   and the Additional Data Section contains data which may be necessary
   to complete, but is not part of, this update.

   2.1 - Transport Issues

   An update transaction may be carried in a UDP datagram, if the
   request fits, or in a TCP connection (at the discretion of the
   requestor).  When TCP is used, the message is in the format described
   in [RFC1035 4.2.2].

   2.2 - Message Header

   The header of the DNS Message Format is defined by [RFC 1035 4.1].
   Not all opcodes define the same set of flag bits, though as a
   practical matter most of the bits defined for QUERY (in [ibid]) are
   identically defined by the other opcodes.  UPDATE uses only one flag
   bit (QR).

   The DNS Message Format specifies record counts for its four sections
   (Question, Answer, Authority, and Additional).  UPDATE uses the same
   fields, and the same section formats, but the naming and use of these
   sections differs as shown in the following modified header, after
   [RFC1035 4.1.1]:

                                      1  1  1  1  1  1
        0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  0  1  2  3  4  5
      +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
      |                      ID                       |
      +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
      |QR|   Opcode  |          Z         |   RCODE   |
      +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
      |                    ZOCOUNT                    |
      +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
      |                    PRCOUNT                    |
      +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
      |                    UPCOUNT                    |
      +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
      |                    ADCOUNT                    |
      +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
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   These fields are used as follows:

   ID      A 16-bit identifier assigned by the entity that generates any
           kind of request.  This identifier is copied in the
           corresponding reply and can be used by the requestor to match
           replies to outstanding requests, or by the server to detect
           duplicated requests from some requestor.

   QR      A one bit field that specifies whether this message is a
           request (0), or a response (1).

   Opcode  A four bit field that specifies the kind of request in this
           message.  This value is set by the originator of a request
           and copied into the response.  The Opcode value that
           identifies an UPDATE message is five (5).

   Z       Reserved for future use.  Should be zero (0) in all requests
           and responses.  A non-zero Z field should be ignored by
           implementations of this specification.

   RCODE   Response code - this four bit field is undefined in requests
           and set in responses.  The values and meanings of this field
           within responses are as follows:

              Mneumonic   Value   Description
              ------------------------------------------------------------
              NOERROR     0       No error condition.
              FORMERR     1       The name server was unable to interpret
                                  the request due to a format error.
              SERVFAIL    2       The name server encountered an internal
                                  failure while processing this request,
                                  for example an operating system error
                                  or a forwarding timeout.
              NXDOMAIN    3       Some name that ought to exist,
                                  does not exist.
              NOTIMP      4       The name server does not support
                                  the specified Opcode.
              REFUSED     5       The name server refuses to perform the
                                  specified operation for policy or
                                  security reasons.
              YXDOMAIN    6       Some name that ought not to exist,
                                  does exist.
              YXRRSET     7       Some RRset that ought not to exist,
                                  does exist.
              NXRRSET     8       Some RRset that ought to exist,
                                  does not exist.
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              NOTAUTH     9       The server is not authoritative for



                                  the zone named in the Zone Section.
              NOTZONE     10      A name used in the Prerequisite or
                                  Update Section is not within the
                                  zone denoted by the Zone Section.

   ZOCOUNT The number of RRs in the Zone Section.

   PRCOUNT The number of RRs in the Prerequisite Section.

   UPCOUNT The number of RRs in the Update Section.

   ADCOUNT The number of RRs in the Additional Data Section.

   2.3 - Zone Section

   The Zone Section has the same format as that specified in [RFC1035
   4.1.2], with the fields redefined as follows:

                                      1  1  1  1  1  1
        0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  0  1  2  3  4  5
      +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
      |                                               |
      /                     ZNAME                     /
      /                                               /
      +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
      |                     ZTYPE                     |
      +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
      |                     ZCLASS                    |
      +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

   UPDATE uses this section to denote the zone of the records being
   updated.  All records to be updated must be in the same zone, and
   therefore the Zone Section is allowed to contain exactly one record.
   The ZNAME is the zone name, the ZTYPE must be SOA, and the ZCLASS is
   the zone's class.

   2.4 - Prerequisite Section

   This section contains a set of RRset prerequisites which must be
   satisfied at the time the UPDATE packet is received by the primary
   master server.  The format of this section is as specified by
   [RFC1035 4.1.3].  There are five possible sets of semantics that can
   be expressed here, summarized as follows and then explained below.

      (1)  RRset exists (value independent).  At least one RR with a
           specified NAME and TYPE (in the zone and class specified by
           the Zone Section) must exist.
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      (2)  RRset exists (value dependent).  A set of RRs with a
           specified NAME and TYPE exists and has the same members
           with the same RDATAs as the RRset specified here in this
           Section.

      (3)  RRset does not exist.  No RRs with a specified NAME and TYPE
          (in the zone and class denoted by the Zone Section) can exist.



      (4)  Name is in use.  At least one RR with a specified NAME (in
           the zone and class specified by the Zone Section) must exist.
           Note that this prerequisite is NOT satisfied by empty
           nonterminals.

      (5)  Name is not in use.  No RR of any type is owned by a
           specified NAME.  Note that this prerequisite IS satisfied by
           empty nonterminals.

   The syntax of these is as follows:

   2.4.1 - RRset Exists (Value Independent)

   At least one RR with a specified NAME and TYPE (in the zone and class
   specified in the Zone Section) must exist.

   For this prerequisite, a requestor adds to the section a single RR
   whose NAME and TYPE are equal to that of the zone RRset whose
   existence is required.  RDLENGTH is zero and RDATA is therefore
   empty.  CLASS must be specified as ANY to differentiate this
   condition from that of an actual RR whose RDLENGTH is naturally zero
   (0) (e.g., NULL).  TTL is specified as zero (0).

   2.4.2 - RRset Exists (Value Dependent)

   A set of RRs with a specified NAME and TYPE exists and has the same
   members with the same RDATAs as the RRset specified here in this
   section.  While RRset ordering is undefined and therefore not
   significant to this comparison, the sets be identical in their
   extent.

   For this prerequisite, a requestor adds to the section an entire
   RRset whose preexistence is required.  NAME and TYPE are that of the
   RRset being denoted.  CLASS is that of the zone.  TTL must be
   specified as zero (0) and is ignored when comparing RRsets for
   identity.
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   2.4.3 - RRset Does Not Exist

   No RRs with a specified NAME and TYPE (in the zone and class denoted
   by the Zone Section) can exist.

   For this prerequisite, a requestor adds to the section a single RR
   whose NAME and TYPE are equal to that of the RRset whose nonexistence
   is required.  The RDLENGTH of this record is zero (0), and RDATA
   field is therefore empty.  CLASS must be specified as NONE in order
   to distinguish this condition from a valid RR whose RDLENGTH is
   naturally zero (0) (for example, the NULL RR).  TTL must be specified
   as zero (0).



   2.4.4 - Name Is In Use

   Name is in use.  At least one RR with a specified NAME (in the zone
   and class specified by the Zone Section) must exist.  Note that this
   prerequisite is NOT satisfied by empty nonterminals.

   For this prerequisite, a requestor adds to the section a single RR
   whose NAME is equal to that of the name whose ownership of an RR is
   required.  RDLENGTH is zero and RDATA is therefore empty.  CLASS must
   be specified as ANY to differentiate this condition from that of an
   actual RR whose RDLENGTH is naturally zero (0) (e.g., NULL).  TYPE
   must be specified as ANY to differentiate this case from that of an
   RRset existence test.  TTL is specified as zero (0).

   2.4.5 - Name Is Not In Use

   Name is not in use.  No RR of any type is owned by a specified NAME.
   Note that this prerequisite IS satisfied by empty nonterminals.

   For this prerequisite, a requestor adds to the section a single RR
   whose NAME is equal to that of the name whose nonownership of any RRs
   is required.  RDLENGTH is zero and RDATA is therefore empty.  CLASS
   must be specified as NONE.  TYPE must be specified as ANY.  TTL must
   be specified as zero (0).

   2.5 - Update Section

   This section contains RRs to be added to or deleted from the zone.
   The format of this section is as specified by [RFC1035 4.1.3].  There
   are four possible sets of semantics, summarized below and with
   details to follow.
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      (1) Add RRs to an RRset.
      (2) Delete an RRset.
      (3) Delete all RRsets from a name.
      (4) Delete an RR from an RRset.

   The syntax of these is as follows:

   2.5.1 - Add To An RRset

   RRs are added to the Update Section whose NAME, TYPE, TTL, RDLENGTH
   and RDATA are those being added, and CLASS is the same as the zone
   class.  Any duplicate RRs will be silently ignored by the primary
   master.

   2.5.2 - Delete An RRset

   One RR is added to the Update Section whose NAME and TYPE are those
   of the RRset to be deleted.  TTL must be specified as zero (0) and is
   otherwise not used by the primary master.  CLASS must be specified as



   ANY.  RDLENGTH must be zero (0) and RDATA must therefore be empty.
   If no such RRset exists, then this Update RR will be silently ignored
   by the primary master.

   2.5.3 - Delete All RRsets From A Name

   One RR is added to the Update Section whose NAME is that of the name
   to be cleansed of RRsets.  TYPE must be specified as ANY.  TTL must
   be specified as zero (0) and is otherwise not used by the primary
   master.  CLASS must be specified as ANY.  RDLENGTH must be zero (0)
   and RDATA must therefore be empty.  If no such RRsets exist, then
   this Update RR will be silently ignored by the primary master.

   2.5.4 - Delete An RR From An RRset

   RRs to be deleted are added to the Update Section.  The NAME, TYPE,
   RDLENGTH and RDATA must match the RR being deleted.  TTL must be
   specified as zero (0) and will otherwise be ignored by the primary
   master.  CLASS must be specified as NONE to distinguish this from an
   RR addition.  If no such RRs exist, then this Update RR will be
   silently ignored by the primary master.
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   2.6 - Additional Data Section

   This section contains RRs which are related to the update itself, or
   to new RRs being added by the update.  For example, out of zone glue
   (A RRs referred to by new NS RRs) should be presented here.  The
   server can use or ignore out of zone glue, at the discretion of the
   server implementor.  The format of this section is as specified by
   [RFC1035 4.1.3].

3 - Server Behavior

   A server, upon receiving an UPDATE request, will signal NOTIMP to the
   requestor if the UPDATE opcode is not recognized or if it is
   recognized but has not been implemented.  Otherwise, processing
   continues as follows.

   3.1 - Process Zone Section

   3.1.1. The Zone Section is checked to see that there is exactly one
   RR therein and that the RR's ZTYPE is SOA, else signal FORMERR to the
   requestor.  Next, the ZNAME and ZCLASS are checked to see if the zone
   so named is one of this server's authority zones, else signal NOTAUTH
   to the requestor.  If the server is a zone slave, the request will be
   forwarded toward the primary master.



   3.1.2 - Pseudocode For Zone Section Processing

      if (zcount != 1 || ztype != SOA)
           return (FORMERR)
      if (zone_type(zname, zclass) == SLAVE)
           return forward()
      if (zone_type(zname, zclass) == MASTER)
           return update()
      return (NOTAUTH)

   Sections 3.2 through 3.8 describe the primary master's behaviour,
   whereas Section 6 describes a forwarder's behaviour.

   3.2 - Process Prerequisite Section

   Next, the Prerequisite Section is checked to see that all
   prerequisites are satisfied by the current state of the zone.  Using
   the definitions expressed in Section 1.2, if any RR's NAME is not
   within the zone specified in the Zone Section, signal NOTZONE to the
   requestor.
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   3.2.1. For RRs in this section whose CLASS is ANY, test to see that
   TTL and RDLENGTH are both zero (0), else signal FORMERR to the
   requestor.  If TYPE is ANY, test to see that there is at least one RR
   in the zone whose NAME is the same as that of the Prerequisite RR,
   else signal NXDOMAIN to the requestor.  If TYPE is not ANY, test to
   see that there is at least one RR in the zone whose NAME and TYPE are
   the same as that of the Prerequisite RR, else signal NXRRSET to the
   requestor.

   3.2.2. For RRs in this section whose CLASS is NONE, test to see that
   the TTL and RDLENGTH are both zero (0), else signal FORMERR to the
   requestor.  If the TYPE is ANY, test to see that there are no RRs in
   the zone whose NAME is the same as that of the Prerequisite RR, else
   signal YXDOMAIN to the requestor.  If the TYPE is not ANY, test to
   see that there are no RRs in the zone whose NAME and TYPE are the
   same as that of the Prerequisite RR, else signal YXRRSET to the
   requestor.

   3.2.3. For RRs in this section whose CLASS is the same as the ZCLASS,
   test to see that the TTL is zero (0), else signal FORMERR to the
   requestor.  Then, build an RRset for each unique <NAME,TYPE> and
   compare each resulting RRset for set equality (same members, no more,
   no less) with RRsets in the zone.  If any Prerequisite RRset is not
   entirely and exactly matched by a zone RRset, signal NXRRSET to the
   requestor.  If any RR in this section has a CLASS other than ZCLASS
   or NONE or ANY, signal FORMERR to the requestor.

   3.2.4 - Table Of Metavalues Used In Prerequisite Section

   CLASS    TYPE     RDATA    Meaning
   ------------------------------------------------------------



   ANY      ANY      empty    Name is in use
   ANY      rrset    empty    RRset exists (value independent)
   NONE     ANY      empty    Name is not in use
   NONE     rrset    empty    RRset does not exist
   zone     rrset    rr       RRset exists (value dependent)
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   3.2.5 - Pseudocode for Prerequisite Section Processing

      for rr in prerequisites
           if (rr.ttl != 0)
                return (FORMERR)
           if (zone_of(rr.name) != ZNAME)
                return (NOTZONE);
           if (rr.class == ANY)
                if (rr.rdlength != 0)
                     return (FORMERR)
                if (rr.type == ANY)
                     if (!zone_name<rr.name>)
                          return (NXDOMAIN)
                else
                     if (!zone_rrset<rr.name, rr.type>)
                          return (NXRRSET)
           if (rr.class == NONE)
                if (rr.rdlength != 0)
                     return (FORMERR)
                if (rr.type == ANY)
                     if (zone_name<rr.name>)
                          return (YXDOMAIN)
                else
                     if (zone_rrset<rr.name, rr.type>)
                          return (YXRRSET)
           if (rr.class == zclass)
                temp<rr.name, rr.type> += rr
           else
                return (FORMERR)

      for rrset in temp
           if (zone_rrset<rrset.name, rrset.type> != rrset)
                return (NXRRSET)

   3.3 - Check Requestor's Permissions

   3.3.1. Next, the requestor's permission to update the RRs named in



   the Update Section may be tested in an implementation dependent
   fashion or using mechanisms specified in a subsequent Secure DNS
   Update protocol.  If the requestor does not have permission to
   perform these updates, the server may write a warning message in its
   operations log, and may either signal REFUSED to the requestor, or
   ignore the permission problem and proceed with the update.
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   3.3.2. While the exact processing is implementation defined, if these
   verification activities are to be performed, this is the point in the
   server's processing where such performance should take place, since
   if a REFUSED condition is encountered after an update has been
   partially applied, it will be necessary to undo the partial update
   and restore the zone to its original state before answering the
   requestor.

   3.3.3 - Pseudocode for Permission Checking

      if (security policy exists)
           if (this update is not permitted)
                if (local option)
                     log a message about permission problem
                if (local option)
                     return (REFUSED)

   3.4 - Process Update Section

   Next, the Update Section is processed as follows.

   3.4.1 - Prescan

   The Update Section is parsed into RRs and each RR's CLASS is checked
   to see if it is ANY, NONE, or the same as the Zone Class, else signal
   a FORMERR to the requestor.  Using the definitions in Section 1.2,
   each RR's NAME must be in the zone specified by the Zone Section,
   else signal NOTZONE to the requestor.

   3.4.1.2. For RRs whose CLASS is not ANY, check the TYPE and if it is
   ANY, AXFR, MAILA, MAILB, or any other QUERY metatype, or any
   unrecognized type, then signal FORMERR to the requestor.  For RRs
   whose CLASS is ANY or NONE, check the TTL to see that it is zero (0),
   else signal a FORMERR to the requestor.  For any RR whose CLASS is
   ANY, check the RDLENGTH to make sure that it is zero (0) (that is,
   the RDATA field is empty), and that the TYPE is not AXFR, MAILA,
   MAILB, or any other QUERY metatype besides ANY, or any unrecognized
   type, else signal FORMERR to the requestor.
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   3.4.1.3 - Pseudocode For Update Section Prescan

      [rr] for rr in updates
           if (zone_of(rr.name) != ZNAME)
                return (NOTZONE);
           if (rr.class == zclass)
                if (rr.type & ANY|AXFR|MAILA|MAILB)
                     return (FORMERR)
           elsif (rr.class == ANY)
                if (rr.ttl != 0 || rr.rdlength != 0
                    || rr.type & AXFR|MAILA|MAILB)
                     return (FORMERR)
           elsif (rr.class == NONE)
                if (rr.ttl != 0 || rr.type & ANY|AXFR|MAILA|MAILB)
                     return (FORMERR)
           else
                return (FORMERR)

   3.4.2 - Update

   The Update Section is parsed into RRs and these RRs are processed in
   order.

   3.4.2.1. If any system failure (such as an out of memory condition,
   or a hardware error in persistent storage) occurs during the
   processing of this section, signal SERVFAIL to the requestor and undo
   all updates applied to the zone during this transaction.

   3.4.2.2. Any Update RR whose CLASS is the same as ZCLASS is added to
   the zone.  In case of duplicate RDATAs (which for SOA RRs is always
   the case, and for WKS RRs is the case if the ADDRESS and PROTOCOL
   fields both match), the Zone RR is replaced by Update RR.  If the
   TYPE is SOA and there is no Zone SOA RR, or the new SOA.SERIAL is
   lower (according to [RFC1982]) than or equal to the current Zone SOA
   RR's SOA.SERIAL, the Update RR is ignored.  In the case of a CNAME
   Update RR and a non-CNAME Zone RRset or vice versa, ignore the CNAME
   Update RR, otherwise replace the CNAME Zone RR with the CNAME Update
   RR.

   3.4.2.3. For any Update RR whose CLASS is ANY and whose TYPE is ANY,
   all Zone RRs with the same NAME are deleted, unless the NAME is the
   same as ZNAME in which case only those RRs whose TYPE is other than
   SOA or NS are deleted.  For any Update RR whose CLASS is ANY and
   whose TYPE is not ANY all Zone RRs with the same NAME and TYPE are
   deleted, unless the NAME is the same as ZNAME in which case neither
   SOA or NS RRs will be deleted.
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   3.4.2.4. For any Update RR whose class is NONE, any Zone RR whose
   NAME, TYPE, RDATA and RDLENGTH are equal to the Update RR is deleted,
   unless the NAME is the same as ZNAME and either the TYPE is SOA or
   the TYPE is NS and the matching Zone RR is the only NS remaining in
   the RRset, in which case this Update RR is ignored.

   3.4.2.5. Signal NOERROR to the requestor.

   3.4.2.6 - Table Of Metavalues Used In Update Section

   CLASS    TYPE     RDATA    Meaning
   ---------------------------------------------------------
   ANY      ANY      empty    Delete all RRsets from a name
   ANY      rrset    empty    Delete an RRset
   NONE     rrset    rr       Delete an RR from an RRset
   zone     rrset    rr       Add to an RRset

   3.4.2.7 - Pseudocode For Update Section Processing

      [rr] for rr in updates
           if (rr.class == zclass)
                if (rr.type == CNAME)
                     if (zone_rrset<rr.name, ~CNAME>)
                          next [rr]
                elsif (zone_rrset<rr.name, CNAME>)
                     next [rr]
                if (rr.type == SOA)
                     if (!zone_rrset<rr.name, SOA> ||
                         zone_rr<rr.name, SOA>.serial > rr.soa.serial)
                          next [rr]
                for zrr in zone_rrset<rr.name, rr.type>
                     if (rr.type == CNAME || rr.type == SOA ||
                         (rr.type == WKS && rr.proto == zrr.proto &&
                          rr.address == zrr.address) ||
                         rr.rdata == zrr.rdata)
                          zrr = rr
                          next [rr]
                zone_rrset<rr.name, rr.type> += rr
           elsif (rr.class == ANY)
                if (rr.type == ANY)
                     if (rr.name == zname)
                          zone_rrset<rr.name, ~(SOA|NS)> = Nil
                     else
                          zone_rrset<rr.name, *> = Nil
                elsif (rr.name == zname &&
                       (rr.type == SOA || rr.type == NS))
                     next [rr]
                else
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                     zone_rrset<rr.name, rr.type> = Nil
           elsif (rr.class == NONE)
                if (rr.type == SOA)
                     next [rr]
                if (rr.type == NS && zone_rrset<rr.name, NS> == rr)
                     next [rr]
                zone_rr<rr.name, rr.type, rr.data> = Nil
      return (NOERROR)

   3.5 - Stability

   When a zone is modified by an UPDATE operation, the server must
   commit the change to nonvolatile storage before sending a response to
   the requestor or answering any queries or transfers for the modified
   zone.  It is reasonable for a server to store only the update records
   as long as a system reboot or power failure will cause these update
   records to be incorporated into the zone the next time the server is
   started.  It is also reasonable for the server to copy the entire
   modified zone to nonvolatile storage after each update operation,
   though this would have suboptimal performance for large zones.

   3.6 - Zone Identity

   If the zone's SOA SERIAL is changed by an update operation, that
   change must be in a positive direction (using modulo 2**32 arithmetic
   as specified by [RFC1982]).  Attempts to replace an SOA with one
   whose SERIAL is less than the current one will be silently ignored by
   the primary master server.

   If the zone's SOA's SERIAL is not changed as a result of an update
   operation, then the server shall increment it automatically before
   the SOA or any changed name or RR or RRset is included in any
   response or transfer.  The primary master server's implementor might
   choose to autoincrement the SOA SERIAL if any of the following events
   occurs:

   (1)  Each update operation.

   (2)  A name, RR or RRset in the zone has changed and has subsequently
        been visible to a DNS client since the unincremented SOA was
        visible to a DNS client, and the SOA is about to become visible
        to a DNS client.

   (3)  A configurable period of time has elapsed since the last update
        operation.  This period shall be less than or equal to one third
        of the zone refresh time, and the default shall be the lesser of
        that maximum and 300 seconds.
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   (4)  A configurable number of updates has been applied since the last
        SOA change.  The default value for this configuration parameter
        shall be one hundred (100).

   It is imperative that the zone's contents and the SOA's SERIAL be



   tightly synchronized.  If the zone appears to change, the SOA must
   appear to change as well.

   3.7 - Atomicity

   During the processing of an UPDATE transaction, the server must
   ensure atomicity with respect to other (concurrent) UPDATE or QUERY
   transactions.  No two transactions can be processed concurrently if
   either depends on the final results of the other; in particular, a
   QUERY should not be able to retrieve RRsets which have been partially
   modified by a concurrent UPDATE, and an UPDATE should not be able to
   start from prerequisites that might not still hold at the completion
   of some other concurrent UPDATE.  Finally, if two UPDATE transactions
   would modify the same names, RRs or RRsets, then such UPDATE
   transactions must be serialized.

   3.8 - Response

   At the end of UPDATE processing, a response code will be known.  A
   response message is generated by copying the ID and Opcode fields
   from the request, and either copying the ZOCOUNT, PRCOUNT, UPCOUNT,
   and ADCOUNT fields and associated sections, or placing zeros (0) in
   the these "count" fields and not including any part of the original
   update.  The QR bit is set to one (1), and the response is sent back
   to the requestor.  If the requestor used UDP, then the response will
   be sent to the requestor's source UDP port.  If the requestor used
   TCP, then the response will be sent back on the requestor's open TCP
   connection.

4 - Requestor Behaviour

   4.1. From a requestor's point of view, any authoritative server for
   the zone can appear to be able to process update requests, even
   though only the primary master server is actually able to modify the
   zone's master file.  Requestors are expected to know the name of the
   zone they intend to update and to know or be able to determine the
   name servers for that zone.
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   4.2. If update ordering is desired, the requestor will need to know
   the value of the existing SOA RR.  Requestors who update the SOA RR
   must update the SOA SERIAL field in a positive direction (as defined
   by [RFC1982]) and also preserve the other SOA fields unless the
   requestor's explicit intent is to change them.  The SOA SERIAL field
   must never be set to zero (0).

   4.3. If the requestor has reasonable cause to believe that all of a
   zone's servers will be equally reachable, then it should arrange to
   try the primary master server (as given by the SOA MNAME field if
   matched by some NS NSDNAME) first to avoid unnecessary forwarding



   inside the slave servers.  (Note that the primary master will in some
   cases not be reachable by all requestors, due to firewalls or network
   partitioning.)

   4.4. Once the zone's name servers been found and possibly sorted so
   that the ones more likely to be reachable and/or support the UPDATE
   opcode are listed first, the requestor composes an UPDATE message of
   the following form and sends it to the first name server on its list:

      ID:                        (new)
      Opcode:                    UPDATE
      Zone zcount:               1
      Zone zname:                (zone name)
      Zone zclass:               (zone class)
      Zone ztype:                T_SOA
      Prerequisite Section:      (see previous text)
      Update Section:            (see previous text)
      Additional Data Section:   (empty)

   4.5. If the requestor receives a response, and the response has an
   RCODE other than SERVFAIL or NOTIMP, then the requestor returns an
   appropriate response to its caller.

   4.6. If a response is received whose RCODE is SERVFAIL or NOTIMP, or
   if no response is received within an implementation dependent timeout
   period, or if an ICMP error is received indicating that the server's
   port is unreachable, then the requestor will delete the unusable
   server from its internal name server list and try the next one,
   repeating until the name server list is empty.  If the requestor runs
   out of servers to try, an appropriate error will be returned to the
   requestor's caller.
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5 - Duplicate Detection, Ordering and Mutual Exclusion

   5.1. For correct operation, mechanisms may be needed to ensure
   idempotence, order UPDATE requests and provide mutual exclusion.  An
   UPDATE message or response might be delivered zero times, one time,
   or multiple times.  Datagram duplication is of particular interest
   since it covers the case of the so-called "replay attack" where a
   correct request is duplicated maliciously by an intruder.

   5.2. Multiple UPDATE requests or responses in transit might be
   delivered in any order, due to network topology changes or load
   balancing, or to multipath forwarding graphs wherein several slave
   servers all forward to the primary master.  In some cases, it might
   be required that the earlier update not be applied after the later
   update, where "earlier" and "later" are defined by an external time
   base visible to some set of requestors, rather than by the order of
   request receipt at the primary master.



   5.3. A requestor can ensure transaction idempotence by explicitly
   deleting some "marker RR" (rather than deleting the RRset of which it
   is a part) and then adding a new "marker RR" with a different RDATA
   field.  The Prerequisite Section should specify that the original
   "marker RR" must be present in order for this UPDATE message to be
   accepted by the server.

   5.4. If the request is duplicated by a network error, all duplicate
   requests will fail since only the first will find the original
   "marker RR" present and having its known previous value.  The
   decisions of whether to use such a "marker RR" and what RR to use are
   left up to the application programmer, though one obvious choice is
   the zone's SOA RR as described below.

   5.5. Requestors can ensure update ordering by externally
   synchronizing their use of successive values of the "marker RR."
   Mutual exclusion can be addressed as a degenerate case, in that a
   single succession of the "marker RR" is all that is needed.

   5.6. A special case where update ordering and datagram duplication
   intersect is when an RR validly changes to some new value and then
   back to its previous value.  Without a "marker RR" as described
   above, this sequence of updates can leave the zone in an undefined
   state if datagrams are duplicated.

   5.7. To achieve an atomic multitransaction "read-modify-write" cycle,
   a requestor could first retrieve the SOA RR, and build an UPDATE
   message one of whose prerequisites was the old SOA RR.  It would then
   specify updates that would delete this SOA RR and add a new one with
   an incremented SOA SERIAL, along with whatever actual prerequisites
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   and updates were the object of the transaction.  If the transaction
   succeeds, the requestor knows that the RRs being changed were not
   otherwise altered by any other requestor.

6 - Forwarding

   When a zone slave forwards an UPDATE message upward toward the zone's
   primary master server, it must allocate a new ID and prepare to enter
   the role of "forwarding server," which is a requestor with respect to
   the forward server.

   6.1. The set of forward servers will be same as the set of servers
   this zone slave would use as the source of AXFR or IXFR data.  So,
   while the original requestor might have used the zone's NS RRset to
   locate its update server, a forwarder always forwards toward its
   designated zone master servers.

   6.2. If the original requestor used TCP, then the TCP connection from
   the requestor is still open and the forwarder must use TCP to forward
   the message.  If the original requestor used UDP, the forwarder may
   use either UDP or TCP to forward the message, at the whim of the
   implementor.



   6.3. It is reasonable for forward servers to be forwarders
   themselves, if the AXFR dependency graph being followed is a deep one
   involving firewalls and multiple connectivity realms.  In most cases
   the AXFR dependency graph will be shallow and the forward server will
   be the primary master server.

   6.4. The forwarder will not respond to its requestor until it
   receives a response from its forward server.  UPDATE transactions
   involving forwarders are therefore time synchronized with respect to
   the original requestor and the primary master server.

   6.5. When there are multiple possible sources of AXFR data and
   therefore multiple possible forward servers, a forwarder will use the
   same fallback strategy with respect to connectivity or timeout errors
   that it would use when performing an AXFR.  This is implementation
   dependent.

   6.6. When a forwarder receives a response from a forward server, it
   copies this response into a new response message, assigns its
   requestor's ID to that message, and sends the response back to the
   requestor.
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7 - Design, Implementation, Operation, and Protocol Notes

   Some of the principles which guided the design of this UPDATE
   specification are as follows.  Note that these are not part of the
   formal specification and any disagreement between this section and
   any other section of this document should be resolved in favour of
   the other section.

   7.1. Using metavalues for CLASS is possible only because all RRs in
   the packet are assumed to be in the same zone, and CLASS is an
   attribute of a zone rather than of an RRset.  (It is for this reason
   that the Zone Section is not optional.)

   7.2. Since there are no data-present or data-absent errors possible
   from processing the Update Section, any necessary data-present and
   data- absent dependencies should be specified in the Prerequisite
   Section.

   7.3. The Additional Data Section can be used to supply a server with
   out of zone glue that will be needed in referrals.  For example, if
   adding a new NS RR to HOME.VIX.COM specifying a nameserver called
   NS.AU.OZ, the A RR for NS.AU.OZ can be included in the Additional
   Data Section.  Servers can use this information or ignore it, at the
   discretion of the implementor.  We discourage caching this
   information for use in subsequent DNS responses.

   7.4. The Additional Data Section might be used if some of the RRs
   later needed for Secure DNS Update are not actually zone updates, but
   rather ancillary keys or signatures not intended to be stored in the



   zone (as an update would be), yet necessary for validating the update
   operation.

   7.5. It is expected that in the absence of Secure DNS Update, a
   server will only accept updates if they come from a source address
   that has been statically configured in the server's description of a
   primary master zone.  DHCP servers would be likely candidates for
   inclusion in this statically configured list.

   7.6. It is not possible to create a zone using this protocol, since
   there is no provision for a slave server to be told who its master
   servers are.  It is expected that this protocol will be extended in
   the future to cover this case.  Therefore, at this time, the addition
   of SOA RRs is unsupported.  For similar reasons, deletion of SOA RRs
   is also unsupported.
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   7.7. The prerequisite for specifying that a name own at least one RR
   differs semantically from QUERY, in that QUERY would return
   <NOERROR,ANCOUNT=0> rather than NXDOMAIN if queried for an RRset at
   this name, while UPDATE's prerequisite condition [Section 2.4.4]
   would NOT be satisfied.

   7.8. It is possible for a UDP response to be lost in transit and for
   a request to be retried due to a timeout condition.  In this case an
   UPDATE that was successful the first time it was received by the
   primary master might ultimately appear to have failed when the
   response to a duplicate request is finally received by the requestor.
   (This is because the original prerequisites may no longer be
   satisfied after the update has been applied.)  For this reason,
   requestors who require an accurate response code must use TCP.

   7.9. Because a requestor who requires an accurate response code will
   initiate their UPDATE transaction using TCP, a forwarder who receives
   a request via TCP must forward it using TCP.

   7.10. Deferral of SOA SERIAL autoincrements is made possible so that
   serial numbers can be conserved and wraparound at 2**32 can be made
   an infrequent occurance.  Visible (to DNS clients) SOA SERIALs need
   to differ if the zone differs.  Note that the Authority Section SOA
   in a QUERY response is a form of visibility, for the purposes of this
   prerequisite.

   7.11. A zone's SOA SERIAL should never be set to zero (0) due to
   interoperability problems with some older but widely installed
   implementations of DNS.  When incrementing an SOA SERIAL, if the
   result of the increment is zero (0) (as will be true when wrapping
   around 2**32), it is necessary to increment it again or set it to one
   (1).  See [RFC1982] for more detail on this subject.

   7.12. Due to the TTL minimalization necessary when caching an RRset,
   it is recommended that all TTLs in an RRset be set to the same value.



   While the DNS Message Format permits variant TTLs to exist in the
   same RRset, and this variance can exist inside a zone, such variance
   will have counterintuitive results and its use is discouraged.

   7.13. Zone cut management presents some obscure corner cases to the
   add and delete operations in the Update Section.  It is possible to
   delete an NS RR as long as it is not the last NS RR at the root of a
   zone.  If deleting all RRs from a name, SOA and NS RRs at the root of
   a zone are unaffected.  If deleting RRsets, it is not possible to
   delete either SOA or NS RRsets at the top of a zone.  An attempt to
   add an SOA will be treated as a replace operation if an SOA already
   exists, or as a no-op if the SOA would be new.
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   7.14. No semantic checking is required in the primary master server
   when adding new RRs.  Therefore a requestor can cause CNAME or NS or
   any other kind of RR to be added even if their target name does not
   exist or does not have the proper RRsets to make the original RR
   useful.  Primary master servers that DO implement this kind of
   checking should take great care to avoid out-of-zone dependencies
   (whose veracity cannot be authoritatively checked) and should
   implement all such checking during the prescan phase.

   7.15. Nonterminal or wildcard CNAMEs are not well specified by
   [RFC1035] and their use will probably lead to unpredictable results.
   Their use is discouraged.

   7.16. Empty nonterminals (nodes with children but no RRs of their
   own) will cause <NOERROR,ANCOUNT=0> responses to be sent in response
   to a query of any type for that name.  There is no provision for
   empty terminal nodes -- so if all RRs of a terminal node are deleted,
   the name is no longer in use, and queries of any type for that name
   will result in an NXDOMAIN response.

   7.17. In a deep AXFR dependency graph, it has not historically been
   an error for slaves to depend mutually upon each other.  This
   configuration has been used to enable a zone to flow from the primary
   master to all slaves even though not all slaves have continuous
   connectivity to the primary master.  UPDATE's use of the AXFR
   dependency graph for forwarding prohibits this kind of dependency
   loop, since UPDATE forwarding has no loop detection analagous to the
   SOA SERIAL pretest used by AXFR.

   7.18. Previously existing names which are occluded by a new zone cut
   are still considered part of the parent zone, for the purposes of
   zone transfers, even though queries for such names will be referred
   to the new subzone's servers.  If a zone cut is removed, all parent
   zone names that were occluded by it will again become visible to
   queries.  (This is a clarification of [RFC1034].)

   7.19. If a server is authoritative for both a zone and its child,
   then queries for names at the zone cut between them will be answered
   authoritatively using only data from the child zone.  (This is a
   clarification of [RFC1034].)
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   7.20. Update ordering using the SOA RR is problematic since there is
   no way to know which of a zone's NS RRs represents the primary
   master, and the zone slaves can be out of date if their SOA.REFRESH
   timers have not elapsed since the last time the zone was changed on
   the primary master.  We recommend that a zone needing ordered updates
   use only servers which implement NOTIFY (see [RFC1996]) and IXFR (see
   [RFC1995]), and that a client receiving a prerequisite error while
   attempting an ordered update simply retry after a random delay period
   to allow the zone to settle.

8 - Security Considerations

   8.1. In the absence of [RFC2137] or equivilent technology, the
   protocol described by this document makes it possible for anyone who
   can reach an authoritative name server to alter the contents of any
   zones on that server.  This is a serious increase in vulnerability
   from the current technology.  Therefore it is very strongly
   recommended that the protocols described in this document not be used
   without [RFC2137] or other equivalently strong security measures,
   e.g. IPsec.

   8.2. A denial of service attack can be launched by flooding an update
   forwarder with TCP sessions containing updates that the primary
   master server will ultimately refuse due to permission problems.
   This arises due to the requirement that an update forwarder receiving
   a request via TCP use a synchronous TCP session for its forwarding
   operation.  The connection management mechanisms of [RFC1035 4.2.2]
   are sufficient to prevent large scale damage from such an attack, but
   not to prevent some queries from going unanswered during the attack.
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                Clarifications to the DNS Specification

Status of this Memo

   This document specifies an Internet standards track protocol for the
   Internet community, and requests discussion and suggestions for
   improvements.  Please refer to the current edition of the "Internet
   Official Protocol Standards" (STD 1) for the standardization state
   and status of this protocol.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

1. Abstract

   This document considers some areas that have been identified as
   problems with the specification of the Domain Name System, and
   proposes remedies for the defects identified.  Eight separate issues
   are considered:

     + IP packet header address usage from multi-homed servers,
     + TTLs in sets of records with the same name, class, and type,
     + correct handling of zone cuts,
     + three minor issues concerning SOA records and their use,
     + the precise definition of the Time to Live (TTL)
     + Use of the TC (truncated) header bit
     + the issue of what is an authoritative, or canonical, name,
     + and the issue of what makes a valid DNS label.

   The first six of these are areas where the correct behaviour has been
   somewhat unclear, we seek to rectify that.  The other two are already
   adequately specified, however the specifications seem to be sometimes
   ignored.  We seek to reinforce the existing specifications.
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2. Introduction

   Several problem areas in the Domain Name System specification
   [RFC1034, RFC1035] have been noted through the years [RFC1123].  This
   document addresses several additional problem areas.  The issues here
   are independent.  Those issues are the question of which source
   address a multi-homed DNS server should use when replying to a query,
   the issue of differing TTLs for DNS records with the same label,
   class and type, and the issue of canonical names, what they are, how
   CNAME records relate, what names are legal in what parts of the DNS,
   and what is the valid syntax of a DNS name.

   Clarifications to the DNS specification to avoid these problems are
   made in this memo.  A minor ambiguity in RFC1034 concerned with SOA
   records is also corrected, as is one in the definition of the TTL
   (Time To Live) and some possible confusion in use of the TC bit.
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3. Terminology

   This memo does not use the oft used expressions MUST, SHOULD, MAY, or
   their negative forms.  In some sections it may seem that a
   specification is worded mildly, and hence some may infer that the
   specification is optional.  That is not correct.  Anywhere that this
   memo suggests that some action should be carried out, or must be
   carried out, or that some behaviour is acceptable, or not, that is to
   be considered as a fundamental aspect of this specification,
   regardless of the specific words used.  If some behaviour or action
   is truly optional, that will be clearly specified by the text.



4. Server Reply Source Address Selection

   Most, if not all, DNS clients, expect the address from which a reply
   is received to be the same address as that to which the query
   eliciting the reply was sent.  This is true for servers acting as
   clients for the purposes of recursive query resolution, as well as
   simple resolver clients.  The address, along with the identifier (ID)
   in the reply is used for disambiguating replies, and filtering
   spurious responses.  This may, or may not, have been intended when
   the DNS was designed, but is now a fact of life.

   Some multi-homed hosts running DNS servers generate a reply using a
   source address that is not the same as the destination address from
   the client's request packet.  Such replies will be discarded by the
   client because the source address of the reply does not match that of
   a host to which the client sent the original request.  That is, it
   appears to be an unsolicited response.

4.1. UDP Source Address Selection

   To avoid these problems, servers when responding to queries using UDP
   must cause the reply to be sent with the source address field in the
   IP header set to the address that was in the destination address
   field of the IP header of the packet containing the query causing the
   response.  If this would cause the response to be sent from an IP
   address that is not permitted for this purpose, then the response may
   be sent from any legal IP address allocated to the server.  That
   address should be chosen to maximise the possibility that the client
   will be able to use it for further queries.  Servers configured in
   such a way that not all their addresses are equally reachable from
   all potential clients need take particular care when responding to
   queries sent to anycast, multicast, or similar, addresses.
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4.2. Port Number Selection

   Replies to all queries must be directed to the port from which they
   were sent.  When queries are received via TCP this is an inherent
   part of the transport protocol.  For queries received by UDP the
   server must take note of the source port and use that as the
   destination port in the response.  Replies should always be sent from
   the port to which they were directed.  Except in extraordinary
   circumstances, this will be the well known port assigned for DNS
   queries [RFC1700].

5. Resource Record Sets

   Each DNS Resource Record (RR) has a label, class, type, and data.  It
   is meaningless for two records to ever have label, class, type and
   data all equal - servers should suppress such duplicates if
   encountered.  It is however possible for most record types to exist



   with the same label, class and type, but with different data.  Such a
   group of records is hereby defined to be a Resource Record Set
   (RRSet).

5.1. Sending RRs from an RRSet

   A query for a specific (or non-specific) label, class, and type, will
   always return all records in the associated RRSet - whether that be
   one or more RRs.  The response must be marked as "truncated" if the
   entire RRSet will not fit in the response.

5.2. TTLs of RRs in an RRSet

   Resource Records also have a time to live (TTL).  It is possible for
   the RRs in an RRSet to have different TTLs.  No uses for this have
   been found that cannot be better accomplished in other ways.  This
   can, however, cause partial replies (not marked "truncated") from a
   caching server, where the TTLs for some but not all the RRs in the
   RRSet have expired.

   Consequently the use of differing TTLs in an RRSet is hereby
   deprecated, the TTLs of all RRs in an RRSet must be the same.

   Should a client receive a response containing RRs from an RRSet with
   differing TTLs, it should treat this as an error.  If the RRSet
   concerned is from a non-authoritative source for this data, the
   client should simply ignore the RRSet, and if the values were
   required, seek to acquire them from an authoritative source.  Clients
   that are configured to send all queries to one, or more, particular
   servers should treat those servers as authoritative for this purpose.
   Should an authoritative source send such a malformed RRSet, the
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   client should treat the RRs for all purposes as if all TTLs in the
   RRSet had been set to the value of the lowest TTL in the RRSet.  In
   no case may a server send an RRSet with TTLs not all equal.

5.3. DNSSEC Special Cases

   Two of the record types added by DNS Security (DNSSEC) [RFC2065]
   require special attention when considering the formation of Resource
   Record Sets.  Those are the SIG and NXT records.  It should be noted
   that DNS Security is still very new, and there is, as yet, little
   experience with it.  Readers should be prepared for the information
   related to DNSSEC contained in this document to become outdated as
   the DNS Security specification matures.

5.3.1. SIG records and RRSets

   A SIG record provides signature (validation) data for another RRSet
   in the DNS.  Where a zone has been signed, every RRSet in the zone
   will have had a SIG record associated with it.  The data type of the
   RRSet is included in the data of the SIG RR, to indicate with which
   particular RRSet this SIG record is associated.  Were the rules above
   applied, whenever a SIG record was included with a response to
   validate that response, the SIG records for all other RRSets



   associated with the appropriate node would also need to be included.
   In some cases, this could be a very large number of records, not
   helped by their being rather large RRs.

   Thus, it is specifically permitted for the authority section to
   contain only those SIG RRs with the "type covered" field equal to the
   type field of an answer being returned.  However, where SIG records
   are being returned in the answer section, in response to a query for
   SIG records, or a query for all records associated with a name
   (type=ANY) the entire SIG RRSet must be included, as for any other RR
   type.

   Servers that receive responses containing SIG records in the
   authority section, or (probably incorrectly) as additional data, must
   understand that the entire RRSet has almost certainly not been
   included.  Thus, they must not cache that SIG record in a way that
   would permit it to be returned should a query for SIG records be
   received at that server.  RFC2065 actually requires that SIG queries
   be directed only to authoritative servers to avoid the problems that
   could be caused here, and while servers exist that do not understand
   the special properties of SIG records, this will remain necessary.
   However, careful design of SIG record processing in new
   implementations should permit this restriction to be relaxed in the
   future, so resolvers do not need to treat SIG record queries
   specially.
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   It has been occasionally stated that a received request for a SIG
   record should be forwarded to an authoritative server, rather than
   being answered from data in the cache.  This is not necessary - a
   server that has the knowledge of SIG as a special case for processing
   this way would be better to correctly cache SIG records, taking into
   account their characteristics.  Then the server can determine when it
   is safe to reply from the cache, and when the answer is not available
   and the query must be forwarded.

5.3.2. NXT RRs

   Next Resource Records (NXT) are even more peculiar.  There will only
   ever be one NXT record in a zone for a particular label, so
   superficially, the RRSet problem is trivial.  However, at a zone cut,
   both the parent zone, and the child zone (superzone and subzone in
   RFC2065 terminology) will have NXT records for the same name.  Those
   two NXT records do not form an RRSet, even where both zones are
   housed at the same server.  NXT RRSets always contain just a single
   RR.  Where both NXT records are visible, two RRSets exist.  However,
   servers are not required to treat this as a special case when
   receiving NXT records in a response.  They may elect to notice the
   existence of two different NXT RRSets, and treat that as they would
   two different RRSets of any other type.  That is, cache one, and
   ignore the other.  Security aware servers will need to correctly
   process the NXT record in the received response though.

5.4. Receiving RRSets

   Servers must never merge RRs from a response with RRs in their cache



   to form an RRSet.  If a response contains data that would form an
   RRSet with data in a server's cache the server must either ignore the
   RRs in the response, or discard the entire RRSet currently in the
   cache, as appropriate.  Consequently the issue of TTLs varying
   between the cache and a response does not cause concern, one will be
   ignored.  That is, one of the data sets is always incorrect if the
   data from an answer differs from the data in the cache.  The
   challenge for the server is to determine which of the data sets is
   correct, if one is, and retain that, while ignoring the other.  Note
   that if a server receives an answer containing an RRSet that is
   identical to that in its cache, with the possible exception of the
   TTL value, it may, optionally, update the TTL in its cache with the
   TTL of the received answer.  It should do this if the received answer
   would be considered more authoritative (as discussed in the next
   section) than the previously cached answer.
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5.4.1. Ranking data

   When considering whether to accept an RRSet in a reply, or retain an
   RRSet already in its cache instead, a server should consider the
   relative likely trustworthiness of the various data.  An
   authoritative answer from a reply should replace cached data that had
   been obtained from additional information in an earlier reply.
   However additional information from a reply will be ignored if the
   cache contains data from an authoritative answer or a zone file.

   The accuracy of data available is assumed from its source.
   Trustworthiness shall be, in order from most to least:

     + Data from a primary zone file, other than glue data,
     + Data from a zone transfer, other than glue,
     + The authoritative data included in the answer section of an
       authoritative reply.
     + Data from the authority section of an authoritative answer,
     + Glue from a primary zone, or glue from a zone transfer,
     + Data from the answer section of a non-authoritative answer, and
       non-authoritative data from the answer section of authoritative
       answers,
     + Additional information from an authoritative answer,
       Data from the authority section of a non-authoritative answer,
       Additional information from non-authoritative answers.

   Note that the answer section of an authoritative answer normally
   contains only authoritative data.  However when the name sought is an
   alias (see section 10.1.1) only the record describing that alias is
   necessarily authoritative.  Clients should assume that other records
   may have come from the server's cache.  Where authoritative answers
   are required, the client should query again, using the canonical name
   associated with the alias.

   Unauthenticated RRs received and cached from the least trustworthy of



   those groupings, that is data from the additional data section, and
   data from the authority section of a non-authoritative answer, should
   not be cached in such a way that they would ever be returned as
   answers to a received query.  They may be returned as additional
   information where appropriate.  Ignoring this would allow the
   trustworthiness of relatively untrustworthy data to be increased
   without cause or excuse.

   When DNS security [RFC2065] is in use, and an authenticated reply has
   been received and verified, the data thus authenticated shall be
   considered more trustworthy than unauthenticated data of the same
   type.  Note that throughout this document, "authoritative" means a
   reply with the AA bit set.  DNSSEC uses trusted chains of SIG and KEY
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   records to determine the authenticity of data, the AA bit is almost
   irrelevant.  However DNSSEC aware servers must still correctly set
   the AA bit in responses to enable correct operation with servers that
   are not security aware (almost all currently).

   Note that, glue excluded, it is impossible for data from two
   correctly configured primary zone files, two correctly configured
   secondary zones (data from zone transfers) or data from correctly
   configured primary and secondary zones to ever conflict.  Where glue
   for the same name exists in multiple zones, and differs in value, the
   nameserver should select data from a primary zone file in preference
   to secondary, but otherwise may choose any single set of such data.
   Choosing that which appears to come from a source nearer the
   authoritative data source may make sense where that can be
   determined.  Choosing primary data over secondary allows the source
   of incorrect glue data to be discovered more readily, when a problem
   with such data exists.  Where a server can detect from two zone files
   that one or more are incorrectly configured, so as to create
   conflicts, it should refuse to load the zones determined to be
   erroneous, and issue suitable diagnostics.

   "Glue" above includes any record in a zone file that is not properly
   part of that zone, including nameserver records of delegated sub-
   zones (NS records), address records that accompany those NS records
   (A, AAAA, etc), and any other stray data that might appear.

5.5. Sending RRSets (reprise)

   A Resource Record Set should only be included once in any DNS reply.
   It may occur in any of the Answer, Authority, or Additional
   Information sections, as required.  However it should not be repeated
   in the same, or any other, section, except where explicitly required
   by a specification.  For example, an AXFR response requires the SOA
   record (always an RRSet containing a single RR) be both the first and
   last record of the reply.  Where duplicates are required this way,
   the TTL transmitted in each case must be the same.

6. Zone Cuts

   The DNS tree is divided into "zones", which are collections of
   domains that are treated as a unit for certain management purposes.



   Zones are delimited by "zone cuts".  Each zone cut separates a
   "child" zone (below the cut) from a "parent" zone (above the cut).
   The domain name that appears at the top of a zone (just below the cut
   that separates the zone from its parent) is called the zone's
   "origin".  The name of the zone is the same as the name of the domain
   at the zone's origin.  Each zone comprises that subset of the DNS
   tree that is at or below the zone's origin, and that is above the
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   cuts that separate the zone from its children (if any).  The
   existence of a zone cut is indicated in the parent zone by the
   existence of NS records specifying the origin of the child zone.  A
   child zone does not contain any explicit reference to its parent.

6.1. Zone authority

   The authoritative servers for a zone are enumerated in the NS records
   for the origin of the zone, which, along with a Start of Authority
   (SOA) record are the mandatory records in every zone.  Such a server
   is authoritative for all resource records in a zone that are not in
   another zone.  The NS records that indicate a zone cut are the
   property of the child zone created, as are any other records for the
   origin of that child zone, or any sub-domains of it.  A server for a
   zone should not return authoritative answers for queries related to
   names in another zone, which includes the NS, and perhaps A, records
   at a zone cut, unless it also happens to be a server for the other
   zone.

   Other than the DNSSEC cases mentioned immediately below, servers
   should ignore data other than NS records, and necessary A records to
   locate the servers listed in the NS records, that may happen to be
   configured in a zone at a zone cut.

6.2. DNSSEC issues

   The DNS security mechanisms [RFC2065] complicate this somewhat, as
   some of the new resource record types added are very unusual when
   compared with other DNS RRs.  In particular the NXT ("next") RR type
   contains information about which names exist in a zone, and hence
   which do not, and thus must necessarily relate to the zone in which
   it exists.  The same domain name may have different NXT records in
   the parent zone and the child zone, and both are valid, and are not
   an RRSet.  See also section 5.3.2.

   Since NXT records are intended to be automatically generated, rather
   than configured by DNS operators, servers may, but are not required
   to, retain all differing NXT records they receive regardless of the
   rules in section 5.4.

   For a secure parent zone to securely indicate that a subzone is
   insecure, DNSSEC requires that a KEY RR indicating that the subzone
   is insecure, and the parent zone's authenticating SIG RR(s) be
   present in the parent zone, as they by definition cannot be in the
   subzone.  Where a subzone is secure, the KEY and SIG records will be
   present, and authoritative, in that zone, but should also always be
   present in the parent zone (if secure).
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   Note that in none of these cases should a server for the parent zone,
   not also being a server for the subzone, set the AA bit in any
   response for a label at a zone cut.

7. SOA RRs

   Three minor issues concerning the Start of Zone of Authority (SOA)
   Resource Record need some clarification.

7.1. Placement of SOA RRs in authoritative answers

   RFC1034, in section 3.7, indicates that the authority section of an
   authoritative answer may contain the SOA record for the zone from
   which the answer was obtained.  When discussing negative caching,
   RFC1034 section 4.3.4 refers to this technique but mentions the
   additional section of the response.  The former is correct, as is
   implied by the example shown in section 6.2.5 of RFC1034.  SOA
   records, if added, are to be placed in the authority section.

7.2. TTLs on SOA RRs

   It may be observed that in section 3.2.1 of RFC1035, which defines
   the format of a Resource Record, that the definition of the TTL field
   contains a throw away line which states that the TTL of an SOA record
   should always be sent as zero to prevent caching.  This is mentioned
   nowhere else, and has not generally been implemented.
   Implementations should not assume that SOA records will have a TTL of
   zero, nor are they required to send SOA records with a TTL of zero.

7.3. The SOA.MNAME field

   It is quite clear in the specifications, yet seems to have been
   widely ignored, that the MNAME field of the SOA record should contain
   the name of the primary (master) server for the zone identified by
   the SOA.  It should not contain the name of the zone itself.  That
   information would be useless, as to discover it, one needs to start
   with the domain name of the SOA record - that is the name of the
   zone.

8. Time to Live (TTL)

   The definition of values appropriate to the TTL field in STD 13 is
   not as clear as it could be, with respect to how many significant
   bits exist, and whether the value is signed or unsigned.  It is
   hereby specified that a TTL value is an unsigned number, with a
   minimum value of 0, and a maximum value of 2147483647.  That is, a
   maximum of 2^31 - 1.  When transmitted, this value shall be encoded
   in the less significant 31 bits of the 32 bit TTL field, with the
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   most significant, or sign, bit set to zero.

   Implementations should treat TTL values received with the most
   significant bit set as if the entire value received was zero.

   Implementations are always free to place an upper bound on any TTL
   received, and treat any larger values as if they were that upper
   bound.  The TTL specifies a maximum time to live, not a mandatory
   time to live.

9. The TC (truncated) header bit

   The TC bit should be set in responses only when an RRSet is required
   as a part of the response, but could not be included in its entirety.
   The TC bit should not be set merely because some extra information
   could have been included, but there was insufficient room.  This
   includes the results of additional section processing.  In such cases
   the entire RRSet that will not fit in the response should be omitted,
   and the reply sent as is, with the TC bit clear.  If the recipient of
   the reply needs the omitted data, it can construct a query for that
   data and send that separately.

   Where TC is set, the partial RRSet that would not completely fit may
   be left in the response.  When a DNS client receives a reply with TC
   set, it should ignore that response, and query again, using a
   mechanism, such as a TCP connection, that will permit larger replies.

10. Naming issues

   It has sometimes been inferred from some sections of the DNS
   specification [RFC1034, RFC1035] that a host, or perhaps an interface
   of a host, is permitted exactly one authoritative, or official, name,
   called the canonical name.  There is no such requirement in the DNS.

10.1. CNAME resource records

   The DNS CNAME ("canonical name") record exists to provide the
   canonical name associated with an alias name.  There may be only one
   such canonical name for any one alias.  That name should generally be
   a name that exists elsewhere in the DNS, though there are some rare
   applications for aliases with the accompanying canonical name
   undefined in the DNS.  An alias name (label of a CNAME record) may,
   if DNSSEC is in use, have SIG, NXT, and KEY RRs, but may have no
   other data.  That is, for any label in the DNS (any domain name)
   exactly one of the following is true:
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     + one CNAME record exists, optionally accompanied by SIG, NXT, and
       KEY RRs,
     + one or more records exist, none being CNAME records,



     + the name exists, but has no associated RRs of any type,
     + the name does not exist at all.

10.1.1. CNAME terminology

   It has been traditional to refer to the label of a CNAME record as "a
   CNAME".  This is unfortunate, as "CNAME" is an abbreviation of
   "canonical name", and the label of a CNAME record is most certainly
   not a canonical name.  It is, however, an entrenched usage.  Care
   must therefore be taken to be very clear whether the label, or the
   value (the canonical name) of a CNAME resource record is intended.
   In this document, the label of a CNAME resource record will always be
   referred to as an alias.

10.2. PTR records

   Confusion about canonical names has lead to a belief that a PTR
   record should have exactly one RR in its RRSet.  This is incorrect,
   the relevant section of RFC1034 (section 3.6.2) indicates that the
   value of a PTR record should be a canonical name.  That is, it should
   not be an alias.  There is no implication in that section that only
   one PTR record is permitted for a name.  No such restriction should
   be inferred.

   Note that while the value of a PTR record must not be an alias, there
   is no requirement that the process of resolving a PTR record not
   encounter any aliases.  The label that is being looked up for a PTR
   value might have a CNAME record.  That is, it might be an alias.  The
   value of that CNAME RR, if not another alias, which it should not be,
   will give the location where the PTR record is found.  That record
   gives the result of the PTR type lookup.  This final result, the
   value of the PTR RR, is the label which must not be an alias.

10.3. MX and NS records

   The domain name used as the value of a NS resource record, or part of
   the value of a MX resource record must not be an alias.  Not only is
   the specification clear on this point, but using an alias in either
   of these positions neither works as well as might be hoped, nor well
   fulfills the ambition that may have led to this approach.  This
   domain name must have as its value one or more address records.
   Currently those will be A records, however in the future other record
   types giving addressing information may be acceptable.  It can also
   have other RRs, but never a CNAME RR.
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   Searching for either NS or MX records causes "additional section
   processing" in which address records associated with the value of the
   record sought are appended to the answer.  This helps avoid needless
   extra queries that are easily anticipated when the first was made.

   Additional section processing does not include CNAME records, let
   alone the address records that may be associated with the canonical
   name derived from the alias.  Thus, if an alias is used as the value
   of an NS or MX record, no address will be returned with the NS or MX



   value.  This can cause extra queries, and extra network burden, on
   every query.  It is trivial for the DNS administrator to avoid this
   by resolving the alias and placing the canonical name directly in the
   affected record just once when it is updated or installed.  In some
   particular hard cases the lack of the additional section address
   records in the results of a NS lookup can cause the request to fail.

11. Name syntax

   Occasionally it is assumed that the Domain Name System serves only
   the purpose of mapping Internet host names to data, and mapping
   Internet addresses to host names.  This is not correct, the DNS is a
   general (if somewhat limited) hierarchical database, and can store
   almost any kind of data, for almost any purpose.

   The DNS itself places only one restriction on the particular labels
   that can be used to identify resource records.  That one restriction
   relates to the length of the label and the full name.  The length of
   any one label is limited to between 1 and 63 octets.  A full domain
   name is limited to 255 octets (including the separators).  The zero
   length full name is defined as representing the root of the DNS tree,
   and is typically written and displayed as ".".  Those restrictions
   aside, any binary string whatever can be used as the label of any
   resource record.  Similarly, any binary string can serve as the value
   of any record that includes a domain name as some or all of its value
   (SOA, NS, MX, PTR, CNAME, and any others that may be added).
   Implementations of the DNS protocols must not place any restrictions
   on the labels that can be used.  In particular, DNS servers must not
   refuse to serve a zone because it contains labels that might not be
   acceptable to some DNS client programs.  A DNS server may be
   configurable to issue warnings when loading, or even to refuse to
   load, a primary zone containing labels that might be considered
   questionable, however this should not happen by default.

   Note however, that the various applications that make use of DNS data
   can have restrictions imposed on what particular values are
   acceptable in their environment.  For example, that any binary label
   can have an MX record does not imply that any binary name can be used
   as the host part of an e-mail address.  Clients of the DNS can impose
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   whatever restrictions are appropriate to their circumstances on the
   values they use as keys for DNS lookup requests, and on the values
   returned by the DNS.  If the client has such restrictions, it is
   solely responsible for validating the data from the DNS to ensure
   that it conforms before it makes any use of that data.

   See also [RFC1123] section 6.1.3.5.

12. Security Considerations

   This document does not consider security.

   In particular, nothing in section 4 is any way related to, or useful
   for, any security related purposes.



   Section 5.4.1 is also not related to security.  Security of DNS data
   will be obtained by the Secure DNS [RFC2065], which is mostly
   orthogonal to this memo.

   It is not believed that anything in this document adds to any
   security issues that may exist with the DNS, nor does it do anything
   to that will necessarily lessen them.  Correct implementation of the
   clarifications in this document might play some small part in
   limiting the spread of non-malicious bad data in the DNS, but only
   DNSSEC can help with deliberate attempts to subvert DNS data.
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Abstract

   [RFC1034] provided a description of how to cache negative responses.
   It however had a fundamental flaw in that it did not allow a name



   server to hand out those cached responses to other resolvers, thereby
   greatly reducing the effect of the caching.  This document addresses
   issues raise in the light of experience and replaces [RFC1034 Section
   4.3.4].

   Negative caching was an optional part of the DNS specification and
   deals with the caching of the non-existence of an RRset [RFC2181] or
   domain name.

   Negative caching is useful as it reduces the response time for
   negative answers.  It also reduces the number of messages that have
   to be sent between resolvers and name servers hence overall network
   traffic.  A large proportion of DNS traffic on the Internet could be
   eliminated if all resolvers implemented negative caching.  With this
   in mind negative caching should no longer be seen as an optional part
   of a DNS resolver.
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1 - Terminology

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED",  "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

   "Negative caching" - the storage of knowledge that something does not
   exist.  We can store the knowledge that a record has a particular
   value.  We can also do the reverse, that is, to store the knowledge
   that a record does not exist.  It is the storage of knowledge that
   something does not exist, cannot or does not give an answer that we
   call negative caching.

   "QNAME" - the name in the query section of an answer, or where this
   resolves to a CNAME, or CNAME chain, the data field of the last
   CNAME.  The last CNAME in this sense is that which contains a value
   which does not resolve to another CNAME.  Implementations should note
   that including CNAME records in responses in order, so that the first
   has the label from the query section, and then each in sequence has
   the label from the data section of the previous (where more than one
   CNAME is needed) allows the sequence to be processed in one pass, and
   considerably eases the task of the receiver.  Other relevant records
   (such as SIG RRs [RFC2065]) can be interspersed amongst the CNAMEs.

   "NXDOMAIN" - an alternate expression for the "Name Error" RCODE as
   described in [RFC1035 Section 4.1.1] and the two terms are used
   interchangeably in this document.

   "NODATA" - a pseudo RCODE which indicates that the name is valid, for
   the given class, but are no records of the given type.  A NODATA



   response has to be inferred from the answer.

   "FORWARDER" - a nameserver used to resolve queries instead of
   directly using the authoritative nameserver chain.  The forwarder
   typically either has better access to the internet, or maintains a
   bigger cache which may be shared amongst many resolvers.  How a
   server is identified as a FORWARDER, or knows it is a FORWARDER is
   outside the scope of this document.  However if you are being used as
   a forwarder the query will have the recursion desired flag set.

   An understanding of [RFC1034], [RFC1035] and [RFC2065] is expected
   when reading this document.
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2 - Negative Responses

   The most common negative responses indicate that a particular RRset
   does not exist in the DNS.  The first sections of this document deal
   with this case.  Other negative responses can indicate failures of a
   nameserver, those are dealt with in section 7 (Other Negative
   Responses).

   A negative response is indicated by one of the following conditions:

2.1 - Name Error

   Name errors (NXDOMAIN) are indicated by the presence of "Name Error"
   in the RCODE field.  In this case the domain referred to by the QNAME
   does not exist.  Note: the answer section may have SIG and CNAME RRs
   and the authority section may have SOA, NXT [RFC2065] and SIG RRsets.

   It is possible to distinguish between a referral and a NXDOMAIN
   response by the presense of NXDOMAIN in the RCODE regardless of the
   presence of NS or SOA records in the authority section.

   NXDOMAIN responses can be categorised into four types by the contents
   of the authority section.  These are shown below along with a
   referral for comparison.  Fields not mentioned are not important in
   terms of the examples.

           NXDOMAIN RESPONSE: TYPE 1.

           Header:
               RDCODE=NXDOMAIN
           Query:
               AN.EXAMPLE. A
           Answer:
               AN.EXAMPLE. CNAME TRIPPLE.XX.
           Authority:
               XX. SOA NS1.XX. HOSTMASTER.NS1.XX. ....



               XX. NS NS1.XX.
               XX. NS NS2.XX.
           Additional:
               NS1.XX. A 127.0.0.2
               NS2.XX. A 127.0.0.3

           NXDOMAIN RESPONSE: TYPE 2.

           Header:
               RDCODE=NXDOMAIN
           Query:
               AN.EXAMPLE. A
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           Answer:
               AN.EXAMPLE. CNAME TRIPPLE.XX.
           Authority:
               XX. SOA NS1.XX. HOSTMASTER.NS1.XX. ....
           Additional:
               <empty>

           NXDOMAIN RESPONSE: TYPE 3.

           Header:
               RDCODE=NXDOMAIN
           Query:
               AN.EXAMPLE. A
           Answer:
               AN.EXAMPLE. CNAME TRIPPLE.XX.
           Authority:
               <empty>
           Additional:
               <empty>

           NXDOMAIN RESPONSE: TYPE 4

           Header:
               RDCODE=NXDOMAIN
           Query:
               AN.EXAMPLE. A
           Answer:
               AN.EXAMPLE. CNAME TRIPPLE.XX.
           Authority:
               XX. NS NS1.XX.
               XX. NS NS2.XX.
           Additional:
               NS1.XX. A 127.0.0.2
               NS2.XX. A 127.0.0.3

           REFERRAL RESPONSE.

           Header:
               RDCODE=NOERROR
           Query:
               AN.EXAMPLE. A
           Answer:



               AN.EXAMPLE. CNAME TRIPPLE.XX.
           Authority:
               XX. NS NS1.XX.
               XX. NS NS2.XX.
           Additional:
               NS1.XX. A 127.0.0.2
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               NS2.XX. A 127.0.0.3

   Note, in the four examples of NXDOMAIN responses, it is known that
   the name "AN.EXAMPLE." exists, and has as its value a CNAME record.
   The NXDOMAIN refers to "TRIPPLE.XX", which is then known not to
   exist.  On the other hand, in the referral example, it is shown that
   "AN.EXAMPLE" exists, and has a CNAME RR as its value, but nothing is
   known one way or the other about the existence of "TRIPPLE.XX", other
   than that "NS1.XX" or "NS2.XX" can be consulted as the next step in
   obtaining information about it.

   Where no CNAME records appear, the NXDOMAIN response refers to the
   name in the label of the RR in the question section.

2.1.1 Special Handling of Name Error

   This section deals with errors encountered when implementing negative
   caching of NXDOMAIN responses.

   There are a large number of resolvers currently in existence that
   fail to correctly detect and process all forms of NXDOMAIN response.
   Some resolvers treat a TYPE 1 NXDOMAIN response as a referral.  To
   alleviate this problem it is recommended that servers that are
   authoritative for the NXDOMAIN response only send TYPE 2 NXDOMAIN
   responses, that is the authority section contains a SOA record and no
   NS records.  If a non- authoritative server sends a type 1 NXDOMAIN
   response to one of these old resolvers, the result will be an
   unnecessary query to an authoritative server.  This is undesirable,
   but not fatal except when the server is being used a FORWARDER.  If
   however the resolver is using the server as a FORWARDER to such a
   resolver it will be necessary to disable the sending of TYPE 1
   NXDOMAIN response to it, use TYPE 2 NXDOMAIN instead.

   Some resolvers incorrectly continue processing if the authoritative
   answer flag is not set, looping until the query retry threshold is
   exceeded and then returning SERVFAIL.  This is a problem when your
   nameserver is listed as a FORWARDER for such resolvers.  If the
   nameserver is used as a FORWARDER by such resolver, the authority
   flag will have to be forced on for NXDOMAIN responses to these
   resolvers.  In practice this causes no problems even if turned on
   always, and has been the default behaviour in BIND from 4.9.3
   onwards.

2.2 - No Data

   NODATA is indicated by an answer with the RCODE set to NOERROR and no
   relevant answers in the answer section.  The authority section will
   contain an SOA record, or there will be no NS records there.
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   NODATA responses have to be algorithmically determined from the
   response's contents as there is no RCODE value to indicate NODATA.
   In some cases to determine with certainty that NODATA is the correct
   response it can be necessary to send another query.

   The authority section may contain NXT and SIG RRsets in addition to
   NS and SOA records.  CNAME and SIG records may exist in the answer
   section.

   It is possible to distinguish between a NODATA and a referral
   response by the presence of a SOA record in the authority section or
   the absence of NS records in the authority section.

   NODATA responses can be categorised into three types by the contents
   of the authority section.  These are shown below along with a
   referral for comparison.  Fields not mentioned are not important in
   terms of the examples.

           NODATA RESPONSE: TYPE 1.

           Header:
               RDCODE=NOERROR
           Query:
               ANOTHER.EXAMPLE. A
           Answer:
               <empty>
           Authority:
               EXAMPLE. SOA NS1.XX. HOSTMASTER.NS1.XX. ....
               EXAMPLE. NS NS1.XX.
               EXAMPLE. NS NS2.XX.
           Additional:
               NS1.XX. A 127.0.0.2
               NS2.XX. A 127.0.0.3

           NO DATA RESPONSE: TYPE 2.

           Header:
               RDCODE=NOERROR
           Query:
               ANOTHER.EXAMPLE. A
           Answer:
               <empty>
           Authority:
               EXAMPLE. SOA NS1.XX. HOSTMASTER.NS1.XX. ....
           Additional:
               <empty>
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           NO DATA RESPONSE: TYPE 3.

           Header:
               RDCODE=NOERROR
           Query:
               ANOTHER.EXAMPLE. A
           Answer:
               <empty>
           Authority:
               <empty>
           Additional:
               <empty>

           REFERRAL RESPONSE.

           Header:
               RDCODE=NOERROR
           Query:
               ANOTHER.EXAMPLE. A
           Answer:
               <empty>
           Authority:
               EXAMPLE. NS NS1.XX.
               EXAMPLE. NS NS2.XX.
           Additional:
               NS1.XX. A 127.0.0.2
               NS2.XX. A 127.0.0.3

   These examples, unlike the NXDOMAIN examples above, have no CNAME
   records, however they could, in just the same way that the NXDOMAIN
   examples did, in which case it would be the value of the last CNAME
   (the QNAME) for which NODATA would be concluded.

2.2.1 - Special Handling of No Data

   There are a large number of resolvers currently in existence that
   fail to correctly detect and process all forms of NODATA response.
   Some resolvers treat a TYPE 1 NODATA response as a referral.  To
   alleviate this problem it is recommended that servers that are
   authoritative for the NODATA response only send TYPE 2 NODATA
   responses, that is the authority section contains a SOA record and no
   NS records.  Sending a TYPE 1 NODATA response from a non-
   authoritative server to one of these resolvers will only result in an
   unnecessary query.  If a server is listed as a FORWARDER for another
   resolver it may also be necessary to disable the sending of TYPE 1
   NODATA response for non-authoritative NODATA responses.
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   Some name servers fail to set the RCODE to NXDOMAIN in the presence
   of CNAMEs in the answer section.  If a definitive NXDOMAIN / NODATA
   answer is required in this case the resolver must query again using
   the QNAME as the query label.



3 - Negative Answers from Authoritative Servers

   Name servers authoritative for a zone MUST include the SOA record of
   the zone in the authority section of the response when reporting an
   NXDOMAIN or indicating that no data of the requested type exists.
   This is required so that the response may be cached.  The TTL of this
   record is set from the minimum of the MINIMUM field of the SOA record
   and the TTL of the SOA itself, and indicates how long a resolver may
   cache the negative answer.  The TTL SIG record associated with the
   SOA record should also be trimmed in line with the SOA's TTL.

   If the containing zone is signed [RFC2065] the SOA and appropriate
   NXT and SIG records MUST be added.

4 - SOA Minimum Field

   The SOA minimum field has been overloaded in the past to have three
   different meanings, the minimum TTL value of all RRs in a zone, the
   default TTL of RRs which did not contain a TTL value and the TTL of
   negative responses.

   Despite being the original defined meaning, the first of these, the
   minimum TTL value of all RRs in a zone, has never in practice been
   used and is hereby deprecated.

   The second, the default TTL of RRs which contain no explicit TTL in
   the master zone file, is relevant only at the primary server.  After
   a zone transfer all RRs have explicit TTLs and it is impossible to
   determine whether the TTL for a record was explicitly set or derived
   from the default after a zone transfer.  Where a server does not
   require RRs to include the TTL value explicitly, it should provide a
   mechanism, not being the value of the MINIMUM field of the SOA
   record, from which the missing TTL values are obtained.  How this is
   done is implementation dependent.

   The Master File format [RFC 1035 Section 5] is extended to include
   the following directive:

                           $TTL <TTL> [comment]
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   All resource records appearing after the directive, and which do not
   explicitly include a TTL value, have their TTL set to the TTL given
   in the $TTL directive.  SIG records without a explicit TTL get their
   TTL from the "original TTL" of the SIG record [RFC 2065 Section 4.5].

   The remaining of the current meanings, of being the TTL to be used
   for negative responses, is the new defined meaning of the SOA minimum
   field.

5 - Caching Negative Answers



   Like normal answers negative answers have a time to live (TTL).  As
   there is no record in the answer section to which this TTL can be
   applied, the TTL must be carried by another method.  This is done by
   including the SOA record from the zone in the authority section of
   the reply.  When the authoritative server creates this record its TTL
   is taken from the minimum of the SOA.MINIMUM field and SOA's TTL.
   This TTL decrements in a similar manner to a normal cached answer and
   upon reaching zero (0) indicates the cached negative answer MUST NOT
   be used again.

   A negative answer that resulted from a name error (NXDOMAIN) should
   be cached such that it can be retrieved and returned in response to
   another query for the same <QNAME, QCLASS> that resulted in the
   cached negative response.

   A negative answer that resulted from a no data error (NODATA) should
   be cached such that it can be retrieved and returned in response to
   another query for the same <QNAME, QTYPE, QCLASS> that resulted in
   the cached negative response.

   The NXT record, if it exists in the authority section of a negative
   answer received, MUST be stored such that it can be be located and
   returned with SOA record in the authority section, as should any SIG
   records in the authority section.  For NXDOMAIN answers there is no
   "necessary" obvious relationship between the NXT records and the
   QNAME.  The NXT record MUST have the same owner name as the query
   name for NODATA responses.

   Negative responses without SOA records SHOULD NOT be cached as there
   is no way to prevent the negative responses looping forever between a
   pair of servers even with a short TTL.

   Despite the DNS forming a tree of servers, with various mis-
   configurations it is possible to form a loop in the query graph, e.g.
   two servers listing each other as forwarders, various lame server
   configurations.  Without a TTL count down a cache negative response
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   when received by the next server would have its TTL reset.  This
   negative indication could then live forever circulating between the
   servers involved.

   As with caching positive responses it is sensible for a resolver to
   limit for how long it will cache a negative response as the protocol
   supports caching for up to 68 years.  Such a limit should not be
   greater than that applied to positive answers and preferably be
   tunable.  Values of one to three hours have been found to work well
   and would make sensible a default.  Values exceeding one day have
   been found to be problematic.

6 - Negative answers from the cache

   When a server, in answering a query, encounters a cached negative
   response it MUST add the cached SOA record to the authority section



   of the response with the TTL decremented by the amount of time it was
   stored in the cache.  This allows the NXDOMAIN / NODATA response to
   time out correctly.

   If a NXT record was cached along with SOA record it MUST be added to
   the authority section.  If a SIG record was cached along with a NXT
   record it SHOULD be added to the authority section.

   As with all answers coming from the cache, negative answers SHOULD
   have an implicit referral built into the answer.  This enables the
   resolver to locate an authoritative source.  An implicit referral is
   characterised by NS records in the authority section referring the
   resolver towards a authoritative source.  NXDOMAIN types 1 and 4
   responses contain implicit referrals as does NODATA type 1 response.

7 - Other Negative Responses

   Caching of other negative responses is not covered by any existing
   RFC.  There is no way to indicate a desired TTL in these responses.
   Care needs to be taken to ensure that there are not forwarding loops.

7.1 Server Failure (OPTIONAL)

   Server failures fall into two major classes.  The first is where a
   server can determine that it has been misconfigured for a zone.  This
   may be where it has been listed as a server, but not configured to be
   a server for the zone, or where it has been configured to be a server
   for the zone, but cannot obtain the zone data for some reason.  This
   can occur either because the zone file does not exist or contains
   errors, or because another server from which the zone should have
   been available either did not respond or was unable or unwilling to
   supply the zone.
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   The second class is where the server needs to obtain an answer from
   elsewhere, but is unable to do so, due to network failures, other
   servers that don't reply, or return server failure errors, or
   similar.

   In either case a resolver MAY cache a server failure response.  If it
   does so it MUST NOT cache it for longer than five (5) minutes, and it
   MUST be cached against the specific query tuple <query name, type,
   class, server IP address>.

7.2 Dead / Unreachable Server (OPTIONAL)

   Dead / Unreachable servers are servers that fail to respond in any
   way to a query or where the transport layer has provided an
   indication that the server does not exist or is unreachable.  A
   server may be deemed to be dead or unreachable if it has not
   responded to an outstanding query within 120 seconds.

   Examples of transport layer indications are:

      ICMP error messages indicating host, net or port unreachable.
      TCP resets



      IP stack error messages providing similar indications to those above.

   A server MAY cache a dead server indication.  If it does so it MUST
   NOT be deemed dead for longer than five (5) minutes.  The indication
   MUST be stored against query tuple <query name, type, class, server
   IP address> unless there was a transport layer indication that the
   server does not exist, in which case it applies to all queries to
   that specific IP address.

8 - Changes from RFC 1034

   Negative caching in resolvers is no-longer optional, if a resolver
   caches anything it must also cache negative answers.

   Non-authoritative negative answers MAY be cached.

   The SOA record from the authority section MUST be cached.  Name error
   indications must be cached against the tuple <query name, QCLASS>.
   No data indications must be cached against <query name, QTYPE,
   QCLASS> tuple.

   A cached SOA record must be added to the response.  This was
   explicitly not allowed because previously the distinction between a
   normal cached SOA record, and the SOA cached as a result of a
   negative response was not made, and simply extracting a normal cached
   SOA and adding that to a cached negative response causes problems.
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   The $TTL TTL directive was added to the master file format.

9 - History of Negative Caching

   This section presents a potted history of negative caching in the DNS
   and forms no part of the technical specification of negative caching.

   It is interesting to note that the same concepts were re-invented in
   both the CHIVES and BIND servers.

   The history of the early CHIVES work (Section 9.1) was supplied by
   Rob Austein <sra@epilogue.com> and is reproduced here in the form in
   which he supplied it [MPA].

   Sometime around the spring of 1985, I mentioned to Paul Mockapetris
   that our experience with his JEEVES DNS resolver had pointed out the
   need for some kind of negative caching scheme.  Paul suggested that
   we simply cache authoritative errors, using the SOA MINIMUM value for
   the zone that would have contained the target RRs.  I'm pretty sure
   that this conversation took place before RFC-973 was written, but it
   was never clear to me whether this idea was something that Paul came
   up with on the spot in response to my question or something he'd
   already been planning to put into the document that became RFC-973.
   In any case, neither of us was entirely sure that the SOA MINIMUM
   value was really the right metric to use, but it was available and
   was under the control of the administrator of the target zone, both
   of which seemed to us at the time to be important feature.



   Late in 1987, I released the initial beta-test version of CHIVES, the
   DNS resolver I'd written to replace Paul's JEEVES resolver.  CHIVES
   included a search path mechanism that was used pretty heavily at
   several sites (including my own), so CHIVES also included a negative
   caching mechanism based on SOA MINIMUM values.  The basic strategy
   was to cache authoritative error codes keyed by the exact query
   parameters (QNAME, QCLASS, and QTYPE), with a cache TTL equal to the
   SOA MINIMUM value.  CHIVES did not attempt to track down SOA RRs if
   they weren't supplied in the authoritative response, so it never
   managed to completely eliminate the gratuitous DNS error message
   traffic, but it did help considerably.  Keep in mind that this was
   happening at about the same time as the near-collapse of the ARPANET
   due to congestion caused by exponential growth and the the "old"
   (pre-VJ) TCP retransmission algorithm, so negative caching resulted
   in drasticly better DNS response time for our users, mailer daemons,
   etcetera.
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   As far as I know, CHIVES was the first resolver to implement negative
   caching.  CHIVES was developed during the twilight years of TOPS-20,
   so it never ran on very many machines, but the few machines that it
   did run on were the ones that were too critical to shut down quickly
   no matter how much it cost to keep them running.  So what few users
   we did have tended to drive CHIVES pretty hard.  Several interesting
   bits of DNS technology resulted from that, but the one that's
   relevant here is the MAXTTL configuration parameter.

   Experience with JEEVES had already shown that RRs often showed up
   with ridiculously long TTLs (99999999 was particularly popular for
   many years, due to bugs in the code and documentation of several
   early versions of BIND), and that robust software that blindly
   believed such TTLs could create so many strange failures that it was
   often necessary to reboot the resolver frequently just to clear this
   garbage out of the cache.  So CHIVES had a configuration parameter
   "MAXTTL", which specified the maximum "reasonable" TTL in a received
   RR.  RRs with TTLs greater than MAXTTL would either have their TTLs
   reduced to MAXTTL or would be discarded entirely, depending on the
   setting of another configuration parameter.

   When we started getting field experience with CHIVES's negative
   caching code, it became clear that the SOA MINIMUM value was often
   large enough to cause the same kinds of problems for negative caching
   as the huge TTLs in RRs had for normal caching (again, this was in
   part due to a bug in several early versions of BIND, where a
   secondary server would authoritatively deny all knowledge of its
   zones if it couldn't contact the primaries on reboot).  So we started
   running the negative cache TTLs through the MAXTTL check too, and
   continued to experiment.

   The configuration that seemed to work best on WSMR-SIMTEL20.ARMY.MIL
   (last of the major Internet TOPS-20 machines to be shut down, thus
   the last major user of CHIVES, thus the place where we had the



   longest experimental baseline) was to set MAXTTL to about three days.
   Most of the traffic initiated by SIMTEL20 in its last years was
   mail-related, and the mail queue timeout was set to one week, so this
   gave a "stuck" message several tries at complete DNS resolution,
   without bogging down the system with a lot of useless queries.  Since
   (for reasons that now escape me) we only had the single MAXTTL
   parameter rather than separate ones for positive and negative
   caching, it's not clear how much effect this setting of MAXTTL had on
   the negative caching code.

   CHIVES also included a second, somewhat controversial mechanism which
   took the place of negative caching in some cases.  The CHIVES
   resolver daemon could be configured to load DNS master files, giving
   it the ability to act as what today would be called a "stealth
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   secondary".  That is, when configured in this way, the resolver had
   direct access to authoritative information for heavily-used zones.
   The search path mechanisms in CHIVES reflected this: there were
   actually two separate search paths, one of which only searched local
   authoritative zone data, and one which could generate normal
   iterative queries.  This cut down on the need for negative caching in
   cases where usage was predictably heavy (e.g., the resolver on
   XX.LCS.MIT.EDU always loaded the zone files for both LCS.MIT.EDU and
   AI.MIT.EDU and put both of these suffixes into the "local" search
   path, since between them the hosts in these two zones accounted for
   the bulk of the DNS traffic).  Not all sites running CHIVES chose to
   use this feature; C.CS.CMU.EDU, for example, chose to use the
   "remote" search path for everything because there were too many
   different sub-zones at CMU for zone shadowing to be practical for
   them, so they relied pretty heavily on negative caching even for
   local traffic.

   Overall, I still think the basic design we used for negative caching
   was pretty reasonable: the zone administrator specified how long to
   cache negative answers, and the resolver configuration chose the
   actual cache time from the range between zero and the period
   specified by the zone administrator.  There are a lot of details I'd
   do differently now (like using a new SOA field instead of overloading
   the MINIMUM field), but after more than a decade, I'd be more worried
   if we couldn't think of at least a few improvements.

9.2 BIND

   While not the first attempt to get negative caching into BIND, in
   July 1993, BIND 4.9.2 ALPHA, Anant Kumar of ISI supplied code that
   implemented, validation and negative caching (NCACHE).  This code had
   a 10 minute TTL for negative caching and only cached the indication
   that there was a negative response, NXDOMAIN or NOERROR_NODATA. This
   is the origin of the NODATA pseudo response code mentioned above.

   Mark Andrews of CSIRO added code (RETURNSOA) that stored the SOA
   record such that it could be retrieved by a similar query.  UUnet
   complained that they were getting old answers after loading a new
   zone, and the option was turned off, BIND 4.9.3-alpha5, April 1994.
   In reality this indicated that the named needed to purge the space



   the zone would occupy.  Functionality to do this was added in BIND
   4.9.3 BETA11 patch2, December 1994.

   RETURNSOA was re-enabled by default, BIND 4.9.5-T1A, August 1996.
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10 Example

   The following example is based on a signed zone that is empty apart
   from the nameservers.  We will query for WWW.XX.EXAMPLE showing
   initial response and again 10 minutes later.  Note 1: during the
   intervening 10 minutes the NS records for XX.EXAMPLE have expired.
   Note 2: the TTL of the SIG records are not explicitly set in the zone
   file and are hence the TTL of the RRset they are the signature for.

        Zone File:

        $TTL 86400
        $ORIGIN XX.EXAMPLE.
        @       IN      SOA     NS1.XX.EXAMPLE. HOSTMATER.XX.EXAMPLE. (
                                1997102000      ; serial
                                1800    ; refresh (30 mins)
                                900     ; retry (15 mins)
                                604800  ; expire (7 days)
                                1200 ) ; minimum (20 mins)
                IN      SIG     SOA ...
          1200  IN      NXT     NS1.XX.EXAMPLE. A NXT SIG SOA NS KEY
                IN      SIG     NXT ... XX.EXAMPLE. ...
           300  IN      NS      NS1.XX.EXAMPLE.
           300  IN      NS      NS2.XX.EXAMPLE.
                IN      SIG     NS ... XX.EXAMPLE. ...
                IN      KEY     0x4100 1 1 ...
                IN      SIG     KEY ... XX.EXAMPLE. ...
                IN      SIG     KEY ... EXAMPLE. ...
        NS1     IN      A       10.0.0.1
                IN      SIG     A ... XX.EXAMPLE. ...
          1200  IN      NXT     NS2.XX.EXAMPLE. A NXT SIG
                IN      SIG     NXT ...
        NS2     IN      A       10.0.0.2
                IN      SIG     A ... XX.EXAMPLE. ...
          1200  IN      NXT     XX.EXAMPLE. A NXT SIG
                IN      SIG     NXT ... XX.EXAMPLE. ...

        Initial Response:

        Header:
            RDCODE=NXDOMAIN, AA=1, QR=1, TC=0
        Query:
            WWW.XX.EXAMPLE. IN A
        Answer:
            <empty>
        Authority:



            XX.EXAMPLE.      1200 IN SOA NS1.XX.EXAMPLE. ...
            XX.EXAMPLE.      1200 IN SIG SOA ... XX.EXAMPLE. ...
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            NS2.XX.EXAMPLE.  1200 IN NXT XX.EXAMPLE. NXT A NXT SIG
            NS2.XX.EXAMPLE.  1200 IN SIG NXT ... XX.EXAMPLE. ...
            XX.EXAMPLE.     86400 IN NS  NS1.XX.EXAMPLE.
            XX.EXAMPLE.     86400 IN NS  NS2.XX.EXAMPLE.
            XX.EXAMPLE.     86400 IN SIG NS ... XX.EXAMPLE. ...
        Additional
            XX.EXAMPLE.     86400 IN KEY 0x4100 1 1 ...
            XX.EXAMPLE.     86400 IN SIG KEY ... EXAMPLE. ...
            NS1.XX.EXAMPLE. 86400 IN A   10.0.0.1
            NS1.XX.EXAMPLE. 86400 IN SIG A ... XX.EXAMPLE. ...
            NS2.XX.EXAMPLE. 86400 IN A   10.0.0.2
            NS3.XX.EXAMPLE. 86400 IN SIG A ... XX.EXAMPLE. ...

         After 10 Minutes:

         Header:
             RDCODE=NXDOMAIN, AA=0, QR=1, TC=0
         Query:
             WWW.XX.EXAMPLE. IN A
         Answer:
             <empty>
         Authority:
             XX.EXAMPLE.       600 IN SOA NS1.XX.EXAMPLE. ...
             XX.EXAMPLE.       600 IN SIG SOA ... XX.EXAMPLE. ...
             NS2.XX.EXAMPLE.   600 IN NXT XX.EXAMPLE. NXT A NXT SIG
             NS2.XX.EXAMPLE.   600 IN SIG NXT ... XX.EXAMPLE. ...
             EXAMPLE.        65799 IN NS  NS1.YY.EXAMPLE.
             EXAMPLE.        65799 IN NS  NS2.YY.EXAMPLE.
             EXAMPLE.        65799 IN SIG NS ... XX.EXAMPLE. ...
         Additional
             XX.EXAMPLE.     65800 IN KEY 0x4100 1 1 ...
             XX.EXAMPLE.     65800 IN SIG KEY ... EXAMPLE. ...
             NS1.YY.EXAMPLE. 65799 IN A   10.100.0.1
             NS1.YY.EXAMPLE. 65799 IN SIG A ... EXAMPLE. ...
             NS2.YY.EXAMPLE. 65799 IN A   10.100.0.2
             NS3.YY.EXAMPLE. 65799 IN SIG A ... EXAMPLE. ...
             EXAMPLE.        65799 IN KEY 0x4100 1 1 ...
             EXAMPLE.        65799 IN SIG KEY ... . ...

11 Security Considerations

   It is believed that this document does not introduce any significant
   additional security threats other that those that already exist when
   using data from the DNS.
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   With negative caching it might be possible to propagate a denial of
   service attack by spreading a NXDOMAIN message with a very high TTL.
   Without negative caching that would be much harder.  A similar effect
   could be achieved previously by spreading a bad A record, so that the
   server could not be reached - which is almost the same.  It has the
   same effect as far as what the end user is able to do, but with a
   different psychological effect.  With the bad A, I feel "damn the
   network is broken again" and try again tomorrow.  With the "NXDOMAIN"
   I feel "Oh, they've turned off the server and it doesn't exist any
   more" and probably never bother trying this server again.

   A practical example of this is a SMTP server where this behaviour is
   encoded.  With a NXDOMAIN attack the mail message would bounce
   immediately, where as with a bad A attack the mail would be queued
   and could potentially get through after the attack was suspended.

   For such an attack to be successful, the NXDOMAIN indiction must be
   injected into a parent server (or a busy caching resolver).  One way
   this might be done by the use of a CNAME which results in the parent
   server querying an attackers server.  Resolvers that wish to prevent
   such attacks can query again the final QNAME ignoring any NS data in
   the query responses it has received for this query.

   Implementing TTL sanity checking will reduce the effectiveness of
   such an attack, because a successful attack would require re-
   injection of the bogus data at more frequent intervals.

   DNS Security [RFC2065] provides a mechanism to verify whether a
   negative response is valid or not, through the use of NXT and SIG
   records.  This document supports the use of that mechanism by
   promoting the transmission of the relevant security records even in a
   non security aware server.
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Abstract

    This memo documents version 2 of the OSPF protocol.  OSPF is a
    link-state routing protocol.  It is designed to be run internal to a
    single Autonomous System.  Each OSPF router maintains an identical
    database describing the Autonomous System's topology.  From this
    database, a routing table is calculated by constructing a shortest-
    path tree.

    OSPF recalculates routes quickly in the face of topological changes,
    utilizing a minimum of routing protocol traffic.  OSPF provides
    support for equal-cost multipath.  An area routing capability is
    provided, enabling an additional level of routing protection and a
    reduction in routing protocol traffic.  In addition, all OSPF
    routing protocol exchanges are authenticated.

    The differences between this memo and RFC 2178 are explained in
    Appendix G. All differences are backward-compatible in nature.
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    Implementations of this memo and of RFCs 2178, 1583, and 1247 will
    interoperate.

    Please send comments to ospf@gated.cornell.edu.
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1.  Introduction

    This document is a specification of the Open Shortest Path First
    (OSPF) TCP/IP internet routing protocol.  OSPF is classified as an
    Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP).  This means that it distributes
    routing information between routers belonging to a single Autonomous
    System.  The OSPF protocol is based on link-state or SPF technology.
    This is a departure from the Bellman-Ford base used by traditional
    TCP/IP internet routing protocols.



    The OSPF protocol was developed by the OSPF working group of the
    Internet Engineering Task Force.  It has been designed expressly for
    the TCP/IP internet environment, including explicit support for CIDR
    and the tagging of externally-derived routing information.  OSPF
    also provides for the authentication of routing updates, and
    utilizes IP multicast when sending/receiving the updates.  In
    addition, much work has been done to produce a protocol that
    responds quickly to topology changes, yet involves small amounts of
    routing protocol traffic.

    1.1.  Protocol overview

        OSPF routes IP packets based solely on the destination IP
        address found in the IP packet header.  IP packets are routed
        "as is" -- they are not encapsulated in any further protocol
        headers as they transit the Autonomous System.  OSPF is a
        dynamic routing protocol.  It quickly detects topological
        changes in the AS (such as router interface failures) and
        calculates new loop-free routes after a period of convergence.
        This period of convergence is short and involves a minimum of
        routing traffic.

        In a link-state routing protocol, each router maintains a
        database describing the Autonomous System's topology.  This
        database is referred to as the link-state database. Each
        participating router has an identical database.  Each individual
        piece of this database is a particular router's local state
        (e.g., the router's usable interfaces and reachable neighbors).
        The router distributes its local state throughout the Autonomous
        System by flooding.
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        All routers run the exact same algorithm, in parallel.  From the
        link-state database, each router constructs a tree of shortest
        paths with itself as root.  This shortest-path tree gives the
        route to each destination in the Autonomous System.  Externally
        derived routing information appears on the tree as leaves.

        When several equal-cost routes to a destination exist, traffic
        is distributed equally among them.  The cost of a route is
        described by a single dimensionless metric.

        OSPF allows sets of networks to be grouped together.  Such a
        grouping is called an area.  The topology of an area is hidden
        from the rest of the Autonomous System.  This information hiding
        enables a significant reduction in routing traffic.  Also,
        routing within the area is determined only by the area's own
        topology, lending the area protection from bad routing data.  An
        area is a generalization of an IP subnetted network.

        OSPF enables the flexible configuration of IP subnets.  Each
        route distributed by OSPF has a destination and mask.  Two
        different subnets of the same IP network number may have
        different sizes (i.e., different masks).  This is commonly



        referred to as variable length subnetting.  A packet is routed
        to the best (i.e., longest or most specific) match.  Host routes
        are considered to be subnets whose masks are "all ones"
        (0xffffffff).

        All OSPF protocol exchanges are authenticated.  This means that
        only trusted routers can participate in the Autonomous System's
        routing.  A variety of authentication schemes can be used; in
        fact, separate authentication schemes can be configured for each
        IP subnet.

        Externally derived routing data (e.g., routes learned from an
        Exterior Gateway Protocol such as BGP; see [Ref23]) is
        advertised throughout the Autonomous System.  This externally
        derived data is kept separate from the OSPF protocol's link
        state data.  Each external route can also be tagged by the
        advertising router, enabling the passing of additional
        information between routers on the boundary of the Autonomous
        System.
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    1.2.  Definitions of commonly used terms

        This section provides definitions for terms that have a specific
        meaning to the OSPF protocol and that are used throughout the
        text.  The reader unfamiliar with the Internet Protocol Suite is
        referred to [Ref13] for an introduction to IP.

        Router
            A level three Internet Protocol packet switch.  Formerly
            called a gateway in much of the IP literature.

        Autonomous System
            A group of routers exchanging routing information via a
            common routing protocol.  Abbreviated as AS.

        Interior Gateway Protocol
            The routing protocol spoken by the routers belonging to an
            Autonomous system.  Abbreviated as IGP.  Each Autonomous
            System has a single IGP.  Separate Autonomous Systems may be
            running different IGPs.

        Router ID
            A 32-bit number assigned to each router running the OSPF
            protocol.  This number uniquely identifies the router within
            an Autonomous System.

        Network
            In this memo, an IP network/subnet/supernet.  It is possible
            for one physical network to be assigned multiple IP
            network/subnet numbers.  We consider these to be separate
            networks.  Point-to-point physical networks are an exception
            - they are considered a single network no matter how many
            (if any at all) IP network/subnet numbers are assigned to



            them.

        Network mask
            A 32-bit number indicating the range of IP addresses
            residing on a single IP network/subnet/supernet.  This
            specification displays network masks as hexadecimal numbers.
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            For example, the network mask for a class C IP network is
            displayed as 0xffffff00.  Such a mask is often displayed
            elsewhere in the literature as 255.255.255.0.

        Point-to-point networks
            A network that joins a single pair of routers.  A 56Kb
            serial line is an example of a point-to-point network.

        Broadcast networks
            Networks supporting many (more than two) attached routers,
            together with the capability to address a single physical
            message to all of the attached routers (broadcast).
            Neighboring routers are discovered dynamically on these nets
            using OSPF's Hello Protocol.  The Hello Protocol itself
            takes advantage of the broadcast capability.  The OSPF
            protocol makes further use of multicast capabilities, if
            they exist.  Each pair of routers on a broadcast network is
            assumed to be able to communicate directly. An ethernet is
            an example of a broadcast network.

        Non-broadcast networks
            Networks supporting many (more than two) routers, but having
            no broadcast capability.  Neighboring routers are maintained
            on these nets using OSPF's Hello Protocol.  However, due to
            the lack of broadcast capability, some configuration
            information may be necessary to aid in the discovery of
            neighbors.  On non-broadcast networks, OSPF protocol packets
            that are normally multicast need to be sent to each
            neighboring router, in turn. An X.25 Public Data Network
            (PDN) is an example of a non-broadcast network.

            OSPF runs in one of two modes over non-broadcast networks.
            The first mode, called non-broadcast multi-access or NBMA,
            simulates the operation of OSPF on a broadcast network. The
            second mode, called Point-to-MultiPoint, treats the non-
            broadcast network as a collection of point-to-point links.
            Non-broadcast networks are referred to as NBMA networks or
            Point-to-MultiPoint networks, depending on OSPF's mode of
            operation over the network.
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        Interface
            The connection between a router and one of its attached
            networks.  An interface has state information associated
            with it, which is obtained from the underlying lower level
            protocols and the routing protocol itself.  An interface to
            a network has associated with it a single IP address and
            mask (unless the network is an unnumbered point-to-point
            network).  An interface is sometimes also referred to as a
            link.

        Neighboring routers
            Two routers that have interfaces to a common network.
            Neighbor relationships are maintained by, and usually
            dynamically discovered by, OSPF's Hello Protocol.

        Adjacency
            A relationship formed between selected neighboring routers
            for the purpose of exchanging routing information.  Not
            every pair of neighboring routers become adjacent.

        Link state advertisement
            Unit of data describing the local state of a router or
            network. For a router, this includes the state of the
            router's interfaces and adjacencies.  Each link state
            advertisement is flooded throughout the routing domain. The
            collected link state advertisements of all routers and
            networks forms the protocol's link state database.
            Throughout this memo, link state advertisement is
            abbreviated as LSA.

        Hello Protocol
            The part of the OSPF protocol used to establish and maintain
            neighbor relationships.  On broadcast networks the Hello
            Protocol can also dynamically discover neighboring routers.

        Flooding
            The part of the OSPF protocol that distributes and
            synchronizes the link-state database between OSPF routers.

        Designated Router
            Each broadcast and NBMA network that has at least two
            attached routers has a Designated Router.  The Designated
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            Router generates an LSA for the network and has other
            special responsibilities in the running of the protocol.
            The Designated Router is elected by the Hello Protocol.

            The Designated Router concept enables a reduction in the
            number of adjacencies required on a broadcast or NBMA
            network.  This in turn reduces the amount of routing
            protocol traffic and the size of the link-state database.



        Lower-level protocols
            The underlying network access protocols that provide
            services to the Internet Protocol and in turn the OSPF
            protocol.  Examples of these are the X.25 packet and frame
            levels for X.25 PDNs, and the ethernet data link layer for
            ethernets.

    1.3.  Brief history of link-state routing technology

        OSPF is a link state routing protocol.  Such protocols are also
        referred to in the literature as SPF-based or distributed-
        database protocols.  This section gives a brief description of
        the developments in link-state technology that have influenced
        the OSPF protocol.

        The first link-state routing protocol was developed for use in
        the ARPANET packet switching network.  This protocol is
        described in [Ref3].  It has formed the starting point for all
        other link-state protocols.  The homogeneous ARPANET
        environment, i.e., single-vendor packet switches connected by
        synchronous serial lines, simplified the design and
        implementation of the original protocol.

        Modifications to this protocol were proposed in [Ref4].  These
        modifications dealt with increasing the fault tolerance of the
        routing protocol through, among other things, adding a checksum
        to the LSAs (thereby detecting database corruption).  The paper
        also included means for reducing the routing traffic overhead in
        a link-state protocol.  This was accomplished by introducing
        mechanisms which enabled the interval between LSA originations
        to be increased by an order of magnitude.
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        A link-state algorithm has also been proposed for use as an ISO
        IS-IS routing protocol.  This protocol is described in [Ref2].
        The protocol includes methods for data and routing traffic
        reduction when operating over broadcast networks.  This is
        accomplished by election of a Designated Router for each
        broadcast network, which then originates an LSA for the network.

        The OSPF Working Group of the IETF has extended this work in
        developing the OSPF protocol.  The Designated Router concept has
        been greatly enhanced to further reduce the amount of routing
        traffic required.  Multicast capabilities are utilized for
        additional routing bandwidth reduction.  An area routing scheme
        has been developed enabling information
        hiding/protection/reduction.  Finally, the algorithms have been
        tailored for efficient operation in TCP/IP internets.

    1.4.  Organization of this document

        The first three sections of this specification give a general



        overview of the protocol's capabilities and functions.  Sections
        4-16 explain the protocol's mechanisms in detail.  Packet
        formats, protocol constants and configuration items are
        specified in the appendices.

        Labels such as HelloInterval encountered in the text refer to
        protocol constants.  They may or may not be configurable.
        Architectural constants are summarized in Appendix B.
        Configurable constants are summarized in Appendix C.

        The detailed specification of the protocol is presented in terms
        of data structures.  This is done in order to make the
        explanation more precise.  Implementations of the protocol are
        required to support the functionality described, but need not
        use the precise data structures that appear in this memo.
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2.  The Link-state Database: organization and calculations

    The following subsections describe the organization of OSPF's link-
    state database, and the routing calculations that are performed on
    the database in order to produce a router's routing table.

    2.1.  Representation of routers and networks

        The Autonomous System's link-state database describes a directed
        graph.  The vertices of the graph consist of routers and
        networks.  A graph edge connects two routers when they are
        attached via a physical point-to-point network.  An edge
        connecting a router to a network indicates that the router has
        an interface on the network. Networks can be either transit or
        stub networks. Transit networks are those capable of carrying
        data traffic that is neither locally originated nor locally
        destined. A transit network is represented by a graph vertex
        having both incoming and outgoing edges. A stub network's vertex
        has only incoming edges.

        The neighborhood of each network node in the graph depends on



        the network's type (point-to-point, broadcast, NBMA or Point-
        to-MultiPoint) and the number of routers having an interface to
        the network.  Three cases are depicted in Figure 1a.  Rectangles
        indicate routers.  Circles and oblongs indicate networks.
        Router names are prefixed with the letters RT and network names
        with the letter N.  Router interface names are prefixed by the
        letter I.  Lines between routers indicate point-to-point
        networks.  The left side of the figure shows networks with their
        connected routers, with the resulting graphs shown on the right.
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                                                  **FROM**

                                           *      |RT1|RT2|
                +---+Ia    +---+           *   ------------
                |RT1|------|RT2|           T   RT1|   | X |
                +---+    Ib+---+           O   RT2| X |   |
                                           *    Ia|   | X |
                                           *    Ib| X |   |

                     Physical point-to-point networks

                                                  **FROM**
                      +---+                *
                      |RT7|                *      |RT7| N3|
                      +---+                T   ------------
                        |                  O   RT7|   |   |
            +----------------------+       *    N3| X |   |
                       N3                  *

                              Stub networks

                                                  **FROM**
                +---+      +---+
                |RT3|      |RT4|              |RT3|RT4|RT5|RT6|N2 |
                +---+      +---+        *  ------------------------
                  |    N2    |          *  RT3|   |   |   |   | X |
            +----------------------+    T  RT4|   |   |   |   | X |
                  |          |          O  RT5|   |   |   |   | X |
                +---+      +---+        *  RT6|   |   |   |   | X |
                |RT5|      |RT6|        *   N2| X | X | X | X |   |
                +---+      +---+

                          Broadcast or NBMA networks

                    Figure 1a: Network map components
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             Networks and routers are represented by vertices.
             An edge connects Vertex A to Vertex B iff the
             intersection of Column A and Row B is marked with
                                  an X.

        The top of Figure 1a shows two routers connected by a point-to-
        point link. In the resulting link-state database graph, the two
        router vertices are directly connected by a pair of edges, one
        in each direction. Interfaces to point-to-point networks need
        not be assigned IP addresses.  When interface addresses are
        assigned, they are modelled as stub links, with each router
        advertising a stub connection to the other router's interface
        address. Optionally, an IP subnet can be assigned to the point-
        to-point network. In this case, both routers advertise a stub
        link to the IP subnet, instead of advertising each others' IP
        interface addresses.

        The middle of Figure 1a shows a network with only one attached
        router (i.e., a stub network). In this case, the network appears
        on the end of a stub connection in the link-state database's
        graph.

        When multiple routers are attached to a broadcast network, the
        link-state database graph shows all routers bidirectionally
        connected to the network vertex. This is pictured at the bottom
        of Figure 1a.

        Each network (stub or transit) in the graph has an IP address
        and associated network mask.  The mask indicates the number of
        nodes on the network.  Hosts attached directly to routers
        (referred to as host routes) appear on the graph as stub
        networks.  The network mask for a host route is always
        0xffffffff, which indicates the presence of a single node.

        2.1.1.  Representation of non-broadcast networks

            As mentioned previously, OSPF can run over non-broadcast
            networks in one of two modes: NBMA or Point-to-MultiPoint.
            The choice of mode determines the way that the Hello
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            protocol and flooding work over the non-broadcast network,
            and the way that the network is represented in the link-
            state database.

            In NBMA mode, OSPF emulates operation over a broadcast
            network: a Designated Router is elected for the NBMA



            network, and the Designated Router originates an LSA for the
            network. The graph representation for broadcast networks and
            NBMA networks is identical. This representation is pictured
            in the middle of Figure 1a.

            NBMA mode is the most efficient way to run OSPF over non-
            broadcast networks, both in terms of link-state database
            size and in terms of the amount of routing protocol traffic.
            However, it has one significant restriction: it requires all
            routers attached to the NBMA network to be able to
            communicate directly. This restriction may be met on some
            non-broadcast networks, such as an ATM subnet utilizing
            SVCs. But it is often not met on other non-broadcast
            networks, such as PVC-only Frame Relay networks. On non-
            broadcast networks where not all routers can communicate
            directly you can break the non-broadcast network into
            logical subnets, with the routers on each subnet being able
            to communicate directly, and then run each separate subnet
            as an NBMA network (see [Ref15]). This however requires
            quite a bit of administrative overhead, and is prone to
            misconfiguration. It is probably better to run such a non-
            broadcast network in Point-to-Multipoint mode.

            In Point-to-MultiPoint mode, OSPF treats all router-to-
            router connections over the non-broadcast network as if they
            were point-to-point links. No Designated Router is elected
            for the network, nor is there an LSA generated for the
            network. In fact, a vertex for the Point-to-MultiPoint
            network does not appear in the graph of the link-state
            database.

            Figure 1b illustrates the link-state database representation
            of a Point-to-MultiPoint network. On the left side of the
            figure, a Point-to-MultiPoint network is pictured. It is
            assumed that all routers can communicate directly, except
            for routers RT4 and RT5. I3 though I6 indicate the routers'
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            IP interface addresses on the Point-to-MultiPoint network.
            In the graphical representation of the link-state database,
            routers that can communicate directly over the Point-to-
            MultiPoint network are joined by bidirectional edges, and
            each router also has a stub connection to its own IP
            interface address (which is in contrast to the
            representation of real point-to-point links; see Figure 1a).

            On some non-broadcast networks, use of Point-to-MultiPoint
            mode and data-link protocols such as Inverse ARP (see
            [Ref14]) will allow autodiscovery of OSPF neighbors even
            though broadcast support is not available.



                                                  **FROM**
                +---+      +---+
                |RT3|      |RT4|              |RT3|RT4|RT5|RT6|
                +---+      +---+        *  --------------------
                I3|    N2    |I4        *  RT3|   | X | X | X |
            +----------------------+    T  RT4| X |   |   | X |
                I5|          |I6        O  RT5| X |   |   | X |
                +---+      +---+        *  RT6| X | X | X |   |
                |RT5|      |RT6|        *   I3| X |   |   |   |
                +---+      +---+            I4|   | X |   |   |
                                            I5|   |   | X |   |
                                            I6|   |   |   | X |

                    Figure 1b: Network map components
                       Point-to-MultiPoint networks

             All routers can communicate directly over N2, except
                routers RT4 and RT5. I3 through I6 indicate IP
                           interface addresses
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        2.1.2.  An example link-state database

            Figure 2 shows a sample map of an Autonomous System.  The
            rectangle labelled H1 indicates a host, which has a SLIP
            connection to Router RT12.  Router RT12 is therefore
            advertising a host route.  Lines between routers indicate
            physical point-to-point networks.  The only point-to-point
            network that has been assigned interface addresses is the
            one joining Routers RT6 and RT10.  Routers RT5 and RT7 have
            BGP connections to other Autonomous Systems.  A set of BGP-
            learned routes have been displayed for both of these
            routers.

            A cost is associated with the output side of each router
            interface.  This cost is configurable by the system
            administrator.  The lower the cost, the more likely the
            interface is to be used to forward data traffic.  Costs are
            also associated with the externally derived routing data
            (e.g., the BGP-learned routes).

            The directed graph resulting from the map in Figure 2 is
            depicted in Figure 3.  Arcs are labelled with the cost of
            the corresponding router output interface.  Arcs having no
            labelled cost have a cost of 0.  Note that arcs leading from
            networks to routers always have cost 0; they are significant
            nonetheless.  Note also that the externally derived routing
            data appears on the graph as stubs.

            The link-state database is pieced together from LSAs
            generated by the routers.  In the associated graphical



            representation, the neighborhood of each router or transit
            network is represented in a single, separate LSA.  Figure 4
            shows these LSAs graphically. Router RT12 has an interface
            to two broadcast networks and a SLIP line to a host.
            Network N6 is a broadcast network with three attached
            routers.  The cost of all links from Network N6 to its
            attached routers is 0.  Note that the LSA for Network N6 is
            actually generated by one of the network's attached routers:
            the router that has been elected Designated Router for the
            network.
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                 +
                 | 3+---+                     N12      N14
               N1|--|RT1|\ 1                    \ N13 /
                 |  +---+ \                     8\ |8/8
                 +         \ ____                 \|/
                            /    \   1+---+8    8+---+6
                           *  N3  *---|RT4|------|RT5|--------+
                            \____/    +---+      +---+        |
                  +         /   |                  |7         |
                  | 3+---+ /    |                  |          |
                N2|--|RT2|/1    |1                 |6         |
                  |  +---+    +---+8            6+---+        |
                  +           |RT3|--------------|RT6|        |
                              +---+              +---+        |
                                |2               Ia|7         |
                                |                  |          |
                           +---------+             |          |
                               N4                  |          |
                                                   |          |
                                                   |          |
                       N11                         |          |
                   +---------+                     |          |
                        |                          |          |    N12
                        |3                         |          |6 2/
                      +---+                        |        +---+/
                      |RT9|                        |        |RT7|---N15
                      +---+                        |        +---+ 9
                        |1                   +     |          |1
                       _|__                  |   Ib|5       __|_
                      /    \      1+----+2   |  3+----+1   /    \
                     *  N9  *------|RT11|----|---|RT10|---*  N6  *
                      \____/       +----+    |   +----+    \____/
                        |                    |                |
                        |1                   +                |1
             +--+   10+----+                N8              +---+
             |H1|-----|RT12|                                |RT8|
             +--+SLIP +----+                                +---+
                        |2                                    |4
                        |                                     |
                   +---------+                            +--------+
                       N10                                    N7
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                    Figure 2: A sample Autonomous System

                                **FROM**

                 |RT|RT|RT|RT|RT|RT|RT|RT|RT|RT|RT|RT|
                 |1 |2 |3 |4 |5 |6 |7 |8 |9 |10|11|12|N3|N6|N8|N9|
              ----- ---------------------------------------------
              RT1|  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |0 |  |  |  |
              RT2|  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |0 |  |  |  |
              RT3|  |  |  |  |  |6 |  |  |  |  |  |  |0 |  |  |  |
              RT4|  |  |  |  |8 |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |0 |  |  |  |
              RT5|  |  |  |8 |  |6 |6 |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |
              RT6|  |  |8 |  |7 |  |  |  |  |5 |  |  |  |  |  |  |
              RT7|  |  |  |  |6 |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |0 |  |  |
          *   RT8|  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |0 |  |  |
          *   RT9|  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |0 |
          T  RT10|  |  |  |  |  |7 |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |0 |0 |  |
          O  RT11|  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |0 |0 |
          *  RT12|  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |0 |
          *    N1|3 |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |
               N2|  |3 |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |
               N3|1 |1 |1 |1 |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |
               N4|  |  |2 |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |
               N6|  |  |  |  |  |  |1 |1 |  |1 |  |  |  |  |  |  |
               N7|  |  |  |  |  |  |  |4 |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |
               N8|  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |3 |2 |  |  |  |  |  |
               N9|  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |1 |  |1 |1 |  |  |  |  |
              N10|  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |2 |  |  |  |  |
              N11|  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |3 |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |
              N12|  |  |  |  |8 |  |2 |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |
              N13|  |  |  |  |8 |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |
              N14|  |  |  |  |8 |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |
              N15|  |  |  |  |  |  |9 |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |
               H1|  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |  |10|  |  |  |  |

                     Figure 3: The resulting directed graph

                 Networks and routers are represented by vertices.
                 An edge of cost X connects Vertex A to Vertex B iff
                 the intersection of Column A and Row B is marked
                                     with an X.
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                     **FROM**                       **FROM**

                  |RT12|N9|N10|H1|                 |RT9|RT11|RT12|N9|
           *  --------------------          *  ----------------------



           *  RT12|    |  |   |  |          *   RT9|   |    |    |0 |
           T    N9|1   |  |   |  |          T  RT11|   |    |    |0 |
           O   N10|2   |  |   |  |          O  RT12|   |    |    |0 |
           *    H1|10  |  |   |  |          *    N9|   |    |    |  |
           *                                *
                RT12's router-LSA              N9's network-LSA

                  Figure 4: Individual link state components

              Networks and routers are represented by vertices.
              An edge of cost X connects Vertex A to Vertex B iff
              the intersection of Column A and Row B is marked
                                  with an X.

    2.2.  The shortest-path tree

        When no OSPF areas are configured, each router in the Autonomous
        System has an identical link-state database, leading to an
        identical graphical representation.  A router generates its
        routing table from this graph by calculating a tree of shortest
        paths with the router itself as root.  Obviously, the shortest-
        path tree depends on the router doing the calculation.  The
        shortest-path tree for Router RT6 in our example is depicted in
        Figure 5.

        The tree gives the entire path to any destination network or
        host.  However, only the next hop to the destination is used in
        the forwarding process.  Note also that the best route to any
        router has also been calculated.  For the processing of external
        data, we note the next hop and distance to any router
        advertising external routes.  The resulting routing table for
        Router RT6 is pictured in Table 2.  Note that there is a
        separate route for each end of a numbered point-to-point network
        (in this case, the serial line between Routers RT6 and RT10).

        Routes to networks belonging to other AS'es (such as N12) appear
        as dashed lines on the shortest path tree in Figure 5.  Use of
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                                RT6(origin)
                    RT5 o------------o-----------o Ib
                       /|\    6      |\     7
                     8/8|8\          | \
                     /  |  \        6|  \
                    o   |   o        |   \7
                   N12  o  N14       |    \
                       N13        2  |     \
                            N4 o-----o RT3  \
                                    /        \    5
                                  1/     RT10 o-------o Ia
                                  /           |\
                       RT4 o-----o N3        3| \1
                                /|            |  \ N6     RT7
                               / |         N8 o   o---------o



                              /  |            |   |        /|
                         RT2 o   o RT1        |   |      2/ |9
                            /    |            |   |RT8   /  |
                           /3    |3      RT11 o   o     o   o
                          /      |            |   |    N12 N15
                      N2 o       o N1        1|   |4
                                              |   |
                                           N9 o   o N7
                                             /|
                                            / |
                        N11      RT9       /  |RT12
                         o--------o-------o   o--------o H1
                             3                |   10
                                              |2
                                              |
                                              o N10

                     Figure 5: The SPF tree for Router RT6

              Edges that are not marked with a cost have a cost of
              of zero (these are network-to-router links). Routes
              to networks N12-N15 are external information that is
                         considered in Section 2.3
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                   Destination   Next  Hop   Distance
                   __________________________________
                   N1            RT3         10
                   N2            RT3         10
                   N3            RT3         7
                   N4            RT3         8
                   Ib            *           7
                   Ia            RT10        12
                   N6            RT10        8
                   N7            RT10        12
                   N8            RT10        10
                   N9            RT10        11
                   N10           RT10        13
                   N11           RT10        14
                   H1            RT10        21
                   __________________________________
                   RT5           RT5         6
                   RT7           RT10        8

    Table 2: The portion of Router RT6's routing table listing local
                             destinations.

        this externally derived routing information is considered in the
        next section.

    2.3.  Use of external routing information



        After the tree is created the external routing information is
        examined.  This external routing information may originate from
        another routing protocol such as BGP, or be statically
        configured (static routes).  Default routes can also be included
        as part of the Autonomous System's external routing information.

        External routing information is flooded unaltered throughout the
        AS.  In our example, all the routers in the Autonomous System
        know that Router RT7 has two external routes, with metrics 2 and
        9.

        OSPF supports two types of external metrics.  Type 1 external
        metrics are expressed in the same units as OSPF interface cost
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        (i.e., in terms of the link state metric).  Type 2 external
        metrics are an order of magnitude larger; any Type 2 metric is
        considered greater than the cost of any path internal to the AS.
        Use of Type 2 external metrics assumes that routing between
        AS'es is the major cost of routing a packet, and eliminates the
        need for conversion of external costs to internal link state
        metrics.

        As an example of Type 1 external metric processing, suppose that
        the Routers RT7 and RT5 in Figure 2 are advertising Type 1
        external metrics.  For each advertised external route, the total
        cost from Router RT6 is calculated as the sum of the external
        route's advertised cost and the distance from Router RT6 to the
        advertising router.  When two routers are advertising the same
        external destination, RT6 picks the advertising router providing
        the minimum total cost. RT6 then sets the next hop to the
        external destination equal to the next hop that would be used
        when routing packets to the chosen advertising router.

        In Figure 2, both Router RT5 and RT7 are advertising an external
        route to destination Network N12.  Router RT7 is preferred since
        it is advertising N12 at a distance of 10 (8+2) to Router RT6,
        which is better than Router RT5's 14 (6+8).  Table 3 shows the
        entries that are added to the routing table when external routes
        are examined:

                         Destination   Next  Hop   Distance
                         __________________________________
                         N12           RT10        10
                         N13           RT5         14
                         N14           RT5         14
                         N15           RT10        17

                 Table 3: The portion of Router RT6's routing table
                           listing external destinations.



        Processing of Type 2 external metrics is simpler.  The AS
        boundary router advertising the smallest external metric is
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        chosen, regardless of the internal distance to the AS boundary
        router.  Suppose in our example both Router RT5 and Router RT7
        were advertising Type 2 external routes.  Then all traffic
        destined for Network N12 would be forwarded to Router RT7, since
        2 < 8.  When several equal-cost Type 2 routes exist, the
        internal distance to the advertising routers is used to break
        the tie.

        Both Type 1 and Type 2 external metrics can be present in the AS
        at the same time.  In that event, Type 1 external metrics always
        take precedence.

        This section has assumed that packets destined for external
        destinations are always routed through the advertising AS
        boundary router.  This is not always desirable.  For example,
        suppose in Figure 2 there is an additional router attached to
        Network N6, called Router RTX.  Suppose further that RTX does
        not participate in OSPF routing, but does exchange BGP
        information with the AS boundary router RT7.  Then, Router RT7
        would end up advertising OSPF external routes for all
        destinations that should be routed to RTX.  An extra hop will
        sometimes be introduced if packets for these destinations need
        always be routed first to Router RT7 (the advertising router).

        To deal with this situation, the OSPF protocol allows an AS
        boundary router to specify a "forwarding address" in its AS-
        external-LSAs.  In the above example, Router RT7 would specify
        RTX's IP address as the "forwarding address" for all those
        destinations whose packets should be routed directly to RTX.

        The "forwarding address" has one other application.  It enables
        routers in the Autonomous System's interior to function as
        "route servers".  For example, in Figure 2 the router RT6 could
        become a route server, gaining external routing information
        through a combination of static configuration and external
        routing protocols.  RT6 would then start advertising itself as
        an AS boundary router, and would originate a collection of OSPF
        AS-external-LSAs.  In each AS-external-LSA, Router RT6 would
        specify the correct Autonomous System exit point to use for the
        destination through appropriate setting of the LSA's "forwarding
        address" field.
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    2.4.  Equal-cost multipath



        The above discussion has been simplified by considering only a
        single route to any destination.  In reality, if multiple
        equal-cost routes to a destination exist, they are all
        discovered and used.  This requires no conceptual changes to the
        algorithm, and its discussion is postponed until we consider the
        tree-building process in more detail.

        With equal cost multipath, a router potentially has several
        available next hops towards any given destination.

3.  Splitting the AS into Areas

    OSPF allows collections of contiguous networks and hosts to be
    grouped together.  Such a group, together with the routers having
    interfaces to any one of the included networks, is called an area.
    Each area runs a separate copy of the basic link-state routing
    algorithm.  This means that each area has its own link-state
    database and corresponding graph, as explained in the previous
    section.

    The topology of an area is invisible from the outside of the area.
    Conversely, routers internal to a given area know nothing of the
    detailed topology external to the area.  This isolation of knowledge
    enables the protocol to effect a marked reduction in routing traffic
    as compared to treating the entire Autonomous System as a single
    link-state domain.

    With the introduction of areas, it is no longer true that all
    routers in the AS have an identical link-state database.  A router
    actually has a separate link-state database for each area it is
    connected to.  (Routers connected to multiple areas are called area
    border routers).  Two routers belonging to the same area have, for
    that area, identical area link-state databases.

    Routing in the Autonomous System takes place on two levels,
    depending on whether the source and destination of a packet reside
    in the same area (intra-area routing is used) or different areas
    (inter-area routing is used).  In intra-area routing, the packet is
    routed solely on information obtained within the area; no routing
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    information obtained from outside the area can be used.  This
    protects intra-area routing from the injection of bad routing
    information.  We discuss inter-area routing in Section 3.2.

    3.1.  The backbone of the Autonomous System

        The OSPF backbone is the special OSPF Area 0 (often written as
        Area 0.0.0.0, since OSPF Area ID's are typically formatted as IP
        addresses). The OSPF backbone always contains all area border
        routers. The backbone is responsible for distributing routing
        information between non-backbone areas. The backbone must be
        contiguous. However, it need not be physically contiguous;
        backbone connectivity can be established/maintained through the



        configuration of virtual links.

        Virtual links can be configured between any two backbone routers
        that have an interface to a common non-backbone area.  Virtual
        links belong to the backbone.  The protocol treats two routers
        joined by a virtual link as if they were connected by an
        unnumbered point-to-point backbone network.  On the graph of the
        backbone, two such routers are joined by arcs whose costs are
        the intra-area distances between the two routers.  The routing
        protocol traffic that flows along the virtual link uses intra-
        area routing only.

    3.2.  Inter-area routing

        When routing a packet between two non-backbone areas the
        backbone is used.  The path that the packet will travel can be
        broken up into three contiguous pieces: an intra-area path from
        the source to an area border router, a backbone path between the
        source and destination areas, and then another intra-area path
        to the destination.  The algorithm finds the set of such paths
        that have the smallest cost.

        Looking at this another way, inter-area routing can be pictured
        as forcing a star configuration on the Autonomous System, with
        the backbone as hub and each of the non-backbone areas as
        spokes.
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        The topology of the backbone dictates the backbone paths used
        between areas.  The topology of the backbone can be enhanced by
        adding virtual links.  This gives the system administrator some
        control over the routes taken by inter-area traffic.

        The correct area border router to use as the packet exits the
        source area is chosen in exactly the same way routers
        advertising external routes are chosen.  Each area border router
        in an area summarizes for the area its cost to all networks
        external to the area.  After the SPF tree is calculated for the
        area, routes to all inter-area destinations are calculated by
        examining the summaries of the area border routers.

    3.3.  Classification of routers

        Before the introduction of areas, the only OSPF routers having a
        specialized function were those advertising external routing
        information, such as Router RT5 in Figure 2.  When the AS is
        split into OSPF areas, the routers are further divided according
        to function into the following four overlapping categories:

        Internal routers
            A router with all directly connected networks belonging to
            the same area. These routers run a single copy of the basic



            routing algorithm.

        Area border routers
            A router that attaches to multiple areas.  Area border
            routers run multiple copies of the basic algorithm, one copy
            for each attached area. Area border routers condense the
            topological information of their attached areas for
            distribution to the backbone.  The backbone in turn
            distributes the information to the other areas.

        Backbone routers
            A router that has an interface to the backbone area.  This
            includes all routers that interface to more than one area
            (i.e., area border routers).  However, backbone routers do
            not have to be area border routers.  Routers with all
            interfaces connecting to the backbone area are supported.
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        AS boundary routers
            A router that exchanges routing information with routers
            belonging to other Autonomous Systems.  Such a router
            advertises AS external routing information throughout the
            Autonomous System.  The paths to each AS boundary router are
            known by every router in the AS.  This classification is
            completely independent of the previous classifications: AS
            boundary routers may be internal or area border routers, and
            may or may not participate in the backbone.

    3.4.  A sample area configuration

        Figure 6 shows a sample area configuration.  The first area
        consists of networks N1-N4, along with their attached routers
        RT1-RT4.  The second area consists of networks N6-N8, along with
        their attached routers RT7, RT8, RT10 and RT11.  The third area
        consists of networks N9-N11 and Host H1, along with their
        attached routers RT9, RT11 and RT12.  The third area has been
        configured so that networks N9-N11 and Host H1 will all be
        grouped into a single route, when advertised external to the
        area (see Section 3.5 for more details).

        In Figure 6, Routers RT1, RT2, RT5, RT6, RT8, RT9 and RT12 are
        internal routers.  Routers RT3, RT4, RT7, RT10 and RT11 are area
        border routers.  Finally, as before, Routers RT5 and RT7 are AS
        boundary routers.

        Figure 7 shows the resulting link-state database for the Area 1.
        The figure completely describes that area's intra-area routing.
        It also shows the complete view of the internet for the two
        internal routers RT1 and RT2.  It is the job of the area border
        routers, RT3 and RT4, to advertise into Area 1 the distances to
        all destinations external to the area.  These are indicated in
        Figure 7 by the dashed stub routes.  Also, RT3 and RT4 must
        advertise into Area 1 the location of the AS boundary routers
        RT5 and RT7.  Finally, AS-external-LSAs from RT5 and RT7 are
        flooded throughout the entire AS, and in particular throughout



        Area 1.  These LSAs are included in Area 1's database, and yield
        routes to Networks N12-N15.

        Routers RT3 and RT4 must also summarize Area 1's topology for
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             ...........................
             .   +                     .
             .   | 3+---+              .      N12      N14
             . N1|--|RT1|\ 1           .        \ N13 /
             .   |  +---+ \            .        8\ |8/8
             .   +         \ ____      .          \|/
             .              /    \   1+---+8    8+---+6
             .             *  N3  *---|RT4|------|RT5|--------+
             .              \____/    +---+      +---+        |
             .    +         /      \   .           |7         |
             .    | 3+---+ /        \  .           |          |
             .  N2|--|RT2|/1        1\ .           |6         |
             .    |  +---+            +---+8    6+---+        |
             .    +                   |RT3|------|RT6|        |
             .                        +---+      +---+        |
             .                      2/ .         Ia|7         |
             .                      /  .           |          |
             .             +---------+ .           |          |
             .Area 1           N4      .           |          |
             ...........................           |          |
          ..........................               |          |
          .            N11         .               |          |
          .        +---------+     .               |          |
          .             |          .               |          |    N12
          .             |3         .             Ib|5         |6 2/
          .           +---+        .             +----+     +---+/
          .           |RT9|        .    .........|RT10|.....|RT7|---N15.
          .           +---+        .    .        +----+     +---+ 9    .
          .             |1         .    .    +  /3    1\      |1       .
          .            _|__        .    .    | /        \   __|_       .
          .           /    \      1+----+2   |/          \ /    \      .
          .          *  N9  *------|RT11|----|            *  N6  *     .
          .           \____/       +----+    |             \____/      .
          .             |          .    .    |                |        .
          .             |1         .    .    +                |1       .
          .  +--+   10+----+       .    .   N8              +---+      .
          .  |H1|-----|RT12|       .    .                   |RT8|      .
          .  +--+SLIP +----+       .    .                   +---+      .
          .             |2         .    .                     |4       .
          .             |          .    .                     |        .
          .        +---------+     .    .                 +--------+   .
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          .            N10         .    .                     N7       .
          .                        .    .Area 2                        .
          .Area 3                  .    ................................
          ..........................

                    Figure 6: A sample OSPF area configuration

        distribution to the backbone.  Their backbone LSAs are shown in
        Table 4.  These summaries show which networks are contained in
        Area 1 (i.e., Networks N1-N4), and the distance to these
        networks from the routers RT3 and RT4 respectively.

        The link-state database for the backbone is shown in Figure 8.
        The set of routers pictured are the backbone routers.  Router
        RT11 is a backbone router because it belongs to two areas.  In
        order to make the backbone connected, a virtual link has been
        configured between Routers R10 and R11.

        The area border routers RT3, RT4, RT7, RT10 and RT11 condense
        the routing information of their attached non-backbone areas for
        distribution via the backbone; these are the dashed stubs that
        appear in Figure 8.  Remember that the third area has been
        configured to condense Networks N9-N11 and Host H1 into a single
        route.  This yields a single dashed line for networks N9-N11 and
        Host H1 in Figure 8.  Routers RT5 and RT7 are AS boundary
        routers; their externally derived information also appears on
        the graph in Figure 8 as stubs.

                     Network   RT3 adv.   RT4 adv.
                     _____________________________
                     N1        4          4
                     N2        4          4
                     N3        1          1
                     N4        2          3

              Table 4: Networks advertised to the backbone
                        by Routers RT3 and RT4.
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                               **FROM**

                          |RT|RT|RT|RT|RT|RT|
                          |1 |2 |3 |4 |5 |7 |N3|
                       ----- -------------------
                       RT1|  |  |  |  |  |  |0 |
                       RT2|  |  |  |  |  |  |0 |
                       RT3|  |  |  |  |  |  |0 |
                   *   RT4|  |  |  |  |  |  |0 |
                   *   RT5|  |  |14|8 |  |  |  |
                   T   RT7|  |  |20|14|  |  |  |



                   O    N1|3 |  |  |  |  |  |  |
                   *    N2|  |3 |  |  |  |  |  |
                   *    N3|1 |1 |1 |1 |  |  |  |
                        N4|  |  |2 |  |  |  |  |
                     Ia,Ib|  |  |20|27|  |  |  |
                        N6|  |  |16|15|  |  |  |
                        N7|  |  |20|19|  |  |  |
                        N8|  |  |18|18|  |  |  |
                 N9-N11,H1|  |  |29|36|  |  |  |
                       N12|  |  |  |  |8 |2 |  |
                       N13|  |  |  |  |8 |  |  |
                       N14|  |  |  |  |8 |  |  |
                       N15|  |  |  |  |  |9 |  |

                      Figure 7: Area 1's Database.

              Networks and routers are represented by vertices.
              An edge of cost X connects Vertex A to Vertex B iff
              the intersection of Column A and Row B is marked
                               with an X.
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                                  **FROM**

                            |RT|RT|RT|RT|RT|RT|RT
                            |3 |4 |5 |6 |7 |10|11|
                         ------------------------
                         RT3|  |  |  |6 |  |  |  |
                         RT4|  |  |8 |  |  |  |  |
                         RT5|  |8 |  |6 |6 |  |  |
                         RT6|8 |  |7 |  |  |5 |  |
                         RT7|  |  |6 |  |  |  |  |
                     *  RT10|  |  |  |7 |  |  |2 |
                     *  RT11|  |  |  |  |  |3 |  |
                     T    N1|4 |4 |  |  |  |  |  |
                     O    N2|4 |4 |  |  |  |  |  |
                     *    N3|1 |1 |  |  |  |  |  |
                     *    N4|2 |3 |  |  |  |  |  |
                          Ia|  |  |  |  |  |5 |  |
                          Ib|  |  |  |7 |  |  |  |
                          N6|  |  |  |  |1 |1 |3 |
                          N7|  |  |  |  |5 |5 |7 |
                          N8|  |  |  |  |4 |3 |2 |
                   N9-N11,H1|  |  |  |  |  |  |11|
                         N12|  |  |8 |  |2 |  |  |
                         N13|  |  |8 |  |  |  |  |



                         N14|  |  |8 |  |  |  |  |
                         N15|  |  |  |  |9 |  |  |

                     Figure 8: The backbone's database.

              Networks and routers are represented by vertices.
              An edge of cost X connects Vertex A to Vertex B iff
              the intersection of Column A and Row B is marked
                                 with an X.

        The backbone enables the exchange of summary information between
        area border routers.  Every area border router hears the area
        summaries from all other area border routers.  It then forms a
        picture of the distance to all networks outside of its area by
        examining the collected LSAs, and adding in the backbone
        distance to each advertising router.
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        Again using Routers RT3 and RT4 as an example, the procedure
        goes as follows: They first calculate the SPF tree for the
        backbone.  This gives the distances to all other area border
        routers.  Also noted are the distances to networks (Ia and Ib)
        and AS boundary routers (RT5 and RT7) that belong to the
        backbone.  This calculation is shown in Table 5.

        Next, by looking at the area summaries from these area border
        routers, RT3 and RT4 can determine the distance to all networks
        outside their area.  These distances are then advertised
        internally to the area by RT3 and RT4.  The advertisements that
        Router RT3 and RT4 will make into Area 1 are shown in Table 6.
        Note that Table 6 assumes that an area range has been configured
        for the backbone which groups Ia and Ib into a single LSA.

        The information imported into Area 1 by Routers RT3 and RT4
        enables an internal router, such as RT1, to choose an area
        border router intelligently.  Router RT1 would use RT4 for
        traffic to Network N6, RT3 for traffic to Network N10, and would

                              dist  from   dist  from
                              RT3          RT4
                   __________________________________
                   to  RT3    *            21
                   to  RT4    22           *
                   to  RT7    20           14
                   to  RT10   15           22
                   to  RT11   18           25
                   __________________________________
                   to  Ia     20           27
                   to  Ib     15           22
                   __________________________________
                   to  RT5    14           8



                   to  RT7    20           14

                 Table 5: Backbone distances calculated
                        by Routers RT3 and RT4.
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                   Destination   RT3 adv.   RT4 adv.
                   _________________________________
                   Ia,Ib         20         27
                   N6            16         15
                   N7            20         19
                   N8            18         18
                   N9-N11,H1     29         36
                   _________________________________
                   RT5           14         8
                   RT7           20         14

              Table 6: Destinations advertised into Area 1
                        by Routers RT3 and RT4.

        load share between the two for traffic to Network N8.

        Router RT1 can also determine in this manner the shortest path
        to the AS boundary routers RT5 and RT7.  Then, by looking at RT5
        and RT7's AS-external-LSAs, Router RT1 can decide between RT5 or
        RT7 when sending to a destination in another Autonomous System
        (one of the networks N12-N15).

        Note that a failure of the line between Routers RT6 and RT10
        will cause the backbone to become disconnected.  Configuring a
        virtual link between Routers RT7 and RT10 will give the backbone
        more connectivity and more resistance to such failures.

    3.5.  IP subnetting support

        OSPF attaches an IP address mask to each advertised route.  The
        mask indicates the range of addresses being described by the
        particular route.  For example, a summary-LSA for the
        destination 128.185.0.0 with a mask of 0xffff0000 actually is
        describing a single route to the collection of destinations
        128.185.0.0 - 128.185.255.255.  Similarly, host routes are
        always advertised with a mask of 0xffffffff, indicating the
        presence of only a single destination.
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        Including the mask with each advertised destination enables the
        implementation of what is commonly referred to as variable-
        length subnetting.  This means that a single IP class A, B, or C
        network number can be broken up into many subnets of various
        sizes.  For example, the network 128.185.0.0 could be broken up
        into 62 variable-sized subnets: 15 subnets of size 4K, 15
        subnets of size 256, and 32 subnets of size 8.  Table 7 shows
        some of the resulting network addresses together with their
        masks.

                  Network address   IP address mask   Subnet size
                  _______________________________________________
                  128.185.16.0      0xfffff000        4K
                  128.185.1.0       0xffffff00        256
                  128.185.0.8       0xfffffff8        8

                         Table 7: Some sample subnet sizes.

        There are many possible ways of dividing up a class A, B, and C
        network into variable sized subnets.  The precise procedure for
        doing so is beyond the scope of this specification.  This
        specification however establishes the following guideline: When
        an IP packet is forwarded, it is always forwarded to the network
        that is the best match for the packet's destination.  Here best
        match is synonymous with the longest or most specific match.
        For example, the default route with destination of 0.0.0.0 and
        mask 0x00000000 is always a match for every IP destination.  Yet
        it is always less specific than any other match.  Subnet masks
        must be assigned so that the best match for any IP destination
        is unambiguous.

        Attaching an address mask to each route also enables the support
        of IP supernetting. For example, a single physical network
        segment could be assigned the [address,mask] pair
        [192.9.4.0,0xfffffc00]. The segment would then be single IP
        network, containing addresses from the four consecutive class C
        network numbers 192.9.4.0 through 192.9.7.0. Such addressing is
        now becoming commonplace with the advent of CIDR (see [Ref10]).
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        In order to get better aggregation at area boundaries, area
        address ranges can be employed (see Section C.2 for more
        details).  Each address range is defined as an [address,mask]
        pair.  Many separate networks may then be contained in a single
        address range, just as a subnetted network is composed of many
        separate subnets.  Area border routers then summarize the area
        contents (for distribution to the backbone) by advertising a
        single route for each address range.  The cost of the route is
        the maximum cost to any of the networks falling in the specified
        range.



        For example, an IP subnetted network might be configured as a
        single OSPF area.  In that case, a single address range could be
        configured:  a class A, B, or C network number along with its
        natural IP mask.  Inside the area, any number of variable sized
        subnets could be defined.  However, external to the area a
        single route for the entire subnetted network would be
        distributed, hiding even the fact that the network is subnetted
        at all.  The cost of this route is the maximum of the set of
        costs to the component subnets.

    3.6.  Supporting stub areas

        In some Autonomous Systems, the majority of the link-state
        database may consist of AS-external-LSAs.  An OSPF AS-external-
        LSA is usually flooded throughout the entire AS.  However, OSPF
        allows certain areas to be configured as "stub areas".  AS-
        external-LSAs are not flooded into/throughout stub areas;
        routing to AS external destinations in these areas is based on a
        (per-area) default only.  This reduces the link-state database
        size, and therefore the memory requirements, for a stub area's
        internal routers.

        In order to take advantage of the OSPF stub area support,
        default routing must be used in the stub area.  This is
        accomplished as follows.  One or more of the stub area's area
        border routers must advertise a default route into the stub area
        via summary-LSAs.  These summary defaults are flooded throughout
        the stub area, but no further.  (For this reason these defaults
        pertain only to the particular stub area).  These summary
        default routes will be used for any destination that is not
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        explicitly reachable by an intra-area or inter-area path (i.e.,
        AS external destinations).

        An area can be configured as a stub when there is a single exit
        point from the area, or when the choice of exit point need not
        be made on a per-external-destination basis.  For example, Area
        3 in Figure 6 could be configured as a stub area, because all
        external traffic must travel though its single area border
        router RT11.  If Area 3 were configured as a stub, Router RT11
        would advertise a default route for distribution inside Area 3
        (in a summary-LSA), instead of flooding the AS-external-LSAs for
        Networks N12-N15 into/throughout the area.

        The OSPF protocol ensures that all routers belonging to an area
        agree on whether the area has been configured as a stub.  This
        guarantees that no confusion will arise in the flooding of AS-
        external-LSAs.

        There are a couple of restrictions on the use of stub areas.
        Virtual links cannot be configured through stub areas.  In
        addition, AS boundary routers cannot be placed internal to stub
        areas.



    3.7.  Partitions of areas

        OSPF does not actively attempt to repair area partitions.  When
        an area becomes partitioned, each component simply becomes a
        separate area.  The backbone then performs routing between the
        new areas.  Some destinations reachable via intra-area routing
        before the partition will now require inter-area routing.

        However, in order to maintain full routing after the partition,
        an address range must not be split across multiple components of
        the area partition. Also, the backbone itself must not
        partition.  If it does, parts of the Autonomous System will
        become unreachable.  Backbone partitions can be repaired by
        configuring virtual links (see Section 15).

        Another way to think about area partitions is to look at the
        Autonomous System graph that was introduced in Section 2.  Area
        IDs can be viewed as colors for the graph's edges.[1] Each edge
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        of the graph connects to a network, or is itself a point-to-
        point network.  In either case, the edge is colored with the
        network's Area ID.

        A group of edges, all having the same color, and interconnected
        by vertices, represents an area.  If the topology of the
        Autonomous System is intact, the graph will have several regions
        of color, each color being a distinct Area ID.

        When the AS topology changes, one of the areas may become
        partitioned.  The graph of the AS will then have multiple
        regions of the same color (Area ID).  The routing in the
        Autonomous System will continue to function as long as these
        regions of same color are connected by the single backbone
        region.
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4.  Functional Summary

    A separate copy of OSPF's basic routing algorithm runs in each area.
    Routers having interfaces to multiple areas run multiple copies of
    the algorithm.  A brief summary of the routing algorithm follows.

    When a router starts, it first initializes the routing protocol data
    structures.  The router then waits for indications from the lower-
    level protocols that its interfaces are functional.

    A router then uses the OSPF's Hello Protocol to acquire neighbors.
    The router sends Hello packets to its neighbors, and in turn
    receives their Hello packets.  On broadcast and point-to-point
    networks, the router dynamically detects its neighboring routers by
    sending its Hello packets to the multicast address AllSPFRouters.
    On non-broadcast networks, some configuration information may be
    necessary in order to discover neighbors.  On broadcast and NBMA
    networks the Hello Protocol also elects a Designated router for the
    network.

    The router will attempt to form adjacencies with some of its newly
    acquired neighbors.  Link-state databases are synchronized between
    pairs of adjacent routers.  On broadcast and NBMA networks, the
    Designated Router determines which routers should become adjacent.

    Adjacencies control the distribution of routing information.
    Routing updates are sent and received only on adjacencies.

    A router periodically advertises its state, which is also called
    link state.  Link state is also advertised when a router's state
    changes.  A router's adjacencies are reflected in the contents of
    its LSAs.  This relationship between adjacencies and link state
    allows the protocol to detect dead routers in a timely fashion.

    LSAs are flooded throughout the area.  The flooding algorithm is
    reliable, ensuring that all routers in an area have exactly the same
    link-state database.  This database consists of the collection of
    LSAs originated by each router belonging to the area.  From this
    database each router calculates a shortest-path tree, with itself as
    root.  This shortest-path tree in turn yields a routing table for
    the protocol.
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    4.1.  Inter-area routing

        The previous section described the operation of the protocol
        within a single area.  For intra-area routing, no other routing
        information is pertinent.  In order to be able to route to
        destinations outside of the area, the area border routers inject
        additional routing information into the area.  This additional
        information is a distillation of the rest of the Autonomous
        System's topology.

        This distillation is accomplished as follows: Each area border
        router is by definition connected to the backbone.  Each area
        border router summarizes the topology of its attached non-
        backbone areas for transmission on the backbone, and hence to
        all other area border routers.  An area border router then has
        complete topological information concerning the backbone, and
        the area summaries from each of the other area border routers.
        From this information, the router calculates paths to all
        inter-area destinations.  The router then advertises these paths
        into its attached areas.  This enables the area's internal
        routers to pick the best exit router when forwarding traffic
        inter-area destinations.

    4.2.  AS external routes

        Routers that have information regarding other Autonomous Systems
        can flood this information throughout the AS.  This external
        routing information is distributed verbatim to every
        participating router.  There is one exception: external routing
        information is not flooded into "stub" areas (see Section 3.6).

        To utilize external routing information, the path to all routers
        advertising external information must be known throughout the AS
        (excepting the stub areas).  For that reason, the locations of
        these AS boundary routers are summarized by the (non-stub) area
        border routers.
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    4.3.  Routing protocol packets

        The OSPF protocol runs directly over IP, using IP protocol 89.
        OSPF does not provide any explicit fragmentation/reassembly
        support.  When fragmentation is necessary, IP
        fragmentation/reassembly is used.  OSPF protocol packets have
        been designed so that large protocol packets can generally be
        split into several smaller protocol packets.  This practice is



        recommended; IP fragmentation should be avoided whenever
        possible.

        Routing protocol packets should always be sent with the IP TOS
        field set to 0.  If at all possible, routing protocol packets
        should be given preference over regular IP data traffic, both
        when being sent and received.  As an aid to accomplishing this,
        OSPF protocol packets should have their IP precedence field set
        to the value Internetwork Control (see [Ref5]).

        All OSPF protocol packets share a common protocol header that is
        described in Appendix A.  The OSPF packet types are listed below
        in Table 8.  Their formats are also described in Appendix A.

             Type   Packet  name           Protocol  function
             __________________________________________________________
             1      Hello                  Discover/maintain  neighbors
             2      Database Description   Summarize database contents
             3      Link State Request     Database download
             4      Link State Update      Database update
             5      Link State Ack         Flooding acknowledgment

                            Table 8: OSPF packet types.

        OSPF's Hello protocol uses Hello packets to discover and
        maintain neighbor relationships.  The Database Description and
        Link State Request packets are used in the forming of
        adjacencies.  OSPF's reliable update mechanism is implemented by
        the Link State Update and Link State Acknowledgment packets.
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        Each Link State Update packet carries a set of new link state
        advertisements (LSAs) one hop further away from their point of
        origination.  A single Link State Update packet may contain the
        LSAs of several routers.  Each LSA is tagged with the ID of the
        originating router and a checksum of its link state contents.
        Each LSA also has a type field; the different types of OSPF LSAs
        are listed below in Table 9.

        OSPF routing packets (with the exception of Hellos) are sent
        only over adjacencies.  This means that all OSPF protocol
        packets travel a single IP hop, except those that are sent over
        virtual adjacencies.  The IP source address of an OSPF protocol
        packet is one end of a router adjacency, and the IP destination
        address is either the other end of the adjacency or an IP
        multicast address.

    4.4.  Basic implementation requirements

        An implementation of OSPF requires the following pieces of



        system support:

        Timers
            Two different kind of timers are required.  The first kind,
            called "single shot timers", fire once and cause a protocol
            event to be processed.  The second kind, called "interval
            timers", fire at continuous intervals.  These are used for
            the sending of packets at regular intervals.  A good example
            of this is the regular broadcast of Hello packets. The
            granularity of both kinds of timers is one second.

            Interval timers should be implemented to avoid drift.  In
            some router implementations, packet processing can affect
            timer execution.  When multiple routers are attached to a
            single network, all doing broadcasts, this can lead to the
            synchronization of routing packets (which should be
            avoided).  If timers cannot be implemented to avoid drift,
            small random amounts should be added to/subtracted from the
            interval timer at each firing.
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        LS     LSA                LSA description
        type   name
        ________________________________________________________
        1      Router-LSAs        Originated by all routers.
                                  This LSA describes
                                  the collected states of the
                                  router's interfaces to an
                                  area. Flooded throughout a
                                  single area only.
        ________________________________________________________
        2      Network-LSAs       Originated for broadcast
                                  and NBMA networks by
                                  the Designated Router. This
                                  LSA contains the
                                  list of routers connected
                                  to the network. Flooded
                                  throughout a single area only.
        ________________________________________________________
        3,4    Summary-LSAs       Originated by area border
                                  routers, and flooded through-
                                  out the LSA's associated
                                  area. Each summary-LSA
                                  describes a route to a
                                  destination outside the area,
                                  yet still inside the AS
                                  (i.e., an inter-area route).
                                  Type 3 summary-LSAs describe
                                  routes to networks. Type 4
                                  summary-LSAs describe
                                  routes to AS boundary routers.



        ________________________________________________________
        5      AS-external-LSAs   Originated by AS boundary
                                  routers, and flooded through-
                                  out the AS. Each
                                  AS-external-LSA describes
                                  a route to a destination in
                                  another Autonomous System.
                                  Default routes for the AS can
                                  also be described by
                                  AS-external-LSAs.
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            Table 9: OSPF link state advertisements (LSAs).

        IP multicast
            Certain OSPF packets take the form of IP multicast
            datagrams.  Support for receiving and sending IP multicast
            datagrams, along with the appropriate lower-level protocol
            support, is required.  The IP multicast datagrams used by
            OSPF never travel more than one hop. For this reason, the
            ability to forward IP multicast datagrams is not required.
            For information on IP multicast, see [Ref7].

        Variable-length subnet support
            The router's IP protocol support must include the ability to
            divide a single IP class A, B, or C network number into many
            subnets of various sizes.  This is commonly called
            variable-length subnetting; see Section 3.5 for details.

        IP supernetting support
            The router's IP protocol support must include the ability to
            aggregate contiguous collections of IP class A, B, and C
            networks into larger quantities called supernets.
            Supernetting has been proposed as one way to improve the
            scaling of IP routing in the worldwide Internet. For more
            information on IP supernetting, see [Ref10].

        Lower-level protocol support
            The lower level protocols referred to here are the network
            access protocols, such as the Ethernet data link layer.
            Indications must be passed from these protocols to OSPF as
            the network interface goes up and down.  For example, on an
            ethernet it would be valuable to know when the ethernet
            transceiver cable becomes unplugged.

        Non-broadcast lower-level protocol support
            On non-broadcast networks, the OSPF Hello Protocol can be
            aided by providing an indication when an attempt is made to
            send a packet to a dead or non-existent router.  For
            example, on an X.25 PDN a dead neighboring router may be
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            indicated by the reception of a X.25 clear with an
            appropriate cause and diagnostic, and this information would
            be passed to OSPF.

        List manipulation primitives
            Much of the OSPF functionality is described in terms of its
            operation on lists of LSAs.  For example, the collection of
            LSAs that will be retransmitted to an adjacent router until
            acknowledged are described as a list.  Any particular LSA
            may be on many such lists.  An OSPF implementation needs to
            be able to manipulate these lists, adding and deleting
            constituent LSAs as necessary.

        Tasking support
            Certain procedures described in this specification invoke
            other procedures.  At times, these other procedures should
            be executed in-line, that is, before the current procedure
            is finished.  This is indicated in the text by instructions
            to execute a procedure.  At other times, the other
            procedures are to be executed only when the current
            procedure has finished.  This is indicated by instructions
            to schedule a task.

    4.5.  Optional OSPF capabilities

        The OSPF protocol defines several optional capabilities.  A
        router indicates the optional capabilities that it supports in
        its OSPF Hello packets, Database Description packets and in its
        LSAs.  This enables routers supporting a mix of optional
        capabilities to coexist in a single Autonomous System.

        Some capabilities must be supported by all routers attached to a
        specific area.  In this case, a router will not accept a
        neighbor's Hello Packet unless there is a match in reported
        capabilities (i.e., a capability mismatch prevents a neighbor
        relationship from forming).  An example of this is the
        ExternalRoutingCapability (see below).

        Other capabilities can be negotiated during the Database
        Exchange process.  This is accomplished by specifying the
        optional capabilities in Database Description packets.  A
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        capability mismatch with a neighbor in this case will result in
        only a subset of the link state database being exchanged between
        the two neighbors.

        The routing table build process can also be affected by the
        presence/absence of optional capabilities.  For example, since



        the optional capabilities are reported in LSAs, routers
        incapable of certain functions can be avoided when building the
        shortest path tree.

        The OSPF optional capabilities defined in this memo are listed
        below.  See Section A.2 for more information.

        ExternalRoutingCapability
            Entire OSPF areas can be configured as "stubs" (see Section
            3.6).  AS-external-LSAs will not be flooded into stub areas.
            This capability is represented by the E-bit in the OSPF
            Options field (see Section A.2).  In order to ensure
            consistent configuration of stub areas, all routers
            interfacing to such an area must have the E-bit clear in
            their Hello packets (see Sections 9.5 and 10.5).

5.  Protocol Data Structures

    The OSPF protocol is described herein in terms of its operation on
    various protocol data structures.  The following list comprises the
    top-level OSPF data structures.  Any initialization that needs to be
    done is noted.  OSPF areas, interfaces and neighbors also have
    associated data structures that are described later in this
    specification.

    Router ID
        A 32-bit number that uniquely identifies this router in the AS.
        One possible implementation strategy would be to use the
        smallest IP interface address belonging to the router. If a
        router's OSPF Router ID is changed, the router's OSPF software
        should be restarted before the new Router ID takes effect.  In
        this case the router should flush its self-originated LSAs from
        the routing domain (see Section 14.1) before restarting, or they
        will persist for up to MaxAge minutes.
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    Area structures
        Each one of the areas to which the router is connected has its
        own data structure.  This data structure describes the working
        of the basic OSPF algorithm.  Remember that each area runs a
        separate copy of the basic OSPF algorithm.

    Backbone (area) structure
        The OSPF backbone area is responsible for the dissemination of
        inter-area routing information.

    Virtual links configured
        The virtual links configured with this router as one endpoint.
        In order to have configured virtual links, the router itself
        must be an area border router.  Virtual links are identified by
        the Router ID of the other endpoint -- which is another area
        border router.  These two endpoint routers must be attached to a
        common area, called the virtual link's Transit area.  Virtual
        links are part of the backbone, and behave as if they were



        unnumbered point-to-point networks between the two routers.  A
        virtual link uses the intra-area routing of its Transit area to
        forward packets.  Virtual links are brought up and down through
        the building of the shortest-path trees for the Transit area.

    List of external routes
        These are routes to destinations external to the Autonomous
        System, that have been gained either through direct experience
        with another routing protocol (such as BGP), or through
        configuration information, or through a combination of the two
        (e.g., dynamic external information to be advertised by OSPF
        with configured metric). Any router having these external routes
        is called an AS boundary router.  These routes are advertised by
        the router into the OSPF routing domain via AS-external-LSAs.

    List of AS-external-LSAs
        Part of the link-state database.  These have originated from the
        AS boundary routers.  They comprise routes to destinations
        external to the Autonomous System.  Note that, if the router is
        itself an AS boundary router, some of these AS-external-LSAs
        have been self-originated.
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    The routing table
        Derived from the link-state database.  Each entry in the routing
        table is indexed by a destination, and contains the
        destination's cost and a set of paths to use in forwarding
        packets to the destination. A path is described by its type and
        next hop.  For more information, see Section 11.

    Figure 9 shows the collection of data structures present in a
    typical router.  The router pictured is RT10, from the map in Figure
    6.  Note that Router RT10 has a virtual link configured to Router
    RT11, with Area 2 as the link's Transit area.  This is indicated by
    the dashed line in Figure 9.  When the virtual link becomes active,
    through the building of the shortest path tree for Area 2, it
    becomes an interface to the backbone (see the two backbone
    interfaces depicted in Figure 9).

6.  The Area Data Structure

    The area data structure contains all the information used to run the
    basic OSPF routing algorithm. Each area maintains its own link-state
    database. A network belongs to a single area, and a router interface
    connects to a single area. Each router adjacency also belongs to a
    single area.

    The OSPF backbone is the special OSPF area responsible for
    disseminating inter-area routing information.

    The area link-state database consists of the collection of router-
    LSAs, network-LSAs and summary-LSAs that have originated from the
    area's routers.  This information is flooded throughout a single



    area only.  The list of AS-external-LSAs (see Section 5) is also
    considered to be part of each area's link-state database.

    Area ID
        A 32-bit number identifying the area. The Area ID of 0.0.0.0 is
        reserved for the backbone.

    List of area address ranges
        In order to aggregate routing information at area boundaries,
        area address ranges can be employed. Each address range is
        specified by an [address,mask] pair and a status indication of
        either Advertise or DoNotAdvertise (see Section 12.4.3).
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                              +----+
                              |RT10|------+
                              +----+       \+-------------+
                             /      \       |Routing Table|
                            /        \      +-------------+
                           /          \
              +------+    /            \    +--------+
              |Area 2|---+              +---|Backbone|
              +------+***********+          +--------+
             /        \           *        /          \
            /          \           *      /            \
       +---------+  +---------+    +------------+       +------------+
       |Interface|  |Interface|    |Virtual Link|       |Interface Ib|
       |  to N6  |  |  to N8  |    |   to RT11  |       +------------+
       +---------+  +---------+    +------------+             |
           /  \           |               |                   |
          /    \          |               |                   |
   +--------+ +--------+  |        +-------------+      +------------+
   |Neighbor| |Neighbor|  |        |Neighbor RT11|      |Neighbor RT6|
   |  RT8   | |  RT7   |  |        +-------------+      +------------+
   +--------+ +--------+  |
                          |
                     +-------------+
                     |Neighbor RT11|
                     +-------------+

                Figure 9: Router RT10's Data structures

    Associated router interfaces
        This router's interfaces connecting to the area.  A router
        interface belongs to one and only one area (or the backbone).
        For the backbone area this list includes all the virtual links.
        A virtual link is identified by the Router ID of its other
        endpoint; its cost is the cost of the shortest intra-area path
        through the Transit area that exists between the two routers.
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    List of router-LSAs
        A router-LSA is generated by each router in the area.  It
        describes the state of the router's interfaces to the area.

    List of network-LSAs
        One network-LSA is generated for each transit broadcast and NBMA
        network in the area.  A network-LSA describes the set of routers
        currently connected to the network.

    List of summary-LSAs
        Summary-LSAs originate from the area's area border routers.
        They describe routes to destinations internal to the Autonomous
        System, yet external to the area (i.e., inter-area
        destinations).

    Shortest-path tree
        The shortest-path tree for the area, with this router itself as
        root.  Derived from the collected router-LSAs and network-LSAs
        by the Dijkstra algorithm (see Section 16.1).

    TransitCapability
        This parameter indicates whether the area can carry data traffic
        that neither originates nor terminates in the area itself. This
        parameter is calculated when the area's shortest-path tree is
        built (see Section 16.1, where TransitCapability is set to TRUE
        if and only if there are one or more fully adjacent virtual
        links using the area as Transit area), and is used as an input
        to a subsequent step of the routing table build process (see
        Section 16.3). When an area's TransitCapability is set to TRUE,
        the area is said to be a "transit area".

    ExternalRoutingCapability
        Whether AS-external-LSAs will be flooded into/throughout the
        area.  This is a configurable parameter.  If AS-external-LSAs
        are excluded from the area, the area is called a "stub". Within
        stub areas, routing to AS external destinations will be based
        solely on a default summary route.  The backbone cannot be
        configured as a stub area.  Also, virtual links cannot be
        configured through stub areas.  For more information, see
        Section 3.6.
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    StubDefaultCost
        If the area has been configured as a stub area, and the router
        itself is an area border router, then the StubDefaultCost
        indicates the cost of the default summary-LSA that the router



        should advertise into the area. See Section 12.4.3 for more
        information.

    Unless otherwise specified, the remaining sections of this document
    refer to the operation of the OSPF protocol within a single area.

7.  Bringing Up Adjacencies

    OSPF creates adjacencies between neighboring routers for the purpose
    of exchanging routing information.  Not every two neighboring
    routers will become adjacent.  This section covers the generalities
    involved in creating adjacencies.  For further details consult
    Section 10.

    7.1.  The Hello Protocol

        The Hello Protocol is responsible for establishing and
        maintaining neighbor relationships.  It also ensures that
        communication between neighbors is bidirectional.  Hello packets
        are sent periodically out all router interfaces.  Bidirectional
        communication is indicated when the router sees itself listed in
        the neighbor's Hello Packet.  On broadcast and NBMA networks,
        the Hello Protocol elects a Designated Router for the network.

        The Hello Protocol works differently on broadcast networks, NBMA
        networks and Point-to-MultiPoint networks.  On broadcast
        networks, each router advertises itself by periodically
        multicasting Hello Packets.  This allows neighbors to be
        discovered dynamically.  These Hello Packets contain the
        router's view of the Designated Router's identity, and the list
        of routers whose Hello Packets have been seen recently.

        On NBMA networks some configuration information may be necessary
        for the operation of the Hello Protocol.  Each router that may
        potentially become Designated Router has a list of all other
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        routers attached to the network.  A router, having Designated
        Router potential, sends Hello Packets to all other potential
        Designated Routers when its interface to the NBMA network first
        becomes operational.  This is an attempt to find the Designated
        Router for the network.  If the router itself is elected
        Designated Router, it begins sending Hello Packets to all other
        routers attached to the network.

        On Point-to-MultiPoint networks, a router sends Hello Packets to
        all neighbors with which it can communicate directly. These
        neighbors may be discovered dynamically through a protocol such
        as Inverse ARP (see [Ref14]), or they may be configured.

        After a neighbor has been discovered, bidirectional
        communication ensured, and (if on a broadcast or NBMA network) a
        Designated Router elected, a decision is made regarding whether



        or not an adjacency should be formed with the neighbor (see
        Section 10.4). If an adjacency is to be formed, the first step
        is to synchronize the neighbors' link-state databases.  This is
        covered in the next section.

    7.2.  The Synchronization of Databases

        In a link-state routing algorithm, it is very important for all
        routers' link-state databases to stay synchronized.  OSPF
        simplifies this by requiring only adjacent routers to remain
        synchronized.  The synchronization process begins as soon as the
        routers attempt to bring up the adjacency.  Each router
        describes its database by sending a sequence of Database
        Description packets to its neighbor.  Each Database Description
        Packet describes a set of LSAs belonging to the router's
        database.  When the neighbor sees an LSA that is more recent
        than its own database copy, it makes a note that this newer LSA
        should be requested.

        This sending and receiving of Database Description packets is
        called the "Database Exchange Process".  During this process,
        the two routers form a master/slave relationship.  Each Database
        Description Packet has a sequence number.  Database Description
        Packets sent by the master (polls) are acknowledged by the slave
        through echoing of the sequence number.  Both polls and their
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        responses contain summaries of link state data.  The master is
        the only one allowed to retransmit Database Description Packets.
        It does so only at fixed intervals, the length of which is the
        configured per-interface constant RxmtInterval.

        Each Database Description contains an indication that there are
        more packets to follow --- the M-bit.  The Database Exchange
        Process is over when a router has received and sent Database
        Description Packets with the M-bit off.

        During and after the Database Exchange Process, each router has
        a list of those LSAs for which the neighbor has more up-to-date
        instances.  These LSAs are requested in Link State Request
        Packets.  Link State Request packets that are not satisfied are
        retransmitted at fixed intervals of time RxmtInterval.  When the
        Database Description Process has completed and all Link State
        Requests have been satisfied, the databases are deemed
        synchronized and the routers are marked fully adjacent.  At this
        time the adjacency is fully functional and is advertised in the
        two routers' router-LSAs.

        The adjacency is used by the flooding procedure as soon as the
        Database Exchange Process begins.  This simplifies database
        synchronization, and guarantees that it finishes in a
        predictable period of time.

    7.3.  The Designated Router



        Every broadcast and NBMA network has a Designated Router.  The
        Designated Router performs two main functions for the routing
        protocol:

        o   The Designated Router originates a network-LSA on behalf of
            the network.  This LSA lists the set of routers (including
            the Designated Router itself) currently attached to the
            network.  The Link State ID for this LSA (see Section
            12.1.4) is the IP interface address of the Designated
            Router.  The IP network number can then be obtained by using
            the network's subnet/network mask.
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        o   The Designated Router becomes adjacent to all other routers
            on the network.  Since the link state databases are
            synchronized across adjacencies (through adjacency bring-up
            and then the flooding procedure), the Designated Router
            plays a central part in the synchronization process.

        The Designated Router is elected by the Hello Protocol.  A
        router's Hello Packet contains its Router Priority, which is
        configurable on a per-interface basis.  In general, when a
        router's interface to a network first becomes functional, it
        checks to see whether there is currently a Designated Router for
        the network.  If there is, it accepts that Designated Router,
        regardless of its Router Priority.  (This makes it harder to
        predict the identity of the Designated Router, but ensures that
        the Designated Router changes less often.  See below.)
        Otherwise, the router itself becomes Designated Router if it has
        the highest Router Priority on the network.  A more detailed
        (and more accurate) description of Designated Router election is
        presented in Section 9.4.

        The Designated Router is the endpoint of many adjacencies.  In
        order to optimize the flooding procedure on broadcast networks,
        the Designated Router multicasts its Link State Update Packets
        to the address AllSPFRouters, rather than sending separate
        packets over each adjacency.

        Section 2 of this document discusses the directed graph
        representation of an area.  Router nodes are labelled with their
        Router ID.  Transit network nodes are actually labelled with the
        IP address of their Designated Router.  It follows that when the
        Designated Router changes, it appears as if the network node on
        the graph is replaced by an entirely new node.  This will cause
        the network and all its attached routers to originate new LSAs.
        Until the link-state databases again converge, some temporary
        loss of connectivity may result.  This may result in ICMP
        unreachable messages being sent in response to data traffic.
        For that reason, the Designated Router should change only
        infrequently.  Router Priorities should be configured so that
        the most dependable router on a network eventually becomes



        Designated Router.
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    7.4.  The Backup Designated Router

        In order to make the transition to a new Designated Router
        smoother, there is a Backup Designated Router for each broadcast
        and NBMA network.  The Backup Designated Router is also adjacent
        to all routers on the network, and becomes Designated Router
        when the previous Designated Router fails.  If there were no
        Backup Designated Router, when a new Designated Router became
        necessary, new adjacencies would have to be formed between the
        new Designated Router and all other routers attached to the
        network.  Part of the adjacency forming process is the
        synchronizing of link-state databases, which can potentially
        take quite a long time.  During this time, the network would not
        be available for transit data traffic.  The Backup Designated
        obviates the need to form these adjacencies, since they already
        exist.  This means the period of disruption in transit traffic
        lasts only as long as it takes to flood the new LSAs (which
        announce the new Designated Router).

        The Backup Designated Router does not generate a network-LSA for
        the network.  (If it did, the transition to a new Designated
        Router would be even faster.  However, this is a tradeoff
        between database size and speed of convergence when the
        Designated Router disappears.)

        The Backup Designated Router is also elected by the Hello
        Protocol.  Each Hello Packet has a field that specifies the
        Backup Designated Router for the network.

        In some steps of the flooding procedure, the Backup Designated
        Router plays a passive role, letting the Designated Router do
        more of the work.  This cuts down on the amount of local routing
        traffic.  See Section 13.3 for more information.

    7.5.  The graph of adjacencies

        An adjacency is bound to the network that the two routers have
        in common.  If two routers have multiple networks in common,
        they may have multiple adjacencies between them.
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        One can picture the collection of adjacencies on a network as
        forming an undirected graph.  The vertices consist of routers,



        with an edge joining two routers if they are adjacent.  The
        graph of adjacencies describes the flow of routing protocol
        packets, and in particular Link State Update Packets, through
        the Autonomous System.

        Two graphs are possible, depending on whether a Designated
        Router is elected for the network.  On physical point-to-point
        networks, Point-to-MultiPoint networks and virtual links,
        neighboring routers become adjacent whenever they can
        communicate directly.  In contrast, on broadcast and NBMA
        networks only the Designated Router and the Backup Designated
        Router become adjacent to all other routers attached to the
        network.

          +---+            +---+
          |RT1|------------|RT2|            o---------------o
          +---+    N1      +---+           RT1             RT2

                                                 RT7
                                                  o---------+
            +---+   +---+   +---+                /|\        |
            |RT7|   |RT3|   |RT4|               / | \       |
            +---+   +---+   +---+              /  |  \      |
              |       |       |               /   |   \     |
         +-----------------------+        RT5o RT6o    oRT4 |
                  |       |     N2            *   *   *     |
                +---+   +---+                  *  *  *      |
                |RT5|   |RT6|                   * * *       |
                +---+   +---+                    ***        |
                                                  o---------+
                                                 RT3

                  Figure 10: The graph of adjacencies
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        These graphs are shown in Figure 10.  It is assumed that Router
        RT7 has become the Designated Router, and Router RT3 the Backup
        Designated Router, for the Network N2.  The Backup Designated
        Router performs a lesser function during the flooding procedure
        than the Designated Router (see Section 13.3).  This is the
        reason for the dashed lines connecting the Backup Designated
        Router RT3.

8.  Protocol Packet Processing

    This section discusses the general processing of OSPF routing
    protocol packets.  It is very important that the router link-state
    databases remain synchronized.  For this reason, routing protocol



    packets should get preferential treatment over ordinary data
    packets, both in sending and receiving.

    Routing protocol packets are sent along adjacencies only (with the
    exception of Hello packets, which are used to discover the
    adjacencies).  This means that all routing protocol packets travel a
    single IP hop, except those sent over virtual links.

    All routing protocol packets begin with a standard header.  The
    sections below provide details on how to fill in and verify this
    standard header.  Then, for each packet type, the section giving
    more details on that particular packet type's processing is listed.

    8.1.  Sending protocol packets

        When a router sends a routing protocol packet, it fills in the
        fields of the standard OSPF packet header as follows.  For more
        details on the header format consult Section A.3.1:

        Version #
            Set to 2, the version number of the protocol as documented
            in this specification.

        Packet type
            The type of OSPF packet, such as Link state Update or Hello
            Packet.
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        Packet length
            The length of the entire OSPF packet in bytes, including the
            standard OSPF packet header.

        Router ID
            The identity of the router itself (who is originating the
            packet).

        Area ID
            The OSPF area that the packet is being sent into.

        Checksum
            The standard IP 16-bit one's complement checksum of the
            entire OSPF packet, excluding the 64-bit authentication
            field.  This checksum is calculated as part of the
            appropriate authentication procedure; for some OSPF
            authentication types, the checksum calculation is omitted.
            See Section D.4 for details.

        AuType and Authentication
            Each OSPF packet exchange is authenticated.  Authentication
            types are assigned by the protocol and are documented in
            Appendix D.  A different authentication procedure can be
            used for each IP network/subnet.  Autype indicates the type
            of authentication procedure in use. The 64-bit
            authentication field is then for use by the chosen



            authentication procedure.  This procedure should be the last
            called when forming the packet to be sent. See Section D.4
            for details.

        The IP destination address for the packet is selected as
        follows.  On physical point-to-point networks, the IP
        destination is always set to the address AllSPFRouters.  On all
        other network types (including virtual links), the majority of
        OSPF packets are sent as unicasts, i.e., sent directly to the
        other end of the adjacency.  In this case, the IP destination is
        just the Neighbor IP address associated with the other end of
        the adjacency (see Section 10).  The only packets not sent as
        unicasts are on broadcast networks; on these networks Hello
        packets are sent to the multicast destination AllSPFRouters, the
        Designated Router and its Backup send both Link State Update
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        Packets and Link State Acknowledgment Packets to the multicast
        address AllSPFRouters, while all other routers send both their
        Link State Update and Link State Acknowledgment Packets to the
        multicast address AllDRouters.

        Retransmissions of Link State Update packets are ALWAYS sent
        directly to the neighbor. On multi-access networks, this means
        that retransmissions should be sent to the neighbor's IP
        address.

        The IP source address should be set to the IP address of the
        sending interface.  Interfaces to unnumbered point-to-point
        networks have no associated IP address.  On these interfaces,
        the IP source should be set to any of the other IP addresses
        belonging to the router.  For this reason, there must be at
        least one IP address assigned to the router.[2] Note that, for
        most purposes, virtual links act precisely the same as
        unnumbered point-to-point networks.  However, each virtual link
        does have an IP interface address (discovered during the routing
        table build process) which is used as the IP source when sending
        packets over the virtual link.

        For more information on the format of specific OSPF packet
        types, consult the sections listed in Table 10.

             Type   Packet name            detailed section (transmit)
             _________________________________________________________
             1      Hello                  Section  9.5
             2      Database description   Section 10.8
             3      Link state request     Section 10.9
             4      Link state update      Section 13.3
             5      Link state ack         Section 13.5

      Table 10: Sections describing OSPF protocol packet transmission.
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    8.2.  Receiving protocol packets

        Whenever a protocol packet is received by the router it is
        marked with the interface it was received on.  For routers that
        have virtual links configured, it may not be immediately obvious
        which interface to associate the packet with.  For example,
        consider the Router RT11 depicted in Figure 6.  If RT11 receives
        an OSPF protocol packet on its interface to Network N8, it may
        want to associate the packet with the interface to Area 2, or
        with the virtual link to Router RT10 (which is part of the
        backbone).  In the following, we assume that the packet is
        initially associated with the non-virtual  link.[3]

        In order for the packet to be accepted at the IP level, it must
        pass a number of tests, even before the packet is passed to OSPF
        for processing:

        o   The IP checksum must be correct.

        o   The packet's IP destination address must be the IP address
            of the receiving interface, or one of the IP multicast
            addresses AllSPFRouters or AllDRouters.

        o   The IP protocol specified must be OSPF (89).

        o   Locally originated packets should not be passed on to OSPF.
            That is, the source IP address should be examined to make
            sure this is not a multicast packet that the router itself
            generated.

        Next, the OSPF packet header is verified.  The fields specified
        in the header must match those configured for the receiving
        interface.  If they do not, the packet should be discarded:

        o   The version number field must specify protocol version 2.

        o   The Area ID found in the OSPF header must be verified.  If
            both of the following cases fail, the packet should be
            discarded.  The Area ID specified in the header must either:
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            (1) Match the Area ID of the receiving interface.  In this
                case, the packet has been sent over a single hop.
                Therefore, the packet's IP source address is required to
                be on the same network as the receiving interface.  This
                can be verified by comparing the packet's IP source
                address to the interface's IP address, after masking
                both addresses with the interface mask.  This comparison
                should not be performed on point-to-point networks. On
                point-to-point networks, the interface addresses of each
                end of the link are assigned independently, if they are
                assigned at all.

            (2) Indicate the backbone.  In this case, the packet has
                been sent over a virtual link.  The receiving router
                must be an area border router, and the Router ID
                specified in the packet (the source router) must be the
                other end of a configured virtual link.  The receiving
                interface must also attach to the virtual link's
                configured Transit area.  If all of these checks
                succeed, the packet is accepted and is from now on
                associated with the virtual link (and the backbone
                area).

        o   Packets whose IP destination is AllDRouters should only be
            accepted if the state of the receiving interface is DR or
            Backup (see Section 9.1).

        o   The AuType specified in the packet must match the AuType
            specified for the associated area.

        o   The packet must be authenticated.  The authentication
            procedure is indicated by the setting of AuType (see
            Appendix D).  The authentication procedure may use one or
            more Authentication keys, which can be configured on a per-
            interface basis.  The authentication procedure may also
            verify the checksum field in the OSPF packet header (which,
            when used, is set to the standard IP 16-bit one's complement
            checksum of the OSPF packet's contents after excluding the
            64-bit authentication field).  If the authentication
            procedure fails, the packet should be discarded.
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        If the packet type is Hello, it should then be further processed
        by the Hello Protocol (see Section 10.5).  All other packet
        types are sent/received only on adjacencies.  This means that
        the packet must have been sent by one of the router's active
        neighbors.  If the receiving interface connects to a broadcast
        network, Point-to-MultiPoint network or NBMA network the sender
        is identified by the IP source address found in the packet's IP
        header.  If the receiving interface connects to a point-to-point
        network or a virtual link, the sender is identified by the
        Router ID (source router) found in the packet's OSPF header.
        The data structure associated with the receiving interface
        contains the list of active neighbors.  Packets not matching any



        active neighbor are discarded.

        At this point all received protocol packets are associated with
        an active neighbor.  For the further input processing of
        specific packet types, consult the sections listed in Table 11.

              Type   Packet name            detailed section (receive)
              ________________________________________________________
              1      Hello                  Section 10.5
              2      Database description   Section 10.6
              3      Link state request     Section 10.7
              4      Link state update      Section 13
              5      Link state ack         Section 13.7

      Table 11: Sections describing OSPF protocol packet reception.

9.  The Interface Data Structure

    An OSPF interface is the connection between a router and a network.
    We assume a single OSPF interface to each attached network/subnet,
    although supporting multiple interfaces on a single network is
    considered in Appendix F. Each interface structure has at most one
    IP interface address.
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    An OSPF interface can be considered to belong to the area that
    contains the attached network.  All routing protocol packets
    originated by the router over this interface are labelled with the
    interface's Area ID.  One or more router adjacencies may develop
    over an interface.  A router's LSAs reflect the state of its
    interfaces and their associated adjacencies.

    The following data items are associated with an interface.  Note
    that a number of these items are actually configuration for the
    attached network; such items must be the same for all routers
    connected to the network.

    Type
        The OSPF interface type is either point-to-point, broadcast,
        NBMA, Point-to-MultiPoint or virtual link.

    State
        The functional level of an interface.  State determines whether
        or not full adjacencies are allowed to form over the interface.
        State is also reflected in the router's LSAs.

    IP interface address
        The IP address associated with the interface.  This appears as
        the IP source address in all routing protocol packets originated



        over this interface.  Interfaces to unnumbered point-to-point
        networks do not have an associated IP address.

    IP interface mask
        Also referred to as the subnet mask, this indicates the portion
        of the IP interface address that identifies the attached
        network.  Masking the IP interface address with the IP interface
        mask yields the IP network number of the attached network.  On
        point-to-point networks and virtual links, the IP interface mask
        is not defined. On these networks, the link itself is not
        assigned an IP network number, and so the addresses of each side
        of the link are assigned independently, if they are assigned at
        all.

    Area ID
        The Area ID of the area to which the attached network belongs.
        All routing protocol packets originating from the interface are
        labelled with this Area ID.
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    HelloInterval
        The length of time, in seconds, between the Hello packets that
        the router sends on the interface.  Advertised in Hello packets
        sent out this interface.

    RouterDeadInterval
        The number of seconds before the router's neighbors will declare
        it down, when they stop hearing the router's Hello Packets.
        Advertised in Hello packets sent out this interface.

    InfTransDelay
        The estimated number of seconds it takes to transmit a Link
        State Update Packet over this interface.  LSAs contained in the
        Link State Update packet will have their age incremented by this
        amount before transmission.  This value should take into account
        transmission and propagation delays; it must be greater than
        zero.

    Router Priority
        An 8-bit unsigned integer.  When two routers attached to a
        network both attempt to become Designated Router, the one with
        the highest Router Priority takes precedence.  A router whose
        Router Priority is set to 0 is ineligible to become Designated
        Router on the attached network.  Advertised in Hello packets
        sent out this interface.

    Hello Timer
        An interval timer that causes the interface to send a Hello
        packet.  This timer fires every HelloInterval seconds.  Note
        that on non-broadcast networks a separate Hello packet is sent
        to each qualified neighbor.

    Wait Timer
        A single shot timer that causes the interface to exit the
        Waiting state, and as a consequence select a Designated Router
        on the network.  The length of the timer is RouterDeadInterval



        seconds.

    List of neighboring routers
        The other routers attached to this network.  This list is formed
        by the Hello Protocol.  Adjacencies will be formed to some of
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        these neighbors.  The set of adjacent neighbors can be
        determined by an examination of all of the neighbors' states.

    Designated Router
        The Designated Router selected for the attached network.  The
        Designated Router is selected on all broadcast and NBMA networks
        by the Hello Protocol.  Two pieces of identification are kept
        for the Designated Router: its Router ID and its IP interface
        address on the network.  The Designated Router advertises link
        state for the network; this network-LSA is labelled with the
        Designated Router's IP address.  The Designated Router is
        initialized to 0.0.0.0, which indicates the lack of a Designated
        Router.

    Backup Designated Router
        The Backup Designated Router is also selected on all broadcast
        and NBMA networks by the Hello Protocol.  All routers on the
        attached network become adjacent to both the Designated Router
        and the Backup Designated Router.  The Backup Designated Router
        becomes Designated Router when the current Designated Router
        fails.  The Backup Designated Router is initialized to 0.0.0.0,
        indicating the lack of a Backup Designated Router.

    Interface output cost(s)
        The cost of sending a data packet on the interface, expressed in
        the link state metric.  This is advertised as the link cost for
        this interface in the router-LSA. The cost of an interface must
        be greater than zero.

    RxmtInterval
        The number of seconds between LSA retransmissions, for
        adjacencies belonging to this interface.  Also used when
        retransmitting Database Description and Link State Request
        Packets.

    AuType
        The type of authentication used on the attached network/subnet.
        Authentication types are defined in Appendix D.  All OSPF packet
        exchanges are authenticated.  Different authentication schemes
        may be used on different networks/subnets.
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    Authentication key
        This configured data allows the authentication procedure to
        generate and/or verify OSPF protocol packets.  The
        Authentication key can be configured on a per-interface basis.
        For example, if the AuType indicates simple password, the
        Authentication key would be a 64-bit clear password which is
        inserted into the OSPF packet header. If instead Autype
        indicates Cryptographic authentication, then the Authentication
        key is a shared secret which enables the generation/verification
        of message digests which are appended to the OSPF protocol
        packets. When Cryptographic authentication is used, multiple
        simultaneous keys are supported in order to achieve smooth key
        transition (see Section D.3).

    9.1.  Interface states

        The various states that router interfaces may attain is
        documented in this section.  The states are listed in order of
        progressing functionality.  For example, the inoperative state
        is listed first, followed by a list of intermediate states
        before the final, fully functional state is achieved.  The
        specification makes use of this ordering by sometimes making
        references such as "those interfaces in state greater than X".
        Figure 11 shows the graph of interface state changes.  The arcs
        of the graph are labelled with the event causing the state
        change.  These events are documented in Section 9.2.  The
        interface state machine is described in more detail in Section
        9.3.

        Down
            This is the initial interface state.  In this state, the
            lower-level protocols have indicated that the interface is
            unusable.  No protocol traffic at all will be sent or
            received on such a interface.  In this state, interface
            parameters should be set to their initial values.  All
            interface timers should be disabled, and there should be no
            adjacencies associated with the interface.

        Loopback
            In this state, the router's interface to the network is
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                                  +----+   UnloopInd   +--------+
                                  |Down|<--------------|Loopback|
                                  +----+               +--------+
                                     |
                                     |InterfaceUp
                          +-------+  |               +--------------+
                          |Waiting|<-+-------------->|Point-to-point|
                          +-------+                  +--------------+
                              |



                     WaitTimer|BackupSeen
                              |
                              |
                              |   NeighborChange
          +------+           +-+<---------------- +-------+
          |Backup|<----------|?|----------------->|DROther|
          +------+---------->+-+<-----+           +-------+
                    Neighbor  |       |
                    Change    |       |Neighbor
                              |       |Change
                              |     +--+
                              +---->|DR|
                                    +--+

                      Figure 11: Interface State changes

                 In addition to the state transitions pictured,
                 Event InterfaceDown always forces Down State, and
                 Event LoopInd always forces Loopback State

            looped back.  The interface may be looped back in hardware
            or software.  The interface will be unavailable for regular
            data traffic.  However, it may still be desirable to gain
            information on the quality of this interface, either through
            sending ICMP pings to the interface or through something
            like a bit error test.  For this reason, IP packets may
            still be addressed to an interface in Loopback state.  To
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            facilitate this, such interfaces are advertised in router-
            LSAs as single host routes, whose destination is the IP
            interface address.[4]

        Waiting
            In this state, the router is trying to determine the
            identity of the (Backup) Designated Router for the network.
            To do this, the router monitors the Hello Packets it
            receives.  The router is not allowed to elect a Backup
            Designated Router nor a Designated Router until it
            transitions out of Waiting state.  This prevents unnecessary
            changes of (Backup) Designated Router.

        Point-to-point
            In this state, the interface is operational, and connects
            either to a physical point-to-point network or to a virtual
            link.  Upon entering this state, the router attempts to form
            an adjacency with the neighboring router.  Hello Packets are
            sent to the neighbor every HelloInterval seconds.

        DR Other
            The interface is to a broadcast or NBMA network on which



            another router has been selected to be the Designated
            Router.  In this state, the router itself has not been
            selected Backup Designated Router either.  The router forms
            adjacencies to both the Designated Router and the Backup
            Designated Router (if they exist).

        Backup
            In this state, the router itself is the Backup Designated
            Router on the attached network.  It will be promoted to
            Designated Router when the present Designated Router fails.
            The router establishes adjacencies to all other routers
            attached to the network.  The Backup Designated Router
            performs slightly different functions during the Flooding
            Procedure, as compared to the Designated Router (see Section
            13.3).  See Section 7.4 for more details on the functions
            performed by the Backup Designated Router.

        DR  In this state, this router itself is the Designated Router
            on the attached network.  Adjacencies are established to all
            other routers attached to the network.  The router must also
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            originate a network-LSA for the network node.  The network-
            LSA will contain links to all routers (including the
            Designated Router itself) attached to the network.  See
            Section 7.3 for more details on the functions performed by
            the Designated Router.

    9.2.  Events causing interface state changes

        State changes can be effected by a number of events.  These
        events are pictured as the labelled arcs in Figure 11.  The
        label definitions are listed below.  For a detailed explanation
        of the effect of these events on OSPF protocol operation,
        consult Section 9.3.

        InterfaceUp
            Lower-level protocols have indicated that the network
            interface is operational.  This enables the interface to
            transition out of Down state.  On virtual links, the
            interface operational indication is actually a result of the
            shortest path calculation (see Section 16.7).

        WaitTimer
            The Wait Timer has fired, indicating the end of the waiting
            period that is required before electing a (Backup)
            Designated Router.

        BackupSeen
            The router has detected the existence or non-existence of a
            Backup Designated Router for the network.  This is done in
            one of two ways.  First, an Hello Packet may be received
            from a neighbor claiming to be itself the Backup Designated
            Router.  Alternatively, an Hello Packet may be received from



            a neighbor claiming to be itself the Designated Router, and
            indicating that there is no Backup Designated Router.  In
            either case there must be bidirectional communication with
            the neighbor, i.e., the router must also appear in the
            neighbor's Hello Packet.  This event signals an end to the
            Waiting state.
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        NeighborChange
            There has been a change in the set of bidirectional
            neighbors associated with the interface.  The (Backup)
            Designated Router needs to be recalculated.  The following
            neighbor changes lead to the NeighborChange event.  For an
            explanation of neighbor states, see Section 10.1.

            o   Bidirectional communication has been established to a
                neighbor.  In other words, the state of the neighbor has
                transitioned to 2-Way or higher.

            o   There is no longer bidirectional communication with a
                neighbor.  In other words, the state of the neighbor has
                transitioned to Init or lower.

            o   One of the bidirectional neighbors is newly declaring
                itself as either Designated Router or Backup Designated
                Router.  This is detected through examination of that
                neighbor's Hello Packets.

            o   One of the bidirectional neighbors is no longer
                declaring itself as Designated Router, or is no longer
                declaring itself as Backup Designated Router.  This is
                again detected through examination of that neighbor's
                Hello Packets.

            o   The advertised Router Priority for a bidirectional
                neighbor has changed.  This is again detected through
                examination of that neighbor's Hello Packets.

        LoopInd
            An indication has been received that the interface is now
            looped back to itself.  This indication can be received
            either from network management or from the lower level
            protocols.

        UnloopInd
            An indication has been received that the interface is no
            longer looped back.  As with the LoopInd event, this
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            indication can be received either from network management or
            from the lower level protocols.

        InterfaceDown
            Lower-level protocols indicate that this interface is no
            longer functional.  No matter what the current interface
            state is, the new interface state will be Down.

    9.3.  The Interface state machine

        A detailed description of the interface state changes follows.
        Each state change is invoked by an event (Section 9.2).  This
        event may produce different effects, depending on the current
        state of the interface.  For this reason, the state machine
        below is organized by current interface state and received
        event.  Each entry in the state machine describes the resulting
        new interface state and the required set of additional actions.

        When an interface's state changes, it may be necessary to
        originate a new router-LSA.  See Section 12.4 for more details.

        Some of the required actions below involve generating events for
        the neighbor state machine.  For example, when an interface
        becomes inoperative, all neighbor connections associated with
        the interface must be destroyed.  For more information on the
        neighbor state machine, see Section 10.3.

         State(s):  Down

            Event:  InterfaceUp

        New state:  Depends upon action routine

           Action:  Start the interval Hello Timer, enabling the
                    periodic sending of Hello packets out the interface.
                    If the attached network is a physical point-to-point
                    network, Point-to-MultiPoint network or virtual
                    link, the interface state transitions to Point-to-
                    Point.  Else, if the router is not eligible to
                    become Designated Router the interface state
                    transitions to DR Other.
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                    Otherwise, the attached network is a broadcast or
                    NBMA network and the router is eligible to become
                    Designated Router.  In this case, in an attempt to
                    discover the attached network's Designated Router
                    the interface state is set to Waiting and the single
                    shot Wait Timer is started.  Additionally, if the
                    network is an NBMA network examine the configured
                    list of neighbors for this interface and generate



                    the neighbor event Start for each neighbor that is
                    also eligible to become Designated Router.

         State(s):  Waiting

            Event:  BackupSeen

        New state:  Depends upon action routine.

           Action:  Calculate the attached network's Backup Designated
                    Router and Designated Router, as shown in Section
                    9.4.  As a result of this calculation, the new state
                    of the interface will be either DR Other, Backup or
                    DR.

         State(s):  Waiting

            Event:  WaitTimer

        New state:  Depends upon action routine.

           Action:  Calculate the attached network's Backup Designated
                    Router and Designated Router, as shown in Section
                    9.4.  As a result of this calculation, the new state
                    of the interface will be either DR Other, Backup or
                    DR.

         State(s):  DR Other, Backup or DR

            Event:  NeighborChange
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        New state:  Depends upon action routine.

           Action:  Recalculate the attached network's Backup Designated
                    Router and Designated Router, as shown in Section
                    9.4.  As a result of this calculation, the new state
                    of the interface will be either DR Other, Backup or
                    DR.

         State(s):  Any State

            Event:  InterfaceDown

        New state:  Down

           Action:  All interface variables are reset, and interface
                    timers disabled.  Also, all neighbor connections
                    associated with the interface are destroyed.  This
                    is done by generating the event KillNbr on all
                    associated neighbors (see Section 10.2).



         State(s):  Any State

            Event:  LoopInd

        New state:  Loopback

           Action:  Since this interface is no longer connected to the
                    attached network the actions associated with the
                    above InterfaceDown event are executed.

         State(s):  Loopback

            Event:  UnloopInd

        New state:  Down

           Action:  No actions are necessary.  For example, the
                    interface variables have already been reset upon
                    entering the Loopback state.  Note that reception of
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                    an InterfaceUp event is necessary before the
                    interface again becomes fully functional.

    9.4.  Electing the Designated Router

        This section describes the algorithm used for calculating a
        network's Designated Router and Backup Designated Router.  This
        algorithm is invoked by the Interface state machine.  The
        initial time a router runs the election algorithm for a network,
        the network's Designated Router and Backup Designated Router are
        initialized to 0.0.0.0.  This indicates the lack of both a
        Designated Router and a Backup Designated Router.

        The Designated Router election algorithm proceeds as follows:
        Call the router doing the calculation Router X.  The list of
        neighbors attached to the network and having established
        bidirectional communication with Router X is examined.  This
        list is precisely the collection of Router X's neighbors (on
        this network) whose state is greater than or equal to 2-Way (see
        Section 10.1).  Router X itself is also considered to be on the
        list.  Discard all routers from the list that are ineligible to
        become Designated Router.  (Routers having Router Priority of 0
        are ineligible to become Designated Router.)  The following
        steps are then executed, considering only those routers that
        remain on the list:

        (1) Note the current values for the network's Designated Router
            and Backup Designated Router.  This is used later for
            comparison purposes.

        (2) Calculate the new Backup Designated Router for the network



            as follows.  Only those routers on the list that have not
            declared themselves to be Designated Router are eligible to
            become Backup Designated Router.  If one or more of these
            routers have declared themselves Backup Designated Router
            (i.e., they are currently listing themselves as Backup
            Designated Router, but not as Designated Router, in their
            Hello Packets) the one having highest Router Priority is
            declared to be Backup Designated Router.  In case of a tie,
            the one having the highest Router ID is chosen.  If no
            routers have declared themselves Backup Designated Router,
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            choose the router having highest Router Priority, (again
            excluding those routers who have declared themselves
            Designated Router), and again use the Router ID to break
            ties.

        (3) Calculate the new Designated Router for the network as
            follows.  If one or more of the routers have declared
            themselves Designated Router (i.e., they are currently
            listing themselves as Designated Router in their Hello
            Packets) the one having highest Router Priority is declared
            to be Designated Router.  In case of a tie, the one having
            the highest Router ID is chosen.  If no routers have
            declared themselves Designated Router, assign the Designated
            Router to be the same as the newly elected Backup Designated
            Router.

        (4) If Router X is now newly the Designated Router or newly the
            Backup Designated Router, or is now no longer the Designated
            Router or no longer the Backup Designated Router, repeat
            steps 2 and 3, and then proceed to step 5.  For example, if
            Router X is now the Designated Router, when step 2 is
            repeated X will no longer be eligible for Backup Designated
            Router election.  Among other things, this will ensure that
            no router will declare itself both Backup Designated Router
            and Designated Router.[5]

        (5) As a result of these calculations, the router itself may now
            be Designated Router or Backup Designated Router.  See
            Sections 7.3 and 7.4 for the additional duties this would
            entail.  The router's interface state should be set
            accordingly.  If the router itself is now Designated Router,
            the new interface state is DR.  If the router itself is now
            Backup Designated Router, the new interface state is Backup.
            Otherwise, the new interface state is DR Other.

        (6) If the attached network is an NBMA network, and the router
            itself has just become either Designated Router or Backup
            Designated Router, it must start sending Hello Packets to
            those neighbors that are not eligible to become Designated
            Router (see Section 9.5.1).  This is done by invoking the
            neighbor event Start for each neighbor having a Router
            Priority of 0.
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        (7) If the above calculations have caused the identity of either
            the Designated Router or Backup Designated Router to change,
            the set of adjacencies associated with this interface will
            need to be modified.  Some adjacencies may need to be
            formed, and others may need to be broken.  To accomplish
            this, invoke the event AdjOK?  on all neighbors whose state
            is at least 2-Way.  This will cause their eligibility for
            adjacency to be reexamined (see Sections 10.3 and 10.4).

        The reason behind the election algorithm's complexity is the
        desire for an orderly transition from Backup Designated Router
        to Designated Router, when the current Designated Router fails.
        This orderly transition is ensured through the introduction of
        hysteresis: no new Backup Designated Router can be chosen until
        the old Backup accepts its new Designated Router
        responsibilities.

        The above procedure may elect the same router to be both
        Designated Router and Backup Designated Router, although that
        router will never be the calculating router (Router X) itself.
        The elected Designated Router may not be the router having the
        highest Router Priority, nor will the Backup Designated Router
        necessarily have the second highest Router Priority.  If Router
        X is not itself eligible to become Designated Router, it is
        possible that neither a Backup Designated Router nor a
        Designated Router will be selected in the above procedure.  Note
        also that if Router X is the only attached router that is
        eligible to become Designated Router, it will select itself as
        Designated Router and there will be no Backup Designated Router
        for the network.

    9.5.  Sending Hello packets

        Hello packets are sent out each functioning router interface.
        They are used to discover and maintain neighbor
        relationships.[6] On broadcast and NBMA networks, Hello Packets
        are also used to elect the Designated Router and Backup
        Designated Router.
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        The format of an Hello packet is detailed in Section A.3.2.  The
        Hello Packet contains the router's Router Priority (used in
        choosing the Designated Router), and the interval between Hello
        Packets sent out the interface (HelloInterval).  The Hello
        Packet also indicates how often a neighbor must be heard from to
        remain active (RouterDeadInterval).  Both HelloInterval and



        RouterDeadInterval must be the same for all routers attached to
        a common network.  The Hello packet also contains the IP address
        mask of the attached network (Network Mask).  On unnumbered
        point-to-point networks and on virtual links this field should
        be set to 0.0.0.0.

        The Hello packet's Options field describes the router's optional
        OSPF capabilities.  One optional capability is defined in this
        specification (see Sections 4.5 and A.2).  The E-bit of the
        Options field should be set if and only if the attached area is
        capable of processing AS-external-LSAs (i.e., it is not a stub
        area).  If the E-bit is set incorrectly the neighboring routers
        will refuse to accept the Hello Packet (see Section 10.5).
        Unrecognized bits in the Hello Packet's Options field should be
        set to zero.

        In order to ensure two-way communication between adjacent
        routers, the Hello packet contains the list of all routers on
        the network from which Hello Packets have been seen recently.
        The Hello packet also contains the router's current choice for
        Designated Router and Backup Designated Router.  A value of
        0.0.0.0 in these fields means that one has not yet been
        selected.

        On broadcast networks and physical point-to-point networks,
        Hello packets are sent every HelloInterval seconds to the IP
        multicast address AllSPFRouters.  On virtual links, Hello
        packets are sent as unicasts (addressed directly to the other
        end of the virtual link) every HelloInterval seconds. On Point-
        to-MultiPoint networks, separate Hello packets are sent to each
        attached neighbor every HelloInterval seconds. Sending of Hello
        packets on NBMA networks is covered in the next section.
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        9.5.1.  Sending Hello packets on NBMA networks

            Static configuration information may be necessary in order
            for the Hello Protocol to function on non-broadcast networks
            (see Sections C.5 and C.6).  On NBMA networks, every
            attached router which is eligible to become Designated
            Router becomes aware of all of its neighbors on the network
            (either through configuration or by some unspecified
            mechanism).  Each neighbor is labelled with the neighbor's
            Designated Router eligibility.

            The interface state must be at least Waiting for any Hello
            Packets to be sent out the NBMA interface.  Hello Packets
            are then sent directly (as unicasts) to some subset of a
            router's neighbors.  Sometimes an Hello Packet is sent
            periodically on a timer; at other times it is sent as a
            response to a received Hello Packet.  A router's hello-
            sending behavior varies depending on whether the router



            itself is eligible to become Designated Router.

            If the router is eligible to become Designated Router, it
            must periodically send Hello Packets to all neighbors that
            are also eligible.  In addition, if the router is itself the
            Designated Router or Backup Designated Router, it must also
            send periodic Hello Packets to all other neighbors.  This
            means that any two eligible routers are always exchanging
            Hello Packets, which is necessary for the correct operation
            of the Designated Router election algorithm.  To minimize
            the number of Hello Packets sent, the number of eligible
            routers on an NBMA network should be kept small.

            If the router is not eligible to become Designated Router,
            it must periodically send Hello Packets to both the
            Designated Router and the Backup Designated Router (if they
            exist).  It must also send an Hello Packet in reply to an
            Hello Packet received from any eligible neighbor (other than
            the current Designated Router and Backup Designated Router).
            This is needed to establish an initial bidirectional
            relationship with any potential Designated Router.

            When sending Hello packets periodically to any neighbor, the
            interval between Hello Packets is determined by the
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            neighbor's state.  If the neighbor is in state Down, Hello
            Packets are sent every PollInterval seconds.  Otherwise,
            Hello Packets are sent every HelloInterval seconds.

10.  The Neighbor Data Structure

    An OSPF router converses with its neighboring routers.  Each
    separate conversation is described by a "neighbor data structure".
    Each conversation is bound to a particular OSPF router interface,
    and is identified either by the neighboring router's OSPF Router ID
    or by its Neighbor IP address (see below).  Thus if the OSPF router
    and another router have multiple attached networks in common,
    multiple conversations ensue, each described by a unique neighbor
    data structure.  Each separate conversation is loosely referred to
    in the text as being a separate "neighbor".

    The neighbor data structure contains all information pertinent to
    the forming or formed adjacency between the two neighbors.
    (However, remember that not all neighbors become adjacent.)  An
    adjacency can be viewed as a highly developed conversation between
    two routers.

    State
        The functional level of the neighbor conversation.  This is
        described in more detail in Section 10.1.

    Inactivity Timer
        A single shot timer whose firing indicates that no Hello Packet



        has been seen from this neighbor recently.  The length of the
        timer is RouterDeadInterval seconds.

    Master/Slave
        When the two neighbors are exchanging databases, they form a
        master/slave relationship.  The master sends the first Database
        Description Packet, and is the only part that is allowed to
        retransmit.  The slave can only respond to the master's Database
        Description Packets.  The master/slave relationship is
        negotiated in state ExStart.
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    DD Sequence Number
        The DD Sequence number of the Database Description packet that
        is currently being sent to the neighbor.

    Last received Database Description packet
        The initialize(I), more (M) and master(MS) bits, Options field,
        and DD sequence number contained in the last Database
        Description packet received from the neighbor. Used to determine
        whether the next Database Description packet received from the
        neighbor is a duplicate.

    Neighbor ID
        The OSPF Router ID of the neighboring router.  The Neighbor ID
        is learned when Hello packets are received from the neighbor, or
        is configured if this is a virtual adjacency (see Section C.4).

    Neighbor Priority
        The Router Priority of the neighboring router.  Contained in the
        neighbor's Hello packets, this item is used when selecting the
        Designated Router for the attached network.

    Neighbor IP address
        The IP address of the neighboring router's interface to the
        attached network.  Used as the Destination IP address when
        protocol packets are sent as unicasts along this adjacency.
        Also used in router-LSAs as the Link ID for the attached network
        if the neighboring router is selected to be Designated Router
        (see Section 12.4.1).  The Neighbor IP address is learned when
        Hello packets are received from the neighbor.  For virtual
        links, the Neighbor IP address is learned during the routing
        table build process (see Section 15).

    Neighbor Options
        The optional OSPF capabilities supported by the neighbor.
        Learned during the Database Exchange process (see Section 10.6).
        The neighbor's optional OSPF capabilities are also listed in its
        Hello packets.  This enables received Hello Packets to be
        rejected (i.e., neighbor relationships will not even start to
        form) if there is a mismatch in certain crucial OSPF
        capabilities (see Section 10.5).  The optional OSPF capabilities
        are documented in Section 4.5.
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    Neighbor's Designated Router
        The neighbor's idea of the Designated Router.  If this is the
        neighbor itself, this is important in the local calculation of
        the Designated Router.  Defined only on broadcast and NBMA
        networks.

    Neighbor's Backup Designated Router
        The neighbor's idea of the Backup Designated Router.  If this is
        the neighbor itself, this is important in the local calculation
        of the Backup Designated Router.  Defined only on broadcast and
        NBMA networks.

    The next set of variables are lists of LSAs.  These lists describe
    subsets of the area link-state database.  This memo defines five
    distinct types of LSAs, all of which may be present in an area
    link-state database: router-LSAs, network-LSAs, and Type 3 and 4
    summary-LSAs (all stored in the area data structure), and AS-
    external-LSAs (stored in the global data structure).

    Link state retransmission list
        The list of LSAs that have been flooded but not acknowledged on
        this adjacency.  These will be retransmitted at intervals until
        they are acknowledged, or until the adjacency is destroyed.

    Database summary list
        The complete list of LSAs that make up the area link-state
        database, at the moment the neighbor goes into Database Exchange
        state.  This list is sent to the neighbor in Database
        Description packets.

    Link state request list
        The list of LSAs that need to be received from this neighbor in
        order to synchronize the two neighbors' link-state databases.
        This list is created as Database Description packets are
        received, and is then sent to the neighbor in Link State Request
        packets.  The list is depleted as appropriate Link State Update
        packets are received.
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    10.1.  Neighbor states

        The state of a neighbor (really, the state of a conversation
        being held with a neighboring router) is documented in the



        following sections.  The states are listed in order of
        progressing functionality.  For example, the inoperative state
        is listed first, followed by a list of intermediate states
        before the final, fully functional state is achieved.  The
        specification makes use of this ordering by sometimes making
        references such as "those neighbors/adjacencies in state greater
        than X".  Figures 12 and 13 show the graph of neighbor state
        changes.  The arcs of the graphs are labelled with the event
        causing the state change.  The neighbor events are documented in
        Section 10.2.

        The graph in Figure 12 shows the state changes effected by the
        Hello Protocol.  The Hello Protocol is responsible for neighbor
        acquisition and maintenance, and for ensuring two way
        communication between neighbors.

        The graph in Figure 13 shows the forming of an adjacency.  Not
        every two neighboring routers become adjacent (see Section
        10.4).  The adjacency starts to form when the neighbor is in
        state ExStart.  After the two routers discover their
        master/slave status, the state transitions to Exchange.  At this
        point the neighbor starts to be used in the flooding procedure,
        and the two neighboring routers begin synchronizing their
        databases.  When this synchronization is finished, the neighbor
        is in state Full and we say that the two routers are fully
        adjacent.  At this point the adjacency is listed in LSAs.

        For a more detailed description of neighbor state changes,
        together with the additional actions involved in each change,
        see Section 10.3.

        Down
            This is the initial state of a neighbor conversation.  It
            indicates that there has been no recent information received
            from the neighbor.  On NBMA networks, Hello packets may
            still be sent to "Down" neighbors, although at a reduced
            frequency (see Section 9.5.1).
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                                   +----+
                                   |Down|
                                   +----+
                                     |\
                                     | \Start
                                     |  \      +-------+
                             Hello   |   +---->|Attempt|
                            Received |         +-------+
                                     |             |
                             +----+<-+             |HelloReceived
                             |Init|<---------------+
                             +----+<--------+
                                |           |
                                |2-Way      |1-Way
                                |Received   |Received



                                |           |
              +-------+         |        +-----+
              |ExStart|<--------+------->|2-Way|
              +-------+                  +-----+

              Figure 12: Neighbor state changes (Hello Protocol)

                  In addition to the state transitions pictured,
                  Event KillNbr always forces Down State,
                  Event InactivityTimer always forces Down State,
                  Event LLDown always forces Down State
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                                  +-------+
                                  |ExStart|
                                  +-------+
                                    |
                     NegotiationDone|
                                    +->+--------+
                                       |Exchange|
                                    +--+--------+
                                    |
                            Exchange|
                              Done  |
                    +----+          |      +-------+
                    |Full|<---------+----->|Loading|
                    +----+<-+              +-------+
                            |  LoadingDone     |
                            +------------------+

            Figure 13: Neighbor state changes (Database Exchange)

                In addition to the state transitions pictured,
                Event SeqNumberMismatch forces ExStart state,
                Event BadLSReq forces ExStart state,
                Event 1-Way forces Init state,
                Event KillNbr always forces Down State,
                Event InactivityTimer always forces Down State,
                Event LLDown always forces Down State,
                Event AdjOK? leads to adjacency forming/breaking



        Attempt
            This state is only valid for neighbors attached to NBMA
            networks.  It indicates that no recent information has been
            received from the neighbor, but that a more concerted effort
            should be made to contact the neighbor.  This is done by
            sending the neighbor Hello packets at intervals of
            HelloInterval (see Section 9.5.1).

        Init
            In this state, an Hello packet has recently been seen from
            the neighbor.  However, bidirectional communication has not
            yet been established with the neighbor (i.e., the router
            itself did not appear in the neighbor's Hello packet).  All
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            neighbors in this state (or higher) are listed in the Hello
            packets sent from the associated interface.

        2-Way
            In this state, communication between the two routers is
            bidirectional.  This has been assured by the operation of
            the Hello Protocol.  This is the most advanced state short
            of beginning adjacency establishment.  The (Backup)
            Designated Router is selected from the set of neighbors in
            state 2-Way or greater.

        ExStart
            This is the first step in creating an adjacency between the
            two neighboring routers.  The goal of this step is to decide
            which router is the master, and to decide upon the initial
            DD sequence number.  Neighbor conversations in this state or
            greater are called adjacencies.

        Exchange
            In this state the router is describing its entire link state
            database by sending Database Description packets to the
            neighbor.  Each Database Description Packet has a DD
            sequence number, and is explicitly acknowledged.  Only one
            Database Description Packet is allowed outstanding at any
            one time.  In this state, Link State Request Packets may
            also be sent asking for the neighbor's more recent LSAs.
            All adjacencies in Exchange state or greater are used by the
            flooding procedure.  In fact, these adjacencies are fully
            capable of transmitting and receiving all types of OSPF
            routing protocol packets.

        Loading
            In this state, Link State Request packets are sent to the
            neighbor asking for the more recent LSAs that have been
            discovered (but not yet received) in the Exchange state.

        Full
            In this state, the neighboring routers are fully adjacent.
            These adjacencies will now appear in router-LSAs and
            network-LSAs.
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    10.2.  Events causing neighbor state changes

        State changes can be effected by a number of events.  These
        events are shown in the labels of the arcs in Figures 12 and 13.
        The label definitions are as follows:

        HelloReceived
            An Hello packet has been received from the neighbor.

        Start
            This is an indication that Hello Packets should now be sent
            to the neighbor at intervals of HelloInterval seconds.  This
            event is generated only for neighbors associated with NBMA
            networks.

        2-WayReceived
            Bidirectional communication has been realized between the
            two neighboring routers.  This is indicated by the router
            seeing itself in the neighbor's Hello packet.

        NegotiationDone
            The Master/Slave relationship has been negotiated, and DD
            sequence numbers have been exchanged.  This signals the
            start of the sending/receiving of Database Description
            packets.  For more information on the generation of this
            event, consult Section 10.8.

        ExchangeDone
            Both routers have successfully transmitted a full sequence
            of Database Description packets.  Each router now knows what
            parts of its link state database are out of date.  For more
            information on the generation of this event, consult Section
            10.8.

        BadLSReq
            A Link State Request has been received for an LSA not
            contained in the database.  This indicates an error in the
            Database Exchange process.

        Loading Done
            Link State Updates have been received for all out-of-date
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            portions of the database.  This is indicated by the Link
            state request list becoming empty after the Database



            Exchange process has completed.

        AdjOK?
            A decision must be made as to whether an adjacency should be
            established/maintained with the neighbor.  This event will
            start some adjacencies forming, and destroy others.

        The following events cause well developed neighbors to revert to
        lesser states.  Unlike the above events, these events may occur
        when the neighbor conversation is in any of a number of states.

        SeqNumberMismatch
            A Database Description packet has been received that either
            a) has an unexpected DD sequence number, b) unexpectedly has
            the Init bit set or c) has an Options field differing from
            the last Options field received in a Database Description
            packet.  Any of these conditions indicate that some error
            has occurred during adjacency establishment.

        1-Way
            An Hello packet has been received from the neighbor, in
            which the router is not mentioned.  This indicates that
            communication with the neighbor is not bidirectional.

        KillNbr
            This  is  an  indication that  all  communication  with  the
            neighbor  is now  impossible,  forcing  the  neighbor  to
            revert  to  Down  state.

        InactivityTimer
            The inactivity Timer has fired.  This means that no Hello
            packets have been seen recently from the neighbor.  The
            neighbor reverts to Down state.

        LLDown
            This is an indication from the lower level protocols that
            the neighbor is now unreachable.  For example, on an X.25
            network this could be indicated by an X.25 clear indication
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            with appropriate cause and diagnostic fields.  This event
            forces the neighbor into Down state.

    10.3.  The Neighbor state machine

        A detailed description of the neighbor state changes follows.
        Each state change is invoked by an event (Section 10.2).  This
        event may produce different effects, depending on the current
        state of the neighbor.  For this reason, the state machine below
        is organized by current neighbor state and received event.  Each
        entry in the state machine describes the resulting new neighbor
        state and the required set of additional actions.



        When a neighbor's state changes, it may be necessary to rerun
        the Designated Router election algorithm.  This is determined by
        whether the interface NeighborChange event is generated (see
        Section 9.2).  Also, if the Interface is in DR state (the router
        is itself Designated Router), changes in neighbor state may
        cause a new network-LSA to be originated (see Section 12.4).

        When the neighbor state machine needs to invoke the interface
        state machine, it should be done as a scheduled task (see
        Section 4.4).  This simplifies things, by ensuring that neither
        state machine will be executed recursively.

         State(s):  Down

            Event:  Start

        New state:  Attempt

           Action:  Send an Hello Packet to the neighbor (this neighbor
                    is always associated with an NBMA network) and start
                    the Inactivity Timer for the neighbor.  The timer's
                    later firing would indicate that communication with
                    the neighbor was not attained.

         State(s):  Attempt
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            Event:  HelloReceived

        New state:  Init

           Action:  Restart the Inactivity Timer for the neighbor, since
                    the neighbor has now been heard from.

         State(s):  Down

            Event:  HelloReceived

        New state:  Init

           Action:  Start the Inactivity Timer for the neighbor.  The
                    timer's later firing would indicate that the
                    neighbor is dead.

         State(s):  Init or greater

            Event:  HelloReceived

        New state:  No state change.

           Action:  Restart the Inactivity Timer for the neighbor, since



                    the neighbor has again been heard from.

         State(s):  Init

            Event:  2-WayReceived

        New state:  Depends upon action routine.

           Action:  Determine whether an adjacency should be established
                    with the neighbor (see Section 10.4).  If not, the
                    new neighbor state is 2-Way.

                    Otherwise (an adjacency should be established) the
                    neighbor state transitions to ExStart.  Upon
                    entering this state, the router increments the DD
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                    sequence number in the neighbor data structure.  If
                    this is the first time that an adjacency has been
                    attempted, the DD sequence number should be assigned
                    some unique value (like the time of day clock).  It
                    then declares itself master (sets the master/slave
                    bit to master), and starts sending Database
                    Description Packets, with the initialize (I), more
                    (M) and master (MS) bits set.  This Database
                    Description Packet should be otherwise empty.  This
                    Database Description Packet should be retransmitted
                    at intervals of RxmtInterval until the next state is
                    entered (see Section 10.8).

         State(s):  ExStart

            Event:  NegotiationDone

        New state:  Exchange

           Action:  The router must list the contents of its entire area
                    link state database in the neighbor Database summary
                    list.  The area link state database consists of the
                    router-LSAs, network-LSAs and summary-LSAs contained
                    in the area structure, along with the AS-external-
                    LSAs contained in the global structure.  AS-
                    external-LSAs are omitted from a virtual neighbor's
                    Database summary list.  AS-external-LSAs are omitted
                    from the Database summary list if the area has been
                    configured as a stub (see Section 3.6).  LSAs whose
                    age is equal to MaxAge are instead added to the
                    neighbor's Link state retransmission list.  A
                    summary of the Database summary list will be sent to
                    the neighbor in Database Description packets.  Each
                    Database Description Packet has a DD sequence
                    number, and is explicitly acknowledged.  Only one
                    Database Description Packet is allowed outstanding
                    at any one time.  For more detail on the sending and



                    receiving of Database Description packets, see
                    Sections 10.8 and 10.6.
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         State(s):  Exchange

            Event:  ExchangeDone

        New state:  Depends upon action routine.

           Action:  If the neighbor Link state request list is empty,
                    the new neighbor state is Full.  No other action is
                    required.  This is an adjacency's final state.

                    Otherwise, the new neighbor state is Loading.  Start
                    (or continue) sending Link State Request packets to
                    the neighbor (see Section 10.9).  These are requests
                    for the neighbor's more recent LSAs (which were
                    discovered but not yet received in the Exchange
                    state).  These LSAs are listed in the Link state
                    request list associated with the neighbor.

         State(s):  Loading

            Event:  Loading Done

        New state:  Full

           Action:  No action required.  This is an adjacency's final
                    state.

         State(s):  2-Way

            Event:  AdjOK?

        New state:  Depends upon action routine.

           Action:  Determine whether an adjacency should be formed with
                    the neighboring router (see Section 10.4).  If not,
                    the neighbor state remains at 2-Way.  Otherwise,
                    transition the neighbor state to ExStart and perform
                    the actions associated with the above state machine
                    entry for state Init and event 2-WayReceived.
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         State(s):  ExStart or greater

            Event:  AdjOK?

        New state:  Depends upon action routine.

           Action:  Determine whether the neighboring router should
                    still be adjacent.  If yes, there is no state change
                    and no further action is necessary.

                    Otherwise, the (possibly partially formed) adjacency
                    must be destroyed.  The neighbor state transitions
                    to 2-Way.  The Link state retransmission list,
                    Database summary list and Link state request list
                    are cleared of LSAs.

         State(s):  Exchange or greater

            Event:  SeqNumberMismatch

        New state:  ExStart

           Action:  The (possibly partially formed) adjacency is torn
                    down, and then an attempt is made at
                    reestablishment.  The neighbor state first
                    transitions to ExStart.  The Link state
                    retransmission list, Database summary list and Link
                    state request list are cleared of LSAs.  Then the
                    router increments the DD sequence number in the
                    neighbor data structure, declares itself master
                    (sets the master/slave bit to master), and starts
                    sending Database Description Packets, with the
                    initialize (I), more (M) and master (MS) bits set.
                    This Database Description Packet should be otherwise
                    empty (see Section 10.8).

         State(s):  Exchange or greater

            Event:  BadLSReq
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        New state:  ExStart

           Action:  The action for event BadLSReq is exactly the same as
                    for the neighbor event SeqNumberMismatch.  The
                    (possibly partially formed) adjacency is torn down,
                    and then an attempt is made at reestablishment.  For
                    more information, see the neighbor state machine
                    entry that is invoked when event SeqNumberMismatch
                    is generated in state Exchange or greater.

         State(s):  Any state



            Event:  KillNbr

        New state:  Down

           Action:  The Link state retransmission list, Database summary
                    list and Link state request list are cleared of
                    LSAs.  Also, the Inactivity Timer is disabled.

         State(s):  Any state

            Event:  LLDown

        New state:  Down

           Action:  The Link state retransmission list, Database summary
                    list and Link state request list are cleared of
                    LSAs.  Also, the Inactivity Timer is disabled.

         State(s):  Any state

            Event:  InactivityTimer

        New state:  Down

           Action:  The Link state retransmission list, Database summary
                    list and Link state request list are cleared of
                    LSAs.
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         State(s):  2-Way or greater

            Event:  1-WayReceived

        New state:  Init

           Action:  The Link state retransmission list, Database summary
                    list and Link state request list are cleared of
                    LSAs.

         State(s):  2-Way or greater

            Event:  2-WayReceived

        New state:  No state change.

           Action:  No action required.

         State(s):  Init

            Event:  1-WayReceived



        New state:  No state change.

           Action:  No action required.

    10.4.  Whether to become adjacent

        Adjacencies are established with some subset of the router's
        neighbors.  Routers connected by point-to-point networks,
        Point-to-MultiPoint networks and virtual links always become
        adjacent.  On broadcast and NBMA networks, all routers become
        adjacent to both the Designated Router and the Backup Designated
        Router.

        The adjacency-forming decision occurs in two places in the
        neighbor state machine.  First, when bidirectional communication
        is initially established with the neighbor, and secondly, when
        the identity of the attached network's (Backup) Designated
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        Router changes.  If the decision is made to not attempt an
        adjacency, the state of the neighbor communication stops at 2-
        Way.

        An adjacency should be established with a bidirectional neighbor
        when at least one of the following conditions holds:

        o   The underlying network type is point-to-point

        o   The underlying network type is Point-to-MultiPoint

        o   The underlying network type is virtual link

        o   The router itself is the Designated Router

        o   The router itself is the Backup Designated Router

        o   The neighboring router is the Designated Router

        o   The neighboring router is the Backup Designated Router

    10.5.  Receiving Hello Packets

        This section explains the detailed processing of a received
        Hello Packet.  (See Section A.3.2 for the format of Hello
        packets.)  The generic input processing of OSPF packets will
        have checked the validity of the IP header and the OSPF packet
        header.  Next, the values of the Network Mask, HelloInterval,
        and RouterDeadInterval fields in the received Hello packet must
        be checked against the values configured for the receiving
        interface.  Any mismatch causes processing to stop and the
        packet to be dropped.  In other words, the above fields are
        really describing the attached network's configuration. However,
        there is one exception to the above rule: on point-to-point



        networks and on virtual links, the Network Mask in the received
        Hello Packet should be ignored.

        The receiving interface attaches to a single OSPF area (this
        could be the backbone).  The setting of the E-bit found in the
        Hello Packet's Options field must match this area's
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        ExternalRoutingCapability.  If AS-external-LSAs are not flooded
        into/throughout the area (i.e, the area is a "stub") the E-bit
        must be clear in received Hello Packets, otherwise the E-bit
        must be set.  A mismatch causes processing to stop and the
        packet to be dropped.  The setting of the rest of the bits in
        the Hello Packet's Options field should be ignored.

        At this point, an attempt is made to match the source of the
        Hello Packet to one of the receiving interface's neighbors.  If
        the receiving interface connects to a broadcast, Point-to-
        MultiPoint or NBMA network the source is identified by the IP
        source address found in the Hello's IP header.  If the receiving
        interface connects to a point-to-point link or a virtual link,
        the source is identified by the Router ID found in the Hello's
        OSPF packet header.  The interface's current list of neighbors
        is contained in the interface's data structure.  If a matching
        neighbor structure cannot be found, (i.e., this is the first
        time the neighbor has been detected), one is created.  The
        initial state of a newly created neighbor is set to Down.

        When receiving an Hello Packet from a neighbor on a broadcast,
        Point-to-MultiPoint or NBMA network, set the neighbor
        structure's Neighbor ID equal to the Router ID found in the
        packet's OSPF header.  For these network types, the neighbor
        structure's Router Priority field, Neighbor's Designated Router
        field, and Neighbor's Backup Designated Router field are also
        set equal to the corresponding fields found in the received
        Hello Packet; changes in these fields should be noted for
        possible use in the steps below.  When receiving an Hello on a
        point-to-point network (but not on a virtual link) set the
        neighbor structure's Neighbor IP address to the packet's IP
        source address.

        Now the rest of the Hello Packet is examined, generating events
        to be given to the neighbor and interface state machines.  These
        state machines are specified either to be executed or scheduled
        (see Section 4.4).  For example, by specifying below that the
        neighbor state machine be executed in line, several neighbor
        state transitions may be effected by a single received Hello:
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        o   Each Hello Packet causes the neighbor state machine to be
            executed with the event HelloReceived.

        o   Then the list of neighbors contained in the Hello Packet is
            examined.  If the router itself appears in this list, the
            neighbor state machine should be executed with the event 2-
            WayReceived.  Otherwise, the neighbor state machine should
            be executed with the event 1-WayReceived, and the processing
            of the packet stops.

        o   Next, if a change in the neighbor's Router Priority field
            was noted, the receiving interface's state machine is
            scheduled with the event NeighborChange.

        o   If the neighbor is both declaring itself to be Designated
            Router (Hello Packet's Designated Router field = Neighbor IP
            address) and the Backup Designated Router field in the
            packet is equal to 0.0.0.0 and the receiving interface is in
            state Waiting, the receiving interface's state machine is
            scheduled with the event BackupSeen.  Otherwise, if the
            neighbor is declaring itself to be Designated Router and it
            had not previously, or the neighbor is not declaring itself
            Designated Router where it had previously, the receiving
            interface's state machine is scheduled with the event
            NeighborChange.

        o   If the neighbor is declaring itself to be Backup Designated
            Router (Hello Packet's Backup Designated Router field =
            Neighbor IP address) and the receiving interface is in state
            Waiting, the receiving interface's state machine is
            scheduled with the event BackupSeen.  Otherwise, if the
            neighbor is declaring itself to be Backup Designated Router
            and it had not previously, or the neighbor is not declaring
            itself Backup Designated Router where it had previously, the
            receiving interface's state machine is scheduled with the
            event NeighborChange.

        On NBMA networks, receipt of an Hello Packet may also cause an
        Hello Packet to be sent back to the neighbor in response. See
        Section 9.5.1 for more details.
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    10.6.  Receiving Database Description Packets

        This section explains the detailed processing of a received
        Database Description Packet.  The incoming Database Description
        Packet has already been associated with a neighbor and receiving
        interface by the generic input packet processing (Section 8.2).
        Whether the Database Description packet should be accepted, and
        if so, how it should be further processed depends upon the
        neighbor state.



        If a Database Description packet is accepted, the following
        packet fields should be saved in the corresponding neighbor data
        structure under "last received Database Description packet":
        the packet's initialize(I), more (M) and master(MS) bits,
        Options field, and DD sequence number. If these fields are set
        identically in two consecutive Database Description packets
        received from the neighbor, the second Database Description
        packet is considered to be a "duplicate" in the processing
        described below.

        If the Interface MTU field in the Database Description packet
        indicates an IP datagram size that is larger than the router can
        accept on the receiving interface without fragmentation, the
        Database Description packet is rejected.  Otherwise, if the
        neighbor state is:

        Down
            The packet should be rejected.

        Attempt
            The packet should be rejected.

        Init
            The neighbor state machine should be executed with the event
            2-WayReceived.  This causes an immediate state change to
            either state 2-Way or state ExStart. If the new state is
            ExStart, the processing of the current packet should then
            continue in this new state by falling through to case
            ExStart below.
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        2-Way
            The packet should be ignored.  Database Description Packets
            are used only for the purpose of bringing up adjacencies.[7]

        ExStart
            If the received packet matches one of the following cases,
            then the neighbor state machine should be executed with the
            event NegotiationDone (causing the state to transition to
            Exchange), the packet's Options field should be recorded in
            the neighbor structure's Neighbor Options field and the
            packet should be accepted as next in sequence and processed
            further (see below).  Otherwise, the packet should be
            ignored.

            o   The initialize(I), more (M) and master(MS) bits are set,
                the contents of the packet are empty, and the neighbor's
                Router ID is larger than the router's own.  In this case
                the router is now Slave.  Set the master/slave bit to
                slave, and set the neighbor data structure's DD sequence
                number to that specified by the master.

            o   The initialize(I) and master(MS) bits are off, the



                packet's DD sequence number equals the neighbor data
                structure's DD sequence number (indicating
                acknowledgment) and the neighbor's Router ID is smaller
                than the router's own.  In this case the router is
                Master.

        Exchange
            Duplicate Database Description packets are discarded by the
            master, and cause the slave to retransmit the last Database
            Description packet that it had sent. Otherwise (the packet
            is not a duplicate):

            o   If the state of the MS-bit is inconsistent with the
                master/slave state of the connection, generate the
                neighbor event SeqNumberMismatch and stop processing the
                packet.

            o   If the initialize(I) bit is set, generate the neighbor
                event SeqNumberMismatch and stop processing the packet.
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            o   If the packet's Options field indicates a different set
                of optional OSPF capabilities than were previously
                received from the neighbor (recorded in the Neighbor
                Options field of the neighbor structure), generate the
                neighbor event SeqNumberMismatch and stop processing the
                packet.

            o   Database Description packets must be processed in
                sequence, as indicated by the packets' DD sequence
                numbers. If the router is master, the next packet
                received should have DD sequence number equal to the DD
                sequence number in the neighbor data structure. If the
                router is slave, the next packet received should have DD
                sequence number equal to one more than the DD sequence
                number stored in the neighbor data structure. In either
                case, if the packet is the next in sequence it should be
                accepted and its contents processed as specified below.

            o   Else, generate the neighbor event SeqNumberMismatch and
                stop processing the packet.

        Loading or Full
            In this state, the router has sent and received an entire
            sequence of Database Description Packets.  The only packets
            received should be duplicates (see above).  In particular,
            the packet's Options field should match the set of optional
            OSPF capabilities previously indicated by the neighbor
            (stored in the neighbor structure's Neighbor Options field).
            Any other packets received, including the reception of a
            packet with the Initialize(I) bit set, should generate the
            neighbor event SeqNumberMismatch.[8] Duplicates should be
            discarded by the master.  The slave must respond to
            duplicates by repeating the last Database Description packet
            that it had sent.



        When the router accepts a received Database Description Packet
        as the next in sequence the packet contents are processed as
        follows.  For each LSA listed, the LSA's LS type is checked for
        validity.  If the LS type is unknown (e.g., not one of the LS
        types 1-5 defined by this specification), or if this is an AS-
        external-LSA (LS type = 5) and the neighbor is associated with a
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        stub area, generate the neighbor event SeqNumberMismatch and
        stop processing the packet.  Otherwise, the router looks up the
        LSA in its database to see whether it also has an instance of
        the LSA.  If it does not, or if the database copy is less recent
        (see Section 13.1), the LSA is put on the Link state request
        list so that it can be requested (immediately or at some later
        time) in Link State Request Packets.

        When the router accepts a received Database Description Packet
        as the next in sequence, it also performs the following actions,
        depending on whether it is master or slave:

        Master
            Increments the DD sequence number in the neighbor data
            structure.  If the router has already sent its entire
            sequence of Database Description Packets, and the just
            accepted packet has the more bit (M) set to 0, the neighbor
            event ExchangeDone is generated.  Otherwise, it should send
            a new Database Description to the slave.

        Slave
            Sets the DD sequence number in the neighbor data structure
            to the DD sequence number appearing in the received packet.
            The slave must send a Database Description Packet in reply.
            If the received packet has the more bit (M) set to 0, and
            the packet to be sent by the slave will also have the M-bit
            set to 0, the neighbor event ExchangeDone is generated.
            Note that the slave always generates this event before the
            master.

    10.7.  Receiving Link State Request Packets

        This section explains the detailed processing of received Link
        State Request packets.  Received Link State Request Packets
        specify a list of LSAs that the neighbor wishes to receive.
        Link State Request Packets should be accepted when the neighbor
        is in states Exchange, Loading, or Full.  In all other states
        Link State Request Packets should be ignored.
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        Each LSA specified in the Link State Request packet should be
        located in the router's database, and copied into Link State
        Update packets for transmission to the neighbor.  These LSAs
        should NOT be placed on the Link state retransmission list for
        the neighbor.  If an LSA cannot be found in the database,
        something has gone wrong with the Database Exchange process, and
        neighbor event BadLSReq should be generated.

    10.8.  Sending Database Description Packets

        This section describes how Database Description Packets are sent
        to a neighbor. The Database Description packet's Interface MTU
        field is set to the size of the largest IP datagram that can be
        sent out the sending interface, without fragmentation.  Common
        MTUs in use in the Internet can be found in Table 7-1 of
        [Ref22]. Interface MTU should be set to 0 in Database
        Description packets sent over virtual links.

        The router's optional OSPF capabilities (see Section 4.5) are
        transmitted to the neighbor in the Options field of the Database
        Description packet.  The router should maintain the same set of
        optional capabilities throughout the Database Exchange and
        flooding procedures.  If for some reason the router's optional
        capabilities change, the Database Exchange procedure should be
        restarted by reverting to neighbor state ExStart.  One optional
        capability is defined in this specification (see Sections 4.5
        and A.2). The E-bit should be set if and only if the attached
        network belongs to a non-stub area. Unrecognized bits in the
        Options field should be set to zero.

        The sending of Database Description packets depends on the
        neighbor's state.  In state ExStart the router sends empty
        Database Description packets, with the initialize (I), more (M)
        and master (MS) bits set.  These packets are retransmitted every
        RxmtInterval seconds.

        In state Exchange the Database Description Packets actually
        contain summaries of the link state information contained in the
        router's database.  Each LSA in the area's link-state database
        (at the time the neighbor transitions into Exchange state) is
        listed in the neighbor Database summary list.  Each new Database
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        Description Packet copies its DD sequence number from the
        neighbor data structure and then describes the current top of
        the Database summary list.  Items are removed from the Database
        summary list when the previous packet is acknowledged.

        In state Exchange, the determination of when to send a Database
        Description packet depends on whether the router is master or
        slave:



        Master
            Database Description packets are sent when either a) the
            slave acknowledges the previous Database Description packet
            by echoing the DD sequence number or b) RxmtInterval seconds
            elapse without an acknowledgment, in which case the previous
            Database Description packet is retransmitted.

        Slave
            Database Description packets are sent only in response to
            Database Description packets received from the master.  If
            the Database Description packet received from the master is
            new, a new Database Description packet is sent, otherwise
            the previous Database Description packet is resent.

        In states Loading and Full the slave must resend its last
        Database Description packet in response to duplicate Database
        Description packets received from the master.  For this reason
        the slave must wait RouterDeadInterval seconds before freeing
        the last Database Description packet.  Reception of a Database
        Description packet from the master after this interval will
        generate a SeqNumberMismatch neighbor event.

    10.9.  Sending Link State Request Packets

        In neighbor states Exchange or Loading, the Link state request
        list contains a list of those LSAs that need to be obtained from
        the neighbor.  To request these LSAs, a router sends the
        neighbor the beginning of the Link state request list, packaged
        in a Link State Request packet.
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        When the neighbor responds to these requests with the proper
        Link State Update packet(s), the Link state request list is
        truncated and a new Link State Request packet is sent.  This
        process continues until the Link state request list becomes
        empty. LSAs on the Link state request list that have been
        requested, but not yet received, are packaged into Link State
        Request packets for retransmission at intervals of RxmtInterval.
        There should be at most one Link State Request packet
        outstanding at any one time.

        When the Link state request list becomes empty, and the neighbor
        state is Loading (i.e., a complete sequence of Database
        Description packets has been sent to and received from the
        neighbor), the Loading Done neighbor event is generated.

    10.10.  An Example

        Figure 14 shows an example of an adjacency forming.  Routers RT1
        and RT2 are both connected to a broadcast network.  It is



        assumed that RT2 is the Designated Router for the network, and
        that RT2 has a higher Router ID than Router RT1.

        The neighbor state changes realized by each router are listed on
        the sides of the figure.

        At the beginning of Figure 14, Router RT1's interface to the
        network becomes operational.  It begins sending Hello Packets,
        although it doesn't know the identity of the Designated Router
        or of any other neighboring routers.  Router RT2 hears this
        hello (moving the neighbor to Init state), and in its next Hello
        Packet indicates that it is itself the Designated Router and
        that it has heard Hello Packets from RT1.  This in turn causes
        RT1 to go to state ExStart, as it starts to bring up the
        adjacency.

        RT1 begins by asserting itself as the master.  When it sees that
        RT2 is indeed the master (because of RT2's higher Router ID),
        RT1 transitions to slave state and adopts its neighbor's DD
        sequence number.  Database Description packets are then
        exchanged, with polls coming from the master (RT2) and responses
        from the slave (RT1).  This sequence of Database Description
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            +---+                                         +---+
            |RT1|                                         |RT2|
            +---+                                         +---+

            Down                                          Down
                            Hello(DR=0,seen=0)
                       ------------------------------>
                         Hello (DR=RT2,seen=RT1,...)      Init
                       <------------------------------
            ExStart        D-D (Seq=x,I,M,Master)
                       ------------------------------>
                           D-D (Seq=y,I,M,Master)         ExStart
                       <------------------------------
            Exchange       D-D (Seq=y,M,Slave)
                       ------------------------------>
                           D-D (Seq=y+1,M,Master)         Exchange
                       <------------------------------
                           D-D (Seq=y+1,M,Slave)
                       ------------------------------>
                                     ...
                                     ...
                                     ...
                           D-D (Seq=y+n, Master)
                       <------------------------------
                           D-D (Seq=y+n, Slave)
             Loading   ------------------------------>
                                 LS Request                Full



                       ------------------------------>
                                 LS Update
                       <------------------------------
                                 LS Request
                       ------------------------------>
                                 LS Update
                       <------------------------------
             Full
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                   Figure 14: An adjacency bring-up example

        Packets ends when both the poll and associated response has the
        M-bit off.

        In this example, it is assumed that RT2 has a completely up to
        date database.  In that case, RT2 goes immediately into Full
        state.  RT1 will go into Full state after updating the necessary
        parts of its database.  This is done by sending Link State
        Request Packets, and receiving Link State Update Packets in
        response.  Note that, while RT1 has waited until a complete set
        of Database Description Packets has been received (from RT2)
        before sending any Link State Request Packets, this need not be
        the case.  RT1 could have interleaved the sending of Link State
        Request Packets with the reception of Database Description
        Packets.

11.  The Routing Table Structure

    The routing table data structure contains all the information
    necessary to forward an IP data packet toward its destination.  Each
    routing table entry describes the collection of best paths to a
    particular destination.  When forwarding an IP data packet, the
    routing table entry providing the best match for the packet's IP
    destination is located.  The matching routing table entry then
    provides the next hop towards the packet's destination.  OSPF also
    provides for the existence of a default route (Destination ID =
    DefaultDestination, Address Mask =  0x00000000).  When the default
    route exists, it matches all IP destinations (although any other
    matching entry is a better match).  Finding the routing table entry
    that best matches an IP destination is further described in Section
    11.1.

    There is a single routing table in each router.  Two sample routing
    tables are described in Sections 11.2 and 11.3.  The building of the
    routing table is discussed in Section 16.
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    The rest of this section defines the fields found in a routing table
    entry.  The first set of fields describes the routing table entry's
    destination.

    Destination Type
        Destination type is either "network" or "router". Only network
        entries are actually used when forwarding IP data traffic.
        Router routing table entries are used solely as intermediate
        steps in the routing table build process.

        A network is a range of IP addresses, to which IP data traffic
        may be forwarded.  This includes IP networks (class A, B, or C),
        IP subnets, IP supernets and single IP hosts.  The default route
        also falls into this category.

        Router entries are kept for area border routers and AS boundary
        routers.  Routing table entries for area border routers are used
        when calculating the inter-area routes (see Section 16.2), and
        when maintaining configured virtual links (see Section 15).
        Routing table entries for AS boundary routers are used when
        calculating the AS external routes (see Section 16.4).

    Destination ID
        The destination's identifier or name.  This depends on the
        Destination Type.  For networks, the identifier is their
        associated IP address.  For routers, the identifier is the OSPF
        Router ID.[9]

    Address Mask
        Only defined for networks.  The network's IP address together
        with its address mask defines a range of IP addresses.  For IP
        subnets, the address mask is referred to as the subnet mask.
        For host routes, the mask is "all ones" (0xffffffff).

    Optional Capabilities
        When the destination is a router this field indicates the
        optional OSPF capabilities supported by the destination router.
        The only optional capability defined by this specification is
        the ability to process AS-external-LSAs.  For a further
        discussion of OSPF's optional capabilities, see Section 4.5.
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    The set of paths to use for a destination may vary based on the OSPF
    area to which the paths belong.  This means that there may be
    multiple routing table entries for the same destination, depending
    on the values of the next field.



    Area
        This field indicates the area whose link state information has
        led to the routing table entry's collection of paths.  This is
        called the entry's associated area.  For sets of AS external
        paths, this field is not defined.  For destinations of type
        "router", there may be separate sets of paths (and therefore
        separate routing table entries) associated with each of several
        areas. For example, this will happen when two area border
        routers share multiple areas in common.  For destinations of
        type "network", only the set of paths associated with the best
        area (the one providing the preferred route) is kept.

    The rest of the routing table entry describes the set of paths to
    the destination.  The following fields pertain to the set of paths
    as a whole.  In other words, each one of the paths contained in a
    routing table entry is of the same path-type and cost (see below).

    Path-type
        There are four possible types of paths used to route traffic to
        the destination, listed here in decreasing order of preference:
        intra-area, inter-area, type 1 external or type 2 external.
        Intra-area paths indicate destinations belonging to one of the
        router's attached areas.  Inter-area paths are paths to
        destinations in other OSPF areas.  These are discovered through
        the examination of received summary-LSAs.  AS external paths are
        paths to destinations external to the AS.  These are detected
        through the examination of received AS-external-LSAs.

    Cost
        The link state cost of the path to the destination.  For all
        paths except type 2 external paths this describes the entire
        path's cost.  For Type 2 external paths, this field describes
        the cost of the portion of the path internal to the AS.  This
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        cost is calculated as the sum of the costs of the path's
        constituent links.

    Type 2 cost
        Only valid for type 2 external paths.  For these paths, this
        field indicates the cost of the path's external portion.  This
        cost has been advertised by an AS boundary router, and is the
        most significant part of the total path cost.  For example, a
        type 2 external path with type 2 cost of 5 is always preferred
        over a path with type 2 cost of 10, regardless of the cost of
        the two paths' internal components.

    Link State Origin
        Valid only for intra-area paths, this field indicates the LSA
        (router-LSA or network-LSA) that directly references the
        destination.  For example, if the destination is a transit
        network, this is the transit network's network-LSA.  If the
        destination is a stub network, this is the router-LSA for the



        attached router.  The LSA is discovered during the shortest-path
        tree calculation (see Section 16.1).  Multiple LSAs may
        reference the destination, however a tie-breaking scheme always
        reduces the choice to a single LSA. The Link State Origin field
        is not used by the OSPF protocol, but it is used by the routing
        table calculation in OSPF's Multicast routing extensions
        (MOSPF).

    When multiple paths of equal path-type and cost exist to a
    destination (called elsewhere "equal-cost" paths), they are stored
    in a single routing table entry.  Each one of the "equal-cost" paths
    is distinguished by the following fields:

    Next hop
        The outgoing router interface to use when forwarding traffic to
        the destination.  On broadcast, Point-to-MultiPoint and NBMA
        networks, the next hop also includes the IP address of the next
        router (if any) in the path towards the destination.

    Advertising router
        Valid only for inter-area and AS external paths.  This field
        indicates the Router ID of the router advertising the summary-
        LSA or AS-external-LSA that led to this path.
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    11.1.  Routing table lookup

        When an IP data packet is received, an OSPF router finds the
        routing table entry that best matches the packet's destination.
        This routing table entry then provides the outgoing interface
        and next hop router to use in forwarding the packet. This
        section describes the process of finding the best matching
        routing table entry.

        Before the lookup begins, "discard" routing table entries should
        be inserted into the routing table for each of the router's
        active area address ranges (see Section 3.5).  (An area range is
        considered "active" if the range contains one or more networks
        reachable by intra-area paths.) The destination of a "discard"
        entry is the set of addresses described by its associated active
        area address range, and the path type of each "discard" entry is
        set to "inter-area".[10]

        Several routing table entries may match the destination address.
        In this case, the "best match" is the routing table entry that
        provides the most specific (longest) match. Another way of
        saying this is to choose the entry that specifies the narrowest
        range of IP addresses.[11] For example, the entry for the
        address/mask pair of (128.185.1.0, 0xffffff00) is more specific
        than an entry for the pair (128.185.0.0, 0xffff0000). The
        default route is the least specific match, since it matches all
        destinations. (Note that for any single routing table entry,
        multiple paths may be possible. In these cases, the calculations
        in Sections 16.1, 16.2, and 16.4 always yield the paths having
        the most preferential path-type, as described in Section 11).



        If there is no matching routing table entry, or the best match
        routing table entry is one of the above "discard" routing table
        entries, then the packet's IP destination is considered
        unreachable. Instead of being forwarded, the packet should then
        be discarded and an ICMP destination unreachable message should
        be returned to the packet's source.

    11.2.  Sample routing table, without areas

        Consider the Autonomous System pictured in Figure 2.  No OSPF
        areas have been configured.  A single metric is shown per
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        outbound interface.  The calculation of Router RT6's routing
        table proceeds as described in Section 2.2.  The resulting
        routing table is shown in Table 12.  Destination types are
        abbreviated: Network as "N", Router as "R".

        There are no instances of multiple equal-cost shortest paths in
        this example.  Also, since there are no areas, there are no
        inter-area paths.

        Routers RT5 and RT7 are AS boundary routers.  Intra-area routes
        have been calculated to Routers RT5 and RT7.  This allows
        external routes to be calculated to the destinations advertised
        by RT5 and RT7 (i.e., Networks N12, N13, N14 and N15).  It is
        assumed all AS-external-LSAs originated by RT5 and RT7 are
        advertising type 1 external metrics.  This results in type 1
        external paths being calculated to destinations N12-N15.

    11.3.  Sample routing table, with areas

        Consider the previous example, this time split into OSPF areas.
        An OSPF area configuration is pictured in Figure 6.  Router
        RT4's routing table will be described for this area
        configuration.  Router RT4 has a connection to Area 1 and a
        backbone connection.  This causes Router RT4 to view the AS as
        the concatenation of the two graphs shown in Figures 7 and 8.
        The resulting routing table is displayed in Table 13.

        Again, Routers RT5 and RT7 are AS boundary routers.  Routers
        RT3, RT4, RT7, RT10 and RT11 are area border routers.  Note that
        there are two routing entries for the area border router RT3,
        since it has two areas in common with RT4 (Area 1 and the
        backbone).

        Backbone paths have been calculated to all area border routers.
        These are used when determining the inter-area routes.  Note
        that all of the inter-area routes are associated with the
        backbone; this is always the case when the calculating router is
        itself an area border router.  Routing information is condensed
        at area boundaries.  In this example, we assume that Area 3 has
        been defined so that networks N9-N11 and the host route to H1
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      Type   Dest   Area   Path  Type    Cost   Next     Adv.
                                                Hop(s)   Router(s)
      ____________________________________________________________
      N      N1     0      intra-area    10     RT3      *
      N      N2     0      intra-area    10     RT3      *
      N      N3     0      intra-area    7      RT3      *
      N      N4     0      intra-area    8      RT3      *
      N      Ib     0      intra-area    7      *        *
      N      Ia     0      intra-area    12     RT10     *
      N      N6     0      intra-area    8      RT10     *
      N      N7     0      intra-area    12     RT10     *
      N      N8     0      intra-area    10     RT10     *
      N      N9     0      intra-area    11     RT10     *
      N      N10    0      intra-area    13     RT10     *
      N      N11    0      intra-area    14     RT10     *
      N      H1     0      intra-area    21     RT10     *
      R      RT5    0      intra-area    6      RT5      *
      R      RT7    0      intra-area    8      RT10     *
      ____________________________________________________________
      N      N12    *      type 1 ext.   10     RT10     RT7
      N      N13    *      type 1 ext.   14     RT5      RT5
      N      N14    *      type 1 ext.   14     RT5      RT5
      N      N15    *      type 1 ext.   17     RT10     RT7

               Table 12: The routing table for Router RT6
                         (no configured areas).

        are all condensed to a single route when advertised into the
        backbone (by Router RT11).  Note that the cost of this route is
        the maximum of the set of costs to its individual components.

        There is a virtual link configured between Routers RT10 and
        RT11.  Without this configured virtual link, RT11 would be
        unable to advertise a route for networks N9-N11 and Host H1 into
        the backbone, and there would not be an entry for these networks
        in Router RT4's routing table.

        In this example there are two equal-cost paths to Network N12.
        However, they both use the same next hop (Router RT5).
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        Router RT4's routing table would improve (i.e., some of the
        paths in the routing table would become shorter) if an
        additional virtual link were configured between Router RT4 and
        Router RT3.  The new virtual link would itself be associated



        with the first entry for area border router RT3 in Table 13 (an
        intra-area path through Area 1).  This would yield a cost of 1
        for the virtual link.  The routing table entries changes that
        would be caused by the addition of this virtual link are shown

   Type   Dest        Area   Path  Type    Cost   Next      Adv.
                                                  Hops(s)   Router(s)
   __________________________________________________________________
   N      N1          1      intra-area    4      RT1       *
   N      N2          1      intra-area    4      RT2       *
   N      N3          1      intra-area    1      *         *
   N      N4          1      intra-area    3      RT3       *
   R      RT3         1      intra-area    1      *         *
   __________________________________________________________________
   N      Ib          0      intra-area    22     RT5       *
   N      Ia          0      intra-area    27     RT5       *
   R      RT3         0      intra-area    21     RT5       *
   R      RT5         0      intra-area    8      *         *
   R      RT7         0      intra-area    14     RT5       *
   R      RT10        0      intra-area    22     RT5       *
   R      RT11        0      intra-area    25     RT5       *
   __________________________________________________________________
   N      N6          0      inter-area    15     RT5       RT7
   N      N7          0      inter-area    19     RT5       RT7
   N      N8          0      inter-area    18     RT5       RT7
   N      N9-N11,H1   0      inter-area    36     RT5       RT11
   __________________________________________________________________
   N      N12         *      type 1 ext.   16     RT5       RT5,RT7
   N      N13         *      type 1 ext.   16     RT5       RT5
   N      N14         *      type 1 ext.   16     RT5       RT5
   N      N15         *      type 1 ext.   23     RT5       RT7

                  Table 13: Router RT4's routing table
                       in the presence of areas.
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        in Table 14.

12.  Link State Advertisements (LSAs)

    Each router in the Autonomous System originates one or more link
    state advertisements (LSAs).  This memo defines five distinct types
    of LSAs, which are described in Section 4.3.  The collection of LSAs
    forms the link-state database.  Each separate type of LSA has a
    separate function.  Router-LSAs and network-LSAs describe how an
    area's routers and networks are interconnected.  Summary-LSAs
    provide a way of condensing an area's routing information.  AS-
    external-LSAs provide a way of transparently advertising
    externally-derived routing information throughout the Autonomous
    System.



    Each LSA begins with a standard 20-byte header.  This LSA header is
    discussed below.

    Type   Dest        Area   Path  Type   Cost   Next     Adv.
                                                  Hop(s)   Router(s)
    ________________________________________________________________
    N      Ib          0      intra-area   16     RT3      *
    N      Ia          0      intra-area   21     RT3      *
    R      RT3         0      intra-area   1      *        *
    R      RT10        0      intra-area   16     RT3      *
    R      RT11        0      intra-area   19     RT3      *
    ________________________________________________________________
    N      N9-N11,H1   0      inter-area   30     RT3      RT11

                  Table 14: Changes resulting from an
                        additional virtual link.
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    12.1.  The LSA Header

        The LSA header contains the LS type, Link State ID and
        Advertising Router fields.  The combination of these three
        fields uniquely identifies the LSA.

        There may be several instances of an LSA present in the
        Autonomous System, all at the same time.  It must then be
        determined which instance is more recent.  This determination is
        made by examining the LS sequence, LS checksum and LS age
        fields.  These fields are also contained in the 20-byte LSA
        header.

        Several of the OSPF packet types list LSAs.  When the instance
        is not important, an LSA is referred to by its LS type, Link
        State ID and Advertising Router (see Link State Request
        Packets).  Otherwise, the LS sequence number, LS age and LS
        checksum fields must also be referenced.

        A detailed explanation of the fields contained in the LSA header
        follows.

        12.1.1.  LS age

            This field is the age of the LSA in seconds.  It should be
            processed as an unsigned 16-bit integer.  It is set to 0
            when the LSA is originated.  It must be incremented by



            InfTransDelay on every hop of the flooding procedure.  LSAs
            are also aged as they are held in each router's database.

            The age of an LSA is never incremented past MaxAge.  LSAs
            having age MaxAge are not used in the routing table
            calculation.  When an LSA's age first reaches MaxAge, it is
            reflooded.  An LSA of age MaxAge is finally flushed from the
            database when it is no longer needed to ensure database
            synchronization.  For more information on the aging of LSAs,
            consult Section 14.

            The LS age field is examined when a router receives two
            instances of an LSA, both having identical LS sequence
            numbers and LS checksums.  An instance of age MaxAge is then
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            always accepted as most recent; this allows old LSAs to be
            flushed quickly from the routing domain.  Otherwise, if the
            ages differ by more than MaxAgeDiff, the instance having the
            smaller age is accepted as most recent.[12] See Section 13.1
            for more details.

        12.1.2.  Options

            The Options field in the LSA header indicates which optional
            capabilities are associated with the LSA.  OSPF's optional
            capabilities are described in Section 4.5.  One optional
            capability is defined by this specification, represented by
            the E-bit found in the Options field.  The unrecognized bits
            in the Options field should be set to zero.

            The E-bit represents OSPF's ExternalRoutingCapability.  This
            bit should be set in all LSAs associated with the backbone,
            and all LSAs associated with non-stub areas (see Section
            3.6).  It should also be set in all AS-external-LSAs.  It
            should be reset in all router-LSAs, network-LSAs and
            summary-LSAs associated with a stub area.  For all LSAs, the
            setting of the E-bit is for informational purposes only; it
            does not affect the routing table calculation.

        12.1.3.  LS type

            The LS type field dictates the format and function of the
            LSA.  LSAs of different types have different names (e.g.,
            router-LSAs or network-LSAs).  All LSA types defined by this
            memo, except the AS-external-LSAs (LS type = 5), are flooded
            throughout a single area only.  AS-external-LSAs are flooded
            throughout the entire Autonomous System, excepting stub
            areas (see Section 3.6).  Each separate LSA type is briefly
            described below in Table 15.

        12.1.4.  Link State ID

            This field identifies the piece of the routing domain that



            is being described by the LSA.  Depending on the LSA's LS
            type, the Link State ID takes on the values listed in Table
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            LS Type   LSA description
            ________________________________________________
            1         These are the router-LSAs.
                      They describe the collected
                       states of the router's
                      interfaces. For more information,
                      consult Section 12.4.1.
            ________________________________________________
            2         These are the network-LSAs.
                      They describe the set of routers
                      attached to the network. For
                      more information, consult
                      Section 12.4.2.
            ________________________________________________
            3 or 4    These are the summary-LSAs.
                      They describe inter-area routes,
                      and enable the condensation of
                      routing information at area
                      borders. Originated by area border
                      routers, the Type 3 summary-LSAs
                      describe routes to networks while the
                      Type 4 summary-LSAs describe routes to
                      AS boundary routers.
            ________________________________________________
            5         These are the AS-external-LSAs.
                      Originated by AS boundary routers,
                      they describe routes
                      to destinations external to the
                      Autonomous System. A default route for
                      the Autonomous System can also be
                      described by an AS-external-LSA.

            Table 15: OSPF link state advertisements (LSAs).

            16.

            Actually, for Type 3 summary-LSAs (LS type = 3) and AS-
            external-LSAs (LS type = 5), the Link State ID may
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            LS Type   Link State ID
            _______________________________________________
            1         The originating router's Router ID.
            2         The IP interface address of the
                      network's Designated Router.
            3         The destination network's IP address.
            4         The Router ID of the described AS
                      boundary router.
            5         The destination network's IP address.

                   Table 16: The LSA's Link State ID.

            additionally have one or more of the destination network's
            "host" bits set. For example, when originating an AS-
            external-LSA for the network 10.0.0.0 with mask of
            255.0.0.0, the Link State ID can be set to anything in the
            range 10.0.0.0 through 10.255.255.255 inclusive (although
            10.0.0.0 should be used whenever possible). The freedom to
            set certain host bits allows a router to originate separate
            LSAs for two networks having the same address but different
            masks. See Appendix E for details.

            When the LSA is describing a network (LS type = 2, 3 or 5),
            the network's IP address is easily derived by masking the
            Link State ID with the network/subnet mask contained in the
            body of the LSA.  When the LSA is describing a router (LS
            type = 1 or 4), the Link State ID is always the described
            router's OSPF Router ID.

            When an AS-external-LSA (LS Type = 5) is describing a
            default route, its Link State ID is set to
            DefaultDestination (0.0.0.0).

        12.1.5.  Advertising Router

            This field specifies the OSPF Router ID of the LSA's
            originator.  For router-LSAs, this field is identical to the
            Link State ID field.  Network-LSAs are originated by the
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            network's Designated Router.  Summary-LSAs originated by
            area border routers.  AS-external-LSAs are originated by AS
            boundary routers.

        12.1.6.  LS sequence number

            The sequence number field is a signed 32-bit integer.  It is
            used to detect old and duplicate LSAs.  The space of
            sequence numbers is linearly ordered.  The larger the
            sequence number (when compared as signed 32-bit integers)
            the more recent the LSA.  To describe to sequence number
            space more precisely, let N refer in the discussion below to
            the constant 2**31.



            The sequence number -N (0x80000000) is reserved (and
            unused).  This leaves -N + 1 (0x80000001) as the smallest
            (and therefore oldest) sequence number; this sequence number
            is referred to as the constant InitialSequenceNumber. A
            router uses InitialSequenceNumber the first time it
            originates any LSA.  Afterwards, the LSA's sequence number
            is incremented each time the router originates a new
            instance of the LSA.  When an attempt is made to increment
            the sequence number past the maximum value of N - 1
            (0x7fffffff; also referred to as MaxSequenceNumber), the
            current instance of the LSA must first be flushed from the
            routing domain.  This is done by prematurely aging the LSA
            (see Section 14.1) and reflooding it.  As soon as this flood
            has been acknowledged by all adjacent neighbors, a new
            instance can be originated with sequence number of
            InitialSequenceNumber.

            The router may be forced to promote the sequence number of
            one of its LSAs when a more recent instance of the LSA is
            unexpectedly received during the flooding process.  This
            should be a rare event.  This may indicate that an out-of-
            date LSA, originated by the router itself before its last
            restart/reload, still exists in the Autonomous System.  For
            more information see Section 13.4.
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        12.1.7.  LS checksum

            This field is the checksum of the complete contents of the
            LSA, excepting the LS age field.  The LS age field is
            excepted so that an LSA's age can be incremented without
            updating the checksum.  The checksum used is the same that
            is used for ISO connectionless datagrams; it is commonly
            referred to as the Fletcher checksum.  It is documented in
            Annex B of [Ref6].  The LSA header also contains the length
            of the LSA in bytes; subtracting the size of the LS age
            field (two bytes) yields the amount of data to checksum.

            The checksum is used to detect data corruption of an LSA.
            This corruption can occur while an LSA is being flooded, or
            while it is being held in a router's memory.  The LS
            checksum field cannot take on the value of zero; the
            occurrence of such a value should be considered a checksum
            failure.  In other words, calculation of the checksum is not
            optional.

            The checksum of an LSA is verified in two cases:  a) when it
            is received in a Link State Update Packet and b) at times
            during the aging of the link state database.  The detection
            of a checksum failure leads to separate actions in each
            case.  See Sections 13 and 14 for more details.



            Whenever the LS sequence number field indicates that two
            instances of an LSA are the same, the LS checksum field is
            examined.  If there is a difference, the instance with the
            larger LS checksum is considered to be most recent.[13] See
            Section 13.1 for more details.

    12.2.  The link state database

        A router has a separate link state database for every area to
        which it belongs. All routers belonging to the same area have
        identical link state databases for the area.

        The databases for each individual area are always dealt with
        separately.  The shortest path calculation is performed
        separately for each area (see Section 16).  Components of the
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        area link-state database are flooded throughout the area only.
        Finally, when an adjacency (belonging to Area A) is being
        brought up, only the database for Area A is synchronized between
        the two routers.

        The area database is composed of router-LSAs, network-LSAs and
        summary-LSAs (all listed in the area data structure).  In
        addition, external routes (AS-external-LSAs) are included in all
        non-stub area databases (see Section 3.6).

        An implementation of OSPF must be able to access individual
        pieces of an area database.  This lookup function is based on an
        LSA's LS type, Link State ID and Advertising Router.[14] There
        will be a single instance (the most up-to-date) of each LSA in
        the database.  The database lookup function is invoked during
        the LSA flooding procedure (Section 13) and the routing table
        calculation (Section 16).  In addition, using this lookup
        function the router can determine whether it has itself ever
        originated a particular LSA, and if so, with what LS sequence
        number.

        An LSA is added to a router's database when either a) it is
        received during the flooding process (Section 13) or b) it is
        originated by the router itself (Section 12.4).  An LSA is
        deleted from a router's database when either a) it has been
        overwritten by a newer instance during the flooding process
        (Section 13) or b) the router originates a newer instance of one
        of its self-originated LSAs (Section 12.4) or c) the LSA ages
        out and is flushed from the routing domain (Section 14).
        Whenever an LSA is deleted from the database it must also be
        removed from all neighbors' Link state retransmission lists (see
        Section 10).

    12.3.  Representation of TOS

        For backward compatibility with previous versions of the OSPF
        specification ([Ref9]), TOS-specific information can be included



        in router-LSAs, summary-LSAs and AS-external-LSAs.  The encoding
        of TOS in OSPF LSAs is specified in Table 17. That table relates
        the OSPF encoding to the IP packet header's TOS field (defined
        in [Ref12]).  The OSPF encoding is expressed as a decimal
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        integer, and the IP packet header's TOS field is expressed in
        the binary TOS values used in [Ref12].

                    OSPF encoding   RFC 1349 TOS values
                    ___________________________________________
                    0               0000 normal service
                    2               0001 minimize monetary cost
                    4               0010 maximize reliability
                    6               0011
                    8               0100 maximize throughput
                    10              0101
                    12              0110
                    14              0111
                    16              1000 minimize delay
                    18              1001
                    20              1010
                    22              1011
                    24              1100
                    26              1101
                    28              1110
                    30              1111

                        Table 17: Representing TOS in OSPF.

    12.4.  Originating LSAs

        Into any given OSPF area, a router will originate several LSAs.
        Each router originates a router-LSA.  If the router is also the
        Designated Router for any of the area's networks, it will
        originate network-LSAs for those networks.

        Area border routers originate a single summary-LSA for each
        known inter-area destination.  AS boundary routers originate a
        single AS-external-LSA for each known AS external destination.
        Destinations are advertised one at a time so that the change in
        any single route can be flooded without reflooding the entire
        collection of routes.  During the flooding procedure, many LSAs
        can be carried by a single Link State Update packet.
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        As an example, consider Router RT4 in Figure 6.  It is an area
        border router, having a connection to Area 1 and the backbone.
        Router RT4 originates 5 distinct LSAs into the backbone (one
        router-LSA, and one summary-LSA for each of the networks N1-N4).
        Router RT4 will also originate 8 distinct LSAs into Area 1 (one
        router-LSA and seven summary-LSAs as pictured in Figure 7).  If
        RT4 has been selected as Designated Router for Network N3, it
        will also originate a network-LSA for N3 into Area 1.

        In this same figure, Router RT5 will be originating 3 distinct
        AS-external-LSAs (one for each of the networks N12-N14).  These
        will be flooded throughout the entire AS, assuming that none of
        the areas have been configured as stubs.  However, if area 3 has
        been configured as a stub area, the AS-external-LSAs for
        networks N12-N14 will not be flooded into area 3 (see Section
        3.6).  Instead, Router RT11 would originate a default summary-
        LSA that would be flooded throughout area 3 (see Section
        12.4.3).  This instructs all of area 3's internal routers to
        send their AS external traffic to RT11.

        Whenever a new instance of an LSA is originated, its LS sequence
        number is incremented, its LS age is set to 0, its LS checksum
        is calculated, and the LSA is added to the link state database
        and flooded out the appropriate interfaces.  See Section 13.2
        for details concerning the installation of the LSA into the link
        state database.  See Section 13.3 for details concerning the
        flooding of newly originated LSAs.

        The ten events that can cause a new instance of an LSA to be
        originated are:

        (1) The LS age field of one of the router's self-originated LSAs
            reaches the value LSRefreshTime. In this case, a new
            instance of the LSA is originated, even though the contents
            of the LSA (apart from the LSA header) will be the same.
            This guarantees periodic originations of all LSAs.  This
            periodic updating of LSAs adds robustness to the link state
            algorithm.  LSAs that solely describe unreachable
            destinations should not be refreshed, but should instead be
            flushed from the routing domain (see Section 14.1).
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        When whatever is being described by an LSA changes, a new LSA is
        originated.  However, two instances of the same LSA may not be
        originated within the time period MinLSInterval.  This may
        require that the generation of the next instance be delayed by
        up to MinLSInterval.  The following events may cause the
        contents of an LSA to change.  These events should cause new
        originations if and only if the contents of the new LSA would be
        different:

        (2) An interface's state changes (see Section 9.1).  This may
            mean that it is necessary to produce a new instance of the



            router-LSA.

        (3) An attached network's Designated Router changes.  A new
            router-LSA should be originated.  Also, if the router itself
            is now the Designated Router, a new network-LSA should be
            produced.  If the router itself is no longer the Designated
            Router, any network-LSA that it might have originated for
            the network should be flushed from the routing domain (see
            Section 14.1).

        (4) One of the neighboring routers changes to/from the FULL
            state.  This may mean that it is necessary to produce a new
            instance of the router-LSA.  Also, if the router is itself
            the Designated Router for the attached network, a new
            network-LSA should be produced.

        The next four events concern area border routers only:

        (5) An intra-area route has been added/deleted/modified in the
            routing table.  This may cause a new instance of a summary-
            LSA (for this route) to be originated in each attached area
            (possibly including the backbone).

        (6) An inter-area route has been added/deleted/modified in the
            routing table.  This may cause a new instance of a summary-
            LSA (for this route) to be originated in each attached area
            (but NEVER for the backbone).
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        (7) The router becomes newly attached to an area.  The router
            must then originate summary-LSAs into the newly attached
            area for all pertinent intra-area and inter-area routes in
            the router's routing table.  See Section 12.4.3 for more
            details.

        (8) When the state of one of the router's configured virtual
            links changes, it may be necessary to originate a new
            router-LSA into the virtual link's Transit area (see the
            discussion of the router-LSA's bit V in Section 12.4.1), as
            well as originating a new router-LSA into the backbone.

        The last two events concern AS boundary routers (and former AS
        boundary routers) only:

        (9) An external route gained through direct experience with an
            external routing protocol (like BGP) changes.  This will
            cause an AS boundary router to originate a new instance of
            an AS-external-LSA.

        (10)
            A router ceases to be an AS boundary router, perhaps after



            restarting. In this situation the router should flush all
            AS-external-LSAs that it had previously originated.  These
            LSAs can be flushed via the premature aging procedure
            specified in Section 14.1.

        The construction of each type of LSA is explained in detail
        below.  In general, these sections describe the contents of the
        LSA body (i.e., the part coming after the 20-byte LSA header).
        For information concerning the building of the LSA header, see
        Section 12.1.

        12.4.1.  Router-LSAs

            A router originates a router-LSA for each area that it
            belongs to.  Such an LSA describes the collected states of
            the router's links to the area.  The LSA is flooded
            throughout the particular area, and no further.
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                  ....................................
                  . 192.1.2                   Area 1 .
                  .     +                            .
                  .     |                            .
                  .     | 3+---+1                    .
                  .  N1 |--|RT1|-----+               .
                  .     |  +---+      \              .
                  .     |              \  _______N3  .
                  .     +               \/       \   .  1+---+
                  .                     * 192.1.1 *------|RT4|
                  .     +               /\_______/   .   +---+
                  .     |              /     |       .
                  .     | 3+---+1     /      |       .
                  .  N2 |--|RT2|-----+      1|       .
                  .     |  +---+           +---+8    .         6+---+
                  .     |                  |RT3|----------------|RT6|
                  .     +                  +---+     .          +---+
                  . 192.1.3                  |2      .   18.10.0.6|7
                  .                          |       .            |
                  .                   +------------+ .
                  .                     192.1.4 (N4) .
                  ....................................

                    Figure 15: Area 1 with IP addresses shown

            The format of a router-LSA is shown in Appendix A (Section
            A.4.2).  The first 20 bytes of the LSA consist of the
            generic LSA header that was discussed in Section 12.1.
            router-LSAs have LS type = 1.

            A router also indicates whether it is an area border router,
            or an AS boundary router, by setting the appropriate bits
            (bit B and bit E, respectively) in its router-LSAs. This
            enables paths to those types of routers to be saved in the



            routing table, for later processing of summary-LSAs and AS-
            external-LSAs.  Bit B should be set whenever the router is
            actively attached to two or more areas, even if the router
            is not currently attached to the OSPF backbone area.  Bit E
            should never be set in a router-LSA for a stub area (stub
            areas cannot contain AS boundary routers).
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            In addition, the router sets bit V in its router-LSA for
            Area A if and only if the router is the endpoint of one or
            more fully adjacent virtual links having Area A as their
            Transit area. The setting of bit V enables other routers in
            Area A to discover whether the area supports transit traffic
            (see TransitCapability in Section 6).

            The router-LSA then describes the router's working
            connections (i.e., interfaces or links) to the area.  Each
            link is typed according to the kind of attached network.
            Each link is also labelled with its Link ID.  This Link ID
            gives a name to the entity that is on the other end of the
            link.  Table 18 summarizes the values used for the Type and
            Link ID fields.

                   Link type   Description       Link ID
                   __________________________________________________
                   1           Point-to-point    Neighbor Router ID
                               link
                   2           Link to transit   Interface address of
                               network           Designated Router
                   3           Link to stub      IP network number
                               network
                   4           Virtual link      Neighbor Router ID

                           Table 18: Link descriptions in the
                                      router-LSA.

            In addition, the Link Data field is specified for each link.
            This field gives 32 bits of extra information for the link.
            For links to transit networks, numbered point-to-point links
            and virtual links, this field specifies the IP interface
            address of the associated router interface (this is needed
            by the routing table calculation, see Section 16.1.1).  For
            links to stub networks, this field specifies the stub
            network's IP address mask.  For unnumbered point-to-point
            links, the Link Data field should be set to the unnumbered
            interface's MIB-II [Ref8] ifIndex value.
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            Finally, the cost of using the link for output is specified.
            The output cost of a link is configurable.  With the
            exception of links to stub networks, the output cost must
            always be non-zero.

            To further describe the process of building the list of link
            descriptions, suppose a router wishes to build a router-LSA
            for Area A.  The router examines its collection of interface
            data structures.  For each interface, the following steps
            are taken:

            o   If the attached network does not belong to Area A, no
                links are added to the LSA, and the next interface
                should be examined.

            o   If the state of the interface is Down, no links are
                added.

            o   If the state of the interface is Loopback, add a Type 3
                link (stub network) as long as this is not an interface
                to an unnumbered point-to-point network.  The Link ID
                should be set to the IP interface address, the Link Data
                set to the mask 0xffffffff (indicating a host route),
                and the cost set to 0.

            o   Otherwise, the link descriptions added to the router-LSA
                depend on the OSPF interface type. Link descriptions
                used for point-to-point interfaces are specified in
                Section 12.4.1.1, for virtual links in Section 12.4.1.2,
                for broadcast and NBMA interfaces in 12.4.1.3, and for
                Point-to-MultiPoint interfaces in 12.4.1.4.

            After consideration of all the router interfaces, host links
            are added to the router-LSA by examining the list of
            attached hosts belonging to Area A.  A host route is
            represented as a Type 3 link (stub network) whose Link ID is
            the host's IP address, Link Data is the mask of all ones
            (0xffffffff), and cost the host's configured cost (see
            Section C.7).
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            12.4.1.1.  Describing point-to-point interfaces

                For point-to-point interfaces, one or more link
                descriptions are added to the router-LSA as follows:

                o   If the neighboring router is fully adjacent, add a
                    Type 1 link (point-to-point). The Link ID should be
                    set to the Router ID of the neighboring router. For
                    numbered point-to-point networks, the Link Data
                    should specify the IP interface address. For



                    unnumbered point-to-point networks, the Link Data
                    field should specify the interface's MIB-II [Ref8]
                    ifIndex value. The cost should be set to the output
                    cost of the point-to-point interface.

                o   In addition, as long as the state of the interface
                    is "Point-to-Point" (and regardless of the
                    neighboring router state), a Type 3 link (stub
                    network) should be added. There are two forms that
                    this stub link can take:

                    Option 1
                        Assuming that the neighboring router's IP
                        address is known, set the Link ID of the Type 3
                        link to the neighbor's IP address, the Link Data
                        to the mask 0xffffffff (indicating a host
                        route), and the cost to the interface's
                        configured output cost.[15]

                    Option 2
                        If a subnet has been assigned to the point-to-
                        point link, set the Link ID of the Type 3 link
                        to the subnet's IP address, the Link Data to the
                        subnet's mask, and the cost to the interface's
                        configured output cost.[16]

            12.4.1.2.  Describing broadcast and NBMA interfaces

                For operational broadcast and NBMA interfaces, a single
                link description is added to the router-LSA as follows:
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                o   If the state of the interface is Waiting, add a Type
                    3 link (stub network) with Link ID set to the IP
                    network number of the attached network, Link Data
                    set to the attached network's address mask, and cost
                    equal to the interface's configured output cost.

                o   Else, there has been a Designated Router elected for
                    the attached network.  If the router is fully
                    adjacent to the Designated Router, or if the router
                    itself is Designated Router and is fully adjacent to
                    at least one other router, add a single Type 2 link
                    (transit network) with Link ID set to the IP
                    interface address of the attached network's
                    Designated Router (which may be the router itself),
                    Link Data set to the router's own IP interface
                    address, and cost equal to the interface's
                    configured output cost.  Otherwise, add a link as if
                    the interface state were Waiting (see above).

            12.4.1.3.  Describing virtual links



                For virtual links, a link description is added to the
                router-LSA only when the virtual neighbor is fully
                adjacent. In this case, add a Type 4 link (virtual link)
                with Link ID set to the Router ID of the virtual
                neighbor, Link Data set to the IP interface address
                associated with the virtual link and cost set to the
                cost calculated for the virtual link during the routing
                table calculation (see Section 15).

            12.4.1.4.  Describing Point-to-MultiPoint interfaces

                For operational Point-to-MultiPoint interfaces, one or
                more link descriptions are added to the router-LSA as
                follows:

                o   A single Type 3 link (stub network) is added with
                    Link ID set to the router's own IP interface
                    address, Link Data set to the mask 0xffffffff
                    (indicating a host route), and cost set to 0.
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                o   For each fully adjacent neighbor associated with the
                    interface, add an additional Type 1 link (point-to-
                    point) with Link ID set to the Router ID of the
                    neighboring router, Link Data set to the IP
                    interface address and cost equal to the interface's
                    configured output cost.

            12.4.1.5.  Examples of router-LSAs

                Consider the router-LSAs generated by Router RT3, as
                pictured in Figure 6.  The area containing Router RT3
                (Area 1) has been redrawn, with actual network
                addresses, in Figure 15.  Assume that the last byte of
                all of RT3's interface addresses is 3, giving it the
                interface addresses 192.1.1.3 and 192.1.4.3, and that
                the other routers have similar addressing schemes.  In
                addition, assume that all links are functional, and that
                Router IDs are assigned as the smallest IP interface
                address.

                RT3 originates two router-LSAs, one for Area 1 and one
                for the backbone.  Assume that Router RT4 has been
                selected as the Designated router for network 192.1.1.0.
                RT3's router-LSA for Area 1 is then shown below.  It
                indicates that RT3 has two connections to Area 1, the
                first a link to the transit network 192.1.1.0 and the
                second a link to the stub network 192.1.4.0.  Note that
                the transit network is identified by the IP interface of
                its Designated Router (i.e., the Link ID = 192.1.1.4
                which is the Designated Router RT4's IP interface to
                192.1.1.0).  Note also that RT3 has indicated that it is
                an area border router.



        ; RT3's router-LSA for Area 1

        LS age = 0                     ;always true on origination
        Options = (E-bit)              ;
        LS type = 1                    ;indicates router-LSA
        Link State ID = 192.1.1.3      ;RT3's Router ID
        Advertising Router = 192.1.1.3 ;RT3's Router ID
        bit E = 0                      ;not an AS boundary router
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        bit B = 1                      ;area border router
        #links = 2
               Link ID = 192.1.1.4     ;IP address of Desig. Rtr.
               Link Data = 192.1.1.3   ;RT3's IP interface to net
               Type = 2                ;connects to transit network
               # TOS metrics = 0
               metric = 1

               Link ID = 192.1.4.0     ;IP Network number
               Link Data = 0xffffff00  ;Network mask
               Type = 3                ;connects to stub network
               # TOS metrics = 0
               metric = 2

                    Next RT3's router-LSA for the backbone is shown.  It
                    indicates that RT3 has a single attachment to the
                    backbone.  This attachment is via an unnumbered
                    point-to-point link to Router RT6.  RT3 has again
                    indicated that it is an area border router.

        ; RT3's router-LSA for the backbone

        LS age = 0                     ;always true on origination
        Options = (E-bit)              ;
        LS type = 1                    ;indicates router-LSA
        Link State ID = 192.1.1.3      ;RT3's router ID
        Advertising Router = 192.1.1.3 ;RT3's router ID
        bit E = 0                      ;not an AS boundary router
        bit B = 1                      ;area border router
        #links = 1
               Link ID = 18.10.0.6     ;Neighbor's Router ID
               Link Data = 0.0.0.3     ;MIB-II ifIndex of P-P link
               Type = 1                ;connects to router
               # TOS metrics = 0
               metric = 8

        12.4.2.  Network-LSAs

            A network-LSA is generated for every transit broadcast or
            NBMA network.  (A transit network is a network having two or
            more attached routers).  The network-LSA describes all the
            routers that are attached to the network.
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            The Designated Router for the network originates the LSA.
            The Designated Router originates the LSA only if it is fully
            adjacent to at least one other router on the network.  The
            network-LSA is flooded throughout the area that contains the
            transit network, and no further.  The network-LSA lists
            those routers that are fully adjacent to the Designated
            Router; each fully adjacent router is identified by its OSPF
            Router ID.  The Designated Router includes itself in this
            list.

            The Link State ID for a network-LSA is the IP interface
            address of the Designated Router.  This value, masked by the
            network's address mask (which is also contained in the
            network-LSA) yields the network's IP address.

            A router that has formerly been the Designated Router for a
            network, but is no longer, should flush the network-LSA that
            it had previously originated.  This LSA is no longer used in
            the routing table calculation.  It is flushed by prematurely
            incrementing the LSA's age to MaxAge and reflooding (see
            Section 14.1). In addition, in those rare cases where a
            router's Router ID has changed, any network-LSAs that were
            originated with the router's previous Router ID must be
            flushed. Since the router may have no idea what it's
            previous Router ID might have been, these network-LSAs are
            indicated by having their Link State ID equal to one of the
            router's IP interface addresses and their Advertising Router
            equal to some value other than the router's current Router
            ID (see Section 13.4 for more details).

            12.4.2.1.  Examples of network-LSAs

                Again consider the area configuration in Figure 6.
                Network-LSAs are originated for Network N3 in Area 1,
                Networks N6 and N8 in Area 2, and Network N9 in Area 3.
                Assuming that Router RT4 has been selected as the
                Designated Router for Network N3, the following
                network-LSA is generated by RT4 on behalf of Network N3
                (see Figure 15 for the address assignments):

        ; Network-LSA for Network N3
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        LS age = 0                     ;always true on origination
        Options = (E-bit)              ;
        LS type = 2                    ;indicates network-LSA
        Link State ID = 192.1.1.4      ;IP address of Desig. Rtr.
        Advertising Router = 192.1.1.4 ;RT4's Router ID
        Network Mask = 0xffffff00
               Attached Router = 192.1.1.4    ;Router ID
               Attached Router = 192.1.1.1    ;Router ID



               Attached Router = 192.1.1.2    ;Router ID
               Attached Router = 192.1.1.3    ;Router ID

        12.4.3.  Summary-LSAs

            The destination described by a summary-LSA is either an IP
            network, an AS boundary router or a range of IP addresses.
            Summary-LSAs are flooded throughout a single area only.  The
            destination described is one that is external to the area,
            yet still belongs to the Autonomous System.

            Summary-LSAs are originated by area border routers.  The
            precise summary routes to advertise into an area are
            determined by examining the routing table structure (see
            Section 11) in accordance with the algorithm described
            below. Note that only intra-area routes are advertised into
            the backbone, while both intra-area and inter-area routes
            are advertised into the other areas.

            To determine which routes to advertise into an attached Area
            A, each routing table entry is processed as follows.
            Remember that each routing table entry describes a set of
            equal-cost best paths to a particular destination:

            o   Only Destination Types of network and AS boundary router
                are advertised in summary-LSAs.  If the routing table
                entry's Destination Type is area border router, examine
                the next routing table entry.

            o   AS external routes are never advertised in summary-LSAs.
                If the routing table entry has Path-type of type 1
                external or type 2 external, examine the next routing
                table entry.
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            o   Else, if the area associated with this set of paths is
                the Area A itself, do not generate a summary-LSA for the
                route.[17]

            o   Else, if the next hops associated with this set of paths
                belong to Area A itself, do not generate a summary-LSA
                for the route.[18] This is the logical equivalent of a
                Distance Vector protocol's split horizon logic.

            o   Else, if the routing table cost equals or exceeds the
                value LSInfinity, a summary-LSA cannot be generated for
                this route.

            o   Else, if the destination of this route is an AS boundary
                router, a summary-LSA should be originated if and only
                if the routing table entry describes the preferred path
                to the AS boundary router (see Step 3 of Section 16.4).
                If so, a Type 4 summary-LSA is originated for the
                destination, with Link State ID equal to the AS boundary
                router's Router ID and metric equal to the routing table



                entry's cost. Note: these LSAs should not be generated
                if Area A has been configured as a stub area.

            o   Else, the Destination type is network. If this is an
                inter-area route, generate a Type 3 summary-LSA for the
                destination, with Link State ID equal to the network's
                address (if necessary, the Link State ID can also have
                one or more of the network's host bits set; see Appendix
                E for details) and metric equal to the routing table
                cost.

            o   The one remaining case is an intra-area route to a
                network.  This means that the network is contained in
                one of the router's directly attached areas.  In
                general, this information must be condensed before
                appearing in summary-LSAs.  Remember that an area has a
                configured list of address ranges, each range consisting
                of an [address,mask] pair and a status indication of
                either Advertise or DoNotAdvertise.  At most a single
                Type 3 summary-LSA is originated for each range. When
                the range's status indicates Advertise, a Type 3
                summary-LSA is generated with Link State ID equal to the
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                range's address (if necessary, the Link State ID can
                also have one or more of the range's "host" bits set;
                see Appendix E for details) and cost equal to the
                largest cost of any of the component networks. When the
                range's status indicates DoNotAdvertise, the Type 3
                summary-LSA is suppressed and the component networks
                remain hidden from other areas.

                By default, if a network is not contained in any
                explicitly configured address range, a Type 3 summary-
                LSA is generated with Link State ID equal to the
                network's address (if necessary, the Link State ID can
                also have one or more of the network's "host" bits set;
                see Appendix E for details) and metric equal to the
                network's routing table cost.

                If an area is capable of carrying transit traffic (i.e.,
                its TransitCapability is set to TRUE), routing
                information concerning backbone networks should not be
                condensed before being summarized into the area.  Nor
                should the advertisement of backbone networks into
                transit areas be suppressed.  In other words, the
                backbone's configured ranges should be ignored when
                originating summary-LSAs into transit areas.

            If a router advertises a summary-LSA for a destination which
            then becomes unreachable, the router must then flush the LSA
            from the routing domain by setting its age to MaxAge and
            reflooding (see Section 14.1).  Also, if the destination is
            still reachable, yet can no longer be advertised according
            to the above procedure (e.g., it is now an inter-area route,
            when it used to be an intra-area route associated with some



            non-backbone area; it would thus no longer be advertisable
            to the backbone), the LSA should also be flushed from the
            routing domain.

            12.4.3.1.  Originating summary-LSAs into stub areas

                The algorithm in Section 12.4.3 is optional when Area A
                is an OSPF stub area. Area border routers connecting to
                a stub area can originate summary-LSAs into the area
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                according to the Section 12.4.3's algorithm, or can
                choose to originate only a subset of the summary-LSAs,
                possibly under configuration control.  The fewer LSAs
                originated, the smaller the stub area's link state
                database, further reducing the demands on its routers'
                resources. However, omitting LSAs may also lead to sub-
                optimal inter-area routing, although routing will
                continue to function.

                As specified in Section 12.4.3, Type 4 summary-LSAs
                (ASBR-summary-LSAs) are never originated into stub
                areas.

                In a stub area, instead of importing external routes
                each area border router originates a "default summary-
                LSA" into the area. The Link State ID for the default
                summary-LSA is set to DefaultDestination, and the metric
                set to the (per-area) configurable parameter
                StubDefaultCost.  Note that StubDefaultCost need not be
                configured identically in all of the stub area's area
                border routers.

            12.4.3.2.  Examples of summary-LSAs

                Consider again the area configuration in Figure 6.
                Routers RT3, RT4, RT7, RT10 and RT11 are all area border
                routers, and therefore are originating summary-LSAs.
                Consider in particular Router RT4.  Its routing table
                was calculated as the example in Section 11.3.  RT4
                originates summary-LSAs into both the backbone and Area
                1.  Into the backbone, Router RT4 originates separate
                LSAs for each of the networks N1-N4.  Into Area 1,
                Router RT4 originates separate LSAs for networks N6-N8
                and the AS boundary routers RT5,RT7.  It also condenses
                host routes Ia and Ib into a single summary-LSA.
                Finally, the routes to networks N9,N10,N11 and Host H1
                are advertised by a single summary-LSA.  This
                condensation was originally performed by the router
                RT11.
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                These LSAs are illustrated graphically in Figures 7 and
                8.  Two of the summary-LSAs originated by Router RT4
                follow.  The actual IP addresses for the networks and
                routers in question have been assigned in Figure 15.

        ; Summary-LSA for Network N1,
        ; originated by Router RT4 into the backbone

        LS age = 0                  ;always true on origination
        Options = (E-bit)           ;
        LS type = 3                 ;Type 3 summary-LSA
        Link State ID = 192.1.2.0   ;N1's IP network number
        Advertising Router = 192.1.1.4       ;RT4's ID
        metric = 4

        ; Summary-LSA for AS boundary router RT7
        ; originated by Router RT4 into Area 1

        LS age = 0                  ;always true on origination
        Options = (E-bit)           ;
        LS type = 4                 ;Type 4 summary-LSA
        Link State ID = Router RT7's ID
        Advertising Router = 192.1.1.4       ;RT4's ID
        metric = 14

        12.4.4.  AS-external-LSAs

            AS-external-LSAs describe routes to destinations external to
            the Autonomous System.  Most AS-external-LSAs describe
            routes to specific external destinations; in these cases the
            LSA's Link State ID is set to the destination network's IP
            address (if necessary, the Link State ID can also have one
            or more of the network's "host" bits set; see Appendix E for
            details).  However, a default route for the Autonomous
            System can be described in an AS-external-LSA by setting the
            LSA's Link State ID to DefaultDestination (0.0.0.0).  AS-
            external-LSAs are originated by AS boundary routers.  An AS
            boundary router originates a single AS-external-LSA for each
            external route that it has learned, either through another
            routing protocol (such as BGP), or through configuration
            information.
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            AS-external-LSAs are the only type of LSAs that are flooded
            throughout the entire Autonomous System; all other types of
            LSAs are specific to a single area.  However, AS-external-
            LSAs are not flooded into/throughout stub areas (see Section
            3.6).  This enables a reduction in link state database size
            for routers internal to stub areas.



            The metric that is advertised for an external route can be
            one of two types.  Type 1 metrics are comparable to the link
            state metric.  Type 2 metrics are assumed to be larger than
            the cost of any intra-AS path.

            If a router advertises an AS-external-LSA for a destination
            which then becomes unreachable, the router must then flush
            the LSA from the routing domain by setting its age to MaxAge
            and reflooding (see Section 14.1).

            12.4.4.1.  Examples of AS-external-LSAs

                Consider once again the AS pictured in Figure 6.  There
                are two AS boundary routers: RT5 and RT7.  Router RT5
                originates three AS-external-LSAs, for networks N12-N14.
                Router RT7 originates two AS-external-LSAs, for networks
                N12 and N15.  Assume that RT7 has learned its route to
                N12 via BGP, and that it wishes to advertise a Type 2
                metric to the AS.  RT7 would then originate the
                following LSA for N12:

        ; AS-external-LSA for Network N12,
        ; originated by Router RT7

        LS age = 0                  ;always true on origination
        Options = (E-bit)           ;
        LS type = 5                 ;AS-external-LSA
        Link State ID = N12's IP network number
        Advertising Router = Router RT7's ID
        bit E = 1                   ;Type 2 metric
        metric = 2
        Forwarding address = 0.0.0.0
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                    In the above example, the forwarding address field
                    has been set to 0.0.0.0, indicating that packets for
                    the external destination should be forwarded to the
                    advertising OSPF router (RT7).  This is not always
                    desirable.  Consider the example pictured in Figure
                    16.  There are three OSPF routers (RTA, RTB and RTC)
                    connected to a common network.  Only one of these
                    routers, RTA, is exchanging BGP information with the
                    non-OSPF router RTX.  RTA must then originate AS-
                    external-LSAs for those destinations it has learned
                    from RTX.  By using the AS-external-LSA's forwarding
                    address field, RTA can specify that packets for
                    these destinations be forwarded directly to RTX.
                    Without this feature, Routers RTB and RTC would take
                    an extra hop to get to these destinations.

                    Note that when the forwarding address field is non-
                    zero, it should point to a router belonging to



                    another Autonomous System.

                    A forwarding address can also be specified for the
                    default route.  For example, in figure 16 RTA may
                    want to specify that all externally-destined packets
                    should by default be forwarded to its BGP peer RTX.
                    The resulting AS-external-LSA is pictured below.
                    Note that the Link State ID is set to
                    DefaultDestination.

        ; Default route, originated by Router RTA
        ; Packets forwarded through RTX

        LS age = 0                  ;always true on origination
        Options = (E-bit)           ;
        LS type = 5                 ;AS-external-LSA
        Link State ID = DefaultDestination  ; default route
        Advertising Router = Router RTA's ID
        bit E = 1                   ;Type 2 metric
        metric = 1
        Forwarding address = RTX's IP address

                    In figure 16, suppose instead that both RTA and RTB
                    exchange BGP information with RTX.  In this case,
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                    RTA and RTB would originate the same set of AS-
                    external-LSAs.  These LSAs, if they specify the same
                    metric, would be functionally equivalent since they
                    would specify the same destination and forwarding
                    address (RTX).  This leads to a clear duplication of
                    effort.  If only one of RTA or RTB originated the
                    set of AS-external-LSAs, the routing would remain
                    the same, and the size of the link state database
                    would decrease.  However, it must be unambiguously
                    defined as to which router originates the LSAs
                    (otherwise neither may, or the identity of the
                    originator may oscillate).  The following rule is
                    thereby established: if two routers, both reachable
                    from one another, originate functionally equivalent
                    AS-external-LSAs (i.e., same destination, cost and
                    non-zero forwarding address), then the LSA
                    originated by the router having the highest OSPF
                    Router ID is used.  The router having the lower OSPF
                    Router ID can then flush its LSA.  Flushing an LSA
                    is discussed in Section 14.1.

                                +
                                |
                      +---+.....|.BGP
                      |RTA|-----|.....+---+
                      +---+     |-----|RTX|
                                |     +---+
                      +---+     |
                      |RTB|-----|



                      +---+     |
                                |
                      +---+     |
                      |RTC|-----|
                      +---+     |
                                |
                                +

               Figure 16: Forwarding address example
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13.  The Flooding Procedure

    Link State Update packets provide the mechanism for flooding LSAs.
    A Link State Update packet may contain several distinct LSAs, and
    floods each LSA one hop further from its point of origination.  To
    make the flooding procedure reliable, each LSA must be acknowledged
    separately.  Acknowledgments are transmitted in Link State
    Acknowledgment packets.  Many separate acknowledgments can also be
    grouped together into a single packet.

    The flooding procedure starts when a Link State Update packet has
    been received.  Many consistency checks have been made on the
    received packet before being handed to the flooding procedure (see
    Section 8.2).  In particular, the Link State Update packet has been
    associated with a particular neighbor, and a particular area.  If
    the neighbor is in a lesser state than Exchange, the packet should
    be dropped without further processing.

    All types of LSAs, other than AS-external-LSAs, are associated with
    a specific area.  However, LSAs do not contain an area field.  An
    LSA's area must be deduced from the Link State Update packet header.

    For each LSA contained in a Link State Update packet, the following
    steps are taken:

    (1) Validate the LSA's LS checksum.  If the checksum turns out to be
        invalid, discard the LSA and get the next one from the Link
        State Update packet.

    (2) Examine the LSA's LS type.  If the LS type is unknown, discard
        the LSA and get the next one from the Link State Update Packet.
        This specification defines LS types 1-5 (see Section 4.3).

    (3) Else if this is an AS-external-LSA (LS type = 5), and the area
        has been configured as a stub area, discard the LSA and get the
        next one from the Link State Update Packet.  AS-external-LSAs
        are not flooded into/throughout stub areas (see Section 3.6).

    (4) Else if the LSA's LS age is equal to MaxAge, and there is
        currently no instance of the LSA in the router's link state
        database, and none of router's neighbors are in states Exchange
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        or Loading, then take the following actions: a) Acknowledge the
        receipt of the LSA by sending a Link State Acknowledgment packet
        back to the sending neighbor (see Section 13.5), and b) Discard
        the LSA and examine the next LSA (if any) listed in the Link
        State Update packet.

    (5) Otherwise, find the instance of this LSA that is currently
        contained in the router's link state database.  If there is no
        database copy, or the received LSA is more recent than the
        database copy (see Section 13.1 below for the determination of
        which LSA is more recent) the following steps must be performed:

        (a) If there is already a database copy, and if the database
            copy was received via flooding and installed less than
            MinLSArrival seconds ago, discard the new LSA (without
            acknowledging it) and examine the next LSA (if any) listed
            in the Link State Update packet.

        (b) Otherwise immediately flood the new LSA out some subset of
            the router's interfaces (see Section 13.3).  In some cases
            (e.g., the state of the receiving interface is DR and the
            LSA was received from a router other than the Backup DR) the
            LSA will be flooded back out the receiving interface.  This
            occurrence should be noted for later use by the
            acknowledgment process (Section 13.5).

        (c) Remove the current database copy from all neighbors' Link
            state retransmission lists.

        (d) Install the new LSA in the link state database (replacing
            the current database copy).  This may cause the routing
            table calculation to be scheduled.  In addition, timestamp
            the new LSA with the current time (i.e., the time it was
            received).  The flooding procedure cannot overwrite the
            newly installed LSA until MinLSArrival seconds have elapsed.
            The LSA installation process is discussed further in Section
            13.2.

        (e) Possibly acknowledge the receipt of the LSA by sending a
            Link State Acknowledgment packet back out the receiving
            interface.  This is explained below in Section 13.5.
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        (f) If this new LSA indicates that it was originated by the
            receiving router itself (i.e., is considered a self-
            originated LSA), the router must take special action, either
            updating the LSA or in some cases flushing it from the



            routing domain. For a description of how self-originated
            LSAs are detected and subsequently handled, see Section
            13.4.

    (6) Else, if there is an instance of the LSA on the sending
        neighbor's Link state request list, an error has occurred in the
        Database Exchange process.  In this case, restart the Database
        Exchange process by generating the neighbor event BadLSReq for
        the sending neighbor and stop processing the Link State Update
        packet.

    (7) Else, if the received LSA is the same instance as the database
        copy (i.e., neither one is more recent) the following two steps
        should be performed:

        (a) If the LSA is listed in the Link state retransmission list
            for the receiving adjacency, the router itself is expecting
            an acknowledgment for this LSA.  The router should treat the
            received LSA as an acknowledgment by removing the LSA from
            the Link state retransmission list.  This is termed an
            "implied acknowledgment".  Its occurrence should be noted
            for later use by the acknowledgment process (Section 13.5).

        (b) Possibly acknowledge the receipt of the LSA by sending a
            Link State Acknowledgment packet back out the receiving
            interface.  This is explained below in Section 13.5.

    (8) Else, the database copy is more recent.  If the database copy
        has LS age equal to MaxAge and LS sequence number equal to
        MaxSequenceNumber, simply discard the received LSA without
        acknowledging it. (In this case, the LSA's LS sequence number is
        wrapping, and the MaxSequenceNumber LSA must be completely
        flushed before any new LSA instance can be introduced).
        Otherwise, as long as the database copy has not been sent in a
        Link State Update within the last MinLSArrival seconds, send the
        database copy back to the sending neighbor, encapsulated within
        a Link State Update Packet. The Link State Update Packet should
        be sent directly to the neighbor. In so doing, do not put the
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        database copy of the LSA on the neighbor's link state
        retransmission list, and do not acknowledge the received (less
        recent) LSA instance.

    13.1.  Determining which LSA is newer

        When a router encounters two instances of an LSA, it must
        determine which is more recent.  This occurred above when
        comparing a received LSA to its database copy.  This comparison
        must also be done during the Database Exchange procedure which
        occurs during adjacency bring-up.

        An LSA is identified by its LS type, Link State ID and
        Advertising Router.  For two instances of the same LSA, the LS
        sequence number, LS age, and LS checksum fields are used to



        determine which instance is more recent:

        o   The LSA having the newer LS sequence number is more recent.
            See Section 12.1.6 for an explanation of the LS sequence
            number space.  If both instances have the same LS sequence
            number, then:

        o   If the two instances have different LS checksums, then the
            instance having the larger LS checksum (when considered as a
            16-bit unsigned integer) is considered more recent.

        o   Else, if only one of the instances has its LS age field set
            to MaxAge, the instance of age MaxAge is considered to be
            more recent.

        o   Else, if the LS age fields of the two instances differ by
            more than MaxAgeDiff, the instance having the smaller
            (younger) LS age is considered to be more recent.

        o   Else, the two instances are considered to be identical.
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    13.2.  Installing LSAs in the database

        Installing a new LSA in the database, either as the result of
        flooding or a newly self-originated LSA, may cause the OSPF
        routing table structure to be recalculated.  The contents of the
        new LSA should be compared to the old instance, if present.  If
        there is no difference, there is no need to recalculate the
        routing table. When comparing an LSA to its previous instance,
        the following are all considered to be differences in contents:

            o   The LSA's Options field has changed.

            o   One of the LSA instances has LS age set to MaxAge, and
                the other does not.

            o   The length field in the LSA header has changed.

            o   The body of the LSA (i.e., anything outside the 20-byte
                LSA header) has changed. Note that this excludes changes
                in LS Sequence Number and LS Checksum.

        If the contents are different, the following pieces of the
        routing table must be recalculated, depending on the new LSA's
        LS type field:

        Router-LSAs and network-LSAs
            The entire routing table must be recalculated, starting with



            the shortest path calculations for each area (not just the
            area whose link-state database has changed).  The reason
            that the shortest path calculation cannot be restricted to
            the single changed area has to do with the fact that AS
            boundary routers may belong to multiple areas.  A change in
            the area currently providing the best route may force the
            router to use an intra-area route provided by a different
            area.[19]

        Summary-LSAs
            The best route to the destination described by the summary-
            LSA must be recalculated (see Section 16.5).  If this
            destination is an AS boundary router, it may also be
            necessary to re-examine all the AS-external-LSAs.
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        AS-external-LSAs
            The best route to the destination described by the AS-
            external-LSA must be recalculated (see Section 16.6).

        Also, any old instance of the LSA must be removed from the
        database when the new LSA is installed.  This old instance must
        also be removed from all neighbors' Link state retransmission
        lists (see Section 10).

    13.3.  Next step in the flooding procedure

        When a new (and more recent) LSA has been received, it must be
        flooded out some set of the router's interfaces.  This section
        describes the second part of flooding procedure (the first part
        being the processing that occurred in Section 13), namely,
        selecting the outgoing interfaces and adding the LSA to the
        appropriate neighbors' Link state retransmission lists.  Also
        included in this part of the flooding procedure is the
        maintenance of the neighbors' Link state request lists.

        This section is equally applicable to the flooding of an LSA
        that the router itself has just originated (see Section 12.4).
        For these LSAs, this section provides the entirety of the
        flooding procedure (i.e., the processing of Section 13 is not
        performed, since, for example, the LSA has not been received
        from a neighbor and therefore does not need to be acknowledged).

        Depending upon the LSA's LS type, the LSA can be flooded out
        only certain interfaces.  These interfaces, defined by the
        following, are called the eligible interfaces:

        AS-external-LSAs (LS Type = 5)
            AS-external-LSAs are flooded throughout the entire AS, with
            the exception of stub areas (see Section 3.6).  The eligible
            interfaces are all the router's interfaces, excluding
            virtual links and those interfaces attaching to stub areas.



        All other LS types
            All other types are specific to a single area (Area A).  The
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            eligible interfaces are all those interfaces attaching to
            the Area A.  If Area A is the backbone, this includes all
            the virtual links.

        Link state databases must remain synchronized over all
        adjacencies associated with the above eligible interfaces.  This
        is accomplished by executing the following steps on each
        eligible interface.  It should be noted that this procedure may
        decide not to flood an LSA out a particular interface, if there
        is a high probability that the attached neighbors have already
        received the LSA.  However, in these cases the flooding
        procedure must be absolutely sure that the neighbors eventually
        do receive the LSA, so the LSA is still added to each
        adjacency's Link state retransmission list.  For each eligible
        interface:

        (1) Each of the neighbors attached to this interface are
            examined, to determine whether they must receive the new
            LSA.  The following steps are executed for each neighbor:

            (a) If the neighbor is in a lesser state than Exchange, it
                does not participate in flooding, and the next neighbor
                should be examined.

            (b) Else, if the adjacency is not yet full (neighbor state
                is Exchange or Loading), examine the Link state request
                list associated with this adjacency.  If there is an
                instance of the new LSA on the list, it indicates that
                the neighboring router has an instance of the LSA
                already.  Compare the new LSA to the neighbor's copy:

                o   If the new LSA is less recent, then examine the next
                    neighbor.

                o   If the two copies are the same instance, then delete
                    the LSA from the Link state request list, and
                    examine the next neighbor.[20]

                o   Else, the new LSA is more recent.  Delete the LSA
                    from the Link state request list.
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            (c) If the new LSA was received from this neighbor, examine
                the next neighbor.



            (d) At this point we are not positive that the neighbor has
                an up-to-date instance of this new LSA.  Add the new LSA
                to the Link state retransmission list for the adjacency.
                This ensures that the flooding procedure is reliable;
                the LSA will be retransmitted at intervals until an
                acknowledgment is seen from the neighbor.

        (2) The router must now decide whether to flood the new LSA out
            this interface.  If in the previous step, the LSA was NOT
            added to any of the Link state retransmission lists, there
            is no need to flood the LSA out the interface and the next
            interface should be examined.

        (3) If the new LSA was received on this interface, and it was
            received from either the Designated Router or the Backup
            Designated Router, chances are that all the neighbors have
            received the LSA already.  Therefore, examine the next
            interface.

        (4) If the new LSA was received on this interface, and the
            interface state is Backup (i.e., the router itself is the
            Backup Designated Router), examine the next interface.  The
            Designated Router will do the flooding on this interface.
            However, if the Designated Router fails the router (i.e.,
            the Backup Designated Router) will end up retransmitting the
            updates.

        (5) If this step is reached, the LSA must be flooded out the
            interface.  Send a Link State Update packet (including the
            new LSA as contents) out the interface.  The LSA's LS age
            must be incremented by InfTransDelay (which must be > 0)
            when it is copied into the outgoing Link State Update packet
            (until the LS age field reaches the maximum value of
            MaxAge).

            On broadcast networks, the Link State Update packets are
            multicast.  The destination IP address specified for the
            Link State Update Packet depends on the state of the
            interface.  If the interface state is DR or Backup, the
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            address AllSPFRouters should be used.  Otherwise, the
            address AllDRouters should be used.

            On non-broadcast networks, separate Link State Update
            packets must be sent, as unicasts, to each adjacent neighbor
            (i.e., those in state Exchange or greater).  The destination
            IP addresses for these packets are the neighbors' IP
            addresses.

    13.4.  Receiving self-originated LSAs

        It is a common occurrence for a router to receive self-
        originated LSAs via the flooding procedure. A self-originated



        LSA is detected when either 1) the LSA's Advertising Router is
        equal to the router's own Router ID or 2) the LSA is a network-
        LSA and its Link State ID is equal to one of the router's own IP
        interface addresses.

        However, if the received self-originated LSA is newer than the
        last instance that the router actually originated, the router
        must take special action.  The reception of such an LSA
        indicates that there are LSAs in the routing domain that were
        originated by the router before the last time it was restarted.
        In most cases, the router must then advance the LSA's LS
        sequence number one past the received LS sequence number, and
        originate a new instance of the LSA.

        It may be the case the router no longer wishes to originate the
        received LSA. Possible examples include: 1) the LSA is a
        summary-LSA or AS-external-LSA and the router no longer has an
        (advertisable) route to the destination, 2) the LSA is a
        network-LSA but the router is no longer Designated Router for
        the network or 3) the LSA is a network-LSA whose Link State ID
        is one of the router's own IP interface addresses but whose
        Advertising Router is not equal to the router's own Router ID
        (this latter case should be rare, and it indicates that the
        router's Router ID has changed since originating the LSA).  In
        all these cases, instead of updating the LSA, the LSA should be
        flushed from the routing domain by incrementing the received
        LSA's LS age to MaxAge and reflooding (see Section 14.1).
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    13.5.  Sending Link State Acknowledgment packets

        Each newly received LSA must be acknowledged.  This is usually
        done by sending Link State Acknowledgment packets.  However,
        acknowledgments can also be accomplished implicitly by sending
        Link State Update packets (see step 7a of Section 13).

        Many acknowledgments may be grouped together into a single Link
        State Acknowledgment packet.  Such a packet is sent back out the
        interface which received the LSAs.  The packet can be sent in
        one of two ways: delayed and sent on an interval timer, or sent
        directly to a particular neighbor.  The particular
        acknowledgment strategy used depends on the circumstances
        surrounding the receipt of the LSA.

        Sending delayed acknowledgments accomplishes several things: 1)
        it facilitates the packaging of multiple acknowledgments in a
        single Link State Acknowledgment packet, 2) it enables a single
        Link State Acknowledgment packet to indicate acknowledgments to
        several neighbors at once (through multicasting) and 3) it
        randomizes the Link State Acknowledgment packets sent by the
        various routers attached to a common network.  The fixed
        interval between a router's delayed transmissions must be short
        (less than RxmtInterval) or needless retransmissions will ensue.

        Direct acknowledgments are sent directly to a particular



        neighbor in response to the receipt of duplicate LSAs. Direct
        acknowledgments are sent immediately when the duplicate is
        received. On multi-access networks, these acknowledgments are
        sent directly to the neighbor's IP address.

        The precise procedure for sending Link State Acknowledgment
        packets is described in Table 19.  The circumstances surrounding
        the receipt of the LSA are listed in the left column.  The
        acknowledgment action then taken is listed in one of the two
        right columns.  This action depends on the state of the
        concerned interface; interfaces in state Backup behave
        differently from interfaces in all other states.  Delayed
        acknowledgments must be delivered to all adjacent routers
        associated with the interface.  On broadcast networks, this is
        accomplished by sending the delayed Link State Acknowledgment
        packets as multicasts.  The Destination IP address used depends
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                                     Action taken in state
   Circumstances            Backup                All other states
   _________________________________________________________________
   LSA  has                 No  acknowledgment    No  acknowledgment
   been  flooded back       sent.                 sent.
   out receiving  in-
   terface  (see Sec-
   tion 13, step 5b).
   _________________________________________________________________
   LSA   is                 Delayed acknowledg-   Delayed       ack-
   more  recent  than       ment sent if adver-   nowledgment sent.
   database copy, but       tisement   received
   was   not  flooded       from    Designated
   back out receiving       Router,  otherwise
   interface                do nothing
   _________________________________________________________________
   LSA is a                 Delayed acknowledg-   No  acknowledgment
   duplicate, and was       ment sent if adver-   sent.
   treated as an  im-       tisement   received
   plied  acknowledg-       from    Designated
   ment (see  Section       Router,  otherwise
   13, step 7a).            do nothing
   _________________________________________________________________
   LSA is a                 Direct acknowledg-    Direct acknowledg-
   duplicate, and was       ment sent.            ment sent.
   not treated as  an
   implied       ack-
   nowledgment.
   _________________________________________________________________
   LSA's LS                 Direct acknowledg-    Direct acknowledg-
   age is equal to          ment sent.            ment sent.
   MaxAge, and there is
   no current instance
   of the LSA



   in the link state
   database, and none
   of router's neighbors
   are in states Exchange
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   or Loading (see
   Section 13, step 4).

             Table 19: Sending link state acknowledgements.

        on the state of the interface.  If the interface state is DR or
        Backup, the destination AllSPFRouters is used.  In all other
        states, the destination AllDRouters is used.  On non-broadcast
        networks, delayed Link State Acknowledgment packets must be
        unicast separately over each adjacency (i.e., neighbor whose
        state is >= Exchange).

        The reasoning behind sending the above packets as multicasts is
        best explained by an example.  Consider the network
        configuration depicted in Figure 15.  Suppose RT4 has been
        elected as Designated Router, and RT3 as Backup Designated
        Router for the network N3.  When Router RT4 floods a new LSA to
        Network N3, it is received by routers RT1, RT2, and RT3.  These
        routers will not flood the LSA back onto net N3, but they still
        must ensure that their link-state databases remain synchronized
        with their adjacent neighbors.  So RT1, RT2, and RT4 are waiting
        to see an acknowledgment from RT3.  Likewise, RT4 and RT3 are
        both waiting to see acknowledgments from RT1 and RT2.  This is
        best achieved by sending the acknowledgments as multicasts.

        The reason that the acknowledgment logic for Backup DRs is
        slightly different is because they perform differently during
        the flooding of LSAs (see Section 13.3, step 4).

    13.6.  Retransmitting LSAs

        LSAs flooded out an adjacency are placed on the adjacency's Link
        state retransmission list.  In order to ensure that flooding is
        reliable, these LSAs are retransmitted until they are
        acknowledged.  The length of time between retransmissions is a
        configurable per-interface value, RxmtInterval.  If this is set
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        too low for an interface, needless retransmissions will ensue.
        If the value is set too high, the speed of the flooding, in the
        face of lost packets, may be affected.

        Several retransmitted LSAs may fit into a single Link State
        Update packet.  When LSAs are to be retransmitted, only the
        number fitting in a single Link State Update packet should be
        sent.  Another packet of retransmissions can be sent whenever
        some of the LSAs are acknowledged, or on the next firing of the
        retransmission timer.

        Link State Update Packets carrying retransmissions are always
        sent directly to the neighbor. On multi-access networks, this
        means that retransmissions are sent directly to the neighbor's
        IP address.  Each LSA's LS age must be incremented by
        InfTransDelay (which must be > 0) when it is copied into the
        outgoing Link State Update packet (until the LS age field
        reaches the maximum value of MaxAge).

        If an adjacent router goes down, retransmissions may occur until
        the adjacency is destroyed by OSPF's Hello Protocol.  When the
        adjacency is destroyed, the Link state retransmission list is
        cleared.

    13.7.  Receiving link state acknowledgments

        Many consistency checks have been made on a received Link State
        Acknowledgment packet before it is handed to the flooding
        procedure.  In particular, it has been associated with a
        particular neighbor.  If this neighbor is in a lesser state than
        Exchange, the Link State Acknowledgment packet is discarded.

        Otherwise, for each acknowledgment in the Link State
        Acknowledgment packet, the following steps are performed:

        o   Does the LSA acknowledged have an instance on the Link state
            retransmission list for the neighbor?  If not, examine the
            next acknowledgment.  Otherwise:
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        o   If the acknowledgment is for the same instance that is
            contained on the list, remove the item from the list and
            examine the next acknowledgment.  Otherwise:

        o   Log the questionable acknowledgment, and examine the next
            one.

14.  Aging The Link State Database

    Each LSA has an LS age field.  The LS age is expressed in seconds.
    An LSA's LS age field is incremented while it is contained in a



    router's database.  Also, when copied into a Link State Update
    Packet for flooding out a particular interface, the LSA's LS age is
    incremented by InfTransDelay.

    An LSA's LS age is never incremented past the value MaxAge.  LSAs
    having age MaxAge are not used in the routing table calculation.  As
    a router ages its link state database, an LSA's LS age may reach
    MaxAge.[21] At this time, the router must attempt to flush the LSA
    from the routing domain.  This is done simply by reflooding the
    MaxAge LSA just as if it was a newly originated LSA (see Section
    13.3).

    When creating a Database summary list for a newly forming adjacency,
    any MaxAge LSAs present in the link state database are added to the
    neighbor's Link state retransmission list instead of the neighbor's
    Database summary list.  See Section 10.3 for more details.

    A MaxAge LSA must be removed immediately from the router's link
    state database as soon as both a) it is no longer contained on any
    neighbor Link state retransmission lists and b) none of the router's
    neighbors are in states Exchange or Loading.

    When, in the process of aging the link state database, an LSA's LS
    age hits a multiple of CheckAge, its LS checksum should be verified.
    If the LS checksum is incorrect, a program or memory error has been
    detected, and at the very least the router itself should be
    restarted.
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    14.1.  Premature aging of LSAs

        An LSA can be flushed from the routing domain by setting its LS
        age to MaxAge, while leaving its LS sequence number alone, and
        then reflooding the LSA.  This procedure follows the same course
        as flushing an LSA whose LS age has naturally reached the value
        MaxAge (see Section 14).  In particular, the MaxAge LSA is
        removed from the router's link state database as soon as a) it
        is no longer contained on any neighbor Link state retransmission
        lists and b) none of the router's neighbors are in states
        Exchange or Loading.  We call the setting of an LSA's LS age to
        MaxAge "premature aging".

        Premature aging is used when it is time for a self-originated
        LSA's sequence number field to wrap.  At this point, the current
        LSA instance (having LS sequence number MaxSequenceNumber) must
        be prematurely aged and flushed from the routing domain before a
        new instance with sequence number equal to InitialSequenceNumber
        can be originated.  See Section 12.1.6 for more information.

        Premature aging can also be used when, for example, one of the
        router's previously advertised external routes is no longer
        reachable.  In this circumstance, the router can flush its AS-
        external-LSA from the routing domain via premature aging. This



        procedure is preferable to the alternative, which is to
        originate a new LSA for the destination specifying a metric of
        LSInfinity.  Premature aging is also be used when unexpectedly
        receiving self-originated LSAs during the flooding procedure
        (see Section 13.4).

        A router may only prematurely age its own self-originated LSAs.
        The router may not prematurely age LSAs that have been
        originated by other routers. An LSA is considered self-
        originated when either 1) the LSA's Advertising Router is equal
        to the router's own Router ID or 2) the LSA is a network-LSA and
        its Link State ID is equal to one of the router's own IP
        interface addresses.
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15.  Virtual Links

    The single backbone area (Area ID = 0.0.0.0) cannot be disconnected,
    or some areas of the Autonomous System will become unreachable.  To
    establish/maintain connectivity of the backbone, virtual links can
    be configured through non-backbone areas.  Virtual links serve to
    connect physically separate components of the backbone.  The two
    endpoints of a virtual link are area border routers.  The virtual
    link must be configured in both routers.  The configuration
    information in each router consists of the other virtual endpoint
    (the other area border router), and the non-backbone area the two
    routers have in common (called the Transit area).  Virtual links
    cannot be configured through stub areas (see Section 3.6).

    The virtual link is treated as if it were an unnumbered point-to-
    point network belonging to the backbone and joining the two area
    border routers.  An attempt is made to establish an adjacency over
    the virtual link.  When this adjacency is established, the virtual
    link will be included in backbone router-LSAs, and OSPF packets
    pertaining to the backbone area will flow over the adjacency.  Such
    an adjacency has been referred to in this document as a "virtual
    adjacency".

    In each endpoint router, the cost and viability of the virtual link
    is discovered by examining the routing table entry for the other
    endpoint router.  (The entry's associated area must be the
    configured Transit area).  This is called the virtual link's
    corresponding routing table entry.  The InterfaceUp event occurs for
    a virtual link when its corresponding routing table entry becomes
    reachable.  Conversely, the InterfaceDown event occurs when its
    routing table entry becomes unreachable.  In other words, the
    virtual link's viability is determined by the existence of an
    intra-area path, through the Transit area, between the two
    endpoints.  Note that a virtual link whose underlying path has cost
    greater than hexadecimal 0xffff (the maximum size of an interface
    cost in a router-LSA) should be considered inoperational (i.e.,



    treated the same as if the path did not exist).

    The other details concerning virtual links are as follows:

    o   AS-external-LSAs are NEVER flooded over virtual adjacencies.
        This would be duplication of effort, since the same AS-
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        external-LSAs are already flooded throughout the virtual link's
        Transit area.  For this same reason, AS-external-LSAs are not
        summarized over virtual adjacencies during the Database Exchange
        process.

    o   The cost of a virtual link is NOT configured.  It is defined to
        be the cost of the intra-area path between the two defining area
        border routers.  This cost appears in the virtual link's
        corresponding routing table entry.  When the cost of a virtual
        link changes, a new router-LSA should be originated for the
        backbone area.

    o   Just as the virtual link's cost and viability are determined by
        the routing table build process (through construction of the
        routing table entry for the other endpoint), so are the IP
        interface address for the virtual interface and the virtual
        neighbor's IP address.  These are used when sending OSPF
        protocol packets over the virtual link. Note that when one (or
        both) of the virtual link endpoints connect to the Transit area
        via an unnumbered point-to-point link, it may be impossible to
        calculate either the virtual interface's IP address and/or the
        virtual neighbor's IP address, thereby causing the virtual link
        to fail.

    o   In each endpoint's router-LSA for the backbone, the virtual link
        is represented as a Type 4 link whose Link ID is set to the
        virtual neighbor's OSPF Router ID and whose Link Data is set to
        the virtual interface's IP address.  See Section 12.4.1 for more
        information.

    o   A non-backbone area can carry transit data traffic (i.e., is
        considered a "transit area") if and only if it serves as the
        Transit area for one or more fully adjacent virtual links (see
        TransitCapability in Sections 6 and 16.1). Such an area requires
        special treatment when summarizing backbone networks into it
        (see Section 12.4.3), and during the routing calculation (see
        Section 16.3).

    o   The time between link state retransmissions, RxmtInterval, is
        configured for a virtual link.  This should be well over the
        expected round-trip delay between the two routers.  This may be
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        hard to estimate for a virtual link; it is better to err on the
        side of making it too large.

16.  Calculation of the routing table

    This section details the OSPF routing table calculation.  Using its
    attached areas' link state databases as input, a router runs the
    following algorithm, building its routing table step by step.  At
    each step, the router must access individual pieces of the link
    state databases (e.g., a router-LSA originated by a certain router).
    This access is performed by the lookup function discussed in Section
    12.2.  The lookup process may return an LSA whose LS age is equal to
    MaxAge.  Such an LSA should not be used in the routing table
    calculation, and is treated just as if the lookup process had
    failed.

    The OSPF routing table's organization is explained in Section 11.
    Two examples of the routing table build process are presented in
    Sections 11.2 and 11.3.  This process can be broken into the
    following steps:

    (1) The present routing table is invalidated.  The routing table is
        built again from scratch.  The old routing table is saved so
        that changes in routing table entries can be identified.

    (2) The intra-area routes are calculated by building the shortest-
        path tree for each attached area.  In particular, all routing
        table entries whose Destination Type is "area border router" are
        calculated in this step.  This step is described in two parts.
        At first the tree is constructed by only considering those links
        between routers and transit networks.  Then the stub networks
        are incorporated into the tree. During the area's shortest-path
        tree calculation, the area's TransitCapability is also
        calculated for later use in Step 4.

    (3) The inter-area routes are calculated, through examination of
        summary-LSAs.  If the router is attached to multiple areas
        (i.e., it is an area border router), only backbone summary-LSAs
        are examined.
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    (4) In area border routers connecting to one or more transit areas
        (i.e, non-backbone areas whose TransitCapability is found to be
        TRUE), the transit areas' summary-LSAs are examined to see
        whether better paths exist using the transit areas than were
        found in Steps 2-3 above.

    (5) Routes to external destinations are calculated, through
        examination of AS-external-LSAs.  The locations of the AS
        boundary routers (which originate the AS-external-LSAs) have
        been determined in steps 2-4.



    Steps 2-5 are explained in further detail below.

    Changes made to routing table entries as a result of these
    calculations can cause the OSPF protocol to take further actions.
    For example, a change to an intra-area route will cause an area
    border router to originate new summary-LSAs (see Section 12.4).  See
    Section 16.7 for a complete list of the OSPF protocol actions
    resulting from routing table changes.

    16.1.  Calculating the shortest-path tree for an area

        This calculation yields the set of intra-area routes associated
        with an area (called hereafter Area A).  A router calculates the
        shortest-path tree using itself as the root.[22] The formation
        of the shortest path tree is done here in two stages.  In the
        first stage, only links between routers and transit networks are
        considered.  Using the Dijkstra algorithm, a tree is formed from
        this subset of the link state database.  In the second stage,
        leaves are added to the tree by considering the links to stub
        networks.

        The procedure will be explained using the graph terminology that
        was introduced in Section 2.  The area's link state database is
        represented as a directed graph.  The graph's vertices are
        routers, transit networks and stub networks.  The first stage of
        the procedure concerns only the transit vertices (routers and
        transit networks) and their connecting links.  Throughout the
        shortest path calculation, the following data is also associated
        with each transit vertex:
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        Vertex (node) ID
            A 32-bit number which together with the vertex type (router
            or network) uniquely identifies the vertex.  For router
            vertices the Vertex ID is the router's OSPF Router ID.  For
            network vertices, it is the IP address of the network's
            Designated Router.

        An LSA
            Each transit vertex has an associated LSA.  For router
            vertices, this is a router-LSA.  For transit networks, this
            is a network-LSA (which is actually originated by the
            network's Designated Router).  In any case, the LSA's Link
            State ID is always equal to the above Vertex ID.

        List of next hops
            The list of next hops for the current set of shortest paths
            from the root to this vertex.  There can be multiple
            shortest paths due to the equal-cost multipath capability.
            Each next hop indicates the outgoing router interface to use
            when forwarding traffic to the destination.  On broadcast,
            Point-to-MultiPoint and NBMA networks, the next hop also
            includes the IP address of the next router (if any) in the



            path towards the destination.

        Distance from root
            The link state cost of the current set of shortest paths
            from the root to the vertex.  The link state cost of a path
            is calculated as the sum of the costs of the path's
            constituent links (as advertised in router-LSAs and
            network-LSAs).  One path is said to be "shorter" than
            another if it has a smaller link state cost.

        The first stage of the procedure (i.e., the Dijkstra algorithm)
        can now be summarized as follows. At each iteration of the
        algorithm, there is a list of candidate vertices.  Paths from
        the root to these vertices have been found, but not necessarily
        the shortest ones.  However, the paths to the candidate vertex
        that is closest to the root are guaranteed to be shortest; this
        vertex is added to the shortest-path tree, removed from the
        candidate list, and its adjacent vertices are examined for
        possible addition to/modification of the candidate list.  The
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        algorithm then iterates again.  It terminates when the candidate
        list becomes empty.

        The following steps describe the algorithm in detail.  Remember
        that we are computing the shortest path tree for Area A.  All
        references to link state database lookup below are from Area A's
        database.

        (1) Initialize the algorithm's data structures.  Clear the list
            of candidate vertices.  Initialize the shortest-path tree to
            only the root (which is the router doing the calculation).
            Set Area A's TransitCapability to FALSE.

        (2) Call the vertex just added to the tree vertex V.  Examine
            the LSA associated with vertex V.  This is a lookup in the
            Area A's link state database based on the Vertex ID.  If
            this is a router-LSA, and bit V of the router-LSA (see
            Section A.4.2) is set, set Area A's TransitCapability to
            TRUE.  In any case, each link described by the LSA gives the
            cost to an adjacent vertex.  For each described link, (say
            it joins vertex V to vertex W):

            (a) If this is a link to a stub network, examine the next
                link in V's LSA.  Links to stub networks will be
                considered in the second stage of the shortest path
                calculation.

            (b) Otherwise, W is a transit vertex (router or transit
                network).  Look up the vertex W's LSA (router-LSA or
                network-LSA) in Area A's link state database.  If the
                LSA does not exist, or its LS age is equal to MaxAge, or
                it does not have a link back to vertex V, examine the
                next link in V's LSA.[23]



            (c) If vertex W is already on the shortest-path tree,
                examine the next link in the LSA.

            (d) Calculate the link state cost D of the resulting path
                from the root to vertex W.  D is equal to the sum of the
                link state cost of the (already calculated) shortest
                path to vertex V and the advertised cost of the link
                between vertices V and W.  If D is:
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                o   Greater than the value that already appears for
                    vertex W on the candidate list, then examine the
                    next link.

                o   Equal to the value that appears for vertex W on the
                    candidate list, calculate the set of next hops that
                    result from using the advertised link.  Input to
                    this calculation is the destination (W), and its
                    parent (V).  This calculation is shown in Section
                    16.1.1.  This set of hops should be added to the
                    next hop values that appear for W on the candidate
                    list.

                o   Less than the value that appears for vertex W on the
                    candidate list, or if W does not yet appear on the
                    candidate list, then set the entry for W on the
                    candidate list to indicate a distance of D from the
                    root.  Also calculate the list of next hops that
                    result from using the advertised link, setting the
                    next hop values for W accordingly.  The next hop
                    calculation is described in Section 16.1.1; it takes
                    as input the destination (W) and its parent (V).

        (3) If at this step the candidate list is empty, the shortest-
            path tree (of transit vertices) has been completely built
            and this stage of the procedure terminates.  Otherwise,
            choose the vertex belonging to the candidate list that is
            closest to the root, and add it to the shortest-path tree
            (removing it from the candidate list in the process). Note
            that when there is a choice of vertices closest to the root,
            network vertices must be chosen before router vertices in
            order to necessarily find all equal-cost paths. This is
            consistent with the tie-breakers that were introduced in the
            modified Dijkstra algorithm used by OSPF's Multicast routing
            extensions (MOSPF).

        (4) Possibly modify the routing table.  For those routing table
            entries modified, the associated area will be set to Area A,
            the path type will be set to intra-area, and the cost will
            be set to the newly discovered shortest path's calculated
            distance.
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            If the newly added vertex is an area border router or AS
            boundary router, a routing table entry is added whose
            destination type is "router".  The Options field found in
            the associated router-LSA is copied into the routing table
            entry's Optional capabilities field. Call the newly added
            vertex Router X.  If Router X is the endpoint of one of the
            calculating router's virtual links, and the virtual link
            uses Area A as Transit area:  the virtual link is declared
            up, the IP address of the virtual interface is set to the IP
            address of the outgoing interface calculated above for
            Router X, and the virtual neighbor's IP address is set to
            Router X's interface address (contained in Router X's
            router-LSA) that points back to the root of the shortest-
            path tree; equivalently, this is the interface that points
            back to Router X's parent vertex on the shortest-path tree
            (similar to the calculation in Section 16.1.1).

            If the newly added vertex is a transit network, the routing
            table entry for the network is located.  The entry's
            Destination ID is the IP network number, which can be
            obtained by masking the Vertex ID (Link State ID) with its
            associated subnet mask (found in the body of the associated
            network-LSA).  If the routing table entry already exists
            (i.e., there is already an intra-area route to the
            destination installed in the routing table), multiple
            vertices have mapped to the same IP network.  For example,
            this can occur when a new Designated Router is being
            established.  In this case, the current routing table entry
            should be overwritten if and only if the newly found path is
            just as short and the current routing table entry's Link
            State Origin has a smaller Link State ID than the newly
            added vertex' LSA.

            If there is no routing table entry for the network (the
            usual case), a routing table entry for the IP network should
            be added.  The routing table entry's Link State Origin
            should be set to the newly added vertex' LSA.

        (5) Iterate the algorithm by returning to Step 2.
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        The stub networks are added to the tree in the procedure's
        second stage.  In this stage, all router vertices are again
        examined.  Those that have been determined to be unreachable in
        the above first phase are discarded.  For each reachable router
        vertex (call it V), the associated router-LSA is found in the
        link state database.  Each stub network link appearing in the
        LSA is then examined, and the following steps are executed:



        (1) Calculate the distance D of stub network from the root.  D
            is equal to the distance from the root to the router vertex
            (calculated in stage 1), plus the stub network link's
            advertised cost.  Compare this distance to the current best
            cost to the stub network.  This is done by looking up the
            stub network's current routing table entry.  If the
            calculated distance D is larger, go on to examine the next
            stub network link in the LSA.

        (2) If this step is reached, the stub network's routing table
            entry must be updated.  Calculate the set of next hops that
            would result from using the stub network link.  This
            calculation is shown in Section 16.1.1; input to this
            calculation is the destination (the stub network) and the
            parent vertex (the router vertex).  If the distance D is the
            same as the current routing table cost, simply add this set
            of next hops to the routing table entry's list of next hops.
            In this case, the routing table already has a Link State
            Origin.  If this Link State Origin is a router-LSA whose
            Link State ID is smaller than V's Router ID, reset the Link
            State Origin to V's router-LSA.

            Otherwise D is smaller than the routing table cost.
            Overwrite the current routing table entry by setting the
            routing table entry's cost to D, and by setting the entry's
            list of next hops to the newly calculated set.  Set the
            routing table entry's Link State Origin to V's router-LSA.
            Then go on to examine the next stub network link.

        For all routing table entries added/modified in the second
        stage, the associated area will be set to Area A and the path
        type will be set to intra-area.  When the list of reachable
        router-LSAs is exhausted, the second stage is completed.  At
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        this time, all intra-area routes associated with Area A have
        been determined.

        The specification does not require that the above two stage
        method be used to calculate the shortest path tree.  However, if
        another algorithm is used, an identical tree must be produced.
        For this reason, it is important to note that links between
        transit vertices must be bidirectional in order to be included
        in the above tree.  It should also be mentioned that more
        efficient algorithms exist for calculating the tree; for
        example, the incremental SPF algorithm described in [Ref1].

        16.1.1.  The next hop calculation

            This section explains how to calculate the current set of
            next hops to use for a destination.  Each next hop consists
            of the outgoing interface to use in forwarding packets to
            the destination together with the IP address of the next hop
            router (if any).  The next hop calculation is invoked each



            time a shorter path to the destination is discovered.  This
            can happen in either stage of the shortest-path tree
            calculation (see Section 16.1).  In stage 1 of the
            shortest-path tree calculation a shorter path is found as
            the destination is added to the candidate list, or when the
            destination's entry on the candidate list is modified (Step
            2d of Stage 1).  In stage 2 a shorter path is discovered
            each time the destination's routing table entry is modified
            (Step 2 of Stage 2).

            The set of next hops to use for the destination may be
            recalculated several times during the shortest-path tree
            calculation, as shorter and shorter paths are discovered.
            In the end, the destination's routing table entry will
            always reflect the next hops resulting from the absolute
            shortest path(s).

            Input to the next hop calculation is a) the destination and
            b) its parent in the current shortest path between the root
            (the calculating router) and the destination.  The parent is
            always a transit vertex (i.e., always a router or a transit
            network).
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            If there is at least one intervening router in the current
            shortest path between the destination and the root, the
            destination simply inherits the set of next hops from the
            parent.  Otherwise, there are two cases.  In the first case,
            the parent vertex is the root (the calculating router
            itself).  This means that the destination is either a
            directly connected network or directly connected router.
            The outgoing interface in this case is simply the OSPF
            interface connecting to the destination network/router. If
            the destination is a router which connects to the
            calculating router via a Point-to-MultiPoint network, the
            destination's next hop IP address(es) can be determined by
            examining the destination's router-LSA: each link pointing
            back to the calculating router and having a Link Data field
            belonging to the Point-to-MultiPoint network provides an IP
            address of the next hop router. If the destination is a
            directly connected network, or a router which connects to
            the calculating router via a point-to-point interface, no
            next hop IP address is required. If the destination is a
            router connected to the calculating router via a virtual
            link, the setting of the next hop should be deferred until
            the calculation in Section 16.3.

            In the second case, the parent vertex is a network that
            directly connects the calculating router to the destination
            router.  The list of next hops is then determined by
            examining the destination's router-LSA.  For each link in
            the router-LSA that points back to the parent network, the
            link's Link Data field provides the IP address of a next hop
            router.  The outgoing interface to use can then be derived
            from the next hop IP address (or it can be inherited from
            the parent network).



    16.2.  Calculating the inter-area routes

        The inter-area routes are calculated by examining summary-LSAs.
        If the router has active attachments to multiple areas, only
        backbone summary-LSAs are examined.  Routers attached to a
        single area examine that area's summary-LSAs.  In either case,
        the summary-LSAs examined below are all part of a single area's
        link state database (call it Area A).
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        Summary-LSAs are originated by the area border routers.  Each
        summary-LSA in Area A is considered in turn.  Remember that the
        destination described by a summary-LSA is either a network (Type
        3 summary-LSAs) or an AS boundary router (Type 4 summary-LSAs).
        For each summary-LSA:

        (1) If the cost specified by the LSA is LSInfinity, or if the
            LSA's LS age is equal to MaxAge, then examine the the next
            LSA.

        (2) If the LSA was originated by the calculating router itself,
            examine the next LSA.

        (3) If it is a Type 3 summary-LSA, and the collection of
            destinations described by the summary-LSA equals one of the
            router's configured area address ranges (see Section 3.5),
            and the particular area address range is active, then the
            summary-LSA should be ignored.  "Active" means that there
            are one or more reachable (by intra-area paths) networks
            contained in the area range.

        (4) Else, call the destination described by the LSA N (for Type
            3 summary-LSAs, N's address is obtained by masking the LSA's
            Link State ID with the network/subnet mask contained in the
            body of the LSA), and the area border originating the LSA
            BR.  Look up the routing table entry for BR having Area A as
            its associated area.  If no such entry exists for router BR
            (i.e., BR is unreachable in Area A), do nothing with this
            LSA and consider the next in the list.  Else, this LSA
            describes an inter-area path to destination N, whose cost is
            the distance to BR plus the cost specified in the LSA. Call
            the cost of this inter-area path IAC.

        (5) Next, look up the routing table entry for the destination N.
            (If N is an AS boundary router, look up the "router" routing
            table entry associated with Area A).  If no entry exists for
            N or if the entry's path type is "type 1 external" or "type
            2 external", then install the inter-area path to N, with
            associated area Area A, cost IAC, next hop equal to the list
            of next hops to router BR, and Advertising router equal to
            BR.
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        (6) Else, if the paths present in the table are intra-area
            paths, do nothing with the LSA (intra-area paths are always
            preferred).

        (7) Else, the paths present in the routing table are also
            inter-area paths.  Install the new path through BR if it is
            cheaper, overriding the paths in the routing table.
            Otherwise, if the new path is the same cost, add it to the
            list of paths that appear in the routing table entry.

    16.3.  Examining transit areas' summary-LSAs

        This step is only performed by area border routers attached to
        one or more non-backbone areas that are capable of carrying
        transit traffic (i.e., "transit areas", or those areas whose
        TransitCapability parameter has been set to TRUE in Step 2 of
        the Dijkstra algorithm (see Section 16.1).

        The purpose of the calculation below is to examine the transit
        areas to see whether they provide any better (shorter) paths
        than the paths previously calculated in Sections 16.1 and 16.2.
        Any paths found that are better than or equal to previously
        discovered paths are installed in the routing table.

        The calculation also determines the actual next hop(s) for those
        destinations whose next hop was calculated as a virtual link in
        Sections 16.1 and 16.2.  After completion of the calculation
        below, any paths calculated in Sections 16.1 and 16.2 that still
        have unresolved virtual next hops should be discarded.

        The calculation proceeds as follows. All the transit areas'
        summary-LSAs are examined in turn.  Each such summary-LSA
        describes a route through a transit area Area A to a Network N
        (N's address is obtained by masking the LSA's Link State ID with
        the network/subnet mask contained in the body of the LSA) or in
        the case of a Type 4 summary-LSA, to an AS boundary router N.
        Suppose also that the summary-LSA was originated by an area
        border router BR.

        (1) If the cost advertised by the summary-LSA is LSInfinity, or
            if the LSA's LS age is equal to MaxAge, then examine the
            next LSA.
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        (2) If the summary-LSA was originated by the calculating router
            itself, examine the next LSA.

        (3) Look up the routing table entry for N. (If N is an AS
            boundary router, look up the "router" routing table entry
            associated with the backbone area). If it does not exist, or



            if the route type is other than intra-area or inter-area, or
            if the area associated with the routing table entry is not
            the backbone area, then examine the next LSA. In other
            words, this calculation only updates backbone intra-area
            routes found in Section 16.1 and inter-area routes found in
            Section 16.2.

        (4) Look up the routing table entry for the advertising router
            BR associated with the Area A. If it is unreachable, examine
            the next LSA. Otherwise, the cost to destination N is the
            sum of the cost in BR's Area A routing table entry and the
            cost advertised in the LSA. Call this cost IAC.

        (5) If this cost is less than the cost occurring in N's routing
            table entry, overwrite N's list of next hops with those used
            for BR, and set N's routing table cost to IAC. Else, if IAC
            is the same as N's current cost, add BR's list of next hops
            to N's list of next hops. In any case, the area associated
            with N's routing table entry must remain the backbone area,
            and the path type (either intra-area or inter-area) must
            also remain the same.

        It is important to note that the above calculation never makes
        unreachable destinations reachable, but instead just potentially
        finds better paths to already reachable destinations.  The
        calculation installs any better cost found into the routing
        table entry, from which it may be readvertised in summary-LSAs
        to other areas.

        As an example of the calculation, consider the Autonomous System
        pictured in Figure 17.  There is a single non-backbone area
        (Area 1) that physically divides the backbone into two separate
        pieces. To maintain connectivity of the backbone, a virtual link
        has been configured between routers RT1 and RT4. On the right
        side of the figure, Network N1 belongs to the backbone. The
        dotted lines indicate that there is a much shorter intra-area
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                      ........................
                      . Area 1 (transit)     .            +
                      .                      .            |
                      .      +---+1        1+---+100      |
                      .      |RT2|----------|RT4|=========|
                      .    1/+---+********* +---+         |
                      .    /*******          .            |
                      .  1/*Virtual          .            |
                   1+---+/*  Link            .         Net|work
             =======|RT1|*                   .            | N1
                    +---+\                   .            |
                      .   \                  .            |
                      .    \                 .            |
                      .    1\+---+1        1+---+20       |
                      .      |RT3|----------|RT5|=========|
                      .      +---+          +---+         |
                      .                      .            |



                      ........................            +

                    Figure 17: Routing through transit areas

        backbone path between router RT5 and Network N1 (cost 20) than
        there is between Router RT4 and Network N1 (cost 100). Both
        Router RT4 and Router RT5 will inject summary-LSAs for Network
        N1 into Area 1.

        After the shortest-path tree has been calculated for the
        backbone in Section 16.1, Router RT1 (left end of the virtual
        link) will have calculated a path through Router RT4 for all
        data traffic destined for Network N1. However, since Router RT5
        is so much closer to Network N1, all routers internal to Area 1
        (e.g., Routers RT2 and RT3) will forward their Network N1
        traffic towards Router RT5, instead of RT4. And indeed, after
        examining Area 1's summary-LSAs by the above calculation, Router
        RT1 will also forward Network N1 traffic towards RT5. Note that
        in this example the virtual link enables transit data traffic to
        be forwarded through Area 1, but the actual path the transit
        data traffic takes does not follow the virtual link.  In other
        words, virtual links allow transit traffic to be forwarded
        through an area, but do not dictate the precise path that the
        traffic will take.
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    16.4.  Calculating AS external routes

        AS external routes are calculated by examining AS-external-LSAs.
        Each of the AS-external-LSAs is considered in turn.  Most AS-
        external-LSAs describe routes to specific IP destinations.  An
        AS-external-LSA can also describe a default route for the
        Autonomous System (Destination ID = DefaultDestination,
        network/subnet mask = 0x00000000).  For each AS-external-LSA:

        (1) If the cost specified by the LSA is LSInfinity, or if the
            LSA's LS age is equal to MaxAge, then examine the next LSA.

        (2) If the LSA was originated by the calculating router itself,
            examine the next LSA.

        (3) Call the destination described by the LSA N.  N's address is
            obtained by masking the LSA's Link State ID with the
            network/subnet mask contained in the body of the LSA.  Look
            up the routing table entries (potentially one per attached
            area) for the AS boundary router (ASBR) that originated the
            LSA. If no entries exist for router ASBR (i.e., ASBR is
            unreachable), do nothing with this LSA and consider the next
            in the list.

            Else, this LSA describes an AS external path to destination
            N.  Examine the forwarding address specified in the AS-
            external-LSA.  This indicates the IP address to which
            packets for the destination should be forwarded.



            If the forwarding address is set to 0.0.0.0, packets should
            be sent to the ASBR itself. Among the multiple routing table
            entries for the ASBR, select the preferred entry as follows.
            If RFC1583Compatibility is set to "disabled", prune the set
            of routing table entries for the ASBR as described in
            Section 16.4.1. In any case, among the remaining routing
            table entries, select the routing table entry with the least
            cost; when there are multiple least cost routing table
            entries the entry whose associated area has the largest OSPF
            Area ID (when considered as an unsigned 32-bit integer) is
            chosen.
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            If the forwarding address is non-zero, look up the
            forwarding address in the routing table.[24] The matching
            routing table entry must specify an intra-area or inter-area
            path; if no such path exists, do nothing with the LSA and
            consider the next in the list.

        (4) Let X be the cost specified by the preferred routing table
            entry for the ASBR/forwarding address, and Y the cost
            specified in the LSA.  X is in terms of the link state
            metric, and Y is a type 1 or 2 external metric.

        (5) Look up the routing table entry for the destination N.  If
            no entry exists for N, install the AS external path to N,
            with next hop equal to the list of next hops to the
            forwarding address, and advertising router equal to ASBR.
            If the external metric type is 1, then the path-type is set
            to type 1 external and the cost is equal to X+Y.  If the
            external metric type is 2, the path-type is set to type 2
            external, the link state component of the route's cost is X,
            and the type 2 cost is Y.

        (6) Compare the AS external path described by the LSA with the
            existing paths in N's routing table entry, as follows. If
            the new path is preferred, it replaces the present paths in
            N's routing table entry.  If the new path is of equal
            preference, it is added to N's routing table entry's list of
            paths.

            (a) Intra-area and inter-area paths are always preferred
                over AS external paths.

            (b) Type 1 external paths are always preferred over type 2
                external paths. When all paths are type 2 external
                paths, the paths with the smallest advertised type 2
                metric are always preferred.

            (c) If the new AS external path is still indistinguishable
                from the current paths in the N's routing table entry,
                and RFC1583Compatibility is set to "disabled", select
                the preferred paths based on the intra-AS paths to the
                ASBR/forwarding addresses, as specified in Section
                16.4.1.
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            (d) If the new AS external path is still indistinguishable
                from the current paths in the N's routing table entry,
                select the preferred path based on a least cost
                comparison.  Type 1 external paths are compared by
                looking at the sum of the distance to the forwarding
                address and the advertised type 1 metric (X+Y).  Type 2
                external paths advertising equal type 2 metrics are
                compared by looking at the distance to the forwarding
                addresses.

        16.4.1.  External path preferences

            When multiple intra-AS paths are available to
            ASBRs/forwarding addresses, the following rules indicate
            which paths are preferred. These rules apply when the same
            ASBR is reachable through multiple areas, or when trying to
            decide which of several AS-external-LSAs should be
            preferred. In the former case the paths all terminate at the
            same ASBR, while in the latter the paths terminate at
            separate ASBRs/forwarding addresses. In either case, each
            path is represented by a separate routing table entry as
            defined in Section 11.

            This section only applies when RFC1583Compatibility is set
            to "disabled".

            The path preference rules, stated from highest to lowest
            preference, are as follows. Note that as a result of these
            rules, there may still be multiple paths of the highest
            preference. In this case, the path to use must be determined
            based on cost, as described in Section 16.4.

            o   Intra-area paths using non-backbone areas are always the
                most preferred.

            o   The other paths, intra-area backbone paths and inter-
                area paths, are of equal preference.

    16.5.  Incremental updates -- summary-LSAs

        When a new summary-LSA is received, it is not necessary to
        recalculate the entire routing table.  Call the destination
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        described by the summary-LSA N (N's address is obtained by
        masking the LSA's Link State ID with the network/subnet mask
        contained in the body of the LSA), and let Area A be the area to
        which the LSA belongs. There are then two separate cases:



        Case 1: Area A is the backbone and/or the router is not an area
            border router.
            In this case, the following calculations must be performed.
            First, if there is presently an inter-area route to the
            destination N, N's routing table entry is invalidated,
            saving the entry's values for later comparisons. Then the
            calculation in Section 16.2 is run again for the single
            destination N. In this calculation, all of Area A's
            summary-LSAs that describe a route to N are examined.  In
            addition, if the router is an area border router attached to
            one or more transit areas, the calculation in Section 16.3
            must be run again for the single destination.  If the
            results of these calculations have changed the cost/path to
            an AS boundary router (as would be the case for a Type 4
            summary-LSA) or to any forwarding addresses, all AS-
            external-LSAs will have to be reexamined by rerunning the
            calculation in Section 16.4.  Otherwise, if N is now newly
            unreachable, the calculation in Section 16.4 must be rerun
            for the single destination N, in case an alternate external
            route to N exists.

        Case 2: Area A is a transit area and the router is an area
            border router.
            In this case, the following calculations must be performed.
            First, if N's routing table entry presently contains one or
            more inter-area paths that utilize the transit area Area A,
            these paths should be removed. If this removes all paths
            from the routing table entry, the entry should be
            invalidated.  The entry's old values should be saved for
            later comparisons. Next the calculation in Section 16.3 must
            be run again for the single destination N. If the results of
            this calculation have caused the cost to N to increase, the
            complete routing table calculation must be rerun starting
            with the Dijkstra algorithm specified in Section 16.1.
            Otherwise, if the cost/path to an AS boundary router (as
            would be the case for a Type 4 summary-LSA) or to any
            forwarding addresses has changed, all AS-external-LSAs will
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            have to be reexamined by rerunning the calculation in
            Section 16.4.  Otherwise, if N is now newly unreachable, the
            calculation in Section 16.4 must be rerun for the single
            destination N, in case an alternate external route to N
            exists.

    16.6.  Incremental updates -- AS-external-LSAs

        When a new AS-external-LSA is received, it is not necessary to
        recalculate the entire routing table.  Call the destination
        described by the AS-external-LSA N.  N's address is obtained by
        masking the LSA's Link State ID with the network/subnet mask
        contained in the body of the LSA. If there is already an intra-
        area or inter-area route to the destination, no recalculation is
        necessary (internal routes take precedence).



        Otherwise, the procedure in Section 16.4 will have to be
        performed, but only for those AS-external-LSAs whose destination
        is N.  Before this procedure is performed, the present routing
        table entry for N should be invalidated.

    16.7.  Events generated as a result of routing table changes

        Changes to routing table entries sometimes cause the OSPF area
        border routers to take additional actions.  These routers need
        to act on the following routing table changes:

        o   The cost or path type of a routing table entry has changed.
            If the destination described by this entry is a Network or
            AS boundary router, and this is not simply a change of AS
            external routes, new summary-LSAs may have to be generated
            (potentially one for each attached area, including the
            backbone).  See Section 12.4.3 for more information.  If a
            previously advertised entry has been deleted, or is no
            longer advertisable to a particular area, the LSA must be
            flushed from the routing domain by setting its LS age to
            MaxAge and reflooding (see Section 14.1).

        o   A routing table entry associated with a configured virtual
            link has changed.  The destination of such a routing table
            entry is an area border router.  The change indicates a
            modification to the virtual link's cost or viability.
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            If the entry indicates that the area border router is newly
            reachable, the corresponding virtual link is now
            operational.  An InterfaceUp event should be generated for
            the virtual link, which will cause a virtual adjacency to
            begin to form (see Section 10.3).  At this time the virtual
            link's IP interface address and the virtual neighbor's
            Neighbor IP address are also calculated.

            If the entry indicates that the area border router is no
            longer reachable, the virtual link and its associated
            adjacency should be destroyed.  This means an InterfaceDown
            event should be generated for the associated virtual link.

            If the cost of the entry has changed, and there is a fully
            established virtual adjacency, a new router-LSA for the
            backbone must be originated.  This in turn may cause further
            routing table changes.

    16.8.  Equal-cost multipath

        The OSPF protocol maintains multiple equal-cost routes to all
        destinations.  This can be seen in the steps used above to
        calculate the routing table, and in the definition of the
        routing table structure.

        Each one of the multiple routes will be of the same type
        (intra-area, inter-area, type 1 external or type 2 external),
        cost, and will have the same associated area.  However, each



        route may specify a separate next hop and Advertising router.

        There is no requirement that a router running OSPF keep track of
        all possible equal-cost routes to a destination.  An
        implementation may choose to keep only a fixed number of routes
        to any given destination.  This does not affect any of the
        algorithms presented in this specification.
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Footnotes

    [1]The graph's vertices represent either routers, transit networks,
    or stub networks.  Since routers may belong to multiple areas, it is
    not possible to color the graph's vertices.

    [2]It is possible for all of a router's interfaces to be unnumbered
    point-to-point links.  In this case, an IP address must be assigned
    to the router.  This address will then be advertised in the router's
    router-LSA as a host route.

    [3]Note that in these cases both interfaces, the non-virtual and the
    virtual, would have the same IP address.

    [4]Note that no host route is generated for, and no IP packets can
    be addressed to, interfaces to unnumbered point-to-point networks.
    This is regardless of such an interface's state.

    [5]It is instructive to see what happens when the Designated Router
    for the network crashes.  Call the Designated Router for the network
    RT1, and the Backup Designated Router RT2.  If Router RT1 crashes
    (or maybe its interface to the network dies), the other routers on
    the network will detect RT1's absence within RouterDeadInterval
    seconds.  All routers may not detect this at precisely the same
    time; the routers that detect RT1's absence before RT2 does will,
    for a time, select RT2 to be both Designated Router and Backup
    Designated Router.  When RT2 detects that RT1 is gone it will move
    itself to Designated Router.  At this time, the remaining router
    having highest Router Priority will be selected as Backup Designated
    Router.

    [6]On point-to-point networks, the lower level protocols indicate
    whether the neighbor is up and running.  Likewise, existence of the
    neighbor on virtual links is indicated by the routing table
    calculation.  However, in both these cases, the Hello Protocol is
    still used.  This ensures that communication between the neighbors
    is bidirectional, and that each of the neighbors has a functioning
    routing protocol layer.



    [7]When the identity of the Designated Router is changing, it may be
    quite common for a neighbor in this state to send the router a
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    Database Description packet; this means that there is some momentary
    disagreement on the Designated Router's identity.

    [8]Note that it is possible for a router to resynchronize any of its
    fully established adjacencies by setting the adjacency's state back
    to ExStart.  This will cause the other end of the adjacency to
    process a SeqNumberMismatch event, and therefore to also go back to
    ExStart state.

    [9]The address space of IP networks and the address space of OSPF
    Router IDs may overlap.  That is, a network may have an IP address
    which is identical (when considered as a 32-bit number) to some
    router's Router ID.

    [10]"Discard" entries are necessary to ensure that route
    summarization at area boundaries will not cause packet looping.

    [11]It is assumed that, for two different address ranges matching
    the destination, one range is more specific than the other. Non-
    contiguous subnet masks can be configured to violate this
    assumption. Such subnet mask configurations cannot be handled by the
    OSPF protocol.

    [12]MaxAgeDiff is an architectural constant.  It indicates the
    maximum dispersion of ages, in seconds, that can occur for a single
    LSA instance as it is flooded throughout the routing domain.  If two
    LSAs differ by more than this, they are assumed to be different
    instances of the same LSA.  This can occur when a router restarts
    and loses track of the LSA's previous LS sequence number.  See
    Section 13.4 for more details.

    [13]When two LSAs have different LS checksums, they are assumed to
    be separate instances.  This can occur when a router restarts, and
    loses track of the LSA's previous LS sequence number.  In the case
    where the two LSAs have the same LS sequence number, it is not
    possible to determine which LSA is actually newer.  However, if the
    wrong LSA is accepted as newer, the originating router will simply
    originate another instance.  See Section 13.4 for further details.

    [14]There is one instance where a lookup must be done based on
    partial information.  This is during the routing table calculation,
    when a network-LSA must be found based solely on its Link State ID.
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    The lookup in this case is still well defined, since no two
    network-LSAs can have the same Link State ID.



    [15]This is the way RFC 1583 specified point-to-point
    representation.  It has three advantages: a) it does not require
    allocating a subnet to the point-to-point link, b) it tends to bias
    the routing so that packets destined for the point-to-point
    interface will actually be received over the interface (which is
    useful for diagnostic purposes) and c) it allows network
    bootstrapping of a neighbor, without requiring that the bootstrap
    program contain an OSPF implementation.

    [16]This is the more traditional point-to-point representation used
    by protocols such as RIP.

    [17]This clause covers the case: Inter-area routes are not
    summarized to the backbone.  This is because inter-area routes are
    always associated with the backbone area.

    [18]This clause is only invoked when a non-backbone Area A supports
    transit data traffic (i.e., has TransitCapability set to TRUE).  For
    example, in the area configuration of Figure 6, Area 2 can support
    transit traffic due to the configured virtual link between Routers
    RT10 and RT11. As a result, Router RT11 need only originate a single
    summary-LSA into Area 2 (having the collapsed destination N9-
    N11,H1), since all of Router RT11's other eligible routes have next
    hops belonging to Area 2 itself (and as such only need be advertised
    by other area border routers; in this case, Routers RT10 and RT7).

    [19]By keeping more information in the routing table, it is possible
    for an implementation to recalculate the shortest path tree for only
    a single area.  In fact, there are incremental algorithms that allow
    an implementation to recalculate only a portion of a single area's
    shortest path tree [Ref1].  However, these algorithms are beyond the
    scope of this specification.

    [20]This is how the Link state request list is emptied, which
    eventually causes the neighbor state to transition to Full.  See
    Section 10.9 for more details.

    [21]It should be a relatively rare occurrence for an LSA's LS age to
    reach MaxAge in this fashion.  Usually, the LSA will be replaced by
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    a more recent instance before it ages out.

    [22]Strictly speaking, because of equal-cost multipath, the
    algorithm does not create a tree.  We continue to use the "tree"
    terminology because that is what occurs most often in the existing
    literature.

    [23]Note that the presence of any link back to V is sufficient; it
    need not be the matching half of the link under consideration from V
    to W. This is enough to ensure that, before data traffic flows
    between a pair of neighboring routers, their link state databases
    will be synchronized.

    [24]When the forwarding address is non-zero, it should point to a



    router belonging to another Autonomous System.  See Section 12.4.4
    for more details.
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A. OSPF data formats

    This appendix describes the format of OSPF protocol packets and OSPF
    LSAs.  The OSPF protocol runs directly over the IP network layer.
    Before any data formats are described, the details of the OSPF
    encapsulation are explained.

    Next the OSPF Options field is described.  This field describes
    various capabilities that may or may not be supported by pieces of
    the OSPF routing domain. The OSPF Options field is contained in OSPF
    Hello packets, Database Description packets and in OSPF LSAs.

    OSPF packet formats are detailed in Section A.3.  A description of
    OSPF LSAs appears in Section A.4.

A.1 Encapsulation of OSPF packets

    OSPF runs directly over the Internet Protocol's network layer.  OSPF
    packets are therefore encapsulated solely by IP and local data-link
    headers.

    OSPF does not define a way to fragment its protocol packets, and
    depends on IP fragmentation when transmitting packets larger than
    the network MTU. If necessary, the length of OSPF packets can be up
    to 65,535 bytes (including the IP header).  The OSPF packet types
    that are likely to be large (Database Description Packets, Link
    State Request, Link State Update, and Link State Acknowledgment
    packets) can usually be split into several separate protocol
    packets, without loss of functionality.  This is recommended; IP
    fragmentation should be avoided whenever possible.  Using this
    reasoning, an attempt should be made to limit the sizes of OSPF
    packets sent over virtual links to 576 bytes unless Path MTU
    Discovery is being performed (see [Ref22]).

    The other important features of OSPF's IP encapsulation are:

    o   Use of IP multicast.  Some OSPF messages are multicast, when
        sent over broadcast networks.  Two distinct IP multicast
        addresses are used.  Packets sent to these multicast addresses
        should never be forwarded; they are meant to travel a single hop
        only.  To ensure that these packets will not travel multiple
        hops, their IP TTL must be set to 1.
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        AllSPFRouters
            This multicast address has been assigned the value
            224.0.0.5.  All routers running OSPF should be prepared to
            receive packets sent to this address.  Hello packets are
            always sent to this destination.  Also, certain OSPF
            protocol packets are sent to this address during the
            flooding procedure.

        AllDRouters
            This multicast address has been assigned the value
            224.0.0.6.  Both the Designated Router and Backup Designated
            Router must be prepared to receive packets destined to this
            address.  Certain OSPF protocol packets are sent to this
            address during the flooding procedure.

    o   OSPF is IP protocol number 89.  This number has been registered
        with the Network Information Center.  IP protocol number
        assignments are documented in [Ref11].

    o   All OSPF routing protocol packets are sent using the normal
        service TOS value of binary 0000 defined in [Ref12].

    o   Routing protocol packets are sent with IP precedence set to
        Internetwork Control.  OSPF protocol packets should be given
        precedence over regular IP data traffic, in both sending and
        receiving.  Setting the IP precedence field in the IP header to
        Internetwork Control [Ref5] may help implement this objective.
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A.2 The Options field

    The OSPF Options field is present in OSPF Hello packets, Database
    Description packets and all LSAs.  The Options field enables OSPF
    routers to support (or not support) optional capabilities, and to
    communicate their capability level to other OSPF routers.  Through
    this mechanism routers of differing capabilities can be mixed within
    an OSPF routing domain.

    When used in Hello packets, the Options field allows a router to
    reject a neighbor because of a capability mismatch.  Alternatively,
    when capabilities are exchanged in Database Description packets a



    router can choose not to forward certain LSAs to a neighbor because
    of its reduced functionality.  Lastly, listing capabilities in LSAs
    allows routers to forward traffic around reduced functionality
    routers, by excluding them from parts of the routing table
    calculation.

    Five bits of the OSPF Options field have been assigned, although
    only one (the E-bit) is described completely by this memo. Each bit
    is described briefly below. Routers should reset (i.e.  clear)
    unrecognized bits in the Options field when sending Hello packets or
    Database Description packets and when originating LSAs. Conversely,
    routers encountering unrecognized Option bits in received Hello
    Packets, Database Description packets or LSAs should ignore the
    capability and process the packet/LSA normally.

                       +------------------------------------+
                       | * | * | DC | EA | N/P | MC | E | * |
                       +------------------------------------+

                             The Options field

    E-bit
        This bit describes the way AS-external-LSAs are flooded, as
        described in Sections 3.6, 9.5, 10.8 and 12.1.2 of this memo.

    MC-bit
        This bit describes whether IP multicast datagrams are forwarded
        according to the specifications in [Ref18].
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    N/P-bit
        This bit describes the handling of Type-7 LSAs, as specified in
        [Ref19].

    EA-bit
        This bit describes the router's willingness to receive and
        forward External-Attributes-LSAs, as specified in [Ref20].

    DC-bit
        This bit describes the router's handling of demand circuits, as
        specified in [Ref21].
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A.3 OSPF Packet Formats

    There are five distinct OSPF packet types.  All OSPF packet types
    begin with a standard 24 byte header.  This header is described
    first.  Each packet type is then described in a succeeding section.
    In these sections each packet's division into fields is displayed,
    and then the field definitions are enumerated.

    All OSPF packet types (other than the OSPF Hello packets) deal with
    lists of LSAs.  For example, Link State Update packets implement the
    flooding of LSAs throughout the OSPF routing domain.  Because of
    this, OSPF protocol packets cannot be parsed unless the format of
    LSAs is also understood.  The format of LSAs is described in Section
    A.4.

    The receive processing of OSPF packets is detailed in Section 8.2.
    The sending of OSPF packets is explained in Section 8.1.
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A.3.1 The OSPF packet header

    Every OSPF packet starts with a standard 24 byte header.  This
    header contains all the information necessary to determine whether
    the packet should be accepted for further processing.  This
    determination is described in Section 8.2 of the specification.

        0                   1                   2                   3
        0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |   Version #   |     Type      |         Packet length         |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                          Router ID                            |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                           Area ID                             |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |           Checksum            |             AuType            |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                       Authentication                          |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                       Authentication                          |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

    Version #
        The OSPF version number.  This specification documents version 2
        of the protocol.

    Type
        The OSPF packet types are as follows. See Sections A.3.2 through
        A.3.6 for details.
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                          Type   Description
                          ________________________________
                          1      Hello
                          2      Database Description
                          3      Link State Request
                          4      Link State Update
                          5      Link State Acknowledgment

    Packet length
        The length of the OSPF protocol packet in bytes.  This length
        includes the standard OSPF header.

    Router ID
        The Router ID of the packet's source.

    Area ID
        A 32 bit number identifying the area that this packet belongs
        to.  All OSPF packets are associated with a single area.  Most
        travel a single hop only.  Packets travelling over a virtual
        link are labelled with the backbone Area ID of 0.0.0.0.

    Checksum
        The standard IP checksum of the entire contents of the packet,
        starting with the OSPF packet header but excluding the 64-bit
        authentication field.  This checksum is calculated as the 16-bit
        one's complement of the one's complement sum of all the 16-bit
        words in the packet, excepting the authentication field.  If the
        packet's length is not an integral number of 16-bit words, the
        packet is padded with a byte of zero before checksumming.  The
        checksum is considered to be part of the packet authentication
        procedure; for some authentication types the checksum
        calculation is omitted.

    AuType
        Identifies the authentication procedure to be used for the
        packet.  Authentication is discussed in Appendix D of the
        specification.  Consult Appendix D for a list of the currently
        defined authentication types.
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    Authentication
        A 64-bit field for use by the authentication scheme. See
        Appendix D for details.
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A.3.2 The Hello packet

    Hello packets are OSPF packet type 1.  These packets are sent
    periodically on all interfaces (including virtual links) in order to
    establish and maintain neighbor relationships.  In addition, Hello
    Packets are multicast on those physical networks having a multicast
    or broadcast capability, enabling dynamic discovery of neighboring
    routers.

    All routers connected to a common network must agree on certain
    parameters (Network mask, HelloInterval and RouterDeadInterval).
    These parameters are included in Hello packets, so that differences
    can inhibit the forming of neighbor relationships.  A detailed
    explanation of the receive processing for Hello packets is presented
    in Section 10.5.  The sending of Hello packets is covered in Section
    9.5.

        0                   1                   2                   3
        0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |   Version #   |       1       |         Packet length         |



       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                          Router ID                            |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                           Area ID                             |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |           Checksum            |             AuType            |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                       Authentication                          |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                       Authentication                          |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                        Network Mask                           |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |         HelloInterval         |    Options    |    Rtr Pri    |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                     RouterDeadInterval                        |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                      Designated Router                        |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                   Backup Designated Router                    |
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       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                          Neighbor                             |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                              ...                              |

    Network mask
        The network mask associated with this interface.  For example,
        if the interface is to a class B network whose third byte is
        used for subnetting, the network mask is 0xffffff00.

    Options
        The optional capabilities supported by the router, as documented
        in Section A.2.

    HelloInterval
        The number of seconds between this router's Hello packets.

    Rtr Pri
        This router's Router Priority.  Used in (Backup) Designated
        Router election.  If set to 0, the router will be ineligible to
        become (Backup) Designated Router.

    RouterDeadInterval
        The number of seconds before declaring a silent router down.

    Designated Router
        The identity of the Designated Router for this network, in the
        view of the sending router.  The Designated Router is identified
        here by its IP interface address on the network.  Set to 0.0.0.0
        if there is no Designated Router.

    Backup Designated Router
        The identity of the Backup Designated Router for this network,



        in the view of the sending router.  The Backup Designated Router
        is identified here by its IP interface address on the network.
        Set to 0.0.0.0 if there is no Backup Designated Router.

    Neighbor
        The Router IDs of each router from whom valid Hello packets have
        been seen recently on the network.  Recently means in the last
        RouterDeadInterval seconds.
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A.3.3 The Database Description packet

    Database Description packets are OSPF packet type 2.  These packets
    are exchanged when an adjacency is being initialized.  They describe
    the contents of the link-state database.  Multiple packets may be
    used to describe the database.  For this purpose a poll-response
    procedure is used.  One of the routers is designated to be the
    master, the other the slave.  The master sends Database Description
    packets (polls) which are acknowledged by Database Description
    packets sent by the slave (responses).  The responses are linked to
    the polls via the packets' DD sequence numbers.

        0                   1                   2                   3
        0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |   Version #   |       2       |         Packet length         |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                          Router ID                            |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                           Area ID                             |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |           Checksum            |             AuType            |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                       Authentication                          |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                       Authentication                          |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |         Interface MTU         |    Options    |0|0|0|0|0|I|M|MS
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                     DD sequence number                        |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                                                               |
       +-                                                             -+
       |                                                               |
       +-                      An LSA Header                          -+
       |                                                               |
       +-                                                             -+
       |                                                               |
       +-                                                             -+
       |                                                               |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                              ...                              |
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    The format of the Database Description packet is very similar to
    both the Link State Request and Link State Acknowledgment packets.
    The main part of all three is a list of items, each item describing
    a piece of the link-state database.  The sending of Database
    Description Packets is documented in Section 10.8.  The reception of
    Database Description packets is documented in Section 10.6.

    Interface MTU
        The size in bytes of the largest IP datagram that can be sent
        out the associated interface, without fragmentation.  The MTUs
        of common Internet link types can be found in Table 7-1 of
        [Ref22]. Interface MTU should be set to 0 in Database
        Description packets sent over virtual links.

    Options
        The optional capabilities supported by the router, as documented
        in Section A.2.

    I-bit
        The Init bit.  When set to 1, this packet is the first in the
        sequence of Database Description Packets.

    M-bit
        The More bit.  When set to 1, it indicates that more Database
        Description Packets are to follow.

    MS-bit
        The Master/Slave bit.  When set to 1, it indicates that the
        router is the master during the Database Exchange process.
        Otherwise, the router is the slave.

    DD sequence number
        Used to sequence the collection of Database Description Packets.
        The initial value (indicated by the Init bit being set) should
        be unique.  The DD sequence number then increments until the
        complete database description has been sent.

    The rest of the packet consists of a (possibly partial) list of the
    link-state database's pieces.  Each LSA in the database is described
    by its LSA header.  The LSA header is documented in Section A.4.1.
    It contains all the information required to uniquely identify both
    the LSA and the LSA's current instance.
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A.3.4 The Link State Request packet

    Link State Request packets are OSPF packet type 3.  After exchanging
    Database Description packets with a neighboring router, a router may
    find that parts of its link-state database are out-of-date.  The
    Link State Request packet is used to request the pieces of the
    neighbor's database that are more up-to-date.  Multiple Link State
    Request packets may need to be used.



    A router that sends a Link State Request packet has in mind the
    precise instance of the database pieces it is requesting. Each
    instance is defined by its LS sequence number, LS checksum, and LS
    age, although these fields are not specified in the Link State
    Request Packet itself.  The router may receive even more recent
    instances in response.

    The sending of Link State Request packets is documented in Section
    10.9.  The reception of Link State Request packets is documented in
    Section 10.7.

        0                   1                   2                   3
        0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |   Version #   |       3       |         Packet length         |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                          Router ID                            |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                           Area ID                             |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |           Checksum            |             AuType            |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                       Authentication                          |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                       Authentication                          |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                          LS type                              |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                       Link State ID                           |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                     Advertising Router                        |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                              ...                              |
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    Each LSA requested is specified by its LS type, Link State ID, and
    Advertising Router.  This uniquely identifies the LSA, but not its
    instance.  Link State Request packets are understood to be requests
    for the most recent instance (whatever that might be).
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A.3.5 The Link State Update packet

    Link State Update packets are OSPF packet type 4.  These packets
    implement the flooding of LSAs.  Each Link State Update packet
    carries a collection of LSAs one hop further from their origin.
    Several LSAs may be included in a single packet.

    Link State Update packets are multicast on those physical networks
    that support multicast/broadcast.  In order to make the flooding
    procedure reliable, flooded LSAs are acknowledged in Link State
    Acknowledgment packets.  If retransmission of certain LSAs is
    necessary, the retransmitted LSAs are always sent directly to the
    neighbor.  For more information on the reliable flooding of LSAs,
    consult Section 13.

        0                   1                   2                   3
        0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |   Version #   |       4       |         Packet length         |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                          Router ID                            |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                           Area ID                             |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |           Checksum            |             AuType            |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                       Authentication                          |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                       Authentication                          |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                            # LSAs                             |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+



       |                                                               |
       +-                                                            +-+
       |                             LSAs                              |
       +-                                                            +-+
       |                              ...                              |
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    # LSAs
        The number of LSAs included in this update.

    The body of the Link State Update packet consists of a list of LSAs.
    Each LSA begins with a common 20 byte header, described in Section
    A.4.1. Detailed formats of the different types of LSAs are described
    in Section A.4.
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A.3.6 The Link State Acknowledgment packet

    Link State Acknowledgment Packets are OSPF packet type 5.  To make
    the flooding of LSAs reliable, flooded LSAs are explicitly
    acknowledged.  This acknowledgment is accomplished through the
    sending and receiving of Link State Acknowledgment packets.
    Multiple LSAs can be acknowledged in a single Link State
    Acknowledgment packet.

    Depending on the state of the sending interface and the sender of
    the corresponding Link State Update packet, a Link State
    Acknowledgment packet is sent either to the multicast address
    AllSPFRouters, to the multicast address AllDRouters, or as a
    unicast.  The sending of Link State Acknowledgement packets is
    documented in Section 13.5.  The reception of Link State
    Acknowledgement packets is documented in Section 13.7.

    The format of this packet is similar to that of the Data Description
    packet.  The body of both packets is simply a list of LSA headers.

        0                   1                   2                   3
        0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |   Version #   |       5       |         Packet length         |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                          Router ID                            |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                           Area ID                             |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |           Checksum            |             AuType            |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                       Authentication                          |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                       Authentication                          |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                                                               |
       +-                                                             -+
       |                                                               |
       +-                         An LSA Header                       -+
       |                                                               |
       +-                                                             -+
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       |                                                               |
       +-                                                             -+
       |                                                               |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                              ...                              |



    Each acknowledged LSA is described by its LSA header.  The LSA
    header is documented in Section A.4.1.  It contains all the
    information required to uniquely identify both the LSA and the LSA's
    current instance.
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A.4 LSA formats

    This memo defines five distinct types of LSAs.  Each LSA begins with
    a standard 20 byte LSA header.  This header is explained in Section
    A.4.1.  Succeeding sections then diagram the separate LSA types.

    Each LSA describes a piece of the OSPF routing domain.  Every router
    originates a router-LSA.  In addition, whenever the router is
    elected Designated Router, it originates a network-LSA.  Other types
    of LSAs may also be originated (see Section 12.4).  All LSAs are
    then flooded throughout the OSPF routing domain.  The flooding
    algorithm is reliable, ensuring that all routers have the same
    collection of LSAs.  (See Section 13 for more information concerning
    the flooding algorithm).  This collection of LSAs is called the
    link-state database.

    From the link state database, each router constructs a shortest path
    tree with itself as root.  This yields a routing table (see Section



    11).  For the details of the routing table build process, see
    Section 16.
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A.4.1 The LSA header

    All LSAs begin with a common 20 byte header.  This header contains
    enough information to uniquely identify the LSA (LS type, Link State
    ID, and Advertising Router).  Multiple instances of the LSA may
    exist in the routing domain at the same time.  It is then necessary
    to determine which instance is more recent.  This is accomplished by
    examining the LS age, LS sequence number and LS checksum fields that
    are also contained in the LSA header.

        0                   1                   2                   3
        0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |            LS age             |    Options    |    LS type    |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                        Link State ID                          |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                     Advertising Router                        |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                     LS sequence number                        |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |         LS checksum           |             length            |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

    LS age
        The time in seconds since the LSA was originated.



    Options
        The optional capabilities supported by the described portion of
        the routing domain.  OSPF's optional capabilities are documented
        in Section A.2.

    LS type
        The type of the LSA.  Each LSA type has a separate advertisement
        format.  The LSA types defined in this memo are as follows (see
        Section 12.1.3 for further explanation):
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                        LS Type   Description
                        ___________________________________
                        1         Router-LSAs
                        2         Network-LSAs
                        3         Summary-LSAs (IP network)
                        4         Summary-LSAs (ASBR)
                        5         AS-external-LSAs

    Link State ID
        This field identifies the portion of the internet environment
        that is being described by the LSA.  The contents of this field
        depend on the LSA's LS type.  For example, in network-LSAs the
        Link State ID is set to the IP interface address of the
        network's Designated Router (from which the network's IP address
        can be derived).  The Link State ID is further discussed in
        Section 12.1.4.

    Advertising Router
        The Router ID of the router that originated the LSA.  For
        example, in network-LSAs this field is equal to the Router ID of
        the network's Designated Router.

    LS sequence number
        Detects old or duplicate LSAs.  Successive instances of an LSA
        are given successive LS sequence numbers.  See Section 12.1.6
        for more details.

    LS checksum
        The Fletcher checksum of the complete contents of the LSA,
        including the LSA header but excluding the LS age field. See
        Section 12.1.7 for more details.

    length
        The length in bytes of the LSA.  This includes the 20 byte LSA
        header.
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A.4.2 Router-LSAs

    Router-LSAs are the Type 1 LSAs.  Each router in an area originates
    a router-LSA.  The LSA describes the state and cost of the router's
    links (i.e., interfaces) to the area.  All of the router's links to
    the area must be described in a single router-LSA.  For details
    concerning the construction of router-LSAs, see Section 12.4.1.

        0                   1                   2                   3
        0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |            LS age             |     Options   |       1       |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                        Link State ID                          |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                     Advertising Router                        |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                     LS sequence number                        |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |         LS checksum           |             length            |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |    0    |V|E|B|        0      |            # links            |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                          Link ID                              |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                         Link Data                             |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |     Type      |     # TOS     |            metric             |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                              ...                              |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |      TOS      |        0      |          TOS  metric          |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                          Link ID                              |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                         Link Data                             |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                              ...                              |
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    In router-LSAs, the Link State ID field is set to the router's OSPF
    Router ID. Router-LSAs are flooded throughout a single area only.

    bit V



        When set, the router is an endpoint of one or more fully
        adjacent virtual links having the described area as Transit area
        (V is for virtual link endpoint).

    bit E
        When set, the router is an AS boundary router (E is for
        external).

    bit B
        When set, the router is an area border router (B is for border).

    # links
        The number of router links described in this LSA.  This must be
        the total collection of router links (i.e., interfaces) to the
        area.

    The following fields are used to describe each router link (i.e.,
    interface). Each router link is typed (see the below Type field).
    The Type field indicates the kind of link being described.  It may
    be a link to a transit network, to another router or to a stub
    network.  The values of all the other fields describing a router
    link depend on the link's Type.  For example, each link has an
    associated 32-bit Link Data field.  For links to stub networks this
    field specifies the network's IP address mask.  For other link types
    the Link Data field specifies the router interface's IP address.

    Type
        A quick description of the router link.  One of the following.
        Note that host routes are classified as links to stub networks
        with network mask of 0xffffffff.
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                 Type   Description
                 __________________________________________________
                 1      Point-to-point connection to another router
                 2      Connection to a transit network
                 3      Connection to a stub network
                 4      Virtual link

    Link ID
        Identifies the object that this router link connects to.  Value
        depends on the link's Type.  When connecting to an object that
        also originates an LSA (i.e., another router or a transit
        network) the Link ID is equal to the neighboring LSA's Link



        State ID.  This provides the key for looking up the neighboring
        LSA in the link state database during the routing table
        calculation. See Section 12.2 for more details.

                       Type   Link ID
                       ______________________________________
                       1      Neighboring router's Router ID
                       2      IP address of Designated Router
                       3      IP network/subnet number
                       4      Neighboring router's Router ID

    Link Data
        Value again depends on the link's Type field. For connections to
        stub networks, Link Data specifies the network's IP address
        mask. For unnumbered point-to-point connections, it specifies
        the interface's MIB-II [Ref8] ifIndex value. For the other link
        types it specifies the router interface's IP address. This
        latter piece of information is needed during the routing table
        build process, when calculating the IP address of the next hop.
        See Section 16.1.1 for more details.
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    # TOS
        The number of different TOS metrics given for this link, not
        counting the required link metric (referred to as the TOS 0
        metric in [Ref9]).  For example, if no additional TOS metrics
        are given, this field is set to 0.

    metric
        The cost of using this router link.

    Additional TOS-specific information may also be included, for
    backward compatibility with previous versions of the OSPF
    specification ([Ref9]). Within each link, and for each desired TOS,
    TOS TOS-specific link information may be encoded as follows:

    TOS IP Type of Service that this metric refers to.  The encoding of
        TOS in OSPF LSAs is described in Section 12.3.

    TOS metric
        TOS-specific metric information.
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A.4.3 Network-LSAs

    Network-LSAs are the Type 2 LSAs.  A network-LSA is originated for
    each broadcast and NBMA network in the area which supports two or
    more routers.  The network-LSA is originated by the network's
    Designated Router.  The LSA describes all routers attached to the
    network, including the Designated Router itself.  The LSA's Link
    State ID field lists the IP interface address of the Designated
    Router.

    The distance from the network to all attached routers is zero.  This
    is why metric fields need not be specified in the network-LSA.  For
    details concerning the construction of network-LSAs, see Section
    12.4.2.

        0                   1                   2                   3
        0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |            LS age             |      Options  |      2        |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                        Link State ID                          |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                     Advertising Router                        |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                     LS sequence number                        |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |         LS checksum           |             length            |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                         Network Mask                          |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                        Attached Router                        |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                              ...                              |

    Network Mask
        The IP address mask for the network.  For example, a class A
        network would have the mask 0xff000000.
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    Attached Router
        The Router IDs of each of the routers attached to the network.
        Actually, only those routers that are fully adjacent to the
        Designated Router are listed.  The Designated Router includes
        itself in this list.  The number of routers included can be
        deduced from the LSA header's length field.
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A.4.4 Summary-LSAs



    Summary-LSAs are the Type 3 and 4 LSAs.  These LSAs are originated
    by area border routers. Summary-LSAs describe inter-area
    destinations.  For details concerning the construction of summary-
    LSAs, see Section 12.4.3.

    Type 3 summary-LSAs are used when the destination is an IP network.
    In this case the LSA's Link State ID field is an IP network number
    (if necessary, the Link State ID can also have one or more of the
    network's "host" bits set; see Appendix E for details). When the
    destination is an AS boundary router, a Type 4 summary-LSA is used,
    and the Link State ID field is the AS boundary router's OSPF Router
    ID.  (To see why it is necessary to advertise the location of each
    ASBR, consult Section 16.4.)  Other than the difference in the Link
    State ID field, the format of Type 3 and 4 summary-LSAs is
    identical.

        0                   1                   2                   3
        0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |            LS age             |     Options   |    3 or 4     |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                        Link State ID                          |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                     Advertising Router                        |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                     LS sequence number                        |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |         LS checksum           |             length            |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                         Network Mask                          |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |      0        |                  metric                       |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |     TOS       |                TOS  metric                    |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                              ...                              |
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    For stub areas, Type 3 summary-LSAs can also be used to describe a
    (per-area) default route.  Default summary routes are used in stub
    areas instead of flooding a complete set of external routes.  When
    describing a default summary route, the summary-LSA's Link State ID
    is always set to DefaultDestination (0.0.0.0) and the Network Mask
    is set to 0.0.0.0.

    Network Mask
        For Type 3 summary-LSAs, this indicates the destination
        network's IP address mask.  For example, when advertising the
        location of a class A network the value 0xff000000 would be
        used.  This field is not meaningful and must be zero for Type 4
        summary-LSAs.



    metric
        The cost of this route.  Expressed in the same units as the
        interface costs in the router-LSAs.

    Additional TOS-specific information may also be included, for
    backward compatibility with previous versions of the OSPF
    specification ([Ref9]). For each desired TOS, TOS-specific
    information is encoded as follows:

    TOS IP Type of Service that this metric refers to.  The encoding of
        TOS in OSPF LSAs is described in Section 12.3.

    TOS metric
        TOS-specific metric information.
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A.4.5 AS-external-LSAs

    AS-external-LSAs are the Type 5 LSAs.  These LSAs are originated by
    AS boundary routers, and describe destinations external to the AS.
    For details concerning the construction of AS-external-LSAs, see
    Section 12.4.3.

    AS-external-LSAs usually describe a particular external destination.
    For these LSAs the Link State ID field specifies an IP network
    number (if necessary, the Link State ID can also have one or more of
    the network's "host" bits set; see Appendix E for details).  AS-
    external-LSAs are also used to describe a default route.  Default
    routes are used when no specific route exists to the destination.
    When describing a default route, the Link State ID is always set to
    DefaultDestination (0.0.0.0) and the Network Mask is set to 0.0.0.0.

        0                   1                   2                   3
        0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |            LS age             |     Options   |      5        |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                        Link State ID                          |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                     Advertising Router                        |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+



       |                     LS sequence number                        |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |         LS checksum           |             length            |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                         Network Mask                          |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |E|     0       |                  metric                       |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                      Forwarding address                       |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                      External Route Tag                       |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |E|    TOS      |                TOS  metric                    |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                      Forwarding address                       |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
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       |                      External Route Tag                       |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                              ...                              |

    Network Mask
        The IP address mask for the advertised destination.  For
        example, when advertising a class A network the mask 0xff000000
        would be used.

    bit E
        The type of external metric.  If bit E is set, the metric
        specified is a Type 2 external metric.  This means the metric is
        considered larger than any link state path.  If bit E is zero,
        the specified metric is a Type 1 external metric.  This means
        that it is expressed in the same units as the link state metric
        (i.e., the same units as interface cost).

    metric
        The cost of this route.  Interpretation depends on the external
        type indication (bit E above).

    Forwarding address
        Data traffic for the advertised destination will be forwarded to
        this address.  If the Forwarding address is set to 0.0.0.0, data
        traffic will be forwarded instead to the LSA's originator (i.e.,
        the responsible AS boundary router).

    External Route Tag
        A 32-bit field attached to each external route.  This is not
        used by the OSPF protocol itself.  It may be used to communicate
        information between AS boundary routers; the precise nature of
        such information is outside the scope of this specification.

    Additional TOS-specific information may also be included, for
    backward compatibility with previous versions of the OSPF
    specification ([Ref9]). For each desired TOS, TOS-specific



    information is encoded as follows:

    TOS The Type of Service that the following fields concern.  The
        encoding of TOS in OSPF LSAs is described in Section 12.3.
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    bit E
        For backward-compatibility with [Ref9].

    TOS metric
        TOS-specific metric information.

    Forwarding address
        For backward-compatibility with [Ref9].

    External Route Tag
        For backward-compatibility with [Ref9].
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B. Architectural Constants

    Several OSPF protocol parameters have fixed architectural values.
    These parameters have been referred to in the text by names such as
    LSRefreshTime.  The same naming convention is used for the
    configurable protocol parameters.  They are defined in Appendix C.

    The name of each architectural constant follows, together with its
    value and a short description of its function.

    LSRefreshTime
        The maximum time between distinct originations of any particular
        LSA.  If the LS age field of one of the router's self-originated
        LSAs reaches the value LSRefreshTime, a new instance of the LSA
        is originated, even though the contents of the LSA (apart from
        the LSA header) will be the same.  The value of LSRefreshTime is
        set to 30 minutes.

    MinLSInterval
        The minimum time between distinct originations of any particular
        LSA.  The value of MinLSInterval is set to 5 seconds.

    MinLSArrival
        For any particular LSA, the minimum time that must elapse
        between reception of new LSA instances during flooding. LSA
        instances received at higher frequencies are discarded. The
        value of MinLSArrival is set to 1 second.

    MaxAge
        The maximum age that an LSA can attain. When an LSA's LS age
        field reaches MaxAge, it is reflooded in an attempt to flush the
        LSA from the routing domain (See Section 14). LSAs of age MaxAge
        are not used in the routing table calculation.  The value of
        MaxAge is set to 1 hour.

    CheckAge
        When the age of an LSA in the link state database hits a
        multiple of CheckAge, the LSA's checksum is verified.  An
        incorrect checksum at this time indicates a serious error.  The
        value of CheckAge is set to 5 minutes.
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    MaxAgeDiff
        The maximum time dispersion that can occur, as an LSA is flooded
        throughout the AS.  Most of this time is accounted for by the
        LSAs sitting on router output queues (and therefore not aging)
        during the flooding process.  The value of MaxAgeDiff is set to
        15 minutes.

    LSInfinity
        The metric value indicating that the destination described by an
        LSA is unreachable. Used in summary-LSAs and AS-external-LSAs as
        an alternative to premature aging (see Section 14.1). It is
        defined to be the 24-bit binary value of all ones: 0xffffff.



    DefaultDestination
        The Destination ID that indicates the default route.  This route
        is used when no other matching routing table entry can be found.
        The default destination can only be advertised in AS-external-
        LSAs and in stub areas' type 3 summary-LSAs.  Its value is the
        IP address 0.0.0.0. Its associated Network Mask is also always
        0.0.0.0.

    InitialSequenceNumber
        The value used for LS Sequence Number when originating the first
        instance of any LSA. Its value is the signed 32-bit integer
        0x80000001.

    MaxSequenceNumber
        The maximum value that LS Sequence Number can attain.  Its value
        is the signed 32-bit integer 0x7fffffff.
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C. Configurable Constants

    The OSPF protocol has quite a few configurable parameters.  These
    parameters are listed below.  They are grouped into general
    functional categories (area parameters, interface parameters, etc.).
    Sample values are given for some of the parameters.

    Some parameter settings need to be consistent among groups of
    routers.  For example, all routers in an area must agree on that
    area's parameters, and all routers attached to a network must agree
    on that network's IP network number and mask.

    Some parameters may be determined by router algorithms outside of
    this specification (e.g., the address of a host connected to the
    router via a SLIP line).  From OSPF's point of view, these items are
    still configurable.

    C.1 Global parameters

        In general, a separate copy of the OSPF protocol is run for each
        area.  Because of this, most configuration parameters are
        defined on a per-area basis.  The few global configuration
        parameters are listed below.



        Router ID
            This is a 32-bit number that uniquely identifies the router
            in the Autonomous System.  One algorithm for Router ID
            assignment is to choose the largest or smallest IP address
            assigned to the router.  If a router's OSPF Router ID is
            changed, the router's OSPF software should be restarted
            before the new Router ID takes effect. Before restarting in
            order to change its Router ID, the router should flush its
            self-originated LSAs from the routing domain (see Section
            14.1), or they will persist for up to MaxAge minutes.

        RFC1583Compatibility
            Controls the preference rules used in Section 16.4 when
            choosing among multiple AS-external-LSAs advertising the
            same destination. When set to "enabled", the preference
            rules remain those specified by RFC 1583 ([Ref9]). When set
            to "disabled", the preference rules are those stated in
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            Section 16.4.1, which prevent routing loops when AS-
            external-LSAs for the same destination have been originated
            from different areas. Set to "enabled" by default.

            In order to minimize the chance of routing loops, all OSPF
            routers in an OSPF routing domain should have
            RFC1583Compatibility set identically. When there are routers
            present that have not been updated with the functionality
            specified in Section 16.4.1 of this memo, all routers should
            have RFC1583Compatibility set to "enabled". Otherwise, all
            routers should have RFC1583Compatibility set to "disabled",
            preventing all routing loops.

    C.2 Area parameters

        All routers belonging to an area must agree on that area's
        configuration.  Disagreements between two routers will lead to
        an inability for adjacencies to form between them, with a
        resulting hindrance to the flow of routing protocol and data
        traffic.  The following items must be configured for an area:

        Area ID
            This is a 32-bit number that identifies the area.  The Area
            ID of 0.0.0.0 is reserved for the backbone.  If the area
            represents a subnetted network, the IP network number of the
            subnetted network may be used for the Area ID.

        List of address ranges
            An OSPF area is defined as a list of address ranges. Each
            address range consists of the following items:

            [IP address, mask]
                    Describes the collection of IP addresses contained
                    in the address range. Networks and hosts are
                    assigned to an area depending on whether their



                    addresses fall into one of the area's defining
                    address ranges.  Routers are viewed as belonging to
                    multiple areas, depending on their attached
                    networks' area membership.
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            Status  Set to either Advertise or DoNotAdvertise.  Routing
                    information is condensed at area boundaries.
                    External to the area, at most a single route is
                    advertised (via a summary-LSA) for each address
                    range. The route is advertised if and only if the
                    address range's Status is set to Advertise.
                    Unadvertised ranges allow the existence of certain
                    networks to be intentionally hidden from other
                    areas. Status is set to Advertise by default.

            As an example, suppose an IP subnetted network is to be its
            own OSPF area.  The area would be configured as a single
            address range, whose IP address is the address of the
            subnetted network, and whose mask is the natural class A, B,
            or C address mask.  A single route would be advertised
            external to the area, describing the entire subnetted
            network.

        ExternalRoutingCapability
            Whether AS-external-LSAs will be flooded into/throughout the
            area.  If AS-external-LSAs are excluded from the area, the
            area is called a "stub".  Internal to stub areas, routing to
            external destinations will be based solely on a default
            summary route.  The backbone cannot be configured as a stub
            area.  Also, virtual links cannot be configured through stub
            areas.  For more information, see Section 3.6.

        StubDefaultCost
            If the area has been configured as a stub area, and the
            router itself is an area border router, then the
            StubDefaultCost indicates the cost of the default summary-
            LSA that the router should advertise into the area.

    C.3 Router interface parameters

        Some of the configurable router interface parameters (such as IP
        interface address and subnet mask) actually imply properties of
        the attached networks, and therefore must be consistent across
        all the routers attached to that network.  The parameters that
        must be configured for a router interface are:
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        IP interface address
            The IP protocol address for this interface.  This uniquely
            identifies the router over the entire internet.  An IP
            address is not required on point-to-point networks.  Such a
            point-to-point network is called "unnumbered".

        IP interface mask
            Also referred to as the subnet/network mask, this indicates
            the portion of the IP interface address that identifies the
            attached network.  Masking the IP interface address with the
            IP interface mask yields the IP network number of the
            attached network.  On point-to-point networks and virtual
            links, the IP interface mask is not defined. On these
            networks, the link itself is not assigned an IP network
            number, and so the addresses of each side of the link are
            assigned independently, if they are assigned at all.

        Area ID
            The OSPF area to which the attached network belongs.

        Interface output cost
            The cost of sending a packet on the interface, expressed in
            the link state metric.  This is advertised as the link cost
            for this interface in the router's router-LSA. The interface
            output cost must always be greater than 0.

        RxmtInterval
            The number of seconds between LSA retransmissions, for
            adjacencies belonging to this interface.  Also used when
            retransmitting Database Description and Link State Request
            Packets.  This should be well over the expected round-trip
            delay between any two routers on the attached network.  The
            setting of this value should be conservative or needless
            retransmissions will result.  Sample value for a local area
            network: 5 seconds.

        InfTransDelay
            The estimated number of seconds it takes to transmit a Link
            State Update Packet over this interface.  LSAs contained in
            the update packet must have their age incremented by this
            amount before transmission.  This value should take into
            account the transmission and propagation delays of the
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            interface.  It must be greater than 0.  Sample value for a
            local area network: 1 second.

        Router Priority
            An 8-bit unsigned integer.  When two routers attached to a
            network both attempt to become Designated Router, the one
            with the highest Router Priority takes precedence.  If there
            is still a tie, the router with the highest Router ID takes
            precedence.  A router whose Router Priority is set to 0 is
            ineligible to become Designated Router on the attached



            network.  Router Priority is only configured for interfaces
            to broadcast and NBMA networks.

        HelloInterval
            The length of time, in seconds, between the Hello Packets
            that the router sends on the interface.  This value is
            advertised in the router's Hello Packets.  It must be the
            same for all routers attached to a common network.  The
            smaller the HelloInterval, the faster topological changes
            will be detected; however, more OSPF routing protocol
            traffic will ensue.  Sample value for a X.25 PDN network: 30
            seconds.  Sample value for a local area network: 10 seconds.

        RouterDeadInterval
            After ceasing to hear a router's Hello Packets, the number
            of seconds before its neighbors declare the router down.
            This is also advertised in the router's Hello Packets in
            their RouterDeadInterval field.  This should be some
            multiple of the HelloInterval (say 4).  This value again
            must be the same for all routers attached to a common
            network.

        AuType
            Identifies the authentication procedure to be used on the
            attached network.  This value must be the same for all
            routers attached to the network.  See Appendix D for a
            discussion of the defined authentication types.

        Authentication key
            This configured data allows the authentication procedure to
            verify OSPF protocol packets received over the interface.
            For example, if the AuType indicates simple password, the
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            Authentication key would be a clear 64-bit password.
            Authentication keys associated with the other OSPF
            authentication types are discussed in Appendix D.

    C.4 Virtual link parameters

        Virtual links are used to restore/increase connectivity of the
        backbone.  Virtual links may be configured between any pair of
        area border routers having interfaces to a common (non-backbone)
        area.  The virtual link appears as an unnumbered point-to-point
        link in the graph for the backbone.  The virtual link must be
        configured in both of the area border routers.

        A virtual link appears in router-LSAs (for the backbone) as if
        it were a separate router interface to the backbone.  As such,
        it has all of the parameters associated with a router interface
        (see Section C.3).  Although a virtual link acts like an
        unnumbered point-to-point link, it does have an associated IP
        interface address.  This address is used as the IP source in
        OSPF protocol packets it sends along the virtual link, and is
        set dynamically during the routing table build process.
        Interface output cost is also set dynamically on virtual links



        to be the cost of the intra-area path between the two routers.
        The parameter RxmtInterval must be configured, and should be
        well over the expected round-trip delay between the two routers.
        This may be hard to estimate for a virtual link; it is better to
        err on the side of making it too large.  Router Priority is not
        used on virtual links.

        A virtual link is defined by the following two configurable
        parameters: the Router ID of the virtual link's other endpoint,
        and the (non-backbone) area through which the virtual link runs
        (referred to as the virtual link's Transit area).  Virtual links
        cannot be configured through stub areas.

    C.5 NBMA network parameters

        OSPF treats an NBMA network much like it treats a broadcast
        network.  Since there may be many routers attached to the
        network, a Designated Router is selected for the network.  This
        Designated Router then originates a network-LSA, which lists all
        routers attached to the NBMA network.
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        However, due to the lack of broadcast capabilities, it may be
        necessary to use configuration parameters in the Designated
        Router selection.  These parameters will only need to be
        configured in those routers that are themselves eligible to
        become Designated Router (i.e., those router's whose Router
        Priority for the network is non-zero), and then only if no
        automatic procedure for discovering neighbors exists:

        List of all other attached routers
            The list of all other routers attached to the NBMA network.
            Each router is listed by its IP interface address on the
            network.  Also, for each router listed, that router's
            eligibility to become Designated Router must be defined.
            When an interface to a NBMA network comes up, the router
            sends Hello Packets only to those neighbors eligible to
            become Designated Router, until the identity of the
            Designated Router is discovered.

        PollInterval
            If a neighboring router has become inactive (Hello Packets
            have not been seen for RouterDeadInterval seconds), it may
            still be necessary to send Hello Packets to the dead
            neighbor.  These Hello Packets will be sent at the reduced
            rate PollInterval, which should be much larger than
            HelloInterval.  Sample value for a PDN X.25 network: 2
            minutes.

    C.6 Point-to-MultiPoint network parameters

        On Point-to-MultiPoint networks, it may be necessary to
        configure the set of neighbors that are directly reachable over
        the Point-to-MultiPoint network. Each neighbor is identified by
        its IP address on the Point-to-MultiPoint network. Designated



        Routers are not elected on Point-to-MultiPoint networks, so the
        Designated Router eligibility of configured neighbors is
        undefined.

        Alternatively, neighbors on Point-to-MultiPoint networks may be
        dynamically discovered by lower-level protocols such as Inverse
        ARP ([Ref14]).
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    C.7 Host route parameters

        Host routes are advertised in router-LSAs as stub networks with
        mask 0xffffffff.  They indicate either router interfaces to
        point-to-point networks, looped router interfaces, or IP hosts
        that are directly connected to the router (e.g., via a SLIP
        line).  For each host directly connected to the router, the
        following items must be configured:

        Host IP address
            The IP address of the host.

        Cost of link to host
            The cost of sending a packet to the host, in terms of the
            link state metric.  However, since the host probably has
            only a single connection to the internet, the actual
            configured cost in many cases is unimportant (i.e., will
            have no effect on routing).

        Area ID
            The OSPF area to which the host belongs.
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D. Authentication

    All OSPF protocol exchanges are authenticated.  The OSPF packet
    header (see Section A.3.1) includes an authentication type field,
    and 64-bits of data for use by the appropriate authentication scheme
    (determined by the type field).

    The authentication type is configurable on a per-interface (or
    equivalently, on a per-network/subnet) basis.  Additional
    authentication data is also configurable on a per-interface basis.

    Authentication types 0, 1 and 2 are defined by this specification.
    All other authentication types are reserved for definition by the
    IANA (iana@ISI.EDU).  The current list of authentication types is
    described below in Table 20.

                  AuType       Description
                  ___________________________________________
                  0            Null authentication
                  1            Simple password
                  2            Cryptographic authentication
                  All others   Reserved for assignment by the
                               IANA (iana@ISI.EDU)

                      Table 20: OSPF authentication types.

    D.1 Null authentication

        Use of this authentication type means that routing exchanges
        over the network/subnet are not authenticated.  The 64-bit
        authentication field in the OSPF header can contain anything; it
        is not examined on packet reception. When employing Null
        authentication, the entire contents of each OSPF packet (other
        than the 64-bit authentication field) are checksummed in order
        to detect data corruption.
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    D.2 Simple password authentication

        Using this authentication type, a 64-bit field is configured on
        a per-network basis.  All packets sent on a particular network
        must have this configured value in their OSPF header 64-bit
        authentication field.  This essentially serves as a "clear" 64-
        bit password. In addition, the entire contents of each OSPF
        packet (other than the 64-bit authentication field) are



        checksummed in order to detect data corruption.

        Simple password authentication guards against routers
        inadvertently joining the routing domain; each router must first
        be configured with its attached networks' passwords before it
        can participate in routing.  However, simple password
        authentication is vulnerable to passive attacks currently
        widespread in the Internet (see [Ref16]). Anyone with physical
        access to the network can learn the password and compromise the
        security of the OSPF routing domain.

    D.3 Cryptographic authentication

        Using this authentication type, a shared secret key is
        configured in all routers attached to a common network/subnet.
        For each OSPF protocol packet, the key is used to
        generate/verify a "message digest" that is appended to the end
        of the OSPF packet. The message digest is a one-way function of
        the OSPF protocol packet and the secret key. Since the secret
        key is never sent over the network in the clear, protection is
        provided against passive attacks.

        The algorithms used to generate and verify the message digest
        are specified implicitly by the secret key. This specification
        completely defines the use of OSPF Cryptographic authentication
        when the MD5 algorithm is used.

        In addition, a non-decreasing sequence number is included in
        each OSPF protocol packet to protect against replay attacks.
        This provides long term protection; however, it is still
        possible to replay an OSPF packet until the sequence number
        changes. To implement this feature, each neighbor data structure
        contains a new field called the "cryptographic sequence number".
        This field is initialized to zero, and is also set to zero
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        0                   1                   2                   3
        0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |              0                |    Key ID     | Auth Data Len |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                 Cryptographic sequence number                 |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

                   Figure 18: Usage of the Authentication field
                   in the OSPF packet header when Cryptographic
                          Authentication is employed

        whenever the neighbor's state transitions to "Down". Whenever an
        OSPF packet is accepted as authentic, the cryptographic sequence
        number is set to the received packet's sequence number.

        This specification does not provide a rollover procedure for the
        cryptographic sequence number. When the cryptographic sequence



        number that the router is sending hits the maximum value, the
        router should reset the cryptographic sequence number that it is
        sending back to 0. After this is done, the router's neighbors
        will reject the router's OSPF packets for a period of
        RouterDeadInterval, and then the router will be forced to
        reestablish all adjacencies over the interface. However, it is
        expected that many implementations will use "seconds since
        reboot" (or "seconds since 1960", etc.) as the cryptographic
        sequence number. Such a choice will essentially prevent
        rollover, since the cryptographic sequence number field is 32
        bits in length.

        The OSPF Cryptographic authentication option does not provide
        confidentiality.

        When cryptographic authentication is used, the 64-bit
        Authentication field in the standard OSPF packet header is
        redefined as shown in Figure 18. The new field definitions are
        as follows:
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        Key ID
            This field identifies the algorithm and secret key used to
            create the message digest appended to the OSPF packet. Key
            Identifiers are unique per-interface (or equivalently, per-
            subnet).

        Auth Data Len
            The length in bytes of the message digest appended to the
            OSPF packet.

        Cryptographic sequence number
            An unsigned 32-bit non-decreasing sequence number. Used to
            guard against replay attacks.

        The message digest appended to the OSPF packet is not actually
        considered part of the OSPF protocol packet: the message digest
        is not included in the OSPF header's packet length, although it
        is included in the packet's IP header length field.

        Each key is identified by the combination of interface and Key
        ID. An interface may have multiple keys active at any one time.
        This enables smooth transition from one key to another. Each key
        has four time constants associated with it. These time constants
        can be expressed in terms of a time-of-day clock, or in terms of
        a router's local clock (e.g., number of seconds since last
        reboot):

        KeyStartAccept
            The time that the router will start accepting packets that
            have been created with the given key.

        KeyStartGenerate



            The time that the router will start using the key for packet
            generation.

        KeyStopGenerate
            The time that the router will stop using the key for packet
            generation.

        KeyStopAccept
            The time that the router will stop accepting packets that
            have been created with the given key.
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        In order to achieve smooth key transition, KeyStartAccept should
        be less than KeyStartGenerate and KeyStopGenerate should be less
        than KeyStopAccept. If KeyStopGenerate and KeyStopAccept are
        left unspecified, the key's lifetime is infinite. When a new key
        replaces an old, the KeyStartGenerate time for the new key must
        be less than or equal to the KeyStopGenerate time of the old
        key.

        Key storage should persist across a system restart, warm or
        cold, to avoid operational issues. In the event that the last
        key associated with an interface expires, it is unacceptable to
        revert to an unauthenticated condition, and not advisable to
        disrupt routing.  Therefore, the router should send a "last
        authentication key expiration" notification to the network
        manager and treat the key as having an infinite lifetime until
        the lifetime is extended, the key is deleted by network
        management, or a new key is configured.

    D.4 Message generation

        After building the contents of an OSPF packet, the
        authentication procedure indicated by the sending interface's
        Autype value is called before the packet is sent. The
        authentication procedure modifies the OSPF packet as follows.

        D.4.1 Generating Null authentication

            When using Null authentication, the packet is modified as
            follows:

            (1) The Autype field in the standard OSPF header is set to
                0.

            (2) The checksum field in the standard OSPF header is set to
                the standard IP checksum of the entire contents of the
                packet, starting with the OSPF packet header but
                excluding the 64-bit authentication field.  This
                checksum is calculated as the 16-bit one's complement of
                the one's complement sum of all the 16-bit words in the
                packet, excepting the authentication field.  If the
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                packet's length is not an integral number of 16-bit
                words, the packet is padded with a byte of zero before
                checksumming.

        D.4.2 Generating Simple password authentication

            When using Simple password authentication, the packet is
            modified as follows:

            (1) The Autype field in the standard OSPF header is set to
                1.

            (2) The checksum field in the standard OSPF header is set to
                the standard IP checksum of the entire contents of the
                packet, starting with the OSPF packet header but
                excluding the 64-bit authentication field.  This
                checksum is calculated as the 16-bit one's complement of
                the one's complement sum of all the 16-bit words in the
                packet, excepting the authentication field.  If the
                packet's length is not an integral number of 16-bit
                words, the packet is padded with a byte of zero before
                checksumming.

            (3) The 64-bit authentication field in the OSPF packet
                header is set to the 64-bit password (i.e.,
                authentication key) that has been configured for the
                interface.

        D.4.3 Generating Cryptographic authentication

            When using Cryptographic authentication, there may be
            multiple keys configured for the interface. In this case,
            among the keys that are valid for message generation (i.e,
            that have KeyStartGenerate <= current time <
            KeyStopGenerate) choose the one with the most recent
            KeyStartGenerate time. Using this key, modify the packet as
            follows:

            (1) The Autype field in the standard OSPF header is set to
                2.
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            (2) The checksum field in the standard OSPF header is not
                calculated, but is instead set to 0.

            (3) The Key ID (see Figure 18) is set to the chosen key's
                Key ID.



            (4) The Auth Data Len field is set to the length in bytes of
                the message digest that will be appended to the OSPF
                packet. When using MD5 as the authentication algorithm,
                Auth Data Len will be 16.

            (5) The 32-bit Cryptographic sequence number (see Figure 18)
                is set to a non-decreasing value (i.e., a value at least
                as large as the last value sent out the interface). The
                precise values to use in the cryptographic sequence
                number field are implementation-specific. For example,
                it may be based on a simple counter, or be based on the
                system's clock.

            (6) The message digest is then calculated and appended to
                the OSPF packet.  The authentication algorithm to be
                used in calculating the digest is indicated by the key
                itself.  Input to the authentication algorithm consists
                of the OSPF packet and the secret key. When using MD5 as
                the authentication algorithm, the message digest
                calculation proceeds as follows:

                (a) The 16 byte MD5 key is appended to the OSPF packet.

                (b) Trailing pad and length fields are added, as
                    specified in [Ref17].

                (c) The MD5 authentication algorithm is run over the
                    concatenation of the OSPF packet, secret key, pad
                    and length fields, producing a 16 byte message
                    digest (see [Ref17]).

                (d) The MD5 digest is written over the OSPF key (i.e.,
                    appended to the original OSPF packet). The digest is
                    not counted in the OSPF packet's length field, but
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                    is included in the packet's IP length field. Any
                    trailing pad or length fields beyond the digest are
                    not counted or transmitted.

    D.5 Message verification

        When an OSPF packet has been received on an interface, it must
        be authenticated. The authentication procedure is indicated by
        the setting of Autype in the standard OSPF packet header, which
        matches the setting of Autype for the receiving OSPF interface.

        If an OSPF protocol packet is accepted as authentic, processing
        of the packet continues as specified in Section 8.2. Packets
        which fail authentication are discarded.

        D.5.1 Verifying Null authentication

            When using Null authentication, the checksum field in the



            OSPF header must be verified. It must be set to the 16-bit
            one's complement of the one's complement sum of all the 16-
            bit words in the packet, excepting the authentication field.
            (If the packet's length is not an integral number of 16-bit
            words, the packet is padded with a byte of zero before
            checksumming.)

        D.5.2 Verifying Simple password authentication

            When using Simple password authentication, the received OSPF
            packet is authenticated as follows:

            (1) The checksum field in the OSPF header must be verified.
                It must be set to the 16-bit one's complement of the
                one's complement sum of all the 16-bit words in the
                packet, excepting the authentication field.  (If the
                packet's length is not an integral number of 16-bit
                words, the packet is padded with a byte of zero before
                checksumming.)

            (2) The 64-bit authentication field in the OSPF packet
                header must be equal to the 64-bit password (i.e.,
                authentication key) that has been configured for the
                interface.
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        D.5.3 Verifying Cryptographic authentication

            When using Cryptographic authentication, the received OSPF
            packet is authenticated as follows:

            (1) Locate the receiving interface's configured key having
                Key ID equal to that specified in the received OSPF
                packet (see Figure 18). If the key is not found, or if
                the key is not valid for reception (i.e., current time <
                KeyStartAccept or current time >= KeyStopAccept), the
                OSPF packet is discarded.

            (2) If the cryptographic sequence number found in the OSPF
                header (see Figure 18) is less than the cryptographic
                sequence number recorded in the sending neighbor's data
                structure, the OSPF packet is discarded.

            (3) Verify the appended message digest in the following
                steps:

                (a) The received digest is set aside.

                (b) A new digest is calculated, as specified in Step 6
                    of Section D.4.3.

                (c) The calculated and received digests are compared. If
                    they do not match, the OSPF packet is discarded. If
                    they do match, the OSPF protocol packet is accepted
                    as authentic, and the "cryptographic sequence
                    number" in the neighbor's data structure is set to



                    the sequence number found in the packet's OSPF
                    header.
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E. An algorithm for assigning Link State IDs

    The Link State ID in AS-external-LSAs and summary-LSAs is usually
    set to the described network's IP address. However, if necessary one
    or more of the network's host bits may be set in the Link State ID.
    This allows the router to originate separate LSAs for networks
    having the same address, yet different masks. Such networks can
    occur in the presence of supernetting and subnet 0s (see [Ref10]).

    This appendix gives one possible algorithm for setting the host bits
    in Link State IDs.  The choice of such an algorithm is a local
    decision. Separate routers are free to use different algorithms,
    since the only LSAs affected are the ones that the router itself
    originates. The only requirement on the algorithms used is that the
    network's IP address should be used as the Link State ID whenever
    possible; this maximizes interoperability with OSPF implementations
    predating RFC 1583.

    The algorithm below is stated for AS-external-LSAs.  This is only
    for clarity; the exact same algorithm can be used for summary-LSAs.
    Suppose that the router wishes to originate an AS-external-LSA for a
    network having address NA and mask NM1. The following steps are then
    used to determine the LSA's Link State ID:

    (1) Determine whether the router is already originating an AS-
        external-LSA with Link State ID equal to NA (in such an LSA the
        router itself will be listed as the LSA's Advertising Router).
        If not, the Link State ID is set equal to NA and the algorithm
        terminates. Otherwise,

    (2) Obtain the network mask from the body of the already existing
        AS-external-LSA. Call this mask NM2. There are then two cases:

        o   NM1 is longer (i.e., more specific) than NM2. In this case,
            set the Link State ID in the new LSA to be the network
            [NA,NM1] with all the host bits set (i.e., equal to NA or'ed
            together with all the bits that are not set in NM1, which is
            network [NA,NM1]'s broadcast address).

        o   NM2 is longer than NM1. In this case, change the existing
            LSA (having Link State ID of NA) to reference the new
            network [NA,NM1] by incrementing the sequence number,
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            changing the mask in the body to NM1 and inserting the cost
            of the new network. Then originate a new LSA for the old
            network [NA,NM2], with Link State ID equal to NA or'ed
            together with the bits that are not set in NM2 (i.e.,
            network [NA,NM2]'s broadcast address).

    The above algorithm assumes that all masks are contiguous; this
    ensures that when two networks have the same address, one mask is
    more specific than the other. The algorithm also assumes that no
    network exists having an address equal to another network's
    broadcast address. Given these two assumptions, the above algorithm
    always produces unique Link State IDs. The above algorithm can also
    be reworded as follows:  When originating an AS-external-LSA, try to
    use the network number as the Link State ID.  If that produces a
    conflict, examine the two networks in conflict. One will be a subset
    of the other. For the less specific network, use the network number
    as the Link State ID and for the more specific use the network's
    broadcast address instead (i.e., flip all the "host" bits to 1).  If
    the most specific network was originated first, this will cause you
    to originate two LSAs at once.

    As an example of the algorithm, consider its operation when the
    following sequence of events occurs in a single router (Router A).

    (1) Router A wants to originate an AS-external-LSA for
        [10.0.0.0,255.255.255.0]:

        (a) A Link State ID of 10.0.0.0 is used.

    (2) Router A then wants to originate an AS-external-LSA for
        [10.0.0.0,255.255.0.0]:

        (a) The LSA for [10.0.0,0,255.255.255.0] is reoriginated using a
            new Link State ID of 10.0.0.255.

        (b) A Link State ID of 10.0.0.0 is used for
            [10.0.0.0,255.255.0.0].

    (3) Router A then wants to originate an AS-external-LSA for
        [10.0.0.0,255.0.0.0]:
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        (a) The LSA for [10.0.0.0,255.255.0.0] is reoriginated using a
            new Link State ID of 10.0.255.255.

        (b) A Link State ID of 10.0.0.0 is used for



            [10.0.0.0,255.0.0.0].

        (c) The network [10.0.0.0,255.255.255.0] keeps its Link State ID
            of 10.0.0.255.
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F. Multiple interfaces to the same network/subnet

    There are at least two ways to support multiple physical interfaces
    to the same IP subnet. Both methods will interoperate with
    implementations of RFC 1583 (and of course this memo). The two
    methods are sketched briefly below. An assumption has been made that
    each interface has been assigned a separate IP address (otherwise,
    support for multiple interfaces is more of a link-level or ARP issue
    than an OSPF issue).

    Method 1:
        Run the entire OSPF functionality over both interfaces, sending
        and receiving hellos, flooding, supporting separate interface
        and neighbor FSMs for each interface, etc. When doing this all
        other routers on the subnet will treat the two interfaces as
        separate neighbors, since neighbors are identified (on broadcast



        and NBMA networks) by their IP address.

        Method 1 has the following disadvantages:

        (1) You increase the total number of neighbors and adjacencies.

        (2) You lose the bidirectionality test on both interfaces, since
            bidirectionality is based on Router ID.

        (3) You have to consider both interfaces together during the
            Designated Router election, since if you declare both to be
            DR simultaneously you can confuse the tie-breaker (which is
            Router ID).

    Method 2:
        Run OSPF over only one interface (call it the primary
        interface), but include both the primary and secondary
        interfaces in your Router-LSA.

        Method 2 has the following disadvantages:

        (1) You lose the bidirectionality test on the secondary
            interface.

        (2) When the primary interface fails, you need to promote the
            secondary interface to primary status.
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G. Differences from RFC 2178

    This section documents the differences between this memo and RFC
    2178.  All differences are backward-compatible. Implementations of
    this memo and of RFCs 2178, 1583, and 1247 will interoperate.

    G.1 Flooding modifications

        Three changes have been made to the flooding procedure in
        Section 13.

        The first change is to step 4 in Section 13. Now MaxAge LSAs are
        acknowledged and then discarded only when both a) there is no
        database copy of the LSA and b) none of router's neighbors are
        in states Exchange or Loading. In all other cases, the MaxAge
        LSA is processed like any other LSA, installing the LSA in the
        database and flooding it out the appropriate interfaces when the
        LSA is more recent than the database copy (Step 5 of Section
        13). This change also affects the contents of Table 19.

        The second change is to step 5a in Section 13. The MinLSArrival
        check is meant only for LSAs received during flooding, and
        should not be performed on those LSAs that the router itself
        originates.

        The third change is to step 8 in Section 13. Confusion between
        routers as to which LSA instance is more recent can cause a
        disastrous amount of flooding in a link-state protocol (see



        [Ref26]). OSPF guards against this problem in two ways: a) the
        LS age field is used like a TTL field in flooding, to eventually
        remove looping LSAs from the network (see Section 13.3), and b)
        routers refuse to accept LSA updates more frequently than once
        every MinLSArrival seconds (see Section 13).  However, there is
        still one case in RFC 2178 where disagreements regarding which
        LSA is more recent can cause a lot of flooding traffic:
        responding to old LSAs by reflooding the database copy.  For
        this reason, Step 8 of Section 13 has been amended to only
        respond with the database copy when that copy has not been sent
        in any Link State Update within the last MinLSArrival seconds.
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    G.2 Changes to external path preferences

        There is still the possibility of a routing loop in RFC 2178
        when both a) virtual links are in use and b) the same external
        route is being imported by multiple ASBRs, each of which is in a
        separate area. To fix this problem, Section 16.4.1 has been
        revised. To choose the correct ASBR/forwarding address, intra-
        area paths through non-backbone areas are always preferred.
        However, intra-area paths through the backbone area (Area 0) and
        inter-area paths are now of equal preference, and must be
        compared solely based on cost.

        The reasoning behind this change is as follows. When virtual
        links are in use, an intra-area backbone path for one router can
        turn into an inter-area path in a router several hops closer to
        the destination. Hence, intra-area backbone paths and inter-area
        paths must be of equal preference. We can safely compare their
        costs, preferring the path with the smallest cost, due to the
        calculations in Section 16.3.

        Thanks to Michael Briggs and Jeremy McCooey of the UNH
        InterOperability Lab for pointing out this problem.

    G.3 Incomplete resolution of virtual next hops

        One of the functions of the calculation in Section 16.3 is to
        determine the actual next hop(s) for those destinations whose
        next hop was calculated as a virtual link in Sections 16.1 and
        16.2.  After completion of the calculation in Section 16.3, any
        paths calculated in Sections 16.1 and 16.2 that still have
        unresolved virtual next hops should be discarded.

    G.4 Routing table lookup

        The routing table lookup algorithm in Section 11.1 has been
        modified to reflect current practice. The "best match" routing
        table entry is now always selected to be the one providing the
        most specific (longest) match. Suppose for example a router is
        forwarding packets to the destination 192.9.1.1. A routing table
        entry for 192.9.1/24 will always be a better match than the



        routing table entry for 192.9/16, regardless of the routing
        table entries' path-types. Note however that when multiple paths
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        are available for a given routing table entry, the calculations
        in Sections 16.1, 16.2, and 16.4 always yield the paths having
        the most preferential path-type. (Intra-area paths are the most
        preferred, followed in order by inter-area, type 1 external and
        type 2 external paths; see Section 11).
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Security Considerations



    All OSPF protocol exchanges are authenticated. OSPF supports
    multiple types of authentication; the type of authentication in use
    can be configured on a per network segment basis. One of OSPF's
    authentication types, namely the Cryptographic authentication
    option, is believed to be secure against passive attacks and provide
    significant protection against active attacks. When using the
    Cryptographic authentication option, each router appends a "message
    digest" to its transmitted OSPF packets. Receivers then use the
    shared secret key and received digest to verify that each received
    OSPF packet is authentic.

    The quality of the security provided by the Cryptographic
    authentication option depends completely on the strength of the
    message digest algorithm (MD5 is currently the only message digest
    algorithm specified), the strength of the key being used, and the
    correct implementation of the security mechanism in all
    communicating OSPF implementations.  It also requires that all
    parties maintain the secrecy of the shared secret key.

    None of the OSPF authentication types provide confidentiality. Nor
    do they protect against traffic analysis. Key management is also not
    addressed by this memo.

    For more information, see Sections 8.1, 8.2, and Appendix D.
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1.  Justification

   With the advent of OSPF and IS-IS, there are those who believe that
   RIP is obsolete.  While it is true that the newer IGP routing
   protocols are far superior to RIP, RIP does have some advantages.
   Primarily, in a small network, RIP has very little overhead in terms
   of bandwidth used and configuration and management time.  RIP is also
   very easy to implement, especially in relation to the newer IGPs.

   Additionally, there are many, many more RIP implementations in the
   field than OSPF and IS-IS combined.  It is likely to remain that way
   for some years yet.

   Given that RIP will be useful in many environments for some period of
   time, it is reasonable to increase RIP's usefulness.  This is
   especially true since the gain is far greater than the expense of the
   change.

2. Current RIP

   The current RIP-1 message contains the minimal amount of information
   necessary for routers to route messages through a network.  It also
   contains a large amount of unused space, owing to its origins.

   The current RIP-1 protocol does not consider autonomous systems and
   IGP/EGP interactions, subnetting [11], and authentication since
   implementations of these postdate RIP-1.  The lack of subnet masks is
   a particularly serious problem for routers since they need a subnet
   mask to know how to determine a route.  If a RIP-1 route is a network
   route (all non-network bits 0), the subnet mask equals the network
   mask.  However, if some of the non-network bits are set, the router
   cannot determine the subnet mask.  Worse still, the router cannot
   determine if the RIP-1 route is a subnet route or a host route.
   Currently, some routers simply choose the subnet mask of the



   interface over which the route was learned and determine the route
   type from that.

3.  Basic Protocol

3.1 Introduction

   RIP is a routing protocol based on the Bellman-Ford (or distance
   vector) algorithm.  This algorithm has been used for routing
   computations in computer networks since the early days of the
   ARPANET.  The particular packet formats and protocol described here
   are based on the program "routed," which is included with the
   Berkeley distribution of Unix.
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   In an international network, such as the Internet, it is very
   unlikely that a single routing protocol will used for the entire
   network.  Rather, the network will be organized as a collection of
   Autonomous Systems (AS), each of which will, in general, be
   administered by a single entity.  Each AS will have its own routing
   technology, which may differ among AS's.  The routing protocol used
   within an AS is referred to as an Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP).  A
   separate protocol, called an Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP), is used
   to transfer routing information among the AS's.  RIP was designed to
   work as an IGP in moderate-size AS's.  It is not intended for use in
   more complex environments.  For information on the context into which
   RIP-1 is expected to fit, see Braden and Postel [6].

   RIP uses one of a class of routing algorithms known as Distance
   Vector algorithms.  The earliest description of this class of
   algorithms known to the author is in Ford and Fulkerson [8].  Because
   of this, they are sometimes known as Ford-Fulkerson algorithms.  The
   term Bellman-Ford is also used, and derives from the fact that the
   formulation is based on Bellman's equation [4].  The presentation in
   this document is closely based on [5].  This document contains a
   protocol specification.  For an introduction to the mathematics of
   routing algorithms, see [1].  The basic algorithms used by this
   protocol were used in computer routing as early as 1969 in the
   ARPANET.  However, the specific ancestry of this protocol is within
   the Xerox network protocols.  The PUP protocols [7] used the Gateway
   Information Protocol to exchange routing information.  A somewhat
   updated version of this protocol was adopted for the Xerox Network
   Systems (XNS) architecture, with the name Routing Information
   Protocol [9].  Berkeley's routed is largely the same as the Routing
   Information Protocol, with XNS addresses replaced by a more general
   address format capable of handling IPv4 and other types of address,
   and with routing updates limited to one every 30 seconds.  Because of
   this similarity, the term Routing Information Protocol (or just RIP)
   is used to refer to both the XNS protocol and the protocol used by
   routed.

   RIP is intended for use within the IP-based Internet.  The Internet
   is organized into a number of networks connected by special purpose
   gateways known as routers.  The networks may be either point-to-point
   links or more complex networks such as Ethernet or token ring.  Hosts



   and routers are presented with IP datagrams addressed to some host.
   Routing is the method by which the host or router decides where to
   send the datagram.  It may be able to send the datagram directly to
   the destination, if that destination is on one of the networks that
   are directly connected to the host or router.  However, the
   interesting case is when the destination is not directly reachable.
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   In this case, the host or router attempts to send the datagram to a
   router that is nearer the destination.  The goal of a routing
   protocol is very simple: It is to supply the information that is
   needed to do routing.

3.2 Limitations of the Protocol

   This protocol does not solve every possible routing problem.  As
   mentioned above, it is primary intended for use as an IGP in networks
   of moderate size.  In addition, the following specific limitations
   are be mentioned:

   - The protocol is limited to networks whose longest path (the
     network's diameter) is 15 hops.  The designers believe that the
     basic protocol design is inappropriate for larger networks.  Note
     that this statement of the limit assumes that a cost of 1 is used
     for each network.  This is the way RIP is normally configured.  If
     the system administrator chooses to use larger costs, the upper
     bound of 15 can easily become a problem.

   - The protocol depends upon "counting to infinity" to resolve certain
     unusual situations. (This will be explained in the next section.)
     If the system of networks has several hundred networks, and a
     routing loop was formed involving all of them, the resolution of
     the loop would require either much time (if the frequency of
     routing updates were limited) or bandwidth (if updates were sent
     whenever changes were detected).  Such a loop would consume a large
     amount of network bandwidth before the loop was corrected.  We
     believe that in realistic cases, this will not be a problem except
     on slow lines.  Even then, the problem will be fairly unusual,
     since various precautions are taken that should prevent these
     problems in most cases.

   - This protocol uses fixed "metrics" to compare alternative routes.
     It is not appropriate for situations where routes need to be chosen
     based on real-time parameters such a measured delay, reliability,
     or load.  The obvious extensions to allow metrics of this type are
     likely to introduce instabilities of a sort that the protocol is
     not designed to handle.
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3.3. Organization of this document

   The main body of this document is organized into two parts, which
   occupy the next two sections:

        A conceptual development and justification of distance vector
        algorithms in general.

        The actual protocol description.

   Each of these two sections can largely stand on its own.  Section 3.4
   attempts to give an informal presentation of the mathematical
   underpinnings of the algorithm.  Note that the presentation follows a
   "spiral" method.  An initial, fairly simple algorithm is described.
   Then refinements are added to it in successive sections.  Section 3.5
   is the actual protocol description.  Except where specific references
   are made to section 3.4, it should be possible to implement RIP
   entirely from the specifications given in section 3.5.

3.4 Distance Vector Algorithms

   Routing is the task of finding a path from a sender to a desired
   destination.  In the IP "Internet model" this reduces primarily to a
   matter of finding a series of routers between the source and
   destination networks.  As long as a message or datagram remains on a
   single network or subnet, any forwarding problems are the
   responsibility of technology that is specific to the network.  For
   example, Ethernet and the ARPANET each define a way in which any
   sender can talk to any specified destination within that one network.
   IP routing comes in primarily when messages must go from a sender on
   one network to a destination on a different one.  In that case, the
   message must pass through one or more routers connecting the
   networks.  If the networks are not adjacent, the message may pass
   through several intervening networks, and the routers connecting
   them.  Once the message gets to a router that is on the same network
   as the destination, that network's own technology is used to get to
   the destination.

   Throughout this section, the term "network" is used generically to
   cover a single broadcast network (e.g., an Ethernet), a point to
   point line, or the ARPANET.  The critical point is that a network is
   treated as a single entity by IP.  Either no forwarding decision is
   necessary (as with a point to point line), or that forwarding is done
   in a manner that is transparent to IP, allowing IP to treat the
   entire network as a single fully-connected system (as with an
   Ethernet or the ARPANET).  Note that the term "network" is used in a
   somewhat different way in discussions of IP addressing.  We are using
   the term "network" here to refer to subnets in cases where subnet
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   addressing is in use.

   A number of different approaches for finding routes between networks
   are possible.  One useful way of categorizing these approaches is on
   the basis of the type of information the routers need to exchange in
   order to be able to find routes.  Distance vector algorithms are
   based on the exchange of only a small amount of information.  Each
   entity (router or host) that participates in the routing protocol is
   assumed to keep information about all of the destinations within the
   system.  Generally, information about all entities connected to one
   network is summarized by a single entry, which describes the route to
   all destinations on that network.  This summarization is possible
   because as far as IP is concerned, routing within a network is
   invisible.  Each entry in this routing database includes the next
   router to which datagrams destined for the entity should be sent.  In
   addition, it includes a "metric" measuring the total distance to the
   entity.  Distance is a somewhat generalized concept, which may cover
   the time delay in getting messages to the entity, the dollar cost of
   sending messages to it, etc.  Distance vector algorithms get their
   name from the fact that it is possible to compute optimal routes when
   the only information exchanged is the list of these distances.
   Furthermore, information is only exchanged among entities that are
   adjacent, that is, entities that share a common network.

   Although routing is most commonly based on information about
   networks, it is sometimes necessary to keep track of the routes to
   individual hosts.  The RIP protocol makes no formal distinction
   between networks and hosts.  It simply describes exchange of
   information about destinations, which may be either networks or
   hosts.  (Note however, that it is possible for an implementor to
   choose not to support host routes.  See section 3.2.)  In fact, the
   mathematical developments are most conveniently thought of in terms
   of routes from one host or router to another.  When discussing the
   algorithm in abstract terms, it is best to think of a routing entry
   for a network as an abbreviation for routing entries for all of the
   entities connected to that network.  This sort of abbreviation makes
   sense only because we think of networks as having no internal
   structure that is visible at the IP level.  Thus, we will generally
   assign the same distance to every entity in a given network.

   We said above that each entity keeps a routing database with one
   entry for every possible destination in the system.  An actual
   implementation is likely to need to keep the following information
   about each destination:
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   - address: in IP implementations of these algorithms, this will be
     the IP address of the host or network.



   - router: the first router along the route to the destination.

   - interface: the physical network which must be used to reach the
     first router.

   - metric: a number, indicating the distance to the destination.

   - timer: the amount of time since the entry was last updated.

   In addition, various flags and other internal information will
   probably be included.  This database is initialized with a
   description of the entities that are directly connected to the
   system.  It is updated according to information received in messages
   from neighboring routers.

   The most important information exchanged by the hosts and routers is
   carried in update messages.  Each entity that participates in the
   routing scheme sends update messages that describe the routing
   database as it currently exists in that entity.  It is possible to
   maintain optimal routes for the entire system by using only
   information obtained from neighboring entities.  The algorithm used
   for that will be described in the next section.

   As we mentioned above, the purpose of routing is to find a way to get
   datagrams to their ultimate destinations.  Distance vector algorithms
   are based on a table in each router listing the best route to every
   destination in the system.  Of course, in order to define which route
   is best, we have to have some way of measuring goodness.  This is
   referred to as the "metric".

   In simple networks, it is common to use a metric that simply counts
   how many routers a message must go through.  In more complex
   networks, a metric is chosen to represent the total amount of delay
   that the message suffers, the cost of sending it, or some other
   quantity which may be minimized.  The main requirement is that it
   must be possible to represent the metric as a sum of "costs" for
   individual hops.

   Formally, if it is possible to get from entity i to entity j directly
   (i.e., without passing through another router between), then a cost,
   d(i,j), is associated with the hop between i and j.  In the normal
   case where all entities on a given network are considered to be the
   same, d(i,j) is the same for all destinations on a given network, and
   represents the cost of using that network.  To get the metric of a
   complete route, one just adds up the costs of the individual hops
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   that make up the route.  For the purposes of this memo, we assume
   that the costs are positive integers.

   Let D(i,j) represent the metric of the best route from entity i to
   entity j.  It should be defined for every pair of entities.  d(i,j)
   represents the costs of the individual steps.  Formally, let d(i,j)
   represent the cost of going directly from entity i to entity j.  It
   is infinite if i and j are not immediate neighbors. (Note that d(i,i)



   is infinite.  That is, we don't consider there to be a direct
   connection from a node to itself.)  Since costs are additive, it is
   easy to show that the best metric must be described by

      D(i,i) = 0,                      all i
      D(i,j) = min [d(i,k) + D(k,j)],  otherwise
                      k
   and that the best routes start by going from i to those neighbors k
   for which d(i,k) + D(k,j) has the minimum value.  (These things can
   be shown by induction on the number of steps in the routes.)  Note
   that we can limit the second equation to k's that are immediate
   neighbors of i.  For the others, d(i,k) is infinite, so the term
   involving them can never be the minimum.

   It turns out that one can compute the metric by a simple algorithm
   based on this.  Entity i gets its neighbors k to send it their
   estimates of their distances to the destination j.  When i gets the
   estimates from k, it adds d(i,k) to each of the numbers.  This is
   simply the cost of traversing the network between i and k.  Now and
   then i compares the values from all of its neighbors and picks the
   smallest.

   A proof is given in [2] that this algorithm will converge to the
   correct estimates of D(i,j) in finite time in the absence of topology
   changes.  The authors make very few assumptions about the order in
   which the entities send each other their information, or when the min
   is recomputed.  Basically, entities just can't stop sending updates
   or recomputing metrics, and the networks can't delay messages
   forever.  (Crash of a routing entity is a topology change.)  Also,
   their proof does not make any assumptions about the initial estimates
   of D(i,j), except that they must be non-negative.  The fact that
   these fairly weak assumptions are good enough is important.  Because
   we don't have to make assumptions about when updates are sent, it is
   safe to run the algorithm asynchronously.  That is, each entity can
   send updates according to its own clock.  Updates can be dropped by
   the network, as long as they don't all get dropped.  Because we don't
   have to make assumptions about the starting condition, the algorithm
   can handle changes.  When the system changes, the routing algorithm
   starts moving to a new equilibrium, using the old one as its starting
   point.  It is important that the algorithm will converge in finite
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   time no matter what the starting point.  Otherwise certain kinds of
   changes might lead to non-convergent behavior.

   The statement of the algorithm given above (and the proof) assumes
   that each entity keeps copies of the estimates that come from each of
   its neighbors, and now and then does a min over all of the neighbors.
   In fact real implementations don't necessarily do that.  They simply
   remember the best metric seen so far, and the identity of the
   neighbor that sent it.  They replace this information whenever they
   see a better (smaller) metric.  This allows them to compute the
   minimum incrementally, without having to store data from all of the
   neighbors.

   There is one other difference between the algorithm as described in



   texts and those used in real protocols such as RIP: the description
   above would have each entity include an entry for itself, showing a
   distance of zero.  In fact this is not generally done.  Recall that
   all entities on a network are normally summarized by a single entry
   for the network.  Consider the situation of a host or router G that
   is connected to network A.  C represents the cost of using network A
   (usually a metric of one).  (Recall that we are assuming that the
   internal structure of a network is not visible to IP, and thus the
   cost of going between any two entities on it is the same.)  In
   principle, G should get a message from every other entity H on
   network A, showing a cost of 0 to get from that entity to itself.  G
   would then compute C + 0 as the distance to H.  Rather than having G
   look at all of these identical messages, it simply starts out by
   making an entry for network A in its table, and assigning it a metric
   of C.  This entry for network A should be thought of as summarizing
   the entries for all other entities on network A.  The only entity on
   A that can't be summarized by that common entry is G itself, since
   the cost of going from G to G is 0, not C.  But since we never need
   those 0 entries, we can safely get along with just the single entry
   for network A.  Note one other implication of this strategy: because
   we don't need to use the 0 entries for anything, hosts that do not
   function as routers don't need to send any update messages.  Clearly
   hosts that don't function as routers (i.e., hosts that are connected
   to only one network) can have no useful information to contribute
   other than their own entry D(i,i) = 0.  As they have only the one
   interface, it is easy to see that a route to any other network
   through them will simply go in that interface and then come right
   back out it.  Thus the cost of such a route will be greater than the
   best cost by at least C.  Since we don't need the 0 entries, non-
   routers need not participate in the routing protocol at all.

   Let us summarize what a host or router G does.  For each destination
   in the system, G will keep a current estimate of the metric for that
   destination (i.e., the total cost of getting to it) and the identity
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   of the neighboring router on whose data that metric is based.  If the
   destination is on a network that is directly connected to G, then G
   simply uses an entry that shows the cost of using the network, and
   the fact that no router is needed to get to the destination.  It is
   easy to show that once the computation has converged to the correct
   metrics, the neighbor that is recorded by this technique is in fact
   the first router on the path to the destination.  (If there are
   several equally good paths, it is the first router on one of them.)
   This combination of destination, metric, and router is typically
   referred to as a route to the destination with that metric, using
   that router.

   4.ne The method so far only has a way to lower the metric, as the
   existing metric is kept until a smaller one shows up.  It is possible
   that the initial estimate might be too low.  Thus, there must be a
   way to increase the metric.  It turns out to be sufficient to use the
   following rule: suppose the current route to a destination has metric
   D and uses router G.  If a new set of information arrived from some
   source other than G, only update the route if the new metric is
   better than D.  But if a new set of information arrives from G



   itself, always update D to the new value.  It is easy to show that
   with this rule, the incremental update process produces the same
   routes as a calculation that remembers the latest information from
   all the neighbors and does an explicit minimum.  (Note that the
   discussion so far assumes that the network configuration is static.
   It does not allow for the possibility that a system might fail.)

   To summarize, here is the basic distance vector algorithm as it has
   been developed so far.  (Note that this is not a statement of the RIP
   protocol.  There are several refinements still to be added.)  The
   following procedure is carried out by every entity that participates
   in the routing protocol.  This must include all of the routers in the
   system.  Hosts that are not routers may participate as well.

   - Keep a table with an entry for every possible destination in the
     system.  The entry contains the distance D to the destination, and
     the first router G on the route to that network.  Conceptually,
     there should be an entry for the entity itself, with metric 0, but
     this is not actually included.

   - Periodically, send a routing update to every neighbor.  The update
     is a set of messages that contain all of the information from the
     routing table.  It contains an entry for each destination, with the
     distance shown to that destination.

   - When a routing update arrives from a neighbor G', add the cost
     associated with the network that is shared with G'.  (This should
     be the network over which the update arrived.)  Call the resulting
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     distance D'.  Compare the resulting distances with the current
     routing table entries.  If the new distance D' for N is smaller
     than the existing value D, adopt the new route.  That is, change
     the table entry for N to have metric D' and router G'.  If G' is
     the router from which the existing route came, i.e., G' = G, then
     use the new metric even if it is larger than the old one.

3.4.1 Dealing with changes in topology

   The discussion above assumes that the topology of the network is
   fixed.  In practice, routers and lines often fail and come back up.
   To handle this possibility, we need to modify the algorithm slightly.

   The theoretical version of the algorithm involved a minimum over all
   immediate neighbors.  If the topology changes, the set of neighbors
   changes.  Therefore, the next time the calculation is done, the
   change will be reflected.  However, as mentioned above, actual
   implementations use an incremental version of the minimization.  Only
   the best route to any given destination is remembered.  If the router
   involved in that route should crash, or the network connection to it
   break, the calculation might never reflect the change.  The algorithm
   as shown so far depends upon a router notifying its neighbors if its
   metrics change.  If the router crashes, then it has no way of
   notifying neighbors of a change.

   In order to handle problems of this kind, distance vector protocols



   must make some provision for timing out routes.  The details depend
   upon the specific protocol.  As an example, in RIP every router that
   participates in routing sends an update message to all its neighbors
   once every 30 seconds.  Suppose the current route for network N uses
   router G.  If we don't hear from G for 180 seconds, we can assume
   that either the router has crashed or the network connecting us to it
   has become unusable.  Thus, we mark the route as invalid.  When we
   hear from another neighbor that has a valid route to N, the valid
   route will replace the invalid one.  Note that we wait for 180
   seconds before timing out a route even though we expect to hear from
   each neighbor every 30 seconds.  Unfortunately, messages are
   occasionally lost by networks.  Thus, it is probably not a good idea
   to invalidate a route based on a single missed message.

   As we will see below, it is useful to have a way to notify neighbors
   that there currently isn't a valid route to some network.  RIP, along
   with several other protocols of this class, does this through a
   normal update message, by marking that network as unreachable.  A
   specific metric value is chosen to indicate an unreachable
   destination; that metric value is larger than the largest valid
   metric that we expect to see.  In the existing implementation of RIP,
   16 is used.  This value is normally referred to as "infinity", since
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   it is larger than the largest valid metric.  16 may look like a
   surprisingly small number.  It is chosen to be this small for reasons
   that we will see shortly.  In most implementations, the same
   convention is used internally to flag a route as invalid.

3.4.2 Preventing instability

   The algorithm as presented up to this point will always allow a host
   or router to calculate a correct routing table.  However, that is
   still not quite enough to make it useful in practice.  The proofs
   referred to above only show that the routing tables will converge to
   the correct values in finite time.  They do not guarantee that this
   time will be small enough to be useful, nor do they say what will
   happen to the metrics for networks that become inaccessible.

   It is easy enough to extend the mathematics to handle routes becoming
   inaccessible.  The convention suggested above will do that.  We
   choose a large metric value to represent "infinity".  This value must
   be large enough that no real metric would ever get that large.  For
   the purposes of this example, we will use the value 16.  Suppose a
   network becomes inaccessible.  All of the immediately neighboring
   routers time out and set the metric for that network to 16.  For
   purposes of analysis, we can assume that all the neighboring routers
   have gotten a new piece of hardware that connects them directly to
   the vanished network, with a cost of 16.  Since that is the only
   connection to the vanished network, all the other routers in the
   system will converge to new routes that go through one of those
   routers.  It is easy to see that once convergence has happened, all
   the routers will have metrics of at least 16 for the vanished
   network.  Routers one hop away from the original neighbors would end
   up with metrics of at least 17; routers two hops away would end up
   with at least 18, etc.  As these metrics are larger than the maximum



   metric value, they are all set to 16.  It is obvious that the system
   will now converge to a metric of 16 for the vanished network at all
   routers.

   Unfortunately, the question of how long convergence will take is not
   amenable to quite so simple an answer.  Before going any further, it
   will be useful to look at an example (taken from [2]).  Note that
   what we are about to show will not happen with a correct
   implementation of RIP.  We are trying to show why certain features
   are needed.  In the following example the letters correspond to
   routers, and the lines to networks.
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     A-----B
      \   / \
       \ /  |
        C  /    all networks have cost 1, except
        | /     for the direct link from C to D, which
        |/      has cost 10
        D
        |<=== target network

   Each router will have a table showing a route to each network.

   However, for purposes of this illustration, we show only the routes
   from each router to the network marked at the bottom of the diagram.

           D:  directly connected, metric 1
           B:  route via D, metric 2
           C:  route via B, metric 3
           A:  route via B, metric 3

   Now suppose that the link from B to D fails.  The routes should now
   adjust to use the link from C to D.  Unfortunately, it will take a
   while for this to this to happen.  The routing changes start when B
   notices that the route to D is no longer usable.  For simplicity, the
   chart below assumes that all routers send updates at the same time.
   The chart shows the metric for the target network, as it appears in
   the routing table at each router.

       time ------>

       D: dir, 1   dir, 1   dir, 1   dir, 1  ...  dir, 1   dir, 1
       B: unreach  C,   4   C,   5   C,   6       C,  11   C,  12
       C: B,   3   A,   4   A,   5   A,   6       A,  11   D,  11
       A: B,   3   C,   4   C,   5   C,   6       C,  11   C,  12

       dir = directly connected
       unreach = unreachable

   Here's the problem:  B is able to get rid of its failed route using a



   timeout mechanism, but vestiges of that route persist in the system
   for a long time.  Initially, A and C still think they can get to D
   via B.  So, they keep sending updates listing metrics of 3.  In the
   next iteration, B will then claim that it can get to D via either A
   or C.  Of course, it can't.  The routes being claimed by A and C are
   now gone, but they have no way of knowing that yet.  And even when
   they discover that their routes via B have gone away, they each think
   there is a route available via the other.  Eventually the system
   converges, as all the mathematics claims it must.  But it can take
   some time to do so.  The worst case is when a network becomes
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   completely inaccessible from some part of the system.  In that case,
   the metrics may increase slowly in a pattern like the one above until
   they finally reach infinity.  For this reason, the problem is called
   "counting to infinity".

   You should now see why "infinity" is chosen to be as small as
   possible.  If a network becomes completely inaccessible, we want
   counting to infinity to be stopped as soon as possible.  Infinity
   must be large enough that no real route is that big.  But it
   shouldn't be any bigger than required.  Thus the choice of infinity
   is a tradeoff between network size and speed of convergence in case
   counting to infinity happens.  The designers of RIP believed that the
   protocol was unlikely to be practical for networks with a diameter
   larger than 15.

   There are several things that can be done to prevent problems like
   this.  The ones used by RIP are called "split horizon with poisoned
   reverse", and "triggered updates".

3.4.3 Split horizon

   Note that some of the problem above is caused by the fact that A and
   C are engaged in a pattern of mutual deception.  Each claims to be
   able to get to D via the other.  This can be prevented by being a bit
   more careful about where information is sent.  In particular, it is
   never useful to claim reachability for a destination network to the
   neighbor(s) from which the route was learned.  "Split horizon" is a
   scheme for avoiding problems caused by including routes in updates
   sent to the router from which they were learned.  The "simple split
   horizon" scheme omits routes learned from one neighbor in updates
   sent to that neighbor.  "Split horizon with poisoned reverse"
   includes such routes in updates, but sets their metrics to infinity.

   If A thinks it can get to D via C, its messages to C should indicate
   that D is unreachable.  If the route through C is real, then C either
   has a direct connection to D, or a connection through some other
   router.  C's route can't possibly go back to A, since that forms a
   loop.  By telling C that D is unreachable, A simply guards against
   the possibility that C might get confused and believe that there is a
   route through A.  This is obvious for a point to point line.  But
   consider the possibility that A and C are connected by a broadcast
   network such as an Ethernet, and there are other routers on that
   network.  If A has a route through C, it should indicate that D is
   unreachable when talking to any other router on that network.  The



   other routers on the network can get to C themselves.  They would
   never need to get to C via A.  If A's best route is really through C,
   no other router on that network needs to know that A can reach D.
   This is fortunate, because it means that the same update message that
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   is used for C can be used for all other routers on the same network.
   Thus, update messages can be sent by broadcast.

   In general, split horizon with poisoned reverse is safer than simple
   split horizon.  If two routers have routes pointing at each other,
   advertising reverse routes with a metric of 16 will break the loop
   immediately.  If the reverse routes are simply not advertised, the
   erroneous routes will have to be eliminated by waiting for a timeout.
   However, poisoned reverse does have a disadvantage: it increases the
   size of the routing messages.  Consider the case of a campus backbone
   connecting a number of different buildings.  In each building, there
   is a router connecting the backbone to a local network.  Consider
   what routing updates those routers should broadcast on the backbone
   network.  All that the rest of the network really needs to know about
   each router is what local networks it is connected to.  Using simple
   split horizon, only those routes would appear in update messages sent
   by the router to the backbone network.  If split horizon with
   poisoned reverse is used, the router must mention all routes that it
   learns from the backbone, with metrics of 16.  If the system is
   large, this can result in a large update message, almost all of whose
   entries indicate unreachable networks.

   In a static sense, advertising reverse routes with a metric of 16
   provides no additional information.  If there are many routers on one
   broadcast network, these extra entries can use significant bandwidth.
   The reason they are there is to improve dynamic behavior.  When
   topology changes, mentioning routes that should not go through the
   router as well as those that should can speed up convergence.
   However, in some situations, network managers may prefer to accept
   somewhat slower convergence in order to minimize routing overhead.
   Thus implementors may at their option implement simple split horizon
   rather than split horizon with poisoned reverse, or they may provide
   a configuration option that allows the network manager to choose
   which behavior to use.  It is also permissible to implement hybrid
   schemes that advertise some reverse routes with a metric of 16 and
   omit others.  An example of such a scheme would be to use a metric of
   16 for reverse routes for a certain period of time after routing
   changes involving them, and thereafter omitting them from updates.

   The router requirements RFC [11] specifies that all implementation of
   RIP must use split horizon and should also use split horizon with
   poisoned reverse, although there may be a knob to disable poisoned
   reverse.
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3.4.4  Triggered updates

   Split horizon with poisoned reverse will prevent any routing loops
   that involve only two routers.  However, it is still possible to end
   up with patterns in which three routers are engaged in mutual
   deception.  For example, A may believe it has a route through B, B
   through C, and C through A.  Split horizon cannot stop such a loop.
   This loop will only be resolved when the metric reaches infinity and
   the network involved is then declared unreachable.  Triggered updates
   are an attempt to speed up this convergence.  To get triggered
   updates, we simply add a rule that whenever a router changes the
   metric for a route, it is required to send update messages almost
   immediately, even if it is not yet time for one of the regular update
   message.  (The timing details will differ from protocol to protocol.
   Some distance vector protocols, including RIP, specify a small time
   delay, in order to avoid having triggered updates generate excessive
   network traffic.)  Note how this combines with the rules for
   computing new metrics.  Suppose a router's route to destination N
   goes through router G.  If an update arrives from G itself, the
   receiving router is required to believe the new information, whether
   the new metric is higher or lower than the old one.  If the result is
   a change in metric, then the receiving router will send triggered
   updates to all the hosts and routers directly connected to it.  They
   in turn may each send updates to their neighbors.  The result is a
   cascade of triggered updates.  It is easy to show which routers and
   hosts are involved in the cascade.  Suppose a router G times out a
   route to destination N.  G will send triggered updates to all of its
   neighbors.  However, the only neighbors who will believe the new
   information are those whose routes for N go through G.  The other
   routers and hosts will see this as information about a new route that
   is worse than the one they are already using, and ignore it.  The
   neighbors whose routes go through G will update their metrics and
   send triggered updates to all of their neighbors.  Again, only those
   neighbors whose routes go through them will pay attention.  Thus, the
   triggered updates will propagate backwards along all paths leading to
   router G, updating the metrics to infinity.  This propagation will
   stop as soon as it reaches a portion of the network whose route to
   destination N takes some other path.

   If the system could be made to sit still while the cascade of
   triggered updates happens, it would be possible to prove that
   counting to infinity will never happen.  Bad routes would always be
   removed immediately, and so no routing loops could form.

   Unfortunately, things are not so nice.  While the triggered updates
   are being sent, regular updates may be happening at the same time.
   Routers that haven't received the triggered update yet will still be
   sending out information based on the route that no longer exists.  It
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   is possible that after the triggered update has gone through a
   router, it might receive a normal update from one of these routers
   that hasn't yet gotten the word.  This could reestablish an orphaned
   remnant of the faulty route.  If triggered updates happen quickly
   enough, this is very unlikely.  However, counting to infinity is
   still possible.

   The router requirements RFC [11] specifies that all implementation of
   RIP must implement triggered update for deleted routes and may
   implement triggered updates for new routes or change of routes.  RIP
   implementations must also limit the rate which of triggered updates
   may be trandmitted. (see section 3.10.1)

3.5 Protocol Specification

   RIP is intended to allow routers to exchange information for
   computing routes through an IPv4-based network.  Any router that uses
   RIP is assumed to have interfaces to one or more networks, otherwise
   it isn't really a router.  These are referred to as its directly-
   connected networks.  The protocol relies on access to certain
   information about each of these networks, the most important of which
   is its metric.  The RIP metric of a network is an integer between 1
   and 15, inclusive.  It is set in some manner not specified in this
   protocol; however, given the maximum path limit of 15, a value of 1
   is usually used.  Implementations should allow the system
   administrator to set the metric of each network.  In addition to the
   metric, each network will have an IPv4 destination address and subnet
   mask associated with it.  These are to be set by the system
   administrator in a manner not specified in this protocol.

   Any host that uses RIP is assumed to have interfaces to one or more
   networks.  These are referred to as its "directly-connected
   networks".  The protocol relies on access to certain information
   about each of these networks.  The most important is its metric or
   "cost".  The metric of a network is an integer between 1 and 15
   inclusive.  It is set in some manner not specified in this protocol.
   Most existing implementations always use a metric of 1.  New
   implementations should allow the system administrator to set the cost
   of each network.  In addition to the cost, each network will have an
   IPv4 network number and a subnet mask associated with it.  These are
   to be set by the system administrator in a manner not specified in
   this protocol.

   Note that the rules specified in section 3.7 assume that there is a
   single subnet mask applying to each IPv4 network, and that only the
   subnet masks for directly-connected networks are known.  There may be
   systems that use different subnet masks for different subnets within
   a single network.  There may also be instances where it is desirable
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   for a system to know the subnets masks of distant networks. Network-
   wide distribution of routing information which contains different
   subnet masks is permitted if all routers in the network are running
   the extensions presented in this document. However, if all routers in
   the network are not running these extensions distribution of routing
   information containing different subnet masks must be limited to



   avoid interoperability problems. See sections 3.7 and 4.3 for the
   rules governing subnet distribution.

   Each router that implements RIP is assumed to have a routing table.
   This table has one entry for every destination that is reachable
   throughout the system operating RIP.  Each entry contains at least
   the following information:

   - The IPv4 address of the destination.

   - A metric, which represents the total cost of getting a datagram
     from the router to that destination.  This metric is the sum of the
     costs associated with the networks that would be traversed to get
     to the destination.

   - The IPv4 address of the next router along the path to the
     destination (i.e., the next hop).  If the destination is on one of
     the directly-connected networks, this item is not needed.

   - A flag to indicate that information about the route has changed
     recently.  This will be referred to as the "route change flag."

   - Various timers associated with the route.  See section 3.6 for more
     details on timers.

   The entries for the directly-connected networks are set up by the
   router using information gathered by means not specified in this
   protocol.  The metric for a directly-connected network is set to the
   cost of that network.  As mentioned, 1 is the usual cost.  In that
   case, the RIP metric reduces to a simple hop-count.  More complex
   metrics may be used when it is desirable to show preference for some
   networks over others (e.g., to indicate of differences in bandwidth
   or reliability).

   To support the extensions detailed in this document, each entry must
   additionally contain a subnet mask. The subnet mask allows the router
   (along with the IPv4 address of the destination) to identify the
   different subnets within a single network as well as the subnets
   masks of distant networks.
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   Implementors may also choose to allow the system administrator to
   enter additional routes.  These would most likely be routes to hosts
   or networks outside the scope of the routing system.  They are
   referred to as "static routes."  Entries for destinations other than
   these initial ones are added and updated by the algorithms described
   in the following sections.

   In order for the protocol to provide complete information on routing,
   every router in the AS must participate in the protocol.  In cases
   where multiple IGPs are in use, there must be at least one router
   which can leak routing information between the protocols.



3.6 Message Format

   RIP is a UDP-based protocol.  Each router that uses RIP has a routing
   process that sends and receives datagrams on UDP port number 520, the
   RIP-1/RIP-2 port.  All communications intended for another routers's
   RIP process are sent to the RIP port.  All routing update messages
   are sent from the RIP port.  Unsolicited routing update messages have
   both the source and destination port equal to the RIP port.  Update
   messages sent in response to a request are sent to the port from
   which the request came.  Specific queries may be sent from ports
   other than the RIP port, but they must be directed to the RIP port on
   the target machine.

   The RIP packet format is:

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |  command (1)  |  version (1)  |       must be zero (2)        |
      +---------------+---------------+-------------------------------+
      |                                                               |
      ~                         RIP Entry (20)                        ~
      |                                                               |
      +---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+
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   There may be between 1 and 25 (inclusive) RIP entries.  A RIP-1 entry
   has the following format:

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      | address family identifier (2) |      must be zero (2)         |
      +-------------------------------+-------------------------------+
      |                        IPv4 address (4)                       |
      +---------------------------------------------------------------+
      |                        must be zero (4)                       |
      +---------------------------------------------------------------+
      |                        must be zero (4)                       |
      +---------------------------------------------------------------+
      |                           metric (4)                          |
      +---------------------------------------------------------------+

   Field sizes are given in octets.  Unless otherwise specified, fields



   contain binary integers, in network byte order, with the most-
   significant octet first (big-endian).  Each tick mark represents one
   bit.

   Every message contains a RIP header which consists of a command and a
   version number.  This section of the document describes version 1 of
   the protocol; section 4 describes the version 2 extensions.  The
   command field is used to specify the purpose of this message.  The
   commands implemented in version 1 and 2 are:

   1 - request    A request for the responding system to send all or
                  part of its routing table.

   2 - response   A message containing all or part of the sender's
                  routing table.  This message may be sent in response
                  to a request, or it may be an unsolicited routing
                  update generated by the sender.

   For each of these message types, in version 1, the remainder of the
   datagram contains a list of Route Entries (RTEs).  Each RTE in this
   list contains an Address Family Identifier (AFI), destination IPv4
   address, and the cost to reach that destination (metric).

   The AFI is the type of address.  For RIP-1, only AF_INET (2) is
   generally supported.

   The metric field contains a value between 1 and 15 (inclusive) which
   specifies the current metric for the destination; or the value 16
   (infinity), which indicates that the destination is not reachable.
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3.7 Addressing Considerations

   Distance vector routing can be used to describe routes to individual
   hosts or to networks.  The RIP protocol allows either of these
   possibilities.  The destinations appearing in request and response
   messages can be networks, hosts, or a special code used to indicate a
   default address.  In general, the kinds of routes actually used will
   depend upon the routing strategy used for the particular network.
   Many networks are set up so that routing information for individual
   hosts is not needed.  If every node on a given network or subnet is
   accessible through the same routers, then there is no reason to
   mention individual hosts in the routing tables.  However, networks
   that include point-to-point lines sometimes require routers to keep
   track of routes to certain nodes.  Whether this feature is required
   depends upon the addressing and routing approach used in the system.
   Thus, some implementations may choose not to support host routes.  If
   host routes are not supported, they are to be dropped when they are
   received in response messages (see section 3.7.2).

   The RIP-1 packet format does not distinguish among various types of
   address.  Fields that are labeled "address" can contain any of the
   following:

   host address subnet number network number zero (default route)



   Entities which use RIP-1 are assumed to use the most specific
   information available when routing a datagram.  That is, when routing
   a datagram, its destination address must first be checked against the
   list of node addresses.  Then it must be checked to see whether it
   matches any known subnet or network number.  Finally, if none of
   these match, the default route is used.

   When a node evaluates information that it receives via RIP-1, its
   interpretation of an address depends upon whether it knows the subnet
   mask that applies to the net.  If so, then it is possible to
   determine the meaning of the address.  For example, consider net
   128.6.  It has a subnet mask of 255.255.255.0.  Thus 128.6.0.0 is a
   network number, 128.6.4.0 is a subnet number, and 128.6.4.1 is a node
   address.  However, if the node does not know the subnet mask,
   evaluation of an address may be ambiguous.  If there is a non-zero
   node part, there is no clear way to determine whether the address
   represents a subnet number or a node address.  As a subnet number
   would be useless without the subnet mask, addresses are assumed to
   represent nodes in this situation.  In order to avoid this sort of
   ambiguity, when using version 1, nodes must not send subnet routes to
   nodes that cannot be expected to know the appropriate subnet mask.
   Normally hosts only know the subnet masks for directly-connected
   networks.  Therefore, unless special provisions have been made,
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   routes to a subnet must not be sent outside the network of which the
   subnet is a part.  RIP-2 (see section 4) eliminates the subnet/host
   ambiguity by including the subnet mask in the routing entry.

   This "subnet filtering" is carried out by the routers at the "border"
   of the subnetted network.  These are routers which connect that
   network with some other network.  Within the subnetted network, each
   subnet is treated as an individual network.  Routing entries for each
   subnet are circulated by RIP.  However, border routers send only a
   single entry for the network as a whole to nodes in other networks.
   This means that a border router will send different information to
   different neighbors.  For neighbors connected to the subnetted
   network, it generates a list of all subnets to which it is directly
   connected, using the subnet number.  For neighbors connected to other
   networks, it makes a single entry for the network as a whole, showing
   the metric associated with that network.  This metric would normally
   be the smallest metric for the subnets to which the router is
   attached.

   Similarly, border routers must not mention host routes for nodes
   within one of the directly-connected networks in messages to other
   networks.  Those routes will be subsumed by the single entry for the
   network as a whole.

   The router requirements RFC [11] specifies that all implementation of
   RIP should support host routes but if they do not then they must
   ignore any received host routes.

   The special address 0.0.0.0 is used to describe a default route.  A
   default route is used when it is not convenient to list every



   possible network in the RIP updates, and when one or more closely-
   connected routers in the system are prepared to handle traffic to the
   networks that are not listed explicitly.  These routers should create
   RIP entries for the address 0.0.0.0, just as if it were a network to
   which they are connected.  The decision as to how routers create
   entries for 0.0.0.0 is left to the implementor.  Most commonly, the
   system administrator will be provided with a way to specify which
   routers should create entries for 0.0.0.0; however, other mechanisms
   are possible.  For example, an implementor might decide that any
   router which speaks BGP should be declared to be a default router.
   It may be useful to allow the network administrator to choose the
   metric to be used in these entries.  If there is more than one
   default router, this will make it possible to express a preference
   for one over the other.  The entries for 0.0.0.0 are handled by RIP
   in exactly the same manner as if there were an actual network with
   this address.  System administrators should take care to make sure
   that routes to 0.0.0.0 do not propagate further than is intended.
   Generally, each autonomous system has its own preferred default
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   router.  Thus, routes involving 0.0.0.0 should generally not leave
   the boundary of an autonomous system.  The mechanisms for enforcing
   this are not specified in this document.

3.8 Timers

   This section describes all events that are triggered by timers.

   Every 30 seconds, the RIP process is awakened to send an unsolicited
   Response message containing the complete routing table (see section
   3.9 on Split Horizon) to every neighboring router.  When there are
   many routers on a single network, there is a tendency for them to
   synchronize with each other such that they all issue updates at the
   same time.  This can happen whenever the 30 second timer is affected
   by the processing load on the system.  It is undesirable for the
   update messages to become synchronized, since it can lead to
   unnecessary collisions on broadcast networks.  Therefore,
   implementations are required to take one of two precautions:

   - The 30-second updates are triggered by a clock whose rate is not
     affected by system load or the time required to service the
     previous update timer.

   - The 30-second timer is offset by a small random time (+/- 0 to 5
     seconds) each time it is set.  (Implementors may wish to consider
     even larger variation in the light of recent research results [10])

   There are two timers associated with each route, a "timeout" and a
   "garbage-collection" time.  Upon expiration of the timeout, the route
   is no longer valid; however, it is retained in the routing table for
   a short time so that neighbors can be notified that the route has
   been dropped.  Upon expiration of the garbage-collection timer, the
   route is finally removed from the routing table.

   The timeout is initialized when a route is established, and any time
   an update message is received for the route.  If 180 seconds elapse



   from the last time the timeout was initialized, the route is
   considered to have expired, and the deletion process described below
   begins for that route.

   Deletions can occur for one of two reasons: the timeout expires, or
   the metric is set to 16 because of an update received from the
   current router (see section 3.7.2 for a discussion of processing
   updates from other routers).  In either case, the following events
   happen:
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   - The garbage-collection timer is set for 120 seconds.

   - The metric for the route is set to 16 (infinity).  This causes the
     route to be removed from service.

   - The route change flag is set to indicate that this entry has been
     changed.

   - The output process is signalled to trigger a response.

   Until the garbage-collection timer expires, the route is included in
   all updates sent by this router.  When the garbage-collection timer
   expires, the route is deleted from the routing table.

   Should a new route to this network be established while the garbage-
   collection timer is running, the new route will replace the one that
   is about to be deleted.  In this case the garbage-collection timer
   must be cleared.

   Triggered updates also use a small timer; however, this is best
   described in section 3.9.1.

3.9 Input Processing

   This section will describe the handling of datagrams received on the
   RIP port.  Processing will depend upon the value in the command
   field.

   See sections 4.6 and 5.1 for details on handling version numbers.

3.9.1 Request Messages

   A Request is used to ask for a response containing all or part of a
   router's routing table.  Normally, Requests are sent as broadcasts
   (multicasts for RIP-2), from the RIP port, by routers which have just
   come up and are seeking to fill in their routing tables as quickly as
   possible.  However, there may be situations (e.g., router monitoring)
   where the routing table of only a single router is needed.  In this
   case, the Request should be sent directly to that router from a UDP
   port other than the RIP port.  If such a Request is received, the
   router responds directly to the requestor's address and port.



   The Request is processed entry by entry.  If there are no entries, no
   response is given.  There is one special case.  If there is exactly
   one entry in the request, and it has an address family identifier of
   zero and a metric of infinity (i.e., 16), then this is a request to
   send the entire routing table.  In that case, a call is made to the
   output process to send the routing table to the requesting
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   address/port.  Except for this special case, processing is quite
   simple.  Examine the list of RTEs in the Request one by one.  For
   each entry, look up the destination in the router's routing database
   and, if there is a route, put that route's metric in the metric field
   of the RTE.  If there is no explicit route to the specified
   destination, put infinity in the metric field.  Once all the entries
   have been filled in, change the command from Request to Response and
   send the datagram back to the requestor.

   Note that there is a difference in metric handling for specific and
   whole-table requests.  If the request is for a complete routing
   table, normal output processing is done, including Split Horizon (see
   section 3.9 on Split Horizon).  If the request is for specific
   entries, they are looked up in the routing table and the information
   is returned as is; no Split Horizon processing is done.  The reason
   for this distinction is the expectation that these requests are
   likely to be used for different purposes.  When a router first comes
   up, it multicasts a Request on every connected network asking for a
   complete routing table.  It is assumed that these complete routing
   tables are to be used to update the requestor's routing table.  For
   this reason, Split Horizon must be done.  It is further assumed that
   a Request for specific networks is made only by diagnostic software,
   and is not used for routing.  In this case, the requester would want
   to know the exact contents of the routing table and would not want
   any information hidden or modified.

3.9.2 Response Messages

   A Response can be received for one of several different reasons:

   - response to a specific query
   - regular update (unsolicited response)
   - triggered update caused by a route change

   Processing is the same no matter why the Response was generated.

   Because processing of a Response may update the router's routing
   table, the Response must be checked carefully for validity.  The
   Response must be ignored if it is not from the RIP port.  The
   datagram's IPv4 source address should be checked to see whether the
   datagram is from a valid neighbor; the source of the datagram must be
   on a directly-connected network.  It is also worth checking to see
   whether the response is from one of the router's own addresses.
   Interfaces on broadcast networks may receive copies of their own
   broadcasts/multicasts immediately.  If a router processes its own
   output as new input, confusion is likely so such datagrams must be
   ignored.
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   Once the datagram as a whole has been validated, process the RTEs in
   the Response one by one.  Again, start by doing validation.
   Incorrect metrics and other format errors usually indicate
   misbehaving neighbors and should probably be brought to the
   administrator's attention.  For example, if the metric is greater
   than infinity, ignore the entry but log the event.  The basic
   validation tests are:

   - is the destination address valid (e.g., unicast; not net 0 or 127)
   - is the metric valid (i.e., between 1 and 16, inclusive)

   If any check fails, ignore that entry and proceed to the next.
   Again, logging the error is probably a good idea.

   Once the entry has been validated, update the metric by adding the
   cost of the network on which the message arrived.  If the result is
   greater than infinity, use infinity.  That is,

   metric = MIN (metric + cost, infinity)

   Now, check to see whether there is already an explicit route for the
   destination address.  If there is no such route, add this route to
   the routing table, unless the metric is infinity (there is no point
   in adding a route which is unusable).  Adding a route to the routing
   table consists of:

   - Setting the destination address to the destination address in the
     RTE

   - Setting the metric to the newly calculated metric (as described
     above)

   - Set the next hop address to be the address of the router from which
     the datagram came

   - Initialize the timeout for the route.  If the garbage-collection
     timer is running for this route, stop it (see section 3.6 for a
     discussion of the timers)

   - Set the route change flag

   - Signal the output process to trigger an update (see section 3.8.1)

   If there is an existing route, compare the next hop address to the
   address of the router from which the datagram came.  If this datagram
   is from the same router as the existing route, reinitialize the
   timeout.  Next, compare the metrics.  If the datagram is from the
   same router as the existing route, and the new metric is different
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   than the old one; or, if the new metric is lower than the old one; do
   the following actions:

   - Adopt the route from the datagram (i.e., put the new metric in and
     adjust the next hop address, if necessary).

   - Set the route change flag and signal the output process to trigger
     an update

   - If the new metric is infinity, start the deletion process
     (described above); otherwise, re-initialize the timeout

   If the new metric is infinity, the deletion process begins for the
   route, which is no longer used for routing packets.  Note that the
   deletion process is started only when the metric is first set to
   infinity.  If the metric was already infinity, then a new deletion
   process is not started.

   If the new metric is the same as the old one, it is simplest to do
   nothing further (beyond re-initializing the timeout, as specified
   above); but, there is a heuristic which could be applied.  Normally,
   it is senseless to replace a route if the new route has the same
   metric as the existing route; this would cause the route to bounce
   back and forth, which would generate an intolerable number of
   triggered updates.  However, if the existing route is showing signs
   of timing out, it may be better to switch to an equally-good
   alternative route immediately, rather than waiting for the timeout to
   happen.  Therefore, if the new metric is the same as the old one,
   examine the timeout for the existing route.  If it is at least
   halfway to the expiration point, switch to the new route.  This
   heuristic is optional, but highly recommended.

   Any entry that fails these tests is ignored, as it is no better than
   the current route.

3.10 Output Processing

   This section describes the processing used to create response
   messages that contain all or part of the routing table.  This
   processing may be triggered in any of the following ways:

   - By input processing, when a Request is received (this Response is
     unicast to the requestor; see section 3.7.1)

   - By the regular routing update (broadcast/multicast every 30
     seconds) router.

   - By triggered updates (broadcast/multicast when a route changes)
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   When a Response is to be sent to all neighbors (i.e., a regular or
   triggered update), a Response message is directed to the router at
   the far end of each connected point-to-point link, and is broadcast
   (multicast for RIP-2) on all connected networks which support



   broadcasting.  Thus, one Response is prepared for each directly-
   connected network, and sent to the appropriate address (direct or
   broadcast/multicast).  In most cases, this reaches all neighboring
   routers.  However, there are some cases where this may not be good
   enough.  This may involve a network that is not a broadcast network
   (e.g., the ARPANET), or a situation involving dumb routers.  In such
   cases, it may be necessary to specify an actual list of neighboring
   routers and send a datagram to each one explicitly.  It is left to
   the implementor to determine whether such a mechanism is needed, and
   to define how the list is specified.

3.10.1 Triggered Updates

   Triggered updates require special handling for two reasons.  First,
   experience shows that triggered updates can cause excessive load on
   networks with limited capacity or networks with many routers on them.
   Therefore, the protocol requires that implementors include provisions
   to limit the frequency of triggered updates.  After a triggered
   update is sent, a timer should be set for a random interval between 1
   and 5 seconds.  If other changes that would trigger updates occur
   before the timer expires, a single update is triggered when the timer
   expires.  The timer is then reset to another random value between 1
   and 5 seconds.  A triggered update should be suppressed if a regular
   update is due by the time the triggered update would be sent.

   Second, triggered updates do not need to include the entire routing
   table.  In principle, only those routes which have changed need to be
   included.  Therefore, messages generated as part of a triggered
   update must include at least those routes that have their route
   change flag set.  They may include additional routes, at the
   discretion of the implementor; however, sending complete routing
   updates is strongly discouraged.  When a triggered update is
   processed, messages should be generated for every directly-connected
   network.  Split Horizon processing is done when generating triggered
   updates as well as normal updates (see section 3.9).  If, after Split
   Horizon processing for a given network, a changed route will appear
   unchanged on that network (e.g., it appears with an infinite metric),
   the route need not be sent.  If no routes need be sent on that
   network, the update may be omitted.  Once all of the triggered
   updates have been generated, the route change flags should be
   cleared.
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   If input processing is allowed while output is being generated,
   appropriate interlocking must be done.  The route change flags should
   not be changed as a result of processing input while a triggered
   update message is being generated.

   The only difference between a triggered update and other update
   messages is the possible omission of routes that have not changed.
   The remaining mechanisms, described in the next section, must be
   applied to all updates.



3.10.2  Generating Response Messages

   This section describes how a Response message is generated for a
   particular directly-connected network:

   Set the version number to either 1 or 2.  The mechanism for deciding
   which version to send is implementation specific; however, if this is
   the Response to a Request, the Response version should match the
   Request version.  Set the command to Response.  Set the bytes labeled
   "must be zero" to zero.  Start filling in RTEs.  Recall that there is
   a limit of 25 RTEs to a Response; if there are more, send the current
   Response and start a new one.  There is no defined limit to the
   number of datagrams which make up a Response.

   To fill in the RTEs, examine each route in the routing table.  If a
   triggered update is being generated, only entries whose route change
   flags are set need be included.  If, after Split Horizon processing,
   the route should not be included, skip it.  If the route is to be
   included, then the destination address and metric are put into the
   RTE.  Routes must be included in the datagram even if their metrics
   are infinite.
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4. Protocol Extensions

   This section does not change the RIP protocol per se.  Rather, it
   provides extensions to the message format which allows routers to
   share important additional information.

   The same header format is used for RIP-1 and RIP-2 messages (see
   section 3.4).  The format for the 20-octet route entry (RTE) for
   RIP-2 is:

    0                   1                   2                   3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   | Address Family Identifier (2) |        Route Tag (2)          |
   +-------------------------------+-------------------------------+
   |                         IP Address (4)                        |



   +---------------------------------------------------------------+
   |                         Subnet Mask (4)                       |
   +---------------------------------------------------------------+
   |                         Next Hop (4)                          |
   +---------------------------------------------------------------+
   |                         Metric (4)                            |
   +---------------------------------------------------------------+

   The Address Family Identifier, IP Address, and Metric all have the
   meanings defined in section 3.4.  The Version field will specify
   version number 2 for RIP messages which use authentication or carry
   information in any of the newly defined fields.

4.1 Authentication

   Since authentication is a per message function, and since there is
   only one 2-octet field available in the message header, and since any
   reasonable authentication scheme will require more than two octets,
   the authentication scheme for RIP version 2 will use the space of an
   entire RIP entry.  If the Address Family Identifier of the first (and
   only the first) entry in the message is 0xFFFF, then the remainder of
   the entry contains the authentication.  This means that there can be,
   at most, 24 RIP entries in the remainder of the message.  If
   authentication is not in use, then no entries in the message should
   have an Address Family Identifier of 0xFFFF.  A RIP message which
   contains an authentication entry would begin with the following
   format:
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    0                   1                   2                   3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   | Command (1)   | Version (1)   |            unused             |
   +---------------+---------------+-------------------------------+
   |             0xFFFF            |    Authentication Type (2)    |
   +-------------------------------+-------------------------------+
   ~                       Authentication (16)                     ~
   +---------------------------------------------------------------+

   Currently, the only Authentication Type is simple password and it is
   type 2.  The remaining 16 octets contain the plain text password.  If
   the password is under 16 octets, it must be left-justified and padded
   to the right with nulls (0x00).

4.2 Route Tag

   The Route Tag (RT) field is an attribute assigned to a route which
   must be preserved and readvertised with a route.  The intended use of
   the Route Tag is to provide a method of separating "internal" RIP
   routes (routes for networks within the RIP routing domain) from
   "external" RIP routes, which may have been imported from an EGP or



   another IGP.

   Routers supporting protocols other than RIP should be configurable to
   allow the Route Tag to be configured for routes imported from
   different sources.  For example, routes imported from EGP or BGP
   should be able to have their Route Tag either set to an arbitrary
   value, or at least to the number of the Autonomous System from which
   the routes were learned.

   Other uses of the Route Tag are valid, as long as all routers in the
   RIP domain use it consistently.  This allows for the possibility of a
   BGP-RIP protocol interactions document, which would describe methods
   for synchronizing routing in a transit network.

4.3 Subnet mask

   The Subnet Mask field contains the subnet mask which is applied to
   the IP address to yield the non-host portion of the address.  If this
   field is zero, then no subnet mask has been included for this entry.

   On an interface where a RIP-1 router may hear and operate on the
   information in a RIP-2 routing entry the following rules apply:

   1) information internal to one network must never be advertised into
      another network,
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   2) information about a more specific subnet may not be advertised
      where RIP-1 routers would consider it a host route, and

   3) supernet routes (routes with a netmask less specific than the
      "natural" network mask) must not be advertised where they could be
      misinterpreted by RIP-1 routers.

4.4 Next Hop

   The immediate next hop IP address to which packets to the destination
   specified by this route entry should be forwarded.  Specifying a
   value of 0.0.0.0 in this field indicates that routing should be via
   the originator of the RIP advertisement.  An address specified as a
   next hop must, per force, be directly reachable on the logical subnet
   over which the advertisement is made.

   The purpose of the Next Hop field is to eliminate packets being
   routed through extra hops in the system.  It is particularly useful
   when RIP is not being run on all of the routers on a network.  A
   simple example is given in Appendix A.  Note that Next Hop is an
   "advisory" field.  That is, if the provided information is ignored, a
   possibly sub-optimal, but absolutely valid, route may be taken.  If
   the received Next Hop is not directly reachable, it should be treated
   as 0.0.0.0.

4.5 Multicasting

   In order to reduce unnecessary load on those hosts which are not



   listening to RIP-2 messages, an IP multicast address will be used for
   periodic broadcasts.  The IP multicast address is 224.0.0.9.  Note
   that IGMP is not needed since these are inter-router messages which
   are not forwarded.

   On NBMA networks, unicast addressing may be used.  However, if a
   response addressed to the RIP-2 multicast address is received, it
   should be accepted.

   In order to maintain backwards compatibility, the use of the
   multicast address will be configurable, as described in section 5.1.
   If multicasting is used, it should be used on all interfaces which
   support it.

4.6 Queries

   If a RIP-2 router receives a RIP-1 Request, it should respond with a
   RIP-1 Response.  If the router is configured to send only RIP-2
   messages, it should not respond to a RIP-1 Request.
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5. Compatibility

   RFC [1] showed considerable forethought in its specification of the
   handling of version numbers.  It specifies that RIP messages of
   version 0 are to be discarded, that RIP messages of version 1 are to
   be discarded if any Must Be Zero (MBZ) field is non-zero, and that
   RIP messages of any version greater than 1 should not be discarded
   simply because an MBZ field contains a value other than zero.  This
   means that the new version of RIP is totally backwards compatible
   with existing RIP implementations which adhere to this part of the
   specification.

5.1 Compatibility Switch

   A compatibility switch is necessary for two reasons.  First, there
   are implementations of RIP-1 in the field which do not follow RFC [1]
   as described above.  Second, the use of multicasting would prevent
   RIP-1 systems from receiving RIP-2 updates (which may be a desired
   feature in some cases).  This switch should be configurable on a
   per-interface basis.

   The switch has four settings: RIP-1, in which only RIP-1 messages are
   sent; RIP-1 compatibility, in which RIP-2 messages are broadcast;
   RIP-2, in which RIP-2 messages are multicast; and "none", which
   disables the sending of RIP messages.  It is recommended that the
   default setting be either RIP-1 or RIP-2, but not RIP-1
   compatibility.  This is because of the potential problems which can
   occur on some topologies.  RIP-1 compatibility should only be used
   when all of the consequences of its use are well understood by the
   network administrator.

   For completeness, routers should also implement a receive control
   switch which would determine whether to accept, RIP-1 only, RIP-2
   only, both, or none.  It should also be configurable on a per-



   interface basis.  It is recommended that the default be compatible
   with the default chosen for sending updates.

5.2 Authentication

   The following algorithm should be used to authenticate a RIP message.
   If the router is not configured to authenticate RIP-2 messages, then
   RIP-1 and unauthenticated RIP-2 messages will be accepted;
   authenticated RIP-2 messages shall be discarded.  If the router is
   configured to authenticate RIP-2 messages, then RIP-1 messages and
   RIP-2 messages which pass authentication testing shall be accepted;
   unauthenticated and failed authentication RIP-2 messages shall be
   discarded.  For maximum security, RIP-1 messages should be ignored
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   when authentication is in use (see section 4.1); otherwise, the
   routing information from authenticated messages will be propagated by
   RIP-1 routers in an unauthenticated manner.

   Since an authentication entry is marked with an Address Family
   Identifier of 0xFFFF, a RIP-1 system would ignore this entry since it
   would belong to an address family other than IP.  It should be noted,
   therefore, that use of authentication will not prevent RIP-1 systems
   from seeing RIP-2 messages.  If desired, this may be done using
   multicasting, as described in sections 4.5 and 5.1.

5.3 Larger Infinity

   While on the subject of compatibility, there is one item which people
   have requested: increasing infinity.  The primary reason that this
   cannot be done is that it would violate backwards compatibility.  A
   larger infinity would obviously confuse older versions of rip.  At
   best, they would ignore the route as they would ignore a metric of
   16.  There was also a proposal to make the Metric a single octet and
   reuse the high three octets, but this would break any implementations
   which treat the metric as a 4-octet entity.

5.4 Addressless Links

   As in RIP-1, addressless links will not be supported by RIP-2.

6. Interaction between version 1 and version 2

   Because version 1 packets do not contain subnet information, the
   semantics employed by routers on networks that contain both version 1
   and version 2 networks should be limited to that of version 1.
   Otherwise it is possible either to create blackhole routes (i.e.,
   routes for networks that do not exist) or to create excessive routing
   information in a version 1 environment.

   Some implementations attempt to automatically summarize groups of
   adjacent routes into single entries, the goal being to reduce the
   total number of entries.  This is called auto-summarization.

   Specifically, when using both version 1 and version 2 within a



   network, a single subnet mask should be used throughout the network.
   In addition, auto-summarization mechanisms should be disabled for
   such networks, and implementations must provide mechanisms to disable
   auto-summarization.
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7. Security Considerations

   The basic RIP protocol is not a secure protocol.  To bring RIP-2 in
   line with more modern routing protocols, an extensible authentication
   mechanism has been incorporated into the protocol enhancements.  This
   mechanism is described in sections 4.1 and 5.2.  Security is further
   enhanced by the mechanism described in [3].
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Appendix A

   This is a simple example of the use of the next hop field in a rip
   entry.

      -----   -----   -----           -----   -----   -----
      |IR1|   |IR2|   |IR3|           |XR1|   |XR2|   |XR3|
      --+--   --+--   --+--           --+--   --+--   --+--
        |       |       |               |       |       |
      --+-------+-------+---------------+-------+-------+--
        <-------------RIP-2------------->

   Assume that IR1, IR2, and IR3 are all "internal" routers which are
   under one administration (e.g. a campus) which has elected to use
   RIP-2 as its IGP. XR1, XR2, and XR3, on the other hand, are under
   separate administration (e.g. a regional network, of which the campus
   is a member) and are using some other routing protocol (e.g. OSPF).
   XR1, XR2, and XR3 exchange routing information among themselves such
   that they know that the best routes to networks N1 and N2 are via
   XR1, to N3, N4, and N5 are via XR2, and to N6 and N7 are via XR3. By
   setting the Next Hop field correctly (to XR2 for N3/N4/N5, to XR3 for
   N6/N7), only XR1 need exchange RIP-2 routes with IR1/IR2/IR3 for
   routing to occur without additional hops through XR1. Without the
   Next Hop (for example, if RIP-1 were used) it would be necessary for
   XR2 and XR3 to also participate in the RIP-2 protocol to eliminate
   extra hops.
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Abstract

   This document specifies version 6 of the Internet Protocol (IPv6),
   also sometimes referred to as IP Next Generation or IPng.
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1.  Introduction



   IP version 6 (IPv6) is a new version of the Internet Protocol,
   designed as the successor to IP version 4 (IPv4) [RFC-791].  The
   changes from IPv4 to IPv6 fall primarily into the following
   categories:

      o  Expanded Addressing Capabilities

         IPv6 increases the IP address size from 32 bits to 128 bits, to
         support more levels of addressing hierarchy, a much greater
         number of addressable nodes, and simpler auto-configuration of
         addresses.  The scalability of multicast routing is improved by
         adding a "scope" field to multicast addresses.  And a new type
         of address called an "anycast address" is defined, used to send
         a packet to any one of a group of nodes.

      o  Header Format Simplification

         Some IPv4 header fields have been dropped or made optional, to
         reduce the common-case processing cost of packet handling and
         to limit the bandwidth cost of the IPv6 header.

      o  Improved Support for Extensions and Options

         Changes in the way IP header options are encoded allows for
         more efficient forwarding, less stringent limits on the length
         of options, and greater flexibility for introducing new options
         in the future.

      o  Flow Labeling Capability

         A new capability is added to enable the labeling of packets
         belonging to particular traffic "flows" for which the sender
         requests special handling, such as non-default quality of
         service or "real-time" service.
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      o  Authentication and Privacy Capabilities

         Extensions to support authentication, data integrity, and
         (optional) data confidentiality are specified for IPv6.

   This document specifies the basic IPv6 header and the initially-
   defined IPv6 extension headers and options.  It also discusses packet
   size issues, the semantics of flow labels and traffic classes, and
   the effects of IPv6 on upper-layer protocols.  The format and
   semantics of IPv6 addresses are specified separately in [ADDRARCH].
   The IPv6 version of ICMP, which all IPv6 implementations are required
   to include, is specified in [ICMPv6].

2.  Terminology

   node        - a device that implements IPv6.



   router      - a node that forwards IPv6 packets not explicitly
                 addressed to itself.  [See Note below].

   host        - any node that is not a router.  [See Note below].

   upper layer - a protocol layer immediately above IPv6.  Examples are
                 transport protocols such as TCP and UDP, control
                 protocols such as ICMP, routing protocols such as OSPF,
                 and internet or lower-layer protocols being "tunneled"
                 over (i.e., encapsulated in) IPv6 such as IPX,
                 AppleTalk, or IPv6 itself.

   link        - a communication facility or medium over which nodes can
                 communicate at the link layer, i.e., the layer
                 immediately below IPv6.  Examples are Ethernets (simple
                 or bridged); PPP links; X.25, Frame Relay, or ATM
                 networks; and internet (or higher) layer "tunnels",
                 such as tunnels over IPv4 or IPv6 itself.

   neighbors   - nodes attached to the same link.

   interface   - a node's attachment to a link.

   address     - an IPv6-layer identifier for an interface or a set of
                 interfaces.

   packet      - an IPv6 header plus payload.

   link MTU    - the maximum transmission unit, i.e., maximum packet
                 size in octets, that can be conveyed over a link.
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   path MTU    - the minimum link MTU of all the links in a path between
                 a source node and a destination node.

   Note: it is possible, though unusual, for a device with multiple
   interfaces to be configured to forward non-self-destined packets
   arriving from some set (fewer than all) of its interfaces, and to
   discard non-self-destined packets arriving from its other interfaces.
   Such a device must obey the protocol requirements for routers when
   receiving packets from, and interacting with neighbors over, the
   former (forwarding) interfaces.  It must obey the protocol
   requirements for hosts when receiving packets from, and interacting
   with neighbors over, the latter (non-forwarding) interfaces.

3.  IPv6 Header Format

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |Version| Traffic Class |           Flow Label                  |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |         Payload Length        |  Next Header  |   Hop Limit   |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   +                                                               +



   |                                                               |
   +                         Source Address                        +
   |                                                               |
   +                                                               +
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   +                                                               +
   |                                                               |
   +                      Destination Address                      +
   |                                                               |
   +                                                               +
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Version              4-bit Internet Protocol version number = 6.

   Traffic Class        8-bit traffic class field.  See section 7.

   Flow Label           20-bit flow label.  See section 6.

   Payload Length       16-bit unsigned integer.  Length of the IPv6
                        payload, i.e., the rest of the packet following
                        this IPv6 header, in octets.  (Note that any
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                        extension headers [section 4] present are
                        considered part of the payload, i.e., included
                        in the length count.)

   Next Header          8-bit selector.  Identifies the type of header
                        immediately following the IPv6 header.  Uses the
                        same values as the IPv4 Protocol field [RFC-1700
                        et seq.].

   Hop Limit            8-bit unsigned integer.  Decremented by 1 by
                        each node that forwards the packet. The packet
                        is discarded if Hop Limit is decremented to
                        zero.

   Source Address       128-bit address of the originator of the packet.
                        See [ADDRARCH].

   Destination Address  128-bit address of the intended recipient of the
                        packet (possibly not the ultimate recipient, if
                        a Routing header is present).  See [ADDRARCH]
                        and section 4.4.
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4.  IPv6 Extension Headers

   In IPv6, optional internet-layer information is encoded in separate
   headers that may be placed between the IPv6 header and the upper-
   layer header in a packet.  There are a small number of such extension
   headers, each identified by a distinct Next Header value.  As
   illustrated in these examples, an IPv6 packet may carry zero, one, or
   more extension headers, each identified by the Next Header field of
   the preceding header:

   +---------------+------------------------
   |  IPv6 header  | TCP header + data
   |               |
   | Next Header = |
   |      TCP      |
   +---------------+------------------------

   +---------------+----------------+------------------------
   |  IPv6 header  | Routing header | TCP header + data
   |               |                |
   | Next Header = |  Next Header = |
   |    Routing    |      TCP       |
   +---------------+----------------+------------------------

   +---------------+----------------+-----------------+-----------------
   |  IPv6 header  | Routing header | Fragment header | fragment of TCP
   |               |                |                 |  header + data
   | Next Header = |  Next Header = |  Next Header =  |
   |    Routing    |    Fragment    |       TCP       |
   +---------------+----------------+-----------------+-----------------

   With one exception, extension headers are not examined or processed



   by any node along a packet's delivery path, until the packet reaches
   the node (or each of the set of nodes, in the case of multicast)
   identified in the Destination Address field of the IPv6 header.
   There, normal demultiplexing on the Next Header field of the IPv6
   header invokes the module to process the first extension header, or
   the upper-layer header if no extension header is present.  The
   contents and semantics of each extension header determine whether or
   not to proceed to the next header.  Therefore, extension headers must
   be processed strictly in the order they appear in the packet; a
   receiver must not, for example, scan through a packet looking for a
   particular kind of extension header and process that header prior to
   processing all preceding ones.
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   The exception referred to in the preceding paragraph is the Hop-by-
   Hop Options header, which carries information that must be examined
   and processed by every node along a packet's delivery path, including
   the source and destination nodes.  The Hop-by-Hop Options header,
   when present, must immediately follow the IPv6 header.  Its presence
   is indicated by the value zero in the Next Header field of the IPv6
   header.

   If, as a result of processing a header, a node is required to proceed
   to the next header but the Next Header value in the current header is
   unrecognized by the node, it should discard the packet and send an
   ICMP Parameter Problem message to the source of the packet, with an
   ICMP Code value of 1 ("unrecognized Next Header type encountered")
   and the ICMP Pointer field containing the offset of the unrecognized
   value within the original packet.  The same action should be taken if
   a node encounters a Next Header value of zero in any header other
   than an IPv6 header.

   Each extension header is an integer multiple of 8 octets long, in
   order to retain 8-octet alignment for subsequent headers.  Multi-
   octet fields within each extension header are aligned on their
   natural boundaries, i.e., fields of width n octets are placed at an
   integer multiple of n octets from the start of the header, for n = 1,
   2, 4, or 8.

   A full implementation of IPv6 includes implementation of the
   following extension headers:

           Hop-by-Hop Options
           Routing (Type 0)
           Fragment
           Destination Options
           Authentication
           Encapsulating Security Payload

   The first four are specified in this document; the last two are
   specified in [RFC-2402] and [RFC-2406], respectively.

4.1  Extension Header Order



   When more than one extension header is used in the same packet, it is
   recommended that those headers appear in the following order:

           IPv6 header
           Hop-by-Hop Options header
           Destination Options header (note 1)
           Routing header
           Fragment header
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           Authentication header (note 2)
           Encapsulating Security Payload header (note 2)
           Destination Options header (note 3)
           upper-layer header

           note 1: for options to be processed by the first destination
                   that appears in the IPv6 Destination Address field
                   plus subsequent destinations listed in the Routing
                   header.

           note 2: additional recommendations regarding the relative
                   order of the Authentication and Encapsulating
                   Security Payload headers are given in [RFC-2406].

           note 3: for options to be processed only by the final
                   destination of the packet.

   Each extension header should occur at most once, except for the
   Destination Options header which should occur at most twice (once
   before a Routing header and once before the upper-layer header).

   If the upper-layer header is another IPv6 header (in the case of IPv6
   being tunneled over or encapsulated in IPv6), it may be followed by
   its own extension headers, which are separately subject to the same
   ordering recommendations.

   If and when other extension headers are defined, their ordering
   constraints relative to the above listed headers must be specified.

   IPv6 nodes must accept and attempt to process extension headers in
   any order and occurring any number of times in the same packet,
   except for the Hop-by-Hop Options header which is restricted to
   appear immediately after an IPv6 header only.  Nonetheless, it is
   strongly advised that sources of IPv6 packets adhere to the above
   recommended order until and unless subsequent specifications revise
   that recommendation.
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4.2  Options

   Two of the currently-defined extension headers -- the Hop-by-Hop
   Options header and the Destination Options header -- carry a variable
   number of type-length-value (TLV) encoded "options", of the following
   format:

      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+- - - - - - - - -
      |  Option Type  |  Opt Data Len |  Option Data
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+- - - - - - - - -

      Option Type          8-bit identifier of the type of option.

      Opt Data Len         8-bit unsigned integer.  Length of the Option
                           Data field of this option, in octets.

      Option Data          Variable-length field.  Option-Type-specific
                           data.

   The sequence of options within a header must be processed strictly in
   the order they appear in the header; a receiver must not, for
   example, scan through the header looking for a particular kind of
   option and process that option prior to processing all preceding
   ones.

   The Option Type identifiers are internally encoded such that their
   highest-order two bits specify the action that must be taken if the
   processing IPv6 node does not recognize the Option Type:

      00 - skip over this option and continue processing the header.

      01 - discard the packet.

      10 - discard the packet and, regardless of whether or not the
           packet's Destination Address was a multicast address, send an
           ICMP Parameter Problem, Code 2, message to the packet's
           Source Address, pointing to the unrecognized Option Type.

      11 - discard the packet and, only if the packet's Destination
           Address was not a multicast address, send an ICMP Parameter
           Problem, Code 2, message to the packet's Source Address,
           pointing to the unrecognized Option Type.

   The third-highest-order bit of the Option Type specifies whether or
   not the Option Data of that option can change en-route to the
   packet's final destination.  When an Authentication header is present
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   in the packet, for any option whose data may change en-route, its
   entire Option Data field must be treated as zero-valued octets when
   computing or verifying the packet's authenticating value.

      0 - Option Data does not change en-route

      1 - Option Data may change en-route

   The three high-order bits described above are to be treated as part
   of the Option Type, not independent of the Option Type.  That is, a
   particular option is identified by a full 8-bit Option Type, not just
   the low-order 5 bits of an Option Type.

   The same Option Type numbering space is used for both the Hop-by-Hop
   Options header and the Destination Options header.  However, the
   specification of a particular option may restrict its use to only one
   of those two headers.

   Individual options may have specific alignment requirements, to
   ensure that multi-octet values within Option Data fields fall on
   natural boundaries.  The alignment requirement of an option is
   specified using the notation xn+y, meaning the Option Type must
   appear at an integer multiple of x octets from the start of the
   header, plus y octets.  For example:

      2n    means any 2-octet offset from the start of the header.
      8n+2  means any 8-octet offset from the start of the header,
            plus 2 octets.

   There are two padding options which are used when necessary to align
   subsequent options and to pad out the containing header to a multiple
   of 8 octets in length.  These padding options must be recognized by
   all IPv6 implementations:

   Pad1 option  (alignment requirement: none)

      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |       0       |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

      NOTE! the format of the Pad1 option is a special case -- it does
            not have length and value fields.

      The Pad1 option is used to insert one octet of padding into the
      Options area of a header.  If more than one octet of padding is
      required, the PadN option, described next, should be used, rather
      than multiple Pad1 options.
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   PadN option  (alignment requirement: none)



      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+- - - - - - - - -
      |       1       |  Opt Data Len |  Option Data
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+- - - - - - - - -

      The PadN option is used to insert two or more octets of padding
      into the Options area of a header.  For N octets of padding, the
      Opt Data Len field contains the value N-2, and the Option Data
      consists of N-2 zero-valued octets.

   Appendix B contains formatting guidelines for designing new options.

4.3  Hop-by-Hop Options Header

   The Hop-by-Hop Options header is used to carry optional information
   that must be examined by every node along a packet's delivery path.
   The Hop-by-Hop Options header is identified by a Next Header value of
   0 in the IPv6 header, and has the following format:

    +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
    |  Next Header  |  Hdr Ext Len  |                               |
    +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+                               +
    |                                                               |
    .                                                               .
    .                            Options                            .
    .                                                               .
    |                                                               |
    +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Next Header          8-bit selector.  Identifies the type of header
                        immediately following the Hop-by-Hop Options
                        header.  Uses the same values as the IPv4
                        Protocol field [RFC-1700 et seq.].

   Hdr Ext Len          8-bit unsigned integer.  Length of the Hop-by-
                        Hop Options header in 8-octet units, not
                        including the first 8 octets.

   Options              Variable-length field, of length such that the
                        complete Hop-by-Hop Options header is an integer
                        multiple of 8 octets long.  Contains one or more
                        TLV-encoded options, as described in section
                        4.2.

   The only hop-by-hop options defined in this document are the Pad1 and
   PadN options specified in section 4.2.
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4.4  Routing Header

   The Routing header is used by an IPv6 source to list one or more
   intermediate nodes to be "visited" on the way to a packet's
   destination.  This function is very similar to IPv4's Loose Source
   and Record Route option.  The Routing header is identified by a Next
   Header value of 43 in the immediately preceding header, and has the
   following format:



    +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
    |  Next Header  |  Hdr Ext Len  |  Routing Type | Segments Left |
    +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
    |                                                               |
    .                                                               .
    .                       type-specific data                      .
    .                                                               .
    |                                                               |
    +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Next Header          8-bit selector.  Identifies the type of header
                        immediately following the Routing header.  Uses
                        the same values as the IPv4 Protocol field
                        [RFC-1700 et seq.].

   Hdr Ext Len          8-bit unsigned integer.  Length of the Routing
                        header in 8-octet units, not including the first
                        8 octets.

   Routing Type         8-bit identifier of a particular Routing header
                        variant.

   Segments Left        8-bit unsigned integer.  Number of route
                        segments remaining, i.e., number of explicitly
                        listed intermediate nodes still to be visited
                        before reaching the final destination.

   type-specific data   Variable-length field, of format determined by
                        the Routing Type, and of length such that the
                        complete Routing header is an integer multiple
                        of 8 octets long.

   If, while processing a received packet, a node encounters a Routing
   header with an unrecognized Routing Type value, the required behavior
   of the node depends on the value of the Segments Left field, as
   follows:
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      If Segments Left is zero, the node must ignore the Routing header
      and proceed to process the next header in the packet, whose type
      is identified by the Next Header field in the Routing header.

      If Segments Left is non-zero, the node must discard the packet and
      send an ICMP Parameter Problem, Code 0, message to the packet's
      Source Address, pointing to the unrecognized Routing Type.

   If, after processing a Routing header of a received packet, an
   intermediate node determines that the packet is to be forwarded onto
   a link whose link MTU is less than the size of the packet, the node
   must discard the packet and send an ICMP Packet Too Big message to
   the packet's Source Address.
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   The Type 0 Routing header has the following format:

    +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
    |  Next Header  |  Hdr Ext Len  | Routing Type=0| Segments Left |
    +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
    |                            Reserved                           |
    +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
    |                                                               |
    +                                                               +
    |                                                               |
    +                           Address[1]                          +
    |                                                               |
    +                                                               +
    |                                                               |
    +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
    |                                                               |
    +                                                               +
    |                                                               |
    +                           Address[2]                          +
    |                                                               |



    +                                                               +
    |                                                               |
    +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
    .                               .                               .
    .                               .                               .
    .                               .                               .
    +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
    |                                                               |
    +                                                               +
    |                                                               |
    +                           Address[n]                          +
    |                                                               |
    +                                                               +
    |                                                               |
    +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Next Header          8-bit selector.  Identifies the type of header
                        immediately following the Routing header.  Uses
                        the same values as the IPv4 Protocol field
                        [RFC-1700 et seq.].

   Hdr Ext Len          8-bit unsigned integer.  Length of the Routing
                        header in 8-octet units, not including the first
                        8 octets.  For the Type 0 Routing header, Hdr
                        Ext Len is equal to two times the number of
                        addresses in the header.

   Routing Type         0.
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   Segments Left        8-bit unsigned integer.  Number of route
                        segments remaining, i.e., number of explicitly
                        listed intermediate nodes still to be visited
                        before reaching the final destination.

   Reserved             32-bit reserved field.  Initialized to zero for
                        transmission; ignored on reception.

   Address[1..n]        Vector of 128-bit addresses, numbered 1 to n.

   Multicast addresses must not appear in a Routing header of Type 0, or
   in the IPv6 Destination Address field of a packet carrying a Routing
   header of Type 0.

   A Routing header is not examined or processed until it reaches the
   node identified in the Destination Address field of the IPv6 header.
   In that node, dispatching on the Next Header field of the immediately
   preceding header causes the Routing header module to be invoked,
   which, in the case of Routing Type 0, performs the following
   algorithm:
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   if Segments Left = 0 {
      proceed to process the next header in the packet, whose type is
      identified by the Next Header field in the Routing header
   }
   else if Hdr Ext Len is odd {
         send an ICMP Parameter Problem, Code 0, message to the Source
         Address, pointing to the Hdr Ext Len field, and discard the
         packet
   }
   else {
      compute n, the number of addresses in the Routing header, by
      dividing Hdr Ext Len by 2

      if Segments Left is greater than n {
         send an ICMP Parameter Problem, Code 0, message to the Source
         Address, pointing to the Segments Left field, and discard the
         packet
      }
      else {
         decrement Segments Left by 1;
         compute i, the index of the next address to be visited in
         the address vector, by subtracting Segments Left from n

         if Address [i] or the IPv6 Destination Address is multicast {
            discard the packet
         }
         else {
            swap the IPv6 Destination Address and Address[i]

            if the IPv6 Hop Limit is less than or equal to 1 {
               send an ICMP Time Exceeded -- Hop Limit Exceeded in
               Transit message to the Source Address and discard the



               packet
            }
            else {
               decrement the Hop Limit by 1

               resubmit the packet to the IPv6 module for transmission
               to the new destination
            }
         }
      }
   }
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   As an example of the effects of the above algorithm, consider the
   case of a source node S sending a packet to destination node D, using
   a Routing header to cause the packet to be routed via intermediate
   nodes I1, I2, and I3.  The values of the relevant IPv6 header and
   Routing header fields on each segment of the delivery path would be
   as follows:

   As the packet travels from S to I1:

        Source Address = S                  Hdr Ext Len = 6
        Destination Address = I1            Segments Left = 3
                                            Address[1] = I2
                                            Address[2] = I3
                                            Address[3] = D

   As the packet travels from I1 to I2:

        Source Address = S                  Hdr Ext Len = 6
        Destination Address = I2            Segments Left = 2
                                            Address[1] = I1
                                            Address[2] = I3
                                            Address[3] = D

   As the packet travels from I2 to I3:

        Source Address = S                  Hdr Ext Len = 6
        Destination Address = I3            Segments Left = 1
                                            Address[1] = I1
                                            Address[2] = I2
                                            Address[3] = D

   As the packet travels from I3 to D:

        Source Address = S                  Hdr Ext Len = 6
        Destination Address = D             Segments Left = 0
                                            Address[1] = I1
                                            Address[2] = I2
                                            Address[3] = I3
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4.5  Fragment Header

   The Fragment header is used by an IPv6 source to send a packet larger
   than would fit in the path MTU to its destination.  (Note: unlike
   IPv4, fragmentation in IPv6 is performed only by source nodes, not by
   routers along a packet's delivery path -- see section 5.)  The
   Fragment header is identified by a Next Header value of 44 in the
   immediately preceding header, and has the following format:

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |  Next Header  |   Reserved    |      Fragment Offset    |Res|M|
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                         Identification                        |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Next Header          8-bit selector.  Identifies the initial header
                        type of the Fragmentable Part of the original
                        packet (defined below).  Uses the same values as
                        the IPv4 Protocol field [RFC-1700 et seq.].

   Reserved             8-bit reserved field.  Initialized to zero for
                        transmission; ignored on reception.

   Fragment Offset      13-bit unsigned integer.  The offset, in 8-octet
                        units, of the data following this header,
                        relative to the start of the Fragmentable Part
                        of the original packet.

   Res                  2-bit reserved field.  Initialized to zero for
                        transmission; ignored on reception.

   M flag               1 = more fragments; 0 = last fragment.

   Identification       32 bits.  See description below.

   In order to send a packet that is too large to fit in the MTU of the
   path to its destination, a source node may divide the packet into
   fragments and send each fragment as a separate packet, to be
   reassembled at the receiver.

   For every packet that is to be fragmented, the source node generates
   an Identification value. The Identification must be different than
   that of any other fragmented packet sent recently* with the same
   Source Address and Destination Address.  If a Routing header is



   present, the Destination Address of concern is that of the final
   destination.
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      * "recently" means within the maximum likely lifetime of a packet,
        including transit time from source to destination and time spent
        awaiting reassembly with other fragments of the same packet.
        However, it is not required that a source node know the maximum
        packet lifetime.  Rather, it is assumed that the requirement can
        be met by maintaining the Identification value as a simple, 32-
        bit, "wrap-around" counter, incremented each time a packet must
        be fragmented.  It is an implementation choice whether to
        maintain a single counter for the node or multiple counters,
        e.g., one for each of the node's possible source addresses, or
        one for each active (source address, destination address)
        combination.

   The initial, large, unfragmented packet is referred to as the
   "original packet", and it is considered to consist of two parts, as
   illustrated:

   original packet:

   +------------------+----------------------//-----------------------+
   |  Unfragmentable  |                 Fragmentable                  |
   |       Part       |                     Part                      |
   +------------------+----------------------//-----------------------+

      The Unfragmentable Part consists of the IPv6 header plus any
      extension headers that must be processed by nodes en route to the
      destination, that is, all headers up to and including the Routing
      header if present, else the Hop-by-Hop Options header if present,
      else no extension headers.

      The Fragmentable Part consists of the rest of the packet, that is,
      any extension headers that need be processed only by the final
      destination node(s), plus the upper-layer header and data.

   The Fragmentable Part of the original packet is divided into
   fragments, each, except possibly the last ("rightmost") one, being an
   integer multiple of 8 octets long.  The fragments are transmitted in
   separate "fragment packets" as illustrated:

   original packet:

   +------------------+--------------+--------------+--//--+----------+
   |  Unfragmentable  |    first     |    second    |      |   last   |
   |       Part       |   fragment   |   fragment   | .... | fragment |
   +------------------+--------------+--------------+--//--+----------+
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   fragment packets:

   +------------------+--------+--------------+
   |  Unfragmentable  |Fragment|    first     |
   |       Part       | Header |   fragment   |
   +------------------+--------+--------------+

   +------------------+--------+--------------+
   |  Unfragmentable  |Fragment|    second    |
   |       Part       | Header |   fragment   |
   +------------------+--------+--------------+
                         o
                         o
                         o
   +------------------+--------+----------+
   |  Unfragmentable  |Fragment|   last   |
   |       Part       | Header | fragment |
   +------------------+--------+----------+

   Each fragment packet is composed of:

      (1) The Unfragmentable Part of the original packet, with the
          Payload Length of the original IPv6 header changed to contain
          the length of this fragment packet only (excluding the length
          of the IPv6 header itself), and the Next Header field of the
          last header of the Unfragmentable Part changed to 44.

      (2) A Fragment header containing:

               The Next Header value that identifies the first header of
               the Fragmentable Part of the original packet.

               A Fragment Offset containing the offset of the fragment,
               in 8-octet units, relative to the start of the
               Fragmentable Part of the original packet.  The Fragment
               Offset of the first ("leftmost") fragment is 0.

               An M flag value of 0 if the fragment is the last
               ("rightmost") one, else an M flag value of 1.

               The Identification value generated for the original
               packet.

      (3) The fragment itself.

   The lengths of the fragments must be chosen such that the resulting
   fragment packets fit within the MTU of the path to the packets'
   destination(s).
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   At the destination, fragment packets are reassembled into their
   original, unfragmented form, as illustrated:

   reassembled original packet:

   +------------------+----------------------//------------------------+
   |  Unfragmentable  |                 Fragmentable                   |
   |       Part       |                     Part                       |
   +------------------+----------------------//------------------------+

   The following rules govern reassembly:

      An original packet is reassembled only from fragment packets that
      have the same Source Address, Destination Address, and Fragment
      Identification.

      The Unfragmentable Part of the reassembled packet consists of all
      headers up to, but not including, the Fragment header of the first
      fragment packet (that is, the packet whose Fragment Offset is
      zero), with the following two changes:

         The Next Header field of the last header of the Unfragmentable
         Part is obtained from the Next Header field of the first
         fragment's Fragment header.

         The Payload Length of the reassembled packet is computed from
         the length of the Unfragmentable Part and the length and offset
         of the last fragment.  For example, a formula for computing the
         Payload Length of the reassembled original packet is:

           PL.orig = PL.first - FL.first - 8 + (8 * FO.last) + FL.last

           where
           PL.orig  = Payload Length field of reassembled packet.
           PL.first = Payload Length field of first fragment packet.
           FL.first = length of fragment following Fragment header of
                      first fragment packet.
           FO.last  = Fragment Offset field of Fragment header of
                      last fragment packet.
           FL.last  = length of fragment following Fragment header of
                      last fragment packet.

      The Fragmentable Part of the reassembled packet is constructed
      from the fragments following the Fragment headers in each of the
      fragment packets.  The length of each fragment is computed by
      subtracting from the packet's Payload Length the length of the
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      headers between the IPv6 header and fragment itself; its relative
      position in Fragmentable Part is computed from its Fragment Offset
      value.

      The Fragment header is not present in the final, reassembled
      packet.



   The following error conditions may arise when reassembling fragmented
   packets:

      If insufficient fragments are received to complete reassembly of a
      packet within 60 seconds of the reception of the first-arriving
      fragment of that packet, reassembly of that packet must be
      abandoned and all the fragments that have been received for that
      packet must be discarded.  If the first fragment (i.e., the one
      with a Fragment Offset of zero) has been received, an ICMP Time
      Exceeded -- Fragment Reassembly Time Exceeded message should be
      sent to the source of that fragment.

      If the length of a fragment, as derived from the fragment packet's
      Payload Length field, is not a multiple of 8 octets and the M flag
      of that fragment is 1, then that fragment must be discarded and an
      ICMP Parameter Problem, Code 0, message should be sent to the
      source of the fragment, pointing to the Payload Length field of
      the fragment packet.

      If the length and offset of a fragment are such that the Payload
      Length of the packet reassembled from that fragment would exceed
      65,535 octets, then that fragment must be discarded and an ICMP
      Parameter Problem, Code 0, message should be sent to the source of
      the fragment, pointing to the Fragment Offset field of the
      fragment packet.

   The following conditions are not expected to occur, but are not
   considered errors if they do:

      The number and content of the headers preceding the Fragment
      header of different fragments of the same original packet may
      differ.  Whatever headers are present, preceding the Fragment
      header in each fragment packet, are processed when the packets
      arrive, prior to queueing the fragments for reassembly.  Only
      those headers in the Offset zero fragment packet are retained in
      the reassembled packet.

      The Next Header values in the Fragment headers of different
      fragments of the same original packet may differ.  Only the value
      from the Offset zero fragment packet is used for reassembly.
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4.6  Destination Options Header

   The Destination Options header is used to carry optional information
   that need be examined only by a packet's destination node(s).  The
   Destination Options header is identified by a Next Header value of 60
   in the immediately preceding header, and has the following format:

    +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
    |  Next Header  |  Hdr Ext Len  |                               |
    +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+                               +
    |                                                               |
    .                                                               .



    .                            Options                            .
    .                                                               .
    |                                                               |
    +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Next Header          8-bit selector.  Identifies the type of header
                        immediately following the Destination Options
                        header.  Uses the same values as the IPv4
                        Protocol field [RFC-1700 et seq.].

   Hdr Ext Len          8-bit unsigned integer.  Length of the
                        Destination Options header in 8-octet units, not
                        including the first 8 octets.

   Options              Variable-length field, of length such that the
                        complete Destination Options header is an
                        integer multiple of 8 octets long.  Contains one
                        or  more TLV-encoded options, as described in
                        section 4.2.

   The only destination options defined in this document are the Pad1
   and PadN options specified in section 4.2.

   Note that there are two possible ways to encode optional destination
   information in an IPv6 packet: either as an option in the Destination
   Options header, or as a separate extension header.  The Fragment
   header and the Authentication header are examples of the latter
   approach.  Which approach can be used depends on what action is
   desired of a destination node that does not understand the optional
   information:

      o  If the desired action is for the destination node to discard
         the packet and, only if the packet's Destination Address is not
         a multicast address, send an ICMP Unrecognized Type message to
         the packet's Source Address, then the information may be
         encoded either as a separate header or as an option in the
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         Destination Options header whose Option Type has the value 11
         in its highest-order two bits.  The choice may depend on such
         factors as which takes fewer octets, or which yields better
         alignment or more efficient parsing.

      o  If any other action is desired, the information must be encoded
         as an option in the Destination Options header whose Option
         Type has the value 00, 01, or 10 in its highest-order two bits,
         specifying the desired action (see section 4.2).

4.7 No Next Header

   The value 59 in the Next Header field of an IPv6 header or any
   extension header indicates that there is nothing following that
   header.  If the Payload Length field of the IPv6 header indicates the
   presence of octets past the end of a header whose Next Header field
   contains 59, those octets must be ignored, and passed on unchanged if
   the packet is forwarded.



5. Packet Size Issues

   IPv6 requires that every link in the internet have an MTU of 1280
   octets or greater.  On any link that cannot convey a 1280-octet
   packet in one piece, link-specific fragmentation and reassembly must
   be provided at a layer below IPv6.

   Links that have a configurable MTU (for example, PPP links [RFC-
   1661]) must be configured to have an MTU of at least 1280 octets; it
   is recommended that they be configured with an MTU of 1500 octets or
   greater, to accommodate possible encapsulations (i.e., tunneling)
   without incurring IPv6-layer fragmentation.

   From each link to which a node is directly attached, the node must be
   able to accept packets as large as that link's MTU.

   It is strongly recommended that IPv6 nodes implement Path MTU
   Discovery [RFC-1981], in order to discover and take advantage of path
   MTUs greater than 1280 octets.  However, a minimal IPv6
   implementation (e.g., in a boot ROM) may simply restrict itself to
   sending packets no larger than 1280 octets, and omit implementation
   of Path MTU Discovery.

   In order to send a packet larger than a path's MTU, a node may use
   the IPv6 Fragment header to fragment the packet at the source and
   have it reassembled at the destination(s).  However, the use of such
   fragmentation is discouraged in any application that is able to
   adjust its packets to fit the measured path MTU (i.e., down to 1280
   octets).
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   A node must be able to accept a fragmented packet that, after
   reassembly, is as large as 1500 octets.  A node is permitted to
   accept fragmented packets that reassemble to more than 1500 octets.
   An upper-layer protocol or application that depends on IPv6
   fragmentation to send packets larger than the MTU of a path should
   not send packets larger than 1500 octets unless it has assurance that
   the destination is capable of reassembling packets of that larger
   size.

   In response to an IPv6 packet that is sent to an IPv4 destination
   (i.e., a packet that undergoes translation from IPv6 to IPv4), the
   originating IPv6 node may receive an ICMP Packet Too Big message
   reporting a Next-Hop MTU less than 1280.  In that case, the IPv6 node
   is not required to reduce the size of subsequent packets to less than
   1280, but must include a Fragment header in those packets so that the
   IPv6-to-IPv4 translating router can obtain a suitable Identification
   value to use in resulting IPv4 fragments.  Note that this means the
   payload may have to be reduced to 1232 octets (1280 minus 40 for the
   IPv6 header and 8 for the Fragment header), and smaller still if
   additional extension headers are used.

6.  Flow Labels

   The 20-bit Flow Label field in the IPv6 header may be used by a



   source to label sequences of packets for which it requests special
   handling by the IPv6 routers, such as non-default quality of service
   or "real-time" service.  This aspect of IPv6 is, at the time of
   writing, still experimental and subject to change as the requirements
   for flow support in the Internet become clearer.  Hosts or routers
   that do not support the functions of the Flow Label field are
   required to set the field to zero when originating a packet, pass the
   field on unchanged when forwarding a packet, and ignore the field
   when receiving a packet.

   Appendix A describes the current intended semantics and usage of the
   Flow Label field.

7.  Traffic Classes

   The 8-bit Traffic Class field in the IPv6 header is available for use
   by originating nodes and/or forwarding routers to identify and
   distinguish between different classes or priorities of IPv6 packets.
   At the point in time at which this specification is being written,
   there are a number of experiments underway in the use of the IPv4
   Type of Service and/or Precedence bits to provide various forms of
   "differentiated service" for IP packets, other than through the use
   of explicit flow set-up.  The Traffic Class field in the IPv6 header
   is intended to allow similar functionality to be supported in IPv6.
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   It is hoped that those experiments will eventually lead to agreement
   on what sorts of traffic classifications are most useful for IP
   packets.  Detailed definitions of the syntax and semantics of all or
   some of the IPv6 Traffic Class bits, whether experimental or intended
   for eventual standardization, are to be provided in separate
   documents.

   The following general requirements apply to the Traffic Class field:

      o  The service interface to the IPv6 service within a node must
         provide a means for an upper-layer protocol to supply the value
         of the Traffic Class bits in packets originated by that upper-
         layer protocol.  The default value must be zero for all 8 bits.

      o  Nodes that support a specific (experimental or eventual
         standard) use of some or all of the Traffic Class bits are
         permitted to change the value of those bits in packets that
         they originate, forward, or receive, as required for that
         specific use.  Nodes should ignore and leave unchanged any bits
         of the Traffic Class field for which they do not support a
         specific use.

      o  An upper-layer protocol must not assume that the value of the
         Traffic Class bits in a received packet are the same as the
         value sent by the packet's source.
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8. Upper-Layer Protocol Issues

8.1 Upper-Layer Checksums

   Any transport or other upper-layer protocol that includes the
   addresses from the IP header in its checksum computation must be
   modified for use over IPv6, to include the 128-bit IPv6 addresses
   instead of 32-bit IPv4 addresses.  In particular, the following
   illustration shows the TCP and UDP "pseudo-header" for IPv6:

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   +                                                               +
   |                                                               |
   +                         Source Address                        +
   |                                                               |
   +                                                               +
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   +                                                               +
   |                                                               |
   +                      Destination Address                      +
   |                                                               |
   +                                                               +
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                   Upper-Layer Packet Length                   |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                      zero                     |  Next Header  |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

      o  If the IPv6 packet contains a Routing header, the Destination
         Address used in the pseudo-header is that of the final
         destination.  At the originating node, that address will be in
         the last element of the Routing header; at the recipient(s),



         that address will be in the Destination Address field of the
         IPv6 header.

      o  The Next Header value in the pseudo-header identifies the
         upper-layer protocol (e.g., 6 for TCP, or 17 for UDP).  It will
         differ from the Next Header value in the IPv6 header if there
         are extension headers between the IPv6 header and the upper-
         layer header.

      o  The Upper-Layer Packet Length in the pseudo-header is the
         length of the upper-layer header and data (e.g., TCP header
         plus TCP data).  Some upper-layer protocols carry their own
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         length information (e.g., the Length field in the UDP header);
         for such protocols, that is the length used in the pseudo-
         header.  Other protocols (such as TCP) do not carry their own
         length information, in which case the length used in the
         pseudo-header is the Payload Length from the IPv6 header, minus
         the length of any extension headers present between the IPv6
         header and the upper-layer header.

      o  Unlike IPv4, when UDP packets are originated by an IPv6 node,
         the UDP checksum is not optional.  That is, whenever
         originating a UDP packet, an IPv6 node must compute a UDP
         checksum over the packet and the pseudo-header, and, if that
         computation yields a result of zero, it must be changed to hex
         FFFF for placement in the UDP header.  IPv6 receivers must
         discard UDP packets containing a zero checksum, and should log
         the error.

   The IPv6 version of ICMP [ICMPv6] includes the above pseudo-header in
   its checksum computation; this is a change from the IPv4 version of
   ICMP, which does not include a pseudo-header in its checksum.  The
   reason for the change is to protect ICMP from misdelivery or
   corruption of those fields of the IPv6 header on which it depends,
   which, unlike IPv4, are not covered by an internet-layer checksum.
   The Next Header field in the pseudo-header for ICMP contains the
   value 58, which identifies the IPv6 version of ICMP.

8.2 Maximum Packet Lifetime

   Unlike IPv4, IPv6 nodes are not required to enforce maximum packet
   lifetime.  That is the reason the IPv4 "Time to Live" field was
   renamed "Hop Limit" in IPv6.  In practice, very few, if any, IPv4
   implementations conform to the requirement that they limit packet
   lifetime, so this is not a change in practice.  Any upper-layer
   protocol that relies on the internet layer (whether IPv4 or IPv6) to
   limit packet lifetime ought to be upgraded to provide its own
   mechanisms for detecting and discarding obsolete packets.

8.3 Maximum Upper-Layer Payload Size

   When computing the maximum payload size available for upper-layer
   data, an upper-layer protocol must take into account the larger size
   of the IPv6 header relative to the IPv4 header.  For example, in



   IPv4, TCP's MSS option is computed as the maximum packet size (a
   default value or a value learned through Path MTU Discovery) minus 40
   octets (20 octets for the minimum-length IPv4 header and 20 octets
   for the minimum-length TCP header).  When using TCP over IPv6, the
   MSS must be computed as the maximum packet size minus 60 octets,
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   because the minimum-length IPv6 header (i.e., an IPv6 header with no
   extension headers) is 20 octets longer than a minimum-length IPv4
   header.

8.4 Responding to Packets Carrying Routing Headers

   When an upper-layer protocol sends one or more packets in response to
   a received packet that included a Routing header, the response
   packet(s) must not include a Routing header that was automatically
   derived by "reversing" the received Routing header UNLESS the
   integrity and authenticity of the received Source Address and Routing
   header have been verified (e.g., via the use of an Authentication
   header in the received packet).  In other words, only the following
   kinds of packets are permitted in response to a received packet
   bearing a Routing header:

      o  Response packets that do not carry Routing headers.

      o  Response packets that carry Routing headers that were NOT
         derived by reversing the Routing header of the received packet
         (for example, a Routing header supplied by local
         configuration).

      o  Response packets that carry Routing headers that were derived
         by reversing the Routing header of the received packet IF AND
         ONLY IF the integrity and authenticity of the Source Address
         and Routing header from the received packet have been verified
         by the responder.
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Appendix A. Semantics and Usage of the Flow Label Field

   A flow is a sequence of packets sent from a particular source to a
   particular (unicast or multicast) destination for which the source
   desires special handling by the intervening routers.  The nature of
   that special handling might be conveyed to the routers by a control
   protocol, such as a resource reservation protocol, or by information
   within the flow's packets themselves, e.g., in a hop-by-hop option.
   The details of such control protocols or options are beyond the scope
   of this document.

   There may be multiple active flows from a source to a destination, as
   well as traffic that is not associated with any flow.  A flow is
   uniquely identified by the combination of a source address and a
   non-zero flow label.  Packets that do not belong to a flow carry a
   flow label of zero.

   A flow label is assigned to a flow by the flow's source node.  New
   flow labels must be chosen (pseudo-)randomly and uniformly from the
   range 1 to FFFFF hex.  The purpose of the random allocation is to
   make any set of bits within the Flow Label field suitable for use as
   a hash key by routers, for looking up the state associated with the
   flow.

   All packets belonging to the same flow must be sent with the same
   source address, destination address, and flow label.  If any of those
   packets includes a Hop-by-Hop Options header, then they all must be
   originated with the same Hop-by-Hop Options header contents
   (excluding the Next Header field of the Hop-by-Hop Options header).
   If any of those packets includes a Routing header, then they all must
   be originated with the same contents in all extension headers up to
   and including the Routing header (excluding the Next Header field in
   the Routing header).  The routers or destinations are permitted, but
   not required, to verify that these conditions are satisfied.  If a
   violation is detected, it should be reported to the source by an ICMP
   Parameter Problem message, Code 0, pointing to the high-order octet
   of the Flow Label field (i.e., offset 1 within the IPv6 packet).

   The maximum lifetime of any flow-handling state established along a
   flow's path must be specified as part of the description of the
   state-establishment mechanism, e.g., the resource reservation
   protocol or the flow-setup hop-by-hop option.  A source must not re-
   use a flow label for a new flow within the maximum lifetime of any
   flow-handling state that might have been established for the prior
   use of that flow label.
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   When a node stops and restarts (e.g., as a result of a "crash"), it
   must be careful not to use a flow label that it might have used for
   an earlier flow whose lifetime may not have expired yet.  This may be
   accomplished by recording flow label usage on stable storage so that
   it can be remembered across crashes, or by refraining from using any
   flow labels until the maximum lifetime of any possible previously
   established flows has expired.  If the minimum time for rebooting the
   node is known, that time can be deducted from the necessary waiting
   period before starting to allocate flow labels.

   There is no requirement that all, or even most, packets belong to
   flows, i.e., carry non-zero flow labels.  This observation is placed
   here to remind protocol designers and implementors not to assume
   otherwise.  For example, it would be unwise to design a router whose
   performance would be adequate only if most packets belonged to flows,
   or to design a header compression scheme that only worked on packets
   that belonged to flows.
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Appendix B. Formatting Guidelines for Options

   This appendix gives some advice on how to lay out the fields when
   designing new options to be used in the Hop-by-Hop Options header or



   the Destination Options header, as described in section 4.2.  These
   guidelines are based on the following assumptions:

      o  One desirable feature is that any multi-octet fields within the
         Option Data area of an option be aligned on their natural
         boundaries, i.e., fields of width n octets should be placed at
         an integer multiple of n octets from the start of the Hop-by-
         Hop or Destination Options header, for n = 1, 2, 4, or 8.

      o  Another desirable feature is that the Hop-by-Hop or Destination
         Options header take up as little space as possible, subject to
         the requirement that the header be an integer multiple of 8
         octets long.

      o  It may be assumed that, when either of the option-bearing
         headers are present, they carry a very small number of options,
         usually only one.

   These assumptions suggest the following approach to laying out the
   fields of an option: order the fields from smallest to largest, with
   no interior padding, then derive the alignment requirement for the
   entire option based on the alignment requirement of the largest field
   (up to a maximum alignment of 8 octets).  This approach is
   illustrated in the following examples:

   Example 1

   If an option X required two data fields, one of length 8 octets and
   one of length 4 octets, it would be laid out as follows:

                                   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
                                   | Option Type=X |Opt Data Len=12|
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                         4-octet field                         |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   +                         8-octet field                         +
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
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   Its alignment requirement is 8n+2, to ensure that the 8-octet field
   starts at a multiple-of-8 offset from the start of the enclosing
   header.  A complete Hop-by-Hop or Destination Options header
   containing this one option would look as follows:

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |  Next Header  | Hdr Ext Len=1 | Option Type=X |Opt Data Len=12|
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                         4-octet field                         |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+



   |                                                               |
   +                         8-octet field                         +
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Example 2

   If an option Y required three data fields, one of length 4 octets,
   one of length 2 octets, and one of length 1 octet, it would be laid
   out as follows:

                                                   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
                                                   | Option Type=Y |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |Opt Data Len=7 | 1-octet field |         2-octet field         |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                         4-octet field                         |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Its alignment requirement is 4n+3, to ensure that the 4-octet field
   starts at a multiple-of-4 offset from the start of the enclosing
   header.  A complete Hop-by-Hop or Destination Options header
   containing this one option would look as follows:

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |  Next Header  | Hdr Ext Len=1 | Pad1 Option=0 | Option Type=Y |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |Opt Data Len=7 | 1-octet field |         2-octet field         |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                         4-octet field                         |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   | PadN Option=1 |Opt Data Len=2 |       0       |       0       |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
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   Example 3

   A Hop-by-Hop or Destination Options header containing both options X
   and Y from Examples 1 and 2 would have one of the two following
   formats, depending on which option appeared first:

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |  Next Header  | Hdr Ext Len=3 | Option Type=X |Opt Data Len=12|
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                         4-octet field                         |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   +                         8-octet field                         +
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   | PadN Option=1 |Opt Data Len=1 |       0       | Option Type=Y |



   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |Opt Data Len=7 | 1-octet field |         2-octet field         |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                         4-octet field                         |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   | PadN Option=1 |Opt Data Len=2 |       0       |       0       |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |  Next Header  | Hdr Ext Len=3 | Pad1 Option=0 | Option Type=Y |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |Opt Data Len=7 | 1-octet field |         2-octet field         |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                         4-octet field                         |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   | PadN Option=1 |Opt Data Len=4 |       0       |       0       |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |       0       |       0       | Option Type=X |Opt Data Len=12|
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                         4-octet field                         |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   +                         8-octet field                         +
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
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Security Considerations

   The security features of IPv6 are described in the Security
   Architecture for the Internet Protocol [RFC-2401].
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CHANGES SINCE RFC-1883

   This memo has the following changes from RFC-1883.  Numbers identify
   the Internet-Draft version in which the change was made.

    02) Removed all references to jumbograms and the Jumbo Payload
        option (moved to a separate document).

    02) Moved most of Flow Label description from section 6 to (new)
        Appendix A.

    02) In Flow Label description, now in Appendix A, corrected maximum



        Flow Label value from FFFFFF to FFFFF (i.e., one less "F") due
        to reduction of size of Flow Label field from 24 bits to 20
        bits.

    02) Renumbered (relettered?) the previous Appendix A to be Appendix
        B.

    02) Changed the wording of the Security Considerations section to
        avoid dependency loop between this spec and the IPsec specs.

    02) Updated R. Hinden's email address and company affiliation.

        --------------------------------------------------------

    01) In section 3, changed field name "Class" to "Traffic Class" and
        increased its size from 4 to 8 bits.  Decreased size of Flow
        Label field from 24 to 20 bits to compensate for increase in
        Traffic Class field.
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    01) In section 4.1, restored the order of the Authentication Header
        and the ESP header, which were mistakenly swapped in the 00
        version of this memo.

    01) In section 4.4, deleted the Strict/Loose Bit Map field and the
        strict routing functionality from the Type 0 Routing header, and
        removed the restriction on number of addresses that may be
        carried in the Type 0 Routing header (was limited to 23
        addresses, because of the size of the strict/loose bit map).

    01) In section 5, changed the minimum IPv6 MTU from 576 to 1280
        octets, and added a recommendation that links with configurable
        MTU (e.g., PPP links) be configured to have an MTU of at least
        1500 octets.

    01) In section 5, deleted the requirement that a node must not send
        fragmented packets that reassemble to more than 1500 octets
        without knowledge of the destination reassembly buffer size, and
        replaced it with a recommendation that upper-layer protocols or
        applications should not do that.

    01) Replaced reference to the IPv4 Path MTU Discovery spec (RFC-
        1191) with reference to the IPv6 Path MTU Discovery spec (RFC-
        1981), and deleted the Notes at the end of section 5 regarding
        Path MTU Discovery, since those details are now covered by RFC-
        1981.

    01) In section 6, deleted specification of "opportunistic" flow
        set-up, and removed all references to the 6-second maximum
        lifetime for opportunistically established flow state.

    01) In section 7, deleted the provisional description of the
        internal structure and semantics of the Traffic Class field, and
        specified that such descriptions be provided in separate



        documents.

        --------------------------------------------------------

    00) In section 4, corrected the Code value to indicate "unrecognized
        Next Header type encountered" in an ICMP Parameter Problem
        message (changed from 2 to 1).

    00) In the description of the Payload Length field in section 3, and
        of the Jumbo Payload Length field in section 4.3, made it
        clearer that extension headers are included in the payload
        length count.
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    00) In section 4.1, swapped the order of the Authentication header
        and the ESP header.  (NOTE: this was a mistake, and the change
        was undone in version 01.)

    00) In section 4.2, made it clearer that options are identified by
        the full 8-bit Option Type, not by the low-order 5 bits of an
        Option Type.  Also specified that the same Option Type numbering
        space is used for both Hop-by-Hop Options and Destination
        Options headers.

    00) In section 4.4, added a sentence requiring that nodes processing
        a Routing header must send an ICMP Packet Too Big message in
        response to a packet that is too big to fit in the next hop link
        (rather than, say, performing fragmentation).

    00) Changed the name of the IPv6 Priority field to "Class", and
        replaced the previous description of Priority in section 7 with
        a description of the Class field.  Also, excluded this field
        from the set of fields that must remain the same for all packets
        in the same flow, as specified in section 6.

    00) In the pseudo-header in section 8.1, changed the name of the
        "Payload Length" field to "Upper-Layer Packet Length".  Also
        clarified that, in the case of protocols that carry their own
        length info (like non-jumbogram UDP), it is the upper-layer-
        derived length, not the IP-layer-derived length, that is used in
        the pseudo-header.

    00) Added section 8.4, specifying that upper-layer protocols, when
        responding to a received packet that carried a Routing header,
        must not include the reverse of the Routing header in the
        response packet(s) unless the received Routing header was
        authenticated.

    00) Fixed some typos and grammatical errors.

    00) Authors' contact info updated.

        --------------------------------------------------------
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   document itself may not be modified in any way, such as by removing
   the copyright notice or references to the Internet Society or other
   Internet organizations, except as needed for the purpose of
   developing Internet standards in which case the procedures for
   copyrights defined in the Internet Standards process must be
   followed, or as required to translate it into languages other than
   English.

   The limited permissions granted above are perpetual and will not be
   revoked by the Internet Society or its successors or assigns.

   This document and the information contained herein is provided on an
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   HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY RIGHTS OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
   MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
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    Definition of the Differentiated Services Field (DS Field)
                      in the IPv4 and IPv6 Headers

Status of this Memo

   This document specifies an Internet standards track protocol for the
   Internet community, and requests discussion and suggestions for
   improvements.  Please refer to the current edition of the "Internet
   Official Protocol Standards" (STD 1) for the standardization state
   and status of this protocol.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

Copyright Notice

   Copyright (C) The Internet Society (1998).  All Rights Reserved.

Abstract

   Differentiated services enhancements to the Internet protocol are
   intended to enable scalable service discrimination in the Internet
   without the need for per-flow state and signaling at every hop.  A
   variety of services may be built from a small, well-defined set of
   building blocks which are deployed in network nodes.  The services
   may be either end-to-end or intra-domain; they include both those
   that can satisfy quantitative performance requirements (e.g., peak
   bandwidth) and those based on relative performance (e.g., "class"
   differentiation).  Services can be constructed by a combination of:

   - setting bits in an IP header field at network boundaries
     (autonomous system boundaries, internal administrative boundaries,
     or hosts),
   - using those bits to determine how packets are forwarded by the
     nodes inside the network, and
   - conditioning the marked packets at network boundaries in accordance
     with the requirements or rules of each service.
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   The requirements or rules of each service must be set through
   administrative policy mechanisms which are outside the scope of this
   document.  A differentiated services-compliant network node includes
   a classifier that selects packets based on the value of the DS field,
   along with buffer management and packet scheduling mechanisms capable
   of delivering the specific packet forwarding treatment indicated by
   the DS field value.  Setting of the DS field and conditioning of the
   temporal behavior of marked packets need only be performed at network
   boundaries and may vary in complexity.

   This document defines the IP header field, called the DS (for
   differentiated services) field.  In IPv4, it defines the layout of
   the TOS octet; in IPv6, the Traffic Class octet.  In addition, a base
   set of packet forwarding treatments, or per-hop behaviors, is
   defined.

   For a more complete understanding of differentiated services, see
   also the differentiated services architecture [ARCH].
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1.  Introduction

   Differentiated services are intended  to provide a framework and
   building blocks to enable deployment of scalable service
   discrimination in the Internet.  The differentiated services approach
   aims to speed deployment by separating the architecture into two
   major components, one of which is fairly well-understood and the
   other of which is just beginning to be understood.  In this, we are
   guided by the original design of the Internet where the decision was
   made to separate the forwarding and routing components.  Packet
   forwarding is the relatively simple task that needs to be performed
   on a per-packet basis as quickly as possible.  Forwarding uses the
   packet header to find an entry in a routing table that determines the
   packet's output interface.  Routing sets the entries in that table
   and may need to reflect a range of transit and other policies as well
   as to keep track of route failures.  Routing tables are maintained as
   a background process to the forwarding task.  Further, routing is the
   more complex task and it has continued to evolve over the past 20
   years.

   Analogously, the differentiated services architecture contains two
   main components.  One is the fairly well-understood behavior in the
   forwarding path and the other is the more complex and still emerging
   background policy and allocation component that configures parameters
   used in the forwarding path.  The forwarding path behaviors include
   the differential treatment an individual packet receives, as
   implemented by queue service disciplines and/or queue management
   disciplines.  These per-hop behaviors are useful and required in
   network nodes to deliver differentiated treatment of packets no
   matter how we construct end-to-end or intra-domain services.  Our
   focus is on the general semantics of the behaviors rather than the
   specific mechanisms used to implement them since these behaviors will
   evolve less rapidly than the mechanisms.

   Per-hop behaviors and mechanisms to select them on a per-packet basis
   can be deployed in network nodes today and it is this aspect of the
   differentiated services architecture that is being addressed first.
   In addition, the forwarding path may require that some monitoring,
   policing, and shaping be done on the network traffic designated for
   "special" treatment in order to enforce requirements associated with
   the delivery of the special treatment.  Mechanisms for this kind of
   traffic conditioning are also fairly well-understood.  The wide
   deployment of such traffic conditioners is also important to enable
   the construction of services, though their actual use in constructing
   services may evolve over time.
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   The configuration of network elements with respect to which packets
   get special treatment and what kinds of rules are to be applied to
   the use of resources is much less well-understood.  Nevertheless, it
   is possible to deploy useful differentiated services in networks by



   using simple policies and static configurations.  As described in
   [ARCH], there are a number of ways to compose per-hop behaviors and
   traffic conditioners to create services.  In the process, additional
   experience is gained that will guide more complex policies and
   allocations.  The basic behaviors in the forwarding path can remain
   the same while this component of the architecture evolves.
   Experiences with the construction of such services will continue for
   some time, thus we avoid standardizing this construction as it is
   premature.  Further, much of the details of service construction are
   covered by legal agreements between different business entities and
   we avoid this as it is very much outside the scope of the IETF.

   This document concentrates on the forwarding path component.  In the
   packet forwarding path, differentiated services are realized by
   mapping the codepoint contained in a field in the IP packet header to
   a particular forwarding treatment, or per-hop behavior (PHB), at each
   network node along its path.  The codepoints may be chosen from a set
   of mandatory values defined later in this document, from a set of
   recommended values to be defined in future documents, or may have
   purely local meaning.  PHBs are expected to be implemented by
   employing a range of queue service and/or queue management
   disciplines on a network node's output interface queue: for example
   weighted round-robin (WRR) queue servicing or drop-preference queue
   management.

   Marking is performed by traffic conditioners at network boundaries,
   including the edges of the network (first-hop router or source host)
   and administrative boundaries.  Traffic conditioners may include the
   primitives of marking, metering, policing and shaping (these
   mechanisms are described in [ARCH]).  Services are realized by the
   use of particular packet classification and traffic conditioning
   mechanisms at boundaries coupled with the concatenation of per-hop
   behaviors along the transit path of the traffic.  A goal of the
   differentiated services architecture is to specify these building
   blocks for future extensibility, both of the number and type of the
   building blocks and of the services built from them.

   Terminology used in this memo is defined in Sec. 2.  The
   differentiated services field definition (DS field) is given in Sec.
   3.  In Sec. 4, we discuss the desire for partial backwards
   compatibility with current use of the IPv4 Precedence field.  As a
   solution, we introduce Class Selector Codepoints and Class Selector
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   Compliant PHBs.  Sec. 5 presents guidelines for per-hop behavior
   standardization.  Sec. 6 discusses guidelines for allocation of
   codepoints.  Sec. 7 covers security considerations.

   This document is a concise description of the DS field and its uses.
   It is intended to be read along with the differentiated services
   architecture [ARCH].

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED",  "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this



   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

2.  Terminology Used in This Document

   Behavior Aggregate: a collection of packets with the same codepoint
   crossing a link in a particular direction.  The terms "aggregate" and
   "behavior aggregate" are used interchangeably in this document.

   Classifier: an entity which selects packets based on the content of
   packet headers according to defined rules.

   Class Selector Codepoint: any of the eight codepoints in the range '
   xxx000' (where 'x' may equal '0' or '1').  Class Selector Codepoints
   are discussed in Sec. 4.2.2.

   Class Selector Compliant PHB: a per-hop behavior satisfying the Class
   Selector PHB Requirements specified in Sec. 4.2.2.2.

   Codepoint: a specific value of the DSCP portion of the DS field.
   Recommended codepoints SHOULD map to specific, standardized PHBs.
   Multiple codepoints MAY map to the same PHB.

   Differentiated Services Boundary: the edge of a DS domain, where
   classifiers and traffic conditioners are likely to be deployed.  A
   differentiated services boundary can be further sub-divided into
   ingress and egress nodes, where the ingress/egress nodes are the
   downstream/upstream nodes of a boundary link in a given traffic
   direction.  A differentiated services boundary typically is found at
   the ingress to the first-hop differentiated services-compliant router
   (or network node) that a host's packets traverse, or at the egress of
   the last-hop differentiated services-compliant router or network node
   that packets traverse before arriving at a host.  This is sometimes
   referred to as the boundary at a leaf router.  A differentiated
   services boundary may be co-located with a host, subject to local
   policy.  Also DS boundary.

   Differentiated Services-Compliant: in compliance with the
   requirements specified in this document.  Also DS-compliant.
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   Differentiated Services Domain: a contiguous portion of the Internet
   over which a consistent set of differentiated services policies are
   administered in a coordinated fashion.  A differentiated services
   domain can represent different administrative domains or autonomous
   systems, different trust regions, different network technologies
   (e.g., cell/frame), hosts and routers, etc.  Also DS domain.

   Differentiated Services Field: the IPv4 header TOS octet or the IPv6
   Traffic Class octet when interpreted in conformance with the
   definition given in this document.  Also DS field.

   Mechanism:  The implementation of one or more per-hop behaviors
   according to a particular algorithm.

   Microflow: a single instance of an application-to-application flow of
   packets which is identified by source address, destination address,



   protocol id, and source port, destination port (where applicable).

   Per-hop Behavior (PHB): a description of the externally observable
   forwarding treatment applied at a differentiated services-compliant
   node to a behavior aggregate.  The description of a PHB SHOULD be
   sufficiently detailed to allow the construction of predictable
   services, as documented in [ARCH].

   Per-hop Behavior Group: a set of one or more PHBs that can only be
   meaningfully specified and implemented simultaneously, due to a
   common constraint applying to all PHBs in the set such as a queue
   servicing or queue management policy.  Also PHB Group.

   Traffic Conditioning: control functions that can be applied to a
   behavior aggregate, application flow, or other operationally useful
   subset of traffic, e.g., routing updates.  These MAY include
   metering, policing, shaping, and packet marking.  Traffic
   conditioning is used to enforce agreements between domains and to
   condition traffic to receive a differentiated service within a domain
   by marking packets with the appropriate codepoint in the DS field and
   by monitoring and altering the temporal characteristics of the
   aggregate where necessary.  See [ARCH].

   Traffic Conditioner: an entity that performs traffic conditioning
   functions and which MAY contain meters, policers, shapers, and
   markers.  Traffic conditioners are typically deployed in DS boundary
   nodes (i.e., not in interior nodes of a DS domain).

   Service: a description of the overall treatment of (a subset of) a
   customer's traffic across a particular domain, across a set of
   interconnected DS domains, or end-to-end.  Service descriptions are
   covered by administrative policy and services are constructed by
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   applying traffic conditioning to create behavior aggregates which
   experience a known PHB at each node within the DS domain.  Multiple
   services can be supported by a single per-hop behavior used in
   concert with a range of traffic conditioners.

   To summarize, classifiers and traffic conditioners are used to select
   which packets are to be added to behavior aggregates.  Aggregates
   receive differentiated treatment in a DS domain and traffic
   conditioners MAY alter the temporal characteristics of the aggregate
   to conform to some requirements.  A packet's DS field is used to
   designate the packet's behavior aggregate and is subsequently used to
   determine which forwarding treatment the packet receives.  A behavior
   aggregate classifier which can select a PHB, for example a
   differential output queue servicing discipline, based on the
   codepoint in the DS field SHOULD be included in all network nodes in
   a DS domain.  The classifiers and traffic conditioners at DS
   boundaries are configured in accordance with some service
   specification, a matter of administrative policy outside the scope of
   this document.

   Additional differentiated services definitions are given in [ARCH].



3.  Differentiated Services Field Definition

   A replacement header field, called the DS field, is defined, which is
   intended to supersede the existing definitions of the IPv4 TOS octet
   [RFC791] and the IPv6 Traffic Class octet [IPv6].

   Six bits of the DS field are used as a codepoint (DSCP) to select the
   PHB a packet experiences at each node.  A two-bit currently unused
   (CU) field is reserved and its definition and interpretation are
   outside the scope of this document.  The value of the CU bits are
   ignored by differentiated services-compliant nodes when determining
   the per-hop behavior to apply to a received packet.

   The DS field structure is presented below:

        0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7
      +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
      |         DSCP          |  CU   |
      +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+

        DSCP: differentiated services codepoint
        CU:   currently unused
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   In a DSCP value notation 'xxxxxx' (where 'x' may equal '0' or '1')
   used in this document, the left-most bit signifies bit 0 of the DS
   field (as shown above), and the right-most bit signifies bit 5.

   Implementors should note that the DSCP field is six bits wide.  DS-
   compliant nodes MUST select PHBs by matching against the entire 6-bit
   DSCP field, e.g., by treating the value of the field as a table index
   which is used to select a particular packet handling mechanism which
   has been implemented in that device.  The value of the CU field MUST
   be ignored by PHB selection.  The DSCP field is defined as an
   unstructured field to facilitate the definition of future per-hop
   behaviors.

   With some exceptions noted below, the mapping of codepoints to PHBs
   MUST be configurable.  A DS-compliant node MUST support the logical
   equivalent of a configurable mapping table from codepoints to PHBs.
   PHB specifications MUST include a recommended default codepoint,
   which MUST be unique for codepoints in the standard space (see Sec.
   6).  Implementations should support the recommended codepoint-to-PHB
   mappings in their default configuration.  Operators may choose to use
   different codepoints for a PHB, either in addition to or in place of
   the recommended default.  Note that if operators do so choose, re-
   marking of DS fields may be necessary at administrative boundaries
   even if the same PHBs are implemented on both sides of the boundary.

   See [ARCH] for further discussion of re-marking.

   The exceptions to general configurability are for codepoints 'xxx000'



   and are noted in Secs. 4.2.2 and 4.3.

   Packets received with an unrecognized codepoint SHOULD be forwarded
   as if they were marked for the Default behavior (see Sec. 4), and
   their codepoints should not be changed.  Such packets MUST NOT cause
   the network node to malfunction.

   The structure of the DS field shown above is incompatible with the
   existing definition of the IPv4 TOS octet in [RFC791].  The
   presumption is that DS domains protect themselves by deploying re-
   marking boundary nodes, as should networks using the RFC 791
   Precedence designations.  Correct operational procedure SHOULD follow
   [RFC791], which states: "If the actual use of these precedence
   designations is of concern to a particular network, it is the
   responsibility of that network to control the access to, and use of,
   those precedence designations."  Validating the value of the DS field
   at DS boundaries is sensible in any case since an upstream node can
   easily set it to any arbitrary value.  DS domains that are not
   isolated by suitably configured boundary nodes may deliver
   unpredictable service.
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   Nodes MAY rewrite the DS field as needed to provide a desired local
   or end-to-end service.  Specifications of DS field translations at DS
   boundaries are the subject of service level agreements between
   providers and users, and are outside the scope of this document.
   Standardized PHBs allow providers to build their services from a
   well-known set of packet forwarding treatments that can be expected
   to be present in the equipment of many vendors.

4.  Historical Codepoint Definitions and PHB Requirements

   The DS field will have a limited backwards compatibility with current
   practice, as described in this section.  Backwards compatibility is
   addressed in two ways.  First, there are per-hop behaviors that are
   already in widespread use (e.g., those satisfying the IPv4 Precedence
   queueing requirements specified in [RFC1812]), and we wish to permit
   their continued use in DS-compliant nodes.  In addition, there are
   some codepoints that correspond to historical use of the IP
   Precedence field and we reserve these codepoints to map to PHBs that
   meet the general requirements specified in Sec. 4.2.2.2, though the
   specific differentiated services PHBs mapped to by those codepoints
   MAY have additional specifications.

   No attempt is made to maintain backwards compatibility with the "DTR"
   or TOS bits of the IPv4 TOS octet, as defined in [RFC791].

4.1  A Default PHB

   A "default" PHB MUST be available in a DS-compliant node.  This is
   the common, best-effort forwarding behavior available in existing
   routers as standardized in [RFC1812].  When no other agreements are
   in place, it is assumed that packets belong to this aggregate.  Such
   packets MAY be sent into a network without adhering to any particular
   rules and the network will deliver as many of these packets as
   possible and as soon as possible, subject to other resource policy



   constraints.  A reasonable implementation of this PHB would be a
   queueing discipline that sends packets of this aggregate whenever the
   output link is not required to satisfy another PHB.  A reasonable
   policy for constructing services would ensure that the aggregate was
   not "starved".  This could be enforced by a mechanism in each node
   that reserves some minimal resources (e.g, buffers, bandwidth) for
   Default behavior aggregates.  This permits senders that are not
   differentiated services-aware to continue to use the network in the
   same manner as today.  The impact of the introduction of
   differentiated services into a domain on the service expectations of
   its customers and peers is a complex matter involving policy
   decisions by the domain and is outside the scope of this document.
   The RECOMMENDED codepoint for the Default PHB is the bit pattern '
   000000'; the value '000000' MUST map to a PHB that meets these
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   specifications.  The codepoint chosen for Default behavior is
   compatible with existing practice [RFC791].  Where a codepoint is not
   mapped to a standardized or local use PHB, it SHOULD be mapped to the
   Default PHB.

   A packet initially marked for the Default behavior MAY be re-marked
   with another codepoint as it passes a boundary into a DS domain so
   that it will be forwarded using a different PHB within that domain,
   possibly subject to some negotiated agreement between the peering
   domains.

4.2  Once and Future IP Precedence Field Use

   We wish to maintain some form of backward compatibility with present
   uses of the IP Precedence Field: bits 0-2 of the IPv4 TOS octet.
   Routers exist that use the IP Precedence field to select different
   per-hop forwarding treatments in a similar way to the use proposed
   here for the DSCP field.  Thus, a simple prototype differentiated
   services architecture can be quickly deployed by appropriately
   configuring these routers.  Further, IP systems today understand the
   location of the IP Precedence field, and thus if these bits are used
   in a similar manner as DS-compliant equipment is deployed,
   significant failures are not likely during early deployment.  In
   other words, strict DS-compliance need not be ubiquitous even within
   a single service provider's network if bits 0-2 of the DSCP field are
   employed in a manner similar to, or subsuming, the deployed uses of
   the IP Precedence field.

4.2.1  IP Precedence History and Evolution in Brief

   The IP Precedence field is something of a forerunner of the DS field.
   IP Precedence, and the IP Precedence Field, were first defined in
   [RFC791].  The values that the three-bit IP Precedence Field might
   take were assigned to various uses, including network control
   traffic, routing traffic, and various levels of privilege.  The least
   level of privilege was deemed "routine traffic".  In [RFC791], the
   notion of Precedence was defined broadly as "An independent measure
   of the importance of this datagram."  Not all values of the IP
   Precedence field were assumed to have meaning across boundaries, for
   instance "The Network Control precedence designation is intended to



   be used within a network only.  The actual use and control of that
   designation is up to each network." [RFC791]

   Although early BBN IMPs implemented the Precedence feature, early
   commercial routers and UNIX IP forwarding code generally did not.  As
   networks became more complex and customer requirements grew,
   commercial router vendors developed ways to implement various kinds
   of queueing services including priority queueing, which were
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   generally based on policies encoded in filters in the routers, which
   examined IP addresses, IP protocol numbers, TCP or UDP ports, and
   other header fields.  IP Precedence was and is among the options such
   filters can examine.

   In short, IP Precedence is widely deployed and widely used, if not in
   exactly the manner intended in [RFC791].  This was recognized in
   [RFC1122], which states that while the use of the IP Precedence field
   is valid, the specific assignment of the priorities in [RFC791] were
   merely historical.

4.2.2  Subsuming IP Precedence into Class Selector Codepoints

   A specification of the packet forwarding treatments selected by the
   IP Precedence field today would have to be quite general; probably
   not specific enough to build predictable services from in the
   differentiated services framework.  To preserve partial backwards
   compatibility with known current uses of the IP Precedence field
   without sacrificing future flexibility, we have taken the approach of
   describing minimum requirements on a set of PHBs that are compatible
   with most of the deployed forwarding treatments selected by the IP
   Precedence field.  In addition, we give a set of codepoints that MUST
   map to PHBs meeting these minimum requirements.  The PHBs mapped to
   by these codepoints MAY have a more detailed list of specifications
   in addition to the required ones stated here.  Other codepoints MAY
   map to these same PHBs.  We refer to this set of codepoints as the
   Class Selector Codepoints, and the minimum requirements for PHBs that
   these codepoints may map to are called the Class Selector PHB
   Requirements.

4.2.2.1  The Class Selector Codepoints

   A specification of the packet forwarding treatments selected by the
   The DS field values of 'xxx000|xx', or DSCP = 'xxx000' and CU
   subfield unspecified, are reserved as a set of Class Selector
   Codepoints.  PHBs which are mapped to by these codepoints MUST
   satisfy the Class Selector PHB requirements in addition to preserving
   the Default PHB requirement on codepoint '000000' (Sec. 4.1).

4.2.2.2  The Class Selector PHB Requirements

   We refer to a Class Selector Codepoint with a larger numerical value
   than another Class Selector Codepoint as having a higher relative
   order while a Class Selector Codepoint with a smaller numerical value
   than another Class Selector Codepoint is said to have a lower
   relative order.  The set of PHBs mapped to by the eight Class



   Selector Codepoints MUST yield at least two independently forwarded
   classes of traffic, and PHBs selected by a Class Selector Codepoint
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   SHOULD give packets a probability of timely forwarding that is not
   lower than that given to packets marked with a Class Selector
   codepoint of lower relative order, under reasonable operating
   conditions and traffic loads.  A discarded packet is considered to be
   an extreme case of untimely forwarding.  In addition, PHBs selected
   by codepoints '11x000' MUST give packets a preferential forwarding
   treatment by comparison to the PHB selected by codepoint '000000' to
   preserve the common usage of IP Precedence values '110' and '111' for
   routing traffic.

   Further, PHBs selected by distinct Class Selector Codepoints SHOULD
   be independently forwarded; that is, packets marked with different
   Class Selector Codepoints MAY be re-ordered.  A network node MAY
   enforce limits on the amount of the node's resources that can be
   utilized by each of these PHBs.

   PHB groups whose specification satisfy these requirements are
   referred to as Class Selector Compliant PHBs.

   The Class Selector PHB Requirements on codepoint '000000' are
   compatible with those listed for the Default PHB in Sec. 4.1.

4.2.2.3  Using the Class Selector PHB Requirements for IP Precedence
         Compatibility

   A DS-compliant network node can be deployed with a set of one or more
   Class Selector Compliant PHB groups.  This document states that the
   set of codepoints 'xxx000' MUST map to such a set of PHBs.  As it is
   also possible to map multiple codepoints to the same PHB, the vendor
   or the network administrator MAY configure the network node to map
   codepoints to PHBs irrespective of bits 3-5 of the DSCP field to
   yield a network that is compatible with historical IP Precedence use.
   Thus, for example, codepoint '011010' would map to the same PHB as
   codepoint '011000'.

4.2.2.4  Example Mechanisms for Implementing Class Selector Compliant
         PHB Groups

   Class Selector Compliant PHBs can be realized by a variety of
   mechanisms, including strict priority queueing, weighted fair
   queueing (WFQ), WRR, or variants [RPS, HPFQA, DRR], or Class-Based
   Queuing [CBQ].  The distinction between PHBs and mechanisms is
   described in more detail in Sec. 5.

   It is important to note that these mechanisms might be available
   through other PHBs (standardized or not) that are available in a
   particular vendor's equipment.  For example, future documents may
   standardize a Strict Priority Queueing PHB group for a set of
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   recommended codepoints.  A network administrator might configure
   those routers to select the Strict Priority Queueing PHBs with
   codepoints 'xxx000' in conformance with the requirements of this
   document.

   As a further example, another vendor might employ a CBQ mechanism in
   its routers.  The CBQ mechanism could be used to implement the Strict
   Priority Queueing PHBs as well as a set of Class Selector Compliant
   PHBs with a wider range of features than would be available in a set
   of PHBs that did no more than meet the minimum Class Selector PHB
   requirements.

4.3  Summary

   This document defines codepoints 'xxx000' as the Class Selector
   codepoints, where PHBs selected by these codepoints MUST meet the
   Class Selector PHB Requirements described in Sec. 4.2.2.2.  This is
   done to preserve a useful level of backward compatibility with
   current uses of the IP Precedence field in the Internet without
   unduly limiting future flexibility.  In addition, codepoint '000000'
   is used as the Default PHB value for the Internet and, as such, is
   not configurable.  The remaining seven non-zero Class Selector
   codepoints are configurable only to the extent that they map to PHBs
   that meet the requirements in Sec. 4.2.2.2.

5.  Per-Hop Behavior Standardization Guidelines

   The behavioral characteristics of a PHB are to be standardized, and
   not the particular algorithms or the mechanisms used to implement
   them.  A node may have a (possibly large) set of parameters that can
   be used to control how packets are scheduled onto an output interface
   (e.g., N separate queues with settable priorities, queue lengths,
   round-robin weights, drop algorithm, drop preference weights and
   thresholds, etc).  To illustrate the distinction between a PHB and a
   mechanism, we point out that Class Selector Compliant PHBs might be
   implemented by several mechanisms, including: strict priority
   queueing, WFQ, WRR, or variants [HPFQA, RPS, DRR], or CBQ [CBQ], in
   isolation or in combination.

   PHBs may be specified individually, or as a group (a single PHB is a
   special case of a PHB group).  A PHB group usually consists of a set
   of two or more PHBs that can only be meaningfully specified and
   implemented simultaneously, due to a common constraint applying to
   each PHB within the group, such as a queue servicing or queue
   management policy.  A PHB group specification SHOULD describe
   conditions under which a packet might be re-marked to select another
   PHB within the group.  It is RECOMMENDED that PHB implementations do
   not introduce any packet re-ordering within a microflow.  PHB group
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   specifications MUST identify any possible packet re-ordering
   implications which may occur for each individual PHB, and which may



   occur if different packets within a microflow are marked for
   different PHBs within the group.

   Only those per-hop behaviors that are not described by an existing
   PHB standard, and have been implemented, deployed, and shown to be
   useful, SHOULD be standardized.  Since current experience with
   differentiated services is quite limited, it is premature to
   hypothesize the exact specification of these per-hop behaviors.

   Each standardized PHB MUST have an associated RECOMMENDED codepoint,
   allocated out of a space of 32 codepoints (see Sec. 6).  This
   specification has left room in the codepoint space to allow for
   evolution, thus the defined space ('xxx000') is intentionally sparse.

   Network equipment vendors are free to offer whatever parameters and
   capabilities are deemed useful or marketable.  When a particular,
   standardized PHB is implemented in a node, a vendor MAY use any
   algorithm that satisfies the definition of the PHB according to the
   standard.  The node's capabilities and its particular configuration
   determine the different ways that packets can be treated.

   Service providers are not required to use the same node mechanisms or
   configurations to enable service differentiation within their
   networks, and are free to configure the node parameters in whatever
   way that is appropriate for their service offerings and traffic
   engineering objectives.  Over time certain common per-hop behaviors
   are likely to evolve (i.e., ones that are particularly useful for
   implementing end-to-end services) and these MAY be associated with
   particular EXP/LU PHB codepoints in the DS field, allowing use across
   domain boundaries (see Sec. 6).  These PHBs are candidates for future
   standardization.

   It is RECOMMENDED that standardized PHBs be specified in accordance
   with the guidelines set out in [ARCH].

6.  IANA Considerations

   The DSCP field within the DS field is capable of conveying 64
   distinct codepoints.  The codepoint space is divided into three pools
   for the purpose of codepoint assignment and management: a pool of 32
   RECOMMENDED codepoints (Pool 1) to be assigned by Standards Action as
   defined in [CONS], a pool of 16 codepoints (Pool 2) to be reserved
   for experimental or Local Use (EXP/LU) as defined in [CONS], and a
   pool of 16 codepoints (Pool 3) which are initially available for
   experimental or local use, but which should be preferentially
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   utilized for standardized assignments if Pool 1 is ever exhausted.
   The pools are defined in the following table (where 'x' refers to
   either '0' or '1'):

   Pool        Codepoint space          Assignment Policy
   ----        ---------------          -----------------

    1            xxxxx0                 Standards Action



    2            xxxx11                 EXP/LU
    3            xxxx01                 EXP/LU (*)

   (*) may be utilized for future Standards Action allocations as
       necessary

   This document assigns eight RECOMMENDED codepoints ('xxx000') which
   are drawn from Pool 1 above.  These codepoints MUST be mapped, not to
   specific PHBs, but to PHBs that meet "at least" the requirements set
   forth in Sec. 4.2.2.2 to provide a minimal level of backwards
   compatibility with IP Precedence as defined in [RFC791] and as
   deployed in some current equipment.

7.  Security Considerations

   This section considers security issues raised by the introduction of
   differentiated services, primarily the potential for denial-of-
   service attacks, and the related potential for theft of service by
   unauthorized traffic (Section 7.1).  Section 7.2 addresses the
   operation of differentiated services in the presence of IPsec
   including its interaction with IPsec tunnel mode and other tunnelling
   protocols.  See [ARCH] for more extensive treatment of the security
   concerns raised by the overall differentiated services architecture.

7.1  Theft and Denial of Service

   The primary goal of differentiated services is to allow different
   levels of service to be provided for traffic streams on a common
   network infrastructure.  A variety of techniques may be used to
   achieve this, but the end result will be that some packets receive
   different (e.g., better) service than others.  The mapping of network
   traffic to the specific behaviors that result in different (e.g.,
   better or worse) service is indicated primarily by the DS codepoint,
   and hence an adversary may be able to obtain better service by
   modifying the codepoint to values indicating behaviors used for
   enhanced services or by injecting packets with such codepoint values.
   Taken to its limits, such theft-of-service becomes a denial-of-
   service attack when the modified or injected traffic depletes the
   resources available to forward it and other traffic streams.
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   The defense against this class of theft- and denial-of-service
   attacks consists of the combination of traffic conditioning at DS
   domain boundaries with security and integrity of the network
   infrastructure within a DS domain.  DS domain boundary nodes MUST
   ensure that all traffic entering the domain is marked with codepoint
   values appropriate to the traffic and the domain, remarking the
   traffic with new codepoint values if necessary.  These DS boundary
   nodes are the primary line of defense against theft- and denial-of-
   service attacks based on modified codepoints, as success of any such
   attack indicates that the codepoints used by the attacking traffic
   were inappropriate.  An important instance of a boundary node is that
   any traffic-originating node within a DS domain is the initial
   boundary node for that traffic.  Interior nodes in a DS domain rely
   on DS codepoints to associate traffic with the forwarding PHBs, and



   are NOT REQUIRED to check codepoint values before using them.  As a
   result, the interior nodes depend on the correct operation of the DS
   domain boundary nodes to prevent the arrival of traffic with
   inappropriate codepoints or in excess of provisioned levels that
   would disrupt operation of the domain.

7.2  IPsec and Tunnelling Interactions

   The IPsec protocol, as defined in [ESP, AH], does not include the IP
   header's DS field in any of its cryptographic calculations (in the
   case of tunnel mode, it is the outer IP header's DS field that is not
   included).  Hence modification of the DS field by a network node has
   no effect on IPsec's end-to-end security, because it cannot cause any
   IPsec integrity check to fail.  As a consequence, IPsec does not
   provide any defense against an adversary's modification of the DS
   field (i.e., a man-in-the-middle attack), as the adversary's
   modification will also have no effect on IPsec's end-to-end security.

   IPsec's tunnel mode provides security for the encapsulated IP
   header's DS field.  A tunnel mode IPsec packet contains two IP
   headers: an outer header supplied by the tunnel ingress node and an
   encapsulated inner header supplied by the original source of the
   packet.  When an IPsec tunnel is hosted (in whole or in part) on a
   differentiated services network, the intermediate network nodes
   operate on the DS field in the outer header.  At the tunnel egress
   node, IPsec processing includes removing the outer header and
   forwarding the packet (if required) using the inner header.  The
   IPsec protocol REQUIRES that the inner header's DS field not be
   changed by this decapsulation processing to ensure that modifications
   to the DS field cannot be used to launch theft- or denial-of-service
   attacks across an IPsec tunnel endpoint.  This document makes no
   change to that requirement.  If the inner IP header has not been
   processed by a DS boundary node for the tunnel egress node's DS
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   domain, the tunnel egress node is the boundary node for traffic
   exiting the tunnel, and hence MUST ensure that the resulting traffic
   has appropriate DS codepoints.

   When IPsec tunnel egress decapsulation processing includes a
   sufficiently strong cryptographic integrity check of the encapsulated
   packet (where sufficiency is determined by local security policy),
   the tunnel egress node can safely assume that the DS field in the
   inner header has the same value as it had at the tunnel ingress node.
   An important consequence is that otherwise insecure links within a DS
   domain can be secured by a sufficiently strong IPsec tunnel.  This
   analysis and its implications apply to any tunnelling protocol that
   performs integrity checks, but the level of assurance of the inner
   header's DS field depends on the strength of the integrity check
   performed by the tunnelling protocol.  In the absence of sufficient
   assurance for a tunnel that may transit nodes outside the current DS
   domain (or is otherwise vulnerable), the encapsulated packet MUST be
   treated as if it had arrived at a boundary from outside the DS
   domain.
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Abstract

   To reduce the likelihood of conflict and confusion, a few top level
   domain names are reserved for use in private testing, as examples in
   documentation, and the like.  In addition, a few second level domain
   names reserved for use as examples are documented.
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1. Introduction

   The global Internet Domain Name System is documented in [RFC 1034,
   1035, 1591] and numerous additional Requests for Comment.  It defines



   a tree of names starting with root, ".", immediately below which are
   top level domain names such as ".com" and ".us". Below top level
   domain names there are normally additional levels of names.
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2. TLDs for Testing, & Documentation Examples

   There is a need for top level domain (TLD) names that can be used for
   creating names which, without fear of conflicts with current or
   future actual TLD names in the global DNS, can be used for private
   testing of existing DNS related code, examples in documentation, DNS
   related experimentation, invalid DNS names, or other similar uses.

   For example, without guidance, a site might set up some local
   additional unused top level domains for testing of its local DNS code
   and configuration. Later, these TLDs might come into actual use on
   the global Internet.  As a result, local attempts to reference the
   real data in these zones could be thwarted by the local test
   versions.  Or test or example code might be written that accesses a
   TLD that is in use with the thought that the test code would only be
   run in a restricted testbed net or the example never actually run.
   Later, the test code could escape from the testbed or the example be
   actually coded and run on the Internet. Depending on the nature of
   the test or example, it might be best for it to be referencing a TLD
   permanently reserved for such purposes.

   To safely satisfy these needs, four domain names are reserved as
   listed and described below.

                   .test
                .example
                .invalid
              .localhost

      ".test" is recommended for use in testing of current or new DNS
      related code.

      ".example" is recommended for use in documentation or as examples.

      ".invalid" is intended for use in online construction of domain
      names that are sure to be invalid and which it is obvious at a
      glance are invalid.

      The ".localhost" TLD has traditionally been statically defined in
      host DNS implementations as having an A record pointing to the
      loop back IP address and is reserved for such use.  Any other use
      would conflict with widely deployed code which assumes this use.

3. Reserved Example Second Level Domain Names

   The Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) also currently has the



   following second level domain names reserved which can be used as
   examples.
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        example.com
        example.net
        example.org

4. IANA Considerations

   IANA has agreed to the four top level domain name reservations
   specified in this document and will reserve them for the uses
   indicated.

5. Security Considerations

   Confusion and conflict can be caused by the use of a current or
   future top level domain name in experimentation or testing, as an
   example in documentation, to indicate invalid names, or as a synonym
   for the loop back address.  Test and experimental software can escape
   and end up being run against the global operational DNS.  Even
   examples used "only" in documentation can end up being coded and
   released or cause conflicts due to later real use and the possible
   acquisition of intellectual property rights in such "example" names.

   The reservation of several top level domain names for these purposes
   will minimize such confusion and conflict.
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Status of this Memo

   This document specifies an Internet standards track protocol for the
   Internet community, and requests discussion and suggestions for
   improvements.  Please refer to the current edition of the "Internet
   Official Protocol Standards" (STD 1) for the standardization state
   and status of this protocol.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

Copyright Notice

   Copyright (C) The Internet Society (1999).  All Rights Reserved.

Abstract

   The Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is an application-level
   protocol for distributed, collaborative, hypermedia information
   systems. It is a generic, stateless, protocol which can be used for
   many tasks beyond its use for hypertext, such as name servers and
   distributed object management systems, through extension of its
   request methods, error codes and headers [47]. A feature of HTTP is
   the typing and negotiation of data representation, allowing systems
   to be built independently of the data being transferred.

   HTTP has been in use by the World-Wide Web global information
   initiative since 1990. This specification defines the protocol
   referred to as "HTTP/1.1", and is an update to RFC 2068 [33].
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1 Introduction

1.1 Purpose

   The Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is an application-level
   protocol for distributed, collaborative, hypermedia information
   systems. HTTP has been in use by the World-Wide Web global
   information initiative since 1990. The first version of HTTP,
   referred to as HTTP/0.9, was a simple protocol for raw data transfer
   across the Internet. HTTP/1.0, as defined by RFC 1945 [6], improved
   the protocol by allowing messages to be in the format of MIME-like
   messages, containing metainformation about the data transferred and
   modifiers on the request/response semantics. However, HTTP/1.0 does
   not sufficiently take into consideration the effects of hierarchical
   proxies, caching, the need for persistent connections, or virtual
   hosts. In addition, the proliferation of incompletely-implemented
   applications calling themselves "HTTP/1.0" has necessitated a
   protocol version change in order for two communicating applications
   to determine each other's true capabilities.

   This specification defines the protocol referred to as "HTTP/1.1".
   This protocol includes more stringent requirements than HTTP/1.0 in
   order to ensure reliable implementation of its features.



   Practical information systems require more functionality than simple
   retrieval, including search, front-end update, and annotation. HTTP
   allows an open-ended set of methods and headers that indicate the
   purpose of a request [47]. It builds on the discipline of reference
   provided by the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) [3], as a location
   (URL) [4] or name (URN) [20], for indicating the resource to which a
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   method is to be applied. Messages are passed in a format similar to
   that used by Internet mail [9] as defined by the Multipurpose
   Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) [7].

   HTTP is also used as a generic protocol for communication between
   user agents and proxies/gateways to other Internet systems, including
   those supported by the SMTP [16], NNTP [13], FTP [18], Gopher [2],
   and WAIS [10] protocols. In this way, HTTP allows basic hypermedia
   access to resources available from diverse applications.

1.2 Requirements

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [34].

   An implementation is not compliant if it fails to satisfy one or more
   of the MUST or REQUIRED level requirements for the protocols it
   implements. An implementation that satisfies all the MUST or REQUIRED
   level and all the SHOULD level requirements for its protocols is said
   to be "unconditionally compliant"; one that satisfies all the MUST
   level requirements but not all the SHOULD level requirements for its
   protocols is said to be "conditionally compliant."

1.3 Terminology

   This specification uses a number of terms to refer to the roles
   played by participants in, and objects of, the HTTP communication.

   connection
      A transport layer virtual circuit established between two programs
      for the purpose of communication.

   message
      The basic unit of HTTP communication, consisting of a structured
      sequence of octets matching the syntax defined in section 4 and
      transmitted via the connection.

   request
      An HTTP request message, as defined in section 5.

   response
      An HTTP response message, as defined in section 6.
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   resource
      A network data object or service that can be identified by a URI,
      as defined in section 3.2. Resources may be available in multiple
      representations (e.g. multiple languages, data formats, size, and
      resolutions) or vary in other ways.

   entity
      The information transferred as the payload of a request or
      response. An entity consists of metainformation in the form of
      entity-header fields and content in the form of an entity-body, as
      described in section 7.

   representation
      An entity included with a response that is subject to content
      negotiation, as described in section 12. There may exist multiple
      representations associated with a particular response status.

   content negotiation
      The mechanism for selecting the appropriate representation when
      servicing a request, as described in section 12. The
      representation of entities in any response can be negotiated
      (including error responses).

   variant
      A resource may have one, or more than one, representation(s)
      associated with it at any given instant. Each of these
      representations is termed a `varriant'.  Use of the term `variant'
      does not necessarily imply that the resource is subject to content
      negotiation.

   client
      A program that establishes connections for the purpose of sending
      requests.

   user agent
      The client which initiates a request. These are often browsers,
      editors, spiders (web-traversing robots), or other end user tools.

   server
      An application program that accepts connections in order to
      service requests by sending back responses. Any given program may
      be capable of being both a client and a server; our use of these
      terms refers only to the role being performed by the program for a
      particular connection, rather than to the program's capabilities
      in general. Likewise, any server may act as an origin server,
      proxy, gateway, or tunnel, switching behavior based on the nature
      of each request.
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   origin server
      The server on which a given resource resides or is to be created.

   proxy
      An intermediary program which acts as both a server and a client
      for the purpose of making requests on behalf of other clients.
      Requests are serviced internally or by passing them on, with
      possible translation, to other servers. A proxy MUST implement
      both the client and server requirements of this specification. A
      "transparent proxy" is a proxy that does not modify the request or
      response beyond what is required for proxy authentication and
      identification. A "non-transparent proxy" is a proxy that modifies
      the request or response in order to provide some added service to
      the user agent, such as group annotation services, media type
      transformation, protocol reduction, or anonymity filtering. Except
      where either transparent or non-transparent behavior is explicitly
      stated, the HTTP proxy requirements apply to both types of
      proxies.

   gateway
      A server which acts as an intermediary for some other server.
      Unlike a proxy, a gateway receives requests as if it were the
      origin server for the requested resource; the requesting client
      may not be aware that it is communicating with a gateway.

   tunnel
      An intermediary program which is acting as a blind relay between
      two connections. Once active, a tunnel is not considered a party
      to the HTTP communication, though the tunnel may have been
      initiated by an HTTP request. The tunnel ceases to exist when both
      ends of the relayed connections are closed.

   cache
      A program's local store of response messages and the subsystem
      that controls its message storage, retrieval, and deletion. A
      cache stores cacheable responses in order to reduce the response
      time and network bandwidth consumption on future, equivalent
      requests. Any client or server may include a cache, though a cache
      cannot be used by a server that is acting as a tunnel.

   cacheable
      A response is cacheable if a cache is allowed to store a copy of
      the response message for use in answering subsequent requests. The
      rules for determining the cacheability of HTTP responses are
      defined in section 13. Even if a resource is cacheable, there may
      be additional constraints on whether a cache can use the cached
      copy for a particular request.
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   first-hand
      A response is first-hand if it comes directly and without



      unnecessary delay from the origin server, perhaps via one or more
      proxies. A response is also first-hand if its validity has just
      been checked directly with the origin server.

   explicit expiration time
      The time at which the origin server intends that an entity should
      no longer be returned by a cache without further validation.

   heuristic expiration time
      An expiration time assigned by a cache when no explicit expiration
      time is available.

   age
      The age of a response is the time since it was sent by, or
      successfully validated with, the origin server.

   freshness lifetime
      The length of time between the generation of a response and its
      expiration time.

   fresh
      A response is fresh if its age has not yet exceeded its freshness
      lifetime.

   stale
      A response is stale if its age has passed its freshness lifetime.

   semantically transparent
      A cache behaves in a "semantically transparent" manner, with
      respect to a particular response, when its use affects neither the
      requesting client nor the origin server, except to improve
      performance. When a cache is semantically transparent, the client
      receives exactly the same response (except for hop-by-hop headers)
      that it would have received had its request been handled directly
      by the origin server.

   validator
      A protocol element (e.g., an entity tag or a Last-Modified time)
      that is used to find out whether a cache entry is an equivalent
      copy of an entity.

   upstream/downstream
      Upstream and downstream describe the flow of a message: all
      messages flow from upstream to downstream.
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   inbound/outbound
      Inbound and outbound refer to the request and response paths for
      messages: "inbound" means "traveling toward the origin server",
      and "outbound" means "traveling toward the user agent"

1.4 Overall Operation

   The HTTP protocol is a request/response protocol. A client sends a



   request to the server in the form of a request method, URI, and
   protocol version, followed by a MIME-like message containing request
   modifiers, client information, and possible body content over a
   connection with a server. The server responds with a status line,
   including the message's protocol version and a success or error code,
   followed by a MIME-like message containing server information, entity
   metainformation, and possible entity-body content. The relationship
   between HTTP and MIME is described in appendix 19.4.

   Most HTTP communication is initiated by a user agent and consists of
   a request to be applied to a resource on some origin server. In the
   simplest case, this may be accomplished via a single connection (v)
   between the user agent (UA) and the origin server (O).

          request chain ------------------------>
       UA -------------------v------------------- O
          <----------------------- response chain

   A more complicated situation occurs when one or more intermediaries
   are present in the request/response chain. There are three common
   forms of intermediary: proxy, gateway, and tunnel. A proxy is a
   forwarding agent, receiving requests for a URI in its absolute form,
   rewriting all or part of the message, and forwarding the reformatted
   request toward the server identified by the URI. A gateway is a
   receiving agent, acting as a layer above some other server(s) and, if
   necessary, translating the requests to the underlying server's
   protocol. A tunnel acts as a relay point between two connections
   without changing the messages; tunnels are used when the
   communication needs to pass through an intermediary (such as a
   firewall) even when the intermediary cannot understand the contents
   of the messages.

          request chain -------------------------------------->
       UA -----v----- A -----v----- B -----v----- C -----v----- O
          <------------------------------------- response chain

   The figure above shows three intermediaries (A, B, and C) between the
   user agent and origin server. A request or response message that
   travels the whole chain will pass through four separate connections.
   This distinction is important because some HTTP communication options
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   may apply only to the connection with the nearest, non-tunnel
   neighbor, only to the end-points of the chain, or to all connections
   along the chain. Although the diagram is linear, each participant may
   be engaged in multiple, simultaneous communications. For example, B
   may be receiving requests from many clients other than A, and/or
   forwarding requests to servers other than C, at the same time that it
   is handling A's request.

   Any party to the communication which is not acting as a tunnel may
   employ an internal cache for handling requests. The effect of a cache
   is that the request/response chain is shortened if one of the
   participants along the chain has a cached response applicable to that
   request. The following illustrates the resulting chain if B has a
   cached copy of an earlier response from O (via C) for a request which



   has not been cached by UA or A.

          request chain ---------->
       UA -----v----- A -----v----- B - - - - - - C - - - - - - O
          <--------- response chain

   Not all responses are usefully cacheable, and some requests may
   contain modifiers which place special requirements on cache behavior.
   HTTP requirements for cache behavior and cacheable responses are
   defined in section 13.

   In fact, there are a wide variety of architectures and configurations
   of caches and proxies currently being experimented with or deployed
   across the World Wide Web. These systems include national hierarchies
   of proxy caches to save transoceanic bandwidth, systems that
   broadcast or multicast cache entries, organizations that distribute
   subsets of cached data via CD-ROM, and so on. HTTP systems are used
   in corporate intranets over high-bandwidth links, and for access via
   PDAs with low-power radio links and intermittent connectivity. The
   goal of HTTP/1.1 is to support the wide diversity of configurations
   already deployed while introducing protocol constructs that meet the
   needs of those who build web applications that require high
   reliability and, failing that, at least reliable indications of
   failure.

   HTTP communication usually takes place over TCP/IP connections. The
   default port is TCP 80 [19], but other ports can be used. This does
   not preclude HTTP from being implemented on top of any other protocol
   on the Internet, or on other networks. HTTP only presumes a reliable
   transport; any protocol that provides such guarantees can be used;
   the mapping of the HTTP/1.1 request and response structures onto the
   transport data units of the protocol in question is outside the scope
   of this specification.
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   In HTTP/1.0, most implementations used a new connection for each
   request/response exchange. In HTTP/1.1, a connection may be used for
   one or more request/response exchanges, although connections may be
   closed for a variety of reasons (see section 8.1).

2 Notational Conventions and Generic Grammar

2.1 Augmented BNF

   All of the mechanisms specified in this document are described in
   both prose and an augmented Backus-Naur Form (BNF) similar to that
   used by RFC 822 [9]. Implementors will need to be familiar with the
   notation in order to understand this specification. The augmented BNF
   includes the following constructs:

   name = definition
      The name of a rule is simply the name itself (without any
      enclosing "<" and ">") and is separated from its definition by the
      equal "=" character. White space is only significant in that
      indentation of continuation lines is used to indicate a rule



      definition that spans more than one line. Certain basic rules are
      in uppercase, such as SP, LWS, HT, CRLF, DIGIT, ALPHA, etc. Angle
      brackets are used within definitions whenever their presence will
      facilitate discerning the use of rule names.

   "literal"
      Quotation marks surround literal text. Unless stated otherwise,
      the text is case-insensitive.

   rule1 | rule2
      Elements separated by a bar ("|") are alternatives, e.g., "yes |
      no" will accept yes or no.

   (rule1 rule2)
      Elements enclosed in parentheses are treated as a single element.
      Thus, "(elem (foo | bar) elem)" allows the token sequences "elem
      foo elem" and "elem bar elem".

   *rule
      The character "*" preceding an element indicates repetition. The
      full form is "<n>*<m>element" indicating at least <n> and at most
      <m> occurrences of element. Default values are 0 and infinity so
      that "*(element)" allows any number, including zero; "1*element"
      requires at least one; and "1*2element" allows one or two.

   [rule]
      Square brackets enclose optional elements; "[foo bar]" is
      equivalent to "*1(foo bar)".
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   N rule
      Specific repetition: "<n>(element)" is equivalent to
      "<n>*<n>(element)"; that is, exactly <n> occurrences of (element).
      Thus 2DIGIT is a 2-digit number, and 3ALPHA is a string of three
      alphabetic characters.

   #rule
      A construct "#" is defined, similar to "*", for defining lists of
      elements. The full form is "<n>#<m>element" indicating at least
      <n> and at most <m> elements, each separated by one or more commas
      (",") and OPTIONAL linear white space (LWS). This makes the usual
      form of lists very easy; a rule such as
         ( *LWS element *( *LWS "," *LWS element ))
      can be shown as
         1#element
      Wherever this construct is used, null elements are allowed, but do
      not contribute to the count of elements present. That is,
      "(element), , (element) " is permitted, but counts as only two
      elements. Therefore, where at least one element is required, at
      least one non-null element MUST be present. Default values are 0
      and infinity so that "#element" allows any number, including zero;
      "1#element" requires at least one; and "1#2element" allows one or
      two.

   ; comment
      A semi-colon, set off some distance to the right of rule text,



      starts a comment that continues to the end of line. This is a
      simple way of including useful notes in parallel with the
      specifications.

   implied *LWS
      The grammar described by this specification is word-based. Except
      where noted otherwise, linear white space (LWS) can be included
      between any two adjacent words (token or quoted-string), and
      between adjacent words and separators, without changing the
      interpretation of a field. At least one delimiter (LWS and/or

      separators) MUST exist between any two tokens (for the definition
      of "token" below), since they would otherwise be interpreted as a
      single token.

2.2 Basic Rules

   The following rules are used throughout this specification to
   describe basic parsing constructs. The US-ASCII coded character set
   is defined by ANSI X3.4-1986 [21].
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       OCTET          = <any 8-bit sequence of data>
       CHAR           = <any US-ASCII character (octets 0 - 127)>
       UPALPHA        = <any US-ASCII uppercase letter "A".."Z">
       LOALPHA        = <any US-ASCII lowercase letter "a".."z">
       ALPHA          = UPALPHA | LOALPHA
       DIGIT          = <any US-ASCII digit "0".."9">
       CTL            = <any US-ASCII control character
                        (octets 0 - 31) and DEL (127)>
       CR             = <US-ASCII CR, carriage return (13)>
       LF             = <US-ASCII LF, linefeed (10)>
       SP             = <US-ASCII SP, space (32)>
       HT             = <US-ASCII HT, horizontal-tab (9)>
       <">            = <US-ASCII double-quote mark (34)>

   HTTP/1.1 defines the sequence CR LF as the end-of-line marker for all
   protocol elements except the entity-body (see appendix 19.3 for
   tolerant applications). The end-of-line marker within an entity-body
   is defined by its associated media type, as described in section 3.7.

       CRLF           = CR LF

   HTTP/1.1 header field values can be folded onto multiple lines if the
   continuation line begins with a space or horizontal tab. All linear
   white space, including folding, has the same semantics as SP. A
   recipient MAY replace any linear white space with a single SP before
   interpreting the field value or forwarding the message downstream.

       LWS            = [CRLF] 1*( SP | HT )

   The TEXT rule is only used for descriptive field contents and values
   that are not intended to be interpreted by the message parser. Words
   of *TEXT MAY contain characters from character sets other than ISO-



   8859-1 [22] only when encoded according to the rules of RFC 2047
   [14].

       TEXT           = <any OCTET except CTLs,
                        but including LWS>

   A CRLF is allowed in the definition of TEXT only as part of a header
   field continuation. It is expected that the folding LWS will be
   replaced with a single SP before interpretation of the TEXT value.

   Hexadecimal numeric characters are used in several protocol elements.

       HEX            = "A" | "B" | "C" | "D" | "E" | "F"
                      | "a" | "b" | "c" | "d" | "e" | "f" | DIGIT
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   Many HTTP/1.1 header field values consist of words separated by LWS
   or special characters. These special characters MUST be in a quoted
   string to be used within a parameter value (as defined in section
   3.6).

       token          = 1*<any CHAR except CTLs or separators>
       separators     = "(" | ")" | "<" | ">" | "@"
                      | "," | ";" | ":" | "\" | <">
                      | "/" | "[" | "]" | "?" | "="
                      | "{" | "}" | SP | HT

   Comments can be included in some HTTP header fields by surrounding
   the comment text with parentheses. Comments are only allowed in
   fields containing "comment" as part of their field value definition.
   In all other fields, parentheses are considered part of the field
   value.

       comment        = "(" *( ctext | quoted-pair | comment ) ")"
       ctext          = <any TEXT excluding "(" and ")">

   A string of text is parsed as a single word if it is quoted using
   double-quote marks.

       quoted-string  = ( <"> *(qdtext | quoted-pair ) <"> )
       qdtext         = <any TEXT except <">>

   The backslash character ("\") MAY be used as a single-character
   quoting mechanism only within quoted-string and comment constructs.

       quoted-pair    = "\" CHAR

3 Protocol Parameters

3.1 HTTP Version

   HTTP uses a "<major>.<minor>" numbering scheme to indicate versions
   of the protocol. The protocol versioning policy is intended to allow
   the sender to indicate the format of a message and its capacity for



   understanding further HTTP communication, rather than the features
   obtained via that communication. No change is made to the version
   number for the addition of message components which do not affect
   communication behavior or which only add to extensible field values.
   The <minor> number is incremented when the changes made to the
   protocol add features which do not change the general message parsing
   algorithm, but which may add to the message semantics and imply
   additional capabilities of the sender. The <major> number is
   incremented when the format of a message within the protocol is
   changed. See RFC 2145 [36] for a fuller explanation.
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   The version of an HTTP message is indicated by an HTTP-Version field
   in the first line of the message.

       HTTP-Version   = "HTTP" "/" 1*DIGIT "." 1*DIGIT

   Note that the major and minor numbers MUST be treated as separate
   integers and that each MAY be incremented higher than a single digit.
   Thus, HTTP/2.4 is a lower version than HTTP/2.13, which in turn is
   lower than HTTP/12.3. Leading zeros MUST be ignored by recipients and
   MUST NOT be sent.

   An application that sends a request or response message that includes
   HTTP-Version of "HTTP/1.1" MUST be at least conditionally compliant
   with this specification. Applications that are at least conditionally
   compliant with this specification SHOULD use an HTTP-Version of
   "HTTP/1.1" in their messages, and MUST do so for any message that is
   not compatible with HTTP/1.0. For more details on when to send
   specific HTTP-Version values, see RFC 2145 [36].

   The HTTP version of an application is the highest HTTP version for
   which the application is at least conditionally compliant.

   Proxy and gateway applications need to be careful when forwarding
   messages in protocol versions different from that of the application.
   Since the protocol version indicates the protocol capability of the
   sender, a proxy/gateway MUST NOT send a message with a version
   indicator which is greater than its actual version. If a higher
   version request is received, the proxy/gateway MUST either downgrade
   the request version, or respond with an error, or switch to tunnel
   behavior.

   Due to interoperability problems with HTTP/1.0 proxies discovered
   since the publication of RFC 2068[33], caching proxies MUST, gateways
   MAY, and tunnels MUST NOT upgrade the request to the highest version
   they support. The proxy/gateway's response to that request MUST be in
   the same major version as the request.

      Note: Converting between versions of HTTP may involve modification
      of header fields required or forbidden by the versions involved.

3.2 Uniform Resource Identifiers

   URIs have been known by many names: WWW addresses, Universal Document
   Identifiers, Universal Resource Identifiers [3], and finally the



   combination of Uniform Resource Locators (URL) [4] and Names (URN)
   [20]. As far as HTTP is concerned, Uniform Resource Identifiers are
   simply formatted strings which identify--via name, location, or any
   other characteristic--a resource.
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3.2.1 General Syntax

   URIs in HTTP can be represented in absolute form or relative to some
   known base URI [11], depending upon the context of their use. The two
   forms are differentiated by the fact that absolute URIs always begin
   with a scheme name followed by a colon. For definitive information on
   URL syntax and semantics, see "Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI):
   Generic Syntax and Semantics," RFC 2396 [42] (which replaces RFCs
   1738 [4] and RFC 1808 [11]). This specification adopts the
   definitions of "URI-reference", "absoluteURI", "relativeURI", "port",
   "host","abs_path", "rel_path", and "authority" from that
   specification.

   The HTTP protocol does not place any a priori limit on the length of
   a URI. Servers MUST be able to handle the URI of any resource they
   serve, and SHOULD be able to handle URIs of unbounded length if they
   provide GET-based forms that could generate such URIs. A server
   SHOULD return 414 (Request-URI Too Long) status if a URI is longer
   than the server can handle (see section 10.4.15).

      Note: Servers ought to be cautious about depending on URI lengths
      above 255 bytes, because some older client or proxy
      implementations might not properly support these lengths.

3.2.2 http URL

   The "http" scheme is used to locate network resources via the HTTP
   protocol. This section defines the scheme-specific syntax and
   semantics for http URLs.

   http_URL = "http:" "//" host [ ":" port ] [ abs_path [ "?" query ]]

   If the port is empty or not given, port 80 is assumed. The semantics
   are that the identified resource is located at the server listening
   for TCP connections on that port of that host, and the Request-URI
   for the resource is abs_path (section 5.1.2). The use of IP addresses
   in URLs SHOULD be avoided whenever possible (see RFC 1900 [24]). If
   the abs_path is not present in the URL, it MUST be given as "/" when
   used as a Request-URI for a resource (section 5.1.2). If a proxy
   receives a host name which is not a fully qualified domain name, it
   MAY add its domain to the host name it received. If a proxy receives
   a fully qualified domain name, the proxy MUST NOT change the host
   name.
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3.2.3 URI Comparison

   When comparing two URIs to decide if they match or not, a client
   SHOULD use a case-sensitive octet-by-octet comparison of the entire
   URIs, with these exceptions:

      - A port that is empty or not given is equivalent to the default
        port for that URI-reference;

        - Comparisons of host names MUST be case-insensitive;

        - Comparisons of scheme names MUST be case-insensitive;

        - An empty abs_path is equivalent to an abs_path of "/".

   Characters other than those in the "reserved" and "unsafe" sets (see
   RFC 2396 [42]) are equivalent to their ""%" HEX HEX" encoding.

   For example, the following three URIs are equivalent:

      http://abc.com:80/~smith/home.html
      http://ABC.com/%7Esmith/home.html
      http://ABC.com:/%7esmith/home.html

3.3 Date/Time Formats

3.3.1 Full Date

   HTTP applications have historically allowed three different formats
   for the representation of date/time stamps:

      Sun, 06 Nov 1994 08:49:37 GMT  ; RFC 822, updated by RFC 1123
      Sunday, 06-Nov-94 08:49:37 GMT ; RFC 850, obsoleted by RFC 1036
      Sun Nov  6 08:49:37 1994       ; ANSI C's asctime() format

   The first format is preferred as an Internet standard and represents
   a fixed-length subset of that defined by RFC 1123 [8] (an update to
   RFC 822 [9]). The second format is in common use, but is based on the
   obsolete RFC 850 [12] date format and lacks a four-digit year.
   HTTP/1.1 clients and servers that parse the date value MUST accept
   all three formats (for compatibility with HTTP/1.0), though they MUST
   only generate the RFC 1123 format for representing HTTP-date values
   in header fields. See section 19.3 for further information.

      Note: Recipients of date values are encouraged to be robust in
      accepting date values that may have been sent by non-HTTP
      applications, as is sometimes the case when retrieving or posting
      messages via proxies/gateways to SMTP or NNTP.
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   All HTTP date/time stamps MUST be represented in Greenwich Mean Time
   (GMT), without exception. For the purposes of HTTP, GMT is exactly
   equal to UTC (Coordinated Universal Time). This is indicated in the
   first two formats by the inclusion of "GMT" as the three-letter
   abbreviation for time zone, and MUST be assumed when reading the
   asctime format. HTTP-date is case sensitive and MUST NOT include
   additional LWS beyond that specifically included as SP in the
   grammar.

       HTTP-date    = rfc1123-date | rfc850-date | asctime-date
       rfc1123-date = wkday "," SP date1 SP time SP "GMT"
       rfc850-date  = weekday "," SP date2 SP time SP "GMT"
       asctime-date = wkday SP date3 SP time SP 4DIGIT
       date1        = 2DIGIT SP month SP 4DIGIT
                      ; day month year (e.g., 02 Jun 1982)
       date2        = 2DIGIT "-" month "-" 2DIGIT
                      ; day-month-year (e.g., 02-Jun-82)
       date3        = month SP ( 2DIGIT | ( SP 1DIGIT ))
                      ; month day (e.g., Jun  2)
       time         = 2DIGIT ":" 2DIGIT ":" 2DIGIT
                      ; 00:00:00 - 23:59:59
       wkday        = "Mon" | "Tue" | "Wed"
                    | "Thu" | "Fri" | "Sat" | "Sun"
       weekday      = "Monday" | "Tuesday" | "Wednesday"
                    | "Thursday" | "Friday" | "Saturday" | "Sunday"
       month        = "Jan" | "Feb" | "Mar" | "Apr"
                    | "May" | "Jun" | "Jul" | "Aug"
                    | "Sep" | "Oct" | "Nov" | "Dec"

      Note: HTTP requirements for the date/time stamp format apply only
      to their usage within the protocol stream. Clients and servers are
      not required to use these formats for user presentation, request
      logging, etc.

3.3.2 Delta Seconds

   Some HTTP header fields allow a time value to be specified as an
   integer number of seconds, represented in decimal, after the time
   that the message was received.

       delta-seconds  = 1*DIGIT

3.4 Character Sets

   HTTP uses the same definition of the term "character set" as that
   described for MIME:
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   The term "character set" is used in this document to refer to a
   method used with one or more tables to convert a sequence of octets
   into a sequence of characters. Note that unconditional conversion in
   the other direction is not required, in that not all characters may
   be available in a given character set and a character set may provide
   more than one sequence of octets to represent a particular character.



   This definition is intended to allow various kinds of character
   encoding, from simple single-table mappings such as US-ASCII to
   complex table switching methods such as those that use ISO-2022's
   techniques. However, the definition associated with a MIME character
   set name MUST fully specify the mapping to be performed from octets
   to characters. In particular, use of external profiling information
   to determine the exact mapping is not permitted.

      Note: This use of the term "character set" is more commonly
      referred to as a "character encoding." However, since HTTP and
      MIME share the same registry, it is important that the terminology
      also be shared.

   HTTP character sets are identified by case-insensitive tokens. The
   complete set of tokens is defined by the IANA Character Set registry
   [19].

       charset = token

   Although HTTP allows an arbitrary token to be used as a charset
   value, any token that has a predefined value within the IANA
   Character Set registry [19] MUST represent the character set defined
   by that registry. Applications SHOULD limit their use of character
   sets to those defined by the IANA registry.

   Implementors should be aware of IETF character set requirements [38]
   [41].

3.4.1 Missing Charset

   Some HTTP/1.0 software has interpreted a Content-Type header without
   charset parameter incorrectly to mean "recipient should guess."
   Senders wishing to defeat this behavior MAY include a charset
   parameter even when the charset is ISO-8859-1 and SHOULD do so when
   it is known that it will not confuse the recipient.

   Unfortunately, some older HTTP/1.0 clients did not deal properly with
   an explicit charset parameter. HTTP/1.1 recipients MUST respect the
   charset label provided by the sender; and those user agents that have
   a provision to "guess" a charset MUST use the charset from the
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   content-type field if they support that charset, rather than the
   recipient's preference, when initially displaying a document. See
   section 3.7.1.

3.5 Content Codings

   Content coding values indicate an encoding transformation that has
   been or can be applied to an entity. Content codings are primarily
   used to allow a document to be compressed or otherwise usefully
   transformed without losing the identity of its underlying media type
   and without loss of information. Frequently, the entity is stored in
   coded form, transmitted directly, and only decoded by the recipient.



       content-coding   = token

   All content-coding values are case-insensitive. HTTP/1.1 uses
   content-coding values in the Accept-Encoding (section 14.3) and
   Content-Encoding (section 14.11) header fields. Although the value
   describes the content-coding, what is more important is that it
   indicates what decoding mechanism will be required to remove the
   encoding.

   The Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) acts as a registry for
   content-coding value tokens. Initially, the registry contains the
   following tokens:

   gzip An encoding format produced by the file compression program
        "gzip" (GNU zip) as described in RFC 1952 [25]. This format is a
        Lempel-Ziv coding (LZ77) with a 32 bit CRC.

   compress
        The encoding format produced by the common UNIX file compression
        program "compress". This format is an adaptive Lempel-Ziv-Welch
        coding (LZW).

        Use of program names for the identification of encoding formats
        is not desirable and is discouraged for future encodings. Their
        use here is representative of historical practice, not good
        design. For compatibility with previous implementations of HTTP,
        applications SHOULD consider "x-gzip" and "x-compress" to be
        equivalent to "gzip" and "compress" respectively.

   deflate
        The "zlib" format defined in RFC 1950 [31] in combination with
        the "deflate" compression mechanism described in RFC 1951 [29].
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   identity
        The default (identity) encoding; the use of no transformation
        whatsoever. This content-coding is used only in the Accept-
        Encoding header, and SHOULD NOT be used in the Content-Encoding
        header.

   New content-coding value tokens SHOULD be registered; to allow
   interoperability between clients and servers, specifications of the
   content coding algorithms needed to implement a new value SHOULD be
   publicly available and adequate for independent implementation, and
   conform to the purpose of content coding defined in this section.

3.6 Transfer Codings

   Transfer-coding values are used to indicate an encoding
   transformation that has been, can be, or may need to be applied to an
   entity-body in order to ensure "safe transport" through the network.
   This differs from a content coding in that the transfer-coding is a



   property of the message, not of the original entity.

       transfer-coding         = "chunked" | transfer-extension
       transfer-extension      = token *( ";" parameter )

   Parameters are in  the form of attribute/value pairs.

       parameter               = attribute "=" value
       attribute               = token
       value                   = token | quoted-string

   All transfer-coding values are case-insensitive. HTTP/1.1 uses
   transfer-coding values in the TE header field (section 14.39) and in
   the Transfer-Encoding header field (section 14.41).

   Whenever a transfer-coding is applied to a message-body, the set of
   transfer-codings MUST include "chunked", unless the message is
   terminated by closing the connection. When the "chunked" transfer-
   coding is used, it MUST be the last transfer-coding applied to the
   message-body. The "chunked" transfer-coding MUST NOT be applied more
   than once to a message-body. These rules allow the recipient to
   determine the transfer-length of the message (section 4.4).

   Transfer-codings are analogous to the Content-Transfer-Encoding
   values of MIME [7], which were designed to enable safe transport of
   binary data over a 7-bit transport service. However, safe transport
   has a different focus for an 8bit-clean transfer protocol. In HTTP,
   the only unsafe characteristic of message-bodies is the difficulty in
   determining the exact body length (section 7.2.2), or the desire to
   encrypt data over a shared transport.
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   The Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) acts as a registry for
   transfer-coding value tokens. Initially, the registry contains the
   following tokens: "chunked" (section 3.6.1), "identity" (section
   3.6.2), "gzip" (section 3.5), "compress" (section 3.5), and "deflate"
   (section 3.5).

   New transfer-coding value tokens SHOULD be registered in the same way
   as new content-coding value tokens (section 3.5).

   A server which receives an entity-body with a transfer-coding it does
   not understand SHOULD return 501 (Unimplemented), and close the
   connection. A server MUST NOT send transfer-codings to an HTTP/1.0
   client.

3.6.1 Chunked Transfer Coding

   The chunked encoding modifies the body of a message in order to
   transfer it as a series of chunks, each with its own size indicator,
   followed by an OPTIONAL trailer containing entity-header fields. This
   allows dynamically produced content to be transferred along with the
   information necessary for the recipient to verify that it has
   received the full message.

       Chunked-Body   = *chunk



                        last-chunk
                        trailer
                        CRLF

       chunk          = chunk-size [ chunk-extension ] CRLF
                        chunk-data CRLF
       chunk-size     = 1*HEX
       last-chunk     = 1*("0") [ chunk-extension ] CRLF

       chunk-extension= *( ";" chunk-ext-name [ "=" chunk-ext-val ] )
       chunk-ext-name = token
       chunk-ext-val  = token | quoted-string
       chunk-data     = chunk-size(OCTET)
       trailer        = *(entity-header CRLF)

   The chunk-size field is a string of hex digits indicating the size of
   the chunk. The chunked encoding is ended by any chunk whose size is
   zero, followed by the trailer, which is terminated by an empty line.

   The trailer allows the sender to include additional HTTP header
   fields at the end of the message. The Trailer header field can be
   used to indicate which header fields are included in a trailer (see
   section 14.40).
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   A server using chunked transfer-coding in a response MUST NOT use the
   trailer for any header fields unless at least one of the following is
   true:

   a)the request included a TE header field that indicates "trailers" is
     acceptable in the transfer-coding of the  response, as described in
     section 14.39; or,

   b)the server is the origin server for the response, the trailer
     fields consist entirely of optional metadata, and the recipient
     could use the message (in a manner acceptable to the origin server)
     without receiving this metadata.  In other words, the origin server
     is willing to accept the possibility that the trailer fields might
     be silently discarded along the path to the client.

   This requirement prevents an interoperability failure when the
   message is being received by an HTTP/1.1 (or later) proxy and
   forwarded to an HTTP/1.0 recipient. It avoids a situation where
   compliance with the protocol would have necessitated a possibly
   infinite buffer on the proxy.

   An example process for decoding a Chunked-Body is presented in
   appendix 19.4.6.

   All HTTP/1.1 applications MUST be able to receive and decode the
   "chunked" transfer-coding, and MUST ignore chunk-extension extensions
   they do not understand.

3.7 Media Types



   HTTP uses Internet Media Types [17] in the Content-Type (section
   14.17) and Accept (section 14.1) header fields in order to provide
   open and extensible data typing and type negotiation.

       media-type     = type "/" subtype *( ";" parameter )
       type           = token
       subtype        = token

   Parameters MAY follow the type/subtype in the form of attribute/value
   pairs (as defined in section 3.6).

   The type, subtype, and parameter attribute names are case-
   insensitive. Parameter values might or might not be case-sensitive,
   depending on the semantics of the parameter name. Linear white space
   (LWS) MUST NOT be used between the type and subtype, nor between an
   attribute and its value. The presence or absence of a parameter might
   be significant to the processing of a media-type, depending on its
   definition within the media type registry.
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   Note that some older HTTP applications do not recognize media type
   parameters. When sending data to older HTTP applications,
   implementations SHOULD only use media type parameters when they are
   required by that type/subtype definition.

   Media-type values are registered with the Internet Assigned Number
   Authority (IANA [19]). The media type registration process is
   outlined in RFC 1590 [17]. Use of non-registered media types is
   discouraged.

3.7.1 Canonicalization and Text Defaults

   Internet media types are registered with a canonical form. An
   entity-body transferred via HTTP messages MUST be represented in the
   appropriate canonical form prior to its transmission except for
   "text" types, as defined in the next paragraph.

   When in canonical form, media subtypes of the "text" type use CRLF as
   the text line break. HTTP relaxes this requirement and allows the
   transport of text media with plain CR or LF alone representing a line
   break when it is done consistently for an entire entity-body. HTTP
   applications MUST accept CRLF, bare CR, and bare LF as being
   representative of a line break in text media received via HTTP. In
   addition, if the text is represented in a character set that does not
   use octets 13 and 10 for CR and LF respectively, as is the case for
   some multi-byte character sets, HTTP allows the use of whatever octet
   sequences are defined by that character set to represent the
   equivalent of CR and LF for line breaks. This flexibility regarding
   line breaks applies only to text media in the entity-body; a bare CR
   or LF MUST NOT be substituted for CRLF within any of the HTTP control
   structures (such as header fields and multipart boundaries).

   If an entity-body is encoded with a content-coding, the underlying
   data MUST be in a form defined above prior to being encoded.

   The "charset" parameter is used with some media types to define the



   character set (section 3.4) of the data. When no explicit charset
   parameter is provided by the sender, media subtypes of the "text"
   type are defined to have a default charset value of "ISO-8859-1" when
   received via HTTP. Data in character sets other than "ISO-8859-1" or
   its subsets MUST be labeled with an appropriate charset value. See
   section 3.4.1 for compatibility problems.

3.7.2 Multipart Types

   MIME provides for a number of "multipart" types -- encapsulations of
   one or more entities within a single message-body. All multipart
   types share a common syntax, as defined in section 5.1.1 of RFC 2046
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   [40], and MUST include a boundary parameter as part of the media type
   value. The message body is itself a protocol element and MUST
   therefore use only CRLF to represent line breaks between body-parts.
   Unlike in RFC 2046, the epilogue of any multipart message MUST be
   empty; HTTP applications MUST NOT transmit the epilogue (even if the
   original multipart contains an epilogue). These restrictions exist in
   order to preserve the self-delimiting nature of a multipart message-
   body, wherein the "end" of the message-body is indicated by the
   ending multipart boundary.

   In general, HTTP treats a multipart message-body no differently than
   any other media type: strictly as payload. The one exception is the
   "multipart/byteranges" type (appendix 19.2) when it appears in a 206
   (Partial Content) response, which will be interpreted by some HTTP
   caching mechanisms as described in sections 13.5.4 and 14.16. In all
   other cases, an HTTP user agent SHOULD follow the same or similar
   behavior as a MIME user agent would upon receipt of a multipart type.
   The MIME header fields within each body-part of a multipart message-
   body do not have any significance to HTTP beyond that defined by
   their MIME semantics.

   In general, an HTTP user agent SHOULD follow the same or similar
   behavior as a MIME user agent would upon receipt of a multipart type.
   If an application receives an unrecognized multipart subtype, the
   application MUST treat it as being equivalent to "multipart/mixed".

      Note: The "multipart/form-data" type has been specifically defined
      for carrying form data suitable for processing via the POST
      request method, as described in RFC 1867 [15].

3.8 Product Tokens

   Product tokens are used to allow communicating applications to
   identify themselves by software name and version. Most fields using
   product tokens also allow sub-products which form a significant part
   of the application to be listed, separated by white space. By
   convention, the products are listed in order of their significance
   for identifying the application.

       product         = token ["/" product-version]
       product-version = token



   Examples:

       User-Agent: CERN-LineMode/2.15 libwww/2.17b3
       Server: Apache/0.8.4
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   Product tokens SHOULD be short and to the point. They MUST NOT be
   used for advertising or other non-essential information. Although any
   token character MAY appear in a product-version, this token SHOULD
   only be used for a version identifier (i.e., successive versions of
   the same product SHOULD only differ in the product-version portion of
   the product value).

3.9 Quality Values

   HTTP content negotiation (section 12) uses short "floating point"
   numbers to indicate the relative importance ("weight") of various
   negotiable parameters.  A weight is normalized to a real number in
   the range 0 through 1, where 0 is the minimum and 1 the maximum
   value. If a parameter has a quality value of 0, then content with
   this parameter is `not acceptable' for the client. HTTP/1.1
   applications MUST NOT generate more than three digits after the
   decimal point. User configuration of these values SHOULD also be
   limited in this fashion.

       qvalue         = ( "0" [ "." 0*3DIGIT ] )
                      | ( "1" [ "." 0*3("0") ] )

   "Quality values" is a misnomer, since these values merely represent
   relative degradation in desired quality.

3.10 Language Tags

   A language tag identifies a natural language spoken, written, or
   otherwise conveyed by human beings for communication of information
   to other human beings. Computer languages are explicitly excluded.
   HTTP uses language tags within the Accept-Language and Content-
   Language fields.

   The syntax and registry of HTTP language tags is the same as that
   defined by RFC 1766 [1]. In summary, a language tag is composed of 1
   or more parts: A primary language tag and a possibly empty series of
   subtags:

        language-tag  = primary-tag *( "-" subtag )
        primary-tag   = 1*8ALPHA
        subtag        = 1*8ALPHA

   White space is not allowed within the tag and all tags are case-
   insensitive. The name space of language tags is administered by the
   IANA. Example tags include:

       en, en-US, en-cockney, i-cherokee, x-pig-latin
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   where any two-letter primary-tag is an ISO-639 language abbreviation
   and any two-letter initial subtag is an ISO-3166 country code. (The
   last three tags above are not registered tags; all but the last are
   examples of tags which could be registered in future.)

3.11 Entity Tags

   Entity tags are used for comparing two or more entities from the same
   requested resource. HTTP/1.1 uses entity tags in the ETag (section
   14.19), If-Match (section 14.24), If-None-Match (section 14.26), and
   If-Range (section 14.27) header fields. The definition of how they
   are used and compared as cache validators is in section 13.3.3. An
   entity tag consists of an opaque quoted string, possibly prefixed by
   a weakness indicator.

      entity-tag = [ weak ] opaque-tag
      weak       = "W/"
      opaque-tag = quoted-string

   A "strong entity tag" MAY be shared by two entities of a resource
   only if they are equivalent by octet equality.

   A "weak entity tag," indicated by the "W/" prefix, MAY be shared by
   two entities of a resource only if the entities are equivalent and
   could be substituted for each other with no significant change in
   semantics. A weak entity tag can only be used for weak comparison.

   An entity tag MUST be unique across all versions of all entities
   associated with a particular resource. A given entity tag value MAY
   be used for entities obtained by requests on different URIs. The use
   of the same entity tag value in conjunction with entities obtained by
   requests on different URIs does not imply the equivalence of those
   entities.

3.12 Range Units

   HTTP/1.1 allows a client to request that only part (a range of) the
   response entity be included within the response. HTTP/1.1 uses range
   units in the Range (section 14.35) and Content-Range (section 14.16)
   header fields. An entity can be broken down into subranges according
   to various structural units.

      range-unit       = bytes-unit | other-range-unit
      bytes-unit       = "bytes"
      other-range-unit = token

   The only range unit defined by HTTP/1.1 is "bytes". HTTP/1.1
   implementations MAY ignore ranges specified using other units.
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   HTTP/1.1 has been designed to allow implementations of applications
   that do not depend on knowledge of ranges.

4 HTTP Message

4.1 Message Types

   HTTP messages consist of requests from client to server and responses
   from server to client.

       HTTP-message   = Request | Response     ; HTTP/1.1 messages

   Request (section 5) and Response (section 6) messages use the generic
   message format of RFC 822 [9] for transferring entities (the payload
   of the message). Both types of message consist of a start-line, zero
   or more header fields (also known as "headers"), an empty line (i.e.,
   a line with nothing preceding the CRLF) indicating the end of the
   header fields, and possibly a message-body.

        generic-message = start-line
                          *(message-header CRLF)
                          CRLF
                          [ message-body ]
        start-line      = Request-Line | Status-Line

   In the interest of robustness, servers SHOULD ignore any empty
   line(s) received where a Request-Line is expected. In other words, if
   the server is reading the protocol stream at the beginning of a
   message and receives a CRLF first, it should ignore the CRLF.

   Certain buggy HTTP/1.0 client implementations generate extra CRLF's
   after a POST request. To restate what is explicitly forbidden by the
   BNF, an HTTP/1.1 client MUST NOT preface or follow a request with an
   extra CRLF.

4.2 Message Headers

   HTTP header fields, which include general-header (section 4.5),
   request-header (section 5.3), response-header (section 6.2), and
   entity-header (section 7.1) fields, follow the same generic format as
   that given in Section 3.1 of RFC 822 [9]. Each header field consists
   of a name followed by a colon (":") and the field value. Field names
   are case-insensitive. The field value MAY be preceded by any amount
   of LWS, though a single SP is preferred. Header fields can be
   extended over multiple lines by preceding each extra line with at
   least one SP or HT. Applications ought to follow "common form", where
   one is known or indicated, when generating HTTP constructs, since
   there might exist some implementations that fail to accept anything
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   beyond the common forms.

       message-header = field-name ":" [ field-value ]
       field-name     = token



       field-value    = *( field-content | LWS )
       field-content  = <the OCTETs making up the field-value
                        and consisting of either *TEXT or combinations
                        of token, separators, and quoted-string>

   The field-content does not include any leading or trailing LWS:
   linear white space occurring before the first non-whitespace
   character of the field-value or after the last non-whitespace
   character of the field-value. Such leading or trailing LWS MAY be
   removed without changing the semantics of the field value. Any LWS
   that occurs between field-content MAY be replaced with a single SP
   before interpreting the field value or forwarding the message
   downstream.

   The order in which header fields with differing field names are
   received is not significant. However, it is "good practice" to send
   general-header fields first, followed by request-header or response-
   header fields, and ending with the entity-header fields.

   Multiple message-header fields with the same field-name MAY be
   present in a message if and only if the entire field-value for that
   header field is defined as a comma-separated list [i.e., #(values)].
   It MUST be possible to combine the multiple header fields into one
   "field-name: field-value" pair, without changing the semantics of the
   message, by appending each subsequent field-value to the first, each
   separated by a comma. The order in which header fields with the same
   field-name are received is therefore significant to the
   interpretation of the combined field value, and thus a proxy MUST NOT
   change the order of these field values when a message is forwarded.

4.3 Message Body

   The message-body (if any) of an HTTP message is used to carry the
   entity-body associated with the request or response. The message-body
   differs from the entity-body only when a transfer-coding has been
   applied, as indicated by the Transfer-Encoding header field (section
   14.41).

       message-body = entity-body
                    | <entity-body encoded as per Transfer-Encoding>

   Transfer-Encoding MUST be used to indicate any transfer-codings
   applied by an application to ensure safe and proper transfer of the
   message. Transfer-Encoding is a property of the message, not of the
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   entity, and thus MAY be added or removed by any application along the
   request/response chain. (However, section 3.6 places restrictions on
   when certain transfer-codings may be used.)

   The rules for when a message-body is allowed in a message differ for
   requests and responses.

   The presence of a message-body in a request is signaled by the
   inclusion of a Content-Length or Transfer-Encoding header field in
   the request's message-headers. A message-body MUST NOT be included in



   a request if the specification of the request method (section 5.1.1)
   does not allow sending an entity-body in requests. A server SHOULD
   read and forward a message-body on any request; if the request method
   does not include defined semantics for an entity-body, then the
   message-body SHOULD be ignored when handling the request.

   For response messages, whether or not a message-body is included with
   a message is dependent on both the request method and the response
   status code (section 6.1.1). All responses to the HEAD request method
   MUST NOT include a message-body, even though the presence of entity-
   header fields might lead one to believe they do. All 1xx
   (informational), 204 (no content), and 304 (not modified) responses
   MUST NOT include a message-body. All other responses do include a
   message-body, although it MAY be of zero length.

4.4 Message Length

   The transfer-length of a message is the length of the message-body as
   it appears in the message; that is, after any transfer-codings have
   been applied. When a message-body is included with a message, the
   transfer-length of that body is determined by one of the following
   (in order of precedence):

   1.Any response message which "MUST NOT" include a message-body (such
     as the 1xx, 204, and 304 responses and any response to a HEAD
     request) is always terminated by the first empty line after the
     header fields, regardless of the entity-header fields present in
     the message.

   2.If a Transfer-Encoding header field (section 14.41) is present and
     has any value other than "identity", then the transfer-length is
     defined by use of the "chunked" transfer-coding (section 3.6),
     unless the message is terminated by closing the connection.

   3.If a Content-Length header field (section 14.13) is present, its
     decimal value in OCTETs represents both the entity-length and the
     transfer-length. The Content-Length header field MUST NOT be sent
     if these two lengths are different (i.e., if a Transfer-Encoding
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     header field is present). If a message is received with both a
     Transfer-Encoding header field and a Content-Length header field,
     the latter MUST be ignored.

   4.If the message uses the media type "multipart/byteranges", and the
     ransfer-length is not otherwise specified, then this self-
     elimiting media type defines the transfer-length. This media type
     UST NOT be used unless the sender knows that the recipient can arse
     it; the presence in a request of a Range header with ultiple byte-
     range specifiers from a 1.1 client implies that the lient can parse
     multipart/byteranges responses.

       A range header might be forwarded by a 1.0 proxy that does not
       understand multipart/byteranges; in this case the server MUST
       delimit the message using methods defined in items 1,3 or 5 of
       this section.



   5.By the server closing the connection. (Closing the connection
     cannot be used to indicate the end of a request body, since that
     would leave no possibility for the server to send back a response.)

   For compatibility with HTTP/1.0 applications, HTTP/1.1 requests
   containing a message-body MUST include a valid Content-Length header
   field unless the server is known to be HTTP/1.1 compliant. If a
   request contains a message-body and a Content-Length is not given,
   the server SHOULD respond with 400 (bad request) if it cannot
   determine the length of the message, or with 411 (length required) if
   it wishes to insist on receiving a valid Content-Length.

   All HTTP/1.1 applications that receive entities MUST accept the
   "chunked" transfer-coding (section 3.6), thus allowing this mechanism
   to be used for messages when the message length cannot be determined
   in advance.

   Messages MUST NOT include both a Content-Length header field and a
   non-identity transfer-coding. If the message does include a non-
   identity transfer-coding, the Content-Length MUST be ignored.

   When a Content-Length is given in a message where a message-body is
   allowed, its field value MUST exactly match the number of OCTETs in
   the message-body. HTTP/1.1 user agents MUST notify the user when an
   invalid length is received and detected.

4.5 General Header Fields

   There are a few header fields which have general applicability for
   both request and response messages, but which do not apply to the
   entity being transferred. These header fields apply only to the
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   message being transmitted.

       general-header = Cache-Control            ; Section 14.9
                      | Connection               ; Section 14.10
                      | Date                     ; Section 14.18
                      | Pragma                   ; Section 14.32
                      | Trailer                  ; Section 14.40
                      | Transfer-Encoding        ; Section 14.41
                      | Upgrade                  ; Section 14.42
                      | Via                      ; Section 14.45
                      | Warning                  ; Section 14.46

   General-header field names can be extended reliably only in
   combination with a change in the protocol version. However, new or
   experimental header fields may be given the semantics of general
   header fields if all parties in the communication recognize them to
   be general-header fields. Unrecognized header fields are treated as
   entity-header fields.

5 Request

   A request message from a client to a server includes, within the



   first line of that message, the method to be applied to the resource,
   the identifier of the resource, and the protocol version in use.

        Request       = Request-Line              ; Section 5.1
                        *(( general-header        ; Section 4.5
                         | request-header         ; Section 5.3
                         | entity-header ) CRLF)  ; Section 7.1
                        CRLF
                        [ message-body ]          ; Section 4.3

5.1 Request-Line

   The Request-Line begins with a method token, followed by the
   Request-URI and the protocol version, and ending with CRLF. The
   elements are separated by SP characters. No CR or LF is allowed
   except in the final CRLF sequence.

        Request-Line   = Method SP Request-URI SP HTTP-Version CRLF
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5.1.1 Method

   The Method  token indicates the method to be performed on the
   resource identified by the Request-URI. The method is case-sensitive.

       Method         = "OPTIONS"                ; Section 9.2
                      | "GET"                    ; Section 9.3
                      | "HEAD"                   ; Section 9.4
                      | "POST"                   ; Section 9.5
                      | "PUT"                    ; Section 9.6
                      | "DELETE"                 ; Section 9.7
                      | "TRACE"                  ; Section 9.8
                      | "CONNECT"                ; Section 9.9
                      | extension-method
       extension-method = token

   The list of methods allowed by a resource can be specified in an
   Allow header field (section 14.7). The return code of the response
   always notifies the client whether a method is currently allowed on a
   resource, since the set of allowed methods can change dynamically. An
   origin server SHOULD return the status code 405 (Method Not Allowed)
   if the method is known by the origin server but not allowed for the
   requested resource, and 501 (Not Implemented) if the method is
   unrecognized or not implemented by the origin server. The methods GET
   and HEAD MUST be supported by all general-purpose servers. All other
   methods are OPTIONAL; however, if the above methods are implemented,
   they MUST be implemented with the same semantics as those specified
   in section 9.



5.1.2 Request-URI

   The Request-URI is a Uniform Resource Identifier (section 3.2) and
   identifies the resource upon which to apply the request.

       Request-URI    = "*" | absoluteURI | abs_path | authority

   The four options for Request-URI are dependent on the nature of the
   request. The asterisk "*" means that the request does not apply to a
   particular resource, but to the server itself, and is only allowed
   when the method used does not necessarily apply to a resource. One
   example would be

       OPTIONS * HTTP/1.1

   The absoluteURI form is REQUIRED when the request is being made to a
   proxy. The proxy is requested to forward the request or service it
   from a valid cache, and return the response. Note that the proxy MAY
   forward the request on to another proxy or directly to the server
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   specified by the absoluteURI. In order to avoid request loops, a
   proxy MUST be able to recognize all of its server names, including
   any aliases, local variations, and the numeric IP address. An example
   Request-Line would be:

       GET http://www.w3.org/pub/WWW/TheProject.html HTTP/1.1

   To allow for transition to absoluteURIs in all requests in future
   versions of HTTP, all HTTP/1.1 servers MUST accept the absoluteURI
   form in requests, even though HTTP/1.1 clients will only generate
   them in requests to proxies.

   The authority form is only used by the CONNECT method (section 9.9).

   The most common form of Request-URI is that used to identify a
   resource on an origin server or gateway. In this case the absolute
   path of the URI MUST be transmitted (see section 3.2.1, abs_path) as
   the Request-URI, and the network location of the URI (authority) MUST
   be transmitted in a Host header field. For example, a client wishing
   to retrieve the resource above directly from the origin server would
   create a TCP connection to port 80 of the host "www.w3.org" and send
   the lines:

       GET /pub/WWW/TheProject.html HTTP/1.1
       Host: www.w3.org

   followed by the remainder of the Request. Note that the absolute path
   cannot be empty; if none is present in the original URI, it MUST be
   given as "/" (the server root).

   The Request-URI is transmitted in the format specified in section
   3.2.1. If the Request-URI is encoded using the "% HEX HEX" encoding
   [42], the origin server MUST decode the Request-URI in order to
   properly interpret the request. Servers SHOULD respond to invalid



   Request-URIs with an appropriate status code.

   A transparent proxy MUST NOT rewrite the "abs_path" part of the
   received Request-URI when forwarding it to the next inbound server,
   except as noted above to replace a null abs_path with "/".

      Note: The "no rewrite" rule prevents the proxy from changing the
      meaning of the request when the origin server is improperly using
      a non-reserved URI character for a reserved purpose.  Implementors
      should be aware that some pre-HTTP/1.1 proxies have been known to
      rewrite the Request-URI.
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5.2 The Resource Identified by a Request

   The exact resource identified by an Internet request is determined by
   examining both the Request-URI and the Host header field.

   An origin server that does not allow resources to differ by the
   requested host MAY ignore the Host header field value when
   determining the resource identified by an HTTP/1.1 request. (But see
   section 19.6.1.1 for other requirements on Host support in HTTP/1.1.)

   An origin server that does differentiate resources based on the host
   requested (sometimes referred to as virtual hosts or vanity host
   names) MUST use the following rules for determining the requested
   resource on an HTTP/1.1 request:

   1. If Request-URI is an absoluteURI, the host is part of the
     Request-URI. Any Host header field value in the request MUST be
     ignored.

   2. If the Request-URI is not an absoluteURI, and the request includes
     a Host header field, the host is determined by the Host header
     field value.

   3. If the host as determined by rule 1 or 2 is not a valid host on
     the server, the response MUST be a 400 (Bad Request) error message.

   Recipients of an HTTP/1.0 request that lacks a Host header field MAY
   attempt to use heuristics (e.g., examination of the URI path for
   something unique to a particular host) in order to determine what
   exact resource is being requested.

5.3 Request Header Fields

   The request-header fields allow the client to pass additional
   information about the request, and about the client itself, to the
   server. These fields act as request modifiers, with semantics
   equivalent to the parameters on a programming language method
   invocation.

       request-header = Accept                   ; Section 14.1



                      | Accept-Charset           ; Section 14.2
                      | Accept-Encoding          ; Section 14.3
                      | Accept-Language          ; Section 14.4
                      | Authorization            ; Section 14.8
                      | Expect                   ; Section 14.20
                      | From                     ; Section 14.22
                      | Host                     ; Section 14.23
                      | If-Match                 ; Section 14.24
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                      | If-Modified-Since        ; Section 14.25
                      | If-None-Match            ; Section 14.26
                      | If-Range                 ; Section 14.27
                      | If-Unmodified-Since      ; Section 14.28
                      | Max-Forwards             ; Section 14.31
                      | Proxy-Authorization      ; Section 14.34
                      | Range                    ; Section 14.35
                      | Referer                  ; Section 14.36
                      | TE                       ; Section 14.39
                      | User-Agent               ; Section 14.43

   Request-header field names can be extended reliably only in
   combination with a change in the protocol version. However, new or
   experimental header fields MAY be given the semantics of request-
   header fields if all parties in the communication recognize them to
   be request-header fields. Unrecognized header fields are treated as
   entity-header fields.

6 Response

   After receiving and interpreting a request message, a server responds
   with an HTTP response message.

       Response      = Status-Line               ; Section 6.1
                       *(( general-header        ; Section 4.5
                        | response-header        ; Section 6.2
                        | entity-header ) CRLF)  ; Section 7.1
                       CRLF
                       [ message-body ]          ; Section 7.2

6.1 Status-Line

   The first line of a Response message is the Status-Line, consisting
   of the protocol version followed by a numeric status code and its
   associated textual phrase, with each element separated by SP
   characters. No CR or LF is allowed except in the final CRLF sequence.

       Status-Line = HTTP-Version SP Status-Code SP Reason-Phrase CRLF

6.1.1 Status Code and Reason Phrase

   The Status-Code element is a 3-digit integer result code of the
   attempt to understand and satisfy the request. These codes are fully
   defined in section 10. The Reason-Phrase is intended to give a short
   textual description of the Status-Code. The Status-Code is intended
   for use by automata and the Reason-Phrase is intended for the human



   user. The client is not required to examine or display the Reason-
   Phrase.
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   The first digit of the Status-Code defines the class of response. The
   last two digits do not have any categorization role. There are 5
   values for the first digit:

      - 1xx: Informational - Request received, continuing process

      - 2xx: Success - The action was successfully received,
        understood, and accepted

      - 3xx: Redirection - Further action must be taken in order to
        complete the request

      - 4xx: Client Error - The request contains bad syntax or cannot
        be fulfilled

      - 5xx: Server Error - The server failed to fulfill an apparently
        valid request

   The individual values of the numeric status codes defined for
   HTTP/1.1, and an example set of corresponding Reason-Phrase's, are
   presented below. The reason phrases listed here are only
   recommendations -- they MAY be replaced by local equivalents without
   affecting the protocol.

      Status-Code    =
            "100"  ; Section 10.1.1: Continue
          | "101"  ; Section 10.1.2: Switching Protocols
          | "200"  ; Section 10.2.1: OK
          | "201"  ; Section 10.2.2: Created
          | "202"  ; Section 10.2.3: Accepted
          | "203"  ; Section 10.2.4: Non-Authoritative Information
          | "204"  ; Section 10.2.5: No Content
          | "205"  ; Section 10.2.6: Reset Content
          | "206"  ; Section 10.2.7: Partial Content
          | "300"  ; Section 10.3.1: Multiple Choices
          | "301"  ; Section 10.3.2: Moved Permanently
          | "302"  ; Section 10.3.3: Found
          | "303"  ; Section 10.3.4: See Other
          | "304"  ; Section 10.3.5: Not Modified
          | "305"  ; Section 10.3.6: Use Proxy
          | "307"  ; Section 10.3.8: Temporary Redirect
          | "400"  ; Section 10.4.1: Bad Request
          | "401"  ; Section 10.4.2: Unauthorized
          | "402"  ; Section 10.4.3: Payment Required
          | "403"  ; Section 10.4.4: Forbidden
          | "404"  ; Section 10.4.5: Not Found
          | "405"  ; Section 10.4.6: Method Not Allowed
          | "406"  ; Section 10.4.7: Not Acceptable
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          | "407"  ; Section 10.4.8: Proxy Authentication Required
          | "408"  ; Section 10.4.9: Request Time-out
          | "409"  ; Section 10.4.10: Conflict
          | "410"  ; Section 10.4.11: Gone
          | "411"  ; Section 10.4.12: Length Required
          | "412"  ; Section 10.4.13: Precondition Failed
          | "413"  ; Section 10.4.14: Request Entity Too Large
          | "414"  ; Section 10.4.15: Request-URI Too Large
          | "415"  ; Section 10.4.16: Unsupported Media Type
          | "416"  ; Section 10.4.17: Requested range not satisfiable
          | "417"  ; Section 10.4.18: Expectation Failed
          | "500"  ; Section 10.5.1: Internal Server Error
          | "501"  ; Section 10.5.2: Not Implemented
          | "502"  ; Section 10.5.3: Bad Gateway
          | "503"  ; Section 10.5.4: Service Unavailable
          | "504"  ; Section 10.5.5: Gateway Time-out
          | "505"  ; Section 10.5.6: HTTP Version not supported
          | extension-code

      extension-code = 3DIGIT
      Reason-Phrase  = *<TEXT, excluding CR, LF>

   HTTP status codes are extensible. HTTP applications are not required
   to understand the meaning of all registered status codes, though such
   understanding is obviously desirable. However, applications MUST
   understand the class of any status code, as indicated by the first
   digit, and treat any unrecognized response as being equivalent to the
   x00 status code of that class, with the exception that an
   unrecognized response MUST NOT be cached. For example, if an
   unrecognized status code of 431 is received by the client, it can
   safely assume that there was something wrong with its request and
   treat the response as if it had received a 400 status code. In such
   cases, user agents SHOULD present to the user the entity returned
   with the response, since that entity is likely to include human-
   readable information which will explain the unusual status.

6.2 Response Header Fields

   The response-header fields allow the server to pass additional
   information about the response which cannot be placed in the Status-
   Line. These header fields give information about the server and about
   further access to the resource identified by the Request-URI.

       response-header = Accept-Ranges           ; Section 14.5
                       | Age                     ; Section 14.6
                       | ETag                    ; Section 14.19
                       | Location                ; Section 14.30
                       | Proxy-Authenticate      ; Section 14.33
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                       | Retry-After             ; Section 14.37
                       | Server                  ; Section 14.38



                       | Vary                    ; Section 14.44
                       | WWW-Authenticate        ; Section 14.47

   Response-header field names can be extended reliably only in
   combination with a change in the protocol version. However, new or
   experimental header fields MAY be given the semantics of response-
   header fields if all parties in the communication recognize them to
   be response-header fields. Unrecognized header fields are treated as
   entity-header fields.

7 Entity

   Request and Response messages MAY transfer an entity if not otherwise
   restricted by the request method or response status code. An entity
   consists of entity-header fields and an entity-body, although some
   responses will only include the entity-headers.

   In this section, both sender and recipient refer to either the client
   or the server, depending on who sends and who receives the entity.

7.1 Entity Header Fields

   Entity-header fields define metainformation about the entity-body or,
   if no body is present, about the resource identified by the request.
   Some of this metainformation is OPTIONAL; some might be REQUIRED by
   portions of this specification.

       entity-header  = Allow                    ; Section 14.7
                      | Content-Encoding         ; Section 14.11
                      | Content-Language         ; Section 14.12
                      | Content-Length           ; Section 14.13
                      | Content-Location         ; Section 14.14
                      | Content-MD5              ; Section 14.15
                      | Content-Range            ; Section 14.16
                      | Content-Type             ; Section 14.17
                      | Expires                  ; Section 14.21
                      | Last-Modified            ; Section 14.29
                      | extension-header

       extension-header = message-header

   The extension-header mechanism allows additional entity-header fields
   to be defined without changing the protocol, but these fields cannot
   be assumed to be recognizable by the recipient. Unrecognized header
   fields SHOULD be ignored by the recipient and MUST be forwarded by
   transparent proxies.
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7.2 Entity Body

   The entity-body (if any) sent with an HTTP request or response is in
   a format and encoding defined by the entity-header fields.

       entity-body    = *OCTET

   An entity-body is only present in a message when a message-body is



   present, as described in section 4.3. The entity-body is obtained
   from the message-body by decoding any Transfer-Encoding that might
   have been applied to ensure safe and proper transfer of the message.

7.2.1 Type

   When an entity-body is included with a message, the data type of that
   body is determined via the header fields Content-Type and Content-
   Encoding. These define a two-layer, ordered encoding model:

       entity-body := Content-Encoding( Content-Type( data ) )

   Content-Type specifies the media type of the underlying data.
   Content-Encoding may be used to indicate any additional content
   codings applied to the data, usually for the purpose of data
   compression, that are a property of the requested resource. There is
   no default encoding.

   Any HTTP/1.1 message containing an entity-body SHOULD include a
   Content-Type header field defining the media type of that body. If
   and only if the media type is not given by a Content-Type field, the
   recipient MAY attempt to guess the media type via inspection of its
   content and/or the name extension(s) of the URI used to identify the
   resource. If the media type remains unknown, the recipient SHOULD
   treat it as type "application/octet-stream".

7.2.2 Entity Length

   The entity-length of a message is the length of the message-body
   before any transfer-codings have been applied. Section 4.4 defines
   how the transfer-length of a message-body is determined.
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8 Connections

8.1 Persistent Connections

8.1.1 Purpose

   Prior to persistent connections, a separate TCP connection was
   established to fetch each URL, increasing the load on HTTP servers
   and causing congestion on the Internet. The use of inline images and
   other associated data often require a client to make multiple
   requests of the same server in a short amount of time. Analysis of
   these performance problems and results from a prototype
   implementation are available [26] [30]. Implementation experience and
   measurements of actual HTTP/1.1 (RFC 2068) implementations show good



   results [39]. Alternatives have also been explored, for example,
   T/TCP [27].

   Persistent HTTP connections have a number of advantages:

      - By opening and closing fewer TCP connections, CPU time is saved
        in routers and hosts (clients, servers, proxies, gateways,
        tunnels, or caches), and memory used for TCP protocol control
        blocks can be saved in hosts.

      - HTTP requests and responses can be pipelined on a connection.
        Pipelining allows a client to make multiple requests without
        waiting for each response, allowing a single TCP connection to
        be used much more efficiently, with much lower elapsed time.

      - Network congestion is reduced by reducing the number of packets
        caused by TCP opens, and by allowing TCP sufficient time to
        determine the congestion state of the network.

      - Latency on subsequent requests is reduced since there is no time
        spent in TCP's connection opening handshake.

      - HTTP can evolve more gracefully, since errors can be reported
        without the penalty of closing the TCP connection. Clients using
        future versions of HTTP might optimistically try a new feature,
        but if communicating with an older server, retry with old
        semantics after an error is reported.

   HTTP implementations SHOULD implement persistent connections.
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8.1.2 Overall Operation

   A significant difference between HTTP/1.1 and earlier versions of
   HTTP is that persistent connections are the default behavior of any
   HTTP connection. That is, unless otherwise indicated, the client
   SHOULD assume that the server will maintain a persistent connection,
   even after error responses from the server.

   Persistent connections provide a mechanism by which a client and a
   server can signal the close of a TCP connection. This signaling takes
   place using the Connection header field (section 14.10). Once a close
   has been signaled, the client MUST NOT send any more requests on that
   connection.

8.1.2.1 Negotiation

   An HTTP/1.1 server MAY assume that a HTTP/1.1 client intends to
   maintain a persistent connection unless a Connection header including
   the connection-token "close" was sent in the request. If the server
   chooses to close the connection immediately after sending the



   response, it SHOULD send a Connection header including the
   connection-token close.

   An HTTP/1.1 client MAY expect a connection to remain open, but would
   decide to keep it open based on whether the response from a server
   contains a Connection header with the connection-token close. In case
   the client does not want to maintain a connection for more than that
   request, it SHOULD send a Connection header including the
   connection-token close.

   If either the client or the server sends the close token in the
   Connection header, that request becomes the last one for the
   connection.

   Clients and servers SHOULD NOT assume that a persistent connection is
   maintained for HTTP versions less than 1.1 unless it is explicitly
   signaled. See section 19.6.2 for more information on backward
   compatibility with HTTP/1.0 clients.

   In order to remain persistent, all messages on the connection MUST
   have a self-defined message length (i.e., one not defined by closure
   of the connection), as described in section 4.4.
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8.1.2.2 Pipelining

   A client that supports persistent connections MAY "pipeline" its
   requests (i.e., send multiple requests without waiting for each
   response). A server MUST send its responses to those requests in the
   same order that the requests were received.

   Clients which assume persistent connections and pipeline immediately
   after connection establishment SHOULD be prepared to retry their
   connection if the first pipelined attempt fails. If a client does
   such a retry, it MUST NOT pipeline before it knows the connection is
   persistent. Clients MUST also be prepared to resend their requests if
   the server closes the connection before sending all of the
   corresponding responses.

   Clients SHOULD NOT pipeline requests using non-idempotent methods or
   non-idempotent sequences of methods (see section 9.1.2). Otherwise, a
   premature termination of the transport connection could lead to
   indeterminate results. A client wishing to send a non-idempotent
   request SHOULD wait to send that request until it has received the
   response status for the previous request.

8.1.3 Proxy Servers

   It is especially important that proxies correctly implement the
   properties of the Connection header field as specified in section



   14.10.

   The proxy server MUST signal persistent connections separately with
   its clients and the origin servers (or other proxy servers) that it
   connects to. Each persistent connection applies to only one transport
   link.

   A proxy server MUST NOT establish a HTTP/1.1 persistent connection
   with an HTTP/1.0 client (but see RFC 2068 [33] for information and
   discussion of the problems with the Keep-Alive header implemented by
   many HTTP/1.0 clients).

8.1.4 Practical Considerations

   Servers will usually have some time-out value beyond which they will
   no longer maintain an inactive connection. Proxy servers might make
   this a higher value since it is likely that the client will be making
   more connections through the same server. The use of persistent
   connections places no requirements on the length (or existence) of
   this time-out for either the client or the server.
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   When a client or server wishes to time-out it SHOULD issue a graceful
   close on the transport connection. Clients and servers SHOULD both
   constantly watch for the other side of the transport close, and
   respond to it as appropriate. If a client or server does not detect
   the other side's close promptly it could cause unnecessary resource
   drain on the network.

   A client, server, or proxy MAY close the transport connection at any
   time. For example, a client might have started to send a new request
   at the same time that the server has decided to close the "idle"
   connection. From the server's point of view, the connection is being
   closed while it was idle, but from the client's point of view, a
   request is in progress.

   This means that clients, servers, and proxies MUST be able to recover
   from asynchronous close events. Client software SHOULD reopen the
   transport connection and retransmit the aborted sequence of requests
   without user interaction so long as the request sequence is
   idempotent (see section 9.1.2). Non-idempotent methods or sequences
   MUST NOT be automatically retried, although user agents MAY offer a
   human operator the choice of retrying the request(s). Confirmation by
   user-agent software with semantic understanding of the application
   MAY substitute for user confirmation. The automatic retry SHOULD NOT
   be repeated if the second sequence of requests fails.

   Servers SHOULD always respond to at least one request per connection,
   if at all possible. Servers SHOULD NOT close a connection in the
   middle of transmitting a response, unless a network or client failure
   is suspected.

   Clients that use persistent connections SHOULD limit the number of
   simultaneous connections that they maintain to a given server. A



   single-user client SHOULD NOT maintain more than 2 connections with
   any server or proxy. A proxy SHOULD use up to 2*N connections to
   another server or proxy, where N is the number of simultaneously
   active users. These guidelines are intended to improve HTTP response
   times and avoid congestion.

8.2 Message Transmission Requirements

8.2.1 Persistent Connections and Flow Control

   HTTP/1.1 servers SHOULD maintain persistent connections and use TCP's
   flow control mechanisms to resolve temporary overloads, rather than
   terminating connections with the expectation that clients will retry.
   The latter technique can exacerbate network congestion.
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8.2.2 Monitoring Connections for Error Status Messages

   An HTTP/1.1 (or later) client sending a message-body SHOULD monitor
   the network connection for an error status while it is transmitting
   the request. If the client sees an error status, it SHOULD
   immediately cease transmitting the body. If the body is being sent
   using a "chunked" encoding (section 3.6), a zero length chunk and
   empty trailer MAY be used to prematurely mark the end of the message.
   If the body was preceded by a Content-Length header, the client MUST
   close the connection.

8.2.3 Use of the 100 (Continue) Status

   The purpose of the 100 (Continue) status (see section 10.1.1) is to
   allow a client that is sending a request message with a request body
   to determine if the origin server is willing to accept the request
   (based on the request headers) before the client sends the request
   body. In some cases, it might either be inappropriate or highly
   inefficient for the client to send the body if the server will reject
   the message without looking at the body.

   Requirements for HTTP/1.1 clients:

      - If a client will wait for a 100 (Continue) response before
        sending the request body, it MUST send an Expect request-header
        field (section 14.20) with the "100-continue" expectation.

      - A client MUST NOT send an Expect request-header field (section
        14.20) with the "100-continue" expectation if it does not intend
        to send a request body.

   Because of the presence of older implementations, the protocol allows
   ambiguous situations in which a client may send "Expect: 100-
   continue" without receiving either a 417 (Expectation Failed) status
   or a 100 (Continue) status. Therefore, when a client sends this
   header field to an origin server (possibly via a proxy) from which it
   has never seen a 100 (Continue) status, the client SHOULD NOT wait
   for an indefinite period before sending the request body.



   Requirements for HTTP/1.1 origin servers:

      - Upon receiving a request which includes an Expect request-header
        field with the "100-continue" expectation, an origin server MUST
        either respond with 100 (Continue) status and continue to read
        from the input stream, or respond with a final status code. The
        origin server MUST NOT wait for the request body before sending
        the 100 (Continue) response. If it responds with a final status
        code, it MAY close the transport connection or it MAY continue
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        to read and discard the rest of the request.  It MUST NOT
        perform the requested method if it returns a final status code.

      - An origin server SHOULD NOT send a 100 (Continue) response if
        the request message does not include an Expect request-header
        field with the "100-continue" expectation, and MUST NOT send a
        100 (Continue) response if such a request comes from an HTTP/1.0
        (or earlier) client. There is an exception to this rule: for
        compatibility with RFC 2068, a server MAY send a 100 (Continue)
        status in response to an HTTP/1.1 PUT or POST request that does
        not include an Expect request-header field with the "100-
        continue" expectation. This exception, the purpose of which is
        to minimize any client processing delays associated with an
        undeclared wait for 100 (Continue) status, applies only to
        HTTP/1.1 requests, and not to requests with any other HTTP-
        version value.

      - An origin server MAY omit a 100 (Continue) response if it has
        already received some or all of the request body for the
        corresponding request.

      - An origin server that sends a 100 (Continue) response MUST
        ultimately send a final status code, once the request body is
        received and processed, unless it terminates the transport
        connection prematurely.

      - If an origin server receives a request that does not include an
        Expect request-header field with the "100-continue" expectation,
        the request includes a request body, and the server responds
        with a final status code before reading the entire request body
        from the transport connection, then the server SHOULD NOT close
        the transport connection until it has read the entire request,
        or until the client closes the connection. Otherwise, the client
        might not reliably receive the response message. However, this
        requirement is not be construed as preventing a server from
        defending itself against denial-of-service attacks, or from
        badly broken client implementations.

   Requirements for HTTP/1.1 proxies:

      - If a proxy receives a request that includes an Expect request-
        header field with the "100-continue" expectation, and the proxy
        either knows that the next-hop server complies with HTTP/1.1 or
        higher, or does not know the HTTP version of the next-hop



        server, it MUST forward the request, including the Expect header
        field.
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      - If the proxy knows that the version of the next-hop server is
        HTTP/1.0 or lower, it MUST NOT forward the request, and it MUST
        respond with a 417 (Expectation Failed) status.

      - Proxies SHOULD maintain a cache recording the HTTP version
        numbers received from recently-referenced next-hop servers.

      - A proxy MUST NOT forward a 100 (Continue) response if the
        request message was received from an HTTP/1.0 (or earlier)
        client and did not include an Expect request-header field with
        the "100-continue" expectation. This requirement overrides the
        general rule for forwarding of 1xx responses (see section 10.1).

8.2.4 Client Behavior if Server Prematurely Closes Connection

   If an HTTP/1.1 client sends a request which includes a request body,
   but which does not include an Expect request-header field with the
   "100-continue" expectation, and if the client is not directly
   connected to an HTTP/1.1 origin server, and if the client sees the
   connection close before receiving any status from the server, the
   client SHOULD retry the request.  If the client does retry this
   request, it MAY use the following "binary exponential backoff"
   algorithm to be assured of obtaining a reliable response:

      1. Initiate a new connection to the server

      2. Transmit the request-headers

      3. Initialize a variable R to the estimated round-trip time to the
         server (e.g., based on the time it took to establish the
         connection), or to a constant value of 5 seconds if the round-
         trip time is not available.

      4. Compute T = R * (2**N), where N is the number of previous
         retries of this request.

      5. Wait either for an error response from the server, or for T
         seconds (whichever comes first)

      6. If no error response is received, after T seconds transmit the
         body of the request.

      7. If client sees that the connection is closed prematurely,
         repeat from step 1 until the request is accepted, an error
         response is received, or the user becomes impatient and
         terminates the retry process.
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   If at any point an error status is received, the client

      - SHOULD NOT continue and

      - SHOULD close the connection if it has not completed sending the
        request message.

9 Method Definitions

   The set of common methods for HTTP/1.1 is defined below. Although
   this set can be expanded, additional methods cannot be assumed to
   share the same semantics for separately extended clients and servers.

   The Host request-header field (section 14.23) MUST accompany all
   HTTP/1.1 requests.

9.1 Safe and Idempotent Methods

9.1.1 Safe Methods

   Implementors should be aware that the software represents the user in
   their interactions over the Internet, and should be careful to allow
   the user to be aware of any actions they might take which may have an
   unexpected significance to themselves or others.

   In particular, the convention has been established that the GET and
   HEAD methods SHOULD NOT have the significance of taking an action
   other than retrieval. These methods ought to be considered "safe".
   This allows user agents to represent other methods, such as POST, PUT
   and DELETE, in a special way, so that the user is made aware of the
   fact that a possibly unsafe action is being requested.

   Naturally, it is not possible to ensure that the server does not
   generate side-effects as a result of performing a GET request; in
   fact, some dynamic resources consider that a feature. The important
   distinction here is that the user did not request the side-effects,
   so therefore cannot be held accountable for them.

9.1.2 Idempotent Methods

   Methods can also have the property of "idempotence" in that (aside
   from error or expiration issues) the side-effects of N > 0 identical
   requests is the same as for a single request. The methods GET, HEAD,
   PUT and DELETE share this property. Also, the methods OPTIONS and
   TRACE SHOULD NOT have side effects, and so are inherently idempotent.
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   However, it is possible that a sequence of several requests is non-
   idempotent, even if all of the methods executed in that sequence are
   idempotent. (A sequence is idempotent if a single execution of the
   entire sequence always yields a result that is not changed by a
   reexecution of all, or part, of that sequence.) For example, a
   sequence is non-idempotent if its result depends on a value that is
   later modified in the same sequence.

   A sequence that never has side effects is idempotent, by definition
   (provided that no concurrent operations are being executed on the
   same set of resources).

9.2 OPTIONS

   The OPTIONS method represents a request for information about the
   communication options available on the request/response chain
   identified by the Request-URI. This method allows the client to
   determine the options and/or requirements associated with a resource,
   or the capabilities of a server, without implying a resource action
   or initiating a resource retrieval.

   Responses to this method are not cacheable.

   If the OPTIONS request includes an entity-body (as indicated by the
   presence of Content-Length or Transfer-Encoding), then the media type
   MUST be indicated by a Content-Type field. Although this
   specification does not define any use for such a body, future
   extensions to HTTP might use the OPTIONS body to make more detailed
   queries on the server. A server that does not support such an
   extension MAY discard the request body.

   If the Request-URI is an asterisk ("*"), the OPTIONS request is
   intended to apply to the server in general rather than to a specific
   resource. Since a server's communication options typically depend on
   the resource, the "*" request is only useful as a "ping" or "no-op"
   type of method; it does nothing beyond allowing the client to test
   the capabilities of the server. For example, this can be used to test
   a proxy for HTTP/1.1 compliance (or lack thereof).

   If the Request-URI is not an asterisk, the OPTIONS request applies
   only to the options that are available when communicating with that
   resource.

   A 200 response SHOULD include any header fields that indicate
   optional features implemented by the server and applicable to that
   resource (e.g., Allow), possibly including extensions not defined by
   this specification. The response body, if any, SHOULD also include
   information about the communication options. The format for such a
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   body is not defined by this specification, but might be defined by
   future extensions to HTTP. Content negotiation MAY be used to select
   the appropriate response format. If no response body is included, the
   response MUST include a Content-Length field with a field-value of
   "0".



   The Max-Forwards request-header field MAY be used to target a
   specific proxy in the request chain. When a proxy receives an OPTIONS
   request on an absoluteURI for which request forwarding is permitted,
   the proxy MUST check for a Max-Forwards field. If the Max-Forwards
   field-value is zero ("0"), the proxy MUST NOT forward the message;
   instead, the proxy SHOULD respond with its own communication options.
   If the Max-Forwards field-value is an integer greater than zero, the
   proxy MUST decrement the field-value when it forwards the request. If
   no Max-Forwards field is present in the request, then the forwarded
   request MUST NOT include a Max-Forwards field.

9.3 GET

   The GET method means retrieve whatever information (in the form of an
   entity) is identified by the Request-URI. If the Request-URI refers
   to a data-producing process, it is the produced data which shall be
   returned as the entity in the response and not the source text of the
   process, unless that text happens to be the output of the process.

   The semantics of the GET method change to a "conditional GET" if the
   request message includes an If-Modified-Since, If-Unmodified-Since,
   If-Match, If-None-Match, or If-Range header field. A conditional GET
   method requests that the entity be transferred only under the
   circumstances described by the conditional header field(s). The
   conditional GET method is intended to reduce unnecessary network
   usage by allowing cached entities to be refreshed without requiring
   multiple requests or transferring data already held by the client.

   The semantics of the GET method change to a "partial GET" if the
   request message includes a Range header field. A partial GET requests
   that only part of the entity be transferred, as described in section
   14.35. The partial GET method is intended to reduce unnecessary
   network usage by allowing partially-retrieved entities to be
   completed without transferring data already held by the client.

   The response to a GET request is cacheable if and only if it meets
   the requirements for HTTP caching described in section 13.

   See section 15.1.3 for security considerations when used for forms.
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9.4 HEAD

   The HEAD method is identical to GET except that the server MUST NOT
   return a message-body in the response. The metainformation contained
   in the HTTP headers in response to a HEAD request SHOULD be identical
   to the information sent in response to a GET request. This method can
   be used for obtaining metainformation about the entity implied by the
   request without transferring the entity-body itself. This method is
   often used for testing hypertext links for validity, accessibility,
   and recent modification.

   The response to a HEAD request MAY be cacheable in the sense that the



   information contained in the response MAY be used to update a
   previously cached entity from that resource. If the new field values
   indicate that the cached entity differs from the current entity (as
   would be indicated by a change in Content-Length, Content-MD5, ETag
   or Last-Modified), then the cache MUST treat the cache entry as
   stale.

9.5 POST

   The POST method is used to request that the origin server accept the
   entity enclosed in the request as a new subordinate of the resource
   identified by the Request-URI in the Request-Line. POST is designed
   to allow a uniform method to cover the following functions:

      - Annotation of existing resources;

      - Posting a message to a bulletin board, newsgroup, mailing list,
        or similar group of articles;

      - Providing a block of data, such as the result of submitting a
        form, to a data-handling process;

      - Extending a database through an append operation.

   The actual function performed by the POST method is determined by the
   server and is usually dependent on the Request-URI. The posted entity
   is subordinate to that URI in the same way that a file is subordinate
   to a directory containing it, a news article is subordinate to a
   newsgroup to which it is posted, or a record is subordinate to a
   database.

   The action performed by the POST method might not result in a
   resource that can be identified by a URI. In this case, either 200
   (OK) or 204 (No Content) is the appropriate response status,
   depending on whether or not the response includes an entity that
   describes the result.
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   If a resource has been created on the origin server, the response
   SHOULD be 201 (Created) and contain an entity which describes the
   status of the request and refers to the new resource, and a Location
   header (see section 14.30).

   Responses to this method are not cacheable, unless the response
   includes appropriate Cache-Control or Expires header fields. However,
   the 303 (See Other) response can be used to direct the user agent to
   retrieve a cacheable resource.

   POST requests MUST obey the message transmission requirements set out
   in section 8.2.

   See section 15.1.3 for security considerations.

9.6 PUT

   The PUT method requests that the enclosed entity be stored under the



   supplied Request-URI. If the Request-URI refers to an already
   existing resource, the enclosed entity SHOULD be considered as a
   modified version of the one residing on the origin server. If the
   Request-URI does not point to an existing resource, and that URI is
   capable of being defined as a new resource by the requesting user
   agent, the origin server can create the resource with that URI. If a
   new resource is created, the origin server MUST inform the user agent
   via the 201 (Created) response. If an existing resource is modified,
   either the 200 (OK) or 204 (No Content) response codes SHOULD be sent
   to indicate successful completion of the request. If the resource
   could not be created or modified with the Request-URI, an appropriate
   error response SHOULD be given that reflects the nature of the
   problem. The recipient of the entity MUST NOT ignore any Content-*
   (e.g. Content-Range) headers that it does not understand or implement
   and MUST return a 501 (Not Implemented) response in such cases.

   If the request passes through a cache and the Request-URI identifies
   one or more currently cached entities, those entries SHOULD be
   treated as stale. Responses to this method are not cacheable.

   The fundamental difference between the POST and PUT requests is
   reflected in the different meaning of the Request-URI. The URI in a
   POST request identifies the resource that will handle the enclosed
   entity. That resource might be a data-accepting process, a gateway to
   some other protocol, or a separate entity that accepts annotations.
   In contrast, the URI in a PUT request identifies the entity enclosed
   with the request -- the user agent knows what URI is intended and the
   server MUST NOT attempt to apply the request to some other resource.
   If the server desires that the request be applied to a different URI,
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   it MUST send a 301 (Moved Permanently) response; the user agent MAY
   then make its own decision regarding whether or not to redirect the
   request.

   A single resource MAY be identified by many different URIs. For
   example, an article might have a URI for identifying "the current
   version" which is separate from the URI identifying each particular
   version. In this case, a PUT request on a general URI might result in
   several other URIs being defined by the origin server.

   HTTP/1.1 does not define how a PUT method affects the state of an
   origin server.

   PUT requests MUST obey the message transmission requirements set out
   in section 8.2.

   Unless otherwise specified for a particular entity-header, the
   entity-headers in the PUT request SHOULD be applied to the resource
   created or modified by the PUT.

9.7 DELETE

   The DELETE method requests that the origin server delete the resource
   identified by the Request-URI. This method MAY be overridden by human



   intervention (or other means) on the origin server. The client cannot
   be guaranteed that the operation has been carried out, even if the
   status code returned from the origin server indicates that the action
   has been completed successfully. However, the server SHOULD NOT
   indicate success unless, at the time the response is given, it
   intends to delete the resource or move it to an inaccessible
   location.

   A successful response SHOULD be 200 (OK) if the response includes an
   entity describing the status, 202 (Accepted) if the action has not
   yet been enacted, or 204 (No Content) if the action has been enacted
   but the response does not include an entity.

   If the request passes through a cache and the Request-URI identifies
   one or more currently cached entities, those entries SHOULD be
   treated as stale. Responses to this method are not cacheable.

9.8 TRACE

   The TRACE method is used to invoke a remote, application-layer loop-
   back of the request message. The final recipient of the request
   SHOULD reflect the message received back to the client as the
   entity-body of a 200 (OK) response. The final recipient is either the
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   origin server or the first proxy or gateway to receive a Max-Forwards
   value of zero (0) in the request (see section 14.31). A TRACE request
   MUST NOT include an entity.

   TRACE allows the client to see what is being received at the other
   end of the request chain and use that data for testing or diagnostic
   information. The value of the Via header field (section 14.45) is of
   particular interest, since it acts as a trace of the request chain.
   Use of the Max-Forwards header field allows the client to limit the
   length of the request chain, which is useful for testing a chain of
   proxies forwarding messages in an infinite loop.

   If the request is valid, the response SHOULD contain the entire
   request message in the entity-body, with a Content-Type of
   "message/http". Responses to this method MUST NOT be cached.

9.9 CONNECT

   This specification reserves the method name CONNECT for use with a
   proxy that can dynamically switch to being a tunnel (e.g. SSL
   tunneling [44]).

10 Status Code Definitions

   Each Status-Code is described below, including a description of which
   method(s) it can follow and any metainformation required in the
   response.

10.1 Informational 1xx



   This class of status code indicates a provisional response,
   consisting only of the Status-Line and optional headers, and is
   terminated by an empty line. There are no required headers for this
   class of status code. Since HTTP/1.0 did not define any 1xx status
   codes, servers MUST NOT send a 1xx response to an HTTP/1.0 client
   except under experimental conditions.

   A client MUST be prepared to accept one or more 1xx status responses
   prior to a regular response, even if the client does not expect a 100
   (Continue) status message. Unexpected 1xx status responses MAY be
   ignored by a user agent.

   Proxies MUST forward 1xx responses, unless the connection between the
   proxy and its client has been closed, or unless the proxy itself
   requested the generation of the 1xx response. (For example, if a
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   proxy adds a "Expect: 100-continue" field when it forwards a request,
   then it need not forward the corresponding 100 (Continue)
   response(s).)

10.1.1 100 Continue

   The client SHOULD continue with its request. This interim response is
   used to inform the client that the initial part of the request has
   been received and has not yet been rejected by the server. The client
   SHOULD continue by sending the remainder of the request or, if the
   request has already been completed, ignore this response. The server
   MUST send a final response after the request has been completed. See
   section 8.2.3 for detailed discussion of the use and handling of this
   status code.

10.1.2 101 Switching Protocols

   The server understands and is willing to comply with the client's
   request, via the Upgrade message header field (section 14.42), for a
   change in the application protocol being used on this connection. The
   server will switch protocols to those defined by the response's
   Upgrade header field immediately after the empty line which
   terminates the 101 response.

   The protocol SHOULD be switched only when it is advantageous to do
   so. For example, switching to a newer version of HTTP is advantageous
   over older versions, and switching to a real-time, synchronous
   protocol might be advantageous when delivering resources that use
   such features.

10.2 Successful 2xx

   This class of status code indicates that the client's request was
   successfully received, understood, and accepted.

10.2.1 200 OK



   The request has succeeded. The information returned with the response
   is dependent on the method used in the request, for example:

   GET    an entity corresponding to the requested resource is sent in
          the response;

   HEAD   the entity-header fields corresponding to the requested
          resource are sent in the response without any message-body;

   POST   an entity describing or containing the result of the action;
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   TRACE  an entity containing the request message as received by the
          end server.

10.2.2 201 Created

   The request has been fulfilled and resulted in a new resource being
   created. The newly created resource can be referenced by the URI(s)
   returned in the entity of the response, with the most specific URI
   for the resource given by a Location header field. The response
   SHOULD include an entity containing a list of resource
   characteristics and location(s) from which the user or user agent can
   choose the one most appropriate. The entity format is specified by
   the media type given in the Content-Type header field. The origin
   server MUST create the resource before returning the 201 status code.
   If the action cannot be carried out immediately, the server SHOULD
   respond with 202 (Accepted) response instead.

   A 201 response MAY contain an ETag response header field indicating
   the current value of the entity tag for the requested variant just
   created, see section 14.19.

10.2.3 202 Accepted

   The request has been accepted for processing, but the processing has
   not been completed.  The request might or might not eventually be
   acted upon, as it might be disallowed when processing actually takes
   place. There is no facility for re-sending a status code from an
   asynchronous operation such as this.

   The 202 response is intentionally non-committal. Its purpose is to
   allow a server to accept a request for some other process (perhaps a
   batch-oriented process that is only run once per day) without
   requiring that the user agent's connection to the server persist
   until the process is completed. The entity returned with this
   response SHOULD include an indication of the request's current status
   and either a pointer to a status monitor or some estimate of when the
   user can expect the request to be fulfilled.

10.2.4 203 Non-Authoritative Information

   The returned metainformation in the entity-header is not the
   definitive set as available from the origin server, but is gathered



   from a local or a third-party copy. The set presented MAY be a subset
   or superset of the original version. For example, including local
   annotation information about the resource might result in a superset
   of the metainformation known by the origin server. Use of this
   response code is not required and is only appropriate when the
   response would otherwise be 200 (OK).
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10.2.5 204 No Content

   The server has fulfilled the request but does not need to return an
   entity-body, and might want to return updated metainformation. The
   response MAY include new or updated metainformation in the form of
   entity-headers, which if present SHOULD be associated with the
   requested variant.

   If the client is a user agent, it SHOULD NOT change its document view
   from that which caused the request to be sent. This response is
   primarily intended to allow input for actions to take place without
   causing a change to the user agent's active document view, although
   any new or updated metainformation SHOULD be applied to the document
   currently in the user agent's active view.

   The 204 response MUST NOT include a message-body, and thus is always
   terminated by the first empty line after the header fields.

10.2.6 205 Reset Content

   The server has fulfilled the request and the user agent SHOULD reset
   the document view which caused the request to be sent. This response
   is primarily intended to allow input for actions to take place via
   user input, followed by a clearing of the form in which the input is
   given so that the user can easily initiate another input action. The
   response MUST NOT include an entity.

10.2.7 206 Partial Content

   The server has fulfilled the partial GET request for the resource.
   The request MUST have included a Range header field (section 14.35)
   indicating the desired range, and MAY have included an If-Range
   header field (section 14.27) to make the request conditional.

   The response MUST include the following header fields:

      - Either a Content-Range header field (section 14.16) indicating
        the range included with this response, or a multipart/byteranges
        Content-Type including Content-Range fields for each part. If a
        Content-Length header field is present in the response, its
        value MUST match the actual number of OCTETs transmitted in the
        message-body.

      - Date

      - ETag and/or Content-Location, if the header would have been sent
        in a 200 response to the same request
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      - Expires, Cache-Control, and/or Vary, if the field-value might
        differ from that sent in any previous response for the same
        variant

   If the 206 response is the result of an If-Range request that used a
   strong cache validator (see section 13.3.3), the response SHOULD NOT
   include other entity-headers. If the response is the result of an
   If-Range request that used a weak validator, the response MUST NOT
   include other entity-headers; this prevents inconsistencies between
   cached entity-bodies and updated headers. Otherwise, the response
   MUST include all of the entity-headers that would have been returned
   with a 200 (OK) response to the same request.

   A cache MUST NOT combine a 206 response with other previously cached
   content if the ETag or Last-Modified headers do not match exactly,
   see 13.5.4.

   A cache that does not support the Range and Content-Range headers
   MUST NOT cache 206 (Partial) responses.

10.3 Redirection 3xx

   This class of status code indicates that further action needs to be
   taken by the user agent in order to fulfill the request.  The action
   required MAY be carried out by the user agent without interaction
   with the user if and only if the method used in the second request is
   GET or HEAD. A client SHOULD detect infinite redirection loops, since
   such loops generate network traffic for each redirection.

      Note: previous versions of this specification recommended a
      maximum of five redirections. Content developers should be aware
      that there might be clients that implement such a fixed
      limitation.

10.3.1 300 Multiple Choices

   The requested resource corresponds to any one of a set of
   representations, each with its own specific location, and agent-
   driven negotiation information (section 12) is being provided so that
   the user (or user agent) can select a preferred representation and
   redirect its request to that location.

   Unless it was a HEAD request, the response SHOULD include an entity
   containing a list of resource characteristics and location(s) from
   which the user or user agent can choose the one most appropriate. The
   entity format is specified by the media type given in the Content-
   Type header field. Depending upon the format and the capabilities of
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   the user agent, selection of the most appropriate choice MAY be
   performed automatically. However, this specification does not define
   any standard for such automatic selection.

   If the server has a preferred choice of representation, it SHOULD
   include the specific URI for that representation in the Location
   field; user agents MAY use the Location field value for automatic
   redirection. This response is cacheable unless indicated otherwise.

10.3.2 301 Moved Permanently

   The requested resource has been assigned a new permanent URI and any
   future references to this resource SHOULD use one of the returned
   URIs.  Clients with link editing capabilities ought to automatically
   re-link references to the Request-URI to one or more of the new
   references returned by the server, where possible. This response is
   cacheable unless indicated otherwise.

   The new permanent URI SHOULD be given by the Location field in the
   response. Unless the request method was HEAD, the entity of the
   response SHOULD contain a short hypertext note with a hyperlink to
   the new URI(s).

   If the 301 status code is received in response to a request other
   than GET or HEAD, the user agent MUST NOT automatically redirect the
   request unless it can be confirmed by the user, since this might
   change the conditions under which the request was issued.

      Note: When automatically redirecting a POST request after
      receiving a 301 status code, some existing HTTP/1.0 user agents
      will erroneously change it into a GET request.

10.3.3 302 Found

   The requested resource resides temporarily under a different URI.
   Since the redirection might be altered on occasion, the client SHOULD
   continue to use the Request-URI for future requests.  This response
   is only cacheable if indicated by a Cache-Control or Expires header
   field.

   The temporary URI SHOULD be given by the Location field in the
   response. Unless the request method was HEAD, the entity of the
   response SHOULD contain a short hypertext note with a hyperlink to
   the new URI(s).
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   If the 302 status code is received in response to a request other
   than GET or HEAD, the user agent MUST NOT automatically redirect the
   request unless it can be confirmed by the user, since this might
   change the conditions under which the request was issued.



      Note: RFC 1945 and RFC 2068 specify that the client is not allowed
      to change the method on the redirected request.  However, most
      existing user agent implementations treat 302 as if it were a 303
      response, performing a GET on the Location field-value regardless
      of the original request method. The status codes 303 and 307 have
      been added for servers that wish to make unambiguously clear which
      kind of reaction is expected of the client.

10.3.4 303 See Other

   The response to the request can be found under a different URI and
   SHOULD be retrieved using a GET method on that resource. This method
   exists primarily to allow the output of a POST-activated script to
   redirect the user agent to a selected resource. The new URI is not a
   substitute reference for the originally requested resource. The 303
   response MUST NOT be cached, but the response to the second
   (redirected) request might be cacheable.

   The different URI SHOULD be given by the Location field in the
   response. Unless the request method was HEAD, the entity of the
   response SHOULD contain a short hypertext note with a hyperlink to
   the new URI(s).

      Note: Many pre-HTTP/1.1 user agents do not understand the 303
      status. When interoperability with such clients is a concern, the
      302 status code may be used instead, since most user agents react
      to a 302 response as described here for 303.

10.3.5 304 Not Modified

   If the client has performed a conditional GET request and access is
   allowed, but the document has not been modified, the server SHOULD
   respond with this status code. The 304 response MUST NOT contain a
   message-body, and thus is always terminated by the first empty line
   after the header fields.

   The response MUST include the following header fields:

      - Date, unless its omission is required by section 14.18.1
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   If a clockless origin server obeys these rules, and proxies and
   clients add their own Date to any response received without one (as
   already specified by [RFC 2068], section 14.19), caches will operate
   correctly.

      - ETag and/or Content-Location, if the header would have been sent
        in a 200 response to the same request

      - Expires, Cache-Control, and/or Vary, if the field-value might
        differ from that sent in any previous response for the same



        variant

   If the conditional GET used a strong cache validator (see section
   13.3.3), the response SHOULD NOT include other entity-headers.
   Otherwise (i.e., the conditional GET used a weak validator), the
   response MUST NOT include other entity-headers; this prevents
   inconsistencies between cached entity-bodies and updated headers.

   If a 304 response indicates an entity not currently cached, then the
   cache MUST disregard the response and repeat the request without the
   conditional.

   If a cache uses a received 304 response to update a cache entry, the
   cache MUST update the entry to reflect any new field values given in
   the response.

10.3.6 305 Use Proxy

   The requested resource MUST be accessed through the proxy given by
   the Location field. The Location field gives the URI of the proxy.
   The recipient is expected to repeat this single request via the
   proxy. 305 responses MUST only be generated by origin servers.

      Note: RFC 2068 was not clear that 305 was intended to redirect a
      single request, and to be generated by origin servers only.  Not
      observing these limitations has significant security consequences.

10.3.7 306 (Unused)

   The 306 status code was used in a previous version of the
   specification, is no longer used, and the code is reserved.
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10.3.8 307 Temporary Redirect

   The requested resource resides temporarily under a different URI.
   Since the redirection MAY be altered on occasion, the client SHOULD
   continue to use the Request-URI for future requests.  This response
   is only cacheable if indicated by a Cache-Control or Expires header
   field.

   The temporary URI SHOULD be given by the Location field in the
   response. Unless the request method was HEAD, the entity of the
   response SHOULD contain a short hypertext note with a hyperlink to
   the new URI(s) , since many pre-HTTP/1.1 user agents do not
   understand the 307 status. Therefore, the note SHOULD contain the
   information necessary for a user to repeat the original request on
   the new URI.



   If the 307 status code is received in response to a request other
   than GET or HEAD, the user agent MUST NOT automatically redirect the
   request unless it can be confirmed by the user, since this might
   change the conditions under which the request was issued.

10.4 Client Error 4xx

   The 4xx class of status code is intended for cases in which the
   client seems to have erred. Except when responding to a HEAD request,
   the server SHOULD include an entity containing an explanation of the
   error situation, and whether it is a temporary or permanent
   condition. These status codes are applicable to any request method.
   User agents SHOULD display any included entity to the user.

   If the client is sending data, a server implementation using TCP
   SHOULD be careful to ensure that the client acknowledges receipt of
   the packet(s) containing the response, before the server closes the
   input connection. If the client continues sending data to the server
   after the close, the server's TCP stack will send a reset packet to
   the client, which may erase the client's unacknowledged input buffers
   before they can be read and interpreted by the HTTP application.

10.4.1 400 Bad Request

   The request could not be understood by the server due to malformed
   syntax. The client SHOULD NOT repeat the request without
   modifications.
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10.4.2 401 Unauthorized

   The request requires user authentication. The response MUST include a
   WWW-Authenticate header field (section 14.47) containing a challenge
   applicable to the requested resource. The client MAY repeat the
   request with a suitable Authorization header field (section 14.8). If
   the request already included Authorization credentials, then the 401
   response indicates that authorization has been refused for those
   credentials. If the 401 response contains the same challenge as the
   prior response, and the user agent has already attempted
   authentication at least once, then the user SHOULD be presented the
   entity that was given in the response, since that entity might
   include relevant diagnostic information. HTTP access authentication
   is explained in "HTTP Authentication: Basic and Digest Access
   Authentication" [43].

10.4.3 402 Payment Required

   This code is reserved for future use.

10.4.4 403 Forbidden



   The server understood the request, but is refusing to fulfill it.
   Authorization will not help and the request SHOULD NOT be repeated.
   If the request method was not HEAD and the server wishes to make
   public why the request has not been fulfilled, it SHOULD describe the
   reason for the refusal in the entity.  If the server does not wish to
   make this information available to the client, the status code 404
   (Not Found) can be used instead.

10.4.5 404 Not Found

   The server has not found anything matching the Request-URI. No
   indication is given of whether the condition is temporary or
   permanent. The 410 (Gone) status code SHOULD be used if the server
   knows, through some internally configurable mechanism, that an old
   resource is permanently unavailable and has no forwarding address.
   This status code is commonly used when the server does not wish to
   reveal exactly why the request has been refused, or when no other
   response is applicable.

10.4.6 405 Method Not Allowed

   The method specified in the Request-Line is not allowed for the
   resource identified by the Request-URI. The response MUST include an
   Allow header containing a list of valid methods for the requested
   resource.
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10.4.7 406 Not Acceptable

   The resource identified by the request is only capable of generating
   response entities which have content characteristics not acceptable
   according to the accept headers sent in the request.

   Unless it was a HEAD request, the response SHOULD include an entity
   containing a list of available entity characteristics and location(s)
   from which the user or user agent can choose the one most
   appropriate. The entity format is specified by the media type given
   in the Content-Type header field. Depending upon the format and the
   capabilities of the user agent, selection of the most appropriate
   choice MAY be performed automatically. However, this specification
   does not define any standard for such automatic selection.

      Note: HTTP/1.1 servers are allowed to return responses which are
      not acceptable according to the accept headers sent in the
      request. In some cases, this may even be preferable to sending a
      406 response. User agents are encouraged to inspect the headers of
      an incoming response to determine if it is acceptable.

   If the response could be unacceptable, a user agent SHOULD
   temporarily stop receipt of more data and query the user for a
   decision on further actions.

10.4.8 407 Proxy Authentication Required

   This code is similar to 401 (Unauthorized), but indicates that the



   client must first authenticate itself with the proxy. The proxy MUST
   return a Proxy-Authenticate header field (section 14.33) containing a
   challenge applicable to the proxy for the requested resource. The
   client MAY repeat the request with a suitable Proxy-Authorization
   header field (section 14.34). HTTP access authentication is explained
   in "HTTP Authentication: Basic and Digest Access Authentication"
   [43].

10.4.9 408 Request Timeout

   The client did not produce a request within the time that the server
   was prepared to wait. The client MAY repeat the request without
   modifications at any later time.

10.4.10 409 Conflict

   The request could not be completed due to a conflict with the current
   state of the resource. This code is only allowed in situations where
   it is expected that the user might be able to resolve the conflict
   and resubmit the request. The response body SHOULD include enough
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   information for the user to recognize the source of the conflict.
   Ideally, the response entity would include enough information for the
   user or user agent to fix the problem; however, that might not be
   possible and is not required.

   Conflicts are most likely to occur in response to a PUT request. For
   example, if versioning were being used and the entity being PUT
   included changes to a resource which conflict with those made by an
   earlier (third-party) request, the server might use the 409 response
   to indicate that it can't complete the request. In this case, the
   response entity would likely contain a list of the differences
   between the two versions in a format defined by the response
   Content-Type.

10.4.11 410 Gone

   The requested resource is no longer available at the server and no
   forwarding address is known. This condition is expected to be
   considered permanent. Clients with link editing capabilities SHOULD
   delete references to the Request-URI after user approval. If the
   server does not know, or has no facility to determine, whether or not
   the condition is permanent, the status code 404 (Not Found) SHOULD be
   used instead. This response is cacheable unless indicated otherwise.

   The 410 response is primarily intended to assist the task of web
   maintenance by notifying the recipient that the resource is
   intentionally unavailable and that the server owners desire that
   remote links to that resource be removed. Such an event is common for
   limited-time, promotional services and for resources belonging to
   individuals no longer working at the server's site. It is not
   necessary to mark all permanently unavailable resources as "gone" or
   to keep the mark for any length of time -- that is left to the
   discretion of the server owner.



10.4.12 411 Length Required

   The server refuses to accept the request without a defined Content-
   Length. The client MAY repeat the request if it adds a valid
   Content-Length header field containing the length of the message-body
   in the request message.

10.4.13 412 Precondition Failed

   The precondition given in one or more of the request-header fields
   evaluated to false when it was tested on the server. This response
   code allows the client to place preconditions on the current resource
   metainformation (header field data) and thus prevent the requested
   method from being applied to a resource other than the one intended.
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10.4.14 413 Request Entity Too Large

   The server is refusing to process a request because the request
   entity is larger than the server is willing or able to process. The
   server MAY close the connection to prevent the client from continuing
   the request.

   If the condition is temporary, the server SHOULD include a Retry-
   After header field to indicate that it is temporary and after what
   time the client MAY try again.

10.4.15 414 Request-URI Too Long

   The server is refusing to service the request because the Request-URI
   is longer than the server is willing to interpret. This rare
   condition is only likely to occur when a client has improperly
   converted a POST request to a GET request with long query
   information, when the client has descended into a URI "black hole" of
   redirection (e.g., a redirected URI prefix that points to a suffix of
   itself), or when the server is under attack by a client attempting to
   exploit security holes present in some servers using fixed-length
   buffers for reading or manipulating the Request-URI.

10.4.16 415 Unsupported Media Type

   The server is refusing to service the request because the entity of
   the request is in a format not supported by the requested resource
   for the requested method.

10.4.17 416 Requested Range Not Satisfiable

   A server SHOULD return a response with this status code if a request
   included a Range request-header field (section 14.35), and none of
   the range-specifier values in this field overlap the current extent
   of the selected resource, and the request did not include an If-Range
   request-header field. (For byte-ranges, this means that the first-
   byte-pos of all of the byte-range-spec values were greater than the
   current length of the selected resource.)

   When this status code is returned for a byte-range request, the



   response SHOULD include a Content-Range entity-header field
   specifying the current length of the selected resource (see section
   14.16). This response MUST NOT use the multipart/byteranges content-
   type.
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10.4.18 417 Expectation Failed

   The expectation given in an Expect request-header field (see section
   14.20) could not be met by this server, or, if the server is a proxy,
   the server has unambiguous evidence that the request could not be met
   by the next-hop server.

10.5 Server Error 5xx

   Response status codes beginning with the digit "5" indicate cases in
   which the server is aware that it has erred or is incapable of
   performing the request. Except when responding to a HEAD request, the
   server SHOULD include an entity containing an explanation of the
   error situation, and whether it is a temporary or permanent
   condition. User agents SHOULD display any included entity to the
   user. These response codes are applicable to any request method.

10.5.1 500 Internal Server Error

   The server encountered an unexpected condition which prevented it
   from fulfilling the request.

10.5.2 501 Not Implemented

   The server does not support the functionality required to fulfill the
   request. This is the appropriate response when the server does not
   recognize the request method and is not capable of supporting it for
   any resource.

10.5.3 502 Bad Gateway

   The server, while acting as a gateway or proxy, received an invalid
   response from the upstream server it accessed in attempting to
   fulfill the request.

10.5.4 503 Service Unavailable

   The server is currently unable to handle the request due to a
   temporary overloading or maintenance of the server. The implication
   is that this is a temporary condition which will be alleviated after
   some delay. If known, the length of the delay MAY be indicated in a
   Retry-After header. If no Retry-After is given, the client SHOULD
   handle the response as it would for a 500 response.

      Note: The existence of the 503 status code does not imply that a
      server must use it when becoming overloaded. Some servers may wish



      to simply refuse the connection.
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10.5.5 504 Gateway Timeout

   The server, while acting as a gateway or proxy, did not receive a
   timely response from the upstream server specified by the URI (e.g.
   HTTP, FTP, LDAP) or some other auxiliary server (e.g. DNS) it needed
   to access in attempting to complete the request.

      Note: Note to implementors: some deployed proxies are known to
      return 400 or 500 when DNS lookups time out.

10.5.6 505 HTTP Version Not Supported

   The server does not support, or refuses to support, the HTTP protocol
   version that was used in the request message. The server is
   indicating that it is unable or unwilling to complete the request
   using the same major version as the client, as described in section
   3.1, other than with this error message. The response SHOULD contain
   an entity describing why that version is not supported and what other
   protocols are supported by that server.

11 Access Authentication

   HTTP provides several OPTIONAL challenge-response authentication
   mechanisms which can be used by a server to challenge a client
   request and by a client to provide authentication information. The
   general framework for access authentication, and the specification of
   "basic" and "digest" authentication, are specified in "HTTP
   Authentication: Basic and Digest Access Authentication" [43]. This
   specification adopts the definitions of "challenge" and "credentials"
   from that specification.

12 Content Negotiation

   Most HTTP responses include an entity which contains information for
   interpretation by a human user. Naturally, it is desirable to supply
   the user with the "best available" entity corresponding to the
   request. Unfortunately for servers and caches, not all users have the
   same preferences for what is "best," and not all user agents are
   equally capable of rendering all entity types. For that reason, HTTP
   has provisions for several mechanisms for "content negotiation" --
   the process of selecting the best representation for a given response
   when there are multiple representations available.

      Note: This is not called "format negotiation" because the
      alternate representations may be of the same media type, but use
      different capabilities of that type, be in different languages,
      etc.
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   Any response containing an entity-body MAY be subject to negotiation,
   including error responses.

   There are two kinds of content negotiation which are possible in
   HTTP: server-driven and agent-driven negotiation. These two kinds of
   negotiation are orthogonal and thus may be used separately or in
   combination. One method of combination, referred to as transparent
   negotiation, occurs when a cache uses the agent-driven negotiation
   information provided by the origin server in order to provide
   server-driven negotiation for subsequent requests.

12.1 Server-driven Negotiation

   If the selection of the best representation for a response is made by
   an algorithm located at the server, it is called server-driven
   negotiation. Selection is based on the available representations of
   the response (the dimensions over which it can vary; e.g. language,
   content-coding, etc.) and the contents of particular header fields in
   the request message or on other information pertaining to the request
   (such as the network address of the client).

   Server-driven negotiation is advantageous when the algorithm for
   selecting from among the available representations is difficult to
   describe to the user agent, or when the server desires to send its
   "best guess" to the client along with the first response (hoping to
   avoid the round-trip delay of a subsequent request if the "best
   guess" is good enough for the user). In order to improve the server's
   guess, the user agent MAY include request header fields (Accept,
   Accept-Language, Accept-Encoding, etc.) which describe its
   preferences for such a response.

   Server-driven negotiation has disadvantages:

      1. It is impossible for the server to accurately determine what
         might be "best" for any given user, since that would require
         complete knowledge of both the capabilities of the user agent
         and the intended use for the response (e.g., does the user want
         to view it on screen or print it on paper?).

      2. Having the user agent describe its capabilities in every
         request can be both very inefficient (given that only a small
         percentage of responses have multiple representations) and a
         potential violation of the user's privacy.

      3. It complicates the implementation of an origin server and the
         algorithms for generating responses to a request.
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      4. It may limit a public cache's ability to use the same response
         for multiple user's requests.



   HTTP/1.1 includes the following request-header fields for enabling
   server-driven negotiation through description of user agent
   capabilities and user preferences: Accept (section 14.1), Accept-
   Charset (section 14.2), Accept-Encoding (section 14.3), Accept-
   Language (section 14.4), and User-Agent (section 14.43). However, an
   origin server is not limited to these dimensions and MAY vary the
   response based on any aspect of the request, including information
   outside the request-header fields or within extension header fields
   not defined by this specification.

   The Vary  header field can be used to express the parameters the
   server uses to select a representation that is subject to server-
   driven negotiation. See section 13.6 for use of the Vary header field
   by caches and section 14.44 for use of the Vary header field by
   servers.

12.2 Agent-driven Negotiation

   With agent-driven negotiation, selection of the best representation
   for a response is performed by the user agent after receiving an
   initial response from the origin server. Selection is based on a list
   of the available representations of the response included within the
   header fields or entity-body of the initial response, with each
   representation identified by its own URI. Selection from among the
   representations may be performed automatically (if the user agent is
   capable of doing so) or manually by the user selecting from a
   generated (possibly hypertext) menu.

   Agent-driven negotiation is advantageous when the response would vary
   over commonly-used dimensions (such as type, language, or encoding),
   when the origin server is unable to determine a user agent's
   capabilities from examining the request, and generally when public
   caches are used to distribute server load and reduce network usage.

   Agent-driven negotiation suffers from the disadvantage of needing a
   second request to obtain the best alternate representation. This
   second request is only efficient when caching is used. In addition,
   this specification does not define any mechanism for supporting
   automatic selection, though it also does not prevent any such
   mechanism from being developed as an extension and used within
   HTTP/1.1.
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   HTTP/1.1 defines the 300 (Multiple Choices) and 406 (Not Acceptable)
   status codes for enabling agent-driven negotiation when the server is
   unwilling or unable to provide a varying response using server-driven
   negotiation.

12.3 Transparent Negotiation

   Transparent negotiation is a combination of both server-driven and



   agent-driven negotiation. When a cache is supplied with a form of the
   list of available representations of the response (as in agent-driven
   negotiation) and the dimensions of variance are completely understood
   by the cache, then the cache becomes capable of performing server-
   driven negotiation on behalf of the origin server for subsequent
   requests on that resource.

   Transparent negotiation has the advantage of distributing the
   negotiation work that would otherwise be required of the origin
   server and also removing the second request delay of agent-driven
   negotiation when the cache is able to correctly guess the right
   response.

   This specification does not define any mechanism for transparent
   negotiation, though it also does not prevent any such mechanism from
   being developed as an extension that could be used within HTTP/1.1.

13 Caching in HTTP

   HTTP is typically used for distributed information systems, where
   performance can be improved by the use of response caches. The
   HTTP/1.1 protocol includes a number of elements intended to make
   caching work as well as possible. Because these elements are
   inextricable from other aspects of the protocol, and because they
   interact with each other, it is useful to describe the basic caching
   design of HTTP separately from the detailed descriptions of methods,
   headers, response codes, etc.

   Caching would be useless if it did not significantly improve
   performance. The goal of caching in HTTP/1.1 is to eliminate the need
   to send requests in many cases, and to eliminate the need to send
   full responses in many other cases. The former reduces the number of
   network round-trips required for many operations; we use an
   "expiration" mechanism for this purpose (see section 13.2). The
   latter reduces network bandwidth requirements; we use a "validation"
   mechanism for this purpose (see section 13.3).

   Requirements for performance, availability, and disconnected
   operation require us to be able to relax the goal of semantic
   transparency. The HTTP/1.1 protocol allows origin servers, caches,
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   and clients to explicitly reduce transparency when necessary.
   However, because non-transparent operation may confuse non-expert
   users, and might be incompatible with certain server applications
   (such as those for ordering merchandise), the protocol requires that
   transparency be relaxed

      - only by an explicit protocol-level request when relaxed by
        client or origin server

      - only with an explicit warning to the end user when relaxed by
        cache or client

   Therefore, the HTTP/1.1 protocol provides these important elements:



      1. Protocol features that provide full semantic transparency when
         this is required by all parties.

      2. Protocol features that allow an origin server or user agent to
         explicitly request and control non-transparent operation.

      3. Protocol features that allow a cache to attach warnings to
         responses that do not preserve the requested approximation of
         semantic transparency.

   A basic principle is that it must be possible for the clients to
   detect any potential relaxation of semantic transparency.

      Note: The server, cache, or client implementor might be faced with
      design decisions not explicitly discussed in this specification.
      If a decision might affect semantic transparency, the implementor
      ought to err on the side of maintaining transparency unless a
      careful and complete analysis shows significant benefits in
      breaking transparency.

13.1.1 Cache Correctness

   A correct cache MUST respond to a request with the most up-to-date
   response held by the cache that is appropriate to the request (see
   sections 13.2.5, 13.2.6, and 13.12) which meets one of the following
   conditions:

      1. It has been checked for equivalence with what the origin server
         would have returned by revalidating the response with the
         origin server (section 13.3);
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      2. It is "fresh enough" (see section 13.2). In the default case,
         this means it meets the least restrictive freshness requirement
         of the client, origin server, and cache (see section 14.9); if
         the origin server so specifies, it is the freshness requirement
         of the origin server alone.

         If a stored response is not "fresh enough" by the most
         restrictive freshness requirement of both the client and the
         origin server, in carefully considered circumstances the cache
         MAY still return the response with the appropriate Warning
         header (see section 13.1.5 and 14.46), unless such a response
         is prohibited (e.g., by a "no-store" cache-directive, or by a
         "no-cache" cache-request-directive; see section 14.9).

      3. It is an appropriate 304 (Not Modified), 305 (Proxy Redirect),
         or error (4xx or 5xx) response message.

   If the cache can not communicate with the origin server, then a
   correct cache SHOULD respond as above if the response can be
   correctly served from the cache; if not it MUST return an error or



   warning indicating that there was a communication failure.

   If a cache receives a response (either an entire response, or a 304
   (Not Modified) response) that it would normally forward to the
   requesting client, and the received response is no longer fresh, the
   cache SHOULD forward it to the requesting client without adding a new
   Warning (but without removing any existing Warning headers). A cache
   SHOULD NOT attempt to revalidate a response simply because that
   response became stale in transit; this might lead to an infinite
   loop. A user agent that receives a stale response without a Warning
   MAY display a warning indication to the user.

13.1.2 Warnings

   Whenever a cache returns a response that is neither first-hand nor
   "fresh enough" (in the sense of condition 2 in section 13.1.1), it
   MUST attach a warning to that effect, using a Warning general-header.
   The Warning header and the currently defined warnings are described
   in section 14.46. The warning allows clients to take appropriate
   action.

   Warnings MAY be used for other purposes, both cache-related and
   otherwise. The use of a warning, rather than an error status code,
   distinguish these responses from true failures.

   Warnings are assigned three digit warn-codes. The first digit
   indicates whether the Warning MUST or MUST NOT be deleted from a
   stored cache entry after a successful revalidation:
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   1xx  Warnings that describe the freshness or revalidation status of
     the response, and so MUST be deleted after a successful
     revalidation. 1XX warn-codes MAY be generated by a cache only when
     validating a cached entry. It MUST NOT be generated by clients.

   2xx  Warnings that describe some aspect of the entity body or entity
     headers that is not rectified by a revalidation (for example, a
     lossy compression of the entity bodies) and which MUST NOT be
     deleted after a successful revalidation.

   See section 14.46 for the definitions of the codes themselves.

   HTTP/1.0 caches will cache all Warnings in responses, without
   deleting the ones in the first category. Warnings in responses that
   are passed to HTTP/1.0 caches carry an extra warning-date field,
   which prevents a future HTTP/1.1 recipient from believing an
   erroneously cached Warning.

   Warnings also carry a warning text. The text MAY be in any
   appropriate natural language (perhaps based on the client's Accept
   headers), and include an OPTIONAL indication of what character set is
   used.

   Multiple warnings MAY be attached to a response (either by the origin
   server or by a cache), including multiple warnings with the same code
   number. For example, a server might provide the same warning with



   texts in both English and Basque.

   When multiple warnings are attached to a response, it might not be
   practical or reasonable to display all of them to the user. This
   version of HTTP does not specify strict priority rules for deciding
   which warnings to display and in what order, but does suggest some
   heuristics.

13.1.3 Cache-control Mechanisms

   The basic cache mechanisms in HTTP/1.1 (server-specified expiration
   times and validators) are implicit directives to caches. In some
   cases, a server or client might need to provide explicit directives
   to the HTTP caches. We use the Cache-Control header for this purpose.

   The Cache-Control header allows a client or server to transmit a
   variety of directives in either requests or responses. These
   directives typically override the default caching algorithms. As a
   general rule, if there is any apparent conflict between header
   values, the most restrictive interpretation is applied (that is, the
   one that is most likely to preserve semantic transparency). However,
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   in some cases, cache-control directives are explicitly specified as
   weakening the approximation of semantic transparency (for example,
   "max-stale" or "public").

   The cache-control directives are described in detail in section 14.9.

13.1.4 Explicit User Agent Warnings

   Many user agents make it possible for users to override the basic
   caching mechanisms. For example, the user agent might allow the user
   to specify that cached entities (even explicitly stale ones) are
   never validated. Or the user agent might habitually add "Cache-
   Control: max-stale=3600" to every request. The user agent SHOULD NOT
   default to either non-transparent behavior, or behavior that results
   in abnormally ineffective caching, but MAY be explicitly configured
   to do so by an explicit action of the user.

   If the user has overridden the basic caching mechanisms, the user
   agent SHOULD explicitly indicate to the user whenever this results in
   the display of information that might not meet the server's
   transparency requirements (in particular, if the displayed entity is
   known to be stale). Since the protocol normally allows the user agent
   to determine if responses are stale or not, this indication need only
   be displayed when this actually happens. The indication need not be a
   dialog box; it could be an icon (for example, a picture of a rotting
   fish) or some other indicator.

   If the user has overridden the caching mechanisms in a way that would
   abnormally reduce the effectiveness of caches, the user agent SHOULD
   continually indicate this state to the user (for example, by a
   display of a picture of currency in flames) so that the user does not
   inadvertently consume excess resources or suffer from excessive



   latency.

13.1.5 Exceptions to the Rules and Warnings

   In some cases, the operator of a cache MAY choose to configure it to
   return stale responses even when not requested by clients. This
   decision ought not be made lightly, but may be necessary for reasons
   of availability or performance, especially when the cache is poorly
   connected to the origin server. Whenever a cache returns a stale
   response, it MUST mark it as such (using a Warning header) enabling
   the client software to alert the user that there might be a potential
   problem.
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   It also allows the user agent to take steps to obtain a first-hand or
   fresh response. For this reason, a cache SHOULD NOT return a stale
   response if the client explicitly requests a first-hand or fresh one,
   unless it is impossible to comply for technical or policy reasons.

13.1.6 Client-controlled Behavior

   While the origin server (and to a lesser extent, intermediate caches,
   by their contribution to the age of a response) are the primary
   source of expiration information, in some cases the client might need
   to control a cache's decision about whether to return a cached
   response without validating it. Clients do this using several
   directives of the Cache-Control header.

   A client's request MAY specify the maximum age it is willing to
   accept of an unvalidated response; specifying a value of zero forces
   the cache(s) to revalidate all responses. A client MAY also specify
   the minimum time remaining before a response expires. Both of these
   options increase constraints on the behavior of caches, and so cannot
   further relax the cache's approximation of semantic transparency.

   A client MAY also specify that it will accept stale responses, up to
   some maximum amount of staleness. This loosens the constraints on the
   caches, and so might violate the origin server's specified
   constraints on semantic transparency, but might be necessary to
   support disconnected operation, or high availability in the face of
   poor connectivity.

13.2 Expiration Model

13.2.1 Server-Specified Expiration

   HTTP caching works best when caches can entirely avoid making
   requests to the origin server. The primary mechanism for avoiding
   requests is for an origin server to provide an explicit expiration
   time in the future, indicating that a response MAY be used to satisfy
   subsequent requests. In other words, a cache can return a fresh
   response without first contacting the server.



   Our expectation is that servers will assign future explicit
   expiration times to responses in the belief that the entity is not
   likely to change, in a semantically significant way, before the
   expiration time is reached. This normally preserves semantic
   transparency, as long as the server's expiration times are carefully
   chosen.
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   The expiration mechanism applies only to responses taken from a cache
   and not to first-hand responses forwarded immediately to the
   requesting client.

   If an origin server wishes to force a semantically transparent cache
   to validate every request, it MAY assign an explicit expiration time
   in the past. This means that the response is always stale, and so the
   cache SHOULD validate it before using it for subsequent requests. See
   section 14.9.4 for a more restrictive way to force revalidation.

   If an origin server wishes to force any HTTP/1.1 cache, no matter how
   it is configured, to validate every request, it SHOULD use the "must-
   revalidate" cache-control directive (see section 14.9).

   Servers specify explicit expiration times using either the Expires
   header, or the max-age directive of the Cache-Control header.

   An expiration time cannot be used to force a user agent to refresh
   its display or reload a resource; its semantics apply only to caching
   mechanisms, and such mechanisms need only check a resource's
   expiration status when a new request for that resource is initiated.
   See section 13.13 for an explanation of the difference between caches
   and history mechanisms.

13.2.2 Heuristic Expiration

   Since origin servers do not always provide explicit expiration times,
   HTTP caches typically assign heuristic expiration times, employing
   algorithms that use other header values (such as the Last-Modified
   time) to estimate a plausible expiration time. The HTTP/1.1
   specification does not provide specific algorithms, but does impose
   worst-case constraints on their results. Since heuristic expiration
   times might compromise semantic transparency, they ought to used
   cautiously, and we encourage origin servers to provide explicit
   expiration times as much as possible.

13.2.3 Age Calculations

   In order to know if a cached entry is fresh, a cache needs to know if
   its age exceeds its freshness lifetime. We discuss how to calculate
   the latter in section 13.2.4; this section describes how to calculate
   the age of a response or cache entry.

   In this discussion, we use the term "now" to mean "the current value



   of the clock at the host performing the calculation." Hosts that use
   HTTP, but especially hosts running origin servers and caches, SHOULD
   use NTP [28] or some similar protocol to synchronize their clocks to
   a globally accurate time standard.
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   HTTP/1.1 requires origin servers to send a Date header, if possible,
   with every response, giving the time at which the response was
   generated (see section 14.18). We use the term "date_value" to denote
   the value of the Date header, in a form appropriate for arithmetic
   operations.

   HTTP/1.1 uses the Age response-header to convey the estimated age of
   the response message when obtained from a cache. The Age field value
   is the cache's estimate of the amount of time since the response was
   generated or revalidated by the origin server.

   In essence, the Age value is the sum of the time that the response
   has been resident in each of the caches along the path from the
   origin server, plus the amount of time it has been in transit along
   network paths.

   We use the term "age_value" to denote the value of the Age header, in
   a form appropriate for arithmetic operations.

   A response's age can be calculated in two entirely independent ways:

      1. now minus date_value, if the local clock is reasonably well
         synchronized to the origin server's clock. If the result is
         negative, the result is replaced by zero.

      2. age_value, if all of the caches along the response path
         implement HTTP/1.1.

   Given that we have two independent ways to compute the age of a
   response when it is received, we can combine these as

       corrected_received_age = max(now - date_value, age_value)

   and as long as we have either nearly synchronized clocks or all-
   HTTP/1.1 paths, one gets a reliable (conservative) result.

   Because of network-imposed delays, some significant interval might
   pass between the time that a server generates a response and the time
   it is received at the next outbound cache or client. If uncorrected,
   this delay could result in improperly low ages.

   Because the request that resulted in the returned Age value must have
   been initiated prior to that Age value's generation, we can correct
   for delays imposed by the network by recording the time at which the
   request was initiated. Then, when an Age value is received, it MUST
   be interpreted relative to the time the request was initiated, not
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   the time that the response was received. This algorithm results in
   conservative behavior no matter how much delay is experienced. So, we
   compute:

      corrected_initial_age = corrected_received_age
                            + (now - request_time)

   where "request_time" is the time (according to the local clock) when
   the request that elicited this response was sent.

   Summary of age calculation algorithm, when a cache receives a
   response:

      /*
       * age_value
       *      is the value of Age: header received by the cache with
       *              this response.
       * date_value
       *      is the value of the origin server's Date: header
       * request_time
       *      is the (local) time when the cache made the request
       *              that resulted in this cached response
       * response_time
       *      is the (local) time when the cache received the
       *              response
       * now
       *      is the current (local) time
       */

      apparent_age = max(0, response_time - date_value);
      corrected_received_age = max(apparent_age, age_value);
      response_delay = response_time - request_time;
      corrected_initial_age = corrected_received_age + response_delay;
      resident_time = now - response_time;
      current_age   = corrected_initial_age + resident_time;

   The current_age of a cache entry is calculated by adding the amount
   of time (in seconds) since the cache entry was last validated by the
   origin server to the corrected_initial_age. When a response is
   generated from a cache entry, the cache MUST include a single Age
   header field in the response with a value equal to the cache entry's
   current_age.

   The presence of an Age header field in a response implies that a
   response is not first-hand. However, the converse is not true, since
   the lack of an Age header field in a response does not imply that the
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   response is first-hand unless all caches along the request path are
   compliant with HTTP/1.1 (i.e., older HTTP caches did not implement
   the Age header field).

13.2.4 Expiration Calculations

   In order to decide whether a response is fresh or stale, we need to
   compare its freshness lifetime to its age. The age is calculated as
   described in section 13.2.3; this section describes how to calculate
   the freshness lifetime, and to determine if a response has expired.
   In the discussion below, the values can be represented in any form
   appropriate for arithmetic operations.

   We use the term "expires_value" to denote the value of the Expires
   header. We use the term "max_age_value" to denote an appropriate
   value of the number of seconds carried by the "max-age" directive of
   the Cache-Control header in a response (see section 14.9.3).

   The max-age directive takes priority over Expires, so if max-age is
   present in a response, the calculation is simply:

      freshness_lifetime = max_age_value

   Otherwise, if Expires is present in the response, the calculation is:

      freshness_lifetime = expires_value - date_value

   Note that neither of these calculations is vulnerable to clock skew,
   since all of the information comes from the origin server.

   If none of Expires, Cache-Control: max-age, or Cache-Control: s-
   maxage (see section 14.9.3) appears in the response, and the response
   does not include other restrictions on caching, the cache MAY compute
   a freshness lifetime using a heuristic. The cache MUST attach Warning
   113 to any response whose age is more than 24 hours if such warning
   has not already been added.

   Also, if the response does have a Last-Modified time, the heuristic
   expiration value SHOULD be no more than some fraction of the interval
   since that time. A typical setting of this fraction might be 10%.

   The calculation to determine if a response has expired is quite
   simple:

      response_is_fresh = (freshness_lifetime > current_age)
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13.2.5 Disambiguating Expiration Values

   Because expiration values are assigned optimistically, it is possible
   for two caches to contain fresh values for the same resource that are
   different.



   If a client performing a retrieval receives a non-first-hand response
   for a request that was already fresh in its own cache, and the Date
   header in its existing cache entry is newer than the Date on the new
   response, then the client MAY ignore the response. If so, it MAY
   retry the request with a "Cache-Control: max-age=0" directive (see
   section 14.9), to force a check with the origin server.

   If a cache has two fresh responses for the same representation with
   different validators, it MUST use the one with the more recent Date
   header. This situation might arise because the cache is pooling
   responses from other caches, or because a client has asked for a
   reload or a revalidation of an apparently fresh cache entry.

13.2.6 Disambiguating Multiple Responses

   Because a client might be receiving responses via multiple paths, so
   that some responses flow through one set of caches and other
   responses flow through a different set of caches, a client might
   receive responses in an order different from that in which the origin
   server sent them. We would like the client to use the most recently
   generated response, even if older responses are still apparently
   fresh.

   Neither the entity tag nor the expiration value can impose an
   ordering on responses, since it is possible that a later response
   intentionally carries an earlier expiration time. The Date values are
   ordered to a granularity of one second.

   When a client tries to revalidate a cache entry, and the response it
   receives contains a Date header that appears to be older than the one
   for the existing entry, then the client SHOULD repeat the request
   unconditionally, and include

       Cache-Control: max-age=0

   to force any intermediate caches to validate their copies directly
   with the origin server, or

       Cache-Control: no-cache

   to force any intermediate caches to obtain a new copy from the origin
   server.
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   If the Date values are equal, then the client MAY use either response
   (or MAY, if it is being extremely prudent, request a new response).
   Servers MUST NOT depend on clients being able to choose
   deterministically between responses generated during the same second,
   if their expiration times overlap.

13.3 Validation Model

   When a cache has a stale entry that it would like to use as a
   response to a client's request, it first has to check with the origin
   server (or possibly an intermediate cache with a fresh response) to
   see if its cached entry is still usable. We call this "validating"



   the cache entry. Since we do not want to have to pay the overhead of
   retransmitting the full response if the cached entry is good, and we
   do not want to pay the overhead of an extra round trip if the cached
   entry is invalid, the HTTP/1.1 protocol supports the use of
   conditional methods.

   The key protocol features for supporting conditional methods are
   those concerned with "cache validators." When an origin server
   generates a full response, it attaches some sort of validator to it,
   which is kept with the cache entry. When a client (user agent or
   proxy cache) makes a conditional request for a resource for which it
   has a cache entry, it includes the associated validator in the
   request.

   The server then checks that validator against the current validator
   for the entity, and, if they match (see section 13.3.3), it responds
   with a special status code (usually, 304 (Not Modified)) and no
   entity-body. Otherwise, it returns a full response (including
   entity-body). Thus, we avoid transmitting the full response if the
   validator matches, and we avoid an extra round trip if it does not
   match.

   In HTTP/1.1, a conditional request looks exactly the same as a normal
   request for the same resource, except that it carries a special
   header (which includes the validator) that implicitly turns the
   method (usually, GET) into a conditional.

   The protocol includes both positive and negative senses of cache-
   validating conditions. That is, it is possible to request either that
   a method be performed if and only if a validator matches or if and
   only if no validators match.
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      Note: a response that lacks a validator may still be cached, and
      served from cache until it expires, unless this is explicitly
      prohibited by a cache-control directive. However, a cache cannot
      do a conditional retrieval if it does not have a validator for the
      entity, which means it will not be refreshable after it expires.

13.3.1 Last-Modified Dates

   The Last-Modified entity-header field value is often used as a cache
   validator. In simple terms, a cache entry is considered to be valid
   if the entity has not been modified since the Last-Modified value.

13.3.2 Entity Tag Cache Validators

   The ETag response-header field value, an entity tag, provides for an
   "opaque" cache validator. This might allow more reliable validation
   in situations where it is inconvenient to store modification dates,
   where the one-second resolution of HTTP date values is not



   sufficient, or where the origin server wishes to avoid certain
   paradoxes that might arise from the use of modification dates.

   Entity Tags are described in section 3.11. The headers used with
   entity tags are described in sections 14.19, 14.24, 14.26 and 14.44.

13.3.3 Weak and Strong Validators

   Since both origin servers and caches will compare two validators to
   decide if they represent the same or different entities, one normally
   would expect that if the entity (the entity-body or any entity-
   headers) changes in any way, then the associated validator would
   change as well. If this is true, then we call this validator a
   "strong validator."

   However, there might be cases when a server prefers to change the
   validator only on semantically significant changes, and not when
   insignificant aspects of the entity change. A validator that does not
   always change when the resource changes is a "weak validator."

   Entity tags are normally "strong validators," but the protocol
   provides a mechanism to tag an entity tag as "weak." One can think of
   a strong validator as one that changes whenever the bits of an entity
   changes, while a weak value changes whenever the meaning of an entity
   changes. Alternatively, one can think of a strong validator as part
   of an identifier for a specific entity, while a weak validator is
   part of an identifier for a set of semantically equivalent entities.

      Note: One example of a strong validator is an integer that is
      incremented in stable storage every time an entity is changed.
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      An entity's modification time, if represented with one-second
      resolution, could be a weak validator, since it is possible that
      the resource might be modified twice during a single second.

      Support for weak validators is optional. However, weak validators
      allow for more efficient caching of equivalent objects; for
      example, a hit counter on a site is probably good enough if it is
      updated every few days or weeks, and any value during that period
      is likely "good enough" to be equivalent.

   A "use" of a validator is either when a client generates a request
   and includes the validator in a validating header field, or when a
   server compares two validators.

   Strong validators are usable in any context. Weak validators are only
   usable in contexts that do not depend on exact equality of an entity.
   For example, either kind is usable for a conditional GET of a full
   entity. However, only a strong validator is usable for a sub-range
   retrieval, since otherwise the client might end up with an internally
   inconsistent entity.

   Clients MAY issue simple (non-subrange) GET requests with either weak
   validators or strong validators. Clients MUST NOT use weak validators
   in other forms of request.



   The only function that the HTTP/1.1 protocol defines on validators is
   comparison. There are two validator comparison functions, depending
   on whether the comparison context allows the use of weak validators
   or not:

      - The strong comparison function: in order to be considered equal,
        both validators MUST be identical in every way, and both MUST
        NOT be weak.

      - The weak comparison function: in order to be considered equal,
        both validators MUST be identical in every way, but either or
        both of them MAY be tagged as "weak" without affecting the
        result.

   An entity tag is strong unless it is explicitly tagged as weak.
   Section 3.11 gives the syntax for entity tags.

   A Last-Modified time, when used as a validator in a request, is
   implicitly weak unless it is possible to deduce that it is strong,
   using the following rules:

      - The validator is being compared by an origin server to the
        actual current validator for the entity and,
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      - That origin server reliably knows that the associated entity did
        not change twice during the second covered by the presented
        validator.

   or

      - The validator is about to be used by a client in an If-
        Modified-Since or If-Unmodified-Since header, because the client
        has a cache entry for the associated entity, and

      - That cache entry includes a Date value, which gives the time
        when the origin server sent the original response, and

      - The presented Last-Modified time is at least 60 seconds before
        the Date value.

   or

      - The validator is being compared by an intermediate cache to the
        validator stored in its cache entry for the entity, and

      - That cache entry includes a Date value, which gives the time
        when the origin server sent the original response, and

      - The presented Last-Modified time is at least 60 seconds before
        the Date value.

   This method relies on the fact that if two different responses were
   sent by the origin server during the same second, but both had the
   same Last-Modified time, then at least one of those responses would



   have a Date value equal to its Last-Modified time. The arbitrary 60-
   second limit guards against the possibility that the Date and Last-
   Modified values are generated from different clocks, or at somewhat
   different times during the preparation of the response. An
   implementation MAY use a value larger than 60 seconds, if it is
   believed that 60 seconds is too short.

   If a client wishes to perform a sub-range retrieval on a value for
   which it has only a Last-Modified time and no opaque validator, it
   MAY do this only if the Last-Modified time is strong in the sense
   described here.

   A cache or origin server receiving a conditional request, other than
   a full-body GET request, MUST use the strong comparison function to
   evaluate the condition.

   These rules allow HTTP/1.1 caches and clients to safely perform sub-
   range retrievals on values that have been obtained from HTTP/1.0
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   servers.

13.3.4 Rules for When to Use Entity Tags and Last-Modified Dates

   We adopt a set of rules and recommendations for origin servers,
   clients, and caches regarding when various validator types ought to
   be used, and for what purposes.

   HTTP/1.1 origin servers:

      - SHOULD send an entity tag validator unless it is not feasible to
        generate one.

      - MAY send a weak entity tag instead of a strong entity tag, if
        performance considerations support the use of weak entity tags,
        or if it is unfeasible to send a strong entity tag.

      - SHOULD send a Last-Modified value if it is feasible to send one,
        unless the risk of a breakdown in semantic transparency that
        could result from using this date in an If-Modified-Since header
        would lead to serious problems.

   In other words, the preferred behavior for an HTTP/1.1 origin server
   is to send both a strong entity tag and a Last-Modified value.

   In order to be legal, a strong entity tag MUST change whenever the
   associated entity value changes in any way. A weak entity tag SHOULD
   change whenever the associated entity changes in a semantically
   significant way.

      Note: in order to provide semantically transparent caching, an
      origin server must avoid reusing a specific strong entity tag
      value for two different entities, or reusing a specific weak
      entity tag value for two semantically different entities. Cache
      entries might persist for arbitrarily long periods, regardless of
      expiration times, so it might be inappropriate to expect that a



      cache will never again attempt to validate an entry using a
      validator that it obtained at some point in the past.

   HTTP/1.1 clients:

      - If an entity tag has been provided by the origin server, MUST
        use that entity tag in any cache-conditional request (using If-
        Match or If-None-Match).

      - If only a Last-Modified value has been provided by the origin
        server, SHOULD use that value in non-subrange cache-conditional
        requests (using If-Modified-Since).
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      - If only a Last-Modified value has been provided by an HTTP/1.0
        origin server, MAY use that value in subrange cache-conditional
        requests (using If-Unmodified-Since:). The user agent SHOULD
        provide a way to disable this, in case of difficulty.

      - If both an entity tag and a Last-Modified value have been
        provided by the origin server, SHOULD use both validators in
        cache-conditional requests. This allows both HTTP/1.0 and
        HTTP/1.1 caches to respond appropriately.

   An HTTP/1.1 origin server, upon receiving a conditional request that
   includes both a Last-Modified date (e.g., in an If-Modified-Since or
   If-Unmodified-Since header field) and one or more entity tags (e.g.,
   in an If-Match, If-None-Match, or If-Range header field) as cache
   validators, MUST NOT return a response status of 304 (Not Modified)
   unless doing so is consistent with all of the conditional header
   fields in the request.

   An HTTP/1.1 caching proxy, upon receiving a conditional request that
   includes both a Last-Modified date and one or more entity tags as
   cache validators, MUST NOT return a locally cached response to the
   client unless that cached response is consistent with all of the
   conditional header fields in the request.

      Note: The general principle behind these rules is that HTTP/1.1
      servers and clients should transmit as much non-redundant
      information as is available in their responses and requests.
      HTTP/1.1 systems receiving this information will make the most
      conservative assumptions about the validators they receive.

      HTTP/1.0 clients and caches will ignore entity tags. Generally,
      last-modified values received or used by these systems will
      support transparent and efficient caching, and so HTTP/1.1 origin
      servers should provide Last-Modified values. In those rare cases
      where the use of a Last-Modified value as a validator by an
      HTTP/1.0 system could result in a serious problem, then HTTP/1.1
      origin servers should not provide one.

13.3.5 Non-validating Conditionals

   The principle behind entity tags is that only the service author
   knows the semantics of a resource well enough to select an



   appropriate cache validation mechanism, and the specification of any
   validator comparison function more complex than byte-equality would
   open up a can of worms. Thus, comparisons of any other headers
   (except Last-Modified, for compatibility with HTTP/1.0) are never
   used for purposes of validating a cache entry.
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13.4 Response Cacheability

   Unless specifically constrained by a cache-control (section 14.9)
   directive, a caching system MAY always store a successful response
   (see section 13.8) as a cache entry, MAY return it without validation
   if it is fresh, and MAY return it after successful validation. If
   there is neither a cache validator nor an explicit expiration time
   associated with a response, we do not expect it to be cached, but
   certain caches MAY violate this expectation (for example, when little
   or no network connectivity is available). A client can usually detect
   that such a response was taken from a cache by comparing the Date
   header to the current time.

      Note: some HTTP/1.0 caches are known to violate this expectation
      without providing any Warning.

   However, in some cases it might be inappropriate for a cache to
   retain an entity, or to return it in response to a subsequent
   request. This might be because absolute semantic transparency is
   deemed necessary by the service author, or because of security or
   privacy considerations. Certain cache-control directives are
   therefore provided so that the server can indicate that certain
   resource entities, or portions thereof, are not to be cached
   regardless of other considerations.

   Note that section 14.8 normally prevents a shared cache from saving
   and returning a response to a previous request if that request
   included an Authorization header.

   A response received with a status code of 200, 203, 206, 300, 301 or
   410 MAY be stored by a cache and used in reply to a subsequent
   request, subject to the expiration mechanism, unless a cache-control
   directive prohibits caching. However, a cache that does not support
   the Range and Content-Range headers MUST NOT cache 206 (Partial
   Content) responses.

   A response received with any other status code (e.g. status codes 302
   and 307) MUST NOT be returned in a reply to a subsequent request
   unless there are cache-control directives or another header(s) that
   explicitly allow it. For example, these include the following: an
   Expires header (section 14.21); a "max-age", "s-maxage",  "must-
   revalidate", "proxy-revalidate", "public" or "private" cache-control
   directive (section 14.9).
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13.5 Constructing Responses From Caches

   The purpose of an HTTP cache is to store information received in
   response to requests for use in responding to future requests. In
   many cases, a cache simply returns the appropriate parts of a
   response to the requester. However, if the cache holds a cache entry
   based on a previous response, it might have to combine parts of a new
   response with what is held in the cache entry.

13.5.1 End-to-end and Hop-by-hop Headers

   For the purpose of defining the behavior of caches and non-caching
   proxies, we divide HTTP headers into two categories:

      - End-to-end headers, which are  transmitted to the ultimate
        recipient of a request or response. End-to-end headers in
        responses MUST be stored as part of a cache entry and MUST be
        transmitted in any response formed from a cache entry.

      - Hop-by-hop headers, which are meaningful only for a single
        transport-level connection, and are not stored by caches or
        forwarded by proxies.

   The following HTTP/1.1 headers are hop-by-hop headers:

      - Connection
      - Keep-Alive
      - Proxy-Authenticate
      - Proxy-Authorization
      - TE
      - Trailers
      - Transfer-Encoding
      - Upgrade

   All other headers defined by HTTP/1.1 are end-to-end headers.

   Other hop-by-hop headers MUST be listed in a Connection header,
   (section 14.10) to be introduced into HTTP/1.1 (or later).

13.5.2 Non-modifiable Headers

   Some features of the HTTP/1.1 protocol, such as Digest
   Authentication, depend on the value of certain end-to-end headers. A
   transparent proxy SHOULD NOT modify an end-to-end header unless the
   definition of that header requires or specifically allows that.
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   A transparent proxy MUST NOT modify any of the following fields in a
   request or response, and it MUST NOT add any of these fields if not
   already present:

      - Content-Location

      - Content-MD5

      - ETag

      - Last-Modified

   A transparent proxy MUST NOT modify any of the following fields in a
   response:

      - Expires

   but it MAY add any of these fields if not already present. If an
   Expires header is added, it MUST be given a field-value identical to
   that of the Date header in that response.

   A  proxy MUST NOT modify or add any of the following fields in a
   message that contains the no-transform cache-control directive, or in
   any request:

      - Content-Encoding

      - Content-Range

      - Content-Type

   A non-transparent proxy MAY modify or add these fields to a message
   that does not include no-transform, but if it does so, it MUST add a
   Warning 214 (Transformation applied) if one does not already appear
   in the message (see section 14.46).

      Warning: unnecessary modification of end-to-end headers might
      cause authentication failures if stronger authentication
      mechanisms are introduced in later versions of HTTP. Such
      authentication mechanisms MAY rely on the values of header fields
      not listed here.

   The Content-Length field of a request or response is added or deleted
   according to the rules in section 4.4. A transparent proxy MUST
   preserve the entity-length (section 7.2.2) of the entity-body,
   although it MAY change the transfer-length (section 4.4).
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13.5.3 Combining Headers

   When a cache makes a validating request to a server, and the server
   provides a 304 (Not Modified) response or a 206 (Partial Content)



   response, the cache then constructs a response to send to the
   requesting client.

   If the status code is 304 (Not Modified), the cache uses the entity-
   body stored in the cache entry as the entity-body of this outgoing
   response. If the status code is 206 (Partial Content) and the ETag or
   Last-Modified headers match exactly, the cache MAY combine the
   contents stored in the cache entry with the new contents received in
   the response and use the result as the entity-body of this outgoing
   response, (see 13.5.4).

   The end-to-end headers stored in the cache entry are used for the
   constructed response, except that

      - any stored Warning headers with warn-code 1xx (see section
        14.46) MUST be deleted from the cache entry and the forwarded
        response.

      - any stored Warning headers with warn-code 2xx MUST be retained
        in the cache entry and the forwarded response.

      - any end-to-end headers provided in the 304 or 206 response MUST
        replace the corresponding headers from the cache entry.

   Unless the cache decides to remove the cache entry, it MUST also
   replace the end-to-end headers stored with the cache entry with
   corresponding headers received in the incoming response, except for
   Warning headers as described immediately above. If a header field-
   name in the incoming response matches more than one header in the
   cache entry, all such old headers MUST be replaced.

   In other words, the set of end-to-end headers received in the
   incoming response overrides all corresponding end-to-end headers
   stored with the cache entry (except for stored Warning headers with
   warn-code 1xx, which are deleted even if not overridden).

      Note: this rule allows an origin server to use a 304 (Not
      Modified) or a 206 (Partial Content) response to update any header
      associated with a previous response for the same entity or sub-
      ranges thereof, although it might not always be meaningful or
      correct to do so. This rule does not allow an origin server to use
      a 304 (Not Modified) or a 206 (Partial Content) response to
      entirely delete a header that it had provided with a previous
      response.
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13.5.4 Combining Byte Ranges

   A response might transfer only a subrange of the bytes of an entity-
   body, either because the request included one or more Range
   specifications, or because a connection was broken prematurely. After
   several such transfers, a cache might have received several ranges of
   the same entity-body.

   If a cache has a stored non-empty set of subranges for an entity, and
   an incoming response transfers another subrange, the cache MAY



   combine the new subrange with the existing set if both the following
   conditions are met:

      - Both the incoming response and the cache entry have a cache
        validator.

      - The two cache validators match using the strong comparison
        function (see section 13.3.3).

   If either requirement is not met, the cache MUST use only the most
   recent partial response (based on the Date values transmitted with
   every response, and using the incoming response if these values are
   equal or missing), and MUST discard the other partial information.

13.6 Caching Negotiated Responses

   Use of server-driven content negotiation (section 12.1), as indicated
   by the presence of a Vary header field in a response, alters the
   conditions and procedure by which a cache can use the response for
   subsequent requests. See section 14.44 for use of the Vary header
   field by servers.

   A server SHOULD use the Vary header field to inform a cache of what
   request-header fields were used to select among multiple
   representations of a cacheable response subject to server-driven
   negotiation. The set of header fields named by the Vary field value
   is known as the "selecting" request-headers.

   When the cache receives a subsequent request whose Request-URI
   specifies one or more cache entries including a Vary header field,
   the cache MUST NOT use such a cache entry to construct a response to
   the new request unless all of the selecting request-headers present
   in the new request match the corresponding stored request-headers in
   the original request.

   The selecting request-headers from two requests are defined to match
   if and only if the selecting request-headers in the first request can
   be transformed to the selecting request-headers in the second request
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   by adding or removing linear white space (LWS) at places where this
   is allowed by the corresponding BNF, and/or combining multiple
   message-header fields with the same field name following the rules
   about message headers in section 4.2.

   A Vary header field-value of "*" always fails to match and subsequent
   requests on that resource can only be properly interpreted by the
   origin server.

   If the selecting request header fields for the cached entry do not
   match the selecting request header fields of the new request, then
   the cache MUST NOT use a cached entry to satisfy the request unless
   it first relays the new request to the origin server in a conditional
   request and the server responds with 304 (Not Modified), including an
   entity tag or Content-Location that indicates the entity to be used.



   If an entity tag was assigned to a cached representation, the
   forwarded request SHOULD be conditional and include the entity tags
   in an If-None-Match header field from all its cache entries for the
   resource. This conveys to the server the set of entities currently
   held by the cache, so that if any one of these entities matches the
   requested entity, the server can use the ETag header field in its 304
   (Not Modified) response to tell the cache which entry is appropriate.
   If the entity-tag of the new response matches that of an existing
   entry, the new response SHOULD be used to update the header fields of
   the existing entry, and the result MUST be returned to the client.

   If any of the existing cache entries contains only partial content
   for the associated entity, its entity-tag SHOULD NOT be included in
   the If-None-Match header field unless the request is for a range that
   would be fully satisfied by that entry.

   If a cache receives a successful response whose Content-Location
   field matches that of an existing cache entry for the same Request-
   ]URI, whose entity-tag differs from that of the existing entry, and
   whose Date is more recent than that of the existing entry, the
   existing entry SHOULD NOT be returned in response to future requests
   and SHOULD be deleted from the cache.

13.7 Shared and Non-Shared Caches

   For reasons of security and privacy, it is necessary to make a
   distinction between "shared" and "non-shared" caches. A non-shared
   cache is one that is accessible only to a single user. Accessibility
   in this case SHOULD be enforced by appropriate security mechanisms.
   All other caches are considered to be "shared." Other sections of
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   this specification place certain constraints on the operation of
   shared caches in order to prevent loss of privacy or failure of
   access controls.

13.8 Errors or Incomplete Response Cache Behavior

   A cache that receives an incomplete response (for example, with fewer
   bytes of data than specified in a Content-Length header) MAY store
   the response. However, the cache MUST treat this as a partial
   response. Partial responses MAY be combined as described in section
   13.5.4; the result might be a full response or might still be
   partial. A cache MUST NOT return a partial response to a client
   without explicitly marking it as such, using the 206 (Partial
   Content) status code. A cache MUST NOT return a partial response
   using a status code of 200 (OK).

   If a cache receives a 5xx response while attempting to revalidate an
   entry, it MAY either forward this response to the requesting client,
   or act as if the server failed to respond. In the latter case, it MAY
   return a previously received response unless the cached entry
   includes the "must-revalidate" cache-control directive (see section
   14.9).



13.9 Side Effects of GET and HEAD

   Unless the origin server explicitly prohibits the caching of their
   responses, the application of GET and HEAD methods to any resources
   SHOULD NOT have side effects that would lead to erroneous behavior if
   these responses are taken from a cache. They MAY still have side
   effects, but a cache is not required to consider such side effects in
   its caching decisions. Caches are always expected to observe an
   origin server's explicit restrictions on caching.

   We note one exception to this rule: since some applications have
   traditionally used GETs and HEADs with query URLs (those containing a
   "?" in the rel_path part) to perform operations with significant side
   effects, caches MUST NOT treat responses to such URIs as fresh unless
   the server provides an explicit expiration time. This specifically
   means that responses from HTTP/1.0 servers for such URIs SHOULD NOT
   be taken from a cache. See section 9.1.1 for related information.

13.10 Invalidation After Updates or Deletions

   The effect of certain methods performed on a resource at the origin
   server might cause one or more existing cache entries to become non-
   transparently invalid. That is, although they might continue to be
   "fresh," they do not accurately reflect what the origin server would
   return for a new request on that resource.
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   There is no way for the HTTP protocol to guarantee that all such
   cache entries are marked invalid. For example, the request that
   caused the change at the origin server might not have gone through
   the proxy where a cache entry is stored. However, several rules help
   reduce the likelihood of erroneous behavior.

   In this section, the phrase "invalidate an entity" means that the
   cache will either remove all instances of that entity from its
   storage, or will mark these as "invalid" and in need of a mandatory
   revalidation before they can be returned in response to a subsequent
   request.

   Some HTTP methods MUST cause a cache to invalidate an entity. This is
   either the entity referred to by the Request-URI, or by the Location
   or Content-Location headers (if present). These methods are:

      - PUT

      - DELETE

      - POST

   In order to prevent denial of service attacks, an invalidation based
   on the URI in a Location or Content-Location header MUST only be
   performed if the host part is the same as in the Request-URI.

   A cache that passes through requests for methods it does not
   understand SHOULD invalidate any entities referred to by the



   Request-URI.

13.11 Write-Through Mandatory

   All methods that might be expected to cause modifications to the
   origin server's resources MUST be written through to the origin
   server. This currently includes all methods except for GET and HEAD.
   A cache MUST NOT reply to such a request from a client before having
   transmitted the request to the inbound server, and having received a
   corresponding response from the inbound server. This does not prevent
   a proxy cache from sending a 100 (Continue) response before the
   inbound server has sent its final reply.

   The alternative (known as "write-back" or "copy-back" caching) is not
   allowed in HTTP/1.1, due to the difficulty of providing consistent
   updates and the problems arising from server, cache, or network
   failure prior to write-back.
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13.12 Cache Replacement

   If a new cacheable (see sections 14.9.2, 13.2.5, 13.2.6 and 13.8)
   response is received from a resource while any existing responses for
   the same resource are cached, the cache SHOULD use the new response
   to reply to the current request. It MAY insert it into cache storage
   and MAY, if it meets all other requirements, use it to respond to any
   future requests that would previously have caused the old response to
   be returned. If it inserts the new response into cache storage  the
   rules in section 13.5.3 apply.

      Note: a new response that has an older Date header value than
      existing cached responses is not cacheable.

13.13 History Lists

   User agents often have history mechanisms, such as "Back" buttons and
   history lists, which can be used to redisplay an entity retrieved
   earlier in a session.

   History mechanisms and caches are different. In particular history
   mechanisms SHOULD NOT try to show a semantically transparent view of
   the current state of a resource. Rather, a history mechanism is meant
   to show exactly what the user saw at the time when the resource was
   retrieved.

   By default, an expiration time does not apply to history mechanisms.
   If the entity is still in storage, a history mechanism SHOULD display
   it even if the entity has expired, unless the user has specifically
   configured the agent to refresh expired history documents.

   This is not to be construed to prohibit the history mechanism from
   telling the user that a view might be stale.



      Note: if history list mechanisms unnecessarily prevent users from
      viewing stale resources, this will tend to force service authors
      to avoid using HTTP expiration controls and cache controls when
      they would otherwise like to. Service authors may consider it
      important that users not be presented with error messages or
      warning messages when they use navigation controls (such as BACK)
      to view previously fetched resources. Even though sometimes such
      resources ought not to cached, or ought to expire quickly, user
      interface considerations may force service authors to resort to
      other means of preventing caching (e.g. "once-only" URLs) in order
      not to suffer the effects of improperly functioning history
      mechanisms.
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14 Header Field Definitions

   This section defines the syntax and semantics of all standard
   HTTP/1.1 header fields. For entity-header fields, both sender and
   recipient refer to either the client or the server, depending on who
   sends and who receives the entity.

14.1 Accept

   The Accept request-header field can be used to specify certain media
   types which are acceptable for the response. Accept headers can be
   used to indicate that the request is specifically limited to a small
   set of desired types, as in the case of a request for an in-line
   image.

       Accept         = "Accept" ":"
                        #( media-range [ accept-params ] )

       media-range    = ( "*/*"
                        | ( type "/" "*" )
                        | ( type "/" subtype )
                        ) *( ";" parameter )
       accept-params  = ";" "q" "=" qvalue *( accept-extension )
       accept-extension = ";" token [ "=" ( token | quoted-string ) ]

   The asterisk "*" character is used to group media types into ranges,
   with "*/*" indicating all media types and "type/*" indicating all
   subtypes of that type. The media-range MAY include media type
   parameters that are applicable to that range.

   Each media-range MAY be followed by one or more accept-params,
   beginning with the "q" parameter for indicating a relative quality
   factor. The first "q" parameter (if any) separates the media-range
   parameter(s) from the accept-params. Quality factors allow the user
   or user agent to indicate the relative degree of preference for that
   media-range, using the qvalue scale from 0 to 1 (section 3.9). The
   default value is q=1.

      Note: Use of the "q" parameter name to separate media type
      parameters from Accept extension parameters is due to historical



      practice. Although this prevents any media type parameter named
      "q" from being used with a media range, such an event is believed
      to be unlikely given the lack of any "q" parameters in the IANA
      media type registry and the rare usage of any media type
      parameters in Accept. Future media types are discouraged from
      registering any parameter named "q".
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   The example

       Accept: audio/*; q=0.2, audio/basic

   SHOULD be interpreted as "I prefer audio/basic, but send me any audio
   type if it is the best available after an 80% mark-down in quality."

   If no Accept header field is present, then it is assumed that the
   client accepts all media types. If an Accept header field is present,
   and if the server cannot send a response which is acceptable
   according to the combined Accept field value, then the server SHOULD
   send a 406 (not acceptable) response.

   A more elaborate example is

       Accept: text/plain; q=0.5, text/html,
               text/x-dvi; q=0.8, text/x-c

   Verbally, this would be interpreted as "text/html and text/x-c are
   the preferred media types, but if they do not exist, then send the
   text/x-dvi entity, and if that does not exist, send the text/plain
   entity."

   Media ranges can be overridden by more specific media ranges or
   specific media types. If more than one media range applies to a given
   type, the most specific reference has precedence. For example,

       Accept: text/*, text/html, text/html;level=1, */*

   have the following precedence:

       1) text/html;level=1
       2) text/html
       3) text/*
       4) */*

   The media type quality factor associated with a given type is
   determined by finding the media range with the highest precedence
   which matches that type. For example,

       Accept: text/*;q=0.3, text/html;q=0.7, text/html;level=1,
               text/html;level=2;q=0.4, */*;q=0.5

   would cause the following values to be associated:

       text/html;level=1         = 1



       text/html                 = 0.7
       text/plain                = 0.3
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       image/jpeg                = 0.5
       text/html;level=2         = 0.4
       text/html;level=3         = 0.7

      Note: A user agent might be provided with a default set of quality
      values for certain media ranges. However, unless the user agent is
      a closed system which cannot interact with other rendering agents,
      this default set ought to be configurable by the user.

14.2 Accept-Charset

   The Accept-Charset request-header field can be used to indicate what
   character sets are acceptable for the response. This field allows
   clients capable of understanding more comprehensive or special-
   purpose character sets to signal that capability to a server which is
   capable of representing documents in those character sets.

      Accept-Charset = "Accept-Charset" ":"
              1#( ( charset | "*" )[ ";" "q" "=" qvalue ] )

   Character set values are described in section 3.4. Each charset MAY
   be given an associated quality value which represents the user's
   preference for that charset. The default value is q=1. An example is

      Accept-Charset: iso-8859-5, unicode-1-1;q=0.8

   The special value "*", if present in the Accept-Charset field,
   matches every character set (including ISO-8859-1) which is not
   mentioned elsewhere in the Accept-Charset field. If no "*" is present
   in an Accept-Charset field, then all character sets not explicitly
   mentioned get a quality value of 0, except for ISO-8859-1, which gets
   a quality value of 1 if not explicitly mentioned.

   If no Accept-Charset header is present, the default is that any
   character set is acceptable. If an Accept-Charset header is present,
   and if the server cannot send a response which is acceptable
   according to the Accept-Charset header, then the server SHOULD send
   an error response with the 406 (not acceptable) status code, though
   the sending of an unacceptable response is also allowed.

14.3 Accept-Encoding

   The Accept-Encoding request-header field is similar to Accept, but
   restricts the content-codings (section 3.5) that are acceptable in
   the response.

       Accept-Encoding  = "Accept-Encoding" ":"
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                          1#( codings [ ";" "q" "=" qvalue ] )
       codings          = ( content-coding | "*" )

   Examples of its use are:

       Accept-Encoding: compress, gzip
       Accept-Encoding:
       Accept-Encoding: *
       Accept-Encoding: compress;q=0.5, gzip;q=1.0
       Accept-Encoding: gzip;q=1.0, identity; q=0.5, *;q=0

   A server tests whether a content-coding is acceptable, according to
   an Accept-Encoding field, using these rules:

      1. If the content-coding is one of the content-codings listed in
         the Accept-Encoding field, then it is acceptable, unless it is
         accompanied by a qvalue of 0. (As defined in section 3.9, a
         qvalue of 0 means "not acceptable.")

      2. The special "*" symbol in an Accept-Encoding field matches any
         available content-coding not explicitly listed in the header
         field.

      3. If multiple content-codings are acceptable, then the acceptable
         content-coding with the highest non-zero qvalue is preferred.

      4. The "identity" content-coding is always acceptable, unless
         specifically refused because the Accept-Encoding field includes
         "identity;q=0", or because the field includes "*;q=0" and does
         not explicitly include the "identity" content-coding. If the
         Accept-Encoding field-value is empty, then only the "identity"
         encoding is acceptable.

   If an Accept-Encoding field is present in a request, and if the
   server cannot send a response which is acceptable according to the
   Accept-Encoding header, then the server SHOULD send an error response
   with the 406 (Not Acceptable) status code.

   If no Accept-Encoding field is present in a request, the server MAY
   assume that the client will accept any content coding. In this case,
   if "identity" is one of the available content-codings, then the
   server SHOULD use the "identity" content-coding, unless it has
   additional information that a different content-coding is meaningful
   to the client.

      Note: If the request does not include an Accept-Encoding field,
      and if the "identity" content-coding is unavailable, then
      content-codings commonly understood by HTTP/1.0 clients (i.e.,
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      "gzip" and "compress") are preferred; some older clients
      improperly display messages sent with other content-codings.  The



      server might also make this decision based on information about
      the particular user-agent or client.

      Note: Most HTTP/1.0 applications do not recognize or obey qvalues
      associated with content-codings. This means that qvalues will not
      work and are not permitted with x-gzip or x-compress.

14.4 Accept-Language

   The Accept-Language request-header field is similar to Accept, but
   restricts the set of natural languages that are preferred as a
   response to the request. Language tags are defined in section 3.10.

       Accept-Language = "Accept-Language" ":"
                         1#( language-range [ ";" "q" "=" qvalue ] )
       language-range  = ( ( 1*8ALPHA *( "-" 1*8ALPHA ) ) | "*" )

   Each language-range MAY be given an associated quality value which
   represents an estimate of the user's preference for the languages
   specified by that range. The quality value defaults to "q=1". For
   example,

       Accept-Language: da, en-gb;q=0.8, en;q=0.7

   would mean: "I prefer Danish, but will accept British English and
   other types of English." A language-range matches a language-tag if
   it exactly equals the tag, or if it exactly equals a prefix of the
   tag such that the first tag character following the prefix is "-".
   The special range "*", if present in the Accept-Language field,
   matches every tag not matched by any other range present in the
   Accept-Language field.

      Note: This use of a prefix matching rule does not imply that
      language tags are assigned to languages in such a way that it is
      always true that if a user understands a language with a certain
      tag, then this user will also understand all languages with tags
      for which this tag is a prefix. The prefix rule simply allows the
      use of prefix tags if this is the case.

   The language quality factor assigned to a language-tag by the
   Accept-Language field is the quality value of the longest language-
   range in the field that matches the language-tag. If no language-
   range in the field matches the tag, the language quality factor
   assigned is 0. If no Accept-Language header is present in the
   request, the server
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   SHOULD assume that all languages are equally acceptable. If an
   Accept-Language header is present, then all languages which are
   assigned a quality factor greater than 0 are acceptable.

   It might be contrary to the privacy expectations of the user to send
   an Accept-Language header with the complete linguistic preferences of
   the user in every request. For a discussion of this issue, see
   section 15.1.4.



   As intelligibility is highly dependent on the individual user, it is
   recommended that client applications make the choice of linguistic
   preference available to the user. If the choice is not made
   available, then the Accept-Language header field MUST NOT be given in
   the request.

      Note: When making the choice of linguistic preference available to
      the user, we remind implementors of  the fact that users are not
      familiar with the details of language matching as described above,
      and should provide appropriate guidance. As an example, users
      might assume that on selecting "en-gb", they will be served any
      kind of English document if British English is not available. A
      user agent might suggest in such a case to add "en" to get the
      best matching behavior.

14.5 Accept-Ranges

      The Accept-Ranges response-header field allows the server to
      indicate its acceptance of range requests for a resource:

          Accept-Ranges     = "Accept-Ranges" ":" acceptable-ranges
          acceptable-ranges = 1#range-unit | "none"

      Origin servers that accept byte-range requests MAY send

          Accept-Ranges: bytes

      but are not required to do so. Clients MAY generate byte-range
      requests without having received this header for the resource
      involved. Range units are defined in section 3.12.

      Servers that do not accept any kind of range request for a
      resource MAY send

          Accept-Ranges: none

      to advise the client not to attempt a range request.
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14.6 Age

      The Age response-header field conveys the sender's estimate of the
      amount of time since the response (or its revalidation) was
      generated at the origin server. A cached response is "fresh" if
      its age does not exceed its freshness lifetime. Age values are
      calculated as specified in section 13.2.3.

           Age = "Age" ":" age-value
           age-value = delta-seconds

      Age values are non-negative decimal integers, representing time in
      seconds.



      If a cache receives a value larger than the largest positive
      integer it can represent, or if any of its age calculations
      overflows, it MUST transmit an Age header with a value of
      2147483648 (2^31). An HTTP/1.1 server that includes a cache MUST
      include an Age header field in every response generated from its
      own cache. Caches SHOULD use an arithmetic type of at least 31
      bits of range.

14.7 Allow

      The Allow entity-header field lists the set of methods supported
      by the resource identified by the Request-URI. The purpose of this
      field is strictly to inform the recipient of valid methods
      associated with the resource. An Allow header field MUST be
      present in a 405 (Method Not Allowed) response.

          Allow   = "Allow" ":" #Method

      Example of use:

          Allow: GET, HEAD, PUT

      This field cannot prevent a client from trying other methods.
      However, the indications given by the Allow header field value
      SHOULD be followed. The actual set of allowed methods is defined
      by the origin server at the time of each request.

      The Allow header field MAY be provided with a PUT request to
      recommend the methods to be supported by the new or modified
      resource. The server is not required to support these methods and
      SHOULD include an Allow header in the response giving the actual
      supported methods.
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      A proxy MUST NOT modify the Allow header field even if it does not
      understand all the methods specified, since the user agent might
      have other means of communicating with the origin server.

14.8 Authorization

      A user agent that wishes to authenticate itself with a server--
      usually, but not necessarily, after receiving a 401 response--does
      so by including an Authorization request-header field with the
      request.  The Authorization field value consists of credentials
      containing the authentication information of the user agent for
      the realm of the resource being requested.

          Authorization  = "Authorization" ":" credentials

      HTTP access authentication is described in "HTTP Authentication:
      Basic and Digest Access Authentication" [43]. If a request is
      authenticated and a realm specified, the same credentials SHOULD
      be valid for all other requests within this realm (assuming that
      the authentication scheme itself does not require otherwise, such



      as credentials that vary according to a challenge value or using
      synchronized clocks).

      When a shared cache (see section 13.7) receives a request
      containing an Authorization field, it MUST NOT return the
      corresponding response as a reply to any other request, unless one
      of the following specific exceptions holds:

      1. If the response includes the "s-maxage" cache-control
         directive, the cache MAY use that response in replying to a
         subsequent request. But (if the specified maximum age has
         passed) a proxy cache MUST first revalidate it with the origin
         server, using the request-headers from the new request to allow
         the origin server to authenticate the new request. (This is the
         defined behavior for s-maxage.) If the response includes "s-
         maxage=0", the proxy MUST always revalidate it before re-using
         it.

      2. If the response includes the "must-revalidate" cache-control
         directive, the cache MAY use that response in replying to a
         subsequent request. But if the response is stale, all caches
         MUST first revalidate it with the origin server, using the
         request-headers from the new request to allow the origin server
         to authenticate the new request.

      3. If the response includes the "public" cache-control directive,
         it MAY be returned in reply to any subsequent request.
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14.9 Cache-Control

   The Cache-Control general-header field is used to specify directives
   that MUST be obeyed by all caching mechanisms along the
   request/response chain. The directives specify behavior intended to
   prevent caches from adversely interfering with the request or
   response. These directives typically override the default caching
   algorithms. Cache directives are unidirectional in that the presence
   of a directive in a request does not imply that the same directive is
   to be given in the response.

      Note that HTTP/1.0 caches might not implement Cache-Control and
      might only implement Pragma: no-cache (see section 14.32).

   Cache directives MUST be passed through by a proxy or gateway
   application, regardless of their significance to that application,
   since the directives might be applicable to all recipients along the
   request/response chain. It is not possible to specify a cache-
   directive for a specific cache.

    Cache-Control   = "Cache-Control" ":" 1#cache-directive

    cache-directive = cache-request-directive
         | cache-response-directive

    cache-request-directive =



           "no-cache"                          ; Section 14.9.1
         | "no-store"                          ; Section 14.9.2
         | "max-age" "=" delta-seconds         ; Section 14.9.3, 14.9.4
         | "max-stale" [ "=" delta-seconds ]   ; Section 14.9.3
         | "min-fresh" "=" delta-seconds       ; Section 14.9.3
         | "no-transform"                      ; Section 14.9.5
         | "only-if-cached"                    ; Section 14.9.4
         | cache-extension                     ; Section 14.9.6

     cache-response-directive =
           "public"                               ; Section 14.9.1
         | "private" [ "=" <"> 1#field-name <"> ] ; Section 14.9.1
         | "no-cache" [ "=" <"> 1#field-name <"> ]; Section 14.9.1
         | "no-store"                             ; Section 14.9.2
         | "no-transform"                         ; Section 14.9.5
         | "must-revalidate"                      ; Section 14.9.4
         | "proxy-revalidate"                     ; Section 14.9.4
         | "max-age" "=" delta-seconds            ; Section 14.9.3
         | "s-maxage" "=" delta-seconds           ; Section 14.9.3
         | cache-extension                        ; Section 14.9.6

    cache-extension = token [ "=" ( token | quoted-string ) ]
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   When a directive appears without any 1#field-name parameter, the
   directive applies to the entire request or response. When such a
   directive appears with a 1#field-name parameter, it applies only to
   the named field or fields, and not to the rest of the request or
   response. This mechanism supports extensibility; implementations of
   future versions of the HTTP protocol might apply these directives to
   header fields not defined in HTTP/1.1.

   The cache-control directives can be broken down into these general
   categories:

      - Restrictions on what are cacheable; these may only be imposed by
        the origin server.

      - Restrictions on what may be stored by a cache; these may be
        imposed by either the origin server or the user agent.

      - Modifications of the basic expiration mechanism; these may be
        imposed by either the origin server or the user agent.

      - Controls over cache revalidation and reload; these may only be
        imposed by a user agent.

      - Control over transformation of entities.

      - Extensions to the caching system.

14.9.1 What is Cacheable

   By default, a response is cacheable if the requirements of the
   request method, request header fields, and the response status
   indicate that it is cacheable. Section 13.4 summarizes these defaults



   for cacheability. The following Cache-Control response directives
   allow an origin server to override the default cacheability of a
   response:

   public
      Indicates that the response MAY be cached by any cache, even if it
      would normally be non-cacheable or cacheable only within a non-
      shared cache. (See also Authorization, section 14.8, for
      additional details.)

   private
      Indicates that all or part of the response message is intended for
      a single user and MUST NOT be cached by a shared cache. This
      allows an origin server to state that the specified parts of the
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      response are intended for only one user and are not a valid
      response for requests by other users. A private (non-shared) cache
      MAY cache the response.

       Note: This usage of the word private only controls where the
       response may be cached, and cannot ensure the privacy of the
       message content.

   no-cache
       If the no-cache directive does not specify a field-name, then a
      cache MUST NOT use the response to satisfy a subsequent request
      without successful revalidation with the origin server. This
      allows an origin server to prevent caching even by caches that
      have been configured to return stale responses to client requests.

      If the no-cache directive does specify one or more field-names,
      then a cache MAY use the response to satisfy a subsequent request,
      subject to any other restrictions on caching. However, the
      specified field-name(s) MUST NOT be sent in the response to a
      subsequent request without successful revalidation with the origin
      server. This allows an origin server to prevent the re-use of
      certain header fields in a response, while still allowing caching
      of the rest of the response.

       Note: Most HTTP/1.0 caches will not recognize or obey this
       directive.

14.9.2 What May be Stored by Caches

   no-store
      The purpose of the no-store directive is to prevent the
      inadvertent release or retention of sensitive information (for
      example, on backup tapes). The no-store directive applies to the
      entire message, and MAY be sent either in a response or in a
      request. If sent in a request, a cache MUST NOT store any part of
      either this request or any response to it. If sent in a response,
      a cache MUST NOT store any part of either this response or the
      request that elicited it. This directive applies to both non-



      shared and shared caches. "MUST NOT store" in this context means
      that the cache MUST NOT intentionally store the information in
      non-volatile storage, and MUST make a best-effort attempt to
      remove the information from volatile storage as promptly as
      possible after forwarding it.

      Even when this directive is associated with a response, users
      might explicitly store such a response outside of the caching
      system (e.g., with a "Save As" dialog). History buffers MAY store
      such responses as part of their normal operation.
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      The purpose of this directive is to meet the stated requirements
      of certain users and service authors who are concerned about
      accidental releases of information via unanticipated accesses to
      cache data structures. While the use of this directive might
      improve privacy in some cases, we caution that it is NOT in any
      way a reliable or sufficient mechanism for ensuring privacy. In
      particular, malicious or compromised caches might not recognize or
      obey this directive, and communications networks might be
      vulnerable to eavesdropping.

14.9.3 Modifications of the Basic Expiration Mechanism

   The expiration time of an entity MAY be specified by the origin
   server using the Expires header (see section 14.21). Alternatively,
   it MAY be specified using the max-age directive in a response. When
   the max-age cache-control directive is present in a cached response,
   the response is stale if its current age is greater than the age
   value given (in seconds) at the time of a new request for that
   resource. The max-age directive on a response implies that the
   response is cacheable (i.e., "public") unless some other, more
   restrictive cache directive is also present.

   If a response includes both an Expires header and a max-age
   directive, the max-age directive overrides the Expires header, even
   if the Expires header is more restrictive. This rule allows an origin
   server to provide, for a given response, a longer expiration time to
   an HTTP/1.1 (or later) cache than to an HTTP/1.0 cache. This might be
   useful if certain HTTP/1.0 caches improperly calculate ages or
   expiration times, perhaps due to desynchronized clocks.

   Many HTTP/1.0 cache implementations will treat an Expires value that
   is less than or equal to the response Date value as being equivalent
   to the Cache-Control response directive "no-cache". If an HTTP/1.1
   cache receives such a response, and the response does not include a
   Cache-Control header field, it SHOULD consider the response to be
   non-cacheable in order to retain compatibility with HTTP/1.0 servers.

       Note: An origin server might wish to use a relatively new HTTP
       cache control feature, such as the "private" directive, on a
       network including older caches that do not understand that
       feature. The origin server will need to combine the new feature
       with an Expires field whose value is less than or equal to the
       Date value. This will prevent older caches from improperly
       caching the response.
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   s-maxage
       If a response includes an s-maxage directive, then for a shared
       cache (but not for a private cache), the maximum age specified by
       this directive overrides the maximum age specified by either the
       max-age directive or the Expires header. The s-maxage directive
       also implies the semantics of the proxy-revalidate directive (see
       section 14.9.4), i.e., that the shared cache must not use the
       entry after it becomes stale to respond to a subsequent request
       without first revalidating it with the origin server. The s-
       maxage directive is always ignored by a private cache.

   Note that most older caches, not compliant with this specification,
   do not implement any cache-control directives. An origin server
   wishing to use a cache-control directive that restricts, but does not
   prevent, caching by an HTTP/1.1-compliant cache MAY exploit the
   requirement that the max-age directive overrides the Expires header,
   and the fact that pre-HTTP/1.1-compliant caches do not observe the
   max-age directive.

   Other directives allow a user agent to modify the basic expiration
   mechanism. These directives MAY be specified on a request:

   max-age
      Indicates that the client is willing to accept a response whose
      age is no greater than the specified time in seconds. Unless max-
      stale directive is also included, the client is not willing to
      accept a stale response.

   min-fresh
      Indicates that the client is willing to accept a response whose
      freshness lifetime is no less than its current age plus the
      specified time in seconds. That is, the client wants a response
      that will still be fresh for at least the specified number of
      seconds.

   max-stale
      Indicates that the client is willing to accept a response that has
      exceeded its expiration time. If max-stale is assigned a value,
      then the client is willing to accept a response that has exceeded
      its expiration time by no more than the specified number of
      seconds. If no value is assigned to max-stale, then the client is
      willing to accept a stale response of any age.

   If a cache returns a stale response, either because of a max-stale
   directive on a request, or because the cache is configured to
   override the expiration time of a response, the cache MUST attach a
   Warning header to the stale response, using Warning 110 (Response is
   stale).
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   A cache MAY be configured to return stale responses without
   validation, but only if this does not conflict with any "MUST"-level
   requirements concerning cache validation (e.g., a "must-revalidate"
   cache-control directive).

   If both the new request and the cached entry include "max-age"
   directives, then the lesser of the two values is used for determining
   the freshness of the cached entry for that request.

14.9.4 Cache Revalidation and Reload Controls

   Sometimes a user agent might want or need to insist that a cache
   revalidate its cache entry with the origin server (and not just with
   the next cache along the path to the origin server), or to reload its
   cache entry from the origin server. End-to-end revalidation might be
   necessary if either the cache or the origin server has overestimated
   the expiration time of the cached response. End-to-end reload may be
   necessary if the cache entry has become corrupted for some reason.

   End-to-end revalidation may be requested either when the client does
   not have its own local cached copy, in which case we call it
   "unspecified end-to-end revalidation", or when the client does have a
   local cached copy, in which case we call it "specific end-to-end
   revalidation."

   The client can specify these three kinds of action using Cache-
   Control request directives:

   End-to-end reload
      The request includes a "no-cache" cache-control directive or, for
      compatibility with HTTP/1.0 clients, "Pragma: no-cache". Field
      names MUST NOT be included with the no-cache directive in a
      request. The server MUST NOT use a cached copy when responding to
      such a request.

   Specific end-to-end revalidation
      The request includes a "max-age=0" cache-control directive, which
      forces each cache along the path to the origin server to
      revalidate its own entry, if any, with the next cache or server.
      The initial request includes a cache-validating conditional with
      the client's current validator.

   Unspecified end-to-end revalidation
      The request includes "max-age=0" cache-control directive, which
      forces each cache along the path to the origin server to
      revalidate its own entry, if any, with the next cache or server.
      The initial request does not include a cache-validating
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      conditional; the first cache along the path (if any) that holds a
      cache entry for this resource includes a cache-validating
      conditional with its current validator.

   max-age
      When an intermediate cache is forced, by means of a max-age=0
      directive, to revalidate its own cache entry, and the client has
      supplied its own validator in the request, the supplied validator
      might differ from the validator currently stored with the cache
      entry. In this case, the cache MAY use either validator in making
      its own request without affecting semantic transparency.

      However, the choice of validator might affect performance. The
      best approach is for the intermediate cache to use its own
      validator when making its request. If the server replies with 304
      (Not Modified), then the cache can return its now validated copy
      to the client with a 200 (OK) response. If the server replies with
      a new entity and cache validator, however, the intermediate cache
      can compare the returned validator with the one provided in the
      client's request, using the strong comparison function. If the
      client's validator is equal to the origin server's, then the
      intermediate cache simply returns 304 (Not Modified). Otherwise,
      it returns the new entity with a 200 (OK) response.

      If a request includes the no-cache directive, it SHOULD NOT
      include min-fresh, max-stale, or max-age.

   only-if-cached
      In some cases, such as times of extremely poor network
      connectivity, a client may want a cache to return only those
      responses that it currently has stored, and not to reload or
      revalidate with the origin server. To do this, the client may
      include the only-if-cached directive in a request. If it receives
      this directive, a cache SHOULD either respond using a cached entry
      that is consistent with the other constraints of the request, or
      respond with a 504 (Gateway Timeout) status. However, if a group
      of caches is being operated as a unified system with good internal
      connectivity, such a request MAY be forwarded within that group of
      caches.

   must-revalidate
      Because a cache MAY be configured to ignore a server's specified
      expiration time, and because a client request MAY include a max-
      stale directive (which has a similar effect), the protocol also
      includes a mechanism for the origin server to require revalidation
      of a cache entry on any subsequent use. When the must-revalidate
      directive is present in a response received by a cache, that cache
      MUST NOT use the entry after it becomes stale to respond to a
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      subsequent request without first revalidating it with the origin
      server. (I.e., the cache MUST do an end-to-end revalidation every
      time, if, based solely on the origin server's Expires or max-age
      value, the cached response is stale.)

      The must-revalidate directive is necessary to support reliable



      operation for certain protocol features. In all circumstances an
      HTTP/1.1 cache MUST obey the must-revalidate directive; in
      particular, if the cache cannot reach the origin server for any
      reason, it MUST generate a 504 (Gateway Timeout) response.

      Servers SHOULD send the must-revalidate directive if and only if
      failure to revalidate a request on the entity could result in
      incorrect operation, such as a silently unexecuted financial
      transaction. Recipients MUST NOT take any automated action that
      violates this directive, and MUST NOT automatically provide an
      unvalidated copy of the entity if revalidation fails.

      Although this is not recommended, user agents operating under
      severe connectivity constraints MAY violate this directive but, if
      so, MUST explicitly warn the user that an unvalidated response has
      been provided. The warning MUST be provided on each unvalidated
      access, and SHOULD require explicit user confirmation.

   proxy-revalidate
      The proxy-revalidate directive has the same meaning as the must-
      revalidate directive, except that it does not apply to non-shared
      user agent caches. It can be used on a response to an
      authenticated request to permit the user's cache to store and
      later return the response without needing to revalidate it (since
      it has already been authenticated once by that user), while still
      requiring proxies that service many users to revalidate each time
      (in order to make sure that each user has been authenticated).
      Note that such authenticated responses also need the public cache
      control directive in order to allow them to be cached at all.

14.9.5 No-Transform Directive

   no-transform
      Implementors of intermediate caches (proxies) have found it useful
      to convert the media type of certain entity bodies. A non-
      transparent proxy might, for example, convert between image
      formats in order to save cache space or to reduce the amount of
      traffic on a slow link.

      Serious operational problems occur, however, when these
      transformations are applied to entity bodies intended for certain
      kinds of applications. For example, applications for medical
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      imaging, scientific data analysis and those using end-to-end
      authentication, all depend on receiving an entity body that is bit
      for bit identical to the original entity-body.

      Therefore, if a message includes the no-transform directive, an
      intermediate cache or proxy MUST NOT change those headers that are
      listed in section 13.5.2 as being subject to the no-transform
      directive. This implies that the cache or proxy MUST NOT change
      any aspect of the entity-body that is specified by these headers,
      including the value of the entity-body itself.

14.9.6 Cache Control Extensions



   The Cache-Control header field can be extended through the use of one
   or more cache-extension tokens, each with an optional assigned value.
   Informational extensions (those which do not require a change in
   cache behavior) MAY be added without changing the semantics of other
   directives. Behavioral extensions are designed to work by acting as
   modifiers to the existing base of cache directives. Both the new
   directive and the standard directive are supplied, such that
   applications which do not understand the new directive will default
   to the behavior specified by the standard directive, and those that
   understand the new directive will recognize it as modifying the
   requirements associated with the standard directive. In this way,
   extensions to the cache-control directives can be made without
   requiring changes to the base protocol.

   This extension mechanism depends on an HTTP cache obeying all of the
   cache-control directives defined for its native HTTP-version, obeying
   certain extensions, and ignoring all directives that it does not
   understand.

   For example, consider a hypothetical new response directive called
   community which acts as a modifier to the private directive. We
   define this new directive to mean that, in addition to any non-shared
   cache, any cache which is shared only by members of the community
   named within its value may cache the response. An origin server
   wishing to allow the UCI community to use an otherwise private
   response in their shared cache(s) could do so by including

       Cache-Control: private, community="UCI"

   A cache seeing this header field will act correctly even if the cache
   does not understand the community cache-extension, since it will also
   see and understand the private directive and thus default to the safe
   behavior.
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   Unrecognized cache-directives MUST be ignored; it is assumed that any
   cache-directive likely to be unrecognized by an HTTP/1.1 cache will
   be combined with standard directives (or the response's default
   cacheability) such that the cache behavior will remain minimally
   correct even if the cache does not understand the extension(s).

14.10 Connection

   The Connection general-header field allows the sender to specify
   options that are desired for that particular connection and MUST NOT
   be communicated by proxies over further connections.

   The Connection header has the following grammar:

       Connection = "Connection" ":" 1#(connection-token)
       connection-token  = token

   HTTP/1.1 proxies MUST parse the Connection header field before a



   message is forwarded and, for each connection-token in this field,
   remove any header field(s) from the message with the same name as the
   connection-token. Connection options are signaled by the presence of
   a connection-token in the Connection header field, not by any
   corresponding additional header field(s), since the additional header
   field may not be sent if there are no parameters associated with that
   connection option.

   Message headers listed in the Connection header MUST NOT include
   end-to-end headers, such as Cache-Control.

   HTTP/1.1 defines the "close" connection option for the sender to
   signal that the connection will be closed after completion of the
   response. For example,

       Connection: close

   in either the request or the response header fields indicates that
   the connection SHOULD NOT be considered `persistent' (section 8.1)
   after the current request/response is complete.

   HTTP/1.1 applications that do not support persistent connections MUST
   include the "close" connection option in every message.

   A system receiving an HTTP/1.0 (or lower-version) message that
   includes a Connection header MUST, for each connection-token in this
   field, remove and ignore any header field(s) from the message with
   the same name as the connection-token. This protects against mistaken
   forwarding of such header fields by pre-HTTP/1.1 proxies. See section
   19.6.2.
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14.11 Content-Encoding

   The Content-Encoding entity-header field is used as a modifier to the
   media-type. When present, its value indicates what additional content
   codings have been applied to the entity-body, and thus what decoding
   mechanisms must be applied in order to obtain the media-type
   referenced by the Content-Type header field. Content-Encoding is
   primarily used to allow a document to be compressed without losing
   the identity of its underlying media type.

       Content-Encoding  = "Content-Encoding" ":" 1#content-coding

   Content codings are defined in section 3.5. An example of its use is

       Content-Encoding: gzip

   The content-coding is a characteristic of the entity identified by
   the Request-URI. Typically, the entity-body is stored with this
   encoding and is only decoded before rendering or analogous usage.
   However, a non-transparent proxy MAY modify the content-coding if the
   new coding is known to be acceptable to the recipient, unless the
   "no-transform" cache-control directive is present in the message.

   If the content-coding of an entity is not "identity", then the



   response MUST include a Content-Encoding entity-header (section
   14.11) that lists the non-identity content-coding(s) used.

   If the content-coding of an entity in a request message is not
   acceptable to the origin server, the server SHOULD respond with a
   status code of 415 (Unsupported Media Type).

   If multiple encodings have been applied to an entity, the content
   codings MUST be listed in the order in which they were applied.
   Additional information about the encoding parameters MAY be provided
   by other entity-header fields not defined by this specification.

14.12 Content-Language

   The Content-Language entity-header field describes the natural
   language(s) of the intended audience for the enclosed entity. Note
   that this might not be equivalent to all the languages used within
   the entity-body.

       Content-Language  = "Content-Language" ":" 1#language-tag
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   Language tags are defined in section 3.10. The primary purpose of
   Content-Language is to allow a user to identify and differentiate
   entities according to the user's own preferred language. Thus, if the
   body content is intended only for a Danish-literate audience, the
   appropriate field is

       Content-Language: da

   If no Content-Language is specified, the default is that the content
   is intended for all language audiences. This might mean that the
   sender does not consider it to be specific to any natural language,
   or that the sender does not know for which language it is intended.

   Multiple languages MAY be listed for content that is intended for
   multiple audiences. For example, a rendition of the "Treaty of
   Waitangi," presented simultaneously in the original Maori and English
   versions, would call for

       Content-Language: mi, en

   However, just because multiple languages are present within an entity
   does not mean that it is intended for multiple linguistic audiences.
   An example would be a beginner's language primer, such as "A First
   Lesson in Latin," which is clearly intended to be used by an
   English-literate audience. In this case, the Content-Language would
   properly only include "en".

   Content-Language MAY be applied to any media type -- it is not
   limited to textual documents.



14.13 Content-Length

   The Content-Length entity-header field indicates the size of the
   entity-body, in decimal number of OCTETs, sent to the recipient or,
   in the case of the HEAD method, the size of the entity-body that
   would have been sent had the request been a GET.

       Content-Length    = "Content-Length" ":" 1*DIGIT

   An example is

       Content-Length: 3495

   Applications SHOULD use this field to indicate the transfer-length of
   the message-body, unless this is prohibited by the rules in section
   4.4.
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   Any Content-Length greater than or equal to zero is a valid value.
   Section 4.4 describes how to determine the length of a message-body
   if a Content-Length is not given.

   Note that the meaning of this field is significantly different from
   the corresponding definition in MIME, where it is an optional field
   used within the "message/external-body" content-type. In HTTP, it
   SHOULD be sent whenever the message's length can be determined prior
   to being transferred, unless this is prohibited by the rules in
   section 4.4.

14.14 Content-Location

   The Content-Location entity-header field MAY be used to supply the
   resource location for the entity enclosed in the message when that
   entity is accessible from a location separate from the requested
   resource's URI. A server SHOULD provide a Content-Location for the
   variant corresponding to the response entity; especially in the case
   where a resource has multiple entities associated with it, and those
   entities actually have separate locations by which they might be
   individually accessed, the server SHOULD provide a Content-Location
   for the particular variant which is returned.

       Content-Location = "Content-Location" ":"
                         ( absoluteURI | relativeURI )

   The value of Content-Location also defines the base URI for the
   entity.

   The Content-Location value is not a replacement for the original
   requested URI; it is only a statement of the location of the resource
   corresponding to this particular entity at the time of the request.
   Future requests MAY specify the Content-Location URI as the request-
   URI if the desire is to identify the source of that particular
   entity.



   A cache cannot assume that an entity with a Content-Location
   different from the URI used to retrieve it can be used to respond to
   later requests on that Content-Location URI. However, the Content-
   Location can be used to differentiate between multiple entities
   retrieved from a single requested resource, as described in section
   13.6.

   If the Content-Location is a relative URI, the relative URI is
   interpreted relative to the Request-URI.

   The meaning of the Content-Location header in PUT or POST requests is
   undefined; servers are free to ignore it in those cases.
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14.15 Content-MD5

   The Content-MD5 entity-header field, as defined in RFC 1864 [23], is
   an MD5 digest of the entity-body for the purpose of providing an
   end-to-end message integrity check (MIC) of the entity-body. (Note: a
   MIC is good for detecting accidental modification of the entity-body
   in transit, but is not proof against malicious attacks.)

        Content-MD5   = "Content-MD5" ":" md5-digest
        md5-digest   = <base64 of 128 bit MD5 digest as per RFC 1864>

   The Content-MD5 header field MAY be generated by an origin server or
   client to function as an integrity check of the entity-body. Only
   origin servers or clients MAY generate the Content-MD5 header field;
   proxies and gateways MUST NOT generate it, as this would defeat its
   value as an end-to-end integrity check. Any recipient of the entity-
   body, including gateways and proxies, MAY check that the digest value
   in this header field matches that of the entity-body as received.

   The MD5 digest is computed based on the content of the entity-body,
   including any content-coding that has been applied, but not including
   any transfer-encoding applied to the message-body. If the message is
   received with a transfer-encoding, that encoding MUST be removed
   prior to checking the Content-MD5 value against the received entity.

   This has the result that the digest is computed on the octets of the
   entity-body exactly as, and in the order that, they would be sent if
   no transfer-encoding were being applied.

   HTTP extends RFC 1864 to permit the digest to be computed for MIME
   composite media-types (e.g., multipart/* and message/rfc822), but
   this does not change how the digest is computed as defined in the
   preceding paragraph.

   There are several consequences of this. The entity-body for composite
   types MAY contain many body-parts, each with its own MIME and HTTP
   headers (including Content-MD5, Content-Transfer-Encoding, and
   Content-Encoding headers). If a body-part has a Content-Transfer-
   Encoding or Content-Encoding header, it is assumed that the content
   of the body-part has had the encoding applied, and the body-part is
   included in the Content-MD5 digest as is -- i.e., after the
   application. The Transfer-Encoding header field is not allowed within



   body-parts.

   Conversion of all line breaks to CRLF MUST NOT be done before
   computing or checking the digest: the line break convention used in
   the text actually transmitted MUST be left unaltered when computing
   the digest.
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      Note: while the definition of Content-MD5 is exactly the same for
      HTTP as in RFC 1864 for MIME entity-bodies, there are several ways
      in which the application of Content-MD5 to HTTP entity-bodies
      differs from its application to MIME entity-bodies. One is that
      HTTP, unlike MIME, does not use Content-Transfer-Encoding, and
      does use Transfer-Encoding and Content-Encoding. Another is that
      HTTP more frequently uses binary content types than MIME, so it is
      worth noting that, in such cases, the byte order used to compute
      the digest is the transmission byte order defined for the type.
      Lastly, HTTP allows transmission of text types with any of several
      line break conventions and not just the canonical form using CRLF.

14.16 Content-Range

   The Content-Range entity-header is sent with a partial entity-body to
   specify where in the full entity-body the partial body should be
   applied. Range units are defined in section 3.12.

       Content-Range = "Content-Range" ":" content-range-spec

       content-range-spec      = byte-content-range-spec
       byte-content-range-spec = bytes-unit SP
                                 byte-range-resp-spec "/"
                                 ( instance-length | "*" )

       byte-range-resp-spec = (first-byte-pos "-" last-byte-pos)
                                      | "*"
       instance-length           = 1*DIGIT

   The header SHOULD indicate the total length of the full entity-body,
   unless this length is unknown or difficult to determine. The asterisk
   "*" character means that the instance-length is unknown at the time
   when the response was generated.

   Unlike byte-ranges-specifier values (see section 14.35.1), a byte-
   range-resp-spec MUST only specify one range, and MUST contain
   absolute byte positions for both the first and last byte of the
   range.

   A byte-content-range-spec with a byte-range-resp-spec whose last-
   byte-pos value is less than its first-byte-pos value, or whose
   instance-length value is less than or equal to its last-byte-pos
   value, is invalid. The recipient of an invalid byte-content-range-
   spec MUST ignore it and any content transferred along with it.

   A server sending a response with status code 416 (Requested range not
   satisfiable) SHOULD include a Content-Range field with a byte-range-
   resp-spec of "*". The instance-length specifies the current length of
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   the selected resource. A response with status code 206 (Partial
   Content) MUST NOT include a Content-Range field with a byte-range-
   resp-spec of "*".

   Examples of byte-content-range-spec values, assuming that the entity
   contains a total of 1234 bytes:

      . The first 500 bytes:
       bytes 0-499/1234

      . The second 500 bytes:
       bytes 500-999/1234

      . All except for the first 500 bytes:
       bytes 500-1233/1234

      . The last 500 bytes:
       bytes 734-1233/1234

   When an HTTP message includes the content of a single range (for
   example, a response to a request for a single range, or to a request
   for a set of ranges that overlap without any holes), this content is
   transmitted with a Content-Range header, and a Content-Length header
   showing the number of bytes actually transferred. For example,

       HTTP/1.1 206 Partial content
       Date: Wed, 15 Nov 1995 06:25:24 GMT
       Last-Modified: Wed, 15 Nov 1995 04:58:08 GMT
       Content-Range: bytes 21010-47021/47022
       Content-Length: 26012
       Content-Type: image/gif

   When an HTTP message includes the content of multiple ranges (for
   example, a response to a request for multiple non-overlapping
   ranges), these are transmitted as a multipart message. The multipart
   media type used for this purpose is "multipart/byteranges" as defined
   in appendix 19.2. See appendix 19.6.3 for a compatibility issue.

   A response to a request for a single range MUST NOT be sent using the
   multipart/byteranges media type.  A response to a request for
   multiple ranges, whose result is a single range, MAY be sent as a
   multipart/byteranges media type with one part. A client that cannot
   decode a multipart/byteranges message MUST NOT ask for multiple
   byte-ranges in a single request.

   When a client requests multiple byte-ranges in one request, the
   server SHOULD return them in the order that they appeared in the
   request.
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   If the server ignores a byte-range-spec because it is syntactically
   invalid, the server SHOULD treat the request as if the invalid Range
   header field did not exist. (Normally, this means return a 200
   response containing the full entity).

   If the server receives a request (other than one including an If-
   Range request-header field) with an unsatisfiable Range request-
   header field (that is, all of whose byte-range-spec values have a
   first-byte-pos value greater than the current length of the selected
   resource), it SHOULD return a response code of 416 (Requested range
   not satisfiable) (section 10.4.17).

      Note: clients cannot depend on servers to send a 416 (Requested
      range not satisfiable) response instead of a 200 (OK) response for
      an unsatisfiable Range request-header, since not all servers
      implement this request-header.

14.17 Content-Type

   The Content-Type entity-header field indicates the media type of the
   entity-body sent to the recipient or, in the case of the HEAD method,
   the media type that would have been sent had the request been a GET.

       Content-Type   = "Content-Type" ":" media-type

   Media types are defined in section 3.7. An example of the field is

       Content-Type: text/html; charset=ISO-8859-4

   Further discussion of methods for identifying the media type of an
   entity is provided in section 7.2.1.

14.18 Date

   The Date general-header field represents the date and time at which
   the message was originated, having the same semantics as orig-date in
   RFC 822. The field value is an HTTP-date, as described in section
   3.3.1; it MUST be sent in RFC 1123 [8]-date format.

       Date  = "Date" ":" HTTP-date

   An example is

       Date: Tue, 15 Nov 1994 08:12:31 GMT

   Origin servers MUST include a Date header field in all responses,
   except in these cases:
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      1. If the response status code is 100 (Continue) or 101 (Switching
         Protocols), the response MAY include a Date header field, at
         the server's option.



      2. If the response status code conveys a server error, e.g. 500
         (Internal Server Error) or 503 (Service Unavailable), and it is
         inconvenient or impossible to generate a valid Date.

      3. If the server does not have a clock that can provide a
         reasonable approximation of the current time, its responses
         MUST NOT include a Date header field. In this case, the rules
         in section 14.18.1 MUST be followed.

   A received message that does not have a Date header field MUST be
   assigned one by the recipient if the message will be cached by that
   recipient or gatewayed via a protocol which requires a Date. An HTTP
   implementation without a clock MUST NOT cache responses without
   revalidating them on every use. An HTTP cache, especially a shared
   cache, SHOULD use a mechanism, such as NTP [28], to synchronize its
   clock with a reliable external standard.

   Clients SHOULD only send a Date header field in messages that include
   an entity-body, as in the case of the PUT and POST requests, and even
   then it is optional. A client without a clock MUST NOT send a Date
   header field in a request.

   The HTTP-date sent in a Date header SHOULD NOT represent a date and
   time subsequent to the generation of the message. It SHOULD represent
   the best available approximation of the date and time of message
   generation, unless the implementation has no means of generating a
   reasonably accurate date and time. In theory, the date ought to
   represent the moment just before the entity is generated. In
   practice, the date can be generated at any time during the message
   origination without affecting its semantic value.

14.18.1 Clockless Origin Server Operation

   Some origin server implementations might not have a clock available.
   An origin server without a clock MUST NOT assign Expires or Last-
   Modified values to a response, unless these values were associated
   with the resource by a system or user with a reliable clock. It MAY
   assign an Expires value that is known, at or before server
   configuration time, to be in the past (this allows "pre-expiration"
   of responses without storing separate Expires values for each
   resource).
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14.19 ETag

   The ETag response-header field provides the current value of the
   entity tag for the requested variant. The headers used with entity
   tags are described in sections 14.24, 14.26 and 14.44. The entity tag
   MAY be used for comparison with other entities from the same resource
   (see section 13.3.3).

      ETag = "ETag" ":" entity-tag



   Examples:

      ETag: "xyzzy"
      ETag: W/"xyzzy"
      ETag: ""

14.20 Expect

   The Expect request-header field is used to indicate that particular
   server behaviors are required by the client.

      Expect       =  "Expect" ":" 1#expectation

      expectation  =  "100-continue" | expectation-extension
      expectation-extension =  token [ "=" ( token | quoted-string )
                               *expect-params ]
      expect-params =  ";" token [ "=" ( token | quoted-string ) ]

   A server that does not understand or is unable to comply with any of
   the expectation values in the Expect field of a request MUST respond
   with appropriate error status. The server MUST respond with a 417
   (Expectation Failed) status if any of the expectations cannot be met
   or, if there are other problems with the request, some other 4xx
   status.

   This header field is defined with extensible syntax to allow for
   future extensions. If a server receives a request containing an
   Expect field that includes an expectation-extension that it does not
   support, it MUST respond with a 417 (Expectation Failed) status.

   Comparison of expectation values is case-insensitive for unquoted
   tokens (including the 100-continue token), and is case-sensitive for
   quoted-string expectation-extensions.
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   The Expect mechanism is hop-by-hop: that is, an HTTP/1.1 proxy MUST
   return a 417 (Expectation Failed) status if it receives a request
   with an expectation that it cannot meet. However, the Expect
   request-header itself is end-to-end; it MUST be forwarded if the
   request is forwarded.

   Many older HTTP/1.0 and HTTP/1.1 applications do not understand the
   Expect header.

   See section 8.2.3 for the use of the 100 (continue) status.

14.21 Expires

   The Expires entity-header field gives the date/time after which the
   response is considered stale. A stale cache entry may not normally be
   returned by a cache (either a proxy cache or a user agent cache)



   unless it is first validated with the origin server (or with an
   intermediate cache that has a fresh copy of the entity). See section
   13.2 for further discussion of the expiration model.

   The presence of an Expires field does not imply that the original
   resource will change or cease to exist at, before, or after that
   time.

   The format is an absolute date and time as defined by HTTP-date in
   section 3.3.1; it MUST be in RFC 1123 date format:

      Expires = "Expires" ":" HTTP-date

   An example of its use is

      Expires: Thu, 01 Dec 1994 16:00:00 GMT

      Note: if a response includes a Cache-Control field with the max-
      age directive (see section 14.9.3), that directive overrides the
      Expires field.

   HTTP/1.1 clients and caches MUST treat other invalid date formats,
   especially including the value "0", as in the past (i.e., "already
   expired").

   To mark a response as "already expired," an origin server sends an
   Expires date that is equal to the Date header value. (See the rules
   for expiration calculations in section 13.2.4.)
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   To mark a response as "never expires," an origin server sends an
   Expires date approximately one year from the time the response is
   sent. HTTP/1.1 servers SHOULD NOT send Expires dates more than one
   year in the future.

   The presence of an Expires header field with a date value of some
   time in the future on a response that otherwise would by default be
   non-cacheable indicates that the response is cacheable, unless
   indicated otherwise by a Cache-Control header field (section 14.9).

14.22 From

   The From request-header field, if given, SHOULD contain an Internet
   e-mail address for the human user who controls the requesting user
   agent. The address SHOULD be machine-usable, as defined by "mailbox"
   in RFC 822 [9] as updated by RFC 1123 [8]:

       From   = "From" ":" mailbox

   An example is:

       From: webmaster@w3.org



   This header field MAY be used for logging purposes and as a means for
   identifying the source of invalid or unwanted requests. It SHOULD NOT
   be used as an insecure form of access protection. The interpretation
   of this field is that the request is being performed on behalf of the
   person given, who accepts responsibility for the method performed. In
   particular, robot agents SHOULD include this header so that the
   person responsible for running the robot can be contacted if problems
   occur on the receiving end.

   The Internet e-mail address in this field MAY be separate from the
   Internet host which issued the request. For example, when a request
   is passed through a proxy the original issuer's address SHOULD be
   used.

   The client SHOULD NOT send the From header field without the user's
   approval, as it might conflict with the user's privacy interests or
   their site's security policy. It is strongly recommended that the
   user be able to disable, enable, and modify the value of this field
   at any time prior to a request.

14.23 Host

   The Host request-header field specifies the Internet host and port
   number of the resource being requested, as obtained from the original
   URI given by the user or referring resource (generally an HTTP URL,
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   as described in section 3.2.2). The Host field value MUST represent
   the naming authority of the origin server or gateway given by the
   original URL. This allows the origin server or gateway to
   differentiate between internally-ambiguous URLs, such as the root "/"
   URL of a server for multiple host names on a single IP address.

       Host = "Host" ":" host [ ":" port ] ; Section 3.2.2

   A "host" without any trailing port information implies the default
   port for the service requested (e.g., "80" for an HTTP URL). For
   example, a request on the origin server for
   <http://www.w3.org/pub/WWW/> would properly include:

       GET /pub/WWW/ HTTP/1.1
       Host: www.w3.org

   A client MUST include a Host header field in all HTTP/1.1 request
   messages . If the requested URI does not include an Internet host
   name for the service being requested, then the Host header field MUST
   be given with an empty value. An HTTP/1.1 proxy MUST ensure that any
   request message it forwards does contain an appropriate Host header
   field that identifies the service being requested by the proxy. All
   Internet-based HTTP/1.1 servers MUST respond with a 400 (Bad Request)
   status code to any HTTP/1.1 request message which lacks a Host header
   field.

   See sections 5.2 and 19.6.1.1 for other requirements relating to
   Host.



14.24 If-Match

   The If-Match request-header field is used with a method to make it
   conditional. A client that has one or more entities previously
   obtained from the resource can verify that one of those entities is
   current by including a list of their associated entity tags in the
   If-Match header field. Entity tags are defined in section 3.11. The
   purpose of this feature is to allow efficient updates of cached
   information with a minimum amount of transaction overhead. It is also
   used, on updating requests, to prevent inadvertent modification of
   the wrong version of a resource. As a special case, the value "*"
   matches any current entity of the resource.

       If-Match = "If-Match" ":" ( "*" | 1#entity-tag )

   If any of the entity tags match the entity tag of the entity that
   would have been returned in the response to a similar GET request
   (without the If-Match header) on that resource, or if "*" is given
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   and any current entity exists for that resource, then the server MAY
   perform the requested method as if the If-Match header field did not
   exist.

   A server MUST use the strong comparison function (see section 13.3.3)
   to compare the entity tags in If-Match.

   If none of the entity tags match, or if "*" is given and no current
   entity exists, the server MUST NOT perform the requested method, and
   MUST return a 412 (Precondition Failed) response. This behavior is
   most useful when the client wants to prevent an updating method, such
   as PUT, from modifying a resource that has changed since the client
   last retrieved it.

   If the request would, without the If-Match header field, result in
   anything other than a 2xx or 412 status, then the If-Match header
   MUST be ignored.

   The meaning of "If-Match: *" is that the method SHOULD be performed
   if the representation selected by the origin server (or by a cache,
   possibly using the Vary mechanism, see section 14.44) exists, and
   MUST NOT be performed if the representation does not exist.

   A request intended to update a resource (e.g., a PUT) MAY include an
   If-Match header field to signal that the request method MUST NOT be
   applied if the entity corresponding to the If-Match value (a single
   entity tag) is no longer a representation of that resource. This
   allows the user to indicate that they do not wish the request to be
   successful if the resource has been changed without their knowledge.
   Examples:

       If-Match: "xyzzy"
       If-Match: "xyzzy", "r2d2xxxx", "c3piozzzz"
       If-Match: *



   The result of a request having both an If-Match header field and
   either an If-None-Match or an If-Modified-Since header fields is
   undefined by this specification.

14.25 If-Modified-Since

   The If-Modified-Since request-header field is used with a method to
   make it conditional: if the requested variant has not been modified
   since the time specified in this field, an entity will not be
   returned from the server; instead, a 304 (not modified) response will
   be returned without any message-body.

       If-Modified-Since = "If-Modified-Since" ":" HTTP-date
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   An example of the field is:

       If-Modified-Since: Sat, 29 Oct 1994 19:43:31 GMT

   A GET method with an If-Modified-Since header and no Range header
   requests that the identified entity be transferred only if it has
   been modified since the date given by the If-Modified-Since header.
   The algorithm for determining this includes the following cases:

      a) If the request would normally result in anything other than a
         200 (OK) status, or if the passed If-Modified-Since date is
         invalid, the response is exactly the same as for a normal GET.
         A date which is later than the server's current time is
         invalid.

      b) If the variant has been modified since the If-Modified-Since
         date, the response is exactly the same as for a normal GET.

      c) If the variant has not been modified since a valid If-
         Modified-Since date, the server SHOULD return a 304 (Not
         Modified) response.

   The purpose of this feature is to allow efficient updates of cached
   information with a minimum amount of transaction overhead.

      Note: The Range request-header field modifies the meaning of If-
      Modified-Since; see section 14.35 for full details.

      Note: If-Modified-Since times are interpreted by the server, whose
      clock might not be synchronized with the client.

      Note: When handling an If-Modified-Since header field, some
      servers will use an exact date comparison function, rather than a
      less-than function, for deciding whether to send a 304 (Not
      Modified) response. To get best results when sending an If-
      Modified-Since header field for cache validation, clients are
      advised to use the exact date string received in a previous Last-
      Modified header field whenever possible.

      Note: If a client uses an arbitrary date in the If-Modified-Since



      header instead of a date taken from the Last-Modified header for
      the same request, the client should be aware of the fact that this
      date is interpreted in the server's understanding of time. The
      client should consider unsynchronized clocks and rounding problems
      due to the different encodings of time between the client and
      server. This includes the possibility of race conditions if the
      document has changed between the time it was first requested and
      the If-Modified-Since date of a subsequent request, and the
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      possibility of clock-skew-related problems if the If-Modified-
      Since date is derived from the client's clock without correction
      to the server's clock. Corrections for different time bases
      between client and server are at best approximate due to network
      latency.

   The result of a request having both an If-Modified-Since header field
   and either an If-Match or an If-Unmodified-Since header fields is
   undefined by this specification.

14.26 If-None-Match

   The If-None-Match request-header field is used with a method to make
   it conditional. A client that has one or more entities previously
   obtained from the resource can verify that none of those entities is
   current by including a list of their associated entity tags in the
   If-None-Match header field. The purpose of this feature is to allow
   efficient updates of cached information with a minimum amount of
   transaction overhead. It is also used to prevent a method (e.g. PUT)
   from inadvertently modifying an existing resource when the client
   believes that the resource does not exist.

   As a special case, the value "*" matches any current entity of the
   resource.

       If-None-Match = "If-None-Match" ":" ( "*" | 1#entity-tag )

   If any of the entity tags match the entity tag of the entity that
   would have been returned in the response to a similar GET request
   (without the If-None-Match header) on that resource, or if "*" is
   given and any current entity exists for that resource, then the
   server MUST NOT perform the requested method, unless required to do
   so because the resource's modification date fails to match that
   supplied in an If-Modified-Since header field in the request.
   Instead, if the request method was GET or HEAD, the server SHOULD
   respond with a 304 (Not Modified) response, including the cache-
   related header fields (particularly ETag) of one of the entities that
   matched. For all other request methods, the server MUST respond with
   a status of 412 (Precondition Failed).

   See section 13.3.3 for rules on how to determine if two entities tags
   match. The weak comparison function can only be used with GET or HEAD
   requests.
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   If none of the entity tags match, then the server MAY perform the
   requested method as if the If-None-Match header field did not exist,
   but MUST also ignore any If-Modified-Since header field(s) in the
   request. That is, if no entity tags match, then the server MUST NOT
   return a 304 (Not Modified) response.

   If the request would, without the If-None-Match header field, result
   in anything other than a 2xx or 304 status, then the If-None-Match
   header MUST be ignored. (See section 13.3.4 for a discussion of
   server behavior when both If-Modified-Since and If-None-Match appear
   in the same request.)

   The meaning of "If-None-Match: *" is that the method MUST NOT be
   performed if the representation selected by the origin server (or by
   a cache, possibly using the Vary mechanism, see section 14.44)
   exists, and SHOULD be performed if the representation does not exist.
   This feature is intended to be useful in preventing races between PUT
   operations.

   Examples:

       If-None-Match: "xyzzy"
       If-None-Match: W/"xyzzy"
       If-None-Match: "xyzzy", "r2d2xxxx", "c3piozzzz"
       If-None-Match: W/"xyzzy", W/"r2d2xxxx", W/"c3piozzzz"
       If-None-Match: *

   The result of a request having both an If-None-Match header field and
   either an If-Match or an If-Unmodified-Since header fields is
   undefined by this specification.

14.27 If-Range

   If a client has a partial copy of an entity in its cache, and wishes
   to have an up-to-date copy of the entire entity in its cache, it
   could use the Range request-header with a conditional GET (using
   either or both of If-Unmodified-Since and If-Match.) However, if the
   condition fails because the entity has been modified, the client
   would then have to make a second request to obtain the entire current
   entity-body.

   The If-Range header allows a client to "short-circuit" the second
   request. Informally, its meaning is `if the entity is unchanged, send
   me the part(s) that I am missing; otherwise, send me the entire new
   entity'.

        If-Range = "If-Range" ":" ( entity-tag | HTTP-date )
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   If the client has no entity tag for an entity, but does have a Last-
   Modified date, it MAY use that date in an If-Range header. (The
   server can distinguish between a valid HTTP-date and any form of
   entity-tag by examining no more than two characters.) The If-Range
   header SHOULD only be used together with a Range header, and MUST be
   ignored if the request does not include a Range header, or if the
   server does not support the sub-range operation.

   If the entity tag given in the If-Range header matches the current
   entity tag for the entity, then the server SHOULD provide the
   specified sub-range of the entity using a 206 (Partial content)
   response. If the entity tag does not match, then the server SHOULD
   return the entire entity using a 200 (OK) response.

14.28 If-Unmodified-Since

   The If-Unmodified-Since request-header field is used with a method to
   make it conditional. If the requested resource has not been modified
   since the time specified in this field, the server SHOULD perform the
   requested operation as if the If-Unmodified-Since header were not
   present.

   If the requested variant has been modified since the specified time,
   the server MUST NOT perform the requested operation, and MUST return
   a 412 (Precondition Failed).

      If-Unmodified-Since = "If-Unmodified-Since" ":" HTTP-date

   An example of the field is:

       If-Unmodified-Since: Sat, 29 Oct 1994 19:43:31 GMT

   If the request normally (i.e., without the If-Unmodified-Since
   header) would result in anything other than a 2xx or 412 status, the
   If-Unmodified-Since header SHOULD be ignored.

   If the specified date is invalid, the header is ignored.

   The result of a request having both an If-Unmodified-Since header
   field and either an If-None-Match or an If-Modified-Since header
   fields is undefined by this specification.

14.29 Last-Modified

   The Last-Modified entity-header field indicates the date and time at
   which the origin server believes the variant was last modified.

       Last-Modified  = "Last-Modified" ":" HTTP-date
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   An example of its use is



       Last-Modified: Tue, 15 Nov 1994 12:45:26 GMT

   The exact meaning of this header field depends on the implementation
   of the origin server and the nature of the original resource. For
   files, it may be just the file system last-modified time. For
   entities with dynamically included parts, it may be the most recent
   of the set of last-modify times for its component parts. For database
   gateways, it may be the last-update time stamp of the record. For
   virtual objects, it may be the last time the internal state changed.

   An origin server MUST NOT send a Last-Modified date which is later
   than the server's time of message origination. In such cases, where
   the resource's last modification would indicate some time in the
   future, the server MUST replace that date with the message
   origination date.

   An origin server SHOULD obtain the Last-Modified value of the entity
   as close as possible to the time that it generates the Date value of
   its response. This allows a recipient to make an accurate assessment
   of the entity's modification time, especially if the entity changes
   near the time that the response is generated.

   HTTP/1.1 servers SHOULD send Last-Modified whenever feasible.

14.30 Location

   The Location response-header field is used to redirect the recipient
   to a location other than the Request-URI for completion of the
   request or identification of a new resource. For 201 (Created)
   responses, the Location is that of the new resource which was created
   by the request. For 3xx responses, the location SHOULD indicate the
   server's preferred URI for automatic redirection to the resource. The
   field value consists of a single absolute URI.

       Location       = "Location" ":" absoluteURI

   An example is:

       Location: http://www.w3.org/pub/WWW/People.html

      Note: The Content-Location header field (section 14.14) differs
      from Location in that the Content-Location identifies the original
      location of the entity enclosed in the request. It is therefore
      possible for a response to contain header fields for both Location
      and Content-Location. Also see section 13.10 for cache
      requirements of some methods.
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14.31 Max-Forwards

   The Max-Forwards request-header field provides a mechanism with the
   TRACE (section 9.8) and OPTIONS (section 9.2) methods to limit the
   number of proxies or gateways that can forward the request to the
   next inbound server. This can be useful when the client is attempting
   to trace a request chain which appears to be failing or looping in
   mid-chain.



       Max-Forwards   = "Max-Forwards" ":" 1*DIGIT

   The Max-Forwards value is a decimal integer indicating the remaining
   number of times this request message may be forwarded.

   Each proxy or gateway recipient of a TRACE or OPTIONS request
   containing a Max-Forwards header field MUST check and update its
   value prior to forwarding the request. If the received value is zero
   (0), the recipient MUST NOT forward the request; instead, it MUST
   respond as the final recipient. If the received Max-Forwards value is
   greater than zero, then the forwarded message MUST contain an updated
   Max-Forwards field with a value decremented by one (1).

   The Max-Forwards header field MAY be ignored for all other methods
   defined by this specification and for any extension methods for which
   it is not explicitly referred to as part of that method definition.

14.32 Pragma

   The Pragma general-header field is used to include implementation-
   specific directives that might apply to any recipient along the
   request/response chain. All pragma directives specify optional
   behavior from the viewpoint of the protocol; however, some systems
   MAY require that behavior be consistent with the directives.

       Pragma            = "Pragma" ":" 1#pragma-directive
       pragma-directive  = "no-cache" | extension-pragma
       extension-pragma  = token [ "=" ( token | quoted-string ) ]

   When the no-cache directive is present in a request message, an
   application SHOULD forward the request toward the origin server even
   if it has a cached copy of what is being requested. This pragma
   directive has the same semantics as the no-cache cache-directive (see
   section 14.9) and is defined here for backward compatibility with
   HTTP/1.0. Clients SHOULD include both header fields when a no-cache
   request is sent to a server not known to be HTTP/1.1 compliant.
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   Pragma directives MUST be passed through by a proxy or gateway
   application, regardless of their significance to that application,
   since the directives might be applicable to all recipients along the
   request/response chain. It is not possible to specify a pragma for a
   specific recipient; however, any pragma directive not relevant to a
   recipient SHOULD be ignored by that recipient.

   HTTP/1.1 caches SHOULD treat "Pragma: no-cache" as if the client had
   sent "Cache-Control: no-cache". No new Pragma directives will be
   defined in HTTP.

      Note: because the meaning of "Pragma: no-cache as a response
      header field is not actually specified, it does not provide a
      reliable replacement for "Cache-Control: no-cache" in a response



14.33 Proxy-Authenticate

   The Proxy-Authenticate response-header field MUST be included as part
   of a 407 (Proxy Authentication Required) response. The field value
   consists of a challenge that indicates the authentication scheme and
   parameters applicable to the proxy for this Request-URI.

       Proxy-Authenticate  = "Proxy-Authenticate" ":" 1#challenge

   The HTTP access authentication process is described in "HTTP
   Authentication: Basic and Digest Access Authentication" [43]. Unlike
   WWW-Authenticate, the Proxy-Authenticate header field applies only to
   the current connection and SHOULD NOT be passed on to downstream
   clients. However, an intermediate proxy might need to obtain its own
   credentials by requesting them from the downstream client, which in
   some circumstances will appear as if the proxy is forwarding the
   Proxy-Authenticate header field.

14.34 Proxy-Authorization

   The Proxy-Authorization request-header field allows the client to
   identify itself (or its user) to a proxy which requires
   authentication. The Proxy-Authorization field value consists of
   credentials containing the authentication information of the user
   agent for the proxy and/or realm of the resource being requested.

       Proxy-Authorization     = "Proxy-Authorization" ":" credentials

   The HTTP access authentication process is described in "HTTP
   Authentication: Basic and Digest Access Authentication" [43] . Unlike
   Authorization, the Proxy-Authorization header field applies only to
   the next outbound proxy that demanded authentication using the Proxy-
   Authenticate field. When multiple proxies are used in a chain, the
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   Proxy-Authorization header field is consumed by the first outbound
   proxy that was expecting to receive credentials. A proxy MAY relay
   the credentials from the client request to the next proxy if that is
   the mechanism by which the proxies cooperatively authenticate a given
   request.

14.35 Range

14.35.1 Byte Ranges

   Since all HTTP entities are represented in HTTP messages as sequences
   of bytes, the concept of a byte range is meaningful for any HTTP
   entity. (However, not all clients and servers need to support byte-
   range operations.)

   Byte range specifications in HTTP apply to the sequence of bytes in
   the entity-body (not necessarily the same as the message-body).

   A byte range operation MAY specify a single range of bytes, or a set
   of ranges within a single entity.



       ranges-specifier = byte-ranges-specifier
       byte-ranges-specifier = bytes-unit "=" byte-range-set
       byte-range-set  = 1#( byte-range-spec | suffix-byte-range-spec )
       byte-range-spec = first-byte-pos "-" [last-byte-pos]
       first-byte-pos  = 1*DIGIT
       last-byte-pos   = 1*DIGIT

   The first-byte-pos value in a byte-range-spec gives the byte-offset
   of the first byte in a range. The last-byte-pos value gives the
   byte-offset of the last byte in the range; that is, the byte
   positions specified are inclusive. Byte offsets start at zero.

   If the last-byte-pos value is present, it MUST be greater than or
   equal to the first-byte-pos in that byte-range-spec, or the byte-
   range-spec is syntactically invalid. The recipient of a byte-range-
   set that includes one or more syntactically invalid byte-range-spec
   values MUST ignore the header field that includes that byte-range-
   set.

   If the last-byte-pos value is absent, or if the value is greater than
   or equal to the current length of the entity-body, last-byte-pos is
   taken to be equal to one less than the current length of the entity-
   body in bytes.

   By its choice of last-byte-pos, a client can limit the number of
   bytes retrieved without knowing the size of the entity.
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       suffix-byte-range-spec = "-" suffix-length
       suffix-length = 1*DIGIT

   A suffix-byte-range-spec is used to specify the suffix of the
   entity-body, of a length given by the suffix-length value. (That is,
   this form specifies the last N bytes of an entity-body.) If the
   entity is shorter than the specified suffix-length, the entire
   entity-body is used.

   If a syntactically valid byte-range-set includes at least one byte-
   range-spec whose first-byte-pos is less than the current length of
   the entity-body, or at least one suffix-byte-range-spec with a non-
   zero suffix-length, then the byte-range-set is satisfiable.
   Otherwise, the byte-range-set is unsatisfiable. If the byte-range-set
   is unsatisfiable, the server SHOULD return a response with a status
   of 416 (Requested range not satisfiable). Otherwise, the server
   SHOULD return a response with a status of 206 (Partial Content)
   containing the satisfiable ranges of the entity-body.

   Examples of byte-ranges-specifier values (assuming an entity-body of
   length 10000):

      - The first 500 bytes (byte offsets 0-499, inclusive):  bytes=0-
        499

      - The second 500 bytes (byte offsets 500-999, inclusive):



        bytes=500-999

      - The final 500 bytes (byte offsets 9500-9999, inclusive):
        bytes=-500

      - Or bytes=9500-

      - The first and last bytes only (bytes 0 and 9999):  bytes=0-0,-1

      - Several legal but not canonical specifications of the second 500
        bytes (byte offsets 500-999, inclusive):
         bytes=500-600,601-999
         bytes=500-700,601-999

14.35.2 Range Retrieval Requests

   HTTP retrieval requests using conditional or unconditional GET
   methods MAY request one or more sub-ranges of the entity, instead of
   the entire entity, using the Range request header, which applies to
   the entity returned as the result of the request:

      Range = "Range" ":" ranges-specifier
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   A server MAY ignore the Range header. However, HTTP/1.1 origin
   servers and intermediate caches ought to support byte ranges when
   possible, since Range supports efficient recovery from partially
   failed transfers, and supports efficient partial retrieval of large
   entities.

   If the server supports the Range header and the specified range or
   ranges are appropriate for the entity:

      - The presence of a Range header in an unconditional GET modifies
        what is returned if the GET is otherwise successful. In other
        words, the response carries a status code of 206 (Partial
        Content) instead of 200 (OK).

      - The presence of a Range header in a conditional GET (a request
        using one or both of If-Modified-Since and If-None-Match, or
        one or both of If-Unmodified-Since and If-Match) modifies what
        is returned if the GET is otherwise successful and the
        condition is true. It does not affect the 304 (Not Modified)
        response returned if the conditional is false.

   In some cases, it might be more appropriate to use the If-Range
   header (see section 14.27) in addition to the Range header.

   If a proxy that supports ranges receives a Range request, forwards
   the request to an inbound server, and receives an entire entity in
   reply, it SHOULD only return the requested range to its client. It
   SHOULD store the entire received response in its cache if that is
   consistent with its cache allocation policies.

14.36 Referer



   The Referer[sic] request-header field allows the client to specify,
   for the server's benefit, the address (URI) of the resource from
   which the Request-URI was obtained (the "referrer", although the
   header field is misspelled.) The Referer request-header allows a
   server to generate lists of back-links to resources for interest,
   logging, optimized caching, etc. It also allows obsolete or mistyped
   links to be traced for maintenance. The Referer field MUST NOT be
   sent if the Request-URI was obtained from a source that does not have
   its own URI, such as input from the user keyboard.

       Referer        = "Referer" ":" ( absoluteURI | relativeURI )

   Example:

       Referer: http://www.w3.org/hypertext/DataSources/Overview.html
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   If the field value is a relative URI, it SHOULD be interpreted
   relative to the Request-URI. The URI MUST NOT include a fragment. See
   section 15.1.3 for security considerations.

14.37 Retry-After

   The Retry-After response-header field can be used with a 503 (Service
   Unavailable) response to indicate how long the service is expected to
   be unavailable to the requesting client. This field MAY also be used
   with any 3xx (Redirection) response to indicate the minimum time the
   user-agent is asked wait before issuing the redirected request. The
   value of this field can be either an HTTP-date or an integer number
   of seconds (in decimal) after the time of the response.

       Retry-After  = "Retry-After" ":" ( HTTP-date | delta-seconds )

   Two examples of its use are

       Retry-After: Fri, 31 Dec 1999 23:59:59 GMT
       Retry-After: 120

   In the latter example, the delay is 2 minutes.

14.38 Server

   The Server response-header field contains information about the
   software used by the origin server to handle the request. The field
   can contain multiple product tokens (section 3.8) and comments
   identifying the server and any significant subproducts. The product
   tokens are listed in order of their significance for identifying the
   application.

       Server         = "Server" ":" 1*( product | comment )

   Example:

       Server: CERN/3.0 libwww/2.17



   If the response is being forwarded through a proxy, the proxy
   application MUST NOT modify the Server response-header. Instead, it
   SHOULD include a Via field (as described in section 14.45).

      Note: Revealing the specific software version of the server might
      allow the server machine to become more vulnerable to attacks
      against software that is known to contain security holes. Server
      implementors are encouraged to make this field a configurable
      option.
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14.39 TE

   The TE request-header field indicates what extension transfer-codings
   it is willing to accept in the response and whether or not it is
   willing to accept trailer fields in a chunked transfer-coding. Its
   value may consist of the keyword "trailers" and/or a comma-separated
   list of extension transfer-coding names with optional accept
   parameters (as described in section 3.6).

       TE        = "TE" ":" #( t-codings )
       t-codings = "trailers" | ( transfer-extension [ accept-params ] )

   The presence of the keyword "trailers" indicates that the client is
   willing to accept trailer fields in a chunked transfer-coding, as
   defined in section 3.6.1. This keyword is reserved for use with
   transfer-coding values even though it does not itself represent a
   transfer-coding.

   Examples of its use are:

       TE: deflate
       TE:
       TE: trailers, deflate;q=0.5

   The TE header field only applies to the immediate connection.
   Therefore, the keyword MUST be supplied within a Connection header
   field (section 14.10) whenever TE is present in an HTTP/1.1 message.

   A server tests whether a transfer-coding is acceptable, according to
   a TE field, using these rules:

      1. The "chunked" transfer-coding is always acceptable. If the
         keyword "trailers" is listed, the client indicates that it is
         willing to accept trailer fields in the chunked response on
         behalf of itself and any downstream clients. The implication is
         that, if given, the client is stating that either all
         downstream clients are willing to accept trailer fields in the
         forwarded response, or that it will attempt to buffer the
         response on behalf of downstream recipients.

         Note: HTTP/1.1 does not define any means to limit the size of a
         chunked response such that a client can be assured of buffering
         the entire response.



      2. If the transfer-coding being tested is one of the transfer-
         codings listed in the TE field, then it is acceptable unless it
         is accompanied by a qvalue of 0. (As defined in section 3.9, a
         qvalue of 0 means "not acceptable.")
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      3. If multiple transfer-codings are acceptable, then the
         acceptable transfer-coding with the highest non-zero qvalue is
         preferred.  The "chunked" transfer-coding always has a qvalue
         of 1.

   If the TE field-value is empty or if no TE field is present, the only
   transfer-coding  is "chunked". A message with no transfer-coding is
   always acceptable.

14.40 Trailer

   The Trailer general field value indicates that the given set of
   header fields is present in the trailer of a message encoded with
   chunked transfer-coding.

       Trailer  = "Trailer" ":" 1#field-name

   An HTTP/1.1 message SHOULD include a Trailer header field in a
   message using chunked transfer-coding with a non-empty trailer. Doing
   so allows the recipient to know which header fields to expect in the
   trailer.

   If no Trailer header field is present, the trailer SHOULD NOT include
   any header fields. See section 3.6.1 for restrictions on the use of
   trailer fields in a "chunked" transfer-coding.

   Message header fields listed in the Trailer header field MUST NOT
   include the following header fields:

      . Transfer-Encoding

      . Content-Length

      . Trailer

14.41 Transfer-Encoding

   The Transfer-Encoding general-header field indicates what (if any)
   type of transformation has been applied to the message body in order
   to safely transfer it between the sender and the recipient. This
   differs from the content-coding in that the transfer-coding is a
   property of the message, not of the entity.

     Transfer-Encoding       = "Transfer-Encoding" ":" 1#transfer-coding

   Transfer-codings are defined in section 3.6. An example is:

     Transfer-Encoding: chunked
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   If multiple encodings have been applied to an entity, the transfer-
   codings MUST be listed in the order in which they were applied.
   Additional information about the encoding parameters MAY be provided
   by other entity-header fields not defined by this specification.

   Many older HTTP/1.0 applications do not understand the Transfer-
   Encoding header.

14.42 Upgrade

   The Upgrade general-header allows the client to specify what
   additional communication protocols it supports and would like to use
   if the server finds it appropriate to switch protocols. The server
   MUST use the Upgrade header field within a 101 (Switching Protocols)
   response to indicate which protocol(s) are being switched.

       Upgrade        = "Upgrade" ":" 1#product

   For example,

       Upgrade: HTTP/2.0, SHTTP/1.3, IRC/6.9, RTA/x11

   The Upgrade header field is intended to provide a simple mechanism
   for transition from HTTP/1.1 to some other, incompatible protocol. It
   does so by allowing the client to advertise its desire to use another
   protocol, such as a later version of HTTP with a higher major version
   number, even though the current request has been made using HTTP/1.1.
   This eases the difficult transition between incompatible protocols by
   allowing the client to initiate a request in the more commonly
   supported protocol while indicating to the server that it would like
   to use a "better" protocol if available (where "better" is determined
   by the server, possibly according to the nature of the method and/or
   resource being requested).

   The Upgrade header field only applies to switching application-layer
   protocols upon the existing transport-layer connection. Upgrade
   cannot be used to insist on a protocol change; its acceptance and use
   by the server is optional. The capabilities and nature of the
   application-layer communication after the protocol change is entirely
   dependent upon the new protocol chosen, although the first action
   after changing the protocol MUST be a response to the initial HTTP
   request containing the Upgrade header field.

   The Upgrade header field only applies to the immediate connection.
   Therefore, the upgrade keyword MUST be supplied within a Connection
   header field (section 14.10) whenever Upgrade is present in an
   HTTP/1.1 message.
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   The Upgrade header field cannot be used to indicate a switch to a
   protocol on a different connection. For that purpose, it is more
   appropriate to use a 301, 302, 303, or 305 redirection response.

   This specification only defines the protocol name "HTTP" for use by
   the family of Hypertext Transfer Protocols, as defined by the HTTP
   version rules of section 3.1 and future updates to this
   specification. Any token can be used as a protocol name; however, it
   will only be useful if both the client and server associate the name
   with the same protocol.

14.43 User-Agent

   The User-Agent request-header field contains information about the
   user agent originating the request. This is for statistical purposes,
   the tracing of protocol violations, and automated recognition of user
   agents for the sake of tailoring responses to avoid particular user
   agent limitations. User agents SHOULD include this field with
   requests. The field can contain multiple product tokens (section 3.8)
   and comments identifying the agent and any subproducts which form a
   significant part of the user agent. By convention, the product tokens
   are listed in order of their significance for identifying the
   application.

       User-Agent     = "User-Agent" ":" 1*( product | comment )

   Example:

       User-Agent: CERN-LineMode/2.15 libwww/2.17b3

14.44 Vary

   The Vary field value indicates the set of request-header fields that
   fully determines, while the response is fresh, whether a cache is
   permitted to use the response to reply to a subsequent request
   without revalidation. For uncacheable or stale responses, the Vary
   field value advises the user agent about the criteria that were used
   to select the representation. A Vary field value of "*" implies that
   a cache cannot determine from the request headers of a subsequent
   request whether this response is the appropriate representation. See
   section 13.6 for use of the Vary header field by caches.

       Vary  = "Vary" ":" ( "*" | 1#field-name )

   An HTTP/1.1 server SHOULD include a Vary header field with any
   cacheable response that is subject to server-driven negotiation.
   Doing so allows a cache to properly interpret future requests on that
   resource and informs the user agent about the presence of negotiation
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   on that resource. A server MAY include a Vary header field with a
   non-cacheable response that is subject to server-driven negotiation,
   since this might provide the user agent with useful information about
   the dimensions over which the response varies at the time of the
   response.



   A Vary field value consisting of a list of field-names signals that
   the representation selected for the response is based on a selection
   algorithm which considers ONLY the listed request-header field values
   in selecting the most appropriate representation. A cache MAY assume
   that the same selection will be made for future requests with the
   same values for the listed field names, for the duration of time for
   which the response is fresh.

   The field-names given are not limited to the set of standard
   request-header fields defined by this specification. Field names are
   case-insensitive.

   A Vary field value of "*" signals that unspecified parameters not
   limited to the request-headers (e.g., the network address of the
   client), play a role in the selection of the response representation.
   The "*" value MUST NOT be generated by a proxy server; it may only be
   generated by an origin server.

14.45  Via

   The Via general-header field MUST be used by gateways and proxies to
   indicate the intermediate protocols and recipients between the user
   agent and the server on requests, and between the origin server and
   the client on responses. It is analogous to the "Received" field of
   RFC 822 [9] and is intended to be used for tracking message forwards,
   avoiding request loops, and identifying the protocol capabilities of
   all senders along the request/response chain.

      Via =  "Via" ":" 1#( received-protocol received-by [ comment ] )
      received-protocol = [ protocol-name "/" ] protocol-version
      protocol-name     = token
      protocol-version  = token
      received-by       = ( host [ ":" port ] ) | pseudonym
      pseudonym         = token

   The received-protocol indicates the protocol version of the message
   received by the server or client along each segment of the
   request/response chain. The received-protocol version is appended to
   the Via field value when the message is forwarded so that information
   about the protocol capabilities of upstream applications remains
   visible to all recipients.
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   The protocol-name is optional if and only if it would be "HTTP". The
   received-by field is normally the host and optional port number of a
   recipient server or client that subsequently forwarded the message.
   However, if the real host is considered to be sensitive information,
   it MAY be replaced by a pseudonym. If the port is not given, it MAY
   be assumed to be the default port of the received-protocol.

   Multiple Via field values represents each proxy or gateway that has
   forwarded the message. Each recipient MUST append its information
   such that the end result is ordered according to the sequence of
   forwarding applications.



   Comments MAY be used in the Via header field to identify the software
   of the recipient proxy or gateway, analogous to the User-Agent and
   Server header fields. However, all comments in the Via field are
   optional and MAY be removed by any recipient prior to forwarding the
   message.

   For example, a request message could be sent from an HTTP/1.0 user
   agent to an internal proxy code-named "fred", which uses HTTP/1.1 to
   forward the request to a public proxy at nowhere.com, which completes
   the request by forwarding it to the origin server at www.ics.uci.edu.
   The request received by www.ics.uci.edu would then have the following
   Via header field:

       Via: 1.0 fred, 1.1 nowhere.com (Apache/1.1)

   Proxies and gateways used as a portal through a network firewall
   SHOULD NOT, by default, forward the names and ports of hosts within
   the firewall region. This information SHOULD only be propagated if
   explicitly enabled. If not enabled, the received-by host of any host
   behind the firewall SHOULD be replaced by an appropriate pseudonym
   for that host.

   For organizations that have strong privacy requirements for hiding
   internal structures, a proxy MAY combine an ordered subsequence of
   Via header field entries with identical received-protocol values into
   a single such entry. For example,

       Via: 1.0 ricky, 1.1 ethel, 1.1 fred, 1.0 lucy

        could be collapsed to

       Via: 1.0 ricky, 1.1 mertz, 1.0 lucy
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   Applications SHOULD NOT combine multiple entries unless they are all
   under the same organizational control and the hosts have already been
   replaced by pseudonyms. Applications MUST NOT combine entries which
   have different received-protocol values.

14.46 Warning

   The Warning general-header field is used to carry additional
   information about the status or transformation of a message which
   might not be reflected in the message. This information is typically
   used to warn about a possible lack of semantic transparency from
   caching operations or transformations applied to the entity body of
   the message.

   Warning headers are sent with responses using:

       Warning    = "Warning" ":" 1#warning-value



       warning-value = warn-code SP warn-agent SP warn-text
                                             [SP warn-date]

       warn-code  = 3DIGIT
       warn-agent = ( host [ ":" port ] ) | pseudonym
                       ; the name or pseudonym of the server adding
                       ; the Warning header, for use in debugging
       warn-text  = quoted-string
       warn-date  = <"> HTTP-date <">

   A response MAY carry more than one Warning header.

   The warn-text SHOULD be in a natural language and character set that
   is most likely to be intelligible to the human user receiving the
   response. This decision MAY be based on any available knowledge, such
   as the location of the cache or user, the Accept-Language field in a
   request, the Content-Language field in a response, etc. The default
   language is English and the default character set is ISO-8859-1.

   If a character set other than ISO-8859-1 is used, it MUST be encoded
   in the warn-text using the method described in RFC 2047 [14].

   Warning headers can in general be applied to any message, however
   some specific warn-codes are specific to caches and can only be
   applied to response messages. New Warning headers SHOULD be added
   after any existing Warning headers. A cache MUST NOT delete any
   Warning header that it received with a message. However, if a cache
   successfully validates a cache entry, it SHOULD remove any Warning
   headers previously attached to that entry except as specified for
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   specific Warning codes. It MUST then add any Warning headers received
   in the validating response. In other words, Warning headers are those
   that would be attached to the most recent relevant response.

   When multiple Warning headers are attached to a response, the user
   agent ought to inform the user of as many of them as possible, in the
   order that they appear in the response. If it is not possible to
   inform the user of all of the warnings, the user agent SHOULD follow
   these heuristics:

      - Warnings that appear early in the response take priority over
        those appearing later in the response.

      - Warnings in the user's preferred character set take priority
        over warnings in other character sets but with identical warn-
        codes and warn-agents.

   Systems that generate multiple Warning headers SHOULD order them with
   this user agent behavior in mind.

   Requirements for the behavior of caches with respect to Warnings are
   stated in section 13.1.2.

   This is a list of the currently-defined warn-codes, each with a



   recommended warn-text in English, and a description of its meaning.

   110 Response is stale
     MUST be included whenever the returned response is stale.

   111 Revalidation failed
     MUST be included if a cache returns a stale response because an
     attempt to revalidate the response failed, due to an inability to
     reach the server.

   112 Disconnected operation
     SHOULD be included if the cache is intentionally disconnected from
     the rest of the network for a period of time.

   113 Heuristic expiration
     MUST be included if the cache heuristically chose a freshness
     lifetime greater than 24 hours and the response's age is greater
     than 24 hours.

   199 Miscellaneous warning
     The warning text MAY include arbitrary information to be presented
     to a human user, or logged. A system receiving this warning MUST
     NOT take any automated action, besides presenting the warning to
     the user.
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   214 Transformation applied
     MUST be added by an intermediate cache or proxy if it applies any
     transformation changing the content-coding (as specified in the
     Content-Encoding header) or media-type (as specified in the
     Content-Type header) of the response, or the entity-body of the
     response, unless this Warning code already appears in the response.

   299 Miscellaneous persistent warning
     The warning text MAY include arbitrary information to be presented
     to a human user, or logged. A system receiving this warning MUST
     NOT take any automated action.

   If an implementation sends a message with one or more Warning headers
   whose version is HTTP/1.0 or lower, then the sender MUST include in
   each warning-value a warn-date that matches the date in the response.

   If an implementation receives a message with a warning-value that
   includes a warn-date, and that warn-date is different from the Date
   value in the response, then that warning-value MUST be deleted from
   the message before storing, forwarding, or using it. (This prevents
   bad consequences of naive caching of Warning header fields.) If all
   of the warning-values are deleted for this reason, the Warning header
   MUST be deleted as well.

14.47 WWW-Authenticate

   The WWW-Authenticate response-header field MUST be included in 401
   (Unauthorized) response messages. The field value consists of at
   least one challenge that indicates the authentication scheme(s) and
   parameters applicable to the Request-URI.



       WWW-Authenticate  = "WWW-Authenticate" ":" 1#challenge

   The HTTP access authentication process is described in "HTTP
   Authentication: Basic and Digest Access Authentication" [43]. User
   agents are advised to take special care in parsing the WWW-
   Authenticate field value as it might contain more than one challenge,
   or if more than one WWW-Authenticate header field is provided, the
   contents of a challenge itself can contain a comma-separated list of
   authentication parameters.

15 Security Considerations

   This section is meant to inform application developers, information
   providers, and users of the security limitations in HTTP/1.1 as
   described by this document. The discussion does not include
   definitive solutions to the problems revealed, though it does make
   some suggestions for reducing security risks.
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15.1 Personal Information

   HTTP clients are often privy to large amounts of personal information
   (e.g. the user's name, location, mail address, passwords, encryption
   keys, etc.), and SHOULD be very careful to prevent unintentional
   leakage of this information via the HTTP protocol to other sources.
   We very strongly recommend that a convenient interface be provided
   for the user to control dissemination of such information, and that
   designers and implementors be particularly careful in this area.
   History shows that errors in this area often create serious security
   and/or privacy problems and generate highly adverse publicity for the
   implementor's company.

15.1.1 Abuse of Server Log Information

   A server is in the position to save personal data about a user's
   requests which might identify their reading patterns or subjects of
   interest. This information is clearly confidential in nature and its
   handling can be constrained by law in certain countries. People using
   the HTTP protocol to provide data are responsible for ensuring that
   such material is not distributed without the permission of any
   individuals that are identifiable by the published results.

15.1.2 Transfer of Sensitive Information

   Like any generic data transfer protocol, HTTP cannot regulate the
   content of the data that is transferred, nor is there any a priori
   method of determining the sensitivity of any particular piece of
   information within the context of any given request. Therefore,
   applications SHOULD supply as much control over this information as
   possible to the provider of that information. Four header fields are
   worth special mention in this context: Server, Via, Referer and From.

   Revealing the specific software version of the server might allow the
   server machine to become more vulnerable to attacks against software
   that is known to contain security holes. Implementors SHOULD make the



   Server header field a configurable option.

   Proxies which serve as a portal through a network firewall SHOULD
   take special precautions regarding the transfer of header information
   that identifies the hosts behind the firewall. In particular, they
   SHOULD remove, or replace with sanitized versions, any Via fields
   generated behind the firewall.

   The Referer header allows reading patterns to be studied and reverse
   links drawn. Although it can be very useful, its power can be abused
   if user details are not separated from the information contained in
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   the Referer. Even when the personal information has been removed, the
   Referer header might indicate a private document's URI whose
   publication would be inappropriate.

   The information sent in the From field might conflict with the user's
   privacy interests or their site's security policy, and hence it
   SHOULD NOT be transmitted without the user being able to disable,
   enable, and modify the contents of the field. The user MUST be able
   to set the contents of this field within a user preference or
   application defaults configuration.

   We suggest, though do not require, that a convenient toggle interface
   be provided for the user to enable or disable the sending of From and
   Referer information.

   The User-Agent (section 14.43) or Server (section 14.38) header
   fields can sometimes be used to determine that a specific client or
   server have a particular security hole which might be exploited.
   Unfortunately, this same information is often used for other valuable
   purposes for which HTTP currently has no better mechanism.

15.1.3 Encoding Sensitive Information in URI's

   Because the source of a link might be private information or might
   reveal an otherwise private information source, it is strongly
   recommended that the user be able to select whether or not the
   Referer field is sent. For example, a browser client could have a
   toggle switch for browsing openly/anonymously, which would
   respectively enable/disable the sending of Referer and From
   information.

   Clients SHOULD NOT include a Referer header field in a (non-secure)
   HTTP request if the referring page was transferred with a secure
   protocol.

   Authors of services which use the HTTP protocol SHOULD NOT use GET
   based forms for the submission of sensitive data, because this will
   cause this data to be encoded in the Request-URI. Many existing
   servers, proxies, and user agents will log the request URI in some
   place where it might be visible to third parties. Servers can use
   POST-based form submission instead



15.1.4 Privacy Issues Connected to Accept Headers

   Accept request-headers can reveal information about the user to all
   servers which are accessed. The Accept-Language header in particular
   can reveal information the user would consider to be of a private
   nature, because the understanding of particular languages is often
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   strongly correlated to the membership of a particular ethnic group.
   User agents which offer the option to configure the contents of an
   Accept-Language header to be sent in every request are strongly
   encouraged to let the configuration process include a message which
   makes the user aware of the loss of privacy involved.

   An approach that limits the loss of privacy would be for a user agent
   to omit the sending of Accept-Language headers by default, and to ask
   the user whether or not to start sending Accept-Language headers to a
   server if it detects, by looking for any Vary response-header fields
   generated by the server, that such sending could improve the quality
   of service.

   Elaborate user-customized accept header fields sent in every request,
   in particular if these include quality values, can be used by servers
   as relatively reliable and long-lived user identifiers. Such user
   identifiers would allow content providers to do click-trail tracking,
   and would allow collaborating content providers to match cross-server
   click-trails or form submissions of individual users. Note that for
   many users not behind a proxy, the network address of the host
   running the user agent will also serve as a long-lived user
   identifier. In environments where proxies are used to enhance
   privacy, user agents ought to be conservative in offering accept
   header configuration options to end users. As an extreme privacy
   measure, proxies could filter the accept headers in relayed requests.
   General purpose user agents which provide a high degree of header
   configurability SHOULD warn users about the loss of privacy which can
   be involved.

15.2 Attacks Based On File and Path Names

   Implementations of HTTP origin servers SHOULD be careful to restrict
   the documents returned by HTTP requests to be only those that were
   intended by the server administrators. If an HTTP server translates
   HTTP URIs directly into file system calls, the server MUST take
   special care not to serve files that were not intended to be
   delivered to HTTP clients. For example, UNIX, Microsoft Windows, and
   other operating systems use ".." as a path component to indicate a
   directory level above the current one. On such a system, an HTTP
   server MUST disallow any such construct in the Request-URI if it
   would otherwise allow access to a resource outside those intended to
   be accessible via the HTTP server. Similarly, files intended for
   reference only internally to the server (such as access control
   files, configuration files, and script code) MUST be protected from
   inappropriate retrieval, since they might contain sensitive
   information. Experience has shown that minor bugs in such HTTP server
   implementations have turned into security risks.
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15.3 DNS Spoofing

   Clients using HTTP rely heavily on the Domain Name Service, and are
   thus generally prone to security attacks based on the deliberate
   mis-association of IP addresses and DNS names. Clients need to be
   cautious in assuming the continuing validity of an IP number/DNS name
   association.

   In particular, HTTP clients SHOULD rely on their name resolver for
   confirmation of an IP number/DNS name association, rather than
   caching the result of previous host name lookups. Many platforms
   already can cache host name lookups locally when appropriate, and
   they SHOULD be configured to do so. It is proper for these lookups to
   be cached, however, only when the TTL (Time To Live) information
   reported by the name server makes it likely that the cached
   information will remain useful.

   If HTTP clients cache the results of host name lookups in order to
   achieve a performance improvement, they MUST observe the TTL
   information reported by DNS.

   If HTTP clients do not observe this rule, they could be spoofed when
   a previously-accessed server's IP address changes. As network
   renumbering is expected to become increasingly common [24], the
   possibility of this form of attack will grow. Observing this
   requirement thus reduces this potential security vulnerability.

   This requirement also improves the load-balancing behavior of clients
   for replicated servers using the same DNS name and reduces the
   likelihood of a user's experiencing failure in accessing sites which
   use that strategy.

15.4 Location Headers and Spoofing

   If a single server supports multiple organizations that do not trust
   one another, then it MUST check the values of Location and Content-
   Location headers in responses that are generated under control of
   said organizations to make sure that they do not attempt to
   invalidate resources over which they have no authority.

15.5 Content-Disposition Issues

   RFC 1806 [35], from which the often implemented Content-Disposition
   (see section 19.5.1) header in HTTP is derived, has a number of very
   serious security considerations. Content-Disposition is not part of
   the HTTP standard, but since it is widely implemented, we are
   documenting its use and risks for implementors. See RFC 2183 [49]
   (which updates RFC 1806) for details.
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15.6 Authentication Credentials and Idle Clients

   Existing HTTP clients and user agents typically retain authentication
   information indefinitely. HTTP/1.1. does not provide a method for a
   server to direct clients to discard these cached credentials. This is
   a significant defect that requires further extensions to HTTP.
   Circumstances under which credential caching can interfere with the
   application's security model include but are not limited to:

      - Clients which have been idle for an extended period following
        which the server might wish to cause the client to reprompt the
        user for credentials.

      - Applications which include a session termination indication
        (such as a `logout' or `commit' button on a page) after which
        the server side of the application `knows' that there is no
        further reason for the client to retain the credentials.

   This is currently under separate study. There are a number of work-
   arounds to parts of this problem, and we encourage the use of
   password protection in screen savers, idle time-outs, and other
   methods which mitigate the security problems inherent in this
   problem. In particular, user agents which cache credentials are
   encouraged to provide a readily accessible mechanism for discarding
   cached credentials under user control.

15.7 Proxies and Caching

   By their very nature, HTTP proxies are men-in-the-middle, and
   represent an opportunity for man-in-the-middle attacks. Compromise of
   the systems on which the proxies run can result in serious security
   and privacy problems. Proxies have access to security-related
   information, personal information about individual users and
   organizations, and proprietary information belonging to users and
   content providers. A compromised proxy, or a proxy implemented or
   configured without regard to security and privacy considerations,
   might be used in the commission of a wide range of potential attacks.

   Proxy operators should protect the systems on which proxies run as
   they would protect any system that contains or transports sensitive
   information. In particular, log information gathered at proxies often
   contains highly sensitive personal information, and/or information
   about organizations. Log information should be carefully guarded, and
   appropriate guidelines for use developed and followed. (Section
   15.1.1).
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   Caching proxies provide additional potential vulnerabilities, since
   the contents of the cache represent an attractive target for
   malicious exploitation. Because cache contents persist after an HTTP
   request is complete, an attack on the cache can reveal information



   long after a user believes that the information has been removed from
   the network. Therefore, cache contents should be protected as
   sensitive information.

   Proxy implementors should consider the privacy and security
   implications of their design and coding decisions, and of the
   configuration options they provide to proxy operators (especially the
   default configuration).

   Users of a proxy need to be aware that they are no trustworthier than
   the people who run the proxy; HTTP itself cannot solve this problem.

   The judicious use of cryptography, when appropriate, may suffice to
   protect against a broad range of security and privacy attacks. Such
   cryptography is beyond the scope of the HTTP/1.1 specification.

15.7.1 Denial of Service Attacks on Proxies

   They exist. They are hard to defend against. Research continues.
   Beware.
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19 Appendices

19.1 Internet Media Type message/http and application/http

   In addition to defining the HTTP/1.1 protocol, this document serves
   as the specification for the Internet media type "message/http" and
   "application/http". The message/http type can be used to enclose a
   single HTTP request or response message, provided that it obeys the
   MIME restrictions for all "message" types regarding line length and
   encodings. The application/http type can be used to enclose a
   pipeline of one or more HTTP request or response messages (not
   intermixed). The following is to be registered with IANA [17].

       Media Type name:         message
       Media subtype name:      http
       Required parameters:     none
       Optional parameters:     version, msgtype
        version: The HTTP-Version number of the enclosed message
                 (e.g., "1.1"). If not present, the version can be
                 determined from the first line of the body.
        msgtype: The message type -- "request" or "response". If not
                 present, the type can be determined from the first
                 line of the body.
       Encoding considerations: only "7bit", "8bit", or "binary" are
                                permitted
       Security considerations: none

       Media Type name:         application
       Media subtype name:      http
       Required parameters:     none
       Optional parameters:     version, msgtype
        version: The HTTP-Version number of the enclosed messages
                 (e.g., "1.1"). If not present, the version can be
                 determined from the first line of the body.
        msgtype: The message type -- "request" or "response". If not
                 present, the type can be determined from the first
                 line of the body.
       Encoding considerations: HTTP messages enclosed by this type
                 are in "binary" format; use of an appropriate
                 Content-Transfer-Encoding is required when
                 transmitted via E-mail.
       Security considerations: none
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19.2 Internet Media Type multipart/byteranges

   When an HTTP 206 (Partial Content) response message includes the
   content of multiple ranges (a response to a request for multiple
   non-overlapping ranges), these are transmitted as a multipart
   message-body. The media type for this purpose is called
   "multipart/byteranges".

   The multipart/byteranges media type includes two or more parts, each
   with its own Content-Type and Content-Range fields. The required
   boundary parameter specifies the boundary string used to separate
   each body-part.

       Media Type name:         multipart
       Media subtype name:      byteranges
       Required parameters:     boundary
       Optional parameters:     none
       Encoding considerations: only "7bit", "8bit", or "binary" are
                                permitted
       Security considerations: none

   For example:

   HTTP/1.1 206 Partial Content
   Date: Wed, 15 Nov 1995 06:25:24 GMT
   Last-Modified: Wed, 15 Nov 1995 04:58:08 GMT
   Content-type: multipart/byteranges; boundary=THIS_STRING_SEPARATES

   --THIS_STRING_SEPARATES
   Content-type: application/pdf
   Content-range: bytes 500-999/8000

   ...the first range...
   --THIS_STRING_SEPARATES
   Content-type: application/pdf
   Content-range: bytes 7000-7999/8000

   ...the second range
   --THIS_STRING_SEPARATES--

      Notes:

      1) Additional CRLFs may precede the first boundary string in the
         entity.
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      2) Although RFC 2046 [40] permits the boundary string to be
         quoted, some existing implementations handle a quoted boundary



         string incorrectly.

      3) A number of browsers and servers were coded to an early draft
         of the byteranges specification to use a media type of
         multipart/x-byteranges, which is almost, but not quite
         compatible with the version documented in HTTP/1.1.

19.3 Tolerant Applications

   Although this document specifies the requirements for the generation
   of HTTP/1.1 messages, not all applications will be correct in their
   implementation. We therefore recommend that operational applications
   be tolerant of deviations whenever those deviations can be
   interpreted unambiguously.

   Clients SHOULD be tolerant in parsing the Status-Line and servers
   tolerant when parsing the Request-Line. In particular, they SHOULD
   accept any amount of SP or HT characters between fields, even though
   only a single SP is required.

   The line terminator for message-header fields is the sequence CRLF.
   However, we recommend that applications, when parsing such headers,
   recognize a single LF as a line terminator and ignore the leading CR.

   The character set of an entity-body SHOULD be labeled as the lowest
   common denominator of the character codes used within that body, with
   the exception that not labeling the entity is preferred over labeling
   the entity with the labels US-ASCII or ISO-8859-1. See section 3.7.1
   and 3.4.1.

   Additional rules for requirements on parsing and encoding of dates
   and other potential problems with date encodings include:

      - HTTP/1.1 clients and caches SHOULD assume that an RFC-850 date
        which appears to be more than 50 years in the future is in fact
        in the past (this helps solve the "year 2000" problem).

      - An HTTP/1.1 implementation MAY internally represent a parsed
        Expires date as earlier than the proper value, but MUST NOT
        internally represent a parsed Expires date as later than the
        proper value.

      - All expiration-related calculations MUST be done in GMT. The
        local time zone MUST NOT influence the calculation or comparison
        of an age or expiration time.
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      - If an HTTP header incorrectly carries a date value with a time
        zone other than GMT, it MUST be converted into GMT using the
        most conservative possible conversion.

19.4 Differences Between HTTP Entities and RFC 2045 Entities

   HTTP/1.1 uses many of the constructs defined for Internet Mail (RFC
   822 [9]) and the Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME [7]) to



   allow entities to be transmitted in an open variety of
   representations and with extensible mechanisms. However, RFC 2045
   discusses mail, and HTTP has a few features that are different from
   those described in RFC 2045. These differences were carefully chosen
   to optimize performance over binary connections, to allow greater
   freedom in the use of new media types, to make date comparisons
   easier, and to acknowledge the practice of some early HTTP servers
   and clients.

   This appendix describes specific areas where HTTP differs from RFC
   2045. Proxies and gateways to strict MIME environments SHOULD be
   aware of these differences and provide the appropriate conversions
   where necessary. Proxies and gateways from MIME environments to HTTP
   also need to be aware of the differences because some conversions
   might be required.

19.4.1 MIME-Version

   HTTP is not a MIME-compliant protocol. However, HTTP/1.1 messages MAY
   include a single MIME-Version general-header field to indicate what
   version of the MIME protocol was used to construct the message. Use
   of the MIME-Version header field indicates that the message is in
   full compliance with the MIME protocol (as defined in RFC 2045[7]).
   Proxies/gateways are responsible for ensuring full compliance (where
   possible) when exporting HTTP messages to strict MIME environments.

       MIME-Version   = "MIME-Version" ":" 1*DIGIT "." 1*DIGIT

   MIME version "1.0" is the default for use in HTTP/1.1. However,
   HTTP/1.1 message parsing and semantics are defined by this document
   and not the MIME specification.

19.4.2 Conversion to Canonical Form

   RFC 2045 [7] requires that an Internet mail entity be converted to
   canonical form prior to being transferred, as described in section 4
   of RFC 2049 [48]. Section 3.7.1 of this document describes the forms
   allowed for subtypes of the "text" media type when transmitted over
   HTTP. RFC 2046 requires that content with a type of "text" represent
   line breaks as CRLF and forbids the use of CR or LF outside of line
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   break sequences. HTTP allows CRLF, bare CR, and bare LF to indicate a
   line break within text content when a message is transmitted over
   HTTP.

   Where it is possible, a proxy or gateway from HTTP to a strict MIME
   environment SHOULD translate all line breaks within the text media
   types described in section 3.7.1 of this document to the RFC 2049
   canonical form of CRLF. Note, however, that this might be complicated
   by the presence of a Content-Encoding and by the fact that HTTP
   allows the use of some character sets which do not use octets 13 and
   10 to represent CR and LF, as is the case for some multi-byte
   character sets.

   Implementors should note that conversion will break any cryptographic



   checksums applied to the original content unless the original content
   is already in canonical form. Therefore, the canonical form is
   recommended for any content that uses such checksums in HTTP.

19.4.3 Conversion of Date Formats

   HTTP/1.1 uses a restricted set of date formats (section 3.3.1) to
   simplify the process of date comparison. Proxies and gateways from
   other protocols SHOULD ensure that any Date header field present in a
   message conforms to one of the HTTP/1.1 formats and rewrite the date
   if necessary.

19.4.4 Introduction of Content-Encoding

   RFC 2045 does not include any concept equivalent to HTTP/1.1's
   Content-Encoding header field. Since this acts as a modifier on the
   media type, proxies and gateways from HTTP to MIME-compliant
   protocols MUST either change the value of the Content-Type header
   field or decode the entity-body before forwarding the message. (Some
   experimental applications of Content-Type for Internet mail have used
   a media-type parameter of ";conversions=<content-coding>" to perform
   a function equivalent to Content-Encoding. However, this parameter is
   not part of RFC 2045.)

19.4.5 No Content-Transfer-Encoding

   HTTP does not use the Content-Transfer-Encoding (CTE) field of RFC
   2045. Proxies and gateways from MIME-compliant protocols to HTTP MUST
   remove any non-identity CTE ("quoted-printable" or "base64") encoding
   prior to delivering the response message to an HTTP client.

   Proxies and gateways from HTTP to MIME-compliant protocols are
   responsible for ensuring that the message is in the correct format
   and encoding for safe transport on that protocol, where "safe
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   transport" is defined by the limitations of the protocol being used.
   Such a proxy or gateway SHOULD label the data with an appropriate
   Content-Transfer-Encoding if doing so will improve the likelihood of
   safe transport over the destination protocol.

19.4.6 Introduction of Transfer-Encoding

   HTTP/1.1 introduces the Transfer-Encoding header field (section
   14.41). Proxies/gateways MUST remove any transfer-coding prior to
   forwarding a message via a MIME-compliant protocol.

   A process for decoding the "chunked" transfer-coding (section 3.6)
   can be represented in pseudo-code as:

       length := 0
       read chunk-size, chunk-extension (if any) and CRLF
       while (chunk-size > 0) {
          read chunk-data and CRLF
          append chunk-data to entity-body
          length := length + chunk-size



          read chunk-size and CRLF
       }
       read entity-header
       while (entity-header not empty) {
          append entity-header to existing header fields
          read entity-header
       }
       Content-Length := length
       Remove "chunked" from Transfer-Encoding

19.4.7 MHTML and Line Length Limitations

   HTTP implementations which share code with MHTML [45] implementations
   need to be aware of MIME line length limitations. Since HTTP does not
   have this limitation, HTTP does not fold long lines. MHTML messages
   being transported by HTTP follow all conventions of MHTML, including
   line length limitations and folding, canonicalization, etc., since
   HTTP transports all message-bodies as payload (see section 3.7.2) and
   does not interpret the content or any MIME header lines that might be
   contained therein.

19.5 Additional Features

   RFC 1945 and RFC 2068 document protocol elements used by some
   existing HTTP implementations, but not consistently and correctly
   across most HTTP/1.1 applications. Implementors are advised to be
   aware of these features, but cannot rely upon their presence in, or
   interoperability with, other HTTP/1.1 applications. Some of these
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   describe proposed experimental features, and some describe features
   that experimental deployment found lacking that are now addressed in
   the base HTTP/1.1 specification.

   A number of other headers, such as Content-Disposition and Title,
   from SMTP and MIME are also often implemented (see RFC 2076 [37]).

19.5.1 Content-Disposition

   The Content-Disposition response-header field has been proposed as a
   means for the origin server to suggest a default filename if the user
   requests that the content is saved to a file. This usage is derived
   from the definition of Content-Disposition in RFC 1806 [35].

        content-disposition = "Content-Disposition" ":"
                              disposition-type *( ";" disposition-parm )
        disposition-type = "attachment" | disp-extension-token
        disposition-parm = filename-parm | disp-extension-parm
        filename-parm = "filename" "=" quoted-string
        disp-extension-token = token
        disp-extension-parm = token "=" ( token | quoted-string )

   An example is

        Content-Disposition: attachment; filename="fname.ext"



   The receiving user agent SHOULD NOT respect any directory path
   information present in the filename-parm parameter, which is the only
   parameter believed to apply to HTTP implementations at this time. The
   filename SHOULD be treated as a terminal component only.

   If this header is used in a response with the application/octet-
   stream content-type, the implied suggestion is that the user agent
   should not display the response, but directly enter a `save response
   as...' dialog.

   See section 15.5 for Content-Disposition security issues.

19.6 Compatibility with Previous Versions

   It is beyond the scope of a protocol specification to mandate
   compliance with previous versions. HTTP/1.1 was deliberately
   designed, however, to make supporting previous versions easy. It is
   worth noting that, at the time of composing this specification
   (1996), we would expect commercial HTTP/1.1 servers to:

      - recognize the format of the Request-Line for HTTP/0.9, 1.0, and
        1.1 requests;
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      - understand any valid request in the format of HTTP/0.9, 1.0, or
        1.1;

      - respond appropriately with a message in the same major version
        used by the client.

   And we would expect HTTP/1.1 clients to:

      - recognize the format of the Status-Line for HTTP/1.0 and 1.1
        responses;

      - understand any valid response in the format of HTTP/0.9, 1.0, or
        1.1.

   For most implementations of HTTP/1.0, each connection is established
   by the client prior to the request and closed by the server after
   sending the response. Some implementations implement the Keep-Alive
   version of persistent connections described in section 19.7.1 of RFC
   2068 [33].

19.6.1 Changes from HTTP/1.0

   This section summarizes major differences between versions HTTP/1.0
   and HTTP/1.1.

19.6.1.1 Changes to Simplify Multi-homed Web Servers and Conserve IP
         Addresses

   The requirements that clients and servers support the Host request-
   header, report an error if the Host request-header (section 14.23) is
   missing from an HTTP/1.1 request, and accept absolute URIs (section
   5.1.2) are among the most important changes defined by this



   specification.

   Older HTTP/1.0 clients assumed a one-to-one relationship of IP
   addresses and servers; there was no other established mechanism for
   distinguishing the intended server of a request than the IP address
   to which that request was directed. The changes outlined above will
   allow the Internet, once older HTTP clients are no longer common, to
   support multiple Web sites from a single IP address, greatly
   simplifying large operational Web servers, where allocation of many
   IP addresses to a single host has created serious problems. The
   Internet will also be able to recover the IP addresses that have been
   allocated for the sole purpose of allowing special-purpose domain
   names to be used in root-level HTTP URLs. Given the rate of growth of
   the Web, and the number of servers already deployed, it is extremely
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   important that all implementations of HTTP (including updates to
   existing HTTP/1.0 applications) correctly implement these
   requirements:

      - Both clients and servers MUST support the Host request-header.

      - A client that sends an HTTP/1.1 request MUST send a Host header.

      - Servers MUST report a 400 (Bad Request) error if an HTTP/1.1
        request does not include a Host request-header.

      - Servers MUST accept absolute URIs.

19.6.2 Compatibility with HTTP/1.0 Persistent Connections

   Some clients and servers might wish to be compatible with some
   previous implementations of persistent connections in HTTP/1.0
   clients and servers. Persistent connections in HTTP/1.0 are
   explicitly negotiated as they are not the default behavior. HTTP/1.0
   experimental implementations of persistent connections are faulty,
   and the new facilities in HTTP/1.1 are designed to rectify these
   problems. The problem was that some existing 1.0 clients may be
   sending Keep-Alive to a proxy server that doesn't understand
   Connection, which would then erroneously forward it to the next
   inbound server, which would establish the Keep-Alive connection and
   result in a hung HTTP/1.0 proxy waiting for the close on the
   response. The result is that HTTP/1.0 clients must be prevented from
   using Keep-Alive when talking to proxies.

   However, talking to proxies is the most important use of persistent
   connections, so that prohibition is clearly unacceptable. Therefore,
   we need some other mechanism for indicating a persistent connection
   is desired, which is safe to use even when talking to an old proxy
   that ignores Connection. Persistent connections are the default for
   HTTP/1.1 messages; we introduce a new keyword (Connection: close) for
   declaring non-persistence. See section 14.10.

   The original HTTP/1.0 form of persistent connections (the Connection:



   Keep-Alive and Keep-Alive header) is documented in RFC 2068. [33]

19.6.3 Changes from RFC 2068

   This specification has been carefully audited to correct and
   disambiguate key word usage; RFC 2068 had many problems in respect to
   the conventions laid out in RFC 2119 [34].

   Clarified which error code should be used for inbound server failures
   (e.g. DNS failures). (Section 10.5.5).
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   CREATE had a race that required an Etag be sent when a resource is
   first created. (Section 10.2.2).

   Content-Base was deleted from the specification: it was not
   implemented widely, and there is no simple, safe way to introduce it
   without a robust extension mechanism. In addition, it is used in a
   similar, but not identical fashion in MHTML [45].

   Transfer-coding and message lengths all interact in ways that
   required fixing exactly when chunked encoding is used (to allow for
   transfer encoding that may not be self delimiting); it was important
   to straighten out exactly how message lengths are computed. (Sections
   3.6, 4.4, 7.2.2, 13.5.2, 14.13, 14.16)

   A content-coding of "identity" was introduced, to solve problems
   discovered in caching. (section 3.5)

   Quality Values of zero should indicate that "I don't want something"
   to allow clients to refuse a representation. (Section 3.9)

   The use and interpretation of HTTP version numbers has been clarified
   by RFC 2145. Require proxies to upgrade requests to highest protocol
   version they support to deal with problems discovered in HTTP/1.0
   implementations (Section 3.1)

   Charset wildcarding is introduced to avoid explosion of character set
   names in accept headers. (Section 14.2)

   A case was missed in the Cache-Control model of HTTP/1.1; s-maxage
   was introduced to add this missing case. (Sections 13.4, 14.8, 14.9,
   14.9.3)

   The Cache-Control: max-age directive was not properly defined for
   responses. (Section 14.9.3)

   There are situations where a server (especially a proxy) does not
   know the full length of a response but is capable of serving a
   byterange request. We therefore need a mechanism to allow byteranges
   with a content-range not indicating the full length of the message.
   (Section 14.16)

   Range request responses would become very verbose if all meta-data
   were always returned; by allowing the server to only send needed
   headers in a 206 response, this problem can be avoided. (Section



   10.2.7, 13.5.3, and 14.27)
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   Fix problem with unsatisfiable range requests; there are two cases:
   syntactic problems, and range doesn't exist in the document. The 416
   status code was needed to resolve this ambiguity needed to indicate
   an error for a byte range request that falls outside of the actual
   contents of a document. (Section 10.4.17, 14.16)

   Rewrite of message transmission requirements to make it much harder
   for implementors to get it wrong, as the consequences of errors here
   can have significant impact on the Internet, and to deal with the
   following problems:

      1. Changing "HTTP/1.1 or later" to "HTTP/1.1", in contexts where
         this was incorrectly placing a requirement on the behavior of
         an implementation of a future version of HTTP/1.x

      2. Made it clear that user-agents should retry requests, not
         "clients" in general.

      3. Converted requirements for clients to ignore unexpected 100
         (Continue) responses, and for proxies to forward 100 responses,
         into a general requirement for 1xx responses.

      4. Modified some TCP-specific language, to make it clearer that
         non-TCP transports are possible for HTTP.

      5. Require that the origin server MUST NOT wait for the request
         body before it sends a required 100 (Continue) response.

      6. Allow, rather than require, a server to omit 100 (Continue) if
         it has already seen some of the request body.

      7. Allow servers to defend against denial-of-service attacks and
         broken clients.

   This change adds the Expect header and 417 status code. The message
   transmission requirements fixes are in sections 8.2, 10.4.18,
   8.1.2.2, 13.11, and 14.20.

   Proxies should be able to add Content-Length when appropriate.
   (Section 13.5.2)

   Clean up confusion between 403 and 404 responses. (Section 10.4.4,
   10.4.5, and 10.4.11)

   Warnings could be cached incorrectly, or not updated appropriately.
   (Section 13.1.2, 13.2.4, 13.5.2, 13.5.3, 14.9.3, and 14.46) Warning
   also needed to be a general header, as PUT or other methods may have
   need for it in requests.
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   Transfer-coding had significant problems, particularly with
   interactions with chunked encoding. The solution is that transfer-
   codings become as full fledged as content-codings. This involves
   adding an IANA registry for transfer-codings (separate from content
   codings), a new header field (TE) and enabling trailer headers in the
   future. Transfer encoding is a major performance benefit, so it was
   worth fixing [39]. TE also solves another, obscure, downward
   interoperability problem that could have occurred due to interactions
   between authentication trailers, chunked encoding and HTTP/1.0
   clients.(Section 3.6, 3.6.1, and 14.39)

   The PATCH, LINK, UNLINK methods were defined but not commonly
   implemented in previous versions of this specification. See RFC 2068
   [33].

   The Alternates, Content-Version, Derived-From, Link, URI, Public and
   Content-Base header fields were defined in previous versions of this
   specification, but not commonly implemented. See RFC 2068 [33].

20 Index

   Please see the PostScript version of this RFC for the INDEX.
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Copyright Notice

   Copyright (C) The Internet Society (1999).  All Rights Reserved.

1. Introduction

   Router Requirements [1] specifies that routers must receive and
   forward directed broadcasts. It also specifies that routers MUST have
   an option to disable this feature, and that this option MUST default
   to permit the receiving and forwarding of directed broadcasts.  While
   directed broadcasts have uses, their use on the Internet backbone
   appears to be comprised entirely of malicious attacks on other
   networks.

   Changing the required default for routers would help ensure new
   routers connected to the Internet do not add to the problems already
   present.

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED",  "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.

2. Discussion

   Damaging denial of service attacks led to the writing of [2] on
   Ingress Filtering. Many network providers and corporate networks have
   endorsed the use of these methods to ensure their networks are not
   the source of such attacks.

   A recent trend in Smurf Attacks [3] is to target networks which
   permit directed broadcasts from outside their networks. By permitting
   directed broadcasts, these systems become "Smurf Amplifiers."
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   While the continued implementation of ingress filters remains the
   best way to limit these attacks, restricting directed broadcasts
   should also receive priority.

   Network service providers and corporate network operators are urged
   to ensure their networks are not susceptible to directed broadcast
   packets originating outside their networks.



   Mobile IP [4] had provisions for using directed broadcasts in a
   mobile node's use of  dynamic agent discovery. While some
   implementations support this feature, it is unclear whether it is
   useful. Other methods of achieving the same result are documented in
   [5]. It may be worthwhile to consider removing the language on using
   directed broadcasts as Mobile IP progresses on the standards track.

3. Recommendation

   Router Requirements [1] is updated as follows:

   Section 4.2.2.11 (d) is replaced with:

      (d) { <Network-prefix>, -1 }

      Directed Broadcast - a broadcast directed to the specified network
      prefix.  It MUST NOT be used as a source address.  A router MAY
      originate Network Directed Broadcast packets.  A router MAY have a
      configuration option to allow it to receive directed broadcast
      packets, however this option MUST be disabled by default, and thus
      the router MUST NOT receive Network Directed Broadcast packets
      unless specifically configured by the end user.

   Section 5.3.5.2, second paragraph replaced with:

      A router MAY have an option to enable receiving network-prefix-
      directed broadcasts on an interface and MAY have an option to
      enable forwarding network-prefix-directed broadcasts.  These
      options MUST default to blocking receipt and blocking forwarding
      of network-prefix-directed broadcasts.

4. Security Considerations

   The goal of this document is to reduce the efficacy of certain types
   of denial of service attacks.
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Abstract



   This memo explains how to use the Upgrade mechanism in HTTP/1.1 to
   initiate Transport Layer Security (TLS) over an existing TCP
   connection. This allows unsecured and secured HTTP traffic to share
   the same well known port (in this case, http: at 80 rather than
   https: at 443). It also enables "virtual hosting", so a single HTTP +
   TLS server can disambiguate traffic intended for several hostnames at
   a single IP address.

   Since HTTP/1.1 [1] defines Upgrade as a hop-by-hop mechanism, this
   memo also documents the HTTP CONNECT method for establishing end-to-
   end tunnels across HTTP proxies. Finally, this memo establishes new
   IANA registries for public HTTP status codes, as well as public or
   private Upgrade product tokens.

   This memo does NOT affect the current definition of the 'https' URI
   scheme, which already defines a separate namespace
   (http://example.org/ and https://example.org/ are not equivalent).
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1. Motivation

   The historical practice of deploying HTTP over SSL3 [3] has
   distinguished the combination from HTTP alone by a unique URI scheme
   and the TCP port number. The scheme 'http' meant the HTTP protocol
   alone on port 80, while 'https' meant the HTTP protocol over SSL on
   port 443.  Parallel well-known port numbers have similarly been
   requested -- and in some cases, granted -- to distinguish between
   secured and unsecured use of other application protocols (e.g.
   snews, ftps). This approach effectively halves the number of
   available well known ports.

   At the Washington DC IETF meeting in December 1997, the Applications
   Area Directors and the IESG reaffirmed that the practice of issuing
   parallel "secure" port numbers should be deprecated. The HTTP/1.1
   Upgrade mechanism can apply Transport Layer Security [6] to an open
   HTTP connection.
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   In the nearly two years since, there has been broad acceptance of the
   concept behind this proposal, but little interest in implementing
   alternatives to port 443 for generic Web browsing. In fact, nothing
   in this memo affects the current interpretation of https: URIs.
   However, new application protocols built atop HTTP, such as the
   Internet Printing Protocol [7], call for just such a mechanism in
   order to move ahead in the IETF standards process.

   The Upgrade mechanism also solves the "virtual hosting" problem.
   Rather than allocating multiple IP addresses to a single host, an
   HTTP/1.1 server will use the Host: header to disambiguate the
   intended web service. As HTTP/1.1 usage has grown more prevalent,
   more ISPs are offering name-based virtual hosting, thus delaying IP
   address space exhaustion.

   TLS (and SSL) have been hobbled by the same limitation as earlier
   versions of HTTP: the initial handshake does not specify the intended
   hostname, relying exclusively on the IP address. Using a cleartext
   HTTP/1.1 Upgrade: preamble to the TLS handshake -- choosing the
   certificates based on the initial Host: header -- will allow ISPs to
   provide secure name-based virtual hosting as well.

2. Introduction

   TLS, a.k.a., SSL (Secure Sockets Layer), establishes a private end-
   to-end connection, optionally including strong mutual authentication,
   using a variety of cryptosystems. Initially, a handshake phase uses
   three subprotocols to set up a record layer, authenticate endpoints,
   set parameters, as well as report errors.  Then, there is an ongoing
   layered record protocol that handles encryption, compression, and
   reassembly for the remainder of the connection. The latter is
   intended to be completely transparent. For example, there is no
   dependency between TLS's record markers and or certificates and
   HTTP/1.1's chunked encoding or authentication.



   Either the client or server can use the HTTP/1.1 [1] Upgrade
   mechanism (Section 14.42) to indicate that a TLS-secured connection
   is desired or necessary. This memo defines the "TLS/1.0" Upgrade
   token, and a new HTTP Status Code, "426 Upgrade Required".

   Section 3 and Section 4 describe the operation of a directly
   connected client and server. Intermediate proxies must establish an
   end-to-end tunnel before applying those operations, as explained in
   Section 5.
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2.1 Requirements Terminology

   Keywords "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT" and
   "MAY" that appear in this document are to be interpreted as described
   in RFC 2119 [11].

3. Client Requested Upgrade to HTTP over TLS

   When the client sends an HTTP/1.1 request with an Upgrade header
   field containing the token "TLS/1.0", it is requesting the server to
   complete the current HTTP/1.1 request after switching to TLS/1.0.

3.1 Optional Upgrade

   A client MAY offer to switch to secured operation during any clear
   HTTP request when an unsecured response would be acceptable:

       GET http://example.bank.com/acct_stat.html?749394889300 HTTP/1.1
       Host: example.bank.com
       Upgrade: TLS/1.0
       Connection: Upgrade

   In this case, the server MAY respond to the clear HTTP operation
   normally, OR switch to secured operation (as detailed in the next
   section).

   Note that HTTP/1.1 [1] specifies "the upgrade keyword MUST be
   supplied within a Connection header field (section 14.10) whenever
   Upgrade is present in an HTTP/1.1 message".

3.2 Mandatory Upgrade

   If an unsecured response would be unacceptable, a client MUST send an
   OPTIONS request first to complete the switch to TLS/1.0 (if
   possible).

       OPTIONS * HTTP/1.1
       Host: example.bank.com
       Upgrade: TLS/1.0
       Connection: Upgrade



3.3 Server Acceptance of Upgrade Request

   As specified in HTTP/1.1 [1], if the server is prepared to initiate
   the TLS handshake, it MUST send the intermediate "101 Switching
   Protocol" and MUST include an Upgrade response header specifying the
   tokens of the protocol stack it is switching to:
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       HTTP/1.1 101 Switching Protocols
       Upgrade: TLS/1.0, HTTP/1.1
       Connection: Upgrade

   Note that the protocol tokens listed in the Upgrade header of a 101
   Switching Protocols response specify an ordered 'bottom-up' stack.

   As specified in  HTTP/1.1 [1], Section 10.1.2: "The server will
   switch protocols to those defined by the response's Upgrade header
   field immediately after the empty line which terminates the 101
   response".

   Once the TLS handshake completes successfully, the server MUST
   continue with the response to the original request. Any TLS handshake
   failure MUST lead to disconnection, per the TLS error alert
   specification.

4. Server Requested Upgrade to HTTP over TLS

   The Upgrade response header field advertises possible protocol
   upgrades a server MAY accept. In conjunction with the "426 Upgrade
   Required" status code, a server can advertise the exact protocol
   upgrade(s) that a client MUST accept to complete the request.

4.1 Optional Advertisement

   As specified in HTTP/1.1 [1], the server MAY include an Upgrade
   header in any response other than 101 or 426 to indicate a
   willingness to switch to any (combination) of the protocols listed.

4.2 Mandatory Advertisement

   A server MAY indicate that a client request can not be completed
   without TLS using the "426 Upgrade Required" status code, which MUST
   include an an Upgrade header field specifying the token of the
   required TLS version.

       HTTP/1.1 426 Upgrade Required
       Upgrade: TLS/1.0, HTTP/1.1
       Connection: Upgrade

   The server SHOULD include a message body in the 426 response which
   indicates in human readable form the reason for the error and
   describes any alternative courses which may be available to the user.

   Note that even if a client is willing to use TLS, it must use the



   operations in Section 3 to proceed; the TLS handshake cannot begin
   immediately after the 426 response.
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5. Upgrade across Proxies

   As a hop-by-hop header, Upgrade is negotiated between each pair of
   HTTP counterparties.  If a User Agent sends a request with an Upgrade
   header to a proxy, it is requesting a change to the protocol between
   itself and the proxy, not an end-to-end change.

   Since TLS, in particular, requires end-to-end connectivity to provide
   authentication and prevent man-in-the-middle attacks, this memo
   specifies the CONNECT method to establish a tunnel across proxies.

   Once a tunnel is established, any of the operations in Section 3 can
   be used to establish a TLS connection.

5.1 Implications of Hop By Hop Upgrade

   If an origin server receives an Upgrade header from a proxy and
   responds with a 101 Switching Protocols response, it is changing the
   protocol only on the connection between the proxy and itself.
   Similarly, a proxy might return a 101 response to its client to
   change the protocol on that connection independently of the protocols
   it is using to communicate toward the origin server.

   These scenarios also complicate diagnosis of a 426 response.  Since
   Upgrade is a hop-by-hop header, a proxy that does not recognize 426
   might remove the accompanying Upgrade header and prevent the client
   from determining the required protocol switch.  If a client receives
   a 426 status without an accompanying Upgrade header, it will need to
   request an end to end tunnel connection as described in Section 5.2
   and repeat the request in order to obtain the required upgrade
   information.

   This hop-by-hop definition of Upgrade was a deliberate choice.  It
   allows for incremental deployment on either side of proxies, and for
   optimized protocols between cascaded proxies without the knowledge of
   the parties that are not a part of the change.

5.2 Requesting a Tunnel with CONNECT

   A CONNECT method requests that a proxy establish a tunnel connection
   on its behalf. The Request-URI portion of the Request-Line is always
   an 'authority' as defined by URI Generic Syntax [2], which is to say
   the host name and port number destination of the requested connection
   separated by a colon:

      CONNECT server.example.com:80 HTTP/1.1
      Host: server.example.com:80
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   Other HTTP mechanisms can be used normally with the CONNECT method --
   except end-to-end protocol Upgrade requests, of course, since the
   tunnel must be established first.

   For example, proxy authentication might be used to establish the
   authority to create a tunnel:

      CONNECT server.example.com:80 HTTP/1.1
      Host: server.example.com:80
      Proxy-Authorization: basic aGVsbG86d29ybGQ=

   Like any other pipelined HTTP/1.1 request, data to be tunneled may be
   sent immediately after the blank line. The usual caveats also apply:
   data may be discarded if the eventual response is negative, and the
   connection may be reset with no response if more than one TCP segment
   is outstanding.

5.3 Establishing a Tunnel with CONNECT

   Any successful (2xx) response to a CONNECT request indicates that the
   proxy has established a connection to the requested host and port,
   and has switched to tunneling the current connection to that server
   connection.

   It may be the case that the proxy itself can only reach the requested
   origin server through another proxy.  In this case, the first proxy
   SHOULD make a CONNECT request of that next proxy, requesting a tunnel
   to the authority.  A proxy MUST NOT respond with any 2xx status code
   unless it has either a direct or tunnel connection established to the
   authority.

   An origin server which receives a CONNECT request for itself MAY
   respond with a 2xx status code to indicate that a connection is
   established.

   If at any point either one of the peers gets disconnected, any
   outstanding data that came from that peer will be passed to the other
   one, and after that also the other connection will be terminated by
   the proxy. If there is outstanding data to that peer undelivered,
   that data will be discarded.

6. Rationale for the use of a 4xx (client error) Status Code

   Reliable, interoperable negotiation of Upgrade features requires an
   unambiguous failure signal. The 426 Upgrade Required status code
   allows a server to definitively state the precise protocol extensions
   a given resource must be served with.
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   It might at first appear that the response should have been some form
   of redirection (a 3xx code), by analogy to an old-style redirection



   to an https: URI.  User agents that do not understand Upgrade:
   preclude this.

   Suppose that a 3xx code had been assigned for "Upgrade Required"; a
   user agent that did not recognize it would treat it as 300.  It would
   then properly look for a "Location" header in the response and
   attempt to repeat the request at the URL in that header field. Since
   it did not know to Upgrade to incorporate the TLS layer, it would at
   best fail again at the new URL.

7. IANA Considerations

   IANA shall create registries for two name spaces, as described in BCP
   26 [10]:

   o  HTTP Status Codes
   o  HTTP Upgrade Tokens

7.1 HTTP Status Code Registry

   The HTTP Status Code Registry defines the name space for the Status-
   Code token in the Status line of an HTTP response.  The initial
   values for this name space are those specified by:

   1.  Draft Standard for HTTP/1.1 [1]
   2.  Web Distributed Authoring and Versioning [4] [defines 420-424]
   3.  WebDAV Advanced Collections [5] (Work in Progress) [defines 425]
   4.  Section 6 [defines 426]

   Values to be added to this name space SHOULD be subject to review in
   the form of a standards track document within the IETF Applications
   Area.  Any such document SHOULD be traceable through statuses of
   either 'Obsoletes' or 'Updates' to the Draft Standard for
   HTTP/1.1 [1].

7.2 HTTP Upgrade Token Registry

   The HTTP Upgrade Token Registry defines the name space for product
   tokens used to identify protocols in the Upgrade HTTP header field.
   Each registered token should be associated with one or a set of
   specifications, and with contact information.

   The Draft Standard for HTTP/1.1 [1] specifies that these tokens obey
   the production for 'product':
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      product         = token ["/" product-version]
      product-version = token

   Registrations should be allowed on a First Come First Served basis as
   described in BCP 26 [10]. These specifications need not be IETF
   documents or be subject to IESG review, but should obey the following
   rules:



   1.  A token, once registered, stays registered forever.
   2.  The registration MUST name a responsible party for the
       registration.
   3.  The registration MUST name a point of contact.
   4.  The registration MAY name the documentation required for the
       token.
   5.  The responsible party MAY change the registration at any time.
       The IANA will keep a record of all such changes, and make them
       available upon request.
   6.  The responsible party for the first registration of a "product"
       token MUST approve later registrations of a "version" token
       together with that "product" token before they can be registered.
   7.  If absolutely required, the IESG MAY reassign the responsibility
       for a token. This will normally only be used in the case when a
       responsible party cannot be contacted.

   This specification defines the protocol token "TLS/1.0" as the
   identifier for the protocol specified by The TLS Protocol [6].

   It is NOT required that specifications for upgrade tokens be made
   publicly available, but the contact information for the registration
   SHOULD be.

8. Security Considerations

   The potential for a man-in-the-middle attack (deleting the Upgrade
   header) remains the same as current, mixed http/https practice:

   o  Removing the Upgrade header is similar to rewriting web pages to
      change https:// links to http:// links.
   o  The risk is only present if the server is willing to vend such
      information over both a secure and an insecure channel in the
      first place.
   o  If the client knows for a fact that a server is TLS-compliant, it
      can insist on it by only sending an Upgrade request with a no-op
      method like OPTIONS.
   o  Finally, as the https: specification warns, "users should
      carefully examine the certificate presented by the server to
      determine if it meets their expectations".
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   Furthermore, for clients that do not explicitly try to invoke TLS,
   servers can use the Upgrade header in any response other than 101 or
   426 to advertise TLS compliance. Since TLS compliance should be
   considered a feature of the server and not the resource at hand, it
   should be sufficient to send it once, and let clients cache that
   fact.

8.1 Implications for the https: URI Scheme

   While nothing in this memo affects the definition of the 'https' URI
   scheme, widespread adoption of this mechanism for HyperText content
   could use 'http' to identify both secure and non-secure resources.

   The choice of what security characteristics are required on the



   connection is left to the client and server.  This allows either
   party to use any information available in making this determination.
   For example, user agents may rely on user preference settings or
   information about the security of the network such as 'TLS required
   on all POST operations not on my local net', or servers may apply
   resource access rules such as 'the FORM on this page must be served
   and submitted using TLS'.

8.2 Security Considerations for CONNECT

   A generic TCP tunnel is fraught with security risks. First, such
   authorization should be limited to a small number of known ports.
   The Upgrade: mechanism defined here only requires onward tunneling at
   port 80. Second, since tunneled data is opaque to the proxy, there
   are additional risks to tunneling to other well-known or reserved
   ports. A putative HTTP client CONNECTing to port 25 could relay spam
   via SMTP, for example.
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          Secret Key Transaction Authentication for DNS (TSIG)

Status of this Memo

   This document specifies an Internet standards track protocol for the
   Internet community, and requests discussion and suggestions for
   improvements.  Please refer to the current edition of the "Internet
   Official Protocol Standards" (STD 1) for the standardization state
   and status of this protocol.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

Copyright Notice

   Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2000).  All Rights Reserved.

Abstract

   This protocol allows for transaction level authentication using
   shared secrets and one way hashing.  It can be used to authenticate
   dynamic updates as coming from an approved client, or to authenticate
   responses as coming from an approved recursive name server.

   No provision has been made here for distributing the shared secrets;
   it is expected that a network administrator will statically configure



   name servers and clients using some out of band mechanism such as
   sneaker-net until a secure automated mechanism for key distribution
   is available.

1 - Introduction

   1.1. The Domain Name System (DNS) [RFC1034, RFC1035] is a replicated
   hierarchical distributed database system that provides information
   fundamental to Internet operations, such as name <=> address
   translation and mail handling information.  DNS has recently been
   extended [RFC2535] to provide for data origin authentication, and
   public key distribution, all based on public key cryptography and
   public key based digital signatures.  To be practical, this form of
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   security generally requires extensive local caching of keys and
   tracing of authentication through multiple keys and signatures to a
   pre-trusted locally configured key.

   1.2. One difficulty with the [RFC2535] scheme is that common DNS
   implementations include simple "stub" resolvers which do not have
   caches.  Such resolvers typically rely on a caching DNS server on
   another host.  It is impractical for these stub resolvers to perform
   general [RFC2535] authentication and they would naturally depend on
   their caching DNS server to perform such services for them.  To do so
   securely requires secure communication of queries and responses.
   [RFC2535] provides public key transaction signatures to support this,
   but such signatures are very expensive computationally to generate.
   In general, these require the same complex public key logic that is
   impractical for stubs.  This document specifies use of a message
   authentication code (MAC), specifically HMAC-MD5 (a keyed hash
   function), to provide an efficient means of point-to-point
   authentication and integrity checking for transactions.

   1.3. A second area where use of straight [RFC2535] public key based
   mechanisms may be impractical is authenticating dynamic update
   [RFC2136] requests.  [RFC2535] provides for request signatures but
   with [RFC2535] they, like transaction signatures, require
   computationally expensive public key cryptography and complex
   authentication logic.  Secure Domain Name System Dynamic Update
   ([RFC2137]) describes how different keys are used in dynamically
   updated zones.  This document's secret key based MACs can be used to
   authenticate DNS update requests as well as transaction responses,
   providing a lightweight alternative to the protocol described by
   [RFC2137].

   1.4. A further use of this mechanism is to protect zone transfers.
   In this case the data covered would be the whole zone transfer
   including any glue records sent.  The protocol described by [RFC2535]
   does not protect glue records and unsigned records unless SIG(0)
   (transaction signature) is used.

   1.5. The authentication mechanism proposed in this document uses
   shared secret keys to establish a trust relationship between two
   entities.  Such keys must be protected in a fashion similar to



   private keys, lest a third party masquerade as one of the intended
   parties (forge MACs).  There is an urgent need to provide simple and
   efficient authentication between clients and local servers and this
   proposal addresses that need.  This proposal is unsuitable for
   general server to server authentication for servers which speak with
   many other servers, since key management would become unwieldy with
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   the number of shared keys going up quadratically.  But it is suitable
   for many resolvers on hosts that only talk to a few recursive
   servers.

   1.6. A server acting as an indirect caching resolver -- a "forwarder"
   in common usage -- might use transaction-based authentication when
   communicating with its small number of preconfigured "upstream"
   servers.  Other uses of DNS secret key authentication and possible
   systems for automatic secret key distribution may be proposed in
   separate future documents.

   1.7. New Assigned Numbers

      RRTYPE = TSIG (250)
      ERROR = 0..15 (a DNS RCODE)
      ERROR = 16 (BADSIG)
      ERROR = 17 (BADKEY)
      ERROR = 18 (BADTIME)

   1.8. The key words "MUST", "REQUIRED", "SHOULD", "RECOMMENDED",  and
   "MAY" in this document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC
   2119].

2 - TSIG RR Format

   2.1 TSIG RR Type

   To provide secret key authentication, we use a new RR type whose
   mnemonic is TSIG and whose type code is 250.  TSIG is a meta-RR and
   MUST not be cached.  TSIG RRs are used for authentication between DNS
   entities that have established a shared secret key.  TSIG RRs are
   dynamically computed to cover a particular DNS transaction and are
   not DNS RRs in the usual sense.

   2.2 TSIG Calculation

   As the TSIG RRs are related to one DNS request/response, there is no
   value in storing or retransmitting them, thus the TSIG RR is
   discarded once it has been used to authenticate a DNS message.  The
   only message digest algorithm specified in this document is "HMAC-
   MD5" (see [RFC1321], [RFC2104]).  The "HMAC-MD5" algorithm is
   mandatory to implement for interoperability.  Other algorithms can be
   specified at a later date.  Names and definitions of new algorithms
   MUST be registered with IANA.  All multi-octet integers in the TSIG
   record are sent in network byte order (see [RFC1035 2.3.2]).
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   2.3. Record Format

    NAME The name of the key used in domain name syntax.  The name
         should reflect the names of the hosts and uniquely identify
         the key among a set of keys these two hosts may share at any
         given time.  If hosts A.site.example and B.example.net share a
         key, possibilities for the key name include
         <id>.A.site.example, <id>.B.example.net, and
         <id>.A.site.example.B.example.net.  It should be possible for
         more than one key to be in simultaneous use among a set of
         interacting hosts.  The name only needs to be meaningful to
         the communicating hosts but a meaningful mnemonic name as
         above is strongly recommended.

         The name may be used as a local index to the key involved and
         it is recommended that it be globally unique.  Where a key is
         just shared between two hosts, its name actually only need
         only be meaningful to them but it is recommended that the key
         name be mnemonic and incorporate the resolver and server host
         names in that order.

    TYPE TSIG (250: Transaction SIGnature)

    CLASS ANY

    TTL  0

    RdLen (variable)

    RDATA

      Field Name       Data Type      Notes
      --------------------------------------------------------------
      Algorithm Name   domain-name    Name of the algorithm
                                      in domain name syntax.
      Time Signed      u_int48_t      seconds since 1-Jan-70 UTC.
      Fudge            u_int16_t      seconds of error permitted
                                      in Time Signed.
      MAC Size         u_int16_t      number of octets in MAC.
      MAC              octet stream   defined by Algorithm Name.
      Original ID      u_int16_t      original message ID
      Error            u_int16_t      expanded RCODE covering
                                      TSIG processing.
      Other Len        u_int16_t      length, in octets, of
                                      Other Data.
      Other Data       octet stream   empty unless Error == BADTIME
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   2.4. Example

      NAME   HOST.EXAMPLE.

      TYPE   TSIG

      CLASS  ANY

      TTL    0

      RdLen  as appropriate

      RDATA

         Field Name       Contents
         -------------------------------------
         Algorithm Name   SAMPLE-ALG.EXAMPLE.
         Time Signed      853804800
         Fudge            300
         MAC Size         as appropriate
         MAC              as appropriate
         Original ID      as appropriate
         Error            0 (NOERROR)
         Other Len        0
         Other Data       empty

3 - Protocol Operation

   3.1. Effects of adding TSIG to outgoing message

   Once the outgoing message has been constructed, the keyed message
   digest operation can be performed.  The resulting message digest will
   then be stored in a TSIG which is appended to the additional data
   section (the ARCOUNT is incremented to reflect this).  If the TSIG
   record cannot be added without causing the message to be truncated,
   the server MUST alter the response so that a TSIG can be included.
   This response consists of only the question and a TSIG record, and
   has the TC bit set and RCODE 0 (NOERROR).  The client SHOULD at this
   point retry the request using TCP (per [RFC1035 4.2.2]).

   3.2. TSIG processing on incoming messages

   If an incoming message contains a TSIG record, it MUST be the last
   record in the additional section.  Multiple TSIG records are not
   allowed.  If a TSIG record is present in any other position, the
   packet is dropped and a response with RCODE 1 (FORMERR) MUST be
   returned.  Upon receipt of a message with a correctly placed TSIG RR,
   the TSIG RR is copied to a safe location, removed from the DNS
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   Message, and decremented out of the DNS message header's ARCOUNT.  At
   this point the keyed message digest operation is performed.  If the



   algorithm name or key name is unknown to the recipient, or if the
   message digests do not match, the whole DNS message MUST be
   discarded.  If the message is a query, a response with RCODE 9
   (NOTAUTH) MUST be sent back to the originator with TSIG ERROR 17
   (BADKEY) or TSIG ERROR 16 (BADSIG).  If no key is available to sign
   this message it MUST be sent unsigned (MAC size == 0 and empty MAC).
   A message to the system operations log SHOULD be generated, to warn
   the operations staff of a possible security incident in progress.
   Care should be taken to ensure that logging of this type of event
   does not open the system to a denial of service attack.

   3.3. Time values used in TSIG calculations

   The data digested includes the two timer values in the TSIG header in
   order to defend against replay attacks.  If this were not done, an
   attacker could replay old messages but update the "Time Signed" and
   "Fudge" fields to make the message look new.  This data is named
   "TSIG Timers", and for the purpose of digest calculation they are
   invoked in their "on the wire" format, in the following order: first
   Time Signed, then Fudge.  For example:

Field Name    Value       Wire Format         Meaning
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Time Signed   853804800   00 00 32 e4 07 00   Tue Jan 21 00:00:00 1997
Fudge         300         01 2C               5 minutes

   3.4. TSIG Variables and Coverage

   When generating or verifying the contents of a TSIG record, the
   following data are digested, in network byte order or wire format, as
   appropriate:

   3.4.1. DNS Message

   A whole and complete DNS message in wire format, before the TSIG RR
   has been added to the additional data section and before the DNS
   Message Header's ARCOUNT field has been incremented to contain the
   TSIG RR.  If the message ID differs from the original message ID, the
   original message ID is substituted for the message ID.  This could
   happen when forwarding a dynamic update request, for example.
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   3.4.2. TSIG Variables

Source       Field Name       Notes
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
TSIG RR      NAME             Key name, in canonical wire format
TSIG RR      CLASS            (Always ANY in the current specification)
TSIG RR      TTL              (Always 0 in the current specification)
TSIG RDATA   Algorithm Name   in canonical wire format



TSIG RDATA   Time Signed      in network byte order
TSIG RDATA   Fudge            in network byte order
TSIG RDATA   Error            in network byte order
TSIG RDATA   Other Len        in network byte order
TSIG RDATA   Other Data       exactly as transmitted

   The RR RDLEN and RDATA MAC Length are not included in the hash since
   they are not guaranteed to be knowable before the MAC is generated.

   The Original ID field is not included in this section, as it has
   already been substituted for the message ID in the DNS header and
   hashed.

   For each label type, there must be a defined "Canonical wire format"
   that specifies how to express a label in an unambiguous way.  For
   label type 00, this is defined in [RFC2535], for label type 01, this
   is defined in [RFC2673].  The use of label types other than 00 and 01
   is not defined for this specification.

   3.4.3. Request MAC

   When generating the MAC to be included in a response, the request MAC
   must be included in the digest.  The request's MAC is digested in
   wire format, including the following fields:

   Field        Type           Description
   ---------------------------------------------------
   MAC Length   u_int16_t      in network byte order
   MAC Data     octet stream   exactly as transmitted

   3.5. Padding

   Digested components are fed into the hashing function as a continuous
   octet stream with no interfield padding.
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4 - Protocol Details

   4.1. TSIG generation on requests

   Client performs the message digest operation and appends a TSIG
   record to the additional data section and transmits the request to
   the server.  The client MUST store the message digest from the
   request while awaiting an answer.  The digest components for a
   request are:

      DNS Message (request)
      TSIG Variables (request)

   Note that some older name servers will not accept requests with a



   nonempty additional data section.  Clients SHOULD only attempt signed
   transactions with servers who are known to support TSIG and share
   some secret key with the client -- so, this is not a problem in
   practice.

   4.2. TSIG on Answers

   When a server has generated a response to a signed request, it signs
   the response using the same algorithm and key.  The server MUST not
   generate a signed response to an unsigned request.  The digest
   components are:

      Request MAC
      DNS Message (response)
      TSIG Variables (response)

   4.3. TSIG on TSIG Error returns

   When a server detects an error relating to the key or MAC, the server
   SHOULD send back an unsigned error message (MAC size == 0 and empty
   MAC).  If an error is detected relating to the TSIG validity period,
   the server SHOULD send back a signed error message.  The digest
   components are:

      Request MAC (if the request MAC validated)
      DNS Message (response)
      TSIG Variables (response)

   The reason that the request is not included in this digest in some
   cases is to make it possible for the client to verify the error.  If
   the error is not a TSIG error the response MUST be generated as
   specified in [4.2].
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   4.4. TSIG on TCP connection

   A DNS TCP session can include multiple DNS envelopes.  This is, for
   example, commonly used by zone transfer.  Using TSIG on such a
   connection can protect the connection from hijacking and provide data
   integrity.  The TSIG MUST be included on the first and last DNS
   envelopes.  It can be optionally placed on any intermediary
   envelopes.  It is expensive to include it on every envelopes, but it
   MUST be placed on at least every 100'th envelope.  The first envelope
   is processed as a standard answer, and subsequent messages have the
   following digest components:

      Prior Digest (running)
      DNS Messages (any unsigned messages since the last TSIG)
      TSIG Timers (current message)

   This allows the client to rapidly detect when the session has been
   altered; at which point it can close the connection and retry.  If a
   client TSIG verification fails, the client MUST close the connection.
   If the client does not receive TSIG records frequently enough (as



   specified above) it SHOULD assume the connection has been hijacked
   and it SHOULD close the connection.  The client SHOULD treat this the
   same way as they would any other interrupted transfer (although the
   exact behavior is not specified).

   4.5. Server TSIG checks

   Upon receipt of a message, server will check if there is a TSIG RR.
   If one exists, the server is REQUIRED to return a TSIG RR in the
   response.  The server MUST perform the following checks in the
   following order, check KEY, check TIME values, check MAC.

   4.5.1. KEY check and error handling

   If a non-forwarding server does not recognize the key used by the
   client, the server MUST generate an error response with RCODE 9
   (NOTAUTH) and TSIG ERROR 17 (BADKEY).  This response MUST be unsigned
   as specified in [4.3].  The server SHOULD log the error.

   4.5.2. TIME check and error handling

   If the server time is outside the time interval specified by the
   request (which is: Time Signed, plus/minus Fudge), the server MUST
   generate an error response with RCODE 9 (NOTAUTH) and TSIG ERROR 18
   (BADTIME).  The server SHOULD also cache the most recent time signed
   value in a message generated by a key, and SHOULD return BADTIME if a
   message received later has an earlier time signed value.  A response
   indicating a BADTIME error MUST be signed by the same key as the
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   request.  It MUST include the client's current time in the time
   signed field, the server's current time (a u_int48_t) in the other
   data field, and 6 in the other data length field.  This is done so
   that the client can verify a message with a BADTIME error without the
   verification failing due to another BADTIME error.  The data signed
   is specified in [4.3].  The server SHOULD log the error.

   4.5.3. MAC check and error handling

   If a TSIG fails to verify, the server MUST generate an error response
   as specified in [4.3] with RCODE 9 (NOTAUTH) and TSIG ERROR 16
   (BADSIG).  This response MUST be unsigned as specified in [4.3].  The
   server SHOULD log the error.

   4.6. Client processing of answer

   When a client receives a response from a server and expects to see a
   TSIG, it first checks if the TSIG RR is present in the response.
   Otherwise, the response is treated as having a format error and
   discarded.  The client then extracts the TSIG, adjusts the ARCOUNT,
   and calculates the keyed digest in the same way as the server.  If
   the TSIG does not validate, that response MUST be discarded, unless
   the RCODE is 9 (NOTAUTH), in which case the client SHOULD attempt to
   verify the response as if it were a TSIG Error response, as specified
   in [4.3].  A message containing an unsigned TSIG record or a TSIG
   record which fails verification SHOULD not be considered an



   acceptable response; the client SHOULD log an error and continue to
   wait for a signed response until the request times out.

   4.6.1. Key error handling

   If an RCODE on a response is 9 (NOTAUTH), and the response TSIG
   validates, and the TSIG key is different from the key used on the
   request, then this is a KEY error.  The client MAY retry the request
   using the key specified by the server.  This should never occur, as a
   server MUST NOT sign a response with a different key than signed the
   request.

   4.6.2. Time error handling

   If the response RCODE is 9 (NOTAUTH) and the TSIG ERROR is 18
   (BADTIME), or the current time does not fall in the range specified
   in the TSIG record, then this is a TIME error.  This is an indication
   that the client and server clocks are not synchronized.  In this case
   the client SHOULD log the event.  DNS resolvers MUST NOT adjust any
   clocks in the client based on BADTIME errors, but the server's time
   in the other data field SHOULD be logged.
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   4.6.3. MAC error handling

   If the response RCODE is 9 (NOTAUTH) and TSIG ERROR is 16 (BADSIG),
   this is a MAC error, and client MAY retry the request with a new
   request ID but it would be better to try a different shared key if
   one is available.  Client SHOULD keep track of how many MAC errors
   are associated with each key.  Clients SHOULD log this event.

   4.7. Special considerations for forwarding servers

   A server acting as a forwarding server of a DNS message SHOULD check
   for the existence of a TSIG record.  If the name on the TSIG is not
   of a secret that the server shares with the originator the server
   MUST forward the message unchanged including the TSIG.  If the name
   of the TSIG is of a key this server shares with the originator, it
   MUST process the TSIG.  If the TSIG passes all checks, the forwarding
   server MUST, if possible, include a TSIG of his own, to the
   destination or the next forwarder.  If no transaction security is
   available to the destination and the response has the AD flag (see
   [RFC2535]), the forwarder MUST unset the AD flag before adding the
   TSIG to the answer.

5 - Shared Secrets

   5.1. Secret keys are very sensitive information and all available
   steps should be taken to protect them on every host on which they are
   stored.  Generally such hosts need to be physically protected.  If
   they are multi-user machines, great care should be taken that
   unprivileged users have no access to keying material.  Resolvers
   often run unprivileged, which means all users of a host would be able
   to see whatever configuration data is used by the resolver.



   5.2. A name server usually runs privileged, which means its
   configuration data need not be visible to all users of the host.  For
   this reason, a host that implements transaction-based authentication
   should probably be configured with a "stub resolver" and a local
   caching and forwarding name server.  This presents a special problem
   for [RFC2136] which otherwise depends on clients to communicate only
   with a zone's authoritative name servers.

   5.3. Use of strong random shared secrets is essential to the security
   of TSIG.  See [RFC1750] for a discussion of this issue.  The secret
   should be at least as long as the keyed message digest, i.e. 16 bytes
   for HMAC-MD5 or 20 bytes for HMAC-SHA1.
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6 - Security Considerations

   6.1. The approach specified here is computationally much less
   expensive than the signatures specified in [RFC2535].  As long as the
   shared secret key is not compromised, strong authentication is
   provided for the last hop from a local name server to the user
   resolver.

   6.2. Secret keys should be changed periodically.  If the client host
   has been compromised, the server should suspend the use of all
   secrets known to that client.  If possible, secrets should be stored
   in encrypted form.  Secrets should never be transmitted in the clear
   over any network.  This document does not address the issue on how to
   distribute secrets. Secrets should never be shared by more than two
   entities.

   6.3. This mechanism does not authenticate source data, only its
   transmission between two parties who share some secret.  The original
   source data can come from a compromised zone master or can be
   corrupted during transit from an authentic zone master to some
   "caching forwarder."  However, if the server is faithfully performing
   the full [RFC2535] security checks, then only security checked data
   will be available to the client.

   6.4. A fudge value that is too large may leave the server open to
   replay attacks.  A fudge value that is too small may cause failures
   if machines are not time synchronized or there are unexpected network
   delays.  The recommended value in most situation is 300 seconds.

7 - IANA Considerations

   IANA is expected to create and maintain a registry of algorithm names
   to be used as "Algorithm Names" as defined in Section 2.3.  The
   initial value should be "HMAC-MD5.SIG-ALG.REG.INT".  Algorithm names
   are text strings encoded using the syntax of a domain name.  There is
   no structure required other than names for different algorithms must
   be unique when compared as DNS names, i.e., comparison is case
   insensitive.  Note that the initial value mentioned above is not a



   domain name, and therefore need not be a registered name within the
   DNS.  New algorithms are assigned using the IETF Consensus policy
   defined in RFC 2434. The algorithm name HMAC-MD5.SIG-ALG.REG.INT
   looks like a FQDN for historical reasons; future algorithm names are
   expected to be simple (i.e., single-component) names.
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   IANA is expected to create and maintain a registry of "TSIG Error
   values" to be used for "Error" values as defined in section 2.3.
   Initial values should be those defined in section 1.7.  New TSIG
   error codes for the TSIG error field are assigned using the IETF
   Consensus policy defined in RFC 2434.
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Abstract

   This document defines changes to the Domain Name System to support
   renumberable and aggregatable IPv6 addressing.  The changes include a
   new resource record type to store an IPv6 address in a manner which
   expedites network renumbering and updated definitions of existing
   query types that return Internet addresses as part of additional
   section processing.

   For lookups keyed on IPv6 addresses (often called reverse lookups),
   this document defines a new zone structure which allows a zone to be
   used without modification for parallel copies of an address space (as
   for a multihomed provider or site) and across network renumbering
   events.
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1.  Introduction

   Maintenance of address information in the DNS is one of several
   obstacles which have prevented site and provider renumbering from
   being feasible in IP version 4.  Arguments about the importance of
   network renumbering for the preservation of a stable routing system
   and for other purposes may be read in [RENUM1, RENUM2, RENUM3].  To
   support the storage of IPv6 addresses without impeding renumbering we
   define the following extensions.
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   o  A new resource record type, "A6", is defined to map a domain name
      to an IPv6 address, with a provision for indirection for leading
      "prefix" bits.

   o  Existing queries that perform additional section processing to
      locate IPv4 addresses are redefined to do that processing for both
      IPv4 and IPv6 addresses.



   o  A new domain, IP6.ARPA, is defined to support lookups based on
      IPv6 address.

   o  A new prefix-delegation method is defined, relying on new DNS
      features [BITLBL, DNAME].

   The changes are designed to be compatible with existing application
   programming interfaces.  The existing support for IPv4 addresses is
   retained.  Transition issues related to the coexistence of both IPv4
   and IPv6 addresses in DNS are discussed in [TRANS].

   This memo proposes a replacement for the specification in RFC 1886
   [AAAA] and a departure from current implementation practices.  The
   changes are designed to facilitate network renumbering and
   multihoming.  Domains employing the A6 record for IPv6 addresses can
   insert automatically-generated AAAA records in zone files to ease
   transition.  It is expected that after a reasonable period, RFC 1886
   will become Historic.

   The next three major sections of this document are an overview of the
   facilities defined or employed by this specification, the
   specification itself, and examples of use.

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [KWORD].  The key word
   "SUGGESTED" signifies a strength between MAY and SHOULD: it is
   believed that compliance with the suggestion has tangible benefits in
   most instances.

2.  Overview

   This section provides an overview of the DNS facilities for storage
   of IPv6 addresses and for lookups based on IPv6 address, including
   those defined here and elsewhere.
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2.1.  Name-to-Address Lookup

   IPv6 addresses are stored in one or more A6 resource records.  A
   single A6 record may include a complete IPv6 address, or a contiguous
   portion of an address and information leading to one or more
   prefixes.  Prefix information comprises a prefix length and a DNS
   name which is in turn the owner of one or more A6 records defining
   the prefix or prefixes which are needed to form one or more complete
   IPv6 addresses.  When the prefix length is zero, no DNS name is
   present and all the leading bits of the address are significant.
   There may be multiple levels of indirection and the existence of
   multiple A6 records at any level multiplies the number of IPv6
   addresses which are formed.



   An application looking up an IPv6 address will generally cause the
   DNS resolver to access several A6 records, and multiple IPv6
   addresses may be returned even if the queried name was the owner of
   only one A6 record.  The authenticity of the returned address(es)
   cannot be directly verified by DNS Security [DNSSEC].  The A6 records
   which contributed to the address(es) may of course be verified if
   signed.

   Implementers are reminded of the necessity to limit the amount of
   work a resolver will perform in response to a client request.  This
   principle MUST be extended to also limit the generation of DNS
   requests in response to one name-to-address (or address-to-name)
   lookup request.

2.2.  Underlying Mechanisms for Reverse Lookups

   This section describes the new DNS features which this document
   exploits.  This section is an overview, not a specification of those
   features.  The reader is directed to the referenced documents for
   more details on each.

2.2.1.  Delegation on Arbitrary Boundaries

   This new scheme for reverse lookups relies on a new type of DNS label
   called the "bit-string label" [BITLBL].  This label compactly
   represents an arbitrary string of bits which is treated as a
   hierarchical sequence of one-bit domain labels.  Resource records can
   thereby be stored at arbitrary bit-boundaries.

   Examples in section 5 will employ the following textual
   representation for bit-string labels, which is a subset of the syntax
   defined in [BITLBL].  A base indicator "x" for hexadecimal and a
   sequence of hexadecimal digits is enclosed between "\[" and "]".  The
   bits denoted by the digits represent a sequence of one-bit domain
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   labels ordered from most to least significant.  (This is the opposite
   of the order they would appear if listed one bit at a time, but it
   appears to be a convenient notation.)  The digit string may be
   followed by a slash ("/") and a decimal count.  If omitted, the
   implicit count is equal to four times the number of hexadecimal
   digits.

   Consecutive bit-string labels are equivalent (up to the limit imposed
   by the size of the bit count field) to a single bit-string label
   containing all the bits of the consecutive labels in the proper
   order.  As an example, either of the following domain names could be
   used in a QCLASS=IN, QTYPE=PTR query to find the name of the node
   with IPv6 address 3ffe:7c0:40:9:a00:20ff:fe81:2b32.

    \[x3FFE07C0004000090A0020FFFE812B32/128].IP6.ARPA.

    \[x0A0020FFFE812B32/64].\[x0009/16].\[x3FFE07C00040/48].IP6.ARPA.

2.2.2.  Reusable Zones



   DNS address space delegation is implemented not by zone cuts and NS
   records, but by a new analogue to the CNAME record, called the DNAME
   resource record [DNAME].  The DNAME record provides alternate naming
   to an entire subtree of the domain name space, rather than to a
   single node.  It causes some suffix of a queried name to be
   substituted with a name from the DNAME record's RDATA.

   For example, a resolver or server providing recursion, while looking
   up a QNAME a.b.c.d.e.f may encounter a DNAME record

                        d.e.f.     DNAME     w.xy.

   which will cause it to look for a.b.c.w.xy.

3.  Specifications

3.1.  The A6 Record Type

   The A6 record type is specific to the IN (Internet) class and has
   type number 38 (decimal).
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3.1.1.  Format

   The RDATA portion of the A6 record contains two or three fields.

           +-----------+------------------+-------------------+
           |Prefix len.|  Address suffix  |    Prefix name    |
           | (1 octet) |  (0..16 octets)  |  (0..255 octets)  |
           +-----------+------------------+-------------------+

   o  A prefix length, encoded as an eight-bit unsigned integer with
      value between 0 and 128 inclusive.

   o  An IPv6 address suffix, encoded in network order (high-order octet
      first).  There MUST be exactly enough octets in this field to
      contain a number of bits equal to 128 minus prefix length, with 0
      to 7 leading pad bits to make this field an integral number of
      octets.  Pad bits, if present, MUST be set to zero when loading a
      zone file and ignored (other than for SIG [DNSSEC] verification)
      on reception.

   o  The name of the prefix, encoded as a domain name.  By the rules of
      [DNSIS], this name MUST NOT be compressed.

   The domain name component SHALL NOT be present if the prefix length
   is zero.  The address suffix component SHALL NOT be present if the
   prefix length is 128.



   It is SUGGESTED that an A6 record intended for use as a prefix for
   other A6 records have all the insignificant trailing bits in its
   address suffix field set to zero.

3.1.2.  Processing

   A query with QTYPE=A6 causes type A6 and type NS additional section
   processing for the prefix names, if any, in the RDATA field of the A6
   records in the answer section.  This processing SHOULD be recursively
   applied to the prefix names of A6 records included as additional
   data.  When space in the reply packet is a limit, inclusion of
   additional A6 records takes priority over NS records.

   It is an error for an A6 record with prefix length L1 > 0 to refer to
   a domain name which owns an A6 record with a prefix length L2 > L1.
   If such a situation is encountered by a resolver, the A6 record with
   the offending (larger) prefix length MUST be ignored.  Robustness
   precludes signaling an error if addresses can still be formed from
   valid A6 records, but it is SUGGESTED that zone maintainers from time
   to time check all the A6 records their zones reference.
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3.1.3.  Textual Representation

   The textual representation of the RDATA portion of the A6 resource
   record in a zone file comprises two or three fields separated by
   whitespace.

   o  A prefix length, represented as a decimal number between 0 and 128
      inclusive,

   o  the textual representation of an IPv6 address as defined in
      [AARCH] (although some leading and/or trailing bits may not be
      significant),

   o  a domain name, if the prefix length is not zero.

   The domain name MUST be absent if the prefix length is zero.  The
   IPv6 address MAY be be absent if the prefix length is 128.  A number
   of leading address bits equal to the prefix length SHOULD be zero,
   either implicitly (through the :: notation) or explicitly, as
   specified in section 3.1.1.

3.1.4.  Name Resolution Procedure

   To obtain the IPv6 address or addresses which belong to a given name,
   a DNS client MUST obtain one or more complete chains of A6 records,
   each chain beginning with a record owned by the given name and
   including a record owned by the prefix name in that record, and so on
   recursively, ending with an A6 record with a prefix length of zero.
   One IPv6 address is formed from one such chain by taking the value of
   each bit position from the earliest A6 record in the chain which
   validly covers that position, as indicated by the prefix length.  The
   set of all IPv6 addresses for the given name comprises the addresses



   formed from all complete chains of A6 records beginning at that name,
   discarding records which have invalid prefix lengths as defined in
   section 3.1.2.

   If some A6 queries fail and others succeed, a client might obtain a
   non-empty but incomplete set of IPv6 addresses for a host.  In many
   situations this may be acceptable.  The completeness of a set of A6
   records may always be determined by inspection.

3.2.  Zone Structure for Reverse Lookups

   Very little of the new scheme's data actually appears under IP6.ARPA;
   only the first level of delegation needs to be under that domain.
   More levels of delegation could be placed under IP6.ARPA if some
   top-level delegations were done via NS records instead of DNAME
   records, but this would incur some cost in renumbering ease at the
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   level of TLAs [AGGR].  Therefore, it is declared here that all
   address space delegations SHOULD be done by the DNAME mechanism
   rather than NS.

   In addition, since uniformity in deployment will simplify maintenance
   of address delegations, it is SUGGESTED that address and prefix
   information be stored immediately below a DNS label "IP6".  Stated
   another way, conformance with this suggestion would mean that "IP6"
   is the first label in the RDATA field of DNAME records which support
   IPv6 reverse lookups.

   When any "reserved" or "must be zero" bits are adjacent to a
   delegation boundary, the higher-level entity MUST retain those bits
   in its own control and delegate only the bits over which the lower-
   level entity has authority.

   To find the name of a node given its IPv6 address, a DNS client MUST
   perform a query with QCLASS=IN, QTYPE=PTR on the name formed from the
   128 bit address as one or more bit-string labels [BITLBL], followed
   by the two standard labels "IP6.ARPA".  If recursive service was not
   obtained from a server and the desired PTR record was not returned,
   the resolver MUST handle returned DNAME records as specified in
   [DNAME], and NS records as specified in [DNSCF], and iterate.

4.  Modifications to Existing Query Types

   All existing query types that perform type A additional section
   processing, i.e. the name server (NS), mail exchange (MX), and
   mailbox (MB) query types, and the experimental AFS data base (AFSDB)
   and route through (RT) types, must be redefined to perform type A, A6
   and AAAA additional section processing, with type A having the
   highest priority for inclusion and type AAAA the lowest.  This
   redefinition means that a name server may add any relevant IPv4 and
   IPv6 address information available locally to the additional section
   of a response when processing any one of the above queries.  The
   recursive inclusion of A6 records referenced by A6 records already
   included in the additional section is OPTIONAL.



5.  Usage Illustrations

   This section provides examples of use of the mechanisms defined in
   the previous section.  All addresses and domains mentioned here are
   intended to be fictitious and for illustrative purposes only.
   Example delegations will be on 4-bit boundaries solely for
   readability; this specification is indifferent to bit alignment.

   Use of the IPv6 aggregatable address format [AGGR] is assumed in the
   examples.
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5.1.  A6 Record Chains

   Let's take the example of a site X that is multi-homed to two
   "intermediate" providers A and B.  The provider A is itself multi-
   homed to two "transit" providers, C and D.  The provider B gets its
   transit service from a single provider, E.  For simplicity suppose
   that C, D and E all belong to the same top-level aggregate (TLA) with
   identifier (including format prefix) '2345', and the TLA authority at
   ALPHA-TLA.ORG assigns to C, D and E respectively the next level
   aggregate (NLA) prefixes 2345:00C0::/28, 2345:00D0::/28 and
   2345:000E::/32.

   C assigns the NLA prefix 2345:00C1:CA00::/40 to A, D assigns the
   prefix 2345:00D2:DA00::/40 to A and E assigns 2345:000E:EB00::/40 to
   B.

   A assigns to X the subscriber identification '11' and B assigns the
   subscriber identification '22'.  As a result, the site X inherits
   three address prefixes:

   o  2345:00C1:CA11::/48 from A, for routes through C.
   o  2345:00D2:DA11::/48 from A, for routes through D.
   o  2345:000E:EB22::/48 from B, for routes through E.

   Let us suppose that N is a node in the site X, that it is assigned to
   subnet number 1 in this site, and that it uses the interface
   identifier '1234:5678:9ABC:DEF0'.  In our configuration, this node
   will have three addresses:

   o  2345:00C1:CA11:0001:1234:5678:9ABC:DEF0
   o  2345:00D2:DA11:0001:1234:5678:9ABC:DEF0
   o  2345:000E:EB22:0001:1234:5678:9ABC:DEF0

5.1.1.  Authoritative Data

   We will assume that the site X is represented in the DNS by the
   domain name X.EXAMPLE, while A, B, C, D and E are represented by
   A.NET, B.NET, C.NET, D.NET and E.NET.  In each of these domains, we
   assume a subdomain "IP6" that will hold the corresponding prefixes.
   The node N is identified by the domain name N.X.EXAMPLE.  The
   following records would then appear in X's DNS.

          $ORIGIN X.EXAMPLE.
          N            A6 64 ::1234:5678:9ABC:DEF0 SUBNET-1.IP6



          SUBNET-1.IP6 A6 48 0:0:0:1::  IP6
          IP6          A6 48 0::0       SUBSCRIBER-X.IP6.A.NET.
          IP6          A6 48 0::0       SUBSCRIBER-X.IP6.B.NET.
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   And elsewhere there would appear

        SUBSCRIBER-X.IP6.A.NET. A6 40 0:0:0011:: A.NET.IP6.C.NET.
        SUBSCRIBER-X.IP6.A.NET. A6 40 0:0:0011:: A.NET.IP6.D.NET.

        SUBSCRIBER-X.IP6.B.NET. A6 40 0:0:0022:: B-NET.IP6.E.NET.

        A.NET.IP6.C.NET. A6 28 0:0001:CA00:: C.NET.ALPHA-TLA.ORG.

        A.NET.IP6.D.NET. A6 28 0:0002:DA00:: D.NET.ALPHA-TLA.ORG.

        B-NET.IP6.E.NET. A6 32 0:0:EB00::    E.NET.ALPHA-TLA.ORG.

        C.NET.ALPHA-TLA.ORG. A6 0 2345:00C0::
        D.NET.ALPHA-TLA.ORG. A6 0 2345:00D0::
        E.NET.ALPHA-TLA.ORG. A6 0 2345:000E::

5.1.2.  Glue

   When, as is common, some or all DNS servers for X.EXAMPLE are within
   the X.EXAMPLE zone itself, the top-level zone EXAMPLE must carry
   enough "glue" information to enable DNS clients to reach those
   nameservers.  This is true in IPv6 just as in IPv4.  However, the A6
   record affords the DNS administrator some choices.  The glue could be
   any of

   o  a minimal set of A6 records duplicated from the X.EXAMPLE zone,

   o  a (possibly smaller) set of records which collapse the structure
      of that minimal set,

   o  or a set of A6 records with prefix length zero, giving the entire
      global addresses of the servers.

   The trade-off is ease of maintenance against robustness.  The best
   and worst of both may be had together by implementing either the
   first or second option together with the third.  To illustrate the
   glue options, suppose that X.EXAMPLE is served by two nameservers
   NS1.X.EXAMPLE and NS2.X.EXAMPLE, having interface identifiers
   ::1:11:111:1111 and ::2:22:222:2222 on subnets 1 and 2 respectively.
   Then the top-level zone EXAMPLE would include one (or more) of the
   following sets of A6 records as glue.
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   $ORIGIN EXAMPLE.            ; first option
   X               NS NS1.X
                   NS NS2.X
   NS1.X           A6 64 ::1:11:111:1111 SUBNET-1.IP6.X
   NS2.X           A6 64 ::2:22:222:2222 SUBNET-2.IP6.X
   SUBNET-1.IP6.X  A6 48 0:0:0:1::       IP6.X
   SUBNET-2.IP6.X  A6 48 0:0:0:2::       IP6.X
   IP6.X           A6 48 0::0            SUBSCRIBER-X.IP6.A.NET.
   IP6.X           A6 48 0::0            SUBSCRIBER-X.IP6.B.NET.

   $ORIGIN EXAMPLE.            ; second option
   X               NS NS1.X
                   NS NS2.X
   NS1.X           A6 48 ::1:1:11:111:1111 SUBSCRIBER-X.IP6.A.NET.
                   A6 48 ::1:1:11:111:1111 SUBSCRIBER-X.IP6.B.NET.
   NS2.X           A6 48 ::2:2:22:222:2222 SUBSCRIBER-X.IP6.A.NET.
                   A6 48 ::2:2:22:222:2222 SUBSCRIBER-X.IP6.B.NET.

   $ORIGIN EXAMPLE.            ; third option
   X               NS NS1.X
                   NS NS2.X
   NS1.X           A6 0  2345:00C1:CA11:1:1:11:111:1111
                   A6 0  2345:00D2:DA11:1:1:11:111:1111
                   A6 0  2345:000E:EB22:1:1:11:111:1111
   NS2.X           A6 0  2345:00C1:CA11:2:2:22:222:2222
                   A6 0  2345:00D2:DA11:2:2:22:222:2222
                   A6 0  2345:000E:EB22:2:2:22:222:2222

   The first and second glue options are robust against renumbering of
   X.EXAMPLE's prefixes by providers A.NET and B.NET, but will fail if
   those providers' own DNS is unreachable.  The glue records of the
   third option are robust against DNS failures elsewhere than the zones
   EXAMPLE and X.EXAMPLE themselves, but must be updated when X's
   address space is renumbered.

   If the EXAMPLE zone includes redundant glue, for instance the union
   of the A6 records of the first and third options, then under normal
   circumstances duplicate IPv6 addresses will be derived by DNS
   clients.  But if provider DNS fails, addresses will still be obtained
   from the zero-prefix-length records, while if the EXAMPLE zone lags
   behind a renumbering of X.EXAMPLE, half of the addresses obtained by
   DNS clients will still be up-to-date.

   The zero-prefix-length glue records can of course be automatically
   generated and/or checked in practice.
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5.1.3.  Variations

   Several more-or-less arbitrary assumptions are reflected in the above
   structure.  All of the following choices could have been made
   differently, according to someone's notion of convenience or an
   agreement between two parties.

      First, that site X has chosen to put subnet information in a
      separate A6 record rather than incorporate it into each node's A6
      records.

      Second, that site X is referred to as "SUBSCRIBER-X" by both of
      its providers A and B.

      Third, that site X chose to indirect its provider information
      through A6 records at IP6.X.EXAMPLE containing no significant
      bits.  An alternative would have been to replicate each subnet
      record for each provider.

      Fourth, B and E used a slightly different prefix naming convention
      between themselves than did A, C and D.  Each hierarchical pair of
      network entities must arrange this naming between themselves.

      Fifth, that the upward prefix referral chain topped out at ALPHA-
      TLA.ORG.  There could have been another level which assigned the
      TLA values and holds A6 records containing those bits.

   Finally, the above structure reflects an assumption that address
   fields assigned by a given entity are recorded only in A6 records
   held by that entity.  Those bits could be entered into A6 records in
   the lower-level entity's zone instead, thus:

                IP6.X.EXAMPLE. A6 40 0:0:11::   IP6.A.NET.
                IP6.X.EXAMPLE. A6 40 0:0:22::   IP6.B.NET.

                IP6.A.NET.     A6 28 0:1:CA00:: IP6.C.NET.
                and so on.

   Or the higher-level entities could hold both sorts of A6 records
   (with different DNS owner names) and allow the lower-level entities
   to choose either mode of A6 chaining.  But the general principle of
   avoiding data duplication suggests that the proper place to store
   assigned values is with the entity that assigned them.

   It is possible, but not necessarily recommended, for a zone
   maintainer to forego the renumbering support afforded by the chaining
   of A6 records and to record entire IPv6 addresses within one zone
   file.
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5.2.  Reverse Mapping Zones

   Supposing that address space assignments in the TLAs with Format
   Prefix (001) binary and IDs 0345, 0678 and 09AB were maintained in
   zones called ALPHA-TLA.ORG, BRAVO-TLA.ORG and CHARLIE-TLA.XY, then
   the IP6.ARPA zone would include



               $ORIGIN IP6.ARPA.
               \[x234500/24]   DNAME   IP6.ALPHA-TLA.ORG.
               \[x267800/24]   DNAME   IP6.BRAVO-TLA.ORG.
               \[x29AB00/24]   DNAME   IP6.CHARLIE-TLA.XY.

   Eight trailing zero bits have been included in each TLA ID to reflect
   the eight reserved bits in the current aggregatable global unicast
   addresses format [AGGR].

5.2.1.  The TLA level

   ALPHA-TLA's assignments to network providers C, D and E are reflected
   in the reverse data as follows.

              \[xC/4].IP6.ALPHA-TLA.ORG.   DNAME  IP6.C.NET.
              \[xD/4].IP6.ALPHA-TLA.ORG.   DNAME  IP6.D.NET.
              \[x0E/8].IP6.ALPHA-TLA.ORG.  DNAME  IP6.E.NET.

5.2.2.  The ISP level

   The providers A through E carry the following delegation information
   in their zone files.

               \[x1CA/12].IP6.C.NET.  DNAME  IP6.A.NET.
               \[x2DA/12].IP6.D.NET.  DNAME  IP6.A.NET.
               \[xEB/8].IP6.E.NET.    DNAME  IP6.B.NET.
               \[x11/8].IP6.A.NET.    DNAME  IP6.X.EXAMPLE.
               \[x22/8].IP6.B.NET.    DNAME  IP6.X.EXAMPLE.

   Note that some domain names appear in the RDATA of more than one
   DNAME record.  In those cases, one zone is being used to map multiple
   prefixes.

5.2.3.  The Site Level

   Consider the customer X.EXAMPLE using IP6.X.EXAMPLE for address-to-
   name translations.  This domain is now referenced by two different
   DNAME records held by two different providers.
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           $ORIGIN IP6.X.EXAMPLE.
           \[x0001/16]                    DNAME   SUBNET-1
           \[x123456789ABCDEF0].SUBNET-1  PTR     N.X.EXAMPLE.
           and so on.

   SUBNET-1 need not have been named in a DNAME record; the subnet bits
   could have been joined with the interface identifier.  But if subnets
   are treated alike in both the A6 records and in the reverse zone, it
   will always be possible to keep the forward and reverse definition
   data for each prefix in one zone.

5.3.  Lookups



   A DNS resolver looking for a hostname for the address
   2345:00C1:CA11:0001:1234:5678:9ABC:DEF0 would acquire certain of the
   DNAME records shown above and would form new queries.  Assuming that
   it began the process knowing servers for IP6.ARPA, but that no server
   it consulted provided recursion and none had other useful additional
   information cached, the sequence of queried names and responses would
   be (all with QCLASS=IN, QTYPE=PTR):

   To a server for IP6.ARPA:
   QNAME=\[x234500C1CA110001123456789ABCDEF0/128].IP6.ARPA.

        Answer:
        \[x234500/24].IP6.ARPA. DNAME IP6.ALPHA-TLA.ORG.

   To a server for IP6.ALPHA-TLA.ORG:
   QNAME=\[xC1CA110001123456789ABCDEF0/104].IP6.ALPHA-TLA.ORG.

        Answer:
        \[xC/4].IP6.ALPHA-TLA.ORG. DNAME IP6.C.NET.

   To a server for IP6.C.NET.:
   QNAME=\[x1CA110001123456789ABCDEF0/100].IP6.C.NET.

        Answer:
        \[x1CA/12].IP6.C.NET. DNAME IP6.A.NET.

   To a server for IP6.A.NET.:
   QNAME=\[x110001123456789ABCDEF0/88].IP6.A.NET.

        Answer:
        \[x11/8].IP6.A.NET. DNAME IP6.X.EXAMPLE.

   To a server for IP6.X.EXAMPLE.:
   QNAME=\[x0001123456789ABCDEF0/80].IP6.X.EXAMPLE.
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        Answer:
        \[x0001/16].IP6.X.EXAMPLE. DNAME SUBNET-1.IP6.X.EXAMPLE.
        \[x123456789ABCDEF0/64].SUBNET-1.X.EXAMPLE. PTR N.X.EXAMPLE.

   All the DNAME (and NS) records acquired along the way can be cached
   to expedite resolution of addresses topologically near to this
   address.  And if another global address of N.X.EXAMPLE were resolved
   within the TTL of the final PTR record, that record would not have to
   be fetched again.

5.4.  Operational Note

   In the illustrations in section 5.1, hierarchically adjacent
   entities, such as a network provider and a customer, must agree on a
   DNS name which will own the definition of the delegated prefix(es).
   One simple convention would be to use a bit-string label representing
   exactly the bits which are assigned to the lower-level entity by the
   higher.  For example, "SUBSCRIBER-X" could be replaced by "\[x11/8]".



   This would place the A6 record(s) defining the delegated prefix at
   exactly the same point in the DNS tree as the DNAME record associated
   with that delegation.  The cost of this simplification is that the
   lower-level zone must update its upward-pointing A6 records when it
   is renumbered.  This cost may be found quite acceptable in practice.

6.  Transition from RFC 1886 and Deployment Notes

   When prefixes have been "delegated upward" with A6 records, the
   number of DNS resource records required to establish a single IPv6
   address increases by some non-trivial factor.  Those records will
   typically, but not necessarily, come from different DNS zones (which
   can independently suffer failures for all the usual reasons).  When
   obtaining multiple IPv6 addresses together, this increase in RR count
   will be proportionally less -- and the total size of a DNS reply
   might even decrease -- if the addresses are topologically clustered.
   But the records could still easily exceed the space available in a
   UDP response which returns a large RRset [DNSCLAR] to an MX, NS, or
   SRV query, for example.  The possibilities for overall degradation of
   performance and reliability of DNS lookups are numerous, and increase
   with the number of prefix delegations involved, especially when those
   delegations point to records in other zones.

   DNS Security [DNSSEC] addresses the trustworthiness of cached data,
   which is a problem intrinsic to DNS, but the cost of applying this to
   an IPv6 address is multiplied by a factor which may be greater than
   the number of prefix delegations involved if different signature
   chains must be verified for different A6 records.  If a trusted
   centralized caching server (as in [TSIG], for example) is used, this
   cost might be amortized to acceptable levels.  One new phenomenon is
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   the possibility that IPv6 addresses may be formed from a A6 records
   from a combination of secure and unsecured zones.

   Until more deployment experience is gained with the A6 record, it is
   recommended that prefix delegations be limited to one or two levels.
   A reasonable phasing-in mechanism would be to start with no prefix
   delegations (all A6 records having prefix length 0) and then to move
   to the use of a single level of delegation within a single zone.  (If
   the TTL of the "prefix" A6 records is kept to an appropriate duration
   the capability for rapid renumbering is not lost.)  More aggressively
   flexible delegation could be introduced for a subset of hosts for
   experimentation.

6.1.  Transition from AAAA and Coexistence with A Records

   Administrators of zones which contain A6 records can easily
   accommodate deployed resolvers which understand AAAA records but not
   A6 records.  Such administrators can do automatic generation of AAAA
   records for all of a zone's names which own A6 records by a process
   which mimics the resolution of a hostname to an IPv6 address (see
   section 3.1.4).  Attention must be paid to the TTL assigned to a
   generated AAAA record, which MUST be no more than the minimum of the
   TTLs of the A6 records that were used to form the IPv6 address in
   that record.  For full robustness, those A6 records which were in



   different zones should be monitored for changes (in TTL or RDATA)
   even when there are no changes to zone for which AAAA records are
   being generated.  If the zone is secure [DNSSEC], the generated AAAA
   records MUST be signed along with the rest of the zone data.

   A zone-specific heuristic MAY be used to avoid generation of AAAA
   records for A6 records which record prefixes, although such
   superfluous records would be relatively few in number and harmless.
   Examples of such heuristics include omitting A6 records with a prefix
   length less than the largest value found in the zone file, or records
   with an address suffix field with a certain number of trailing zero
   bits.

   On the client side, when looking up and IPv6 address, the order of A6
   and AAAA queries MAY be configurable to be one of: A6, then AAAA;
   AAAA, then A6; A6 only; or both in parallel.  The default order (or
   only order, if not configurable) MUST be to try A6 first, then AAAA.
   If and when the AAAA becomes deprecated a new document will change
   the default.

   The guidelines and options for precedence between IPv4 and IPv6
   addresses are specified in [TRANS].  All mentions of AAAA records in
   that document are henceforth to be interpreted as meaning A6 and/or
   AAAA records in the order specified in the previous paragraph.
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6.2.  Transition from Nibble Labels to Binary Labels

   Implementations conforming to RFC 1886 [AAAA] perform reverse lookups
   as follows:

      An IPv6 address is represented as a name in the IP6.INT domain by
      a sequence of nibbles separated by dots with the suffix
      ".IP6.INT". The sequence of nibbles is encoded in reverse order,
      i.e. the low-order nibble is encoded first, followed by the next
      low-order nibble and so on. Each nibble is represented by a
      hexadecimal digit. For example, a name for the address
      2345:00C1:CA11:0001:1234:5678:9ABC:DEF0 of the example in section
      5.3 would be sought at the DNS name "0.f.e.d.c.b.a.9.-
      8.7.6.5.4.3.2.1.1.0.0.0.1.1.a.c.1.c.0.0.5.4.3.2.ip6.int."

   Implementations conforming to this specification will perform a
   lookup of a binary label in IP6.ARPA as specified in Section 3.2.  It
   is RECOMMENDED that for a transition period implementations first
   lookup the binary label in IP6.ARPA and if this fails try to lookup
   the 'nibble' label in IP6.INT.

7.  Security Considerations

   The signing authority [DNSSEC] for the A6 records which determine an
   IPv6 address is distributed among several entities, reflecting the
   delegation path of the address space which that address occupies.
   DNS Security is fully applicable to bit-string labels and DNAME
   records.  And just as in IPv4, verification of name-to-address
   mappings is logically independent of verification of address-to-name
   mappings.



   With or without DNSSEC, the incomplete but non-empty address set
   scenario of section 3.1.4 could be caused by selective interference
   with DNS lookups.  If in some situation this would be more harmful
   than complete DNS failure, it might be mitigated on the client side
   by refusing to act on an incomplete set, or on the server side by
   listing all addresses in A6 records with prefix length 0.

8.  IANA Considerations

   The A6 resource record has been assigned a Type value of 38.
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                  TCP Problems with Path MTU Discovery

Status of this Memo

   This memo provides information for the Internet community.  It does
   not specify an Internet standard of any kind.  Distribution of this
   memo is unlimited.

Copyright Notice

   Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2000).  All Rights Reserved.

Abstract

   This memo catalogs several known Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
   implementation problems dealing with Path Maximum Transmission Unit
   Discovery (PMTUD), including the long-standing black hole problem,
   stretch acknowlegements (ACKs) due to confusion between Maximum
   Segment Size (MSS) and segment size, and MSS advertisement based on
   PMTU.

1. Introduction

   This memo catalogs several known TCP implementation problems dealing
   with Path MTU Discovery [RFC1191], including the long-standing black
   hole problem, stretch ACKs due to confusion between MSS and segment
   size, and MSS advertisement based on PMTU.  The goal in doing so is
   to improve conditions in the existing Internet by enhancing the
   quality of current TCP/IP implementations.

   While Path MTU Discovery (PMTUD) can be used with any upper-layer
   protocol, it is most commonly used by TCP;  this document does not
   attempt to treat problems encountered by other upper-layer protocols.
   Path MTU Discovery for IPv6 [RFC1981] treats only IPv6-dependent
   issues, but not the TCP issues brought up in this document.

   Each problem is defined as follows:

   Name of Problem
      The name associated with the problem.  In this memo, the name is
      given as a subsection heading.
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   Classification
      One or more problem categories for which the problem is
      classified:  "congestion control", "performance", "reliability",
      "non-interoperation -- connectivity failure".

   Description
      A definition of the problem, succinct but including necessary
      background material.

   Significance
      A brief summary of the sorts of environments for which the problem
      is significant.

   Implications
      Why the problem is viewed as a problem.

   Relevant RFCs
      The RFCs defining the TCP specification with which the problem
      conflicts.  These RFCs often qualify behavior using terms such as
      MUST, SHOULD, MAY, and others written capitalized.  See RFC 2119
      for the exact interpretation of these terms.

   Trace file demonstrating the problem
      One or more ASCII trace files demonstrating the problem, if
      applicable.

   Trace file demonstrating correct behavior
      One or more examples of how correct behavior appears in a trace,
      if applicable.

   References
      References that further discuss the problem.

   How to detect
      How to test an implementation to see if it exhibits the problem.
      This discussion may include difficulties and subtleties associated
      with causing the problem to manifest itself, and with interpreting
      traces to detect the presence of the problem (if applicable).

   How to fix
      For known causes of the problem, how to correct the
      implementation.
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2. Known implementation problems

2.1.

   Name of Problem
      Black Hole Detection

   Classification
      Non-interoperation -- connectivity failure

   Description
      A host performs Path MTU Discovery by sending out as large a
      packet as possible, with the Don't Fragment (DF) bit set in the IP
      header.  If the packet is too large for a router to forward on to
      a particular link, the router must send an ICMP Destination
      Unreachable -- Fragmentation Needed message to the source address.
      The host then adjusts the packet size based on the ICMP message.

      As was pointed out in [RFC1435], routers don't always do this
      correctly -- many routers fail to send the ICMP messages, for a
      variety of reasons ranging from kernel bugs to configuration
      problems.  Firewalls are often misconfigured to suppress all ICMP
      messages.  IPsec [RFC2401] and IP-in-IP [RFC2003] tunnels
      shouldn't cause these sorts of problems, if the implementations
      follow the advice in the appropriate documents.

      PMTUD, as documented in [RFC1191], fails when the appropriate ICMP
      messages are not received by the originating host.  The upper-
      layer protocol continues to try to send large packets and, without
      the ICMP messages, never discovers that it needs to reduce the
      size of those packets.  Its packets are disappearing into a PMTUD
      black hole.

   Significance
      When PMTUD fails due to the lack of ICMP messages, TCP will also
      completely fail under some conditions.

   Implications
      This failure is especially difficult to debug, as pings and some
      interactive TCP connections to the destination host work.  Bulk
      transfers fail with the first large packet and the connection
      eventually times out.

      These situations can almost always be blamed on a misconfiguration
      within the network, which should be corrected.  However it seems
      inappropriate for some TCP implementations to suffer
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      interoperability failures over paths which do not affect other TCP
      implementations (i.e. those without PMTUD).  This creates a market
      disincentive for deploying TCP implementation with PMTUD enabled.

   Relevant RFCs
      RFC 1191 describes Path MTU Discovery.  RFC 1435 provides an early



      description of these sorts of problems.

   Trace file demonstrating the problem
      Made using tcpdump [Jacobson89] recording at an intermediate host.

      20:12:11.951321 A > B: S 1748427200:1748427200(0)
           win 49152 <mss 1460>
      20:12:11.951829 B > A: S 1001927984:1001927984(0)
           ack 1748427201 win 16384 <mss 65240>
      20:12:11.955230 A > B: . ack 1 win 49152 (DF)
      20:12:11.959099 A > B: . 1:1461(1460) ack 1 win 49152 (DF)
      20:12:13.139074 A > B: . 1:1461(1460) ack 1 win 49152 (DF)
      20:12:16.188685 A > B: . 1:1461(1460) ack 1 win 49152 (DF)
      20:12:22.290483 A > B: . 1:1461(1460) ack 1 win 49152 (DF)
      20:12:34.491856 A > B: . 1:1461(1460) ack 1 win 49152 (DF)
      20:12:58.896405 A > B: . 1:1461(1460) ack 1 win 49152 (DF)
      20:13:47.703184 A > B: . 1:1461(1460) ack 1 win 49152 (DF)
      20:14:52.780640 A > B: . 1:1461(1460) ack 1 win 49152 (DF)
      20:15:57.856037 A > B: . 1:1461(1460) ack 1 win 49152 (DF)
      20:17:02.932431 A > B: . 1:1461(1460) ack 1 win 49152 (DF)
      20:18:08.009337 A > B: . 1:1461(1460) ack 1 win 49152 (DF)
      20:19:13.090521 A > B: . 1:1461(1460) ack 1 win 49152 (DF)
      20:20:18.168066 A > B: . 1:1461(1460) ack 1 win 49152 (DF)
      20:21:23.242761 A > B: R 1461:1461(0) ack 1 win 49152 (DF)

      The short SYN packet has no trouble traversing the network, due to
      its small size.  Similarly, ICMP echo packets used to diagnose
      connectivity problems will succeed.

      Large data packets fail to traverse the network.  Eventually the
      connection times out.  This can be especially confusing when the
      application starts out with a very small write, which succeeds,
      following up with many large writes, which then fail.

   Trace file demonstrating correct behavior

      Made using tcpdump recording at an intermediate host.

      16:48:42.659115 A > B: S 271394446:271394446(0)
           win 8192 <mss 1460> (DF)
      16:48:42.672279 B > A: S 2837734676:2837734676(0)
           ack 271394447 win 16384 <mss 65240>
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      16:48:42.676890 A > B: . ack 1 win 8760 (DF)
      16:48:42.870574 A > B: . 1:1461(1460) ack 1 win 8760 (DF)
      16:48:42.871799 A > B: . 1461:2921(1460) ack 1 win 8760 (DF)
      16:48:45.786814 A > B: . 1:1461(1460) ack 1 win 8760 (DF)
      16:48:51.794676 A > B: . 1:1461(1460) ack 1 win 8760 (DF)
      16:49:03.808912 A > B: . 1:537(536) ack 1 win 8760
      16:49:04.016476 B > A: . ack 537 win 16384
      16:49:04.021245 A > B: . 537:1073(536) ack 1 win 8760
      16:49:04.021697 A > B: . 1073:1609(536) ack 1 win 8760
      16:49:04.120694 B > A: . ack 1609 win 16384
      16:49:04.126142 A > B: . 1609:2145(536) ack 1 win 8760



      In this case, the sender sees four packets fail to traverse the
      network (using a two-packet initial send window) and turns off
      PMTUD.  All subsequent packets have the DF flag turned off, and
      the size set to the default value of 536 [RFC1122].

   References
      This problem has been discussed extensively on the tcp-impl
      mailing list;  the name "black hole" has been in use for many
      years.

   How to detect
      This shows up as a TCP connection which hangs (fails to make
      progress) until closed by timeout (this often manifests itself as
      a connection that connects and starts to transfer, then eventually
      terminates after 15 minutes with zero bytes transfered).  This is
      particularly annoying with an application like ftp, which will
      work perfectly while it uses small packets for control
      information, and then fail on bulk transfers.

      A series of ICMP echo packets will show that the two end hosts are
      still capable of passing packets,  a series of MTU-sized ICMP echo
      packets will show some fragmentation, and a series of MTU-sized
      ICMP echo packets with DF set will fail.  This can be confusing
      for network engineers trying to diagnose the problem.

      There are several traceroute implementations that do PMTUD, and
      can demonstrate the problem.

   How to fix
      TCP should notice that the connection is timing out.  After
      several timeouts, TCP should attempt to send smaller packets,
      perhaps turning off the DF flag for each packet.  If this
      succeeds, it should continue to turn off PMTUD for the connection
      for some reasonable period of time, after which it should probe
      again to try to determine if the path has changed.
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      Note that, under IPv6, there is no DF bit -- it is implicitly on
      at all times.  Fragmentation is not allowed in routers, only at
      the originating host.  Fortunately, the minimum supported MTU for
      IPv6 is 1280 octets, which is significantly larger than the 68
      octet minimum in IPv4.  This should make it more reasonable for
      IPv6 TCP implementations to fall back to 1280 octet packets, when
      IPv4 implementations will probably have to turn off DF to respond
      to black hole detection.

      Ideally, the ICMP black holes should be fixed when they are found.

      If hosts start to implement black hole detection, it may be that
      these problems will go unnoticed and unfixed.  This is especially
      unfortunate, since detection can take several seconds each time,
      and these delays could result in a significant, hidden degradation
      of performance.  Hosts that implement black hole detection should
      probably log detected black holes, so that they can be fixed.



2.2.

   Name of Problem
      Stretch ACK due to PMTUD

   Classification
      Congestion Control / Performance

   Description
      When a naively implemented TCP stack communicates with a PMTUD
      equipped stack, it will try to generate an ACK for every second
      full-sized segment.  If it determines the full-sized segment based
      on the advertised MSS, this can degrade badly in the face of
      PMTUD.

      The PMTU can wind up being a small fraction of the advertised MSS;
      in this case, an ACK would be generated only very infrequently.

   Significance

      Stretch ACKs have a variety of unfortunate effects, more fully
      outlined in [RFC2525].  Most of these have to do with encouraging
      a more bursty connection, due to the infrequent arrival of ACKs.
      They can also impede congestion window growth.

   Implications

      The complete implications of stretch ACKs are outlined in
      [RFC2525].
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   Relevant RFCs
      RFC 1122 outlines the requirements for frequency of ACK
      generation.  [RFC2581] expands on this and clarifies that delayed
      ACK is a SHOULD, not a MUST.

   Trace file demonstrating it

      Made using tcpdump recording at an intermediate host.  The
      timestamp options from all but the first two packets have been
      removed for clarity.

   18:16:52.976657 A > B: S 3183102292:3183102292(0) win 16384
        <mss 4312,nop,wscale 0,nop,nop,timestamp 12128 0> (DF)
   18:16:52.979580 B > A: S 2022212745:2022212745(0) ack 3183102293 win
        49152 <mss 4312,nop,wscale 1,nop,nop,timestamp 1592957 12128> (DF)
   18:16:52.979738 A > B: . ack 1 win 17248  (DF)
   18:16:52.982473 A > B: . 1:4301(4300) ack 1 win 17248  (DF)
   18:16:52.982557 C > A: icmp: B unreachable -
        need to frag (mtu 1500)! (DF)
   18:16:52.985839 B > A: . ack 1 win 32768  (DF)
   18:16:54.129928 A > B: . 1:1449(1448) ack 1 win 17248  (DF)
        .
        .
        .



   18:16:58.507078 A > B: . 1463941:1465389(1448) ack 1 win 17248  (DF)
   18:16:58.507200 A > B: . 1465389:1466837(1448) ack 1 win 17248  (DF)
   18:16:58.507326 A > B: . 1466837:1468285(1448) ack 1 win 17248  (DF)
   18:16:58.507439 A > B: . 1468285:1469733(1448) ack 1 win 17248  (DF)
   18:16:58.524763 B > A: . ack 1452357 win 32768  (DF)
   18:16:58.524986 B > A: . ack 1461045 win 32768  (DF)
   18:16:58.525138 A > B: . 1469733:1471181(1448) ack 1 win 17248  (DF)
   18:16:58.525268 A > B: . 1471181:1472629(1448) ack 1 win 17248  (DF)
   18:16:58.525393 A > B: . 1472629:1474077(1448) ack 1 win 17248  (DF)
   18:16:58.525516 A > B: . 1474077:1475525(1448) ack 1 win 17248  (DF)
   18:16:58.525642 A > B: . 1475525:1476973(1448) ack 1 win 17248  (DF)
   18:16:58.525766 A > B: . 1476973:1478421(1448) ack 1 win 17248  (DF)
   18:16:58.526063 A > B: . 1478421:1479869(1448) ack 1 win 17248  (DF)
   18:16:58.526187 A > B: . 1479869:1481317(1448) ack 1 win 17248  (DF)
   18:16:58.526310 A > B: . 1481317:1482765(1448) ack 1 win 17248  (DF)
   18:16:58.526432 A > B: . 1482765:1484213(1448) ack 1 win 17248  (DF)
   18:16:58.526561 A > B: . 1484213:1485661(1448) ack 1 win 17248  (DF)
   18:16:58.526671 A > B: . 1485661:1487109(1448) ack 1 win 17248  (DF)
   18:16:58.537944 B > A: . ack 1478421 win 32768  (DF)
   18:16:58.538328 A > B: . 1487109:1488557(1448) ack 1 win 17248  (DF)
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   Note that the interval between ACKs is significantly larger than two
   times the segment size;  it works out to be almost exactly two times
   the advertised MSS.  This transfer was long enough that it could be
   verified that the stretch ACK was not the result of lost ACK packets.

   Trace file demonstrating correct behavior

   Made using tcpdump recording at an intermediate host.  The timestamp
   options from all but the first two packets have been removed for
   clarity.

   18:13:32.287965 A > B: S 2972697496:2972697496(0)
        win 16384 <mss 4312,nop,wscale 0,nop,nop,timestamp 11326 0> (DF)
   18:13:32.290785 B > A: S 245639054:245639054(0)
        ack 2972697497 win 34496 <mss 4312> (DF)
   18:13:32.290941 A > B: . ack 1 win 17248 (DF)
   18:13:32.293774 A > B: . 1:4313(4312) ack 1 win 17248 (DF)
   18:13:32.293856 C > A: icmp: B unreachable -
        need to frag (mtu 1500)! (DF)
   18:13:33.637338 A > B: . 1:1461(1460) ack 1 win 17248 (DF)
        .
        .
        .
   18:13:35.561691 A > B: . 1514021:1515481(1460) ack 1 win 17248 (DF)
   18:13:35.561814 A > B: . 1515481:1516941(1460) ack 1 win 17248 (DF)
   18:13:35.561938 A > B: . 1516941:1518401(1460) ack 1 win 17248 (DF)
   18:13:35.562059 A > B: . 1518401:1519861(1460) ack 1 win 17248 (DF)
   18:13:35.562174 A > B: . 1519861:1521321(1460) ack 1 win 17248 (DF)
   18:13:35.564008 B > A: . ack 1481901 win 64680 (DF)
   18:13:35.564383 A > B: . 1521321:1522781(1460) ack 1 win 17248 (DF)



   18:13:35.564499 A > B: . 1522781:1524241(1460) ack 1 win 17248 (DF)
   18:13:35.615576 B > A: . ack 1484821 win 64680 (DF)
   18:13:35.615646 B > A: . ack 1487741 win 64680 (DF)
   18:13:35.615716 B > A: . ack 1490661 win 64680 (DF)
   18:13:35.615784 B > A: . ack 1493581 win 64680 (DF)
   18:13:35.615856 B > A: . ack 1496501 win 64680 (DF)
   18:13:35.615952 A > B: . 1524241:1525701(1460) ack 1 win 17248 (DF)
   18:13:35.615966 B > A: . ack 1499421 win 64680 (DF)
   18:13:35.616088 A > B: . 1525701:1527161(1460) ack 1 win 17248 (DF)
   18:13:35.616105 B > A: . ack 1502341 win 64680 (DF)
   18:13:35.616211 A > B: . 1527161:1528621(1460) ack 1 win 17248 (DF)
   18:13:35.616228 B > A: . ack 1505261 win 64680 (DF)
   18:13:35.616327 A > B: . 1528621:1530081(1460) ack 1 win 17248 (DF)
   18:13:35.616349 B > A: . ack 1508181 win 64680 (DF)
   18:13:35.616448 A > B: . 1530081:1531541(1460) ack 1 win 17248 (DF)
   18:13:35.616565 A > B: . 1531541:1533001(1460) ack 1 win 17248 (DF)
   18:13:35.616891 A > B: . 1533001:1534461(1460) ack 1 win 17248 (DF)
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   In this trace, an ACK is generated for every two segments that
   arrive.  (The segment size is slightly larger in this trace, even
   though the source hosts are the same, because of the lack of
   timestamp options in this trace.)

   How to detect
   This condition can be observed in a packet trace when the advertised
   MSS is significantly larger than the actual PMTU of a connection.

   How to fix Several solutions for this problem have been proposed:

   A simple solution is to ACK every other packet, regardless of size.
   This has the drawback of generating large numbers of ACKs in the face
   of lots of very small packets;  this shows up with applications like
   the X Window System.

   A slightly more complex solution would monitor the size of incoming
   segments and try to determine what segment size the sender is using.
   This requires slightly more state in the receiver, but has the
   advantage of making receiver silly window syndrome avoidance
   computations more accurate [RFC813].

2.3.

   Name of Problem
   Determining MSS from PMTU

   Classification
   Performance

   Description
   The MSS advertised at the start of a connection should be based on
   the MTU of the interfaces on the system.  (For efficiency and other
   reasons this may not be the largest MSS possible.)  Some systems use
   PMTUD determined values to determine the MSS to advertise.



   This results in an advertised MSS that is smaller than the largest
   MTU the system can receive.

   Significance
   The advertised MSS is an indication to the remote system about the
   largest TCP segment that can be received [RFC879].  If this value is
   too small, the remote system will be forced to use a smaller segment
   size when sending, purely because the local system found a particular
   PMTU earlier.
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   Given the asymmetric nature of many routes on the Internet
   [Paxson97], it seems entirely possible that the return PMTU is
   different from the sending PMTU.  Limiting the segment size in this
   way can reduce performance and frustrate the PMTUD algorithm.

   Even if the route was symmetric, setting this artificially lowered
   limit on segment size will make it impossible to probe later to
   determine if the PMTU has changed.

   Implications
   The whole point of PMTUD is to send as large a segment as possible.
   If long-running connections cannot successfully probe for larger
   PMTU, then potential performance gains will be impossible to realize.
   This destroys the whole point of PMTUD.

   Relevant RFCs RFC 1191.  [RFC879] provides a complete discussion of
   MSS calculations and appropriate values.  Note that this practice
   does not violate any of the specifications in these RFCs.

   Trace file demonstrating it
   This trace was made using tcpdump running on an intermediate host.
   Host A initiates two separate consecutive connections, A1 and A2, to
   host B.  Router C is the location of the MTU bottleneck.  As usual,
   TCP options are removed from all non-SYN packets.

   22:33:32.305912 A1 > B: S 1523306220:1523306220(0)
        win 8760 <mss 1460> (DF)
   22:33:32.306518 B > A1: S 729966260:729966260(0)
        ack 1523306221 win 16384 <mss 65240>
   22:33:32.310307 A1 > B: . ack 1 win 8760 (DF)
   22:33:32.323496 A1 > B: P 1:1461(1460) ack 1 win 8760 (DF)
   22:33:32.323569 C > A1: icmp: 129.99.238.5 unreachable -
        need to frag (mtu 1024) (DF) (ttl 255, id 20666)
   22:33:32.783694 A1 > B: . 1:985(984) ack 1 win 8856 (DF)
   22:33:32.840817 B > A1: . ack 985 win 16384
   22:33:32.845651 A1 > B: . 1461:2445(984) ack 1 win 8856 (DF)
   22:33:32.846094 B > A1: . ack 985 win 16384
   22:33:33.724392 A1 > B: . 985:1969(984) ack 1 win 8856 (DF)
   22:33:33.724893 B > A1: . ack 2445 win 14924
   22:33:33.728591 A1 > B: . 2445:2921(476) ack 1 win 8856 (DF)
   22:33:33.729161 A1 > B: . ack 1 win 8856 (DF)
   22:33:33.840758 B > A1: . ack 2921 win 16384



   [...]

   22:33:34.238659 A1 > B: F 7301:8193(892) ack 1 win 8856 (DF)
   22:33:34.239036 B > A1: . ack 8194 win 15492
   22:33:34.239303 B > A1: F 1:1(0) ack 8194 win 16384
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   22:33:34.242971 A1 > B: . ack 2 win 8856 (DF)
   22:33:34.454218 A2 > B: S 1523591299:1523591299(0)
        win 8856 <mss 984> (DF)
   22:33:34.454617 B > A2: S 732408874:732408874(0)
        ack 1523591300 win 16384 <mss 65240>
   22:33:34.457516 A2 > B: . ack 1 win 8856 (DF)
   22:33:34.470683 A2 > B: P 1:985(984) ack 1 win 8856 (DF)
   22:33:34.471144 B > A2: . ack 985 win 16384
   22:33:34.476554 A2 > B: . 985:1969(984) ack 1 win 8856 (DF)
   22:33:34.477580 A2 > B: P 1969:2953(984) ack 1 win 8856 (DF)

   [...]

   Notice that the SYN packet for session A2 specifies an MSS of 984.

   Trace file demonstrating correct behavior

   As before, this trace was made using tcpdump running on an
   intermediate host.  Host A initiates two separate consecutive
   connections, A1 and A2, to host B.  Router C is the location of the
   MTU bottleneck.  As usual, TCP options are removed from all non-SYN
   packets.

   22:36:58.828602 A1 > B: S 3402991286:3402991286(0) win 32768
        <mss 4312,wscale 0,nop,timestamp 1123370309 0,
         echo 1123370309> (DF)
   22:36:58.844040 B > A1: S 946999880:946999880(0)
        ack 3402991287 win 16384
        <mss 65240,nop,wscale 0,nop,nop,timestamp 429552 1123370309>
   22:36:58.848058 A1 > B: . ack 1 win 32768  (DF)
   22:36:58.851514 A1 > B: P 1:1025(1024) ack 1 win 32768  (DF)
   22:36:58.851584 C > A1: icmp: 129.99.238.5 unreachable -
        need to frag (mtu 1024) (DF)
   22:36:58.855885 A1 > B: . 1:969(968) ack 1 win 32768  (DF)
   22:36:58.856378 A1 > B: . 969:985(16) ack 1 win 32768  (DF)
   22:36:59.036309 B > A1: . ack 985 win 16384
   22:36:59.039255 A1 > B: FP 985:1025(40) ack 1 win 32768  (DF)
   22:36:59.039623 B > A1: . ack 1026 win 16344
   22:36:59.039828 B > A1: F 1:1(0) ack 1026 win 16384
   22:36:59.043037 A1 > B: . ack 2 win 32768  (DF)
   22:37:01.436032 A2 > B: S 3404812097:3404812097(0) win 32768
        <mss 4312,wscale 0,nop,timestamp 1123372916 0,
         echo 1123372916> (DF)
   22:37:01.436424 B > A2: S 949814769:949814769(0)
        ack 3404812098 win 16384
        <mss 65240,nop,wscale 0,nop,nop,timestamp 429562 1123372916>
   22:37:01.440147 A2 > B: . ack 1 win 32768  (DF)
   22:37:01.442736 A2 > B: . 1:969(968) ack 1 win 32768  (DF)
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   22:37:01.442894 A2 > B: P 969:985(16) ack 1 win 32768  (DF)
   22:37:01.443283 B > A2: . ack 985 win 16384
   22:37:01.446068 A2 > B: P 985:1025(40) ack 1 win 32768  (DF)
   22:37:01.446519 B > A2: . ack 1025 win 16384
   22:37:01.448465 A2 > B: F 1025:1025(0) ack 1 win 32768  (DF)
   22:37:01.448837 B > A2: . ack 1026 win 16384
   22:37:01.449007 B > A2: F 1:1(0) ack 1026 win 16384
   22:37:01.452201 A2 > B: . ack 2 win 32768  (DF)

   Note that the same MSS was used for both session A1 and session A2.

   How to detect
   This can be detected using a packet trace of two separate
   connections;  the first should invoke PMTUD; the second should start
   soon enough after the first that the PMTU value does not time out.

   How to fix
   The MSS should be determined based on the MTUs of the interfaces on
   the system, as outlined in [RFC1122] and [RFC1191].

3. Security Considerations

   The one security concern raised by this memo is that ICMP black holes
   are often caused by over-zealous security administrators who block
   all ICMP messages.  It is vitally important that those who design and
   deploy security systems understand the impact of strict filtering on
   upper-layer protocols.  The safest web site in the world is worthless
   if most TCP implementations cannot transfer data from it.  It would
   be far nicer to have all of the black holes fixed rather than fixing
   all of the TCP implementations.
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Abstract

   This document proposes a method for performing secure Domain Name
   System (DNS) dynamic updates.  The method described here is intended
   to be flexible and useful while requiring as few changes to the
   protocol as possible.  The authentication of the dynamic update
   message is separate from later DNSSEC validation of the data.  Secure
   communication based on authenticated requests and transactions is
   used to provide authorization.

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

1 - Introduction

   This document defines a means to secure dynamic updates of the Domain
   Name System (DNS), allowing only authorized sources to make changes
   to a zone's contents.  The existing unsecured dynamic update
   operations form the basis for this work.

   Familiarity with the DNS system [RFC1034, RFC1035] and dynamic update
   [RFC2136] is helpful and is assumed by this document.  In addition,
   knowledge of DNS security extensions [RFC2535], SIG(0) transaction
   security [RFC2535, RFC2931], and TSIG transaction security [RFC2845]
   is recommended.
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   This document updates portions of RFC 2535, in particular section
   3.1.2, and RFC 2136.  This document obsoletes RFC 2137, an alternate
   proposal for secure dynamic update, due to implementation experience.

1.1 - Overview of DNS Dynamic Update

   DNS dynamic update defines a new DNS opcode and a new interpretation
   of the DNS message if that opcode is used.  An update can specify
   insertions or deletions of data, along with prerequisites necessary
   for the updates to occur.  All tests and changes for a DNS update
   request are restricted to a single zone, and are performed at the
   primary server for the zone.  The primary server for a dynamic zone
   must increment the zone SOA serial number when an update occurs or
   before the next retrieval of the SOA.

1.2 - Overview of DNS Transaction Security

   Exchanges of DNS messages which include TSIG [RFC2845] or SIG(0)



   [RFC2535, RFC2931] records allow two DNS entities to authenticate DNS
   requests and responses sent between them.  A TSIG MAC (message
   authentication code) is derived from a shared secret, and a SIG(0) is
   generated from a private key whose public counterpart is stored in
   DNS.  In both cases, a record containing the message signature/MAC is
   included as the final resource record in a DNS message.  Keyed
   hashes, used in TSIG, are inexpensive to calculate and verify.
   Public key encryption, as used in SIG(0), is more scalable as the
   public keys are stored in DNS.

1.3 - Comparison of data authentication and message authentication

   Message based authentication, using TSIG or SIG(0), provides
   protection for the entire message with a single signing and single
   verification which, in the case of TSIG, is a relatively inexpensive
   MAC creation and check.  For update requests, this signature can
   establish, based on policy or key negotiation, the authority to make
   the request.

   DNSSEC SIG records can be used to protect the integrity of individual
   RRs or RRsets in a DNS message with the authority of the zone owner.
   However, this cannot sufficiently protect the dynamic update request.

   Using SIG records to secure RRsets in an update request is
   incompatible with the design of update, as described below, and would
   in any case require multiple expensive public key signatures and
   verifications.
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   SIG records do not cover the message header, which includes record
   counts.  Therefore, it is possible to maliciously insert or remove
   RRsets in an update request without causing a verification failure.

   If SIG records were used to protect the prerequisite section, it
   would be impossible to determine whether the SIGs themselves were a
   prerequisite or simply used for validation.

   In the update section of an update request, signing requests to add
   an RRset is straightforward, and this signature could be permanently
   used to protect the data, as specified in [RFC2535].  However, if an
   RRset is deleted, there is no data for a SIG to cover.

1.4 - Data and message signatures

   As specified in [RFC3008], the DNSSEC validation process performed by
   a resolver MUST NOT process any non-zone keys unless local policy
   dictates otherwise.  When performing secure dynamic update, all zone
   data modified in a signed zone MUST be signed by a relevant zone key.
   This completely disassociates authentication of an update request
   from authentication of the data itself.

   The primary usefulness of host and user keys, with respect to DNSSEC,
   is to authenticate messages, including dynamic updates.  Thus, host



   and user keys MAY be used to generate SIG(0) records to authenticate
   updates and MAY be used in the TKEY [RFC2930] process to generate
   TSIG shared secrets.  In both cases, no SIG records generated by
   non-zone keys will be used in a DNSSEC validation process unless
   local policy dictates.

   Authentication of data, once it is present in DNS, only involves
   DNSSEC zone keys and signatures generated by them.

1.5 - Signatory strength

   [RFC2535, section 3.1.2] defines the signatory field of a key as the
   final 4 bits of the flags field, but does not define its value.  This
   proposal leaves this field undefined.  Updating [RFC2535], this field
   SHOULD be set to 0 in KEY records, and MUST be ignored.

2 - Authentication

   TSIG or SIG(0) records MUST be included in all secure dynamic update
   messages.  This allows the server to verifiably determine the
   originator of a message.  If the message contains authentication in
   the form of a SIG(0), the identity of the sender (that is, the
   principal) is the owner of the KEY RR that generated the SIG(0).  If
   the message contains a TSIG generated by a statically configured
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   shared secret, the principal is the same as or derived from the
   shared secret name.  If the message contains a TSIG generated by a
   dynamically configured shared secret, the principal is the same as
   the one that authenticated the TKEY process; if the TKEY process was
   unauthenticated, no information is known about the principal, and the
   associated TSIG shared secret MUST NOT be used for secure dynamic
   update.

   SIG(0) signatures SHOULD NOT be generated by zone keys, since
   transactions are initiated by a host or user, not a zone.

   DNSSEC SIG records (other than SIG(0)) MAY be included in an update
   message, but MUST NOT be used to authenticate the update request.

   If an update fails because it is signed with an unauthorized key, the
   server MUST indicate failure by returning a message with RCODE
   REFUSED.  Other TSIG, SIG(0), or dynamic update errors are returned
   as specified in the appropriate protocol description.

3 - Policy

   All policy is configured by the zone administrator and enforced by
   the zone's primary name server.  Policy dictates the authorized
   actions that an authenticated principal can take.  Policy checks are
   based on the principal and the desired action, where the principal is
   derived from the message signing key and applied to dynamic update
   messages signed with that key.

   The server's policy defines criteria which determine if the key used
   to sign the update is permitted to perform the requested updates.  By



   default, a principal MUST NOT be permitted to make any changes to
   zone data; any permissions MUST be enabled though configuration.

   The policy is fully implemented in the primary zone server's
   configuration for several reasons.  This removes limitations imposed
   by encoding policy into a fixed number of bits (such as the KEY RR's
   signatory field).  Policy is only relevant in the server applying it,
   so there is no reason to expose it.  Finally, a change in policy or a
   new type of policy should not affect the DNS protocol or data format,
   and should not cause interoperability failures.

3.1 - Standard policies

   Implementations SHOULD allow access control policies to use the
   principal as an authorization token, and MAY also allow policies to
   grant permission to a signed message regardless of principal.
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   A common practice would be to restrict the permissions of a principal
   by domain name.  That is, a principal could be permitted to add,
   delete, or modify entries corresponding to one or more domain names.
   Implementations SHOULD allow per-name access control, and SHOULD
   provide a concise representation of the principal's own name, its
   subdomains, and all names in the zone.

   Additionally, a server SHOULD allow restricting updates by RR type,
   so that a principal could add, delete, or modify specific record
   types at certain names.  Implementations SHOULD allow per-type access
   control, and SHOULD provide concise representations of all types and
   all "user" types, where a user type is defined as one that does not
   affect the operation of DNS itself.

3.1.1 - User types

   User types include all data types except SOA, NS, SIG, and NXT.  SOA
   and NS records SHOULD NOT be modified by normal users, since these
   types create or modify delegation points.  The addition of SIG
   records can lead to attacks resulting in additional workload for
   resolvers, and the deletion of SIG records could lead to extra work
   for the server if the zone SIG was deleted.  Note that these records
   are not forbidden, but not recommended for normal users.

   NXT records MUST NOT be created, modified, or deleted by dynamic
   update, as their update may cause instability in the protocol.  This
   is an update to RFC 2136.

   Issues concerning updates of KEY records are discussed in the
   Security Considerations section.

3.2 - Additional policies

   Users are free to implement any policies.  Policies may be as
   specific or general as desired, and as complex as desired.  They may
   depend on the principal or any other characteristics of the signed



   message.

4 - Interaction with DNSSEC

   Although this protocol does not change the way updates to secure
   zones are processed, there are a number of issues that should be
   clarified.
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4.1 - Adding SIGs

   An authorized update request MAY include SIG records with each RRset.
   Since SIG records (except SIG(0) records) MUST NOT be used for
   authentication of the update message, they are not required.

   If a principal is authorized to update SIG records and there are SIG
   records in the update, the SIG records are added without
   verification.  The server MAY examine SIG records and drop SIGs with
   a temporal validity period in the past.

4.2 - Deleting SIGs

   If a principal is authorized to update SIG records and the update
   specifies the deletion of SIG records, the server MAY choose to
   override the authority and refuse the update.  For example, the
   server may allow all SIG records not generated by a zone key to be
   deleted.

4.3 - Non-explicit updates to SIGs

   If the updated zone is secured, the RRset affected by an update
   operation MUST, at the completion of the update, be signed in
   accordance with the zone's signing policy.  This will usually require
   one or more SIG records to be generated by one or more zone keys
   whose private components MUST be online [RFC3008].

   When the contents of an RRset are updated, the server MAY delete all
   associated SIG records, since they will no longer be valid.

4.4 - Effects on the zone

   If any changes are made, the server MUST, if necessary, generate a
   new SOA record and new NXT records, and sign these with the
   appropriate zone keys.  Changes to NXT records by secure dynamic
   update are explicitly forbidden.  SOA updates are allowed, since the
   maintenance of SOA parameters is outside of the scope of the DNS
   protocol.

5 - Security Considerations

   This document requires that a zone key and possibly other



   cryptographic secret material be held in an on-line, network-
   connected host, most likely a name server.  This material is at the
   mercy of host security to remain a secret.  Exposing this secret puts
   DNS data at risk of masquerade attacks.  The data at risk is that in
   both zones served by the machine and delegated from this machine.
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   Allowing updates of KEY records may lead to undesirable results,
   since a principal may be allowed to insert a public key without
   holding the private key, and possibly masquerade as the key owner.
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Preface

   The NAT operation described in this document extends address
   translation introduced in RFC 1631 and includes a new type of network
   address and TCP/UDP port translation.  In addition, this document
   corrects the Checksum adjustment algorithm published in RFC 1631 and
   attempts to discuss NAT operation and limitations in detail.

Abstract

   Basic Network Address Translation or Basic NAT is a method by which
   IP addresses are mapped from one group to another, transparent to end
   users.  Network Address Port Translation, or NAPT is a method by
   which many network addresses and their TCP/UDP (Transmission Control
   Protocol/User Datagram Protocol) ports are translated into a single
   network address and its TCP/UDP ports.  Together, these two
   operations, referred to as traditional NAT, provide a mechanism to
   connect a realm with private addresses to an external realm with
   globally unique registered addresses.

1. Introduction

   The need for IP Address translation arises when a network's internal
   IP addresses cannot be used outside the network either for privacy
   reasons or because they are invalid for use outside the network.

   Network topology outside a local domain can change in many ways.
   Customers may change providers, company backbones may be reorganized,
   or providers may merge or split.  Whenever external topology changes
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   with time, address assignment for nodes within the local domain must
   also change to reflect the external changes.  Changes of this type
   can be hidden from users within the domain by centralizing changes to
   a single address translation router.

   Basic Address translation would (in many cases, except as noted in



   [NAT-TERM] and section 6 of this document) allow hosts in a private
   network to transparently access the external network and enable
   access to selective local hosts from the outside.  Organizations with
   a network setup predominantly for internal use, with a need for
   occasional external access are good candidates for this scheme.

   Many Small Office, Home Office (SOHO) users and telecommuting
   employees have multiple Network nodes in their office, running
   TCP/UDP applications, but have a single IP address assigned to their
   remote access router by their service provider to access remote
   networks.  This ever increasing community of remote access users
   would be benefited by NAPT, which would permit multiple nodes in a
   local network to simultaneously access remote networks using the
   single IP address assigned to their router.

   There are limitations to using the translation method.  It is
   mandatory that all requests and responses pertaining to a session be
   routed via the same NAT router.  One way to ascertain this would be
   to have NAT based on a border router that is unique to a stub domain,
   where all IP packets are either originated from the domain or
   destined to the domain.  There are other ways to ensure this with
   multiple NAT devices.  For example, a private domain could have two
   distinct exit points to different providers and the session flow from
   the hosts in a private network could traverse through whichever NAT
   device has the best metric for an external host.  When one of the NAT
   routers fail, the other could route traffic for all the connections.
   There is however a caveat with this approach, in that, rerouted flows
   could fail at the time of switchover to the new NAT router.  A way to
   overcome this potential problem is that the routers share the same
   NAT configuration and exchange state information to ensure a fail-
   safe backup for each other.

   Address translation is application independent and often accompanied
   by application specific gateways (ALGs) to perform payload monitoring
   and alterations.  FTP is the most popular ALG resident on NAT
   devices.  Applications requiring ALG intervention must not have their
   payload encoded, as doing that would effectively disables the ALG,
   unless the ALG has the key to decrypt the payload.

   This solution has the disadvantage of taking away the end-to-end
   significance of an IP address, and making up for it with increased
   state in the network.  As a result, end-to-end IP network level
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   security assured by IPSec cannot be assumed to end hosts, with a NAT
   device enroute.  The advantage of this approach however is that it
   can be installed without changes to hosts or routers.

   Definition of terms such as "Address Realm", "Transparent Routing",
   "TU Ports", "ALG" and others, used throughout the document, may be
   found in [NAT-TERM].

2. Overview of traditional NAT

   The Address Translation operation presented in this document is
   referred to as "Traditional NAT".  There are other variations of NAT



   that will not be explored in this document.  Traditional NAT would
   allow hosts within a private network to transparently access hosts in
   the external network, in most cases.  In a traditional NAT, sessions
   are uni-directional, outbound from the private network.  Sessions in
   the opposite direction may be allowed on an exceptional basis using
   static address maps for pre-selected hosts.  Basic NAT and NAPT are
   two variations of traditional NAT, in that translation in Basic NAT
   is limited to IP addresses alone, whereas translation in NAPT is
   extended to include IP address and Transport identifier (such as
   TCP/UDP port or ICMP query ID).

   Unless mentioned otherwise, Address Translation or NAT throughout
   this document will pertain to traditional NAT, namely Basic NAT as
   well as NAPT.  Only the stub border routers as described in figure 1
   below may be configured to perform address translation.

        \ | /                 .                                /
   +---------------+  WAN     .           +-----------------+/
   |Regional Router|----------------------|Stub Router w/NAT|---
   +---------------+          .           +-----------------+\
                              .                      |         \
                              .                      |  LAN
                              .               ---------------
                        Stub border

            Figure 1: Traditional NAT Configuration

2.1 Overview of Basic NAT

   Basic NAT operation is as follows.  A stub domain with a set of
   private network addresses could be enabled to communicate with
   external network by dynamically mapping the set of private addresses
   to a set of globally valid network addresses.  If the number of local
   nodes are less than or equal to addresses in the global set, each
   local address is guaranteed a global address to map to.  Otherwise,
   nodes allowed to have simultaneous access to external network are
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   limited by the number of addresses in global set.  Individual local
   addresses may be statically mapped to specific global addresses to
   ensure guaranteed access to the outside or to allow access to the
   local host from external hosts via a fixed public address.  Multiple
   simultaneous sessions may be initiated from a local node, using the
   same address mapping.

   Addresses inside a stub domain are local to that domain and not valid
   outside the domain.  Thus, addresses inside a stub domain can be
   reused by any other stub domain.  For instance, a single Class A
   address could be used by many stub domains.  At each exit point
   between a stub domain and backbone, NAT is installed.  If there is
   more than one exit point it is of great importance that each NAT has
   the same translation table.

   For instance, in the example of figure 2, both stubs A and B
   internally use class A private address block 10.0.0.0/8 [RFC 1918].
   Stub A's NAT is assigned the class C address block 198.76.29.0/24,



   and Stub B's NAT is assigned the class C address block
   198.76.28.0/24.  The class C addresses are globally unique no other
   NAT boxes can use them.

                                    \ | /
                                  +---------------+
                                  |Regional Router|
                                  +---------------+
                                WAN |           | WAN
                                    |           |
                Stub A .............|....   ....|............ Stub B
                                    |           |
                  {s=198.76.29.7,^  |           |  v{s=198.76.29.7,
                   d=198.76.28.4}^  |           |  v d=198.76.28.4}
                    +-----------------+       +-----------------+
                    |Stub Router w/NAT|       |Stub Router w/NAT|
                    +-----------------+       +-----------------+
                          |                         |
                          |  LAN               LAN  |
                    -------------             -------------
                              |                 |
            {s=10.33.96.5, ^  |                 |  v{s=198.76.29.7,
             d=198.76.28.4}^ +--+             +--+ v d=10.81.13.22}
                             |--|             |--|
                            /____\           /____\
                          10.33.96.5       10.81.13.22

                      Figure 2: Basic NAT Operation
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   When stub A host 10.33.96.5 wishes to send a packet to stub B host
   10.81.13.22, it uses the globally unique address 198.76.28.4 as
   destination, and sends the packet to its primary router.  The stub
   router has a static route for net 198.76.0.0 so the packet is
   forwarded to the WAN-link.  However, NAT translates the source
   address 10.33.96.5 of the IP header to the globally unique
   198.76.29.7 before the packet is forwarded.  Likewise, IP packets on
   the return path go through similar address translations.

   Notice that this requires no changes to hosts or routers.  For
   instance, as far as the stub A host is concerned, 198.76.28.4 is the
   address used by the host in stub B.  The address translations are
   transparent to end hosts in most cases.  Of course, this is just a
   simple example.  There are numerous issues to be explored.

2.2. Overview of NAPT

   Say, an organization has a private IP network and a WAN link to a
   service provider.  The private network's stub router is assigned a
   globally valid address on the WAN link and the remaining nodes in the
   organization have IP addresses that have only local significance.  In
   such a case, nodes on the private network could be allowed
   simultaneous access to the external network, using the single
   registered IP address with the aid of NAPT.  NAPT would allow mapping



   of tuples of the type (local IP addresses, local TU port number) to
   tuples of the type (registered IP address, assigned TU port number).

   This model fits the requirements of most Small Office Home Office
   (SOHO) groups to access external network using a single service
   provider assigned IP address.  This model could be extended to allow
   inbound access by statically mapping a local node per each service TU
   port of the registered IP address.

   In the example of figure 3 below, stub A internally uses class A
   address block 10.0.0.0/8.  The stub router's WAN interface is
   assigned an IP address 138.76.28.4 by the service provider.
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                                     \ | /
                                   +-----------------------+
                                   |Service Provider Router|
                                   +-----------------------+
                                 WAN |
                                     |
                 Stub A .............|....
                                     |
         ^{s=138.76.28.4,sport=1024, |  v{s=138.76.29.7, sport = 23,
         ^ d=138.76.29.7,dport=23}   |  v d=138.76.28.4, dport = 1024}
                         +------------------+
                         |Stub Router w/NAPT|
                         +------------------+
                           |
                           |  LAN
     --------------------------------------------
        |        ^{s=10.0.0.10,sport=3017, |  v{s=138.76.29.7, sport=23,
        |        ^ d=138.76.29.7,dport=23} |  v d=10.0.0.10, dport=3017}
        |                                  |
       +--+      +--+                    +--+
       |--|      |--|                    |--|
      /____\    /____\                  /____\
     10.0.0.1  10.0.0.2   .....        10.0.0.10

      Figure 3: Network Address Port Translation (NAPT) Operation

   When stub A host 10.0.0.10 sends a telnet packet to host 138.76.29.7,
   it uses the globally unique address 138.76.29.7 as destination, and
   sends the packet to it's primary router.  The stub router has a
   static route for the subnet 138.76.0.0/16 so the packet is forwarded



   to the WAN-link.  However, NAPT translates the tuple of source
   address 10.0.0.10 and source TCP port 3017 in the IP and TCP headers
   into the globally unique 138.76.28.4 and a uniquely assigned TCP
   port, say 1024, before the packet is forwarded.  Packets on the
   return path go through similar address and TCP port translations for
   the target IP address and target TCP port.  Once again, notice that
   this requires no changes to hosts or routers.  The translation is
   completely transparent.

   In this setup, only TCP/UDP sessions are allowed and must originate
   from the local network.  However, there are services such as DNS that
   demand inbound access.  There may be other services for which an
   organization wishes to allow inbound session access.  It is possible
   to statically configure a well known TU port service [RFC 1700] on
   the stub router to be directed to a specific node in the private
   network.
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   In addition to TCP/UDP sessions, ICMP messages, with the exception of
   REDIRECT message type may also be monitored by NAPT router.  ICMP
   query type packets are translated similar to that of TCP/UDP packets,
   in that the identifier field in ICMP message header will be uniquely
   mapped to a query identifier of the registered IP address.  The
   identifier field in ICMP query messages is set by Query sender and
   returned unchanged in response message from the Query responder.  So,
   the tuple of (Local IP address, local ICMP query identifier) is
   mapped to a tuple of (registered IP address, assigned ICMP query
   Identifier) by the NAPT router to uniquely identify ICMP queries of
   all types from any of the local hosts. Modifications to ICMP error
   messages are discussed in a later section, as that involves
   modifications to ICMP payload as well as the IP and ICMP headers.

   In NAPT setup, where the registered IP address is the same as the IP
   address of the stub router WAN interface, the router has to be sure
   to make distinction between TCP, UDP or ICMP query sessions
   originated from itself versus those originated from the nodes on
   local network.  All inbound sessions (including TCP, UDP and ICMP
   query sessions) are assumed to be directed to the NAT router as the
   end node, unless the target service port is statically mapped to a
   different node in the local network.

   Sessions other than TCP, UDP and ICMP query type are simply not
   permitted from local nodes, serviced by a NAPT router.

3.0. Translation phases of a session.

   The translation phases with traditional NAT are same as described in
   [NAT-TERM].  The following sub-sections identify items that are
   specific to traditional NAT.

3.1. Address binding:

   With Basic NAT, a private address is bound to an external address,
   when the first outgoing session is initiated from the private host.



   Subsequent to that, all other outgoing sessions originating from the
   same private address will use the same address binding for packet
   translation.

   In the case of NAPT, where many private addresses are mapped to a
   single globally unique address, the binding would be from the tuple
   of (private address, private TU port) to the tuple of (assigned
   address, assigned TU port).  As with Basic NAT, this binding is
   determined when the first outgoing session is initiated by the tuple
   of (private address, private TU port) on the private host.  While not
   a common practice, it is possible to have an application on private
   host establish multiple simultaneous sessions originating from the
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   same tuple of (private address, private TU port).  In such a case, a
   single binding for the tuple of (private address, private TU port)
   may be used for translation of packets pertaining to all sessions
   originating from the same tuple on a host.

3.2. Address lookup and translation:

   After an address binding or (address, TU port) tuple binding in case
   of NAPT is established, a soft state may be maintained for each of
   the connections using the binding.  Packets belonging to the same
   session will be subject to session lookup for translation purposes.
   The exact nature of translation is discussed in the follow-on
   section.

3.3. Address unbinding:

   When the last session based on an address or (address, TU port) tuple
   binding is terminated,  the binding itself may be terminated.

4.0. Packet Translations

   Packets pertaining to NAT managed sessions undergo translation in
   either direction.  Individual packet translation issues  are covered
   in detail in the following sub-sections.

4.1. IP, TCP, UDP and ICMP Header Manipulations

   In Basic NAT model, the IP header of every packet must be modified.
   This modification includes IP address (source IP address for outbound
   packets and destination IP address for inbound packets) and the IP
   checksum.

   For TCP ([TCP]) and UDP ([UDP]) sessions, modifications must include
   update of checksum in the TCP/UDP headers.  This is because TCP/UDP
   checksum also covers a pseudo header which contains the source and
   destination IP addresses.  As an exception, UDP headers with 0
   checksum should not be modified.  As for ICMP Query packets ([ICMP]),
   no further changes in ICMP header are required as the checksum in
   ICMP header does not cover IP addresses.

   In NAPT model, modifications to IP header are similar to that of
   Basic NAT.  For TCP/UDP sessions, modifications must be extended to



   include translation of TU port (source TU port for outbound packets
   and destination TU port for inbound packets) in the TCP/UDP header.
   ICMP header in ICMP Query packets must  also be modified to replace
   the query ID and ICMP header checksum.  Private host query ID must be
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   translated into assigned ID on the outbound and the exact reverse on
   the inbound.  ICMP header checksum must be corrected to account for
   Query ID translation.

4.2. Checksum Adjustment

   NAT modifications are per packet based and can be very compute
   intensive, as they involve one or more checksum modifications in
   addition to simple field translations.  Luckily, we have an algorithm
   below, which makes checksum adjustment to IP, TCP, UDP and ICMP
   headers very simple and efficient.  Since all these headers use a
   one's complement sum, it is sufficient to calculate the arithmetic
   difference between the before-translation and after-translation
   addresses and add this to the checksum.  The algorithm below is
   applicable only for even offsets (i.e., optr below must be at an even
   offset from start of header) and even lengths (i.e., olen and nlen
   below must be even).  Sample code (in C) for this is as follows.

   void checksumadjust(unsigned char *chksum, unsigned char *optr,
   int olen, unsigned char *nptr, int nlen)
   /* assuming: unsigned char is 8 bits, long is 32 bits.
     - chksum points to the chksum in the packet
     - optr points to the old data in the packet
     - nptr points to the new data in the packet
   */
   {
     long x, old, new;
     x=chksum[0]*256+chksum[1];
     x=~x & 0xFFFF;
     while (olen)
     {
         old=optr[0]*256+optr[1]; optr+=2;
         x-=old & 0xffff;
         if (x<=0) { x--; x&=0xffff; }
         olen-=2;
     }
     while (nlen)
     {
         new=nptr[0]*256+nptr[1]; nptr+=2;
         x+=new & 0xffff;
         if (x & 0x10000) { x++; x&=0xffff; }
         nlen-=2;
     }
     x=~x & 0xFFFF;
     chksum[0]=x/256; chksum[1]=x & 0xff;
   }
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4.3. ICMP error packet modifications

   Changes to ICMP error message ([ICMP]) will include changes to IP and
   ICMP headers on the outer layer as well as changes to headers of the
   packet embedded within the ICMP-error message payload.

   In order for NAT to be transparent to end-host, the IP address of the
   IP header embedded within the payload of ICMP-Error message must be
   modified, the checksum field of the embedded IP header must be
   modified, and lastly, the ICMP header checksum must also be modified
   to reflect changes to payload.

   In a NAPT setup, if the IP message embedded within ICMP happens to be
   a TCP, UDP or ICMP Query packet, you will also need to modify the
   appropriate TU port number within the TCP/UDP header or the Query
   Identifier field in the ICMP Query header.

   Lastly, the IP header of the ICMP packet must also be modified.

4.4. FTP support

   One of the most popular applications, "FTP" ([FTP]) would require an
   ALG to monitor the control session payload to determine the ensuing
   data session parameters.  FTP ALG is an integral part of most NAT
   implementations.

   The FTP ALG would require a special table to correct the TCP sequence
   and acknowledge numbers with source port FTP or destination port FTP.
   The table entries should have source address, destination address,
   source port, destination port, delta for sequence numbers and a
   timestamp.  New entries are created only when FTP PORT commands or
   PASV responses are seen.  The sequence number delta may be increased
   or decreased for every FTP PORT command or PASV response.  Sequence
   numbers are incremented on the outbound and acknowledge numbers are
   decremented on the inbound by this delta.

   FTP payload translations are limited to private addresses and their
   assigned external addresses (encoded as individual octets in ASCII)
   for Basic NAT.  For NAPT setup, however, the translations must be
   extended to include the TCP port octets (in ASCII) following the
   address octets.

4.5 DNS support

   Considering that sessions in a traditional NAT are predominantly
   outbound from a private domain, DNS ALG may be obviated from use in
   conjunction with traditional NAT as follows.  DNS server(s) internal
   to the private domain maintain mapping of names to IP addresses for
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   internal hosts and possibly some external hosts.  External DNS
   servers maintain name mapping for external hosts alone and not for
   any of the internal hosts.  If the private network does not have an
   internal DNS server, all DNS requests may be directed to external DNS
   server to find address mapping for the external hosts.

4.6. IP option handling

   An IP datagram with any of the IP options Record Route, Strict Source
   Route or Loose Source Route would involve recording or using IP
   addresses of intermediate routers.  A NAT intermediate router may
   choose not to support these options or leave the addresses
   untranslated while processing the options.  The result of leaving the
   addresses untranslated would be that private addresses along the
   source route are exposed end to end.  This should not jeopardize the
   traversal path of the packet, per se, as each router is supposed to
   look at the next hop router only.

5. Miscellaneous issues

5.1. Partitioning of Local and Global Addresses

   For NAT to operate as described in this document, it is necessary to
   partition the IP address space into two parts - the private addresses
   used internal to stub domain, and the globally unique addresses.  Any
   given address must either be a private address or a global address.
   There is no overlap.

   The problem with overlap is the following.  Say a host in stub A
   wished to send packets to a host in stub B, but the global addresses
   of stub B overlapped the private addressees of stub A. In this case,
   the routers in stub A would not be able to distinguish the global
   address of stub B from its own private addresses.

5.2. Private address space recommendation

   [RFC 1918] has recommendations on address space allocation for
   private networks.  Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) has
   three blocks of IP address space, namely 10.0.0.0/8, 172.16.0.0/12,
   and 192.168.0.0/16 for private internets.  In pre-CIDR notation, the
   first block is nothing but a single class A network number, while the
   second block is a set of 16 contiguous class B networks, and the
   third block is a set of 256 contiguous class C networks.

   An organization that decides to use IP addresses in the address space
   defined above can do so without any coordination with IANA or an
   Internet registry.  The address space can thus be used privately by
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   many independent organizations at the same time, with NAT operation
   enabled on their border routers.

5.3. Routing Across NAT



   The router running NAT should not advertise the private networks to
   the backbone.  Only the networks with global addresses may be known
   outside the stub.  However, global information that NAT receives from
   the stub border router can be advertised in the stub the usual way.

   Typically, the NAT stub router will have a static route configured to
   forward all external traffic to service provider router over WAN
   link, and the service provider router will have a static route
   configured to forward NAT packets (i.e., those whose destination IP
   address fall within the range of NAT managed global address list) to
   NAT router over WAN link.

5.4. Switch-over from Basic NAT to NAPT

   In Basic NAT setup, when private network nodes outnumber global
   addresses available for mapping (say, a class B private network
   mapped to a class C global address block), external network access to
   some of the local nodes is abruptly cut off after the last global
   address from the address list is used up.  This is very inconvenient
   and constraining.  Such an incident can be safely avoided by
   optionally allowing the Basic NAT router to switch over to NAPT setup
   for the last global address in the address list.  Doing this will
   ensure that hosts on private network will have continued,
   uninterrupted access to the external nodes and services for most
   applications.  Note, however, it could be confusing if some of the
   applications that used to work with Basic NAT suddenly break due to
   the switch-over to NAPT.

6.0. NAT limitations

   [NAT-TERM] covers the limitations of all flavors of NAT, broadly
   speaking.  The following sub-sections identify limitations specific
   to traditional NAT.

6.1. Privacy and Security

   Traditional NAT can be viewed as providing a privacy mechanism as
   sessions are uni-directional from private hosts and the actual
   addresses of the private hosts are not visible to external hosts.

   The same characteristic that enhances privacy potentially makes
   debugging problems (including security violations) more difficult. If
   a host in private network is abusing the Internet in some way (such
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   as trying to attack another machine or even sending large amounts of
   spam) it is more difficult to track the actual source of trouble
   because the IP address of the host is hidden in a NAT router.

6.2. ARP responses to NAT mapped global addresses on a LAN interface

   NAT must be enabled only on border routers of a stub domain.  The
   examples provided in the document to illustrate Basic NAT and NAPT
   have maintained a WAN link for connection to external router (i.e.,
   service provider router) from NAT router.  However, if the WAN link



   were to be replaced by a LAN connection and if part or all of the
   global address space used for NAT mapping belongs to the same IP
   subnet as the LAN segment, the NAT router would be expected to
   provide ARP support for the address range that belongs to the same
   subnet.  Responding to ARP requests for the NAT mapped global
   addresses with its own MAC address is a must in such a situation with
   Basic NAT setup.  If the NAT router did not respond to these
   requests, there is no other node in the network that has ownership to
   these addresses and hence will go unresponded.

   This scenario is unlikely with NAPT setup except when the single
   address used in NAPT mapping is not the interface address of the NAT
   router (as in the case of a switch-over from Basic NAT to NAPT
   explained in 5.4 above, for example).

   Using an address range from a directly connected subnet for NAT
   address mapping would obviate static route configuration on the
   service provider router.

   It is the opinion of the authors that a LAN link to a service
   provider router is not very common.  However, vendors may be
   interested to optionally support proxy ARP just in case.

6.3. Translation of outbound TCP/UDP fragmented packets in NAPT setup

   Translation of outbound TCP/UDP fragments (i.e., those originating
   from private hosts) in NAPT setup are doomed to fail.  The reason is
   as follows.  Only the first fragment contains the TCP/UDP header that
   would be necessary to associate the packet to a session for
   translation purposes.  Subsequent fragments do not contain TCP/UDP
   port information, but simply carry the same fragmentation identifier
   specified in the first fragment.  Say, two private hosts originated
   fragmented TCP/UDP packets to the same destination host.  And, they
   happened to use the same fragmentation identifier.  When the target
   host receives the two unrelated datagrams, carrying same
   fragmentation id, and from the same assigned host address, it is
   unable to determine which of the two sessions the datagrams belong
   to.  Consequently, both sessions will be corrupted.
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7.0. Current Implementations

   Many commercial implementations are available in the industry that
   adhere to the NAT description provided in this document.  Linux
   public domain software contains NAT under the name of "IP
   masquerade".  FreeBSD public domain software has NAPT implementation
   running as a daemon.  Note however that Linux source is covered under
   the GNU license and  FreeBSD software is covered under the UC
   Berkeley license.

   Both Linux and FreeBSD software are free, so you can buy CD-ROMs for
   these for little more than the cost of distribution.  They are also
   available on-line from a lot of FTP sites with the latest patches.

8.0. Security Considerations



   The security considerations described in [NAT-TERM] for all
   variations of NATs are applicable to traditional NAT.
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Abstract

   This memo specifies an optional interim mechanism for IPv6 sites to
   communicate with each other over the IPv4 network without explicit
   tunnel setup, and for them to communicate with native IPv6 domains
   via relay routers.  Effectively it treats the wide area IPv4 network
   as a unicast point-to-point link layer.  The mechanism is intended as
   a start-up transition tool used during the period of co-existence of
   IPv4 and IPv6.  It is not intended as a permanent solution.

   The document defines a method for assigning an interim unique IPv6



   address prefix to any site that currently has at least one globally
   unique IPv4 address, and specifies an encapsulation mechanism for
   transmitting IPv6 packets using such a prefix over the global IPv4
   network.

   The motivation for this method is to allow isolated IPv6 domains or
   hosts, attached to an IPv4 network which has no native IPv6 support,
   to communicate with other such IPv6 domains or hosts with minimal
   manual configuration, before they can obtain natuve IPv6
   connectivity.  It incidentally provides an interim globally unique
   IPv6 address prefix to any site with at least one globally unique
   IPv4 address, even if combined with an IPv4 Network Address
   Translator (NAT).
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1. Introduction

   This memo specifies an optional interim mechanism for IPv6 sites to
   communicate with each other over the IPv4 network without explicit
   tunnel setup, and for them to communicate with native IPv6 domains
   via relay routers.  Effectively it treats the wide area IPv4 network
   as a unicast point-to-point link layer.  The mechanism is intended as
   a start-up transition tool used during the period of co-existence of
   IPv4 and IPv6.  It is not intended as a permanent solution.
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   The document defines a method for assigning an interim unique IPv6
   address prefix to any site that currently has at least one globally
   unique IPv4 address, and specifies an encapsulation mechanism for
   transmitting IPv6 packets using such a prefix over the global IPv4
   network.  It also describes scenarios for using such prefixes during
   the co-existence phase of IPv4 to IPv6 transition.  Note that these
   scenarios are only part of the total picture of transition to IPv6.
   Also note that this is considered to be an interim solution and that
   sites should migrate when possible to native IPv6 prefixes and native
   IPv6 connectivity.  This will be possible as soon as the site's ISP
   offers native IPv6 connectivity.

   The basic mechanism described in the present document, which applies
   to sites rather than individual hosts, will scale indefinitely by
   limiting the number of sites served by a given relay router (see
   Section 5.2).  It will introduce no new entries in the IPv4 routing
   table, and exactly one new entry in the native IPv6 routing table
   (see Section 5.10).

   Although the mechanism is specified for an IPv6 site, it can equally
   be applied to an individual IPv6 host or very small site, as long as
   it has at least one globally unique IPv4 address.  However, the
   latter case raises serious scaling issues which are the subject of
   further study [SCALE].

   The motivation for this method is to allow isolated IPv6 sites or
   hosts, attached to a wide area network which has no native IPv6
   support, to communicate with other such IPv6 domains or hosts with
   minimal manual configuration.

   IPv6 sites or hosts connected using this method do not require IPv4-
   compatible IPv6 addresses [MECH] or configured tunnels.  In this way
   IPv6 gains considerable independence of the underlying wide area
   network and can step over many hops of IPv4 subnets.  The abbreviated
   name of this mechanism is 6to4 (not to be confused with [6OVER4]).
   The 6to4 mechanism is typically implemented almost entirely in border
   routers, without specific host modifications except a suggested
   address selection default.  Only a modest amount of router
   configuration is required.

   Sections 2 to 4 of this document specify the 6to4 scheme technically.
   Section 5 discusses some, but not all, usage scenarios, including



   routing aspects, for 6to4 sites.  Scenarios for isolated 6to4 hosts
   are not discussed in this document.  Sections 6 to 9 discuss other
   general considerations.
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   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

1.1. Terminology

   The terminology of [IPV6] applies to this document.

   6to4 pseudo-interface:
         6to4 encapsulation of IPv6 packets inside IPv4 packets occurs
         at a point that is logically equivalent to an IPv6 interface,
         with the link layer being the IPv4 unicast network.  This point
         is referred to as a pseudo-interface.  Some implementors may
         treat it exactly like any other interface and others may treat
         it like a tunnel end-point.

   6to4 prefix:
         an IPv6 prefix constructed according to the rule in Section 2
         below.

   6to4 address:  an IPv6 address constructed using a 6to4 prefix.

   Native IPv6 address:  an IPv6 address constructed using another type
         of prefix than 6to4.

   6to4 router (or 6to4 border router):
         an IPv6 router supporting a 6to4 pseudo-interface.  It is
         normally the border router between an IPv6 site and a wide-area
         IPv4 network.

   6to4 host:
         an IPv6 host which happens to have at least one 6to4 address.
         In all other respects it is a standard IPv6 host.

   Note: an IPv6 node may in some cases use a 6to4 address for a
   configured tunnel.  Such a node may function as an IPv6 host using a
   6to4 address on its configured tunnel interface, and it may also
   serve as a IPv6 router for other hosts via a 6to4 pseudo-interface,
   but these are distinct functions.

   6to4 site:
         a site running IPv6 internally using 6to4 addresses, therefore
         containing at least one 6to4 host and at least one 6to4 router.
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   Relay router:
         a 6to4 router configured to support transit routing between
         6to4 addresses and native IPv6 addresses.

   6to4 exterior routing domain:
         a routing domain interconnecting a set of 6to4 routers and
         relay routers.  It is distinct from an IPv6 site's interior
         routing domain, and distinct from all native IPv6 exterior
         routing domains.

2. IPv6 Prefix Allocation

   Suppose that a subscriber site has at least one valid, globally
   unique 32-bit IPv4 address, referred to in this document as V4ADDR.
   This address MUST be duly allocated to the site by an address
   registry (possibly via a service provider) and it MUST NOT be a
   private address [RFC 1918].

   The IANA has permanently assigned one 13-bit IPv6 Top Level
   Aggregator (TLA) identifier under the IPv6 Format Prefix 001 [AARCH,
   AGGR] for the 6to4 scheme.Its numeric value is 0x0002, i.e., it is
   2002::/16 when expressed as an IPv6 address prefix.

   The subscriber site is then deemed to have the following IPv6 address
   prefix, without any further assignment procedures being necessary:

      Prefix length: 48 bits
      Format prefix: 001
      TLA value: 0x0002
      NLA value: V4ADDR

   This is illustrated as follows:

     | 3 |  13  |    32     |   16   |          64 bits               |
     +---+------+-----------+--------+--------------------------------+
     |FP | TLA  | V4ADDR    | SLA ID |         Interface ID           |
     |001|0x0002|           |        |                                |
     +---+------+-----------+--------+--------------------------------+

   Thus, this prefix has exactly the same format as normal /48 prefixes
   assigned according to [AGGR].  It can be abbreviated as
   2002:V4ADDR::/48.  Within the subscriber site it can be used exactly
   like any other valid IPv6 prefix, e.g., for automated address
   assignment and discovery according to the normal mechanisms such as
   [CONF, DISC], for native IPv6 routing, or for the "6over4" mechanism
   [6OVER4].
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   Note that if the IPv4 address is assigned dynamically, the
   corresponding IPv6 prefix will also be dynamic in nature, with the
   same lifetime.

2.1 Address Selection

   To ensure the correct operation of 6to4 in complex topologies, source
   and destination address selection must be appropriately implemented.
   If the source IPv6 host sending a packet has at least one 2002::
   address assigned to it, and if the set of IPv6 addresses returned by
   the DNS for the destination host contains at least one 2002::
   address, then the source host must make an appropriate choice of the
   source and destination addresses to be used.  The mechanisms for
   address selection in general are under study at the time of writing
   [SELECT].  Subject to those general mechanisms, the principle that
   will normally allow correct operation of 6to4 is this:

   If one host has only a 6to4 address, and the other one has both a
   6to4 and a native IPv6 address, then the 6to4 address should be used
   for both.

   If both hosts have a 6to4 address and a native IPv6 address, then
   either the 6to4 address should be used for both, or the native IPv6
   address should be used for both.  The choice should be configurable.
   The default configuration should be native IPv6 for both.

3. Encapsulation in IPv4

   IPv6 packets from a 6to4 site are encapsulated in IPv4 packets when
   they leave the site via its external IPv4 connection.  Note that the
   IPv4 interface that is carrying the 6to4 traffic is notionally
   equivalent to an IPv6 interface, and is referred to below as a
   pseudo-interface, although this phrase is not intended to define an
   implementation technique.  V4ADDR MUST be configured on the IPv4
   interface.

   IPv6 packets are transmitted in IPv4 packets [RFC 791] with an IPv4
   protocol type of 41, the same as has been assigned [MECH] for IPv6
   packets that are tunneled inside of IPv4 frames.  The IPv4 header
   contains the Destination and Source IPv4 addresses.  One or both of
   these will be identical to the V4ADDR field of an IPv6 prefix formed
   as specified above (see section 5 for more details).  The IPv4 packet
   body contains the IPv6 header and payload.
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      0                   1                   2                   3
      0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
     |Version|  IHL  |Type of Service|          Total Length         |



     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
     |         Identification        |Flags|      Fragment Offset    |
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
     |  Time to Live | Protocol 41   |         Header Checksum       |
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
     |                       Source Address                          |
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
     |                    Destination Address                        |
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
     |                    Options                    |    Padding    |
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
     |            IPv6 header and payload ...              /
     +-------+-------+-------+-------+-------+------+------+

   The IPv4 Time to Live will be set as normal [RFC 791], as will the
   encapsulated IPv6 hop limit [IPv6].  Other considerations are as
   described in Section 4.1.2 of [MECH].

3.1. Link-Local Address and NUD

   The link-local address of a 6to4 pseudo-interface performing 6to4
   encapsulation would, if needed, be formed as described in Section 3.7
   of [MECH].  However, no scenario is known in which such an address
   would be useful, since a peer 6to4 gateway cannot determine the
   appropriate link-layer (IPv4) address to send to.

   Neighbor Unreachability Detection (NUD) is handled as described in
   Section 3.8 of [MECH].

4. Maximum Transmission Unit

   MTU size considerations are as described for tunnels in [MECH].

   If the IPv6 MTU size proves to be too large for some intermediate
   IPv4 subnet, IPv4 fragmentation will ensue.  While undesirable, this
   is not necessarily disastrous, unless the fragments are delivered to
   different IPv4 destinations due to some form of IPv4 anycast.  The
   IPv4 "do not fragment" bit SHOULD NOT be set in the encapsulating
   IPv4 header.
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5. Unicast scenarios, scaling, and transition to normal prefixes

5.1 Simple scenario - all sites work the same

   The simplest deployment scenario for 6to4 is to use it between a
   number of sites, each of which has at least one connection to a
   shared IPv4 Internet.  This could be the global Internet, or it could
   be a corporate IP network.  In the case of the global Internet, there
   is no requirement that the sites all connect to the same Internet
   service provider.  The only requirement is that any of the sites is



   able to send IPv4 packets with protocol type 41 to any of the others.
   By definition, each site has an IPv6 prefix in the format defined in
   Section 2.  It will therefore create DNS records for these addresses.
   For example, site A which owns IPv4 address 192.1.2.3 will create DNS
   records with the IPv6 prefix {FP=001,TLA=0x0002,NLA=192.1.2.3}/48
   (i.e., 2002:c001:0203::/48).  Site B which owns address 9.254.253.252
   will create DNS records with the IPv6 prefix
   {FP=001,TLA=0x0002,NLA=9.254.253.252}/48 (i.e., 2002:09fe:fdfc::/48).

   When an IPv6 host on site B queries the DNS entry for a host on site
   A, or otherwise obtains its address, it obtains an address with the
   prefix {FP=001,TLA=0x0002,NLA=192.1.2.3}/48 and whatever SLA and
   Interface ID applies.  The converse applies when a host on site A
   queries the DNS for a host on site B.  IPv6 packets are formed and
   transmitted in the normal way within both sites.

                            _______________________________
                           |                               |
                           |  Wide Area IPv4 Network       |
                           |_______________________________|
                                  /                    \
                        192.1.2.3/         9.254.253.252\
 _______________________________/_   ____________________\____________
|                              /  | |                     \           |
|IPv4 Site A          ##########  | |IPv4 Site B          ##########  |
| ____________________# 6to4   #_ | | ____________________# 6to4   #_ |
||                    # router # || ||                    # router # ||
||IPv6 Site A         ########## || ||IPv6 Site B         ########## ||
||2002:c001:0203::/48            || ||2002:09fe:fdfc::/48            ||
||_______________________________|| ||_______________________________||
|                                 | |                                 |
|_________________________________| |_________________________________|

   Within a 6to4 site, addresses with the 2002::/16 prefix, apart from
   those with the local 2002:V4ADDR::/48 prefix, will be handled like
   any other non-local IPv6 address, i.e., by a default or explicit
   route towards the 6to4 border router.
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   When an outgoing packet reaches the 6to4 router, it is encapsulated
   as defined in Section 3, according to the additional sending rule
   defined in Section 5.3.  Incoming packets are decapsulated according
   to the additional decapsulation rule defined in Section 5.3.  The
   additional sending and decapsulation rules are the only changes to
   IPv6 forwarding, and they occur only at border routers.  No IPv4
   routing information is imported into IPv6 routing (nor vice versa).

   In this scenario, any number of 6to4 sites can interoperate with no
   tunnel configuration, and no special requirements from the IPv4
   service.  All that is required is the appropriate DNS entries and the
   additional sending and decapsulation rules configured in the 6to4
   router.  This router SHOULD also generate the appropriate IPv6 prefix
   announcements [CONF, DISC].

   Although site A and site B will each need to run IPv6 routing



   internally, they do not need to run an IPv6 exterior routing protocol
   in this simple scenario; IPv4 exterior routing does the job for them.

   It is RECOMMENDED that in any case each site should use only one IPv4
   address per 6to4 router, and that should be the address assigned to
   the external interface of the 6to4 router.  Single-homed sites
   therefore SHOULD use only one IPv4 address for 6to4 routing.  Multi-
   homed sites are discussed briefly in section 5.6.

   Because of the lack of configuration, and the distributed deployment
   model, there are believed to be no particular scaling issues with the
   basic 6to4 mechanism apart from encapsulation overhead.
   Specifically, it introduces no new entries in IPv4 routing tables.

5.2 Mixed scenario with relay to native IPv6

   During the transition to IPv6 we can expect some sites to fit the
   model just described (isolated sites whose only connectivity is the
   IPv4 Internet), whereas others will be part of larger islands of
   native or tunneled IPv6 using normal IPv6 TLA address space.  The
   6to4 sites will need connectivity to these native IPv6 islands and
   vice versa.  In the 6to4 model, this connectivity is accomplished by
   IPv6 routers which possess both 6to4 and native IPv6 addresses.
   Although they behave essentially as standard IPv6 routers, for the
   purposes of this document they are referred to as relay routers to
   distinguish them from routers supporting only 6to4, or only native
   IPv6.

   There must be at least one router acting as a relay between the 6to4
   domain and a given native IPv6 domain.  There is nothing special
   about it; it is simply a normal router which happens to have at least
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   one logical 6to4 pseudo-interface and at least one other IPv6
   interface.  Since it is a 6to4 router, it implements the additional
   sending and decapsulation rules defined in Section 5.3.

   We now have three distinct classes of routing domain to consider:

      1.  the internal IPv6 routing domain of each 6to4 site;
      2.  an exterior IPv6 routing domain interconnecting
          a given set of 6to4 border routers, including relay routers,
          among themselves, i.e., a 6to4 exterior routing domain;
      3.  the exterior IPv6 routing domain of each native IPv6 island.

   1. The internal routing domain of a 6to4 site behaves as described in
   section 5.1.

   2. There are two deployment options for a 6to4 exterior routing
   domain:

   2.1 No IPv6 exterior routing protocol is used.  The 6to4 routers
   using a given relay router each have a default IPv6 route pointing to
   the relay router.  The relay router MAY apply source address based
   filters to accept traffic only from  specific 6to4 routers.



   2.2 An IPv6 exterior routing protocol is used.  The set of 6to4
   routers using a given relay router obtain native IPv6 routes from the
   relay router using a routing protocol such as BGP4+ [RFC 2283,
   BGP4+].  The relay router will advertise whatever native IPv6 routing
   prefixes are appropriate on its 6to4 pseudo-interface.  These
   prefixes will indicate the regions of native IPv6 topology that the
   relay router is willing to relay to.  Their choice is a matter of
   routing policy.  It is necessary for network operators to carefully
   consider desirable traffic patterns and topology when choosing the
   scope of such routing advertisements.  The relay router will
   establish BGP peering only with specific 6to4 routers whose traffic
   it is willing to accept.

   Although this solution is more complex, it provides effective policy
   control, i.e., BGP4+ policy determines which 6to4 routers are able to
   use which relay router.

   3. A relay router MUST advertise a route to 2002::/16 into the native
   IPv6 exterior routing domain.  It is a matter of routing policy how
   far this routing advertisement of 2002::/16 is propagated in the
   native IPv6 routing system.  Since there will in general be multiple
   relay routers advertising it, network operators will require to
   filter it in a managed way.  Incorrect policy in this area will lead
   to potential unreachability or to perverse traffic patterns.
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   6to4 prefixes more specific than 2002::/16 must not be propagated in
   native IPv6 routing, to prevent pollution of the IPv6 routing table
   by elements of the IPv4 routing table.  Therefore, a 6to4 site which
   also has a native IPv6 connection MUST NOT advertise its 2002::/48
   routing prefix on that connection, and all native IPv6 network
   operators MUST filter out and discard any 2002:: routing prefix
   advertisements longer than /16.

   Sites which have at least one native IPv6 connection, in addition to
   a 6to4 connection, will therefore have at least one IPv6 prefix which
   is not a 2002:: prefix.  Such sites' DNS entries will reflect this
   and DNS lookups will return multiple addresses.  If two such sites
   need to interoperate, whether the 6to4 route or the native route will
   be used depends on IPv6 address selection by the individual hosts (or
   even applications).

   Now consider again the example of the previous section.  Suppose an
   IPv6 host on site B queries the DNS entry for a host on site A, and
   the DNS returns multiple IPv6 addresses with different prefixes.

            ____________________________         ______________________
           |                            |       |                      |
           |  Wide Area IPv4 Network    |       |   Native IPv6        |
           |                            |       |   Wide Area Network  |
           |____________________________|       |______________________|
                /                    \             //
      192.1.2.3/         9.254.253.252\           // 2001:0600::/48
  ____________/_   ____________________\_________//_



             /  | |                     \       //  |
    ##########  | |IPv4 Site B          ##########  |
  __# 6to4   #_ | | ____________________# 6to4   #_ |
    # router # || ||                    # router # ||
    ########## || ||IPv6 Site B         ########## ||
               || ||2002:09fe:fdfc::/48            ||
  __Site A_____|| ||2001:0600::/48_________________||
    as before   | |                                 |
  ______________| |_________________________________|

   If the host picks the 6to4 prefix according to some rule for multiple
   prefixes, it will simply send packets to an IPv6 address formed with
   the prefix {FP=001,TLA=0x0002,NLA=192.1.2.3}/48.  It is essential
   that they are sourced from the prefix
   {FP=001,TLA=0x0002,NLA=9.254.253.252}/48 for two-way connectivity to
   be possible.  The address selection mechanism of Section 2.1 will
   ensure this.
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5.2.1 Variant scenario with ISP relay

   The previous scenario assumes that the relay router is provided by a
   cooperative 6to4 user site.  A variant of this is for an Internet
   Service Provider, that already offers native IPv6 connectivity, to
   operate a relay router.  Technically this is no different from the
   previous scenario; site B is simply an internal 6to4 site of the ISP,
   possibly containing only one system, i.e., the relay router itself.

5.2.2 Summary of relay router configuration

   A relay router participates in IPv6 unicast routing protocols on its
   native IPv6 interface and may do so on its 6to4 pseudo-interface, but
   these are independent routing domains with separate policies, even if
   the same protocol, probably BGP4+, is used in both cases.

   A relay router also participates in IPv4 unicast routing protocols on
   its IPv4 interface used to support 6to4, but this is not further
   discussed here.

   On its native IPv6 interface, the relay router MUST advertise a route
   to 2002::/16.  It MUST NOT advertise a longer 2002:: routing prefix
   on that interface.  Routing policy within the native IPv6 routing
   domain determines the scope of that advertisement, thereby limiting
   the visibility of the relay router in that domain.

   IPv6 packets received by the relay router whose next hop IPv6 address
   matches 2002::/16 will be routed to its 6to4 pseudo-interface and
   treated according to the sending rule of Section 5.1.

5.2.2.1. BGP4+ not used

   If BGP4+ is not deployed in the 6to4 exterior routing domain (option
   2.1 of Section 5.2), the relay router will be configured to accept



   and relay all IPv6 traffic only from its client 6to4 sites.  Each
   6to4 router served by the relay router will be configured with a
   default IPv6 route to the relay router (for example, Site A's default
   IPv6 route ::/0 would point to the relay router's address under
   prefix 2002:09fe:fdfc::/48).

5.2.2.2. BGP4+ used

   If BGP4+ is deployed in the 6to4 exterior routing domain (option 2.2
   of Section 5.2), the relay router advertises IPv6 native routing
   prefixes on its 6to4 pseudo-interface, peering only with the 6to4
   routers that it serves.  (An alternative is that these routes could
   be advertised along with IPv4 routes using BGP4 over IPv4, rather
   than by running a separate BGP4+ session.)  The specific routes
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   advertised depend on applicable routing policy, but they must be
   chosen from among those reachable through the relay router's native
   IPv6 interface.  In the simplest case, a default route to the whole
   IPv6 address space could be advertised.  When multiple relay routers
   are in use, more specific routing prefixes would be advertised
   according to the desired routing policy.  The usage of BGP4+ is
   completely standard so is not discussed further in this document.

5.2.2.3. Relay router scaling

   Relay routers introduce the potential for scaling issues.  In general
   a relay router should not attempt to serve more sites than any other
   transit router, allowing for the encapsulation overhead.

5.2.3 Unwilling to relay

   It may arise that a site has a router with both 6to4 pseudo-
   interfaces and native IPv6 interfaces, but is unwilling to act as a
   relay router.  Such a site MUST NOT advertise any 2002:: routing
   prefix into the native IPv6 domain and MUST NOT advertise any native
   IPv6 routing prefixes or a default IPv6 route into the 6to4 domain.
   Within the 6to4 domain it will behave exactly as in the basic 6to4
   scenario of Section 5.1.

5.3 Sending and decapsulation rules

   The only change to standard IPv6 forwarding is that every 6to4 router
   (and only 6to4 routers) MUST implement the following additional
   sending and decapsulation rules.

   In the sending rule, "next hop" refers to the next IPv6 node that the
   packet will be sent to, which is not necessarily the final
   destination, but rather the next IPv6 neighbor indicated by normal
   IPv6 routing mechanisms.  If the final destination is a 6to4 address,
   it will be considered as the next hop for the purpose of this rule.
   If the final destination is not a 6to4 address, and is not local, the
   next hop indicated by routing will be the 6to4 address of a relay
   router.

   ADDITIONAL SENDING RULE for 6to4 routers



        if the next hop IPv6 address for an IPv6 packet
           does match the prefix 2002::/16, and
           does not match any prefix of the local site
               then
               apply any security checks (see Section 8);
               encapsulate the packet in IPv4 as in Section 3,
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               with IPv4 destination address = the NLA value V4ADDR
               extracted from the next hop IPv6 address;
               queue the packet for IPv4 forwarding.

   A simple decapsulation rule for incoming IPv4 packets with protocol
   type 41 MUST be implemented:

   ADDITIONAL DECAPSULATION RULE for 6to4 routers

          apply any security checks (see Section 8);
          remove the IPv4 header;
          submit the packet to local IPv6 routing.

5.4 Variant scenario with tunnel to IPv6 space

   A 6to4 site which has no IPv6 connections to the "native" IPv6
   Internet can acquire effective connectivity to the v6 Internet via a
   "configured tunnel" (using the terminology in [MECH]) to a
   cooperating router which does have IPv6 access, but which does not
   need to be a 6to4 router. Such tunnels could be autoconfigured using
   an IPv4 anycast address, but this is outside of the scope of this
   document.  Alternatively a tunnel broker can be used.  This scenario
   would be suitable for a small user-managed site.

   These mechanisms are not described in detail in this document.

5.5 Fragmented Scenarios

   If there are multiple relay routers between native IPv6 and the 6to4
   world, different parts of the 6to4 world will be served by different
   relays.  The only complexity that this introduces is in the scoping
   of 2002::/16 routing advertisements within the native IPv6 world.
   Like any BGP4+ advertisements, their scope must be correctly defined
   by routing policy to ensure that traffic to 2002::/16 follows the
   intended paths.

   If there are multiple IPv6 stubs all interconnected by 6to4 through
   the global IPv4 Internet, this is a simple generalization of the
   basic scenarios of sections 5.1. and 5.2 and no new issues arise.
   This is shown in the following figure.  Subject to consistent
   configuration of routing advertisements, there are no known issues
   with this scenario.
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                    ______________
                   |     AS3      |
                   |_IPv6 Network_| Both AS1 and AS2 advertise
                   | AS1  | AS2   | 2002::/16, but only one of
                   |______|_______| them reaches AS3.
                    //          \\
         __________//_          _\\__________         ______________
        | 6to4 Relay1 |        | 6to4 Relay2 |       | IPv6 Network |
        |_____________|        |_____________|       |    AS4       |
               |                      |              |______________|
       ________|______________________|________             |
      |                                        |      ______|______
      |       Global IPv4 Network              |-----| 6to4 Relay3 |
      |________________________________________|     |_____________|
         |          |            |          |
     ____|___    ___|____    ____|___    ___|____
    |  6to4  |  |  6to4  |  |  6to4  |  |  6to4  |
    | Site A |  | Site B |  | Site C |  | Site D |
    |________|  |________|  |________|  |________|

   If multiple IPv6 stubs are interconnected through multiple, disjoint
   IPv4 networks (i.e., a fragmented IPv4 world) then the 6to4 world is
   also fragmented; this is the one scenario that must be avoided.  It
   is illustrated below to show why it does not work, since the
   2002::/16 advertisement from Relay1 will be invisible to Relay2, and
   vice versa.  Sites A and B therefore have no connectivity to sites C
   and D.

                    ______________
                   |     AS3      |
                   |_IPv6 Network_| Both AS1 and AS2 advertise
                   | AS1  | AS2   | 2002::/16, but sites A and B
                   |______|_______| cannot reach C and D.
                    //          \\
         __________//_          _\\__________
        | 6to4 Relay1 |        | 6to4 Relay2 |
        |_____________|        |_____________|
               |                      |
       ________|_______        _______|________
      | IPv4 Network   |      | IPv4 Network   |
      | Segment 1      |      | Segment 2      |
      |________________|      |________________|
         |          |            |          |
     ____|___    ___|____    ____|___    ___|____
    |  6to4  |  |  6to4  |  |  6to4  |  |  6to4  |
    | Site A |  | Site B |  | Site C |  | Site D |
    |________|  |________|  |________|  |________|
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5.6 Multihoming

   Sites which are multihomed on IPv4 MAY extend the 6to4 scenario by
   using a 2002:: prefix for each IPv4 border router, thereby obtaining
   a simple form of IPv6 multihoming by using multiple simultaneous IPv6
   prefixes and multiple simultaneous relay routers.

5.7 Transition Considerations

   If the above rules for routing advertisements and address selection
   are followed, then a site can migrate from using 6to4 to using native
   IPv6 connections over a long period of co-existence, with no need to
   stop 6to4 until it has ceased to be used.  The stages involved are

   1. Run IPv6 on site using any suitable implementation.  True native
   IPv6, [6OVER4], or tunnels are all acceptable.

   2. Configure a border router (or router plus IPv4 NAT) connected to
   the external IPv4 network to support 6to4, including advertising the
   appropriate 2002:: routing prefix locally.  Configure IPv6 DNS
   entries using this prefix.  At this point the 6to4 mechanism is
   automatically available, and the site has obtained a "free" IPv6
   prefix.

   3. Identify a 6to4 relay router willing to relay the site's traffic
   to the native IPv6 world.  This could either be at another
   cooperative 6to4 site, or an ISP service.  If no exterior routing
   protocol is in use in the 6to4 exterior routing domain, the site's
   6to4 router will be configured with a default IPv6 route pointing to
   that relay router's 6to4 address.  If an exterior routing protocol
   such as BGP4+ is in use, the site's 6to4 router will be configured to
   establish appropriate BGP peerings.

   4. When native external IPv6 connectivity becomes available, add a
   second (native) IPv6 prefix to both the border router configuration
   and the DNS configuration.  At this point, an address selection rule
   will determine when 6to4 and when native IPv6 will be used.

   5. When 6to4 usage is determined to have ceased (which may be several
   years later), remove the 6to4 configuration.

5.8 Coexistence with firewall, NAT or RSIP

   The 6to4 mechanisms appear to be unaffected by the presence of a
   firewall at the border router.
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   If the site concerned has very limited global IPv4 address space, and
   is running an IPv4 network address translator (NAT), all of the above



   mechanisms remain valid.  The NAT box must also contain a fully
   functional IPv6 router including the 6to4 mechanism.  The address
   used for V4ADDR will simply be a globally unique IPv4 address
   allocated to the NAT.  In the example of Section 5.1 above, the 6to4
   routers would also be the sites' IPv4 NATs, which would own the
   globally unique IPv4 addresses 192.1.2.3 and 9.254.253.252.

   Combining a 6to4 router with an IPv4 NAT in this way offers  the site
   concerned a globally unique IPv6 /48 prefix, automatically, behind
   the IPv4 address of the NAT.  Thus every host behind the NAT can
   become an IPv6 host with no need for additional address space
   allocation, and no intervention by the Internet service provider.  No
   address translation is needed by these IPv6 hosts.

   A more complex situation arises if a host is more than one NAT hop
   away from the globally unique IPv4 address space, since only the
   outermost NAT has a unique IPv4 address.  All IPv6 hosts in this
   situation must use addresses derived from the 2002: prefix
   constructed from the global IPv4 address of the outermost NAT.  The
   IPv4 addresses of the inner NATs are not globally unique and play no
   part in the 6to4 mechanism, and 6to4 encapsulation and decapsulation
   can only take place at the outermost NAT.

   The Realm-Specific IP (RSIP) mechanism [RSIP] can also co-exist with
   6to4.  If a 6to4 border router is combined with an RSIP border
   router, it can support IPv6 hosts using 6to4 addresses, IPv4 hosts
   using RSIP, or dual stack hosts using both.  The RSIP function
   provides fine-grained management of dynamic global IPv4 address
   allocation and the 6to4 function provides a stable IPv6 global
   address to each host.  As with NAT, the IPv4 address used to
   construct the site's 2002:  prefix will be one of the global
   addresses of the RSIP border router.

5.9 Usage within Intranets

   There is nothing to stop the above scenario being deployed within a
   private corporate network as part of its internal transition to IPv6;
   the corporate IPv4 backbone would serve as the virtual link layer for
   individual corporate sites using 2002:: prefixes.  The V4ADDR MUST be
   a duly allocated global IPv4 address, which MUST be unique within the
   private network.  The Intranet thereby obtains globally unique IPv6
   addresses even if it is internally using private IPv4 addresses [RFC
   1918].
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5.10 Summary of impact on routing

   IGP (site) routing will treat the local site's 2002::/48  prefix
   exactly like a native IPv6 site prefix assigned to the local site.
   There will also be an IGP route to the generic 2002::/16 prefix,
   which will be a route to the site's 6to4 router, unless this is
   handled as a default route.



   EGP (i.e., BGP) routing will include advertisements for the 2002::/16
   prefix from relay routers into the native IPv6 domain, whose scope is
   limited by routing policy.  This is the only non-native IPv6 prefix
   advertised by BGP.

   It will be necessary for 6to4 routers to obtain routes to relay
   routers in order to access the native IPv6 domain.  In the simplest
   case there will be a manually configured default IPv6 route to a
   relay router's address under the prefix
   {FP=001,TLA=0x0002,NLA=V4ADDR}/48, where V4ADDR is the IPv4 address
   of the relay router.  Such a route could be used to establish a BGP
   session for the exchange of additional IPv6 routes.

   By construction, unicast IPv6 traffic within a 6to4 domain will
   follow exactly the same path as unicast IPv4 traffic.

5.11. Routing loop prevention

   Since 6to4 has no impact on IPv4 routing, it cannot induce routing
   loops in IPv4.  Since 2002: prefixes behave exactly like standard
   IPv6 prefixes, they will not create any new mechanisms for routing
   loops in IPv6 unless misconfigured.  One very dangerous
   misconfiguration would be an announcement of the 2002::/16 prefix
   into a 6to4 exterior routing domain, since this would attract all
   6to4 traffic into the site making the announcement.  Its 6to4 router
   would then resend non-local 6to4 traffic back out, forming a loop.

   The 2002::/16 routing prefix may be legitimately advertised into the
   native IPv6 routing domain by a relay router, and into an IPv6 site's
   local IPv6 routing domain; hence there is a risk of misconfiguration
   causing it to be advertised into a 6to4 exterior routing domain.

   To summarize, the 2002::/16 prefix MUST NOT be advertised to a 6to4
   exterior routing domain.
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6. Multicast and Anycast

   It is not possible to assume the general availability of wide-area
   IPv4 multicast, so (unlike [6OVER4]) the 6to4 mechanism must assume
   only unicast capability in its underlying IPv4 carrier network.  An
   IPv6 multicast routing protocol is needed [MULTI].

   The allocated anycast address space [ANYCAST] is compatible with
   2002:: prefixes, i.e., anycast addresses formed with such prefixes
   may be used inside a 6to4 site.

7. ICMP messages

   ICMP "unreachable" and other messages returned by the IPv4 routing



   system will be returned to the 6to4 router that generated a
   encapsulated 2002:: packet.  However, this router will often be
   unable to return an ICMPv6 message to the originating IPv6 node, due
   to the lack of sufficient information in the "unreachable" message.
   This means that the IPv4 network will appear as an undiagnosable link
   layer for IPv6 operational purposes.  Other considerations are as
   described in Section 4.1.3 of [MECH].

8. IANA Considerations

   No assignments by the IANA are required beyond the special TLA value
   0x0002 already assigned.

9. Security Considerations

   Implementors should be aware that, in addition to possible attacks
   against IPv6, security attacks against IPv4 must also be considered.
   Use of IP security at both IPv4 and IPv6 levels should nevertheless
   be avoided, for efficiency reasons.  For example, if IPv6 is running
   encrypted, encryption of IPv4 would be redundant except if traffic
   analysis is felt to be a threat.  If IPv6 is running authenticated,
   then authentication of IPv4 will add little.  Conversely, IPv4
   security will not protect IPv6 traffic once it leaves the 6to4
   domain.  Therefore, implementing IPv6 security is required even if
   IPv4 security is available.

   By default, 6to4 traffic will be accepted and decapsulated from any
   source from which regular IPv4 traffic is accepted.  If this is for
   any reason felt to be a security risk (for example, if IPv6 spoofing
   is felt to be more likely than IPv4 spoofing), then additional source
   address based packet filtering could be applied.  A possible
   plausibility check is whether the encapsulating IPv4 address is
   consistent with the encapsulated 2002:: address.  If this check is
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   applied, exceptions to it must be configured to admit traffic from
   relay routers (Section 5).  2002:: traffic must also be excepted from
   checks applied to prevent spoofing of "6 over 4" traffic [6OVER4].

   In any case, any 6to4 traffic whose source or destination address
   embeds a V4ADDR which is not in the format of a global unicast
   address MUST be silently discarded by both encapsulators and
   decapsulators.  Specifically, this means that IPv4 addresses defined
   in [RFC 1918], broadcast, subnet broadcast, multicast and loopback
   addresses are unacceptable.
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1.  Introduction

   We begin by describing TCP's use of packet drops as an indication of
   congestion.  Next we explain that with the addition of active queue
   management (e.g., RED) to the Internet infrastructure, where routers
   detect congestion before the queue overflows, routers are no longer
   limited to packet drops as an indication of congestion.  Routers can
   instead set the Congestion Experienced (CE) codepoint in the IP
   header of packets from ECN-capable transports.  We describe when the
   CE codepoint is to be set in routers, and describe modifications
   needed to TCP to make it ECN-capable.  Modifications to other
   transport protocols (e.g., unreliable unicast or multicast, reliable
   multicast, other reliable unicast transport protocols) could be
   considered as those protocols are developed and advance through the
   standards process.  We also describe in this document the issues
   involving the use of ECN within IP tunnels, and within IPsec tunnels
   in particular.

   One of the guiding principles for this document is that, to the
   extent possible, the mechanisms specified here be incrementally
   deployable.  One challenge to the principle of incremental deployment
   has been the prior existence of some IP tunnels that were not
   compatible with the use of ECN.  As ECN becomes deployed, non-
   compatible IP tunnels will have to be upgraded to conform to this
   document.

   This document obsoletes RFC 2481, "A Proposal to add Explicit
   Congestion Notification (ECN) to IP", which defined ECN as an
   Experimental Protocol for the Internet Community.  This document also
   updates RFC 2474, "Definition of the Differentiated Services Field
   (DS Field) in the IPv4 and IPv6 Headers", in defining the ECN field
   in the IP header, RFC 2401, "Security Architecture for the Internet
   Protocol" to change the handling of IPv4 TOS Byte and IPv6 Traffic
   Class Octet in tunnel mode header construction to be compatible with
   the use of ECN, and RFC 793, "Transmission Control Protocol", in
   defining two new flags in the TCP header.

   TCP's congestion control and avoidance algorithms are based on the
   notion that the network is a black-box [Jacobson88, Jacobson90].  The
   network's state of congestion or otherwise is determined by end-
   systems probing for the network state, by gradually increasing the
   load on the network (by increasing the window of packets that are
   outstanding in the network) until the network becomes congested and a
   packet is lost.  Treating the network as a "black-box" and treating
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   loss as an indication of congestion in the network is appropriate for
   pure best-effort data carried by TCP, with little or no sensitivity
   to delay or loss of individual packets.  In addition, TCP's
   congestion management algorithms have techniques built-in (such as
   Fast Retransmit and Fast Recovery) to minimize the impact of losses,
   from a throughput perspective.  However, these mechanisms are not
   intended to help applications that are in fact sensitive to the delay
   or loss of one or more individual packets.  Interactive traffic such
   as telnet, web-browsing, and transfer of audio and video data can be
   sensitive to packet losses (especially when using an unreliable data
   delivery transport such as UDP) or to the increased latency of the
   packet caused by the need to retransmit the packet after a loss (with
   the reliable data delivery semantics provided by TCP).

   Since TCP determines the appropriate congestion window to use by
   gradually increasing the window size until it experiences a dropped
   packet, this causes the queues at the bottleneck router to build up.
   With most packet drop policies at the router that are not sensitive
   to the load placed by each individual flow (e.g., tail-drop on queue
   overflow), this means that some of the packets of latency-sensitive
   flows may be dropped. In addition, such drop policies lead to
   synchronization of loss across multiple flows.

   Active queue management mechanisms detect congestion before the queue
   overflows, and provide an indication of this congestion to the end
   nodes.  Thus, active queue management can reduce unnecessary queuing
   delay for all traffic sharing that queue.  The advantages of active
   queue management are discussed in RFC 2309 [RFC2309].  Active queue
   management avoids some of the bad properties of dropping on queue
   overflow, including the undesirable synchronization of loss across
   multiple flows.  More importantly, active queue management means that
   transport protocols with mechanisms for congestion control (e.g.,
   TCP) do not have to rely on buffer overflow as the only indication of
   congestion.

   Active queue management mechanisms may use one of several methods for
   indicating congestion to end-nodes. One is to use packet drops, as is
   currently done. However, active queue management allows the router to
   separate policies of queuing or dropping packets from the policies
   for indicating congestion. Thus, active queue management allows
   routers to use the Congestion Experienced (CE) codepoint in a packet
   header as an indication of congestion, instead of relying solely on
   packet drops. This has the potential of reducing the impact of loss
   on latency-sensitive flows.
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   There exist some middleboxes (firewalls, load balancers, or intrusion
   detection systems) in the Internet that either drop a TCP SYN packet



   configured to negotiate ECN, or respond with a RST.  This document
   specifies procedures that TCP implementations may use to provide
   robust connectivity even in the presence of such equipment.

2.  Conventions and Acronyms

   The keywords MUST, MUST NOT, REQUIRED, SHALL, SHALL NOT, SHOULD,
   SHOULD NOT, RECOMMENDED, MAY, and OPTIONAL, when they appear in this
   document, are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

3.  Assumptions and General Principles

   In this section, we describe some of the important design principles
   and assumptions that guided the design choices in this proposal.

      * Because ECN is likely to be adopted gradually, accommodating
        migration is essential. Some routers may still only drop packets
        to indicate congestion, and some end-systems may not be ECN-
        capable. The most viable strategy is one that accommodates
        incremental deployment without having to resort to "islands" of
        ECN-capable and non-ECN-capable environments.

      * New mechanisms for congestion control and avoidance need to co-
        exist and cooperate with existing mechanisms for congestion
        control.  In particular, new mechanisms have to co-exist with
        TCP's current methods of adapting to congestion and with
        routers' current practice of dropping packets in periods of
        congestion.

      * Congestion may persist over different time-scales. The time
        scales that we are concerned with are congestion events that may
        last longer than a round-trip time.

      * The number of packets in an individual flow (e.g., TCP
        connection or an exchange using UDP) may range from a small
        number of packets to quite a large number. We are interested in
        managing the congestion caused by flows that send enough packets
        so that they are still active when network feedback reaches
        them.

      * Asymmetric routing is likely to be a normal occurrence in the
        Internet. The path (sequence of links and routers) followed by
        data packets may be different from the path followed by the
        acknowledgment packets in the reverse direction.
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      * Many routers process the "regular" headers in IP packets more
        efficiently than they process the header information in IP
        options.  This suggests keeping congestion experienced
        information in the regular headers of an IP packet.

      * It must be recognized that not all end-systems will cooperate in
        mechanisms for congestion control. However, new mechanisms
        shouldn't make it easier for TCP applications to disable TCP



        congestion control.  The benefit of lying about participating in
        new mechanisms such as ECN-capability should be small.

4.  Active Queue Management (AQM)

   Random Early Detection (RED) is one mechanism for Active Queue
   Management (AQM) that has been proposed to detect incipient
   congestion [FJ93], and is currently being deployed in the Internet
   [RFC2309].  AQM is meant to be a general mechanism using one of
   several alternatives for congestion indication, but in the absence of
   ECN, AQM is restricted to using packet drops as a mechanism for
   congestion indication.  AQM drops packets based on the average queue
   length exceeding a threshold, rather than only when the queue
   overflows.  However, because AQM may drop packets before the queue
   actually overflows, AQM is not always forced by memory limitations to
   discard the packet.

   AQM can set a Congestion Experienced (CE) codepoint in the packet
   header instead of dropping the packet, when such a field is provided
   in the IP header and understood by the transport protocol.  The use
   of the CE codepoint with ECN allows the receiver(s) to receive the
   packet, avoiding the potential for excessive delays due to
   retransmissions after packet losses.  We use the term 'CE packet' to
   denote a packet that has the CE codepoint set.

5.  Explicit Congestion Notification in IP

   This document specifies that the Internet provide a congestion
   indication for incipient congestion (as in RED and earlier work
   [RJ90]) where the notification can sometimes be through marking
   packets rather than dropping them.  This uses an ECN field in the IP
   header with two bits, making four ECN codepoints, '00' to '11'.  The
   ECN-Capable Transport (ECT) codepoints '10' and '01' are set by the
   data sender to indicate that the end-points of the transport protocol
   are ECN-capable; we call them ECT(0) and ECT(1) respectively.  The
   phrase "the ECT codepoint" in this documents refers to either of the
   two ECT codepoints.  Routers treat the ECT(0) and ECT(1) codepoints
   as equivalent.  Senders are free to use either the ECT(0) or the
   ECT(1) codepoint to indicate ECT, on a packet-by-packet basis.
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   The use of both the two codepoints for ECT, ECT(0) and ECT(1), is
   motivated primarily by the desire to allow mechanisms for the data
   sender to verify that network elements are not erasing the CE
   codepoint, and that data receivers are properly reporting to the
   sender the receipt of packets with the CE codepoint set, as required
   by the transport protocol.  Guidelines for the senders and receivers
   to differentiate between the ECT(0) and ECT(1) codepoints will be
   addressed in separate documents, for each transport protocol.  In
   particular, this document does not address mechanisms for TCP end-
   nodes to differentiate between the ECT(0) and ECT(1) codepoints.
   Protocols and senders that only require a single ECT codepoint SHOULD
   use ECT(0).

   The not-ECT codepoint '00' indicates a packet that is not using ECN.



   The CE codepoint '11' is set by a router to indicate congestion to
   the end nodes.  Routers that have a packet arriving at a full queue
   drop the packet, just as they do in the absence of ECN.

      +-----+-----+
      | ECN FIELD |
      +-----+-----+
        ECT   CE         [Obsolete] RFC 2481 names for the ECN bits.
         0     0         Not-ECT
         0     1         ECT(1)
         1     0         ECT(0)
         1     1         CE

      Figure 1: The ECN Field in IP.

   The use of two ECT codepoints essentially gives a one-bit ECN nonce
   in packet headers, and routers necessarily "erase" the nonce when
   they set the CE codepoint [SCWA99].  For example, routers that erased
   the CE codepoint would face additional difficulty in reconstructing
   the original nonce, and thus repeated erasure of the CE codepoint
   would be more likely to be detected by the end-nodes.  The ECN nonce
   also can address the problem of misbehaving transport receivers lying
   to the transport sender about whether or not the CE codepoint was set
   in a packet.  The motivations for the use of two ECT codepoints is
   discussed in more detail in Section 20, along with some discussion of
   alternate possibilities for the fourth ECT codepoint (that is, the
   codepoint '01').  Backwards compatibility with earlier ECN
   implementations that do not understand the ECT(1) codepoint is
   discussed in Section 11.

   In RFC 2481 [RFC2481], the ECN field was divided into the ECN-Capable
   Transport (ECT) bit and the CE bit.  The ECN field with only the
   ECN-Capable Transport (ECT) bit set in RFC 2481 corresponds to the
   ECT(0) codepoint in this document, and the ECN field with both the
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   ECT and CE bit in RFC 2481 corresponds to the CE codepoint in this
   document.  The '01' codepoint was left undefined in RFC 2481, and
   this is the reason for recommending the use of ECT(0) when only a
   single ECT codepoint is needed.

         0     1     2     3     4     5     6     7
      +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
      |          DS FIELD, DSCP           | ECN FIELD |
      +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+

        DSCP: differentiated services codepoint
        ECN:  Explicit Congestion Notification

      Figure 2: The Differentiated Services and ECN Fields in IP.

   Bits 6 and 7 in the IPv4 TOS octet are designated as the ECN field.
   The IPv4 TOS octet corresponds to the Traffic Class octet in IPv6,
   and the ECN field is defined identically in both cases.  The
   definitions for the IPv4 TOS octet [RFC791] and the IPv6 Traffic
   Class octet have been superseded by the six-bit DS (Differentiated



   Services) Field [RFC2474, RFC2780].  Bits 6 and 7 are listed in
   [RFC2474] as Currently Unused, and are specified in RFC 2780 as
   approved for experimental use for ECN.  Section 22 gives a brief
   history of the TOS octet.

   Because of the unstable history of the TOS octet, the use of the ECN
   field as specified in this document cannot be guaranteed to be
   backwards compatible with those past uses of these two bits that
   pre-date ECN.  The potential dangers of this lack of backwards
   compatibility are discussed in Section 22.

   Upon the receipt by an ECN-Capable transport of a single CE packet,
   the congestion control algorithms followed at the end-systems MUST be
   essentially the same as the congestion control response to a *single*
   dropped packet.  For example, for ECN-Capable TCP the source TCP is
   required to halve its congestion window for any window of data
   containing either a packet drop or an ECN indication.

   One reason for requiring that the congestion-control response to the
   CE packet be essentially the same as the response to a dropped packet
   is to accommodate the incremental deployment of ECN in both end-
   systems and in routers.  Some routers may drop ECN-Capable packets
   (e.g., using the same AQM policies for congestion detection) while
   other routers set the CE codepoint, for equivalent levels of
   congestion.  Similarly, a router might drop a non-ECN-Capable packet
   but set the CE codepoint in an ECN-Capable packet, for equivalent
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   levels of congestion.  If there were different congestion control
   responses to a CE codepoint than to a packet drop, this could result
   in unfair treatment for different flows.

   An additional goal is that the end-systems should react to congestion
   at most once per window of data (i.e., at most once per round-trip
   time), to avoid reacting multiple times to multiple indications of
   congestion within a round-trip time.

   For a router, the CE codepoint of an ECN-Capable packet SHOULD only
   be set if the router would otherwise have dropped the packet as an
   indication of congestion to the end nodes. When the router's buffer
   is not yet full and the router is prepared to drop a packet to inform
   end nodes of incipient congestion, the router should first check to
   see if the ECT codepoint is set in that packet's IP header.  If so,
   then instead of dropping the packet, the router MAY instead set the
   CE codepoint in the IP header.

   An environment where all end nodes were ECN-Capable could allow new
   criteria to be developed for setting the CE codepoint, and new
   congestion control mechanisms for end-node reaction to CE packets.
   However, this is a research issue, and as such is not addressed in
   this document.

   When a CE packet (i.e., a packet that has the CE codepoint set) is
   received by a router, the CE codepoint is left unchanged, and the



   packet is transmitted as usual. When severe congestion has occurred
   and the router's queue is full, then the router has no choice but to
   drop some packet when a new packet arrives.  We anticipate that such
   packet losses will become relatively infrequent when a majority of
   end-systems become ECN-Capable and participate in TCP or other
   compatible congestion control mechanisms. In an ECN-Capable
   environment that is adequately-provisioned, packet losses should
   occur primarily during transients or in the presence of non-
   cooperating sources.

   The above discussion of when CE may be set instead of dropping a
   packet applies by default to all Differentiated Services Per-Hop
   Behaviors (PHBs) [RFC 2475].  Specifications for PHBs MAY provide
   more specifics on how a compliant implementation is to choose between
   setting CE and dropping a packet, but this is NOT REQUIRED.  A router
   MUST NOT set CE instead of dropping a packet when the drop that would
   occur is caused by reasons other than congestion or the desire to
   indicate incipient congestion to end nodes (e.g., a diffserv edge
   node may be configured to unconditionally drop certain classes of
   traffic to prevent them from entering its diffserv domain).
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   We expect that routers will set the CE codepoint in response to
   incipient congestion as indicated by the average queue size, using
   the RED algorithms suggested in [FJ93, RFC2309].  To the best of our
   knowledge, this is the only proposal currently under discussion in
   the IETF for routers to drop packets proactively, before the buffer
   overflows.  However, this document does not attempt to specify a
   particular mechanism for active queue management, leaving that
   endeavor, if needed, to other areas of the IETF.  While ECN is
   inextricably tied up with the need to have a reasonable active queue
   management mechanism at the router, the reverse does not hold; active
   queue management mechanisms have been developed and deployed
   independent of ECN, using packet drops as indications of congestion
   in the absence of ECN in the IP architecture.

5.1.  ECN as an Indication of Persistent Congestion

   We emphasize that a *single* packet with the CE codepoint set in an
   IP packet causes the transport layer to respond, in terms of
   congestion control, as it would to a packet drop.  The instantaneous
   queue size is likely to see considerable variations even when the
   router does not experience persistent congestion.  As such, it is
   important that transient congestion at a router, reflected by the
   instantaneous queue size reaching a threshold much smaller than the
   capacity of the queue, not trigger a reaction at the transport layer.
   Therefore, the CE codepoint should not be set by a router based on
   the instantaneous queue size.

   For example, since the ATM and Frame Relay mechanisms for congestion
   indication have typically been defined without an associated notion
   of average queue size as the basis for determining that an
   intermediate node is congested, we believe that they provide a very
   noisy signal. The TCP-sender reaction specified in this document for



   ECN is NOT the appropriate reaction for such a noisy signal of
   congestion notification.  However, if the routers that interface to
   the ATM network have a way of maintaining the average queue at the
   interface, and use it to come to a reliable determination that the
   ATM subnet is congested, they may use the ECN notification that is
   defined here.

   We continue to encourage experiments in techniques at layer 2 (e.g.,
   in ATM switches or Frame Relay switches) to take advantage of ECN.
   For example, using a scheme such as RED (where packet marking is
   based on the average queue length exceeding a threshold), layer 2
   devices could provide a reasonably reliable indication of congestion.
   When all the layer 2 devices in a path set that layer's own
   Congestion Experienced codepoint (e.g., the EFCI bit for ATM, the
   FECN bit in Frame Relay) in this reliable manner, then the interface
   router to the layer 2 network could copy the state of that layer 2
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   Congestion Experienced codepoint into the CE codepoint in the IP
   header.  We recognize that this is not the current practice, nor is
   it in current standards. However, encouraging experimentation in this
   manner may provide the information needed to enable evolution of
   existing layer 2 mechanisms to provide a more reliable means of
   congestion indication, when they use a single bit for indicating
   congestion.

5.2.  Dropped or Corrupted Packets

   For the proposed use for ECN in this document (that is, for a
   transport protocol such as TCP for which a dropped data packet is an
   indication of congestion), end nodes detect dropped data packets, and
   the congestion response of the end nodes to a dropped data packet is
   at least as strong as the congestion response to a received CE
   packet.  To ensure the reliable delivery of the congestion indication
   of the CE codepoint, an ECT codepoint MUST NOT be set in a packet
   unless the loss of that packet in the network would be detected by
   the end nodes and interpreted as an indication of congestion.

   Transport protocols such as TCP do not necessarily detect all packet
   drops, such as the drop of a "pure" ACK packet; for example, TCP does
   not reduce the arrival rate of subsequent ACK packets in response to
   an earlier dropped ACK packet.  Any proposal for extending ECN-
   Capability to such packets would have to address issues such as the
   case of an ACK packet that was marked with the CE codepoint but was
   later dropped in the network. We believe that this aspect is still
   the subject of research, so this document specifies that at this
   time, "pure" ACK packets MUST NOT indicate ECN-Capability.

   Similarly, if a CE packet is dropped later in the network due to
   corruption (bit errors), the end nodes should still invoke congestion
   control, just as TCP would today in response to a dropped data
   packet. This issue of corrupted CE packets would have to be
   considered in any proposal for the network to distinguish between
   packets dropped due to corruption, and packets dropped due to
   congestion or buffer overflow.  In particular, the ubiquitous
   deployment of ECN would not, in and of itself, be a sufficient



   development to allow end-nodes to interpret packet drops as
   indications of corruption rather than congestion.

5.3.  Fragmentation

   ECN-capable packets MAY have the DF (Don't Fragment) bit set.
   Reassembly of a fragmented packet MUST NOT lose indications of
   congestion.  In other words, if any fragment of an IP packet to be
   reassembled has the CE codepoint set, then one of two actions MUST be
   taken:
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      * Set the CE codepoint on the reassembled packet.  However, this
        MUST NOT occur if any of the other fragments contributing to
        this reassembly carries the Not-ECT codepoint.

      * The packet is dropped, instead of being reassembled, for any
        other reason.

   If both actions are applicable, either MAY be chosen.  Reassembly of
   a fragmented packet MUST NOT change the ECN codepoint when all of the
   fragments carry the same codepoint.

   We would note that because RFC 2481 did not specify reassembly
   behavior, older ECN implementations conformant with that Experimental
   RFC do not necessarily perform reassembly correctly, in terms of
   preserving the CE codepoint in a fragment.  The sender could avoid
   the consequences of this behavior by setting the DF bit in ECN-
   Capable packets.

   Situations may arise in which the above reassembly specification is
   insufficiently precise.  For example, if there is a malicious or
   broken entity in the path at or after the fragmentation point, packet
   fragments could carry a mixture of ECT(0), ECT(1), and/or Not-ECT
   codepoints.  The reassembly specification above does not place
   requirements on reassembly of fragments in this case.  In situations
   where more precise reassembly behavior would be required, protocol
   specifications SHOULD instead specify that DF MUST be set in all
   ECN-capable packets sent by the protocol.

6.  Support from the Transport Protocol

   ECN requires support from the transport protocol, in addition to the
   functionality given by the ECN field in the IP packet header. The
   transport protocol might require negotiation between the endpoints
   during setup to determine that all of the endpoints are ECN-capable,
   so that the sender can set the ECT codepoint in transmitted packets.
   Second, the transport protocol must be capable of reacting
   appropriately to the receipt of CE packets.  This reaction could be
   in the form of the data receiver informing the data sender of the
   received CE packet (e.g., TCP), of the data receiver unsubscribing to
   a layered multicast group (e.g., RLM [MJV96]), or of some other
   action that ultimately reduces the arrival rate of that flow on that
   congested link.  CE packets indicate persistent rather than transient
   congestion (see Section 5.1), and hence reactions to the receipt of
   CE packets should be those appropriate for persistent congestion.



   This document only addresses the addition of ECN Capability to TCP,
   leaving issues of ECN in other transport protocols to further
   research.  For TCP, ECN requires three new pieces of functionality:
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   negotiation between the endpoints during connection setup to
   determine if they are both ECN-capable; an ECN-Echo (ECE) flag in the
   TCP header so that the data receiver can inform the data sender when
   a CE packet has been received; and a Congestion Window Reduced (CWR)
   flag in the TCP header so that the data sender can inform the data
   receiver that the congestion window has been reduced. The support
   required from other transport protocols is likely to be different,
   particularly for unreliable or reliable multicast transport
   protocols, and will have to be determined as other transport
   protocols are brought to the IETF for standardization.

   In a mild abuse of terminology, in this document we refer to `TCP
   packets' instead of `TCP segments'.

6.1.  TCP

   The following sections describe in detail the proposed use of ECN in
   TCP.  This proposal is described in essentially the same form in
   [Floyd94]. We assume that the source TCP uses the standard congestion
   control algorithms of Slow-start, Fast Retransmit and Fast Recovery
   [RFC2581].

   This proposal specifies two new flags in the Reserved field of the
   TCP header.  The TCP mechanism for negotiating ECN-Capability uses
   the ECN-Echo (ECE) flag in the TCP header.  Bit 9 in the Reserved
   field of the TCP header is designated as the ECN-Echo flag.  The
   location of the 6-bit Reserved field in the TCP header is shown in
   Figure 4 of RFC 793 [RFC793] (and is reproduced below for
   completeness).  This specification of the ECN Field leaves the
   Reserved field as a 4-bit field using bits 4-7.

   To enable the TCP receiver to determine when to stop setting the
   ECN-Echo flag, we introduce a second new flag in the TCP header, the
   CWR flag.  The CWR flag is assigned to Bit 8 in the Reserved field of
   the TCP header.

        0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10  11  12  13  14  15
      +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
      |               |                       | U | A | P | R | S | F |
      | Header Length |        Reserved       | R | C | S | S | Y | I |
      |               |                       | G | K | H | T | N | N |
      +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+

      Figure 3: The old definition of bytes 13 and 14 of the TCP
                header.
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        0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10  11  12  13  14  15
      +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
      |               |               | C | E | U | A | P | R | S | F |
      | Header Length |    Reserved   | W | C | R | C | S | S | Y | I |
      |               |               | R | E | G | K | H | T | N | N |
      +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+

      Figure 4: The new definition of bytes 13 and 14 of the TCP
                Header.

   Thus, ECN uses the ECT and CE flags in the IP header (as shown in
   Figure 1) for signaling between routers and connection endpoints, and
   uses the ECN-Echo and CWR flags in the TCP header (as shown in Figure
   4) for TCP-endpoint to TCP-endpoint signaling.  For a TCP connection,
   a typical sequence of events in an ECN-based reaction to congestion
   is as follows:

      * An ECT codepoint is set in packets transmitted by the sender to
        indicate that ECN is supported by the transport entities for
        these packets.

      * An ECN-capable router detects impending congestion and detects
        that an ECT codepoint is set in the packet it is about to drop.
        Instead of dropping the packet, the router chooses to set the CE
        codepoint in the IP header and forwards the packet.

      * The receiver receives the packet with the CE codepoint set, and
        sets the ECN-Echo flag in its next TCP ACK sent to the sender.

      * The sender receives the TCP ACK with ECN-Echo set, and reacts to
        the congestion as if a packet had been dropped.

      * The sender sets the CWR flag in the TCP header of the next
        packet sent to the receiver to acknowledge its receipt of and
        reaction to the ECN-Echo flag.

   The negotiation for using ECN by the TCP transport entities and the
   use of the ECN-Echo and CWR flags is described in more detail in the
   sections below.

6.1.1  TCP Initialization

   In the TCP connection setup phase, the source and destination TCPs
   exchange information about their willingness to use ECN.  Subsequent
   to the completion of this negotiation, the TCP sender sets an ECT
   codepoint in the IP header of data packets to indicate to the network
   that the transport is capable and willing to participate in ECN for
   this packet. This indicates to the routers that they may mark this
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   packet with the CE codepoint, if they would like to use that as a
   method of congestion notification. If the TCP connection does not
   wish to use ECN notification for a particular packet, the sending TCP
   sets the ECN codepoint to not-ECT, and the TCP receiver ignores the
   CE codepoint in the received packet.

   For this discussion, we designate the initiating host as Host A and
   the responding host as Host B.  We call a SYN packet with the ECE and
   CWR flags set an "ECN-setup SYN packet", and we call a SYN packet
   with at least one of the ECE and CWR flags not set a "non-ECN-setup
   SYN packet".  Similarly, we call a SYN-ACK packet with only the ECE
   flag set but the CWR flag not set an "ECN-setup SYN-ACK packet", and
   we call a SYN-ACK packet with any other configuration of the ECE and
   CWR flags a "non-ECN-setup SYN-ACK packet".

   Before a TCP connection can use ECN, Host A sends an ECN-setup SYN
   packet, and Host B sends an ECN-setup SYN-ACK packet.  For a SYN
   packet, the setting of both ECE and CWR in the ECN-setup SYN packet
   is defined as an indication that the sending TCP is ECN-Capable,
   rather than as an indication of congestion or of response to
   congestion. More precisely, an ECN-setup SYN packet indicates that
   the TCP implementation transmitting the SYN packet will participate
   in ECN as both a sender and receiver.  Specifically, as a receiver,
   it will respond to incoming data packets that have the CE codepoint
   set in the IP header by setting ECE in outgoing TCP Acknowledgement
   (ACK) packets.  As a sender, it will respond to incoming packets that
   have ECE set by reducing the congestion window and setting CWR when
   appropriate.  An ECN-setup SYN packet does not commit the TCP sender
   to setting the ECT codepoint in any or all of the packets it may
   transmit.  However, the commitment to respond appropriately to
   incoming packets with the CE codepoint set remains even if the TCP
   sender in a later transmission, within this TCP connection, sends a
   SYN packet without ECE and CWR set.

   When Host B sends an ECN-setup SYN-ACK packet, it sets the ECE flag
   but not the CWR flag.  An ECN-setup SYN-ACK packet is defined as an
   indication that the TCP transmitting the SYN-ACK packet is ECN-
   Capable.  As with the SYN packet, an ECN-setup SYN-ACK packet does
   not commit the TCP host to setting the ECT codepoint in transmitted
   packets.

   The following rules apply to the sending of ECN-setup packets within
   a TCP connection, where a TCP connection is defined by the standard
   rules for TCP connection establishment and termination.

      * If a host has received an ECN-setup SYN packet, then it MAY send
        an ECN-setup SYN-ACK packet.  Otherwise, it MUST NOT send an
        ECN-setup SYN-ACK packet.
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      * A host MUST NOT set ECT on data packets unless it has sent at
        least one ECN-setup SYN or ECN-setup SYN-ACK packet, and has
        received at least one ECN-setup SYN or ECN-setup SYN-ACK packet,
        and has sent no non-ECN-setup SYN or non-ECN-setup SYN-ACK
        packet.  If a host has received at least one non-ECN-setup SYN
        or non-ECN-setup SYN-ACK packet, then it SHOULD NOT set ECT on



        data packets.

      * If a host ever sets the ECT codepoint on a data packet, then
        that host MUST correctly set/clear the CWR TCP bit on all
        subsequent packets in the connection.

      * If a host has sent at least one ECN-setup SYN or ECN-setup SYN-
        ACK packet, and has received no non-ECN-setup SYN or non-ECN-
        setup SYN-ACK packet, then if that host receives TCP data
        packets with ECT and CE codepoints set in the IP header, then
        that host MUST process these packets as specified for an ECN-
        capable connection.

      * A host that is not willing to use ECN on a TCP connection SHOULD
        clear both the ECE and CWR flags in all non-ECN-setup SYN and/or
        SYN-ACK packets that it sends to indicate this unwillingness.
        Receivers MUST correctly handle all forms of the non-ECN-setup
        SYN and SYN-ACK packets.

      * A host MUST NOT set ECT on SYN or SYN-ACK packets.

   A TCP client enters TIME-WAIT state after receiving a FIN-ACK, and
   transitions to CLOSED state after a timeout.  Many TCP
   implementations create a new TCP connection if they receive an in-
   window SYN packet during TIME-WAIT state.  When a TCP host enters
   TIME-WAIT or CLOSED state, it should ignore any previous state about
   the negotiation of ECN for that connection.

6.1.1.1.  Middlebox Issues

   ECN introduces the use of the ECN-Echo and CWR flags in the TCP
   header (as shown in Figure 3) for initialization.  There exist some
   faulty firewalls, load balancers, and intrusion detection systems in
   the Internet that either drop an ECN-setup SYN packet or respond with
   a RST, in the belief that such a packet (with these bits set) is a
   signature for a port-scanning tool that could be used in a denial-
   of-service attack.  Some of the offending equipment has been
   identified, and a web page [FIXES] contains a list of non-compliant
   products and the fixes posted by the vendors, where these are
   available.  The TBIT web page [TBIT] lists some of the web servers
   affected by this faulty equipment.  We mention this in this document
   as a warning to the community of this problem.
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   To provide robust connectivity even in the presence of such faulty
   equipment, a host that receives a RST in response to the transmission
   of an ECN-setup SYN packet MAY resend a SYN with CWR and ECE cleared.
   This could result in a TCP connection being established without using
   ECN.

   A host that receives no reply to an ECN-setup SYN within the normal
   SYN retransmission timeout interval MAY resend the SYN and any
   subsequent SYN retransmissions with CWR and ECE cleared.  To overcome
   normal packet loss that results in the original SYN being lost, the
   originating host may retransmit one or more ECN-setup SYN packets
   before giving up and retransmitting the SYN with the CWR and ECE bits



   cleared.

   We note that in this case, the following example scenario is
   possible:

   (1) Host A: Sends an ECN-setup SYN.
   (2) Host B: Sends an ECN-setup SYN/ACK, packet is dropped or delayed.
   (3) Host A: Sends a non-ECN-setup SYN.
   (4) Host B: Sends a non-ECN-setup SYN/ACK.

   We note that in this case, following the procedures above, neither
   Host A nor Host B may set the ECT bit on data packets.  Further, an
   important consequence of the rules for ECN setup and usage in Section
   6.1.1 is that a host is forbidden from using the reception of ECT
   data packets as an implicit signal that the other host is ECN-
   capable.

6.1.1.2.  Robust TCP Initialization with an Echoed Reserved Field

   There is the question of why we chose to have the TCP sending the SYN
   set two ECN-related flags in the Reserved field of the TCP header for
   the SYN packet, while the responding TCP sending the SYN-ACK sets
   only one ECN-related flag in the SYN-ACK packet.  This asymmetry is
   necessary for the robust negotiation of ECN-capability with some
   deployed TCP implementations.  There exists at least one faulty TCP
   implementation in which TCP receivers set the Reserved field of the
   TCP header in ACK packets (and hence the SYN-ACK) simply to reflect
   the Reserved field of the TCP header in the received data packet.
   Because the TCP SYN packet sets the ECN-Echo and CWR flags to
   indicate ECN-capability, while the SYN-ACK packet sets only the ECN-
   Echo flag, the sending TCP correctly interprets a receiver's
   reflection of its own flags in the Reserved field as an indication
   that the receiver is not ECN-capable.  The sending TCP is not mislead
   by a faulty TCP implementation sending a SYN-ACK packet that simply
   reflects the Reserved field of the incoming SYN packet.
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6.1.2.  The TCP Sender

   For a TCP connection using ECN, new data packets are transmitted with
   an ECT codepoint set in the IP header.  When only one ECT codepoint
   is needed by a sender for all packets sent on a TCP connection,
   ECT(0) SHOULD be used.  If the sender receives an ECN-Echo (ECE) ACK
   packet (that is, an ACK packet with the ECN-Echo flag set in the TCP
   header), then the sender knows that congestion was encountered in the
   network on the path from the sender to the receiver.  The indication
   of congestion should be treated just as a congestion loss in non-
   ECN-Capable TCP. That is, the TCP source halves the congestion window
   "cwnd" and reduces the slow start threshold "ssthresh".  The sending
   TCP SHOULD NOT increase the congestion window in response to the
   receipt of an ECN-Echo ACK packet.

   TCP should not react to congestion indications more than once every
   window of data (or more loosely, more than once every round-trip
   time). That is, the TCP sender's congestion window should be reduced



   only once in response to a series of dropped and/or CE packets from a
   single window of data.  In addition, the TCP source should not
   decrease the slow-start threshold, ssthresh, if it has been decreased
   within the last round trip time.  However, if any retransmitted
   packets are dropped, then this is interpreted by the source TCP as a
   new instance of congestion.

   After the source TCP reduces its congestion window in response to a
   CE packet, incoming acknowledgments that continue to arrive can
   "clock out" outgoing packets as allowed by the reduced congestion
   window.  If the congestion window consists of only one MSS (maximum
   segment size), and the sending TCP receives an ECN-Echo ACK packet,
   then the sending TCP should in principle still reduce its congestion
   window in half. However, the value of the congestion window is
   bounded below by a value of one MSS.  If the sending TCP were to
   continue to send, using a congestion window of 1 MSS, this results in
   the transmission of one packet per round-trip time.  It is necessary
   to still reduce the sending rate of the TCP sender even further, on
   receipt of an ECN-Echo packet when the congestion window is one.  We
   use the retransmit timer as a means of reducing the rate further in
   this circumstance.  Therefore, the sending TCP MUST reset the
   retransmit timer on receiving the ECN-Echo packet when the congestion
   window is one.  The sending TCP will then be able to send a new
   packet only when the retransmit timer expires.

   When an ECN-Capable TCP sender reduces its congestion window for any
   reason (because of a retransmit timeout, a Fast Retransmit, or in
   response to an ECN Notification), the TCP sender sets the CWR flag in
   the TCP header of the first new data packet sent after the window
   reduction.  If that data packet is dropped in the network, then the
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   sending TCP will have to reduce the congestion window again and
   retransmit the dropped packet.

   We ensure that the "Congestion Window Reduced" information is
   reliably delivered to the TCP receiver.  This comes about from the
   fact that if the new data packet carrying the CWR flag is dropped,
   then the TCP sender will have to again reduce its congestion window,
   and send another new data packet with the CWR flag set.  Thus, the
   CWR bit in the TCP header SHOULD NOT be set on retransmitted packets.

   When the TCP data sender is ready to set the CWR bit after reducing
   the congestion window, it SHOULD set the CWR bit only on the first
   new data packet that it transmits.

   [Floyd94] discusses TCP's response to ECN in more detail.  [Floyd98]
   discusses the validation test in the ns simulator, which illustrates
   a wide range of ECN scenarios. These scenarios include the following:
   an ECN followed by another ECN, a Fast Retransmit, or a Retransmit
   Timeout; a Retransmit Timeout or a Fast Retransmit followed by an
   ECN; and a congestion window of one packet followed by an ECN.

   TCP follows existing algorithms for sending data packets in response
   to incoming ACKs, multiple duplicate acknowledgments, or retransmit
   timeouts [RFC2581].  TCP also follows the normal procedures for



   increasing the congestion window when it receives ACK packets without
   the ECN-Echo bit set [RFC2581].

6.1.3.  The TCP Receiver

   When TCP receives a CE data packet at the destination end-system, the
   TCP data receiver sets the ECN-Echo flag in the TCP header of the
   subsequent ACK packet.  If there is any ACK withholding implemented,
   as in current "delayed-ACK" TCP implementations where the TCP
   receiver can send an ACK for two arriving data packets, then the
   ECN-Echo flag in the ACK packet will be set to '1' if the CE
   codepoint is set in any of the data packets being acknowledged.  That
   is, if any of the received data packets are CE packets, then the
   returning ACK has the ECN-Echo flag set.

   To provide robustness against the possibility of a dropped ACK packet
   carrying an ECN-Echo flag, the TCP receiver sets the ECN-Echo flag in
   a series of ACK packets sent subsequently.  The TCP receiver uses the
   CWR flag received from the TCP sender to determine when to stop
   setting the ECN-Echo flag.

   After a TCP receiver sends an ACK packet with the ECN-Echo bit set,
   that TCP receiver continues to set the ECN-Echo flag in all the ACK
   packets it sends (whether they acknowledge CE data packets or non-CE
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   data packets) until it receives a CWR packet (a packet with the CWR
   flag set).  After the receipt of the CWR packet, acknowledgments for
   subsequent non-CE data packets do not have the ECN-Echo flag set. If
   another CE packet is received by the data receiver, the receiver
   would once again send ACK packets with the ECN-Echo flag set.  While
   the receipt of a CWR packet does not guarantee that the data sender
   received the ECN-Echo message, this does suggest that the data sender
   reduced its congestion window at some point *after* it sent the data
   packet for which the CE codepoint was set.

   We have already specified that a TCP sender is not required to reduce
   its congestion window more than once per window of data.  Some care
   is required if the TCP sender is to avoid unnecessary reductions of
   the congestion window when a window of data includes both dropped
   packets and (marked) CE packets.  This is illustrated in [Floyd98].

6.1.4.  Congestion on the ACK-path

   For the current generation of TCP congestion control algorithms, pure
   acknowledgement packets (e.g., packets that do not contain any
   accompanying data) MUST be sent with the not-ECT codepoint.  Current
   TCP receivers have no mechanisms for reducing traffic on the ACK-path
   in response to congestion notification.  Mechanisms for responding to
   congestion on the ACK-path are areas for current and future research.
   (One simple possibility would be for the sender to reduce its
   congestion window when it receives a pure ACK packet with the CE
   codepoint set). For current TCP implementations, a single dropped ACK
   generally has only a very small effect on the TCP's sending rate.

6.1.5.  Retransmitted TCP packets



   This document specifies ECN-capable TCP implementations MUST NOT set
   either ECT codepoint (ECT(0) or ECT(1)) in the IP header for
   retransmitted data packets, and that the TCP data receiver SHOULD
   ignore the ECN field on arriving data packets that are outside of the
   receiver's current window.  This is for greater security against
   denial-of-service attacks, as well as for robustness of the ECN
   congestion indication with packets that are dropped later in the
   network.

   First, we note that if the TCP sender were to set an ECT codepoint on
   a retransmitted packet, then if an unnecessarily-retransmitted packet
   was later dropped in the network, the end nodes would never receive
   the indication of congestion from the router setting the CE
   codepoint.  Thus, setting an ECT codepoint on retransmitted data
   packets is not consistent with the robust delivery of the congestion
   indication even for packets that are later dropped in the network.
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   In addition, an attacker capable of spoofing the IP source address of
   the TCP sender could send data packets with arbitrary sequence
   numbers, with the CE codepoint set in the IP header.  On receiving
   this spoofed data packet, the TCP data receiver would determine that
   the data does not lie in the current receive window, and return a
   duplicate acknowledgement.  We define an out-of-window packet at the
   TCP data receiver as a data packet that lies outside the receiver's
   current window.  On receiving an out-of-window packet, the TCP data
   receiver has to decide whether or not to treat the CE codepoint in
   the packet header as a valid indication of congestion, and therefore
   whether to return ECN-Echo indications to the TCP data sender.  If
   the TCP data receiver ignored the CE codepoint in an out-of-window
   packet, then the TCP data sender would not receive this possibly-
   legitimate indication of congestion from the network, resulting in a
   violation of end-to-end congestion control.  On the other hand, if
   the TCP data receiver honors the CE indication in the out-of-window
   packet, and reports the indication of congestion to the TCP data
   sender, then the malicious node that created the spoofed, out-of-
   window packet has successfully "attacked" the TCP connection by
   forcing the data sender to unnecessarily reduce (halve) its
   congestion window.  To prevent such a denial-of-service attack, we
   specify that a legitimate TCP data sender MUST NOT set an ECT
   codepoint on retransmitted data packets, and that the TCP data
   receiver SHOULD ignore the CE codepoint on out-of-window packets.

   One drawback of not setting ECT(0) or ECT(1) on retransmitted packets
   is that it denies ECN protection for retransmitted packets.  However,
   for an ECN-capable TCP connection in a fully-ECN-capable environment
   with mild congestion, packets should rarely be dropped due to
   congestion in the first place, and so instances of retransmitted
   packets should rarely arise.  If packets are being retransmitted,
   then there are already packet losses (from corruption or from
   congestion) that ECN has been unable to prevent.

   We note that if the router sets the CE codepoint for an ECN-capable
   data packet within a TCP connection, then the TCP connection is



   guaranteed to receive that indication of congestion, or to receive
   some other indication of congestion within the same window of data,
   even if this packet is dropped or reordered in the network.  We
   consider two cases, when the packet is later retransmitted, and when
   the packet is not later retransmitted.

   In the first case, if the packet is either dropped or delayed, and at
   some point retransmitted by the data sender, then the retransmission
   is a result of a Fast Retransmit or a Retransmit Timeout for either
   that packet or for some prior packet in the same window of data.  In
   this case, because the data sender already has retransmitted this
   packet, we know that the data sender has already responded to an
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   indication of congestion for some packet within the same window of
   data as the original packet.  Thus, even if the first transmission of
   the packet is dropped in the network, or is delayed, if it had the CE
   codepoint set, and is later ignored by the data receiver as an out-
   of-window packet, this is not a problem, because the sender has
   already responded to an indication of congestion for that window of
   data.

   In the second case, if the packet is never retransmitted by the data
   sender, then this data packet is the only copy of this data received
   by the data receiver, and therefore arrives at the data receiver as
   an in-window packet, regardless of how much the packet might be
   delayed or reordered.  In this case, if the CE codepoint is set on
   the packet within the network, this will be treated by the data
   receiver as a valid indication of congestion.

6.1.6.  TCP Window Probes.

   When the TCP data receiver advertises a zero window, the TCP data
   sender sends window probes to determine if the receiver's window has
   increased.  Window probe packets do not contain any user data except
   for the sequence number, which is a byte.  If a window probe packet
   is dropped in the network, this loss is not detected by the receiver.
   Therefore, the TCP data sender MUST NOT set either an ECT codepoint
   or the CWR bit on window probe packets.

   However, because window probes use exact sequence numbers, they
   cannot be easily spoofed in denial-of-service attacks.  Therefore, if
   a window probe arrives with the CE codepoint set, then the receiver
   SHOULD respond to the ECN indications.

7.  Non-compliance by the End Nodes

   This section discusses concerns about the vulnerability of ECN to
   non-compliant end-nodes (i.e., end nodes that set the ECT codepoint
   in transmitted packets but do not respond to received CE packets).
   We argue that the addition of ECN to the IP architecture will not
   significantly increase the current vulnerability of the architecture
   to unresponsive flows.

   Even for non-ECN environments, there are serious concerns about the
   damage that can be done by non-compliant or unresponsive flows (that



   is, flows that do not respond to congestion control indications by
   reducing their arrival rate at the congested link).  For example, an
   end-node could "turn off congestion control" by not reducing its
   congestion window in response to packet drops. This is a concern for
   the current Internet.  It has been argued that routers will have to
   deploy mechanisms to detect and differentially treat packets from
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   non-compliant flows [RFC2309,FF99].  It has also been suggested that
   techniques such as end-to-end per-flow scheduling and isolation of
   one flow from another, differentiated services, or end-to-end
   reservations could remove some of the more damaging effects of
   unresponsive flows.

   It might seem that dropping packets in itself is an adequate
   deterrent for non-compliance, and that the use of ECN removes this
   deterrent.  We would argue in response that (1) ECN-capable routers
   preserve packet-dropping behavior in times of high congestion; and
   (2) even in times of high congestion, dropping packets in itself is
   not an adequate deterrent for non-compliance.

   First, ECN-Capable routers will only mark packets (as opposed to
   dropping them) when the packet marking rate is reasonably low. During
   periods where the average queue size exceeds an upper threshold, and
   therefore the potential packet marking rate would be high, our
   recommendation is that routers drop packets rather then set the CE
   codepoint in packet headers.

   During the periods of low or moderate packet marking rates when ECN
   would be deployed, there would be little deterrent effect on
   unresponsive flows of dropping rather than marking those packets. For
   example, delay-insensitive flows using reliable delivery might have
   an incentive to increase rather than to decrease their sending rate
   in the presence of dropped packets.  Similarly, delay-sensitive flows
   using unreliable delivery might increase their use of FEC in response
   to an increased packet drop rate, increasing rather than decreasing
   their sending rate.  For the same reasons, we do not believe that
   packet dropping itself is an effective deterrent for non-compliance
   even in an environment of high packet drop rates, when all flows are
   sharing the same packet drop rate.

   Several methods have been proposed to identify and restrict non-
   compliant or unresponsive flows. The addition of ECN to the network
   environment would not in any way increase the difficulty of designing
   and deploying such mechanisms. If anything, the addition of ECN to
   the architecture would make the job of identifying unresponsive flows
   slightly easier.  For example, in an ECN-Capable environment routers
   are not limited to information about packets that are dropped or have
   the CE codepoint set at that router itself; in such an environment,
   routers could also take note of arriving CE packets that indicate
   congestion encountered by that packet earlier in the path.
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8.  Non-compliance in the Network

   This section considers the issues when a router is operating,
   possibly maliciously, to modify either of the bits in the ECN field.
   We note that in IPv4, the IP header is protected from bit errors by a
   header checksum;  this is not the case in IPv6.  Thus for IPv6 the
   ECN field can be accidentally modified by bit errors on links or in
   routers without being detected by an IP header checksum.

   By tampering with the bits in the ECN field, an adversary (or a
   broken router) could do one or more of the following: falsely report
   congestion, disable ECN-Capability for an individual packet, erase
   the ECN congestion indication, or falsely indicate ECN-Capability.
   Section 18 systematically examines the various cases by which the ECN
   field could be modified.  The important criterion considered in
   determining the consequences of such modifications is whether it is
   likely to lead to poorer behavior in any dimension (throughput,
   delay, fairness or functionality) than if a router were to drop a
   packet.

   The first two possible changes, falsely reporting congestion or
   disabling ECN-Capability for an individual packet, are no worse than
   if the router were to simply drop the packet.  From a congestion
   control point of view, setting the CE codepoint in the absence of
   congestion by a non-compliant router would be no worse than a router
   dropping a packet unnecessarily. By "erasing" an ECT codepoint of a
   packet that is later dropped in the network, a router's actions could
   result in an unnecessary packet drop for that packet later in the
   network.

   However, as discussed in Section 18, a router that erases the ECN
   congestion indication or falsely indicates ECN-Capability could
   potentially do more damage to the flow that if it has simply dropped
   the packet.  A rogue or broken router that "erased" the CE codepoint
   in arriving CE packets would prevent that indication of congestion
   from reaching downstream receivers.  This could result in the failure
   of congestion control for that flow and a resulting increase in
   congestion in the network, ultimately resulting in subsequent packets
   dropped for this flow as the average queue size increased at the
   congested gateway.

   Section 19 considers the potential repercussions of subverting end-
   to-end congestion control by either falsely indicating ECN-
   Capability, or by erasing the congestion indication in ECN (the CE-
   codepoint).  We observe in Section 19 that the consequence of
   subverting ECN-based congestion control may lead to potential
   unfairness, but this is likely to be no worse than the subversion of
   either ECN-based or packet-based congestion control by the end nodes.
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8.1.  Complications Introduced by Split Paths

   If a router or other network element has access to all of the packets
   of a flow, then that router could do no more damage to a flow by
   altering the ECN field than it could by simply dropping all of the
   packets from that flow.  However, in some cases, a malicious or
   broken router might have access to only a subset of the packets from
   a flow.  The question is as follows:  can this router, by altering
   the ECN field in this subset of the packets, do more damage to that
   flow than if it has simply dropped that set of the packets?

   This is also discussed in detail in Section 18, which concludes as
   follows:  It is true that the adversary that has access only to a
   subset of packets in an aggregate might, by subverting ECN-based
   congestion control, be able to deny the benefits of ECN to the other
   packets in the aggregate.  While this is undesirable, this is not a
   sufficient concern to result in disabling ECN.

9.  Encapsulated Packets

9.1.  IP packets encapsulated in IP

   The encapsulation of IP packet headers in tunnels is used in many
   places, including IPsec and IP in IP [RFC2003].  This section
   considers issues related to interactions between ECN and IP tunnels,
   and specifies two alternative solutions.  This discussion is
   complemented by RFC 2983's discussion of interactions between
   Differentiated Services and IP tunnels of various forms [RFC 2983],
   as Differentiated Services uses the remaining six bits of the IP
   header octet that is used by ECN (see Figure 2 in Section 5).

   Some IP tunnel modes are based on adding a new "outer" IP header that
   encapsulates the original, or "inner" IP header and its associated
   packet.  In many cases, the new "outer" IP header may be added and
   removed at intermediate points along a connection, enabling the
   network to establish a tunnel without requiring endpoint
   participation.  We denote tunnels that specify that the outer header
   be discarded at tunnel egress as "simple tunnels".

   ECN uses the ECN field in the IP header for signaling between routers
   and connection endpoints.  ECN interacts with IP tunnels based on the
   treatment of the ECN field in the IP header.  In simple IP tunnels
   the octet containing the ECN field is copied or mapped from the inner
   IP header to the outer IP header at IP tunnel ingress, and the outer
   header's copy of this field is discarded at IP tunnel egress.  If the
   outer header were to be simply discarded without taking care to deal
   with the ECN field, and an ECN-capable router were to set the CE
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   (Congestion Experienced) codepoint within a packet in a simple IP
   tunnel, this indication would be discarded at tunnel egress, losing
   the indication of congestion.



   Thus, the use of ECN over simple IP tunnels would result in routers
   attempting to use the outer IP header to signal congestion to
   endpoints, but those congestion warnings never arriving because the
   outer header is discarded at the tunnel egress point.  This problem
   was encountered with ECN and IPsec in tunnel mode, and RFC 2481
   recommended that ECN not be used with the older simple IPsec tunnels
   in order to avoid this behavior and its consequences.  When ECN
   becomes widely deployed, then simple tunnels likely to carry ECN-
   capable traffic will have to be changed.  If ECN-capable traffic is
   carried by a simple tunnel through a congested, ECN-capable router,
   this could result in subsequent packets being dropped for this flow
   as the average queue size increases at the congested router, as
   discussed in Section 8 above.

   From a security point of view, the use of ECN in the outer header of
   an IP tunnel might raise security concerns because an adversary could
   tamper with the ECN information that propagates beyond the tunnel
   endpoint.  Based on an analysis in Sections 18 and 19 of these
   concerns and the resultant risks, our overall approach is to make
   support for ECN an option for IP tunnels, so that an IP tunnel can be
   specified or configured either to use ECN or not to use ECN in the
   outer header of the tunnel.  Thus, in environments or tunneling
   protocols where the risks of using ECN are judged to outweigh its
   benefits, the tunnel can simply not use ECN in the outer header.
   Then the only indication of congestion experienced at routers within
   the tunnel would be through packet loss.

   The result is that there are two viable options for the behavior of
   ECN-capable connections over an IP tunnel, including IPsec tunnels:

      * A limited-functionality option in which ECN is preserved in the
        inner header, but disabled in the outer header.  The only
        mechanism available for signaling congestion occurring within
        the tunnel in this case is dropped packets.

      * A full-functionality option that supports ECN in both the inner
        and outer headers, and propagates congestion warnings from nodes
        within the tunnel to endpoints.

   Support for these options requires varying amounts of changes to IP
   header processing at tunnel ingress and egress.  A small subset of
   these changes sufficient to support only the limited-functionality
   option would be sufficient to eliminate any incompatibility between
   ECN and IP tunnels.
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   One goal of this document is to give guidance about the tradeoffs
   between the limited-functionality and full-functionality options.  A
   full discussion of the potential effects of an adversary's
   modifications of the ECN field is given in Sections 18 and 19.

9.1.1.  The Limited-functionality and Full-functionality Options

   The limited-functionality option for ECN encapsulation in IP tunnels
   is for the not-ECT codepoint to be set in the outside (encapsulating)
   header regardless of the value of the ECN field in the inside



   (encapsulated) header.  With this option, the ECN field in the inner
   header is not altered upon de-capsulation.  The disadvantage of this
   approach is that the flow does not have ECN support for that part of
   the path that is using IP tunneling, even if the encapsulated packet
   (from the original TCP sender) is ECN-Capable.  That is, if the
   encapsulated packet arrives at a congested router that is ECN-
   capable, and the router can decide to drop or mark the packet as an
   indication of congestion to the end nodes, the router will not be
   permitted to set the CE codepoint in the packet header, but instead
   will have to drop the packet.

   The full-functionality option for ECN encapsulation is to copy the
   ECN codepoint of the inside header to the outside header on
   encapsulation if the inside header is not-ECT or ECT, and to set the
   ECN codepoint of the outside header to ECT(0) if the ECN codepoint of
   the inside header is CE.  On decapsulation, if the CE codepoint is
   set on the outside header, then the CE codepoint is also set in the
   inner header.  Otherwise, the ECN codepoint on the inner header is
   left unchanged.  That is, for full ECN support the encapsulation and
   decapsulation processing involves the following:  At tunnel ingress,
   the full-functionality option sets the ECN codepoint in the outer
   header.  If the ECN codepoint in the inner header is not-ECT or ECT,
   then it is copied to the ECN codepoint in the outer header.  If the
   ECN codepoint in the inner header is CE, then the ECN codepoint in
   the outer header is set to ECT(0).  Upon decapsulation at the tunnel
   egress, the full-functionality option sets the CE codepoint in the
   inner header if the CE codepoint is set in the outer header.
   Otherwise, no change is made to this field of the inner header.

   With the full-functionality option, a flow can take advantage of ECN
   in those parts of the path that might use IP tunneling.  The
   disadvantage of the full-functionality option from a security
   perspective is that the IP tunnel cannot protect the flow from
   certain modifications to the ECN bits in the IP header within the
   tunnel.  The potential dangers from modifications to the ECN bits in
   the IP header are described in detail in Sections 18 and 19.
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      (1) An IP tunnel MUST modify the handling of the DS field octet at
      IP tunnel endpoints by implementing either the limited-
      functionality or the full-functionality option.

      (2) Optionally, an IP tunnel MAY enable the endpoints of an IP
      tunnel to negotiate the choice between the limited-functionality
      and the full-functionality option for ECN in the tunnel.

   The minimum required to make ECN usable with IP tunnels is the
   limited-functionality option, which prevents ECN from being enabled
   in the outer header of the tunnel.  Full support for ECN requires the
   use of the full-functionality option.  If there are no optional
   mechanisms for the tunnel endpoints to negotiate a choice between the
   limited-functionality or full-functionality option, there can be a
   pre-existing agreement between the tunnel endpoints about whether to
   support the limited-functionality or the full-functionality ECN



   option.

   All IP tunnels MUST implement the limited-functionality option, and
   SHOULD support the full-functionality option.

   In addition, it is RECOMMENDED that packets with the CE codepoint in
   the outer header be dropped if they arrive at the tunnel egress point
   for a tunnel that uses the limited-functionality option, or for a
   tunnel that uses the full-functionality option but for which the
   not-ECT codepoint is set in the inner header.  This is motivated by
   backwards compatibility and to ensure that no unauthorized
   modifications of the ECN field take place, and is discussed further
   in the next Section (9.1.2).

9.1.2.  Changes to the ECN Field within an IP Tunnel.

   The presence of a copy of the ECN field in the inner header of an IP
   tunnel mode packet provides an opportunity for detection of
   unauthorized modifications to the ECN field in the outer header.
   Comparison of the ECT fields in the inner and outer headers falls
   into two categories for implementations that conform to this
   document:

      * If the IP tunnel uses the full-functionality option, then the
        not-ECT codepoint should be set in the outer header if and only
        if it is also set in the inner header.

      * If the tunnel uses the limited-functionality option, then the
        not-ECT codepoint should be set in the outer header.

   Receipt of a packet not satisfying the appropriate condition could be
   a cause of concern.
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   Consider the case of an IP tunnel where the tunnel ingress point has
   not been updated to this document's requirements, while the tunnel
   egress point has been updated to support ECN.  In this case, the IP
   tunnel is not explicitly configured to support the full-functionality
   ECN option. However, the tunnel ingress point is behaving identically
   to a tunnel ingress point that supports the full-functionality
   option.  If packets from an ECN-capable connection use this tunnel,
   the ECT codepoint will be set in the outer header at the tunnel
   ingress point.  Congestion within the tunnel may then result in ECN-
   capable routers setting CE in the outer header.  Because the tunnel
   has not been explicitly configured to support the full-functionality
   option, the tunnel egress point expects the not-ECT codepoint to be
   set in the outer header.  When an ECN-capable tunnel egress point
   receives a packet with the ECT or CE codepoint in the outer header,
   in a tunnel that has not been configured to support the full-
   functionality option, that packet should be processed, according to
   whether the CE codepoint was set, as follows.  It is RECOMMENDED that
   on a tunnel that has not been configured to support the full-
   functionality option, packets should be dropped at the egress point
   if the CE codepoint is set in the outer header but not in the inner
   header, and should be forwarded otherwise.



   An IP tunnel cannot provide protection against erasure of congestion
   indications based on changing the ECN codepoint from CE to ECT.  The
   erasure of congestion indications may impact the network and other
   flows in ways that would not be possible in the absence of ECN.  It
   is important to note that erasure of congestion indications can only
   be performed to congestion indications placed by nodes within the
   tunnel; the copy of the ECN field in the inner header preserves
   congestion notifications from nodes upstream of the tunnel ingress
   (unless the inner header is also erased).  If erasure of congestion
   notifications is judged to be a security risk that exceeds the
   congestion management benefits of ECN, then tunnels could be
   specified or configured to use the limited-functionality option.

9.2.  IPsec Tunnels

   IPsec supports secure communication over potentially insecure network
   components such as intermediate routers.  IPsec protocols support two
   operating modes, transport mode and tunnel mode, that span a wide
   range of security requirements and operating environments.  Transport
   mode security protocol header(s) are inserted between the IP (IPv4 or
   IPv6) header and higher layer protocol headers (e.g., TCP), and hence
   transport mode can only be used for end-to-end security on a
   connection.  IPsec tunnel mode is based on adding a new "outer" IP
   header that encapsulates the original, or "inner" IP header and its
   associated packet.  Tunnel mode security headers are inserted between
   these two IP headers.  In contrast to transport mode, the new "outer"
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   IP header and tunnel mode security headers can be added and removed
   at intermediate points along a connection, enabling security gateways
   to secure vulnerable portions of a connection without requiring
   endpoint participation in the security protocols.  An important
   aspect of tunnel mode security is that in the original specification,
   the outer header is discarded at tunnel egress, ensuring that
   security threats based on modifying the IP header do not propagate
   beyond that tunnel endpoint.  Further discussion of IPsec can be
   found in [RFC2401].

   The IPsec protocol as originally defined in [ESP, AH] required that
   the inner header's ECN field not be changed by IPsec decapsulation
   processing at a tunnel egress node; this would have ruled out the
   possibility of full-functionality mode for ECN.  At the same time,
   this would ensure that an adversary's modifications to the ECN field
   cannot be used to launch theft- or denial-of-service attacks across
   an IPsec tunnel endpoint, as any such modifications will be discarded
   at the tunnel endpoint.

   In principle, permitting the use of ECN functionality in the outer
   header of an IPsec tunnel raises security concerns because an
   adversary could tamper with the information that propagates beyond
   the tunnel endpoint.  Based on an analysis (included in Sections 18
   and 19) of these concerns and the associated risks, our overall
   approach has been to provide configuration support for IPsec changes
   to remove the conflict with ECN.

   In particular, in tunnel mode the IPsec tunnel MUST support the



   limited-functionality option outlined in Section 9.1.1, and SHOULD
   support the full-functionality option outlined in Section 9.1.1.

   This makes permission to use ECN functionality in the outer header of
   an IPsec tunnel a configurable part of the corresponding IPsec
   Security Association (SA), so that it can be disabled in situations
   where the risks are judged to outweigh the benefits.  The result is
   that an IPsec security administrator is presented with two
   alternatives for the behavior of ECN-capable connections within an
   IPsec tunnel, the limited-functionality alternative and full-
   functionality alternative described earlier.

   In addition, this document specifies how the endpoints of an IPsec
   tunnel could negotiate enabling ECN functionality in the outer
   headers of that tunnel based on security policy.  The ability to
   negotiate ECN usage between tunnel endpoints would enable a security
   administrator to disable ECN in situations where she believes the
   risks (e.g., of lost congestion notifications) outweigh the benefits
   of ECN.
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   The IPsec protocol, as defined in [ESP, AH], does not include the IP
   header's ECN field in any of its cryptographic calculations (in the
   case of tunnel mode, the outer IP header's ECN field is not
   included).  Hence modification of the ECN field by a network node has
   no effect on IPsec's end-to-end security, because it cannot cause any
   IPsec integrity check to fail.  As a consequence, IPsec does not
   provide any defense against an adversary's modification of the ECN
   field (i.e., a man-in-the-middle attack), as the adversary's
   modification will also have no effect on IPsec's end-to-end security.
   In some environments, the ability to modify the ECN field without
   affecting IPsec integrity checks may constitute a covert channel; if
   it is necessary to eliminate such a channel or reduce its bandwidth,
   then the IPsec tunnel should be run in limited-functionality mode.

9.2.1.  Negotiation between Tunnel Endpoints

   This section describes the detailed changes to enable usage of ECN
   over IPsec tunnels, including the negotiation of ECN support between
   tunnel endpoints.  This is supported by three changes to IPsec:

      * An optional Security Association Database (SAD) field indicating
        whether tunnel encapsulation and decapsulation processing allows
        or forbids ECN usage in the outer IP header.

      * An optional Security Association Attribute that enables
        negotiation of this SAD field between the two endpoints of an SA
        that supports tunnel mode.

      * Changes to tunnel mode encapsulation and decapsulation
        processing to allow or forbid ECN usage in the outer IP header
        based on the value of the SAD field.  When ECN usage is allowed
        in the outer IP header, the ECT codepoint is set in the outer
        header for ECN-capable connections and congestion notifications
        (indicated by the CE codepoint) from such connections are



        propagated to the inner header at tunnel egress.

   If negotiation of ECN usage is implemented, then the SAD field SHOULD
   also be implemented.  On the other hand, negotiation of ECN usage is
   OPTIONAL in all cases, even for implementations that support the SAD
   field.  The encapsulation and decapsulation processing changes are
   REQUIRED, but MAY be implemented without the other two changes by
   assuming that ECN usage is always forbidden.  The full-functionality
   alternative for ECN usage over IPsec tunnels consists of the SAD
   field and the full version of encapsulation and decapsulation
   processing changes, with or without the OPTIONAL negotiation support.
   The limited-functionality alternative consists of a subset of the
   encapsulation and decapsulation changes that always forbids ECN
   usage.
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   These changes are covered further in the following three subsections.

9.2.1.1.  ECN Tunnel Security Association Database Field

   Full ECN functionality adds a new field to the SAD (see [RFC2401]):

      ECN Tunnel: allowed or forbidden.

      Indicates whether ECN-capable connections using this SA in tunnel
      mode are permitted to receive ECN congestion notifications for
      congestion occurring within the tunnel.  The allowed value enables
      ECN congestion notifications.  The forbidden value disables such
      notifications, causing all congestion to be indicated via dropped
      packets.

      [OPTIONAL.  The value of this field SHOULD be assumed to be
      "forbidden" in implementations that do not support it.]

   If this attribute is implemented, then the SA specification in a
   Security Policy Database (SPD) entry MUST support a corresponding
   attribute, and this SPD attribute MUST be covered by the SPD
   administrative interface (currently described in Section 4.4.1 of
   [RFC2401]).

9.2.1.2.  ECN Tunnel Security Association Attribute

   A new IPsec Security Association Attribute is defined to enable the
   support for ECN congestion notifications based on the outer IP header
   to be negotiated for IPsec tunnels (see [RFC2407]).  This attribute
   is OPTIONAL, although implementations that support it SHOULD also
   support the SAD field defined in Section 9.2.1.1.

   Attribute Type

           class               value           type
     -------------------------------------------------
     ECN Tunnel                 10             Basic

   The IPsec SA Attribute value 10 has been allocated by IANA to
   indicate that the ECN Tunnel SA Attribute is being negotiated; the



   type of this attribute is Basic (see Section 4.5 of [RFC2407]).  The
   Class Values are used to conduct the negotiation.  See [RFC2407,
   RFC2408, RFC2409] for further information including encoding formats
   and requirements for negotiating this SA attribute.
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   Class Values

   ECN Tunnel

   Specifies whether ECN functionality is allowed to be used with Tunnel
   Encapsulation Mode.  This affects tunnel encapsulation and
   decapsulation processing - see Section 9.2.1.3.

   RESERVED          0
   Allowed           1
   Forbidden         2

   Values 3-61439 are reserved to IANA.  Values 61440-65535 are for
   private use.

   If unspecified, the default shall be assumed to be Forbidden.

   ECN Tunnel is a new SA attribute, and hence initiators that use it
   can expect to encounter responders that do not understand it, and
   therefore reject proposals containing it.  For backwards
   compatibility with such implementations initiators SHOULD always also
   include a proposal without the ECN Tunnel attribute to enable such a
   responder to select a transform or proposal that does not contain the
   ECN Tunnel attribute.  RFC 2407 currently requires responders to
   reject all proposals if any proposal contains an unknown attribute;
   this requirement is expected to be changed to require a responder not
   to select proposals or transforms containing unknown attributes.

9.2.1.3.  Changes to IPsec Tunnel Header Processing

   For full ECN support, the encapsulation and decapsulation processing
   for the IPv4 TOS field and the IPv6 Traffic Class field are changed
   from that specified in [RFC2401] to the following:

                        <-- How Outer Hdr Relates to Inner Hdr -->
                        Outer Hdr at                 Inner Hdr at
   IPv4                 Encapsulator                 Decapsulator
     Header fields:     --------------------         ------------
       DS Field         copied from inner hdr (5)    no change
       ECN Field        constructed (7)              constructed (8)

   IPv6
     Header fields:
       DS Field         copied from inner hdr (6)    no change
       ECN Field        constructed (7)              constructed (8)
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      (5)(6) If the packet will immediately enter a domain for which the
      DSCP value in the outer header is not appropriate, that value MUST
      be mapped to an appropriate value for the domain [RFC 2474].  Also
      see [RFC 2475] for further information.

      (7) If the value of the ECN Tunnel field in the SAD entry for this
      SA is "allowed" and the ECN field in the inner header is set to
      any value other than CE, copy this ECN field to the outer header.
      If the ECN field in the inner header is set to CE, then set the
      ECN field in the outer header to ECT(0).

      (8) If the value of the ECN tunnel field in the SAD entry for this
      SA is "allowed" and the ECN field in the inner header is set to
      ECT(0) or ECT(1) and the ECN field in the outer header is set to
      CE, then copy the ECN field from the outer header to the inner
      header.  Otherwise, make no change to the ECN field in the inner
      header.

      (5) and (6) are identical to match usage in [RFC2401], although
      they are different in [RFC2401].

   The above description applies to implementations that support the ECN
   Tunnel field in the SAD; such implementations MUST implement this
   processing instead of the processing of the IPv4 TOS octet and IPv6
   Traffic Class octet defined in [RFC2401].  This constitutes the
   full-functionality alternative for ECN usage with IPsec tunnels.

   An implementation that does not support the ECN Tunnel field in the
   SAD MUST implement this processing by assuming that the value of the
   ECN Tunnel field of the SAD is "forbidden" for every SA.  In this
   case, the processing of the ECN field reduces to:

      (7) Set the ECN field to not-ECT in the outer header.
      (8) Make no change to the ECN field in the inner header.

   This constitutes the limited functionality alternative for ECN usage
   with IPsec tunnels.

   For backwards compatibility, packets with the CE codepoint set in the
   outer header SHOULD be dropped if they arrive on an SA that is using
   the limited-functionality option, or that is using the full-
   functionality option with the not-ECN codepoint set in the inner
   header.
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9.2.2.  Changes to the ECN Field within an IPsec Tunnel.

   If the ECN Field is changed inappropriately within an IPsec tunnel,
   and this change is detected at the tunnel egress, then the receipt of
   a packet not satisfying the appropriate condition for its SA is an
   auditable event.  An implementation MAY create audit records with
   per-SA counts of incorrect packets over some time period rather than
   creating an audit record for each erroneous packet.  Any such audit
   record SHOULD contain the headers from at least one erroneous packet,
   but need not contain the headers from every packet represented by the
   entry.

9.2.3.  Comments for IPsec Support

   Substantial comments were received on two areas of this document
   during review by the IPsec working group.  This section describes
   these comments and explains why the proposed changes were not
   incorporated.

   The first comment indicated that per-node configuration is easier to
   implement than per-SA configuration.  After serious thought and
   despite some initial encouragement of per-node configuration, it no
   longer seems to be a good idea. The concern is that as ECN-awareness
   is progressively deployed in IPsec, many ECN-aware IPsec
   implementations will find themselves communicating with a mixture of
   ECN-aware and ECN-unaware IPsec tunnel endpoints.  In such an
   environment with per-node configuration, the only reasonable thing to
   do is forbid ECN usage for all IPsec tunnels, which is not the
   desired outcome.

   In the second area, several reviewers noted that SA negotiation is
   complex, and adding to it is non-trivial.  One reviewer suggested
   using ICMP after tunnel setup as a possible alternative.  The
   addition to SA negotiation in this document is OPTIONAL and will
   remain so; implementers are free to ignore it.  The authors believe
   that the assurance it provides can be useful in a number of
   situations.  In practice, if this is not implemented, it can be
   deleted at a subsequent stage in the standards process.  Extending
   ICMP to negotiate ECN after tunnel setup is more complex than
   extending SA attribute negotiation.  Some tunnels do not permit
   traffic to be addressed to the tunnel egress endpoint, hence the ICMP
   packet would have to be addressed to somewhere else, scanned for by
   the egress endpoint, and discarded there or at its actual
   destination.  In addition, ICMP delivery is unreliable, and hence
   there is a possibility of an ICMP packet being dropped, entailing the
   invention of yet another ack/retransmit mechanism.  It seems better
   simply to specify an OPTIONAL extension to the existing SA
   negotiation mechanism.
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9.3.  IP packets encapsulated in non-IP Packet Headers.



   A different set of issues are raised, relative to ECN, when IP
   packets are encapsulated in tunnels with non-IP packet headers.  This
   occurs with MPLS [MPLS], GRE [GRE], L2TP [L2TP], and PPTP [PPTP].
   For these protocols, there is no conflict with ECN; it is just that
   ECN cannot be used within the tunnel unless an ECN codepoint can be
   specified for the header of the encapsulating protocol.  Earlier work
   considered a preliminary proposal for incorporating ECN into MPLS,
   and proposals for incorporating ECN into GRE, L2TP, or PPTP will be
   considered as the need arises.

10.  Issues Raised by Monitoring and Policing Devices

   One possibility is that monitoring and policing devices (or more
   informally, "penalty boxes") will be installed in the network to
   monitor whether best-effort flows are appropriately responding to
   congestion, and to preferentially drop packets from flows determined
   not to be using adequate end-to-end congestion control procedures.

   We recommend that any "penalty box" that detects a flow or an
   aggregate of flows that is not responding to end-to-end congestion
   control first change from marking to dropping packets from that flow,
   before taking any additional action to restrict the bandwidth
   available to that flow.  Thus, initially, the router may drop packets
   in which the router would otherwise would have set the CE codepoint.
   This could include dropping those arriving packets for that flow that
   are ECN-Capable and that already have the CE codepoint set.  In this
   way, any congestion indications seen by that router for that flow
   will be guaranteed to also be seen by the end nodes, even in the
   presence of malicious or broken routers elsewhere in the path.  If we
   assume that the first action taken at any "penalty box" for an ECN-
   capable flow will be to drop packets instead of marking them, then
   there is no way that an adversary that subverts ECN-based end-to-end
   congestion control can cause a flow to be characterized as being
   non-cooperative and placed into a more severe action within the
   "penalty box".

   The monitoring and policing devices that are actually deployed could
   fall short of the `ideal' monitoring device described above, in that
   the monitoring is applied not to a single flow, but to an aggregate
   of flows (e.g., those sharing a single IPsec tunnel).  In this case,
   the switch from marking to dropping would apply to all of the flows
   in that aggregate, denying the benefits of ECN to the other flows in
   the aggregate also.  At the highest level of aggregation, another
   form of the disabling of ECN happens even in the absence of
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   monitoring and policing devices, when ECN-Capable RED queues switch
   from marking to dropping packets as an indication of congestion when
   the average queue size has exceeded some threshold.

11.  Evaluations of ECN

11.1.  Related Work Evaluating ECN



   This section discusses some of the related work evaluating the use of
   ECN.  The ECN Web Page [ECN] has pointers to other papers, as well as
   to implementations of ECN.

   [Floyd94] considers the advantages and drawbacks of adding ECN to the
   TCP/IP architecture.  As shown in the simulation-based comparisons,
   one advantage of ECN is to avoid unnecessary packet drops for short
   or delay-sensitive TCP connections.  A second advantage of ECN is in
   avoiding some unnecessary retransmit timeouts in TCP.  This paper
   discusses in detail the integration of ECN into TCP's congestion
   control mechanisms.  The possible disadvantages of ECN discussed in
   the paper are that a non-compliant TCP connection could falsely
   advertise itself as ECN-capable, and that a TCP ACK packet carrying
   an ECN-Echo message could itself be dropped in the network.  The
   first of these two issues is discussed in the appendix of this
   document, and the second is addressed by the addition of the CWR flag
   in the TCP header.

   Experimental evaluations of ECN include [RFC2884,K98].  The
   conclusions of [K98] and [RFC2884] are that ECN TCP gets moderately
   better throughput than non-ECN TCP; that ECN TCP flows are fair
   towards non-ECN TCP flows; and that ECN TCP is robust with two-way
   traffic (with congestion in both directions) and with multiple
   congested gateways.  Experiments with many short web transfers show
   that, while most of the short connections have similar transfer times
   with or without ECN, a small percentage of the short connections have
   very long transfer times for the non-ECN experiments as compared to
   the ECN experiments.

11.2.  A Discussion of the ECN nonce.

   The use of two ECT codepoints, ECT(0) and ECT(1), can provide a one-
   bit ECN nonce in packet headers [SCWA99].  The primary motivation for
   this is the desire to allow mechanisms for the data sender to verify
   that network elements are not erasing the CE codepoint, and that data
   receivers are properly reporting to the sender the receipt of packets
   with the CE codepoint set, as required by the transport protocol.
   This section discusses issues of backwards compatibility with IP ECN
   implementations in routers conformant with RFC 2481, in which only
   one ECT codepoint was defined.  We do not believe that the
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   incremental deployment of ECN implementations that understand the
   ECT(1) codepoint will cause significant operational problems.  This
   is particularly likely to be the case when the deployment of the
   ECT(1) codepoint begins with routers, before the ECT(1) codepoint
   starts to be used by end-nodes.

11.2.1.  The Incremental Deployment of ECT(1) in Routers.

   ECN has been an Experimental standard since January 1999, and there
   are already implementations of ECN in routers that do not understand
   the ECT(1) codepoint.  When the use of the ECT(1) codepoint is
   standardized for TCP or for other transport protocols, this could
   mean that a data sender is using the ECT(1) codepoint, but that this
   codepoint is not understood by a congested router on the path.



   If allowed by the transport protocol, a data sender would be free not
   to make use of ECT(1) at all, and to send all ECN-capable packets
   with the codepoint ECT(0).  However, if an ECN-capable sender is
   using ECT(1), and the congested router on the path did not understand
   the ECT(1) codepoint, then the router would end up marking some of
   the ECT(0) packets, and dropping some of the ECT(1) packets, as
   indications of congestion.  Since TCP is required to react to both
   marked and dropped packets, this behavior of dropping packets that
   could have been marked poses no significant threat to the network,
   and is consistent with the overall approach to ECN that allows
   routers to determine when and whether to mark packets as they see fit
   (see Section 5).

12.  Summary of changes required in IP and TCP

   This document specified two bits in the IP header to be used for ECN.
   The not-ECT codepoint indicates that the transport protocol will
   ignore the CE codepoint.  This is the default value for the ECN
   codepoint.  The ECT codepoints indicate that the transport protocol
   is willing and able to participate in ECN.

   The router sets the CE codepoint to indicate congestion to the end
   nodes.  The CE codepoint in a packet header MUST NOT be reset by a
   router.

   TCP requires three changes for ECN, a setup phase and two new flags
   in the TCP header. The ECN-Echo flag is used by the data receiver to
   inform the data sender of a received CE packet.  The Congestion
   Window Reduced (CWR) flag is used by the data sender to inform the
   data receiver that the congestion window has been reduced.
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   When ECN (Explicit Congestion Notification) is used, it is required
   that congestion indications generated within an IP tunnel not be lost
   at the tunnel egress.  We specified a minor modification to the IP
   protocol's handling of the ECN field during encapsulation and de-
   capsulation to allow flows that will undergo IP tunneling to use ECN.

   Two options for ECN in tunnels were specified:

   1) A limited-functionality option that does not use ECN inside the IP
   tunnel, by setting the ECN field in the outer header to not-ECT, and
   not altering the inner header at the time of decapsulation.

   2) The full-functionality option, which sets the ECN field in the
   outer header to either not-ECT or to one of the ECT codepoints,
   depending on the ECN field in the inner header.  At decapsulation, if
   the CE codepoint is set in the outer header, and the inner header is
   set to one of the ECT codepoints, then the CE codepoint is copied to
   the inner header.

   For IPsec tunnels, this document also defines an optional IPsec



   Security Association (SA) attribute that enables negotiation of ECN
   usage within IPsec tunnels and an optional field in the Security
   Association Database to indicate whether ECN is permitted in tunnel
   mode on a SA.  The required changes to IPsec tunnels for ECN usage
   modify RFC 2401 [RFC2401], which defines the IPsec architecture and
   specifies some aspects of its implementation.  The new IPsec SA
   attribute is in addition to those already defined in Section 4.5 of
   [RFC2407].

   This document obsoletes RFC 2481, "A Proposal to add Explicit
   Congestion Notification (ECN) to IP", which defined ECN as an
   Experimental Protocol for the Internet Community.  The rest of this
   section describes the relationship between this document and its
   predecessor.

   RFC 2481 included a brief discussion of the use of ECN with
   encapsulated packets, and noted that for the IPsec specifications at
   the time (January 1999), flows could not safely use ECN if they were
   to traverse IPsec tunnels.  RFC 2481 also described the changes that
   could be made to IPsec tunnel specifications to made them compatible
   with ECN.

   This document also incorporates work that was done after RFC 2481.
   First was to describe the changes to IPsec tunnels in detail, and
   extensively discuss the security implications of ECN (now included as
   Sections 18 and 19 of this document).  Second was to extend the
   discussion of IPsec tunnels to include all IP tunnels.  Because older
   IP tunnels are not compatible with a flow's use of ECN, the
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   deployment of ECN in the Internet will create strong pressure for
   older IP tunnels to be updated to an ECN-compatible version, using
   either the limited-functionality or the full-functionality option.

   This document does not address the issue of including ECN in non-IP
   tunnels such as MPLS, GRE, L2TP, or PPTP.  An earlier preliminary
   document about adding ECN support to MPLS was not advanced.

   A third new piece of work after RFC2481 was to describe the ECN
   procedure with retransmitted data packets, that an ECT codepoint
   should not be set on retransmitted data packets.  The motivation for
   this additional specification is to eliminate a possible avenue for
   denial-of-service attacks on an existing TCP connection.  Some prior
   deployments of ECN-capable TCP might not conform to the (new)
   requirement not to set an ECT codepoint on retransmitted packets; we
   do not believe this will cause significant problems in practice.

   This document also expands slightly on the specification of the use
   of SYN packets for the negotiation of ECN.  While some prior
   deployments of ECN-capable TCP might not conform to the requirements
   specified in this document, we do not believe that this will lead to
   any performance or compatibility problems for TCP connections with a
   combination of TCP implementations at the endpoints.

   This document also includes the specification of the ECT(1)
   codepoint, which may be used by TCP as part of the implementation of



   an ECN nonce.

13.  Conclusions

   Given the current effort to implement AQM, we believe this is the
   right time to deploy congestion avoidance mechanisms that do not
   depend on packet drops alone.  With the increased deployment of
   applications and transports sensitive to the delay and loss of a
   single packet (e.g., realtime traffic, short web transfers),
   depending on packet loss as a normal congestion notification
   mechanism appears to be insufficient (or at the very least, non-
   optimal).

   We examined the consequence of modifications of the ECN field within
   the network, analyzing all the opportunities for an adversary to
   change the ECN field.  In many cases, the change to the ECN field is
   no worse than dropping a packet. However, we noted that some changes
   have the more serious consequence of subverting end-to-end congestion
   control.  However, we point out that even then the potential damage
   is limited, and is similar to the threat posed by end-systems
   intentionally failing to cooperate with end-to-end congestion
   control.
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16.  Security Considerations

   Security considerations have been discussed in Sections 7, 8, 18, and
   19.

17.  IPv4 Header Checksum Recalculation

   IPv4 header checksum recalculation is an issue with some high-end
   router architectures using an output-buffered switch, since most if
   not all of the header manipulation is performed on the input side of
   the switch, while the ECN decision would need to be made local to the
   output buffer. This is not an issue for IPv6, since there is no IPv6
   header checksum. The IPv4 TOS octet is the last byte of a 16-bit
   half-word.

   RFC 1141 [RFC1141] discusses the incremental updating of the IPv4
   checksum after the TTL field is decremented.  The incremental
   updating of the IPv4 checksum after the CE codepoint was set would
   work as follows: Let HC be the original header checksum for an ECT(0)
   packet, and let HC' be the new header checksum after the CE bit has
   been set.  That is, the ECN field has changed from '10' to '11'.
   Then for header checksums calculated with one's complement
   subtraction, HC' would be recalculated as follows:

        HC' = { HC - 1     HC > 1
              { 0x0000     HC = 1

   For header checksums calculated on two's complement machines, HC'
   would be recalculated as follows after the CE bit was set:

        HC' = { HC - 1     HC > 0
              { 0xFFFE     HC = 0

   A similar incremental updating of the IPv4 checksum can be carried
   out when the ECN field is changed from ECT(1) to CE, that is, from '
   01' to '11'.

18.  Possible Changes to the ECN Field in the Network

   This section discusses in detail possible changes to the ECN field in
   the network, such as falsely reporting congestion, disabling ECN-
   Capability for an individual packet, erasing the ECN congestion
   indication, or falsely indicating ECN-Capability.
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18.1.  Possible Changes to the IP Header

18.1.1.  Erasing the Congestion Indication

   First, we consider the changes that a router could make that would
   result in effectively erasing the congestion indication after it had
   been set by a router upstream.  The convention followed is:  ECN
   codepoint of received packet -> ECN codepoint of packet transmitted.

   Replacing the CE codepoint with the ECT(0) or ECT(1) codepoint
   effectively erases the congestion indication.  However, with the use
   of two ECT codepoints, a router erasing the CE codepoint has no way
   to know whether the original ECT codepoint was ECT(0) or ECT(1).
   Thus, it is possible for the transport protocol to deploy mechanisms
   to detect such erasures of the CE codepoint.

   The consequence of the erasure of the CE codepoint for the upstream
   router is that there is a potential for congestion to build for a
   time, because the congestion indication does not reach the source.
   However, the packet would be received and acknowledged.

   The potential effect of erasing the congestion indication is complex,
   and is discussed in depth in Section 19 below.  Note that the effect
   of erasing the congestion indication is different from dropping a
   packet in the network.  When a data packet is dropped, the drop is
   detected by the TCP sender, and interpreted as an indication of
   congestion.  Similarly, if a sufficient number of consecutive
   acknowledgement packets are dropped, causing the cumulative
   acknowledgement field not to be advanced at the sender, the sender is
   limited by the congestion window from sending additional packets, and
   ultimately the retransmit timer expires.

   In contrast, a systematic erasure of the CE bit by a downstream
   router can have the effect of causing a queue buildup at an upstream
   router, including the possible loss of packets due to buffer
   overflow.  There is a potential of unfairness in that another flow
   that goes through the congested router could react to the CE bit set
   while the flow that has the CE bit erased could see better
   performance.  The limitations on this potential unfairness are
   discussed in more detail in Section 19 below.

   The last of the three changes is to replace the CE codepoint with the
   not-ECT codepoint, thus erasing the congestion indication and
   disabling ECN-Capability at the same time.

   The `erasure' of the congestion indication is only effective if the
   packet does not end up being marked or dropped again by a downstream
   router.  If the CE codepoint is replaced by an ECT codepoint, the
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   packet remains ECN-Capable, and could be either marked or dropped by
   a downstream router as an indication of congestion.  If the CE
   codepoint is replaced by the not-ECT codepoint, the packet is no
   longer ECN-capable, and can therefore be dropped but not marked by a
   downstream router as an indication of congestion.



18.1.2.  Falsely Reporting Congestion

   This change is to set the CE codepoint when an ECT codepoint was
   already set, even though there was no congestion.  This change does
   not affect the treatment of that packet along the rest of the path.
   In particular, a router does not examine the CE codepoint in deciding
   whether to drop or mark an arriving packet.

   However, this could result in the application unnecessarily invoking
   end-to-end congestion control, and reducing its arrival rate.  By
   itself, this is no worse (for the application or for the network)
   than if the tampering router had actually dropped the packet.

18.1.3.  Disabling ECN-Capability

   This change is to turn off the ECT codepoint of a packet.  This means
   that if the packet later encounters congestion (e.g., by arriving to
   a RED queue with a moderate average queue size), it will be dropped
   instead of being marked.  By itself, this is no worse (for the
   application) than if the tampering router had actually dropped the
   packet.  The saving grace in this particular case is that there is no
   congested router upstream expecting a reaction from setting the CE
   bit.

18.1.4.  Falsely Indicating ECN-Capability

   This change would incorrectly label a packet as ECN-Capable. The
   packet may have been sent either by an ECN-Capable transport or a
   transport that is not ECN-Capable.

   If the packet later encounters moderate congestion at an ECN-Capable
   router, the router could set the CE codepoint instead of dropping the
   packet.  If the transport protocol in fact is not ECN-Capable, then
   the transport will never receive this indication of congestion, and
   will not reduce its sending rate in response.  The potential
   consequences of falsely indicating ECN-capability are discussed
   further in Section 19 below.

   If the packet never later encounters congestion at an ECN-Capable
   router, then the first of these two changes would have no effect,
   other than possibly interfering with the use of the ECN nonce by the
   transport protocol.  The last change, however, would have the effect
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   of giving false reports of congestion to a monitoring device along
   the path.  If the transport protocol is ECN-Capable, then this change
   could also have an effect at the transport level, by combining
   falsely indicating ECN-Capability with falsely reporting congestion.
   For an ECN-capable transport, this would cause the transport to
   unnecessarily react to congestion.  In this particular case, the
   router that is incorrectly changing the ECN field could have dropped
   the packet. Thus for this case of an ECN-capable transport, the
   consequence of this change to the ECN field is no worse than dropping
   the packet.

18.2.  Information carried in the Transport Header



   For TCP, an ECN-capable TCP receiver informs its TCP peer that it is
   ECN-capable at the TCP level, conveying this information in the TCP
   header at the time the connection is setup.  This document does not
   consider potential dangers introduced by changes in the transport
   header within the network.  We note that when IPsec is used, the
   transport header is protected both in tunnel and transport modes
   [ESP, AH].

   Another issue concerns TCP packets with a spoofed IP source address
   carrying invalid ECN information in the transport header.  For
   completeness, we examine here some possible ways that a node spoofing
   the IP source address of another node could use the two ECN flags in
   the TCP header to launch a denial-of-service attack. However, these
   attacks would require an ability for the attacker to use valid TCP
   sequence numbers, and any attacker with this ability and with the
   ability to spoof IP source addresses could damage the TCP connection
   without using the ECN flags.  Therefore, ECN does not add any new
   vulnerabilities in this respect.

   An acknowledgement packet with a spoofed IP source address of the TCP
   data receiver could include the ECE bit set.  If accepted by the TCP
   data sender as a valid packet, this spoofed acknowledgement packet
   could result in the TCP data sender unnecessarily halving its
   congestion window.  However, to be accepted by the data sender, such
   a spoofed acknowledgement packet would have to have the correct 32-
   bit sequence number as well as a valid acknowledgement number.  An
   attacker that could successfully send such a spoofed acknowledgement
   packet could also send a spoofed RST packet, or do other equally
   damaging operations to the TCP connection.

   Packets with a spoofed IP source address of the TCP data sender could
   include the CWR bit set.  Again, to be accepted, such a packet would
   have to have a valid sequence number.  In addition, such a spoofed
   packet would have a limited performance impact.  Spoofing a data
   packet with the CWR bit set could result in the TCP data receiver
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   sending fewer ECE packets than it would otherwise, if the data
   receiver was sending ECE packets when it received the spoofed CWR
   packet.

18.3.  Split Paths

   In some cases, a malicious or broken router might have access to only
   a subset of the packets from a flow.  The question is as follows:
   can this router, by altering the ECN field in this subset of the
   packets, do more damage to that flow than if it had simply dropped
   that set of packets?

   We will classify the packets in the flow as A packets and B packets,
   and assume that the adversary only has access to A packets.  Assume
   that the adversary is subverting end-to-end congestion control along
   the path traveled by A packets only, by either falsely indicating
   ECN-Capability upstream of the point where congestion occurs, or
   erasing the congestion indication downstream.  Consider also that



   there exists a monitoring device that sees both the A and B packets,
   and will "punish" both the A and B packets if the total flow is
   determined not to be properly responding to indications of
   congestion.  Another key characteristic that we believe is likely to
   be true is that the monitoring device, before `punishing' the A&B
   flow, will first drop packets instead of setting the CE codepoint,
   and will drop arriving packets of that flow that already have the CE
   codepoint set.  If the end nodes are in fact using end-to-end
   congestion control, they will see all of the indications of
   congestion seen by the monitoring device, and will begin to respond
   to these indications of congestion. Thus, the monitoring device is
   successful in providing the indications to the flow at an early
   stage.

   It is true that the adversary that has access only to the A packets
   might, by subverting ECN-based congestion control, be able to deny
   the benefits of ECN to the other packets in the A&B aggregate.  While
   this is unfortunate, this is not a reason to disable ECN.

   A variant of falsely reporting congestion occurs when there are two
   adversaries along a path, where the first adversary falsely reports
   congestion, and the second adversary `erases' those reports. (Unlike
   packet drops, ECN congestion reports can be `reversed' later in the
   network by a malicious or broken router.  However, the use of the ECN
   nonce could help the transport to detect this behavior.)  While this
   would be transparent to the end node, it is possible that a
   monitoring device between the first and second adversaries would see
   the false indications of congestion.  Keep in mind our recommendation
   in this document, that before `punishing' a flow for not responding
   appropriately to congestion, the router will first switch to dropping
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   rather than marking as an indication of congestion, for that flow.
   When this includes dropping arriving packets from that flow that have
   the CE codepoint set, this ensures that these indications of
   congestion are being seen by the end nodes.  Thus, there is no
   additional harm that we are able to postulate as a result of multiple
   conflicting adversaries.

19.  Implications of Subverting End-to-End Congestion Control

   This section focuses on the potential repercussions of subverting
   end-to-end congestion control by either falsely indicating ECN-
   Capability, or by erasing the congestion indication in ECN (the CE
   codepoint).  Subverting end-to-end congestion control by either of
   these two methods can have consequences both for the application and
   for the network.  We discuss these separately below.

   The first method to subvert end-to-end congestion control, that of
   falsely indicating ECN-Capability, effectively subverts end-to-end
   congestion control only if the packet later encounters congestion
   that results in the setting of the CE codepoint.  In this case, the
   transport protocol (which may not be ECN-capable) does not receive
   the indication of congestion from these downstream congested routers.

   The second method to subvert end-to-end congestion control, `erasing'



   the CE codepoint in a packet, effectively subverts end-to-end
   congestion control only when the CE codepoint in the packet was set
   earlier by a congested router.  In this case, the transport protocol
   does not receive the indication of congestion from the upstream
   congested routers.

   Either of these two methods of subverting end-to-end congestion
   control can potentially introduce more damage to the network (and
   possibly to the flow itself) than if the adversary had simply dropped
   packets from that flow.  However, as we discuss later in this section
   and in Section 7, this potential damage is limited.

19.1.  Implications for the Network and for Competing Flows

   The CE codepoint of the ECN field is only used by routers as an
   indication of congestion during periods of *moderate* congestion.
   ECN-capable routers should drop rather than mark packets during heavy
   congestion even if the router's queue is not yet full.  For example,
   for routers using active queue management based on RED, the router
   should drop rather than mark packets that arrive while the average
   queue sizes exceed the RED queue's maximum threshold.
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   One consequence for the network of subverting end-to-end congestion
   control is that flows that do not receive the congestion indications
   from the network might increase their sending rate until they drive
   the network into heavier congestion.  Then, the congested router
   could begin to drop rather than mark arriving packets.  For flows
   that are not isolated by some form of per-flow scheduling or other
   per-flow mechanisms, but are instead aggregated with other flows in a
   single queue in an undifferentiated fashion, this packet-dropping at
   the congested router would apply to all flows that share that queue.
   Thus, the consequences would be to increase the level of congestion
   in the network.

   In some cases, the increase in the level of congestion will lead to a
   substantial buffer buildup at the congested queue that will be
   sufficient to drive the congested queue from the packet-marking to
   the packet-dropping regime.  This transition could occur either
   because of buffer overflow, or because of the active queue management
   policy described above that drops packets when the average queue is
   above RED's maximum threshold.  At this point, all flows, including
   the subverted flow, will begin to see packet drops instead of packet
   marks, and a malicious or broken router will no longer be able to `
   erase' these indications of congestion in the network.  If the end
   nodes are deploying appropriate end-to-end congestion control, then
   the subverted flow will reduce its arrival rate in response to
   congestion.  When the level of congestion is sufficiently reduced,
   the congested queue can return from the packet-dropping regime to the
   packet-marking regime.  The steady-state pattern could be one of the
   congested queue oscillating between these two regimes.

   In other cases, the consequences of subverting end-to-end congestion



   control will not be severe enough to drive the congested link into
   sufficiently-heavy congestion that packets are dropped instead of
   being marked.  In this case, the implications for competing flows in
   the network will be a slightly-increased rate of packet marking or
   dropping, and a corresponding decrease in the bandwidth available to
   those flows.  This can be a stable state if the arrival rate of the
   subverted flow is sufficiently small, relative to the link bandwidth,
   that the average queue size at the congested router remains under
   control.  In particular, the subverted flow could have a limited
   bandwidth demand on the link at this router, while still getting more
   than its "fair" share of the link.  This limited demand could be due
   to a limited demand from the data source; a limitation from the TCP
   advertised window; a lower-bandwidth access pipe; or other factors.
   Thus the subversion of ECN-based congestion control can still lead to
   unfairness, which we believe is appropriate to note here.
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   The threat to the network posed by the subversion of ECN-based
   congestion control in the network is essentially the same as the
   threat posed by an end-system that intentionally fails to cooperate
   with end-to-end congestion control.  The deployment of mechanisms in
   routers to address this threat is an open research question, and is
   discussed further in Section 10.

   Let us take the example described in Section 18.1.1, where the CE
   codepoint that was set in a packet is erased: {'11' -> '10' or '11'
   -> '01'}.  The consequence for the congested upstream router that set
   the CE codepoint is that this congestion indication does not reach
   the end nodes for that flow. The source (even one which is completely
   cooperative and not malicious) is thus allowed to continue to
   increase its sending rate (if it is a TCP flow, by increasing its
   congestion window).  The flow potentially achieves better throughput
   than the other flows that also share the congested router, especially
   if there are no policing mechanisms or per-flow queuing mechanisms at
   that router.  Consider the behavior of the other flows, especially if
   they are cooperative: that is, the flows that do not experience
   subverted end-to-end congestion control.  They are likely to reduce
   their load (e.g., by reducing their window size) on the congested
   router, thus benefiting our subverted flow. This results in
   unfairness.  As we discussed above, this unfairness could either be
   transient (because the congested queue is driven into the packet-
   marking regime), oscillatory (because the congested queue oscillates
   between the packet marking and the packet dropping regime), or more
   moderate but a persistent stable state (because the congested queue
   is never driven to the packet dropping regime).

   The results would be similar if the subverted flow was intentionally
   avoiding end-to-end congestion control.  One difference is that a
   flow that is intentionally avoiding end-to-end congestion control at
   the end nodes can avoid end-to-end congestion control even when the
   congested queue is in packet-dropping mode, by refusing to reduce its
   sending rate in response to packet drops in the network.  Thus the
   problems for the network from the subversion of ECN-based congestion



   control are less severe than the problems caused by the intentional
   avoidance of end-to-end congestion control in the end nodes.  It is
   also the case that it is considerably more difficult to control the
   behavior of the end nodes than it is to control the behavior of the
   infrastructure itself.  This is not to say that the problems for the
   network posed by the network's subversion of ECN-based congestion
   control are small; just that they are dwarfed by the problems for the
   network posed by the subversion of either ECN-based or other
   currently known packet-based congestion control mechanisms by the end
   nodes.
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19.2.  Implications for the Subverted Flow

   When a source indicates that it is ECN-capable, there is an
   expectation that the routers in the network that are capable of
   participating in ECN will use the CE codepoint for indication of
   congestion. There is the potential benefit of using ECN in reducing
   the amount of packet loss (in addition to the reduced queuing delays
   because of active queue management policies).  When the packet flows
   through an IPsec tunnel where the nodes that the tunneled packets
   traverse are untrusted in some way, the expectation is that IPsec
   will protect the flow from subversion that results in undesirable
   consequences.

   In many cases, a subverted flow will benefit from the subversion of
   end-to-end congestion control for that flow in the network, by
   receiving more bandwidth than it would have otherwise, relative to
   competing non-subverted flows.  If the congested queue reaches the
   packet-dropping stage, then the subversion of end-to-end congestion
   control might or might not be of overall benefit to the subverted
   flow, depending on that flow's relative tradeoffs between throughput,
   loss, and delay.

   One form of subverting end-to-end congestion control is to falsely
   indicate ECN-capability by setting the ECT codepoint.  This has the
   consequence of downstream congested routers setting the CE codepoint
   in vain.  However, as described in Section 9.1.2, if an ECT codepoint
   is changed in an IP tunnel, this can be detected at the egress point
   of the tunnel, as long as the inner header was not changed within the
   tunnel.

   The second form of subverting end-to-end congestion control is to
   erase the congestion indication by erasing the CE codepoint.  In this
   case, it is the upstream congested routers that set the CE codepoint
   in vain.

   If an ECT codepoint is erased within an IP tunnel, then this can be
   detected at the egress point of the tunnel, as long as the inner
   header was not changed within the tunnel.  If the CE codepoint is set
   upstream of the IP tunnel, then any erasure of the outer header's CE
   codepoint within the tunnel will have no effect because the inner
   header preserves the set value of the CE codepoint.  However, if the
   CE codepoint is set within the tunnel, and erased either within or



   downstream of the tunnel, this is not necessarily detected at the
   egress point of the tunnel.

   With this subversion of end-to-end congestion control, an end-system
   transport does not respond to the congestion indication.  Along with
   the increased unfairness for the non-subverted flows described in the
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   previous section, the congested router's queue could continue to
   build, resulting in packet loss at the congested router - which is a
   means for indicating congestion to the transport in any case.  In the
   interim, the flow might experience higher queuing delays, possibly
   along with an increased bandwidth relative to other non-subverted
   flows.  But transports do not inherently make assumptions of
   consistently experiencing carefully managed queuing in the path.  We
   believe that these forms of subverting end-to-end congestion control
   are no worse for the subverted flow than if the adversary had simply
   dropped the packets of that flow itself.

19.3.  Non-ECN-Based Methods of Subverting End-to-end Congestion Control

   We have shown that, in many cases, a malicious or broken router that
   is able to change the bits in the ECN field can do no more damage
   than if it had simply dropped the packet in question.  However, this
   is not true in all cases, in particular in the cases where the broken
   router subverted end-to-end congestion control by either falsely
   indicating ECN-Capability or by erasing the ECN congestion indication
   (in the CE codepoint).  While there are many ways that a router can
   harm a flow by dropping packets, a router cannot subvert end-to-end
   congestion control by dropping packets.  As an example, a router
   cannot subvert TCP congestion control by dropping data packets,
   acknowledgement packets, or control packets.

   Even though packet-dropping cannot be used to subvert end-to-end
   congestion control, there *are* non-ECN-based methods for subverting
   end-to-end congestion control that a broken or malicious router could
   use.  For example, a broken router could duplicate data packets, thus
   effectively negating the effects of end-to-end congestion control
   along some portion of the path.  (For a router that duplicated
   packets within an IPsec tunnel, the security administrator can cause
   the duplicate packets to be discarded by configuring anti-replay
   protection for the tunnel.)  This duplication of packets within the
   network would have similar implications for the network and for the
   subverted flow as those described in Sections 18.1.1 and 18.1.4
   above.

20.  The Motivation for the ECT Codepoints.

20.1.  The Motivation for an ECT Codepoint.

   The need for an ECT codepoint is motivated by the fact that ECN will
   be deployed incrementally in an Internet where some transport
   protocols and routers understand ECN and some do not. With an ECT
   codepoint, the router can drop packets from flows that are not ECN-
   capable, but can *instead* set the CE codepoint in packets that *are*
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   ECN-capable. Because an ECT codepoint allows an end node to have the
   CE codepoint set in a packet *instead* of having the packet dropped,
   an end node might have some incentive to deploy ECN.

   If there was no ECT codepoint, then the router would have to set the
   CE codepoint for packets from both ECN-capable and non-ECN-capable
   flows.  In this case, there would be no incentive for end-nodes to
   deploy ECN, and no viable path of incremental deployment from a non-
   ECN world to an ECN-capable world.  Consider the first stages of such
   an incremental deployment, where a subset of the flows are ECN-
   capable.  At the onset of congestion, when the packet
   dropping/marking rate would be low, routers would only set CE
   codepoints, rather than dropping packets.  However, only those flows
   that are ECN-capable would understand and respond to CE packets. The
   result is that the ECN-capable flows would back off, and the non-
   ECN-capable flows would be unaware of the ECN signals and would
   continue to open their congestion windows.

   In this case, there are two possible outcomes: (1) the ECN-capable
   flows back off, the non-ECN-capable flows get all of the bandwidth,
   and congestion remains mild, or (2) the ECN-capable flows back off,
   the non-ECN-capable flows don't, and congestion increases until the
   router transitions from setting the CE codepoint to dropping packets.
   While this second outcome evens out the fairness, the ECN-capable
   flows would still receive little benefit from being ECN-capable,
   because the increased congestion would drive the router to packet-
   dropping behavior.

   A flow that advertised itself as ECN-Capable but does not respond to
   CE codepoints is functionally equivalent to a flow that turns off
   congestion control, as discussed earlier in this document.

   Thus, in a world when a subset of the flows are ECN-capable, but
   where ECN-capable flows have no mechanism for indicating that fact to
   the routers, there would be less effective and less fair congestion
   control in the Internet, resulting in a strong incentive for end
   nodes not to deploy ECN.

20.2.  The Motivation for two ECT Codepoints.

   The primary motivation for the two ECT codepoints is to provide a
   one-bit ECN nonce.  The ECN nonce allows the development of
   mechanisms for the sender to probabilistically verify that network
   elements are not erasing the CE codepoint, and that data receivers
   are properly reporting to the sender the receipt of packets with the
   CE codepoint set.
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   Another possibility for senders to detect misbehaving network
   elements or receivers would be for the data sender to occasionally
   send a data packet with the CE codepoint set, to see if the receiver
   reports receiving the CE codepoint.  Of course, if these packets
   encountered congestion in the network, the router might make no
   change in the packets, because the CE codepoint would already be set.
   Thus, for packets sent with the CE codepoint set, the TCP end-nodes
   could not determine if some router intended to set the CE codepoint
   in these packets.  For this reason, sending packets with the CE
   codepoint would have to be done sparingly, and would be a less
   effective check against misbehaving network elements and receivers
   than would be the ECN nonce.

   The assignment of the fourth ECN codepoint to ECT(1) precludes the
   use of this codepoint for some other purposes.  For clarity, we
   briefly list other possible purposes here.

   One possibility might have been for the data sender to use the fourth
   ECN codepoint to indicate an alternate semantics for ECN.  However,
   this seems to us more appropriate to be signaled using a
   differentiated services codepoint in the DS field.

   A second possible use for the fourth ECN codepoint would have been to
   give the router two separate codepoints for the indication of
   congestion, CE(0) and CE(1), for mild and severe congestion
   respectively.  While this could be useful in some cases, this
   certainly does not seem a compelling requirement at this point.  If
   there was judged to be a compelling need for this, the complications
   of incremental deployment would most likely necessitate more that
   just one codepoint for this function.

   A third use that has been informally proposed for the ECN codepoint
   is for use in some forms of multicast congestion control, based on
   randomized procedures for duplicating marked packets at routers.
   Some proposed multicast packet duplication procedures are based on a
   new ECN codepoint that (1) conveys the fact that congestion occurred
   upstream of the duplication point that marked the packet with this
   codepoint and (2) can detect congestion downstream of that
   duplication point.  ECT(1) can serve this purpose because it is both
   distinct from ECT(0) and is replaced by CE when ECN marking occurs in
   response to congestion or incipient congestion.  Explanation of how
   this enhanced version of ECN would be used by multicast congestion
   control is beyond the scope of this document, as are ECN-aware
   multicast packet duplication procedures and the processing of the ECN
   field at multicast receivers in all cases (i.e., irrespective of the
   multicast packet duplication procedure(s) used).
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   The specification of IP tunnel modifications for ECN in this document
   assumes that the only change made to the outer IP header's ECN field
   between tunnel endpoints is to set the CE codepoint to indicate
   congestion.  This is not consistent with some of the proposed uses of



   ECT(1) by the multicast duplication procedures in the previous
   paragraph, and such procedures SHOULD NOT be deployed unless this
   inconsistency between multicast duplication procedures and IP tunnels
   with full ECN functionality is resolved.  Limited ECN functionality
   may be used instead, although in practice many tunnel protocols
   (including IPsec) will not work correctly if multicast traffic
   duplication occurs within the tunnel

21.  Why use Two Bits in the IP Header?

   Given the need for an ECT indication in the IP header, there still
   remains the question of whether the ECT (ECN-Capable Transport) and
   CE (Congestion Experienced) codepoints should have been overloaded on
   a single bit.  This overloaded-one-bit alternative, explored in
   [Floyd94], would have involved a single bit with two values.  One
   value, "ECT and not CE", would represent an ECN-Capable Transport,
   and the other value, "CE or not ECT", would represent either
   Congestion Experienced or a non-ECN-Capable transport.

   One difference between the one-bit and two-bit implementations
   concerns packets that traverse multiple congested routers.  Consider
   a CE packet that arrives at a second congested router, and is
   selected by the active queue management at that router for either
   marking or dropping.  In the one-bit implementation, the second
   congested router has no choice but to drop the CE packet, because it
   cannot distinguish between a CE packet and a non-ECT packet.  In the
   two-bit implementation, the second congested router has the choice of
   either dropping the CE packet, or of leaving it alone with the CE
   codepoint set.

   Another difference between the one-bit and two-bit implementations
   comes from the fact that with the one-bit implementation, receivers
   in a single flow cannot distinguish between CE and non-ECT packets.
   Thus, in the one-bit implementation an ECN-capable data sender would
   have to unambiguously indicate to the receiver or receivers whether
   each packet had been sent as ECN-Capable or as non-ECN-Capable.  One
   possibility would be for the sender to indicate in the transport
   header whether the packet was sent as ECN-Capable.  A second
   possibility that would involve a functional limitation for the one-
   bit implementation would be for the sender to unambiguously indicate
   that it was going to send *all* of its packets as ECN-Capable or as
   non-ECN-Capable.  For a multicast transport protocol, this
   unambiguous indication would have to be apparent to receivers joining
   an on-going multicast session.
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   Another concern that was described earlier (and recommended in this
   document) is that transports (particularly TCP) should not mark pure
   ACK packets or retransmitted packets as being ECN-Capable.  A pure
   ACK packet from a non-ECN-capable transport could be dropped, without
   necessarily having an impact on the transport from a congestion
   control perspective (because subsequent ACKs are cumulative).  An
   ECN-capable transport reacting to the CE codepoint in a pure ACK
   packet by reducing the window would be at a disadvantage in
   comparison to a non-ECN-capable transport. For this reason (and for
   reasons described earlier in relation to retransmitted packets), it



   is desirable to have the ECT codepoint set on a per-packet basis.

   Another advantage of the two-bit approach is that it is somewhat more
   robust.  The most critical issue, discussed in Section 8, is that the
   default indication should be that of a non-ECN-Capable transport.  In
   a two-bit implementation, this requirement for the default value
   simply means that the not-ECT codepoint should be the default.  In
   the one-bit implementation, this means that the single overloaded bit
   should by default be in the "CE or not ECT" position.  This is less
   clear and straightforward, and possibly more open to incorrect
   implementations either in the end nodes or in the routers.

   In summary, while the one-bit implementation could be a possible
   implementation, it has the following significant limitations relative
   to the two-bit implementation.  First, the one-bit implementation has
   more limited functionality for the treatment of CE packets at a
   second congested router.  Second, the one-bit implementation requires
   either that extra information be carried in the transport header of
   packets from ECN-Capable flows (to convey the functionality of the
   second bit elsewhere, namely in the transport header), or that
   senders in ECN-Capable flows accept the limitation that receivers
   must be able to determine a priori which packets are ECN-Capable and
   which are not ECN-Capable. Third, the one-bit implementation is
   possibly more open to errors from faulty implementations that choose
   the wrong default value for the ECN bit.  We believe that the use of
   the extra bit in the IP header for the ECT-bit is extremely valuable
   to overcome these limitations.

22.  Historical Definitions for the IPv4 TOS Octet

   RFC 791 [RFC791] defined the ToS (Type of Service) octet in the IP
   header.  In RFC 791, bits 6 and 7 of the ToS octet are listed as
   "Reserved for Future Use", and are shown set to zero.  The first two
   fields of the ToS octet were defined as the Precedence and Type of
   Service (TOS) fields.
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             0     1     2     3     4     5     6     7
          +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
          |   PRECEDENCE    |       TOS       |  0  |  0  |  RFC 791
          +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+

   RFC 1122 included bits 6 and 7 in the TOS field, though it did not
   discuss any specific use for those two bits:

             0     1     2     3     4     5     6     7
          +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
          |   PRECEDENCE    |       TOS                   |  RFC 1122
          +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+

   The IPv4 TOS octet was redefined in RFC 1349 [RFC1349] as follows:

             0     1     2     3     4     5     6     7



          +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
          |   PRECEDENCE    |       TOS             | MBZ |  RFC 1349
          +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+

   Bit 6 in the TOS field was defined in RFC 1349 for "Minimize Monetary
   Cost".  In addition to the Precedence and Type of Service (TOS)
   fields, the last field, MBZ (for "must be zero") was defined as
   currently unused.  RFC 1349 stated that "The originator of a datagram
   sets [the MBZ] field to zero (unless participating in an Internet
   protocol experiment which makes use of that bit)."

   RFC 1455 [RFC 1455] defined an experimental standard that used all
   four bits in the TOS field to request a guaranteed level of link
   security.

   RFC 1349 and RFC 1455 have been obsoleted by "Definition of the
   Differentiated Services Field (DS Field) in the IPv4 and IPv6
   Headers" [RFC2474] in which bits 6 and 7 of the DS field are listed
   as Currently Unused (CU).  RFC 2780 [RFC2780] specified ECN as an
   experimental use of the two-bit CU field.  RFC 2780 updated the
   definition of the DS Field to only encompass the first six bits of
   this octet rather than all eight bits; these first six bits are
   defined as the Differentiated Services CodePoint (DSCP):

            0     1     2     3     4     5     6     7
         +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
         |               DSCP                |    CU     |  RFCs 2474,
         +-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+    2780

   Because of this unstable history, the definition of the ECN field in
   this document cannot be guaranteed to be backwards compatible with
   all past uses of these two bits.
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   Prior to RFC 2474, routers were not permitted to modify bits in
   either the DSCP or ECN field of packets forwarded through them, and
   hence routers that comply only with RFCs prior to 2474 should have no
   effect on ECN.  For end nodes, bit 7 (the second ECN bit) must be
   transmitted as zero for any implementation compliant only with RFCs
   prior to 2474.  Such nodes may transmit bit 6 (the first ECN bit) as
   one for the "Minimize Monetary Cost" provision of RFC 1349 or the
   experiment authorized by RFC 1455; neither this aspect of RFC 1349
   nor the experiment in RFC 1455 were widely implemented or used.  The
   damage that could be done by a broken, non-conformant router would
   include "erasing" the CE codepoint for an ECN-capable packet that
   arrived at the router with the CE codepoint set, or setting the CE
   codepoint even in the absence of congestion.  This has been discussed
   in the section on "Non-compliance in the Network".

   The damage that could be done in an ECN-capable environment by a
   non-ECN-capable end-node transmitting packets with the ECT codepoint
   set has been discussed in the section on "Non-compliance by the End
   Nodes".

23.  IANA Considerations



   This section contains the namespaces that have either been created in
   this specification, or the values assigned in existing namespaces
   managed by IANA.

23.1.  IPv4 TOS Byte and IPv6 Traffic Class Octet

   The codepoints for the ECN Field of the IP header are specified by
   the Standards Action of this RFC, as is required by RFC 2780.

   When this document is published as an RFC, IANA should create a new
   registry, "IPv4 TOS Byte and IPv6 Traffic Class Octet", with the
   namespace as follows:

   IPv4 TOS Byte and IPv6 Traffic Class Octet

   Description:  The registrations are identical for IPv4 and IPv6.

   Bits 0-5:  see Differentiated Services Field Codepoints Registry
           (http://www.iana.org/assignments/dscp-registry)
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   Bits 6-7, ECN Field:

   Binary  Keyword                                  References
   ------  -------                                  ----------
     00     Not-ECT (Not ECN-Capable Transport)     [RFC 3168]
     01     ECT(1) (ECN-Capable Transport(1))       [RFC 3168]
     10     ECT(0) (ECN-Capable Transport(0))       [RFC 3168]
     11     CE (Congestion Experienced)             [RFC 3168]

23.2.  TCP Header Flags

   The codepoints for the CWR and ECE flags in the TCP header are
   specified by the Standards Action of this RFC, as is required by RFC
   2780.

   When this document is published as an RFC, IANA should create a new
   registry, "TCP Header Flags", with the namespace as follows:

   TCP Header Flags

   The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) included a 6-bit Reserved
   field defined in RFC 793, reserved for future use, in bytes 13 and 14
   of the TCP header, as illustrated below.  The other six Control bits
   are defined separately by RFC 793.

     0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10  11  12  13  14  15
   +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
   |               |                       | U | A | P | R | S | F |



   | Header Length |        Reserved       | R | C | S | S | Y | I |
   |               |                       | G | K | H | T | N | N |
   +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+

   RFC 3168 defines two of the six bits from the Reserved field to be
   used for ECN, as follows:

     0   1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9  10  11  12  13  14  15
   +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
   |               |               | C | E | U | A | P | R | S | F |
   | Header Length |    Reserved   | W | C | R | C | S | S | Y | I |
   |               |               | R | E | G | K | H | T | N | N |
   +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
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   TCP Header Flags

   Bit      Name                                    Reference
   ---      ----                                    ---------
    8        CWR (Congestion Window Reduced)        [RFC 3168]
    9        ECE (ECN-Echo)                         [RFC 3168]

23.3. IPSEC Security Association Attributes

   IANA allocated the IPSEC Security Association Attribute value 10 for
   the ECN Tunnel use described in Section 9.2.1.2 above at the request
   of David Black in November 1999.  The IANA has changed the Reference
   for this allocation from David Black's request to this RFC.
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Abstract

   This document mandates support for EDNS0 (Extension Mechanisms for
   DNS) in DNS entities claiming to support either DNS Security
   Extensions or A6 records.  This requirement is necessary because
   these new features increase the size of DNS messages.  If EDNS0 is
   not supported fall back to TCP will happen, having a detrimental
   impact on query latency and DNS server load.  This document updates
   RFC 2535 and RFC 2874, by adding new requirements.

1.  Introduction

   Familiarity with the DNS [RFC1034, RFC1035], DNS Security Extensions
   [RFC2535], EDNS0 [RFC2671] and A6 [RFC2874] is helpful.

   STD 13, RFC 1035 Section 2.3.4 requires that DNS messages over UDP
   have a data payload of 512 octets or less.  Most DNS software today
   will not accept larger UDP datagrams.  Any answer that requires more
   than 512 octets, results in a partial and sometimes useless reply
   with the Truncation Bit set; in most cases the requester will then
   retry using TCP.  Furthermore, server delivery of truncated responses
   varies widely and resolver handling of these responses also varies,



   leading to additional inefficiencies in handling truncation.

   Compared to UDP, TCP is an expensive protocol to use for a simple
   transaction like DNS: a TCP connection requires 5 packets for setup
   and tear down, excluding data packets, thus requiring at least 3
   round trips on top of the one for the original UDP query.  The DNS
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   server also needs to keep a state of the connection during this
   transaction.  Many DNS servers answer thousands of queries per
   second, requiring them to use TCP will cause significant overhead and
   delays.

1.1.  Requirements

   The key words "MUST", "REQUIRED", "SHOULD", "RECOMMENDED", and "MAY"
   in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119.

2.  Motivating factors

2.1.  DNSSEC motivations

   DNSSEC [RFC2535] secures DNS by adding a Public Key signature on each
   RR set.  These signatures range in size from about 80 octets to 800
   octets, most are going to be in the range of 80 to 200 octets.  The
   addition of signatures on each or most RR sets in an answer
   significantly increases the size of DNS answers from secure zones.

   For performance reasons and to reduce load on DNS servers, it is
   important that security aware servers and resolvers get all the data
   in Answer and Authority section in one query without truncation.
   Sending Additional Data in the same query is helpful when the server
   is authoritative for the data, and this reduces round trips.

   DNSSEC OK[OK] specifies how a client can, using EDNS0, indicate that
   it is interested in receiving DNSSEC records.  The OK bit does not
   eliminate the need for large answers for DNSSEC capable clients.

2.1.1.  Message authentication or TSIG motivation

   TSIG [RFC2845] allows for the light weight authentication of DNS
   messages, but increases the size of the messages by at least 70
   octets.  DNSSEC specifies for computationally expensive message
   authentication SIG(0) using a standard public key signature.  As only
   one TSIG or SIG(0) can be attached to each DNS answer the size
   increase of message authentication is not significant, but may still
   lead to a truncation.

2.2.  IPv6 Motivations

   IPv6 addresses [RFC2874] are 128 bits and can be represented in the
   DNS by multiple A6 records, each consisting of a domain name and a
   bit field.  The domain name refers to an address prefix that may
   require additional A6 RRs to be included in the answer.  Answers
   where the queried name has multiple A6 addresses may overflow a 512-
   octet UDP packet size.
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2.3.  Root server and TLD server motivations

   The current number of root servers is limited to 13 as that is the
   maximum number of name servers and their address records that fit in
   one 512-octet answer for a SOA record.  If root servers start
   advertising A6 or KEY records then the answer for the root NS records
   will not fit in a single 512-octet DNS message, resulting in a large
   number of TCP query connections to the root servers.  Even if all
   client resolver query their local name server for information, there
   are millions of these servers.  Each name server must periodically
   update its information about the high level servers.

   For redundancy, latency and load balancing reasons, large numbers of
   DNS servers are required for some zones.  Since the root zone is used
   by the entire net, it is important to have as many servers as
   possible.  Large TLDs (and many high-visibility SLDs) often have
   enough servers that either A6 or KEY records would cause the NS
   response to overflow the 512 byte limit.  Note that these zones with
   large numbers of servers are often exactly those zones that are
   critical to network operation and that already sustain fairly high
   loads.

2.4.  UDP vs TCP for DNS messages

   Given all these factors, it is essential that any implementation that
   supports DNSSEC and or A6 be able to use larger DNS messages than 512
   octets.

   The original 512 restriction was put in place to reduce the
   probability of fragmentation of DNS responses.  A fragmented UDP
   message that suffers a loss of one of the fragments renders the
   answer useless and the query must be retried.  A TCP connection
   requires a larger number of round trips for establishment, data
   transfer and tear down, but only the lost data segments are
   retransmitted.

   In the early days a number of IP implementations did not handle
   fragmentation well, but all modern operating systems have overcome
   that issue thus sending fragmented messages is fine from that
   standpoint.  The open issue is the effect of losses on fragmented
   messages.  If connection has high loss ratio only TCP will allow
   reliable transfer of DNS data, most links have low loss ratios thus
   sending fragmented UDP packet in one round trip is better than
   establishing a TCP connection to transfer a few thousand octets.
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2.5.  EDNS0 and large UDP messages

   EDNS0 [RFC2671] allows clients to declare the maximum size of UDP
   message they are willing to handle.  Thus, if the expected answer is
   between 512 octets and the maximum size that the client can accept,
   the additional overhead of a TCP connection can be avoided.

3.  Protocol changes:

   This document updates RFC 2535 and RFC 2874, by adding new
   requirements.

   All RFC 2535 compliant servers and resolvers MUST support EDNS0 and
   advertise message size of at least 1220 octets, but SHOULD advertise
   message size of 4000.  This value might be too low to get full
   answers for high level servers and successor of this document may
   require a larger value.

   All RFC 2874 compliant servers and resolver MUST support EDNS0 and
   advertise message size of at least 1024 octets, but SHOULD advertise
   message size of 2048.  The IPv6 datagrams should be 1024 octets,
   unless the MTU of the path is known.  (Note that this is smaller than
   the minimum IPv6 MTU to allow for some extension headers and/or
   encapsulation without exceeding the minimum MTU.)

   All RFC 2535 and RFC 2874 compliant entities MUST be able to handle
   fragmented IPv4 and IPv6 UDP packets.

   All hosts supporting both RFC 2535 and RFC 2874 MUST use the larger
   required value in EDNS0 advertisements.

4.  Acknowledgments
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5.  Security Considerations:

   There are no additional security considerations other than those in
   RFC 2671.

6.  IANA Considerations:

   None
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   others, and derivative works that comment on or otherwise explain it
   or assist in its implementation may be prepared, copied, published
   and distributed, in whole or in part, without restriction of any
   kind, provided that the above copyright notice and this paragraph are
   included on all such copies and derivative works.  However, this



   document itself may not be modified in any way, such as by removing
   the copyright notice or references to the Internet Society or other
   Internet organizations, except as needed for the purpose of
   developing Internet standards in which case the procedures for
   copyrights defined in the Internet Standards process must be
   followed, or as required to translate it into languages other than
   English.

   The limited permissions granted above are perpetual and will not be
   revoked by the Internet Society or its successors or assigns.

   This document and the information contained herein is provided on an
   "AS IS" basis and THE INTERNET SOCIETY AND THE INTERNET ENGINEERING
   TASK FORCE DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING
   BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT THE USE OF THE INFORMATION
   HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY RIGHTS OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
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Status of this Memo

   This memo provides information for the Internet community.  It does
   not specify an Internet standard of any kind.  Distribution of this



   memo is unlimited.

Copyright Notice
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Abstract

   This memo captures Diffserv working group agreements concerning new
   and improved terminology, and provides minor technical
   clarifications.  It is intended to update RFC 2474, RFC 2475 and RFC
   2597.  When RFCs 2474 and 2597 advance on the standards track, and
   RFC 2475 is updated, it is intended that the revisions in this memo
   will be incorporated, and that this memo will be obsoleted by the new
   RFCs.

1.  Introduction

   As the Diffserv work has evolved, there have been several cases where
   terminology has needed to be created or the definitions in Diffserv
   standards track RFCs have needed to be refined.  Some minor technical
   clarifications were also found to be needed.  This memo was created
   to capture group agreements, rather than attempting to revise the
   base RFCs and recycle them at proposed standard.  It updates in part
   RFC 2474, RFC 2475 and RFC 2597.  RFC 2598 has been obsoleted by RFC
   3246, and clarifications agreed by the group were incorporated in
   that revision.

2. Terminology Related to Service Level Agreements (SLAs)

   The Diffserv Architecture [2] uses the term "Service Level Agreement"
   (SLA) to describe the "service contract... that specifies the
   forwarding service a customer should receive".  The SLA may include
   traffic conditioning rules which (at least in part) constitute a
   Traffic Conditioning Agreement (TCA).  A TCA is "an agreement
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   specifying classifier rules and any corresponding traffic profiles
   and metering, marking, discarding and/or shaping rules which are to
   apply...."

   As work progressed in Diffserv (as well as in the Policy WG [6]), it
   came to be believed that the notion of an "agreement" implied
   considerations that were of a pricing, contractual or other business
   nature, as well as those that were strictly technical.  There also
   could be other technical considerations in such an agreement (e.g.,
   service availability) which are not addressed by Diffserv.  It was
   therefore agreed that the notions of SLAs and TCAs would be taken to
   represent the broader context, and that new terminology would be used
   to describe those elements of service and traffic conditioning that
   are addressed by Diffserv.

      -  A Service Level Specification (SLS) is a set of parameters and
         their values which together define the service offered to a
         traffic stream by a DS domain.



      -  A Traffic Conditioning Specification (TCS) is a set of
         parameters and their values which together specify a set of
         classifier rules and a traffic profile.  A TCS is an integral
         element of an SLS.

   Note that the definition of "Traffic stream" is unchanged from RFC
   2475.  A traffic stream can be an individual microflow or a group of
   microflows (i.e., in a source or destination DS domain) or it can be
   a BA.  Thus, an SLS may apply in the source or destination DS domain
   to a single microflow or group of microflows, as well as to a BA in
   any DS domain.

   Also note that the definition of a "Service Provisioning Policy" is
   unchanged from RFC 2475.  RFC 2475 defines a "Service Provisioning
   Policy as "a policy which defines how traffic conditioners are
   configured on DS boundary nodes and how traffic streams are mapped to
   DS behavior aggregates to achieve a range of services."  According to
   one definition given in RFC 3198 [6], a policy is "...a set of rules
   to administer, manage, and control access to network resources".
   Therefore, the relationship between an SLS and a service provisioning
   policy is that the latter is, in part, the set of rules that express
   the parameters and range of values that may be in the former.

   Further note that this definition is more restrictive than that in
   RFC 3198.
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3. Usage of PHB Group

   RFC 2475 defines a Per-hop behavior (PHB) group to be:

      "a set of one or more PHBs that can only be meaningfully specified
      and implemented simultaneously, due to a common constraint
      applying to all PHBs in the set such as a queue servicing or queue
      management policy.  A PHB group provides a service building block
      that allows a set of related forwarding behaviors to be specified
      together (e.g., four dropping priorities).  A single PHB is a
      special case of a PHB group."

   One standards track PHB Group is defined in RFC 2597 [3], "Assured
   Forwarding PHB Group".  Assured Forwarding (AF) is a type of
   forwarding behavior with some assigned level of queuing resources and
   three drop precedences.  An AF PHB Group consists of three PHBs, and
   uses three Diffserv Codepoints (DSCPs).

   RFC 2597 defines twelve DSCPs, corresponding to four independent AF
   classes.  The AF classes are referred to as AF1x, AF2x, AF3x, and
   AF4x (where 'x' is 1, 2, or 3 to represent drop precedence).  Each AF
   class is one instance of an AF PHB Group.

   There has been confusion expressed that RFC 2597 refers to all four



   AF classes with their three drop precedences as being part of a
   single PHB Group.  However, since each AF class operates entirely
   independently of the others, (and thus there is no common constraint
   among AF classes as there is among drop precedences within an AF
   class) this usage is inconsistent with RFC 2475.  The inconsistency
   exists for historical reasons and will be removed in future revisions
   of the AF specification.  It should now be understood that AF is a
   _type_ of PHB group, and each AF class is an _instance_ of the AF
   type.

   Authors of new PHB specifications should be careful to adhere to the
   RFC 2475 definition of PHB Group.  RFC 2475 does not prohibit new PHB
   specifications from assigning enough DSCPs to represent multiple
   independent instances of their PHB Group.  However, such a set of
   DSCPs must not be referred to as a single PHB Group.

4. Definition of the DS Field

   Diffserv uses six bits of the IPV4 or IPV6 header to convey the
   Diffserv Codepoint (DSCP), which selects a PHB.  RFC 2474 attempts to
   rename the TOS octet of the IPV4 header, and Traffic Class octet of
   the IPV6 header, respectively, to the DS field.  The DS Field has a
   six bit Diffserv Codepoint and two "currently unused" bits.
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   It has been pointed out that this leads to inconsistencies and
   ambiguities.  In particular, the "Currently Unused" (CU) bits of the
   DS Field have not been assigned to Diffserv, and subsequent to the
   publication of RFC 2474, they were assigned for explicit congestion
   notification, as defined in RFC 3168 [4].  In the current text, a
   DSCP is, depending on context, either an encoding which selects a PHB
   or a sub-field in the DS field which contains that encoding.

   The present text is also inconsistent with BCP 37, IANA Allocation
   Guidelines for Values in the Internet Protocol and Related Headers
   [5].  The IPV4 Type-of-Service (TOS) field and the IPV6 traffic class
   field are superseded by the 6 bit DS field and a 2 bit CU field.  The
   IANA allocates values in the DS field following the IANA
   considerations section in RFC 2474, as clarified in section 8 of this
   memo.

   The consensus of the DiffServ working group is that BCP 37 correctly
   restates the structure of the former TOS and traffic class fields.

   Therefore, for use in future documents, including the next update to
   RFC 2474, the following definitions should apply:

      -  the Differentiated Services Field (DSField) is the six most
         significant bits of the (former) IPV4 TOS octet or the (former)
         IPV6 Traffic Class octet.

      -  the Differentiated Services Codepoint (DSCP) is a value which
         is encoded in the DS field, and which each DS Node MUST use to
         select the PHB which is to be experienced by each packet it
         forwards.



   The two least significant bits of the IPV4 TOS octet and the IPV6
   Traffic Class octet are not used by Diffserv.

   When RFC 2474 is updated, consideration should be given to changing
   the designation "currently unused (CU)" to "explicit congestion
   notification (ECN)" and referencing RFC 3168 (or its successor).

   The update should also reference BCP 37.

5. Ordered Aggregates and PHB Scheduling Classes

   Work on Diffserv support by MPLS Label Switched Routers (LSRs) led to
   the realization that a concept was needed in Diffserv to capture the
   notion of a set of BAs with a common ordering constraint.  This
   presently applies to AF behavior aggregates, since a DS node may not
   reorder packets of the same microflow if they belong to the same AF
   class.  This would, for example, prevent an MPLS LSR, which was also
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   a DS node, from discriminating between packets of an AF Behavior
   Aggregate (BA) based on drop precedence and forwarding packets of the
   same AF class but different drop precedence over different LSPs.  The
   following new terms are defined.

      PHB Scheduling Class: A PHB group for which a common constraint is
      that, ordering of at least those packets belonging to the same
      microflow must be preserved.

      Ordered Aggregate (OA): A set of Behavior Aggregates that share an
      ordering constraint.  The set of PHBs that are applied to this set
      of Behavior Aggregates constitutes a PHB scheduling class.

6. Unknown/Improperly Mapped DSCPs

   Several implementors have pointed out ambiguities or conflicts in the
   Diffserv RFCs concerning behavior when a DS-node receives a packet
   with a DSCP which it does not understand.

   RFC 2475 states:
      "Ingress nodes must condition all other inbound traffic to ensure
      that the DS codepoints are acceptable; packets found to have
      unacceptable codepoints must either be discarded or must have
      their DS codepoints modified to acceptable values before being
      forwarded.  For example, an ingress node receiving traffic from a
      domain with which no enhanced service agreement exists may reset
      the DS codepoint to the Default PHB codepoint [DSFIELD]."

   On the other hand, RFC 2474 states:
      "Packets received with an unrecognized codepoint SHOULD be
      forwarded as if they were marked for the Default behavior (see
      Sec. 4), and their codepoints should not be changed."

   RFC 2474 is principally concerned with DS-interior nodes.  However,
   this behavior could also be performed in DS-ingress nodes AFTER the
   traffic conditioning required by RFC 2475 (in which case, an



   unrecognized DSCP would occur only in the case of misconfiguration).
   If a packet arrives with a DSCP that hadn't been explicitly mapped to
   a particular PHB, it should be treated the same way as a packet
   marked for Default.  The alternatives were to assign it another PHB,
   which could result in misallocation of provisioned resources, or to
   drop it.  Those are the only alternatives within the framework of RFC
   2474.  Neither alternative was considered desirable.  There has been
   discussion of a PHB which receives worse service than the default;
   this might be a better alternative.  Hence the imperative was
   "SHOULD" rather than "SHALL".
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   The intent of RFC 2475 clearly concerns DS-ingress nodes, or more
   precisely, the ingress traffic conditioning function.  This is
   another context where the "SHOULD" in RFC 2474 provides the
   flexibility to do what the group intended.  Such tortured readings
   are not desirable.

   Therefore, the statement in RFC 2474 will be clarified to indicate
   that it is not intended to apply at the ingress traffic conditioning
   function at a DS-ingress node, and cross reference RFC 2475 for that
   case.

   There was a similar issue, which manifested itself with the first
   incarnation of Expedited Forwarding (EF).  RFC 2598 states:

      To protect itself against denial of service attacks, the edge of a
      DS domain MUST strictly police all EF marked packets to a rate
      negotiated with the adjacent upstream domain.  (This rate must be
      <= the EF PHB configured rate.)  Packets in excess of the
      negotiated rate MUST be dropped.  If two adjacent domains have not
      negotiated an EF rate, the downstream domain MUST use 0 as the
      rate (i.e., drop all EF marked packets).

   The problem arose in the case of misconfiguration or routing
   problems.  An egress DS-node at the edge of one DS-domain forwards
   packets to an ingress DS-node at the edge of another DS domain.
   These packets are marked with a DSCP that the egress node understands
   to map to EF, but which the ingress node does not recognize.  The
   statement in RFC 2475 would appear to apply to this case.  RFC 3246
   [7] clarifies this point.

7. No Backward Compatibility With RFC 1349

   At least one implementor has expressed confusion about the
   relationship of the DSField, as defined in RFC 2474, to the use of
   the TOS bits, as described in RFC 1349.  The RFC 1349 usage was
   intended to interact with OSPF extensions in RFC 1247.  These were
   never widely deployed and thus removed by standards action when STD
   54, RFC 2328, was published.  The processing of the TOS bits is
   described as a requirement in RFC 1812 [8], RFC 1122 [9] and RFC 1123
   [10].  RFC 2474 states:

      "No attempt is made to maintain backwards compatibility with the



      "DTR" or TOS bits of the IPv4 TOS octet, as defined in [RFC791].",
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   In addition, RFC 2474 obsoletes RFC 1349 by IESG action.  For
   completeness, when RFC 2474 is updated, the sentence should read:

      "No attempt is made to maintain backwards compatibility with the
      "DTR/MBZ" or TOS bits of the IPv4 TOS octet, as defined in
      [RFC791] and [RFC1349].  This implies that TOS bit processing as
      described in [RFC1812], [RFC1122] and [RFC1123] is also obsoleted
      by this memo.  Also see [RFC2780]."

8. IANA Considerations

   IANA has requested clarification of a point in RFC 2474, concerning
   registration of experimental/local use DSCPs.  When RFC 2474 is
   revised, the following should be added to Section 6:

      IANA is requested to maintain a registry of RECOMMENDED DSCP
      values assigned by standards action.  EXP/LU values are not to be
      registered.

9. Summary of Pending Changes

   The following standards track and informational RFCs are expected to
   be updated to reflect the agreements captured in this memo.  It is
   intended that these updates occur when each standards track RFC
   progresses to Draft Standard (or if some issue arises that forces
   recycling at Proposed).  RFC 2475 is expected to be updated at about
   the same time as RFC 2474.  Those updates will also obsolete this
   memo.

      RFC 2474: revise definition of DS field.  Clarify that the
      suggested default forwarding in the event of an unrecognized DSCP
      is not intended to apply to ingress conditioning in DS-ingress
      nodes.  Clarify effects on RFC 1349 and RFC 1812.  Clarify that
      only RECOMMENDED DSCPs assigned by standards action are to be
      registered by IANA.

      RFC 2475: revise definition of DS field.  Add SLS and TCS
      definitions.  Update body of document to use SLS and TCS
      appropriately.  Add definitions of PHB scheduling class and
      ordered aggregate.

      RFC 2497: revise to reflect understanding that, AF classes are
      instances of the AF PHB group, and are not collectively a PHB
      group.
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   In addition, RFC 3246 [7] has added a reference to RFC 2475 in the
   security considerations section to cover the case of a DS egress node
   receiving an unrecognized DSCP which maps to EF in the DS ingress
   node.

10. Security Considerations

   Security considerations are addressed in RFC 2475.
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            Representing Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6)
               Addresses in the Domain Name System (DNS)

Status of this Memo

   This memo provides information for the Internet community.  It does
   not specify an Internet standard of any kind.  Distribution of this
   memo is unlimited.

Copyright Notice

   Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2002).  All Rights Reserved.

Abstract

   This document clarifies and updates the standards status of RFCs that
   define direct and reverse map of IPv6 addresses in DNS.  This
   document moves the A6 and Bit label specifications to experimental
   status.

1.  Introduction

   The IETF had begun the process of standardizing two different address
   formats for IPv6 addresses AAAA [RFC1886] and A6 [RFC2874] and both
   are at proposed standard.  This had led to confusion and conflicts on
   which one to deploy.  It is important for deployment that any
   confusion in this area be cleared up, as there is a feeling in the
   community that having more than one choice will lead to delays in the
   deployment of IPv6.  The goal of this document is to clarify the
   situation.

   This document also discusses issues relating to the usage of Binary
   Labels [RFC 2673] to support the reverse mapping of IPv6 addresses.

   This document is based on extensive technical discussion on various
   relevant working groups mailing lists and a joint DNSEXT and NGTRANS
   meeting at the 51st IETF in August 2001.  This document attempts to
   capture the sense of the discussions and reflect them in this
   document to represent the consensus of the community.
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   The main arguments and the issues are covered in a separate document
   [RFC3364] that reflects the current understanding of the issues.
   This document summarizes the outcome of these discussions.

   The issue of the root of reverse IPv6 address map is outside the
   scope of this document and is covered in a different document
   [RFC3152].

1.1 Standards Action Taken

   This document changes the status of RFCs 2673 and 2874 from Proposed
   Standard to Experimental.



2.  IPv6 Addresses: AAAA RR vs A6 RR

   Working group consensus as perceived by the chairs of the DNSEXT and
   NGTRANS working groups is that:

   a) AAAA records are preferable at the moment for production
      deployment of IPv6, and

   b) that A6 records have interesting properties that need to be better
      understood before deployment.

   c) It is not known if the benefits of A6 outweigh the costs and
      risks.

2.1 Rationale

   There are several potential issues with A6 RRs that stem directly
   from the feature that makes them different from AAAA RRs: the ability
   to build up addresses via chaining.

   Resolving a chain of A6 RRs involves resolving a series of what are
   nearly-independent queries.  Each of these sub-queries takes some
   non-zero amount of time, unless the answer happens to be in the
   resolver's local cache already.  Other things being equal, we expect
   that the time it takes to resolve an N-link chain of A6 RRs will be
   roughly proportional to N.  What data we have suggests that users are
   already impatient with the length of time it takes to resolve A RRs
   in the IPv4 Internet, which suggests that users are not likely to be
   patient with significantly longer delays in the IPv6 Internet, but
   terminating queries prematurely is both a waste of resources and
   another source of user frustration.  Thus, we are forced to conclude
   that indiscriminate use of long A6 chains is likely to lead to
   increased user frustration.
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   The probability of failure during the process of resolving an N-link
   A6 chain also appears to be roughly proportional to N, since each of
   the queries involved in resolving an A6 chain has roughly the same
   probability of failure as a single AAAA query.

   Last, several of the most interesting potential applications for A6
   RRs involve situations where the prefix name field in the A6 RR
   points to a target that is not only outside the DNS zone containing
   the A6 RR, but is administered by a different organization entirely.
   While pointers out of zone are not a problem per se, experience both
   with glue RRs and with PTR RRs in the IN-ADDR.ARPA tree suggests that
   pointers to other organizations are often not maintained properly,
   perhaps because they're less susceptible to automation than pointers
   within a single organization would be.

2.2 Recommended Standard Action

   Based on the perceived consensus, this document recommends that RFC



   1886 stay on standards track and be advanced, while moving RFC 2874
   to Experimental status.

3.  Bitlabels in the Reverse DNS Tree

   RFC 2673 defines a new DNS label type.  This was the first new type
   defined since RFC 1035 [RFC1035].  Since the development of 2673 it
   has been learned that deployment of a new type is difficult since DNS
   servers that do not support bitlabels reject queries containing bit
   labels as being malformed.  The community has also indicated that
   this new label type is not needed for mapping reverse addresses.

3.1 Rationale

   The hexadecimal text representation of IPv6 addresses appears to be
   capable of expressing all of the delegation schemes that we expect to
   be used in the DNS reverse tree.

3.2 Recommended Standard Action

   RFC 2673 standard status is to be changed from Proposed to
   Experimental.  Future standardization of these documents is to be
   done by the DNSEXT working group or its successor.
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4.  DNAME in IPv6 Reverse Tree

   The issues for DNAME in the reverse mapping tree appears to be
   closely tied to the need to use fragmented A6 in the main tree: if
   one is necessary, so is the other, and if one isn't necessary, the
   other isn't either.  Therefore, in moving RFC 2874 to experimental,
   the intent of this document is that use of DNAME RRs in the reverse
   tree be deprecated.

5.  Acknowledgments
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6.  Security Considerations

   As this document specifies a course of action, there are no direct



   security considerations.  There is an indirect security impact of the
   choice, in that the relationship between A6 and DNSSEC is not well
   understood throughout the community, while the choice of AAAA does
   leads to a model for use of DNSSEC in IPv6 networks which parallels
   current IPv4 practice.

7.  IANA Considerations

   None.
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Abstract

   The IETF has two different proposals on the table for how to do DNS
   support for IPv6, and has thus far failed to reach a clear consensus
   on which approach is better.  This note attempts to examine the pros
   and cons of each approach, in the hope of clarifying the debate so
   that we can reach closure and move on.

Introduction

   RFC 1886 [RFC1886] specified straightforward mechanisms to support
   IPv6 addresses in the DNS.  These mechanisms closely resemble the
   mechanisms used to support IPv4, with a minor improvement to the
   reverse mapping mechanism based on experience with CIDR.  RFC 1886 is
   currently listed as a Proposed Standard.

   RFC 2874 [RFC2874] specified enhanced mechanisms to support IPv6
   addresses in the DNS.  These mechanisms provide new features that
   make it possible for an IPv6 address stored in the DNS to be broken



   up into multiple DNS resource records in ways that can reflect the
   network topology underlying the address, thus making it possible for
   the data stored in the DNS to reflect certain kinds of network
   topology changes or routing architectures that are either impossible
   or more difficult to represent without these mechanisms.  RFC 2874 is
   also currently listed as a Proposed Standard.
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   Both of these Proposed Standards were the output of the IPNG Working
   Group.  Both have been implemented, although implementation of
   [RFC1886] is more widespread, both because it was specified earlier
   and because it's simpler to implement.

   There's little question that the mechanisms proposed in [RFC2874] are
   more general than the mechanisms proposed in [RFC1886], and that
   these enhanced mechanisms might be valuable if IPv6's evolution goes
   in certain directions.  The questions are whether we really need the
   more general mechanism, what new usage problems might come along with
   the enhanced mechanisms, and what effect all this will have on IPv6
   deployment.

   The one thing on which there does seem to be widespread agreement is
   that we should make up our minds about all this Real Soon Now.

Main Advantages of Going with A6

   While the A6 RR proposed in [RFC2874] is very general and provides a
   superset of the functionality provided by the AAAA RR in [RFC1886],
   many of the features of A6 can also be implemented with AAAA RRs via
   preprocessing during zone file generation.

   There is one specific area where A6 RRs provide something that cannot
   be provided using AAAA RRs: A6 RRs can represent addresses in which a
   prefix portion of the address can change without any action (or
   perhaps even knowledge) by the parties controlling the DNS zone
   containing the terminal portion (least significant bits) of the
   address.  This includes both so-called "rapid renumbering" scenarios
   (where an entire network's prefix may change very quickly) and
   routing architectures such as the former "GSE" proposal [GSE] (where
   the "routing goop" portion of an address may be subject to change
   without warning).  A6 RRs do not completely remove the need to update
   leaf zones during all renumbering events (for example, changing ISPs
   would usually require a change to the upward delegation pointer), but
   careful use of A6 RRs could keep the number of RRs that need to
   change during such an event to a minimum.

   Note that constructing AAAA RRs via preprocessing during zone file
   generation requires exactly the sort of information that A6 RRs store
   in the DNS.  This begs the question of where the hypothetical
   preprocessor obtains that information if it's not getting it from the
   DNS.



   Note also that the A6 RR, when restricted to its zero-length-prefix
   form ("A6 0"), is semantically equivalent to an AAAA RR (with one
   "wasted" octet in the wire representation), so anything that can be
   done with an AAAA RR can also be done with an A6 RR.
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Main Advantages of Going with AAAA

   The AAAA RR proposed in [RFC1886], while providing only a subset of
   the functionality provided by the A6 RR proposed in [RFC2874], has
   two main points to recommend it:

   - AAAA RRs are essentially identical (other than their length) to
     IPv4's A RRs, so we have more than 15 years of experience to help
     us predict the usage patterns, failure scenarios and so forth
     associated with AAAA RRs.

   - The AAAA RR is "optimized for read", in the sense that, by storing
     a complete address rather than making the resolver fetch the
     address in pieces, it minimizes the effort involved in fetching
     addresses from the DNS (at the expense of increasing the effort
     involved in injecting new data into the DNS).

Less Compelling Arguments in Favor of A6

   Since the A6 RR allows a zone administrator to write zone files whose
   description of addresses maps to the underlying network topology, A6
   RRs can be construed as a "better" way of representing addresses than
   AAAA.  This may well be a useful capability, but in and of itself
   it's more of an argument for better tools for zone administrators to
   use when constructing zone files than a justification for changing
   the resolution protocol used on the wire.

Less Compelling Arguments in Favor of AAAA

   Some of the pressure to go with AAAA instead of A6 appears to be
   based on the wider deployment of AAAA.  Since it is possible to
   construct transition tools (see discussion of AAAA synthesis, later
   in this note), this does not appear to be a compelling argument if A6
   provides features that we really need.

   Another argument in favor of AAAA RRs over A6 RRs appears to be that
   the A6 RR's advanced capabilities increase the number of ways in
   which a zone administrator could build a non-working configuration.
   While operational issues are certainly important, this is more of
   argument that we need better tools for zone administrators than it is
   a justification for turning away from A6 if A6 provides features that
   we really need.
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Potential Problems with A6

   The enhanced capabilities of the A6 RR, while interesting, are not in
   themselves justification for choosing A6 if we don't really need
   those capabilities.  The A6 RR is "optimized for write", in the sense
   that, by making it possible to store fragmented IPv6 addresses in the
   DNS, it makes it possible to reduce the effort that it takes to
   inject new data into the DNS (at the expense of increasing the effort
   involved in fetching data from the DNS).  This may be justified if we
   expect the effort involved in maintaining AAAA-style DNS entries to
   be prohibitive, but in general, we expect the DNS data to be read
   more frequently than it is written, so we need to evaluate this
   particular tradeoff very carefully.

   There are also several potential issues with A6 RRs that stem
   directly from the feature that makes them different from AAAA RRs:
   the ability to build up address via chaining.

   Resolving a chain of A6 RRs involves resolving a series of what are
   almost independent queries, but not quite.  Each of these sub-queries
   takes some non-zero amount of time, unless the answer happens to be
   in the resolver's local cache already.  Assuming that resolving an
   AAAA RR takes time T as a baseline, we can guess that, on the
   average, it will take something approaching time N*T to resolve an
   N-link chain of A6 RRs, although we would expect to see a fairly good
   caching factor for the A6 fragments representing the more significant
   bits of an address.  This leaves us with two choices, neither of
   which is very good:  we can decrease the amount of time that the
   resolver is willing to wait for each fragment, or we can increase the
   amount of time that a resolver is willing to wait before returning
   failure to a client.  What little data we have on this subject
   suggests that users are already impatient with the length of time it
   takes to resolve A RRs in the IPv4 Internet, which suggests that they
   are not likely to be patient with significantly longer delays in the
   IPv6 Internet.  At the same time, terminating queries prematurely is
   both a waste of resources and another source of user frustration.
   Thus, we are forced to conclude that indiscriminate use of long A6
   chains is likely to lead to problems.

   To make matters worse, the places where A6 RRs are likely to be most
   critical for rapid renumbering or GSE-like routing are situations
   where the prefix name field in the A6 RR points to a target that is
   not only outside the DNS zone containing the A6 RR, but is
   administered by a different organization (for example, in the case of
   an end user's site, the prefix name will most likely point to a name
   belonging to an ISP that provides connectivity for the site).  While
   pointers out of zone are not a problem per se, pointers to other
   organizations are somewhat more difficult to maintain and less
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   susceptible to automation than pointers within a single organization
   would be.  Experience both with glue RRs and with PTR RRs in the IN-
   ADDR.ARPA tree suggests that many zone administrators do not really
   understand how to set up and maintain these pointers properly, and we
   have no particular reason to believe that these zone administrators
   will do a better job with A6 chains than they do today.  To be fair,
   however, the alternative case of building AAAA RRs via preprocessing
   before loading zones has many of the same problems; at best, one can
   claim that using AAAA RRs for this purpose would allow DNS clients to
   get the wrong answer somewhat more efficiently than with A6 RRs.

   Finally, assuming near total ignorance of how likely a query is to
   fail, the probability of failure with an N-link A6 chain would appear
   to be roughly proportional to N, since each of the queries involved
   in resolving an A6 chain would have the same probability of failure
   as a single AAAA query.  Note again that this comment applies to
   failures in the the process of resolving a query, not to the data
   obtained via that process.  Arguably, in an ideal world, A6 RRs would
   increase the probability of the answer a client (finally) gets being
   right, assuming that nothing goes wrong in the query process, but we
   have no real idea how to quantify that assumption at this point even
   to the hand-wavey extent used elsewhere in this note.

   One potential problem that has been raised in the past regarding A6
   RRs turns out not to be a serious issue.  The A6 design includes the
   possibility of there being more than one A6 RR matching the prefix
   name portion of a leaf A6 RR.  That is, an A6 chain may not be a
   simple linked list, it may in fact be a tree, where each branch
   represents a possible prefix.  Some critics of A6 have been concerned
   that this will lead to a wild expansion of queries, but this turns
   out not to be a problem if a resolver simply follows the "bounded
   work per query" rule described in RFC 1034 (page 35).  That rule
   applies to all work resulting from attempts to process a query,
   regardless of whether it's a simple query, a CNAME chain, an A6 tree,
   or an infinite loop.  The client may not get back a useful answer in
   cases where the zone has been configured badly, but a proper
   implementation should not produce a query explosion as a result of
   processing even the most perverse A6 tree, chain, or loop.

Interactions with DNSSEC

   One of the areas where AAAA and A6 RRs differ is in the precise
   details of how they interact with DNSSEC.  The following comments
   apply only to non-zero-prefix A6 RRs (A6 0 RRs, once again, are
   semantically equivalent to AAAA RRs).
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   Other things being equal, the time it takes to re-sign all of the
   addresses in a zone after a renumbering event is longer with AAAA RRs
   than with A6 RRs (because each address record has to be re-signed
   rather than just signing a common prefix A6 RR and a few A6 0 RRs
   associated with the zone's name servers).  Note, however, that in
   general this does not present a serious scaling problem, because the



   re-signing is performed in the leaf zones.

   Other things being equal, there's more work involved in verifying the
   signatures received back for A6 RRs, because each address fragment
   has a separate associated signature.  Similarly, a DNS message
   containing a set of A6 address fragments and their associated
   signatures will be larger than the equivalent packet with a single
   AAAA (or A6 0) and a single associated signature.

   Since AAAA RRs cannot really represent rapid renumbering or GSE-style
   routing scenarios very well, it should not be surprising that DNSSEC
   signatures of AAAA RRs are also somewhat problematic.  In cases where
   the AAAA RRs would have to be changing very quickly to keep up with
   prefix changes, the time required to re-sign the AAAA RRs may be
   prohibitive.

   Empirical testing by Bill Sommerfeld [Sommerfeld] suggests that
   333MHz Celeron laptop with 128KB L2 cache and 64MB RAM running the
   BIND-9 dnssec-signzone program under NetBSD can generate roughly 40
   1024-bit RSA signatures per second.  Extrapolating from this,
   assuming one A RR, one AAAA RR, and one NXT RR per host, this
   suggests that it would take this laptop a few hours to sign a zone
   listing 10**5 hosts, or about a day to sign a zone listing 10**6
   hosts using AAAA RRs.

   This suggests that the additional effort of re-signing a large zone
   full of AAAA RRs during a re-numbering event, while noticeable, is
   only likely to be prohibitive in the rapid renumbering case where
   AAAA RRs don't work well anyway.

Interactions with Dynamic Update

   DNS dynamic update appears to work equally well for AAAA or A6 RRs,
   with one minor exception: with A6 RRs, the dynamic update client
   needs to know the prefix length and prefix name.  At present, no
   mechanism exists to inform a dynamic update client of these values,
   but presumably such a mechanism could be provided via an extension to
   DHCP, or some other equivalent could be devised.
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Transition from AAAA to A6 Via AAAA Synthesis

   While AAAA is at present more widely deployed than A6, it is possible
   to transition from AAAA-aware DNS software to A6-aware DNS software.
   A rough plan for this was presented at IETF-50 in Minneapolis and has
   been discussed on the ipng mailing list.  So if the IETF concludes
   that A6's enhanced capabilities are necessary, it should be possible
   to transition from AAAA to A6.

   The details of this transition have been left to a separate document,
   but the general idea is that the resolver that is performing
   iterative resolution on behalf of a DNS client program could



   synthesize AAAA RRs representing the result of performing the
   equivalent A6 queries.  Note that in this case it is not possible to
   generate an equivalent DNSSEC signature for the AAAA RR, so clients
   that care about performing DNSSEC validation for themselves would
   have to issue A6 queries directly rather than relying on AAAA
   synthesis.

Bitlabels

   While the differences between AAAA and A6 RRs have generated most of
   the discussion to date, there are also two proposed mechanisms for
   building the reverse mapping tree (the IPv6 equivalent of IPv4's IN-
   ADDR.ARPA tree).

   [RFC1886] proposes a mechanism very similar to the IN-ADDR.ARPA
   mechanism used for IPv4 addresses: the RR name is the hexadecimal
   representation of the IPv6 address, reversed and concatenated with a
   well-known suffix, broken up with a dot between each hexadecimal
   digit.  The resulting DNS names are somewhat tedious for humans to
   type, but are very easy for programs to generate.  Making each
   hexadecimal digit a separate label means that delegation on arbitrary
   bit boundaries will result in a maximum of 16 NS RRsets per label
   level; again, the mechanism is somewhat tedious for humans, but is
   very easy to program.  As with IPv4's IN-ADDR.ARPA tree, the one
   place where this scheme is weak is in handling delegations in the
   least significant label; however, since there appears to be no real
   need to delegate the least significant four bits of an IPv6 address,
   this does not appear to be a serious restriction.

   [RFC2874] proposed a radically different way of naming entries in the
   reverse mapping tree: rather than using textual representations of
   addresses, it proposes to use a new kind of DNS label (a "bit label")
   to represent binary addresses directly in the DNS.  This has the
   advantage of being significantly more compact than the textual
   representation, and arguably might have been a better solution for
   DNS to use for this purpose if it had been designed into the protocol
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   from the outset.  Unfortunately, experience to date suggests that
   deploying a new DNS label type is very hard: all of the DNS name
   servers that are authoritative for any portion of the name in
   question must be upgraded before the new label type can be used, as
   must any resolvers involved in the resolution process.  Any name
   server that has not been upgraded to understand the new label type
   will reject the query as being malformed.

   Since the main benefit of the bit label approach appears to be an
   ability that we don't really need (delegation in the least
   significant four bits of an IPv6 address), and since the upgrade
   problem is likely to render bit labels unusable until a significant
   portion of the DNS code base has been upgraded, it is difficult to
   escape the conclusion that the textual solution is good enough.

DNAME RRs

   [RFC2874] also proposes using DNAME RRs as a way of providing the



   equivalent of A6's fragmented addresses in the reverse mapping tree.
   That is, by using DNAME RRs, one can write zone files for the reverse
   mapping tree that have the same ability to cope with rapid
   renumbering or GSE-style routing that the A6 RR offers in the main
   portion of the DNS tree.  Consequently, the need to use DNAME in the
   reverse mapping tree appears to be closely tied to the need to use
   fragmented A6 in the main tree: if one is necessary, so is the other,
   and if one isn't necessary, the other isn't either.

   Other uses have also been proposed for the DNAME RR, but since they
   are outside the scope of the IPv6 address discussion, they will not
   be addressed here.

Recommendation

   Distilling the above feature comparisons down to their key elements,
   the important questions appear to be:

   (a) Is IPv6 going to do rapid renumbering or GSE-like routing?

   (b) Is the reverse mapping tree for IPv6 going to require delegation
       in the least significant four bits of the address?

   Question (a) appears to be the key to the debate.  This is really a
   decision for the IPv6 community to make, not the DNS community.

   Question (b) is also for the IPv6 community to make, but it seems
   fairly obvious that the answer is "no".
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   Recommendations based on these questions:

   (1) If the IPv6 working groups seriously intend to specify and deploy
       rapid renumbering or GSE-like routing, we should transition to
       using the A6 RR in the main tree and to using DNAME RRs as
       necessary in the reverse tree.

   (2) Otherwise, we should keep the simpler AAAA solution in the main
       tree and should not use DNAME RRs in the reverse tree.

   (3) In either case, the reverse tree should use the textual
       representation described in [RFC1886] rather than the bit label
       representation described in [RFC2874].

   (4) If we do go to using A6 RRs in the main tree and to using DNAME
       RRs in the reverse tree, we should write applicability statements
       and implementation guidelines designed to discourage excessively
       complex uses of these features; in general, any network that can
       be described adequately using A6 0 RRs and without using DNAME
       RRs should be described that way, and the enhanced features
       should be used only when absolutely necessary, at least until we
       have much more experience with them and have a better
       understanding of their failure modes.



Security Considerations

   This note compares two mechanisms with similar security
   characteristics, but there are a few security implications to the
   choice between these two mechanisms:

   (1) The two mechanisms have similar but not identical interactions
       with DNSSEC.  Please see the section entitled "Interactions with
       DNSSEC" (above) for a discussion of these issues.

   (2) To the extent that operational complexity is the enemy of
       security, the tradeoffs in operational complexity discussed
       throughout this note have an impact on security.

   (3) To the extent that protocol complexity is the enemy of security,
       the additional protocol complexity of [RFC2874] as compared to
       [RFC1886] has some impact on security.

IANA Considerations

   None, since all of these RR types have already been allocated.
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Abstract

   This document specifies the processing rules for Dynamic Host
   Configuration Protocol (DHCPv4) options that appear multiple times in
   the same message.  Multiple instances of the same option are
   generated when an option exceeds 255 octets in size (the maximum size
   of a single option) or when an option needs to be split apart in
   order to take advantage of DHCP option overloading.  When multiple
   instances of the same option appear in the options, file and/or sname
   fields in a DHCP packet, the contents of these options are
   concatenated together to form a single option prior to processing.

1. Introduction

   This document updates RFC 2131 [3] by clarifying the rules for option
   concatenation specified in section 4.1.  It is expected that the



   reader will be familiar with this portion of RFC 2131.  The text in
   section 4.1 that reads "Options may appear only once, unless
   otherwise specified in the options document."  should be considered
   as deleted.

   The DHCP protocol [3] specifies objects called "options" that are
   encoded in the DHCPv4 packet to pass information between DHCP
   protocol agents.  These options are encoded as a one-byte type code,
   a one-byte length, and a buffer consisting of the number of bytes
   specified in the length, from zero to 255.
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   However, in some cases it may be useful to send options that are
   longer than 255 bytes.  RFC 2131 [3] specifies that when more than
   one option with a given type code appears in the DHCP packet, all
   such options should be concatenated together.  It does not, however,
   specify the order in which this concatenation should occur.

   We specify here the ordering that MUST be used by DHCP protocol
   agents when sending options with more than 255 bytes.  This method
   also MUST be used for splitting options that are shorter than 255
   bytes, if for some reason the encoding agent needs to do so.  DHCP
   protocol agents MUST use this method whenever they receive a DHCP
   packet containing more than one occurrence of a certain type of
   option.

2. Terminology

   DHCP
      Throughout this document, the acronym "DHCP" is used to refer to
      the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol as specified in RFC 2131
      [3] and RFC 2132 [4].

   DHCPv4
      We have used the term "DHCPv4" in the abstract for this document
      to distinguish between the DHCP protocol for IPv4 as defined in
      RFC 2131 and RFC 2132 and the DHCP protocol for IPv6, which, at
      the time that this document was written, was still under
      development.

   DHCP protocol agents
      This refers to any device on the network that sends or receives
      DHCP packets - any DHCP client, server or relay agent.  The nature
      of these devices is not important to this specification.

   Encoding agent
      The DHCP protocol agent that is composing a DHCP packet to send.

   Decoding agent
      The DHCP protocol agent that is processing a DHCP packet it has
      received.

   Options
      DHCP options are collections of data with type codes that indicate
      how the options should be used.  Options can specify information
      that is required for the DHCP protocol, IP stack configuration



      parameters for the client, information allowing the client to
      rendezvous with DHCP servers, and so on.
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   Option overload
      The DHCP packet format is based on the BOOTP packet format defined
      in RFC 951 [1].  When used by DHCP protocol agents, BOOTP packets
      have three fields that can contain options.  These are the
      optional parameters field, the sname field, and the filename
      field.  The DHCP options specification [4] defines the DHCP
      Overload option, which specifies which of these three fields is
      actually being used in any given DHCP message to store DHCP
      options.

3. Requirements Language

   In this document, the key words "MAY", "MUST, "MUST NOT", "OPTIONAL",
   "RECOMMENDED", "SHOULD", and "SHOULD NOT", are to be interpreted as
   described in BCP 14, RFC 2119 [2].

4. Applicability

   This specification applies when a DHCP agent is encoding a packet
   containing options, where some of those options must be broken into
   parts.  This need can occur for two reasons.  First, it can occur
   because the value of an option that needs to be sent is longer than
   255 bytes.  In this case, the encoding agent MUST follow the
   algorithm specified here.  It can also occur because there is not
   sufficient space in the current output buffer to store the option,
   but there is space for part of the option, and there is space in
   another output buffer for the rest.  In this case, the encoding agent
   MUST either use this algorithm or not send the option at all.

   This specification also applies in any case where a DHCP protocol
   agent has received a DHCP packet that contains more than one instance
   of an option of a given type.  In this case, the agent MUST
   concatenate these separate instances of the same option in the way
   that we specify here.

   This option updates the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol [3] and
   DHCP Options and BOOTP vendor extensions [4] documents.  However,
   because many currently-deployed DHCP protocol agents do not implement
   option concatenation, DHCP protocol agents should be careful not to
   transmit split options unless either it will not matter if the
   recipient cannot correctly reassemble the options, or it is certain
   that the recipient implements concatenation.

   Let us divide all DHCP options into two categories - those that, by
   definition, require implementation of the mechanisms defined in this
   document, and those that do not.  We will refer to the former as
   concatenation-requiring options, and the latter as non-
   concatenation-requiring options.  In order for an option to be a
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   concatenation-requiring option, the protocol specification that
   defines that option must require implementation of option splitting
   and option concatenation as described in this document, by
   specifically referencing this document.

   A DHCP protocol agent SHOULD NOT split an option as described in this
   document unless it has no choice, or it knows that its peer can
   properly handle split options.  A peer is assumed to properly handle
   split options if it has provided or requested at least one
   concatenation-requiring option.  Alternatively, the administrator of
   the agent generating the option can specifically configure the agent
   to assume that the recipient can correctly concatenate options split
   as described in this document.

   Some implementors may find it easiest to only split concatenation-
   requiring options, and never split non-concatenation-requiring
   options.  This is permissible.  However, an implementation which
   supports any concatenation-requiring option MUST be capable of
   concatenating received options for both concatenation-requiring and
   non-concatenation-requiring options.

   No restrictions apply to option concatenation when a DHCP agent
   receives a DHCP message.  Any DHCP protocol agent that implements the
   mechanisms described in this document can assume that when it
   receives two options of the same type, it should concatenate them.

5. The Aggregate Option Buffer

   DHCP options can be stored in the DHCP packet in three separate
   portions of the packet.  These are the optional parameters field, the
   sname field, and the file field, as described in RFC 2131 [3].  This
   complicates the description of the option splitting mechanism because
   there are three separate fields into which split options may be
   placed.

   To further complicate matters, an option that doesn't fit into one
   field can't overlap the boundary into another field - the encoding
   agent must instead break the option into two parts and store one part
   in each buffer.

   To simplify this discussion, we will talk about an aggregate option
   buffer, which will be the aggregate of the three buffers.  This is a
   logical aggregation - the buffers MUST appear in the locations in the
   DHCP packet described in RFC 2131 [3].

   The aggregate option buffer is made up of the optional parameters
   field, the file field, and the sname field, in that order.
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   WARNING: This is not the physical ordering of these fields in the
   DHCP packet.

   Options MUST NOT be stored in the aggregate option buffer in such a
   way that they cross either boundary between the three fields in the
   aggregate buffer.

   The encoding agent is free to choose to use either or both the sname
   field and file field.  If the encoding agent does not choose to use
   either or both of these two fields, then they MUST NOT be considered
   part of the aggregate option buffer in that case.

6. Encoding Agent Behavior

   Encoding agents decide to split options based on the reasons we have
   described in the preceding section entitled "applicability".

   Options can be split on any octet boundary.  No split portion of an
   option that has been split can contain more than 255 octets.  The
   split portions of the option MUST be stored in the aggregate option
   buffer in sequential order - the first split portion MUST be stored
   first in the aggregate option buffer, then the second portion, and so
   on.  The encoding agent MUST NOT attempt to specify any semantic
   information based on how the option is split.

   Note that because the aggregate option buffer does not represent the
   physical ordering of the DHCP packet, if an option were split into
   three parts and each part went into one of the possible option
   fields, the first part would go into the optional parameters field,
   the second part would go into the file field, and the third part
   would go into the sname field.  This maintains consistency with
   section 4.1 of RFC 2131 [3].

   Each split portion of an option MUST be stored in the aggregate
   option buffer as if it were a normal variable-length option as
   described in RFC 2132 [4].  The length fields of each split portion
   of the option MUST add up to the total length of the option data.
   For any given option being split, the option code field in each split
   portion MUST be the same.

7. Decoding Agent Behavior

   When a decoding agent is scanning an incoming DHCP packet's option
   buffer and finds two or more options with the same option code, it
   MUST consider them to be split portions of an option as described in
   the preceding section.
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   In the case that a decoding agent finds a split option, it MUST treat
   the contents of that option as a single option, and the contents MUST
   be reassembled in the order that was described above under encoding
   agent behavior.

   The decoding agent should ensure that when the option's value is



   used, any alignment issues that are particular to the machine
   architecture on which the decoding agent is running are accounted for
   - there is no requirement that the encoding agent align the options
   in any particular way.

   There is no semantic meaning to where an option is split - the
   encoding agent is free to split the option at any point, and the
   decoding agent MUST reassemble the split option parts into a single
   object, and MUST NOT treat each split portion of the option as a
   separate object.

8. Example

   Consider an option, Bootfile name (option code 67), with a value of
   "/diskless/foo".  Normally, this would be encoded as a single option,
   as follows:

      +----+----+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
      | 67 | 13 | / | d | i | s | k | l | e | s | s | / | f | o | o |
      +----+----+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+

   If an encoding agent needed to split the option in order to fit it
   into the option buffer, it could encode it as two separate options,
   as follows, and store it in the aggregate option buffer in the
   following sequence:

      +----+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
      | 67 | 7 | / | d | i | s | k | l | e |
      +----+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+

      +----+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
      | 67 | 6 | s | s | / | f | o | o |
      +----+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+

9. Security Considerations

   This document raises no new security issues.  Potential exposures to
   attack in the DHCP protocol are discussed in section 7 of the DHCP
   protocol specification [3] and in Authentication for DHCP Messages
   [5].
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   Note that the authentication option itself can be split; in such
   cases implementations must be careful when setting the authentication
   field to zero (prior to generation or verification of the MAC) as it
   may be split across multiple options.
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1.  Introduction

1.1.  Overview

   This document defines a vocabulary for describing SNMP Management
   Frameworks, and an architecture for describing the major portions of
   SNMP Management Frameworks.

   This document does not provide a general introduction to SNMP.  Other
   documents and books can provide a much better introduction to SNMP.
   Nor does this document provide a history of SNMP.  That also can be
   found in books and other documents.

   Section 1 describes the purpose, goals, and design decisions of this
   architecture.

   Section 2 describes various types of documents which define (elements
   of) SNMP Frameworks, and how they fit into this architecture.  It
   also provides a minimal road map to the documents which have
   previously defined SNMP frameworks.

   Section 3 details the vocabulary of this architecture and its pieces.
   This section is important for understanding the remaining sections,
   and for understanding documents which are written to fit within this
   architecture.

   Section 4 describes the primitives used for the abstract service
   interfaces between the various subsystems, models and applications
   within this architecture.

   Section 5 defines a collection of managed objects used to instrument
   SNMP entities within this architecture.

   Sections 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 are administrative in nature.

   Appendix A contains guidelines for designers of Models which are
   expected to fit within this architecture.

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].
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1.2.  SNMP

   An SNMP management system contains:

      -  several (potentially many) nodes, each with an SNMP entity
         containing command responder and notification originator
         applications, which have access to management instrumentation
         (traditionally called agents);

      -  at least one SNMP entity containing command generator and/or
         notification receiver applications (traditionally called a
         manager) and,

      -  a management protocol, used to convey management information
         between the SNMP entities.

   SNMP entities executing command generator and notification receiver
   applications monitor and control managed elements.  Managed elements
   are devices such as hosts, routers, terminal servers, etc., which are
   monitored and controlled via access to their management information.

   It is the purpose of this document to define an architecture which
   can evolve to realize effective management in a variety of
   configurations and environments.  The architecture has been designed
   to meet the needs of implementations of:

      -  minimal SNMP entities with command responder and/or
         notification originator applications (traditionally called SNMP
         agents),

      -  SNMP entities with proxy forwarder applications (traditionally
         called SNMP proxy agents),

      -  command line driven SNMP entities with command generator and/or
         notification receiver applications (traditionally called SNMP
         command line managers),

      -  SNMP entities with  command generator and/or notification
         receiver, plus command responder and/or notification originator
         applications (traditionally called SNMP mid-level managers or
         dual-role entities),

      -  SNMP entities with command generator and/or notification
         receiver and possibly other types of applications for managing
         a potentially very large number of managed nodes (traditionally
         called (network) management stations).
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1.3.  Goals of this Architecture

   This architecture was driven by the following goals:

      -  Use existing materials as much as possible.  It is heavily
         based on previous work, informally known as SNMPv2u and
         SNMPv2*, based in turn on SNMPv2p.

      -  Address the need for secure SET support, which is considered
         the most important deficiency in SNMPv1 and SNMPv2c.

      -  Make it possible to move portions of the architecture forward
         in the standards track, even if consensus has not been reached
         on all pieces.

      -  Define an architecture that allows for longevity of the SNMP
         Frameworks that have been and will be defined.

      -  Keep SNMP as simple as possible.

      -  Make it relatively inexpensive to deploy a minimal conforming
         implementation.

      -  Make it possible to upgrade portions of SNMP as new approaches
         become available, without disrupting an entire SNMP framework.

      -  Make it possible to support features required in large
         networks, but make the expense of supporting a feature directly
         related to the support of the feature.

1.4.  Security Requirements of this Architecture

   Several of the classical threats to network protocols are applicable
   to the management problem and therefore would be applicable to any
   Security Model used in an SNMP Management Framework.  Other threats
   are not applicable to the management problem.  This section discusses
   principal threats, secondary threats, and threats which are of lesser
   importance.

   The principal threats against which any Security Model used within
   this architecture SHOULD provide protection are:

      Modification of Information
         The modification threat is the danger that some unauthorized
         entity may alter in-transit SNMP messages generated on behalf
         of an authorized principal in such a way as to effect
         unauthorized management operations, including falsifying the
         value of an object.
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      Masquerade
         The masquerade threat is the danger that management operations
         not authorized for some principal may be attempted by assuming
         the identity of another principal that has the appropriate
         authorizations.

   Secondary threats against which any Security Model used within this
   architecture SHOULD provide protection are:

      Message Stream Modification
         The SNMP protocol is typically based upon a connectionless
         transport service which may operate over any subnetwork
         service.  The re-ordering, delay or replay of messages can and
         does occur through the natural operation of many such
         subnetwork services.  The message stream modification threat is
         the danger that messages may be maliciously re-ordered, delayed
         or replayed to an extent which is greater than can occur
         through the natural operation of a subnetwork service, in order
         to effect unauthorized management operations.

      Disclosure
         The disclosure threat is the danger of eavesdropping on the
         exchanges between SNMP engines.  Protecting against this threat
         may be required as a matter of local policy.

   There are at least two threats against which a Security Model within
   this architecture need not protect, since they are deemed to be of
   lesser importance in this context:

      Denial of Service
         A Security Model need not attempt to address the broad range of
         attacks by which service on behalf of authorized users is
         denied.  Indeed, such denial-of-service attacks are in many
         cases indistinguishable from the type of network failures with
         which any viable management protocol must cope as a matter of
         course.

      Traffic Analysis
         A Security Model need not attempt to address traffic analysis
         attacks.  Many traffic patterns are predictable - entities may
         be managed on a regular basis by a relatively small number of
         management stations - and therefore there is no significant
         advantage afforded by protecting against traffic analysis.
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1.5.  Design Decisions

   Various design decisions were made in support of the goals of the
   architecture and the security requirements:

      - Architecture



         An architecture should be defined which identifies the
         conceptual boundaries between the documents.  Subsystems should
         be defined which describe the abstract services provided by
         specific portions of an SNMP framework.  Abstract service
         interfaces, as described by service primitives, define the
         abstract boundaries between documents, and the abstract
         services that are provided by the conceptual subsystems of an
         SNMP framework.

      - Self-contained Documents
         Elements of procedure plus the MIB objects which are needed for
         processing for a specific portion of an SNMP framework should
         be defined in the same document, and as much as possible,
         should not be referenced in other documents.  This allows
         pieces to be designed and documented as independent and self-
         contained parts, which is consistent with the general SNMP MIB
         module approach.  As portions of SNMP change over time, the
         documents describing other portions of SNMP are not directly
         impacted.  This modularity allows, for example, Security
         Models, authentication and privacy mechanisms, and message
         formats to be upgraded and supplemented as the need arises.
         The self-contained documents can move along the standards track
         on different time-lines.

         This modularity of specification is not meant to be interpreted
         as imposing any specific requirements on implementation.

      - Threats
         The Security Models in the Security Subsystem SHOULD protect
         against the principal and secondary threats: modification of
         information, masquerade, message stream modification and
         disclosure.  They do not need to protect against denial of
         service and traffic analysis.

      - Remote Configuration
         The Security and Access Control Subsystems add a whole new set
         of SNMP configuration parameters.  The Security Subsystem also
         requires frequent changes of secrets at the various SNMP
         entities.  To make this deployable in a large operational
         environment, these SNMP parameters must be remotely
         configurable.
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      - Controlled Complexity
         It is recognized that producers of simple managed devices want
         to keep the resources used by SNMP to a minimum.  At the same
         time, there is a need for more complex configurations which can
         spend more resources for SNMP and thus provide more
         functionality.  The design tries to keep the competing
         requirements of these two environments in balance and allows
         the more complex environments to logically extend the simple
         environment.
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2.  Documentation Overview

   The following figure shows the set of documents that fit within the
   SNMP Architecture.

   +------------------------- Document Set ----------------------------+
   |                                                                   |
   | +----------+              +-----------------+  +----------------+ |
   | | Document |              | Applicability   |  | Coexistence    | |
   | | Roadmap  |              | Statement       |  | & Transition   | |
   | +----------+              +-----------------+  +----------------+ |
   |                                                                   |
   | +---------------------------------------------------------------+ |
   | | Message Handling                                              | |
   | | +----------------+  +-----------------+  +-----------------+  | |
   | | | Transport      |  | Message         |  | Security        |  | |
   | | | Mappings       |  | Processing and  |  |                 |  | |
   | | |                |  | Dispatcher      |  |                 |  | |



   | | +----------------+  +-----------------+  +-----------------+  | |
   | +---------------------------------------------------------------+ |
   |                                                                   |
   | +---------------------------------------------------------------+ |
   | | PDU Handling                                                  | |
   | | +----------------+  +-----------------+  +-----------------+  | |
   | | | Protocol       |  | Applications    |  | Access          |  | |
   | | | Operations     |  |                 |  | Control         |  | |
   | | +----------------+  +-----------------+  +-----------------+  | |
   | +---------------------------------------------------------------+ |
   |                                                                   |
   | +---------------------------------------------------------------+ |
   | | Information Model                                             | |
   | | +--------------+   +--------------+    +---------------+      | |
   | | | Structure of |   | Textual      |    | Conformance   |      | |
   | | | Management   |   | Conventions  |    | Statements    |      | |
   | | | Information  |   |              |    |               |      | |
   | | +--------------+   +--------------+    +---------------+      | |
   | +---------------------------------------------------------------+ |
   |                                                                   |
   | +---------------------------------------------------------------+ |
   | | MIB Modules written in various formats, e.g.:                 | |
   | | +----------------+ +----------------+                         | |
   | | | SMIv1 (STD 18) | | SMIv2 (STD 58) |                         | |
   | | | format         | | format         |                         | |
   | | +----------------+ +----------------+                         | |
   | +---------------------------------------------------------------+ |
   |                                                                   |
   +-------------------------------------------------------------------+
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   Each of these documents may be replaced or supplemented.  This
   Architecture document specifically describes how new documents fit
   into the set of documents in the area of Message and PDU handling.

2.1.  Document Roadmap

   One or more documents may be written to describe how sets of
   documents taken together form specific Frameworks.  The configuration
   of document sets might change over time, so the "road map" should be
   maintained in a document separate from the standards documents
   themselves.

   An example of such a roadmap is "Introduction and Applicability
   Statements for the Internet-Standard Management Framework" [RFC3410].

2.2.  Applicability Statement

   SNMP is used in networks that vary widely in size and complexity, by
   organizations that vary widely in their requirements of management.
   Some models will be designed to address specific problems of
   management, such as message security.

   One or more documents may be written to describe the environments to
   which certain versions of SNMP or models within SNMP would be



   appropriately applied, and those to which a given model might be
   inappropriately applied.

2.3.  Coexistence and Transition

   The purpose of an evolutionary architecture is to permit new models
   to replace or supplement existing models.  The interactions between
   models could result in incompatibilities, security "holes", and other
   undesirable effects.

   The purpose of Coexistence documents is to detail recognized
   anomalies and to describe required and recommended behaviors for
   resolving the interactions between models within the architecture.

   Coexistence documents may be prepared separately from model
   definition documents, to describe and resolve interaction anomalies
   between a model definition and one or more other model definitions.

   Additionally, recommendations for transitions between models may also
   be described, either in a coexistence document or in a separate
   document.
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   One such coexistence document is [RFC2576], "Coexistence between
   Version 1, Version 2, and Version 3 of the Internet-Standard Network
   Management Framework".

2.4.  Transport Mappings

   SNMP messages are sent over various transports.  It is the purpose of
   Transport Mapping documents to define how the mapping between SNMP
   and the transport is done.

2.5.  Message Processing

   A Message Processing Model document defines a message format, which
   is typically identified by a version field in an SNMP message header.
   The document may also define a MIB module for use in message
   processing and for instrumentation of version-specific interactions.

   An SNMP engine includes one or more Message Processing Models, and
   thus may support sending and receiving multiple versions of SNMP
   messages.

2.6.  Security

   Some environments require secure protocol interactions.  Security is
   normally applied at two different stages:

      -  in the transmission/receipt of messages, and

      -  in the processing of the contents of messages.



   For purposes of this document, "security" refers to message-level
   security; "access control" refers to the security applied to protocol
   operations.

   Authentication, encryption, and timeliness checking are common
   functions of message level security.

   A security document describes a Security Model, the threats against
   which the model protects, the goals of the Security Model, the
   protocols which it uses to meet those goals, and it may define a MIB
   module to describe the data used during processing, and to allow the
   remote configuration of message-level security parameters, such as
   keys.

   An SNMP engine may support multiple Security Models concurrently.
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2.7.  Access Control

   During processing, it may be required to control access to managed
   objects for operations.

   An Access Control Model defines mechanisms to determine whether
   access to a managed object should be allowed.  An Access Control
   Model may define a MIB module used during processing and to allow the
   remote configuration of access control policies.

2.8.  Protocol Operations

   SNMP messages encapsulate an SNMP Protocol Data Unit (PDU).  SNMP
   PDUs define the operations performed by the receiving SNMP engine.
   It is the purpose of a Protocol Operations document to define the
   operations of the protocol with respect to the processing of the
   PDUs.  Every PDU belongs to one or more of the PDU classes defined
   below:

      1) Read Class:

         The Read Class contains protocol operations that retrieve
         management information.  For example, [RFC3416] defines the
         following protocol operations for the Read Class: GetRequest-
         PDU, GetNextRequest-PDU, and GetBulkRequest-PDU.

      2) Write Class:

         The Write Class contains protocol operations which attempt to
         modify management information.  For example, [RFC3416] defines
         the following protocol operation for the Write Class:
         SetRequest-PDU.

      3) Response Class:

         The Response Class contains protocol operations which are sent



         in response to a previous request.  For example, [RFC3416]
         defines the following for the Response Class: Response-PDU,
         Report-PDU.

      4) Notification Class:

         The Notification Class contains protocol operations which send
         a notification to a notification receiver application.  For
         example, [RFC3416] defines the following operations for the
         Notification Class: Trapv2-PDU, InformRequest-PDU.
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      5) Internal Class:

         The Internal Class contains protocol operations which are
         exchanged internally between SNMP engines.  For example,
         [RFC3416] defines the following operation for the Internal
         Class: Report-PDU.

   The preceding five classifications are based on the functional
   properties of a PDU.  It is also useful to classify PDUs based on
   whether a response is expected:

      6) Confirmed Class:

         The Confirmed Class contains all protocol operations which
         cause the receiving SNMP engine to send back a response.  For
         example, [RFC3416] defines the following operations for the
         Confirmed Class: GetRequest-PDU, GetNextRequest-PDU,
         GetBulkRequest-PDU, SetRequest-PDU, and InformRequest-PDU.

      7) Unconfirmed Class:

         The Unconfirmed Class contains all protocol operations which
         are not acknowledged.  For example, [RFC3416] defines the
         following operations for the Unconfirmed Class: Report-PDU,
         Trapv2-PDU, and GetResponse-PDU.

   An application document defines which Protocol Operations are
   supported by the application.

2.9.  Applications

   An SNMP entity normally includes a number of applications.
   Applications use the services of an SNMP engine to accomplish
   specific tasks.  They coordinate the processing of management
   information operations, and may use SNMP messages to communicate with
   other SNMP entities.

   An applications document describes the purpose of an application, the
   services required of the associated SNMP engine, and the protocol
   operations and informational model that the application uses to
   perform management operations.



   An application document defines which set of documents are used to
   specifically define the structure of management information, textual
   conventions, conformance requirements, and operations supported by
   the application.
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2.10.  Structure of Management Information

   Management information is viewed as a collection of managed objects,
   residing in a virtual information store, termed the Management
   Information Base (MIB).  Collections of related objects are defined
   in MIB modules.

   It is the purpose of a Structure of Management Information document
   to establish the notation for defining objects, modules, and other
   elements of managed information.

2.11.  Textual Conventions

   When designing a MIB module, it is often useful to define new types
   similar to those defined in the SMI, but with more precise semantics,
   or which have special semantics associated with them.  These newly
   defined types are termed textual conventions, and may be defined in
   separate documents, or within a MIB module.

2.12.  Conformance Statements

   It may be useful to define the acceptable lower-bounds of
   implementation, along with the actual level of implementation
   achieved.  It is the purpose of the Conformance Statements document
   to define the notation used for these purposes.

2.13.  Management Information Base Modules

   MIB documents describe collections of managed objects which
   instrument some aspect of a managed node.

2.13.1.  SNMP Instrumentation MIBs

   An SNMP MIB document may define a collection of managed objects which
   instrument the SNMP protocol itself.  In addition, MIB modules may be
   defined within the documents which describe portions of the SNMP
   architecture, such as the documents for Message processing Models,
   Security Models, etc. for the purpose of instrumenting those Models,
   and for the purpose of allowing their remote configuration.

2.14.  SNMP Framework Documents

   This architecture is designed to allow an orderly evolution of
   portions of SNMP Frameworks.

   Throughout the rest of this document, the term "subsystem" refers to
   an abstract and incomplete specification of a portion of a Framework,
   that is further refined by a model specification.
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   A "model" describes a specific design of a subsystem, defining
   additional constraints and rules for conformance to the model.  A
   model is sufficiently detailed to make it possible to implement the
   specification.

   An "implementation" is an instantiation of a subsystem, conforming to
   one or more specific models.

   SNMP version 1 (SNMPv1), is the original Internet-Standard Network
   Management Framework, as described in RFCs 1155, 1157, and 1212.

   SNMP version 2 (SNMPv2), is the SNMPv2 Framework as derived from the
   SNMPv1 Framework.  It is described in STD 58, RFCs 2578, 2579, 2580,
   and STD 62, RFCs 3416, 3417, and 3418.  SNMPv2 has no message
   definition.

   The Community-based SNMP version 2 (SNMPv2c), is an experimental SNMP
   Framework which supplements the SNMPv2 Framework, as described in
   [RFC1901].  It adds the SNMPv2c message format, which is similar to
   the SNMPv1 message format.

   SNMP version 3 (SNMPv3), is an extensible SNMP Framework which
   supplements the SNMPv2 Framework, by supporting the following:

      -  a new SNMP message format,

      -  Security for Messages,

      -  Access Control, and

      -  Remote configuration of SNMP parameters.

   Other SNMP Frameworks, i.e., other configurations of implemented
   subsystems, are expected to also be consistent with this
   architecture.

3.  Elements of the Architecture

   This section describes the various elements of the architecture and
   how they are named.  There are three kinds of naming:

      1) the naming of entities,

      2) the naming of identities, and

      3) the naming of management information.
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   This architecture also defines some names for other constructs that
   are used in the documentation.

3.1.  The Naming of Entities

   An SNMP entity is an implementation of this architecture.  Each such
   SNMP entity consists of an SNMP engine and one or more associated
   applications.

   The following figure shows details about an SNMP entity and the
   components within it.

   +-------------------------------------------------------------------+
   |  SNMP entity                                                      |
   |                                                                   |
   |  +-------------------------------------------------------------+  |
   |  |  SNMP engine (identified by snmpEngineID)                   |  |
   |  |                                                             |  |
   |  |  +------------+ +------------+ +-----------+ +-----------+  |  |
   |  |  |            | |            | |           | |           |  |  |
   |  |  | Dispatcher | | Message    | | Security  | | Access    |  |  |
   |  |  |            | | Processing | | Subsystem | | Control   |  |  |
   |  |  |            | | Subsystem  | |           | | Subsystem |  |  |
   |  |  |            | |            | |           | |           |  |  |
   |  |  +------------+ +------------+ +-----------+ +-----------+  |  |
   |  |                                                             |  |
   |  +-------------------------------------------------------------+  |
   |                                                                   |
   |  +-------------------------------------------------------------+  |
   |  |  Application(s)                                             |  |
   |  |                                                             |  |
   |  |  +-------------+  +--------------+  +--------------+        |  |
   |  |  | Command     |  | Notification |  | Proxy        |        |  |
   |  |  | Generator   |  | Receiver     |  | Forwarder    |        |  |
   |  |  +-------------+  +--------------+  +--------------+        |  |
   |  |                                                             |  |
   |  |  +-------------+  +--------------+  +--------------+        |  |
   |  |  | Command     |  | Notification |  | Other        |        |  |
   |  |  | Responder   |  | Originator   |  |              |        |  |
   |  |  +-------------+  +--------------+  +--------------+        |  |
   |  |                                                             |  |
   |  +-------------------------------------------------------------+  |
   |                                                                   |
   +-------------------------------------------------------------------+
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3.1.1.  SNMP engine

   An SNMP engine provides services for sending and receiving messages,
   authenticating and encrypting messages, and controlling access to



   managed objects.  There is a one-to-one association between an SNMP
   engine and the SNMP entity which contains it.

   The engine contains:

      1) a Dispatcher,

      2) a Message Processing Subsystem,

      3) a Security Subsystem, and

      4) an Access Control Subsystem.

3.1.1.1.  snmpEngineID

   Within an administrative domain, an snmpEngineID is the unique and
   unambiguous identifier of an SNMP engine.  Since there is a one-to-
   one association between SNMP engines and SNMP entities, it also
   uniquely and unambiguously identifies the SNMP entity within that
   administrative domain.  Note that it is possible for SNMP entities in
   different administrative domains to have the same value for
   snmpEngineID.  Federation of administrative domains may necessitate
   assignment of new values.

3.1.1.2.  Dispatcher

   There is only one Dispatcher in an SNMP engine.  It allows for
   concurrent support of multiple versions of SNMP messages in the SNMP
   engine.  It does so by:

      -  sending and receiving SNMP messages to/from the network,

      -  determining the version of an SNMP message and interacting with
         the corresponding Message Processing Model,

      -  providing an abstract interface to SNMP applications for
         delivery of a PDU to an application.

      -  providing an abstract interface for SNMP applications that
         allows them to send a PDU to a remote SNMP entity.
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3.1.1.3.  Message Processing Subsystem

   The Message Processing Subsystem is responsible for preparing
   messages for sending, and extracting data from received messages.

   The Message Processing Subsystem potentially contains multiple
   Message Processing Models as shown in the next figure.

   * One or more Message Processing Models may be present.



   +------------------------------------------------------------------+
   |                                                                  |
   |  Message Processing Subsystem                                    |
   |                                                                  |
   |  +------------+  +------------+  +------------+  +------------+  |
   |  |          * |  |          * |  |          * |  |          * |  |
   |  | SNMPv3     |  | SNMPv1     |  | SNMPv2c    |  | Other      |  |
   |  | Message    |  | Message    |  | Message    |  | Message    |  |
   |  | Processing |  | Processing |  | Processing |  | Processing |  |
   |  | Model      |  | Model      |  | Model      |  | Model      |  |
   |  |            |  |            |  |            |  |            |  |
   |  +------------+  +------------+  +------------+  +------------+  |
   |                                                                  |
   +------------------------------------------------------------------+

3.1.1.3.1.  Message Processing Model

   Each Message Processing Model defines the format of a particular
   version of an SNMP message and coordinates the preparation and
   extraction of each such version-specific message format.
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3.1.1.4.  Security Subsystem

   The Security Subsystem provides security services such as the
   authentication and privacy of messages and potentially contains
   multiple Security Models as shown in the following figure

   * One or more Security Models may be present.

   +------------------------------------------------------------------+
   |                                                                  |
   |  Security Subsystem                                              |
   |                                                                  |
   |  +----------------+  +-----------------+  +-------------------+  |
   |  |              * |  |               * |  |                 * |  |
   |  | User-Based     |  | Other           |  | Other             |  |
   |  | Security       |  | Security        |  | Security          |  |



   |  | Model          |  | Model           |  | Model             |  |
   |  |                |  |                 |  |                   |  |
   |  +----------------+  +-----------------+  +-------------------+  |
   |                                                                  |
   +------------------------------------------------------------------+

3.1.1.4.1.  Security Model

   A Security Model specifies the threats against which it protects, the
   goals of its services, and the security protocols used to provide
   security services such as authentication and privacy.

3.1.1.4.2.  Security Protocol

   A Security Protocol specifies the mechanisms, procedures, and MIB
   objects used to provide a security service such as authentication or
   privacy.
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3.1.2.  Access Control Subsystem

   The Access Control Subsystem provides authorization services by means
   of one or more (*) Access Control Models.

   +------------------------------------------------------------------+
   |                                                                  |
   |  Access Control Subsystem                                        |
   |                                                                  |
   |  +---------------+   +-----------------+   +------------------+  |
   |  |             * |   |               * |   |                * |  |
   |  | View-Based    |   | Other           |   | Other            |  |
   |  | Access        |   | Access          |   | Access           |  |
   |  | Control       |   | Control         |   | Control          |  |
   |  | Model         |   | Model           |   | Model            |  |
   |  |               |   |                 |   |                  |  |
   |  +---------------+   +-----------------+   +------------------+  |
   |                                                                  |
   +------------------------------------------------------------------+

3.1.2.1.  Access Control Model



   An Access Control Model defines a particular access decision function
   in order to support decisions regarding access rights.

3.1.3.  Applications

   There are several types of applications, including:

      -  command generators, which monitor and manipulate management
         data,

      -  command responders, which provide access to management data,

      -  notification originators, which initiate asynchronous messages,

      -  notification receivers, which process asynchronous messages,

      and

      -  proxy forwarders, which forward messages between entities.

   These applications make use of the services provided by the SNMP
   engine.
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3.1.3.1.  SNMP Manager

   An SNMP entity containing one or more command generator and/or
   notification receiver applications (along with their associated SNMP
   engine) has traditionally been called an SNMP manager.

                       (traditional SNMP manager)
   +-------------------------------------------------------------------+
   | +--------------+  +--------------+  +--------------+  SNMP entity |
   | | NOTIFICATION |  | NOTIFICATION |  |   COMMAND    |              |
   | |  ORIGINATOR  |  |   RECEIVER   |  |  GENERATOR   |              |
   | | applications |  | applications |  | applications |              |
   | +--------------+  +--------------+  +--------------+              |
   |         ^                ^                 ^                      |
   |         |                |                 |                      |
   |         v                v                 v                      |
   |         +-------+--------+-----------------+                      |
   |                 ^                                                 |
   |                 |     +---------------------+  +----------------+ |
   |                 |     | Message Processing  |  | Security       | |
   | Dispatcher      v     | Subsystem           |  | Subsystem      | |
   | +-------------------+ |     +------------+  |  |                | |
   | | PDU Dispatcher    | |  +->| v1MP     * |<--->| +------------+ | |
   | |                   | |  |  +------------+  |  | | Other      | | |
   | |                   | |  |  +------------+  |  | | Security   | | |
   | |                   | |  +->| v2cMP    * |<--->| | Model      | | |
   | | Message           | |  |  +------------+  |  | +------------+ | |
   | | Dispatcher  <--------->+                  |  |                | |



   | |                   | |  |  +------------+  |  | +------------+ | |
   | |                   | |  +->| v3MP     * |<--->| | User-based | | |
   | | Transport         | |  |  +------------+  |  | | Security   | | |
   | | Mapping           | |  |  +------------+  |  | | Model      | | |
   | | (e.g., RFC 3417)  | |  +->| otherMP  * |<--->| +------------+ | |
   | +-------------------+ |     +------------+  |  |                | |
   |          ^            +---------------------+  +----------------+ |
   |          |                                                        |
   |          v                                                        |
   +-------------------------------------------------------------------+
   +-----+ +-----+       +-------+
   | UDP | | IPX | . . . | other |
   +-----+ +-----+       +-------+
      ^       ^              ^
      |       |              |      * One or more models may be present.
      v       v              v
   +------------------------------+
   |           Network            |
   +------------------------------+
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3.1.3.2.  SNMP Agent

   An SNMP entity containing one or more command responder and/or
   notification originator applications (along with their associated
   SNMP engine) has traditionally been called an SNMP agent.
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   * One or more models may be present.

   +------------------------------+
   |           Network            |
   +------------------------------+
      ^       ^              ^
      |       |              |
      v       v              v
   +-----+ +-----+       +-------+
   | UDP | | IPX | . . . | other |
   +-----+ +-----+       +-------+              (traditional SNMP agent)
   +-------------------------------------------------------------------+
   |              ^                                                    |
   |              |        +---------------------+  +----------------+ |
   |              |        | Message Processing  |  | Security       | |
   | Dispatcher   v        | Subsystem           |  | Subsystem      | |
   | +-------------------+ |     +------------+  |  |                | |
   | | Transport         | |  +->| v1MP     * |<--->| +------------+ | |
   | | Mapping           | |  |  +------------+  |  | | Other      | | |
   | | (e.g., RFC 3417)  | |  |  +------------+  |  | | Security   | | |
   | |                   | |  +->| v2cMP    * |<--->| | Model      | | |
   | | Message           | |  |  +------------+  |  | +------------+ | |
   | | Dispatcher  <--------->|  +------------+  |  | +------------+ | |
   | |                   | |  +->| v3MP     * |<--->| | User-based | | |
   | |                   | |  |  +------------+  |  | | Security   | | |
   | | PDU Dispatcher    | |  |  +------------+  |  | | Model      | | |
   | +-------------------+ |  +->| otherMP  * |<--->| +------------+ | |
   |              ^        |     +------------+  |  |                | |
   |              |        +---------------------+  +----------------+ |
   |              v                                                    |
   |      +-------+-------------------------+---------------+          |
   |      ^                                 ^               ^          |
   |      |                                 |               |          |
   |      v                                 v               v          |
   | +-------------+   +---------+   +--------------+  +-------------+ |
   | |   COMMAND   |   | ACCESS  |   | NOTIFICATION |  |    PROXY    | |
   | |  RESPONDER  |<->| CONTROL |<->|  ORIGINATOR  |  |  FORWARDER  | |
   | | application |   |         |   | applications |  | application | |
   | +-------------+   +---------+   +--------------+  +-------------+ |
   |      ^                                 ^                          |



   |      |                                 |                          |
   |      v                                 v                          |
   | +----------------------------------------------+                  |
   | |             MIB instrumentation              |      SNMP entity |
   +-------------------------------------------------------------------+
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3.2.  The Naming of Identities

                            principal
                                ^
                                |
                                |
   +----------------------------|-------------+
   | SNMP engine                v             |
   |                    +--------------+      |
   |                    |              |      |
   |  +-----------------| securityName |---+  |
   |  | Security Model  |              |   |  |
   |  |                 +--------------+   |  |
   |  |                         ^          |  |
   |  |                         |          |  |
   |  |                         v          |  |
   |  |  +------------------------------+  |  |
   |  |  |                              |  |  |
   |  |  | Model                        |  |  |
   |  |  | Dependent                    |  |  |
   |  |  | Security ID                  |  |  |
   |  |  |                              |  |  |
   |  |  +------------------------------+  |  |
   |  |                         ^          |  |
   |  |                         |          |  |
   |  +-------------------------|----------+  |
   |                            |             |
   |                            |             |
   +----------------------------|-------------+
                                |
                                v
                             network

3.2.1.  Principal

   A principal is the "who" on whose behalf services are provided or
   processing takes place.

   A principal can be, among other things, an individual acting in a
   particular role; a set of individuals, with each acting in a
   particular role; an application or a set of applications; and
   combinations thereof.

3.2.2.  securityName

   A securityName is a human readable string representing a principal.



   It has a model-independent format, and can be used outside a
   particular Security Model.
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3.2.3.  Model-dependent security ID

   A model-dependent security ID is the model-specific representation of
   a securityName within a particular Security Model.

   Model-dependent security IDs may or may not be human readable, and
   have a model-dependent syntax.  Examples include community names, and
   user names.

   The transformation of model-dependent security IDs into securityNames
   and vice versa is the responsibility of the relevant Security Model.

3.3.  The Naming of Management Information

   Management information resides at an SNMP entity where a Command
   Responder Application has local access to potentially multiple
   contexts.  This application uses a contextEngineID equal to the
   snmpEngineID of its associated SNMP engine.
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   +-----------------------------------------------------------------+
   |  SNMP entity (identified by snmpEngineID, for example:          |
   |  '800002b804616263'H (enterpise 696, string "abc")              |
   |                                                                 |
   |  +------------------------------------------------------------+ |
   |  | SNMP engine (identified by snmpEngineID)                   | |
   |  |                                                            | |
   |  | +-------------+ +------------+ +-----------+ +-----------+ | |
   |  | |             | |            | |           | |           | | |
   |  | | Dispatcher  | | Message    | | Security  | | Access    | | |
   |  | |             | | Processing | | Subsystem | | Control   | | |
   |  | |             | | Subsystem  | |           | | Subsystem | | |
   |  | |             | |            | |           | |           | | |
   |  | +-------------+ +------------+ +-----------+ +-----------+ | |
   |  |                                                            | |
   |  +------------------------------------------------------------+ |
   |                                                                 |
   |  +------------------------------------------------------------+ |
   |  |  Command Responder Application                             | |
   |  |  (contextEngineID, example: '800002b804616263'H)           | |
   |  |                                                            | |
   |  |  example contextNames:                                     | |
   |  |                                                            | |
   |  |  "bridge1"          "bridge2"            "" (default)      | |
   |  |  ---------          ---------            ------------      | |
   |  |      |                  |                   |              | |
   |  +------|------------------|-------------------|--------------+ |
   |         |                  |                   |                |
   |  +------|------------------|-------------------|--------------+ |
   |  |  MIB | instrumentation  |                   |              | |
   |  |  +---v------------+ +---v------------+ +----v-----------+  | |
   |  |  | context        | | context        | | context        |  | |
   |  |  |                | |                | |                |  | |
   |  |  | +------------+ | | +------------+ | | +------------+ |  | |
   |  |  | | bridge MIB | | | | bridge MIB | | | | some  MIB  | |  | |
   |  |  | +------------+ | | +------------+ | | +------------+ |  | |
   |  |  |                | |                | |                |  | |
   |  |  |                | |                | | +------------+ |  | |
   |  |  |                | |                | | | other MIB  | |  | |
   |  |  |                | |                | | +------------+ |  | |
   |  |  |                | |                | |                |  | |
   +-----------------------------------------------------------------+
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3.3.1.  An SNMP Context



   An SNMP context, or just "context" for short, is a collection of
   management information accessible by an SNMP entity.  An item of
   management information may exist in more than one context.  An SNMP
   entity potentially has access to many contexts.

   Typically, there are many instances of each managed object type
   within a management domain.  For simplicity, the method for
   identifying instances specified by the MIB module does not allow each
   instance to be distinguished amongst the set of all instances within
   a management domain; rather, it allows each instance to be identified
   only within some scope or "context", where there are multiple such
   contexts within the management domain.  Often, a context is a
   physical device, or perhaps, a logical device, although a context can
   also encompass multiple devices, or a subset of a single device, or
   even a subset of multiple devices, but a context is always defined as
   a subset of a single SNMP entity.  Thus, in order to identify an
   individual item of management information within the management
   domain, its contextName and contextEngineID must be identified in
   addition to its object type and its instance.

   For example, the managed object type ifDescr [RFC2863], is defined as
   the description of a network interface.  To identify the description
   of device-X's first network interface, four pieces of information are
   needed: the snmpEngineID of the SNMP entity which provides access to
   the management information at device-X, the contextName (device-X),
   the managed object type (ifDescr), and the instance ("1").

   Each context has (at least) one unique identification within the
   management domain.  The same item of management information can exist
   in multiple contexts.  An item of management information may have
   multiple unique identifications.  This occurs when an item of
   management information exists in multiple contexts, and this also
   occurs when a context has multiple unique identifications.

   The combination of a contextEngineID and a contextName unambiguously
   identifies a context within an administrative domain; note that there
   may be multiple unique combinations of contextEngineID and
   contextName that unambiguously identify the same context.

3.3.2.  contextEngineID

   Within an administrative domain, a contextEngineID uniquely
   identifies an SNMP entity that may realize an instance of a context
   with a particular contextName.
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3.3.3.  contextName

   A contextName is used to name a context.  Each contextName MUST be
   unique within an SNMP entity.

3.3.4.  scopedPDU

   A scopedPDU is a block of data containing a contextEngineID, a



   contextName, and a PDU.

   The PDU is an SNMP Protocol Data Unit containing information named in
   the context which is unambiguously identified within an
   administrative domain by the combination of the contextEngineID and
   the contextName.  See, for example, RFC 3416 for more information
   about SNMP PDUs.

3.4.  Other Constructs

3.4.1.  maxSizeResponseScopedPDU

   The maxSizeResponseScopedPDU is the maximum size of a scopedPDU that
   a PDU's sender would be willing to accept.  Note that the size of a
   scopedPDU does not include the size of the SNMP message header.

3.4.2.  Local Configuration Datastore

   The subsystems, models, and applications within an SNMP entity may
   need to retain their own sets of configuration information.

   Portions of the configuration information may be accessible as
   managed objects.

   The collection of these sets of information is referred to as an
   entity's Local Configuration Datastore (LCD).

3.4.3.  securityLevel

   This architecture recognizes three levels of security:

      -  without authentication and without privacy (noAuthNoPriv)

      -  with authentication but without privacy (authNoPriv)

      -  with authentication and with privacy (authPriv)
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   These three values are ordered such that noAuthNoPriv is less than
   authNoPriv and authNoPriv is less than authPriv.

   Every message has an associated securityLevel.  All Subsystems
   (Message Processing, Security, Access Control) and applications are
   REQUIRED to either supply a value of securityLevel or to abide by the
   supplied value of securityLevel while processing the message and its
   contents.

4.  Abstract Service Interfaces

   Abstract service interfaces have been defined to describe the
   conceptual interfaces between the various subsystems within an SNMP
   entity.  The abstract service interfaces are intended to help clarify



   the externally observable behavior of SNMP entities, and are not
   intended to constrain the structure or organization of
   implementations in any way.  Most specifically, they should not be
   interpreted as APIs or as requirements statements for APIs.

   These abstract service interfaces are defined by a set of primitives
   that define the services provided and the abstract data elements that
   are to be passed when the services are invoked.  This section lists
   the primitives that have been defined for the various subsystems.

4.1.  Dispatcher Primitives

   The Dispatcher typically provides services to the SNMP applications
   via its PDU Dispatcher.  This section describes the primitives
   provided by the PDU Dispatcher.
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4.1.1.  Generate Outgoing Request or Notification

   The PDU Dispatcher provides the following primitive for an
   application to send an SNMP Request or Notification to another SNMP
   entity:

   statusInformation =              -- sendPduHandle if success
                                    -- errorIndication if failure
     sendPdu(
     IN   transportDomain           -- transport domain to be used
     IN   transportAddress          -- transport address to be used
     IN   messageProcessingModel    -- typically, SNMP version
     IN   securityModel             -- Security Model to use
     IN   securityName              -- on behalf of this principal
     IN   securityLevel             -- Level of Security requested
     IN   contextEngineID           -- data from/at this entity
     IN   contextName               -- data from/in this context
     IN   pduVersion                -- the version of the PDU
     IN   PDU                       -- SNMP Protocol Data Unit
     IN   expectResponse            -- TRUE or FALSE



          )

4.1.2.  Process Incoming Request or Notification PDU

   The PDU Dispatcher provides the following primitive to pass an
   incoming SNMP PDU to an application:

   processPdu(                      -- process Request/Notification PDU
     IN   messageProcessingModel    -- typically, SNMP version
     IN   securityModel             -- Security Model in use
     IN   securityName              -- on behalf of this principal
     IN   securityLevel             -- Level of Security
     IN   contextEngineID           -- data from/at this SNMP entity
     IN   contextName               -- data from/in this context
     IN   pduVersion                -- the version of the PDU
     IN   PDU                       -- SNMP Protocol Data Unit
     IN   maxSizeResponseScopedPDU  -- maximum size of the Response PDU
     IN   stateReference            -- reference to state information
          )                         -- needed when sending a response
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4.1.3.  Generate Outgoing Response

   The PDU Dispatcher provides the following primitive for an
   application to return an SNMP Response PDU to the PDU Dispatcher:

   result =                         -- SUCCESS or FAILURE
   returnResponsePdu(
     IN   messageProcessingModel    -- typically, SNMP version
     IN   securityModel             -- Security Model in use
     IN   securityName              -- on behalf of this principal
     IN   securityLevel             -- same as on incoming request
     IN   contextEngineID           -- data from/at this SNMP entity
     IN   contextName               -- data from/in this context
     IN   pduVersion                -- the version of the PDU
     IN   PDU                       -- SNMP Protocol Data Unit
     IN   maxSizeResponseScopedPDU  -- maximum size sender can accept
     IN   stateReference            -- reference to state information
                                    -- as presented with the request
     IN   statusInformation         -- success or errorIndication
          )                         -- error counter OID/value if error

4.1.4.  Process Incoming Response PDU

   The PDU Dispatcher provides the following primitive to pass an
   incoming SNMP Response PDU to an application:



   processResponsePdu(              -- process Response PDU
     IN   messageProcessingModel    -- typically, SNMP version
     IN   securityModel             -- Security Model in use
     IN   securityName              -- on behalf of this principal
     IN   securityLevel             -- Level of Security
     IN   contextEngineID           -- data from/at this SNMP entity
     IN   contextName               -- data from/in this context
     IN   pduVersion                -- the version of the PDU
     IN   PDU                       -- SNMP Protocol Data Unit
     IN   statusInformation         -- success or errorIndication
     IN   sendPduHandle             -- handle from sendPdu
          )

4.1.5.  Registering Responsibility for Handling SNMP PDUs

   Applications can register/unregister responsibility for a specific
   contextEngineID, for specific pduTypes, with the PDU Dispatcher
   according to the following primitives.  The list of particular
   pduTypes that an application can register for is determined by the
   Message Processing Model(s) supported by the SNMP entity that
   contains the PDU Dispatcher.
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   statusInformation =            -- success or errorIndication
     registerContextEngineID(
     IN   contextEngineID         -- take responsibility for this one
     IN   pduType                 -- the pduType(s) to be registered
          )

   unregisterContextEngineID(
     IN   contextEngineID         -- give up responsibility for this one
     IN   pduType                 -- the pduType(s) to be unregistered
          )

   Note that realizations of the registerContextEngineID and
   unregisterContextEngineID abstract service interfaces may provide
   implementation-specific ways for applications to register/deregister
   responsibility for all possible values of the contextEngineID or
   pduType parameters.

4.2.  Message Processing Subsystem Primitives

   The Dispatcher interacts with a Message Processing Model to process a
   specific version of an SNMP Message.  This section describes the
   primitives provided by the Message Processing Subsystem.

4.2.1.  Prepare Outgoing SNMP Request or Notification Message

   The Message Processing Subsystem provides this service primitive for
   preparing an outgoing SNMP Request or Notification Message:

   statusInformation =              -- success or errorIndication
     prepareOutgoingMessage(
     IN   transportDomain           -- transport domain to be used
     IN   transportAddress          -- transport address to be used



     IN   messageProcessingModel    -- typically, SNMP version
     IN   securityModel             -- Security Model to use
     IN   securityName              -- on behalf of this principal
     IN   securityLevel             -- Level of Security requested
     IN   contextEngineID           -- data from/at this entity
     IN   contextName               -- data from/in this context
     IN   pduVersion                -- the version of the PDU
     IN   PDU                       -- SNMP Protocol Data Unit
     IN   expectResponse            -- TRUE or FALSE
     IN   sendPduHandle             -- the handle for matching
                                    -- incoming responses
     OUT  destTransportDomain       -- destination transport domain
     OUT  destTransportAddress      -- destination transport address
     OUT  outgoingMessage           -- the message to send
     OUT  outgoingMessageLength     -- its length
          )
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4.2.2.  Prepare an Outgoing SNMP Response Message

   The Message Processing Subsystem provides this service primitive for
   preparing an outgoing SNMP Response Message:

   result =                         -- SUCCESS or FAILURE
     prepareResponseMessage(
     IN   messageProcessingModel    -- typically, SNMP version
     IN   securityModel             -- same as on incoming request
     IN   securityName              -- same as on incoming request
     IN   securityLevel             -- same as on incoming request
     IN   contextEngineID           -- data from/at this SNMP entity
     IN   contextName               -- data from/in this context
     IN   pduVersion                -- the version of the PDU
     IN   PDU                       -- SNMP Protocol Data Unit
     IN   maxSizeResponseScopedPDU  -- maximum size able to accept
     IN   stateReference            -- reference to state information
                                    -- as presented with the request
     IN   statusInformation         -- success or errorIndication
                                    -- error counter OID/value if error
     OUT  destTransportDomain       -- destination transport domain
     OUT  destTransportAddress      -- destination transport address
     OUT  outgoingMessage           -- the message to send
     OUT  outgoingMessageLength     -- its length
          )
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4.2.3.  Prepare Data Elements from an Incoming SNMP Message

   The Message Processing Subsystem provides this service primitive for
   preparing the abstract data elements from an incoming SNMP message:

   result =                         -- SUCCESS or errorIndication
     prepareDataElements(
     IN   transportDomain           -- origin transport domain
     IN   transportAddress          -- origin transport address
     IN   wholeMsg                  -- as received from the network
     IN   wholeMsgLength            -- as received from the network
     OUT  messageProcessingModel    -- typically, SNMP version
     OUT  securityModel             -- Security Model to use
     OUT  securityName              -- on behalf of this principal
     OUT  securityLevel             -- Level of Security requested
     OUT  contextEngineID           -- data from/at this entity
     OUT  contextName               -- data from/in this context
     OUT  pduVersion                -- the version of the PDU
     OUT  PDU                       -- SNMP Protocol Data Unit
     OUT  pduType                   -- SNMP PDU type
     OUT  sendPduHandle             -- handle for matched request
     OUT  maxSizeResponseScopedPDU  -- maximum size sender can accept
     OUT  statusInformation         -- success or errorIndication
                                    -- error counter OID/value if error
     OUT  stateReference            -- reference to state information
                                    -- to be used for possible Response
          )

4.3.  Access Control Subsystem Primitives

   Applications are the typical clients of the service(s) of the Access
   Control Subsystem.

   The following primitive is provided by the Access Control Subsystem
   to check if access is allowed:

   statusInformation =              -- success or errorIndication
     isAccessAllowed(
     IN   securityModel             -- Security Model in use
     IN   securityName              -- principal who wants to access
     IN   securityLevel             -- Level of Security
     IN   viewType                  -- read, write, or notify view
     IN   contextName               -- context containing variableName
     IN   variableName              -- OID for the managed object



          )
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4.4.  Security Subsystem Primitives

   The Message Processing Subsystem is the typical client of the
   services of the Security Subsystem.

4.4.1.  Generate a Request or Notification Message

   The Security Subsystem provides the following primitive to generate a
   Request or Notification message:

   statusInformation =
     generateRequestMsg(
     IN   messageProcessingModel    -- typically, SNMP version
     IN   globalData                -- message header, admin data
     IN   maxMessageSize            -- of the sending SNMP entity
     IN   securityModel             -- for the outgoing message
     IN   securityEngineID          -- authoritative SNMP entity
     IN   securityName              -- on behalf of this principal
     IN   securityLevel             -- Level of Security requested
     IN   scopedPDU                 -- message (plaintext) payload
     OUT  securityParameters        -- filled in by Security Module
     OUT  wholeMsg                  -- complete generated message
     OUT  wholeMsgLength            -- length of the generated message
          )

4.4.2.  Process Incoming Message

   The Security Subsystem provides the following primitive to process an
   incoming message:

   statusInformation =              -- errorIndication or success
                                    -- error counter OID/value if error
     processIncomingMsg(
     IN   messageProcessingModel    -- typically, SNMP version
     IN   maxMessageSize            -- of the sending SNMP entity
     IN   securityParameters        -- for the received message
     IN   securityModel             -- for the received message
     IN   securityLevel             -- Level of Security
     IN   wholeMsg                  -- as received on the wire
     IN   wholeMsgLength            -- length as received on the wire
     OUT  securityEngineID          -- authoritative SNMP entity
     OUT  securityName              -- identification of the principal
     OUT  scopedPDU,                -- message (plaintext) payload
     OUT  maxSizeResponseScopedPDU  -- maximum size sender can handle
     OUT  securityStateReference    -- reference to security state
          )                         -- information, needed for response
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4.4.3.  Generate a Response Message

   The Security Subsystem provides the following primitive to generate a
   Response message:

   statusInformation =
     generateResponseMsg(
     IN   messageProcessingModel    -- typically, SNMP version
     IN   globalData                -- message header, admin data
     IN   maxMessageSize            -- of the sending SNMP entity
     IN   securityModel             -- for the outgoing message
     IN   securityEngineID          -- authoritative SNMP entity
     IN   securityName              -- on behalf of this principal
     IN   securityLevel             -- for the outgoing message
     IN   scopedPDU                 -- message (plaintext) payload
     IN   securityStateReference    -- reference to security state
                                    -- information from original request
     OUT  securityParameters        -- filled in by Security Module
     OUT  wholeMsg                  -- complete generated message
     OUT  wholeMsgLength            -- length of the generated message
          )

4.5.  Common Primitives

   These primitive(s) are provided by multiple Subsystems.

4.5.1.  Release State Reference Information

   All Subsystems which pass stateReference information also provide a
   primitive to release the memory that holds the referenced state
   information:

   stateRelease(
     IN   stateReference       -- handle of reference to be released
          )
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4.6.  Scenario Diagrams

4.6.1.  Command Generator or Notification Originator

   This diagram shows how a Command Generator or Notification Originator
   application requests that a PDU be sent, and how the response is
   returned (asynchronously) to that application.

   Command           Dispatcher               Message           Security
   Generator            |                     Processing           Model
   |                    |                     Model                    |
   |      sendPdu       |                        |                     |
   |------------------->|                        |                     |
   |                    | prepareOutgoingMessage |                     |
   :                    |----------------------->|                     |
   :                    |                        | generateRequestMsg  |
   :                    |                        |-------------------->|
   :                    |                        |                     |
   :                    |                        |<--------------------|
   :                    |                        |                     |
   :                    |<-----------------------|                     |
   :                    |                        |                     |
   :                    |------------------+     |                     |
   :                    | Send SNMP        |     |                     |
   :                    | Request Message  |     |                     |
   :                    | to Network       |     |                     |
   :                    |                  v     |                     |
   :                    :                  :     :                     :
   :                    :                  :     :                     :
   :                    :                  :     :                     :
   :                    |                  |     |                     |
   :                    | Receive SNMP     |     |                     |
   :                    | Response Message |     |                     |
   :                    | from Network     |     |                     |
   :                    |<-----------------+     |                     |
   :                    |                        |                     |
   :                    |   prepareDataElements  |                     |
   :                    |----------------------->|                     |
   :                    |                        | processIncomingMsg  |
   :                    |                        |-------------------->|
   :                    |                        |                     |
   :                    |                        |<--------------------|
   :                    |                        |                     |
   :                    |<-----------------------|                     |
   | processResponsePdu |                        |                     |
   |<-------------------|                        |                     |
   |                    |                        |                     |
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4.6.2.  Scenario Diagram for a Command Responder Application

   This diagram shows how a Command Responder or Notification Receiver
   application registers for handling a pduType, how a PDU is dispatched
   to the application after an SNMP message is received, and how the
   Response is (asynchronously) send back to the network.



   Command               Dispatcher            Message          Security
   Responder                 |                 Processing          Model
   |                         |                 Model                   |
   |                         |                    |                    |
   | registerContextEngineID |                    |                    |
   |------------------------>|                    |                    |
   |<------------------------|              |     |                    |
   |                         | Receive SNMP |     |                    |
   :                         | Message      |     |                    |
   :                         | from Network |     |                    |
   :                         |<-------------+     |                    |
   :                         |                    |                    |
   :                         |prepareDataElements |                    |
   :                         |------------------->|                    |
   :                         |                    | processIncomingMsg |
   :                         |                    |------------------->|
   :                         |                    |                    |
   :                         |                    |<-------------------|
   :                         |                    |                    |
   :                         |<-------------------|                    |
   |     processPdu          |                    |                    |
   |<------------------------|                    |                    |
   |                         |                    |                    |
   :                         :                    :                    :
   :                         :                    :                    :
   |    returnResponsePdu    |                    |                    |
   |------------------------>|                    |                    |
   :                         | prepareResponseMsg |                    |
   :                         |------------------->|                    |
   :                         |                    |generateResponseMsg |
   :                         |                    |------------------->|
   :                         |                    |                    |
   :                         |                    |<-------------------|
   :                         |                    |                    |
   :                         |<-------------------|                    |
   :                         |                    |                    |
   :                         |--------------+     |                    |
   :                         | Send SNMP    |     |                    |
   :                         | Message      |     |                    |
   :                         | to Network   |     |                    |
   :                         |              v     |                    |
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5.  Managed Object Definitions for SNMP Management Frameworks

SNMP-FRAMEWORK-MIB DEFINITIONS ::= BEGIN

IMPORTS
    MODULE-IDENTITY, OBJECT-TYPE,
    OBJECT-IDENTITY,
    snmpModules                           FROM SNMPv2-SMI
    TEXTUAL-CONVENTION                    FROM SNMPv2-TC
    MODULE-COMPLIANCE, OBJECT-GROUP       FROM SNMPv2-CONF;

snmpFrameworkMIB MODULE-IDENTITY



    LAST-UPDATED "200210140000Z"
    ORGANIZATION "SNMPv3 Working Group"
    CONTACT-INFO "WG-EMail:   snmpv3@lists.tislabs.com
                  Subscribe:  snmpv3-request@lists.tislabs.com

                  Co-Chair:   Russ Mundy
                              Network Associates Laboratories
                  postal:     15204 Omega Drive, Suite 300
                              Rockville, MD 20850-4601
                              USA
                  EMail:      mundy@tislabs.com
                  phone:      +1 301-947-7107

                  Co-Chair &
                  Co-editor:  David Harrington
                              Enterasys Networks
                  postal:     35 Industrial Way
                              P. O. Box 5005
                              Rochester, New Hampshire 03866-5005
                              USA
                  EMail:      dbh@enterasys.com
                  phone:      +1 603-337-2614

                  Co-editor:  Randy Presuhn
                              BMC Software, Inc.
                  postal:     2141 North First Street
                              San Jose, California 95131
                              USA
                  EMail:      randy_presuhn@bmc.com
                  phone:      +1 408-546-1006

                  Co-editor:  Bert Wijnen
                              Lucent Technologies
                  postal:     Schagen 33
                              3461 GL Linschoten
                              Netherlands
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                  EMail:      bwijnen@lucent.com
                  phone:      +31 348-680-485
                    "
       DESCRIPTION  "The SNMP Management Architecture MIB

                     Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2002). This
                     version of this MIB module is part of RFC 3411;
                     see the RFC itself for full legal notices.
                    "

       REVISION     "200210140000Z"         -- 14 October 2002
       DESCRIPTION  "Changes in this revision:
                     - Updated various administrative information.
                     - Corrected some typos.
                     - Corrected typo in description of SnmpEngineID
                       that led to range overlap for 127.
                     - Changed '255a' to '255t' in definition of
                       SnmpAdminString to align with current SMI.



                     - Reworded 'reserved' for value zero in
                       DESCRIPTION of SnmpSecurityModel.
                     - The algorithm for allocating security models
                       should give 256 per enterprise block, rather
                       than 255.
                     - The example engine ID of 'abcd' is not
                       legal. Replaced with '800002b804616263'H based
                       on example enterprise 696, string 'abc'.
                     - Added clarification that engineID should
                       persist across re-initializations.
                     This revision published as RFC 3411.
                    "
       REVISION     "199901190000Z"         -- 19 January 1999
       DESCRIPTION  "Updated editors' addresses, fixed typos.
                     Published as RFC 2571.
                    "
       REVISION     "199711200000Z"         -- 20 November 1997
       DESCRIPTION  "The initial version, published in RFC 2271.
                    "
       ::= { snmpModules 10 }

   -- Textual Conventions used in the SNMP Management Architecture ***

SnmpEngineID ::= TEXTUAL-CONVENTION
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION "An SNMP engine's administratively-unique identifier.
                 Objects of this type are for identification, not for
                 addressing, even though it is possible that an
                 address may have been used in the generation of
                 a specific value.
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                 The value for this object may not be all zeros or
                 all 'ff'H or the empty (zero length) string.

                 The initial value for this object may be configured
                 via an operator console entry or via an algorithmic
                 function.  In the latter case, the following
                 example algorithm is recommended.

                 In cases where there are multiple engines on the
                 same system, the use of this algorithm is NOT
                 appropriate, as it would result in all of those
                 engines ending up with the same ID value.

                 1) The very first bit is used to indicate how the
                    rest of the data is composed.

                    0 - as defined by enterprise using former methods
                        that existed before SNMPv3. See item 2 below.

                    1 - as defined by this architecture, see item 3
                        below.

                    Note that this allows existing uses of the
                    engineID (also known as AgentID [RFC1910]) to



                    co-exist with any new uses.

                 2) The snmpEngineID has a length of 12 octets.

                    The first four octets are set to the binary
                    equivalent of the agent's SNMP management
                    private enterprise number as assigned by the
                    Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA).
                    For example, if Acme Networks has been assigned
                    { enterprises 696 }, the first four octets would
                    be assigned '000002b8'H.

                    The remaining eight octets are determined via
                    one or more enterprise-specific methods. Such
                    methods must be designed so as to maximize the
                    possibility that the value of this object will
                    be unique in the agent's administrative domain.
                    For example, it may be the IP address of the SNMP
                    entity, or the MAC address of one of the
                    interfaces, with each address suitably padded
                    with random octets.  If multiple methods are
                    defined, then it is recommended that the first
                    octet indicate the method being used and the
                    remaining octets be a function of the method.
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                 3) The length of the octet string varies.

                    The first four octets are set to the binary
                    equivalent of the agent's SNMP management
                    private enterprise number as assigned by the
                    Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA).
                    For example, if Acme Networks has been assigned
                    { enterprises 696 }, the first four octets would
                    be assigned '000002b8'H.

                    The very first bit is set to 1. For example, the
                    above value for Acme Networks now changes to be
                    '800002b8'H.

                    The fifth octet indicates how the rest (6th and
                    following octets) are formatted. The values for
                    the fifth octet are:

                      0     - reserved, unused.

                      1     - IPv4 address (4 octets)
                              lowest non-special IP address

                      2     - IPv6 address (16 octets)
                              lowest non-special IP address

                      3     - MAC address (6 octets)
                              lowest IEEE MAC address, canonical
                              order



                      4     - Text, administratively assigned
                              Maximum remaining length 27

                      5     - Octets, administratively assigned
                              Maximum remaining length 27

                      6-127 - reserved, unused

                    128-255 - as defined by the enterprise
                              Maximum remaining length 27
                "
    SYNTAX       OCTET STRING (SIZE(5..32))
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SnmpSecurityModel ::= TEXTUAL-CONVENTION
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION "An identifier that uniquely identifies a
                 Security Model of the Security Subsystem within
                 this SNMP Management Architecture.

                 The values for securityModel are allocated as
                 follows:

                 - The zero value does not identify any particular
                   security model.

                 - Values between 1 and 255, inclusive, are reserved
                   for standards-track Security Models and are
                   managed by the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority
                   (IANA).
                 - Values greater than 255 are allocated to
                   enterprise-specific Security Models.  An
                   enterprise-specific securityModel value is defined
                   to be:

                   enterpriseID * 256 + security model within
                   enterprise

                   For example, the fourth Security Model defined by
                   the enterprise whose enterpriseID is 1 would be
                   259.

                 This scheme for allocation of securityModel
                 values allows for a maximum of 255 standards-
                 based Security Models, and for a maximum of
                 256 Security Models per enterprise.

                 It is believed that the assignment of new
                 securityModel values will be rare in practice
                 because the larger the number of simultaneously



                 utilized Security Models, the larger the
                 chance that interoperability will suffer.
                 Consequently, it is believed that such a range
                 will be sufficient.  In the unlikely event that
                 the standards committee finds this number to be
                 insufficient over time, an enterprise number
                 can be allocated to obtain an additional 256
                 possible values.

                 Note that the most significant bit must be zero;
                 hence, there are 23 bits allocated for various
                 organizations to design and define non-standard
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                 securityModels.  This limits the ability to
                 define new proprietary implementations of Security
                 Models to the first 8,388,608 enterprises.

                 It is worthwhile to note that, in its encoded
                 form, the securityModel value will normally
                 require only a single byte since, in practice,
                 the leftmost bits will be zero for most messages
                 and sign extension is suppressed by the encoding
                 rules.

                 As of this writing, there are several values
                 of securityModel defined for use with SNMP or
                 reserved for use with supporting MIB objects.
                 They are as follows:

                     0  reserved for 'any'
                     1  reserved for SNMPv1
                     2  reserved for SNMPv2c
                     3  User-Based Security Model (USM)
                "
    SYNTAX       INTEGER(0 .. 2147483647)

SnmpMessageProcessingModel ::= TEXTUAL-CONVENTION
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION "An identifier that uniquely identifies a Message
                 Processing Model of the Message Processing
                 Subsystem within this SNMP Management Architecture.

                 The values for messageProcessingModel are
                 allocated as follows:

                 - Values between 0 and 255, inclusive, are
                   reserved for standards-track Message Processing
                   Models and are managed by the Internet Assigned
                   Numbers Authority (IANA).

                 - Values greater than 255 are allocated to
                   enterprise-specific Message Processing Models.
                   An enterprise messageProcessingModel value is
                   defined to be:



                   enterpriseID * 256 +
                        messageProcessingModel within enterprise

                   For example, the fourth Message Processing Model
                   defined by the enterprise whose enterpriseID
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                   is 1 would be 259.

                 This scheme for allocating messageProcessingModel
                 values allows for a maximum of 255 standards-
                 based Message Processing Models, and for a
                 maximum of 256 Message Processing Models per
                 enterprise.

                 It is believed that the assignment of new
                 messageProcessingModel values will be rare
                 in practice because the larger the number of
                 simultaneously utilized Message Processing Models,
                 the larger the chance that interoperability
                 will suffer. It is believed that such a range
                 will be sufficient.  In the unlikely event that
                 the standards committee finds this number to be
                 insufficient over time, an enterprise number
                 can be allocated to obtain an additional 256
                 possible values.

                 Note that the most significant bit must be zero;
                 hence, there are 23 bits allocated for various
                 organizations to design and define non-standard
                 messageProcessingModels.  This limits the ability
                 to define new proprietary implementations of
                 Message Processing Models to the first 8,388,608
                 enterprises.

                 It is worthwhile to note that, in its encoded
                 form, the messageProcessingModel value will
                 normally require only a single byte since, in
                 practice, the leftmost bits will be zero for
                 most messages and sign extension is suppressed
                 by the encoding rules.

                 As of this writing, there are several values of
                 messageProcessingModel defined for use with SNMP.
                 They are as follows:

                     0  reserved for SNMPv1
                     1  reserved for SNMPv2c
                     2  reserved for SNMPv2u and SNMPv2*
                     3  reserved for SNMPv3
                "
    SYNTAX       INTEGER(0 .. 2147483647)
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SnmpSecurityLevel ::= TEXTUAL-CONVENTION
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION "A Level of Security at which SNMP messages can be
                 sent or with which operations are being processed;
                 in particular, one of:

                   noAuthNoPriv - without authentication and
                                  without privacy,
                   authNoPriv   - with authentication but
                                  without privacy,
                   authPriv     - with authentication and
                                  with privacy.

                 These three values are ordered such that
                 noAuthNoPriv is less than authNoPriv and
                 authNoPriv is less than authPriv.
                "
    SYNTAX       INTEGER { noAuthNoPriv(1),
                           authNoPriv(2),
                           authPriv(3)
                         }

SnmpAdminString ::= TEXTUAL-CONVENTION
    DISPLAY-HINT "255t"
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION "An octet string containing administrative
                 information, preferably in human-readable form.

                 To facilitate internationalization, this
                 information is represented using the ISO/IEC
                 IS 10646-1 character set, encoded as an octet
                 string using the UTF-8 transformation format
                 described in [RFC2279].

                 Since additional code points are added by
                 amendments to the 10646 standard from time
                 to time, implementations must be prepared to
                 encounter any code point from 0x00000000 to
                 0x7fffffff.  Byte sequences that do not
                 correspond to the valid UTF-8 encoding of a
                 code point or are outside this range are
                 prohibited.

                 The use of control codes should be avoided.

                 When it is necessary to represent a newline,
                 the control code sequence CR LF should be used.
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                 The use of leading or trailing white space should
                 be avoided.

                 For code points not directly supported by user
                 interface hardware or software, an alternative
                 means of entry and display, such as hexadecimal,
                 may be provided.

                 For information encoded in 7-bit US-ASCII,
                 the UTF-8 encoding is identical to the
                 US-ASCII encoding.

                 UTF-8 may require multiple bytes to represent a
                 single character / code point; thus the length
                 of this object in octets may be different from
                 the number of characters encoded.  Similarly,
                 size constraints refer to the number of encoded
                 octets, not the number of characters represented
                 by an encoding.

                 Note that when this TC is used for an object that
                 is used or envisioned to be used as an index, then
                 a SIZE restriction MUST be specified so that the
                 number of sub-identifiers for any object instance
                 does not exceed the limit of 128, as defined by
                 [RFC3416].

                 Note that the size of an SnmpAdminString object is
                 measured in octets, not characters.
                "
    SYNTAX       OCTET STRING (SIZE (0..255))

-- Administrative assignments ***************************************

snmpFrameworkAdmin
    OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { snmpFrameworkMIB 1 }
snmpFrameworkMIBObjects
    OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { snmpFrameworkMIB 2 }
snmpFrameworkMIBConformance
    OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { snmpFrameworkMIB 3 }

-- the snmpEngine Group ********************************************

snmpEngine OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { snmpFrameworkMIBObjects 1 }
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snmpEngineID     OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX       SnmpEngineID
    MAX-ACCESS   read-only
    STATUS       current



    DESCRIPTION "An SNMP engine's administratively-unique identifier.

                 This information SHOULD be stored in non-volatile
                 storage so that it remains constant across
                 re-initializations of the SNMP engine.
                "
    ::= { snmpEngine 1 }

snmpEngineBoots  OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX       INTEGER (1..2147483647)
    MAX-ACCESS   read-only
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION "The number of times that the SNMP engine has
                 (re-)initialized itself since snmpEngineID
                 was last configured.
                "
    ::= { snmpEngine 2 }

snmpEngineTime   OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX       INTEGER (0..2147483647)
    UNITS        "seconds"
    MAX-ACCESS   read-only
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION "The number of seconds since the value of
                 the snmpEngineBoots object last changed.
                 When incrementing this object's value would
                 cause it to exceed its maximum,
                 snmpEngineBoots is incremented as if a
                 re-initialization had occurred, and this
                 object's value consequently reverts to zero.
                "
    ::= { snmpEngine 3 }

snmpEngineMaxMessageSize OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX       INTEGER (484..2147483647)
    MAX-ACCESS   read-only
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION "The maximum length in octets of an SNMP message
                 which this SNMP engine can send or receive and
                 process, determined as the minimum of the maximum
                 message size values supported among all of the
                 transports available to and supported by the engine.
                "
    ::= { snmpEngine 4 }
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-- Registration Points for Authentication and Privacy Protocols **

snmpAuthProtocols OBJECT-IDENTITY
    STATUS        current
    DESCRIPTION  "Registration point for standards-track
                  authentication protocols used in SNMP Management
                  Frameworks.
                 "
    ::= { snmpFrameworkAdmin 1 }



snmpPrivProtocols OBJECT-IDENTITY
    STATUS        current
    DESCRIPTION  "Registration point for standards-track privacy
                  protocols used in SNMP Management Frameworks.
                 "
    ::= { snmpFrameworkAdmin 2 }

-- Conformance information ******************************************

snmpFrameworkMIBCompliances
               OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {snmpFrameworkMIBConformance 1}
snmpFrameworkMIBGroups
               OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= {snmpFrameworkMIBConformance 2}

-- compliance statements

snmpFrameworkMIBCompliance MODULE-COMPLIANCE
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION "The compliance statement for SNMP engines which
                 implement the SNMP Management Framework MIB.
                "
    MODULE    -- this module
        MANDATORY-GROUPS { snmpEngineGroup }

    ::= { snmpFrameworkMIBCompliances 1 }

-- units of conformance

snmpEngineGroup OBJECT-GROUP
    OBJECTS {
              snmpEngineID,
              snmpEngineBoots,
              snmpEngineTime,
              snmpEngineMaxMessageSize
            }
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION "A collection of objects for identifying and
                 determining the configuration and current timeliness
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                 values of an SNMP engine.
                "
    ::= { snmpFrameworkMIBGroups 1 }

END

6.  IANA Considerations

   This document defines three number spaces administered by IANA, one
   for security models, another for message processing models, and a
   third for SnmpEngineID formats.

6.1.  Security Models

   The SnmpSecurityModel TEXTUAL-CONVENTION values managed by IANA are
   in the range from 0 to 255 inclusive, and are reserved for



   standards-track Security Models.  If this range should in the future
   prove insufficient, an enterprise number can be allocated to obtain
   an additional 256 possible values.

   As of this writing, there are several values of securityModel defined
   for use with SNMP or reserved for use with supporting MIB objects.
   They are as follows:

                           0  reserved for 'any'
                           1  reserved for SNMPv1
                           2  reserved for SNMPv2c
                           3  User-Based Security Model (USM)

6.2.  Message Processing Models

   The SnmpMessageProcessingModel TEXTUAL-CONVENTION values managed by
   IANA are in the range 0 to 255, inclusive.  Each value uniquely
   identifies a standards-track Message Processing Model of the Message
   Processing Subsystem within the SNMP Management Architecture.

   Should this range prove insufficient in the future, an enterprise
   number may be obtained for the standards committee to get an
   additional 256 possible values.

   As of this writing, there are several values of
   messageProcessingModel defined for use with SNMP.  They are as
   follows:

                           0  reserved for SNMPv1
                           1  reserved for SNMPv2c
                           2  reserved for SNMPv2u and SNMPv2*
                           3  reserved for SNMPv3
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6.3.  SnmpEngineID Formats

   The SnmpEngineID TEXTUAL-CONVENTION's fifth octet contains a format
   identifier.  The values managed by IANA are in the range 6 to 127,
   inclusive.  Each value uniquely identifies a standards-track
   SnmpEngineID format.

7.  Intellectual Property

   The IETF takes no position regarding the validity or scope of any
   intellectual property or other rights that might be claimed to
   pertain to the implementation or use of the technology described in
   this document or the extent to which any license under such rights
   might or might not be available; neither does it represent that it
   has made any effort to identify any such rights.  Information on the
   IETF's procedures with respect to rights in standards-track and
   standards-related documentation can be found in RFC 2028.  Copies of
   claims of rights made available for publication and any assurances of
   licenses to be made available, or the result of an attempt made to
   obtain a general license or permission for the use of such
   proprietary rights by implementors or users of this specification can
   be obtained from the IETF Secretariat.



   The IETF invites any interested party to bring to its attention any
   copyrights, patents or patent applications, or other proprietary
   rights which may cover technology that may be required to practice
   this standard.  Please address the information to the IETF Executive
   Director.
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9.  Security Considerations

   This document describes how an implementation can include a Security
   Model to protect management messages and an Access Control Model to
   control access to management information.

   The level of security provided is determined by the specific Security
   Model implementation(s) and the specific Access Control Model
   implementation(s) used.

   Applications have access to data which is not secured.  Applications
   SHOULD take reasonable steps to protect the data from disclosure.

   It is the responsibility of the purchaser of an implementation to
   ensure that:

      1) an implementation complies with the rules defined by this
         architecture,

      2) the Security and Access Control Models utilized satisfy the
         security and access control needs of the organization,

      3) the implementations of the Models and Applications comply with
         the model and application specifications,

      4) and the implementation protects configuration secrets from
         inadvertent disclosure.

   This document also contains a MIB definition module.  None of the



   objects defined is writable, and the information they represent is
   not deemed to be particularly sensitive.  However, if they are deemed
   sensitive in a particular environment, access to them should be
   restricted through the use of appropriately configured Security and
   Access Control models.
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Appendix A

A.  Guidelines for Model Designers

   This appendix describes guidelines for designers of models which are
   expected to fit into the architecture defined in this document.

   SNMPv1 and SNMPv2c are two SNMP frameworks which use communities to
   provide trivial authentication and access control.  SNMPv1 and
   SNMPv2c Frameworks can coexist with Frameworks designed according to
   this architecture, and modified versions of SNMPv1 and SNMPv2c
   Frameworks could be designed to meet the requirements of this
   architecture, but this document does not provide guidelines for that
   coexistence.

   Within any subsystem model, there should be no reference to any
   specific model of another subsystem, or to data defined by a specific
   model of another subsystem.

   Transfer of data between the subsystems is deliberately described as
   a fixed set of abstract data elements and primitive functions which
   can be overloaded to satisfy the needs of multiple model definitions.

   Documents which define models to be used within this architecture
   SHOULD use the standard primitives between subsystems, possibly
   defining specific mechanisms for converting the abstract data
   elements into model-usable formats.  This constraint exists to allow
   subsystem and model documents to be written recognizing common
   borders of the subsystem and model.  Vendors are not constrained to
   recognize these borders in their implementations.

   The architecture defines certain standard services to be provided
   between subsystems, and the architecture defines abstract service
   interfaces to request these services.

   Each model definition for a subsystem SHOULD support the standard
   service interfaces, but whether, or how, or how well, it performs the
   service is dependent on the model definition.

A.1.  Security Model Design Requirements

A.1.1.  Threats

   A document describing a Security Model MUST describe how the model
   protects against the threats described under "Security Requirements
   of this Architecture", section 1.4.
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A.1.2.  Security Processing

   Received messages MUST be validated by a Model of the Security
   Subsystem.  Validation includes authentication and privacy processing
   if needed, but it is explicitly allowed to send messages which do not
   require authentication or privacy.

   A received message contains a specified securityLevel to be used
   during processing.  All messages requiring privacy MUST also require
   authentication.

   A Security Model specifies rules by which authentication and privacy
   are to be done.  A model may define mechanisms to provide additional
   security features, but the model definition is constrained to using
   (possibly a subset of) the abstract data elements defined in this
   document for transferring data between subsystems.

   Each Security Model may allow multiple security protocols to be used
   concurrently within an implementation of the model.  Each Security
   Model defines how to determine which protocol to use, given the
   securityLevel and the security parameters relevant to the message.
   Each Security Model, with its associated protocol(s) defines how the
   sending/receiving entities are identified, and how secrets are
   configured.

   Authentication and Privacy protocols supported by Security Models are
   uniquely identified using Object Identifiers.  IETF standard
   protocols for authentication or privacy should have an identifier
   defined within the snmpAuthProtocols or the snmpPrivProtocols
   subtrees.  Enterprise specific protocol identifiers should be defined
   within the enterprise subtree.

   For privacy, the Security Model defines what portion of the message
   is encrypted.

   The persistent data used for security should be SNMP-manageable, but
   the Security Model defines whether an instantiation of the MIB is a
   conformance requirement.

   Security Models are replaceable within the Security Subsystem.
   Multiple Security Model implementations may exist concurrently within
   an SNMP engine.  The number of Security Models defined by the SNMP
   community should remain small to promote interoperability.
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A.1.3.  Validate the security-stamp in a received message



   A Message Processing Model requests that a Security Model:

      -  verifies that the message has not been altered,

      -  authenticates the identification of the principal for whom the
         message was generated.

      -  decrypts the message if it was encrypted.

   Additional requirements may be defined by the model, and additional
   services may be provided by the model, but the model is constrained
   to use the following primitives for transferring data between
   subsystems.  Implementations are not so constrained.

   A Message Processing Model uses the processIncomingMsg primitive as
   described in section 4.4.2.

A.1.4.  Security MIBs

   Each Security Model defines the MIB module(s) required for security
   processing, including any MIB module(s) required for the security
   protocol(s) supported.  The MIB module(s) SHOULD be defined
   concurrently with the procedures which use the MIB module(s).  The
   MIB module(s) are subject to normal access control rules.

   The mapping between the model-dependent security ID and the
   securityName MUST be able to be determined using SNMP, if the model-
   dependent MIB is instantiated and if access control policy allows
   access.

A.1.5.  Cached Security Data

   For each message received, the Security Model caches the state
   information such that a Response message can be generated using the
   same security information, even if the Local Configuration Datastore
   is altered between the time of the incoming request and the outgoing
   response.

   A Message Processing Model has the responsibility for explicitly
   releasing the cached data if such data is no longer needed.  To
   enable this, an abstract securityStateReference data element is
   passed from the Security Model to the Message Processing Model.

   The cached security data may be implicitly released via the
   generation of a response, or explicitly released by using the
   stateRelease primitive, as described in section 4.5.1.
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A.2.  Message Processing Model Design Requirements

   An SNMP engine contains a Message Processing Subsystem which may
   contain multiple Message Processing Models.

   The Message Processing Model MUST always (conceptually) pass the
   complete PDU, i.e., it never forwards less than the complete list of
   varBinds.



A.2.1.  Receiving an SNMP Message from the Network

   Upon receipt of a message from the network, the Dispatcher in the
   SNMP engine determines the version of the SNMP message and interacts
   with the corresponding Message Processing Model to determine the
   abstract data elements.

   A Message Processing Model specifies the SNMP Message format it
   supports and describes how to determine the values of the abstract
   data elements (like msgID, msgMaxSize, msgFlags,
   msgSecurityParameters, securityModel, securityLevel etc).  A Message
   Processing Model interacts with a Security Model to provide security
   processing for the message using the processIncomingMsg primitive, as
   described in section 4.4.2.

A.2.2.  Sending an SNMP Message to the Network

   The Dispatcher in the SNMP engine interacts with a Message Processing
   Model to prepare an outgoing message.  For that it uses the following
   primitives:

      -  for requests and notifications: prepareOutgoingMessage, as
         described in section 4.2.1.

      -  for response messages: prepareResponseMessage, as described in
         section 4.2.2.

   A Message Processing Model, when preparing an Outgoing SNMP Message,
   interacts with a Security Model to secure the message.  For that it
   uses the following primitives:

      -  for requests and notifications: generateRequestMsg, as
         described in section 4.4.1.

      -  for response messages: generateResponseMsg as described in
         section 4.4.3.
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   Once the SNMP message is prepared by a Message Processing Model, the
   Dispatcher sends the message to the desired address using the
   appropriate transport.

A.3.  Application Design Requirements

   Within an application, there may be an explicit binding to a specific
   SNMP message version, i.e., a specific Message Processing Model, and
   to a specific Access Control Model, but there should be no reference
   to any data defined by a specific Message Processing Model or Access
   Control Model.

   Within an application, there should be no reference to any specific
   Security Model, or any data defined by a specific Security Model.



   An application determines whether explicit or implicit access control
   should be applied to the operation, and, if access control is needed,
   which Access Control Model should be used.

   An application has the responsibility to define any MIB module(s)
   used to provide application-specific services.

   Applications interact with the SNMP engine to initiate messages,
   receive responses, receive asynchronous messages, and send responses.

A.3.1.  Applications that Initiate Messages

   Applications may request that the SNMP engine send messages
   containing SNMP commands or notifications using the sendPdu primitive
   as described in section 4.1.1.

   If it is desired that a message be sent to multiple targets, it is
   the responsibility of the application to provide the iteration.

   The SNMP engine assumes necessary access control has been applied to
   the PDU, and provides no access control services.

   The SNMP engine looks at the "expectResponse" parameter, and if a
   response is expected, then the appropriate information is cached such
   that a later response can be associated to this message, and can then
   be returned to the application.  A sendPduHandle is returned to the
   application so it can later correspond the response with this message
   as well.
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A.3.2.  Applications that Receive Responses

   The SNMP engine matches the incoming response messages to outstanding
   messages sent by this SNMP engine, and forwards the response to the
   associated application using the processResponsePdu primitive, as
   described in section 4.1.4.

A.3.3.  Applications that Receive Asynchronous Messages

   When an SNMP engine receives a message that is not the response to a
   request from this SNMP engine, it must determine to which application
   the message should be given.

   An Application that wishes to receive asynchronous messages registers
   itself with the engine using the primitive registerContextEngineID as
   described in section 4.1.5.

   An Application that wishes to stop receiving asynchronous messages
   should unregister itself with the SNMP engine using the primitive
   unregisterContextEngineID as described in section 4.1.5.



   Only one registration per combination of PDU type and contextEngineID
   is permitted at the same time.  Duplicate registrations are ignored.
   An errorIndication will be returned to the application that attempts
   to duplicate a registration.

   All asynchronously received messages containing a registered
   combination of PDU type and contextEngineID are sent to the
   application which registered to support that combination.

   The engine forwards the PDU to the registered application, using the
   processPdu primitive, as described in section 4.1.2.

A.3.4.  Applications that Send Responses

   Request operations require responses.  An application sends a
   response via the returnResponsePdu primitive, as described in section
   4.1.3.

   The contextEngineID, contextName, securityModel, securityName,
   securityLevel, and stateReference parameters are from the initial
   processPdu primitive.  The PDU and statusInformation are the results
   of processing.
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A.4.  Access Control Model Design Requirements

   An Access Control Model determines whether the specified securityName
   is allowed to perform the requested operation on a specified managed
   object.  The Access Control Model specifies the rules by which access
   control is determined.

   The persistent data used for access control should be manageable
   using SNMP, but the Access Control Model defines whether an
   instantiation of the MIB is a conformance requirement.

   The Access Control Model must provide the primitive isAccessAllowed.
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               Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)

Status of this Memo

   This document specifies an Internet standards track protocol for the
   Internet community, and requests discussion and suggestions for
   improvements.  Please refer to the current edition of the "Internet
   Official Protocol Standards" (STD 1) for the standardization state
   and status of this protocol.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

Copyright Notice

   Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2002).  All Rights Reserved.

Abstract

   This document defines managed objects which describe the behavior of
   a Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) entity.  This document



   obsoletes RFC 1907, Management Information Base for Version 2 of the
   Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMPv2).
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1.  The Internet-Standard Management Framework

   For a detailed overview of the documents that describe the current
   Internet-Standard Management Framework, please refer to section 7 of
   RFC 3410 [RFC3410].

   Managed objects are accessed via a virtual information store, termed
   the Management Information Base or MIB.  MIB objects are generally
   accessed through the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP).

   Objects in the MIB are defined using the mechanisms defined in the
   Structure of Management Information (SMI).  This memo specifies a MIB
   module that is compliant to the SMIv2, which is described in STD 58,
   RFC 2578 [RFC2578], STD 58, RFC 2579 [RFC2579] and STD 58, RFC 2580
   [RFC2580].

   It is the purpose of this document to define managed objects which
   describe the behavior of an SNMP entity, as defined in the SNMP
   architecture STD 62, [RFC3411].

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in BCP 14, RFC 2119
   [RFC2119].

2.  Definitions



   SNMPv2-MIB DEFINITIONS ::= BEGIN

   IMPORTS
       MODULE-IDENTITY, OBJECT-TYPE, NOTIFICATION-TYPE,
       TimeTicks, Counter32, snmpModules, mib-2
           FROM SNMPv2-SMI
       DisplayString, TestAndIncr, TimeStamp
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           FROM SNMPv2-TC
       MODULE-COMPLIANCE, OBJECT-GROUP, NOTIFICATION-GROUP
           FROM SNMPv2-CONF;

   snmpMIB MODULE-IDENTITY
       LAST-UPDATED "200210160000Z"
       ORGANIZATION "IETF SNMPv3 Working Group"
       CONTACT-INFO
               "WG-EMail:   snmpv3@lists.tislabs.com
                Subscribe:  snmpv3-request@lists.tislabs.com

                Co-Chair:   Russ Mundy
                            Network Associates Laboratories
                postal:     15204 Omega Drive, Suite 300
                            Rockville, MD 20850-4601
                            USA
                EMail:      mundy@tislabs.com
                phone:      +1 301 947-7107

                Co-Chair:   David Harrington
                            Enterasys Networks
                postal:     35 Industrial Way
                            P. O. Box 5005
                            Rochester, NH 03866-5005
                            USA
                EMail:      dbh@enterasys.com
                phone:      +1 603 337-2614

                Editor:     Randy Presuhn
                            BMC Software, Inc.
                postal:     2141 North First Street
                            San Jose, CA 95131
                            USA
                EMail:      randy_presuhn@bmc.com
                phone:      +1 408 546-1006"
       DESCRIPTION
               "The MIB module for SNMP entities.

                Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2002). This
                version of this MIB module is part of RFC 3418;
                see the RFC itself for full legal notices.
               "
       REVISION      "200210160000Z"
       DESCRIPTION
               "This revision of this MIB module was published as
                RFC 3418."



       REVISION      "199511090000Z"
       DESCRIPTION
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               "This revision of this MIB module was published as
                RFC 1907."
       REVISION      "199304010000Z"
       DESCRIPTION
               "The initial revision of this MIB module was published
               as RFC 1450."
       ::= { snmpModules 1 }

   snmpMIBObjects OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { snmpMIB 1 }

   --  ::= { snmpMIBObjects 1 }        this OID is obsolete
   --  ::= { snmpMIBObjects 2 }        this OID is obsolete
   --  ::= { snmpMIBObjects 3 }        this OID is obsolete

   -- the System group
   --
   -- a collection of objects common to all managed systems.

   system   OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { mib-2 1 }

   sysDescr OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX      DisplayString (SIZE (0..255))
       MAX-ACCESS  read-only
       STATUS      current
       DESCRIPTION
               "A textual description of the entity.  This value should
               include the full name and version identification of
               the system's hardware type, software operating-system,
               and networking software."
       ::= { system 1 }

   sysObjectID OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX      OBJECT IDENTIFIER
       MAX-ACCESS  read-only
       STATUS      current
       DESCRIPTION
               "The vendor's authoritative identification of the
               network management subsystem contained in the entity.
               This value is allocated within the SMI enterprises
               subtree (1.3.6.1.4.1) and provides an easy and
               unambiguous means for determining `what kind of box' is
               being managed.  For example, if vendor `Flintstones,
               Inc.' was assigned the subtree 1.3.6.1.4.1.424242,
               it could assign the identifier 1.3.6.1.4.1.424242.1.1
               to its `Fred Router'."
       ::= { system 2 }

   sysUpTime OBJECT-TYPE
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       SYNTAX      TimeTicks
       MAX-ACCESS  read-only
       STATUS      current
       DESCRIPTION
               "The time (in hundredths of a second) since the
               network management portion of the system was last
               re-initialized."
       ::= { system 3 }

   sysContact OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX      DisplayString (SIZE (0..255))
       MAX-ACCESS  read-write
       STATUS      current
       DESCRIPTION
               "The textual identification of the contact person for
               this managed node, together with information on how
               to contact this person.  If no contact information is
               known, the value is the zero-length string."
       ::= { system 4 }

   sysName OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX      DisplayString (SIZE (0..255))
       MAX-ACCESS  read-write
       STATUS      current
       DESCRIPTION
               "An administratively-assigned name for this managed
               node.  By convention, this is the node's fully-qualified
               domain name.  If the name is unknown, the value is
               the zero-length string."
       ::= { system 5 }

   sysLocation OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX      DisplayString (SIZE (0..255))
       MAX-ACCESS  read-write
       STATUS      current
       DESCRIPTION
               "The physical location of this node (e.g., 'telephone
               closet, 3rd floor').  If the location is unknown, the
               value is the zero-length string."
       ::= { system 6 }

   sysServices OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX      INTEGER (0..127)
       MAX-ACCESS  read-only
       STATUS      current
       DESCRIPTION
               "A value which indicates the set of services that this
               entity may potentially offer.  The value is a sum.
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               This sum initially takes the value zero. Then, for
               each layer, L, in the range 1 through 7, that this node



               performs transactions for, 2 raised to (L - 1) is added
               to the sum.  For example, a node which performs only
               routing functions would have a value of 4 (2^(3-1)).
               In contrast, a node which is a host offering application
               services would have a value of 72 (2^(4-1) + 2^(7-1)).
               Note that in the context of the Internet suite of
               protocols, values should be calculated accordingly:

                    layer      functionality
                      1        physical (e.g., repeaters)
                      2        datalink/subnetwork (e.g., bridges)
                      3        internet (e.g., supports the IP)
                      4        end-to-end  (e.g., supports the TCP)
                      7        applications (e.g., supports the SMTP)

               For systems including OSI protocols, layers 5 and 6
               may also be counted."
       ::= { system 7 }

   -- object resource information
   --
   -- a collection of objects which describe the SNMP entity's
   -- (statically and dynamically configurable) support of
   -- various MIB modules.

   sysORLastChange OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX     TimeStamp
       MAX-ACCESS read-only
       STATUS     current
       DESCRIPTION
               "The value of sysUpTime at the time of the most recent
               change in state or value of any instance of sysORID."
       ::= { system 8 }

   sysORTable OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX     SEQUENCE OF SysOREntry
       MAX-ACCESS not-accessible
       STATUS     current
       DESCRIPTION
               "The (conceptual) table listing the capabilities of
               the local SNMP application acting as a command
               responder with respect to various MIB modules.
               SNMP entities having dynamically-configurable support
               of MIB modules will have a dynamically-varying number
               of conceptual rows."
       ::= { system 9 }
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   sysOREntry OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX     SysOREntry
       MAX-ACCESS not-accessible
       STATUS     current
       DESCRIPTION
               "An entry (conceptual row) in the sysORTable."
       INDEX      { sysORIndex }
       ::= { sysORTable 1 }



   SysOREntry ::= SEQUENCE {
       sysORIndex     INTEGER,
       sysORID        OBJECT IDENTIFIER,
       sysORDescr     DisplayString,
       sysORUpTime    TimeStamp
   }

   sysORIndex OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX     INTEGER (1..2147483647)
       MAX-ACCESS not-accessible
       STATUS     current
       DESCRIPTION
               "The auxiliary variable used for identifying instances
               of the columnar objects in the sysORTable."
       ::= { sysOREntry 1 }

   sysORID OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX     OBJECT IDENTIFIER
       MAX-ACCESS read-only
       STATUS     current
       DESCRIPTION
               "An authoritative identification of a capabilities
               statement with respect to various MIB modules supported
               by the local SNMP application acting as a command
               responder."
       ::= { sysOREntry 2 }

   sysORDescr OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX     DisplayString
       MAX-ACCESS read-only
       STATUS     current
       DESCRIPTION
               "A textual description of the capabilities identified
               by the corresponding instance of sysORID."
       ::= { sysOREntry 3 }

   sysORUpTime OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX     TimeStamp
       MAX-ACCESS read-only
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       STATUS     current
       DESCRIPTION
               "The value of sysUpTime at the time this conceptual
               row was last instantiated."
       ::= { sysOREntry 4 }

   -- the SNMP group
   --
   -- a collection of objects providing basic instrumentation and
   -- control of an SNMP entity.

   snmp     OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { mib-2 11 }



   snmpInPkts OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX     Counter32
       MAX-ACCESS read-only
       STATUS     current
       DESCRIPTION
               "The total number of messages delivered to the SNMP
               entity from the transport service."
       ::= { snmp 1 }

   snmpInBadVersions OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX     Counter32
       MAX-ACCESS read-only
       STATUS     current
       DESCRIPTION
               "The total number of SNMP messages which were delivered
               to the SNMP entity and were for an unsupported SNMP
               version."
       ::= { snmp 3 }

   snmpInBadCommunityNames OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX     Counter32
       MAX-ACCESS read-only
       STATUS     current
       DESCRIPTION
              "The total number of community-based SNMP messages (for
              example,  SNMPv1) delivered to the SNMP entity which
              used an SNMP community name not known to said entity.
              Also, implementations which authenticate community-based
              SNMP messages using check(s) in addition to matching
              the community name (for example, by also checking
              whether the message originated from a transport address
              allowed to use a specified community name) MAY include
              in this value the number of messages which failed the
              additional check(s).  It is strongly RECOMMENDED that
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              the documentation for any security model which is used
              to authenticate community-based SNMP messages specify
              the precise conditions that contribute to this value."
       ::= { snmp 4 }

   snmpInBadCommunityUses OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX     Counter32
       MAX-ACCESS read-only
       STATUS     current
       DESCRIPTION
              "The total number of community-based SNMP messages (for
              example, SNMPv1) delivered to the SNMP entity which
              represented an SNMP operation that was not allowed for
              the SNMP community named in the message.  The precise
              conditions under which this counter is incremented
              (if at all) depend on how the SNMP entity implements
              its access control mechanism and how its applications
              interact with that access control mechanism.  It is
              strongly RECOMMENDED that the documentation for any
              access control mechanism which is used to control access



              to and visibility of MIB instrumentation specify the
              precise conditions that contribute to this value."
       ::= { snmp 5 }

   snmpInASNParseErrs OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX     Counter32
       MAX-ACCESS read-only
       STATUS     current
       DESCRIPTION
               "The total number of ASN.1 or BER errors encountered by
               the SNMP entity when decoding received SNMP messages."
       ::= { snmp 6 }

   snmpEnableAuthenTraps OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX      INTEGER { enabled(1), disabled(2) }
       MAX-ACCESS  read-write
       STATUS      current
       DESCRIPTION
               "Indicates whether the SNMP entity is permitted to
               generate authenticationFailure traps.  The value of this
               object overrides any configuration information; as such,
               it provides a means whereby all authenticationFailure
               traps may be disabled.

               Note that it is strongly recommended that this object
               be stored in non-volatile memory so that it remains
               constant across re-initializations of the network
               management system."
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       ::= { snmp 30 }

   snmpSilentDrops OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX     Counter32
       MAX-ACCESS read-only
       STATUS     current
       DESCRIPTION
              "The total number of Confirmed Class PDUs (such as
              GetRequest-PDUs, GetNextRequest-PDUs,
              GetBulkRequest-PDUs, SetRequest-PDUs, and
              InformRequest-PDUs) delivered to the SNMP entity which
              were silently dropped because the size of a reply
              containing an alternate Response Class PDU (such as a
              Response-PDU) with an empty variable-bindings field
              was greater than either a local constraint or the
              maximum message size associated with the originator of
              the request."
       ::= { snmp 31 }

   snmpProxyDrops OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX     Counter32
       MAX-ACCESS read-only
       STATUS     current
       DESCRIPTION
               "The total number of Confirmed Class PDUs
               (such as GetRequest-PDUs, GetNextRequest-PDUs,



               GetBulkRequest-PDUs, SetRequest-PDUs, and
               InformRequest-PDUs) delivered to the SNMP entity which
               were silently dropped because the transmission of
               the (possibly translated) message to a proxy target
               failed in a manner (other than a time-out) such that
               no Response Class PDU (such as a Response-PDU) could
               be returned."
       ::= { snmp 32 }

   -- information for notifications
   --
   -- a collection of objects which allow the SNMP entity, when
   -- supporting a notification originator application,
   -- to be configured to generate SNMPv2-Trap-PDUs.

   snmpTrap       OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { snmpMIBObjects 4 }

   snmpTrapOID OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX     OBJECT IDENTIFIER
       MAX-ACCESS accessible-for-notify
       STATUS     current
       DESCRIPTION
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               "The authoritative identification of the notification
               currently being sent.  This variable occurs as
               the second varbind in every SNMPv2-Trap-PDU and
               InformRequest-PDU."
       ::= { snmpTrap 1 }

   --  ::= { snmpTrap 2 }   this OID is obsolete

   snmpTrapEnterprise OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX     OBJECT IDENTIFIER
       MAX-ACCESS accessible-for-notify
       STATUS     current
       DESCRIPTION
               "The authoritative identification of the enterprise
               associated with the trap currently being sent.  When an
               SNMP proxy agent is mapping an RFC1157 Trap-PDU
               into a SNMPv2-Trap-PDU, this variable occurs as the
               last varbind."
       ::= { snmpTrap 3 }

   --  ::= { snmpTrap 4 }   this OID is obsolete

   -- well-known traps

   snmpTraps      OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { snmpMIBObjects 5 }

   coldStart NOTIFICATION-TYPE
       STATUS  current
       DESCRIPTION
               "A coldStart trap signifies that the SNMP entity,
               supporting a notification originator application, is



               reinitializing itself and that its configuration may
               have been altered."
       ::= { snmpTraps 1 }

   warmStart NOTIFICATION-TYPE
       STATUS  current
       DESCRIPTION
               "A warmStart trap signifies that the SNMP entity,
               supporting a notification originator application,
               is reinitializing itself such that its configuration
               is unaltered."
       ::= { snmpTraps 2 }

   -- Note the linkDown NOTIFICATION-TYPE ::= { snmpTraps 3 }
   -- and the linkUp NOTIFICATION-TYPE ::= { snmpTraps 4 }
   -- are defined in RFC 2863 [RFC2863]
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   authenticationFailure NOTIFICATION-TYPE
       STATUS  current
       DESCRIPTION
               "An authenticationFailure trap signifies that the SNMP
                entity has received a protocol message that is not
                properly authenticated.  While all implementations
                of SNMP entities MAY be capable of generating this
                trap, the snmpEnableAuthenTraps object indicates
                whether this trap will be generated."
       ::= { snmpTraps 5 }

   -- Note the egpNeighborLoss notification is defined
   -- as { snmpTraps 6 } in RFC 1213

   -- the set group
   --
   -- a collection of objects which allow several cooperating
   -- command generator applications to coordinate their use of the
   -- set operation.

   snmpSet        OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { snmpMIBObjects 6 }

   snmpSetSerialNo OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX     TestAndIncr
       MAX-ACCESS read-write
       STATUS     current
       DESCRIPTION
               "An advisory lock used to allow several cooperating
               command generator applications to coordinate their
               use of the SNMP set operation.

               This object is used for coarse-grain coordination.
               To achieve fine-grain coordination, one or more similar
               objects might be defined within each MIB group, as
               appropriate."
       ::= { snmpSet 1 }

   -- conformance information



   snmpMIBConformance
                  OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { snmpMIB 2 }

   snmpMIBCompliances
                  OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { snmpMIBConformance 1 }
   snmpMIBGroups  OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { snmpMIBConformance 2 }

   -- compliance statements
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   --    ::= { snmpMIBCompliances 1 }      this OID is obsolete
   snmpBasicCompliance MODULE-COMPLIANCE
       STATUS  deprecated
       DESCRIPTION
               "The compliance statement for SNMPv2 entities which
               implement the SNMPv2 MIB.

               This compliance statement is replaced by
               snmpBasicComplianceRev2."
       MODULE  -- this module
           MANDATORY-GROUPS { snmpGroup, snmpSetGroup, systemGroup,
                              snmpBasicNotificationsGroup }

           GROUP   snmpCommunityGroup
           DESCRIPTION
               "This group is mandatory for SNMPv2 entities which
               support community-based authentication."

       ::= { snmpMIBCompliances 2 }

   snmpBasicComplianceRev2 MODULE-COMPLIANCE
       STATUS  current
       DESCRIPTION
               "The compliance statement for SNMP entities which
               implement this MIB module."
       MODULE  -- this module
           MANDATORY-GROUPS { snmpGroup, snmpSetGroup, systemGroup,
                              snmpBasicNotificationsGroup }

           GROUP   snmpCommunityGroup
           DESCRIPTION
               "This group is mandatory for SNMP entities which
               support community-based authentication."

           GROUP   snmpWarmStartNotificationGroup
           DESCRIPTION
               "This group is mandatory for an SNMP entity which
               supports command responder applications, and is
               able to reinitialize itself such that its
               configuration is unaltered."

       ::= { snmpMIBCompliances 3 }

   -- units of conformance



   --  ::= { snmpMIBGroups 1 }           this OID is obsolete
   --  ::= { snmpMIBGroups 2 }           this OID is obsolete
   --  ::= { snmpMIBGroups 3 }           this OID is obsolete
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   --  ::= { snmpMIBGroups 4 }           this OID is obsolete

   snmpGroup OBJECT-GROUP
       OBJECTS { snmpInPkts,
                 snmpInBadVersions,
                 snmpInASNParseErrs,
                 snmpSilentDrops,
                 snmpProxyDrops,
                 snmpEnableAuthenTraps }
       STATUS  current
       DESCRIPTION
               "A collection of objects providing basic instrumentation
               and control of an SNMP entity."
       ::= { snmpMIBGroups 8 }

   snmpCommunityGroup OBJECT-GROUP
       OBJECTS { snmpInBadCommunityNames,
                 snmpInBadCommunityUses }
       STATUS  current
       DESCRIPTION
               "A collection of objects providing basic instrumentation
               of a SNMP entity which supports community-based
               authentication."
       ::= { snmpMIBGroups 9 }

   snmpSetGroup OBJECT-GROUP
       OBJECTS { snmpSetSerialNo }
       STATUS  current
       DESCRIPTION
               "A collection of objects which allow several cooperating
               command generator applications to coordinate their
               use of the set operation."
       ::= { snmpMIBGroups 5 }

   systemGroup OBJECT-GROUP
       OBJECTS { sysDescr, sysObjectID, sysUpTime,
                 sysContact, sysName, sysLocation,
                 sysServices,
                 sysORLastChange, sysORID,
                 sysORUpTime, sysORDescr }
       STATUS  current
       DESCRIPTION
               "The system group defines objects which are common to all
               managed systems."
       ::= { snmpMIBGroups 6 }

   snmpBasicNotificationsGroup NOTIFICATION-GROUP
       NOTIFICATIONS { coldStart, authenticationFailure }
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       STATUS        current
       DESCRIPTION
          "The basic notifications implemented by an SNMP entity
           supporting command responder applications."
       ::= { snmpMIBGroups 7 }

   snmpWarmStartNotificationGroup NOTIFICATION-GROUP
      NOTIFICATIONS { warmStart }
      STATUS        current
      DESCRIPTION
        "An additional notification for an SNMP entity supporting
        command responder applications, if it is able to reinitialize
        itself such that its configuration is unaltered."
     ::= { snmpMIBGroups 11 }

   snmpNotificationGroup OBJECT-GROUP
       OBJECTS { snmpTrapOID, snmpTrapEnterprise }
       STATUS  current
       DESCRIPTION
               "These objects are required for entities
               which support notification originator applications."
       ::= { snmpMIBGroups 12 }

   -- definitions in RFC 1213 made obsolete by the inclusion of a
   -- subset of the snmp group in this MIB

   snmpOutPkts OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX      Counter32
       MAX-ACCESS  read-only
       STATUS      obsolete
       DESCRIPTION
               "The total number of SNMP Messages which were
               passed from the SNMP protocol entity to the
               transport service."
       ::= { snmp 2 }

   -- { snmp 7 } is not used

   snmpInTooBigs OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX      Counter32
       MAX-ACCESS  read-only
       STATUS      obsolete
       DESCRIPTION
               "The total number of SNMP PDUs which were
               delivered to the SNMP protocol entity and for
               which the value of the error-status field was
               `tooBig'."
       ::= { snmp 8 }
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   snmpInNoSuchNames OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX      Counter32
       MAX-ACCESS  read-only
       STATUS      obsolete
       DESCRIPTION
               "The total number of SNMP PDUs which were
               delivered to the SNMP protocol entity and for
               which the value of the error-status field was
               `noSuchName'."
       ::= { snmp 9 }

   snmpInBadValues OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX      Counter32
       MAX-ACCESS  read-only
       STATUS      obsolete
       DESCRIPTION
               "The total number of SNMP PDUs which were
               delivered to the SNMP protocol entity and for
               which the value of the error-status field was
               `badValue'."
       ::= { snmp 10 }

   snmpInReadOnlys OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX      Counter32
       MAX-ACCESS  read-only
       STATUS      obsolete
       DESCRIPTION
               "The total number valid SNMP PDUs which were delivered
               to the SNMP protocol entity and for which the value
               of the error-status field was `readOnly'.  It should
               be noted that it is a protocol error to generate an
               SNMP PDU which contains the value `readOnly' in the
               error-status field, as such this object is provided
               as a means of detecting incorrect implementations of
               the SNMP."
       ::= { snmp 11 }

   snmpInGenErrs OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX      Counter32
       MAX-ACCESS  read-only
       STATUS      obsolete
       DESCRIPTION
               "The total number of SNMP PDUs which were delivered
               to the SNMP protocol entity and for which the value
               of the error-status field was `genErr'."
       ::= { snmp 12 }

   snmpInTotalReqVars OBJECT-TYPE
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       SYNTAX      Counter32
       MAX-ACCESS  read-only
       STATUS      obsolete
       DESCRIPTION
               "The total number of MIB objects which have been
               retrieved successfully by the SNMP protocol entity



               as the result of receiving valid SNMP Get-Request
               and Get-Next PDUs."
       ::= { snmp 13 }

   snmpInTotalSetVars OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX      Counter32
       MAX-ACCESS  read-only
       STATUS      obsolete
       DESCRIPTION
               "The total number of MIB objects which have been
               altered successfully by the SNMP protocol entity as
               the result of receiving valid SNMP Set-Request PDUs."
       ::= { snmp 14 }

   snmpInGetRequests OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX      Counter32
       MAX-ACCESS  read-only
       STATUS      obsolete
       DESCRIPTION
               "The total number of SNMP Get-Request PDUs which
               have been accepted and processed by the SNMP
               protocol entity."
       ::= { snmp 15 }

   snmpInGetNexts OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX      Counter32
       MAX-ACCESS  read-only
       STATUS      obsolete
       DESCRIPTION
               "The total number of SNMP Get-Next PDUs which have been
               accepted and processed by the SNMP protocol entity."
       ::= { snmp 16 }

   snmpInSetRequests OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX      Counter32
       MAX-ACCESS  read-only
       STATUS      obsolete
       DESCRIPTION
               "The total number of SNMP Set-Request PDUs which
               have been accepted and processed by the SNMP protocol
               entity."
       ::= { snmp 17 }
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   snmpInGetResponses OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX      Counter32
       MAX-ACCESS  read-only
       STATUS      obsolete
       DESCRIPTION
               "The total number of SNMP Get-Response PDUs which
               have been accepted and processed by the SNMP protocol
               entity."
       ::= { snmp 18 }

   snmpInTraps OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX      Counter32



       MAX-ACCESS  read-only
       STATUS      obsolete
       DESCRIPTION
               "The total number of SNMP Trap PDUs which have been
               accepted and processed by the SNMP protocol entity."
       ::= { snmp 19 }

   snmpOutTooBigs OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX      Counter32
       MAX-ACCESS  read-only
       STATUS      obsolete
       DESCRIPTION
               "The total number of SNMP PDUs which were generated
               by the SNMP protocol entity and for which the value
               of the error-status field was `tooBig.'"
       ::= { snmp 20 }

   snmpOutNoSuchNames OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX      Counter32
       MAX-ACCESS  read-only
       STATUS      obsolete
       DESCRIPTION
               "The total number of SNMP PDUs which were generated
               by the SNMP protocol entity and for which the value
               of the error-status was `noSuchName'."
       ::= { snmp 21 }

   snmpOutBadValues OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX      Counter32
       MAX-ACCESS  read-only
       STATUS      obsolete
       DESCRIPTION
               "The total number of SNMP PDUs which were generated
               by the SNMP protocol entity and for which the value
               of the error-status field was `badValue'."
       ::= { snmp 22 }
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   -- { snmp 23 } is not used

   snmpOutGenErrs OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX      Counter32
       MAX-ACCESS  read-only
       STATUS      obsolete
       DESCRIPTION
               "The total number of SNMP PDUs which were generated
               by the SNMP protocol entity and for which the value
               of the error-status field was `genErr'."
       ::= { snmp 24 }

   snmpOutGetRequests OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX      Counter32
       MAX-ACCESS  read-only
       STATUS      obsolete
       DESCRIPTION
               "The total number of SNMP Get-Request PDUs which



               have been generated by the SNMP protocol entity."
       ::= { snmp 25 }

   snmpOutGetNexts OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX      Counter32
       MAX-ACCESS  read-only
       STATUS      obsolete
       DESCRIPTION
               "The total number of SNMP Get-Next PDUs which have
               been generated by the SNMP protocol entity."
       ::= { snmp 26 }

   snmpOutSetRequests OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX      Counter32
       MAX-ACCESS  read-only
       STATUS      obsolete
       DESCRIPTION
               "The total number of SNMP Set-Request PDUs which
               have been generated by the SNMP protocol entity."
       ::= { snmp 27 }

   snmpOutGetResponses OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX      Counter32
       MAX-ACCESS  read-only
       STATUS      obsolete
       DESCRIPTION
               "The total number of SNMP Get-Response PDUs which
               have been generated by the SNMP protocol entity."
       ::= { snmp 28 }
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   snmpOutTraps OBJECT-TYPE
       SYNTAX      Counter32
       MAX-ACCESS  read-only
       STATUS      obsolete
       DESCRIPTION
               "The total number of SNMP Trap PDUs which have
               been generated by the SNMP protocol entity."
       ::= { snmp 29 }

   snmpObsoleteGroup OBJECT-GROUP
       OBJECTS { snmpOutPkts, snmpInTooBigs, snmpInNoSuchNames,
                 snmpInBadValues, snmpInReadOnlys, snmpInGenErrs,
                 snmpInTotalReqVars, snmpInTotalSetVars,
                 snmpInGetRequests, snmpInGetNexts, snmpInSetRequests,
                 snmpInGetResponses, snmpInTraps, snmpOutTooBigs,
                 snmpOutNoSuchNames, snmpOutBadValues,
                 snmpOutGenErrs, snmpOutGetRequests, snmpOutGetNexts,
                 snmpOutSetRequests, snmpOutGetResponses, snmpOutTraps
                 }
       STATUS  obsolete
       DESCRIPTION
               "A collection of objects from RFC 1213 made obsolete
               by this MIB module."
       ::= { snmpMIBGroups 10 }



   END

3.  Notice on Intellectual Property

   The IETF takes no position regarding the validity or scope of any
   intellectual property or other rights that might be claimed to
   pertain to the implementation or use of the technology described in
   this document or the extent to which any license under such rights
   might or might not be available; neither does it represent that it
   has made any effort to identify any such rights.  Information on the
   IETF's procedures with respect to rights in standards-track and
   standards-related documentation can be found in BCP-11.  Copies of
   claims of rights made available for publication and any assurances of
   licenses to be made available, or the result of an attempt made to
   obtain a general license or permission for the use of such
   proprietary rights by implementors or users of this specification can
   be obtained from the IETF Secretariat.

   The IETF invites any interested party to bring to its attention any
   copyrights, patents or patent applications, or other proprietary
   rights which may cover technology that may be required to practice
   this standard.  Please address the information to the IETF Executive
   Director.
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5.  Security Considerations

   There are a number of management objects defined in this MIB that



   have a MAX-ACCESS clause of read-write.  Such objects may be
   considered sensitive or vulnerable in some network environments.  The
   support for SET operations in a non-secure environment without proper
   protection can have a negative effect on network operations.

   SNMPv1 by itself is not a secure environment.  Even if the network
   itself is secure (for example by using IPSec), even then, there is no
   control as to who on the secure network is allowed to access and
   GET/SET (read/change) the objects in this MIB.
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   It is recommended that the implementors consider the security
   features as provided by the SNMPv3 framework.  Specifically, the use
   of the User-based Security Model STD 62, RFC 3414 [RFC3414] and the
   View-based Access Control Model STD 62, RFC 3415 [RFC3415] is
   recommended.

   It is then a customer/user responsibility to ensure that the SNMP
   entity giving access to an instance of this MIB is properly
   configured to give access to the objects only to those principals
   (users) that have legitimate rights to indeed GET or SET (change)
   them.
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      -  Added IPR boilerplate as required by RFC 2026;

      -  Weakened authenticationFailure description from MUST to MAY,
         clarified that it pertains to all SNMP entities;
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         entity" with appropriate terms from RFC 2571;

      -  Updated document headers and footers;

      -  Added security considerations, based on current recommendations
         for MIB modules;

      -  Added NOTIFICATION-GROUP and OBJECT-GROUP constructs for
         NOTIFICATION-TYPEs and OBJECT-TYPEs that were left unreferenced
         in RFC 1907;

      -  Fixed typos in sysServices DESCRIPTION;

      -  Changed description of snmpProxyDrops to use terms from
         architecture;

      -  Changed value used in example for sysObjectID;

      -  Added an abstract;

      -  Deprecated the snmpBasicCompliance MODULE-COMPLIANCE, and added
         the snmpBasicComplianceRev2 MODULE-COMPLIANCE to take its
         place;

      -  Updated working group mailing list address;

      -  Added co-chair's address.
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Copyright Notice
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Abstract

   The IQUERY method of performing inverse DNS lookups, specified in RFC
   1035, has not been generally implemented and has usually been
   operationally disabled where it has been implemented.  Both reflect a
   general view in the community that the concept was unwise and that
   the widely-used alternate approach of using pointer (PTR) queries and
   reverse-mapping records is preferable.  Consequently, this document
   deprecates the IQUERY operation, declaring it entirely obsolete.
   This document updates RFC 1035.

1 - Introduction

   As specified in RFC 1035 (section 6.4), the IQUERY operation for DNS
   queries is used to look up the name(s) which are associated with the
   given value.  The value being sought is provided in the query's
   answer section and the response fills in the question section with
   one or more 3-tuples of type, name and class.

   As noted in [RFC1035], section 6.4.3, inverse query processing can
   put quite an arduous burden on a server.  A server would need to
   perform either an exhaustive search of its database or maintain a
   separate database that is keyed by the values of the primary
   database.  Both of these approaches could strain system resource use,
   particularly for servers that are authoritative for millions of
   names.
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   Response packets from these megaservers could be exceptionally large,
   and easily run into megabyte sizes.  For example, using IQUERY to
   find every domain that is delegated to one of the nameservers of a
   large ISP could return tens of thousands of 3-tuples in the question
   section.  This could easily be used to launch denial of service
   attacks.



   Operators of servers that do support IQUERY in some form (such as
   very old BIND 4 servers) generally opt to disable it.  This is
   largely due to bugs in insufficiently-exercised code, or concerns
   about exposure of large blocks of names in their zones by probes such
   as inverse MX queries.

   IQUERY is also somewhat inherently crippled by being unable to tell a
   requester where it needs to go to get the information that was
   requested.  The answer is very specific to the single server that was
   queried.  This is sometimes a handy diagnostic tool, but apparently
   not enough so that server operators like to enable it, or request
   implementation where it is lacking.

   No known clients use IQUERY to provide any meaningful service.  The
   only common reverse mapping support on the Internet, mapping address
   records to names, is provided through the use of pointer (PTR)
   records in the in-addr.arpa tree and has served the community well
   for many years.

   Based on all of these factors, this document recommends that the
   IQUERY operation for DNS servers be officially obsoleted.

2 - Requirements

   The key word "SHOULD" in this document is to be interpreted as
   described in BCP 14, RFC 2119, namely that there may exist valid
   reasons to ignore a particular item, but the full implications must
   be understood and carefully weighed before choosing a different
   course.

3 - Effect on RFC 1035

   The effect of this document is to change the definition of opcode 1
   from that originally defined in section 4.1.1 of RFC 1035, and to
   entirely supersede section 6.4 (including subsections) of RFC 1035.

   The definition of opcode 1 is hereby changed to:

      "1               an inverse query (IQUERY) (obsolete)"
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   The text in section 6.4 of RFC 1035 is now considered obsolete.  The
   following is an applicability statement regarding the IQUERY opcode:

   Inverse queries using the IQUERY opcode were originally described as
   the ability to look up the names that are associated with a
   particular Resource Record (RR).  Their implementation was optional
   and never achieved widespread use.  Therefore IQUERY is now obsolete,
   and name servers SHOULD return a "Not Implemented" error when an
   IQUERY request is received.

4 - Security Considerations



   Since this document obsoletes an operation that was once available,
   it is conceivable that someone was using it as the basis of a
   security policy.  However, since the most logical course for such a
   policy to take in the face of a lack of positive response from a
   server is to deny authentication/authorization, it is highly unlikely
   that removing support for IQUERY will open any new security holes.

   Note that if IQUERY is not obsoleted, securing the responses with DNS
   Security (DNSSEC) is extremely difficult without out-on-the-fly
   digital signing.

5 - IANA Considerations

   The IQUERY opcode of 1 should be permanently retired, not to be
   assigned to any future opcode.
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Status of this Memo

   This document specifies an Internet standards track protocol for the
   Internet community, and requests discussion and suggestions for
   improvements.  Please refer to the current edition of the "Internet
   Official Protocol Standards" (STD 1) for the standardization state
   and status of this protocol.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

Copyright Notice

   Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2002).  All Rights Reserved.

Abstract



   This document defines a new Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
   (DHCP) option which is passed from the DHCP Server to the DHCP Client
   to configure a list of static routes in the client.  The network
   destinations in these routes are classless - each routing table entry
   includes a subnet mask.

Introduction

   This option obsoletes the Static Route option (option 33) defined in
   RFC 2132 [4].

   The IP protocol [1] uses routers to transmit packets from hosts
   connected to one IP subnet to hosts connected to a different IP
   subnet.  When an IP host (the source host) wishes to transmit a
   packet to another IP host (the destination), it consults its routing
   table to determine the IP address of the router that should be used
   to forward the packet to the destination host.

   The routing table on an IP host can be maintained in a variety of
   ways - using a routing information protocol such as RIP [8], ICMP
   router discovery [6,9] or using the DHCP Router option, defined in
   RFC 2132 [4].
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   In a network that already provides DHCP service, using DHCP to update
   the routing table on a DHCP client has several virtues.  It is
   efficient, since it makes use of messages that would have been sent
   anyway.  It is convenient - the DHCP server configuration is already
   being maintained, so maintaining routing information, at least on a
   relatively stable network, requires little extra work.  If DHCP
   service is already in use, no additional infrastructure need be
   deployed.

   The DHCP protocol as defined in RFC 2131 [3] and the options defined
   in RFC 2132 [4] only provide a mechanism for installing a default
   route or installing a table of classful routes.  Classful routes are
   routes whose subnet mask is implicit in the subnet number - see
   section 3.2 of STD 5, RFC 791 [1] for details on classful routing.

   Classful routing is no longer in common use, so the DHCP Static Route
   option is no longer useful.  Currently, classless routing [7, 10] is
   the most commonly-deployed form of routing on the Internet.  In
   classless routing, IP addresses consist of a network number (the
   combination of the network number and subnet number described in RFC
   950 [7]) and a host number.

   In classful IP, the network number and host number are derived from
   the IP address using a bitmask whose value is determined by the first
   few bits of the IP address.  In classless IP, the network number and
   host number are derived from the IP address using a separate
   quantity, the subnet mask.  In order to determine the network to
   which a given route applies, an IP host must know both the network
   number AND the subnet mask for that network.

   The Static Routes option (option 33) does not provide a subnet mask
   for each route - it is assumed that the subnet mask is implicit in



   whatever network number is specified in each route entry.  The
   Classless Static Routes option does provide a subnet mask for each
   entry, so that the subnet mask can be other than what would be
   determined using the algorithm specified in STD 5, RFC 791 [1] and
   STD 5, RFC 950 [7].

Definitions

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY" and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in BCP 14, RFC 2119 [2].
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   This document also uses the following terms:

      "DHCP client"

         DHCP client or "client" is an Internet host using DHCP to
         obtain configuration parameters such as a network address.

      "DHCP server"

         A DHCP server or "server" is an Internet host that returns
         configuration parameters to DHCP clients.

      "link"

         Any set of network attachment points that will all receive a
         link-layer broadcast sent on any one of the attachment points.
         This term is used in DHCP because in some cases more than one
         IP subnet may be configured on a link.  DHCP uses a local-
         network (all-ones) broadcast, which is not subnet-specific, and
         will therefore reach all nodes connected to the link,
         regardless of the IP subnet or subnets on which they are
         configured.

         A "link" is sometimes referred to as a broadcast domain or
         physical network segment.

Classless Route Option Format

   The code for this option is 121, and its minimum length is 5 bytes.
   This option can contain one or more static routes, each of which
   consists of a destination descriptor and the IP address of the router
   that should be used to reach that destination.

    Code Len Destination 1    Router 1
   +-----+---+----+-----+----+----+----+----+----+
   | 121 | n | d1 | ... | dN | r1 | r2 | r3 | r4 |
   +-----+---+----+-----+----+----+----+----+----+



    Destination 2       Router 2
   +----+-----+----+----+----+----+----+
   | d1 | ... | dN | r1 | r2 | r3 | r4 |
   +----+-----+----+----+----+----+----+

   In the above example, two static routes are specified.
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   Destination descriptors describe the IP subnet number and subnet mask
   of a particular destination using a compact encoding.  This encoding
   consists of one octet describing the width of the subnet mask,
   followed by all the significant octets of the subnet number.

   The width of the subnet mask describes the number of one bits in the
   mask, so for example a subnet with a subnet number of 10.0.127.0 and
   a netmask of 255.255.255.0 would have a subnet mask width of 24.

   The significant portion of the subnet number is simply all of the
   octets of the subnet number where the corresponding octet in the
   subnet mask is non-zero.  The number of significant octets is the
   width of the subnet mask divided by eight, rounding up, as shown in
   the following table:

        Width of subnet mask     Number of significant octets
                     0                     0
                  1- 8                     1
                  9-16                     2
                 17-24                     3
                 25-32                     4

   The following table contains some examples of how various subnet
   number/mask combinations can be encoded:

   Subnet number   Subnet mask      Destination descriptor
   0               0                0
   10.0.0.0        255.0.0.0        8.10
   10.0.0.0        255.255.255.0    24.10.0.0
   10.17.0.0       255.255.0.0      16.10.17
   10.27.129.0     255.255.255.0    24.10.27.129
   10.229.0.128    255.255.255.128  25.10.229.0.128
   10.198.122.47   255.255.255.255  32.10.198.122.47

Local Subnet Routes

   In some cases more than one IP subnet may be configured on a link.
   In such cases, a host whose IP address is in one IP subnet in the
   link could communicate directly with a host whose IP address is in a
   different IP subnet on the same link.  In cases where a client is
   being assigned an IP address on an IP subnet on such a link, for each
   IP subnet in the link other than the IP subnet on which the client
   has been assigned the DHCP server MAY be configured to specify a
   router IP address of 0.0.0.0.
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   For example, consider the case where there are three IP subnets
   configured on a link: 10.0.0/24, 192.168.0/24, 10.0.21/24.  If the
   client is assigned an IP address of 10.0.21.17, then the server could
   include a route with a destination of 10.0.0/24 and a router address
   of 0.0.0.0, and also a route with a destination of 192.168.0/24 and a
   router address of 0.0.0.0.

   A DHCP client whose underlying TCP/IP stack does not provide this
   capability MUST ignore routes in the Classless Static Routes option
   whose router IP address is 0.0.0.0.  Please note that the behavior
   described here only applies to the Classless Static Routes option,
   not to the Static Routes option nor the Router option.

DHCP Client Behavior

   DHCP clients that do not support this option MUST ignore it if it is
   received from a DHCP server.  DHCP clients that support this option
   MUST install the routes specified in the option, except as specified
   in the Local Subnet Routes section.  DHCP clients that support this
   option MUST NOT install the routes specified in the Static Routes
   option (option code 33) if both a Static Routes option and the
   Classless Static Routes option are provided.

   DHCP clients that support this option and that send a DHCP Parameter
   Request List option MUST request both this option and the Router
   option [4] in the DHCP Parameter Request List.

   DHCP clients that support this option and send a parameter request
   list MAY also request the Static Routes option, for compatibility
   with older servers that don't support Classless Static Routes.  The
   Classless Static Routes option code MUST appear in the parameter
   request list prior to both the Router option code and the Static
   Routes option code, if present.

   If the DHCP server returns both a Classless Static Routes option and
   a Router option, the DHCP client MUST ignore the Router option.

   Similarly, if the DHCP server returns both a Classless Static Routes
   option and a Static Routes option, the DHCP client MUST ignore the
   Static Routes option.

   After deriving a subnet number and subnet mask from each destination
   descriptor, the DHCP client MUST zero any bits in the subnet number
   where the corresponding bit in the mask is zero. In other words, the
   subnet number installed in the routing table is the logical AND of
   the subnet number and subnet mask given in the Classless Static
   Routes option. For example, if the server sends a route with a
   destination of 129.210.177.132 (hexadecimal 81D4B184) and a subnet
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   mask of 255.255.255.128 (hexadecimal FFFFFF80), the client will
   install a route with a destination of 129.210.177.128 (hexadecimal
   81D4B180).

Requirements to Avoid Sizing Constraints

   Because a full routing table can be quite large, the standard 576
   octet maximum size for a DHCP message may be too short to contain
   some legitimate Classless Static Route options.  Because of this,
   clients implementing the Classless Static Route option SHOULD send a
   Maximum DHCP Message Size [4] option if the DHCP client's TCP/IP
   stack is capable of receiving larger IP datagrams.  In this case, the
   client SHOULD set the value of this option to at least the MTU of the
   interface that the client is configuring.  The client MAY set the
   value of this option higher, up to the size of the largest UDP packet
   it is prepared to accept.  (Note that the value specified in the
   Maximum DHCP Message Size option is the total maximum packet size,
   including IP and UDP headers.)

   DHCP clients requesting this option, and DHCP servers sending this
   option, MUST implement DHCP option concatenation [5].  In the
   terminology of RFC 3396 [5], the Classless Static Route Option is a
   concatenation-requiring option.

DHCP Server Administrator Responsibilities

   Many clients may not implement the Classless Static Routes option.
   DHCP server administrators should therefore configure their DHCP
   servers to send both a Router option and a Classless Static Routes
   option, and should specify the default router(s) both in the Router
   option and in the Classless Static Routes option.

   When a DHCP client requests the Classless Static Routes option and
   also requests either or both of the Router option and the Static
   Routes option, and the DHCP server is sending Classless Static Routes
   options to that client, the server SHOULD NOT include the Router or
   Static Routes options.

Security Considerations

   Potential exposures to attack in the DHCP protocol are discussed in
   section 7 of the DHCP protocol specification [3] and in
   Authentication for DHCP Messages [11].

   The Classless Static Routes option can be used to misdirect network
   traffic by providing incorrect IP addresses for routers.  This can be
   either a Denial of Service attack, where the router IP address given
   is simply invalid, or can be used to set up a man-in-the-middle
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   attack by providing the IP address of a potential snooper.  This is
   not a new problem - the existing Router and Static Routes options
   defined in RFC 2132 [4] exhibit the same vulnerability.

IANA Considerations

   This DHCP option has been allocated the option code 121 in the list
   of DHCP option codes that the IANA maintains.
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   This document specifies an Internet standards track protocol for the
   Internet community, and requests discussion and suggestions for
   improvements.  Please refer to the current edition of the "Internet
   Official Protocol Standards" (STD 1) for the standardization state
   and status of this protocol.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.
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Abstract

   This document defines the changes that need to be made to the Domain
   Name System (DNS) to support hosts running IP version 6 (IPv6).  The
   changes include a resource record type to store an IPv6 address, a
   domain to support lookups based on an IPv6 address, and updated
   definitions of existing query types that return Internet addresses as
   part of additional section processing.  The extensions are designed
   to be compatible with existing applications and, in particular, DNS
   implementations themselves.
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1. Introduction

   Current support for the storage of Internet addresses in the Domain
   Name System (DNS) [1,2] cannot easily be extended to support IPv6
   addresses [3] since applications assume that address queries return
   32-bit IPv4 addresses only.

   To support the storage of IPv6 addresses in the DNS, this document
   defines the following extensions:

      o A resource record type is defined to map a domain name to an
        IPv6 address.



      o A domain is defined to support lookups based on address.

      o Existing queries that perform additional section processing to
        locate IPv4 addresses are redefined to perform additional
        section processing on both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses.

   The changes are designed to be compatible with existing software.
   The existing support for IPv4 addresses is retained.  Transition
   issues related to the co-existence of both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses in
   the DNS are discussed in [4].

   The IP protocol version used for querying resource records is
   independent of the protocol version of the resource records; e.g.,
   IPv4 transport can be used to query IPv6 records and vice versa.

   This document combines RFC 1886 [5] and changes to RFC 1886 made by
   RFC 3152 [6], obsoleting both.  Changes mainly consist in replacing
   the IP6.INT domain by IP6.ARPA as defined in RFC 3152.

2. New resource record definition and domain

   A record type is defined to store a host's IPv6 address.  A host that
   has more than one IPv6 address must have more than one such record.
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2.1 AAAA record type

   The AAAA resource record type is a record specific to the Internet
   class that stores a single IPv6 address.

   The IANA assigned value of the type is 28 (decimal).

2.2 AAAA data format

   A 128 bit IPv6 address is encoded in the data portion of an AAAA
   resource record in network byte order (high-order byte first).

2.3 AAAA query

   An AAAA query for a specified domain name in the Internet class
   returns all associated AAAA resource records in the answer section of
   a response.

   A type AAAA query does not trigger additional section processing.

2.4 Textual format of AAAA records

   The textual representation of the data portion of the AAAA resource
   record used in a master database file is the textual representation
   of an IPv6 address as defined in [3].



2.5 IP6.ARPA Domain

   A special domain is defined to look up a record given an IPv6
   address.  The intent of this domain is to provide a way of mapping an
   IPv6 address to a host name, although it may be used for other
   purposes as well.  The domain is rooted at IP6.ARPA.

   An IPv6 address is represented as a name in the IP6.ARPA domain by a
   sequence of nibbles separated by dots with the suffix ".IP6.ARPA".
   The sequence of nibbles is encoded in reverse order, i.e., the
   low-order nibble is encoded first, followed by the next low-order
   nibble and so on.  Each nibble is represented by a hexadecimal digit.
   For example, the reverse lookup domain name corresponding to the
   address

       4321:0:1:2:3:4:567:89ab

   would be

   b.a.9.8.7.6.5.0.4.0.0.0.3.0.0.0.2.0.0.0.1.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.1.2.3.4.IP6.
                                                                  ARPA.
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3. Modifications to existing query types

   All existing query types that perform type A additional section
   processing, i.e., name server (NS), location of services (SRV) and
   mail exchange (MX) query types, must be redefined to perform both
   type A and type AAAA additional section processing.  These
   definitions mean that a name server must add any relevant IPv4
   addresses and any relevant IPv6 addresses available locally to the
   additional section of a response when processing any one of the above
   queries.

4. Security Considerations

   Any information obtained from the DNS must be regarded as unsafe
   unless techniques specified in [7] or [8] are used.  The definitions
   of the AAAA record type and of the IP6.ARPA domain do not change the
   model for use of these techniques.

   So, this specification is not believed to cause any new security
   problems, nor to solve any existing ones.

5. IANA Considerations

   There are no IANA assignments to be performed.

6. Intellectual Property Statement

   The IETF takes no position regarding the validity or scope of any
   intellectual property or other rights that might be claimed to
   pertain to the implementation or use of the technology described in
   this document or the extent to which any license under such rights
   might or might not be available; neither does it represent that it



   has made any effort to identify any such rights.  Information on the
   IETF's procedures with respect to rights in standards-track and
   standards-related documentation can be found in BCP-11.  Copies of
   claims of rights made available for publication and any assurances of
   licenses to be made available, or the result of an attempt made to
   obtain a general license or permission for the use of such
   proprietary rights by implementors or users of this specification can
   be obtained from the IETF Secretariat.

   The IETF invites any interested party to bring to its attention any
   copyrights, patents or patent applications, or other proprietary
   rights which may cover technology that may be required to practice
   this standard.  Please address the information to the IETF Executive
   Director.
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Appendix A: Changes from RFC 1886

   The following changes were made from RFC 1886 "DNS Extensions to
   support IP version 6":

   - Replaced the "IP6.INT" domain by "IP6.ARPA".
   - Mentioned SRV query types in section 3 "MODIFICATIONS TO
     EXISTING QUERY TYPES"
   - Added security considerations.
   - Updated references :
     * From RFC 1884 to RFC 3513 (IP Version 6 Addressing
       Architecture).
     * From "work in progress" to RFC 2893 (Transition Mechanisms for
       IPv6 Hosts and Routers).
     * Added reference to RFC 1886, RFC 3152, RFC 2535 and RFC 2845.
   - Updated document abstract
   - Added table of contents
   - Added full copyright statement
   - Added IANA considerations section
   - Added Intellectual Property Statement
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1.  Introduction

   The Secret Key Transaction Authentication for DNS (TSIG) [RFC2845]
   protocol was developed to provide a lightweight authentication and
   integrity of messages between two DNS entities, such as client and
   server or server and server.  TSIG can be used to protect dynamic
   update messages, authenticate regular message or to off-load
   complicated DNSSEC [RFC2535] processing from a client to a server and
   still allow the client to be assured of the integrity of the answers.
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   The TSIG protocol [RFC2845] is extensible through the definition of
   new algorithms.  This document specifies an algorithm based on the
   Generic Security Service Application Program Interface (GSS-API)
   [RFC2743].  GSS-API is a framework that provides an abstraction of
   security to the application protocol developer.  The security
   services offered can include authentication, integrity, and
   confidentiality.



   The GSS-API framework has several benefits:

   *  Mechanism and protocol independence.  The underlying mechanisms
      that realize the security services can be negotiated on the fly
      and varied over time.  For example, a client and server MAY use
      Kerberos [RFC1964] for one transaction, whereas that same server
      MAY use SPKM [RFC2025] with a different client.

   *  The protocol developer is removed from the responsibility of
      creating and managing a security infrastructure.  For example, the
      developer does not need to create new key distribution or key
      management systems.  Instead the developer relies on the security
      service mechanism to manage this on its behalf.

   The scope of this document is limited to the description of an
   authentication mechanism only.  It does not discuss and/or propose an
   authorization mechanism.  Readers that are unfamiliar with GSS-API
   concepts are encouraged to read the characteristics and concepts
   section of [RFC2743] before examining this protocol in detail.  It is
   also assumed that the reader is familiar with [RFC2845], [RFC2930],
   [RFC1034] and [RFC1035].

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT",
   "RECOMMENDED", and "MAY" in this document are to be interpreted as
   described in BCP 14, RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

2.  Algorithm Overview

   In GSS, client and server interact to create a "security context".
   The security context can be used to create and verify transaction
   signatures on messages between the two parties.  A unique security
   context is required for each unique connection between client and
   server.

   Creating a security context involves a negotiation between client and
   server.  Once a context has been established, it has a finite
   lifetime for which it can be used to secure messages.  Thus there are
   three states of a context associated with a connection:
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                              +----------+
                              |          |
                              V          |
                      +---------------+  |
                      | Uninitialized |  |
                      |               |  |
                      +---------------+  |
                              |          |
                              V          |
                      +---------------+  |
                      | Negotiating   |  |
                      | Context       |  |
                      +---------------+  |
                              |          |



                              V          |
                      +---------------+  |
                      | Context       |  |
                      | Established   |  |
                      +---------------+  |
                              |          |
                              +----------+

   Every connection begins in the uninitialized state.

2.1.  GSS Details

   Client and server MUST be locally authenticated and have acquired
   default credentials before using this protocol as specified in
   Section 1.1.1 "Credentials" in RFC 2743 [RFC2743].

   The GSS-TSIG algorithm consists of two stages:

   I.  Establish security context.  The Client and Server use the
       GSS_Init_sec_context and GSS_Accept_sec_context APIs to generate
       the tokens that they pass to each other using [RFC2930] as a
       transport mechanism.

   II. Once the security context is established it is used to generate
       and verify signatures using GSS_GetMIC and GSS_VerifyMIC APIs.
       These signatures are exchanged by the Client and Server as a part
       of the TSIG records exchanged in DNS messages sent between the
       Client and Server, as described in [RFC2845].

2.2.  Modifications to the TSIG protocol (RFC 2845)

   Modification to RFC 2845 allows use of TSIG through signing server's
   response in an explicitly specified place in multi message exchange
   between two DNS entities even if client's request wasn't signed.
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   Specifically, Section 4.2 of RFC 2845 MUST be modified as follows:

   Replace:
      "The server MUST not generate a signed response to an unsigned
      request."

   With:
      "The server MUST not generate a signed response to an unsigned
      request, except in case of response to client's unsigned TKEY
      query if secret key is established on server side after server
      processed client's query.  Signing responses to unsigned TKEY
      queries MUST be explicitly specified in the description of an
      individual secret key establishment algorithm."

3.  Client Protocol Details

   A unique context is required for each server to which the client
   sends secure messages.  A context is identified by a context handle.
   A client maintains a mapping of servers to handles:



      (target_name, key_name, context_handle)

   The value key_name also identifies a context handle.  The key_name is
   the owner name of the TKEY and TSIG records sent between a client and
   a server to indicate to each other which context MUST be used to
   process the current request.

   DNS client and server MAY use various underlying security mechanisms
   to establish security context as described in sections 3 and 4.  At
   the same time, in order to guarantee interoperability between DNS
   clients and servers that support GSS-TSIG it is REQUIRED that
   security mechanism used by client enables use of Kerberos v5 (see
   Section 9 for more information).

3.1.  Negotiating Context

   In GSS, establishing a security context involves the passing of
   opaque tokens between the client and the server.  The client
   generates the initial token and sends it to the server.  The server
   processes the token and if necessary, returns a subsequent token to
   the client.  The client processes this token, and so on, until the
   negotiation is complete.  The number of times the client and server
   exchange tokens depends on the underlying security mechanism.  A
   completed negotiation results in a context handle.
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   The TKEY resource record [RFC2930] is used as the vehicle to transfer
   tokens between client and server.  The TKEY record is a general
   mechanism for establishing secret keys for use with TSIG.  For more
   information, see [RFC2930].

3.1.1.  Call GSS_Init_sec_context

   To obtain the first token to be sent to a server, a client MUST call
   GSS_Init_sec_context API.

   The following input parameters MUST be used.  The outcome of the call
   is indicated with the output values below.  Consult Sections 2.2.1,
   "GSS_Init_sec_context call", of [RFC2743] for syntax definitions.

   INPUTS
     CREDENTIAL HANDLE claimant_cred_handle = NULL (NULL specifies "use
         default").  Client MAY instead specify some other valid
         handle to its credentials.
     CONTEXT HANDLE input_context_handle  = 0
     INTERNAL NAME  targ_name             = "DNS@<target_server_name>"
     OBJECT IDENTIFIER mech_type          = Underlying security
         mechanism chosen by implementers.  To guarantee
         interoperability of the implementations of the GSS-TSIG
         mechanism client MUST specify a valid underlying security
         mechanism that enables use of Kerberos v5 (see Section 9 for
         more information).



     OCTET STRING   input_token           = NULL
     BOOLEAN        replay_det_req_flag   = TRUE
     BOOLEAN        mutual_req_flag       = TRUE
     BOOLEAN        deleg_req_flag        = TRUE
     BOOLEAN        sequence_req_flag     = TRUE
     BOOLEAN        anon_req_flag         = FALSE
     BOOLEAN        integ_req_flag        = TRUE
     INTEGER        lifetime_req          = 0 (0 requests a default
         value).  Client MAY instead specify another upper bound for the
         lifetime of the context to be established in seconds.
     OCTET STRING   chan_bindings         = Any valid channel bindings
         as specified in Section 1.1.6 "Channel Bindings" in [RFC2743]

   OUTPUTS
     INTEGER        major_status
     CONTEXT HANDLE output_context_handle
     OCTET STRING   output_token
     BOOLEAN        replay_det_state
     BOOLEAN        mutual_state
     INTEGER        minor_status
     OBJECT IDENTIFIER mech_type
     BOOLEAN        deleg_state
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     BOOLEAN        sequence_state
     BOOLEAN        anon_state
     BOOLEAN        trans_state
     BOOLEAN        prot_ready_state
     BOOLEAN        conf_avail
     BOOLEAN        integ_avail
     INTEGER        lifetime_rec

   If returned major_status is set to one of the following errors:

     GSS_S_DEFECTIVE_TOKEN
     GSS_S_DEFECTIVE_CREDENTIAL
     GSS_S_BAD_SIG (GSS_S_BAD_MIC)
     GSS_S_NO_CRED
     GSS_S_CREDENTIALS_EXPIRED
     GSS_S_BAD_BINDINGS
     GSS_S_OLD_TOKEN
     GSS_S_DUPLICATE_TOKEN
     GSS_S_NO_CONTEXT
     GSS_S_BAD_NAMETYPE
     GSS_S_BAD_NAME
     GSS_S_BAD_MECH
     GSS_S_FAILURE

   then the client MUST abandon the algorithm and MUST NOT use the GSS-
   TSIG algorithm to establish this security context.  This document
   does not prescribe which other mechanism could be used to establish a
   security context.  Next time when this client needs to establish
   security context, the client MAY use GSS-TSIG algorithm.

   Success values of major_status are GSS_S_CONTINUE_NEEDED and
   GSS_S_COMPLETE.  The exact success code is important during later



   processing.

   The values of replay_det_state and mutual_state indicate if the
   security package provides replay detection and mutual authentication,
   respectively.  If returned major_status is GSS_S_COMPLETE AND one or
   both of these values are FALSE, the client MUST abandon this
   algorithm.

   Client's behavior MAY depend on other OUTPUT parameters according to
   the policy local to the client.

   The handle output_context_handle is unique to this negotiation and is
   stored in the client's mapping table as the context_handle that maps
   to target_name.
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3.1.2.  Send TKEY Query to Server

   An opaque output_token returned by GSS_Init_sec_context is
   transmitted to the server in a query request with QTYPE=TKEY.  The
   token itself will be placed in a Key Data field of the RDATA field in
   the TKEY resource record in the additional records section of the
   query.  The owner name of the TKEY resource record set queried for
   and the owner name of the supplied TKEY resource record in the
   additional records section MUST be the same.  This name uniquely
   identifies the security context to both the client and server, and
   thus the client SHOULD use a value which is globally unique as
   described in [RFC2930].  To achieve global uniqueness, the name MAY
   contain a UUID/GUID [ISO11578].

      TKEY Record
        NAME = client-generated globally unique domain name string
               (as described in [RFC2930])
        RDATA
           Algorithm Name      = gss-tsig
           Mode                = 3 (GSS-API negotiation - per [RFC2930])
           Key Size            = size of output_token in octets
           Key Data            = output_token

   The remaining fields in the TKEY RDATA, i.e., Inception, Expiration,
   Error, Other Size and Data Fields, MUST be set according to
   [RFC2930].

   The query is transmitted to the server.

   Note: if the original client call to GSS_Init_sec_context returned
   any major_status other than GSS_S_CONTINUE_NEEDED or GSS_S_COMPLETE,
   then the client MUST NOT send TKEY query.  Client's behavior in this
   case is described above in Section 3.1.1.

3.1.3.  Receive TKEY Query-Response from Server

   Upon the reception of the TKEY query the DNS server MUST respond
   according to the description in Section 4.  This section specifies



   the behavior of the client after it receives the matching response to
   its query.

   The next processing step depends on the value of major_status from
   the most recent call that client performed to GSS_Init_sec_context:
   either GSS_S_COMPLETE or GSS_S_CONTINUE.
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3.1.3.1.  Value of major_status == GSS_S_COMPLETE

   If the last call to GSS_Init_sec_context yielded a major_status value
   of GSS_S_COMPLETE and a non-NULL output_token was sent to the server,
   then the client side component of the negotiation is complete and the
   client is awaiting confirmation from the server.

   Confirmation is in the form of a query response with RCODE=NOERROR
   and with the last client supplied TKEY record in the answer section
   of the query.  The response MUST be signed with a TSIG record.  Note
   that the server is allowed to sign a response to unsigned client's
   query due to modification to the RFC 2845 specified in Section 2.2
   above.  The signature in the TSIG record MUST be verified using the
   procedure detailed in section 5, Sending and Verifying Signed
   Messages.  If the response is not signed, OR if the response is
   signed but the signature is invalid, then an attacker has tampered
   with the message in transit or has attempted to send the client a
   false response.  In this case, the client MAY continue waiting for a
   response to its last TKEY query until the time period since the
   client sent last TKEY query expires.  Such a time period is specified
   by the policy local to the client.  This is a new option that allows
   the DNS client to accept multiple answers for one query ID and select
   one (not necessarily the first one) based on some criteria.

   If the signature is verified, the context state is advanced to
   Context Established.  Proceed to section 3.2 for usage of the
   security context.

3.1.3.2.  Value of major_status == GSS_S_CONTINUE_NEEDED

   If the last call to GSS_Init_sec_context yielded a major_status value
   of GSS_S_CONTINUE_NEEDED, then the negotiation is not yet complete.
   The server will return to the client a query response with a TKEY
   record in the Answer section.  If the DNS message error is not
   NO_ERROR or error field in the TKEY record is not 0 (i.e., no error),
   then the client MUST abandon this negotiation sequence.  The client
   MUST delete an active context by calling GSS_Delete_sec_context
   providing the associated context_handle.  The client MAY repeat the
   negotiation sequence starting with the uninitialized state as
   described in section 3.1.  To prevent infinite looping the number of
   attempts to establish a security context MUST be limited to ten or
   less.

   If the DNS message error is NO_ERROR and the error field in the TKEY



   record is 0 (i.e., no error), then the client MUST pass a token
   specified in the Key Data field in the TKEY resource record to
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   GSS_Init_sec_context using the same parameters values as in previous
   call except values for CONTEXT HANDLE input_context_handle and OCTET
   STRING input_token as described below:

   INPUTS
     CONTEXT HANDLE input_context_handle  = context_handle (this is the
          context_handle corresponding to the key_name which is the
          owner name of the TKEY record in the answer section in the
          TKEY query response)

     OCTET STRING   input_token           = token from Key field of
                                            TKEY record

   Depending on the following OUTPUT values of GSS_Init_sec_context

        INTEGER        major_status
        OCTET STRING   output_token

   the client MUST take one of the following actions:

   If OUTPUT major_status is set to one of the following values:

        GSS_S_DEFECTIVE_TOKEN
        GSS_S_DEFECTIVE_CREDENTIAL
        GSS_S_BAD_SIG (GSS_S_BAD_MIC)
        GSS_S_NO_CRED
        GSS_S_CREDENTIALS_EXPIRED
        GSS_S_BAD_BINDINGS
        GSS_S_OLD_TOKEN
        GSS_S_DUPLICATE_TOKEN
        GSS_S_NO_CONTEXT
        GSS_S_BAD_NAMETYPE
        GSS_S_BAD_NAME
        GSS_S_BAD_MECH
        GSS_S_FAILURE

   the client MUST abandon this negotiation sequence.  This means that
   the client MUST delete an active context by calling
   GSS_Delete_sec_context providing the associated context_handle.  The
   client MAY repeat the negotiation sequence starting with the
   uninitialized state as described in section 3.1.  To prevent infinite
   looping the number of attempts to establish a security context MUST
   be limited to ten or less.

   If OUTPUT major_status is GSS_S_CONTINUE_NEEDED OR GSS_S_COMPLETE
   then client MUST act as described below.
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   If the response from the server was signed, and the OUTPUT
   major_status is GSS_S_COMPLETE,then the signature in the TSIG record
   MUST be verified using the procedure detailed in section 5, Sending
   and Verifying Signed Messages.  If the signature is invalid, then the
   client MUST abandon this negotiation sequence.  This means that the
   client MUST delete an active context by calling
   GSS_Delete_sec_context providing the associated context_handle.  The
   client MAY repeat the negotiation sequence starting with the
   uninitialized state as described in section 3.1.  To prevent infinite
   looping the number of attempts to establish a security context MUST
   be limited to ten or less.

   If major_status is GSS_S_CONTINUE_NEEDED the negotiation is not yet
   finished.  The token output_token MUST be passed to the server in a
   TKEY record by repeating the negotiation sequence beginning with
   section 3.1.2.  The client MUST place a limit on the number of
   continuations in a context negotiation to prevent endless looping.
   Such limit SHOULD NOT exceed value of 10.

   If major_status is GSS_S_COMPLETE and output_token is non-NULL, the
   client-side component of the negotiation is complete but the token
   output_token MUST be passed to the server by repeating the
   negotiation sequence beginning with section 3.1.2.

   If major_status is GSS_S_COMPLETE and output_token is NULL, context
   negotiation is complete.  The context state is advanced to Context
   Established.  Proceed to section 3.2 for usage of the security
   context.

3.2.  Context Established

   When context negotiation is complete, the handle context_handle MUST
   be used for the generation and verification of transaction
   signatures.

   The procedures for sending and receiving signed messages are
   described in section 5, Sending and Verifying Signed Messages.

3.2.1.  Terminating a Context

   When the client is not intended to continue using the established
   security context, the client SHOULD delete an active context by
   calling GSS_Delete_sec_context providing the associated
   context_handle, AND client SHOULD delete the established context on
   the DNS server by using TKEY RR with the Mode field set to 5, i.e.,
   "key deletion" [RFC2930].
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4.  Server Protocol Details

   As on the client-side, the result of a successful context negotiation
   is a context handle used in future generation and verification of the
   transaction signatures.

   A server MAY be managing several contexts with several clients.
   Clients identify their contexts by providing a key name in their
   request.  The server maintains a mapping of key names to handles:

      (key_name, context_handle)

4.1.  Negotiating Context

   A server MUST recognize TKEY queries as security context negotiation
   messages.

4.1.1.  Receive TKEY Query from Client

   Upon receiving a query with QTYPE = TKEY, the server MUST examine
   whether the Mode and Algorithm Name fields of the TKEY record in the
   additional records section of the message contain values of 3 and
   gss-tsig, respectively.  If they do, then the (key_name,
   context_handle) mapping table is searched for the key_name matching
   the owner name of the TKEY record in the additional records section
   of the query.  If the name is found in the table and the security
   context for this name is established and not expired, then the server
   MUST respond to the query with BADNAME error in the TKEY error field.
   If the name is found in the table and the security context is not
   established, the corresponding context_handle is used in subsequent
   GSS operations.  If the name is found but the security context is
   expired, then the server deletes this security context, as described
   in Section 4.2.1, and interprets this query as a start of new
   security context negotiation and performs operations described in
   Section 4.1.2 and 4.1.3.  If the name is not found, then the server
   interprets this query as a start of new security context negotiation
   and performs operations described in Section 4.1.2 and 4.1.3.

4.1.2.  Call GSS_Accept_sec_context

   The server performs its side of a context negotiation by calling
   GSS_Accept_sec_context.  The following input parameters MUST be used.
   The outcome of the call is indicated with the output values below.
   Consult Sections 2.2.2 "GSS_Accept_sec_context call" of the RFC 2743
   [RFC2743] for syntax definitions.
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   INPUTS
     CONTEXT HANDLE input_context_handle  = 0 if new negotiation,
                                            context_handle matching
                                         key_name if ongoing negotiation
     OCTET STRING   input_token           = token specified in the Key
           field from TKEY RR (from Additional records Section of



           the client's query)

     CREDENTIAL HANDLE acceptor_cred_handle = NULL (NULL specifies "use
           default").  Server MAY instead specify some other valid
           handle to its credentials.
     OCTET STRING   chan_bindings          = Any valid channel bindings
           as specified in Section 1.1.6 "Channel Bindings" in [RFC2743]

   OUTPUTS
     INTEGER        major_status
     CONTEXT_HANDLE output_context_handle
     OCTET STRING   output_token
     INTEGER        minor_status
     INTERNAL NAME  src_name
     OBJECT IDENTIFIER  mech_type
     BOOLEAN        deleg_state
     BOOLEAN        mutual_state
     BOOLEAN        replay_det_state
     BOOLEAN        sequence_state
     BOOLEAN        anon_state
     BOOLEAN        trans_state
     BOOLEAN        prot_ready_state
     BOOLEAN        conf_avail
     BOOLEAN        integ_avail
     INTEGER        lifetime_rec
     CONTEXT_HANDLE delegated_cred_handle

   If this is the first call to GSS_Accept_sec_context in a new
   negotiation, then output_context_handle is stored in the server's
   key-mapping table as the context_handle that maps to the name of the
   TKEY record.

4.1.3.  Send TKEY Query-Response to Client

   The server MUST respond to the client with a TKEY query response with
   RCODE = NOERROR, that contains a TKEY record in the answer section.

   If OUTPUT major_status is one of the following errors the error field
   in the TKEY record set to BADKEY.
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        GSS_S_DEFECTIVE_TOKEN
        GSS_S_DEFECTIVE_CREDENTIAL
        GSS_S_BAD_SIG (GSS_S_BAD_MIC)
        GSS_S_DUPLICATE_TOKEN
        GSS_S_OLD_TOKEN
        GSS_S_NO_CRED
        GSS_S_CREDENTIALS_EXPIRED
        GSS_S_BAD_BINDINGS
        GSS_S_NO_CONTEXT
        GSS_S_BAD_MECH
        GSS_S_FAILURE



   If OUTPUT major_status is set to  GSS_S_COMPLETE or
   GSS_S_CONTINUE_NEEDED then server MUST act as described below.

   If major_status is GSS_S_COMPLETE the server component of the
   negotiation is finished.  If output_token is non-NULL, then it MUST
   be returned to the client in a Key Data field of the RDATA in TKEY.
   The error field in the TKEY record is set to NOERROR.  The message
   MUST be signed with a TSIG record as described in section 5, Sending
   and Verifying Signed Messages.  Note that server is allowed to sign a
   response to unsigned client's query due to modification to the RFC
   2845 specified in Section 2.2 above.  The context state is advanced
   to Context Established.  Section 4.2 discusses the usage of the
   security context.

   If major_status is GSS_S_COMPLETE and output_token is NULL, then the
   TKEY record received from the client MUST be returned in the Answer
   section of the response.  The message MUST be signed with a TSIG
   record as described in section 5, Sending and Verifying Signed
   Messages.  Note that server is allowed to sign a response to unsigned
   client's query due to modification to the RFC 2845 specified in
   section 2.2 above.  The context state is advanced to Context
   Established.  Section 4.2 discusses the usage of the security
   context.

   If major_status is GSS_S_CONTINUE_NEEDED, the server component of the
   negotiation is not yet finished.  The server responds to the TKEY
   query with a standard query response, placing in the answer section a
   TKEY record containing output_token in the Key Data RDATA field.  The
   error field in the TKEY record is set to NOERROR.  The server MUST
   limit the number of times that a given context is allowed to repeat,
   to prevent endless looping.  Such limit SHOULD NOT exceed value of
   10.
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   In all cases, except if major_status is GSS_S_COMPLETE and
   output_token is NULL, other TKEY record fields MUST contain the
   following values:

        NAME = key_name
        RDATA
           Algorithm Name      = gss-tsig
           Mode                = 3 (GSS-API negotiation - per [RFC2930])
           Key Size            = size of output_token in octets

   The remaining fields in the TKEY RDATA, i.e., Inception, Expiration,
   Error, Other Size and Data Fields, MUST be set according to
   [RFC2930].

4.2.  Context Established

   When context negotiation is complete, the handle context_handle is
   used for the generation and verification of transaction signatures.



   The handle is valid for a finite amount of time determined by the
   underlying security mechanism.  A server MAY unilaterally terminate a
   context at any time (see section 4.2.1).

   Server SHOULD limit the amount of memory used to cache established
   contexts.

   The procedures for sending and receiving signed messages are given in
   section 5, Sending and Verifying Signed Messages.

4.2.1.  Terminating a Context

   A server can terminate any established context at any time.  The
   server MAY hint to the client that the context is being deleted by
   including a TKEY RR in a response with the Mode field set to 5, i.e.,
   "key deletion" [RFC2930].  An active context is deleted by calling
   GSS_Delete_sec_context providing the associated context_handle.

5.  Sending and Verifying Signed Messages

5.1.  Sending a Signed Message - Call GSS_GetMIC

   The procedure for sending a signature-protected message is specified
   in [RFC2845].  The data to be passed to the signature routine
   includes the whole DNS message with specific TSIG variables appended.
   For the exact format, see [RFC2845].  For this protocol, use the
   following TSIG variable values:
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      TSIG Record
        NAME = key_name that identifies this context
        RDATA
           Algorithm Name = gss-tsig

   Assign the remaining fields in the TSIG RDATA appropriate values as
   described in [RFC2845].

   The signature is generated by calling GSS_GetMIC.  The following
   input parameters MUST be used.  The outcome of the call is indicated
   with the output values specified below.  Consult Sections 2.3.1
   "GSS_GetMIC call" of the RFC 2743[RFC2743] for syntax definitions.

   INPUTS
     CONTEXT HANDLE context_handle = context_handle for key_name
     OCTET STRING   message        = outgoing message plus TSIG
                                     variables (per [RFC2845])
     INTEGER qop_req               = 0 (0 requests a default
         value).  Caller MAY instead specify other valid value (for
         details see Section 1.2.4 in [RFC2743])

   OUTPUTS
     INTEGER        major_status
     INTEGER        minor_status



     OCTET STRING   per_msg_token

   If major_status is GSS_S_COMPLETE, then signature generation
   succeeded.  The signature in per_msg_token is inserted into the
   Signature field of the TSIG RR and the message is transmitted.

   If major_status is GSS_S_CONTEXT_EXPIRED, GSS_S_CREDENTIALS_EXPIRED
   or GSS_S_FAILURE the caller MUST delete the security context, return
   to the uninitialized state and SHOULD negotiate a new security
   context, as described above in Section 3.1

   If major_status is GSS_S_NO_CONTEXT, the caller MUST remove the entry
   for key_name from the (target_ name, key_name, context_handle)
   mapping table, return to the uninitialized state and SHOULD negotiate
   a new security context, as described above in Section 3.1

   If major_status is GSS_S_BAD_QOP, the caller SHOULD repeat the
   GSS_GetMIC call with allowed QOP value.  The number of such
   repetitions MUST be limited to prevent infinite loops.

5.2.  Verifying a Signed Message - Call GSS_VerifyMIC

   The procedure for verifying a signature-protected message is
   specified in [RFC2845].
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   The NAME of the TSIG record determines which context_handle maps to
   the context that MUST be used to verify the signature.  If the NAME
   does not map to an established context, the server MUST send a
   standard TSIG error response to the client indicating BADKEY in the
   TSIG error field (as described in [RFC2845]).

   For the GSS algorithm, a signature is verified by using
   GSS_VerifyMIC:

   INPUTS
     CONTEXT HANDLE context_handle = context_handle for key_name
     OCTET STRING   message        = incoming message plus TSIG
                                     variables (per [RFC2845])
     OCTET STRING   per_msg_token  = Signature field from TSIG RR

   OUTPUTS
     INTEGER        major_status
     INTEGER        minor_status
     INTEGER        qop_state

   If major_status is GSS_S_COMPLETE, the signature is authentic and the
   message was delivered intact.  Per [RFC2845], the timer values of the
   TSIG record MUST also be valid before considering the message to be
   authentic.  The caller MUST not act on the request or response in the
   message until these checks are verified.

   When a server is processing a client request, the server MUST send a
   standard TSIG error response to the client indicating BADKEY in the
   TSIG error field as described in [RFC2845], if major_status is set to
   one of the following values



        GSS_S_DEFECTIVE_TOKEN
        GSS_S_BAD_SIG (GSS_S_BAD_MIC)
        GSS_S_DUPLICATE_TOKEN
        GSS_S_OLD_TOKEN
        GSS_S_UNSEQ_TOKEN
        GSS_S_GAP_TOKEN
        GSS_S_CONTEXT_EXPIRED
        GSS_S_NO_CONTEXT
        GSS_S_FAILURE

   If the timer values of the TSIG record are invalid, the message MUST
   NOT be considered authentic.  If this error checking fails when a
   server is processing a client request, the appropriate error response
   MUST be sent to the client according to [RFC2845].
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6.  Example usage of GSS-TSIG algorithm

   This Section describes an example where a Client, client.example.com,
   and a Server, server.example.com, establish a security context
   according to the algorithm described above.

  I.  Client initializes security context negotiation

  To establish a security context with a server, server.example.com, the
  Client calls GSS_Init_sec_context with the following parameters.
  (Note that some INPUT and OUTPUT parameters not critical for this
  algorithm are not described in this example.)

     CONTEXT HANDLE input_context_handle  = 0
     INTERNAL NAME  targ_name             = "DNS@server.example.com"
     OCTET STRING   input_token           = NULL
     BOOLEAN        replay_det_req_flag   = TRUE
     BOOLEAN        mutual_req_flag       = TRUE

  The OUTPUTS parameters returned by GSS_Init_sec_context include
     INTEGER        major_status = GSS_S_CONTINUE_NEEDED
     CONTEXT HANDLE output_context_handle context_handle
     OCTET STRING   output_token output_token
     BOOLEAN        replay_det_state = TRUE
     BOOLEAN        mutual_state = TRUE

  Client verifies that replay_det_state and mutual_state values are
  TRUE.  Since the major_status is GSS_S_CONTINUE_NEEDED, which is a
  success OUTPUT major_status value, client stores context_handle that
  maps to "DNS@server.example.com" and proceeds to the next step.

  II.  Client sends a query with QTYPE = TKEY to server

  Client sends a query with QTYPE = TKEY for a client-generated globally
  unique domain name string, 789.client.example.com.server.example.com.
  Query contains a TKEY record in its Additional records section with



  the following fields.  (Note that some fields not specific to this
  algorithm are not specified.)

     NAME = 789.client.example.com.server.example.com.
     RDATA
        Algorithm Name      = gss-tsig
        Mode                = 3 (GSS-API negotiation - per [RFC2930])
        Key Size            = size of output_token in octets
        Key Data            = output_token
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  After the key_name 789.client.example.com.server.example.com.
  is generated it is stored in the client's (target_name, key_name,
  context_handle) mapping table.

  III.  Server receives a query with QTYPE = TKEY

  When server receives a query with QTYPE = TKEY, the server verifies
  that Mode and Algorithm fields in the TKEY record in the Additional
  records section of the query are set to 3 and "gss-tsig" respectively.
  It finds that the key_name 789.client.example.com.server.example.com.
  is not listed in its (key_name, context_handle) mapping table.

  IV.  Server calls GSS_Accept_sec_context

  To continue security context negotiation server calls
  GSS_Accept_sec_context with the following parameters.  (Note that
  some INPUT and OUTPUT parameters not critical for this algorithm
  are not described in this example.)

   INPUTS
     CONTEXT HANDLE input_context_handle  = 0
     OCTET STRING   input_token           = token specified in the Key
                              field from TKEY RR (from Additional
                              records section of the client's query)

  The OUTPUTS parameters returned by GSS_Accept_sec_context include
     INTEGER        major_status = GSS_S_CONTINUE_NEEDED
     CONTEXT_HANDLE output_context_handle context_handle
     OCTET STRING   output_token output_token

  Server stores the mapping of the
  789.client.example.com.server.example.com. to OUTPUT context_handle
  in its (key_name, context_handle) mapping table.

  V.  Server responds to the TKEY query

  Since the major_status = GSS_S_CONTINUE_NEEDED in the last server's
  call to GSS_Accept_sec_context, the server responds to the TKEY query
  placing in the answer section a TKEY record containing output_token in
  the Key Data RDATA field.  The error field in the TKEY record is set
  to 0.  The RCODE in the query response is set to NOERROR.



  VI.  Client processes token returned by server

  When the client receives the TKEY query response from the server, the
  client calls GSS_Init_sec_context with the following parameters.
  (Note that some INPUT and OUTPUT parameters not critical for this
  algorithm are not described in this example.)
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     CONTEXT HANDLE input_context_handle  = the context_handle stored
          in the client's mapping table entry (DNS@server.example.com.,
          789.client.example.com.server.example.com., context_handle)
     INTERNAL NAME  targ_name             = "DNS@server.example.com"
     OCTET STRING   input_token           = token from Key field of TKEY
          record from the Answer section of the server's response
     BOOLEAN        replay_det_req_flag   = TRUE
     BOOLEAN        mutual_req_flag       = TRUE

  The OUTPUTS parameters returned by GSS_Init_sec_context include
     INTEGER        major_status = GSS_S_COMPLETE
     CONTEXT HANDLE output_context_handle = context_handle
     OCTET STRING   output_token = output_token
     BOOLEAN        replay_det_state = TRUE
     BOOLEAN        mutual_state = TRUE

  Since the major_status is set to GSS_S_COMPLETE the client side
  security context is established, but since the output_token is not
  NULL client MUST send a TKEY query to the server as described below.

  VII.  Client sends a query with QTYPE = TKEY to server

  Client sends to the server a TKEY query for the
  789.client.example.com.server.example.com. name.  Query contains a
  TKEY record in its Additional records section with the following
  fields.  (Note that some INPUT and OUTPUT parameters not critical to
  this algorithm are not described in this example.)

     NAME = 789.client.example.com.server.example.com.
     RDATA
        Algorithm Name      = gss-tsig
        Mode                = 3 (GSS-API negotiation - per [RFC2930])
        Key Size            = size of output_token in octets
        Key Data            = output_token

  VIII.  Server receives a TKEY query

  When the server receives a TKEY query, the server verifies that Mode
  and Algorithm fields in the TKEY record in the Additional records
  section of the query are set to 3 and gss-tsig, respectively.  It
  finds that the key_name 789.client.example.com.server.example.com. is
  listed in its (key_name, context_handle) mapping table.
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  IX.  Server calls GSS_Accept_sec_context

  To continue security context negotiation server calls
  GSS_Accept_sec_context with the following parameters (Note that some
  INPUT and OUTPUT parameters not critical for this algorithm are not
  described in this example)

   INPUTS
     CONTEXT HANDLE input_context_handle  = context_handle from the
           (789.client.example.com.server.example.com., context_handle)
           entry in the server's mapping table
     OCTET STRING   input_token           = token specified in the Key
           field of TKEY RR (from Additional records Section of
           the client's query)

  The OUTPUTS parameters returned by GSS_Accept_sec_context include
     INTEGER        major_status = GSS_S_COMPLETE
     CONTEXT_HANDLE output_context_handle = context_handle
     OCTET STRING   output_token = NULL

  Since major_status = GSS_S_COMPLETE, the security context on the
  server side is established, but the server still needs to respond to
  the client's TKEY query, as described below.  The security context
  state is advanced to Context Established.

  X.  Server responds to the TKEY query

  Since the major_status = GSS_S_COMPLETE in the last server's call to
  GSS_Accept_sec_context and the output_token is NULL, the server
  responds to the TKEY query placing in the answer section a TKEY record
  that was sent by the client in the Additional records section of the
  client's latest TKEY query.  In addition, this server places a
  TSIG record in additional records section of its response.  Server
  calls GSS_GetMIC to generate a signature to include it in the TSIG
  record.  The server specifies the following GSS_GetMIC INPUT
  parameters:

     CONTEXT HANDLE context_handle = context_handle from the
           (789.client.example.com.server.example.com., context_handle)
           entry in the server's mapping table
     OCTET STRING   message        = outgoing message plus TSIG
                                   variables (as described in [RFC2845])

  The OUTPUTS parameters returned by GSS_GetMIC include
     INTEGER        major_status = GSS_S_COMPLETE
     OCTET STRING   per_msg_token

  Signature field in the TSIG record is set to per_msg_token.
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  XI.  Client processes token returned by server

  Client receives the TKEY query response from the server.  Since the
  major_status was GSS_S_COMPLETE in the last client's call to
  GSS_Init_sec_context, the client verifies that the server's response
  is signed.  To validate the signature, the client calls
  GSS_VerifyMIC with the following parameters:

   INPUTS
     CONTEXT HANDLE context_handle = context_handle for
                  789.client.example.com.server.example.com. key_name
     OCTET STRING   message        = incoming message plus TSIG
                                  variables (as described in [RFC2845])
     OCTET STRING   per_msg_token  = Signature field from TSIG RR
                  included in the server's query response

  Since the OUTPUTS parameter major_status = GSS_S_COMPLETE, the
  signature is validated, security negotiation is complete and the
  security context state is advanced to Context Established.  These
  client and server will use the established security context to sign
  and validate the signatures when they exchange packets with each
  other until the context expires.

7.  Security Considerations

   This document describes a protocol for DNS security using GSS-API.
   The security provided by this protocol is only as effective as the
   security provided by the underlying GSS mechanisms.

   All the security considerations from RFC 2845, RFC 2930 and RFC 2743
   apply to the protocol described in this document.

8.  IANA Considerations

   The IANA has reserved the TSIG Algorithm name gss-tsig for the use in
   the Algorithm fields of TKEY and TSIG resource records.  This
   Algorithm name refers to the algorithm described in this document.
   The requirement to have this name registered with IANA is specified
   in RFC 2845.

9.  Conformance

   The GSS API using SPNEGO [RFC2478] provides maximum flexibility to
   choose the underlying security mechanisms that enables security
   context negotiation.  GSS API using SPNEGO [RFC2478] enables client
   and server to negotiate and choose such underlying security
   mechanisms on the fly.  To support such flexibility, DNS clients and
   servers SHOULD specify SPNEGO mech_type in their GSS API calls.  At
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   the same time, in order to guarantee interoperability between DNS
   clients and servers that support GSS-TSIG it is required that

   -  DNS servers specify SPNEGO mech_type



   -  GSS APIs called by DNS client support Kerberos v5
   -  GSS APIs called by DNS server support SPNEGO [RFC2478] and
      Kerberos v5.

   In addition to these, GSS APIs used by DNS client and server MAY also
   support other underlying security mechanisms.

10.  Intellectual Property Statement

   The IETF takes no position regarding the validity or scope of any
   intellectual property or other rights that might be claimed to
   pertain to the implementation or use of the technology described in
   this document or the extent to which any license under such rights
   might or might not be available; neither does it represent that it
   has made any effort to identify any such rights.  Information on the
   IETF's procedures with respect to rights in standards-track and
   standards-related documentation can be found in BCP-11.  Copies of
   claims of rights made available for publication and any assurances of
   licenses to be made available, or the result of an attempt made to
   obtain a general license or permission for the use of such
   proprietary rights by implementors or users of this specification can
   be obtained from the IETF Secretariat.

   The IETF invites any interested party to bring to its attention any
   copyrights, patents or patent applications, or other proprietary
   rights which may cover technology that may be required to practice
   this standard.  Please address the information to the IETF Executive
   Director.
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Abstract

   To participate in wide-area IP networking, a host needs to be
   configured with IP addresses for its interfaces, either manually by
   the user or automatically from a source on the network such as a
   Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) server.  Unfortunately,
   such address configuration information may not always be available.
   It is therefore beneficial for a host to be able to depend on a
   useful subset of IP networking functions even when no address
   configuration is available.  This document describes how a host may
   automatically configure an interface with an IPv4 address within the
   169.254/16 prefix that is valid for communication with other devices
   connected to the same physical (or logical) link.

   IPv4 Link-Local addresses are not suitable for communication with
   devices not directly connected to the same physical (or logical)
   link, and are only used where stable, routable addresses are not
   available (such as on ad hoc or isolated networks).  This document
   does not recommend that IPv4 Link-Local addresses and routable
   addresses be configured simultaneously on the same interface.
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1.  Introduction

   As the Internet Protocol continues to grow in popularity, it becomes
   increasingly valuable to be able to use familiar IP tools such as FTP
   not only for global communication, but for local communication as
   well.  For example, two people with laptop computers supporting IEEE
   802.11 Wireless LANs [802.11] may meet and wish to exchange files.
   It is desirable for these people to be able to use IP application
   software without the inconvenience of having to manually configure
   static IP addresses or set up a DHCP server [RFC2131].

   This document describes a method by which a host may automatically
   configure an interface with an IPv4 address in the 169.254/16 prefix
   that is valid for Link-Local communication on that interface.  This
   is especially valuable in environments where no other configuration
   mechanism is available.  The IPv4 prefix 169.254/16 is registered
   with the IANA for this purpose.  Allocation of IPv6 Link-Local
   addresses is described in "IPv6 Stateless Address Autoconfiguration"
   [RFC2462].

   Link-Local communication using IPv4 Link-Local addresses is only
   suitable for communication with other devices connected to the same
   physical (or logical) link.  Link-Local communication using IPv4
   Link-Local addresses is not suitable for communication with devices
   not directly connected to the same physical (or logical) link.

   Microsoft Windows 98 (and later) and Mac OS 8.5 (and later) already
   support this capability.  This document standardizes usage,
   prescribing rules for how IPv4 Link-Local addresses are to be treated
   by hosts and routers.  In particular, it describes how routers are to
   behave when receiving packets with IPv4 Link-Local addresses in the
   source or destination address.  With respect to hosts, it discusses
   claiming and defending addresses, maintaining Link-Local and routable
   IPv4 addresses on the same interface, and multi-homing issues.

1.1.  Requirements



   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in "Key words for use in
   RFCs" [RFC2119].

1.2.  Terminology

   This document describes Link-Local addressing, for IPv4 communication
   between two hosts on a single link.  A set of hosts is considered to
   be "on the same link", if:
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   -  when any host A from that set sends a packet to any other host B
      in that set, using unicast, multicast, or broadcast, the entire
      link-layer packet payload arrives unmodified, and

   -  a broadcast sent over that link by any host from that set of hosts
      can be received by every other host in that set

   The link-layer *header* may be modified, such as in Token Ring Source
   Routing [802.5], but not the link-layer *payload*.  In particular, if
   any device forwarding a packet modifies any part of the IP header or
   IP payload then the packet is no longer considered to be on the same
   link.  This means that the packet may pass through devices such as
   repeaters, bridges, hubs or switches and still be considered to be on
   the same link for the purpose of this document, but not through a
   device such as an IP router that decrements the TTL or otherwise
   modifies the IP header.

   This document uses the term "routable address" to refer to all valid
   unicast IPv4 addresses outside the 169.254/16 prefix that may be
   forwarded via routers.  This includes all global IP addresses and
   private addresses such as Net 10/8 [RFC1918], but not loopback
   addresses such as 127.0.0.1.

   Wherever this document uses the term "host" when describing use of
   IPv4 Link-Local addresses, the text applies equally to routers when
   they are the source of or intended destination of packets containing
   IPv4 Link-Local source or destination addresses.

   Wherever this document uses the term "sender IP address" or "target
   IP address" in the context of an ARP packet, it is referring to the
   fields of the ARP packet identified in the ARP specification [RFC826]
   as "ar$spa" (Sender Protocol Address) and "ar$tpa" (Target Protocol
   Address) respectively.  For the usage of ARP described in this
   document, each of these fields always contains an IP address.

   In this document, the term "ARP Probe" is used to refer to an ARP
   Request packet, broadcast on the local link, with an all-zero 'sender
   IP address'.  The 'sender hardware address' MUST contain the hardware
   address of the interface sending the packet.  The 'target hardware
   address' field is ignored and SHOULD be set to all zeroes.  The
   'target IP address' field MUST be set to the address being probed.



   In this document, the term "ARP Announcement" is used to refer to an
   ARP Request packet, broadcast on the local link, identical to the ARP
   Probe described above, except that both the sender and target IP
   address fields contain the IP address being announced.
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   Constants are introduced in all capital letters.  Their values are
   given in Section 9.

1.3.  Applicability

   This specification applies to all IEEE 802 Local Area Networks (LANs)
   [802], including Ethernet [802.3], Token-Ring [802.5] and IEEE 802.11
   wireless LANs [802.11], as well as to other link-layer technologies
   that operate at data rates of at least 1 Mbps, have a round-trip
   latency of at most one second, and support ARP [RFC826].  Wherever
   this document uses the term "IEEE 802", the text applies equally to
   any of these network technologies.

   Link-layer technologies that support ARP but operate at rates below 1
   Mbps or latencies above one second may need to specify different
   values for the following parameters:

   (a) the number of, and interval between, ARP probes, see PROBE_NUM,
       PROBE_MIN, PROBE_MAX defined in Section 2.2.1

   (b) the number of, and interval between, ARP announcements, see
       ANNOUNCE_NUM and ANNOUNCE_INTERVAL defined in Section 2.4

   (c) the maximum rate at which address claiming may be attempted, see
       RATE_LIMIT_INTERVAL and MAX_CONFLICTS defined in Section 2.2.1

   (d) the time interval between conflicting ARPs below which a host
       MUST reconfigure instead of attempting to defend its address, see
       DEFEND_INTERVAL defined in Section 2.5

   Link-layer technologies that do not support ARP may be able to use
   other techniques for determining whether a particular IP address is
   currently in use.  However, the application of claim-and-defend
   mechanisms to such networks is outside the scope of this document.

   This specification is intended for use with small ad hoc networks --
   a single link containing only a few hosts.  Although 65024 IPv4
   Link-Local addresses are available in principle, attempting to use
   all those addresses on a single link would result in a high
   probability of address conflicts, requiring a host to take an
   inordinate amount of time to find an available address.

   Network operators with more than 1300 hosts on a single link may want
   to consider dividing that single link into two or more subnets.  A
   host connecting to a link that already has 1300 hosts, selecting an
   IPv4 Link-Local address at random, has a 98% chance of selecting an
   unused IPv4 Link-Local address on the first try.  A host has a 99.96%
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   chance of selecting an unused IPv4 Link-Local address within two
   tries.  The probability that it will have to try more than ten times
   is about 1 in 10^17.

1.4.  Application Layer Protocol Considerations

   IPv4 Link-Local addresses and their dynamic configuration have
   profound implications upon applications which use them.  This is
   discussed in Section 6.  Many applications fundamentally assume that
   addresses of communicating peers are routable, relatively unchanging
   and unique.  These assumptions no longer hold with IPv4 Link-Local
   addresses, or a mixture of Link-Local and routable IPv4 addresses.

   Therefore while many applications will work properly with IPv4 Link-
   Local addresses, or a mixture of Link-Local and routable IPv4
   addresses, others may do so only after modification, or will exhibit
   reduced or partial functionality.

   In some cases it may be infeasible for the application to be modified
   to operate under such conditions.

   IPv4 Link-Local addresses should therefore only be used where stable,
   routable addresses are not available (such as on ad hoc or isolated
   networks) or in controlled situations where these limitations and
   their impact on applications are understood and accepted.  This
   document does not recommend that IPv4 Link-Local addresses and
   routable addresses be configured simultaneously on the same
   interface.

   Use of IPv4 Link-Local addresses in off-link communication is likely
   to cause application failures.  This can occur within any application
   that includes embedded addresses, if an IPv4 Link-Local address is
   embedded when communicating with a host that is not on the link.
   Examples of applications that embed addresses include IPsec, Kerberos
   4/5, FTP, RSVP, SMTP, SIP, X-Windows/Xterm/Telnet, Real Audio, H.323,
   and SNMP [RFC3027].

   To preclude use of IPv4 Link-Local addresses in off-link
   communication, the following cautionary measures are advised:

   a. IPv4 Link-Local addresses MUST NOT be configured in the DNS.
      Mapping from IPv4 addresses to host names is conventionally done
      by issuing DNS queries for names of the form,
      "x.x.x.x.in-addr.arpa."  When used for link-local addresses, which
      have significance only on the local link, it is inappropriate to
      send such DNS queries beyond the local link.  DNS clients MUST NOT
      send DNS queries for any name that falls within the
      "254.169.in-addr.arpa." domain.
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      DNS recursive name servers receiving queries from non-compliant
      clients for names within the "254.169.in-addr.arpa." domain MUST
      by default return RCODE 3, authoritatively asserting that no such
      name exists in the Domain Name System.

   b. Names that are globally resolvable to routable addresses should be
      used within applications whenever they are available.  Names that
      are resolvable only on the local link (such as through use of
      protocols such as Link Local Multicast Name Resolution [LLMNR])
      MUST NOT be used in off-link communication.  IPv4 addresses and
      names that can only be resolved on the local link SHOULD NOT be
      forwarded beyond the local link.  IPv4 Link-Local addresses SHOULD
      only be sent when a Link-Local address is used as the source
      and/or destination address.  This strong advice should hinder
      limited scope addresses and names from leaving the context in
      which they apply.

   c. If names resolvable to globally routable addresses are not
      available, but the globally routable addresses are, they should be
      used instead of IPv4 Link-Local addresses.

1.5.  Autoconfiguration Issues

   Implementations of IPv4 Link-Local address autoconfiguration MUST
   expect address conflicts, and MUST be prepared to handle them
   gracefully by automatically selecting a new address whenever a
   conflict is detected, as described in Section 2.  This requirement to
   detect and handle address conflicts applies during the entire period
   that a host is using a 169.254/16 IPv4 Link-Local address, not just
   during initial interface configuration.  For example, address
   conflicts can occur well after a host has completed booting if two
   previously separate networks are joined, as described in Section 4.

1.6.  Alternate Use Prohibition

   Note that addresses in the 169.254/16 prefix SHOULD NOT be configured
   manually or by a DHCP server.  Manual or DHCP configuration may cause
   a host to use an address in the 169.254/16 prefix without following
   the special rules regarding duplicate detection and automatic
   configuration that pertain to addresses in this prefix.  While the
   DHCP specification [RFC2131] indicates that a DHCP client SHOULD
   probe a newly received address with ARP, this is not mandatory.
   Similarly, while the DHCP specification recommends that a DHCP server
   SHOULD probe an address using an ICMP Echo Request before allocating
   it, this is also not mandatory, and even if the server does this,
   IPv4 Link-Local addresses are not routable, so a DHCP server not
   directly connected to a link cannot detect whether a host on that
   link is already using the desired IPv4 Link-Local address.
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   Administrators wishing to configure their own local addresses (using
   manual configuration, a DHCP server, or any other mechanism not
   described in this document) should use one of the existing private
   address prefixes [RFC1918], not the 169.254/16 prefix.



1.7.  Multiple Interfaces

   Additional considerations apply to hosts that support more than one
   active interface where one or more of these interfaces support IPv4
   Link-Local address configuration.  These considerations are discussed
   in Section 3.

1.8.  Communication with Routable Addresses

   There will be cases when devices with a configured Link-Local address
   will need to communicate with a device with a routable address
   configured on the same physical link, and vice versa.  The rules in
   Section 2.6 allow this communication.

   This allows, for example, a laptop computer with only a routable
   address to communicate with web servers world-wide using its
   globally-routable address while at the same time printing those web
   pages on a local printer that has only an IPv4 Link-Local address.

1.9.  When to configure an IPv4 Link-Local address

   Having addresses of multiple different scopes assigned to an
   interface, with no adequate way to determine in what circumstances
   each address should be used, leads to complexity for applications and
   confusion for users.  A host with an address on a link can
   communicate with all other devices on that link, whether those
   devices use Link-Local addresses, or routable addresses.  For these
   reasons, a host SHOULD NOT have both an operable routable address and
   an IPv4 Link-Local address configured on the same interface.  The
   term "operable address" is used to mean an address which works
   effectively for communication in the current network context (see
   below).  When an operable routable address is available on an
   interface, the host SHOULD NOT also assign an IPv4 Link-Local address
   on that interface.  However, during the transition (in either
   direction) between using routable and IPv4 Link-Local addresses both
   MAY be in use at once subject to these rules:

      1. The assignment of an IPv4 Link-Local address on an interface is
         based solely on the state of the interface, and is independent
         of any other protocols such as DHCP.  A host MUST NOT alter its
         behavior and use of other protocols such as DHCP because the
         host has assigned an IPv4 Link-Local address to an interface.
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      2. If a host finds that an interface that was previously
         configured with an IPv4 Link-Local address now has an operable
         routable address available, the host MUST use the routable
         address when initiating new communications, and MUST cease
         advertising the availability of the IPv4 Link-Local address
         through whatever mechanisms that address had been made known to
         others.  The host SHOULD continue to use the IPv4 Link-Local
         address for communications already underway, and MAY continue
         to accept new communications addressed to the IPv4 Link-Local
         address.  Ways in which an operable routable address might



         become available on an interface include:

               * Manual configuration
               * Address assignment through DHCP
               * Roaming of the host to a network on which a previously
                 assigned address becomes operable

      3. If a host finds that an interface no longer has an operable
         routable address available, the host MAY identify a usable IPv4
         Link-Local address (as described in section 2) and assign that
         address to the interface.  Ways in which an operable routable
         address might cease to be available on an interface include:

               * Removal of the address from the interface through
                 manual configuration
               * Expiration of the lease on the address assigned through
                 DHCP
               * Roaming of the host to a new network on which the
                 address is no longer operable.

   The determination by the system of whether an address is "operable"
   is not clear cut and many changes in the system context (e.g.,
   router changes) may affect the operability of an address.  In
   particular roaming of a host from one network to another is likely --
   but not certain -- to change the operability of a configured address
   but detecting such a move is not always trivial.

   "Detection of Network Attachment (DNA) in IPv4" [DNAv4] provides
   further discussion of address assignment and operability
   determination.

2.  Address Selection, Defense and Delivery

   The following section explains the IPv4 Link-Local address selection
   algorithm, how IPv4 Link-Local addresses are defended, and how IPv4
   packets with IPv4 Link-Local addresses are delivered.
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   Windows and Mac OS hosts that already implement Link-Local IPv4
   address auto-configuration are compatible with the rules presented in
   this section.  However, should any interoperability problem be
   discovered, this document, not any prior implementation, defines the
   standard.

2.1.  Link-Local Address Selection

   When a host wishes to configure an IPv4 Link-Local address, it
   selects an address using a pseudo-random number generator with a
   uniform distribution in the range from 169.254.1.0 to 169.254.254.255
   inclusive.

   The IPv4 prefix 169.254/16 is registered with the IANA for this
   purpose.  The first 256 and last 256 addresses in the 169.254/16
   prefix are reserved for future use and MUST NOT be selected by a host



   using this dynamic configuration mechanism.

   The pseudo-random number generation algorithm MUST be chosen so that
   different hosts do not generate the same sequence of numbers.  If the
   host has access to persistent information that is different for each
   host, such as its IEEE 802 MAC address, then the pseudo-random number
   generator SHOULD be seeded using a value derived from this
   information.  This means that even without using any other persistent
   storage, a host will usually select the same IPv4 Link-Local address
   each time it is booted, which can be convenient for debugging and
   other operational reasons.  Seeding the pseudo-random number
   generator using the real-time clock or any other information which is
   (or may be) identical in every host is NOT suitable for this purpose,
   because a group of hosts that are all powered on at the same time
   might then all generate the same sequence, resulting in a never-
   ending series of conflicts as the hosts move in lock-step through
   exactly the same pseudo-random sequence, conflicting on every address
   they probe.

   Hosts that are equipped with persistent storage MAY, for each
   interface, record the IPv4 address they have selected.  On booting,
   hosts with a previously recorded address SHOULD use that address as
   their first candidate when probing.  This increases the stability of
   addresses.  For example, if a group of hosts are powered off at
   night, then when they are powered on the next morning they will all
   resume using the same addresses, instead of picking different
   addresses and potentially having to resolve conflicts that arise.
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2.2.  Claiming a Link-Local Address

   After it has selected an IPv4 Link-Local address, a host MUST test to
   see if the IPv4 Link-Local address is already in use before beginning
   to use it.  When a network interface transitions from an inactive to
   an active state, the host does not have knowledge of what IPv4 Link-
   Local addresses may currently be in use on that link, since the point
   of attachment may have changed or the network interface may have been
   inactive when a conflicting address was claimed.

   Were the host to immediately begin using an IPv4 Link-Local address
   which is already in use by another host, this would be disruptive to
   that other host.  Since it is possible that the host has changed its
   point of attachment, a routable address may be obtainable on the new
   network, and therefore it cannot be assumed that an IPv4 Link-Local
   address is to be preferred.

   Before using the IPv4 Link-Local address (e.g., using it as the
   source address in an IPv4 packet, or as the Sender IPv4 address in an
   ARP packet) a host MUST perform the probing test described below to
   achieve better confidence that using the IPv4 Link-Local address will
   not cause disruption.



   Examples of events that involve an interface becoming active include:

      Reboot/startup
      Wake from sleep (if network interface was inactive during sleep)
      Bringing up previously inactive network interface
      IEEE 802 hardware link-state change (appropriate for the
           media type and security mechanisms which apply) indicates
           that an interface has become active.
      Association with a wireless base station or ad hoc network.

   A host MUST NOT perform this check periodically as a matter of
   course.  This would be a waste of network bandwidth, and is
   unnecessary due to the ability of hosts to passively discover
   conflicts, as described in Section 2.5.

2.2.1.  Probe details

   On a link-layer such as IEEE 802 that supports ARP, conflict
   detection is done using ARP probes.  On link-layer technologies that
   do not support ARP other techniques may be available for determining
   whether a particular IPv4 address is currently in use.  However, the
   application of claim-and-defend mechanisms to such networks is
   outside the scope of this document.
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   A host probes to see if an address is already in use by broadcasting
   an ARP Request for the desired address.  The client MUST fill in the
   'sender hardware address' field of the ARP Request with the hardware
   address of the interface through which it is sending the packet.  The
   'sender IP address' field MUST be set to all zeroes, to avoid
   polluting ARP caches in other hosts on the same link in the case
   where the address turns out to be already in use by another host.
   The 'target hardware address' field is ignored and SHOULD be set to
   all zeroes.  The 'target IP address' field MUST be set to the address
   being probed.  An ARP Request constructed this way with an all-zero
   'sender IP address' is referred to as an "ARP Probe".

   When ready to begin probing, the host should then wait for a random
   time interval selected uniformly in the range zero to PROBE_WAIT
   seconds, and should then send PROBE_NUM probe packets, each of these
   probe packets spaced randomly, PROBE_MIN to PROBE_MAX seconds apart.
   If during this period, from the beginning of the probing process
   until ANNOUNCE_WAIT seconds after the last probe packet is sent, the
   host receives any ARP packet (Request *or* Reply) on the interface
   where the probe is being performed where the packet's 'sender IP
   address' is the address being probed for, then the host MUST treat
   this address as being in use by some other host, and MUST select a
   new pseudo-random address and repeat the process.  In addition, if
   during this period the host receives any ARP Probe where the packet's
   'target IP address' is the address being probed for, and the packet's
   'sender hardware address' is not the hardware address of the
   interface the host is attempting to configure, then the host MUST
   similarly treat this as an address conflict and select a new address



   as above.  This can occur if two (or more) hosts attempt to configure
   the same IPv4 Link-Local address at the same time.

   A host should maintain a counter of the number of address conflicts
   it has experienced in the process of trying to acquire an address,
   and if the number of conflicts exceeds MAX_CONFLICTS then the host
   MUST limit the rate at which it probes for new addresses to no more
   than one new address per RATE_LIMIT_INTERVAL.  This is to prevent
   catastrophic ARP storms in pathological failure cases, such as a
   rogue host that answers all ARP probes, causing legitimate hosts to
   go into an infinite loop attempting to select a usable address.

   If, by ANNOUNCE_WAIT seconds after the transmission of the last ARP
   Probe no conflicting ARP Reply or ARP Probe has been received, then
   the host has successfully claimed the desired IPv4 Link-Local
   address.
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2.3.  Shorter Timeouts

   Network technologies may emerge for which shorter delays are
   appropriate than those required by this document.  A subsequent IETF
   publication may be produced providing guidelines for different values
   for PROBE_WAIT, PROBE_NUM, PROBE_MIN and PROBE_MAX on those
   technologies.

2.4.  Announcing an Address

   Having probed to determine a unique address to use, the host MUST
   then announce its claimed address by broadcasting ANNOUNCE_NUM ARP
   announcements, spaced ANNOUNCE_INTERVAL seconds apart.  An ARP
   announcement is identical to the ARP Probe described above, except
   that now the sender and target IP addresses are both set to the
   host's newly selected IPv4 address.  The purpose of these ARP
   announcements is to make sure that other hosts on the link do not
   have stale ARP cache entries left over from some other host that may
   previously have been using the same address.

2.5.  Conflict Detection and Defense

   Address conflict detection is not limited to the address selection
   phase, when a host is sending ARP probes.  Address conflict detection
   is an ongoing process that is in effect for as long as a host is
   using an IPv4 Link-Local address.  At any time, if a host receives an
   ARP packet (request *or* reply) on an interface where the 'sender IP
   address' is the IP address the host has configured for that
   interface, but the 'sender hardware address' does not match the
   hardware address of that interface, then this is a conflicting ARP
   packet, indicating an address conflict.

   A host MUST respond to a conflicting ARP packet as described in
   either (a) or (b) below:



   (a) Upon receiving a conflicting ARP packet, a host MAY elect to
   immediately configure a new IPv4 Link-Local address as described
   above, or

   (b) If a host currently has active TCP connections or other reasons
   to prefer to keep the same IPv4 address, and it has not seen any
   other conflicting ARP packets within the last DEFEND_INTERVAL
   seconds, then it MAY elect to attempt to defend its address by
   recording the time that the conflicting ARP packet was received, and
   then broadcasting one single ARP announcement, giving its own IP and
   hardware addresses as the sender addresses of the ARP.  Having done
   this, the host can then continue to use the address normally without
   any further special action.  However, if this is not the first
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   conflicting ARP packet the host has seen, and the time recorded for
   the previous conflicting ARP packet is recent, within DEFEND_INTERVAL
   seconds, then the host MUST immediately cease using this address and
   configure a new IPv4 Link-Local address as described above.  This is
   necessary to ensure that two hosts do not get stuck in an endless
   loop with both hosts trying to defend the same address.

   A host MUST respond to conflicting ARP packets as described in either
   (a) or (b) above.  A host MUST NOT ignore conflicting ARP packets.

   Forced address reconfiguration may be disruptive, causing TCP
   connections to be broken.  However, it is expected that such
   disruptions will be rare, and if inadvertent address duplication
   happens, then disruption of communication is inevitable, no matter
   how the addresses were assigned.  It is not possible for two
   different hosts using the same IP address on the same network to
   operate reliably.

   Before abandoning an address due to a conflict, hosts SHOULD actively
   attempt to reset any existing connections using that address.  This
   mitigates some security threats posed by address reconfiguration, as
   discussed in Section 5.

   Immediately configuring a new address as soon as the conflict is
   detected is the best way to restore useful communication as quickly
   as possible.  The mechanism described above of broadcasting a single
   ARP announcement to defend the address mitigates the problem
   somewhat, by helping to improve the chance that one of the two
   conflicting hosts may be able to retain its address.

   All ARP packets (*replies* as well as requests) that contain a Link-
   Local 'sender IP address' MUST be sent using link-layer broadcast
   instead of link-layer unicast.  This aids timely detection of
   duplicate addresses.  An example illustrating how this helps is given
   in Section 4.

2.6.  Address Usage and Forwarding Rules

   A host implementing this specification has additional rules to
   conform to, whether or not it has an interface configured with an



   IPv4 Link-Local address.

2.6.1.  Source Address Usage

   Since each interface on a host may have an IPv4 Link-Local address in
   addition to zero or more other addresses configured by other means
   (e.g., manually or via a DHCP server), a host may have to make a
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   choice about what source address to use when it sends a packet or
   initiates a TCP connection.

   Where both an IPv4 Link-Local and a routable address are available on
   the same interface, the routable address should be preferred as the
   source address for new communications, but packets sent from or to
   the IPv4 Link-Local address are still delivered as expected.  The
   IPv4 Link-Local address may continue to be used as a source address
   in communications where switching to a preferred address would cause
   communications failure because of the requirements of an upper-layer
   protocol (e.g., an existing TCP connection).  For more details, see
   Section 1.7.

   A multi-homed host needs to select an outgoing interface whether or
   not the destination is an IPv4 Link-Local address.  Details of that
   process are beyond the scope of this specification.  After selecting
   an interface, the multi-homed host should send packets involving IPv4
   Link-Local addresses as specified in this document, as if the
   selected interface were the host's only interface.  See Section 3 for
   further discussion of multi-homed hosts.

2.6.2.  Forwarding Rules

   Whichever interface is used, if the destination address is in the
   169.254/16 prefix (excluding the address 169.254.255.255, which is
   the broadcast address for the Link-Local prefix), then the sender
   MUST ARP for the destination address and then send its packet
   directly to the destination on the same physical link.  This MUST be
   done whether the interface is configured with a Link-Local or a
   routable IPv4 address.

   In many network stacks, achieving this functionality may be as simple
   as adding a routing table entry indicating that 169.254/16 is
   directly reachable on the local link.  This approach will not work
   for routers or multi-homed hosts.  Refer to section 3 for more
   discussion of multi-homed hosts.

   The host MUST NOT send a packet with an IPv4 Link-Local destination
   address to any router for forwarding.

   If the destination address is a unicast address outside the
   169.254/16 prefix, then the host SHOULD use an appropriate routable
   IPv4 source address, if it can.  If for any reason the host chooses
   to send the packet with an IPv4 Link-Local source address (e.g., no
   routable address is available on the selected interface), then it
   MUST ARP for the destination address and then send its packet, with
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   an IPv4 Link-Local source address and a routable destination IPv4
   address, directly to its destination on the same physical link.  The
   host MUST NOT send the packet to any router for forwarding.

   In the case of a device with a single interface and only an Link-
   Local IPv4 address, this requirement can be paraphrased as "ARP for
   everything".

   In many network stacks, achieving this "ARP for everything" behavior
   may be as simple as having no primary IP router configured, having
   the primary IP router address configured to 0.0.0.0, or having the
   primary IP router address set to be the same as the host's own Link-
   Local IPv4 address.  For suggested behavior in multi-homed hosts, see
   Section 3.

2.7.  Link-Local Packets Are Not Forwarded

   A sensible default for applications which are sending from an IPv4
   Link-Local address is to explicitly set the IPv4 TTL to 1.  This is
   not appropriate in all cases as some applications may require that
   the IPv4 TTL be set to other values.

   An IPv4 packet whose source and/or destination address is in the
   169.254/16 prefix MUST NOT be sent to any router for forwarding, and
   any network device receiving such a packet MUST NOT forward it,
   regardless of the TTL in the IPv4 header.  Similarly, a router or
   other host MUST NOT indiscriminately answer all ARP Requests for
   addresses in the 169.254/16 prefix.  A router may of course answer
   ARP Requests for one or more IPv4 Link-Local address(es) that it has
   legitimately claimed for its own use according to the claim-and-
   defend protocol described in this document.

   This restriction also applies to multicast packets.  IPv4 packets
   with a Link-Local source address MUST NOT be forwarded outside the
   local link even if they have a multicast destination address.

2.8.  Link-Local Packets are Local

   The non-forwarding rule means that hosts may assume that all
   169.254/16 destination addresses are "on-link" and directly
   reachable.  The 169.254/16 address prefix MUST NOT be subnetted.
   This specification utilizes ARP-based address conflict detection,
   which functions by broadcasting on the local subnet.  Since such
   broadcasts are not forwarded, were subnetting to be allowed then
   address conflicts could remain undetected.
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   This does not mean that Link-Local devices are forbidden from any
   communication outside the local link.  IP hosts that implement both
   Link-Local and conventional routable IPv4 addresses may still use
   their routable addresses without restriction as they do today.

2.9.  Higher-Layer Protocol Considerations

   Similar considerations apply at layers above IP.

   For example, designers of Web pages (including automatically
   generated web pages) SHOULD NOT contain links with embedded IPv4
   Link-Local addresses if those pages are viewable from hosts outside
   the local link where the addresses are valid.

   As IPv4 Link-Local addresses may change at any time and have limited
   scope, IPv4 Link-Local addresses MUST NOT be stored in the DNS.

2.10.  Privacy Concerns

   Another reason to restrict leakage of IPv4 Link-Local addresses
   outside the local link is privacy concerns.  If IPv4 Link-Local
   addresses are derived from a hash of the MAC address, some argue that
   they could be indirectly associated with an individual, and thereby
   used to track that individual's activities.  Within the local link
   the hardware addresses in the packets are all directly observable, so
   as long as IPv4 Link-Local addresses don't leave the local link they
   provide no more information to an intruder than could be gained by
   direct observation of hardware addresses.

2.11.  Interaction between DHCPv4 client and IPv4 Link-Local State
       Machines

   As documented in Appendix A, early implementations of IPv4 Link-Local
   have modified the DHCP state machine.  Field experience shows that
   these modifications reduce the reliability of the DHCP service.

   A device that implements both IPv4 Link-Local and a DHCPv4 client
   should not alter the behavior of the DHCPv4 client to accommodate
   IPv4 Link-Local configuration.  In particular configuration of an
   IPv4 Link-Local address, whether or not a DHCP server is currently
   responding, is not sufficient reason to unconfigure a valid DHCP
   lease, to stop the DHCP client from attempting to acquire a new IP
   address, to change DHCP timeouts or to change the behavior of the
   DHCP state machine in any other way.

   Further discussion of this issue is provided in "Detection of Network
   Attachment (DNA) in IPv4" [DNAv4].
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3.  Considerations for Multiple Interfaces



   The considerations outlined here also apply whenever a host has
   multiple IP addresses, whether or not it has multiple physical
   interfaces.  Other examples of multiple interfaces include different
   logical endpoints (tunnels, virtual private networks etc.) and
   multiple logical networks on the same physical medium.  This is often
   referred to as "multi-homing".

   Hosts which have more than one active interface and elect to
   implement dynamic configuration of IPv4 Link-Local addresses on one
   or more of those interfaces will face various problems.  This section
   lists these problems but does no more than indicate how one might
   solve them.  At the time of this writing, there is no silver bullet
   which solves these problems in all cases, in a general way.
   Implementors must think through these issues before implementing the
   protocol specified in this document on a system which may have more
   than one active interface as part of a TCP/IP stack capable of
   multi-homing.

3.1.  Scoped Addresses

   A host may be attached to more than one network at the same time.  It
   would be nice if there was a single address space used in every
   network, but this is not the case.  Addresses used in one network, be
   it a network behind a NAT or a link on which IPv4 Link-Local
   addresses are used, cannot be used in another network and have the
   same effect.

   It would also be nice if addresses were not exposed to applications,
   but they are.  Most software using TCP/IP which await messages
   receives from any interface at a particular port number, for a
   particular transport protocol.  Applications are generally only aware
   (and care) that they have received a message.  The application knows
   the address of the sender to which the application will reply.

   The first scoped address problem is source address selection.  A
   multi-homed host has more than one address.  Which address should be
   used as the source address when sending to a particular destination?
   This question is usually answered by referring to a routing table,
   which expresses on which interface (with which address) to send, and
   how to send (should one forward to a router, or send directly).  The
   choice is made complicated by scoped addresses because the address
   range in which the destination lies may be ambiguous.  The table may
   not be able to yield a good answer.  This problem is bound up with
   next-hop selection, which is discussed in Section 3.2.
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   The second scoped address problem arises from scoped parameters
   leaking outside their scope.  This is discussed in Section 7.

   It is possible to overcome these problems.  One way is to expose
   scope information to applications such that they are always aware of
   what scope a peer is in.  This way, the correct interface could be
   selected, and a safe procedure could be followed with respect to
   forwarding addresses and other scoped parameters.  There are other



   possible approaches.  None of these methods have been standardized
   for IPv4 nor are they specified in this document.  A good API design
   could mitigate the problems, either by exposing address scopes to
   'scoped-address aware' applications or by cleverly encapsulating the
   scoping information and logic so that applications do the right thing
   without being aware of address scoping.

   An implementer could undertake to solve these problems, but cannot
   simply ignore them.  With sufficient experience, it is hoped that
   specifications will emerge explaining how to overcome scoped address
   multi-homing problems.

3.2.  Address Ambiguity

   This is a core problem with respect to IPv4 Link-Local destination
   addresses being reachable on more than one interface.  What should a
   host do when it needs to send to Link-Local destination L and L can
   be resolved using ARP on more than one link?

   Even if a Link-Local address can be resolved on only one link at a
   given moment, there is no guarantee that it will remain unambiguous
   in the future.  Additional hosts on other interfaces may claim the
   address L as well.

   One possibility is to support this only in the case where the
   application specifically expresses which interface to send from.

   There is no standard or obvious solution to this problem.  Existing
   application software written for the IPv4 protocol suite is largely
   incapable of dealing with address ambiguity.  This does not preclude
   an implementer from finding a solution, writing applications which
   are able to use it, and providing a host which can support dynamic
   configuration of IPv4 Link-Local addresses on more than one
   interface.  This solution will almost surely not be generally
   applicable to existing software and transparent to higher layers,
   however.

   Given that the IP stack must have the outbound interface associated
   with a packet that needs to be sent to a Link-Local destination
   address, interface selection must occur.  The outbound interface
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   cannot be derived from the packet's header parameters such as source
   or destination address (e.g., by using the forwarding table lookup).
   Therefore, outbound interface association must be done explicitly
   through other means.  The specification does not stipulate those
   means.

3.3.  Interaction with Hosts with Routable Addresses

   Attention is paid in this specification to transition from the use of
   IPv4 Link-Local addresses to routable addresses (see Section 1.5).
   The intention is to allow a host with a single interface to first
   support Link-Local configuration then gracefully transition to the
   use of a routable address.  Since the host transitioning to the use
   of a routable address may temporarily have more than one address



   active, the scoped address issues described in Section 3.1 will
   apply.  When a host acquires a routable address, it does not need to
   retain its Link-Local address for the purpose of communicating with
   other devices on the link that are themselves using only Link-Local
   addresses: any host conforming to this specification knows that
   regardless of source address an IPv4 Link-Local destination must be
   reached by forwarding directly to the destination, not via a router;
   it is not necessary for that host to have a Link-Local source address
   in order to send to a Link-Local destination address.

   A host with an IPv4 Link-Local address may send to a destination
   which does not have an IPv4 Link-Local address.  If the host is not
   multi-homed, the procedure is simple and unambiguous: Using ARP and
   forwarding directly to on-link destinations is the default route.  If
   the host is multi-homed, however, the routing policy is more complex,
   especially if one of the interfaces is configured with a routable
   address and the default route is (sensibly) directed at a router
   accessible through that interface.  The following example illustrates
   this problem and provides a common solution to it.

                         i1 +---------+ i2   i3 +-------+
               ROUTER-------=  HOST1  =---------= HOST2 |
                      link1 +---------+  link2  +-------+

   In the figure above, HOST1 is connected to link1 and link2.
   Interface i1 is configured with a routable address, while i2 is an
   IPv4 Link-Local address.  HOST1 has its default route set to ROUTER's
   address, through i1.  HOST1 will route to destinations in 169.254/16
   to i2, sending directly to the destination.

   HOST2 has a configured (non-Link-Local) IPv4 address assigned to i3.
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   Using a name resolution or service discovery protocol HOST1 can
   discover HOST2's address.  Since HOST2's address is not in
   169.254/16, HOST1's routing policy will send datagrams to HOST2 via
   i1, to the ROUTER.  Unless there is a route from ROUTER to HOST2, the
   datagrams sent from HOST1 to HOST2 will not reach it.

   One solution to this problem is for a host to attempt to reach any
   host locally (using ARP) for which it receives an unreachable ICMP
   error message (ICMP message codes 0, 1, 6 or 7 [RFC792]).  The host
   tries all its attached links in a round robin fashion.  This has been
   implemented successfully for some IPv6 hosts, to circumvent exactly
   this problem.  In terms of this example, HOST1 upon failing to reach
   HOST2 via the ROUTER, will attempt to forward to HOST2 via i2 and
   succeed.

   It may also be possible to overcome this problem using techniques
   described in section 3.2, or other means not discussed here.  This
   specification does not provide a standard solution, nor does it
   preclude implementers from supporting multi-homed configurations,
   provided that they address the concerns in this section for the



   applications which will be supported on the host.

3.4.  Unintentional Autoimmune Response

   Care must be taken if a multi-homed host can support more than one
   interface on the same link, all of which support IPv4 Link-Local
   autoconfiguration.  If these interfaces attempt to allocate the same
   address, they will defend the host against itself -- causing the
   claiming algorithm to fail.  The simplest solution to this problem is
   to run the algorithm independently on each interface configured with
   IPv4 Link-Local addresses.

   In particular, ARP packets which appear to claim an address which is
   assigned to a specific interface, indicate conflict only if they are
   received on that interface and their hardware address is of some
   other interface.

   If a host has two interfaces on the same link, then claiming and
   defending on those interfaces must ensure that they end up with
   different addresses just as if they were on different hosts.  Note
   that some of the ways a host may find itself with two interfaces on
   the same link may be unexpected and non-obvious, such as when a host
   has Ethernet and 802.11 wireless, but those two links are (possibly
   even without the knowledge of the host's user) bridged together.
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4.  Healing of Network Partitions

   Hosts on disjoint network links may configure the same IPv4 Link-
   Local address.  If these separate network links are later joined or
   bridged together, then there may be two hosts which are now on the
   same link, trying to use the same address.  When either host attempts
   to communicate with any other host on the network, it will at some
   point broadcast an ARP packet which will enable the hosts in question
   to detect that there is an address conflict.

   When these address conflicts are detected, the subsequent forced
   reconfiguration may be disruptive, causing TCP connections to be
   broken.  However, it is expected that such disruptions will be rare.
   It should be relatively uncommon for networks to be joined while
   hosts on those networks are active.  Also, 65024 addresses are
   available for IPv4 Link-Local use, so even when two small networks
   are joined, the chance of conflict for any given host is fairly
   small.

   When joining two large networks (defined as networks with a
   substantial number of hosts per segment) there is a greater chance of
   conflict.  In such networks, it is likely that the joining of
   previously separated segments will result in one or more hosts
   needing to change their IPv4 Link-Local address, with subsequent loss
   of TCP connections.  In cases where separation and re-joining is
   frequent, as in remotely bridged networks, this could prove



   disruptive.  However, unless the number of hosts on the joined
   segments is very large, the traffic resulting from the join and
   subsequent address conflict resolution will be small.

   Sending ARP replies that have IPv4 Link-Local sender addresses via
   broadcast instead of unicast ensures that these conflicts can be
   detected as soon as they become potential problems, but no sooner.
   For example, if two disjoint network links are joined, where hosts A
   and B have both configured the same Link-Local address, X, they can
   remain in this state until A, B or some other host attempts to
   initiate communication.  If some other host C now sends an ARP
   request for address X, and hosts A and B were to both reply with
   conventional unicast ARP replies, then host C might be confused, but
   A and B still wouldn't know there is a problem because neither would
   have seen the other's packet.  Sending these replies via broadcast
   allows A and B to see each other's conflicting ARP packets and
   respond accordingly.

   Note that sending periodic gratuitous ARPs in an attempt to detect
   these conflicts sooner is not necessary, wastes network bandwidth,
   and may actually be detrimental.  For example, if the network links
   were joined only briefly, and were separated again before any new
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   communication involving A or B were initiated, then the temporary
   conflict would have been benign and no forced reconfiguration would
   have been required.  Triggering an unnecessary forced reconfiguration
   in this case would not serve any useful purpose.  Hosts SHOULD NOT
   send periodic gratuitous ARPs.

5.  Security Considerations

   The use of IPv4 Link-Local Addresses may open a network host to new
   attacks.  In particular, a host that previously did not have an IP
   address, and no IP stack running, was not susceptible to IP-based
   attacks.  By configuring a working address, the host may now be
   vulnerable to IP-based attacks.

   The ARP protocol [RFC826] is insecure.  A malicious host may send
   fraudulent ARP packets on the network, interfering with the correct
   operation of other hosts.  For example, it is easy for a host to
   answer all ARP requests with replies giving its own hardware address,
   thereby claiming ownership of every address on the network.

   NOTE: There are certain kinds of local links, such as wireless LANs,
   that provide no physical security.  Because of the existence of these
   links it would be very unwise for an implementer to assume that when
   a device is communicating only on the local link it can dispense with
   normal security precautions.  Failure to implement appropriate
   security measures could expose users to considerable risks.

   A host implementing IPv4 Link-Local configuration has an additional
   vulnerability to selective reconfiguration and disruption.  It is
   possible for an on-link attacker to issue ARP packets which would
   cause a host to break all its connections by switching to a new
   address.  The attacker could force the host implementing IPv4 Link-



   Local configuration to select certain addresses, or prevent it from
   ever completing address selection.  This is a distinct threat from
   that posed by spoofed ARPs, described in the preceding paragraph.

   Implementations and users should also note that a node that gives up
   an address and reconfigures, as required by section 2.5, allows the
   possibility that another node can easily and successfully hijack
   existing TCP connections.

   Implementers are advised that the Internet Protocol architecture
   expects every networked device or host must implement security which
   is adequate to protect the resources to which the device or host has
   access, including the network itself, against known or credible
   threats.  Even though use of IPv4 Link-Local addresses may reduce the
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   number of threats to which a device is exposed, implementers of
   devices supporting the Internet Protocol must not assume that a
   customer's local network is free from security risks.

   While there may be particular kinds of devices, or particular
   environments, for which the security provided by the network is
   adequate to protect the resources that are accessible by the device,
   it would be misleading to make a general statement to the effect that
   the requirement to provide security is reduced for devices using IPv4
   Link-Local addresses as a sole means of access.

   In all cases, whether or not IPv4 Link-Local addresses are used, it
   is necessary for implementers of devices supporting the Internet
   Protocol to analyze the known and credible threats to which a
   specific host or device might be subjected, and to the extent that it
   is feasible, to provide security mechanisms which ameliorate or
   reduce the risks associated with such threats.

6.  Application Programming Considerations

   Use of IPv4 Link-Local autoconfigured addresses presents additional
   challenges to writers of applications and may result in existing
   application software failing.

6.1.  Address Changes, Failure and Recovery

   IPv4 Link-Local addresses used by an application may change over
   time.  Some application software encountering an address change will
   fail.  For example, existing client TCP connections will be aborted,
   servers whose addresses change will have to be rediscovered, blocked
   reads and writes will exit with an error condition, and so on.

   Vendors producing application software which will be used on IP
   implementations supporting IPv4 Link-Local address configuration
   SHOULD detect and cope with address change events.  Vendors producing
   IPv4 implementations supporting IPv4 Link-Local address configuration
   SHOULD expose address change events to applications.



6.2.  Limited Forwarding of Locators

   IPv4 Link-Local addresses MUST NOT be forwarded via an application
   protocol (for example in a URL), to a destination that is not on the
   same link.  This is discussed further in Sections 2.9 and 3.

   Existing distributed application software that forwards address
   information may fail.  For example, FTP [RFC959] (when not using
   passive mode) transmits the IP address of the client.  Suppose a
   client starts up and obtains its IPv4 configuration at a time when it
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   has only a Link-Local address.  Later, the host gets a global IP
   address, and the client contacts an FTP server outside the local
   link.  If the FTP client transmits its old Link-Local address instead
   of its new global IP address in the FTP "port" command, then the FTP
   server will be unable to open a data connection back to the client,
   and the FTP operation will fail.

6.3.  Address Ambiguity

   Application software run on a multi-homed host that supports IPv4
   Link-Local address configuration on more than one interface may fail.

   This is because application software assumes that an IPv4 address is
   unambiguous, that it can refer to only one host.  IPv4 Link-Local
   addresses are unique only on a single link.  A host attached to
   multiple links can easily encounter a situation where the same
   address is present on more than one interface, or first on one
   interface, later on another; in any case associated with more than
   one host.  Most existing software is not prepared for this ambiguity.
   In the future, application programming interfaces could be developed
   to prevent this problem.  This issue is discussed in Section 3.

7.  Router Considerations

   A router MUST NOT forward a packet with an IPv4 Link-Local source or
   destination address, irrespective of the router's default route
   configuration or routes obtained from dynamic routing protocols.

   A router which receives a packet with an IPv4 Link-Local source or
   destination address MUST NOT forward the packet.  This prevents
   forwarding of packets back onto the network segment from which they
   originated, or to any other segment.

8.  IANA Considerations

   The IANA has allocated the prefix 169.254/16 for the use described in
   this document.  The first and last 256 addresses in this range
   (169.254.0.x and 169.254.255.x) are allocated by Standards Action, as
   defined in "Guidelines for Writing an IANA" (BCP 26) [RFC2434].  No
   other IANA services are required by this document.
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9.  Constants

   The following timing constants are used in this protocol; they are
   not intended to be user configurable.

   PROBE_WAIT           1 second   (initial random delay)
   PROBE_NUM            3          (number of probe packets)
   PROBE_MIN            1 second   (minimum delay till repeated probe)
   PROBE_MAX            2 seconds  (maximum delay till repeated probe)
   ANNOUNCE_WAIT        2 seconds  (delay before announcing)
   ANNOUNCE_NUM         2          (number of announcement packets)
   ANNOUNCE_INTERVAL    2 seconds  (time between announcement packets)
   MAX_CONFLICTS       10          (max conflicts before rate limiting)
   RATE_LIMIT_INTERVAL 60 seconds  (delay between successive attempts)
   DEFEND_INTERVAL     10 seconds  (minimum interval between defensive
                                    ARPs).
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Appendix A - Prior Implementations

A.1.  Apple Mac OS 8.x and 9.x.

   Mac OS chooses the IP address on a pseudo-random basis.  The selected
   address is saved in persistent storage for continued use after
   reboot, when possible.

   Mac OS sends nine DHCPDISCOVER packets, with an interval of two
   seconds between packets.  If no response is received from any of
   these requests (18 seconds), it will autoconfigure.

   Upon finding that a selected address is in use, Mac OS will select a
   new random address and try again, at a rate limited to no more than
   one attempt every two seconds.

   Autoconfigured Mac OS systems check for the presence of a DHCP server
   every five minutes.  If a DHCP server is found but Mac OS is not
   successful in obtaining a new lease, it keeps the existing
   autoconfigured IP address.  If Mac OS is successful at obtaining a
   new lease, it drops all existing connections without warning.  This
   may cause users to lose sessions in progress.  Once a new lease is
   obtained, Mac OS will not allocate further connections using the
   autoconfigured IP address.

   Mac OS systems do not send packets addressed to a Link-Local address
   to the default gateway if one is present; these addresses are always
   resolved on the local segment.

   Mac OS systems by default send all outgoing unicast packets with a
   TTL of 255.  All multicast and broadcast packets are also sent with a
   TTL of 255 if they have a source address in the 169.254/16 prefix.

   Mac OS implements media sense where the hardware (and driver
   software) supports this.  As soon as network connectivity is
   detected, a DHCPDISCOVER will be sent on the interface.  This means
   that systems will immediately transition out of autoconfigured mode
   as soon as connectivity is restored.

A.2.  Apple Mac OS X Version 10.2

   Mac OS X chooses the IP address on a pseudo-random basis.  The
   selected address is saved in memory so that it can be re-used during
   subsequent autoconfiguration attempts during a single boot of the
   system.
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   Autoconfiguration of a Link-Local address depends on the results of
   the DHCP process.  DHCP sends two packets, with timeouts of one and
   two seconds.  If no response is received (three seconds), it begins
   autoconfiguration.  DHCP continues sending packets in parallel for a
   total time of 60 seconds.



   At the start of autoconfiguration, it generates 10 unique random IP
   addresses, and probes each one in turn for 2 seconds.  It stops
   probing after finding an address that is not in use, or the list of
   addresses is exhausted.

   If DHCP is not successful, it waits five minutes before starting over
   again.  Once DHCP is successful, the autoconfigured Link-Local
   address is given up.  The Link-Local subnet, however, remains
   configured.

   Autoconfiguration is only attempted on a single interface at any
   given moment in time.

   Mac OS X ensures that the connected interface with the highest
   priority is associated with the Link-Local subnet.  Packets addressed
   to a Link-Local address are never sent to the default gateway, if one
   is present.  Link-local addresses are always resolved on the local
   segment.

   Mac OS X implements media sense where the hardware and driver support
   it.  When the network media indicates that it has been connected, the
   autoconfiguration process begins again, and attempts to re-use the
   previously assigned Link-Local address.  When the network media
   indicates that it has been disconnected, the system waits four
   seconds before de-configuring the Link-Local address and subnet.  If
   the connection is restored before that time, the autoconfiguration
   process begins again.  If the connection is not restored before that
   time, the system chooses another interface to autoconfigure.

   Mac OS X by default sends all outgoing unicast packets with a TTL of
   255.  All multicast and broadcast packets are also sent with a TTL of
   255 if they have a source address in the 169.254/16 prefix.

A.3.  Microsoft Windows 98/98SE

   Windows 98/98SE systems choose their IPv4 Link-Local address on a
   pseudo-random basis.  The address selection algorithm is based on
   computing a hash on the interface's MAC address, so that a large
   collection of hosts should obey the uniform probability distribution
   in choosing addresses within the 169.254/16 address space.  Deriving
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   the initial IPv4 Link-Local address from the interface's MAC address
   also ensures that systems rebooting will obtain the same
   autoconfigured address, unless a conflict is detected.

   When in INIT state, the Windows 98/98SE DHCP Client sends out a total
   of 4 DHCPDISCOVERs, with an inter-packet interval of 6 seconds.  When
   no response is received after all 4 packets (24 seconds), it will
   autoconfigure an address.

   The autoconfigure retry count for Windows 98/98SE systems is 10.
   After trying 10 autoconfigured IPv4 addresses, and finding all are
   taken, the host will boot without an IPv4 address.



   Autoconfigured Windows 98/98SE systems check for the presence of a
   DHCP server every five minutes.  If a DHCP server is found but
   Windows 98 is not successful in obtaining a new lease, it keeps the
   existing autoconfigured IPv4 Link-Local address.  If Windows 98/98SE
   is successful at obtaining a new lease, it drops all existing
   connections without warning.  This may cause users to lose sessions
   in progress.  Once a new lease is obtained, Windows 98/98SE will not
   allocate further connections using the autoconfigured IPv4 Link-Local
   address.

   Windows 98/98SE systems with an IPv4 Link-Local address do not send
   packets addressed to an IPv4 Link-Local address to the default
   gateway if one is present; these addresses are always resolved on the
   local segment.

   Windows 98/98SE systems by default send all outgoing unicast packets
   with a TTL of 128.  TTL configuration is performed by setting the
   Windows Registry Key
   HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services:\Tcpip\
   Parameters\DefaultTTL of type REG_DWORD to the appropriate value.
   However, this default TTL will apply to all packets.  While this
   facility could be used to set the default TTL to 255, it cannot be
   used to set the default TTL of IPv4 Link-Local packets to one (1),
   while allowing other packets to be sent with a TTL larger than one.

   Windows 98/98SE systems do not implement media sense.  This means
   that network connectivity issues (such as a loose cable) may prevent
   a system from contacting the DHCP server, thereby causing it to
   auto-configure.  When the connectivity problem is fixed (such as when
   the cable is re-connected) the situation will not immediately correct
   itself.  Since the system will not sense the re-connection, it will
   remain in autoconfigured mode until an attempt is made to reach the
   DHCP server.
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   The DHCP server included with Windows 98SE Internet Connection
   Sharing (ICS) (a NAT implementation) allocates out of the 192.168/16
   private address space by default.

   However, it is possible to change the allocation prefix via a
   registry key, and no checks are made to prevent allocation out of the
   IPv4 Link-Local prefix.  When configured to do so, Windows 98SE ICS
   will rewrite packets from the IPv4 Link-Local prefix and forward them
   beyond the local link.  Windows 98SE ICS does not automatically route
   for the IPv4 Link-Local prefix, so that hosts obtaining addresses via
   DHCP cannot communicate with autoconfigured-only devices.

   Other home gateways exist that allocate addresses out of the IPv4
   Link-Local prefix by default.  Windows 98/98SE systems can use a
   169.254/16 IPv4 Link-Local address as the source address when
   communicating with non-Link-Local hosts.  Windows 98/98SE does not
   support router solicitation/advertisement.  Windows 98/98SE systems
   will not automatically discover a default gateway when in



   autoconfigured mode.

A.4.  Windows XP, 2000, and ME

   The autoconfiguration behavior of Windows XP, Windows 2000, and
   Windows ME systems is identical to Windows 98/98SE except in the
   following respects:

   Media Sense
   Router Discovery
   Silent RIP

   Windows XP, 2000, and ME implement media sense.  As soon as network
   connectivity is detected, a DHCPREQUEST or DHCPDISCOVER will be sent
   on the interface.  This means that systems will immediately
   transition out of autoconfigured mode as soon as connectivity is
   restored.

   Windows XP, 2000, and ME also support router discovery, although it
   is turned off by default.  Windows XP and 2000 also support a RIP
   listener.  This means that they may inadvertently discover a default
   gateway while in autoconfigured mode.

   ICS on Windows XP/2000/ME behaves identically to Windows 98SE with
   respect to address allocation and NATing of Link-Local prefixes.
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1.  Introduction

   The DHCPv4 [RFC2131] publicly defined options range, options 1 - 127,
   is nearly used up.  Efforts such as [RFC3679] help extend the life of
   this space, but ultimately the space will be exhausted.

   This document reclassifies much of the site-specific option range,
   which has not been widely used for its original intended purpose, to
   extend the publicly defined options space.

2.  Requirements Notation

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

3.  Background

   The DHCP option space (0 - 255) is divided into two ranges [RFC2132]:

   1. 1 - 127 are publicly defined options, now allocated in accordance
      with [RFC2939].

   2. 128 - 254 are site-specific options.

   Options 0 (pad) and 255 (end) are special and defined in [RFC2131].

3.1.  Publicly Defined Options Range

   The publicly defined options space (1 - 127) is nearly exhausted.
   Recent work [RFC3679] will buy more time, as several allocated but
   unused option codes have been reclaimed.  A review could be made from
   time to time to determine whether there are other option codes that
   can be reclaimed.

   A longer-term solution to the eventual exhaustion of the publicly
   defined options space is desired.  The DHC WG evaluated several
   solutions:



   1. Using options 126 and 127 to carry 16-bit options as originally
      proposed by Ralph Droms in late 1996.  However, this significantly
      penalizes the first option assigned to this new space, as it
      requires implementing the 16-bit option support.  Because of this,
      options 126 and 127 have been reclaimed [RFC3679].

   2. Using a new magic cookie and 16-bit option code format.  However,
      this proposal
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      *  penalizes the first option assigned to this new space, as it
         requires significant changes to clients, servers, and relay
         agents,

      *  could adversely impact existing clients, servers, and relay
         agents that fail to properly check the magic cookie value,

      *  requires support of both message formats for the foreseeable
         future, and

      *  requires clients to send multiple DHCPDISCOVER messages -- one
         for each magic cookie.

   3. Reclassifying a portion of the site-specific option codes as
      publicly defined.  The impact is minimal, as only those sites
      presently using options in the reclassified range need to renumber
      their options.

3.2.  Site-Specific Options Range

   The site-specific option range is rather large (127 options in all)
   and little used.  The original intent of the site-specific option
   range was to support local (to a site) configuration options, and it
   is difficult to believe a site would need 127 options for this
   purpose.  Further, many DHCP client implementations do not provide a
   well documented means to request site-specific options from a server
   or to allow applications to extract the returned option values.

   Some vendors have made use of site-specific option codes that violate
   the intent of the site-specific options, as the options are used to
   configure features of their products and thus are specific to many
   sites.  This usage could potentially cause problems if a site that
   has been using the same site-specific option codes for other purposes
   deploys products from one of the vendors, or if two vendors pick the
   same site-specific options.

4.  Reclassifying Options

   The site-specific option codes 128 to 223 are hereby reclassified as
   publicly defined options.  This leaves 31 site-specific options, 224
   to 254.

   To allow vendors that have made use of site-specific options within
   the reclassified range to publish their option usage and to request



   an official assignment of the option number to that usage, the
   following procedure will be used to reclassify these options:
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   1. The reclassified options (128 to 223) will be placed in the
      "Unavailable" state by IANA.  These options are not yet available
      for assignment to publicly defined options.

   2. Vendors that currently use one or more of the reclassified options
      have 6 months following this RFC's publication date to notify the
      DHC WG and IANA that they are using particular options numbers and
      agree to document that usage in an RFC.  IANA will move these
      options from the "Unavailable" to "Tentatively Assigned" state.

      Vendors have 18 months from this RFC's publication date to start
      the documentation process by submitting an Internet-Draft.

      NOTE: If multiple vendors of an option number come forward and can
      demonstrate that their usage is in reasonably wide use, none of
      the vendors will be allowed to keep the current option number, and
      they MUST go through the normal process of getting a publicly
      assigned option [RFC2939].

   3. Any options still classified as "Unavailable" 6 months after the
      RFC publication date will be moved to the "Unassigned" state by
      IANA.  These options may then be assigned to any new publicly
      defined options in accordance with [RFC2939].

   4. For those options in the "Tentatively Assigned" state, vendors
      have 18 months following this RFC's publication date to submit an
      Internet-Draft documenting the option.  The documented usage MUST
      be consistent with the existing usage.  When the option usage is
      published as an RFC, IANA will move the option to the "Assigned"
      state.

      If no Internet-Draft is published within the 18 months or should
      one of these Internet-Drafts expire after the 18 months, IANA will
      move the option to the "Unassigned" state, and the option may then
      be assigned to any new publicly defined options in accordance with
      [RFC2939].

   Sites presently using site-specific option codes within the
   reclassified range SHOULD take steps to renumber these options to
   values within the remaining range.  If a site needs more than 31
   site-specific options, the site must switch to using suboptions, as
   has been done for other options, such as the Relay Agent Information
   Option [RFC3046].

5.  Security Considerations

   This document in and by itself provides no security, nor does it
   impact existing DCHP security as described in [RFC2131].
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6. IANA Considerations

   IANA is requested to

   1. expand the publicly defined DHCPv4 options space from 1 - 127 to 1
      - 223.  The new options (128 - 223) are to be listed as
      "Unavailable" and MUST NOT be assigned to any publicly defined
      options.

   2. receive notices from vendors that have been using one or more of
      the options in the 128-223 range that they are using the option
      and are willing to document that usage.  IANA will list these
      options as "Tentatively Assigned".

   3. change the listing of any options listed as "Unavailable" to
      "Available" 6 months from this RFC's publication date.  These
      options may now be assigned in accordance with [RFC2939].

   4. change the listing of any options listed as "Tentatively-Assigned"
      to "Unavailable" 18 months from this RFC's publication date and
      periodically thereafter as long as there is an option listed as
      "Tentatively-Assigned", if no un-expired Internet-Draft exists
      documenting the usage.
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           Uniform Resource Identifier (URI): Generic Syntax

Status of This Memo

   This document specifies an Internet standards track protocol for the
   Internet community, and requests discussion and suggestions for
   improvements.  Please refer to the current edition of the "Internet
   Official Protocol Standards" (STD 1) for the standardization state
   and status of this protocol.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

Copyright Notice

   Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2005).

Abstract

   A Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) is a compact sequence of
   characters that identifies an abstract or physical resource.  This
   specification defines the generic URI syntax and a process for
   resolving URI references that might be in relative form, along with
   guidelines and security considerations for the use of URIs on the
   Internet.  The URI syntax defines a grammar that is a superset of all
   valid URIs, allowing an implementation to parse the common components
   of a URI reference without knowing the scheme-specific requirements
   of every possible identifier.  This specification does not define a
   generative grammar for URIs; that task is performed by the individual
   specifications of each URI scheme.
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1.  Introduction

   A Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) provides a simple and extensible
   means for identifying a resource.  This specification of URI syntax
   and semantics is derived from concepts introduced by the World Wide
   Web global information initiative, whose use of these identifiers
   dates from 1990 and is described in "Universal Resource Identifiers
   in WWW" [RFC1630].  The syntax is designed to meet the
   recommendations laid out in "Functional Recommendations for Internet
   Resource Locators" [RFC1736] and "Functional Requirements for Uniform
   Resource Names" [RFC1737].

   This document obsoletes [RFC2396], which merged "Uniform Resource
   Locators" [RFC1738] and "Relative Uniform Resource Locators"
   [RFC1808] in order to define a single, generic syntax for all URIs.
   It obsoletes [RFC2732], which introduced syntax for an IPv6 address.
   It excludes portions of RFC 1738 that defined the specific syntax of
   individual URI schemes; those portions will be updated as separate
   documents.  The process for registration of new URI schemes is
   defined separately by [BCP35].  Advice for designers of new URI
   schemes can be found in [RFC2718].  All significant changes from RFC
   2396 are noted in Appendix D.

   This specification uses the terms "character" and "coded character
   set" in accordance with the definitions provided in [BCP19], and
   "character encoding" in place of what [BCP19] refers to as a



   "charset".

1.1.  Overview of URIs

   URIs are characterized as follows:

   Uniform

      Uniformity provides several benefits.  It allows different types
      of resource identifiers to be used in the same context, even when
      the mechanisms used to access those resources may differ.  It
      allows uniform semantic interpretation of common syntactic
      conventions across different types of resource identifiers.  It
      allows introduction of new types of resource identifiers without
      interfering with the way that existing identifiers are used.  It
      allows the identifiers to be reused in many different contexts,
      thus permitting new applications or protocols to leverage a pre-
      existing, large, and widely used set of resource identifiers.
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   Resource

      This specification does not limit the scope of what might be a
      resource; rather, the term "resource" is used in a general sense
      for whatever might be identified by a URI.  Familiar examples
      include an electronic document, an image, a source of information
      with a consistent purpose (e.g., "today's weather report for Los
      Angeles"), a service (e.g., an HTTP-to-SMS gateway), and a
      collection of other resources.  A resource is not necessarily
      accessible via the Internet; e.g., human beings, corporations, and
      bound books in a library can also be resources.  Likewise,
      abstract concepts can be resources, such as the operators and
      operands of a mathematical equation, the types of a relationship
      (e.g., "parent" or "employee"), or numeric values (e.g., zero,
      one, and infinity).

   Identifier

      An identifier embodies the information required to distinguish
      what is being identified from all other things within its scope of
      identification.  Our use of the terms "identify" and "identifying"
      refer to this purpose of distinguishing one resource from all
      other resources, regardless of how that purpose is accomplished
      (e.g., by name, address, or context).  These terms should not be
      mistaken as an assumption that an identifier defines or embodies
      the identity of what is referenced, though that may be the case
      for some identifiers.  Nor should it be assumed that a system
      using URIs will access the resource identified: in many cases,
      URIs are used to denote resources without any intention that they
      be accessed.  Likewise, the "one" resource identified might not be
      singular in nature (e.g., a resource might be a named set or a
      mapping that varies over time).



   A URI is an identifier consisting of a sequence of characters
   matching the syntax rule named <URI> in Section 3.  It enables
   uniform identification of resources via a separately defined
   extensible set of naming schemes (Section 3.1).  How that
   identification is accomplished, assigned, or enabled is delegated to
   each scheme specification.

   This specification does not place any limits on the nature of a
   resource, the reasons why an application might seek to refer to a
   resource, or the kinds of systems that might use URIs for the sake of
   identifying resources.  This specification does not require that a
   URI persists in identifying the same resource over time, though that
   is a common goal of all URI schemes.  Nevertheless, nothing in this
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   specification prevents an application from limiting itself to
   particular types of resources, or to a subset of URIs that maintains
   characteristics desired by that application.

   URIs have a global scope and are interpreted consistently regardless
   of context, though the result of that interpretation may be in
   relation to the end-user's context.  For example, "http://localhost/"
   has the same interpretation for every user of that reference, even
   though the network interface corresponding to "localhost" may be
   different for each end-user: interpretation is independent of access.
   However, an action made on the basis of that reference will take
   place in relation to the end-user's context, which implies that an
   action intended to refer to a globally unique thing must use a URI
   that distinguishes that resource from all other things.  URIs that
   identify in relation to the end-user's local context should only be
   used when the context itself is a defining aspect of the resource,
   such as when an on-line help manual refers to a file on the end-
   user's file system (e.g., "file:///etc/hosts").

1.1.1.  Generic Syntax

   Each URI begins with a scheme name, as defined in Section 3.1, that
   refers to a specification for assigning identifiers within that
   scheme.  As such, the URI syntax is a federated and extensible naming
   system wherein each scheme's specification may further restrict the
   syntax and semantics of identifiers using that scheme.

   This specification defines those elements of the URI syntax that are
   required of all URI schemes or are common to many URI schemes.  It
   thus defines the syntax and semantics needed to implement a scheme-
   independent parsing mechanism for URI references, by which the
   scheme-dependent handling of a URI can be postponed until the
   scheme-dependent semantics are needed.  Likewise, protocols and data
   formats that make use of URI references can refer to this
   specification as a definition for the range of syntax allowed for all
   URIs, including those schemes that have yet to be defined.  This
   decouples the evolution of identification schemes from the evolution
   of protocols, data formats, and implementations that make use of



   URIs.

   A parser of the generic URI syntax can parse any URI reference into
   its major components.  Once the scheme is determined, further
   scheme-specific parsing can be performed on the components.  In other
   words, the URI generic syntax is a superset of the syntax of all URI
   schemes.
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1.1.2.  Examples

   The following example URIs illustrate several URI schemes and
   variations in their common syntax components:

      ftp://ftp.is.co.za/rfc/rfc1808.txt

      http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2396.txt

      ldap://[2001:db8::7]/c=GB?objectClass?one

      mailto:John.Doe@example.com

      news:comp.infosystems.www.servers.unix

      tel:+1-816-555-1212

      telnet://192.0.2.16:80/

      urn:oasis:names:specification:docbook:dtd:xml:4.1.2

1.1.3.  URI, URL, and URN

   A URI can be further classified as a locator, a name, or both.  The
   term "Uniform Resource Locator" (URL) refers to the subset of URIs
   that, in addition to identifying a resource, provide a means of
   locating the resource by describing its primary access mechanism
   (e.g., its network "location").  The term "Uniform Resource Name"
   (URN) has been used historically to refer to both URIs under the
   "urn" scheme [RFC2141], which are required to remain globally unique
   and persistent even when the resource ceases to exist or becomes
   unavailable, and to any other URI with the properties of a name.

   An individual scheme does not have to be classified as being just one
   of "name" or "locator".  Instances of URIs from any given scheme may
   have the characteristics of names or locators or both, often
   depending on the persistence and care in the assignment of
   identifiers by the naming authority, rather than on any quality of
   the scheme.  Future specifications and related documentation should
   use the general term "URI" rather than the more restrictive terms
   "URL" and "URN" [RFC3305].
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1.2.  Design Considerations

1.2.1.  Transcription

   The URI syntax has been designed with global transcription as one of
   its main considerations.  A URI is a sequence of characters from a
   very limited set: the letters of the basic Latin alphabet, digits,
   and a few special characters.  A URI may be represented in a variety
   of ways; e.g., ink on paper, pixels on a screen, or a sequence of
   character encoding octets.  The interpretation of a URI depends only
   on the characters used and not on how those characters are
   represented in a network protocol.

   The goal of transcription can be described by a simple scenario.
   Imagine two colleagues, Sam and Kim, sitting in a pub at an
   international conference and exchanging research ideas.  Sam asks Kim
   for a location to get more information, so Kim writes the URI for the
   research site on a napkin.  Upon returning home, Sam takes out the
   napkin and types the URI into a computer, which then retrieves the
   information to which Kim referred.

   There are several design considerations revealed by the scenario:

   o  A URI is a sequence of characters that is not always represented
      as a sequence of octets.

   o  A URI might be transcribed from a non-network source and thus
      should consist of characters that are most likely able to be
      entered into a computer, within the constraints imposed by
      keyboards (and related input devices) across languages and
      locales.

   o  A URI often has to be remembered by people, and it is easier for
      people to remember a URI when it consists of meaningful or
      familiar components.

   These design considerations are not always in alignment.  For
   example, it is often the case that the most meaningful name for a URI
   component would require characters that cannot be typed into some
   systems.  The ability to transcribe a resource identifier from one
   medium to another has been considered more important than having a
   URI consist of the most meaningful of components.

   In local or regional contexts and with improving technology, users
   might benefit from being able to use a wider range of characters;
   such use is not defined by this specification.  Percent-encoded
   octets (Section 2.1) may be used within a URI to represent characters
   outside the range of the US-ASCII coded character set if this
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   representation is allowed by the scheme or by the protocol element in
   which the URI is referenced.  Such a definition should specify the
   character encoding used to map those characters to octets prior to
   being percent-encoded for the URI.

1.2.2.  Separating Identification from Interaction

   A common misunderstanding of URIs is that they are only used to refer
   to accessible resources.  The URI itself only provides
   identification; access to the resource is neither guaranteed nor
   implied by the presence of a URI.  Instead, any operation associated
   with a URI reference is defined by the protocol element, data format
   attribute, or natural language text in which it appears.

   Given a URI, a system may attempt to perform a variety of operations
   on the resource, as might be characterized by words such as "access",
   "update", "replace", or "find attributes".  Such operations are
   defined by the protocols that make use of URIs, not by this
   specification.  However, we do use a few general terms for describing
   common operations on URIs.  URI "resolution" is the process of
   determining an access mechanism and the appropriate parameters
   necessary to dereference a URI; this resolution may require several
   iterations.  To use that access mechanism to perform an action on the
   URI's resource is to "dereference" the URI.

   When URIs are used within information retrieval systems to identify
   sources of information, the most common form of URI dereference is
   "retrieval": making use of a URI in order to retrieve a
   representation of its associated resource.  A "representation" is a
   sequence of octets, along with representation metadata describing
   those octets, that constitutes a record of the state of the resource
   at the time when the representation is generated.  Retrieval is
   achieved by a process that might include using the URI as a cache key
   to check for a locally cached representation, resolution of the URI
   to determine an appropriate access mechanism (if any), and
   dereference of the URI for the sake of applying a retrieval
   operation.  Depending on the protocols used to perform the retrieval,
   additional information might be supplied about the resource (resource
   metadata) and its relation to other resources.

   URI references in information retrieval systems are designed to be
   late-binding: the result of an access is generally determined when it
   is accessed and may vary over time or due to other aspects of the
   interaction.  These references are created in order to be used in the
   future: what is being identified is not some specific result that was
   obtained in the past, but rather some characteristic that is expected
   to be true for future results.  In such cases, the resource referred
   to by the URI is actually a sameness of characteristics as observed
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   over time, perhaps elucidated by additional comments or assertions
   made by the resource provider.

   Although many URI schemes are named after protocols, this does not
   imply that use of these URIs will result in access to the resource
   via the named protocol.  URIs are often used simply for the sake of
   identification.  Even when a URI is used to retrieve a representation
   of a resource, that access might be through gateways, proxies,
   caches, and name resolution services that are independent of the
   protocol associated with the scheme name.  The resolution of some
   URIs may require the use of more than one protocol (e.g., both DNS
   and HTTP are typically used to access an "http" URI's origin server
   when a representation isn't found in a local cache).

1.2.3.  Hierarchical Identifiers

   The URI syntax is organized hierarchically, with components listed in
   order of decreasing significance from left to right.  For some URI
   schemes, the visible hierarchy is limited to the scheme itself:
   everything after the scheme component delimiter (":") is considered
   opaque to URI processing.  Other URI schemes make the hierarchy
   explicit and visible to generic parsing algorithms.

   The generic syntax uses the slash ("/"), question mark ("?"), and
   number sign ("#") characters to delimit components that are
   significant to the generic parser's hierarchical interpretation of an
   identifier.  In addition to aiding the readability of such
   identifiers through the consistent use of familiar syntax, this
   uniform representation of hierarchy across naming schemes allows
   scheme-independent references to be made relative to that hierarchy.

   It is often the case that a group or "tree" of documents has been
   constructed to serve a common purpose, wherein the vast majority of
   URI references in these documents point to resources within the tree
   rather than outside it.  Similarly, documents located at a particular
   site are much more likely to refer to other resources at that site
   than to resources at remote sites.  Relative referencing of URIs
   allows document trees to be partially independent of their location
   and access scheme.  For instance, it is possible for a single set of
   hypertext documents to be simultaneously accessible and traversable
   via each of the "file", "http", and "ftp" schemes if the documents
   refer to each other with relative references.  Furthermore, such
   document trees can be moved, as a whole, without changing any of the
   relative references.

   A relative reference (Section 4.2) refers to a resource by describing
   the difference within a hierarchical name space between the reference
   context and the target URI.  The reference resolution algorithm,
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   presented in Section 5, defines how such a reference is transformed
   to the target URI.  As relative references can only be used within
   the context of a hierarchical URI, designers of new URI schemes
   should use a syntax consistent with the generic syntax's hierarchical
   components unless there are compelling reasons to forbid relative
   referencing within that scheme.



      NOTE: Previous specifications used the terms "partial URI" and
      "relative URI" to denote a relative reference to a URI.  As some
      readers misunderstood those terms to mean that relative URIs are a
      subset of URIs rather than a method of referencing URIs, this
      specification simply refers to them as relative references.

   All URI references are parsed by generic syntax parsers when used.
   However, because hierarchical processing has no effect on an absolute
   URI used in a reference unless it contains one or more dot-segments
   (complete path segments of "." or "..", as described in Section 3.3),
   URI scheme specifications can define opaque identifiers by
   disallowing use of slash characters, question mark characters, and
   the URIs "scheme:." and "scheme:..".

1.3.  Syntax Notation

   This specification uses the Augmented Backus-Naur Form (ABNF)
   notation of [RFC2234], including the following core ABNF syntax rules
   defined by that specification: ALPHA (letters), CR (carriage return),
   DIGIT (decimal digits), DQUOTE (double quote), HEXDIG (hexadecimal
   digits), LF (line feed), and SP (space).  The complete URI syntax is
   collected in Appendix A.

2.  Characters

   The URI syntax provides a method of encoding data, presumably for the
   sake of identifying a resource, as a sequence of characters.  The URI
   characters are, in turn, frequently encoded as octets for transport
   or presentation.  This specification does not mandate any particular
   character encoding for mapping between URI characters and the octets
   used to store or transmit those characters.  When a URI appears in a
   protocol element, the character encoding is defined by that protocol;
   without such a definition, a URI is assumed to be in the same
   character encoding as the surrounding text.

   The ABNF notation defines its terminal values to be non-negative
   integers (codepoints) based on the US-ASCII coded character set
   [ASCII].  Because a URI is a sequence of characters, we must invert
   that relation in order to understand the URI syntax.  Therefore, the
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   integer values used by the ABNF must be mapped back to their
   corresponding characters via US-ASCII in order to complete the syntax
   rules.

   A URI is composed from a limited set of characters consisting of
   digits, letters, and a few graphic symbols.  A reserved subset of
   those characters may be used to delimit syntax components within a
   URI while the remaining characters, including both the unreserved set
   and those reserved characters not acting as delimiters, define each
   component's identifying data.

2.1.  Percent-Encoding



   A percent-encoding mechanism is used to represent a data octet in a
   component when that octet's corresponding character is outside the
   allowed set or is being used as a delimiter of, or within, the
   component.  A percent-encoded octet is encoded as a character
   triplet, consisting of the percent character "%" followed by the two
   hexadecimal digits representing that octet's numeric value.  For
   example, "%20" is the percent-encoding for the binary octet
   "00100000" (ABNF: %x20), which in US-ASCII corresponds to the space
   character (SP).  Section 2.4 describes when percent-encoding and
   decoding is applied.

      pct-encoded = "%" HEXDIG HEXDIG

   The uppercase hexadecimal digits 'A' through 'F' are equivalent to
   the lowercase digits 'a' through 'f', respectively.  If two URIs
   differ only in the case of hexadecimal digits used in percent-encoded
   octets, they are equivalent.  For consistency, URI producers and
   normalizers should use uppercase hexadecimal digits for all percent-
   encodings.

2.2.  Reserved Characters

   URIs include components and subcomponents that are delimited by
   characters in the "reserved" set.  These characters are called
   "reserved" because they may (or may not) be defined as delimiters by
   the generic syntax, by each scheme-specific syntax, or by the
   implementation-specific syntax of a URI's dereferencing algorithm.
   If data for a URI component would conflict with a reserved
   character's purpose as a delimiter, then the conflicting data must be
   percent-encoded before the URI is formed.
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      reserved    = gen-delims / sub-delims

      gen-delims  = ":" / "/" / "?" / "#" / "[" / "]" / "@"

      sub-delims  = "!" / "$" / "&" / "'" / "(" / ")"
                  / "*" / "+" / "," / ";" / "="

   The purpose of reserved characters is to provide a set of delimiting
   characters that are distinguishable from other data within a URI.
   URIs that differ in the replacement of a reserved character with its
   corresponding percent-encoded octet are not equivalent.  Percent-
   encoding a reserved character, or decoding a percent-encoded octet
   that corresponds to a reserved character, will change how the URI is
   interpreted by most applications.  Thus, characters in the reserved
   set are protected from normalization and are therefore safe to be
   used by scheme-specific and producer-specific algorithms for
   delimiting data subcomponents within a URI.



   A subset of the reserved characters (gen-delims) is used as
   delimiters of the generic URI components described in Section 3.  A
   component's ABNF syntax rule will not use the reserved or gen-delims
   rule names directly; instead, each syntax rule lists the characters
   allowed within that component (i.e., not delimiting it), and any of
   those characters that are also in the reserved set are "reserved" for
   use as subcomponent delimiters within the component.  Only the most
   common subcomponents are defined by this specification; other
   subcomponents may be defined by a URI scheme's specification, or by
   the implementation-specific syntax of a URI's dereferencing
   algorithm, provided that such subcomponents are delimited by
   characters in the reserved set allowed within that component.

   URI producing applications should percent-encode data octets that
   correspond to characters in the reserved set unless these characters
   are specifically allowed by the URI scheme to represent data in that
   component.  If a reserved character is found in a URI component and
   no delimiting role is known for that character, then it must be
   interpreted as representing the data octet corresponding to that
   character's encoding in US-ASCII.

2.3.  Unreserved Characters

   Characters that are allowed in a URI but do not have a reserved
   purpose are called unreserved.  These include uppercase and lowercase
   letters, decimal digits, hyphen, period, underscore, and tilde.

      unreserved  = ALPHA / DIGIT / "-" / "." / "_" / "~"
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   URIs that differ in the replacement of an unreserved character with
   its corresponding percent-encoded US-ASCII octet are equivalent: they
   identify the same resource.  However, URI comparison implementations
   do not always perform normalization prior to comparison (see Section
   6).  For consistency, percent-encoded octets in the ranges of ALPHA
   (%41-%5A and %61-%7A), DIGIT (%30-%39), hyphen (%2D), period (%2E),
   underscore (%5F), or tilde (%7E) should not be created by URI
   producers and, when found in a URI, should be decoded to their
   corresponding unreserved characters by URI normalizers.

2.4.  When to Encode or Decode

   Under normal circumstances, the only time when octets within a URI
   are percent-encoded is during the process of producing the URI from
   its component parts.  This is when an implementation determines which
   of the reserved characters are to be used as subcomponent delimiters
   and which can be safely used as data.  Once produced, a URI is always
   in its percent-encoded form.

   When a URI is dereferenced, the components and subcomponents
   significant to the scheme-specific dereferencing process (if any)
   must be parsed and separated before the percent-encoded octets within
   those components can be safely decoded, as otherwise the data may be
   mistaken for component delimiters.  The only exception is for



   percent-encoded octets corresponding to characters in the unreserved
   set, which can be decoded at any time.  For example, the octet
   corresponding to the tilde ("~") character is often encoded as "%7E"
   by older URI processing implementations; the "%7E" can be replaced by
   "~" without changing its interpretation.

   Because the percent ("%") character serves as the indicator for
   percent-encoded octets, it must be percent-encoded as "%25" for that
   octet to be used as data within a URI.  Implementations must not
   percent-encode or decode the same string more than once, as decoding
   an already decoded string might lead to misinterpreting a percent
   data octet as the beginning of a percent-encoding, or vice versa in
   the case of percent-encoding an already percent-encoded string.

2.5.  Identifying Data

   URI characters provide identifying data for each of the URI
   components, serving as an external interface for identification
   between systems.  Although the presence and nature of the URI
   production interface is hidden from clients that use its URIs (and is
   thus beyond the scope of the interoperability requirements defined by
   this specification), it is a frequent source of confusion and errors
   in the interpretation of URI character issues.  Implementers have to
   be aware that there are multiple character encodings involved in the
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   production and transmission of URIs: local name and data encoding,
   public interface encoding, URI character encoding, data format
   encoding, and protocol encoding.

   Local names, such as file system names, are stored with a local
   character encoding.  URI producing applications (e.g., origin
   servers) will typically use the local encoding as the basis for
   producing meaningful names.  The URI producer will transform the
   local encoding to one that is suitable for a public interface and
   then transform the public interface encoding into the restricted set
   of URI characters (reserved, unreserved, and percent-encodings).
   Those characters are, in turn, encoded as octets to be used as a
   reference within a data format (e.g., a document charset), and such
   data formats are often subsequently encoded for transmission over
   Internet protocols.

   For most systems, an unreserved character appearing within a URI
   component is interpreted as representing the data octet corresponding
   to that character's encoding in US-ASCII.  Consumers of URIs assume
   that the letter "X" corresponds to the octet "01011000", and even
   when that assumption is incorrect, there is no harm in making it.  A
   system that internally provides identifiers in the form of a
   different character encoding, such as EBCDIC, will generally perform
   character translation of textual identifiers to UTF-8 [STD63] (or
   some other superset of the US-ASCII character encoding) at an
   internal interface, thereby providing more meaningful identifiers
   than those resulting from simply percent-encoding the original
   octets.

   For example, consider an information service that provides data,



   stored locally using an EBCDIC-based file system, to clients on the
   Internet through an HTTP server.  When an author creates a file with
   the name "Laguna Beach" on that file system, the "http" URI
   corresponding to that resource is expected to contain the meaningful
   string "Laguna%20Beach".  If, however, that server produces URIs by
   using an overly simplistic raw octet mapping, then the result would
   be a URI containing "%D3%81%87%A4%95%81@%C2%85%81%83%88".  An
   internal transcoding interface fixes this problem by transcoding the
   local name to a superset of US-ASCII prior to producing the URI.
   Naturally, proper interpretation of an incoming URI on such an
   interface requires that percent-encoded octets be decoded (e.g.,
   "%20" to SP) before the reverse transcoding is applied to obtain the
   local name.

   In some cases, the internal interface between a URI component and the
   identifying data that it has been crafted to represent is much less
   direct than a character encoding translation.  For example, portions
   of a URI might reflect a query on non-ASCII data, or numeric
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   coordinates on a map.  Likewise, a URI scheme may define components
   with additional encoding requirements that are applied prior to
   forming the component and producing the URI.

   When a new URI scheme defines a component that represents textual
   data consisting of characters from the Universal Character Set [UCS],
   the data should first be encoded as octets according to the UTF-8
   character encoding [STD63]; then only those octets that do not
   correspond to characters in the unreserved set should be percent-
   encoded.  For example, the character A would be represented as "A",
   the character LATIN CAPITAL LETTER A WITH GRAVE would be represented
   as "%C3%80", and the character KATAKANA LETTER A would be represented
   as "%E3%82%A2".

3.  Syntax Components

   The generic URI syntax consists of a hierarchical sequence of
   components referred to as the scheme, authority, path, query, and
   fragment.

      URI         = scheme ":" hier-part [ "?" query ] [ "#" fragment ]

      hier-part   = "//" authority path-abempty
                  / path-absolute
                  / path-rootless
                  / path-empty

   The scheme and path components are required, though the path may be
   empty (no characters).  When authority is present, the path must
   either be empty or begin with a slash ("/") character.  When
   authority is not present, the path cannot begin with two slash
   characters ("//").  These restrictions result in five different ABNF
   rules for a path (Section 3.3), only one of which will match any
   given URI reference.

   The following are two example URIs and their component parts:



         foo://example.com:8042/over/there?name=ferret#nose
         \_/   \______________/\_________/ \_________/ \__/
          |           |            |            |        |
       scheme     authority       path        query   fragment
          |   _____________________|__
         / \ /                        \
         urn:example:animal:ferret:nose
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3.1.  Scheme

   Each URI begins with a scheme name that refers to a specification for
   assigning identifiers within that scheme.  As such, the URI syntax is
   a federated and extensible naming system wherein each scheme's
   specification may further restrict the syntax and semantics of
   identifiers using that scheme.

   Scheme names consist of a sequence of characters beginning with a
   letter and followed by any combination of letters, digits, plus
   ("+"), period ("."), or hyphen ("-").  Although schemes are case-
   insensitive, the canonical form is lowercase and documents that
   specify schemes must do so with lowercase letters.  An implementation
   should accept uppercase letters as equivalent to lowercase in scheme
   names (e.g., allow "HTTP" as well as "http") for the sake of
   robustness but should only produce lowercase scheme names for
   consistency.

      scheme      = ALPHA *( ALPHA / DIGIT / "+" / "-" / "." )

   Individual schemes are not specified by this document.  The process
   for registration of new URI schemes is defined separately by [BCP35].
   The scheme registry maintains the mapping between scheme names and
   their specifications.  Advice for designers of new URI schemes can be
   found in [RFC2718].  URI scheme specifications must define their own
   syntax so that all strings matching their scheme-specific syntax will
   also match the <absolute-URI> grammar, as described in Section 4.3.

   When presented with a URI that violates one or more scheme-specific
   restrictions, the scheme-specific resolution process should flag the
   reference as an error rather than ignore the unused parts; doing so
   reduces the number of equivalent URIs and helps detect abuses of the
   generic syntax, which might indicate that the URI has been
   constructed to mislead the user (Section 7.6).

3.2.  Authority

   Many URI schemes include a hierarchical element for a naming
   authority so that governance of the name space defined by the
   remainder of the URI is delegated to that authority (which may, in
   turn, delegate it further).  The generic syntax provides a common
   means for distinguishing an authority based on a registered name or



   server address, along with optional port and user information.

   The authority component is preceded by a double slash ("//") and is
   terminated by the next slash ("/"), question mark ("?"), or number
   sign ("#") character, or by the end of the URI.
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      authority   = [ userinfo "@" ] host [ ":" port ]

   URI producers and normalizers should omit the ":" delimiter that
   separates host from port if the port component is empty.  Some
   schemes do not allow the userinfo and/or port subcomponents.

   If a URI contains an authority component, then the path component
   must either be empty or begin with a slash ("/") character.  Non-
   validating parsers (those that merely separate a URI reference into
   its major components) will often ignore the subcomponent structure of
   authority, treating it as an opaque string from the double-slash to
   the first terminating delimiter, until such time as the URI is
   dereferenced.

3.2.1.  User Information

   The userinfo subcomponent may consist of a user name and, optionally,
   scheme-specific information about how to gain authorization to access
   the resource.  The user information, if present, is followed by a
   commercial at-sign ("@") that delimits it from the host.

      userinfo    = *( unreserved / pct-encoded / sub-delims / ":" )

   Use of the format "user:password" in the userinfo field is
   deprecated.  Applications should not render as clear text any data
   after the first colon (":") character found within a userinfo
   subcomponent unless the data after the colon is the empty string
   (indicating no password).  Applications may choose to ignore or
   reject such data when it is received as part of a reference and
   should reject the storage of such data in unencrypted form.  The
   passing of authentication information in clear text has proven to be
   a security risk in almost every case where it has been used.

   Applications that render a URI for the sake of user feedback, such as
   in graphical hypertext browsing, should render userinfo in a way that
   is distinguished from the rest of a URI, when feasible.  Such
   rendering will assist the user in cases where the userinfo has been
   misleadingly crafted to look like a trusted domain name
   (Section 7.6).

3.2.2.  Host

   The host subcomponent of authority is identified by an IP literal
   encapsulated within square brackets, an IPv4 address in dotted-
   decimal form, or a registered name.  The host subcomponent is case-
   insensitive.  The presence of a host subcomponent within a URI does
   not imply that the scheme requires access to the given host on the
   Internet.  In many cases, the host syntax is used only for the sake
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   of reusing the existing registration process created and deployed for
   DNS, thus obtaining a globally unique name without the cost of
   deploying another registry.  However, such use comes with its own
   costs: domain name ownership may change over time for reasons not
   anticipated by the URI producer.  In other cases, the data within the
   host component identifies a registered name that has nothing to do
   with an Internet host.  We use the name "host" for the ABNF rule
   because that is its most common purpose, not its only purpose.

      host        = IP-literal / IPv4address / reg-name

   The syntax rule for host is ambiguous because it does not completely
   distinguish between an IPv4address and a reg-name.  In order to
   disambiguate the syntax, we apply the "first-match-wins" algorithm:
   If host matches the rule for IPv4address, then it should be
   considered an IPv4 address literal and not a reg-name.  Although host
   is case-insensitive, producers and normalizers should use lowercase
   for registered names and hexadecimal addresses for the sake of
   uniformity, while only using uppercase letters for percent-encodings.

   A host identified by an Internet Protocol literal address, version 6
   [RFC3513] or later, is distinguished by enclosing the IP literal
   within square brackets ("[" and "]").  This is the only place where
   square bracket characters are allowed in the URI syntax.  In
   anticipation of future, as-yet-undefined IP literal address formats,
   an implementation may use an optional version flag to indicate such a
   format explicitly rather than rely on heuristic determination.

      IP-literal = "[" ( IPv6address / IPvFuture  ) "]"

      IPvFuture  = "v" 1*HEXDIG "." 1*( unreserved / sub-delims / ":" )

   The version flag does not indicate the IP version; rather, it
   indicates future versions of the literal format.  As such,
   implementations must not provide the version flag for the existing
   IPv4 and IPv6 literal address forms described below.  If a URI
   containing an IP-literal that starts with "v" (case-insensitive),
   indicating that the version flag is present, is dereferenced by an
   application that does not know the meaning of that version flag, then
   the application should return an appropriate error for "address
   mechanism not supported".

   A host identified by an IPv6 literal address is represented inside
   the square brackets without a preceding version flag.  The ABNF
   provided here is a translation of the text definition of an IPv6
   literal address provided in [RFC3513].  This syntax does not support
   IPv6 scoped addressing zone identifiers.
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   A 128-bit IPv6 address is divided into eight 16-bit pieces.  Each
   piece is represented numerically in case-insensitive hexadecimal,
   using one to four hexadecimal digits (leading zeroes are permitted).
   The eight encoded pieces are given most-significant first, separated
   by colon characters.  Optionally, the least-significant two pieces
   may instead be represented in IPv4 address textual format.  A
   sequence of one or more consecutive zero-valued 16-bit pieces within
   the address may be elided, omitting all their digits and leaving
   exactly two consecutive colons in their place to mark the elision.

      IPv6address =                            6( h16 ":" ) ls32
                  /                       "::" 5( h16 ":" ) ls32
                  / [               h16 ] "::" 4( h16 ":" ) ls32
                  / [ *1( h16 ":" ) h16 ] "::" 3( h16 ":" ) ls32
                  / [ *2( h16 ":" ) h16 ] "::" 2( h16 ":" ) ls32
                  / [ *3( h16 ":" ) h16 ] "::"    h16 ":"   ls32
                  / [ *4( h16 ":" ) h16 ] "::"              ls32
                  / [ *5( h16 ":" ) h16 ] "::"              h16
                  / [ *6( h16 ":" ) h16 ] "::"

      ls32        = ( h16 ":" h16 ) / IPv4address
                  ; least-significant 32 bits of address

      h16         = 1*4HEXDIG
                  ; 16 bits of address represented in hexadecimal

   A host identified by an IPv4 literal address is represented in
   dotted-decimal notation (a sequence of four decimal numbers in the
   range 0 to 255, separated by "."), as described in [RFC1123] by
   reference to [RFC0952].  Note that other forms of dotted notation may
   be interpreted on some platforms, as described in Section 7.4, but
   only the dotted-decimal form of four octets is allowed by this
   grammar.

      IPv4address = dec-octet "." dec-octet "." dec-octet "." dec-octet

      dec-octet   = DIGIT                 ; 0-9
                  / %x31-39 DIGIT         ; 10-99
                  / "1" 2DIGIT            ; 100-199
                  / "2" %x30-34 DIGIT     ; 200-249
                  / "25" %x30-35          ; 250-255

   A host identified by a registered name is a sequence of characters
   usually intended for lookup within a locally defined host or service
   name registry, though the URI's scheme-specific semantics may require
   that a specific registry (or fixed name table) be used instead.  The
   most common name registry mechanism is the Domain Name System (DNS).
   A registered name intended for lookup in the DNS uses the syntax
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   defined in Section 3.5 of [RFC1034] and Section 2.1 of [RFC1123].
   Such a name consists of a sequence of domain labels separated by ".",
   each domain label starting and ending with an alphanumeric character
   and possibly also containing "-" characters.  The rightmost domain



   label of a fully qualified domain name in DNS may be followed by a
   single "." and should be if it is necessary to distinguish between
   the complete domain name and some local domain.

      reg-name    = *( unreserved / pct-encoded / sub-delims )

   If the URI scheme defines a default for host, then that default
   applies when the host subcomponent is undefined or when the
   registered name is empty (zero length).  For example, the "file" URI
   scheme is defined so that no authority, an empty host, and
   "localhost" all mean the end-user's machine, whereas the "http"
   scheme considers a missing authority or empty host invalid.

   This specification does not mandate a particular registered name
   lookup technology and therefore does not restrict the syntax of reg-
   name beyond what is necessary for interoperability.  Instead, it
   delegates the issue of registered name syntax conformance to the
   operating system of each application performing URI resolution, and
   that operating system decides what it will allow for the purpose of
   host identification.  A URI resolution implementation might use DNS,
   host tables, yellow pages, NetInfo, WINS, or any other system for
   lookup of registered names.  However, a globally scoped naming
   system, such as DNS fully qualified domain names, is necessary for
   URIs intended to have global scope.  URI producers should use names
   that conform to the DNS syntax, even when use of DNS is not
   immediately apparent, and should limit these names to no more than
   255 characters in length.

   The reg-name syntax allows percent-encoded octets in order to
   represent non-ASCII registered names in a uniform way that is
   independent of the underlying name resolution technology.  Non-ASCII
   characters must first be encoded according to UTF-8 [STD63], and then
   each octet of the corresponding UTF-8 sequence must be percent-
   encoded to be represented as URI characters.  URI producing
   applications must not use percent-encoding in host unless it is used
   to represent a UTF-8 character sequence.  When a non-ASCII registered
   name represents an internationalized domain name intended for
   resolution via the DNS, the name must be transformed to the IDNA
   encoding [RFC3490] prior to name lookup.  URI producers should
   provide these registered names in the IDNA encoding, rather than a
   percent-encoding, if they wish to maximize interoperability with
   legacy URI resolvers.
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3.2.3.  Port

   The port subcomponent of authority is designated by an optional port
   number in decimal following the host and delimited from it by a
   single colon (":") character.

      port        = *DIGIT

   A scheme may define a default port.  For example, the "http" scheme
   defines a default port of "80", corresponding to its reserved TCP



   port number.  The type of port designated by the port number (e.g.,
   TCP, UDP, SCTP) is defined by the URI scheme.  URI producers and
   normalizers should omit the port component and its ":" delimiter if
   port is empty or if its value would be the same as that of the
   scheme's default.

3.3.  Path

   The path component contains data, usually organized in hierarchical
   form, that, along with data in the non-hierarchical query component
   (Section 3.4), serves to identify a resource within the scope of the
   URI's scheme and naming authority (if any).  The path is terminated
   by the first question mark ("?") or number sign ("#") character, or
   by the end of the URI.

   If a URI contains an authority component, then the path component
   must either be empty or begin with a slash ("/") character.  If a URI
   does not contain an authority component, then the path cannot begin
   with two slash characters ("//").  In addition, a URI reference
   (Section 4.1) may be a relative-path reference, in which case the
   first path segment cannot contain a colon (":") character.  The ABNF
   requires five separate rules to disambiguate these cases, only one of
   which will match the path substring within a given URI reference.  We
   use the generic term "path component" to describe the URI substring
   matched by the parser to one of these rules.

      path          = path-abempty    ; begins with "/" or is empty
                    / path-absolute   ; begins with "/" but not "//"
                    / path-noscheme   ; begins with a non-colon segment
                    / path-rootless   ; begins with a segment
                    / path-empty      ; zero characters

      path-abempty  = *( "/" segment )
      path-absolute = "/" [ segment-nz *( "/" segment ) ]
      path-noscheme = segment-nz-nc *( "/" segment )
      path-rootless = segment-nz *( "/" segment )
      path-empty    = 0<pchar>
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      segment       = *pchar
      segment-nz    = 1*pchar
      segment-nz-nc = 1*( unreserved / pct-encoded / sub-delims / "@" )
                    ; non-zero-length segment without any colon ":"

      pchar         = unreserved / pct-encoded / sub-delims / ":" / "@"

   A path consists of a sequence of path segments separated by a slash
   ("/") character.  A path is always defined for a URI, though the
   defined path may be empty (zero length).  Use of the slash character
   to indicate hierarchy is only required when a URI will be used as the
   context for relative references.  For example, the URI
   <mailto:fred@example.com> has a path of "fred@example.com", whereas
   the URI <foo://info.example.com?fred> has an empty path.

   The path segments "." and "..", also known as dot-segments, are



   defined for relative reference within the path name hierarchy.  They
   are intended for use at the beginning of a relative-path reference
   (Section 4.2) to indicate relative position within the hierarchical
   tree of names.  This is similar to their role within some operating
   systems' file directory structures to indicate the current directory
   and parent directory, respectively.  However, unlike in a file
   system, these dot-segments are only interpreted within the URI path
   hierarchy and are removed as part of the resolution process (Section
   5.2).

   Aside from dot-segments in hierarchical paths, a path segment is
   considered opaque by the generic syntax.  URI producing applications
   often use the reserved characters allowed in a segment to delimit
   scheme-specific or dereference-handler-specific subcomponents.  For
   example, the semicolon (";") and equals ("=") reserved characters are
   often used to delimit parameters and parameter values applicable to
   that segment.  The comma (",") reserved character is often used for
   similar purposes.  For example, one URI producer might use a segment
   such as "name;v=1.1" to indicate a reference to version 1.1 of
   "name", whereas another might use a segment such as "name,1.1" to
   indicate the same.  Parameter types may be defined by scheme-specific
   semantics, but in most cases the syntax of a parameter is specific to
   the implementation of the URI's dereferencing algorithm.

3.4.  Query

   The query component contains non-hierarchical data that, along with
   data in the path component (Section 3.3), serves to identify a
   resource within the scope of the URI's scheme and naming authority
   (if any).  The query component is indicated by the first question
   mark ("?") character and terminated by a number sign ("#") character
   or by the end of the URI.
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      query       = *( pchar / "/" / "?" )

   The characters slash ("/") and question mark ("?") may represent data
   within the query component.  Beware that some older, erroneous
   implementations may not handle such data correctly when it is used as
   the base URI for relative references (Section 5.1), apparently
   because they fail to distinguish query data from path data when
   looking for hierarchical separators.  However, as query components
   are often used to carry identifying information in the form of
   "key=value" pairs and one frequently used value is a reference to
   another URI, it is sometimes better for usability to avoid percent-
   encoding those characters.

3.5.  Fragment

   The fragment identifier component of a URI allows indirect
   identification of a secondary resource by reference to a primary
   resource and additional identifying information.  The identified
   secondary resource may be some portion or subset of the primary
   resource, some view on representations of the primary resource, or
   some other resource defined or described by those representations.  A
   fragment identifier component is indicated by the presence of a



   number sign ("#") character and terminated by the end of the URI.

      fragment    = *( pchar / "/" / "?" )

   The semantics of a fragment identifier are defined by the set of
   representations that might result from a retrieval action on the
   primary resource.  The fragment's format and resolution is therefore
   dependent on the media type [RFC2046] of a potentially retrieved
   representation, even though such a retrieval is only performed if the
   URI is dereferenced.  If no such representation exists, then the
   semantics of the fragment are considered unknown and are effectively
   unconstrained.  Fragment identifier semantics are independent of the
   URI scheme and thus cannot be redefined by scheme specifications.

   Individual media types may define their own restrictions on or
   structures within the fragment identifier syntax for specifying
   different types of subsets, views, or external references that are
   identifiable as secondary resources by that media type.  If the
   primary resource has multiple representations, as is often the case
   for resources whose representation is selected based on attributes of
   the retrieval request (a.k.a., content negotiation), then whatever is
   identified by the fragment should be consistent across all of those
   representations.  Each representation should either define the
   fragment so that it corresponds to the same secondary resource,
   regardless of how it is represented, or should leave the fragment
   undefined (i.e., not found).
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   As with any URI, use of a fragment identifier component does not
   imply that a retrieval action will take place.  A URI with a fragment
   identifier may be used to refer to the secondary resource without any
   implication that the primary resource is accessible or will ever be
   accessed.

   Fragment identifiers have a special role in information retrieval
   systems as the primary form of client-side indirect referencing,
   allowing an author to specifically identify aspects of an existing
   resource that are only indirectly provided by the resource owner.  As
   such, the fragment identifier is not used in the scheme-specific
   processing of a URI; instead, the fragment identifier is separated
   from the rest of the URI prior to a dereference, and thus the
   identifying information within the fragment itself is dereferenced
   solely by the user agent, regardless of the URI scheme.  Although
   this separate handling is often perceived to be a loss of
   information, particularly for accurate redirection of references as
   resources move over time, it also serves to prevent information
   providers from denying reference authors the right to refer to
   information within a resource selectively.  Indirect referencing also
   provides additional flexibility and extensibility to systems that use
   URIs, as new media types are easier to define and deploy than new
   schemes of identification.

   The characters slash ("/") and question mark ("?") are allowed to
   represent data within the fragment identifier.  Beware that some
   older, erroneous implementations may not handle this data correctly
   when it is used as the base URI for relative references (Section



   5.1).

4.  Usage

   When applications make reference to a URI, they do not always use the
   full form of reference defined by the "URI" syntax rule.  To save
   space and take advantage of hierarchical locality, many Internet
   protocol elements and media type formats allow an abbreviation of a
   URI, whereas others restrict the syntax to a particular form of URI.
   We define the most common forms of reference syntax in this
   specification because they impact and depend upon the design of the
   generic syntax, requiring a uniform parsing algorithm in order to be
   interpreted consistently.

4.1.  URI Reference

   URI-reference is used to denote the most common usage of a resource
   identifier.

      URI-reference = URI / relative-ref
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   A URI-reference is either a URI or a relative reference.  If the
   URI-reference's prefix does not match the syntax of a scheme followed
   by its colon separator, then the URI-reference is a relative
   reference.

   A URI-reference is typically parsed first into the five URI
   components, in order to determine what components are present and
   whether the reference is relative.  Then, each component is parsed
   for its subparts and their validation.  The ABNF of URI-reference,
   along with the "first-match-wins" disambiguation rule, is sufficient
   to define a validating parser for the generic syntax.  Readers
   familiar with regular expressions should see Appendix B for an
   example of a non-validating URI-reference parser that will take any
   given string and extract the URI components.

4.2.  Relative Reference

   A relative reference takes advantage of the hierarchical syntax
   (Section 1.2.3) to express a URI reference relative to the name space
   of another hierarchical URI.

      relative-ref  = relative-part [ "?" query ] [ "#" fragment ]

      relative-part = "//" authority path-abempty
                    / path-absolute
                    / path-noscheme
                    / path-empty

   The URI referred to by a relative reference, also known as the target
   URI, is obtained by applying the reference resolution algorithm of
   Section 5.

   A relative reference that begins with two slash characters is termed
   a network-path reference; such references are rarely used.  A



   relative reference that begins with a single slash character is
   termed an absolute-path reference.  A relative reference that does
   not begin with a slash character is termed a relative-path reference.

   A path segment that contains a colon character (e.g., "this:that")
   cannot be used as the first segment of a relative-path reference, as
   it would be mistaken for a scheme name.  Such a segment must be
   preceded by a dot-segment (e.g., "./this:that") to make a relative-
   path reference.
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4.3.  Absolute URI

   Some protocol elements allow only the absolute form of a URI without
   a fragment identifier.  For example, defining a base URI for later
   use by relative references calls for an absolute-URI syntax rule that
   does not allow a fragment.

      absolute-URI  = scheme ":" hier-part [ "?" query ]

   URI scheme specifications must define their own syntax so that all
   strings matching their scheme-specific syntax will also match the
   <absolute-URI> grammar.  Scheme specifications will not define
   fragment identifier syntax or usage, regardless of its applicability
   to resources identifiable via that scheme, as fragment identification
   is orthogonal to scheme definition.  However, scheme specifications
   are encouraged to include a wide range of examples, including
   examples that show use of the scheme's URIs with fragment identifiers
   when such usage is appropriate.

4.4.  Same-Document Reference

   When a URI reference refers to a URI that is, aside from its fragment
   component (if any), identical to the base URI (Section 5.1), that
   reference is called a "same-document" reference.  The most frequent
   examples of same-document references are relative references that are
   empty or include only the number sign ("#") separator followed by a
   fragment identifier.

   When a same-document reference is dereferenced for a retrieval
   action, the target of that reference is defined to be within the same
   entity (representation, document, or message) as the reference;
   therefore, a dereference should not result in a new retrieval action.

   Normalization of the base and target URIs prior to their comparison,
   as described in Sections 6.2.2 and 6.2.3, is allowed but rarely
   performed in practice.  Normalization may increase the set of same-
   document references, which may be of benefit to some caching
   applications.  As such, reference authors should not assume that a
   slightly different, though equivalent, reference URI will (or will
   not) be interpreted as a same-document reference by any given



   application.

4.5.  Suffix Reference

   The URI syntax is designed for unambiguous reference to resources and
   extensibility via the URI scheme.  However, as URI identification and
   usage have become commonplace, traditional media (television, radio,
   newspapers, billboards, etc.) have increasingly used a suffix of the
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   URI as a reference, consisting of only the authority and path
   portions of the URI, such as

      www.w3.org/Addressing/

   or simply a DNS registered name on its own.  Such references are
   primarily intended for human interpretation rather than for machines,
   with the assumption that context-based heuristics are sufficient to
   complete the URI (e.g., most registered names beginning with "www"
   are likely to have a URI prefix of "http://").  Although there is no
   standard set of heuristics for disambiguating a URI suffix, many
   client implementations allow them to be entered by the user and
   heuristically resolved.

   Although this practice of using suffix references is common, it
   should be avoided whenever possible and should never be used in
   situations where long-term references are expected.  The heuristics
   noted above will change over time, particularly when a new URI scheme
   becomes popular, and are often incorrect when used out of context.
   Furthermore, they can lead to security issues along the lines of
   those described in [RFC1535].

   As a URI suffix has the same syntax as a relative-path reference, a
   suffix reference cannot be used in contexts where a relative
   reference is expected.  As a result, suffix references are limited to
   places where there is no defined base URI, such as dialog boxes and
   off-line advertisements.

5.  Reference Resolution

   This section defines the process of resolving a URI reference within
   a context that allows relative references so that the result is a
   string matching the <URI> syntax rule of Section 3.

5.1.  Establishing a Base URI

   The term "relative" implies that a "base URI" exists against which
   the relative reference is applied.  Aside from fragment-only
   references (Section 4.4), relative references are only usable when a
   base URI is known.  A base URI must be established by the parser
   prior to parsing URI references that might be relative.  A base URI
   must conform to the <absolute-URI> syntax rule (Section 4.3).  If the
   base URI is obtained from a URI reference, then that reference must
   be converted to absolute form and stripped of any fragment component
   prior to its use as a base URI.
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   The base URI of a reference can be established in one of four ways,
   discussed below in order of precedence.  The order of precedence can
   be thought of in terms of layers, where the innermost defined base
   URI has the highest precedence.  This can be visualized graphically
   as follows:

         .----------------------------------------------------------.
         |  .----------------------------------------------------.  |
         |  |  .----------------------------------------------.  |  |
         |  |  |  .----------------------------------------.  |  |  |
         |  |  |  |  .----------------------------------.  |  |  |  |
         |  |  |  |  |       <relative-reference>       |  |  |  |  |
         |  |  |  |  `----------------------------------'  |  |  |  |
         |  |  |  | (5.1.1) Base URI embedded in content   |  |  |  |
         |  |  |  `----------------------------------------'  |  |  |
         |  |  | (5.1.2) Base URI of the encapsulating entity |  |  |
         |  |  |         (message, representation, or none)   |  |  |
         |  |  `----------------------------------------------'  |  |
         |  | (5.1.3) URI used to retrieve the entity            |  |
         |  `----------------------------------------------------'  |
         | (5.1.4) Default Base URI (application-dependent)         |
         `----------------------------------------------------------'

5.1.1.  Base URI Embedded in Content

   Within certain media types, a base URI for relative references can be
   embedded within the content itself so that it can be readily obtained
   by a parser.  This can be useful for descriptive documents, such as
   tables of contents, which may be transmitted to others through
   protocols other than their usual retrieval context (e.g., email or
   USENET news).

   It is beyond the scope of this specification to specify how, for each
   media type, a base URI can be embedded.  The appropriate syntax, when
   available, is described by the data format specification associated
   with each media type.

5.1.2.  Base URI from the Encapsulating Entity

   If no base URI is embedded, the base URI is defined by the
   representation's retrieval context.  For a document that is enclosed
   within another entity, such as a message or archive, the retrieval
   context is that entity.  Thus, the default base URI of a
   representation is the base URI of the entity in which the
   representation is encapsulated.
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   A mechanism for embedding a base URI within MIME container types
   (e.g., the message and multipart types) is defined by MHTML
   [RFC2557].  Protocols that do not use the MIME message header syntax,
   but that do allow some form of tagged metadata to be included within
   messages, may define their own syntax for defining a base URI as part
   of a message.

5.1.3.  Base URI from the Retrieval URI

   If no base URI is embedded and the representation is not encapsulated
   within some other entity, then, if a URI was used to retrieve the
   representation, that URI shall be considered the base URI.  Note that
   if the retrieval was the result of a redirected request, the last URI
   used (i.e., the URI that resulted in the actual retrieval of the
   representation) is the base URI.

5.1.4.  Default Base URI

   If none of the conditions described above apply, then the base URI is
   defined by the context of the application.  As this definition is
   necessarily application-dependent, failing to define a base URI by
   using one of the other methods may result in the same content being
   interpreted differently by different types of applications.

   A sender of a representation containing relative references is
   responsible for ensuring that a base URI for those references can be
   established.  Aside from fragment-only references, relative
   references can only be used reliably in situations where the base URI
   is well defined.

5.2.  Relative Resolution

   This section describes an algorithm for converting a URI reference
   that might be relative to a given base URI into the parsed components
   of the reference's target.  The components can then be recomposed, as
   described in Section 5.3, to form the target URI.  This algorithm
   provides definitive results that can be used to test the output of
   other implementations.  Applications may implement relative reference
   resolution by using some other algorithm, provided that the results
   match what would be given by this one.
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5.2.1.  Pre-parse the Base URI



   The base URI (Base) is established according to the procedure of
   Section 5.1 and parsed into the five main components described in
   Section 3.  Note that only the scheme component is required to be
   present in a base URI; the other components may be empty or
   undefined.  A component is undefined if its associated delimiter does
   not appear in the URI reference; the path component is never
   undefined, though it may be empty.

   Normalization of the base URI, as described in Sections 6.2.2 and
   6.2.3, is optional.  A URI reference must be transformed to its
   target URI before it can be normalized.

5.2.2.  Transform References

   For each URI reference (R), the following pseudocode describes an
   algorithm for transforming R into its target URI (T):

      -- The URI reference is parsed into the five URI components
      --
      (R.scheme, R.authority, R.path, R.query, R.fragment) = parse(R);

      -- A non-strict parser may ignore a scheme in the reference
      -- if it is identical to the base URI's scheme.
      --
      if ((not strict) and (R.scheme == Base.scheme)) then
         undefine(R.scheme);
      endif;
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      if defined(R.scheme) then
         T.scheme    = R.scheme;
         T.authority = R.authority;
         T.path      = remove_dot_segments(R.path);
         T.query     = R.query;
      else
         if defined(R.authority) then
            T.authority = R.authority;



            T.path      = remove_dot_segments(R.path);
            T.query     = R.query;
         else
            if (R.path == "") then
               T.path = Base.path;
               if defined(R.query) then
                  T.query = R.query;
               else
                  T.query = Base.query;
               endif;
            else
               if (R.path starts-with "/") then
                  T.path = remove_dot_segments(R.path);
               else
                  T.path = merge(Base.path, R.path);
                  T.path = remove_dot_segments(T.path);
               endif;
               T.query = R.query;
            endif;
            T.authority = Base.authority;
         endif;
         T.scheme = Base.scheme;
      endif;

      T.fragment = R.fragment;

5.2.3.  Merge Paths

   The pseudocode above refers to a "merge" routine for merging a
   relative-path reference with the path of the base URI.  This is
   accomplished as follows:

   o  If the base URI has a defined authority component and an empty
      path, then return a string consisting of "/" concatenated with the
      reference's path; otherwise,
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   o  return a string consisting of the reference's path component
      appended to all but the last segment of the base URI's path (i.e.,
      excluding any characters after the right-most "/" in the base URI
      path, or excluding the entire base URI path if it does not contain
      any "/" characters).

5.2.4.  Remove Dot Segments

   The pseudocode also refers to a "remove_dot_segments" routine for
   interpreting and removing the special "." and ".." complete path
   segments from a referenced path.  This is done after the path is
   extracted from a reference, whether or not the path was relative, in
   order to remove any invalid or extraneous dot-segments prior to
   forming the target URI.  Although there are many ways to accomplish



   this removal process, we describe a simple method using two string
   buffers.

   1.  The input buffer is initialized with the now-appended path
       components and the output buffer is initialized to the empty
       string.

   2.  While the input buffer is not empty, loop as follows:

       A.  If the input buffer begins with a prefix of "../" or "./",
           then remove that prefix from the input buffer; otherwise,

       B.  if the input buffer begins with a prefix of "/./" or "/.",
           where "." is a complete path segment, then replace that
           prefix with "/" in the input buffer; otherwise,

       C.  if the input buffer begins with a prefix of "/../" or "/..",
           where ".." is a complete path segment, then replace that
           prefix with "/" in the input buffer and remove the last
           segment and its preceding "/" (if any) from the output
           buffer; otherwise,

       D.  if the input buffer consists only of "." or "..", then remove
           that from the input buffer; otherwise,

       E.  move the first path segment in the input buffer to the end of
           the output buffer, including the initial "/" character (if
           any) and any subsequent characters up to, but not including,
           the next "/" character or the end of the input buffer.

   3.  Finally, the output buffer is returned as the result of
       remove_dot_segments.
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   Note that dot-segments are intended for use in URI references to
   express an identifier relative to the hierarchy of names in the base
   URI.  The remove_dot_segments algorithm respects that hierarchy by
   removing extra dot-segments rather than treat them as an error or
   leaving them to be misinterpreted by dereference implementations.

   The following illustrates how the above steps are applied for two
   examples of merged paths, showing the state of the two buffers after
   each step.

      STEP   OUTPUT BUFFER         INPUT BUFFER

       1 :                         /a/b/c/./../../g
       2E:   /a                    /b/c/./../../g
       2E:   /a/b                  /c/./../../g
       2E:   /a/b/c                /./../../g
       2B:   /a/b/c                /../../g
       2C:   /a/b                  /../g
       2C:   /a                    /g
       2E:   /a/g



      STEP   OUTPUT BUFFER         INPUT BUFFER

       1 :                         mid/content=5/../6
       2E:   mid                   /content=5/../6
       2E:   mid/content=5         /../6
       2C:   mid                   /6
       2E:   mid/6

   Some applications may find it more efficient to implement the
   remove_dot_segments algorithm by using two segment stacks rather than
   strings.

      Note: Beware that some older, erroneous implementations will fail
      to separate a reference's query component from its path component
      prior to merging the base and reference paths, resulting in an
      interoperability failure if the query component contains the
      strings "/../" or "/./".
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5.3.  Component Recomposition

   Parsed URI components can be recomposed to obtain the corresponding
   URI reference string.  Using pseudocode, this would be:

      result = ""

      if defined(scheme) then
         append scheme to result;
         append ":" to result;
      endif;

      if defined(authority) then
         append "//" to result;
         append authority to result;
      endif;

      append path to result;

      if defined(query) then
         append "?" to result;
         append query to result;
      endif;

      if defined(fragment) then
         append "#" to result;



         append fragment to result;
      endif;

      return result;

   Note that we are careful to preserve the distinction between a
   component that is undefined, meaning that its separator was not
   present in the reference, and a component that is empty, meaning that
   the separator was present and was immediately followed by the next
   component separator or the end of the reference.

5.4.  Reference Resolution Examples

   Within a representation with a well defined base URI of

      http://a/b/c/d;p?q

   a relative reference is transformed to its target URI as follows.
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5.4.1.  Normal Examples

      "g:h"           =  "g:h"
      "g"             =  "http://a/b/c/g"
      "./g"           =  "http://a/b/c/g"
      "g/"            =  "http://a/b/c/g/"
      "/g"            =  "http://a/g"
      "//g"           =  "http://g"
      "?y"            =  "http://a/b/c/d;p?y"
      "g?y"           =  "http://a/b/c/g?y"
      "#s"            =  "http://a/b/c/d;p?q#s"
      "g#s"           =  "http://a/b/c/g#s"
      "g?y#s"         =  "http://a/b/c/g?y#s"
      ";x"            =  "http://a/b/c/;x"
      "g;x"           =  "http://a/b/c/g;x"
      "g;x?y#s"       =  "http://a/b/c/g;x?y#s"
      ""              =  "http://a/b/c/d;p?q"
      "."             =  "http://a/b/c/"
      "./"            =  "http://a/b/c/"
      ".."            =  "http://a/b/"
      "../"           =  "http://a/b/"
      "../g"          =  "http://a/b/g"
      "../.."         =  "http://a/"
      "../../"        =  "http://a/"
      "../../g"       =  "http://a/g"

5.4.2.  Abnormal Examples

   Although the following abnormal examples are unlikely to occur in
   normal practice, all URI parsers should be capable of resolving them
   consistently.  Each example uses the same base as that above.



   Parsers must be careful in handling cases where there are more ".."
   segments in a relative-path reference than there are hierarchical
   levels in the base URI's path.  Note that the ".." syntax cannot be
   used to change the authority component of a URI.

      "../../../g"    =  "http://a/g"
      "../../../../g" =  "http://a/g"
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   Similarly, parsers must remove the dot-segments "." and ".." when
   they are complete components of a path, but not when they are only
   part of a segment.

      "/./g"          =  "http://a/g"
      "/../g"         =  "http://a/g"
      "g."            =  "http://a/b/c/g."
      ".g"            =  "http://a/b/c/.g"
      "g.."           =  "http://a/b/c/g.."
      "..g"           =  "http://a/b/c/..g"

   Less likely are cases where the relative reference uses unnecessary
   or nonsensical forms of the "." and ".." complete path segments.

      "./../g"        =  "http://a/b/g"
      "./g/."         =  "http://a/b/c/g/"
      "g/./h"         =  "http://a/b/c/g/h"
      "g/../h"        =  "http://a/b/c/h"
      "g;x=1/./y"     =  "http://a/b/c/g;x=1/y"
      "g;x=1/../y"    =  "http://a/b/c/y"

   Some applications fail to separate the reference's query and/or
   fragment components from the path component before merging it with
   the base path and removing dot-segments.  This error is rarely
   noticed, as typical usage of a fragment never includes the hierarchy
   ("/") character and the query component is not normally used within
   relative references.

      "g?y/./x"       =  "http://a/b/c/g?y/./x"
      "g?y/../x"      =  "http://a/b/c/g?y/../x"
      "g#s/./x"       =  "http://a/b/c/g#s/./x"
      "g#s/../x"      =  "http://a/b/c/g#s/../x"

   Some parsers allow the scheme name to be present in a relative
   reference if it is the same as the base URI scheme.  This is
   considered to be a loophole in prior specifications of partial URI
   [RFC1630].  Its use should be avoided but is allowed for backward
   compatibility.



      "http:g"        =  "http:g"         ; for strict parsers
                      /  "http://a/b/c/g" ; for backward compatibility
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6.  Normalization and Comparison

   One of the most common operations on URIs is simple comparison:
   determining whether two URIs are equivalent without using the URIs to
   access their respective resource(s).  A comparison is performed every
   time a response cache is accessed, a browser checks its history to
   color a link, or an XML parser processes tags within a namespace.
   Extensive normalization prior to comparison of URIs is often used by
   spiders and indexing engines to prune a search space or to reduce
   duplication of request actions and response storage.

   URI comparison is performed for some particular purpose.  Protocols
   or implementations that compare URIs for different purposes will
   often be subject to differing design trade-offs in regards to how
   much effort should be spent in reducing aliased identifiers.  This
   section describes various methods that may be used to compare URIs,
   the trade-offs between them, and the types of applications that might
   use them.

6.1.  Equivalence

   Because URIs exist to identify resources, presumably they should be
   considered equivalent when they identify the same resource.  However,
   this definition of equivalence is not of much practical use, as there
   is no way for an implementation to compare two resources unless it
   has full knowledge or control of them.  For this reason,
   determination of equivalence or difference of URIs is based on string
   comparison, perhaps augmented by reference to additional rules
   provided by URI scheme definitions.  We use the terms "different" and
   "equivalent" to describe the possible outcomes of such comparisons,
   but there are many application-dependent versions of equivalence.

   Even though it is possible to determine that two URIs are equivalent,
   URI comparison is not sufficient to determine whether two URIs
   identify different resources.  For example, an owner of two different
   domain names could decide to serve the same resource from both,
   resulting in two different URIs.  Therefore, comparison methods are
   designed to minimize false negatives while strictly avoiding false
   positives.

   In testing for equivalence, applications should not directly compare
   relative references; the references should be converted to their
   respective target URIs before comparison.  When URIs are compared to
   select (or avoid) a network action, such as retrieval of a



   representation, fragment components (if any) should be excluded from
   the comparison.
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6.2.  Comparison Ladder

   A variety of methods are used in practice to test URI equivalence.
   These methods fall into a range, distinguished by the amount of
   processing required and the degree to which the probability of false
   negatives is reduced.  As noted above, false negatives cannot be
   eliminated.  In practice, their probability can be reduced, but this
   reduction requires more processing and is not cost-effective for all
   applications.

   If this range of comparison practices is considered as a ladder, the
   following discussion will climb the ladder, starting with practices
   that are cheap but have a relatively higher chance of producing false
   negatives, and proceeding to those that have higher computational
   cost and lower risk of false negatives.

6.2.1.  Simple String Comparison

   If two URIs, when considered as character strings, are identical,
   then it is safe to conclude that they are equivalent.  This type of
   equivalence test has very low computational cost and is in wide use
   in a variety of applications, particularly in the domain of parsing.

   Testing strings for equivalence requires some basic precautions.
   This procedure is often referred to as "bit-for-bit" or
   "byte-for-byte" comparison, which is potentially misleading.  Testing
   strings for equality is normally based on pair comparison of the
   characters that make up the strings, starting from the first and
   proceeding until both strings are exhausted and all characters are
   found to be equal, until a pair of characters compares unequal, or
   until one of the strings is exhausted before the other.

   This character comparison requires that each pair of characters be
   put in comparable form.  For example, should one URI be stored in a
   byte array in EBCDIC encoding and the second in a Java String object
   (UTF-16), bit-for-bit comparisons applied naively will produce
   errors.  It is better to speak of equality on a character-for-
   character basis rather than on a byte-for-byte or bit-for-bit basis.
   In practical terms, character-by-character comparisons should be done
   codepoint-by-codepoint after conversion to a common character
   encoding.

   False negatives are caused by the production and use of URI aliases.
   Unnecessary aliases can be reduced, regardless of the comparison
   method, by consistently providing URI references in an already-
   normalized form (i.e., a form identical to what would be produced
   after normalization is applied, as described below).
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   Protocols and data formats often limit some URI comparisons to simple
   string comparison, based on the theory that people and
   implementations will, in their own best interest, be consistent in
   providing URI references, or at least consistent enough to negate any
   efficiency that might be obtained from further normalization.

6.2.2.  Syntax-Based Normalization

   Implementations may use logic based on the definitions provided by
   this specification to reduce the probability of false negatives.
   This processing is moderately higher in cost than character-for-
   character string comparison.  For example, an application using this
   approach could reasonably consider the following two URIs equivalent:

      example://a/b/c/%7Bfoo%7D
      eXAMPLE://a/./b/../b/%63/%7bfoo%7d

   Web user agents, such as browsers, typically apply this type of URI
   normalization when determining whether a cached response is
   available.  Syntax-based normalization includes such techniques as
   case normalization, percent-encoding normalization, and removal of
   dot-segments.

6.2.2.1.  Case Normalization

   For all URIs, the hexadecimal digits within a percent-encoding
   triplet (e.g., "%3a" versus "%3A") are case-insensitive and therefore
   should be normalized to use uppercase letters for the digits A-F.

   When a URI uses components of the generic syntax, the component
   syntax equivalence rules always apply; namely, that the scheme and
   host are case-insensitive and therefore should be normalized to
   lowercase.  For example, the URI <HTTP://www.EXAMPLE.com/> is
   equivalent to <http://www.example.com/>.  The other generic syntax
   components are assumed to be case-sensitive unless specifically
   defined otherwise by the scheme (see Section 6.2.3).

6.2.2.2.  Percent-Encoding Normalization

   The percent-encoding mechanism (Section 2.1) is a frequent source of
   variance among otherwise identical URIs.  In addition to the case
   normalization issue noted above, some URI producers percent-encode
   octets that do not require percent-encoding, resulting in URIs that
   are equivalent to their non-encoded counterparts.  These URIs should
   be normalized by decoding any percent-encoded octet that corresponds
   to an unreserved character, as described in Section 2.3.
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6.2.2.3.  Path Segment Normalization

   The complete path segments "." and ".." are intended only for use
   within relative references (Section 4.1) and are removed as part of
   the reference resolution process (Section 5.2).  However, some
   deployed implementations incorrectly assume that reference resolution
   is not necessary when the reference is already a URI and thus fail to
   remove dot-segments when they occur in non-relative paths.  URI
   normalizers should remove dot-segments by applying the
   remove_dot_segments algorithm to the path, as described in
   Section 5.2.4.

6.2.3.  Scheme-Based Normalization

   The syntax and semantics of URIs vary from scheme to scheme, as
   described by the defining specification for each scheme.
   Implementations may use scheme-specific rules, at further processing
   cost, to reduce the probability of false negatives.  For example,
   because the "http" scheme makes use of an authority component, has a
   default port of "80", and defines an empty path to be equivalent to
   "/", the following four URIs are equivalent:

      http://example.com
      http://example.com/
      http://example.com:/
      http://example.com:80/

   In general, a URI that uses the generic syntax for authority with an
   empty path should be normalized to a path of "/".  Likewise, an
   explicit ":port", for which the port is empty or the default for the
   scheme, is equivalent to one where the port and its ":" delimiter are
   elided and thus should be removed by scheme-based normalization.  For
   example, the second URI above is the normal form for the "http"
   scheme.

   Another case where normalization varies by scheme is in the handling
   of an empty authority component or empty host subcomponent.  For many
   scheme specifications, an empty authority or host is considered an
   error; for others, it is considered equivalent to "localhost" or the
   end-user's host.  When a scheme defines a default for authority and a
   URI reference to that default is desired, the reference should be
   normalized to an empty authority for the sake of uniformity, brevity,
   and internationalization.  If, however, either the userinfo or port
   subcomponents are non-empty, then the host should be given explicitly
   even if it matches the default.

   Normalization should not remove delimiters when their associated
   component is empty unless licensed to do so by the scheme
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   specification.  For example, the URI "http://example.com/?" cannot be
   assumed to be equivalent to any of the examples above.  Likewise, the
   presence or absence of delimiters within a userinfo subcomponent is
   usually significant to its interpretation.  The fragment component is
   not subject to any scheme-based normalization; thus, two URIs that
   differ only by the suffix "#" are considered different regardless of



   the scheme.

   Some schemes define additional subcomponents that consist of case-
   insensitive data, giving an implicit license to normalizers to
   convert this data to a common case (e.g., all lowercase).  For
   example, URI schemes that define a subcomponent of path to contain an
   Internet hostname, such as the "mailto" URI scheme, cause that
   subcomponent to be case-insensitive and thus subject to case
   normalization (e.g., "mailto:Joe@Example.COM" is equivalent to
   "mailto:Joe@example.com", even though the generic syntax considers
   the path component to be case-sensitive).

   Other scheme-specific normalizations are possible.

6.2.4.  Protocol-Based Normalization

   Substantial effort to reduce the incidence of false negatives is
   often cost-effective for web spiders.  Therefore, they implement even
   more aggressive techniques in URI comparison.  For example, if they
   observe that a URI such as

      http://example.com/data

   redirects to a URI differing only in the trailing slash

      http://example.com/data/

   they will likely regard the two as equivalent in the future.  This
   kind of technique is only appropriate when equivalence is clearly
   indicated by both the result of accessing the resources and the
   common conventions of their scheme's dereference algorithm (in this
   case, use of redirection by HTTP origin servers to avoid problems
   with relative references).
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7.  Security Considerations

   A URI does not in itself pose a security threat.  However, as URIs
   are often used to provide a compact set of instructions for access to
   network resources, care must be taken to properly interpret the data
   within a URI, to prevent that data from causing unintended access,
   and to avoid including data that should not be revealed in plain
   text.

7.1.  Reliability and Consistency

   There is no guarantee that once a URI has been used to retrieve



   information, the same information will be retrievable by that URI in
   the future.  Nor is there any guarantee that the information
   retrievable via that URI in the future will be observably similar to
   that retrieved in the past.  The URI syntax does not constrain how a
   given scheme or authority apportions its namespace or maintains it
   over time.  Such guarantees can only be obtained from the person(s)
   controlling that namespace and the resource in question.  A specific
   URI scheme may define additional semantics, such as name persistence,
   if those semantics are required of all naming authorities for that
   scheme.

7.2.  Malicious Construction

   It is sometimes possible to construct a URI so that an attempt to
   perform a seemingly harmless, idempotent operation, such as the
   retrieval of a representation, will in fact cause a possibly damaging
   remote operation.  The unsafe URI is typically constructed by
   specifying a port number other than that reserved for the network
   protocol in question.  The client unwittingly contacts a site running
   a different protocol service, and data within the URI contains
   instructions that, when interpreted according to this other protocol,
   cause an unexpected operation.  A frequent example of such abuse has
   been the use of a protocol-based scheme with a port component of
   "25", thereby fooling user agent software into sending an unintended
   or impersonating message via an SMTP server.

   Applications should prevent dereference of a URI that specifies a TCP
   port number within the "well-known port" range (0 - 1023) unless the
   protocol being used to dereference that URI is compatible with the
   protocol expected on that well-known port.  Although IANA maintains a
   registry of well-known ports, applications should make such
   restrictions user-configurable to avoid preventing the deployment of
   new services.
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   When a URI contains percent-encoded octets that match the delimiters
   for a given resolution or dereference protocol (for example, CR and
   LF characters for the TELNET protocol), these percent-encodings must
   not be decoded before transmission across that protocol.  Transfer of
   the percent-encoding, which might violate the protocol, is less
   harmful than allowing decoded octets to be interpreted as additional
   operations or parameters, perhaps triggering an unexpected and
   possibly harmful remote operation.

7.3.  Back-End Transcoding

   When a URI is dereferenced, the data within it is often parsed by
   both the user agent and one or more servers.  In HTTP, for example, a
   typical user agent will parse a URI into its five major components,
   access the authority's server, and send it the data within the
   authority, path, and query components.  A typical server will take
   that information, parse the path into segments and the query into
   key/value pairs, and then invoke implementation-specific handlers to



   respond to the request.  As a result, a common security concern for
   server implementations that handle a URI, either as a whole or split
   into separate components, is proper interpretation of the octet data
   represented by the characters and percent-encodings within that URI.

   Percent-encoded octets must be decoded at some point during the
   dereference process.  Applications must split the URI into its
   components and subcomponents prior to decoding the octets, as
   otherwise the decoded octets might be mistaken for delimiters.
   Security checks of the data within a URI should be applied after
   decoding the octets.  Note, however, that the "%00" percent-encoding
   (NUL) may require special handling and should be rejected if the
   application is not expecting to receive raw data within a component.

   Special care should be taken when the URI path interpretation process
   involves the use of a back-end file system or related system
   functions.  File systems typically assign an operational meaning to
   special characters, such as the "/", "\", ":", "[", and "]"
   characters, and to special device names like ".", "..", "...", "aux",
   "lpt", etc.  In some cases, merely testing for the existence of such
   a name will cause the operating system to pause or invoke unrelated
   system calls, leading to significant security concerns regarding
   denial of service and unintended data transfer.  It would be
   impossible for this specification to list all such significant
   characters and device names.  Implementers should research the
   reserved names and characters for the types of storage device that
   may be attached to their applications and restrict the use of data
   obtained from URI components accordingly.
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7.4.  Rare IP Address Formats

   Although the URI syntax for IPv4address only allows the common
   dotted-decimal form of IPv4 address literal, many implementations
   that process URIs make use of platform-dependent system routines,
   such as gethostbyname() and inet_aton(), to translate the string
   literal to an actual IP address.  Unfortunately, such system routines
   often allow and process a much larger set of formats than those
   described in Section 3.2.2.

   For example, many implementations allow dotted forms of three
   numbers, wherein the last part is interpreted as a 16-bit quantity
   and placed in the right-most two bytes of the network address (e.g.,
   a Class B network).  Likewise, a dotted form of two numbers means
   that the last part is interpreted as a 24-bit quantity and placed in
   the right-most three bytes of the network address (Class A), and a
   single number (without dots) is interpreted as a 32-bit quantity and
   stored directly in the network address.  Adding further to the
   confusion, some implementations allow each dotted part to be
   interpreted as decimal, octal, or hexadecimal, as specified in the C
   language (i.e., a leading 0x or 0X implies hexadecimal; a leading 0
   implies octal; otherwise, the number is interpreted as decimal).

   These additional IP address formats are not allowed in the URI syntax



   due to differences between platform implementations.  However, they
   can become a security concern if an application attempts to filter
   access to resources based on the IP address in string literal format.
   If this filtering is performed, literals should be converted to
   numeric form and filtered based on the numeric value, and not on a
   prefix or suffix of the string form.

7.5.  Sensitive Information

   URI producers should not provide a URI that contains a username or
   password that is intended to be secret.  URIs are frequently
   displayed by browsers, stored in clear text bookmarks, and logged by
   user agent history and intermediary applications (proxies).  A
   password appearing within the userinfo component is deprecated and
   should be considered an error (or simply ignored) except in those
   rare cases where the 'password' parameter is intended to be public.

7.6.  Semantic Attacks

   Because the userinfo subcomponent is rarely used and appears before
   the host in the authority component, it can be used to construct a
   URI intended to mislead a human user by appearing to identify one
   (trusted) naming authority while actually identifying a different
   authority hidden behind the noise.  For example
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      ftp://cnn.example.com&story=breaking_news@10.0.0.1/top_story.htm

   might lead a human user to assume that the host is 'cnn.example.com',
   whereas it is actually '10.0.0.1'.  Note that a misleading userinfo
   subcomponent could be much longer than the example above.

   A misleading URI, such as that above, is an attack on the user's
   preconceived notions about the meaning of a URI rather than an attack
   on the software itself.  User agents may be able to reduce the impact
   of such attacks by distinguishing the various components of the URI
   when they are rendered, such as by using a different color or tone to
   render userinfo if any is present, though there is no panacea.  More
   information on URI-based semantic attacks can be found in [Siedzik].

8.  IANA Considerations

   URI scheme names, as defined by <scheme> in Section 3.1, form a
   registered namespace that is managed by IANA according to the
   procedures defined in [BCP35].  No IANA actions are required by this
   document.
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Appendix A.  Collected ABNF for URI

   URI           = scheme ":" hier-part [ "?" query ] [ "#" fragment ]

   hier-part     = "//" authority path-abempty
                 / path-absolute
                 / path-rootless
                 / path-empty

   URI-reference = URI / relative-ref

   absolute-URI  = scheme ":" hier-part [ "?" query ]

   relative-ref  = relative-part [ "?" query ] [ "#" fragment ]

   relative-part = "//" authority path-abempty
                 / path-absolute
                 / path-noscheme
                 / path-empty

   scheme        = ALPHA *( ALPHA / DIGIT / "+" / "-" / "." )

   authority     = [ userinfo "@" ] host [ ":" port ]
   userinfo      = *( unreserved / pct-encoded / sub-delims / ":" )
   host          = IP-literal / IPv4address / reg-name
   port          = *DIGIT

   IP-literal    = "[" ( IPv6address / IPvFuture  ) "]"

   IPvFuture     = "v" 1*HEXDIG "." 1*( unreserved / sub-delims / ":" )

   IPv6address   =                            6( h16 ":" ) ls32
                 /                       "::" 5( h16 ":" ) ls32
                 / [               h16 ] "::" 4( h16 ":" ) ls32
                 / [ *1( h16 ":" ) h16 ] "::" 3( h16 ":" ) ls32
                 / [ *2( h16 ":" ) h16 ] "::" 2( h16 ":" ) ls32
                 / [ *3( h16 ":" ) h16 ] "::"    h16 ":"   ls32
                 / [ *4( h16 ":" ) h16 ] "::"              ls32
                 / [ *5( h16 ":" ) h16 ] "::"              h16
                 / [ *6( h16 ":" ) h16 ] "::"

   h16           = 1*4HEXDIG
   ls32          = ( h16 ":" h16 ) / IPv4address
   IPv4address   = dec-octet "." dec-octet "." dec-octet "." dec-octet
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   dec-octet     = DIGIT                 ; 0-9
                 / %x31-39 DIGIT         ; 10-99
                 / "1" 2DIGIT            ; 100-199
                 / "2" %x30-34 DIGIT     ; 200-249
                 / "25" %x30-35          ; 250-255

   reg-name      = *( unreserved / pct-encoded / sub-delims )

   path          = path-abempty    ; begins with "/" or is empty
                 / path-absolute   ; begins with "/" but not "//"
                 / path-noscheme   ; begins with a non-colon segment
                 / path-rootless   ; begins with a segment
                 / path-empty      ; zero characters

   path-abempty  = *( "/" segment )
   path-absolute = "/" [ segment-nz *( "/" segment ) ]
   path-noscheme = segment-nz-nc *( "/" segment )
   path-rootless = segment-nz *( "/" segment )
   path-empty    = 0<pchar>

   segment       = *pchar
   segment-nz    = 1*pchar
   segment-nz-nc = 1*( unreserved / pct-encoded / sub-delims / "@" )
                 ; non-zero-length segment without any colon ":"

   pchar         = unreserved / pct-encoded / sub-delims / ":" / "@"

   query         = *( pchar / "/" / "?" )

   fragment      = *( pchar / "/" / "?" )

   pct-encoded   = "%" HEXDIG HEXDIG

   unreserved    = ALPHA / DIGIT / "-" / "." / "_" / "~"
   reserved      = gen-delims / sub-delims
   gen-delims    = ":" / "/" / "?" / "#" / "[" / "]" / "@"
   sub-delims    = "!" / "$" / "&" / "'" / "(" / ")"
                 / "*" / "+" / "," / ";" / "="

Appendix B.  Parsing a URI Reference with a Regular Expression

   As the "first-match-wins" algorithm is identical to the "greedy"
   disambiguation method used by POSIX regular expressions, it is
   natural and commonplace to use a regular expression for parsing the
   potential five components of a URI reference.

   The following line is the regular expression for breaking-down a
   well-formed URI reference into its components.
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      ^(([^:/?#]+):)?(//([^/?#]*))?([^?#]*)(\?([^#]*))?(#(.*))?
       12            3  4          5       6  7        8 9

   The numbers in the second line above are only to assist readability;
   they indicate the reference points for each subexpression (i.e., each
   paired parenthesis).  We refer to the value matched for subexpression
   <n> as $<n>.  For example, matching the above expression to

      http://www.ics.uci.edu/pub/ietf/uri/#Related

   results in the following subexpression matches:

      $1 = http:
      $2 = http
      $3 = //www.ics.uci.edu
      $4 = www.ics.uci.edu
      $5 = /pub/ietf/uri/
      $6 = <undefined>
      $7 = <undefined>
      $8 = #Related
      $9 = Related

   where <undefined> indicates that the component is not present, as is
   the case for the query component in the above example.  Therefore, we
   can determine the value of the five components as

      scheme    = $2
      authority = $4
      path      = $5
      query     = $7
      fragment  = $9

   Going in the opposite direction, we can recreate a URI reference from
   its components by using the algorithm of Section 5.3.

Appendix C.  Delimiting a URI in Context

   URIs are often transmitted through formats that do not provide a
   clear context for their interpretation.  For example, there are many
   occasions when a URI is included in plain text; examples include text
   sent in email, USENET news, and on printed paper.  In such cases, it
   is important to be able to delimit the URI from the rest of the text,
   and in particular from punctuation marks that might be mistaken for
   part of the URI.

   In practice, URIs are delimited in a variety of ways, but usually
   within double-quotes "http://example.com/", angle brackets
   <http://example.com/>, or just by using whitespace:
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      http://example.com/

   These wrappers do not form part of the URI.



   In some cases, extra whitespace (spaces, line-breaks, tabs, etc.) may
   have to be added to break a long URI across lines.  The whitespace
   should be ignored when the URI is extracted.

   No whitespace should be introduced after a hyphen ("-") character.
   Because some typesetters and printers may (erroneously) introduce a
   hyphen at the end of line when breaking it, the interpreter of a URI
   containing a line break immediately after a hyphen should ignore all
   whitespace around the line break and should be aware that the hyphen
   may or may not actually be part of the URI.

   Using <> angle brackets around each URI is especially recommended as
   a delimiting style for a reference that contains embedded whitespace.

   The prefix "URL:" (with or without a trailing space) was formerly
   recommended as a way to help distinguish a URI from other bracketed
   designators, though it is not commonly used in practice and is no
   longer recommended.

   For robustness, software that accepts user-typed URI should attempt
   to recognize and strip both delimiters and embedded whitespace.

   For example, the text

      Yes, Jim, I found it under "http://www.w3.org/Addressing/",
      but you can probably pick it up from <ftp://foo.example.
      com/rfc/>.  Note the warning in <http://www.ics.uci.edu/pub/
      ietf/uri/historical.html#WARNING>.

   contains the URI references

      http://www.w3.org/Addressing/
      ftp://foo.example.com/rfc/
      http://www.ics.uci.edu/pub/ietf/uri/historical.html#WARNING
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Appendix D.  Changes from RFC 2396

D.1.  Additions

   An ABNF rule for URI has been introduced to correspond to one common
   usage of the term: an absolute URI with optional fragment.

   IPv6 (and later) literals have been added to the list of possible
   identifiers for the host portion of an authority component, as
   described by [RFC2732], with the addition of "[" and "]" to the



   reserved set and a version flag to anticipate future versions of IP
   literals.  Square brackets are now specified as reserved within the
   authority component and are not allowed outside their use as
   delimiters for an IP literal within host.  In order to make this
   change without changing the technical definition of the path, query,
   and fragment components, those rules were redefined to directly
   specify the characters allowed.

   As [RFC2732] defers to [RFC3513] for definition of an IPv6 literal
   address, which, unfortunately, lacks an ABNF description of
   IPv6address, we created a new ABNF rule for IPv6address that matches
   the text representations defined by Section 2.2 of [RFC3513].
   Likewise, the definition of IPv4address has been improved in order to
   limit each decimal octet to the range 0-255.

   Section 6, on URI normalization and comparison, has been completely
   rewritten and extended by using input from Tim Bray and discussion
   within the W3C Technical Architecture Group.

D.2.  Modifications

   The ad-hoc BNF syntax of RFC 2396 has been replaced with the ABNF of
   [RFC2234].  This change required all rule names that formerly
   included underscore characters to be renamed with a dash instead.  In
   addition, a number of syntax rules have been eliminated or simplified
   to make the overall grammar more comprehensible.  Specifications that
   refer to the obsolete grammar rules may be understood by replacing
   those rules according to the following table:
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   +----------------+--------------------------------------------------+
   | obsolete rule  | translation                                      |
   +----------------+--------------------------------------------------+
   | absoluteURI    | absolute-URI                                     |
   | relativeURI    | relative-part [ "?" query ]                      |
   | hier_part      | ( "//" authority path-abempty /                  |
   |                | path-absolute ) [ "?" query ]                    |
   |                |                                                  |
   | opaque_part    | path-rootless [ "?" query ]                      |
   | net_path       | "//" authority path-abempty                      |
   | abs_path       | path-absolute                                    |
   | rel_path       | path-rootless                                    |
   | rel_segment    | segment-nz-nc                                    |
   | reg_name       | reg-name                                         |
   | server         | authority                                        |
   | hostport       | host [ ":" port ]                                |



   | hostname       | reg-name                                         |
   | path_segments  | path-abempty                                     |
   | param          | *<pchar excluding ";">                           |
   |                |                                                  |
   | uric           | unreserved / pct-encoded / ";" / "?" / ":"       |
   |                |  / "@" / "&" / "=" / "+" / "$" / "," / "/"       |
   |                |                                                  |
   | uric_no_slash  | unreserved / pct-encoded / ";" / "?" / ":"       |
   |                |  / "@" / "&" / "=" / "+" / "$" / ","             |
   |                |                                                  |
   | mark           | "-" / "_" / "." / "!" / "~" / "*" / "'"          |
   |                |  / "(" / ")"                                     |
   |                |                                                  |
   | escaped        | pct-encoded                                      |
   | hex            | HEXDIG                                           |
   | alphanum       | ALPHA / DIGIT                                    |
   +----------------+--------------------------------------------------+

   Use of the above obsolete rules for the definition of scheme-specific
   syntax is deprecated.

   Section 2, on characters, has been rewritten to explain what
   characters are reserved, when they are reserved, and why they are
   reserved, even when they are not used as delimiters by the generic
   syntax.  The mark characters that are typically unsafe to decode,
   including the exclamation mark ("!"), asterisk ("*"), single-quote
   ("'"), and open and close parentheses ("(" and ")"), have been moved
   to the reserved set in order to clarify the distinction between
   reserved and unreserved and, hopefully, to answer the most common
   question of scheme designers.  Likewise, the section on
   percent-encoded characters has been rewritten, and URI normalizers
   are now given license to decode any percent-encoded octets
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   corresponding to unreserved characters.  In general, the terms
   "escaped" and "unescaped" have been replaced with "percent-encoded"
   and "decoded", respectively, to reduce confusion with other forms of
   escape mechanisms.

   The ABNF for URI and URI-reference has been redesigned to make them
   more friendly to LALR parsers and to reduce complexity.  As a result,
   the layout form of syntax description has been removed, along with
   the uric, uric_no_slash, opaque_part, net_path, abs_path, rel_path,
   path_segments, rel_segment, and mark rules.  All references to
   "opaque" URIs have been replaced with a better description of how the
   path component may be opaque to hierarchy.  The relativeURI rule has
   been replaced with relative-ref to avoid unnecessary confusion over
   whether they are a subset of URI.  The ambiguity regarding the
   parsing of URI-reference as a URI or a relative-ref with a colon in
   the first segment has been eliminated through the use of five
   separate path matching rules.

   The fragment identifier has been moved back into the section on
   generic syntax components and within the URI and relative-ref rules,
   though it remains excluded from absolute-URI.  The number sign ("#")
   character has been moved back to the reserved set as a result of



   reintegrating the fragment syntax.

   The ABNF has been corrected to allow the path component to be empty.
   This also allows an absolute-URI to consist of nothing after the
   "scheme:", as is present in practice with the "dav:" namespace
   [RFC2518] and with the "about:" scheme used internally by many WWW
   browser implementations.  The ambiguity regarding the boundary
   between authority and path has been eliminated through the use of
   five separate path matching rules.

   Registry-based naming authorities that use the generic syntax are now
   defined within the host rule.  This change allows current
   implementations, where whatever name provided is simply fed to the
   local name resolution mechanism, to be consistent with the
   specification.  It also removes the need to re-specify DNS name
   formats here.  Furthermore, it allows the host component to contain
   percent-encoded octets, which is necessary to enable
   internationalized domain names to be provided in URIs, processed in
   their native character encodings at the application layers above URI
   processing, and passed to an IDNA library as a registered name in the
   UTF-8 character encoding.  The server, hostport, hostname,
   domainlabel, toplabel, and alphanum rules have been removed.

   The resolving relative references algorithm of [RFC2396] has been
   rewritten with pseudocode for this revision to improve clarity and
   fix the following issues:
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   o  [RFC2396] section 5.2, step 6a, failed to account for a base URI
      with no path.

   o  Restored the behavior of [RFC1808] where, if the reference
      contains an empty path and a defined query component, the target
      URI inherits the base URI's path component.

   o  The determination of whether a URI reference is a same-document
      reference has been decoupled from the URI parser, simplifying the
      URI processing interface within applications in a way consistent
      with the internal architecture of deployed URI processing
      implementations.  The determination is now based on comparison to
      the base URI after transforming a reference to absolute form,
      rather than on the format of the reference itself.  This change
      may result in more references being considered "same-document"
      under this specification than there would be under the rules given
      in RFC 2396, especially when normalization is used to reduce
      aliases.  However, it does not change the status of existing
      same-document references.

   o  Separated the path merge routine into two routines: merge, for
      describing combination of the base URI path with a relative-path
      reference, and remove_dot_segments, for describing how to remove
      the special "." and ".." segments from a composed path.  The
      remove_dot_segments algorithm is now applied to all URI reference
      paths in order to match common implementations and to improve the
      normalization of URIs in practice.  This change only impacts the
      parsing of abnormal references and same-scheme references wherein



      the base URI has a non-hierarchical path.
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Abstract

   The Domain Name System Security Extensions (DNSSEC) add data origin
   authentication and data integrity to the Domain Name System.  This
   document introduces these extensions and describes their capabilities
   and limitations.  This document also discusses the services that the
   DNS security extensions do and do not provide.  Last, this document
   describes the interrelationships between the documents that
   collectively describe DNSSEC.
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1.  Introduction

   This document introduces the Domain Name System Security Extensions
   (DNSSEC).  This document and its two companion documents ([RFC4034]
   and [RFC4035]) update, clarify, and refine the security extensions
   defined in [RFC2535] and its predecessors.  These security extensions
   consist of a set of new resource record types and modifications to
   the existing DNS protocol ([RFC1035]).  The new records and protocol
   modifications are not fully described in this document, but are
   described in a family of documents outlined in Section 10.  Sections
   3 and 4 describe the capabilities and limitations of the security
   extensions in greater detail.  Section 5 discusses the scope of the
   document set.  Sections 6, 7, 8, and 9 discuss the effect that these
   security extensions will have on resolvers, stub resolvers, zones,
   and name servers.

   This document and its two companions obsolete [RFC2535], [RFC3008],
   [RFC3090], [RFC3445], [RFC3655], [RFC3658], [RFC3755], [RFC3757], and
   [RFC3845].  This document set also updates but does not obsolete
   [RFC1034], [RFC1035], [RFC2136], [RFC2181], [RFC2308], [RFC3225],
   [RFC3007], [RFC3597], and the portions of [RFC3226] that deal with
   DNSSEC.
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   The DNS security extensions provide origin authentication and
   integrity protection for DNS data, as well as a means of public key
   distribution.  These extensions do not provide confidentiality.

2.  Definitions of Important DNSSEC Terms

   This section defines a number of terms used in this document set.
   Because this is intended to be useful as a reference while reading
   the rest of the document set, first-time readers may wish to skim
   this section quickly, read the rest of this document, and then come



   back to this section.

   Authentication Chain: An alternating sequence of DNS public key
      (DNSKEY) RRsets and Delegation Signer (DS) RRsets forms a chain of
      signed data, with each link in the chain vouching for the next.  A
      DNSKEY RR is used to verify the signature covering a DS RR and
      allows the DS RR to be authenticated.  The DS RR contains a hash
      of another DNSKEY RR and this new DNSKEY RR is authenticated by
      matching the hash in the DS RR.  This new DNSKEY RR in turn
      authenticates another DNSKEY RRset and, in turn, some DNSKEY RR in
      this set may be used to authenticate another DS RR, and so forth
      until the chain finally ends with a DNSKEY RR whose corresponding
      private key signs the desired DNS data.  For example, the root
      DNSKEY RRset can be used to authenticate the DS RRset for
      "example."  The "example." DS RRset contains a hash that matches
      some "example." DNSKEY, and this DNSKEY's corresponding private
      key signs the "example." DNSKEY RRset.  Private key counterparts
      of the "example." DNSKEY RRset sign data records such as
      "www.example." and DS RRs for delegations such as
      "subzone.example."

   Authentication Key: A public key that a security-aware resolver has
      verified and can therefore use to authenticate data.  A
      security-aware resolver can obtain authentication keys in three
      ways.  First, the resolver is generally configured to know about
      at least one public key; this configured data is usually either
      the public key itself or a hash of the public key as found in the
      DS RR (see "trust anchor").  Second, the resolver may use an
      authenticated public key to verify a DS RR and the DNSKEY RR to
      which the DS RR refers.  Third, the resolver may be able to
      determine that a new public key has been signed by the private key
      corresponding to another public key that the resolver has
      verified.  Note that the resolver must always be guided by local
      policy when deciding whether to authenticate a new public key,
      even if the local policy is simply to authenticate any new public
      key for which the resolver is able verify the signature.
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   Authoritative RRset: Within the context of a particular zone, an
      RRset is "authoritative" if and only if the owner name of the
      RRset lies within the subset of the name space that is at or below
      the zone apex and at or above the cuts that separate the zone from
      its children, if any.  All RRsets at the zone apex are
      authoritative, except for certain RRsets at this domain name that,
      if present, belong to this zone's parent.  These RRset could
      include a DS RRset, the NSEC RRset referencing this DS RRset (the
      "parental NSEC"), and RRSIG RRs associated with these RRsets, all
      of which are authoritative in the parent zone.  Similarly, if this
      zone contains any delegation points, only the parental NSEC RRset,
      DS RRsets, and any RRSIG RRs associated with these RRsets are
      authoritative for this zone.

   Delegation Point: Term used to describe the name at the parental side
      of a zone cut.  That is, the delegation point for "foo.example"



      would be the foo.example node in the "example" zone (as opposed to
      the zone apex of the "foo.example" zone).  See also zone apex.

   Island of Security: Term used to describe a signed, delegated zone
      that does not have an authentication chain from its delegating
      parent.  That is, there is no DS RR containing a hash of a DNSKEY
      RR for the island in its delegating parent zone (see [RFC4034]).
      An island of security is served by security-aware name servers and
      may provide authentication chains to any delegated child zones.
      Responses from an island of security or its descendents can only
      be authenticated if its authentication keys can be authenticated
      by some trusted means out of band from the DNS protocol.

   Key Signing Key (KSK): An authentication key that corresponds to a
      private key used to sign one or more other authentication keys for
      a given zone.  Typically, the private key corresponding to a key
      signing key will sign a zone signing key, which in turn has a
      corresponding private key that will sign other zone data.  Local
      policy may require that the zone signing key be changed
      frequently, while the key signing key may have a longer validity
      period in order to provide a more stable secure entry point into
      the zone.  Designating an authentication key as a key signing key
      is purely an operational issue: DNSSEC validation does not
      distinguish between key signing keys and other DNSSEC
      authentication keys, and it is possible to use a single key as
      both a key signing key and a zone signing key.  Key signing keys
      are discussed in more detail in [RFC3757].  Also see zone signing
      key.
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   Non-Validating Security-Aware Stub Resolver: A security-aware stub
      resolver that trusts one or more security-aware recursive name
      servers to perform most of the tasks discussed in this document
      set on its behalf.  In particular, a non-validating security-aware
      stub resolver is an entity that sends DNS queries, receives DNS
      responses, and is capable of establishing an appropriately secured
      channel to a security-aware recursive name server that will
      provide these services on behalf of the security-aware stub
      resolver.  See also security-aware stub resolver, validating
      security-aware stub resolver.

   Non-Validating Stub Resolver: A less tedious term for a
      non-validating security-aware stub resolver.

   Security-Aware Name Server: An entity acting in the role of a name
      server (defined in section 2.4 of [RFC1034]) that understands the
      DNS security extensions defined in this document set.  In
      particular, a security-aware name server is an entity that
      receives DNS queries, sends DNS responses, supports the EDNS0
      ([RFC2671]) message size extension and the DO bit ([RFC3225]), and
      supports the RR types and message header bits defined in this
      document set.



   Security-Aware Recursive Name Server: An entity that acts in both the
      security-aware name server and security-aware resolver roles.  A
      more cumbersome but equivalent phrase would be "a security-aware
      name server that offers recursive service".

   Security-Aware Resolver: An entity acting in the role of a resolver
      (defined in section 2.4 of [RFC1034]) that understands the DNS
      security extensions defined in this document set.  In particular,
      a security-aware resolver is an entity that sends DNS queries,
      receives DNS responses, supports the EDNS0 ([RFC2671]) message
      size extension and the DO bit ([RFC3225]), and is capable of using
      the RR types and message header bits defined in this document set
      to provide DNSSEC services.

   Security-Aware Stub Resolver: An entity acting in the role of a stub
      resolver (defined in section 5.3.1 of [RFC1034]) that has enough
      of an understanding the DNS security extensions defined in this
      document set to provide additional services not available from a
      security-oblivious stub resolver.  Security-aware stub resolvers
      may be either "validating" or "non-validating", depending on
      whether the stub resolver attempts to verify DNSSEC signatures on
      its own or trusts a friendly security-aware name server to do so.
      See also validating stub resolver, non-validating stub resolver.
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   Security-Oblivious <anything>: An <anything> that is not
      "security-aware".

   Signed Zone: A zone whose RRsets are signed and that contains
      properly constructed DNSKEY, Resource Record Signature (RRSIG),
      Next Secure (NSEC), and (optionally) DS records.

   Trust Anchor: A configured DNSKEY RR or DS RR hash of a DNSKEY RR.  A
      validating security-aware resolver uses this public key or hash as
      a starting point for building the authentication chain to a signed
      DNS response.  In general, a validating resolver will have to
      obtain the initial values of its trust anchors via some secure or
      trusted means outside the DNS protocol.  Presence of a trust
      anchor also implies that the resolver should expect the zone to
      which the trust anchor points to be signed.

   Unsigned Zone: A zone that is not signed.

   Validating Security-Aware Stub Resolver: A security-aware resolver
      that sends queries in recursive mode but that performs signature
      validation on its own rather than just blindly trusting an
      upstream security-aware recursive name server.  See also
      security-aware stub resolver, non-validating security-aware stub
      resolver.

   Validating Stub Resolver: A less tedious term for a validating
      security-aware stub resolver.



   Zone Apex: Term used to describe the name at the child's side of a
      zone cut.  See also delegation point.

   Zone Signing Key (ZSK): An authentication key that corresponds to a
      private key used to sign a zone.  Typically, a zone signing key
      will be part of the same DNSKEY RRset as the key signing key whose
      corresponding private key signs this DNSKEY RRset, but the zone
      signing key is used for a slightly different purpose and may
      differ from the key signing key in other ways, such as validity
      lifetime.  Designating an authentication key as a zone signing key
      is purely an operational issue; DNSSEC validation does not
      distinguish between zone signing keys and other DNSSEC
      authentication keys, and it is possible to use a single key as
      both a key signing key and a zone signing key.  See also key
      signing key.
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3.  Services Provided by DNS Security

   The Domain Name System (DNS) security extensions provide origin
   authentication and integrity assurance services for DNS data,
   including mechanisms for authenticated denial of existence of DNS
   data.  These mechanisms are described below.

   These mechanisms require changes to the DNS protocol.  DNSSEC adds
   four new resource record types: Resource Record Signature (RRSIG),
   DNS Public Key (DNSKEY), Delegation Signer (DS), and Next Secure
   (NSEC).  It also adds two new message header bits: Checking Disabled
   (CD) and Authenticated Data (AD).  In order to support the larger DNS
   message sizes that result from adding the DNSSEC RRs, DNSSEC also
   requires EDNS0 support ([RFC2671]).  Finally, DNSSEC requires support
   for the DNSSEC OK (DO) EDNS header bit ([RFC3225]) so that a
   security-aware resolver can indicate in its queries that it wishes to
   receive DNSSEC RRs in response messages.

   These services protect against most of the threats to the Domain Name
   System described in [RFC3833].  Please see Section 12 for a
   discussion of the limitations of these extensions.

3.1.  Data Origin Authentication and Data Integrity

   DNSSEC provides authentication by associating cryptographically
   generated digital signatures with DNS RRsets.  These digital
   signatures are stored in a new resource record, the RRSIG record.
   Typically, there will be a single private key that signs a zone's
   data, but multiple keys are possible.  For example, there may be keys
   for each of several different digital signature algorithms.  If a
   security-aware resolver reliably learns a zone's public key, it can
   authenticate that zone's signed data.  An important DNSSEC concept is
   that the key that signs a zone's data is associated with the zone
   itself and not with the zone's authoritative name servers.  (Public



   keys for DNS transaction authentication mechanisms may also appear in
   zones, as described in [RFC2931], but DNSSEC itself is concerned with
   object security of DNS data, not channel security of DNS
   transactions.  The keys associated with transaction security may be
   stored in different RR types.  See [RFC3755] for details.)

   A security-aware resolver can learn a zone's public key either by
   having a trust anchor configured into the resolver or by normal DNS
   resolution.  To allow the latter, public keys are stored in a new
   type of resource record, the DNSKEY RR.  Note that the private keys
   used to sign zone data must be kept secure and should be stored
   offline when practical.  To discover a public key reliably via DNS
   resolution, the target key itself has to be signed by either a
   configured authentication key or another key that has been
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   authenticated previously.  Security-aware resolvers authenticate zone
   information by forming an authentication chain from a newly learned
   public key back to a previously known authentication public key,
   which in turn either has been configured into the resolver or must
   have been learned and verified previously.  Therefore, the resolver
   must be configured with at least one trust anchor.

   If the configured trust anchor is a zone signing key, then it will
   authenticate the associated zone; if the configured key is a key
   signing key, it will authenticate a zone signing key.  If the
   configured trust anchor is the hash of a key rather than the key
   itself, the resolver may have to obtain the key via a DNS query.  To
   help security-aware resolvers establish this authentication chain,
   security-aware name servers attempt to send the signature(s) needed
   to authenticate a zone's public key(s) in the DNS reply message along
   with the public key itself, provided that there is space available in
   the message.

   The Delegation Signer (DS) RR type simplifies some of the
   administrative tasks involved in signing delegations across
   organizational boundaries.  The DS RRset resides at a delegation
   point in a parent zone and indicates the public key(s) corresponding
   to the private key(s) used to self-sign the DNSKEY RRset at the
   delegated child zone's apex.  The administrator of the child zone, in
   turn, uses the private key(s) corresponding to one or more of the
   public keys in this DNSKEY RRset to sign the child zone's data.  The
   typical authentication chain is therefore
   DNSKEY->[DS->DNSKEY]*->RRset, where "*" denotes zero or more
   DS->DNSKEY subchains.  DNSSEC permits more complex authentication
   chains, such as additional layers of DNSKEY RRs signing other DNSKEY
   RRs within a zone.

   A security-aware resolver normally constructs this authentication
   chain from the root of the DNS hierarchy down to the leaf zones based
   on configured knowledge of the public key for the root.  Local
   policy, however, may also allow a security-aware resolver to use one
   or more configured public keys (or hashes of public keys) other than
   the root public key, may not provide configured knowledge of the root
   public key, or may prevent the resolver from using particular public
   keys for arbitrary reasons, even if those public keys are properly



   signed with verifiable signatures.  DNSSEC provides mechanisms by
   which a security-aware resolver can determine whether an RRset's
   signature is "valid" within the meaning of DNSSEC.  In the final
   analysis, however, authenticating both DNS keys and data is a matter
   of local policy, which may extend or even override the protocol
   extensions defined in this document set.  See Section 5 for further
   discussion.
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3.2.  Authenticating Name and Type Non-Existence

   The security mechanism described in Section 3.1 only provides a way
   to sign existing RRsets in a zone.  The problem of providing negative
   responses with the same level of authentication and integrity
   requires the use of another new resource record type, the NSEC
   record.  The NSEC record allows a security-aware resolver to
   authenticate a negative reply for either name or type non-existence
   with the same mechanisms used to authenticate other DNS replies.  Use
   of NSEC records requires a canonical representation and ordering for
   domain names in zones.  Chains of NSEC records explicitly describe
   the gaps, or "empty space", between domain names in a zone and list
   the types of RRsets present at existing names.  Each NSEC record is
   signed and authenticated using the mechanisms described in Section
   3.1.

4.  Services Not Provided by DNS Security

   DNS was originally designed with the assumptions that the DNS will
   return the same answer to any given query regardless of who may have
   issued the query, and that all data in the DNS is thus visible.
   Accordingly, DNSSEC is not designed to provide confidentiality,
   access control lists, or other means of differentiating between
   inquirers.

   DNSSEC provides no protection against denial of service attacks.
   Security-aware resolvers and security-aware name servers are
   vulnerable to an additional class of denial of service attacks based
   on cryptographic operations.  Please see Section 12 for details.

   The DNS security extensions provide data and origin authentication
   for DNS data.  The mechanisms outlined above are not designed to
   protect operations such as zone transfers and dynamic update
   ([RFC2136], [RFC3007]).  Message authentication schemes described in
   [RFC2845] and [RFC2931] address security operations that pertain to
   these transactions.

5.  Scope of the DNSSEC Document Set and Last Hop Issues

   The specification in this document set defines the behavior for zone
   signers and security-aware name servers and resolvers in such a way
   that the validating entities can unambiguously determine the state of
   the data.

   A validating resolver can determine the following 4 states:



   Secure: The validating resolver has a trust anchor, has a chain of
      trust, and is able to verify all the signatures in the response.
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   Insecure: The validating resolver has a trust anchor, a chain of
      trust, and, at some delegation point, signed proof of the
      non-existence of a DS record.  This indicates that subsequent
      branches in the tree are provably insecure.  A validating resolver
      may have a local policy to mark parts of the domain space as
      insecure.

   Bogus: The validating resolver has a trust anchor and a secure
      delegation indicating that subsidiary data is signed, but the
      response fails to validate for some reason: missing signatures,
      expired signatures, signatures with unsupported algorithms, data
      missing that the relevant NSEC RR says should be present, and so
      forth.

   Indeterminate: There is no trust anchor that would indicate that a
      specific portion of the tree is secure.  This is the default
      operation mode.

   This specification only defines how security-aware name servers can
   signal non-validating stub resolvers that data was found to be bogus
   (using RCODE=2, "Server Failure"; see [RFC4035]).

   There is a mechanism for security-aware name servers to signal
   security-aware stub resolvers that data was found to be secure (using
   the AD bit; see [RFC4035]).

   This specification does not define a format for communicating why
   responses were found to be bogus or marked as insecure.  The current
   signaling mechanism does not distinguish between indeterminate and
   insecure states.

   A method for signaling advanced error codes and policy between a
   security-aware stub resolver and security-aware recursive nameservers
   is a topic for future work, as is the interface between a security-
   aware resolver and the applications that use it.  Note, however, that
   the lack of the specification of such communication does not prohibit
   deployment of signed zones or the deployment of security aware
   recursive name servers that prohibit propagation of bogus data to the
   applications.

6.  Resolver Considerations

   A security-aware resolver has to be able to perform cryptographic
   functions necessary to verify digital signatures using at least the
   mandatory-to-implement algorithm(s).  Security-aware resolvers must
   also be capable of forming an authentication chain from a newly
   learned zone back to an authentication key, as described above.  This
   process might require additional queries to intermediate DNS zones to
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   obtain necessary DNSKEY, DS, and RRSIG records.  A security-aware
   resolver should be configured with at least one trust anchor as the
   starting point from which it will attempt to establish authentication
   chains.

   If a security-aware resolver is separated from the relevant
   authoritative name servers by a recursive name server or by any sort
   of intermediary device that acts as a proxy for DNS, and if the
   recursive name server or intermediary device is not security-aware,
   the security-aware resolver may not be capable of operating in a
   secure mode.  For example, if a security-aware resolver's packets are
   routed through a network address translation (NAT) device that
   includes a DNS proxy that is not security-aware, the security-aware
   resolver may find it difficult or impossible to obtain or validate
   signed DNS data.  The security-aware resolver may have a particularly
   difficult time obtaining DS RRs in such a case, as DS RRs do not
   follow the usual DNS rules for ownership of RRs at zone cuts.  Note
   that this problem is not specific to NATs: any security-oblivious DNS
   software of any kind between the security-aware resolver and the
   authoritative name servers will interfere with DNSSEC.

   If a security-aware resolver must rely on an unsigned zone or a name
   server that is not security aware, the resolver may not be able to
   validate DNS responses and will need a local policy on whether to
   accept unverified responses.

   A security-aware resolver should take a signature's validation period
   into consideration when determining the TTL of data in its cache, to
   avoid caching signed data beyond the validity period of the
   signature.  However, it should also allow for the possibility that
   the security-aware resolver's own clock is wrong.  Thus, a
   security-aware resolver that is part of a security-aware recursive
   name server will have to pay careful attention to the DNSSEC
   "checking disabled" (CD) bit ([RFC4034]).  This is in order to avoid
   blocking valid signatures from getting through to other
   security-aware resolvers that are clients of this recursive name
   server.  See [RFC4035] for how a secure recursive server handles
   queries with the CD bit set.

7.  Stub Resolver Considerations

   Although not strictly required to do so by the protocol, most DNS
   queries originate from stub resolvers.  Stub resolvers, by
   definition, are minimal DNS resolvers that use recursive query mode
   to offload most of the work of DNS resolution to a recursive name
   server.  Given the widespread use of stub resolvers, the DNSSEC
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   architecture has to take stub resolvers into account, but the
   security features needed in a stub resolver differ in some respects



   from those needed in a security-aware iterative resolver.

   Even a security-oblivious stub resolver may benefit from DNSSEC if
   the recursive name servers it uses are security-aware, but for the
   stub resolver to place any real reliance on DNSSEC services, the stub
   resolver must trust both the recursive name servers in question and
   the communication channels between itself and those name servers.
   The first of these issues is a local policy issue: in essence, a
   security-oblivious stub resolver has no choice but to place itself at
   the mercy of the recursive name servers that it uses, as it does not
   perform DNSSEC validity checks on its own.  The second issue requires
   some kind of channel security mechanism; proper use of DNS
   transaction authentication mechanisms such as SIG(0) ([RFC2931]) or
   TSIG ([RFC2845]) would suffice, as would appropriate use of IPsec.
   Particular implementations may have other choices available, such as
   operating system specific interprocess communication mechanisms.
   Confidentiality is not needed for this channel, but data integrity
   and message authentication are.

   A security-aware stub resolver that does trust both its recursive
   name servers and its communication channel to them may choose to
   examine the setting of the Authenticated Data (AD) bit in the message
   header of the response messages it receives.  The stub resolver can
   use this flag bit as a hint to find out whether the recursive name
   server was able to validate signatures for all of the data in the
   Answer and Authority sections of the response.

   There is one more step that a security-aware stub resolver can take
   if, for whatever reason, it is not able to establish a useful trust
   relationship with the recursive name servers that it uses: it can
   perform its own signature validation by setting the Checking Disabled
   (CD) bit in its query messages.  A validating stub resolver is thus
   able to treat the DNSSEC signatures as trust relationships between
   the zone administrators and the stub resolver itself.

8.  Zone Considerations

   There are several differences between signed and unsigned zones.  A
   signed zone will contain additional security-related records (RRSIG,
   DNSKEY, DS, and NSEC records).  RRSIG and NSEC records may be
   generated by a signing process prior to serving the zone.  The RRSIG
   records that accompany zone data have defined inception and
   expiration times that establish a validity period for the signatures
   and the zone data the signatures cover.
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8.1.  TTL Values vs. RRSIG Validity Period

   It is important to note the distinction between a RRset's TTL value
   and the signature validity period specified by the RRSIG RR covering
   that RRset.  DNSSEC does not change the definition or function of the
   TTL value, which is intended to maintain database coherency in
   caches.  A caching resolver purges RRsets from its cache no later
   than the end of the time period specified by the TTL fields of those



   RRsets, regardless of whether the resolver is security-aware.

   The inception and expiration fields in the RRSIG RR ([RFC4034]), on
   the other hand, specify the time period during which the signature
   can be used to validate the covered RRset.  The signatures associated
   with signed zone data are only valid for the time period specified by
   these fields in the RRSIG RRs in question.  TTL values cannot extend
   the validity period of signed RRsets in a resolver's cache, but the
   resolver may use the time remaining before expiration of the
   signature validity period of a signed RRset as an upper bound for the
   TTL of the signed RRset and its associated RRSIG RR in the resolver's
   cache.

8.2.  New Temporal Dependency Issues for Zones

   Information in a signed zone has a temporal dependency that did not
   exist in the original DNS protocol.  A signed zone requires regular
   maintenance to ensure that each RRset in the zone has a current valid
   RRSIG RR.  The signature validity period of an RRSIG RR is an
   interval during which the signature for one particular signed RRset
   can be considered valid, and the signatures of different RRsets in a
   zone may expire at different times.  Re-signing one or more RRsets in
   a zone will change one or more RRSIG RRs, which will in turn require
   incrementing the zone's SOA serial number to indicate that a zone
   change has occurred and re-signing the SOA RRset itself.  Thus,
   re-signing any RRset in a zone may also trigger DNS NOTIFY messages
   and zone transfer operations.

9.  Name Server Considerations

   A security-aware name server should include the appropriate DNSSEC
   records (RRSIG, DNSKEY, DS, and NSEC) in all responses to queries
   from resolvers that have signaled their willingness to receive such
   records via use of the DO bit in the EDNS header, subject to message
   size limitations.  Because inclusion of these DNSSEC RRs could easily
   cause UDP message truncation and fallback to TCP, a security-aware
   name server must also support the EDNS "sender's UDP payload"
   mechanism.
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   If possible, the private half of each DNSSEC key pair should be kept
   offline, but this will not be possible for a zone for which DNS
   dynamic update has been enabled.  In the dynamic update case, the
   primary master server for the zone will have to re-sign the zone when
   it is updated, so the private key corresponding to the zone signing
   key will have to be kept online.  This is an example of a situation
   in which the ability to separate the zone's DNSKEY RRset into zone
   signing key(s) and key signing key(s) may be useful, as the key
   signing key(s) in such a case can still be kept offline and may have
   a longer useful lifetime than the zone signing key(s).

   By itself, DNSSEC is not enough to protect the integrity of an entire
   zone during zone transfer operations, as even a signed zone contains
   some unsigned, nonauthoritative data if the zone has any children.



   Therefore, zone maintenance operations will require some additional
   mechanisms (most likely some form of channel security, such as TSIG,
   SIG(0), or IPsec).

10.  DNS Security Document Family

   The DNSSEC document set can be partitioned into several main groups,
   under the larger umbrella of the DNS base protocol documents.

   The "DNSSEC protocol document set" refers to the three documents that
   form the core of the DNS security extensions:

   1.  DNS Security Introduction and Requirements (this document)

   2.  Resource Records for DNS Security Extensions [RFC4034]

   3.  Protocol Modifications for the DNS Security Extensions [RFC4035]

   Additionally, any document that would add to or change the core DNS
   Security extensions would fall into this category.  This includes any
   future work on the communication between security-aware stub
   resolvers and upstream security-aware recursive name servers.

   The "Digital Signature Algorithm Specification" document set refers
   to the group of documents that describe how specific digital
   signature algorithms should be implemented to fit the DNSSEC resource
   record format.  Each document in this set deals with a specific
   digital signature algorithm.  Please see the appendix on "DNSSEC
   Algorithm and Digest Types" in [RFC4034] for a list of the algorithms
   that were defined when this core specification was written.

   The "Transaction Authentication Protocol" document set refers to the
   group of documents that deal with DNS message authentication,
   including secret key establishment and verification.  Although not
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   strictly part of the DNSSEC specification as defined in this set of
   documents, this group is noted because of its relationship to DNSSEC.

   The final document set, "New Security Uses", refers to documents that
   seek to use proposed DNS Security extensions for other security
   related purposes.  DNSSEC does not provide any direct security for
   these new uses but may be used to support them.  Documents that fall
   in this category include those describing the use of DNS in the
   storage and distribution of certificates ([RFC2538]).

11.  IANA Considerations

   This overview document introduces no new IANA considerations.  Please
   see [RFC4034] for a complete review of the IANA considerations
   introduced by DNSSEC.

12.  Security Considerations

   This document introduces DNS security extensions and describes the
   document set that contains the new security records and DNS protocol



   modifications.  The extensions provide data origin authentication and
   data integrity using digital signatures over resource record sets.
   This section discusses the limitations of these extensions.

   In order for a security-aware resolver to validate a DNS response,
   all zones along the path from the trusted starting point to the zone
   containing the response zones must be signed, and all name servers
   and resolvers involved in the resolution process must be
   security-aware, as defined in this document set.  A security-aware
   resolver cannot verify responses originating from an unsigned zone,
   from a zone not served by a security-aware name server, or for any
   DNS data that the resolver is only able to obtain through a recursive
   name server that is not security-aware.  If there is a break in the
   authentication chain such that a security-aware resolver cannot
   obtain and validate the authentication keys it needs, then the
   security-aware resolver cannot validate the affected DNS data.

   This document briefly discusses other methods of adding security to a
   DNS query, such as using a channel secured by IPsec or using a DNS
   transaction authentication mechanism such as TSIG ([RFC2845]) or
   SIG(0) ([RFC2931]), but transaction security is not part of DNSSEC
   per se.

   A non-validating security-aware stub resolver, by definition, does
   not perform DNSSEC signature validation on its own and thus is
   vulnerable both to attacks on (and by) the security-aware recursive
   name servers that perform these checks on its behalf and to attacks
   on its communication with those security-aware recursive name
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   servers.  Non-validating security-aware stub resolvers should use
   some form of channel security to defend against the latter threat.
   The only known defense against the former threat would be for the
   security-aware stub resolver to perform its own signature validation,
   at which point, again by definition, it would no longer be a
   non-validating security-aware stub resolver.

   DNSSEC does not protect against denial of service attacks.  DNSSEC
   makes DNS vulnerable to a new class of denial of service attacks
   based on cryptographic operations against security-aware resolvers
   and security-aware name servers, as an attacker can attempt to use
   DNSSEC mechanisms to consume a victim's resources.  This class of
   attacks takes at least two forms.  An attacker may be able to consume
   resources in a security-aware resolver's signature validation code by
   tampering with RRSIG RRs in response messages or by constructing
   needlessly complex signature chains.  An attacker may also be able to
   consume resources in a security-aware name server that supports DNS
   dynamic update, by sending a stream of update messages that force the
   security-aware name server to re-sign some RRsets in the zone more
   frequently than would otherwise be necessary.

   Due to a deliberate design choice, DNSSEC does not provide
   confidentiality.

   DNSSEC introduces the ability for a hostile party to enumerate all
   the names in a zone by following the NSEC chain.  NSEC RRs assert



   which names do not exist in a zone by linking from existing name to
   existing name along a canonical ordering of all the names within a
   zone.  Thus, an attacker can query these NSEC RRs in sequence to
   obtain all the names in a zone.  Although this is not an attack on
   the DNS itself, it could allow an attacker to map network hosts or
   other resources by enumerating the contents of a zone.

   DNSSEC introduces significant additional complexity to the DNS and
   thus introduces many new opportunities for implementation bugs and
   misconfigured zones.  In particular, enabling DNSSEC signature
   validation in a resolver may cause entire legitimate zones to become
   effectively unreachable due to DNSSEC configuration errors or bugs.

   DNSSEC does not protect against tampering with unsigned zone data.
   Non-authoritative data at zone cuts (glue and NS RRs in the parent
   zone) are not signed.  This does not pose a problem when validating
   the authentication chain, but it does mean that the non-authoritative
   data itself is vulnerable to tampering during zone transfer
   operations.  Thus, while DNSSEC can provide data origin
   authentication and data integrity for RRsets, it cannot do so for
   zones, and other mechanisms (such as TSIG, SIG(0), or IPsec) must be
   used to protect zone transfer operations.
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   Please see [RFC4034] and [RFC4035] for additional security
   considerations.
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Abstract
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   provide source authentication for the DNS.  This document defines the
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1.  Introduction

   The DNS Security Extensions (DNSSEC) introduce four new DNS resource
   record types: DNS Public Key (DNSKEY), Resource Record Signature
   (RRSIG), Next Secure (NSEC), and Delegation Signer (DS).  This
   document defines the purpose of each resource record (RR), the RR's
   RDATA format, and its presentation format (ASCII representation).

1.1.  Background and Related Documents

   This document is part of a family of documents defining DNSSEC, which
   should be read together as a set.

   [RFC4033] contains an introduction to DNSSEC and definition of common
   terms; the reader is assumed to be familiar with this document.
   [RFC4033] also contains a list of other documents updated by and
   obsoleted by this document set.

   [RFC4035] defines the DNSSEC protocol operations.

   The reader is also assumed to be familiar with the basic DNS concepts
   described in [RFC1034], [RFC1035], and the subsequent documents that
   update them, particularly [RFC2181] and [RFC2308].

   This document defines the DNSSEC resource records.  All numeric DNS
   type codes given in this document are decimal integers.

1.2.  Reserved Words

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].
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2.  The DNSKEY Resource Record

   DNSSEC uses public key cryptography to sign and authenticate DNS
   resource record sets (RRsets).  The public keys are stored in DNSKEY
   resource records and are used in the DNSSEC authentication process
   described in [RFC4035]: A zone signs its authoritative RRsets by
   using a private key and stores the corresponding public key in a
   DNSKEY RR.  A resolver can then use the public key to validate
   signatures covering the RRsets in the zone, and thus to authenticate
   them.

   The DNSKEY RR is not intended as a record for storing arbitrary
   public keys and MUST NOT be used to store certificates or public keys
   that do not directly relate to the DNS infrastructure.



   The Type value for the DNSKEY RR type is 48.

   The DNSKEY RR is class independent.

   The DNSKEY RR has no special TTL requirements.

2.1.  DNSKEY RDATA Wire Format

   The RDATA for a DNSKEY RR consists of a 2 octet Flags Field, a 1
   octet Protocol Field, a 1 octet Algorithm Field, and the Public Key
   Field.

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |              Flags            |    Protocol   |   Algorithm   |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   /                                                               /
   /                            Public Key                         /
   /                                                               /
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

2.1.1.  The Flags Field

   Bit 7 of the Flags field is the Zone Key flag.  If bit 7 has value 1,
   then the DNSKEY record holds a DNS zone key, and the DNSKEY RR's
   owner name MUST be the name of a zone.  If bit 7 has value 0, then
   the DNSKEY record holds some other type of DNS public key and MUST
   NOT be used to verify RRSIGs that cover RRsets.

   Bit 15 of the Flags field is the Secure Entry Point flag, described
   in [RFC3757].  If bit 15 has value 1, then the DNSKEY record holds a
   key intended for use as a secure entry point.  This flag is only
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   intended to be a hint to zone signing or debugging software as to the
   intended use of this DNSKEY record; validators MUST NOT alter their
   behavior during the signature validation process in any way based on
   the setting of this bit.  This also means that a DNSKEY RR with the
   SEP bit set would also need the Zone Key flag set in order to be able
   to generate signatures legally.  A DNSKEY RR with the SEP set and the
   Zone Key flag not set MUST NOT be used to verify RRSIGs that cover
   RRsets.

   Bits 0-6 and 8-14 are reserved: these bits MUST have value 0 upon
   creation of the DNSKEY RR and MUST be ignored upon receipt.

2.1.2.  The Protocol Field

   The Protocol Field MUST have value 3, and the DNSKEY RR MUST be
   treated as invalid during signature verification if it is found to be
   some value other than 3.

2.1.3.  The Algorithm Field



   The Algorithm field identifies the public key's cryptographic
   algorithm and determines the format of the Public Key field.  A list
   of DNSSEC algorithm types can be found in Appendix A.1

2.1.4.  The Public Key Field

   The Public Key Field holds the public key material.  The format
   depends on the algorithm of the key being stored and is described in
   separate documents.

2.1.5.  Notes on DNSKEY RDATA Design

   Although the Protocol Field always has value 3, it is retained for
   backward compatibility with early versions of the KEY record.

2.2.  The DNSKEY RR Presentation Format

   The presentation format of the RDATA portion is as follows:

   The Flag field MUST be represented as an unsigned decimal integer.
   Given the currently defined flags, the possible values are: 0, 256,
   and 257.

   The Protocol Field MUST be represented as an unsigned decimal integer
   with a value of 3.

   The Algorithm field MUST be represented either as an unsigned decimal
   integer or as an algorithm mnemonic as specified in Appendix A.1.
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   The Public Key field MUST be represented as a Base64 encoding of the
   Public Key.  Whitespace is allowed within the Base64 text.  For a
   definition of Base64 encoding, see [RFC3548].

2.3.  DNSKEY RR Example

   The following DNSKEY RR stores a DNS zone key for example.com.

   example.com. 86400 IN DNSKEY 256 3 5 ( AQPSKmynfzW4kyBv015MUG2DeIQ3
                                          Cbl+BBZH4b/0PY1kxkmvHjcZc8no
                                          kfzj31GajIQKY+5CptLr3buXA10h
                                          WqTkF7H6RfoRqXQeogmMHfpftf6z
                                          Mv1LyBUgia7za6ZEzOJBOztyvhjL
                                          742iU/TpPSEDhm2SNKLijfUppn1U
                                          aNvv4w==  )

   The first four text fields specify the owner name, TTL, Class, and RR
   type (DNSKEY).  Value 256 indicates that the Zone Key bit (bit 7) in
   the Flags field has value 1.  Value 3 is the fixed Protocol value.
   Value 5 indicates the public key algorithm.  Appendix A.1 identifies
   algorithm type 5 as RSA/SHA1 and indicates that the format of the
   RSA/SHA1 public key field is defined in [RFC3110].  The remaining
   text is a Base64 encoding of the public key.

3.  The RRSIG Resource Record



   DNSSEC uses public key cryptography to sign and authenticate DNS
   resource record sets (RRsets).  Digital signatures are stored in
   RRSIG resource records and are used in the DNSSEC authentication
   process described in [RFC4035].  A validator can use these RRSIG RRs
   to authenticate RRsets from the zone.  The RRSIG RR MUST only be used
   to carry verification material (digital signatures) used to secure
   DNS operations.

   An RRSIG record contains the signature for an RRset with a particular
   name, class, and type.  The RRSIG RR specifies a validity interval
   for the signature and uses the Algorithm, the Signer's Name, and the
   Key Tag to identify the DNSKEY RR containing the public key that a
   validator can use to verify the signature.

   Because every authoritative RRset in a zone must be protected by a
   digital signature, RRSIG RRs must be present for names containing a
   CNAME RR.  This is a change to the traditional DNS specification
   [RFC1034], which stated that if a CNAME is present for a name, it is
   the only type allowed at that name.  A RRSIG and NSEC (see Section 4)
   MUST exist for the same name as a CNAME resource record in a signed
   zone.
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   The Type value for the RRSIG RR type is 46.

   The RRSIG RR is class independent.

   An RRSIG RR MUST have the same class as the RRset it covers.

   The TTL value of an RRSIG RR MUST match the TTL value of the RRset it
   covers.  This is an exception to the [RFC2181] rules for TTL values
   of individual RRs within a RRset: individual RRSIG RRs with the same
   owner name will have different TTL values if the RRsets they cover
   have different TTL values.

3.1.  RRSIG RDATA Wire Format

   The RDATA for an RRSIG RR consists of a 2 octet Type Covered field, a
   1 octet Algorithm field, a 1 octet Labels field, a 4 octet Original
   TTL field, a 4 octet Signature Expiration field, a 4 octet Signature
   Inception field, a 2 octet Key tag, the Signer's Name field, and the
   Signature field.

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |        Type Covered           |  Algorithm    |     Labels    |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                         Original TTL                          |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                      Signature Expiration                     |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                      Signature Inception                      |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |            Key Tag            |                               /



   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+         Signer's Name         /
   /                                                               /
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   /                                                               /
   /                            Signature                          /
   /                                                               /
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

3.1.1.  The Type Covered Field

   The Type Covered field identifies the type of the RRset that is
   covered by this RRSIG record.
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3.1.2.  The Algorithm Number Field

   The Algorithm Number field identifies the cryptographic algorithm
   used to create the signature.  A list of DNSSEC algorithm types can
   be found in Appendix A.1

3.1.3.  The Labels Field

   The Labels field specifies the number of labels in the original RRSIG
   RR owner name.  The significance of this field is that a validator
   uses it to determine whether the answer was synthesized from a
   wildcard.  If so, it can be used to determine what owner name was
   used in generating the signature.

   To validate a signature, the validator needs the original owner name
   that was used to create the signature.  If the original owner name
   contains a wildcard label ("*"), the owner name may have been
   expanded by the server during the response process, in which case the
   validator will have to reconstruct the original owner name in order
   to validate the signature.  [RFC4035] describes how to use the Labels
   field to reconstruct the original owner name.

   The value of the Labels field MUST NOT count either the null (root)
   label that terminates the owner name or the wildcard label (if
   present).  The value of the Labels field MUST be less than or equal
   to the number of labels in the RRSIG owner name.  For example,
   "www.example.com." has a Labels field value of 3, and
   "*.example.com." has a Labels field value of 2.  Root (".") has a
   Labels field value of 0.

   Although the wildcard label is not included in the count stored in
   the Labels field of the RRSIG RR, the wildcard label is part of the
   RRset's owner name when the signature is generated or verified.

3.1.4.  Original TTL Field

   The Original TTL field specifies the TTL of the covered RRset as it
   appears in the authoritative zone.



   The Original TTL field is necessary because a caching resolver
   decrements the TTL value of a cached RRset.  In order to validate a
   signature, a validator requires the original TTL.  [RFC4035]
   describes how to use the Original TTL field value to reconstruct the
   original TTL.
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3.1.5.  Signature Expiration and Inception Fields

   The Signature Expiration and Inception fields specify a validity
   period for the signature.  The RRSIG record MUST NOT be used for
   authentication prior to the inception date and MUST NOT be used for
   authentication after the expiration date.

   The Signature Expiration and Inception field values specify a date
   and time in the form of a 32-bit unsigned number of seconds elapsed
   since 1 January 1970 00:00:00 UTC, ignoring leap seconds, in network
   byte order.  The longest interval that can be expressed by this
   format without wrapping is approximately 136 years.  An RRSIG RR can
   have an Expiration field value that is numerically smaller than the
   Inception field value if the expiration field value is near the
   32-bit wrap-around point or if the signature is long lived.  Because
   of this, all comparisons involving these fields MUST use "Serial
   number arithmetic", as defined in [RFC1982].  As a direct
   consequence, the values contained in these fields cannot refer to
   dates more than 68 years in either the past or the future.

3.1.6.  The Key Tag Field

   The Key Tag field contains the key tag value of the DNSKEY RR that
   validates this signature, in network byte order.  Appendix B explains
   how to calculate Key Tag values.

3.1.7.  The Signer's Name Field

   The Signer's Name field value identifies the owner name of the DNSKEY
   RR that a validator is supposed to use to validate this signature.
   The Signer's Name field MUST contain the name of the zone of the
   covered RRset.  A sender MUST NOT use DNS name compression on the
   Signer's Name field when transmitting a RRSIG RR.

3.1.8.  The Signature Field

   The Signature field contains the cryptographic signature that covers
   the RRSIG RDATA (excluding the Signature field) and the RRset
   specified by the RRSIG owner name, RRSIG class, and RRSIG Type
   Covered field.  The format of this field depends on the algorithm in
   use, and these formats are described in separate companion documents.

3.1.8.1.  Signature Calculation



   A signature covers the RRSIG RDATA (excluding the Signature Field)
   and covers the data RRset specified by the RRSIG owner name, RRSIG
   class, and RRSIG Type Covered fields.  The RRset is in canonical form
   (see Section 6), and the set RR(1),...RR(n) is signed as follows:
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         signature = sign(RRSIG_RDATA | RR(1) | RR(2)... ) where

            "|" denotes concatenation;

            RRSIG_RDATA is the wire format of the RRSIG RDATA fields
               with the Signer's Name field in canonical form and
               the Signature field excluded;

            RR(i) = owner | type | class | TTL | RDATA length | RDATA

               "owner" is the fully qualified owner name of the RRset in
               canonical form (for RRs with wildcard owner names, the
               wildcard label is included in the owner name);

               Each RR MUST have the same owner name as the RRSIG RR;

               Each RR MUST have the same class as the RRSIG RR;

               Each RR in the RRset MUST have the RR type listed in the
               RRSIG RR's Type Covered field;

               Each RR in the RRset MUST have the TTL listed in the
               RRSIG Original TTL Field;

               Any DNS names in the RDATA field of each RR MUST be in
               canonical form; and

               The RRset MUST be sorted in canonical order.

   See Sections 6.2 and 6.3 for details on canonical form and ordering
   of RRsets.

3.2.  The RRSIG RR Presentation Format

   The presentation format of the RDATA portion is as follows:

   The Type Covered field is represented as an RR type mnemonic.  When
   the mnemonic is not known, the TYPE representation as described in
   [RFC3597], Section 5, MUST be used.

   The Algorithm field value MUST be represented either as an unsigned
   decimal integer or as an algorithm mnemonic, as specified in Appendix
   A.1.

   The Labels field value MUST be represented as an unsigned decimal
   integer.
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   The Original TTL field value MUST be represented as an unsigned
   decimal integer.

   The Signature Expiration Time and Inception Time field values MUST be
   represented either as an unsigned decimal integer indicating seconds
   since 1 January 1970 00:00:00 UTC, or in the form YYYYMMDDHHmmSS in
   UTC, where:

      YYYY is the year (0001-9999, but see Section 3.1.5);
      MM is the month number (01-12);
      DD is the day of the month (01-31);
      HH is the hour, in 24 hour notation (00-23);
      mm is the minute (00-59); and
      SS is the second (00-59).

   Note that it is always possible to distinguish between these two
   formats because the YYYYMMDDHHmmSS format will always be exactly 14
   digits, while the decimal representation of a 32-bit unsigned integer
   can never be longer than 10 digits.

   The Key Tag field MUST be represented as an unsigned decimal integer.

   The Signer's Name field value MUST be represented as a domain name.

   The Signature field is represented as a Base64 encoding of the
   signature.  Whitespace is allowed within the Base64 text.  See
   Section 2.2.

3.3.  RRSIG RR Example

   The following RRSIG RR stores the signature for the A RRset of
   host.example.com:

   host.example.com. 86400 IN RRSIG A 5 3 86400 20030322173103 (
                                  20030220173103 2642 example.com.
                                  oJB1W6WNGv+ldvQ3WDG0MQkg5IEhjRip8WTr
                                  PYGv07h108dUKGMeDPKijVCHX3DDKdfb+v6o
                                  B9wfuh3DTJXUAfI/M0zmO/zz8bW0Rznl8O3t
                                  GNazPwQKkRN20XPXV6nwwfoXmJQbsLNrLfkG
                                  J5D6fwFm8nN+6pBzeDQfsS3Ap3o= )

   The first four fields specify the owner name, TTL, Class, and RR type
   (RRSIG).  The "A" represents the Type Covered field.  The value 5
   identifies the algorithm used (RSA/SHA1) to create the signature.
   The value 3 is the number of Labels in the original owner name.  The
   value 86400 in the RRSIG RDATA is the Original TTL for the covered A
   RRset.  20030322173103 and 20030220173103 are the expiration and
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   inception dates, respectively.  2642 is the Key Tag, and example.com.
   is the Signer's Name.  The remaining text is a Base64 encoding of the
   signature.

   Note that combination of RRSIG RR owner name, class, and Type Covered
   indicates that this RRSIG covers the "host.example.com" A RRset.  The
   Label value of 3 indicates that no wildcard expansion was used.  The
   Algorithm, Signer's Name, and Key Tag indicate that this signature
   can be authenticated using an example.com zone DNSKEY RR whose
   algorithm is 5 and whose key tag is 2642.

4.  The NSEC Resource Record

   The NSEC resource record lists two separate things: the next owner
   name (in the canonical ordering of the zone) that contains
   authoritative data or a delegation point NS RRset, and the set of RR
   types present at the NSEC RR's owner name [RFC3845].  The complete
   set of NSEC RRs in a zone indicates which authoritative RRsets exist
   in a zone and also form a chain of authoritative owner names in the
   zone.  This information is used to provide authenticated denial of
   existence for DNS data, as described in [RFC4035].

   Because every authoritative name in a zone must be part of the NSEC
   chain, NSEC RRs must be present for names containing a CNAME RR.
   This is a change to the traditional DNS specification [RFC1034],
   which stated that if a CNAME is present for a name, it is the only
   type allowed at that name.  An RRSIG (see Section 3) and NSEC MUST
   exist for the same name as does a CNAME resource record in a signed
   zone.

   See [RFC4035] for discussion of how a zone signer determines
   precisely which NSEC RRs it has to include in a zone.

   The type value for the NSEC RR is 47.

   The NSEC RR is class independent.

   The NSEC RR SHOULD have the same TTL value as the SOA minimum TTL
   field.  This is in the spirit of negative caching ([RFC2308]).
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4.1.  NSEC RDATA Wire Format

   The RDATA of the NSEC RR is as shown below:

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1



   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   /                      Next Domain Name                         /
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   /                       Type Bit Maps                           /
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

4.1.1.  The Next Domain Name Field

   The Next Domain field contains the next owner name (in the canonical
   ordering of the zone) that has authoritative data or contains a
   delegation point NS RRset; see Section 6.1 for an explanation of
   canonical ordering.  The value of the Next Domain Name field in the
   last NSEC record in the zone is the name of the zone apex (the owner
   name of the zone's SOA RR).  This indicates that the owner name of
   the NSEC RR is the last name in the canonical ordering of the zone.

   A sender MUST NOT use DNS name compression on the Next Domain Name
   field when transmitting an NSEC RR.

   Owner names of RRsets for which the given zone is not authoritative
   (such as glue records) MUST NOT be listed in the Next Domain Name
   unless at least one authoritative RRset exists at the same owner
   name.

4.1.2.  The Type Bit Maps Field

   The Type Bit Maps field identifies the RRset types that exist at the
   NSEC RR's owner name.

   The RR type space is split into 256 window blocks, each representing
   the low-order 8 bits of the 16-bit RR type space.  Each block that
   has at least one active RR type is encoded using a single octet
   window number (from 0 to 255), a single octet bitmap length (from 1
   to 32) indicating the number of octets used for the window block's
   bitmap, and up to 32 octets (256 bits) of bitmap.

   Blocks are present in the NSEC RR RDATA in increasing numerical
   order.

      Type Bit Maps Field = ( Window Block # | Bitmap Length | Bitmap )+

      where "|" denotes concatenation.
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   Each bitmap encodes the low-order 8 bits of RR types within the
   window block, in network bit order.  The first bit is bit 0.  For
   window block 0, bit 1 corresponds to RR type 1 (A), bit 2 corresponds
   to RR type 2 (NS), and so forth.  For window block 1, bit 1
   corresponds to RR type 257, and bit 2 to RR type 258.  If a bit is
   set, it indicates that an RRset of that type is present for the NSEC
   RR's owner name.  If a bit is clear, it indicates that no RRset of
   that type is present for the NSEC RR's owner name.

   Bits representing pseudo-types MUST be clear, as they do not appear
   in zone data.  If encountered, they MUST be ignored upon being read.



   Blocks with no types present MUST NOT be included.  Trailing zero
   octets in the bitmap MUST be omitted.  The length of each block's
   bitmap is determined by the type code with the largest numerical
   value, within that block, among the set of RR types present at the
   NSEC RR's owner name.  Trailing zero octets not specified MUST be
   interpreted as zero octets.

   The bitmap for the NSEC RR at a delegation point requires special
   attention.  Bits corresponding to the delegation NS RRset and the RR
   types for which the parent zone has authoritative data MUST be set;
   bits corresponding to any non-NS RRset for which the parent is not
   authoritative MUST be clear.

   A zone MUST NOT include an NSEC RR for any domain name that only
   holds glue records.

4.1.3.  Inclusion of Wildcard Names in NSEC RDATA

   If a wildcard owner name appears in a zone, the wildcard label ("*")
   is treated as a literal symbol and is treated the same as any other
   owner name for the purposes of generating NSEC RRs.  Wildcard owner
   names appear in the Next Domain Name field without any wildcard
   expansion.  [RFC4035] describes the impact of wildcards on
   authenticated denial of existence.

4.2.  The NSEC RR Presentation Format

   The presentation format of the RDATA portion is as follows:

   The Next Domain Name field is represented as a domain name.

   The Type Bit Maps field is represented as a sequence of RR type
   mnemonics.  When the mnemonic is not known, the TYPE representation
   described in [RFC3597], Section 5, MUST be used.
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4.3.  NSEC RR Example

   The following NSEC RR identifies the RRsets associated with
   alfa.example.com. and identifies the next authoritative name after
   alfa.example.com.

   alfa.example.com. 86400 IN NSEC host.example.com. (
                                   A MX RRSIG NSEC TYPE1234 )

   The first four text fields specify the name, TTL, Class, and RR type
   (NSEC).  The entry host.example.com. is the next authoritative name
   after alfa.example.com. in canonical order.  The A, MX, RRSIG, NSEC,
   and TYPE1234 mnemonics indicate that there are A, MX, RRSIG, NSEC,
   and TYPE1234 RRsets associated with the name alfa.example.com.

   The RDATA section of the NSEC RR above would be encoded as:

            0x04 'h'  'o'  's'  't'



            0x07 'e'  'x'  'a'  'm'  'p'  'l'  'e'
            0x03 'c'  'o'  'm'  0x00
            0x00 0x06 0x40 0x01 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x03
            0x04 0x1b 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00
            0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00
            0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00
            0x00 0x00 0x00 0x00 0x20

   Assuming that the validator can authenticate this NSEC record, it
   could be used to prove that beta.example.com does not exist, or to
   prove that there is no AAAA record associated with alfa.example.com.
   Authenticated denial of existence is discussed in [RFC4035].

5.  The DS Resource Record

   The DS Resource Record refers to a DNSKEY RR and is used in the DNS
   DNSKEY authentication process.  A DS RR refers to a DNSKEY RR by
   storing the key tag, algorithm number, and a digest of the DNSKEY RR.
   Note that while the digest should be sufficient to identify the
   public key, storing the key tag and key algorithm helps make the
   identification process more efficient.  By authenticating the DS
   record, a resolver can authenticate the DNSKEY RR to which the DS
   record points.  The key authentication process is described in
   [RFC4035].

   The DS RR and its corresponding DNSKEY RR have the same owner name,
   but they are stored in different locations.  The DS RR appears only
   on the upper (parental) side of a delegation, and is authoritative
   data in the parent zone.  For example, the DS RR for "example.com" is
   stored in the "com" zone (the parent zone) rather than in the
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   "example.com" zone (the child zone).  The corresponding DNSKEY RR is
   stored in the "example.com" zone (the child zone).  This simplifies
   DNS zone management and zone signing but introduces special response
   processing requirements for the DS RR; these are described in
   [RFC4035].

   The type number for the DS record is 43.

   The DS resource record is class independent.

   The DS RR has no special TTL requirements.

5.1.  DS RDATA Wire Format

   The RDATA for a DS RR consists of a 2 octet Key Tag field, a 1 octet
   Algorithm field, a 1 octet Digest Type field, and a Digest field.

                        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           Key Tag             |  Algorithm    |  Digest Type  |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   /                                                               /
   /                            Digest                             /



   /                                                               /
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

5.1.1.  The Key Tag Field

   The Key Tag field lists the key tag of the DNSKEY RR referred to by
   the DS record, in network byte order.

   The Key Tag used by the DS RR is identical to the Key Tag used by
   RRSIG RRs.  Appendix B describes how to compute a Key Tag.

5.1.2.  The Algorithm Field

   The Algorithm field lists the algorithm number of the DNSKEY RR
   referred to by the DS record.

   The algorithm number used by the DS RR is identical to the algorithm
   number used by RRSIG and DNSKEY RRs.  Appendix A.1 lists the
   algorithm number types.
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5.1.3.  The Digest Type Field

   The DS RR refers to a DNSKEY RR by including a digest of that DNSKEY
   RR.  The Digest Type field identifies the algorithm used to construct
   the digest.  Appendix A.2 lists the possible digest algorithm types.

5.1.4.  The Digest Field

   The DS record refers to a DNSKEY RR by including a digest of that
   DNSKEY RR.

   The digest is calculated by concatenating the canonical form of the
   fully qualified owner name of the DNSKEY RR with the DNSKEY RDATA,
   and then applying the digest algorithm.

     digest = digest_algorithm( DNSKEY owner name | DNSKEY RDATA);

      "|" denotes concatenation

     DNSKEY RDATA = Flags | Protocol | Algorithm | Public Key.

   The size of the digest may vary depending on the digest algorithm and
   DNSKEY RR size.  As of the time of this writing, the only defined
   digest algorithm is SHA-1, which produces a 20 octet digest.

5.2.  Processing of DS RRs When Validating Responses

   The DS RR links the authentication chain across zone boundaries, so
   the DS RR requires extra care in processing.  The DNSKEY RR referred
   to in the DS RR MUST be a DNSSEC zone key.  The DNSKEY RR Flags MUST



   have Flags bit 7 set.  If the DNSKEY flags do not indicate a DNSSEC
   zone key, the DS RR (and the DNSKEY RR it references) MUST NOT be
   used in the validation process.

5.3.  The DS RR Presentation Format

   The presentation format of the RDATA portion is as follows:

   The Key Tag field MUST be represented as an unsigned decimal integer.

   The Algorithm field MUST be represented either as an unsigned decimal
   integer or as an algorithm mnemonic specified in Appendix A.1.

   The Digest Type field MUST be represented as an unsigned decimal
   integer.
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   The Digest MUST be represented as a sequence of case-insensitive
   hexadecimal digits.  Whitespace is allowed within the hexadecimal
   text.

5.4.  DS RR Example

   The following example shows a DNSKEY RR and its corresponding DS RR.

   dskey.example.com. 86400 IN DNSKEY 256 3 5 ( AQOeiiR0GOMYkDshWoSKz9Xz
                                             fwJr1AYtsmx3TGkJaNXVbfi/
                                             2pHm822aJ5iI9BMzNXxeYCmZ
                                             DRD99WYwYqUSdjMmmAphXdvx
                                             egXd/M5+X7OrzKBaMbCVdFLU
                                             Uh6DhweJBjEVv5f2wwjM9Xzc
                                             nOf+EPbtG9DMBmADjFDc2w/r
                                             ljwvFw==
                                             ) ;  key id = 60485

   dskey.example.com. 86400 IN DS 60485 5 1 ( 2BB183AF5F22588179A53B0A
                                              98631FAD1A292118 )

   The first four text fields specify the name, TTL, Class, and RR type
   (DS).  Value 60485 is the key tag for the corresponding
   "dskey.example.com." DNSKEY RR, and value 5 denotes the algorithm
   used by this "dskey.example.com." DNSKEY RR.  The value 1 is the
   algorithm used to construct the digest, and the rest of the RDATA
   text is the digest in hexadecimal.

6.  Canonical Form and Order of Resource Records

   This section defines a canonical form for resource records, a
   canonical ordering of DNS names, and a canonical ordering of resource
   records within an RRset.  A canonical name order is required to
   construct the NSEC name chain.  A canonical RR form and ordering
   within an RRset are required in order to construct and verify RRSIG
   RRs.



6.1.  Canonical DNS Name Order

   For the purposes of DNS security, owner names are ordered by treating
   individual labels as unsigned left-justified octet strings.  The
   absence of a octet sorts before a zero value octet, and uppercase
   US-ASCII letters are treated as if they were lowercase US-ASCII
   letters.
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   To compute the canonical ordering of a set of DNS names, start by
   sorting the names according to their most significant (rightmost)
   labels.  For names in which the most significant label is identical,
   continue sorting according to their next most significant label, and
   so forth.

   For example, the following names are sorted in canonical DNS name
   order.  The most significant label is "example".  At this level,
   "example" sorts first, followed by names ending in "a.example", then
   by names ending "z.example".  The names within each level are sorted
   in the same way.

             example
             a.example
             yljkjljk.a.example
             Z.a.example
             zABC.a.EXAMPLE
             z.example
             \001.z.example
             *.z.example
             \200.z.example

6.2.  Canonical RR Form

   For the purposes of DNS security, the canonical form of an RR is the
   wire format of the RR where:

   1.  every domain name in the RR is fully expanded (no DNS name
       compression) and fully qualified;

   2.  all uppercase US-ASCII letters in the owner name of the RR are
       replaced by the corresponding lowercase US-ASCII letters;

   3.  if the type of the RR is NS, MD, MF, CNAME, SOA, MB, MG, MR, PTR,
       HINFO, MINFO, MX, HINFO, RP, AFSDB, RT, SIG, PX, NXT, NAPTR, KX,
       SRV, DNAME, A6, RRSIG, or NSEC, all uppercase US-ASCII letters in
       the DNS names contained within the RDATA are replaced by the
       corresponding lowercase US-ASCII letters;

   4.  if the owner name of the RR is a wildcard name, the owner name is
       in its original unexpanded form, including the "*" label (no
       wildcard substitution); and



   5.  the RR's TTL is set to its original value as it appears in the
       originating authoritative zone or the Original TTL field of the
       covering RRSIG RR.
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6.3.  Canonical RR Ordering within an RRset

   For the purposes of DNS security, RRs with the same owner name,
   class, and type are sorted by treating the RDATA portion of the
   canonical form of each RR as a left-justified unsigned octet sequence
   in which the absence of an octet sorts before a zero octet.

   [RFC2181] specifies that an RRset is not allowed to contain duplicate
   records (multiple RRs with the same owner name, class, type, and
   RDATA).  Therefore, if an implementation detects duplicate RRs when
   putting the RRset in canonical form, it MUST treat this as a protocol
   error.  If the implementation chooses to handle this protocol error
   in the spirit of the robustness principle (being liberal in what it
   accepts), it MUST remove all but one of the duplicate RR(s) for the
   purposes of calculating the canonical form of the RRset.

7.  IANA Considerations

   This document introduces no new IANA considerations, as all of the
   protocol parameters used in this document have already been assigned
   by previous specifications.  However, since the evolution of DNSSEC
   has been long and somewhat convoluted, this section attempts to
   describe the current state of the IANA registries and other protocol
   parameters that are (or once were) related to DNSSEC.

   Please refer to [RFC4035] for additional IANA considerations.

   DNS Resource Record Types: [RFC2535] assigned types 24, 25, and 30 to
      the SIG, KEY, and NXT RRs, respectively.  [RFC3658] assigned DNS
      Resource Record Type 43 to DS.  [RFC3755] assigned types 46, 47,
      and 48 to the RRSIG, NSEC, and DNSKEY RRs, respectively.
      [RFC3755] also marked type 30 (NXT) as Obsolete and restricted use
      of types 24 (SIG) and 25 (KEY) to the "SIG(0)" transaction
      security protocol described in [RFC2931] and to the transaction
      KEY Resource Record described in [RFC2930].

   DNS Security Algorithm Numbers: [RFC2535] created an IANA registry
      for DNSSEC Resource Record Algorithm field numbers and assigned
      values 1-4 and 252-255.  [RFC3110] assigned value 5.  [RFC3755]
      altered this registry to include flags for each entry regarding
      its use with the DNS security extensions.  Each algorithm entry
      could refer to an algorithm that can be used for zone signing,
      transaction security (see [RFC2931]), or both.  Values 6-251 are
      available for assignment by IETF standards action ([RFC3755]).
      See Appendix A for a full listing of the DNS Security Algorithm
      Numbers entries at the time of this writing and their status for
      use in DNSSEC.
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      [RFC3658] created an IANA registry for DNSSEC DS Digest Types and
      assigned value 0 to reserved and value 1 to SHA-1.

   KEY Protocol Values: [RFC2535] created an IANA Registry for KEY
      Protocol Values, but [RFC3445] reassigned all values other than 3
      to reserved and closed this IANA registry.  The registry remains
      closed, and all KEY and DNSKEY records are required to have a
      Protocol Octet value of 3.

   Flag bits in the KEY and DNSKEY RRs: [RFC3755] created an IANA
      registry for the DNSSEC KEY and DNSKEY RR flag bits.  Initially,
      this registry only contains assignments for bit 7 (the ZONE bit)
      and bit 15 (the Secure Entry Point flag (SEP) bit; see [RFC3757]).
      As stated in [RFC3755], bits 0-6 and 8-14 are available for
      assignment by IETF Standards Action.

8.  Security Considerations

   This document describes the format of four DNS resource records used
   by the DNS security extensions and presents an algorithm for
   calculating a key tag for a public key.  Other than the items
   described below, the resource records themselves introduce no
   security considerations.  Please see [RFC4033] and [RFC4035] for
   additional security considerations related to the use of these
   records.

   The DS record points to a DNSKEY RR by using a cryptographic digest,
   the key algorithm type, and a key tag.  The DS record is intended to
   identify an existing DNSKEY RR, but it is theoretically possible for
   an attacker to generate a DNSKEY that matches all the DS fields.  The
   probability of constructing a matching DNSKEY depends on the type of
   digest algorithm in use.  The only currently defined digest algorithm
   is SHA-1, and the working group believes that constructing a public
   key that would match the algorithm, key tag, and SHA-1 digest given
   in a DS record would be a sufficiently difficult problem that such an
   attack is not a serious threat at this time.

   The key tag is used to help select DNSKEY resource records
   efficiently, but it does not uniquely identify a single DNSKEY
   resource record.  It is possible for two distinct DNSKEY RRs to have
   the same owner name, the same algorithm type, and the same key tag.
   An implementation that uses only the key tag to select a DNSKEY RR
   might select the wrong public key in some circumstances.  Please see
   Appendix B for further details.
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   The table of algorithms in Appendix A and the key tag calculation
   algorithms in Appendix B include the RSA/MD5 algorithm for
   completeness, but the RSA/MD5 algorithm is NOT RECOMMENDED, as
   explained in [RFC3110].
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Appendix A.  DNSSEC Algorithm and Digest Types

   The DNS security extensions are designed to be independent of the
   underlying cryptographic algorithms.  The DNSKEY, RRSIG, and DS
   resource records all use a DNSSEC Algorithm Number to identify the
   cryptographic algorithm in use by the resource record.  The DS
   resource record also specifies a Digest Algorithm Number to identify
   the digest algorithm used to construct the DS record.  The currently
   defined Algorithm and Digest Types are listed below.  Additional
   Algorithm or Digest Types could be added as advances in cryptography



   warrant them.

   A DNSSEC aware resolver or name server MUST implement all MANDATORY
   algorithms.

A.1.  DNSSEC Algorithm Types

   The DNSKEY, RRSIG, and DS RRs use an 8-bit number to identify the
   security algorithm being used.  These values are stored in the
   "Algorithm number" field in the resource record RDATA.

   Some algorithms are usable only for zone signing (DNSSEC), some only
   for transaction security mechanisms (SIG(0) and TSIG), and some for
   both.  Those usable for zone signing may appear in DNSKEY, RRSIG, and
   DS RRs.  Those usable for transaction security would be present in
   SIG(0) and KEY RRs, as described in [RFC2931].

                                Zone
   Value Algorithm [Mnemonic]  Signing  References   Status
   ----- -------------------- --------- ----------  ---------
     0   reserved
     1   RSA/MD5 [RSAMD5]         n      [RFC2537]  NOT RECOMMENDED
     2   Diffie-Hellman [DH]      n      [RFC2539]   -
     3   DSA/SHA-1 [DSA]          y      [RFC2536]  OPTIONAL
     4   Elliptic Curve [ECC]              TBA       -
     5   RSA/SHA-1 [RSASHA1]      y      [RFC3110]  MANDATORY
   252   Indirect [INDIRECT]      n                  -
   253   Private [PRIVATEDNS]     y      see below  OPTIONAL
   254   Private [PRIVATEOID]     y      see below  OPTIONAL
   255   reserved

   6 - 251  Available for assignment by IETF Standards Action.
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A.1.1.  Private Algorithm Types

   Algorithm number 253 is reserved for private use and will never be
   assigned to a specific algorithm.  The public key area in the DNSKEY
   RR and the signature area in the RRSIG RR begin with a wire encoded
   domain name, which MUST NOT be compressed.  The domain name indicates
   the private algorithm to use, and the remainder of the public key
   area is determined by that algorithm.  Entities should only use
   domain names they control to designate their private algorithms.

   Algorithm number 254 is reserved for private use and will never be
   assigned to a specific algorithm.  The public key area in the DNSKEY
   RR and the signature area in the RRSIG RR begin with an unsigned
   length byte followed by a BER encoded Object Identifier (ISO OID) of
   that length.  The OID indicates the private algorithm in use, and the
   remainder of the area is whatever is required by that algorithm.



   Entities should only use OIDs they control to designate their private
   algorithms.

A.2.  DNSSEC Digest Types

   A "Digest Type" field in the DS resource record types identifies the
   cryptographic digest algorithm used by the resource record.  The
   following table lists the currently defined digest algorithm types.

              VALUE   Algorithm                 STATUS
                0      Reserved                   -
                1      SHA-1                   MANDATORY
              2-255    Unassigned                 -

Appendix B.  Key Tag Calculation

   The Key Tag field in the RRSIG and DS resource record types provides
   a mechanism for selecting a public key efficiently.  In most cases, a
   combination of owner name, algorithm, and key tag can efficiently
   identify a DNSKEY record.  Both the RRSIG and DS resource records
   have corresponding DNSKEY records.  The Key Tag field in the RRSIG
   and DS records can be used to help select the corresponding DNSKEY RR
   efficiently when more than one candidate DNSKEY RR is available.

   However, it is essential to note that the key tag is not a unique
   identifier.  It is theoretically possible for two distinct DNSKEY RRs
   to have the same owner name, the same algorithm, and the same key
   tag.  The key tag is used to limit the possible candidate keys, but
   it does not uniquely identify a DNSKEY record.  Implementations MUST
   NOT assume that the key tag uniquely identifies a DNSKEY RR.
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   The key tag is the same for all DNSKEY algorithm types except
   algorithm 1 (please see Appendix B.1 for the definition of the key
   tag for algorithm 1).  The key tag algorithm is the sum of the wire
   format of the DNSKEY RDATA broken into 2 octet groups.  First, the
   RDATA (in wire format) is treated as a series of 2 octet groups.
   These groups are then added together, ignoring any carry bits.

   A reference implementation of the key tag algorithm is as an ANSI C
   function is given below, with the RDATA portion of the DNSKEY RR is
   used as input.  It is not necessary to use the following reference
   code verbatim, but the numerical value of the Key Tag MUST be
   identical to what the reference implementation would generate for the
   same input.

   Please note that the algorithm for calculating the Key Tag is almost
   but not completely identical to the familiar ones-complement checksum
   used in many other Internet protocols.  Key Tags MUST be calculated
   using the algorithm described here rather than the ones complement
   checksum.

   The following ANSI C reference implementation calculates the value of
   a Key Tag.  This reference implementation applies to all algorithm



   types except algorithm 1 (see Appendix B.1).  The input is the wire
   format of the RDATA portion of the DNSKEY RR.  The code is written
   for clarity, not efficiency.

   /*
    * Assumes that int is at least 16 bits.
    * First octet of the key tag is the most significant 8 bits of the
    * return value;
    * Second octet of the key tag is the least significant 8 bits of the
    * return value.
    */

   unsigned int
   keytag (
           unsigned char key[],  /* the RDATA part of the DNSKEY RR */
           unsigned int keysize  /* the RDLENGTH */
          )
   {
           unsigned long ac;     /* assumed to be 32 bits or larger */
           int i;                /* loop index */

           for ( ac = 0, i = 0; i < keysize; ++i )
                   ac += (i & 1) ? key[i] : key[i] << 8;
           ac += (ac >> 16) & 0xFFFF;
           return ac & 0xFFFF;
   }
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B.1.  Key Tag for Algorithm 1 (RSA/MD5)

   The key tag for algorithm 1 (RSA/MD5) is defined differently from the
   key tag for all other algorithms, for historical reasons.  For a
   DNSKEY RR with algorithm 1, the key tag is defined to be the most
   significant 16 bits of the least significant 24 bits in the public
   key modulus (in other words, the 4th to last and 3rd to last octets
   of the public key modulus).

   Please note that Algorithm 1 is NOT RECOMMENDED.
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         Protocol Modifications for the DNS Security Extensions

Status of This Memo

   This document specifies an Internet standards track protocol for the
   Internet community, and requests discussion and suggestions for
   improvements.  Please refer to the current edition of the "Internet
   Official Protocol Standards" (STD 1) for the standardization state
   and status of this protocol.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

Copyright Notice

   Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2005).

Abstract

   This document is part of a family of documents that describe the DNS
   Security Extensions (DNSSEC).  The DNS Security Extensions are a
   collection of new resource records and protocol modifications that
   add data origin authentication and data integrity to the DNS.  This
   document describes the DNSSEC protocol modifications.  This document
   defines the concept of a signed zone, along with the requirements for
   serving and resolving by using DNSSEC.  These techniques allow a
   security-aware resolver to authenticate both DNS resource records and
   authoritative DNS error indications.

   This document obsoletes RFC 2535 and incorporates changes from all
   updates to RFC 2535.
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1.  Introduction

   The DNS Security Extensions (DNSSEC) are a collection of new resource
   records and protocol modifications that add data origin
   authentication and data integrity to the DNS.  This document defines
   the DNSSEC protocol modifications.  Section 2 of this document
   defines the concept of a signed zone and lists the requirements for
   zone signing.  Section 3 describes the modifications to authoritative
   name server behavior necessary for handling signed zones.  Section 4
   describes the behavior of entities that include security-aware
   resolver functions.  Finally, Section 5 defines how to use DNSSEC RRs
   to authenticate a response.
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1.1.  Background and Related Documents

   This document is part of a family of documents defining DNSSEC that
   should be read together as a set.

   [RFC4033] contains an introduction to DNSSEC and definitions of
   common terms; the reader is assumed to be familiar with this
   document.  [RFC4033] also contains a list of other documents updated
   by and obsoleted by this document set.

   [RFC4034] defines the DNSSEC resource records.

   The reader is also assumed to be familiar with the basic DNS concepts
   described in [RFC1034], [RFC1035], and the subsequent documents that
   update them; particularly, [RFC2181] and [RFC2308].

   This document defines the DNSSEC protocol operations.

1.2.  Reserved Words

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

2.  Zone Signing

   DNSSEC introduces the concept of signed zones.  A signed zone
   includes DNS Public Key (DNSKEY), Resource Record Signature (RRSIG),
   Next Secure (NSEC), and (optionally) Delegation Signer (DS) records
   according to the rules specified in Sections 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4,
   respectively.  A zone that does not include these records according
   to the rules in this section is an unsigned zone.

   DNSSEC requires a change to the definition of the CNAME resource
   record ([RFC1035]).  Section 2.5 changes the CNAME RR to allow RRSIG
   and NSEC RRs to appear at the same owner name as does a CNAME RR.

   DNSSEC specifies the placement of two new RR types, NSEC and DS,
   which can be placed at the parental side of a zone cut (that is, at a
   delegation point).  This is an exception to the general prohibition
   against putting data in the parent zone at a zone cut.  Section 2.6
   describes this change.
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2.1.  Including DNSKEY RRs in a Zone

   To sign a zone, the zone's administrator generates one or more
   public/private key pairs and uses the private key(s) to sign



   authoritative RRsets in the zone.  For each private key used to
   create RRSIG RRs in a zone, the zone SHOULD include a zone DNSKEY RR
   containing the corresponding public key.  A zone key DNSKEY RR MUST
   have the Zone Key bit of the flags RDATA field set (see Section 2.1.1
   of [RFC4034]).  Public keys associated with other DNS operations MAY
   be stored in DNSKEY RRs that are not marked as zone keys but MUST NOT
   be used to verify RRSIGs.

   If the zone administrator intends a signed zone to be usable other
   than as an island of security, the zone apex MUST contain at least
   one DNSKEY RR to act as a secure entry point into the zone.  This
   secure entry point could then be used as the target of a secure
   delegation via a corresponding DS RR in the parent zone (see
   [RFC4034]).

2.2.  Including RRSIG RRs in a Zone

   For each authoritative RRset in a signed zone, there MUST be at least
   one RRSIG record that meets the following requirements:

   o  The RRSIG owner name is equal to the RRset owner name.

   o  The RRSIG class is equal to the RRset class.

   o  The RRSIG Type Covered field is equal to the RRset type.

   o  The RRSIG Original TTL field is equal to the TTL of the RRset.

   o  The RRSIG RR's TTL is equal to the TTL of the RRset.

   o  The RRSIG Labels field is equal to the number of labels in the
      RRset owner name, not counting the null root label and not
      counting the leftmost label if it is a wildcard.

   o  The RRSIG Signer's Name field is equal to the name of the zone
      containing the RRset.

   o  The RRSIG Algorithm, Signer's Name, and Key Tag fields identify a
      zone key DNSKEY record at the zone apex.

   The process for constructing the RRSIG RR for a given RRset is
   described in [RFC4034].  An RRset MAY have multiple RRSIG RRs
   associated with it.  Note that as RRSIG RRs are closely tied to the
   RRsets whose signatures they contain, RRSIG RRs, unlike all other DNS
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   RR types, do not form RRsets.  In particular, the TTL values among
   RRSIG RRs with a common owner name do not follow the RRset rules
   described in [RFC2181].

   An RRSIG RR itself MUST NOT be signed, as signing an RRSIG RR would
   add no value and would create an infinite loop in the signing
   process.

   The NS RRset that appears at the zone apex name MUST be signed, but
   the NS RRsets that appear at delegation points (that is, the NS



   RRsets in the parent zone that delegate the name to the child zone's
   name servers) MUST NOT be signed.  Glue address RRsets associated
   with delegations MUST NOT be signed.

   There MUST be an RRSIG for each RRset using at least one DNSKEY of
   each algorithm in the zone apex DNSKEY RRset.  The apex DNSKEY RRset
   itself MUST be signed by each algorithm appearing in the DS RRset
   located at the delegating parent (if any).

2.3.  Including NSEC RRs in a Zone

   Each owner name in the zone that has authoritative data or a
   delegation point NS RRset MUST have an NSEC resource record.  The
   format of NSEC RRs and the process for constructing the NSEC RR for a
   given name is described in [RFC4034].

   The TTL value for any NSEC RR SHOULD be the same as the minimum TTL
   value field in the zone SOA RR.

   An NSEC record (and its associated RRSIG RRset) MUST NOT be the only
   RRset at any particular owner name.  That is, the signing process
   MUST NOT create NSEC or RRSIG RRs for owner name nodes that were not
   the owner name of any RRset before the zone was signed.  The main
   reasons for this are a desire for namespace consistency between
   signed and unsigned versions of the same zone and a desire to reduce
   the risk of response inconsistency in security oblivious recursive
   name servers.

   The type bitmap of every NSEC resource record in a signed zone MUST
   indicate the presence of both the NSEC record itself and its
   corresponding RRSIG record.

   The difference between the set of owner names that require RRSIG
   records and the set of owner names that require NSEC records is
   subtle and worth highlighting.  RRSIG records are present at the
   owner names of all authoritative RRsets.  NSEC records are present at
   the owner names of all names for which the signed zone is
   authoritative and also at the owner names of delegations from the
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   signed zone to its children.  Neither NSEC nor RRSIG records are
   present (in the parent zone) at the owner names of glue address
   RRsets.  Note, however, that this distinction is for the most part
   visible only during the zone signing process, as NSEC RRsets are
   authoritative data and are therefore signed.  Thus, any owner name
   that has an NSEC RRset will have RRSIG RRs as well in the signed
   zone.

   The bitmap for the NSEC RR at a delegation point requires special
   attention.  Bits corresponding to the delegation NS RRset and any
   RRsets for which the parent zone has authoritative data MUST be set;
   bits corresponding to any non-NS RRset for which the parent is not
   authoritative MUST be clear.

2.4.  Including DS RRs in a Zone



   The DS resource record establishes authentication chains between DNS
   zones.  A DS RRset SHOULD be present at a delegation point when the
   child zone is signed.  The DS RRset MAY contain multiple records,
   each referencing a public key in the child zone used to verify the
   RRSIGs in that zone.  All DS RRsets in a zone MUST be signed, and DS
   RRsets MUST NOT appear at a zone's apex.

   A DS RR SHOULD point to a DNSKEY RR that is present in the child's
   apex DNSKEY RRset, and the child's apex DNSKEY RRset SHOULD be signed
   by the corresponding private key.  DS RRs that fail to meet these
   conditions are not useful for validation, but because the DS RR and
   its corresponding DNSKEY RR are in different zones, and because the
   DNS is only loosely consistent, temporary mismatches can occur.

   The TTL of a DS RRset SHOULD match the TTL of the delegating NS RRset
   (that is, the NS RRset from the same zone containing the DS RRset).

   Construction of a DS RR requires knowledge of the corresponding
   DNSKEY RR in the child zone, which implies communication between the
   child and parent zones.  This communication is an operational matter
   not covered by this document.

2.5.  Changes to the CNAME Resource Record

   If a CNAME RRset is present at a name in a signed zone, appropriate
   RRSIG and NSEC RRsets are REQUIRED at that name.  A KEY RRset at that
   name for secure dynamic update purposes is also allowed ([RFC3007]).
   Other types MUST NOT be present at that name.

   This is a modification to the original CNAME definition given in
   [RFC1034].  The original definition of the CNAME RR did not allow any
   other types to coexist with a CNAME record, but a signed zone
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   requires NSEC and RRSIG RRs for every authoritative name.  To resolve
   this conflict, this specification modifies the definition of the
   CNAME resource record to allow it to coexist with NSEC and RRSIG RRs.

2.6.  DNSSEC RR Types Appearing at Zone Cuts

   DNSSEC introduced two new RR types that are unusual in that they can
   appear at the parental side of a zone cut.  At the parental side of a
   zone cut (that is, at a delegation point), NSEC RRs are REQUIRED at
   the owner name.  A DS RR could also be present if the zone being
   delegated is signed and seeks to have a chain of authentication to
   the parent zone.  This is an exception to the original DNS
   specification ([RFC1034]), which states that only NS RRsets could
   appear at the parental side of a zone cut.

   This specification updates the original DNS specification to allow
   NSEC and DS RR types at the parent side of a zone cut.  These RRsets
   are authoritative for the parent when they appear at the parent side
   of a zone cut.

2.7.  Example of a Secure Zone



   Appendix A shows a complete example of a small signed zone.

3.  Serving

   This section describes the behavior of entities that include
   security-aware name server functions.  In many cases such functions
   will be part of a security-aware recursive name server, but a
   security-aware authoritative name server has some of the same
   requirements.  Functions specific to security-aware recursive name
   servers are described in Section 3.2; functions specific to
   authoritative servers are described in Section 3.1.

   In the following discussion, the terms "SNAME", "SCLASS", and "STYPE"
   are as used in [RFC1034].

   A security-aware name server MUST support the EDNS0 ([RFC2671])
   message size extension, MUST support a message size of at least 1220
   octets, and SHOULD support a message size of 4000 octets.  As IPv6
   packets can only be fragmented by the source host, a security aware
   name server SHOULD take steps to ensure that UDP datagrams it
   transmits over IPv6 are fragmented, if necessary, at the minimum IPv6
   MTU, unless the path MTU is known.  Please see [RFC1122], [RFC2460],
   and [RFC3226] for further discussion of packet size and fragmentation
   issues.
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   A security-aware name server that receives a DNS query that does not
   include the EDNS OPT pseudo-RR or that has the DO bit clear MUST
   treat the RRSIG, DNSKEY, and NSEC RRs as it would any other RRset and
   MUST NOT perform any of the additional processing described below.
   Because the DS RR type has the peculiar property of only existing in
   the parent zone at delegation points, DS RRs always require some
   special processing, as described in Section 3.1.4.1.

   Security aware name servers that receive explicit queries for
   security RR types that match the content of more than one zone that
   it serves (for example, NSEC and RRSIG RRs above and below a
   delegation point where the server is authoritative for both zones)
   should behave self-consistently.  As long as the response is always
   consistent for each query to the name server, the name server MAY
   return one of the following:

   o  The above-delegation RRsets.
   o  The below-delegation RRsets.
   o  Both above and below-delegation RRsets.
   o  Empty answer section (no records).
   o  Some other response.
   o  An error.

   DNSSEC allocates two new bits in the DNS message header: the CD
   (Checking Disabled) bit and the AD (Authentic Data) bit.  The CD bit
   is controlled by resolvers; a security-aware name server MUST copy
   the CD bit from a query into the corresponding response.  The AD bit
   is controlled by name servers; a security-aware name server MUST



   ignore the setting of the AD bit in queries.  See Sections 3.1.6,
   3.2.2, 3.2.3, 4, and 4.9 for details on the behavior of these bits.

   A security aware name server that synthesizes CNAME RRs from DNAME
   RRs as described in [RFC2672] SHOULD NOT generate signatures for the
   synthesized CNAME RRs.

3.1.  Authoritative Name Servers

   Upon receiving a relevant query that has the EDNS ([RFC2671]) OPT
   pseudo-RR DO bit ([RFC3225]) set, a security-aware authoritative name
   server for a signed zone MUST include additional RRSIG, NSEC, and DS
   RRs, according to the following rules:

   o  RRSIG RRs that can be used to authenticate a response MUST be
      included in the response according to the rules in Section 3.1.1.
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   o  NSEC RRs that can be used to provide authenticated denial of
      existence MUST be included in the response automatically according
      to the rules in Section 3.1.3.

   o  Either a DS RRset or an NSEC RR proving that no DS RRs exist MUST
      be included in referrals automatically according to the rules in
      Section 3.1.4.

   These rules only apply to responses where the semantics convey
   information about the presence or absence of resource records.  That
   is, these rules are not intended to rule out responses such as RCODE
   4 ("Not Implemented") or RCODE 5 ("Refused").

   DNSSEC does not change the DNS zone transfer protocol.  Section 3.1.5
   discusses zone transfer requirements.

3.1.1.  Including RRSIG RRs in a Response

   When responding to a query that has the DO bit set, a security-aware
   authoritative name server SHOULD attempt to send RRSIG RRs that a
   security-aware resolver can use to authenticate the RRsets in the
   response.  A name server SHOULD make every attempt to keep the RRset
   and its associated RRSIG(s) together in a response.  Inclusion of
   RRSIG RRs in a response is subject to the following rules:

   o  When placing a signed RRset in the Answer section, the name server
      MUST also place its RRSIG RRs in the Answer section.  The RRSIG
      RRs have a higher priority for inclusion than any other RRsets
      that may have to be included.  If space does not permit inclusion
      of these RRSIG RRs, the name server MUST set the TC bit.

   o  When placing a signed RRset in the Authority section, the name
      server MUST also place its RRSIG RRs in the Authority section.
      The RRSIG RRs have a higher priority for inclusion than any other



      RRsets that may have to be included.  If space does not permit
      inclusion of these RRSIG RRs, the name server MUST set the TC bit.

   o  When placing a signed RRset in the Additional section, the name
      server MUST also place its RRSIG RRs in the Additional section.
      If space does not permit inclusion of both the RRset and its
      associated RRSIG RRs, the name server MAY retain the RRset while
      dropping the RRSIG RRs.  If this happens, the name server MUST NOT
      set the TC bit solely because these RRSIG RRs didn't fit.
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3.1.2.  Including DNSKEY RRs in a Response

   When responding to a query that has the DO bit set and that requests
   the SOA or NS RRs at the apex of a signed zone, a security-aware
   authoritative name server for that zone MAY return the zone apex
   DNSKEY RRset in the Additional section.  In this situation, the
   DNSKEY RRset and associated RRSIG RRs have lower priority than does
   any other information that would be placed in the additional section.
   The name server SHOULD NOT include the DNSKEY RRset unless there is
   enough space in the response message for both the DNSKEY RRset and
   its associated RRSIG RR(s).  If there is not enough space to include
   these DNSKEY and RRSIG RRs, the name server MUST omit them and MUST
   NOT set the TC bit solely because these RRs didn't fit (see Section
   3.1.1).

3.1.3.  Including NSEC RRs in a Response

   When responding to a query that has the DO bit set, a security-aware
   authoritative name server for a signed zone MUST include NSEC RRs in
   each of the following cases:

   No Data: The zone contains RRsets that exactly match <SNAME, SCLASS>
      but does not contain any RRsets that exactly match <SNAME, SCLASS,
      STYPE>.

   Name Error: The zone does not contain any RRsets that match <SNAME,
      SCLASS> either exactly or via wildcard name expansion.

   Wildcard Answer: The zone does not contain any RRsets that exactly
      match <SNAME, SCLASS> but does contain an RRset that matches
      <SNAME, SCLASS, STYPE> via wildcard name expansion.

   Wildcard No Data: The zone does not contain any RRsets that exactly
      match <SNAME, SCLASS> and does contain one or more RRsets that
      match <SNAME, SCLASS> via wildcard name expansion, but does not
      contain any RRsets that match <SNAME, SCLASS, STYPE> via wildcard
      name expansion.

   In each of these cases, the name server includes NSEC RRs in the
   response to prove that an exact match for <SNAME, SCLASS, STYPE> was



   not present in the zone and that the response that the name server is
   returning is correct given the data in the zone.
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3.1.3.1.  Including NSEC RRs: No Data Response

   If the zone contains RRsets matching <SNAME, SCLASS> but contains no
   RRset matching <SNAME, SCLASS, STYPE>, then the name server MUST
   include the NSEC RR for <SNAME, SCLASS> along with its associated
   RRSIG RR(s) in the Authority section of the response (see Section
   3.1.1).  If space does not permit inclusion of the NSEC RR or its
   associated RRSIG RR(s), the name server MUST set the TC bit (see
   Section 3.1.1).

   Since the search name exists, wildcard name expansion does not apply
   to this query, and a single signed NSEC RR suffices to prove that the
   requested RR type does not exist.

3.1.3.2.  Including NSEC RRs: Name Error Response

   If the zone does not contain any RRsets matching <SNAME, SCLASS>
   either exactly or via wildcard name expansion, then the name server
   MUST include the following NSEC RRs in the Authority section, along
   with their associated RRSIG RRs:

   o  An NSEC RR proving that there is no exact match for <SNAME,
      SCLASS>.

   o  An NSEC RR proving that the zone contains no RRsets that would
      match <SNAME, SCLASS> via wildcard name expansion.

   In some cases, a single NSEC RR may prove both of these points.  If
   it does, the name server SHOULD only include the NSEC RR and its
   RRSIG RR(s) once in the Authority section.

   If space does not permit inclusion of these NSEC and RRSIG RRs, the
   name server MUST set the TC bit (see Section 3.1.1).

   The owner names of these NSEC and RRSIG RRs are not subject to
   wildcard name expansion when these RRs are included in the Authority
   section of the response.

   Note that this form of response includes cases in which SNAME
   corresponds to an empty non-terminal name within the zone (a name
   that is not the owner name for any RRset but that is the parent name
   of one or more RRsets).

3.1.3.3.  Including NSEC RRs: Wildcard Answer Response

   If the zone does not contain any RRsets that exactly match <SNAME,



   SCLASS> but does contain an RRset that matches <SNAME, SCLASS, STYPE>
   via wildcard name expansion, the name server MUST include the
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   wildcard-expanded answer and the corresponding wildcard-expanded
   RRSIG RRs in the Answer section and MUST include in the Authority
   section an NSEC RR and associated RRSIG RR(s) proving that the zone
   does not contain a closer match for <SNAME, SCLASS>.  If space does
   not permit inclusion of the answer, NSEC and RRSIG RRs, the name
   server MUST set the TC bit (see Section 3.1.1).

3.1.3.4.  Including NSEC RRs: Wildcard No Data Response

   This case is a combination of the previous cases.  The zone does not
   contain an exact match for <SNAME, SCLASS>, and although the zone
   does contain RRsets that match <SNAME, SCLASS> via wildcard
   expansion, none of those RRsets matches STYPE.  The name server MUST
   include the following NSEC RRs in the Authority section, along with
   their associated RRSIG RRs:

   o  An NSEC RR proving that there are no RRsets matching STYPE at the
      wildcard owner name that matched <SNAME, SCLASS> via wildcard
      expansion.

   o  An NSEC RR proving that there are no RRsets in the zone that would
      have been a closer match for <SNAME, SCLASS>.

   In some cases, a single NSEC RR may prove both of these points.  If
   it does, the name server SHOULD only include the NSEC RR and its
   RRSIG RR(s) once in the Authority section.

   The owner names of these NSEC and RRSIG RRs are not subject to
   wildcard name expansion when these RRs are included in the Authority
   section of the response.

   If space does not permit inclusion of these NSEC and RRSIG RRs, the
   name server MUST set the TC bit (see Section 3.1.1).

3.1.3.5.  Finding the Right NSEC RRs

   As explained above, there are several situations in which a
   security-aware authoritative name server has to locate an NSEC RR
   that proves that no RRsets matching a particular SNAME exist.
   Locating such an NSEC RR within an authoritative zone is relatively
   simple, at least in concept.  The following discussion assumes that
   the name server is authoritative for the zone that would have held
   the non-existent RRsets matching SNAME.  The algorithm below is
   written for clarity, not for efficiency.

   To find the NSEC that proves that no RRsets matching name N exist in
   the zone Z that would have held them, construct a sequence, S,
   consisting of the owner names of every RRset in Z, sorted into
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   canonical order ([RFC4034]), with no duplicate names.  Find the name
   M that would have immediately preceded N in S if any RRsets with
   owner name N had existed.  M is the owner name of the NSEC RR that
   proves that no RRsets exist with owner name N.

   The algorithm for finding the NSEC RR that proves that a given name
   is not covered by any applicable wildcard is similar but requires an
   extra step.  More precisely, the algorithm for finding the NSEC
   proving that no RRsets exist with the applicable wildcard name is
   precisely the same as the algorithm for finding the NSEC RR that
   proves that RRsets with any other owner name do not exist.  The part
   that's missing is a method of determining the name of the non-
   existent applicable wildcard.  In practice, this is easy, because the
   authoritative name server has already checked for the presence of
   precisely this wildcard name as part of step (1)(c) of the normal
   lookup algorithm described in Section 4.3.2 of [RFC1034].

3.1.4.  Including DS RRs in a Response

   When responding to a query that has the DO bit set, a security-aware
   authoritative name server returning a referral includes DNSSEC data
   along with the NS RRset.

   If a DS RRset is present at the delegation point, the name server
   MUST return both the DS RRset and its associated RRSIG RR(s) in the
   Authority section along with the NS RRset.

   If no DS RRset is present at the delegation point, the name server
   MUST return both the NSEC RR that proves that the DS RRset is not
   present and the NSEC RR's associated RRSIG RR(s) along with the NS
   RRset.  The name server MUST place the NS RRset before the NSEC RRset
   and its associated RRSIG RR(s).

   Including these DS, NSEC, and RRSIG RRs increases the size of
   referral messages and may cause some or all glue RRs to be omitted.
   If space does not permit inclusion of the DS or NSEC RRset and
   associated RRSIG RRs, the name server MUST set the TC bit (see
   Section 3.1.1).

3.1.4.1.  Responding to Queries for DS RRs

   The DS resource record type is unusual in that it appears only on the
   parent zone's side of a zone cut.  For example, the DS RRset for the
   delegation of "foo.example" is stored in the "example" zone rather
   than in the "foo.example" zone.  This requires special processing
   rules for both name servers and resolvers, as the name server for the
   child zone is authoritative for the name at the zone cut by the
   normal DNS rules but the child zone does not contain the DS RRset.
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   A security-aware resolver sends queries to the parent zone when
   looking for a needed DS RR at a delegation point (see Section 4.2).



   However, special rules are necessary to avoid confusing
   security-oblivious resolvers which might become involved in
   processing such a query (for example, in a network configuration that
   forces a security-aware resolver to channel its queries through a
   security-oblivious recursive name server).  The rest of this section
   describes how a security-aware name server processes DS queries in
   order to avoid this problem.

   The need for special processing by a security-aware name server only
   arises when all the following conditions are met:

   o  The name server has received a query for the DS RRset at a zone
      cut.

   o  The name server is authoritative for the child zone.

   o  The name server is not authoritative for the parent zone.

   o  The name server does not offer recursion.

   In all other cases, the name server either has some way of obtaining
   the DS RRset or could not have been expected to have the DS RRset
   even by the pre-DNSSEC processing rules, so the name server can
   return either the DS RRset or an error response according to the
   normal processing rules.

   If all the above conditions are met, however, the name server is
   authoritative for SNAME but cannot supply the requested RRset.  In
   this case, the name server MUST return an authoritative "no data"
   response showing that the DS RRset does not exist in the child zone's
   apex.  See Appendix B.8 for an example of such a response.

3.1.5.  Responding to Queries for Type AXFR or IXFR

   DNSSEC does not change the DNS zone transfer process.  A signed zone
   will contain RRSIG, DNSKEY, NSEC, and DS resource records, but these
   records have no special meaning with respect to a zone transfer
   operation.

   An authoritative name server is not required to verify that a zone is
   properly signed before sending or accepting a zone transfer.
   However, an authoritative name server MAY choose to reject the entire
   zone transfer if the zone fails to meet any of the signing
   requirements described in Section 2.  The primary objective of a zone
   transfer is to ensure that all authoritative name servers have
   identical copies of the zone.  An authoritative name server that
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   chooses to perform its own zone validation MUST NOT selectively
   reject some RRs and accept others.

   DS RRsets appear only on the parental side of a zone cut and are
   authoritative data in the parent zone.  As with any other
   authoritative RRset, the DS RRset MUST be included in zone transfers
   of the zone in which the RRset is authoritative data.  In the case of
   the DS RRset, this is the parent zone.



   NSEC RRs appear in both the parent and child zones at a zone cut and
   are authoritative data in both the parent and child zones.  The
   parental and child NSEC RRs at a zone cut are never identical to each
   other, as the NSEC RR in the child zone's apex will always indicate
   the presence of the child zone's SOA RR whereas the parental NSEC RR
   at the zone cut will never indicate the presence of an SOA RR.  As
   with any other authoritative RRs, NSEC RRs MUST be included in zone
   transfers of the zone in which they are authoritative data.  The
   parental NSEC RR at a zone cut MUST be included in zone transfers of
   the parent zone, and the NSEC at the zone apex of the child zone MUST
   be included in zone transfers of the child zone.

   RRSIG RRs appear in both the parent and child zones at a zone cut and
   are authoritative in whichever zone contains the authoritative RRset
   for which the RRSIG RR provides the signature.  That is, the RRSIG RR
   for a DS RRset or a parental NSEC RR at a zone cut will be
   authoritative in the parent zone, and the RRSIG for any RRset in the
   child zone's apex will be authoritative in the child zone.  Parental
   and child RRSIG RRs at a zone cut will never be identical to each
   other, as the Signer's Name field of an RRSIG RR in the child zone's
   apex will indicate a DNSKEY RR in the child zone's apex whereas the
   same field of a parental RRSIG RR at the zone cut will indicate a
   DNSKEY RR in the parent zone's apex.  As with any other authoritative
   RRs, RRSIG RRs MUST be included in zone transfers of the zone in
   which they are authoritative data.

3.1.6.  The AD and CD Bits in an Authoritative Response

   The CD and AD bits are designed for use in communication between
   security-aware resolvers and security-aware recursive name servers.
   These bits are for the most part not relevant to query processing by
   security-aware authoritative name servers.

   A security-aware name server does not perform signature validation
   for authoritative data during query processing, even when the CD bit
   is clear.  A security-aware name server SHOULD clear the CD bit when
   composing an authoritative response.
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   A security-aware name server MUST NOT set the AD bit in a response
   unless the name server considers all RRsets in the Answer and
   Authority sections of the response to be authentic.  A security-aware
   name server's local policy MAY consider data from an authoritative
   zone to be authentic without further validation.  However, the name
   server MUST NOT do so unless the name server obtained the
   authoritative zone via secure means (such as a secure zone transfer
   mechanism) and MUST NOT do so unless this behavior has been
   configured explicitly.

   A security-aware name server that supports recursion MUST follow the
   rules for the CD and AD bits given in Section 3.2 when generating a
   response that involves data obtained via recursion.



3.2.  Recursive Name Servers

   As explained in [RFC4033], a security-aware recursive name server is
   an entity that acts in both the security-aware name server and
   security-aware resolver roles.  This section uses the terms "name
   server side" and "resolver side" to refer to the code within a
   security-aware recursive name server that implements the
   security-aware name server role and the code that implements the
   security-aware resolver role, respectively.

   The resolver side follows the usual rules for caching and negative
   caching that would apply to any security-aware resolver.

3.2.1.  The DO Bit

   The resolver side of a security-aware recursive name server MUST set
   the DO bit when sending requests, regardless of the state of the DO
   bit in the initiating request received by the name server side.  If
   the DO bit in an initiating query is not set, the name server side
   MUST strip any authenticating DNSSEC RRs from the response but MUST
   NOT strip any DNSSEC RR types that the initiating query explicitly
   requested.

3.2.2.  The CD Bit

   The CD bit exists in order to allow a security-aware resolver to
   disable signature validation in a security-aware name server's
   processing of a particular query.

   The name server side MUST copy the setting of the CD bit from a query
   to the corresponding response.

   The name server side of a security-aware recursive name server MUST
   pass the state of the CD bit to the resolver side along with the rest
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   of an initiating query, so that the resolver side will know whether
   it is required to verify the response data it returns to the name
   server side.  If the CD bit is set, it indicates that the originating
   resolver is willing to perform whatever authentication its local
   policy requires.  Thus, the resolver side of the recursive name
   server need not perform authentication on the RRsets in the response.
   When the CD bit is set, the recursive name server SHOULD, if
   possible, return the requested data to the originating resolver, even
   if the recursive name server's local authentication policy would
   reject the records in question.  That is, by setting the CD bit, the
   originating resolver has indicated that it takes responsibility for
   performing its own authentication, and the recursive name server
   should not interfere.

   If the resolver side implements a BAD cache (see Section 4.7) and the
   name server side receives a query that matches an entry in the
   resolver side's BAD cache, the name server side's response depends on
   the state of the CD bit in the original query.  If the CD bit is set,
   the name server side SHOULD return the data from the BAD cache; if
   the CD bit is not set, the name server side MUST return RCODE 2



   (server failure).

   The intent of the above rule is to provide the raw data to clients
   that are capable of performing their own signature verification
   checks while protecting clients that depend on the resolver side of a
   security-aware recursive name server to perform such checks.  Several
   of the possible reasons why signature validation might fail involve
   conditions that may not apply equally to the recursive name server
   and the client that invoked it.  For example, the recursive name
   server's clock may be set incorrectly, or the client may have
   knowledge of a relevant island of security that the recursive name
   server does not share.  In such cases, "protecting" a client that is
   capable of performing its own signature validation from ever seeing
   the "bad" data does not help the client.

3.2.3.  The AD Bit

   The name server side of a security-aware recursive name server MUST
   NOT set the AD bit in a response unless the name server considers all
   RRsets in the Answer and Authority sections of the response to be
   authentic.  The name server side SHOULD set the AD bit if and only if
   the resolver side considers all RRsets in the Answer section and any
   relevant negative response RRs in the Authority section to be
   authentic.  The resolver side MUST follow the procedure described in
   Section 5 to determine whether the RRs in question are authentic.
   However, for backward compatibility, a recursive name server MAY set
   the AD bit when a response includes unsigned CNAME RRs if those CNAME
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   RRs demonstrably could have been synthesized from an authentic DNAME
   RR that is also included in the response according to the synthesis
   rules described in [RFC2672].

3.3.  Example DNSSEC Responses

   See Appendix B for example response packets.

4.  Resolving

   This section describes the behavior of entities that include
   security-aware resolver functions.  In many cases such functions will
   be part of a security-aware recursive name server, but a stand-alone
   security-aware resolver has many of the same requirements.  Functions
   specific to security-aware recursive name servers are described in
   Section 3.2.

4.1.  EDNS Support

   A security-aware resolver MUST include an EDNS ([RFC2671]) OPT
   pseudo-RR with the DO ([RFC3225]) bit set when sending queries.

   A security-aware resolver MUST support a message size of at least
   1220 octets, SHOULD support a message size of 4000 octets, and MUST
   use the "sender's UDP payload size" field in the EDNS OPT pseudo-RR
   to advertise the message size that it is willing to accept.  A



   security-aware resolver's IP layer MUST handle fragmented UDP packets
   correctly regardless of whether any such fragmented packets were
   received via IPv4 or IPv6.  Please see [RFC1122], [RFC2460], and
   [RFC3226] for discussion of these requirements.

4.2.  Signature Verification Support

   A security-aware resolver MUST support the signature verification
   mechanisms described in Section 5 and SHOULD apply them to every
   received response, except when:

   o  the security-aware resolver is part of a security-aware recursive
      name server, and the response is the result of recursion on behalf
      of a query received with the CD bit set;

   o  the response is the result of a query generated directly via some
      form of application interface that instructed the security-aware
      resolver not to perform validation for this query; or

   o  validation for this query has been disabled by local policy.
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   A security-aware resolver's support for signature verification MUST
   include support for verification of wildcard owner names.

   Security-aware resolvers MAY query for missing security RRs in an
   attempt to perform validation; implementations that choose to do so
   must be aware that the answers received may not be sufficient to
   validate the original response.  For example, a zone update may have
   changed (or deleted) the desired information between the original and
   follow-up queries.

   When attempting to retrieve missing NSEC RRs that reside on the
   parental side at a zone cut, a security-aware iterative-mode resolver
   MUST query the name servers for the parent zone, not the child zone.

   When attempting to retrieve a missing DS, a security-aware
   iterative-mode resolver MUST query the name servers for the parent
   zone, not the child zone.  As explained in Section 3.1.4.1,
   security-aware name servers need to apply special processing rules to
   handle the DS RR, and in some situations the resolver may also need
   to apply special rules to locate the name servers for the parent zone
   if the resolver does not already have the parent's NS RRset.  To
   locate the parent NS RRset, the resolver can start with the
   delegation name, strip off the leftmost label, and query for an NS
   RRset by that name.  If no NS RRset is present at that name, the
   resolver then strips off the leftmost remaining label and retries the
   query for that name, repeating this process of walking up the tree
   until it either finds the NS RRset or runs out of labels.

4.3.  Determining Security Status of Data

   A security-aware resolver MUST be able to determine whether it should
   expect a particular RRset to be signed.  More precisely, a



   security-aware resolver must be able to distinguish between four
   cases:

   Secure: An RRset for which the resolver is able to build a chain of
      signed DNSKEY and DS RRs from a trusted security anchor to the
      RRset.  In this case, the RRset should be signed and is subject to
      signature validation, as described above.

   Insecure: An RRset for which the resolver knows that it has no chain
      of signed DNSKEY and DS RRs from any trusted starting point to the
      RRset.  This can occur when the target RRset lies in an unsigned
      zone or in a descendent of an unsigned zone.  In this case, the
      RRset may or may not be signed, but the resolver will not be able
      to verify the signature.
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   Bogus: An RRset for which the resolver believes that it ought to be
      able to establish a chain of trust but for which it is unable to
      do so, either due to signatures that for some reason fail to
      validate or due to missing data that the relevant DNSSEC RRs
      indicate should be present.  This case may indicate an attack but
      may also indicate a configuration error or some form of data
      corruption.

   Indeterminate: An RRset for which the resolver is not able to
      determine whether the RRset should be signed, as the resolver is
      not able to obtain the necessary DNSSEC RRs.  This can occur when
      the security-aware resolver is not able to contact security-aware
      name servers for the relevant zones.

4.4.  Configured Trust Anchors

   A security-aware resolver MUST be capable of being configured with at
   least one trusted public key or DS RR and SHOULD be capable of being
   configured with multiple trusted public keys or DS RRs.  Since a
   security-aware resolver will not be able to validate signatures
   without such a configured trust anchor, the resolver SHOULD have some
   reasonably robust mechanism for obtaining such keys when it boots;
   examples of such a mechanism would be some form of non-volatile
   storage (such as a disk drive) or some form of trusted local network
   configuration mechanism.

   Note that trust anchors also cover key material that is updated in a
   secure manner.  This secure manner could be through physical media, a
   key exchange protocol, or some other out-of-band means.

4.5.  Response Caching

   A security-aware resolver SHOULD cache each response as a single
   atomic entry containing the entire answer, including the named RRset
   and any associated DNSSEC RRs.  The resolver SHOULD discard the
   entire atomic entry when any of the RRs contained in it expire.  In
   most cases the appropriate cache index for the atomic entry will be
   the triple <QNAME, QTYPE, QCLASS>, but in cases such as the response



   form described in Section 3.1.3.2 the appropriate cache index will be
   the double <QNAME,QCLASS>.

   The reason for these recommendations is that, between the initial
   query and the expiration of the data from the cache, the
   authoritative data might have been changed (for example, via dynamic
   update).
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   There are two situations for which this is relevant:

   1.  By using the RRSIG record, it is possible to deduce that an
       answer was synthesized from a wildcard.  A security-aware
       recursive name server could store this wildcard data and use it
       to generate positive responses to queries other than the name for
       which the original answer was first received.

   2.  NSEC RRs received to prove the non-existence of a name could be
       reused by a security-aware resolver to prove the non-existence of
       any name in the name range it spans.

   In theory, a resolver could use wildcards or NSEC RRs to generate
   positive and negative responses (respectively) until the TTL or
   signatures on the records in question expire.  However, it seems
   prudent for resolvers to avoid blocking new authoritative data or
   synthesizing new data on their own.  Resolvers that follow this
   recommendation will have a more consistent view of the namespace.

4.6.  Handling of the CD and AD Bits

   A security-aware resolver MAY set a query's CD bit in order to
   indicate that the resolver takes responsibility for performing
   whatever authentication its local policy requires on the RRsets in
   the response.  See Section 3.2 for the effect this bit has on the
   behavior of security-aware recursive name servers.

   A security-aware resolver MUST clear the AD bit when composing query
   messages to protect against buggy name servers that blindly copy
   header bits that they do not understand from the query message to the
   response message.

   A resolver MUST disregard the meaning of the CD and AD bits in a
   response unless the response was obtained by using a secure channel
   or the resolver was specifically configured to regard the message
   header bits without using a secure channel.

4.7.  Caching BAD Data

   While many validation errors will be transient, some are likely to be
   more persistent, such as those caused by administrative error
   (failure to re-sign a zone, clock skew, and so forth).  Since
   requerying will not help in these cases, validating resolvers might
   generate a significant amount of unnecessary DNS traffic as a result



   of repeated queries for RRsets with persistent validation failures.

   To prevent such unnecessary DNS traffic, security-aware resolvers MAY
   cache data with invalid signatures, with some restrictions.
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   Conceptually, caching such data is similar to negative caching
   ([RFC2308]), except that instead of caching a valid negative
   response, the resolver is caching the fact that a particular answer
   failed to validate.  This document refers to a cache of data with
   invalid signatures as a "BAD cache".

   Resolvers that implement a BAD cache MUST take steps to prevent the
   cache from being useful as a denial-of-service attack amplifier,
   particularly the following:

   o  Since RRsets that fail to validate do not have trustworthy TTLs,
      the implementation MUST assign a TTL.  This TTL SHOULD be small,
      in order to mitigate the effect of caching the results of an
      attack.

   o  In order to prevent caching of a transient validation failure
      (which might be the result of an attack), resolvers SHOULD track
      queries that result in validation failures and SHOULD only answer
      from the BAD cache after the number of times that responses to
      queries for that particular <QNAME, QTYPE, QCLASS> have failed to
      validate exceeds a threshold value.

   Resolvers MUST NOT return RRsets from the BAD cache unless the
   resolver is not required to validate the signatures of the RRsets in
   question under the rules given in Section 4.2 of this document.  See
   Section 3.2.2 for discussion of how the responses returned by a
   security-aware recursive name server interact with a BAD cache.

4.8.  Synthesized CNAMEs

   A validating security-aware resolver MUST treat the signature of a
   valid signed DNAME RR as also covering unsigned CNAME RRs that could
   have been synthesized from the DNAME RR, as described in [RFC2672],
   at least to the extent of not rejecting a response message solely
   because it contains such CNAME RRs.  The resolver MAY retain such
   CNAME RRs in its cache or in the answers it hands back, but is not
   required to do so.

4.9.  Stub Resolvers

   A security-aware stub resolver MUST support the DNSSEC RR types, at
   least to the extent of not mishandling responses just because they
   contain DNSSEC RRs.
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4.9.1.  Handling of the DO Bit

   A non-validating security-aware stub resolver MAY include the DNSSEC
   RRs returned by a security-aware recursive name server as part of the
   data that the stub resolver hands back to the application that
   invoked it, but is not required to do so.  A non-validating stub
   resolver that seeks to do this will need to set the DO bit in order
   to receive DNSSEC RRs from the recursive name server.

   A validating security-aware stub resolver MUST set the DO bit,
   because otherwise it will not receive the DNSSEC RRs it needs to
   perform signature validation.

4.9.2.  Handling of the CD Bit

   A non-validating security-aware stub resolver SHOULD NOT set the CD
   bit when sending queries unless it is requested by the application
   layer, as by definition, a non-validating stub resolver depends on
   the security-aware recursive name server to perform validation on its
   behalf.

   A validating security-aware stub resolver SHOULD set the CD bit,
   because otherwise the security-aware recursive name server will
   answer the query using the name server's local policy, which may
   prevent the stub resolver from receiving data that would be
   acceptable to the stub resolver's local policy.

4.9.3.  Handling of the AD Bit

   A non-validating security-aware stub resolver MAY chose to examine
   the setting of the AD bit in response messages that it receives in
   order to determine whether the security-aware recursive name server
   that sent the response claims to have cryptographically verified the
   data in the Answer and Authority sections of the response message.
   Note, however, that the responses received by a security-aware stub
   resolver are heavily dependent on the local policy of the
   security-aware recursive name server.  Therefore, there may be little
   practical value in checking the status of the AD bit, except perhaps
   as a debugging aid.  In any case, a security-aware stub resolver MUST
   NOT place any reliance on signature validation allegedly performed on
   its behalf, except when the security-aware stub resolver obtained the
   data in question from a trusted security-aware recursive name server
   via a secure channel.

   A validating security-aware stub resolver SHOULD NOT examine the
   setting of the AD bit in response messages, as, by definition, the
   stub resolver performs its own signature validation regardless of the
   setting of the AD bit.
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5.  Authenticating DNS Responses

   To use DNSSEC RRs for authentication, a security-aware resolver
   requires configured knowledge of at least one authenticated DNSKEY or
   DS RR.  The process for obtaining and authenticating this initial
   trust anchor is achieved via some external mechanism.  For example, a
   resolver could use some off-line authenticated exchange to obtain a
   zone's DNSKEY RR or to obtain a DS RR that identifies and
   authenticates a zone's DNSKEY RR.  The remainder of this section
   assumes that the resolver has somehow obtained an initial set of
   trust anchors.

   An initial DNSKEY RR can be used to authenticate a zone's apex DNSKEY
   RRset.  To authenticate an apex DNSKEY RRset by using an initial key,
   the resolver MUST:

   1.  verify that the initial DNSKEY RR appears in the apex DNSKEY
       RRset, and that the DNSKEY RR has the Zone Key Flag (DNSKEY RDATA
       bit 7) set; and

   2.  verify that there is some RRSIG RR that covers the apex DNSKEY
       RRset, and that the combination of the RRSIG RR and the initial
       DNSKEY RR authenticates the DNSKEY RRset.  The process for using
       an RRSIG RR to authenticate an RRset is described in Section 5.3.

   Once the resolver has authenticated the apex DNSKEY RRset by using an
   initial DNSKEY RR, delegations from that zone can be authenticated by
   using DS RRs.  This allows a resolver to start from an initial key
   and use DS RRsets to proceed recursively down the DNS tree, obtaining
   other apex DNSKEY RRsets.  If the resolver were configured with a
   root DNSKEY RR, and if every delegation had a DS RR associated with
   it, then the resolver could obtain and validate any apex DNSKEY
   RRset.  The process of using DS RRs to authenticate referrals is
   described in Section 5.2.

   Section 5.3 shows how the resolver can use DNSKEY RRs in the apex
   DNSKEY RRset and RRSIG RRs from the zone to authenticate any other
   RRsets in the zone once the resolver has authenticated a zone's apex
   DNSKEY RRset.  Section 5.4 shows how the resolver can use
   authenticated NSEC RRsets from the zone to prove that an RRset is not
   present in the zone.

   When a resolver indicates support for DNSSEC (by setting the DO bit),
   a security-aware name server should attempt to provide the necessary
   DNSKEY, RRSIG, NSEC, and DS RRsets in a response (see Section 3).
   However, a security-aware resolver may still receive a response that
   lacks the appropriate DNSSEC RRs, whether due to configuration issues
   such as an upstream security-oblivious recursive name server that
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   accidentally interferes with DNSSEC RRs or due to a deliberate attack
   in which an adversary forges a response, strips DNSSEC RRs from a
   response, or modifies a query so that DNSSEC RRs appear not to be
   requested.  The absence of DNSSEC data in a response MUST NOT by
   itself be taken as an indication that no authentication information
   exists.



   A resolver SHOULD expect authentication information from signed
   zones.  A resolver SHOULD believe that a zone is signed if the
   resolver has been configured with public key information for the
   zone, or if the zone's parent is signed and the delegation from the
   parent contains a DS RRset.

5.1.  Special Considerations for Islands of Security

   Islands of security (see [RFC4033]) are signed zones for which it is
   not possible to construct an authentication chain to the zone from
   its parent.  Validating signatures within an island of security
   requires that the validator have some other means of obtaining an
   initial authenticated zone key for the island.  If a validator cannot
   obtain such a key, it SHOULD switch to operating as if the zones in
   the island of security are unsigned.

   All the normal processes for validating responses apply to islands of
   security.  The only difference between normal validation and
   validation within an island of security is in how the validator
   obtains a trust anchor for the authentication chain.

5.2.  Authenticating Referrals

   Once the apex DNSKEY RRset for a signed parent zone has been
   authenticated, DS RRsets can be used to authenticate the delegation
   to a signed child zone.  A DS RR identifies a DNSKEY RR in the child
   zone's apex DNSKEY RRset and contains a cryptographic digest of the
   child zone's DNSKEY RR.  Use of a strong cryptographic digest
   algorithm ensures that it is computationally infeasible for an
   adversary to generate a DNSKEY RR that matches the digest.  Thus,
   authenticating the digest allows a resolver to authenticate the
   matching DNSKEY RR.  The resolver can then use this child DNSKEY RR
   to authenticate the entire child apex DNSKEY RRset.

   Given a DS RR for a delegation, the child zone's apex DNSKEY RRset
   can be authenticated if all of the following hold:

   o  The DS RR has been authenticated using some DNSKEY RR in the
      parent's apex DNSKEY RRset (see Section 5.3).
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   o  The Algorithm and Key Tag in the DS RR match the Algorithm field
      and the key tag of a DNSKEY RR in the child zone's apex DNSKEY
      RRset, and, when the DNSKEY RR's owner name and RDATA are hashed
      using the digest algorithm specified in the DS RR's Digest Type
      field, the resulting digest value matches the Digest field of the
      DS RR.

   o  The matching DNSKEY RR in the child zone has the Zone Flag bit
      set, the corresponding private key has signed the child zone's
      apex DNSKEY RRset, and the resulting RRSIG RR authenticates the
      child zone's apex DNSKEY RRset.



   If the referral from the parent zone did not contain a DS RRset, the
   response should have included a signed NSEC RRset proving that no DS
   RRset exists for the delegated name (see Section 3.1.4).  A
   security-aware resolver MUST query the name servers for the parent
   zone for the DS RRset if the referral includes neither a DS RRset nor
   a NSEC RRset proving that the DS RRset does not exist (see Section
   4).

   If the validator authenticates an NSEC RRset that proves that no DS
   RRset is present for this zone, then there is no authentication path
   leading from the parent to the child.  If the resolver has an initial
   DNSKEY or DS RR that belongs to the child zone or to any delegation
   below the child zone, this initial DNSKEY or DS RR MAY be used to
   re-establish an authentication path.  If no such initial DNSKEY or DS
   RR exists, the validator cannot authenticate RRsets in or below the
   child zone.

   If the validator does not support any of the algorithms listed in an
   authenticated DS RRset, then the resolver has no supported
   authentication path leading from the parent to the child.  The
   resolver should treat this case as it would the case of an
   authenticated NSEC RRset proving that no DS RRset exists, as
   described above.

   Note that, for a signed delegation, there are two NSEC RRs associated
   with the delegated name.  One NSEC RR resides in the parent zone and
   can be used to prove whether a DS RRset exists for the delegated
   name.  The second NSEC RR resides in the child zone and identifies
   which RRsets are present at the apex of the child zone.  The parent
   NSEC RR and child NSEC RR can always be distinguished because the SOA
   bit will be set in the child NSEC RR and clear in the parent NSEC RR.
   A security-aware resolver MUST use the parent NSEC RR when attempting
   to prove that a DS RRset does not exist.
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   If the resolver does not support any of the algorithms listed in an
   authenticated DS RRset, then the resolver will not be able to verify
   the authentication path to the child zone.  In this case, the
   resolver SHOULD treat the child zone as if it were unsigned.

5.3.  Authenticating an RRset with an RRSIG RR

   A validator can use an RRSIG RR and its corresponding DNSKEY RR to
   attempt to authenticate RRsets.  The validator first checks the RRSIG
   RR to verify that it covers the RRset, has a valid time interval, and
   identifies a valid DNSKEY RR.  The validator then constructs the
   canonical form of the signed data by appending the RRSIG RDATA
   (excluding the Signature Field) with the canonical form of the
   covered RRset.  Finally, the validator uses the public key and
   signature to authenticate the signed data.  Sections 5.3.1, 5.3.2,
   and 5.3.3 describe each step in detail.

5.3.1.  Checking the RRSIG RR Validity



   A security-aware resolver can use an RRSIG RR to authenticate an
   RRset if all of the following conditions hold:

   o  The RRSIG RR and the RRset MUST have the same owner name and the
      same class.

   o  The RRSIG RR's Signer's Name field MUST be the name of the zone
      that contains the RRset.

   o  The RRSIG RR's Type Covered field MUST equal the RRset's type.

   o  The number of labels in the RRset owner name MUST be greater than
      or equal to the value in the RRSIG RR's Labels field.

   o  The validator's notion of the current time MUST be less than or
      equal to the time listed in the RRSIG RR's Expiration field.

   o  The validator's notion of the current time MUST be greater than or
      equal to the time listed in the RRSIG RR's Inception field.

   o  The RRSIG RR's Signer's Name, Algorithm, and Key Tag fields MUST
      match the owner name, algorithm, and key tag for some DNSKEY RR in
      the zone's apex DNSKEY RRset.

   o  The matching DNSKEY RR MUST be present in the zone's apex DNSKEY
      RRset, and MUST have the Zone Flag bit (DNSKEY RDATA Flag bit 7)
      set.
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   It is possible for more than one DNSKEY RR to match the conditions
   above.  In this case, the validator cannot predetermine which DNSKEY
   RR to use to authenticate the signature, and it MUST try each
   matching DNSKEY RR until either the signature is validated or the
   validator has run out of matching public keys to try.

   Note that this authentication process is only meaningful if the
   validator authenticates the DNSKEY RR before using it to validate
   signatures.  The matching DNSKEY RR is considered to be authentic if:

   o  the apex DNSKEY RRset containing the DNSKEY RR is considered
      authentic; or

   o  the RRset covered by the RRSIG RR is the apex DNSKEY RRset itself,
      and the DNSKEY RR either matches an authenticated DS RR from the
      parent zone or matches a trust anchor.

5.3.2.  Reconstructing the Signed Data

   Once the RRSIG RR has met the validity requirements described in
   Section 5.3.1, the validator has to reconstruct the original signed
   data.  The original signed data includes RRSIG RDATA (excluding the
   Signature field) and the canonical form of the RRset.  Aside from
   being ordered, the canonical form of the RRset might also differ from



   the received RRset due to DNS name compression, decremented TTLs, or
   wildcard expansion.  The validator should use the following to
   reconstruct the original signed data:

         signed_data = RRSIG_RDATA | RR(1) | RR(2)...  where

            "|" denotes concatenation

            RRSIG_RDATA is the wire format of the RRSIG RDATA fields
               with the Signature field excluded and the Signer's Name
               in canonical form.

            RR(i) = name | type | class | OrigTTL | RDATA length | RDATA

               name is calculated according to the function below

               class is the RRset's class

               type is the RRset type and all RRs in the class

               OrigTTL is the value from the RRSIG Original TTL field

               All names in the RDATA field are in canonical form
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               The set of all RR(i) is sorted into canonical order.

            To calculate the name:
               let rrsig_labels = the value of the RRSIG Labels field

               let fqdn = RRset's fully qualified domain name in
                               canonical form

               let fqdn_labels = Label count of the fqdn above.

               if rrsig_labels = fqdn_labels,
                   name = fqdn

               if rrsig_labels < fqdn_labels,
                  name = "*." | the rightmost rrsig_label labels of the
                                fqdn

               if rrsig_labels > fqdn_labels
                  the RRSIG RR did not pass the necessary validation
                  checks and MUST NOT be used to authenticate this
                  RRset.

   The canonical forms for names and RRsets are defined in [RFC4034].

   NSEC RRsets at a delegation boundary require special processing.
   There are two distinct NSEC RRsets associated with a signed delegated
   name.  One NSEC RRset resides in the parent zone, and specifies which
   RRsets are present at the parent zone.  The second NSEC RRset resides
   at the child zone and identifies which RRsets are present at the apex
   in the child zone.  The parent NSEC RRset and child NSEC RRset can



   always be distinguished as only a child NSEC RR will indicate that an
   SOA RRset exists at the name.  When reconstructing the original NSEC
   RRset for the delegation from the parent zone, the NSEC RRs MUST NOT
   be combined with NSEC RRs from the child zone.  When reconstructing
   the original NSEC RRset for the apex of the child zone, the NSEC RRs
   MUST NOT be combined with NSEC RRs from the parent zone.

   Note that each of the two NSEC RRsets at a delegation point has a
   corresponding RRSIG RR with an owner name matching the delegated
   name, and each of these RRSIG RRs is authoritative data associated
   with the same zone that contains the corresponding NSEC RRset.  If
   necessary, a resolver can tell these RRSIG RRs apart by checking the
   Signer's Name field.
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5.3.3.  Checking the Signature

   Once the resolver has validated the RRSIG RR as described in Section
   5.3.1 and reconstructed the original signed data as described in
   Section 5.3.2, the validator can attempt to use the cryptographic
   signature to authenticate the signed data, and thus (finally!)
   authenticate the RRset.

   The Algorithm field in the RRSIG RR identifies the cryptographic
   algorithm used to generate the signature.  The signature itself is
   contained in the Signature field of the RRSIG RDATA, and the public
   key used to verify the signature is contained in the Public Key field
   of the matching DNSKEY RR(s) (found in Section 5.3.1).  [RFC4034]
   provides a list of algorithm types and provides pointers to the
   documents that define each algorithm's use.

   Note that it is possible for more than one DNSKEY RR to match the
   conditions in Section 5.3.1.  In this case, the validator can only
   determine which DNSKEY RR is correct by trying each matching public
   key until the validator either succeeds in validating the signature
   or runs out of keys to try.

   If the Labels field of the RRSIG RR is not equal to the number of
   labels in the RRset's fully qualified owner name, then the RRset is
   either invalid or the result of wildcard expansion.  The resolver
   MUST verify that wildcard expansion was applied properly before
   considering the RRset to be authentic.  Section 5.3.4 describes how
   to determine whether a wildcard was applied properly.

   If other RRSIG RRs also cover this RRset, the local resolver security
   policy determines whether the resolver also has to test these RRSIG
   RRs and how to resolve conflicts if these RRSIG RRs lead to differing
   results.

   If the resolver accepts the RRset as authentic, the validator MUST
   set the TTL of the RRSIG RR and each RR in the authenticated RRset to



   a value no greater than the minimum of:

   o  the RRset's TTL as received in the response;

   o  the RRSIG RR's TTL as received in the response;

   o  the value in the RRSIG RR's Original TTL field; and

   o  the difference of the RRSIG RR's Signature Expiration time and the
      current time.
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5.3.4.  Authenticating a Wildcard Expanded RRset Positive Response

   If the number of labels in an RRset's owner name is greater than the
   Labels field of the covering RRSIG RR, then the RRset and its
   covering RRSIG RR were created as a result of wildcard expansion.
   Once the validator has verified the signature, as described in
   Section 5.3, it must take additional steps to verify the non-
   existence of an exact match or closer wildcard match for the query.
   Section 5.4 discusses these steps.

   Note that the response received by the resolver should include all
   NSEC RRs needed to authenticate the response (see Section 3.1.3).

5.4.  Authenticated Denial of Existence

   A resolver can use authenticated NSEC RRs to prove that an RRset is
   not present in a signed zone.  Security-aware name servers should
   automatically include any necessary NSEC RRs for signed zones in
   their responses to security-aware resolvers.

   Denial of existence is determined by the following rules:

   o  If the requested RR name matches the owner name of an
      authenticated NSEC RR, then the NSEC RR's type bit map field lists
      all RR types present at that owner name, and a resolver can prove
      that the requested RR type does not exist by checking for the RR
      type in the bit map.  If the number of labels in an authenticated
      NSEC RR's owner name equals the Labels field of the covering RRSIG
      RR, then the existence of the NSEC RR proves that wildcard
      expansion could not have been used to match the request.

   o  If the requested RR name would appear after an authenticated NSEC
      RR's owner name and before the name listed in that NSEC RR's Next
      Domain Name field according to the canonical DNS name order
      defined in [RFC4034], then no RRsets with the requested name exist
      in the zone.  However, it is possible that a wildcard could be
      used to match the requested RR owner name and type, so proving
      that the requested RRset does not exist also requires proving that
      no possible wildcard RRset exists that could have been used to
      generate a positive response.

   In addition, security-aware resolvers MUST authenticate the NSEC



   RRsets that comprise the non-existence proof as described in Section
   5.3.

   To prove the non-existence of an RRset, the resolver must be able to
   verify both that the queried RRset does not exist and that no
   relevant wildcard RRset exists.  Proving this may require more than
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   one NSEC RRset from the zone.  If the complete set of necessary NSEC
   RRsets is not present in a response (perhaps due to message
   truncation), then a security-aware resolver MUST resend the query in
   order to attempt to obtain the full collection of NSEC RRs necessary
   to verify the non-existence of the requested RRset.  As with all DNS
   operations, however, the resolver MUST bound the work it puts into
   answering any particular query.

   Since a validated NSEC RR proves the existence of both itself and its
   corresponding RRSIG RR, a validator MUST ignore the settings of the
   NSEC and RRSIG bits in an NSEC RR.

5.5.  Resolver Behavior When Signatures Do Not Validate

   If for whatever reason none of the RRSIGs can be validated, the
   response SHOULD be considered BAD.  If the validation was being done
   to service a recursive query, the name server MUST return RCODE 2 to
   the originating client.  However, it MUST return the full response if
   and only if the original query had the CD bit set.  Also see Section
   4.7 on caching responses that do not validate.

5.6.  Authentication Example

   Appendix C shows an example of the authentication process.

6.  IANA Considerations

   [RFC4034] contains a review of the IANA considerations introduced by
   DNSSEC.  The following are additional IANA considerations discussed
   in this document:

   [RFC2535] reserved the CD and AD bits in the message header.  The
   meaning of the AD bit was redefined in [RFC3655], and the meaning of
   both the CD and AD bit are restated in this document.  No new bits in
   the DNS message header are defined in this document.

   [RFC2671] introduced EDNS, and [RFC3225] reserved the DNSSEC OK bit
   and defined its use.  The use is restated but not altered in this
   document.

7.  Security Considerations

   This document describes how the DNS security extensions use public
   key cryptography to sign and authenticate DNS resource record sets.
   Please see [RFC4033] for terminology and general security
   considerations related to DNSSEC; see [RFC4034] for considerations
   specific to the DNSSEC resource record types.
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   An active attacker who can set the CD bit in a DNS query message or
   the AD bit in a DNS response message can use these bits to defeat the
   protection that DNSSEC attempts to provide to security-oblivious
   recursive-mode resolvers.  For this reason, use of these control bits
   by a security-aware recursive-mode resolver requires a secure
   channel.  See Sections 3.2.2 and 4.9 for further discussion.

   The protocol described in this document attempts to extend the
   benefits of DNSSEC to security-oblivious stub resolvers.  However, as
   recovery from validation failures is likely to be specific to
   particular applications, the facilities that DNSSEC provides for stub
   resolvers may prove inadequate.  Operators of security-aware
   recursive name servers will have to pay close attention to the
   behavior of the applications that use their services when choosing a
   local validation policy; failure to do so could easily result in the
   recursive name server accidentally denying service to the clients it
   is intended to support.
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Appendix A.  Signed Zone Example

   The following example shows a (small) complete signed zone.



   example.       3600 IN SOA ns1.example. bugs.x.w.example. (
                              1081539377
                              3600
                              300
                              3600000
                              3600
                              )
                  3600 RRSIG  SOA 5 1 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              ONx0k36rcjaxYtcNgq6iQnpNV5+drqYAsC9h
                              7TSJaHCqbhE67Sr6aH2xDUGcqQWu/n0UVzrF
                              vkgO9ebarZ0GWDKcuwlM6eNB5SiX2K74l5LW
                              DA7S/Un/IbtDq4Ay8NMNLQI7Dw7n4p8/rjkB
                              jV7j86HyQgM5e7+miRAz8V01b0I= )
                  3600 NS     ns1.example.
                  3600 NS     ns2.example.
                  3600 RRSIG  NS 5 1 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              gl13F00f2U0R+SWiXXLHwsMY+qStYy5k6zfd
                              EuivWc+wd1fmbNCyql0Tk7lHTX6UOxc8AgNf
                              4ISFve8XqF4q+o9qlnqIzmppU3LiNeKT4FZ8
                              RO5urFOvoMRTbQxW3U0hXWuggE4g3ZpsHv48
                              0HjMeRaZB/FRPGfJPajngcq6Kwg= )
                  3600 MX     1 xx.example.
                  3600 RRSIG  MX 5 1 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              HyDHYVT5KHSZ7HtO/vypumPmSZQrcOP3tzWB
                              2qaKkHVPfau/DgLgS/IKENkYOGL95G4N+NzE
                              VyNU8dcTOckT+ChPcGeVjguQ7a3Ao9Z/ZkUO
                              6gmmUW4b89rz1PUxW4jzUxj66PTwoVtUU/iM
                              W6OISukd1EQt7a0kygkg+PEDxdI= )
                  3600 NSEC   a.example. NS SOA MX RRSIG NSEC DNSKEY
                  3600 RRSIG  NSEC 5 1 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              O0k558jHhyrC97ISHnislm4kLMW48C7U7cBm
                              FTfhke5iVqNRVTB1STLMpgpbDIC9hcryoO0V
                              Z9ME5xPzUEhbvGnHd5sfzgFVeGxr5Nyyq4tW
                              SDBgIBiLQUv1ivy29vhXy7WgR62dPrZ0PWvm
                              jfFJ5arXf4nPxp/kEowGgBRzY/U= )
                  3600 DNSKEY 256 3 5 (
                              AQOy1bZVvpPqhg4j7EJoM9rI3ZmyEx2OzDBV
                              rZy/lvI5CQePxXHZS4i8dANH4DX3tbHol61e
                              k8EFMcsGXxKciJFHyhl94C+NwILQdzsUlSFo
                              vBZsyl/NX6yEbtw/xN9ZNcrbYvgjjZ/UVPZI
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                              ySFNsgEYvh0z2542lzMKR4Dh8uZffQ==
                              )
                  3600 DNSKEY 257 3 5 (
                              AQOeX7+baTmvpVHb2CcLnL1dMRWbuscRvHXl
                              LnXwDzvqp4tZVKp1sZMepFb8MvxhhW3y/0QZ
                              syCjczGJ1qk8vJe52iOhInKROVLRwxGpMfzP
                              RLMlGybr51bOV/1se0ODacj3DomyB4QB5gKT
                              Yot/K9alk5/j8vfd4jWCWD+E1Sze0Q==
                              )
                  3600 RRSIG  DNSKEY 5 1 3600 20040509183619 (



                              20040409183619 9465 example.
                              ZxgauAuIj+k1YoVEOSlZfx41fcmKzTFHoweZ
                              xYnz99JVQZJ33wFS0Q0jcP7VXKkaElXk9nYJ
                              XevO/7nAbo88iWsMkSpSR6jWzYYKwfrBI/L9
                              hjYmyVO9m6FjQ7uwM4dCP/bIuV/DKqOAK9NY
                              NC3AHfvCV1Tp4VKDqxqG7R5tTVM= )
                  3600 RRSIG  DNSKEY 5 1 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              eGL0s90glUqcOmloo/2y+bSzyEfKVOQViD9Z
                              DNhLz/Yn9CQZlDVRJffACQDAUhXpU/oP34ri
                              bKBpysRXosczFrKqS5Oa0bzMOfXCXup9qHAp
                              eFIku28Vqfr8Nt7cigZLxjK+u0Ws/4lIRjKk
                              7z5OXogYVaFzHKillDt3HRxHIZM= )
   a.example.     3600 IN NS  ns1.a.example.
                  3600 IN NS  ns2.a.example.
                  3600 DS     57855 5 1 (
                              B6DCD485719ADCA18E5F3D48A2331627FDD3
                              636B )
                  3600 RRSIG  DS 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              oXIKit/QtdG64J/CB+Gi8dOvnwRvqrto1AdQ
                              oRkAN15FP3iZ7suB7gvTBmXzCjL7XUgQVcoH
                              kdhyCuzp8W9qJHgRUSwKKkczSyuL64nhgjuD
                              EML8l9wlWVsl7PR2VnZduM9bLyBhaaPmRKX/
                              Fm+v6ccF2EGNLRiY08kdkz+XHHo= )
                  3600 NSEC   ai.example. NS DS RRSIG NSEC
                  3600 RRSIG  NSEC 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              cOlYgqJLqlRqmBQ3iap2SyIsK4O5aqpKSoba
                              U9fQ5SMApZmHfq3AgLflkrkXRXvgxTQSKkG2
                              039/cRUs6Jk/25+fi7Xr5nOVJsb0lq4zsB3I
                              BBdjyGDAHE0F5ROJj87996vJupdm1fbH481g
                              sdkOW6Zyqtz3Zos8N0BBkEx+2G4= )
   ns1.a.example. 3600 IN A   192.0.2.5
   ns2.a.example. 3600 IN A   192.0.2.6
   ai.example.    3600 IN A   192.0.2.9
                  3600 RRSIG  A 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
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                              pAOtzLP2MU0tDJUwHOKE5FPIIHmdYsCgTb5B
                              ERGgpnJluA9ixOyf6xxVCgrEJW0WNZSsJicd
                              hBHXfDmAGKUajUUlYSAH8tS4ZnrhyymIvk3u
                              ArDu2wfT130e9UHnumaHHMpUTosKe22PblOy
                              6zrTpg9FkS0XGVmYRvOTNYx2HvQ= )
                  3600 HINFO  "KLH-10" "ITS"
                  3600 RRSIG  HINFO 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              Iq/RGCbBdKzcYzlGE4ovbr5YcB+ezxbZ9W0l
                              e/7WqyvhOO9J16HxhhL7VY/IKmTUY0GGdcfh
                              ZEOCkf4lEykZF9NPok1/R/fWrtzNp8jobuY7
                              AZEcZadp1WdDF3jc2/ndCa5XZhLKD3JzOsBw
                              FvL8sqlS5QS6FY/ijFEDnI4RkZA= )
                  3600 AAAA   2001:db8::f00:baa9
                  3600 RRSIG  AAAA 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.



                              nLcpFuXdT35AcE+EoafOUkl69KB+/e56XmFK
                              kewXG2IadYLKAOBIoR5+VoQV3XgTcofTJNsh
                              1rnF6Eav2zpZB3byI6yo2bwY8MNkr4A7cL9T
                              cMmDwV/hWFKsbGBsj8xSCN/caEL2CWY/5XP2
                              sZM6QjBBLmukH30+w1z3h8PUP2o= )
                  3600 NSEC   b.example. A HINFO AAAA RRSIG NSEC
                  3600 RRSIG  NSEC 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              QoshyPevLcJ/xcRpEtMft1uoIrcrieVcc9pG
                              CScIn5Glnib40T6ayVOimXwdSTZ/8ISXGj4p
                              P8Sh0PlA6olZQ84L453/BUqB8BpdOGky4hsN
                              3AGcLEv1Gr0QMvirQaFcjzOECfnGyBm+wpFL
                              AhS+JOVfDI/79QtyTI0SaDWcg8U= )
   b.example.     3600 IN NS  ns1.b.example.
                  3600 IN NS  ns2.b.example.
                  3600 NSEC   ns1.example. NS RRSIG NSEC
                  3600 RRSIG  NSEC 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              GNuxHn844wfmUhPzGWKJCPY5ttEX/RfjDoOx
                              9ueK1PtYkOWKOOdiJ/PJKCYB3hYX+858dDWS
                              xb2qnV/LSTCNVBnkm6owOpysY97MVj5VQEWs
                              0lm9tFoqjcptQkmQKYPrwUnCSNwvvclSF1xZ
                              vhRXgWT7OuFXldoCG6TfVFMs9xE= )
   ns1.b.example. 3600 IN A   192.0.2.7
   ns2.b.example. 3600 IN A   192.0.2.8
   ns1.example.   3600 IN A   192.0.2.1
                  3600 RRSIG  A 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              F1C9HVhIcs10cZU09G5yIVfKJy5yRQQ3qVet
                              5pGhp82pzhAOMZ3K22JnmK4c+IjUeFp/to06
                              im5FVpHtbFisdjyPq84bhTv8vrXt5AB1wNB+
                              +iAqvIfdgW4sFNC6oADb1hK8QNauw9VePJhK
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                              v/iVXSYC0b7mPSU+EOlknFpVECs= )
                  3600 NSEC   ns2.example. A RRSIG NSEC
                  3600 RRSIG  NSEC 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              I4hj+Kt6+8rCcHcUdolks2S+Wzri9h3fHas8
                              1rGN/eILdJHN7JpV6lLGPIh/8fIBkfvdyWnB
                              jjf1q3O7JgYO1UdI7FvBNWqaaEPJK3UkddBq
                              ZIaLi8Qr2XHkjq38BeQsbp8X0+6h4ETWSGT8
                              IZaIGBLryQWGLw6Y6X8dqhlnxJM= )
   ns2.example.   3600 IN A   192.0.2.2
                  3600 RRSIG  A 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              V7cQRw1TR+knlaL1z/psxlS1PcD37JJDaCMq
                              Qo6/u1qFQu6x+wuDHRH22Ap9ulJPQjFwMKOu
                              yfPGQPC8KzGdE3vt5snFEAoE1Vn3mQqtu7SO
                              6amIjk13Kj/jyJ4nGmdRIc/3cM3ipXFhNTKq
                              rdhx8SZ0yy4ObIRzIzvBFLiSS8o= )
                  3600 NSEC   *.w.example. A RRSIG NSEC
                  3600 RRSIG  NSEC 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              N0QzHvaJf5NRw1rE9uxS1Ltb2LZ73Qb9bKGE
                              VyaISkqzGpP3jYJXZJPVTq4UVEsgT3CgeHvb



                              3QbeJ5Dfb2V9NGCHj/OvF/LBxFFWwhLwzngH
                              l+bQAgAcMsLu/nL3nDi1y/JSQjAcdZNDl4bw
                              Ymx28EtgIpo9A0qmP08rMBqs1Jw= )
   *.w.example.   3600 IN MX  1 ai.example.
                  3600 RRSIG  MX 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              OMK8rAZlepfzLWW75Dxd63jy2wswESzxDKG2
                              f9AMN1CytCd10cYISAxfAdvXSZ7xujKAtPbc
                              tvOQ2ofO7AZJ+d01EeeQTVBPq4/6KCWhqe2X
                              TjnkVLNvvhnc0u28aoSsG0+4InvkkOHknKxw
                              4kX18MMR34i8lC36SR5xBni8vHI= )
                  3600 NSEC   x.w.example. MX RRSIG NSEC
                  3600 RRSIG  NSEC 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              r/mZnRC3I/VIcrelgIcteSxDhtsdlTDt8ng9
                              HSBlABOlzLxQtfgTnn8f+aOwJIAFe1Ee5RvU
                              5cVhQJNP5XpXMJHfyps8tVvfxSAXfahpYqtx
                              91gsmcV/1V9/bZAG55CefP9cM4Z9Y9NT9XQ8
                              s1InQ2UoIv6tJEaaKkP701j8OLA= )
   x.w.example.   3600 IN MX  1 xx.example.
                  3600 RRSIG  MX 5 3 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              Il2WTZ+Bkv+OytBx4LItNW5mjB4RCwhOO8y1
                              XzPHZmZUTVYL7LaA63f6T9ysVBzJRI3KRjAP
                              H3U1qaYnDoN1DrWqmi9RJe4FoObkbcdm7P3I
                              kx70ePCoFgRz1Yq+bVVXCvGuAU4xALv3W/Y1
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                              jNSlwZ2mSWKHfxFQxPtLj8s32+k= )
                  3600 NSEC   x.y.w.example. MX RRSIG NSEC
                  3600 RRSIG  NSEC 5 3 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              aRbpHftxggzgMXdDlym9SsADqMZovZZl2QWK
                              vw8J0tZEUNQByH5Qfnf5N1FqH/pS46UA7A4E
                              mcWBN9PUA1pdPY6RVeaRlZlCr1IkVctvbtaI
                              NJuBba/VHm+pebTbKcAPIvL9tBOoh+to1h6e
                              IjgiM8PXkBQtxPq37wDKALkyn7Q= )
   x.y.w.example. 3600 IN MX  1 xx.example.
                  3600 RRSIG  MX 5 4 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              k2bJHbwP5LH5qN4is39UiPzjAWYmJA38Hhia
                              t7i9t7nbX/e0FPnvDSQXzcK7UL+zrVA+3MDj
                              q1ub4q3SZgcbLMgexxIW3Va//LVrxkP6Xupq
                              GtOB9prkK54QTl/qZTXfMQpW480YOvVknhvb
                              +gLcMZBnHJ326nb/TOOmrqNmQQE= )
                  3600 NSEC   xx.example. MX RRSIG NSEC
                  3600 RRSIG  NSEC 5 4 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              OvE6WUzN2ziieJcvKPWbCAyXyP6ef8cr6Csp
                              ArVSTzKSquNwbezZmkU7E34o5lmb6CWSSSpg
                              xw098kNUFnHcQf/LzY2zqRomubrNQhJTiDTX
                              a0ArunJQCzPjOYq5t0SLjm6qp6McJI1AP5Vr
                              QoKqJDCLnoAlcPOPKAm/jJkn3jk= )
   xx.example.    3600 IN A   192.0.2.10
                  3600 RRSIG  A 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.



                              kBF4YxMGWF0D8r0cztL+2fWWOvN1U/GYSpYP
                              7SoKoNQ4fZKyk+weWGlKLIUM+uE1zjVTPXoa
                              0Z6WG0oZp46rkl1EzMcdMgoaeUzzAJ2BMq+Y
                              VdxG9IK1yZkYGY9AgbTOGPoAgbJyO9EPULsx
                              kbIDV6GPPSZVusnZU6OMgdgzHV4= )
                  3600 HINFO  "KLH-10" "TOPS-20"
                  3600 RRSIG  HINFO 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              GY2PLSXmMHkWHfLdggiox8+chWpeMNJLkML0
                              t+U/SXSUsoUdR91KNdNUkTDWamwcF8oFRjhq
                              BcPZ6EqrF+vl5v5oGuvSF7U52epfVTC+wWF8
                              3yCUeUw8YklhLWlvk8gQ15YKth0ITQy8/wI+
                              RgNvuwbioFSEuv2pNlkq0goYxNY= )
                  3600 AAAA   2001:db8::f00:baaa
                  3600 RRSIG  AAAA 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              Zzj0yodDxcBLnnOIwDsuKo5WqiaK24DlKg9C
                              aGaxDFiKgKobUj2jilYQHpGFn2poFRetZd4z
                              ulyQkssz2QHrVrPuTMS22knudCiwP4LWpVTr
                              U4zfeA+rDz9stmSBP/4PekH/x2IoAYnwctd/
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                              xS9cL2QgW7FChw16mzlkH6/vsfs= )
                  3600 NSEC   example. A HINFO AAAA RRSIG NSEC
                  3600 RRSIG  NSEC 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              ZFWUln6Avc8bmGl5GFjD3BwT530DUZKHNuoY
                              9A8lgXYyrxu+pqgFiRVbyZRQvVB5pccEOT3k
                              mvHgEa/HzbDB4PIYY79W+VHrgOxzdQGGCZzi
                              asXrpSGOWwSOElghPnMIi8xdF7qtCntr382W
                              GghLahumFIpg4MO3LS/prgzVVWo= )

   The apex DNSKEY set includes two DNSKEY RRs, and the DNSKEY RDATA
   Flags indicate that each of these DNSKEY RRs is a zone key.  One of
   these DNSKEY RRs also has the SEP flag set and has been used to sign
   the apex DNSKEY RRset; this is the key that should be hashed to
   generate a DS record to be inserted into the parent zone.  The other
   DNSKEY is used to sign all the other RRsets in the zone.

   The zone includes a wildcard entry, "*.w.example".  Note that the
   name "*.w.example" is used in constructing NSEC chains, and that the
   RRSIG covering the "*.w.example" MX RRset has a label count of 2.

   The zone also includes two delegations.  The delegation to
   "b.example" includes an NS RRset, glue address records, and an NSEC
   RR; note that only the NSEC RRset is signed.  The delegation to
   "a.example" provides a DS RR; note that only the NSEC and DS RRsets
   are signed.

Appendix B.  Example Responses

   The examples in this section show response messages using the signed
   zone example in Appendix A.

B.1.  Answer



   A successful query to an authoritative server.

   ;; Header: QR AA DO RCODE=0
   ;;
   ;; Question
   x.w.example.        IN MX

   ;; Answer
   x.w.example.   3600 IN MX  1 xx.example.
   x.w.example.   3600 RRSIG  MX 5 3 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              Il2WTZ+Bkv+OytBx4LItNW5mjB4RCwhOO8y1
                              XzPHZmZUTVYL7LaA63f6T9ysVBzJRI3KRjAP
                              H3U1qaYnDoN1DrWqmi9RJe4FoObkbcdm7P3I
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                              kx70ePCoFgRz1Yq+bVVXCvGuAU4xALv3W/Y1
                              jNSlwZ2mSWKHfxFQxPtLj8s32+k= )

   ;; Authority
   example.       3600 NS     ns1.example.
   example.       3600 NS     ns2.example.
   example.       3600 RRSIG  NS 5 1 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              gl13F00f2U0R+SWiXXLHwsMY+qStYy5k6zfd
                              EuivWc+wd1fmbNCyql0Tk7lHTX6UOxc8AgNf
                              4ISFve8XqF4q+o9qlnqIzmppU3LiNeKT4FZ8
                              RO5urFOvoMRTbQxW3U0hXWuggE4g3ZpsHv48
                              0HjMeRaZB/FRPGfJPajngcq6Kwg= )

   ;; Additional
   xx.example.    3600 IN A   192.0.2.10
   xx.example.    3600 RRSIG  A 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              kBF4YxMGWF0D8r0cztL+2fWWOvN1U/GYSpYP
                              7SoKoNQ4fZKyk+weWGlKLIUM+uE1zjVTPXoa
                              0Z6WG0oZp46rkl1EzMcdMgoaeUzzAJ2BMq+Y
                              VdxG9IK1yZkYGY9AgbTOGPoAgbJyO9EPULsx
                              kbIDV6GPPSZVusnZU6OMgdgzHV4= )
   xx.example.    3600 AAAA   2001:db8::f00:baaa
   xx.example.    3600 RRSIG  AAAA 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              Zzj0yodDxcBLnnOIwDsuKo5WqiaK24DlKg9C
                              aGaxDFiKgKobUj2jilYQHpGFn2poFRetZd4z
                              ulyQkssz2QHrVrPuTMS22knudCiwP4LWpVTr
                              U4zfeA+rDz9stmSBP/4PekH/x2IoAYnwctd/
                              xS9cL2QgW7FChw16mzlkH6/vsfs= )
   ns1.example.   3600 IN A   192.0.2.1
   ns1.example.   3600 RRSIG  A 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              F1C9HVhIcs10cZU09G5yIVfKJy5yRQQ3qVet
                              5pGhp82pzhAOMZ3K22JnmK4c+IjUeFp/to06
                              im5FVpHtbFisdjyPq84bhTv8vrXt5AB1wNB+
                              +iAqvIfdgW4sFNC6oADb1hK8QNauw9VePJhK
                              v/iVXSYC0b7mPSU+EOlknFpVECs= )
   ns2.example.   3600 IN A   192.0.2.2



   ns2.example.   3600 RRSIG  A 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              V7cQRw1TR+knlaL1z/psxlS1PcD37JJDaCMq
                              Qo6/u1qFQu6x+wuDHRH22Ap9ulJPQjFwMKOu
                              yfPGQPC8KzGdE3vt5snFEAoE1Vn3mQqtu7SO
                              6amIjk13Kj/jyJ4nGmdRIc/3cM3ipXFhNTKq
                              rdhx8SZ0yy4ObIRzIzvBFLiSS8o= )
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B.2.  Name Error

   An authoritative name error.  The NSEC RRs prove that the name does
   not exist and that no covering wildcard exists.

   ;; Header: QR AA DO RCODE=3
   ;;
   ;; Question
   ml.example.         IN A

   ;; Answer
   ;; (empty)

   ;; Authority
   example.       3600 IN SOA ns1.example. bugs.x.w.example. (
                              1081539377
                              3600
                              300
                              3600000
                              3600
                              )
   example.       3600 RRSIG  SOA 5 1 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              ONx0k36rcjaxYtcNgq6iQnpNV5+drqYAsC9h
                              7TSJaHCqbhE67Sr6aH2xDUGcqQWu/n0UVzrF
                              vkgO9ebarZ0GWDKcuwlM6eNB5SiX2K74l5LW
                              DA7S/Un/IbtDq4Ay8NMNLQI7Dw7n4p8/rjkB
                              jV7j86HyQgM5e7+miRAz8V01b0I= )
   b.example.     3600 NSEC   ns1.example. NS RRSIG NSEC
   b.example.     3600 RRSIG  NSEC 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              GNuxHn844wfmUhPzGWKJCPY5ttEX/RfjDoOx
                              9ueK1PtYkOWKOOdiJ/PJKCYB3hYX+858dDWS
                              xb2qnV/LSTCNVBnkm6owOpysY97MVj5VQEWs
                              0lm9tFoqjcptQkmQKYPrwUnCSNwvvclSF1xZ
                              vhRXgWT7OuFXldoCG6TfVFMs9xE= )
   example.       3600 NSEC   a.example. NS SOA MX RRSIG NSEC DNSKEY
   example.       3600 RRSIG  NSEC 5 1 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              O0k558jHhyrC97ISHnislm4kLMW48C7U7cBm
                              FTfhke5iVqNRVTB1STLMpgpbDIC9hcryoO0V
                              Z9ME5xPzUEhbvGnHd5sfzgFVeGxr5Nyyq4tW
                              SDBgIBiLQUv1ivy29vhXy7WgR62dPrZ0PWvm
                              jfFJ5arXf4nPxp/kEowGgBRzY/U= )

   ;; Additional



   ;; (empty)
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B.3.  No Data Error

   A "no data" response.  The NSEC RR proves that the name exists and
   that the requested RR type does not.

   ;; Header: QR AA DO RCODE=0
   ;;
   ;; Question
   ns1.example.        IN MX

   ;; Answer
   ;; (empty)

   ;; Authority
   example.       3600 IN SOA ns1.example. bugs.x.w.example. (
                              1081539377
                              3600
                              300
                              3600000
                              3600
                              )
   example.       3600 RRSIG  SOA 5 1 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              ONx0k36rcjaxYtcNgq6iQnpNV5+drqYAsC9h
                              7TSJaHCqbhE67Sr6aH2xDUGcqQWu/n0UVzrF
                              vkgO9ebarZ0GWDKcuwlM6eNB5SiX2K74l5LW
                              DA7S/Un/IbtDq4Ay8NMNLQI7Dw7n4p8/rjkB
                              jV7j86HyQgM5e7+miRAz8V01b0I= )
   ns1.example.   3600 NSEC   ns2.example. A RRSIG NSEC
   ns1.example.   3600 RRSIG  NSEC 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              I4hj+Kt6+8rCcHcUdolks2S+Wzri9h3fHas8
                              1rGN/eILdJHN7JpV6lLGPIh/8fIBkfvdyWnB
                              jjf1q3O7JgYO1UdI7FvBNWqaaEPJK3UkddBq
                              ZIaLi8Qr2XHkjq38BeQsbp8X0+6h4ETWSGT8
                              IZaIGBLryQWGLw6Y6X8dqhlnxJM= )

   ;; Additional
   ;; (empty)

B.4.  Referral to Signed Zone

   Referral to a signed zone.  The DS RR contains the data which the
   resolver will need to validate the corresponding DNSKEY RR in the
   child zone's apex.

   ;; Header: QR DO RCODE=0
   ;;
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   ;; Question
   mc.a.example.       IN MX

   ;; Answer
   ;; (empty)

   ;; Authority
   a.example.     3600 IN NS  ns1.a.example.
   a.example.     3600 IN NS  ns2.a.example.
   a.example.     3600 DS     57855 5 1 (
                              B6DCD485719ADCA18E5F3D48A2331627FDD3
                              636B )
   a.example.     3600 RRSIG  DS 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              oXIKit/QtdG64J/CB+Gi8dOvnwRvqrto1AdQ
                              oRkAN15FP3iZ7suB7gvTBmXzCjL7XUgQVcoH
                              kdhyCuzp8W9qJHgRUSwKKkczSyuL64nhgjuD
                              EML8l9wlWVsl7PR2VnZduM9bLyBhaaPmRKX/
                              Fm+v6ccF2EGNLRiY08kdkz+XHHo= )

   ;; Additional
   ns1.a.example. 3600 IN A   192.0.2.5
   ns2.a.example. 3600 IN A   192.0.2.6

B.5.  Referral to Unsigned Zone

   Referral to an unsigned zone.  The NSEC RR proves that no DS RR for
   this delegation exists in the parent zone.

   ;; Header: QR DO RCODE=0
   ;;
   ;; Question
   mc.b.example.       IN MX

   ;; Answer
   ;; (empty)

   ;; Authority
   b.example.     3600 IN NS  ns1.b.example.
   b.example.     3600 IN NS  ns2.b.example.
   b.example.     3600 NSEC   ns1.example. NS RRSIG NSEC
   b.example.     3600 RRSIG  NSEC 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              GNuxHn844wfmUhPzGWKJCPY5ttEX/RfjDoOx
                              9ueK1PtYkOWKOOdiJ/PJKCYB3hYX+858dDWS
                              xb2qnV/LSTCNVBnkm6owOpysY97MVj5VQEWs
                              0lm9tFoqjcptQkmQKYPrwUnCSNwvvclSF1xZ
                              vhRXgWT7OuFXldoCG6TfVFMs9xE= )
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   ;; Additional
   ns1.b.example. 3600 IN A   192.0.2.7



   ns2.b.example. 3600 IN A   192.0.2.8

B.6.  Wildcard Expansion

   A successful query that was answered via wildcard expansion.  The
   label count in the answer's RRSIG RR indicates that a wildcard RRset
   was expanded to produce this response, and the NSEC RR proves that no
   closer match exists in the zone.

   ;; Header: QR AA DO RCODE=0
   ;;
   ;; Question
   a.z.w.example.      IN MX

   ;; Answer
   a.z.w.example. 3600 IN MX  1 ai.example.
   a.z.w.example. 3600 RRSIG  MX 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              OMK8rAZlepfzLWW75Dxd63jy2wswESzxDKG2
                              f9AMN1CytCd10cYISAxfAdvXSZ7xujKAtPbc
                              tvOQ2ofO7AZJ+d01EeeQTVBPq4/6KCWhqe2X
                              TjnkVLNvvhnc0u28aoSsG0+4InvkkOHknKxw
                              4kX18MMR34i8lC36SR5xBni8vHI= )

   ;; Authority
   example.       3600 NS     ns1.example.
   example.       3600 NS     ns2.example.
   example.       3600 RRSIG  NS 5 1 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              gl13F00f2U0R+SWiXXLHwsMY+qStYy5k6zfd
                              EuivWc+wd1fmbNCyql0Tk7lHTX6UOxc8AgNf
                              4ISFve8XqF4q+o9qlnqIzmppU3LiNeKT4FZ8
                              RO5urFOvoMRTbQxW3U0hXWuggE4g3ZpsHv48
                              0HjMeRaZB/FRPGfJPajngcq6Kwg= )
   x.y.w.example. 3600 NSEC   xx.example. MX RRSIG NSEC
   x.y.w.example. 3600 RRSIG  NSEC 5 4 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              OvE6WUzN2ziieJcvKPWbCAyXyP6ef8cr6Csp
                              ArVSTzKSquNwbezZmkU7E34o5lmb6CWSSSpg
                              xw098kNUFnHcQf/LzY2zqRomubrNQhJTiDTX
                              a0ArunJQCzPjOYq5t0SLjm6qp6McJI1AP5Vr
                              QoKqJDCLnoAlcPOPKAm/jJkn3jk= )

   ;; Additional
   ai.example.    3600 IN A   192.0.2.9
   ai.example.    3600 RRSIG  A 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (
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                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              pAOtzLP2MU0tDJUwHOKE5FPIIHmdYsCgTb5B
                              ERGgpnJluA9ixOyf6xxVCgrEJW0WNZSsJicd
                              hBHXfDmAGKUajUUlYSAH8tS4ZnrhyymIvk3u
                              ArDu2wfT130e9UHnumaHHMpUTosKe22PblOy
                              6zrTpg9FkS0XGVmYRvOTNYx2HvQ= )
   ai.example.    3600 AAAA   2001:db8::f00:baa9
   ai.example.    3600 RRSIG  AAAA 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (



                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              nLcpFuXdT35AcE+EoafOUkl69KB+/e56XmFK
                              kewXG2IadYLKAOBIoR5+VoQV3XgTcofTJNsh
                              1rnF6Eav2zpZB3byI6yo2bwY8MNkr4A7cL9T
                              cMmDwV/hWFKsbGBsj8xSCN/caEL2CWY/5XP2
                              sZM6QjBBLmukH30+w1z3h8PUP2o= )

B.7.  Wildcard No Data Error

   A "no data" response for a name covered by a wildcard.  The NSEC RRs
   prove that the matching wildcard name does not have any RRs of the
   requested type and that no closer match exists in the zone.

   ;; Header: QR AA DO RCODE=0
   ;;
   ;; Question
   a.z.w.example.      IN AAAA

   ;; Answer
   ;; (empty)

   ;; Authority
   example.       3600 IN SOA ns1.example. bugs.x.w.example. (
                              1081539377
                              3600
                              300
                              3600000
                              3600
                              )
   example.       3600 RRSIG  SOA 5 1 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              ONx0k36rcjaxYtcNgq6iQnpNV5+drqYAsC9h
                              7TSJaHCqbhE67Sr6aH2xDUGcqQWu/n0UVzrF
                              vkgO9ebarZ0GWDKcuwlM6eNB5SiX2K74l5LW
                              DA7S/Un/IbtDq4Ay8NMNLQI7Dw7n4p8/rjkB
                              jV7j86HyQgM5e7+miRAz8V01b0I= )
   x.y.w.example. 3600 NSEC   xx.example. MX RRSIG NSEC
   x.y.w.example. 3600 RRSIG  NSEC 5 4 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              OvE6WUzN2ziieJcvKPWbCAyXyP6ef8cr6Csp
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                              ArVSTzKSquNwbezZmkU7E34o5lmb6CWSSSpg
                              xw098kNUFnHcQf/LzY2zqRomubrNQhJTiDTX
                              a0ArunJQCzPjOYq5t0SLjm6qp6McJI1AP5Vr
                              QoKqJDCLnoAlcPOPKAm/jJkn3jk= )
   *.w.example.   3600 NSEC   x.w.example. MX RRSIG NSEC
   *.w.example.   3600 RRSIG  NSEC 5 2 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              r/mZnRC3I/VIcrelgIcteSxDhtsdlTDt8ng9
                              HSBlABOlzLxQtfgTnn8f+aOwJIAFe1Ee5RvU
                              5cVhQJNP5XpXMJHfyps8tVvfxSAXfahpYqtx
                              91gsmcV/1V9/bZAG55CefP9cM4Z9Y9NT9XQ8
                              s1InQ2UoIv6tJEaaKkP701j8OLA= )

   ;; Additional



   ;; (empty)

B.8.  DS Child Zone No Data Error

   A "no data" response for a QTYPE=DS query that was mistakenly sent to
   a name server for the child zone.

   ;; Header: QR AA DO RCODE=0
   ;;
   ;; Question
   example.            IN DS

   ;; Answer
   ;; (empty)

   ;; Authority
   example.       3600 IN SOA ns1.example. bugs.x.w.example. (
                              1081539377
                              3600
                              300
                              3600000
                              3600
                              )
   example.       3600 RRSIG  SOA 5 1 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              ONx0k36rcjaxYtcNgq6iQnpNV5+drqYAsC9h
                              7TSJaHCqbhE67Sr6aH2xDUGcqQWu/n0UVzrF
                              vkgO9ebarZ0GWDKcuwlM6eNB5SiX2K74l5LW
                              DA7S/Un/IbtDq4Ay8NMNLQI7Dw7n4p8/rjkB
                              jV7j86HyQgM5e7+miRAz8V01b0I= )
   example.       3600 NSEC   a.example. NS SOA MX RRSIG NSEC DNSKEY
   example.       3600 RRSIG  NSEC 5 1 3600 20040509183619 (
                              20040409183619 38519 example.
                              O0k558jHhyrC97ISHnislm4kLMW48C7U7cBm
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                              FTfhke5iVqNRVTB1STLMpgpbDIC9hcryoO0V
                              Z9ME5xPzUEhbvGnHd5sfzgFVeGxr5Nyyq4tW
                              SDBgIBiLQUv1ivy29vhXy7WgR62dPrZ0PWvm
                              jfFJ5arXf4nPxp/kEowGgBRzY/U= )

   ;; Additional
   ;; (empty)

Appendix C.  Authentication Examples

   The examples in this section show how the response messages in
   Appendix B are authenticated.

C.1.  Authenticating an Answer

   The query in Appendix B.1 returned an MX RRset for "x.w.example.com".
   The corresponding RRSIG indicates that the MX RRset was signed by an
   "example" DNSKEY with algorithm 5 and key tag 38519.  The resolver
   needs the corresponding DNSKEY RR in order to authenticate this
   answer.  The discussion below describes how a resolver might obtain



   this DNSKEY RR.

   The RRSIG indicates the original TTL of the MX RRset was 3600, and,
   for the purpose of authentication, the current TTL is replaced by
   3600.  The RRSIG labels field value of 3 indicates that the answer
   was not the result of wildcard expansion.  The "x.w.example.com" MX
   RRset is placed in canonical form, and, assuming the current time
   falls between the signature inception and expiration dates, the
   signature is authenticated.

C.1.1.  Authenticating the Example DNSKEY RR

   This example shows the logical authentication process that starts
   from the a configured root DNSKEY (or DS RR) and moves down the tree
   to authenticate the desired "example" DNSKEY RR.  Note that the
   logical order is presented for clarity.  An implementation may choose
   to construct the authentication as referrals are received or to
   construct the authentication chain only after all RRsets have been
   obtained, or in any other combination it sees fit.  The example here
   demonstrates only the logical process and does not dictate any
   implementation rules.

   We assume the resolver starts with a configured DNSKEY RR for the
   root zone (or a configured DS RR for the root zone).  The resolver
   checks whether this configured DNSKEY RR is present in the root
   DNSKEY RRset (or whether the DS RR matches some DNSKEY in the root
   DNSKEY RRset), whether this DNSKEY RR has signed the root DNSKEY
   RRset, and whether the signature lifetime is valid.  If all these
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   conditions are met, all keys in the DNSKEY RRset are considered
   authenticated.  The resolver then uses one (or more) of the root
   DNSKEY RRs to authenticate the "example" DS RRset.  Note that the
   resolver may have to query the root zone to obtain the root DNSKEY
   RRset or "example" DS RRset.

   Once the DS RRset has been authenticated using the root DNSKEY, the
   resolver checks the "example" DNSKEY RRset for some "example" DNSKEY
   RR that matches one of the authenticated "example" DS RRs.  If such a
   matching "example" DNSKEY is found, the resolver checks whether this
   DNSKEY RR has signed the "example" DNSKEY RRset and the signature
   lifetime is valid.  If these conditions are met, all keys in the
   "example" DNSKEY RRset are considered authenticated.

   Finally, the resolver checks that some DNSKEY RR in the "example"
   DNSKEY RRset uses algorithm 5 and has a key tag of 38519.  This
   DNSKEY is used to authenticate the RRSIG included in the response.
   If multiple "example" DNSKEY RRs match this algorithm and key tag,
   then each DNSKEY RR is tried, and the answer is authenticated if any
   of the matching DNSKEY RRs validate the signature as described above.

C.2.  Name Error

   The query in Appendix B.2 returned NSEC RRs that prove that the
   requested data does not exist and no wildcard applies.  The negative
   reply is authenticated by verifying both NSEC RRs.  The NSEC RRs are



   authenticated in a manner identical to that of the MX RRset discussed
   above.

C.3.  No Data Error

   The query in Appendix B.3 returned an NSEC RR that proves that the
   requested name exists, but the requested RR type does not exist.  The
   negative reply is authenticated by verifying the NSEC RR.  The NSEC
   RR is authenticated in a manner identical to that of the MX RRset
   discussed above.

C.4.  Referral to Signed Zone

   The query in Appendix B.4 returned a referral to the signed
   "a.example." zone.  The DS RR is authenticated in a manner identical
   to that of the MX RRset discussed above.  This DS RR is used to
   authenticate the "a.example" DNSKEY RRset.

   Once the "a.example" DS RRset has been authenticated using the
   "example" DNSKEY, the resolver checks the "a.example" DNSKEY RRset
   for some "a.example" DNSKEY RR that matches the DS RR.  If such a
   matching "a.example" DNSKEY is found, the resolver checks whether
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   this DNSKEY RR has signed the "a.example" DNSKEY RRset and whether
   the signature lifetime is valid.  If all these conditions are met,
   all keys in the "a.example" DNSKEY RRset are considered
   authenticated.

C.5.  Referral to Unsigned Zone

   The query in Appendix B.5 returned a referral to an unsigned
   "b.example." zone.  The NSEC proves that no authentication leads from
   "example" to "b.example", and the NSEC RR is authenticated in a
   manner identical to that of the MX RRset discussed above.

C.6.  Wildcard Expansion

   The query in Appendix B.6 returned an answer that was produced as a
   result of wildcard expansion.  The answer section contains a wildcard
   RRset expanded as it would be in a traditional DNS response, and the
   corresponding RRSIG indicates that the expanded wildcard MX RRset was
   signed by an "example" DNSKEY with algorithm 5 and key tag 38519.
   The RRSIG indicates that the original TTL of the MX RRset was 3600,
   and, for the purpose of authentication, the current TTL is replaced
   by 3600.  The RRSIG labels field value of 2 indicates that the answer
   is the result of wildcard expansion, as the "a.z.w.example" name
   contains 4 labels.  The name "a.z.w.w.example" is replaced by
   "*.w.example", the MX RRset is placed in canonical form, and,
   assuming that the current time falls between the signature inception
   and expiration dates, the signature is authenticated.

   The NSEC proves that no closer match (exact or closer wildcard) could
   have been used to answer this query, and the NSEC RR must also be
   authenticated before the answer is considered valid.



C.7.  Wildcard No Data Error

   The query in Appendix B.7 returned NSEC RRs that prove that the
   requested data does not exist and no wildcard applies.  The negative
   reply is authenticated by verifying both NSEC RRs.

C.8.  DS Child Zone No Data Error

   The query in Appendix B.8 returned NSEC RRs that shows the requested
   was answered by a child server ("example" server).  The NSEC RR
   indicates the presence of an SOA RR, showing that the answer is from
   the child .  Queries for the "example" DS RRset should be sent to the
   parent servers ("root" servers).
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Abstract

   This document discusses the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), which is
   an inter-Autonomous System routing protocol.

   The primary function of a BGP speaking system is to exchange network
   reachability information with other BGP systems.  This network
   reachability information includes information on the list of
   Autonomous Systems (ASes) that reachability information traverses.
   This information is sufficient for constructing a graph of AS
   connectivity for this reachability from which routing loops may be
   pruned, and, at the AS level, some policy decisions may be enforced.

   BGP-4 provides a set of mechanisms for supporting Classless Inter-
   Domain Routing (CIDR).  These mechanisms include support for
   advertising a set of destinations as an IP prefix, and eliminating
   the concept of network "class" within BGP.  BGP-4 also introduces
   mechanisms that allow aggregation of routes, including aggregation of
   AS paths.

   This document obsoletes RFC 1771.
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1.  Introduction



   The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is an inter-Autonomous System
   routing protocol.

   The primary function of a BGP speaking system is to exchange network
   reachability information with other BGP systems.  This network
   reachability information includes information on the list of
   Autonomous Systems (ASes) that reachability information traverses.
   This information is sufficient for constructing a graph of AS
   connectivity for this reachability, from which routing loops may be
   pruned and, at the AS level, some policy decisions may be enforced.

   BGP-4 provides a set of mechanisms for supporting Classless Inter-
   Domain Routing (CIDR) [RFC1518, RFC1519].  These mechanisms include
   support for advertising a set of destinations as an IP prefix and
   eliminating the concept of network "class" within BGP.  BGP-4 also
   introduces mechanisms that allow aggregation of routes, including
   aggregation of AS paths.

   Routing information exchanged via BGP supports only the destination-
   based forwarding paradigm, which assumes that a router forwards a
   packet based solely on the destination address carried in the IP
   header of the packet.  This, in turn, reflects the set of policy
   decisions that can (and cannot) be enforced using BGP.  BGP can
   support only those policies conforming to the destination-based
   forwarding paradigm.

1.1.  Definition of Commonly Used Terms

   This section provides definitions for terms that have a specific
   meaning to the BGP protocol and that are used throughout the text.

   Adj-RIB-In
      The Adj-RIBs-In contains unprocessed routing information that has
      been advertised to the local BGP speaker by its peers.

   Adj-RIB-Out
      The Adj-RIBs-Out contains the routes for advertisement to specific
      peers by means of the local speaker's UPDATE messages.

   Autonomous System (AS)
      The classic definition of an Autonomous System is a set of routers
      under a single technical administration, using an interior gateway
      protocol (IGP) and common metrics to determine how to route
      packets within the AS, and using an inter-AS routing protocol to
      determine how to route packets to other ASes.  Since this classic
      definition was developed, it has become common for a single AS to
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      use several IGPs and, sometimes, several sets of metrics within an
      AS.  The use of the term Autonomous System stresses the fact that,
      even when multiple IGPs and metrics are used, the administration
      of an AS appears to other ASes to have a single coherent interior
      routing plan, and presents a consistent picture of the
      destinations that are reachable through it.

   BGP Identifier



      A 4-octet unsigned integer that indicates the BGP Identifier of
      the sender of BGP messages.  A given BGP speaker sets the value of
      its BGP Identifier to an IP address assigned to that BGP speaker.
      The value of the BGP Identifier is determined upon startup and is
      the same for every local interface and BGP peer.

   BGP speaker
      A router that implements BGP.

   EBGP
      External BGP (BGP connection between external peers).

   External peer
      Peer that is in a different Autonomous System than the local
      system.

   Feasible route
      An advertised route that is available for use by the recipient.

   IBGP
      Internal BGP (BGP connection between internal peers).

   Internal peer
      Peer that is in the same Autonomous System as the local system.

   IGP
      Interior Gateway Protocol - a routing protocol used to exchange
      routing information among routers within a single Autonomous
      System.

   Loc-RIB
      The Loc-RIB contains the routes that have been selected by the
      local BGP speaker's Decision Process.

   NLRI
      Network Layer Reachability Information.

   Route
      A unit of information that pairs a set of destinations with the
      attributes of a path to those destinations.  The set of
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      destinations are systems whose IP addresses are contained in one
      IP address prefix carried in the Network Layer Reachability
      Information (NLRI) field of an UPDATE message.  The path is the
      information reported in the path attributes field of the same
      UPDATE message.

   RIB
      Routing Information Base.

   Unfeasible route
      A previously advertised feasible route that is no longer available
      for use.

1.2.  Specification of Requirements



   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].
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3.  Summary of Operation

   The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is an inter-Autonomous System
   routing protocol.  It is built on experience gained with EGP (as
   defined in [RFC904]) and EGP usage in the NSFNET Backbone (as
   described in [RFC1092] and [RFC1093]).  For more BGP-related



   information, see [RFC1772], [RFC1930], [RFC1997], and [RFC2858].

   The primary function of a BGP speaking system is to exchange network
   reachability information with other BGP systems.  This network
   reachability information includes information on the list of
   Autonomous Systems (ASes) that reachability information traverses.
   This information is sufficient for constructing a graph of AS
   connectivity, from which routing loops may be pruned, and, at the AS
   level, some policy decisions may be enforced.

   In the context of this document, we assume that a BGP speaker
   advertises to its peers only those routes that it uses itself (in
   this context, a BGP speaker is said to "use" a BGP route if it is the
   most preferred BGP route and is used in forwarding).  All other cases
   are outside the scope of this document.

   In the context of this document, the term "IP address" refers to an
   IP Version 4 address [RFC791].

   Routing information exchanged via BGP supports only the destination-
   based forwarding paradigm, which assumes that a router forwards a
   packet based solely on the destination address carried in the IP
   header of the packet.  This, in turn, reflects the set of policy
   decisions that can (and cannot) be enforced using BGP.  Note that
   some policies cannot be supported by the destination-based forwarding
   paradigm, and thus require techniques such as source routing (aka
   explicit routing) to be enforced.  Such policies cannot be enforced
   using BGP either.  For example, BGP does not enable one AS to send
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   traffic to a neighboring AS for forwarding to some destination
   (reachable through but) beyond that neighboring AS, intending that
   the traffic take a different route to that taken by the traffic
   originating in the neighboring AS (for that same destination).  On
   the other hand, BGP can support any policy conforming to the
   destination-based forwarding paradigm.

   BGP-4 provides a new set of mechanisms for supporting Classless
   Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR) [RFC1518, RFC1519].  These mechanisms
   include support for advertising a set of destinations as an IP prefix
   and eliminating the concept of a network "class" within BGP.  BGP-4
   also introduces mechanisms that allow aggregation of routes,
   including aggregation of AS paths.

   This document uses the term `Autonomous System' (AS) throughout.  The
   classic definition of an Autonomous System is a set of routers under
   a single technical administration, using an interior gateway protocol
   (IGP) and common metrics to determine how to route packets within the
   AS, and using an inter-AS routing protocol to determine how to route
   packets to other ASes.  Since this classic definition was developed,
   it has become common for a single AS to use several IGPs and,
   sometimes, several sets of metrics within an AS.  The use of the term
   Autonomous System stresses the fact that, even when multiple IGPs and
   metrics are used, the administration of an AS appears to other ASes
   to have a single coherent interior routing plan and presents a
   consistent picture of the destinations that are reachable through it.



   BGP uses TCP [RFC793] as its transport protocol.  This eliminates the
   need to implement explicit update fragmentation, retransmission,
   acknowledgement, and sequencing.  BGP listens on TCP port 179.  The
   error notification mechanism used in BGP assumes that TCP supports a
   "graceful" close (i.e., that all outstanding data will be delivered
   before the connection is closed).

   A TCP connection is formed between two systems.  They exchange
   messages to open and confirm the connection parameters.

   The initial data flow is the portion of the BGP routing table that is
   allowed by the export policy, called the Adj-Ribs-Out (see 3.2).
   Incremental updates are sent as the routing tables change.  BGP does
   not require a periodic refresh of the routing table.  To allow local
   policy changes to have the correct effect without resetting any BGP
   connections, a BGP speaker SHOULD either (a) retain the current
   version of the routes advertised to it by all of its peers for the
   duration of the connection, or (b) make use of the Route Refresh
   extension [RFC2918].
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   KEEPALIVE messages may be sent periodically to ensure that the
   connection is live.  NOTIFICATION messages are sent in response to
   errors or special conditions.  If a connection encounters an error
   condition, a NOTIFICATION message is sent and the connection is
   closed.

   A peer in a different AS is referred to as an external peer, while a
   peer in the same AS is referred to as an internal peer.  Internal BGP
   and external BGP are commonly abbreviated as IBGP and EBGP.

   If a particular AS has multiple BGP speakers and is providing transit
   service for other ASes, then care must be taken to ensure a
   consistent view of routing within the AS.  A consistent view of the
   interior routes of the AS is provided by the IGP used within the AS.
   For the purpose of this document, it is assumed that a consistent
   view of the routes exterior to the AS is provided by having all BGP
   speakers within the AS maintain IBGP with each other.

   This document specifies the base behavior of the BGP protocol.  This
   behavior can be, and is, modified by extension specifications.  When
   the protocol is extended, the new behavior is fully documented in the
   extension specifications.

3.1.  Routes: Advertisement and Storage

   For the purpose of this protocol, a route is defined as a unit of
   information that pairs a set of destinations with the attributes of a
   path to those destinations.  The set of destinations are systems
   whose IP addresses are contained in one IP address prefix that is
   carried in the Network Layer Reachability Information (NLRI) field of
   an UPDATE message, and the path is the information reported in the
   path attributes field of the same UPDATE message.



   Routes are advertised between BGP speakers in UPDATE messages.
   Multiple routes that have the same path attributes can be advertised
   in a single UPDATE message by including multiple prefixes in the NLRI
   field of the UPDATE message.

   Routes are stored in the Routing Information Bases (RIBs): namely,
   the Adj-RIBs-In, the Loc-RIB, and the Adj-RIBs-Out, as described in
   Section 3.2.

   If a BGP speaker chooses to advertise a previously received route, it
   MAY add to, or modify, the path attributes of the route before
   advertising it to a peer.
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   BGP provides mechanisms by which a BGP speaker can inform its peers
   that a previously advertised route is no longer available for use.
   There are three methods by which a given BGP speaker can indicate
   that a route has been withdrawn from service:

      a) the IP prefix that expresses the destination for a previously
         advertised route can be advertised in the WITHDRAWN ROUTES
         field in the UPDATE message, thus marking the associated route
         as being no longer available for use,

      b) a replacement route with the same NLRI can be advertised, or

      c) the BGP speaker connection can be closed, which implicitly
         removes all routes the pair of speakers had advertised to each
         other from service.

   Changing the attribute(s) of a route is accomplished by advertising a
   replacement route.  The replacement route carries new (changed)
   attributes and has the same address prefix as the original route.

3.2.  Routing Information Base

   The Routing Information Base (RIB) within a BGP speaker consists of
   three distinct parts:

      a) Adj-RIBs-In: The Adj-RIBs-In stores routing information learned
         from inbound UPDATE messages that were received from other BGP
         speakers.  Their contents represent routes that are available
         as input to the Decision Process.

      b) Loc-RIB: The Loc-RIB contains the local routing information the
         BGP speaker selected by applying its local policies to the
         routing information contained in its Adj-RIBs-In.  These are
         the routes that will be used by the local BGP speaker.  The
         next hop for each of these routes MUST be resolvable via the
         local BGP speaker's Routing Table.

      c) Adj-RIBs-Out: The Adj-RIBs-Out stores information the local BGP



         speaker selected for advertisement to its peers.  The routing
         information stored in the Adj-RIBs-Out will be carried in the
         local BGP speaker's UPDATE messages and advertised to its
         peers.

   In summary, the Adj-RIBs-In contains unprocessed routing information
   that has been advertised to the local BGP speaker by its peers; the
   Loc-RIB contains the routes that have been selected by the local BGP
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   speaker's Decision Process; and the Adj-RIBs-Out organizes the routes
   for advertisement to specific peers (by means of the local speaker's
   UPDATE messages).

   Although the conceptual model distinguishes between Adj-RIBs-In,
   Loc-RIB, and Adj-RIBs-Out, this neither implies nor requires that an
   implementation must maintain three separate copies of the routing
   information.  The choice of implementation (for example, 3 copies of
   the information vs 1 copy with pointers) is not constrained by the
   protocol.

   Routing information that the BGP speaker uses to forward packets (or
   to construct the forwarding table used for packet forwarding) is
   maintained in the Routing Table.  The Routing Table accumulates
   routes to directly connected networks, static routes, routes learned
   from the IGP protocols, and routes learned from BGP.  Whether a
   specific BGP route should be installed in the Routing Table, and
   whether a BGP route should override a route to the same destination
   installed by another source, is a local policy decision, and is not
   specified in this document.  In addition to actual packet forwarding,
   the Routing Table is used for resolution of the next-hop addresses
   specified in BGP updates (see Section 5.1.3).

4.  Message Formats

   This section describes message formats used by BGP.

   BGP messages are sent over TCP connections.  A message is processed
   only after it is entirely received.  The maximum message size is 4096
   octets.  All implementations are required to support this maximum
   message size.  The smallest message that may be sent consists of a
   BGP header without a data portion (19 octets).

   All multi-octet fields are in network byte order.
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4.1.  Message Header Format

   Each message has a fixed-size header.  There may or may not be a data
   portion following the header, depending on the message type.  The
   layout of these fields is shown below:

      0                   1                   2                   3
      0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                                                               |
      +                                                               +
      |                                                               |
      +                                                               +
      |                           Marker                              |
      +                                                               +
      |                                                               |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |          Length               |      Type     |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

      Marker:

         This 16-octet field is included for compatibility; it MUST be
         set to all ones.

      Length:

         This 2-octet unsigned integer indicates the total length of the
         message, including the header in octets.  Thus, it allows one
         to locate the (Marker field of the) next message in the TCP
         stream.  The value of the Length field MUST always be at least
         19 and no greater than 4096, and MAY be further constrained,
         depending on the message type.  "padding" of extra data after
         the message is not allowed.  Therefore, the Length field MUST
         have the smallest value required, given the rest of the
         message.

      Type:

         This 1-octet unsigned integer indicates the type code of the
         message.  This document defines the following type codes:

                              1 - OPEN
                              2 - UPDATE
                              3 - NOTIFICATION
                              4 - KEEPALIVE

         [RFC2918] defines one more type code.
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4.2.  OPEN Message Format

   After a TCP connection is established, the first message sent by each
   side is an OPEN message.  If the OPEN message is acceptable, a
   KEEPALIVE message confirming the OPEN is sent back.

   In addition to the fixed-size BGP header, the OPEN message contains
   the following fields:

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |    Version    |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |     My Autonomous System      |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |           Hold Time           |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                         BGP Identifier                        |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       | Opt Parm Len  |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                                                               |
       |             Optional Parameters (variable)                    |
       |                                                               |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

      Version:

         This 1-octet unsigned integer indicates the protocol version
         number of the message.  The current BGP version number is 4.

      My Autonomous System:

         This 2-octet unsigned integer indicates the Autonomous System
         number of the sender.

      Hold Time:

         This 2-octet unsigned integer indicates the number of seconds
         the sender proposes for the value of the Hold Timer.  Upon
         receipt of an OPEN message, a BGP speaker MUST calculate the
         value of the Hold Timer by using the smaller of its configured
         Hold Time and the Hold Time received in the OPEN message.  The
         Hold Time MUST be either zero or at least three seconds.  An
         implementation MAY reject connections on the basis of the Hold
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         Time.  The calculated value indicates the maximum number of
         seconds that may elapse between the receipt of successive
         KEEPALIVE and/or UPDATE messages from the sender.

      BGP Identifier:

         This 4-octet unsigned integer indicates the BGP Identifier of
         the sender.  A given BGP speaker sets the value of its BGP
         Identifier to an IP address that is assigned to that BGP
         speaker.  The value of the BGP Identifier is determined upon
         startup and is the same for every local interface and BGP peer.

      Optional Parameters Length:

         This 1-octet unsigned integer indicates the total length of the
         Optional Parameters field in octets.  If the value of this
         field is zero, no Optional Parameters are present.

      Optional Parameters:

         This field contains a list of optional parameters, in which
         each parameter is encoded as a <Parameter Type, Parameter
         Length, Parameter Value> triplet.

         0                   1
         0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5
         +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-...
         |  Parm. Type   | Parm. Length  |  Parameter Value (variable)
         +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-...

         Parameter Type is a one octet field that unambiguously
         identifies individual parameters.  Parameter Length is a one
         octet field that contains the length of the Parameter Value
         field in octets.  Parameter Value is a variable length field
         that is interpreted according to the value of the Parameter
         Type field.

         [RFC3392] defines the Capabilities Optional Parameter.

   The minimum length of the OPEN message is 29 octets (including the
   message header).

4.3.  UPDATE Message Format

   UPDATE messages are used to transfer routing information between BGP
   peers.  The information in the UPDATE message can be used to
   construct a graph that describes the relationships of the various
   Autonomous Systems.  By applying rules to be discussed, routing
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   information loops and some other anomalies may be detected and
   removed from inter-AS routing.

   An UPDATE message is used to advertise feasible routes that share
   common path attributes to a peer, or to withdraw multiple unfeasible
   routes from service (see 3.1).  An UPDATE message MAY simultaneously



   advertise a feasible route and withdraw multiple unfeasible routes
   from service.  The UPDATE message always includes the fixed-size BGP
   header, and also includes the other fields, as shown below (note,
   some of the shown fields may not be present in every UPDATE message):

      +-----------------------------------------------------+
      |   Withdrawn Routes Length (2 octets)                |
      +-----------------------------------------------------+
      |   Withdrawn Routes (variable)                       |
      +-----------------------------------------------------+
      |   Total Path Attribute Length (2 octets)            |
      +-----------------------------------------------------+
      |   Path Attributes (variable)                        |
      +-----------------------------------------------------+
      |   Network Layer Reachability Information (variable) |
      +-----------------------------------------------------+

      Withdrawn Routes Length:

         This 2-octets unsigned integer indicates the total length of
         the Withdrawn Routes field in octets.  Its value allows the
         length of the Network Layer Reachability Information field to
         be determined, as specified below.

         A value of 0 indicates that no routes are being withdrawn from
         service, and that the WITHDRAWN ROUTES field is not present in
         this UPDATE message.

      Withdrawn Routes:

         This is a variable-length field that contains a list of IP
         address prefixes for the routes that are being withdrawn from
         service.  Each IP address prefix is encoded as a 2-tuple of the
         form <length, prefix>, whose fields are described below:

                  +---------------------------+
                  |   Length (1 octet)        |
                  +---------------------------+
                  |   Prefix (variable)       |
                  +---------------------------+
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         The use and the meaning of these fields are as follows:

         a) Length:

            The Length field indicates the length in bits of the IP
            address prefix.  A length of zero indicates a prefix that
            matches all IP addresses (with prefix, itself, of zero
            octets).

         b) Prefix:

            The Prefix field contains an IP address prefix, followed by



            the minimum number of trailing bits needed to make the end
            of the field fall on an octet boundary.  Note that the value
            of trailing bits is irrelevant.

      Total Path Attribute Length:

         This 2-octet unsigned integer indicates the total length of the
         Path Attributes field in octets.  Its value allows the length
         of the Network Layer Reachability field to be determined as
         specified below.

         A value of 0 indicates that neither the Network Layer
         Reachability Information field nor the Path Attribute field is
         present in this UPDATE message.

      Path Attributes:

         A variable-length sequence of path attributes is present in
         every UPDATE message, except for an UPDATE message that carries
         only the withdrawn routes.  Each path attribute is a triple
         <attribute type, attribute length, attribute value> of variable
         length.

         Attribute Type is a two-octet field that consists of the
         Attribute Flags octet, followed by the Attribute Type Code
         octet.

               0                   1
               0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5
               +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
               |  Attr. Flags  |Attr. Type Code|
               +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

         The high-order bit (bit 0) of the Attribute Flags octet is the
         Optional bit.  It defines whether the attribute is optional (if
         set to 1) or well-known (if set to 0).
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         The second high-order bit (bit 1) of the Attribute Flags octet
         is the Transitive bit.  It defines whether an optional
         attribute is transitive (if set to 1) or non-transitive (if set
         to 0).

         For well-known attributes, the Transitive bit MUST be set to 1.
         (See Section 5 for a discussion of transitive attributes.)

         The third high-order bit (bit 2) of the Attribute Flags octet
         is the Partial bit.  It defines whether the information
         contained in the optional transitive attribute is partial (if
         set to 1) or complete (if set to 0).  For well-known attributes
         and for optional non-transitive attributes, the Partial bit
         MUST be set to 0.

         The fourth high-order bit (bit 3) of the Attribute Flags octet
         is the Extended Length bit.  It defines whether the Attribute
         Length is one octet (if set to 0) or two octets (if set to 1).



         The lower-order four bits of the Attribute Flags octet are
         unused.  They MUST be zero when sent and MUST be ignored when
         received.

         The Attribute Type Code octet contains the Attribute Type Code.
         Currently defined Attribute Type Codes are discussed in Section
         5.

         If the Extended Length bit of the Attribute Flags octet is set
         to 0, the third octet of the Path Attribute contains the length
         of the attribute data in octets.

         If the Extended Length bit of the Attribute Flags octet is set
         to 1, the third and fourth octets of the path attribute contain
         the length of the attribute data in octets.
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         The remaining octets of the Path Attribute represent the
         attribute value and are interpreted according to the Attribute
         Flags and the Attribute Type Code.  The supported Attribute
         Type Codes, and their attribute values and uses are as follows:

         a) ORIGIN (Type Code 1):

            ORIGIN is a well-known mandatory attribute that defines the
            origin of the path information.  The data octet can assume
            the following values:

               Value      Meaning

               0         IGP - Network Layer Reachability Information
                            is interior to the originating AS

               1         EGP - Network Layer Reachability Information
                            learned via the EGP protocol [RFC904]

               2         INCOMPLETE - Network Layer Reachability
                            Information learned by some other means

            Usage of this attribute is defined in 5.1.1.



         b) AS_PATH (Type Code 2):

            AS_PATH is a well-known mandatory attribute that is composed
            of a sequence of AS path segments.  Each AS path segment is
            represented by a triple <path segment type, path segment
            length, path segment value>.

            The path segment type is a 1-octet length field with the
            following values defined:

               Value      Segment Type

               1         AS_SET: unordered set of ASes a route in the
                            UPDATE message has traversed

               2         AS_SEQUENCE: ordered set of ASes a route in
                            the UPDATE message has traversed

            The path segment length is a 1-octet length field,
            containing the number of ASes (not the number of octets) in
            the path segment value field.

            The path segment value field contains one or more AS
            numbers, each encoded as a 2-octet length field.
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            Usage of this attribute is defined in 5.1.2.

         c) NEXT_HOP (Type Code 3):

            This is a well-known mandatory attribute that defines the
            (unicast) IP address of the router that SHOULD be used as
            the next hop to the destinations listed in the Network Layer
            Reachability Information field of the UPDATE message.

            Usage of this attribute is defined in 5.1.3.

         d) MULTI_EXIT_DISC (Type Code 4):

            This is an optional non-transitive attribute that is a
            four-octet unsigned integer.  The value of this attribute
            MAY be used by a BGP speaker's Decision Process to
            discriminate among multiple entry points to a neighboring
            autonomous system.

            Usage of this attribute is defined in 5.1.4.

         e) LOCAL_PREF (Type Code 5):

            LOCAL_PREF is a well-known attribute that is a four-octet
            unsigned integer.  A BGP speaker uses it to inform its other
            internal peers of the advertising speaker's degree of
            preference for an advertised route.

            Usage of this attribute is defined in 5.1.5.



         f) ATOMIC_AGGREGATE (Type Code 6)

            ATOMIC_AGGREGATE is a well-known discretionary attribute of
            length 0.

            Usage of this attribute is defined in 5.1.6.

         g) AGGREGATOR (Type Code 7)

            AGGREGATOR is an optional transitive attribute of length 6.
            The attribute contains the last AS number that formed the
            aggregate route (encoded as 2 octets), followed by the IP
            address of the BGP speaker that formed the aggregate route
            (encoded as 4 octets).  This SHOULD be the same address as
            the one used for the BGP Identifier of the speaker.

            Usage of this attribute is defined in 5.1.7.
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      Network Layer Reachability Information:

         This variable length field contains a list of IP address
         prefixes.  The length, in octets, of the Network Layer
         Reachability Information is not encoded explicitly, but can be
         calculated as:

               UPDATE message Length - 23 - Total Path Attributes Length
               - Withdrawn Routes Length

         where UPDATE message Length is the value encoded in the fixed-
         size BGP header, Total Path Attribute Length, and Withdrawn
         Routes Length are the values encoded in the variable part of
         the UPDATE message, and 23 is a combined length of the fixed-
         size BGP header, the Total Path Attribute Length field, and the
         Withdrawn Routes Length field.

         Reachability information is encoded as one or more 2-tuples of
         the form <length, prefix>, whose fields are described below:

                  +---------------------------+
                  |   Length (1 octet)        |
                  +---------------------------+
                  |   Prefix (variable)       |
                  +---------------------------+

         The use and the meaning of these fields are as follows:

         a) Length:

            The Length field indicates the length in bits of the IP
            address prefix.  A length of zero indicates a prefix that
            matches all IP addresses (with prefix, itself, of zero
            octets).

         b) Prefix:



            The Prefix field contains an IP address prefix, followed by
            enough trailing bits to make the end of the field fall on an
            octet boundary.  Note that the value of the trailing bits is
            irrelevant.

   The minimum length of the UPDATE message is 23 octets -- 19 octets
   for the fixed header + 2 octets for the Withdrawn Routes Length + 2
   octets for the Total Path Attribute Length (the value of Withdrawn
   Routes Length is 0 and the value of Total Path Attribute Length is
   0).
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   An UPDATE message can advertise, at most, one set of path attributes,
   but multiple destinations, provided that the destinations share these
   attributes.  All path attributes contained in a given UPDATE message
   apply to all destinations carried in the NLRI field of the UPDATE
   message.

   An UPDATE message can list multiple routes that are to be withdrawn
   from service.  Each such route is identified by its destination
   (expressed as an IP prefix), which unambiguously identifies the route
   in the context of the BGP speaker - BGP speaker connection to which
   it has been previously advertised.

   An UPDATE message might advertise only routes that are to be
   withdrawn from service, in which case the message will not include
   path attributes or Network Layer Reachability Information.
   Conversely, it may advertise only a feasible route, in which case the
   WITHDRAWN ROUTES field need not be present.

   An UPDATE message SHOULD NOT include the same address prefix in the
   WITHDRAWN ROUTES and Network Layer Reachability Information fields.
   However, a BGP speaker MUST be able to process UPDATE messages in
   this form.  A BGP speaker SHOULD treat an UPDATE message of this form
   as though the WITHDRAWN ROUTES do not contain the address prefix.

4.4.  KEEPALIVE Message Format

   BGP does not use any TCP-based, keep-alive mechanism to determine if
   peers are reachable.  Instead, KEEPALIVE messages are exchanged
   between peers often enough not to cause the Hold Timer to expire.  A
   reasonable maximum time between KEEPALIVE messages would be one third
   of the Hold Time interval.  KEEPALIVE messages MUST NOT be sent more
   frequently than one per second.  An implementation MAY adjust the
   rate at which it sends KEEPALIVE messages as a function of the Hold
   Time interval.

   If the negotiated Hold Time interval is zero, then periodic KEEPALIVE
   messages MUST NOT be sent.

   A KEEPALIVE message consists of only the message header and has a
   length of 19 octets.



4.5.  NOTIFICATION Message Format

   A NOTIFICATION message is sent when an error condition is detected.
   The BGP connection is closed immediately after it is sent.
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   In addition to the fixed-size BGP header, the NOTIFICATION message
   contains the following fields:

      0                   1                   2                   3
      0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      | Error code    | Error subcode |   Data (variable)             |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

      Error Code:

         This 1-octet unsigned integer indicates the type of
         NOTIFICATION.  The following Error Codes have been defined:

            Error Code       Symbolic Name               Reference

              1         Message Header Error             Section 6.1

              2         OPEN Message Error               Section 6.2

              3         UPDATE Message Error             Section 6.3

              4         Hold Timer Expired               Section 6.5

              5         Finite State Machine Error       Section 6.6

              6         Cease                            Section 6.7

      Error subcode:

         This 1-octet unsigned integer provides more specific
         information about the nature of the reported error.  Each Error
         Code may have one or more Error Subcodes associated with it.
         If no appropriate Error Subcode is defined, then a zero
         (Unspecific) value is used for the Error Subcode field.

      Message Header Error subcodes:

               1 - Connection Not Synchronized.
               2 - Bad Message Length.
               3 - Bad Message Type.
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      OPEN Message Error subcodes:

               1 - Unsupported Version Number.
               2 - Bad Peer AS.
               3 - Bad BGP Identifier.
               4 - Unsupported Optional Parameter.
               5 - [Deprecated - see Appendix A].
               6 - Unacceptable Hold Time.

      UPDATE Message Error subcodes:

               1 - Malformed Attribute List.
               2 - Unrecognized Well-known Attribute.
               3 - Missing Well-known Attribute.
               4 - Attribute Flags Error.
               5 - Attribute Length Error.
               6 - Invalid ORIGIN Attribute.
               7 - [Deprecated - see Appendix A].
               8 - Invalid NEXT_HOP Attribute.
               9 - Optional Attribute Error.
              10 - Invalid Network Field.
              11 - Malformed AS_PATH.

      Data:

         This variable-length field is used to diagnose the reason for
         the NOTIFICATION.  The contents of the Data field depend upon
         the Error Code and Error Subcode.  See Section 6 for more
         details.

         Note that the length of the Data field can be determined from
         the message Length field by the formula:

                  Message Length = 21 + Data Length

   The minimum length of the NOTIFICATION message is 21 octets
   (including message header).

5.  Path Attributes

   This section discusses the path attributes of the UPDATE message.

   Path attributes fall into four separate categories:

         1. Well-known mandatory.
         2. Well-known discretionary.
         3. Optional transitive.
         4. Optional non-transitive.
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   BGP implementations MUST recognize all well-known attributes.  Some
   of these attributes are mandatory and MUST be included in every
   UPDATE message that contains NLRI.  Others are discretionary and MAY
   or MAY NOT be sent in a particular UPDATE message.

   Once a BGP peer has updated any well-known attributes, it MUST pass
   these attributes to its peers in any updates it transmits.

   In addition to well-known attributes, each path MAY contain one or
   more optional attributes.  It is not required or expected that all
   BGP implementations support all optional attributes.  The handling of
   an unrecognized optional attribute is determined by the setting of
   the Transitive bit in the attribute flags octet.  Paths with
   unrecognized transitive optional attributes SHOULD be accepted.  If a
   path with an unrecognized transitive optional attribute is accepted
   and passed to other BGP peers, then the unrecognized transitive
   optional attribute of that path MUST be passed, along with the path,
   to other BGP peers with the Partial bit in the Attribute Flags octet
   set to 1.  If a path with a recognized, transitive optional attribute
   is accepted and passed along to other BGP peers and the Partial bit
   in the Attribute Flags octet is set to 1 by some previous AS, it MUST
   NOT be set back to 0 by the current AS.  Unrecognized non-transitive
   optional attributes MUST be quietly ignored and not passed along to
   other BGP peers.

   New, transitive optional attributes MAY be attached to the path by
   the originator or by any other BGP speaker in the path.  If they are
   not attached by the originator, the Partial bit in the Attribute
   Flags octet is set to 1.  The rules for attaching new non-transitive
   optional attributes will depend on the nature of the specific
   attribute.  The documentation of each new non-transitive optional
   attribute will be expected to include such rules (the description of
   the MULTI_EXIT_DISC attribute gives an example).  All optional
   attributes (both transitive and non-transitive), MAY be updated (if
   appropriate) by BGP speakers in the path.

   The sender of an UPDATE message SHOULD order path attributes within
   the UPDATE message in ascending order of attribute type.  The
   receiver of an UPDATE message MUST be prepared to handle path
   attributes within UPDATE messages that are out of order.

   The same attribute (attribute with the same type) cannot appear more
   than once within the Path Attributes field of a particular UPDATE
   message.
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   The mandatory category refers to an attribute that MUST be present in
   both IBGP and EBGP exchanges if NLRI are contained in the UPDATE
   message.  Attributes classified as optional for the purpose of the
   protocol extension mechanism may be purely discretionary,



   discretionary, required, or disallowed in certain contexts.

        attribute           EBGP                    IBGP
         ORIGIN             mandatory               mandatory
         AS_PATH            mandatory               mandatory
         NEXT_HOP           mandatory               mandatory
         MULTI_EXIT_DISC    discretionary           discretionary
         LOCAL_PREF         see Section 5.1.5       required
         ATOMIC_AGGREGATE   see Section 5.1.6 and 9.1.4
         AGGREGATOR         discretionary           discretionary

5.1.  Path Attribute Usage

   The usage of each BGP path attribute is described in the following
   clauses.

5.1.1.  ORIGIN

   ORIGIN is a well-known mandatory attribute.  The ORIGIN attribute is
   generated by the speaker that originates the associated routing
   information.  Its value SHOULD NOT be changed by any other speaker.

5.1.2.  AS_PATH

   AS_PATH is a well-known mandatory attribute.  This attribute
   identifies the autonomous systems through which routing information
   carried in this UPDATE message has passed.  The components of this
   list can be AS_SETs or AS_SEQUENCEs.

   When a BGP speaker propagates a route it learned from another BGP
   speaker's UPDATE message, it modifies the route's AS_PATH attribute
   based on the location of the BGP speaker to which the route will be
   sent:

      a) When a given BGP speaker advertises the route to an internal
         peer, the advertising speaker SHALL NOT modify the AS_PATH
         attribute associated with the route.

      b) When a given BGP speaker advertises the route to an external
         peer, the advertising speaker updates the AS_PATH attribute as
         follows:
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         1) if the first path segment of the AS_PATH is of type
            AS_SEQUENCE, the local system prepends its own AS number as
            the last element of the sequence (put it in the leftmost
            position with respect to the position of octets in the
            protocol message).  If the act of prepending will cause an
            overflow in the AS_PATH segment (i.e., more than 255 ASes),
            it SHOULD prepend a new segment of type AS_SEQUENCE and
            prepend its own AS number to this new segment.

         2) if the first path segment of the AS_PATH is of type AS_SET,



            the local system prepends a new path segment of type
            AS_SEQUENCE to the AS_PATH, including its own AS number in
            that segment.

         3) if the AS_PATH is empty, the local system creates a path
            segment of type AS_SEQUENCE, places its own AS into that
            segment, and places that segment into the AS_PATH.

   When a BGP speaker originates a route then:

      a) the originating speaker includes its own AS number in a path
         segment, of type AS_SEQUENCE, in the AS_PATH attribute of all
         UPDATE messages sent to an external peer.  In this case, the AS
         number of the originating speaker's autonomous system will be
         the only entry the path segment, and this path segment will be
         the only segment in the AS_PATH attribute.

      b) the originating speaker includes an empty AS_PATH attribute in
         all UPDATE messages sent to internal peers.  (An empty AS_PATH
         attribute is one whose length field contains the value zero).

   Whenever the modification of the AS_PATH attribute calls for
   including or prepending the AS number of the local system, the local
   system MAY include/prepend more than one instance of its own AS
   number in the AS_PATH attribute.  This is controlled via local
   configuration.

5.1.3.  NEXT_HOP

   The NEXT_HOP is a well-known mandatory attribute that defines the IP
   address of the router that SHOULD be used as the next hop to the
   destinations listed in the UPDATE message.  The NEXT_HOP attribute is
   calculated as follows:

      1) When sending a message to an internal peer, if the route is not
         locally originated, the BGP speaker SHOULD NOT modify the
         NEXT_HOP attribute unless it has been explicitly configured to
         announce its own IP address as the NEXT_HOP.  When announcing a
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         locally-originated route to an internal peer, the BGP speaker
         SHOULD use the interface address of the router through which
         the announced network is reachable for the speaker as the
         NEXT_HOP.  If the route is directly connected to the speaker,
         or if the interface address of the router through which the
         announced network is reachable for the speaker is the internal
         peer's address, then the BGP speaker SHOULD use its own IP
         address for the NEXT_HOP attribute (the address of the
         interface that is used to reach the peer).

      2) When sending a message to an external peer, X, and the peer is
         one IP hop away from the speaker:

         - If the route being announced was learned from an internal
           peer or is locally originated, the BGP speaker can use an
           interface address of the internal peer router (or the



           internal router) through which the announced network is
           reachable for the speaker for the NEXT_HOP attribute,
           provided that peer X shares a common subnet with this
           address.  This is a form of "third party" NEXT_HOP attribute.

         - Otherwise, if the route being announced was learned from an
           external peer, the speaker can use an IP address of any
           adjacent router (known from the received NEXT_HOP attribute)
           that the speaker itself uses for local route calculation in
           the NEXT_HOP attribute, provided that peer X shares a common
           subnet with this address.  This is a second form of "third
           party" NEXT_HOP attribute.

         - Otherwise, if the external peer to which the route is being
           advertised shares a common subnet with one of the interfaces
           of the announcing BGP speaker, the speaker MAY use the IP
           address associated with such an interface in the NEXT_HOP
           attribute.  This is known as a "first party" NEXT_HOP
           attribute.

         - By default (if none of the above conditions apply), the BGP
           speaker SHOULD use the IP address of the interface that the
           speaker uses to establish the BGP connection to peer X in the
           NEXT_HOP attribute.

      3) When sending a message to an external peer X, and the peer is
         multiple IP hops away from the speaker (aka "multihop EBGP"):

         - The speaker MAY be configured to propagate the NEXT_HOP
           attribute.  In this case, when advertising a route that the
           speaker learned from one of its peers, the NEXT_HOP attribute
           of the advertised route is exactly the same as the NEXT_HOP
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           attribute of the learned route (the speaker does not modify
           the NEXT_HOP attribute).

         - By default, the BGP speaker SHOULD use the IP address of the
           interface that the speaker uses in the NEXT_HOP attribute to
           establish the BGP connection to peer X.

   Normally, the NEXT_HOP attribute is chosen such that the shortest
   available path will be taken.  A BGP speaker MUST be able to support
   the disabling advertisement of third party NEXT_HOP attributes in
   order to handle imperfectly bridged media.

   A route originated by a BGP speaker SHALL NOT be advertised to a peer
   using an address of that peer as NEXT_HOP.  A BGP speaker SHALL NOT
   install a route with itself as the next hop.

   The NEXT_HOP attribute is used by the BGP speaker to determine the
   actual outbound interface and immediate next-hop address that SHOULD
   be used to forward transit packets to the associated destinations.

   The immediate next-hop address is determined by performing a
   recursive route lookup operation for the IP address in the NEXT_HOP



   attribute, using the contents of the Routing Table, selecting one
   entry if multiple entries of equal cost exist.  The Routing Table
   entry that resolves the IP address in the NEXT_HOP attribute will
   always specify the outbound interface.  If the entry specifies an
   attached subnet, but does not specify a next-hop address, then the
   address in the NEXT_HOP attribute SHOULD be used as the immediate
   next-hop address.  If the entry also specifies the next-hop address,
   this address SHOULD be used as the immediate next-hop address for
   packet forwarding.

5.1.4.  MULTI_EXIT_DISC

   The MULTI_EXIT_DISC is an optional non-transitive attribute that is
   intended to be used on external (inter-AS) links to discriminate
   among multiple exit or entry points to the same neighboring AS.  The
   value of the MULTI_EXIT_DISC attribute is a four-octet unsigned
   number, called a metric.  All other factors being equal, the exit
   point with the lower metric SHOULD be preferred.  If received over
   EBGP, the MULTI_EXIT_DISC attribute MAY be propagated over IBGP to
   other BGP speakers within the same AS (see also 9.1.2.2).  The
   MULTI_EXIT_DISC attribute received from a neighboring AS MUST NOT be
   propagated to other neighboring ASes.

   A BGP speaker MUST implement a mechanism (based on local
   configuration) that allows the MULTI_EXIT_DISC attribute to be
   removed from a route.  If a BGP speaker is configured to remove the
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   MULTI_EXIT_DISC attribute from a route, then this removal MUST be
   done prior to determining the degree of preference of the route and
   prior to performing route selection (Decision Process phases 1 and
   2).

   An implementation MAY also (based on local configuration) alter the
   value of the MULTI_EXIT_DISC attribute received over EBGP.  If a BGP
   speaker is configured to alter the value of the MULTI_EXIT_DISC
   attribute received over EBGP, then altering the value MUST be done
   prior to determining the degree of preference of the route and prior
   to performing route selection (Decision Process phases 1 and 2).  See
   Section 9.1.2.2 for necessary restrictions on this.

5.1.5.  LOCAL_PREF

   LOCAL_PREF is a well-known attribute that SHALL be included in all
   UPDATE messages that a given BGP speaker sends to other internal
   peers.  A BGP speaker SHALL calculate the degree of preference for
   each external route based on the locally-configured policy, and
   include the degree of preference when advertising a route to its
   internal peers.  The higher degree of preference MUST be preferred.
   A BGP speaker uses the degree of preference learned via LOCAL_PREF in
   its Decision Process (see Section 9.1.1).

   A BGP speaker MUST NOT include this attribute in UPDATE messages it
   sends to external peers, except in the case of BGP Confederations
   [RFC3065].  If it is contained in an UPDATE message that is received
   from an external peer, then this attribute MUST be ignored by the



   receiving speaker, except in the case of BGP Confederations
   [RFC3065].

5.1.6.  ATOMIC_AGGREGATE

   ATOMIC_AGGREGATE is a well-known discretionary attribute.

   When a BGP speaker aggregates several routes for the purpose of
   advertisement to a particular peer, the AS_PATH of the aggregated
   route normally includes an AS_SET formed from the set of ASes from
   which the aggregate was formed.  In many cases, the network
   administrator can determine if the aggregate can safely be advertised
   without the AS_SET, and without forming route loops.

   If an aggregate excludes at least some of the AS numbers present in
   the AS_PATH of the routes that are aggregated as a result of dropping
   the AS_SET, the aggregated route, when advertised to the peer, SHOULD
   include the ATOMIC_AGGREGATE attribute.
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   A BGP speaker that receives a route with the ATOMIC_AGGREGATE
   attribute SHOULD NOT remove the attribute when propagating the route
   to other speakers.

   A BGP speaker that receives a route with the ATOMIC_AGGREGATE
   attribute MUST NOT make any NLRI of that route more specific (as
   defined in 9.1.4) when advertising this route to other BGP speakers.

   A BGP speaker that receives a route with the ATOMIC_AGGREGATE
   attribute needs to be aware of the fact that the actual path to
   destinations, as specified in the NLRI of the route, while having the
   loop-free property, may not be the path specified in the AS_PATH
   attribute of the route.

5.1.7.  AGGREGATOR

   AGGREGATOR is an optional transitive attribute, which MAY be included
   in updates that are formed by aggregation (see Section 9.2.2.2).  A
   BGP speaker that performs route aggregation MAY add the AGGREGATOR
   attribute, which SHALL contain its own AS number and IP address.  The
   IP address SHOULD be the same as the BGP Identifier of the speaker.

6.  BGP Error Handling.

   This section describes actions to be taken when errors are detected
   while processing BGP messages.

   When any of the conditions described here are detected, a
   NOTIFICATION message, with the indicated Error Code, Error Subcode,
   and Data fields, is sent, and the BGP connection is closed (unless it
   is explicitly stated that no NOTIFICATION message is to be sent and
   the BGP connection is not to be closed).  If no Error Subcode is
   specified, then a zero MUST be used.



   The phrase "the BGP connection is closed" means the TCP connection
   has been closed, the associated Adj-RIB-In has been cleared, and all
   resources for that BGP connection have been deallocated.  Entries in
   the Loc-RIB associated with the remote peer are marked as invalid.
   The local system recalculates its best routes for the destinations of
   the routes marked as invalid.  Before the invalid routes are deleted
   from the system, it advertises, to its peers, either withdraws for
   the routes marked as invalid, or the new best routes before the
   invalid routes are deleted from the system.

   Unless specified explicitly, the Data field of the NOTIFICATION
   message that is sent to indicate an error is empty.
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6.1.  Message Header Error Handling

   All errors detected while processing the Message Header MUST be
   indicated by sending the NOTIFICATION message with the Error Code
   Message Header Error.  The Error Subcode elaborates on the specific
   nature of the error.

   The expected value of the Marker field of the message header is all
   ones.  If the Marker field of the message header is not as expected,
   then a synchronization error has occurred and the Error Subcode MUST
   be set to Connection Not Synchronized.

   If at least one of the following is true:

      - if the Length field of the message header is less than 19 or
        greater than 4096, or

      - if the Length field of an OPEN message is less than the minimum
        length of the OPEN message, or

      - if the Length field of an UPDATE message is less than the
        minimum length of the UPDATE message, or

      - if the Length field of a KEEPALIVE message is not equal to 19,
        or

      - if the Length field of a NOTIFICATION message is less than the
        minimum length of the NOTIFICATION message,

   then the Error Subcode MUST be set to Bad Message Length.  The Data
   field MUST contain the erroneous Length field.

   If the Type field of the message header is not recognized, then the
   Error Subcode MUST be set to Bad Message Type.  The Data field MUST
   contain the erroneous Type field.

6.2.  OPEN Message Error Handling

   All errors detected while processing the OPEN message MUST be
   indicated by sending the NOTIFICATION message with the Error Code



   OPEN Message Error.  The Error Subcode elaborates on the specific
   nature of the error.

   If the version number in the Version field of the received OPEN
   message is not supported, then the Error Subcode MUST be set to
   Unsupported Version Number.  The Data field is a 2-octet unsigned
   integer, which indicates the largest, locally-supported version
   number less than the version the remote BGP peer bid (as indicated in
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   the received OPEN message), or if the smallest, locally-supported
   version number is greater than the version the remote BGP peer bid,
   then the smallest, locally-supported version number.

   If the Autonomous System field of the OPEN message is unacceptable,
   then the Error Subcode MUST be set to Bad Peer AS.  The determination
   of acceptable Autonomous System numbers is outside the scope of this
   protocol.

   If the Hold Time field of the OPEN message is unacceptable, then the
   Error Subcode MUST be set to Unacceptable Hold Time.  An
   implementation MUST reject Hold Time values of one or two seconds.
   An implementation MAY reject any proposed Hold Time.  An
   implementation that accepts a Hold Time MUST use the negotiated value
   for the Hold Time.

   If the BGP Identifier field of the OPEN message is syntactically
   incorrect, then the Error Subcode MUST be set to Bad BGP Identifier.
   Syntactic correctness means that the BGP Identifier field represents
   a valid unicast IP host address.

   If one of the Optional Parameters in the OPEN message is not
   recognized, then the Error Subcode MUST be set to Unsupported
   Optional Parameters.

   If one of the Optional Parameters in the OPEN message is recognized,
   but is malformed, then the Error Subcode MUST be set to 0
   (Unspecific).

6.3.  UPDATE Message Error Handling

   All errors detected while processing the UPDATE message MUST be
   indicated by sending the NOTIFICATION message with the Error Code
   UPDATE Message Error.  The error subcode elaborates on the specific
   nature of the error.

   Error checking of an UPDATE message begins by examining the path
   attributes.  If the Withdrawn Routes Length or Total Attribute Length
   is too large (i.e., if Withdrawn Routes Length + Total Attribute
   Length + 23 exceeds the message Length), then the Error Subcode MUST
   be set to Malformed Attribute List.

   If any recognized attribute has Attribute Flags that conflict with
   the Attribute Type Code, then the Error Subcode MUST be set to
   Attribute Flags Error.  The Data field MUST contain the erroneous
   attribute (type, length, and value).
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   If any recognized attribute has an Attribute Length that conflicts
   with the expected length (based on the attribute type code), then the
   Error Subcode MUST be set to Attribute Length Error.  The Data field
   MUST contain the erroneous attribute (type, length, and value).

   If any of the well-known mandatory attributes are not present, then
   the Error Subcode MUST be set to Missing Well-known Attribute.  The
   Data field MUST contain the Attribute Type Code of the missing,
   well-known attribute.

   If any of the well-known mandatory attributes are not recognized,
   then the Error Subcode MUST be set to Unrecognized Well-known
   Attribute.  The Data field MUST contain the unrecognized attribute
   (type, length, and value).

   If the ORIGIN attribute has an undefined value, then the Error Sub-
   code MUST be set to Invalid Origin Attribute.  The Data field MUST
   contain the unrecognized attribute (type, length, and value).

   If the NEXT_HOP attribute field is syntactically incorrect, then the
   Error Subcode MUST be set to Invalid NEXT_HOP Attribute.  The Data
   field MUST contain the incorrect attribute (type, length, and value).
   Syntactic correctness means that the NEXT_HOP attribute represents a
   valid IP host address.

   The IP address in the NEXT_HOP MUST meet the following criteria to be
   considered semantically correct:

      a) It MUST NOT be the IP address of the receiving speaker.

      b) In the case of an EBGP, where the sender and receiver are one
         IP hop away from each other, either the IP address in the
         NEXT_HOP MUST be the sender's IP address that is used to
         establish the BGP connection, or the interface associated with
         the NEXT_HOP IP address MUST share a common subnet with the
         receiving BGP speaker.

   If the NEXT_HOP attribute is semantically incorrect, the error SHOULD
   be logged, and the route SHOULD be ignored.  In this case, a
   NOTIFICATION message SHOULD NOT be sent, and the connection SHOULD
   NOT be closed.

   The AS_PATH attribute is checked for syntactic correctness.  If the
   path is syntactically incorrect, then the Error Subcode MUST be set
   to Malformed AS_PATH.
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   If the UPDATE message is received from an external peer, the local
   system MAY check whether the leftmost (with respect to the position
   of octets in the protocol message) AS in the AS_PATH attribute is
   equal to the autonomous system number of the peer that sent the
   message.  If the check determines this is not the case, the Error
   Subcode MUST be set to Malformed AS_PATH.

   If an optional attribute is recognized, then the value of this
   attribute MUST be checked.  If an error is detected, the attribute
   MUST be discarded, and the Error Subcode MUST be set to Optional
   Attribute Error.  The Data field MUST contain the attribute (type,
   length, and value).

   If any attribute appears more than once in the UPDATE message, then
   the Error Subcode MUST be set to Malformed Attribute List.

   The NLRI field in the UPDATE message is checked for syntactic
   validity.  If the field is syntactically incorrect, then the Error
   Subcode MUST be set to Invalid Network Field.

   If a prefix in the NLRI field is semantically incorrect (e.g., an
   unexpected multicast IP address), an error SHOULD be logged locally,
   and the prefix SHOULD be ignored.

   An UPDATE message that contains correct path attributes, but no NLRI,
   SHALL be treated as a valid UPDATE message.

6.4.  NOTIFICATION Message Error Handling

   If a peer sends a NOTIFICATION message, and the receiver of the
   message detects an error in that message, the receiver cannot use a
   NOTIFICATION message to report this error back to the peer.  Any such
   error (e.g., an unrecognized Error Code or Error Subcode) SHOULD be
   noticed, logged locally, and brought to the attention of the
   administration of the peer.  The means to do this, however, lies
   outside the scope of this document.

6.5.  Hold Timer Expired Error Handling

   If a system does not receive successive KEEPALIVE, UPDATE, and/or
   NOTIFICATION messages within the period specified in the Hold Time
   field of the OPEN message, then the NOTIFICATION message with the
   Hold Timer Expired Error Code is sent and the BGP connection is
   closed.
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6.6.  Finite State Machine Error Handling



   Any error detected by the BGP Finite State Machine (e.g., receipt of
   an unexpected event) is indicated by sending the NOTIFICATION message
   with the Error Code Finite State Machine Error.

6.7.  Cease

   In the absence of any fatal errors (that are indicated in this
   section), a BGP peer MAY choose, at any given time, to close its BGP
   connection by sending the NOTIFICATION message with the Error Code
   Cease.  However, the Cease NOTIFICATION message MUST NOT be used when
   a fatal error indicated by this section does exist.

   A BGP speaker MAY support the ability to impose a locally-configured,
   upper bound on the number of address prefixes the speaker is willing
   to accept from a neighbor.  When the upper bound is reached, the
   speaker, under control of local configuration, either (a) discards
   new address prefixes from the neighbor (while maintaining the BGP
   connection with the neighbor), or (b) terminates the BGP connection
   with the neighbor.  If the BGP speaker decides to terminate its BGP
   connection with a neighbor because the number of address prefixes
   received from the neighbor exceeds the locally-configured, upper
   bound, then the speaker MUST send the neighbor a NOTIFICATION message
   with the Error Code Cease.  The speaker MAY also log this locally.

6.8.  BGP Connection Collision Detection

   If a pair of BGP speakers try to establish a BGP connection with each
   other simultaneously, then two parallel connections well be formed.
   If the source IP address used by one of these connections is the same
   as the destination IP address used by the other, and the destination
   IP address used by the first connection is the same as the source IP
   address used by the other, connection collision has occurred.  In the
   event of connection collision, one of the connections MUST be closed.

   Based on the value of the BGP Identifier, a convention is established
   for detecting which BGP connection is to be preserved when a
   collision occurs.  The convention is to compare the BGP Identifiers
   of the peers involved in the collision and to retain only the
   connection initiated by the BGP speaker with the higher-valued BGP
   Identifier.

   Upon receipt of an OPEN message, the local system MUST examine all of
   its connections that are in the OpenConfirm state.  A BGP speaker MAY
   also examine connections in an OpenSent state if it knows the BGP
   Identifier of the peer by means outside of the protocol.  If, among
   these connections, there is a connection to a remote BGP speaker
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   whose BGP Identifier equals the one in the OPEN message, and this
   connection collides with the connection over which the OPEN message
   is received, then the local system performs the following collision
   resolution procedure:

      1) The BGP Identifier of the local system is compared to the BGP
         Identifier of the remote system (as specified in the OPEN
         message).  Comparing BGP Identifiers is done by converting them



         to host byte order and treating them as 4-octet unsigned
         integers.

      2) If the value of the local BGP Identifier is less than the
         remote one, the local system closes the BGP connection that
         already exists (the one that is already in the OpenConfirm
         state), and accepts the BGP connection initiated by the remote
         system.

      3) Otherwise, the local system closes the newly created BGP
         connection (the one associated with the newly received OPEN
         message), and continues to use the existing one (the one that
         is already in the OpenConfirm state).

   Unless allowed via configuration, a connection collision with an
   existing BGP connection that is in the Established state causes
   closing of the newly created connection.

   Note that a connection collision cannot be detected with connections
   that are in Idle, Connect, or Active states.

   Closing the BGP connection (that results from the collision
   resolution procedure) is accomplished by sending the NOTIFICATION
   message with the Error Code Cease.

7.  BGP Version Negotiation

   BGP speakers MAY negotiate the version of the protocol by making
   multiple attempts at opening a BGP connection, starting with the
   highest version number each BGP speaker supports.  If an open attempt
   fails with an Error Code, OPEN Message Error, and an Error Subcode,
   Unsupported Version Number, then the BGP speaker has available the
   version number it tried, the version number its peer tried, the
   version number passed by its peer in the NOTIFICATION message, and
   the version numbers it supports.  If the two peers do support one or
   more common versions, then this will allow them to rapidly determine
   the highest common version.  In order to support BGP version
   negotiation, future versions of BGP MUST retain the format of the
   OPEN and NOTIFICATION messages.
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8.  BGP Finite State Machine (FSM)

   The data structures and FSM described in this document are conceptual
   and do not have to be implemented precisely as described here, as
   long as the implementations support the described functionality and
   they exhibit the same externally visible behavior.

   This section specifies the BGP operation in terms of a Finite State
   Machine (FSM).  The section falls into two parts:

      1) Description of Events for the State machine (Section 8.1)
      2) Description of the FSM (Section 8.2)

   Session attributes required (mandatory) for each connection are:



      1) State
      2) ConnectRetryCounter
      3) ConnectRetryTimer
      4) ConnectRetryTime
      5) HoldTimer
      6) HoldTime
      7) KeepaliveTimer
      8) KeepaliveTime

   The state session attribute indicates the current state of the BGP
   FSM.  The ConnectRetryCounter indicates the number of times a BGP
   peer has tried to establish a peer session.

   The mandatory attributes related to timers are described in Section
   10.  Each timer has a "timer" and a "time" (the initial value).

   The optional Session attributes are listed below.  These optional
   attributes may be supported, either per connection or per local
   system:

      1) AcceptConnectionsUnconfiguredPeers
      2) AllowAutomaticStart
      3) AllowAutomaticStop
      4) CollisionDetectEstablishedState
      5) DampPeerOscillations
      6) DelayOpen
      7) DelayOpenTime
      8) DelayOpenTimer
      9) IdleHoldTime
     10) IdleHoldTimer
     11) PassiveTcpEstablishment
     12) SendNOTIFICATIONwithoutOPEN
     13) TrackTcpState
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   The optional session attributes support different features of the BGP
   functionality that have implications for the BGP FSM state
   transitions.  Two groups of the attributes which relate to timers
   are:

      group 1: DelayOpen, DelayOpenTime, DelayOpenTimer
      group 2: DampPeerOscillations, IdleHoldTime, IdleHoldTimer

   The first parameter (DelayOpen, DampPeerOscillations) is an optional
   attribute that indicates that the Timer function is active.  The
   "Time" value specifies the initial value for the "Timer"
   (DelayOpenTime, IdleHoldTime).  The "Timer" specifies the actual
   timer.

   Please refer to Section 8.1.1 for an explanation of the interaction
   between these optional attributes and the events signaled to the
   state machine.  Section 8.2.1.3 also provides a short overview of the
   different types of optional attributes (flags or timers).

8.1.  Events for the BGP FSM



8.1.1.  Optional Events Linked to Optional Session Attributes

   The Inputs to the BGP FSM are events.  Events can either be mandatory
   or optional.  Some optional events are linked to optional session
   attributes.  Optional session attributes enable several groups of FSM
   functionality.

   The linkage between FSM functionality, events, and the optional
   session attributes are described below.

      Group 1: Automatic Administrative Events (Start/Stop)

         Optional Session Attributes: AllowAutomaticStart,
                                      AllowAutomaticStop,
                                      DampPeerOscillations,
                                      IdleHoldTime, IdleHoldTimer

         Option 1:    AllowAutomaticStart

         Description: A BGP peer connection can be started and stopped
                      by administrative control.  This administrative
                      control can either be manual, based on operator
                      intervention, or under the control of logic that
                      is specific to a BGP implementation.  The term
                      "automatic" refers to a start being issued to the
                      BGP peer connection FSM when such logic determines
                      that the BGP peer connection should be restarted.
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                      The AllowAutomaticStart attribute specifies that
                      this BGP connection supports automatic starting of
                      the BGP connection.

                      If the BGP implementation supports
                      AllowAutomaticStart, the peer may be repeatedly
                      restarted.  Three other options control the rate
                      at which the automatic restart occurs:
                      DampPeerOscillations, IdleHoldTime, and the
                      IdleHoldTimer.

                      The DampPeerOscillations option specifies that the
                      implementation engages additional logic to damp
                      the oscillations of BGP peers in the face of
                      sequences of automatic start and automatic stop.
                      IdleHoldTime specifies the length of time the BGP
                      peer is held in the Idle state prior to allowing
                      the next automatic restart.  The IdleHoldTimer is
                      the timer that holds the peer in Idle state.

                      An example of DampPeerOscillations logic is an
                      increase of the IdleHoldTime value if a BGP peer
                      oscillates connectivity (connected/disconnected)
                      repeatedly within a time period.  To engage this
                      logic, a peer could connect and disconnect 10
                      times within 5 minutes.  The IdleHoldTime value



                      would be reset from 0 to 120 seconds.

         Values:      TRUE or FALSE

         Option 2:    AllowAutomaticStop

         Description: This BGP peer session optional attribute indicates
                      that the BGP connection allows "automatic"
                      stopping of the BGP connection.  An "automatic"
                      stop is defined as a stop under the control of
                      implementation-specific logic.  The
                      implementation-specific logic is outside the scope
                      of this specification.

         Values:      TRUE or FALSE

         Option 3:    DampPeerOscillations

         Description: The DampPeerOscillations optional session
                      attribute indicates that the BGP connection is
                      using logic that damps BGP peer oscillations in
                      the Idle State.
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         Value:       TRUE or FALSE

         Option 4:    IdleHoldTime

         Description: The IdleHoldTime is the value that is set in the
                      IdleHoldTimer.

         Values:      Time in seconds

         Option 5:    IdleHoldTimer

         Description: The IdleHoldTimer aids in controlling BGP peer
                      oscillation.  The IdleHoldTimer is used to keep
                      the BGP peer in Idle for a particular duration.
                      The IdleHoldTimer_Expires event is described in
                      Section 8.1.3.

         Values:      Time in seconds

      Group 2: Unconfigured Peers

         Optional Session Attributes: AcceptConnectionsUnconfiguredPeers

         Option 1:    AcceptConnectionsUnconfiguredPeers

         Description: The BGP FSM optionally allows the acceptance of
                      BGP peer connections from neighbors that are not
                      pre-configured.  The
                      "AcceptConnectionsUnconfiguredPeers" optional
                      session attribute allows the FSM to support the
                      state transitions that allow the implementation to
                      accept or reject these unconfigured peers.



                      The AcceptConnectionsUnconfiguredPeers has
                      security implications.  Please refer to the BGP
                      Vulnerabilities document [RFC4272] for details.

         Value:       True or False

      Group 3: TCP processing

         Optional Session Attributes: PassiveTcpEstablishment,
                                      TrackTcpState

         Option 1:    PassiveTcpEstablishment
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         Description: This option indicates that the BGP FSM will
                      passively wait for the remote BGP peer to
                      establish the BGP TCP connection.

         value:       TRUE or FALSE

         Option 2:    TrackTcpState

         Description: The BGP FSM normally tracks the end result of a
                      TCP connection attempt rather than individual TCP
                      messages.  Optionally, the BGP FSM can support
                      additional interaction with the TCP connection
                      negotiation.  The interaction with the TCP events
                      may increase the amount of logging the BGP peer
                      connection requires and the number of BGP FSM
                      changes.

         Value:       TRUE or FALSE

      Group 4:  BGP Message Processing

         Optional Session Attributes: DelayOpen, DelayOpenTime,
                                      DelayOpenTimer,
                                      SendNOTIFICATIONwithoutOPEN,
                                      CollisionDetectEstablishedState

         Option 1:     DelayOpen

         Description: The DelayOpen optional session attribute allows
                      implementations to be configured to delay sending
                      an OPEN message for a specific time period
                      (DelayOpenTime).  The delay allows the remote BGP
                      Peer time to send the first OPEN message.

         Value:       TRUE or FALSE

         Option 2:    DelayOpenTime



         Description: The DelayOpenTime is the initial value set in the
                      DelayOpenTimer.

         Value:       Time in seconds

         Option 3:    DelayOpenTimer

         Description: The DelayOpenTimer optional session attribute is
                      used to delay the sending of an OPEN message on a
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                      connection.  The DelayOpenTimer_Expires event
                      (Event 12) is described in Section 8.1.3.

         Value:       Time in seconds

         Option 4:    SendNOTIFICATIONwithoutOPEN

         Description: The SendNOTIFICATIONwithoutOPEN allows a peer to
                      send a NOTIFICATION without first sending an OPEN
                      message.  Without this optional session attribute,
                      the BGP connection assumes that an OPEN message
                      must be sent by a peer prior to the peer sending a
                      NOTIFICATION message.

         Value:       True or False

         Option 5:    CollisionDetectEstablishedState

         Description: Normally, a Detect Collision (see Section 6.8)
                      will be ignored in the Established state.  This
                      optional session attribute indicates that this BGP
                      connection processes collisions in the Established
                      state.

         Value:       True or False

      Note: The optional session attributes clarify the BGP FSM
            description for existing features of BGP implementations.
            The optional session attributes may be pre-defined for an
            implementation and not readable via management interfaces
            for existing correct implementations.  As newer BGP MIBs
            (version 2 and beyond) are supported, these fields will be
            accessible via a management interface.

8.1.2.  Administrative Events

   An administrative event is an event in which the operator interface
   and BGP Policy engine signal the BGP-finite state machine to start or
   stop the BGP state machine.  The basic start and stop indications are
   augmented by optional connection attributes that signal a certain
   type of start or stop mechanism to the BGP FSM.  An example of this
   combination is Event 5, AutomaticStart_with_PassiveTcpEstablishment.
   With this event, the BGP implementation signals to the BGP FSM that
   the implementation is using an Automatic Start with the option to use



   a Passive TCP Establishment.  The Passive TCP establishment signals
   that this BGP FSM will wait for the remote side to start the TCP
   establishment.
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   Note that only Event 1 (ManualStart) and Event 2 (ManualStop) are
   mandatory administrative events.  All other administrative events are
   optional (Events 3-8).  Each event below has a name, definition,
   status (mandatory or optional), and the optional session attributes
   that SHOULD be set at each stage.  When generating Event 1 through
   Event 8 for the BGP FSM, the conditions specified in the "Optional
   Attribute Status" section are verified.  If any of these conditions
   are not satisfied, then the local system should log an FSM error.

   The settings of optional session attributes may be implicit in some
   implementations, and therefore may not be set explicitly by an
   external operator action.  Section 8.2.1.5 describes these implicit
   settings of the optional session attributes.  The administrative
   states described below may also be implicit in some implementations
   and not directly configurable by an external operator.

      Event 1: ManualStart

         Definition: Local system administrator manually starts the peer
                     connection.

         Status:     Mandatory

         Optional
         Attribute
         Status:     The PassiveTcpEstablishment attribute SHOULD be set
                     to FALSE.

      Event 2: ManualStop

         Definition: Local system administrator manually stops the peer
                     connection.

         Status:     Mandatory

         Optional
         Attribute
         Status:     No interaction with any optional attributes.

      Event 3: AutomaticStart

         Definition: Local system automatically starts the BGP
                     connection.

         Status:     Optional, depending on local system
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         Optional
         Attribute
         Status:     1) The AllowAutomaticStart attribute SHOULD be set
                        to TRUE if this event occurs.
                     2) If the PassiveTcpEstablishment optional session
                        attribute is supported, it SHOULD be set to
                        FALSE.
                     3) If the DampPeerOscillations is supported, it
                        SHOULD be set to FALSE when this event occurs.

      Event 4: ManualStart_with_PassiveTcpEstablishment

         Definition: Local system administrator manually starts the peer
                     connection, but has PassiveTcpEstablishment
                     enabled.  The PassiveTcpEstablishment optional
                     attribute indicates that the peer will listen prior
                     to establishing the connection.

         Status:     Optional, depending on local system

         Optional
         Attribute
         Status:     1) The PassiveTcpEstablishment attribute SHOULD be
                        set to TRUE if this event occurs.
                     2) The DampPeerOscillations attribute SHOULD be set
                        to FALSE when this event occurs.

      Event 5: AutomaticStart_with_PassiveTcpEstablishment

         Definition: Local system automatically starts the BGP
                     connection with the PassiveTcpEstablishment
                     enabled.  The PassiveTcpEstablishment optional
                     attribute indicates that the peer will listen prior
                     to establishing a connection.

         Status:     Optional, depending on local system

         Optional
         Attribute
         Status:     1) The AllowAutomaticStart attribute SHOULD be set
                        to TRUE.
                     2) The PassiveTcpEstablishment attribute SHOULD be
                        set to TRUE.
                     3) If the DampPeerOscillations attribute is
                        supported, the DampPeerOscillations SHOULD be
                        set to FALSE.
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      Event 6: AutomaticStart_with_DampPeerOscillations

         Definition: Local system automatically starts the BGP peer
                     connection with peer oscillation damping enabled.
                     The exact method of damping persistent peer
                     oscillations is determined by the implementation
                     and is outside the scope of this document.

         Status:     Optional, depending on local system.

         Optional
         Attribute
         Status:     1) The AllowAutomaticStart attribute SHOULD be set
                        to TRUE.
                     2) The DampPeerOscillations attribute SHOULD be set
                        to TRUE.
                     3) The PassiveTcpEstablishment attribute SHOULD be
                        set to FALSE.

      Event 7: AutomaticStart_with_DampPeerOscillations_and_
      PassiveTcpEstablishment

         Definition: Local system automatically starts the BGP peer
                     connection with peer oscillation damping enabled
                     and PassiveTcpEstablishment enabled.  The exact
                     method of damping persistent peer oscillations is
                     determined by the implementation and is outside the
                     scope of this document.

         Status:     Optional, depending on local system

         Optional
         Attributes
         Status:     1) The AllowAutomaticStart attribute SHOULD be set
                        to TRUE.
                     2) The DampPeerOscillations attribute SHOULD be set
                        to TRUE.
                     3) The PassiveTcpEstablishment attribute SHOULD be
                        set to TRUE.

      Event 8: AutomaticStop

         Definition: Local system automatically stops the BGP
                     connection.

                     An example of an automatic stop event is exceeding
                     the number of prefixes for a given peer and the
                     local system automatically disconnecting the peer.
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         Status:     Optional, depending on local system

         Optional
         Attribute
         Status:     1) The AllowAutomaticStop attribute SHOULD be TRUE.



8.1.3.  Timer Events

      Event 9: ConnectRetryTimer_Expires

         Definition: An event generated when the ConnectRetryTimer
                     expires.

         Status:     Mandatory

      Event 10: HoldTimer_Expires

         Definition: An event generated when the HoldTimer expires.

         Status:     Mandatory

      Event 11: KeepaliveTimer_Expires

         Definition: An event generated when the KeepaliveTimer expires.

         Status:     Mandatory

      Event 12: DelayOpenTimer_Expires

         Definition: An event generated when the DelayOpenTimer expires.

                     Status:     Optional

         Optional
         Attribute
         Status:     If this event occurs,
                     1) DelayOpen attribute SHOULD be set to TRUE,
                     2) DelayOpenTime attribute SHOULD be supported,
                     3) DelayOpenTimer SHOULD be supported.

      Event 13: IdleHoldTimer_Expires

         Definition: An event generated when the IdleHoldTimer expires,
                     indicating that the BGP connection has completed
                     waiting for the back-off period to prevent BGP peer
                     oscillation.
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                     The IdleHoldTimer is only used when the persistent
                     peer oscillation damping function is enabled by
                     setting the DampPeerOscillations optional attribute
                     to TRUE.

                     Implementations not implementing the persistent
                     peer oscillation damping function may not have the
                     IdleHoldTimer.

         Status:     Optional

         Optional



         Attribute
         Status:     If this event occurs:
                     1) DampPeerOscillations attribute SHOULD be set to
                        TRUE.
                     2) IdleHoldTimer SHOULD have just expired.

8.1.4.  TCP Connection-Based Events

      Event 14: TcpConnection_Valid

         Definition: Event indicating the local system reception of a
                     TCP connection request with a valid source IP
                     address, TCP port, destination IP address, and TCP
                     Port.  The definition of invalid source and invalid
                     destination IP address is determined by the
                     implementation.

                     BGP's destination port SHOULD be port 179, as
                     defined by IANA.

                     TCP connection request is denoted by the local
                     system receiving a TCP SYN.

         Status:     Optional

         Optional
         Attribute
         Status:     1) The TrackTcpState attribute SHOULD be set to
                        TRUE if this event occurs.

      Event 15: Tcp_CR_Invalid

         Definition: Event indicating the local system reception of a
                     TCP connection request with either an invalid
                     source address or port number, or an invalid
                     destination address or port number.
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                     BGP destination port number SHOULD be 179, as
                     defined by IANA.

                     A TCP connection request occurs when the local
                     system receives a TCP SYN.

         Status:     Optional

         Optional
         Attribute
         Status:     1) The TrackTcpState attribute should be set to
                        TRUE if this event occurs.

      Event 16: Tcp_CR_Acked

         Definition: Event indicating the local system's request to
                     establish a TCP connection to the remote peer.



                     The local system's TCP connection sent a TCP SYN,
                     received a TCP SYN/ACK message, and sent a TCP ACK.

         Status:     Mandatory

      Event 17: TcpConnectionConfirmed

         Definition: Event indicating that the local system has received
                     a confirmation that the TCP connection has been
                     established by the remote site.

                     The remote peer's TCP engine sent a TCP SYN.  The
                     local peer's TCP engine sent a SYN, ACK message and
                     now has received a final ACK.

         Status:     Mandatory

      Event 18: TcpConnectionFails

         Definition: Event indicating that the local system has received
                     a TCP connection failure notice.

                     The remote BGP peer's TCP machine could have sent a
                     FIN.  The local peer would respond with a FIN-ACK.
                     Another possibility is that the local peer
                     indicated a timeout in the TCP connection and
                     downed the connection.

         Status:     Mandatory
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8.1.5.  BGP Message-Based Events

      Event 19: BGPOpen

         Definition: An event is generated when a valid OPEN message has
                     been received.

         Status:     Mandatory

         Optional
         Attribute
         Status:     1) The DelayOpen optional attribute SHOULD be set
                        to FALSE.
                     2) The DelayOpenTimer SHOULD not be running.

      Event 20: BGPOpen with DelayOpenTimer running

         Definition: An event is generated when a valid OPEN message has
                     been received for a peer that has a successfully
                     established transport connection and is currently
                     delaying the sending of a BGP open message.

         Status:     Optional



         Optional
         Attribute
         Status:     1) The DelayOpen attribute SHOULD be set to TRUE.
                     2) The DelayOpenTimer SHOULD be running.

      Event 21: BGPHeaderErr

         Definition: An event is generated when a received BGP message
                     header is not valid.

         Status:     Mandatory

      Event 22: BGPOpenMsgErr

         Definition: An event is generated when an OPEN message has been
                     received with errors.

         Status:     Mandatory

      Event 23: OpenCollisionDump

         Definition: An event generated administratively when a
                     connection collision has been detected while
                     processing an incoming OPEN message and this
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                     connection has been selected to be disconnected.
                     See Section 6.8 for more information on collision
                     detection.

                     Event 23 is an administrative action generated by
                     implementation logic that determines whether this
                     connection needs to be dropped per the rules in
                     Section 6.8.  This event may occur if the FSM is
                     implemented as two linked state machines.

         Status:     Optional

         Optional
         Attribute
         Status:     If the state machine is to process this event in
                     the Established state,
                     1) CollisionDetectEstablishedState optional
                        attribute SHOULD be set to TRUE.

                     Please note: The OpenCollisionDump event can occur
                     in Idle, Connect, Active, OpenSent, and OpenConfirm
                     without any optional attributes being set.

      Event 24: NotifMsgVerErr

         Definition: An event is generated when a NOTIFICATION message
                     with "version error" is received.

         Status:     Mandatory



      Event 25: NotifMsg

         Definition: An event is generated when a NOTIFICATION message
                     is received and the error code is anything but
                     "version error".

         Status:     Mandatory

      Event 26: KeepAliveMsg

         Definition: An event is generated when a KEEPALIVE message is
                     received.

         Status:     Mandatory
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      Event 27: UpdateMsg

         Definition: An event is generated when a valid UPDATE message
                     is received.

         Status:     Mandatory

      Event 28: UpdateMsgErr

         Definition: An event is generated when an invalid UPDATE
                     message is received.

         Status:     Mandatory

8.2.  Description of FSM

8.2.1.  FSM Definition

   BGP MUST maintain a separate FSM for each configured peer.  Each BGP
   peer paired in a potential connection will attempt to connect to the
   other, unless configured to remain in the idle state, or configured
   to remain passive.  For the purpose of this discussion, the active or
   connecting side of the TCP connection (the side of a TCP connection
   sending the first TCP SYN packet) is called outgoing.  The passive or
   listening side (the sender of the first SYN/ACK) is called an
   incoming connection.  (See Section 8.2.1.1 for information on the
   terms active and passive used below.)

   A BGP implementation MUST connect to and listen on TCP port 179 for
   incoming connections in addition to trying to connect to peers.  For
   each incoming connection, a state machine MUST be instantiated.
   There exists a period in which the identity of the peer on the other
   end of an incoming connection is known, but the BGP identifier is not
   known.  During this time, both an incoming and outgoing connection
   may exist for the same configured peering.  This is referred to as a
   connection collision (see Section 6.8).



   A BGP implementation will have, at most, one FSM for each configured
   peering, plus one FSM for each incoming TCP connection for which the
   peer has not yet been identified.  Each FSM corresponds to exactly
   one TCP connection.

   There may be more than one connection between a pair of peers if the
   connections are configured to use a different pair of IP addresses.
   This is referred to as multiple "configured peerings" to the same
   peer.
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8.2.1.1.  Terms "active" and "passive"

   The terms active and passive have been in the Internet operator's
   vocabulary for almost a decade and have proven useful.  The words
   active and passive have slightly different meanings when applied to a
   TCP connection or a peer.  There is only one active side and one
   passive side to any one TCP connection, per the definition above and
   the state machine below.  When a BGP speaker is configured as active,
   it may end up on either the active or passive side of the connection
   that eventually gets established.  Once the TCP connection is
   completed, it doesn't matter which end was active and which was
   passive.  The only difference is in which side of the TCP connection
   has port number 179.

8.2.1.2.  FSM and Collision Detection

   There is one FSM per BGP connection.  When the connection collision
   occurs prior to determining what peer a connection is associated
   with, there may be two connections for one peer.  After the
   connection collision is resolved (see Section 6.8), the FSM for the
   connection that is closed SHOULD be disposed.

8.2.1.3.  FSM and Optional Session Attributes

   Optional Session Attributes specify either attributes that act as
   flags (TRUE or FALSE) or optional timers.  For optional attributes
   that act as flags, if the optional session attribute can be set to
   TRUE on the system, the corresponding BGP FSM actions must be
   supported.  For example, if the following options can be set in a BGP
   implementation: AutoStart and PassiveTcpEstablishment, then Events 3,
   4 and 5 must be supported.  If an Optional Session attribute cannot
   be set to TRUE, the events supporting that set of options do not have
   to be supported.

   Each of the optional timers (DelayOpenTimer and IdleHoldTimer) has a
   group of attributes that are:

      - flag indicating support,
      - Time set in Timer
      - Timer.

   The two optional timers show this format:



      DelayOpenTimer: DelayOpen, DelayOpenTime, DelayOpenTimer
      IdleHoldTimer:  DampPeerOscillations, IdleHoldTime,
                      IdleHoldTimer
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   If the flag indicating support for an optional timer (DelayOpen or
   DampPeerOscillations) cannot be set to TRUE, the timers and events
   supporting that option do not have to be supported.

8.2.1.4.  FSM Event Numbers

   The Event numbers (1-28) utilized in this state machine description
   aid in specifying the behavior of the BGP state machine.
   Implementations MAY use these numbers to provide network management
   information.  The exact form of an FSM or the FSM events are specific
   to each implementation.

8.2.1.5.  FSM Actions that are Implementation Dependent

   At certain points, the BGP FSM specifies that BGP initialization will
   occur or that BGP resources will be deleted.  The initialization of
   the BGP FSM and the associated resources depend on the policy portion
   of the BGP implementation.  The details of these actions are outside
   the scope of the FSM document.

8.2.2.  Finite State Machine

   Idle state:

      Initially, the BGP peer FSM is in the Idle state.  Hereafter, the
      BGP peer FSM will be shortened to BGP FSM.

      In this state, BGP FSM refuses all incoming BGP connections for
      this peer.  No resources are allocated to the peer.  In response
      to a ManualStart event (Event 1) or an AutomaticStart event (Event
      3), the local system:

        - initializes all BGP resources for the peer connection,

        - sets ConnectRetryCounter to zero,

        - starts the ConnectRetryTimer with the initial value,

        - initiates a TCP connection to the other BGP peer,

        - listens for a connection that may be initiated by the remote
          BGP peer, and

        - changes its state to Connect.

      The ManualStop event (Event 2) and AutomaticStop (Event 8) event
      are ignored in the Idle state.
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      In response to a ManualStart_with_PassiveTcpEstablishment event
      (Event 4) or AutomaticStart_with_PassiveTcpEstablishment event
      (Event 5), the local system:

        - initializes all BGP resources,

        - sets the ConnectRetryCounter to zero,

        - starts the ConnectRetryTimer with the initial value,

        - listens for a connection that may be initiated by the remote
          peer, and

        - changes its state to Active.

      The exact value of the ConnectRetryTimer is a local matter, but it
      SHOULD be sufficiently large to allow TCP initialization.

      If the DampPeerOscillations attribute is set to TRUE, the
      following three additional events may occur within the Idle state:

        - AutomaticStart_with_DampPeerOscillations (Event 6),

        - AutomaticStart_with_DampPeerOscillations_and_
          PassiveTcpEstablishment (Event 7),

        - IdleHoldTimer_Expires (Event 13).

      Upon receiving these 3 events, the local system will use these
      events to prevent peer oscillations.  The method of preventing
      persistent peer oscillation is outside the scope of this document.

      Any other event (Events 9-12, 15-28) received in the Idle state
      does not cause change in the state of the local system.

   Connect State:

      In this state, BGP FSM is waiting for the TCP connection to be
      completed.

      The start events (Events 1, 3-7) are ignored in the Connect state.

      In response to a ManualStop event (Event 2), the local system:

        - drops the TCP connection,

        - releases all BGP resources,
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        - sets ConnectRetryCounter to zero,

        - stops the ConnectRetryTimer and sets ConnectRetryTimer to
          zero, and

        - changes its state to Idle.

      In response to the ConnectRetryTimer_Expires event (Event 9), the
      local system:

        - drops the TCP connection,

        - restarts the ConnectRetryTimer,

        - stops the DelayOpenTimer and resets the timer to zero,

        - initiates a TCP connection to the other BGP peer,

        - continues to listen for a connection that may be initiated by
          the remote BGP peer, and

        - stays in the Connect state.

      If the DelayOpenTimer_Expires event (Event 12) occurs in the
      Connect state, the local system:

        - sends an OPEN message to its peer,

        - sets the HoldTimer to a large value, and

        - changes its state to OpenSent.

      If the BGP FSM receives a TcpConnection_Valid event (Event 14),
      the TCP connection is processed, and the connection remains in the
      Connect state.

      If the BGP FSM receives a Tcp_CR_Invalid event (Event 15), the
      local system rejects the TCP connection, and the connection
      remains in the Connect state.

      If the TCP connection succeeds (Event 16 or Event 17), the local
      system checks the DelayOpen attribute prior to processing.  If the
      DelayOpen attribute is set to TRUE, the local system:

        - stops the ConnectRetryTimer (if running) and sets the
          ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

        - sets the DelayOpenTimer to the initial value, and
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        - stays in the Connect state.

      If the DelayOpen attribute is set to FALSE, the local system:



        - stops the ConnectRetryTimer (if running) and sets the
          ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

        - completes BGP initialization

        - sends an OPEN message to its peer,

        - sets the HoldTimer to a large value, and

        - changes its state to OpenSent.

      A HoldTimer value of 4 minutes is suggested.

      If the TCP connection fails (Event 18), the local system checks
      the DelayOpenTimer.  If the DelayOpenTimer is running, the local
      system:

        - restarts the ConnectRetryTimer with the initial value,

        - stops the DelayOpenTimer and resets its value to zero,

        - continues to listen for a connection that may be initiated by
          the remote BGP peer, and

        - changes its state to Active.

      If the DelayOpenTimer is not running, the local system:

        - stops the ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

        - drops the TCP connection,

        - releases all BGP resources, and

        - changes its state to Idle.

      If an OPEN message is received while the DelayOpenTimer is running
      (Event 20), the local system:

        - stops the ConnectRetryTimer (if running) and sets the
          ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

        - completes the BGP initialization,
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        - stops and clears the DelayOpenTimer (sets the value to zero),

        - sends an OPEN message,

        - sends a KEEPALIVE message,

        - if the HoldTimer initial value is non-zero,

            - starts the KeepaliveTimer with the initial value and



            - resets the HoldTimer to the negotiated value,

          else, if the HoldTimer initial value is zero,

            - resets the KeepaliveTimer and

            - resets the HoldTimer value to zero,

        - and changes its state to OpenConfirm.

      If the value of the autonomous system field is the same as the
      local Autonomous System number, set the connection status to an
      internal connection; otherwise it will be "external".

      If BGP message header checking (Event 21) or OPEN message checking
      detects an error (Event 22) (see Section 6.2), the local system:

        - (optionally) If the SendNOTIFICATIONwithoutOPEN attribute is
          set to TRUE, then the local system first sends a NOTIFICATION
          message with the appropriate error code, and then

        - stops the ConnectRetryTimer (if running) and sets the
          ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

        - releases all BGP resources,

        - drops the TCP connection,

        - increments the ConnectRetryCounter by 1,

        - (optionally) performs peer oscillation damping if the
          DampPeerOscillations attribute is set to TRUE, and

        - changes its state to Idle.

      If a NOTIFICATION message is received with a version error (Event
      24), the local system checks the DelayOpenTimer.  If the
      DelayOpenTimer is running, the local system:
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        - stops the ConnectRetryTimer (if running) and sets the
          ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

        - stops and resets the DelayOpenTimer (sets to zero),

        - releases all BGP resources,

        - drops the TCP connection, and

        - changes its state to Idle.

      If the DelayOpenTimer is not running, the local system:

        - stops the ConnectRetryTimer and sets the ConnectRetryTimer to
          zero,



        - releases all BGP resources,

        - drops the TCP connection,

        - increments the ConnectRetryCounter by 1,

        - performs peer oscillation damping if the DampPeerOscillations
          attribute is set to True, and

        - changes its state to Idle.

      In response to any other events (Events 8, 10-11, 13, 19, 23,
      25-28), the local system:

        - if the ConnectRetryTimer is running, stops and resets the
          ConnectRetryTimer (sets to zero),

        - if the DelayOpenTimer is running, stops and resets the
          DelayOpenTimer (sets to zero),

        - releases all BGP resources,

        - drops the TCP connection,

        - increments the ConnectRetryCounter by 1,

        - performs peer oscillation damping if the DampPeerOscillations
          attribute is set to True, and

        - changes its state to Idle.
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   Active State:

      In this state, BGP FSM is trying to acquire a peer by listening
      for, and accepting, a TCP connection.

      The start events (Events 1, 3-7) are ignored in the Active state.

      In response to a ManualStop event (Event 2), the local system:

        - If the DelayOpenTimer is running and the
          SendNOTIFICATIONwithoutOPEN session attribute is set, the
          local system sends a NOTIFICATION with a Cease,

        - releases all BGP resources including stopping the
          DelayOpenTimer

        - drops the TCP connection,

        - sets ConnectRetryCounter to zero,

        - stops the ConnectRetryTimer and sets the ConnectRetryTimer to
          zero, and



        - changes its state to Idle.

      In response to a ConnectRetryTimer_Expires event (Event 9), the
      local system:

        - restarts the ConnectRetryTimer (with initial value),

        - initiates a TCP connection to the other BGP peer,

        - continues to listen for a TCP connection that may be initiated
          by a remote BGP peer, and

        - changes its state to Connect.

      If the local system receives a DelayOpenTimer_Expires event (Event
      12), the local system:

        - sets the ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

        - stops and clears the DelayOpenTimer (set to zero),

        - completes the BGP initialization,

        - sends the OPEN message to its remote peer,
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        - sets its hold timer to a large value, and

        - changes its state to OpenSent.

      A HoldTimer value of 4 minutes is also suggested for this state
      transition.

      If the local system receives a TcpConnection_Valid event (Event
      14), the local system processes the TCP connection flags and stays
      in the Active state.

      If the local system receives a Tcp_CR_Invalid event (Event 15),
      the local system rejects the TCP connection and stays in the
      Active State.

      In response to the success of a TCP connection (Event 16 or Event
      17), the local system checks the DelayOpen optional attribute
      prior to processing.

        If the DelayOpen attribute is set to TRUE, the local system:

          - stops the ConnectRetryTimer and sets the ConnectRetryTimer
            to zero,

          - sets the DelayOpenTimer to the initial value
            (DelayOpenTime), and

          - stays in the Active state.



        If the DelayOpen attribute is set to FALSE, the local system:

          - sets the ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

          - completes the BGP initialization,

          - sends the OPEN message to its peer,

          - sets its HoldTimer to a large value, and

          - changes its state to OpenSent.

      A HoldTimer value of 4 minutes is suggested as a "large value" for
      the HoldTimer.

      If the local system receives a TcpConnectionFails event (Event
      18), the local system:

        - restarts the ConnectRetryTimer (with the initial value),
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        - stops and clears the DelayOpenTimer (sets the value to zero),

        - releases all BGP resource,

        - increments the ConnectRetryCounter by 1,

        - optionally performs peer oscillation damping if the
          DampPeerOscillations attribute is set to TRUE, and

        - changes its state to Idle.

      If an OPEN message is received and the DelayOpenTimer is running
      (Event 20), the local system:

        - stops the ConnectRetryTimer (if running) and sets the
          ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

        - stops and clears the DelayOpenTimer (sets to zero),

        - completes the BGP initialization,

        - sends an OPEN message,

        - sends a KEEPALIVE message,

        - if the HoldTimer value is non-zero,

            - starts the KeepaliveTimer to initial value,

            - resets the HoldTimer to the negotiated value,

          else if the HoldTimer is zero

            - resets the KeepaliveTimer (set to zero),



            - resets the HoldTimer to zero, and

        - changes its state to OpenConfirm.

      If the value of the autonomous system field is the same as the
      local Autonomous System number, set the connection status to an
      internal connection; otherwise it will be external.

      If BGP message header checking (Event 21) or OPEN message checking
      detects an error (Event 22) (see Section 6.2), the local system:
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        - (optionally) sends a NOTIFICATION message with the appropriate
          error code if the SendNOTIFICATIONwithoutOPEN attribute is set
          to TRUE,

        - sets the ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

        - releases all BGP resources,

        - drops the TCP connection,

        - increments the ConnectRetryCounter by 1,

        - (optionally) performs peer oscillation damping if the
          DampPeerOscillations attribute is set to TRUE, and

        - changes its state to Idle.

      If a NOTIFICATION message is received with a version error (Event
      24), the local system checks the DelayOpenTimer.  If the
      DelayOpenTimer is running, the local system:

        - stops the ConnectRetryTimer (if running) and sets the
          ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

        - stops and resets the DelayOpenTimer (sets to zero),

        - releases all BGP resources,

        - drops the TCP connection, and

        - changes its state to Idle.

      If the DelayOpenTimer is not running, the local system:

        - sets the ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

        - releases all BGP resources,

        - drops the TCP connection,



        - increments the ConnectRetryCounter by 1,

        - (optionally) performs peer oscillation damping if the
          DampPeerOscillations attribute is set to TRUE, and

        - changes its state to Idle.
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      In response to any other event (Events 8, 10-11, 13, 19, 23,
      25-28), the local system:

        - sets the ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

        - releases all BGP resources,

        - drops the TCP connection,

        - increments the ConnectRetryCounter by one,

        - (optionally) performs peer oscillation damping if the
          DampPeerOscillations attribute is set to TRUE, and

        - changes its state to Idle.

   OpenSent:

      In this state, BGP FSM waits for an OPEN message from its peer.

      The start events (Events 1, 3-7) are ignored in the OpenSent
      state.

      If a ManualStop event (Event 2) is issued in the OpenSent state,
      the local system:

        - sends the NOTIFICATION with a Cease,

        - sets the ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

        - releases all BGP resources,

        - drops the TCP connection,

        - sets the ConnectRetryCounter to zero, and

        - changes its state to Idle.

      If an AutomaticStop event (Event 8) is issued in the OpenSent
      state, the local system:

        - sends the NOTIFICATION with a Cease,

        - sets the ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

        - releases all the BGP resources,



        - drops the TCP connection,
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        - increments the ConnectRetryCounter by 1,

        - (optionally) performs peer oscillation damping if the
          DampPeerOscillations attribute is set to TRUE, and

        - changes its state to Idle.

      If the HoldTimer_Expires (Event 10), the local system:

        - sends a NOTIFICATION message with the error code Hold Timer
          Expired,

        - sets the ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

        - releases all BGP resources,

        - drops the TCP connection,

        - increments the ConnectRetryCounter,

        - (optionally) performs peer oscillation damping if the
          DampPeerOscillations attribute is set to TRUE, and

        - changes its state to Idle.

      If a TcpConnection_Valid (Event 14), Tcp_CR_Acked (Event 16), or a
      TcpConnectionConfirmed event (Event 17) is received, a second TCP
      connection may be in progress.  This second TCP connection is
      tracked per Connection Collision processing (Section 6.8) until an
      OPEN message is received.

      A TCP Connection Request for an Invalid port (Tcp_CR_Invalid
      (Event 15)) is ignored.

      If a TcpConnectionFails event (Event 18) is received, the local
      system:

        - closes the BGP connection,

        - restarts the ConnectRetryTimer,

        - continues to listen for a connection that may be initiated by
          the remote BGP peer, and

        - changes its state to Active.
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      When an OPEN message is received, all fields are checked for
      correctness.  If there are no errors in the OPEN message (Event
      19), the local system:

        - resets the DelayOpenTimer to zero,

        - sets the BGP ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

        - sends a KEEPALIVE message, and

        - sets a KeepaliveTimer (via the text below)

        - sets the HoldTimer according to the negotiated value (see
          Section 4.2),

        - changes its state to OpenConfirm.

      If the negotiated hold time value is zero, then the HoldTimer and
      KeepaliveTimer are not started.  If the value of the Autonomous
      System field is the same as the local Autonomous System number,
      then the connection is an "internal" connection; otherwise, it is
      an "external" connection.  (This will impact UPDATE processing as
      described below.)

      If the BGP message header checking (Event 21) or OPEN message
      checking detects an error (Event 22)(see Section 6.2), the local
      system:

        - sends a NOTIFICATION message with the appropriate error code,

        - sets the ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

        - releases all BGP resources,

        - drops the TCP connection,

        - increments the ConnectRetryCounter by 1,

        - (optionally) performs peer oscillation damping if the
          DampPeerOscillations attribute is TRUE, and

        - changes its state to Idle.

      Collision detection mechanisms (Section 6.8) need to be applied
      when a valid BGP OPEN message is received (Event 19 or Event 20).
      Please refer to Section 6.8 for the details of the comparison.  A
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      CollisionDetectDump event occurs when the BGP implementation
      determines, by means outside the scope of this document, that a



      connection collision has occurred.

      If a connection in the OpenSent state is determined to be the
      connection that must be closed, an OpenCollisionDump (Event 23) is
      signaled to the state machine.  If such an event is received in
      the OpenSent state, the local system:

        - sends a NOTIFICATION with a Cease,

        - sets the ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

        - releases all BGP resources,

        - drops the TCP connection,

        - increments the ConnectRetryCounter by 1,

        - (optionally) performs peer oscillation damping if the
          DampPeerOscillations attribute is set to TRUE, and

        - changes its state to Idle.

      If a NOTIFICATION message is received with a version error (Event
      24), the local system:

        - sets the ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

        - releases all BGP resources,

        - drops the TCP connection, and

        - changes its state to Idle.

      In response to any other event (Events 9, 11-13, 20, 25-28), the
      local system:

        - sends the NOTIFICATION with the Error Code Finite State
          Machine Error,

        - sets the ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

        - releases all BGP resources,

        - drops the TCP connection,

        - increments the ConnectRetryCounter by 1,
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        - (optionally) performs peer oscillation damping if the
          DampPeerOscillations attribute is set to TRUE, and

        - changes its state to Idle.

   OpenConfirm State:

      In this state, BGP waits for a KEEPALIVE or NOTIFICATION message.



      Any start event (Events 1, 3-7) is ignored in the OpenConfirm
      state.

      In response to a ManualStop event (Event 2) initiated by the
      operator, the local system:

        - sends the NOTIFICATION message with a Cease,

        - releases all BGP resources,

        - drops the TCP connection,

        - sets the ConnectRetryCounter to zero,

        - sets the ConnectRetryTimer to zero, and

        - changes its state to Idle.

      In response to the AutomaticStop event initiated by the system
      (Event 8), the local system:

        - sends the NOTIFICATION message with a Cease,

        - sets the ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

        - releases all BGP resources,

        - drops the TCP connection,

        - increments the ConnectRetryCounter by 1,

        - (optionally) performs peer oscillation damping if the
          DampPeerOscillations attribute is set to TRUE, and

        - changes its state to Idle.

      If the HoldTimer_Expires event (Event 10) occurs before a
      KEEPALIVE message is received, the local system:
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        - sends the NOTIFICATION message with the Error Code Hold Timer
          Expired,

        - sets the ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

        - releases all BGP resources,

        - drops the TCP connection,

        - increments the ConnectRetryCounter by 1,

        - (optionally) performs peer oscillation damping if the
          DampPeerOscillations attribute is set to TRUE, and



        - changes its state to Idle.

      If the local system receives a KeepaliveTimer_Expires event (Event
      11), the local system:

        - sends a KEEPALIVE message,

        - restarts the KeepaliveTimer, and

        - remains in the OpenConfirmed state.

      In the event of a TcpConnection_Valid event (Event 14), or the
      success of a TCP connection (Event 16 or Event 17) while in
      OpenConfirm, the local system needs to track the second
      connection.

      If a TCP connection is attempted with an invalid port (Event 15),
      the local system will ignore the second connection attempt.

      If the local system receives a TcpConnectionFails event (Event 18)
      from the underlying TCP or a NOTIFICATION message (Event 25), the
      local system:

        - sets the ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

        - releases all BGP resources,

        - drops the TCP connection,

        - increments the ConnectRetryCounter by 1,

        - (optionally) performs peer oscillation damping if the
          DampPeerOscillations attribute is set to TRUE, and
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        - changes its state to Idle.

      If the local system receives a NOTIFICATION message with a version
      error (NotifMsgVerErr (Event 24)), the local system:

        - sets the ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

        - releases all BGP resources,

        - drops the TCP connection, and

        - changes its state to Idle.

      If the local system receives a valid OPEN message (BGPOpen (Event
      19)), the collision detect function is processed per Section 6.8.
      If this connection is to be dropped due to connection collision,
      the local system:

        - sends a NOTIFICATION with a Cease,



        - sets the ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

        - releases all BGP resources,

        - drops the TCP connection (send TCP FIN),

        - increments the ConnectRetryCounter by 1,

        - (optionally) performs peer oscillation damping if the
          DampPeerOscillations attribute is set to TRUE, and

        - changes its state to Idle.

      If an OPEN message is received, all fields are checked for
      correctness.  If the BGP message header checking (BGPHeaderErr
      (Event 21)) or OPEN message checking detects an error (see Section
      6.2) (BGPOpenMsgErr (Event 22)), the local system:

        - sends a NOTIFICATION message with the appropriate error code,

        - sets the ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

        - releases all BGP resources,

        - drops the TCP connection,

        - increments the ConnectRetryCounter by 1,
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        - (optionally) performs peer oscillation damping if the
          DampPeerOscillations attribute is set to TRUE, and

        - changes its state to Idle.

      If, during the processing of another OPEN message, the BGP
      implementation determines, by a means outside the scope of this
      document, that a connection collision has occurred and this
      connection is to be closed, the local system will issue an
      OpenCollisionDump event (Event 23).  When the local system
      receives an OpenCollisionDump event (Event 23), the local system:

        - sends a NOTIFICATION with a Cease,

        - sets the ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

        - releases all BGP resources

        - drops the TCP connection,

        - increments the ConnectRetryCounter by 1,

        - (optionally) performs peer oscillation damping if the
          DampPeerOscillations attribute is set to TRUE, and

        - changes its state to Idle.



      If the local system receives a KEEPALIVE message (KeepAliveMsg
      (Event 26)), the local system:

        - restarts the HoldTimer and

        - changes its state to Established.

      In response to any other event (Events 9, 12-13, 20, 27-28), the
      local system:

        - sends a NOTIFICATION with a code of Finite State Machine
          Error,

        - sets the ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

        - releases all BGP resources,

        - drops the TCP connection,

        - increments the ConnectRetryCounter by 1,
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        - (optionally) performs peer oscillation damping if the
          DampPeerOscillations attribute is set to TRUE, and

        - changes its state to Idle.

   Established State:

      In the Established state, the BGP FSM can exchange UPDATE,
      NOTIFICATION, and KEEPALIVE messages with its peer.

      Any Start event (Events 1, 3-7) is ignored in the Established
      state.

      In response to a ManualStop event (initiated by an operator)
      (Event 2), the local system:

        - sends the NOTIFICATION message with a Cease,

        - sets the ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

        - deletes all routes associated with this connection,

        - releases BGP resources,

        - drops the TCP connection,

        - sets the ConnectRetryCounter to zero, and

         - changes its state to Idle.

      In response to an AutomaticStop event (Event 8), the local system:



        - sends a NOTIFICATION with a Cease,

        - sets the ConnectRetryTimer to zero

        - deletes all routes associated with this connection,

        - releases all BGP resources,

        - drops the TCP connection,

        - increments the ConnectRetryCounter by 1,

        - (optionally) performs peer oscillation damping if the
          DampPeerOscillations attribute is set to TRUE, and

        - changes its state to Idle.
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      One reason for an AutomaticStop event is: A BGP receives an UPDATE
      messages with a number of prefixes for a given peer such that the
      total prefixes received exceeds the maximum number of prefixes
      configured.  The local system automatically disconnects the peer.

      If the HoldTimer_Expires event occurs (Event 10), the local
      system:

        - sends a NOTIFICATION message with the Error Code Hold Timer
          Expired,

        - sets the ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

        - releases all BGP resources,

        - drops the TCP connection,

        - increments the ConnectRetryCounter by 1,

        - (optionally) performs peer oscillation damping if the
          DampPeerOscillations attribute is set to TRUE, and

        - changes its state to Idle.

      If the KeepaliveTimer_Expires event occurs (Event 11), the local
      system:

        - sends a KEEPALIVE message, and

        - restarts its KeepaliveTimer, unless the negotiated HoldTime
          value is zero.

      Each time the local system sends a KEEPALIVE or UPDATE message, it
      restarts its KeepaliveTimer, unless the negotiated HoldTime value
      is zero.

      A TcpConnection_Valid (Event 14), received for a valid port, will
      cause the second connection to be tracked.



      An invalid TCP connection (Tcp_CR_Invalid event (Event 15)) will
      be ignored.

      In response to an indication that the TCP connection is
      successfully established (Event 16 or Event 17), the second
      connection SHALL be tracked until it sends an OPEN message.
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      If a valid OPEN message (BGPOpen (Event 19)) is received, and if
      the CollisionDetectEstablishedState optional attribute is TRUE,
      the OPEN message will be checked to see if it collides (Section
      6.8) with any other connection.  If the BGP implementation
      determines that this connection needs to be terminated, it will
      process an OpenCollisionDump event (Event 23).  If this connection
      needs to be terminated, the local system:

        - sends a NOTIFICATION with a Cease,

        - sets the ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

        - deletes all routes associated with this connection,

        - releases all BGP resources,

        - drops the TCP connection,

        - increments the ConnectRetryCounter by 1,

        - (optionally) performs peer oscillation damping if the
          DampPeerOscillations is set to TRUE, and

        - changes its state to Idle.

      If the local system receives a NOTIFICATION message (Event 24 or
      Event 25) or a TcpConnectionFails (Event 18) from the underlying
      TCP, the local system:

        - sets the ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

        - deletes all routes associated with this connection,

        - releases all the BGP resources,

        - drops the TCP connection,

        - increments the ConnectRetryCounter by 1,

        - changes its state to Idle.
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      If the local system receives a KEEPALIVE message (Event 26), the
      local system:

        - restarts its HoldTimer, if the negotiated HoldTime value is
          non-zero, and

        - remains in the Established state.

      If the local system receives an UPDATE message (Event 27), the
      local system:

        - processes the message,

        - restarts its HoldTimer, if the negotiated HoldTime value is
          non-zero, and

        - remains in the Established state.

      If the local system receives an UPDATE message, and the UPDATE
      message error handling procedure (see Section 6.3) detects an
      error (Event 28), the local system:

        - sends a NOTIFICATION message with an Update error,

        - sets the ConnectRetryTimer to zero,

        - deletes all routes associated with this connection,

        - releases all BGP resources,

        - drops the TCP connection,

        - increments the ConnectRetryCounter by 1,

        - (optionally) performs peer oscillation damping if the
          DampPeerOscillations attribute is set to TRUE, and

        - changes its state to Idle.

      In response to any other event (Events 9, 12-13, 20-22), the local
      system:

        - sends a NOTIFICATION message with the Error Code Finite State
          Machine Error,

        - deletes all routes associated with this connection,

        - sets the ConnectRetryTimer to zero,
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        - releases all BGP resources,

        - drops the TCP connection,

        - increments the ConnectRetryCounter by 1,

        - (optionally) performs peer oscillation damping if the
          DampPeerOscillations attribute is set to TRUE, and

        - changes its state to Idle.

9.  UPDATE Message Handling

   An UPDATE message may be received only in the Established state.
   Receiving an UPDATE message in any other state is an error.  When an
   UPDATE message is received, each field is checked for validity, as
   specified in Section 6.3.

   If an optional non-transitive attribute is unrecognized, it is
   quietly ignored.  If an optional transitive attribute is
   unrecognized, the Partial bit (the third high-order bit) in the
   attribute flags octet is set to 1, and the attribute is retained for
   propagation to other BGP speakers.

   If an optional attribute is recognized and has a valid value, then,
   depending on the type of the optional attribute, it is processed
   locally, retained, and updated, if necessary, for possible
   propagation to other BGP speakers.

   If the UPDATE message contains a non-empty WITHDRAWN ROUTES field,
   the previously advertised routes, whose destinations (expressed as IP
   prefixes) are contained in this field, SHALL be removed from the
   Adj-RIB-In.  This BGP speaker SHALL run its Decision Process because
   the previously advertised route is no longer available for use.

   If the UPDATE message contains a feasible route, the Adj-RIB-In will
   be updated with this route as follows: if the NLRI of the new route
   is identical to the one the route currently has stored in the Adj-
   RIB-In, then the new route SHALL replace the older route in the Adj-
   RIB-In, thus implicitly withdrawing the older route from service.
   Otherwise, if the Adj-RIB-In has no route with NLRI identical to the
   new route, the new route SHALL be placed in the Adj-RIB-In.

   Once the BGP speaker updates the Adj-RIB-In, the speaker SHALL run
   its Decision Process.
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9.1.  Decision Process

   The Decision Process selects routes for subsequent advertisement by
   applying the policies in the local Policy Information Base (PIB) to
   the routes stored in its Adj-RIBs-In.  The output of the Decision
   Process is the set of routes that will be advertised to peers; the
   selected routes will be stored in the local speaker's Adj-RIBs-Out,
   according to policy.

   The BGP Decision Process described here is conceptual, and does not
   have to be implemented precisely as described, as long as the
   implementations support the described functionality and they exhibit
   the same externally visible behavior.

   The selection process is formalized by defining a function that takes
   the attribute of a given route as an argument and returns either (a)
   a non-negative integer denoting the degree of preference for the
   route, or (b) a value denoting that this route is ineligible to be
   installed in Loc-RIB and will be excluded from the next phase of
   route selection.

   The function that calculates the degree of preference for a given
   route SHALL NOT use any of the following as its inputs: the existence
   of other routes, the non-existence of other routes, or the path
   attributes of other routes.  Route selection then consists of the
   individual application of the degree of preference function to each
   feasible route, followed by the choice of the one with the highest
   degree of preference.

   The Decision Process operates on routes contained in the Adj-RIBs-In,
   and is responsible for:

      - selection of routes to be used locally by the speaker

      - selection of routes to be advertised to other BGP peers

      - route aggregation and route information reduction

   The Decision Process takes place in three distinct phases, each
   triggered by a different event:

      a) Phase 1 is responsible for calculating the degree of preference
         for each route received from a peer.

      b) Phase 2 is invoked on completion of phase 1.  It is responsible
         for choosing the best route out of all those available for each
         distinct destination, and for installing each chosen route into
         the Loc-RIB.
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      c) Phase 3 is invoked after the Loc-RIB has been modified.  It is
         responsible for disseminating routes in the Loc-RIB to each
         peer, according to the policies contained in the PIB.  Route
         aggregation and information reduction can optionally be
         performed within this phase.



9.1.1.  Phase 1: Calculation of Degree of Preference

   The Phase 1 decision function is invoked whenever the local BGP
   speaker receives, from a peer, an UPDATE message that advertises a
   new route, a replacement route, or withdrawn routes.

   The Phase 1 decision function is a separate process,f which completes
   when it has no further work to do.

   The Phase 1 decision function locks an Adj-RIB-In prior to operating
   on any route contained within it, and unlocks it after operating on
   all new or unfeasible routes contained within it.

   For each newly received or replacement feasible route, the local BGP
   speaker determines a degree of preference as follows:

      If the route is learned from an internal peer, either the value of
      the LOCAL_PREF attribute is taken as the degree of preference, or
      the local system computes the degree of preference of the route
      based on preconfigured policy information.  Note that the latter
      may result in formation of persistent routing loops.

      If the route is learned from an external peer, then the local BGP
      speaker computes the degree of preference based on preconfigured
      policy information.  If the return value indicates the route is
      ineligible, the route MAY NOT serve as an input to the next phase
      of route selection; otherwise, the return value MUST be used as
      the LOCAL_PREF value in any IBGP readvertisement.

      The exact nature of this policy information, and the computation
      involved, is a local matter.

9.1.2.  Phase 2: Route Selection

   The Phase 2 decision function is invoked on completion of Phase 1.
   The Phase 2 function is a separate process, which completes when it
   has no further work to do.  The Phase 2 process considers all routes
   that are eligible in the Adj-RIBs-In.
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   The Phase 2 decision function is blocked from running while the Phase
   3 decision function is in process.  The Phase 2 function locks all
   Adj-RIBs-In prior to commencing its function, and unlocks them on
   completion.

   If the NEXT_HOP attribute of a BGP route depicts an address that is
   not resolvable, or if it would become unresolvable if the route was
   installed in the routing table, the BGP route MUST be excluded from
   the Phase 2 decision function.

   If the AS_PATH attribute of a BGP route contains an AS loop, the BGP
   route should be excluded from the Phase 2 decision function.  AS loop



   detection is done by scanning the full AS path (as specified in the
   AS_PATH attribute), and checking that the autonomous system number of
   the local system does not appear in the AS path.  Operations of a BGP
   speaker that is configured to accept routes with its own autonomous
   system number in the AS path are outside the scope of this document.

   It is critical that BGP speakers within an AS do not make conflicting
   decisions regarding route selection that would cause forwarding loops
   to occur.

   For each set of destinations for which a feasible route exists in the
   Adj-RIBs-In, the local BGP speaker identifies the route that has:

      a) the highest degree of preference of any route to the same set
         of destinations, or

      b) is the only route to that destination, or

      c) is selected as a result of the Phase 2 tie breaking rules
         specified in Section 9.1.2.2.

   The local speaker SHALL then install that route in the Loc-RIB,
   replacing any route to the same destination that is currently being
   held in the Loc-RIB.  When the new BGP route is installed in the
   Routing Table, care must be taken to ensure that existing routes to
   the same destination that are now considered invalid are removed from
   the Routing Table.  Whether the new BGP route replaces an existing
   non-BGP route in the Routing Table depends on the policy configured
   on the BGP speaker.

   The local speaker MUST determine the immediate next-hop address from
   the NEXT_HOP attribute of the selected route (see Section 5.1.3).  If
   either the immediate next-hop or the IGP cost to the NEXT_HOP (where
   the NEXT_HOP is resolved through an IGP route) changes, Phase 2 Route
   Selection MUST be performed again.
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   Notice that even though BGP routes do not have to be installed in the
   Routing Table with the immediate next-hop(s), implementations MUST
   take care that, before any packets are forwarded along a BGP route,
   its associated NEXT_HOP address is resolved to the immediate
   (directly connected) next-hop address, and that this address (or
   multiple addresses) is finally used for actual packet forwarding.

   Unresolvable routes SHALL be removed from the Loc-RIB and the routing
   table.  However, corresponding unresolvable routes SHOULD be kept in
   the Adj-RIBs-In (in case they become resolvable).

9.1.2.1.  Route Resolvability Condition

   As indicated in Section 9.1.2, BGP speakers SHOULD exclude
   unresolvable routes from the Phase 2 decision.  This ensures that
   only valid routes are installed in Loc-RIB and the Routing Table.

   The route resolvability condition is defined as follows:



      1) A route Rte1, referencing only the intermediate network
         address, is considered resolvable if the Routing Table contains
         at least one resolvable route Rte2 that matches Rte1's
         intermediate network address and is not recursively resolved
         (directly or indirectly) through Rte1.  If multiple matching
         routes are available, only the longest matching route SHOULD be
         considered.

      2) Routes referencing interfaces (with or without intermediate
         addresses) are considered resolvable if the state of the
         referenced interface is up and if IP processing is enabled on
         this interface.

   BGP routes do not refer to interfaces, but can be resolved through
   the routes in the Routing Table that can be of both types (those that
   specify interfaces or those that do not).  IGP routes and routes to
   directly connected networks are expected to specify the outbound
   interface.  Static routes can specify the outbound interface, the
   intermediate address, or both.

   Note that a BGP route is considered unresolvable in a situation where
   the BGP speaker's Routing Table contains no route matching the BGP
   route's NEXT_HOP.  Mutually recursive routes (routes resolving each
   other or themselves) also fail the resolvability check.

   It is also important that implementations do not consider feasible
   routes that would become unresolvable if they were installed in the
   Routing Table, even if their NEXT_HOPs are resolvable using the
   current contents of the Routing Table (an example of such routes
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   would be mutually recursive routes).  This check ensures that a BGP
   speaker does not install routes in the Routing Table that will be
   removed and not used by the speaker.  Therefore, in addition to local
   Routing Table stability, this check also improves behavior of the
   protocol in the network.

   Whenever a BGP speaker identifies a route that fails the
   resolvability check because of mutual recursion, an error message
   SHOULD be logged.

9.1.2.2.  Breaking Ties (Phase 2)

   In its Adj-RIBs-In, a BGP speaker may have several routes to the same
   destination that have the same degree of preference.  The local
   speaker can select only one of these routes for inclusion in the
   associated Loc-RIB.  The local speaker considers all routes with the
   same degrees of preference, both those received from internal peers,
   and those received from external peers.

   The following tie-breaking procedure assumes that, for each candidate
   route, all the BGP speakers within an autonomous system can ascertain
   the cost of a path (interior distance) to the address depicted by the
   NEXT_HOP attribute of the route, and follow the same route selection
   algorithm.



   The tie-breaking algorithm begins by considering all equally
   preferable routes to the same destination, and then selects routes to
   be removed from consideration.  The algorithm terminates as soon as
   only one route remains in consideration.  The criteria MUST be
   applied in the order specified.

   Several of the criteria are described using pseudo-code.  Note that
   the pseudo-code shown was chosen for clarity, not efficiency.  It is
   not intended to specify any particular implementation.  BGP
   implementations MAY use any algorithm that produces the same results
   as those described here.

      a) Remove from consideration all routes that are not tied for
         having the smallest number of AS numbers present in their
         AS_PATH attributes.  Note that when counting this number, an
         AS_SET counts as 1, no matter how many ASes are in the set.

      b) Remove from consideration all routes that are not tied for
         having the lowest Origin number in their Origin attribute.
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      c) Remove from consideration routes with less-preferred
         MULTI_EXIT_DISC attributes.  MULTI_EXIT_DISC is only comparable
         between routes learned from the same neighboring AS (the
         neighboring AS is determined from the AS_PATH attribute).
         Routes that do not have the MULTI_EXIT_DISC attribute are
         considered to have the lowest possible MULTI_EXIT_DISC value.

         This is also described in the following procedure:

       for m = all routes still under consideration
           for n = all routes still under consideration
               if (neighborAS(m) == neighborAS(n)) and (MED(n) < MED(m))
                   remove route m from consideration

         In the pseudo-code above, MED(n) is a function that returns the
         value of route n's MULTI_EXIT_DISC attribute.  If route n has
         no MULTI_EXIT_DISC attribute, the function returns the lowest
         possible MULTI_EXIT_DISC value (i.e., 0).

         Similarly, neighborAS(n) is a function that returns the
         neighbor AS from which the route was received.  If the route is
         learned via IBGP, and the other IBGP speaker didn't originate
         the route, it is the neighbor AS from which the other IBGP
         speaker learned the route.  If the route is learned via IBGP,
         and the other IBGP speaker either (a) originated the route, or
         (b) created the route by aggregation and the AS_PATH attribute
         of the aggregate route is either empty or begins with an
         AS_SET, it is the local AS.

         If a MULTI_EXIT_DISC attribute is removed before re-advertising



         a route into IBGP, then comparison based on the received EBGP
         MULTI_EXIT_DISC attribute MAY still be performed.  If an
         implementation chooses to remove MULTI_EXIT_DISC, then the
         optional comparison on MULTI_EXIT_DISC, if performed, MUST be
         performed only among EBGP-learned routes.  The best EBGP-
         learned route may then be compared with IBGP-learned routes
         after the removal of the MULTI_EXIT_DISC attribute.  If
         MULTI_EXIT_DISC is removed from a subset of EBGP-learned
         routes, and the selected "best" EBGP-learned route will not
         have MULTI_EXIT_DISC removed, then the MULTI_EXIT_DISC must be
         used in the comparison with IBGP-learned routes.  For IBGP-
         learned routes, the MULTI_EXIT_DISC MUST be used in route
         comparisons that reach this step in the Decision Process.
         Including the MULTI_EXIT_DISC of an EBGP-learned route in the
         comparison with an IBGP-learned route, then removing the
         MULTI_EXIT_DISC attribute, and advertising the route has been
         proven to cause route loops.
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      d) If at least one of the candidate routes was received via EBGP,
         remove from consideration all routes that were received via
         IBGP.

      e) Remove from consideration any routes with less-preferred
         interior cost.  The interior cost of a route is determined by
         calculating the metric to the NEXT_HOP for the route using the
         Routing Table.  If the NEXT_HOP hop for a route is reachable,
         but no cost can be determined, then this step should be skipped
         (equivalently, consider all routes to have equal costs).

         This is also described in the following procedure.

         for m = all routes still under consideration
             for n = all routes in still under consideration
                 if (cost(n) is lower than cost(m))
                     remove m from consideration

         In the pseudo-code above, cost(n) is a function that returns
         the cost of the path (interior distance) to the address given
         in the NEXT_HOP attribute of the route.

      f) Remove from consideration all routes other than the route that
         was advertised by the BGP speaker with the lowest BGP
         Identifier value.

      g) Prefer the route received from the lowest peer address.

9.1.3.  Phase 3: Route Dissemination

   The Phase 3 decision function is invoked on completion of Phase 2, or
   when any of the following events occur:

      a) when routes in the Loc-RIB to local destinations have changed

      b) when locally generated routes learned by means outside of BGP



         have changed

      c) when a new BGP speaker connection has been established

   The Phase 3 function is a separate process that completes when it has
   no further work to do.  The Phase 3 Routing Decision function is
   blocked from running while the Phase 2 decision function is in
   process.

   All routes in the Loc-RIB are processed into Adj-RIBs-Out according
   to configured policy.  This policy MAY exclude a route in the Loc-RIB
   from being installed in a particular Adj-RIB-Out.  A route SHALL NOT
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   be installed in the Adj-Rib-Out unless the destination, and NEXT_HOP
   described by this route, may be forwarded appropriately by the
   Routing Table.  If a route in Loc-RIB is excluded from a particular
   Adj-RIB-Out, the previously advertised route in that Adj-RIB-Out MUST
   be withdrawn from service by means of an UPDATE message (see 9.2).

   Route aggregation and information reduction techniques (see Section
   9.2.2.1) may optionally be applied.

   Any local policy that results in routes being added to an Adj-RIB-Out
   without also being added to the local BGP speaker's forwarding table
   is outside the scope of this document.

   When the updating of the Adj-RIBs-Out and the Routing Table is
   complete, the local BGP speaker runs the Update-Send process of 9.2.

9.1.4.  Overlapping Routes

   A BGP speaker may transmit routes with overlapping Network Layer
   Reachability Information (NLRI) to another BGP speaker.  NLRI overlap
   occurs when a set of destinations are identified in non-matching
   multiple routes.  Because BGP encodes NLRI using IP prefixes, overlap
   will always exhibit subset relationships.  A route describing a
   smaller set of destinations (a longer prefix) is said to be more
   specific than a route describing a larger set of destinations (a
   shorter prefix); similarly, a route describing a larger set of
   destinations is said to be less specific than a route describing a
   smaller set of destinations.

   The precedence relationship effectively decomposes less specific
   routes into two parts:

      - a set of destinations described only by the less specific route,
        and

      - a set of destinations described by the overlap of the less
        specific and the more specific routes

   The set of destinations described by the overlap represents a portion
   of the less specific route that is feasible, but is not currently in
   use.  If a more specific route is later withdrawn, the set of
   destinations described by the overlap will still be reachable using



   the less specific route.

   If a BGP speaker receives overlapping routes, the Decision Process
   MUST consider both routes based on the configured acceptance policy.
   If both a less and a more specific route are accepted, then the
   Decision Process MUST install, in Loc-RIB, either both the less and
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   the more specific routes or aggregate the two routes and install, in
   Loc-RIB, the aggregated route, provided that both routes have the
   same value of the NEXT_HOP attribute.

   If a BGP speaker chooses to aggregate, then it SHOULD either include
   all ASes used to form the aggregate in an AS_SET, or add the
   ATOMIC_AGGREGATE attribute to the route.  This attribute is now
   primarily informational.  With the elimination of IP routing
   protocols that do not support classless routing, and the elimination
   of router and host implementations that do not support classless
   routing, there is no longer a need to de-aggregate.  Routes SHOULD
   NOT be de-aggregated.  In particular, a route that carries the
   ATOMIC_AGGREGATE attribute MUST NOT be de-aggregated.  That is, the
   NLRI of this route cannot be more specific.  Forwarding along such a
   route does not guarantee that IP packets will actually traverse only
   ASes listed in the AS_PATH attribute of the route.

9.2.  Update-Send Process

   The Update-Send process is responsible for advertising UPDATE
   messages to all peers.  For example, it distributes the routes chosen
   by the Decision Process to other BGP speakers, which may be located
   in either the same autonomous system or a neighboring autonomous
   system.

   When a BGP speaker receives an UPDATE message from an internal peer,
   the receiving BGP speaker SHALL NOT re-distribute the routing
   information contained in that UPDATE message to other internal peers
   (unless the speaker acts as a BGP Route Reflector [RFC2796]).

   As part of Phase 3 of the route selection process, the BGP speaker
   has updated its Adj-RIBs-Out.  All newly installed routes and all
   newly unfeasible routes for which there is no replacement route SHALL
   be advertised to its peers by means of an UPDATE message.

   A BGP speaker SHOULD NOT advertise a given feasible BGP route from
   its Adj-RIB-Out if it would produce an UPDATE message containing the
   same BGP route as was previously advertised.

   Any routes in the Loc-RIB marked as unfeasible SHALL be removed.
   Changes to the reachable destinations within its own autonomous
   system SHALL also be advertised in an UPDATE message.

   If, due to the limits on the maximum size of an UPDATE message (see
   Section 4), a single route doesn't fit into the message, the BGP
   speaker MUST not advertise the route to its peers and MAY choose to
   log an error locally.
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9.2.1.  Controlling Routing Traffic Overhead

   The BGP protocol constrains the amount of routing traffic (that is,
   UPDATE messages), in order to limit both the link bandwidth needed to
   advertise UPDATE messages and the processing power needed by the
   Decision Process to digest the information contained in the UPDATE
   messages.

9.2.1.1.  Frequency of Route Advertisement

   The parameter MinRouteAdvertisementIntervalTimer determines the
   minimum amount of time that must elapse between an advertisement
   and/or withdrawal of routes to a particular destination by a BGP
   speaker to a peer.  This rate limiting procedure applies on a per-
   destination basis, although the value of
   MinRouteAdvertisementIntervalTimer is set on a per BGP peer basis.

   Two UPDATE messages sent by a BGP speaker to a peer that advertise
   feasible routes and/or withdrawal of unfeasible routes to some common
   set of destinations MUST be separated by at least
   MinRouteAdvertisementIntervalTimer.  This can only be achieved by
   keeping a separate timer for each common set of destinations.  This
   would be unwarranted overhead.  Any technique that ensures that the
   interval between two UPDATE messages sent from a BGP speaker to a
   peer that advertise feasible routes and/or withdrawal of unfeasible
   routes to some common set of destinations will be at least
   MinRouteAdvertisementIntervalTimer, and will also ensure that a
   constant upper bound on the interval is acceptable.

   Since fast convergence is needed within an autonomous system, either
   (a) the MinRouteAdvertisementIntervalTimer used for internal peers
   SHOULD be shorter than the MinRouteAdvertisementIntervalTimer used
   for external peers, or (b) the procedure describe in this section
   SHOULD NOT apply to routes sent to internal peers.

   This procedure does not limit the rate of route selection, but only
   the rate of route advertisement.  If new routes are selected multiple
   times while awaiting the expiration of
   MinRouteAdvertisementIntervalTimer, the last route selected SHALL be
   advertised at the end of MinRouteAdvertisementIntervalTimer.

9.2.1.2.  Frequency of Route Origination

   The parameter MinASOriginationIntervalTimer determines the minimum
   amount of time that must elapse between successive advertisements of
   UPDATE messages that report changes within the advertising BGP
   speaker's own autonomous systems.
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9.2.2.  Efficient Organization of Routing Information

   Having selected the routing information it will advertise, a BGP
   speaker may avail itself of several methods to organize this
   information in an efficient manner.

9.2.2.1.  Information Reduction

   Information reduction may imply a reduction in granularity of policy
   control - after information is collapsed, the same policies will
   apply to all destinations and paths in the equivalence class.

   The Decision Process may optionally reduce the amount of information
   that it will place in the Adj-RIBs-Out by any of the following
   methods:

      a) Network Layer Reachability Information (NLRI):

         Destination IP addresses can be represented as IP address
         prefixes.  In cases where there is a correspondence between the
         address structure and the systems under control of an
         autonomous system administrator, it will be possible to reduce
         the size of the NLRI carried in the UPDATE messages.

      b) AS_PATHs:

         AS path information can be represented as ordered AS_SEQUENCEs
         or unordered AS_SETs.  AS_SETs are used in the route
         aggregation algorithm described in Section 9.2.2.2.  They
         reduce the size of the AS_PATH information by listing each AS
         number only once, regardless of how many times it may have
         appeared in multiple AS_PATHs that were aggregated.

         An AS_SET implies that the destinations listed in the NLRI can
         be reached through paths that traverse at least some of the
         constituent autonomous systems.  AS_SETs provide sufficient
         information to avoid routing information looping; however,
         their use may prune potentially feasible paths because such
         paths are no longer listed individually in the form of
         AS_SEQUENCEs.  In practice, this is not likely to be a problem
         because once an IP packet arrives at the edge of a group of
         autonomous systems, the BGP speaker is likely to have more
         detailed path information and can distinguish individual paths
         from destinations.
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9.2.2.2.  Aggregating Routing Information

   Aggregation is the process of combining the characteristics of
   several different routes in such a way that a single route can be



   advertised.  Aggregation can occur as part of the Decision Process to
   reduce the amount of routing information that will be placed in the
   Adj-RIBs-Out.

   Aggregation reduces the amount of information that a BGP speaker must
   store and exchange with other BGP speakers.  Routes can be aggregated
   by applying the following procedure, separately, to path attributes
   of the same type and to the Network Layer Reachability Information.

   Routes that have different MULTI_EXIT_DISC attributes SHALL NOT be
   aggregated.

   If the aggregated route has an AS_SET as the first element in its
   AS_PATH attribute, then the router that originates the route SHOULD
   NOT advertise the MULTI_EXIT_DISC attribute with this route.

   Path attributes that have different type codes cannot be aggregated
   together.  Path attributes of the same type code may be aggregated,
   according to the following rules:

      NEXT_HOP:
         When aggregating routes that have different NEXT_HOP
         attributes, the NEXT_HOP attribute of the aggregated route
         SHALL identify an interface on the BGP speaker that performs
         the aggregation.

      ORIGIN attribute:
         If at least one route among routes that are aggregated has
         ORIGIN with the value INCOMPLETE, then the aggregated route
         MUST have the ORIGIN attribute with the value INCOMPLETE.
         Otherwise, if at least one route among routes that are
         aggregated has ORIGIN with the value EGP, then the aggregated
         route MUST have the ORIGIN attribute with the value EGP.  In
         all other cases,, the value of the ORIGIN attribute of the
         aggregated route is IGP.

      AS_PATH attribute:
         If routes to be aggregated have identical AS_PATH attributes,
         then the aggregated route has the same AS_PATH attribute as
         each individual route.

         For the purpose of aggregating AS_PATH attributes, we model
         each AS within the AS_PATH attribute as a tuple <type, value>,
         where "type" identifies a type of the path segment the AS
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         belongs to (e.g., AS_SEQUENCE, AS_SET), and "value" identifies
         the AS number.  If the routes to be aggregated have different
         AS_PATH attributes, then the aggregated AS_PATH attribute SHALL
         satisfy all of the following conditions:

           - all tuples of type AS_SEQUENCE in the aggregated AS_PATH
             SHALL appear in all of the AS_PATHs in the initial set of
             routes to be aggregated.

           - all tuples of type AS_SET in the aggregated AS_PATH SHALL



             appear in at least one of the AS_PATHs in the initial set
             (they may appear as either AS_SET or AS_SEQUENCE types).

           - for any tuple X of type AS_SEQUENCE in the aggregated
             AS_PATH, which precedes tuple Y in the aggregated AS_PATH,
             X precedes Y in each AS_PATH in the initial set, which
             contains Y, regardless of the type of Y.

           - No tuple of type AS_SET with the same value SHALL appear
             more than once in the aggregated AS_PATH.

           - Multiple tuples of type AS_SEQUENCE with the same value may
             appear in the aggregated AS_PATH only when adjacent to
             another tuple of the same type and value.

         An implementation may choose any algorithm that conforms to
         these rules.  At a minimum, a conformant implementation SHALL
         be able to perform the following algorithm that meets all of
         the above conditions:

           - determine the longest leading sequence of tuples (as
             defined above) common to all the AS_PATH attributes of the
             routes to be aggregated.  Make this sequence the leading
             sequence of the aggregated AS_PATH attribute.

           - set the type of the rest of the tuples from the AS_PATH
             attributes of the routes to be aggregated to AS_SET, and
             append them to the aggregated AS_PATH attribute.

           - if the aggregated AS_PATH has more than one tuple with the
             same value (regardless of tuple's type), eliminate all but
             one such tuple by deleting tuples of the type AS_SET from
             the aggregated AS_PATH attribute.

           - for each pair of adjacent tuples in the aggregated AS_PATH,
             if both tuples have the same type, merge them together, as
             long as doing so will not cause a segment with a length
             greater than 255 to be generated.
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         Appendix F, Section F.6 presents another algorithm that
         satisfies the conditions and allows for more complex policy
         configurations.

      ATOMIC_AGGREGATE:
         If at least one of the routes to be aggregated has
         ATOMIC_AGGREGATE path attribute, then the aggregated route
         SHALL have this attribute as well.

      AGGREGATOR:
         Any AGGREGATOR attributes from the routes to be aggregated MUST
         NOT be included in the aggregated route.  The BGP speaker
         performing the route aggregation MAY attach a new AGGREGATOR
         attribute (see Section 5.1.7).

9.3.  Route Selection Criteria



   Generally, additional rules for comparing routes among several
   alternatives are outside the scope of this document.  There are two
   exceptions:

      - If the local AS appears in the AS path of the new route being
        considered, then that new route cannot be viewed as better than
        any other route (provided that the speaker is configured to
        accept such routes).  If such a route were ever used, a routing
        loop could result.

      - In order to achieve a successful distributed operation, only
        routes with a likelihood of stability can be chosen.  Thus, an
        AS SHOULD avoid using unstable routes, and it SHOULD NOT make
        rapid, spontaneous changes to its choice of route.  Quantifying
        the terms "unstable" and "rapid" (from the previous sentence)
        will require experience, but the principle is clear.  Routes
        that are unstable can be "penalized" (e.g., by using the
        procedures described in [RFC2439]).

9.4.  Originating BGP routes

   A BGP speaker may originate BGP routes by injecting routing
   information acquired by some other means (e.g., via an IGP) into BGP.
   A BGP speaker that originates BGP routes assigns the degree of
   preference (e.g., according to local configuration) to these routes
   by passing them through the Decision Process (see Section 9.1).
   These routes MAY also be distributed to other BGP speakers within the
   local AS as part of the update process (see Section 9.2).  The
   decision of whether to distribute non-BGP acquired routes within an
   AS via BGP depends on the environment within the AS (e.g., type of
   IGP) and SHOULD be controlled via configuration.
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10.  BGP Timers

   BGP employs five timers: ConnectRetryTimer (see Section 8), HoldTimer
   (see Section 4.2), KeepaliveTimer (see Section 8),
   MinASOriginationIntervalTimer (see Section 9.2.1.2), and
   MinRouteAdvertisementIntervalTimer (see Section 9.2.1.1).

   Two optional timers MAY be supported: DelayOpenTimer, IdleHoldTimer
   by BGP (see Section 8).  Section 8 describes their use.  The full
   operation of these optional timers is outside the scope of this
   document.

   ConnectRetryTime is a mandatory FSM attribute that stores the initial
   value for the ConnectRetryTimer.  The suggested default value for the
   ConnectRetryTime is 120 seconds.

   HoldTime is a mandatory FSM attribute that stores the initial value
   for the HoldTimer.  The suggested default value for the HoldTime is
   90 seconds.

   During some portions of the state machine (see Section 8), the
   HoldTimer is set to a large value.  The suggested default for this



   large value is 4 minutes.

   The KeepaliveTime is a mandatory FSM attribute that stores the
   initial value for the KeepaliveTimer.  The suggested default value
   for the KeepaliveTime is 1/3 of the HoldTime.

   The suggested default value for the MinASOriginationIntervalTimer is
   15 seconds.

   The suggested default value for the
   MinRouteAdvertisementIntervalTimer on EBGP connections is 30 seconds.

   The suggested default value for the
   MinRouteAdvertisementIntervalTimer on IBGP connections is 5 seconds.

   An implementation of BGP MUST allow the HoldTimer to be configurable
   on a per-peer basis, and MAY allow the other timers to be
   configurable.

   To minimize the likelihood that the distribution of BGP messages by a
   given BGP speaker will contain peaks, jitter SHOULD be applied to the
   timers associated with MinASOriginationIntervalTimer, KeepaliveTimer,
   MinRouteAdvertisementIntervalTimer, and ConnectRetryTimer.  A given
   BGP speaker MAY apply the same jitter to each of these quantities,
   regardless of the destinations to which the updates are being sent;
   that is, jitter need not be configured on a per-peer basis.
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   The suggested default amount of jitter SHALL be determined by
   multiplying the base value of the appropriate timer by a random
   factor, which is uniformly distributed in the range from 0.75 to 1.0.
   A new random value SHOULD be picked each time the timer is set.  The
   range of the jitter's random value MAY be configurable.
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Appendix A.  Comparison with RFC 1771

   There are numerous editorial changes in comparison to [RFC1771] (too
   many to list here).

   The following list the technical changes:

      Changes to reflect the usage of features such as TCP MD5
      [RFC2385], BGP Route Reflectors [RFC2796], BGP Confederations
      [RFC3065], and BGP Route Refresh [RFC2918].

      Clarification of the use of the BGP Identifier in the AGGREGATOR
      attribute.

      Procedures for imposing an upper bound on the number of prefixes
      that a BGP speaker would accept from a peer.

      The ability of a BGP speaker to include more than one instance of
      its own AS in the AS_PATH attribute for the purpose of inter-AS
      traffic engineering.

      Clarification of the various types of NEXT_HOPs.

      Clarification of the use of the ATOMIC_AGGREGATE attribute.

      The relationship between the immediate next hop, and the next hop
      as specified in the NEXT_HOP path attribute.

      Clarification of the tie-breaking procedures.

      Clarification of the frequency of route advertisements.

      Optional Parameter Type 1 (Authentication Information) has been
      deprecated.



      UPDATE Message Error subcode 7 (AS Routing Loop) has been
      deprecated.

      OPEN Message Error subcode 5 (Authentication Failure) has been
      deprecated.

      Use of the Marker field for authentication has been deprecated.

      Implementations MUST support TCP MD5 [RFC2385] for authentication.

      Clarification of BGP FSM.
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Appendix B.  Comparison with RFC 1267

   All the changes listed in Appendix A, plus the following.

   BGP-4 is capable of operating in an environment where a set of
   reachable destinations may be expressed via a single IP prefix.  The
   concept of network classes, or subnetting, is foreign to BGP-4.  To
   accommodate these capabilities, BGP-4 changes the semantics and
   encoding associated with the AS_PATH attribute.  New text has been
   added to define semantics associated with IP prefixes.  These
   abilities allow BGP-4 to support the proposed supernetting scheme
   [RFC1518, RFC1519].

   To simplify configuration, this version introduces a new attribute,
   LOCAL_PREF, that facilitates route selection procedures.

   The INTER_AS_METRIC attribute has been renamed MULTI_EXIT_DISC.

   A new attribute, ATOMIC_AGGREGATE, has been introduced to insure that
   certain aggregates are not de-aggregated.  Another new attribute,
   AGGREGATOR, can be added to aggregate routes to advertise which AS
   and which BGP speaker within that AS caused the aggregation.

   To ensure that Hold Timers are symmetric, the Hold Timer is now
   negotiated on a per-connection basis.  Hold Timers of zero are now
   supported.

Appendix C.  Comparison with RFC 1163

   All of the changes listed in Appendices A and B, plus the following.

   To detect and recover from BGP connection collision, a new field (BGP
   Identifier) has been added to the OPEN message.  New text (Section
   6.8) has been added to specify the procedure for detecting and
   recovering from collision.

   The new document no longer restricts the router that is passed in the
   NEXT_HOP path attribute to be part of the same Autonomous System as
   the BGP Speaker.



   The new document optimizes and simplifies the exchange of information
   about previously reachable routes.
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Appendix D.  Comparison with RFC 1105

   All of the changes listed in Appendices A, B, and C, plus the
   following.

   Minor changes to the [RFC1105] Finite State Machine were necessary to
   accommodate the TCP user interface provided by BSD version 4.3.

   The notion of Up/Down/Horizontal relations presented in RFC 1105 has
   been removed from the protocol.

   The changes in the message format from RFC 1105 are as follows:

      1. The Hold Time field has been removed from the BGP header and
         added to the OPEN message.

      2. The version field has been removed from the BGP header and
         added to the OPEN message.

      3. The Link Type field has been removed from the OPEN message.

      4. The OPEN CONFIRM message has been eliminated and replaced with
         implicit confirmation, provided by the KEEPALIVE message.

      5. The format of the UPDATE message has been changed
         significantly.  New fields were added to the UPDATE message to
         support multiple path attributes.

      6. The Marker field has been expanded and its role broadened to
         support authentication.

   Note that quite often BGP, as specified in RFC 1105, is referred to
   as BGP-1; BGP, as specified in [RFC1163], is referred to as BGP-2;
   BGP, as specified in RFC 1267 is referred to as BGP-3; and BGP, as
   specified in this document is referred to as BGP-4.

Appendix E.  TCP Options that May Be Used with BGP

   If a local system TCP user interface supports the TCP PUSH function,
   then each BGP message SHOULD be transmitted with PUSH flag set.
   Setting PUSH flag forces BGP messages to be transmitted to the
   receiver promptly.

   If a local system TCP user interface supports setting the DSCP field
   [RFC2474] for TCP connections, then the TCP connection used by BGP
   SHOULD be opened with bits 0-2 of the DSCP field set to 110 (binary).



   An implementation MUST support the TCP MD5 option [RFC2385].
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Appendix F.  Implementation Recommendations

   This section presents some implementation recommendations.

Appendix F.1.  Multiple Networks Per Message

   The BGP protocol allows for multiple address prefixes with the same
   path attributes to be specified in one message.  Using this
   capability is highly recommended.  With one address prefix per
   message there is a substantial increase in overhead in the receiver.
   Not only does the system overhead increase due to the reception of
   multiple messages, but the overhead of scanning the routing table for
   updates to BGP peers and other routing protocols (and sending the
   associated messages) is incurred multiple times as well.

   One method of building messages that contain many address prefixes
   per path attribute set from a routing table that is not organized on
   a per path attribute set basis is to build many messages as the
   routing table is scanned.  As each address prefix is processed, a
   message for the associated set of path attributes is allocated, if it
   does not exist, and the new address prefix is added to it.  If such a
   message exists, the new address prefix is appended to it.  If the
   message lacks the space to hold the new address prefix, it is
   transmitted, a new message is allocated, and the new address prefix
   is inserted into the new message.  When the entire routing table has
   been scanned, all allocated messages are sent and their resources are
   released.  Maximum compression is achieved when all destinations
   covered by the address prefixes share a common set of path
   attributes, making it possible to send many address prefixes in one
   4096-byte message.

   When peering with a BGP implementation that does not compress
   multiple address prefixes into one message, it may be necessary to
   take steps to reduce the overhead from the flood of data received
   when a peer is acquired or when a significant network topology change
   occurs.  One method of doing this is to limit the rate of updates.
   This will eliminate the redundant scanning of the routing table to
   provide flash updates for BGP peers and other routing protocols.  A
   disadvantage of this approach is that it increases the propagation
   latency of routing information.  By choosing a minimum flash update
   interval that is not much greater than the time it takes to process
   the multiple messages, this latency should be minimized.  A better
   method would be to read all received messages before sending updates.
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Appendix F.2.  Reducing Route Flapping

   To avoid excessive route flapping, a BGP speaker that needs to
   withdraw a destination and send an update about a more specific or
   less specific route should combine them into the same UPDATE message.

Appendix F.3.  Path Attribute Ordering

   Implementations that combine update messages (as described above in
   Section 6.1) may prefer to see all path attributes presented in a
   known order.  This permits them to quickly identify sets of
   attributes from different update messages that are semantically
   identical.  To facilitate this, it is a useful optimization to order
   the path attributes according to type code.  This optimization is
   entirely optional.

Appendix F.4.  AS_SET Sorting

   Another useful optimization that can be done to simplify this
   situation is to sort the AS numbers found in an AS_SET.  This
   optimization is entirely optional.

Appendix F.5.  Control Over Version Negotiation

   Because BGP-4 is capable of carrying aggregated routes that cannot be
   properly represented in BGP-3, an implementation that supports BGP-4
   and another BGP version should provide the capability to only speak
   BGP-4 on a per-peer basis.

Appendix F.6.  Complex AS_PATH Aggregation

   An implementation that chooses to provide a path aggregation
   algorithm retaining significant amounts of path information may wish
   to use the following procedure:

      For the purpose of aggregating AS_PATH attributes of two routes,
      we model each AS as a tuple <type, value>, where "type" identifies
      a type of the path segment the AS belongs to (e.g., AS_SEQUENCE,
      AS_SET), and "value" is the AS number.  Two ASes are said to be
      the same if their corresponding <type, value> tuples are the same.

      The algorithm to aggregate two AS_PATH attributes works as
      follows:

         a) Identify the same ASes (as defined above) within each
            AS_PATH attribute that are in the same relative order within
            both AS_PATH attributes.  Two ASes, X and Y, are said to be
            in the same order if either:
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              - X precedes Y in both AS_PATH attributes, or
              - Y precedes X in both AS_PATH attributes.



         b) The aggregated AS_PATH attribute consists of ASes identified
            in (a), in exactly the same order as they appear in the
            AS_PATH attributes to be aggregated.  If two consecutive
            ASes identified in (a) do not immediately follow each other
            in both of the AS_PATH attributes to be aggregated, then the
            intervening ASes (ASes that are between the two consecutive
            ASes that are the same) in both attributes are combined into
            an AS_SET path segment that consists of the intervening ASes
            from both AS_PATH attributes.  This segment is then placed
            between the two consecutive ASes identified in (a) of the
            aggregated attribute.  If two consecutive ASes identified in
            (a) immediately follow each other in one attribute, but do
            not follow in another, then the intervening ASes of the
            latter are combined into an AS_SET path segment.  This
            segment is then placed between the two consecutive ASes
            identified in (a) of the aggregated attribute.

         c) For each pair of adjacent tuples in the aggregated AS_PATH,
            if both tuples have the same type, merge them together if
            doing so will not cause a segment of a length greater than
            255 to be generated.

      If, as a result of the above procedure, a given AS number appears
      more than once within the aggregated AS_PATH attribute, all but
      the last instance (rightmost occurrence) of that AS number should
      be removed from the aggregated AS_PATH attribute.

Security Considerations

   A BGP implementation MUST support the authentication mechanism
   specified in RFC 2385 [RFC2385].  The authentication provided by this
   mechanism could be done on a per-peer basis.

   BGP makes use of TCP for reliable transport of its traffic between
   peer routers.  To provide connection-oriented integrity and data
   origin authentication on a point-to-point basis, BGP specifies use of
   the mechanism defined in RFC 2385.  These services are intended to
   detect and reject active wiretapping attacks against the inter-router
   TCP connections.  Absent the use of mechanisms that effect these
   security services, attackers can disrupt these TCP connections and/or
   masquerade as a legitimate peer router.  Because the mechanism
   defined in the RFC does not provide peer-entity authentication, these
   connections may be subject to some forms of replay attacks that will
   not be detected at the TCP layer.  Such attacks might result in
   delivery (from TCP) of "broken" or "spoofed" BGP messages.
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   The mechanism defined in RFC 2385 augments the normal TCP checksum
   with a 16-byte message authentication code (MAC) that is computed
   over the same data as the TCP checksum.  This MAC is based on a one-
   way hash function (MD5) and use of a secret key.  The key is shared
   between peer routers and is used to generate MAC values that are not
   readily computed by an attacker who does not have access to the key.
   A compliant implementation must support this mechanism, and must
   allow a network administrator to activate it on a per-peer basis.



   RFC 2385 does not specify a means of managing (e.g., generating,
   distributing, and replacing) the keys used to compute the MAC.  RFC
   3562 [RFC3562] (an informational document) provides some guidance in
   this area, and provides rationale to support this guidance.  It notes
   that a distinct key should be used for communication with each
   protected peer.  If the same key is used for multiple peers, the
   offered security services may be degraded, e.g., due to an increased
   risk of compromise at one router that adversely affects other
   routers.

   The keys used for MAC computation should be changed periodically, to
   minimize the impact of a key compromise or successful cryptanalytic
   attack.  RFC 3562 suggests a crypto period (the interval during which
   a key is employed) of, at most, 90 days.  More frequent key changes
   reduce the likelihood that replay attacks (as described above) will
   be feasible.  However, absent a standard mechanism for effecting such
   changes in a coordinated fashion between peers, one cannot assume
   that BGP-4 implementations complying with this RFC will support
   frequent key changes.

   Obviously, each should key also be chosen to be difficult for an
   attacker to guess.  The techniques specified in RFC 1750 for random
   number generation provide a guide for generation of values that could
   be used as keys.  RFC 2385 calls for implementations to support keys
   "composed of a string of printable ASCII of 80 bytes or less."  RFC
   3562 suggests keys used in this context be 12 to 24 bytes of random
   (pseudo-random) bits.  This is fairly consistent with suggestions for
   analogous MAC algorithms, which typically employ keys in the range of
   16 to 20 bytes.  To provide enough random bits at the low end of this
   range, RFC 3562 also observes that a typical ACSII text string would
   have to be close to the upper bound for the key length specified in
   RFC 2385.

   BGP vulnerabilities analysis is discussed in [RFC4272].
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IANA Considerations

   All the BGP messages contain an 8-bit message type, for which IANA
   has created and is maintaining a registry entitled "BGP Message
   Types".  This document defines the following message types:

         Name             Value       Definition
         ----             -----       ----------
         OPEN             1           See Section 4.2
         UPDATE           2           See Section 4.3
         NOTIFICATION     3           See Section 4.5
         KEEPALIVE        4           See Section 4.4

   Future assignments are to be made using either the Standards Action



   process defined in [RFC2434], or the Early IANA Allocation process
   defined in [RFC4020].  Assignments consist of a name and the value.

   The BGP UPDATE messages may carry one or more Path Attributes, where
   each Attribute contains an 8-bit Attribute Type Code.  IANA is
   already maintaining such a registry, entitled "BGP Path Attributes".
   This document defines the following Path Attributes Type Codes:

        Name               Value       Definition
        ----               -----       ----------
        ORIGIN              1          See Section 5.1.1
        AS_PATH             2          See Section 5.1.2
        NEXT_HOP            3          See Section 5.1.3
        MULTI_EXIT_DISC     4          See Section 5.1.4
        LOCAL_PREF          5          See Section 5.1.5
        ATOMIC_AGGREGATE    6          See Section 5.1.6
        AGGREGATOR          7          See Section 5.1.7

   Future assignments are to be made using either the Standards Action
   process defined in [RFC2434], or the Early IANA Allocation process
   defined in [RFC4020].  Assignments consist of a name and the value.

   The BGP NOTIFICATION message carries an 8-bit Error Code, for which
   IANA has created and is maintaining a registry entitled "BGP Error
   Codes".  This document defines the following Error Codes:

         Name                       Value      Definition
         ------------               -----      ----------
         Message Header Error       1          Section 6.1
         OPEN Message Error         2          Section 6.2
         UPDATE Message Error       3          Section 6.3
         Hold Timer Expired         4          Section 6.5
         Finite State Machine Error 5          Section 6.6
         Cease                      6          Section 6.7
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   Future assignments are to be made using either the Standards Action
   process defined in [RFC2434], or the Early IANA Allocation process
   defined in [RFC4020].  Assignments consist of a name and the value.

   The BGP NOTIFICATION message carries an 8-bit Error Subcode, where
   each Subcode has to be defined within the context of a particular
   Error Code, and thus has to be unique only within that context.

   IANA has created and is maintaining a set of registries, "Error
   Subcodes", with a separate registry for each BGP Error Code.  Future
   assignments are to be made using either the Standards Action process
   defined in [RFC2434], or the Early IANA Allocation process defined in
   [RFC4020].  Assignments consist of a name and the value.

   This document defines the following Message Header Error subcodes:

         Name                         Value        Definition
         --------------------         -----        ----------
         Connection Not Synchronized   1           See Section 6.1
         Bad Message Length            2           See Section 6.1



         Bad Message Type              3           See Section 6.1

   This document defines the following OPEN Message Error subcodes:

         Name                         Value        Definition
         --------------------         -----        ----------
         Unsupported Version Number     1          See Section 6.2
         Bad Peer AS                    2          See Section 6.2
         Bad BGP Identifier             3          See Section 6.2
         Unsupported Optional Parameter 4          See Section 6.2
         [Deprecated]                   5          See Appendix A
         Unacceptable Hold Time         6          See Section 6.2

    This document defines the following UPDATE Message Error subcodes:

         Name                             Value    Definition
         --------------------              ---     ----------
         Malformed Attribute List           1      See Section 6.3
         Unrecognized Well-known Attribute  2      See Section 6.3
         Missing Well-known Attribute       3      See Section 6.3
         Attribute Flags Error              4      See Section 6.3
         Attribute Length Error             5      See Section 6.3
         Invalid ORIGIN Attribute           6      See Section 6.3
         [Deprecated]                       7      See Appendix A
         Invalid NEXT_HOP Attribute         8      See Section 6.3
         Optional Attribute Error           9      See Section 6.3
         Invalid Network Field             10      See Section 6.3
         Malformed AS_PATH                 11      See Section 6.3
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1.  Introduction

   This specification defines the addressing architecture of the IP
   Version 6 protocol.  It includes the basic formats for the various
   types of IPv6 addresses (unicast, anycast, and multicast).

2.  IPv6 Addressing

   IPv6 addresses are 128-bit identifiers for interfaces and sets of
   interfaces (where "interface" is as defined in Section 2 of [IPV6]).
   There are three types of addresses:

    Unicast:   An identifier for a single interface.  A packet sent to a
               unicast address is delivered to the interface identified
               by that address.
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    Anycast:   An identifier for a set of interfaces (typically
               belonging to different nodes).  A packet sent to an
               anycast address is delivered to one of the interfaces
               identified by that address (the "nearest" one, according
               to the routing protocols' measure of distance).

    Multicast: An identifier for a set of interfaces (typically
               belonging to different nodes).  A packet sent to a
               multicast address is delivered to all interfaces
               identified by that address.

   There are no broadcast addresses in IPv6, their function being
   superseded by multicast addresses.

   In this document, fields in addresses are given a specific name, for
   example, "subnet".  When this name is used with the term "ID" for
   identifier after the name (e.g., "subnet ID"), it refers to the
   contents of the named field.  When it is used with the term "prefix"
   (e.g., "subnet prefix"), it refers to all of the address from the
   left up to and including this field.

   In IPv6, all zeros and all ones are legal values for any field,
   unless specifically excluded.  Specifically, prefixes may contain, or
   end with, zero-valued fields.

2.1.  Addressing Model

   IPv6 addresses of all types are assigned to interfaces, not nodes.
   An IPv6 unicast address refers to a single interface.  Since each
   interface belongs to a single node, any of that node's interfaces'
   unicast addresses may be used as an identifier for the node.

   All interfaces are required to have at least one Link-Local unicast
   address (see Section 2.8 for additional required addresses).  A
   single interface may also have multiple IPv6 addresses of any type
   (unicast, anycast, and multicast) or scope.  Unicast addresses with a
   scope greater than link-scope are not needed for interfaces that are
   not used as the origin or destination of any IPv6 packets to or from
   non-neighbors.  This is sometimes convenient for point-to-point
   interfaces.  There is one exception to this addressing model:

      A unicast address or a set of unicast addresses may be assigned to
      multiple physical interfaces if the implementation treats the
      multiple physical interfaces as one interface when presenting it
      to the internet layer.  This is useful for load-sharing over
      multiple physical interfaces.
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   Currently, IPv6 continues the IPv4 model in that a subnet prefix is
   associated with one link.  Multiple subnet prefixes may be assigned



   to the same link.

2.2.  Text Representation of Addresses

   There are three conventional forms for representing IPv6 addresses as
   text strings:

   1. The preferred form is x:x:x:x:x:x:x:x, where the 'x's are one to
      four hexadecimal digits of the eight 16-bit pieces of the address.
      Examples:

         ABCD:EF01:2345:6789:ABCD:EF01:2345:6789

         2001:DB8:0:0:8:800:200C:417A

      Note that it is not necessary to write the leading zeros in an
      individual field, but there must be at least one numeral in every
      field (except for the case described in 2.).

   2. Due to some methods of allocating certain styles of IPv6
      addresses, it will be common for addresses to contain long strings
      of zero bits.  In order to make writing addresses containing zero
      bits easier, a special syntax is available to compress the zeros.
      The use of "::" indicates one or more groups of 16 bits of zeros.
      The "::" can only appear once in an address.  The "::" can also be
      used to compress leading or trailing zeros in an address.

      For example, the following addresses

         2001:DB8:0:0:8:800:200C:417A   a unicast address
         FF01:0:0:0:0:0:0:101           a multicast address
         0:0:0:0:0:0:0:1                the loopback address
         0:0:0:0:0:0:0:0                the unspecified address

      may be represented as

         2001:DB8::8:800:200C:417A      a unicast address
         FF01::101                      a multicast address
         ::1                            the loopback address
         ::                             the unspecified address

   3. An alternative form that is sometimes more convenient when dealing
      with a mixed environment of IPv4 and IPv6 nodes is
      x:x:x:x:x:x:d.d.d.d, where the 'x's are the hexadecimal values of
      the six high-order 16-bit pieces of the address, and the 'd's are
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      the decimal values of the four low-order 8-bit pieces of the
      address (standard IPv4 representation).  Examples:

         0:0:0:0:0:0:13.1.68.3

         0:0:0:0:0:FFFF:129.144.52.38

      or in compressed form:



         ::13.1.68.3

         ::FFFF:129.144.52.38

2.3.  Text Representation of Address Prefixes

   The text representation of IPv6 address prefixes is similar to the
   way IPv4 address prefixes are written in Classless Inter-Domain
   Routing (CIDR) notation [CIDR].  An IPv6 address prefix is
   represented by the notation:

      ipv6-address/prefix-length

   where

      ipv6-address    is an IPv6 address in any of the notations listed
                      in Section 2.2.

      prefix-length   is a decimal value specifying how many of the
                      leftmost contiguous bits of the address comprise
                      the prefix.

   For example, the following are legal representations of the 60-bit
   prefix 20010DB80000CD3 (hexadecimal):

      2001:0DB8:0000:CD30:0000:0000:0000:0000/60
      2001:0DB8::CD30:0:0:0:0/60
      2001:0DB8:0:CD30::/60

   The following are NOT legal representations of the above prefix:

      2001:0DB8:0:CD3/60   may drop leading zeros, but not trailing
                           zeros, within any 16-bit chunk of the address

      2001:0DB8::CD30/60   address to left of "/" expands to
                           2001:0DB8:0000:0000:0000:0000:0000:CD30

      2001:0DB8::CD3/60    address to left of "/" expands to
                           2001:0DB8:0000:0000:0000:0000:0000:0CD3
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   When writing both a node address and a prefix of that node address
   (e.g., the node's subnet prefix), the two can be combined as follows:

      the node address      2001:0DB8:0:CD30:123:4567:89AB:CDEF
      and its subnet number 2001:0DB8:0:CD30::/60

      can be abbreviated as 2001:0DB8:0:CD30:123:4567:89AB:CDEF/60

2.4.  Address Type Identification

   The type of an IPv6 address is identified by the high-order bits of
   the address, as follows:

      Address type         Binary prefix        IPv6 notation   Section



      ------------         -------------        -------------   -------
      Unspecified          00...0  (128 bits)   ::/128          2.5.2
      Loopback             00...1  (128 bits)   ::1/128         2.5.3
      Multicast            11111111             FF00::/8        2.7
      Link-Local unicast   1111111010           FE80::/10       2.5.6
      Global Unicast       (everything else)

   Anycast addresses are taken from the unicast address spaces (of any
   scope) and are not syntactically distinguishable from unicast
   addresses.

   The general format of Global Unicast addresses is described in
   Section 2.5.4.  Some special-purpose subtypes of Global Unicast
   addresses that contain embedded IPv4 addresses (for the purposes of
   IPv4-IPv6 interoperation) are described in Section 2.5.5.

   Future specifications may redefine one or more sub-ranges of the
   Global Unicast space for other purposes, but unless and until that
   happens, implementations must treat all addresses that do not start
   with any of the above-listed prefixes as Global Unicast addresses.

2.5.  Unicast Addresses

   IPv6 unicast addresses are aggregatable with prefixes of arbitrary
   bit-length, similar to IPv4 addresses under Classless Inter-Domain
   Routing.

   There are several types of unicast addresses in IPv6, in particular,
   Global Unicast, site-local unicast (deprecated, see Section 2.5.7),
   and Link-Local unicast.  There are also some special-purpose subtypes
   of Global Unicast, such as IPv6 addresses with embedded IPv4
   addresses.  Additional address types or subtypes can be defined in
   the future.
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   IPv6 nodes may have considerable or little knowledge of the internal
   structure of the IPv6 address, depending on the role the node plays
   (for instance, host versus router).  At a minimum, a node may
   consider that unicast addresses (including its own) have no internal
   structure:

   |                           128 bits                              |
   +-----------------------------------------------------------------+
   |                          node address                           |
   +-----------------------------------------------------------------+

   A slightly sophisticated host (but still rather simple) may
   additionally be aware of subnet prefix(es) for the link(s) it is
   attached to, where different addresses may have different values for
   n:

   |          n bits               |           128-n bits            |
   +-------------------------------+---------------------------------+
   |       subnet prefix           |           interface ID          |
   +-------------------------------+---------------------------------+



   Though a very simple router may have no knowledge of the internal
   structure of IPv6 unicast addresses, routers will more generally have
   knowledge of one or more of the hierarchical boundaries for the
   operation of routing protocols.  The known boundaries will differ
   from router to router, depending on what positions the router holds
   in the routing hierarchy.

   Except for the knowledge of the subnet boundary discussed in the
   previous paragraphs, nodes should not make any assumptions about the
   structure of an IPv6 address.

2.5.1.  Interface Identifiers

   Interface identifiers in IPv6 unicast addresses are used to identify
   interfaces on a link.  They are required to be unique within a subnet
   prefix.  It is recommended that the same interface identifier not be
   assigned to different nodes on a link.  They may also be unique over
   a broader scope.  In some cases, an interface's identifier will be
   derived directly from that interface's link-layer address.  The same
   interface identifier may be used on multiple interfaces on a single
   node, as long as they are attached to different subnets.

   Note that the uniqueness of interface identifiers is independent of
   the uniqueness of IPv6 addresses.  For example, a Global Unicast
   address may be created with a local scope interface identifier and a
   Link-Local address may be created with a universal scope interface
   identifier.
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   For all unicast addresses, except those that start with the binary
   value 000, Interface IDs are required to be 64 bits long and to be
   constructed in Modified EUI-64 format.

   Modified EUI-64 format-based interface identifiers may have universal
   scope when derived from a universal token (e.g., IEEE 802 48-bit MAC
   or IEEE EUI-64 identifiers [EUI64]) or may have local scope where a
   global token is not available (e.g., serial links, tunnel end-points)
   or where global tokens are undesirable (e.g., temporary tokens for
   privacy [PRIV]).

   Modified EUI-64 format interface identifiers are formed by inverting
   the "u" bit (universal/local bit in IEEE EUI-64 terminology) when
   forming the interface identifier from IEEE EUI-64 identifiers.  In
   the resulting Modified EUI-64 format, the "u" bit is set to one (1)
   to indicate universal scope, and it is set to zero (0) to indicate
   local scope.  The first three octets in binary of an IEEE EUI-64
   identifier are as follows:

          0       0 0       1 1       2
         |0       7 8       5 6       3|
         +----+----+----+----+----+----+
         |cccc|ccug|cccc|cccc|cccc|cccc|
         +----+----+----+----+----+----+

   written in Internet standard bit-order, where "u" is the



   universal/local bit, "g" is the individual/group bit, and "c" is the
   bits of the company_id.  Appendix A, "Creating Modified EUI-64 Format
   Interface Identifiers", provides examples on the creation of Modified
   EUI-64 format-based interface identifiers.

   The motivation for inverting the "u" bit when forming an interface
   identifier is to make it easy for system administrators to hand
   configure non-global identifiers when hardware tokens are not
   available.  This is expected to be the case for serial links and
   tunnel end-points, for example.  The alternative would have been for
   these to be of the form 0200:0:0:1, 0200:0:0:2, etc., instead of the
   much simpler 0:0:0:1, 0:0:0:2, etc.

   IPv6 nodes are not required to validate that interface identifiers
   created with modified EUI-64 tokens with the "u" bit set to universal
   are unique.

   The use of the universal/local bit in the Modified EUI-64 format
   identifier is to allow development of future technology that can take
   advantage of interface identifiers with universal scope.
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   The details of forming interface identifiers are defined in the
   appropriate "IPv6 over <link>" specification, such as "IPv6 over
   Ethernet" [ETHER], and "IPv6 over FDDI" [FDDI].

2.5.2.  The Unspecified Address

   The address 0:0:0:0:0:0:0:0 is called the unspecified address.  It
   must never be assigned to any node.  It indicates the absence of an
   address.  One example of its use is in the Source Address field of
   any IPv6 packets sent by an initializing host before it has learned
   its own address.

   The unspecified address must not be used as the destination address
   of IPv6 packets or in IPv6 Routing headers.  An IPv6 packet with a
   source address of unspecified must never be forwarded by an IPv6
   router.

2.5.3.  The Loopback Address

   The unicast address 0:0:0:0:0:0:0:1 is called the loopback address.
   It may be used by a node to send an IPv6 packet to itself.  It must
   not be assigned to any physical interface.  It is treated as having
   Link-Local scope, and may be thought of as the Link-Local unicast
   address of a virtual interface (typically called the "loopback
   interface") to an imaginary link that goes nowhere.

   The loopback address must not be used as the source address in IPv6
   packets that are sent outside of a single node.  An IPv6 packet with
   a destination address of loopback must never be sent outside of a
   single node and must never be forwarded by an IPv6 router.  A packet
   received on an interface with a destination address of loopback must
   be dropped.



2.5.4.  Global Unicast Addresses

   The general format for IPv6 Global Unicast addresses is as follows:

   |         n bits         |   m bits  |       128-n-m bits         |
   +------------------------+-----------+----------------------------+
   | global routing prefix  | subnet ID |       interface ID         |
   +------------------------+-----------+----------------------------+

   where the global routing prefix is a (typically hierarchically-
   structured) value assigned to a site (a cluster of subnets/links),
   the subnet ID is an identifier of a link within the site, and the
   interface ID is as defined in Section 2.5.1.
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   All Global Unicast addresses other than those that start with binary
   000 have a 64-bit interface ID field (i.e., n + m = 64), formatted as
   described in Section 2.5.1.  Global Unicast addresses that start with
   binary 000 have no such constraint on the size or structure of the
   interface ID field.

   Examples of Global Unicast addresses that start with binary 000 are
   the IPv6 address with embedded IPv4 addresses described in Section
   2.5.5.  An example of global addresses starting with a binary value
   other than 000 (and therefore having a 64-bit interface ID field) can
   be found in [GLOBAL].

2.5.5.  IPv6 Addresses with Embedded IPv4 Addresses

   Two types of IPv6 addresses are defined that carry an IPv4 address in
   the low-order 32 bits of the address.  These are the "IPv4-Compatible
   IPv6 address" and the "IPv4-mapped IPv6 address".

2.5.5.1.  IPv4-Compatible IPv6 Address

   The "IPv4-Compatible IPv6 address" was defined to assist in the IPv6
   transition.  The format of the "IPv4-Compatible IPv6 address" is as
   follows:

   |                80 bits               | 16 |      32 bits        |
   +--------------------------------------+--------------------------+
   |0000..............................0000|0000|    IPv4 address     |
   +--------------------------------------+----+---------------------+

   Note: The IPv4 address used in the "IPv4-Compatible IPv6 address"
   must be a globally-unique IPv4 unicast address.

   The "IPv4-Compatible IPv6 address" is now deprecated because the
   current IPv6 transition mechanisms no longer use these addresses.
   New or updated implementations are not required to support this
   address type.

2.5.5.2.  IPv4-Mapped IPv6 Address



   A second type of IPv6 address that holds an embedded IPv4 address is
   defined.  This address type is used to represent the addresses of
   IPv4 nodes as IPv6 addresses.  The format of the "IPv4-mapped IPv6
   address" is as follows:
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   |                80 bits               | 16 |      32 bits        |
   +--------------------------------------+--------------------------+
   |0000..............................0000|FFFF|    IPv4 address     |
   +--------------------------------------+----+---------------------+

   See [RFC4038] for background on the usage of the "IPv4-mapped IPv6
   address".

2.5.6.  Link-Local IPv6 Unicast Addresses

   Link-Local addresses are for use on a single link.  Link-Local
   addresses have the following format:

   |   10     |
   |  bits    |         54 bits         |          64 bits           |
   +----------+-------------------------+----------------------------+
   |1111111010|           0             |       interface ID         |
   +----------+-------------------------+----------------------------+

   Link-Local addresses are designed to be used for addressing on a
   single link for purposes such as automatic address configuration,
   neighbor discovery, or when no routers are present.

   Routers must not forward any packets with Link-Local source or
   destination addresses to other links.

2.5.7.  Site-Local IPv6 Unicast Addresses

   Site-Local addresses were originally designed to be used for
   addressing inside of a site without the need for a global prefix.
   Site-local addresses are now deprecated as defined in [SLDEP].

   Site-Local addresses have the following format:

   |   10     |
   |  bits    |         54 bits         |         64 bits            |
   +----------+-------------------------+----------------------------+
   |1111111011|        subnet ID        |       interface ID         |
   +----------+-------------------------+----------------------------+

   The special behavior of this prefix defined in [RFC3513] must no
   longer be supported in new implementations (i.e., new implementations
   must treat this prefix as Global Unicast).



   Existing implementations and deployments may continue to use this
   prefix.
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2.6.  Anycast Addresses

   An IPv6 anycast address is an address that is assigned to more than
   one interface (typically belonging to different nodes), with the
   property that a packet sent to an anycast address is routed to the
   "nearest" interface having that address, according to the routing
   protocols' measure of distance.

   Anycast addresses are allocated from the unicast address space, using
   any of the defined unicast address formats.  Thus, anycast addresses
   are syntactically indistinguishable from unicast addresses.  When a
   unicast address is assigned to more than one interface, thus turning
   it into an anycast address, the nodes to which the address is
   assigned must be explicitly configured to know that it is an anycast
   address.

   For any assigned anycast address, there is a longest prefix P of that
   address that identifies the topological region in which all
   interfaces belonging to that anycast address reside.  Within the
   region identified by P, the anycast address must be maintained as a
   separate entry in the routing system (commonly referred to as a "host
   route"); outside the region identified by P, the anycast address may
   be aggregated into the routing entry for prefix P.

   Note that in the worst case, the prefix P of an anycast set may be
   the null prefix, i.e., the members of the set may have no topological
   locality.  In that case, the anycast address must be maintained as a
   separate routing entry throughout the entire Internet, which presents
   a severe scaling limit on how many such "global" anycast sets may be
   supported.  Therefore, it is expected that support for global anycast
   sets may be unavailable or very restricted.

   One expected use of anycast addresses is to identify the set of
   routers belonging to an organization providing Internet service.
   Such addresses could be used as intermediate addresses in an IPv6
   Routing header, to cause a packet to be delivered via a particular
   service provider or sequence of service providers.

   Some other possible uses are to identify the set of routers attached
   to a particular subnet, or the set of routers providing entry into a
   particular routing domain.

2.6.1.  Required Anycast Address

   The Subnet-Router anycast address is predefined.  Its format is as
   follows:
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   |                         n bits                 |   128-n bits   |
   +------------------------------------------------+----------------+
   |                   subnet prefix                | 00000000000000 |
   +------------------------------------------------+----------------+

   The "subnet prefix" in an anycast address is the prefix that
   identifies a specific link.  This anycast address is syntactically
   the same as a unicast address for an interface on the link with the
   interface identifier set to zero.

   Packets sent to the Subnet-Router anycast address will be delivered
   to one router on the subnet.  All routers are required to support the
   Subnet-Router anycast addresses for the subnets to which they have
   interfaces.

   The Subnet-Router anycast address is intended to be used for
   applications where a node needs to communicate with any one of the
   set of routers.

2.7.  Multicast Addresses

   An IPv6 multicast address is an identifier for a group of interfaces
   (typically on different nodes).  An interface may belong to any
   number of multicast groups.  Multicast addresses have the following
   format:

   |   8    |  4 |  4 |                  112 bits                   |
   +------ -+----+----+---------------------------------------------+
   |11111111|flgs|scop|                  group ID                   |
   +--------+----+----+---------------------------------------------+

      binary 11111111 at the start of the address identifies the address
      as being a multicast address.

                                    +-+-+-+-+
      flgs is a set of 4 flags:     |0|R|P|T|
                                    +-+-+-+-+

         The high-order flag is reserved, and must be initialized to 0.

         T = 0 indicates a permanently-assigned ("well-known") multicast
         address, assigned by the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority
         (IANA).

         T = 1 indicates a non-permanently-assigned ("transient" or
         "dynamically" assigned) multicast address.
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         The P flag's definition and usage can be found in [RFC3306].

         The R flag's definition and usage can be found in [RFC3956].

      scop is a 4-bit multicast scope value used to limit the scope of
      the multicast group.  The values are as follows:

         0  reserved
         1  Interface-Local scope
         2  Link-Local scope
         3  reserved
         4  Admin-Local scope
         5  Site-Local scope
         6  (unassigned)
         7  (unassigned)
         8  Organization-Local scope
         9  (unassigned)
         A  (unassigned)
         B  (unassigned)
         C  (unassigned)
         D  (unassigned)
         E  Global scope
         F  reserved

         Interface-Local scope spans only a single interface on a node
         and is useful only for loopback transmission of multicast.

         Link-Local multicast scope spans the same topological region as
         the corresponding unicast scope.

         Admin-Local scope is the smallest scope that must be
         administratively configured, i.e., not automatically derived
         from physical connectivity or other, non-multicast-related
         configuration.

         Site-Local scope is intended to span a single site.

         Organization-Local scope is intended to span multiple sites
         belonging to a single organization.

         scopes labeled "(unassigned)" are available for administrators
         to define additional multicast regions.

      group ID identifies the multicast group, either permanent or
      transient, within the given scope.  Additional definitions of the
      multicast group ID field structure are provided in [RFC3306].
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   The "meaning" of a permanently-assigned multicast address is
   independent of the scope value.  For example, if the "NTP servers
   group" is assigned a permanent multicast address with a group ID of
   101 (hex), then

      FF01:0:0:0:0:0:0:101 means all NTP servers on the same interface



      (i.e., the same node) as the sender.

      FF02:0:0:0:0:0:0:101 means all NTP servers on the same link as the
      sender.

      FF05:0:0:0:0:0:0:101 means all NTP servers in the same site as the
      sender.

      FF0E:0:0:0:0:0:0:101 means all NTP servers in the Internet.

   Non-permanently-assigned multicast addresses are meaningful only
   within a given scope.  For example, a group identified by the non-
   permanent, site-local multicast address FF15:0:0:0:0:0:0:101 at one
   site bears no relationship to a group using the same address at a
   different site, nor to a non-permanent group using the same group ID
   with a different scope, nor to a permanent group with the same group
   ID.

   Multicast addresses must not be used as source addresses in IPv6
   packets or appear in any Routing header.

   Routers must not forward any multicast packets beyond of the scope
   indicated by the scop field in the destination multicast address.

   Nodes must not originate a packet to a multicast address whose scop
   field contains the reserved value 0; if such a packet is received, it
   must be silently dropped.  Nodes should not originate a packet to a
   multicast address whose scop field contains the reserved value F; if
   such a packet is sent or received, it must be treated the same as
   packets destined to a global (scop E) multicast address.

2.7.1.  Pre-Defined Multicast Addresses

   The following well-known multicast addresses are pre-defined.  The
   group IDs defined in this section are defined for explicit scope
   values.

   Use of these group IDs for any other scope values, with the T flag
   equal to 0, is not allowed.
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      Reserved Multicast Addresses:   FF00:0:0:0:0:0:0:0
                                      FF01:0:0:0:0:0:0:0
                                      FF02:0:0:0:0:0:0:0
                                      FF03:0:0:0:0:0:0:0
                                      FF04:0:0:0:0:0:0:0
                                      FF05:0:0:0:0:0:0:0
                                      FF06:0:0:0:0:0:0:0
                                      FF07:0:0:0:0:0:0:0
                                      FF08:0:0:0:0:0:0:0
                                      FF09:0:0:0:0:0:0:0
                                      FF0A:0:0:0:0:0:0:0
                                      FF0B:0:0:0:0:0:0:0



                                      FF0C:0:0:0:0:0:0:0
                                      FF0D:0:0:0:0:0:0:0
                                      FF0E:0:0:0:0:0:0:0
                                      FF0F:0:0:0:0:0:0:0

   The above multicast addresses are reserved and shall never be
   assigned to any multicast group.

      All Nodes Addresses:    FF01:0:0:0:0:0:0:1
                              FF02:0:0:0:0:0:0:1

   The above multicast addresses identify the group of all IPv6 nodes,
   within scope 1 (interface-local) or 2 (link-local).

      All Routers Addresses:   FF01:0:0:0:0:0:0:2
                               FF02:0:0:0:0:0:0:2
                               FF05:0:0:0:0:0:0:2

   The above multicast addresses identify the group of all IPv6 routers,
   within scope 1 (interface-local), 2 (link-local), or 5 (site-local).

      Solicited-Node Address:  FF02:0:0:0:0:1:FFXX:XXXX

   Solicited-Node multicast address are computed as a function of a
   node's unicast and anycast addresses.  A Solicited-Node multicast
   address is formed by taking the low-order 24 bits of an address
   (unicast or anycast) and appending those bits to the prefix
   FF02:0:0:0:0:1:FF00::/104 resulting in a multicast address in the
   range

         FF02:0:0:0:0:1:FF00:0000

   to

         FF02:0:0:0:0:1:FFFF:FFFF
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   For example, the Solicited-Node multicast address corresponding to
   the IPv6 address 4037::01:800:200E:8C6C is FF02::1:FF0E:8C6C.  IPv6
   addresses that differ only in the high-order bits (e.g., due to
   multiple high-order prefixes associated with different aggregations)
   will map to the same Solicited-Node address, thereby reducing the
   number of multicast addresses a node must join.

   A node is required to compute and join (on the appropriate interface)
   the associated Solicited-Node multicast addresses for all unicast and
   anycast addresses that have been configured for the node's interfaces
   (manually or automatically).

2.8.  A Node's Required Addresses

   A host is required to recognize the following addresses as
   identifying itself:

      o Its required Link-Local address for each interface.



      o Any additional Unicast and Anycast addresses that have been
        configured for the node's interfaces (manually or
        automatically).

      o The loopback address.

      o The All-Nodes multicast addresses defined in Section 2.7.1.

      o The Solicited-Node multicast address for each of its unicast and
        anycast addresses.

      o Multicast addresses of all other groups to which the node
        belongs.

   A router is required to recognize all addresses that a host is
   required to recognize, plus the following addresses as identifying
   itself:

      o The Subnet-Router Anycast addresses for all interfaces for which
        it is configured to act as a router.

      o All other Anycast addresses with which the router has been
        configured.

      o The All-Routers multicast addresses defined in Section 2.7.1.
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3.  Security Considerations

   IPv6 addressing documents do not have any direct impact on Internet
   infrastructure security.  Authentication of IPv6 packets is defined
   in [AUTH].

4.  IANA Considerations

   The "IPv4-Compatible IPv6 address" is deprecated by this document.
   The IANA should continue to list the address block containing these
   addresses at http://www.iana.org/assignments/ipv6-address-space as
   "Reserved by IETF" and not reassign it for any other purpose.  For
   example:

      0000::/8        Reserved by IETF        [RFC3513]      [1]

   The IANA has added the following note and link to this address block.

      [5]  0000::/96 was previously defined as the "IPv4-Compatible IPv6
           address" prefix.  This definition has been deprecated by RFC
           4291.

   The IANA has updated the references for the IPv6 Address Architecture
   in the IANA registries accordingly.
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Appendix A: Creating Modified EUI-64 Format Interface Identifiers

   Depending on the characteristics of a specific link or node, there
   are a number of approaches for creating Modified EUI-64 format
   interface identifiers. This appendix describes some of these
   approaches.

   Links or Nodes with IEEE EUI-64 Identifiers

   The only change needed to transform an IEEE EUI-64 identifier to an
   interface identifier is to invert the "u" (universal/local) bit.  An
   example is a globally unique IEEE EUI-64 identifier of the form:

   |0              1|1              3|3              4|4              6|
   |0              5|6              1|2              7|8              3|
   +----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------+
   |cccccc0gcccccccc|ccccccccmmmmmmmm|mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm|mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm|
   +----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------+

   where "c" is the bits of the assigned company_id, "0" is the value of
   the universal/local bit to indicate universal scope, "g" is
   individual/group bit, and "m" is the bits of the manufacturer-
   selected extension identifier.  The IPv6 interface identifier would
   be of the form:

   |0              1|1              3|3              4|4              6|
   |0              5|6              1|2              7|8              3|
   +----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------+
   |cccccc1gcccccccc|ccccccccmmmmmmmm|mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm|mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm|
   +----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------+

   The only change is inverting the value of the universal/local bit.

   Links or Nodes with IEEE 802 48-bit MACs

   [EUI64] defines a method to create an IEEE EUI-64 identifier from an



   IEEE 48-bit MAC identifier.  This is to insert two octets, with
   hexadecimal values of 0xFF and 0xFE (see the Note at the end of
   appendix), in the middle of the 48-bit MAC (between the company_id
   and vendor-supplied id).  An example is the 48-bit IEEE MAC with
   Global scope:

   |0              1|1              3|3              4|
   |0              5|6              1|2              7|
   +----------------+----------------+----------------+
   |cccccc0gcccccccc|ccccccccmmmmmmmm|mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm|
   +----------------+----------------+----------------+
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   where "c" is the bits of the assigned company_id, "0" is the value of
   the universal/local bit to indicate Global scope, "g" is
   individual/group bit, and "m" is the bits of the manufacturer-
   selected extension identifier.  The interface identifier would be of
   the form:

   |0              1|1              3|3              4|4              6|
   |0              5|6              1|2              7|8              3|
   +----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------+
   |cccccc1gcccccccc|cccccccc11111111|11111110mmmmmmmm|mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm|
   +----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------+

   When IEEE 802 48-bit MAC addresses are available (on an interface or
   a node), an implementation may use them to create interface
   identifiers due to their availability and uniqueness properties.

   Links with Other Kinds of Identifiers

   There are a number of types of links that have link-layer interface
   identifiers other than IEEE EUI-64 or IEEE 802 48-bit MACs.  Examples
   include LocalTalk and Arcnet.  The method to create a Modified EUI-64
   format identifier is to take the link identifier (e.g., the LocalTalk
   8-bit node identifier) and zero fill it to the left.  For example, a
   LocalTalk 8-bit node identifier of hexadecimal value 0x4F results in
   the following interface identifier:

   |0              1|1              3|3              4|4              6|
   |0              5|6              1|2              7|8              3|
   +----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------+
   |0000000000000000|0000000000000000|0000000000000000|0000000001001111|
   +----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------+

   Note that this results in the universal/local bit set to "0" to
   indicate local scope.

   Links without Identifiers

   There are a number of links that do not have any type of built-in
   identifier.  The most common of these are serial links and configured
   tunnels.  Interface identifiers that are unique within a subnet
   prefix must be chosen.



   When no built-in identifier is available on a link, the preferred
   approach is to use a universal interface identifier from another
   interface or one that is assigned to the node itself.  When using
   this approach, no other interface connecting the same node to the
   same subnet prefix may use the same identifier.
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   If there is no universal interface identifier available for use on
   the link, the implementation needs to create a local-scope interface
   identifier.  The only requirement is that it be unique within a
   subnet prefix.  There are many possible approaches to select a
   subnet-prefix-unique interface identifier.  These include the
   following:

      Manual Configuration
      Node Serial Number
      Other Node-Specific Token

   The subnet-prefix-unique interface identifier should be generated in
   a manner such that it does not change after a reboot of a node or if
   interfaces are added or deleted from the node.

   The selection of the appropriate algorithm is link and implementation
   dependent.  The details on forming interface identifiers are defined
   in the appropriate "IPv6 over <link>" specification.  It is strongly
   recommended that a collision detection algorithm be implemented as
   part of any automatic algorithm.

   Note: [EUI-64] actually defines 0xFF and 0xFF as the bits to be
         inserted to create an IEEE EUI-64 identifier from an IEEE MAC-
         48 identifier.  The 0xFF and 0xFE values are used when starting
         with an IEEE EUI-48 identifier.  The incorrect value was used
         in earlier versions of the specification due to a
         misunderstanding about the differences between IEEE MAC-48 and
         EUI-48 identifiers.

         This document purposely continues the use of 0xFF and 0xFE
         because it meets the requirements for IPv6 interface
         identifiers (i.e., that they must be unique on the link), IEEE
         EUI-48 and MAC-48 identifiers are syntactically equivalent, and
         that it doesn't cause any problems in practice.

Appendix B: Changes from RFC 3513

   The following changes were made from RFC 3513, "IP Version 6
   Addressing Architecture":

    o The restrictions on using IPv6 anycast addresses were removed
      because there is now sufficient experience with the use of anycast
      addresses, the issues are not specific to IPv6, and the GROW
      working group is working in this area.

    o Deprecated the Site-Local unicast prefix.  Changes include the
      following:
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       - Removed Site-Local from special list of prefixes in Section
         2.4.

       - Split section titled "Local-use IPv6 Unicast Addresses" into
         two sections, "Link-Local IPv6 Unicast Addresses" and "Site-
         Local IPv6 Unicast Addresses".

       - Added text to new section describing Site-Local deprecation.

    o Changes to resolve issues raised in IAB response to Robert Elz
      appeal.  Changes include the following:

       - Added clarification to Section 2.5 that nodes should make no
         assumptions about the structure of an IPv6 address.

       - Changed the text in Section 2.5.1 and Appendix A to refer to
         the Modified EUI-64 format interface identifiers with the "u"
         bit set to one (1) as universal.

       - Added clarification to Section 2.5.1 that IPv6 nodes are not
         required to validate that interface identifiers created in
         Modified EUI-64 format with the "u" bit set to one are unique.

    o Changed the reference indicated in Section 2.5.4 "Global Unicast
      Addresses" to RFC 3587.

    o Removed mention of NSAP addresses in examples.

    o Clarified that the "x" in the textual representation can be one to
      four digits.

    o Deprecated the "IPv6 Compatible Address" because it is not being
      used in the IPv6 transition mechanisms.

    o Added the "R" and "P" flags to Section 2.7 on multicast addresses,
      and pointers to the documents that define them.

    o Editorial changes.
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1.  Introduction

1.1.  Summary of Contents of Document

   This document specifies the base architecture for IPsec-compliant
   systems.  It describes how to provide a set of security services for
   traffic at the IP layer, in both the IPv4 [Pos81a] and IPv6 [DH98]
   environments.  This document describes the requirements for systems
   that implement IPsec, the fundamental elements of such systems, and
   how the elements fit together and fit into the IP environment.  It
   also describes the security services offered by the IPsec protocols,
   and how these services can be employed in the IP environment.  This
   document does not address all aspects of the IPsec architecture.
   Other documents address additional architectural details in
   specialized environments, e.g., use of IPsec in Network Address
   Translation (NAT) environments and more comprehensive support for IP
   multicast.  The fundamental components of the IPsec security
   architecture are discussed in terms of their underlying, required
   functionality.  Additional RFCs (see Section 1.3 for pointers to
   other documents) define the protocols in (a), (c), and (d).

        a. Security Protocols -- Authentication Header (AH) and
           Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP)
        b. Security Associations -- what they are and how they work,



           how they are managed, associated processing
        c. Key Management -- manual and automated (The Internet Key
           Exchange (IKE))
        d. Cryptographic algorithms for authentication and encryption

   This document is not a Security Architecture for the Internet; it
   addresses security only at the IP layer, provided through the use of
   a combination of cryptographic and protocol security mechanisms.

   The spelling "IPsec" is preferred and used throughout this and all
   related IPsec standards.  All other capitalizations of IPsec (e.g.,
   IPSEC, IPSec, ipsec) are deprecated.  However, any capitalization of
   the sequence of letters "IPsec" should be understood to refer to the
   IPsec protocols.

   The keywords MUST, MUST NOT, REQUIRED, SHALL, SHALL NOT, SHOULD,
   SHOULD NOT, RECOMMENDED, MAY, and OPTIONAL, when they appear in this
   document, are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [Bra97].

1.2.  Audience

   The target audience for this document is primarily individuals who
   implement this IP security technology or who architect systems that
   will use this technology.  Technically adept users of this technology
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   (end users or system administrators) also are part of the target
   audience.  A glossary is provided in Appendix A to help fill in gaps
   in background/vocabulary.  This document assumes that the reader is
   familiar with the Internet Protocol (IP), related networking
   technology, and general information system security terms and
   concepts.

1.3.  Related Documents

   As mentioned above, other documents provide detailed definitions of
   some of the components of IPsec and of their interrelationship.  They
   include RFCs on the following topics:

        a. security protocols -- RFCs describing the Authentication
           Header (AH) [Ken05b] and Encapsulating Security Payload
           (ESP) [Ken05a] protocols.
        b. cryptographic algorithms for integrity and encryption -- one
           RFC that defines the mandatory, default algorithms for use
           with AH and ESP [Eas05], a similar RFC that defines the
           mandatory algorithms for use with IKEv2 [Sch05] plus a
           separate RFC for each cryptographic algorithm.
        c. automatic key management -- RFCs on "The Internet Key
           Exchange (IKEv2) Protocol" [Kau05] and "Cryptographic
           Algorithms for Use in the Internet Key Exchange Version 2
           (IKEv2)" [Sch05].

2.  Design Objectives

2.1.  Goals/Objectives/Requirements/Problem Description



   IPsec is designed to provide interoperable, high quality,
   cryptographically-based security for IPv4 and IPv6.  The set of
   security services offered includes access control, connectionless
   integrity, data origin authentication, detection and rejection of
   replays (a form of partial sequence integrity), confidentiality (via
   encryption), and limited traffic flow confidentiality.  These
   services are provided at the IP layer, offering protection in a
   standard fashion for all protocols that may be carried over IP
   (including IP itself).

   IPsec includes a specification for minimal firewall functionality,
   since that is an essential aspect of access control at the IP layer.
   Implementations are free to provide more sophisticated firewall
   mechanisms, and to implement the IPsec-mandated functionality using
   those more sophisticated mechanisms. (Note that interoperability may
   suffer if additional firewall constraints on traffic flows are
   imposed by an IPsec implementation but cannot be negotiated based on
   the traffic selector features defined in this document and negotiated
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   via IKEv2.)  The IPsec firewall function makes use of the
   cryptographically-enforced authentication and integrity provided for
   all IPsec traffic to offer better access control than could be
   obtained through use of a firewall (one not privy to IPsec internal
   parameters) plus separate cryptographic protection.

   Most of the security services are provided through use of two traffic
   security protocols, the Authentication Header (AH) and the
   Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP), and through the use of
   cryptographic key management procedures and protocols.  The set of
   IPsec protocols employed in a context, and the ways in which they are
   employed, will be determined by the users/administrators in that
   context.  It is the goal of the IPsec architecture to ensure that
   compliant implementations include the services and management
   interfaces needed to meet the security requirements of a broad user
   population.

   When IPsec is correctly implemented and deployed, it ought not
   adversely affect users, hosts, and other Internet components that do
   not employ IPsec for traffic protection.  IPsec security protocols
   (AH and ESP, and to a lesser extent, IKE) are designed to be
   cryptographic algorithm independent.  This modularity permits
   selection of different sets of cryptographic algorithms as
   appropriate, without affecting the other parts of the implementation.
   For example, different user communities may select different sets of
   cryptographic algorithms (creating cryptographically-enforced
   cliques) if required.

   To facilitate interoperability in the global Internet, a set of
   default cryptographic algorithms for use with AH and ESP is specified
   in [Eas05] and a set of mandatory-to-implement algorithms for IKEv2
   is specified in [Sch05].  [Eas05] and [Sch05] will be periodically
   updated to keep pace with computational and cryptologic advances.  By
   specifying these algorithms in documents that are separate from the
   AH, ESP, and IKEv2 specifications, these algorithms can be updated or
   replaced without affecting the standardization progress of the rest



   of the IPsec document suite.  The use of these cryptographic
   algorithms, in conjunction with IPsec traffic protection and key
   management protocols, is intended to permit system and application
   developers to deploy high quality, Internet-layer, cryptographic
   security technology.

2.2.  Caveats and Assumptions

   The suite of IPsec protocols and associated default cryptographic
   algorithms are designed to provide high quality security for Internet
   traffic.  However, the security offered by use of these protocols
   ultimately depends on the quality of their implementation, which is
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   outside the scope of this set of standards.  Moreover, the security
   of a computer system or network is a function of many factors,
   including personnel, physical, procedural, compromising emanations,
   and computer security practices.  Thus, IPsec is only one part of an
   overall system security architecture.

   Finally, the security afforded by the use of IPsec is critically
   dependent on many aspects of the operating environment in which the
   IPsec implementation executes.  For example, defects in OS security,
   poor quality of random number sources, sloppy system management
   protocols and practices, etc., can all degrade the security provided
   by IPsec.  As above, none of these environmental attributes are
   within the scope of this or other IPsec standards.

3.  System Overview

   This section provides a high level description of how IPsec works,
   the components of the system, and how they fit together to provide
   the security services noted above.  The goal of this description is
   to enable the reader to "picture" the overall process/system, see how
   it fits into the IP environment, and to provide context for later
   sections of this document, which describe each of the components in
   more detail.

   An IPsec implementation operates in a host, as a security gateway
   (SG), or as an independent device, affording protection to IP
   traffic. (A security gateway is an intermediate system implementing
   IPsec, e.g., a firewall or router that has been IPsec-enabled.) More
   detail on these classes of implementations is provided later, in
   Section 3.3. The protection offered by IPsec is based on requirements
   defined by a Security Policy Database (SPD) established and
   maintained by a user or system administrator, or by an application
   operating within constraints established by either of the above.  In
   general, packets are selected for one of three processing actions
   based on IP and next layer header information ("Selectors", Section
   4.4.1.1) matched against entries in the SPD.  Each packet is either
   PROTECTed using IPsec security services, DISCARDed, or allowed to
   BYPASS IPsec protection, based on the applicable SPD policies
   identified by the Selectors.

3.1.  What IPsec Does



   IPsec creates a boundary between unprotected and protected
   interfaces, for a host or a network (see Figure 1 below).  Traffic
   traversing the boundary is subject to the access controls specified
   by the user or administrator responsible for the IPsec configuration.
   These controls indicate whether packets cross the boundary unimpeded,
   are afforded security services via AH or ESP, or are discarded.
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   IPsec security services are offered at the IP layer through selection
   of appropriate security protocols, cryptographic algorithms, and
   cryptographic keys.  IPsec can be used to protect one or more "paths"
   (a) between a pair of hosts, (b) between a pair of security gateways,
   or (c) between a security gateway and a host.  A compliant host
   implementation MUST support (a) and (c) and a compliant security
   gateway must support all three of these forms of connectivity, since
   under certain circumstances a security gateway acts as a host.

                        Unprotected
                         ^       ^
                         |       |
           +-------------|-------|-------+
           | +-------+   |       |       |
           | |Discard|<--|       V       |
           | +-------+   |B  +--------+  |
         ................|y..| AH/ESP |..... IPsec Boundary
           |   +---+     |p  +--------+  |
           |   |IKE|<----|a      ^       |
           |   +---+     |s      |       |
           | +-------+   |s      |       |
           | |Discard|<--|       |       |
           | +-------+   |       |       |
           +-------------|-------|-------+
                         |       |
                         V       V
                         Protected

            Figure 1.  Top Level IPsec Processing Model

   In this diagram, "unprotected" refers to an interface that might also
   be described as "black" or "ciphertext".  Here, "protected" refers to
   an interface that might also be described as "red" or "plaintext".
   The protected interface noted above may be internal, e.g., in a host
   implementation of IPsec, the protected interface may link to a socket
   layer interface presented by the OS.  In this document, the term
   "inbound" refers to traffic entering an IPsec implementation via the
   unprotected interface or emitted by the implementation on the
   unprotected side of the boundary and directed towards the protected
   interface.  The term "outbound" refers to traffic entering the
   implementation via the protected interface, or emitted by the
   implementation on the protected side of the boundary and directed
   toward the unprotected interface.  An IPsec implementation may
   support more than one interface on either or both sides of the
   boundary.
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   Note the facilities for discarding traffic on either side of the
   IPsec boundary, the BYPASS facility that allows traffic to transit
   the boundary without cryptographic protection, and the reference to
   IKE as a protected-side key and security management function.

   IPsec optionally supports negotiation of IP compression [SMPT01],
   motivated in part by the observation that when encryption is employed
   within IPsec, it prevents effective compression by lower protocol
   layers.

3.2.  How IPsec Works

   IPsec uses two protocols to provide traffic security services --
   Authentication Header (AH) and Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP).
   Both protocols are described in detail in their respective RFCs
   [Ken05b, Ken05a].  IPsec implementations MUST support ESP and MAY
   support AH. (Support for AH has been downgraded to MAY because
   experience has shown that there are very few contexts in which ESP
   cannot provide the requisite security services.  Note that ESP can be
   used to provide only integrity, without confidentiality, making it
   comparable to AH in most contexts.)

    o The IP Authentication Header (AH) [Ken05b] offers integrity and
      data origin authentication, with optional (at the discretion of
      the receiver) anti-replay features.

    o The Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) protocol [Ken05a] offers
      the same set of services, and also offers confidentiality.  Use of
      ESP to provide confidentiality without integrity is NOT
      RECOMMENDED.  When ESP is used with confidentiality enabled, there
      are provisions for limited traffic flow confidentiality, i.e.,
      provisions for concealing packet length, and for facilitating
      efficient generation and discard of dummy packets.  This
      capability is likely to be effective primarily in virtual private
      network (VPN) and overlay network contexts.

    o Both AH and ESP offer access control, enforced through the
      distribution of cryptographic keys and the management of traffic
      flows as dictated by the Security Policy Database (SPD, Section
      4.4.1).

   These protocols may be applied individually or in combination with
   each other to provide IPv4 and IPv6 security services.  However, most
   security requirements can be met through the use of ESP by itself.
   Each protocol supports two modes of use: transport mode and tunnel
   mode.  In transport mode, AH and ESP provide protection primarily for
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   next layer protocols; in tunnel mode, AH and ESP are applied to
   tunneled IP packets.  The differences between the two modes are
   discussed in Section 4.1.

   IPsec allows the user (or system administrator) to control the
   granularity at which a security service is offered.  For example, one
   can create a single encrypted tunnel to carry all the traffic between
   two security gateways, or a separate encrypted tunnel can be created
   for each TCP connection between each pair of hosts communicating
   across these gateways.  IPsec, through the SPD management paradigm,
   incorporates facilities for specifying:

    o which security protocol (AH or ESP) to employ, the mode (transport
      or tunnel), security service options, what cryptographic
      algorithms to use, and in what combinations to use the specified
      protocols and services, and

    o the granularity at which protection should be applied.

   Because most of the security services provided by IPsec require the
   use of cryptographic keys, IPsec relies on a separate set of
   mechanisms for putting these keys in place.  This document requires
   support for both manual and automated distribution of keys.  It
   specifies a specific public-key based approach (IKEv2 [Kau05]) for
   automated key management, but other automated key distribution
   techniques MAY be used.

   Note: This document mandates support for several features for which
   support is available in IKEv2 but not in IKEv1, e.g., negotiation of
   an SA representing ranges of local and remote ports or negotiation of
   multiple SAs with the same selectors.  Therefore, this document
   assumes use of IKEv2 or a key and security association management
   system with comparable features.

3.3.  Where IPsec Can Be Implemented

   There are many ways in which IPsec may be implemented in a host, or
   in conjunction with a router or firewall to create a security
   gateway, or as an independent security device.

   a. IPsec may be integrated into the native IP stack.  This requires
      access to the IP source code and is applicable to both hosts and
      security gateways, although native host implementations benefit
      the most from this strategy, as explained later (Section 4.4.1,
      paragraph 6; Section 4.4.1.1, last paragraph).
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   b. In a "bump-in-the-stack" (BITS) implementation, IPsec is
      implemented "underneath" an existing implementation of an IP
      protocol stack, between the native IP and the local network
      drivers.  Source code access for the IP stack is not required in



      this context, making this implementation approach appropriate for
      use with legacy systems.  This approach, when it is adopted, is
      usually employed in hosts.

   c. The use of a dedicated, inline security protocol processor is a
      common design feature of systems used by the military, and of some
      commercial systems as well.  It is sometimes referred to as a
      "bump-in-the-wire" (BITW) implementation.  Such implementations
      may be designed to serve either a host or a gateway.  Usually, the
      BITW device is itself IP addressable.  When supporting a single
      host, it may be quite analogous to a BITS implementation, but in
      supporting a router or firewall, it must operate like a security
      gateway.

   This document often talks in terms of use of IPsec by a host or a
   security gateway, without regard to whether the implementation is
   native, BITS, or BITW.  When the distinctions among these
   implementation options are significant, the document makes reference
   to specific implementation approaches.

   A host implementation of IPsec may appear in devices that might not
   be viewed as "hosts".  For example, a router might employ IPsec to
   protect routing protocols (e.g., BGP) and management functions (e.g.,
   Telnet), without affecting subscriber traffic traversing the router.
   A security gateway might employ separate IPsec implementations to
   protect its management traffic and subscriber traffic.  The
   architecture described in this document is very flexible.  For
   example, a computer with a full-featured, compliant, native OS IPsec
   implementation should be capable of being configured to protect
   resident (host) applications and to provide security gateway
   protection for traffic traversing the computer.  Such configuration
   would make use of the forwarding tables and the SPD selection
   function described in Sections 5.1 and 5.2.

4.  Security Associations

   This section defines Security Association management requirements for
   all IPv6 implementations and for those IPv4 implementations that
   implement AH, ESP, or both AH and ESP.  The concept of a "Security
   Association" (SA) is fundamental to IPsec.  Both AH and ESP make use
   of SAs, and a major function of IKE is the establishment and
   maintenance of SAs.  All implementations of AH or ESP MUST support
   the concept of an SA as described below.  The remainder of this
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   section describes various aspects of SA management, defining required
   characteristics for SA policy management and SA management
   techniques.

4.1.  Definition and Scope

   An SA is a simplex "connection" that affords security services to the
   traffic carried by it.  Security services are afforded to an SA by
   the use of AH, or ESP, but not both.  If both AH and ESP protection
   are applied to a traffic stream, then two SAs must be created and



   coordinated to effect protection through iterated application of the
   security protocols.  To secure typical, bi-directional communication
   between two IPsec-enabled systems, a pair of SAs (one in each
   direction) is required.  IKE explicitly creates SA pairs in
   recognition of this common usage requirement.

   For an SA used to carry unicast traffic, the Security Parameters
   Index (SPI) by itself suffices to specify an SA.  (For information on
   the SPI, see Appendix A and the AH and ESP specifications [Ken05b,
   Ken05a].)  However, as a local matter, an implementation may choose
   to use the SPI in conjunction with the IPsec protocol type (AH or
   ESP) for SA identification.  If an IPsec implementation supports
   multicast, then it MUST support multicast SAs using the algorithm
   below for mapping inbound IPsec datagrams to SAs.  Implementations
   that support only unicast traffic need not implement this de-
   multiplexing algorithm.

   In many secure multicast architectures, e.g., [RFC3740], a central
   Group Controller/Key Server unilaterally assigns the Group Security
   Association's (GSA's) SPI.  This SPI assignment is not negotiated or
   coordinated with the key management (e.g., IKE) subsystems that
   reside in the individual end systems that constitute the group.
   Consequently, it is possible that a GSA and a unicast SA can
   simultaneously use the same SPI.  A multicast-capable IPsec
   implementation MUST correctly de-multiplex inbound traffic even in
   the context of SPI collisions.

   Each entry in the SA Database (SAD) (Section 4.4.2) must indicate
   whether the SA lookup makes use of the destination IP address, or the
   destination and source IP addresses, in addition to the SPI.  For
   multicast SAs, the protocol field is not employed for SA lookups.
   For each inbound, IPsec-protected packet, an implementation must
   conduct its search of the SAD such that it finds the entry that
   matches the "longest" SA identifier.  In this context, if two or more
   SAD entries match based on the SPI value, then the entry that also
   matches based on destination address, or destination and source
   address (as indicated in the SAD entry) is the "longest" match.  This
   implies a logical ordering of the SAD search as follows:
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      1. Search the SAD for a match on the combination of SPI,
         destination address, and source address.  If an SAD entry
         matches, then process the inbound packet with that
         matching SAD entry.  Otherwise, proceed to step 2.

      2. Search the SAD for a match on both SPI and destination address.
         If the SAD entry matches, then process the inbound packet
         with that matching SAD entry.  Otherwise, proceed to step 3.

      3. Search the SAD for a match on only SPI if the receiver has
         chosen to maintain a single SPI space for AH and ESP, and on
         both SPI and protocol, otherwise.  If an SAD entry matches,
         then process the inbound packet with that matching SAD entry.
         Otherwise, discard the packet and log an auditable event.

   In practice, an implementation may choose any method (or none at all)



   to accelerate this search, although its externally visible behavior
   MUST be functionally equivalent to having searched the SAD in the
   above order.  For example, a software-based implementation could
   index into a hash table by the SPI.  The SAD entries in each hash
   table bucket's linked list could be kept sorted to have those SAD
   entries with the longest SA identifiers first in that linked list.
   Those SAD entries having the shortest SA identifiers could be sorted
   so that they are the last entries in the linked list.  A
   hardware-based implementation may be able to effect the longest match
   search intrinsically, using commonly available Ternary
   Content-Addressable Memory (TCAM) features.

   The indication of whether source and destination address matching is
   required to map inbound IPsec traffic to SAs MUST be set either as a
   side effect of manual SA configuration or via negotiation using an SA
   management protocol, e.g., IKE or Group Domain of Interpretation
   (GDOI) [RFC3547].  Typically, Source-Specific Multicast (SSM) [HC03]
   groups use a 3-tuple SA identifier composed of an SPI, a destination
   multicast address, and source address.  An Any-Source Multicast group
   SA requires only an SPI and a destination multicast address as an
   identifier.

   If different classes of traffic (distinguished by Differentiated
   Services Code Point (DSCP) bits [NiBlBaBL98], [Gro02]) are sent on
   the same SA, and if the receiver is employing the optional
   anti-replay feature available in both AH and ESP, this could result
   in inappropriate discarding of lower priority packets due to the
   windowing mechanism used by this feature.  Therefore, a sender SHOULD
   put traffic of different classes, but with the same selector values,
   on different SAs to support Quality of Service (QoS) appropriately.
   To permit this, the IPsec implementation MUST permit establishment
   and maintenance of multiple SAs between a given sender and receiver,
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   with the same selectors.  Distribution of traffic among these
   parallel SAs to support QoS is locally determined by the sender and
   is not negotiated by IKE.  The receiver MUST process the packets from
   the different SAs without prejudice.  These requirements apply to
   both transport and tunnel mode SAs.  In the case of tunnel mode SAs,
   the DSCP values in question appear in the inner IP header.  In
   transport mode, the DSCP value might change en route, but this should
   not cause problems with respect to IPsec processing since the value
   is not employed for SA selection and MUST NOT be checked as part of
   SA/packet validation.  However, if significant re-ordering of packets
   occurs in an SA, e.g., as a result of changes to DSCP values en
   route, this may trigger packet discarding by a receiver due to
   application of the anti-replay mechanism.

   DISCUSSION: Although the DSCP [NiBlBaBL98, Gro02] and Explicit
   Congestion Notification (ECN) [RaFlBl01] fields are not "selectors",
   as that term in used in this architecture, the sender will need a
   mechanism to direct packets with a given (set of) DSCP values to the
   appropriate SA.  This mechanism might be termed a "classifier".

   As noted above, two types of SAs are defined: transport mode and
   tunnel mode.  IKE creates pairs of SAs, so for simplicity, we choose



   to require that both SAs in a pair be of the same mode, transport or
   tunnel.

   A transport mode SA is an SA typically employed between a pair of
   hosts to provide end-to-end security services.  When security is
   desired between two intermediate systems along a path (vs. end-to-end
   use of IPsec), transport mode MAY be used between security gateways
   or between a security gateway and a host.  In the case where
   transport mode is used between security gateways or between a
   security gateway and a host, transport mode may be used to support
   in-IP tunneling (e.g., IP-in-IP [Per96] or Generic Routing
   Encapsulation (GRE) tunneling [FaLiHaMeTr00] or dynamic routing
   [ToEgWa04]) over transport mode SAs.  To clarify, the use of
   transport mode by an intermediate system (e.g., a security gateway)
   is permitted only when applied to packets whose source address (for
   outbound packets) or destination address (for inbound packets) is an
   address belonging to the intermediate system itself.  The access
   control functions that are an important part of IPsec are
   significantly limited in this context, as they cannot be applied to
   the end-to-end headers of the packets that traverse a transport mode
   SA used in this fashion.  Thus, this way of using transport mode
   should be evaluated carefully before being employed in a specific
   context.
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   In IPv4, a transport mode security protocol header appears
   immediately after the IP header and any options, and before any next
   layer protocols (e.g., TCP or UDP).  In IPv6, the security protocol
   header appears after the base IP header and selected extension
   headers, but may appear before or after destination options; it MUST
   appear before next layer protocols (e.g., TCP, UDP, Stream Control
   Transmission Protocol (SCTP)).  In the case of ESP, a transport mode
   SA provides security services only for these next layer protocols,
   not for the IP header or any extension headers preceding the ESP
   header.  In the case of AH, the protection is also extended to
   selected portions of the IP header preceding it, selected portions of
   extension headers, and selected options (contained in the IPv4
   header, IPv6 Hop-by-Hop extension header, or IPv6 Destination
   extension headers).  For more details on the coverage afforded by AH,
   see the AH specification [Ken05b].

   A tunnel mode SA is essentially an SA applied to an IP tunnel, with
   the access controls applied to the headers of the traffic inside the
   tunnel.  Two hosts MAY establish a tunnel mode SA between themselves.
   Aside from the two exceptions below, whenever either end of a
   security association is a security gateway, the SA MUST be tunnel
   mode.  Thus, an SA between two security gateways is typically a
   tunnel mode SA, as is an SA between a host and a security gateway.
   The two exceptions are as follows.

    o Where traffic is destined for a security gateway, e.g., Simple
      Network Management Protocol (SNMP) commands, the security gateway
      is acting as a host and transport mode is allowed.  In this case,



      the SA terminates at a host (management) function within a
      security gateway and thus merits different treatment.

    o As noted above, security gateways MAY support a transport mode SA
      to provide security for IP traffic between two intermediate
      systems along a path, e.g., between a host and a security gateway
      or between two security gateways.

   Several concerns motivate the use of tunnel mode for an SA involving
   a security gateway.  For example, if there are multiple paths (e.g.,
   via different security gateways) to the same destination behind a
   security gateway, it is important that an IPsec packet be sent to the
   security gateway with which the SA was negotiated.  Similarly, a
   packet that might be fragmented en route must have all the fragments
   delivered to the same IPsec instance for reassembly prior to
   cryptographic processing.  Also, when a fragment is processed by
   IPsec and transmitted, then fragmented en route, it is critical that
   there be inner and outer headers to retain the fragmentation state
   data for the pre- and post-IPsec packet formats.  Hence there are
   several reasons for employing tunnel mode when either end of an SA is
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   a security gateway. (Use of an IP-in-IP tunnel in conjunction with
   transport mode can also address these fragmentation issues.  However,
   this configuration limits the ability of IPsec to enforce access
   control policies on traffic.)

   Note: AH and ESP cannot be applied using transport mode to IPv4
   packets that are fragments.  Only tunnel mode can be employed in such
   cases.  For IPv6, it would be feasible to carry a plaintext fragment
   on a transport mode SA; however, for simplicity, this restriction
   also applies to IPv6 packets.  See Section 7 for more details on
   handling plaintext fragments on the protected side of the IPsec
   barrier.

   For a tunnel mode SA, there is an "outer" IP header that specifies
   the IPsec processing source and destination, plus an "inner" IP
   header that specifies the (apparently) ultimate source and
   destination for the packet.  The security protocol header appears
   after the outer IP header, and before the inner IP header.  If AH is
   employed in tunnel mode, portions of the outer IP header are afforded
   protection (as above), as well as all of the tunneled IP packet
   (i.e., all of the inner IP header is protected, as well as next layer
   protocols).  If ESP is employed, the protection is afforded only to
   the tunneled packet, not to the outer header.

   In summary,

   a) A host implementation of IPsec MUST support both transport and
      tunnel mode.  This is true for native, BITS, and BITW
      implementations for hosts.

   b) A security gateway MUST support tunnel mode and MAY support
      transport mode.  If it supports transport mode, that should be
      used only when the security gateway is acting as a host, e.g., for
      network management, or to provide security between two



      intermediate systems along a path.

4.2.  SA Functionality

   The set of security services offered by an SA depends on the security
   protocol selected, the SA mode, the endpoints of the SA, and the
   election of optional services within the protocol.

   For example, both AH and ESP offer integrity and authentication
   services, but the coverage differs for each protocol and differs for
   transport vs. tunnel mode.  If the integrity of an IPv4 option or
   IPv6 extension header must be protected en route between sender and
   receiver, AH can provide this service, except for IP or extension
   headers that may change in a fashion not predictable by the sender.
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   However, the same security may be achieved in some contexts by
   applying ESP to a tunnel carrying a packet.

   The granularity of access control provided is determined by the
   choice of the selectors that define each SA.  Moreover, the
   authentication means employed by IPsec peers, e.g., during creation
   of an IKE (vs. child) SA also affects the granularity of the access
   control afforded.

   If confidentiality is selected, then an ESP (tunnel mode) SA between
   two security gateways can offer partial traffic flow confidentiality.
   The use of tunnel mode allows the inner IP headers to be encrypted,
   concealing the identities of the (ultimate) traffic source and
   destination.  Moreover, ESP payload padding also can be invoked to
   hide the size of the packets, further concealing the external
   characteristics of the traffic.  Similar traffic flow confidentiality
   services may be offered when a mobile user is assigned a dynamic IP
   address in a dialup context, and establishes a (tunnel mode) ESP SA
   to a corporate firewall (acting as a security gateway).  Note that
   fine-granularity SAs generally are more vulnerable to traffic
   analysis than coarse-granularity ones that are carrying traffic from
   many subscribers.

   Note: A compliant implementation MUST NOT allow instantiation of an
   ESP SA that employs both NULL encryption and no integrity algorithm.
   An attempt to negotiate such an SA is an auditable event by both
   initiator and responder.  The audit log entry for this event SHOULD
   include the current date/time, local IKE IP address, and remote IKE
   IP address.  The initiator SHOULD record the relevant SPD entry.

4.3.  Combining SAs

   This document does not require support for nested security
   associations or for what RFC 2401 [RFC2401] called "SA bundles".
   These features still can be effected by appropriate configuration of
   both the SPD and the local forwarding functions (for inbound and
   outbound traffic), but this capability is outside of the IPsec module
   and thus the scope of this specification.  As a result, management of
   nested/bundled SAs is potentially more complex and less assured than
   under the model implied by RFC 2401 [RFC2401].  An implementation



   that provides support for nested SAs SHOULD provide a management
   interface that enables a user or administrator to express the nesting
   requirement, and then create the appropriate SPD entries and
   forwarding table entries to effect the requisite processing. (See
   Appendix E for an example of how to configure nested SAs.)
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4.4.  Major IPsec Databases

   Many of the details associated with processing IP traffic in an IPsec
   implementation are largely a local matter, not subject to
   standardization.  However, some external aspects of the processing
   must be standardized to ensure interoperability and to provide a
   minimum management capability that is essential for productive use of
   IPsec.  This section describes a general model for processing IP
   traffic relative to IPsec functionality, in support of these
   interoperability and functionality goals.  The model described below
   is nominal; implementations need not match details of this model as
   presented, but the external behavior of implementations MUST
   correspond to the externally observable characteristics of this model
   in order to be compliant.

   There are three nominal databases in this model: the Security Policy
   Database (SPD), the Security Association Database (SAD), and the Peer
   Authorization Database (PAD).  The first specifies the policies that
   determine the disposition of all IP traffic inbound or outbound from
   a host or security gateway (Section 4.4.1).  The second database
   contains parameters that are associated with each established (keyed)
   SA (Section 4.4.2).  The third database, the PAD, provides a link
   between an SA management protocol (such as IKE) and the SPD (Section
   4.4.3).

   Multiple Separate IPsec Contexts

      If an IPsec implementation acts as a security gateway for multiple
      subscribers, it MAY implement multiple separate IPsec contexts.
      Each context MAY have and MAY use completely independent
      identities, policies, key management SAs, and/or IPsec SAs.  This
      is for the most part a local implementation matter.  However, a
      means for associating inbound (SA) proposals with local contexts
      is required.  To this end, if supported by the key management
      protocol in use, context identifiers MAY be conveyed from
      initiator to responder in the signaling messages, with the result
      that IPsec SAs are created with a binding to a particular context.
      For example, a security gateway that provides VPN service to
      multiple customers will be able to associate each customer's
      traffic with the correct VPN.

   Forwarding vs Security Decisions

      The IPsec model described here embodies a clear separation between
      forwarding (routing) and security decisions, to accommodate a wide
      range of contexts where IPsec may be employed.  Forwarding may be



      trivial, in the case where there are only two interfaces, or it
      may be complex, e.g., if the context in which IPsec is implemented
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      employs a sophisticated forwarding function.  IPsec assumes only
      that outbound and inbound traffic that has passed through IPsec
      processing is forwarded in a fashion consistent with the context
      in which IPsec is implemented.  Support for nested SAs is
      optional; if required, it requires coordination between forwarding
      tables and SPD entries to cause a packet to traverse the IPsec
      boundary more than once.

   "Local" vs "Remote"

      In this document, with respect to IP addresses and ports, the
      terms "Local" and "Remote" are used for policy rules.  "Local"
      refers to the entity being protected by an IPsec implementation,
      i.e., the "source" address/port of outbound packets or the
      "destination" address/port of inbound packets. "Remote" refers to
      a peer entity or peer entities.  The terms "source" and
      "destination" are used for packet header fields.

   "Non-initial" vs "Initial" Fragments

      Throughout this document, the phrase "non-initial fragments" is
      used to mean fragments that do not contain all of the selector
      values that may be needed for access control (e.g., they might not
      contain Next Layer Protocol, source and destination ports, ICMP
      message type/code, Mobility Header type).  And the phrase "initial
      fragment" is used to mean a fragment that contains all the
      selector values needed for access control.  However, it should be
      noted that for IPv6, which fragment contains the Next Layer
      Protocol and ports (or ICMP message type/code or Mobility Header
      type [Mobip]) will depend on the kind and number of extension
      headers present.  The "initial fragment" might not be the first
      fragment, in this context.

4.4.1.  The Security Policy Database (SPD)

   An SA is a management construct used to enforce security policy for
   traffic crossing the IPsec boundary.  Thus, an essential element of
   SA processing is an underlying Security Policy Database (SPD) that
   specifies what services are to be offered to IP datagrams and in what
   fashion.  The form of the database and its interface are outside the
   scope of this specification.  However, this section specifies minimum
   management functionality that must be provided, to allow a user or
   system administrator to control whether and how IPsec is applied to
   traffic transmitted or received by a host or transiting a security
   gateway.  The SPD, or relevant caches, must be consulted during the
   processing of all traffic (inbound and outbound), including traffic
   not protected by IPsec, that traverses the IPsec boundary.  This
   includes IPsec management traffic such as IKE.  An IPsec
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   implementation MUST have at least one SPD, and it MAY support
   multiple SPDs, if appropriate for the context in which the IPsec
   implementation operates.  There is no requirement to maintain SPDs on
   a per-interface basis, as was specified in RFC 2401 [RFC2401].
   However, if an implementation supports multiple SPDs, then it MUST
   include an explicit SPD selection function that is invoked to select
   the appropriate SPD for outbound traffic processing.  The inputs to
   this function are the outbound packet and any local metadata (e.g.,
   the interface via which the packet arrived) required to effect the
   SPD selection function.  The output of the function is an SPD
   identifier (SPD-ID).

   The SPD is an ordered database, consistent with the use of Access
   Control Lists (ACLs) or packet filters in firewalls, routers, etc.
   The ordering requirement arises because entries often will overlap
   due to the presence of (non-trivial) ranges as values for selectors.
   Thus, a user or administrator MUST be able to order the entries to
   express a desired access control policy.  There is no way to impose a
   general, canonical order on SPD entries, because of the allowed use
   of wildcards for selector values and because the different types of
   selectors are not hierarchically related.

   Processing Choices:  DISCARD, BYPASS, PROTECT

      An SPD must discriminate among traffic that is afforded IPsec
      protection and traffic that is allowed to bypass IPsec.  This
      applies to the IPsec protection to be applied by a sender and to
      the IPsec protection that must be present at the receiver.  For
      any outbound or inbound datagram, three processing choices are
      possible: DISCARD, BYPASS IPsec, or PROTECT using IPsec.  The
      first choice refers to traffic that is not allowed to traverse the
      IPsec boundary (in the specified direction).  The second choice
      refers to traffic that is allowed to cross the IPsec boundary
      without IPsec protection.  The third choice refers to traffic that
      is afforded IPsec protection, and for such traffic the SPD must
      specify the security protocols to be employed, their mode,
      security service options, and the cryptographic algorithms to be
      used.

   SPD-S, SPD-I, SPD-O

      An SPD is logically divided into three pieces.  The SPD-S (secure
      traffic) contains entries for all traffic subject to IPsec
      protection.  SPD-O (outbound) contains entries for all outbound
      traffic that is to be bypassed or discarded.  SPD-I (inbound) is
      applied to inbound traffic that will be bypassed or discarded.
      All three of these can be decorrelated (with the exception noted
      above for native host implementations) to facilitate caching.  If
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      an IPsec implementation supports only one SPD, then the SPD
      consists of all three parts.  If multiple SPDs are supported, some



      of them may be partial, e.g., some SPDs might contain only SPD-I
      entries, to control inbound bypassed traffic on a per-interface
      basis.  The split allows SPD-I to be consulted without having to
      consult SPD-S, for such traffic.  Since the SPD-I is just a part
      of the SPD, if a packet that is looked up in the SPD-I cannot be
      matched to an entry there, then the packet MUST be discarded.
      Note that for outbound traffic, if a match is not found in SPD-S,
      then SPD-O must be checked to see if the traffic should be
      bypassed.  Similarly, if SPD-O is checked first and no match is
      found, then SPD-S must be checked.  In an ordered,
      non-decorrelated SPD, the entries for the SPD-S, SPD-I, and SPD-O
      are interleaved.  So there is one lookup in the SPD.

   SPD Entries

      Each SPD entry specifies packet disposition as BYPASS, DISCARD, or
      PROTECT.  The entry is keyed by a list of one or more selectors.
      The SPD contains an ordered list of these entries.  The required
      selector types are defined in Section 4.4.1.1. These selectors are
      used to define the granularity of the SAs that are created in
      response to an outbound packet or in response to a proposal from a
      peer.  The detailed structure of an SPD entry is described in
      Section 4.4.1.2. Every SPD SHOULD have a nominal, final entry that
      matches anything that is otherwise unmatched, and discards it.

      The SPD MUST permit a user or administrator to specify policy
      entries as follows:

       - SPD-I: For inbound traffic that is to be bypassed or discarded,
         the entry consists of the values of the selectors that apply to
         the traffic to be bypassed or discarded.

       - SPD-O: For outbound traffic that is to be bypassed or
         discarded, the entry consists of the values of the selectors
         that apply to the traffic to be bypassed or discarded.

       - SPD-S: For traffic that is to be protected using IPsec, the
         entry consists of the values of the selectors that apply to the
         traffic to be protected via AH or ESP, controls on how to
         create SAs based on these selectors, and the parameters needed
         to effect this protection (e.g., algorithms, modes, etc.). Note
         that an SPD-S entry also contains information such as "populate
         from packet" (PFP) flag (see paragraphs below on "How To Derive
         the Values for an SAD entry") and bits indicating whether the
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         SA lookup makes use of the local and remote IP addresses in
         addition to the SPI (see AH [Ken05b] or ESP [Ken05a]
         specifications).

   Representing Directionality in an SPD Entry

      For traffic protected by IPsec, the Local and Remote address and
      ports in an SPD entry are swapped to represent directionality,



      consistent with IKE conventions.  In general, the protocols that
      IPsec deals with have the property of requiring symmetric SAs with
      flipped Local/Remote IP addresses.  However, for ICMP, there is
      often no such bi-directional authorization requirement.
      Nonetheless, for the sake of uniformity and simplicity, SPD
      entries for ICMP are specified in the same way as for other
      protocols.  Note also that for ICMP, Mobility Header, and
      non-initial fragments, there are no port fields in these packets.
      ICMP has message type and code and Mobility Header has mobility
      header type.  Thus, SPD entries have provisions for expressing
      access controls appropriate for these protocols, in lieu of the
      normal port field controls.  For bypassed or discarded traffic,
      separate inbound and outbound entries are supported, e.g., to
      permit unidirectional flows if required.

   OPAQUE and ANY

      For each selector in an SPD entry, in addition to the literal
      values that define a match, there are two special values: ANY and
      OPAQUE.  ANY is a wildcard that matches any value in the
      corresponding field of the packet, or that matches packets where
      that field is not present or is obscured.  OPAQUE indicates that
      the corresponding selector field is not available for examination
      because it may not be present in a fragment, it does not exist for
      the given Next Layer Protocol, or prior application of IPsec may
      have encrypted the value.  The ANY value encompasses the OPAQUE
      value.  Thus, OPAQUE need be used only when it is necessary to
      distinguish between the case of any allowed value for a field, vs.
      the absence or unavailability (e.g., due to encryption) of the
      field.

   How to Derive the Values for an SAD Entry

      For each selector in an SPD entry, the entry specifies how to
      derive the corresponding values for a new SA Database (SAD, see
      Section 4.4.2) entry from those in the SPD and the packet.  The
      goal is to allow an SAD entry and an SPD cache entry to be created
      based on specific selector values from the packet, or from the
      matching SPD entry.  For outbound traffic, there are SPD-S cache
      entries and SPD-O cache entries.  For inbound traffic not
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      protected by IPsec, there are SPD-I cache entries and there is the
      SAD, which represents the cache for inbound IPsec-protected
      traffic (see Section 4.4.2).  If IPsec processing is specified for
      an entry, a "populate from packet" (PFP) flag may be asserted for
      one or more of the selectors in the SPD entry (Local IP address;
      Remote IP address; Next Layer Protocol; and, depending on Next
      Layer Protocol, Local port and Remote port, or ICMP type/code, or
      Mobility Header type).  If asserted for a given selector X, the
      flag indicates that the SA to be created should take its value for
      X from the value in the packet.  Otherwise, the SA should take its
      value(s) for X from the value(s) in the SPD entry.  Note: In the
      non-PFP case, the selector values negotiated by the SA management
      protocol (e.g., IKEv2) may be a subset of those in the SPD entry,
      depending on the SPD policy of the peer.  Also, whether a single



      flag is used for, e.g., source port, ICMP type/code, and Mobility
      Header (MH) type, or a separate flag is used for each, is a local
      matter.

      The following example illustrates the use of the PFP flag in the
      context of a security gateway or a BITS/BITW implementation.
      Consider an SPD entry where the allowed value for Remote address
      is a range of IPv4 addresses: 192.0.2.1 to 192.0.2.10.  Suppose an
      outbound packet arrives with a destination address of 192.0.2.3,
      and there is no extant SA to carry this packet.  The value used
      for the SA created to transmit this packet could be either of the
      two values shown below, depending on what the SPD entry for this
      selector says is the source of the selector value:

          PFP flag value  example of new
          for the Remote  SAD dest. address
          addr. selector  selector value
          --------------- ------------
          a. PFP TRUE     192.0.2.3 (one host)
          b. PFP FALSE    192.0.2.1 to 192.0.2.10 (range of hosts)

      Note that if the SPD entry above had a value of ANY for the Remote
      address, then the SAD selector value would have to be ANY for case
      (b), but would still be as illustrated for case (a).  Thus, the
      PFP flag can be used to prohibit sharing of an SA, even among
      packets that match the same SPD entry.

   Management Interface

      For every IPsec implementation, there MUST be a management
      interface that allows a user or system administrator to manage the
      SPD.  The interface must allow the user (or administrator) to
      specify the security processing to be applied to every packet that
      traverses the IPsec boundary. (In a native host IPsec
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      implementation making use of a socket interface, the SPD may not
      need to be consulted on a per-packet basis, as noted at the end of
      Section 4.4.1.1 and in Section 5.)  The management interface for
      the SPD MUST allow creation of entries consistent with the
      selectors defined in Section 4.4.1.1, and MUST support (total)
      ordering of these entries, as seen via this interface.  The SPD
      entries' selectors are analogous to the ACL or packet filters
      commonly found in a stateless firewall or packet filtering router
      and which are currently managed this way.

      In host systems, applications MAY be allowed to create SPD
      entries.  (The means of signaling such requests to the IPsec
      implementation are outside the scope of this standard.)  However,
      the system administrator MUST be able to specify whether or not a
      user or application can override (default) system policies.  The
      form of the management interface is not specified by this document
      and may differ for hosts vs. security gateways, and within hosts
      the interface may differ for socket-based vs. BITS
      implementations.  However, this document does specify a standard
      set of SPD elements that all IPsec implementations MUST support.



   Decorrelation

      The processing model described in this document assumes the
      ability to decorrelate overlapping SPD entries to permit caching,
      which enables more efficient processing of outbound traffic in
      security gateways and BITS/BITW implementations.  Decorrelation
      [CoSa04] is only a means of improving performance and simplifying
      the processing description.  This RFC does not require a compliant
      implementation to make use of decorrelation.  For example, native
      host implementations typically make use of caching implicitly
      because they bind SAs to socket interfaces, and thus there is no
      requirement to be able to decorrelate SPD entries in these
      implementations.

      Note:  Unless otherwise qualified, the use of "SPD" refers to the
      body of policy information in both ordered or decorrelated
      (unordered) state.  Appendix B provides an algorithm that can be
      used to decorrelate SPD entries, but any algorithm that produces
      equivalent output may be used.  Note that when an SPD entry is
      decorrelated all the resulting entries MUST be linked together, so
      that all members of the group derived from an individual, SPD
      entry (prior to decorrelation) can all be placed into caches and
      into the SAD at the same time.  For example, suppose one starts
      with an entry A (from an ordered SPD) that when decorrelated,
      yields entries A1, A2, and A3.  When a packet comes along that
      matches, say A2, and triggers the creation of an SA, the SA
      management protocol (e.g., IKEv2) negotiates A.  And all 3
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      decorrelated entries, A1, A2, and A3, are placed in the
      appropriate SPD-S cache and linked to the SA.  The intent is that
      use of a decorrelated SPD ought not to create more SAs than would
      have resulted from use of a not-decorrelated SPD.

      If a decorrelated SPD is employed, there are three options for
      what an initiator sends to a peer via an SA management protocol
      (e.g., IKE).  By sending the complete set of linked, decorrelated
      entries that were selected from the SPD, a peer is given the best
      possible information to enable selection of the appropriate SPD
      entry at its end, especially if the peer has also decorrelated its
      SPD.  However, if a large number of decorrelated entries are
      linked, this may create large packets for SA negotiation, and
      hence fragmentation problems for the SA management protocol.

      Alternatively, the original entry from the (correlated) SPD may be
      retained and passed to the SA management protocol.  Passing the
      correlated SPD entry keeps the use of a decorrelated SPD a local
      matter, not visible to peers, and avoids possible fragmentation
      concerns, although it provides less precise information to a
      responder for matching against the responder's SPD.

      An intermediate approach is to send a subset of the complete set
      of linked, decorrelated SPD entries.  This approach can avoid the
      fragmentation problems cited above yet provide better information
      than the original, correlated entry.  The major shortcoming of



      this approach is that it may cause additional SAs to be created
      later, since only a subset of the linked, decorrelated entries are
      sent to a peer.  Implementers are free to employ any of the
      approaches cited above.

      A responder uses the traffic selector proposals it receives via an
      SA management protocol to select an appropriate entry in its SPD.
      The intent of the matching is to select an SPD entry and create an
      SA that most closely matches the intent of the initiator, so that
      traffic traversing the resulting SA will be accepted at both ends.
      If the responder employs a decorrelated SPD, it SHOULD use the
      decorrelated SPD entries for matching, as this will generally
      result in creation of SAs that are more likely to match the intent
      of both peers.  If the responder has a correlated SPD, then it
      SHOULD match the proposals against the correlated entries.  For
      IKEv2, use of a decorrelated SPD offers the best opportunity for a
      responder to generate a "narrowed" response.

      In all cases, when a decorrelated SPD is available, the
      decorrelated entries are used to populate the SPD-S cache.  If the
      SPD is not decorrelated, caching is not allowed and an ordered
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      search of SPD MUST be performed to verify that inbound traffic
      arriving on an SA is consistent with the access control policy
      expressed in the SPD.

   Handling Changes to the SPD While the System Is Running

      If a change is made to the SPD while the system is running, a
      check SHOULD be made of the effect of this change on extant SAs.
      An implementation SHOULD check the impact of an SPD change on
      extant SAs and SHOULD provide a user/administrator with a
      mechanism for configuring what actions to take, e.g., delete an
      affected SA, allow an affected SA to continue unchanged, etc.

4.4.1.1.   Selectors

   An SA may be fine-grained or coarse-grained, depending on the
   selectors used to define the set of traffic for the SA.  For example,
   all traffic between two hosts may be carried via a single SA, and
   afforded a uniform set of security services.  Alternatively, traffic
   between a pair of hosts might be spread over multiple SAs, depending
   on the applications being used (as defined by the Next Layer Protocol
   and related fields, e.g., ports), with different security services
   offered by different SAs.  Similarly, all traffic between a pair of
   security gateways could be carried on a single SA, or one SA could be
   assigned for each communicating host pair.  The following selector
   parameters MUST be supported by all IPsec implementations to
   facilitate control of SA granularity.  Note that both Local and
   Remote addresses should either be IPv4 or IPv6, but not a mix of
   address types.  Also, note that the Local/Remote port selectors (and
   ICMP message type and code, and Mobility Header type) may be labeled
   as OPAQUE to accommodate situations where these fields are
   inaccessible due to packet fragmentation.



      - Remote IP Address(es) (IPv4 or IPv6): This is a list of ranges
        of IP addresses (unicast, broadcast (IPv4 only)).  This
        structure allows expression of a single IP address (via a
        trivial range), or a list of addresses (each a trivial range),
        or a range of addresses (low and high values, inclusive), as
        well as the most generic form of a list of ranges.  Address
        ranges are used to support more than one remote system sharing
        the same SA, e.g., behind a security gateway.

      - Local IP Address(es) (IPv4 or IPv6): This is a list of ranges of
        IP addresses (unicast, broadcast (IPv4 only)).  This structure
        allows expression of a single IP address (via a trivial range),
        or a list of addresses (each a trivial range), or a range of
        addresses (low and high values, inclusive), as well as the most
        generic form of a list of ranges.  Address ranges are used to
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        support more than one source system sharing the same SA, e.g.,
        behind a security gateway.  Local refers to the address(es)
        being protected by this implementation (or policy entry).

        Note: The SPD does not include support for multicast address
        entries.  To support multicast SAs, an implementation should
        make use of a Group SPD (GSPD) as defined in [RFC3740].  GSPD
        entries require a different structure, i.e., one cannot use the
        symmetric relationship associated with local and remote address
        values for unicast SAs in a multicast context.  Specifically,
        outbound traffic directed to a multicast address on an SA would
        not be received on a companion, inbound SA with the multicast
        address as the source.

      - Next Layer Protocol: Obtained from the IPv4 "Protocol" or the
        IPv6 "Next Header" fields.  This is an individual protocol
        number, ANY, or for IPv6 only, OPAQUE.  The Next Layer Protocol
        is whatever comes after any IP extension headers that are
        present.  To simplify locating the Next Layer Protocol, there
        SHOULD be a mechanism for configuring which IPv6 extension
        headers to skip.  The default configuration for which protocols
        to skip SHOULD include the following protocols: 0 (Hop-by-hop
        options), 43 (Routing Header), 44 (Fragmentation Header), and 60
        (Destination Options).  Note: The default list does NOT include
        51 (AH) or 50 (ESP).  From a selector lookup point of view,
        IPsec treats AH and ESP as Next Layer Protocols.

        Several additional selectors depend on the Next Layer Protocol
        value:

         * If the Next Layer Protocol uses two ports (as do TCP, UDP,
           SCTP, and others), then there are selectors for Local and
           Remote Ports.  Each of these selectors has a list of ranges
           of values.  Note that the Local and Remote ports may not be
           available in the case of receipt of a fragmented packet or if
           the port fields have been protected by IPsec (encrypted);
           thus, a value of OPAQUE also MUST be supported.  Note: In a
           non-initial fragment, port values will not be available.  If



           a port selector specifies a value other than ANY or OPAQUE,
           it cannot match packets that are non-initial fragments.  If
           the SA requires a port value other than ANY or OPAQUE, an
           arriving fragment without ports MUST be discarded. (See
           Section 7, "Handling Fragments".)

         * If the Next Layer Protocol is a Mobility Header, then there
           is a selector for IPv6 Mobility Header message type (MH type)
           [Mobip].  This is an 8-bit value that identifies a particular
           mobility message.  Note that the MH type may not be available
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           in the case of receipt of a fragmented packet. (See Section
           7, "Handling Fragments".) For IKE, the IPv6 Mobility Header
           message type (MH type) is placed in the most significant
           eight bits of the 16-bit local "port" selector.

         * If the Next Layer Protocol value is ICMP, then there is a
           16-bit selector for the ICMP message type and code.  The
           message type is a single 8-bit value, which defines the type
           of an ICMP message, or ANY.  The ICMP code is a single 8-bit
           value that defines a specific subtype for an ICMP message.
           For IKE, the message type is placed in the most significant 8
           bits of the 16-bit selector and the code is placed in the
           least significant 8 bits.  This 16-bit selector can contain a
           single type and a range of codes, a single type and ANY code,
           and ANY type and ANY code.  Given a policy entry with a range
           of Types (T-start to T-end) and a range of Codes (C-start to
           C-end), and an ICMP packet with Type t and Code c, an
           implementation MUST test for a match using

               (T-start*256) + C-start <= (t*256) + c <= (T-end*256) +
               C-end

           Note that the ICMP message type and code may not be available
           in the case of receipt of a fragmented packet. (See Section
           7, "Handling Fragments".)

      - Name:  This is not a selector like the others above.  It is not
        acquired from a packet.  A name may be used as a symbolic
        identifier for an IPsec Local or Remote address.  Named SPD
        entries are used in two ways:

         1. A named SPD entry is used by a responder (not an initiator)
            in support of access control when an IP address would not be
            appropriate for the Remote IP address selector, e.g., for
            "road warriors".  The name used to match this field is
            communicated during the IKE negotiation in the ID payload.
            In this context, the initiator's Source IP address (inner IP
            header in tunnel mode) is bound to the Remote IP address in
            the SAD entry created by the IKE negotiation.  This address
            overrides the Remote IP address value in the SPD, when the
            SPD entry is selected in this fashion.  All IPsec
            implementations MUST support this use of names.

         2. A named SPD entry may be used by an initiator to identify a



            user for whom an IPsec SA will be created (or for whom
            traffic may be bypassed).  The initiator's IP source address
            (from inner IP header in tunnel mode) is used to replace the
            following if and when they are created:
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                    - local address in the SPD cache entry
                    - local address in the outbound SAD entry
                    - remote address in the inbound SAD entry

            Support for this use is optional for multi-user, native host
            implementations and not applicable to other implementations.
            Note that this name is used only locally; it is not
            communicated by the key management protocol.  Also, name
            forms other than those used for case 1 above (responder) are
            applicable in the initiator context (see below).

         An SPD entry can contain both a name (or a list of names) and
         also values for the Local or Remote IP address.

         For case 1, responder, the identifiers employed in named SPD
         entries are one of the following four types:

                 a. a fully qualified user name string (email), e.g.,
                    mozart@foo.example.com
                    (this corresponds to ID_RFC822_ADDR in IKEv2)

                 b. a fully qualified DNS name, e.g.,
                    foo.example.com
                    (this corresponds to ID_FQDN in IKEv2)

                 c. X.500 distinguished name, e.g., [WaKiHo97],
                    CN = Stephen T. Kent, O = BBN Technologies,
                    SP = MA, C = US
                    (this corresponds to ID_DER_ASN1_DN in IKEv2, after
                    decoding)

                 d. a byte string
                    (this corresponds to Key_ID in IKEv2)

         For case 2, initiator, the identifiers employed in named SPD
         entries are of type byte string.  They are likely to be Unix
         UIDs, Windows security IDs, or something similar, but could
         also be a user name or account name.  In all cases, this
         identifier is only of local concern and is not transmitted.

   The IPsec implementation context determines how selectors are used.
   For example, a native host implementation typically makes use of a
   socket interface.  When a new connection is established, the SPD can
   be consulted and an SA bound to the socket.  Thus, traffic sent via
   that socket need not result in additional lookups to the SPD (SPD-O
   and SPD-S) cache.  In contrast, a BITS, BITW, or security gateway
   implementation needs to look at each packet and perform an
   SPD-O/SPD-S cache lookup based on the selectors.
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4.4.1.2.  Structure of an SPD Entry

   This section contains a prose description of an SPD entry.  Also,
   Appendix C provides an example of an ASN.1 definition of an SPD
   entry.

   This text describes the SPD in a fashion that is intended to map
   directly into IKE payloads to ensure that the policy required by SPD
   entries can be negotiated through IKE.  Unfortunately, the semantics
   of the version of IKEv2 published concurrently with this document
   [Kau05] do not align precisely with those defined for the SPD.
   Specifically, IKEv2 does not enable negotiation of a single SA that
   binds multiple pairs of local and remote addresses and ports to a
   single SA.  Instead, when multiple local and remote addresses and
   ports are negotiated for an SA, IKEv2 treats these not as pairs, but
   as (unordered) sets of local and remote values that can be
   arbitrarily paired.  Until IKE provides a facility that conveys the
   semantics that are expressed in the SPD via selector sets (as
   described below), users MUST NOT include multiple selector sets in a
   single SPD entry unless the access control intent aligns with the IKE
   "mix and match" semantics.  An implementation MAY warn users, to
   alert them to this problem if users create SPD entries with multiple
   selector sets, the syntax of which indicates possible conflicts with
   current IKE semantics.

   The management GUI can offer the user other forms of data entry and
   display, e.g., the option of using address prefixes as well as
   ranges, and symbolic names for protocols, ports, etc. (Do not confuse
   the use of symbolic names in a management interface with the SPD
   selector "Name".) Note that Remote/Local apply only to IP addresses
   and ports, not to ICMP message type/code or Mobility Header type.
   Also, if the reserved, symbolic selector value OPAQUE or ANY is
   employed for a given selector type, only that value may appear in the
   list for that selector, and it must appear only once in the list for
   that selector.  Note that ANY and OPAQUE are local syntax conventions
   -- IKEv2 negotiates these values via the ranges indicated below:

          ANY:     start = 0        end = <max>
          OPAQUE:  start = <max>    end = 0

   An SPD is an ordered list of entries each of which contains the
   following fields.

           o Name -- a list of IDs.  This quasi-selector is optional.
             The forms that MUST be supported are described above in
             Section 4.4.1.1 under "Name".
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           o PFP flags -- one per traffic selector.  A given flag, e.g.,
             for Next Layer Protocol, applies to the relevant selector
             across all "selector sets" (see below) contained in an SPD
             entry.  When creating an SA, each flag specifies for the
             corresponding traffic selector whether to instantiate the
             selector from the corresponding field in the packet that
             triggered the creation of the SA or from the value(s) in
             the corresponding SPD entry (see Section 4.4.1, "How to
             Derive the Values for an SAD Entry").  Whether a single
             flag is used for, e.g., source port, ICMP type/code, and
             MH type, or a separate flag is used for each, is a local
             matter.  There are PFP flags for:
                - Local Address
                - Remote Address
                - Next Layer Protocol
                - Local Port, or ICMP message type/code or Mobility
                  Header type (depending on the next layer protocol)
                - Remote Port, or ICMP message type/code or Mobility
                  Header type (depending on the next layer protocol)

           o One to N selector sets that correspond to the "condition"
             for applying a particular IPsec action.  Each selector set
             contains:
                - Local Address
                - Remote Address
                - Next Layer Protocol
                - Local Port, or ICMP message type/code or Mobility
                  Header type (depending on the next layer protocol)
                - Remote Port, or ICMP message type/code or Mobility
                  Header type (depending on the next layer protocol)

             Note: The "next protocol" selector is an individual value
             (unlike the local and remote IP addresses) in a selector
             set entry.  This is consistent with how IKEv2 negotiates
             the Traffic Selector (TS) values for an SA.  It also makes
             sense because one may need to associate different port
             fields with different protocols.  It is possible to
             associate multiple protocols (and ports) with a single SA
             by specifying multiple selector sets for that SA.

           o Processing info -- which action is required -- PROTECT,
             BYPASS, or DISCARD.  There is just one action that goes
             with all the selector sets, not a separate action for each
             set.  If the required processing is PROTECT, the entry
             contains the following information.
                - IPsec mode -- tunnel or transport
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                - (if tunnel mode) local tunnel address -- For a
                  non-mobile host, if there is just one interface, this
                  is straightforward; if there are multiple
                  interfaces, this must be statically configured.  For a
                  mobile host, the specification of the local address
                  is handled externally to IPsec.



                - (if tunnel mode) remote tunnel address -- There is no
                  standard way to determine this.  See 4.5.3, "Locating
                  a Security Gateway".
                - Extended Sequence Number -- Is this SA using extended
                  sequence numbers?
                - stateful fragment checking -- Is this SA using
                  stateful fragment checking?  (See Section 7 for more
                  details.)
                - Bypass DF bit (T/F) -- applicable to tunnel mode SAs
                - Bypass DSCP (T/F) or map to unprotected DSCP values
                  (array) if needed to restrict bypass of DSCP values --
                  applicable to tunnel mode SAs
                - IPsec protocol -- AH or ESP
                - algorithms -- which ones to use for AH, which ones to
                  use for ESP, which ones to use for combined mode,
                  ordered by decreasing priority

   It is a local matter as to what information is kept with regard to
   handling extant SAs when the SPD is changed.

4.4.1.3.  More Regarding Fields Associated with Next Layer Protocols

   Additional selectors are often associated with fields in the Next
   Layer Protocol header.  A particular Next Layer Protocol can have
   zero, one, or two selectors.  There may be situations where there
   aren't both local and remote selectors for the fields that are
   dependent on the Next Layer Protocol.  The IPv6 Mobility Header has
   only a Mobility Header message type.  AH and ESP have no further
   selector fields.  A system may be willing to send an ICMP message
   type and code that it does not want to receive.  In the descriptions
   below, "port" is used to mean a field that is dependent on the Next
   Layer Protocol.

        A. If a Next Layer Protocol has no "port" selectors, then
           the Local and Remote "port" selectors are set to OPAQUE in
           the relevant SPD entry, e.g.,

           Local's
             next layer protocol = AH
             "port" selector     = OPAQUE
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           Remote's
             next layer protocol = AH
             "port" selector     = OPAQUE

        B. Even if a Next Layer Protocol has only one selector, e.g.,
           Mobility Header type, then the Local and Remote "port"
           selectors are used to indicate whether a system is
           willing to send and/or receive traffic with the specified
          "port" values. For example, if Mobility Headers of a
           specified type are allowed to be sent and received via an
           SA, then the relevant SPD entry would be set as follows:



           Local's
             next layer protocol = Mobility Header
             "port" selector     = Mobility Header message type

           Remote's
             next layer protocol = Mobility Header
             "port" selector     = Mobility Header message type

           If Mobility Headers of a specified type are allowed to be
           sent but NOT received via an SA, then the relevant SPD
           entry would be set as follows:

           Local's
             next layer protocol = Mobility Header
             "port" selector     = Mobility Header message type

           Remote's
             next layer protocol = Mobility Header
             "port" selector     = OPAQUE

           If Mobility Headers of a specified type are allowed to be
           received but NOT sent via an SA, then the relevant SPD
           entry would be set as follows:

           Local's
             next layer protocol = Mobility Header
             "port" selector     = OPAQUE

           Remote's
             next layer protocol = Mobility Header
             "port" selector     = Mobility Header message type

        C. If a system is willing to send traffic with a particular
           "port" value but NOT receive traffic with that kind of
           port value, the system's traffic selectors are set as
           follows in the relevant SPD entry:
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           Local's
             next layer protocol = ICMP
             "port" selector     = <specific ICMP type & code>

           Remote's
             next layer protocol = ICMP
             "port" selector     = OPAQUE

        D. To indicate that a system is willing to receive traffic
           with a particular "port" value but NOT send that kind of
           traffic, the system's traffic selectors are set as follows
           in the relevant SPD entry:

           Local's
             next layer protocol = ICMP
             "port" selector     = OPAQUE

           Remote's



             next layer protocol = ICMP
             "port" selector     = <specific ICMP type & code>

           For example, if a security gateway is willing to allow
           systems behind it to send ICMP traceroutes, but is not
           willing to let outside systems run ICMP traceroutes to
           systems behind it, then the security gateway's traffic
           selectors are set as follows in the relevant SPD entry:

           Local's
             next layer protocol = 1 (ICMPv4)
             "port" selector     = 30 (traceroute)

           Remote's
             next layer protocol = 1 (ICMPv4)
             "port" selector     = OPAQUE

4.4.2.  Security Association Database (SAD)

   In each IPsec implementation, there is a nominal Security Association
   Database (SAD), in which each entry defines the parameters associated
   with one SA.  Each SA has an entry in the SAD.  For outbound
   processing, each SAD entry is pointed to by entries in the SPD-S part
   of the SPD cache.  For inbound processing, for unicast SAs, the SPI
   is used either alone to look up an SA or in conjunction with the
   IPsec protocol type.  If an IPsec implementation supports multicast,
   the SPI plus destination address, or SPI plus destination and source
   addresses are used to look up the SA. (See Section 4.1 for details on
   the algorithm that MUST be used for mapping inbound IPsec datagrams
   to SAs.) The following parameters are associated with each entry in
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   the SAD.  They should all be present except where otherwise noted,
   e.g., AH Authentication algorithm.  This description does not purport
   to be a MIB, only a specification of the minimal data items required
   to support an SA in an IPsec implementation.

   For each of the selectors defined in Section 4.4.1.1, the entry for
   an inbound SA in the SAD MUST be initially populated with the value
   or values negotiated at the time the SA was created. (See the
   paragraph in Section 4.4.1 under "Handling Changes to the SPD while
   the System is Running" for guidance on the effect of SPD changes on
   extant SAs.) For a receiver, these values are used to check that the
   header fields of an inbound packet (after IPsec processing) match the
   selector values negotiated for the SA.  Thus, the SAD acts as a cache
   for checking the selectors of inbound traffic arriving on SAs.  For
   the receiver, this is part of verifying that a packet arriving on an
   SA is consistent with the policy for the SA. (See Section 6 for rules
   for ICMP messages.)  These fields can have the form of specific
   values, ranges, ANY, or OPAQUE, as described in Section 4.4.1.1,
   "Selectors".  Note also that there are a couple of situations in
   which the SAD can have entries for SAs that do not have corresponding
   entries in the SPD.  Since this document does not mandate that the
   SAD be selectively cleared when the SPD is changed, SAD entries can
   remain when the SPD entries that created them are changed or deleted.
   Also, if a manually keyed SA is created, there could be an SAD entry



   for this SA that does not correspond to any SPD entry.

   Note: The SAD can support multicast SAs, if manually configured.  An
   outbound multicast SA has the same structure as a unicast SA.  The
   source address is that of the sender, and the destination address is
   the multicast group address.  An inbound, multicast SA must be
   configured with the source addresses of each peer authorized to
   transmit to the multicast SA in question.  The SPI value for a
   multicast SA is provided by a multicast group controller, not by the
   receiver, as for a unicast SA.  Because an SAD entry may be required
   to accommodate multiple, individual IP source addresses that were
   part of an SPD entry (for unicast SAs), the required facility for
   inbound, multicast SAs is a feature already present in an IPsec
   implementation.  However, because the SPD has no provisions for
   accommodating multicast entries, this document does not specify an
   automated way to create an SAD entry for a multicast, inbound SA.
   Only manually configured SAD entries can be created to accommodate
   inbound, multicast traffic.

   Implementation Guidance: This document does not specify how an SPD-S
   entry refers to the corresponding SAD entry, as this is an
   implementation-specific detail.  However, some implementations (based
   on experience from RFC 2401) are known to have problems in this
   regard.  In particular, simply storing the (remote tunnel header IP
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   address, remote SPI) pair in the SPD cache is not sufficient, since
   the pair does not always uniquely identify a single SAD entry.  For
   instance, two hosts behind the same NAT could choose the same SPI
   value.  The situation also may arise if a host is assigned an IP
   address (e.g., via DHCP) previously used by some other host, and the
   SAs associated with the old host have not yet been deleted via dead
   peer detection mechanisms.  This may lead to packets being sent over
   the wrong SA or, if key management ensures the pair is unique,
   denying the creation of otherwise valid SAs.  Thus, implementors
   should implement links between the SPD cache and the SAD in a way
   that does not engender such problems.

4.4.2.1.  Data Items in the SAD

   The following data items MUST be in the SAD:

    o Security Parameter Index (SPI): a 32-bit value selected by the
      receiving end of an SA to uniquely identify the SA.  In an SAD
      entry for an outbound SA, the SPI is used to construct the
      packet's AH or ESP header.  In an SAD entry for an inbound SA, the
      SPI is used to map traffic to the appropriate SA (see text on
      unicast/multicast in Section 4.1).

    o Sequence Number Counter: a 64-bit counter used to generate the
      Sequence Number field in AH or ESP headers. 64-bit sequence
      numbers are the default, but 32-bit sequence numbers are also
      supported if negotiated.

    o Sequence Counter Overflow: a flag indicating whether overflow of
      the sequence number counter should generate an auditable event and



      prevent transmission of additional packets on the SA, or whether
      rollover is permitted.  The audit log entry for this event SHOULD
      include the SPI value, current date/time, Local Address, Remote
      Address, and the selectors from the relevant SAD entry.

    o Anti-Replay Window: a 64-bit counter and a bit-map (or equivalent)
      used to determine whether an inbound AH or ESP packet is a replay.

      Note: If anti-replay has been disabled by the receiver for an SA,
      e.g., in the case of a manually keyed SA, then the Anti-Replay
      Window is ignored for the SA in question. 64-bit sequence numbers
      are the default, but this counter size accommodates 32-bit
      sequence numbers as well.

    o AH Authentication algorithm, key, etc.  This is required only if
      AH is supported.
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    o ESP Encryption algorithm, key, mode, IV, etc.  If a combined mode
      algorithm is used, these fields will not be applicable.

    o ESP integrity algorithm, keys, etc.  If the integrity service is
      not selected, these fields will not be applicable.  If a combined
      mode algorithm is used, these fields will not be applicable.

    o ESP combined mode algorithms, key(s), etc.  This data is used when
      a combined mode (encryption and integrity) algorithm is used with
      ESP.  If a combined mode algorithm is not used, these fields are
      not applicable.

    o Lifetime of this SA: a time interval after which an SA must be
      replaced with a new SA (and new SPI) or terminated, plus an
      indication of which of these actions should occur.  This may be
      expressed as a time or byte count, or a simultaneous use of both
      with the first lifetime to expire taking precedence.  A compliant
      implementation MUST support both types of lifetimes, and MUST
      support a simultaneous use of both.  If time is employed, and if
      IKE employs X.509 certificates for SA establishment, the SA
      lifetime must be constrained by the validity intervals of the
      certificates, and the NextIssueDate of the Certificate Revocation
      Lists (CRLs) used in the IKE exchange for the SA.  Both initiator
      and responder are responsible for constraining the SA lifetime in
      this fashion.  Note: The details of how to handle the refreshing
      of keys when SAs expire is a local matter.  However, one
      reasonable approach is:

     (a) If byte count is used, then the implementation SHOULD count the
         number of bytes to which the IPsec cryptographic algorithm is
         applied.  For ESP, this is the encryption algorithm (including
         Null encryption) and for AH, this is the authentication
         algorithm.  This includes pad bytes, etc.  Note that
         implementations MUST be able to handle having the counters at
         the ends of an SA get out of synch, e.g., because of packet
         loss or because the implementations at each end of the SA



         aren't doing things the same way.

     (b) There SHOULD be two kinds of lifetime -- a soft lifetime that
         warns the implementation to initiate action such as setting up
         a replacement SA, and a hard lifetime when the current SA ends
         and is destroyed.

     (c) If the entire packet does not get delivered during the SA's
         lifetime, the packet SHOULD be discarded.

    o IPsec protocol mode: tunnel or transport.  Indicates which mode of
      AH or ESP is applied to traffic on this SA.
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    o Stateful fragment checking flag.  Indicates whether or not
      stateful fragment checking applies to this SA.

    o Bypass DF bit (T/F) -- applicable to tunnel mode SAs where both
      inner and outer headers are IPv4.

    o DSCP values -- the set of DSCP values allowed for packets carried
      over this SA.  If no values are specified, no DSCP-specific
      filtering is applied.  If one or more values are specified, these
      are used to select one SA among several that match the traffic
      selectors for an outbound packet.  Note that these values are NOT
      checked against inbound traffic arriving on the SA.

    o Bypass DSCP (T/F) or map to unprotected DSCP values (array) if
      needed to restrict bypass of DSCP values -- applicable to tunnel
      mode SAs.  This feature maps DSCP values from an inner header to
      values in an outer header, e.g., to address covert channel
      signaling concerns.

    o Path MTU: any observed path MTU and aging variables.

    o Tunnel header IP source and destination address -- both addresses
      must be either IPv4 or IPv6 addresses.  The version implies the
      type of IP header to be used.  Only used when the IPsec protocol
      mode is tunnel.

4.4.2.2.  Relationship between SPD, PFP flag, packet, and SAD

      For each selector, the following tables show the relationship
      between the value in the SPD, the PFP flag, the value in the
      triggering packet, and the resulting value in the SAD.  Note that
      the administrative interface for IPsec can use various syntactic
      options to make it easier for the administrator to enter rules.
      For example, although a list of ranges is what IKEv2 sends, it
      might be clearer and less error prone for the user to enter a
      single IP address or IP address prefix.
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                                        Value in
                                        Triggering   Resulting SAD
         Selector  SPD Entry        PFP Packet       Entry
         --------  ---------------- --- ------------ --------------
         loc addr  list of ranges    0  IP addr "S"  list of ranges
                   ANY               0  IP addr "S"  ANY
                   list of ranges    1  IP addr "S"  "S"
                   ANY               1  IP addr "S"  "S"

         rem addr  list of ranges    0  IP addr "D"  list of ranges
                   ANY               0  IP addr "D"  ANY
                   list of ranges    1  IP addr "D"  "D"
                   ANY               1  IP addr "D"  "D"

         protocol  list of prot's*   0  prot. "P"    list of prot's*
                   ANY**             0  prot. "P"    ANY
                   OPAQUE****        0  prot. "P"    OPAQUE

                   list of prot's*   0  not avail.   discard packet
                   ANY**             0  not avail.   ANY
                   OPAQUE****        0  not avail.   OPAQUE

                   list of prot's*   1  prot. "P"    "P"
                   ANY**             1  prot. "P"    "P"
                   OPAQUE****        1  prot. "P"    ***

                   list of prot's*   1  not avail.   discard packet
                   ANY**             1  not avail.   discard packet
                   OPAQUE****        1  not avail.   ***
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      If the protocol is one that has two ports, then there will be
      selectors for both Local and Remote ports.

                                        Value in
                                        Triggering   Resulting SAD
         Selector  SPD Entry        PFP Packet       Entry
         --------  ---------------- --- ------------ --------------
         loc port  list of ranges    0  src port "s" list of ranges
                   ANY               0  src port "s" ANY
                   OPAQUE            0  src port "s" OPAQUE

                   list of ranges    0  not avail.   discard packet
                   ANY               0  not avail.   ANY
                   OPAQUE            0  not avail.   OPAQUE

                   list of ranges    1  src port "s" "s"
                   ANY               1  src port "s" "s"
                   OPAQUE            1  src port "s" ***

                   list of ranges    1  not avail.   discard packet
                   ANY               1  not avail.   discard packet
                   OPAQUE            1  not avail.   ***

         rem port  list of ranges    0  dst port "d" list of ranges
                   ANY               0  dst port "d" ANY
                   OPAQUE            0  dst port "d" OPAQUE

                   list of ranges    0  not avail.   discard packet
                   ANY               0  not avail.   ANY
                   OPAQUE            0  not avail.   OPAQUE

                   list of ranges    1  dst port "d" "d"
                   ANY               1  dst port "d" "d"
                   OPAQUE            1  dst port "d" ***

                   list of ranges    1  not avail.   discard packet
                   ANY               1  not avail.   discard packet
                   OPAQUE            1  not avail.   ***
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      If the protocol is mobility header, then there will be a selector
      for mh type.

                                        Value in
                                        Triggering   Resulting SAD
         Selector  SPD Entry        PFP Packet       Entry
         --------  ---------------- --- ------------ --------------
         mh type   list of ranges    0  mh type "T"  list of ranges
                   ANY               0  mh type "T"  ANY
                   OPAQUE            0  mh type "T"  OPAQUE

                   list of ranges    0  not avail.   discard packet
                   ANY               0  not avail.   ANY
                   OPAQUE            0  not avail.   OPAQUE

                   list of ranges    1  mh type "T"  "T"
                   ANY               1  mh type "T"  "T"
                   OPAQUE            1  mh type "T"  ***

                   list of ranges    1  not avail.   discard packet
                   ANY               1  not avail.   discard packet
                   OPAQUE            1  not avail.   ***
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      If the protocol is ICMP, then there will be a 16-bit selector for
      ICMP type and ICMP code.  Note that the type and code are bound to
      each other, i.e., the codes apply to the particular type.  This
      16-bit selector can contain a single type and a range of codes, a



      single type and ANY code, and ANY type and ANY code.

                                         Value in
                                         Triggering   Resulting SAD
         Selector   SPD Entry        PFP Packet       Entry
         ---------  ---------------- --- ------------ --------------
         ICMP type  a single type &   0  type "t" &   single type &
         and code    range of codes        code "c"    range of codes
                    a single type &   0  type "t" &   single type &
                     ANY code              code "c"    ANY code
                    ANY type & ANY    0  type "t" &   ANY type &
                     code                  code "c"    ANY code
                    OPAQUE            0  type "t" &   OPAQUE
                                           code "c"

                    a single type &   0  not avail.   discard packet
                     range of codes
                    a single type &   0  not avail.   discard packet
                     ANY code
                    ANY type &        0  not avail.   ANY type &
                     ANY code                          ANY code
                    OPAQUE            0  not avail.   OPAQUE

                    a single type &   1  type "t" &   "t" and "c"
                     range of codes        code "c"
                    a single type &   1  type "t" &   "t" and "c"
                     ANY code              code "c"
                    ANY type &        1  type "t" &   "t" and "c"
                     ANY code              code "c"
                    OPAQUE            1  type "t" &   ***
                                           code "c"

                    a single type &   1  not avail.   discard packet
                     range of codes
                    a single type &   1  not avail.   discard packet
                     ANY code
                    ANY type &        1  not avail.   discard packet
                     ANY code
                    OPAQUE            1  not avail.   ***
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      If the name selector is used:

                                         Value in
                                         Triggering   Resulting SAD
         Selector   SPD Entry        PFP Packet       Entry
         ---------  ---------------- --- ------------ --------------
         name       list of user or  N/A     N/A           N/A
                    system names

            * "List of protocols" is the information, not the way



              that the SPD or SAD or IKEv2 have to represent this
              information.
           ** 0 (zero) is used by IKE to indicate ANY for
              protocol.
          *** Use of PFP=1 with an OPAQUE value is an error and
              SHOULD be prohibited by an IPsec implementation.
         **** The protocol field cannot be OPAQUE in IPv4.  This
              table entry applies only to IPv6.

4.4.3.  Peer Authorization Database (PAD)

   The Peer Authorization Database (PAD) provides the link between the
   SPD and a security association management protocol such as IKE.  It
   embodies several critical functions:

        o identifies the peers or groups of peers that are authorized
          to communicate with this IPsec entity
        o specifies the protocol and method used to authenticate each
          peer
        o provides the authentication data for each peer
        o constrains the types and values of IDs that can be asserted
          by a peer with regard to child SA creation, to ensure that the
          peer does not assert identities for lookup in the SPD that it
          is not authorized to represent, when child SAs are created
        o peer gateway location info, e.g., IP address(es) or DNS names,
          MAY be included for peers that are known to be "behind" a
          security gateway

   The PAD provides these functions for an IKE peer when the peer acts
   as either the initiator or the responder.

   To perform these functions, the PAD contains an entry for each peer
   or group of peers with which the IPsec entity will communicate.  An
   entry names an individual peer (a user, end system or security
   gateway) or specifies a group of peers (using ID matching rules
   defined below).  The entry specifies the authentication protocol
   (e.g., IKEv1, IKEv2, KINK) method used (e.g., certificates or pre-
   shared secrets) and the authentication data (e.g., the pre-shared
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   secret or the trust anchor relative to which the peer's certificate
   will be validated).  For certificate-based authentication, the entry
   also may provide information to assist in verifying the revocation
   status of the peer, e.g., a pointer to a CRL repository or the name
   of an Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) server associated
   with the peer or with the trust anchor associated with the peer.

   Each entry also specifies whether the IKE ID payload will be used as
   a symbolic name for SPD lookup, or whether the remote IP address
   provided in traffic selector payloads will be used for SPD lookups
   when child SAs are created.

   Note that the PAD information MAY be used to support creation of more
   than one tunnel mode SA at a time between two peers, e.g., two
   tunnels to protect the same addresses/hosts, but with different
   tunnel endpoints.



4.4.3.1.  PAD Entry IDs and Matching Rules

   The PAD is an ordered database, where the order is defined by an
   administrator (or a user in the case of a single-user end system).
   Usually, the same administrator will be responsible for both the PAD
   and SPD, since the two databases must be coordinated.  The ordering
   requirement for the PAD arises for the same reason as for the SPD,
   i.e., because use of "star name" entries allows for overlaps in the
   set of IKE IDs that could match a specific entry.

   Six types of IDs are supported for entries in the PAD, consistent
   with the symbolic name types and IP addresses used to identify SPD
   entries.  The ID for each entry acts as the index for the PAD, i.e.,
   it is the value used to select an entry.  All of these ID types can
   be used to match IKE ID payload types.  The six types are:

           o DNS name (specific or partial)
           o Distinguished Name (complete or sub-tree constrained)
           o RFC 822 email address (complete or partially qualified)
           o IPv4 address (range)
           o IPv6 address (range)
           o Key ID (exact match only)

   The first three name types can accommodate sub-tree matching as well
   as exact matches.  A DNS name may be fully qualified and thus match
   exactly one name, e.g., foo.example.com.  Alternatively, the name may
   encompass a group of peers by being partially specified, e.g., the
   string ".example.com" could be used to match any DNS name ending in
   these two domain name components.
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   Similarly, a Distinguished Name may specify a complete Distinguished
   Name to match exactly one entry, e.g., CN = Stephen, O = BBN
   Technologies, SP = MA, C = US.  Alternatively, an entry may encompass
   a group of peers by specifying a sub-tree, e.g., an entry of the form
   "C = US, SP = MA" might be used to match all DNs that contain these
   two attributes as the top two Relative Distinguished Names (RDNs).

   For an RFC 822 e-mail addresses, the same options exist.  A complete
   address such as foo@example.com matches one entity, but a sub-tree
   name such as "@example.com" could be used to match all the entities
   with names ending in those two domain names to the right of the @.

   The specific syntax used by an implementation to accommodate sub-tree
   matching for distinguished names, domain names or RFC 822 e-mail
   addresses is a local matter.  But, at a minimum, sub-tree matching of
   the sort described above MUST be supported. (Substring matching
   within a DN, DNS name, or RFC 822 address MAY be supported, but is
   not required.)

   For IPv4 and IPv6 addresses, the same address range syntax used for
   SPD entries MUST be supported.  This allows specification of an
   individual address (via a trivial range), an address prefix (by



   choosing a range that adheres to Classless Inter-Domain Routing
   (CIDR)-style prefixes), or an arbitrary address range.

   The Key ID field is defined as an OCTET string in IKE.  For this name
   type, only exact-match syntax MUST be supported (since there is no
   explicit structure for this ID type).  Additional matching functions
   MAY be supported for this ID type.

4.4.3.2.  IKE Peer Authentication Data

   Once an entry is located based on an ordered search of the PAD based
   on ID field matching, it is necessary to verify the asserted
   identity, i.e., to authenticate the asserted ID.  For each PAD entry,
   there is an indication of the type of authentication to be performed.
   This document requires support for two required authentication data
   types:

        - X.509 certificate
        - pre-shared secret

   For authentication based on an X.509 certificate, the PAD entry
   contains a trust anchor via which the end entity (EE) certificate for
   the peer must be verifiable, either directly or via a certificate
   path.  See RFC 3280 for the definition of a trust anchor.  An entry
   used with certificate-based authentication MAY include additional
   data to facilitate certificate revocation status, e.g., a list of
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   appropriate OCSP responders or CRL repositories, and associated
   authentication data.  For authentication based on a pre-shared
   secret, the PAD contains the pre-shared secret to be used by IKE.

   This document does not require that the IKE ID asserted by a peer be
   syntactically related to a specific field in an end entity
   certificate that is employed to authenticate the identity of that
   peer.  However, it often will be appropriate to impose such a
   requirement, e.g., when a single entry represents a set of peers each
   of whom may have a distinct SPD entry.  Thus, implementations MUST
   provide a means for an administrator to require a match between an
   asserted IKE ID and the subject name or subject alt name in a
   certificate.  The former is applicable to IKE IDs expressed as
   distinguished names; the latter is appropriate for DNS names, RFC 822
   e-mail addresses, and IP addresses.  Since KEY ID is intended for
   identifying a peer authenticated via a pre-shared secret, there is no
   requirement to match this ID type to a certificate field.

   See IKEv1 [HarCar98] and IKEv2 [Kau05] for details of how IKE
   performs peer authentication using certificates or pre-shared
   secrets.

   This document does not mandate support for any other authentication
   methods, although such methods MAY be employed.

4.4.3.3.  Child SA Authorization Data

   Once an IKE peer is authenticated, child SAs may be created.  Each



   PAD entry contains data to constrain the set of IDs that can be
   asserted by an IKE peer, for matching against the SPD.  Each PAD
   entry indicates whether the IKE ID is to be used as a symbolic name
   for SPD matching, or whether an IP address asserted in a traffic
   selector payload is to be used.

   If the entry indicates that the IKE ID is to be used, then the PAD
   entry ID field defines the authorized set of IDs.  If the entry
   indicates that child SAs traffic selectors are to be used, then an
   additional data element is required, in the form of IPv4 and/or IPv6
   address ranges. (A peer may be authorized for both address types, so
   there MUST be provision for both a v4 and a v6 address range.)

4.4.3.4.  How the PAD Is Used

   During the initial IKE exchange, the initiator and responder each
   assert their identity via the IKE ID payload and send an AUTH payload
   to verify the asserted identity.  One or more CERT payloads may be
   transmitted to facilitate the verification of each asserted identity.
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   When an IKE entity receives an IKE ID payload, it uses the asserted
   ID to locate an entry in the PAD, using the matching rules described
   above.  The PAD entry specifies the authentication method to be
   employed for the identified peer.  This ensures that the right method
   is used for each peer and that different methods can be used for
   different peers.  The entry also specifies the authentication data
   that will be used to verify the asserted identity.  This data is
   employed in conjunction with the specified method to authenticate the
   peer, before any CHILD SAs are created.

   Child SAs are created based on the exchange of traffic selector
   payloads, either at the end of the initial IKE exchange or in
   subsequent CREATE_CHILD_SA exchanges.  The PAD entry for the (now
   authenticated) IKE peer is used to constrain creation of child SAs;
   specifically, the PAD entry specifies how the SPD is searched using a
   traffic selector proposal from a peer.  There are two choices: either
   the IKE ID asserted by the peer is used to find an SPD entry via its
   symbolic name, or peer IP addresses asserted in traffic selector
   payloads are used for SPD lookups based on the remote IP address
   field portion of an SPD entry.  It is necessary to impose these
   constraints on creation of child SAs to prevent an authenticated peer
   from spoofing IDs associated with other, legitimate peers.

   Note that because the PAD is checked before searching for an SPD
   entry, this safeguard protects an initiator against spoofing attacks.
   For example, assume that IKE A receives an outbound packet destined
   for IP address X, a host served by a security gateway.  RFC 2401
   [RFC2401] and this document do not specify how A determines the
   address of the IKE peer serving X.  However, any peer contacted by A
   as the presumed representative for X must be registered in the PAD in
   order to allow the IKE exchange to be authenticated.  Moreover, when
   the authenticated peer asserts that it represents X in its traffic
   selector exchange, the PAD will be consulted to determine if the peer
   in question is authorized to represent X.  Thus, the PAD provides a



   binding of address ranges (or name sub-spaces) to peers, to counter
   such attacks.

4.5.  SA and Key Management

   All IPsec implementations MUST support both manual and automated SA
   and cryptographic key management.  The IPsec protocols, AH and ESP,
   are largely independent of the associated SA management techniques,
   although the techniques involved do affect some of the security
   services offered by the protocols.  For example, the optional
   anti-replay service available for AH and ESP requires automated SA
   management.  Moreover, the granularity of key distribution employed
   with IPsec determines the granularity of authentication provided.  In
   general, data origin authentication in AH and ESP is limited by the
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   extent to which secrets used with the integrity algorithm (or with a
   key management protocol that creates such secrets) are shared among
   multiple possible sources.

   The following text describes the minimum requirements for both types
   of SA management.

4.5.1.  Manual Techniques

   The simplest form of management is manual management, in which a
   person manually configures each system with keying material and SA
   management data relevant to secure communication with other systems.
   Manual techniques are practical in small, static environments but
   they do not scale well.  For example, a company could create a
   virtual private network (VPN) using IPsec in security gateways at
   several sites.  If the number of sites is small, and since all the
   sites come under the purview of a single administrative domain, this
   might be a feasible context for manual management techniques.  In
   this case, the security gateway might selectively protect traffic to
   and from other sites within the organization using a manually
   configured key, while not protecting traffic for other destinations.
   It also might be appropriate when only selected communications need
   to be secured.  A similar argument might apply to use of IPsec
   entirely within an organization for a small number of hosts and/or
   gateways.  Manual management techniques often employ statically
   configured, symmetric keys, though other options also exist.

4.5.2.  Automated SA and Key Management

   Widespread deployment and use of IPsec requires an Internet-standard,
   scalable, automated, SA management protocol.  Such support is
   required to facilitate use of the anti-replay features of AH and ESP,
   and to accommodate on-demand creation of SAs, e.g., for user- and
   session-oriented keying.  (Note that the notion of "rekeying" an SA
   actually implies creation of a new SA with a new SPI, a process that
   generally implies use of an automated SA/key management protocol.)

   The default automated key management protocol selected for use with
   IPsec is IKEv2 [Kau05].  This document assumes the availability of
   certain functions from the key management protocol that are not



   supported by IKEv1.  Other automated SA management protocols MAY be
   employed.

   When an automated SA/key management protocol is employed, the output
   from this protocol is used to generate multiple keys for a single SA.
   This also occurs because distinct keys are used for each of the two
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   SAs created by IKE.  If both integrity and confidentiality are
   employed, then a minimum of four keys are required.  Additionally,
   some cryptographic algorithms may require multiple keys, e.g., 3DES.

   The Key Management System may provide a separate string of bits for
   each key or it may generate one string of bits from which all keys
   are extracted.  If a single string of bits is provided, care needs to
   be taken to ensure that the parts of the system that map the string
   of bits to the required keys do so in the same fashion at both ends
   of the SA.  To ensure that the IPsec implementations at each end of
   the SA use the same bits for the same keys, and irrespective of which
   part of the system divides the string of bits into individual keys,
   the encryption keys MUST be taken from the first (left-most,
   high-order) bits and the integrity keys MUST be taken from the
   remaining bits.  The number of bits for each key is defined in the
   relevant cryptographic algorithm specification RFC.  In the case of
   multiple encryption keys or multiple integrity keys, the
   specification for the cryptographic algorithm must specify the order
   in which they are to be selected from a single string of bits
   provided to the cryptographic algorithm.

4.5.3.  Locating a Security Gateway

   This section discusses issues relating to how a host learns about the
   existence of relevant security gateways and, once a host has
   contacted these security gateways, how it knows that these are the
   correct security gateways.  The details of where the required
   information is stored is a local matter, but the Peer Authorization
   Database (PAD) described in Section 4.4 is the most likely candidate.
   (Note: S* indicates a system that is running IPsec, e.g., SH1 and SG2
   below.)

   Consider a situation in which a remote host (SH1) is using the
   Internet to gain access to a server or other machine (H2) and there
   is a security gateway (SG2), e.g., a firewall, through which H1's
   traffic must pass.  An example of this situation would be a mobile
   host crossing the Internet to his home organization's firewall (SG2).
   This situation raises several issues:

   1. How does SH1 know/learn about the existence of the security
      gateway SG2?

   2. How does it authenticate SG2, and once it has authenticated SG2,
      how does it confirm that SG2 has been authorized to represent H2?

   3. How does SG2 authenticate SH1 and verify that SH1 is authorized to



      contact H2?
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   4. How does SH1 know/learn about any additional gateways that provide
      alternate paths to H2?

   To address these problems, an IPsec-supporting host or security
   gateway MUST have an administrative interface that allows the
   user/administrator to configure the address of one or more security
   gateways for ranges of destination addresses that require its use.
   This includes the ability to configure information for locating and
   authenticating one or more security gateways and verifying the
   authorization of these gateways to represent the destination host.
   (The authorization function is implied in the PAD.) This document
   does not address the issue of how to automate the
   discovery/verification of security gateways.

4.6.  SAs and Multicast

   The receiver-orientation of the SA implies that, in the case of
   unicast traffic, the destination system will select the SPI value.
   By having the destination select the SPI value, there is no potential
   for manually configured SAs to conflict with automatically configured
   (e.g., via a key management protocol) SAs or for SAs from multiple
   sources to conflict with each other.  For multicast traffic, there
   are multiple destination systems associated with a single SA.  So
   some system or person will need to coordinate among all multicast
   groups to select an SPI or SPIs on behalf of each multicast group and
   then communicate the group's IPsec information to all of the
   legitimate members of that multicast group via mechanisms not defined
   here.

   Multiple senders to a multicast group SHOULD use a single Security
   Association (and hence SPI) for all traffic to that group when a
   symmetric key encryption or integrity algorithm is employed.  In such
   circumstances, the receiver knows only that the message came from a
   system possessing the key for that multicast group.  In such
   circumstances, a receiver generally will not be able to authenticate
   which system sent the multicast traffic.  Specifications for other,
   more general multicast approaches are deferred to the IETF Multicast
   Security Working Group.

5.  IP Traffic Processing

   As mentioned in Section 4.4.1, "The Security Policy Database (SPD)",
   the SPD (or associated caches) MUST be consulted during the
   processing of all traffic that crosses the IPsec protection boundary,
   including IPsec management traffic.  If no policy is found in the SPD
   that matches a packet (for either inbound or outbound traffic), the
   packet MUST be discarded.  To simplify processing, and to allow for
   very fast SA lookups (for SG/BITS/BITW), this document introduces the
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   notion of an SPD cache for all outbound traffic (SPD-O plus SPD-S),
   and a cache for inbound, non-IPsec-protected traffic (SPD-I).  (As
   mentioned earlier, the SAD acts as a cache for checking the selectors
   of inbound IPsec-protected traffic arriving on SAs.) There is
   nominally one cache per SPD.  For the purposes of this specification,
   it is assumed that each cached entry will map to exactly one SA.
   Note, however, exceptions arise when one uses multiple SAs to carry
   traffic of different priorities (e.g., as indicated by distinct DSCP
   values) but the same selectors.  Note also, that there are a couple
   of situations in which the SAD can have entries for SAs that do not
   have corresponding entries in the SPD.  Since this document does not
   mandate that the SAD be selectively cleared when the SPD is changed,
   SAD entries can remain when the SPD entries that created them are
   changed or deleted.  Also, if a manually keyed SA is created, there
   could be an SAD entry for this SA that does not correspond to any SPD
   entry.

   Since SPD entries may overlap, one cannot safely cache these entries
   in general.  Simple caching might result in a match against a cache
   entry, whereas an ordered search of the SPD would have resulted in a
   match against a different entry.  But, if the SPD entries are first
   decorrelated, then the resulting entries can safely be cached.  Each
   cached entry will indicate that matching traffic should be bypassed
   or discarded, appropriately. (Note: The original SPD entry might
   result in multiple SAs, e.g., because of PFP.) Unless otherwise
   noted, all references below to the "SPD" or "SPD cache" or "cache"
   are to a decorrelated SPD (SPD-I, SPD-O, SPD-S) or the SPD cache
   containing entries from the decorrelated SPD.

   Note: In a host IPsec implementation based on sockets, the SPD will
   be consulted whenever a new socket is created to determine what, if
   any, IPsec processing will be applied to the traffic that will flow
   on that socket.  This provides an implicit caching mechanism, and the
   portions of the preceding discussion that address caching can be
   ignored in such implementations.

   Note: It is assumed that one starts with a correlated SPD because
   that is how users and administrators are accustomed to managing these
   sorts of access control lists or firewall filter rules.  Then the
   decorrelation algorithm is applied to build a list of cache-able SPD
   entries.  The decorrelation is invisible at the management interface.

   For inbound IPsec traffic, the SAD entry selected by the SPI serves
   as the cache for the selectors to be matched against arriving IPsec
   packets, after AH or ESP processing has been performed.
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5.1.  Outbound IP Traffic Processing (protected-to-unprotected)



   First consider the path for traffic entering the implementation via a
   protected interface and exiting via an unprotected interface.

                          Unprotected Interface
                                   ^
                                   |
            (nested SAs)      +----------+
           -------------------|Forwarding|<-----+
           |                  +----------+      |
           |                        ^           |
           |                        | BYPASS    |
           V                     +-----+        |
       +-------+                 | SPD |     +--------+
    ...| SPD-I |.................|Cache|.....|PROCESS |...IPsec
       |  (*)  |                 | (*) |---->|(AH/ESP)|   boundary
       +-------+                 +-----+     +--------+
           |        +-------+     /  ^
           |        |DISCARD| <--/   |
           |        +-------+        |
           |                         |
           |                 +-------------+
           |---------------->|SPD Selection|
                             +-------------+
                                    ^
                                    |     +------+
                                    |  -->| ICMP |
                                    | /   +------+
                                    |/
                                    |
                                    |
                            Protected Interface

         Figure 2.  Processing Model for Outbound Traffic
                    (*) = The SPD caches are shown here.  If there
                          is a cache miss, then the SPD is checked.
                          There is no requirement that an
                          implementation buffer the packet if
                          there is a cache miss.
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   IPsec MUST perform the following steps when processing outbound
   packets:

   1.  When a packet arrives from the subscriber (protected) interface,
       invoke the SPD selection function to obtain the SPD-ID needed to
       choose the appropriate SPD. (If the implementation uses only one
       SPD, this step is a no-op.)



   2.  Match the packet headers against the cache for the SPD specified
       by the SPD-ID from step 1.  Note that this cache contains entries
       from SPD-O and SPD-S.

   3a. If there is a match, then process the packet as specified by the
       matching cache entry, i.e., BYPASS, DISCARD, or PROTECT using AH
       or ESP.  If IPsec processing is applied, there is a link from the
       SPD cache entry to the relevant SAD entry (specifying the mode,
       cryptographic algorithms, keys, SPI, PMTU, etc.).  IPsec
       processing is as previously defined, for tunnel or transport
       modes and for AH or ESP, as specified in their respective RFCs
       [Ken05b, Ken05a].  Note that the SA PMTU value, plus the value of
       the stateful fragment checking flag (and the DF bit in the IP
       header of the outbound packet) determine whether the packet can
       (must) be fragmented prior to or after IPsec processing, or if it
       must be discarded and an ICMP PMTU message is sent.

   3b. If no match is found in the cache, search the SPD (SPD-S and
       SPD-O parts) specified by SPD-ID.  If the SPD entry calls for
       BYPASS or DISCARD, create one or more new outbound SPD cache
       entries and if BYPASS, create one or more new inbound SPD cache
       entries. (More than one cache entry may be created since a
       decorrelated SPD entry may be linked to other such entries that
       were created as a side effect of the decorrelation process.) If
       the SPD entry calls for PROTECT, i.e., creation of an SA, the key
       management mechanism (e.g., IKEv2) is invoked to create the SA.
       If SA creation succeeds, a new outbound (SPD-S) cache entry is
       created, along with outbound and inbound SAD entries, otherwise
       the packet is discarded. (A packet that triggers an SPD lookup
       MAY be discarded by the implementation, or it MAY be processed
       against the newly created cache entry, if one is created.)  Since
       SAs are created in pairs, an SAD entry for the corresponding
       inbound SA also is created, and it contains the selector values
       derived from the SPD entry (and packet, if any PFP flags were
       "true") used to create the inbound SA, for use in checking
       inbound traffic delivered via the SA.

   4.  The packet is passed to the outbound forwarding function
       (operating outside of the IPsec implementation), to select the
       interface to which the packet will be directed.  This function
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       may cause the packet to be passed back across the IPsec boundary,
       for additional IPsec processing, e.g., in support of nested SAs.
       If so, there MUST be an entry in SPD-I database that permits
       inbound bypassing of the packet, otherwise the packet will be
       discarded.  If necessary, i.e., if there is more than one SPD-I,
       the traffic being looped back MAY be tagged as coming from this
       internal interface.  This would allow the use of a different
       SPD-I for "real" external traffic vs. looped traffic, if needed.

   Note: With the exception of IPv4 and IPv6 transport mode, an SG,
   BITS, or BITW implementation MAY fragment packets before applying
   IPsec. (This applies only to IPv4.  For IPv6 packets, only the
   originator is allowed to fragment them.) The device SHOULD have a
   configuration setting to disable this.  The resulting fragments are



   evaluated against the SPD in the normal manner.  Thus, fragments not
   containing port numbers (or ICMP message type and code, or Mobility
   Header type) will only match rules having port (or ICMP message type
   and code, or MH type) selectors of OPAQUE or ANY. (See Section 7 for
   more details.)

   Note: With regard to determining and enforcing the PMTU of an SA, the
   IPsec system MUST follow the steps described in Section 8.2.

5.1.1.  Handling an Outbound Packet That Must Be Discarded

   If an IPsec system receives an outbound packet that it finds it must
   discard, it SHOULD be capable of generating and sending an ICMP
   message to indicate to the sender of the outbound packet that the
   packet was discarded.  The type and code of the ICMP message will
   depend on the reason for discarding the packet, as specified below.
   The reason SHOULD be recorded in the audit log.  The audit log entry
   for this event SHOULD include the reason, current date/time, and the
   selector values from the packet.

   a.  The selectors of the packet matched an SPD entry requiring the
       packet to be discarded.

           IPv4 Type = 3 (destination unreachable) Code = 13
                (Communication Administratively Prohibited)

           IPv6 Type = 1 (destination unreachable) Code = 1
                (Communication with destination administratively
                prohibited)

   b1. The IPsec system successfully reached the remote peer but was
       unable to negotiate the SA required by the SPD entry matching the
       packet because, for example, the remote peer is administratively
       prohibited from communicating with the initiator, the initiating
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       peer was unable to authenticate itself to the remote peer, the
       remote peer was unable to authenticate itself to the initiating
       peer, or the SPD at the remote peer did not have a suitable
       entry.

           IPv4 Type = 3 (destination unreachable) Code = 13
                (Communication Administratively Prohibited)

           IPv6 Type = 1 (destination unreachable) Code = 1
                (Communication with destination administratively
                prohibited)

   b2. The IPsec system was unable to set up the SA required by the SPD
       entry matching the packet because the IPsec peer at the other end
       of the exchange could not be contacted.

           IPv4 Type = 3 (destination unreachable) Code = 1 (host
                unreachable)

           IPv6 Type = 1 (destination unreachable) Code = 3 (address



                unreachable)

   Note that an attacker behind a security gateway could send packets
   with a spoofed source address, W.X.Y.Z, to an IPsec entity causing it
   to send ICMP messages to W.X.Y.Z.  This creates an opportunity for a
   denial of service (DoS) attack among hosts behind a security gateway.
   To address this, a security gateway SHOULD include a management
   control to allow an administrator to configure an IPsec
   implementation to send or not send the ICMP messages under these
   circumstances, and if this facility is selected, to rate limit the
   transmission of such ICMP responses.

5.1.2.  Header Construction for Tunnel Mode

   This section describes the handling of the inner and outer IP
   headers, extension headers, and options for AH and ESP tunnels, with
   regard to outbound traffic processing.  This includes how to
   construct the encapsulating (outer) IP header, how to process fields
   in the inner IP header, and what other actions should be taken for
   outbound, tunnel mode traffic.  The general processing described here
   is modeled after RFC 2003, "IP Encapsulation within IP" [Per96]:

    o The outer IP header Source Address and Destination Address
      identify the "endpoints" of the tunnel (the encapsulator and
      decapsulator).  The inner IP header Source Address and Destination
      Addresses identify the original sender and recipient of the
      datagram (from the perspective of this tunnel), respectively.
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      (See footnote 3 after the table in 5.1.2.1 for more details on the
      encapsulating source IP address.)

    o The inner IP header is not changed except as noted below for TTL
      (or Hop Limit) and the DS/ECN Fields.  The inner IP header
      otherwise remains unchanged during its delivery to the tunnel exit
      point.

    o No change to IP options or extension headers in the inner header
      occurs during delivery of the encapsulated datagram through the
      tunnel.

   Note: IPsec tunnel mode is different from IP-in-IP tunneling (RFC
   2003 [Per96]) in several ways:

    o IPsec offers certain controls to a security administrator to
      manage covert channels (which would not normally be a concern for
      tunneling) and to ensure that the receiver examines the right
      portions of the received packet with respect to application of
      access controls.  An IPsec implementation MAY be configurable with
      regard to how it processes the outer DS field for tunnel mode for
      transmitted packets.  For outbound traffic, one configuration
      setting for the outer DS field will operate as described in the
      following sections on IPv4 and IPv6 header processing for IPsec
      tunnels.  Another will allow the outer DS field to be mapped to a
      fixed value, which MAY be configured on a per-SA basis. (The value



      might really be fixed for all traffic outbound from a device, but
      per-SA granularity allows that as well.) This configuration option
      allows a local administrator to decide whether the covert channel
      provided by copying these bits outweighs the benefits of copying.

    o IPsec describes how to handle ECN or DS and provides the ability
      to control propagation of changes in these fields between
      unprotected and protected domains.  In general, propagation from a
      protected to an unprotected domain is a covert channel and thus
      controls are provided to manage the bandwidth of this channel.
      Propagation of ECN values in the other direction are controlled so
      that only legitimate ECN changes (indicating occurrence of
      congestion between the tunnel endpoints) are propagated.  By
      default, DS propagation from an unprotected domain to a protected
      domain is not permitted.  However, if the sender and receiver do
      not share the same DS code space, and the receiver has no way of
      learning how to map between the two spaces, then it may be
      appropriate to deviate from the default.  Specifically, an IPsec
      implementation MAY be configurable in terms of how it processes
      the outer DS field for tunnel mode for received packets.  It may
      be configured to either discard the outer DS value (the default)
      OR to overwrite the inner DS field with the outer DS field.  If
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      offered, the discard vs. overwrite behavior MAY be configured on a
      per-SA basis.  This configuration option allows a local
      administrator to decide whether the vulnerabilities created by
      copying these bits outweigh the benefits of copying.  See
      [RFC2983] for further information on when each of these behaviors
      may be useful, and also for the possible need for diffserv traffic
      conditioning prior or subsequent to IPsec processing (including
      tunnel decapsulation).

    o IPsec allows the IP version of the encapsulating header to be
      different from that of the inner header.

   The tables in the following sub-sections show the handling for the
   different header/option fields ("constructed" means that the value in
   the outer field is constructed independently of the value in the
   inner).

5.1.2.1.  IPv4: Header Construction for Tunnel Mode

                         <-- How Outer Hdr Relates to Inner Hdr -->
                         Outer Hdr at                 Inner Hdr at
    IPv4                 Encapsulator                 Decapsulator
      Header fields:     --------------------         ------------
        version          4 (1)                        no change
        header length    constructed                  no change
        DS Field         copied from inner hdr (5)    no change
        ECN Field        copied from inner hdr        constructed (6)
        total length     constructed                  no change
        ID               constructed                  no change
        flags (DF,MF)    constructed, DF (4)          no change
        fragment offset  constructed                  no change
        TTL              constructed (2)              decrement (2)



        protocol         AH, ESP                      no change
        checksum         constructed                  constructed (2)(6)
        src address      constructed (3)              no change
        dest address     constructed (3)              no change
      Options            never copied                 no change

    Notes:

      (1) The IP version in the encapsulating header can be different
          from the value in the inner header.

      (2) The TTL in the inner header is decremented by the encapsulator
          prior to forwarding and by the decapsulator if it forwards the
          packet.  (The IPv4 checksum changes when the TTL changes.)
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          Note: Decrementing the TTL value is a normal part of
          forwarding a packet.  Thus, a packet originating from the same
          node as the encapsulator does not have its TTL decremented,
          since the sending node is originating the packet rather than
          forwarding it.  This applies to BITS and native IPsec
          implementations in hosts and routers.  However, the IPsec
          processing model includes an external forwarding capability.
          TTL processing can be used to prevent looping of packets,
          e.g., due to configuration errors, within the context of this
          processing model.

      (3) Local and Remote addresses depend on the SA, which is used to
          determine the Remote address, which in turn determines which
          Local address (net interface) is used to forward the packet.

          Note: For multicast traffic, the destination address, or
          source and destination addresses, may be required for
          demuxing.  In that case, it is important to ensure consistency
          over the lifetime of the SA by ensuring that the source
          address that appears in the encapsulating tunnel header is the
          same as the one that was negotiated during the SA
          establishment process.  There is an exception to this general
          rule, i.e., a mobile IPsec implementation will update its
          source address as it moves.

      (4) Configuration determines whether to copy from the inner header
          (IPv4 only), clear, or set the DF.

      (5) If the packet will immediately enter a domain for which the
          DSCP value in the outer header is not appropriate, that value
          MUST be mapped to an appropriate value for the domain
          [NiBlBaBL98].  See RFC 2475 [BBCDWW98] for further
          information.

      (6) If the ECN field in the inner header is set to ECT(0) or
          ECT(1), where ECT is ECN-Capable Transport (ECT), and if the
          ECN field in the outer header is set to Congestion Experienced
          (CE), then set the ECN field in the inner header to CE;



          otherwise, make no change to the ECN field in the inner
          header.  (The IPv4 checksum changes when the ECN changes.)

   Note: IPsec does not copy the options from the inner header into the
   outer header, nor does IPsec construct the options in the outer
   header.  However, post-IPsec code MAY insert/construct options for
   the outer header.
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5.1.2.2.  IPv6: Header Construction for Tunnel Mode

                         <-- How Outer Hdr  Relates Inner Hdr --->
                         Outer Hdr at                 Inner Hdr at
    IPv6                 Encapsulator                 Decapsulator
      Header fields:     --------------------         ------------
        version          6 (1)                        no change
        DS Field         copied from inner hdr (5)    no change (9)
        ECN Field        copied from inner hdr        constructed (6)
        flow label       copied or configured (8)     no change
        payload length   constructed                  no change
        next header      AH,ESP,routing hdr           no change
        hop limit        constructed (2)              decrement (2)
        src address      constructed (3)              no change
        dest address     constructed (3)              no change
      Extension headers  never copied (7)             no change

    Notes:

      (1) - (6) See Section 5.1.2.1.

      (7) IPsec does not copy the extension headers from the inner
          packet into outer headers, nor does IPsec construct extension
          headers in the outer header.  However, post-IPsec code MAY
          insert/construct extension headers for the outer header.

      (8) See [RaCoCaDe04].  Copying is acceptable only for end systems,
          not SGs.  If an SG copied flow labels from the inner header to
          the outer header, collisions might result.

      (9) An implementation MAY choose to provide a facility to pass the
          DS value from the outer header to the inner header, on a per-
          SA basis, for received tunnel mode packets.  The motivation
          for providing this feature is to accommodate situations in
          which the DS code space at the receiver is different from that
          of the sender and the receiver has no way of knowing how to
          translate from the sender's space.  There is a danger in
          copying this value from the outer header to the inner header,
          since it enables an attacker to modify the outer DSCP value in
          a fashion that may adversely affect other traffic at the
          receiver.  Hence the default behavior for IPsec
          implementations is NOT to permit such copying.

5.2.  Processing Inbound IP Traffic (unprotected-to-protected)



   Inbound processing is somewhat different from outbound processing,
   because of the use of SPIs to map IPsec-protected traffic to SAs.
   The inbound SPD cache (SPD-I) is applied only to bypassed or
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   discarded traffic.  If an arriving packet appears to be an IPsec
   fragment from an unprotected interface, reassembly is performed prior
   to IPsec processing.  The intent for any SPD cache is that a packet
   that fails to match any entry is then referred to the corresponding
   SPD.  Every SPD SHOULD have a nominal, final entry that catches
   anything that is otherwise unmatched, and discards it.  This ensures
   that non-IPsec-protected traffic that arrives and does not match any
   SPD-I entry will be discarded.

                      Unprotected Interface
                                |
                                V
                             +-----+   IPsec protected
         ------------------->|Demux|-------------------+
         |                   +-----+                   |
         |                      |                      |
         |            Not IPsec |                      |
         |                      |                      |
         |                      V                      |
         |     +-------+    +---------+                |
         |     |DISCARD|<---|SPD-I (*)|                |
         |     +-------+    +---------+                |
         |                   |                         |
         |                   |-----+                   |
         |                   |     |                   |
         |                   |     V                   |
         |                   |  +------+               |
         |                   |  | ICMP |               |
         |                   |  +------+               |
         |                   |                         V
      +---------+            |                   +-----------+
  ....|SPD-O (*)|............|...................|PROCESS(**)|...IPsec
      +---------+            |                   | (AH/ESP)  | Boundary
         ^                   |                   +-----------+
         |                   |       +---+             |
         |            BYPASS |   +-->|IKE|             |
         |                   |   |   +---+             |
         |                   V   |                     V
         |               +----------+          +---------+   +----+
         |--------<------|Forwarding|<---------|SAD Check|-->|ICMP|
           nested SAs    +----------+          | (***)   |   +----+
                               |               +---------+
                               V
                       Protected Interface

            Figure 3.  Processing Model for Inbound Traffic
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                       (*) = The caches are shown here.  If there is
                             a cache miss, then the SPD is checked.
                             There is no requirement that an
                             implementation buffer the packet if
                             there is a cache miss.
                      (**) = This processing includes using the
                             packet's SPI, etc., to look up the SA
                             in the SAD, which forms a cache of the
                             SPD for inbound packets (except for
                             cases noted in Sections 4.4.2 and 5).
                             See step 3a below.
                     (***) = This SAD check refers to step 4 below.

   Prior to performing AH or ESP processing, any IP fragments that
   arrive via the unprotected interface are reassembled (by IP).  Each
   inbound IP datagram to which IPsec processing will be applied is
   identified by the appearance of the AH or ESP values in the IP Next
   Protocol field (or of AH or ESP as a next layer protocol in the IPv6
   context).

   IPsec MUST perform the following steps:

   1.  When a packet arrives, it may be tagged with the ID of the
       interface (physical or virtual) via which it arrived, if
       necessary, to support multiple SPDs and associated SPD-I caches.
       (The interface ID is mapped to a corresponding SPD-ID.)

   2.  The packet is examined and demuxed into one of two categories:
       - If the packet appears to be IPsec protected and it is addressed
         to this device, an attempt is made to map it to an active SA
         via the SAD.  Note that the device may have multiple IP
         addresses that may be used in the SAD lookup, e.g., in the case
         of protocols such as SCTP.
       - Traffic not addressed to this device, or addressed to this
         device and not AH or ESP, is directed to SPD-I lookup. (This
         implies that IKE traffic MUST have an explicit BYPASS entry in
         the SPD.) If multiple SPDs are employed, the tag assigned to
         the packet in step 1 is used to select the appropriate SPD-I
         (and cache) to search.  SPD-I lookup determines whether the
         action is DISCARD or BYPASS.

   3a. If the packet is addressed to the IPsec device and AH or ESP is
       specified as the protocol, the packet is looked up in the SAD.
       For unicast traffic, use only the SPI (or SPI plus protocol).
       For multicast traffic, use the SPI plus the destination or SPI
       plus destination and source addresses, as specified in Section
       4.1. In either case (unicast or multicast), if there is no match,
       discard the traffic.  This is an auditable event.  The audit log
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       entry for this event SHOULD include the current date/time, SPI,
       source and destination of the packet, IPsec protocol, and any
       other selector values of the packet that are available.  If the
       packet is found in the SAD, process it accordingly (see step 4).

   3b. If the packet is not addressed to the device or is addressed to
       this device and is not AH or ESP, look up the packet header in
       the (appropriate) SPD-I cache.  If there is a match and the
       packet is to be discarded or bypassed, do so.  If there is no
       cache match, look up the packet in the corresponding SPD-I and
       create a cache entry as appropriate. (No SAs are created in
       response to receipt of a packet that requires IPsec protection;
       only BYPASS or DISCARD cache entries can be created this way.) If
       there is no match, discard the traffic.  This is an auditable
       event.  The audit log entry for this event SHOULD include the
       current date/time, SPI if available, IPsec protocol if available,
       source and destination of the packet, and any other selector
       values of the packet that are available.

   3c. Processing of ICMP messages is assumed to take place on the
       unprotected side of the IPsec boundary.  Unprotected ICMP
       messages are examined and local policy is applied to determine
       whether to accept or reject these messages and, if accepted, what
       action to take as a result.  For example, if an ICMP unreachable
       message is received, the implementation must decide whether to
       act on it, reject it, or act on it with constraints. (See Section
       6.)

   4.  Apply AH or ESP processing as specified, using the SAD entry
       selected in step 3a above.  Then match the packet against the
       inbound selectors identified by the SAD entry to verify that the
       received packet is appropriate for the SA via which it was
       received.

   5.  If an IPsec system receives an inbound packet on an SA and the
       packet's header fields are not consistent with the selectors for
       the SA, it MUST discard the packet.  This is an auditable event.
       The audit log entry for this event SHOULD include the current
       date/time, SPI, IPsec protocol(s), source and destination of the
       packet, any other selector values of the packet that are
       available, and the selector values from the relevant SAD entry.
       The system SHOULD also be capable of generating and sending an
       IKE notification of INVALID_SELECTORS to the sender (IPsec peer),
       indicating that the received packet was discarded because of
       failure to pass selector checks.
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   To minimize the impact of a DoS attack, or a mis-configured peer, the
   IPsec system SHOULD include a management control to allow an
   administrator to configure the IPsec implementation to send or not
   send this IKE notification, and if this facility is selected, to rate
   limit the transmission of such notifications.



   After traffic is bypassed or processed through IPsec, it is handed to
   the inbound forwarding function for disposition.  This function may
   cause the packet to be sent (outbound) across the IPsec boundary for
   additional inbound IPsec processing, e.g., in support of nested SAs.
   If so, then as with ALL outbound traffic that is to be bypassed, the
   packet MUST be matched against an SPD-O entry.  Ultimately, the
   packet should be forwarded to the destination host or process for
   disposition.

6.  ICMP Processing

   This section describes IPsec handling of ICMP traffic.  There are two
   categories of ICMP traffic: error messages (e.g., type = destination
   unreachable) and non-error messages (e.g., type = echo).  This
   section applies exclusively to error messages.  Disposition of
   non-error, ICMP messages (that are not addressed to the IPsec
   implementation itself) MUST be explicitly accounted for using SPD
   entries.

   The discussion in this section applies to ICMPv6 as well as to
   ICMPv4.  Also, a mechanism SHOULD be provided to allow an
   administrator to cause ICMP error messages (selected, all, or none)
   to be logged as an aid to problem diagnosis.

6.1.  Processing ICMP Error Messages Directed to an IPsec Implementation

6.1.1.  ICMP Error Messages Received on the Unprotected Side of the
        Boundary

   Figure 3 in Section 5.2 shows a distinct ICMP processing module on
   the unprotected side of the IPsec boundary, for processing ICMP
   messages (error or otherwise) that are addressed to the IPsec device
   and that are not protected via AH or ESP.  An ICMP message of this
   sort is unauthenticated, and its processing may result in denial or
   degradation of service.  This suggests that, in general, it would be
   desirable to ignore such messages.  However, many ICMP messages will
   be received by hosts or security gateways from unauthenticated
   sources, e.g., routers in the public Internet.  Ignoring these ICMP
   messages can degrade service, e.g., because of a failure to process
   PMTU message and redirection messages.  Thus, there is also a
   motivation for accepting and acting upon unauthenticated ICMP
   messages.
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   To accommodate both ends of this spectrum, a compliant IPsec
   implementation MUST permit a local administrator to configure an
   IPsec implementation to accept or reject unauthenticated ICMP
   traffic.  This control MUST be at the granularity of ICMP type and
   MAY be at the granularity of ICMP type and code.  Additionally, an
   implementation SHOULD incorporate mechanisms and parameters for
   dealing with such traffic.  For example, there could be the ability
   to establish a minimum PMTU for traffic (on a per destination basis),
   to prevent receipt of an unauthenticated ICMP from setting the PMTU
   to a trivial size.

   If an ICMP PMTU message passes the checks above and the system is



   configured to accept it, then there are two possibilities.  If the
   implementation applies fragmentation on the ciphertext side of the
   boundary, then the accepted PMTU information is passed to the
   forwarding module (outside of the IPsec implementation), which uses
   it to manage outbound packet fragmentation.  If the implementation is
   configured to effect plaintext side fragmentation, then the PMTU
   information is passed to the plaintext side and processed as
   described in Section 8.2.

6.1.2.  ICMP Error Messages Received on the Protected Side of the
        Boundary

   These ICMP messages are not authenticated, but they do come from
   sources on the protected side of the IPsec boundary.  Thus, these
   messages generally are viewed as more "trustworthy" than their
   counterparts arriving from sources on the unprotected side of the
   boundary.  The major security concern here is that a compromised host
   or router might emit erroneous ICMP error messages that could degrade
   service for other devices "behind" the security gateway, or that
   could even result in violations of confidentiality.  For example, if
   a bogus ICMP redirect were consumed by a security gateway, it could
   cause the forwarding table on the protected side of the boundary to
   be modified so as to deliver traffic to an inappropriate destination
   "behind" the gateway.  Thus, implementers MUST provide controls to
   allow local administrators to constrain the processing of ICMP error
   messages received on the protected side of the boundary, and directed
   to the IPsec implementation.  These controls are of the same type as
   those employed on the unprotected side, described above in Section
   6.1.1.

6.2.  Processing Protected, Transit ICMP Error Messages

   When an ICMP error message is transmitted via an SA to a device
   "behind" an IPsec implementation, both the payload and the header of
   the ICMP message require checking from an access control perspective.
   If one of these messages is forwarded to a host behind a security
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   gateway, the receiving host IP implementation will make decisions
   based on the payload, i.e., the header of the packet that purportedly
   triggered the error response.  Thus, an IPsec implementation MUST be
   configurable to check that this payload header information is
   consistent with the SA via which it arrives. (This means that the
   payload header, with source and destination address and port fields
   reversed, matches the traffic selectors for the SA.) If this sort of
   check is not performed, then, for example, anyone with whom the
   receiving IPsec system (A) has an active SA could send an ICMP
   Destination Unreachable message that refers to any host/net with
   which A is currently communicating, and thus effect a highly
   efficient DoS attack regarding communication with other peers of A.
   Normal IPsec receiver processing of traffic is not sufficient to
   protect against such attacks.  However, not all contexts may require
   such checks, so it is also necessary to allow a local administrator
   to configure an implementation to NOT perform such checks.

   To accommodate both policies, the following convention is adopted.



   If an administrator wants to allow ICMP error messages to be carried
   by an SA without inspection of the payload, then configure an SPD
   entry that explicitly allows for carriage of such traffic.  If an
   administrator wants IPsec to check the payload of ICMP error messages
   for consistency, then do not create any SPD entries that accommodate
   carriage of such traffic based on the ICMP packet header.  This
   convention motivates the following processing description.

   IPsec senders and receivers MUST support the following processing for
   ICMP error messages that are sent and received via SAs.

   If an SA exists that accommodates an outbound ICMP error message,
   then the message is mapped to the SA and only the IP and ICMP headers
   are checked upon receipt, just as would be the case for other
   traffic.  If no SA exists that matches the traffic selectors
   associated with an ICMP error message, then the SPD is searched to
   determine if such an SA can be created.  If so, the SA is created and
   the ICMP error message is transmitted via that SA.  Upon receipt,
   this message is subject to the usual traffic selector checks at the
   receiver.  This processing is exactly what would happen for traffic
   in general, and thus does not represent any special processing for
   ICMP error messages.

   If no SA exists that would carry the outbound ICMP message in
   question, and if no SPD entry would allow carriage of this outbound
   ICMP error message, then an IPsec implementation MUST map the message
   to the SA that would carry the return traffic associated with the
   packet that triggered the ICMP error message.  This requires an IPsec
   implementation to detect outbound ICMP error messages that map to no
   extant SA or SPD entry, and treat them specially with regard to SA
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   creation and lookup.  The implementation extracts the header for the
   packet that triggered the error (from the ICMP message payload),
   reverses the source and destination IP address fields, extracts the
   protocol field, and reverses the port fields (if accessible).  It
   then uses this extracted information to locate an appropriate, active
   outbound SA, and transmits the error message via this SA.  If no such
   SA exists, no SA will be created, and this is an auditable event.

   If an IPsec implementation receives an inbound ICMP error message on
   an SA, and the IP and ICMP headers of the message do not match the
   traffic selectors for the SA, the receiver MUST process the received
   message in a special fashion.  Specifically, the receiver must
   extract the header of the triggering packet from the ICMP payload,
   and reverse fields as described above to determine if the packet is
   consistent with the selectors for the SA via which the ICMP error
   message was received.  If the packet fails this check, the IPsec
   implementation MUST NOT forwarded the ICMP message to the
   destination.  This is an auditable event.

7.  Handling Fragments (on the protected side of the IPsec boundary)

   Earlier sections of this document describe mechanisms for (a)
   fragmenting an outbound packet after IPsec processing has been
   applied and reassembling it at the receiver before IPsec processing



   and (b) handling inbound fragments received from the unprotected side
   of the IPsec boundary.  This section describes how an implementation
   should handle the processing of outbound plaintext fragments on the
   protected side of the IPsec boundary. (See Appendix D, "Fragment
   Handling Rationale".) In particular, it addresses:

        o mapping an outbound non-initial fragment to the right SA
          (or finding the right SPD entry)
        o verifying that a received non-initial fragment is
          authorized for the SA via which it was received
        o mapping outbound and inbound non-initial fragments to the
          right SPD-O/SPD-I entry or the relevant cache entry, for
          BYPASS/DISCARD traffic

   Note: In Section 4.1, transport mode SAs have been defined to not
   carry fragments (IPv4 or IPv6).  Note also that in Section 4.4.1, two
   special values, ANY and OPAQUE, were defined for selectors and that
   ANY includes OPAQUE.  The term "non-trivial" is used to mean that the
   selector has a value other than OPAQUE or ANY.

   Note: The term "non-initial fragment" is used here to indicate a
   fragment that does not contain all the selector values that may be
   needed for access control.  As observed in Section 4.4.1, depending
   on the Next Layer Protocol, in addition to Ports, the ICMP message
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   type/code or Mobility Header type could be missing from non-initial
   fragments.  Also, for IPv6, even the first fragment might NOT contain
   the Next Layer Protocol or Ports (or ICMP message type/code, or
   Mobility Header type) depending on the kind and number of extension
   headers present.  If a non-initial fragment contains the Port (or
   ICMP type and code or Mobility Header type) but not the Next Layer
   Protocol, then unless there is an SPD entry for the relevant
   Local/Remote addresses with ANY for Next Layer Protocol and Port (or
   ICMP type and code or Mobility Header type), the fragment would not
   contain all the selector information needed for access control.

   To address the above issues, three approaches have been defined:

       o Tunnel mode SAs that carry initial and non-initial fragments
         (See Section 7.1.)
       o Separate tunnel mode SAs for non-initial fragments (See
         Section 7.2.)
       o Stateful fragment checking (See Section 7.3.)

7.1.  Tunnel Mode SAs that Carry Initial and Non-Initial Fragments

   All implementations MUST support tunnel mode SAs that are configured
   to pass traffic without regard to port field (or ICMP type/code or
   Mobility Header type) values.  If the SA will carry traffic for
   specified protocols, the selector set for the SA MUST specify the
   port fields (or ICMP type/code or Mobility Header type) as ANY.  An
   SA defined in this fashion will carry all traffic including initial
   and non-initial fragments for the indicated Local/Remote addresses
   and specified Next Layer protocol(s).  If the SA will carry traffic
   without regard to a specific protocol value (i.e., ANY is specified



   as the (Next Layer) protocol selector value), then the port field
   values are undefined and MUST be set to ANY as well. (As noted in
   4.4.1, ANY includes OPAQUE as well as all specific values.)

7.2.  Separate Tunnel Mode SAs for Non-Initial Fragments

   An implementation MAY support tunnel mode SAs that will carry only
   non-initial fragments, separate from non-fragmented packets and
   initial fragments.  The OPAQUE value will be used to specify port (or
   ICMP type/code or Mobility Header type) field selectors for an SA to
   carry such fragments.  Receivers MUST perform a minimum offset check
   on IPv4 (non-initial) fragments to protect against overlapping
   fragment attacks when SAs of this type are employed.  Because such
   checks cannot be performed on IPv6 non-initial fragments, users and
   administrators are advised that carriage of such fragments may be
   dangerous, and implementers may choose to NOT support such SAs for
   IPv6 traffic.  Also, an SA of this sort will carry all non-initial
   fragments that match a specified Local/Remote address pair and
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   protocol value, i.e., the fragments carried on this SA belong to
   packets that if not fragmented, might have gone on separate SAs of
   differing security.  Therefore, users and administrators are advised
   to protect such traffic using ESP (with integrity) and the
   "strongest" integrity and encryption algorithms in use between both
   peers.  (Determination of the "strongest" algorithms requires
   imposing an ordering of the available algorithms, a local
   determination at the discretion of the initiator of the SA.)

   Specific port (or ICMP type/code or Mobility Header type) selector
   values will be used to define SAs to carry initial fragments and
   non-fragmented packets.  This approach can be used if a user or
   administrator wants to create one or more tunnel mode SAs between the
   same Local/Remote addresses that discriminate based on port (or ICMP
   type/code or Mobility Header type) fields.  These SAs MUST have
   non-trivial protocol selector values, otherwise approach #1 above
   MUST be used.

   Note: In general, for the approach described in this section, one
   needs only a single SA between two implementations to carry all
   non-initial fragments.  However, if one chooses to have multiple SAs
   between the two implementations for QoS differentiation, then one
   might also want multiple SAs to carry fragments-without-ports, one
   for each supported QoS class.  Since support for QoS via distinct SAs
   is a local matter, not mandated by this document, the choice to have
   multiple SAs to carry non-initial fragments should also be local.

7.3.  Stateful Fragment Checking

   An implementation MAY support some form of stateful fragment checking
   for a tunnel mode SA with non-trivial port (or ICMP type/code or MH
   type) field values (not ANY or OPAQUE).  Implementations that will
   transmit non-initial fragments on a tunnel mode SA that makes use of
   non-trivial port (or ICMP type/code or MH type) selectors MUST notify
   a peer via the IKE NOTIFY NON_FIRST_FRAGMENTS_ALSO payload.



   The peer MUST reject this proposal if it will not accept non-initial
   fragments in this context.  If an implementation does not
   successfully negotiate transmission of non-initial fragments for such
   an SA, it MUST NOT send such fragments over the SA.  This standard
   does not specify how peers will deal with such fragments, e.g., via
   reassembly or other means, at either sender or receiver.  However, a
   receiver MUST discard non-initial fragments that arrive on an SA with
   non-trivial port (or ICMP type/code or MH type) selector values
   unless this feature has been negotiated.  Also, the receiver MUST
   discard non-initial fragments that do not comply with the security
   policy applied to the overall packet.  Discarding such packets is an
   auditable event.  Note that in network configurations where fragments
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   of a packet might be sent or received via different security gateways
   or BITW implementations, stateful strategies for tracking fragments
   may fail.

7.4.  BYPASS/DISCARD Traffic

   All implementations MUST support DISCARDing of fragments using the
   normal SPD packet classification mechanisms.  All implementations
   MUST support stateful fragment checking to accommodate BYPASS traffic
   for which a non-trivial port range is specified.  The concern is that
   BYPASS of a cleartext, non-initial fragment arriving at an IPsec
   implementation could undermine the security afforded IPsec-protected
   traffic directed to the same destination.  For example, consider an
   IPsec implementation configured with an SPD entry that calls for
   IPsec protection of traffic between a specific source/destination
   address pair, and for a specific protocol and destination port, e.g.,
   TCP traffic on port 23 (Telnet).  Assume that the implementation also
   allows BYPASS of traffic from the same source/destination address
   pair and protocol, but for a different destination port, e.g., port
   119 (NNTP).  An attacker could send a non-initial fragment (with a
   forged source address) that, if bypassed, could overlap with
   IPsec-protected traffic from the same source and thus violate the
   integrity of the IPsec-protected traffic.  Requiring stateful
   fragment checking for BYPASS entries with non-trivial port ranges
   prevents attacks of this sort.  As noted above, in network
   configurations where fragments of a packet might be sent or received
   via different security gateways or BITW implementations, stateful
   strategies for tracking fragments may fail.

8.  Path MTU/DF Processing

   The application of AH or ESP to an outbound packet increases the size
   of a packet and thus may cause a packet to exceed the PMTU for the SA
   via which the packet will travel.  An IPsec implementation also may
   receive an unprotected ICMP PMTU message and, if it chooses to act
   upon the message, the result will affect outbound traffic processing.
   This section describes the processing required of an IPsec
   implementation to deal with these two PMTU issues.

8.1.  DF Bit

   All IPsec implementations MUST support the option of copying the DF



   bit from an outbound packet to the tunnel mode header that it emits,
   when traffic is carried via a tunnel mode SA.  This means that it
   MUST be possible to configure the implementation's treatment of the
   DF bit (set, clear, copy from inner header) for each SA.  This
   applies to SAs where both inner and outer headers are IPv4.
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8.2.  Path MTU (PMTU) Discovery

   This section discusses IPsec handling for unprotected Path MTU
   Discovery messages.  ICMP PMTU is used here to refer to an ICMP
   message for:

           IPv4 (RFC 792 [Pos81b]):
                   - Type = 3 (Destination Unreachable)
                   - Code = 4 (Fragmentation needed and DF set)
                   - Next-Hop MTU in the low-order 16 bits of the
                     second word of the ICMP header (labeled "unused"
                     in RFC 792), with high-order 16 bits set to zero)

           IPv6 (RFC 2463 [CD98]):
                   - Type = 2 (Packet Too Big)
                   - Code = 0 (Fragmentation needed)
                   - Next-Hop MTU in the 32-bit MTU field of the ICMP6
                     message

8.2.1.  Propagation of PMTU

   When an IPsec implementation receives an unauthenticated PMTU
   message, and it is configured to process (vs. ignore) such messages,
   it maps the message to the SA to which it corresponds.  This mapping
   is effected by extracting the header information from the payload of
   the PMTU message and applying the procedure described in Section 5.2.
   The PMTU determined by this message is used to update the SAD PMTU
   field, taking into account the size of the AH or ESP header that will
   be applied, any crypto synchronization data, and the overhead imposed
   by an additional IP header, in the case of a tunnel mode SA.

   In a native host implementation, it is possible to maintain PMTU data
   at the same granularity as for unprotected communication, so there is
   no loss of functionality.  Signaling of the PMTU information is
   internal to the host.  For all other IPsec implementation options,
   the PMTU data must be propagated via a synthesized ICMP PMTU.  In
   these cases, the IPsec implementation SHOULD wait for outbound
   traffic to be mapped to the SAD entry.  When such traffic arrives, if
   the traffic would exceed the updated PMTU value the traffic MUST be
   handled as follows:

       Case 1: Original (cleartext) packet is IPv4 and has the DF
               bit set.  The implementation SHOULD discard the packet
               and send a PMTU ICMP message.
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       Case 2: Original (cleartext) packet is IPv4 and has the DF
               bit clear.  The implementation SHOULD fragment (before or
               after encryption per its configuration) and then forward
               the fragments.  It SHOULD NOT send a PMTU ICMP message.

       Case 3: Original (cleartext) packet is IPv6.  The implementation
               SHOULD discard the packet and send a PMTU ICMP message.

8.2.2.  PMTU Aging

   In all IPsec implementations, the PMTU associated with an SA MUST be
   "aged" and some mechanism is required to update the PMTU in a timely
   manner, especially for discovering if the PMTU is smaller than
   required by current network conditions.  A given PMTU has to remain
   in place long enough for a packet to get from the source of the SA to
   the peer, and to propagate an ICMP error message if the current PMTU
   is too big.

   Implementations SHOULD use the approach described in the Path MTU
   Discovery document (RFC 1191 [MD90], Section 6.3), which suggests
   periodically resetting the PMTU to the first-hop data-link MTU and
   then letting the normal PMTU Discovery processes update the PMTU as
   necessary.  The period SHOULD be configurable.

9.  Auditing

   IPsec implementations are not required to support auditing.  For the
   most part, the granularity of auditing is a local matter.  However,
   several auditable events are identified in this document, and for
   each of these events a minimum set of information that SHOULD be
   included in an audit log is defined.  Additional information also MAY
   be included in the audit log for each of these events, and additional
   events, not explicitly called out in this specification, also MAY
   result in audit log entries.  There is no requirement for the
   receiver to transmit any message to the purported transmitter in
   response to the detection of an auditable event, because of the
   potential to induce denial of service via such action.

10.  Conformance Requirements

   All IPv4 IPsec implementations MUST comply with all requirements of
   this document.  All IPv6 implementations MUST comply with all
   requirements of this document.
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11.  Security Considerations

   The focus of this document is security; hence security considerations
   permeate this specification.

   IPsec imposes stringent constraints on bypass of IP header data in
   both directions, across the IPsec barrier, especially when tunnel
   mode SAs are employed.  Some constraints are absolute, while others
   are subject to local administrative controls, often on a per-SA
   basis.  For outbound traffic, these constraints are designed to limit
   covert channel bandwidth.  For inbound traffic, the constraints are
   designed to prevent an adversary who has the ability to tamper with
   one data stream (on the unprotected side of the IPsec barrier) from
   adversely affecting other data streams (on the protected side of the
   barrier).  The discussion in Section 5 dealing with processing DSCP
   values for tunnel mode SAs illustrates this concern.

   If an IPsec implementation is configured to pass ICMP error messages
   over SAs based on the ICMP header values, without checking the header
   information from the ICMP message payload, serious vulnerabilities
   may arise.  Consider a scenario in which several sites (A, B, and C)
   are connected to one another via ESP-protected tunnels: A-B, A-C, and
   B-C.  Also assume that the traffic selectors for each tunnel specify
   ANY for protocol and port fields and IP source/destination address
   ranges that encompass the address range for the systems behind the
   security gateways serving each site.  This would allow a host at site
   B to send an ICMP Destination Unreachable message to any host at site
   A, that declares all hosts on the net at site C to be unreachable.
   This is a very efficient DoS attack that could have been prevented if
   the ICMP error messages were subjected to the checks that IPsec
   provides, if the SPD is suitably configured, as described in Section
   6.2.

12.  IANA Considerations

   The IANA has assigned the value (3) for the asn1-modules registry and
   has assigned the object identifier 1.3.6.1.5.8.3.1 for the SPD
   module.  See Appendix C, "ASN.1 for an SPD Entry".

13.  Differences from RFC 2401

   This architecture document differs substantially from RFC 2401
   [RFC2401] in detail and in organization, but the fundamental notions
   are unchanged.

   o The processing model has been revised to address new IPsec
     scenarios, improve performance, and simplify implementation.  This
     includes a separation between forwarding (routing) and SPD
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     selection, several SPD changes, and the addition of an outbound SPD
     cache and an inbound SPD cache for bypassed or discarded traffic.
     There is also a new database, the Peer Authorization Database
     (PAD).  This provides a link between an SA management protocol



     (such as IKE) and the SPD.

   o There is no longer a requirement to support nested SAs or "SA
     bundles".  Instead this functionality can be achieved through SPD
     and forwarding table configuration.  An example of a configuration
     has been added in Appendix E.

   o SPD entries were redefined to provide more flexibility.  Each SPD
     entry now consists of 1 to N sets of selectors, where each selector
     set contains one protocol and a "list of ranges" can now be
     specified for the Local IP address, Remote IP address, and whatever
     fields (if any) are associated with the Next Layer Protocol (Local
     Port, Remote Port, ICMP message type and code, and Mobility Header
     type).  An individual value for a selector is represented via a
     trivial range and ANY is represented via a range than spans all
     values for the selector.  An example of an ASN.1 description is
     included in Appendix C.

   o TOS (IPv4) and Traffic Class (IPv6) have been replaced by DSCP and
     ECN.  The tunnel section has been updated to explain how to handle
     DSCP and ECN bits.

   o For tunnel mode SAs, an SG, BITS, or BITW implementation is now
     allowed to fragment packets before applying IPsec.  This applies
     only to IPv4.  For IPv6 packets, only the originator is allowed to
     fragment them.

   o When security is desired between two intermediate systems along a
     path or between an intermediate system and an end system, transport
     mode may now be used between security gateways and between a
     security gateway and a host.

   o This document clarifies that for all traffic that crosses the IPsec
     boundary, including IPsec management traffic, the SPD or associated
     caches must be consulted.

   o This document defines how to handle the situation of a security
     gateway with multiple subscribers requiring separate IPsec
     contexts.

   o A definition of reserved SPIs has been added.
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   o Text has been added explaining why ALL IP packets must be checked
     -- IPsec includes minimal firewall functionality to support access
     control at the IP layer.

   o The tunnel section has been updated to clarify how to handle the IP
     options field and IPv6 extension headers when constructing the
     outer header.

   o SA mapping for inbound traffic has been updated to be consistent
     with the changes made in AH and ESP for support of unicast and



     multicast SAs.

   o Guidance has been added regarding how to handle the covert channel
     created in tunnel mode by copying the DSCP value to outer header.

   o Support for AH in both IPv4 and IPv6 is no longer required.

   o PMTU handling has been updated.  The appendix on
     PMTU/DF/Fragmentation has been deleted.

   o Three approaches have been added for handling plaintext fragments
     on the protected side of the IPsec boundary.  Appendix D documents
     the rationale behind them.

   o Added revised text describing how to derive selector values for SAs
     (from the SPD entry or from the packet, etc.)

   o Added a new table describing the relationship between selector
     values in an SPD entry, the PFP flag, and resulting selector values
     in the corresponding SAD entry.

   o Added Appendix B to describe decorrelation.

   o Added text describing how to handle an outbound packet that must be
     discarded.

   o Added text describing how to handle a DISCARDED inbound packet,
     i.e., one that does not match the SA upon which it arrived.

   o IPv6 mobility header has been added as a possible Next Layer
     Protocol.  IPv6 Mobility Header message type has been added as a
     selector.

   o ICMP message type and code have been added as selectors.

   o The selector "data sensitivity level" has been removed to simplify
     things.
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   o Updated text describing handling ICMP error messages.  The appendix
     on "Categorization of ICMP Messages" has been deleted.

   o The text for the selector name has been updated and clarified.

   o The "Next Layer Protocol" has been further explained and a default
     list of protocols to skip when looking for the Next Layer Protocol
     has been added.

   o The text has been amended to say that this document assumes use of
     IKEv2 or an SA management protocol with comparable features.

   o Text has been added clarifying the algorithm for mapping inbound
     IPsec datagrams to SAs in the presence of multicast SAs.

   o The appendix "Sequence Space Window Code Example" has been removed.



   o With respect to IP addresses and ports, the terms "Local" and
     "Remote" are used for policy rules (replacing source and
     destination).  "Local" refers to the entity being protected by an
     IPsec implementation, i.e., the "source" address/port of outbound
     packets or the "destination" address/port of inbound packets.
     "Remote" refers to a peer entity or peer entities.  The terms
     "source" and "destination" are still used for packet header fields.
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Appendix A: Glossary

   This section provides definitions for several key terms that are
   employed in this document.  Other documents provide additional
   definitions and background information relevant to this technology,
   e.g., [Shi00], [VK83], and [HA94].  Included in this glossary are
   generic security service and security mechanism terms, plus
   IPsec-specific terms.

   Access Control
      A security service that prevents unauthorized use of a resource,
      including the prevention of use of a resource in an unauthorized
      manner.  In the IPsec context, the resource to which access is
      being controlled is often:

               o for a host, computing cycles or data
               o for a security gateway, a network behind the gateway
                 or bandwidth on that network.

   Anti-replay
      See "Integrity" below.



   Authentication
      Used informally to refer to the combination of two nominally
      distinct security services, data origin authentication and
      connectionless integrity.  See the definitions below for each of
      these services.

   Availability
      When viewed as a security service, addresses the security concerns
      engendered by attacks against networks that deny or degrade
      service.  For example, in the IPsec context, the use of
      anti-replay mechanisms in AH and ESP support availability.

   Confidentiality
      The security service that protects data from unauthorized
      disclosure.  The primary confidentiality concern in most instances
      is unauthorized disclosure of application-level data, but
      disclosure of the external characteristics of communication also
      can be a concern in some circumstances.  Traffic flow
      confidentiality is the service that addresses this latter concern
      by concealing source and destination addresses, message length, or
      frequency of communication.  In the IPsec context, using ESP in
      tunnel mode, especially at a security gateway, can provide some
      level of traffic flow confidentiality. (See also "Traffic
      Analysis" below.)
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   Data Origin Authentication
      A security service that verifies the identity of the claimed
      source of data.  This service is usually bundled with
      connectionless integrity service.

   Encryption
      A security mechanism used to transform data from an intelligible
      form (plaintext) into an unintelligible form (ciphertext), to
      provide confidentiality.  The inverse transformation process is
      designated "decryption".  Often the term "encryption" is used to
      generically refer to both processes.

   Integrity
      A security service that ensures that modifications to data are
      detectable.  Integrity comes in various flavors to match
      application requirements.  IPsec supports two forms of integrity:
      connectionless and a form of partial sequence integrity.
      Connectionless integrity is a service that detects modification of
      an individual IP datagram, without regard to the ordering of the
      datagram in a stream of traffic.  The form of partial sequence
      integrity offered in IPsec is referred to as anti-replay
      integrity, and it detects arrival of duplicate IP datagrams
      (within a constrained window).  This is in contrast to
      connection-oriented integrity, which imposes more stringent
      sequencing requirements on traffic, e.g., to be able to detect
      lost or re-ordered messages.  Although authentication and
      integrity services often are cited separately, in practice they
      are intimately connected and almost always offered in tandem.



   Protected vs. Unprotected
      "Protected" refers to the systems or interfaces that are inside
      the IPsec protection boundary, and "unprotected" refers to the
      systems or interfaces that are outside the IPsec protection
      boundary.  IPsec provides a boundary through which traffic passes.
      There is an asymmetry to this barrier, which is reflected in the
      processing model.  Outbound data, if not discarded or bypassed, is
      protected via the application of AH or ESP and the addition of the
      corresponding headers.  Inbound data, if not discarded or
      bypassed, is processed via the removal of AH or ESP headers.  In
      this document, inbound traffic enters an IPsec implementation from
      the "unprotected" interface.  Outbound traffic enters the
      implementation via the "protected" interface, or is internally
      generated by the implementation on the "protected" side of the
      boundary and directed toward the "unprotected" interface.  An
      IPsec implementation may support more than one interface on either
      or both sides of the boundary.  The protected interface may be
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      internal, e.g., in a host implementation of IPsec.  The protected
      interface may link to a socket layer interface presented by the
      OS.

   Security Association (SA)
      A simplex (uni-directional) logical connection, created for
      security purposes.  All traffic traversing an SA is provided the
      same security processing.  In IPsec, an SA is an Internet-layer
      abstraction implemented through the use of AH or ESP.  State data
      associated with an SA is represented in the SA Database (SAD).

   Security Gateway
      An intermediate system that acts as the communications interface
      between two networks.  The set of hosts (and networks) on the
      external side of the security gateway is termed unprotected (they
      are generally at least less protected than those "behind" the SG),
      while the networks and hosts on the internal side are viewed as
      protected.  The internal subnets and hosts served by a security
      gateway are presumed to be trusted by virtue of sharing a common,
      local, security administration.  In the IPsec context, a security
      gateway is a point at which AH and/or ESP is implemented in order
      to serve a set of internal hosts, providing security services for
      these hosts when they communicate with external hosts also
      employing IPsec (either directly or via another security gateway).

   Security Parameters Index (SPI)
      An arbitrary 32-bit value that is used by a receiver to identify
      the SA to which an incoming packet should be bound.  For a unicast
      SA, the SPI can be used by itself to specify an SA, or it may be
      used in conjunction with the IPsec protocol type.  Additional IP
      address information is used to identify multicast SAs.  The SPI is
      carried in AH and ESP protocols to enable the receiving system to
      select the SA under which a received packet will be processed.  An
      SPI has only local significance, as defined by the creator of the



      SA (usually the receiver of the packet carrying the SPI); thus an
      SPI is generally viewed as an opaque bit string.  However, the
      creator of an SA may choose to interpret the bits in an SPI to
      facilitate local processing.

   Traffic Analysis
      The analysis of network traffic flow for the purpose of deducing
      information that is useful to an adversary.  Examples of such
      information are frequency of transmission, the identities of the
      conversing parties, sizes of packets, and flow identifiers
      [Sch94].
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Appendix B: Decorrelation

   This appendix is based on work done for caching of policies in the IP
   Security Policy Working Group by Luis Sanchez, Matt Condell, and John
   Zao.

   Two SPD entries are correlated if there is a non-null intersection
   between the values of corresponding selectors in each entry.  Caching
   correlated SPD entries can lead to incorrect policy enforcement.  A
   solution to this problem, which still allows for caching, is to
   remove the ambiguities by decorrelating the entries.  That is, the
   SPD entries must be rewritten so that for every pair of entries there
   exists a selector for which there is a null intersection between the
   values in both of the entries.  Once the entries are decorrelated,
   there is no longer any ordering requirement on them, since only one
   entry will match any lookup.  The next section describes
   decorrelation in more detail and presents an algorithm that may be
   used to implement decorrelation.

B.1.  Decorrelation Algorithm

   The basic decorrelation algorithm takes each entry in a correlated
   SPD and divides it into a set of entries using a tree structure.
   The nodes of the tree are the selectors that may overlap between the
   policies.  At each node, the algorithm creates a branch for each of
   the values of the selector.  It also creates one branch for the
   complement of the union of all selector values.  Policies are then
   formed by traversing the tree from the root to each leaf.  The
   policies at the leaves are compared to the set of already
   decorrelated policy rules.  Each policy at a leaf is either
   completely overridden by a policy in the already decorrelated set and
   is discarded or is decorrelated with all the policies in the
   decorrelated set and is added to it.

   The basic algorithm does not guarantee an optimal set of decorrelated
   entries.  That is, the entries may be broken up into smaller sets
   than is necessary, though they will still provide all the necessary
   policy information.  Some extensions to the basic algorithm are
   described later to improve this and improve the performance of the
   algorithm.



           C   A set of ordered, correlated entries (a correlated SPD).
           Ci  The ith entry in C.
           U   The set of decorrelated entries being built from C.
           Ui  The ith entry in U.
           Sik The kth selection for policy Ci.
           Ai  The action for policy Ci.
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   A policy (SPD entry) P may be expressed as a sequence of selector
   values and an action (BYPASS, DISCARD, or PROTECT):

           Ci = Si1 x Si2 x ... x Sik -> Ai

   1) Put C1 in set U as U1

   For each policy Cj (j > 1) in C

   2) If Cj is decorrelated with every entry in U, then add it to U.

   3) If Cj is correlated with one or more entries in U, create a tree
   rooted at the policy Cj that partitions Cj into a set of decorrelated
   entries.  The algorithm starts with a root node where no selectors
   have yet been chosen.

     A) Choose a selector in Cj, Sjn, that has not yet been chosen when
        traversing the tree from the root to this node.  If there are no
        selectors not yet used, continue to the next unfinished branch
        until all branches have been completed.  When the tree is
        completed, go to step D.

        T is the set of entries in U that are correlated with the entry
        at this node.

        The entry at this node is the entry formed by the selector
        values of each of the branches between the root and this node.
        Any selector values that are not yet represented by branches
        assume the corresponding selector value in Cj, since the values
        in Cj represent the maximum value for each selector.

     B) Add a branch to the tree for each value of the selector Sjn that
        appears in any of the entries in T.  (If the value is a superset
        of the value of Sjn in Cj, then use the value in Cj, since that
        value represents the universal set.)  Also add a branch for the
        complement of the union of all the values of the selector Sjn
        in T.  When taking the complement, remember that the universal
        set is the value of Sjn in Cj.  A branch need not be created
        for the null set.

     C) Repeat A and B until the tree is completed.

     D) The entry to each leaf now represents an entry that is a subset
        of Cj.  The entries at the leaves completely partition Cj in
        such a way that each entry is either completely overridden by
        an entry in U, or is decorrelated with the entries in U.



        Add all the decorrelated entries at the leaves of the tree to U.
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   4) Get next Cj and go to 2.

   5) When all entries in C have been processed, then U will contain an
   decorrelated version of C.

   There are several optimizations that can be made to this algorithm.
   A few of them are presented here.

   It is possible to optimize, or at least improve, the amount of
   branching that occurs by carefully choosing the order of the
   selectors used for the next branch.  For example, if a selector Sjn
   can be chosen so that all the values for that selector in T are equal
   to or a superset of the value of Sjn in Cj, then only a single branch
   needs to be created (since the complement will be null).

   Branches of the tree do not have to proceed with the entire
   decorrelation algorithm.  For example, if a node represents an entry
   that is decorrelated with all the entries in U, then there is no
   reason to continue decorrelating that branch.  Also, if a branch is
   completely overridden by an entry in U, then there is no reason to
   continue decorrelating the branch.

   An additional optimization is to check to see if a branch is
   overridden by one of the CORRELATED entries in set C that has already
   been decorrelated.  That is, if the branch is part of decorrelating
   Cj, then check to see if it was overridden by an entry Cm, m < j.
   This is a valid check, since all the entries Cm are already expressed
   in U.

   Along with checking if an entry is already decorrelated in step 2,
   check if Cj is overridden by any entry in U.  If it is, skip it since
   it is not relevant.  An entry x is overridden by another entry y if
   every selector in x is equal to or a subset of the corresponding
   selector in entry y.
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Appendix C: ASN.1 for an SPD Entry

   This appendix is included as an additional way to describe SPD
   entries, as defined in Section 4.4.1.  It uses ASN.1 syntax that has
   been successfully compiled.  This syntax is merely illustrative and
   need not be employed in an implementation to achieve compliance.  The
   SPD description in Section 4.4.1 is normative.

   SPDModule

    {iso(1) org (3) dod (6) internet (1) security (5) mechanisms (5)
     ipsec (8) asn1-modules (3) spd-module (1) }

       DEFINITIONS IMPLICIT TAGS ::=

       BEGIN

       IMPORTS
           RDNSequence FROM PKIX1Explicit88
             { iso(1) identified-organization(3)
               dod(6) internet(1) security(5) mechanisms(5) pkix(7)
               id-mod(0) id-pkix1-explicit(18) } ;

       -- An SPD is a list of policies in decreasing order of preference
       SPD ::= SEQUENCE OF SPDEntry

       SPDEntry ::= CHOICE {
           iPsecEntry       IPsecEntry,               -- PROTECT traffic
           bypassOrDiscard  [0] BypassOrDiscardEntry } -- DISCARD/BYPASS

       IPsecEntry ::= SEQUENCE {       -- Each entry consists of
           name        NameSets OPTIONAL,
           pFPs        PacketFlags,    -- Populate from packet flags
                              -- Applies to ALL of the corresponding
                              -- traffic selectors in the SelectorLists
           condition   SelectorLists,  -- Policy "condition"
           processing  Processing      -- Policy "action"
           }

       BypassOrDiscardEntry ::= SEQUENCE {
           bypass      BOOLEAN,        -- TRUE BYPASS, FALSE DISCARD
           condition   InOutBound }

       InOutBound ::= CHOICE {
           outbound    [0] SelectorLists,
           inbound     [1] SelectorLists,
           bothways    [2] BothWays }
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       BothWays ::= SEQUENCE {
           inbound     SelectorLists,



           outbound    SelectorLists }

       NameSets ::= SEQUENCE {
           passed      SET OF Names-R,  -- Matched to IKE ID by
                                        -- responder
           local       SET OF Names-I } -- Used internally by IKE
                                        -- initiator

       Names-R ::= CHOICE {                   -- IKEv2 IDs
           dName       RDNSequence,           -- ID_DER_ASN1_DN
           fqdn        FQDN,                  -- ID_FQDN
           rfc822      [0] RFC822Name,        -- ID_RFC822_ADDR
           keyID       OCTET STRING }         -- KEY_ID

       Names-I ::= OCTET STRING       -- Used internally by IKE
                                      -- initiator

       FQDN ::= IA5String

       RFC822Name ::= IA5String

       PacketFlags ::= BIT STRING {
                   -- if set, take selector value from packet
                   -- establishing SA
                   -- else use value in SPD entry
           localAddr  (0),
           remoteAddr (1),
           protocol   (2),
           localPort  (3),
           remotePort (4)  }

       SelectorLists ::= SET OF SelectorList

       SelectorList ::= SEQUENCE {
           localAddr   AddrList,
           remoteAddr  AddrList,
           protocol    ProtocolChoice }

       Processing ::= SEQUENCE {
           extSeqNum   BOOLEAN, -- TRUE 64 bit counter, FALSE 32 bit
           seqOverflow BOOLEAN, -- TRUE rekey, FALSE terminate & audit
           fragCheck   BOOLEAN, -- TRUE stateful fragment checking,
                                -- FALSE no stateful fragment checking
           lifetime    SALifetime,
           spi         ManualSPI,
           algorithms  ProcessingAlgs,
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           tunnel      TunnelOptions OPTIONAL } -- if absent, use
                                                -- transport mode

       SALifetime ::= SEQUENCE {
           seconds   [0] INTEGER OPTIONAL,
           bytes     [1] INTEGER OPTIONAL }

       ManualSPI ::= SEQUENCE {



           spi     INTEGER,
           keys    KeyIDs }

       KeyIDs ::= SEQUENCE OF OCTET STRING

       ProcessingAlgs ::= CHOICE {
           ah          [0] IntegrityAlgs,  -- AH
           esp         [1] ESPAlgs}        -- ESP

       ESPAlgs ::= CHOICE {
           integrity       [0] IntegrityAlgs,       -- integrity only
           confidentiality [1] ConfidentialityAlgs, -- confidentiality
                                                    -- only
           both            [2] IntegrityConfidentialityAlgs,
           combined        [3] CombinedModeAlgs }

       IntegrityConfidentialityAlgs ::= SEQUENCE {
           integrity       IntegrityAlgs,
           confidentiality ConfidentialityAlgs }

       -- Integrity Algorithms, ordered by decreasing preference
       IntegrityAlgs ::= SEQUENCE OF IntegrityAlg

       -- Confidentiality Algorithms, ordered by decreasing preference
       ConfidentialityAlgs ::= SEQUENCE OF ConfidentialityAlg

       -- Integrity Algorithms
       IntegrityAlg ::= SEQUENCE {
           algorithm   IntegrityAlgType,
           parameters  ANY -- DEFINED BY algorithm -- OPTIONAL }

       IntegrityAlgType ::= INTEGER {
           none              (0),
           auth-HMAC-MD5-96  (1),
           auth-HMAC-SHA1-96 (2),
           auth-DES-MAC      (3),
           auth-KPDK-MD5     (4),
           auth-AES-XCBC-96  (5)
       --  tbd (6..65535)
           }
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       -- Confidentiality Algorithms
       ConfidentialityAlg ::= SEQUENCE {
           algorithm   ConfidentialityAlgType,
           parameters  ANY -- DEFINED BY algorithm -- OPTIONAL }

       ConfidentialityAlgType ::= INTEGER {
           encr-DES-IV64   (1),
           encr-DES        (2),
           encr-3DES       (3),
           encr-RC5        (4),
           encr-IDEA       (5),
           encr-CAST       (6),
           encr-BLOWFISH   (7),
           encr-3IDEA      (8),



           encr-DES-IV32   (9),
           encr-RC4       (10),
           encr-NULL      (11),
           encr-AES-CBC   (12),
           encr-AES-CTR   (13)
       --  tbd (14..65535)
           }

       CombinedModeAlgs ::= SEQUENCE OF CombinedModeAlg

       CombinedModeAlg ::= SEQUENCE {
           algorithm   CombinedModeType,
           parameters  ANY -- DEFINED BY algorithm} -- defined outside
                                    -- of this document for AES modes.

       CombinedModeType ::= INTEGER {
           comb-AES-CCM    (1),
           comb-AES-GCM    (2)
       --  tbd (3..65535)
           }

       TunnelOptions ::= SEQUENCE {
           dscp        DSCP,
           ecn         BOOLEAN,    -- TRUE Copy CE to inner header
           df          DF,
           addresses   TunnelAddresses }

       TunnelAddresses ::= CHOICE {
           ipv4        IPv4Pair,
           ipv6        [0] IPv6Pair }

       IPv4Pair ::= SEQUENCE {
           local       OCTET STRING (SIZE(4)),
           remote      OCTET STRING (SIZE(4)) }
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       IPv6Pair ::= SEQUENCE {
           local       OCTET STRING (SIZE(16)),
           remote      OCTET STRING (SIZE(16)) }

       DSCP ::= SEQUENCE {
           copy      BOOLEAN, -- TRUE copy from inner header
                              -- FALSE do not copy
           mapping   OCTET STRING OPTIONAL} -- points to table
                                            -- if no copy

       DF ::= INTEGER {
           clear   (0),
           set     (1),
           copy    (2) }

       ProtocolChoice::= CHOICE {
           anyProt  AnyProtocol,              -- for ANY protocol
           noNext   [0] NoNextLayerProtocol,  -- has no next layer
                                              -- items
           oneNext  [1] OneNextLayerProtocol, -- has one next layer



                                              -- item
           twoNext  [2] TwoNextLayerProtocol, -- has two next layer
                                              -- items
           fragment FragmentNoNext }          -- has no next layer
                                              -- info

       AnyProtocol ::= SEQUENCE {
           id          INTEGER (0),    -- ANY protocol
           nextLayer   AnyNextLayers }

       AnyNextLayers ::= SEQUENCE {      -- with either
           first       AnyNextLayer,     -- ANY next layer selector
           second      AnyNextLayer }    -- ANY next layer selector

       NoNextLayerProtocol ::= INTEGER (2..254)

       FragmentNoNext ::= INTEGER (44)   -- Fragment identifier

       OneNextLayerProtocol ::= SEQUENCE {
           id          INTEGER (1..254),   -- ICMP, MH, ICMPv6
           nextLayer   NextLayerChoice }   -- ICMP Type*256+Code
                                           -- MH   Type*256

       TwoNextLayerProtocol ::= SEQUENCE {
           id          INTEGER (2..254),   -- Protocol
           local       NextLayerChoice,    -- Local and
           remote      NextLayerChoice }   -- Remote ports
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       NextLayerChoice ::= CHOICE {
           any         AnyNextLayer,
           opaque      [0] OpaqueNextLayer,
           range       [1] NextLayerRange }

       -- Representation of ANY in next layer field
       AnyNextLayer ::= SEQUENCE {
           start       INTEGER (0),
           end         INTEGER (65535) }

       -- Representation of OPAQUE in next layer field.
       -- Matches IKE convention
       OpaqueNextLayer ::= SEQUENCE {
           start       INTEGER (65535),
           end         INTEGER (0) }

       -- Range for a next layer field
       NextLayerRange ::= SEQUENCE {
           start       INTEGER (0..65535),
           end         INTEGER (0..65535) }

       -- List of IP addresses
       AddrList ::= SEQUENCE {
           v4List      IPv4List OPTIONAL,
           v6List      [0] IPv6List OPTIONAL }



       -- IPv4 address representations
       IPv4List ::= SEQUENCE OF IPv4Range

       IPv4Range ::= SEQUENCE {    -- close, but not quite right ...
           ipv4Start   OCTET STRING (SIZE (4)),
           ipv4End     OCTET STRING (SIZE (4)) }

       -- IPv6 address representations
       IPv6List ::= SEQUENCE OF IPv6Range

       IPv6Range ::= SEQUENCE {    -- close, but not quite right ...
           ipv6Start   OCTET STRING (SIZE (16)),
           ipv6End     OCTET STRING (SIZE (16)) }

       END
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Appendix D: Fragment Handling Rationale

   There are three issues that must be resolved regarding processing of
   (plaintext) fragments in IPsec:

        - mapping a non-initial, outbound fragment to the right SA
          (or finding the right SPD entry)
        - verifying that a received, non-initial fragment is authorized
          for the SA via which it is received
        - mapping outbound and inbound non-initial fragments to the
          right SPD/cache entry, for BYPASS/DISCARD traffic

   The first and third issues arise because we need a deterministic
   algorithm for mapping traffic to SAs (and SPD/cache entries).  All
   three issues are important because we want to make sure that
   non-initial fragments that cross the IPsec boundary do not cause the
   access control policies in place at the receiver (or transmitter) to
   be violated.

D.1.  Transport Mode and Fragments

   First, we note that transport mode SAs have been defined to not carry
   fragments.  This is a carryover from RFC 2401, where transport mode
   SAs always terminated at endpoints.  This is a fundamental
   requirement because, in the worst case, an IPv4 fragment to which
   IPsec was applied might then be fragmented (as a ciphertext packet),
   en route to the destination.  IP fragment reassembly procedures at
   the IPsec receiver would not be able to distinguish between pre-IPsec
   fragments and fragments created after IPsec processing.

   For IPv6, only the sender is allowed to fragment a packet.  As for
   IPv4, an IPsec implementation is allowed to fragment tunnel mode



   packets after IPsec processing, because it is the sender relative to
   the (outer) tunnel header.  However, unlike IPv4, it would be
   feasible to carry a plaintext fragment on a transport mode SA,
   because the fragment header in IPv6 would appear after the AH or ESP
   header, and thus would not cause confusion at the receiver with
   respect to reassembly.  Specifically, the receiver would not attempt
   reassembly for the fragment until after IPsec processing.  To keep
   things simple, this specification prohibits carriage of fragments on
   transport mode SAs for IPv6 traffic.

   When only end systems used transport mode SAs, the prohibition on
   carriage of fragments was not a problem, since we assumed that the
   end system could be configured to not offer a fragment to IPsec.  For
   a native host implementation, this seems reasonable, and, as someone
   already noted, RFC 2401 warned that a BITS implementation might have
   to reassemble fragments before performing an SA lookup.  (It would
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   then apply AH or ESP and could re-fragment the packet after IPsec
   processing.) Because a BITS implementation is assumed to be able to
   have access to all traffic emanating from its host, even if the host
   has multiple interfaces, this was deemed a reasonable mandate.

   In this specification, it is acceptable to use transport mode in
   cases where the IPsec implementation is not the ultimate destination,
   e.g., between two SGs.  In principle, this creates a new opportunity
   for outbound, plaintext fragments to be mapped to a transport mode SA
   for IPsec processing.  However, in these new contexts in which a
   transport mode SA is now approved for use, it seems likely that we
   can continue to prohibit transmission of fragments, as seen by IPsec,
   i.e., packets that have an "outer header" with a non-zero fragment
   offset field.  For example, in an IP overlay network, packets being
   sent over transport mode SAs are IP-in-IP tunneled and thus have the
   necessary inner header to accommodate fragmentation prior to IPsec
   processing.  When carried via a transport mode SA, IPsec would not
   examine the inner IP header for such traffic, and thus would not
   consider the packet to be a fragment.

D.2.  Tunnel Mode and Fragments

   For tunnel mode SAs, it has always been the case that outbound
   fragments might arrive for processing at an IPsec implementation.
   The need to accommodate fragmented outbound packets can pose a
   problem because a non-initial fragment generally will not contain the
   port fields associated with a next layer protocol such as TCP, UDP,
   or SCTP.  Thus, depending on the SPD configuration for a given IPsec
   implementation, plaintext fragments might or might not pose a
   problem.

   For example, if the SPD requires that all traffic between two address
   ranges is offered IPsec protection (no BYPASS or DISCARD SPD entries
   apply to this address range), then it should be easy to carry
   non-initial fragments on the SA defined for this address range, since
   the SPD entry implies an intent to carry ALL traffic between the
   address ranges.  But, if there are multiple SPD entries that could
   match a fragment, and if these entries reference different subsets of



   port fields (vs. ANY), then it is not possible to map an outbound
   non-initial fragment to the right entry, unambiguously. (If we choose
   to allow carriage of fragments on transport mode SAs for IPv6, the
   problems arises in that context as well.)

   This problem largely, though not exclusively, motivated the
   definition of OPAQUE as a selector value for port fields in RFC 2401.
   The other motivation for OPAQUE is the observation that port fields
   might not be accessible due to the prior application of IPsec.  For
   example, if a host applied IPsec to its traffic and that traffic
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   arrived at an SG, these fields would be encrypted.  The algorithm
   specified for locating the "next layer protocol" described in RFC
   2401 also motivated use of OPAQUE to accommodate an encrypted next
   layer protocol field in such circumstances.  Nonetheless, the primary
   use of the OPAQUE value was to match traffic selector fields in
   packets that did not contain port fields (non-initial fragments), or
   packets in which the port fields were already encrypted (as a result
   of nested application of IPsec).  RFC 2401 was ambiguous in
   discussing the use of OPAQUE vs. ANY, suggesting in some places that
   ANY might be an alternative to OPAQUE.

   We gain additional access control capability by defining both ANY and
   OPAQUE values.  OPAQUE can be defined to match only fields that are
   not accessible.  We could define ANY as the complement of OPAQUE,
   i.e., it would match all values but only for accessible port fields.
   We have therefore simplified the procedure employed to locate the
   next layer protocol in this document, so that we treat ESP and AH as
   next layer protocols.  As a result, the notion of an encrypted next
   layer protocol field has vanished, and there is also no need to worry
   about encrypted port fields either.  And accordingly, OPAQUE will be
   applicable only to non-initial fragments.

   Since we have adopted the definitions above for ANY and OPAQUE, we
   need to clarify how these values work when the specified protocol
   does not have port fields, and when ANY is used for the protocol
   selector.  Accordingly, if a specific protocol value is used as a
   selector, and if that protocol has no port fields, then the port
   field selectors are to be ignored and ANY MUST be specified as the
   value for the port fields. (In this context, ICMP TYPE and CODE
   values are lumped together as a single port field (for IKEv2
   negotiation), as is the IPv6 Mobility Header TYPE value.) If the
   protocol selector is ANY, then this should be treated as equivalent
   to specifying a protocol for which no port fields are defined, and
   thus the port selectors should be ignored, and MUST be set to ANY.

D.3.  The Problem of Non-Initial Fragments

   For an SG implementation, it is obvious that fragments might arrive
   from end systems behind the SG.  A BITW implementation also may
   encounter fragments from a host or gateway behind it. (As noted
   earlier, native host implementations and BITS implementations
   probably can avoid the problems described below.) In the worst case,
   fragments from a packet might arrive at distinct BITW or SG
   instantiations and thus preclude reassembly as a solution option.



   Hence, in RFC 2401 we adopted a general requirement that fragments
   must be accommodated in tunnel mode for all implementations. However,
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   RFC 2401 did not provide a perfect solution.  The use of OPAQUE as a
   selector value for port fields (a SHOULD in RFC 2401) allowed an SA
   to carry non-initial fragments.

   Using the features defined in RFC 2401, if one defined an SA between
   two IPsec (SG or BITW) implementations using the OPAQUE value for
   both port fields, then all non-initial fragments matching the
   source/destination (S/D) address and protocol values for the SA would
   be mapped to that SA.  Initial fragments would NOT map to this SA, if
   we adopt a strict definition of OPAQUE.  However, RFC 2401 did not
   provide detailed guidance on this and thus it may not have been
   apparent that use of this feature would essentially create a
   "non-initial fragment only" SA.

   In the course of discussing the "fragment-only" SA approach, it was
   noted that some subtle problems, problems not considered in RFC 2401,
   would have to be avoided.  For example, an SA of this sort must be
   configured to offer the "highest quality" security services for any
   traffic between the indicated S/D addresses (for the specified
   protocol).  This is necessary to ensure that any traffic captured by
   the fragment-only SA is not offered degraded security relative to
   what it would have been offered if the packet were not fragmented.  A
   possible problem here is that we may not be able to identify the
   "highest quality" security services defined for use between two IPsec
   implementation, since the choice of security protocols, options, and
   algorithms is a lattice, not a totally ordered set. (We might safely
   say that BYPASS < AH < ESP w/integrity, but it gets complicated if we
   have multiple ESP encryption or integrity algorithm options.) So, one
   has to impose a total ordering on these security parameters to make
   this work, but this can be done locally.

   However, this conservative strategy has a possible performance
   downside.  If most traffic traversing an IPsec implementation for a
   given S/D address pair (and specified protocol) is bypassed, then a
   fragment-only SA for that address pair might cause a dramatic
   increase in the volume of traffic afforded crypto processing.  If the
   crypto implementation cannot support high traffic rates, this could
   cause problems. (An IPsec implementation that is capable of line rate
   or near line rate crypto performance would not be adversely affected
   by this SA configuration approach.  Nonetheless, the performance
   impact is a potential concern, specific to implementation
   capabilities.)

   Another concern is that non-initial fragments sent over a dedicated
   SA might be used to effect overlapping reassembly attacks, when
   combined with an apparently acceptable initial fragment. (This sort
   of attack assumes creation of bogus fragments and is not a side
   effect of normal fragmentation.) This concern is easily addressed in
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   IPv4, by checking the fragment offset value to ensure that no
   non-initial fragments have a small enough offset to overlap port
   fields that should be contained in the initial fragment.  Recall that
   the IPv4 MTU minimum is 576 bytes, and the max IP header length is 60
   bytes, so any ports should be present in the initial fragment.  If we
   require all non-initial fragments to have an offset of, say, 128 or
   greater, just to be on the safe side, this should prevent successful
   attacks of this sort.  If the intent is only to protect against this
   sort of reassembly attack, this check need be implemented only by a
   receiver.

   IPv6 also has a fragment offset, carried in the fragmentation
   extension header.  However, IPv6 extension headers are variable in
   length and there is no analogous max header length value that we can
   use to check non-initial fragments, to reject ones that might be used
   for an attack of the sort noted above.  A receiver would need to
   maintain state analogous to reassembly state, to provide equivalent
   protection.  So, only for IPv4 is it feasible to impose a fragment
   offset check that would reject attacks designed to circumvent port
   field checks by IPsec (or firewalls) when passing non-initial
   fragments.

   Another possible concern is that in some topologies and SPD
   configurations this approach might result in an access control
   surprise.  The notion is that if we create an SA to carry ALL
   (non-initial) fragments, then that SA would carry some traffic that
   might otherwise arrive as plaintext via a separate path, e.g., a path
   monitored by a proxy firewall.  But, this concern arises only if the
   other path allows initial fragments to traverse it without requiring
   reassembly, presumably a bad idea for a proxy firewall.  Nonetheless,
   this does represent a potential problem in some topologies and under
   certain assumptions with respect to SPD and (other) firewall rule
   sets, and administrators need to be warned of this possibility.

   A less serious concern is that non-initial fragments sent over a
   non-initial fragment-only SA might represent a DoS opportunity, in
   that they could be sent when no valid, initial fragment will ever
   arrive.  This might be used to attack hosts behind an SG or BITW
   device.  However, the incremental risk posed by this sort of attack,
   which can be mounted only by hosts behind an SG or BITW device, seems
   small.

   If we interpret the ANY selector value as encompassing OPAQUE, then a
   single SA with ANY values for both port fields would be able to
   accommodate all traffic matching the S/D address and protocol traffic
   selectors, an alternative to using the OPAQUE value.  But, using ANY
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   here precludes multiple, distinct SAs between the same IPsec
   implementations for the same address pairs and protocol.  So, it is
   not an exactly equivalent alternative.

   Fundamentally, fragment handling problems arise only when more than
   one SA is defined with the same S/D address and protocol selector
   values, but with different port field selector values.

D.4.  BYPASS/DISCARD Traffic

   We also have to address the non-initial fragment processing issue for
   BYPASS/DISCARD entries, independent of SA processing.  This is
   largely a local matter for two reasons:

           1) We have no means for coordinating SPD entries for such
              traffic between IPsec implementations since IKE is not
              invoked.
           2) Many of these entries refer to traffic that is NOT
              directed to or received from a location that is using
              IPsec.  So there is no peer IPsec implementation with
              which to coordinate via any means.

   However, this document should provide guidance here, consistent with
   our goal of offering a well-defined, access control function for all
   traffic, relative to the IPsec boundary.  To that end, this document
   says that implementations MUST support fragment reassembly for
   BYPASS/DISCARD traffic when port fields are specified.  An
   implementation also MUST permit a user or administrator to accept
   such traffic or reject such traffic using the SPD conventions
   described in Section 4.4.1.  The concern is that BYPASS of a
   cleartext, non-initial fragment arriving at an IPsec implementation
   could undermine the security afforded IPsec-protected traffic
   directed to the same destination.  For example, consider an IPsec
   implementation configured with an SPD entry that calls for
   IPsec-protection of traffic between a specific source/destination
   address pair, and for a specific protocol and destination port, e.g.,
   TCP traffic on port 23 (Telnet).  Assume that the implementation also
   allows BYPASS of traffic from the same source/destination address
   pair and protocol, but for a different destination port, e.g., port
   119 (NNTP).  An attacker could send a non-initial fragment (with a
   forged source address) that, if bypassed, could overlap with
   IPsec-protected traffic from the same source and thus violate the
   integrity of the IPsec-protected traffic.  Requiring stateful
   fragment checking for BYPASS entries with non-trivial port ranges
   prevents attacks of this sort.
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D.5.  Just say no to ports?

   It has been suggested that we could avoid the problems described
   above by not allowing port field selectors to be used in tunnel mode.
   But the discussion above shows this to be an unnecessarily stringent
   approach, i.e., since no problems arise for the native OS and BITS



   implementations.  Moreover, some WG members have described scenarios
   where use of tunnel mode SAs with (non-trivial) port field selectors
   is appropriate.  So the challenge is defining a strategy that can
   deal with this problem in BITW and SG contexts.  Also note that
   BYPASS/DISCARD entries in the SPD that make use of ports pose the
   same problems, irrespective of tunnel vs. transport mode notions.

   Some folks have suggested that a firewall behind an SG or BITW should
   be left to enforce port-level access controls and the effects of
   fragmentation.  However, this seems to be an incongruous suggestion
   in that elsewhere in IPsec (e.g., in IKE payloads) we are concerned
   about firewalls that always discard fragments.  If many firewalls
   don't pass fragments in general, why should we expect them to deal
   with fragments in this case? So, this analysis rejects the suggestion
   of disallowing use of port field selectors with tunnel mode SAs.

D.6.  Other Suggested Solutions

   One suggestion is to reassemble fragments at the sending IPsec
   implementation, and thus avoid the problem entirely.  This approach
   is invisible to a receiver and thus could be adopted as a purely
   local implementation option.

   A more sophisticated version of this suggestion calls for
   establishing and maintaining minimal state from each initial fragment
   encountered, to allow non-initial fragments to be matched to the
   right SAs or SPD/cache entries.  This implies an extension to the
   current processing model (and the old one).  The IPsec implementation
   would intercept all fragments; capture Source/Destination IP
   addresses, protocol, packet ID, and port fields from initial
   fragments; and then use this data to map non-initial fragments to SAs
   that require port fields.  If this approach is employed, the receiver
   needs to employ an equivalent scheme, as it too must verify that
   received fragments are consistent with SA selector values.  A
   non-initial fragment that arrives prior to an initial fragment could
   be cached or discarded, awaiting arrival of the corresponding initial
   fragment.

   A downside of both approaches noted above is that they will not
   always work.  When a BITW device or SG is configured in a topology
   that might allow some fragments for a packet to be processed at
   different SGs or BITW devices, then there is no guarantee that all
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   fragments will ever arrive at the same IPsec device.  This approach
   also raises possible processing problems.  If the sender caches
   non-initial fragments until the corresponding initial fragment
   arrives, buffering problems might arise, especially at high speeds.
   If the non-initial fragments are discarded rather than cached, there
   is no guarantee that traffic will ever pass, e.g., retransmission
   will result in different packet IDs that cannot be matched with prior
   transmissions.  In any case, housekeeping procedures will be needed
   to decide when to delete the fragment state data, adding some
   complexity to the system.  Nonetheless, this is a viable solution in
   some topologies, and these are likely to be common topologies.



   The Working Group rejected an earlier version of the convention of
   creating an SA to carry only non-initial fragments, something that
   was supported implicitly under the RFC 2401 model via use of OPAQUE
   port fields, but never clearly articulated in RFC 2401.  The
   (rejected) text called for each non-initial fragment to be treated as
   protocol 44 (the IPv6 fragment header protocol ID) by the sender and
   receiver.  This approach has the potential to make IPv4 and IPv6
   fragment handling more uniform, but it does not fundamentally change
   the problem, nor does it address the issue of fragment handling for
   BYPASS/DISCARD traffic.  Given the fragment overlap attack problem
   that IPv6 poses, it does not seem that it is worth the effort to
   adopt this strategy.

D.7.  Consistency

   Earlier, the WG agreed to allow an IPsec BITS, BITW, or SG to perform
   fragmentation prior to IPsec processing.  If this fragmentation is
   performed after SA lookup at the sender, there is no "mapping to the
   right SA" problem.  But, the receiver still needs to be able to
   verify that the non-initial fragments are consistent with the SA via
   which they are received.  Since the initial fragment might be lost en
   route, the receiver encounters all of the potential problems noted
   above.  Thus, if we are to be consistent in our decisions, we need to
   say how a receiver will deal with the non-initial fragments that
   arrive.

D.8.  Conclusions

   There is no simple, uniform way to handle fragments in all contexts.
   Different approaches work better in different contexts.  Thus, this
   document offers 3 choices -- one MUST and two MAYs.  At some point in
   the future, if the community gains experience with the two MAYs, they
   may become SHOULDs or MUSTs or other approaches may be proposed.
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Appendix E: Example of Supporting Nested SAs via SPD and Forwarding
            Table Entries

   This appendix provides an example of how to configure the SPD and
   forwarding tables to support a nested pair of SAs, consistent with
   the new processing model.  For simplicity, this example assumes just
   one SPD-I.

   The goal in this example is to support a transport mode SA from A to
   C, carried over a tunnel mode SA from A to B.  For example, A might
   be a laptop connected to the public Internet, B might be a firewall
   that protects a corporate network, and C might be a server on the
   corporate network that demands end-to-end authentication of A's
   traffic.

         +---+     +---+  +---+
         | A |=====| B |  | C |
         |   |------------|   |



         |   |=====|   |  |   |
         +---+     +---+  +---+

   A's SPD contains entries of the form:

                        Next Layer
      Rule Local Remote Protocol   Action
      ---- ----- ------ ---------- -----------------------
       1     C     A     ESP       BYPASS
       2     A     C     ICMP,ESP  PROTECT(ESP,tunnel,integr+conf)
       3     A     C     ANY       PROTECT(ESP,transport,integr-only)
       4     A     B     ICMP,IKE  BYPASS

   A's unprotected-side forwarding table is set so that outbound packets
   destined for C are looped back to the protected side.  A's
   protected-side forwarding table is set so that inbound ESP packets
   are looped back to the unprotected side.  A's forwarding tables
   contain entries of the form:

      Unprotected-side forwarding table

        Rule Local Remote Protocol Action
        ---- ----- ------ -------- ---------------------------
         1     A     C       ANY   loop back to protected side
         2     A     B       ANY   forward to B
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      Protected-side forwarding table

        Rule Local Remote Protocol Action
        ---- ----- ------ -------- -----------------------------
         1     A     C       ESP   loop back to unprotected side

   An outbound TCP packet from A to C would match SPD rule 3 and have
   transport mode ESP applied to it.  The unprotected-side forwarding
   table would then loop back the packet.  The packet is compared
   against SPD-I (see Figure 2), matches SPD rule 1, and so it is
   BYPASSed.  The packet is treated as an outbound packet and compared
   against the SPD for a third time.  This time it matches SPD rule 2,
   so ESP is applied in tunnel mode.  This time the forwarding table
   doesn't loop back the packet, because the outer destination address
   is B, so the packet goes out onto the wire.

   An inbound TCP packet from C to A is wrapped in two ESP headers; the
   outer header (ESP in tunnel mode) shows B as the source, whereas the
   inner header (ESP transport mode) shows C as the source.  Upon
   arrival at A, the packet would be mapped to an SA based on the SPI,
   have the outer header removed, and be decrypted and
   integrity-checked.  Then it would be matched against the SAD
   selectors for this SA, which would specify C as the source and A as
   the destination, derived from SPD rule 2.  The protected-side



   forwarding function would then send it back to the unprotected side
   based on the addresses and the next layer protocol (ESP), indicative
   of nesting.  It is compared against SPD-O (see Figure 3) and found to
   match SPD rule 1, so it is BYPASSed.  The packet is mapped to an SA
   based on the SPI, integrity-checked, and compared against the SAD
   selectors derived from SPD rule 3.  The forwarding function then
   passes it up to the next layer, because it isn't an ESP packet.
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1.  Introduction

   This document assumes that the reader is familiar with the terms and
   concepts described in the "Security Architecture for the Internet
   Protocol" [Ken-Arch], hereafter referred to as the Security
   Architecture document.  In particular, the reader should be familiar
   with the definitions of security services offered by the
   Encapsulating Security Payload (ESP) [Ken-ESP] and the IP
   Authentication Header (AH), the concept of Security Associations, the
   ways in which ESP can be used in conjunction with the Authentication
   Header (AH), and the different key management options available for
   ESP and AH.

   The keywords MUST, MUST NOT, REQUIRED, SHALL, SHALL NOT, SHOULD,
   SHOULD NOT, RECOMMENDED, MAY, and OPTIONAL, when they appear in this
   document, are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [Bra97].

   The IP Authentication Header (AH) is used to provide connectionless
   integrity and data origin authentication for IP datagrams (hereafter
   referred to as just "integrity") and to provide protection against
   replays.  This latter, optional service may be selected, by the
   receiver, when a Security Association (SA) is established.  (The
   protocol default requires the sender to increment the sequence number
   used for anti-replay, but the service is effective only if the
   receiver checks the sequence number.)  However, to make use of the
   Extended Sequence Number feature in an interoperable fashion, AH does
   impose a requirement on SA management protocols to be able to
   negotiate this new feature (see Section 2.5.1 below).

   AH provides authentication for as much of the IP header as possible,
   as well as for next level protocol data.  However, some IP header
   fields may change in transit and the value of these fields, when the
   packet arrives at the receiver, may not be predictable by the sender.
   The values of such fields cannot be protected by AH.  Thus, the
   protection provided to the IP header by AH is piecemeal.  (See
   Appendix A.)

   AH may be applied alone, in combination with the IP Encapsulating
   Security Payload (ESP) [Ken-ESP], or in a nested fashion (see
   Security Architecture document [Ken-Arch]).  Security services can be
   provided between a pair of communicating hosts, between a pair of
   communicating security gateways, or between a security gateway and a
   host.  ESP may be used to provide the same anti-replay and similar
   integrity services, and it also provides a confidentiality
   (encryption) service.  The primary difference between the integrity
   provided by ESP and AH is the extent of the coverage.  Specifically,
   ESP does not protect any IP header fields unless those fields are
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   encapsulated by ESP (e.g., via use of tunnel mode).  For more details
   on how to use AH and ESP in various network environments, see the
   Security Architecture document [Ken-Arch].

   Section 7 provides a brief review of the differences between this
   document and RFC 2402 [RFC2402].



2.  Authentication Header Format

   The protocol header (IPv4, IPv6, or IPv6 Extension) immediately
   preceding the AH header SHALL contain the value 51 in its Protocol
   (IPv4) or Next Header (IPv6, Extension) fields [DH98].  Figure 1
   illustrates the format for AH.

     0                   1                   2                   3
     0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   | Next Header   |  Payload Len  |          RESERVED             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                 Security Parameters Index (SPI)               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                    Sequence Number Field                      |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   +                Integrity Check Value-ICV (variable)           |
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

                          Figure 1.  AH Format

   The following table refers to the fields that comprise AH,
   (illustrated in Figure 1), plus other fields included in the
   integrity computation, and illustrates which fields are covered by
   the ICV and what is transmitted.
                                                      What    What
                                     # of     Requ'd  Integ    is
                                     bytes     [1]    Covers  Xmtd
                                     ------   ------  ------  ------
          IP Header                  variable    M     [2]    plain
          Next Header                   1        M      Y     plain
          Payload Len                   1        M      Y     plain
          RESERVED                      2        M      Y     plain
          SPI                           4        M      Y     plain
          Seq# (low-order 32 bits)      4        M      Y     plain
          ICV                        variable    M      Y[3]  plain
          IP datagram [4]            variable    M      Y     plain
          Seq# (high-order 32 bits)     4      if ESN   Y     not xmtd
          ICV Padding                variable  if need  Y     not xmtd
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       [1] - M = mandatory
       [2] - See Section 3.3.3, "Integrity Check Value Calculation", for
             details of which IP header fields are covered.
       [3] - Zeroed before ICV calculation (resulting ICV placed here
             after calculation)
       [4] - If tunnel mode -> IP datagram
             If transport mode -> next header and data

   The following subsections define the fields that comprise the AH
   format.  All the fields described here are mandatory; i.e., they are
   always present in the AH format and are included in the Integrity
   Check Value (ICV) computation (see Sections 2.6 and 3.3.3).



   Note: All of the cryptographic algorithms used in IPsec expect their
   input in canonical network byte order (see Appendix of RFC 791
   [RFC791]) and generate their output in canonical network byte order.
   IP packets are also transmitted in network byte order.

   AH does not contain a version number, therefore if there are concerns
   about backward compatibility, they MUST be addressed by using a
   signaling mechanism between the two IPsec peers to ensure compatible
   versions of AH, e.g., IKE [IKEv2] or an out-of-band configuration
   mechanism.

2.1.  Next Header

   The Next Header is an 8-bit field that identifies the type of the
   next payload after the Authentication Header.  The value of this
   field is chosen from the set of IP Protocol Numbers defined on the
   web page of Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA).  For example,
   a value of 4 indicates IPv4, a value of 41 indicates IPv6, and a
   value of 6 indicates TCP.

2.2.  Payload Length

   This 8-bit field specifies the length of AH in 32-bit words (4-byte
   units), minus "2".  Thus, for example, if an integrity algorithm
   yields a 96-bit authentication value, this length field will be "4"
   (3 32-bit word fixed fields plus 3 32-bit words for the ICV, minus
   2).  For IPv6, the total length of the header must be a multiple of
   8-octet units.  (Note that although IPv6 [DH98] characterizes AH as
   an extension header, its length is measured in 32-bit words, not the
   64-bit words used by other IPv6 extension headers.)  See Section 2.6,
   "Integrity Check Value (ICV)", for comments on padding of this field,
   and Section 3.3.3.2.1, "ICV Padding".
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2.3.  Reserved

   This 16-bit field is reserved for future use.  It MUST be set to
   "zero" by the sender, and it SHOULD be ignored by the recipient.
   (Note that the value is included in the ICV calculation, but is
   otherwise ignored by the recipient.)

2.4.  Security Parameters Index (SPI)

   The SPI is an arbitrary 32-bit value that is used by a receiver to
   identify the SA to which an incoming packet is bound.  For a unicast
   SA, the SPI can be used by itself to specify an SA, or it may be used
   in conjunction with the IPsec protocol type (in this case AH).
   Because for unicast SAs the SPI value is generated by the receiver,
   whether the value is sufficient to identify an SA by itself or
   whether it must be used in conjunction with the IPsec protocol value
   is a local matter.  The SPI field is mandatory, and this mechanism
   for mapping inbound traffic to unicast SAs described above MUST be



   supported by all AH implementations.

   If an IPsec implementation supports multicast, then it MUST support
   multicast SAs using the algorithm below for mapping inbound IPsec
   datagrams to SAs.  Implementations that support only unicast traffic
   need not implement this de-multiplexing algorithm.

   In many secure multicast architectures, e.g., [RFC3740], a central
   Group Controller/Key Server unilaterally assigns the group security
   association's SPI.  This SPI assignment is not negotiated or
   coordinated with the key management (e.g., IKE) subsystems that
   reside in the individual end systems that comprise the group.
   Consequently, it is possible that a group security association and a
   unicast security association can simultaneously use the same SPI.  A
   multicast-capable IPsec implementation MUST correctly de-multiplex
   inbound traffic even in the context of SPI collisions.

   Each entry in the Security Association Database (SAD) [Ken-Arch] must
   indicate whether the SA lookup makes use of the destination, or
   destination and source, IP addresses, in addition to the SPI.  For
   multicast SAs, the protocol field is not employed for SA lookups.
   For each inbound, IPsec-protected packet, an implementation must
   conduct its search of the SAD such that it finds the entry that
   matches the "longest" SA identifier.  In this context, if two or more
   SAD entries match based on the SPI value, then the entry that also
   matches based on destination, or destination and source, address
   comparison (as indicated in the SAD entry) is the "longest" match.
   This implies a logical ordering of the SAD search as follows:
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           1. Search the SAD for a match on {SPI, destination
              address, source address}.  If an SAD entry
              matches, then process the inbound AH packet with that
              matching SAD entry.  Otherwise, proceed to step 2.

           2. Search the SAD for a match on {SPI, destination
              address}.  If an SAD entry matches, then process
              the inbound AH packet with that matching SAD
              entry.  Otherwise, proceed to step 3.

           3. Search the SAD for a match on only {SPI} if the receiver
              has chosen to maintain a single SPI space for AH and ESP,
              or on {SPI, protocol} otherwise.  If an SAD
              entry matches, then process the inbound AH packet with
              that matching SAD entry.  Otherwise, discard the packet
              and log an auditable event.

   In practice, an implementation MAY choose any method to accelerate
   this search, although its externally visible behavior MUST be
   functionally equivalent to having searched the SAD in the above
   order.  For example, a software-based implementation could index into
   a hash table by the SPI.  The SAD entries in each hash table bucket's
   linked list are kept sorted to have those SAD entries with the
   longest SA identifiers first in that linked list.  Those SAD entries



   having the shortest SA identifiers are sorted so that they are the
   last entries in the linked list.  A hardware-based implementation may
   be able to effect the longest match search intrinsically, using
   commonly available Ternary Content-Addressable Memory (TCAM)
   features.

   The indication of whether source and destination address matching is
   required to map inbound IPsec traffic to SAs MUST be set either as a
   side effect of manual SA configuration or via negotiation using an SA
   management protocol, e.g., IKE or Group Domain of Interpretation
   (GDOI) [RFC3547].  Typically, Source-Specific Multicast (SSM) [HC03]
   groups use a 3-tuple SA identifier composed of an SPI, a destination
   multicast address, and source address.  An Any-Source Multicast group
   SA requires only an SPI and a destination multicast address as an
   identifier.

   The set of SPI values in the range 1 through 255 is reserved by the
   Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) for future use; a reserved
   SPI value will not normally be assigned by IANA unless the use of the
   assigned SPI value is specified in an RFC.  The SPI value of zero (0)
   is reserved for local, implementation-specific use and MUST NOT be
   sent on the wire.  (For example, a key management implementation
   might use the zero SPI value to mean "No Security Association Exists"
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   during the period when the IPsec implementation has requested that
   its key management entity establish a new SA, but the SA has not yet
   been established.)

2.5.  Sequence Number

   This unsigned 32-bit field contains a counter value that increases by
   one for each packet sent, i.e., a per-SA packet sequence number.  For
   a unicast SA or a single-sender multicast SA, the sender MUST
   increment this field for every transmitted packet.  Sharing an SA
   among multiple senders is permitted, though generally not
   recommended.  AH provides no means of synchronizing packet counters
   among multiple senders or meaningfully managing a receiver packet
   counter and window in the context of multiple senders.  Thus, for a
   multi-sender SA, the anti-reply features of AH are not available (see
   Sections 3.3.2 and 3.4.3).

   The field is mandatory and MUST always be present even if the
   receiver does not elect to enable the anti-replay service for a
   specific SA.  Processing of the Sequence Number field is at the
   discretion of the receiver, but all AH implementations MUST be
   capable of performing the processing described in Section 3.3.2,
   "Sequence Number Generation", and Section 3.4.3, "Sequence Number
   Verification".  Thus, the sender MUST always transmit this field, but
   the receiver need not act upon it.

   The sender's counter and the receiver's counter are initialized to 0
   when an SA is established.  (The first packet sent using a given SA
   will have a sequence number of 1; see Section 3.3.2 for more details
   on how the sequence number is generated.)  If anti-replay is enabled



   (the default), the transmitted sequence number must never be allowed
   to cycle.  Thus, the sender's counter and the receiver's counter MUST
   be reset (by establishing a new SA and thus a new key) prior to the
   transmission of the 2^32nd packet on an SA.

2.5.1.  Extended (64-bit) Sequence Number

   To support high-speed IPsec implementations, a new option for
   sequence numbers SHOULD be offered, as an extension to the current,
   32-bit sequence number field.  Use of an Extended Sequence Number
   (ESN) MUST be negotiated by an SA management protocol.  Note that in
   IKEv2, this negotiation is implicit; the default is ESN unless 32-bit
   sequence numbers are explicitly negotiated.  (The ESN feature is
   applicable to multicast as well as unicast SAs.)

   The ESN facility allows use of a 64-bit sequence number for an SA.
   (See Appendix B, "Extended (64-bit) Sequence Numbers", for details.)
   Only the low-order 32 bits of the sequence number are transmitted in
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   the AH header of each packet, thus minimizing packet overhead.  The
   high-order 32 bits are maintained as part of the sequence number
   counter by both transmitter and receiver and are included in the
   computation of the ICV, but are not transmitted.

2.6.  Integrity Check Value (ICV)

   This is a variable-length field that contains the Integrity Check
   Value (ICV) for this packet.  The field must be an integral multiple
   of 32 bits (IPv4 or IPv6) in length.  The details of ICV processing
   are described in Section 3.3.3, "Integrity Check Value Calculation",
   and Section 3.4.4, "Integrity Check Value Verification".  This field
   may include explicit padding, if required to ensure that the length
   of the AH header is an integral multiple of 32 bits (IPv4) or 64 bits
   (IPv6).  All implementations MUST support such padding and MUST
   insert only enough padding to satisfy the IPv4/IPv6 alignment
   requirements.  Details of how to compute the required padding length
   are provided below in Section 3.3.3.2, "Padding".  The integrity
   algorithm specification MUST specify the length of the ICV and the
   comparison rules and processing steps for validation.

3.  Authentication Header Processing

3.1.  Authentication Header Location

   AH may be employed in two ways: transport mode or tunnel mode.  (See
   the Security Architecture document for a description of when each
   should be used.)

3.1.1.  Transport Mode

   In transport mode, AH is inserted after the IP header and before a
   next layer protocol (e.g., TCP, UDP, ICMP, etc.) or before any other
   IPsec headers that have already been inserted.  In the context of
   IPv4, this calls for placing AH after the IP header (and any options
   that it contains), but before the next layer protocol.  (Note that



   the term "transport" mode should not be misconstrued as restricting
   its use to TCP and UDP.)  The following diagram illustrates AH
   transport mode positioning for a typical IPv4 packet, on a "before
   and after" basis.
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                   BEFORE APPLYING AH
             ----------------------------
       IPv4  |orig IP hdr  |     |      |
             |(any options)| TCP | Data |
             ----------------------------

                   AFTER APPLYING AH
             -------------------------------------------------------
       IPv4  |original IP hdr (any options) | AH | TCP |    Data   |
             -------------------------------------------------------
             |<- mutable field processing ->|<- immutable fields ->|
             |<----- authenticated except for mutable fields ----->|

   In the IPv6 context, AH is viewed as an end-to-end payload, and thus
   should appear after hop-by-hop, routing, and fragmentation extension
   headers.  The destination options extension header(s) could appear
   before or after or both before and after the AH header depending on
   the semantics desired.  The following diagram illustrates AH
   transport mode positioning for a typical IPv6 packet.

                        BEFORE APPLYING AH
             ---------------------------------------
       IPv6  |             | ext hdrs |     |      |
             | orig IP hdr |if present| TCP | Data |
             ---------------------------------------

                       AFTER APPLYING AH
            ------------------------------------------------------------
      IPv6  |             |hop-by-hop, dest*, |    | dest |     |      |
            |orig IP hdr  |routing, fragment. | AH | opt* | TCP | Data |
            ------------------------------------------------------------
            |<--- mutable field processing -->|<-- immutable fields -->|
            |<---- authenticated except for mutable fields ----------->|

                  * = if present, could be before AH, after AH, or both

   ESP and AH headers can be combined in a variety of modes.  The IPsec
   Architecture document describes the combinations of security
   associations that must be supported.

   Note that in transport mode, for "bump-in-the-stack" or "bump-in-
   the-wire" implementations, as defined in the Security Architecture



   document, inbound and outbound IP fragments may require an IPsec
   implementation to perform extra IP reassembly/fragmentation in order
   to both conform to this specification and provide transparent IPsec
   support.  Special care is required to perform such operations within
   these implementations when multiple interfaces are in use.
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3.1.2.  Tunnel Mode

   In tunnel mode, the "inner" IP header carries the ultimate (IP)
   source and destination addresses, while an "outer" IP header contains
   the addresses of the IPsec "peers," e.g., addresses of security
   gateways.  Mixed inner and outer IP versions are allowed, i.e., IPv6
   over IPv4 and IPv4 over IPv6.  In tunnel mode, AH protects the entire
   inner IP packet, including the entire inner IP header.  The position
   of AH in tunnel mode, relative to the outer IP header, is the same as
   for AH in transport mode.  The following diagram illustrates AH
   tunnel mode positioning for typical IPv4 and IPv6 packets.

        ----------------------------------------------------------------
   IPv4 |                              |    | orig IP hdr*  |   |      |
        |new IP header * (any options) | AH | (any options) |TCP| Data |
        ----------------------------------------------------------------
        |<- mutable field processing ->|<------ immutable fields ----->|
        |<- authenticated except for mutable fields in the new IP hdr->|

        --------------------------------------------------------------
   IPv6 |           | ext hdrs*|    |            | ext hdrs*|   |    |
        |new IP hdr*|if present| AH |orig IP hdr*|if present|TCP|Data|
        --------------------------------------------------------------
        |<--- mutable field -->|<--------- immutable fields -------->|
        |       processing     |
        |<-- authenticated except for mutable fields in new IP hdr ->|

          * = if present, construction of outer IP hdr/extensions and
              modification of inner IP hdr/extensions is discussed in
              the Security Architecture document.

3.2.  Integrity Algorithms

   The integrity algorithm employed for the ICV computation is specified
   by the SA.  For point-to-point communication, suitable integrity
   algorithms include keyed Message Authentication Codes (MACs) based on
   symmetric encryption algorithms (e.g., AES [AES]) or on one-way hash
   functions (e.g., MD5, SHA-1, SHA-256, etc.).  For multicast
   communication, a variety of cryptographic strategies for providing
   integrity have been developed and research continues in this area.

3.3.  Outbound Packet Processing

   In transport mode, the sender inserts the AH header after the IP
   header and before a next layer protocol header, as described above.
   In tunnel mode, the outer and inner IP header/extensions can be
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   interrelated in a variety of ways.  The construction of the outer IP
   header/extensions during the encapsulation process is described in
   the Security Architecture document.

3.3.1.  Security Association Lookup

   AH is applied to an outbound packet only after an IPsec
   implementation determines that the packet is associated with an SA
   that calls for AH processing.  The process of determining what, if
   any, IPsec processing is applied to outbound traffic is described in
   the Security Architecture document.

3.3.2.  Sequence Number Generation

   The sender's counter is initialized to 0 when an SA is established.
   The sender increments the sequence number (or ESN) counter for this
   SA and inserts the low-order 32 bits of the value into the Sequence
   Number field.  Thus, the first packet sent using a given SA will
   contain a sequence number of 1.

   If anti-replay is enabled (the default), the sender checks to ensure
   that the counter has not cycled before inserting the new value in the
   Sequence Number field.  In other words, the sender MUST NOT send a
   packet on an SA if doing so would cause the sequence number to cycle.
   An attempt to transmit a packet that would result in sequence number
   overflow is an auditable event.  The audit log entry for this event
   SHOULD include the SPI value, current date/time, Source Address,
   Destination Address, and (in IPv6) the cleartext Flow ID.

   The sender assumes anti-replay is enabled as a default, unless
   otherwise notified by the receiver (see Section 3.4.3) or if the SA
   was configured using manual key management.  Thus, typical behavior
   of an AH implementation calls for the sender to establish a new SA
   when the Sequence Number (or ESN) cycles, or in anticipation of this
   value cycling.

   If anti-replay is disabled (as noted above), the sender does not need
   to monitor or reset the counter, e.g., in the case of manual key
   management (see Section 5).  However, the sender still increments the
   counter and when it reaches the maximum value, the counter rolls over
   back to zero.  (This behavior is recommended for multi-sender,
   multicast SAs, unless anti-replay mechanisms outside the scope of
   this standard are negotiated between the sender and receiver.)

   If ESN (see Appendix B) is selected, only the low-order 32 bits of
   the sequence number are transmitted in the Sequence Number field,
   although both sender and receiver maintain full 64-bit ESN counters.
   However, the high-order 32 bits are included in the ICV calculation.
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   Note: If a receiver chooses not to enable anti-replay for an SA, then
   the receiver SHOULD NOT negotiate ESN in an SA management protocol.
   Use of ESN creates a need for the receiver to manage the anti-replay
   window (in order to determine the correct value for the high-order
   bits of the ESN, which are employed in the ICV computation), which is
   generally contrary to the notion of disabling anti-replay for an SA.

3.3.3.  Integrity Check Value Calculation

   The AH ICV is computed over:

        o IP or extension header fields before the AH header that are
          either immutable in transit or that are predictable in value
          upon arrival at the endpoint for the AH SA
        o the AH header (Next Header, Payload Len, Reserved, SPI,
          Sequence Number (low-order 32 bits), and the ICV (which is set
          to zero for this computation), and explicit padding bytes (if
          any))
        o everything after AH is assumed to be immutable in transit
        o the high-order bits of the ESN (if employed), and any implicit
          padding required by the integrity algorithm

3.3.3.1.  Handling Mutable Fields

   If a field may be modified during transit, the value of the field is
   set to zero for purposes of the ICV computation.  If a field is
   mutable, but its value at the (IPsec) receiver is predictable, then
   that value is inserted into the field for purposes of the ICV
   calculation.  The Integrity Check Value field is also set to zero in
   preparation for this computation.  Note that by replacing each
   field's value with zero, rather than omitting the field, alignment is
   preserved for the ICV calculation.  Also, the zero-fill approach
   ensures that the length of the fields that are so handled cannot be
   changed during transit, even though their contents are not explicitly
   covered by the ICV.

   As a new extension header or IPv4 option is created, it will be
   defined in its own RFC and SHOULD include (in the Security
   Considerations section) directions for how it should be handled when
   calculating the AH ICV.  If the IP (v4 or v6) implementation
   encounters an extension header that it does not recognize, it will
   discard the packet and send an ICMP message.  IPsec will never see
   the packet.  If the IPsec implementation encounters an IPv4 option
   that it does not recognize, it should zero the whole option, using
   the second byte of the option as the length.  IPv6 options (in
   Destination Extension Headers or the Hop-by-Hop Extension Header)
   contain a flag indicating mutability, which determines appropriate
   processing for such options.
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3.3.3.1.1.  ICV Computation for IPv4

3.3.3.1.1.1.  Base Header Fields



   The IPv4 base header fields are classified as follows:

   Immutable
           Version
           Internet Header Length
           Total Length
           Identification
           Protocol (This should be the value for AH.)
           Source Address
           Destination Address (without loose or strict source routing)

   Mutable but predictable
           Destination Address (with loose or strict source routing)

   Mutable (zeroed prior to ICV calculation)
           Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP)
              (6 bits, see RFC 2474 [NBBB98])
           Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN)
              (2 bits, see RFC 3168 [RFB01])
           Flags
           Fragment Offset
           Time to Live (TTL)
           Header Checksum

   DSCP - Routers may rewrite the DS field as needed to provide a
   desired local or end-to-end service, thus its value upon reception
   cannot be predicted by the sender.

   ECN - This will change if a router along the route experiences
   congestion, and thus its value upon reception cannot be predicted by
   the sender.

   Flags - This field is excluded because an intermediate router might
   set the DF bit, even if the source did not select it.

   Fragment Offset - Since AH is applied only to non-fragmented IP
   packets, the Offset Field must always be zero, and thus it is
   excluded (even though it is predictable).

   TTL - This is changed en route as a normal course of processing by
   routers, and thus its value at the receiver is not predictable by the
   sender.
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   Header Checksum - This will change if any of these other fields
   change, and thus its value upon reception cannot be predicted by the
   sender.

3.3.3.1.1.2.  Options

   For IPv4 (unlike IPv6), there is no mechanism for tagging options as
   mutable in transit.  Hence the IPv4 options are explicitly listed in
   Appendix A and classified as immutable, mutable but predictable, or
   mutable.  For IPv4, the entire option is viewed as a unit; so even



   though the type and length fields within most options are immutable
   in transit, if an option is classified as mutable, the entire option
   is zeroed for ICV computation purposes.

3.3.3.1.2.  ICV Computation for IPv6

3.3.3.1.2.1.  Base Header Fields

   The IPv6 base header fields are classified as follows:

   Immutable
           Version
           Payload Length
           Next Header
           Source Address
           Destination Address (without Routing Extension Header)

   Mutable but predictable
           Destination Address (with Routing Extension Header)

   Mutable (zeroed prior to ICV calculation)
           DSCP (6 bits, see RFC2474 [NBBB98])
           ECN (2 bits, see RFC3168 [RFB01])
           Flow Label (*)
           Hop Limit

        (*) The flow label described in AHv1 was mutable, and in
            RFC 2460 [DH98] was potentially mutable.  To retain
            compatibility with existing AH implementations, the
            flow label is not included in the ICV in AHv2.

3.3.3.1.2.2.  Extension Headers Containing Options

   IPv6 options in the Hop-by-Hop and Destination Extension Headers
   contain a bit that indicates whether the option might change
   (unpredictably) during transit.  For any option for which contents
   may change en-route, the entire "Option Data" field must be treated
   as zero-valued octets when computing or verifying the ICV.  The
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   Option Type and Opt Data Len are included in the ICV calculation.
   All options for which the bit indicates immutability are included in
   the ICV calculation.  See the IPv6 specification [DH98] for more
   information.

3.3.3.1.2.3.  Extension Headers Not Containing Options

   The IPv6 extension headers that do not contain options are explicitly
   listed in Appendix A and classified as immutable, mutable but
   predictable, or mutable.

3.3.3.2.  Padding and Extended Sequence Numbers

3.3.3.2.1.  ICV Padding

   As mentioned in Section 2.6, the ICV field may include explicit



   padding if required to ensure that the AH header is a multiple of 32
   bits (IPv4) or 64 bits (IPv6).  If padding is required, its length is
   determined by two factors:

           - the length of the ICV
           - the IP protocol version (v4 or v6)

   For example, if the output of the selected algorithm is 96 bits, no
   padding is required for IPv4 or IPv6.  However, if a different length
   ICV is generated, due to use of a different algorithm, then padding
   may be required depending on the length and IP protocol version.  The
   content of the padding field is arbitrarily selected by the sender.
   (The padding is arbitrary, but need not be random to achieve
   security.)  These padding bytes are included in the ICV calculation,
   counted as part of the Payload Length, and transmitted at the end of
   the ICV field to enable the receiver to perform the ICV calculation.
   Inclusion of padding in excess of the minimum amount required to
   satisfy IPv4/IPv6 alignment requirements is prohibited.

3.3.3.2.2.  Implicit Packet Padding and ESN

   If the ESN option is elected for an SA, then the high-order 32 bits
   of the ESN must be included in the ICV computation.  For purposes of
   ICV computation, these bits are appended (implicitly) immediately
   after the end of the payload, and before any implicit packet padding.

   For some integrity algorithms, the byte string over which the ICV
   computation is performed must be a multiple of a blocksize specified
   by the algorithm.  If the IP packet length (including AH and the 32
   high-order bits of the ESN, if enabled) does not match the blocksize
   requirements for the algorithm, implicit padding MUST be appended to
   the end of the packet, prior to ICV computation.  The padding octets
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   MUST have a value of zero.  The blocksize (and hence the length of
   the padding) is specified by the algorithm specification.  This
   padding is not transmitted with the packet.  The document that
   defines an integrity algorithm MUST be consulted to determine if
   implicit padding is required as described above.  If the document
   does not specify an answer to this, then the default is to assume
   that implicit padding is required (as needed to match the packet
   length to the algorithm's blocksize.)  If padding bytes are needed
   but the algorithm does not specify the padding contents, then the
   padding octets MUST have a value of zero.

3.3.4.  Fragmentation

   If required, IP fragmentation occurs after AH processing within an
   IPsec implementation.  Thus, transport mode AH is applied only to
   whole IP datagrams (not to IP fragments).  An IPv4 packet to which AH
   has been applied may itself be fragmented by routers en route, and
   such fragments must be reassembled prior to AH processing at a
   receiver.  (This does not apply to IPv6, where there is no router-
   initiated fragmentation.)  In tunnel mode, AH is applied to an IP
   packet, the payload of which may be a fragmented IP packet.  For
   example, a security gateway or a "bump-in-the-stack" or "bump-in-



   the-wire" IPsec implementation (see the Security Architecture
   document for details) may apply tunnel mode AH to such fragments.

   NOTE: For transport mode -- As mentioned at the end of Section 3.1.1,
   bump-in-the-stack and bump-in-the-wire implementations may have to
   first reassemble a packet fragmented by the local IP layer, then
   apply IPsec, and then fragment the resulting packet.

   NOTE: For IPv6 -- For bump-in-the-stack and bump-in-the-wire
   implementations, it will be necessary to examine all the extension
   headers to determine if there is a fragmentation header and hence
   that the packet needs reassembling prior to IPsec processing.

   Fragmentation, whether performed by an IPsec implementation or by
   routers along the path between IPsec peers, significantly reduces
   performance.  Moreover, the requirement for an AH receiver to accept
   fragments for reassembly creates denial of service vulnerabilities.
   Thus, an AH implementation MAY choose to not support fragmentation
   and may mark transmitted packets with the DF bit, to facilitate Path
   MTU (PMTU) discovery.  In any case, an AH implementation MUST support
   generation of ICMP PMTU messages (or equivalent internal signaling
   for native host implementations) to minimize the likelihood of
   fragmentation.  Details of the support required for MTU management
   are contained in the Security Architecture document.
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3.4.  Inbound Packet Processing

   If there is more than one IPsec header/extension present, the
   processing for each one ignores (does not zero, does not use) any
   IPsec headers applied subsequent to the header being processed.

3.4.1.  Reassembly

   If required, reassembly is performed prior to AH processing.  If a
   packet offered to AH for processing appears to be an IP fragment,
   i.e., the OFFSET field is nonzero or the MORE FRAGMENTS flag is set,
   the receiver MUST discard the packet; this is an auditable event.
   The audit log entry for this event SHOULD include the SPI value,
   date/time, Source Address, Destination Address, and (in IPv6) the
   Flow ID.

   NOTE: For packet reassembly, the current IPv4 spec does NOT require
   either the zeroing of the OFFSET field or the clearing of the MORE
   FRAGMENTS flag.  In order for a reassembled packet to be processed by
   IPsec (as opposed to discarded as an apparent fragment), the IP code
   must do these two things after it reassembles a packet.

3.4.2.  Security Association Lookup

   Upon receipt of a packet containing an IP Authentication Header, the
   receiver determines the appropriate (unidirectional) SA via lookup in
   the SAD.  For a unicast SA, this determination is based on the SPI or
   the SPI plus protocol field, as described in Section 2.4.  If an



   implementation supports multicast traffic, the destination address is
   also employed in the lookup (in addition to the SPI), and the sender
   address also may be employed, as described in Section 2.4.  (This
   process is described in more detail in the Security Architecture
   document.)  The SAD entry for the SA also indicates whether the
   Sequence Number field will be checked and whether 32- or 64-bit
   sequence numbers are employed for the SA.  The SAD entry for the SA
   also specifies the algorithm(s) employed for ICV computation, and
   indicates the key required to validate the ICV.

   If no valid Security Association exists for this packet the receiver
   MUST discard the packet; this is an auditable event.  The audit log
   entry for this event SHOULD include the SPI value, date/time, Source
   Address, Destination Address, and (in IPv6) the Flow ID.

   (Note that SA management traffic, such as IKE packets, does not need
   to be processed based on SPI, i.e., one can de-multiplex this traffic
   separately based on Next Protocol and Port fields, for example.)
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3.4.3.  Sequence Number Verification

   All AH implementations MUST support the anti-replay service, though
   its use may be enabled or disabled by the receiver on a per-SA basis.
   Anti-replay is applicable to unicast as well as multicast SAs.
   However, this standard specifies no mechanisms for providing anti-
   replay for a multi-sender SA (unicast or multicast).  In the absence
   of negotiation (or manual configuration) of an anti-replay mechanism
   for such an SA, it is recommended that sender and receiver checking
   of the Sequence Number for the SA be disabled (via negotiation or
   manual configuration), as noted below.

   If the receiver does not enable anti-replay for an SA, no inbound
   checks are performed on the Sequence Number.  However, from the
   perspective of the sender, the default is to assume that anti-replay
   is enabled at the receiver.  To avoid having the sender do
   unnecessary sequence number monitoring and SA setup (see Section
   3.3.2, "Sequence Number Generation"), if an SA establishment protocol
   such as IKE is employed, the receiver SHOULD notify the sender,
   during SA establishment, if the receiver will not provide anti-replay
   protection.

   If the receiver has enabled the anti-replay service for this SA, the
   receive packet counter for the SA MUST be initialized to zero when
   the SA is established.  For each received packet, the receiver MUST
   verify that the packet contains a Sequence Number that does not
   duplicate the Sequence Number of any other packets received during
   the life of this SA.  This SHOULD be the first AH check applied to a
   packet after it has been matched to an SA, to speed rejection of
   duplicate packets.

   Duplicates are rejected through the use of a sliding receive window.
   How the window is implemented is a local matter, but the following
   text describes the functionality that the implementation must



   exhibit.

   The "right" edge of the window represents the highest, validated
   Sequence Number value received on this SA.  Packets that contain
   sequence numbers lower than the "left" edge of the window are
   rejected.  Packets falling within the window are checked against a
   list of received packets within the window.

   If the ESN option is selected for an SA, only the low-order 32 bits
   of the sequence number are explicitly transmitted, but the receiver
   employs the full sequence number computed using the high-order 32
   bits for the indicated SA (from his local counter) when checking the
   received Sequence Number against the receive window.  In constructing
   the full sequence number, if the low-order 32 bits carried in the
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   packet are lower in value than the low-order 32 bits of the
   receiver's sequence number counter, the receiver assumes that the
   high-order 32 bits have been incremented, moving to a new sequence
   number subspace.  (This algorithm accommodates gaps in reception for
   a single SA as large as 2**32-1 packets.  If a larger gap occurs,
   additional, heuristic checks for re-synchronization of the receiver's
   sequence number counter MAY be employed, as described in Appendix B.)

   If the received packet falls within the window and is not a
   duplicate, or if the packet is to the right of the window, then the
   receiver proceeds to ICV verification.  If the ICV validation fails,
   the receiver MUST discard the received IP datagram as invalid.  This
   is an auditable event.  The audit log entry for this event SHOULD
   include the SPI value, date/time, Source Address, Destination
   Address, the Sequence Number, and (in IPv6) the Flow ID.  The receive
   window is updated only if the ICV verification succeeds.

   A MINIMUM window size of 32 packets MUST be supported, but a window
   size of 64 is preferred and SHOULD be employed as the default.
   Another window size (larger than the MINIMUM) MAY be chosen by the
   receiver.  (The receiver does NOT notify the sender of the window
   size.)  The receive window size should be increased for higher-speed
   environments, irrespective of assurance issues.  Values for minimum
   and recommended receive window sizes for very high-speed (e.g.,
   multi-gigabit/second) devices are not specified by this standard.

3.4.4.  Integrity Check Value Verification

   The receiver computes the ICV over the appropriate fields of the
   packet, using the specified integrity algorithm, and verifies that it
   is the same as the ICV included in the ICV field of the packet.
   Details of the computation are provided below.

   If the computed and received ICVs match, then the datagram is valid,
   and it is accepted.  If the test fails, then the receiver MUST
   discard the received IP datagram as invalid.  This is an auditable
   event.  The audit log entry SHOULD include the SPI value, date/time
   received, Source Address, Destination Address, and (in IPv6) the Flow
   ID.



   Implementation Note:

      Implementations can use any set of steps that results in the same
      result as the following set of steps.  Begin by saving the ICV
      value and replacing it (but not any ICV field padding) with zero.
      Zero all other fields that may have been modified during transit.
      (See Section 3.3.3.1, "Handling Mutable Fields", for a discussion
      of which fields are zeroed before performing the ICV calculation.)
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      If the ESN option is elected for this SA, append the high-order 32
      bits of the ESN after the end of the packet.  Check the overall
      length of the packet (as described above), and if it requires
      implicit padding based on the requirements of the integrity
      algorithm, append zero-filled bytes to the end of the packet
      (after the ESN if present) as required.  Perform the ICV
      computation and compare the result with the saved value, using the
      comparison rules defined by the algorithm specification.  (For
      example, if a digital signature and one-way hash are used for the
      ICV computation, the matching process is more complex.)

4.  Auditing

   Not all systems that implement AH will implement auditing.  However,
   if AH is incorporated into a system that supports auditing, then the
   AH implementation MUST also support auditing and MUST allow a system
   administrator to enable or disable auditing for AH.  For the most
   part, the granularity of auditing is a local matter.  However,
   several auditable events are identified in this specification, and
   for each of these events a minimum set of information that SHOULD be
   included in an audit log is defined.  Additional information also MAY
   be included in the audit log for each of these events, and additional
   events, not explicitly called out in this specification, also MAY
   result in audit log entries.  There is no requirement for the
   receiver to transmit any message to the purported sender in response
   to the detection of an auditable event, because of the potential to
   induce denial of service via such action.

5.  Conformance Requirements

   Implementations that claim conformance or compliance with this
   specification MUST fully implement the AH syntax and processing
   described here for unicast traffic, and MUST comply with all
   requirements of the Security Architecture document [Ken-Arch].
   Additionally, if an implementation claims to support multicast
   traffic, it MUST comply with the additional requirements specified
   for support of such traffic.  If the key used to compute an ICV is
   manually distributed, correct provision of the anti-replay service
   would require correct maintenance of the counter state at the sender,
   until the key is replaced, and there likely would be no automated
   recovery provision if counter overflow were imminent.  Thus, a
   compliant implementation SHOULD NOT provide this service in
   conjunction with SAs that are manually keyed.

   The mandatory-to-implement algorithms for use with AH are described
   in a separate RFC [Eas04], to facilitate updating the algorithm



   requirements independently from the protocol per se.  Additional
   algorithms, beyond those mandated for AH, MAY be supported.
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6.  Security Considerations

   Security is central to the design of this protocol, and these
   security considerations permeate the specification.  Additional
   security-relevant aspects of using the IPsec protocol are discussed
   in the Security Architecture document.

7.  Differences from RFC 2402

   This document differs from RFC 2402 [RFC2402] in the following ways.

        o SPI -- modified to specify a uniform algorithm for SAD lookup
          for unicast and multicast SAs, covering a wider range of
          multicast technologies.  For unicast, the SPI may be used
          alone to select an SA, or may be combined with the protocol,
          at the option of the receiver.  For multicast SAs, the SPI is
          combined with the destination address, and optionally the
          source address, to select an SA.
        o Extended Sequence Number -- added a new option for a 64-bit
          sequence number for very high-speed communications.  Clarified
          sender and receiver processing requirements for multicast SAs
          and multi-sender SAs.
        o Moved references to mandatory algorithms to a separate
          document [Eas04].
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Appendix A: Mutability of IP Options/Extension Headers

A1.  IPv4 Options

   This table shows how the IPv4 options are classified with regard to
   "mutability".  Where two references are provided, the second one
   supercedes the first.  This table is based in part on information
   provided in RFC 1700, "ASSIGNED NUMBERS", (October 1994).



               Opt.
    Copy Class  #   Name                       Reference
    ---- ----- ---  -------------------------  --------
    IMMUTABLE -- included in ICV calculation
      0   0     0   End of Options List        [RFC791]
      0   0     1   No Operation               [RFC791]
      1   0     2   Security                   [RFC1108] (historic but
                                               in use)
      1   0     5   Extended Security          [RFC1108] (historic but
                                               in use)
      1   0     6   Commercial Security
      1   0    20   Router Alert               [RFC2113]
      1   0    21   Sender Directed Multi-     [RFC1770]
                    Destination Delivery
    MUTABLE -- zeroed
      1   0      3  Loose Source Route         [RFC791]
      0   2      4  Time Stamp                 [RFC791]
      0   0      7  Record Route               [RFC791]
      1   0      9  Strict Source Route        [RFC791]
      0   2     18  Traceroute                 [RFC1393]

    EXPERIMENTAL, SUPERCEDED -- zeroed
      1   0      8  Stream ID                  [RFC791, RFC1122 (Host
                                               Req)]
      0   0     11  MTU Probe                  [RFC1063, RFC1191 (PMTU)]
      0   0     12  MTU Reply                  [RFC1063, RFC1191 (PMTU)]
      1   0     17  Extended Internet Protocol [RFC1385, DH98 (IPv6)]
      0   0     10  Experimental Measurement
      1   2     13  Experimental Flow Control
      1   0     14  Experimental Access Ctl
      0   0     15  ???
      1   0     16  IMI Traffic Descriptor
      1   0     19  Address Extension

   NOTE: Use of the Router Alert option is potentially incompatible with
   use of IPsec.  Although the option is immutable, its use implies that
   each router along a packet's path will "process" the packet and
   consequently might change the packet.  This would happen on a hop-
   by-hop basis as the packet goes from router to router.  Prior to
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   being processed by the application to which the option contents are
   directed (e.g., Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP)/Internet Group
   Management Protocol (IGMP)), the packet should encounter AH
   processing.  However, AH processing would require that each router
   along the path is a member of a multicast-SA defined by the SPI.
   This might pose problems for packets that are not strictly source
   routed, and it requires multicast support techniques not currently
   available.

   NOTE: Addition or removal of security labels (e.g., Basic Security
   Option (BSO), Extended Security Option (ESO), or Commercial Internet
   Protocol Security Option (CIPSO)) by systems along a packet's path
   conflicts with the classification of these IP options as immutable
   and is incompatible with the use of IPsec.



   NOTE: End of Options List options SHOULD be repeated as necessary to
   ensure that the IP header ends on a 4-byte boundary in order to
   ensure that there are no unspecified bytes that could be used for a
   covert channel.

A2.  IPv6 Extension Headers

   This table shows how the IPv6 extension headers are classified with
   regard to "mutability".

       Option/Extension Name                  Reference
       -----------------------------------    ---------
       MUTABLE BUT PREDICTABLE -- included in ICV calculation
         Routing (Type 0)                    [DH98]

       BIT INDICATES IF OPTION IS MUTABLE (CHANGES UNPREDICTABLY DURING
       TRANSIT)
         Hop-by-Hop options                  [DH98]
         Destination options                 [DH98]

       NOT APPLICABLE
         Fragmentation                       [DH98]

       Options -- IPv6 options in the Hop-by-Hop and Destination
   Extension Headers contain a bit that indicates whether the option
   might change (unpredictably) during transit.  For any option for
   which contents may change en route, the entire "Option Data" field
   must be treated as zero-valued octets when computing or verifying
   the ICV.  The Option Type and Opt Data Len are included in the ICV
   calculation.  All options for which the bit indicates immutability
   are included in the ICV calculation.  See the IPv6 specification
   [DH98] for more information.
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       Routing (Type 0) -- The IPv6 Routing Header "Type 0" will
   rearrange the address fields within the packet during transit from
   source to destination.  However, the contents of the packet as it
   will appear at the receiver are known to the sender and to all
   intermediate hops.  Hence, the IPv6 Routing Header "Type 0" is
   included in the Integrity Check Value calculation as mutable but
   predictable.  The sender must order the field so that it appears as
   it will at the receiver, prior to performing the ICV computation.

       Fragmentation -- Fragmentation occurs after outbound IPsec
   processing (Section 3.3) and reassembly occurs before inbound IPsec
   processing (Section 3.4).  So the Fragmentation Extension Header, if
   it exists, is not seen by IPsec.

   Note that on the receive side, the IP implementation could leave a
   Fragmentation Extension Header in place when it does re-assembly.  If
   this happens, then when AH receives the packet, before doing ICV
   processing, AH MUST "remove" (or skip over) this header and change
   the previous header's "Next Header" field to be the "Next Header"
   field in the Fragmentation Extension Header.



   Note that on the send side, the IP implementation could give the
   IPsec code a packet with a Fragmentation Extension Header with Offset
   of 0 (first fragment) and a More Fragments Flag of 0 (last fragment).
   If this happens, then before doing ICV processing, AH MUST first
   "remove" (or skip over) this header and change the previous header's
   "Next Header" field to be the "Next Header" field in the
   Fragmentation Extension Header.
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Appendix B: Extended (64-bit) Sequence Numbers

B1.  Overview

   This appendix describes an Extended Sequence Number (ESN) scheme for
   use with IPsec (ESP and AH) that employs a 64-bit sequence number,
   but in which only the low-order 32 bits are transmitted as part of
   each packet.  It covers both the window scheme used to detect
   replayed packets and the determination of the high-order bits of the
   sequence number that are used both for replay rejection and for
   computation of the ICV.  It also discusses a mechanism for handling
   loss of synchronization relative to the (not transmitted) high-order
   bits.

B2.  Anti-Replay Window

   The receiver will maintain an anti-replay window of size W.  This
   window will limit how far out of order a packet can be, relative to
   the packet with the highest sequence number that has been
   authenticated so far.  (No requirement is established for minimum or
   recommended sizes for this window, beyond the 32- and 64-packet
   values already established for 32-bit sequence number windows.
   However, it is suggested that an implementer scale these values
   consistent with the interface speed supported by an implementation
   that makes use of the ESN option.  Also, the algorithm described
   below assumes that the window is no greater than 2^31 packets in



   width.)  All 2^32 sequence numbers associated with any fixed value
   for the high-order 32 bits (Seqh) will hereafter be called a sequence
   number subspace.  The following table lists pertinent variables and
   their definitions.

        Var.   Size
        Name  (bits)             Meaning
        ----  ------   ---------------------------
        W       32     Size of window
        T       64     Highest sequence number authenticated so far,
                       upper bound of window
          Tl      32     Lower 32 bits of T
          Th      32     Upper 32 bits of T
        B       64     Lower bound of window
          Bl      32     Lower 32 bits of B
          Bh      32     Upper 32 bits of B
        Seq     64     Sequence Number of received packet
          Seql    32     Lower 32 bits of Seq
          Seqh    32     Upper 32 bits of Seq
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   When performing the anti-replay check, or when determining which
   high-order bits to use to authenticate an incoming packet, there are
   two cases:

     + Case A: Tl >= (W - 1). In this case, the window is within one
                              sequence number subspace.  (See Figure 1)
     + Case B: Tl < (W - 1).  In this case, the window spans two
                              sequence number subspaces.  (See Figure 2)

   In the figures below, the bottom line ("----") shows two consecutive
   sequence number subspaces, with zeros indicating the beginning of
   each subspace.  The two shorter lines above it show the higher-order
   bits that apply.  The "====" represents the window.  The "****"
   represents future sequence numbers, i.e., those beyond the current
   highest sequence number authenticated (ThTl).

        Th+1                         *********

        Th               =======*****

              --0--------+-----+-----0--------+-----------0--
                         Bl    Tl            Bl
                                        (Bl+2^32) mod 2^32

                            Figure 1 -- Case A

        Th                           ====**************

        Th-1                      ===

              --0-----------------+--0--+--------------+--0--



                                  Bl    Tl            Bl
                                                 (Bl+2^32) mod 2^32

                            Figure 2 -- Case B

B2.1.  Managing and Using the Anti-Replay Window

   The anti-replay window can be thought of as a string of bits where
   `W' defines the length of the string.  W = T - B + 1 and cannot
   exceed 2^32 - 1 in value.  The bottom-most bit corresponds to B and
   the top-most bit corresponds to T, and each sequence number from Bl
   through Tl is represented by a corresponding bit.  The value of the
   bit indicates whether or not a packet with that sequence number has
   been received and authenticated, so that replays can be detected and
   rejected.
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   When a packet with a 64-bit sequence number (Seq) greater than T is
   received and validated,

      + B is increased by (Seq - T)
      + (Seq - T) bits are dropped from the low end of the window
      + (Seq - T) bits are added to the high end of the window
      + The top bit is set to indicate that a packet with that sequence
        number has been received and authenticated
      + The new bits between T and the top bit are set to indicate that
        no packets with those sequence numbers have been received yet.
      + T is set to the new sequence number

   In checking for replayed packets,

      + Under Case A: If Seql >= Bl (where Bl = Tl - W + 1) AND
        Seql <= Tl, then check the corresponding bit in the window to
        see if this Seql has already been seen.  If yes, reject the
        packet.  If no, perform integrity check (see Appendix B2.2
        below for determination of SeqH).

      + Under Case B: If Seql >= Bl (where Bl = Tl - W + 1) OR
        Seql <= Tl, then check the corresponding bit in the window to
        see if this Seql has already been seen.  If yes, reject the
        packet.  If no, perform integrity check (see Appendix B2.2
        below for determination of Seqh).

B2.2.  Determining the Higher-Order Bits (Seqh) of the Sequence Number

   Because only `Seql' will be transmitted with the packet, the receiver
   must deduce and track the sequence number subspace into which each
   packet falls, i.e., determine the value of Seqh.  The following
   equations define how to select Seqh under "normal" conditions; see
   Appendix B3 for a discussion of how to recover from extreme packet
   loss.

      + Under Case A (Figure 1):
        If Seql >= Bl (where Bl = Tl - W + 1), then Seqh = Th
        If Seql <  Bl (where Bl = Tl - W + 1), then Seqh = Th + 1



      + Under Case B (Figure 2):
        If Seql >= Bl (where Bl = Tl - W + 1), then Seqh = Th - 1
        If Seql <  Bl (where Bl = Tl - W + 1), then Seqh = Th
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B2.3.  Pseudo-Code Example

   The following pseudo-code illustrates the above algorithms for anti-
   replay and integrity checks.  The values for `Seql', `Tl', `Th', and
   `W' are 32-bit unsigned integers.  Arithmetic is mod 2^32.

        If (Tl >= W - 1)                            Case A
            If (Seql >= Tl - W + 1)
                Seqh = Th
                If (Seql <= Tl)
                    If (pass replay check)
                        If (pass integrity check)
                            Set bit corresponding to Seql
                            Pass the packet on
                        Else reject packet
                    Else reject packet
                Else
                    If (pass integrity check)
                        Tl = Seql (shift bits)
                        Set bit corresponding to Seql
                        Pass the packet on
                    Else reject packet
            Else
                Seqh = Th + 1
                If (pass integrity check)
                    Tl = Seql (shift bits)
                    Th = Th + 1
                    Set bit corresponding to Seql
                    Pass the packet on
                Else reject packet
        Else                                    Case B
            If (Seql >= Tl - W + 1)
                Seqh = Th - 1
                If (pass replay check)
                    If (pass integrity check)
                        Set the bit corresponding to Seql
                        Pass packet on
                    Else reject packet
                Else reject packet
            Else
                Seqh = Th
                If (Seql <= Tl)
                    If (pass replay check)
                        If (pass integrity check)



                            Set the bit corresponding to Seql
                            Pass packet on
                        Else reject packet
                    Else reject packet
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                Else
                    If (pass integrity check)
                        Tl = Seql (shift bits)
                        Set the bit corresponding to Seql
                        Pass packet on
                    Else reject packet

B3.  Handling Loss of Synchronization due to Significant Packet Loss

   If there is an undetected packet loss of 2^32 or more consecutive
   packets on a single SA, then the transmitter and receiver will lose
   synchronization of the high-order bits, i.e., the equations in
   Appendix B2.2. will fail to yield the correct value.  Unless this
   problem is detected and addressed, subsequent packets on this SA will
   fail authentication checks and be discarded.  The following procedure
   SHOULD be implemented by any IPsec (ESP or AH) implementation that
   supports the ESN option.

   Note that this sort of extended traffic loss seems unlikely to occur
   if any significant fraction of the traffic on the SA in question is
   TCP, because the source would fail to receive ACKs and would stop
   sending long before 2^32 packets had been lost.  Also, for any bi-
   directional application, even ones operating above UDP, such an
   extended outage would likely result in triggering some form of
   timeout.  However, a unidirectional application, operating over UDP,
   might lack feedback that would cause automatic detection of a loss of
   this magnitude, hence the motivation to develop a recovery method for
   this case.

   The solution we've chosen was selected to:

     + minimize the impact on normal traffic processing.

     + avoid creating an opportunity for a new denial of service attack
       such as might occur by allowing an attacker to force diversion of
       resources to a re-synchronization process.
     + limit the recovery mechanism to the receiver because anti-replay
       is a service only for the receiver, and the transmitter generally
       is not aware of whether the receiver is using sequence numbers in
       support of this optional service.  It is preferable for recovery
       mechanisms to be local to the receiver.  This also allows for
       backward compatibility.
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B3.1.  Triggering Re-synchronization

   For each SA, the receiver records the number of consecutive packets
   that fail authentication.  This count is used to trigger the re-
   synchronization process, which should be performed in the background
   or using a separate processor.  Receipt of a valid packet on the SA
   resets the counter to zero.  The value used to trigger the re-
   synchronization process is a local parameter.  There is no
   requirement to support distinct trigger values for different SAs,
   although an implementer may choose to do so.

B3.2.  Re-synchronization Process

   When the above trigger point is reached, a "bad" packet is selected
   for which authentication is retried using successively larger values
   for the upper half of the sequence number (Seqh).  These values are
   generated by incrementing by one for each retry.  The number of
   retries should be limited, in case this is a packet from the "past"
   or a bogus packet.  The limit value is a local parameter.  (Because
   the Seqh value is implicitly placed after the AH (or ESP) payload, it
   may be possible to optimize this procedure by executing the integrity
   algorithm over the packet up to the endpoint of the payload, then
   compute different candidate ICVs by varying the value of Seqh.)
   Successful authentication of a packet via this procedure resets the
   consecutive failure count and sets the value of T to that of the
   received packet.

   This solution requires support only on the part of the receiver,
   thereby allowing for backward compatibility.  Also, because re-
   synchronization efforts would either occur in the background or
   utilize an additional processor, this solution does not impact
   traffic processing and a denial of service attack cannot divert
   resources away from traffic processing.
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Abstract

   Domain Name System (DNS) names are "case insensitive".  This document
   explains exactly what that means and provides a clear specification
   of the rules.  This clarification updates RFCs 1034, 1035, and 2181.
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1.  Introduction

   The Domain Name System (DNS) is the global hierarchical replicated
   distributed database system for Internet addressing, mail proxy, and
   other information.  Each node in the DNS tree has a name consisting
   of zero or more labels [STD13, RFC1591, RFC2606] that are treated in
   a case insensitive fashion.  This document clarifies the meaning of
   "case insensitive" for the DNS.  This clarification updates RFCs



   1034, 1035 [STD13], and [RFC2181].

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

2.  Case Insensitivity of DNS Labels

   DNS was specified in the era of [ASCII].  DNS names were expected to
   look like most host names or Internet email address right halves (the
   part after the at-sign, "@") or to be numeric, as in the in-addr.arpa
   part of the DNS name space.  For example,

       foo.example.net.
       aol.com.
       www.gnu.ai.mit.edu.
   or  69.2.0.192.in-addr.arpa.

   Case-varied alternatives to the above [RFC3092] would be DNS names
   like

       Foo.ExamplE.net.
       AOL.COM.
       WWW.gnu.AI.mit.EDU.
   or  69.2.0.192.in-ADDR.ARPA.

   However, the individual octets of which DNS names consist are not
   limited to valid ASCII character codes.  They are 8-bit bytes, and
   all values are allowed.  Many applications, however, interpret them
   as ASCII characters.

2.1.  Escaping Unusual DNS Label Octets

   In Master Files [STD13] and other human-readable and -writable ASCII
   contexts, an escape is needed for the byte value for period (0x2E,
   ".") and all octet values outside of the inclusive range from 0x21
   ("!") to 0x7E ("~").  That is to say, 0x2E and all octet values in
   the two inclusive ranges from 0x00 to 0x20 and from 0x7F to 0xFF.
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   One typographic convention for octets that do not correspond to an
   ASCII printing graphic is to use a back-slash followed by the value
   of the octet as an unsigned integer represented by exactly three
   decimal digits.

   The same convention can be used for printing ASCII characters so that
   they will be treated as a normal label character.  This includes the
   back-slash character used in this convention itself, which can be
   expressed as \092 or \\, and the special label separator period
   ("."), which can be expressed as and \046 or \.  It is advisable to
   avoid using a backslash to quote an immediately following non-
   printing ASCII character code to avoid implementation difficulties.

   A back-slash followed by only one or two decimal digits is undefined.



   A back-slash followed by four decimal digits produces two octets, the
   first octet having the value of the first three digits considered as
   a decimal number, and the second octet being the character code for
   the fourth decimal digit.

2.2.  Example Labels with Escapes

   The first example below shows embedded spaces and a period (".")
   within a label.  The second one shows a 5-octet label where the
   second octet has all bits zero, the third is a backslash, and the
   fourth octet has all bits one.

         Donald\032E\.\032Eastlake\0323rd.example.
   and   a\000\\\255z.example.

3.  Name Lookup, Label Types, and CLASS

   According to the original DNS design decision, comparisons on name
   lookup for DNS queries should be case insensitive [STD13].  That is
   to say, a lookup string octet with a value in the inclusive range
   from 0x41 to 0x5A, the uppercase ASCII letters, MUST match the
   identical value and also match the corresponding value in the
   inclusive range from 0x61 to 0x7A, the lowercase ASCII letters.  A
   lookup string octet with a lowercase ASCII letter value MUST
   similarly match the identical value and also match the corresponding
   value in the uppercase ASCII letter range.

   (Historical note: The terms "uppercase" and "lowercase" were invented
   after movable type.  The terms originally referred to the two font
   trays for storing, in partitioned areas, the different physical type
   elements.  Before movable type, the nearest equivalent terms were
   "majuscule" and "minuscule".)
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   One way to implement this rule would be to subtract 0x20 from all
   octets in the inclusive range from 0x61 to 0x7A before comparing
   octets.  Such an operation is commonly known as "case folding", but
   implementation via case folding is not required.  Note that the DNS
   case insensitivity does NOT correspond to the case folding specified
   in [ISO-8859-1] or [ISO-8859-2].  For example, the octets 0xDD (\221)
   and 0xFD (\253) do NOT match, although in other contexts, where they
   are interpreted as the upper- and lower-case version of "Y" with an
   acute accent, they might.

3.1.  Original DNS Label Types

   DNS labels in wire-encoded names have a type associated with them.
   The original DNS standard [STD13] had only two types: ASCII labels,
   with a length from zero to 63 octets, and indirect (or compression)
   labels, which consist of an offset pointer to a name location
   elsewhere in the wire encoding on a DNS message.  (The ASCII label of
   length zero is reserved for use as the name of the root node of the
   name tree.)  ASCII labels follow the ASCII case conventions described
   herein and, as stated above, can actually contain arbitrary byte



   values.  Indirect labels are, in effect, replaced by the name to
   which they point, which is then treated with the case insensitivity
   rules in this document.

3.2.  Extended Label Type Case Insensitivity Considerations

   DNS was extended by [RFC2671] so that additional label type numbers
   would be available.  (The only such type defined so far is the BINARY
   type [RFC2673], which is now Experimental [RFC3363].)

   The ASCII case insensitivity conventions only apply to ASCII labels;
   that is to say, label type 0x0, whether appearing directly or invoked
   by indirect labels.

3.3.  CLASS Case Insensitivity Considerations

   As described in [STD13] and [RFC2929], DNS has an additional axis for
   data location called CLASS.  The only CLASS in global use at this
   time is the "IN" (Internet) CLASS.

   The handling of DNS label case is not CLASS dependent.  With the
   original design of DNS, it was intended that a recursive DNS resolver
   be able to handle new CLASSes that were unknown at the time of its
   implementation.  This requires uniform handling of label case
   insensitivity.  Should it become desirable, for example, to allocate
   a CLASS with "case sensitive ASCII labels", it would be necessary to
   allocate a new label type for these labels.
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4.  Case on Input and Output

   While ASCII label comparisons are case insensitive, [STD13] says case
   MUST be preserved on output and preserved when convenient on input.
   However, this means less than it would appear, since the preservation
   of case on output is NOT required when output is optimized by the use
   of indirect labels, as explained below.

4.1.  DNS Output Case Preservation

   [STD13] views the DNS namespace as a node tree.  ASCII output is as
   if a name were marshaled by taking the label on the node whose name
   is to be output, converting it to a typographically encoded ASCII
   string, walking up the tree outputting each label encountered, and
   preceding all labels but the first with a period (".").  Wire output
   follows the same sequence, but each label is wire encoded, and no
   periods are inserted.  No "case conversion" or "case folding" is done
   during such output operations, thus "preserving" case.  However, to
   optimize output, indirect labels may be used to point to names
   elsewhere in the DNS answer.  In determining whether the name to be
   pointed to (for example, the QNAME) is the "same" as the remainder of
   the name being optimized, the case insensitive comparison specified
   above is done.  Thus, such optimization may easily destroy the output
   preservation of case.  This type of optimization is commonly called
   "name compression".



4.2.  DNS Input Case Preservation

   Originally, DNS data came from an ASCII Master File as defined in
   [STD13] or a zone transfer.  DNS Dynamic update and incremental zone
   transfers [RFC1995] have been added as a source of DNS data [RFC2136,
   RFC3007].  When a node in the DNS name tree is created by any of such
   inputs, no case conversion is done.  Thus, the case of ASCII labels
   is preserved if they are for nodes being created.  However, when a
   name label is input for a node that already exists in DNS data being
   held, the situation is more complex.  Implementations are free to
   retain the case first loaded for such a label, to allow new input to
   override the old case, or even to maintain separate copies preserving
   the input case.

   For example, if data with owner name "foo.bar.example" [RFC3092] is
   loaded and then later data with owner name "xyz.BAR.example" is
   input, the name of the label on the "bar.example" node (i.e., "bar")
   might or might not be changed to "BAR" in the DNS stored data.  Thus,
   later retrieval of data stored under "xyz.bar.example" in this case
   can use "xyz.BAR.example" in all returned data, use "xyz.bar.example"
   in all returned data, or even, when more than one RR is being
   returned, use a mixture of these two capitalizations.  This last case
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   is unlikely, as optimization of answer length through indirect labels
   tends to cause only one copy of the name tail ("bar.example" or
   "BAR.example") to be used for all returned RRs.  Note that none of
   this has any effect on the number or completeness of the RR set
   returned, only on the case of the names in the RR set returned.

   The same considerations apply when inputting multiple data records
   with owner names differing only in case.  For example, if an "A"
   record is the first resource record stored under owner name
   "xyz.BAR.example" and then a second "A" record is stored under
   "XYZ.BAR.example", the second MAY be stored with the first (lower
   case initial label) name, the second MAY override the first so that
   only an uppercase initial label is retained, or both capitalizations
   MAY be kept in the DNS stored data.  In any case, a retrieval with
   either capitalization will retrieve all RRs with either
   capitalization.

   Note that the order of insertion into a server database of the DNS
   name tree nodes that appear in a Master File is not defined so that
   the results of inconsistent capitalization in a Master File are
   unpredictable output capitalization.

5.  Internationalized Domain Names

   A scheme has been adopted for "internationalized domain names" and
   "internationalized labels" as described in [RFC3490, RFC3454,
   RFC3491, and RFC3492].  It makes most of [UNICODE] available through
   a separate application level transformation from internationalized
   domain name to DNS domain name and from DNS domain name to
   internationalized domain name.  Any case insensitivity that
   internationalized domain names and labels have varies depending on
   the script and is handled entirely as part of the transformation



   described in [RFC3454] and [RFC3491], which should be seen for
   further details.  This is not a part of the DNS as standardized in
   STD 13.

6.  Security Considerations

   The equivalence of certain DNS label types with case differences, as
   clarified in this document, can lead to security problems.  For
   example, a user could be confused by believing that two domain names
   differing only in case were actually different names.

   Furthermore, a domain name may be used in contexts other than the
   DNS.  It could be used as a case sensitive index into some database
   or file system.  Or it could be interpreted as binary data by some
   integrity or authentication code system.  These problems can usually
   be handled by using a standardized or "canonical" form of the DNS
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   ASCII type labels; that is, always mapping the ASCII letter value
   octets in ASCII labels to some specific pre-chosen case, either
   uppercase or lower case.  An example of a canonical form for domain
   names (and also a canonical ordering for them) appears in Section 6
   of [RFC4034].  See also [RFC3597].

   Finally, a non-DNS name may be stored into DNS with the false
   expectation that case will always be preserved.  For example,
   although this would be quite rare, on a system with case sensitive
   email address local parts, an attempt to store two Responsible Person
   (RP) [RFC1183] records that differed only in case would probably
   produce unexpected results that might have security implications.
   That is because the entire email address, including the possibly case
   sensitive local or left-hand part, is encoded into a DNS name in a
   readable fashion where the case of some letters might be changed on
   output as described above.
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   Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol Version Four (DHCPv4) client
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1.  Introduction

   This document specifies the way in which Dynamic Host Configuration
   Protocol Version 4 [RFC2131] clients should identify themselves.
   DHCPv4 client implementations that conform to this specification use
   a DHCP Unique Identifier (DUID) as specified in Dynamic Host
   Configuration Protocol for IPv6 (DHCPv6) [RFC3315].  The DUID is
   encapsulated in a DHCPv4 client identifier option, as described in
   "DHCP Options and BOOTP Vendor Extensions" [RFC2132].  The behaviour
   described here supersedes the behavior specified in RFC2131 and
   RFC2132.

   The reason for making this change is that as we make the transition
   from IPv4 to IPv6, there will be network devices that must use both
   DHCPv4 and DHCPv6.  Users of these devices will have a smoother
   network experience if the devices identify themselves consistently,
   regardless of the version of DHCP they are using at any given moment.
   Most obviously, DNS updates made by the DHCP server on behalf of the
   client will be handled more correctly.  This change also addresses
   certain limitations in the functioning of RFC 2131/2132-style DHCP
   client identifiers.

   This document first describes the problem to be solved.  It then
   states the new technique that is to be used to solve the problem.
   Finally, it describes the specific changes that one would have to
   make to RFC 2131 and RFC 2132 in order for those documents not to
   contradict what is described in this document.

2.  Terminology

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

3.  Applicability

   This document updates RFC 2131 and RFC 2132.  This document also
   specifies behavior that is required of DHCPv4 and DHCPv6 clients that
   are intended to operate in a dual-stack configuration.  Finally, this
   document recommends behavior for host configurations where more than
   one DHCP client must operate in sequence in order to fully configure
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   the client (e.g., a network boot loader and the operating system it
   loads).

   DHCPv4 clients and servers that are implemented according to this
   document should be implemented as if the changes specified in
   sections 6.3 and 6.4 have been made to RFC 2131 and RFC 2132.  DHCPv4
   clients should, in addition, follow the behavior specified in section
   6.1.  DHCPv6 clients should follow the behavior specified in section



   6.2.  DHCPv4 servers should additionally follow the behavior
   specified in section 6.3.

4.  Problem Statement

4.1.  Client identities are ephemeral.

   RFC 2132 recommends that client identifiers be generated by using the
   permanent link-layer address of the network interface that the client
   is trying to configure.  One result of this recommendation is that
   when the network interface hardware on a client computer is replaced,
   the identity of the client changes.  The client loses its IP address
   and any other resources associated with its old identifier (for
   example, its domain name as published through the DHCPv4 server).

4.2.  Clients can accidentally present multiple identities.

   Consider a DHCPv4 client that has two network interfaces, one of
   which is wired and one of which is wireless.  The DHCPv4 client will
   succeed in configuring either zero, one, or two network interfaces.
   Under the current specification, each network interface will receive
   a different IP address.  The DHCPv4 server will treat each network
   interface as a completely independent DHCPv4 client, on a completely
   independent host.

   Thus, when the client presents some information to be updated in a
   network directory service, such as the DNS, the name that is
   presented will be the same on both interfaces, but the identity that
   is presented will be different.  What will happen is that one of the
   two interfaces will get the name, and will retain that name as long
   as it has a valid lease, even if it loses its connection to the
   network, while the other network interface will never get the name.
   In some cases, this will achieve the desired result; when only one
   network interface is connected, sometimes its IP address will be
   published.  In some cases, the one connected interface's IP address
   will not be the one that is published.  When there are two
   interfaces, sometimes the correct one will be published, and
   sometimes not.
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   This is likely to be a particular problem with modern laptops, which
   usually have built-in wireless ethernet and wired ethernet.  When the
   user is near a wired outlet, he or she may want the additional speed
   and privacy provided by a wired connection, but that same user may
   unplug from the wired network and wander around, still connected to
   the wireless network.  When a transition like this happens, under the
   current scheme, if the address of the wired interface is the one that
   gets published, this client will be seen by hosts attempting to
   connect to it as if it has intermittent connectivity, even though it
   actually has continuous network connectivity through the wireless
   port.

   Another common case of a duplicate identity being presented occurs
   when a boot monitor such as a Pre-Boot Execution Environment (PXE)



   loader specifies one DHCP client identifier, and then the operating
   system loaded by the boot loader specifies a different identity.

4.3.  RFC 2131/2132 and RFC 3315 identifiers are incompatible.

   The 'client identifier' option is used by DHCPv4 clients and servers
   to identify clients.  In some cases, the value of the 'client
   identifier' option is used to mediate access to resources (for
   example, the client's domain name, as published through the DHCPv4
   server).  RFC 2132 and RFC 3315 specify different methods for
   deriving client identifiers.  These methods guarantee that the DHCPv4
   and DHCPv6 identifiers will be different.  This means that mediation
   of access to resources using these identifiers will not work
   correctly in cases where a node may be configured using DHCPv4 in
   some cases and DHCPv6 in other cases.

4.4.  RFC 2131 does not require the use of a client identifier.

   RFC 2131 allows the DHCPv4 server to identify clients either by using
   the client identifier option sent by the client or, if the client did
   not send one, the client's link-layer address.  Like the client
   identifier format recommended by RFC 2131, this suffers from the
   problems previously described in sections 4.2 and 4.3.

5.  Requirements

   In order to address the problems stated in section 4, DHCPv4 client
   identifiers must have the following characteristics:

   - They must be persistent, in the sense that a particular host's
     client identifier must not change simply because a piece of network
     hardware is added or removed.
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   - It must be possible for the client to represent itself as having
     more than one network identity, for example, so that a client with
     two network interfaces can express to the DHCPv4 server that these
     two network interfaces are to receive different IP addresses, even
     if they happen to be connected to the same link.

   - In cases where the DHCPv4 client is expressing more than one
     network identity at the same time, it must nevertheless be possible
     for the DHCPv4 server to determine that the two network identities
     belong to the same host.

   - In some cases it may be desirable for a DHCP client to present the
     same identity on two interfaces, so that if they both happen to be
     connected to the same network, they will both receive the same IP
     address.  In such cases, it must be possible for the client to use
     exactly the same identifier for each interface.

   - DHCPv4 servers that do not conform to this specification, but that
     are compliant with the older client identifier specification, must
     correctly handle client identifiers sent by clients that conform to



     this specification.

   - DHCPv4 servers that do conform to this specification must
     interoperate correctly with DHCPv4 clients that do not conform to
     this specification, except that when configuring such clients,
     behaviors such as those described in section 2 may occur.

   - The use by DHCPv4 clients of the chaddr field of the DHCPv4 packet
     as an identifier must be deprecated.

   - DHCPv4 client identifiers used by dual-stack hosts that also use
     DHCPv6 must use the same host identification string for both DHCPv4
     and DHCPv6.  For example, a DHCPv4 server that uses the client's
     identity to update the DNS on behalf of a DHCPv4 client must
     register the same client identity in the DNS that would be
     registered by the DHCPv6 server on behalf of the DHCPv6 client
     running on that host, and vice versa.

   In order to satisfy all but the last of these requirements, we need
   to construct a DHCPv4 client identifier out of two parts.  One part
   must be unique to the host on which the client is running.  The other
   must be unique to the network identity being presented.  The DHCP
   Unique Identifier (DUID) and Identity Association Identifier (IAID)
   specified in RFC 3315 satisfy these requirements.
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   In order to satisfy the last requirement, we must use the DUID to
   identify the DHCPv4 client.  So, taking all the requirements
   together, the DUID and IAID described in RFC 3315 are the only
   possible solution.

   By following these rules, a compliant DHCPv4 client will interoperate
   correctly with both compliant and non-compliant DHCPv4 servers.  A
   non-compliant DHCPv4 client will also interoperate correctly with a
   compliant DHCPv4 server.  If either server or client is not
   compliant, the goals stated in the document are not met, but there is
   no loss of functionality.

6.  Implementation

   Here we specify changes to the behavior of DHCPv4 clients and
   servers.  We also specify changes to the wording in RFC 2131 and RFC
   2132.  DHCPv4 clients, servers, and relay agents that conform to this
   specification must implement RFC 2131 and RFC 2132 with the wording
   changes specified in sections 6.3 and 6.4.

6.1.  DHCPv4 Client Behavior

   DHCPv4 clients conforming to this specification MUST use stable
   DHCPv4 node identifiers in the dhcp-client-identifier option.  DHCPv4
   clients MUST NOT use client identifiers based solely on layer two
   addresses that are hard-wired to the layer two device (e.g., the



   ethernet MAC address) as suggested in RFC 2131, except as allowed in
   section 9.2 of RFC 3315.  DHCPv4 clients MUST send a 'client
   identifier' option containing an Identity Association Unique
   Identifier, as defined in section 10 of RFC 3315, and a DHCP Unique
   Identifier, as defined in section 9 of RFC 3315.  These together
   constitute an RFC 3315-style binding identifier.

   The general format of the DHCPv4 'client identifier' option is
   defined in section 9.14 of RFC 2132.

   To send an RFC 3315-style binding identifier in a DHCPv4 'client
   identifier' option, the type of the 'client identifier' option is set
   to 255.  The type field is immediately followed by the IAID, which is
   an opaque 32-bit quantity.  The IAID is immediately followed by the
   DUID, which consumes the remaining contents of the 'client
   identifier' option.  The format of the 'client identifier' option is
   as follows:

       Code  Len  Type  IAID                DUID
       +----+----+-----+----+----+----+----+----+----+---
       | 61 | n  | 255 | i1 | i2 | i3 | i4 | d1 | d2 |...
       +----+----+-----+----+----+----+----+----+----+---
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   Any DHCPv4 client that conforms to this specification SHOULD provide
   a means by which an operator can learn what DUID the client has
   chosen.  Such clients SHOULD also provide a means by which the
   operator can configure the DUID.  A device that is normally
   configured by both a DHCPv4 and DHCPv6 client SHOULD automatically
   use the same DUID for DHCPv4 and DHCPv6 without any operator
   intervention.

   DHCPv4 clients that support more than one network interface SHOULD
   use the same DUID on every interface.  DHCPv4 clients that support
   more than one network interface SHOULD use a different IAID on each
   interface.

   A DHCPv4 client that generates a DUID and that has stable storage
   MUST retain this DUID for use in subsequent DHCPv4 messages, even
   after an operating system reboot.

6.2.  DHCPv6 Client Behavior

   Any DHCPv6 client that conforms to this specification SHOULD provide
   a means by which an operator can learn what DUID the client has
   chosen.  Such clients SHOULD also provide a means by which the
   operator can configure the DUID.  A device that is normally
   configured by both a DHCPv4 and DHCPv6 client SHOULD automatically
   use the same DUID for DHCPv4 and DHCPv6 without any operator
   intervention.

6.3.  DHCPv4 Server Behavior

   This document does not require any change to DHCPv4 or DHCPv6 servers
   that follow RFC 2131 and RFC 2132.  However, some DHCPv4 servers can
   be configured not to conform to RFC 2131 and RFC 2132, in the sense



   that they ignore the 'client identifier' option and use the client's
   hardware address instead.

   DHCPv4 servers that conform to this specification MUST use the
   'client identifier' option to identify the client if the client sends
   it.

   DHCPv4 servers MAY use administrator-supplied values for chaddr and
   htype to identify the client in the case where the administrator is
   assigning a fixed IP address to the client, even if the client sends
   a client identifier option.  This is ONLY permitted in the case where
   the DHCPv4 server administrator has provided the values for chaddr
   and htype, because in this case if it causes a problem, the
   administrator can correct the problem by removing the offending
   configuration information.
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6.4.  Changes from RFC 2131

   In section 2 of RFC 2131, on page 9, the text that reads "; for
   example, the 'client identifier' may contain a hardware address,
   identical to the contents of the 'chaddr' field, or it may contain
   another type of identifier, such as a DNS name" is deleted.

   In section 4.2 of RFC 2131, the text "The client MAY choose to
   explicitly provide the identifier through the 'client identifier'
   option.  If the client supplies a 'client identifier', the client
   MUST use the same 'client identifier' in all subsequent messages, and
   the server MUST use that identifier to identify the client.  If the
   client does not provide a 'client identifier' option, the server MUST
   use the contents of the 'chaddr' field to identify the client." is
   replaced by the text "The client MUST explicitly provide a client
   identifier through the 'client identifier' option.  The client MUST
   use the same 'client identifier' option for all messages."

   In the same section, the text "Use of 'chaddr' as the client's unique
   identifier may cause unexpected results, as that identifier may be
   associated with a hardware interface that could be moved to a new
   client.  Some sites may choose to use a manufacturer's serial number
   as the 'client identifier', to avoid unexpected changes in a client's
   network address due to transfer of hardware interfaces among
   computers.  Sites may also choose to use a DNS name as the 'client
   identifier', causing address leases to be associated with the DNS
   name rather than a specific hardware box." is replaced by the text
   "The DHCP client MUST NOT rely on the 'chaddr' field to identify it."

   In section 4.4.1 of RFC 2131, the text "The client MAY include a
   different unique identifier" is replaced with "The client MUST
   include a unique identifier".

   In section 3.1, items 4 and 6; section 3.2 item 3 and 4; and section
   4.3.1, where RFC 2131 says that 'chaddr' may be used instead of the
   'client identifier' option, the text "or 'chaddr'" and "'chaddr' or"
   is deleted.



   Note that these changes do not relieve the DHCPv4 server of the
   obligation to use 'chaddr' as an identifier if the client does not
   send a 'client identifier' option.  Rather, they oblige clients that
   conform with this document to send a 'client identifier' option, and
   not rely on 'chaddr' for identification.  DHCPv4 servers MUST use
   'chaddr' as an identifier in cases where 'client identifier' is not
   sent, in order to support old clients that do not conform with this
   document.
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6.5.  Changes from RFC 2132

   The text in section 9.14, beginning with "The client identifier MAY
   consist of" through "that meet this requirement for uniqueness." is
   replaced with "the client identifier consists of a type field whose
   value is normally 255, followed by a four-byte IA_ID field, followed
   by the DUID for the client as defined in RFC 3315, section 9."  The
   text "its minimum length is 2" in the following paragraph is deleted.

7.  Notes on DHCP Clients in Multi-stage Network Booting

   In some cases a single device may actually run more than one DHCP
   client in sequence, in the process of loading an operating system
   over the network.  In such cases, it may be that the first-stage boot
   uses a different client identifier, or no client identifier, than the
   subsequent stage or stages.

   The effect of this, under the DHCPv4 protocol, is that the two (in
   some cases more than two!) boot stages will present different
   identities.  A DHCPv4 server will therefore allocate two different IP
   addresses to the two different boot stages.

   Some DHCP servers work around this problem for the common case where
   the boot Programmable Read Only Memory (PROM) presents no client
   identifier, and the operating system DHCP client presents a client
   identifier constructed from the Message Authentication Code (MAC)
   address of the network interface -- both are treated as the same
   identifier.  This prevents the consumption of an extra IP address.

   A compliant DHCPv4 client does not use a client identifier
   constructed from the MAC address of the network interface, because
   network interfaces are not stable.  So a compliant DHCPv4 client
   cannot be supported by a simple hack like the one described
   previously; this may have some significant impact at some sites.

   We cannot state the solution to this problem as a set of
   requirements, because the circumstances in which this occurs vary too
   widely.  However, we can make some suggestions.

   First, we suggest that DHCP clients in network boot loaders request
   short lease times, so that their IP addresses are not retained.  Such
   clients should send a DHCPRELEASE message to the DHCP server before
   moving on to the next stage of the boot process.  Such clients should
   provide a way for the operating system DHCP client to configure a



   DUID to use in subsequent boots.  DHCP clients in the final stage
   should, where possible, configure the DUID used by the boot PROM to
   be the same as the DUID used by the operating system.
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   Second, implementors of DHCPv4 clients that are expected to only be
   used in a multi-stage network boot configuration, that are not
   expected ever to network boot using DHCPv6, and that have a MAC
   address that cannot be easily changed may not need to implement the
   changes described in this specification.  There is some danger in
   making this assumption--the first solution suggested is definitely
   better.  A compromise might be to have the final-stage DHCP client
   detect whether it is running on legacy hardware; if it is, it uses
   the old identifier; if it is not, it follows the scheme described in
   the previous paragraph.

8.  Security Considerations

   This document raises no new security issues.  Potential exposure to
   attack in the DHCPv4 protocol is discussed in section 7 of the DHCP
   protocol specification [RFC2131] and in Authentication for DHCP
   messages [RFC3118].  Potential exposure to attack in the DHCPv6
   protocol is discussed in section 23 of RFC 3315.
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   Internet community, and requests discussion and suggestions for
   improvements.  Please refer to the current edition of the "Internet
   Official Protocol Standards" (STD 1) for the standardization state
   and status of this protocol.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

Copyright Notice

   Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2006).

Abstract

   This document describes the format of a set of control messages used
   in ICMPv6 (Internet Control Message Protocol).  ICMPv6 is the
   Internet Control Message Protocol for Internet Protocol version 6
   (IPv6).
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1. Introduction

   The Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) uses the Internet Control
   Message Protocol (ICMP) as defined for IPv4 [RFC-792], with a number
   of changes.  The resulting protocol is called ICMPv6 and has an IPv6
   Next Header value of 58.

   This document describes the format of a set of control messages used
   in ICMPv6.  It does not describe the procedures for using these
   messages to achieve functions like Path MTU discovery; these
   procedures are described in other documents (e.g., [PMTU]).  Other
   documents may also introduce additional ICMPv6 message types, such as
   Neighbor Discovery messages [IPv6-DISC], subject to the general rules
   for ICMPv6 messages given in Section 2 of this document.

   Terminology defined in the IPv6 specification [IPv6] and the IPv6
   Routing and Addressing specification [IPv6-ADDR] applies to this
   document as well.
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   This document obsoletes RFC 2463 [RFC-2463] and updates RFC 2780
   [RFC-2780].

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC-2119].

2. ICMPv6 (ICMP for IPv6)

   ICMPv6 is used by IPv6 nodes to report errors encountered in
   processing packets, and to perform other internet-layer functions,
   such as diagnostics (ICMPv6 "ping").  ICMPv6 is an integral part of
   IPv6, and the base protocol (all the messages and behavior required
   by this specification) MUST be fully implemented by every IPv6 node.



2.1.  Message General Format

   Every ICMPv6 message is preceded by an IPv6 header and zero or more
   IPv6 extension headers.  The ICMPv6 header is identified by a Next
   Header value of 58 in the immediately preceding header.  (This is
   different from the value used to identify ICMP for IPv4.)

   The ICMPv6 messages have the following general format:

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |     Type      |     Code      |          Checksum             |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                                                               |
      +                         Message Body                          +
      |                                                               |

   The type field indicates the type of the message.  Its value
   determines the format of the remaining data.

   The code field depends on the message type.  It is used to create an
   additional level of message granularity.

   The checksum field is used to detect data corruption in the ICMPv6
   message and parts of the IPv6 header.

   ICMPv6 messages are grouped into two classes: error messages and
   informational messages.  Error messages are identified as such by a
   zero in the high-order bit of their message Type field values.  Thus,
   error messages have message types from 0 to 127; informational
   messages have message types from 128 to 255.
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   This document defines the message formats for the following ICMPv6
   messages:

      ICMPv6 error messages:

          1    Destination Unreachable      (see Section 3.1)
          2    Packet Too Big               (see Section 3.2)
          3    Time Exceeded                (see Section 3.3)
          4    Parameter Problem            (see Section 3.4)

          100  Private experimentation
          101  Private experimentation

          127  Reserved for expansion of ICMPv6 error messages

      ICMPv6 informational messages:

          128  Echo Request                 (see Section 4.1)
          129  Echo Reply                   (see Section 4.2)



          200  Private experimentation
          201  Private experimentation

          255  Reserved for expansion of ICMPv6 informational messages

   Type values 100, 101, 200, and 201 are reserved for private
   experimentation.  They are not intended for general use.  It is
   expected that multiple concurrent experiments will be done with the
   same type values.  Any wide-scale and/or uncontrolled usage should
   obtain real allocations as defined in Section 6.

   Type values 127 and 255 are reserved for future expansion of the type
   value range if there is a shortage in the future.  The details of
   this are left for future work.  One possible way of doing this that
   would not cause any problems with current implementations is that if
   the type equals 127 or 255, the code field should be used for the new
   assignment.  Existing implementations would ignore the new
   assignments as specified in Section 2.4, (b).  The new messages using
   these expanded type values could assign fields in the message body
   for its code values.

   Sections 3 and 4 describe the message formats for the ICMPv6 error
   message types 1 through 4 and informational message types 128 and
   129.
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   Inclusion of, at least, the start of the invoking packet is intended
   to allow the originator of a packet that has resulted in an ICMPv6
   error message to identify the upper-layer protocol and process that
   sent the packet.

2.2.  Message Source Address Determination

   A node that originates an ICMPv6 message has to determine both the
   Source and Destination IPv6 Addresses in the IPv6 header before
   calculating the checksum.  If the node has more than one unicast
   address, it MUST choose the Source Address of the message as follows:

   (a) If the message is a response to a message sent to one of the
       node's unicast addresses, the Source Address of the reply MUST be
       that same address.

   (b) If the message is a response to a message sent to any other
       address, such as

       - a multicast group address,
       - an anycast address implemented by the node, or
       - a unicast address that does not belong to the node

      the Source Address of the ICMPv6 packet MUST be a unicast address
      belonging to the node.  The address SHOULD be chosen according to
      the rules that would be used to select the source address for any



      other packet originated by the node, given the destination address
      of the packet.  However, it MAY be selected in an alternative way
      if this would lead to a more informative choice of address
      reachable from the destination of the ICMPv6 packet.

2.3.  Message Checksum Calculation

   The checksum is the 16-bit one's complement of the one's complement
   sum of the entire ICMPv6 message, starting with the ICMPv6 message
   type field, and prepended with a "pseudo-header" of IPv6 header
   fields, as specified in [IPv6, Section 8.1].  The Next Header value
   used in the pseudo-header is 58.  (The inclusion of a pseudo-header
   in the ICMPv6 checksum is a change from IPv4; see [IPv6] for the
   rationale for this change.)

   For computing the checksum, the checksum field is first set to zero.

2.4.  Message Processing Rules

   Implementations MUST observe the following rules when processing
   ICMPv6 messages (from [RFC-1122]):
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   (a) If an ICMPv6 error message of unknown type is received at its
       destination, it MUST be passed to the upper-layer process that
       originated the packet that caused the error, where this can be
       identified (see Section 2.4, (d)).

   (b) If an ICMPv6 informational message of unknown type is received,
       it MUST be silently discarded.

   (c) Every ICMPv6 error message (type < 128) MUST include as much of
       the IPv6 offending (invoking) packet (the packet that caused the
       error) as possible without making the error message packet exceed
       the minimum IPv6 MTU [IPv6].

   (d) In cases where the internet-layer protocol is required to pass an
       ICMPv6 error message to the upper-layer process, the upper-layer
       protocol type is extracted from the original packet (contained in
       the body of the ICMPv6 error message) and used to select the
       appropriate upper-layer process to handle the error.

       In cases where it is not possible to retrieve the upper-layer
       protocol type from the ICMPv6 message, the ICMPv6 message is
       silently dropped after any IPv6-layer processing.  One example of
       such a case is an ICMPv6 message with an unusually large amount
       of extension headers that does not have the upper-layer protocol
       type due to truncation of the original packet to meet the minimum
       IPv6 MTU [IPv6] limit.  Another example is an ICMPv6 message with
       an ESP extension header for which it is not possible to decrypt
       the original packet due to either truncation or the
       unavailability of the state necessary to decrypt the packet.

   (e) An ICMPv6 error message MUST NOT be originated as a result of
       receiving the following:



       (e.1) An ICMPv6 error message.

       (e.2) An ICMPv6 redirect message [IPv6-DISC].

       (e.3) A packet destined to an IPv6 multicast address.  (There are
             two exceptions to this rule: (1) the Packet Too Big Message
             (Section 3.2) to allow Path MTU discovery to work for IPv6
             multicast, and (2) the Parameter Problem Message, Code 2
             (Section 3.4) reporting an unrecognized IPv6 option (see
             Section 4.2 of [IPv6]) that has the Option Type highest-
             order two bits set to 10).

       (e.4) A packet sent as a link-layer multicast (the exceptions
             from e.3 apply to this case, too).
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       (e.5) A packet sent as a link-layer broadcast (the exceptions
             from e.3 apply to this case, too).

       (e.6) A packet whose source address does not uniquely identify a
             single node -- e.g., the IPv6 Unspecified Address, an IPv6
             multicast address, or an address known by the ICMP message
             originator to be an IPv6 anycast address.

   (f) Finally, in order to limit the bandwidth and forwarding costs
       incurred by originating ICMPv6 error messages, an IPv6 node MUST
       limit the rate of ICMPv6 error messages it originates.  This
       situation may occur when a source sending a stream of erroneous
       packets fails to heed the resulting ICMPv6 error messages.

       Rate-limiting of forwarded ICMP messages is out of scope of this
       specification.

       A recommended method for implementing the rate-limiting function
       is a token bucket, limiting the average rate of transmission to
       N, where N can be either packets/second or a fraction of the
       attached link's bandwidth, but allowing up to B error messages to
       be transmitted in a burst, as long as the long-term average is
       not exceeded.

       Rate-limiting mechanisms that cannot cope with bursty traffic
       (e.g., traceroute) are not recommended; for example, a simple
       timer-based implementation, allowing an error message every T
       milliseconds (even with low values for T), is not reasonable.

       The rate-limiting parameters SHOULD be configurable.  In the case
       of a token-bucket implementation, the best defaults depend on
       where the implementation is expected to be deployed (e.g., a
       high-end router vs. an embedded host).  For example, in a
       small/mid-size device, the possible defaults could be B=10,
       N=10/s.

   NOTE: THE RESTRICTIONS UNDER (e) AND (f) ABOVE TAKE PRECEDENCE OVER
   ANY REQUIREMENT ELSEWHERE IN THIS DOCUMENT FOR ORIGINATING ICMP ERROR



   MESSAGES.

   The following sections describe the message formats for the above
   ICMPv6 messages.
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3. ICMPv6 Error Messages

3.1.  Destination Unreachable Message

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |     Type      |     Code      |          Checksum             |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                             Unused                            |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                    As much of invoking packet                 |
      +                as possible without the ICMPv6 packet          +
      |                exceeding the minimum IPv6 MTU [IPv6]          |

   IPv6 Fields:

   Destination Address

                  Copied from the Source Address field of the invoking
                  packet.

   ICMPv6 Fields:

   Type           1

   Code           0 - No route to destination
                  1 - Communication with destination
                        administratively prohibited
                  2 - Beyond scope of source address
                  3 - Address unreachable
                  4 - Port unreachable
                  5 - Source address failed ingress/egress policy
                  6 - Reject route to destination

   Unused         This field is unused for all code values.
                  It must be initialized to zero by the originator
                  and ignored by the receiver.
   Description

   A Destination Unreachable message SHOULD be generated by a router, or
   by the IPv6 layer in the originating node, in response to a packet
   that cannot be delivered to its destination address for reasons other
   than congestion.  (An ICMPv6 message MUST NOT be generated if a



   packet is dropped due to congestion.)

   If the reason for the failure to deliver is lack of a matching entry
   in the forwarding node's routing table, the Code field is set to 0.
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   (This error can occur only in nodes that do not hold a "default
   route" in their routing tables.)

   If the reason for the failure to deliver is administrative
   prohibition (e.g., a "firewall filter"), the Code field is set to 1.

   If the reason for the failure to deliver is that the destination is
   beyond the scope of the source address, the Code field is set to 2.
   This condition can occur only when the scope of the source address is
   smaller than the scope of the destination address (e.g., when a
   packet has a link-local source address and a global-scope destination
   address) and the packet cannot be delivered to the destination
   without leaving the scope of the source address.

   If the reason for the failure to deliver cannot be mapped to any of
   other codes, the Code field is set to 3.  Example of such cases are
   an inability to resolve the IPv6 destination address into a
   corresponding link address, or a link-specific problem of some sort.

   One specific case in which a Destination Unreachable message is sent
   with a code 3 is in response to a packet received by a router from a
   point-to-point link, destined to an address within a subnet assigned
   to that same link (other than one of the receiving router's own
   addresses).  In such a case, the packet MUST NOT be forwarded back
   onto the arrival link.

   A destination node SHOULD originate a Destination Unreachable message
   with Code 4 in response to a packet for which the transport protocol
   (e.g., UDP) has no listener, if that transport protocol has no
   alternative means to inform the sender.

   If the reason for the failure to deliver is that the packet with this
   source address is not allowed due to ingress or egress filtering
   policies, the Code field is set to 5.

   If the reason for the failure to deliver is that the route to the
   destination is a reject route, the Code field is set to 6.  This may
   occur if the router has been configured to reject all the traffic for
   a specific prefix.

   Codes 5 and 6 are more informative subsets of code 1.

   For security reasons, it is recommended that implementations SHOULD
   allow sending of ICMP destination unreachable messages to be
   disabled, preferably on a per-interface basis.
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   Upper Layer Notification

   A node receiving the ICMPv6 Destination Unreachable message MUST
   notify the upper-layer process if the relevant process can be
   identified (see Section 2.4, (d)).

3.2.  Packet Too Big Message

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |     Type      |     Code      |          Checksum             |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                             MTU                               |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                    As much of invoking packet                 |
      +               as possible without the ICMPv6 packet           +
      |               exceeding the minimum IPv6 MTU [IPv6]           |

   IPv6 Fields:

   Destination Address

                  Copied from the Source Address field of the invoking
                  packet.

   ICMPv6 Fields:

   Type           2

   Code           Set to 0 (zero) by the originator and ignored by the
                  receiver.

   MTU            The Maximum Transmission Unit of the next-hop link.

   Description

   A Packet Too Big MUST be sent by a router in response to a packet
   that it cannot forward because the packet is larger than the MTU of
   the outgoing link.  The information in this message is used as part
   of the Path MTU Discovery process [PMTU].

   Originating a Packet Too Big Message makes an exception to one of the
   rules as to when to originate an ICMPv6 error message.  Unlike other
   messages, it is sent in response to a packet received with an IPv6
   multicast destination address, or with a link-layer multicast or
   link-layer broadcast address.
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   Upper Layer Notification

   An incoming Packet Too Big message MUST be passed to the upper-layer
   process if the relevant process can be identified (see Section 2.4,
   (d)).

3.3.  Time Exceeded Message

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |     Type      |     Code      |          Checksum             |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                             Unused                            |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                    As much of invoking packet                 |
      +               as possible without the ICMPv6 packet           +
      |               exceeding the minimum IPv6 MTU [IPv6]           |

   IPv6 Fields:

   Destination Address
                  Copied from the Source Address field of the invoking
                  packet.

   ICMPv6 Fields:

   Type           3

   Code           0 - Hop limit exceeded in transit
                  1 - Fragment reassembly time exceeded

   Unused         This field is unused for all code values.
                  It must be initialized to zero by the originator
                  and ignored by the receiver.

   Description

   If a router receives a packet with a Hop Limit of zero, or if a
   router decrements a packet's Hop Limit to zero, it MUST discard the
   packet and originate an ICMPv6 Time Exceeded message with Code 0 to
   the source of the packet.  This indicates either a routing loop or
   too small an initial Hop Limit value.

   An ICMPv6 Time Exceeded message with Code 1 is used to report
   fragment reassembly timeout, as specified in [IPv6, Section 4.5].
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   Upper Layer Notification

   An incoming Time Exceeded message MUST be passed to the upper-layer
   process if the relevant process can be identified (see Section 2.4,
   (d)).



3.4.  Parameter Problem Message

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |     Type      |     Code      |          Checksum             |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                            Pointer                            |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                    As much of invoking packet                 |
      +               as possible without the ICMPv6 packet           +
      |               exceeding the minimum IPv6 MTU [IPv6]           |

   IPv6 Fields:

   Destination Address

                  Copied from the Source Address field of the invoking
                  packet.

   ICMPv6 Fields:

   Type           4

   Code           0 - Erroneous header field encountered
                  1 - Unrecognized Next Header type encountered
                  2 - Unrecognized IPv6 option encountered

   Pointer        Identifies the octet offset within the
                  invoking packet where the error was detected.

                  The pointer will point beyond the end of the ICMPv6
                  packet if the field in error is beyond what can fit
                  in the maximum size of an ICMPv6 error message.

   Description

   If an IPv6 node processing a packet finds a problem with a field in
   the IPv6 header or extension headers such that it cannot complete
   processing the packet, it MUST discard the packet and SHOULD
   originate an ICMPv6 Parameter Problem message to the packet's source,
   indicating the type and location of the problem.
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   Codes 1 and 2 are more informative subsets of Code 0.

   The pointer identifies the octet of the original packet's header
   where the error was detected.  For example, an ICMPv6 message with a
   Type field of 4, Code field of 1, and Pointer field of 40 would
   indicate that the IPv6 extension header following the IPv6 header of
   the original packet holds an unrecognized Next Header field value.

   Upper Layer Notification

   A node receiving this ICMPv6 message MUST notify the upper-layer
   process if the relevant process can be identified (see Section 2.4,



   (d)).

4. ICMPv6 Informational Messages

4.1.  Echo Request Message

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |     Type      |     Code      |          Checksum             |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |           Identifier          |        Sequence Number        |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |     Data ...
      +-+-+-+-+-

   IPv6 Fields:

   Destination Address

                  Any legal IPv6 address.

   ICMPv6 Fields:

   Type           128

   Code           0

   Identifier     An identifier to aid in matching Echo Replies
                  to this Echo Request.  May be zero.
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   Sequence Number

                  A sequence number to aid in matching Echo Replies
                  to this Echo Request.  May be zero.

   Data           Zero or more octets of arbitrary data.

   Description

   Every node MUST implement an ICMPv6 Echo responder function that
   receives Echo Requests and originates corresponding Echo Replies.  A
   node SHOULD also implement an application-layer interface for
   originating Echo Requests and receiving Echo Replies, for diagnostic
   purposes.

   Upper Layer Notification

   Echo Request messages MAY be passed to processes receiving ICMP



   messages.

4.2.  Echo Reply Message

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |     Type      |     Code      |          Checksum             |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |           Identifier          |        Sequence Number        |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |     Data ...
      +-+-+-+-+-

   IPv6 Fields:

   Destination Address

                  Copied from the Source Address field of the invoking
                  Echo Request packet.

   ICMPv6 Fields:

   Type           129

   Code           0

   Identifier     The identifier from the invoking Echo Request message.
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   Sequence Number

                  The sequence number from the invoking Echo Request
                  message.

   Data           The data from the invoking Echo Request message.

   Description

   Every node MUST implement an ICMPv6 Echo responder function that
   receives Echo Requests and originates corresponding Echo Replies.  A
   node SHOULD also implement an application-layer interface for
   originating Echo Requests and receiving Echo Replies, for diagnostic
   purposes.

   The source address of an Echo Reply sent in response to a unicast
   Echo Request message MUST be the same as the destination address of
   that Echo Request message.

   An Echo Reply SHOULD be sent in response to an Echo Request message
   sent to an IPv6 multicast or anycast address.  In this case, the
   source address of the reply MUST be a unicast address belonging to
   the interface on which the Echo Request message was received.



   The data received in the ICMPv6 Echo Request message MUST be returned
   entirely and unmodified in the ICMPv6 Echo Reply message.

   Upper Layer Notification

   Echo Reply messages MUST be passed to the process that originated an
   Echo Request message.  An Echo Reply message MAY be passed to
   processes that did not originate the Echo Request message.

   Note that there is no limitation on the amount of data that can be
   put in Echo Request and Echo Reply Messages.

5. Security Considerations

5.1.  Authentication and Confidentiality of ICMP Messages

   ICMP protocol packet exchanges can be authenticated using the IP
   Authentication Header [IPv6-AUTH] or IP Encapsulating Security
   Payload Header [IPv6-ESP].  Confidentiality for the ICMP protocol
   packet exchanges can be achieved using the IP Encapsulating Security
   Payload Header [IPv6-ESP].

   [SEC-ARCH] describes the IPsec handling of ICMP traffic in detail.
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5.2.  ICMP Attacks

   ICMP messages may be subject to various attacks.  A complete
   discussion can be found in the IP Security Architecture [IPv6-SA].  A
   brief discussion of these attacks and their prevention follows:

   1. ICMP messages may be subject to actions intended to cause the
      receiver to believe the message came from a different source from
      that of the message originator.  The protection against this
      attack can be achieved by applying the IPv6 Authentication
      mechanism [IPv6-AUTH] to the ICMP message.

   2. ICMP messages may be subject to actions intended to cause the
      message or the reply to it to go to a destination different from
      that of the message originator's intention.  The protection
      against this attack can be achieved by using the Authentication
      Header [IPv6-AUTH] or the Encapsulating Security Payload Header
      [IPv6-ESP].  The Authentication Header provides the protection
      against change for the source and the destination address of the
      IP packet.  The Encapsulating Security Payload Header does not
      provide this protection, but the ICMP checksum calculation
      includes the source and the destination addresses, and the
      Encapsulating Security Payload Header protects the checksum.
      Therefore, the combination of ICMP checksum and the Encapsulating
      Security Payload Header provides protection against this attack.
      The protection provided by the Encapsulating Security Payload
      Header will not be as strong as the protection provided by the
      Authentication Header.

   3. ICMP messages may be subject to changes in the message fields, or



      payload.  The authentication [IPv6-AUTH] or encryption [IPv6-ESP]
      of the ICMP message protects against such actions.

   4. ICMP messages may be used to attempt denial-of-service attacks by
      sending back to back erroneous IP packets.  An implementation that
      correctly followed Section 2.4, paragraph (f), of this
      specification, would be protected by the ICMP error rate limiting
      mechanism.

   5. The exception number 2 of rule e.3 in Section 2.4 gives a
      malicious node the opportunity to cause a denial-of-service attack
      to a multicast source.  A malicious node can send a multicast
      packet with an unknown destination option marked as mandatory,
      with the IPv6 source address of a valid multicast source.  A large
      number of destination nodes will send an ICMP Parameter Problem
      Message to the multicast source, causing a denial-of-service
      attack.  The way multicast traffic is forwarded by the multicast
      routers requires that the malicious node be part of the correct
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      multicast path, i.e., near to the multicast source.  This attack
      can only be avoided by securing the multicast traffic.  The
      multicast source should be careful while sending multicast traffic
      with the destination options marked as mandatory, because they can
      cause a denial-of-service attack to themselves if the destination
      option is unknown to a large number of destinations.

   6. As the ICMP messages are passed to the upper-layer processes, it
      is possible to perform attacks on the upper layer protocols (e.g.,
      TCP) with ICMP [TCP-attack].  It is recommended that the upper
      layers perform some form of validation of ICMP messages (using the
      information contained in the payload of the ICMP message) before
      acting upon them.  The actual validation checks are specific to
      the upper layers and are out of the scope of this specification.
      Protecting the upper layer with IPsec mitigates these attacks.

      ICMP error messages signal network error conditions that were
      encountered while processing an internet datagram.  Depending on
      the particular scenario, the error conditions being reported might
      or might not get solved in the near term.  Therefore, reaction to
      ICMP error messages may depend not only on the error type and code
      but also on other factors, such as the time at which the error
      messages are received, previous knowledge of the network error
      conditions being reported, and knowledge of the network scenario
      in which the receiving host is operating.

6. IANA Considerations

6.1.  Procedure for New ICMPV6 Type and Code Value Assignments

   The IPv6 ICMP header defined in this document contains the following
   fields that carry values assigned from IANA-managed name spaces: Type
   and Code.  Code field values are defined relative to a specific Type
   value.

   Values for the IPv6 ICMP Type fields are allocated using the



   following procedure:

   1. The IANA should allocate and permanently register new ICMPv6 type
      codes from IETF RFC publication.  This is for all RFC types,
      including standards track, informational, and experimental status,
      that originate from the IETF and have been approved by the IESG
      for publication.

   2. IETF working groups with working group consensus and area director
      approval can request reclaimable ICMPV6 type code assignments from
      the IANA.  The IANA will tag the values as "reclaimable in
      future".
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      The "reclaimable in the future" tag will be removed when an RFC is
      published that documents the protocol as defined in 1.  This will
      make the assignment permanent and update the reference on the IANA
      web pages.

      At the point where the ICMPv6 type values are 85% assigned, the
      IETF will review the assignments tagged "reclaimable in the
      future" and inform the IANA which ones should be reclaimed and
      reassigned.

   3. Requests for new ICMPv6 type value assignments from outside the
      IETF are only made through the publication of an IETF document,
      per 1 above.  Note also that documents published as "RFC Editor
      contributions" [RFC-3978] are not considered IETF documents.

   The assignment of new Code values for the Type values defined in this
   document require standards action or IESG approval.  The policy for
   assigning Code values for new IPv6 ICMP Types not defined in this
   document should be defined in the document defining the new Type
   values.

6.2.  Assignments for This Document

   The following has updated assignments located at:

      http://www.iana.org/assignments/icmpv6-parameters

   The IANA has reassigned ICMPv6 type 1 "Destination Unreachable" code
   2, which was unassigned in [RFC-2463], to:

         2 - Beyond scope of source address

   The IANA has assigned the following two new codes values for ICMPv6
   type 1 "Destination Unreachable":

         5 - Source address failed ingress/egress policy
         6 - Reject route to destination

   The IANA has assigned the following new type values:

         100  Private experimentation
         101  Private experimentation



         127  Reserved for expansion of ICMPv6 error messages

         200  Private experimentation
         201  Private experimentation
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         255  Reserved for expansion of ICMPv6 informational messages
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Appendix A - Changes since RFC 2463

   The following changes were made from RFC 2463:

   - Edited the Abstract to make it a little more elaborate.

   - Corrected typos in Section 2.4, where references to sub-bullet e.2
     were supposed to be references to e.3.

   - Removed the Timer-based and the Bandwidth-based methods from the
     example rate-limiting mechanism for ICMP error messages.  Added
     Token-bucket based method.

   - Added specification that all ICMP error messages shall have exactly
     32 bits of type-specific data, so that receivers can reliably find
     the embedded invoking packet even when they don't recognize the
     ICMP message Type.

   - In the description of Destination Unreachable messages, Code 3,
     added rule prohibiting forwarding of packets back onto point-to-
     point links from which they were received, if their destination
     addresses belong to the link itself ("anti-ping-ponging" rule).

   - Added description of Time Exceeded Code 1 (fragment reassembly
     timeout).

   - Added "beyond scope of source address", "source address failed
     ingress/egress policy", and "reject route to destination" messages
     to the family of "unreachable destination" type ICMP error messages
     (Section 3.1).

   - Reserved some ICMP type values for experimentation.

   - Added a NOTE in Section 2.4 that specifies ICMP message processing
     rules precedence.

   - Added ICMP REDIRECT to the list in Section 2.4, (e) of cases in
     which ICMP error messages are not to be generated.

   - Made minor editorial changes in Section 2.3 on checksum
     calculation, and in Section 5.2.

   - Clarified in Section 4.2, regarding the Echo Reply Message; the
     source address of an Echo Reply to an anycast Echo Request should
     be a unicast address, as in the case of multicast.
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   - Revised the Security Considerations section.  Added the use of the
     Encapsulating Security Payload Header for authentication.  Changed
     the requirement of an option of "not allowing unauthenticated ICMP
     messages" to MAY from SHOULD.



   - Added a new attack in the list of possible ICMP attacks in Section
     5.2.

   - Separated References into Normative and Informative.

   - Added reference to RFC 2780 "IANA Allocation Guidelines For Values
     In the Internet Protocol and Related Headers".  Also added a note
     that this document updates RFC 2780.

   - Added a procedure for new ICMPv6 Type and Code value assignments in
     the IANA Considerations section.

   - Replaced word "send" with "originate" to make it clear that ICMP
     packets being forwarded are out of scope of this specification.

   - Changed the ESP and AH references to the updated ESP and AH
     documents.

   - Added reference to the updated IPsec Security Architecture
     document.

   - Added a SHOULD requirement for allowing the sending of ICMP
     destination unreachable messages to be disabled.

   - Simplified the source address selection of the ICMPv6 packet.

   - Reorganized the General Message Format (Section 2.1).

   - Removed the general packet format from Section 2.1.  It refers to
     Sections 3 and 4 for packet formats now.

   - Added text about attacks to the transport protocols that could
     potentially be caused by ICMP.
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Abstract

   This document describes how to construct DNSSEC NSEC resource records
   that cover a smaller range of names than called for by RFC 4034.  By
   generating and signing these records on demand, authoritative name
   servers can effectively stop the disclosure of zone contents
   otherwise made possible by walking the chain of NSEC records in a
   signed zone.
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1.  Introduction

   With DNSSEC [1], an NSEC record lists the next instantiated name in
   its zone, proving that no names exist in the "span" between the
   NSEC's owner name and the name in the "next name" field.  In this
   document, an NSEC record is said to "cover" the names between its
   owner name and next name.
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   Through repeated queries that return NSEC records, it is possible to
   retrieve all of the names in the zone, a process commonly called
   "walking" the zone.  Some zone owners have policies forbidding zone
   transfers by arbitrary clients; this side effect of the NSEC
   architecture subverts those policies.

   This document presents a way to prevent zone walking by constructing
   NSEC records that cover fewer names.  These records can make zone
   walking take approximately as many queries as simply asking for all
   possible names in a zone, making zone walking impractical.  Some of
   these records must be created and signed on demand, which requires
   on-line private keys.  Anyone contemplating use of this technique is
   strongly encouraged to review the discussion of the risks of on-line
   signing in Section 5.

1.2.  Keywords

   The keywords "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [4].

2.  Applicability of This Technique

   The technique presented here may be useful to a zone owner that wants



   to use DNSSEC, is concerned about exposure of its zone contents via
   zone walking, and is willing to bear the costs of on-line signing.

   As discussed in Section 5, on-line signing has several security
   risks, including an increased likelihood of private keys being
   disclosed and an increased risk of denial of service attack.  Anyone
   contemplating use of this technique is strongly encouraged to review
   the discussion of the risks of on-line signing in Section 5.

   Furthermore, at the time this document was published, the DNSEXT
   working group was actively working on a mechanism to prevent zone
   walking that does not require on-line signing (tentatively called
   NSEC3).  The new mechanism is likely to expose slightly more
   information about the zone than this technique (e.g., the number of
   instantiated names), but it may be preferable to this technique.

3.  Minimally Covering NSEC Records

   This mechanism involves changes to NSEC records for instantiated
   names, which can still be generated and signed in advance, as well as
   the on-demand generation and signing of new NSEC records whenever a
   name must be proven not to exist.
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   In the "next name" field of instantiated names' NSEC records, rather
   than list the next instantiated name in the zone, list any name that
   falls lexically after the NSEC's owner name and before the next
   instantiated name in the zone, according to the ordering function in
   RFC 4034 [2] Section 6.1.  This relaxes the requirement in Section
   4.1.1 of RFC 4034 that the "next name" field contains the next owner
   name in the zone.  This change is expected to be fully compatible
   with all existing DNSSEC validators.  These NSEC records are returned
   whenever proving something specifically about the owner name (e.g.,
   that no resource records of a given type appear at that name).

   Whenever an NSEC record is needed to prove the non-existence of a
   name, a new NSEC record is dynamically produced and signed.  The new
   NSEC record has an owner name lexically before the QNAME but
   lexically following any existing name and a "next name" lexically
   following the QNAME but before any existing name.

   The generated NSEC record's type bitmap MUST have the RRSIG and NSEC
   bits set and SHOULD NOT have any other bits set.  This relaxes the
   requirement in Section 2.3 of RFC4035 that NSEC RRs not appear at
   names that did not exist before the zone was signed.

   The functions to generate the lexically following and proceeding
   names need not be perfect or consistent, but the generated NSEC
   records must not cover any existing names.  Furthermore, this
   technique works best when the generated NSEC records cover as few
   names as possible.  In this document, the functions that generate the
   nearby names are called "epsilon" functions, a reference to the
   mathematical convention of using the greek letter epsilon to
   represent small deviations.



   An NSEC record denying the existence of a wildcard may be generated
   in the same way.  Since the NSEC record covering a non-existent
   wildcard is likely to be used in response to many queries,
   authoritative name servers using the techniques described here may
   want to pregenerate or cache that record and its corresponding RRSIG.

   For example, a query for an A record at the non-instantiated name
   example.com might produce the following two NSEC records, the first
   denying the existence of the name example.com and the second denying
   the existence of a wildcard:

          exampld.com 3600 IN NSEC example-.com ( RRSIG NSEC )

          \).com 3600 IN NSEC +.com ( RRSIG NSEC )
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   Before answering a query with these records, an authoritative server
   must test for the existence of names between these endpoints.  If the
   generated NSEC would cover existing names (e.g., exampldd.com or
   *bizarre.example.com), a better epsilon function may be used or the
   covered name closest to the QNAME could be used as the NSEC owner
   name or next name, as appropriate.  If an existing name is used as
   the NSEC owner name, that name's real NSEC record MUST be returned.
   Using the same example, assuming an exampldd.com delegation exists,
   this record might be returned from the parent:

          exampldd.com 3600 IN NSEC example-.com ( NS DS RRSIG NSEC )

   Like every authoritative record in the zone, each generated NSEC
   record MUST have corresponding RRSIGs generated using each algorithm
   (but not necessarily each DNSKEY) in the zone's DNSKEY RRset, as
   described in RFC 4035 [3] Section 2.2.  To minimize the number of
   signatures that must be generated, a zone may wish to limit the
   number of algorithms in its DNSKEY RRset.

4.  Better Epsilon Functions

   Section 6.1 of RFC 4034 defines a strict ordering of DNS names.
   Working backward from that definition, it should be possible to
   define epsilon functions that generate the immediately following and
   preceding names, respectively.  This document does not define such
   functions.  Instead, this section presents functions that come
   reasonably close to the perfect ones.  As described above, an
   authoritative server should still ensure than no generated NSEC
   covers any existing name.

   To increment a name, add a leading label with a single null (zero-
   value) octet.

   To decrement a name, decrement the last character of the leftmost
   label, then fill that label to a length of 63 octets with octets of
   value 255.  To decrement a null (zero-value) octet, remove the octet



   -- if an empty label is left, remove the label.  Defining this
   function numerically: fill the leftmost label to its maximum length
   with zeros (numeric, not ASCII zeros) and subtract one.

   In response to a query for the non-existent name foo.example.com,
   these functions produce NSEC records of the following:
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     fon\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255
     \255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255
     \255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255
     \255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255
     \255.example.com 3600 IN NSEC \000.foo.example.com ( NSEC RRSIG )

     \)\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255
     \255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255
     \255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255
     \255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255\255
     \255\255.example.com 3600 IN NSEC \000.*.example.com ( NSEC RRSIG )

   The first of these NSEC RRs proves that no exact match for
   foo.example.com exists, and the second proves that there is no
   wildcard in example.com.

   Both of these functions are imperfect: they do not take into account
   constraints on number of labels in a name nor total length of a name.
   As noted in the previous section, though, this technique does not
   depend on the use of perfect epsilon functions: it is sufficient to
   test whether any instantiated names fall into the span covered by the
   generated NSEC and, if so, substitute those instantiated owner names
   for the NSEC owner name or next name, as appropriate.

5.  Security Considerations

   This approach requires on-demand generation of RRSIG records.  This
   creates several new vulnerabilities.

   First, on-demand signing requires that a zone's authoritative servers
   have access to its private keys.  Storing private keys on well-known
   Internet-accessible servers may make them more vulnerable to
   unintended disclosure.

   Second, since generation of digital signatures tends to be
   computationally demanding, the requirement for on-demand signing
   makes authoritative servers vulnerable to a denial of service attack.

   Last, if the epsilon functions are predictable, on-demand signing may
   enable a chosen-plaintext attack on a zone's private keys.  Zones
   using this approach should attempt to use cryptographic algorithms
   that are resistant to chosen-plaintext attacks.  It is worth noting



   that although DNSSEC has a "mandatory to implement" algorithm, that
   is a requirement on resolvers and validators -- there is no
   requirement that a zone be signed with any given algorithm.

   The success of using minimally covering NSEC records to prevent zone
   walking depends greatly on the quality of the epsilon functions
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   chosen.  An increment function that chooses a name obviously derived
   from the next instantiated name may be easily reverse engineered,
   destroying the value of this technique.  An increment function that
   always returns a name close to the next instantiated name is likewise
   a poor choice.  Good choices of epsilon functions are the ones that
   produce the immediately following and preceding names, respectively,
   though zone administrators may wish to use less perfect functions
   that return more human-friendly names than the functions described in
   Section 4 above.

   Another obvious but misguided concern is the danger from synthesized
   NSEC records being replayed.  It is possible for an attacker to
   replay an old but still validly signed NSEC record after a new name
   has been added in the span covered by that NSEC, incorrectly proving
   that there is no record at that name.  This danger exists with DNSSEC
   as defined in [3].  The techniques described here actually decrease
   the danger, since the span covered by any NSEC record is smaller than
   before.  Choosing better epsilon functions will further reduce this
   danger.
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1.  Introduction

   [RFC2845] specifies a TSIG Resource Record (RR) that can be used to
   authenticate DNS (Domain Name System [STD13]) queries and responses.
   This RR contains a domain name syntax data item that names the
   authentication algorithm used.  [RFC2845] defines the



   HMAC-MD5.SIG-ALG.REG.INT name for authentication codes using the HMAC
   (Hashed Message Authentication Code) [RFC2104] algorithm with the MD5
   (Message Digest 5) [RFC1321] hash algorithm.  IANA has also
   registered "gss-tsig" as an identifier for TSIG authentication where
   the cryptographic operations are delegated to the Generic Security
   Service (GSS) [RFC3645].

   Note that use of TSIG presumes prior agreement, between the resolver
   and server involved, as to the algorithm and key to be used.

   In Section 2, this document specifies additional names for TSIG
   authentication algorithms based on US NIST SHA (United States,
   National Institute of Science and Technology, Secure Hash Algorithm)
   algorithms and HMAC and specifies the implementation requirements for
   those algorithms.

   In Section 3, this document specifies the effect of inequality
   between the normal output size of the specified hash function and the
   length of MAC (Message Authentication Code) data given in the TSIG
   RR.  In particular, it specifies that a shorter-length field value
   specifies truncation and that a longer-length field is an error.

   In Section 4, policy restrictions and implications related to
   truncation are described and specified, as is a new error code to
   indicate truncation shorter than that permitted by policy.

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "MAY", in
   this document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

2.  Algorithms and Identifiers

   TSIG Resource Records (RRs) [RFC2845] are used to authenticate DNS
   queries and responses.  They are intended to be efficient symmetric
   authentication codes based on a shared secret.  (Asymmetric
   signatures can be provided using the SIG RR [RFC2931].  In
   particular, SIG(0) can be used for transaction signatures.)  Used
   with a strong hash function, HMAC [RFC2104] provides a way to
   calculate such symmetric authentication codes.  The only specified
   HMAC-based TSIG algorithm identifier has been HMAC-MD5.SIG-
   ALG.REG.INT, based on MD5 [RFC1321].
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   The use of SHA-1 [FIPS180-2, RFC3174], which is a 160-bit hash, as
   compared with the 128 bits for MD5, and additional hash algorithms in
   the SHA family [FIPS180-2, RFC3874, RFC4634] with 224, 256, 384, and
   512 bits may be preferred in some cases.  This is because
   increasingly successful cryptanalytic attacks are being made on the
   shorter hashes.

   Use of TSIG between a DNS resolver and server is by mutual agreement.
   That agreement can include the support of additional algorithms and
   criteria as to which algorithms and truncations are acceptable,
   subject to the restriction and guidelines in Sections 3 and 4 below.
   Key agreement can be by the TKEY mechanism [RFC2930] or some other



   mutually agreeable method.

   The current HMAC-MD5.SIG-ALG.REG.INT and gss-tsig identifiers are
   included in the table below for convenience.  Implementations that
   support TSIG MUST also implement HMAC SHA1 and HMAC SHA256 and MAY
   implement gss-tsig and the other algorithms listed below.

      Mandatory      HMAC-MD5.SIG-ALG.REG.INT
      Optional       gss-tsig
      Mandatory      hmac-sha1
      Optional       hmac-sha224
      Mandatory      hmac-sha256
      Optional       hamc-sha384
      Optional       hmac-sha512

   SHA-1 truncated to 96 bits (12 octets) SHOULD be implemented.

3.  Specifying Truncation

   When space is at a premium and the strength of the full length of an
   HMAC is not needed, it is reasonable to truncate the HMAC output and
   use the truncated value for authentication.  HMAC SHA-1 truncated to
   96 bits is an option available in several IETF protocols, including
   IPsec and TLS.

   The TSIG RR [RFC2845] includes a "MAC size" field, which gives the
   size of the MAC field in octets.  However, [RFC2845] does not specify
   what to do if this MAC size differs from the length of the output of
   HMAC for a particular hash function.  Truncation is indicated by a
   MAC size less than the HMAC size, as specified below.
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3.1.  Truncation Specification

   The specification for TSIG handling is changed as follows:

   1. If "MAC size" field is greater than HMAC output length:

         This case MUST NOT be generated and, if received, MUST cause
      the packet to be dropped and RCODE 1 (FORMERR) to be returned.

   2. If "MAC size" field equals HMAC output length:

         Operation is as described in [RFC2845], and the entire output
      HMAC output is present.

   3. "MAC size" field is less than HMAC output length but greater than
      that specified in case 4, below:

         This is sent when the signer has truncated the HMAC output to



      an allowable length, as described in RFC 2104, taking initial
      octets and discarding trailing octets.  TSIG truncation can only
      be to an integral number of octets.  On receipt of a packet with
      truncation thus indicated, the locally calculated MAC is similarly
      truncated and only the truncated values are compared for
      authentication.  The request MAC used when calculating the TSIG
      MAC for a reply is the truncated request MAC.

   4. "MAC size" field is less than the larger of 10 (octets) and half
      the length of the hash function in use:

         With the exception of certain TSIG error messages described in
      RFC 2845, Section 3.2, where it is permitted that the MAC size be
      zero, this case MUST NOT be generated and, if received, MUST cause
      the packet to be dropped and RCODE 1 (FORMERR) to be returned.
      The size limit for this case can also, for the hash functions
      mentioned in this document, be stated as less than half the hash
      function length for hash functions other than MD5 and less than 10
      octets for MD5.

4.  TSIG Truncation Policy and Error Provisions

   Use of TSIG is by mutual agreement between a resolver and server.
   Implicit in such "agreement" are criterion as to acceptable keys and
   algorithms and, with the extensions in this document, truncations.
   Note that it is common for implementations to bind the TSIG secret
   key or keys that may be in place at a resolver and server to
   particular algorithms.  Thus, such implementations only permit the
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   use of an algorithm if there is an associated key in place.  Receipt
   of an unknown, unimplemented, or disabled algorithm typically results
   in a BADKEY error.

      Local policies MAY require the rejection of TSIGs, even though
   they use an algorithm for which implementation is mandatory.

      When a local policy permits acceptance of a TSIG with a particular
   algorithm and a particular non-zero amount of truncation, it SHOULD
   also permit the use of that algorithm with lesser truncation (a
   longer MAC) up to the full HMAC output.

      Regardless of a lower acceptable truncated MAC length specified by
   local policy, a reply SHOULD be sent with a MAC at least as long as
   that in the corresponding request, unless the request specified a MAC
   length longer than the HMAC output.

      Implementations permitting multiple acceptable algorithms and/or
   truncations SHOULD permit this list to be ordered by presumed
   strength and SHOULD allow different truncations for the same
   algorithm to be treated as separate entities in this list.  When so
   implemented, policies SHOULD accept a presumed stronger algorithm and
   truncation than the minimum strength required by the policy.



      If a TSIG is received with truncation that is permitted under
   Section 3 above but the MAC is too short for the local policy in
   force, an RCODE of 22 (BADTRUNC) MUST be returned.

5.  IANA Considerations

   This document (1) registers the new TSIG algorithm identifiers listed
   in Section 2 with IANA and (2) allocates the BADTRUNC RCODE 22 in
   Section 4 [RFC2845].

6.  Security Considerations

   For all of the message authentication code algorithms listed herein,
   those producing longer values are believed to be stronger; however,
   while there have been some arguments that mild truncation can
   strengthen a MAC by reducing the information available to an
   attacker, excessive truncation clearly weakens authentication by
   reducing the number of bits an attacker has to try to break the
   authentication by brute force [RFC2104].

   Significant progress has been made recently in cryptanalysis of hash
   function of the types used herein, all of which ultimately derive
   from the design of MD4.  While the results so far should not effect
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   HMAC, the stronger SHA-1 and SHA-256 algorithms are being made
   mandatory due to caution.

   See the Security Considerations section of [RFC2845].  See also the
   Security Considerations section of [RFC2104] from which the limits on
   truncation in this RFC were taken.
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1.  Introduction

   [RFC3168], a Proposed Standard document, defines the ECN field in the
   IP header, and specifies the semantics for the codepoints for the ECN
   field.  However, end nodes could specify the use of alternate
   semantics for the ECN field, e.g., using codepoints in the diffserv
   field of the IP header.

   There have been a number of proposals in the IETF and in the research
   community for alternate semantics for the ECN codepoint.  One such
   proposal, [BCF05], proposes alternate ECN semantics for real-time
   inelastic traffic such as voice, video conferencing, and multimedia
   streaming in DiffServ networks.  In this proposal, the alternate ECN
   semantics would provide information about two levels of congestion
   experienced along the path [BCF05].  Another research proposal,
   [XSSK05], proposes a low-complexity protocol, Variable-structure
   congestion Control Protocol (VCP), that uses the two bits in the ECN
   field to indicate low-load, high-load, and overload (congestion),
   where transport protocols can increase more rapidly during the low-
   load regime.  Some of the proposals for alternate ECN semantics are
   for when ECN is used in an edge-to-edge context between gateways at
   the edge of a network region, e.g., for pre-congestion notification
   for admissions control [BESFC06].  Other proposals for alternate ECN
   semantics are listed on the ECN Web Page [ECN].
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   The definition of multiple semantics for the ECN field could have
   significant implications on both host and router implementations.
   There is a huge base of installed hosts and routers in the Internet,
   and in other IP networks, and updating these is an enormous and
   potentially expensive undertaking.  Some existing devices might be
   able to support the new ECN semantics with only a software upgrade
   and without significant degradation in performance.  Some other
   equipment might be able to support the new semantics, but with a
   degradation in performance -- which could range from trivial to
   catastrophic.  Some other deployed equipment might be able to support
   the new ECN semantics only with a hardware upgrade, which, in some
   cases, could be prohibitively expensive to deploy on a very wide
   scale.  For these reasons, it would be difficult and would take a
   significant amount of time to universally deploy any new ECN
   semantics.  In particular, routers can be difficult to upgrade, since
   small routers sometimes are not updated frequently, and large routers
   commonly have specialized forwarding paths to facilitate high
   performance.

   This document describes some of the technical issues that arise in
   specifying alternate semantics for the ECN field, and gives
   requirements for a safe coexistence in a world using the default ECN
   semantics (or using no ECN at all).

2.  An Overview of the Issues

   In this section, we discuss some of the issues that arise if some of
   the traffic in a network consists of alternate-ECN traffic (i.e.,
   traffic using alternate semantics for the ECN field).  The issues
   include the following: (1) how routers know which ECN semantics to
   use with which packets; (2) incremental deployment in a network where
   some routers use only the default ECN semantics or do not use ECN at
   all; (3) coexistence of alternate-ECN traffic with competing traffic
   on the path; and (4) a general evaluation of the alternate ECN
   semantics.

   (1) The first issue concerns how routers know which ECN semantics to
       use with which packets in the network:

       How does the connection indicate to the router that its packets
       are using alternate ECN semantics?  Is the specification of
       alternate-ECN semantics robust and unambiguous?  If not, is this
       a problem?

       As an example, in most of the proposals for alternate ECN
       semantics, a diffserv field is used to specify the use of
       alternate ECN semantics.  Do all routers that understand this
       diffserv codepoint understand that it uses alternate ECN
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       semantics, or not?  Diffserv allows routers to re-mark DiffServ
       Code Point (DSCP) values within the network; what is the effect
       of this on the alternate ECN semantics?

       This is discussed in more detail in Section 3 below.

   (2) A second issue is that of incremental deployment in a network
       where some routers only use the default ECN semantics, and other
       routers might not use ECN at all.  In this document, we use the
       phrase "new routers" to refer to the routers that understand the
       alternate ECN semantics, and "old routers" to refer to routers
       that don't understand or aren't willing to use the alternate ECN
       semantics.

       The possible existence of old routers raises the following
       question:  How does the possible presence of old routers affect
       the performance of the alternate-ECN connections?

   (3) The possible existence of old routers also raises the question of
       how the presence of old routers affects the coexistence of the
       alternate-ECN traffic with competing traffic on the path.

       Issues (2) and (3) are discussed in Section 4 below.

   (4) A final issue is that of the general evaluation of the alternate
       ECN semantics:

       How well does the alternate-ECN traffic perform, and how well
       does it coexist with competing traffic on the path, in a "clean"
       environment with new routers and with the unambiguous
       specification of the use of alternate ECN semantics?

       These issues are discussed in Section 5.

3.  Signalling the Use of Alternate ECN Semantics

   This section discusses question (1) from Section 2:

   (1) How does the connection indicate to the router that its packets
       are using alternate ECN semantics?  Is the specification of
       alternate ECN semantics robust and unambiguous?  If not, is this
       a problem?

   The assumption of this document is that when alternate semantics are
   defined for the ECN field, a codepoint in the diffserv field is used
   to signal the use of these alternate ECN semantics to the router.
   That is, the end host sets the codepoint in the diffserv field to
   indicate to routers that alternate semantics to the ECN field are
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   being used.  Routers that understand this diffserv codepoint would
   know to use the alternate semantics for interpreting and setting the
   ECN field.  Old ECN-capable routers that do not understand this
   diffserv codepoint would use the default ECN semantics in
   interpreting and setting the ECN field.



   In general, the diffserv codepoints are used to signal the per-hop
   behavior at router queues.  One possibility would be to use one
   diffserv codepoint to signal a per-hop behavior with the default ECN
   semantics, and a separate diffserv codepoint to signal a similar
   per-hop behavior with the alternate ECN semantics.  Another
   possibility would be to use a diffserv codepoint to signal the use of
   best-effort per-hop queueing and scheduling behavior, but with
   alternate ECN semantics.  A detailed discussion of these issues is
   beyond the scope of this document.

   We note that this discussion does not exclude the possibility of
   using other methods, including out-of-band mechanisms, for signalling
   the use of alternate semantics for the ECN field.  The considerations
   in the rest of this document apply regardless of the method used to
   signal the use of alternate semantics for the ECN field.

3.1.  Using the Diffserv Field for Signalling

   We note that the default ECN semantics defined in RFC 3168 are the
   current default semantics for the ECN field, regardless of the
   contents of any other fields in the IP header.  In particular, the
   default ECN semantics apply for more than best-effort traffic with a
   codepoint of '000000' for the diffserv field - the default ECN
   semantics currently apply regardless of the contents of the diffserv
   field.

   There are two ways to use the diffserv field to signal the use of
   alternate ECN semantics.  One way is to use an existing diffserv
   codepoint, and to modify the current definition of that codepoint,
   through approved IETF processes, to specify the use of alternate ECN
   semantics with that codepoint.  A second way is to define a new
   diffserv codepoint, and to specify the use of alternate ECN semantics
   with that codepoint.  We note that the first of these two mechanisms
   raises the possibility that some routers along the path will
   understand the diffserv codepoint but will use the default ECN
   semantics with this diffserv codepoint, or won't use ECN at all, and
   that other routers will use the alternate ECN semantics with this
   diffserv codepoint.
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4.  Issues of Incremental Deployment

   This section discusses questions (2) and (3) posed in Section 2:

   (2) How does the possible presence of old routers affect the
       performance of the alternate-ECN connections?

   (3) How does the possible presence of old routers affect the
       coexistence of the alternate-ECN traffic with competing traffic
       on the path?

   When alternate semantics are defined for the ECN field, it is



   necessary to ensure that there are no problems caused by old routers
   along the path that don't understand the alternate ECN semantics.

   One possible problem is that of poor performance for the alternate-
   ECN traffic.  Is it essential to the performance of the alternate-ECN
   traffic that all routers along the path understand the alternate ECN
   semantics?  If not, what are the possible consequences, for the
   alternate-ECN traffic itself, when some old routers along the path
   don't understand the alternate ECN semantics?  These issues have to
   be answered in the context of each specific proposal for alternate
   ECN semantics.

   A second specific problem is that of possible unfair competition with
   other traffic along the path.  If there is an old router along the
   path that doesn't use ECN, that old router could drop packets from
   the alternate-ECN traffic, and expect the alternate-ECN traffic to
   reduce its sending rate as a result.  Does the alternate-ECN traffic
   respond to packet drops as an indication of congestion?

                                  |--------|
     Alternate-ECN traffic ---->  |        | ---> CE-marked packet
                                  |  Old   |
     Non-ECN traffic ---------->  | Router | ---> dropped packet
                                  |        |
     RFC-3168 ECN traffic ----->  |        | ---> CE-marked packet
                                  |--------|

    Figure 1: Alternate-ECN traffic, an old router, using RFC-3168 ECN,
     that is congested and ready to drop or mark the arriving packet.

   Similarly, what if there is an old router along the path that
   understands only the default ECN semantics from RFC 3168, as in
   Figure 1 above?  In times of congestion, the old default-ECN router
   could see an alternate-ECN packet with one of the ECN-Capable
   Transport (ECT) codepoints set in the ECN field in the IP header, as
   defined in RFC 3168, and set the Congestion Experienced (CE)
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   codepoint in the ECN field as an alternative to dropping the packet.
   The router in this case would expect the alternate-ECN connection to
   respond, in terms of congestion control, as it would if the packet
   has been dropped.  If the alternate-ECN traffic fails to respond
   appropriately to the CE codepoint being set by an old router, this
   could increase the aggregate traffic arriving at the old router,
   resulting in an increase in the packet-marking and packet-dropping
   rates at that router, further resulting in the alternate-ECN traffic
   crowding out the other traffic competing for bandwidth on that link.

   Basically, there are three possibilities for avoiding scenarios where
   the presence of old routers along the path results in the alternate-
   ECN traffic competing unfairly with other traffic along the path:

   Option 1:  Alternate-ECN traffic is clearly understood as unsafe for
   deployment in the global Internet; or

   Option 2:  All alternate-ECN traffic deploys some mechanism for



   verifying that all routers on the path understand and agree to use
   the alternate ECN semantics for this traffic; or

   Option 3:  The alternate ECN semantics are defined in such a way as
   to ensure the fair and peaceful coexistence of the alternate-ECN
   traffic with best-effort and other traffic, even in environments that
   include old routers that do not understand the alternate ECN
   semantics.

   Each of these alternatives is explored in more detail below.

4.1.  Option 1:  Unsafe for Deployment in the Internet

   The first option specified above is for the alternate-ECN traffic to
   be clearly understood as only suitable for enclosed environments, and
   as unsafe for deployment in the global Internet.  Specifically, this
   would mean that it would be unsafe for packets using the alternate
   ECN semantics to be unleashed in the global Internet.  This
   restriction would prevent the alternate-ECN traffic from traversing
   an old router outside of the enclosed environment that didn't
   understand the alternate semantics.  This document doesn't comment on
   whether a mechanism would be required to ensure that the alternate
   ECN semantics would not be let loose on the global Internet.  This
   document also doesn't comment on the chances that this scenario would
   be considered acceptable for standardization by the IETF community.
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4.2.  Option 2:  Verification that Routers Understand the Alternate
      Semantics

   The second option specified above is for the alternate-ECN traffic to
   include a mechanism for ensuring that all routers along the path
   understand and agree to the use of the alternate ECN semantics for
   this traffic.  As an example, such a mechanism could consist of a
   field in an IP option that all routers along the path decrement if
   they agree to use the alternate ECN semantics with this traffic.  (A
   similar mechanism is proposed for Quick-Start, for verifying that all
   of the routers along the path understand the Quick-Start IP Option
   [QuickStart].)  Using such a mechanism, a sender could have
   reasonable assurance that the packets that are sent specifying the
   use of alternate ECN semantics only traverse routers that, in fact,
   understand and agree to use these alternate semantics for these
   packets.  Note, however, that most existing routers are optimized for
   IP packets with no options, or with only some very well-known and
   simple IP options.  Thus, the definition and use of any new IP option
   may have a serious detrimental effect on the performance of many
   existing IP routers.

   Such a mechanism should be robust in the presence of paths with
   multi-path routing, and in the presence of routing or configuration
   changes along the path while the connection is in use.  In



   particular, if this option is used, connections could include some
   form of monitoring for changes in path behavior and/or periodic
   monitoring that all routers along the path continue to understand the
   alternate ECN semantics.

4.3.  Option 3:  Friendly Coexistence with Competing Traffic

   The third option specified above is for the alternate ECN semantics
   to be defined so that traffic using the alternate semantics would
   coexist safely in the Internet on a path with one or more old routers
   that use only the default ECN semantics.  In this scenario, a
   connection sending alternate-ECN traffic would have to respond
   appropriately to a CE packet (a packet with the ECN codepoint "11")
   received at the receiver, using a conformant congestion control
   response.  Hopefully, the connection sending alternate-ECN traffic
   would also respond appropriately to a dropped packet, which could be
   a congestion indication from a router that doesn't use ECN.

   RFC 3168 defines the default ECN semantics as follows:

   "Upon the receipt by an ECN-Capable transport of a single CE packet,
   the congestion control algorithms followed at the end-systems MUST be
   essentially the same as the congestion control response to a *single*
   dropped packet.  For example, for ECN-Capable TCP the source TCP is
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   required to halve its congestion window for any window of data
   containing either a packet drop or an ECN indication."

   The only conformant congestion control mechanisms currently
   standardized in the IETF are TCP [RFC2581] and protocols using TCP-
   like congestion control (e.g., SCTP [RFC2960], DCCP with CCID-2
   ([RFC4340], [RFC4341])), and TCP-Friendly Rate Control (TFRC)
   [RFC3448], and protocols with TFRC-like congestion control (e.g.,
   DCCP using CCID-3 [RFC4342]).  TCP uses Additive-Increase
   Multiplicative-Decrease congestion control, and responds to the loss
   or ECN-marking of a single packet by halving its congestion window.
   In contrast, the equation-based congestion control mechanism in TFRC
   estimates the loss event rate over some period of time, and uses a
   sending rate that would be comparable, in packets per round-trip-
   time, to that of a TCP connection experiencing the same loss event
   rate.

   So what are the requirements for alternate-ECN traffic to compete
   appropriately with other traffic on a path through an old router that
   doesn't understand the alternate ECN semantics (and therefore might
   be using the default ECN semantics)?  The first and second
   requirements below concern compatibility between traffic using
   alternate ECN semantics and routers using default ECN semantics.

   The first requirement for compatibility with routers using default
   ECN is that if a packet is marked with the ECN codepoint "11" in the
   network, this marking is not changed on the packet's way to the
   receiver (unless the packet is dropped before it reaches the
   receiver).  This requirement is necessary to ensure that congestion
   indications from a default-ECN router make it to the transport



   receiver.

   A second requirement for compatibility with routers using default ECN
   is that the end-nodes respond to packets that are marked with the ECN
   codepoint "11" in a way that is friendly to flows using IETF-
   conformant congestion control.  This requirement is needed because
   the "11"-marked packets might have come from a congested router that
   understands only the default ECN semantics, and that expects that
   end-nodes will respond appropriately to CE packets.  This requirement
   would ensure that the traffic using the alternate semantics does not
   `bully' competing traffic that it might encounter along the path, and
   that it does not drive up congestion on the shared link
   inappropriately.

   Additional requirements concern compatibility between traffic using
   default ECN semantics and routers using alternate ECN semantics.
   This situation could occur if a diffserv codepoint using default ECN
   semantics is redefined to use alternate ECN semantics, and traffic
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   from an "old" source traverses a "new" router.  If the router "knows"
   that a packet is from a sender using alternate semantics (e.g.,
   because the packet is using a certain diffserv codepoint, and all
   packets with that diffserv codepoint use alternate semantics for the
   ECN field), then the requirements below are not necessary, and the
   rules for the alternate semantics apply.

   A requirement for compatibility with end-nodes using default ECN is
   that if a packet that *could* be using default semantics is marked
   with the ECN codepoint "00", this marking must not be changed to
   "01", "10", or "11" in the network.  This prevents the packet from
   being represented incorrectly to a default-ECN router downstream as
   ECN-Capable.  Similarly, if a packet that *could* be using default
   semantics is marked with the ECN codepoint "01", then this codepoint
   should not be changed to "10" in the network (and a "10" codepoint
   should not be changed to "01").  This requirement is necessary to
   avoid interference with the transport protocol's use of the ECN nonce
   [RFC3540].

   As discussed earlier, the current conformant congestion control
   responses to a dropped or default-ECN-marked packet consist of TCP
   and TCP-like congestion control, and of TFRC (TCP-Friendly Rate
   Control).  Another possible response considered in RFC 3714, but not
   standardized in a standards-track document, is that of simply
   terminating an alternate-ECN connection for a period of time if the
   long-term sending rate is higher than would be that of a TCP
   connection experiencing the same packet dropping or marking rates
   [RFC3714].  We note that the use of such a congestion control
   response to CE-marked packets would require specification of time
   constants for measuring the loss rates and for stopping transmission,
   and would require a consideration of issues of packet size.

5.  Evaluation of the Alternate ECN Semantics

   This section discusses question (4) posed in Section 2:



   (4) How well does the alternate-ECN traffic perform, and how well
       does it coexist with competing traffic on the path, in a "clean"
       environment with new routers and with the unambiguous
       specification of the use of alternate ECN semantics?

5.1.  Verification of Feedback from the Router

   One issue in evaluating the alternate ECN semantics concerns
   mechanisms to discourage lying from the transport receiver to the
   transport sender.  In many cases, the sender is a server that has an
   interest in using the alternate ECN semantics correctly, while the
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   receiver has more incentive to lie about the congestion experienced
   along the path.

   In the default ECN semantics, two of the four ECN codepoints are used
   for ECN-Capable(0) and ECN-Capable(1).  The use of two codepoints for
   ECN-Capable, instead of one, permits the data sender to verify the
   receiver's reports that packets were actually received unmarked at
   the receiver.  In particular, the sender can specify that the
   receiver report to the sender whether each unmarked packet was
   received ECN-Capable(0) or ECN-Capable(1), as discussed in RFC 3540
   [RFC3540].  This use of ECN-Capable(0) and ECN-Capable(1) is
   independent of the semantics of the other ECN codepoints, and could
   be used, if desired, with alternate semantics for the other
   codepoints.

   If alternate semantics for the ECN codepoint don't include the use of
   two separate codepoints to indicate ECN-Capable, then the connections
   using those semantics have lost the ability to verify that the data
   receiver is accurately reporting the received ECN codepoint to the
   data sender.  In this case, it might be necessary for the alternate-
   ECN framework to include alternate mechanisms for ensuring that the
   data receiver is reporting feedback appropriately to the sender.  As
   one possibility, policers could be used in routers to ensure that end
   nodes are responding appropriately to marked packets.

5.2.  Coexistence with Competing Traffic

   A second general issue concerns the coexistence of alternate-ECN
   traffic with competing traffic along the path, in a clean environment
   where all routers understand and are willing to use the alternate ECN
   semantics for the traffic that specifies its use.

   If the traffic using the alternate ECN semantics is best-effort
   traffic, then it is subject to the general requirement of fair
   competition with TCP and other traffic along the path [RFC2914].

   If the traffic using the alternate ECN semantics is diffserv traffic,
   then the requirements are governed by the overall guidelines for that
   class of diffserv traffic.  It is beyond the scope of this document
   to specify the requirements, if any, for the coexistence of diffserv
   traffic with other traffic on the link; this should be addressed in
   the specification of the diffserv codepoint itself.
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5.3.  Proposals for Alternate ECN with Edge-to-Edge Semantics

   RFC 3168 specifies the use of the default ECN semantics by an end-
   to-end transport protocol, with the requirement that "upon the
   receipt by an ECN-Capable transport of a single CE packet, the
   congestion control algorithms followed at the end-systems MUST be
   essentially the same as the congestion control response to a *single*
   dropped packet" ([RFC3168], Section 5).  In contrast, some of the
   proposals for alternate ECN semantics are for ECN used in an edge-
   to-edge context between gateways at the edge of a network region,
   e.g., [BESFC06].

   When alternate ECN is defined with edge-to-edge semantics, this
   definition needs to ensure that the edge-to-edge semantics do not
   conflict with a connection using other ECN semantics end-to-end.  One
   way to avoid conflict would be for the edge-to-edge ECN proposal to
   include some mechanism to ensure that the edge-to-edge ECN is not
   used for connections that are using other ECN semantics (standard or
   otherwise) end-to-end.  Alternately, the edge-to-edge semantics could
   be defined so that they do not conflict with a connection using other
   ECN semantics end-to-end.

5.4.  Encapsulated Packets

   RFC 3168 has an extensive discussion of the interactions between ECN
   and IP tunnels, including IPsec and IP in IP.  Proposals for
   alternate ECN semantics might interact with IP tunnels differently
   than default ECN.  As a result, proposals for alternate ECN semantics
   must explicitly consider the issue of interactions with IP tunnels.

5.5.  A General Evaluation of the Alternate ECN Semantics

   A third general issue concerns the evaluation of the general merits
   of the proposed alternate ECN semantics.  Again, it would be beyond
   the scope of this document to specify requirements for the general
   evaluation of alternate ECN semantics.

6.  Security Considerations

   This document doesn't propose any new mechanisms for the Internet
   protocol, and therefore doesn't introduce any new security
   considerations.
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7.  Conclusions

   This document has discussed some of the issues to be considered in
   the specification of alternate semantics for the ECN field in the IP
   header.

   Specifications of alternate ECN semantics must clearly state how they
   address the issues raised in this document, particularly the issues
   discussed in Section 2.  In addition, specifications for alternate
   ECN semantics must meet the requirements in Section 5.2 for
   coexistence with competing traffic.
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Abstract

   This document describes a robust method for Path MTU Discovery
   (PMTUD) that relies on TCP or some other Packetization Layer to probe
   an Internet path with progressively larger packets.  This method is
   described as an extension to RFC 1191 and RFC 1981, which specify
   ICMP-based Path MTU Discovery for IP versions 4 and 6, respectively.
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1.  Introduction

   This document describes a method for Packetization Layer Path MTU
   Discovery (PLPMTUD), which is an extension to existing Path MTU
   Discovery methods described in [RFC1191] and [RFC1981].  In the
   absence of ICMP messages, the proper MTU is determined by starting
   with small packets and probing with successively larger packets.  The
   bulk of the algorithm is implemented above IP, in the transport layer
   (e.g., TCP) or other "Packetization Protocol" that is responsible for
   determining packet boundaries.

   This document does not update RFC 1191 or RFC 1981; however, since it
   supports correct operation without ICMP, it implicitly relaxes some
   of the requirements for the algorithms specified in those documents.

   The methods described in this document rely on features of existing
   protocols.  They apply to many transport protocols over IPv4 and
   IPv6.  They do not require cooperation from the lower layers (except



   that they are consistent about which packet sizes are acceptable) or
   from peers.  As the methods apply only to senders, variants in
   implementations will not cause interoperability problems.

   For sake of clarity, we uniformly prefer TCP and IPv6 terminology.
   In the terminology section, we also present the analogous IPv4 terms
   and concepts for the IPv6 terminology.  In a few situations, we
   describe specific details that are different between IPv4 and IPv6.

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

   This document is a product of the Path MTU Discovery (PMTUD) working
   group of the IETF and draws heavily on RFC 1191 and RFC 1981 for
   terminology, ideas, and some of the text.

2.  Overview

   Packetization Layer Path MTU Discovery (PLPMTUD) is a method for TCP
   or other Packetization Protocols to dynamically discover the MTU of a
   path by probing with progressively larger packets.  It is most
   efficient when used in conjunction with the ICMP-based Path MTU
   Discovery mechanism as specified in RFC 1191 and RFC 1981, but
   resolves many of the robustness problems of the classical techniques
   since it does not depend on the delivery of ICMP messages.

   This method is applicable to TCP and other transport- or application-
   level protocols that are responsible for choosing packet boundaries
   (e.g., segment sizes) and have an acknowledgment structure that
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   delivers to the sender accurate and timely indications of which
   packets were lost.

   The general strategy is for the Packetization Layer to find an
   appropriate Path MTU by probing the path with progressively larger
   packets.  If a probe packet is successfully delivered, then the
   effective Path MTU is raised to the probe size.

   The isolated loss of a probe packet (with or without an ICMP Packet
   Too Big message) is treated as an indication of an MTU limit, and not
   as a congestion indicator.  In this case alone, the Packetization
   Protocol is permitted to retransmit any missing data without
   adjusting the congestion window.

   If there is a timeout or additional packets are lost during the
   probing process, the probe is considered to be inconclusive (e.g.,
   the lost probe does not necessarily indicate that the probe exceeded
   the Path MTU).  Furthermore, the losses are treated like any other
   congestion indication: window or rate adjustments are mandatory per
   the relevant congestion control standards [RFC2914].  Probing can
   resume after a delay that is determined by the nature of the detected
   failure.

   PLPMTUD uses a searching technique to find the Path MTU.  Each



   conclusive probe narrows the MTU search range, either by raising the
   lower limit on a successful probe or lowering the upper limit on a
   failed probe, converging toward the true Path MTU.  For most
   transport layers, the search should be stopped once the range is
   narrow enough that the benefit of a larger effective Path MTU is
   smaller than the search overhead of finding it.

   The most likely (and least serious) probe failure is due to the link
   experiencing congestion-related losses while probing.  In this case,
   it is appropriate to retry a probe of the same size as soon as the
   Packetization Layer has fully adapted to the congestion and recovered
   from the losses.  In other cases, additional losses or timeouts
   indicate problems with the link or Packetization Layer.  In these
   situations, it is desirable to use longer delays depending on the
   severity of the error.

   An optional verification process can be used to detect situations
   where raising the MTU raises the packet loss rate.  For example, if a
   link is striped across multiple physical channels with inconsistent
   MTUs, it is possible that a probe will be delivered even if it is too
   large for some of the physical channels.  In such cases, raising the
   Path MTU to the probe size can cause severe packet loss and abysmal
   performance.  After raising the MTU, the new MTU size can be verified
   by monitoring the loss rate.
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   Packetization Layer PMTUD (PLPMTUD) introduces some flexibility in
   the implementation of classical Path MTU Discovery.  It can be
   configured to perform just ICMP black hole recovery to increase the
   robustness of classical Path MTU Discovery, or at the other extreme,
   all ICMP processing can be disabled and PLPMTUD can completely
   replace classical Path MTU Discovery.

   Classical Path MTU Discovery is subject to protocol failures
   (connection hangs) if ICMP Packet Too Big (PTB) messages are not
   delivered or processed for some reason [RFC2923].  With PLPMTUD,
   classical Path MTU Discovery can be modified to include additional
   consistency checks without increasing the risk of connection hangs
   due to spurious failures of the additional checks.  Such changes to
   classical Path MTU Discovery are beyond the scope of this document.

   In the limiting case, all ICMP PTB messages might be unconditionally
   ignored, and PLPMTUD can be used as the sole method to discover the
   Path MTU.  In this configuration, PLPMTUD parallels congestion
   control.  An end-to-end transport protocol adjusts properties of the
   data stream (window size or packet size) while using packet losses to
   deduce the appropriateness of the adjustments.  This technique seems
   to be more philosophically consistent with the end-to-end principle
   of the Internet than relying on ICMP messages containing transcribed
   headers of multiple protocol layers.

   Most of the difficulty in implementing PLPMTUD arises because it
   needs to be implemented in several different places within a single
   node.  In general, each Packetization Protocol needs to have its own
   implementation of PLPMTUD.  Furthermore, the natural mechanism to
   share Path MTU information between concurrent or subsequent



   connections is a path information cache in the IP layer.  The various
   Packetization Protocols need to have the means to access and update
   the shared cache in the IP layer.  This memo describes PLPMTUD in
   terms of its primary subsystems without fully describing how they are
   assembled into a complete implementation.

   The vast majority of the implementation details described in this
   document are recommendations based on experiences with earlier
   versions of Path MTU Discovery.  These recommendations are motivated
   by a desire to maximize robustness of PLPMTUD in the presence of less
   than ideal network conditions as they exist in the field.

   This document does not contain a complete description of an
   implementation.  It only sketches details that do not affect
   interoperability with other implementations and have strong
   externally imposed optimality criteria (e.g., the MTU searching and
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   caching heuristics).  Other details are explicitly included because
   there is an obvious alternative implementation that doesn't work well
   in some (possibly subtle) case.

   Section 3 provides a complete glossary of terms.

   Section 4 describes the details of PLPMTUD that affect
   interoperability with other standards or Internet protocols.

   Section 5 describes how to partition PLPMTUD into layers, and how to
   manage the path information cache in the IP layer.

   Section 6 describes the general Packetization Layer properties and
   features needed to implement PLPMTUD.

   Section 7 describes how to use probes to search for the Path MTU.

   Section 8 recommends using IPv4 fragmentation in a configuration that
   mimics IPv6 functionality, to minimize future problems migrating to
   IPv6.

   Section 9 describes a programming interface for implementing PLPMTUD
   in applications that choose their own packet boundaries and for tools
   to be able to diagnose path problems that interfere with Path MTU
   Discovery.

   Section 10 discusses implementation details for specific protocols,
   including TCP.

3.  Terminology

   We use the following terms in this document:

   IP:  Either IPv4 [RFC0791] or IPv6 [RFC2460].

   Node:  A device that implements IP.



   Upper layer:  A protocol layer immediately above IP.  Examples are
      transport protocols such as TCP and UDP, control protocols such as
      ICMP, routing protocols such as OSPF, and Internet or lower-layer
      protocols being "tunneled" over (i.e., encapsulated in) IP such as
      IPX, AppleTalk, or IP itself.

   Link:  A communication facility or medium over which nodes can
      communicate at the link layer, i.e., the layer immediately below
      IP.  Examples are Ethernets (simple or bridged); PPP links; X.25,
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      Frame Relay, or Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks; and
      Internet (or higher) layer "tunnels", such as tunnels over IPv4 or
      IPv6.  Occasionally we use the slightly more general term "lower
      layer" for this concept.

   Interface:  A node's attachment to a link.

   Address:  An IP layer identifier for an interface or a set of
      interfaces.

   Packet:  An IP header plus payload.

   MTU:  Maximum Transmission Unit, the size in bytes of the largest IP
      packet, including the IP header and payload, that can be
      transmitted on a link or path.  Note that this could more properly
      be called the IP MTU, to be consistent with how other standards
      organizations use the acronym MTU.

   Link MTU:  The Maximum Transmission Unit, i.e., maximum IP packet
      size in bytes, that can be conveyed in one piece over a link.  Be
      aware that this definition is different from the definition used
      by other standards organizations.

      For IETF documents, link MTU is uniformly defined as the IP MTU
      over the link.  This includes the IP header, but excludes link
      layer headers and other framing that is not part of IP or the IP
      payload.

      Be aware that other standards organizations generally define link
      MTU to include the link layer headers.

   Path:  The set of links traversed by a packet between a source node
      and a destination node.

   Path MTU, or PMTU:  The minimum link MTU of all the links in a path
      between a source node and a destination node.

   Classical Path MTU Discovery:  Process described in RFC 1191 and RFC
      1981, in which nodes rely on ICMP Packet Too Big (PTB) messages to
      learn the MTU of a path.



   Packetization Layer:  The layer of the network stack that segments
      data into packets.
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   Effective PMTU:  The current estimated value for PMTU used by a
      Packetization Layer for segmentation.

   PLPMTUD:  Packetization Layer Path MTU Discovery, the method
      described in this document, which is an extension to classical
      PMTU Discovery.

   PTB (Packet Too Big) message:  An ICMP message reporting that an IP
      packet is too large to forward.  This is the IPv6 term that
      corresponds to the IPv4 ICMP "Fragmentation Needed and DF Set"
      message.

   Flow:  A context in which MTU Discovery algorithms can be invoked.
      This is naturally an instance of a Packetization Protocol, for
      example, one side of a TCP connection.

   MSS:  The TCP Maximum Segment Size [RFC0793], the maximum payload
      size available to the TCP layer.  This is typically the Path MTU
      minus the size of the IP and TCP headers.

   Probe packet:  A packet that is being used to test a path for a
      larger MTU.

   Probe size:  The size of a packet being used to probe for a larger
      MTU, including IP headers.

   Probe gap:  The payload data that will be lost and need to be
      retransmitted if the probe is not delivered.

   Leading window:  Any unacknowledged data in a flow at the time a
      probe is sent.

   Trailing window:  Any data in a flow sent after a probe, but before
      the probe is acknowledged.

   Search strategy:  The heuristics used to choose successive probe
      sizes to converge on the proper Path MTU, as described in
      Section 7.3.

   Full-stop timeout:  A timeout where none of the packets transmitted
      after some event are acknowledged by the receiver, including any
      retransmissions.  This is taken as an indication of some failure
      condition in the network, such as a routing change onto a link
      with a smaller MTU.  This is described in more detail in
      Section 7.7.
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4.  Requirements

   All links MUST enforce their MTU: links that might non-
   deterministically deliver packets that are larger than their rated
   MTU MUST consistently discard such packets.

   In the distant past, there were a small number of network devices
   that did not enforce MTU, but could not reliably deliver oversized
   packets.  For example, some early bit-wise Ethernet repeaters would
   forward arbitrarily sized packets, but could not do so reliably due
   to finite hardware data clock stability.  This is the only
   requirement that PLPMTUD places on lower layers.  It is important
   that this requirement be explicit to forestall the future
   standardization or deployment of technologies that might be
   incompatible with PLPMTUD.

   All hosts SHOULD use IPv4 fragmentation in a mode that mimics IPv6
   functionality.  All fragmentation SHOULD be done on the host, and all
   IPv4 packets, including fragments, SHOULD have the DF bit set such
   that they will not be fragmented (again) in the network.  See
   Section 8.

   The requirements below only apply to those implementations that
   include PLPMTUD.

   To use PLPMTUD, a Packetization Layer MUST have a loss reporting
   mechanism that provides the sender with timely and accurate
   indications of which packets were lost in the network.

   Normal congestion control algorithms MUST remain in effect under all
   conditions except when only an isolated probe packet is detected as
   lost.  In this case alone, the normal congestion (window or data
   rate) reduction SHOULD be suppressed.  If any other data loss is
   detected, standard congestion control MUST take place.

   Suppressed congestion control MUST be rate limited such that it
   occurs less frequently than the worst-case loss rate for TCP
   congestion control at a comparable data rate over the same path
   (i.e., less than the "TCP-friendly" loss rate [tcp-friendly]).  This
   SHOULD be enforced by requiring a minimum headway between a
   suppressed congestion adjustment (due to a failed probe) and the next
   attempted probe, which is equal to one round-trip time for each
   packet permitted by the congestion window.  This is discussed further
   in Section 7.6.2.

   Whenever the MTU is raised, the congestion state variables MUST be
   rescaled so as not to raise the window size in bytes (or data rate in
   bytes per seconds).
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   Whenever the MTU is reduced (e.g., when processing ICMP PTB
   messages), the congestion state variable SHOULD be rescaled so as not
   to raise the window size in packets.

   If PLPMTUD updates the MTU for a particular path, all Packetization
   Layer sessions that share the path representation (as described in
   Section 5.2) SHOULD be notified to make use of the new MTU and make
   the required congestion control adjustments.

   All implementations MUST include mechanisms for applications to
   selectively transmit packets larger than the current effective Path
   MTU, but smaller than the first-hop link MTU.  This is necessary to
   implement PLPMTUD using a connectionless protocol within an
   application and to implement diagnostic tools that do not rely on the
   operating system's implementation of Path MTU Discovery.  See
   Section 9 for further discussion.

   Implementations MAY use different heuristics to select the initial
   effective Path MTU for each protocol.  Connectionless protocols and
   protocols that do not support PLPMTUD SHOULD have their own default
   value for the initial effective Path MTU, which can be set to a more
   conservative (smaller) value than the initial value used by TCP and
   other protocols that are well suited to PLPMTUD.  There SHOULD be
   per-protocol and per-route limits on the initial effective Path MTU
   (eff_pmtu) and the upper searching limit (search_high).  See
   Section 7.2 for further discussion.

5.  Layering

   Packetization Layer Path MTU Discovery is most easily implemented by
   splitting its functions between layers.  The IP layer is the best
   place to keep shared state, collect the ICMP messages, track IP
   header sizes, and manage MTU information provided by the link layer
   interfaces.  However, the procedures that PLPMTUD uses for probing
   and verification of the Path MTU are very tightly coupled to features
   of the Packetization Layers, such as data recovery and congestion
   control state machines.

   Note that this layering approach is a direct extension of the advice
   in the current PMTUD specifications in RFC 1191 and RFC 1981.

5.1.  Accounting for Header Sizes

   The way in which PLPMTUD operates across multiple layers requires a
   mechanism for accounting header sizes at all layers between IP and
   the Packetization Layer (inclusive).  When transmitting non-probe
   packets, it is sufficient for the Packetization Layer to ensure an
   upper bound on final IP packet size, so as not to exceed the current
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   effective Path MTU.  All Packetization Layers participating in
   classical Path MTU Discovery have this requirement already.  When
   conducting a probe, the Packetization Layer MUST determine the probe
   packet's final size including IP headers.  This requirement is



   specific to PLPMTUD, and satisfying it may require additional inter-
   layer communication in existing implementations.

5.2.  Storing PMTU Information

   This memo uses the concept of a "flow" to define the scope of the
   Path MTU Discovery algorithms.  For many implementations, a flow
   would naturally correspond to an instance of each protocol (i.e.,
   each connection or session).  In such implementations, the algorithms
   described in this document are performed within each session for each
   protocol.  The observed PMTU (eff_pmtu in Section 7.1) MAY be shared
   between different flows with a common path representation.

   Alternatively, PLPMTUD could be implemented such that its complete
   state is associated with the path representations.  Such an
   implementation could use multiple connections or sessions for each
   probe sequence.  This approach is likely to converge much more
   quickly in some environments, such as where an application uses many
   small connections, each of which is too short to complete the Path
   MTU Discovery process.

   Within a single implementation, different protocols can use either of
   these two approaches.  Due to protocol specific differences in
   constraints on generating probes (Section 6.2) and the MTU searching
   algorithm (Section 7.3), it may not be feasible for different
   Packetization Layer protocols to share PLPMTUD state.  This suggests
   that it may be possible for some protocols to share probing state,
   but other protocols can only share observed PMTU.  In this case, the
   different protocols will have different PMTU convergence properties.

   The IP layer SHOULD be used to store the cached PMTU value and other
   shared state such as MTU values reported by ICMP PTB messages.
   Ideally, this shared state should be associated with a specific path
   traversed by packets exchanged between the source and destination
   nodes.  However, in most cases a node will not have enough
   information to completely and accurately identify such a path.
   Rather, a node must associate a PMTU value with some local
   representation of a path.  It is left to the implementation to select
   the local representation of a path.

   An implementation MAY use the destination address as the local
   representation of a path.  The PMTU value associated with a
   destination would be the minimum PMTU learned across the set of all
   paths in use to that destination.  The set of paths in use to a
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   particular destination is expected to be small, in many cases
   consisting of a single path.  This approach will result in the use of
   optimally sized packets on a per-destination basis, and integrates
   nicely with the conceptual model of a host as described in [RFC2461]:
   a PMTU value could be stored with the corresponding entry in the
   destination cache.  Since Network Address Translators (NATs) and
   other forms of middle boxes may exhibit differing PMTUs
   simultaneously at a single IP address, the minimum value SHOULD be
   stored.



   Network or subnet numbers MUST NOT be used as representations of a
   path, because there is not a general mechanism to determine the
   network mask at the remote host.

   For source-routed packets (i.e., packets containing an IPv6 routing
   header, or IPv4 Loose Source and Record Route (LSRR) or Strict Source
   and Record Route (SSRR) options), the source route MAY further
   qualify the local representation of a path.  An implementation MAY
   use source route information in the local representation of a path.

   If IPv6 flows are in use, an implementation MAY use the 3-tuple of
   the Flow label and the source and destination addresses
   [RFC2460][RFC3697] as the local representation of a path.  Such an
   approach could theoretically result in the use of optimally sized
   packets on a per-flow basis, providing finer granularity than MTU
   values maintained on a per-destination basis.

5.3.  Accounting for IPsec

   This document does not take a stance on the placement of IP Security
   (IPsec) [RFC2401], which logically sits between IP and the
   Packetization Layer.  A PLPMTUD implementation can treat IPsec either
   as part of IP or as part of the Packetization Layer, as long as the
   accounting is consistent within the implementation.  If IPsec is
   treated as part of the IP layer, then each security association to a
   remote node may need to be treated as a separate path.  If IPsec is
   treated as part of the Packetization Layer, the IPsec header size
   MUST be included in the Packetization Layer's header size
   calculations.

5.4.  Multicast

   In the case of a multicast destination address, copies of a packet
   may traverse many different paths to reach many different nodes.  The
   local representation of the "path" to a multicast destination must in
   fact represent a potentially large set of paths.
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   Minimally, an implementation MAY maintain a single MTU value to be
   used for all multicast packets originated from the node.  This MTU
   SHOULD be sufficiently small that it is expected to be less than the
   Path MTU of all paths comprising the multicast tree.  If a Path MTU
   of less than the configured multicast MTU is learned via unicast
   means, the multicast MTU MAY be reduced to this value.  This approach
   is likely to result in the use of smaller packets than is necessary
   for many paths.

   If the application using multicast gets complete delivery reports
   (unlikely since this requirement has poor scaling properties),
   PLPMTUD MAY be implemented in multicast protocols such that the
   smallest path MTU learned across a group becomes the effective MTU
   for that group.

6.  Common Packetization Properties



   This section describes general Packetization Layer properties and
   characteristics needed to implement PLPMTUD.  It also describes some
   implementation issues that are common to all Packetization Layers.

6.1.  Mechanism to Detect Loss

   It is important that the Packetization Layer has a timely and robust
   mechanism for detecting and reporting losses.  PLPMTUD makes MTU
   adjustments on the basis of detected losses.  Any delays or
   inaccuracy in loss notification is likely to result in incorrect MTU
   decisions or slow convergence.  It is important that the mechanism
   can robustly distinguish between the isolated loss of just a probe
   and other losses in the probe's leading and trailing windows.

   It is best if Packetization Protocols use an explicit loss detection
   mechanism such as a Selective Acknowledgment (SACK) scoreboard
   [RFC3517] or ACK Vector [RFC4340] to distinguish real losses from
   reordered data, although implicit mechanisms such as TCP Reno style
   duplicate acknowledgments counting are sufficient.

   PLPMTUD can also be implemented in protocols that rely on timeouts as
   their primary mechanism for loss recovery; however, timeouts SHOULD
   NOT be used as the primary mechanism for loss indication unless there
   are no other alternatives.

6.2.  Generating Probes

   There are several possible ways to alter Packetization Layers to
   generate probes.  The different techniques incur different overheads
   in three areas: difficulty in generating the probe packet (in terms
   of Packetization Layer implementation complexity and extra data
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   motion), possible additional network capacity consumed by the probes,
   and the overhead of recovering from failed probes (both network and
   protocol overheads).

   Some protocols might be extended to allow arbitrary padding with
   dummy data.  This greatly simplifies the implementation because the
   probing can be performed without participation from higher layers and
   if the probe fails, the missing data (the "probe gap") is ensured to
   fit within the current MTU when it is retransmitted.  This is
   probably the most appropriate method for protocols that support
   arbitrary length options or multiplexing within the protocol itself.

   Many Packetization Layer protocols can carry pure control messages
   (without any data from higher protocol layers), which can be padded
   to arbitrary lengths.  For example, the SCTP PAD chunk can be used in
   this manner (see Section 10.2).  This approach has the advantage that
   nothing needs to be retransmitted if the probe is lost.

   These techniques do not work for TCP, because there is not a separate
   length field or other mechanism to differentiate between padding and
   real payload data.  With TCP the only approach is to send additional
   payload data in an over-sized segment.  There are at least two



   variants of this approach, discussed in Section 10.1.

   In a few cases, there may be no reasonable mechanisms to generate
   probes within the Packetization Layer protocol itself.  As a last
   resort, it may be possible to rely on an adjunct protocol, such as
   ICMP ECHO ("ping"), to send probe packets.  See Section 10.3 for
   further discussion of this approach.

7.  The Probing Method

   This section describes the details of the MTU probing method,
   including how to send probes and process error indications necessary
   to search for the Path MTU.

7.1.  Packet Size Ranges

   This document describes the probing method using three state
   variables:

   search_low:  The smallest useful probe size, minus one.  The network
      is expected to be able to deliver packets of size search_low.

   search_high:  The greatest useful probe size.  Packets of size
      search_high are expected to be too large for the network to
      deliver.
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   eff_pmtu:  The effective PMTU for this flow.  This is the largest
      non-probe packet permitted by PLPMTUD for the path.

               search_low          eff_pmtu         search_high
                   |                   |                  |
           ...------------------------->

               non-probe size range
                   <-------------------------------------->
                               probe size range

                                 Figure 1

   When transmitting non-probes, the Packetization Layer SHOULD create
   packets of a size less than or equal to eff_pmtu.

   When transmitting probes, the Packetization Layer MUST select a probe
   size that is larger than search_low and smaller than or equal to
   search_high.

   When probing upward, eff_pmtu always equals search_low.  In other
   states, such as initial conditions, after ICMP PTB message processing
   or following PLPMTUD on another flow sharing the same path
   representation, eff_pmtu may be different from search_low.  Normally,
   eff_pmtu will be greater than or equal to search_low and less than
   search_high.  It is generally expected but not required that probe
   size will be greater than eff_pmtu.



   For initial conditions when there is no information about the path,
   eff_pmtu may be greater than search_low.  The initial value of
   search_low SHOULD be conservatively low, but performance may be
   better if eff_pmtu starts at a higher, less conservative, value.  See
   Section 7.2.

   If eff_pmtu is larger than search_low, it is explicitly permitted to
   send non-probe packets larger than search_low.  When such a packet is
   acknowledged, it is effectively an "implicit probe" and search_low
   SHOULD be raised to the size of the acknowledged packet.  However, if
   an "implicit probe" is lost, it MUST NOT be treated as a probe
   failure as a true probe would be.  If eff_pmtu is too large, this
   condition will only be detected with ICMP PTB messages or black hole
   discovery (see Section 7.7).
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7.2.  Selecting Initial Values

   The initial value for search_high SHOULD be the largest possible
   packet that might be supported by the flow.  This may be limited by
   the local interface MTU, by an explicit protocol mechanism such as
   the TCP MSS option, or by an intrinsic limit such as the size of a
   protocol length field.  In addition, the initial value for
   search_high MAY be limited by a configuration option to prevent
   probing above some maximum size.  Search_high is likely to be the
   same as the initial Path MTU as computed by the classical Path MTU
   Discovery algorithm.

   It is RECOMMENDED that search_low be initially set to an MTU size
   that is likely to work over a very wide range of environments.  Given
   today's technologies, a value of 1024 bytes is probably safe enough.
   The initial value for search_low SHOULD be configurable.

   Properly functioning Path MTU Discovery is critical to the robust and
   efficient operation of the Internet.  Any major change (as described
   in this document) has the potential to be very disruptive if it
   causes any unexpected changes in protocol behaviors.  The selection
   of the initial value for eff_pmtu determines to what extent a PLPMTUD
   implementation's behavior resembles classical PMTUD in cases where
   the classical method is sufficient.

   A conservative configuration would be to set eff_pmtu to search_high,
   and rely on ICMP PTB messages to set the eff_pmtu down as
   appropriate.  In this configuration, classical PMTUD is fully
   functional and PLPMTUD is only invoked to recover from ICMP black
   holes through the procedure described in Section 7.7.

   In some cases, where it is known that classical PMTUD is likely to
   fail (for example, if ICMP PTB messages are administratively disabled
   for security reasons), using a small initial eff_pmtu will avoid the



   costly timeouts required for black hole detection.  The trade-off is
   that using a smaller than necessary initial eff_pmtu might cause
   reduced performance.

   Note that the initial eff_pmtu can be any value in the range
   search_low to search_high.  An initial eff_pmtu of 1400 bytes might
   be a good compromise because it would be safe for nearly all tunnels
   over all common networking gear, and yet close to the optimal MTU for
   the majority of paths in the Internet today.  This might be improved
   by using some statistics of other recent flows: for example, the
   initial eff_pmtu for a flow might be set to the median of the probe
   size for all recent successful probes.
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   Since the cost of PLPMTUD is dominated by the protocol specific
   overheads of generating and processing probes, it is probably
   desirable for each protocol to have its own heuristics to select the
   initial eff_pmtu.  It is especially important that connectionless
   protocols and other protocols that may not receive clear indications
   of ICMP black holes use conservative (smaller) initial values for
   eff_pmtu, as described in Section 10.3.

   There SHOULD be per-protocol and per-route configuration options to
   override initial values for eff_pmtu and other PLPMTUD state
   variables.

7.3.  Selecting Probe Size

   The probe may have a size anywhere in the "probe size range"
   described above.  However, a number of factors affect the selection
   of an appropriate size.  A simple strategy might be to do a binary
   search halving the probe size range with each probe.  However, for
   some protocols, such as TCP, failed probes are more expensive than
   successful ones, since data in a failed probe will need to be
   retransmitted.  For such protocols, a strategy that raises the probe
   size in smaller increments might have lower overhead.  For many
   protocols, both at and above the Packetization Layer, the benefit of
   increasing MTU sizes may follow a step function such that it is not
   advantageous to probe within certain regions at all.

   As an optimization, it may be appropriate to probe at certain common
   or expected MTU sizes, for example, 1500 bytes for standard Ethernet,
   or 1500 bytes minus header sizes for tunnel protocols.

   Some protocols may use other mechanisms to choose the probe sizes.
   For example, protocols that have certain natural data block sizes
   might simply assemble messages from a number of blocks until the
   total size is smaller than search_high, and if possible larger than
   search_low.

   Each Packetization Layer MUST determine when probing has converged,
   that is, when the probe size range is small enough that further
   probing is no longer worth its cost.  When probing has converged, a
   timer SHOULD be set.  When the timer expires, search_high should be



   reset to its initial value (described above) so that probing can
   resume.  Thus, if the path changes, increasing the Path MTU, then the
   flow will eventually take advantage of it.  The value for this timer
   MUST NOT be less than 5 minutes and is recommended to be 10 minutes,
   per RFC 1981.
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7.4.  Probing Preconditions

   Before sending a probe, the flow MUST meet at least the following
   conditions:

   o  It has no outstanding probes or losses.

   o  If the last probe failed or was inconclusive, then the probe
      timeout has expired (see Section 7.6.2).

   o  The available window is greater than the probe size.

   o  For a protocol using in-band data for probing, enough data is
      available to send the probe.

   In addition, the timely loss detection algorithms in most protocols
   have pre-conditions that SHOULD be satisfied before sending a probe.
   For example, TCP Fast Retransmit is not robust unless there are
   sufficient segments following a probe; that is, the sender SHOULD
   have enough data queued and sufficient receiver window to send the
   probe plus at least Tcprexmtthresh [RFC2760] additional segments.
   This restriction may inhibit probing in some protocol states, such as
   too close to the end of a connection, or when the window is too
   small.

   Protocols MAY delay sending non-probes in order to accumulate enough
   data to meet the pre-conditions for probing.  The delayed sending
   algorithm SHOULD use some self-scaling technique to appropriately
   limit the time that the data is delayed.  For example, the returning
   ACKs can be used to prevent the window from falling by more than the
   amount of data needed for the probe.

7.5.  Conducting a Probe

   Once a probe size in the appropriate range has been selected, and the
   above preconditions have been met, the Packetization Layer MAY
   conduct a probe.  To do so, it creates a probe packet such that its
   size, including the outermost IP headers, is equal to the probe size.
   After sending the probe it awaits a response, which will have one of
   the following results:

   Success:  The probe is acknowledged as having been received by the
      remote host.

   Failure:  A protocol mechanism indicates that the probe was lost, but
      no packets in the leading or trailing window were lost.
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   Timeout failure:  A protocol mechanism indicates that the probe was
      lost, and no packets in the leading window were lost, but is
      unable to determine whether any packets in the trailing window
      were lost.  For example, loss is detected by a timeout, and
      go-back-n retransmission is used.

   Inconclusive:  The probe was lost in addition to other packets in the
      leading or trailing windows.

7.6.  Response to Probe Results

   When a probe has completed, the result SHOULD be processed as
   follows, categorized by the probe's result type.

7.6.1.  Probe Success

   When the probe is delivered, it is an indication that the Path MTU is
   at least as large as the probe size.  Set search_low to the probe
   size.  If the probe size is larger than the eff_pmtu, raise eff_pmtu
   to the probe size.  The probe size might be smaller than the eff_pmtu
   if the flow has not been using the full MTU of the path because it is
   subject to some other limitation, such as available data in an
   interactive session.

   Note that if a flow's packets are routed via multiple paths, or over
   a path with a non-deterministic MTU, delivery of a single probe
   packet does not indicate that all packets of that size will be
   delivered.  To be robust in such a case, the Packetization Layer
   SHOULD conduct MTU verification as described in Section 7.8.

7.6.2.  Probe Failure

   When only the probe is lost, it is treated as an indication that the
   Path MTU is smaller than the probe size.  In this case alone, the
   loss SHOULD NOT be interpreted as congestion signal.

   In the absence of other indications, set search_high to the probe
   size minus one.  The eff_pmtu might be larger than the probe size if
   the flow has not been using the full MTU of the path because it is
   subject to some other limitation, such as available data in an
   interactive session.  If eff_pmtu is larger than the probe size,
   eff_pmtu MUST be reduced to no larger than search_high, and SHOULD be
   reduced to search_low, as the eff_pmtu has been determined to be
   invalid, similar to after a full-stop timeout (see Section 7.7).
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   If an ICMP PTB message is received matching the probe packet, then
   search_high and eff_pmtu MAY be set from the MTU value indicated in
   the message.  Note that the ICMP message may be received either
   before or after the protocol loss indication.

   A probe failure event is the one situation under which the
   Packetization Layer SHOULD ignore loss as a congestion signal.
   Because there is some small risk that suppressing congestion control
   might have unanticipated consequences (even for one isolated loss),
   it is REQUIRED that probe failure events be less frequent than the
   normal period for losses under standard congestion control.
   Specifically, after a probe failure event and suppressed congestion
   control, PLPMTUD MUST NOT probe again until an interval that is
   larger than the expected interval between congestion control events.
   See Section 4 for details.  The simplest estimate of the interval to
   the next congestion event is the same number of round trips as the
   current congestion window in packets.

7.6.3.  Probe Timeout Failure

   If the loss was detected with a timeout and repaired with go-back-n
   retransmission, then congestion window reduction will be necessary.
   The relatively high price of a failed probe in this case may merit a
   longer time interval until the next probe.  A time interval that is
   five times the non-timeout failure case (Section 7.6.2) is
   RECOMMENDED.

7.6.4.  Probe Inconclusive

   The presence of other losses near the loss of the probe may indicate
   that the probe was lost due to congestion rather than due to an MTU
   limitation.  In this case, the state variables eff_pmtu, search_low,
   and search_high SHOULD NOT be updated, and the same-sized probe
   SHOULD be attempted again as soon as the probing preconditions are
   met (i.e., once the packetization layer has no outstanding
   unrecovered losses).  At this point, it is particularly appropriate
   to re-probe since the flow's congestion window will be at its lowest
   point, minimizing the probability of congestive losses.

7.7.  Full-Stop Timeout

   Under all conditions, a full-stop timeout (also known as a
   "persistent timeout" in other documents) SHOULD be taken as an
   indication of some significantly disruptive event in the network,
   such as a router failure or a routing change to a path with a smaller
   MTU.  For TCP, this occurs when the R1 timeout threshold described by
   [RFC1122] expires.
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   If there is a full-stop timeout and there was not an ICMP message
   indicating a reason (PTB, Net unreachable, etc., or the ICMP message



   was ignored for some reason), the RECOMMENDED first recovery action
   is to treat this as a detected ICMP black hole as defined in
   [RFC2923].

   The response to a detected black hole depends on the current values
   for search_low and eff_pmtu.  If eff_pmtu is larger than search_low,
   set eff_pmtu to search_low.  Otherwise, set both eff_pmtu and
   search_low to the initial value for search_low.  Upon additional
   successive timeouts, search_low and eff_pmtu SHOULD be halved, with a
   lower bound of 68 bytes for IPv4 and 1280 bytes for IPv6.  Even lower
   lower bounds MAY be permitted to support limited operation over links
   with MTUs that are smaller than permitted by the IP specifications.

7.8.  MTU Verification

   It is possible for a flow to simultaneously traverse multiple paths,
   but an implementation will only be able to keep a single path
   representation for the flow.  If the paths have different MTUs,
   storing the minimum MTU of all paths in the flow's path
   representation will result in correct behavior.  If ICMP PTB messages
   are delivered, then classical PMTUD will work correctly in this
   situation.

   If ICMP delivery fails, breaking classical PMTUD, the connection will
   rely solely on PLPMTUD.  In this case, PLPMTUD may fail as well since
   it assumes a flow traverses a path with a single MTU.  A probe with a
   size greater than the minimum but smaller than the maximum of the
   Path MTUs may be successful.  However, upon raising the flow's
   effective PMTU, the loss rate will significantly increase.  The flow
   may still make progress, but the resultant loss rate is likely to be
   unacceptable.  For example, when using two-way round-robin striping,
   50% of full-sized packets would be dropped.

   Striping in this manner is often operationally undesirable for other
   reasons (e.g., due to packet reordering) and is usually avoided by
   hashing each flow to a single path.  However, to increase robustness,
   an implementation SHOULD implement some form of MTU verification,
   such that if increasing eff_pmtu results in a sharp increase in loss
   rate, it will fall back to using a lower MTU.

   A RECOMMENDED strategy would be to save the value of eff_pmtu before
   raising it.  Then, if loss rate rises above a threshold for a period
   of time (e.g., loss rate is higher than 10% over multiple
   retransmission timeout (RTO) intervals), then the new MTU is
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   considered incorrect.  The saved value of eff_pmtu SHOULD be
   restored, and search_high reduced in the same manner as in a probe
   failure.  PLPMTUD implementations SHOULD implement MTU verification.

8.  Host Fragmentation

   Packetization Layers SHOULD avoid sending messages that will require
   fragmentation [Kent87] [frag-errors].  However, entirely preventing



   fragmentation is not always possible.  Some Packetization Layers,
   such as a UDP application outside the kernel, may be unable to change
   the size of messages it sends, resulting in datagram sizes that
   exceed the Path MTU.

   IPv4 permitted such applications to send packets without the DF bit
   set.  Oversized packets without the DF bit set would be fragmented in
   the network or sending host when they encountered a link with an MTU
   smaller than the packet.  In some case, packets could be fragmented
   more than once if there were cascaded links with progressively
   smaller MTUs.  This approach is NOT RECOMMENDED.

   It is RECOMMENDED that IPv4 implementations use a strategy that
   mimics IPv6 functionality.  When an application sends datagrams that
   are larger than the effective Path MTU, they SHOULD be fragmented to
   the Path MTU in the host IP layer even if they are smaller than the
   MTU of the first link, directly attached to the host.  The DF bit
   SHOULD be set on the fragments, so they will not be fragmented again
   in the network.  This technique will minimize the likelihood that
   applications will rely on IPv4 fragmentation in a way that cannot be
   implemented in IPv6.  At least one major operating system already
   uses this strategy.  Section 9 describes some exceptions to this rule
   when the application is sending oversized packets for probing or
   diagnostic purposes.

   Since protocols that do not implement PLPMTUD are still subject to
   problems due to ICMP black holes, it may be desirable to limit to
   these protocols to "safe" MTUs likely to work on any path (e.g., 1280
   bytes).  Allow any protocol implementing PLPMTUD to operate over the
   full range supported by the lower layer.

   Note that IP fragmentation divides data into packets, so it is
   minimally a Packetization Layer.  However, it does not have a
   mechanism to detect lost packets, so it cannot support a native
   implementation of PLPMTUD.  Fragmentation-based PLPMTUD requires an
   adjunct protocol as described in Section 10.3.
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9.  Application Probing

   All implementations MUST include a mechanism where applications using
   connectionless protocols can send their own probes.  This is
   necessary to implement PLPMTUD in an application protocol as
   described in Section 10.4 or to implement diagnostic tools for
   debugging problems with PMTUD.  There MUST be a mechanism that
   permits an application to send datagrams that are larger than
   eff_pmtu, the operating systems estimate of the Path MTU, without
   being fragmented.  If these are IPv4 packets, they MUST have the DF
   bit set.

   At this time, most operating systems support two modes for sending
   datagrams: one that silently fragments packets that are too large,



   and another that rejects packets that are too large.  Neither of
   these modes is suitable for implementing PLPMTUD in an application or
   diagnosing problems with Path MTU Discovery.  A third mode is
   REQUIRED where the datagram is sent even if it is larger than the
   current estimate of the Path MTU.

   Implementing PLPMTUD in an application also requires a mechanism
   where the application can inform the operating system about the
   outcome of the probe as described in Section 7.6, or directly update
   search_low, search_high, and eff_pmtu, described in Section 7.1.

   Diagnostic applications are useful for finding PMTUD problems, such
   as those that might be caused by a defective router that returns ICMP
   PTB messages with incorrect size information.  Such problems can be
   most quickly located with a tool that can send probes of any
   specified size, and collect and display all returned ICMP PTB
   messages.

10.  Specific Packetization Layers

   All Packetization Layer protocols must consider all of the issues
   discussed in Section 6.  For many protocols, it is straightforward to
   address these issues.  This section discusses specific details for
   implementing PLPMTUD with a couple of protocols.  It is hoped that
   the descriptions here will be sufficient illustration for
   implementers to adapt to additional protocols.

10.1.  Probing Method Using TCP

   TCP has no mechanism to distinguish in-band data from padding.
   Therefore, TCP must generate probes by appropriately segmenting data.
   There are two approaches to segmentation: overlapping and non-
   overlapping.
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   In the non-overlapping method, data is segmented such that the probe
   and any subsequent segments contain no overlapping data.  If the
   probe is lost, the "probe gap" will be a full probe size minus
   headers.  Data in the probe gap will need to be retransmitted with
   multiple smaller segments.

             TCP sequence number

           t   <---->

           i         <-------->           (probe)
           m                   <---->
           e
                         .
                         .                (probe lost)
                         .

                     <---->               (probe gap retransmitted)
                           <-->



                                 Figure 2

   An alternate approach is to send subsequent data overlapping the
   probe such that the probe gap is equal in length to the current MSS.
   In the case of a successful probe, this has added overhead in that it
   will send some data twice, but it will have to retransmit only one
   segment after a lost probe.  When a probe succeeds, there will likely
   be some duplicate acknowledgments generated due to the duplicate data
   sent.  It is important that these duplicate acknowledgments not
   trigger Fast Retransmit.  As such, an implementation using this
   approach SHOULD limit the probe size to three times the current MSS
   (causing at most 2 duplicate acknowledgments), or appropriately
   adjust its duplicate acknowledgment threshold for data immediately
   after a successful probe.
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             TCP sequence number

           t   <---->
           i         <-------->           (probe)
           m               <---->

           e                     <---->

                         .
                         .                (probe lost)
                         .

                     <---->               (probe gap retransmitted)

                                 Figure 3

   The choice of which segmentation method to use should be based on
   what is simplest and most efficient for a given TCP implementation.

10.2.  Probing Method Using SCTP

   In the Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) [RFC2960], the
   application writes messages to SCTP, which divides the data into
   smaller "chunks" suitable for transmission through the network.  Each
   chunk is assigned a Transmission Sequence Number (TSN).  Once a TSN
   has been transmitted, SCTP cannot change the chunk size.  SCTP multi-



   path support normally requires SCTP to choose a chunk size such that
   its messages to fit the smallest PMTU of all paths.  Although not
   required, implementations may bundle multiple data chunks together to
   make larger IP packets to send on paths with a larger PMTU.  Note
   that SCTP must independently probe the PMTU on each path to the peer.

   The RECOMMENDED method for generating probes is to add a chunk
   consisting only of padding to an SCTP message.  The PAD chunk defined
   in [RFC4820] SHOULD be attached to a minimum length HEARTBEAT (HB)
   chunk to build a probe packet.  This method is fully compatible with
   all current SCTP implementations.

   SCTP MAY also probe with a method similar to TCP's described above,
   using inline data.  Using such a method has the advantage that
   successful probes have no additional overhead; however, failed probes
   will require retransmission of data, which may impact flow
   performance.
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10.3.  Probing Method for IP Fragmentation

   There are a few protocols and applications that normally send large
   datagrams and rely on IP fragmentation to deliver them.  It has been
   known for a long time that this has some undesirable consequences
   [Kent87].  More recently, it has come to light that IPv4
   fragmentation is not sufficiently robust for general use in today's
   Internet.  The 16-bit IP identification field is not large enough to
   prevent frequent mis-associated IP fragments, and the TCP and UDP
   checksums are insufficient to prevent the resulting corrupted data
   from being delivered to higher protocol layers [frag-errors].

   As mentioned in Section 8, datagram protocols (such as UDP) might
   rely on IP fragmentation as a Packetization Layer.  However, using IP
   fragmentation to implement PLPMTUD is problematic because the IP
   layer has no mechanism to determine whether the packets are
   ultimately delivered to the far node, without direct participation by
   the application.

   To support IP fragmentation as a Packetization Layer under an
   unmodified application, an implementation SHOULD rely on the Path MTU
   sharing described in Section 5.2 plus an adjunct protocol to probe
   the Path MTU.  There are a number of protocols that might be used for
   the purpose, such as ICMP ECHO and ECHO REPLY, or "traceroute" style
   UDP datagrams that trigger ICMP messages.  Use of ICMP ECHO and ECHO
   REPLY will probe both forward and return paths, so the sender will
   only be able to take advantage of the minimum of the two.  Other
   methods that probe only the forward path are preferred if available.

   All of these approaches have a number of potential robustness
   problems.  The most likely failures are due to losses unrelated to
   MTU (e.g., nodes that discard some protocol types).  These non-MTU-



   related losses can prevent PLPMTUD from raising the MTU, forcing IP
   fragmentation to use a smaller MTU than necessary.  Since these
   failures are not likely to cause interoperability problems they are
   relatively benign.

   However, other more serious failure modes do exist, such as might be
   caused by middle boxes or upper-layer routers that choose different
   paths for different protocol types or sessions.  In such
   environments, adjunct protocols may legitimately experience a
   different Path MTU than the primary protocol.  If the adjunct
   protocol finds a larger MTU than the primary protocol, PLPMTUD may
   select an MTU that is not usable by the primary protocol.  Although
   this is a potentially serious problem, this sort of situation is
   likely to be viewed as incorrect by a large number of observers, and
   thus there will be strong motivation to correct it.
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   Since connectionless protocols might not keep enough state to
   effectively diagnose MTU black holes, it would be more robust to err
   on the side of using too small of an initial MTU (e.g., 1 kByte or
   less) prior to probing a path to measure the MTU.  For this reason,
   implementations that use IP fragmentation SHOULD use an initial
   eff_pmtu, which is selected as described in Section 7.2, except using
   a separate global control for the default initial eff_mtu for
   connectionless protocols.

   Connectionless protocols also introduce an additional problem with
   maintaining the path information cache: there are no events
   corresponding to connection establishment and tear-down to use to
   manage the cache itself.  A natural approach would be to keep an
   immutable cache entry for the "default path", which has a eff_pmtu
   that is fixed at the initial value for connectionless protocols.  The
   adjunct Path MTU Discovery protocol would be invoked once the number
   of fragmented datagrams to any particular destination reaches some
   configurable threshold (e.g., 5 datagrams).  A new path cache entry
   would be created when the adjunct protocol updates eff_pmtu, and
   deleted on the basis of a timer or a Least Recently Used cache
   replacement algorithm.

10.4.  Probing Method Using Applications

   The disadvantages of relying on IP fragmentation and an adjunct
   protocol to perform Path MTU Discovery can be overcome by
   implementing Path MTU Discovery within the application itself, using
   the application's own protocol.  The application must have some
   suitable method for generating probes and have an accurate and timely
   mechanism to determine whether the probes were lost.

   Ideally, the application protocol includes a lightweight echo
   function that confirms message delivery, plus a mechanism for padding
   the messages out to the desired probe size, such that the padding is
   not echoed.  This combination (akin to the SCTP HB plus PAD) is
   RECOMMENDED because an application can separately measure the MTU of
   each direction on a path with asymmetrical MTUs.



   For protocols that cannot implement PLPMTUD with "echo plus pad",
   there are often alternate methods for generating probes.  For
   example, the protocol may have a variable length echo that
   effectively measures minimum MTU of both the forward and return
   path's, or there may be a way to add padding to regular messages
   carrying real application data.  There may also be alternate ways to
   segment application data to generate probes, or as a last resort, it
   may be feasible to extend the protocol with new message types
   specifically to support MTU discovery.
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   Note that if it is necessary to add new message types to support
   PLPMTUD, the most general approach is to add ECHO and PAD messages,
   which permit the greatest possible latitude in how an application-
   specific implementation of PLPMTUD interacts with other applications
   and protocols on the same end system.

   All application probing techniques require the ability to send
   messages that are larger than the current eff_pmtu described in
   Section 9.

11.  Security Considerations

   Under all conditions, the PLPMTUD procedures described in this
   document are at least as secure as the current standard Path MTU
   Discovery procedures described in RFC 1191 and RFC 1981.

   Since PLPMTUD is designed for robust operation without any ICMP or
   other messages from the network, it can be configured to ignore all
   ICMP messages, either globally or on a per-application basis.  In
   such a configuration, it cannot be attacked unless the attacker can
   identify and cause probe packets to be lost.  Attacking PLPMTUD
   reduces performance, but not as much as attacking congestion control
   by causing arbitrary packets to be lost.  Such an attacker might do
   far more damage by completely disrupting specific protocols, such as
   DNS.

   Since packetization protocols may share state with each other, if one
   packetization protocol (particularly an application) were hostile to
   other protocols on the same host, it could harm performance in the
   other protocols by reducing the effective MTU.  If a packetization
   protocol is untrusted, it should not be allowed to write to shared
   state.
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   This note describes a revision to the RIPv2 Cryptographic
   Authentication mechanism originally specified in RFC 2082.  This
   document obsoletes RFC 2082 and updates RFC 2453.  This document adds
   details of how the SHA family of hash algorithms can be used with
   RIPv2 Cryptographic Authentication, whereas the original document
   only specified the use of Keyed-MD5.  Also, this document clarifies a
   potential issue with an active attack on this mechanism and adds
   significant text to the Security Considerations section.
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1.  Introduction

   Growth in the Internet has made us aware of the need for improved
   authentication of routing information.  RIPv2 provides for
   unauthenticated service (as in classical RIP), or password
   authentication.  Both are vulnerable to passive attacks currently
   widespread in the Internet.  Well-understood security issues exist in
   routing protocols [Bell89].  Cleartext passwords, originally
   specified for use with RIPv2, are widely understood to be vulnerable
   to easily deployed passive attacks [HA94].

   The original RIPv2 cryptographic authentication specification, RFC
   2082 [AB97], used the Keyed-MD5 cryptographic mechanism.  While there
   are no openly published attacks on that mechanism, some reports



   [Dobb96a, Dobb96b] create concern about the ultimate strength of the
   MD5 cryptographic hash function.  Further, some end users,
   particularly several different governments, require the use of the
   SHA hash function family rather than any other such function for
   policy reasons.  Finally, the original specification uses a hashing
   construction widely believed to be weaker than the HMAC construction
   used with the algorithms added in this revision of the specification.

   This document obsoletes the original specification, RFC 2082 [AB97].
   This specification differs from RFC 2082 by adding support for the
   SHA family of hash algorithms and the HMAC technique, while retaining
   the original Keyed-MD5 algorithm and mode.  As the original RIPv2
   Cryptographic Authentication mechanism was algorithm-independent,
   backwards compatibility is retained.  This requirement for backwards
   compatibility precludes making significant protocol changes.  So,
   this document limits changes to the addition of support for an
   additional family of cryptographic algorithms.  The original
   specification has been very widely implemented, is known to be widely
   interoperable, and is also widely deployed.

   The authors do NOT believe that this specification is the final
   answer to RIPv2 authentication and encourage the reader to consult
   the Security Considerations section of this document for more
   details.

   If RIPv2 authentication is disabled, then only simple
   misconfigurations are detected.  The original RIPv2 authentication
   mechanism relied upon reused cleartext passwords.  Use of cleartext
   password authentication can protect against accidental
   misconfigurations if that were the only concern, but is not helpful
   from a security perspective.  By simply capturing information on the
   wire -- straightforward even in a remote environment -- a hostile
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   entity can read the cleartext RIPv2 password and use that knowledge
   to inject false information into the routing system via the RIPv2
   routing protocol.

   This mechanism is intended to reduce the risk of a successful passive
   attack upon RIPv2 deployments.  That is, deployment of this mechanism
   greatly reduces the vulnerability of the RIPv2-based routing system
   from a passive attack.  When cryptographic authentication is enabled,
   we transmit the output of a keyed cryptographic one-way function in
   the authentication field of the RIPv2 packet, instead of sending a
   cleartext reusable password in the RIPv2 packet.  The RIPv2
   Authentication Key is known only to the authorized parties of the
   RIPv2 session.  The RIPv2 Authentication Key is never sent over the
   network in the clear.

   In this way, protection is afforded against forgery or message
   modification.  While it is possible to replay a message until the
   sequence number changes, a sequence number can be used to reduce
   replay risks.  The mechanism does not provide confidentiality, since
   messages stay in the clear.  Since the objective of a routing



   protocol is to advertise the routing topology, confidentiality is not
   normally required for routing protocols.

   Other relevant rationales for the approach are that MD5 and SHA-1 are
   both being used for other purposes and are therefore generally
   already present in IP routers, as is some form of password
   management.

1.1.  Terminology

   In this document, the words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL",
   "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "NOT
   RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" are to be interpreted as
   described in [BCP14] and indicate requirement levels for compliant or
   conformant implementations.

2.  Implementation Approach

   Implementation requires use of a special packet format, special
   authentication procedures, and also management controls.
   Implementers need to remember that the Security Considerations
   section is an integral part of this specification and contains
   important parts of this specification.
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2.1.  RIPv2 PDU Format

   The basic RIPv2 message format provides for an 8-octet header with an
   array of 20-octet records as its data content.  When RIPv2
   Cryptographic Authentication is enabled, the same header and content
   are used as with the original RIPv2 specification, but the 16-octet
   "Authentication" password field of the original RIPv2 specification
   is reused to contain a packet offset to the Authentication Data, a
   Key Identifier, the Authentication Data Length, and a non-decreasing
   sequence number.

      AUTHENTICATION TYPE
         The "Authentication Type" is Cryptographic Hash Function, which
         is indicated by the value 3.

      RIPv2 PACKET LENGTH
         An unsigned 16-bit offset from the start of the RIPv2 header to
         the end of the regular RIPv2 packet (not including the
         authentication trailer).

      KEY IDENTIFIER
         An unsigned 8-bit field that contains the Key Identifier or
         Key-ID.  This, in combination with the network interface,
         identifies the RIPv2 Security Association in use for this
         packet.  The RIPv2 Security Association, which is defined in
         Section 2.2 below, includes the Authentication Key that was



         used to create the Authentication Data for this RIPv2 message
         and other parameters.  In implementations supporting more than
         one authentication algorithm, the RIPv2 Security Association
         also includes information about which authentication algorithm
         is in use for this message.  A RIPv2 Security Association is
         always associated with an interface, rather than with a router.
         The actual cryptographic key is part of the RIPv2 Security
         Association.

      AUTHENTICATION DATA LENGTH
         An unsigned 8-bit field that contains the length in octets of
         the trailing Authentication Data field.  The presence of this
         field helps provide cryptographic algorithm independence.

      AUTHENTICATION DATA
         This field contains the cryptographic Authentication Data used
         to validate this packet.  The length of this field is stored in
         the AUTHENTICATION DATA LENGTH field above.
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      SEQUENCE NUMBER
         An unsigned 32-bit sequence number.  The sequence number MUST
         be non-decreasing for all messages sent from a given source
         router with a given Key ID value.

   The authentication trailer contains the Authentication Data, which is
   the output of the keyed cryptographic hash function.  See later
   subsections of this section for details on computing this field.

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +---------------+---------------+-------------------------------+
   |  Command (1)  | Version (1)   |        Routing Domain (2)     |
   +---------------+---------------+-------------------------------+
   |             0xFFFF            |  Authentication Type=0x0003   |
   +---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+
   |     RIPv2 Packet Length       |   Key ID      | Auth Data Len |
   +---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+
   |               Sequence Number (non-decreasing)                |
   +---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+
   |                      reserved must be zero                    |
   +---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+
   |                      reserved must be zero                    |
   +---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+
   |                                                               |
   ~            (RIPv2 Packet Length - 24) bytes of Data           ~
   |                                                               |
   +---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+
   |             0xFFFF            |            0x0001             |
   +---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+
   | Authentication Data (variable length; 20 bytes with HMAC-SHA1)|
   +---------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+



2.2.  RIPv2 Security Association

   Understanding the RIPv2 Security Association concept is central to
   understanding this specification.  A RIPv2 Security Association
   contains the set of shared authentication configuration parameters
   needed by the legitimate sender or any legitimate receiver.

   An implementation MUST be able to support at least 2 concurrent RIPv2
   Security Associations on each RIP interface.  This is a functional
   requirement for supporting key rollover.  Support for key rollover is
   mandatory.

   The RIPv2 Security Association, defined below, is selected by the
   sender based on the outgoing router interface.  Each RIPv2 Security
   Association has a lifetime and other configuration parameters
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   associated with it.  In normal operation, a RIPv2 Security
   Association is never used outside its lifetime.  Certain abnormal
   cases are discussed later in this document.

   The minimum data items in a RIPv2 Security Association are as
   follows:

      KEY-IDENTIFIER (KEY-ID)
         The unsigned 8-bit KEY-ID value is used to identify the RIPv2
         Security Association in use for this packet.

         The receiver uses the combination of the interface the packet
         was received upon and the KEY-ID value to uniquely identify the
         appropriate Security Association.

         The sender selects which RIPv2 Security Association to use
         based on the outbound interface for this RIPv2 packet and then
         places the correct KEY-ID value into that packet.  If multiple
         valid and active RIPv2 Security Associations exist for a given
         outbound interface at the time a RIPv2 packet is sent, the
         sender may use any of those security associations to protect
         the packet.

      AUTHENTICATION ALGORITHM
         This specifies the cryptographic algorithm and algorithm mode
         used with the RIPv2 Security Association.  This information is
         never sent in cleartext over the wire.  Because this
         information is not sent on the wire, the implementer chooses an
         implementation specific representation for this information.
         At present, the following values are possible: KEYED-MD5,
         HMAC-SHA-1, HMAC-SHA-256, HMAC-SHA-384, and HMAC-SHA-512.

      AUTHENTICATION KEY
         This is the value of the cryptographic authentication key used
         with the associated Authentication Algorithm.  It MUST NOT ever
         be sent over the network in cleartext via any protocol.  The
         length of this key will depend on the Authentication Algorithm
         in use.  Operators should take care to select unpredictable and



         strong keys, avoiding any keys known to be weak for the
         algorithm in use. [ESC05] contains helpful information on both
         key generation techniques and cryptographic randomness.
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      SEQUENCE NUMBER
         This is an unsigned 32-bit number.  For a given KEY-ID value
         and sender, this number MUST NOT decrease.  In normal
         operation, the operator should rekey the RIPv2 session prior to
         reaching the maximum value.  The initial value used in the
         sequence number is arbitrary.  Receivers SHOULD keep track of
         the most recent sequence number received from a given sender.

      START TIME
         This is a local representation of the day and time that this
         Security Association first becomes valid.

      STOP TIME
         This is a local representation of the day and time that this
         Security Association becomes invalid (i.e., when it expires).
         It is permitted, but not recommended, for an operator to
         configure this to "never expire".  The "never expire" value is
         not recommended operational practice because it reduces
         security as compared with periodic rekeying.  Normally, a RIPv2
         Security Association is deleted at its STOP TIME.  However,
         there are certain pathological cases, which are discussed in
         Section 5.1.

   The authentication trailer consists of the Authentication Data, which
   is the output of the keyed cryptographic hash function.  See later
   subsections of this section for details on computing this field.

2.3.  Basic Authentication Processing

   When the authentication type is "Cryptographic Hash Function",
   message processing is changed in message creation and reception as
   compared with the original RIPv2 specification in [Mal94].

   This section describes the message processing generically.
   Additional algorithm-dependent processing that is required is
   described in separate, subsequent sections of this document.  As of
   this writing, there are 2 kinds of algorithm-dependent processing.
   One covers the "Keyed-MD5" algorithm.  The other covers the
   "HMAC-SHA1" family of algorithms.

2.3.1.  Message Generation

   The RIPv2 Packet is created as usual, with these exceptions:



   (1) The UDP checksum SHOULD be calculated, but MAY be set to zero
       because any of the cryptographic authentication mechanisms in
       this specification will provide stronger integrity protection
       than the standard UDP checksum.
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   (2) The Authentication Type field indicates Cryptographic
       Authentication (3).

   (3) The Authentication "password" field is reused to store a packet
       offset to the Authentication Data, a Key Identifier, the
       Authentication Data Length, and a non-decreasing sequence number.

   See also Section 2.2 above on RIPv2 Security Association for other
   important background information.

   When creating the RIPv2 Packet, the following process is followed:

   (1) The Packet Length field of the RIPv2 header indicates the size of
       the main body of the RIPv2 packet.

   (2) An appropriate RIPv2 Security Association is selected for use
       with this packet, based on the outbound interface for the packet.
       Any valid RIPv2 Security Association for that outbound interface
       may be used.  The Authentication Data Offset, Key Identifier, and
       Authentication Data Length fields are filled in appropriately.

   (3) Algorithm-dependent processing occurs now, either for the
       "Keyed-MD5" algorithm or for the "HMAC-SHA1" algorithm family.
       See the respective sub-sections (below) for details of this
       algorithm-dependent processing.

   (4) The resulting Authentication Data value is written into the
       Authentication Data field.  The trailing pad (if any) is not
       actually transmitted, as it is entirely predictable from the
       message length and Authentication Algorithm in use.

2.3.2.  Message Reception

   When the message is received, the process is reversed:

   (1) The received Authentication Data is set aside and stored for
       later use,

   (2) The appropriate RIPv2 Security Association is determined from the
       value of the Key Identifier field and the interface the packet
       was received on.  If there is no valid RIPv2 Security Association
       for the received Key Identifier on the interface that the packet
       was received on, then:

       (a) all processing of the incoming packet ceases, and

       (b) a security event SHOULD be logged by the RIPv2 subsystem of
           the receiving system.  That security event should indicate at
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           least the day/time that the bad packet was received, the
           Source IP Address of the received RIPv2 packet, the Key-ID
           field value, the interface the bad packet arrived upon, and
           the fact that no valid RIPv2 Security Association was found
           for that interface and Key-ID combination.

   (3) Algorithm-dependent processing is performed, using the algorithm
       specified by the appropriate RIPv2 Security Association for this
       packet.  This results in calculation of the Authentication Data
       based on the information in the received RIPv2 packet and
       information from the appropriate RIPv2 Security Association for
       that packet.

   (4) The calculated Authentication Data result is compared with the
       received Authentication Data.

   (5) If the calculated authentication data result does not match the
       received Authentication Data field, then:

       (a) the message MUST be discarded without being processed, and

       (b) a security event SHOULD be logged by the RIPv2 subsystem of
           the receiving system.  That security event SHOULD indicate at
           least the day/time that the bad packet was received, the
           Source IP Address of the received RIPv2 packet, the Key-ID
           field value, the interface the bad packet arrived upon, and
           the fact that RIPv2 Authentication failed upon receipt of the
           packet.

   (6) If the neighbor has been heard from recently enough to have
       viable routes in the local routing table, and the received
       sequence number is less than the last sequence number received,
       then the message MUST be discarded unprocessed.  If the received
       sequence number is less than the last sequence number received,
       that fact SHOULD be logged as a security event.  This logged
       security event SHOULD indicate at least the day/time that the bad
       packet was received, the Source IP Address of the received RIPv2
       packet, the Key-ID field value, and the fact that an out-of-order
       RIPv2 sequence number was received.

       When connectivity to the neighbor has been lost, the receiver
       SHOULD be ready to accept either:

         - a message with a sequence number of zero.

         - a message with a higher sequence number than the last
           received sequence number.
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   (7) Acceptable messages are now truncated to the RIPv2 message
       itself, minus the authentication trailer, and are processed
       normally (i.e., in accordance with the RIPv2 base specification
       in RFC 2453 [Mal98]).  The last received sequence number for this
       RIPv2 Security Association and sender is also updated.

   NOTA BENE: A router that has forgotten its current sequence number
   but remembers its Security Association MUST send its first packet
   with a sequence number of zero.  This leaves a small opening for a
   replay attack.  To reduce the risk of such attacks by precluding the
   situation where a router has forgotten its current sequence number,
   implementers SHOULD provide non-volatile storage for all components
   of a RIPv2 Security Association, and receiving systems SHOULD provide
   non-volatile storage for the last received sequence number from each
   sender.  See also the Security Considerations section of this
   document.

2.4.  Keyed-MD5 Algorithm-Dependent Processing

   This section describes the algorithm-dependent processing steps
   applicable when the "Keyed-MD5" authentication algorithm is in use.
   The RIPv2 Authentication Key is always 16 octets when "Keyed-MD5" is
   in use.

   (1) The RIPv2 Authentication Key is appended to the RIPv2 packet in
       memory.

   (2) The Trailing Pad for MD5 and message length fields are added in
       memory.  The diagram below shows how these additions appear when
       appended in memory:

      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                     Authentication Key                        |
      /                      (16 octets long)                         /
      |                                                               |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |       zero or more pad octets (as defined by RFC 1321)        |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                   64-bit message length MSW                   |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                   64-bit message length LSW                   |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   (3) The Authentication Data is then calculated according to the MD5
       algorithm defined by RFC 1321 [Rivest92].
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2.5.  HMAC-SHA1 Algorithm-Dependent Processing

   This section describes the processing steps for HMAC Authentication.
   While HMAC was originally documented in [KMC97], for this
   specification, the terminology used in [FIPS-198] is used.  While the
   current specification only provides full details for HMAC



   Authentication using the National Institute of Standards and
   Technology (NIST) SHA-1 algorithm (and its direct derivatives), this
   same basic process could be used with other cryptographic hash
   functions in the future.  Because the RIPv2 packet is only hashed
   once, the overhead of the double hashing in this process is
   negligible.

   The US NIST Secure Hash Standard (SHS), defined by [FIPS-180-2],
   includes specifications for SHA-1, SHA-256, SHA-384, and SHA-512.
   This specification defines processing for each of these.

   The output of the cryptographic computations (e.g., HMAC-SHA1) is NOT
   truncated for RIPv2 Cryptographic Authentication.

   The Authentication Data Length is equal to the Message Digest Size
   for the hash algorithm in use.

   Any key value known to be weak with an algorithm defined by the NIST
   Secure Hash Standard MUST NOT be used with such an algorithm in an
   implementation of this specification.  US NIST is the authoritative
   source for public information on weak keys for those algorithms.

   In the algorithm description below, the following nomenclature, which
   is consistent with [FIPS-198], is used:

         H    is the specific hashing algorithm,
              for example, SHA-1 or SHA-256.
         Ko   is the cryptographic key used with the hash algorithm.
         B    is the block-size of H, measured in octets, not bits.
              Note that B is the internal block size, not the hash size.
              For SHA-1   and SHA-256:  B == 64.
              For SHA-384 and SHA-512:  B == 128
         L    is the length of the hash, measured in octets, not bits.
              For example, with SHA-1, L == 20.
         XOR  is the exclusive-or operation.
         Opad is the hexadecimal value 0x5c repeated B times.
         Ipad is the hexadecimal value 0x36 repeated B times.
         Apad is the hexadecimal value 0x878FE1F3 repeated (L/4) times.
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   (1) PREPARATION OF KEY
       In this application, Ko is always L octets long.

       If the Authentication Key is L octets long, then Ko is set equal
       to the Authentication Key.  If the Authentication Key is more
       than L octets long, then Ko is set to H(Authentication Key).  If
       the Authentication Key is less than L octets long, then Ko is set
       to the Authentication Key with zeros appended to the end of the
       Authentication Key such that Ko is L octets long.

   (2) FIRST HASH
       First, the RIPv2 packet's Authentication Data field is filled



       with the value Apad.

       Then, a first hash, also known as the inner hash, is computed as
       follows:
               First-Hash = H(Ko XOR Ipad || (RIPv2 Packet))

   (3) SECOND HASH
       Then a second hash, also known as the outer hash, is computed as
       follows:
               Second-Hash = H(Ko XOR Opad || First-Hash)

   (4) RESULT
       The result Second-Hash becomes the authentication data that is
       sent in the Authentication Data field of the RIPv2 packet.  The
       length of the Authentication Data field is always identical to
       the message digest size of the hash function H that is being
       used.

       This also implies that use of hash functions with larger output
       sizes will also increase the size of the packet as transmitted on
       the wire.

3.  Management Procedures

   Key management is an important component of this mechanism and proper
   implementation is central to providing the intended level of risk
   reduction.

3.1.  Key Management Requirements

   It is strongly desirable that a hypothetical security breach in one
   Internet protocol not automatically compromise other Internet
   protocols.  The Authentication Key of this specification SHOULD NOT
   be configured or stored using protocols (e.g., RADIUS) or
   cryptographic algorithms that have known flaws.
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   Implementations MUST support the storage of more than one key at the
   same time, although it is recognized that only one key will normally
   be active on an interface.  Implementations MUST associate a specific
   Security Association lifetime (i.e., date/time first valid and
   date/time no longer valid) and a key identifier with each key.
   Implementations also MUST support manual key distribution.  An
   example of manual key distribution is having the privileged user
   typing in the key, key lifetime, and key identifier on the router
   console.  An operator may configure the Security Association lifetime
   to infinite, which means that the session is never rekeyed.  However,
   instead, it is strongly recommended that operators rekey regularly,
   using a moderately short Security Association lifetime (e.g., 24
   hours).

   This specification requires support for at least two authentication
   algorithms, so the implementation MUST require that the
   authentication algorithm be specified for each key when the other key
   information is entered.  Manual deletion of active Security



   Associations MUST be supported.

   It is likely that the IETF will define a standard key management
   protocol for use with routing protocols.  It is strongly desirable to
   use an IETF standards-track key management protocol to distribute
   RIPv2 Authentication Keys among communicating RIPv2 implementations.
   Such a protocol would provide scalability and significantly reduce
   the human administrative burden.  The Key-ID field can be used as a
   hook between RIPv2 and such a future protocol.

   Key management protocols have a long history of subtle flaws that are
   often discovered long after the protocol was first described in
   public.  To avoid having to change all RIPv2 implementations should
   such a flaw be discovered, integrated key management protocol
   techniques were deliberately omitted from this specification.

3.2.  Key Management Procedures

   As with all security methods using keys, it is necessary to change
   the RIPv2 Authentication Key on a regular basis.  To maintain routing
   stability during such changes, implementations MUST be able to store
   and use more than one RIPv2 Authentication Key on a given interface
   at the same time.

   Each key will have its own Key Identifier (KEY-ID), which is stored
   locally.  The combination of the Key Identifier and the interface
   associated with the message uniquely identifies the Authentication
   Algorithm and RIPv2 Authentication Key in use.
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   As noted above in Section 2.3.1, the party creating the RIPv2 message
   will select a valid RIPv2 Security Association from the set of valid
   RIPv2 Security Associations for that interface.  The receiver MUST
   use the Key Identifier and receiving interface to determine which
   RIPv2 Security Association to use for authentication of the received
   message.  More than one RIPv2 Security Association MAY be associated
   with an interface at the same time.  The receiver MUST NOT simply try
   all RIPv2 Security Associations (i.e., keys) that might be configured
   for RIPv2 on the receiving interface, as that creates an easily
   exploited denial-of-service attack on the RIP subsystem of the
   receiver.  (At least one widely used implementation of the previous
   version of this specification violates these requirements as of the
   publication date of this document and has consequent security
   vulnerabilities.)

   Hence, it is possible to have fairly smooth RIPv2 Security
   Association (i.e., key) rollovers, without losing legitimate RIPv2
   messages due to an invalid shared key and without requiring people to
   change all the keys at once.  To ensure a smooth rollover, each
   communicating RIPv2 system must be updated with the new RIPv2
   Security Association (including the new key) several minutes before
   the current RIPv2 Security Association will expire and several
   minutes before the new RIPv2 Security Association lifetime begins.
   Also, the new RIPv2 Security Association should have a lifetime that



   starts several minutes before the old RIPv2 Security Association
   expires.  This gives time for each system to learn of the new
   security association before that security association will be used.
   It also ensures that the new security association will begin use and
   the current security association will go out of use before the
   current security association's lifetime expires.  For the duration of
   the overlap in security association lifetimes, a system may receive
   messages corresponding to either security association and
   successfully authenticate the message.  The Key-ID in the received
   message is used to select the appropriate security association (i.e.,
   key) to be used for authentication.

4.  Conformance Requirements

   For this specification, the term "conformance" has identical meaning
   to the phrase "full compliance".

   The Keyed MD5 authentication algorithm and the HMAC-SHA1 algorithm
   MUST be implemented by all conforming implementations.  In addition,
   the HMAC-SHA-256, HMAC-SHA-384, and HMAC-SHA-512 algorithms SHOULD be
   implemented.  MD5 is defined in [Rivest92].  SHA-1, SHA-256, SHA-384,
   and SHA-512 have been defined by the US NIST in [FIPS-180-2].
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   A conforming implementation MAY also support additional
   authentication algorithms, provided those additional algorithms are
   publicly and openly specified.

   Manual key distribution as described above MUST be supported by all
   conforming implementations.  All implementations MUST support the
   smooth key rollover described under "Key Management Procedures".
   This also means that implementations MUST support at least 2
   concurrent RIPv2 Security Associations.

   The user documentation provided with the implementation ought to
   contain clear instructions on how to configure the implementation
   such that smooth key rollover occurs successfully.

   Implementations SHOULD support a standard key management protocol for
   secure distribution of RIPv2 Authentication Keys once such a key
   management protocol is standardized by the IETF.

   The Security Considerations section of this document is an integral
   part of the specification, not just a discussion of the protocol.

5.  Security Considerations

   This entire memo describes and specifies an authentication mechanism
   for the RIPv2 routing protocol that is believed to be secure against
   passive attacks.  The term "passive attack" is defined in RFC 1704
   [HA94].  The analysis contained in RFC 1704 motivated this work.
   Passive attacks are clearly widespread in the Internet at present
   [HA94].



   Protection against active attacks is incomplete in this current
   specification.  The main issue relative to active attacks lies in the
   need to support the case where another router has recently rebooted
   and that router lacks the non-volatile storage needed to remember the
   RIPv2 Security Association(s) and last received RIPv2 sequence
   number(s) across that reboot.

5.1.  Known Pathological Cases

   Two known pathological cases exist that MUST be handled by
   implementations.  Both of these are failures of the network manager.
   Each of these should be exceedingly rare in normal operation.

   (1) During key rollover, devices might exist that have not yet been
       successfully configured with the new key.  Therefore, routers
       SHOULD implement an algorithm that detects the set of RIPv2
       Security Associations being used by its neighbors, and transmit
       its messages using both the new and old RIPv2 Security
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       Associations (i.e., keys) until all of the neighbors are using
       the new security association or the lifetime of the old security
       association expires.  Under normal circumstances, this elevated
       transmission rate will exist for a single RIP update interval.

   (2) In the event that the last RIPv2 Security Association of an
       interface expires, it is unacceptable to revert to an
       unauthenticated condition, and not advisable to disrupt routing.
       Therefore, the router MUST send a "last RIPv2 Security
       Association expiration" notification to the network manager
       (e.g., via SYSLOG, SNMP, and/or other means) and SHOULD treat
       that last Security Association as having an infinite lifetime
       until the lifetime is extended, the Security Association is
       deleted by network management, or a new security association is
       configured.

   In some circumstances, the practice described in (2) can leave an
   opening to an active attack on the RIPv2 routing subsystem.
   Therefore, any actual occurrence of a RIPv2 Security Association
   expiration MUST cause a security event to be logged by the
   implementation.  This log item MUST include at least a note that the
   RIPv2 Authentication Key expired, the RIP routing protocol
   instance(s) affected, the routing interfaces affected, the Key-ID
   that is affected, and the current date/time.  Operators are
   encouraged to check such logs as an operational security practice to
   help detect active attacks on the RIPv2 routing subsystem.  Further,
   implementations SHOULD provide a configuration knob ("fail secure")
   to let a network operator prefer to have the RIPv2 routing fail when
   the last key expires, rather than continue using RIPv2 in an insecure
   manner.

5.2 Network Management Considerations

   Also, the use of SNMP, even SNMPv3 with cryptographic authentication
   and cryptographic confidentiality enabled, to modify or configure the
   RIPv2 Security Associations, or any component of the security



   association (for example, the cryptographic key), is NOT RECOMMENDED.
   This practice would create a potential for a cascading vulnerability,
   whereby a compromise in the SNMP security implementation would
   necessarily lead to a compromise not only of the local routing table
   (which could be accessed via SNMP) but also of all other routers that
   receive RIPv2 packets (directly or indirectly) from the compromised
   router.
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   Similarly, the use of protocols not designed and evaluated for use in
   key management (e.g., RADIUS, Diameter) to configure the security
   association is also NOT RECOMMENDED.  Reading the Security
   Associations via SNMP is allowed, but the information is to be
   treated as security-sensitive and protected by using the priv mode.

   Also, the use of SNMP to configure which form of RIPv2 authentication
   is in use is also NOT RECOMMENDED because of a similar cascading
   failure issue.  Any future revision of the RIPv2 Management
   Information Base (MIB) [MB94] should consider making the
   rip2IfConfAuthType object read-only.  Further, this object would need
   a new enum value to accommodate the RIPv2 cryptographic
   authentication type.  In addition, the compliance statement for this
   MIB does not have a MIN-ACCESS for this object.  At a minimum, if the
   MIB is updated, a new compliance statement SHOULD be written for this
   object that allows this object to be implemented as read-only.  For
   the rip2ifConfAuthKey object, since this object always returns ''H
   when read, the object's MIN-ACCESS in any revised compliance
   statement SHOULD be not-accessible if the MIB is updated.

   Further, for similar reasons, any future revisions to the RIPv2
   Management Information Base (MIB) SHOULD deprecate or omit any
   objects that would permit the writing of any RIPv2 Security
   Association or RIPv2 Security Association component (e.g., the
   cryptographic key).

   Also, it is RECOMMENDED that any future revisions to the RIPv2
   Management Information Base (MIB) consider adding MIB objects to hold
   information about any RIPv2 security events that might have occurred,
   and MIB objects that could be used to read the set of security events
   that have been logged by the RIPv2 subsystem.  For each security
   event mentioned in this document, it is also RECOMMENDED that
   appropriate notifications be included, with a MAX-ACCESS of
   Accessible-for-notify, in any future versions of the RIPv2 MIB
   module.

5.3.  Key Management Considerations

   For the past several years, manual configuration (e.g., via a
   console) has been commonly used to create and modify RIPv2 Security
   Associations.  There are a number of large-scale RIP deployments
   today that successfully use manual configuration of RIPv2 Security



   Associations.  There are also sites that use scripts (e.g., combining
   Tcl/Expect, PERL, and SSHv2) with a site-specific configuration
   database and secure console connections to dynamically manage all
   aspects of their router configurations, including their RIPv2
   Security Associations.  This last approach is similar to the current
   IETF approach to Network Configuration (NetConf) standards.
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   Recent IETF Multicast Security (MSEC) working group efforts into
   multicast key management appear promising.  Several large RIPv2
   deployments happen to also have deployed the Kerberos authentication
   system.  Recent IETF work into the use of Kerberos for Internet Key
   Negotiation (KINK) also seems relevant; one might use Kerberos to
   support RIPv2 key management functions for use at sites that have
   already deployed Kerberos.  It is hoped that in the future the IETF
   will standardize a key management protocol suitable for managing
   RIPv2 Security Associations.

5.4.  Assurance Considerations

   Users need to understand that the quality of the security provided by
   this mechanism depends completely on the strength of the implemented
   authentication algorithms, the strength of the key being used, and
   the correct implementation of the security mechanism in all
   communicating RIPv2 implementations.  This mechanism also depends on
   the RIPv2 Authentication Key being kept confidential by all parties.
   If any of these are incorrect or insufficiently secure, then no real
   security will be provided to the users of this mechanism.

   Use of high-assurance development methods is RECOMMENDED for
   implementations of this specification, in order to reduce the risk of
   subtle implementation flaws that might adversely impact the
   operational risk reduction that this specification seeks to provide.

5.5.  Confidentiality and Traffic Analysis Considerations

   Confidentiality is not provided by this mechanism.  It is generally
   considered that an IP routing protocol does not require
   confidentiality, as the purpose of any routing protocols is to
   disseminate information about the topology of the network.

   Protection against traffic analysis is also not provided.  Mechanisms
   such as bulk link encryption SHOULD be used when protection against
   traffic analysis is required [CKHD89].

5.6.  Other Security Considerations

   Separately, the receipt of a RIPv2 packet using cryptographic
   authentication but containing an invalid or unknown Key-ID value
   might indicate an active attack on the RIP routing subsystem and is a
   significant security event.  Therefore, any actual receipt of a RIPv2
   packet using cryptographic authentication and containing an unknown,
   expired, or otherwise invalid KEY-ID value SHOULD cause a security
   event to be logged by the implementation.  This log item SHOULD
   include at least the fact that the invalid KEY-ID was received, the
   source IP address of the packet containing the invalid KEY-ID, the
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   interface(s) the packet was received on, the KEY-ID received, and the
   current date/time.

   A subtle user-interface consideration also should be noted.  If a
   user interface only permits the entry of human-readable text (e.g., a
   password in US-ASCII format) for use as a cryptographic key,
   significant numbers of bits of the cryptographic key in use become
   predictable, thereby reducing the strength of the key in this
   context.  For this reason, implementations of this specification
   SHOULD support the entry of RIPv2 cryptographic authentication keys
   in hexadecimal format.

5.7.  Future Security Directions

   Specification and deployment of a standards-track key management
   protocol that supports this RIPv2 cryptographic authentication
   mechanism would be a significant next step in operational risk
   reduction and might actually increase the ease of deployment and
   operation of this mechanism.  Such specification is beyond the scope
   of this document.  Recent IETF work in MSEC and KINK working groups
   appears promising in this regard.  Recent IETF work in the NETCONF
   working group towards standardizing methods for secure configuration
   management of routers is also relevant.

   Finally, we observe that this mechanism is not the final word on
   RIPv2 authentication.  Rather, it is believed that this particular
   mechanism represents a significant risk reduction over previous
   methods (e.g., plaintext passwords), while remaining straightforward
   to implement correctly and also straightforward to deploy.

   User communities that believe this mechanism is not adequate to their
   needs are encouraged to consider using digital signatures with RIPv2.
   [MBW97] specifies the use of OSPF with Digital signatures; that
   document might be a starting point for creating such a specification
   for the RIPv2 protocol.  Digital signatures are significantly more
   expensive computationally and are also significantly more difficult
   to deploy operationally, as compared with the mechanism specified
   here.  However, it appears likely that much of the mechanism in this
   document could be reused with digital signatures.
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Abstract

   Two common ways to communicate timezone information are POSIX 1003.1
   timezone strings and timezone database names.  This memo specifies
   DHCP options for each of those methods.  The DHCPv4 time offset
   option is deprecated.
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1.  Introduction

   This memo specifies a means to provide hosts with more accurate
   timezone information than was previously available.  To do this we
   make use of two commonly used methods to configure timezones:

   o  POSIX TZ strings

   o  Reference to the name of the time zone entry in the TZ Database

   POSIX [1] provides a standard for how to express timezone information
   in a character string.  Use of such a string can provide accuracy for
   at least one transition into and out of daylight saving time (DST),
   and possibly for more transitions if the transitions are regular
   enough (e.g., "second Sunday in March at 02:00 local time").
   However, for accuracy over longer periods that involve daylight-
   saving rule changes or other irregular changes, a more detailed
   mechanism is necessary.



   The TZ Database [7] that is used in many operating systems provides
   backwards consistency and accuracy for almost all real-world
   locations since 1970.  The TZ database also attempts to provide a
   stable set of human readable timezone identifiers.  In addition, many
   systems already make use of the TZ database, and so the names used
   are a de facto standard.  Because the TZ database contains more
   information, one can heuristically derive the POSIX information from
   a TZ identifier (see [10] for an example), but the converse is not
   true.

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [2].

1.1.  Related Work

   Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) [3] provides a means for
   hosts to receive configuration information relating to their current
   location within an IP version 4 network. [5] similarly does so for IP
   version 6 networks.  RFC 2132 [4] specifies an option to provide
   client timezone information in the form of an offset in seconds from
   UTC.  The information provided in that option is insufficient for the
   client to determine whether it is in daylight saving time, and when
   to change into and out of daylight saving time.  In order for the
   client to properly represent local wall clock time in a consistent
   and accurate fashion the DHCP server would have to time lease
   expirations of affected clients to the beginning or end of DST, thus
   effecting a self stress test (to say the least) at the appointed
   hour.
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   In addition, an offset is not sufficient to determine the actual
   timezone in which a client resides, and thus there is no means to
   derive a human readable abbreviation such as "EST" or "EDT".

   VTIMEZONE elements are defined in the iCalendar specification [9].
   Fully specified they provide a level of accuracy similar to the TZ
   database.  However, because there is currently no global registry of
   VTIMEZONE TZIDs (although one has been proposed; see [8]), complete
   accuracy requires that a full entry must be specified.  To achieve
   the same information would range from 300 octets upwards with no
   particular bound.  Furthermore, at the time of this writing the
   authors are aware of no operating system that natively takes
   advantage of VTIMEZONE entries.  It might be possible to include an
   option for a TZURL.  However, in a cold start environment, it will be
   bad enough that devices are stressing the DHCP server, and perhaps
   unwise to similarly afflict other components.

2.  New Timezone Options for DHCPv4

   The following two options are defined for DHCPv4:

            PCode  Len   TZ-POSIX String
           +-----+-----+------------------------------+
           | 100 |  N  | IEEE 1003.1 String           |



           +-----+-----+------------------------------+

            TCode  Len   TZ-Database String
           +-----+-----+------------------------------+
           | 101 |  N  | Reference to the TZ Database |
           +-----+-----+------------------------------+

   Per RFC 2939 [6], IANA allocated PCode (100) and TCode (101).

   Len is the one-octet value of the length of the succeeding string for
   each option.

   The string values that follow Len are described below.  Note that
   they are NOT terminated by an ASCII NULL.

3.  New Timezone Options for DHCPv6

   The semantics and content of the DHCPv6 encoding of these options are
   exactly the same as the encoding described for DHCPv4, other than
   necessary differences between the way options are encoded in DHCPv4
   and DHCPv6.
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   Specifically, the DHCPv6 new timezone options are described below:

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |  OPTION_NEW_POSIX_TIMEZONE    |         option-length         |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                      TZ POSIX String                          |
      |                              ...                              |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   option-code: OPTION_NEW_POSIX_TIMEZONE(41)

   option-length: the number of octets of the TZ POSIX String Index
   described below.

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |  OPTION_NEW_TZDB_TIMEZONE    |          option-length         |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                          TZ Name                              |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   option-code: OPTION_NEW_TZDB_TIMEZONE(42)

   option-length: the number of octets of the TZ Database String Index
   described below.

4.  The TZ POSIX String



   TZ POSIX string is a string suitable for the TZ variable as specified
   by [1] in Section 8.3, with the exception that a string may not begin
   with a colon (":").  This string is NOT terminated by an ASCII NULL.
   Here is an example:

   EST5EDT4,M3.2.0/02:00,M11.1.0/02:00

   In this case, the string is interpreted as a timezone that is
   normally five hours behind UTC, and four hours behind UTC during DST,
   which runs from the second Sunday in March at 02:00 local time
   through the first Sunday in November at 02:00 local time.  Normally
   the timezone is abbreviated "EST" but during DST it is abbreviated
   "EDT".

   Clients and servers implementing other timezone options MUST support
   this option for basic compatibility.
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5.  The TZ Name

   TZ Name is the name of a Zone entry in the database commonly referred
   to as the TZ database.  Specifically, in the database's textual form,
   the string refers to the name field of a zone line.  In order for
   this option to be useful, the client must already have a copy of the
   database.  This string is NOT terminated with an ASCII NULL.

   An example string is Europe/Zurich.

   Clients must already have a copy of the TZ Database for this option
   to be useful.  Configuration of the database is beyond the scope of
   this document.  A client that supports this option SHOULD prefer this
   option to POSIX string if it recognizes the TZ Name that was
   returned.  If it doesn't recognize the TZ Name, the client MUST
   ignore this option.

6.  Use of the Timezone String(s) Returned from the Server

   This specification presumes the DHCP server has some means of
   identifying which timezone the client is in.  One obvious approach
   would be to associate a subnet or group of subnets with a timezone,
   and respond with this option accordingly.

   When considering which option to implement on a client, one must
   choose between the TZ Name, which should be easier for users to
   configure and which provides accuracy over longer historical periods,
   and the TZ POSIX string, which does not require regular updating of a
   copy of the TZ Database.  The TZ Name is better for most uses, in
   particular those cases where the timezone name might persist in a
   database for long periods of time, but the TZ POSIX string may be
   more suitable for small-footprint applications that are expertly
   maintained.

   So that clients need not request both options, servers who implement
   either timezone option SHOULD implement the other one as well.  This



   association can be established by the server's administrator.  A
   basic server can transmit option values to the client without parsing
   or validating them.  A more advanced server might have a copy of the
   TZ database and validate TZ names against this copy, or derive TZ
   POSIX strings heuristically from TZ names to simplify administration.

   As a matter of practicality, the client will use this information at
   its discretion to configure the current timezone in which it resides.

   It will periodically be necessary for a DHCP server to update the
   timezone string, based on administrative changes made by local
   jurisdictions (say, for instance, counties in Indiana).  While the
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   authors do not expect this to be a lower bound on a lease time in the
   vast majority of cases, there may be times when anticipation of a
   change dictates prudence, as certain governments give little if any
   notification.

   The effect of a changed timezone on client applications is not
   specified by this memo, but it may be helpful to note common problems
   in this area.  Often, client applications consult the timezone
   setting only during process initialization, or inherit the setting
   from a parent process, so existing processes on a client may ignore a
   timezone change returned from the server.  Sometimes it is normal and
   expected for processes on the same client to have different timezone
   settings (e.g., remote logins), and so client implementations should
   consider these ramifications of changing timezone settings of
   existing processes.

7.  The New Timezone Option and Lease Times

   When a lease has expired and new information is not forthcoming, the
   client MAY continue to use timezone information returned by the
   server.  This follows the principle of least astonishment.

8.  Deprecation of Time Offset Option

   Because this option provides a superset of functionality to the
   previous IPv4 time offset option (tag 2), and in order to maintain
   consistency between IPv4 and IPv6 implementation, the older option is
   deprecated.  Current implementations that support the time offset
   IPv4 option SHOULD implement this option also.  Other implementations
   SHOULD implement this option, and SHOULD NOT implement the time
   offset IPv4 option.  As a matter of transition, clients that already
   use the time offset option MAY request the time offset option and the
   timezone option.

9.  Security Considerations

   An attacker could provide erroneous information to a client.  It is
   possible that someone might miss a meeting or otherwise show up
   early, or that heavy machinery or other critical functions might act
   at the wrong time or fail to act.  If clients have job processing
   tools, such as cron that operate on wall clock time, it is possible
   that certain jobs could be triggered either earlier or later, or even



   repeated or skipped entirely if scheduled during a DST transition.
   In such cases, the client operating system might do well to confirm
   timezone changes with a human.
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   Clients using the POSIX option should beware of any time zone setting
   specifying unusual characters (e.g., control characters) in the
   standard or daylight-saving abbreviations, as this might well trigger
   security-relevant bugs in applications.

   Clients using the POSIX option should also be suspicious of any
   timezone setting whose UTC offset exceeds 25 hours (the POSIX limit,
   if the default daylight-saving offset is used).  As of this writing,
   the maximum UTC offset is 14 hours in practice, but governments may
   extend this somewhat in the future.

10.  IANA Considerations

   The IANA has allocated DHCPv4 and DHCPv6 option codes for this
   purpose and references this document.

   The IANA has annotated the time offset IPv4 option (tag 2) as
   deprecated, with a reference to this document.
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               Neighbor Discovery for IP version 6 (IPv6)

Status of This Memo

   This document specifies an Internet standards track protocol for the
   Internet community, and requests discussion and suggestions for
   improvements.  Please refer to the current edition of the "Internet
   Official Protocol Standards" (STD 1) for the standardization state
   and status of this protocol.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

Abstract

   This document specifies the Neighbor Discovery protocol for IP
   Version 6.  IPv6 nodes on the same link use Neighbor Discovery to
   discover each other's presence, to determine each other's link-layer
   addresses, to find routers, and to maintain reachability information
   about the paths to active neighbors.
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1.  Introduction

   This specification defines the Neighbor Discovery (ND) protocol for
   Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6).  Nodes (hosts and routers) use
   Neighbor Discovery to determine the link-layer addresses for
   neighbors known to reside on attached links and to quickly purge
   cached values that become invalid.  Hosts also use Neighbor Discovery
   to find neighboring routers that are willing to forward packets on
   their behalf.  Finally, nodes use the protocol to actively keep track
   of which neighbors are reachable and which are not, and to detect
   changed link-layer addresses.  When a router or the path to a router
   fails, a host actively searches for functioning alternates.

   Unless specified otherwise (in a document that covers operating IP
   over a particular link type) this document applies to all link types.
   However, because ND uses link-layer multicast for some of its
   services, it is possible that on some link types (e.g., Non-Broadcast
   Multi-Access (NBMA) links), alternative protocols or mechanisms to
   implement those services will be specified (in the appropriate
   document covering the operation of IP over a particular link type).
   The services described in this document that are not directly
   dependent on multicast, such as Redirects, Next-hop determination,
   Neighbor Unreachability Detection, etc., are expected to be provided
   as specified in this document.  The details of how one uses ND on



   NBMA links are addressed in [IPv6-NBMA].  In addition, [IPv6-3GPP]
   and[IPv6-CELL] discuss the use of this protocol over some cellular
   links, which are examples of NBMA links.

2.  Terminology

2.1.  General

   IP          - Internet Protocol Version 6.  The terms IPv4 and IPv6
                 are used only in contexts where necessary to avoid
                 ambiguity.

   ICMP        - Internet Control Message Protocol for the Internet
                 Protocol Version 6.  The terms ICMPv4 and ICMPv6 are
                 used only in contexts where necessary to avoid
                 ambiguity.

   node        - a device that implements IP.

   router      - a node that forwards IP packets not explicitly
                 addressed to itself.

   host        - any node that is not a router.
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   upper layer - a protocol layer immediately above IP.  Examples are
                 transport protocols such as TCP and UDP, control
                 protocols such as ICMP, routing protocols such as OSPF,
                 and Internet-layer (or lower-layer) protocols being
                 "tunneled" over (i.e., encapsulated in) IP such as
                 Internetwork Packet Exchange (IPX), AppleTalk, or IP
                 itself.

   link        - a communication facility or medium over which nodes can
                 communicate at the link layer, i.e., the layer
                 immediately below IP.  Examples are Ethernets (simple
                 or bridged), PPP links, X.25, Frame Relay, or ATM
                 networks as well as Internet-layer (or higher-layer)
                 "tunnels", such as tunnels over IPv4 or IPv6 itself.

   interface   - a node's attachment to a link.

   neighbors   - nodes attached to the same link.

   address     - an IP-layer identifier for an interface or a set of
                 interfaces.

   anycast address
               - an identifier for a set of interfaces (typically
                 belonging to different nodes).  A packet sent to an
                 anycast address is delivered to one of the interfaces
                 identified by that address (the "nearest" one,
                 according to the routing protocol's measure of
                 distance).  See [ADDR-ARCH].



                 Note that an anycast address is syntactically
                 indistinguishable from a unicast address.  Thus, nodes
                 sending packets to anycast addresses don't generally
                 know that an anycast address is being used.  Throughout
                 the rest of this document, references to unicast
                 addresses also apply to anycast addresses in those
                 cases where the node is unaware that a unicast address
                 is actually an anycast address.

   prefix      - a bit string that consists of some number of initial
                 bits of an address.

   link-layer address
               - a link-layer identifier for an interface.  Examples
                 include IEEE 802 addresses for Ethernet links.
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   on-link     - an address that is assigned to an interface on a
                 specified link.  A node considers an address to be on-
                 link if:

                    - it is covered by one of the link's prefixes (e.g.,
                      as indicated by the on-link flag in the Prefix
                      Information option), or

                    - a neighboring router specifies the address as the
                      target of a Redirect message, or

                    - a Neighbor Advertisement message is received for
                      the (target) address, or

                    - any Neighbor Discovery message is received from
                      the address.

   off-link    - the opposite of "on-link"; an address that is not
                 assigned to any interfaces on the specified link.

   longest prefix match
               - the process of determining which prefix (if any) in a
                 set of prefixes covers a target address.  A target
                 address is covered by a prefix if all of the bits in
                 the prefix match the left-most bits of the target
                 address.  When multiple prefixes cover an address, the
                 longest prefix is the one that matches.

   reachability
               - whether or not the one-way "forward" path to a neighbor
                 is functioning properly.  In particular, whether
                 packets sent to a neighbor are reaching the IP layer on
                 the neighboring machine and are being processed
                 properly by the receiving IP layer.  For neighboring
                 routers, reachability means that packets sent by a
                 node's IP layer are delivered to the router's IP layer,



                 and the router is indeed forwarding packets (i.e., it
                 is configured as a router, not a host).  For hosts,
                 reachability means that packets sent by a node's IP
                 layer are delivered to the neighbor host's IP layer.

   packet      - an IP header plus payload.

   link MTU    - the maximum transmission unit, i.e., maximum packet
                 size in octets, that can be conveyed in one
                 transmission unit over a link.
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   target      - an address about which address resolution information
                 is sought, or an address that is the new first hop when
                 being redirected.

   proxy       - a node that responds to Neighbor Discovery query
                 messages on behalf of another node.  A router acting on
                 behalf of a mobile node that has moved off-link could
                 potentially act as a proxy for the mobile node.

   ICMP destination unreachable indication
               - an error indication returned to the original sender of
                 a packet that cannot be delivered for the reasons
                 outlined in [ICMPv6].  If the error occurs on a node
                 other than the node originating the packet, an ICMP
                 error message is generated.  If the error occurs on the
                 originating node, an implementation is not required to
                 actually create and send an ICMP error packet to the
                 source, as long as the upper-layer sender is notified
                 through an appropriate mechanism (e.g., return value
                 from a procedure call).  Note, however, that an
                 implementation may find it convenient in some cases to
                 return errors to the sender by taking the offending
                 packet, generating an ICMP error message, and then
                 delivering it (locally) through the generic error-
                 handling routines.

   random delay
               - when sending out messages, it is sometimes necessary to
                 delay a transmission for a random amount of time in
                 order to prevent multiple nodes from transmitting at
                 exactly the same time, or to prevent long-range
                 periodic transmissions from synchronizing with each
                 other [SYNC].  When a random component is required, a
                 node calculates the actual delay in such a way that the
                 computed delay forms a uniformly distributed random
                 value that falls between the specified minimum and
                 maximum delay times.  The implementor must take care to
                 ensure that the granularity of the calculated random
                 component and the resolution of the timer used are both
                 high enough to ensure that the probability of multiple
                 nodes delaying the same amount of time is small.



   random delay seed
               - if a pseudo-random number generator is used in
                 calculating a random delay component, the generator
                 should be initialized with a unique seed prior to being
                 used.  Note that it is not sufficient to use the
                 interface identifier alone as the seed, since interface
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                 identifiers will not always be unique.  To reduce the
                 probability that duplicate interface identifiers cause
                 the same seed to be used, the seed should be calculated
                 from a variety of input sources (e.g., machine
                 components) that are likely to be different even on
                 identical "boxes".  For example, the seed could be
                 formed by combining the CPU's serial number with an
                 interface identifier.  Additional information on
                 randomness and random number generation can be found in
                 [RAND].

2.2.  Link Types

   Different link layers have different properties.  The ones of concern
   to Neighbor Discovery are:

   multicast capable
                  - a link that supports a native mechanism at the link
                    layer for sending packets to all (i.e., broadcast)
                    or a subset of all neighbors.

   point-to-point - a link that connects exactly two interfaces.  A
                    point-to-point link is assumed to have multicast
                    capability and a link-local address.

   non-broadcast multi-access (NBMA)
                  - a link to which more than two interfaces can attach,
                    but that does not support a native form of multicast
                    or broadcast (e.g., X.25, ATM, frame relay, etc.).
                    Note that all link types (including NBMA) are
                    expected to provide multicast service for
                    applications that need it (e.g., using multicast
                    servers).  However, it is an issue for further study
                    whether ND should use such facilities or an
                    alternate mechanism that provides the equivalent
                    multicast capability for ND.

   shared media   - a link that allows direct communication among a
                    number of nodes, but attached nodes are configured
                    in such a way that they do not have complete prefix
                    information for all on-link destinations.  That is,
                    at the IP level, nodes on the same link may not know
                    that they are neighbors; by default, they
                    communicate through a router.  Examples are large
                    (switched) public data networks such as Switched
                    Multimegabit Data Service (SMDS) and Broadband
                    Integrated Services Digital Network (B-ISDN).  Also
                    known as "large clouds".  See [SH-MEDIA].
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   variable MTU   - a link that does not have a well-defined MTU (e.g.,
                    IEEE 802.5 token rings).  Many links (e.g.,
                    Ethernet) have a standard MTU defined by the link-
                    layer protocol or by the specific document
                    describing how to run IP over the link layer.

   asymmetric reachability
                  - a link where non-reflexive and/or non-transitive
                    reachability is part of normal operation.  (Non-
                    reflexive reachability means packets from A reach B,
                    but packets from B don't reach A.  Non-transitive
                    reachability means packets from A reach B, and
                    packets from B reach C, but packets from A don't
                    reach C.)  Many radio links exhibit these
                    properties.

2.3.  Addresses

   Neighbor Discovery makes use of a number of different addresses
   defined in [ADDR-ARCH], including:

   all-nodes multicast address
               - the link-local scope address to reach all nodes,
                 FF02::1.

   all-routers multicast address
               - the link-local scope address to reach all routers,
                 FF02::2.

   solicited-node multicast address
               - a link-local scope multicast address that is computed
                 as a function of the solicited target's address.  The
                 function is described in [ADDR-ARCH].  The function is
                 chosen so that IP addresses that differ only in the
                 most significant bits, e.g., due to multiple prefixes
                 associated with different providers, will map to the
                 same solicited-node address thereby reducing the number
                 of multicast addresses a node must join at the link
                 layer.

   link-local address
               - a unicast address having link-only scope that can be
                 used to reach neighbors.  All interfaces on routers
                 MUST have a link-local address.  Also, [ADDRCONF]
                 requires that interfaces on hosts have a link-local
                 address.
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   unspecified address
               - a reserved address value that indicates the lack of an
                 address (e.g., the address is unknown).  It is never
                 used as a destination address, but may be used as a
                 source address if the sender does not (yet) know its
                 own address (e.g., while verifying an address is unused
                 during stateless address autoconfiguration [ADDRCONF]).
                 The unspecified address has a value of 0:0:0:0:0:0:0:0.

   Note that this specification does not strictly comply with the
   consistency requirements in [ADDR-SEL] for the scopes of source and
   destination addresses.  It is possible in some cases for hosts to use
   a source address of a larger scope than the destination address in
   the IPv6 header.

2.4.  Requirements

   The keywords MUST, MUST NOT, REQUIRED, SHALL, SHALL NOT, SHOULD,
   SHOULD NOT, RECOMMENDED, MAY, and OPTIONAL, when they appear in this
   document, are to be interpreted as described in [KEYWORDS].

   This document also makes use of internal conceptual variables to
   describe protocol behavior and external variables that an
   implementation must allow system administrators to change.  The
   specific variable names, how their values change, and how their
   settings influence protocol behavior are provided to demonstrate
   protocol behavior.  An implementation is not required to have them in
   the exact form described here, so long as its external behavior is
   consistent with that described in this document.

3.  Protocol Overview

   This protocol solves a set of problems related to the interaction
   between nodes attached to the same link.  It defines mechanisms for
   solving each of the following problems:

     Router Discovery: How hosts locate routers that reside on an
                attached link.

     Prefix Discovery: How hosts discover the set of address prefixes
                that define which destinations are on-link for an
                attached link.  (Nodes use prefixes to distinguish
                destinations that reside on-link from those only
                reachable through a router.)

     Parameter Discovery: How a node learns link parameters (such as the
                link MTU) or Internet parameters (such as the hop limit
                value) to place in outgoing packets.
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     Address Autoconfiguration: Introduces the mechanisms needed in
                order to allow nodes to configure an address for an
                interface in a stateless manner.  Stateless address
                autoconfiguration is specified in [ADDRCONF].



     Address resolution: How nodes determine the link-layer address of
                an on-link destination (e.g., a neighbor) given only the
                destination's IP address.

     Next-hop determination: The algorithm for mapping an IP destination
                address into the IP address of the neighbor to which
                traffic for the destination should be sent.  The next-
                hop can be a router or the destination itself.

     Neighbor Unreachability Detection: How nodes determine that a
                neighbor is no longer reachable.  For neighbors used as
                routers, alternate default routers can be tried.  For
                both routers and hosts, address resolution can be
                performed again.

     Duplicate Address Detection: How a node determines whether or not
                an address it wishes to use is already in use by another
                node.

     Redirect:  How a router informs a host of a better first-hop node
                to reach a particular destination.

   Neighbor Discovery defines five different ICMP packet types: A pair
   of Router Solicitation and Router Advertisement messages, a pair of
   Neighbor Solicitation and Neighbor Advertisements messages, and a
   Redirect message.  The messages serve the following purpose:

     Router Solicitation: When an interface becomes enabled, hosts may
                send out Router Solicitations that request routers to
                generate Router Advertisements immediately rather than
                at their next scheduled time.

     Router Advertisement: Routers advertise their presence together
                with various link and Internet parameters either
                periodically, or in response to a Router Solicitation
                message.  Router Advertisements contain prefixes that
                are used for determining whether another address shares
                the same link (on-link determination) and/or address
                configuration, a suggested hop limit value, etc.
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     Neighbor Solicitation: Sent by a node to determine the link-layer
                address of a neighbor, or to verify that a neighbor is
                still reachable via a cached link-layer address.
                Neighbor Solicitations are also used for Duplicate
                Address Detection.

     Neighbor Advertisement: A response to a Neighbor Solicitation
                message.  A node may also send unsolicited Neighbor
                Advertisements to announce a link-layer address change.



     Redirect:  Used by routers to inform hosts of a better first hop
                for a destination.

   On multicast-capable links, each router periodically multicasts a
   Router Advertisement packet announcing its availability.  A host
   receives Router Advertisements from all routers, building a list of
   default routers.  Routers generate Router Advertisements frequently
   enough that hosts will learn of their presence within a few minutes,
   but not frequently enough to rely on an absence of advertisements to
   detect router failure; a separate Neighbor Unreachability Detection
   algorithm provides failure detection.

   Router Advertisements contain a list of prefixes used for on-link
   determination and/or autonomous address configuration; flags
   associated with the prefixes specify the intended uses of a
   particular prefix.  Hosts use the advertised on-link prefixes to
   build and maintain a list that is used in deciding when a packet's
   destination is on-link or beyond a router.  Note that a destination
   can be on-link even though it is not covered by any advertised on-
   link prefix.  In such cases, a router can send a Redirect informing
   the sender that the destination is a neighbor.

   Router Advertisements (and per-prefix flags) allow routers to inform
   hosts how to perform Address Autoconfiguration.  For example, routers
   can specify whether hosts should use DHCPv6 and/or autonomous
   (stateless) address configuration.

   Router Advertisement messages also contain Internet parameters such
   as the hop limit that hosts should use in outgoing packets and,
   optionally, link parameters such as the link MTU.  This facilitates
   centralized administration of critical parameters that can be set on
   routers and automatically propagated to all attached hosts.

   Nodes accomplish address resolution by multicasting a Neighbor
   Solicitation that asks the target node to return its link-layer
   address.  Neighbor Solicitation messages are multicast to the
   solicited-node multicast address of the target address.  The target
   returns its link-layer address in a unicast Neighbor Advertisement
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   message.  A single request-response pair of packets is sufficient for
   both the initiator and the target to resolve each other's link-layer
   addresses; the initiator includes its link-layer address in the
   Neighbor Solicitation.

   Neighbor Solicitation messages can also be used to determine if more
   than one node has been assigned the same unicast address.  The use of
   Neighbor Solicitation messages for Duplicate Address Detection is
   specified in [ADDRCONF].

   Neighbor Unreachability Detection detects the failure of a neighbor
   or the failure of the forward path to the neighbor.  Doing so
   requires positive confirmation that packets sent to a neighbor are
   actually reaching that neighbor and being processed properly by its
   IP layer.  Neighbor Unreachability Detection uses confirmation from
   two sources.  When possible, upper-layer protocols provide a positive



   confirmation that a connection is making "forward progress", that is,
   previously sent data is known to have been delivered correctly (e.g.,
   new acknowledgments were received recently).  When positive
   confirmation is not forthcoming through such "hints", a node sends
   unicast Neighbor Solicitation messages that solicit Neighbor
   Advertisements as reachability confirmation from the next hop.  To
   reduce unnecessary network traffic, probe messages are only sent to
   neighbors to which the node is actively sending packets.

   In addition to addressing the above general problems, Neighbor
   Discovery also handles the following situations:

     Link-layer address change - A node that knows its link-layer
           address has changed can multicast a few (unsolicited)
           Neighbor Advertisement packets to all nodes to quickly update
           cached link-layer addresses that have become invalid.  Note
           that the sending of unsolicited advertisements is a
           performance enhancement only (e.g., unreliable).  The
           Neighbor Unreachability Detection algorithm ensures that all
           nodes will reliably discover the new address, though the
           delay may be somewhat longer.

     Inbound load balancing - Nodes with replicated interfaces may want
           to load balance the reception of incoming packets across
           multiple network interfaces on the same link.  Such nodes
           have multiple link-layer addresses assigned to the same
           interface.  For example, a single network driver could
           represent multiple network interface cards as a single
           logical interface having multiple link-layer addresses.
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           Neighbor Discovery allows a router to perform load balancing
           for traffic addressed to itself by allowing routers to omit
           the source link-layer address from Router Advertisement
           packets, thereby forcing neighbors to use Neighbor
           Solicitation messages to learn link-layer addresses of
           routers.  Returned Neighbor Advertisement messages can then
           contain link-layer addresses that differ depending on, e.g.,
           who issued the solicitation.  This specification does not
           define a mechanism that allows hosts to Load-balance incoming
           packets.  See [LD-SHRE].

     Anycast addresses - Anycast addresses identify one of a set of
           nodes providing an equivalent service, and multiple nodes on
           the same link may be configured to recognize the same anycast
           address.  Neighbor Discovery handles anycasts by having nodes
           expect to receive multiple Neighbor Advertisements for the
           same target.  All advertisements for anycast addresses are
           tagged as being non-Override advertisements.  A non-Override
           advertisement is one that does not update or replace the
           information sent by another advertisement.  These
           advertisements are discussed later in the context of Neighbor
           advertisement messages.  This invokes specific rules to



           determine which of potentially multiple advertisements should
           be used.

     Proxy advertisements - A node willing to accept packets on behalf
           of a target address that is unable to respond to Neighbor
           Solicitations can issue non-Override Neighbor Advertisements.
           Proxy advertisements are used by Mobile IPv6 Home Agents to
           defend mobile nodes' addresses when they move off-link.
           However, it is not intended as a general mechanism to handle
           nodes that, e.g., do not implement this protocol.

3.1.  Comparison with IPv4

   The IPv6 Neighbor Discovery protocol corresponds to a combination of
   the IPv4 protocols Address Resolution Protocol [ARP], ICMP Router
   Discovery [RDISC], and ICMP Redirect [ICMPv4].  In IPv4 there is no
   generally agreed upon protocol or mechanism for Neighbor
   Unreachability Detection, although the Hosts Requirements document
   [HR-CL] does specify some possible algorithms for Dead Gateway
   Detection (a subset of the problems Neighbor Unreachability Detection
   tackles).
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   The Neighbor Discovery protocol provides a multitude of improvements
   over the IPv4 set of protocols:

      Router Discovery is part of the base protocol set; there is no
      need for hosts to "snoop" the routing protocols.

      Router Advertisements carry link-layer addresses; no additional
      packet exchange is needed to resolve the router's link-layer
      address.

      Router Advertisements carry prefixes for a link; there is no need
      to have a separate mechanism to configure the "netmask".

      Router Advertisements enable Address Autoconfiguration.

      Routers can advertise an MTU for hosts to use on the link,
      ensuring that all nodes use the same MTU value on links lacking a
      well-defined MTU.

      Address resolution multicasts are "spread" over 16 million (2^24)
      multicast addresses, greatly reducing address-resolution-related
      interrupts on nodes other than the target.  Moreover, non-IPv6
      machines should not be interrupted at all.

      Redirects contain the link-layer address of the new first hop;
      separate address resolution is not needed upon receiving a
      redirect.



      Multiple prefixes can be associated with the same link.  By
      default, hosts learn all on-link prefixes from Router
      Advertisements.  However, routers may be configured to omit some
      or all prefixes from Router Advertisements.  In such cases hosts
      assume that destinations are off-link and send traffic to routers.
      A router can then issue redirects as appropriate.

      Unlike IPv4, the recipient of an IPv6 redirect assumes that the
      new next-hop is on-link.  In IPv4, a host ignores redirects
      specifying a next-hop that is not on-link according to the link's
      network mask.  The IPv6 redirect mechanism is analogous to the
      XRedirect facility specified in [SH-MEDIA].  It is expected to be
      useful on non-broadcast and shared media links in which it is
      undesirable or not possible for nodes to know all prefixes for
      on-link destinations.

      Neighbor Unreachability Detection is part of the base, which
      significantly improves the robustness of packet delivery in the
      presence of failing routers, partially failing or partitioned
      links, or nodes that change their link-layer addresses.  For
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      instance, mobile nodes can move off-link without losing any
      connectivity due to stale ARP caches.

      Unlike ARP, Neighbor Discovery detects half-link failures (using
      Neighbor Unreachability Detection) and avoids sending traffic to
      neighbors with which two-way connectivity is absent.

      Unlike in IPv4 Router Discovery, the Router Advertisement messages
      do not contain a preference field.  The preference field is not
      needed to handle routers of different "stability"; the Neighbor
      Unreachability Detection will detect dead routers and switch to a
      working one.

      The use of link-local addresses to uniquely identify routers (for
      Router Advertisement and Redirect messages) makes it possible for
      hosts to maintain the router associations in the event of the site
      renumbering to use new global prefixes.

      By setting the Hop Limit to 255, Neighbor Discovery is immune to
      off-link senders that accidentally or intentionally send ND
      messages.  In IPv4, off-link senders can send both ICMP Redirects
      and Router Advertisement messages.

      Placing address resolution at the ICMP layer makes the protocol
      more media-independent than ARP and makes it possible to use
      generic IP-layer authentication and security mechanisms as
      appropriate.

3.2.  Supported Link Types

   Neighbor Discovery supports links with different properties.  In the
   presence of certain properties, only a subset of the ND protocol
   mechanisms are fully specified in this document:



     point-to-point - Neighbor Discovery handles such links just like
                      multicast links.  (Multicast can be trivially
                      provided on point-to-point links, and interfaces
                      can be assigned link-local addresses.)

     multicast      - Neighbor Discovery operates over multicast capable
                      links as described in this document.

     non-broadcast multiple access (NBMA)
                    - Redirect, Neighbor Unreachability Detection and
                      next-hop determination should be implemented as
                      described in this document.  Address resolution,
                      and the mechanism for delivering Router
                      Solicitations and Advertisements on NBMA links are
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                      not specified in this document.  Note that if
                      hosts support manual configuration of a list of
                      default routers, hosts can dynamically acquire the
                      link-layer addresses for their neighbors from
                      Redirect messages.

     shared media   - The Redirect message is modeled after the
                      XRedirect message in [SH-MEDIA] in order to
                      simplify use of the protocol on shared media
                      links.

                      This specification does not address shared media
                      issues that only relate to routers, such as:

                       - How routers exchange reachability information
                         on a shared media link.

                       - How a router determines the link-layer address
                         of a host, which it needs to send redirect
                         messages to the host.

                       - How a router determines that it is the first-
                         hop router for a received packet.

                      The protocol is extensible (through the definition
                      of new options) so that other solutions might be
                      possible in the future.

     variable MTU   - Neighbor Discovery allows routers to specify an
                      MTU for the link, which all nodes then use.  All
                      nodes on a link must use the same MTU (or Maximum
                      Receive Unit) in order for multicast to work
                      properly.  Otherwise, when multicasting, a sender,
                      which can not know which nodes will receive the
                      packet, could not determine a minimum packet size
                      that all receivers can process (or Maximum Receive
                      Unit).

     asymmetric reachability
                    - Neighbor Discovery detects the absence of



                      symmetric reachability; a node avoids paths to a
                      neighbor with which it does not have symmetric
                      connectivity.

                      The Neighbor Unreachability Detection will
                      typically identify such half-links and the node
                      will refrain from using them.
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                      The protocol can presumably be extended in the
                      future to find viable paths in environments that
                      lack reflexive and transitive connectivity.

3.3.  Securing Neighbor Discovery Messages

   Neighbor Discovery messages are needed for various functions.
   Several functions are designed to allow hosts to ascertain the
   ownership of an address or the mapping between link-layer and IP-
   layer addresses.  Vulnerabilities related to Neighbor Discovery are
   discussed in Section 11.1.  A general solution for securing Neighbor
   Discovery is outside the scope of this specification and is discussed
   in [SEND].  However, Section 11.2 explains how and under which
   constraints IPsec Authentication Header (AH) or Encapsulating
   Security Payload (ESP) can be used to secure Neighbor Discovery.

4.  Message Formats

   This section introduces message formats for all messages used in this
   specification.

4.1.  Router Solicitation Message Format

   Hosts send Router Solicitations in order to prompt routers to
   generate Router Advertisements quickly.

      0                   1                   2                   3
      0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
     |     Type      |     Code      |          Checksum             |
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
     |                            Reserved                           |
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
     |   Options ...
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-

   IP Fields:

      Source Address
                     An IP address assigned to the sending interface, or
                     the unspecified address if no address is assigned
                     to the sending interface.

      Destination Address
                     Typically the all-routers multicast address.



      Hop Limit      255
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   ICMP Fields:

      Type           133

      Code           0

      Checksum       The ICMP checksum.  See [ICMPv6].

      Reserved       This field is unused.  It MUST be initialized to
                     zero by the sender and MUST be ignored by the
                     receiver.
   Valid Options:

      Source link-layer address The link-layer address of the sender, if
                     known.  MUST NOT be included if the Source Address
                     is the unspecified address.  Otherwise, it SHOULD
                     be included on link layers that have addresses.

      Future versions of this protocol may define new option types.
      Receivers MUST silently ignore any options they do not recognize
      and continue processing the message.

4.2.  Router Advertisement Message Format

   Routers send out Router Advertisement messages periodically, or in
   response to Router Solicitations.

      0                   1                   2                   3
      0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
     |     Type      |     Code      |          Checksum             |
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
     | Cur Hop Limit |M|O|  Reserved |       Router Lifetime         |
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
     |                         Reachable Time                        |
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
     |                          Retrans Timer                        |
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
     |   Options ...
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-

   IP Fields:

      Source Address
                     MUST be the link-local address assigned to the
                     interface from which this message is sent.
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      Destination Address
                     Typically the Source Address of an invoking Router
                     Solicitation or the all-nodes multicast address.

      Hop Limit      255

   ICMP Fields:

      Type           134

      Code           0

      Checksum       The ICMP checksum.  See [ICMPv6].

      Cur Hop Limit  8-bit unsigned integer.  The default value that
                     should be placed in the Hop Count field of the IP
                     header for outgoing IP packets.  A value of zero
                     means unspecified (by this router).

      M              1-bit "Managed address configuration" flag.  When
                     set, it indicates that addresses are available via
                     Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol [DHCPv6].

                     If the M flag is set, the O flag is redundant and
                     can be ignored because DHCPv6 will return all
                     available configuration information.

      O              1-bit "Other configuration" flag.  When set, it
                     indicates that other configuration information is
                     available via DHCPv6.  Examples of such information
                     are DNS-related information or information on other
                     servers within the network.

        Note: If neither M nor O flags are set, this indicates that no
        information is available via DHCPv6.

      Reserved       A 6-bit unused field.  It MUST be initialized to
                     zero by the sender and MUST be ignored by the
                     receiver.

      Router Lifetime
                     16-bit unsigned integer.  The lifetime associated
                     with the default router in units of seconds.  The
                     field can contain values up to 65535 and receivers
                     should handle any value, while the sending rules in
                     Section 6 limit the lifetime to 9000 seconds.  A
                     Lifetime of 0 indicates that the router is not a
                     default router and SHOULD NOT appear on the default
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                     router list.  The Router Lifetime applies only to
                     the router's usefulness as a default router; it



                     does not apply to information contained in other
                     message fields or options.  Options that need time
                     limits for their information include their own
                     lifetime fields.

      Reachable Time 32-bit unsigned integer.  The time, in
                     milliseconds, that a node assumes a neighbor is
                     reachable after having received a reachability
                     confirmation.  Used by the Neighbor Unreachability
                     Detection algorithm (see Section 7.3).  A value of
                     zero means unspecified (by this router).

      Retrans Timer  32-bit unsigned integer.  The time, in
                     milliseconds, between retransmitted Neighbor
                     Solicitation messages.  Used by address resolution
                     and the Neighbor Unreachability Detection algorithm
                     (see Sections 7.2 and 7.3).  A value of zero means
                     unspecified (by this router).

   Possible options:

      Source link-layer address
                     The link-layer address of the interface from which
                     the Router Advertisement is sent.  Only used on
                     link layers that have addresses.  A router MAY omit
                     this option in order to enable inbound load sharing
                     across multiple link-layer addresses.

      MTU            SHOULD be sent on links that have a variable MTU
                     (as specified in the document that describes how to
                     run IP over the particular link type).  MAY be sent
                     on other links.

      Prefix Information
                     These options specify the prefixes that are on-link
                     and/or are used for stateless address
                     autoconfiguration.  A router SHOULD include all its
                     on-link prefixes (except the link-local prefix) so
                     that multihomed hosts have complete prefix
                     information about on-link destinations for the
                     links to which they attach.  If complete
                     information is lacking, a host with multiple
                     interfaces may not be able to choose the correct
                     outgoing interface when sending traffic to its
                     neighbors.
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      Future versions of this protocol may define new option types.
      Receivers MUST silently ignore any options they do not recognize
      and continue processing the message.

4.3.  Neighbor Solicitation Message Format

   Nodes send Neighbor Solicitations to request the link-layer address
   of a target node while also providing their own link-layer address to



   the target.  Neighbor Solicitations are multicast when the node needs
   to resolve an address and unicast when the node seeks to verify the
   reachability of a neighbor.

      0                   1                   2                   3
      0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
     |     Type      |     Code      |          Checksum             |
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
     |                           Reserved                            |
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
     |                                                               |
     +                                                               +
     |                                                               |
     +                       Target Address                          +
     |                                                               |
     +                                                               +
     |                                                               |
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
     |   Options ...
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-

    IP Fields:

      Source Address
                     Either an address assigned to the interface from
                     which this message is sent or (if Duplicate Address
                     Detection is in progress [ADDRCONF]) the
                     unspecified address.
      Destination Address
                     Either the solicited-node multicast address
                     corresponding to the target address, or the target
                     address.
      Hop Limit      255

   ICMP Fields:

      Type           135

      Code           0
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      Checksum       The ICMP checksum.  See [ICMPv6].

      Reserved       This field is unused.  It MUST be initialized to
                     zero by the sender and MUST be ignored by the
                     receiver.

      Target Address The IP address of the target of the solicitation.
                     It MUST NOT be a multicast address.

   Possible options:

      Source link-layer address
                     The link-layer address for the sender.  MUST NOT be
                     included when the source IP address is the



                     unspecified address.  Otherwise, on link layers
                     that have addresses this option MUST be included in
                     multicast solicitations and SHOULD be included in
                     unicast solicitations.

      Future versions of this protocol may define new option types.
      Receivers MUST silently ignore any options they do not recognize
      and continue processing the message.

4.4.  Neighbor Advertisement Message Format

   A node sends Neighbor Advertisements in response to Neighbor
   Solicitations and sends unsolicited Neighbor Advertisements in order
   to (unreliably) propagate new information quickly.

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |     Type      |     Code      |          Checksum             |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |R|S|O|                     Reserved                            |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                                                               |
      +                                                               +
      |                                                               |
      +                       Target Address                          +
      |                                                               |
      +                                                               +
      |                                                               |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |   Options ...
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
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   IP Fields:

      Source Address
                     An address assigned to the interface from which the
                     advertisement is sent.
      Destination Address
                     For solicited advertisements, the Source Address of
                     an invoking Neighbor Solicitation or, if the
                     solicitation's Source Address is the unspecified
                     address, the all-nodes multicast address.

                     For unsolicited advertisements typically the all-
                     nodes multicast address.

      Hop Limit      255

   ICMP Fields:

      Type           136



      Code           0

      Checksum       The ICMP checksum.  See [ICMPv6].

      R              Router flag.  When set, the R-bit indicates that
                     the sender is a router.  The R-bit is used by
                     Neighbor Unreachability Detection to detect a
                     router that changes to a host.

      S              Solicited flag.  When set, the S-bit indicates that
                     the advertisement was sent in response to a
                     Neighbor Solicitation from the Destination address.
                     The S-bit is used as a reachability confirmation
                     for Neighbor Unreachability Detection.  It MUST NOT
                     be set in multicast advertisements or in
                     unsolicited unicast advertisements.

      O              Override flag.  When set, the O-bit indicates that
                     the advertisement should override an existing cache
                     entry and update the cached link-layer address.
                     When it is not set the advertisement will not
                     update a cached link-layer address though it will
                     update an existing Neighbor Cache entry for which
                     no link-layer address is known.  It SHOULD NOT be
                     set in solicited advertisements for anycast
                     addresses and in solicited proxy advertisements.
                     It SHOULD be set in other solicited advertisements
                     and in unsolicited advertisements.
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      Reserved       29-bit unused field.  It MUST be initialized to
                     zero by the sender and MUST be ignored by the
                     receiver.

      Target Address
                     For solicited advertisements, the Target Address
                     field in the Neighbor Solicitation message that
                     prompted this advertisement.  For an unsolicited
                     advertisement, the address whose link-layer address
                     has changed.  The Target Address MUST NOT be a
                     multicast address.

   Possible options:

      Target link-layer address
                     The link-layer address for the target, i.e., the
                     sender of the advertisement.  This option MUST be
                     included on link layers that have addresses when
                     responding to multicast solicitations.  When
                     responding to a unicast Neighbor Solicitation this
                     option SHOULD be included.

                     The option MUST be included for multicast
                     solicitations in order to avoid infinite Neighbor
                     Solicitation "recursion" when the peer node does
                     not have a cache entry to return a Neighbor



                     Advertisements message.  When responding to unicast
                     solicitations, the option can be omitted since the
                     sender of the solicitation has the correct link-
                     layer address; otherwise, it would not be able to
                     send the unicast solicitation in the first place.
                     However, including the link-layer address in this
                     case adds little overhead and eliminates a
                     potential race condition where the sender deletes
                     the cached link-layer address prior to receiving a
                     response to a previous solicitation.

      Future versions of this protocol may define new option types.
      Receivers MUST silently ignore any options they do not recognize
      and continue processing the message.
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4.5.  Redirect Message Format

   Routers send Redirect packets to inform a host of a better first-hop
   node on the path to a destination.  Hosts can be redirected to a
   better first-hop router but can also be informed by a redirect that
   the destination is in fact a neighbor.  The latter is accomplished by
   setting the ICMP Target Address equal to the ICMP Destination
   Address.

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |     Type      |     Code      |          Checksum             |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                           Reserved                            |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                                                               |
      +                                                               +
      |                                                               |
      +                       Target Address                          +
      |                                                               |
      +                                                               +
      |                                                               |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                                                               |
      +                                                               +
      |                                                               |
      +                     Destination Address                       +
      |                                                               |
      +                                                               +
      |                                                               |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+



      |   Options ...
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-

   IP Fields:

      Source Address
                     MUST be the link-local address assigned to the
                     interface from which this message is sent.

     Destination Address
                     The Source Address of the packet that triggered the
                     redirect.

      Hop Limit      255
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   ICMP Fields:

      Type           137

      Code           0

      Checksum       The ICMP checksum.  See [ICMPv6].

      Reserved       This field is unused.  It MUST be initialized to
                     zero by the sender and MUST be ignored by the
                     receiver.

      Target Address
                     An IP address that is a better first hop to use for
                     the ICMP Destination Address.  When the target is
                     the actual endpoint of communication, i.e., the
                     destination is a neighbor, the Target Address field
                     MUST contain the same value as the ICMP Destination
                     Address field.  Otherwise, the target is a better
                     first-hop router and the Target Address MUST be the
                     router's link-local address so that hosts can
                     uniquely identify routers.

      Destination Address
                     The IP address of the destination that is
                     redirected to the target.

   Possible options:

      Target link-layer address
                     The link-layer address for the target.  It SHOULD
                     be included (if known).  Note that on NBMA links,
                     hosts may rely on the presence of the Target Link-
                     Layer Address option in Redirect messages as the
                     means for determining the link-layer addresses of
                     neighbors.  In such cases, the option MUST be
                     included in Redirect messages.



      Redirected Header
                     As much as possible of the IP packet that triggered
                     the sending of the Redirect without making the
                     redirect packet exceed the minimum MTU specified in
                     [IPv6].
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4.6.  Option Formats

   Neighbor Discovery messages include zero or more options, some of
   which may appear multiple times in the same message.  Options should
   be padded when necessary to ensure that they end on their natural
   64-bit boundaries.  All options are of the form:

        0                   1                   2                   3
        0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |     Type      |    Length     |              ...              |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       ~                              ...                              ~
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Fields:

      Type           8-bit identifier of the type of option.  The
                     options defined in this document are:

                           Option Name                             Type

                        Source Link-Layer Address                    1
                        Target Link-Layer Address                    2
                        Prefix Information                           3
                        Redirected Header                            4
                        MTU                                          5

      Length         8-bit unsigned integer.  The length of the option
                     (including the type and length fields) in units of
                     8 octets.  The value 0 is invalid.  Nodes MUST
                     silently discard an ND packet that contains an
                     option with length zero.

4.6.1.  Source/Target Link-layer Address

      0                   1                   2                   3
      0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
     |     Type      |    Length     |    Link-Layer Address ...
     +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Fields:



      Type
                     1 for Source Link-layer Address
                     2 for Target Link-layer Address
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      Length         The length of the option (including the type and
                     length fields) in units of 8 octets.  For example,
                     the length for IEEE 802 addresses is 1
                     [IPv6-ETHER].

      Link-Layer Address
                     The variable length link-layer address.

                     The content and format of this field (including
                     byte and bit ordering) is expected to be specified
                     in specific documents that describe how IPv6
                     operates over different link layers.  For instance,
                     [IPv6-ETHER].

   Description
                     The Source Link-Layer Address option contains the
                     link-layer address of the sender of the packet.  It
                     is used in the Neighbor Solicitation, Router
                     Solicitation, and Router Advertisement packets.

                     The Target Link-Layer Address option contains the
                     link-layer address of the target.  It is used in
                     Neighbor Advertisement and Redirect packets.

                     These options MUST be silently ignored for other
                     Neighbor Discovery messages.

4.6.2.  Prefix Information

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |     Type      |    Length     | Prefix Length |L|A| Reserved1 |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                         Valid Lifetime                        |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                       Preferred Lifetime                      |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                           Reserved2                           |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                                                               |
      +                                                               +
      |                                                               |
      +                            Prefix                             +
      |                                                               |
      +                                                               +
      |                                                               |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
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   Fields:

      Type           3

      Length         4

      Prefix Length  8-bit unsigned integer.  The number of leading bits
                     in the Prefix that are valid.  The value ranges
                     from 0 to 128.  The prefix length field provides
                     necessary information for on-link determination
                     (when combined with the L flag in the prefix
                     information option).  It also assists with address
                     autoconfiguration as specified in [ADDRCONF], for
                     which there may be more restrictions on the prefix
                     length.

      L              1-bit on-link flag.  When set, indicates that this
                     prefix can be used for on-link determination.  When
                     not set the advertisement makes no statement about
                     on-link or off-link properties of the prefix.  In
                     other words, if the L flag is not set a host MUST
                     NOT conclude that an address derived from the
                     prefix is off-link.  That is, it MUST NOT update a
                     previous indication that the address is on-link.

      A              1-bit autonomous address-configuration flag.  When
                     set indicates that this prefix can be used for
                     stateless address configuration as specified in
                     [ADDRCONF].

      Reserved1      6-bit unused field.  It MUST be initialized to zero
                     by the sender and MUST be ignored by the receiver.

      Valid Lifetime
                     32-bit unsigned integer.  The length of time in
                     seconds (relative to the time the packet is sent)
                     that the prefix is valid for the purpose of on-link
                     determination.  A value of all one bits
                     (0xffffffff) represents infinity.  The Valid
                     Lifetime is also used by [ADDRCONF].

      Preferred Lifetime
                     32-bit unsigned integer.  The length of time in
                     seconds (relative to the time the packet is sent)
                     that addresses generated from the prefix via
                     stateless address autoconfiguration remain
                     preferred [ADDRCONF].  A value of all one bits
                     (0xffffffff) represents infinity.  See [ADDRCONF].
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                     Note that the value of this field MUST NOT exceed
                     the Valid Lifetime field to avoid preferring
                     addresses that are no longer valid.

      Reserved2      This field is unused.  It MUST be initialized to
                     zero by the sender and MUST be ignored by the
                     receiver.

      Prefix         An IP address or a prefix of an IP address.  The
                     Prefix Length field contains the number of valid
                     leading bits in the prefix.  The bits in the prefix
                     after the prefix length are reserved and MUST be
                     initialized to zero by the sender and ignored by
                     the receiver.  A router SHOULD NOT send a prefix
                     option for the link-local prefix and a host SHOULD
                     ignore such a prefix option.

   Description
                     The Prefix Information option provide hosts with
                     on-link prefixes and prefixes for Address
                     Autoconfiguration.  The Prefix Information option
                     appears in Router Advertisement packets and MUST be
                     silently ignored for other messages.

4.6.3.  Redirected Header

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |     Type      |    Length     |            Reserved           |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                           Reserved                            |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                                                               |
      ~                       IP header + data                        ~
      |                                                               |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Fields:

      Type           4

      Length         The length of the option in units of 8 octets.

      Reserved       These fields are unused.  They MUST be initialized
                     to zero by the sender and MUST be ignored by the
                     receiver.
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      IP header + data
                     The original packet truncated to ensure that the
                     size of the redirect message does not exceed the
                     minimum MTU required to support IPv6 as specified
                     in [IPv6].



   Description
                     The Redirected Header option is used in Redirect
                     messages and contains all or part of the packet
                     that is being redirected.

                     This option MUST be silently ignored for other
                     Neighbor Discovery messages.

4.6.4.  MTU

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |     Type      |    Length     |           Reserved            |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                              MTU                              |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Fields:

      Type           5

      Length         1

      Reserved       This field is unused.  It MUST be initialized to
                     zero by the sender and MUST be ignored by the
                     receiver.

      MTU            32-bit unsigned integer.  The recommended MTU for
                     the link.

   Description
                     The MTU option is used in Router Advertisement
                     messages to ensure that all nodes on a link use the
                     same MTU value in those cases where the link MTU is
                     not well known.

                     This option MUST be silently ignored for other
                     Neighbor Discovery messages.
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                     In configurations in which heterogeneous
                     technologies are bridged together, the maximum
                     supported MTU may differ from one segment to
                     another.  If the bridges do not generate ICMP
                     Packet Too Big messages, communicating nodes will
                     be unable to use Path MTU to dynamically determine
                     the appropriate MTU on a per-neighbor basis.  In
                     such cases, routers can be configured to use the
                     MTU option to specify the maximum MTU value that is
                     supported by all segments.

5.  Conceptual Model of a Host



   This section describes a conceptual model of one possible data
   structure organization that hosts (and, to some extent, routers) will
   maintain in interacting with neighboring nodes.  The described
   organization is provided to facilitate the explanation of how the
   Neighbor Discovery protocol should behave.  This document does not
   mandate that implementations adhere to this model as long as their
   external behavior is consistent with that described in this document.

   This model is only concerned with the aspects of host behavior
   directly related to Neighbor Discovery.  In particular, it does not
   concern itself with such issues as source address selection or the
   selecting of an outgoing interface on a multihomed host.

5.1.  Conceptual Data Structures

   Hosts will need to maintain the following pieces of information for
   each interface:

      Neighbor Cache
                   - A set of entries about individual neighbors to
                     which traffic has been sent recently.  Entries are
                     keyed on the neighbor's on-link unicast IP address
                     and contain such information as its link-layer
                     address, a flag indicating whether the neighbor is
                     a router or a host (called IsRouter in this
                     document), a pointer to any queued packets waiting
                     for address resolution to complete, etc.  A
                     Neighbor Cache entry also contains information used
                     by the Neighbor Unreachability Detection algorithm,
                     including the reachability state, the number of
                     unanswered probes, and the time the next Neighbor
                     Unreachability Detection event is scheduled to take
                     place.
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      Destination Cache
                   - A set of entries about destinations to which
                     traffic has been sent recently.  The Destination
                     Cache includes both on-link and off-link
                     destinations and provides a level of indirection
                     into the Neighbor Cache; the Destination Cache maps
                     a destination IP address to the IP address of the
                     next-hop neighbor.  This cache is updated with
                     information learned from Redirect messages.
                     Implementations may find it convenient to store
                     additional information not directly related to
                     Neighbor Discovery in Destination Cache entries,
                     such as the Path MTU (PMTU) and round-trip timers
                     maintained by transport protocols.

      Prefix List  - A list of the prefixes that define a set of
                     addresses that are on-link.  Prefix List entries
                     are created from information received in Router



                     Advertisements.  Each entry has an associated
                     invalidation timer value (extracted from the
                     advertisement) used to expire prefixes when they
                     become invalid.  A special "infinity" timer value
                     specifies that a prefix remains valid forever,
                     unless a new (finite) value is received in a
                     subsequent advertisement.

                     The link-local prefix is considered to be on the
                     prefix list with an infinite invalidation timer
                     regardless of whether routers are advertising a
                     prefix for it.  Received Router Advertisements
                     SHOULD NOT modify the invalidation timer for the
                     link-local prefix.

      Default Router List
                   - A list of routers to which packets may be sent.
                     Router list entries point to entries in the
                     Neighbor Cache; the algorithm for selecting a
                     default router favors routers known to be reachable
                     over those whose reachability is suspect.  Each
                     entry also has an associated invalidation timer
                     value (extracted from Router Advertisements) used
                     to delete entries that are no longer advertised.
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   Note that the above conceptual data structures can be implemented
   using a variety of techniques.  One possible implementation is to use
   a single longest-match routing table for all of the above data
   structures.  Regardless of the specific implementation, it is
   critical that the Neighbor Cache entry for a router is shared by all
   Destination Cache entries using that router in order to prevent
   redundant Neighbor Unreachability Detection probes.

   Note also that other protocols (e.g., Mobile IPv6) might add
   additional conceptual data structures.  An implementation is at
   liberty to implement such data structures in any way it pleases.  For
   example, an implementation could merge all conceptual data structures
   into a single routing table.

   The Neighbor Cache contains information maintained by the Neighbor
   Unreachability Detection algorithm.  A key piece of information is a
   neighbor's reachability state, which is one of five possible values.
   The following definitions are informal; precise definitions can be
   found in Section 7.3.2.

      INCOMPLETE  Address resolution is in progress and the link-layer
                  address of the neighbor has not yet been determined.

      REACHABLE   Roughly speaking, the neighbor is known to have been



                  reachable recently (within tens of seconds ago).

      STALE       The neighbor is no longer known to be reachable but
                  until traffic is sent to the neighbor, no attempt
                  should be made to verify its reachability.

      DELAY       The neighbor is no longer known to be reachable, and
                  traffic has recently been sent to the neighbor.
                  Rather than probe the neighbor immediately, however,
                  delay sending probes for a short while in order to
                  give upper-layer protocols a chance to provide
                  reachability confirmation.

      PROBE       The neighbor is no longer known to be reachable, and
                  unicast Neighbor Solicitation probes are being sent to
                  verify reachability.
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5.2.  Conceptual Sending Algorithm

   When sending a packet to a destination, a node uses a combination of
   the Destination Cache, the Prefix List, and the Default Router List
   to determine the IP address of the appropriate next hop, an operation
   known as "next-hop determination".  Once the IP address of the next
   hop is known, the Neighbor Cache is consulted for link-layer
   information about that neighbor.

   Next-hop determination for a given unicast destination operates as
   follows.  The sender performs a longest prefix match against the
   Prefix List to determine whether the packet's destination is on- or
   off-link.  If the destination is on-link, the next-hop address is the
   same as the packet's destination address.  Otherwise, the sender
   selects a router from the Default Router List (following the rules
   described in Section 6.3.6).

   For efficiency reasons, next-hop determination is not performed on
   every packet that is sent.  Instead, the results of next-hop
   determination computations are saved in the Destination Cache (which
   also contains updates learned from Redirect messages).  When the
   sending node has a packet to send, it first examines the Destination
   Cache.  If no entry exists for the destination, next-hop
   determination is invoked to create a Destination Cache entry.

   Once the IP address of the next-hop node is known, the sender
   examines the Neighbor Cache for link-layer information about that
   neighbor.  If no entry exists, the sender creates one, sets its state
   to INCOMPLETE, initiates Address Resolution, and then queues the data
   packet pending completion of address resolution.  For multicast-



   capable interfaces Address Resolution consists of sending a Neighbor
   Solicitation message and waiting for a Neighbor Advertisement.  When
   a Neighbor Advertisement response is received, the link-layer
   addresses is entered in the Neighbor Cache entry and the queued
   packet is transmitted.  The address resolution mechanism is described
   in detail in Section 7.2.

   For multicast packets, the next-hop is always the (multicast)
   destination address and is considered to be on-link.  The procedure
   for determining the link-layer address corresponding to a given IP
   multicast address can be found in a separate document that covers
   operating IP over a particular link type (e.g., [IPv6-ETHER]).
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   Each time a Neighbor Cache entry is accessed while transmitting a
   unicast packet, the sender checks Neighbor Unreachability Detection
   related information according to the Neighbor Unreachability
   Detection algorithm (Section 7.3).  This unreachability check might
   result in the sender transmitting a unicast Neighbor Solicitation to
   verify that the neighbor is still reachable.

   Next-hop determination is done the first time traffic is sent to a
   destination.  As long as subsequent communication to that destination
   proceeds successfully, the Destination Cache entry continues to be
   used.  If at some point communication ceases to proceed, as
   determined by the Neighbor Unreachability Detection algorithm, next-
   hop determination may need to be performed again.  For example,
   traffic through a failed router should be switched to a working
   router.  Likewise, it may be possible to reroute traffic destined for
   a mobile node to a "mobility agent".

   Note that when a node redoes next-hop determination there is no need
   to discard the complete Destination Cache entry.  In fact, it is
   generally beneficial to retain such cached information as the PMTU
   and round-trip timer values that may also be kept in the Destination
   Cache entry.

   Routers and multihomed hosts have multiple interfaces.  The remainder
   of this document assumes that all sent and received Neighbor
   Discovery messages refer to the interface of appropriate context.
   For example, when responding to a Router Solicitation, the
   corresponding Router Advertisement is sent out the interface on which
   the solicitation was received.

5.3.  Garbage Collection and Timeout Requirements

   The conceptual data structures described above use different
   mechanisms for discarding potentially stale or unused information.

   From the perspective of correctness, there is no need to periodically



   purge Destination and Neighbor Cache entries.  Although stale
   information can potentially remain in the cache indefinitely, the
   Neighbor Unreachability Detection algorithm ensures that stale
   information is purged quickly if it is actually being used.

   To limit the storage needed for the Destination and Neighbor Caches,
   a node may need to garbage-collect old entries.  However, care must
   be taken to ensure that sufficient space is always present to hold
   the working set of active entries.  A small cache may result in an
   excessive number of Neighbor Discovery messages if entries are
   discarded and rebuilt in quick succession.  Any Least Recently Used
   (LRU)-based policy that only reclaims entries that have not been used
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   in some time (e.g., ten minutes or more) should be adequate for
   garbage-collecting unused entries.

   A node should retain entries in the Default Router List and the
   Prefix List until their lifetimes expire.  However, a node may
   garbage-collect entries prematurely if it is low on memory.  If not
   all routers are kept on the Default Router list, a node should retain
   at least two entries in the Default Router List (and preferably more)
   in order to maintain robust connectivity for off-link destinations.

   When removing an entry from the Prefix List, there is no need to
   purge any entries from the Destination or Neighbor Caches.  Neighbor
   Unreachability Detection will efficiently purge any entries in these
   caches that have become invalid.  When removing an entry from the
   Default Router List, however, any entries in the Destination Cache
   that go through that router must perform next-hop determination again
   to select a new default router.

6.  Router and Prefix Discovery

   This section describes router and host behavior related to the Router
   Discovery portion of Neighbor Discovery.  Router Discovery is used to
   locate neighboring routers as well as learn prefixes and
   configuration parameters related to stateless address
   autoconfiguration.

   Prefix Discovery is the process through which hosts learn the ranges
   of IP addresses that reside on-link and can be reached directly
   without going through a router.  Routers send Router Advertisements
   that indicate whether the sender is willing to be a default router.
   Router Advertisements also contain Prefix Information options that
   list the set of prefixes that identify on-link IP addresses.

   Stateless Address Autoconfiguration must also obtain subnet prefixes
   as part of configuring addresses.  Although the prefixes used for
   address autoconfiguration are logically distinct from those used for
   on-link determination, autoconfiguration information is piggybacked
   on Router Discovery messages to reduce network traffic.  Indeed, the
   same prefixes can be advertised for on-link determination and address
   autoconfiguration by specifying the appropriate flags in the Prefix
   Information options.  See [ADDRCONF] for details on how
   autoconfiguration information is processed.
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6.1.  Message Validation

6.1.1.  Validation of Router Solicitation Messages

   Hosts MUST silently discard any received Router Solicitation
   Messages.

   A router MUST silently discard any received Router Solicitation
   messages that do not satisfy all of the following validity checks:

      - The IP Hop Limit field has a value of 255, i.e., the packet
        could not possibly have been forwarded by a router.

      - ICMP Checksum is valid.

      - ICMP Code is 0.

      - ICMP length (derived from the IP length) is 8 or more octets.

      - All included options have a length that is greater than zero.

      - If the IP source address is the unspecified address, there is no
        source link-layer address option in the message.

   The contents of the Reserved field, and of any unrecognized options,
   MUST be ignored.  Future, backward-compatible changes to the protocol
   may specify the contents of the Reserved field or add new options;
   backward-incompatible changes may use different Code values.

   The contents of any defined options that are not specified to be used
   with Router Solicitation messages MUST be ignored and the packet
   processed as normal.  The only defined option that may appear is the
   Source Link-Layer Address option.

   A solicitation that passes the validity checks is called a "valid
   solicitation".

6.1.2.  Validation of Router Advertisement Messages

   A node MUST silently discard any received Router Advertisement
   messages that do not satisfy all of the following validity checks:

      - IP Source Address is a link-local address.  Routers must use
        their link-local address as the source for Router Advertisement
        and Redirect messages so that hosts can uniquely identify
        routers.
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      - The IP Hop Limit field has a value of 255, i.e., the packet
        could not possibly have been forwarded by a router.

      - ICMP Checksum is valid.

      - ICMP Code is 0.

      - ICMP length (derived from the IP length) is 16 or more octets.

      - All included options have a length that is greater than zero.

   The contents of the Reserved field, and of any unrecognized options,
   MUST be ignored.  Future, backward-compatible changes to the protocol
   may specify the contents of the Reserved field or add new options;
   backward-incompatible changes may use different Code values.

   The contents of any defined options that are not specified to be used
   with Router Advertisement messages MUST be ignored and the packet
   processed as normal.  The only defined options that may appear are
   the Source Link-Layer Address, Prefix Information and MTU options.

   An advertisement that passes the validity checks is called a "valid
   advertisement".

6.2.  Router Specification

6.2.1.  Router Configuration Variables

   A router MUST allow for the following conceptual variables to be
   configured by system management.  The specific variable names are
   used for demonstration purposes only, and an implementation is not
   required to have them, so long as its external behavior is consistent
   with that described in this document.  Default values are specified
   to simplify configuration in common cases.

   The default values for some of the variables listed below may be
   overridden by specific documents that describe how IPv6 operates over
   different link layers.  This rule simplifies the configuration of
   Neighbor Discovery over link types with widely differing performance
   characteristics.
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   For each interface:

      IsRouter       A flag indicating whether routing is enabled on
                     this interface.  Enabling routing on the interface
                     would imply that a router can forward packets to or
                     from the interface.

                     Default: FALSE

      AdvSendAdvertisements
                     A flag indicating whether or not the router sends
                     periodic Router Advertisements and responds to
                     Router Solicitations.

                     Default: FALSE

                     Note that AdvSendAdvertisements MUST be FALSE by
                     default so that a node will not accidentally start
                     acting as a router unless it is explicitly
                     configured by system management to send Router
                     Advertisements.

      MaxRtrAdvInterval
                     The maximum time allowed between sending
                     unsolicited multicast Router Advertisements from
                     the interface, in seconds.  MUST be no less than 4
                     seconds and no greater than 1800 seconds.

                     Default: 600 seconds

      MinRtrAdvInterval
                     The minimum time allowed between sending
                     unsolicited multicast Router Advertisements from
                     the interface, in seconds.  MUST be no less than 3
                     seconds and no greater than .75 *
                     MaxRtrAdvInterval.

                     Default: 0.33 * MaxRtrAdvInterval If
                     MaxRtrAdvInterval >= 9 seconds; otherwise, the
                     Default is MaxRtrAdvInterval.

      AdvManagedFlag
                     The TRUE/FALSE value to be placed in the "Managed
                     address configuration" flag field in the Router
                     Advertisement.  See [ADDRCONF].

                     Default: FALSE
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      AdvOtherConfigFlag
                     The TRUE/FALSE value to be placed in the "Other
                     configuration" flag field in the Router
                     Advertisement.  See [ADDRCONF].



                     Default: FALSE

      AdvLinkMTU     The value to be placed in MTU options sent by the
                     router.  A value of zero indicates that no MTU
                     options are sent.

                     Default: 0

      AdvReachableTime
                     The value to be placed in the Reachable Time field
                     in the Router Advertisement messages sent by the
                     router.  The value zero means unspecified (by this
                     router).  MUST be no greater than 3,600,000
                     milliseconds (1 hour).

                     Default: 0

      AdvRetransTimer The value to be placed in the Retrans Timer field
                     in the Router Advertisement messages sent by the
                     router.  The value zero means unspecified (by this
                     router).

                     Default: 0

      AdvCurHopLimit
                     The default value to be placed in the Cur Hop Limit
                     field in the Router Advertisement messages sent by
                     the router.  The value should be set to the current
                     diameter of the Internet.  The value zero means
                     unspecified (by this router).

                     Default:  The value specified in the "Assigned
                     Numbers" [ASSIGNED] that was in effect at the time
                     of implementation.
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      AdvDefaultLifetime
                     The value to be placed in the Router Lifetime field
                     of Router Advertisements sent from the interface,
                     in seconds.  MUST be either zero or between
                     MaxRtrAdvInterval and 9000 seconds.  A value of
                     zero indicates that the router is not to be used as
                     a default router.  These limits may be overridden
                     by specific documents that describe how IPv6
                     operates over different link layers.  For instance,
                     in a point-to-point link the peers may have enough



                     information about the number and status of devices
                     at the other end so that advertisements are needed
                     less frequently.

                     Default: 3 * MaxRtrAdvInterval

      AdvPrefixList
                     A list of prefixes to be placed in Prefix
                     Information options in Router Advertisement
                     messages sent from the interface.

                     Default: all prefixes that the router advertises
                     via routing protocols as being on-link for the
                     interface from which the advertisement is sent.
                     The link-local prefix SHOULD NOT be included in the
                     list of advertised prefixes.

                     Each prefix has an associated:

                        AdvValidLifetime
                             The value to be placed in the Valid
                             Lifetime in the Prefix Information option,
                             in seconds.  The designated value of all
                             1's (0xffffffff) represents infinity.
                             Implementations MAY allow AdvValidLifetime
                             to be specified in two ways:

                               - a time that decrements in real time,
                                 that is, one that will result in a
                                 Lifetime of zero at the specified time
                                 in the future, or

                               - a fixed time that stays the same in
                                 consecutive advertisements.

                             Default: 2592000 seconds (30 days), fixed
                             (i.e., stays the same in consecutive
                             advertisements).
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                        AdvOnLinkFlag
                             The value to be placed in the on-link flag
                             ("L-bit") field in the Prefix Information
                             option.

                             Default: TRUE

                   Stateless address configuration [ADDRCONF] defines
                   additional information associated with each of the
                   prefixes:

                        AdvPreferredLifetime
                             The value to be placed in the Preferred
                             Lifetime in the Prefix Information option,
                             in seconds.  The designated value of all
                             1's (0xffffffff) represents infinity.  See



                             [ADDRCONF] for details on how this value is
                             used.  Implementations MAY allow
                             AdvPreferredLifetime to be specified in two
                             ways:

                               - a time that decrements in real time,
                                 that is, one that will result in a
                                 Lifetime of zero at a specified time in
                                 the future, or

                               - a fixed time that stays the same in
                                 consecutive advertisements.

                             Default: 604800 seconds (7 days), fixed
                             (i.e., stays the same in consecutive
                             advertisements).  This value MUST NOT be
                             larger than AdvValidLifetime.

                        AdvAutonomousFlag
                             The value to be placed in the Autonomous
                             Flag field in the Prefix Information
                             option.  See [ADDRCONF].

                             Default: TRUE

   The above variables contain information that is placed in outgoing
   Router Advertisement messages.  Hosts use the received information to
   initialize a set of analogous variables that control their external
   behavior (see Section 6.3.2).  Some of these host variables (e.g.,
   CurHopLimit, RetransTimer, and ReachableTime) apply to all nodes
   including routers.  In practice, these variables may not actually be
   present on routers, since their contents can be derived from the
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   variables described above.  However, external router behavior MUST be
   the same as host behavior with respect to these variables.  In
   particular, this includes the occasional randomization of the
   ReachableTime value as described in Section 6.3.2.

   Protocol constants are defined in Section 10.

6.2.2.  Becoming an Advertising Interface

   The term "advertising interface" refers to any functioning and
   enabled interface that has at least one unicast IP address assigned
   to it and whose corresponding AdvSendAdvertisements flag is TRUE.  A
   router MUST NOT send Router Advertisements out any interface that is
   not an advertising interface.

   An interface may become an advertising interface at times other than
   system startup.  For example:

      - changing the AdvSendAdvertisements flag on an enabled interface
        from FALSE to TRUE, or

      - administratively enabling the interface, if it had been



        administratively disabled, and its AdvSendAdvertisements flag is
        TRUE, or

      - enabling IP forwarding capability (i.e., changing the system
        from being a host to being a router), when the interface's
        AdvSendAdvertisements flag is TRUE.

   A router MUST join the all-routers multicast address on an
   advertising interface.  Routers respond to Router Solicitations sent
   to the all-routers address and verify the consistency of Router
   Advertisements sent by neighboring routers.

6.2.3.  Router Advertisement Message Content

   A router sends periodic as well as solicited Router Advertisements
   out its advertising interfaces.  Outgoing Router Advertisements are
   filled with the following values consistent with the message format
   given in Section 4.2:

      - In the Router Lifetime field: the interface's configured
        AdvDefaultLifetime.

      - In the M and O flags: the interface's configured AdvManagedFlag
        and AdvOtherConfigFlag, respectively.
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      - In the Cur Hop Limit field: the interface's configured
        CurHopLimit.

      - In the Reachable Time field: the interface's configured
        AdvReachableTime.

      - In the Retrans Timer field: the interface's configured
        AdvRetransTimer.

      - In the options:

           o Source Link-Layer Address option: link-layer address of the
             sending interface.  This option MAY be omitted to
             facilitate in-bound load balancing over replicated
             interfaces.

           o MTU option: the interface's configured AdvLinkMTU value if
             the value is non-zero.  If AdvLinkMTU is zero, the MTU
             option is not sent.

           o Prefix Information options: one Prefix Information option
             for each prefix listed in AdvPrefixList with the option
             fields set from the information in the AdvPrefixList entry
             as follows:

                - In the "on-link" flag: the entry's AdvOnLinkFlag.

                - In the Valid Lifetime field: the entry's



                  AdvValidLifetime.

                - In the "Autonomous address configuration" flag: the
                  entry's AdvAutonomousFlag.

                - In the Preferred Lifetime field: the entry's
                  AdvPreferredLifetime.

   A router might want to send Router Advertisements without advertising
   itself as a default router.  For instance, a router might advertise
   prefixes for stateless address autoconfiguration while not wishing to
   forward packets.  Such a router sets the Router Lifetime field in
   outgoing advertisements to zero.

   A router MAY choose not to include some or all options when sending
   unsolicited Router Advertisements.  For example, if prefix lifetimes
   are much longer than AdvDefaultLifetime, including them every few
   advertisements may be sufficient.  However, when responding to a
   Router Solicitation or while sending the first few initial
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   unsolicited advertisements, a router SHOULD include all options so
   that all information (e.g., prefixes) is propagated quickly during
   system initialization.

   If including all options causes the size of an advertisement to
   exceed the link MTU, multiple advertisements can be sent, each
   containing a subset of the options.

6.2.4.  Sending Unsolicited Router Advertisements

   A host MUST NOT send Router Advertisement messages at any time.

   Unsolicited Router Advertisements are not strictly periodic: the
   interval between subsequent transmissions is randomized to reduce the
   probability of synchronization with the advertisements from other
   routers on the same link [SYNC].  Each advertising interface has its
   own timer.  Whenever a multicast advertisement is sent from an
   interface, the timer is reset to a uniformly distributed random value
   between the interface's configured MinRtrAdvInterval and
   MaxRtrAdvInterval; expiration of the timer causes the next
   advertisement to be sent and a new random value to be chosen.

   For the first few advertisements (up to
   MAX_INITIAL_RTR_ADVERTISEMENTS) sent from an interface when it
   becomes an advertising interface, if the randomly chosen interval is
   greater than MAX_INITIAL_RTR_ADVERT_INTERVAL, the timer SHOULD be set
   to MAX_INITIAL_RTR_ADVERT_INTERVAL instead.  Using a smaller interval
   for the initial advertisements increases the likelihood of a router
   being discovered quickly when it first becomes available, in the
   presence of possible packet loss.

   The information contained in Router Advertisements may change through
   actions of system management.  For instance, the lifetime of
   advertised prefixes may change, new prefixes could be added, a router



   could cease to be a router (i.e., switch from being a router to being
   a host), etc.  In such cases, the router MAY transmit up to
   MAX_INITIAL_RTR_ADVERTISEMENTS unsolicited advertisements, using the
   same rules as when an interface becomes an advertising interface.

6.2.5.  Ceasing To Be an Advertising Interface

   An interface may cease to be an advertising interface, through
   actions of system management such as:

      - changing the AdvSendAdvertisements flag of an enabled interface
        from TRUE to FALSE, or

      - administratively disabling the interface, or
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      - shutting down the system.

   In such cases, the router SHOULD transmit one or more (but not more
   than MAX_FINAL_RTR_ADVERTISEMENTS) final multicast Router
   Advertisements on the interface with a Router Lifetime field of zero.
   In the case of a router becoming a host, the system SHOULD also
   depart from the all-routers IP multicast group on all interfaces on
   which the router supports IP multicast (whether or not they had been
   advertising interfaces).  In addition, the host MUST ensure that
   subsequent Neighbor Advertisement messages sent from the interface
   have the Router flag set to zero.

   Note that system management may disable a router's IP forwarding
   capability (i.e., changing the system from being a router to being a
   host), a step that does not necessarily imply that the router's
   interfaces stop being advertising interfaces.  In such cases,
   subsequent Router Advertisements MUST set the Router Lifetime field
   to zero.

6.2.6.  Processing Router Solicitations

   A host MUST silently discard any received Router Solicitation
   messages.

   In addition to sending periodic, unsolicited advertisements, a router
   sends advertisements in response to valid solicitations received on
   an advertising interface.  A router MAY choose to unicast the
   response directly to the soliciting host's address (if the
   solicitation's source address is not the unspecified address), but
   the usual case is to multicast the response to the all-nodes group.
   In the latter case, the interface's interval timer is reset to a new
   random value, as if an unsolicited advertisement had just been sent
   (see Section 6.2.4).

   In all cases, Router Advertisements sent in response to a Router
   Solicitation MUST be delayed by a random time between 0 and
   MAX_RA_DELAY_TIME seconds. (If a single advertisement is sent in
   response to multiple solicitations, the delay is relative to the
   first solicitation.)  In addition, consecutive Router Advertisements
   sent to the all-nodes multicast address MUST be rate limited to no



   more than one advertisement every MIN_DELAY_BETWEEN_RAS seconds.
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   A router might process Router Solicitations as follows:

    - Upon receipt of a Router Solicitation, compute a random delay
      within the range 0 through MAX_RA_DELAY_TIME.  If the computed
      value corresponds to a time later than the time the next multicast
      Router Advertisement is scheduled to be sent, ignore the random
      delay and send the advertisement at the already-scheduled time.

    - If the router sent a multicast Router Advertisement (solicited or
      unsolicited) within the last MIN_DELAY_BETWEEN_RAS seconds,
      schedule the advertisement to be sent at a time corresponding to
      MIN_DELAY_BETWEEN_RAS plus the random value after the previous
      advertisement was sent.  This ensures that the multicast Router
      Advertisements are rate limited.

    - Otherwise, schedule the sending of a Router Advertisement at the
      time given by the random value.

   Note that a router is permitted to send multicast Router
   Advertisements more frequently than indicated by the
   MinRtrAdvInterval configuration variable so long as the more frequent
   advertisements are responses to Router Solicitations.  In all cases,
   however, unsolicited multicast advertisements MUST NOT be sent more
   frequently than indicated by MinRtrAdvInterval.

   Router Solicitations in which the Source Address is the unspecified
   address MUST NOT update the router's Neighbor Cache; solicitations
   with a proper source address update the Neighbor Cache as follows.
   If the router already has a Neighbor Cache entry for the
   solicitation's sender, the solicitation contains a Source Link-Layer
   Address option, and the received link-layer address differs from that
   already in the cache, then the link-layer address SHOULD be updated
   in the appropriate Neighbor Cache entry, and its reachability state
   MUST also be set to STALE.  If there is no existing Neighbor Cache
   entry for the solicitation's sender, the router creates one, installs
   the link- layer address and sets its reachability state to STALE as
   specified in Section 7.3.3.  If there is no existing Neighbor Cache
   entry and no Source Link-Layer Address option was present in the
   solicitation, the router may respond with either a multicast or a
   unicast router advertisement.  Whether or not a Source Link-Layer
   Address option is provided, if a Neighbor Cache entry for the
   solicitation's sender exists (or is created) the entry's IsRouter
   flag MUST be set to FALSE.
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6.2.7.  Router Advertisement Consistency

   Routers SHOULD inspect valid Router Advertisements sent by other
   routers and verify that the routers are advertising consistent
   information on a link.  Detected inconsistencies indicate that one or
   more routers might be misconfigured and SHOULD be logged to system or
   network management.  The minimum set of information to check
   includes:

    - Cur Hop Limit values (except for the unspecified value of zero
      other inconsistencies SHOULD be logged to system network
      management).

    - Values of the M or O flags.

    - Reachable Time values (except for the unspecified value of zero).

    - Retrans Timer values (except for the unspecified value of zero).

    - Values in the MTU options.

    - Preferred and Valid Lifetimes for the same prefix.  If
      AdvPreferredLifetime and/or AdvValidLifetime decrement in real
      time as specified in Section 6.2.1 then the comparison of the
      lifetimes cannot compare the content of the fields in the Router
      Advertisement, but must instead compare the time at which the
      prefix will become deprecated and invalidated, respectively.  Due
      to link propagation delays and potentially poorly synchronized
      clocks between the routers such comparison SHOULD allow some time
      skew.

   Note that it is not an error for different routers to advertise
   different sets of prefixes.  Also, some routers might leave some
   fields as unspecified, i.e., with the value zero, while other routers
   specify values.  The logging of errors SHOULD be restricted to
   conflicting information that causes hosts to switch from one value to
   another with each received advertisement.

   Any other action on reception of Router Advertisement messages by a
   router is beyond the scope of this document.

6.2.8.  Link-local Address Change

   The link-local address on a router should rarely change, if ever.
   Nodes receiving Neighbor Discovery messages use the source address to
   identify the sender.  If multiple packets from the same router
   contain different source addresses, nodes will assume they come from
   different routers, leading to undesirable behavior.  For example, a
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   node will ignore Redirect messages that are believed to have been
   sent by a router other than the current first-hop router.  Thus, the
   source address used in Router Advertisements sent by a particular
   router must be identical to the target address in a Redirect message
   when redirecting to that router.

   Using the link-local address to uniquely identify routers on the link
   has the benefit that the address a router is known by should not
   change when a site renumbers.

   If a router changes the link-local address for one of its interfaces,
   it SHOULD inform hosts of this change.  The router SHOULD multicast a
   few Router Advertisements from the old link-local address with the
   Router Lifetime field set to zero and also multicast a few Router
   Advertisements from the new link-local address.  The overall effect
   should be the same as if one interface ceases being an advertising
   interface, and a different one starts being an advertising interface.

6.3.  Host Specification

6.3.1.  Host Configuration Variables

   None.

6.3.2.  Host Variables

   A host maintains certain Neighbor-Discovery-related variables in
   addition to the data structures defined in Section 5.1.  The specific
   variable names are used for demonstration purposes only, and an
   implementation is not required to have them, so long as its external
   behavior is consistent with that described in this document.

   These variables have default values that are overridden by
   information received in Router Advertisement messages.  The default
   values are used when there is no router on the link or when all
   received Router Advertisements have left a particular value
   unspecified.

   The default values in this specification may be overridden by
   specific documents that describe how IP operates over different link
   layers.  This rule allows Neighbor Discovery to operate over links
   with widely varying performance characteristics.
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   For each interface:



        LinkMTU        The MTU of the link.
                       Default: The valued defined in the specific
                       document that describes how IPv6 operates over
                       the particular link layer (e.g., [IPv6-ETHER]).

        CurHopLimit    The default hop limit to be used when sending IP
                       packets.

                       Default: The value specified in the "Assigned
                       Numbers" [ASSIGNED] that was in effect at the
                       time of implementation.

        BaseReachableTime
                       A base value used for computing the random
                       ReachableTime value.

                       Default: REACHABLE_TIME milliseconds.

        ReachableTime  The time a neighbor is considered reachable after
                       receiving a reachability confirmation.

                       This value should be a uniformly distributed
                       random value between MIN_RANDOM_FACTOR and
                       MAX_RANDOM_FACTOR times BaseReachableTime
                       milliseconds.  A new random value should be
                       calculated when BaseReachableTime changes (due to
                       Router Advertisements) or at least every few
                       hours even if no Router Advertisements are
                       received.

        RetransTimer   The time between retransmissions of Neighbor
                       Solicitation messages to a neighbor when
                       resolving the address or when probing the
                       reachability of a neighbor.

                       Default: RETRANS_TIMER milliseconds

6.3.3.  Interface Initialization

   The host joins the all-nodes multicast address on all multicast-
   capable interfaces.
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6.3.4.  Processing Received Router Advertisements

   When multiple routers are present, the information advertised
   collectively by all routers may be a superset of the information
   contained in a single Router Advertisement.  Moreover, information
   may also be obtained through other dynamic means like DHCPv6.  Hosts
   accept the union of all received information; the receipt of a Router
   Advertisement MUST NOT invalidate all information received in a



   previous advertisement or from another source.  However, when
   received information for a specific parameter (e.g., Link MTU) or
   option (e.g., Lifetime on a specific Prefix) differs from information
   received earlier, and the parameter/option can only have one value,
   the most recently received information is considered authoritative.

   A Router Advertisement field (e.g., Cur Hop Limit, Reachable Time,
   and Retrans Timer) may contain a value denoting that it is
   unspecified.  In such cases, the parameter should be ignored and the
   host should continue using whatever value it is already using.  In
   particular, a host MUST NOT interpret the unspecified value as
   meaning change back to the default value that was in use before the
   first Router Advertisement was received.  This rule prevents hosts
   from continually changing an internal variable when one router
   advertises a specific value, but other routers advertise the
   unspecified value.

   On receipt of a valid Router Advertisement, a host extracts the
   source address of the packet and does the following:

      - If the address is not already present in the host's Default
        Router List, and the advertisement's Router Lifetime is non-
        zero, create a new entry in the list, and initialize its
        invalidation timer value from the advertisement's Router
        Lifetime field.

      - If the address is already present in the host's Default Router
        List as a result of a previously received advertisement, reset
        its invalidation timer to the Router Lifetime value in the newly
        received advertisement.

      - If the address is already present in the host's Default Router
        List and the received Router Lifetime value is zero, immediately
        time-out the entry as specified in Section 6.3.5.

   To limit the storage needed for the Default Router List, a host MAY
   choose not to store all of the router addresses discovered via
   advertisements.  However, a host MUST retain at least two router
   addresses and SHOULD retain more.  Default router selections are made
   whenever communication to a destination appears to be failing.  Thus,
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   the more routers on the list, the more likely an alternative working
   router can be found quickly (e.g., without having to wait for the
   next advertisement to arrive).

   If the received Cur Hop Limit value is non-zero, the host SHOULD set
   its CurHopLimit variable to the received value.

   If the received Reachable Time value is non-zero, the host SHOULD set
   its BaseReachableTime variable to the received value.  If the new
   value differs from the previous value, the host SHOULD re-compute a
   new random ReachableTime value.  ReachableTime is computed as a
   uniformly distributed random value between MIN_RANDOM_FACTOR and
   MAX_RANDOM_FACTOR times the BaseReachableTime.  Using a random
   component eliminates the possibility that Neighbor Unreachability



   Detection messages will synchronize with each other.

   In most cases, the advertised Reachable Time value will be the same
   in consecutive Router Advertisements, and a host's BaseReachableTime
   rarely changes.  In such cases, an implementation SHOULD ensure that
   a new random value gets re-computed at least once every few hours.

   The RetransTimer variable SHOULD be copied from the Retrans Timer
   field, if the received value is non-zero.

   After extracting information from the fixed part of the Router
   Advertisement message, the advertisement is scanned for valid
   options.  If the advertisement contains a Source Link-Layer Address
   option, the link-layer address SHOULD be recorded in the Neighbor
   Cache entry for the router (creating an entry if necessary) and the
   IsRouter flag in the Neighbor Cache entry MUST be set to TRUE.  If no
   Source Link-Layer Address is included, but a corresponding Neighbor
   Cache entry exists, its IsRouter flag MUST be set to TRUE.  The
   IsRouter flag is used by Neighbor Unreachability Detection to
   determine when a router changes to being a host (i.e., no longer
   capable of forwarding packets).  If a Neighbor Cache entry is created
   for the router, its reachability state MUST be set to STALE as
   specified in Section 7.3.3.  If a cache entry already exists and is
   updated with a different link-layer address, the reachability state
   MUST also be set to STALE.

   If the MTU option is present, hosts SHOULD copy the option's value
   into LinkMTU so long as the value is greater than or equal to the
   minimum link MTU [IPv6] and does not exceed the maximum LinkMTU value
   specified in the link-type-specific document (e.g., [IPv6-ETHER]).

   Prefix Information options that have the "on-link" (L) flag set
   indicate a prefix identifying a range of addresses that should be
   considered on-link.  Note, however, that a Prefix Information option
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   with the on-link flag set to zero conveys no information concerning
   on-link determination and MUST NOT be interpreted to mean that
   addresses covered by the prefix are off-link.  The only way to cancel
   a previous on-link indication is to advertise that prefix with the
   L-bit set and the Lifetime set to zero.  The default behavior (see
   Section 5.2) when sending a packet to an address for which no
   information is known about the on-link status of the address is to
   forward the packet to a default router; the reception of a Prefix
   Information option with the "on-link" (L) flag set to zero does not
   change this behavior.  The reasons for an address being treated as
   on-link is specified in the definition of "on-link" in Section 2.1.
   Prefixes with the on-link flag set to zero would normally have the
   autonomous flag set and be used by [ADDRCONF].

   For each Prefix Information option with the on-link flag set, a host
   does the following:

      - If the prefix is the link-local prefix, silently ignore the
        Prefix Information option.



      - If the prefix is not already present in the Prefix List, and the
        Prefix Information option's Valid Lifetime field is non-zero,
        create a new entry for the prefix and initialize its
        invalidation timer to the Valid Lifetime value in the Prefix
        Information option.

      - If the prefix is already present in the host's Prefix List as
        the result of a previously received advertisement, reset its
        invalidation timer to the Valid Lifetime value in the Prefix
        Information option.  If the new Lifetime value is zero, time-out
        the prefix immediately (see Section 6.3.5).

      - If the Prefix Information option's Valid Lifetime field is zero,
        and the prefix is not present in the host's Prefix List,
        silently ignore the option.

   Stateless address autoconfiguration [ADDRCONF] may in some
   circumstances use a larger Valid Lifetime of a prefix or ignore it
   completely in order to prevent a particular denial-of-service attack.
   However, since the effect of the same denial of service targeted at
   the on-link prefix list is not catastrophic (hosts would send packets
   to a default router and receive a redirect rather than sending
   packets directly to a neighbor), the Neighbor Discovery protocol does
   not impose such a check on the prefix lifetime values.  Similarly,
   [ADDRCONF] may impose certain restrictions on the prefix length for
   address configuration purposes.  Therefore, the prefix might be
   rejected by [ADDRCONF] implementation in the host.  However, the
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   prefix length is still valid for on-link determination when combined
   with other flags in the prefix option.

      Note: Implementations can choose to process the on-link aspects of
      the prefixes separately from the stateless address
      autoconfiguration aspects of the prefixes by, e.g., passing a copy
      of each valid Router Advertisement message to both an "on-link"
      and an "addrconf" function.  Each function can then operate
      independently on the prefixes that have the appropriate flag set.

6.3.5.  Timing out Prefixes and Default Routers

   Whenever the invalidation timer expires for a Prefix List entry, that
   entry is discarded.  No existing Destination Cache entries need be
   updated, however.  Should a reachability problem arise with an
   existing Neighbor Cache entry, Neighbor Unreachability Detection will
   perform any needed recovery.

   Whenever the Lifetime of an entry in the Default Router List expires,
   that entry is discarded.  When removing a router from the Default
   Router list, the node MUST update the Destination Cache in such a way
   that all entries using the router perform next-hop determination
   again rather than continue sending traffic to the (deleted) router.

6.3.6.  Default Router Selection



   The algorithm for selecting a router depends in part on whether or
   not a router is known to be reachable.  The exact details of how a
   node keeps track of a neighbor's reachability state are covered in
   Section 7.3.  The algorithm for selecting a default router is invoked
   during next-hop determination when no Destination Cache entry exists
   for an off-link destination or when communication through an existing
   router appears to be failing.  Under normal conditions, a router
   would be selected the first time traffic is sent to a destination,
   with subsequent traffic for that destination using the same router as
   indicated in the Destination Cache modulo any changes to the
   Destination Cache caused by Redirect messages.

   The policy for selecting routers from the Default Router List is as
   follows:

     1) Routers that are reachable or probably reachable (i.e., in any
        state other than INCOMPLETE) SHOULD be preferred over routers
        whose reachability is unknown or suspect (i.e., in the
        INCOMPLETE state, or for which no Neighbor Cache entry exists).
        Further implementation hints on default router selection when
        multiple equivalent routers are available are discussed in
        [LD-SHRE].
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     2) When no routers on the list are known to be reachable or
        probably reachable, routers SHOULD be selected in a round-robin
        fashion, so that subsequent requests for a default router do not
        return the same router until all other routers have been
        selected.

        Cycling through the router list in this case ensures that all
        available routers are actively probed by the Neighbor
        Unreachability Detection algorithm.  A request for a default
        router is made in conjunction with the sending of a packet to a
        router, and the selected router will be probed for reachability
        as a side effect.

6.3.7.  Sending Router Solicitations

   When an interface becomes enabled, a host may be unwilling to wait
   for the next unsolicited Router Advertisement to locate default
   routers or learn prefixes.  To obtain Router Advertisements quickly,
   a host SHOULD transmit up to MAX_RTR_SOLICITATIONS Router
   Solicitation messages, each separated by at least
   RTR_SOLICITATION_INTERVAL seconds.  Router Solicitations may be sent
   after any of the following events:

      - The interface is initialized at system startup time.

      - The interface is reinitialized after a temporary interface
        failure or after being temporarily disabled by system
        management.

      - The system changes from being a router to being a host, by
        having its IP forwarding capability turned off by system
        management.



      - The host attaches to a link for the first time.

      - The host re-attaches to a link after being detached for some
        time.

   A host sends Router Solicitations to the all-routers multicast
   address.  The IP source address is set to either one of the
   interface's unicast addresses or the unspecified address.  The Source
   Link-Layer Address option SHOULD be set to the host's link-layer
   address, if the IP source address is not the unspecified address.

   Before a host sends an initial solicitation, it SHOULD delay the
   transmission for a random amount of time between 0 and
   MAX_RTR_SOLICITATION_DELAY.  This serves to alleviate congestion when
   many hosts start up on a link at the same time, such as might happen
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   after recovery from a power failure.  If a host has already performed
   a random delay since the interface became (re)enabled (e.g., as part
   of Duplicate Address Detection [ADDRCONF]), there is no need to delay
   again before sending the first Router Solicitation message.

   In some cases, the random delay MAY be omitted if necessary.  For
   instance, a mobile node, using [MIPv6], moving to a new link would
   need to discover such movement as soon as possible to minimize the
   amount of packet losses resulting from the change in its topological
   movement.  Router Solicitations provide a useful tool for movement
   detection in Mobile IPv6 as they allow mobile nodes to determine
   movement to new links.  Hence, if a mobile node received link-layer
   information indicating that movement might have taken place, it MAY
   send a Router Solicitation immediately, without random delays.  The
   strength of such indications should be assessed by the mobile node's
   implementation depending on the level of certainty of the link-layer
   hints, and it is outside the scope of this specification.  Note that
   using this mechanism inappropriately (e.g., based on weak or
   transient indications) may result in Router Solicitation storms.
   Furthermore, simultaneous mobility of a large number of mobile nodes
   that use this mechanism can result in a large number of solicitations
   sent simultaneously.

   Once the host sends a Router Solicitation, and receives a valid
   Router Advertisement with a non-zero Router Lifetime, the host MUST
   desist from sending additional solicitations on that interface, until
   the next time one of the above events occurs.  Moreover, a host
   SHOULD send at least one solicitation in the case where an
   advertisement is received prior to having sent a solicitation.
   Responses to solicited advertisements may contain more information
   than unsolicited advertisements.

   If a host sends MAX_RTR_SOLICITATIONS solicitations, and receives no
   Router Advertisements after having waited MAX_RTR_SOLICITATION_DELAY
   seconds after sending the last solicitation, the host concludes that
   there are no routers on the link for the purpose of [ADDRCONF].
   However, the host continues to receive and process Router
   Advertisements messages in the event that routers appear on the link.
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7.  Address Resolution and Neighbor Unreachability Detection

   This section describes the functions related to Neighbor Solicitation
   and Neighbor Advertisement messages and includes descriptions of
   address resolution and the Neighbor Unreachability Detection
   algorithm.

   Neighbor Solicitation and Advertisement messages are also used for
   Duplicate Address Detection as specified by [ADDRCONF].  In
   particular, Duplicate Address Detection sends Neighbor Solicitation
   messages with an unspecified source address targeting its own
   "tentative" address.  Such messages trigger nodes already using the
   address to respond with a multicast Neighbor Advertisement indicating
   that the address is in use.

7.1.  Message Validation

7.1.1.  Validation of Neighbor Solicitations

   A node MUST silently discard any received Neighbor Solicitation
   messages that do not satisfy all of the following validity checks:

      - The IP Hop Limit field has a value of 255, i.e., the packet
        could not possibly have been forwarded by a router.

      - ICMP Checksum is valid.

      - ICMP Code is 0.

      - ICMP length (derived from the IP length) is 24 or more octets.

      - Target Address is not a multicast address.

      - All included options have a length that is greater than zero.

      - If the IP source address is the unspecified address, the IP
        destination address is a solicited-node multicast address.

      - If the IP source address is the unspecified address, there is no
        source link-layer address option in the message.

   The contents of the Reserved field, and of any unrecognized options,
   MUST be ignored.  Future, backward-compatible changes to the protocol
   may specify the contents of the Reserved field or add new options;



   backward-incompatible changes may use different Code values.
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   The contents of any defined options that are not specified to be used
   with Neighbor Solicitation messages MUST be ignored and the packet
   processed as normal.  The only defined option that may appear is the
   Source Link-Layer Address option.

   A Neighbor Solicitation that passes the validity checks is called a
   "valid solicitation".

7.1.2.  Validation of Neighbor Advertisements

   A node MUST silently discard any received Neighbor Advertisement
   messages that do not satisfy all of the following validity checks:

      - The IP Hop Limit field has a value of 255, i.e., the packet
        could not possibly have been forwarded by a router.

      - ICMP Checksum is valid.

      - ICMP Code is 0.

      - ICMP length (derived from the IP length) is 24 or more octets.

      - Target Address is not a multicast address.

      - If the IP Destination Address is a multicast address the
        Solicited flag is zero.

      - All included options have a length that is greater than zero.

   The contents of the Reserved field, and of any unrecognized options,
   MUST be ignored.  Future, backward-compatible changes to the protocol
   may specify the contents of the Reserved field or add new options;
   backward-incompatible changes may use different Code values.

   The contents of any defined options that are not specified to be used
   with Neighbor Advertisement messages MUST be ignored and the packet
   processed as normal.  The only defined option that may appear is the
   Target Link-Layer Address option.

   A Neighbor Advertisements that passes the validity checks is called a
   "valid advertisement".

7.2.  Address Resolution

   Address resolution is the process through which a node determines the
   link-layer address of a neighbor given only its IP address.  Address
   resolution is performed only on addresses that are determined to be
   on-link and for which the sender does not know the corresponding
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   link-layer address (see Section 5.2).  Address resolution is never
   performed on multicast addresses.

   It is possible that a host may receive a solicitation, a router
   advertisement, or a Redirect message without a link-layer address
   option included.  These messages MUST NOT create or update neighbor
   cache entries, except with respect to the IsRouter flag as specified
   in Sections 6.3.4 and 7.2.5.  If a Neighbor Cache entry does not
   exist for the source of such a message, Address Resolution will be
   required before unicast communications with that address can begin.
   This is particularly relevant for unicast responses to solicitations
   where an additional packet exchange is required for advertisement
   delivery.

7.2.1.  Interface Initialization

   When a multicast-capable interface becomes enabled, the node MUST
   join the all-nodes multicast address on that interface, as well as
   the solicited-node multicast address corresponding to each of the IP
   addresses assigned to the interface.

   The set of addresses assigned to an interface may change over time.
   New addresses might be added and old addresses might be removed
   [ADDRCONF].  In such cases the node MUST join and leave the
   solicited-node multicast address corresponding to the new and old
   addresses, respectively.  Joining the solicited-node multicast
   address is done using a Multicast Listener Discovery such as [MLD] or
   [MLDv2] protocols.  Note that multiple unicast addresses may map into
   the same solicited-node multicast address; a node MUST NOT leave the
   solicited-node multicast group until all assigned addresses
   corresponding to that multicast address have been removed.

7.2.2.  Sending Neighbor Solicitations

   When a node has a unicast packet to send to a neighbor, but does not
   know the neighbor's link-layer address, it performs address
   resolution.  For multicast-capable interfaces, this entails creating
   a Neighbor Cache entry in the INCOMPLETE state and transmitting a
   Neighbor Solicitation message targeted at the neighbor.  The
   solicitation is sent to the solicited-node multicast address
   corresponding to the target address.

   If the source address of the packet prompting the solicitation is the
   same as one of the addresses assigned to the outgoing interface, that
   address SHOULD be placed in the IP Source Address of the outgoing
   solicitation.  Otherwise, any one of the addresses assigned to the
   interface should be used.  Using the prompting packet's source
   address when possible ensures that the recipient of the Neighbor
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   Solicitation installs in its Neighbor Cache the IP address that is
   highly likely to be used in subsequent return traffic belonging to
   the prompting packet's "connection".

   If the solicitation is being sent to a solicited-node multicast
   address, the sender MUST include its link-layer address (if it has
   one) as a Source Link-Layer Address option.  Otherwise, the sender
   SHOULD include its link-layer address (if it has one) as a Source
   Link-Layer Address option.  Including the source link-layer address
   in a multicast solicitation is required to give the target an address
   to which it can send the Neighbor Advertisement.  On unicast
   solicitations, an implementation MAY omit the Source Link-Layer
   Address option.  The assumption here is that if the sender has a
   peer's link-layer address in its cache, there is a high probability
   that the peer will also have an entry in its cache for the sender.
   Consequently, it need not be sent.

   While waiting for address resolution to complete, the sender MUST,
   for each neighbor, retain a small queue of packets waiting for
   address resolution to complete.  The queue MUST hold at least one
   packet, and MAY contain more.  However, the number of queued packets
   per neighbor SHOULD be limited to some small value.  When a queue
   overflows, the new arrival SHOULD replace the oldest entry.  Once
   address resolution completes, the node transmits any queued packets.

   While awaiting a response, the sender SHOULD retransmit Neighbor
   Solicitation messages approximately every RetransTimer milliseconds,
   even in the absence of additional traffic to the neighbor.
   Retransmissions MUST be rate-limited to at most one solicitation per
   neighbor every RetransTimer milliseconds.

   If no Neighbor Advertisement is received after MAX_MULTICAST_SOLICIT
   solicitations, address resolution has failed.  The sender MUST return
   ICMP destination unreachable indications with code 3 (Address
   Unreachable) for each packet queued awaiting address resolution.

7.2.3.  Receipt of Neighbor Solicitations

   A valid Neighbor Solicitation that does not meet any of the following
   requirements MUST be silently discarded:

    - The Target Address is a "valid" unicast or anycast address
      assigned to the receiving interface [ADDRCONF],

    - The Target Address is a unicast or anycast address for which the
      node is offering proxy service, or
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    - The Target Address is a "tentative" address on which Duplicate
      Address Detection is being performed [ADDRCONF].

   If the Target Address is tentative, the Neighbor Solicitation should
   be processed as described in [ADDRCONF].  Otherwise, the following
   description applies.  If the Source Address is not the unspecified



   address and, on link layers that have addresses, the solicitation
   includes a Source Link-Layer Address option, then the recipient
   SHOULD create or update the Neighbor Cache entry for the IP Source
   Address of the solicitation.  If an entry does not already exist, the
   node SHOULD create a new one and set its reachability state to STALE
   as specified in Section 7.3.3.  If an entry already exists, and the
   cached link-layer address differs from the one in the received Source
   Link-Layer option, the cached address should be replaced by the
   received address, and the entry's reachability state MUST be set to
   STALE.

   If a Neighbor Cache entry is created, the IsRouter flag SHOULD be set
   to FALSE.  This will be the case even if the Neighbor Solicitation is
   sent by a router since the Neighbor Solicitation messages do not
   contain an indication of whether or not the sender is a router.  In
   the event that the sender is a router, subsequent Neighbor
   Advertisement or Router Advertisement messages will set the correct
   IsRouter value.  If a Neighbor Cache entry already exists, its
   IsRouter flag MUST NOT be modified.

   If the Source Address is the unspecified address, the node MUST NOT
   create or update the Neighbor Cache entry.

   After any updates to the Neighbor Cache, the node sends a Neighbor
   Advertisement response as described in the next section.

7.2.4.  Sending Solicited Neighbor Advertisements

   A node sends a Neighbor Advertisement in response to a valid Neighbor
   Solicitation targeting one of the node's assigned addresses.  The
   Target Address of the advertisement is copied from the Target Address
   of the solicitation.  If the solicitation's IP Destination Address is
   not a multicast address, the Target Link-Layer Address option MAY be
   omitted; the neighboring node's cached value must already be current
   in order for the solicitation to have been received.  If the
   solicitation's IP Destination Address is a multicast address, the
   Target Link-Layer option MUST be included in the advertisement.
   Furthermore, if the node is a router, it MUST set the Router flag to
   one; otherwise, it MUST set the flag to zero.
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   If the Target Address is either an anycast address or a unicast
   address for which the node is providing proxy service, or the Target
   Link-Layer Address option is not included, the Override flag SHOULD
   be set to zero.  Otherwise, the Override flag SHOULD be set to one.
   Proper setting of the Override flag ensures that nodes give
   preference to non-proxy advertisements, even when received after
   proxy advertisements, and also ensures that the first advertisement
   for an anycast address "wins".

   If the source of the solicitation is the unspecified address, the
   node MUST set the Solicited flag to zero and multicast the
   advertisement to the all-nodes address.  Otherwise, the node MUST set



   the Solicited flag to one and unicast the advertisement to the Source
   Address of the solicitation.

   If the Target Address is an anycast address, the sender SHOULD delay
   sending a response for a random time between 0 and
   MAX_ANYCAST_DELAY_TIME seconds.

   Because unicast Neighbor Solicitations are not required to include a
   Source Link-Layer Address, it is possible that a node sending a
   solicited Neighbor Advertisement does not have a corresponding link-
   layer address for its neighbor in its Neighbor Cache.  In such
   situations, a node will first have to use Neighbor Discovery to
   determine the link-layer address of its neighbor (i.e., send out a
   multicast Neighbor Solicitation).

7.2.5.  Receipt of Neighbor Advertisements

   When a valid Neighbor Advertisement is received (either solicited or
   unsolicited), the Neighbor Cache is searched for the target's entry.
   If no entry exists, the advertisement SHOULD be silently discarded.
   There is no need to create an entry if none exists, since the
   recipient has apparently not initiated any communication with the
   target.

   Once the appropriate Neighbor Cache entry has been located, the
   specific actions taken depend on the state of the Neighbor Cache
   entry, the flags in the advertisement, and the actual link-layer
   address supplied.

   If the target's Neighbor Cache entry is in the INCOMPLETE state when
   the advertisement is received, one of two things happens.  If the
   link layer has addresses and no Target Link-Layer Address option is
   included, the receiving node SHOULD silently discard the received
   advertisement.  Otherwise, the receiving node performs the following
   steps:
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   - It records the link-layer address in the Neighbor Cache entry.

   - If the advertisement's Solicited flag is set, the state of the
     entry is set to REACHABLE; otherwise, it is set to STALE.

   - It sets the IsRouter flag in the cache entry based on the Router
     flag in the received advertisement.

   - It sends any packets queued for the neighbor awaiting address
     resolution.

   Note that the Override flag is ignored if the entry is in the
   INCOMPLETE state.

   If the target's Neighbor Cache entry is in any state other than
   INCOMPLETE when the advertisement is received, the following actions
   take place:



   I.  If the Override flag is clear and the supplied link-layer address
       differs from that in the cache, then one of two actions takes
       place:
       a. If the state of the entry is REACHABLE, set it to STALE, but
          do not update the entry in any other way.
       b. Otherwise, the received advertisement should be ignored and
          MUST NOT update the cache.

   II. If the Override flag is set, or the supplied link-layer address
       is the same as that in the cache, or no Target Link-Layer Address
       option was supplied, the received advertisement MUST update the
       Neighbor Cache entry as follows:

       - The link-layer address in the Target Link-Layer Address option
         MUST be inserted in the cache (if one is supplied and differs
         from the already recorded address).

       - If the Solicited flag is set, the state of the entry MUST be
         set to REACHABLE.  If the Solicited flag is zero and the link-
         layer address was updated with a different address, the state
         MUST be set to STALE.  Otherwise, the entry's state remains
         unchanged.

         An advertisement's Solicited flag should only be set if the
         advertisement is a response to a Neighbor Solicitation.
         Because Neighbor Unreachability Detection Solicitations are
         sent to the cached link-layer address, receipt of a solicited
         advertisement indicates that the forward path is working.
         Receipt of an unsolicited advertisement, however, may indicate
         that a neighbor has urgent information to announce (e.g., a
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         changed link-layer address).  If the urgent information
         indicates a change from what a node is currently using, the
         node should verify the reachability of the (new) path when it
         sends the next packet.  There is no need to update the state
         for unsolicited advertisements that do not change the contents
         of the cache.

       - The IsRouter flag in the cache entry MUST be set based on the
         Router flag in the received advertisement.  In those cases
         where the IsRouter flag changes from TRUE to FALSE as a result
         of this update, the node MUST remove that router from the
         Default Router List and update the Destination Cache entries
         for all destinations using that neighbor as a router as
         specified in Section 7.3.3.  This is needed to detect when a
         node that is used as a router stops forwarding packets due to
         being configured as a host.

   The above rules ensure that the cache is updated either when the
   Neighbor Advertisement takes precedence (i.e., the Override flag is
   set) or when the Neighbor Advertisement refers to the same link-layer
   address that is currently recorded in the cache.  If none of the
   above apply, the advertisement prompts future Neighbor Unreachability
   Detection (if it is not already in progress) by changing the state in
   the cache entry.



7.2.6.  Sending Unsolicited Neighbor Advertisements

   In some cases, a node may be able to determine that its link-layer
   address has changed (e.g., hot-swap of an interface card) and may
   wish to inform its neighbors of the new link-layer address quickly.
   In such cases, a node MAY send up to MAX_NEIGHBOR_ADVERTISEMENT
   unsolicited Neighbor Advertisement messages to the all-nodes
   multicast address.  These advertisements MUST be separated by at
   least RetransTimer seconds.

   The Target Address field in the unsolicited advertisement is set to
   an IP address of the interface, and the Target Link-Layer Address
   option is filled with the new link-layer address.  The Solicited flag
   MUST be set to zero, in order to avoid confusing the Neighbor
   Unreachability Detection algorithm.  If the node is a router, it MUST
   set the Router flag to one; otherwise, it MUST set it to zero.  The
   Override flag MAY be set to either zero or one.  In either case,
   neighboring nodes will immediately change the state of their Neighbor
   Cache entries for the Target Address to STALE, prompting them to
   verify the path for reachability.  If the Override flag is set to
   one, neighboring nodes will install the new link-layer address in
   their caches.  Otherwise, they will ignore the new link-layer
   address, choosing instead to probe the cached address.
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   A node that has multiple IP addresses assigned to an interface MAY
   multicast a separate Neighbor Advertisement for each address.  In
   such a case, the node SHOULD introduce a small delay between the
   sending of each advertisement to reduce the probability of the
   advertisements being lost due to congestion.

   A proxy MAY multicast Neighbor Advertisements when its link-layer
   address changes or when it is configured (by system management or
   other mechanisms) to proxy for an address.  If there are multiple
   nodes that are providing proxy services for the same set of
   addresses, the proxies should provide a mechanism that prevents
   multiple proxies from multicasting advertisements for any one
   address, in order to reduce the risk of excessive multicast traffic.
   This is a requirement on other protocols that need to use proxies for
   Neighbor Advertisements.  An example of a node that performs proxy
   advertisements is the Home Agent specified in [MIPv6].

   Also, a node belonging to an anycast address MAY multicast
   unsolicited Neighbor Advertisements for the anycast address when the
   node's link-layer address changes.

   Note that because unsolicited Neighbor Advertisements do not reliably
   update caches in all nodes (the advertisements might not be received
   by all nodes), they should only be viewed as a performance
   optimization to quickly update the caches in most neighbors.  The
   Neighbor Unreachability Detection algorithm ensures that all nodes
   obtain a reachable link-layer address, though the delay may be
   slightly longer.

7.2.7.  Anycast Neighbor Advertisements



   From the perspective of Neighbor Discovery, anycast addresses are
   treated just like unicast addresses in most cases.  Because an
   anycast address is syntactically the same as a unicast address, nodes
   performing address resolution or Neighbor Unreachability Detection on
   an anycast address treat it as if it were a unicast address.  No
   special processing takes place.

   Nodes that have an anycast address assigned to an interface treat
   them exactly the same as if they were unicast addresses with two
   exceptions.  First, Neighbor Advertisements sent in response to a
   Neighbor Solicitation SHOULD be delayed by a random time between 0
   and MAX_ANYCAST_DELAY_TIME to reduce the probability of network
   congestion.  Second, the Override flag in Neighbor Advertisements
   SHOULD be set to 0, so that when multiple advertisements are
   received, the first received advertisement is used rather than the
   most recently received advertisement.
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   As with unicast addresses, Neighbor Unreachability Detection ensures
   that a node quickly detects when the current binding for an anycast
   address becomes invalid.

7.2.8.  Proxy Neighbor Advertisements

   Under limited circumstances, a router MAY proxy for one or more other
   nodes, that is, through Neighbor Advertisements indicate that it is
   willing to accept packets not explicitly addressed to itself.  For
   example, a router might accept packets on behalf of a mobile node
   that has moved off-link.  The mechanisms used by proxy are
   essentially the same as the mechanisms used with anycast addresses.

   A proxy MUST join the solicited-node multicast address(es) that
   correspond to the IP address(es) assigned to the node for which it is
   proxying.  This SHOULD be done using a multicast listener discovery
   protocol such as [MLD] or [MLDv2].

   All solicited proxy Neighbor Advertisement messages MUST have the
   Override flag set to zero.  This ensures that if the node itself is
   present on the link, its Neighbor Advertisement (with the Override
   flag set to one) will take precedence of any advertisement received
   from a proxy.  A proxy MAY send unsolicited advertisements with the
   Override flag set to one as specified in Section 7.2.6, but doing so
   may cause the proxy advertisement to override a valid entry created
   by the node itself.

   Finally, when sending a proxy advertisement in response to a Neighbor
   Solicitation, the sender should delay its response by a random time
   between 0 and MAX_ANYCAST_DELAY_TIME seconds to avoid collisions due
   to multiple responses sent by several proxies.  However, in some
   cases (e.g., Mobile IPv6) where only one proxy is present, such delay
   is not necessary.

7.3.  Neighbor Unreachability Detection



   Communication to or through a neighbor may fail for numerous reasons
   at any time, including hardware failure, hot-swap of an interface
   card, etc.  If the destination has failed, no recovery is possible
   and communication fails.  On the other hand, if it is the path that
   has failed, recovery may be possible.  Thus, a node actively tracks
   the reachability "state" for the neighbors to which it is sending
   packets.

   Neighbor Unreachability Detection is used for all paths between hosts
   and neighboring nodes, including host-to-host, host-to-router, and
   router-to-host communication.  Neighbor Unreachability Detection may
   also be used between routers, but is not required if an equivalent
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   mechanism is available, for example, as part of the routing
   protocols.

   When a path to a neighbor appears to be failing, the specific
   recovery procedure depends on how the neighbor is being used.  If the
   neighbor is the ultimate destination, for example, address resolution
   should be performed again.  If the neighbor is a router, however,
   attempting to switch to another router would be appropriate.  The
   specific recovery that takes place is covered under next-hop
   determination; Neighbor Unreachability Detection signals the need for
   next-hop determination by deleting a Neighbor Cache entry.

   Neighbor Unreachability Detection is performed only for neighbors to
   which unicast packets are sent; it is not used when sending to
   multicast addresses.

7.3.1.  Reachability Confirmation

   A neighbor is considered reachable if the node has recently received
   a confirmation that packets sent recently to the neighbor were
   received by its IP layer.  Positive confirmation can be gathered in
   two ways: hints from upper-layer protocols that indicate a connection
   is making "forward progress", or receipt of a Neighbor Advertisement
   message that is a response to a Neighbor Solicitation message.

   A connection makes "forward progress" if the packets received from a
   remote peer can only be arriving if recent packets sent to that peer
   are actually reaching it.  In TCP, for example, receipt of a (new)
   acknowledgment indicates that previously sent data reached the peer.
   Likewise, the arrival of new (non-duplicate) data indicates that
   earlier acknowledgments are being delivered to the remote peer.  If
   packets are reaching the peer, they must also be reaching the
   sender's next-hop neighbor; thus, "forward progress" is a
   confirmation that the next-hop neighbor is reachable.  For off-link
   destinations, forward progress implies that the first-hop router is
   reachable.  When available, this upper-layer information SHOULD be
   used.

   In some cases (e.g., UDP-based protocols and routers forwarding
   packets to hosts), such reachability information may not be readily
   available from upper-layer protocols.  When no hints are available
   and a node is sending packets to a neighbor, the node actively probes



   the neighbor using unicast Neighbor Solicitation messages to verify
   that the forward path is still working.

   The receipt of a solicited Neighbor Advertisement serves as
   reachability confirmation, since advertisements with the Solicited
   flag set to one are sent only in response to a Neighbor Solicitation.
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   Receipt of other Neighbor Discovery messages, such as Router
   Advertisements and Neighbor Advertisement with the Solicited flag set
   to zero, MUST NOT be treated as a reachability confirmation.  Receipt
   of unsolicited messages only confirms the one-way path from the
   sender to the recipient node.  In contrast, Neighbor Unreachability
   Detection requires that a node keep track of the reachability of the
   forward path to a neighbor from its perspective, not the neighbor's
   perspective.  Note that receipt of a solicited advertisement
   indicates that a path is working in both directions.  The
   solicitation must have reached the neighbor, prompting it to generate
   an advertisement.  Likewise, receipt of an advertisement indicates
   that the path from the sender to the recipient is working.  However,
   the latter fact is known only to the recipient; the advertisement's
   sender has no direct way of knowing that the advertisement it sent
   actually reached a neighbor.  From the perspective of Neighbor
   Unreachability Detection, only the reachability of the forward path
   is of interest.

7.3.2.  Neighbor Cache Entry States

   A Neighbor Cache entry can be in one of five states:

      INCOMPLETE  Address resolution is being performed on the entry.
                  Specifically, a Neighbor Solicitation has been sent to
                  the solicited-node multicast address of the target,
                  but the corresponding Neighbor Advertisement has not
                  yet been received.

      REACHABLE   Positive confirmation was received within the last
                  ReachableTime milliseconds that the forward path to
                  the neighbor was functioning properly.  While
                  REACHABLE, no special action takes place as packets
                  are sent.

      STALE       More than ReachableTime milliseconds have elapsed
                  since the last positive confirmation was received that
                  the forward path was functioning properly.  While
                  stale, no action takes place until a packet is sent.

                  The STALE state is entered upon receiving an
                  unsolicited Neighbor Discovery message that updates
                  the cached link-layer address.  Receipt of such a
                  message does not confirm reachability, and entering
                  the STALE state ensures reachability is verified
                  quickly if the entry is actually being used.  However,
                  reachability is not actually verified until the entry
                  is actually used.
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      DELAY       More than ReachableTime milliseconds have elapsed
                  since the last positive confirmation was received that
                  the forward path was functioning properly, and a
                  packet was sent within the last DELAY_FIRST_PROBE_TIME
                  seconds.  If no reachability confirmation is received
                  within DELAY_FIRST_PROBE_TIME seconds of entering the
                  DELAY state, send a Neighbor Solicitation and change
                  the state to PROBE.

                  The DELAY state is an optimization that gives upper-
                  layer protocols additional time to provide
                  reachability confirmation in those cases where
                  ReachableTime milliseconds have passed since the last
                  confirmation due to lack of recent traffic.  Without
                  this optimization, the opening of a TCP connection
                  after a traffic lull would initiate probes even though
                  the subsequent three-way handshake would provide a
                  reachability confirmation almost immediately.

      PROBE       A reachability confirmation is actively sought by
                  retransmitting Neighbor Solicitations every
                  RetransTimer milliseconds until a reachability
                  confirmation is received.

7.3.3.  Node Behavior

   Neighbor Unreachability Detection operates in parallel with the
   sending of packets to a neighbor.  While reasserting a neighbor's
   reachability, a node continues sending packets to that neighbor using
   the cached link-layer address.  If no traffic is sent to a neighbor,
   no probes are sent.

   When a node needs to perform address resolution on a neighboring
   address, it creates an entry in the INCOMPLETE state and initiates
   address resolution as specified in Section 7.2.  If address
   resolution fails, the entry SHOULD be deleted, so that subsequent
   traffic to that neighbor invokes the next-hop determination procedure
   again.  Invoking next-hop determination at this point ensures that
   alternate default routers are tried.

   When a reachability confirmation is received (either through upper-
   layer advice or a solicited Neighbor Advertisement), an entry's state
   changes to REACHABLE.  The one exception is that upper-layer advice
   has no effect on entries in the INCOMPLETE state (e.g., for which no
   link-layer address is cached).
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   When ReachableTime milliseconds have passed since receipt of the last
   reachability confirmation for a neighbor, the Neighbor Cache entry's
   state changes from REACHABLE to STALE.

      Note: An implementation may actually defer changing the state from
      REACHABLE to STALE until a packet is sent to the neighbor, i.e.,
      there need not be an explicit timeout event associated with the
      expiration of ReachableTime.

   The first time a node sends a packet to a neighbor whose entry is
   STALE, the sender changes the state to DELAY and sets a timer to
   expire in DELAY_FIRST_PROBE_TIME seconds.  If the entry is still in
   the DELAY state when the timer expires, the entry's state changes to
   PROBE.  If reachability confirmation is received, the entry's state
   changes to REACHABLE.

   Upon entering the PROBE state, a node sends a unicast Neighbor
   Solicitation message to the neighbor using the cached link-layer
   address.  While in the PROBE state, a node retransmits Neighbor
   Solicitation messages every RetransTimer milliseconds until
   reachability confirmation is obtained.  Probes are retransmitted even
   if no additional packets are sent to the neighbor.  If no response is
   received after waiting RetransTimer milliseconds after sending the
   MAX_UNICAST_SOLICIT solicitations, retransmissions cease and the
   entry SHOULD be deleted.  Subsequent traffic to that neighbor will
   recreate the entry and perform address resolution again.

   Note that all Neighbor Solicitations are rate-limited on a per-
   neighbor basis.  A node MUST NOT send Neighbor Solicitations to the
   same neighbor more frequently than once every RetransTimer
   milliseconds.

   A Neighbor Cache entry enters the STALE state when created as a
   result of receiving packets other than solicited Neighbor
   Advertisements (i.e., Router Solicitations, Router Advertisements,
   Redirects, and Neighbor Solicitations).  These packets contain the
   link-layer address of either the sender or, in the case of Redirect,
   the redirection target.  However, receipt of these link-layer
   addresses does not confirm reachability of the forward-direction path
   to that node.  Placing a newly created Neighbor Cache entry for which
   the link-layer address is known in the STALE state provides assurance
   that path failures are detected quickly.  In addition, should a
   cached link-layer address be modified due to receiving one of the
   above messages, the state SHOULD also be set to STALE to provide
   prompt verification that the path to the new link-layer address is
   working.
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   To properly detect the case where a router switches from being a
   router to being a host (e.g., if its IP forwarding capability is
   turned off by system management), a node MUST compare the Router flag
   field in all received Neighbor Advertisement messages with the



   IsRouter flag recorded in the Neighbor Cache entry.  When a node
   detects that a neighbor has changed from being a router to being a
   host, the node MUST remove that router from the Default Router List
   and update the Destination Cache as described in Section 6.3.5.  Note
   that a router may not be listed in the Default Router List, even
   though a Destination Cache entry is using it (e.g., a host was
   redirected to it).  In such cases, all Destination Cache entries that
   reference the (former) router must perform next-hop determination
   again before using the entry.

   In some cases, link-specific information may indicate that a path to
   a neighbor has failed (e.g., the resetting of a virtual circuit).  In
   such cases, link-specific information may be used to purge Neighbor
   Cache entries before the Neighbor Unreachability Detection would do
   so.  However, link-specific information MUST NOT be used to confirm
   the reachability of a neighbor; such information does not provide
   end-to-end confirmation between neighboring IP layers.

8.  Redirect Function

   This section describes the functions related to the sending and
   processing of Redirect messages.

   Redirect messages are sent by routers to redirect a host to a better
   first-hop router for a specific destination or to inform hosts that a
   destination is in fact a neighbor (i.e., on-link).  The latter is
   accomplished by having the ICMP Target Address be equal to the ICMP
   Destination Address.

   A router MUST be able to determine the link-local address for each of
   its neighboring routers in order to ensure that the target address in
   a Redirect message identifies the neighbor router by its link-local
   address.  For static routing, this requirement implies that the next-
   hop router's address should be specified using the link-local address
   of the router.  For dynamic routing, this requirement implies that
   all IPv6 routing protocols must somehow exchange the link-local
   addresses of neighboring routers.
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8.1.  Validation of Redirect Messages

   A host MUST silently discard any received Redirect message that does
   not satisfy all of the following validity checks:

      - IP Source Address is a link-local address.  Routers must use
        their link-local address as the source for Router Advertisement
        and Redirect messages so that hosts can uniquely identify
        routers.



      - The IP Hop Limit field has a value of 255, i.e., the packet
        could not possibly have been forwarded by a router.

      - ICMP Checksum is valid.

      - ICMP Code is 0.

      - ICMP length (derived from the IP length) is 40 or more octets.

      - The IP source address of the Redirect is the same as the current
        first-hop router for the specified ICMP Destination Address.

      - The ICMP Destination Address field in the redirect message does
        not contain a multicast address.

      - The ICMP Target Address is either a link-local address (when
        redirected to a router) or the same as the ICMP Destination
        Address (when redirected to the on-link destination).

      - All included options have a length that is greater than zero.

   The contents of the Reserved field, and of any unrecognized options,
   MUST be ignored.  Future, backward-compatible changes to the protocol
   may specify the contents of the Reserved field or add new options;
   backward-incompatible changes may use different Code values.

   The contents of any defined options that are not specified to be used
   with Redirect messages MUST be ignored and the packet processed as
   normal.  The only defined options that may appear are the Target
   Link-Layer Address option and the Redirected Header option.

   A host MUST NOT consider a redirect invalid just because the Target
   Address of the redirect is not covered under one of the link's
   prefixes.  Part of the semantics of the Redirect message is that the
   Target Address is on-link.

   A redirect that passes the validity checks is called a "valid
   redirect".
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8.2.  Router Specification

   A router SHOULD send a redirect message, subject to rate limiting,
   whenever it forwards a packet that is not explicitly addressed to
   itself (i.e., a packet that is not source routed through the router)
   in which:

      - the Source Address field of the packet identifies a neighbor,
        and

      - the router determines (by means outside the scope of this
        specification) that a better first-hop node resides on the same
        link as the sending node for the Destination Address of the
        packet being forwarded, and

      - the Destination Address of the packet is not a multicast



        address.

   The transmitted redirect packet contains, consistent with the message
   format given in Section 4.5:

      - In the Target Address field: the address to which subsequent
        packets for the destination should be sent.  If the target is a
        router, that router's link-local address MUST be used.  If the
        target is a host, the target address field MUST be set to the
        same value as the Destination Address field.

      - In the Destination Address field: the destination address of the
        invoking IP packet.

      - In the options:

           o Target Link-Layer Address option: link-layer address of the
             target, if known.

           o Redirected Header: as much of the forwarded packet as can
             fit without the redirect packet exceeding the minimum MTU
             required to support IPv6 as specified in [IPv6].

   A router MUST limit the rate at which Redirect messages are sent, in
   order to limit the bandwidth and processing costs incurred by the
   Redirect messages when the source does not correctly respond to the
   Redirects, or the source chooses to ignore unauthenticated Redirect
   messages.  More details on the rate-limiting of ICMP error messages
   can be found in [ICMPv6].

   A router MUST NOT update its routing tables upon receipt of a
   Redirect.
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8.3.  Host Specification

   A host receiving a valid redirect SHOULD update its Destination Cache
   accordingly so that subsequent traffic goes to the specified target.
   If no Destination Cache entry exists for the destination, an
   implementation SHOULD create such an entry.

   If the redirect contains a Target Link-Layer Address option, the host
   either creates or updates the Neighbor Cache entry for the target.
   In both cases, the cached link-layer address is copied from the
   Target Link-Layer Address option.  If a Neighbor Cache entry is
   created for the target, its reachability state MUST be set to STALE
   as specified in Section 7.3.3.  If a cache entry already existed and
   it is updated with a different link-layer address, its reachability
   state MUST also be set to STALE.  If the link-layer address is the
   same as that already in the cache, the cache entry's state remains
   unchanged.

   If the Target and Destination Addresses are the same, the host MUST
   treat the Target as on-link.  If the Target Address is not the same
   as the Destination Address, the host MUST set IsRouter to TRUE for
   the target.  If the Target and Destination Addresses are the same,



   however, one cannot reliably determine whether the Target Address is
   a router.  Consequently, newly created Neighbor Cache entries should
   set the IsRouter flag to FALSE, while existing cache entries should
   leave the flag unchanged.  If the Target is a router, subsequent
   Neighbor Advertisement or Router Advertisement messages will update
   IsRouter accordingly.

   Redirect messages apply to all flows that are being sent to a given
   destination.  That is, upon receipt of a Redirect for a Destination
   Address, all Destination Cache entries to that address should be
   updated to use the specified next-hop, regardless of the contents of
   the Flow Label field that appears in the Redirected Header option.

   A host MUST NOT send Redirect messages.

9.  Extensibility - Option Processing

   Options provide a mechanism for encoding variable length fields,
   fields that may appear multiple times in the same packet, or
   information that may not appear in all packets.  Options can also be
   used to add additional functionality to future versions of ND.

   In order to ensure that future extensions properly coexist with
   current implementations, all nodes MUST silently ignore any options
   they do not recognize in received ND packets and continue processing
   the packet.  All options specified in this document MUST be
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   recognized.  A node MUST NOT ignore valid options just because the ND
   message contains unrecognized ones.

   The current set of options is defined in such a way that receivers
   can process multiple options in the same packet independently of each
   other.  In order to maintain these properties, future options SHOULD
   follow the simple rule:

      The option MUST NOT depend on the presence or absence of any other
      options.  The semantics of an option should depend only on the
      information in the fixed part of the ND packet and on the
      information contained in the option itself.

   Adhering to the above rule has the following benefits:

     1) Receivers can process options independently of one another.  For
        example, an implementation can choose to process the Prefix
        Information option contained in a Router Advertisement message
        in a user-space process while the link-layer address option in
        the same message is processed by routines in the kernel.

     2) Should the number of options cause a packet to exceed a link's
        MTU, multiple packets can carry subsets of the options without
        any change in semantics.

     3) Senders MAY send a subset of options in different packets.  For
        instance, if a prefix's Valid and Preferred Lifetime are high
        enough, it might not be necessary to include the Prefix



        Information option in every Router Advertisement.  In addition,
        different routers might send different sets of options.  Thus, a
        receiver MUST NOT associate any action with the absence of an
        option in a particular packet.  This protocol specifies that
        receivers should only act on the expiration of timers and on the
        information that is received in the packets.

   Options in Neighbor Discovery packets can appear in any order;
   receivers MUST be prepared to process them independently of their
   order.  There can also be multiple instances of the same option in a
   message (e.g., Prefix Information options).

   If the number of included options in a Router Advertisement causes
   the advertisement's size to exceed the link MTU, the router can send
   multiple separate advertisements, each containing a subset of the
   options.

   The amount of data to include in the Redirected Header option MUST be
   limited so that the entire redirect packet does not exceed the
   minimum MTU required to support IPv6 as specified in [IPv6].
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   All options are a multiple of 8 octets of length, ensuring
   appropriate alignment without any "pad" options.  The fields in the
   options (as well as the fields in ND packets) are defined to align on
   their natural boundaries (e.g., a 16-bit field is aligned on a 16-bit
   boundary) with the exception of the 128-bit IP addresses/prefixes,
   which are aligned on a 64-bit boundary.  The link-layer address field
   contains an uninterpreted octet string; it is aligned on an 8-bit
   boundary.

   The size of an ND packet including the IP header is limited to the
   link MTU.  When adding options to an ND packet, a node MUST NOT
   exceed the link MTU.

   Future versions of this protocol may define new option types.
   Receivers MUST silently ignore any options they do not recognize and
   continue processing the message.

10.  Protocol Constants

   Router constants:

            MAX_INITIAL_RTR_ADVERT_INTERVAL  16 seconds

            MAX_INITIAL_RTR_ADVERTISEMENTS    3 transmissions

            MAX_FINAL_RTR_ADVERTISEMENTS      3 transmissions

            MIN_DELAY_BETWEEN_RAS             3 seconds

            MAX_RA_DELAY_TIME                 .5 seconds

   Host constants:

            MAX_RTR_SOLICITATION_DELAY        1 second



            RTR_SOLICITATION_INTERVAL         4 seconds

            MAX_RTR_SOLICITATIONS             3 transmissions

   Node constants:

            MAX_MULTICAST_SOLICIT             3 transmissions

            MAX_UNICAST_SOLICIT               3 transmissions

            MAX_ANYCAST_DELAY_TIME            1 second

            MAX_NEIGHBOR_ADVERTISEMENT        3 transmissions
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            REACHABLE_TIME               30,000 milliseconds

            RETRANS_TIMER                 1,000 milliseconds

            DELAY_FIRST_PROBE_TIME            5 seconds

            MIN_RANDOM_FACTOR                 .5

            MAX_RANDOM_FACTOR                 1.5

   Additional protocol constants are defined with the message formats in
   Section 4.

   All protocol constants are subject to change in future revisions of
   the protocol.

   The constants in this specification may be overridden by specific
   documents that describe how IPv6 operates over different link layers.
   This rule allows Neighbor Discovery to operate over links with widely
   varying performance characteristics.

11.  Security Considerations

   Neighbor Discovery is subject to attacks that cause IP packets to
   flow to unexpected places.  Such attacks can be used to cause denial
   of service but also allow nodes to intercept and optionally modify
   packets destined for other nodes.  This section deals with the main
   threats related to Neighbor Discovery messages and possible security
   mechanisms that can mitigate these threats.

11.1.  Threat Analysis

   This section discusses the main threats associated with Neighbor
   Discovery.  A more detailed analysis can be found in [PSREQ].  The
   main vulnerabilities of the protocol fall under three categories:

   - Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks.
   - Address spoofing attacks.
   - Router spoofing attacks.



   An example of denial of service attacks is that a node on the link
   that can send packets with an arbitrary IP source address can both
   advertise itself as a default router and also send "forged" Router
   Advertisement messages that immediately time out all other default
   routers as well as all on-link prefixes.  An intruder can achieve
   this by sending out multiple Router Advertisements, one for each
   legitimate router, with the source address set to the address of
   another router, the Router Lifetime field set to zero, and the
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   Preferred and Valid lifetimes set to zero for all the prefixes.  Such
   an attack would cause all packets, for both on-link and off-link
   destinations, to go to the rogue router.  That router can then
   selectively examine, modify, or drop all packets sent on the link.
   The Neighbor Unreachability Detection (NUD) will not detect such a
   black hole as long as the rogue router politely answers the NUD
   probes with a Neighbor Advertisement with the R-bit set.

   It is also possible for any host to launch a DoS attack on another
   host by preventing it from configuring an address using [ADDRCONF].
   The protocol does not allow hosts to verify whether the sender of a
   Neighbor Advertisement is the true owner of the IP address included
   in the message.

   Redirect attacks can also be achieved by any host in order to flood a
   victim or steal its traffic.  A host can send a Neighbor
   Advertisement (in response to a solicitation) that contains its IP
   address and a victim's link-layer address in order to flood the
   victim with unwanted traffic.  Alternatively, the host can send a
   Neighbor Advertisement that includes a victim's IP address and its
   own link-layer address to overwrite an existing entry in the sender's
   destination cache, thereby forcing the sender to forward all of the
   victim's traffic to itself.

   The trust model for redirects is the same as in IPv4.  A redirect is
   accepted only if received from the same router that is currently
   being used for that destination.  If a host has been redirected to
   another node (i.e., the destination is on-link), there is no way to
   prevent the target from issuing another redirect to some other
   destination.  However, this exposure is no worse than it was before
   being redirected; the target host, once subverted, could always act
   as a hidden router to forward traffic elsewhere.

   The protocol contains no mechanism to determine which neighbors are
   authorized to send a particular type of message (e.g., Router
   Advertisements); any neighbor, presumably even in the presence of
   authentication, can send Router Advertisement messages thereby being
   able to cause denial of service.  Furthermore, any neighbor can send
   proxy Neighbor Advertisements as well as unsolicited Neighbor
   Advertisements as a potential denial-of-service attack.

   Many link layers are also subject to different denial-of-service
   attacks such as continuously occupying the link in CSMA/CD (Carrier
   Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection) networks (e.g., by
   sending packets closely back-to-back or asserting the collision
   signal on the link), or originating packets with somebody else's



   source MAC address to confuse, e.g., Ethernet switches.  On the other
   hand, many of the threats discussed in this section are less
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   effective, or non-existent, on point-to-point links, or cellular
   links where a host shares a link with only one neighbor, i.e., the
   default router.

11.2.  Securing Neighbor Discovery Messages

   The protocol reduces the exposure to the above threats in the absence
   of authentication by ignoring ND packets received from off-link
   senders.  The Hop Limit field of all received packets is verified to
   contain 255, the maximum legal value.  Because routers decrement the
   Hop Limit on all packets they forward, received packets containing a
   Hop Limit of 255 must have originated from a neighbor.

   Cryptographic security mechanisms for Neighbor Discovery are outside
   the scope of this document and are defined in [SEND].  Alternatively,
   IPsec can be used for IP layer authentication [IPv6-SA].  The use of
   the Internet Key Exchange (IKE) is not suited for creating dynamic
   security associations that can be used to secure address resolution
   or neighbor solicitation messages as documented in [ICMPIKE].

   In some cases, it may be acceptable to use statically configured
   security associations with either [IPv6-AUTH] or [IPv6-ESP] to secure
   Neighbor Discovery messages.  However, it is important to note that
   statically configured security associations are not scalable
   (especially when considering multicast links) and are therefore
   limited to small networks with known hosts.  In any case, if either
   [IPv6-AUTH] or [IPv6-ESP] is used, ND packets MUST be verified for
   the purpose of authentication.  Packets that fail authentication
   checks MUST be silently discarded.

12.  Renumbering Considerations

   The Neighbor Discovery protocol together with IPv6 Address
   Autoconfiguration [ADDRCONF] provides mechanisms to aid in
   renumbering -- new prefixes and addresses can be introduced and old
   ones can be deprecated and removed.

   The robustness of these mechanisms is based on all the nodes on the
   link receiving the Router Advertisement messages in a timely manner.
   However, a host might be turned off or be unreachable for an extended
   period of time (i.e., a machine is powered down for months after a
   project terminates).  It is possible to preserve robust renumbering
   in such cases, but it does place some constraints on how long
   prefixes must be advertised.

   Consider the following example in which a prefix is initially
   advertised with a lifetime of 2 months, but on August 1st it is
   determined that the prefix needs to be deprecated and removed due to
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   renumbering by September 1st.  This can be done by reducing the
   advertised lifetime to 1 week starting on August 1st, and as the
   cutoff gets closer, the lifetimes can be made shorter until by
   September 1st the prefix is advertised with a lifetime of 0.  The
   point is that, if one or more nodes were unplugged from the link
   prior to September 1st, they might still think that the prefix is
   valid since the last lifetime they received was 2 months.  Thus, if a
   node was unplugged on July 31st, it thinks the prefix is valid until
   September 30th.  If that node is plugged back in prior to September
   30th, it may continue to use the old prefix.  The only way to force a
   node to stop using a prefix that was previously advertised with a
   long lifetime is to have that node receive an advertisement for that
   prefix that changes the lifetime downward.  The solution in this
   example is simple: continue advertising the prefix with a lifetime of
   0 from September 1st until October 1st.

   In general, in order to be robust against nodes that might be
   unplugged from the link, it is important to track the furthest into
   the future that a particular prefix can be viewed as valid by any
   node on the link.  The prefix must then be advertised with a 0
   lifetime until that point in the future.  This "furthest into the
   future" time is simply the maximum, over all Router Advertisements,
   of the time the advertisement was sent, plus the prefix's lifetime
   contained in the advertisement.

   The above has an important implication on using infinite lifetimes.
   If a prefix is advertised with an infinite lifetime, and that prefix
   later needs to be renumbered, it is undesirable to continue
   advertising that prefix with a zero lifetime forever.  Thus, either
   infinite lifetimes should be avoided or there must be a limit on how
   long of a time a node can be unplugged from the link before it is
   plugged back in again.  However, it is unclear how the network
   administrator can enforce a limit on how long time hosts such as
   laptops can be unplugged from the link.

   Network administrators should give serious consideration to using
   relatively short lifetimes (i.e., no more than a few weeks).  While
   it might appear that using long lifetimes would help ensure
   robustness, in reality, a host will be unable to communicate in the
   absence of properly functioning routers.  Such routers will be
   sending Router Advertisements that contain appropriate (and current)
   prefixes.  A host connected to a network that has no functioning
   routers is likely to have more serious problems than just a lack of a
   valid prefix and address.
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   The above discussion does not distinguish between the preferred and
   valid lifetimes.  For all practical purposes, it is probably



   sufficient to track the valid lifetime since the preferred lifetime
   will not exceed the valid lifetime.

13.  IANA Considerations

   This document does not require any new ICMPv6 types or codes to be
   allocated.  However, existing ICMPv6 types have been updated to point
   to this document instead of RFC 2461.  The procedure for the
   assignment of ICMPv6 types/codes is described in Section 6 of
   [ICMPv6].

   This document continues to use the following ICMPv6 message types
   introduced in RFC 2461 and already assigned by IANA:

      Message name                            ICMPv6 Type

      Router Solicitation                      133
      Router Advertisement                     134
      Neighbor Solicitation                    135
      Neighbor Advertisement                   136
      Redirect                                 137

   This document continues to use the following Neighbor Discovery
   option types introduced in RFC 2461 and already assigned by IANA:

      Option Name                             Type

      Source Link-Layer Address                    1
      Target Link-Layer Address                    2
      Prefix Information                           3
      Redirected Header                            4
      MTU                                          5

   Neighbor Discovery option types are allocated using the following
   procedure:

   1. The IANA should allocate and permanently register new option types
   from IETF RFC publication.  This is for all RFC types including
   standards track, informational, and experimental status that
   originate from the IETF and have been approved by the IESG for
   publication.

   2. IETF working groups with working group consensus and area director
   approval can request reclaimable Neighbor Discovery option type
   assignments from the IANA.  The IANA will tag the values as
   "reclaimable in future".
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   The "reclaimable in the future" tag will be removed when an RFC is
   published documenting the protocol as defined in 1).  This will make
   the assignment permanent and update the reference on the IANA Web
   pages.

   At the point where the option type values are 85% assigned, the IETF
   will review the assignments tagged "reclaimable in the future" and
   inform the IANA which ones should be reclaimed and reassigned.



   3. Requests for new option type value assignments from outside the
   IETF are only made through the publication of an IETF document, per
   1) above.  Note also that documents published as "RFC Editor
   contributions" [RFC3667] are not considered to be IETF documents.
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Appendix A: Multihomed Hosts

   There are a number of complicating issues that arise when Neighbor
   Discovery is used by hosts that have multiple interfaces.  This
   section does not attempt to define the proper operation of multihomed
   hosts with regard to Neighbor Discovery.  Rather, it identifies
   issues that require further study.  Implementors are encouraged to
   experiment with various approaches to making Neighbor Discovery work
   on multihomed hosts and to report their experiences.  Further work
   related to this problem can be found in [RTSEL].

   If a multihomed host receives Router Advertisements on all of its
   interfaces, it will (probably) have learned on-link prefixes for the
   addresses residing on each link.  When a packet must be sent through
   a router, however, selecting the "wrong" router can result in a
   suboptimal or non-functioning path.  There are number of issues to
   consider:

     1) In order for a router to send a redirect, it must determine that
        the packet it is forwarding originates from a neighbor.  The
        standard test for this case is to compare the source address of
        the packet to the list of on-link prefixes associated with the
        interface on which the packet was received.  If the originating
        host is multihomed, however, the source address it uses may
        belong to an interface other than the interface from which it
        was sent.  In such cases, a router will not send redirects, and



        suboptimal routing is likely.  In order to be redirected, the
        sending host must always send packets out the interface
        corresponding to the outgoing packet's source address.  Note
        that this issue never arises with non-multihomed hosts; they
        only have one interface.  Additional discussion on this topic
        can be found in RFC 1122 under Section 3.3.4.2.

     2) If the selected first-hop router does not have a route at all
        for the destination, it will be unable to deliver the packet.
        However, the destination may be reachable through a router on
        one of the other interfaces.  Neighbor Discovery does not
        address this scenario; it does not arise in the non-multihomed
        case.

     3) Even if the first-hop router does have a route for a
        destination, there may be a better route via another interface.
        No mechanism exists for the multihomed host to detect this
        situation.

   If a multihomed host fails to receive Router Advertisements on one or
   more of its interfaces, it will not know (in the absence of
   configured information) which destinations are on-link on the
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   affected interface(s).  This leads to the following problem: If
   Router Advertisements are received on some, but not all, interfaces,
   a multihomed host could choose to only send packets out on the
   interfaces on which it has received Router Advertisements.  A key
   assumption made here, however, is that routers on those other
   interfaces will be able to route packets to the ultimate destination,
   even when those destinations reside on the subnet to which the sender
   connects, but has no on-link prefix information.  Should the
   assumption be FALSE, communication would fail.  Even if the
   assumption holds, packets will traverse a suboptimal path.

Appendix B: Future Extensions

   Possible extensions for future study are:

    o Using dynamic timers to be able to adapt to links with widely
      varying delay.  Measuring round-trip times, however, requires
      acknowledgments and sequence numbers in order to match received
      Neighbor Advertisements with the actual Neighbor Solicitation that
      triggered the advertisement.  Implementors wishing to experiment
      with such a facility could do so in a backwards-compatible way by
      defining a new option carrying the necessary information.  Nodes
      not understanding the option would simply ignore it.

    o Adding capabilities to facilitate the operation over links that
      currently require hosts to register with an address resolution
      server.  This could, for instance, enable routers to ask hosts to
      send them periodic unsolicited advertisements.  Once again, this
      can be added using a new option sent in the Router Advertisements.

    o Adding additional procedures for links where asymmetric and non-
      transitive reachability is part of normal operations.  Such



      procedures might allow hosts and routers to find usable paths on,
      e.g., radio links.
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Appendix C: State Machine for the Reachability State

   This appendix contains a summary of the rules specified in Sections
   7.2 and 7.3.  This document does not mandate that implementations
   adhere to this model as long as their external behavior is consistent
   with that described in this document.

   When performing address resolution and Neighbor Unreachability
   Detection the following state transitions apply using the conceptual
   model:

   State           Event                   Action             New state

   -               Packet to send.        Create entry.       INCOMPLETE
                                          Send multicast NS.
                                          Start retransmit timer

   INCOMPLETE      Retransmit timeout,    Retransmit NS       INCOMPLETE
                   less than N            Start retransmit
                   retransmissions.       timer

   INCOMPLETE      Retransmit timeout,    Discard entry          -
                   N or more              Send ICMP error
                   retransmissions.

   INCOMPLETE      NA, Solicited=0,       Record link-layer      STALE
                   Override=any           address. Send queued
                                          packets.

   INCOMPLETE      NA, Solicited=1,       Record link-layer    REACHABLE
                   Override=any           address. Send queued
                                          packets.

   INCOMPLETE      NA, Solicited=any,     Update content of    unchanged
                   Override=any, No       IsRouter flag
                   Link-layer address

    -              NS, RS, Redirect             -                 -



                   No link-layer address

   !INCOMPLETE     NA, Solicited=1,        -                   REACHABLE
                   Override=0
                   Same link-layer
                   address as cached.

   !INCOMPLETE     NA, Solicited=any,     Update content of    unchanged
                   Override=any, No       IsRouter flag.
                   link-layer address
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   REACHABLE       NA, Solicited=1,        -                     STALE
                   Override=0
                   Different link-layer
                   address than cached.

   STALE, PROBE    NA, Solicited=1,        -                   unchanged
   Or DELAY        Override=0
                   Different link-layer
                   address than cached.

   !INCOMPLETE     NA, Solicited=1,       Record link-layer   REACHABLE
                   Override=1             address (if
                                          different).

   !INCOMPLETE     NA, Solicited=0,        -                  unchanged
                   Override=0

   !INCOMPLETE     NA, Solicited=0,        -                  unchanged
                   Override=1
                   Same link-layer
                   address as cached.

   !INCOMPLETE     NA, Solicited=0,        Record link-layer     STALE
                   Override=1              address.
                   Different link-layer
                   address than cached.

   !INCOMPLETE     upper-layer reachability  -                 REACHABLE
                   confirmation

   REACHABLE       timeout, more than        -                   STALE
                   N seconds since
                   reachability confirm.

   STALE           Sending packet          Start delay timer     DELAY

   DELAY           Delay timeout           Send unicast NS probe PROBE
                                           Start retransmit timer

   PROBE           Retransmit timeout,     Retransmit NS         PROBE
                   less than N
                   retransmissions.

   PROBE           Retransmit timeout,     Discard entry         -



                   N or more
                   retransmissions.
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   The state transitions for receiving unsolicited information other
   than Neighbor Advertisement messages apply to either the source of
   the packet (for Neighbor Solicitation, Router Solicitation, and
   Router Advertisement messages) or the target address (for Redirect
   messages) as follows:

   State           Event                   Action              New state

   -               NS, RS, RA, Redirect    Create entry.         STALE

   INCOMPLETE      NS, RS, RA, Redirect    Record link-layer     STALE
                                           address. Send queued
                                           packets.

   !INCOMPLETE     NS, RS, RA, Redirect    Update link-layer     STALE
                   Different link-layer    address
                   address than cached.

   INCOMPLETE      NS, RS No link-layer    -                   unchanged
                   address

   !INCOMPLETE     NS, RS, RA, Redirect    -                   unchanged
                   Same link-layer
                   address as cached.

Appendix D: Summary of IsRouter Rules

   This appendix presents a summary of the rules for maintaining the
   IsRouter flag as specified in this document.

   The background for these rules is that the ND messages contain,
   either implicitly or explicitly, information that indicates whether
   or not the sender (or Target Address) is a host or a router.  The
   following assumptions are used:

    - The sender of a Router Advertisement is implicitly assumed to be a
      router.

    - Neighbor Solicitation messages do not contain either an implicit
      or explicit indication about the sender.  Both hosts and routers
      send such messages.

    - Neighbor Advertisement messages contain an explicit "IsRouter
      flag", the R-bit.
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    - The target of the redirect, when the target differs from the
      destination address in the packet being redirected, is implicitly
      assumed to be a router.  This is a natural assumption since that
      node is expected to be able to forward the packets towards the
      destination.

    - The target of the redirect, when the target is the same as the
      destination, does not carry any host vs. router information.  All
      that is known is that the destination (i.e., target) is on-link
      but it could be either a host or a router.

   The rules for setting the IsRouter flag are based on the information
   content above.  If an ND message contains explicit or implicit
   information, the receipt of the message will cause the IsRouter flag
   to be updated.  But when there is no host vs. router information in
   the ND message, the receipt of the message MUST NOT cause a change to
   the IsRouter state.  When the receipt of such a message causes a
   Neighbor Cache entry to be created, this document specifies that the
   IsRouter flag be set to FALSE.  There is greater potential for
   mischief when a node incorrectly thinks a host is a router, than the
   other way around.  In these cases, a subsequent Neighbor
   Advertisement or Router Advertisement message will set the correct
   IsRouter value.

Appendix E: Implementation Issues

E.1.  Reachability Confirmations

   Neighbor Unreachability Detection requires explicit confirmation that
   a forward-path is functioning properly.  To avoid the need for
   Neighbor Solicitation probe messages, upper-layer protocols should
   provide such an indication when the cost of doing so is small.
   Reliable connection-oriented protocols such as TCP are generally
   aware when the forward-path is working.  When TCP sends (or receives)
   data, for instance, it updates its window sequence numbers, sets and
   cancels retransmit timers, etc.  Specific scenarios that usually
   indicate a properly functioning forward-path include:

    - Receipt of an acknowledgment that covers a sequence number (e.g.,
      data) not previously acknowledged indicates that the forward path
      was working at the time the data was sent.

    - Completion of the initial three-way handshake is a special case of
      the previous rule; although no data is sent during the handshake,
      the SYN flags are counted as data from the sequence number
      perspective.  This applies to both the SYN+ACK for the active open
      and the ACK of that packet on the passively opening peer.
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    - Receipt of new data (i.e., data not previously received) indicates
      that the forward-path was working at the time an acknowledgment
      was sent that advanced the peer's send window that allowed the new
      data to be sent.

   To minimize the cost of communicating reachability information
   between the TCP and IP layers, an implementation may wish to rate-
   limit the reachability confirmations its sends IP.  One possibility
   is to process reachability only every few packets.  For example, one
   might update reachability information once per round-trip time, if an
   implementation only has one round-trip timer per connection.  For
   those implementations that cache Destination Cache entries within
   control blocks, it may be possible to update the Neighbor Cache entry
   directly (i.e., without an expensive lookup) once the TCP packet has
   been demultiplexed to its corresponding control block.  For other
   implementations, it may be possible to piggyback the reachability
   confirmation on the next packet submitted to IP assuming that the
   implementation guards against the piggybacked confirmation becoming
   stale when no packets are sent to IP for an extended period of time.

   TCP must also guard against thinking "stale" information indicates
   current reachability.  For example, new data received 30 minutes
   after a window has opened up does not constitute a confirmation that
   the path is currently working; it merely indicates that 30 minutes
   ago the window update reached the peer, i.e., the path was working at
   that point in time.  An implementation must also take into account
   TCP zero-window probes that are sent even if the path is broken and
   the window update did not reach the peer.

   For UDP-based applications (Remote Procedure Call (RPC), DNS), it is
   relatively simple to make the client send reachability confirmations
   when the response packet is received.  It is more difficult and in
   some cases impossible for the server to generate such confirmations
   since there is no flow control, i.e., the server cannot determine
   whether a received request indicates that a previous response reached
   the client.

   Note that an implementation cannot use negative upper-layer advice as
   a replacement for the Neighbor Unreachability Detection algorithm.
   Negative advice (e.g., from TCP when there are excessive
   retransmissions) could serve as a hint that the forward path from the
   sender of the data might not be working.  But it would fail to detect
   when the path from the receiver of the data is not functioning,
   causing none of the acknowledgment packets to reach the sender.
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Appendix F: Changes from RFC 2461

   o Removed references to IPsec AH and ESP for securing messages or as
     part of validating the received message.

   o Added Section 3.3.



   o Updated Section 11 to include more detailed discussion on threats,
     IPsec limitations, and use of SEND.

   o Removed the on-link assumption in Section 5.2 based on RFC 4942,
     "IPv6 Neighbor Discovery On-Link Assumption Considered Harmful".

   o Clarified the definition of the Router Lifetime field in Section
     4.2.

   o Updated the text in Sections 4.6.2 and 6.2.1 to indicate that the
     preferred lifetime must not be larger than valid lifetime.

   o Removed the reference to stateful configuration and added reference
     for DHCPv6 instead.

   o Added the IsRouter flag definition to Section 6.2.1 to allow for
     mixed host/router behavior.

   o Allowed mobile nodes to be exempt from adding random delays before
     sending an RS during a handover.

   o Updated the definition of the prefix length in the prefix option.

   o Updated the applicability to NBMA links in the introduction and
     added references to 3GPP RFCs.

   o Clarified that support for load balancing is limited to routers.

   o Clarified router behavior when receiving a Router Solicitation
     without Source Link-Layer Address Option (SLLAO).

   o Clarified that inconsistency checks for CurHopLimit are done for
     non-zero values only.

   o Rearranged Section 7.2.5 for clarity, and described the processing
     when receiving the NA in INCOMPLETE state.

   o Added clarifications in Section 7.2 on how a node should react upon
     receiving a message without SLLAO.

   o Added new IANA section.
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   o Miscellaneous editorials.
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                IPv6 Stateless Address Autoconfiguration

Status of This Memo

   This document specifies an Internet standards track protocol for the
   Internet community, and requests discussion and suggestions for
   improvements.  Please refer to the current edition of the "Internet
   Official Protocol Standards" (STD 1) for the standardization state
   and status of this protocol.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

Abstract

   This document specifies the steps a host takes in deciding how to
   autoconfigure its interfaces in IP version 6.  The autoconfiguration
   process includes generating a link-local address, generating global
   addresses via stateless address autoconfiguration, and the Duplicate
   Address Detection procedure to verify the uniqueness of the addresses



   on a link.
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1.  Introduction

   This document specifies the steps a host takes in deciding how to
   autoconfigure its interfaces in IP version 6 (IPv6).  The
   autoconfiguration process includes generating a link-local address,
   generating global addresses via stateless address autoconfiguration,
   and the Duplicate Address Detection procedure to verify the
   uniqueness of the addresses on a link.

   The IPv6 stateless autoconfiguration mechanism requires no manual
   configuration of hosts, minimal (if any) configuration of routers,
   and no additional servers.  The stateless mechanism allows a host to
   generate its own addresses using a combination of locally available
   information and information advertised by routers.  Routers advertise
   prefixes that identify the subnet(s) associated with a link, while
   hosts generate an "interface identifier" that uniquely identifies an
   interface on a subnet.  An address is formed by combining the two.
   In the absence of routers, a host can only generate link-local
   addresses.  However, link-local addresses are sufficient for allowing
   communication among nodes attached to the same link.

   The stateless approach is used when a site is not particularly
   concerned with the exact addresses hosts use, so long as they are
   unique and properly routable.  On the other hand, Dynamic Host
   Configuration Protocol for IPv6 (DHCPv6) [RFC3315] is used when a
   site requires tighter control over exact address assignments.  Both
   stateless address autoconfiguration and DHCPv6 may be used
   simultaneously.

   IPv6 addresses are leased to an interface for a fixed (possibly
   infinite) length of time.  Each address has an associated lifetime
   that indicates how long the address is bound to an interface.  When a
   lifetime expires, the binding (and address) become invalid and the
   address may be reassigned to another interface elsewhere in the
   Internet.  To handle the expiration of address bindings gracefully,
   an address goes through two distinct phases while assigned to an
   interface.  Initially, an address is "preferred", meaning that its
   use in arbitrary communication is unrestricted.  Later, an address



   becomes "deprecated" in anticipation that its current interface
   binding will become invalid.  While an address is in a deprecated
   state, its use is discouraged, but not strictly forbidden.  New
   communication (e.g., the opening of a new TCP connection) should use
   a preferred address when possible.  A deprecated address should be
   used only by applications that have been using it and would have
   difficulty switching to another address without a service disruption.
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   To ensure that all configured addresses are likely to be unique on a
   given link, nodes run a "duplicate address detection" algorithm on
   addresses before assigning them to an interface.  The Duplicate
   Address Detection algorithm is performed on all addresses,
   independently of whether they are obtained via stateless
   autoconfiguration or DHCPv6.  This document defines the Duplicate
   Address Detection algorithm.

   The autoconfiguration process specified in this document applies only
   to hosts and not routers.  Since host autoconfiguration uses
   information advertised by routers, routers will need to be configured
   by some other means.  However, it is expected that routers will
   generate link-local addresses using the mechanism described in this
   document.  In addition, routers are expected to successfully pass the
   Duplicate Address Detection procedure described in this document on
   all addresses prior to assigning them to an interface.

   Section 2 provides definitions for terminology used throughout this
   document.  Section 3 describes the design goals that lead to the
   current autoconfiguration procedure.  Section 4 provides an overview
   of the protocol, while Section 5 describes the protocol in detail.

2.  Terminology

   IP -  Internet Protocol Version 6.  The terms IPv4 and IPv6 are used
      only in contexts where necessary to avoid ambiguity.

   node -  a device that implements IP.

   router -  a node that forwards IP packets not explicitly addressed to
      itself.

   host -  any node that is not a router.

   upper layer -  a protocol layer immediately above IP.  Examples are
      transport protocols such as TCP and UDP, control protocols such as
      ICMP, routing protocols such as OSPF, and Internet or lower-layer
      protocols being "tunneled" over (i.e., encapsulated in) IP such as
      IPX, AppleTalk, or IP itself.

   link -  a communication facility or medium over which nodes can
      communicate at the link layer, i.e., the layer immediately below
      IP.  Examples are Ethernets (simple or bridged); PPP links; X.25,
      Frame Relay, or ATM networks; and Internet (or higher) layer



      "tunnels", such as tunnels over IPv4 or IPv6 itself.  The protocol
      described in this document will be used on all types of links
      unless specified otherwise in the link-type-specific document
      describing how to operate IP on the link in line with [RFC4861].
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   interface -  a node's attachment to a link.

   packet -  an IP header plus payload.

   address -  an IP-layer identifier for an interface or a set of
      interfaces.

   unicast address -  an identifier for a single interface.  A packet
      sent to a unicast address is delivered to the interface identified
      by that address.

   multicast address -  an identifier for a set of interfaces (typically
      belonging to different nodes).  A packet sent to a multicast
      address is delivered to all interfaces identified by that address.

   anycast address -  an identifier for a set of interfaces (typically
      belonging to different nodes).  A packet sent to an anycast
      address is delivered to one of the interfaces identified by that
      address (the "nearest" one, according to the routing protocol's
      measure of distance).  See [RFC4291].

   solicited-node multicast address -  a multicast address to which
      Neighbor Solicitation messages are sent.  The algorithm for
      computing the address is given in [RFC4291].

   link-layer address -  a link-layer identifier for an interface.
      Examples include IEEE 802 addresses for Ethernet links and E.164
      addresses for Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) links.

   link-local address -  an address having link-only scope that can be
      used to reach neighboring nodes attached to the same link.  All
      interfaces have a link-local unicast address.

   global address -  an address with unlimited scope.

   communication -  any packet exchange among nodes that requires that
      the address of each node used in the exchange remain the same for
      the duration of the packet exchange.  Examples are a TCP
      connection or a UDP request-response.

   tentative address -  an address whose uniqueness on a link is being
      verified, prior to its assignment to an interface.  A tentative
      address is not considered assigned to an interface in the usual
      sense.  An interface discards received packets addressed to a
      tentative address, but accepts Neighbor Discovery packets related
      to Duplicate Address Detection for the tentative address.
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   preferred address -  an address assigned to an interface whose use by
      upper-layer protocols is unrestricted.  Preferred addresses may be
      used as the source (or destination) address of packets sent from
      (or to) the interface.

   deprecated address -  An address assigned to an interface whose use
      is discouraged, but not forbidden.  A deprecated address should no
      longer be used as a source address in new communications, but
      packets sent from or to deprecated addresses are delivered as
      expected.  A deprecated address may continue to be used as a
      source address in communications where switching to a preferred
      address causes hardship to a specific upper-layer activity (e.g.,
      an existing TCP connection).

   valid address -  a preferred or deprecated address.  A valid address
      may appear as the source or destination address of a packet, and
      the Internet routing system is expected to deliver packets sent to
      a valid address to their intended recipients.

   invalid address -  an address that is not assigned to any interface.
      A valid address becomes invalid when its valid lifetime expires.
      Invalid addresses should not appear as the destination or source
      address of a packet.  In the former case, the Internet routing
      system will be unable to deliver the packet; in the latter case,
      the recipient of the packet will be unable to respond to it.

   preferred lifetime -  the length of time that a valid address is
      preferred (i.e., the time until deprecation).  When the preferred
      lifetime expires, the address becomes deprecated.

   valid lifetime -  the length of time an address remains in the valid
      state (i.e., the time until invalidation).  The valid lifetime
      must be greater than or equal to the preferred lifetime.  When the
      valid lifetime expires, the address becomes invalid.

   interface identifier -  a link-dependent identifier for an interface
      that is (at least) unique per link [RFC4291].  Stateless address
      autoconfiguration combines an interface identifier with a prefix
      to form an address.  From address autoconfiguration's perspective,
      an interface identifier is a bit string of known length.  The
      exact length of an interface identifier and the way it is created
      is defined in a separate link-type specific document that covers
      issues related to the transmission of IP over a particular link
      type (e.g., [RFC2464]).  Note that the address architecture
      [RFC4291] also defines the length of the interface identifiers for
      some set of addresses, but the two sets of definitions must be
      consistent.  In many cases, the identifier will be derived from
      the interface's link-layer address.
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2.1.  Requirements

   The keywords MUST, MUST NOT, REQUIRED, SHALL, SHALL NOT, SHOULD,
   SHOULD NOT, RECOMMENDED, MAY, and OPTIONAL, when they appear in this
   document, are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

   Note that this document intentionally limits the use of the keywords
   to the protocol specification (Section 5).

3.  Design Goals

   Stateless autoconfiguration is designed with the following goals in
   mind:

   o  Manual configuration of individual machines before connecting them
      to the network should not be required.  Consequently, a mechanism
      is needed that allows a host to obtain or create unique addresses
      for each of its interfaces.  Address autoconfiguration assumes
      that each interface can provide a unique identifier for that
      interface (i.e., an "interface identifier").  In the simplest
      case, an interface identifier consists of the interface's link-
      layer address.  An interface identifier can be combined with a
      prefix to form an address.

   o  Small sites consisting of a set of machines attached to a single
      link should not require the presence of a DHCPv6 server or router
      as a prerequisite for communicating.  Plug-and-play communication
      is achieved through the use of link-local addresses.  Link-local
      addresses have a well-known prefix that identifies the (single)
      shared link to which a set of nodes attach.  A host forms a link-
      local address by appending an interface identifier to the link-
      local prefix.

   o  A large site with multiple networks and routers should not require
      the presence of a DHCPv6 server for address configuration.  In
      order to generate global addresses, hosts must determine the
      prefixes that identify the subnets to which they attach.  Routers
      generate periodic Router Advertisements that include options
      listing the set of active prefixes on a link.

   o  Address configuration should facilitate the graceful renumbering
      of a site's machines.  For example, a site may wish to renumber
      all of its nodes when it switches to a new network service
      provider.  Renumbering is achieved through the leasing of
      addresses to interfaces and the assignment of multiple addresses
      to the same interface.  Lease lifetimes provide the mechanism
      through which a site phases out old prefixes.  The assignment of
      multiple addresses to an interface provides for a transition
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      period during which both a new address and the one being phased
      out work simultaneously.

4.  Protocol Overview

   This section provides an overview of the typical steps that take



   place when an interface autoconfigures itself.  Autoconfiguration is
   performed only on multicast-capable links and begins when a
   multicast-capable interface is enabled, e.g., during system startup.
   Nodes (both hosts and routers) begin the autoconfiguration process by
   generating a link-local address for the interface.  A link-local
   address is formed by appending an identifier of the interface to the
   well-known link-local prefix [RFC4291].

   Before the link-local address can be assigned to an interface and
   used, however, a node must attempt to verify that this "tentative"
   address is not already in use by another node on the link.
   Specifically, it sends a Neighbor Solicitation message containing the
   tentative address as the target.  If another node is already using
   that address, it will return a Neighbor Advertisement saying so.  If
   another node is also attempting to use the same address, it will send
   a Neighbor Solicitation for the target as well.  The exact number of
   times the Neighbor Solicitation is (re)transmitted and the delay time
   between consecutive solicitations is link-specific and may be set by
   system management.

   If a node determines that its tentative link-local address is not
   unique, autoconfiguration stops and manual configuration of the
   interface is required.  To simplify recovery in this case, it should
   be possible for an administrator to supply an alternate interface
   identifier that overrides the default identifier in such a way that
   the autoconfiguration mechanism can then be applied using the new
   (presumably unique) interface identifier.  Alternatively, link-local
   and other addresses will need to be configured manually.

   Once a node ascertains that its tentative link-local address is
   unique, it assigns the address to the interface.  At this point, the
   node has IP-level connectivity with neighboring nodes.  The remaining
   autoconfiguration steps are performed only by hosts; the
   (auto)configuration of routers is beyond the scope of this document.

   The next phase of autoconfiguration involves obtaining a Router
   Advertisement or determining that no routers are present.  If routers
   are present, they will send Router Advertisements that specify what
   sort of autoconfiguration a host can do.  Note that the DHCPv6
   service for address configuration may still be available even if no
   routers are present.
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   Routers send Router Advertisements periodically, but the delay
   between successive advertisements will generally be longer than a
   host performing autoconfiguration will want to wait [RFC4861].  To
   obtain an advertisement quickly, a host sends one or more Router
   Solicitations to the all-routers multicast group.

   Router Advertisements also contain zero or more Prefix Information
   options that contain information used by stateless address
   autoconfiguration to generate global addresses.  It should be noted
   that a host may use both stateless address autoconfiguration and
   DHCPv6 simultaneously.  One Prefix Information option field, the
   "autonomous address-configuration flag", indicates whether or not the



   option even applies to stateless autoconfiguration.  If it does,
   additional option fields contain a subnet prefix, together with
   lifetime values, indicating how long addresses created from the
   prefix remain preferred and valid.

   Because routers generate Router Advertisements periodically, hosts
   will continually receive new advertisements.  Hosts process the
   information contained in each advertisement as described above,
   adding to and refreshing information received in previous
   advertisements.

   By default, all addresses should be tested for uniqueness prior to
   their assignment to an interface for safety.  The test should
   individually be performed on all addresses obtained manually, via
   stateless address autoconfiguration, or via DHCPv6.  To accommodate
   sites that believe the overhead of performing Duplicate Address
   Detection outweighs its benefits, the use of Duplicate Address
   Detection can be disabled through the administrative setting of a
   per-interface configuration flag.

   To speed the autoconfiguration process, a host may generate its link-
   local address (and verify its uniqueness) in parallel with waiting
   for a Router Advertisement.  Because a router may delay responding to
   a Router Solicitation for a few seconds, the total time needed to
   complete autoconfiguration can be significantly longer if the two
   steps are done serially.

4.1.  Site Renumbering

   Address leasing facilitates site renumbering by providing a mechanism
   to time-out addresses assigned to interfaces in hosts.  At present,
   upper-layer protocols such as TCP provide no support for changing
   end-point addresses while a connection is open.  If an end-point
   address becomes invalid, existing connections break and all
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   communication to the invalid address fails.  Even when applications
   use UDP as a transport protocol, addresses must generally remain the
   same during a packet exchange.

   Dividing valid addresses into preferred and deprecated categories
   provides a way of indicating to upper layers that a valid address may
   become invalid shortly and that future communication using the
   address will fail, should the address's valid lifetime expire before
   communication ends.  To avoid this scenario, higher layers should use
   a preferred address (assuming one of sufficient scope exists) to
   increase the likelihood that an address will remain valid for the
   duration of the communication.  It is up to system administrators to
   set appropriate prefix lifetimes in order to minimize the impact of
   failed communication when renumbering takes place.  The deprecation
   period should be long enough that most, if not all, communications
   are using the new address at the time an address becomes invalid.

   The IP layer is expected to provide a means for upper layers



   (including applications) to select the most appropriate source
   address given a particular destination and possibly other
   constraints.  An application may choose to select the source address
   itself before starting a new communication or may leave the address
   unspecified, in which case, the upper networking layers will use the
   mechanism provided by the IP layer to choose a suitable address on
   the application's behalf.

   Detailed address selection rules are beyond the scope of this
   document and are described in [RFC3484].

5.  Protocol Specification

   Autoconfiguration is performed on a per-interface basis on multicast-
   capable interfaces.  For multihomed hosts, autoconfiguration is
   performed independently on each interface.  Autoconfiguration applies
   primarily to hosts, with two exceptions.  Routers are expected to
   generate a link-local address using the procedure outlined below.  In
   addition, routers perform Duplicate Address Detection on all
   addresses prior to assigning them to an interface.

5.1.  Node Configuration Variables

   A node MUST allow the following autoconfiguration-related variable to
   be configured by system management for each multicast-capable
   interface:
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   DupAddrDetectTransmits  The number of consecutive Neighbor
      Solicitation messages sent while performing Duplicate Address
      Detection on a tentative address.  A value of zero indicates that
      Duplicate Address Detection is not performed on tentative
      addresses.  A value of one indicates a single transmission with no
      follow-up retransmissions.

      Default: 1, but may be overridden by a link-type specific value in
      the document that covers issues related to the transmission of IP
      over a particular link type (e.g., [RFC2464]).

      Autoconfiguration also assumes the presence of the variable
      RetransTimer as defined in [RFC4861].  For autoconfiguration
      purposes, RetransTimer specifies the delay between consecutive
      Neighbor Solicitation transmissions performed during Duplicate
      Address Detection (if DupAddrDetectTransmits is greater than 1),
      as well as the time a node waits after sending the last Neighbor
      Solicitation before ending the Duplicate Address Detection
      process.

5.2.  Autoconfiguration-Related Structures

   Beyond the formation of a link-local address and use of Duplicate
   Address Detection, how routers (auto)configure their interfaces is



   beyond the scope of this document.

   A host maintains a list of addresses together with their
   corresponding lifetimes.  The address list contains both
   autoconfigured addresses and those configured manually.

5.3.  Creation of Link-Local Addresses

   A node forms a link-local address whenever an interface becomes
   enabled.  An interface may become enabled after any of the following
   events:

   -  The interface is initialized at system startup time.

   -  The interface is reinitialized after a temporary interface failure
      or after being temporarily disabled by system management.

   -  The interface attaches to a link for the first time.  This
      includes the case where the attached link is dynamically changed
      due to a change of the access point of wireless networks.
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   -  The interface becomes enabled by system management after having
      been administratively disabled.

   A link-local address is formed by combining the well-known link-local
   prefix FE80::0 [RFC4291] (of appropriate length) with an interface
   identifier as follows:

   1.  The left-most 'prefix length' bits of the address are those of
       the link-local prefix.

   2.  The bits in the address to the right of the link-local prefix are
       set to all zeroes.

   3.  If the length of the interface identifier is N bits, the right-
       most N bits of the address are replaced by the interface
       identifier.

   If the sum of the link-local prefix length and N is larger than 128,
   autoconfiguration fails and manual configuration is required.  The
   length of the interface identifier is defined in a separate link-
   type-specific document, which should also be consistent with the
   address architecture [RFC4291] (see Section 2).  These documents will
   carefully define the length so that link-local addresses can be
   autoconfigured on the link.

   A link-local address has an infinite preferred and valid lifetime; it
   is never timed out.

5.4.  Duplicate Address Detection



   Duplicate Address Detection MUST be performed on all unicast
   addresses prior to assigning them to an interface, regardless of
   whether they are obtained through stateless autoconfiguration,
   DHCPv6, or manual configuration, with the following exceptions:

   -  An interface whose DupAddrDetectTransmits variable is set to zero
      does not perform Duplicate Address Detection.

   -  Duplicate Address Detection MUST NOT be performed on anycast
      addresses (note that anycast addresses cannot syntactically be
      distinguished from unicast addresses).

   -  Each individual unicast address SHOULD be tested for uniqueness.
      Note that there are implementations deployed that only perform
      Duplicate Address Detection for the link-local address and skip
      the test for the global address that uses the same interface
      identifier as that of the link-local address.  Whereas this
      document does not invalidate such implementations, this kind of
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      "optimization" is NOT RECOMMENDED, and new implementations MUST
      NOT do that optimization.  This optimization came from the
      assumption that all of an interface's addresses are generated from
      the same identifier.  However, the assumption does actually not
      stand; new types of addresses have been introduced where the
      interface identifiers are not necessarily the same for all unicast
      addresses on a single interface [RFC4941] [RFC3972].  Requiring
      that Duplicate Address Detection be performed for all unicast
      addresses will make the algorithm robust for the current and
      future special interface identifiers.

   The procedure for detecting duplicate addresses uses Neighbor
   Solicitation and Advertisement messages as described below.  If a
   duplicate address is discovered during the procedure, the address
   cannot be assigned to the interface.  If the address is derived from
   an interface identifier, a new identifier will need to be assigned to
   the interface, or all IP addresses for the interface will need to be
   manually configured.  Note that the method for detecting duplicates
   is not completely reliable, and it is possible that duplicate
   addresses will still exist (e.g., if the link was partitioned while
   Duplicate Address Detection was performed).

   An address on which the Duplicate Address Detection procedure is
   applied is said to be tentative until the procedure has completed
   successfully.  A tentative address is not considered "assigned to an
   interface" in the traditional sense.  That is, the interface must
   accept Neighbor Solicitation and Advertisement messages containing
   the tentative address in the Target Address field, but processes such
   packets differently from those whose Target Address matches an
   address assigned to the interface.  Other packets addressed to the
   tentative address should be silently discarded.  Note that the "other
   packets" include Neighbor Solicitation and Advertisement messages
   that have the tentative (i.e., unicast) address as the IP destination
   address and contain the tentative address in the Target Address
   field.  Such a case should not happen in normal operation, though,
   since these messages are multicasted in the Duplicate Address



   Detection procedure.

   It should also be noted that Duplicate Address Detection must be
   performed prior to assigning an address to an interface in order to
   prevent multiple nodes from using the same address simultaneously.
   If a node begins using an address in parallel with Duplicate Address
   Detection, and another node is already using the address, the node
   performing Duplicate Address Detection will erroneously process
   traffic intended for the other node, resulting in such possible
   negative consequences as the resetting of open TCP connections.
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   The following subsections describe specific tests a node performs to
   verify an address's uniqueness.  An address is considered unique if
   none of the tests indicate the presence of a duplicate address within
   RetransTimer milliseconds after having sent DupAddrDetectTransmits
   Neighbor Solicitations.  Once an address is determined to be unique,
   it may be assigned to an interface.

5.4.1.  Message Validation

   A node MUST silently discard any Neighbor Solicitation or
   Advertisement message that does not pass the validity checks
   specified in [RFC4861].  A Neighbor Solicitation or Advertisement
   message that passes these validity checks is called a valid
   solicitation or valid advertisement, respectively.

5.4.2.  Sending Neighbor Solicitation Messages

   Before sending a Neighbor Solicitation, an interface MUST join the
   all-nodes multicast address and the solicited-node multicast address
   of the tentative address.  The former ensures that the node receives
   Neighbor Advertisements from other nodes already using the address;
   the latter ensures that two nodes attempting to use the same address
   simultaneously should detect each other's presence.

   To check an address, a node sends DupAddrDetectTransmits Neighbor
   Solicitations, each separated by RetransTimer milliseconds.  The
   solicitation's Target Address is set to the address being checked,
   the IP source is set to the unspecified address, and the IP
   destination is set to the solicited-node multicast address of the
   target address.

   If the Neighbor Solicitation is going to be the first message sent
   from an interface after interface (re)initialization, the node SHOULD
   delay joining the solicited-node multicast address by a random delay
   between 0 and MAX_RTR_SOLICITATION_DELAY as specified in [RFC4861].
   This serves to alleviate congestion when many nodes start up on the
   link at the same time, such as after a power failure, and may help to
   avoid race conditions when more than one node is trying to solicit
   for the same address at the same time.

   Even if the Neighbor Solicitation is not going to be the first
   message sent, the node SHOULD delay joining the solicited-node



   multicast address by a random delay between 0 and
   MAX_RTR_SOLICITATION_DELAY if the address being checked is configured
   by a router advertisement message sent to a multicast address.  The
   delay will avoid similar congestion when multiple nodes are going to
   configure addresses by receiving the same single multicast router
   advertisement.
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   Note that when a node joins a multicast address, it typically sends a
   Multicast Listener Discovery (MLD) report message [RFC2710] [RFC3810]
   for the multicast address.  In the case of Duplicate Address
   Detection, the MLD report message is required in order to inform MLD-
   snooping switches, rather than routers, to forward multicast packets.
   In the above description, the delay for joining the multicast address
   thus means delaying transmission of the corresponding MLD report
   message.  Since the MLD specifications do not request a random delay
   to avoid race conditions, just delaying Neighbor Solicitation would
   cause congestion by the MLD report messages.  The congestion would
   then prevent the MLD-snooping switches from working correctly and, as
   a result, prevent Duplicate Address Detection from working.  The
   requirement to include the delay for the MLD report in this case
   avoids this scenario.  [RFC3590] also talks about some interaction
   issues between Duplicate Address Detection and MLD, and specifies
   which source address should be used for the MLD report in this case.

   In order to improve the robustness of the Duplicate Address Detection
   algorithm, an interface MUST receive and process datagrams sent to
   the all-nodes multicast address or solicited-node multicast address
   of the tentative address during the delay period.  This does not
   necessarily conflict with the requirement that joining the multicast
   group be delayed.  In fact, in some cases it is possible for a node
   to start listening to the group during the delay period before MLD
   report transmission.  It should be noted, however, that in some link-
   layer environments, particularly with MLD-snooping switches, no
   multicast reception will be available until the MLD report is sent.

5.4.3.  Receiving Neighbor Solicitation Messages

   On receipt of a valid Neighbor Solicitation message on an interface,
   node behavior depends on whether or not the target address is
   tentative.  If the target address is not tentative (i.e., it is
   assigned to the receiving interface), the solicitation is processed
   as described in [RFC4861].  If the target address is tentative, and
   the source address is a unicast address, the solicitation's sender is
   performing address resolution on the target; the solicitation should
   be silently ignored.  Otherwise, processing takes place as described
   below.  In all cases, a node MUST NOT respond to a Neighbor
   Solicitation for a tentative address.

   If the source address of the Neighbor Solicitation is the unspecified
   address, the solicitation is from a node performing Duplicate Address
   Detection.  If the solicitation is from another node, the tentative
   address is a duplicate and should not be used (by either node).  If
   the solicitation is from the node itself (because the node loops back
   multicast packets), the solicitation does not indicate the presence
   of a duplicate address.
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   Implementer's Note: many interfaces provide a way for upper layers to
   selectively enable and disable the looping back of multicast packets.
   The details of how such a facility is implemented may prevent
   Duplicate Address Detection from working correctly.  See Appendix A
   for further discussion.

   The following tests identify conditions under which a tentative
   address is not unique:

   -  If a Neighbor Solicitation for a tentative address is received
      before one is sent, the tentative address is a duplicate.  This
      condition occurs when two nodes run Duplicate Address Detection
      simultaneously, but transmit initial solicitations at different
      times (e.g., by selecting different random delay values before
      joining the solicited-node multicast address and transmitting an
      initial solicitation).

   -  If the actual number of Neighbor Solicitations received exceeds
      the number expected based on the loopback semantics (e.g., the
      interface does not loop back the packet, yet one or more
      solicitations was received), the tentative address is a duplicate.
      This condition occurs when two nodes run Duplicate Address
      Detection simultaneously and transmit solicitations at roughly the
      same time.

5.4.4.  Receiving Neighbor Advertisement Messages

   On receipt of a valid Neighbor Advertisement message on an interface,
   node behavior depends on whether the target address is tentative or
   matches a unicast or anycast address assigned to the interface:

   1.  If the target address is tentative, the tentative address is not
       unique.

   2.  If the target address matches a unicast address assigned to the
       receiving interface, it would possibly indicate that the address
       is a duplicate but it has not been detected by the Duplicate
       Address Detection procedure (recall that Duplicate Address
       Detection is not completely reliable).  How to handle such a case
       is beyond the scope of this document.

   3.  Otherwise, the advertisement is processed as described in
       [RFC4861].
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5.4.5.  When Duplicate Address Detection Fails

   A tentative address that is determined to be a duplicate as described
   above MUST NOT be assigned to an interface, and the node SHOULD log a
   system management error.

   If the address is a link-local address formed from an interface
   identifier based on the hardware address, which is supposed to be
   uniquely assigned (e.g., EUI-64 for an Ethernet interface), IP
   operation on the interface SHOULD be disabled.  By disabling IP
   operation, the node will then:

   -  not send any IP packets from the interface,

   -  silently drop any IP packets received on the interface, and

   -  not forward any IP packets to the interface (when acting as a
      router or processing a packet with a Routing header).

   In this case, the IP address duplication probably means duplicate
   hardware addresses are in use, and trying to recover from it by
   configuring another IP address will not result in a usable network.
   In fact, it probably makes things worse by creating problems that are
   harder to diagnose than just disabling network operation on the
   interface; the user will see a partially working network where some
   things work, and other things do not.

   On the other hand, if the duplicate link-local address is not formed
   from an interface identifier based on the hardware address, which is
   supposed to be uniquely assigned, IP operation on the interface MAY
   be continued.

   Note: as specified in Section 2, "IP" means "IPv6" in the above
   description.  While the background rationale about hardware address
   is independent of particular network protocols, its effect on other
   protocols is beyond the scope of this document.

5.5.  Creation of Global Addresses

   Global addresses are formed by appending an interface identifier to a
   prefix of appropriate length.  Prefixes are obtained from Prefix
   Information options contained in Router Advertisements.  Creation of
   global addresses as described in this section SHOULD be locally
   configurable.  However, the processing described below MUST be
   enabled by default.
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5.5.1.  Soliciting Router Advertisements

   Router Advertisements are sent periodically to the all-nodes
   multicast address.  To obtain an advertisement quickly, a host sends



   out Router Solicitations as described in [RFC4861].

5.5.2.  Absence of Router Advertisements

   Even if a link has no routers, the DHCPv6 service to obtain addresses
   may still be available, and hosts may want to use the service.  From
   the perspective of autoconfiguration, a link has no routers if no
   Router Advertisements are received after having sent a small number
   of Router Solicitations as described in [RFC4861].

   Note that it is possible that there is no router on the link in this
   sense, but there is a node that has the ability to forward packets.
   In this case, the forwarding node's address must be manually
   configured in hosts to be able to send packets off-link, since the
   only mechanism to configure the default router's address
   automatically is the one using Router Advertisements.

5.5.3.  Router Advertisement Processing

   For each Prefix-Information option in the Router Advertisement:

    a)  If the Autonomous flag is not set, silently ignore the Prefix
      Information option.

    b)  If the prefix is the link-local prefix, silently ignore the
      Prefix Information option.

    c)  If the preferred lifetime is greater than the valid lifetime,
      silently ignore the Prefix Information option.  A node MAY wish to
      log a system management error in this case.

    d)  If the prefix advertised is not equal to the prefix of an
      address configured by stateless autoconfiguration already in the
      list of addresses associated with the interface (where "equal"
      means the two prefix lengths are the same and the first prefix-
      length bits of the prefixes are identical), and if the Valid
      Lifetime is not 0, form an address (and add it to the list) by
      combining the advertised prefix with an interface identifier of
      the link as follows:

      |            128 - N bits               |       N bits           |
      +---------------------------------------+------------------------+
      |            link prefix                |  interface identifier  |
      +----------------------------------------------------------------+
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      If the sum of the prefix length and interface identifier length
      does not equal 128 bits, the Prefix Information option MUST be
      ignored.  An implementation MAY wish to log a system management
      error in this case.  The length of the interface identifier is
      defined in a separate link-type specific document, which should
      also be consistent with the address architecture [RFC4291] (see
      Section 2).

      It is the responsibility of the system administrator to ensure
      that the lengths of prefixes contained in Router Advertisements



      are consistent with the length of interface identifiers for that
      link type.  It should be noted, however, that this does not mean
      the advertised prefix length is meaningless.  In fact, the
      advertised length has non-trivial meaning for on-link
      determination in [RFC4861] where the sum of the prefix length and
      the interface identifier length may not be equal to 128.  Thus, it
      should be safe to validate the advertised prefix length here, in
      order to detect and avoid a configuration error specifying an
      invalid prefix length in the context of address autoconfiguration.

      Note that a future revision of the address architecture [RFC4291]
      and a future link-type-specific document, which will still be
      consistent with each other, could potentially allow for an
      interface identifier of length other than the value defined in the
      current documents.  Thus, an implementation should not assume a
      particular constant.  Rather, it should expect any lengths of
      interface identifiers.

      If an address is formed successfully and the address is not yet in
      the list, the host adds it to the list of addresses assigned to
      the interface, initializing its preferred and valid lifetime
      values from the Prefix Information option.  Note that the check
      against the prefix performed at the beginning of this step cannot
      always detect the address conflict in the list.  It could be
      possible that an address already in the list, configured either
      manually or by DHCPv6, happens to be identical to the newly
      created address, whereas such a case should be atypical.

    e)  If the advertised prefix is equal to the prefix of an address
      configured by stateless autoconfiguration in the list, the
      preferred lifetime of the address is reset to the Preferred
      Lifetime in the received advertisement.  The specific action to
      perform for the valid lifetime of the address depends on the Valid
      Lifetime in the received advertisement and the remaining time to
      the valid lifetime expiration of the previously autoconfigured
      address.  We call the remaining time "RemainingLifetime" in the
      following discussion:
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      1.  If the received Valid Lifetime is greater than 2 hours or
          greater than RemainingLifetime, set the valid lifetime of the
          corresponding address to the advertised Valid Lifetime.

      2.  If RemainingLifetime is less than or equal to 2 hours, ignore
          the Prefix Information option with regards to the valid
          lifetime, unless the Router Advertisement from which this
          option was obtained has been authenticated (e.g., via Secure
          Neighbor Discovery [RFC3971]).  If the Router Advertisement
          was authenticated, the valid lifetime of the corresponding
          address should be set to the Valid Lifetime in the received
          option.

      3.  Otherwise, reset the valid lifetime of the corresponding
          address to 2 hours.



      The above rules address a specific denial-of-service attack in
      which a bogus advertisement could contain prefixes with very small
      Valid Lifetimes.  Without the above rules, a single
      unauthenticated advertisement containing bogus Prefix Information
      options with short Valid Lifetimes could cause all of a node's
      addresses to expire prematurely.  The above rules ensure that
      legitimate advertisements (which are sent periodically) will
      "cancel" the short Valid Lifetimes before they actually take
      effect.

      Note that the preferred lifetime of the corresponding address is
      always reset to the Preferred Lifetime in the received Prefix
      Information option, regardless of whether the valid lifetime is
      also reset or ignored.  The difference comes from the fact that
      the possible attack for the preferred lifetime is relatively
      minor.  Additionally, it is even undesirable to ignore the
      preferred lifetime when a valid administrator wants to deprecate a
      particular address by sending a short preferred lifetime (and the
      valid lifetime is ignored by accident).

5.5.4.  Address Lifetime Expiry

   A preferred address becomes deprecated when its preferred lifetime
   expires.  A deprecated address SHOULD continue to be used as a source
   address in existing communications, but SHOULD NOT be used to
   initiate new communications if an alternate (non-deprecated) address
   of sufficient scope can easily be used instead.

   Note that the feasibility of initiating new communication using a
   non-deprecated address may be an application-specific decision, as
   only the application may have knowledge about whether the (now)
   deprecated address was (or still is) in use by the application.  For
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   example, if an application explicitly specifies that the protocol
   stack use a deprecated address as a source address, the protocol
   stack must accept that; the application might request it because that
   IP address is used in higher-level communication and there might be a
   requirement that the multiple connections in such a grouping use the
   same pair of IP addresses.

   IP and higher layers (e.g., TCP, UDP) MUST continue to accept and
   process datagrams destined to a deprecated address as normal since a
   deprecated address is still a valid address for the interface.  In
   the case of TCP, this means TCP SYN segments sent to a deprecated
   address are responded to using the deprecated address as a source
   address in the corresponding SYN-ACK (if the connection would
   otherwise be allowed).

   An implementation MAY prevent any new communication from using a
   deprecated address, but system management MUST have the ability to
   disable such a facility, and the facility MUST be disabled by
   default.

   Other subtle cases should also be noted about source address
   selection.  For example, the above description does not clarify which



   address should be used between a deprecated, smaller-scope address
   and a non-deprecated, sufficient scope address.  The details of the
   address selection including this case are described in [RFC3484] and
   are beyond the scope of this document.

   An address (and its association with an interface) becomes invalid
   when its valid lifetime expires.  An invalid address MUST NOT be used
   as a source address in outgoing communications and MUST NOT be
   recognized as a destination on a receiving interface.

5.6.  Configuration Consistency

   It is possible for hosts to obtain address information using both
   stateless autoconfiguration and DHCPv6 since both may be enabled at
   the same time.  It is also possible that the values of other
   configuration parameters, such as MTU size and hop limit, will be
   learned from both Router Advertisements and DHCPv6.  If the same
   configuration information is provided by multiple sources, the value
   of this information should be consistent.  However, it is not
   considered a fatal error if information received from multiple
   sources is inconsistent.  Hosts accept the union of all information
   received via Neighbor Discovery and DHCPv6.

   If inconsistent information is learned from different sources, an
   implementation may want to give information learned securely
   precedence over information learned without protection.  For
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   instance, Section 8 of [RFC3971] discusses how to deal with
   information learned through Secure Neighbor Discovery conflicting
   with information learned through plain Neighbor Discovery.  The same
   discussion can apply to the preference between information learned
   through plain Neighbor Discovery and information learned via secured
   DHCPv6, and so on.

   In any case, if there is no security difference, the most recently
   obtained values SHOULD have precedence over information learned
   earlier.

5.7.  Retaining Configured Addresses for Stability

   An implementation that has stable storage may want to retain
   addresses in the storage when the addresses were acquired using
   stateless address autoconfiguration.  Assuming the lifetimes used are
   reasonable, this technique implies that a temporary outage (less than
   the valid lifetime) of a router will never result in losing a global
   address of the node even if the node were to reboot.  When this
   technique is used, it should also be noted that the expiration times
   of the preferred and valid lifetimes must be retained, in order to
   prevent the use of an address after it has become deprecated or
   invalid.

   Further details on this kind of extension are beyond the scope of
   this document.

6.  Security Considerations



   Stateless address autoconfiguration allows a host to connect to a
   network, configure an address, and start communicating with other
   nodes without ever registering or authenticating itself with the
   local site.  Although this allows unauthorized users to connect to
   and use a network, the threat is inherently present in the Internet
   architecture.  Any node with a physical attachment to a network can
   generate an address (using a variety of ad hoc techniques) that
   provides connectivity.

   The use of stateless address autoconfiguration and Duplicate Address
   Detection opens up the possibility of several denial-of-service
   attacks.  For example, any node can respond to Neighbor Solicitations
   for a tentative address, causing the other node to reject the address
   as a duplicate.  A separate document [RFC3756] discusses details
   about these attacks, which can be addressed with the Secure Neighbor
   Discovery protocol [RFC3971].  It should also be noted that [RFC3756]
   points out that the use of IP security is not always feasible
   depending on network environments.
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Appendix A.  Loopback Suppression and Duplicate Address Detection

   Determining whether a received multicast solicitation was looped back
   to the sender or actually came from another node is implementation-
   dependent.  A problematic case occurs when two interfaces attached to
   the same link happen to have the same identifier and link-layer
   address, and they both send out packets with identical contents at
   roughly the same time (e.g., Neighbor Solicitations for a tentative
   address as part of Duplicate Address Detection messages).  Although a
   receiver will receive both packets, it cannot determine which packet
   was looped back and which packet came from the other node simply by
   comparing packet contents (i.e., the contents are identical).  In
   this particular case, it is not necessary to know precisely which
   packet was looped back and which was sent by another node; if one
   receives more solicitations than were sent, the tentative address is
   a duplicate.  However, the situation may not always be this
   straightforward.

   The IPv4 multicast specification [RFC1112] recommends that the
   service interface provide a way for an upper-layer protocol to
   inhibit local delivery of packets sent to a multicast group that the
   sending host is a member of.  Some applications know that there will
   be no other group members on the same host, and suppressing loopback
   prevents them from having to receive (and discard) the packets they
   themselves send out.  A straightforward way to implement this
   facility is to disable loopback at the hardware level (if supported
   by the hardware), with packets looped back (if requested) by
   software.  On interfaces in which the hardware itself suppresses
   loopbacks, a node running Duplicate Address Detection simply counts
   the number of Neighbor Solicitations received for a tentative address
   and compares them with the number expected.  If there is a mismatch,
   the tentative address is a duplicate.

   In those cases where the hardware cannot suppress loopbacks, however,
   one possible software heuristic to filter out unwanted loopbacks is
   to discard any received packet whose link-layer source address is the
   same as the receiving interface's.  There is even a link-layer
   specification that requires that any such packets be discarded
   [IEEE802.11].  Unfortunately, use of that criteria also results in
   the discarding of all packets sent by another node using the same
   link-layer address.  Duplicate Address Detection will fail on
   interfaces that filter received packets in this manner:

   o  If a node performing Duplicate Address Detection discards received
      packets that have the same source link-layer address as the
      receiving interface, it will also discard packets from other nodes



      that also use the same link-layer address, including Neighbor
      Advertisement and Neighbor Solicitation messages required to make
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      Duplicate Address Detection work correctly.  This particular
      problem can be avoided by temporarily disabling the software
      suppression of loopbacks while a node performs Duplicate Address
      Detection, if it is possible to disable the suppression.

   o  If a node that is already using a particular IP address discards
      received packets that have the same link-layer source address as
      the interface, it will also discard Duplicate Address Detection-
      related Neighbor Solicitation messages sent by another node that
      also use the same link-layer address.  Consequently, Duplicate
      Address Detection will fail, and the other node will configure a
      non-unique address.  Since it is generally impossible to know when
      another node is performing Duplicate Address Detection, this
      scenario can be avoided only if software suppression of loopback
      is permanently disabled.

   Thus, to perform Duplicate Address Detection correctly in the case
   where two interfaces are using the same link-layer address, an
   implementation must have a good understanding of the interface's
   multicast loopback semantics, and the interface cannot discard
   received packets simply because the source link-layer address is the
   same as the interface's.  It should also be noted that a link-layer
   specification can conflict with the condition necessary to make
   Duplicate Address Detection work.

Appendix B.  Changes since RFC 1971

   o  Changed document to use term "interface identifier" rather than
      "interface token" for consistency with other IPv6 documents.

   o  Clarified definition of deprecated address to make clear it is OK
      to continue sending to or from deprecated addresses.

   o  Added rules to Section 5.5.3 Router Advertisement processing to
      address potential denial-of-service attack when prefixes are
      advertised with very short Lifetimes.

   o  Clarified wording in Section 5.5.4 to make clear that all upper
      layer protocols must process (i.e., send and receive) packets sent
      to deprecated addresses.
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Appendix C.  Changes since RFC 2462

   Major changes that can affect existing implementations:

   o  Specified that a node performing Duplicate Address Detection delay
      joining the solicited-node multicast group, not just delay sending
      Neighbor Solicitations, explaining the detailed reason.

   o  Added a requirement for a random delay before sending Neighbor
      Solicitations for Duplicate Address Detection if the address being
      checked is configured by a multicasted Router Advertisements.

   o  Clarified that on failure of Duplicate Address Detection, IP
      network operation should be disabled and that the rule should
      apply when the hardware address is supposed to be unique.

   Major clarifications:

   o  Clarified how the length of interface identifiers should be
      determined, described the relationship with the prefix length
      advertised in Router Advertisements, and avoided using a
      particular length hard-coded in this document.

   o  Clarified the processing of received neighbor advertisements while
      performing Duplicate Address Detection.

   o  Removed the text regarding the M and O flags, considering the
      maturity of implementations and operational experiences.
      ManagedFlag and OtherConfigFlag were removed accordingly.  (Note
      that this change does not mean the use of these flags is
      deprecated.)

   o  Avoided the wording of "stateful configuration", which is known to
      be quite confusing, and simply used "DHCPv6" wherever appropriate.

   o  Recommended to perform Duplicate Address Detection for all unicast
      addresses more strongly, considering a variety of different
      interface identifiers, while keeping care of existing
      implementations.

   o  Clarified wording in Section 5.5.4 to make clear that a deprecated
      address specified by an application can be used for any
      communication.

   o  Clarified the prefix check described in Section 5.5.3 using more
      appropriate terms and that the check is done against the prefixes
      of addresses configured by stateless autoconfiguration.
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   o  Changed the references to the IP security Authentication Header to
      references to RFC 3971 (Secure Neighbor Discovery).  Also revised



      the Security Considerations section with a reference to RFC 3756.

   o  Added a note when an implementation uses stable storage for
      autoconfigured addresses.

   o  Added consideration about preference between inconsistent
      information sets, one from a secured source and the other learned
      without protection.

   Other miscellaneous clarifications:

   o  Removed references to site-local and revised wording around the
      keyword.

   o  Removed redundant code in denial-of-service protection in
      Section 5.5.3.

   o  Clarified that a unicasted Neighbor Solicitation or Advertisement
      should be discarded while performing Duplicate Address Detection.

   o  Noted in Section 5.3 that an interface can be considered as
      becoming enabled when a wireless access point changes.
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Abstract

   This document redefines selected ICMP messages to support multi-part
   operation.  A multi-part ICMP message carries all of the information
   that ICMP messages carried previously, as well as additional
   information that applications may require.

   Multi-part messages are supported by an ICMP extension structure.
   The extension structure is situated at the end of the ICMP message.
   It includes an extension header followed by one or more extension
   objects.  Each extension object contains an object header and object
   payload.  All object headers share a common format.

   This document further redefines the above mentioned ICMP messages by
   specifying a length attribute.  All of the currently defined ICMP
   messages to which an extension structure can be appended include an
   "original datagram" field.  The "original datagram" field contains
   the initial octets of the datagram that elicited the ICMP error
   message.  Although the original datagram field is of variable length,
   the ICMP message does not include a field that specifies its length.
   Therefore, in order to facilitate message parsing, this document
   allocates eight previously reserved bits to reflect the length of the
   "original datagram" field.
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   The proposed modifications change the requirements for ICMP
   compliance.  The impact of these changes on compliant implementations
   is discussed, and new requirements for future implementations are
   presented.

   This memo updates RFC 792 and RFC 4443.
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1.  Introduction

   This document redefines selected ICMPv4 [RFC0792] and ICMPv6
   [RFC4443] messages to include an extension structure and a length
   attribute.  The extension structure supports multi-part ICMP
   operation.  Protocol designers can make an ICMP message carry
   additional information by encoding that information in the extension
   structure.

   This document also addresses a fundamental problem in ICMP
   extensibility.  All of the ICMP messages addressed by this memo
   include an "original datagram" field.  The "original datagram" field
   contains the initial octets of the datagram that elicited the ICMP
   error message.  Although the "original datagram" field is of variable
   length, the ICMP message does not include a field that specifies its
   length.

   Application software infers the length of the "original datagram"
   field from the total length of the ICMP message.  If an extension
   structure were appended to the message without adding a length
   attribute for the "original datagram" field, the message would become
   unparsable.  Specifically, application software would not be able to
   determine where the "original datagram" field ends and where the
   extension structure begins.  Therefore, this document proposes a
   length attribute as well as an extension structure that is appended
   to the ICMP message.

   The current memo also addresses backwards compatibility with existing



   ICMP implementations that either do not implement the extensions
   defined herein or implement them without adding the required length
   attributes.  In particular, this document addresses backwards
   compatibility with certain, widely deployed, MPLS-aware ICMPv4
   implementations that send the extensions defined herein without
   adding the required length attribute.

   The current memo does not define any ICMP extension objects.  It
   defines only the extension header and a common header that all
   extension objects share.  [UNNUMBERED], [ROUTING-INST], and
   [MPLS-ICMP] provide sample applications of the ICMP Extension Object.

   The above mentioned memos share a common characteristic.  They all
   append information to the ICMP Time Expired message for consumption
   by TRACEROUTE.  In this case, as in many others, appending
   information to the existing ICMP Time Expired Message is preferable
   to defining a new message and emitting two messages whenever a packet
   is dropped due to TTL expiration.
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2.   Conventions Used in This Document

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

3.  Summary of Changes to ICMP

   The following is a summary of changes to ICMP that are introduced by
   this memo:

      An ICMP Extension Structure MAY be appended to ICMPv4 Destination
      Unreachable, Time Exceeded, and Parameter Problem messages.

      An ICMP Extension Structure MAY be appended to ICMPv6 Destination
      Unreachable, and Time Exceeded messages.

      The above mentioned messages include an "original datagram" field,
      and the message formats are updated to specify a length attribute
      for the "original datagram" field.

      When the ICMP Extension Structure is appended to an ICMP message
      and that ICMP message contains an "original datagram" field, the
      "original datagram" field MUST contain at least 128 octets.

      When the ICMP Extension Structure is appended to an ICMPv4 message
      and that ICMPv4 message contains an "original datagram" field, the
      "original datagram" field MUST be zero padded to the nearest
      32-bit boundary.

      When the ICMP Extension Structure is appended to an ICMPv6 message
      and that ICMPv6 message contains an "original datagram" field, the
      "original datagram" field MUST be zero padded to the nearest
      64-bit boundary.



      ICMP messages defined in the future SHOULD indicate whether or not
      they support the extension mechanism defined in this
      specification.  It is recommended that all new messages support
      extensions.

4.  ICMP Extensibility

   RFC 792 defines the following ICMPv4 message types:

      - Destination Unreachable

      - Time Exceeded
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      - Parameter Problem

      - Source Quench

      - Redirect

      - Echo Request/Reply

      - Timestamp/Timestamp Reply

      - Information Request/Information Reply

   [RFC1191] reserves bits for the "Next-Hop MTU" field in the
   Destination Unreachable message.

   RFC 4443 defines the following ICMPv6 message types:

      - Destination Unreachable

      - Packet Too Big

      - Time Exceeded

      - Parameter Problem

      - Echo Request/Reply

   Many ICMP messages are extensible as currently defined.  Protocol
   designers can extend ICMP messages by simply appending fields or data
   structures to them.

   However, the following ICMP messages are not extensible as currently
   defined:

      - ICMPv4 Destination Unreachable (type = 3)

      - ICMPv4 Time Exceeded (type = 11)

      - ICMPv4 Parameter Problem (type = 12)



      - ICMPv6 Destination Unreachable (type = 1)

      - ICMPv6 Packet Too Big (type = 2)

      - ICMPv6 Time Exceeded (type = 3)

      - ICMPv6 Parameter Problem (type = 4)
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   These messages contain an "original datagram" field which represents
   the leading octets of the datagram to which the ICMP message is a
   response.  RFC 792 defines the "original datagram" field for ICMPv4
   messages.  In RFC 792, the "original datagram" field includes the IP
   header plus the next eight octets of the original datagram.
   [RFC1812] extends the "original datagram" field to contain as many
   octets as possible without causing the ICMP message to exceed the
   minimum IPv4 reassembly buffer size (i.e., 576 octets).  RFC 4443
   defines the "original datagram" field for ICMPv6 messages.  In RFC
   4443, the "original datagram" field always contained as many octets
   as possible without causing the ICMP message to exceed the minimum
   IPv6 MTU (i.e., 1280 octets).

   Unfortunately, the "original datagram" field lacks a length
   attribute.  Application software infers the length of this field from
   the total length of the ICMP message.  If an extension structure were
   appended to the message without adding a length attribute for the
   "original datagram" field, the message would become unparsable.
   Specifically, application software would not be able to determine
   where the "original datagram" field ends and where the extension
   structure begins.

   In order to solve this problem, this memo introduces an 8-bit length
   attribute to the following ICMPv4 messages.

      - Destination Unreachable (type = 3)

      - Time Exceeded (type = 11)

      - Parameter Problem (type = 12)

   It also introduces an 8-bit length attribute to the following ICMPv6
   messages.

      - Destination Unreachable (type = 1)

      - Time Exceeded (type = 3)

   The length attribute MUST be specified when the ICMP Extension
   Structure is appended to the above mentioned ICMP messages.

   The length attribute represents the length of the "original datagram"
   field.  Space for the length attribute is claimed from reserved
   octets, whose value was previously required to be zero.

   For ICMPv4 messages, the length attribute represents 32-bit words.



   When the length attribute is specified, the "original datagram" field
   MUST be zero padded to the nearest 32-bit boundary.  Because the
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   sixth octet of each of the impacted ICMPv4 messages was reserved for
   future use, this octet was selected as the location of the length
   attribute in ICMPv4.

   For ICMPv6 messages, the length attribute represents 64-bit words.
   When the length attribute is specified, the "original datagram" field
   MUST be zero padded to the nearest 64-bit boundary.  Because the
   fifth octet of each of the impacted ICMPv6 messages was reserved for
   future use, this octet was selected as the location of the length
   attribute in ICMPv6.

   In order to achieve backwards compatibility, when the ICMP Extension
   Structure is appended to an ICMP message and that ICMP message
   contains an "original datagram" field, the "original datagram" field
   MUST contain at least 128 octets.  If the original datagram did not
   contain 128 octets, the "original datagram" field MUST be zero padded
   to 128 octets.  (See Section 5.1 for rationale.)

   The following sub-sections depict length attribute as it has been
   introduced to selected ICMP messages.

4.1.  ICMPv4 Destination Unreachable

   Figure 1 depicts the ICMPv4 Destination Unreachable Message.

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |     Type      |     Code      |          Checksum             |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |     unused    |    Length     |         Next-Hop MTU*         |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |      Internet Header + leading octets of original datagram    |
      |                                                               |
      |                           //                                  |
      |                                                               |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

                 Figure 1: ICMPv4 Destination Unreachable

   The syntax and semantics of all fields are unchanged from RFC 792.
   However, a length attribute is added to the second word.  The length
   attribute represents length of the padded "original datagram" field,
   measured in 32-bit words.

   * The Next-Hop MTU field is not required in all cases.  It is
     depicted only to demonstrate that those bits are not available for
     assignment in this memo.
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4.2.  ICMPv4 Time Exceeded

   Figure 2 depicts the ICMPv4 Time Exceeded Message.

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |     Type      |     Code      |          Checksum             |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |     unused    |    Length     |          unused               |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |      Internet Header + leading octets of original datagram    |
      |                                                               |
      |                           //                                  |
      |                                                               |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

                      Figure 2: ICMPv4 Time Exceeded

   The syntax and semantics of all fields are unchanged from RFC 792,
   except for a length attribute which is added to the second word.  The
   length attribute represents length of the padded "original datagram"
   field, measured in 32-bit words.

4.3.  ICMPv4 Parameter Problem

   Figure 3 depicts the ICMPv4 Parameter Problem Message.

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |     Type      |     Code      |          Checksum             |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |    Pointer    |    Length     |          unused               |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |      Internet Header + leading octets of original datagram    |
      |                                                               |
      |                           //                                  |
      |                                                               |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

                    Figure 3: ICMPv4 Parameter Problem

   The syntax and semantics of all fields are unchanged from RFC 792,
   except for a length attribute which is added to the second word.  The
   length attribute represents length of the padded "original datagram"
   field, measured in 32-bit words.
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4.4.  ICMPv6 Destination Unreachable



   Figure 4 depicts the ICMPv6 Destination Unreachable Message.

          0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |     Type      |     Code      |          Checksum             |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |    Length     |                  Unused                       |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                    As much of invoking packet                 |
      +                as possible without the ICMPv6 packet          +
      |                exceeding the minimum IPv6 MTU [RFC4443]       |

                 Figure 4: ICMPv6 Destination Unreachable

   The syntax and semantics of all fields are unchanged from RFC 4443.
   However, a length attribute is added to the second word.  The length
   attribute represents length of the padded "original datagram" field,
   measured in 64-bit words.

4.5.  ICMPv6 Time Exceeded

   Figure 5 depicts the ICMPv6 Time Exceeded Message.

           0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |     Type      |     Code      |          Checksum             |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |    Length     |                 Unused                        |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                    As much of invoking packet                 |
      +                as possible without the ICMPv6 packet          +
      |                exceeding the minimum IPv6 MTU [RFC4443]       |

                      Figure 5: ICMPv6 Time Exceeded

   The syntax and semantics of all fields are unchanged from RFC 4443,
   except for a length attribute which is added to the second word.  The
   length attribute represents length of the padded "original datagram"
   field, measured in 64-bit words.
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4.6.  ICMP Messages That Can Be Extended

   The ICMP Extension Structure MAY be appended to messages of the
   following types:

      - ICMPv4 Destination Unreachable

      - ICMPv4 Time Exceeded



      - ICMPv4 Parameter Problem

      - ICMPv6 Destination Unreachable

      - ICMPv6 Time Exceeded

   The ICMP Extension Structure MUST NOT be appended to any of the other
   ICMP messages mentioned in Section 4.  Extensions were not defined
   for the ICMPv6 "Packet Too Big" and "Parameter Problem" messages
   because these messages lack space for a length attribute.

5.  Backwards Compatibility

   ICMP messages can be categorized as follows:

      - Messages that do not include any ICMP extensions

      - Messages that include non-compliant ICMP extensions

      - Messages that includes compliant ICMP extensions

   Any ICMP implementation can send a message that does not include
   extensions.  ICMP implementations produced prior to 1999 are not
   known to send ICMP extensions.

   Some ICMP implementations, produced between 1999 and the time of this
   publication, may send a non-compliant version of ICMP extensions
   described in this memo.  Specifically, these implementations may
   append the ICMP Extension Structure to the Time Exceeded and
   Destination Unreachable messages.  When they do this, they send
   exactly 128 octets representing the original datagram, zero padding
   if required.  They also calculate checksums as described in this
   document.  However, they do not specify a length attribute to be
   associated with the "original datagram" field.

   It is assumed that ICMP implementations produced in the future will
   send ICMP extensions that are compliant with this specification.
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   Likewise, applications that consume ICMP messages can be categorized
   as follows:

      - Classic applications

      - Non-compliant applications

      - Compliant applications

   Classic applications do not parse extensions defined in this memo.
   They are insensitive to the length attribute that is associated with
   the "original datagram" field.

   Non-compliant implementations parse the extensions defined in this



   memo, but only in conjunction with the Time Expired and Destination
   Unreachable messages.  They require the "original datagram" field to
   contain exactly 128 octets and are insensitive to the length
   attribute that is associated with the "original datagram" field.
   Non-compliant applications were produced between 1999 and the time of
   publication of this memo.

   Compliant applications comply fully with the specifications of this
   document.

   In order to demonstrate backwards compatibility, Table 1 describes
   how members of each application category would parse each category of
   ICMP message.

   +----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------+
   |                |  No Extensions |  Non-compliant |    Compliant   |
   |                |                |   Extensions   |   Extensions   |
   +----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------+
   | Classic        |        -       |   Section 5.1  |   Section 5.1  |
   | Application    |                |                |                |
   |                |                |                |                |
   | Non-compliant  |   Section 5.2  |        -       |   Section 5.3  |
   | Application    |                |                |                |
   |                |                |                |                |
   | Compliant      |   Section 5.4  |   Section 5.5  |        -       |
   | Application    |                |                |                |
   +----------------+----------------+----------------+----------------+

                                  Table 1

   In the table above, cells that contain a dash represent the nominal
   case and require no explanation.  In the following sections, we
   assume that the ICMP message type is "Time Exceeded".
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5.1.  Classic Application Receives ICMP Message with Extensions

   When a classic application receives an ICMP message that includes
   extensions, it will incorrectly interpret those extensions as being
   part of the "original datagram" field.  Fortunately, the extensions
   are guaranteed to begin at least 128 octets beyond the beginning of
   the "original datagram" field.  So, only those ICMP applications that
   process the 129th octet of the "original datagram" field will be
   adversely effected.  To date, only two applications falling into this
   category have been identified, and the degree to which they are
   effected is minimal.

   Some TCP stacks, when they receive an ICMP message, verify the
   checksum in the original datagram field [ATTACKS].  If the checksum
   is incorrect, the TCP stack discards the ICMP message for security
   reasons.  If the trailing octets of the original datagram field are
   overwritten by ICMP extensions, the TCP stack will discard an ICMP
   message that it would not otherwise have discarded.  The impact of
   this issue is considered to be minimal because many ICMP messages are
   discarded for other reasons (e.g., ICMP filtering, network



   congestion, checksum was incorrect because original datagram field
   was truncated.)

   Another theoretically possible, but highly improbably scenario occurs
   when ICMP extensions overwrite the portion of the original datagram
   field that represents the TCP header, causing the TCP stack to
   operate upon the wrong TCP connection.  This scenario is highly
   unlikely because it occurs only when the TCP header appears at or
   beyond the 128th octet of the original datagram field and then only
   when the extensions approximate a valid TCP header.

5.2.  Non-Compliant Application Receives ICMP Message with No Extensions

   When a non-compliant ICMPv4 application receives a message that
   contains no extensions, the application examines the total length of
   the ICMPv4 message.  If the total ICMPv4 message length is less than
   the length of its IP header plus 144 octets, the application
   correctly determines that the message does not contain any
   extensions.

   The 144-octet sum is derived from 8 octets for the first two words of
   the ICMPv4 Time Exceeded message, 128 octets for the "original
   datagram" field, 4 octets for the ICMP Extension Header, and 4 octets
   for a single ICMP Object header.  All of these octets would be
   required if extensions were present.
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   If the ICMPv4 payload contains 144 octets or more, the application
   must examine the 137th octet to determine whether it represents a
   valid ICMPv4 Extension Header.  In order to represent a valid
   Extension Header, it must contain a valid version number and
   checksum.  If it does not contain a valid version number and
   checksum, the application correctly determines that the message does
   not contain any extensions.

   Non-compliant applications assume that the ICMPv4 Extension Structure
   begins on the 137th octet of the Time Exceeded message, after a
   128-octet field representing the padded "original datagram" message.

   It is possible that a non-compliant application will parse an ICMPv4
   message incorrectly under the following conditions:

      - the message does not contain extensions

      - the original datagram field contains 144 octets or more

      - selected octets of the original datagram field represent the
        correct values for an extension header version number and
        checksum

   Although this is possible, it is very unlikely.

   A similar analysis can be performed for ICMPv6.  However, the numeric



   constants would change as appropriate.

5.3.  Non-Compliant Application Receives ICMP Message with Compliant
      Extensions

   When a non-compliant application receives a message that contains
   compliant ICMP extensions, it will parse those extensions correctly
   only if the "original datagram" field contains exactly 128 octets.
   This is because non-compliant applications are insensitive to the
   length attribute that is associated with the "original datagram"
   field.  (They assume its value to be 128.)

   Provided that the entire ICMP message does not exceed the minimum
   reassembly buffer size (576 octets for ICMPv4 or 1280 octets for
   ICMPv6), there is no upper limit upon the length of the "original
   datagram" field.  However, each implementation will decide how many
   octets to include.  Those wishing to be backward compatible with non-
   compliant TRACEROUTE implementations will include exactly 128 octets.
   Those not requiring compatibility with non-compliant TRACEROUTE
   applications may include more octets.
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5.4.  Compliant Application Receives ICMP Message with No Extensions

   When a compliant application receives an ICMP message, it examines
   the length attribute that is associated with the "original datagram"
   field.  If the length attribute is zero, the compliant application
   MUST determine that the message contains no extensions.

5.5.  Compliant Application Receives ICMP Message with Non-Compliant
      Extensions

   When a compliant application receives an ICMP message, it examines
   the length attribute that is associated with the "original datagram"
   field.  If the length attribute is zero, the compliant application
   MUST determine that the message contains no extensions.  In this
   case, that determination is technically correct, but not backwards
   compatible with the non-compliant implementation that originated the
   ICMP message.

   So, to ease transition yet encourage compliant implementation,
   compliant TRACEROUTE implementations MUST include a non-default
   operation mode to also interpret non-compliant responses.
   Specifically, when a TRACEROUTE application operating in non-
   compliant mode receives a sufficiently long ICMP message that does
   not specify a length attribute, it will parse for a valid extension
   header at a fixed location, assuming a 128-octet "original datagram"
   field.  If the application detects a valid version and checksum, it
   will treat the octets that follow as an extension structure.

6.  Interaction with Network Address Translation

   The ICMP extensions defined in this memo do not interfere with
   Network Address Translation.  [RFC3022] permits traditional NAT



   devices to modify selected fields within ICMP messages.  These fields
   include the "original datagram" field mentioned above.  However, if a
   NAT device modifies the "original datagram" field, it should modify
   only the leading octets of that field, which represent the outermost
   IP header.  Because the outermost IP header is guaranteed to be
   contained by the first 128 octets of the "original datagram" field,
   ICMP extensions and NAT will not interfere with one another.

   It is conceivable that a NAT implementation might overstep the
   restrictions of RFC 3022 and overwrite the length attribute specified
   by this memo.  If a NAT implementation were to overwrite the length
   attribute with zeros, the resulting packet will be indistinguishable
   from a packet that was generated by a non-compliant ICMP
   implementation.  See Section 5.5 for packet details and a discussion
   of backwards compatibility.
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7.  The ICMP Extension Structure

   This memo proposes an optional ICMP Extension Structure that can be
   appended to the ICMP messages referenced in Section 4.6 of this
   document.

   The Extension Structure contains exactly one Extension Header
   followed by one or more objects.  Having received an ICMP message
   with extensions, application software MAY process selected objects
   while ignoring others.  The presence of an unrecognized object does
   not imply that an ICMP message is malformed.

   As stated above, the total length of the ICMP message, including
   extensions, MUST NOT exceed the minimum reassembly buffer size.
   Figure 6 depicts the ICMP Extension Header.

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |Version|      (Reserved)       |           Checksum            |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

                      Figure 6: ICMP Extension Header

   The fields of the ICMP Extension Header are as follows:

   Version: 4 bits

      ICMP extension version number.  This is version 2.

   Reserved: 12 bits

      Must be set to 0.

   Checksum: 16 bits

      The one's complement of the one's complement sum of the data
      structure, with the checksum field replaced by zero for the



      purpose of computing the checksum.  An all-zero value means that
      no checksum was transmitted.  See Section 5.2 for a description of
      how this field is used.
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8.  ICMP Extension Objects

   Each extension object contains one or more 32-bit words, representing
   an object header and payload.  All object headers share a common
   format.  Figure 7 depicts the object header and payload.

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |             Length            |   Class-Num   |   C-Type      |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                                                               |
      |                   // (Object payload) //                      |
      |                                                               |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

                    Figure 7: Object Header and Payload

   An object header has the following fields:

   Length: 16 bits

      Length of the object, measured in octets, including the object
      header and object payload.

   Class-Num: 8 bits

      Identifies object class.

   C-Type: 8 bits

      Identifies object sub-type.

9.  Security Considerations

   Upon receipt of an ICMP message, application software must check it
   for syntactic correctness.  The extension checksum must be verified.
   Improperly specified length attributes and other syntax problems may
   result in buffer overruns.

   This memo does not define the conditions under which a router sends
   an ICMP message.  Therefore, it does not expose routers to any new
   denial-of-service attacks.  Routers may need to limit the rate at
   which ICMP messages are sent.
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10.  IANA Considerations

   The ICMP Extension Object header contains two 8-bit fields: The
   Class-Num identifies the object class, and the C-Type identifies the
   class sub-type.  Sub-type values are defined relative to a specific
   object class value, and are defined per class.

   IANA has established a registry of ICMP extension objects classes and
   class sub-types.  There are no values assigned within this document
   to maintain.  Object classes 0xF7 - 0xFF are reserved for private
   use.  Object class values are assignable on a first-come-first-serve
   basis.  The policy for assigning sub-type values should be defined in
   the document defining new class values.
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             Deprecation of Type 0 Routing Headers in IPv6

Status of This Memo

   This document specifies an Internet standards track protocol for the
   Internet community, and requests discussion and suggestions for
   improvements.  Please refer to the current edition of the "Internet
   Official Protocol Standards" (STD 1) for the standardization state
   and status of this protocol.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

Abstract

   The functionality provided by IPv6's Type 0 Routing Header can be
   exploited in order to achieve traffic amplification over a remote
   path for the purposes of generating denial-of-service traffic.  This
   document updates the IPv6 specification to deprecate the use of IPv6
   Type 0 Routing Headers, in light of this security concern.
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1.  Introduction

   [RFC2460] defines an IPv6 extension header called "Routing Header",
   identified by a Next Header value of 43 in the immediately preceding
   header.  A particular Routing Header subtype denoted as "Type 0" is
   also defined.  Type 0 Routing Headers are referred to as "RH0" in
   this document.



   A single RH0 may contain multiple intermediate node addresses, and
   the same address may be included more than once in the same RH0.
   This allows a packet to be constructed such that it will oscillate
   between two RH0-processing hosts or routers many times.  This allows
   a stream of packets from an attacker to be amplified along the path
   between two remote routers, which could be used to cause congestion
   along arbitrary remote paths and hence act as a denial-of-service
   mechanism.  An 88-fold amplification has been demonstrated using this
   technique [CanSecWest07].

   This attack is particularly serious in that it affects the entire
   path between the two exploited nodes, not only the nodes themselves
   or their local networks.  Analogous functionality may be found in the
   IPv4 source route option, but the opportunities for abuse are greater
   with RH0 due to the ability to specify many more intermediate node
   addresses in each packet.

   The severity of this threat is considered to be sufficient to warrant
   deprecation of RH0 entirely.  A side effect is that this also
   eliminates benign RH0 use-cases; however, such applications may be
   facilitated by future Routing Header specifications.

   Potential problems with RH0 were identified in 2001 [Security].  In
   2002 a proposal was made to restrict Routing Header processing in
   hosts [Hosts].  These efforts resulted in the modification of the
   Mobile IPv6 specification to use the type 2 Routing Header instead of
   RH0 [RFC3775].  Vishwas Manral identified various risks associated
   with RH0 in 2006 including the amplification attack; several of these
   vulnerabilities (together with other issues) were later documented in
   [RFC4942].

   A treatment of the operational security implications of RH0 was
   presented by Philippe Biondi and Arnaud Ebalard at the CanSecWest
   conference in Vancouver, 2007 [CanSecWest07].  This presentation
   resulted in widespread publicity for the risks associated with RH0.

   This document updates [RFC2460] and [RFC4294].
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2.  Definitions

   RH0 in this document denotes the IPv6 Extension Header type 43
   ("Routing Header") variant 0 ("Type 0 Routing Header"), as defined in
   [RFC2460].

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

3.  Deprecation of RH0

   An IPv6 node that receives a packet with a destination address
   assigned to it and that contains an RH0 extension header MUST NOT



   execute the algorithm specified in the latter part of Section 4.4 of
   [RFC2460] for RH0.  Instead, such packets MUST be processed according
   to the behaviour specified in Section 4.4 of [RFC2460] for a datagram
   that includes an unrecognised Routing Type value, namely:

      If Segments Left is zero, the node must ignore the Routing header
      and proceed to process the next header in the packet, whose type
      is identified by the Next Header field in the Routing header.

      If Segments Left is non-zero, the node must discard the packet and
      send an ICMP Parameter Problem, Code 0, message to the packet's
      Source Address, pointing to the unrecognized Routing Type.

   IPv6 implementations are no longer required to implement RH0 in any
   way.

4.  Operations

4.1.  Ingress Filtering

   It is to be expected that it will take some time before all IPv6
   nodes are updated to remove support for RH0.  Some of the uses of RH0
   described in [CanSecWest07] can be mitigated using ingress filtering,
   as recommended in [RFC2827] and [RFC3704].

   A site security policy intended to protect against attacks using RH0
   SHOULD include the implementation of ingress filtering at the site
   border.

4.2.  Firewall Policy

   Blocking all IPv6 packets that carry Routing Headers (rather than
   specifically blocking Type 0 and permitting other types) has very
   serious implications for the future development of IPv6.  If even a
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   small percentage of deployed firewalls block other types of Routing
   Headers by default, it will become impossible in practice to extend
   IPv6 Routing Headers.  For example, Mobile IPv6 [RFC3775] relies upon
   a Type 2 Routing Header; wide-scale, indiscriminate blocking of
   Routing Headers will make Mobile IPv6 undeployable.

   Firewall policy intended to protect against packets containing RH0
   MUST NOT simply filter all traffic with a Routing Header; it must be
   possible to disable forwarding of Type 0 traffic without blocking
   other types of Routing Headers.  In addition, the default
   configuration MUST permit forwarding of traffic using a Routing
   Header other than 0.

5.  Security Considerations

   The purpose of this document is to deprecate a feature of IPv6 that
   has been shown to have undesirable security implications.  Specific
   examples of vulnerabilities that are facilitated by the availability
   of RH0 can be found in [CanSecWest07].  In particular, RH0 provides a
   mechanism for traffic amplification, which might be used as a denial-



   of-service attack.  A description of this functionality can be found
   in Section 1.

6.  IANA Considerations

   The IANA registry "Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6) Parameters"
   should be updated to reflect that variant 0 of IPv6 header-type 43
   ("Routing Header") is deprecated.
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Status of This Memo

   This memo provides information for the Internet community.  It does
   not specify an Internet standard of any kind.  Distribution of this
   memo is unlimited.

Abstract

   This document is a compilation of special IPv6 addresses defined in
   other RFCs.  It can be used as a checklist of invalid routing
   prefixes for developing filtering policies for routes and IP packets.
   It does not discuss addresses that are assigned to operators and
   users through the Regional Internet Registries.
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1.  Introduction

   This document is a compilation of special IPv6 addresses defined in
   other RFCs.  It can be used as a checklist of invalid routing
   prefixes for developing filtering policies for routes and IP packets.
   It does not discuss addresses that are assigned to operators and
   users through the Regional Internet Registries.

   The document is structured by address types.  The document format is
   similar to [RFC3330].

   Some tips about filtering are given, but are not mandatory to
   implement.

   The addresses listed in this document must not be hard-coded into
   implementations.

2.  Address Blocks

2.1.  Node-Scoped Unicast

   ::1/128 is the loopback address [RFC4291].

   ::/128 is the unspecified address [RFC4291].

   These two addresses should not appear on the public Internet.

2.2.  IPv4-Mapped Addresses

   ::FFFF:0:0/96 are the IPv4-mapped addresses [RFC4291].  Addresses
   within this block should not appear on the public Internet.

2.3.  IPv4-Compatible Addresses

   ::<ipv4-address>/96 are the IPv4-compatible addresses [RFC4291].
   These addresses are deprecated and should not appear on the public
   Internet.

2.4.  Link-Scoped Unicast

   fe80::/10 are the link-local unicast [RFC4291] addresses.  Addresses
   within this block should not appear on the public Internet.
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2.5.  Unique-Local

   fc00::/7 are the unique-local addresses [RFC4193].  Addresses within
   this block should not appear by default on the public Internet.
   Procedures for advertising these addresses are further described in
   [RFC4193].

2.6.  Documentation Prefix

   The 2001:db8::/32 are the documentation addresses [RFC3849].  They
   are used for documentation purposes such as user manuals, RFCs, etc.
   Addresses within this block should not appear on the public Internet.

2.7.  6to4

   2002::/16 are the 6to4 addresses [RFC3056].  The 6to4 addresses may
   be advertised when the site is running a 6to4 relay or offering a
   6to4 transit service.  Running such a service [RFC3964] entails
   filtering rules specific to 6to4 [RFC3964].  IPv4 addresses
   disallowed in 6to4 prefixes are listed in section 5.3.1 of [RFC3964].

2.8.  Teredo

   2001::/32 are the Teredo addresses [RFC4380].  The Teredo addresses
   may be advertised when the site is running a Teredo relay or offering
   a Teredo transit service.

2.9.  6bone

   5f00::/8 were the addresses of the first instance of the 6bone
   experimental network [RFC1897].

   3ffe::/16 were the addresses of the second instance of the 6bone
   experimental network [RFC2471].

   Both 5f00::/8 and 3ffe::/16 were returned to IANA [RFC3701].  These
   addresses are subject to future allocation, similar to current
   unallocated address space.  Addresses within these blocks should not
   appear on the public Internet until they are reallocated.

2.10.  ORCHID

   2001:10::/28 are Overlay Routable Cryptographic Hash IDentifiers
   (ORCHID) addresses [RFC4843].  These addresses are used as
   identifiers and are not routable at the IP layer.  Addresses within
   this block should not appear on the public Internet.
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2.11.  Default Route

   ::/0 is the default unicast route address.

2.12.  IANA Special-Purpose IPv6 Address Registry

   An IANA registry (iana-ipv6-special-registry) exists [RFC4773] for
   Special-Purpose IPv6 address block assignments for experiments and
   other purposes.  Addresses within this registry should be reviewed
   for Internet routing considerations.

2.13.  Multicast

   ff00::/8 are multicast addresses [RFC4291].  They contain a 4-bit
   scope in the address field where only some values are of global scope
   [RFC4291].  Only addresses with global scope in this block may appear
   on the public Internet.

   Multicast routes must not appear in unicast routing tables.

3.  Security Considerations

   Filtering the invalid routing prefixes listed in this document should
   improve the security of networks.

4.  IANA Considerations

   To ensure consistency and to provide cross-referencing for the
   benefit of the community, IANA has inserted the following paragraph
   in the header of the iana-ipv6-special-registry.

   "Other special IPv6 addresses requiring specific considerations for
   global routing are listed in RFC 5156."
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Abstract

   When two hosts on the same link attempt to use the same IPv4 address
   at the same time (except in rare special cases where this has been
   arranged by prior coordination), problems ensue for one or both
   hosts.  This document describes (i) a simple precaution that a host
   can take in advance to help prevent this misconfiguration from
   happening, and (ii) if this misconfiguration does occur, a simple
   mechanism by which a host can passively detect, after the fact, that
   it has happened, so that the host or administrator may respond to
   rectify the problem.
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1.  Introduction

   Historically, accidentally configuring two Internet hosts with the
   same IP address has often been an annoying and hard-to-diagnose
   problem.

   This is unfortunate, because the existing Address Resolution Protocol
   (ARP) provides an easy way for a host to detect this kind of
   misconfiguration and report it to the user.  The DHCP specification
   [RFC2131] briefly mentions the role of ARP in detecting
   misconfiguration, as illustrated in the following three excerpts from
   RFC 2131:

   o the client SHOULD probe the newly received address, e.g., with ARP

   o The client SHOULD perform a final check on the parameters
     (e.g., ARP for allocated network address)

   o If the client detects that the address is already in use
     (e.g., through the use of ARP), the client MUST send a DHCPDECLINE
     message to the server
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   Unfortunately, the DHCP specification does not give any guidance
   to implementers concerning the number of ARP packets to send, the
   interval between packets, the total time to wait before concluding
   that an address may safely be used, or indeed even which kinds
   of packets a host should be listening for, in order to make this
   determination.  It leaves unspecified the action a host should
   take if, after concluding that an address may safely be used, it
   subsequently discovers that it was wrong.  It also fails to specify
   what precautions a DHCP client should take to guard against
   pathological failure cases, such as a DHCP server that repeatedly
   OFFERs the same address, even though it has been DECLINEd multiple
   times.

   The authors of the DHCP specification may have been justified in
   thinking at the time that the answers to these questions seemed too
   simple, obvious, and straightforward to be worth mentioning, but
   unfortunately this left some of the burden of protocol design to each
   individual implementer.  This document seeks to remedy this omission
   by clearly specifying the required actions for:

   1. Determining whether use of an address is likely to lead to an
      addressing conflict.  This includes (a) the case where the address
      is already actively in use by another host on the same link, and
      (b) the case where two hosts are inadvertently about to begin
      using the same address, and both are simultaneously in the process
      of probing to determine whether the address may safely be used
      (Section 2.1.).



   2. Subsequent passive detection that another host on the network is
      inadvertently using the same address.  Even if all hosts observe
      precautions to avoid using an address that is already in use,
      conflicts can still occur if two hosts are out of communication
      at the time of initial interface configuration.  This could occur
      with wireless network interfaces if the hosts are temporarily out
      of range, or with Ethernet interfaces if the link between two
      Ethernet hubs is not functioning at the time of address
      configuration.  A well-designed host will handle not only
      conflicts detected during interface configuration, but also
      conflicts detected later, for the entire duration of the time
      that the host is using the address (Section 2.4.).

   3. Rate-limiting of address acquisition attempts in the case of
      an excessive number of repeated conflicts (Section 2.1.).

   The utility of IPv4 Address Conflict Detection (ACD) is not limited
   to DHCP clients.  No matter how an address was configured, whether
   via manual entry by a human user, via information received from a
   DHCP server, or via any other source of configuration information,
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   detecting conflicts is useful.  Upon detecting a conflict, the
   configuring agent should be notified of the error.  In the case where
   the configuring agent is a human user, that notification may take the
   form of an error message on a screen, a Simple Network Management
   Protocol (SNMP) notification, or an error message sent via text
   message to a mobile phone.  In the case of a DHCP server, that
   notification takes the form of a DHCP DECLINE message sent to the
   server.  In the case of configuration by some other kind of software,
   that notification takes the form of an error indication to the
   software in question, to inform it that the address it selected is
   in conflict with some other host on the network.  The configuring
   software may choose to cease network operation, or it may
   automatically select a new address so that the host may re-establish
   IP connectivity as soon as possible.

   Allocation of IPv4 Link-Local Addresses [RFC3927] can be thought of
   as a special case of this mechanism, where the configuring agent is
   a pseudo-random number generator, and the action it takes upon being
   notified of a conflict is to pick a different random number and try
   again.  In fact, this is exactly how IPv4 Link-Local Addressing was
   implemented in Mac OS 9 back in 1998.  If the DHCP client failed to
   get a response from any DHCP server, it would simply make up a fake
   response containing a random 169.254.x.x address.  If the ARP module
   reported a conflict for that address, then the DHCP client would try
   again, making up a new random 169.254.x.x address as many times as
   was necessary until it succeeded.  Implementing ACD as a standard
   feature of the networking stack has the side effect that it means
   that half the work for IPv4 Link-Local Addressing is already done.

1.1.  Conventions and Terminology Used in This Document

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in "Key words for use in



   RFCs to Indicate Requirement Levels" [RFC2119].

   Wherever this document uses the term 'sender IP address' or 'target
   IP address' in the context of an ARP packet, it is referring to the
   fields of the ARP packet identified in the ARP specification [RFC826]
   as 'ar$spa' (Sender Protocol Address) and 'ar$tpa' (Target Protocol
   Address), respectively.  For the usage of ARP described in this
   document, each of these fields always contains an IPv4 address.

   In this document, the term 'ARP Probe' is used to refer to an ARP
   Request packet, broadcast on the local link, with an all-zero 'sender
   IP address'.  The 'sender hardware address' MUST contain the hardware
   address of the interface sending the packet.  The 'sender IP address'
   field MUST be set to all zeroes, to avoid polluting ARP caches in
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   other hosts on the same link in the case where the address turns out
   to be already in use by another host.  The 'target hardware address'
   field is ignored and SHOULD be set to all zeroes.  The 'target IP
   address' field MUST be set to the address being probed.  An ARP Probe
   conveys both a question ("Is anyone using this address?") and an
   implied statement ("This is the address I hope to use.").

   In this document, the term 'ARP Announcement' is used to refer to an
   ARP Request packet, broadcast on the local link, identical to the ARP
   Probe described above, except that both the sender and target IP
   address fields contain the IP address being announced.  It conveys a
   stronger statement than an ARP Probe, namely, "This is the address I
   am now using."

   The following timing constants used in this protocol are referenced
   in Section 2, which describes the operation of the protocol in
   detail.  (Note that the values listed here are fixed constants; they
   are not intended to be modifiable by implementers, operators, or end
   users.  These constants are given symbolic names here to facilitate
   the writing of future standards that may want to reference this
   document with different values for these named constants; however,
   at the present time no such future standards exist.)

   PROBE_WAIT           1 second   (initial random delay)
   PROBE_NUM            3          (number of probe packets)
   PROBE_MIN            1 second   (minimum delay until repeated probe)
   PROBE_MAX            2 seconds  (maximum delay until repeated probe)
   ANNOUNCE_WAIT        2 seconds  (delay before announcing)
   ANNOUNCE_NUM         2          (number of Announcement packets)
   ANNOUNCE_INTERVAL    2 seconds  (time between Announcement packets)
   MAX_CONFLICTS       10          (max conflicts before rate-limiting)
   RATE_LIMIT_INTERVAL 60 seconds  (delay between successive attempts)
   DEFEND_INTERVAL     10 seconds  (minimum interval between defensive
                                    ARPs)
1.2.  Relationship to RFC 826

   This document does not modify any of the protocol rules in RFC 826.
   It does not modify the packet format, or the meaning of any of the
   fields.  The existing rules for "Packet Generation" and "Packet
   Reception" still apply exactly as specified in RFC 826.



   This document expands on RFC 826 by specifying:

   (1) that a specific ARP Request should be generated when an interface
       is configured, to discover if the address is already in use, and
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   (2) an additional trivial test that should be performed on each
       received ARP packet, to facilitate passive ongoing conflict
       detection.  This additional test creates no additional packet
       overhead on the network (no additional packets are sent) and
       negligible additional CPU burden on hosts, since every host
       implementing ARP is *already* required to process every received
       ARP packet according to the Packet Reception rules specified in
       RFC 826.  These rules already include checking to see if the
       'sender IP address' of the ARP packet appears in any of the
       entries in the host's ARP cache; the additional test is simply to
       check to see if the 'sender IP address' is the host's *own* IP
       address, potentially as little as a single additional machine
       instruction on many architectures.

   As already specified in RFC 826, an ARP Request packet serves two
   functions, an assertion and a question:

   * Assertion:
      The fields 'ar$sha' (Sender Hardware Address) and 'ar$spa' (Sender
      Protocol Address) together serve as an assertion of a fact: that
      the stated Protocol Address is mapped to the stated Hardware
      Address.

   * Question:
      The fields 'ar$tha' (Target Hardware Address, zero) and 'ar$tpa'
      (Target Protocol Address) serve as a question, asking, for the
      stated Protocol Address, to which Hardware Address it is mapped.

   This document clarifies what it means to have one without the other.

   Some readers pointed out that it is probably impossible to ask any
   truly pure question; asking any question necessarily invites
   speculation about why the interrogator wants to know the answer.
   Just as someone pointing to an empty seat and asking, "Is anyone
   sitting here?" implies an unspoken "... because if not then I will,"
   the same is true here.  An ARP Probe with an all-zero 'sender IP
   address' may ostensibly be merely asking an innocent question ("Is
   anyone using this address?"), but an intelligent implementation that
   knows how IPv4 Address Conflict Detection works should be able to
   recognize this question as the precursor to claiming the address.

   Consequently, if that implementation is also, at that exact moment,
   in the process of asking the very same question, it should recognize
   that they can't both sit in the same seat, so it would be prudent to
   ask about some other seat.
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1.2.1.  Broadcast ARP Replies

   In some applications of IPv4 Address Conflict Detection (ACD), it may
   be advantageous to deliver ARP Replies using broadcast instead of
   unicast because this allows address conflicts to be detected sooner
   than might otherwise happen.  For example, "Dynamic Configuration of
   IPv4 Link-Local Addresses" [RFC3927] uses ACD exactly as specified
   here, but additionally specifies that ARP Replies should be sent
   using broadcast, because in that context the trade-off of increased
   broadcast traffic in exchange for improved reliability and fault-
   tolerance was deemed to be an appropriate one.  There may be other
   future specifications where the same trade-off is appropriate.
   Additional details are given in Section 2.6, "Broadcast ARP Replies".

   RFC 826 implies that replies to ARP Requests are usually delivered
   using unicast, but it is also acceptable to deliver ARP Replies using
   broadcast.  The Packet Reception rules in RFC 826 specify that the
   content of the 'ar$spa' field should be processed *before* examining
   the 'ar$op' field, so any host that correctly implements the Packet
   Reception algorithm specified in RFC 826 will correctly handle ARP
   Replies delivered via link-layer broadcast.

1.3.  Applicability

   This specification applies to all IEEE 802 Local Area Networks (LANs)
   [802], including Ethernet [802.3], Token-Ring [802.5], and IEEE
   802.11 wireless LANs [802.11], as well as to other link-layer
   technologies that operate at data rates of at least 1 Mb/s, have a
   round-trip latency of at most one second, and use ARP [RFC826] to map
   from IP addresses to link-layer hardware addresses.  Wherever this
   document uses the term "IEEE 802", the text applies equally to any of
   these network technologies.

   Link-layer technologies that support ARP but operate at rates below
   1 Mb/s or latencies above one second will still work correctly with
   this protocol, but more often may have to handle late conflicts
   detected after the Probing phase has completed.  On these kinds of
   links, it may be desirable to specify different values for the
   following parameters:

   (a) PROBE_NUM, PROBE_MIN, and PROBE_MAX, the number of, and interval
       between, ARP Probes, explained in Section 2.1.

   (b) ANNOUNCE_NUM and ANNOUNCE_INTERVAL, the number of, and interval
       between, ARP Announcements, explained in Section 2.3.
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   (c) RATE_LIMIT_INTERVAL and MAX_CONFLICTS, controlling the maximum
       rate at which address claiming may be attempted, explained in
       Section 2.1.

   (d) DEFEND_INTERVAL, the time interval between conflicting ARPs below
       which a host MUST NOT attempt to defend its address, explained in
       Section 2.4.

   Link-layer technologies that do not support ARP may be able to use
   other techniques for determining whether a particular IP address is
   currently in use.  However, implementing Address Conflict Detection
   for such networks is outside the scope of this document.

   For the protocol specified in this document to be effective, it is
   not necessary that all hosts on the link implement it.  For a given
   host implementing this specification to be protected against
   accidental address conflicts, all that is required is that the peers
   on the same link correctly implement the ARP protocol as given in
   RFC 826.  To be specific, when a peer host receives an ARP Request
   where the Target Protocol Address of the ARP Request matches (one of)
   that host's IP address(es) configured on that interface, then as long
   as it properly responds with a correctly-formatted ARP Reply, the
   querying host will be able to detect that the address is already in
   use.

   The specifications in this document allow hosts to detect conflicts
   between two hosts using the same address on the same physical link.
   ACD does not detect conflicts between two hosts using the same
   address on different physical links, and indeed it should not.
   For example, the address 10.0.0.1 [RFC1918] is in use by countless
   devices on countless private networks throughout the world, and this
   is not a conflict, because they are on different links.  It would
   only be a conflict if two such devices were to be connected to the
   same link, and when this happens (as it sometimes does), this is a
   perfect example of a situation where ACD is extremely useful to
   detect and report (and/or automatically correct) this error.

   For the purposes of this document, a set of hosts is considered to be
   "on the same link" if:

   -  when any host, A, from that set, sends a packet to any other host,
      B, in that set, using unicast, multicast, or broadcast, the entire
      link-layer packet payload arrives unmodified, and

   -  a broadcast sent over that link by any host from that set of hosts
      can be received by every other host in that set.
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   The link-layer *header* may be modified, such as in Token Ring Source
   Routing [802.5], but not the link-layer *payload*.  In particular, if



   any device forwarding a packet modifies any part of the IP header or
   IP payload, then the packet is no longer considered to be on the same
   link.  This means that the packet may pass through devices such as
   repeaters, bridges, hubs, or switches and still be considered to be
   on the same link for the purpose of this document, but not through a
   device such as an IP router that decrements the TTL or otherwise
   modifies the IP header.

   Where this document uses the term "host", it applies equally to
   interfaces on routers or other multi-homed hosts, regardless of
   whether the host/router is currently forwarding packets.  In many
   cases a router will be critical network infrastructure with an IP
   address that is locally well known and assumed to be relatively
   constant.  For example, the address of the default router is one of
   the parameters that a DHCP server typically communicates to its
   clients, and (at least until mechanisms like DHCP Reconfigure
   [RFC3203] become widely implemented) there isn't any practical way
   for the DHCP server to inform clients if that address changes.
   Consequently, for such devices, handling conflicts by picking a new
   IP address is not a good option.  In those cases, option (c) in
   Section 2.4 ("Ongoing Address Conflict Detection and Address
   Defense") applies.

   However, even when a device is manually configured with a fixed
   address, having some other device on the network claiming to have the
   same IP address will pollute peer ARP caches and prevent reliable
   communication, so it is still helpful to inform the operator.  If a
   conflict is detected at the time the operator sets the fixed manual
   address, then it is helpful to inform the operator immediately; if a
   conflict is detected subsequently, it is helpful to inform the
   operator via some appropriate asynchronous communication channel.
   Even though reliable communication via the conflicted address is not
   possible, it may still be possible to inform the operator via some
   other communication channel that is still operating, such as via some
   other interface on the router, via a dynamic IPv4 link-local address,
   via a working IPv6 address, or even via some completely different
   non-IP technology such as a locally-attached screen or serial
   console.

2.  Address Probing, Announcing, Conflict Detection, and Defense

   This section describes initial probing to safely determine whether an
   address is already in use, announcing the chosen address, ongoing
   conflict checking, and optional use of broadcast ARP Replies to
   provide faster conflict detection.
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2.1.  Probing an Address

   Before beginning to use an IPv4 address (whether received from manual
   configuration, DHCP, or some other means), a host implementing this
   specification MUST test to see if the address is already in use, by
   broadcasting ARP Probe packets.  This also applies when a network
   interface transitions from an inactive to an active state, when a
   computer awakes from sleep, when a link-state change signals that an



   Ethernet cable has been connected, when an 802.11 wireless interface
   associates with a new base station, or when any other change in
   connectivity occurs where a host becomes actively connected to a
   logical link.

   A host MUST NOT perform this check periodically as a matter of
   course.  This would be a waste of network bandwidth, and is
   unnecessary due to the ability of hosts to passively discover
   conflicts, as described in Section 2.4.

2.1.1.  Probe Details

   A host probes to see if an address is already in use by broadcasting
   an ARP Request for the desired address.  The client MUST fill in the
   'sender hardware address' field of the ARP Request with the hardware
   address of the interface through which it is sending the packet.  The
   'sender IP address' field MUST be set to all zeroes; this is to avoid
   polluting ARP caches in other hosts on the same link in the case
   where the address turns out to be already in use by another host.
   The 'target hardware address' field is ignored and SHOULD be set to
   all zeroes.  The 'target IP address' field MUST be set to the address
   being probed.  An ARP Request constructed this way, with an all-zero
   'sender IP address', is referred to as an 'ARP Probe'.

   When ready to begin probing, the host should then wait for a random
   time interval selected uniformly in the range zero to PROBE_WAIT
   seconds, and should then send PROBE_NUM probe packets, each of these
   probe packets spaced randomly and uniformly, PROBE_MIN to PROBE_MAX
   seconds apart.  This initial random delay helps ensure that a large
   number of hosts powered on at the same time do not all send their
   initial probe packets simultaneously.

   If during this period, from the beginning of the probing process
   until ANNOUNCE_WAIT seconds after the last probe packet is sent, the
   host receives any ARP packet (Request *or* Reply) on the interface
   where the probe is being performed, where the packet's 'sender IP
   address' is the address being probed for, then the host MUST treat
   this address as being in use by some other host, and should indicate
   to the configuring agent (human operator, DHCP server, etc.) that the
   proposed address is not acceptable.
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   In addition, if during this period the host receives any ARP Probe
   where the packet's 'target IP address' is the address being probed
   for, and the packet's 'sender hardware address' is not the hardware
   address of any of the host's interfaces, then the host SHOULD
   similarly treat this as an address conflict and signal an error to
   the configuring agent as above.  This can occur if two (or more)
   hosts have, for whatever reason, been inadvertently configured with
   the same address, and both are simultaneously in the process of
   probing that address to see if it can safely be used.

   NOTE: The check that the packet's 'sender hardware address' is not
   the hardware address of any of the host's interfaces is important.
   Some kinds of Ethernet hub (often called a "buffered repeater") and
   many wireless access points may "rebroadcast" any received broadcast



   packets to all recipients, including the original sender itself.  For
   this reason, the precaution described above is necessary to ensure
   that a host is not confused when it sees its own ARP packets echoed
   back.

   A host implementing this specification MUST take precautions to limit
   the rate at which it probes for new candidate addresses: if the host
   experiences MAX_CONFLICTS or more address conflicts on a given
   interface, then the host MUST limit the rate at which it probes for
   new addresses on this interface to no more than one attempted new
   address per RATE_LIMIT_INTERVAL.  This is to prevent catastrophic ARP
   storms in pathological failure cases, such as a defective DHCP server
   that repeatedly assigns the same address to every host that asks for
   one.  This rate-limiting rule applies not only to conflicts
   experienced during the initial probing phase, but also to conflicts
   experienced later, as described in Section 2.4 "Ongoing Address
   Conflict Detection and Address Defense".

   If, by ANNOUNCE_WAIT seconds after the transmission of the last ARP
   Probe no conflicting ARP Reply or ARP Probe has been received, then
   the host has successfully determined that the desired address may be
   used safely.

2.2.  Shorter Timeouts on Appropriate Network Technologies

   Network technologies may emerge for which shorter delays are
   appropriate than those required by this document.  A subsequent IETF
   publication may be produced providing guidelines for different values
   for PROBE_WAIT, PROBE_NUM, PROBE_MIN, and PROBE_MAX on those
   technologies.

   If the situation arises where different hosts on a link are using
   different timing parameters, this does not cause any problems.  This
   protocol is not dependent on all hosts on a link implementing the
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   same version of the protocol; indeed, this protocol is not dependent
   on all hosts on a link implementing the protocol at all.  All that is
   required is that all hosts implement ARP as specified in RFC 826, and
   correctly answer ARP Requests they receive.  In the situation where
   different hosts are using different timing parameters, all that will
   happen is that some hosts will configure their interfaces more
   quickly than others.  In the unlikely event that an address conflict
   is not detected during the address probing phase, the conflict will
   still be detected by the Ongoing Address Conflict Detection described
   below in Section 2.4.

2.3.  Announcing an Address

   Having probed to determine that a desired address may be used safely,
   a host implementing this specification MUST then announce that it
   is commencing to use this address by broadcasting ANNOUNCE_NUM ARP
   Announcements, spaced ANNOUNCE_INTERVAL seconds apart.  An ARP
   Announcement is identical to the ARP Probe described above, except
   that now the sender and target IP addresses are both set to the
   host's newly selected IPv4 address.  The purpose of these ARP



   Announcements is to make sure that other hosts on the link do not
   have stale ARP cache entries left over from some other host that may
   previously have been using the same address.  The host may begin
   legitimately using the IP address immediately after sending the first
   of the two ARP Announcements; the sending of the second ARP
   Announcement may be completed asynchronously, concurrent with other
   networking operations the host may wish to perform.

2.4.  Ongoing Address Conflict Detection and Address Defense

   Address Conflict Detection is not limited to only the time of initial
   interface configuration, when a host is sending ARP Probes.  Address
   Conflict Detection is an ongoing process that is in effect for as
   long as a host is using an address.  At any time, if a host receives
   an ARP packet (Request *or* Reply) where the 'sender IP address' is
   (one of) the host's own IP address(es) configured on that interface,
   but the 'sender hardware address' does not match any of the host's
   own interface addresses, then this is a conflicting ARP packet,
   indicating some other host also thinks it is validly using this
   address.  To resolve the address conflict, a host MUST respond to a
   conflicting ARP packet as described in either (a), (b), or (c) below:

   (a) Upon receiving a conflicting ARP packet, a host MAY elect to
       immediately cease using the address, and signal an error to the
       configuring agent as described above.
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   (b) If a host currently has active TCP connections or other reasons
       to prefer to keep the same IPv4 address, and it has not seen any
       other conflicting ARP packets within the last DEFEND_INTERVAL
       seconds, then it MAY elect to attempt to defend its address by
       recording the time that the conflicting ARP packet was received,
       and then broadcasting one single ARP Announcement, giving its own
       IP and hardware addresses as the sender addresses of the ARP,
       with the 'target IP address' set to its own IP address, and the
       'target hardware address' set to all zeroes.  Having done this,
       the host can then continue to use the address normally without
       any further special action.  However, if this is not the first
       conflicting ARP packet the host has seen, and the time recorded
       for the previous conflicting ARP packet is recent, within
       DEFEND_INTERVAL seconds, then the host MUST immediately cease
       using this address and signal an error to the configuring agent
       as described above.  This is necessary to ensure that two hosts
       do not get stuck in an endless loop with both hosts trying to
       defend the same address.

   (c) If a host has been configured such that it should not give up its
       address under any circumstances (perhaps because it is the kind
       of device that needs to have a well-known stable IP address, such
       as a link's default router or a DNS server) then it MAY elect to
       defend its address indefinitely.  If such a host receives a
       conflicting ARP packet, then it should take appropriate steps to
       log useful information such as source Ethernet address from the



       ARP packet, and inform an administrator of the problem.  The
       number of such notifications should be appropriately controlled
       to prevent an excessive number of error reports being generated.
       If the host has not seen any other conflicting ARP packets
       recently, within the last DEFEND_INTERVAL seconds, then it MUST
       record the time that the conflicting ARP packet was received, and
       then broadcast one single ARP Announcement, giving its own IP and
       hardware addresses.  Having done this, the host can then continue
       to use the address normally without any further special action.
       However, if this is not the first conflicting ARP packet the host
       has seen, and the time recorded for the previous conflicting ARP
       packet is within DEFEND_INTERVAL seconds, then the host MUST NOT
       send another defensive ARP Announcement.  This is necessary to
       ensure that two misconfigured hosts do not get stuck in an
       endless loop flooding the network with broadcast traffic while
       they both try to defend the same address.

   A host wishing to provide reliable network operation MUST respond to
   conflicting ARP packets as described in (a), (b), or (c) above.
   Ignoring conflicting ARP packets results in seemingly random network
   failures that can be hard to diagnose and very frustrating for human
   users.
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   Forced address reconfiguration may be disruptive, causing TCP (and
   other transport-layer) connections to be broken.  However, such
   disruptions should be exceedingly rare, and if inadvertent address
   duplication happens, then disruption of communication is inevitable.
   It is not possible for two different hosts using the same IP address
   on the same network to operate reliably.

   Before abandoning an address due to a conflict, hosts SHOULD actively
   attempt to reset any existing connections using that address.  This
   mitigates some security threats posed by address reconfiguration, as
   discussed in Section 5.

   For most client machines that do not need a fixed IP address,
   immediately requesting the configuring agent (human user, DHCP
   client, etc.) to configure a new address as soon as the conflict is
   detected is the best way to restore useful communication as quickly
   as possible.  The mechanism described above of broadcasting a single
   ARP Announcement to defend the address mitigates the problem
   somewhat, by helping to improve the chance that one of the two
   conflicting hosts may be able to retain its address.

2.5.  Continuing Operation

   From the time a host sends its first ARP Announcement, until the
   time it ceases using that IP address, the host MUST answer ARP
   Requests in the usual way required by the ARP specification [RFC826].
   Specifically, this means that whenever a host receives an ARP
   Request, that's not a conflicting ARP packet as described above in
   Section 2.4, where the 'target IP address' of the ARP Request is (one
   of) the host's own IP address(es) configured on that interface, the
   host MUST respond with an ARP Reply as described in RFC 826.  This
   applies equally for both standard ARP Requests with non-zero sender



   IP addresses and Probe Requests with all-zero sender IP addresses.

2.6.  Broadcast ARP Replies

   In a carefully-run network with manually-assigned addresses, or
   a network with a reliable DHCP server and reliable DHCP clients,
   address conflicts should occur only in rare failure scenarios, so
   the passive monitoring described above in Section 2.4 is adequate.
   If two hosts are using the same IP address, then sooner or later one
   host or the other will broadcast an ARP Request, which the other will
   see, allowing the conflict to be detected and consequently resolved.

   It is possible, however, that a conflicting configuration may persist
   for a short time before it is detected.  Suppose that two hosts, A
   and B, have been inadvertently assigned the same IP address, X.
   Suppose further that at the time they were both probing to determine
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   whether the address could safely be used, the communication link
   between them was non-functional for some reason, so neither detected
   the conflict at interface-configuration time.  Suppose now that the
   communication link is restored, and a third host, C, broadcasts an
   ARP Request for address X.  Unaware of any conflict, both hosts A and
   B will send unicast ARP Replies to host C.  Host C will see both
   Replies, and may be a little confused, but neither host A nor B will
   see the other's Reply, and neither will immediately detect that there
   is a conflict to be resolved.  Hosts A and B will continue to be
   unaware of the conflict until one or other broadcasts an ARP Request
   of their own.

   If quicker conflict detection is desired, this may be achieved by
   having hosts send ARP Replies using link-level broadcast, instead of
   sending only ARP Requests via broadcast, and Replies via unicast.
   This is NOT RECOMMENDED for general use, but other specifications
   building on IPv4 ACD may choose to specify broadcast ARP Replies if
   appropriate.  For example, "Dynamic Configuration of IPv4 Link-Local
   Addresses" [RFC3927] specifies broadcast ARP Replies because in that
   context, detection of address conflicts using IPv4 ACD is not merely
   a backup precaution to detect failures of some other configuration
   mechanism; detection of address conflicts using IPv4 ACD is the sole
   configuration mechanism.

   Sending ARP Replies using broadcast does increase broadcast traffic,
   but in the worst case by no more than a factor of two.  In the
   traditional usage of ARP, a unicast ARP Reply only occurs in response
   to a broadcast ARP Request, so sending these via broadcast instead
   means that we generate at most one broadcast Reply in response to
   each existing broadcast Request.  On many networks, ARP traffic is
   such an insignificant proportion of the total traffic that doubling
   it makes no practical difference.  However, this may not be true of
   all networks, so broadcast ARP Replies SHOULD NOT be used
   universally.  Broadcast ARP Replies should be used where the benefit
   of faster conflict detection outweighs the cost of increased
   broadcast traffic and increased packet processing load on the
   participant network hosts.



3.  Why Are ARP Announcements Performed Using ARP Request Packets and
    Not ARP Reply Packets?

   During IETF deliberation of IPv4 Address Conflict Detection from 2000
   to 2008, a question that was asked repeatedly was, "Shouldn't ARP
   Announcements be performed using gratuitous ARP Reply packets?"

   On the face of it, this seems reasonable.  A conventional ARP Reply
   is an answer to a question.  If in fact no question had been asked,
   then it would be reasonable to describe such a reply as gratuitous.
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   The term "gratuitous reply" would seem to apply perfectly to an ARP
   Announcement: an answer to an implied question that in fact no one
   asked.

   However reasonable this may seem in principle, in practice there are
   two reasons that swing the argument in favor of using ARP Request
   packets.  One is historical precedent, and the other is pragmatism.

   The historical precedent is that (as described above in Section 4)
   Gratuitous ARP is documented in Stevens Networking [Ste94] as using
   ARP Request packets.  BSD Unix, Microsoft Windows, Mac OS 9, Mac OS
   X, etc., all use ARP Request packets as described in Stevens.  At
   this stage, trying to mandate that they all switch to using ARP Reply
   packets would be futile.

   The practical reason is that ARP Request packets are more likely to
   work correctly with more existing ARP implementations, some of which
   may not implement RFC 826 entirely correctly.  The Packet Reception
   rules in RFC 826 state that the opcode is the last thing to check in
   packet processing, so it really shouldn't matter, but there may be
   "creative" implementations that have different packet processing
   depending on the 'ar$op' field, and there are several reasons why
   these are more likely to accept gratuitous ARP Requests than
   gratuitous ARP Replies:

   * An incorrect ARP implementation may expect that ARP Replies are
     only sent via unicast.  RFC 826 does not say this, but an incorrect
     implementation may assume it; the "principle of least surprise"
     dictates that where there are two or more ways to solve a
     networking problem that are otherwise equally good, the one with
     the fewest unusual properties is the one likely to have the fewest
     interoperability problems with existing implementations.  An ARP
     Announcement needs to broadcast information to all hosts on the
     link.  Since ARP Request packets are always broadcast, and ARP
     Reply packets are not, receiving an ARP Request packet via
     broadcast is less surprising than receiving an ARP Reply packet via
     broadcast.

   * An incorrect ARP implementation may expect that ARP Replies are
     only received in response to ARP Requests that have been issued
     recently by that implementation.  Unexpected unsolicited Replies
     may be ignored.

   * An incorrect ARP implementation may ignore ARP Replies where



     'ar$tha' doesn't match its hardware address.

   * An incorrect ARP implementation may ignore ARP Replies where
     'ar$tpa' doesn't match its IP address.
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   In summary, there are more ways that an incorrect ARP implementation
   might plausibly reject an ARP Reply (which usually occurs as a result
   of being solicited by the client) than an ARP Request (which is
   already expected to occur unsolicited).

4.  Historical Note

   Some readers have claimed that "Gratuitous ARP", as described in
   Stevens [Ste94], provides duplicate address detection, making ACD
   unnecessary.  This is incorrect.  What Stevens describes as
   Gratuitous ARP is the exact same packet that this document refers to
   by the more descriptive term 'ARP Announcement'.  This traditional
   Gratuitous ARP implementation sends only a single ARP Announcement
   when an interface is first configured.  The result is that the victim
   (the existing address holder) logs an error, and the offender
   continues operation, often without even detecting any problem.  Both
   machines then typically proceed to try to use the same IP address,
   and fail to operate properly because they are each constantly
   resetting the other's TCP connections.  The human administrator is
   expected to notice the log message on the victim machine and repair
   the damage after the fact.  Typically this has to be done by
   physically going to the machines in question, since in this state
   neither is able to keep a TCP connection open for long enough to do
   anything useful over the network.

   Gratuitous ARP does not in fact provide effective duplicate address
   detection and (as of January 2008) many of the top results for a
   Google search for the phrase "Gratuitous ARP" are articles describing
   how to disable it.

   However, implementers of IPv4 Address Conflict Detection should be
   aware that, as of this writing, Gratuitous ARP is still widely
   deployed.  The steps described in Sections 2.1 and 2.4 of this
   document help make a host robust against misconfiguration and address
   conflicts, even when the other host is *not* playing by the same
   rules.

5.  Security Considerations

   IPv4 Address Conflict Detection (ACD) is based on ARP [RFC826] and it
   inherits the security vulnerabilities of that protocol.  A malicious
   host may send fraudulent ARP packets on the network, interfering with
   the correct operation of other hosts.  For example, it is easy for a
   host to answer all ARP Requests with Replies giving its own hardware
   address, thereby claiming ownership of every address on the network.
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   This specification makes this existing ARP vulnerability no worse,
   and in some ways makes it better: instead of failing silently with no
   indication why, hosts implementing this specification either attempt
   to reconfigure automatically, or at least inform the human user of
   what is happening.

   If a host willingly selects a new address in response to an ARP
   conflict, as described in Section 2.4, subsection (a), this
   potentially makes it easier for malicious attackers on the same link
   to hijack TCP connections.  Having a host actively reset any existing
   connections before abandoning an address helps mitigate this risk.
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Abstract

   This document specifies the Internet Message Format (IMF), a syntax
   for text messages that are sent between computer users, within the
   framework of "electronic mail" messages.  This specification is a
   revision of Request For Comments (RFC) 2822, which itself superseded
   Request For Comments (RFC) 822, "Standard for the Format of ARPA
   Internet Text Messages", updating it to reflect current practice and
   incorporating incremental changes that were specified in other RFCs.
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1.  Introduction

1.1.  Scope

   This document specifies the Internet Message Format (IMF), a syntax
   for text messages that are sent between computer users, within the
   framework of "electronic mail" messages.  This specification is an
   update to [RFC2822], which itself superseded [RFC0822], updating it
   to reflect current practice and incorporating incremental changes
   that were specified in other RFCs such as [RFC1123].

   This document specifies a syntax only for text messages.  In
   particular, it makes no provision for the transmission of images,
   audio, or other sorts of structured data in electronic mail messages.
   There are several extensions published, such as the MIME document
   series ([RFC2045], [RFC2046], [RFC2049]), which describe mechanisms
   for the transmission of such data through electronic mail, either by
   extending the syntax provided here or by structuring such messages to
   conform to this syntax.  Those mechanisms are outside of the scope of
   this specification.

   In the context of electronic mail, messages are viewed as having an
   envelope and contents.  The envelope contains whatever information is
   needed to accomplish transmission and delivery.  (See [RFC5321] for a
   discussion of the envelope.)  The contents comprise the object to be
   delivered to the recipient.  This specification applies only to the
   format and some of the semantics of message contents.  It contains no
   specification of the information in the envelope.

   However, some message systems may use information from the contents
   to create the envelope.  It is intended that this specification
   facilitate the acquisition of such information by programs.



   This specification is intended as a definition of what message
   content format is to be passed between systems.  Though some message
   systems locally store messages in this format (which eliminates the
   need for translation between formats) and others use formats that
   differ from the one specified in this specification, local storage is
   outside of the scope of this specification.

      Note: This specification is not intended to dictate the internal
      formats used by sites, the specific message system features that
      they are expected to support, or any of the characteristics of
      user interface programs that create or read messages.  In
      addition, this document does not specify an encoding of the
      characters for either transport or storage; that is, it does not
      specify the number of bits used or how those bits are specifically
      transferred over the wire or stored on disk.
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1.2.  Notational Conventions

1.2.1.  Requirements Notation

   This document occasionally uses terms that appear in capital letters.
   When the terms "MUST", "SHOULD", "RECOMMENDED", "MUST NOT", "SHOULD
   NOT", and "MAY" appear capitalized, they are being used to indicate
   particular requirements of this specification.  A discussion of the
   meanings of these terms appears in [RFC2119].

1.2.2.  Syntactic Notation

   This specification uses the Augmented Backus-Naur Form (ABNF)
   [RFC5234] notation for the formal definitions of the syntax of
   messages.  Characters will be specified either by a decimal value
   (e.g., the value %d65 for uppercase A and %d97 for lowercase A) or by
   a case-insensitive literal value enclosed in quotation marks (e.g.,
   "A" for either uppercase or lowercase A).

1.2.3.  Structure of This Document

   This document is divided into several sections.

   This section, section 1, is a short introduction to the document.

   Section 2 lays out the general description of a message and its
   constituent parts.  This is an overview to help the reader understand
   some of the general principles used in the later portions of this
   document.  Any examples in this section MUST NOT be taken as
   specification of the formal syntax of any part of a message.

   Section 3 specifies formal ABNF rules for the structure of each part
   of a message (the syntax) and describes the relationship between
   those parts and their meaning in the context of a message (the
   semantics).  That is, it lays out the actual rules for the structure
   of each part of a message (the syntax) as well as a description of
   the parts and instructions for their interpretation (the semantics).
   This includes analysis of the syntax and semantics of subparts of



   messages that have specific structure.  The syntax included in
   section 3 represents messages as they MUST be created.  There are
   also notes in section 3 to indicate if any of the options specified
   in the syntax SHOULD be used over any of the others.

   Both sections 2 and 3 describe messages that are legal to generate
   for purposes of this specification.
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   Section 4 of this document specifies an "obsolete" syntax.  There are
   references in section 3 to these obsolete syntactic elements.  The
   rules of the obsolete syntax are elements that have appeared in
   earlier versions of this specification or have previously been widely
   used in Internet messages.  As such, these elements MUST be
   interpreted by parsers of messages in order to be conformant to this
   specification.  However, since items in this syntax have been
   determined to be non-interoperable or to cause significant problems
   for recipients of messages, they MUST NOT be generated by creators of
   conformant messages.

   Section 5 details security considerations to take into account when
   implementing this specification.

   Appendix A lists examples of different sorts of messages.  These
   examples are not exhaustive of the types of messages that appear on
   the Internet, but give a broad overview of certain syntactic forms.

   Appendix B lists the differences between this specification and
   earlier specifications for Internet messages.

   Appendix C contains acknowledgements.

2.  Lexical Analysis of Messages

2.1.  General Description

   At the most basic level, a message is a series of characters.  A
   message that is conformant with this specification is composed of
   characters with values in the range of 1 through 127 and interpreted
   as US-ASCII [ANSI.X3-4.1986] characters.  For brevity, this document
   sometimes refers to this range of characters as simply "US-ASCII
   characters".

      Note: This document specifies that messages are made up of
      characters in the US-ASCII range of 1 through 127.  There are
      other documents, specifically the MIME document series ([RFC2045],
      [RFC2046], [RFC2047], [RFC2049], [RFC4288], [RFC4289]), that
      extend this specification to allow for values outside of that
      range.  Discussion of those mechanisms is not within the scope of
      this specification.

   Messages are divided into lines of characters.  A line is a series of
   characters that is delimited with the two characters carriage-return



   and line-feed; that is, the carriage return (CR) character (ASCII
   value 13) followed immediately by the line feed (LF) character (ASCII
   value 10).  (The carriage return/line feed pair is usually written in
   this document as "CRLF".)
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   A message consists of header fields (collectively called "the header
   section of the message") followed, optionally, by a body.  The header
   section is a sequence of lines of characters with special syntax as
   defined in this specification.  The body is simply a sequence of
   characters that follows the header section and is separated from the
   header section by an empty line (i.e., a line with nothing preceding
   the CRLF).

      Note: Common parlance and earlier versions of this specification
      use the term "header" to either refer to the entire header section
      or to refer to an individual header field.  To avoid ambiguity,
      this document does not use the terms "header" or "headers" in
      isolation, but instead always uses "header field" to refer to the
      individual field and "header section" to refer to the entire
      collection.

2.1.1.  Line Length Limits

   There are two limits that this specification places on the number of
   characters in a line.  Each line of characters MUST be no more than
   998 characters, and SHOULD be no more than 78 characters, excluding
   the CRLF.

   The 998 character limit is due to limitations in many implementations
   that send, receive, or store IMF messages which simply cannot handle
   more than 998 characters on a line.  Receiving implementations would
   do well to handle an arbitrarily large number of characters in a line
   for robustness sake.  However, there are so many implementations that
   (in compliance with the transport requirements of [RFC5321]) do not
   accept messages containing more than 1000 characters including the CR
   and LF per line, it is important for implementations not to create
   such messages.

   The more conservative 78 character recommendation is to accommodate
   the many implementations of user interfaces that display these
   messages which may truncate, or disastrously wrap, the display of
   more than 78 characters per line, in spite of the fact that such
   implementations are non-conformant to the intent of this
   specification (and that of [RFC5321] if they actually cause
   information to be lost).  Again, even though this limitation is put
   on messages, it is incumbent upon implementations that display
   messages to handle an arbitrarily large number of characters in a
   line (certainly at least up to the 998 character limit) for the sake
   of robustness.
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2.2.  Header Fields

   Header fields are lines beginning with a field name, followed by a
   colon (":"), followed by a field body, and terminated by CRLF.  A
   field name MUST be composed of printable US-ASCII characters (i.e.,
   characters that have values between 33 and 126, inclusive), except
   colon.  A field body may be composed of printable US-ASCII characters
   as well as the space (SP, ASCII value 32) and horizontal tab (HTAB,
   ASCII value 9) characters (together known as the white space
   characters, WSP).  A field body MUST NOT include CR and LF except
   when used in "folding" and "unfolding", as described in section
   2.2.3.  All field bodies MUST conform to the syntax described in
   sections 3 and 4 of this specification.

2.2.1.  Unstructured Header Field Bodies

   Some field bodies in this specification are defined simply as
   "unstructured" (which is specified in section 3.2.5 as any printable
   US-ASCII characters plus white space characters) with no further
   restrictions.  These are referred to as unstructured field bodies.
   Semantically, unstructured field bodies are simply to be treated as a
   single line of characters with no further processing (except for
   "folding" and "unfolding" as described in section 2.2.3).

2.2.2.  Structured Header Field Bodies

   Some field bodies in this specification have a syntax that is more
   restrictive than the unstructured field bodies described above.
   These are referred to as "structured" field bodies.  Structured field
   bodies are sequences of specific lexical tokens as described in
   sections 3 and 4 of this specification.  Many of these tokens are
   allowed (according to their syntax) to be introduced or end with
   comments (as described in section 3.2.2) as well as the white space
   characters, and those white space characters are subject to "folding"
   and "unfolding" as described in section 2.2.3.  Semantic analysis of
   structured field bodies is given along with their syntax.

2.2.3.  Long Header Fields

   Each header field is logically a single line of characters comprising
   the field name, the colon, and the field body.  For convenience
   however, and to deal with the 998/78 character limitations per line,
   the field body portion of a header field can be split into a
   multiple-line representation; this is called "folding".  The general
   rule is that wherever this specification allows for folding white
   space (not simply WSP characters), a CRLF may be inserted before any
   WSP.
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   For example, the header field:

   Subject: This is a test

   can be represented as:

   Subject: This
    is a test

      Note: Though structured field bodies are defined in such a way
      that folding can take place between many of the lexical tokens
      (and even within some of the lexical tokens), folding SHOULD be
      limited to placing the CRLF at higher-level syntactic breaks.  For
      instance, if a field body is defined as comma-separated values, it
      is recommended that folding occur after the comma separating the
      structured items in preference to other places where the field
      could be folded, even if it is allowed elsewhere.

   The process of moving from this folded multiple-line representation
   of a header field to its single line representation is called
   "unfolding".  Unfolding is accomplished by simply removing any CRLF
   that is immediately followed by WSP.  Each header field should be
   treated in its unfolded form for further syntactic and semantic
   evaluation.  An unfolded header field has no length restriction and
   therefore may be indeterminately long.

2.3.  Body

   The body of a message is simply lines of US-ASCII characters.  The
   only two limitations on the body are as follows:

   o  CR and LF MUST only occur together as CRLF; they MUST NOT appear
      independently in the body.
   o  Lines of characters in the body MUST be limited to 998 characters,
      and SHOULD be limited to 78 characters, excluding the CRLF.

      Note: As was stated earlier, there are other documents,
      specifically the MIME documents ([RFC2045], [RFC2046], [RFC2049],
      [RFC4288], [RFC4289]), that extend (and limit) this specification
      to allow for different sorts of message bodies.  Again, these
      mechanisms are beyond the scope of this document.
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3.  Syntax

3.1.  Introduction

   The syntax as given in this section defines the legal syntax of
   Internet messages.  Messages that are conformant to this



   specification MUST conform to the syntax in this section.  If there
   are options in this section where one option SHOULD be generated,
   that is indicated either in the prose or in a comment next to the
   syntax.

   For the defined expressions, a short description of the syntax and
   use is given, followed by the syntax in ABNF, followed by a semantic
   analysis.  The following primitive tokens that are used but otherwise
   unspecified are taken from the "Core Rules" of [RFC5234], Appendix
   B.1: CR, LF, CRLF, HTAB, SP, WSP, DQUOTE, DIGIT, ALPHA, and VCHAR.

   In some of the definitions, there will be non-terminals whose names
   start with "obs-".  These "obs-" elements refer to tokens defined in
   the obsolete syntax in section 4.  In all cases, these productions
   are to be ignored for the purposes of generating legal Internet
   messages and MUST NOT be used as part of such a message.  However,
   when interpreting messages, these tokens MUST be honored as part of
   the legal syntax.  In this sense, section 3 defines a grammar for the
   generation of messages, with "obs-" elements that are to be ignored,
   while section 4 adds grammar for the interpretation of messages.

3.2.  Lexical Tokens

   The following rules are used to define an underlying lexical
   analyzer, which feeds tokens to the higher-level parsers.  This
   section defines the tokens used in structured header field bodies.

      Note: Readers of this specification need to pay special attention
      to how these lexical tokens are used in both the lower-level and
      higher-level syntax later in the document.  Particularly, the
      white space tokens and the comment tokens defined in section 3.2.2
      get used in the lower-level tokens defined here, and those lower-
      level tokens are in turn used as parts of the higher-level tokens
      defined later.  Therefore, white space and comments may be allowed
      in the higher-level tokens even though they may not explicitly
      appear in a particular definition.

3.2.1.  Quoted characters

   Some characters are reserved for special interpretation, such as
   delimiting lexical tokens.  To permit use of these characters as
   uninterpreted data, a quoting mechanism is provided.
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   quoted-pair     =   ("\" (VCHAR / WSP)) / obs-qp

   Where any quoted-pair appears, it is to be interpreted as the
   character alone.  That is to say, the "\" character that appears as
   part of a quoted-pair is semantically "invisible".

      Note: The "\" character may appear in a message where it is not
      part of a quoted-pair.  A "\" character that does not appear in a
      quoted-pair is not semantically invisible.  The only places in
      this specification where quoted-pair currently appears are
      ccontent, qcontent, and in obs-dtext in section 4.



3.2.2.  Folding White Space and Comments

   White space characters, including white space used in folding
   (described in section 2.2.3), may appear between many elements in
   header field bodies.  Also, strings of characters that are treated as
   comments may be included in structured field bodies as characters
   enclosed in parentheses.  The following defines the folding white
   space (FWS) and comment constructs.

   Strings of characters enclosed in parentheses are considered comments
   so long as they do not appear within a "quoted-string", as defined in
   section 3.2.4.  Comments may nest.

   There are several places in this specification where comments and FWS
   may be freely inserted.  To accommodate that syntax, an additional
   token for "CFWS" is defined for places where comments and/or FWS can
   occur.  However, where CFWS occurs in this specification, it MUST NOT
   be inserted in such a way that any line of a folded header field is
   made up entirely of WSP characters and nothing else.

   FWS             =   ([*WSP CRLF] 1*WSP) /  obs-FWS
                                          ; Folding white space

   ctext           =   %d33-39 /          ; Printable US-ASCII
                       %d42-91 /          ;  characters not including
                       %d93-126 /         ;  "(", ")", or "\"
                       obs-ctext

   ccontent        =   ctext / quoted-pair / comment

   comment         =   "(" *([FWS] ccontent) [FWS] ")"

   CFWS            =   (1*([FWS] comment) [FWS]) / FWS
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   Throughout this specification, where FWS (the folding white space
   token) appears, it indicates a place where folding, as discussed in
   section 2.2.3, may take place.  Wherever folding appears in a message
   (that is, a header field body containing a CRLF followed by any WSP),
   unfolding (removal of the CRLF) is performed before any further
   semantic analysis is performed on that header field according to this
   specification.  That is to say, any CRLF that appears in FWS is
   semantically "invisible".

   A comment is normally used in a structured field body to provide some
   human-readable informational text.  Since a comment is allowed to
   contain FWS, folding is permitted within the comment.  Also note that
   since quoted-pair is allowed in a comment, the parentheses and
   backslash characters may appear in a comment, so long as they appear
   as a quoted-pair.  Semantically, the enclosing parentheses are not
   part of the comment; the comment is what is contained between the two
   parentheses.  As stated earlier, the "\" in any quoted-pair and the
   CRLF in any FWS that appears within the comment are semantically



   "invisible" and therefore not part of the comment either.

   Runs of FWS, comment, or CFWS that occur between lexical tokens in a
   structured header field are semantically interpreted as a single
   space character.

3.2.3.  Atom

   Several productions in structured header field bodies are simply
   strings of certain basic characters.  Such productions are called
   atoms.

   Some of the structured header field bodies also allow the period
   character (".", ASCII value 46) within runs of atext.  An additional
   "dot-atom" token is defined for those purposes.

      Note: The "specials" token does not appear anywhere else in this
      specification.  It is simply the visible (i.e., non-control, non-
      white space) characters that do not appear in atext.  It is
      provided only because it is useful for implementers who use tools
      that lexically analyze messages.  Each of the characters in
      specials can be used to indicate a tokenization point in lexical
      analysis.
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   atext           =   ALPHA / DIGIT /    ; Printable US-ASCII
                       "!" / "#" /        ;  characters not including
                       "$" / "%" /        ;  specials.  Used for atoms.
                       "&" / "'" /
                       "*" / "+" /
                       "-" / "/" /
                       "=" / "?" /
                       "^" / "_" /
                       "`" / "{" /
                       "|" / "}" /
                       "~"

   atom            =   [CFWS] 1*atext [CFWS]

   dot-atom-text   =   1*atext *("." 1*atext)

   dot-atom        =   [CFWS] dot-atom-text [CFWS]

   specials        =   "(" / ")" /        ; Special characters that do
                       "<" / ">" /        ;  not appear in atext
                       "[" / "]" /
                       ":" / ";" /
                       "@" / "\" /
                       "," / "." /



                       DQUOTE

   Both atom and dot-atom are interpreted as a single unit, comprising
   the string of characters that make it up.  Semantically, the optional
   comments and FWS surrounding the rest of the characters are not part
   of the atom; the atom is only the run of atext characters in an atom,
   or the atext and "." characters in a dot-atom.

3.2.4.  Quoted Strings

   Strings of characters that include characters other than those
   allowed in atoms can be represented in a quoted string format, where
   the characters are surrounded by quote (DQUOTE, ASCII value 34)
   characters.
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   qtext           =   %d33 /             ; Printable US-ASCII
                       %d35-91 /          ;  characters not including
                       %d93-126 /         ;  "\" or the quote character
                       obs-qtext

   qcontent        =   qtext / quoted-pair

   quoted-string   =   [CFWS]
                       DQUOTE *([FWS] qcontent) [FWS] DQUOTE
                       [CFWS]

   A quoted-string is treated as a unit.  That is, quoted-string is
   identical to atom, semantically.  Since a quoted-string is allowed to
   contain FWS, folding is permitted.  Also note that since quoted-pair
   is allowed in a quoted-string, the quote and backslash characters may
   appear in a quoted-string so long as they appear as a quoted-pair.

   Semantically, neither the optional CFWS outside of the quote
   characters nor the quote characters themselves are part of the
   quoted-string; the quoted-string is what is contained between the two
   quote characters.  As stated earlier, the "\" in any quoted-pair and
   the CRLF in any FWS/CFWS that appears within the quoted-string are
   semantically "invisible" and therefore not part of the quoted-string
   either.

3.2.5.  Miscellaneous Tokens

   Three additional tokens are defined: word and phrase for combinations
   of atoms and/or quoted-strings, and unstructured for use in
   unstructured header fields and in some places within structured



   header fields.

   word            =   atom / quoted-string

   phrase          =   1*word / obs-phrase

   unstructured    =   (*([FWS] VCHAR) *WSP) / obs-unstruct

3.3.  Date and Time Specification

   Date and time values occur in several header fields.  This section
   specifies the syntax for a full date and time specification.  Though
   folding white space is permitted throughout the date-time
   specification, it is RECOMMENDED that a single space be used in each
   place that FWS appears (whether it is required or optional); some
   older implementations will not interpret longer sequences of folding
   white space correctly.
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   date-time       =   [ day-of-week "," ] date time [CFWS]

   day-of-week     =   ([FWS] day-name) / obs-day-of-week

   day-name        =   "Mon" / "Tue" / "Wed" / "Thu" /
                       "Fri" / "Sat" / "Sun"

   date            =   day month year

   day             =   ([FWS] 1*2DIGIT FWS) / obs-day

   month           =   "Jan" / "Feb" / "Mar" / "Apr" /
                       "May" / "Jun" / "Jul" / "Aug" /
                       "Sep" / "Oct" / "Nov" / "Dec"

   year            =   (FWS 4*DIGIT FWS) / obs-year

   time            =   time-of-day zone

   time-of-day     =   hour ":" minute [ ":" second ]

   hour            =   2DIGIT / obs-hour

   minute          =   2DIGIT / obs-minute

   second          =   2DIGIT / obs-second

   zone            =   (FWS ( "+" / "-" ) 4DIGIT) / obs-zone

   The day is the numeric day of the month.  The year is any numeric
   year 1900 or later.

   The time-of-day specifies the number of hours, minutes, and
   optionally seconds since midnight of the date indicated.

   The date and time-of-day SHOULD express local time.



   The zone specifies the offset from Coordinated Universal Time (UTC,
   formerly referred to as "Greenwich Mean Time") that the date and
   time-of-day represent.  The "+" or "-" indicates whether the time-of-
   day is ahead of (i.e., east of) or behind (i.e., west of) Universal
   Time.  The first two digits indicate the number of hours difference
   from Universal Time, and the last two digits indicate the number of
   additional minutes difference from Universal Time.  (Hence, +hhmm
   means +(hh * 60 + mm) minutes, and -hhmm means -(hh * 60 + mm)
   minutes).  The form "+0000" SHOULD be used to indicate a time zone at
   Universal Time.  Though "-0000" also indicates Universal Time, it is
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   used to indicate that the time was generated on a system that may be
   in a local time zone other than Universal Time and that the date-time
   contains no information about the local time zone.

   A date-time specification MUST be semantically valid.  That is, the
   day-of-week (if included) MUST be the day implied by the date, the
   numeric day-of-month MUST be between 1 and the number of days allowed
   for the specified month (in the specified year), the time-of-day MUST
   be in the range 00:00:00 through 23:59:60 (the number of seconds
   allowing for a leap second; see [RFC1305]), and the last two digits
   of the zone MUST be within the range 00 through 59.

3.4.  Address Specification

   Addresses occur in several message header fields to indicate senders
   and recipients of messages.  An address may either be an individual
   mailbox, or a group of mailboxes.

   address         =   mailbox / group

   mailbox         =   name-addr / addr-spec

   name-addr       =   [display-name] angle-addr

   angle-addr      =   [CFWS] "<" addr-spec ">" [CFWS] /
                       obs-angle-addr

   group           =   display-name ":" [group-list] ";" [CFWS]

   display-name    =   phrase

   mailbox-list    =   (mailbox *("," mailbox)) / obs-mbox-list

   address-list    =   (address *("," address)) / obs-addr-list

   group-list      =   mailbox-list / CFWS / obs-group-list

   A mailbox receives mail.  It is a conceptual entity that does not
   necessarily pertain to file storage.  For example, some sites may
   choose to print mail on a printer and deliver the output to the
   addressee's desk.



   Normally, a mailbox is composed of two parts: (1) an optional display
   name that indicates the name of the recipient (which can be a person
   or a system) that could be displayed to the user of a mail
   application, and (2) an addr-spec address enclosed in angle brackets
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   ("<" and ">").  There is an alternate simple form of a mailbox where
   the addr-spec address appears alone, without the recipient's name or
   the angle brackets.  The Internet addr-spec address is described in
   section 3.4.1.

      Note: Some legacy implementations used the simple form where the
      addr-spec appears without the angle brackets, but included the
      name of the recipient in parentheses as a comment following the
      addr-spec.  Since the meaning of the information in a comment is
      unspecified, implementations SHOULD use the full name-addr form of
      the mailbox, instead of the legacy form, to specify the display
      name associated with a mailbox.  Also, because some legacy
      implementations interpret the comment, comments generally SHOULD
      NOT be used in address fields to avoid confusing such
      implementations.

   When it is desirable to treat several mailboxes as a single unit
   (i.e., in a distribution list), the group construct can be used.  The
   group construct allows the sender to indicate a named group of
   recipients.  This is done by giving a display name for the group,
   followed by a colon, followed by a comma-separated list of any number
   of mailboxes (including zero and one), and ending with a semicolon.
   Because the list of mailboxes can be empty, using the group construct
   is also a simple way to communicate to recipients that the message
   was sent to one or more named sets of recipients, without actually
   providing the individual mailbox address for any of those recipients.

3.4.1.  Addr-Spec Specification

   An addr-spec is a specific Internet identifier that contains a
   locally interpreted string followed by the at-sign character ("@",
   ASCII value 64) followed by an Internet domain.  The locally
   interpreted string is either a quoted-string or a dot-atom.  If the
   string can be represented as a dot-atom (that is, it contains no
   characters other than atext characters or "." surrounded by atext
   characters), then the dot-atom form SHOULD be used and the quoted-
   string form SHOULD NOT be used.  Comments and folding white space
   SHOULD NOT be used around the "@" in the addr-spec.

      Note: A liberal syntax for the domain portion of addr-spec is
      given here.  However, the domain portion contains addressing
      information specified by and used in other protocols (e.g.,
      [RFC1034], [RFC1035], [RFC1123], [RFC5321]).  It is therefore
      incumbent upon implementations to conform to the syntax of
      addresses for the context in which they are used.
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   addr-spec       =   local-part "@" domain

   local-part      =   dot-atom / quoted-string / obs-local-part

   domain          =   dot-atom / domain-literal / obs-domain

   domain-literal  =   [CFWS] "[" *([FWS] dtext) [FWS] "]" [CFWS]

   dtext           =   %d33-90 /          ; Printable US-ASCII
                       %d94-126 /         ;  characters not including
                       obs-dtext          ;  "[", "]", or "\"

   The domain portion identifies the point to which the mail is
   delivered.  In the dot-atom form, this is interpreted as an Internet
   domain name (either a host name or a mail exchanger name) as
   described in [RFC1034], [RFC1035], and [RFC1123].  In the domain-
   literal form, the domain is interpreted as the literal Internet
   address of the particular host.  In both cases, how addressing is
   used and how messages are transported to a particular host is covered
   in separate documents, such as [RFC5321].  These mechanisms are
   outside of the scope of this document.

   The local-part portion is a domain-dependent string.  In addresses,
   it is simply interpreted on the particular host as a name of a
   particular mailbox.

3.5.  Overall Message Syntax

   A message consists of header fields, optionally followed by a message
   body.  Lines in a message MUST be a maximum of 998 characters
   excluding the CRLF, but it is RECOMMENDED that lines be limited to 78
   characters excluding the CRLF.  (See section 2.1.1 for explanation.)
   In a message body, though all of the characters listed in the text
   rule MAY be used, the use of US-ASCII control characters (values 1
   through 8, 11, 12, and 14 through 31) is discouraged since their
   interpretation by receivers for display is not guaranteed.

   message         =   (fields / obs-fields)
                       [CRLF body]

   body            =   (*(*998text CRLF) *998text) / obs-body

   text            =   %d1-9 /            ; Characters excluding CR
                       %d11 /             ;  and LF
                       %d12 /
                       %d14-127
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   The header fields carry most of the semantic information and are
   defined in section 3.6.  The body is simply a series of lines of text
   that are uninterpreted for the purposes of this specification.

3.6.  Field Definitions

   The header fields of a message are defined here.  All header fields
   have the same general syntactic structure: a field name, followed by
   a colon, followed by the field body.  The specific syntax for each
   header field is defined in the subsequent sections.

      Note: In the ABNF syntax for each field in subsequent sections,
      each field name is followed by the required colon.  However, for
      brevity, sometimes the colon is not referred to in the textual
      description of the syntax.  It is, nonetheless, required.

   It is important to note that the header fields are not guaranteed to
   be in a particular order.  They may appear in any order, and they
   have been known to be reordered occasionally when transported over
   the Internet.  However, for the purposes of this specification,
   header fields SHOULD NOT be reordered when a message is transported
   or transformed.  More importantly, the trace header fields and resent
   header fields MUST NOT be reordered, and SHOULD be kept in blocks
   prepended to the message.  See sections 3.6.6 and 3.6.7 for more
   information.

   The only required header fields are the origination date field and
   the originator address field(s).  All other header fields are
   syntactically optional.  More information is contained in the table
   following this definition.
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   fields          =   *(trace
                         *optional-field /
                         *(resent-date /
                          resent-from /



                          resent-sender /
                          resent-to /
                          resent-cc /
                          resent-bcc /
                          resent-msg-id))
                       *(orig-date /
                       from /
                       sender /
                       reply-to /
                       to /
                       cc /
                       bcc /
                       message-id /
                       in-reply-to /
                       references /
                       subject /
                       comments /
                       keywords /
                       optional-field)

   The following table indicates limits on the number of times each
   field may occur in the header section of a message as well as any
   special limitations on the use of those fields.  An asterisk ("*")
   next to a value in the minimum or maximum column indicates that a
   special restriction appears in the Notes column.
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   +----------------+--------+------------+----------------------------+
   | Field          | Min    | Max number | Notes                      |
   |                | number |            |                            |
   +----------------+--------+------------+----------------------------+
   | trace          | 0      | unlimited  | Block prepended - see      |
   |                |        |            | 3.6.7                      |
   | resent-date    | 0*     | unlimited* | One per block, required if |
   |                |        |            | other resent fields are    |
   |                |        |            | present - see 3.6.6        |
   | resent-from    | 0      | unlimited* | One per block - see 3.6.6  |



   | resent-sender  | 0*     | unlimited* | One per block, MUST occur  |
   |                |        |            | with multi-address         |
   |                |        |            | resent-from - see 3.6.6    |
   | resent-to      | 0      | unlimited* | One per block - see 3.6.6  |
   | resent-cc      | 0      | unlimited* | One per block - see 3.6.6  |
   | resent-bcc     | 0      | unlimited* | One per block - see 3.6.6  |
   | resent-msg-id  | 0      | unlimited* | One per block - see 3.6.6  |
   | orig-date      | 1      | 1          |                            |
   | from           | 1      | 1          | See sender and 3.6.2       |
   | sender         | 0*     | 1          | MUST occur with            |
   |                |        |            | multi-address from - see   |
   |                |        |            | 3.6.2                      |
   | reply-to       | 0      | 1          |                            |
   | to             | 0      | 1          |                            |
   | cc             | 0      | 1          |                            |
   | bcc            | 0      | 1          |                            |
   | message-id     | 0*     | 1          | SHOULD be present - see    |
   |                |        |            | 3.6.4                      |
   | in-reply-to    | 0*     | 1          | SHOULD occur in some       |
   |                |        |            | replies - see 3.6.4        |
   | references     | 0*     | 1          | SHOULD occur in some       |
   |                |        |            | replies - see 3.6.4        |
   | subject        | 0      | 1          |                            |
   | comments       | 0      | unlimited  |                            |
   | keywords       | 0      | unlimited  |                            |
   | optional-field | 0      | unlimited  |                            |
   +----------------+--------+------------+----------------------------+

   The exact interpretation of each field is described in subsequent
   sections.
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3.6.1.  The Origination Date Field

   The origination date field consists of the field name "Date" followed
   by a date-time specification.

   orig-date       =   "Date:" date-time CRLF

   The origination date specifies the date and time at which the creator
   of the message indicated that the message was complete and ready to
   enter the mail delivery system.  For instance, this might be the time
   that a user pushes the "send" or "submit" button in an application
   program.  In any case, it is specifically not intended to convey the
   time that the message is actually transported, but rather the time at
   which the human or other creator of the message has put the message
   into its final form, ready for transport.  (For example, a portable
   computer user who is not connected to a network might queue a message



   for delivery.  The origination date is intended to contain the date
   and time that the user queued the message, not the time when the user
   connected to the network to send the message.)

3.6.2.  Originator Fields

   The originator fields of a message consist of the from field, the
   sender field (when applicable), and optionally the reply-to field.
   The from field consists of the field name "From" and a comma-
   separated list of one or more mailbox specifications.  If the from
   field contains more than one mailbox specification in the mailbox-
   list, then the sender field, containing the field name "Sender" and a
   single mailbox specification, MUST appear in the message.  In either
   case, an optional reply-to field MAY also be included, which contains
   the field name "Reply-To" and a comma-separated list of one or more
   addresses.

   from            =   "From:" mailbox-list CRLF

   sender          =   "Sender:" mailbox CRLF

   reply-to        =   "Reply-To:" address-list CRLF

   The originator fields indicate the mailbox(es) of the source of the
   message.  The "From:" field specifies the author(s) of the message,
   that is, the mailbox(es) of the person(s) or system(s) responsible
   for the writing of the message.  The "Sender:" field specifies the
   mailbox of the agent responsible for the actual transmission of the
   message.  For example, if a secretary were to send a message for
   another person, the mailbox of the secretary would appear in the
   "Sender:" field and the mailbox of the actual author would appear in
   the "From:" field.  If the originator of the message can be indicated
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   by a single mailbox and the author and transmitter are identical, the
   "Sender:" field SHOULD NOT be used.  Otherwise, both fields SHOULD
   appear.

      Note: The transmitter information is always present.  The absence
      of the "Sender:" field is sometimes mistakenly taken to mean that
      the agent responsible for transmission of the message has not been
      specified.  This absence merely means that the transmitter is
      identical to the author and is therefore not redundantly placed
      into the "Sender:" field.

   The originator fields also provide the information required when
   replying to a message.  When the "Reply-To:" field is present, it
   indicates the address(es) to which the author of the message suggests
   that replies be sent.  In the absence of the "Reply-To:" field,
   replies SHOULD by default be sent to the mailbox(es) specified in the
   "From:" field unless otherwise specified by the person composing the
   reply.

   In all cases, the "From:" field SHOULD NOT contain any mailbox that
   does not belong to the author(s) of the message.  See also section
   3.6.3 for more information on forming the destination addresses for a



   reply.

3.6.3.  Destination Address Fields

   The destination fields of a message consist of three possible fields,
   each of the same form: the field name, which is either "To", "Cc", or
   "Bcc", followed by a comma-separated list of one or more addresses
   (either mailbox or group syntax).

   to              =   "To:" address-list CRLF

   cc              =   "Cc:" address-list CRLF

   bcc             =   "Bcc:" [address-list / CFWS] CRLF

   The destination fields specify the recipients of the message.  Each
   destination field may have one or more addresses, and the addresses
   indicate the intended recipients of the message.  The only difference
   between the three fields is how each is used.

   The "To:" field contains the address(es) of the primary recipient(s)
   of the message.
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   The "Cc:" field (where the "Cc" means "Carbon Copy" in the sense of
   making a copy on a typewriter using carbon paper) contains the
   addresses of others who are to receive the message, though the
   content of the message may not be directed at them.

   The "Bcc:" field (where the "Bcc" means "Blind Carbon Copy") contains
   addresses of recipients of the message whose addresses are not to be
   revealed to other recipients of the message.  There are three ways in
   which the "Bcc:" field is used.  In the first case, when a message
   containing a "Bcc:" field is prepared to be sent, the "Bcc:" line is
   removed even though all of the recipients (including those specified
   in the "Bcc:" field) are sent a copy of the message.  In the second
   case, recipients specified in the "To:" and "Cc:" lines each are sent
   a copy of the message with the "Bcc:" line removed as above, but the
   recipients on the "Bcc:" line get a separate copy of the message
   containing a "Bcc:" line.  (When there are multiple recipient
   addresses in the "Bcc:" field, some implementations actually send a
   separate copy of the message to each recipient with a "Bcc:"
   containing only the address of that particular recipient.)  Finally,
   since a "Bcc:" field may contain no addresses, a "Bcc:" field can be
   sent without any addresses indicating to the recipients that blind
   copies were sent to someone.  Which method to use with "Bcc:" fields
   is implementation dependent, but refer to the "Security
   Considerations" section of this document for a discussion of each.

   When a message is a reply to another message, the mailboxes of the
   authors of the original message (the mailboxes in the "From:" field)
   or mailboxes specified in the "Reply-To:" field (if it exists) MAY



   appear in the "To:" field of the reply since these would normally be
   the primary recipients of the reply.  If a reply is sent to a message
   that has destination fields, it is often desirable to send a copy of
   the reply to all of the recipients of the message, in addition to the
   author.  When such a reply is formed, addresses in the "To:" and
   "Cc:" fields of the original message MAY appear in the "Cc:" field of
   the reply, since these are normally secondary recipients of the
   reply.  If a "Bcc:" field is present in the original message,
   addresses in that field MAY appear in the "Bcc:" field of the reply,
   but they SHOULD NOT appear in the "To:" or "Cc:" fields.

      Note: Some mail applications have automatic reply commands that
      include the destination addresses of the original message in the
      destination addresses of the reply.  How those reply commands
      behave is implementation dependent and is beyond the scope of this
      document.  In particular, whether or not to include the original
      destination addresses when the original message had a "Reply-To:"
      field is not addressed here.
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3.6.4.  Identification Fields

   Though listed as optional in the table in section 3.6, every message
   SHOULD have a "Message-ID:" field.  Furthermore, reply messages
   SHOULD have "In-Reply-To:" and "References:" fields as appropriate
   and as described below.

   The "Message-ID:" field contains a single unique message identifier.
   The "References:" and "In-Reply-To:" fields each contain one or more
   unique message identifiers, optionally separated by CFWS.

   The message identifier (msg-id) syntax is a limited version of the
   addr-spec construct enclosed in the angle bracket characters, "<" and
   ">".  Unlike addr-spec, this syntax only permits the dot-atom-text
   form on the left-hand side of the "@" and does not have internal CFWS
   anywhere in the message identifier.

      Note: As with addr-spec, a liberal syntax is given for the right-
      hand side of the "@" in a msg-id.  However, later in this section,
      the use of a domain for the right-hand side of the "@" is
      RECOMMENDED.  Again, the syntax of domain constructs is specified
      by and used in other protocols (e.g., [RFC1034], [RFC1035],
      [RFC1123], [RFC5321]).  It is therefore incumbent upon
      implementations to conform to the syntax of addresses for the
      context in which they are used.

   message-id      =   "Message-ID:" msg-id CRLF

   in-reply-to     =   "In-Reply-To:" 1*msg-id CRLF

   references      =   "References:" 1*msg-id CRLF

   msg-id          =   [CFWS] "<" id-left "@" id-right ">" [CFWS]



   id-left         =   dot-atom-text / obs-id-left

   id-right        =   dot-atom-text / no-fold-literal / obs-id-right

   no-fold-literal =   "[" *dtext "]"

   The "Message-ID:" field provides a unique message identifier that
   refers to a particular version of a particular message.  The
   uniqueness of the message identifier is guaranteed by the host that
   generates it (see below).  This message identifier is intended to be
   machine readable and not necessarily meaningful to humans.  A message
   identifier pertains to exactly one version of a particular message;
   subsequent revisions to the message each receive new message
   identifiers.
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      Note: There are many instances when messages are "changed", but
      those changes do not constitute a new instantiation of that
      message, and therefore the message would not get a new message
      identifier.  For example, when messages are introduced into the
      transport system, they are often prepended with additional header
      fields such as trace fields (described in section 3.6.7) and
      resent fields (described in section 3.6.6).  The addition of such
      header fields does not change the identity of the message and
      therefore the original "Message-ID:" field is retained.  In all
      cases, it is the meaning that the sender of the message wishes to
      convey (i.e., whether this is the same message or a different
      message) that determines whether or not the "Message-ID:" field
      changes, not any particular syntactic difference that appears (or
      does not appear) in the message.

   The "In-Reply-To:" and "References:" fields are used when creating a
   reply to a message.  They hold the message identifier of the original
   message and the message identifiers of other messages (for example,
   in the case of a reply to a message that was itself a reply).  The
   "In-Reply-To:" field may be used to identify the message (or
   messages) to which the new message is a reply, while the
   "References:" field may be used to identify a "thread" of
   conversation.

   When creating a reply to a message, the "In-Reply-To:" and
   "References:" fields of the resultant message are constructed as
   follows:

   The "In-Reply-To:" field will contain the contents of the
   "Message-ID:" field of the message to which this one is a reply (the
   "parent message").  If there is more than one parent message, then
   the "In-Reply-To:" field will contain the contents of all of the
   parents' "Message-ID:" fields.  If there is no "Message-ID:" field in
   any of the parent messages, then the new message will have no "In-
   Reply-To:" field.

   The "References:" field will contain the contents of the parent's
   "References:" field (if any) followed by the contents of the parent's
   "Message-ID:" field (if any).  If the parent message does not contain
   a "References:" field but does have an "In-Reply-To:" field



   containing a single message identifier, then the "References:" field
   will contain the contents of the parent's "In-Reply-To:" field
   followed by the contents of the parent's "Message-ID:" field (if
   any).  If the parent has none of the "References:", "In-Reply-To:",
   or "Message-ID:" fields, then the new message will have no
   "References:" field.
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      Note: Some implementations parse the "References:" field to
      display the "thread of the discussion".  These implementations
      assume that each new message is a reply to a single parent and
      hence that they can walk backwards through the "References:" field
      to find the parent of each message listed there.  Therefore,
      trying to form a "References:" field for a reply that has multiple
      parents is discouraged; how to do so is not defined in this
      document.

   The message identifier (msg-id) itself MUST be a globally unique
   identifier for a message.  The generator of the message identifier
   MUST guarantee that the msg-id is unique.  There are several
   algorithms that can be used to accomplish this.  Since the msg-id has
   a similar syntax to addr-spec (identical except that quoted strings,
   comments, and folding white space are not allowed), a good method is
   to put the domain name (or a domain literal IP address) of the host
   on which the message identifier was created on the right-hand side of
   the "@" (since domain names and IP addresses are normally unique),
   and put a combination of the current absolute date and time along
   with some other currently unique (perhaps sequential) identifier
   available on the system (for example, a process id number) on the
   left-hand side.  Though other algorithms will work, it is RECOMMENDED
   that the right-hand side contain some domain identifier (either of
   the host itself or otherwise) such that the generator of the message
   identifier can guarantee the uniqueness of the left-hand side within
   the scope of that domain.

   Semantically, the angle bracket characters are not part of the
   msg-id; the msg-id is what is contained between the two angle bracket
   characters.

3.6.5.  Informational Fields

   The informational fields are all optional.  The "Subject:" and
   "Comments:" fields are unstructured fields as defined in section
   2.2.1, and therefore may contain text or folding white space.  The
   "Keywords:" field contains a comma-separated list of one or more
   words or quoted-strings.

   subject         =   "Subject:" unstructured CRLF

   comments        =   "Comments:" unstructured CRLF

   keywords        =   "Keywords:" phrase *("," phrase) CRLF

   These three fields are intended to have only human-readable content



   with information about the message.  The "Subject:" field is the most
   common and contains a short string identifying the topic of the
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   message.  When used in a reply, the field body MAY start with the
   string "Re: " (an abbreviation of the Latin "in re", meaning "in the
   matter of") followed by the contents of the "Subject:" field body of
   the original message.  If this is done, only one instance of the
   literal string "Re: " ought to be used since use of other strings or
   more than one instance can lead to undesirable consequences.  The
   "Comments:" field contains any additional comments on the text of the
   body of the message.  The "Keywords:" field contains a comma-
   separated list of important words and phrases that might be useful
   for the recipient.

3.6.6.  Resent Fields

   Resent fields SHOULD be added to any message that is reintroduced by
   a user into the transport system.  A separate set of resent fields
   SHOULD be added each time this is done.  All of the resent fields
   corresponding to a particular resending of the message SHOULD be
   grouped together.  Each new set of resent fields is prepended to the
   message; that is, the most recent set of resent fields appears
   earlier in the message.  No other fields in the message are changed
   when resent fields are added.

   Each of the resent fields corresponds to a particular field elsewhere
   in the syntax.  For instance, the "Resent-Date:" field corresponds to
   the "Date:" field and the "Resent-To:" field corresponds to the "To:"
   field.  In each case, the syntax for the field body is identical to
   the syntax given previously for the corresponding field.

   When resent fields are used, the "Resent-From:" and "Resent-Date:"
   fields MUST be sent.  The "Resent-Message-ID:" field SHOULD be sent.
   "Resent-Sender:" SHOULD NOT be used if "Resent-Sender:" would be
   identical to "Resent-From:".

   resent-date     =   "Resent-Date:" date-time CRLF

   resent-from     =   "Resent-From:" mailbox-list CRLF

   resent-sender   =   "Resent-Sender:" mailbox CRLF

   resent-to       =   "Resent-To:" address-list CRLF

   resent-cc       =   "Resent-Cc:" address-list CRLF

   resent-bcc      =   "Resent-Bcc:" [address-list / CFWS] CRLF

   resent-msg-id   =   "Resent-Message-ID:" msg-id CRLF
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   Resent fields are used to identify a message as having been
   reintroduced into the transport system by a user.  The purpose of
   using resent fields is to have the message appear to the final
   recipient as if it were sent directly by the original sender, with
   all of the original fields remaining the same.  Each set of resent
   fields correspond to a particular resending event.  That is, if a
   message is resent multiple times, each set of resent fields gives
   identifying information for each individual time.  Resent fields are
   strictly informational.  They MUST NOT be used in the normal
   processing of replies or other such automatic actions on messages.

      Note: Reintroducing a message into the transport system and using
      resent fields is a different operation from "forwarding".
      "Forwarding" has two meanings: One sense of forwarding is that a
      mail reading program can be told by a user to forward a copy of a
      message to another person, making the forwarded message the body
      of the new message.  A forwarded message in this sense does not
      appear to have come from the original sender, but is an entirely
      new message from the forwarder of the message.  Forwarding may
      also mean that a mail transport program gets a message and
      forwards it on to a different destination for final delivery.
      Resent header fields are not intended for use with either type of
      forwarding.

   The resent originator fields indicate the mailbox of the person(s) or
   system(s) that resent the message.  As with the regular originator
   fields, there are two forms: a simple "Resent-From:" form, which
   contains the mailbox of the individual doing the resending, and the
   more complex form, when one individual (identified in the "Resent-
   Sender:" field) resends a message on behalf of one or more others
   (identified in the "Resent-From:" field).

      Note: When replying to a resent message, replies behave just as
      they would with any other message, using the original "From:",
      "Reply-To:", "Message-ID:", and other fields.  The resent fields
      are only informational and MUST NOT be used in the normal
      processing of replies.

   The "Resent-Date:" indicates the date and time at which the resent
   message is dispatched by the resender of the message.  Like the
   "Date:" field, it is not the date and time that the message was
   actually transported.

   The "Resent-To:", "Resent-Cc:", and "Resent-Bcc:" fields function
   identically to the "To:", "Cc:", and "Bcc:" fields, respectively,
   except that they indicate the recipients of the resent message, not
   the recipients of the original message.
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   The "Resent-Message-ID:" field provides a unique identifier for the
   resent message.



3.6.7.  Trace Fields

   The trace fields are a group of header fields consisting of an
   optional "Return-Path:" field, and one or more "Received:" fields.
   The "Return-Path:" header field contains a pair of angle brackets
   that enclose an optional addr-spec.  The "Received:" field contains a
   (possibly empty) list of tokens followed by a semicolon and a date-
   time specification.  Each token must be a word, angle-addr, addr-
   spec, or a domain.  Further restrictions are applied to the syntax of
   the trace fields by specifications that provide for their use, such
   as [RFC5321].

   trace           =   [return]
                       1*received

   return          =   "Return-Path:" path CRLF

   path            =   angle-addr / ([CFWS] "<" [CFWS] ">" [CFWS])

   received        =   "Received:" *received-token ";" date-time CRLF

   received-token  =   word / angle-addr / addr-spec / domain

   A full discussion of the Internet mail use of trace fields is
   contained in [RFC5321].  For the purposes of this specification, the
   trace fields are strictly informational, and any formal
   interpretation of them is outside of the scope of this document.

3.6.8.  Optional Fields

   Fields may appear in messages that are otherwise unspecified in this
   document.  They MUST conform to the syntax of an optional-field.
   This is a field name, made up of the printable US-ASCII characters
   except SP and colon, followed by a colon, followed by any text that
   conforms to the unstructured syntax.

   The field names of any optional field MUST NOT be identical to any
   field name specified elsewhere in this document.
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   optional-field  =   field-name ":" unstructured CRLF

   field-name      =   1*ftext

   ftext           =   %d33-57 /          ; Printable US-ASCII
                       %d59-126           ;  characters not including
                                          ;  ":".



   For the purposes of this specification, any optional field is
   uninterpreted.

4.  Obsolete Syntax

   Earlier versions of this specification allowed for different (usually
   more liberal) syntax than is allowed in this version.  Also, there
   have been syntactic elements used in messages on the Internet whose
   interpretations have never been documented.  Though these syntactic
   forms MUST NOT be generated according to the grammar in section 3,
   they MUST be accepted and parsed by a conformant receiver.  This
   section documents many of these syntactic elements.  Taking the
   grammar in section 3 and adding the definitions presented in this
   section will result in the grammar to use for the interpretation of
   messages.

      Note: This section identifies syntactic forms that any
      implementation MUST reasonably interpret.  However, there are
      certainly Internet messages that do not conform to even the
      additional syntax given in this section.  The fact that a
      particular form does not appear in any section of this document is
      not justification for computer programs to crash or for malformed
      data to be irretrievably lost by any implementation.  It is up to
      the implementation to deal with messages robustly.

   One important difference between the obsolete (interpreting) and the
   current (generating) syntax is that in structured header field bodies
   (i.e., between the colon and the CRLF of any structured header
   field), white space characters, including folding white space, and
   comments could be freely inserted between any syntactic tokens.  This
   allowed many complex forms that have proven difficult for some
   implementations to parse.

   Another key difference between the obsolete and the current syntax is
   that the rule in section 3.2.2 regarding lines composed entirely of
   white space in comments and folding white space does not apply.  See
   the discussion of folding white space in section 4.2 below.

   Finally, certain characters that were formerly allowed in messages
   appear in this section.  The NUL character (ASCII value 0) was once
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   allowed, but is no longer for compatibility reasons.  Similarly, US-
   ASCII control characters other than CR, LF, SP, and HTAB (ASCII
   values 1 through 8, 11, 12, 14 through 31, and 127) were allowed to
   appear in header field bodies.  CR and LF were allowed to appear in
   messages other than as CRLF; this use is also shown here.

   Other differences in syntax and semantics are noted in the following
   sections.

4.1.  Miscellaneous Obsolete Tokens

   These syntactic elements are used elsewhere in the obsolete syntax or
   in the main syntax.  Bare CR, bare LF, and NUL are added to obs-qp,
   obs-body, and obs-unstruct.  US-ASCII control characters are added to



   obs-qp, obs-unstruct, obs-ctext, and obs-qtext.  The period character
   is added to obs-phrase.  The obs-phrase-list provides for a
   (potentially empty) comma-separated list of phrases that may include
   "null" elements.  That is, there could be two or more commas in such
   a list with nothing in between them, or commas at the beginning or
   end of the list.

      Note: The "period" (or "full stop") character (".") in obs-phrase
      is not a form that was allowed in earlier versions of this or any
      other specification.  Period (nor any other character from
      specials) was not allowed in phrase because it introduced a
      parsing difficulty distinguishing between phrases and portions of
      an addr-spec (see section 4.4).  It appears here because the
      period character is currently used in many messages in the
      display-name portion of addresses, especially for initials in
      names, and therefore must be interpreted properly.

   obs-NO-WS-CTL   =   %d1-8 /            ; US-ASCII control
                       %d11 /             ;  characters that do not
                       %d12 /             ;  include the carriage
                       %d14-31 /          ;  return, line feed, and
                       %d127              ;  white space characters

   obs-ctext       =   obs-NO-WS-CTL

   obs-qtext       =   obs-NO-WS-CTL

   obs-utext       =   %d0 / obs-NO-WS-CTL / VCHAR

   obs-qp          =   "\" (%d0 / obs-NO-WS-CTL / LF / CR)

   obs-body        =   *((*LF *CR *((%d0 / text) *LF *CR)) / CRLF)

   obs-unstruct    =   *((*LF *CR *(obs-utext *LF *CR)) / FWS)
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   obs-phrase      =   word *(word / "." / CFWS)

   obs-phrase-list =   [phrase / CFWS] *("," [phrase / CFWS])

   Bare CR and bare LF appear in messages with two different meanings.
   In many cases, bare CR or bare LF are used improperly instead of CRLF
   to indicate line separators.  In other cases, bare CR and bare LF are
   used simply as US-ASCII control characters with their traditional
   ASCII meanings.

4.2.  Obsolete Folding White Space

   In the obsolete syntax, any amount of folding white space MAY be
   inserted where the obs-FWS rule is allowed.  This creates the
   possibility of having two consecutive "folds" in a line, and
   therefore the possibility that a line which makes up a folded header
   field could be composed entirely of white space.

   obs-FWS         =   1*WSP *(CRLF 1*WSP)



4.3.  Obsolete Date and Time

   The syntax for the obsolete date format allows a 2 digit year in the
   date field and allows for a list of alphabetic time zone specifiers
   that were used in earlier versions of this specification.  It also
   permits comments and folding white space between many of the tokens.

   obs-day-of-week =   [CFWS] day-name [CFWS]

   obs-day         =   [CFWS] 1*2DIGIT [CFWS]

   obs-year        =   [CFWS] 2*DIGIT [CFWS]

   obs-hour        =   [CFWS] 2DIGIT [CFWS]

   obs-minute      =   [CFWS] 2DIGIT [CFWS]

   obs-second      =   [CFWS] 2DIGIT [CFWS]

   obs-zone        =   "UT" / "GMT" /     ; Universal Time
                                          ; North American UT
                                          ; offsets
                       "EST" / "EDT" /    ; Eastern:  - 5/ - 4
                       "CST" / "CDT" /    ; Central:  - 6/ - 5
                       "MST" / "MDT" /    ; Mountain: - 7/ - 6
                       "PST" / "PDT" /    ; Pacific:  - 8/ - 7
                                          ;
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                       %d65-73 /          ; Military zones - "A"
                       %d75-90 /          ; through "I" and "K"
                       %d97-105 /         ; through "Z", both
                       %d107-122          ; upper and lower case

   Where a two or three digit year occurs in a date, the year is to be
   interpreted as follows: If a two digit year is encountered whose
   value is between 00 and 49, the year is interpreted by adding 2000,
   ending up with a value between 2000 and 2049.  If a two digit year is
   encountered with a value between 50 and 99, or any three digit year
   is encountered, the year is interpreted by adding 1900.

   In the obsolete time zone, "UT" and "GMT" are indications of
   "Universal Time" and "Greenwich Mean Time", respectively, and are
   both semantically identical to "+0000".

   The remaining three character zones are the US time zones.  The first
   letter, "E", "C", "M", or "P" stands for "Eastern", "Central",
   "Mountain", and "Pacific".  The second letter is either "S" for
   "Standard" time, or "D" for "Daylight Savings" (or summer) time.
   Their interpretations are as follows:

      EDT is semantically equivalent to -0400
      EST is semantically equivalent to -0500
      CDT is semantically equivalent to -0500
      CST is semantically equivalent to -0600



      MDT is semantically equivalent to -0600
      MST is semantically equivalent to -0700
      PDT is semantically equivalent to -0700
      PST is semantically equivalent to -0800

   The 1 character military time zones were defined in a non-standard
   way in [RFC0822] and are therefore unpredictable in their meaning.
   The original definitions of the military zones "A" through "I" are
   equivalent to "+0100" through "+0900", respectively; "K", "L", and
   "M" are equivalent to "+1000", "+1100", and "+1200", respectively;
   "N" through "Y" are equivalent to "-0100" through "-1200".
   respectively; and "Z" is equivalent to "+0000".  However, because of
   the error in [RFC0822], they SHOULD all be considered equivalent to
   "-0000" unless there is out-of-band information confirming their
   meaning.

   Other multi-character (usually between 3 and 5) alphabetic time zones
   have been used in Internet messages.  Any such time zone whose
   meaning is not known SHOULD be considered equivalent to "-0000"
   unless there is out-of-band information confirming their meaning.
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4.4.  Obsolete Addressing

   There are four primary differences in addressing.  First, mailbox
   addresses were allowed to have a route portion before the addr-spec
   when enclosed in "<" and ">".  The route is simply a comma-separated
   list of domain names, each preceded by "@", and the list terminated
   by a colon.  Second, CFWS were allowed between the period-separated
   elements of local-part and domain (i.e., dot-atom was not used).  In
   addition, local-part is allowed to contain quoted-string in addition
   to just atom.  Third, mailbox-list and address-list were allowed to
   have "null" members.  That is, there could be two or more commas in
   such a list with nothing in between them, or commas at the beginning
   or end of the list.  Finally, US-ASCII control characters and quoted-
   pairs were allowed in domain literals and are added here.

   obs-angle-addr  =   [CFWS] "<" obs-route addr-spec ">" [CFWS]

   obs-route       =   obs-domain-list ":"

   obs-domain-list =   *(CFWS / ",") "@" domain
                       *("," [CFWS] ["@" domain])

   obs-mbox-list   =   *([CFWS] ",") mailbox *("," [mailbox / CFWS])

   obs-addr-list   =   *([CFWS] ",") address *("," [address / CFWS])

   obs-group-list  =   1*([CFWS] ",") [CFWS]

   obs-local-part  =   word *("." word)

   obs-domain      =   atom *("." atom)



   obs-dtext       =   obs-NO-WS-CTL / quoted-pair

   When interpreting addresses, the route portion SHOULD be ignored.

4.5.  Obsolete Header Fields

   Syntactically, the primary difference in the obsolete field syntax is
   that it allows multiple occurrences of any of the fields and they may
   occur in any order.  Also, any amount of white space is allowed
   before the ":" at the end of the field name.
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   obs-fields      =   *(obs-return /
                       obs-received /
                       obs-orig-date /
                       obs-from /
                       obs-sender /
                       obs-reply-to /
                       obs-to /
                       obs-cc /
                       obs-bcc /
                       obs-message-id /
                       obs-in-reply-to /
                       obs-references /
                       obs-subject /
                       obs-comments /
                       obs-keywords /
                       obs-resent-date /
                       obs-resent-from /
                       obs-resent-send /
                       obs-resent-rply /
                       obs-resent-to /
                       obs-resent-cc /
                       obs-resent-bcc /
                       obs-resent-mid /
                       obs-optional)

   Except for destination address fields (described in section 4.5.3),
   the interpretation of multiple occurrences of fields is unspecified.
   Also, the interpretation of trace fields and resent fields that do
   not occur in blocks prepended to the message is unspecified as well.
   Unless otherwise noted in the following sections, interpretation of
   other fields is identical to the interpretation of their non-obsolete
   counterparts in section 3.

4.5.1.  Obsolete Origination Date Field

   obs-orig-date   =   "Date" *WSP ":" date-time CRLF

4.5.2.  Obsolete Originator Fields



   obs-from        =   "From" *WSP ":" mailbox-list CRLF

   obs-sender      =   "Sender" *WSP ":" mailbox CRLF

   obs-reply-to    =   "Reply-To" *WSP ":" address-list CRLF
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4.5.3.  Obsolete Destination Address Fields

   obs-to          =   "To" *WSP ":" address-list CRLF

   obs-cc          =   "Cc" *WSP ":" address-list CRLF

   obs-bcc         =   "Bcc" *WSP ":"
                       (address-list / (*([CFWS] ",") [CFWS])) CRLF

   When multiple occurrences of destination address fields occur in a
   message, they SHOULD be treated as if the address list in the first
   occurrence of the field is combined with the address lists of the
   subsequent occurrences by adding a comma and concatenating.

4.5.4.  Obsolete Identification Fields

   The obsolete "In-Reply-To:" and "References:" fields differ from the
   current syntax in that they allow phrase (words or quoted strings) to
   appear.  The obsolete forms of the left and right sides of msg-id
   allow interspersed CFWS, making them syntactically identical to
   local-part and domain, respectively.

   obs-message-id  =   "Message-ID" *WSP ":" msg-id CRLF

   obs-in-reply-to =   "In-Reply-To" *WSP ":" *(phrase / msg-id) CRLF

   obs-references  =   "References" *WSP ":" *(phrase / msg-id) CRLF

   obs-id-left     =   local-part

   obs-id-right    =   domain

   For purposes of interpretation, the phrases in the "In-Reply-To:" and
   "References:" fields are ignored.

   Semantically, none of the optional CFWS in the local-part and the
   domain is part of the obs-id-left and obs-id-right, respectively.

4.5.5.  Obsolete Informational Fields

   obs-subject     =   "Subject" *WSP ":" unstructured CRLF

   obs-comments    =   "Comments" *WSP ":" unstructured CRLF



   obs-keywords    =   "Keywords" *WSP ":" obs-phrase-list CRLF
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4.5.6.  Obsolete Resent Fields

   The obsolete syntax adds a "Resent-Reply-To:" field, which consists
   of the field name, the optional comments and folding white space, the
   colon, and a comma separated list of addresses.

   obs-resent-from =   "Resent-From" *WSP ":" mailbox-list CRLF

   obs-resent-send =   "Resent-Sender" *WSP ":" mailbox CRLF

   obs-resent-date =   "Resent-Date" *WSP ":" date-time CRLF

   obs-resent-to   =   "Resent-To" *WSP ":" address-list CRLF

   obs-resent-cc   =   "Resent-Cc" *WSP ":" address-list CRLF

   obs-resent-bcc  =   "Resent-Bcc" *WSP ":"
                       (address-list / (*([CFWS] ",") [CFWS])) CRLF

   obs-resent-mid  =   "Resent-Message-ID" *WSP ":" msg-id CRLF

   obs-resent-rply =   "Resent-Reply-To" *WSP ":" address-list CRLF

   As with other resent fields, the "Resent-Reply-To:" field is to be
   treated as trace information only.

4.5.7.  Obsolete Trace Fields

   The obs-return and obs-received are again given here as template
   definitions, just as return and received are in section 3.  Their
   full syntax is given in [RFC5321].

   obs-return      =   "Return-Path" *WSP ":" path CRLF

   obs-received    =   "Received" *WSP ":" *received-token CRLF

4.5.8.  Obsolete optional fields

   obs-optional    =   field-name *WSP ":" unstructured CRLF

5.  Security Considerations

   Care needs to be taken when displaying messages on a terminal or
   terminal emulator.  Powerful terminals may act on escape sequences
   and other combinations of US-ASCII control characters with a variety
   of consequences.  They can remap the keyboard or permit other
   modifications to the terminal that could lead to denial of service or
   even damaged data.  They can trigger (sometimes programmable)
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   answerback messages that can allow a message to cause commands to be
   issued on the recipient's behalf.  They can also affect the operation
   of terminal attached devices such as printers.  Message viewers may
   wish to strip potentially dangerous terminal escape sequences from
   the message prior to display.  However, other escape sequences appear
   in messages for useful purposes (cf. [ISO.2022.1994], [RFC2045],
   [RFC2046], [RFC2047], [RFC2049], [RFC4288], [RFC4289]) and therefore
   should not be stripped indiscriminately.

   Transmission of non-text objects in messages raises additional
   security issues.  These issues are discussed in [RFC2045], [RFC2046],
   [RFC2047], [RFC2049], [RFC4288], and [RFC4289].

   Many implementations use the "Bcc:" (blind carbon copy) field,
   described in section 3.6.3, to facilitate sending messages to
   recipients without revealing the addresses of one or more of the
   addressees to the other recipients.  Mishandling this use of "Bcc:"
   may disclose confidential information that could eventually lead to
   security problems through knowledge of even the existence of a
   particular mail address.  For example, if using the first method
   described in section 3.6.3, where the "Bcc:" line is removed from the
   message, blind recipients have no explicit indication that they have
   been sent a blind copy, except insofar as their address does not
   appear in the header section of a message.  Because of this, one of
   the blind addressees could potentially send a reply to all of the
   shown recipients and accidentally reveal that the message went to the
   blind recipient.  When the second method from section 3.6.3 is used,
   the blind recipient's address appears in the "Bcc:" field of a
   separate copy of the message.  If the "Bcc:" field sent contains all
   of the blind addressees, all of the "Bcc:" recipients will be seen by
   each "Bcc:" recipient.  Even if a separate message is sent to each
   "Bcc:" recipient with only the individual's address, implementations
   still need to be careful to process replies to the message as per
   section 3.6.3 so as not to accidentally reveal the blind recipient to
   other recipients.

6.  IANA Considerations

   This document updates the registrations that appeared in [RFC4021]
   that referred to the definitions in [RFC2822].  IANA has updated the
   Permanent Message Header Field Repository with the following header
   fields, in accordance with the procedures set out in [RFC3864].

   Header field name:  Date
   Applicable protocol:  Mail
   Status:  standard
   Author/Change controller:  IETF
   Specification document(s):  This document (section 3.6.1)
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   Header field name:  From
   Applicable protocol:  Mail
   Status:  standard
   Author/Change controller:  IETF
   Specification document(s):  This document (section 3.6.2)

   Header field name:  Sender
   Applicable protocol:  Mail
   Status:  standard
   Author/Change controller:  IETF
   Specification document(s):  This document (section 3.6.2)

   Header field name:  Reply-To
   Applicable protocol:  Mail
   Status:  standard
   Author/Change controller:  IETF
   Specification document(s):  This document (section 3.6.2)

   Header field name:  To
   Applicable protocol:  Mail
   Status:  standard
   Author/Change controller:  IETF
   Specification document(s):  This document (section 3.6.3)

   Header field name:  Cc
   Applicable protocol:  Mail
   Status:  standard
   Author/Change controller:  IETF
   Specification document(s):  This document (section 3.6.3)

   Header field name:  Bcc
   Applicable protocol:  Mail
   Status:  standard
   Author/Change controller:  IETF
   Specification document(s):  This document (section 3.6.3)

   Header field name:  Message-ID
   Applicable protocol:  Mail
   Status:  standard
   Author/Change controller:  IETF
   Specification document(s):  This document (section 3.6.4)

   Header field name:  In-Reply-To
   Applicable protocol:  Mail
   Status:  standard
   Author/Change controller:  IETF
   Specification document(s):  This document (section 3.6.4)
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   Header field name:  References
   Applicable protocol:  Mail
   Status:  standard
   Author/Change controller:  IETF
   Specification document(s):  This document (section 3.6.4)



   Header field name:  Subject
   Applicable protocol:  Mail
   Status:  standard
   Author/Change controller:  IETF
   Specification document(s):  This document (section 3.6.5)

   Header field name:  Comments
   Applicable protocol:  Mail
   Status:  standard
   Author/Change controller:  IETF
   Specification document(s):  This document (section 3.6.5)

   Header field name:  Keywords
   Applicable protocol:  Mail
   Status:  standard
   Author/Change controller:  IETF
   Specification document(s):  This document (section 3.6.5)

   Header field name:  Resent-Date
   Applicable protocol:  Mail
   Status:  standard
   Author/Change controller:  IETF
   Specification document(s):  This document (section 3.6.6)

   Header field name:  Resent-From
   Applicable protocol:  Mail
   Status:  standard
   Author/Change controller:  IETF
   Specification document(s):  This document (section 3.6.6)

   Header field name:  Resent-Sender
   Applicable protocol:  Mail
   Status:  standard
   Author/Change controller:  IETF
   Specification document(s):  This document (section 3.6.6)

   Header field name:  Resent-To
   Applicable protocol:  Mail
   Status:  standard
   Author/Change controller:  IETF
   Specification document(s):  This document (section 3.6.6)
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   Header field name:  Resent-Cc
   Applicable protocol:  Mail
   Status:  standard
   Author/Change controller:  IETF
   Specification document(s):  This document (section 3.6.6)

   Header field name:  Resent-Bcc
   Applicable protocol:  Mail
   Status:  standard
   Author/Change controller:  IETF
   Specification document(s):  This document (section 3.6.6)



   Header field name:  Resent-Reply-To
   Applicable protocol:  Mail
   Status:  obsolete
   Author/Change controller:  IETF
   Specification document(s):  This document (section 4.5.6)

   Header field name:  Resent-Message-ID
   Applicable protocol:  Mail
   Status:  standard
   Author/Change controller:  IETF
   Specification document(s):  This document (section 3.6.6)

   Header field name:  Return-Path
   Applicable protocol:  Mail
   Status:  standard
   Author/Change controller:  IETF
   Specification document(s):  This document (section 3.6.7)

   Header field name:  Received
   Applicable protocol:  Mail
   Status:  standard
   Author/Change controller:  IETF
   Specification document(s):  This document (section 3.6.7)
   Related information:  [RFC5321]
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Appendix A.  Example Messages

   This section presents a selection of messages.  These are intended to
   assist in the implementation of this specification, but should not be
   taken as normative; that is to say, although the examples in this
   section were carefully reviewed, if there happens to be a conflict
   between these examples and the syntax described in sections 3 and 4
   of this document, the syntax in those sections is to be taken as
   correct.

   In the text version of this document, messages in this section are
   delimited between lines of "----".  The "----" lines are not part of
   the message itself.
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Appendix A.1.  Addressing Examples

   The following are examples of messages that might be sent between two
   individuals.

Appendix A.1.1.  A Message from One Person to Another with Simple
                 Addressing

   This could be called a canonical message.  It has a single author,
   John Doe, a single recipient, Mary Smith, a subject, the date, a
   message identifier, and a textual message in the body.

   ----
   From: John Doe <jdoe@machine.example>
   To: Mary Smith <mary@example.net>
   Subject: Saying Hello
   Date: Fri, 21 Nov 1997 09:55:06 -0600
   Message-ID: <1234@local.machine.example>

   This is a message just to say hello.
   So, "Hello".
   ----

   If John's secretary Michael actually sent the message, even though



   John was the author and replies to this message should go back to
   him, the sender field would be used:

   ----
   From: John Doe <jdoe@machine.example>
   Sender: Michael Jones <mjones@machine.example>
   To: Mary Smith <mary@example.net>
   Subject: Saying Hello
   Date: Fri, 21 Nov 1997 09:55:06 -0600
   Message-ID: <1234@local.machine.example>

   This is a message just to say hello.
   So, "Hello".
   ----
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Appendix A.1.2.  Different Types of Mailboxes

   This message includes multiple addresses in the destination fields
   and also uses several different forms of addresses.

   ----
   From: "Joe Q. Public" <john.q.public@example.com>
   To: Mary Smith <mary@x.test>, jdoe@example.org, Who? <one@y.test>
   Cc: <boss@nil.test>, "Giant; \"Big\" Box" <sysservices@example.net>
   Date: Tue, 1 Jul 2003 10:52:37 +0200
   Message-ID: <5678.21-Nov-1997@example.com>

   Hi everyone.
   ----

   Note that the display names for Joe Q. Public and Giant; "Big" Box
   needed to be enclosed in double-quotes because the former contains
   the period and the latter contains both semicolon and double-quote
   characters (the double-quote characters appearing as quoted-pair
   constructs).  Conversely, the display name for Who? could appear
   without them because the question mark is legal in an atom.  Notice
   also that jdoe@example.org and boss@nil.test have no display names
   associated with them at all, and jdoe@example.org uses the simpler
   address form without the angle brackets.

Appendix A.1.3.  Group Addresses

   ----
   From: Pete <pete@silly.example>
   To: A Group:Ed Jones <c@a.test>,joe@where.test,John <jdoe@one.test>;



   Cc: Undisclosed recipients:;
   Date: Thu, 13 Feb 1969 23:32:54 -0330
   Message-ID: <testabcd.1234@silly.example>

   Testing.
   ----

   In this message, the "To:" field has a single group recipient named
   "A Group", which contains 3 addresses, and a "Cc:" field with an
   empty group recipient named Undisclosed recipients.
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Appendix A.2.  Reply Messages

   The following is a series of three messages that make up a
   conversation thread between John and Mary.  John first sends a
   message to Mary, Mary then replies to John's message, and then John
   replies to Mary's reply message.

   Note especially the "Message-ID:", "References:", and "In-Reply-To:"
   fields in each message.

   ----
   From: John Doe <jdoe@machine.example>
   To: Mary Smith <mary@example.net>
   Subject: Saying Hello
   Date: Fri, 21 Nov 1997 09:55:06 -0600
   Message-ID: <1234@local.machine.example>

   This is a message just to say hello.
   So, "Hello".
   ----

   When sending replies, the Subject field is often retained, though
   prepended with "Re: " as described in section 3.6.5.

   ----
   From: Mary Smith <mary@example.net>
   To: John Doe <jdoe@machine.example>
   Reply-To: "Mary Smith: Personal Account" <smith@home.example>
   Subject: Re: Saying Hello
   Date: Fri, 21 Nov 1997 10:01:10 -0600
   Message-ID: <3456@example.net>
   In-Reply-To: <1234@local.machine.example>
   References: <1234@local.machine.example>

   This is a reply to your hello.
   ----



   Note the "Reply-To:" field in the above message.  When John replies
   to Mary's message above, the reply should go to the address in the
   "Reply-To:" field instead of the address in the "From:" field.
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   ----
   To: "Mary Smith: Personal Account" <smith@home.example>
   From: John Doe <jdoe@machine.example>
   Subject: Re: Saying Hello
   Date: Fri, 21 Nov 1997 11:00:00 -0600
   Message-ID: <abcd.1234@local.machine.test>
   In-Reply-To: <3456@example.net>
   References: <1234@local.machine.example> <3456@example.net>

   This is a reply to your reply.
   ----

Appendix A.3.  Resent Messages

   Start with the message that has been used as an example several
   times:

   ----
   From: John Doe <jdoe@machine.example>
   To: Mary Smith <mary@example.net>
   Subject: Saying Hello
   Date: Fri, 21 Nov 1997 09:55:06 -0600
   Message-ID: <1234@local.machine.example>

   This is a message just to say hello.
   So, "Hello".
   ----

   Say that Mary, upon receiving this message, wishes to send a copy of
   the message to Jane such that (a) the message would appear to have
   come straight from John; (b) if Jane replies to the message, the
   reply should go back to John; and (c) all of the original
   information, like the date the message was originally sent to Mary,
   the message identifier, and the original addressee, is preserved.  In
   this case, resent fields are prepended to the message:
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   ----
   Resent-From: Mary Smith <mary@example.net>
   Resent-To: Jane Brown <j-brown@other.example>
   Resent-Date: Mon, 24 Nov 1997 14:22:01 -0800
   Resent-Message-ID: <78910@example.net>
   From: John Doe <jdoe@machine.example>
   To: Mary Smith <mary@example.net>
   Subject: Saying Hello
   Date: Fri, 21 Nov 1997 09:55:06 -0600
   Message-ID: <1234@local.machine.example>

   This is a message just to say hello.
   So, "Hello".
   ----

   If Jane, in turn, wished to resend this message to another person,
   she would prepend her own set of resent header fields to the above
   and send that.  (Note that for brevity, trace fields are not shown.)

Appendix A.4.  Messages with Trace Fields

   As messages are sent through the transport system as described in
   [RFC5321], trace fields are prepended to the message.  The following
   is an example of what those trace fields might look like.  Note that
   there is some folding white space in the first one since these lines
   can be long.

   ----
   Received: from x.y.test
      by example.net
      via TCP
      with ESMTP
      id ABC12345
      for <mary@example.net>;  21 Nov 1997 10:05:43 -0600
   Received: from node.example by x.y.test; 21 Nov 1997 10:01:22 -0600
   From: John Doe <jdoe@node.example>
   To: Mary Smith <mary@example.net>
   Subject: Saying Hello
   Date: Fri, 21 Nov 1997 09:55:06 -0600
   Message-ID: <1234@local.node.example>

   This is a message just to say hello.
   So, "Hello".
   ----
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Appendix A.5.  White Space, Comments, and Other Oddities

   White space, including folding white space, and comments can be
   inserted between many of the tokens of fields.  Taking the example
   from A.1.3, white space and comments can be inserted into all of the
   fields.

   ----
   From: Pete(A nice \) chap) <pete(his account)@silly.test(his host)>
   To:A Group(Some people)
        :Chris Jones <c@(Chris's host.)public.example>,
            joe@example.org,
     John <jdoe@one.test> (my dear friend); (the end of the group)
   Cc:(Empty list)(start)Hidden recipients  :(nobody(that I know))  ;
   Date: Thu,
         13
           Feb
             1969
         23:32
                  -0330 (Newfoundland Time)
   Message-ID:              <testabcd.1234@silly.test>

   Testing.
   ----

   The above example is aesthetically displeasing, but perfectly legal.
   Note particularly (1) the comments in the "From:" field (including
   one that has a ")" character appearing as part of a quoted-pair); (2)
   the white space absent after the ":" in the "To:" field as well as
   the comment and folding white space after the group name, the special
   character (".") in the comment in Chris Jones's address, and the
   folding white space before and after "joe@example.org,"; (3) the
   multiple and nested comments in the "Cc:" field as well as the
   comment immediately following the ":" after "Cc"; (4) the folding
   white space (but no comments except at the end) and the missing
   seconds in the time of the date field; and (5) the white space before
   (but not within) the identifier in the "Message-ID:" field.
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Appendix A.6.  Obsoleted Forms

   The following are examples of obsolete (that is, the "MUST NOT
   generate") syntactic elements described in section 4 of this
   document.

Appendix A.6.1.  Obsolete Addressing

   Note in the example below the lack of quotes around Joe Q. Public,
   the route that appears in the address for Mary Smith, the two commas
   that appear in the "To:" field, and the spaces that appear around the
   "." in the jdoe address.

   ----
   From: Joe Q. Public <john.q.public@example.com>
   To: Mary Smith <@node.test:mary@example.net>, , jdoe@test  . example
   Date: Tue, 1 Jul 2003 10:52:37 +0200
   Message-ID: <5678.21-Nov-1997@example.com>

   Hi everyone.
   ----

Appendix A.6.2.  Obsolete Dates

   The following message uses an obsolete date format, including a non-
   numeric time zone and a two digit year.  Note that although the day-
   of-week is missing, that is not specific to the obsolete syntax; it
   is optional in the current syntax as well.

   ----
   From: John Doe <jdoe@machine.example>
   To: Mary Smith <mary@example.net>
   Subject: Saying Hello
   Date: 21 Nov 97 09:55:06 GMT
   Message-ID: <1234@local.machine.example>

   This is a message just to say hello.
   So, "Hello".
   ----
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Appendix A.6.3.  Obsolete White Space and Comments

   White space and comments can appear between many more elements than
   in the current syntax.  Also, folding lines that are made up entirely



   of white space are legal.

   ----
   From  : John Doe <jdoe@machine(comment).  example>
   To    : Mary Smith
   __
             <mary@example.net>
   Subject     : Saying Hello
   Date  : Fri, 21 Nov 1997 09(comment):   55  :  06 -0600
   Message-ID  : <1234   @   local(blah)  .machine .example>

   This is a message just to say hello.
   So, "Hello".
   ----

   Note especially the second line of the "To:" field.  It starts with
   two space characters.  (Note that "__" represent blank spaces.)
   Therefore, it is considered part of the folding, as described in
   section 4.2.  Also, the comments and white space throughout
   addresses, dates, and message identifiers are all part of the
   obsolete syntax.
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Appendix B.  Differences from Earlier Specifications

   This appendix contains a list of changes that have been made in the
   Internet Message Format from earlier specifications, specifically
   [RFC0822], [RFC1123], and [RFC2822].  Items marked with an asterisk
   (*) below are items which appear in section 4 of this document and
   therefore can no longer be generated.

   The following are the changes made from [RFC0822] and [RFC1123] to
   [RFC2822] that remain in this document:



   1.   Period allowed in obsolete form of phrase.
   2.   ABNF moved out of document, now in [RFC5234].
   3.   Four or more digits allowed for year.
   4.   Header field ordering (and lack thereof) made explicit.
   5.   Encrypted header field removed.
   6.   Specifically allow and give meaning to "-0000" time zone.
   7.   Folding white space is not allowed between every token.
   8.   Requirement for destinations removed.
   9.   Forwarding and resending redefined.
   10.  Extension header fields no longer specifically called out.
   11.  ASCII 0 (null) removed.*
   12.  Folding continuation lines cannot contain only white space.*
   13.  Free insertion of comments not allowed in date.*
   14.  Non-numeric time zones not allowed.*
   15.  Two digit years not allowed.*
   16.  Three digit years interpreted, but not allowed for generation.*
   17.  Routes in addresses not allowed.*
   18.  CFWS within local-parts and domains not allowed.*
   19.  Empty members of address lists not allowed.*
   20.  Folding white space between field name and colon not allowed.*
   21.  Comments between field name and colon not allowed.
   22.  Tightened syntax of in-reply-to and references.*
   23.  CFWS within msg-id not allowed.*
   24.  Tightened semantics of resent fields as informational only.
   25.  Resent-Reply-To not allowed.*
   26.  No multiple occurrences of fields (except resent and received).*
   27.  Free CR and LF not allowed.*
   28.  Line length limits specified.
   29.  Bcc more clearly specified.
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   The following are changes from [RFC2822].
   1.   Assorted typographical/grammatical errors fixed and
        clarifications made.
   2.   Changed "standard" to "document" or "specification" throughout.
   3.   Made distinction between "header field" and "header section".
   4.   Removed NO-WS-CTL from ctext, qtext, dtext, and unstructured.*
   5.   Moved discussion of specials to the "Atom" section.  Moved text
        to "Overall message syntax" section.
   6.   Simplified CFWS syntax.
   7.   Fixed unstructured syntax.
   8.   Changed date and time syntax to deal with white space in
        obsolete date syntax.
   9.   Removed quoted-pair from domain literals and message
        identifiers.*
   10.  Clarified that other specifications limit domain syntax.
   11.  Simplified "Bcc:" and "Resent-Bcc:" syntax.



   12.  Allowed optional-field to appear within trace information.
   13.  Removed no-fold-quote from msg-id.  Clarified syntax
        limitations.
   14.  Generalized "Received:" syntax to fix bugs and move definition
        out of this document.
   15.  Simplified obs-qp.  Fixed and simplified obs-utext (which now
        only appears in the obsolete syntax).  Removed obs-text and obs-
        char, adding obs-body.
   16.  Fixed obsolete date syntax to allow for more (or less) comments
        and white space.
   17.  Fixed all obsolete list syntax (obs-domain-list, obs-mbox-list,
        obs-addr-list, obs-phrase-list, and the newly added obs-group-
        list).
   18.  Fixed obs-reply-to syntax.
   19.  Fixed obs-bcc and obs-resent-bcc to allow empty lists.
   20.  Removed obs-path.
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Status of This Memo

   This document specifies an Internet standards track protocol for the
   Internet community, and requests discussion and suggestions for
   improvements.  Please refer to the current edition of the "Internet
   Official Protocol Standards" (STD 1) for the standardization state
   and status of this protocol.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

Abstract

   This document describes the modifications to OSPF to support version
   6 of the Internet Protocol (IPv6).  The fundamental mechanisms of
   OSPF (flooding, Designated Router (DR) election, area support, Short
   Path First (SPF) calculations, etc.) remain unchanged.  However, some
   changes have been necessary, either due to changes in protocol
   semantics between IPv4 and IPv6, or simply to handle the increased
   address size of IPv6.  These modifications will necessitate
   incrementing the protocol version from version 2 to version 3.  OSPF
   for IPv6 is also referred to as OSPF version 3 (OSPFv3).

   Changes between OSPF for IPv4, OSPF Version 2, and OSPF for IPv6 as
   described herein include the following.  Addressing semantics have
   been removed from OSPF packets and the basic Link State
   Advertisements (LSAs).  New LSAs have been created to carry IPv6
   addresses and prefixes.  OSPF now runs on a per-link basis rather
   than on a per-IP-subnet basis.  Flooding scope for LSAs has been
   generalized.  Authentication has been removed from the OSPF protocol
   and instead relies on IPv6's Authentication Header and Encapsulating
   Security Payload (ESP).



   Even with larger IPv6 addresses, most packets in OSPF for IPv6 are
   almost as compact as those in OSPF for IPv4.  Most fields and packet-
   size limitations present in OSPF for IPv4 have been relaxed.  In
   addition, option handling has been made more flexible.
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   All of OSPF for IPv4's optional capabilities, including demand
   circuit support and Not-So-Stubby Areas (NSSAs), are also supported
   in OSPF for IPv6.
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1.  Introduction

   This document describes the modifications to OSPF to support version
   6 of the Internet Protocol (IPv6).  The fundamental mechanisms of
   OSPF (flooding, Designated Router (DR) election, area support,
   (Shortest Path First) SPF calculations, etc.) remain unchanged.
   However, some changes have been necessary, either due to changes in
   protocol semantics between IPv4 and IPv6, or simply to handle the
   increased address size of IPv6.  These modifications will necessitate
   incrementing the protocol version from version 2 to version 3.  OSPF
   for IPv6 is also referred to as OSPF version 3 (OSPFv3).

   This document is organized as follows.  Section 2 describes the
   differences between OSPF for IPv4 (OSPF version 2) and OSPF for IPv6
   (OSPF version 3) in detail.  Section 3 describes the difference
   between RFC 2740 and this document.  Section 4 provides
   implementation details for the changes.  Appendix A gives the OSPF
   for IPv6 packet and Link State Advertisement (LSA) formats.  Appendix
   B lists the OSPF architectural constants.  Appendix C describes
   configuration parameters.

1.1.  Requirements Notation

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC-KEYWORDS].

1.2.  Terminology

   This document attempts to use terms from both the OSPF for IPv4
   specification ([OSPFV2]) and the IPv6 protocol specifications
   ([IPV6]).  This has produced a mixed result.  Most of the terms used
   both by OSPF and IPv6 have roughly the same meaning (e.g.,
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   interfaces).  However, there are a few conflicts.  IPv6 uses "link"
   similarly to IPv4 OSPF's "subnet" or "network".  In this case, we
   have chosen to use IPv6's "link" terminology.  "Link" replaces OSPF's
   "subnet" and "network" in most places in this document, although



   OSPF's network-LSA remains unchanged (and possibly unfortunately, a
   new link-LSA has also been created).

   The names of some of the OSPF LSAs have also changed.  See
   Section 2.8 for details.

   In the context of this document, an OSPF instance is a separate
   protocol instance complete with its own protocol data structures
   (e.g., areas, interfaces, neighbors), link-state database, protocol
   state machines, and protocol processing (e.g., SPF calculation).

2.  Differences from OSPF for IPv4

   Most of the algorithms from OSPF for IPv4 [OSPFV2] have been
   preserved in OSPF for IPv6.  However, some changes have been
   necessary, either due to changes in protocol semantics between IPv4
   and IPv6, or simply to handle the increased address size of IPv6.

   The following subsections describe the differences between this
   document and [OSPFV2].

2.1.  Protocol Processing Per-Link, Not Per-Subnet

   IPv6 uses the term "link" to indicate "a communication facility or
   medium over which nodes can communicate at the link layer" ([IPV6]).
   "Interfaces" connect to links.  Multiple IPv6 subnets can be assigned
   to a single link, and two nodes can talk directly over a single link,
   even if they do not share a common IPv6 subnet (IPv6 prefix).

   For this reason, OSPF for IPv6 runs per-link instead of the IPv4
   behavior of per-IP-subnet.  The terms "network" and "subnet" used in
   the IPv4 OSPF specification ([OSPFV2]) should generally be replaced
   by link.  Likewise, an OSPF interface now connects to a link instead
   of an IP subnet.

   This change affects the receiving of OSPF protocol packets, the
   contents of Hello packets, and the contents of network-LSAs.

2.2.  Removal of Addressing Semantics

   In OSPF for IPv6, addressing semantics have been removed from the
   OSPF protocol packets and the main LSA types, leaving a network-
   protocol-independent core.  In particular:
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   o  IPv6 addresses are not present in OSPF packets, except in LSA
      payloads carried by the Link State Update packets.  See
      Section 2.7 for details.

   o  Router-LSAs and network-LSAs no longer contain network addresses,
      but simply express topology information.  See Section 2.8 for
      details.

   o  OSPF Router IDs, Area IDs, and LSA Link State IDs remain at the
      IPv4 size of 32 bits.  They can no longer be assigned as (IPv6)



      addresses.

   o  Neighboring routers are now always identified by Router ID.
      Previously, they had been identified by an IPv4 address on
      broadcast, NBMA (Non-Broadcast Multi-Access), and point-to-
      multipoint links.

2.3.  Addition of Flooding Scope

   Flooding scope for LSAs has been generalized and is now explicitly
   coded in the LSA's LS type field.  There are now three separate
   flooding scopes for LSAs:

   o  Link-local scope.  LSA is only flooded on the local link and no
      further.  Used for the new link-LSA.  See Section 4.4.3.8 for
      details.

   o  Area scope.  LSA is only flooded throughout a single OSPF area.
      Used for router-LSAs, network-LSAs, inter-area-prefix-LSAs, inter-
      area-router-LSAs, and intra-area-prefix-LSAs.

   o  AS scope.  LSA is flooded throughout the routing domain.  Used for
      AS-external-LSAs.  A router that originates AS scoped LSAs is
      considered an AS Boundary Router (ASBR) and will set its E-bit in
      router-LSAs for regular areas.

2.4.  Explicit Support for Multiple Instances per Link

   OSPF now supports the ability to run multiple OSPF protocol instances
   on a single link.  For example, this may be required on a NAP segment
   shared between several providers.  Providers may be supporting
   separate OSPF routing domains that wish to remain separate even
   though they have one or more physical network segments (i.e., links)
   in common.  In OSPF for IPv4, this was supported in a haphazard
   fashion using the authentication fields in the OSPF for IPv4 header.
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   Another use for running multiple OSPF instances is if you want, for
   one reason or another, to have a single link belong to two or more
   OSPF areas.

   Support for multiple protocol instances on a link is accomplished via
   an "Instance ID" contained in the OSPF packet header and OSPF
   interface data structures.  Instance ID solely affects the reception
   of OSPF packets and applies to normal OSPF interfaces and virtual
   links.

2.5.  Use of Link-Local Addresses

   IPv6 link-local addresses are for use on a single link, for purposes
   of neighbor discovery, auto-configuration, etc.  IPv6 routers do not
   forward IPv6 datagrams having link-local source addresses [IP6ADDR].
   Link-local unicast addresses are assigned from the IPv6 address range



   FE80/10.

   OSPF for IPv6 assumes that each router has been assigned link-local
   unicast addresses on each of the router's attached physical links
   [IP6ADDR].  On all OSPF interfaces except virtual links, OSPF packets
   are sent using the interface's associated link-local unicast address
   as the source address.  A router learns the link-local addresses of
   all other routers attached to its links and uses these addresses as
   next-hop information during packet forwarding.

   On virtual links, a global scope IPv6 address MUST be used as the
   source address for OSPF protocol packets.

   Link-local addresses appear in OSPF link-LSAs (see Section 4.4.3.8).
   However, link-local addresses are not allowed in other OSPF LSA
   types.  In particular, link-local addresses MUST NOT be advertised in
   inter-area-prefix-LSAs (Section 4.4.3.4), AS-external-LSAs
   (Section 4.4.3.6), NSSA-LSAs (Section 4.4.3.7), or intra-area-prefix-
   LSAs (Section 4.4.3.9).

2.6.  Authentication Changes

   In OSPF for IPv6, authentication has been removed from the OSPF
   protocol.  The "AuType" and "Authentication" fields have been removed
   from the OSPF packet header, and all authentication-related fields
   have been removed from the OSPF area and interface data structures.

   When running over IPv6, OSPF relies on the IP Authentication Header
   (see [IPAUTH]) and the IP Encapsulating Security Payload (see
   [IPESP]) as described in [OSPFV3-AUTH] to ensure integrity and
   authentication/confidentiality of routing exchanges.
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   Protection of OSPF packet exchanges against accidental data
   corruption is provided by the standard IPv6 Upper-Layer checksum (as
   described in Section 8.1 of [IPV6]), covering the entire OSPF packet
   and prepended IPv6 pseudo-header (see Appendix A.3.1).

2.7.  Packet Format Changes

   OSPF for IPv6 runs directly over IPv6.  Aside from this, all
   addressing semantics have been removed from the OSPF packet headers,
   making it essentially "network-protocol-independent".  All addressing
   information is now contained in the various LSA types only.

   In detail, changes in OSPF packet format consist of the following:

   o  The OSPF version number has been incremented from 2 to 3.

   o  The Options field in Hello packets and Database Description
      packets has been expanded to 24 bits.

   o  The Authentication and AuType fields have been removed from the
      OSPF packet header (see Section 2.6).



   o  The Hello packet now contains no address information at all.
      Rather, it now includes an Interface ID that the originating
      router has assigned to uniquely identify (among its own
      interfaces) its interface to the link.  This Interface ID will be
      used as the network-LSA's Link State ID if the router becomes the
      Designated Router on the link.

   o  Two Options bits, the "R-bit" and the "V6-bit", have been added to
      the Options field for processing router-LSAs during the SPF
      calculation (see Appendix A.2).  If the "R-bit" is clear, an OSPF
      speaker can participate in OSPF topology distribution without
      being used to forward transit traffic; this can be used in multi-
      homed hosts that want to participate in the routing protocol.  The
      V6-bit specializes the R-bit; if the V6-bit is clear, an OSPF
      speaker can participate in OSPF topology distribution without
      being used to forward IPv6 datagrams.  If the R-bit is set and the
      V6-bit is clear, IPv6 datagrams are not forwarded but datagrams
      belonging to another protocol family may be forwarded.

   o  The OSPF packet header now includes an "Instance ID" that allows
      multiple OSPF protocol instances to be run on a single link (see
      Section 2.4).
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2.8.  LSA Format Changes

   All addressing semantics have been removed from the LSA header,
   router-LSAs, and network-LSAs.  These two LSAs now describe the
   routing domain's topology in a network-protocol-independent manner.
   New LSAs have been added to distribute IPv6 address information and
   data required for next-hop resolution.  The names of some of IPv4's
   LSAs have been changed to be more consistent with each other.

   In detail, changes in LSA format consist of the following:

   o  The Options field has been removed from the LSA header, expanded
      to 24 bits, and moved into the body of router-LSAs, network-LSAs,
      inter-area-router-LSAs, and link-LSAs.  See Appendix A.2 for
      details.

   o  The LSA Type field has been expanded (into the former Options
      space) to 16 bits, with the upper three bits encoding flooding
      scope and the handling of unknown LSA types (see Section 2.9).

   o  Addresses in LSAs are now expressed as [prefix, prefix length]
      instead of [address, mask] (see Appendix A.4.1).  The default
      route is expressed as a prefix with length 0.

   o  Router-LSAs and network-LSAs now have no address information and
      are network protocol independent.

   o  Router interface information MAY be spread across multiple router-



      LSAs.  Receivers MUST concatenate all the router-LSAs originated
      by a given router when running the SPF calculation.

   o  A new LSA called the link-LSA has been introduced.  Link-LSAs have
      link-local flooding scope; they are never flooded beyond the link
      with which they are associated.  Link-LSAs have three purposes: 1)
      they provide the router's link-local address to all other routers
      attached to the link, 2) they inform other routers attached to the
      link of a list of IPv6 prefixes to associate with the link, and 3)
      they allow the router to advertise a collection of Options bits to
      associate with the network-LSA that will be originated for the
      link.  See Section 4.4.3.8 for details.

   o  In IPv4, the router-LSA carries a router's IPv4 interface
      addresses, the IPv4 equivalent of link-local addresses.  These are
      only used when calculating next hops during the OSPF routing
      calculation (see Section 16.1.1 of [OSPFV2]), so they do not need
      to be flooded past the local link.  Hence, using link-LSAs to
      distribute these addresses is more efficient.  Note that link-
      local addresses cannot be learned through the reception of Hellos
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      in all cases.  On NBMA links, next-hop routers do not necessarily
      exchange Hellos.  Rather, these routers learn of each other's
      existence by way of the Designated Router (DR).

   o  The Options field in the network LSA is set to the logical OR of
      the Options that each router on the link advertises in its link-
      LSA.

   o  Type-3 summary-LSAs have been renamed "inter-area-prefix-LSAs".
      Type-4 summary LSAs have been renamed "inter-area-router-LSAs".

   o  The Link State ID in inter-area-prefix-LSAs, inter-area-router-
      LSAs, NSSA-LSAs, and AS-external-LSAs has lost its addressing
      semantics and now serves solely to identify individual pieces of
      the Link State Database.  All addresses or Router IDs that were
      formerly expressed by the Link State ID are now carried in the LSA
      bodies.

   o  Network-LSAs and link-LSAs are the only LSAs whose Link State ID
      carries additional meaning.  For these LSAs, the Link State ID is
      always the Interface ID of the originating router on the link
      being described.  For this reason, network-LSAs and link-LSAs are
      now the only LSAs whose size cannot be limited: a network-LSA MUST
      list all routers connected to the link and a link-LSA MUST list
      all of a router's addresses on the link.

   o  A new LSA called the intra-area-prefix-LSA has been introduced.
      This LSA carries all IPv6 prefix information that in IPv4 is
      included in router-LSAs and network-LSAs.  See Section 4.4.3.9 for
      details.

   o  Inclusion of a forwarding address or external route tag in AS-
      external-LSAs is now optional.  In addition, AS-external-LSAs can
      now reference another LSA, for inclusion of additional route



      attributes that are outside the scope of the OSPF protocol.  For
      example, this reference could be used to attach BGP path
      attributes to external routes.

2.9.  Handling Unknown LSA Types

   Handling of unknown LSA types has been made more flexible so that,
   based on the LS type, unknown LSA types are either treated as having
   link-local flooding scope, or are stored and flooded as if they were
   understood.  This behavior is explicitly coded in the LSA Handling
   bit of the link state header's LS type field (see the U-bit in
   Appendix A.4.2.1).
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   The IPv4 OSPF behavior of simply discarding unknown types is
   unsupported due to the desire to mix router capabilities on a single
   link.  Discarding unknown types causes problems when the Designated
   Router supports fewer options than the other routers on the link.

2.10.  Stub/NSSA Area Support

   In OSPF for IPv4, stub and NSSA areas were designed to minimize link-
   state database and routing table sizes for the areas' internal
   routers.  This allows routers with minimal resources to participate
   in even very large OSPF routing domains.

   In OSPF for IPv6, the concept of stub and NSSA areas is retained.  In
   IPv6, of the mandatory LSA types, stub areas carry only router-LSAs,
   network-LSAs, inter-area-prefix-LSAs, link-LSAs, and intra-area-
   prefix-LSAs.  NSSA areas are restricted to these types and, of
   course, NSSA-LSAs.  This is the IPv6 equivalent of the LSA types
   carried in IPv4 stub areas: router-LSAs, network-LSAs, type 3
   summary-LSAs and for NSSA areas: stub area types and NSSA-LSAs.

2.11.  Identifying Neighbors by Router ID

   In OSPF for IPv6, neighboring routers on a given link are always
   identified by their OSPF Router ID.  This contrasts with the IPv4
   behavior where neighbors on point-to-point networks and virtual links
   are identified by their Router IDs while neighbors on broadcast,
   NBMA, and point-to-multipoint links are identified by their IPv4
   interface addresses.

   This change affects the reception of OSPF packets (see Section 8.2 of
   [OSPFV2]), the lookup of neighbors (Section 10 of [OSPFV2]), and the
   reception of Hello packets (Section 10.5 of [OSPFV2]).

   The Router ID of 0.0.0.0 is reserved and SHOULD NOT be used.

3.  Differences with RFC 2740

   OSPFv3 implementations based on RFC 2740 will fully interoperate with
   implementations based on this specification.  There are, however,
   some protocol additions and changes (all of which are backward



   compatible).

3.1.  Support for Multiple Interfaces on the Same Link

   This protocol feature was only partially specified in the RFC 2740.
   The level of specification was insufficient to implement the feature.
   Section 4.9 specifies the additions and clarifications necessary for
   implementation.  They are fully compatible with RFC 2740.
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3.2.  Deprecation of MOSPF for IPv6

   This protocol feature was only partially specified in RFC 2740.  The
   level of specification was insufficient to implement the feature.
   There are no known implementations.  Multicast Extensions to OSPF
   (MOSPF) support and its attendant protocol fields have been
   deprecated from OSPFv3.  Refer to Section 4.4.3.2, Section 4.4.3.4,
   Section 4.4.3.6, Section 4.4.3.7, Appendix A.2, Appendix A.4.2.1,
   Appendix A.4.3, Appendix A.4.1.1, and Section 7.1.

3.3.  NSSA Specification

   This protocol feature was only partially specified in RFC 2740.  The
   level of specification was insufficient to implement the function.
   This document includes an NSSA specification unique to OSPFv3.  This
   specification coupled with [NSSA] provide sufficient specification
   for implementation.  Refer to Section 4.8.5, Appendix A.4.3,
   Appendix A.4.8, and [NSSA].

3.4.  Stub Area Unknown LSA Flooding Restriction Deprecated

   In RFC 2740 [OSPFV3], flooding of unknown LSA was restricted within
   stub and NSSA areas.  The text describing this restriction is
   included below.

        However, unlike in IPv4, IPv6 allows LSAs with unrecognized
        LS types to be labeled "Store and flood the LSA, as if type
        understood" (see the U-bit in Appendix A.4.2.1).  Uncontrolled
        introduction of such LSAs could cause a stub area's link-state
        database to grow larger than its component routers' capacities.

        To guard against this, the following rule regarding stub areas
        has been established: an LSA whose LS type is unrecognized can
        only be flooded into/throughout a stub area if both a) the LSA
        has area or link-local flooding scope and b) the LSA has U-bit
        set to 0.  See Section 3.5 for details.

   This restriction has been deprecated.  OSPFv3 routers will flood link
   and area scope LSAs whose LS type is unrecognized and whose U-bit is
   set to 1 throughout stub and NSSA areas.  There are no backward-
   compatibility issues other than OSPFv3 routers still supporting the
   restriction may not propagate newly defined LSA types.

3.5.  Link LSA Suppression

   The LinkLSASuppression interface configuration parameter has been



   added.  If LinkLSASuppression is configured for an interface and the
   interface type is not broadcast or NBMA, origination of the link-LSA
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   may be suppressed.  The LinkLSASuppression interface configuration
   parameter is described in Appendix C.3.  Section 4.8.2 and
   Section 4.4.3.8 were updated to reflect the parameter's usage.

3.6.  LSA Options and Prefix Options Updates

   The LSA Options and Prefix Options fields have been updated to
   reflect recent protocol additions.  Specifically, bits related to
   MOSPF have been deprecated, Options field bits common with OSPFv2
   have been reserved, and the DN-bit has been added to the prefix-
   options.  Refer to Appendix A.2 and Appendix A.4.1.1.

3.7.  IPv6 Site-Local Addresses

   All references to IPv6 site-local addresses have been removed.

4.  Implementation Details

   When going from IPv4 to IPv6, the basic OSPF mechanisms remain
   unchanged from those documented in [OSPFV2].  These mechanisms are
   briefly outlined in Section 4 of [OSPFV2].  Both IPv6 and IPv4 have a
   link-state database composed of LSAs and synchronized between
   adjacent routers.  Initial synchronization is performed through the
   Database Exchange process, which includes the exchange of Database
   Description, Link State Request, and Link State Update packets.
   Thereafter, database synchronization is maintained via flooding,
   utilizing Link State Update and Link State Acknowledgment packets.
   Both IPv6 and IPv4 use OSPF Hello packets to discover and maintain
   neighbor relationships, as well as to elect Designated Routers and
   Backup Designated Routers on broadcast and NBMA links.  The decision
   as to which neighbor relationships become adjacencies, and the basic
   ideas behind inter-area routing, importing external information in
   AS-external-LSAs, and the various routing calculations are also the
   same.

   In particular, the following IPv4 OSPF functionality described in
   [OSPFV2] remains completely unchanged for IPv6:

   o  Both IPv4 and IPv6 use OSPF packet types described in Section 4.3
      of [OSPFV2], namely: Hello, Database Description, Link State
      Request, Link State Update, and Link State Acknowledgment packets.
      While in some cases (e.g., Hello packets) their format has changed
      somewhat, the functions of the various packet types remain the
      same.
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   o  The system requirements for an OSPF implementation remain
      unchanged, although OSPF for IPv6 requires an IPv6 protocol stack
      (from the network layer on down) since it runs directly over the
      IPv6 network layer.

   o  The discovery and maintenance of neighbor relationships, and the
      selection and establishment of adjacencies, remain the same.  This
      includes election of the Designated Router and Backup Designated
      Router on broadcast and NBMA links.  These mechanisms are
      described in Sections 7, 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, and 7.5 of [OSPFV2].

   o  The link types (or equivalently, interface types) supported by
      OSPF remain unchanged, namely: point-to-point, broadcast, NBMA,
      point-to-multipoint, and virtual links.

   o  The interface state machine, including the list of OSPF interface
      states and events, and the Designated Router and Backup Designated
      Router election algorithm remain unchanged.  These are described
      in Sections 9.1, 9.2, 9.3, and 9.4 of [OSPFV2].

   o  The neighbor state machine, including the list of OSPF neighbor
      states and events, remains unchanged.  The neighbor state machine
      is described in Sections 10.1, 10.2, 10.3, and 10.4 of [OSPFV2].

   o  Aging of the link-state database, as well as flushing LSAs from
      the routing domain through the premature aging process, remains
      unchanged from the description in Sections 14 and 14.1 of
      [OSPFV2].

   However, some OSPF protocol mechanisms have changed as previously
   described in Section 2 herein.  These changes are explained in detail
   in the following subsections, making references to the appropriate
   sections of [OSPFV2].

   The following subsections provide a recipe for turning an IPv4 OSPF
   implementation into an IPv6 OSPF implementation.

4.1.  Protocol Data Structures

   The major OSPF data structures are the same for both IPv4 and IPv6:
   areas, interfaces, neighbors, the link-state database, and the
   routing table.  The top-level data structures for IPv6 remain those
   listed in Section 5 of [OSPFV2], with the following modifications:

   o  All LSAs with known LS type and AS flooding scope appear in the
      top-level data structure, instead of belonging to a specific area
      or link.  AS-external-LSAs are the only LSAs defined by this
      specification that have AS flooding scope.  LSAs with unknown LS
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      type, U-bit set to 1 (flood even when unrecognized), and AS
      flooding scope also appear in the top-level data structure.



4.1.1.  The Area Data Structure

   The IPv6 area data structure contains all elements defined for IPv4
   areas in Section 6 of [OSPFV2].  In addition, all LSAs of known type
   that have area flooding scope are contained in the IPv6 area data
   structure.  This always includes the following LSA types: router-
   LSAs, network-LSAs, inter-area-prefix-LSAs, inter-area-router-LSAs,
   and intra-area-prefix-LSAs.  LSAs with unknown LS type, U-bit set to
   1 (flood even when unrecognized), and area scope also appear in the
   area data structure.  NSSA-LSAs are also included in an NSSA area's
   data structure.

4.1.2.  The Interface Data Structure

   In OSPF for IPv6, an interface connects a router to a link.  The IPv6
   interface structure modifies the IPv4 interface structure (as defined
   in Section 9 of [OSPFV2]) as follows:

   Interface ID
      Every interface is assigned an Interface ID, which uniquely
      identifies the interface with the router.  For example, some
      implementations MAY be able to use the MIB-II IfIndex ([INTFMIB])
      as the Interface ID.  The Interface ID appears in Hello packets
      sent out the interface, the link-local-LSA originated by the
      router for the attached link, and the router-LSA originated by the
      router-LSA for the associated area.  It will also serve as the
      Link State ID for the network-LSA that the router will originate
      for the link if the router is elected Designated Router.
      The Interface ID for a virtual link is independent of the
      Interface ID of the outgoing interface it traverses in the transit
      area.

   Instance ID
      Every interface is assigned an Instance ID.  This should default
      to 0.  It is only necessary to assign a value other than 0 on
      those links that will contain multiple separate communities of
      OSPF routers.  For example, suppose that there are two communities
      of routers on a given ethernet segment that you wish to keep
      separate.
      The first community is assigned an Instance ID of 0 and all the
      routers in the first community will be assigned 0 as the Instance
      ID for interfaces connected to the ethernet segment.  An Instance
      ID of 1 is assigned to the other routers' interfaces connected to
      the ethernet segment.  The OSPF transmit and receive processing
      (see Section 4.2) will then keep the two communities separate.
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   List of LSAs with link-local scope
      All LSAs with link-local scope and that were originated/flooded on
      the link belong to the interface structure that connects to the
      link.  This includes the collection of the link's link-LSAs.

   IP interface address
      For IPv6, the IPv6 address appearing in the source of OSPF packets
      sent on the interface is almost always a link-local address.  The



      one exception is for virtual links that MUST use one of the
      router's own global IPv6 addresses as IP interface address.

   List of link prefixes
      A list of IPv6 prefixes can be configured for the attached link.
      These will be advertised by the router in link-LSAs, so that they
      can be advertised by the link's Designated Router in intra-area-
      prefix-LSAs.

   In OSPF for IPv6, each router interface has a single metric
   representing the cost of sending packets on the interface.  In
   addition, OSPF for IPv6 relies on the IP Authentication Header (see
   [IPAUTH]) and the IP Encapsulating Security Payload (see [IPESP]) as
   described in [OSPFV3-AUTH] to ensure integrity and authentication/
   confidentiality of routing exchanges.  For this reason, AuType and
   Authentication key are not associated with IPv6 OSPF interfaces.

   Interface states, events, and the interface state machine remain
   unchanged from IPv4 as documented in Sections 9.1, 9.2, and 9.3 of
   [OSPFV2] respectively.  The Designated Router and Backup Designated
   Router election algorithm also remains unchanged from the IPv4
   election in Section 9.4 of [OSPFV2].

4.1.3.  The Neighbor Data Structure

   The neighbor structure performs the same function in both IPv6 and
   IPv4.  Namely, it collects all information required to form an
   adjacency between two routers when such an adjacency becomes
   necessary.  Each neighbor structure is bound to a single OSPF
   interface.  The differences between the IPv6 neighbor structure and
   the neighbor structure defined for IPv4 in Section 10 of [OSPFV2]
   are:

   Neighbor's Interface ID
      The Interface ID that the neighbor advertises in its Hello packets
      must be recorded in the neighbor structure.  The router will
      include the neighbor's Interface ID in the router's router-LSA
      when either a) advertising a point-to-point or point-to-multipoint
      link to the neighbor or b) advertising a link to a network where
      the neighbor has become the Designated Router.
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   Neighbor IP address
      The neighbor's IPv6 address contained as the source address in
      OSPF for IPv6 packets.  This will be an IPv6 link-local address
      for all link types except virtual links.

   Neighbor's Designated Router
      The neighbor's choice of Designated Router is now encoded as a
      Router ID instead of as an IP address.

   Neighbor's Backup Designated Router
      The neighbor's choice of Backup Designated Router is now encoded
      as a Router ID instead of as an IP address.

   Neighbor states, events, and the neighbor state machine remain



   unchanged from IPv4 as documented in Sections 10.1, 10.2, and 10.3 of
   [OSPFV2] respectively.  The decision as to which adjacencies to form
   also remains unchanged from the IPv4 logic documented in Section 10.4
   of [OSPFV2].

4.2.  Protocol Packet Processing

   OSPF for IPv6 runs directly over IPv6's network layer.  As such, it
   is encapsulated in one or more IPv6 headers with the Next Header
   field of the immediately encapsulating IPv6 header set to the value
   89.

   As for OSPF for IPv4, OSPF for IPv6 OSPF routing protocol packets are
   sent along adjacencies only (with the exception of Hello packets,
   which are used to discover the adjacencies).  OSPF packet types and
   functions are the same in both IPv4 and IPv6, encoded by the Type
   field of the standard OSPF packet header.

4.2.1.  Sending Protocol Packets

   When an IPv6 router sends an OSPF routing protocol packet, it fills
   in the fields of the standard OSPF for IPv6 packet header (see
   Appendix A.3.1) as follows:

   Version #
      Set to 3, the version number of the protocol as documented in this
      specification.

   Type
      The type of OSPF packet, such as Link State Update or Hello
      packet.
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   Packet length
      The length of the entire OSPF packet in bytes, including the
      standard OSPF packet header.

   Router ID
      The identity of the router itself (who is originating the packet).

   Area ID
      The OSPF area for the interface on which the packet is being sent.

   Instance ID
      The OSPF Instance ID associated with the interface out of which
      the packet is being sent.

   Checksum
      The standard IPv6 Upper-Layer checksum (as described in Section
      8.1 of [IPV6]) covering the entire OSPF packet and prepended IPv6
      pseudo-header (see Appendix A.3.1).

   Selection of OSPF routing protocol packets' IPv6 source and



   destination addresses is performed identically to the IPv4 logic in
   Section 8.1 of [OSPFV2].  The IPv6 destination address is chosen from
   among the addresses AllSPFRouters, AllDRouters, and the Neighbor IP
   address associated with the other end of the adjacency (which in
   IPv6, for all links except virtual links, is an IPv6 link-local
   address).

   The sending of Link State Request packets and Link State
   Acknowledgment packets remains unchanged from the IPv4 procedures
   documented in Sections 10.9 and 13.5 of [OSPFV2] respectively.
   Sending Hello packets is documented in Section 4.2.1.1, and the
   sending of Database Description packets in Section 4.2.1.2.  The
   sending of Link State Update packets is documented in Section 4.5.2.

4.2.1.1.  Sending Hello Packets

   IPv6 changes the way OSPF Hello packets are sent in the following
   ways (compare to Section 9.5 of [OSPFV2]):

   o  Before the Hello packet is sent on an interface, the interface's
      Interface ID MUST be copied into the Hello packet.

   o  The Hello packet no longer contains an IP network mask since OSPF
      for IPv6 runs per-link instead of per-subnet.

   o  The choice of Designated Router and Backup Designated Router is
      now indicated within Hellos by their Router IDs instead of by
      their IP interface addresses.  Advertising the Designated Router
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      (or Backup Designated Router) as 0.0.0.0 indicates that the
      Designated Router (or Backup Designated Router) has not yet been
      chosen.

   o  The Options field within Hello packets has moved around, getting
      larger in the process.  More Options bits are now possible.  Those
      that MUST be set correctly in Hello packets are as follows.  The
      E-bit is set if and only if the interface attaches to a regular
      area, i.e., not a stub or NSSA area.  Similarly, the N-bit is set
      if and only if the interface attaches to an NSSA area (see
      [NSSA]).  Finally, the DC-bit is set if and only if the router
      wishes to suppress the sending of future Hellos over the interface
      (see [DEMAND]).  Unrecognized bits in the Hello packet's Options
      field should be cleared.

   Sending Hello packets on NBMA networks proceeds for IPv6 in exactly
   the same way as for IPv4, as documented in Section 9.5.1 of [OSPFV2].

4.2.1.2.  Sending Database Description Packets

   The sending of Database Description packets differs from Section 10.8
   of [OSPFV2] in the following ways:

   o  The Options field within Database Description packets has moved
      around, getting larger in the process.  More Options bits are now
      possible.  Those that MUST be set correctly in Database



      Description packets are as follows.  The DC-bit is set if and only
      if the router wishes to suppress the sending of Hellos over the
      interface (see [DEMAND]).  Unrecognized bits in the Database
      Description packet's Options field should be cleared.

4.2.2.  Receiving Protocol Packets

   Whenever a router receives an OSPF protocol packet, it is marked with
   the interface on which it was received.  For routers that have
   virtual links configured, it may not be immediately obvious with
   which interface to associate the packet.  For example, consider the
   Router RT11 depicted in Figure 6 of [OSPFV2].  If RT11 receives an
   OSPF protocol packet on its interface to Network N8, it may want to
   associate the packet with the interface to Area 2, or with the
   virtual link to Router RT10 (which is part of the backbone).  In the
   following, we assume that the packet is initially associated with the
   non-virtual link.

   In order for the packet to be passed to OSPF for processing, the
   following tests must be performed on the encapsulating IPv6 headers:
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   o  The packet's IP destination address MUST be one of the IPv6
      unicast addresses associated with the receiving interface (this
      includes link-local addresses), one of the IPv6 multicast
      addresses AllSPFRouters or AllDRouters, or an IPv6 global address
      (for virtual links).

   o  The Next Header field of the immediately encapsulating IPv6 header
      MUST specify the OSPF protocol (89).

   o  Any encapsulating IP Authentication Headers (see [IPAUTH]) and the
      IP Encapsulating Security Payloads (see [IPESP]) MUST be processed
      and/or verified to ensure integrity and authentication/
      confidentiality of OSPF routing exchanges.  This is described in
      [OSPFV3-AUTH].

   After processing the encapsulating IPv6 headers, the OSPF packet
   header is processed.  The fields specified in the header must match
   those configured for the receiving OSPFv3 interface.  If they do not,
   the packet SHOULD be discarded:

   o  The version number field MUST specify protocol version 3.

   o  The IPv6 Upper-Layer checksum (as described in Section 8.1 of
      [IPV6]), covering the entire OSPF packet and prepended IPv6
      pseudo-header, must be verified (see Appendix A.3.1).

   o  The Area ID and Instance ID found in the OSPF header must be
      verified.  If both of the following cases fail, the packet should
      be discarded.  The Area ID and Instance ID specified in the header
      must either:

      1.  Match one of the Area ID(s) and Interface Instance ID(s) for



          the receiving link.  Unlike IPv4, the IPv6 source address is
          not restricted to lie within the same IPv6 subnet as the
          receiving link.  IPv6 OSPF runs per-link instead of per-IP-
          subnet.

      2.  Match the backbone area and other criteria for a configured
          virtual link.  The receiving router must be an ABR (Area
          Border Router) and the Router ID specified in the packet (the
          source router) must be the other end of a configured virtual
          link.  Additionally, the receiving link must have an OSPFv3
          interface that attaches to the virtual link's configured
          transit area and the Instance ID must match the virtual link's
          Instance ID.  If all of these checks succeed, the packet is
          accepted and is associated with the virtual link (and the
          backbone area).
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   o  Locally originated packets SHOULD NOT be processed by OSPF except
      for support of multiple interfaces attached to the same link as
      described in Section 4.9.  Locally originated packets have a
      source address equal to one of the router's local addresses.

   o  Packets whose IPv6 destination is AllDRouters should only be
      accepted if the state of the receiving OSPFv3 interface is DR or
      Backup (see Section 9.1 [OSPFV2]).

   After header processing, the packet is further processed according to
   its OSPF packet type.  OSPF packet types and functions are the same
   for both IPv4 and IPv6.

   If the packet type is Hello, it should then be further processed by
   the Hello packet processing as described in Section 4.2.2.1.  All
   other packet types are sent/received only on adjacencies.  This means
   that the packet must have been sent by one of the router's active
   neighbors.  The neighbor is identified by the Router ID appearing in
   the received packet's OSPF header.  Packets not matching any active
   neighbor are discarded.

   The receive processing of Database Description packets, Link State
   Request packets, and Link State Acknowledgment packets is almost
   identical to the IPv4 procedures documented in Sections 10.6, 10.7,
   and 13.7 of [OSPFV2] respectively with the exceptions noted below.

   o  LSAs with unknown LS types in Database Description packets that
      have an acceptable flooding scope are processed the same as LSAs
      with known LS types.  In OSPFv2 [OSPFV2], these would result in
      the adjacency being brought down with a SequenceMismatch event.

   The receiving of Hello packets is documented in Section 4.2.2.1 and
   the receiving of Link State Update packets is documented in
   Section 4.5.1.

4.2.2.1.  Receiving Hello Packets

   The receive processing of Hello packets differs from Section 10.5 of



   [OSPFV2] in the following ways:

   o  On all link types (e.g., broadcast, NBMA, point-to-point, etc.),
      neighbors are identified solely by their OSPF Router ID.  For all
      link types except virtual links, the Neighbor IP address is set to
      the IPv6 source address in the IPv6 header of the received OSPF
      Hello packet.

   o  There is no longer a Network Mask field in the Hello packet.
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   o  The neighbor's choice of Designated Router and Backup Designated
      Router is now encoded as an OSPF Router ID instead of an IP
      interface address.

4.3.  The Routing table Structure

   The routing table used by OSPF for IPv4 is defined in Section 11 of
   [OSPFV2].  For IPv6, there are analogous routing table entries: there
   are routing table entries for IPv6 address prefixes and also for AS
   boundary routers.  The latter routing table entries are only used to
   hold intermediate results during the routing table build process (see
   Section 4.8).

   Also, to hold the intermediate results during the shortest-path
   calculation for each area, there is a separate routing table for each
   area holding the following entries:

   o  An entry for each router in the area.  Routers are identified by
      their OSPF Router ID.  These routing table entries hold the set of
      shortest paths through a given area to a given router, which in
      turn allows calculation of paths to the IPv6 prefixes advertised
      by that router in intra-area-prefix-LSAs.  If the router is also
      an area border router, these entries are also used to calculate
      paths for inter-area address prefixes.  If in addition the router
      is the other endpoint of a virtual link, the routing table entry
      describes the cost and viability of the virtual link.

   o  An entry for each transit link in the area.  Transit links have
      associated network-LSAs.  Both the transit link and the network-
      LSA are identified by a combination of the Designated Router's
      Interface ID on the link and the Designated Router's OSPF Router
      ID.  These routing table entries allow later calculation of paths
      to IP prefixes advertised for the transit link in intra-area-
      prefix-LSAs.

   The fields in the IPv4 OSPF routing table (see Section 11 of
   [OSPFV2]) remain valid for IPv6: optional capabilities (routers
   only), path type, cost, type 2 cost, link state origin, and for each
   of the equal cost paths to the destination, the next-hop and
   advertising routers.

   For IPv6, the link-state origin field in the routing table entry is
   the router-LSA or network-LSA that has directly or indirectly
   produced the routing table entry.  For example, if the routing table



   entry describes a route to an IPv6 prefix, the link state origin is
   the router-LSA or network-LSA that is listed in the body of the
   intra-area-prefix-LSA that has produced the route (see
   Appendix A.4.10).
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4.3.1.  Routing Table Lookup

   Routing table lookup (i.e., determining the best matching routing
   table entry during IP forwarding) is the same for IPv6 as for IPv4.

4.4.  Link State Advertisements

   For IPv6, the OSPF LSA header has changed slightly, with the LS type
   field expanding and the Options field being moved into the body of
   appropriate LSAs.  Also, the formats of some LSAs have changed
   somewhat (namely, router-LSAs, network-LSAs, AS-external-LSAs, and
   NSSA-LSAs), while the names of other LSAs have been changed (type 3
   and 4 summary-LSAs are now inter-area-prefix-LSAs and inter-area-
   router-LSAs respectively) and additional LSAs have been added (link-
   LSAs and intra-area-prefix-LSAs).  Type of Service (TOS) has been
   removed from the OSPFv2 specification [OSPFV2] and is not encoded
   within OSPF for IPv6's LSAs.

   These changes will be described in detail in the following
   subsections.

4.4.1.  The LSA Header

   In both IPv4 and IPv6, all OSPF LSAs begin with a standard 20-byte
   LSA header.  However, the contents of this 20-byte header have
   changed in IPv6.  The LS age, Advertising Router, LS Sequence Number,
   LS checksum, and length fields within the LSA header remain
   unchanged, as documented in Sections 12.1.1, 12.1.5, 12.1.6, 12.1.7,
   and A.4.1 of [OSPFV2], respectively.  However, the following fields
   have changed for IPv6:

   Options
      The Options field has been removed from the standard 20-byte LSA
      header and moved into the body of router-LSAs, network-LSAs,
      inter-area-router-LSAs, and link-LSAs.  The size of the Options
      field has increased from 8 to 24 bits, and some of the bit
      definitions have changed (see Appendix A.2).  Additionally, a
      separate PrefixOptions field, 8 bits in length, is attached to
      each prefix advertised within the body of an LSA.

   LS type
      The size of the LS type field has increased from 8 to 16 bits,
      with high-order bit encoding the handling of unknown types and the
      next two bits encoding flooding scope.  See Appendix A.4.2.1 for
      the current coding of the LS type field.
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   Link State ID
      The Link State ID remains at 32 bits in length.  However, except
      for network-LSAs and link-LSAs, the Link State ID has shed any
      addressing semantics.  For example, an IPv6 router originating
      multiple AS-external-LSAs could start by assigning the first a
      Link State ID of 0.0.0.1, the second a Link State ID of 0.0.0.2,
      and so on.  Instead of the IPv4 behavior of encoding the network
      number within the AS-external-LSA's Link State ID, the IPv6 Link
      State ID simply serves as a way to differentiate multiple LSAs
      originated by the same router.
      For network-LSAs, the Link State ID is set to the Designated
      Router's Interface ID on the link.  When a router originates a
      link-LSA for a given link, its Link State ID is set equal to the
      router's Interface ID on the link.

4.4.2.  The Link-State Database

   In IPv6, as in IPv4, individual LSAs are identified by a combination
   of their LS type, Link State ID, and Advertising Router fields.
   Given two instances of an LSA, the most recent instance is determined
   by examining the LSAs' LS sequence number, using LS checksum and LS
   age as tiebreakers (see Section 13.1 of [OSPFV2]).

   In IPv6, the link-state database is split across three separate data
   structures.  LSAs with AS flooding scope are contained within the
   top-level OSPF data structure (see Section 4.1) as long as either
   their LS type is known or their U-bit is 1 (flood even when
   unrecognized); this includes the AS-external-LSAs.  LSAs with area
   flooding scope are contained within the appropriate area structure
   (see Section 4.1.1) as long as either their LS type is known or their
   U-bit is 1 (flood even when unrecognized); this includes router-LSAs,
   network-LSAs, inter-area-prefix-LSAs, inter-area-router-LSAs, NSSA-
   LSAs, and intra-area-prefix-LSAs.  LSAs with an unknown LS type, the
   U-bit set to 0, and/or link-local flooding scope are contained within
   the appropriate interface structure (see Section 4.1.2); this
   includes link-LSAs.

   To look up or install an LSA in the database, you first examine the
   LS type and the LSA's context (i.e., the area or link to which the
   LSA belongs).  This information allows you to find the correct
   database of LSAs where you then search based on the LSA's type, Link
   State ID, and Advertising Router.
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4.4.3.  Originating LSAs

   The process of reoriginating an LSA in IPv6 is the same as in IPv4:
   the LSA's LS sequence number is incremented, its LS age is set to 0,
   its LS checksum is calculated, and the LSA is added to the link state
   database and flooded on the appropriate interfaces.

   The list of events causing LSAs to be reoriginated for IPv4 is given
   in Section 12.4 of [OSPFV2].  The following events and/or actions are
   added for IPv6:

   o  The state or interface ID of one of the router's interfaces
      changes.  The router may need to (re)originate or flush its link-
      LSA and one or more router-LSAs and/or intra-area-prefix-LSAs.  If
      the router is the Designated Router, the router may also need to
      (re)originate and/or flush the network-LSA corresponding to the
      interface.

   o  The identity of a link's Designated Router changes.  The router
      may need to (re)originate or flush the link's network-LSA and one
      or more router-LSAs and/or intra-area-prefix-LSAs.

   o  A neighbor transitions to/from "Full" state.  The router may need
      to (re)originate or flush the link's network-LSA and one or more
      router-LSAs and/or intra-area-prefix-LSAs.

   o  The Interface ID of a neighbor changes.  This may cause a new
      instance of a router-LSA to be originated for the associated area.

   o  A new prefix is added to an attached link, or a prefix is deleted
      (both through configuration).  This causes the router to
      reoriginate its link-LSA for the link or, if it is the only router
      attached to the link, causes the router to reoriginate an intra-
      area-prefix-LSA.

   o  A new link-LSA is received, causing the link's collection of
      prefixes to change.  If the router is the Designated Router for
      the link, it originates a new intra-area-prefix-LSA.

   o  A new link-LSA is received, causing the logical OR of LSA options
      advertised by adjacent routers on the link to change.  If the
      router is the Designated Router for the link, it originates a new
      network-LSA.

   Detailed construction of the seven required IPv6 LSA types is
   supplied by the following subsections.  In order to display example
   LSAs, the network map in Figure 15 of [OSPFV2] has been reworked to
   show IPv6 addressing, resulting in Figure 1.  The OSPF cost of each
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   interface is displayed in Figure 1.  The assignment of IPv6 prefixes
   to network links is shown in Table 1.  A single area address range
   has been configured for Area 1, so that outside of Area 1 all of its
   prefixes are covered by a single route to 2001:0db8:c001::/48.  The
   OSPF interface IDs and the link-local addresses for the router
   interfaces in Figure 1 are given in Table 2.



          ..........................................
          .                                  Area 1.
          .     +                                  .
          .     |                                  .
          .     | 3+---+1                          .
          .  N1 |--|RT1|-----+                     .
          .     |  +---+      \                    .
          .     |              \  ______           .
          .     +               \/       \      1+---+
          .                     *    N3   *------|RT4|------
          .     +               /\_______/       +---+
          .     |              /     |             .
          .     | 3+---+1     /      |             .
          .  N2 |--|RT2|-----+      1|             .
          .     |  +---+           +---+           .
          .     |                  |RT3|----------------
          .     +                  +---+           .
          .                          |2            .
          .                          |             .
          .                   +------------+       .
          .                          N4            .
          ..........................................

          Figure 1: Area 1 with IP Addresses Shown

                 Network   IPv6 prefix
                 -----------------------------------
                 N1        2001:0db8:c001:0200::/56
                 N2        2001:0db8:c001:0300::/56
                 N3        2001:0db8:c001:0100::/56
                 N4        2001:0db8:c001:0400::/56

          Table 1: IPv6 Link Prefixes for Sample Network
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               Router   Interface   Interface ID   link-local address
               -------------------------------------------------------
               RT1      to N1       1              fe80:0001::RT1
                        to N3       2              fe80:0002::RT1
               RT2      to N2       1              fe80:0001::RT2
                        to N3       2              fe80:0002::RT2
               RT3      to N3       1              fe80:0001::RT3
                        to N4       2              fe80:0002::RT3
               RT4      to N3       1              fe80:0001::RT4

          Table 2: OSPF Interface IDs and Link-Local Addresses



                                 Figure 1

4.4.3.1.  LSA Options

   The Options field in LSAs should be coded as follows.  The V6-bit
   should be set unless the router will not participate in transit IPv6
   routing.  The E-bit should be clear if and only if the attached area
   is an OSPF stub or OSPF NSSA area.  The E-bit should always be set in
   AS scoped LSAs.  The N-bit should be set if and only if the attached
   area is an OSPF NSSA area.  The R-bit should be set unless the router
   will not participate in any transit routing.  The DC-bit should be
   set if and only if the router can correctly process the DoNotAge bit
   when it appears in the LS age field of LSAs (see [DEMAND]).  All
   unrecognized bits in the Options field should be cleared.

   The V6-bit and R-bit are only examined in Router-LSAs during the SPF
   computation.  In other LSA types containing options, they are set for
   informational purposes only.

4.4.3.2.  Router-LSAs

   The LS type of a router-LSA is set to the value 0x2001.  Router-LSAs
   have area flooding scope.  A router MAY originate one or more router-
   LSAs for a given area.  Each router-LSA contains an integral number
   of interface descriptions.  Taken together, the collection of router-
   LSAs originated by the router for an area describes the collected
   states of all the router's interfaces attached to the area.  When
   multiple router-LSAs are used, they are distinguished by their Link
   State ID fields.

   To the left of the Options field, the router capability bits V, E,
   and B should be set according to Section 12.4.1 of [OSPFV2].

   Each of the router's interfaces to the area is then described by
   appending "link descriptions" to the router-LSA.  Each link
   description is 16 bytes long, consisting of five fields: (link) Type,
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   Metric, Interface ID, Neighbor Interface ID, and Neighbor Router ID
   (see Appendix A.4.3).  Interfaces in the state "Down" or "Loopback"
   are not described (although looped back interfaces can contribute
   prefixes to intra-area-prefix-LSAs), nor are interfaces without any
   full adjacencies described (except in the case of multiple Standby
   Interfaces as described in Section 4.9).  All other interfaces to the
   area add zero, one, or more link descriptions.  The number and
   content of these depend on the interface type.  Within each link
   description, the Metric field is always set to the interface's output
   cost, and the Interface ID field is set to the interface's OSPF
   Interface ID.

   Point-to-point interfaces
      If the neighboring router is fully adjacent, add a Type 1 link
      description (point-to-point).  The Neighbor Interface ID field is
      set to the Interface ID advertised by the neighbor in its Hello
      packets, and the Neighbor Router ID field is set to the neighbor's
      Router ID.



   Broadcast and NBMA interfaces
      If the router is fully adjacent to the link's Designated Router or
      if the router itself is the Designated Router and is fully
      adjacent to at least one other router, add a single Type 2 link
      description (transit network).  The Neighbor Interface ID field is
      set to the Interface ID advertised by the Designated Router in its
      Hello packets, and the Neighbor Router ID field is set to the
      Designated Router's Router ID.

   Virtual links
      If the neighboring router is fully adjacent, add a Type 4 link
      description (virtual).  The Neighbor Interface ID field is set to
      the Interface ID advertised by the neighbor in its Hello packets,
      and the Neighbor Router ID field is set to the neighbor's Router
      ID.  Note that the output cost of a virtual link is calculated
      during the routing table calculation (see Section 4.7).

   Point-to-Multipoint interfaces
      For each fully adjacent neighbor associated with the interface,
      add a separate Type 1 link description (point-to-point) with the
      Neighbor Interface ID field set to the Interface ID advertised by
      the neighbor in its Hello packets and the Neighbor Router ID field
      set to the neighbor's Router ID.

   As an example, consider the router-LSA that router RT3 would
   originate for Area 1 in Figure 1.  Only a single interface must be
   described, namely, that which connects to the transit network N3.  It
   assumes that RT4 has been elected the Designated Router of Network
   N3.
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        ; RT3's router-LSA for Area 1

        LS age = 0                     ;newly (re)originated
        LS type = 0x2001               ;router-LSA
        Link State ID = 0              ;first fragment
        Advertising Router = 192.0.2.3 ;RT3's Router ID
        bit E = 0                      ;not an AS boundary router
        bit B = 1                      ;area border router
        Options = (V6-bit|E-bit|R-bit)
            Type = 2                     ;connects to N3
            Metric = 1                   ;cost to N3
            Interface ID = 1             ;RT3's Interface ID on N3
            Neighbor Interface ID = 1    ;RT4's Interface ID on N3
            Neighbor Router ID = 192.0.2.4 ; RT4's Router ID

                        RT3's router-LSA for Area 1

   For example, if another router was added to Network N4, RT3 would
   have to advertise a second link description for its connection to
   (the now transit) network N4.  This could be accomplished by
   reoriginating the above router-LSA, this time with two link
   descriptions.  Or, a separate router-LSA could be originated with a
   separate Link State ID (e.g., using a Link State ID of 1) to describe
   the connection to N4.



   Host routes for stub networks no longer appear in the router-LSA.
   Rather, they are included in intra-area-prefix-LSAs.

4.4.3.3.  Network-LSAs

   The LS type of a network-LSA is set to the value 0x2002.  Network-
   LSAs have area flooding scope.  A network-LSA is originated for every
   broadcast or NBMA link with an elected Designated Router that is
   fully adjacent with at least one other router on the link.  The
   network-LSA is originated by the link's Designated Router and lists
   all routers on the link with which it is fully adjacent.

   The procedure for originating network-LSAs in IPv6 is the same as the
   IPv4 procedure documented in Section 12.4.2 of [OSPFV2], with the
   following exceptions:

   o  An IPv6 network-LSA's Link State ID is set to the Interface ID of
      the Designated Router on the link.

   o  IPv6 network-LSAs do not contain a Network Mask.  All addressing
      information formerly contained in the IPv4 network-LSA has now
      been consigned to intra-Area-Prefix-LSAs originated by the link's
      Designated Router.
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   o  The Options field in the network-LSA is set to the logical OR of
      the Options fields contained within the link's associated link-
      LSAs corresponding to fully adjacent neighbors.  In this way, the
      network link exhibits a capability when at least one fully
      adjacent neighbor on the link requests that the capability be
      advertised.

   As an example, assuming that Router RT4 has been elected the
   Designated Router of Network N3 in Figure 1, the following network-
   LSA is originated:

        ; Network-LSA for Network N3

        LS age = 0                     ;newly (re)originated
        LS type = 0x2002               ;network-LSA
        Link State ID = 1              ;RT4's Interface ID on N3
        Advertising Router = 192.0.2.4 ;RT4's Router ID
        Options = (V6-bit|E-bit|R-bit)
               Attached Router = 192.0.2.4    ;Router ID
               Attached Router = 192.0.2.1    ;Router ID
               Attached Router = 192.0.2.2    ;Router ID
               Attached Router = 192.0.2.3    ;Router ID

                        Network-LSA for Network N3

4.4.3.4.  Inter-Area-Prefix-LSAs

   The LS type of an inter-area-prefix-LSA is set to the value 0x2003.
   Inter-area-prefix-LSAs have area flooding scope.  In IPv4, inter-
   area-prefix-LSAs were called type 3 summary-LSAs.  Each inter-area-



   prefix-LSA describes a prefix external to the area, yet internal to
   the Autonomous System.

   The procedure for originating inter-area-prefix-LSAs in IPv6 is the
   same as the IPv4 procedure documented in Sections 12.4.3 and 12.4.3.1
   of [OSPFV2], with the following exceptions:

   o  The Link State ID of an inter-area-prefix-LSA has lost all of its
      addressing semantics and simply serves to distinguish multiple
      inter-area-prefix-LSAs that are originated by the same router.

   o  The prefix is described by the PrefixLength, PrefixOptions, and
      Address Prefix fields embedded within the LSA body.  Network Mask
      is no longer specified.

   o  The NU-bit in the PrefixOptions field should be clear.
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   o  Link-local addresses MUST never be advertised in inter-area-
      prefix-LSAs.

   As an example, the following shows the inter-area-prefix-LSA that
   Router RT4 originates into the OSPF backbone area, condensing all of
   Area 1's prefixes into the single prefix 2001:0db8:c001::/48.  The
   cost is set to 4, which is the maximum cost of all of the individual
   component prefixes.  The prefix is padded out to an even number of
   32-bit words, so that it consumes 64 bits of space instead of 48
   bits.

           ; Inter-area-prefix-LSA for Area 1 addresses
           ; originated by Router RT4 into the backbone

           LS age = 0                  ;newly (re)originated
           LS type = 0x2003            ;inter-area-prefix-LSA
           Advertising Router = 192.0.2.4       ;RT4's ID
           Metric = 4                  ;maximum to components
           PrefixLength = 48
           PrefixOptions = 0
           Address Prefix = 2001:0db8:c001 ;padded to 64-bits

          Inter-area-prefix-LSA for Area 1 addresses originated
       by Router
                           RT4 into the backbone

4.4.3.5.  Inter-Area-Router-LSAs

   The LS type of an inter-area-router-LSA is set to the value 0x2004.
   Inter-area-router-LSAs have area flooding scope.  In IPv4, inter-
   area-router-LSAs were called type 4 summary-LSAs.  Each inter-area-
   router-LSA describes a path to a destination OSPF router (i.e., an AS
   Boundary Router (ASBR)) that is external to the area yet internal to
   the Autonomous System.

   The procedure for originating inter-area-router-LSAs in IPv6 is the



   same as the IPv4 procedure documented in Section 12.4.3 of [OSPFV2],
   with the following exceptions:

   o  The Link State ID of an inter-area-router-LSA is no longer the
      destination router's OSPF Router ID and now simply serves to
      distinguish multiple inter-area-router-LSAs that are originated by
      the same router.  The destination router's Router ID is now found
      in the body of the LSA.
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   o  The Options field in an inter-area-router-LSA should be set equal
      to the Options field contained in the destination router's own
      router-LSA.  The Options field thus describes the capabilities
      supported by the destination router.

   As an example, consider the OSPF Autonomous System depicted in Figure
   6 of [OSPFV2].  Router RT4 would originate into Area 1 the following
   inter-area-router-LSA for destination router RT7.

        ; inter-area-router-LSA for AS boundary router RT7
        ; originated by Router RT4 into Area 1

        LS age = 0                  ;newly (re)originated
        LS type = 0x2004            ;inter-area-router-LSA
        Advertising Router = 192.0.2.4  ;RT4's ID
        Options = (V6-bit|E-bit|R-bit)  ;RT7's capabilities
        Metric = 14                     ;cost to RT7
        Destination Router ID = Router RT7's ID

   Inter-area-router-LSA for AS boundary router RT7 originated by Router
                              RT4 into Area 1

4.4.3.6.  AS-External-LSAs

   The LS type of an AS-external-LSA is set to the value 0x4005.  AS-
   external-LSAs have AS flooding scope.  Each AS-external-LSA describes
   a path to a prefix external to the Autonomous System.

   The procedure for originating AS-external-LSAs in IPv6 is the same as
   the IPv4 procedure documented in Section 12.4.4 of [OSPFV2], with the
   following exceptions:

   o  The Link State ID of an AS-external-LSA has lost all of its
      addressing semantics and simply serves to distinguish multiple AS-
      external-LSAs that are originated by the same router.

   o  The prefix is described by the PrefixLength, PrefixOptions, and
      Address Prefix fields embedded within the LSA body.  Network Mask
      is no longer specified.

   o  The NU-bit in the PrefixOptions field should be clear.



   o  Link-local addresses can never be advertised in AS-external-LSAs.

   o  The forwarding address is present in the AS-external-LSA if and
      only if the AS-external-LSA's bit F is set.
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   o  The external route tag is present in the AS-external-LSA if and
      only if the AS-external-LSA's bit T is set.

   o  The capability for an AS-external-LSA to reference another LSA has
      been supported through the inclusion of the Referenced LS Type
      field and the optional Referenced Link State ID field (the latter
      present if and only if the Referenced LS Type is non-zero).  This
      capability is for future use; the Referenced LS Type should be set
      to 0, and received non-zero values for this field should be
      ignored until its use is defined.

   As an example, consider the OSPF Autonomous System depicted in Figure
   6 of [OSPFV2].  Assume that RT7 has learned its route to N12 via BGP
   and that it wishes to advertise a Type 2 metric into the AS.  Also
   assume that the IPv6 prefix for N12 is the value 2001:0db8:0a00::/40.
   RT7 would then originate the following AS-external-LSA for the
   external network N12.  Note that within the AS-external-LSA, N12's
   prefix occupies 64 bits of space in order to maintain 32-bit
   alignment.

        ; AS-external-LSA for Network N12,
        ; originated by Router RT7

        LS age = 0                  ;newly (re)originated
        LS type = 0x4005            ;AS-external-LSA
        Link State ID = 123         ;LSA type/scope unique identifier
        Advertising Router = Router RT7's ID
        bit E = 1                   ;Type 2 metric
        bit F = 0                   ;no forwarding address
        bit T = 1                   ;external route tag included
        Metric = 2
        PrefixLength = 40
        PrefixOptions = 0
        Referenced LS Type = 0      ;no Referenced Link State ID
        Address Prefix = 2001:0db8:0a00 ;padded to 64-bits
        External Route Tag = as per BGP/OSPF interaction

         AS-external-LSA for Network N12, originated by Router RT7

4.4.3.7.  NSSA-LSAs

   The LS type of an NSSA-LSA is set to the value 0x2007.  NSSA-LSAs
   have area flooding scope.  Each NSSA-LSA describes a path to a prefix
   external to the Autonomous System whose flooding scope is restricted
   to a single NSSA area.

   The procedure for originating NSSA-LSAs in IPv6 is the same as the
   IPv4 procedure documented in [NSSA], with the following exceptions:
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   o  The Link State ID of an NSSA-LSA has lost all of its addressing
      semantics and simply serves to distinguish multiple NSSA-LSAs that
      are originated by the same router in the same area.

   o  The prefix is described by the PrefixLength, PrefixOptions, and
      Address Prefix fields embedded within the LSA body.  Network Mask
      is no longer specified.

   o  The NU-bit in the PrefixOptions field should be clear.

   o  Link-local addresses can never be advertised in NSSA-LSAs.

   o  The forwarding address is present in the NSSA-LSA if and only if
      the NSSA-LSA's bit F is set.

   o  The external route tag is present in the NSSA-LSA if and only if
      the NSSA-LSA's bit T is set.

   o  The capability for an NSSA-LSA to reference another LSA has been
      supported through the inclusion of the Referenced LS Type field
      and the optional Referenced Link State ID field (the latter
      present if and only if the Referenced LS Type is non-zero).  This
      capability is for future use; the Referenced LS Type should be set
      to 0, and received non-zero values for this field should be
      ignored until its use is defined.

   An example of an NSSA-LSA would only differ from an AS-external-LSA
   in that the LS type would be 0x2007 rather than 0x4005.

4.4.3.8.  Link-LSAs

   The LS type of a link-LSA is set to the value 0x0008.  Link-LSAs have
   link-local flooding scope.  A router originates a separate link-LSA
   for each attached link that supports two or more (including the
   originating router itself) routers.  Link-LSAs SHOULD NOT be
   originated for virtual links.

   Link-LSAs have three purposes:

   1.  They provide the router's link-local address to all other routers
       attached to the link.

   2.  They inform other routers attached to the link of a list of IPv6
       prefixes to associate with the link.

   3.  They allow the router to advertise a collection of Options bits
       in the network-LSA originated by the Designated Router on a
       broadcast or NBMA link.
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   A link-LSA for a given Link L is built in the following fashion:

   o  The Link State ID is set to the router's Interface ID on Link L.

   o  The Router Priority of the router's interface to Link L is
      inserted into the link-LSA.

   o  The link-LSA's Options field is set to reflect the router's
      capabilities.  On multi-access links, the Designated Router will
      logically OR the link-LSA Options fields for all fully adjacent
      neighbors in Link L's network-LSA.

   o  The router inserts its link-local address on Link L into the link-
      LSA.  This information will be used when the other routers on Link
      L do their next-hop calculations (see Section 4.8.2).

   o  Each IPv6 address prefix that has been configured on Link L is
      added to the link-LSA by specifying values for the PrefixLength,
      PrefixOptions, and Address Prefix fields.

   After building a link-LSA for a given link, the router installs the
   link-LSA into the associated interface data structure and floods the
   link-LSA on the link.  All other routers on the link will receive the
   link-LSA, but they will not flood the link-LSA on other links.

   If LinkLSASuppression is configured for the interface and the
   interface type is not broadcast or NBMA, origination of the link-LSA
   may be suppressed.  This implies that other routers on the link will
   ascertain the router's next-hop address using a mechanism other than
   the link-LSA (see Section 4.8.2).  Refer to Appendix C.3 for a
   description of the LinkLSASuppression interface configuration
   parameter.

   As an example, consider the link-LSA that RT3 will build for N3 in
   Figure 1.  Suppose that the prefix 2001:0db8:c001:0100::/56 has been
   configured within RT3 for N3.  This will result in the following
   link-LSA that RT3 will flood only on N3.  Note that not all routers
   on N3 need be configured with the prefix; those not configured will
   learn the prefix when receiving RT3's link-LSA.
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        ; RT3's link-LSA for N3

        LS age = 0                  ;newly (re)originated
        LS type = 0x0008            ;link-LSA



        Link State ID = 1           ;RT3's Interface ID on N3
        Advertising Router = 192.0.2.3 ;RT3's Router ID
        Rtr Priority = 1            ;RT3's N3 Router Priority
        Options = (V6-bit|E-bit|R-bit)
        Link-local Interface Address = fe80:0001::RT3
        # prefixes = 1
        PrefixLength = 56
        PrefixOptions = 0
        Address Prefix = 2001:0db8:c001:0100 ;pad to 64-bits

                           RT3's link-LSA for N3

4.4.3.9.  Intra-Area-Prefix-LSAs

   The LS type of an intra-area-prefix-LSA is set to the value 0x2009.
   Intra-area-prefix-LSAs have area flooding scope.  An intra-area-
   prefix-LSA has one of two functions.  It either associates a list of
   IPv6 address prefixes with a transit network link by referencing a
   network-LSA, or associates a list of IPv6 address prefixes with a
   router by referencing a router-LSA.  A stub link's prefixes are
   associated with its attached router.

   A router MAY originate multiple intra-area-prefix-LSAs for a given
   area.  Each intra-area-prefix-LSA has a unique Link State ID and
   contains an integral number of prefix descriptions.

   A link's Designated Router originates one or more intra-area-prefix-
   LSAs to advertise the link's prefixes throughout the area.  For a
   link L, L's Designated Router builds an intra-area-prefix-LSA in the
   following fashion:

   o  In order to indicate that the prefixes are to be associated with
      the Link L, the fields Referenced LS Type, Referenced Link State
      ID, and Referenced Advertising Router are set to the corresponding
      fields in Link L's network-LSA (namely, LS type, Link State ID,
      and Advertising Router respectively).  This means that the
      Referenced LS Type is set to 0x2002, the Referenced Link State ID
      is set to the Designated Router's Interface ID on Link L, and the
      Referenced Advertising Router is set to the Designated Router's
      Router ID.

   o  Each link-LSA associated with Link L is examined (these are in the
      Designated Router's interface structure for Link L).  If the link-
      LSA's Advertising Router is fully adjacent to the Designated
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      Router and the Link State ID matches the neighbor's interface ID,
      the list of prefixes in the link-LSA is copied into the intra-
      area-prefix-LSA that is being built.  Prefixes having the NU-bit
      and/or LA-bit set in their Options field SHOULD NOT be copied, nor
      should link-local addresses be copied.  Each prefix is described
      by the PrefixLength, PrefixOptions, and Address Prefix fields.
      Multiple prefixes having the same PrefixLength and Address Prefix
      are considered to be duplicates.  In this case, their
      PrefixOptions fields should be logically OR'ed together, and a
      single instance of the duplicate prefix should be included in the



      intra-area-prefix-LSA.  The Metric field for all prefixes is set
      to 0.

   o  The "# prefixes" field is set to the number of prefixes that the
      router has copied into the LSA.  If necessary, the list of
      prefixes can be spread across multiple intra-area-prefix-LSAs in
      order to keep the LSA size small.

   A router builds an intra-area-prefix-LSA to advertise prefixes for
   its attached stub links, looped-back interfaces, and hosts.  A Router
   RTX would build its intra-area-prefix-LSA in the following fashion:

   o  In order to indicate that the prefixes are to be associated with
      the Router RTX itself, RTX sets the Referenced LS Type to 0x2001,
      the Referenced Link State ID to 0, and the Referenced Advertising
      Router to RTX's own Router ID.

   o  Router RTX examines its list of interfaces to the area.  If the
      interface is in the state Down, its prefixes are not included.  If
      the interface has been reported in RTX's router-LSA as a Type 2
      link description (link to transit network), prefixes that will be
      included in the intra-area-prefix-LSA for the link are skipped.
      However, any prefixes that would normally have the LA-bit set
      SHOULD be advertised independent of whether or not the interface
      is advertised as a transit link.  If the interface type is point-
      to-multipoint or the interface is in the state Loopback, the
      global scope IPv6 addresses associated with the interface (if any)
      are copied into the intra-area-prefix-LSA with the PrefixOptions
      LA-bit set, the PrefixLength set to 128, and the metric set to 0.
      Otherwise, the list of global prefixes configured in RTX for the
      link are copied into the intra-area-prefix-LSA by specifying the
      PrefixLength, PrefixOptions, and Address Prefix fields.  The
      Metric field for each of these prefixes is set to the interface's
      output cost.

   o  RTX adds the IPv6 prefixes for any directly attached hosts
      belonging to the area (see Appendix C.7) to the intra-area-prefix-
      LSA.
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   o  If RTX has one or more virtual links configured through the area,
      it includes one of its global scope IPv6 interface addresses in
      the LSA (if it hasn't already), setting the LA-bit in the
      PrefixOptions field, the PrefixLength to 128, and the Metric to 0.
      This information will be used later in the routing calculation so
      that the two ends of the virtual link can discover each other's
      IPv6 addresses.

   o  The "# prefixes" field is set to the number of prefixes that the
      router has copied into the LSA.  If necessary, the list of
      prefixes can be spread across multiple intra-area-prefix-LSAs in
      order to keep the LSA size small.

   For example, the intra-area-prefix-LSA originated by RT4 for Network
   N3 (assuming that RT4 is N3's Designated Router) and the intra-area-
   prefix-LSA originated into Area 1 by Router RT3 for its own prefixes



   are pictured below.
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        ; RT4's Intra-area-prefix-LSA for network link N3

        LS age = 0                  ;newly (re)originated
        LS type = 0x2009            ;Intra-area-prefix-LSA
        Link State ID = 5           ;LSA type/scope unique identifier
        Advertising Router = 192.0.2.4 ;RT4's Router ID
        # prefixes = 1
        Referenced LS Type = 0x2002 ;network-LSA reference
        Referenced Link State ID = 1
        Referenced Advertising Router = 192.0.2.4
        PrefixLength = 56           ;N3's prefix
        PrefixOptions = 0
        Metric = 0
        Address Prefix = 2001:0db8:c001:0100 ;pad

        ; RT3's Intra-area-prefix-LSA for its own prefixes

        LS age = 0                  ;newly (re)originated
        LS type = 0x2009            ;Intra-area-prefix-LSA
        Link State ID = 177         ;LSA type/scope unique identifier
        Advertising Router = 192.0.2.3 ;RT3's Router ID
        # prefixes = 1



        Referenced LS Type = 0x2001 ;router-LSA reference
        Referenced Link State ID = 0
        Referenced Advertising Router = 192.0.2.3
        PrefixLength = 56           ;N4's prefix
        PrefixOptions = 0
        Metric = 2                  ;N4 interface cost
        Address Prefix = 2001:0db8:c001:0400 ;pad

                 Intra-area-prefix-LSA for Network Link N3

   When network conditions change, it may be necessary for a router to
   move prefixes from one intra-area-prefix-LSA to another.  For
   example, if the router is the Designated Router for a link but the
   link has no other attached routers, the link's prefixes are
   advertised in an intra-area-prefix-LSA referring to the Designated
   Router's router-LSA.  When additional routers appear on the link, a
   network-LSA is originated for the link and the link's prefixes are
   moved to an intra-area-prefix-LSA referring to the network-LSA.

   Note that in the intra-area-prefix-LSA, the Referenced Advertising
   Router is always equal to the router that is originating the intra-
   area-prefix-LSA (i.e., the LSA's Advertising Router).  The reason the
   Referenced Advertising Router field appears is that, even though it
   is currently redundant, it may not be in the future.  We may sometime
   want to use the same LSA format to advertise address prefixes for
   other protocol suites.  In this case, the Designated Router may not
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   be running the other protocol suite, and so another of the link's
   routers may need to originate the intra-area-prefix-LSA.  In that
   case, the Referenced Advertising Router and Advertising Router would
   be different.

4.4.4.  Future LSA Validation

   It is expected that new LSAs will be defined that will not be
   processed during the Shortest Path First (SPF) calculation as
   described in Section 4.8, for example, OSPFv3 LSAs corresponding to
   information advertised in OSPFv2 using opaque LSAs [OPAQUE].  In
   general, the new information advertised in future LSAs should not be
   used unless the OSPFv3 router originating the LSA is reachable.
   However, depending on the application and the data advertised, this
   reachability validation MAY be done less frequently than every SPF
   calculation.

   To facilitate inter-area reachability validation, any OSPFv3 router
   originating AS scoped LSAs is considered an AS Boundary Router
   (ASBR).

4.5.  Flooding

   Most of the flooding algorithm remains unchanged from the IPv4
   flooding mechanisms described in Section 13 of [OSPFV2].  In
   particular, the protocol processes for determining which LSA instance
   is newer (Section 13.1 of [OSPFV2]), responding to updates of self-
   originated LSAs (Section 13.4 of [OSPFV2]), sending Link State



   Acknowledgment packets (Section 13.5 of [OSPFV2]), retransmitting
   LSAs (Section 13.6 of [OSPFV2]), and receiving Link State
   Acknowledgment packets (Section 13.7 of [OSPFV2]), are exactly the
   same for IPv6 and IPv4.

   However, the addition of flooding scope and unknown LSA type handling
   (see Appendix A.4.2.1) has caused some changes in the OSPF flooding
   algorithm: the reception of Link State Updates (Section 13 in
   [OSPFV2]) and the sending of Link State Updates (Section 13.3 of
   [OSPFV2]) must take into account the LSA's scope and U-bit setting.
   Also, installation of LSAs into the OSPF database (Section 13.2 of
   [OSPFV2]) causes different events in IPv6, due to the reorganization
   of LSA types and the IPv6 LSA contents.  These changes are described
   in detail below.

4.5.1.  Receiving Link State Update Packets

   The encoding of flooding scope in the LS type and the need to process
   unknown LS types cause modifications to the processing of received
   Link State Update packets.  As in IPv4, each LSA in a received Link
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   State Update packet is examined.  In IPv4, eight steps are executed
   for each LSA, as described in Section 13 of [OSPFV2].  For IPv6, all
   the steps are the same, except that Steps 2 and 3 are modified as
   follows:

      (2)   Examine the LSA's LS type.  Discard the LSA and get
            the next one from the Link State Update packet if the
            interface area has been configured as a stub or
            NSSA area and the LS type indicates "AS flooding scope".

            This generalizes the IPv4 behavior where AS-external-LSAs
            and AS-scoped opaque LSAs [OPAQUE] are not flooded
            throughout stub or NSSA areas.

      (3)   Else if the flooding scope in the LSA's LS type is set to
            "reserved", discard the LSA and get the next one from
            the Link State Update packet.

   Steps 5b (sending Link State Update packets) and 5d (installing LSAs
   in the link-state database) in Section 13 of [OSPFV2] are also
   somewhat different for IPv6, as described in Sections 4.5.2 and 4.5.3
   below.

4.5.2.  Sending Link State Update Packets

   The sending of Link State Update packets is described in Section 13.3
   of [OSPFV2].  For IPv4 and IPv6, the steps for sending a Link State
   Update packet are the same (steps 1 through 5 of Section 13.3 in
   [OSPFV2]).  However, the list of eligible interfaces on which to
   flood the LSA is different.  For IPv6, the eligible interfaces are
   selected based on the following factors:

   o  The LSA's flooding scope.



   o  For LSAs with area or link-local flooding scope, the particular
      area or interface with which the LSA is associated.

   o  Whether the LSA has a recognized LS type.

   o  The setting of the U-bit in the LS type.  If the U-bit is set to
      0, unrecognized LS types are treated as having link-local scope.
      If set to 1, unrecognized LS types are stored and flooded as if
      they were recognized.
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   Choosing the set of eligible interfaces then breaks into the
   following cases:

   Case 1
      The LSA's LS type is recognized.  In this case, the set of
      eligible interfaces is set depending on the flooding scope encoded
      in the LS type.  If the flooding scope is "AS flooding scope", the
      eligible interfaces are all router interfaces excepting virtual
      links.  In addition, AS-external-LSAs are not flooded on
      interfaces connecting to stub or NSSA areas.  If the flooding
      scope is "area flooding scope", the eligible interfaces are those
      interfaces connecting to the LSA's associated area.  If the
      flooding scope is "link-local flooding scope", then there is a
      single eligible interface, the one connecting to the LSA's
      associated link (which is also the interface on which the LSA was
      received in a Link State Update packet).

   Case 2
      The LS type is unrecognized and the U-bit in the LS type is set to
      0 (treat the LSA as if it had link-local flooding scope).  In this
      case, there is a single eligible interface, namely, the interface
      on which the LSA was received.

   Case 3
      The LS type is unrecognized, and the U-bit in the LS type is set
      to 1 (store and flood the LSA as if the type is understood).  In
      this case, select the eligible interfaces based on the encoded
      flooding scope the same as in Case 1 above.

   A further decision must sometimes be made before adding an LSA to a
   given neighbor's link-state retransmission list (Step 1d in Section
   13.3 of [OSPFV2]).  If the LS type is recognized by the router but
   not by the neighbor (as can be determined by examining the Options
   field that the neighbor advertised in its Database Description
   packet) and the LSA's U-bit is set to 0, then the LSA should be added
   to the neighbor's link-state retransmission list if and only if that
   neighbor is the Designated Router or Backup Designated Router for the
   attached link.  The LS types described in detail by this document,
   namely, router-LSAs (LS type 0x2001), network-LSAs (0x2002), inter-
   area-prefix-LSAs (0x2003), inter-area-router-LSAs (0x2004), NSSA-LSAs



   (0x2007), AS-external-LSAs (0x4005), link-LSAs (0x0008), and Intra-
   Area-Prefix-LSAs (0x2009), are assumed to be understood by all
   routers.  However, all LS types MAY not be understood by all routers.
   For example, a new LSA type with its U-bit set to 0 MAY only be
   understood by a subset of routers.  This new LS type should only be
   flooded to an OSPF neighbor that understands the LS type or when the
   neighbor is the Designated Router or Backup Designated Router for the
   attached link.
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   The previous paragraph solves a problem for IPv4 OSPF extensions,
   which require that the Designated Router support the extension in
   order to have the new LSA types flooded across broadcast and NBMA
   networks.

4.5.3.  Installing LSAs in the Database

   There are three separate places to store LSAs, depending on their
   flooding scope.  LSAs with AS flooding scope are stored in the global
   OSPF data structure (see Section 4.1) as long as their LS type is
   known or their U-bit is 1.  LSAs with area flooding scope are stored
   in the appropriate area data structure (see Section 4.1.1) as long as
   their LS type is known or their U-bit is 1.  LSAs with link-local
   flooding scope, and those LSAs with unknown LS type and U-bit set to
   0 (treat the LSA as if it had link-local flooding scope), are stored
   in the appropriate interface data structure.

   When storing the LSA into the link-state database, a check must be
   made to see whether the LSA's contents have changed.  Changes in
   contents are indicated exactly as in Section 13.2 of [OSPFV2].  When
   an LSA's contents have been changed, the following parts of the
   routing table must be recalculated, based on the LSA's LS type:

   Router-LSAs, Network-LSAs, Intra-Area-Prefix-LSAs, and Link-LSAs
      The entire routing table is recalculated, starting with the
      shortest-path calculation for each area (see Section 4.8).

   Inter-Area-Prefix-LSAs and Inter-Area-Router-LSAs
      The best route to the destination described by the LSA must be
      recalculated (see Section 16.5 in [OSPFV2]).  If this destination
      is an AS boundary router, it may also be necessary to re-examine
      all the AS-external-LSAs.

   AS-external-LSAs and NSSA-LSAs
      The best route to the destination described by the AS-external-LSA
      or NSSA-LSA must be recalculated (see Section 16.6 in [OSPFV2] and
      Section 2.0 in [NSSA]).

   As in IPv4, any old instance of the LSA must be removed from the
   database when the new LSA is installed.  This old instance must also
   be removed from all neighbors' link-state retransmission lists.

4.6.  Definition of Self-Originated LSAs

   In IPv6, the definition of a self-originated LSA has been simplified
   from the IPv4 definition appearing in Sections 13.4 and 14.1 of



   [OSPFV2].  For IPv6, self-originated LSAs are those LSAs whose
   Advertising Router is equal to the router's own Router ID.
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4.7.  Virtual Links

   OSPF virtual links for IPv4 are described in Section 15 of [OSPFV2].
   Virtual links are the same in IPv6, with the following exceptions:

   o  LSAs having AS flooding scope are never flooded over virtual
      adjacencies, nor are LSAs with AS flooding scope summarized over
      virtual adjacencies during the database exchange process.  This is
      a generalization of the IPv4 treatment of AS-external-LSAs.

   o  The IPv6 interface address of a virtual link MUST be an IPv6
      address having global scope, instead of the link-local addresses
      used by other interface types.  This address is used as the IPv6
      source for OSPF protocol packets sent over the virtual link.
      Hence, a link-LSA SHOULD NOT be originated for a virtual link
      since the virtual link has no link-local address or associated
      prefixes.

   o  Likewise, the virtual neighbor's IPv6 address is an IPv6 address
      with global scope.  To enable the discovery of a virtual
      neighbor's IPv6 address during the routing calculation, the
      neighbor advertises its virtual link's IPv6 interface address in
      an intra-area-prefix-LSA originated for the virtual link's transit
      area (see Section 4.4.3.9 and Section 4.8.1).

   o  Like all other IPv6 OSPF interfaces, virtual links are assigned
      unique (within the router) Interface IDs.  These are advertised in
      Hellos sent over the virtual link and in the router's router-LSAs.

4.8.  Routing Table Calculation

   The IPv6 OSPF routing calculation proceeds along the same lines as
   the IPv4 OSPF routing calculation, following the five steps specified
   by Section 16 of [OSPFV2].  High-level differences between the IPv6
   and IPv4 calculations include:

   o  Prefix information has been removed from router-LSAs and network-
      LSAs and is now advertised in intra-area-prefix-LSAs.  Whenever
      [OSPFV2] specifies that stub networks within router-LSAs be
      examined, IPv6 will instead examine prefixes within intra-area-
      prefix-LSAs.

   o  Type 3 and 4 summary-LSAs have been renamed inter-area-prefix-LSAs
      and inter-area-router-LSAs respectively.
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   o  Addressing information is no longer encoded in Link State IDs and
      is now only found within the body of LSAs.

   o  In IPv6, a router can originate multiple router-LSAs,
      distinguished by Link State ID, within a single area.  These
      router-LSAs MUST be treated as a single aggregate by the area's
      shortest-path calculation (see Section 4.8.1).

   For each area, the shortest-path tree calculation creates routing
   table entries for the area's routers and transit links (see
   Section 4.8.1).  These entries are then used when processing intra-
   area-prefix-LSAs, inter-area-prefix-LSAs, and inter-area-router-LSAs,
   as described in Section 4.8.3.

   Events generated as a result of routing table changes (Section 16.7
   of [OSPFV2]) and the equal-cost multipath logic (Section 16.8 of
   [OSPFV2]) are identical for both IPv4 and IPv6.

4.8.1.  Calculating the Shortest-Path Tree for an Area

   The IPv4 shortest-path calculation is contained in Section 16.1 of
   [OSPFV2].  The graph used by the shortest-path tree calculation is
   identical for both IPv4 and IPv6.  The graph's vertices are routers
   and transit links, represented by router-LSAs and network-LSAs
   respectively.  A router is identified by its OSPF Router ID, while a
   transit link is identified by its Designated Router's Interface ID
   and OSPF Router ID.  Both routers and transit links have associated
   routing table entries within the area (see Section 4.3).

   Section 16.1 of [OSPFV2] splits up the shortest-path calculations
   into two stages.  First, the Dijkstra calculation is performed, and
   then the stub links are added onto the tree as leaves.  The IPv6
   calculation maintains this split.

   The Dijkstra calculation for IPv6 is identical to that specified for
   IPv4, with the following exceptions (referencing the steps from the
   Dijkstra calculation as described in Section 16.1 of [OSPFV2]):

   o  The Vertex ID for a router is the OSPF Router ID.  The Vertex ID
      for a transit network is a combination of the Interface ID and
      OSPF Router ID of the network's Designated Router.

   o  In Step 2, when a router Vertex V has just been added to the
      shortest-path tree, there may be multiple LSAs associated with the
      router.  All router-LSAs with the Advertising Router set to V's
      OSPF Router ID MUST be processed as an aggregate, treating them as
      fragments of a single large router-LSA.  The Options field and the
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      router type bits (bits Nt, V, E, and B) should always be taken
      from the router-LSA with the smallest Link State ID.



   o  Step 2a is not needed in IPv6, as there are no longer stub network
      links in router-LSAs.

   o  In Step 2b, if W is a router and the router-LSA V6-bit or R-bit is
      not set in the LSA options, the transit link W is ignored and V's
      next link is examined.

   o  In Step 2b, if W is a router, there may again be multiple LSAs
      associated with the router.  All router-LSAs with the Advertising
      Router set to W's OSPF Router ID MUST be processed as an
      aggregate, treating them as fragments of a single large router-
      LSA.

   o  In Step 4, there are now per-area routing table entries for each
      of an area's routers rather than just the area border routers.
      These entries subsume all the functionality of IPv4's area border
      router routing table entries, including the maintenance of virtual
      links.  When the router added to the area routing table in this
      step is the other end of a virtual link, the virtual neighbor's IP
      address is set as follows: The collection of intra-area-prefix-
      LSAs originated by the virtual neighbor is examined, with the
      virtual neighbor's IP address being set to the first prefix
      encountered with the LA-bit set.

   o  Routing table entries for transit networks, which are no longer
      associated with IP networks, are also calculated in Step 4 and
      added to the per-area routing table.

   The next stage of the shortest-path calculation proceeds similarly to
   the two steps of the second stage of Section 16.1 in [OSPFV2].
   However, instead of examining the stub links within router-LSAs, the
   list of the area's intra-area-prefix-LSAs is examined.  A prefix
   advertisement whose NU-bit is set SHOULD NOT be included in the
   routing calculation.  The cost of any advertised prefix is the sum of
   the prefix's advertised metric plus the cost to the transit vertex
   (either router or transit network) identified by intra-area-prefix-
   LSA's Referenced LS Type, Referenced Link State ID, and Referenced
   Advertising Router fields.  This latter cost is stored in the transit
   vertex's routing table entry for the area.

   This specification does not require that the above algorithm be used
   to calculate the intra-area shortest-path tree.  However, if another
   algorithm or optimization is used, an identical shortest-path tree
   must be produced.  It is also important that any alternate algorithm
   or optimization maintain the requirement that transit vertices must
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   be bidirectional for inclusion in the tree.  Alternate algorithms and
   optimizations are beyond the scope of this specification.

4.8.2.  The Next-Hop Calculation

   In IPv6, the calculation of the next-hop's IPv6 address (which will
   be a link-local address) proceeds along the same lines as the IPv4
   next-hop calculation (see Section 16.1.1 of [OSPFV2]).  However,



   there are some differences.  When calculating the next-hop IPv6
   address for a router (call it Router X) that shares a link with the
   calculating router, the calculating router assigns the next-hop IPv6
   address to be the link-local interface address contained in Router
   X's link-LSA (see Appendix A.4.9) for the link.  This procedure is
   necessary for some link types, for example NBMA, where the two
   routers need not be neighbors and might not be exchanging OSPF Hello
   packets.  For other link types, the next-hop address may be
   determined via the IPv6 source address in the neighbor's Hello
   packet.

   Additionally, when calculating routes for the area's intra-area-
   prefix-LSAs, the parent vertex can be either a router-LSA or network-
   LSA.  This is in contrast to the second stage of the OSPFv2 intra-
   area SPF (Section 16.1 in [OSPFV2]) where the parent vertex is always
   a router-LSA.  In the case where the intra-area-prefix-LSA's
   referenced LSA is a directly connected network-LSA, the prefixes are
   also considered to be directly connected.  In this case, the next hop
   is solely the outgoing link and no IPv6 next-hop address is selected.

4.8.3.  Calculating the Inter-Area Routes

   Calculation of inter-area routes for IPv6 proceeds along the same
   lines as the IPv4 calculation in Section 16.2 of [OSPFV2], with the
   following modifications:

   o  The names of the Type 3 summary-LSAs and Type 4 summary-LSAs have
      been changed to inter-area-prefix-LSAs and inter-area-router-LSAs
      respectively.

   o  The Link State ID of the above LSA types no longer encodes the
      network or router described by the LSA.  Instead, an address
      prefix is contained in the body of an inter-area-prefix-LSA and an
      advertised AS boundary router's OSPF Router ID is carried in the
      body of an inter-area-router-LSA.

   o  Prefixes having the NU-bit set in their PrefixOptions field should
      be ignored by the inter-area route calculation.
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   When a single inter-area-prefix-LSA or inter-area-router-LSA has
   changed, the incremental calculations outlined in Section 16.5 of
   [OSPFV2] can be performed instead of recalculating the entire routing
   table.

4.8.4.  Examining Transit Areas' Summary-LSAs

   Examination of transit areas' summary-LSAs in IPv6 proceeds along the
   same lines as the IPv4 calculation in Section 16.3 of [OSPFV2],
   modified in the same way as the IPv6 inter-area route calculation in
   Section 4.8.3.

4.8.5.  Calculating AS External and NSSA Routes



   The IPv6 AS external route calculation proceeds along the same lines
   as the IPv4 calculation in Section 16.4 of [OSPFV2] and Section 2.5
   of [NSSA], with the following exceptions:

   o  The Link State ID of the AS-external-LSA and NSSA-LSA types no
      longer encodes the network described by the LSA.  Instead, an
      address prefix is contained in the body of the LSA.

   o  The default route in AS-external-LSAs or NSSA-LSAs is advertised
      by a zero-length prefix.

   o  Instead of comparing the AS-external-LSA's or NSSA-LSA's
      Forwarding Address field to 0.0.0.0 to see whether a forwarding
      address has been used, the bit F in the respective LSA is
      examined.  A forwarding address is in use if and only if bit F is
      set.

   o  Prefixes having the NU-bit set in their PrefixOptions field should
      be ignored by the inter-area route calculation.

   o  AS Boundary Router (ASBR) and forwarding address selection will
      proceed the same as if RFC1583Compatibility is disabled.
      Furthermore, RFC1583Compatibility is not an OSPF for IPv6
      configuration parameter.  Refer to Appendix C.1.

   When a single AS-external-LSA or NSSA-LSA has changed, the
   incremental calculations outlined in Section 16.6 of [OSPFV2] can be
   performed instead of recalculating the entire routing table.

4.9.  Multiple Interfaces to a Single Link

   In OSPF for IPv6, a router may have multiple interfaces to a single
   link associated with the same OSPF instance and area.  All interfaces
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   will be used for the reception and transmission of data traffic while
   only a single interface sends and receives OSPF control traffic.  In
   more detail:

   o  Each of the multiple interfaces is assigned a different Interface
      ID.  A router will automatically detect that multiple interfaces
      are attached to the same link when a Hello packet is received with
      one of the router's link-local addresses as the source address and
      an Interface ID other than the Interface ID of the receiving
      interface.

   o  Each of the multiple interfaces MUST be configured with the same
      Interface Instance ID to be considered on the same link.  If an
      interface has multiple Instance IDs, it will be grouped with other
      interfaces based on matching Instance IDs.  Each Instance ID will
      be treated uniquely with respect to groupings of multiple
      interfaces on the same link.  For example, if interface A is
      configured with Instance IDs 1 and 35, and interface B is
      configured with Instance ID 35, interface B may be the Active
      Interface for Instance ID 35 but interface A will be active for



      Instance ID 1.

   o  The router will ignore OSPF packets other than Hello packets on
      all but one of the interfaces attached to the link.  It will only
      send its OSPF control packets (including Hello packets) on a
      single interface.  This interface is designated the Active
      Interface and other interfaces attached to the same link will be
      designated Standby Interfaces.  The choice of the Active Interface
      is implementation dependent.  For example, the interface with the
      highest Interface ID could be chosen.  If the router is elected
      Designated Router, it will be the Active Interface's Interface ID
      that will be used as the network-LSA's Link State ID.

   o  All of the interfaces to the link (Active and Standby) will appear
      in the router-LSA.  In addition, a link-LSA will be generated for
      each of the interfaces.  In this way, all interfaces will be
      included in OSPF's routing calculations.

   o  Any link-local scope LSAs that are originated for a Standby
      Interface will be flooded over the Active Interface.
      If a Standby Interface goes down, then the link-local scope LSAs
      originated for the Standby Interfaces MUST be flushed on the
      Active Interface.

   o  Prefixes on Standby Interfaces will be processed the same way as
      prefixes on the Active Interface.  For example, if the router is
      the DR for the link, the Active Interface's prefixes are included
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      in an intra-area-prefix-LSA which is associated with the Active
      Interface's network-LSA; prefixes from Standby Interfaces on the
      link will also be included in that intra-area-prefix LSA.
      Similarly, if the link is a stub link, then the prefixes for the
      Active and Standby Interfaces will all be included in the same
      intra-area-prefix-LSA that is associated with the router-LSA.

   o  If the Active Interface fails, a new Active Interface will have to
      take over.  The new Active Interface SHOULD form all new neighbor
      adjacencies with routers on the link.  This failure can be
      detected when the router's other interfaces to the Active
      Interface's link cease to hear the router's Hellos or through
      internal mechanisms, e.g., monitoring the Active Interface's
      status.

   o  If the network becomes partitioned with different local interfaces
      attaching to different network partitions, multiple interfaces
      will become Active Interfaces and function independently.

   o  During the SPF calculation when a network-LSA for a network that
      is directly connected to the root vertex is being examined, all of
      the multiple interfaces to the link of adjacent router-LSAs must
      be used in the next-hop calculation.
      This can be accomplished during the back link check (see Section
      16.1, Step 2 (B), in [OSPFV2]) by examining each link of the
      router-LSA and making a list of the links that point to the



      network-LSA.  The Interface IDs for links in this list are then
      used to find the corresponding link-LSAs and the link-local
      addresses used as next hops when installing equal-cost paths in
      the routing table.

   o  The interface state machine is modified to add the state Standby.
      See Section 4.9.1 for a description of the Standby state.

4.9.1.  Standby Interface State

   In this state, the interface is one of multiple interfaces to a link
   and this interface is designated Standby and is not sending or
   receiving control packets.  The interface will continue to receive
   the Hello packets sent by the Active Interface.  The interface will
   maintain a timer, the Active Interface Timer, with the same interval
   as the RouterDeadInterval.  This timer will be reset whenever an OSPF
   Hello packet is received from the Active Interface to the link.

   Two new events are added to the list of events that cause interface
   state changes: MultipleInterfacesToLink and ActiveInterfaceDead.  The
   descriptions of these events are as follows:
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   MultipleInterfacesToLink
      An interfaces on the router has received a Hello packet from
      another interface on the same router.  One of the interfaces is
      designated as the Active Interface and the other interface is
      designated as a Standby Interface.  The Standby Interface
      transitions to the Standby state.

   ActiveInterfaceDead
      There has been an indication that a Standby Interface is no longer
      on a link with an Active Interface.  The firing of the Active
      Interface Timer is one indication of this event, as it indicates
      that the Standby Interface has not received an OSPF Hello packet
      from the Active Interface for the RouterDeadInterval.  Other
      indications may come from internal notifications, such as the
      Active Interface being disabled through a configuration change.
      Any indication internal to the router, such that the router knows
      the Active Interface is no longer active on the link, can trigger
      the ActiveInterfaceDead event for a Standby Interface.

   Interface state machine additions include:

        State(s):  Waiting, DR Other, Backup, or DR

           Event:  MultipleInterfacesToLink

       New state:  Standby

          Action:  All interface variables are reset and interface
                   timers disabled.  Also, all neighbor connections
                   associated with the interface are destroyed.  This
                   is done by generating the event KillNbr on all
                   associated neighbors.  The Active Interface Timer is



                   started and the interface will listen for OSPF Hello
                   packets from the link's Active Interface.

        State(s):  Standby

           Event:  ActiveInterfaceDead

       New state:  Down

          Action:  The Active Interface Timer is first disabled.  Then
                   the InterfaceUp event is invoked.

                 Standby Interface State Machine Additions
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5.  Security Considerations

   When running over IPv6, OSPFv3 relies on the IP Authentication Header
   (see [IPAUTH]) and the IP Encapsulating Security Payload (see
   [IPESP]) to ensure integrity and authentication/confidentiality of
   protocol packets.  This is described in [OSPFV3-AUTH].

   Most OSPFv3 implementations will be running on systems that support
   multiple protocols with their own independent security assumptions
   and domains.  When IPsec is used to protect OSPFv3 packets, it is
   important for the implementation to check the IPsec Security
   Association (SA) and local SA database to ensure the OSPF packet
   originated from a source that is trusted for OSPFv3.  This is
   required to eliminate the possibility that the packet was
   authenticated using an SA defined for another protocol running on the
   same system.

   The mechanisms in [OSPFV3-AUTH] do not provide protection against
   compromised, malfunctioning, or misconfigured routers.  Such routers
   can, either accidentally or deliberately, cause malfunctions
   affecting the whole routing domain.  The reader is encouraged to
   consult [GENERIC-THREATS] for a more comprehensive description of
   threats to routing protocols.

6.  Manageability Considerations

   The Management Information Base (MIB) for OSPFv3 is defined in
   [OSPFV3-MIB].

7.  IANA Considerations

   Most OSPF for IPv6 IANA considerations are documented in [OSPF-IANA].
   IANA has updated the reference for RFC 2740 to this document.

   Additionally, this document introduces the following IANA
   requirements that were not present in [OSPFV3]:

   o  Reserves the options with the values 0x000040 and 0x000080 for



      migrated OSPFv2 options in the OSPFv3 Options registry defined in
      [OSPF-IANA].  For information on the OSPFv3 Options field, refer
      to Appendix A.2.

   o  Adds the prefix option P-bit with value 0x08 to the OSPFv3 Prefix
      Options registry defined in [OSPF-IANA].  For information on
      OSPFv3 Prefix Options, refer to Appendix A.4.1.1.
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   o  Adds the prefix option DN-bit with value 0x10 to the OSPFv3 Prefix
      Options registry defined in [OSPF-IANA].  For information on
      OSPFv3 Prefix Options, refer to Appendix A.4.1.1.

7.1.  MOSPF for OSPFv3 Deprecation IANA Considerations

   With the deprecation of MOSPF for OSPFv3, the following code points
   are available for reassignment.  Refer to [OSPF-IANA] for information
   on the respective registries.  This document:

   o  Deprecates the MC-bit with value 0x000004 in the OSPFv3 Options
      registry.

   o  Deprecates Group-membership-LSA with value 6 in OSPFv3 LSA
      Function Code registry.

   o  Deprecates MC-bit with value 0x04 in the OSPFv3 Prefix Options
      registry.

   The W-bit in the OSPFv3 Router Properties has also been deprecated.
   This requires a new registry for OSPFv3 router properties since it
   will diverge from the OSPFv2 Router Properties.

      Registry Name: OSPFv3 Router Properties Registry
      Reference: RFC 5340
      Registration Procedures: Standards Action

      Registry:
      Value   Description    Reference
      ------  -------------  ---------
      0x01    B-bit          RFC 5340
      0x02    E-bit          RFC 5340
      0x04    V-bit          RFC 5340
      0x08    Deprecated     RFC 5340
      0x10    Nt-bit         RFC 5340

                     OSPFv3 Router Properties Registry
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Appendix A.  OSPF Data Formats

   This appendix describes the format of OSPF protocol packets and OSPF
   LSAs.  The OSPF protocol runs directly over the IPv6 network layer.
   Before any data formats are described, the details of the OSPF
   encapsulation are explained.



   Next, the OSPF Options field is described.  This field describes
   various capabilities that may or may not be supported by pieces of
   the OSPF routing domain.  The OSPF Options field is contained in OSPF
   Hello packets, Database Description packets, and OSPF LSAs.

   OSPF packet formats are detailed in Section A.3.

   A description of OSPF LSAs appears in Section A.4.  This section
   describes how IPv6 address prefixes are represented within LSAs,
   details the standard LSA header, and then provides formats for each
   of the specific LSA types.

A.1.  Encapsulation of OSPF Packets

   OSPF runs directly over the IPv6's network layer.  OSPF packets are
   therefore encapsulated solely by IPv6 and local data-link headers.

   OSPF does not define a way to fragment its protocol packets, and
   depends on IPv6 fragmentation when transmitting packets larger than
   the link MTU.  If necessary, the length of OSPF packets can be up to
   65,535 bytes.  The OSPF packet types that are likely to be large
   (Database Description, Link State Request, Link State Update, and
   Link State Acknowledgment packets) can usually be split into multiple
   protocol packets without loss of functionality.  This is recommended;
   IPv6 fragmentation should be avoided whenever possible.  Using this
   reasoning, an attempt should be made to limit the size of OSPF
   packets sent over virtual links to 1280 bytes unless Path MTU
   Discovery is being performed [MTUDISC].

   The other important features of OSPF's IPv6 encapsulation are:

   o  Use of IPv6 multicast.  Some OSPF messages are multicast when sent
      over broadcast networks.  Two distinct IP multicast addresses are
      used.  Packets sent to these multicast addresses should never be
      forwarded; they are meant to travel a single hop only.  As such,
      the multicast addresses have been chosen with link-local scope and
      packets sent to these addresses should have their IPv6 Hop Limit
      set to 1. b
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      AllSPFRouters
         This multicast address has been assigned the value FF02::5.
         All routers running OSPF should be prepared to receive packets
         sent to this address.  Hello packets are always sent to this
         destination.  Also, certain OSPF protocol packets are sent to
         this address during the flooding procedure.

      AllDRouters
         This multicast address has been assigned the value FF02::6.
         Both the Designated Router and Backup Designated Router must be
         prepared to receive packets destined to this address.  Certain
         OSPF protocol packets are sent to this address during the



         flooding procedure.

   o  OSPF is IP protocol 89.  This number SHOULD be inserted in the
      Next Header field of the encapsulating IPv6 header.

   o  The OSPFv2 specification (Appendix A.1 in [OSPFV2]) indicates that
      OSPF protocol packets are sent with IP precedence set to
      Internetwork Control (B'110') [IPV4].  If routers in the OSPF
      routing domain map their IPv6 Traffic Class octet to the
      Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) as specified in
      [DIFF-SERV], then OSPFv3 packets SHOULD be sent with their DSCP
      set to CS6 (B'110000'), as specified in [SERV-CLASS].  In networks
      supporting this mapping, OSPF packets will be given precedence
      over IPv6 data traffic.

A.2.  The Options Field

   The 24-bit OSPF Options field is present in OSPF Hello packets,
   Database Description packets, and certain LSAs (router-LSAs, network-
   LSAs, inter-area-router-LSAs, and link-LSAs).  The Options field
   enables OSPF routers to support (or not support) optional
   capabilities, and to communicate their capability level to other OSPF
   routers.  Through this mechanism, routers of differing capabilities
   can be mixed within an OSPF routing domain.

   An option mismatch between routers can cause a variety of behaviors,
   depending on the particular option.  Some option mismatches prevent
   neighbor relationships from forming (e.g., the E-bit below); these
   mismatches are discovered through the sending and receiving of Hello
   packets.  Some option mismatches prevent particular LSA types from
   being flooded across adjacencies; these are discovered through the
   sending and receiving of Database Description packets.  Some option
   mismatches prevent routers from being included in one or more of the
   various routing calculations because of their reduced functionality;
   these mismatches are discovered by examining LSAs.
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   Seven bits of the OSPF Options field have been assigned.  Each bit is
   described briefly below.  Routers should reset (i.e., clear)
   unrecognized bits in the Options field when sending Hello packets or
   Database Description packets and when originating LSAs.  Conversely,
   routers encountering unrecognized Options bits in received Hello
   packets, Database Description packets, or LSAs should ignore the
   unrecognized bits and process the packet or LSA normally.

                               1                    2
           0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  9 0 1  2  3
          +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+-+-+-+--+--+
          | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |*|*|DC|R|N|x| E|V6|
          +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+-+-+-+--+--+

                           The Options field

                             The Options field



   V6-bit
      If this bit is clear, the router/link should be excluded from IPv6
      routing calculations.  See Section 4.8 for details.

   E-bit
      This bit describes the way AS-external-LSAs are flooded, as
      described in Sections 3.6, 9.5, 10.8, and 12.1.2 of [OSPFV2].

   x-Bit
      This bit was previously used by MOSPF (see [MOSPF]), which has
      been deprecated for OSPFv3.  The bit should be set to 0 and
      ignored when received.  It may be reassigned in the future.

   N-bit
      This bit indicates whether or not the router is attached to an
      NSSA as specified in [NSSA].

   R-bit
      This bit (the `Router' bit) indicates whether the originator is an
      active router.  If the router bit is clear, then routes that
      transit the advertising node cannot be computed.  Clearing the
      router bit would be appropriate for a multi-homed host that wants
      to participate in routing, but does not want to forward non-
      locally addressed packets.

   DC-bit
      This bit describes the router's handling of demand circuits, as
      specified in [DEMAND].
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   *-bit
      These bits are reserved for migration of OSPFv2 protocol
      extensions.

A.3.  OSPF Packet Formats

   There are five distinct OSPF packet types.  All OSPF packet types
   begin with a standard 16-byte header.  This header is described
   first.  Each packet type is then described in a succeeding section.
   In these sections, each packet's format is displayed and the packet's
   component fields are defined.

   All OSPF packet types (other than the OSPF Hello packets) deal with
   lists of LSAs.  For example, Link State Update packets implement the
   flooding of LSAs throughout the OSPF routing domain.  The format of
   LSAs is described in Section A.4.

   The receive processing of OSPF packets is detailed in Section 4.2.2.
   The sending of OSPF packets is explained in Section 4.2.1.

A.3.1.  The OSPF Packet Header

   Every OSPF packet starts with a standard 16-byte header.  Together
   with the encapsulating IPv6 headers, the OSPF header contains all the



   information necessary to determine whether the packet should be
   accepted for further processing.  This determination is described in
   Section 4.2.2.

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |   Version #   |     Type      |         Packet length         |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                         Router ID                             |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                          Area ID                              |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |          Checksum             |  Instance ID  |      0        |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

                          The OSPF Packet Header

   Version #
      The OSPF version number.  This specification documents version 3
      of the OSPF protocol.
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   Type
      The OSPF packet types are as follows.  See Appendix A.3.2 through
      Appendix A.3.6 for details.

            Type   Description
            ---------------------------------
            1      Hello
            2      Database Description
            3      Link State Request
            4      Link State Update
            5      Link State Acknowledgment

   Packet length
      The length of the OSPF protocol packet in bytes.  This length
      includes the standard OSPF header.

   Router ID
      The Router ID of the packet's source.

   Area ID
      A 32-bit number identifying the area to which this packet belongs.
      All OSPF packets are associated with a single area.  Most travel a
      single hop only.  Packets traversing a virtual link are labeled
      with the backbone Area ID of 0.

   Checksum
      OSPF uses the standard checksum calculation for IPv6 applications:
      The 16-bit one's complement of the one's complement sum of the
      entire contents of the packet, starting with the OSPF packet
      header, and prepending a "pseudo-header" of IPv6 header fields, as



      specified in Section 8.1 of [IPV6].  The "Upper-Layer Packet
      Length" in the pseudo-header is set to the value of the OSPF
      packet header's length field.  The Next Header value used in the
      pseudo-header is 89.  If the packet's length is not an integral
      number of 16-bit words, the packet is padded with a byte of zero
      before checksumming.  Before computing the checksum, the checksum
      field in the OSPF packet header is set to 0.

   Instance ID
      Enables multiple instances of OSPF to be run over a single link.
      Each protocol instance would be assigned a separate Instance ID;
      the Instance ID has link-local significance only.  Received
      packets whose Instance ID is not equal to the receiving
      interface's Instance ID are discarded.
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   0
      These fields are reserved.  They SHOULD be set to 0 when sending
      protocol packets and MUST be ignored when receiving protocol
      packets.

A.3.2.  The Hello Packet

   Hello packets are OSPF packet type 1.  These packets are sent
   periodically on all interfaces (including virtual links) in order to
   establish and maintain neighbor relationships.  In addition, Hello
   packets are multicast on those links having a multicast or broadcast
   capability, enabling dynamic discovery of neighboring routers.

   All routers connected to a common link must agree on certain
   parameters (HelloInterval and RouterDeadInterval).  These parameters
   are included in Hello packets allowing differences to inhibit the
   forming of neighbor relationships.  The Hello packet also contains
   fields used in Designated Router election (Designated Router ID and
   Backup Designated Router ID), and fields used to detect bidirectional
   communication (the Router IDs of all neighbors whose Hellos have been
   recently received).

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |      3        |       1       |         Packet Length         |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                         Router ID                             |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                          Area ID                              |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |          Checksum             | Instance ID   |     0         |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                        Interface ID                           |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      | Rtr Priority  |             Options                           |



      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |        HelloInterval          |       RouterDeadInterval      |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                   Designated Router ID                        |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                Backup Designated Router ID                    |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                         Neighbor ID                           |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                        ...                                    |

                           The OSPF Hello Packet
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   Interface ID
      32-bit number uniquely identifying this interface among the
      collection of this router's interfaces.  For example, in some
      implementations it may be possible to use the MIB-II IfIndex
      ([INTFMIB]).

   Rtr Priority
      This router's Router Priority.  Used in (Backup) Designated Router
      election.  If set to 0, the router will be ineligible to become
      (Backup) Designated Router.

   Options
      The optional capabilities supported by the router, as documented
      in Section A.2.

   HelloInterval
      The number of seconds between this router's Hello packets.

   RouterDeadInterval
      The number of seconds before declaring a silent router down.

   Designated Router ID
      The sending router's view of the identity of the Designated Router
      for this network.  The Designated Router is identified by its
      Router ID.  It is set to 0.0.0.0 if there is no Designated Router.

   Backup Designated Router ID
      The sending router's view of the identity of the Backup Designated
      Router for this network.  The Backup Designated Router is
      identified by its IP Router ID.  It is set to 0.0.0.0 if there is
      no Backup Designated Router.

   Neighbor ID
      The Router IDs of each router on the network with neighbor state
      1-Way or greater.

A.3.3.  The Database Description Packet

   Database Description packets are OSPF packet type 2.  These packets
   are exchanged when an adjacency is being initialized.  They describe
   the contents of the link-state database.  Multiple packets may be
   used to describe the database.  For this purpose, a poll-response



   procedure is used.  One of the routers is designated to be the master
   and the other is the slave.  The master sends Database Description
   packets (polls) that are acknowledged by Database Description packets
   sent by the slave (responses).  The responses are linked to the polls
   via the packets' DD sequence numbers.
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       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+
      |      3        |       2       |        Packet Length           |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+
      |                           Router ID                            |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+
      |                             Area ID                            |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+
      |           Checksum            |  Instance ID  |      0         |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+
      |       0       |               Options                          |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+
      |        Interface MTU          |      0        |0|0|0|0|0|I|M|MS|
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+
      |                    DD sequence number                          |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+
      |                                                                |
      +-                                                              -+
      |                                                                |
      +-                     An LSA Header                            -+
      |                                                                |
      +-                                                              -+
      |                                                                |
      +-                                                              -+
      |                                                                |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+
      |                       ...                                      |

                   The OSPF Database Description Packet

   The format of the Database Description packet is very similar to both
   the Link State Request packet and the Link State Acknowledgment
   packet.  The main part of all three is a list of items, each item
   describing a piece of the link-state database.  The sending of
   Database Description packets is documented in Section 10.8 of
   [OSPFV2].  The reception of Database Description packets is
   documented in Section 10.6 of [OSPFV2].

   Options
      The optional capabilities supported by the router, as documented
      in Section A.2.

   Interface MTU
      The size in bytes of the largest IPv6 datagram that can be sent
      out the associated interface without fragmentation.  The MTUs of
      common Internet link types can be found in Table 7-1 of [MTUDISC].
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      Interface MTU should be set to 0 in Database Description packets
      sent over virtual links.

   I-bit
      The Init bit.  When set to 1, this packet is the first in the
      sequence of Database Description packets.

   M-bit
      The More bit.  When set to 1, it indicates that more Database
      Description packets are to follow.

   MS-bit
      The Master/Slave bit.  When set to 1, it indicates that the router
      is the master during the Database Exchange process.  Otherwise,
      the router is the slave.

   DD sequence number
      Used to sequence the collection of Database Description packets.
      The initial value (indicated by the Init bit being set) should be
      unique.  The DD sequence number then increments until the complete
      database for both the master and slave routers have been
      exchanged.

   The rest of the packet consists of a (possibly partial) list of the
   link-state database's pieces.  Each LSA in the database is described
   by its LSA header.  The LSA header is documented in Appendix A.4.2.
   It contains all the information required to uniquely identify both
   the LSA and the LSA's current instance.

A.3.4.  The Link State Request Packet

   Link State Request packets are OSPF packet type 3.  After exchanging
   Database Description packets with a neighboring router, a router may
   find that parts of its link-state database are out-of-date.  The Link
   State Request packet is used to request the pieces of the neighbor's
   database that are more up-to-date.  Multiple Link State Request
   packets may need to be used.

   A router that sends a Link State Request packet has in mind the
   precise instance of the database pieces it is requesting.  Each
   instance is defined by its LS sequence number, LS checksum, and LS
   age, although these fields are not specified in the Link State
   Request packet itself.  The router may receive even more recent LSA
   instances in response.

   The sending of Link State Request packets is documented in Section
   10.9 of [OSPFV2].  The reception of Link State Request packets is
   documented in Section 10.7 of [OSPFV2].
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       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |      3        |       3       |        Packet Length          |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                             Router ID                         |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                             Area ID                           |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |          Checksum             |  Instance ID  |      0        |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |              0                |        LS Type                |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                         Link State ID                         |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                       Advertising Router                      |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                                 ...                           |

                    The OSPF Link State Request Packet

   Each LSA requested is specified by its LS type, Link State ID, and
   Advertising Router.  This uniquely identifies the LSA without
   specifying its instance.  Link State Request packets are understood
   to be requests for the most recent instance of the specified LSAs.

A.3.5.  The Link State Update Packet

   Link State Update packets are OSPF packet type 4.  These packets
   implement the flooding of LSAs.  Each Link State Update packet
   carries a collection of LSAs one hop further from their origin.
   Several LSAs may be included in a single packet.

   Link State Update packets are multicast on those physical networks
   that support multicast/broadcast.  In order to make the flooding
   procedure reliable, flooded LSAs are acknowledged in Link State
   Acknowledgment packets.  If retransmission of certain LSAs is
   necessary, the retransmitted LSAs are always carried by unicast Link
   State Update packets.  For more information on the reliable flooding
   of LSAs, consult Section 4.5.
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       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |      3        |       4       |         Packet Length         |



      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                         Router ID                             |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                          Area ID                              |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |          Checksum             |  Instance ID  |      0        |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                           # LSAs                              |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                                                               |
      +-                                                            +-+
      |                            LSAs                               |
      +-                                                            +-+
      |                             ...                               |

                     The OSPF Link State Update Packet

   # LSAs
      The number of LSAs included in this update.

   The body of the Link State Update packet consists of a list of LSAs.
   Each LSA begins with a common 20-byte header, described in
   Appendix A.4.2.  Detailed formats of the different types of LSAs are
   described Appendix A.4.

A.3.6.  The Link State Acknowledgment Packet

   Link State Acknowledgment packets are OSPF packet type 5.  To make
   the flooding of LSAs reliable, flooded LSAs are explicitly or
   implicitly acknowledged.  Explicit acknowledgment is accomplished
   through the sending and receiving of Link State Acknowledgment
   packets.  The sending of Link State Acknowledgment packets is
   documented in Section 13.5 of [OSPFV2].  The reception of Link State
   Acknowledgment packets is documented in Section 13.7 of [OSPFV2].

   Multiple LSAs MAY be acknowledged in a single Link State
   Acknowledgment packet.  Depending on the state of the sending
   interface and the sender of the corresponding Link State Update
   packet, a Link State Acknowledgment packet is sent to the multicast
   address AllSPFRouters, the multicast address AllDRouters, or to a
   neighbor's unicast address (see Section 13.5 of [OSPFV2] for
   details).
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   The format of this packet is similar to that of the Data Description
   packet.  The body of both packets is simply a list of LSA headers.

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |      3        |       5       |        Packet Length          |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                         Router ID                             |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+



      |                          Area ID                              |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |          Checksum             |  Instance ID  |      0        |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                                                               |
      +-                                                             -+
      |                                                               |
      +-                        An LSA Header                        -+
      |                                                               |
      +-                                                             -+
      |                                                               |
      +-                                                             -+
      |                                                               |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                              ...                              |

                 The OSPF Link State Acknowledgment Packet

   Each acknowledged LSA is described by its LSA header.  The LSA header
   is documented in Appendix A.4.2.  It contains all the information
   required to uniquely identify both the LSA and the LSA's current
   instance.

A.4.  LSA Formats

   This document defines eight distinct types of LSAs.  Each LSA begins
   with a standard 20-byte LSA header.  This header is explained in
   Appendix A.4.2.  Succeeding sections describe each LSA type
   individually.

   Each LSA describes a piece of the OSPF routing domain.  Every router
   originates a router-LSA.  A network-LSA is advertised for each link
   by its Designated Router.  A router's link-local addresses are
   advertised to its neighbors in link-LSAs.  IPv6 prefixes are
   advertised in intra-area-prefix-LSAs, inter-area-prefix-LSAs, AS-
   external-LSAs, and NSSA-LSAs.  Location of specific routers can be
   advertised across area boundaries in inter-area-router-LSAs.  All
   LSAs are then flooded throughout the OSPF routing domain.  The
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   flooding algorithm is reliable, ensuring that all routers common to a
   flooding scope have the same collection of LSAs associated with that
   flooding scope.  (See Section 4.5 for more information concerning the
   flooding algorithm.)  This collection of LSAs is called the link-
   state database.

   From the link-state database, each router constructs a shortest-path
   tree with itself as root.  This yields a routing table (see Section
   11 of [OSPFV2]).  For details on the routing table build process, see
   Section 4.8.

A.4.1.  IPv6 Prefix Representation

   IPv6 addresses are bit strings of length 128.  IPv6 routing
   protocols, and OSPF for IPv6 in particular, advertise IPv6 address
   prefixes.  IPv6 address prefixes are bit strings whose length ranges



   between 0 and 128 bits (inclusive).

   Within OSPF, IPv6 address prefixes are always represented by a
   combination of three fields: PrefixLength, PrefixOptions, and Address
   Prefix.  PrefixLength is the length in bits of the prefix.
   PrefixOptions is an 8-bit field describing various capabilities
   associated with the prefix (see Appendix A.4.1.1).  Address Prefix is
   an encoding of the prefix itself as an even multiple of 32-bit words,
   padding with zero bits as necessary.  This encoding consumes
   ((PrefixLength + 31) / 32) 32-bit words.

   The default route is represented by a prefix of length 0.

   Examples of IPv6 Prefix representation in OSPF can be found in
   Appendix A.4.5, Appendix A.4.7, Appendix A.4.8, Appendix A.4.9, and
   Appendix A.4.10.

A.4.1.1.  Prefix Options

   Each prefix is advertised along with an 8-bit field of capabilities.
   These serve as input to the various routing calculations.  For
   example, they can indicate that prefixes are to be ignored in some
   cases or are to be marked as not readvertisable in others.

                     0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7
                    +--+--+--+--+--+-+--+--+
                    |  |  |  |DN| P|x|LA|NU|
                    +--+--+--+--+--+-+--+--+

                          The PrefixOptions Field
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   NU-bit
      The "no unicast" capability bit.  If set, the prefix should be
      excluded from IPv6 unicast calculations.  If not set, it should be
      included.

   LA-bit
      The "local address" capability bit.  If set, the prefix is
      actually an IPv6 interface address of the Advertising Router.
      Advertisement of local interface addresses is described in
      Section 4.4.3.9.  An implementation MAY also set the LA-bit for
      prefixes advertised with a host PrefixLength (128).

   x-bit
      This bit was previously defined as a "multicast" capability bit.
      However, the use was never adequately specified and has been
      deprecated for OSPFv3.  The bit should be set to 0 and ignored
      when received.  It may be reassigned in the future.

   P-bit
      The "propagate" bit.  Set on NSSA area prefixes that should be
      readvertised by the translating NSSA area border [NSSA].



   DN-bit
      This bit controls an inter-area-prefix-LSAs or AS-external-LSAs
      re-advertisement in a VPN environment as specified in [DN-BIT].

A.4.2.  The LSA Header

   All LSAs begin with a common 20-byte header.  This header contains
   enough information to uniquely identify the LSA (LS type, Link State
   ID, and Advertising Router).  Multiple instances of the LSA may exist
   in the routing domain at the same time.  It is then necessary to
   determine which instance is more recent.  This is accomplished by
   examining the LS age, LS sequence number, and LS checksum fields that
   are also contained in the LSA header.
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       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |           LS Age              |           LS Type             |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                       Link State ID                           |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                    Advertising Router                         |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                    LS Sequence Number                         |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |        LS Checksum            |             Length            |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

                              The LSA Header

   LS Age
      The time in seconds since the LSA was originated.

   LS Type
      The LS type field indicates the function performed by the LSA.
      The high-order three bits of LS type encode generic properties of
      the LSA, while the remainder (called LSA function code) indicate
      the LSA's specific functionality.  See Appendix A.4.2.1 for a
      detailed description of LS type.

   Link State ID
      The originating router's identifier for the LSA.  The combination



      of the Link State ID, LS type, and Advertising Router uniquely
      identify the LSA in the link-state database.

   Advertising Router
      The Router ID of the router that originated the LSA.  For example,
      in network-LSAs this field is equal to the Router ID of the
      network's Designated Router.

   LS sequence number
      Successive instances of an LSA are given successive LS sequence
      numbers.  The sequence number can be used to detect old or
      duplicate LSA instances.  See Section 12.1.6 in [OSPFV2] for more
      details.

   LS checksum
      The Fletcher checksum of the complete contents of the LSA,
      including the LSA header but excluding the LS age field.  See
      Section 12.1.7 in [OSPFV2] for more details.
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   length
      The length in bytes of the LSA.  This includes the 20-byte LSA
      header.

A.4.2.1.  LSA Type

   The LS type field indicates the function performed by the LSA.  The
   high-order three bits of LS type encode generic properties of the
   LSA, while the remainder (called LSA function code) indicate the
   LSA's specific functionality.  The format of the LS type is as
   follows:

              0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  0  1  2  3  4  5
            +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
            |U |S2|S1|           LSA Function Code          |
            +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

                                 LSA Type

   The U-bit indicates how the LSA should be handled by a router that
   does not recognize the LSA's function code.  Its values are:

        U-bit   LSA Handling
        -------------------------------------------------------------
        0       Treat the LSA as if it had link-local flooding scope
        1       Store and flood the LSA as if the type is understood

                                   U-Bit

   The S1 and S2 bits indicate the flooding scope of the LSA.  The
   values are:

     S2  S1   Flooding Scope
     -------------------------------------------------------------



     0  0    Link-Local Scoping - Flooded only on originating link
     0  1    Area Scoping - Flooded only in originating area
     1  0    AS Scoping - Flooded throughout AS
     1  1    Reserved

                              Flooding Scope

   The LSA function codes are defined as follows.  The origination and
   processing of these LSA function codes are defined elsewhere in this
   document, except for the NSSA-LSA (see [NSSA]) and 0x2006, which was
   previously used by MOSPF (see [MOSPF]).  MOSPF has been deprecated
   for OSPFv3.  As shown below, each LSA function b code also implies a
   specific setting for the U, S1, and S2 bits.
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            LSA Function Code   LS Type   Description
            ----------------------------------------------------
            1                   0x2001    Router-LSA
            2                   0x2002    Network-LSA
            3                   0x2003    Inter-Area-Prefix-LSA
            4                   0x2004    Inter-Area-Router-LSA
            5                   0x4005    AS-External-LSA
            6                   0x2006    Deprecated (may be reassigned)
            7                   0x2007    NSSA-LSA
            8                   0x0008    Link-LSA
            9                   0x2009    Intra-Area-Prefix-LSA

                             LSA Function Code

A.4.3.  Router-LSAs

   Router-LSAs have LS type equal to 0x2001.  Each router in an area
   originates one or more router-LSAs.  The complete collection of
   router-LSAs originated by the router describe the state and cost of
   the router's interfaces to the area.  For details concerning the
   construction of router-LSAs, see Section 4.4.3.2.  Router-LSAs are
   only flooded throughout a single area.
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       0                    1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3  4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |           LS Age               |0|0|1|         1               |
      +-+-+-+--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                       Link State ID                            |
      +-+-+-+--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                    Advertising Router                          |
      +-+-+-+--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                    LS Sequence Number                          |
      +-+-+-+--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |        LS Checksum             |            Length             |
      +-+-+-+--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |  0  |Nt|x|V|E|B|            Options                            |
      +-+-+-+--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |     Type       |       0       |          Metric               |
      +-+-+-+--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                      Interface ID                              |
      +-+-+-+--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                   Neighbor Interface ID                        |
      +-+-+-+--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                    Neighbor Router ID                          |
      +-+-+-+--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                             ...                                |
      +-+-+-+--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |     Type       |       0       |          Metric               |
      +-+-+-+--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                      Interface ID                              |
      +-+-+-+--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                   Neighbor Interface ID                        |
      +-+-+-+--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                    Neighbor Router ID                          |
      +-+-+-+--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                             ...                                |

                             Router-LSA Format

   A single router may originate one or more router-LSAs, distinguished
   by their Link State IDs (which are chosen arbitrarily by the
   originating router).  The Options field and V, E, and B bits should
   be the same in all router-LSAs from a single originator.  However, in
   the case of a mismatch, the values in the LSA with the lowest Link
   State ID take precedence.  When more than one router-LSA is received
   from a single router, the links are processed as if concatenated into
   a single LSA.
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   Bit V
      When set, the router is an endpoint of one or more fully adjacent
      virtual links having the described area as transit area (V is for
      virtual link endpoint).

   Bit E
      When set, the router is an AS boundary router (E is for external).

   Bit B
      When set, the router is an area border router (B is for border).

   Bit x
      This bit was previously used by MOSPF (see [MOSPF]) and has been
      deprecated for OSPFv3.  The bit should be set to 0 and ignored
      when received.  It may be reassigned in the future.

   Bit Nt
      When set, the router is an NSSA border router that is
      unconditionally translating NSSA-LSAs into AS-external-LSAs (Nt
      stands for NSSA translation).  Note that such routers have their
      NSSATranslatorRole area configuration parameter set to Always.
      (See [NSSA].)

   Options
      The optional capabilities supported by the router, as documented
      in Appendix A.2.

   The following fields are used to describe each router interface.  The
   Type field indicates the kind of interface being described.  It may
   be an interface to a transit network, a point-to-point connection to
   another router, or a virtual link.  The values of all the other
   fields describing a router interface depend on the interface's Type
   field.

   Type
      The kind of interface being described.  One of the following:

             Type   Description
             ---------------------------------------------------
             1      Point-to-point connection to another router
             2      Connection to a transit network
             3      Reserved
             4      Virtual link

                              Router Link Types
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   Metric
      The cost of using this router interface for outbound traffic.

   Interface ID
      The Interface ID assigned to the interface being described.  See
      Section 4.1.2 and Appendix C.3.

   Neighbor Interface ID
      The Interface ID the neighbor router has associated with the link,
      as advertised in the neighbor's Hello packets.  For transit (type
      2) links, the link's Designated Router is the neighbor described.
      For other link types, the sole adjacent neighbor is described.

   Neighbor Router ID
      The Router ID the of the neighbor router.  For transit (type 2)
      links, the link's Designated Router is the neighbor described.
      For other link types, the sole adjacent neighbor is described.

   For transit (Type 2) links, the combination of Neighbor Interface ID
   and Neighbor Router ID allows the network-LSA for the attached link
   to be found in the link-state database.

A.4.4.  Network-LSAs

   Network-LSAs have LS type equal to 0x2002.  A network-LSA is
   originated for each broadcast and NBMA link in the area that includes
   two or more adjacent routers.  The network-LSA is originated by the
   link's Designated Router.  The LSA describes all routers attached to
   the link including the Designated Router itself.  The LSA's Link
   State ID field is set to the Interface ID that the Designated Router
   has been advertising in Hello packets on the link.

   The distance from the network to all attached routers is zero.  This
   is why the Metric fields need not be specified in the network-LSA.
   For details concerning the construction of network-LSAs, see
   Section 4.4.3.3.
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       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1



      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |           LS Age              |0|0|1|          2              |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                       Link State ID                           |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                    Advertising Router                         |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                    LS Sequence Number                         |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |        LS Checksum            |            Length             |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |      0        |              Options                          |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                       Attached Router                         |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                             ...                               |

                            Network-LSA Format

   Attached Router
      The Router IDs of each of the routers attached to the link.
      Actually, only those routers that are fully adjacent to the
      Designated Router are listed.  The Designated Router includes
      itself in this list.  The number of routers included can be
      deduced from the LSA header's length field.

A.4.5.  Inter-Area-Prefix-LSAs

   Inter-area-prefix-LSAs have LS type equal to 0x2003.  These LSAs are
   the IPv6 equivalent of OSPF for IPv4's type 3 summary-LSAs (see
   Section 12.4.3 of [OSPFV2]).  Originated by area border routers, they
   describe routes to IPv6 address prefixes that belong to other areas.
   A separate inter-area-prefix-LSA is originated for each IPv6 address
   prefix.  For details concerning the construction of inter-area-
   prefix-LSAs, see Section 4.4.3.4.

   For stub areas, inter-area-prefix-LSAs can also be used to describe a
   (per-area) default route.  Default summary routes are used in stub
   areas instead of flooding a complete set of external routes.  When
   describing a default summary route, the inter-area-prefix-LSA's
   PrefixLength is set to 0.
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       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |           LS Age              |0|0|1|          3              |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                       Link State ID                           |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                    Advertising Router                         |



      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                    LS Sequence Number                         |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |        LS Checksum            |            Length             |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |      0        |                  Metric                       |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      | PrefixLength  | PrefixOptions |              0                |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                        Address Prefix                         |
      |                             ...                               |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

                       Inter-Area-Prefix-LSA Format

   Metric
      The cost of this route.  Expressed in the same units as the
      interface costs in router-LSAs.  When the inter-area-prefix-LSA is
      describing a route to a range of addresses (see Appendix C.2), the
      cost is set to the maximum cost to any reachable component of the
      address range.

   PrefixLength, PrefixOptions, and Address Prefix
      Representation of the IPv6 address prefix, as described in
      Appendix A.4.1.

A.4.6.  Inter-Area-Router-LSAs

   Inter-area-router-LSAs have LS type equal to 0x2004.  These LSAs are
   the IPv6 equivalent of OSPF for IPv4's type 4 summary-LSAs (see
   Section 12.4.3 of [OSPFV2]).  Originated by area border routers, they
   describe routes to AS boundary routers in other areas.  To see why it
   is necessary to advertise the location of each ASBR, consult Section
   16.4 in [OSPFV2].  Each LSA describes a route to a single router.
   For details concerning the construction of inter-area-router-LSAs,
   see Section 4.4.3.5.
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       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |           LS Age              |0|0|1|        4                |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                       Link State ID                           |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                    Advertising Router                         |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                    LS Sequence Number                         |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |        LS Checksum            |            Length             |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |      0        |                 Options                       |



      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |      0        |                 Metric                        |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                    Destination Router ID                      |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

                       Inter-Area-Router-LSA Format

   Options
      The optional capabilities supported by the router, as documented
      in Appendix A.2.

   Metric
      The cost of this route.  Expressed in the same units as the
      interface costs in router-LSAs.

   Destination Router ID
      The Router ID of the router being described by the LSA.

A.4.7.  AS-External-LSAs

   AS-external-LSAs have LS type equal to 0x4005.  These LSAs are
   originated by AS boundary routers and describe destinations external
   to the AS.  Each LSA describes a route to a single IPv6 address
   prefix.  For details concerning the construction of AS-external-LSAs,
   see Section 4.4.3.6.

   AS-external-LSAs can be used to describe a default route.  Default
   routes are used when no specific route exists to the destination.
   When describing a default route, the AS-external-LSA's PrefixLength
   is set to 0.
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       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |           LS Age              |0|1|0|          5              |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                       Link State ID                           |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                    Advertising Router                         |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                    LS Sequence Number                         |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |        LS Checksum            |            Length             |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |         |E|F|T|                Metric                         |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      | PrefixLength  | PrefixOptions |     Referenced LS Type        |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                        Address Prefix                         |
      |                             ...                               |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+



      |                                                               |
      +-                                                             -+
      |                                                               |
      +-                Forwarding Address (Optional)                -+
      |                                                               |
      +-                                                             -+
      |                                                               |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |              External Route Tag (Optional)                    |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |               Referenced Link State ID (Optional)             |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

                          AS-external-LSA Format

   bit E
      The type of external metric.  If bit E is set, the metric
      specified is a Type 2 external metric.  This means the metric is
      considered larger than any intra-AS path.  If bit E is zero, the
      specified metric is a Type 1 external metric.  This means that it
      is expressed in the same units as other LSAs (i.e., the same units
      as the interface costs in router-LSAs).

   bit F
      If set, a Forwarding Address has been included in the LSA.

   bit T
      If set, an External Route Tag has been included in the LSA.
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   Metric
      The cost of this route.  Interpretation depends on the external
      type indication (bit E above).

   PrefixLength, PrefixOptions, and Address Prefix
      Representation of the IPv6 address prefix, as described in
      Appendix A.4.1.

   Referenced LS Type
      If non-zero, an LSA with this LS type is to be associated with
      this LSA (see Referenced Link State ID below).

   Forwarding address
      A fully qualified IPv6 address (128 bits).  Included in the LSA if
      and only if bit F has been set.  If included, data traffic for the
      advertised destination will be forwarded to this address.  It MUST
      NOT be set to the IPv6 Unspecified Address (0:0:0:0:0:0:0:0) or an
      IPv6 Link-Local Address (Prefix FE80/10).  While OSPFv3 routes are
      normally installed with link-local addresses, an OSPFv3
      implementation advertising a forwarding address MUST advertise a
      global IPv6 address.  This global IPv6 address may be the next-hop
      gateway for an external prefix or may be obtained through some
      other method (e.g., configuration).

   External Route Tag
      A 32-bit field that MAY be used to communicate additional



      information between AS boundary routers.  Included in the LSA if
      and only if bit T has been set.

   Referenced Link State ID
      Included if and only if Reference LS Type is non-zero.  If
      included, additional information concerning the advertised
      external route can be found in the LSA having LS type equal to
      "Referenced LS Type", Link State ID equal to "Referenced Link
      State ID", and Advertising Router the same as that specified in
      the AS-external-LSA's link-state header.  This additional
      information is not used by the OSPF protocol itself.  It may be
      used to communicate information between AS boundary routers.  The
      precise nature of such information is outside the scope of this
      specification.

   All, none, or some of the fields labeled Forwarding address, External
   Route Tag, and Referenced Link State ID MAY be present in the AS-
   external-LSA (as indicated by the setting of bit F, bit T, and
   Referenced LS Type respectively).  When present, Forwarding Address
   always comes first, External Route Tag next, and the Referenced Link
   State ID last.
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A.4.8.  NSSA-LSAs

   NSSA-LSAs have LS type equal to 0x2007.  These LSAs are originated by
   AS boundary routers within an NSSA and describe destinations external
   to the AS that may or may not be propagated outside the NSSA (refer
   to [NSSA]).  Other than the LS type, their format is exactly the same
   as AS-external LSAs as described in Appendix A.4.7.

   A global IPv6 address MUST be selected as forwarding address for
   NSSA-LSAs that are to be propagated by NSSA area border routers.  The
   selection should proceed the same as OSPFv2 NSSA support [NSSA] with
   additional checking to ensure IPv6 link-local address are not
   selected.

A.4.9.  Link-LSAs

   Link-LSAs have LS type equal to 0x0008.  A router originates a
   separate link-LSA for each attached physical link.  These LSAs have
   link-local flooding scope; they are never flooded beyond the
   associated link.  Link-LSAs have three purposes:

   1.  They provide the router's link-local address to all other routers
       attached to the link.

   2.  They inform other routers attached to the link of a list of IPv6
       prefixes to associate with the link.

   3.  They allow the router to advertise a collection of Options bits
       in the network-LSA originated by the Designated Router on a
       broadcast or NBMA link.

   For details concerning the construction of links-LSAs, see



   Section 4.4.3.8.

   A link-LSA's Link State ID is set equal to the originating router's
   Interface ID on the link.
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       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |           LS Age              |0|0|0|          8              |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                       Link State ID                           |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                     Advertising Router                        |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                     LS Sequence Number                        |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |        LS Checksum            |            Length             |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      | Rtr Priority  |                Options                        |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                                                               |
      +-                                                             -+
      |                                                               |
      +-                Link-local Interface Address                 -+
      |                                                               |
      +-                                                             -+
      |                                                               |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                         # prefixes                            |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |  PrefixLength | PrefixOptions |             0                 |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                        Address Prefix                         |
      |                             ...                               |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                             ...                               |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |  PrefixLength | PrefixOptions |             0                 |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                        Address Prefix                         |
      |                             ...                               |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+



                              Link-LSA Format

   Rtr Priority
      The Router Priority of the interface attaching the originating
      router to the link.

   Options
      The set of Options bits that the router would like set in the
      network-LSA that will be originated by the Designated Router on
      broadcast or NBMA links.
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   Link-local Interface Address
      The originating router's link-local interface address on the link.

   # prefixes
      The number of IPv6 address prefixes contained in the LSA.

   The rest of the link-LSA contains a list of IPv6 prefixes to be
   associated with the link.

   PrefixLength, PrefixOptions, and Address Prefix
      Representation of an IPv6 address prefix, as described in
      Appendix A.4.1.

A.4.10.  Intra-Area-Prefix-LSAs

   Intra-area-prefix-LSAs have LS type equal to 0x2009.  A router uses
   intra-area-prefix-LSAs to advertise one or more IPv6 address prefixes
   that are associated with a local router address, an attached stub
   network segment, or an attached transit network segment.  In IPv4,
   the first two were accomplished via the router's router-LSA and the
   last via a network-LSA.  In OSPF for IPv6, all addressing information
   that was advertised in router-LSAs and network-LSAs has been removed
   and is now advertised in intra-area-prefix-LSAs.  For details
   concerning the construction of intra-area-prefix-LSA, see
   Section 4.4.3.9.

   A router can originate multiple intra-area-prefix-LSAs for each
   router or transit network.  Each such LSA is distinguished by its
   unique Link State ID.
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       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |           LS Age              |0|0|1|            9            |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                       Link State ID                           |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                    Advertising Router                         |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                    LS Sequence Number                         |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |        LS Checksum            |             Length            |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |         # Prefixes            |     Referenced LS Type        |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                  Referenced Link State ID                     |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |               Referenced Advertising Router                   |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |  PrefixLength | PrefixOptions |          Metric               |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                       Address Prefix                          |
      |                             ...                               |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                             ...                               |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |  PrefixLength | PrefixOptions |          Metric               |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                       Address Prefix                          |
      |                             ...                               |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

                       Intra-Area-Prefix LSA Format

   # prefixes
      The number of IPv6 address prefixes contained in the LSA.

   Referenced LS Type, Referenced Link State ID, and Referenced
      Advertising Router
      Identifies the router-LSA or network-LSA with which the IPv6
      address prefixes should be associated.  If Referenced LS Type is
      0x2001, the prefixes are associated with a router-LSA, Referenced
      Link State ID should be 0, and Referenced Advertising Router
      should be the originating router's Router ID.  If Referenced LS
      Type is 0x2002, the prefixes are associated with a network-LSA,
      Referenced Link State ID should be the Interface ID of the link's
      Designated Router, and Referenced Advertising Router should be the
      Designated Router's Router ID.
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   The rest of the intra-area-prefix-LSA contains a list of IPv6
   prefixes to be associated with the router or transit link, as well as
   their associated costs.

   PrefixLength, PrefixOptions, and Address Prefix
      Representation of an IPv6 address prefix, as described in
      Appendix A.4.1.

   Metric
      The cost of this prefix.  Expressed in the same units as the
      interface costs in router-LSAs.

Appendix B.  Architectural Constants

   Architectural constants for the OSPF protocol are defined in Appendix
   B of [OSPFV2].  The only difference for OSPF for IPv6 is that
   DefaultDestination is encoded as a prefix with length 0 (see
   Appendix A.4.1).

Appendix C.  Configurable Constants

   The OSPF protocol has quite a few configurable parameters.  These
   parameters are listed below.  They are grouped into general
   functional categories (area parameters, interface parameters, etc.).
   Sample values are given for some of the parameters.

   Some parameter settings need to be consistent among groups of
   routers.  For example, all routers in an area must agree on that
   area's parameters.  Similarly, all routers attached to a network must
   agree on that network's HelloInterval and RouterDeadInterval.

   Some parameters may be determined by router algorithms outside of
   this specification (e.g., the address of a host connected to the
   router via a SLIP line).  From OSPF's point of view, these items are
   still configurable.

C.1.  Global Parameters

   In general, a separate copy of the OSPF protocol is run for each
   area.  Because of this, most configuration parameters are defined on
   a per-area basis.  The few global configuration parameters are listed
   below.
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   Router ID
      This is a 32-bit number that uniquely identifies the router in the
      Autonomous System.  If a router's OSPF Router ID is changed, the
      router's OSPF software should be restarted before the new Router
      ID takes effect.  Before restarting due to a Router ID change, the
      router should flush its self-originated LSAs from the routing
      domain (see Section 14.1 of [OSPFV2]).  Otherwise, they will
      persist for up to MaxAge seconds.

   Because the size of the Router ID is smaller than an IPv6 address, it
   cannot be set to one of the router's IPv6 addresses (as is commonly
   done for IPv4).  Possible Router ID assignment procedures for IPv6
   include: a) assign the IPv6 Router ID as one of the router's IPv4
   addresses or b) assign IPv6 Router IDs through some local
   administrative procedure (similar to procedures used by manufacturers
   to assign product serial numbers).

   The Router ID of 0.0.0.0 is reserved and SHOULD NOT be used.

C.2.  Area Parameters

   All routers belonging to an area must agree on that area's
   configuration.  Disagreements between two routers will lead to an
   inability for adjacencies to form between them, with a resulting
   hindrance to the flow of both routing protocol information and data
   traffic.  The following items must be configured for an area:

   Area ID
      This is a 32-bit number that identifies the area.  The Area ID of
      0 is reserved for the backbone.

   List of address ranges
      Address ranges control the advertisement of routes across area
      boundaries.  Each address range consists of the following items:

      [IPv6 prefix, prefix length]
         Describes the collection of IPv6 addresses contained in the
         address range.

      Status
         Set to either Advertise or DoNotAdvertise.  Routing information
         is condensed at area boundaries.  External to the area, at most
         a single route is advertised (via a inter-area-prefix-LSA) for
         each address range.  The route is advertised if and only if the
         address range's Status is set to Advertise.  Unadvertised
         ranges allow the existence of certain networks to be
         intentionally hidden from other areas.  Status is set to
         Advertise by default.
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   ExternalRoutingCapability
      Whether AS-external-LSAs will be flooded into/throughout the area.
      If AS-external-LSAs are excluded from the area, the area is called
      a stub area or NSSA.  Internal to stub areas, routing to external
      destinations will be based solely on a default inter-area route.
      The backbone cannot be configured as a stub or NSSA area.  Also,



      virtual links cannot be configured through stub or NSSA areas.
      For more information, see Section 3.6 of [OSPFV2] and [NSSA].

   StubDefaultCost
      If the area has been configured as a stub area, and the router
      itself is an area border router, then the StubDefaultCost
      indicates the cost of the default inter-area-prefix-LSA that the
      router should advertise into the area.  See Section 12.4.3.1 of
      [OSPFV2] for more information.

   NSSATranslatorRole and TranslatorStabilityInterval
      These area parameters are described in Appendix D of [NSSA].
      Additionally, an NSSA Area Border Router (ABR) is also required to
      allow configuration of whether or not an NSSA default route is
      advertised in an NSSA-LSA.  If advertised, its metric and metric
      type are configurable.  These requirements are also described in
      Appendix D of [NSSA].

   ImportSummaries
      When set to enabled, prefixes external to the area are imported
      into the area via the advertisement of inter-area-prefix-LSAs.
      When set to disabled, inter-area routes are not imported into the
      area.  The default setting is enabled.  This parameter is only
      valid for stub or NSSA areas.

C.3.  Router Interface Parameters

   Some of the configurable router interface parameters (such as Area
   ID, HelloInterval, and RouterDeadInterval) actually imply properties
   of the attached links.  Therefore, these parameters must be
   consistent across all the routers attached to that link.  The
   parameters that must be configured for a router interface are:

   IPv6 link-local address
      The IPv6 link-local address associated with this interface.  May
      be learned through auto-configuration.
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   Area ID
      The OSPF area to which the attached link belongs.

   Instance ID
      The OSPF protocol instance associated with this OSPF interface.
      Defaults to 0.

   Interface ID
      32-bit number uniquely identifying this interface among the
      collection of this router's interfaces.  For example, in some
      implementations it may be possible to use the MIB-II IfIndex
      ([INTFMIB]).



   IPv6 prefixes
      The list of IPv6 prefixes to associate with the link.  These will
      be advertised in intra-area-prefix-LSAs.

   Interface output cost(s)
      The cost of sending a packet on the interface, expressed in the
      link-state metric.  This is advertised as the link cost for this
      interface in the router's router-LSA.  The interface output cost
      MUST always be greater than 0.

   RxmtInterval
      The number of seconds between LSA retransmissions for adjacencies
      belonging to this interface.  Also used when retransmitting
      Database Description and Link State Request packets.  This should
      be well over the expected round-trip delay between any two routers
      on the attached link.  The setting of this value should be
      conservative or needless retransmissions will result.  Sample
      value for a local area network: 5 seconds.

   InfTransDelay
      The estimated number of seconds it takes to transmit a Link State
      Update packet over this interface.  LSAs contained in the update
      packet must have their age incremented by this amount before
      transmission.  This value should take into account the
      transmission and propagation delays of the interface.  It MUST be
      greater than 0.  Sample value for a local area network: 1 second.

   Router Priority
      An 8-bit unsigned integer.  When two routers attached to a network
      both attempt to become the Designated Router, the one with the
      highest Router Priority takes precedence.  If there is still a
      tie, the router with the highest Router ID takes precedence.  A
      router whose Router Priority is set to 0 is ineligible to become
      the Designated Router on the attached link.  Router Priority is
      only configured for interfaces to broadcast and NBMA networks.
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   HelloInterval
      The length of time, in seconds, between Hello packets that the
      router sends on the interface.  This value is advertised in the
      router's Hello packets.  It MUST be the same for all routers
      attached to a common link.  The smaller the HelloInterval, the
      faster topological changes will be detected.  However, more OSPF
      routing protocol traffic will ensue.  Sample value for a X.25 PDN:
      30 seconds.  Sample value for a local area network (LAN): 10
      seconds.

   RouterDeadInterval
      After ceasing to hear a router's Hello packets, the number of
      seconds before its neighbors declare the router down.  This is
      also advertised in the router's Hello packets in their
      RouterDeadInterval field.  This should be some multiple of the
      HelloInterval (e.g., 4).  This value again MUST be the same for
      all routers attached to a common link.



   LinkLSASuppression
      Indicates whether or not origination of a link-LSA is suppressed.
      If set to "enabled" and the interface type is not broadcast or
      NBMA, the router will not originate a link-LSA for the link.  This
      implies that other routers on the link will ascertain the router's
      next-hop address using a mechanism other than the link-LSA (see
      Section 4.8.2).  The default value is "disabled" for interface
      types described in this specification.  It is implicitly
      "disabled" if the interface type is broadcast or NBMA.  Future
      interface types MAY specify a different default.

C.4.  Virtual Link Parameters

   Virtual links are used to restore/increase connectivity of the
   backbone.  Virtual links may be configured between any pair of area
   border routers having interfaces to a common (non-backbone) area.
   The virtual link appears as a point-to-point link with no global IPv6
   addresses in the graph for the backbone.  The virtual link must be
   configured in both of the area border routers.

   A virtual link appears in router-LSAs (for the backbone) as if it
   were a separate router interface to the backbone.  As such, it has
   most of the parameters associated with a router interface (see
   Appendix C.3).  Virtual links do not have link-local addresses, but
   instead use one of the router's global-scope IPv6 addresses as the IP
   source in OSPF protocol packets it sends on the virtual link.  Router
   Priority is not used on virtual links.  Interface output cost is not
   configured on virtual links, but is dynamically set to be the cost of
   the transit area intra-area path between the two endpoint routers.
   The parameter RxmtInterval may be configured and should be well over
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   the expected round-trip delay between the two routers.  This may be
   hard to estimate for a virtual link; it is better to err on the side
   of making it too long.

   A virtual link is defined by the following two configurable
   parameters: the Router ID of the virtual link's other endpoint and
   the (non-backbone) area that the virtual link traverses (referred to
   as the virtual link's transit area).  Virtual links cannot be
   configured through stub or NSSA areas.  Additionally, an Instance ID
   may be configured for virtual links from different protocol instances
   in order to utilize the same transit area (without requiring
   different Router IDs for demultiplexing).

C.5.  NBMA Network Parameters

   OSPF treats an NBMA network much like it treats a broadcast network.
   Since there may be many routers attached to the network, a Designated
   Router is selected for the network.  This Designated Router then
   originates a network-LSA listing all routers attached to the NBMA
   network.

   However, due to the lack of broadcast capabilities, it may be
   necessary to use configuration parameters in the Designated Router
   selection.  These parameters will only need to be configured in those



   routers that are themselves eligible to become the Designated Router
   (i.e., those routers whose Router Priority for the network is non-
   zero), and then only if no automatic procedure for discovering
   neighbors exists:

   List of all other attached routers
      The list of all other routers attached to the NBMA network.  Each
      router is configured with its Router ID and IPv6 link-local
      address on the network.  Also, for each router listed, that
      router's eligibility to become the Designated Router must be
      defined.  When an interface to an NBMA network first comes up, the
      router only sends Hello packets to those neighbors eligible to
      become the Designated Router until such time that a Designated
      Router is elected.

   PollInterval
      If a neighboring router has become inactive (Hello packets have
      not been seen for RouterDeadInterval seconds), it may still be
      necessary to send Hello packets to the dead neighbor.  These Hello
      packets will be sent at the reduced rate PollInterval, which
      should be much larger than HelloInterval.  Sample value for a PDN
      X.25 network: 2 minutes.
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C.6.  Point-to-Multipoint Network Parameters

   On point-to-multipoint networks, it may be necessary to configure the
   set of neighbors that are directly reachable over the point-to-
   multipoint network.  Each neighbor is configured with its Router ID
   and IPv6 link-local address on the network.  Designated Routers are
   not elected on point-to-multipoint networks, so the Designated Router
   eligibility of configured neighbors is not defined.

C.7.  Host Route Parameters

   Host prefixes are advertised in intra-area-prefix-LSAs.  They
   indicate either local router addresses, router interfaces to point-
   to-point networks, looped router interfaces, or IPv6 hosts that are
   directly connected to the router (e.g., via a PPP connection).  For
   each host directly connected to the router, the following items must
   be configured:

   Host IPv6 prefix
      An IPv6 prefix belonging to the directly connected host.  This
      must not be a valid IPv6 global prefix.

   Cost of link to host
      The cost of sending a packet to the host, in terms of the link-
      state metric.  However, since the host probably has only a single
      connection to the Internet, the actual configured cost(s) in many
      cases is unimportant (i.e., will have no effect on routing).

   Area ID
      The OSPF area to which the host's prefix belongs.
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Status of This Memo

   This document specifies an Internet Best Current Practices for the
   Internet Community, and requests discussion and suggestions for
   improvements.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

Abstract

   Some IETF protocols make use of Ethernet frame formats and IEEE 802
   parameters.  This document discusses some use of such parameters in
   IETF protocols and specifies IANA considerations for allocation of
   code points under the IANA OUI (Organizationally Unique Identifier).
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1.  Introduction

   Some IETF protocols use Ethernet or other [IEEE] 802 related
   communication frame formats and parameters [IEEE802].  These include
   MAC (Media Access Control) identifiers and protocol identifiers.

   This document specifies IANA considerations for the allocation of
   code points under the IANA OUI.  It also discusses some other IETF
   use of IEEE 802 code points.

   [RFC5226] is incorporated herein except where there are contrary
   provisions in this document.

1.1.  Notations Used in This Document

   This document uses hexadecimal notation.  Each octet (that is, 8-bit
   byte) is represented by two hexadecimal digits giving the value of
   the octet as an unsigned integer.  Successive octets are separated by
   a hyphen.  This document consistently uses IETF bit ordering although
   the physical order of bit transmission within an octet on an IEEE
   [802.3] link is from the lowest order bit to the highest order bit
   (i.e., the reverse of the IETF's ordering).

   In this document:

   "IAB" stands for Individual Address Block, not for Internet
         Architecture Board;

   "MAC" stands for Media Access Control, not for Message Authentication
         Code; and

   "OUI" stands for Organizationally Unique Identifier.

   "**"  indicates exponentiation.  For example, 2**24 is two to the
         twenty-fourth power.

1.2.  The IEEE Registration Authority

   Originally the responsibility of Xerox Corporation, the registration
   authority for Ethernet parameters is now the IEEE Registration
   Authority, available on the web at:

         http://standards.ieee.org/regauth/

   Anyone may apply to that Authority for parameters.  They may impose
   fees or other requirements but commonly waive fees for applications
   from standards development organizations.
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   A list of some allocated OUIs and IABs and their holders is
   downloadable from the IEEE Registration Authority site.

1.2.1.  The IANA OUI

   The OUI 00-00-5E has been allocated to IANA.

1.3.  Acknowledgements

   The contributions and support of the following people, listed in
   alphabetic order, is gratefully acknowledged:

      Bernard Aboba, Scott O.  Bradner, Ian Calder, Michelle Cotton,
      Lars Eggert, Eric Gray, Alfred Hoenes, Russ Housley, Charlie
      Kaufman, Erik Nordmark, Dan Romascanu, Mark Townsley, and Geoff
      Thompson.

2.  Ethernet Identifier Parameters

   Section 2.1 discusses EUI-48 (Extended Unique Identifier 48) MAC
   identifiers, their relationship to OUIs and IABs, and allocations
   under the IANA OUI.  Section 2.2 extends this to EUI-64 identifiers.
   Section 2.3 discusses other IETF MAC identifier use not under the
   IANA OUI.

2.1.  48-Bit MAC Identifiers and OUIs

   48-bit MAC "addresses" are the most commonly used Ethernet interface
   identifiers.  Those that are globally unique are also called EUI-48
   identifiers.  An EUI-48 is structured into an initial 3-octet OUI
   (Organizationally Unique Identifier) and an additional 3 octets
   assigned by the OUI holder.  For organizations not requiring 3
   octets' worth of identifiers, the IEEE allocates IABs (Individual
   Address Blocks) instead, where the first 4 1/2 octets (36 bits) are
   assigned, giving the holder of the IAB 1 1/2 octets (12 bits) they
   can control.

   The IEEE describes its assignment procedures and policies for IEEE
   802 related identifiers in [802_O&A].

   Two bits within the initial 3 octets of an EUI-48 have special
   significance: the Group bit (01-00-00) and the Local bit (02-00-00).
   OUIs and IABs are allocated with the Local bit zero and the Group bit
   unspecified.  Multicast identifiers may be constructed by turning on
   the Group bit, and unicast identifiers constructed by leaving the
   Group bit zero.
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   For globally unique EUI-48 identifiers allocated by an OUI or IAB
   owner, the Local bit is zero.  If the Local bit is a one, the
   identifier is considered by IEEE 802 to be a local identifier under
   the control of the local network administrator.  If the Local bit is
   on, the holder of an OUI (or IAB) has no special authority over
   48-bit MAC identifiers whose first 3 (or 4 1/2) octets correspond to



   their OUI (or IAB).

2.1.1.  EUI-48 Allocations under the IANA OUI

   The OUI 00-00-5E has been assigned to IANA as stated in Section 1.2.1
   above.  This includes 2**24 EUI-48 multicast identifiers from
   01-00-5E-00-00-00 to 01-00-5E-FF-FF-FF and 2**24 EUI-48 unicast
   identifiers from 00-00-5E-00-00-00 to 00-00-5E-FF-FF-FF.

   Of these EUI-48 identifiers, the following allocations have been made
   thus far:

      o  The 2**23 multicast identifiers from 01-00-5E-00-00-00 through
         01-00-5E-7F-FF-FF have been allocated for IPv4 multicast
         [RFC1112].

      o  The 2**20 multicast identifiers from 01-00-5E-80-00-00 through
         01-00-5E-8F-FF-FF have been allocated for MPLS multicast
         [RFC5332].

      o  The 2**8 unicast identifiers from 00-00-5E-00-00-00 through
         00-00-5E-00-00-FF are reserved and require IESG Ratification
         for allocation (see Section 5.1).

      o  The 2**8 unicast identifiers from 00-00-5E-00-01-00 through
         00-00-5E-00-01-FF have been allocated for the Virtual Router
         Redundancy Protocol (VRRP) [RFC3768].

2.1.2.  EUI-48 IANA Allocation Considerations

   EUI-48 allocations under the current or a future IANA OUI (see
   Section 5.2) must meet the following requirements:

      o  must be for standards purposes (either for an IETF Standard or
         other standard related to IETF work),

      o  must be for a block of a power-of-two identifiers starting at a
         boundary that is an equal or greater power of two, including
         the allocation of one (2**0) identifier,

      o  must not be used to evade the requirement for vendors to obtain
         their own block of identifiers from the IEEE, and
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      o  must be documented in an Internet-Draft or RFC.

   In addition, approval must be obtained as follows (see the procedure
   in Section 5.1):

      Small to medium allocations of a block of 1, 2, 4, ..., 32768,
         65536 (2**0, 2**1, 2**2, ..., 2**15, 2**16) EUI-48 identifiers
         require Expert Review.

      Large allocations of 131072 (2**17) or more EUI-48 identifiers
         require IESG Ratification (see Section 5.1).



   To simplify record keeping, all future allocations of 256 (2**8) or
   fewer identifiers shall have the Group bit unspecified, that is,
   shall be allocations of parallel equal-size blocks of multicast and
   unicast identifiers, even if one of these two types is not needed for
   the proposed use.  The only exception is that requests for unicast-
   only identifier blocks of any size may be allocated out of the
   remaining identifiers in the large unicast range from
   00-00-5E-00-02-00 to 00-00-5E-8F-FF-FF.

2.2.  64-Bit MAC Identifiers

   IEEE also defines a system of 64-bit MAC identifiers including
   EUI-64s.  Uptake of these "MAC-64" identifiers has been limited.
   They are currently used in constructing some IPv6 Interface
   Identifiers as described below and by the following IEEE standards:

   o  IEEE 1394 (also known as FireWire and i.Link),

   o  IEEE 802.15.4 (also known as ZigBee).

   Adding a 5-octet (40-bit) extension to a 3-octet (24-bit) OUI forms
   an EUI-64 identifier under that OUI.  As with EUI-48 identifiers, the
   OUI has the same Group/unicast and Local/Global bits.

   The discussion below is almost entirely in terms of the "Modified"
   form of EUI-64 identifiers; however, anyone allocated such an
   identifier also has the unmodified form and may use it as a MAC
   identifier on any link that uses such 64-bit identifiers for
   interfaces.

2.2.1.  IPv6 Use of Modified EUI-64 Identifiers

   MAC-64 identifiers are used to form the lower 64 bits of some IPv6
   addresses (Section 2.5.1 and Appendix A of [RFC4291] and Appendix A
   of [RFC5214]).  When so used, the MAC-64 is modified by inverting the
   Local/Global bit to form an IETF "Modified EUI-64 identifier".  Below
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   is an illustration of a Modified EUI-64 identifier under the IANA
   OUI, where aa-bb-cc-dd-ee is the extension.

         02-00-5E-aa-bb-cc-dd-ee

   The first octet is shown as 02 rather than 00 because, in Modified
   EUI-64 identifiers, the sense of the Local/Global bit is inverted
   compared with EUI-48 identifiers.  It is the globally unique values
   (universal scope) that have the 02 bit on in the first octet, while
   those with this bit off are locally assigned and out of scope for
   global allocation.

   The Local/Global bit was inverted to make it easier for network
   operators to type in local-scope identifiers.  Thus, such Modified
   EUI-64 identifiers as 1, 2, etc.  (ignoring leading zeros), are
   local.  Without the modification, they would have to be
   02-00-00-00-00-00-00-01, 02-00-00-00-00-00-00-02, etc., to be local.



   As with MAC-48 identifiers, the 01 bit on in the first octet
   indicates a group identifier.

   When the first two octets of the extension of a Modified EUI-64
   identifier are FF-FE, the remainder of the extension is a 24-bit
   value as assigned by the OUI owner for an EUI-48.  For example:

         02-00-5E-FF-FE-yy-yy-yy
   or
         03-00-5E-FF-FE-yy-yy-yy

   where yy-yy-yy is the portion (of an EUI-48 global unicast or
   multicast identifier) that is assigned by the OUI owner (IANA in this
   case).  Thus, any holder of one or more EUI-48 identifiers under the
   IANA OUI also has an equal number of Modified EUI-64 identifiers that
   can be formed by inserting FF-FE in the middle of their EUI-48
   identifiers and inverting the Local/Global bit.

      (Note: [EUI-64] defines FF-FF as the bits to be inserted to create
      an IEEE EUI-64 identifier from a MAC-48 identifier.  That document
      says the FF-FE value is used when starting with an EUI-48
      identifier.  The IETF uses only FF-FE to create Modified EUI-64
      identifiers from 48-bit Ethernet station identifiers regardless of
      whether they are EUI-48 or MAC-48 local identifiers.  EUI-48 and
      local MAC-48 identifiers are syntactically equivalent, and this
      doesn't cause any problems in practice.)
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   In addition, certain Modified EUI-64 identifiers under the IANA OUI
   are reserved for holders of IPv4 addresses as follows:

         02-00-5E-FE-xx-xx-xx-xx

   where xx-xx-xx-xx is a 32-bit IPv4 address.  For Modified EUI-64
   identifiers based on an IPv4 address, the Local/Global bit should be
   set to correspond to whether the IPv4 address is local or global.
   (Keep in mind that the sense of the Modified EUI-64 identifier
   Local/Global bit is reversed from that in (unmodified) MAC-64
   identifiers.)

2.2.2.  EUI-64 IANA Allocation Considerations

   The following table shows which Modified EUI-64 identifiers under the
   IANA OUI are reserved, used, or available as indicated.

      02-00-5E-00-00-00-00-00 to 02-00-5E-0F-FF-FF-FF-FF reserved

      02-00-5E-10-00-00-00-00 to 02-00-5E-EF-FF-FF-FF-FF available for
         allocation

      02-00-5E-F0-00-00-00-00 to 02-00-5E-FD-FF-FF-FF-FF reserved



      02-00-5E-FE-00-00-00-00 to 02-00-5E-FE-FF-FF-FF-FF used by IPv4
         address holders as described above

      02-00-5E-FF-00-00-00-00 to 02-00-5E-FF-FD-FF-FF-FF reserved

      02-00-5E-FF-FE-00-00-00 to 02-00-5E-FF-FE-FF-FF-FF used by holders
         of EUI-48 identifiers under the IANA OUI as described above

      02-00-5E-FF-FF-00-00-00 to 02-00-5E-FF-FF-FF-FF-FF reserved

   The reserved identifiers above require IESG Ratification (see Section
   5.1) for allocation.  IANA EUI-64 identifier allocations under the
   IANA OUI must meet the following requirements:

      o  must be for standards purposes (either for an IETF Standard or
         other standard related to IETF work),

      o  must be for a block of a power-of-two identifiers starting at a
         boundary which is an equal or greater power of two, including
         the allocation of one (2**0) identifier,

      o  must not be used to evade the requirement for vendors to obtain
         their own block of identifiers from the IEEE, and
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      o  must be documented in an Internet Draft or RFC.

   In addition, approval must be obtained as follows (see the procedure
   in Section 5.1):

      Small to medium allocations of a block of 1, 2, 4, ..., 134217728,
         268435456 (2**0, 2**1, 2**2, ..., 2**27, 2**28) EUI-64
         identifiers require Expert Review.

      Allocations of any size, including 536870912 (2**29) or more
         EUI-64 identifiers, may be made with IESG Ratification (see
         Section 5.1).

   To simplify record keeping, all allocations of 65536 (2**16) or less
   EUI-64 identifiers shall have the Group bit unspecified, that is,
   shall be allocations of parallel equal size blocks of multicast and
   unicast identifiers, even if one of these two types is not needed for
   the proposed use.

2.3.  Other MAC-48 Identifiers Used by IETF

   There are two other blocks of MAC-48 identifiers that are used by the
   IETF as described below.

2.3.1.  Identifiers Prefixed 33-33

   All MAC-48 multicast identifiers prefixed "33-33" (that is, the 2**32
   multicast MAC identifiers in the range from 33-33-00-00-00-00 to
   33-33-FF-FF-FF-FF) are used by the IETF for global IPv6 multicast
   [RFC2464].  In all these identifiers, the Group bit (the bottom bit



   of the first octet) is on, as is required to work properly with
   existing hardware as a multicast identifier.  They also have the
   Local bit on and are used for this purpose in IPv6 networks.

      (Historical note: It was the custom during IPv6 design to use "3"
      for unknown or example values, and 3333 Coyote Hill Road, Palo
      Alto, California, is the address of PARC (Palo Alto Research
      Center, formerly "Xerox PARC").  Ethernet was originally specified
      by Digital Equipment Corporation, Intel Corporation, and Xerox
      Corporation.  The pre IEEE [802.3] Ethernet protocol has sometimes
      been known as "DIX" Ethernet from the first letters of the names
      of these companies.)
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2.3.2.  The 'CF Series'

   The Informational [RFC2153] declared the 3-octet values from CF-00-00
   through CF-FF-FF to be OUIs available for allocation by IANA to
   software vendors for use in PPP [RFC1661] or for other uses where
   vendors do not otherwise need an IEEE-assigned OUI.  It should be
   noted that, when used as MAC-48 prefixes, these values have the Local
   and Group bits on, while all IEEE-allocated OUIs have those bits off.
   The Group bit is meaningless in PPP.  To quote [RFC2153]: "The
   'CF0000' series was arbitrarily chosen to match the PPP NLPID 'CF',
   as a matter of mnemonic convenience."

   CF-00-00 is reserved, and IANA lists multicast identifier
   CF-00-00-00-00-00 as used for Ethernet loopback tests.

   In over a decade of availability, only a handful of values in the 'CF
   Series' have been allocated.  (See http://www.iana.org under both
   Ethernet Parameters and PPP Parameters.)

2.3.2.1.  Changes to RFC 2153

   The IANA Considerations in [RFC2153] are updated as follows (no
   technical changes are made): Use of these identifiers based on IANA
   allocation is deprecated.  IANA is directed not to allocate any
   further values in the 'CF Series'.

3.  Ethernet Protocol Parameters

   Ethernet protocol parameters provide a means of indicating the
   contents of a frame -- for example, that its contents are IPv4 or
   IPv6.

   The concept has been extended to labeling by "tags".  A tag in this
   sense is a prefix whose type is identified by an Ethertype that is
   then followed by either another tag, an Ethertype, or an LSAP
   protocol indicator for the "main" body of the frame, as described



   below.  Traditionally in the [802_O&A] world, tags are fixed length
   and do not include any encoding of their own length.  Thus, anything
   that is processing a frame cannot, in general, safely process
   anything in the frame past an Ethertype it does not understand.  An
   example is the C-tag (formerly the Q-tag) [802.1Q].  It provides
   customer VLAN and priority information for a frame.

   There are two types of protocol identifier parameters that can occur
   in Ethernet frames after the initial MAC-48 destination and source
   identifiers:
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      Ethertypes: These are 16-bit identifiers appearing as the initial
         two octets after the MAC destination and source (or after a
         tag) which, when considered as an unsigned integer, are equal
         to or larger than 0x0600.

      LSAPs: These are 8-bit protocol identifiers that occur in pairs
         immediately after an initial 16-bit (two octet) remaining frame
         length, which is in turn after the MAC destination and source
         (or after a tag).  Such a length must, when considered as an
         unsigned integer, be less than 0x5DC or it could be mistaken as
         an Ethertype.  LSAPs (Link-Layer Subnet Access Points) occur in
         pairs where one is intended to indicate the source protocol
         handler and one the destination protocol handler; however, use
         cases where the two are different have been relatively rare.

   Neither Ethertypes nor LSAPs are allocated by IANA; instead, they are
   allocated by the IEEE Registration Authority (see Section 1.2 above
   and the Ethertype Annex below).  However, both LSAPs and Ethertypes
   have extension mechanisms so that they can be used with five-octet
   Ethernet protocol identifiers under an OUI, including those allocated
   by IANA under the IANA OUI.

   When using the IEEE 802 LLC format (SNAP) [802_O&A] for a frame, an
   OUI-based protocol identifier can be expressed as follows:

         xx-xx-AA-AA-03-yy-yy-yy-zz-zz

   where xx-xx is the frame length and, as above, must be small enough
   not to be confused with an Ethertype; "AA" is the LSAP that indicates
   this use and is sometimes referred to as the SNAP SAP; "03" is the
   LLC control octet indicating datagram service; yy-yy-yy is an OUI;
   and zz-zz is a protocol number, under that OUI, allocated by the OUI
   owner.  The odd five-octet length for such OUI-based protocol
   identifiers was chosen so that, with the LLC control octet ("03"),
   the result is 16-bit aligned.

   When using an Ethertype to indicate the main type for a frame body,
   the special "OUI Extended Ethertype" 88-B7 is available.  Using this
   Ethertype, a frame body can begin with

         88-B7-yy-yy-yy-zz-zz



   where yy-yy-yy and zz-zz have the same meaning as in the SNAP format
   described above.

   It is also possible, within the SNAP format, to use an arbitrary
   Ethertype.  Putting the Ethertype as the zz-zz field after an all
   zeros OUI (00-00-00) does this.  It looks like
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         xx-xx-AA-AA-03-00-00-00-zz-zz

   where zz-zz is the Ethertype.

      (Note that, at this point, the 802 protocol syntax facilities are
      sufficiently powerful that they could be chained indefinitely.
      Whether support for such chaining is generally required is not
      clear, but [802_O&A] requires support for

         xx-xx-AA-AA-03-00-00-00-88-B7-yy-yy-yy-zz-zz

      even though this could be more efficiently expressed by simply
      pinching out the "00-00-00-88-B7" in the middle.)

   As well as labeling frame contents, 802 Protocol types appear within
   NBMA (Non-Broadcast Multi-Access) Next Hop Resolution Protocol
   [RFC2332] messages.  Such messages have provisions for both two octet
   Ethertypes and OUI based protocol types.

3.1.  Ethernet Protocol Allocation under the IANA OUI

   Two-octet protocol numbers under the IANA OUI are available, as in

         xx-xx-AA-AA-03-00-00-5E-zz-zz.

   A number of such allocations have been made out of the 2**16 protocol
   numbers available from 00-00-5E-00-00 to 00-00-5E-FF-FF (see [IANA]).
   The extreme values of this range, 00-00-5E-00-00 and 00-00-5E-FF-FF,
   are reserved and require IESG Ratification for allocation (see
   Section 5.1).  New allocations of SNAP SAP protocol (zz-zz) numbers
   under the IANA OUI must meet the following requirements:

      o  the allocation must be for standards use (either for an IETF
         Standard or other standard related to IETF work),

      o  it must be documented in an Internet-Draft or RFC, and

      o  such protocol numbers are not to be allocated for any protocol
         that has an Ethertype (because that can be expressed by putting
         an all zeros "OUI" before the Ethertype as described above).

   In addition, the Expert Review (or IESG Ratification for the two
   reserved values) must be obtained using the procedure specified in
   Section 5.1.
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4.  Other OUI-Based Parameters

   Some IEEE 802 and other protocols provide for parameters based on an
   OUI beyond those discussed above.  Such parameters most commonly
   consist of an OUI plus one octet of additional value.  They are
   usually called "vendor specific" parameters, although "organization
   specific" might be more accurate.  They would look like

         yy-yy-yy-zz

   where yy-yy-yy is the OUI and zz is the additional specifier.  An
   example is the Cipher Suite Selector in IEEE 802.11 ([802.11], page
   125).

   Values may be allocated under the IANA OUI for such other OUI-based
   parameter usage by Expert Review except that, for each use, the
   additional specifier values consisting of all zero bits and all one
   bits (0x00 and 0xFF for a one-octet specifier) are reserved and
   require IESG Ratification (see Section 5.1) for allocation.  The
   allocations must be for standards use (either for an IETF Standard or
   other standard related to IETF work) and be documented in an
   Internet-Draft or RFC.  The first time a value is allocated for a
   particular parameter of this type, an IANA registry will be created
   to contain that allocation and any subsequent allocations of values
   for that parameter under the IANA OUI.  The Expert will specify the
   name of the registry.

   (If a different policy from that above is required for such a
   parameter, a BCP or Standards Track RFC must be adopted updating this
   BCP and specifying the new policy and parameter.)

5.  IANA Considerations

   The entirety of this document concerns IANA Considerations for the
   allocation of Ethernet parameters in connection with the IANA OUI and
   related matters.

   Specifically:

      Section 1.2.1 provides information on the IANA-assigned OUI.

      Section 2.1.1 lists current EUI-48 assignments under this OUI.

      Section 2.1.2 specifies IANA considerations for EUI-48
      assignments.

      Section 2.2.2 specifies IANA considerations for EUI-64
      assignments.
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      Section 3.1 provides a pointer to current protocol identifier
      assignments under the IANA OUI, and specifies IANA considerations
      for protocol identifier assignments.

      Section 4 briefly provides IANA considerations relating to OUI-
      based miscellaneous allocations.

5.1.  Expert Review and IESG Ratification

   This section specifies the procedure for Expert Review and IESG
   Ratification of MAC, protocol, and other IANA OUI-based identifiers.
   The Expert(s) referred to in this document shall consist of one or
   more persons appointed by and serving at the pleasure of the IESG.
   The procedure described for Expert Review allocations in this
   document is fully consistent with the IANA Expert Review policy
   described in Section 4.1 of [RFC5226].

   While finite, the universe of code points from which Expert judged
   allocations will be made is felt to be large enough that the
   requirements given in this document and the Experts' good judgment
   are sufficient guidance.  The idea is for the Expert to provide a
   light sanity check for small allocations of EUI identifiers with
   increased scrutiny by the Expert for medium-sized allocations of EUI
   identifiers, and allocations of protocol identifiers and other IANA
   OUI based parameters.  However, it can make sense to allocate very
   large portions of the MAC identifier code point space.  (Note that
   existing allocations include one for 1/2 of the entire multicast code
   point space and one for 1/16 of the multicast code point space.) In
   those cases, and in cases of the allocation of "reserved" values,
   IESG Ratification of an Expert Review approval recommendation is
   required as described below.  The procedure is as follows:

      The applicant always completes the appropriate Template from the
         Template Annex below and sends it to IANA <iana@iana.org>.

      IANA always sends the Template to an appointed Expert.  If the
         Expert recuses themselves or is non-responsive, IANA may choose
         an alternative appointed Expert or, if none are available, will
         contact the IESG.

      If the allocation is based on Expert Review:

         If IANA receives a disapproval from an Expert selected to
            review an application Template, the application will be
            denied.
         If IANA receives approval and code points are available, IANA
            will make the requested allocation.
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      If the allocation is based on IESG Ratification, the procedure
         starts with the first two steps above for Expert Review.  If
         the Expert disapproves the application, they simply inform
         IANA; however, if the Expert believes the application should be



         approved, or is uncertain and believes that the circumstances
         warrant the attention of the IESG, the Expert will inform IANA
         about their advice and IANA will forward the application,
         together with the reasons for approval or uncertainty, to the
         IESG.  The IESG must decide whether the allocation will be
         granted.  This can be accomplished by a management item in an
         IESG telechat as done for other types of requests.  If the IESG
         decides not to ratify a favorable opinion by the Expert or
         decides against an application where the Expert is uncertain,
         the application is denied, otherwise it is granted.  The IESG
         will communicate its decision to the Expert and to IANA.

5.2.  Informational IANA Web Page Material

   IANA also maintains an informational listing on its web site
   concerning Ethertypes, OUIs, and multicast addresses allocated under
   OUIs other than the IANA OUI.  IANA shall update that list when
   changes are provided by the Expert.

5.3.  OUI Exhaustion

   When the available space for either multicast or unicast EUI-48
   identifiers under OUI 00-00-5E have been 90% or more exhausted, IANA
   should request an additional OUI from the IEEE Registration Authority
   (see Section 1.2) for further IANA allocation use.

6.  Security Considerations

   This document is concerned with allocation of parameters under the
   IANA OUI and closely related matters.  It is not directly concerned
   with security.
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Appendix A.  Templates

   This annex provides the specific templates for IANA allocations of
   parameters.  Explanatory words in parenthesis in the templates below
   may be deleted in a completed template as submitted to IANA.

A.1.  EUI-48/EUI-64 Identifier or Identifier Block Template

      Applicant Name:

      Applicant Email:

      Applicant Telephone: (starting with country code)

      Use Name: (brief name of Parameter use such as "Foo Protocol")

      Document: (ID or RFC specifying use to which the identifier or
      block of identifiers will be put.)

      Specify whether this is an application for EUI-48 or EUI-64
      identifiers:



      Size of Block requested: (must be a power-of-two-sized block, can
      be a block of size one (2**0))

      Specify multicast, unicast, or both:

A.2.  5-Octet Ethernet Protocol Identifier Template

      Applicant Name:

      Applicant Email:

      Applicant Telephone: (starting with country code)

      Use Name: (brief name of use of code point such as "Foo Protocol")

      Document: (ID or RFC specifying use to which the protocol
      identifier will be put.)
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A.3.  Other IANA OUI-Based Parameter Template

      Applicant Name:

      Applicant Email:

      Applicant Telephone: (starting with country code)

      Protocol where the OUI Based Parameter for which a value is being
      requested appears: (such as: Cipher Suite selection in IEEE
      802.11)

      Use Name: (brief name of use of code point to be allocated, such
      as "Foo Cipher Suite")

      Document: (ID or RFC specifying use to which the other IANA OUI
      based parameter value will be put.)

Appendix B.  Ethertypes

   This annex lists some Ethertypes specified for IETF Protocols or by
   IEEE 802 as known at the time of publication.  A more up-to-date list
   may be available on the IANA web site, currently at [IANA].  The IEEE
   Registration Authority page of Ethertypes,
   http://standards.ieee.org/regauth/ethertype/eth.txt, may also be
   useful.  See Section 3 above.

B.1.  Some Ethertypes Specified by the IETF



      0x0800  Internet Protocol Version 4 (IPv4)
      0x0806  Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)
      0x0808  Frame Relay ARP
      0x880B  Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP)
      0x880C  General Switch Management Protocol (GSMP)
      0x8035  Reverse Address Resolution Protocol (RARP)
      0x86DD  Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6)
      0x8847  MPLS
      0x8848  MPLS with upstream-assigned label
      0x8861  Multicast Channel Allocation Protocol (MCAP)
      0x8863  PPP over Ethernet (PPPoE) Discovery Stage
      0x8864  PPP over Ethernet (PPPoE) Session Stage
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B.2.  Some IEEE 802 Ethertypes

      0x8100  IEEE Std 802.1Q  - Customer VLAN Tag Type (C-Tag, formerly
                                  called the Q-Tag)
      0x8808  IEEE Std 802.3   - Ethernet Passive Optical Network (EPON)
      0x888E  IEEE Std 802.1X  - Port-based network access control
      0x88A8  IEEE Std 802.1Q  - Service VLAN tag identifier (S-Tag)
      0x88B5  IEEE Std 802     - Local Experimental Ethertype
      0x88B6  IEEE Std 802     - Local Experimental Ethertype
      0x88B7  IEEE Std 802     - OUI Extended Ethertype
      0x88C7  IEEE Std 802.11i - Pre-Authentication
      0x88CC  IEEE Std 802.1AB - Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP)
      0x88E5  IEEE Std 802.1AE - Media Access Control Security
      0x88F5  IEEE Std 802.1ak - Multiple VLAN Registration Protocol
                                 (MVRP)
      0x88F6  IEEE Std 802.1Q  - Multiple Multicast Registration
                                 Protocol (MMRP)
      0x890D  IEEE 802.11r     - Fast Roaming Remote Request
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   and status of this protocol.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

Abstract

   The Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) version three (SNMPv3)
   requires that an application know the identifier (snmpEngineID) of
   the remote SNMP protocol engine in order to retrieve or manipulate
   objects maintained on the remote SNMP entity.

   This document introduces a well-known localEngineID and a discovery
   mechanism that can be used to learn the snmpEngineID of a remote SNMP
   protocol engine.  The proposed mechanism is independent of the
   features provided by SNMP security models and may also be used by
   other protocol interfaces providing access to managed objects.

   This document updates RFC 3411.
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1.  Introduction

   To retrieve or manipulate management information using the third
   version of the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMPv3) [RFC3410],
   it is necessary to know the identifier of the remote SNMP protocol
   engine, the so-called snmpEngineID [RFC3411].  While an appropriate
   snmpEngineID can in principle be configured on each management
   application for each SNMP agent, it is often desirable to discover
   the snmpEngineID automatically.

   This document introduces a discovery mechanism that can be used to
   learn the snmpEngineID of a remote SNMP protocol engine.  The
   proposed mechanism is independent of the features provided by SNMP
   security models.  The mechanism has been designed to coexist with
   discovery mechanisms that may exist in SNMP security models, such as
   the authoritative engine identifier discovery of the User-based
   Security Model (USM) of SNMP [RFC3414].

   This document updates RFC 3411 [RFC3411] by clarifying the IANA rules
   for the maintenance of the SnmpEngineID format registry.

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

2.  Background

   Within an administrative domain, an SNMP engine is uniquely
   identified by an snmpEngineID value [RFC3411].  An SNMP entity, which
   consists of an SNMP engine and several SNMP applications, may provide
   access to multiple contexts.

   An SNMP context is a collection of management information accessible
   by an SNMP entity.  An item of management information may exist in
   more than one context and an SNMP entity potentially has access to
   many contexts [RFC3411].  A context is identified by the snmpEngineID
   value of the entity hosting the management information (also called a
   contextEngineID) and a context name that identifies the specific
   context (also called a contextName).

   To identify an individual item of management information within an
   administrative domain, a four tuple is used consisting of

   1.  a contextEngineID,

   2.  a contextName,
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   3.  an object type, and

   4.  its instance identification.

   The last two elements are encoded in an object identifier (OID)
   value.  The contextName is a character string (following the
   SnmpAdminString textual convention of the SNMP-FRAMEWORK-MIB
   [RFC3411]) while the contextEngineID is an octet string constructed
   according to the rules defined as part of the SnmpEngineID textual
   convention of the SNMP-FRAMEWORK-MIB [RFC3411].

   The SNMP protocol operations and the protocol data units (PDUs)
   operate on OIDs and thus deal with object types and instances
   [RFC3416].  The SNMP architecture [RFC3411] introduces the concept of
   a scopedPDU as a data structure containing a contextEngineID, a
   contextName, and a PDU.  The SNMP version 3 (SNMPv3) message format
   uses ScopedPDUs to exchange management information [RFC3412].

   Within the SNMP framework, contextEngineIDs serve as end-to-end
   identifiers.  This becomes important in situations where SNMP proxies
   are deployed to translate between protocol versions or to cross
   middleboxes such as network address translators.  In addition,
   snmpEngineIDs separate the identification of an SNMP engine from the
   transport addresses used to communicate with an SNMP engine.  This
   property can be used to correlate management information easily, even
   in situations where multiple different transports were used to
   retrieve the information or where transport addresses can change
   dynamically.

   To retrieve data from an SNMPv3 agent, it is necessary to know the
   appropriate contextEngineID.  The User-based Security Model (USM) of
   SNMPv3 provides a mechanism to discover the snmpEngineID of the
   remote SNMP engine, since this is needed for security processing
   reasons.  The discovered snmpEngineID can subsequently be used as a
   contextEngineID in a ScopedPDU to access management information local
   to the remote SNMP engine.  Other security models, such as the
   Transport Security Model (TSM) [TSM], lack such a procedure and may
   use the discovery mechanism defined in this memo.

3.  Procedure

   The proposed discovery mechanism consists of two parts, namely (i)
   the definition of a special well-known snmpEngineID value, called the
   localEngineID, which always refers to a local default context, and
   (ii) the definition of a procedure to acquire the snmpEngineID scalar
   of the SNMP-FRAMEWORK-MIB [RFC3411] using the special well-known
   local localEngineID value.
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3.1.  Local EngineID

   An SNMP command responder implementing this specification MUST
   register their pduTypes using the localEngineID snmpEngineID value
   (defined below) by invoking the registerContextEngineID() Abstract
   Service Interface (ASI) defined in RFC 3412 [RFC3412].  This
   registration is done in addition to the normal registration under the
   SNMP engine's snmpEngineID.  This is consistent with the SNMPv3
   specifications since they explicitly allow registration of multiple
   engineIDs and multiple pduTypes [RFC3412].

   The SnmpEngineID textual convention [RFC3411] defines that an
   snmpEngineID value MUST be between 5 and 32 octets long.  This
   specification proposes to use the variable length format 3) of the
   SnmpEngineID textual convention and to allocate the reserved, unused
   format value 6, using the enterprise ID 0 for the localEngineID.  An
   ASN.1 definition for localEngineID would look like this:

               localEngineID OCTET STRING ::= '8000000006'H

   The localEngineID value always provides access to the default context
   of an SNMP engine.  Note that the localEngineID value is intended to
   be used as a special value for the contextEngineID field in the
   ScopedPDU.  It MUST NOT be used as a value to identify an SNMP
   engine; that is, this value MUST NOT be used in the snmpEngineID.0
   scalar [RFC3418] or in the msgAuthoritativeEngineID field in the
   securityParameters of the User-based Security Model (USM) [RFC3414].

3.2.  EngineID Discovery

   Discovery of the snmpEngineID is done by sending a Read Class
   protocol operation (see Section 2.8 of [RFC3411]) to retrieve the
   snmpEngineID scalar using the localEngineID defined above as a
   contextEngineID value.  Implementations SHOULD only perform this
   discovery step when it is needed.  In particular, if security models
   are used that already discover the remote snmpEngineID (such as USM),
   then no further discovery is necessary.  The same is true in
   situations where the application already knows a suitable
   snmpEngineID value.

   The procedure to discover the snmpEngineID of a remote SNMP engine
   can be described as follows:

   1.  Check whether a suitable contextEngineID value is already known.
       If yes, use the provided contextEngineID value and stop the
       discovery procedure.
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   2.  Check whether the selected security model supports discovery of
       the remote snmpEngineID (e.g., USM with its discovery mechanism).
       If yes, let the security model perform the discovery.  If the
       remote snmpEngineID value has been successfully determined,



       assign it to the contextEngineID and stop the discovery
       procedure.

   3.  Send a Read Class operation to the remote SNMP engine using the
       localEngineID value as the contextEngineID in order to retrieve
       the scalar snmpEngineID.0 of the SNMP-FRAMEWORK-MIB [RFC3411].
       If successful, set the contextEngineID to the retrieved value and
       stop the discovery procedure.

   4.  Return an error indication that a suitable contextEngineID could
       not be discovered.

   The procedure outlined above is an example and can be modified to
   retrieve more variables in step 3, such as the sysObjectID.0 scalar
   or the snmpSetSerialNo.0 scalar of the SNMPv2-MIB [RFC3418].

4.  IANA Considerations

   RFC 3411 requested that IANA create a registry for SnmpEngineID
   formats.  However, RFC 3411 did not ask IANA to record the initial
   assignments made by RFC 3411 nor did RFC 3411 spell out the precise
   allocation rules.  To address this issue, the following rules are
   hereby established.

   IANA maintains a registry for SnmpEngineID formats.  The first four
   octets of an SnmpEngineID carry an enterprise number, while the fifth
   octet in a variable length SnmpEngineID value, called the format
   octet, indicates how the following octets are formed.  The following
   format values were allocated in [RFC3411]:

     Format    Description                     References
     -------   -----------                     ----------
          0    reserved, unused                 [RFC3411]
          1    IPv4 address                     [RFC3411]
          2    IPv6 address                     [RFC3411]
          3    MAC address                      [RFC3411]
          4    administratively assigned text   [RFC3411]
          5    administratively assigned octets [RFC3411]
       6-127   reserved, unused                 [RFC3411]
     128-255   enterprise specific              [RFC3411]

   IANA can assign new format values out of the originally assigned and
   reserved number space 1-127.  For new assignments in this number
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   space, a specification is required as per [RFC5226].  The number
   space 128-255 is enterprise specific and is not controlled by IANA.

   Per this document, IANA has made the following assignment:

     Format    Description                     References
     -------   -----------                     ----------
          6    local engine                     [RFC5343]

5.  Security Considerations



   SNMP version 3 (SNMPv3) provides cryptographic security to protect
   devices from unauthorized access.  This specification recommends use
   of the security services provided by SNMPv3.  In particular, it is
   RECOMMENDED to protect the discovery exchange.

   An snmpEngineID can contain information such as a device's MAC
   address, IPv4 address, IPv6 address, or administratively assigned
   text.  An attacker located behind a router / firewall / network
   address translator may not be able to obtain this information
   directly, and he therefore might discover snmpEngineID values in
   order to obtain this kind of device information.

   In many environments, making snmpEngineID values accessible via a
   security level of noAuthNoPriv will benefit legitimate tools that try
   to algorithmically determine some basic information about a device.
   For this reason, the default View-based Access Control Model (VACM)
   configuration in Appendix A of RFC 3415 [RFC3415] gives noAuthNoPriv
   read access to the snmpEngineID.  Furthermore, the USM discovery
   mechanism defined in RFC 3414 [RFC3414] uses unprotected messages and
   reveals snmpEngineID values.

   In highly secure environments, snmpEngineID values can be protected
   by using the discovery mechanism described in this document together
   with a security model that does not exchange cleartext SNMP messages,
   such as the Transport Security Model (TSM) [TSM].

   The isAccessAllowed() abstract service primitive of the SNMP access
   control subsystem does not take the contextEngineID into account when
   checking access rights [RFC3411].  As a consequence, it is not
   possible to define a special view for context engineID discovery.  A
   request with a localEngineID is thus treated like a request with the
   correct snmpEngineID by the access control subsystem.  This is inline
   with the SNMPv3 design where the authenticated identity is the
   securityName (together with the securityModel and securityLevel
   information), and transport addresses or knowledge of contextEngineID
   values do not impact the access-control decision.
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Abstract



   The current Internet climate poses serious threats to the Domain Name
   System.  In the interim period before the DNS protocol can be secured
   more fully, measures can already be taken to harden the DNS to make
   'spoofing' a recursing nameserver many orders of magnitude harder.

   Even a cryptographically secured DNS benefits from having the ability
   to discard bogus responses quickly, as this potentially saves large
   amounts of computation.

   By describing certain behavior that has previously not been
   standardized, this document sets out how to make the DNS more
   resilient against accepting incorrect responses.  This document
   updates RFC 2181.
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1.  Introduction

   This document describes several common problems in DNS
   implementations, which, although previously recognized, remain
   largely unsolved.  Besides briefly recapping these problems, this
   document contains rules that, if implemented, make complying
   resolvers vastly more resistant to the attacks described.  The goal
   is to make the existing DNS as secure as possible within the current
   protocol boundaries.

   The words below are aimed at authors of resolvers: it is up to
   operators to decide which nameserver implementation to use, or which
   options to enable.  Operational constraints may override the security
   concerns described below.  However, implementations are expected to
   allow an operator to enable functionality described in this document.

   Almost every transaction on the Internet involves the Domain Name
   System, which is described in [RFC1034], [RFC1035], and beyond.

   Additionally, it has recently become possible to acquire Secure
   Socket Layer/Transport Layer Security (SSL/TLS) certificates with no
   other confirmation of identity than the ability to respond to a
   verification email sent via SMTP ([RFC5321]) -- which generally uses
   DNS for its routing.

   In other words, any party that (temporarily) controls the Domain Name
   System is in a position to reroute most kinds of Internet
   transactions, including the verification steps in acquiring an SSL/
   TLS certificate for a domain.  This in turn means that even
   transactions protected by SSL/TLS could be diverted.

   It is entirely conceivable that such rerouted traffic could be used
   to the disadvantage of Internet users.

   These and other developments have made the security and
   trustworthiness of DNS of renewed importance.  Although the DNS
   community is working hard on finalizing and implementing a
   cryptographically enhanced DNS protocol, steps should be taken to
   make sure that the existing use of DNS is as secure as possible
   within the bounds of the relevant standards.

   It should be noted that the most commonly used resolvers currently do



   not perform as well as possible in this respect, making this document
   of urgent importance.

   A thorough analysis of risks facing DNS can be found in [RFC3833].
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   This document expands on some of the risks mentioned in RFC 3833,
   especially those outlined in the sections on "ID Guessing and Query
   Prediction" and "Name Chaining".  Furthermore, it emphasizes a number
   of existing rules and guidelines embodied in the relevant DNS
   protocol specifications.  The following also specifies new
   requirements to make sure the Domain Name System can be relied upon
   until a more secure protocol has been standardized and deployed.

   It should be noted that even when all measures suggested below are
   implemented, protocol users are not protected against third parties
   with the ability to observe, modify, or inject packets in the traffic
   of a resolver.

   For protocol extensions that offer protection against these
   scenarios, see [RFC4033] and beyond.

2.  Requirements and Definitions

2.1.  Definitions

   This document uses the following definitions:

      Client: typically a 'stub-resolver' on an end-user's computer.

      Resolver: a nameserver performing recursive service for clients,
      also known as a caching server, or a full service resolver
      ([RFC1123], Section 6.1.3.1).

      Stub resolver: a very limited resolver on a client computer, that
      leaves the recursing work to a full resolver.

      Query: a question sent out by a resolver, typically in a UDP
      packet

      Response: the answer sent back by an authoritative nameserver,
      typically in a UDP packet.

      Third party: any entity other than the resolver or the intended
      recipient of a question.  The third party may have access to an
      arbitrary authoritative nameserver, but has no access to packets
      transmitted by the resolver or authoritative server.

      Attacker: malicious third party.

      Spoof: the activity of attempting to subvert the DNS process by
      getting a chosen answer accepted.
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      Authentic response: the correct answer that comes from the right
      authoritative server.

      Target domain name: domain for which the attacker wishes to spoof
      in an answer

      Fake data: response chosen by the attacker.

2.2.  Key Words

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

3.  Description of DNS Spoofing

   When certain steps are taken, it is feasible to "spoof" the current
   deployed majority of resolvers with carefully crafted and timed DNS
   packets.  Once spoofed, a caching server will repeat the data it
   wrongfully accepted, and make its clients contact the wrong, and
   possibly malicious, servers.

   To understand how this process works it is important to know what
   makes a resolver accept a response.

   The following sentence in Section 5.3.3 of [RFC1034] presaged the
   present problem:

     The resolver should be highly paranoid in its parsing of responses.
     It should also check that the response matches the query it sent
     using the ID field in the response.

   DNS data is to be accepted by a resolver if and only if:

   1.  The question section of the reply packet is equivalent to that of
       a question packet currently waiting for a response.

   2.  The ID field of the reply packet matches that of the question
       packet.

   3.  The response comes from the same network address to which the
       question was sent.

   4.  The response comes in on the same network address, including port
       number, from which the question was sent.

   In general, the first response matching these four conditions is
   accepted.
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   If a third party succeeds in meeting the four conditions before the
   response from the authentic nameserver does so, it is in a position
   to feed a resolver fabricated data.  When it does so, we dub it an
   "attacker", attempting to spoof in fake data.

   All conditions mentioned above can theoretically be met by a third
   party, with the difficulty being a function of the resolver
   implementation and zone configuration.

4.  Detailed Description of Spoofing Scenarios

   The previous paragraph discussed a number of requirements an attacker
   must match in order to spoof in manipulated (or fake) data.  This
   section discusses the relative difficulties and how implementation-
   defined choices impact the amount of work an attacker has to perform
   to meet said difficulties.

   Some more details can be found in Section 2.2 of [RFC3833].

4.1.  Forcing a Query

   Formally, there is no need for a nameserver to perform service except
   for its operator, its customers, or more generally its users.
   Recently, open recursing nameservers have been used to amplify
   denial-of-service attacks.

   Providing full service enables the third party to send the target
   resolver a query for the domain name it intends to spoof.  On
   receiving this query, and not finding the answer in its cache, the
   resolver will transmit queries to relevant authoritative nameservers.
   This opens up a window of opportunity for getting fake answer data
   accepted.

   Queries may however be forced indirectly, for example, by inducing a
   mail server to perform DNS lookups.

   Some operators restrict access by not recursing for unauthorized IP
   addresses, but only respond with data from the cache.  This makes
   spoofing harder for a third party as it cannot then force the exact
   moment a question will be asked.  It is still possible however to
   determine a time range when this will happen, because nameservers
   helpfully publish the decreasing time to live (TTL) of entries in the
   cache, which indicate from which absolute time onwards a new query
   could be sent to refresh the expired entry.

   The time to live of the target domain name's RRSets determines how
   often a window of opportunity is available, which implies that a
   short TTL makes spoofing far more viable.
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   Note that the attacker might very well have authorized access to the
   target resolver by virtue of being a customer or employee of its
   operator.  In addition, access may be enabled through the use of
   reflectors as outlined in [RFC5358].



4.2.  Matching the Question Section

   DNS packets, both queries and responses, contain a question section.
   Incoming responses should be verified to have a question section that
   is equivalent to that of the outgoing query.

4.3.  Matching the ID Field

   The DNS ID field is 16 bits wide, meaning that if full use is made of
   all these bits, and if their contents are truly random, it will
   require on average 32768 attempts to guess.  Anecdotal evidence
   suggests there are implementations utilizing only 14 bits, meaning on
   average 8192 attempts will suffice.

   Additionally, if the target nameserver can be forced into having
   multiple identical queries outstanding, the "Birthday Attack"
   phenomenon means that any fake data sent by the attacker is matched
   against multiple outstanding queries, significantly raising the
   chance of success.  Further details in Section 5.

4.4.  Matching the Source Address of the Authentic Response

   It should be noted that meeting this condition entails being able to
   transmit packets on behalf of the address of the authoritative
   nameserver.  While two Best Current Practice documents ([RFC2827] and
   [RFC3013] specifically) direct Internet access providers to prevent
   their customers from assuming IP addresses that are not assigned to
   them, these recommendations are not universally (nor even widely)
   implemented.

   Many zones have two or three authoritative nameservers, which make
   matching the source address of the authentic response very likely
   with even a naive choice having a double digit success rate.

   Most recursing nameservers store relative performance indications of
   authoritative nameservers, which may make it easier to predict which
   nameserver would originally be queried -- the one most likely to
   respond the quickest.

   Generally, this condition requires at most two or three attempts
   before it is matched.
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4.5.  Matching the Destination Address and Port of the Authentic
      Response

   Note that the destination address of the authentic response is the
   source address of the original query.

   The actual address of a recursing nameserver is generally known; the
   port used for asking questions is harder to determine.  Most current
   resolvers pick an arbitrary port at startup (possibly at random) and
   use this for all outgoing queries.  In quite a number of cases, the



   source port of outgoing questions is fixed at the traditional DNS
   assigned server port number of 53.

   If the source port of the original query is random, but static, any
   authoritative nameserver under observation by the attacker can be
   used to determine this port.  This means that matching this
   conditions often requires no guess work.

   If multiple ports are used for sending queries, this enlarges the
   effective ID space by a factor equal to the number of ports used.

   Less common resolving servers choose a random port per outgoing
   query.  If this strategy is followed, this port number can be
   regarded as an additional ID field, again containing up to 16 bits.

   If the maximum ports range is utilized, on average, around 32256
   source ports would have to be tried before matching the source port
   of the original query, as ports below 1024 may be unavailable for
   use, leaving 64512 options.

   It is in general safe for DNS to use ports in the range 1024-49152
   even though some of these ports are allocated to other protocols.
   DNS resolvers will not be able to use any ports that are already in
   use.  If a DNS resolver uses a port, it will release that port after
   a short time and migrate to a different port.  Only in the case of a
   high-volume resolver is it possible that an application wanting a
   particular UDP port suffers a long term block-out.

   It should be noted that a firewall will not prevent the matching of
   this address, as it will accept answers that (appear to) come from
   the correct address, offering no additional security.

4.6.  Have the Response Arrive before the Authentic Response

   Once any packet has matched the previous four conditions (plus
   possible additional conditions), no further responses are generally
   accepted.
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   This means that the third party has a limited time in which to inject
   its spoofed response.  For calculations, we will assume a window in
   order of at most 100 ms (depending on the network distance to the
   authentic authoritative nameserver).

   This time period can be far longer if the authentic authoritative
   nameservers are (briefly) overloaded by queries, perhaps by the
   attacker.

5.  Birthday Attacks

   The so-called "birthday paradox" implies that a group of 23 people
   suffices to have a more than even chance of having two or more
   members of the group share a birthday.

   An attacker can benefit from this exact phenomenon if it can force



   the target resolver to have multiple equivalent (identical QNAME,
   QTYPE, and QCLASS) outstanding queries at any one time to the same
   authoritative server.

   Any packet the attacker sends then has a much higher chance of being
   accepted because it only has to match any of the outstanding queries
   for that single domain.  Compared to the birthday analogy above, of
   the group composed of queries and responses, the chance of having any
   of these share an ID rises quickly.

   As long as small numbers of queries are sent out, the chance of
   successfully spoofing a response rises linearly with the number of
   outstanding queries for the exact domain and nameserver.

   For larger numbers, this effect is less pronounced.

   More details are available in US-CERT [vu-457875].

6.  Accepting Only In-Domain Records

   Responses from authoritative nameservers often contain information
   that is not part of the zone for which we deem it authoritative.  As
   an example, a query for the MX record of a domain might get as its
   responses a mail exchanger in another domain, and additionally the IP
   address of this mail exchanger.

   If accepted uncritically, the resolver stands the chance of accepting
   data from an untrusted source.  Care must be taken to only accept
   data if it is known that the originator is authoritative for the
   QNAME or a parent of the QNAME.
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   One very simple way to achieve this is to only accept data if it is
   part of the domain for which the query was intended.

7.  Combined Difficulty

   Given a known or static destination port, matching ID field, the
   source and destination address requires on average in the order of 2
   * 2^15 = 65000 packets, assuming a zone has 2 authoritative
   nameservers.

   If the window of opportunity available is around 100 ms, as assumed
   above, an attacker would need to be able to briefly transmit 650000
   packets/s to have a 50% chance to get spoofed data accepted on the
   first attempt.

   A realistic minimal DNS response consists of around 80 bytes,
   including IP headers, making the packet rate above correspond to a
   respectable burst of 416 Mbit/s.

   As of mid-2006, this kind of bandwidth was not common but not scarce
   either, especially among those in a position to control many servers.



   These numbers change when a window of a full second is assumed,
   possibly because the arrival of the authentic response can be
   prevented by overloading the bona fide authoritative hosts with decoy
   queries.  This reduces the needed bandwidth to 42 Mbit/s.

   If, in addition, the attacker is granted more than a single chance
   and allowed up to 60 minutes of work on a domain with a time to live
   of 300 seconds, a meager 4 Mbit/s suffices for a 50% chance at
   getting fake data accepted.  Once equipped with a longer time,
   matching condition 1 mentioned above is straightforward -- any
   popular domain will have been queried a number of times within this
   hour, and given the short TTL, this would lead to queries to
   authoritative nameservers, opening windows of opportunity.

7.1.  Symbols Used in Calculation

   Assume the following symbols are used:

   I: Number distinct IDs available (maximum 65536)

   P: Number of ports used (maximum around 64000 as ports under 1024 are
      not always available, but often 1)

   N: Number of authoritative nameservers for a domain (averages around
      2.5)
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   F: Number of "fake" packets sent by the attacker

   R: Number of packets sent per second by the attacker

   W: Window of opportunity, in seconds.  Bounded by the response time
      of the authoritative servers (often 0.1s)

   D: Average number of identical outstanding queries of a resolver
      (typically 1, see Section 5)

   A: Number of attempts, one for each window of opportunity

7.2.  Calculation

   The probability of spoofing a resolver is equal to the amount of fake
   packets that arrive within the window of opportunity, divided by the
   size of the problem space.

   When the resolver has 'D' multiple identical outstanding queries,
   each fake packet has a proportionally higher chance of matching any
   of these queries.  This assumption only holds for small values of
   'D'.

   In symbols, if the probability of being spoofed is denoted as P_s:

              D * F
   P_s =    ---------
            N * P * I



   It is more useful to reason not in terms of aggregate packets but to
   convert to packet rate, which can easily be converted to bandwidth if
   needed.

   If the window of opportunity length is 'W' and the attacker can send
   'R' packets per second, the number of fake packets 'F' that are
   candidates to be accepted is:

                          D * R * W
   F = R * W  ->   P_s  = ---------
                          N * P * I

   Finally, to calculate the combined chance 'P_cs' of spoofing over a
   chosen time period 'T', it should be realized that the attacker has a
   new window of opportunity each time the TTL 'TTL' of the target
   domain expires.  This means that the number of attempts 'A' is equal
   to 'T / TTL'.
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   To calculate the combined chance of at least one success, the
   following formula holds:

                                                        (T / TTL)
                         A          (       D * R * W )
   P_cs = 1 - ( 1 - P_s )    =  1 - ( 1  -  --------- )
                                    (       N * P * I )

   When common numbers (as listed above) for D, W, N, P, and I are
   inserted, this formula reduces to:

                               (T / TTL)
              (         R    )
   P_cs = 1 - ( 1 -  ------- )
              (      1638400 )

   From this formula, it can be seen that, if the nameserver
   implementation is unchanged, only raising the TTL offers protection.
   Raising N, the number of authoritative nameservers, is not feasible
   beyond a small number.

   For the degenerate case of a zero-second TTL, a window of opportunity
   opens for each query sent, making the effective TTL equal to 'W'
   above, the response time of the authoritative server.

   This last case also holds for spoofing techniques that do not rely on
   TTL expiry, but use repeated and changing queries.

8.  Discussion

   The calculations above indicate the relative ease with which DNS data
   can be spoofed.  For example, using the formula derived earlier on an
   RRSet with a 3600 second TTL, an attacker sending 7000 fake response
   packets/s (a rate of 4.5 Mbit/s), stands a 10% chance of spoofing a



   record in the first 24 hours, which rises to 50% after a week.

   For an RRSet with a TTL of 60 seconds, the 10% level is hit after 24
   minutes, 50% after less than 3 hours, 90% after around 9 hours.

   For some classes of attacks, the effective TTL is near zero, as noted
   above.

   Note that the attacks mentioned above can be detected by watchful
   server operators - an unexpected incoming stream of 4.5 Mbit/s of
   packets might be noticed.

   An important assumption however in these calculations is a known or
   static destination port of the authentic response.
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   If that port number is unknown and needs to be guessed as well, the
   problem space expands by a factor of 64000, leading the attacker to
   need in excess of 285Gb/s to achieve similar success rates.

   Such bandwidth is not generally available, nor is it expected to be
   so in the foreseeable future.

   Note that some firewalls may need reconfiguring if they are currently
   set up to only allow outgoing queries from a single DNS source port.

8.1.  Repetitive Spoofing Attempts for a Single Domain Name

   Techniques are available to use an effectively infinite number of
   queries to achieve a desired spoofing goal.  In the math above, this
   reduces the effective TTL to 0.

   If such techniques are employed, using the same 7000 packets/s rate
   mentioned above, and using 1 source port, the spoofing chance rises
   to 50% within 7 seconds.

   If 64000 ports are used, as recommended in this document, using the
   same query rate, the 50% level is reached after around 116 hours.

9.  Forgery Countermeasures

9.1.  Query Matching Rules

   A resolver implementation MUST match responses to all of the
   following attributes of the query:

   o  Source address against query destination address

   o  Destination address against query source address

   o  Destination port against query source port

   o  Query ID

   o  Query name



   o  Query class and type

   before applying DNS trustworthiness rules (see Section 5.4.1 of
   [RFC2181]).

   A mismatch and the response MUST be considered invalid.
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9.2.  Extending the Q-ID Space by Using Ports and Addresses

   Resolver implementations MUST:

   o  Use an unpredictable source port for outgoing queries from the
      range of available ports (53, or 1024 and above) that is as large
      as possible and practicable;

   o  Use multiple different source ports simultaneously in case of
      multiple outstanding queries;

   o  Use an unpredictable query ID for outgoing queries, utilizing the
      full range available (0-65535).

   Resolvers that have multiple IP addresses SHOULD use them in an
   unpredictable manner for outgoing queries.

   Resolver implementations SHOULD provide means to avoid usage of
   certain ports.

   Resolvers SHOULD favor authoritative nameservers with which a trust
   relation has been established; stub-resolvers SHOULD be able to use
   Transaction Signature (TSIG) ([RFC2845]) or IPsec ([RFC4301]) when
   communicating with their recursive resolver.

   In case a cryptographic verification of response validity is
   available (TSIG, SIG(0)), resolver implementations MAY waive above
   rules, and rely on this guarantee instead.

   Proper unpredictability can be achieved by employing a high quality
   (pseudo-)random generator, as described in [RFC4086].

9.2.1.  Justification and Discussion

   Since an attacker can force a full DNS resolver to send queries to
   the attacker's own nameservers, any constant or sequential state held
   by such a resolver can be measured, and it must not be trivially easy
   to reverse engineer the resolver's internal state in a way that
   allows low-cost, high-accuracy prediction of future state.

   A full DNS resolver with only one or a small number of upstream-
   facing endpoints is effectively using constants for IP source address
   and UDP port number, and these are very predictable by potential
   attackers, and must therefore be avoided.

   A full DNS resolver that uses a simple increment to get its next DNS



   query ID is likewise very predictable and so very spoofable.
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   Finally, weak random number generators have been shown to expose
   their internal state, such that an attacker who witnesses several
   sequential "random" values can easily predict the next ones.  A
   crypto-strength random number generator is one whose output cannot be
   predicted no matter how many successive values are witnessed.

9.3.  Spoof Detection and Countermeasure

   If a resolver detects that an attempt is being made to spoof it,
   perhaps by discovering that many packets fail the criteria as
   outlined above, it MAY abandon the UDP query and re-issue it over
   TCP.  TCP, by the nature of its use of sequence numbers, is far more
   resilient against forgery by third parties.

10.  Security Considerations

   This document provides clarification of the DNS specification to
   decrease the probability that DNS responses can be successfully
   forged.  Recommendations found above should be considered
   complementary to possible cryptographical enhancements of the domain
   name system, which protect against a larger class of attacks.

   This document recommends the use of UDP source port number
   randomization to extend the effective DNS transaction ID beyond the
   available 16 bits.

   A resolver that does not implement the recommendations outlined above
   can easily be forced to accept spoofed responses, which in turn are
   passed on to client computers -- misdirecting (user) traffic to
   possibly malicious entities.

   This document directly impacts the security of the Domain Name
   System, implementers are urged to follow its recommendations.

   Most security considerations can be found in Sections 4 and 5, while
   proposed countermeasures are described in Section 9.

   For brevity's sake, in lieu of repeating the security considerations
   references, the reader is referred to these sections.

   Nothing in this document specifies specific algorithms for operators
   to use; it does specify algorithms implementations SHOULD or MUST
   support.

   It should be noted that the effects of source port randomization may
   be dramatically reduced by NAT devices that either serialize or limit
   in volume the UDP source ports used by the querying resolver.
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   DNS recursive servers sitting behind at NAT or a statefull firewall
   may consume all available NAT translation entries/ports when
   operating under high query load.  Port randomization will cause
   translation entries to be consumed faster than with fixed query port.

   To avoid this, NAT boxes and statefull firewalls can/should purge
   outgoing DNS query translation entries 10-17 seconds after the last
   outgoing query on that mapping was sent.  [RFC4787]-compliant devices
   need to treat UDP messages with port 53 differently than most other
   UDP protocols.

   To minimize the potential that port/state exhaustion attacks can be
   staged from the outside, it is recommended that services that
   generate a number of DNS queries for each connection should be rate
   limited.  This applies in particular to email servers.
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1.  Introduction

   This document specifies the IANA guidelines [RFC5226] for allocating
   new values for various fields in the Address Resolution Protocol
   (ARP) [RFC0826].  The change is also applicable to extensions of ARP
   that use the same message format, such as [RFC0903], [RFC1931], and
   [RFC2390].

   The change also affects other protocols that employ values from the
   ARP name spaces.  For instance, the ARP hardware address type
   (ar$hrd) number space is also used in the "htype" (hardware address
   type) fields in the Bootstrap Protocol (BOOTP) [RFC0951] and Dynamic
   Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) [RFC2131], as well as in the
   "hardware type" field in the DHCP Unique Identifiers in DHCPv6
   [RFC3315].  These protocols are therefore affected by the update in
   the IANA rules.  Other affected specifications include the



   specialized address resolution mechanisms in:

   o  HYPERchannel [RFC1044]

   o  DHCP options [RFC2132] [RFC4361]

   o  ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) ARP [RFC2225]

   o  HARP (High-Performance Parallel Interface ARP) [RFC2834] [RFC2835]

   o  Dual MAC (Media Access Control) FDDI (Fiber Distributed Data
      Interface) ARP [RFC1329]

   o  MAPOS (Multiple Access Protocol over Synchronous Optical Network/
      Synchronous Digital Hierarchy) ARP [RFC2176]

   o  FC (Fibre Channel) ARP [RFC4338]

   o  DNS DHCID Resource Record [RFC4701]

   The IANA guidelines are given in Section 2.  Previously, no IANA
   guidance existed for such allocations.  The purpose of this document
   is to allow IANA to manage number assignments based on these
   guidelines in a consistent manner.

   This document also reserves some numbers for experimentation
   purposes.  These numbers are given in Section 3.
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2.  IANA Considerations

   The following rules apply to the fields of ARP:

   ar$hrd (16 bits) Hardware address space

      Requests for ar$hrd values below 256 or for a batch of more than
      one new value are made through Expert Review [RFC5226].

      Note that certain protocols, such as BOOTP and DHCPv4, employ
      these values within an 8-bit field.  The expert should determine
      that a need to allocate the new values exists and that the
      existing values are insufficient to represent the new hardware
      address types.  The expert should also determine the applicability
      of the request and assign values higher than 255 for requests that
      do not apply to BOOTP/DHCPv4.  Similarly, the expert should assign
      1-octet values for requests that apply to BOOTP/DHCPv4, as for
      example the "IPsec tunnel" with value 31 [RFC3456].  Conversely,
      ARP-only uses, without a foreseeable reason to use the same value
      in BOOTP/DHCPv4, should favor 2-octet values.

      Requests for individual new ar$hrd values that do not specify a



      value, or where the requested value is greater than 255, are made
      through First Come First Served [RFC5226].  The assignment will
      always result in a 2-octet value.

   ar$pro (16 bits) Protocol address space

      These numbers share the Ethertype space.  The Ethertype space is
      administered as described in [RFC5342].

   ar$op (16 bits) Opcode

      Requests for new ar$op values are made through IETF Review or IESG
      Approval [RFC5226].

3.  Allocations Defined in This Document

   When testing new protocol extension ideas, it is often necessary to
   use an actual constant in order to use the new function, even when
   testing in a closed environment.  This document reserves the
   following numbers for experimentation purposes in ARP:

   o  Two new ar$hrd values are allocated for experimental purposes:
      HW_EXP1 (36) and HW_EXP2 (256).  Note that these two new values
      were purposely chosen so that one would be below 256 and the other
      would be above 255, and so that there would be different values in
      the least and most significant octets.
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   o  Two new values for the ar$op are allocated for experimental
      purposes: OP_EXP1 (24) and OP_EXP2 (25).

   Note that Appendix B.2 of [RFC5342] lists two Ethertypes that can be
   used for experimental purposes.

   In addition, for both ar$hrd and ar$op, the values 0 and 65535 are
   marked as reserved.  This means that they are not available for
   allocation.

4.  Security Considerations

   This specification does not change the security properties of the
   affected protocols.

   However, a few words are necessary about the use of the experimental
   code points defined in Section 3.  Potentially harmful side effects
   from the use of the experimental values need to be carefully
   evaluated before deploying any experiment across networks that the
   owner of the experiment does not entirely control.  Guidance given in
   [RFC3692] about the use of experimental values needs to be followed.
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Appendix A.  Changes from the Original RFCs

   This document specifies only the IANA rules associated with various
   fields in ARP.  The specification of these rules also affects the
   allocation of corresponding fields in protocols listed in Section 1
   that share the registry.  This document does not make any changes in
   the operation of these protocols themselves.
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Abstract

   This document defines a Transport Subsystem, extending the Simple
   Network Management Protocol (SNMP) architecture defined in RFC 3411.
   This document defines a subsystem to contain Transport Models that is
   comparable to other subsystems in the RFC 3411 architecture.  As work
   is being done to expand the transports to include secure transports,
   such as the Secure Shell (SSH) Protocol and Transport Layer Security
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   (TLS), using a subsystem will enable consistent design and modularity
   of such Transport Models.  This document identifies and describes
   some key aspects that need to be considered for any Transport Model
   for SNMP.
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1.  Introduction

   This document defines a Transport Subsystem, extending the Simple
   Network Management Protocol (SNMP) architecture defined in [RFC3411].
   This document identifies and describes some key aspects that need to
   be considered for any Transport Model for SNMP.

1.1.  The Internet-Standard Management Framework

   For a detailed overview of the documents that describe the current
   Internet-Standard Management Framework, please refer to Section 7 of
   RFC 3410 [RFC3410].

1.2.  Conventions

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

   Lowercase versions of the keywords should be read as in normal
   English.  They will usually, but not always, be used in a context
   that relates to compatibility with the RFC 3411 architecture or the
   subsystem defined here but that might have no impact on on-the-wire
   compatibility.  These terms are used as guidance for designers of
   proposed IETF models to make the designs compatible with RFC 3411
   subsystems and Abstract Service Interfaces (ASIs).  Implementers are
   free to implement differently.  Some usages of these lowercase terms
   are simply normal English usage.

   For consistency with SNMP-related specifications, this document
   favors terminology as defined in STD 62, rather than favoring
   terminology that is consistent with non-SNMP specifications that use
   different variations of the same terminology.  This is consistent
   with the IESG decision to not require the SNMPv3 terminology be
   modified to match the usage of other non-SNMP specifications when
   SNMPv3 was advanced to Full Standard.

   This document discusses an extension to the modular RFC 3411
   architecture; this is not a protocol document.  An architectural
   "MUST" is a really sharp constraint; to allow for the evolution of
   technology and to not unnecessarily constrain future models, often a
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   "SHOULD" or a "should" is more appropriate than a "MUST" in an
   architecture.  Future models MAY express tighter requirements for
   their own model-specific processing.



1.3.  Where This Extension Fits

   It is expected that readers of this document will have read RFCs 3410
   and 3411, and have a general understanding of the functionality
   defined in RFCs 3412-3418.

   The "Transport Subsystem" is an additional component for the SNMP
   Engine depicted in RFC 3411, Section 3.1.

   The following diagram depicts its place in the RFC 3411 architecture.

   +-------------------------------------------------------------------+
   |  SNMP entity                                                      |
   |                                                                   |
   |  +-------------------------------------------------------------+  |
   |  |  SNMP engine (identified by snmpEngineID)                   |  |
   |  |                                                             |  |
   |  |  +------------+                                             |  |
   |  |  | Transport  |                                             |  |
   |  |  | Subsystem  |                                             |  |
   |  |  +------------+                                             |  |
   |  |                                                             |  |
   |  |  +------------+ +------------+ +-----------+ +-----------+  |  |
   |  |  | Dispatcher | | Message    | | Security  | | Access    |  |  |
   |  |  |            | | Processing | | Subsystem | | Control   |  |  |
   |  |  |            | | Subsystem  | |           | | Subsystem |  |  |
   |  |  +------------+ +------------+ +-----------+ +-----------+  |  |
   |  +-------------------------------------------------------------+  |
   |                                                                   |
   |  +-------------------------------------------------------------+  |
   |  |  Application(s)                                             |  |
   |  |                                                             |  |
   |  |  +-------------+  +--------------+  +--------------+        |  |
   |  |  | Command     |  | Notification |  | Proxy        |        |  |
   |  |  | Generator   |  | Receiver     |  | Forwarder    |        |  |
   |  |  +-------------+  +--------------+  +--------------+        |  |
   |  |                                                             |  |
   |  |  +-------------+  +--------------+  +--------------+        |  |
   |  |  | Command     |  | Notification |  | Other        |        |  |
   |  |  | Responder   |  | Originator   |  |              |        |  |
   |  |  +-------------+  +--------------+  +--------------+        |  |
   |  +-------------------------------------------------------------+  |
   |                                                                   |
   +-------------------------------------------------------------------+
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   The transport mappings defined in RFC 3417 do not provide lower-layer
   security functionality, and thus do not provide transport-specific
   security parameters.  This document updates RFC 3411 and RFC 3417 by
   defining an architectural extension and modifying the ASIs that
   transport mappings (hereafter called "Transport Models") can use to
   pass transport-specific security parameters to other subsystems,
   including transport-specific security parameters that are translated
   into the transport-independent securityName and securityLevel
   parameters.



   The Transport Security Model [RFC5591] and the Secure Shell Transport
   Model [RFC5592] utilize the Transport Subsystem.  The Transport
   Security Model is an alternative to the existing SNMPv1 Security
   Model [RFC3584], the SNMPv2c Security Model [RFC3584], and the User-
   based Security Model [RFC3414].  The Secure Shell Transport Model is
   an alternative to existing transport mappings as described in
   [RFC3417].

2.  Motivation

   Just as there are multiple ways to secure one's home or business, in
   a continuum of alternatives, there are multiple ways to secure a
   network management protocol.  Let's consider three general
   approaches.

   In the first approach, an individual could sit on his front porch
   waiting for intruders.  In the second approach, he could hire an
   employee, schedule the employee, position the employee to guard what
   he wants protected, hire a second guard to cover if the first gets
   sick, and so on.  In the third approach, he could hire a security
   company, tell them what he wants protected, and leave the details to
   them.  Considerations of hiring and training employees, positioning
   and scheduling the guards, arranging for cover, etc., are the
   responsibility of the security company.  The individual therefore
   achieves the desired security, with significantly less effort on his
   part except for identifying requirements and verifying the quality of
   service being provided.

   The User-based Security Model (USM) as defined in [RFC3414] largely
   uses the first approach -- it provides its own security.  It utilizes
   existing mechanisms (e.g., SHA), but provides all the coordination.
   USM provides for the authentication of a principal, message
   encryption, data integrity checking, timeliness checking, etc.

   USM was designed to be independent of other existing security
   infrastructures.  USM therefore uses a separate principal and key
   management infrastructure.  Operators have reported that deploying
   another principal and key management infrastructure in order to use
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   SNMPv3 is a deterrent to deploying SNMPv3.  It is possible to use
   external mechanisms to handle the distribution of keys for use by
   USM.  The more important issue is that operators wanted to leverage
   existing user management infrastructures that were not specific to
   SNMP.

   A USM-compliant architecture might combine the authentication
   mechanism with an external mechanism, such as RADIUS [RFC2865], to
   provide the authentication service.  Similarly, it might be possible
   to utilize an external protocol to encrypt a message, to check
   timeliness, to check data integrity, etc.  However, this corresponds
   to the second approach -- requiring the coordination of a number of
   differently subcontracted services.  Building solid security between
   the various services is difficult, and there is a significant
   potential for gaps in security.



   An alternative approach might be to utilize one or more lower-layer
   security mechanisms to provide the message-oriented security services
   required.  These would include authentication of the sender,
   encryption, timeliness checking, and data integrity checking.  This
   corresponds to the third approach described above.  There are a
   number of IETF standards available or in development to address these
   problems through security layers at the transport layer or
   application layer, among them are TLS [RFC5246], Simple
   Authentication and Security Layer (SASL) [RFC4422], and SSH [RFC4251]

   From an operational perspective, it is highly desirable to use
   security mechanisms that can unify the administrative security
   management for SNMPv3, command line interfaces (CLIs), and other
   management interfaces.  The use of security services provided by
   lower layers is the approach commonly used for the CLI, and is also
   the approach being proposed for other network management protocols,
   such as syslog [RFC5424] and NETCONF [RFC4741].

   This document defines a Transport Subsystem extension to the RFC 3411
   architecture that is based on the third approach.  This extension
   specifies how other lower-layer protocols with common security
   infrastructures can be used underneath the SNMP protocol and the
   desired goal of unified administrative security can be met.

   This extension allows security to be provided by an external protocol
   connected to the SNMP engine through an SNMP Transport Model
   [RFC3417].  Such a Transport Model would then enable the use of
   existing security mechanisms, such as TLS [RFC5246] or SSH [RFC4251],
   within the RFC 3411 architecture.
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   There are a number of Internet security protocols and mechanisms that
   are in widespread use.  Many of them try to provide a generic
   infrastructure to be used by many different application-layer
   protocols.  The motivation behind the Transport Subsystem is to
   leverage these protocols where it seems useful.

   There are a number of challenges to be addressed to map the security
   provided by a secure transport into the SNMP architecture so that
   SNMP continues to provide interoperability with existing
   implementations.  These challenges are described in detail in this
   document.  For some key issues, design choices are described that
   might be made to provide a workable solution that meets operational
   requirements and fits into the SNMP architecture defined in
   [RFC3411].

3.  Requirements of a Transport Model

3.1.  Message Security Requirements

   Transport security protocols SHOULD provide protection against the
   following message-oriented threats:



   1.  modification of information

   2.  masquerade

   3.  message stream modification

   4.  disclosure

   These threats are described in Section 1.4 of [RFC3411].  The
   security requirements outlined there do not require protection
   against denial of service or traffic analysis; however, transport
   security protocols should not make those threats significantly worse.

3.1.1.  Security Protocol Requirements

   There are a number of standard protocols that could be proposed as
   possible solutions within the Transport Subsystem.  Some factors
   should be considered when selecting a protocol.

   Using a protocol in a manner for which it was not designed has
   numerous problems.  The advertised security characteristics of a
   protocol might depend on it being used as designed; when used in
   other ways, it might not deliver the expected security
   characteristics.  It is recommended that any proposed model include a
   description of the applicability of the Transport Model.
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   A Transport Model SHOULD NOT require modifications to the underlying
   protocol.  Modifying the protocol might change its security
   characteristics in ways that could impact other existing usages.  If
   a change is necessary, the change SHOULD be an extension that has no
   impact on the existing usages.  Any Transport Model specification
   should include a description of potential impact on other usages of
   the protocol.

   Since multiple Transport Models can exist simultaneously within the
   Transport Subsystem, Transport Models MUST be able to coexist with
   each other.

3.2.  SNMP Requirements

3.2.1.  Architectural Modularity Requirements

   SNMP version 3 (SNMPv3) is based on a modular architecture (defined
   in Section 3 of [RFC3411]) to allow the evolution of the SNMP
   protocol standards over time and to minimize the side effects between
   subsystems when changes are made.

   The RFC 3411 architecture includes a Message Processing Subsystem for
   permitting different message versions to be handled by a single
   engine, a Security Subsystem for enabling different methods of
   providing security services, Applications to support different types
   of Application processors, and an Access Control Subsystem for
   allowing multiple approaches to access control.  The RFC 3411
   architecture does not include a subsystem for Transport Models,



   despite the fact there are multiple transport mappings already
   defined for SNMP [RFC3417].  This document describes a Transport
   Subsystem that is compatible with the RFC 3411 architecture.  As work
   is being done to use secure transports such as SSH and TLS, using a
   subsystem will enable consistent design and modularity of such
   Transport Models.

   The design of this Transport Subsystem accepts the goals of the RFC
   3411 architecture that are defined in Section 1.5 of [RFC3411].  This
   Transport Subsystem uses a modular design that permits Transport
   Models (which might or might not be security-aware) to be "plugged
   into" the RFC 3411 architecture.  Such Transport Models would be
   independent of other modular SNMP components as much as possible.
   This design also permits Transport Models to be advanced through the
   standards process independently of other Transport Models.

   The following diagram depicts the SNMPv3 architecture, including the
   new Transport Subsystem defined in this document and a new Transport
   Security Model defined in [RFC5591].
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   +------------------------------+
   |    Network                   |
   +------------------------------+
      ^       ^              ^
      |       |              |
      v       v              v
   +-------------------------------------------------------------------+
   | +--------------------------------------------------+              |
   | |  Transport Subsystem                             |              |
   | | +-----+ +-----+ +-----+ +-----+       +-------+  |              |
   | | | UDP | | TCP | | SSH | | TLS | . . . | other |  |              |
   | | +-----+ +-----+ +-----+ +-----+       +-------+  |              |
   | +--------------------------------------------------+              |
   |              ^                                                    |
   |              |                                                    |
   | Dispatcher   v                                                    |
   | +-------------------+ +---------------------+  +----------------+ |
   | | Transport         | | Message Processing  |  | Security       | |
   | | Dispatch          | | Subsystem           |  | Subsystem      | |
   | |                   | |     +------------+  |  | +------------+ | |
   | |                   | |  +->| v1MP       |<--->| | USM        | | |
   | |                   | |  |  +------------+  |  | +------------+ | |
   | |                   | |  |  +------------+  |  | +------------+ | |
   | |                   | |  +->| v2cMP      |<--->| | Transport  | | |
   | | Message           | |  |  +------------+  |  | | Security   | | |
   | | Dispatch    <--------->|  +------------+  |  | | Model      | | |
   | |                   | |  +->| v3MP       |<--->| +------------+ | |
   | |                   | |  |  +------------+  |  | +------------+ | |
   | | PDU Dispatch      | |  |  +------------+  |  | | Other      | | |
   | +-------------------+ |  +->| otherMP    |<--->| | Model(s)   | | |
   |              ^        |     +------------+  |  | +------------+ | |
   |              |        +---------------------+  +----------------+ |
   |              v                                                    |
   |      +-------+-------------------------+---------------+          |



   |      ^                                 ^               ^          |
   |      |                                 |               |          |
   |      v                                 v               v          |
   | +-------------+   +---------+   +--------------+  +-------------+ |
   | |   COMMAND   |   | ACCESS  |   | NOTIFICATION |  |    PROXY    | |
   | |  RESPONDER  |<->| CONTROL |<->|  ORIGINATOR  |  |  FORWARDER  | |
   | | Application |   |         |   | Applications |  | Application | |
   | +-------------+   +---------+   +--------------+  +-------------+ |
   |      ^                                 ^                          |
   |      |                                 |                          |
   |      v                                 v                          |
   | +----------------------------------------------+                  |
   | |             MIB instrumentation              |      SNMP entity |
   +-------------------------------------------------------------------+
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3.2.1.1.  Changes to the RFC 3411 Architecture

   The RFC 3411 architecture and the Security Subsystem assume that a
   Security Model is called by a Message Processing Model and will
   perform multiple security functions within the Security Subsystem.  A
   Transport Model that supports a secure transport protocol might
   perform similar security functions within the Transport Subsystem,
   including the translation of transport-security parameters to/from
   Security-Model-independent parameters.

   To accommodate this, an implementation-specific cache of transport-
   specific information will be described (not shown), and the data
   flows on this path will be extended to pass Security-Model-
   independent values.  This document amends some of the ASIs defined in
   RFC 3411; these changes are covered in Section 6 of this document.

   New Security Models might be defined that understand how to work with
   these modified ASIs and the transport-information cache.  One such
   Security Model, the Transport Security Model, is defined in
   [RFC5591].

3.2.1.2.  Changes to RFC 3411 Processing

   The introduction of secure transports affects the responsibilities
   and order of processing within the RFC 3411 architecture.  While the
   steps are the same, they might occur in a different order, and might
   be done by different subsystems.  With the existing RFC 3411
   architecture, security processing starts when the Message Processing
   Model decodes portions of the encoded message to extract parameters
   that identify which Security Model MUST handle the security-related
   tasks.

   A secure transport performs those security functions on the message,
   before the message is decoded.  Some of these functions might then be
   repeated by the selected Security Model.

3.2.1.3.  Passing Information between SNMP Engines

   A secure Transport Model will establish an authenticated and possibly
   encrypted tunnel between the Transport Models of two SNMP engines.



   After a transport-layer tunnel is established, then SNMP messages can
   be sent through the tunnel from one SNMP engine to the other.  While
   the Community Security Models [RFC3584] and the User-based Security
   Model establish a security association for each SNMP message, newer
   Transport Models MAY support sending multiple SNMP messages through
   the same tunnel to amortize the costs of establishing a security
   association.
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3.2.2.  Access Control Requirements

   RFC 3411 made some design decisions related to the support of an
   Access Control Subsystem.  These include establishing and passing in
   a model-independent manner the securityModel, securityName, and
   securityLevel parameters, and separating message authentication from
   data-access authorization.

3.2.2.1.  securityName and securityLevel Mapping

   SNMP data-access controls are expected to work on the basis of who
   can perform what operations on which subsets of data, and based on
   the security services that will be provided to secure the data in
   transit.  The securityModel and securityLevel parameters establish
   the protections for transit -- whether authentication and privacy
   services will be or have been applied to the message.  The
   securityName is a model-independent identifier of the security
   "principal".

   A Security Model plays a role in security that goes beyond protecting
   the message -- it provides a mapping between the Security-Model-
   specific principal for an incoming message to a Security-Model
   independent securityName that can be used for subsequent processing,
   such as for access control.  The securityName is mapped from a
   mechanism-specific identity, and this mapping must be done for
   incoming messages by the Security Model before it passes securityName
   to the Message Processing Model via the processIncoming ASI.

   A Security Model is also responsible to specify, via the
   securityLevel parameter, whether incoming messages have been
   authenticated and encrypted, and to ensure that outgoing messages are
   authenticated and encrypted based on the value of securityLevel.

   A Transport Model MAY provide suggested values for securityName and
   securityLevel.  A Security Model might have multiple sources for
   determining the principal and desired security services, and a
   particular Security Model might or might not utilize the values
   proposed by a Transport Model when deciding the value of securityName
   and securityLevel.

   Documents defining a new transport domain MUST define a prefix that
   MAY be prepended to all securityNames passed by the Security Model.
   The prefix MUST include one to four US-ASCII alpha-numeric
   characters, not including a ":" (US-ASCII 0x3a) character.  If a
   prefix is used, a securityName is constructed by concatenating the
   prefix and a ":" (US-ASCII 0x3a) character, followed by a non-empty



   identity in an snmpAdminString-compatible format.  The prefix can be
   used by SNMP Applications to distinguish "alice" authenticated by SSH
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   from "alice" authenticated by TLS.  Transport domains and their
   corresponding prefixes are coordinated via the IANA registry "SNMP
   Transport Domains".

3.2.3.  Security Parameter Passing Requirements

   A Message Processing Model might unpack SNMP-specific security
   parameters from an incoming message before calling a specific
   Security Model to handle the security-related processing of the
   message.  When using a secure Transport Model, some security
   parameters might be extracted from the transport layer by the
   Transport Model before the message is passed to the Message
   Processing Subsystem.

   This document describes a cache mechanism (see Section 5) into which
   the Transport Model puts information about the transport and security
   parameters applied to a transport connection or an incoming message;
   a Security Model might extract that information from the cache.  A
   tmStateReference is passed as an extra parameter in the ASIs between
   the Transport Subsystem and the Message Processing and Security
   Subsystems in order to identify the relevant cache.  This approach of
   passing a model-independent reference is consistent with the
   securityStateReference cache already being passed around in the RFC
   3411 ASIs.

3.2.4.  Separation of Authentication and Authorization

   The RFC 3411 architecture defines a separation of authentication and
   the authorization to access and/or modify MIB data.  A set of model-
   independent parameters (securityModel, securityName, and
   securityLevel) are passed between the Security Subsystem, the
   Applications, and the Access Control Subsystem.

   This separation was a deliberate decision of the SNMPv3 WG, in order
   to allow support for authentication protocols that do not provide
   data-access authorization capabilities, and in order to support data-
   access authorization schemes, such as the View-based access Control
   Model (VACM), that do not perform their own authentication.

   A Message Processing Model determines which Security Model is used,
   either based on the message version (e.g., SNMPv1 and SNMPv2c) or
   possibly by a value specified in the message (e.g., msgSecurityModel
   field in SNMPv3).

   The Security Model makes the decision which securityName and
   securityLevel values are passed as model-independent parameters to an
   Application, which then passes them via the isAccessAllowed ASI to
   the Access Control Subsystem.
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   An Access Control Model performs the mapping from the model-
   independent security parameters to a policy within the Access Control
   Model that is Access-Control-Model-dependent.

   A Transport Model does not know which Security Model will be used for
   an incoming message, and so cannot know how the securityName and
   securityLevel parameters will be determined.  It can propose an
   authenticated identity (via the tmSecurityName field), but there is
   no guarantee that this value will be used by the Security Model.  For
   example, non-transport-aware Security Models will typically determine
   the securityName (and securityLevel) based on the contents of the
   SNMP message itself.  Such Security Models will simply not know that
   the tmStateReference cache exists.

   Further, even if the Transport Model can influence the choice of
   securityName, it cannot directly determine the authorization allowed
   to this identity.  If two different Transport Models each
   authenticate a transport principal that are then both mapped to the
   same securityName, then these two identities will typically be
   afforded exactly the same authorization by the Access Control Model.

   The only way for the Access Control Model to differentiate between
   identities based on the underlying Transport Model would be for such
   transport-authenticated identities to be mapped to distinct
   securityNames.  How and if this is done is Security-Model-dependent.

3.3.  Session Requirements

   Some secure transports have a notion of sessions, while other secure
   transports provide channels or other session-like mechanisms.
   Throughout this document, the term "session" is used in a broad sense
   to cover transport sessions, transport channels, and other transport-
   layer, session-like mechanisms.  Transport-layer sessions that can
   secure multiple SNMP messages within the lifetime of the session are
   considered desirable because the cost of authentication can be
   amortized over potentially many transactions.  How a transport
   session is actually established, opened, closed, or maintained is
   specific to a particular Transport Model.

   To reduce redundancy, this document describes aspects that are
   expected to be common to all Transport Model sessions.

3.3.1.  No SNMP Sessions

   The architecture defined in [RFC3411] and the Transport Subsystem
   defined in this document do not support SNMP sessions or include a
   session selector in the Abstract Service Interfaces.
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   The Transport Subsystem might support transport sessions.  However,
   the Transport Subsystem does not have access to the pduType (i.e.,



   the SNMP operation type), and so cannot select a given transport
   session for particular types of traffic.

   Certain parameters of the Abstract Service Interfaces might be used
   to guide the selection of an appropriate transport session to use for
   a given request by an Application.

   The transportDomain and transportAddress identify the transport
   connection to a remote network node.  Elements of the transport
   address (such as the port number) might be used by an Application to
   send a particular PDU type to a particular transport address.  For
   example, the SNMP-TARGET-MIB and SNMP-NOTIFICATION-MIB [RFC3413] are
   used to configure notification originators with the destination port
   to which SNMPv2-Trap PDUs or Inform PDUs are to be sent, but the
   Transport Subsystem never looks inside the PDU.

   The securityName identifies which security principal to communicate
   with at that address (e.g., different Network Management System (NMS)
   applications), and the securityLevel might permit selection of
   different sets of security properties for different purposes (e.g.,
   encrypted SET vs. non-encrypted GET operations).

   However, because the handling of transport sessions is specific to
   each Transport Model, some Transport Models MAY restrict selecting a
   particular transport session.  A user application might use a unique
   combination of transportDomain, transportAddress, securityModel,
   securityName, and securityLevel to try to force the selection of a
   given transport session.  This usage is NOT RECOMMENDED because it is
   not guaranteed to be interoperable across implementations and across
   models.

   Implementations SHOULD be able to maintain some reasonable number of
   concurrent transport sessions, and MAY provide non-standard internal
   mechanisms to select transport sessions.

3.3.2.  Session Establishment Requirements

   SNMP Applications provide the transportDomain, transportAddress,
   securityName, and securityLevel to be used to create a new session.

   If the Transport Model cannot provide at least the requested level of
   security, the Transport Model should discard the message and should
   notify the Dispatcher that establishing a session and sending the
   message failed.  Similarly, if the session cannot be established,
   then the message should be discarded and the Dispatcher notified.
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   Transport session establishment might require provisioning
   authentication credentials at an engine, either statically or
   dynamically.  How this is done is dependent on the Transport Model
   and the implementation.

3.3.3.  Session Maintenance Requirements

   A Transport Model can tear down sessions as needed.  It might be



   necessary for some implementations to tear down sessions as the
   result of resource constraints, for example.

   The decision to tear down a session is implementation-dependent.  How
   an implementation determines that an operation has completed is
   implementation-dependent.  While it is possible to tear down each
   transport session after processing for each message has completed,
   this is not recommended for performance reasons.

   The elements of procedure describe when cached information can be
   discarded, and the timing of cache cleanup might have security
   implications, but cache memory management is an implementation issue.

   If a Transport Model defines MIB module objects to maintain session
   state information, then the Transport Model MUST define what happens
   to the objects when a related session is torn down, since this will
   impact the interoperability of the MIB module.

3.3.4.  Message Security versus Session Security

   A Transport Model session is associated with state information that
   is maintained for its lifetime.  This state information allows for
   the application of various security services to multiple messages.
   Cryptographic keys associated with the transport session SHOULD be
   used to provide authentication, integrity checking, and encryption
   services, as needed, for data that is communicated during the
   session.  The cryptographic protocols used to establish keys for a
   Transport Model session SHOULD ensure that fresh new session keys are
   generated for each session.  This would ensure that a cross-session
   replay attack would be unsuccessful; that is, an attacker could not
   take a message observed on one session and successfully replay it on
   another session.

   A good security protocol would also protect against replay attacks
   within a session; that is, an attacker could not take a message
   observed on a session and successfully replay it later in the same
   session.  One approach would be to use sequence information within
   the protocol, allowing the participants to detect if messages were
   replayed or reordered within a session.
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   If a secure transport session is closed between the time a request
   message is received and the corresponding response message is sent,
   then the response message SHOULD be discarded, even if a new session
   has been established.  The SNMPv3 WG decided that this should be a
   "SHOULD" architecturally, and it is a Security-Model-specific
   decision whether to REQUIRE this.  The architecture does not mandate
   this requirement in order to allow for future Security Models where
   this might make sense; however, not requiring this could lead to
   added complexity and security vulnerabilities, so most Security
   Models SHOULD require this.

   SNMPv3 was designed to support multiple levels of security,
   selectable on a per-message basis by an SNMP Application, because,
   for example, there is not much value in using encryption for a



   command generator to poll for potentially non-sensitive performance
   data on thousands of interfaces every ten minutes; such encryption
   might add significant overhead to processing of the messages.

   Some Transport Models might support only specific authentication and
   encryption services, such as requiring all messages to be carried
   using both authentication and encryption, regardless of the security
   level requested by an SNMP Application.  A Transport Model MAY
   upgrade the security level requested by a transport-aware Security
   Model, i.e., noAuthNoPriv and authNoPriv might be sent over an
   authenticated and encrypted session.  A Transport Model MUST NOT
   downgrade the security level requested by a transport-aware Security
   Model, and SHOULD discard any message where this would occur.  This
   is a SHOULD rather than a MUST only to permit the potential
   development of models that can perform error-handling in a manner
   that is less severe than discarding the message.  However, any model
   that does not discard the message in this circumstance should have a
   clear justification for why not discarding will not create a security
   vulnerability.

4.  Scenario Diagrams and the Transport Subsystem

   Sections 4.6.1 and 4.6.2 of RFC 3411 provide scenario diagrams to
   illustrate how an outgoing message is created and how an incoming
   message is processed.  RFC 3411 does not define ASIs for the "Send
   SNMP Request Message to Network", "Receive SNMP Response Message from
   Network", "Receive SNMP Message from Network" and "Send SNMP message
   to Network" arrows in these diagrams.

   This document defines two ASIs corresponding to these arrows: a
   sendMessage ASI to send SNMP messages to the network and a
   receiveMessage ASI to receive SNMP messages from the network.  These
   ASIs are used for all SNMP messages, regardless of pduType.
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5.  Cached Information and References

   When performing SNMP processing, there are two levels of state
   information that might need to be retained: the immediate state
   linking a request-response pair and a potentially longer-term state
   relating to transport and security.

   The RFC 3411 architecture uses caches to maintain the short-term
   message state, and uses references in the ASIs to pass this
   information between subsystems.

   This document defines the requirements for a cache to handle
   additional short-term message state and longer-term transport state
   information, using a tmStateReference parameter to pass this
   information between subsystems.

   To simplify the elements of procedure, the release of state
   information is not always explicitly specified.  As a general rule,
   if state information is available when a message being processed gets
   discarded, the state related to that message should also be



   discarded.  If state information is available when a relationship
   between engines is severed, such as the closing of a transport
   session, the state information for that relationship should also be
   discarded.

   Since the contents of a cache are meaningful only within an
   implementation, and not on-the-wire, the format of the cache is
   implementation-specific.

5.1.  securityStateReference

   The securityStateReference parameter is defined in RFC 3411.  Its
   primary purpose is to provide a mapping between a request and the
   corresponding response.  This cache is not accessible to Transport
   Models, and an entry is typically only retained for the lifetime of a
   request-response pair of messages.

5.2.  tmStateReference

   For each transport session, information about the transport security
   is stored in a tmState cache or datastore that is referenced by a
   tmStateReference.  The tmStateReference parameter is used to pass
   model-specific and mechanism-specific parameters between the
   Transport Subsystem and transport-aware Security Models.

   In general, when necessary, the tmState is populated by the Security
   Model for outgoing messages and by the Transport Model for incoming
   messages.  However, in both cases, the model populating the tmState
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   might have incomplete information, and the missing information might
   be populated by the other model when the information becomes
   available.

   The tmState might contain both long-term and short-term information.
   The session information typically remains valid for the duration of
   the transport session, might be used for several messages, and might
   be stored in a local configuration datastore.  Some information has a
   shorter lifespan, such as tmSameSecurity and
   tmRequestedSecurityLevel, which are associated with a specific
   message.

   Since this cache is only used within an implementation, and not on-
   the-wire, the precise contents and format of the cache are
   implementation-dependent.  For architectural modularity between
   Transport Models and transport-aware Security Models, a fully-defined
   tmState MUST conceptually include at least the following fields:

      tmTransportDomain

      tmTransportAddress

      tmSecurityName

      tmRequestedSecurityLevel



      tmTransportSecurityLevel

      tmSameSecurity

      tmSessionID

   The details of these fields are described in the following
   subsections.

5.2.1.  Transport Information

   Information about the source of an incoming SNMP message is passed up
   from the Transport Subsystem as far as the Message Processing
   Subsystem.  However, these parameters are not included in the
   processIncomingMsg ASI defined in RFC 3411; hence, this information
   is not directly available to the Security Model.

   A transport-aware Security Model might wish to take account of the
   transport protocol and originating address when authenticating the
   request and setting up the authorization parameters.  It is therefore
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   necessary for the Transport Model to include this information in the
   tmStateReference cache so that it is accessible to the Security
   Model.

   o  tmTransportDomain: the transport protocol (and hence the Transport
      Model) used to receive the incoming message.

   o  tmTransportAddress: the source of the incoming message.

   The ASIs used for processing an outgoing message all include explicit
   transportDomain and transportAddress parameters.  The values within
   the securityStateReference cache might override these parameters for
   outgoing messages.

5.2.2.  securityName

   There are actually three distinct "identities" that can be identified
   during the processing of an SNMP request over a secure transport:

   o  transport principal: the transport-authenticated identity on whose
      behalf the secure transport connection was (or should be)
      established.  This value is transport-, mechanism-, and
      implementation-specific, and is only used within a given Transport
      Model.

   o  tmSecurityName: a human-readable name (in snmpAdminString format)
      representing this transport identity.  This value is transport-
      and implementation-specific, and is only used (directly) by the
      Transport and Security Models.

   o  securityName: a human-readable name (in snmpAdminString format)
      representing the SNMP principal in a model-independent manner.



      This value is used directly by SNMP Applications, the Access
      Control Subsystem, the Message Processing Subsystem, and the
      Security Subsystem.

   The transport principal might or might not be the same as the
   tmSecurityName.  Similarly, the tmSecurityName might or might not be
   the same as the securityName as seen by the Application and Access
   Control Subsystems.  In particular, a non-transport-aware Security
   Model will ignore tmSecurityName completely when determining the SNMP
   securityName.

   However, it is important that the mapping between the transport
   principal and the SNMP securityName (for transport-aware Security
   Models) is consistent and predictable in order to allow configuration
   of suitable access control and the establishment of transport
   connections.
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5.2.3.  securityLevel

   There are two distinct issues relating to security level as applied
   to secure transports.  For clarity, these are handled by separate
   fields in the tmStateReference cache:

   o  tmTransportSecurityLevel: an indication from the Transport Model
      of the level of security offered by this session.  The Security
      Model can use this to ensure that incoming messages were suitably
      protected before acting on them.

   o  tmRequestedSecurityLevel: an indication from the Security Model of
      the level of security required to be provided by the transport
      protocol.  The Transport Model can use this to ensure that
      outgoing messages will not be sent over an insufficiently secure
      session.

5.2.4.  Session Information

   For security reasons, if a secure transport session is closed between
   the time a request message is received and the corresponding response
   message is sent, then the response message SHOULD be discarded, even
   if a new session has been established.  The SNMPv3 WG decided that
   this should be a "SHOULD" architecturally, and it is a Security-
   Model-specific decision whether to REQUIRE this.

   o  tmSameSecurity: this flag is used by a transport-aware Security
      Model to indicate whether the Transport Model MUST enforce this
      restriction.

   o  tmSessionID: in order to verify whether the session has changed,
      the Transport Model must be able to compare the session used to
      receive the original request with the one to be used to send the
      response.  This typically needs some form of session identifier.
      This value is only ever used by the Transport Model, so the format
      and interpretation of this field are model-specific and
      implementation-dependent.



   When processing an outgoing message, if tmSameSecurity is true, then
   the tmSessionID MUST match the current transport session; otherwise,
   the message MUST be discarded and the Dispatcher notified that
   sending the message failed.
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6.  Abstract Service Interfaces

   Abstract service interfaces have been defined by RFC 3411 to describe
   the conceptual data flows between the various subsystems within an
   SNMP entity and to help keep the subsystems independent of each other
   except for the common parameters.

   This document introduces a couple of new ASIs to define the interface
   between the Transport and Dispatcher Subsystems; it also extends some
   of the ASIs defined in RFC 3411 to include transport-related
   information.

   This document follows the example of RFC 3411 regarding the release
   of state information and regarding error indications.

   1) The release of state information is not always explicitly
   specified in a Transport Model.  As a general rule, if state
   information is available when a message gets discarded, the message-
   state information should also be released, and if state information
   is available when a session is closed, the session-state information
   should also be released.  Keeping sensitive security information
   longer than necessary might introduce potential vulnerabilities to an
   implementation.

   2)An error indication in statusInformation will typically include the
   Object Identifier (OID) and value for an incremented error counter.
   This might be accompanied by values for contextEngineID and
   contextName for this counter, a value for securityLevel, and the
   appropriate state reference if the information is available at the
   point where the error is detected.

6.1.  sendMessage ASI

   The sendMessage ASI is used to pass a message from the Dispatcher to
   the appropriate Transport Model for sending.  The sendMessageASI
   defined in this document replaces the text "Send SNMP Request Message
   to Network" that appears in the diagram in Section 4.6.1 of RFC 3411
   and the text "Send SNMP Message to Network" that appears in Section
   4.6.2 of RFC 3411.

   If present and valid, the tmStateReference refers to a cache
   containing Transport-Model-specific parameters for the transport and
   transport security.  How a tmStateReference is determined to be
   present and valid is implementation-dependent.  How the information



   in the cache is used is Transport-Model-dependent and implementation-
   dependent.
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   This might sound underspecified, but a Transport Model might be
   something like SNMP over UDP over IPv6, where no security is
   provided, so it might have no mechanisms for utilizing a
   tmStateReference cache.

   statusInformation =
   sendMessage(
   IN   destTransportDomain           -- transport domain to be used
   IN   destTransportAddress          -- transport address to be used
   IN   outgoingMessage               -- the message to send
   IN   outgoingMessageLength         -- its length
   IN   tmStateReference              -- reference to transport state
    )

6.2.  Changes to RFC 3411 Outgoing ASIs

   Additional parameters have been added to the ASIs defined in RFC 3411
   that are concerned with communication between the Dispatcher and
   Message Processing Subsystems, and between the Message Processing and
   Security Subsystems.

6.2.1.  Message Processing Subsystem Primitives

   A tmStateReference parameter has been added as an OUT parameter to
   the prepareOutgoingMessage and prepareResponseMessage ASIs.  This is
   passed from the Message Processing Subsystem to the Dispatcher, and
   from there to the Transport Subsystem.

   How or if the Message Processing Subsystem modifies or utilizes the
   contents of the cache is Message-Processing-Model specific.

   statusInformation =          -- success or errorIndication
   prepareOutgoingMessage(
   IN  transportDomain          -- transport domain to be used
   IN  transportAddress         -- transport address to be used
   IN  messageProcessingModel   -- typically, SNMP version
   IN  securityModel            -- Security Model to use
   IN  securityName             -- on behalf of this principal
   IN  securityLevel            -- Level of Security requested
   IN  contextEngineID          -- data from/at this entity
   IN  contextName              -- data from/in this context
   IN  pduVersion               -- the version of the PDU
   IN  PDU                      -- SNMP Protocol Data Unit
   IN  expectResponse           -- TRUE or FALSE
   IN  sendPduHandle            -- the handle for matching
                                   incoming responses
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   OUT  destTransportDomain     -- destination transport domain
   OUT  destTransportAddress    -- destination transport address
   OUT  outgoingMessage         -- the message to send
   OUT  outgoingMessageLength   -- its length
   OUT  tmStateReference        -- (NEW) reference to transport state
               )

   statusInformation =          -- success or errorIndication
   prepareResponseMessage(
   IN  messageProcessingModel   -- typically, SNMP version
   IN  securityModel            -- Security Model to use
   IN  securityName             -- on behalf of this principal
   IN  securityLevel            -- Level of Security requested
   IN  contextEngineID          -- data from/at this entity
   IN  contextName              -- data from/in this context
   IN  pduVersion               -- the version of the PDU
   IN  PDU                      -- SNMP Protocol Data Unit
   IN  maxSizeResponseScopedPDU -- maximum size able to accept
   IN  stateReference           -- reference to state information
                                -- as presented with the request
   IN  statusInformation        -- success or errorIndication
                                -- error counter OID/value if error
   OUT destTransportDomain      -- destination transport domain
   OUT destTransportAddress     -- destination transport address
   OUT outgoingMessage          -- the message to send
   OUT outgoingMessageLength    -- its length
   OUT tmStateReference         -- (NEW) reference to transport state
               )

6.2.2.  Security Subsystem Primitives

   transportDomain and transportAddress parameters have been added as IN
   parameters to the generateRequestMsg and generateResponseMsg ASIs,
   and a tmStateReference parameter has been added as an OUT parameter.
   The transportDomain and transportAddress parameters will have been
   passed into the Message Processing Subsystem from the Dispatcher and
   are passed on to the Security Subsystem.  The tmStateReference
   parameter will be passed from the Security Subsystem back to the
   Message Processing Subsystem, and on to the Dispatcher and Transport
   Subsystems.

   If a cache exists for a session identifiable from the
   tmTransportDomain, tmTransportAddress, tmSecurityName, and requested
   securityLevel, then a transport-aware Security Model might create a
   tmStateReference parameter to this cache and pass that as an OUT
   parameter.
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   statusInformation =
   generateRequestMsg(
     IN   transportDomain         -- (NEW) destination transport domain
     IN   transportAddress        -- (NEW) destination transport address
     IN   messageProcessingModel  -- typically, SNMP version
     IN   globalData              -- message header, admin data
     IN   maxMessageSize          -- of the sending SNMP entity
     IN   securityModel           -- for the outgoing message
     IN   securityEngineID        -- authoritative SNMP entity
     IN   securityName            -- on behalf of this principal
     IN   securityLevel           -- Level of Security requested
     IN   scopedPDU               -- message (plaintext) payload
     OUT  securityParameters      -- filled in by Security Module
     OUT  wholeMsg                -- complete generated message
     OUT  wholeMsgLength          -- length of generated message
     OUT  tmStateReference        -- (NEW) reference to transport state
              )

   statusInformation =
   generateResponseMsg(
     IN   transportDomain         -- (NEW) destination transport domain
     IN   transportAddress        -- (NEW) destination transport address
     IN   messageProcessingModel -- Message Processing Model
     IN   globalData             -- msgGlobalData
     IN   maxMessageSize         -- from msgMaxSize
     IN   securityModel          -- as determined by MPM
     IN   securityEngineID       -- the value of snmpEngineID
     IN   securityName           -- on behalf of this principal
     IN   securityLevel          -- for the outgoing message
     IN   scopedPDU              -- as provided by MPM
     IN   securityStateReference -- as provided by MPM
     OUT  securityParameters     -- filled in by Security Module
     OUT  wholeMsg               -- complete generated message
     OUT  wholeMsgLength         -- length of generated message
     OUT  tmStateReference       -- (NEW) reference to transport state
              )

6.3.  The receiveMessage ASI

   The receiveMessage ASI is used to pass a message from the Transport
   Subsystem to the Dispatcher.  The receiveMessage ASI replaces the
   text "Receive SNMP Response Message from Network" that appears in the
   diagram in Section 4.6.1 of RFC 3411 and the text "Receive SNMP
   Message from Network" from Section 4.6.2 of RFC3411.

   When a message is received on a given transport session, if a cache
   does not already exist for that session, the Transport Model might
   create one, referenced by tmStateReference.  The contents of this
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   cache are discussed in Section 5.  How this information is determined
   is implementation- and Transport-Model-specific.

   "Might create one" might sound underspecified, but a Transport Model
   might be something like SNMP over UDP over IPv6, where transport
   security is not provided, so it might not create a cache.



   The Transport Model does not know the securityModel for an incoming
   message; this will be determined by the Message Processing Model in a
   Message-Processing-Model-dependent manner.

   statusInformation =
   receiveMessage(
   IN   transportDomain               -- origin transport domain
   IN   transportAddress              -- origin transport address
   IN   incomingMessage               -- the message received
   IN   incomingMessageLength         -- its length
   IN   tmStateReference              -- reference to transport state
    )

6.4.  Changes to RFC 3411 Incoming ASIs

   The tmStateReference parameter has also been added to some of the
   incoming ASIs defined in RFC 3411.  How or if a Message Processing
   Model or Security Model uses tmStateReference is message-processing-
   and Security-Model-specific.

   This might sound underspecified, but a Message Processing Model might
   have access to all the information from the cache and from the
   message.  The Message Processing Model might determine that the USM
   Security Model is specified in an SNMPv3 message header; the USM
   Security Model has no need of values in the tmStateReference cache to
   authenticate and secure the SNMP message, but an Application might
   have specified to use a secure transport such as that provided by the
   SSH Transport Model to send the message to its destination.

6.4.1.  Message Processing Subsystem Primitive

   The tmStateReference parameter of prepareDataElements is passed from
   the Dispatcher to the Message Processing Subsystem.  How or if the
   Message Processing Subsystem modifies or utilizes the contents of the
   cache is Message-Processing-Model-specific.

   result =                       -- SUCCESS or errorIndication
   prepareDataElements(
   IN   transportDomain           -- origin transport domain
   IN   transportAddress          -- origin transport address
   IN   wholeMsg                  -- as received from the network
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   IN   wholeMsgLength            -- as received from the network
   IN   tmStateReference          -- (NEW) from the Transport Model
   OUT  messageProcessingModel    -- typically, SNMP version
   OUT  securityModel             -- Security Model to use
   OUT  securityName              -- on behalf of this principal
   OUT  securityLevel             -- Level of Security requested
   OUT  contextEngineID           -- data from/at this entity
   OUT  contextName               -- data from/in this context
   OUT  pduVersion                -- the version of the PDU
   OUT  PDU                       -- SNMP Protocol Data Unit
   OUT  pduType                   -- SNMP PDU type
   OUT  sendPduHandle             -- handle for matched request



   OUT  maxSizeResponseScopedPDU  -- maximum size sender can accept
   OUT  statusInformation         -- success or errorIndication
                                  -- error counter OID/value if error
   OUT  stateReference            -- reference to state information
                                  -- to be used for possible Response
   )

6.4.2.  Security Subsystem Primitive

   The processIncomingMessage ASI passes tmStateReference from the
   Message Processing Subsystem to the Security Subsystem.

   If tmStateReference is present and valid, an appropriate Security
   Model might utilize the information in the cache.  How or if the
   Security Subsystem utilizes the information in the cache is Security-
   Model-specific.

   statusInformation =  -- errorIndication or success
                            -- error counter OID/value if error
   processIncomingMsg(
   IN   messageProcessingModel    -- typically, SNMP version
   IN   maxMessageSize            -- of the sending SNMP entity
   IN   securityParameters        -- for the received message
   IN   securityModel             -- for the received message
   IN   securityLevel             -- Level of Security
   IN   wholeMsg                  -- as received on the wire
   IN   wholeMsgLength            -- length as received on the wire
   IN   tmStateReference          -- (NEW) from the Transport Model
   OUT  securityEngineID          -- authoritative SNMP entity
   OUT  securityName              -- identification of the principal
   OUT  scopedPDU,                -- message (plaintext) payload
   OUT  maxSizeResponseScopedPDU  -- maximum size sender can handle
   OUT  securityStateReference    -- reference to security state
                                  -- information, needed for response
   )
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7.  Security Considerations

   This document defines an architectural approach that permits SNMP to
   utilize transport-layer security services.  Each proposed Transport
   Model should discuss the security considerations of that Transport
   Model.

   It is considered desirable by some industry segments that SNMP
   Transport Models utilize transport-layer security that addresses
   perfect forward secrecy at least for encryption keys.  Perfect
   forward secrecy guarantees that compromise of long-term secret keys
   does not result in disclosure of past session keys.  Each proposed
   Transport Model should include a discussion in its security
   considerations of whether perfect forward secrecy is appropriate for
   that Transport Model.

   The denial-of-service characteristics of various Transport Models and
   security protocols will vary and should be evaluated when determining



   the applicability of a Transport Model to a particular deployment
   situation.

   Since the cache will contain security-related parameters,
   implementers SHOULD store this information (in memory or in
   persistent storage) in a manner to protect it from unauthorized
   disclosure and/or modification.

   Care must be taken to ensure that an SNMP engine is sending packets
   out over a transport using credentials that are legal for that engine
   to use on behalf of that user.  Otherwise, an engine that has
   multiple transports open might be "tricked" into sending a message
   through the wrong transport.

   A Security Model might have multiple sources from which to define the
   securityName and securityLevel.  The use of a secure Transport Model
   does not imply that the securityName and securityLevel chosen by the
   Security Model represent the transport-authenticated identity or the
   transport-provided security services.  The securityModel,
   securityName, and securityLevel parameters are a related set, and an
   administrator should understand how the specified securityModel
   selects the corresponding securityName and securityLevel.

7.1.  Coexistence, Security Parameters, and Access Control

   In the RFC 3411 architecture, the Message Processing Model makes the
   decision about which Security Model to use.  The architectural change
   described by this document does not alter that.
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   The architecture change described by this document does, however,
   allow SNMP to support two different approaches to security --
   message-driven security and transport-driven security.  With message-
   driven security, SNMP provides its own security and passes security
   parameters within the SNMP message; with transport-driven security,
   SNMP depends on an external entity to provide security during
   transport by "wrapping" the SNMP message.

   Using a non-transport-aware Security Model with a secure Transport
   Model is NOT RECOMMENDED for the following reasons.

   Security Models defined before the Transport Security Model (i.e.,
   SNMPv1, SNMPv2c, and USM) do not support transport-based security and
   only have access to the security parameters contained within the SNMP
   message.  They do not know about the security parameters associated
   with a secure transport.  As a result, the Access Control Subsystem
   bases its decisions on the security parameters extracted from the
   SNMP message, not on transport-based security parameters.

   Implications of combining older Security Models with Secure Transport
   Models are known.  The securityName used for access control decisions
   is based on the message-driven identity, which might be
   unauthenticated, and not on the transport-driven, authenticated
   identity:



   o  An SNMPv1 message will always be paired with an SNMPv1 Security
      Model (per RFC 3584), regardless of the transport mapping or
      Transport Model used, and access controls will be based on the
      unauthenticated community name.

   o  An SNMPv2c message will always be paired with an SNMPv2c Security
      Model (per RFC 3584), regardless of the transport mapping or
      Transport Model used, and access controls will be based on the
      unauthenticated community name.

   o  An SNMPv3 message will always be paired with the securityModel
      specified in the msgSecurityParameters field of the message (per
      RFC 3412), regardless of the transport mapping or Transport Model
      used.  If the SNMPv3 message specifies the User-based Security
      Model (USM) with noAuthNoPriv, then the access controls will be
      based on the unauthenticated USM user.

   o  For outgoing messages, if a Secure Transport Model is selected in
      combination with a Security Model that does not populate a
      tmStateReference, the Secure Transport Model SHOULD detect the
      lack of a valid tmStateReference and fail.
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   In times of network stress, a Secure Transport Model might not work
   properly if its underlying security mechanisms (e.g., Network Time
   Protocol (NTP) or Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting (AAA)
   protocols or certificate authorities) are not reachable.  The User-
   based Security Model was explicitly designed to not depend upon
   external network services, and provides its own security services.
   It is RECOMMENDED that operators provision authPriv USM as a fallback
   mechanism to supplement any Security Model or Transport Model that
   has external dependencies, so that secure SNMP communications can
   continue when the external network service is not available.

8.  IANA Considerations

   IANA has created a new registry in the Simple Network Management
   Protocol (SNMP) Number Spaces.  The new registry is called "SNMP
   Transport Domains".  This registry contains US-ASCII alpha-numeric
   strings of one to four characters to identify prefixes for
   corresponding SNMP transport domains.  Each transport domain MUST
   have an OID assignment under snmpDomains [RFC2578].  Values are to be
   assigned via [RFC5226] "Specification Required".

   The registry has been populated with the following initial entries:

   Registry Name: SNMP Transport Domains
   Reference: [RFC2578] [RFC3417] [RFC5590]
   Registration Procedures: Specification Required
   Each domain is assigned a MIB-defined OID under snmpDomains

   Prefix        snmpDomains                    Reference
   -------       -----------------------------  ---------



   udp           snmpUDPDomain                  [RFC3417] [RFC5590]
   clns          snmpCLNSDomain                 [RFC3417] [RFC5590]
   cons          snmpCONSDomain                 [RFC3417] [RFC5590]
   ddp           snmpDDPDomain                  [RFC3417] [RFC5590]
   ipx           snmpIPXDomain                  [RFC3417] [RFC5590]
   prxy          rfc1157Domain                  [RFC3417] [RFC5590]
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Appendix A.  Why tmStateReference?

   This appendix considers why a cache-based approach was selected for
   passing parameters.

   There are four approaches that could be used for passing information
   between the Transport Model and a Security Model.

   1.  One could define an ASI to supplement the existing ASIs.

   2.  One could add a header to encapsulate the SNMP message.

   3.  One could utilize fields already defined in the existing SNMPv3
       message.

   4.  One could pass the information in an implementation-specific
       cache or via a MIB module.

A.1.  Define an Abstract Service Interface

   Abstract Service Interfaces (ASIs) are defined by a set of primitives
   that specify the services provided and the abstract data elements
   that are to be passed when the services are invoked.  Defining
   additional ASIs to pass the security and transport information from
   the Transport Subsystem to the Security Subsystem has the advantage
   of being consistent with existing RFC 3411/3412 practice; it also
   helps to ensure that any Transport Model proposals pass the necessary
   data and do not cause side effects by creating model-specific
   dependencies between itself and models or subsystems other than those
   that are clearly defined by an ASI.

A.2.  Using an Encapsulating Header

   A header could encapsulate the SNMP message to pass necessary
   information from the Transport Model to the Dispatcher and then to a
   Message Processing Model.  The message header would be included in
   the wholeMessage ASI parameter and would be removed by a
   corresponding Message Processing Model.  This would imply the (one
   and only) Message Dispatcher would need to be modified to determine
   which SNMP message version was involved, and a new Message Processing
   Model would need to be developed that knew how to extract the header
   from the message and pass it to the Security Model.

A.3.  Modifying Existing Fields in an SNMP Message

   [RFC3412] defines the SNMPv3 message, which contains fields to pass
   security-related parameters.  The Transport Subsystem could use these
   fields in an SNMPv3 message (or comparable fields in other message
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   formats) to pass information between Transport Models in different
   SNMP engines and to pass information between a Transport Model and a
   corresponding Message Processing Model.

   If the fields in an incoming SNMPv3 message are changed by the
   Transport Model before passing it to the Security Model, then the
   Transport Model will need to decode the ASN.1 message, modify the
   fields, and re-encode the message in ASN.1 before passing the message
   on to the Message Dispatcher or to the transport layer.  This would
   require an intimate knowledge of the message format and message
   versions in order for the Transport Model to know which fields could
   be modified.  This would seriously violate the modularity of the
   architecture.

A.4.  Using a Cache

   This document describes a cache into which the Transport Model (TM)
   puts information about the security applied to an incoming message; a
   Security Model can extract that information from the cache.  Given
   that there might be multiple TM security caches, a tmStateReference
   is passed as an extra parameter in the ASIs between the Transport
   Subsystem and the Security Subsystem so that the Security Model knows
   which cache of information to consult.

   This approach does create dependencies between a specific Transport
   Model and a corresponding specific Security Model.  However, the
   approach of passing a model-independent reference to a model-
   dependent cache is consistent with the securityStateReference already
   being passed around in the RFC 3411 ASIs.
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Abstract

   This memo describes a Transport Security Model for the Simple Network
   Management Protocol (SNMP).

   This memo also defines a portion of the Management Information Base



   (MIB) for monitoring and managing the Transport Security Model for
   SNMP.
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1.  Introduction



   This memo describes a Transport Security Model for the Simple Network
   Management Protocol for use with secure Transport Models in the
   Transport Subsystem [RFC5590].

   This memo also defines a portion of the Management Information Base
   (MIB) for monitoring and managing the Transport Security Model for
   SNMP.

   It is important to understand the SNMP architecture and the
   terminology of the architecture to understand where the Transport
   Security Model described in this memo fits into the architecture and
   interacts with other subsystems and models within the architecture.
   It is expected that readers will have also read and understood
   [RFC3411], [RFC3412], [RFC3413], and [RFC3418].

1.1.  The Internet-Standard Management Framework

   For a detailed overview of the documents that describe the current
   Internet-Standard Management Framework, please refer to section 7 of
   RFC 3410 [RFC3410].

   Managed objects are accessed via a virtual information store, termed
   the Management Information Base or MIB.  MIB objects are generally
   accessed through the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP).
   Objects in the MIB are defined using the mechanisms defined in the
   Structure of Management Information (SMI).  This memo specifies a MIB
   module that is compliant to the SMIv2, which is described in STD 58,
   RFC 2578 [RFC2578], STD 58, RFC 2579 [RFC2579] and STD 58, RFC 2580
   [RFC2580].

1.2.  Conventions

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].
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   Lowercase versions of the keywords should be read as in normal
   English.  They will usually, but not always, be used in a context
   that relates to compatibility with the RFC 3411 architecture or the
   subsystem defined here but that might have no impact on on-the-wire
   compatibility.  These terms are used as guidance for designers of
   proposed IETF models to make the designs compatible with RFC 3411
   subsystems and Abstract Service Interfaces (ASIs).  Implementers are
   free to implement differently.  Some usages of these lowercase terms
   are simply normal English usage.

   For consistency with SNMP-related specifications, this document
   favors terminology as defined in STD 62, rather than favoring
   terminology that is consistent with non-SNMP specifications that use
   different variations of the same terminology.  This is consistent
   with the IESG decision to not require the SNMPv3 terminology be
   modified to match the usage of other non-SNMP specifications when
   SNMPv3 was advanced to Full Standard.



   Authentication in this document typically refers to the English
   meaning of "serving to prove the authenticity of" the message, not
   data source authentication or peer identity authentication.

   The terms "manager" and "agent" are not used in this document
   because, in the RFC 3411 architecture, all SNMP entities have the
   capability of acting as manager, agent, or both depending on the SNMP
   applications included in the engine.  Where distinction is needed,
   the application names of command generator, command responder,
   notification originator, notification receiver, and proxy forwarder
   are used.  See "Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)
   Applications" [RFC3413] for further information.

   While security protocols frequently refer to a user, the terminology
   used in [RFC3411] and in this memo is "principal".  A principal is
   the "who" on whose behalf services are provided or processing takes
   place.  A principal can be, among other things, an individual acting
   in a particular role, a set of individuals each acting in a
   particular role, an application or a set of applications, or a
   combination of these within an administrative domain.

1.3.  Modularity

   The reader is expected to have read and understood the description of
   the SNMP architecture, as defined in [RFC3411], and the architecture
   extension specified in "Transport Subsystem for the Simple Network
   Management Protocol (SNMP)" [RFC5590], which enables the use of
   external "lower-layer transport" protocols to provide message
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   security.  Transport Models are tied into the SNMP architecture
   through the Transport Subsystem.  The Transport Security Model is
   designed to work with such lower-layer, secure Transport Models.

   In keeping with the RFC 3411 design decisions to use self-contained
   documents, this memo includes the elements of procedure plus
   associated MIB objects that are needed for processing the Transport
   Security Model for SNMP.  These MIB objects SHOULD NOT be referenced
   in other documents.  This allows the Transport Security Model to be
   designed and documented as independent and self-contained, having no
   direct impact on other modules.  It also allows this module to be
   upgraded and supplemented as the need arises, and to move along the
   standards track on different time-lines from other modules.

   This modularity of specification is not meant to be interpreted as
   imposing any specific requirements on implementation.

1.4.  Motivation

   This memo describes a Security Model to make use of Transport Models
   that use lower-layer, secure transports and existing and commonly
   deployed security infrastructures.  This Security Model is designed
   to meet the security and operational needs of network administrators,
   maximize usability in operational environments to achieve high



   deployment success, and at the same time minimize implementation and
   deployment costs to minimize the time until deployment is possible.

1.5.  Constraints

   The design of this SNMP Security Model is also influenced by the
   following constraints:

   1.  In times of network stress, the security protocol and its
       underlying security mechanisms SHOULD NOT depend solely upon the
       ready availability of other network services (e.g., Network Time
       Protocol (NTP) or Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting
       (AAA) protocols).

   2.  When the network is not under stress, the Security Model and its
       underlying security mechanisms MAY depend upon the ready
       availability of other network services.

   3.  It might not be possible for the Security Model to determine when
       the network is under stress.

   4.  A Security Model SHOULD NOT require changes to the SNMP
       architecture.
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   5.  A Security Model SHOULD NOT require changes to the underlying
       security protocol.

2.  How the Transport Security Model Fits in the Architecture

   The Transport Security Model is designed to fit into the RFC 3411
   architecture as a Security Model in the Security Subsystem and to
   utilize the services of a secure Transport Model.

   For incoming messages, a secure Transport Model will pass a
   tmStateReference cache, described in [RFC5590].  To maintain RFC 3411
   modularity, the Transport Model will not know which securityModel
   will process the incoming message; the Message Processing Model will
   determine this.  If the Transport Security Model is used with a non-
   secure Transport Model, then the cache will not exist or will not be
   populated with security parameters, which will cause the Transport
   Security Model to return an error (see Section 5.2).

   The Transport Security Model will create the securityName and
   securityLevel to be passed to applications, and will verify that the
   tmTransportSecurityLevel reported by the Transport Model is at least
   as strong as the securityLevel requested by the Message Processing
   Model.

   For outgoing messages, the Transport Security Model will create a
   tmStateReference cache (or use an existing one), and will pass the
   tmStateReference to the specified Transport Model.

2.1.  Security Capabilities of this Model



2.1.1.  Threats

   The Transport Security Model is compatible with the RFC 3411
   architecture and provides protection against the threats identified
   by the RFC 3411 architecture.  However, the Transport Security Model
   does not provide security mechanisms such as authentication and
   encryption itself.  Which threats are addressed and how they are
   mitigated depends on the Transport Model used.  To avoid creating
   potential security vulnerabilities, operators should configure their
   system so this Security Model is always used with a Transport Model
   that provides appropriate security, where "appropriate" for a
   particular deployment is an administrative decision.
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2.1.2.  Security Levels

   The RFC 3411 architecture recognizes three levels of security:

      - without authentication and without privacy (noAuthNoPriv)

      - with authentication but without privacy (authNoPriv)

      - with authentication and with privacy (authPriv)

   The model-independent securityLevel parameter is used to request
   specific levels of security for outgoing messages and to assert that
   specific levels of security were applied during the transport and
   processing of incoming messages.

   The transport-layer algorithms used to provide security should not be
   exposed to the Transport Security Model, as the Transport Security
   Model has no mechanisms by which it can test whether an assertion
   made by a Transport Model is accurate.

   The Transport Security Model trusts that the underlying secure
   transport connection has been properly configured to support security
   characteristics at least as strong as reported in
   tmTransportSecurityLevel.

2.2.  Transport Sessions

   The Transport Security Model does not work with transport sessions
   directly.  Instead the transport-related state is associated with a
   unique combination of transportDomain, transportAddress,
   securityName, and securityLevel, and is referenced via the
   tmStateReference parameter.  How and if this is mapped to a
   particular transport or channel is the responsibility of the
   Transport Subsystem.

2.3.  Coexistence



   In the RFC 3411 architecture, a Message Processing Model determines
   which Security Model SHALL be called.  As of this writing, IANA has
   registered four Message Processing Models (SNMPv1, SNMPv2c, SNMPv2u/
   SNMPv2*, and SNMPv3) and three other Security Models (SNMPv1,
   SNMPv2c, and the User-based Security Model).

2.3.1.  Coexistence with Message Processing Models

   The SNMPv1 and SNMPv2c message processing described in BCP 74
   [RFC3584] always selects the SNMPv1(1) and SNMPv2c(2) Security
   Models.  Since there is no mechanism defined in RFC 3584 to select an
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   alternative Security Model, SNMPv1 and SNMPv2c messages cannot use
   the Transport Security Model.  Messages might still be able to be
   conveyed over a secure transport protocol, but the Transport Security
   Model will not be invoked.

   The SNMPv2u/SNMPv2* Message Processing Model is an historic artifact
   for which there is no existing IETF specification.

   The SNMPv3 message processing defined in [RFC3412] extracts the
   securityModel from the msgSecurityModel field of an incoming
   SNMPv3Message.  When this value is transportSecurityModel(4),
   security processing is directed to the Transport Security Model.  For
   an outgoing message to be secured using the Transport Security Model,
   the application MUST specify a securityModel parameter value of
   transportSecurityModel(4) in the sendPdu Abstract Service Interface
   (ASI).

2.3.2.  Coexistence with Other Security Models

   The Transport Security Model uses its own MIB module for processing
   to maintain independence from other Security Models.  This allows the
   Transport Security Model to coexist with other Security Models, such
   as the User-based Security Model (USM) [RFC3414].

2.3.3.  Coexistence with Transport Models

   The Transport Security Model (TSM) MAY work with multiple Transport
   Models, but the RFC 3411 Abstract Service Interfaces (ASIs) do not
   carry a value for the Transport Model.  The MIB module defined in
   this memo allows an administrator to configure whether or not TSM
   prepends a Transport Model prefix to the securityName.  This will
   allow SNMP applications to consider Transport Model as a factor when
   making decisions, such as access control, notification generation,
   and proxy forwarding.

   To have SNMP properly utilize the security services coordinated by
   the Transport Security Model, this Security Model MUST only be used
   with Transport Models that know how to process a tmStateReference,
   such as the Secure Shell Transport Model [RFC5592].

3.  Cached Information and References



   When performing SNMP processing, there are two levels of state
   information that might need to be retained: the immediate state
   linking a request-response pair and a potentially longer-term state
   relating to transport and security.  "Transport Subsystem for the
   Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)" [RFC5590] defines general
   requirements for caches and references.
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   This document defines additional cache requirements related to the
   Transport Security Model.

3.1.  Transport Security Model Cached Information

   The Transport Security Model has specific responsibilities regarding
   the cached information.

3.1.1.  securityStateReference

   The Transport Security Model adds the tmStateReference received from
   the processIncomingMsg ASI to the securityStateReference.  This
   tmStateReference can then be retrieved during the generateResponseMsg
   ASI so that it can be passed back to the Transport Model.

3.1.2.  tmStateReference

   For outgoing messages, the Transport Security Model uses parameters
   provided by the SNMP application to look up or create a
   tmStateReference.

   For the Transport Security Model, the security parameters used for a
   response MUST be the same as those used for the corresponding
   request.  This Security Model uses the tmStateReference stored as
   part of the securityStateReference when appropriate.  For responses
   and reports, this Security Model sets the tmSameSecurity flag to true
   in the tmStateReference before passing it to a Transport Model.

   For incoming messages, the Transport Security Model uses parameters
   provided in the tmStateReference cache to establish a securityName,
   and to verify adequate security levels.

3.1.3.  Prefixes and securityNames

   The SNMP-VIEW-BASED-ACM-MIB module [RFC3415], the SNMP-TARGET-MIB
   module [RFC3413], and other MIB modules contain objects to configure
   security parameters for use by applications such as access control,
   notification generation, and proxy forwarding.

   Transport domains and their corresponding prefixes are coordinated
   via the IANA registry "SNMP Transport Domains".

   If snmpTsmConfigurationUsePrefix is set to true, then all
   securityNames provided by, or provided to, the Transport Security
   Model MUST include a valid transport domain prefix.
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   If snmpTsmConfigurationUsePrefix is set to false, then all
   securityNames provided by, or provided to, the Transport Security
   Model MUST NOT include a transport domain prefix.

   The tmSecurityName in the tmStateReference stored as part of the
   securityStateReference does not contain a prefix.

4.  Processing an Outgoing Message

   An error indication might return an Object Identifier (OID) and value
   for an incremented counter, a value for securityLevel, values for
   contextEngineID and contextName for the counter, and the
   securityStateReference, if this information is available at the point
   where the error is detected.

4.1.  Security Processing for an Outgoing Message

   This section describes the procedure followed by the Transport
   Security Model.

   The parameters needed for generating a message are supplied to the
   Security Model by the Message Processing Model via the
   generateRequestMsg() or the generateResponseMsg() ASI.  The Transport
   Subsystem architectural extension has added the transportDomain,
   transportAddress, and tmStateReference parameters to the original RFC
   3411 ASIs.

    statusInformation =                -- success or errorIndication
          generateRequestMsg(
          IN   messageProcessingModel  -- typically, SNMP version
          IN   globalData              -- message header, admin data
          IN   maxMessageSize          -- of the sending SNMP entity
          IN   transportDomain         -- (NEW) specified by application
          IN   transportAddress        -- (NEW) specified by application
          IN   securityModel           -- for the outgoing message
          IN   securityEngineID        -- authoritative SNMP entity
          IN   securityName            -- on behalf of this principal
          IN   securityLevel           -- Level of Security requested
          IN   scopedPDU               -- message (plaintext) payload
          OUT  securityParameters      -- filled in by Security Module
          OUT  wholeMsg                -- complete generated message
          OUT  wholeMsgLength          -- length of generated message
          OUT  tmStateReference        -- (NEW) transport info
               )

  statusInformation = -- success or errorIndication
          generateResponseMsg(
          IN   messageProcessingModel  -- typically, SNMP version
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          IN   globalData              -- message header, admin data
          IN   maxMessageSize          -- of the sending SNMP entity
          IN   transportDomain         -- (NEW) specified by application
          IN   transportAddress        -- (NEW) specified by application
          IN   securityModel           -- for the outgoing message
          IN   securityEngineID        -- authoritative SNMP entity
          IN   securityName            -- on behalf of this principal
          IN   securityLevel           -- Level of Security requested
          IN   scopedPDU               -- message (plaintext) payload
          IN   securityStateReference  -- reference to security state
                                       -- information from original
                                       -- request
          OUT  securityParameters      -- filled in by Security Module
          OUT  wholeMsg                -- complete generated message
          OUT  wholeMsgLength          -- length of generated message
          OUT  tmStateReference        -- (NEW) transport info
               )

4.2.  Elements of Procedure for Outgoing Messages

   1.  If there is a securityStateReference (Response or Report
       message), then this Security Model uses the cached information
       rather than the information provided by the ASI.  Extract the
       tmStateReference from the securityStateReference cache.  Set the
       tmRequestedSecurityLevel to the value of the extracted
       tmTransportSecurityLevel.  Set the tmSameSecurity parameter in
       the tmStateReference cache to true.  The cachedSecurityData for
       this message can now be discarded.

   2.  If there is no securityStateReference (e.g., a Request-type or
       Notification message), then create a tmStateReference cache.  Set
       tmTransportDomain to the value of transportDomain,
       tmTransportAddress to the value of transportAddress, and
       tmRequestedSecurityLevel to the value of securityLevel.
       (Implementers might optimize by pointing to saved copies of these
       session-specific values.)  Set the transaction-specific
       tmSameSecurity parameter to false.

       If the snmpTsmConfigurationUsePrefix object is set to false, then
       set tmSecurityName to the value of securityName.

       If the snmpTsmConfigurationUsePrefix object is set to true, then
       use the transportDomain to look up the corresponding prefix.
       (Since the securityStateReference stores the tmStateReference
       with the tmSecurityName for the incoming message, and since
       tmSecurityName never has a prefix, the prefix-stripping step only
       occurs when we are not using the securityStateReference).
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          If the prefix lookup fails for any reason, then the
          snmpTsmUnknownPrefixes counter is incremented, an error
          indication is returned to the calling module, and message
          processing stops.



          If the lookup succeeds, but there is no prefix in the
          securityName, or the prefix returned does not match the prefix
          in the securityName, or the length of the prefix is less than
          1 or greater than 4 US-ASCII alpha-numeric characters, then
          the snmpTsmInvalidPrefixes counter is incremented, an error
          indication is returned to the calling module, and message
          processing stops.

          Strip the transport-specific prefix and trailing ':' character
          (US-ASCII 0x3a) from the securityName.  Set tmSecurityName to
          the value of securityName.

   3.  Set securityParameters to a zero-length OCTET STRING ('0400').

   4.  Combine the message parts into a wholeMsg and calculate
       wholeMsgLength.

   5.  The wholeMsg, wholeMsgLength, securityParameters, and
       tmStateReference are returned to the calling Message Processing
       Model with the statusInformation set to success.

5.  Processing an Incoming SNMP Message

   An error indication might return an OID and value for an incremented
   counter, a value for securityLevel, values for contextEngineID and
   contextName for the counter, and the securityStateReference, if this
   information is available at the point where the error is detected.

5.1.  Security Processing for an Incoming Message

   This section describes the procedure followed by the Transport
   Security Model whenever it receives an incoming message from a
   Message Processing Model.  The ASI from a Message Processing Model to
   the Security Subsystem for a received message is:

   statusInformation =  -- errorIndication or success
                            -- error counter OID/value if error
   processIncomingMsg(
   IN   messageProcessingModel    -- typically, SNMP version
   IN   maxMessageSize            -- from the received message
   IN   securityParameters        -- from the received message
   IN   securityModel             -- from the received message
   IN   securityLevel             -- from the received message
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   IN   wholeMsg                  -- as received on the wire
   IN   wholeMsgLength            -- length as received on the wire
   IN   tmStateReference          -- (NEW) from the Transport Model
   OUT  securityEngineID          -- authoritative SNMP entity
   OUT  securityName              -- identification of the principal
   OUT  scopedPDU,                -- message (plaintext) payload
   OUT  maxSizeResponseScopedPDU  -- maximum size sender can handle
   OUT  securityStateReference    -- reference to security state
    )                         -- information, needed for response



5.2.  Elements of Procedure for Incoming Messages

   1.  Set the securityEngineID to the local snmpEngineID.

   2.  If tmStateReference does not refer to a cache containing values
       for tmTransportDomain, tmTransportAddress, tmSecurityName, and
       tmTransportSecurityLevel, then the snmpTsmInvalidCaches counter
       is incremented, an error indication is returned to the calling
       module, and Security Model processing stops for this message.

   3.  Copy the tmSecurityName to securityName.

       If the snmpTsmConfigurationUsePrefix object is set to true, then
       use the tmTransportDomain to look up the corresponding prefix.

          If the prefix lookup fails for any reason, then the
          snmpTsmUnknownPrefixes counter is incremented, an error
          indication is returned to the calling module, and message
          processing stops.

          If the lookup succeeds but the prefix length is less than 1 or
          greater than 4 octets, then the snmpTsmInvalidPrefixes counter
          is incremented, an error indication is returned to the calling
          module, and message processing stops.

          Set the securityName to be the concatenation of the prefix, a
          ':' character (US-ASCII 0x3a), and the tmSecurityName.

   4.  Compare the value of tmTransportSecurityLevel in the
       tmStateReference cache to the value of the securityLevel
       parameter passed in the processIncomingMsg ASI.  If securityLevel
       specifies privacy (Priv) and tmTransportSecurityLevel specifies
       no privacy (noPriv), or if securityLevel specifies authentication
       (auth) and tmTransportSecurityLevel specifies no authentication
       (noAuth) was provided by the Transport Model, then the
       snmpTsmInadequateSecurityLevels counter is incremented, an error
       indication (unsupportedSecurityLevel) together with the OID and
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       value of the incremented counter is returned to the calling
       module, and Transport Security Model processing stops for this
       message.

   5.  The tmStateReference is cached as cachedSecurityData so that a
       possible response to this message will use the same security
       parameters.  Then securityStateReference is set for subsequent
       references to this cached data.

   6.  The scopedPDU component is extracted from the wholeMsg.

   7.  The maxSizeResponseScopedPDU is calculated.  This is the maximum
       size allowed for a scopedPDU for a possible Response message.

   8.  The statusInformation is set to success and a return is made to
       the calling module passing back the OUT parameters as specified



       in the processIncomingMsg ASI.

6.  MIB Module Overview

   This MIB module provides objects for use only by the Transport
   Security Model.  It defines a configuration scalar and related error
   counters.

6.1.  Structure of the MIB Module

   Objects in this MIB module are arranged into subtrees.  Each subtree
   is organized as a set of related objects.  The overall structure and
   assignment of objects to their subtrees, and the intended purpose of
   each subtree, is shown below.

6.1.1.  The snmpTsmStats Subtree

   This subtree contains error counters specific to the Transport
   Security Model.

6.1.2.  The snmpTsmConfiguration Subtree

   This subtree contains a configuration object that enables
   administrators to specify if they want a transport domain prefix
   prepended to securityNames for use by applications.

6.2.  Relationship to Other MIB Modules

   Some management objects defined in other MIB modules are applicable
   to an entity implementing the Transport Security Model.  In
   particular, it is assumed that an entity implementing the Transport
   Security Model will implement the SNMP-FRAMEWORK-MIB [RFC3411], the
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   SNMP-TARGET-MIB [RFC3413], the SNMP-VIEW-BASED-ACM-MIB [RFC3415], and
   the SNMPv2-MIB [RFC3418].  These are not needed to implement the
   SNMP-TSM-MIB.

6.2.1.  MIB Modules Required for IMPORTS

   The following MIB module imports items from [RFC2578], [RFC2579], and
   [RFC2580].

7.  MIB Module Definition

SNMP-TSM-MIB DEFINITIONS ::= BEGIN

IMPORTS
    MODULE-IDENTITY, OBJECT-TYPE,
    mib-2, Counter32
      FROM SNMPv2-SMI -- RFC2578
    MODULE-COMPLIANCE, OBJECT-GROUP
      FROM SNMPv2-CONF -- RFC2580
    TruthValue
       FROM SNMPv2-TC -- RFC2579
    ;



snmpTsmMIB MODULE-IDENTITY
    LAST-UPDATED "200906090000Z"
    ORGANIZATION "ISMS Working Group"
    CONTACT-INFO "WG-EMail:   isms@lists.ietf.org
                  Subscribe:  isms-request@lists.ietf.org

                  Chairs:
                    Juergen Quittek
                    NEC Europe Ltd.
                    Network Laboratories
                    Kurfuersten-Anlage 36
                    69115 Heidelberg
                    Germany
                    +49 6221 90511-15
                    quittek@netlab.nec.de

                    Juergen Schoenwaelder
                    Jacobs University Bremen
                    Campus Ring 1
                    28725 Bremen
                    Germany
                    +49 421 200-3587
                    j.schoenwaelder@jacobs-university.de
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                  Editor:
                    David Harrington
                    Huawei Technologies USA
                    1700 Alma Dr.
                    Plano TX 75075
                    USA
                    +1 603-436-8634
                    ietfdbh@comcast.net

                    Wes Hardaker
                    Cobham Analytic Solutions
                    P.O. Box 382
                    Davis, CA  95617
                    USA
                    +1 530 792 1913
                    ietf@hardakers.net
                 "
    DESCRIPTION
       "The Transport Security Model MIB.

        In keeping with the RFC 3411 design decisions to use
        self-contained documents, the RFC that contains the definition
        of this MIB module also includes the elements of procedure
        that are needed for processing the Transport Security Model
        for SNMP.  These MIB objects SHOULD NOT be modified via other
        subsystems or models defined in other documents.  This allows
        the Transport Security Model for SNMP to be designed and
        documented as independent and self-contained, having no direct



        impact on other modules, and this allows this module to be
        upgraded and supplemented as the need arises, and to move
        along the standards track on different time-lines from other
        modules.

        Copyright (c) 2009 IETF Trust and the persons
        identified as authors of the code.  All rights reserved.

        Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or
        without modification, are permitted provided that the
        following conditions are met:

        - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
          notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

        - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
          copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
          disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials
          provided with the distribution.
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        - Neither the name of Internet Society, IETF or IETF Trust,
          nor the names of specific contributors, may be used to endorse
          or promote products derived from this software without
          specific prior written permission.

        THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
        CONTRIBUTORS 'AS IS' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,
        INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
        MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
        DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
        CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
        SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
        NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
        LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
        HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
        CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR
        OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,
        EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

        This version of this MIB module is part of RFC 5591;
        see the RFC itself for full legal notices."

    REVISION    "200906090000Z"
    DESCRIPTION "The initial version, published in RFC 5591."

    ::= { mib-2 190 }

-- ---------------------------------------------------------- --
-- subtrees in the SNMP-TSM-MIB
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- --

snmpTsmNotifications OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { snmpTsmMIB 0 }
snmpTsmMIBObjects    OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { snmpTsmMIB 1 }
snmpTsmConformance   OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { snmpTsmMIB 2 }



-- -------------------------------------------------------------
-- Objects
-- -------------------------------------------------------------

-- Statistics for the Transport Security Model

snmpTsmStats         OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { snmpTsmMIBObjects 1 }

snmpTsmInvalidCaches OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX       Counter32
    MAX-ACCESS   read-only
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION "The number of incoming messages dropped because the
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                 tmStateReference referred to an invalid cache.
                "
    ::= { snmpTsmStats 1 }

snmpTsmInadequateSecurityLevels OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX       Counter32
    MAX-ACCESS   read-only
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION "The number of incoming messages dropped because
                 the securityLevel asserted by the Transport Model was
                 less than the securityLevel requested by the
                 application.
                "
    ::= { snmpTsmStats 2 }

snmpTsmUnknownPrefixes OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX       Counter32
    MAX-ACCESS   read-only
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION "The number of messages dropped because
                 snmpTsmConfigurationUsePrefix was set to true and
                 there is no known prefix for the specified transport
                 domain.
                "
    ::= { snmpTsmStats 3 }

snmpTsmInvalidPrefixes OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX       Counter32
    MAX-ACCESS   read-only
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION "The number of messages dropped because
                 the securityName associated with an outgoing message
                 did not contain a valid transport domain prefix.
                "
    ::= { snmpTsmStats 4 }

-- -------------------------------------------------------------
-- Configuration
-- -------------------------------------------------------------



-- Configuration for the Transport Security Model

snmpTsmConfiguration   OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { snmpTsmMIBObjects 2 }

snmpTsmConfigurationUsePrefix OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      TruthValue
    MAX-ACCESS  read-write
    STATUS      current
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    DESCRIPTION "If this object is set to true, then securityNames
                 passing to and from the application are expected to
                 contain a transport-domain-specific prefix.  If this
                 object is set to true, then a domain-specific prefix
                 will be added by the TSM to the securityName for
                 incoming messages and removed from the securityName
                 when processing outgoing messages.  Transport domains
                 and prefixes are maintained in a registry by IANA.
                 This object SHOULD persist across system reboots.
                "
    DEFVAL { false }
    ::= { snmpTsmConfiguration 1 }

-- -------------------------------------------------------------
-- snmpTsmMIB - Conformance Information
-- -------------------------------------------------------------

snmpTsmCompliances OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { snmpTsmConformance 1 }

snmpTsmGroups      OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { snmpTsmConformance 2 }

-- -------------------------------------------------------------
-- Compliance statements
-- -------------------------------------------------------------

snmpTsmCompliance MODULE-COMPLIANCE
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION "The compliance statement for SNMP engines that support
                 the SNMP-TSM-MIB.
                "
    MODULE
        MANDATORY-GROUPS { snmpTsmGroup }
    ::= { snmpTsmCompliances 1 }

-- -------------------------------------------------------------
-- Units of conformance
-- -------------------------------------------------------------
snmpTsmGroup OBJECT-GROUP
    OBJECTS {
        snmpTsmInvalidCaches,
        snmpTsmInadequateSecurityLevels,
        snmpTsmUnknownPrefixes,
        snmpTsmInvalidPrefixes,
        snmpTsmConfigurationUsePrefix
    }
    STATUS      current



    DESCRIPTION "A collection of objects for maintaining
                 information of an SNMP engine that implements
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                 the SNMP Transport Security Model.
                "

    ::= { snmpTsmGroups 2 }

END

8.  Security Considerations

   This document describes a Security Model, compatible with the RFC
   3411 architecture, that permits SNMP to utilize security services
   provided through an SNMP Transport Model.  The Transport Security
   Model relies on Transport Models for mutual authentication, binding
   of keys, confidentiality, and integrity.

   The Transport Security Model relies on secure Transport Models to
   provide an authenticated principal identifier and an assertion of
   whether authentication and privacy are used during transport.  This
   Security Model SHOULD always be used with Transport Models that
   provide adequate security, but "adequate security" is a configuration
   and/or run-time decision of the operator or management application.
   The security threats and how these threats are mitigated should be
   covered in detail in the specifications of the Transport Models and
   the underlying secure transports.

   An authenticated principal identifier (securityName) is used in SNMP
   applications for purposes such as access control, notification
   generation, and proxy forwarding.  This Security Model supports
   multiple Transport Models.  Operators might judge some transports to
   be more secure than others, so this Security Model can be configured
   to prepend a prefix to the securityName to indicate the Transport
   Model used to authenticate the principal.  Operators can use the
   prefixed securityName when making application decisions about levels
   of access.

8.1.  MIB Module Security

   There are a number of management objects defined in this MIB module
   with a MAX-ACCESS clause of read-write and/or read-create.  Such
   objects may be considered sensitive or vulnerable in some network
   environments.  The support for SET operations in a non-secure
   environment without proper protection can have a negative effect on
   network operations.  These are the tables and objects and their
   sensitivity/vulnerability:
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   o  The snmpTsmConfigurationUsePrefix object could be modified,
      creating a denial of service or authorizing SNMP messages that
      would not have previously been authorized by an Access Control
      Model (e.g., the View-based Access Control Model (VACM)).

   Some of the readable objects in this MIB module (i.e., objects with a
   MAX-ACCESS other than not-accessible) may be considered sensitive or
   vulnerable in some network environments.  It is thus important to
   control even GET and/or NOTIFY access to these objects and possibly
   to even encrypt the values of these objects when sending them over
   the network via SNMP.  These are the tables and objects and their
   sensitivity/vulnerability:

   o  All the counters in this module refer to configuration errors and
      do not expose sensitive information.

   SNMP versions prior to SNMPv3 did not include adequate security.
   Even if the network itself is secure (for example by using IPsec),
   even then, there is no control as to who on the secure network is
   allowed to access and GET/SET (read/change/create/delete) the objects
   in this MIB module.

   It is RECOMMENDED that implementers consider the security features as
   provided by the SNMPv3 framework (see [RFC3410], section 8),
   including full support for the USM and Transport Security Model
   cryptographic mechanisms (for authentication and privacy).

   Further, deployment of SNMP versions prior to SNMPv3 is NOT
   RECOMMENDED.  Instead, it is RECOMMENDED to deploy SNMPv3 and to
   enable cryptographic security.  It is then a customer/operator
   responsibility to ensure that the SNMP entity giving access to an
   instance of this MIB module is properly configured to give access to
   the objects only to those principals (users) that have legitimate
   rights to indeed GET or SET (change/create/delete) them.

9.  IANA Considerations

   IANA has assigned:

   1.  An SMI number (190) with a prefix of mib-2 in the MIB module
       registry for the MIB module in this document.

   2.  A value (4) to identify the Transport Security Model, in the
       Security Models registry of the SNMP Number Spaces registry.
       This results in the following table of values:
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   Value   Description                         References
   -----   -----------                         ----------



     0     reserved for 'any'                  [RFC3411]
     1     reserved for SNMPv1                 [RFC3411]
     2     reserved for SNMPv2c                [RFC3411]
     3     User-Based Security Model (USM)     [RFC3411]
     4     Transport Security Model (TSM)      [RFC5591]
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Appendix A.  Notification Tables Configuration

   The SNMP-TARGET-MIB and SNMP-NOTIFICATION-MIB [RFC3413] are used to
   configure notification originators with the destinations to which
   notifications should be sent.

   Most of the configuration is Security-Model-independent and
   Transport-Model-independent.

   The values we will use in the examples for the five model-independent
   security and transport parameters are:

      transportDomain = snmpSSHDomain



      transportAddress = 192.0.2.1:5162

      securityModel = Transport Security Model

      securityName = alice

      securityLevel = authPriv

   The following example will configure the notification originator to
   send informs to a notification receiver at 192.0.2.1:5162 using the
   securityName "alice". "alice" is the name for the recipient from the
   standpoint of the notification originator and is used for processing
   access controls before sending a notification.

   The columns marked with an "*" are the items that are Security-Model-
   specific or Transport-Model-specific.

   The configuration for the "alice" settings in the SNMP-VIEW-BASED-
   ACM-MIB objects are not shown here for brevity.  First, we configure
   which type of notification will be sent for this taglist (toCRTag).
   In this example, we choose to send an Inform.
     snmpNotifyTable row:
          snmpNotifyName                 CRNotif
          snmpNotifyTag                  toCRTag
          snmpNotifyType                 inform
          snmpNotifyStorageType          nonVolatile
          snmpNotifyColumnStatus         createAndGo

   Then we configure a transport address to which notifications
   associated with this taglist will be sent, and we specify which
   snmpTargetParamsEntry will be used (toCR) when sending to this
   transport address.
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          snmpTargetAddrTable row:
             snmpTargetAddrName              toCRAddr
         *   snmpTargetAddrTDomain           snmpSSHDomain
         *   snmpTargetAddrTAddress          192.0.2.1:5162
             snmpTargetAddrTimeout           1500
             snmpTargetAddrRetryCount        3
             snmpTargetAddrTagList           toCRTag
             snmpTargetAddrParams            toCR   (MUST match below)
             snmpTargetAddrStorageType       nonVolatile
             snmpTargetAddrColumnStatus      createAndGo

   Then we configure which principal at the host will receive the
   notifications associated with this taglist.  Here, we choose "alice",
   who uses the Transport Security Model.
         snmpTargetParamsTable row:
             snmpTargetParamsName            toCR
             snmpTargetParamsMPModel         SNMPv3
         *   snmpTargetParamsSecurityModel   TransportSecurityModel
             snmpTargetParamsSecurityName    "alice"
             snmpTargetParamsSecurityLevel   authPriv



             snmpTargetParamsStorageType     nonVolatile
             snmpTargetParamsRowStatus       createAndGo

A.1.  Transport Security Model Processing for Notifications

   The Transport Security Model is called using the generateRequestMsg()
   ASI, with the following parameters (those with an * are from the
   above tables):

    statusInformation =                -- success or errorIndication
          generateRequestMsg(
          IN   messageProcessingModel  -- *snmpTargetParamsMPModel
          IN   globalData              -- message header, admin data
          IN   maxMessageSize          -- of the sending SNMP entity
          IN   transportDomain         -- *snmpTargetAddrTDomain
          IN   transportAddress        -- *snmpTargetAddrTAddress
          IN   securityModel           -- *snmpTargetParamsSecurityModel
          IN   securityEngineID        -- immaterial; TSM will ignore.
          IN   securityName            -- snmpTargetParamsSecurityName
          IN   securityLevel           -- *snmpTargetParamsSecurityLevel
          IN   scopedPDU               -- message (plaintext) payload
          OUT  securityParameters      -- filled in by Security Module
          OUT  wholeMsg                -- complete generated message
          OUT  wholeMsgLength          -- length of generated message
          OUT  tmStateReference        -- reference to transport info
               )
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   The Transport Security Model will determine the Transport Model based
   on the snmpTargetAddrTDomain.  The selected Transport Model will
   select the appropriate transport connection using the
   tmStateReference cache created from the values of
   snmpTargetAddrTAddress, snmpTargetParamsSecurityName, and
   snmpTargetParamsSecurityLevel.

Appendix B.  Processing Differences between USM and Secure Transport

   USM and secure transports differ in the processing order and
   responsibilities within the RFC 3411 architecture.  While the steps
   are the same, they occur in a different order and might be done by
   different subsystems.  The following lists illustrate the difference
   in the flow and the responsibility for different processing steps for
   incoming messages when using USM and when using a secure transport.
   (These lists are simplified for illustrative purposes, and do not
   represent all details of processing.  Transport Models MUST provide
   the detailed elements of procedure.)

   With USM, SNMPv1, and SNMPv2c Security Models, security processing
   starts when the Message Processing Model decodes portions of the
   ASN.1 message to extract header fields that are used to determine
   which Security Model will process the message to perform
   authentication, decryption, timeliness checking, integrity checking,
   and translation of parameters to model-independent parameters.  By
   comparison, a secure transport performs those security functions on



   the message, before the ASN.1 is decoded.

   Step 6 cannot occur until after decryption occurs.  Steps 6 and
   beyond are the same for USM and a secure transport.

B.1.  USM and the RFC 3411 Architecture

   1) Decode the ASN.1 header (Message Processing Model).

   2) Determine the SNMP Security Model and parameters (Message
      Processing Model).

   3) Verify securityLevel (Security Model).

   4) Translate parameters to model-independent parameters (Security
      Model).

   5) Authenticate the principal, check message integrity and
      timeliness, and decrypt the message (Security Model).
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   6) Determine the pduType in the decrypted portions (Message
      Processing Model).

   7) Pass on the decrypted portions with model-independent parameters.

B.2.  Transport Subsystem and the RFC 3411 Architecture

   1) Authenticate the principal, check integrity and timeliness of the
      message, and decrypt the message (Transport Model).

   2) Translate parameters to model-independent parameters (Transport
      Model).

   3) Decode the ASN.1 header (Message Processing Model).

   4) Determine the SNMP Security Model and parameters (Message
      Processing Model).

   5) Verify securityLevel (Security Model).

   6) Determine the pduType in the decrypted portions (Message
      Processing Model).

   7) Pass on the decrypted portions with model-independent security
      parameters.

   If a message is secured using a secure transport layer, then the
   Transport Model will provide the translation from the authenticated
   identity (e.g., an SSH user name) to a human-friendly identifier
   (tmSecurityName) in step 2.  The Security Model will provide a
   mapping from that identifier to a model-independent securityName.
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Abstract

   This memo describes a Transport Model for the Simple Network
   Management Protocol (SNMP), using the Secure Shell (SSH) protocol.

   This memo also defines a portion of the Management Information Base
   (MIB) for use with network management protocols in TCP/IP-based
   internets.  In particular, it defines objects for monitoring and
   managing the Secure Shell Transport Model for SNMP.
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1.  Introduction

   This memo describes a Transport Model for the Simple Network
   Management Protocol, using the Secure Shell (SSH) protocol [RFC4251]
   within a Transport Subsystem [RFC5590].  The Transport Model
   specified in this memo is referred to as the Secure Shell Transport
   Model (SSHTM).

   This memo also defines a portion of the Management Information Base
   (MIB) for use with network management protocols in TCP/IP-based
   internets.  In particular, it defines objects for monitoring and
   managing the Secure Shell Transport Model for SNMP.

   It is important to understand the SNMP architecture [RFC3411] and the
   terminology of the architecture to understand where the Transport
   Model described in this memo fits into the architecture and interacts
   with other subsystems within the architecture.

1.1.  The Internet-Standard Management Framework

   For a detailed overview of the documents that describe the current
   Internet-Standard Management Framework, please refer to section 7 of
   RFC 3410 [RFC3410].

   Managed objects are accessed via a virtual information store, termed
   the Management Information Base or MIB.  MIB objects are generally
   accessed through the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP).
   Objects in the MIB are defined using the mechanisms defined in the
   Structure of Management Information (SMI).  This memo specifies a MIB
   module that is compliant to the SMIv2, which is described in STD 58,
   RFC 2578 [RFC2578], STD 58, RFC 2579 [RFC2579] and STD 58, RFC 2580
   [RFC2580].

1.2.  Conventions

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].
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   Lowercase versions of the keywords should be read as in normal
   English.  They will usually, but not always, be used in a context
   that relates to compatibility with the RFC 3411 architecture or the
   subsystem defined here but that might have no impact on on-the-wire
   compatibility.  These terms are used as guidance for designers of
   proposed IETF models to make the designs compatible with RFC 3411
   subsystems and Abstract Service Interfaces (ASIs).  Implementers are
   free to implement differently.  Some usages of these lowercase terms
   are simply normal English usage.

   For consistency with SNMP-related specifications, this document
   favors terminology as defined in STD 62, rather than favoring
   terminology that is consistent with non-SNMP specifications.  This is
   consistent with the IESG decision to not require the SNMPv3
   terminology be modified to match the usage of other non-SNMP
   specifications when SNMPv3 was advanced to Full Standard.

   "Authentication" in this document typically refers to the English
   meaning of "serving to prove the authenticity of" the message, not
   data source authentication or peer identity authentication.

   The terms "manager" and "agent" are not used in this document
   because, in the RFC 3411 architecture, all SNMP entities have the
   capability of acting as manager, agent, or both depending on the SNMP
   application types supported in the implementation.  Where distinction
   is required, the application names of command generator, command
   responder, notification originator, notification receiver, and proxy
   forwarder are used.  See "SNMP Applications" [RFC3413] for further
   information.

   The User-based Security Model (USM) [RFC3414] is a mandatory-to-
   implement Security Model in STD 62.  While the SSH and USM
   specifications frequently refer to a user, the terminology preferred
   in [RFC3411] and in this memo is "principal".  A principal is the
   "who" on whose behalf services are provided or processing takes
   place.  A principal can be, among other things, an individual acting
   in a particular role, a set of individuals each acting in a
   particular role, an application or a set of applications, or a
   combination of these within an administrative domain.

   Throughout this document, the terms "client" and "server" are used to
   refer to the two ends of the SSH transport connection.  The client
   actively opens the SSH connection, and the server passively listens
   for the incoming SSH connection.  Either SNMP entity may act as
   client or as server, as discussed further below.
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1.3.  Modularity



   The reader is expected to have read and understood the description of
   the SNMP architecture, as defined in [RFC3411], and the Transport
   Subsystem architecture extension specified in "Transport Subsystem
   for the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)" [RFC5590].

   This memo describes the Secure Shell Transport Model for SNMP, a
   specific SNMP Transport Model to be used within the SNMP Transport
   Subsystem to provide authentication, encryption, and integrity
   checking of SNMP messages.

   In keeping with the RFC 3411 design decision to use self-contained
   documents, this document defines the elements of procedure and
   associated MIB module objects that are needed for processing the
   Secure Shell Transport Model for SNMP.

   This modularity of specification is not meant to be interpreted as
   imposing any specific requirements on implementation.

1.4.  Motivation

   Version 3 of the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMPv3) added
   security to the protocol.  The User-based Security Model (USM)
   [RFC3414] was designed to be independent of other existing security
   infrastructures to ensure it could function when third-party
   authentication services were not available, such as in a broken
   network.  As a result, USM utilizes a separate user and key-
   management infrastructure.  Operators have reported that having to
   deploy another user and key-management infrastructure in order to use
   SNMPv3 is a reason for not deploying SNMPv3.

   This memo describes a Transport Model that will make use of the
   existing and commonly deployed Secure Shell security infrastructure.
   This Transport Model is designed to meet the security and operational
   needs of network administrators, maximize usability in operational
   environments to achieve high deployment success, and at the same time
   minimize implementation and deployment costs to minimize deployment
   time.

   This document addresses the requirement for the SSH client to
   authenticate the SSH server and for the SSH server to authenticate
   the SSH client, and describes how SNMP can make use of the
   authenticated identities in authorization policies for data access,
   in a manner that is independent of any specific Access Control Model.
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   This document addresses the requirement to utilize client-
   authentication and key-exchange methods that support different
   security infrastructures and provide different security properties.
   This document describes how to use client authentication as described
   in "The Secure Shell (SSH) Authentication Protocol" [RFC4252].  The
   SSH Transport Model should work with any of the ssh-userauth methods,
   including the "publickey", "password", "hostbased", "none",
   "keyboard-interactive", "gssapi-with-mic", ."gssapi-keyex", "gssapi",



   and "external-keyx" (see the SSH Protocol Parameters registry
   maintained by IANA).  The use of the "none" authentication method is
   NOT RECOMMENDED, as described in this document's Security
   Considerations.  Local accounts may be supported through the use of
   the publickey, hostbased, or password methods.  The password method
   allows for integration with a deployed password infrastructure, such
   as Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting (AAA) servers using
   the RADIUS protocol [RFC2865].  The SSH Transport Model SHOULD be
   able to take advantage of future-defined ssh-userauth methods, such
   as those that might make use of X.509 certificate credentials.

   It is desirable to use mechanisms that could unify the approach for
   administrative security for SNMPv3 and command line interfaces (CLI)
   and other management interfaces.  The use of security services
   provided by Secure Shell is the approach commonly used for the CLI
   and is the approach being adopted for use with NETCONF [RFC4742].
   This memo describes a method for invoking and running the SNMP
   protocol within a Secure Shell (SSH) session as an SSH Subsystem.

   This memo describes how SNMP can be used within a Secure Shell (SSH)
   session, using the SSH connection protocol [RFC4254] over the SSH
   transport protocol, and using ssh-userauth [RFC4252] for
   authentication.

   There are a number of challenges to be addressed to map Secure Shell
   authentication method parameters into the SNMP architecture so that
   SNMP continues to work without any surprises.  These are discussed in
   detail below.

1.5.  Constraints

   The design of this SNMP Transport Model is influenced by the
   following constraints:

   1.  In times of network stress, the transport protocol and its
       underlying security mechanisms SHOULD NOT depend upon the ready
       availability of other network services (e.g., Network Time
       Protocol (NTP) or AAA protocols).
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   2.  When the network is not under stress, the Transport Model and its
       underlying security mechanisms MAY depend upon the ready
       availability of other network services.

   3.  It may not be possible for the Transport Model to determine when
       the network is under stress.

   4.  A Transport Model SHOULD NOT require changes to the SNMP
       architecture.

   5.  A Transport Model SHOULD NOT require changes to the underlying
       security protocol.

2.  The Secure Shell Protocol



   SSH is a protocol for secure remote login and other secure network
   services over an insecure network.  It consists of three major
   protocol components and add-on methods for user authentication:

   o  The Transport Layer Protocol [RFC4253] provides server
      authentication and message confidentiality and integrity.  It may
      optionally also provide compression.  The transport layer will
      typically be run over a TCP/IP connection but might also be used
      on top of any other reliable data stream.

   o  The User Authentication Protocol [RFC4252] authenticates the
      client-side principal to the server.  It runs over the Transport
      Layer Protocol.

   o  The Connection Protocol [RFC4254] multiplexes the encrypted tunnel
      into several logical channels.  It runs over the transport after
      successfully authenticating the principal.

   o  Generic Message Exchange Authentication [RFC4256] is a general
      purpose authentication method for the SSH protocol, suitable for
      interactive authentications where the authentication data should
      be entered via a keyboard.

   o  "Generic Security Service Application Program Interface (GSS-API)
      Authentication and Key Exchange for the Secure Shell (SSH)
      Protocol" [RFC4462] describes methods for using the GSS-API for
      authentication and key exchange in SSH.  It defines an SSH user-
      authentication method that uses a specified GSS-API mechanism to
      authenticate a user; it also defines a family of SSH key-exchange
      methods that use GSS-API to authenticate a Diffie-Hellman key
      exchange.
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   The client sends a service request once a secure, transport-layer
   connection has been established.  A second service request is sent
   after client authentication is complete.  This allows new protocols
   to be defined and coexist with the protocols listed above.

   The connection protocol provides channels that can be used for a wide
   range of purposes.  Standard methods are provided for setting up
   secure interactive shell sessions and for forwarding ("tunneling")
   arbitrary TCP/IP ports and X11 connections.

3.  How SSHTM Fits into the Transport Subsystem

   A Transport Model is a component of the Transport Subsystem [RFC5590]
   within the SNMP architecture.  The SSH Transport Model thus fits
   between the underlying SSH transport layer and the Message Dispatcher
   [RFC3411].

   The SSH Transport Model will establish a channel between itself and
   the SSH Transport Model of another SNMP engine.  The sending
   Transport Model passes unencrypted messages from the Dispatcher to



   SSH to be encrypted, and the receiving Transport Model accepts
   decrypted incoming messages from SSH and passes them to the
   Dispatcher.

   After an SSH Transport Model channel is established, then SNMP
   messages can conceptually be sent through the channel from one SNMP
   Message Dispatcher to another SNMP Message Dispatcher.  Multiple SNMP
   messages MAY be passed through the same channel.

   The SSH Transport Model of an SNMP engine will perform the
   translation between SSH-specific security parameters and SNMP-
   specific, model-independent parameters.

3.1.  Security Capabilities of this Model

3.1.1.  Threats

   The Secure Shell Transport Model provides protection against the
   threats identified by the RFC 3411 architecture [RFC3411]:

   1.  Modification of Information - SSH provides for verification that
       the contents of each message have not been modified during its
       transmission through the network by digitally signing each SSH
       packet.

   2.  Masquerade - SSH provides for verification of the identity of the
       SSH server and the identity of the SSH client.
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       SSH provides for verification of the identity of the SSH server
       through the SSH transport protocol server authentication
       [RFC4253].  This allows an operator or management station to
       ensure the authenticity of the SNMP engine that provides MIB
       data.

       SSH provides a number of mechanisms for verification of the
       identity of the SSH client-side principal using the Secure Shell
       Authentication Protocol [RFC4252].  These include public key,
       password, and host-based mechanisms.  This allows the SNMP Access
       Control Subsystem to ensure that only authorized principals have
       access to potentially sensitive data.

       Verification of the client's principal identity is important for
       use with the SNMP Access Control Subsystem to ensure that only
       authorized principals have access to potentially sensitive data.

       The SSH user identity is provided to the Transport Model, so it
       can be used to map to an SNMP model-independent securityName for
       use with SNMP access control and notification configuration.
       (The identity may undergo various transforms before it maps to
       the securityName.)

   3.  Message Stream Modification - SSH protects against malicious re-
       ordering or replaying of messages within a single SSH session by
       using sequence numbers and integrity checks.  SSH protects



       against replay of messages across SSH sessions by ensuring that
       the cryptographic keys used for encryption and integrity checks
       are generated afresh for each session.

   4.  Disclosure - SSH provides protection against the disclosure of
       information to unauthorized recipients or eavesdroppers by
       allowing for encryption of all traffic between SNMP engines.

3.1.2.  Message Authentication

   The RFC 3411 architecture recognizes three levels of security:

      - without authentication and without privacy (noAuthNoPriv)

      - with authentication but without privacy (authNoPriv)

      - with authentication and with privacy (authPriv)

   The Secure Shell protocol provides support for encryption and data
   integrity.  While it is technically possible to support no
   authentication and no encryption in SSH, it is NOT RECOMMENDED by
   [RFC4253].
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   The SSH Transport Model determines from SSH the identity of the
   authenticated principal and the type and address associated with an
   incoming message, and provides this information to SSH for an
   outgoing message.  The SSH transport-layer algorithms used to provide
   authentication, data integrity, and encryption SHOULD NOT be exposed
   to the SSH Transport Model layer.  The SNMPv3 WG deliberately avoided
   this and settled for an assertion by the Security Model that the
   requirements of securityLevel were met.  The SSH Transport Model has
   no mechanisms by which it can test whether an underlying SSH
   connection provides auth or priv, so the SSH Transport Model trusts
   that the underlying SSH connection has been properly configured to
   support authPriv security characteristics.

   An SSH Transport-Model-compliant implementation MUST use an SSH
   connection that provides authentication, data integrity, and
   encryption that meets the highest level of SNMP security (authPriv).
   Outgoing messages specified with a securityLevel of noAuthNoPriv or
   authNoPriv are actually sent by the SSH Transport Model with
   authPriv-level protection.

   The security protocols used in the Secure Shell Authentication
   Protocol [RFC4252] and the Secure Shell Transport Layer Protocol
   [RFC4253] are considered acceptably secure at the time of writing.
   However, the procedures allow for new authentication and privacy
   methods to be specified at a future time if the need arises.

3.1.3.  Authentication Protocol Support

   The SSH Transport Model should support any server- or client-
   authentication mechanism supported by SSH.  This includes the three
   authentication methods described in the SSH Authentication Protocol
   document [RFC4252] (publickey, password, and host-based), keyboard



   interactive, and others.

   The password-authentication mechanism allows for integration with
   deployed password-based infrastructure.  It is possible to hand a
   password to a service such as RADIUS [RFC2865] or Diameter [RFC3588]
   for validation.  The validation could be done using the user name and
   user password attributes.  It is also possible to use a different
   password-validation protocol such as the Challenge Handshake
   Authentication Protocol (CHAP) [RFC1994] or digest authentication
   [RFC5090] to integrate with RADIUS or Diameter.  At some point in the
   processing, these mechanisms require the password to be made
   available as cleartext on the device that is authenticating the
   password, which might introduce threats to the authentication
   infrastructure.
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   GSS-API key exchange [RFC4462] provides a framework for the addition
   of client-authentication mechanisms that support different security
   infrastructures and provide different security properties.
   Additional authentication mechanisms, such as one that supports X.509
   certificates, may be added to SSH in the future.

3.1.4.  SSH Subsystem

   This document describes the use of an SSH Subsystem for SNMP to make
   SNMP usage distinct from other usages.

   An SSH Subsystem of type "snmp" is opened by the SSH Transport Model
   during the elements of procedure for an outgoing SNMP message.  Since
   the sender of a message initiates the creation of an SSH session if
   needed, the SSH session will already exist for an incoming message;
   otherwise, the incoming message would never reach the SSH Transport
   Model.

   Implementations may choose to instantiate SSH sessions in
   anticipation of outgoing messages.  This approach might be useful to
   ensure that an SSH session to a given target can be established
   before it becomes important to send a message over the SSH session.
   Of course, there is no guarantee that a pre-established session will
   still be valid when needed.

   SSH sessions are uniquely identified within the SSH Transport Model
   by the combination of tmTransportAddress and tmSecurityName
   associated with each session.

   Because naming policies might differ between administrative domains,
   many SSH client software packages support a user@hostname:port
   addressing syntax that operators can use to align non-equivalent
   account names.  The SnmpSSHAddress Textual Convention echos this
   common SSH notation.

   When this notation is used in an SnmpSSHAddress, the SSH connection
   should be established with an SSH user name matching the "user"
   portion of the notation when establishing a session with the remote



   SSH server.  The user name must be encoded in UTF-8 (per [RFC4252]).
   The "user" portion may or may not match the tmSecurityName parameter
   passed from the Security Model.  If no "user@" portion is specified
   in the SnmpSSHAddress, then the SSH connection should be established
   using the tmSecurityName as the SSH user name when establishing a
   session with the remote SSH server.
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   The SnmpSSHAddress and tmSecurityName associated with an SSH session
   MUST remain constant during the life of the session.  Different
   SnmpSSHAddress values (with different hostnames, "user@" prefix
   names, and/or port numbers) will each result in individual SSH
   sessions.

3.2.  Security Parameter Passing

   For incoming messages, SSH-specific security parameters are
   translated by the Transport Model into security parameters
   independent of the Transport and Security Models.  The Transport
   Model accepts messages from the SSH Subsystem, records the transport-
   related and SSH-security-related information, including the
   authenticated identity, in a cache referenced by tmStateReference,
   and passes the WholeMsg and the tmStateReference to the Dispatcher
   using the receiveMessage() ASI (Abstract Service Interface).

   For outgoing messages, the Transport Model takes input provided by
   the Dispatcher in the sendMessage() ASI.  The SSH Transport Model
   converts that information into suitable security parameters for SSH,
   establishes sessions as needed, and passes messages to the SSH
   Subsystem for sending.

3.3.  Notifications and Proxy

   SSH connections may be initiated by command generators or by
   notification originators.  Command generators are frequently operated
   by a human, but notification originators are usually unmanned
   automated processes.  As a result, it may be necessary to provision
   authentication credentials on the SNMP engine containing the
   notification originator or to use a third-party key provider, such as
   Kerberos, so the engine can successfully authenticate to an engine
   containing a notification receiver.

   The targets to whom notifications or proxy requests should be sent is
   typically determined and configured by a network administrator.  The
   SNMP-NOTIFICATION-MIB contains a list of targets to which
   notifications should be sent.  The SNMP-TARGET-MIB module [RFC3413]
   contains objects for defining these management targets, including
   transport domains and addresses and security parameters, for
   applications such as notification generators and proxy forwarders.

   For the SSH Transport Model, transport type and address are
   configured in the snmpTargetAddrTable, and the securityName and



   securityLevel parameters are configured in the snmpTargetParamsTable.
   The default approach is for an administrator to statically
   preconfigure this information to identify the targets authorized to
   receive notifications or received proxied messages.  Local access-
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   control processing needs to be performed by a notification originator
   before notifications are actually sent, and this processing is done
   using the configured securityName.  An important characteristic of
   this is that authorization is done prior to determining if the
   connection can succeed.  Thus, the locally configured securityName is
   entirely trusted within the notification originator.

   The SNMP-TARGET-MIB and NOTIFICATION-MIB MIB modules may be
   configured using SNMP or other implementation-dependent mechanisms,
   such as CLI scripting or loading a configuration file.  It may be
   necessary to provide additional implementation-specific configuration
   of SSH parameters.

4.  Cached Information and References

   When performing SNMP processing, there are two levels of state
   information that may need to be retained: the immediate state linking
   a request-response pair and a potentially longer-term state relating
   to transport and security.  "Transport Subsystem for the Simple
   Network Management Protocol" [RFC5590] defines general requirements
   for caches and references.

   This document defines additional cache requirements related to the
   Secure Shell Transport Model.

4.1.  Secure Shell Transport Model Cached Information

   The Secure Shell Transport Model has specific responsibilities
   regarding the cached information.  See the Elements of Procedure in
   Section 5 for detailed processing instructions on the use of the
   tmStateReference fields by the SSH Transport Model.

4.1.1.  tmSecurityName

   The tmSecurityName MUST be a human-readable name (in snmpAdminString
   format) representing the identity that has been set according to the
   procedures in Section 5.  The tmSecurityName MUST be constant for all
   traffic passing through an SSHTM session.  Messages MUST NOT be sent
   through an existing SSH session that was established using a
   different tmSecurityName.

   On the SSH server side of a connection:

      The tmSecurityName should be the SSH user name.  How the SSH user
      name is extracted from the SSH layer is implementation-dependent.
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      The SSH protocol is not always clear on whether the user name
      field must be filled in, so for some implementations, such as
      those using GSSAPI authentication, it may be necessary to use a
      mapping algorithm to transform an SSH identity to a tmSecurityName
      or to transform a tmSecurityName to an SSH identity.

      In other cases, the user name may not be verified by the server,
      so for these implementations, it may be necessary to obtain the
      user name from other credentials exchanged during the SSH
      exchange.

   On the SSH client side of a connection:

      The tmSecurityName is presented to the SSH Transport Model by the
      application (possibly because of configuration specified in the
      SNMP-TARGET-MIB).

   The securityName MAY be derived from the tmSecurityName by a Security
   Model and MAY be used to configure notifications and access controls
   in MIB modules.  Transport Models SHOULD generate a predictable
   tmSecurityName so operators will know what to use when configuring
   MIB modules that use securityNames derived from tmSecurityNames.

4.1.2.  tmSessionID

   The tmSessionID MUST be recorded per message at the time of receipt.
   When tmSameSecurity is set, the recorded tmSessionID can be used to
   determine whether the SSH session available for sending a
   corresponding outgoing message is the same SSH session as was used
   when receiving the incoming message (e.g., a response to a request).

4.1.3.  Session State

   The per-session state that is referenced by tmStateReference may be
   saved across multiple messages in a Local Configuration Datastore.
   Additional session/connection state information might also be stored
   in a Local Configuration Datastore.

5.  Elements of Procedure

   Abstract Service Interfaces have been defined by [RFC3411] and
   further augmented by [RFC5590] to describe the conceptual data flows
   between the various subsystems within an SNMP entity.  The Secure
   Shell Transport Model uses some of these conceptual data flows when
   communicating between subsystems.
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   To simplify the elements of procedure, the release of state
   information is not always explicitly specified.  As a general rule,
   if state information is available when a message gets discarded, the
   message-state information should also be released, and if state
   information is available when a session is closed, the session-state
   information should also be released.

   An error indication in statusInformation will typically include the
   Object Identifier (OID) and value for an incremented error counter.
   This may be accompanied by the requested securityLevel and the
   tmStateReference.  Per-message context information is not accessible
   to Transport Models, so for the returned counter OID and value,
   contextEngine would be set to the local value of snmpEngineID and
   contextName to the default context for error counters.

5.1.  Procedures for an Incoming Message

   1.  The SSH Transport Model queries the SSH engine, in an
       implementation-dependent manner, to determine the address the
       message originated from, the user name authenticated by SSH, and
       a session identifier.

   2.  Determine the tmTransportAddress to be associated with the
       incoming message:

       A.  If this is a client-side SSH session, then the
           tmTransportAddress is set to the tmTransportAddress used to
           establish the session.  It MUST exactly include any "user@"
           prefix associated with the address provided to the
           openSession() ASI.

       B.  If this is a server-side SSH session and this is the first
           message received over the session, then the
           tmTransportAddress is set to the address the message
           originated from, determined in an implementation-dependent
           way.  This value MUST be constant for the entire SSH session,
           and future messages received MUST result in the
           tmTransportAddress being set to the same value.

       C.  If this is a server-side SSH session and this is not the
           first message received over the session, then the
           tmTransportAddress is set to the previously established
           tmTransportAddress for the session (the value from step B,
           determined from a previous incoming message).
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   3.  Determine the tmSecurityName to be associated with the incoming
       message:

       A.  If this is a client-side SSH session, then the tmSecurityName
           MUST be set to the tmSecurityName used to establish the
           session.



       B.  If this is a server-side SSH session and this is the first
           message received over the session, then the tmSecurityName is
           set to the SSH user name.  How the SSH user name is extracted
           from the SSH layer is implementation-dependent.  This value
           MUST be constant for the entire SSH session, and future
           messages received MUST result in the tmSecurityName being set
           to the same value.

       C.  If this is a server-side SSH session and this is not the
           first message received over the session, then the
           tmSecurityName is set to the previously established
           tmSecurityName for the session (the value from step B,
           determined from a previous incoming message).

   4.  Create a tmStateReference cache for subsequent reference to the
       information.

          tmTransportDomain = snmpSSHDomain

          tmTransportAddress = the derived tmTransportAddress from step
          2.

          tmSecurityName = the derived tmSecurityName from step 3.

          tmTransportSecurityLevel = "authPriv" (authentication and
          confidentiality MUST be used to comply with this Transport
          Model.)

          tmSessionID = an implementation-dependent value that can be
          used to detect when a session has closed and been replaced by
          another session.  The value in tmStateReference MUST uniquely
          identify the session over which the message was received.
          This session identifier MUST NOT be reused until there are no
          references to it remaining.

   Then the Transport Model passes the message to the Dispatcher using
   the following ASI:
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   statusInformation =
   receiveMessage(
   IN   transportDomain       -- snmpSSHDomain
   IN   transportAddress      -- the tmTransportAddress for the message
   IN   wholeMessage          -- the whole SNMP message from SSH
   IN   wholeMessageLength    -- the length of the SNMP message
   IN   tmStateReference      -- (NEW) transport info
    )

5.2.  Procedures for Sending an Outgoing Message

   The Dispatcher passes the information to the Transport Model using



   the ASI defined in the Transport Subsystem:

   statusInformation =
   sendMessage(
   IN   destTransportDomain           -- transport domain to be used
   IN   destTransportAddress          -- transport address to be used
   IN   outgoingMessage               -- the message to send
   IN   outgoingMessageLength         -- its length
   IN   tmStateReference              -- (NEW) transport info
   )

   The SSH Transport Model performs the following tasks.

   1.  If tmStateReference does not refer to a cache containing values
       for tmTransportDomain, tmTransportAddress, tmSecurityName,
       tmRequestedSecurityLevel, and tmSameSecurity, then increment the
       snmpSshtmSessionInvalidCaches counter, discard the message, and
       return the error indication in the statusInformation.  Processing
       of this message stops.

   2.  Extract the tmTransportDomain, tmTransportAddress,
       tmSecurityName, tmRequestedSecurityLevel, tmSameSecurity, and
       tmSessionID from the tmStateReference.

   3.  Identify an SSH session over which to send the messages:

       A.  If tmSameSecurity is true and there is no existing session
           with a matching tmSessionID, tmSecurityName, and
           tmTransportAddress, then increment the
           snmpSshtmSessionNoSessions counter, discard the message, and
           return the error indication in the statusInformation.
           Processing of this message stops.

       B.  If there is a session with a matching tmSessionID,
           tmTransportAddress, and tmSecurityName, then select that
           session.
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       C.  If there is a session that matches the tmTransportAddress and
           tmSecurityName, then select that session.

       D.  If the above steps failed to select a session to use, then
           call openSession() with the tmStateReference as a parameter.

           +  If openSession fails, then discard the message, release
              tmStateReference, and pass the error indication returned
              by openSession back to the calling module.  Processing of
              this message stops.

           +  If openSession succeeds, then record the
              destTransportDomain, destTransportAddress, tmSecurityname,
              and tmSessionID in an implementation-dependent manner.
              This will be needed when processing an incoming message.

   4.  Pass the wholeMessage to SSH for encapsulation as data in an SSH
       message over the identified SSH session.  Any necessary



       additional SSH-specific parameters should be provided in an
       implementation-dependent manner.

5.3.  Establishing a Session

   The Secure Shell Transport Model provides the following Abstract
   Service Interface (ASI) to describe the data passed between the SSH
   Transport Model and the SSH service.  It is an implementation
   decision how such data is passed.

   statusInformation =
   openSession(
   IN   tmStateReference       -- transport information to be used
   OUT  tmStateReference       -- transport information to be used
   IN   maxMessageSize         -- of the sending SNMP entity
    )

   The following describes the procedure to follow to establish a
   session between a client and server to run SNMP over SSH.  This
   process is used by any SNMP engine establishing a session for
   subsequent use.

   This will be done automatically for an SNMP application that
   initiates a transaction, such as a command generator, a notification
   originator, or a proxy forwarder.
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   1.  Increment the snmpSshtmSessionOpens counter.

   2.  Using tmTransportAddress, the client will establish an SSH
       transport connection using the SSH transport protocol,
       authenticate the server, and exchange keys for message integrity
       and encryption.  The transportAddress associated with a session
       MUST remain constant during the lifetime of the SSH session.
       Implementations may need to cache the transportAddress passed to
       the openSession API for later use when performing incoming
       message processing (see Section 5.1).

       1.  To authenticate the server, the client usually stores pairs
           (tmTransportAddress, server host public key) in an
           implementation-dependent manner.

       2.  The other parameters of the transport connection are provided
           in an implementation-dependent manner.

       3.  If the attempt to establish a connection is unsuccessful or
           if server-authentication fails, then
           snmpSshtmSessionOpenErrors is incremented, an openSession
           error indication is returned, and openSession processing
           stops.



   3.  The client will then invoke an SSH authentication service to
       authenticate the principal, such as that described in the SSH
       authentication protocol [RFC4252].

       1.  If the tmTransportAddress field contains a user name followed
           by an '@' character (US-ASCII 0x40), that user name string
           should be presented to the SSH server as the "user name" for
           user-authentication purposes.  If there is no user name in
           the tmTransportAddress, then the tmSecurityName should be
           used as the user name.

       2.  The credentials used to authenticate the SSH principal are
           determined in an implementation-dependent manner.

       3.  In an implementation-specific manner, invoke the SSH user-
           authentication service using the calculated user name.

       4.  If the user authentication is unsuccessful, then the
           transport connection is closed, the
           snmpSshtmSessionUserAuthFailures counter is incremented, an
           error indication is returned to the calling module, and
           processing stops for this message.
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   4.  The client should invoke the "ssh-connection" service (also known
       as the SSH connection protocol [RFC4254]), and request a channel
       of type "session".  If unsuccessful, the transport connection is
       closed, the snmpSshtmSessionNoChannels counter is incremented, an
       error indication is returned to the calling module, and
       processing stops for this message.

   5.  The client invokes "snmp" as an SSH Subsystem, as indicated in
       the "subsystem" parameter.  If unsuccessful, the transport
       connection is closed, the snmpSshtmSessionNoSubsystems counter is
       incremented, an error indication is returned to the calling
       module, and processing stops for this message.

       In order to allow SNMP traffic to be easily identified and
       filtered by firewalls and other network devices, servers
       associated with SNMP entities using the Secure Shell Transport
       Model MUST default to providing access to the "snmp" SSH
       Subsystem if the SSH session is established using the IANA-
       assigned TCP ports (5161 and 5162).  Servers SHOULD be
       configurable to allow access to the SNMP SSH Subsystem over other
       ports.

   6.  Set tmSessionID in the tmStateReference cache to an
       implementation-dependent value to identify the session.

   7.  The tmSecurityName used to establish the SSH session must be the
       only tmSecurityName used with the session.  Incoming messages for
       the session MUST be associated with this tmSecurityName value.
       How this is accomplished is implementation-dependent.



5.4.  Closing a Session

   The Secure Shell Transport Model provides the following ASI to close
   a session:

   statusInformation =
   closeSession(
   IN   tmSessionID     -- session ID of session to be closed
   )

   The following describes the procedure to follow to close a session
   between a client and server.  This process is followed by any SNMP
   engine to close an SSH session.  It is implementation-dependent when
   a session should be closed.  The calling code should release the
   associated tmStateReference.
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   1.  Increment the snmpSshtmSessionCloses counter.

   2.  If there is no session corresponding to tmSessionID, then
       closeSession processing is complete.

   3.  Have SSH close the session associated with tmSessionID.

6.  MIB Module Overview

   This MIB module provides management of the Secure Shell Transport
   Model.  It defines an OID to identify the SNMP-over-SSH transport
   domain, a Textual Convention for SSH Addresses, and several
   statistics counters.

6.1.  Structure of the MIB Module

   Objects in this MIB module are arranged into subtrees.  Each subtree
   is organized as a set of related objects.  The overall structure and
   assignment of objects to their subtrees, and the intended purpose of
   each subtree, is shown below.

6.2.  Textual Conventions

   Generic and Common Textual Conventions used in this document can be
   found summarized at http://www.ops.ietf.org/mib-common-tcs.html

6.3.  Relationship to Other MIB Modules

   Some management objects defined in other MIB modules are applicable
   to an entity implementing the SSH Transport Model.  In particular, it
   is assumed that an entity implementing the SNMP-SSH-TM-MIB will
   implement the SNMPv2-MIB [RFC3418] and the SNMP-FRAMEWORK-MIB
   [RFC3411].  It is expected that an entity implementing this MIB will
   also support the Transport Security Model [RFC5591] and, therefore,
   implement the SNMP-TSM-MIB.



   This MIB module is for monitoring SSH Transport Model information.

6.3.1.  MIB Modules Required for IMPORTS

   The following MIB module imports items from [RFC2578], [RFC2579], and
   [RFC2580].

   This MIB module also references [RFC1033], [RFC4252], [RFC3490], and
   [RFC3986].
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   This document uses TDomain Textual Conventions for the SNMP-internal
   MIB modules defined here for compatibility with the RFC 3413 MIB
   modules and the RFC 3411 Abstract Service Interfaces.

7.  MIB Module Definition

SNMP-SSH-TM-MIB DEFINITIONS ::= BEGIN

IMPORTS
    MODULE-IDENTITY, OBJECT-TYPE,
    OBJECT-IDENTITY, mib-2, snmpDomains,
    Counter32
      FROM SNMPv2-SMI -- RFC 2578
    TEXTUAL-CONVENTION
      FROM SNMPv2-TC -- RFC 2579
    MODULE-COMPLIANCE, OBJECT-GROUP
      FROM SNMPv2-CONF -- RFC 2580
    ;

snmpSshtmMIB MODULE-IDENTITY
    LAST-UPDATED "200906090000Z"
    ORGANIZATION "ISMS Working Group"
    CONTACT-INFO "WG-EMail:   isms@lists.ietf.org
                  Subscribe:  isms-request@lists.ietf.org

                  Chairs:
                    Juergen Quittek
                    NEC Europe Ltd.
                    Network Laboratories
                    Kurfuersten-Anlage 36
                    69115 Heidelberg
                    Germany
                    +49 6221 90511-15
                    quittek@netlab.nec.de

                    Juergen Schoenwaelder
                    Jacobs University Bremen
                    Campus Ring 1
                    28725 Bremen
                    Germany
                    +49 421 200-3587
                    j.schoenwaelder@jacobs-university.de



                  Co-editors:
                    David Harrington
                    Huawei Technologies USA
                    1700 Alma Drive
                    Plano Texas 75075
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                    USA
                    +1 603-436-8634
                    ietfdbh@comcast.net

                    Joseph Salowey
                    Cisco Systems
                    2901 3rd Ave
                    Seattle, WA 98121
                    USA
                    jsalowey@cisco.com

                    Wes Hardaker
                    Cobham Analytic Solutions
                    P.O. Box 382
                    Davis, CA  95617
                    USA
                    +1 530 792 1913
                    ietf@hardakers.net
                 "
    DESCRIPTION
       "The Secure Shell Transport Model MIB.

        Copyright (c) 2009 IETF Trust and the persons
        identified as authors of the code.  All rights reserved.

        Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or
        without modification, are permitted provided that the
        following conditions are met:

        - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
          notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

        - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
          copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
          disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials
          provided with the distribution.

        - Neither the name of Internet Society, IETF or IETF Trust,
          nor the names of specific contributors, may be used to endorse
          or promote products derived from this software without
          specific prior written permission.

        THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
        CONTRIBUTORS 'AS IS' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,
        INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
        MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
        DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
        CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
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        SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
        NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
        LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
        HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
        CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR
        OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,
        EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

        This version of this MIB module is part of RFC 5592;
        see the RFC itself for full legal notices."

    REVISION     "200906090000Z"
    DESCRIPTION  "The initial version, published in RFC 5592."

    ::= { mib-2 189 }

-- ---------------------------------------------------------- --
-- subtrees in the SNMP-SSH-TM-MIB
-- ---------------------------------------------------------- --

snmpSshtmNotifications    OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { snmpSshtmMIB 0 }
snmpSshtmObjects          OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { snmpSshtmMIB 1 }
snmpSshtmConformance      OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { snmpSshtmMIB 2 }

-- -------------------------------------------------------------
-- Objects
-- -------------------------------------------------------------

snmpSSHDomain OBJECT-IDENTITY
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
        "The SNMP-over-SSH transport domain.  The corresponding
         transport address is of type SnmpSSHAddress.

         When an SNMP entity uses the snmpSSHDomain Transport
         Model, it must be capable of accepting messages up to
         and including 8192 octets in size.  Implementation of
         larger values is encouraged whenever possible.

         The securityName prefix to be associated with the
         snmpSSHDomain is 'ssh'.  This prefix may be used by Security
         Models or other components to identify which secure transport
         infrastructure authenticated a securityName."
    ::= { snmpDomains 7 }

SnmpSSHAddress ::= TEXTUAL-CONVENTION
    DISPLAY-HINT "1a"
    STATUS      current
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    DESCRIPTION
        "Represents either a hostname or IP address, along with a port
         number and an optional user name.

         The beginning of the address specification may contain a
         user name followed by an '@' (US-ASCII character 0x40).  This
         portion of the address will indicate the user name that should
         be used when authenticating to an SSH server.  The user name
         must be encoded in UTF-8 (per [RFC4252]).  If missing, the
         SNMP securityName should be used.  After the optional user
         name field and '@' character comes the hostname or IP
         address.

         The hostname is always in US-ASCII (as per RFC1033);
         internationalized hostnames are encoded in US-ASCII as
         specified in RFC 3490.  The hostname is followed by a colon
         ':' (US-ASCII character 0x3A) and a decimal port number in
         US-ASCII.  The name SHOULD be fully qualified whenever
         possible.

         An IPv4 address must be in dotted decimal format followed
         by a colon ':' (US-ASCII character 0x3A) and a decimal port
         number in US-ASCII.

         An IPv6 address must be in colon-separated format, surrounded
         by square brackets ('[', US-ASCII character 0x5B, and ']',
         US-ASCII character 0x5D), followed by a colon ':' (US-ASCII
         character 0x3A) and a decimal port number in US-ASCII.

         Values of this Textual Convention might not be directly usable
         as transport-layer addressing information and may require
         runtime resolution.  As such, applications that write them
         must be prepared for handling errors if such values are
         not supported or cannot be resolved (if resolution occurs
         at the time of the management operation).

         The DESCRIPTION clause of TransportAddress objects that may
         have snmpSSHAddress values must fully describe how (and
         when) such names are to be resolved to IP addresses and vice
         versa.

         This Textual Convention SHOULD NOT be used directly in
         object definitions since it restricts addresses to a
         specific format.  However, if it is used, it MAY be used
         either on its own or in conjunction with
         TransportAddressType or TransportDomain as a pair.
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         When this Textual Convention is used as a syntax of an
         index object, there may be issues with the limit of 128
         sub-identifiers, which is specified in SMIv2 (STD 58).  It
         is RECOMMENDED that all MIB documents using this Textual



         Convention make explicit any limitations on index
         component lengths that management software must observe.
         This may be done either by including SIZE constraints on
         the index components or by specifying applicable
         constraints in the conceptual row DESCRIPTION clause or
         in the surrounding documentation.
        "
    REFERENCE
      "RFC 1033: DOMAIN ADMINISTRATORS OPERATIONS GUIDE
       RFC 3490: Internationalizing Domain Names in Applications
       RFC 3986: Uniform Resource Identifier (URI): Generic Syntax
       RFC 4252: The Secure Shell (SSH) Authentication Protocol"
    SYNTAX      OCTET STRING (SIZE (1..255))

-- The snmpSshtmSession Group

snmpSshtmSession       OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { snmpSshtmObjects 1 }

snmpSshtmSessionOpens  OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX       Counter32
    MAX-ACCESS   read-only
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION "The number of times an openSession() request has been
                 executed as an SSH client, whether it succeeded or
                 failed.
                "
    ::= { snmpSshtmSession 1 }

snmpSshtmSessionCloses  OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX       Counter32
    MAX-ACCESS   read-only
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION "The number of times a closeSession() request has been
                 executed as an SSH client, whether it succeeded or
                 failed.
                "
    ::= { snmpSshtmSession 2 }

snmpSshtmSessionOpenErrors  OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX       Counter32
    MAX-ACCESS   read-only
    STATUS       current
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    DESCRIPTION "The number of times an openSession() request
                 failed to open a transport connection or failed to
                 authenticate the server.
                "
    ::= { snmpSshtmSession 3 }

snmpSshtmSessionUserAuthFailures  OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX       Counter32
    MAX-ACCESS   read-only
    STATUS       current



    DESCRIPTION "The number of times an openSession() request
                 failed to open a session as an SSH client due to
                 user-authentication failures.
                "
    ::= { snmpSshtmSession 4 }

snmpSshtmSessionNoChannels  OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX       Counter32
    MAX-ACCESS   read-only
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION "The number of times an openSession() request
                 failed to open a session as an SSH client due to
                 channel-open failures.
                "
    ::= { snmpSshtmSession 5 }

snmpSshtmSessionNoSubsystems OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX       Counter32
    MAX-ACCESS   read-only
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION "The number of times an openSession() request
                 failed to open a session as an SSH client due to
                 inability to connect to the requested subsystem.
                "
    ::= { snmpSshtmSession 6 }

snmpSshtmSessionNoSessions  OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX       Counter32
    MAX-ACCESS   read-only
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION "The number of times an outgoing message was
                 dropped because the same session was no longer
                 available.
                "
    ::= { snmpSshtmSession 7 }

snmpSshtmSessionInvalidCaches OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX       Counter32
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    MAX-ACCESS   read-only
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION "The number of outgoing messages dropped because the
                 tmStateReference referred to an invalid cache.
                "
    ::= { snmpSshtmSession 8 }

-- ************************************************
-- snmpSshtmMIB - Conformance Information
-- ************************************************

snmpSshtmCompliances OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { snmpSshtmConformance 1 }

snmpSshtmGroups      OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { snmpSshtmConformance 2 }

-- ************************************************



-- Compliance statements
-- ************************************************

snmpSshtmCompliance MODULE-COMPLIANCE
    STATUS      current

    DESCRIPTION "The compliance statement for SNMP engines that
                 support the SNMP-SSH-TM-MIB."
    MODULE
        MANDATORY-GROUPS { snmpSshtmGroup }
    ::= { snmpSshtmCompliances 1 }

-- ************************************************
-- Units of conformance
-- ************************************************

snmpSshtmGroup OBJECT-GROUP
    OBJECTS {
      snmpSshtmSessionOpens,
      snmpSshtmSessionCloses,
      snmpSshtmSessionOpenErrors,
      snmpSshtmSessionUserAuthFailures,
      snmpSshtmSessionNoChannels,
      snmpSshtmSessionNoSubsystems,
      snmpSshtmSessionNoSessions,
      snmpSshtmSessionInvalidCaches
    }
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION "A collection of objects for maintaining information
                 of an SNMP engine that implements the SNMP Secure
                 Shell Transport Model.
                "
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    ::= { snmpSshtmGroups 2 }

END

8.  Operational Considerations

   The SSH Transport Model will likely not work in conditions where
   remote access to the CLI has stopped working.  The SSH Transport
   Model assumes that TCP and IP continue to operate correctly between
   the communicating nodes.  Failures in either node, death of the
   deamon serving the communication, routing problems in the network
   between, firewalls that block the traffic, and other problems can
   prevent the SSH Transport Model from working.  In situations where
   management access has to be very reliable, operators should consider
   mitigating measures.  These measures may include dedicated
   management-only networks, point-to-point links, and the ability to
   use alternate protocols and transports.

   To have SNMP properly utilize the security services provided by SSH,
   the SSH Transport Model MUST be used with a Security Model that knows
   how to process a tmStateReference, such as the Transport Security
   Model for SNMP [RFC5591].



   If the SSH Transport Model is configured to utilize AAA services,
   operators should consider configuring support for local
   authentication mechanisms, such as local passwords, so SNMP can
   continue operating during times of network stress.

   The SSH protocol has its own window mechanism, defined in RFC 4254.
   The SSH specifications leave it open when window adjustment messages
   should be created, and some implementations send these whenever
   received data has been passed to the application.  There are
   noticeable bandwidth and processing overheads to handling such window
   adjustment messages, which can be avoided by sending them less
   frequently.

   The SSH protocol requires the execution of CPU-intensive calculations
   to establish a session key during session establishment.  This means
   that short-lived sessions become computationally expensive compared
   to USM, which does not have a notion of a session key.  Other
   transport security protocols such as TLS support a session-resumption
   feature that allows reusing a cached session key.  Such a mechanism
   does not exist for SSH and thus SNMP applications should keep SSH
   sessions for longer time periods.

   To initiate SSH connections, an entity must be configured with SSH
   client credentials plus information to authenticate the server.
   While hosts are often configured to be SSH clients, most
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   internetworking devices are not.  To send notifications over SSHTM,
   the internetworking device will need to be configured as an SSH
   client.  How this credential configuration is done is implementation-
   and deployment-specific.

9.  Security Considerations

   This memo describes a Transport Model that permits SNMP to utilize
   SSH security services.  The security threats and how the SSH
   Transport Model mitigates those threats is covered in detail
   throughout this memo.

   The SSH Transport Model relies on SSH mutual authentication, binding
   of keys, confidentiality, and integrity.  Any authentication method
   that meets the requirements of the SSH architecture will provide the
   properties of mutual authentication and binding of keys.

   SSHv2 provides perfect forward secrecy (PFS) for encryption keys.
   PFS is a major design goal of SSH, and any well-designed key-exchange
   algorithm will provide it.

   The security implications of using SSH are covered in [RFC4251].

   The SSH Transport Model has no way to verify that server
   authentication was performed, to learn the host's public key in
   advance, or to verify that the correct key is being used.  The SSH
   Transport Model simply trusts that these are properly configured by
   the implementer and deployer.



   SSH provides the "none" userauth method.  The SSH Transport Model
   MUST NOT be used with an SSH connection with the "none" userauth
   method.  While SSH does support turning off confidentiality and
   integrity, they MUST NOT be turned off when used with the SSH
   Transport Model.

   The SSH protocol is not always clear on whether the user name field
   must be filled in, so for some implementations, such as those using
   GSSAPI authentication, it may be necessary to use a mapping algorithm
   to transform an SSH identity to a tmSecurityName or to transform a
   tmSecurityName to an SSH identity.

   In other cases, the user name may not be verified by the server, so
   for these implementations, it may be necessary to obtain the user
   name from other credentials exchanged during the SSH exchange.
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9.1.  Skipping Public Key Verification

   Most key-exchange algorithms are able to authenticate the SSH
   server's identity to the client.  However, for the common case of
   Diffie-Hellman (DH) signed by public keys, this requires the client
   to know the host's public key a priori and to verify that the correct
   key is being used.  If this step is skipped, then authentication of
   the SSH server to the SSH client is not done.  Data confidentiality
   and data integrity protection to the server still exist, but these
   are of dubious value when an attacker can insert himself between the
   client and the real SSH server.  Note that some userauth methods may
   defend against this situation, but many of the common ones (including
   password and keyboard-interactive) do not and, in fact, depend on the
   fact that the server's identity has been verified (so passwords are
   not disclosed to an attacker).

   SSH MUST NOT be configured to skip public-key verification for use
   with the SSH Transport Model.

9.2.  Notification Authorization Considerations

   SNMP Notifications are authorized to be sent to a receiver based on
   the securityName used by the notification originator's SNMP engine.
   This authorization is performed before the message is actually sent
   and before the credentials of the remote receiver have been verified.
   Thus, the credentials presented by a notification receiver MUST match
   the expected value(s) for a given transport address, and ownership of
   the credentials MUST be properly cryptographically verified.

9.3.  SSH User and Key Selection

   If a "user@" prefix is used within an SnmpSSHAddress value to specify
   an SSH user name to use for authentication, then the key presented to
   the remote entity MUST be the key expected by the server for the



   "user".  This may be different than a locally cached key identified
   by the securityName value.

9.4.  Conceptual Differences between USM and SSHTM

   The User-based Security Model [RFC3414] employed symmetric
   cryptography and user-naming conventions.  SSH employs an asymmetric
   cryptography and naming model.  Unlike USM, cryptographic keys will
   be different on both sides of the SSH connection.  Both sides are
   responsible for verifying that the remote entity presents the right
   key.  The optional "user@" prefix component of the SnmpSSHAddress
   Textual Convention allows the client SNMP stack to associate the
   connection with a securityName that may be different than the SSH
   user name presented to the SSH server.
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9.5.  The 'none' MAC Algorithm

   SSH provides the "none" Message Authentication Code (MAC) algorithm,
   which would allow you to turn off data integrity while maintaining
   confidentiality.  However, if you do this, then an attacker may be
   able to modify the data in flight, which means you effectively have
   no authentication.

   SSH MUST NOT be configured using the "none" MAC algorithm for use
   with the SSH Transport Model.

9.6.  Use with SNMPv1/v2c Messages

   The SNMPv1 and SNMPv2c message processing described in [RFC3584] (BCP
   74) always selects the SNMPv1 or SNMPv2c Security Models,
   respectively.  Both of these and the User-based Security Model
   typically used with SNMPv3 derive the securityName and securityLevel
   from the SNMP message received, even when the message was received
   over a secure transport.  Access control decisions are therefore made
   based on the contents of the SNMP message, rather than using the
   authenticated identity and securityLevel provided by the SSH
   Transport Model.

9.7.  MIB Module Security

   There are no management objects defined in this MIB module that have
   a MAX-ACCESS clause of read-write and/or read-create.  So, if this
   MIB module is implemented correctly, then there is no risk that an
   intruder can alter or create any management objects of this MIB
   module via direct SNMP SET operations.

   Some of the readable objects in this MIB module (i.e., objects with a
   MAX-ACCESS other than not-accessible) may be considered sensitive or
   vulnerable in some network environments.  It is thus important to
   control even GET and/or NOTIFY access to these objects and possibly
   to even encrypt the values of these objects when sending them over
   the network via SNMP.  These are the tables and objects and their
   sensitivity/vulnerability:

   o  The information in the snmpSshtmSession group is generated locally



      when a client session is being opened or closed.  This information
      can reflect the configured capabilities of a remote SSH server,
      which could be helpful to an attacker for focusing an attack.
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   SNMP versions prior to SNMPv3 did not include adequate security.
   Even if the network itself is secure (for example by using IPSec or
   SSH), even then, there is no control as to who on the secure network
   is allowed to access and GET/SET (read/change/create/delete) the
   objects in this MIB module.

   It is RECOMMENDED that implementers consider the security features as
   provided by the SNMPv3 framework (see [RFC3410], Section 8),
   including full support for cryptographic mechanisms for
   authentication and privacy, such as those found in the User-based
   Security Model [RFC3414], the Transport Security Model [RFC5591], and
   the SSH Transport Model described in this document.

   Further, deployment of SNMP versions prior to SNMPv3 is NOT
   RECOMMENDED.  Instead, it is RECOMMENDED to deploy SNMPv3 and to
   enable cryptographic security.  It is then a customer/operator
   responsibility to ensure that the SNMP entity giving access to an
   instance of this MIB module is properly configured to give access to
   the objects only to those principals (users) that have legitimate
   rights to indeed GET or SET (change/create/delete) them.

10.  IANA Considerations

   IANA has assigned:

   1.  Two TCP port numbers in the Port Numbers registry that will be
       the default ports for the SNMP-over-SSH Transport Model as
       defined in this document, and the SNMP-over-SSH Transport Model
       for notifications as defined in this document.  The assigned
       keywords and port numbers are "snmpssh" (5161) and "snmpssh-trap"
       (5162).

   2.  An SMI number (189) under mib-2, for the MIB module in this
       document.

   3.  An SMI number (7) under snmpDomains, for the snmpSSHDomain.

   4.  "ssh" as the corresponding prefix for the snmpSSHDomain in the
       SNMP Transport Domains registry; defined in [RFC5590].

   5.  "snmp" as a Connection Protocol Subsystem Name in the SSH
       Protocol Parameters registry.
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              OSPFv2 HMAC-SHA Cryptographic Authentication

Abstract

   This document describes how the National Institute of Standards and
   Technology (NIST) Secure Hash Standard family of algorithms can be
   used with OSPF version 2's built-in, cryptographic authentication
   mechanism.  This updates, but does not supercede, the cryptographic
   authentication mechanism specified in RFC 2328.

Status of This Memo

   This document specifies an Internet standards track protocol for the
   Internet community, and requests discussion and suggestions for
   improvements.  Please refer to the current edition of the "Internet
   Official Protocol Standards" (STD 1) for the standardization state
   and status of this protocol.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

Copyright and License Notice

   Copyright (c) 2009 IETF Trust and the persons identified as the
   document authors.  All rights reserved.

   This document is subject to BCP 78 and the IETF Trust's Legal
   Provisions Relating to IETF Documents
   (http://trustee.ietf.org/license-info) in effect on the date of
   publication of this document.  Please review these documents
   carefully, as they describe your rights and restrictions with respect
   to this document.  Code Components extracted from this document must
   include Simplified BSD License text as described in Section 4.e of
   the Trust Legal Provisions and are provided without warranty as
   described in the BSD License.
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   This document may contain material from IETF Documents or IETF
   Contributions published or made publicly available before November
   10, 2008.  The person(s) controlling the copyright in some of this
   material may not have granted the IETF Trust the right to allow
   modifications of such material outside the IETF Standards Process.
   Without obtaining an adequate license from the person(s) controlling
   the copyright in such materials, this document may not be modified
   outside the IETF Standards Process, and derivative works of it may
   not be created outside the IETF Standards Process, except to format
   it for publication as an RFC or to translate it into languages other



   than English.

1.  Introduction

   A variety of risks exist when deploying any routing protocol
   [Bell89].  This document provides an update to OSPFv2 Cryptographic
   Authentication, which is specified in Appendix D of RFC 2328.  This
   document does not deprecate or supercede RFC 2328.  OSPFv2, itself,
   is defined in RFC 2328 [RFC2328].

   This document adds support for Secure Hash Algorithms (SHA) defined
   in the US NIST Secure Hash Standard (SHS), which is defined by NIST
   FIPS 180-2.  [FIPS-180-2] includes SHA-1, SHA-224, SHA-256, SHA-384,
   and SHA-512.  The Hashed Message Authentication Code (HMAC)
   authentication mode defined in NIST FIPS 198 is used [FIPS-198].

   It is believed that [RFC2104] is mathematically identical to
   [FIPS-198] and it is also believed that algorithms in [RFC4634] are
   mathematically identical to [FIPS-180-2].

   The creation of this addition to OSPFv2 was driven by operator
   requests that they be able to use the NIST SHS family of algorithms
   in the NIST HMAC mode, instead of being forced to use the Keyed-MD5
   algorithm and mode with OSPFv2 Cryptographic Authentication.
   Cryptographic matters are discussed in more detail in the Security
   Considerations section of this document.

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

2.  Background

   All OSPF protocol exchanges can be authenticated.  The OSPF packet
   header (see Appendix A.3.1 of RFC 2328) includes an Authentication
   Type field and 64 bits of data for use by the appropriate
   authentication scheme (determined by the Type field).
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   The authentication type is configurable on a per-interface (or,
   equivalently, on a per-network/subnet) basis.  Additional
   authentication data is also configurable on a per-interface basis.

   OSPF authentication types 0, 1, and 2 are defined by RFC 2328.  This
   document provides an update to RFC 2328 that is only applicable to
   Authentication Type 2, "Cryptographic Authentication".

3.  Cryptographic Authentication with NIST SHS in HMAC Mode

   Using this authentication type, a shared secret key is configured in
   all routers attached to a common network/subnet.  For each OSPF
   protocol packet, the key is used to generate/verify a "message
   digest" that is appended to the end of the OSPF packet.  The message
   digest is a one-way function of the OSPF protocol packet and the
   secret key.  Since the secret key is never sent over the network in



   the clear, protection is provided against passive attacks [RFC1704].

   The algorithms used to generate and verify the message digest are
   specified implicitly by the secret key.  This specification discusses
   the computation of OSPFv2 Cryptographic Authentication data when any
   of the NIST SHS family of algorithms is used in the Hashed Message
   Authentication Code (HMAC) mode.  Please also see RFC 2328, Appendix
   D.

   With the additions in this document, the currently valid algorithms
   (including mode) for OSPFv2 Cryptographic Authentication include:

           Keyed-MD5               (defined in RFC 2328, Appendix D)
           HMAC-SHA-1              (defined here)
           HMAC-SHA-256            (defined here)
           HMAC-SHA-384            (defined here)
           HMAC-SHA-512            (defined here)

   Of the above, implementations of this specification MUST include
   support for at least:

           HMAC-SHA-256

   and SHOULD include support for:

           HMAC-SHA-1

   and SHOULD also (for backwards compatibility with existing
   implementations and deployments) include support for:

           Keyed-MD5
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   and MAY also include support for:

           HMAC-SHA-384
           HMAC-SHA-512

   An implementation of this specification MUST allow network operators
   to configure ANY authentication algorithm supported by that
   implementation for use with ANY given KeyID value that is configured
   into that OSPFv2 router.

3.1.  Generating Cryptographic Authentication

   The overall cryptographic authentication process defined in Appendix
   D of RFC 2328 remains unchanged.  However, the specific cryptographic
   details (i.e., SHA rather than MD5, HMAC rather than Keyed-Hash) are
   defined herein.  To reduce the potential for confusion, this section
   minimises the repetition of text from RFC 2328, Appendix D, which is
   incorporated here by reference [RFC2328].

   First, following the procedure defined in RFC 2328, Appendix D,
   select the appropriate OSPFv2 Security Association for use with this
   packet and set the KeyID field to the KeyID value of that OSPFv2



   Security Association.

   Second, set the Authentication Type to Cryptographic Authentication,
   and set the Authentication Data Length field to the length (measured
   in bytes, not bits) of the cryptographic hash that will be used.
   When any NIST SHS algorithm is used in HMAC mode with OSPFv2
   Cryptographic Authentication, the Authentication Data Length is equal
   to the normal hash output length (measured in bytes) for the specific
   NIST SHS algorithm in use.  For example, with NIST SHA-256, the
   Authentication Data Length is 32 bytes.

   Third, the 32-bit cryptographic sequence number is set in accordance
   with the procedures in RFC 2328, Appendix D that are applicable to
   the Cryptographic Authentication type.

   Fourth, the message digest is then calculated and appended to the
   OSPF packet, as described below in Section 3.3.  The KeyID,
   Authentication Algorithm, and Authentication Key to be used for
   calculating the digest are all components of the selected OSPFv2
   Security Association.  Input to the authentication algorithm consists
   of the OSPF packet and the secret key.
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3.2.  OSPFv2 Security Association

   This document uses the term OSPFv2 Security Association (OSPFv2 SA)
   to refer to the authentication key information defined in Section D.3
   of RFC 2328.  The OSPFv2 protocol does not include an in-band
   mechanism to create or manage OSPFv2 Security Associations.  The
   parameters of an OSPFv2 Security Association are updated to be:

   Key Identifier (KeyID)
      This is an 8-bit unsigned value used to uniquely identify an
      OSPFv2 SA and is configured either by the router administrator
      (or, in the future, possibly by some key management protocol
      specified by the IETF).  The receiver uses this to locate the
      appropriate OSPFv2 SA to use.  The sender puts this KeyID value in
      the OSPF packet based on the active OSPF configuration.

   Authentication Algorithm
      This indicates the authentication algorithm (and also the
      cryptographic mode, such as HMAC) to be used.  This information
      SHOULD never be sent over the wire in cleartext form.  At present,
      valid values are Keyed-MD5, HMAC-SHA-1, HMAC-SHA-256, HMAC-SHA-
      384, and HMAC-SHA-512.

   Authentication Key
      This is the cryptographic key used for cryptographic
      authentication with this OSPFv2 SA.  This value SHOULD never be
      sent over the wire in cleartext form.  This is noted as "K" in
      Section 3.3 below.



   Key Start Accept
      The time that this OSPF router will accept packets that have been
      created with this OSPF Security Association.

   Key Start Generate
      The time that this OSPF router will begin using this OSPF Security
      Association for OSPF packet generation.

   Key Stop Generate
      The time that this OSPF router will stop using this OSPF Security
      Association for OSPF packet generation.

   Key Stop Accept
      The time that this OSPF router will stop accepting packets
      generated with this OSPF Security Association.

   In order to achieve smooth key transition, KeyStartAccept SHOULD be
   less than KeyStartGenerate and KeyStopGenerate SHOULD be less than
   KeyStopAccept.  If KeyStopGenerate and KeyStopAccept are left
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   unspecified, the key's lifetime is infinite.  When a new key replaces
   an old, the KeyStartGenerate time for the new key MUST be less than
   or equal to the KeyStopGenerate time of the old key.

   Key storage SHOULD persist across a system restart, warm or cold, to
   avoid operational issues.  In the event that the last key associated
   with an interface expires, it is unacceptable to revert to an
   unauthenticated condition, and not advisable to disrupt routing.
   Therefore, the router should send a "last Authentication Key
   expiration" notification to the network manager and treat the key as
   having an infinite lifetime until the lifetime is extended, the key
   is deleted by network management, or a new key is configured.

3.3.  Cryptographic Aspects

   This describes the computation of the Authentication Data value when
   any NIST SHS algorithm is used in the HMAC mode with OSPFv2
   Cryptographic Authentication.

   In the algorithm description below, the following nomenclature, which
   is consistent with [FIPS-198], is used:

      H    is the specific hashing algorithm (e.g., SHA-256).

      K    is the Authentication Key for the OSPFv2 security
           association.

      Ko   is the cryptographic key used with the hash algorithm.

      B    is the block size of H, measured in octets
           rather than bits.  Note well that B is the
           internal block size, not the hash size.

              For SHA-1 and SHA-256: B == 64



              For SHA-384 and SHA-512: B == 128

      L    is the length of the hash, measured in octets
           rather than bits.

      XOR  is the exclusive-or operation.

      Opad is the hexadecimal value 0x5c repeated B times.

      Ipad is the hexadecimal value 0x36 repeated B times.

      Apad is the hexadecimal value 0x878FE1F3 repeated (L/4) times.
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      Implementation note:
         This definition of Apad means that Apad is always the same
         length as the hash output.

   (1) PREPARATION OF KEY
       In this application, Ko is always L octets long.

       If the Authentication Key (K) is L octets long, then Ko is equal
       to K.  If the Authentication Key (K) is more than L octets long,
       then Ko is set to H(K).  If the Authentication Key (K) is less
       than L octets long, then Ko is set to the Authentication Key (K)
       with zeros appended to the end of the Authentication Key (K),
       such that Ko is L octets long.

   (2) FIRST-HASH
       First, the OSPFv2 packet's Authentication Trailer (which is the
       appendage described in RFC 2328, Section D.4.3, Page 233, items
       (6)(a) and (6)(d)) is filled with the value Apad, and the
       Authentication Type field is set to 2.

       Then, a First-Hash, also known as the inner hash, is computed as
       follows:

             First-Hash = H(Ko XOR Ipad || (OSPFv2 Packet))

       Implementation Notes:
          Note that the First-Hash above includes the Authentication
          Trailer containing the Apad value, as well as the OSPF packet,
          as per RFC 2328, Section D.4.3.

       The definition of Apad (above) ensures it is always the same
       length as the hash output.  This is consistent with RFC 2328.
       The "(OSPFv2 Packet)" mentioned in the First-Hash (above) does
       include the OSPF Authentication Trailer.

       The digest length for SHA-1 is 20 bytes; for SHA-256, 32 bytes;
       for SHA-384, 48 bytes; and for SHA-512, 64 bytes.

   (3) SECOND-HASH
       Then a Second-Hash, also known as the outer hash, is computed as



       follows:

             Second-Hash = H(Ko XOR Opad || First-Hash)
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   (4) RESULT
       The resulting Second-Hash becomes the Authentication Data that is
       sent in the Authentication Trailer of the OSPFv2 packet.  The
       length of the Authentication Trailer is always identical to the
       message digest size of the specific hash function H that is being
       used.

       This also means that the use of hash functions with larger output
       sizes will also increase the size of the OSPFv2 packet as
       transmitted on the wire.

       Implementation Note:
          RFC 2328, Appendix D specifies that the Authentication Trailer
          is not counted in the OSPF packet's own Length field, but is
          included in the packet's IP Length field.

3.4.  Message Verification

   Message verification follows the procedure defined in RFC 2328,
   except that the cryptographic calculation of the message digest
   follows the procedure in Section 3.3 above when any NIST SHS
   algorithm in the HMAC mode is in use.  Kindly recall that the
   cryptographic algorithm/mode in use is indicated implicitly by the
   KeyID of the received OSPFv2 packet.

   Implementation Notes:
      One must save the received digest value before calculating the
      expected digest value, so that after that calculation the received
      value can be compared with the expected value to determine whether
      to accept that OSPF packet.

      RFC 2328, Section D.4.3 (6) (c) should be read very closely prior
      to implementing the above.  With SHA algorithms in HMAC mode, Apad
      is placed where the MD5 key would be put if Keyed-MD5 were in use.

3.5.  Changing OSPFv2 Security Associations

   Using KeyIDs makes changing the active OSPFv2 SA convenient.  An
   implementation can choose to associate a lifetime with each OSPFv2 SA
   and can thus automatically switch to a different OSPFv2 SA based on
   the lifetimes of the configured OSPFv2 SA(s).

   After changing the active OSPFv2 SA, the OSPF sender will use the
   (different) KeyID value associated with the newly active OSPFv2 SA.
   The receiver will use this new KeyID to select the appropriate (new)
   OSPFv2 SA to use with the received OSPF packet containing the new



   KeyID value.
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   Because the KeyID field is present, the receiver does not need to try
   all configured OSPFv2 Security Associations with any received OSPFv2
   packet.  This can mitigate some of the risks of a Denial-of-Service
   (DoS) attack on the OSPF instance, but does not entirely prevent all
   conceivable DoS attacks.  For example, an on-link adversary still
   could generate OSPFv2 packets that are syntactically valid but that
   contain invalid Authentication Data, thereby forcing the receiver(s)
   to perform expensive cryptographic computations to discover that the
   packets are invalid.

4.  Security Considerations

   This document enhances the security of the OSPFv2 routing protocol by
   adding, to the existing OSPFv2 Cryptographic Authentication method,
   support for the algorithms defined in the NIST Secure Hash Standard
   (SHS) using the Hashed Message Authentication Code (HMAC) mode, and
   by adding support for the Hashed Message Authentication Code (HMAC)
   mode.

   This provides several alternatives to the existing Keyed-MD5
   mechanism.  There are published concerns about the overall strength
   of the MD5 algorithm ([Dobb96a], [Dobb96b], [Wang04]).  While those
   published concerns apply to the use of MD5 in other modes (e.g., use
   of MD5 X.509v3/PKIX digital certificates), they are not an attack
   upon Keyed-MD5, which is what OSPFv2 specified in RFC 2328.  There
   are also published concerns about the SHA algorithm [Wang05] and also
   concerns about the MD5 and SHA algorithms in the HMAC mode ([RR07],
   [RR08]).  Separately, some organisations (e.g., the US government)
   prefer NIST algorithms, such as the SHA family, over other algorithms
   for local policy reasons.

   The value Apad is used here primarily for consistency with IETF
   specifications for HMAC-SHA authentication of RIPv2 SHA [RFC4822] and
   IS-IS SHA [RFC5310] and to minimise OSPF protocol processing changes
   in Section D.4.3 of RFC 2328 [RFC2328].

   The quality of the security provided by the Cryptographic
   Authentication option depends completely on the strength of the
   cryptographic algorithm and cryptographic mode in use, the strength
   of the key being used, and the correct implementation of the security
   mechanism in all communicating OSPF implementations.  Accordingly,
   the use of high assurance development methods is recommended.  It
   also requires that all parties maintain the secrecy of the shared
   secret key.  [RFC4086] provides guidance on methods for generating
   cryptographically random bits.
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   This mechanism is vulnerable to a replay attack by any on-link node.
   An on-link node could record a legitimate OSPF packet sent on the
   link, then replay that packet at the next time the recorded OSPF
   packet's sequence number is valid.  This replay attack could cause
   significant routing disruptions within the OSPF domain.

   Ideally, for example, to prevent the preceding attack, each OSPF
   Security Association would be replaced by a new and different OSPF
   Security Association before any sequence number were reused.  As of
   the date this document was published, no form of automated key
   management has been standardised for OSPF.  So, as of the date this
   document was published, common operational practice has been to use
   the same OSPF Authentication Key for very long periods of time.  This
   operational practice is undesirable for many reasons.  Therefore, it
   is clearly desirable to develop and standardise some automated key-
   management mechanism for OSPF.

   Because all of the currently specified algorithms use symmetric
   cryptography, one cannot authenticate precisely which OSPF router
   sent a given packet.  However, one can authenticate that the sender
   knew the OSPF Security Association (including the OSPFv2 SA's
   parameters) currently in use.

   Because a routing protocol contains information that need not be kept
   secret, privacy is not a requirement.  However, authentication of the
   messages within the protocol is of interest in order to reduce the
   risk of an adversary compromising the routing system by deliberately
   injecting false information into the routing system.

   The technology in this document enhances an authentication mechanism
   for OSPFv2.  The mechanism described here is not perfect and need not
   be perfect.  Instead, this mechanism represents a significant
   increase in the work function of an adversary attacking OSPFv2, as
   compared with plain-text authentication or null authentication, while
   not causing undue implementation, deployment, or operational
   complexity.  Denial-of-Service attacks are not generally preventable
   in a useful networking protocol [VK83].

   Because of implementation considerations, including the need for
   backwards compatibility, this specification uses the same mechanism
   as specified in RFC 2328 and limits itself to adding support for
   additional cryptographic hash functions.  Also, some large network
   operators have indicated they prefer to retain the basic mechanism
   defined in RFC 2328, rather than migrate to IP Security, due to
   deployment and operational considerations.  If all the OSPFv2 routers
   supported IPsec, then IPsec tunnels could be used in lieu of this
   mechanism [RFC4301].  This would, however, relegate the topology to
   point-to-point adjacencies over the mesh of IPsec tunnels.
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   If a stronger authentication were believed to be required, then the
   use of a full digital signature [RFC2154] would be an approach that



   should be seriously considered.  Use of full digital signatures would
   enable precise authentication of the OSPF router originating each
   OSPF link-state advertisement, and thereby provide much stronger
   integrity protection for the OSPF routing domain.

5.  IANA Considerations

   The OSPF Authentication Codes registry entry for Cryptographic
   Authentication (Registry Code 2) has been updated to refer to this
   document as well as to RFC 2328.
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                 Handling of Overlapping IPv6 Fragments

Abstract

   The fragmentation and reassembly algorithm specified in the base IPv6
   specification allows fragments to overlap.  This document
   demonstrates the security issues associated with allowing overlapping
   fragments and updates the IPv6 specification to explicitly forbid
   overlapping fragments.

Status of This Memo

   This document specifies an Internet standards track protocol for the
   Internet community, and requests discussion and suggestions for
   improvements.  Please refer to the current edition of the "Internet
   Official Protocol Standards" (STD 1) for the standardization state



   and status of this protocol.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

Copyright Notice

   Copyright (c) 2009 IETF Trust and the persons identified as the
   document authors.  All rights reserved.

   This document is subject to BCP 78 and the IETF Trust's Legal
   Provisions Relating to IETF Documents
   (http://trustee.ietf.org/license-info) in effect on the date of
   publication of this document.  Please review these documents
   carefully, as they describe your rights and restrictions with respect
   to this document.  Code Components extracted from this document must
   include Simplified BSD License text as described in Section 4.e of
   the Trust Legal Provisions and are provided without warranty as
   described in the BSD License.
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1.  Introduction

   Fragmentation is used in IPv6 when the IPv6 packet will not fit
   inside the path MTU to its destination.  When fragmentation is
   performed, an IPv6 node uses a fragment header, as specified in
   Section 4.5 of the IPv6 base specification [RFC2460], to break down
   the datagram into smaller fragments that will fit in the path MTU.
   The destination node receives these fragments and reassembles them.
   The algorithm specified for fragmentation in [RFC2460] does not
   prevent the fragments from overlapping, and this can lead to some
   security issues with firewalls [RFC4942].  This document explores the
   issues that can be caused by overlapping fragments and updates the
   IPv6 specification to explicitly forbid overlapping fragments.

1.1.  Conventions Used in This Document



   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

2.  Overlapping Fragments

   Commonly used firewalls use the algorithm specified in [RFC1858] to
   weed out malicious packets that try to overwrite parts of the
   transport-layer header in order to bypass inbound connection checks.
   [RFC1858] prevents an overlapping fragment attack on an upper-layer
   protocol (in this case, TCP) by recommending that packets with a
   fragment offset of 1 be dropped.  While this works well for IPv4
   fragments, it will not work for IPv6 fragments.  This is because the
   fragmentable part of the IPv6 packet can contain extension headers
   before the TCP header, making this check less effective.
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3.  The Attack

   This attack describes how a malicious node can bypass a firewall
   using overlapping fragments.  Consider a sufficiently large IPv6
   packet that needs to be fragmented.

   +------------------+--------------------//-----------------------+
   |  Unfragmentable  |                 Fragmentable                |
   |       Part       |                     Part                    |
   +------------------+--------------------//-----------------------+

                     Figure 1: Large IPv6 Packet

   This packet is split into several fragments by the sender so that the
   packet can fit inside the path MTU.  Let's say the packet is split
   into two fragments.

   +------------------+--------+--------------------+
   |  Unfragmentable  |Fragment|       first        |
   |       Part       | Header |      fragment      |
   +------------------+--------+--------------------+

   +------------------+--------+--------------------+
   |  Unfragmentable  |Fragment|       second       |
   |       Part       | Header |      fragment      |
   +------------------+--------+--------------------+

           Figure 2: Fragmented IPv6 Packet

   Consider the first fragment.  Let's say it contains a destination
   options header (DOH) 80 octets long and is followed by a TCP header.
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 +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+<==FH
 |NextHdr=DOH(60)|   Reserved    |   FragmentOffset = 0    |Res|1|
 +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
 |                Identification=aaaabbbb                        |
 +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+<==DOH
 |NextHdr=TCP(6) | HdrExtLen = 9 |                               |
 +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+                               +
 |                                                               |
 .                                                               .
 .                            Options                            .
 .                                                               .
 |                                                               |
 +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+<==TCP
 |        Source Port            |       Destination Port        |
 +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
 |                       Sequence Number                         |
 +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
 |                    Acknowledgment Number                      |
 +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
 | Offset| Reserved  |U|A|P|R|S|F|           Window              |
 +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

                      Figure 3: First Fragment

   The TCP header has the following values of the flags: S(YN)=1 and
   A(CK)=1.  This may make an inspecting stateful firewall think that it
   is a response packet for a connection request initiated from the
   trusted side of the firewall.  Hence, it will allow the fragment to
   pass.  It will also allow the following fragments with the same
   Fragment Identification value in the fragment header to pass through.

   A malicious node can form a second fragment with a TCP header that
   changes the flags and sets S(YN)=1 and A(CK)=0.  This can change the
   packet on the receiving end to consider the packet as a connection
   request instead of a response.  By doing this, the malicious node has
   bypassed the firewall's access control to initiate a connection
   request to a node protected by a firewall.
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+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+<==FH
|NextHdr=DOH(60)|   Reserved    |   FragmentOffset = 10   |Res|0|
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                Identification=aaaabbbb                        |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+<==TCP
|        Source Port            |       Destination Port        |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                       Sequence Number                         |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                    Acknowledgment Number                      |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| Offset| Reserved  |U|A|P|R|S|F|           Window              |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

                    Figure 4: Second Fragment

   Note that this attack is much more serious in IPv6 than in IPv4.  In
   IPv4, the overlapping part of the TCP header does not include the
   source and destination ports.  In IPv6, the attack can easily work to
   replace the source or destination port with an overlapping fragment.

4.  Node Behavior

   IPv6 nodes transmitting datagrams that need to be fragmented MUST NOT
   create overlapping fragments.  When reassembling an IPv6 datagram, if
   one or more its constituent fragments is determined to be an
   overlapping fragment, the entire datagram (and any constituent
   fragments, including those not yet received) MUST be silently
   discarded.

   Nodes MAY also provide mechanisms to track the reception of such
   packets, for instance, by implementing counters or alarms relating to
   these events.

5.  Security Considerations

   This document discusses an attack that can be used to bypass IPv6
   firewalls using overlapping fragments.  It recommends disallowing
   overlapping fragments in order to prevent this attack.
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Abstract

   This document obsoletes RFC 3330.  It describes the global and other
   specialized IPv4 address blocks that have been assigned by the
   Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA).  It does not address IPv4
   address space assigned to operators and users through the Regional
   Internet Registries, nor does it address IPv4 address space assigned
   directly by IANA prior to the creation of the Regional Internet
   Registries.  It also does not address allocations or assignments of
   IPv6 addresses or autonomous system numbers.

Status of This Memo

   This memo documents an Internet Best Current Practice.

   This document is a product of the Internet Engineering Task Force
   (IETF).  It represents the consensus of the IETF community.  It has
   received public review and has been approved for publication by the
   Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG).  Further information on
   BCPs is available in Section 2 of RFC 5741.

   Information about the current status of this document, any errata,
   and how to provide feedback on it may be obtained at
   http://www.rfc-editor.org/info/rfc5735.

Copyright Notice

   Copyright (c) 2010 IETF Trust and the persons identified as the
   document authors.  All rights reserved.

   This document is subject to BCP 78 and the IETF Trust's Legal
   Provisions Relating to IETF Documents
   (http://trustee.ietf.org/license-info) in effect on the date of
   publication of this document.  Please review these documents
   carefully, as they describe your rights and restrictions with respect
   to this document.  Code Components extracted from this document must
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   include Simplified BSD License text as described in Section 4.e of
   the Trust Legal Provisions and are provided without warranty as
   described in the Simplified BSD License.
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1.  Introduction

   Throughout its history, the Internet has employed a central Internet
   Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) responsible for the allocation and



   assignment of various identifiers needed for the operation of the
   Internet [RFC1174].  In the case of the IPv4 address space, the IANA
   allocates parts of the address space to Regional Internet Registries
   (RIRs) according to their established needs.  These RIRs are
   responsible for the registration of IPv4 addresses to operators and
   users of the Internet within their regions.

   On an ongoing basis, the IANA has been designated by the IETF to make
   assignments in support of the Internet Standards Process [RFC2860].
   Section 4 of that document describes that assignment process.

   Small portions of the IPv4 address space have been allocated or
   assigned directly by the IANA for global or other specialized
   purposes.  These allocations and assignments have been documented in
   a variety of RFCs and other documents.  This document is intended to
   collect these scattered references and provide a current list of
   special use IPv4 addresses.

   This document is a revision of RFC 3330 [RFC3330], which it
   obsoletes; its primary purpose is to reflect the changes to the list
   of special IPv4 assignments since the publication of RFC 3330.  It is
   a companion to [RFC5156], which describes special IPv6 addresses.

2.  Terminology

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in BCP 14, [RFC2119].

3.  Global and Other Specialized Address Blocks

   0.0.0.0/8 - Addresses in this block refer to source hosts on "this"
   network.  Address 0.0.0.0/32 may be used as a source address for this
   host on this network; other addresses within 0.0.0.0/8 may be used to
   refer to specified hosts on this network ([RFC1122], Section
   3.2.1.3).

   10.0.0.0/8 - This block is set aside for use in private networks.
   Its intended use is documented in [RFC1918].  As described in that
   RFC, addresses within this block do not legitimately appear on the
   public Internet.  These addresses can be used without any
   coordination with IANA or an Internet registry.
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   127.0.0.0/8 - This block is assigned for use as the Internet host
   loopback address.  A datagram sent by a higher-level protocol to an
   address anywhere within this block loops back inside the host.  This
   is ordinarily implemented using only 127.0.0.1/32 for loopback.  As
   described in [RFC1122], Section 3.2.1.3, addresses within the entire
   127.0.0.0/8 block do not legitimately appear on any network anywhere.

   169.254.0.0/16 - This is the "link local" block.  As described in
   [RFC3927], it is allocated for communication between hosts on a
   single link.  Hosts obtain these addresses by auto-configuration,



   such as when a DHCP server cannot be found.

   172.16.0.0/12 - This block is set aside for use in private networks.
   Its intended use is documented in [RFC1918].  As described in that
   RFC, addresses within this block do not legitimately appear on the
   public Internet.  These addresses can be used without any
   coordination with IANA or an Internet registry.

   192.0.0.0/24 - This block is reserved for IETF protocol assignments.
   At the time of writing this document, there are no current
   assignments.  Allocation policy for future assignments is given in
   [RFC5736].

   192.0.2.0/24 - This block is assigned as "TEST-NET-1" for use in
   documentation and example code.  It is often used in conjunction with
   domain names example.com or example.net in vendor and protocol
   documentation.  As described in [RFC5737], addresses within this
   block do not legitimately appear on the public Internet and can be
   used without any coordination with IANA or an Internet registry.  See
   [RFC1166].

   192.88.99.0/24 - This block is allocated for use as 6to4 relay
   anycast addresses, in [RFC3068].  In contrast with previously
   described blocks, packets destined to addresses from this block do
   appear in the public Internet.  [RFC3068], Section 7, describes
   operational practices to prevent the malicious use of this block in
   routing protocols.

   192.168.0.0/16 - This block is set aside for use in private networks.
   Its intended use is documented in [RFC1918].  As described in that
   RFC, addresses within this block do not legitimately appear on the
   public Internet.  These addresses can be used without any
   coordination with IANA or an Internet registry.

   198.18.0.0/15 - This block has been allocated for use in benchmark
   tests of network interconnect devices.  [RFC2544] explains that this
   range was assigned to minimize the chance of conflict in case a
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   testing device were to be accidentally connected to part of the
   Internet.  Packets with source addresses from this range are not
   meant to be forwarded across the Internet.

   198.51.100.0/24 - This block is assigned as "TEST-NET-2" for use in
   documentation and example code.  It is often used in conjunction with
   domain names example.com or example.net in vendor and protocol
   documentation.  As described in [RFC5737], addresses within this
   block do not legitimately appear on the public Internet and can be
   used without any coordination with IANA or an Internet registry.

   203.0.113.0/24 - This block is assigned as "TEST-NET-3" for use in
   documentation and example code.  It is often used in conjunction with
   domain names example.com or example.net in vendor and protocol
   documentation.  As described in [RFC5737], addresses within this
   block do not legitimately appear on the public Internet and can be



   used without any coordination with IANA or an Internet registry.

   224.0.0.0/4 - This block, formerly known as the Class D address
   space, is allocated for use in IPv4 multicast address assignments.
   The IANA guidelines for assignments from this space are described in
   [RFC3171].

   240.0.0.0/4 - This block, formerly known as the Class E address
   space, is reserved for future use; see [RFC1112], Section 4.

   The one exception to this is the "limited broadcast" destination
   address 255.255.255.255.  As described in [RFC0919] and [RFC0922],
   packets with this destination address are not forwarded at the IP
   layer.
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4.  Summary Table

Address Block       Present Use                Reference
------------------------------------------------------------------
0.0.0.0/8           "This" Network             RFC 1122, Section 3.2.1.3
10.0.0.0/8          Private-Use Networks       RFC 1918
127.0.0.0/8         Loopback                   RFC 1122, Section 3.2.1.3
169.254.0.0/16      Link Local                 RFC 3927
172.16.0.0/12       Private-Use Networks       RFC 1918
192.0.0.0/24        IETF Protocol Assignments  RFC 5736
192.0.2.0/24        TEST-NET-1                 RFC 5737
192.88.99.0/24      6to4 Relay Anycast         RFC 3068
192.168.0.0/16      Private-Use Networks       RFC 1918
198.18.0.0/15       Network Interconnect
                    Device Benchmark Testing   RFC 2544
198.51.100.0/24     TEST-NET-2                 RFC 5737
203.0.113.0/24      TEST-NET-3                 RFC 5737
224.0.0.0/4         Multicast                  RFC 3171
240.0.0.0/4         Reserved for Future Use    RFC 1112, Section 4
255.255.255.255/32  Limited Broadcast          RFC 919, Section 7
                                               RFC 922, Section 7



5.  Assignments of IPv4 Blocks for New Specialized Uses

   The IANA has responsibility for making assignments of protocol
   parameters used in the Internet according to the requirements of the
   "Memorandum of Understanding Concerning the Technical Work of the
   Internet Assigned Numbers Authority" [RFC2860].  Among other things,
   [RFC2860] requires that protocol parameters be assigned according to
   the criteria and procedures specified in RFCs, including Proposed,
   Draft, and full Internet Standards and Best Current Practice
   documents, and any other RFC that calls for IANA assignment.

   The domain name and IP address spaces involve policy issues (in
   addition to technical issues) so that the requirements of [RFC2860]
   do not apply generally to those spaces.  Nonetheless, the IANA is
   responsible for ensuring assignments of IPv4 addresses as needed in
   support of the Internet Standards Process.  When a portion of the
   IPv4 address space is specifically required by an RFC, the technical
   requirements (e.g., size, prefix length) for the portion should be
   described [RFC5226].  Immediately before the RFC is published, the
   IANA will, in consultation with the Regional Internet Registries,
   make the necessary assignment and notify the RFC Editor of the
   particulars for inclusion in the RFC as published.

   As required by [RFC2860], the IANA will also make necessary
   experimental assignments of IPv4 addresses, also in consultation with
   the Regional Internet Registries.
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6.  IANA Considerations

   This document describes the IANA's past and current practices and
   does not create any new requirements for assignments or allocations
   by the IANA.

7.  Security Considerations

   The particular assigned values of special use IPv4 addresses
   cataloged in this document do not directly raise security issues.
   However, the Internet does not inherently protect against abuse of
   these addresses.  If you expect (for instance) that all packets from
   a private address space such as the 10.0.0.0/8 block or the link
   local block 169.254.0.0/16 originate within your subnet, all routers
   at the border of your network should filter such packets that
   originate from outside your network.  Attacks have been mounted that
   depend on the unexpected use of some of these addresses.

   It should also be noted that some of these address spaces may be used
   legitimately outside a single administrative domain, and may appear
   on the global Internet.  Security policy SHOULD NOT blindly filter
   all of these address spaces without due consideration, and network
   operators are encouraged to review this document, and references
   contained therein, and determine what security policies should be
   associated with each of these address blocks within their specific
   operating environments.
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Appendix A.  Differences between This Document and RFC 3330

   Address blocks that were reserved for a special purpose in RFC 3330
   but are no longer reserved for any special purpose and are available
   for allocation are no longer listed in Sections 4 or 5.  The
   following blocks have become available:

   -  14.0.0.0/8 is no longer set aside for assignments to the
      international system of Public Data Networks [RFC1700], page 181.
      It is now available for allocation to RIRs in the normal way.

   -  24.0.0.0/8 is no longer listed as the addresses in that block have
      been managed by the American Registry for Internet Numbers (ARIN)
      in the normal way since 2001.

   -  39.0.0.0/8 is no longer listed as it has been subject to
      allocation to an RIR for assignment in the normal manner since
      2001.

   -  128.0.0.0/16 is not reserved and is subject to future allocation
      by a Regional Internet Registry for assignment in the normal
      manner.

   -  191.255.0.0/16 is not reserved and is subject to future allocation
      by a RIR for assignment in the normal manner.

   -  198.51.100.0/24 is assigned as "TEST-NET-2" for use in
      documentation and example code.

   -  203.0.113.0/24 is assigned as "TEST-NET-3" for use in
      documentation and example code.

   -  223.255.255.0/24 is not reserved and is subject to future
      allocation by an RIR for assignment in the normal manner.
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1.  Introduction

   It is increasingly common for Web-based protocols to require the
   discovery of policy or other information about a host ("site-wide
   metadata") before making a request.  For example, the Robots
   Exclusion Protocol <http://www.robotstxt.org/> specifies a way for
   automated processes to obtain permission to access resources;
   likewise, the Platform for Privacy Preferences [W3C.REC-P3P-20020416]
   tells user-agents how to discover privacy policy beforehand.

   While there are several ways to access per-resource metadata (e.g.,
   HTTP headers, WebDAV's PROPFIND [RFC4918]), the perceived overhead
   (either in terms of client-perceived latency and/or deployment
   difficulties) associated with them often precludes their use in these
   scenarios.

   When this happens, it is common to designate a "well-known location"
   for such data, so that it can be easily located.  However, this
   approach has the drawback of risking collisions, both with other such
   designated "well-known locations" and with pre-existing resources.

   To address this, this memo defines a path prefix in HTTP(S) URIs for
   these "well-known locations", "/.well-known/".  Future specifications
   that need to define a resource for such site-wide metadata can
   register their use to avoid collisions and minimise impingement upon
   sites' URI space.
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1.1.  Appropriate Use of Well-Known URIs

   There are a number of possible ways that applications could use Well-
   known URIs.  However, in keeping with the Architecture of the World-



   Wide Web [W3C.REC-webarch-20041215], well-known URIs are not intended
   for general information retrieval or establishment of large URI
   namespaces on the Web.  Rather, they are designed to facilitate
   discovery of information on a site when it isn't practical to use
   other mechanisms; for example, when discovering policy that needs to
   be evaluated before a resource is accessed, or when using multiple
   round-trips is judged detrimental to performance.

   As such, the well-known URI space was created with the expectation
   that it will be used to make site-wide policy information and other
   metadata available directly (if sufficiently concise), or provide
   references to other URIs that provide such metadata.

2.  Notational Conventions

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

3.  Well-Known URIs

   A well-known URI is a URI [RFC3986] whose path component begins with
   the characters "/.well-known/", and whose scheme is "HTTP", "HTTPS",
   or another scheme that has explicitly been specified to use well-
   known URIs.

   Applications that wish to mint new well-known URIs MUST register
   them, following the procedures in Section 5.1.

   For example, if an application registers the name 'example', the
   corresponding well-known URI on 'http://www.example.com/' would be
   'http://www.example.com/.well-known/example'.

   Registered names MUST conform to the segment-nz production in
   [RFC3986].

   Note that this specification defines neither how to determine the
   authority to use for a particular context, nor the scope of the
   metadata discovered by dereferencing the well-known URI; both should
   be defined by the application itself.

   Typically, a registration will reference a specification that defines
   the format and associated media type to be obtained by dereferencing
   the well-known URI.
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   It MAY also contain additional information, such as the syntax of
   additional path components, query strings and/or fragment identifiers
   to be appended to the well-known URI, or protocol-specific details
   (e.g., HTTP [RFC2616] method handling).

   Note that this specification does not define a format or media-type
   for the resource located at "/.well-known/" and clients should not
   expect a resource to exist at that location.

4.  Security Considerations



   This memo does not specify the scope of applicability of metadata or
   policy obtained from a well-known URI, and does not specify how to
   discover a well-known URI for a particular application.  Individual
   applications using this mechanism must define both aspects.

   Applications minting new well-known URIs, as well as administrators
   deploying them, will need to consider several security-related
   issues, including (but not limited to) exposure of sensitive data,
   denial-of-service attacks (in addition to normal load issues), server
   and client authentication, vulnerability to DNS rebinding attacks,
   and attacks where limited access to a server grants the ability to
   affect how well-known URIs are served.

5.  IANA Considerations

5.1.  The Well-Known URI Registry

   This document establishes the well-known URI registry.

   Well-known URIs are registered on the advice of one or more
   Designated Experts (appointed by the IESG or their delegate), with a
   Specification Required (using terminology from [RFC5226]).  However,
   to allow for the allocation of values prior to publication, the
   Designated Expert(s) may approve registration once they are satisfied
   that such a specification will be published.

   Registration requests should be sent to the
   wellknown-uri-review@ietf.org mailing list for review and comment,
   with an appropriate subject (e.g., "Request for well-known URI:
   example").

   Before a period of 14 days has passed, the Designated Expert(s) will
   either approve or deny the registration request, communicating this
   decision both to the review list and to IANA.  Denials should include
   an explanation and, if applicable, suggestions as to how to make the
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   request successful.  Registration requests that are undetermined for
   a period longer than 21 days can be brought to the IESG's attention
   (using the iesg@iesg.org mailing list) for resolution.

5.1.1.  Registration Template

   URI suffix:  The name requested for the well-known URI, relative to
      "/.well-known/"; e.g., "example".

   Change controller:  For Standards-Track RFCs, state "IETF".  For
      others, give the name of the responsible party.  Other details
      (e.g., postal address, e-mail address, home page URI) may also be
      included.

   Specification document(s):  Reference to the document that specifies
      the field, preferably including a URI that can be used to retrieve



      a copy of the document.  An indication of the relevant sections
      may also be included, but is not required.

   Related information:  Optionally, citations to additional documents
      containing further relevant information.
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Appendix B.  Frequently Asked Questions

   1. Aren't well-known locations bad for the Web?

      They are, but for various reasons -- both technical and social --
      they are commonly used and their use is increasing.  This memo
      defines a "sandbox" for them, to reduce the risks of collision and
      to minimise the impact upon pre-existing URIs on sites.

   2. Why /.well-known?

      It's short, descriptive, and according to search indices, not
      widely used.

   3. What impact does this have on existing mechanisms, such as P3P and
      robots.txt?

      None, until they choose to use this mechanism.



   4. Why aren't per-directory well-known locations defined?

      Allowing every URI path segment to have a well-known location
      (e.g., "/images/.well-known/") would increase the risks of
      colliding with a pre-existing URI on a site, and generally these
      solutions are found not to scale well, because they're too
      "chatty".
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1.  Overview and Rationale

   AFS (a registered trademark of IBM Corporation) is a distributed file
   system (see [AFS1] and [AFS2]).  Its most widely used implementations
   are [OPENAFS] and [ARLA].

   AFS is organized administratively into cells.  Each AFS cell consists
   of one or more Volume Location Database (VLDB) servers, one or more
   Protection Service (PTS) servers, and one or more file servers and
   volume servers, plus possible additional services not relevant to
   this document.  Data stored in AFS is divided into collections of
   files called volumes.  An AFS protocol client, when accessing a file
   within a specific AFS cell, first contacts a VLDB server for that
   cell to determine the file server for the AFS volume in which that
   file is located, and then contacts that file server directly to
   access the file.  A client may also need to contact a PTS server for
   that cell to register before accessing files in that cell or to query
   protection database information.

   An AFS client therefore needs to determine, for a given AFS cell, the
   VLDB and possibly the PTS servers for that cell.  (Traditionally, the
   VLDB and PTS servers are provided by the same host.)  Once the client
   is in contact with the VLDB server, it locates file and volume
   servers through AFS protocol queries to the VLDB server.  Originally,
   VLDB server information was configured separately on each client in a
   file called the CellServDB file.  [RFC1183] specified the DNS RR
   (Resource Record) AFSDB to locate VLDB servers for AFS.



   Subsequent to [RFC1183], a general DNS RR was defined by [RFC2782]
   for service location for any service.  This DNS SRV RR has several
   advantages over the AFSDB RR:
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   o  AFSDB RRs do not support priority or ranking, leaving AFS cell
      administrators without a way to indicate which VLDB servers
      clients should prefer.

   o  AFSDB RRs do not include protocol or port information, implicitly
      assuming that all VLDB servers will be contacted over the standard
      port and the UDP.  Future changes to the AFS protocol may require
      separate VLDB server lists for UDP and TCP traffic, and some uses
      of AFS, such as providing VLDB service for multiple cells from the
      same systems, require use of different ports.

   o  Clients using AFSDB RRs must assume that VLDB and PTS services are
      provided by the same host, but it may be useful to separate VLDB
      servers from PTS servers.

   o  DNS SRV RRs are in widespread use, whereas AFSDB RRs are a little-
      known and little-supported corner of the DNS protocol.

   For those reasons, it is desirable to move AFS service location from
   the AFSDB RR to DNS SRV RRs.

2.  Scope

   This document describes the format and use of DNS SRV RRs for AFS
   service location and deprecates the AFSDB RR.  It also provides
   guidance for transition from the AFSDB RR to DNS SRV RRs and
   recommendations for backward compatibility.

   Documentation of the AFS protocol, the exact purpose and use of the
   VLDB and PTS services, and other information about AFS are outside
   the scope of this document.

   AFSDB RRs may also be used for locating servers for the Open Software
   Foundation's (OSF's) Distributed Computing Environment (DCE)
   authenticated naming system, as described in [RFC1183].  Service
   location for DCE servers is outside the scope of this document and is
   not modified by this specification.

3.  Requirements Notation

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].
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4.  DNS SRV RRs for AFS

   The label of a DNS SRV RR, as defined in [RFC2782], is:

       _<service>._<proto>.<name>

   The following values for <service> advertise servers providing AFS
   services:

   afs3-vlserver:  servers providing AFS VLDB services.

   afs3-prserver:  servers providing AFS PTS services.

   Other AFS services, such as file and volume management services, are
   located through the VLDB service and therefore do not use DNS SRV
   RRs.

   <proto> MUST be "udp" for the current AFS protocol, which uses Rx
   over UDP.  Other values may be used for future revisions of the AFS
   protocol supporting other protocols, such as Rx over TCP.

   <name> MUST be the AFS cell name for which the identified server
   provides AFS services.  Clients MUST query DNS SRV RRs only for a
   <name> value exactly matching the AFS cell of interest.  They MUST
   NOT remove leading components to search for more general DNS SRV RRs.
   The AFS cell "prod.example.com" and the AFS cell "example.com" are
   entirely different cells in the AFS protocol and VLDB servers for the
   latter cannot provide information for the former.

      NOTE: As with AFSDB RRs, this means that DNS SRV RRs can only be
      used to locate AFS services for cells whose naming matches the
      structure of the DNS.  This is not a requirement of the AFS
      protocol, but sites creating new AFS cells SHOULD use names that
      follow the structure of the DNS and that result in DNS SRV RRs
      under their administrative control.  This both permits use of DNS
      SRV RRs instead of client configuration and helps avoid naming
      conflicts between separate AFS cells.

   DNS SRV RRs include a priority and a weight.  As defined in the DNS
   SRV RR specification [RFC2782], clients MUST attempt to contact the
   target host with the lowest-numbered priority they can reach.  AFS
   clients that use a ranked algorithm to determine which server to
   contact MUST therefore assign a sufficiently distinct rank to targets
   with different priorities such that targets with a higher-numbered
   priority are only contacted if all targets with a lower-numbered
   priority are inaccessible.  See Section 4.1 for more information.
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   If there are multiple targets with an equal priority, the weight
   value of the DNS SRV RR SHOULD be used as input to a weighted
   algorithm for selecting servers.  As specified by [RFC2782], larger
   weights SHOULD be given a proportionately higher probability of being
   selected.  In the presence of records containing weights greater than
   0, records with weight 0 should have a very small chance of being
   selected.  A weight of 0 SHOULD be used if all targets with that
   priority are weighted equally.  AFS clients MAY take into account
   network performance and other protocol metrics along with SRV RR
   weights when selecting servers, thereby possibly selecting different
   servers than a system based purely on the SRV RRs would indicate.
   However, such information MUST NOT override the priority information
   in the SRV RR.

   DNS SRV RRs, like all DNS RRs, have a time-to-live (TTL), after which
   the SRV record information is no longer valid (see [RFC1034]).  DNS
   RRs SHOULD be discarded after their TTL, and after the DNS query
   repeated.  This applies to DNS SRV RRs for AFS as it does for any
   other DNS RR.  Any information derived from the DNS SRV RRs, such as
   preference ranks, MUST be discarded when the DNS SRV RR is expired.

   Implementations are not required to re-run the weighted server
   selection algorithm for each call.  Instead, they MAY reuse the
   results of the algorithm until the DNS SRV RRs expire.  Clients could
   therefore use a specific server for the lifetime of the DNS SRV
   records, which may affect the load distribution properties that DNS
   SRV records provide.  Server operators should account for this effect
   when setting the TTL of those records.

   AFS clients MAY remember which targets are inaccessible by that
   client and ignore those targets when determining which server to
   contact first.  Clients that do this SHOULD have a mechanism to retry
   targets that were previously inaccessible and reconsider them
   according to their current priority and weight if they become
   accessible again.

4.1.  Interpretation as AFS Preference Ranks

   Several AFS implementations use a ranking algorithm that assigns
   numbers representing a preference rank to each server when the client
   first contacts that AFS cell and then prefers the server with the
   lowest rank unless that server goes down.  Clients using this
   algorithm SHOULD assign their ranks as follows:

   1.  Sort targets by priority and assign a base rank value to each
       target based on its priority.  Each base rank value MUST be
       sufficiently different from the base rank assigned to any higher-
       numbered priority so that higher-numbered targets will only be
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       attempted if lower-numbered targets cannot be reached.  It MUST,
       in other words, be farther from the base rank of any distinct
       priority than any possible automatic adjustment in the rank.
       When calculating base ranks, observe that the numeric value of a



       priority has no meaning.  Only the ordering of distinct priority
       values between multiple SRV RR targets needs to be reflected in
       the base ranks.

   2.  For each group of targets with the same priority, follow the
       algorithm in [RFC2782] to order those targets.  Then, assign
       those targets ranks formed by incrementing the base weight for
       that priority such that the first selected target has the lowest
       rank, the second selected target has the next-lowest rank, and so
       on.

   After assignment of ranks, the AFS client MAY then adjust the ranks
   dynamically based on network performance and other protocol metrics,
   provided that such adjustments are sufficiently small compared to the
   difference between base ranks that they cannot cause servers with a
   higher-numbered priority to be contacted instead of a server with a
   lower-numbered priority.

   The TTL of the DNS SRV RRs MUST be honored by invalidating and
   regenerating the server preference ranks with new DNS information
   once that TTL has expired.  However, accumulated network and protocol
   metrics may be retained and reapplied to the new rankings.

   AFS server preference ranks are conventionally numbers between 1 and
   65535.  DNS SRV RR priorities are numbers between 0 and 65535.
   Implementations following this algorithm could therefore encounter
   problems assigning sufficiently distinct base rank values in
   exceptional cases of very large numbers of DNS SRV RR targets with
   different priorities.  However, an AFS cell configuration with
   thousands of DNS SRV RR targets for an AFS VLDB or PTS service with
   meaningfully distinct priorities is highly improbable.  AFS client
   implementations encountering a DNS SRV RR containing targets with
   more distinct priority values than can be correctly represented as
   base ranks SHOULD fall back to generating ranks based solely on
   priorities, ignoring other rank inputs, and disabling dynamic
   adjustment of ranks.  Implementations MUST be able to assign distinct
   base ranks as described above for at least ten distinct priority
   values.

5.  Use of AFSDB RRs

   Since many AFS client implementations currently support AFSDB RRs but
   do not support DNS SRV RRs, AFS cells providing DNS SRV RRs SHOULD
   also provide AFSDB RRs.  However, be aware that AFSDB RRs do not
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   provide priority or weighting information; all servers listed in
   ASFDB RRs are treated as equal.  AFSDB RRs also do not provide port
   information.

   An AFS cell using DNS SRV RRs SHOULD therefore also provide an AFSDB
   RR listing all AFS servers for which the following statements are all
   true:

   o  The server provides both VLDB and PTS service on the standard
      ports (7003 and 7002, respectively).



   o  The server provides these services via Rx over UDP.

   o  The server either has the lowest-numbered priority of those listed
      in the DNS SRV RRs or the AFS cell administrator believes it
      reasonable for clients using AFSDB RRs to use this server by
      preference.

   The above is a default recommendation.  AFS cell administrators MAY
   use different lists of servers in the AFSDB RRs and DNS SRV RRs if
   desired for specific effects based on local knowledge of which
   clients use AFSDB RRs and which clients use DNS SRV RRs.  However,
   AFS servers SHOULD NOT be advertised with AFSDB RRs unless they
   provide VLDB and PTS services via UDP on the standard ports.  (This
   falls shy of MUST NOT because it may be useful in some unusual
   circumstances to advertise, via an AFSDB RR, a server that provides
   only one of the two services, but be aware that such a configuration
   may confuse legacy clients.)

   An AFS cell SHOULD have at least one VLDB and at least one PTS server
   providing service on the standard ports of 7003 and 7002,
   respectively, since clients without DNS SRV RR support cannot locate
   servers on non-standard ports.

   Clients SHOULD query DNS SRV RRs by default but SHOULD then fall back
   on AFSDB RRs if no DNS SRV RRs are found.  In the absence of DNS SRV
   RRs, an AFSDB RR of <subtype> 1 SHOULD be treated as equivalent to
   the following pair of DNS SRV RRs:

       _afs3-vlserver._udp.<cell> <ttl> IN SRV 0 0 7003 <hostname>
       _afs3-prserver._udp.<cell> <ttl> IN SRV 0 0 7002 <hostname>

   <cell> is the label of the AFSDB RR, <ttl> is its TTL and <hostname>
   is the <hostname> value of the AFSDB RR as specified in [RFC1183].
   This is the fully-qualified domain name of the server.
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6.  Example

   The following example includes TCP AFS services, separation of a PTS
   server from a VLDB server, and use of non-standard ports, all
   features that either assume future AFS protocol development or are
   not widely supported by current clients.  This example is intended to
   show the range of possibilities for AFS DNS SRV RRs, not as a
   practical example for an existing cell.  This is a part of the zone
   file for a fictional example.com domain with AFS services.

       $ORIGIN example.com.
       @                    SOA   dns.example.com. root.example.com. (
                                    2009100201 3600 3600 604800 86400 )
                            NS    dns.example.com.
       _afs3-vlserver._udp  SRV   0 2 7003 afsdb1.example.com.
       _afs3-vlserver._udp  SRV   0 4 7003 afsdb2.example.com.



       _afs3-vlserver._udp  SRV   1 0 65500 afsdb3.example.com.

       _afs3-vlserver._tcp  SRV   0 0 7003 afsdb3.example.com.

       _afs3-prserver._udp  SRV   0 0 7002 afsdb1.example.com.

       _afs3-prserver._tcp  SRV   0 0 7002 afsdb3.example.com.

       @                    AFSDB 1 afsdb1.example.com.

       dns                  A     192.0.2.9
       afsdb1               A     192.0.2.10
       afsdb2               A     192.0.2.11
       afsdb3               A     192.0.2.12

   In this example, the AFS cell name is example.com.

   afsdb1, afsdb2, and afsdb3 all provide VLDB service via UDP.  The
   first two have the same priority but have weights indicating that
   afsdb1 should get about twice as many clients as afsdb2. afsdb3
   should only be used for UDP VLDB service if afsdb1 and afsdb2 are not
   accessible and provides that service on a non-standard port (65500).

   Only one host, afsdb1, provides UDP PTS service.

   afsdb3 provides a hypothetical TCP version of AFS VLDB and PTS
   service on the standard ports and is the only server providing these
   services over TCP for this cell.  Such a TCP-based AFS protocol did
   not exist at the time this document was written.  This example only
   shows what the record would look like in a hypothetical future if
   such a protocol were developed.
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   An AFSDB RR is provided for backward compatibility with older
   clients.  It lists only afsdb1, since only that host provides both
   VLDB and PTS service over UDP on the standard ports.

7.  Security Considerations

   Use of DNS SRV RRs for AFS service locations poses the same security
   issues as the existing AFSDB RRs.  Specifically, unless the integrity
   and authenticity of the DNS response are checked, an attacker may
   forge DNS replies and thereby direct clients at a VLDB or PTS server
   under the control of the attacker.  From there, the attacker may
   deceive an AFS client about the volumes and file servers in a cell
   and about the contents of files and directories in that cell.  If the
   client uses cell data in a trusted way, such as by executing programs
   out of that AFS cell or using data from the cell as input to other
   programs, the attacker may be able to further compromise the security
   of the client and trick it into taking action under the attacker's
   control.

   This attack can be prevented if the server is authenticated, since
   the client can then detect a failure to authenticate the attacker's
   servers and thereby detect possible impersonation.  However, this



   applies only to authenticated AFS access, and much AFS access is
   unauthenticated.  Furthermore, clients after failure to authenticate
   may fall back to unauthenticated access, which the attacker's servers
   may permit.

   Using an integrity-protected DNS system such as DNS Security (DNSSEC)
   [RFC4033] can prevent this attack via DNS.  However, the underlying
   vulnerability is inherent in the current AFS protocol and may be
   exploited in ways other than DNS forgery, such as by forging the
   results of VLDB queries for an AFS cell.  Addressing it properly
   requires changes to the AFS protocol allowing clients to always
   authenticate AFS services and discard unauthenticated data.  Even in
   the absence of a DNS system with integrity protection, addition of
   DNS SRV RRs does not make this vulnerability more severe, only opens
   another equivalent point of attack.
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1.  Introduction
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   new values for the Routing Type field in the IPv6 Routing Header
   [RFC2460].  Previously, no IANA guidance existed for such
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   Approval [RFC5226].
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   for use [RFC4727].
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1.  Introduction

   ICMP [RFC0792] [RFC4443] is a fundamental part of the TCP/IP protocol
   suite, and is used mainly for reporting network error conditions.
   However, the current specifications do not recommend any kind of
   validation checks on the received ICMP error messages, thus allowing
   a variety of attacks against TCP [RFC0793] by means of ICMP, which
   include blind connection-reset, blind throughput-reduction, and blind
   performance-degrading attacks.  All of these attacks can be performed
   even when the attacker is off-path, without the need to sniff the
   packets that correspond to the attacked TCP connection.

   While the possible security implications of ICMP have been known in
   the research community for a long time, there has never been an
   official proposal on how to deal with these vulnerabilities.  In
   2005, a disclosure process was carried out by the UK's National
   Infrastructure Security Co-ordination Centre (NISCC) (now CPNI,
   Centre for the Protection of National Infrastructure), with the
   collaboration of other computer emergency response teams.  A large
   number of implementations were found vulnerable to either all or a
   subset of the attacks discussed in this document [NISCC][US-CERT].
   The affected systems ranged from TCP/IP implementations meant for
   desktop computers, to TCP/IP implementations meant for core Internet
   routers.

   It is clear that implementations should be more cautious when
   processing ICMP error messages, to eliminate or mitigate the use of
   ICMP to perform attacks against TCP [RFC4907].

   This document aims to raise awareness of the use of ICMP to perform a
   variety of attacks against TCP, and discusses several counter-
   measures that eliminate or minimize the impact of these attacks.
   Most of the these counter-measures can be implemented while still
   remaining compliant with the current specifications, as they simply
   describe reasons for not taking the advice provided in the
   specifications in terms of "SHOULDs", but still comply with the
   requirements stated as "MUSTs".

   We note that the counter-measures discussed in this document are not
   part of standard TCP behavior, and this document does not change that
   state of affairs.  The consensus of the TCPM WG (TCP Maintenance and
   Minor Extensions Working Group) was to document this widespread
   implementation of nonstandard TCP behavior but to not change the TCP
   standard.

   Section 2 provides background information on ICMP.  Section 3
   discusses the constraints in the general counter-measures that can be
   implemented against the attacks described in this document.
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   Section 4 describes several general validation checks that can be
   implemented to mitigate any ICMP-based attack.  Finally, Section 5,
   Section 6, and Section 7, discuss a variety of ICMP attacks that can
   be performed against TCP, and describe attack-specific counter-
   measures that eliminate or greatly mitigate their impact.



   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

2.  Background

2.1.  The Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP)

   The Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) is used in the Internet
   architecture mainly to perform the fault-isolation function, that is,
   the group of actions that hosts and routers take to determine that
   there is some network failure [RFC0816].

   When an intermediate router detects a network problem while trying to
   forward an IP packet, it will usually send an ICMP error message to
   the source system, to inform the source system of the network problem
   taking place.  In the same way, there are a number of scenarios in
   which an end-system may generate an ICMP error message if it finds a
   problem while processing a datagram.  The received ICMP errors are
   handed to the corresponding transport-protocol instance, which will
   usually perform a fault recovery function.

   It is important to note that ICMP error messages are transmitted
   unreliably and may be discarded due to data corruption, network
   congestion, or rate-limiting.  Thus, while they provide useful
   information, upper-layer protocols cannot depend on ICMP for correct
   operation.

   It should be noted that there are no timeliness requirements for ICMP
   error messages.  ICMP error messages could be delayed for various
   reasons, and at least in theory could be received with an arbitrarily
   long delay.  For example, there are no existing requirements that a
   router flush any queued ICMP error messages when it is rebooted.

2.1.1.  ICMP for IP version 4 (ICMPv4)

   [RFC0792] specifies the Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) to
   be used with the Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) -- henceforth
   "ICMPv4".  It defines, among other things, a number of error messages
   that can be used by end-systems and intermediate systems to report
   errors to the sending system.  The Host Requirements RFC [RFC1122]
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   classifies ICMPv4 error messages into those that indicate "soft
   errors", and those that indicate "hard errors", thus roughly defining
   the semantics of them.

   The ICMPv4 specification [RFC0792] also defines the ICMPv4 Source
   Quench message (type 4, code 0), which is meant to provide a
   mechanism for flow control and congestion control.

   [RFC1191] defines a mechanism called "Path MTU Discovery" (PMTUD),
   which makes use of ICMPv4 error messages of type 3 (Destination
   Unreachable), code 4 (fragmentation needed and DF bit set) to allow
   systems to determine the MTU of an arbitrary internet path.



   Finally, [RFC4884] redefines selected ICMPv4 messages to include an
   extension structure and a length attribute, such that those ICMPv4
   messages can carry additional information by encoding that
   information in the extension structure.

   Appendix D of [RFC4301] provides information about which ICMPv4 error
   messages are produced by hosts, intermediate routers, or both.

2.1.2.  ICMP for IP version 6 (ICMPv6)

   [RFC4443] specifies the Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMPv6) to
   be used with the Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) [RFC2460].

   [RFC4443] defines the "Packet Too Big" (type 2, code 0) error
   message, which is analogous to the ICMPv4 "fragmentation needed and
   DF bit set" (type 3, code 4) error message.  [RFC1981] defines the
   Path MTU Discovery mechanism for IP version 6, which makes use of
   these messages to determine the MTU of an arbitrary internet path.

   Finally, [RFC4884] redefines selected ICMPv6 messages to include an
   extension structure and a length attribute, such that those ICMPv6
   messages can carry additional information by encoding that
   information in the extension structure.

   Appendix D of [RFC4301] provides information about which ICMPv6 error
   messages are produced by hosts, intermediate routers, or both.

2.2.  Handling of ICMP Error Messages

   The Host Requirements RFC [RFC1122] states in Section 4.2.3.9 that
   TCP MUST act on an ICMP error message passed up from the IP layer,
   directing it to the connection that triggered the error.
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   In order to allow ICMP messages to be demultiplexed by the receiving
   system, part of the original packet that triggered the message is
   included in the payload of the ICMP error message.  Thus, the
   receiving system can use that information to match the ICMP error to
   the transport protocol instance that triggered it.

   Neither the Host Requirements RFC [RFC1122] nor the original TCP
   specification [RFC0793] recommends any validation checks on the
   received ICMP messages.  Thus, as long as the ICMP payload contains
   the information that identifies an existing communication instance,
   it will be processed by the corresponding transport-protocol
   instance, and the corresponding action will be performed.

   Therefore, in the case of TCP, an attacker could send a crafted ICMP
   error message to the attacked system, and, as long as he is able to
   guess the four-tuple (i.e., Source IP Address, Source TCP port,
   Destination IP Address, and Destination TCP port) that identifies the
   communication instance to be attacked, he will be able to use ICMP to



   perform a variety of attacks.

   Generally, the four-tuple required to perform these attacks is not
   known.  However, as discussed in [Watson] and [RFC4953], there are a
   number of scenarios (notably that of TCP connections established
   between two BGP routers [RFC4271]) in which an attacker may be able
   to know or guess the four-tuple that identifies a TCP connection.  In
   such a case, if we assume the attacker knows the two systems involved
   in the TCP connection to be attacked, both the client-side and the
   server-side IP addresses could be known or be within a reasonable
   number of possibilities.  Furthermore, as most Internet services use
   the so-called "well-known" ports, only the client port number might
   need to be guessed.  In such a scenario, an attacker would need to
   send, in principle, at most 65536 packets to perform any of the
   attacks described in this document.  These issues are exacerbated by
   the fact that most systems choose the port numbers they use for
   outgoing connections from a subset of the whole port number space,
   thus reducing the amount of work needed to successfully perform these
   attacks.

   The need to be more cautious when processing received ICMP error
   messages in order to mitigate or eliminate the impact of the attacks
   described in this RFC has been documented by the Internet
   Architecture Board (IAB) in [RFC4907].

2.3.  Handling of ICMP Error Messages in the Context of IPsec

   Section 5.2 of [RFC4301] describes the processing of inbound IP
   traffic in the case of "unprotected-to-protected".  In the case of
   ICMP, when an unprotected ICMP error message is received, it is
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   matched to the corresponding security association by means of the SPI
   (Security Parameters Index) included in the payload of the ICMP error
   message.  Then, local policy is applied to determine whether to
   accept or reject the message and, if accepted, what action to take as
   a result.  For example, if an ICMP Destination Unreachable message is
   received, the implementation must decide whether to act on it, reject
   it, or act on it with constraints.  Section 8 ("Path MTU/DF
   Processing") discusses the processing of unauthenticated ICMPv4
   "fragmentation needed and DF bit set" (type 3, code 4) and ICMPv6
   "Packet Too Big" (type 2, code 0) messages when an IPsec
   implementation is configured to process (vs. ignore) such messages.

   Section 6.1.1 of [RFC4301] notes that processing of unauthenticated
   ICMP error messages may result in denial or degradation of service,
   and therefore it would be desirable to ignore such messages.
   However, it also notes that in many cases, ignoring these ICMP
   messages can degrade service, e.g., because of a failure to process
   PMTUD and redirection messages, and therefore there is also a
   motivation for accepting and acting upon them.  It finally states
   that to accommodate both ends of this spectrum, a compliant IPsec
   implementation MUST permit a local administrator to configure an
   IPsec implementation to accept or reject unauthenticated ICMP
   traffic, and that this control MUST be at the granularity of ICMP
   type and MAY be at the granularity of ICMP type and code.



   Additionally, an implementation SHOULD incorporate mechanisms and
   parameters for dealing with such traffic.

   Thus, the policy to apply for the processing of unprotected ICMP
   error messages is left up to the implementation and administrator.

3.  Constraints in the Possible Solutions

   If a host wants to perform validation checks on the received ICMP
   error messages before acting on them, it is limited by the piece of
   the packet that triggered the error that the sender of the ICMP error
   message chose to include in the ICMP payload.  This constrains the
   possible validation checks, as the number of bytes of the packet that
   triggered the error message that is included in the ICMP payload is
   limited.

   For ICMPv4, [RFC0792] states that the IP header plus the first
   64 bits of the packet that triggered the ICMPv4 message are to be
   included in the payload of the ICMPv4 error message.  Thus, it is
   assumed that all data needed to identify a transport protocol
   instance and process the ICMPv4 error message is contained in the
   first 64 bits of the transport protocol header.  Section 3.2.2 of
   [RFC1122] states that "the Internet header and at least the first 8
   data octets of the datagram that triggered the error" are to be
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   included in the payload of ICMPv4 error messages, and that "more than
   8 octets MAY be sent", thus allowing implementations to include more
   data from the original packet than those required by the original
   ICMPv4 specification.  The "Requirements for IP Version 4 Routers"
   RFC [RFC1812] states that ICMPv4 error messages "SHOULD contain as
   much of the original datagram as possible without the length of the
   ICMP datagram exceeding 576 bytes".

   Thus, for ICMPv4 messages generated by hosts, we can only expect to
   get the entire IP header of the original packet, plus the first
   64 bits of its payload.  For TCP, this means that the only fields
   that will be included in the ICMPv4 payload are the source port
   number, the destination port number, and the 32-bit TCP sequence
   number.  This clearly imposes a constraint on the possible validation
   checks that can be performed, as there is not much information
   available on which to perform them.

   This means, for example, that even if TCP were signing its segments
   by means of the TCP MD5 signature option [RFC2385], this mechanism
   could not be used as a counter-measure against ICMP-based attacks,
   because, as ICMP messages include only a piece of the TCP segment
   that triggered the error, the MD5 [RFC1321] signature could not be
   recalculated.  In the same way, even if the attacked peer were
   authenticating its packets at the IP layer [RFC4301], because only a
   part of the original IP packet would be available, the signature used
   for authentication could not be recalculated, and thus the
   authentication header in the original packet could not be used as a
   counter-measure for ICMP-based attacks against TCP.

   [RFC4884] updated [RFC0792] and specified that ICMPv4 Destination



   Unreachable (type 3), Time Exceeded (type 11), and Parameter Problem
   (type 12) messages that have an ICMP Extension Structure appended
   include at least 128 octets in the "original datagram" field.  This
   would improve the situation, but at the time of this writing,
   [RFC4884] is not yet widely deployed for end-systems.

   For IPv6, the payload of ICMPv6 error messages includes as many
   octets from the IPv6 packet that triggered the ICMPv6 error message
   as will fit without making the resulting ICMPv6 error message exceed
   the minimum IPv6 MTU (1280 octets) [RFC4443].  Thus, more information
   is available than in the IPv4 case.

   Hosts could require ICMP error messages to be authenticated
   [RFC4301], in order to act upon them.  However, while this
   requirement could make sense for those ICMP error messages sent by
   hosts, it would not be feasible for those ICMP error messages
   generated by routers, as this would imply either that the attacked
   system should have a security association [RFC4301] with every
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   existing intermediate system, or that it should be able to establish
   one dynamically.  Current levels of deployment of protocols for
   dynamic establishment of security associations makes this unfeasible.
   Additionally, this would require routers to use certificates with
   paths compatible for all hosts on the network.  Finally, there may be
   some scenarios, such as embedded devices, in which the processing
   power requirements of authentication might not allow IPsec
   authentication to be implemented effectively.

4.  General Counter-Measures against ICMP Attacks

   The following subsections describe a number of mitigation techniques
   that help to eliminate or mitigate the impact of the attacks
   discussed in this document.  Rather than being alternative counter-
   measures, they can be implemented together to increase the protection
   against these attacks.

4.1.  TCP Sequence Number Checking

   The current specifications do not impose any validity checks on the
   TCP segment that is contained in the ICMP payload.  For instance, no
   checks are performed to verify that a received ICMP error message has
   been triggered by a segment that was "in flight" to the destination.
   Thus, even stale ICMP error messages will be acted upon.

   Many TCP implementations have incorporated a validation check such
   that they react only to those ICMP error messages that appear to
   relate to segments currently "in flight" to the destination system.
   These implementations check that the TCP sequence number contained in
   the payload of the ICMP error message is within the range
   SND.UNA =< SEG.SEQ < SND.NXT.  This means that they require that the
   sequence number be within the range of the data already sent but not
   yet acknowledged.  If an ICMP error message does not pass this check,
   it is discarded.

   Even if an attacker were able to guess the four-tuple that identifies



   the TCP connection, this additional check would reduce the
   possibility of considering a spoofed ICMP packet as valid to
   Flight_Size/2^^32 (where Flight_Size is the number of data bytes
   already sent to the remote peer, but not yet acknowledged [RFC5681]).
   For connections in the SYN-SENT or SYN-RECEIVED states, this would
   reduce the possibility of considering a spoofed ICMP packet as valid
   to 1/2^^32.  For a TCP endpoint with no data "in flight", this would
   completely eliminate the possibility of success of these attacks.

   This validation check has been implemented in Linux [Linux] for many
   years, in OpenBSD [OpenBSD] since 2004, and in FreeBSD [FreeBSD] and
   NetBSD [NetBSD] since 2005.
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   It is important to note that while this check greatly increases the
   number of packets required to perform any of the attacks discussed in
   this document, this may not be enough in those scenarios in which
   bandwidth is easily available and/or large TCP windows [RFC1323] are
   in use.  Additionally, this validation check does not help to prevent
   on-path attacks, that is, attacks performed in scenarios in which the
   attacker can sniff the packets that correspond to the target TCP
   connection.

   It should be noted that, as there are no timeliness requirements for
   ICMP error messages, the TCP Sequence Number check described in this
   section might cause legitimate ICMP error messages to be discarded.
   Also, even if this check is enforced, TCP might end up responding to
   stale ICMP error messages (e.g., if the Sequence Number for the
   corresponding direction of the data transfer wraps around).

4.2.  Port Randomization

   As discussed in the previous sections, in order to perform any of the
   attacks described in this document, an attacker would need to guess
   (or know) the four-tuple that identifies the connection to be
   attacked.  Increasing the port number range used for outgoing TCP
   connections, and randomizing the port number chosen for each outgoing
   TCP connection, would make it harder for an attacker to perform any
   of the attacks discussed in this document.

   [PORT-RANDOM] recommends that transport protocols randomize the
   ephemeral ports used by clients, and proposes a number of
   randomization algorithms.

4.3.  Filtering ICMP Error Messages Based on the ICMP Payload

   The source address of ICMP error messages does not need to be spoofed
   to perform the attacks described in this document, as the ICMP error
   messages might legitimately come from an intermediate system.
   Therefore, simple filtering based on the source address of ICMP error
   messages does not serve as a counter-measure against these attacks.
   However, a more advanced packet filtering can be implemented in
   middlebox devices such as firewalls and NATs.  Middleboxes
   implementing such advanced filtering look at the payload of the ICMP
   error messages, and perform ingress and egress packet filtering based
   on the source address of the IP header contained in the payload of



   the ICMP error message.  As the source address contained in the
   payload of the ICMP error message does need to be spoofed to perform
   the attacks described in this document, this kind of advanced
   filtering serves as a counter-measure against these attacks.  As with
   traditional egress filtering [IP-filtering], egress filtering based
   on the ICMP payload can help to prevent users of the network being
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   protected by the firewall from successfully performing ICMP attacks
   against TCP connections established between external systems.
   Additionally, ingress filtering based on the ICMP payload can prevent
   TCP connections established between internal systems from being
   attacked by external systems.  [ICMP-Filtering] provides examples of
   ICMP filtering based on the ICMP payload.

   This filtering technique has been implemented in OpenBSD's Packet
   Filter [OpenBSD-PF], which has in turn been ported to a number of
   systems, including FreeBSD [FreeBSD].

5.  Blind Connection-Reset Attack

5.1.  Description

   When TCP is handed an ICMP error message, it will perform its fault
   recovery function, as follows:

   o  If the network problem being reported is a "hard error", TCP will
      abort the corresponding connection.

   o  If the network problem being reported is a "soft error", TCP will
      just record this information, and repeatedly retransmit its data
      until they either get acknowledged, or the connection times out.

   The Host Requirements RFC [RFC1122] states (in Section 4.2.3.9) that
   a host SHOULD abort the corresponding connection when receiving an
   ICMPv4 error message that indicates a "hard error", and states that
   ICMPv4 error messages of type 3 (Destination Unreachable), codes 2
   (protocol unreachable), 3 (port unreachable), and 4 (fragmentation
   needed and DF bit set) should be considered as indicating "hard
   errors".  In the case of ICMPv4 port unreachables, the specifications
   are ambiguous, as Section 4.2.3.9 of [RFC1122] states that TCP SHOULD
   abort the corresponding connection in response to them, but
   Section 3.2.2.1 of the same RFC ([RFC1122]) states that TCP MUST
   abort the connection in response to them.

   While [RFC4443] did not exist when [RFC1122] was published, one could
   extrapolate the concept of "hard errors" to ICMPv6 error messages of
   type 1 (Destination Unreachable), codes 1 (communication with
   destination administratively prohibited), and 4 (port unreachable).

   Thus, an attacker could use ICMP to perform a blind connection-reset
   attack by sending any ICMP error message that indicates a "hard
   error" to either of the two TCP endpoints of the connection.  Because
   of TCP's fault recovery policy, the connection would be immediately
   aborted.
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   Some stacks are known to extrapolate ICMP "hard errors" across TCP
   connections, increasing the impact of this attack, as a single ICMP
   packet could bring down all the TCP connections between the
   corresponding peers.

   It is important to note that even if TCP itself were protected
   against the blind connection-reset attack described in [Watson] and
   [TCPM-TCPSECURE] by means of authentication at the network layer
   [RFC4301], by means of the TCP MD5 signature option [RFC2385], by
   means of the TCP-AO [RFC5925], or by means of the mechanism specified
   in [TCPM-TCPSECURE], the blind connection-reset attack described in
   this document would still succeed.

5.2.  Attack-Specific Counter-Measures

   An analysis of the circumstances in which ICMP messages that indicate
   "hard errors" may be received can shed some light on opportunities to
   mitigate the impact of ICMP-based blind connection-reset attacks.

   ICMPv4 type 3 (Destination Unreachable), code 2 (protocol
      unreachable)

      This ICMP error message indicates that the host sending the ICMP
      error message received a packet meant for a transport protocol it
      does not support.  For connection-oriented protocols such as TCP,
      one could expect to receive such an error as the result of a
      connection-establishment attempt.  However, it would be strange to
      get such an error during the life of a connection, as this would
      indicate that support for that transport protocol has been removed
      from the system sending the error message during the life of the
      corresponding connection.

   ICMPv4 type 3 (Destination Unreachable), code 3 (port unreachable)

      This error message indicates that the system sending the ICMP
      error message received a packet meant for a socket (IP address,
      port number) on which there is no process listening.  Those
      transport protocols that have their own mechanisms for signaling
      this condition should not be receiving these error messages, as
      the protocol would signal the port unreachable condition by means
      of its own mechanisms.  Assuming that once a connection is
      established it is not usual for the transport protocol to change
      (or be reloaded), it should be unusual to get these error
      messages.

   ICMPv4 type 3 (Destination Unreachable), code 4 (fragmentation needed
      and DF bit set)
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      This error message indicates that an intermediate node needed to
      fragment a datagram, but the DF (Don't Fragment) bit in the IP
      header was set.  It is considered a "soft error" when TCP
      implements PMTUD, and a "hard error" if TCP does not implement
      PMTUD.  Those TCP/IP stacks that do not implement PMTUD (or have
      disabled it) but support IP fragmentation/reassembly should not be
      sending their IP packets with the DF bit set, and thus should not
      be receiving these ICMP error messages.  Some TCP/IP stacks that
      do not implement PMTUD and that do not support IP fragmentation/
      reassembly are known to send their packets with the DF bit set,
      and thus could legitimately receive these ICMP error messages.

   ICMPv6 type 1 (Destination Unreachable), code 1 (communication with
      destination administratively prohibited)

      This error message indicates that the destination is unreachable
      because of an administrative policy.  For connection-oriented
      protocols such as TCP, one could expect to receive such an error
      as the result of a connection-establishment attempt.  Receiving
      such an error for a connection in any of the synchronized states
      would mean that the administrative policy changed during the life
      of the connection.  However, in the same way this error condition
      (which was not present when the connection was established)
      appeared, it could get solved in the near term.

   ICMPv6 type 1 (Destination Unreachable), code 4 (port unreachable)

      This error message is analogous to the ICMPv4 type 3 (Destination
      Unreachable), code 3 (port unreachable) error message discussed
      above.  Therefore, the same considerations apply.

   The Host Requirements RFC [RFC1122] states in Section 4.2.3.9 that
   TCP SHOULD abort the corresponding connection in response to ICMPv4
   messages of type 3 (Destination Unreachable), codes 2 (protocol
   unreachable), 3 (port unreachable), and 4 (fragmentation needed and
   DF bit set).  However, Section 3.2.2.1 states that TCP MUST accept an
   ICMPv4 port unreachable (type 3, code 3) for the same purpose as a
   RST.  Therefore, for ICMPv4 messages of type 3, codes 2 and 4, there
   is room to go against the advice provided in the existing
   specifications, while in the case of ICMPv4 messages of type 3,
   code 3, there is ambiguity in the specifications that may or may not
   provide some room to go against that advice.

   Based on this analysis, most popular TCP implementations treat all
   ICMP "hard errors" received for connections in any of the
   synchronized states (ESTABLISHED, FIN-WAIT-1, FIN-WAIT-2, CLOSE-WAIT,
   CLOSING, LAST-ACK, or TIME-WAIT) as "soft errors".  That is, they do
   not abort the corresponding connection upon receipt of them.
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   Additionally, they do not extrapolate ICMP errors across TCP
   connections.  This policy is based on the premise that TCP should be
   as robust as possible.  Aborting the connection would be to ignore
   the valuable feature of the Internet -- that for many internal



   failures, it reconstructs its function without any disruption of the
   endpoints [RFC0816].

   It should be noted that treating ICMP "hard errors" as "soft errors"
   for connections in any of the synchronized states may prevent TCP
   from responding quickly to a legitimate ICMP error message.

   It is interesting to note that, as ICMP error messages are
   transmitted unreliably, transport protocols should not depend on them
   for correct functioning.  In the event one of these messages were
   legitimate, the corresponding connection would eventually time out.
   Also, applications may still be notified asynchronously about the
   error condition, and thus may still abort their connections on their
   own if they consider it appropriate.

   In scenarios such as that in which an intermediate system sets the DF
   bit in the segments transmitted by a TCP that does not implement
   PMTUD, or the TCP at one of the endpoints of the connection is
   dynamically disabled, TCP would only abort the connection after a
   USER TIMEOUT [RFC0793], losing responsiveness.  However, these
   scenarios are very unlikely in production environments, and it is
   probably preferable to potentially lose responsiveness for the sake
   of robustness.  It should also be noted that applications may still
   be notified asynchronously about the error condition, and thus may
   still abort their connections on their own if they consider it
   appropriate.

   In scenarios of multipath routing or route changes, failures in some
   (but not all) of the paths may elicit ICMP error messages that would
   likely not cause a connection abort if any of the counter-measures
   described in this section were implemented.  However, aborting the
   connection would be to ignore the valuable feature of the Internet --
   that for many internal failures, it reconstructs its function without
   any disruption of the endpoints [RFC0816].  That is, communication
   should survive if there is still a working path to the destination
   system [DClark].  Additionally, applications may still be notified
   asynchronously about the error condition, and thus may still abort
   their connections on their own if they consider it appropriate.

   This counter-measure has been implemented in BSD-derived TCP/IP
   implementations (e.g., [FreeBSD], [NetBSD], and [OpenBSD]) for more
   than ten years [Wright][McKusick].  The Linux kernel has also
   implemented this policy for more than ten years [Linux].
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6.  Blind Throughput-Reduction Attack

6.1.  Description

   The Host Requirements RFC [RFC1122] states in Section 4.2.3.9 that
   hosts MUST react to ICMPv4 Source Quench messages by slowing
   transmission on the connection.  Thus, an attacker could send ICMPv4
   Source Quench (type 4, code 0) messages to a TCP endpoint to make it
   reduce the rate at which it sends data to the other endpoint of the
   connection.  [RFC1122] further adds that the RECOMMENDED procedure is



   to put the corresponding connection in the slow-start phase of TCP's
   congestion control algorithm [RFC5681].  In the case of those
   implementations that use an initial congestion window of one segment,
   a sustained attack would reduce the throughput of the attacked
   connection to about SMSS (Sender Maximum Segment Size) [RFC5681]
   bytes per RTT (round-trip time).  The throughput achieved during an
   attack might be a little higher if a larger initial congestion window
   is in use [RFC3390].

6.2.  Attack-Specific Counter-Measures

   As discussed in the "Requirements for IP Version 4 Routers" RFC
   [RFC1812], research seems to suggest that ICMPv4 Source Quench
   messages are an ineffective (and unfair) antidote for congestion.
   [RFC1812] further states that routers SHOULD NOT send ICMPv4 Source
   Quench messages in response to congestion.  Furthermore, TCP
   implements its own congestion control mechanisms ([RFC5681]
   [RFC3168]) that do not depend on ICMPv4 Source Quench messages.

   Based on this reasoning, a large number of implementations completely
   ignore ICMPv4 Source Quench messages meant for TCP connections.  This
   behavior has been implemented in, at least, Linux [Linux] since 2004,
   and in FreeBSD [FreeBSD], NetBSD [NetBSD], and OpenBSD [OpenBSD]
   since 2005.  However, it must be noted that this behavior violates
   the requirement in [RFC1122] to react to ICMPv4 Source Quench
   messages by slowing transmission on the connection.

7.  Blind Performance-Degrading Attack

7.1.  Description

   When one IP system has a large amount of data to send to another
   system, the data will be transmitted as a series of IP datagrams.  It
   is usually preferable that these datagrams be of the largest size
   that does not require fragmentation anywhere along the path from the
   source to the destination.  This datagram size is referred to as the
   Path MTU (PMTU) and is equal to the minimum of the MTUs of each hop
   in the path.  A technique called "Path MTU Discovery" (PMTUD) lets IP
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   systems determine the Path MTU of an arbitrary internet path.
   [RFC1191] and [RFC1981] specify the PMTUD mechanism for IPv4 and
   IPv6, respectively.

   The PMTUD mechanism for IPv4 uses the Don't Fragment (DF) bit in the
   IP header to dynamically discover the Path MTU.  The basic idea
   behind the PMTUD mechanism is that a source system assumes that the
   MTU of the path is that of the first hop, and sends all its datagrams
   with the DF bit set.  If any of the datagrams is too large to be
   forwarded without fragmentation by some intermediate router, the
   router will discard the corresponding datagram and will return an
   ICMPv4 "Destination Unreachable, fragmentation needed and DF set"
   (type 3, code 4) error message to the sending system.  This message
   will report the MTU of the constricting hop, so that the sending
   system can reduce the assumed Path-MTU accordingly.



   For IPv6, intermediate systems do not fragment packets.  Thus,
   there's an "implicit" DF bit set in every packet sent on a network.
   If any of the datagrams is too large to be forwarded without
   fragmentation by some intermediate router, the router will discard
   the corresponding datagram, and will return an ICMPv6 "Packet Too
   Big" (type 2, code 0) error message to the sending system.  This
   message will report the MTU of the constricting hop, so that the
   sending system can reduce the assumed Path-MTU accordingly.

   As discussed in both [RFC1191] and [RFC1981], the Path-MTU Discovery
   mechanism can be used to attack TCP.  An attacker could send a
   crafted ICMPv4 "Destination Unreachable, fragmentation needed and DF
   set" packet (or their ICMPv6 counterpart) to the sending system,
   advertising a small Next-Hop MTU.  As a result, the attacked system
   would reduce the size of the packets it sends for the corresponding
   connection accordingly.

   The effect of this attack is two-fold.  On one hand, it will increase
   the headers/data ratio, thus increasing the overhead needed to send
   data to the remote TCP endpoint.  On the other hand, if the attacked
   system wanted to keep the same throughput it was achieving before
   being attacked, it would have to increase the packet rate.  On
   virtually all systems, this will lead to an increased processing
   overhead, thus degrading the overall system performance.

   A particular scenario that may take place is one in which an attacker
   reports a Next-Hop MTU smaller than or equal to the amount of bytes
   needed for headers (IP header, plus TCP header).  For example, if the
   attacker reports a Next-Hop MTU of 68 bytes, and the amount of bytes
   used for headers (IP header, plus TCP header) is larger than
   68 bytes, the assumed Path-MTU will not even allow the attacked
   system to send a single byte of application data without
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   fragmentation.  This particular scenario might lead to unpredictable
   results.  Another possible scenario is one in which a TCP connection
   is being secured by means of IPsec.  If the Next-Hop MTU reported by
   the attacker is smaller than the amount of bytes needed for headers
   (IP and IPsec, in this case), the assumed Path-MTU will not even
   allow the attacked system to send a single byte of the TCP header
   without fragmentation.  This is another scenario that may lead to
   unpredictable results.

   For IPv4, the reported Next-Hop MTU could be as small as 68 octets,
   as [RFC0791] requires every internet module to be able to forward a
   datagram of 68 octets without further fragmentation.  For IPv6, while
   the required minimum IPv6 MTU is 1280, the reported Next-Hop MTU can
   be smaller than 1280 octets [RFC2460].  If the reported Next-Hop MTU
   is smaller than the minimum IPv6 MTU, the receiving host is not
   required to reduce the Path-MTU to a value smaller than 1280, but is
   required to include a fragmentation header in the outgoing packets to
   that destination from that moment on.

7.2.  Attack-Specific Counter-Measures

   The IETF has standardized a Path-MTU Discovery mechanism called



   "Packetization Layer Path MTU Discovery" (PLPMTUD) that does not
   depend on ICMP error messages.  Implementation of the aforementioned
   mechanism in replacement of the traditional PMTUD (specified in
   [RFC1191] and [RFC1981]) eliminates this vulnerability.  However, it
   can also lead to an increase in PMTUD convergence time.

   This section describes a modification to the PMTUD mechanism
   specified in [RFC1191] and [RFC1981] that has been incorporated in
   OpenBSD and NetBSD (since 2005) to improve TCP's resistance to the
   blind performance-degrading attack described in Section 7.1.  The
   described counter-measure basically disregards ICMP messages when a
   connection makes progress, without violating any of the requirements
   stated in [RFC1191] and [RFC1981].

   Henceforth, we will refer to both ICMPv4 "fragmentation needed and DF
   bit set" and ICMPv6 "Packet Too Big" messages as "ICMP Packet Too
   Big" messages.

   In addition to the general validation check described in Section 4.1,
   these implementations include a modification to TCP's reaction to
   ICMP "Packet Too Big" error messages that disregards them when a
   connection makes progress, and honors them only after the
   corresponding data have been retransmitted a specified number of
   times.  This means that upon receipt of an ICMP "Packet Too Big"
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   error message, TCP just records this information, and honors it only
   when the corresponding data have already been retransmitted a
   specified number of times.

   While this basic policy would greatly mitigate the impact of the
   attack against the PMTUD mechanism, it would also mean that it might
   take TCP more time to discover the Path-MTU for a TCP connection.
   This would be particularly annoying for connections that have just
   been established, as it might take TCP several transmission attempts
   (and the corresponding timeouts) before it discovers the PMTU for the
   corresponding connection.  Thus, this policy would increase the time
   it takes for data to begin to be received at the destination host.

   In order to protect TCP from the attack against the PMTUD mechanism,
   while still allowing TCP to quickly determine the initial Path-MTU
   for a connection, the aforementioned implementations have divided the
   traditional PMTUD mechanism into two stages: Initial Path-MTU
   Discovery and Path-MTU Update.

   The Initial Path-MTU Discovery stage is when TCP tries to send
   segments that are larger than the ones that have so far been sent and
   acknowledged for this connection.  That is, in the Initial Path-MTU
   Discovery stage, TCP has no record of these large segments getting to
   the destination host, and thus these implementations believe the
   network when it reports that these packets are too large to reach the
   destination host without being fragmented.

   The Path-MTU Update stage is when TCP tries to send segments that are



   equal to or smaller than the ones that have already been sent and
   acknowledged for this connection.  During the Path-MTU Update stage,
   TCP already has knowledge of the estimated Path-MTU for the given
   connection.  Thus, in this case, these implementations are more
   cautious with the errors being reported by the network.

   In order to allow TCP to distinguish segments between those
   performing Initial Path-MTU Discovery and those performing Path-MTU
   Update, two new variables are introduced to TCP: maxsizesent and
   maxsizeacked.

   The maxsizesent variable holds the size (in octets) of the largest
   packet that has so far been sent for this connection.  It is
   initialized to 68 (the minimum IPv4 MTU) when the underlying Internet
   Protocol is IPv4, and is initialized to 1280 (the minimum IPv6 MTU)
   when the underlying Internet Protocol is IPv6.  Whenever a packet
   larger than maxsizesent octets is sent, maxsizesent is set to that
   value.
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   On the other hand, maxsizeacked holds the size (in octets) of the
   largest packet (data, plus headers) that has so far been acknowledged
   for this connection.  It is initialized to 68 (the minimum IPv4 MTU)
   when the underlying Internet Protocol is IPv4, and is initialized to
   1280 (the minimum IPv6 MTU) when the underlying Internet Protocol is
   IPv6.  Whenever an acknowledgement for a packet larger than
   maxsizeacked octets is received, maxsizeacked is set to the size of
   that acknowledged packet.  Note that because of TCP's cumulative
   acknowledgement, a single ACK may acknowledge the receipt of more
   than one packet.  When that happens, the algorithm may "incorrectly"
   assume it is in the "Path-MTU Update" stage, rather than the "Initial
   Path-MTU Discovery" stage (as described below).

   Upon receipt of an ICMP "Packet Too Big" error message, the Next-Hop
   MTU claimed by the ICMP message (henceforth "claimedmtu") is compared
   with maxsizesent.  If claimedmtu is larger than maxsizesent, then the
   ICMP error message is silently discarded.  The rationale for this is
   that the ICMP error message cannot be legitimate if it claims to have
   been triggered by a packet larger than the largest packet we have so
   far sent for this connection.

   If this check is passed, claimedmtu is compared with maxsizeacked.
   If claimedmtu is equal to or larger than maxsizeacked, TCP is
   supposed to be at the Initial Path-MTU Discovery stage, and thus the
   ICMP "Packet Too Big" error message is honored immediately.  That is,
   the assumed Path-MTU is updated according to the Next-Hop MTU claimed
   in the ICMP error message.  Also, maxsizesent is reset to the minimum
   MTU of the Internet Protocol in use (68 for IPv4, and 1280 for IPv6).

   On the other hand, if claimedmtu is smaller than maxsizeacked, TCP is
   supposed to be in the Path-MTU Update stage.  At this stage, these
   implementations are more cautious with the errors being reported by
   the network, and therefore just record the received error message,
   and delay the update of the assumed Path-MTU.



   To perform this delay, one new variable and one new parameter are
   introduced to TCP: nsegrto and MAXSEGRTO.  The nsegrto variable holds
   the number of times a specified segment has timed out.  It is
   initialized to zero, and is incremented by one every time the
   corresponding segment times out.  MAXSEGRTO specifies the number of
   times a given segment must time out before an ICMP "Packet Too Big"
   error message can be honored, and can be set, in principle, to any
   value greater than or equal to 0.
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   Thus, if nsegrto is greater than or equal to MAXSEGRTO, and there's a
   pending ICMP "Packet Too Big" error message, the corresponding error
   message is processed.  At that point, maxsizeacked is set to
   claimedmtu, and maxsizesent is set to 68 (for IPv4) or 1280 (for
   IPv6).

   If, while there is a pending ICMP "Packet Too Big" error message, the
   TCP SEQ claimed by the pending message is acknowledged (i.e., an ACK
   that acknowledges that sequence number is received), then the
   "pending error" condition is cleared.

   The rationale behind performing this delayed processing of ICMP
   "Packet Too Big" messages is that if there is progress on the
   connection, the ICMP "Packet Too Big" errors must be a false claim.
   By checking for progress on the connection, rather than just for
   staleness of the received ICMP messages, TCP is protected from attack
   even if the offending ICMP messages are "in window", and as a
   corollary, is made more robust to spurious ICMP messages triggered
   by, for example, corrupted TCP segments.

   MAXSEGRTO can be set, in principle, to any value greater than or
   equal to 0.  Setting MAXSEGRTO to 0 would make TCP perform the
   traditional PMTUD mechanism defined in [RFC1191] and [RFC1981].  A
   MAXSEGRTO of 1 provides enough protection for most cases.  In any
   case, implementations are free to choose higher values for this
   constant.  MAXSEGRTO could be a function of the Next-Hop MTU claimed
   in the received ICMP "Packet Too Big" message.  That is, higher
   values for MAXSEGRTO could be imposed when the received ICMP "Packet
   Too Big" message claims a Next-Hop MTU that is smaller than some
   specified value.  Both OpenBSD and NetBSD set MAXSEGRTO to 1.

   In the event a higher level of protection is desired at the expense
   of a higher delay in the discovery of the Path-MTU, an implementation
   could consider TCP to always be in the Path-MTU Update stage, thus
   always delaying the update of the assumed Path-MTU.

   Section 7.3 shows this counter-measure in action.  Section 7.4 shows
   this counter-measure in pseudo-code.

   It is important to note that the mechanism described in this section



   is an improvement to the current Path-MTU discovery mechanism, to
   mitigate its security implications.  The current PMTUD mechanism, as
   specified by [RFC1191] and [RFC1981], still suffers from some
   functionality problems [RFC2923] that this document does not aim to
   address.  A mechanism that addresses those issues is described in
   [RFC4821].
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7.3.  The Counter-Measure for the PMTUD Attack in Action

   This section illustrates the operation of the counter-measure for the
   ICMP attack against the PMTUD mechanism that has been implemented in
   OpenBSD and NetBSD.  It shows both how the fix protects TCP from
   being attacked and how the counter-measure works in normal scenarios.
   As discussed in Section 7.2, this section assumes the PMTUD-specific
   counter-measure is implemented in addition to the TCP sequence number
   checking described in Section 4.1.

   Figure 1 illustrates a hypothetical scenario in which two hosts are
   connected by means of three intermediate routers.  It also shows the
   MTU of each hypothetical hop.  All the following subsections assume
   the network setup of this figure.

   Also, for simplicity's sake, all subsections assume an IP header of
   20 octets and a TCP header of 20 octets.  Thus, for example, when the
   PMTU is assumed to be 1500 octets, TCP will send segments that
   contain, at most, 1460 octets of data.

   For simplicity's sake, all the following subsections assume the TCP
   implementation at Host 1 (H1) has chosen a MAXSEGRTO of 1.

   +----+        +----+        +----+        +----+        +----+
   | H1 |--------| R1 |--------| R2 |--------| R3 |--------| H2 |
   +----+        +----+        +----+        +----+        +----+
         MTU=4464      MTU=2048      MTU=1500      MTU=4464

                      Figure 1: Hypothetical Scenario

7.3.1.  Normal Operation for Bulk Transfers

   This subsection shows the counter-measure in normal operation, when a
   TCP connection is used for bulk transfers.  That is, it shows how the
   counter-measure works when there is no attack taking place and a TCP
   connection is used for transferring large amounts of data.  This
   section assumes that just after the connection is established, one of
   the TCP endpoints begins to transfer data in packets that are as
   large as possible.
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       Host 1                                       Host 2

   1.    -->            <SEQ=100><CTL=SYN>           -->
   2.    <--      <SEQ=X><ACK=101><CTL=SYN,ACK>      <--
   3.    -->       <SEQ=101><ACK=X+1><CTL=ACK>       -->
   4.    --> <SEQ=101><ACK=X+1><CTL=ACK><DATA=4424>  -->
   5.       <--- ICMP "Packet Too Big" MTU=2048, TCPseq#=101 <--- R1
   6.    --> <SEQ=101><ACK=X+1><CTL=ACK><DATA=2008>  -->
   7.       <--- ICMP "Packet Too Big" MTU=1500, TCPseq#=101 <--- R2
   8.    --> <SEQ=101><ACK=X+1><CTL=ACK><DATA=1460>  -->
   9.    <--      <SEQ=X+1><ACK=1561><CTL=ACK>       <--

               Figure 2: Normal Operation for Bulk Transfers

   The nsegrto variable is initialized to zero.  Both maxsizeacked and
   maxsizesent are initialized to the minimum MTU for the Internet
   Protocol being used (68 for IPv4, and 1280 for IPv6).

   In lines 1 to 3, the three-way handshake takes place, and the
   connection is established.  In line 4, H1 tries to send a full-sized
   TCP segment.  As described by [RFC1191] and [RFC1981], in this case,
   TCP will try to send a segment with 4424 bytes of data, which will
   result in an IP packet of 4464 octets.  Therefore, maxsizesent is set
   to 4464.  When the packet reaches R1, it elicits an ICMP "Packet Too
   Big" error message.

   In line 5, H1 receives the ICMP error message, which reports a Next-
   Hop MTU of 2048 octets.  After performing the TCP sequence number
   check described in Section 4.1, the Next-Hop MTU reported by the ICMP
   error message (claimedmtu) is compared with maxsizesent.  As it is
   smaller than maxsizesent, it passes the check, and thus is then
   compared with maxsizeacked.  As claimedmtu is larger than
   maxsizeacked, TCP assumes that the corresponding TCP segment was
   performing the Initial PMTU Discovery.  Therefore, the TCP at H1
   honors the ICMP message by updating the assumed Path-MTU.  The
   maxsizesent variable is reset to the minimum MTU of the Internet
   Protocol in use (68 for IPv4, and 1280 for IPv6).

   In line 6, the TCP at H1 sends a segment with 2008 bytes of data,
   which results in an IP packet of 2048 octets.  The maxsizesent
   variable is thus set to 2008 bytes.  When the packet reaches R2, it
   elicits an ICMP "Packet Too Big" error message.

   In line 7, H1 receives the ICMP error message, which reports a Next-
   Hop MTU of 1500 octets.  After performing the TCP sequence number
   check, the Next-Hop MTU reported by the ICMP error message
   (claimedmtu) is compared with maxsizesent.  As it is smaller than
   maxsizesent, it passes the check, and thus is then compared with
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   maxsizeacked.  As claimedmtu is larger than maxsizeacked, TCP assumes
   that the corresponding TCP segment was performing the Initial PMTU
   Discovery.  Therefore, the TCP at H1 honors the ICMP message by
   updating the assumed Path-MTU.  The maxsizesent variable is reset to
   the minimum MTU of the Internet Protocol in use.

   In line 8, the TCP at H1 sends a segment with 1460 bytes of data,
   which results in an IP packet of 1500 octets.  Thus, maxsizesent is
   set to 1500.  This packet reaches H2, where it elicits an
   acknowledgement (ACK) segment.

   In line 9, H1 finally gets the acknowledgement for the data segment.
   As the corresponding packet was larger than maxsizeacked, TCP updates
   maxsizeacked, setting it to 1500.  At this point, TCP has discovered
   the Path-MTU for this TCP connection.

7.3.2.  Operation during Path-MTU Changes

   Let us suppose a TCP connection between H1 and H2 has already been
   established, and that the PMTU for the connection has already been
   discovered to be 1500.  At this point, both maxsizesent and
   maxsizeacked are equal to 1500, and nsegrto is equal to 0.  Suppose
   some time later the PMTU decreases to 1492.  For simplicity, let us
   suppose that the Path-MTU has decreased because the MTU of the link
   between R2 and R3 has decreased from 1500 to 1492.  Figure 3
   illustrates how the counter-measure would work in this scenario.

       Host 1                                       Host 2

   1.                   (Path-MTU decreases)
   2.    -->  <SEQ=100><ACK=X><CTL=ACK><DATA=1460>   -->
   3.       <--- ICMP "Packet Too Big" MTU=1492, TCPseq#=100 <--- R2
   4.                   (Segment times out)
   5.    -->  <SEQ=100><ACK=X><CTL=ACK><DATA=1452>   -->
   6.    <--        <SEQ=X><ACK=1552><CTL=ACK>       <--

                Figure 3: Operation during Path-MTU Changes

   In line 1, the Path-MTU for this connection decreases from 1500 to
   1492.  In line 2, the TCP at H1, without being aware of the Path-MTU
   change, sends a 1500-byte packet to H2.  When the packet reaches R2,
   it elicits an ICMP "Packet Too Big" error message.

   In line 3, H1 receives the ICMP error message, which reports a Next-
   Hop MTU of 1492 octets.  After performing the TCP sequence number
   check, the Next-Hop MTU reported by the ICMP error message
   (claimedmtu) is compared with maxsizesent.  As claimedmtu is smaller
   than maxsizesent, it is then compared with maxsizeacked.  As
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   claimedmtu is smaller than maxsizeacked (full-sized packets were
   getting to the remote endpoint), this packet is assumed to be



   performing Path-MTU Update, and a "pending error" condition is
   recorded.

   In line 4, the segment times out.  Thus, nsegrto is incremented by 1.
   As nsegrto is greater than or equal to MAXSEGRTO, the assumed Path-
   MTU is updated.  The nsegrto variable is reset to 0, maxsizeacked is
   set to claimedmtu, and maxsizesent is set to the minimum MTU of the
   Internet Protocol in use.

   In line 5, H1 retransmits the data using the updated PMTU, and thus
   maxsizesent is set to 1492.  The resulting packet reaches H2, where
   it elicits an acknowledgement (ACK) segment.

   In line 6, H1 finally gets the acknowledgement for the data segment.
   At this point, TCP has discovered the new Path-MTU for this TCP
   connection.

7.3.3.  Idle Connection Being Attacked

   Let us suppose a TCP connection between H1 and H2 has already been
   established, and the PMTU for the connection has already been
   discovered to be 1500.  Figure 4 shows a sample time-line diagram
   that illustrates an idle connection being attacked.

       Host 1                                       Host 2

   1.    -->   <SEQ=100><ACK=X><CTL=ACK><DATA=50>    -->
   2.    <--        <SEQ=X><ACK=150><CTL=ACK>        <--
   3.       <--- ICMP "Packet Too Big" MTU=68, TCPseq#=100 <---
   4.       <--- ICMP "Packet Too Big" MTU=68, TCPseq#=100 <---
   5.       <--- ICMP "Packet Too Big" MTU=68, TCPseq#=100 <---

                 Figure 4: Idle Connection Being Attacked

   In line 1, H1 sends its last bunch of data.  In line 2, H2
   acknowledges the receipt of these data.  Then the connection becomes
   idle.  In lines 3, 4, and 5, an attacker sends forged ICMP "Packet
   Too Big" error messages to H1.  Regardless of how many packets it
   sends and of the TCP sequence number each ICMP packet includes, none
   of these ICMP error messages will pass the TCP sequence number check
   described in Section 4.1, as H1 has no unacknowledged data "in
   flight" to H2.  Therefore, the attack does not succeed.
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7.3.4.  Active Connection Being Attacked after Discovery of the Path-MTU

   Let us suppose an attacker attacks a TCP connection for which the
   PMTU has already been discovered.  In this case, as illustrated in
   Figure 1, the PMTU would be found to be 1500 bytes.  Figure 5 shows a
   possible packet exchange.

       Host 1                                       Host 2



   1.    -->  <SEQ=100><ACK=X><CTL=ACK><DATA=1460>   -->
   2.    -->  <SEQ=1560><ACK=X><CTL=ACK><DATA=1460>  -->
   3.    -->  <SEQ=3020><ACK=X><CTL=ACK><DATA=1460>  -->
   4.    -->  <SEQ=4480><ACK=X><CTL=ACK><DATA=1460>  -->
   5.       <--- ICMP "Packet Too Big" MTU=68, TCPseq#=100 <---
   6.    <--       <SEQ=X><CTL=ACK><ACK=1560>        <--

    Figure 5: Active Connection Being Attacked after Discovery of PMTU

   As we assume the PMTU has already been discovered, we also assume
   both maxsizesent and maxsizeacked are equal to 1500.  We assume
   nsegrto is equal to zero, as there have been no segment timeouts.

   In lines 1, 2, 3, and 4, H1 sends four data segments to H2.  In
   line 5, an attacker sends a forged ICMP error message to H1.  We
   assume the attacker is lucky enough to guess both the four-tuple that
   identifies the connection and a valid TCP sequence number.  As the
   Next-Hop MTU claimed in the ICMP "Packet Too Big" message
   (claimedmtu) is smaller than maxsizeacked, this packet is assumed to
   be performing Path-MTU Update.  Thus, the error message is recorded.

   In line 6, H1 receives an acknowledgement for the segment sent in
   line 1, before it times out.  At this point, the "pending error"
   condition is cleared, and the recorded ICMP "Packet Too Big" error
   message is ignored.  Therefore, the attack does not succeed.

7.3.5.  TCP Peer Attacked when Sending Small Packets Just after the
        Three-Way Handshake

   This section analyzes a scenario in which a TCP peer that is sending
   small segments just after the connection has been established is
   attacked.  The connection could be in use by protocols such as SMTP
   [RFC5321] and HTTP [RFC2616], for example, which usually behave like
   this.

   Figure 6 shows a possible packet exchange for such a scenario.
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       Host 1                                       Host 2

   1.    -->           <SEQ=100><CTL=SYN>            -->
   2.    <--      <SEQ=X><ACK=101><CTL=SYN,ACK>      <--
   3.    -->       <SEQ=101><ACK=X+1><CTL=ACK>       -->
   4.    -->  <SEQ=101><ACK=X+1><CTL=ACK><DATA=100>  -->
   5.    <--       <SEQ=X+1><ACK=201><CTL=ACK>       <--
   6.    -->  <SEQ=201><ACK=X+1><CTL=ACK><DATA=100>  -->
   7.    -->  <SEQ=301><ACK=X+1><CTL=ACK><DATA=100>  -->
   8.       <--- ICMP "Packet Too Big" MTU=150, TCPseq#=201 <---

          Figure 6: TCP Peer Attacked when Sending Small Packets
                    Just after the Three-Way Handshake



   The nsegrto variable is initialized to zero.  Both maxsizesent and
   maxsizeacked are initialized to the minimum MTU for the Internet
   Protocol being used (68 for IPv4, and 1280 for IPv6).

   In lines 1 to 3, the three-way handshake takes place, and the
   connection is established.  At this point, the assumed Path-MTU for
   this connection is 4464.  In line 4, H1 sends a small segment (which
   results in a 140-byte packet) to H2.  Therefore, maxsizesent is set
   to 140.  In line 5, this segment is acknowledged, and thus
   maxsizeacked is set to 140.

   In lines 6 and 7, H1 sends two small segments to H2.  In line 8,
   while the segments from lines 6 and 7 are still "in flight" to H2, an
   attacker sends a forged ICMP "Packet Too Big" error message to H1.
   Assuming the attacker is lucky enough to guess a valid TCP sequence
   number, this ICMP message will pass the TCP sequence number check.
   The Next-Hop MTU reported by the ICMP error message (claimedmtu) is
   then compared with maxsizesent.  As claimedmtu is larger than
   maxsizesent, the ICMP error message is silently discarded.
   Therefore, the attack does not succeed.

7.4.  Pseudo-Code for the Counter-Measure for the Blind Performance-
      Degrading Attack

   This section contains a pseudo-code version of the counter-measure
   described in Section 7.2 for the blind performance-degrading attack
   described in Section 7.  It is meant as guidance for developers on
   how to implement this counter-measure.

   The pseudo-code makes use of the following variables, constants, and
   functions:
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   ack
      Variable holding the acknowledgement number contained in the TCP
      segment that has just been received.

   acked_packet_size
      Variable holding the packet size (data, plus headers) that the ACK
      that has just been received is acknowledging.

   adjust_mtu()
      Function that adjusts the MTU for this connection, according to
      the ICMP "Packet Too Big" that was last received.

   claimedmtu
      Variable holding the Next-Hop MTU advertised by the ICMP "Packet
      Too Big" error message.

   claimedtcpseq
      Variable holding the TCP sequence number contained in the payload
      of the ICMP "Packet Too Big" message that has just been received
      or was last recorded.



   current_mtu
      Variable holding the assumed Path-MTU for this connection.

   drop_message()
      Function that performs the necessary actions to drop the ICMP
      message being processed.

   initial_mtu
      Variable holding the MTU for new connections, as explained in
      [RFC1191] and [RFC1981].

   maxsizeacked
      Variable holding the largest packet size (data, plus headers) that
      has so far been acked for this connection, as explained in
      Section 7.2.

   maxsizesent
      Variable holding the largest packet size (data, plus headers) that
      has so far been sent for this connection, as explained in
      Section 7.2.

   nsegrto
      Variable holding the number of times this segment has timed out,
      as explained in Section 7.2.

   packet_size
      Variable holding the size of the IP datagram being sent.
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   pending_message
      Variable (flag) that indicates whether there is a pending ICMP
      "Packet Too Big" message to be processed.

   save_message()
      Function that records the ICMP "Packet Too Big" message that has
      just been received.

   MINIMUM_MTU
      Constant holding the minimum MTU for the Internet Protocol in use
      (68 for IPv4, and 1280 for IPv6).

   MAXSEGRTO
      Constant holding the number of times a given segment must time out
      before an ICMP "Packet Too Big" error message can be honored.

   EVENT: New TCP connection

    current_mtu = initial_mtu;
    maxsizesent = MINIMUM_MTU;
    maxsizeacked = MINIMUM_MTU;
    nsegrto = 0;
    pending_message = 0;

   EVENT: Segment is sent



    if (packet_size > maxsizesent)
         maxsizesent = packet_size;

   EVENT: Segment is received

    if (acked_packet_size > maxsizeacked)
         maxsizeacked = acked_packet_size;

    if (pending_message)
         if (ack > claimedtcpseq){
              pending_message = 0;
              nsegrto = 0;
         }

   EVENT: ICMP "Packet Too Big" message is received

    if (claimedmtu <= MINIMUM_MTU)
         drop_message();

    if (claimedtcpseq < SND.UNA || claimedtcpseq >= SND.NXT)
         drop_message();
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    else {
         if (claimedmtu > maxsizesent || claimedmtu >= current_mtu)
              drop_message();

         else {
              if (claimedmtu > maxsizeacked){
                   adjust_mtu();
                   current_mtu = claimedmtu;
                   maxsizesent = MINIMUM_MTU;
              }

              else {
                   pending_message = 1;
                   save_message();
              }
         }
    }

   EVENT: Segment times out

    nsegrto++;

    if (pending_message && nsegrto >= MAXSEGRTO){
         adjust_mtu();
         nsegrto = 0;
         pending_message = 0;
         maxsizeacked = claimedmtu;
         maxsizesent = MINIMUM_MTU;
         current_mtu = claimedmtu;
    }

   Notes:



      All comparisons between sequence numbers must be performed using
      sequence number arithmetic.

      The pseudo-code implements the mechanism described in Section 7.2,
      the TCP sequence number checking described in Section 4.1, and the
      validation check on the advertised Next-Hop MTU described in
      [RFC1191] and [RFC1981].

8.  Security Considerations

   This document describes the use of ICMP error messages to perform a
   number of attacks against TCP, and describes a number of widely
   implemented counter-measures that either eliminate or reduce the
   impact of these attacks when they are performed by off-path
   attackers.
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   Section 4.1 describes a validation check that could be enforced on
   ICMP error messages, such that TCP reacts only to those ICMP error
   messages that appear to relate to segments currently "in flight" to
   the destination system.  This requires more effort on the side of an
   off-path attacker at the expense of possible reduced responsiveness
   to network errors.

   Section 4.2 describes how randomization of TCP ephemeral ports
   requires more effort on the side of the attacker to successfully
   exploit any of the attacks described in this document.

   Section 4.3 describes how ICMP error messages could possibly be
   filtered based on their payload, to prevent users of the local
   network from successfully performing attacks against third-party
   connections.  This is analogous to ingress filtering and egress
   filtering of IP packets [IP-filtering].

   Section 5.2 describes an attack-specific counter-measure for the
   blind connection-reset attack.  It describes the processing of ICMP
   "hard errors" as "soft errors" when they are received for connections
   in any of the synchronized states.  This counter-measure eliminates
   the aforementioned vulnerability in synchronized connections at the
   expense of possible reduced responsiveness in some network scenarios.

   Section 6.2 describes an attack-specific counter-measure for the
   blind throughput-reduction attack.  It suggests that the
   aforementioned vulnerability can be eliminated by ignoring ICMPv4
   Source Quench messages meant for TCP connections.  This is in
   accordance with research results that indicate that ICMPv4 Source
   Quench messages are ineffective and are an unfair antidote for
   congestion.

   Finally, Section 7.2 describes an attack-specific counter-measure for
   the blind performance-degrading attack.  It consists of the
   validation check described in Section 4.1, with a modification that
   makes TCP react to ICMP "Packet Too Big" error messages such that
   they are processed when an outstanding TCP segment times out.  This
   counter-measure parallels the Packetization Layer Path MTU Discovery



   (PLPMTUD) mechanism [RFC4821].  It should be noted that if this
   counter-measure is implemented, in some scenarios TCP may respond
   more slowly to valid ICMP "Packet Too Big" error messages.

   A discussion of these and other attack vectors for performing similar
   attacks against TCP (along with possible counter-measures) can be
   found in [CPNI-TCP] and [TCP-SECURITY].
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Abstract

   The standard means within the Domain Name System protocol for
   maintaining coherence among a zone's authoritative name servers
   consists of three mechanisms.  Authoritative Transfer (AXFR) is one
   of the mechanisms and is defined in RFC 1034 and RFC 1035.

   The definition of AXFR has proven insufficient in detail, thereby
   forcing implementations intended to be compliant to make assumptions,
   impeding interoperability.  Yet today we have a satisfactory set of
   implementations that do interoperate.  This document is a new
   definition of AXFR -- new in the sense that it records an accurate
   definition of an interoperable AXFR mechanism.

Status of This Memo

   This is an Internet Standards Track document.

   This document is a product of the Internet Engineering Task Force
   (IETF).  It represents the consensus of the IETF community.  It has
   received public review and has been approved for publication by the
   Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG).  Further information on
   Internet Standards is available in Section 2 of RFC 5741.

   Information about the current status of this document, any errata,
   and how to provide feedback on it may be obtained at
   http://www.rfc-editor.org/info/rfc5936.
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1.  Introduction

   The Domain Name System standard facilities for maintaining coherent
   servers for a zone consist of three elements.  Authoritative Transfer
   (AXFR) is defined in "Domain Names - Concepts and Facilities"
   [RFC1034] (referred to in this document as RFC 1034) and "Domain
   Names - Implementation and Specification" [RFC1035] (henceforth RFC
   1035).  Incremental Zone Transfer (IXFR) is defined in "Incremental
   Zone Transfer in DNS" [RFC1995].  A mechanism for prompt notification
   of zone changes (NOTIFY) is defined in "A Mechanism for Prompt
   Notification of Zone Changes (DNS NOTIFY)" [RFC1996].  The goal of
   these mechanisms is to enable a set of DNS name servers to remain
   coherently authoritative for a given zone.

   This document re-specifies the AXFR mechanism as it is deployed in
   the Internet at large, hopefully with the precision expected from
   modern Internet Standards, and thereby updates RFC 1034 and RFC 1035.

1.1.  Definition of Terms

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in "Key words for use in
   RFCs to Indicate Requirement Levels" [BCP14].

   Use of "newer"/"new" and "older"/"old" DNS refers to implementations



   written after and prior to the publication of this document.

   "General-purpose DNS implementation" refers to DNS software developed
   for widespread use.  This includes resolvers and servers freely
   accessible as libraries and standalone processes.  This also includes
   proprietary implementations used only in support of DNS service
   offerings.

   "Turnkey DNS implementation" refers to custom-made, single-use
   implementations of DNS.  Such implementations consist of software
   that employs the DNS protocol message format yet does not conform to
   the entire range of DNS functionality.

   The terms "AXFR session", "AXFR server", and "AXFR client" will be
   introduced in the first paragraph of Section 2, after some more
   context has been established.
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1.2.  Scope

   In general terms, authoritative name servers for a given zone can use
   various means to achieve coherency of the zone contents they serve.
   For example, there are DNS implementations that assemble answers from
   data stored in relational databases (as opposed to master files),
   relying on the database's non-DNS means to synchronize the database
   instances.  Some of these non-DNS solutions interoperate in some
   fashion.  However, AXFR, IXFR, and NOTIFY are the only protocol-
   defined in-band mechanisms to provide coherence of a set of name
   servers, and they are the only mechanisms specified by the IETF.

   This document does not cover incoherent DNS situations.  There are
   applications of the DNS in which servers for a zone are designed to
   be incoherent.  For these configurations, a coherency mechanism as
   described here would be unsuitable.

   A DNS implementation is not required to support AXFR, IXFR, and
   NOTIFY, but it should have some means for maintaining name server
   coherency.  A general-purpose DNS implementation will likely support
   AXFR (and in the same vein IXFR and NOTIFY), but turnkey DNS
   implementations may exist without AXFR.

1.3.  Context

   Besides describing the mechanisms themselves, there is the context in
   which they operate to consider.  In the initial specifications of
   AXFR (and IXFR and NOTIFY), little consideration was given to
   security and privacy issues.  Since the original definition of AXFR,
   new opinions have appeared on the access to an entire zone's
   contents.  In this document, the basic mechanisms will be discussed
   separately from the permission to use these mechanisms.



1.4.  Coverage and Relationship to Original AXFR Specification

   This document concentrates on just the definition of AXFR.  Any
   effort to update the specification of the IXFR or NOTIFY mechanisms
   is left to different documents.

   The original "specification" of the AXFR sub-protocol is scattered
   through RFC 1034 and RFC 1035.  Section 2.2 of RFC 1035 (on page 5)
   depicts the scenario for which AXFR has been designed.  Section 4.3.5
   of RFC 1034 describes the zone synchronization strategies in general
   and rules for the invocation of a full zone transfer via AXFR; the
   fifth paragraph of that section contains a very short sketch of the
   AXFR protocol; Section 5.5 of RFC 2181 has corrected a significant
   flaw in that specification.  Section 3.2.3 of RFC 1035 has assigned
   the code point for the AXFR QTYPE (see Section 2.1.2 below for more
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   details).  Section 4.2 of RFC 1035 discusses how the DNS uses the
   transport layer and briefly explains why UDP transport is deemed
   inappropriate for AXFR; the last paragraph of Section 4.2.2 gives
   details regarding TCP connection management for AXFR.  Finally, the
   second paragraph of Section 6.3 in RFC 1035 mandates server behavior
   when zone data changes occur during an ongoing zone transfer using
   AXFR.

   This document will update the specification of AXFR.  To this end, it
   fully specifies the record formats and processing rules for AXFR,
   largely expanding on paragraph 5 of Section 4.3.5 of RFC 1034, and it
   details the transport considerations for AXFR, thus amending Section
   4.2.2 of RFC 1035.  Furthermore, it discusses backward-compatibility
   issues and provides policy/management considerations, as well as
   specific security considerations for AXFR.  The goal of this document
   is to define AXFR as it is understood by the DNS community to exist
   today.

2.  AXFR Messages

   An AXFR session consists of an AXFR query message and the sequence of
   AXFR response messages returned for it.  In this document, the AXFR
   client is the sender of the AXFR query, and the AXFR server is the
   responder.  (Use of terms such as master, slave, primary, and
   secondary are not important for defining AXFR.)  The use of the word
   "session" without qualification refers to an AXFR session.

   An important aspect to keep in mind is that the definition of AXFR is
   restricted to TCP [RFC0793] (see Section 4 for details).  The design
   of the AXFR process has certain inherent features that are not easily
   ported to UDP [RFC0768].

   The basic format of an AXFR message is the DNS message as defined in
   Section 4 ("MESSAGES") of RFC 1035 [RFC1035], updated by the
   following documents.

   o  The "Basic" DNS specification:



      -  "A Mechanism for Prompt Notification of Zone Changes
          (DNS NOTIFY)" [RFC1996]

      -  "Dynamic Updates in the Domain Name System (DNS UPDATE)"
          [RFC2136]

      -  "Clarifications to the DNS Specification" [RFC2181]

      -  "Extension Mechanisms for DNS (EDNS0)" [RFC2671]
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      -  "Secret Key Transaction Authentication for DNS (TSIG)"
          [RFC2845]

      -  "Secret Key Establishment for DNS (TKEY RR)" [RFC2930]

      -  "Obsoleting IQUERY" [RFC3425]

      -  "Handling of Unknown DNS Resource Record (RR) Types"
          [RFC3597]

      -  "HMAC SHA (Hashed Message Authentication Code, Secure Hash
          Algorithm) TSIG Algorithm Identifiers" [RFC4635]

      -  "Domain Name System (DNS) IANA Considerations" [RFC5395]

   o  Further additions related to the DNS Security Extensions (DNSSEC),
      defined in these base documents:

      -  "DNS Security Introduction and Requirements" [RFC4033]

      -  "Resource Records for the DNS Security Extensions"
          [RFC4034]

      -  "Protocol Modifications for the DNS Security Extensions"
          [RFC4035]

      -  "Use of SHA-256 in DNSSEC Delegation Signer (DS) Resource
          Records (RRs)" [RFC4509]

      -  "DNS Security (DNSSEC) Hashed Authenticated Denial of
          Existence" [RFC5155]

      -  "Use of SHA-2 Algorithms with RSA in DNSKEY and RRSIG
          Resource Records for DNSSEC" [RFC5702]

      -  "Clarifications and Implementation Notes for DNSSECbis"
          [DNSSEC-U]

   These documents contain information about the syntax and semantics of
   DNS messages.  They do not interfere with AXFR but are also helpful
   in understanding what will be carried via AXFR.

   For convenience, the synopsis of the DNS message header from
   [RFC5395] (and the IANA registry for DNS Parameters [DNSVALS]) is



   reproduced here informally:
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             0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15
           +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
           |                      ID                       |
           +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
           |QR|   OpCode  |AA|TC|RD|RA| Z|AD|CD|   RCODE   |
           +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
           |                QDCOUNT/ZOCOUNT                |
           +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
           |                ANCOUNT/PRCOUNT                |
           +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
           |                NSCOUNT/UPCOUNT                |
           +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
           |                    ARCOUNT                    |
           +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

   This document makes use of the field names as they appear in this
   diagram.  The names of sections in the body of DNS messages are
   capitalized in this document for clarity, e.g., "Additional section".

   The DNS message size limit from [RFC1035] for DNS over UDP (and its
   extension via the EDNS0 mechanism specified in [RFC2671]) is not
   relevant for AXFR, as explained in Section 4.  The upper limit on the
   permissible size of a DNS message over TCP is only restricted by the
   TCP framing defined in Section 4.2.2 of RFC 1035, which specifies a
   two-octet message length field, understood to be unsigned, and thus
   causing a limit of 65535 octets.  This limit is not changed by EDNS0.

   Note that the TC (truncation) bit is never set by an AXFR server nor
   considered/read by an AXFR client.

2.1.  AXFR Query

   An AXFR query is sent by a client whenever there is a reason to ask.
   This might be because of scheduled or triggered zone maintenance
   activities (see Section 4.3.5 of RFC 1034 and DNS NOTIFY [RFC1996],
   respectively) or as a result of a command line request, say for
   debugging.

2.1.1.  Header Values

   These are the DNS message header values for an AXFR query.

      ID          Selected by client; see Note a)

      QR          MUST be 0 (Query)

      OPCODE      MUST be 0 (Standard Query)
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      Flags:
         AA       "n/a" -- see Note b)
         TC       "n/a" -- see Note b)
         RD       "n/a" -- see Note b)
         RA       "n/a" -- see Note b)
         Z        "mbz" -- see Note c)
         AD       "n/a" -- see Note b)
         CD       "n/a" -- see Note b)

      RCODE       MUST be 0 (No error)

      QDCOUNT     Number of entries in Question section;   MUST be 1

      ANCOUNT     Number of entries in Answer section;     MUST be 0

      NSCOUNT     Number of entries in Authority section;  MUST be 0

      ARCOUNT     Number of entries in Additional section -- see Note d)

   Notes:

   a) Set to any value that the client is not already using with the
      same server.  There is no specific means for selecting the value
      in this field.  (Recall that AXFR is done only via TCP connections
      -- see Section 4, "Transport".)

      A server MUST reply using messages that use the same message ID to
      allow a client to have multiple queries outstanding concurrently
      over the same TCP connection -- see Note a) in Section 2.2.1 for
      more details.

   b) "n/a" -- The value in this field has no meaning in the context of
      AXFR query messages.  For the client, it is RECOMMENDED that the
      value be zero.  The server MUST ignore this value.

   c) "mbz" -- The client MUST set this bit to 0; the server MUST ignore
      it.

   d) The client MUST set this field to the number of resource records
      it places into the Additional section.  In the absence of explicit
      specification of new RRs to be carried in the Additional section
      of AXFR queries, the value MAY be 0, 1, or 2.  See Section 2.1.5,
      "Additional Section", for details on the currently applicable RRs.
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2.1.2.  Question Section

   The Question section of the AXFR query MUST conform to Section 4.1.2
   of RFC 1035, and contain a single resource record with the following
   values:

      QNAME       the name of the zone requested

      QTYPE       AXFR (= 252), the pseudo-RR type for zone transfer
                  [DNSVALS]

      QCLASS      the class of the zone requested [DNSVALS]

2.1.3.  Answer Section

   The Answer section MUST be empty.

2.1.4.  Authority Section

   The Authority section MUST be empty.

2.1.5.  Additional Section

   Currently, two kinds of resource records are defined that can appear
   in the Additional section of AXFR queries and responses: EDNS and DNS
   transaction security.  Future specifications defining RRs that can be
   carried in the Additional section of normal DNS transactions need to
   explicitly describe their use with AXFR, should that be desired.

   The client MAY include one OPT resource record [RFC2671].  If the
   server does not support EDNS0, the client MUST send this section
   without an OPT resource record if there is a retry.  However, the
   protocol does not define an explicit indication that the server does
   not support EDNS0; that needs to be inferred by the client.  Often,
   the server will return a FormErr(1) that might be related to the OPT
   resource record.  Note that, at the time of this writing, only the
   EXTENDED-RCODE field of the OPT RR is meaningful in the context of
   AXFR; future specifications of EDNS flags and/or EDNS options must
   describe their usage in the context of AXFR, if applicable.

   The client MAY include one transaction integrity and authentication
   resource record, currently a choice of TSIG [RFC2845] or SIG(0)
   [RFC2931].  If the server has indicated that it does not recognize
   the resource record, and that the error is indeed caused by the
   resource record, the client probably should not try again.  Removing
   the security data in the face of an obstacle ought to only be done
   with full awareness of the implication of doing so.
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   In general, if an AXFR client is aware that an AXFR server does not
   support a particular mechanism, the client SHOULD NOT attempt to
   engage the server using the mechanism (or engage the server at all).
   A client could become aware of a server's abilities via a
   configuration setting or via some other (as yet) undefined means.



   The range of permissible resource records that MAY appear in the
   Additional section might change over time.  If either a change to an
   existing resource record (like the OPT RR for EDNS) is made or a new
   Additional section record is created, the new definitions ought to
   include a discussion on the applicability and impact upon AXFR.
   Future resource records residing in the Additional section might have
   an effect that is orthogonal to AXFR, and so can ride through the
   session as opaque data.  In this case, a "wise" implementation ought
   to be able to pass these records through without disruption.

2.2.  AXFR Response

   The AXFR response will consist of one or more messages.  The special
   case of a server closing the TCP connection without sending an AXFR
   response is covered in Section 2.3.

   An AXFR response that is transferring the zone's contents will
   consist of a series (which could be a series of length 1) of DNS
   messages.  In such a series, the first message MUST begin with the
   SOA resource record of the zone, and the last message MUST conclude
   with the same SOA resource record.  Intermediate messages MUST NOT
   contain the SOA resource record.  The AXFR server MUST copy the
   Question section from the corresponding AXFR query message into the
   first response message's Question section.  For subsequent messages,
   it MAY do the same or leave the Question section empty.

   The AXFR protocol treats the zone contents as an unordered collection
   (or to use the mathematical term, a "set") of RRs.  Except for the
   requirement that the transfer must begin and end with the SOA RR,
   there is no requirement to send the RRs in any particular order or
   grouped into response messages in any particular way.  Although
   servers typically do attempt to send related RRs (such as the RRs
   forming an RRset, and the RRsets of a name) as a contiguous group or,
   when message space allows, in the same response message, they are not
   required to do so, and clients MUST accept any ordering and grouping
   of the non-SOA RRs.  Each RR SHOULD be transmitted only once, and
   AXFR clients MUST ignore any duplicate RRs received.

   Each AXFR response message SHOULD contain a sufficient number of RRs
   to reasonably amortize the per-message overhead, up to the largest
   number that will fit within a DNS message (taking the required
   content of the other sections into account, as described below).
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   Some old AXFR clients expect each response message to contain only a
   single RR.  To interoperate with such clients, the server MAY
   restrict response messages to a single RR.  As there is no standard
   way to automatically detect such clients, this typically requires
   manual configuration at the server.

   To indicate an error in an AXFR response, the AXFR server sends a
   single DNS message when the error condition is detected, with the
   response code set to the appropriate value for the condition
   encountered.  Such a message terminates the AXFR session; it MUST
   contain a copy of the Question section from the AXFR query in its
   Question section, but the inclusion of the terminating SOA resource



   record is not necessary.

   An AXFR server may send a number of AXFR response messages free of an
   error condition before it sends the message indicating an error.

2.2.1.  Header Values

   These are the DNS message header values for AXFR responses.

      ID          MUST be copied from request -- see Note a)

      QR          MUST be 1 (Response)

      OPCODE      MUST be 0 (Standard Query)

      Flags:
         AA       normally 1 -- see Note b)
         TC       MUST be 0 (Not truncated)
         RD       RECOMMENDED: copy request's value; MAY be set to 0
         RA       SHOULD be 0 -- see Note c)
         Z        "mbz" -- see Note d)
         AD       "mbz" -- see Note d)
         CD       "mbz" -- see Note d)

      RCODE       See Note e)

      QDCOUNT     MUST be 1 in the first message;
                  MUST be 0 or 1 in all following messages;
                  MUST be 1 if RCODE indicates an error

      ANCOUNT     See Note f)

      NSCOUNT     MUST be 0

      ARCOUNT     See Note g)
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   Notes:

   a) Because some old implementations behave differently than is now
      desired, the requirement on this field is stated in detail.  New
      DNS servers MUST set this field to the value of the AXFR query ID
      in each AXFR response message for the session.  AXFR clients MUST
      be able to manage sessions resulting from the issuance of multiple
      outstanding queries, whether AXFR queries or other DNS queries.  A
      client SHOULD discard responses that do not correspond (via the
      message ID) to any outstanding queries.

      Unless the client is sure that the server will consistently set
      the ID field to the query's ID, the client is NOT RECOMMENDED to
      issue any other queries until the end of the zone transfer.  A
      client MAY become aware of a server's abilities via a
      configuration setting.

   b) If the RCODE is 0 (no error), then the AA bit MUST be 1.  For any



      other value of RCODE, the AA bit MUST be set according to the
      rules for that error code.  If in doubt, it is RECOMMENDED that it
      be set to 1.  It is RECOMMENDED that the value be ignored by the
      AXFR client.

   c) It is RECOMMENDED that the server set the value to 0; the client
      MUST ignore this value.

      The server MAY set this value according to the local policy
      regarding recursive service, but doing so might confuse the
      interpretation of the response, as AXFR cannot be retrieved
      recursively.  A client MAY note the server's policy regarding
      recursive service from this value, but SHOULD NOT conclude that
      the AXFR response was obtained recursively, even if the RD bit was
      1 in the query.

   d) "mbz" -- The server MUST set this bit to 0; the client MUST ignore
      it.

   e) In the absence of an error, the server MUST set the value of this
      field to NoError(0).  If a server is not authoritative for the
      queried zone, the server SHOULD set the value to NotAuth(9).
      (Reminder: Consult the appropriate IANA registry [DNSVALS].)  If a
      client receives any other value in response, it MUST act according
      to the error.  For example, a malformed AXFR query or the presence
      of an OPT resource record sent to an old server will result in a
      FormErr(1) value.  This value is not set as part of the AXFR-
      specific response processing.  The same is true for other values
      indicating an error.
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   f) The count of answer records MUST equal the number of resource
      records in the AXFR Answer section.  When a server is aware that a
      client will only accept response messages with a single resource
      record, then the value MUST be 1.  A server MAY be made aware of a
      client's limitations via configuration data.

   g) The server MUST set this field to the number of resource records
      it places into the Additional section.  In the absence of explicit
      specification of new RRs to be carried in the Additional section
      of AXFR response messages, the value MAY be 0, 1, or 2.  See
      Section 2.1.5 above for details on the currently applicable RRs
      and Section 2.2.5 for additional considerations specific to AXFR
      servers.

2.2.2.  Question Section

   In the first response message, this section MUST be copied from the
   query.  In subsequent messages, this section MAY be copied from the
   query, or it MAY be empty.  However, in an error response message
   (see Section 2.2), this section MUST be copied as well.  The content
   of this section MAY be used to determine the context of the message,
   that is, the name of the zone being transferred.

2.2.3.  Answer Section



   The Answer section MUST be populated with the zone contents.  See
   Section 3 below on encoding zone contents.

2.2.4.  Authority Section

   The Authority section MUST be empty.

2.2.5.  Additional Section

   The contents of this section MUST follow the guidelines for the OPT,
   TSIG, and SIG(0) RRs, or whatever other future record is possible
   here.  The contents of Section 2.1.5 apply analogously as well.

   The following considerations specifically apply to AXFR responses:

   If the client has supplied an EDNS OPT RR in the AXFR query and if
   the server supports EDNS as well, it SHOULD include one OPT RR in the
   first response message and MAY do so in subsequent response messages
   (see Section 2.2); the specifications of EDNS options to be carried
   in the OPT RR may impose stronger requirements.
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   If the client has supplied a transaction security resource record
   (currently a choice of TSIG and SIG(0)) and the server supports the
   method chosen by the client, it MUST place the corresponding resource
   record into the AXFR response message(s), according to the rules
   specified for that method.

2.3.  TCP Connection Aborts

   If an AXFR client sends a query on a TCP connection and the
   connection is closed at any point, the AXFR client MUST consider the
   AXFR session terminated.  The message ID MAY be used again on a new
   connection, even if the question and AXFR server are the same.

   Facing a dropped connection, a client SHOULD try to make some
   determination as to whether the connection closure was the result of
   network activity or due to a decision by the AXFR server.  This
   determination is not an exact science.  It is up to the AXFR client
   to react, but the implemented reaction SHOULD NOT be either an
   endless cycle of retries or an increasing (in frequency) retry rate.

   An AXFR server implementer should take into consideration the dilemma
   described above when a connection is closed with an outstanding query
   in the pipeline.  For this reason, a server ought to reserve this
   course of action for situations in which it believes beyond a doubt
   that the AXFR client is attempting abusive behavior.

3.  Zone Contents

   The objective of the AXFR session is to request and transfer the
   contents of a zone, in order to permit the AXFR client to faithfully



   reconstruct the zone as it exists at the primary server for the given
   zone serial number.  The word "exists" here designates the externally
   visible behavior, i.e., the zone content that is being served (handed
   out to clients) -- not its persistent representation in a zone file
   or database used by the server -- and that for consistency should be
   served subsequently by the AXFR client in an identical manner.

   Over time the definition of a zone has evolved from denoting a static
   set of records to also cover a dynamically updated set of records,
   and then a potentially continually regenerated set of records (e.g.,
   RRs synthesized "on the fly" from rule sets or database lookup
   results in other forms than RR format) as well.

3.1.  Records to Include

   In the Answer section of AXFR response messages, the resource records
   within a zone for the given serial number MUST appear.  The
   definition of what belongs in a zone is described in RFC 1034,
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   Section 4.2, "How the database is divided into zones" (in particular
   Section 4.2.1, "Technical considerations"), and it has been clarified
   in Section 6 of RFC 2181.

   Zones for which it is impractical to list the entire zone for a
   serial number are not suitable for AXFR retrieval.  A typical (but
   not limiting) description of such a zone is a zone consisting of
   responses generated via other database lookups and/or computed based
   upon ever-changing data.

3.2.  Delegation Records

   In Section 4.2.1 of RFC 1034, this text appears (keep in mind that
   the "should" in the quotation predates [BCP14], cf. Section 1.1):

      The RRs that describe cuts ... should be exactly the same as the
      corresponding RRs in the top node of the subzone.

   There has been some controversy over this statement and the impact on
   which NS resource records are included in a zone transfer.

   The phrase "that describe cuts" is a reference to the NS set and
   applicable glue records.  It does not mean that the cut point and
   apex resource records are identical.  For example, the SOA resource
   record is only found at the apex.  The discussion here is restricted
   to just the NS resource record set and glue, as these "describe
   cuts".

   DNSSEC resource records have special specifications regarding their
   occurrence at a zone cut and the apex of a zone.  This was first
   described in Sections 5.3 ff. and 6.2 of RFC 2181 (for the initial
   specification of DNSSEC), which parts of RFC 2181 now in fact are
   historical.  The current DNSSEC core document set (see second bullet
   in Section 2 above) gives the full details for DNSSEC(bis) resource
   record placement, and Section 3.1.5 of RFC 4035 normatively specifies
   their treatment during AXFR; the alternate NSEC3 resource record



   defined later in RFC 5155 behaves identically to the NSEC RR, for the
   purpose of AXFR.

   Informally:

   o  The DS RRSet only occurs at the parental side of a zone cut and is
      authoritative data in the parent zone, not the secure child zone.

   o  The DNSKEY RRSet only occurs at the apex of a signed zone and is
      part of the authoritative data of the zone it serves.
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   o  Independent RRSIG RRSets occur at the signed parent side of a zone
      cut and at the apex of a signed zone; they are authoritative data
      in the respective zone; simple queries for RRSIG resource records
      may return both RRSets at once if the same server is authoritative
      for the parent zone and the child zone (Section 3.1.5 of RFC 4035
      describes how to distinguish these RRs); this seeming ambiguity
      does not occur for AXFR, since each such RRSIG RRset belongs to a
      single zone.

   o  Different NSEC [RFC4034] (or NSEC3 [RFC5155]) resource records
      equally may occur at the parental side of a zone cut and at the
      apex of a zone; each such resource record belongs to exactly one
      of these zones and is to be included in the AXFR of that zone.

   One issue is that in operations there are times when the NS resource
   records for a zone might be different at a cut point in the parent
   and at the apex of a zone.  Sometimes this is the result of an error,
   and sometimes it is part of an ongoing change in name servers.  The
   DNS protocol is robust enough to overcome inconsistencies up to (but
   not including) there being no parent-indicated NS resource record
   referencing a server that is able to serve the child zone.  This
   robustness is one quality that has fueled the success of the DNS.
   Still, the inconsistency is an error state, and steps need to be
   taken to make it apparent (if it is unplanned).

   Another issue is that the AXFR server could be authoritative for a
   different set of zones than the AXFR client.  It is possible that the
   AXFR server be authoritative for both halves of an inconsistent cut
   point and that the AXFR client is authoritative for just the parent
   side of the cut point.

   When facing a situation in which a cut point's NS resource records do
   not match the authoritative set, the question arises whether an AXFR
   server responds with the NS resource record set that is in the zone
   being transferred or the one that is at the authoritative location.

   The AXFR response MUST contain the cut point NS resource record set
   registered with the zone whether it agrees with the authoritative set
   or not.  "Registered with" can be widely interpreted to include data
   residing in the zone file of the zone for the particular serial
   number (in zone file environments) or as any data configured to be in
   the zone (database), statically or dynamically.
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   The reasons for this requirement are:

   1) The AXFR server might not be able to determine that there is an
      inconsistency given local data; hence, requiring consistency would
      mean a lot more needed work and even network retrieval of data.
      An authoritative server ought not be required to perform any
      queries.

   2) By transferring the inconsistent NS resource records from a server
      that is authoritative for both the cut point and the apex to a
      client that is not authoritative for both, the error is exposed.
      For example, an authorized administrator can manually request the
      AXFR and inspect the results to see the inconsistent records.  (A
      server authoritative for both halves would otherwise always answer
      from the more authoritative set, concealing the error.)

   3) The inconsistent NS resource record set might indicate a problem
      in a registration database.

   4) This requirement is necessary to ensure that retrieving a given
      (zone, serial) pair by AXFR yields the exact same set of resource
      records, no matter which of the zone's authoritative servers is
      chosen as the source of the transfer.

   If an AXFR server were allowed to respond with the authoritative NS
   RRset of a child zone instead of a parent-side NS RRset in the zone
   being transferred, the set of records returned could vary depending
   on whether or not the server happened to be authoritative for the
   child zone as well.

   The property that a given (zone, serial) pair corresponds to a
   single, well-defined set of records is necessary for the correct
   operation of incremental transfer protocols such as IXFR [RFC1995].
   For example, a client may retrieve a zone by AXFR from one server,
   and then apply an incremental change obtained by IXFR from a
   different server.  If the two servers have different ideas of the
   zone contents, the client can end up attempting to incrementally add
   records that already exist or to delete records that do not exist.

3.3.  Glue Records

   As quoted in the previous section, Section 4.2.1 of RFC 1034 provides
   guidance and rationale for the inclusion of glue records as part of
   an AXFR response.  And, as also argued in the previous section of
   this document, even when there is an inconsistency between the
   address in a glue record and the authoritative copy of the name
   server's address, the glue resource record that is registered as part
   of the zone for that serial number is to be included.
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   This applies to glue records for any address family [IANA-AF].

   The AXFR response MUST contain the appropriate glue records as
   registered with the zone.  The interpretation of "registered with" in
   the previous section applies here.  Inconsistent glue records are an
   operational matter.

3.4.  Name Compression

   Compression of names in DNS messages is described in RFC 1035,
   Section 4.1.4, "Message compression".  The issue highlighted here
   relates to a comment made in RFC 1034, Section 3.1, "Name space
   specifications and terminology", which says:

      When you receive a domain name or label, you should preserve its
      case.

   ("Should" in the quote predates [BCP14].)

   Since the primary objective of AXFR is to enable the client to serve
   the same zone content as the server, unlike such normal DNS responses
   that are expected to preserve the case in the query, the actual zone
   transfer needs to retain the case of the labels in the zone content.
   Hence, name compression in an AXFR message SHOULD be performed in a
   case-preserving manner, unlike how it is done for "normal" DNS
   responses.  That is, although when comparing a domain name for
   matching, "a" equals "A", when comparing for the purposes of message
   compression for AXFR, "a" is not equal to "A".  Note that this is not
   the usual definition of name comparison in the DNS protocol and
   represents a new understanding of the requirement on AXFR servers.

   Rules governing name compression of RDATA in an AXFR message MUST
   abide by the specification in "Handling of Unknown DNS Resource
   Record (RR) Types" [RFC3597], specifically, Section 4 on "Domain Name
   Compression".

3.5.  Occluded Names

   Dynamic Update [RFC2136] operations, and in particular their
   interaction with DNAME [RFC2672], can have a side effect of occluding
   names in a zone.  The addition of a delegation point via dynamic
   update will render all subordinate domain names to be in a limbo,
   still part of the zone but not available to the lookup process.  The
   addition of a DNAME resource record has the same impact.  The
   subordinate names are said to be "occluded".
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   Occluded names MUST be included in AXFR responses.  An AXFR client
   MUST be able to identify and handle occluded names.  The rationale
   for this action is based on a speedy recovery if the dynamic update
   operation was in error and is to be undone.

4.  Transport

   AXFR sessions are currently restricted to TCP by Section 4.3.5 of RFC
   1034, which states:

      Because accuracy is essential, TCP or some other reliable protocol
      must be used for AXFR requests.

   The restriction to TCP is also mentioned in Section 6.1.3.2 of
   "Requirements for Internet Hosts - Application and Support"
   [RFC1123].

   The most common scenario is for an AXFR client to open a TCP
   connection to the AXFR server, send an AXFR query, receive the AXFR
   response, and then close the connection.  But variations of that most
   simple scenario are legitimate and likely: in particular, sending a
   query for the zone's SOA resource record first over the same TCP
   connection, and reusing an existing TCP connection for other queries.

   Therefore, the assumption that a TCP connection is dedicated to a
   single AXFR session is incorrect.  This wrong assumption has led to
   implementation choices that prevent either multiple concurrent zone
   transfers or the use of an open connection for other queries.

   Since the early days of the DNS, operators who have sets of name
   servers that are authoritative for a common set of zones have found
   it desirable to be able to have multiple concurrent zone transfers in
   progress; this way, a name server does not have to wait for one zone
   transfer to complete before the next can begin.  RFC 1035 did not
   exclude this possibility, but legacy implementations failed to
   support this functionality efficiently, over a single TCP connection.
   The remaining presence of such legacy implementations makes it
   necessary that new general-purpose client implementations still
   provide options for graceful fallback to the old behavior in their
   support of concurrent DNS transactions and AXFR sessions on a single
   TCP connection.

4.1.  TCP

   In the original definition, there arguably is an implicit assumption
   (probably unintentional) that a TCP connection is used for one and
   only one AXFR session.  This is evidenced in the lack of an explicit
   requirement to copy the Question section and/or the message ID into
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   responses, no explicit ordering information within the AXFR response
   messages, and the lack of an explicit notice indicating that a zone
   transfer continues in the next message.



   The guidance given below is intended to enable better performance of
   the AXFR exchange as well as provide guidelines on interactions with
   older software.  Better performance includes being able to multiplex
   DNS message exchanges including zone transfer sessions.  Guidelines
   for interacting with older software are generally applicable to new
   AXFR clients.  In the reverse situation -- older AXFR client and
   newer AXFR server -- the server ought to operate within the
   specification for an older server.

4.1.1.  AXFR Client TCP

   An AXFR client MAY request a connection to an AXFR server for any
   reason.  An AXFR client SHOULD close the connection when there is no
   apparent need to use the connection for some time period.  The AXFR
   server ought not have to maintain idle connections; the burden of
   connection closure ought to be on the client.  "Apparent need" for
   the connection is a judgment for the AXFR client and the DNS client.
   If the connection is used for multiple sessions, or if it is known
   that sessions will be coming, or if there is other query/response
   traffic anticipated or currently on the open connection, then there
   is "apparent need".

   An AXFR client can cancel the delivery of a zone only by closing the
   connection.  However, this action will also cancel all other
   outstanding activity using the connection.  There is no other
   mechanism by which an AXFR response can be cancelled.

   When a TCP connection is closed remotely (relative to the client),
   whether by the AXFR server or due to a network event, the AXFR client
   MUST cancel all outstanding sessions and non-AXFR transactions.
   Recovery from this situation is not straightforward.  If the
   disruption was a spurious event, attempting to restart the connection
   would be proper.  If the disruption was caused by a failure that
   proved to be persistent, the AXFR client would be wise not to spend
   too many resources trying to rebuild the connection.  Finally, if the
   connection was dropped because of a policy at the AXFR server (as can
   be the case with older AXFR servers), the AXFR client would be wise
   not to retry the connection.  Unfortunately, knowing which of the
   three cases above (momentary disruption, failure, policy) applies is
   not possible with certainty, and can only be assessed by heuristics.
   This exemplifies the general complications for clients in connection-
   oriented protocols not receiving meaningful error responses.
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   An AXFR client MAY use an already opened TCP connection to start an
   AXFR session.  Using an existing open connection is RECOMMENDED over
   opening a new connection.  (Non-AXFR session traffic can also use an
   open connection.)  If in doing so the AXFR client realizes that the
   responses cannot be properly differentiated (lack of matching query
   IDs, for example) or the connection is terminated for a remote
   reason, then the AXFR client SHOULD NOT attempt to reuse an open
   connection with the specific AXFR server until the AXFR server is
   updated (which is, of course, not an event captured in the DNS
   protocol).



4.1.2.  AXFR Server TCP

   An AXFR server MUST be able to handle multiple AXFR sessions on a
   single TCP connection, as well as to handle other query/response
   transactions over it.

   If a TCP connection is closed remotely, the AXFR server MUST cancel
   all AXFR sessions in place.  No retry activity is necessary; that is
   initiated by the AXFR client.

   Local policy MAY dictate that a TCP connection is to be closed.  Such
   an action SHOULD be in reaction to limits such as those placed on the
   number of outstanding open connections.  Closing a connection in
   response to a suspected security event SHOULD be done only in extreme
   cases, when the server is certain the action is warranted.  An
   isolated request for a zone not on the AXFR server SHOULD receive a
   response with the appropriate response code and not see the
   connection broken.

4.2.  UDP

   With the addition of EDNS0 and applications that require many small
   zones, such as in web hosting and some ENUM scenarios, AXFR sessions
   on UDP would now seem desirable.  However, there are still some
   aspects of AXFR sessions that are not easily translated to UDP.

   Therefore, this document does not update RFC 1035 in this respect:
   AXFR sessions over UDP transport are not defined.

5.  Authorization

   A zone administrator has the option to restrict AXFR access to a
   zone.  This was not envisioned in the original design of the DNS but
   has emerged as a requirement as the DNS has evolved.  Restrictions on
   AXFR could be for various reasons including a desire (or in some
   instances, having a legal requirement) to keep the bulk version of
   the zone concealed or to prevent the servers from handling the load
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   incurred in serving AXFR.  It has been argued that these reasons are
   questionable, but this document, driven by the desire to leverage the
   interoperable practice that has evolved since RFC 1035, acknowledges
   the factual requirement to provide mechanisms to restrict AXFR.

   A DNS implementation SHOULD provide means to restrict AXFR sessions
   to specific clients.

   An implementation SHOULD allow access to be granted to Internet
   Protocol addresses and ranges, regardless of whether a source address
   could be spoofed.  Combining this with techniques such as Virtual
   Private Networks (VPNs) [RFC2764] or Virtual LANs has proven to be
   effective.

   A general-purpose implementation is RECOMMENDED to implement access
   controls based upon "Secret Key Transaction Authentication for DNS



   (TSIG)" [RFC2845] and/or "DNS Request and Transaction Signatures
   ( SIG(0)s )" [RFC2931].

   A general-purpose implementation SHOULD allow access to be open to
   all AXFR requests.  That is, an operator ought to be able to allow
   any AXFR query to be granted.

   A general-purpose implementation SHOULD NOT have a default policy for
   AXFR requests to be "open to all".  For example, a default could be
   to restrict transfers to addresses selected by the DNS
   administrator(s) for zones on the server.

6.  Zone Integrity

   An AXFR client MUST ensure that only a successfully transferred copy
   of the zone data can be used to serve this zone.  Previous
   description and implementation practice has introduced a two-stage
   model of the whole zone synchronization procedure:  Upon a trigger
   event (e.g., when polling of a SOA resource record detects a change
   in the SOA serial number, or when a DNS NOTIFY request [RFC1996] is
   received), the AXFR session is initiated, whereby the zone data are
   saved in a zone file or database (this latter step is necessary
   anyway to ensure proper restart of the server); upon successful
   completion of the AXFR operation and some sanity checks, this data
   set is "loaded" and made available for serving the zone in an atomic
   operation, and flagged "valid" for use during the next restart of the
   DNS server; if any error is detected, this data set MUST be deleted,
   and the AXFR client MUST continue to serve the previous version of
   the zone, if it did before.  The externally visible behavior of an
   AXFR client implementation MUST be equivalent to that of this two-
   stage model.
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   If an AXFR client rejects data obtained in an AXFR session, it SHOULD
   remember the serial number and MAY attempt to retrieve the same zone
   version again.  The reason the same retrieval could make sense is
   that the reason for the rejection could be rooted in an
   implementation detail of one AXFR server used for the zone and not
   present in another AXFR server used for the zone.

   Ensuring that an AXFR client does not accept a forged copy of a zone
   is important to the security of a zone.  If a zone operator has the
   opportunity, protection can be afforded via dedicated links, physical
   or virtual via a VPN among the authoritative servers.  But there are
   instances in which zone operators have no choice but to run AXFR
   sessions over the global public Internet.

   Besides best attempts at securing TCP connections, DNS
   implementations SHOULD provide means to make use of "Secret Key
   Transaction Authentication for DNS (TSIG)" [RFC2845] and/or "DNS
   Request and Transaction Signatures ( SIG(0)s )" [RFC2931] to allow
   AXFR clients to verify the contents.  These techniques MAY also be
   used for authorization.

7.  Backwards Compatibility



   Describing backwards compatibility is difficult because of the lack
   of specifics in the original definition.  In this section, some hints
   at building in backwards compatibility are given, mostly repeated
   from the relevant earlier sections.

   Backwards compatibility is not necessary, but the greater the extent
   of an implementation's compatibility, the greater its
   interoperability.  For turnkey implementations, this is not usually a
   concern.  For general-purpose implementations, this takes on varying
   levels of importance, depending on the implementer's desire to
   maintain interoperability.

   It is unfortunate that a need to fall back to older behavior cannot
   be discovered, and thus has to be noted in a configuration file.  An
   implementation SHOULD, in its documentation, encourage operators to
   periodically review AXFR clients and servers it has made notes about
   repeatedly, as old software gets updated from time to time.

7.1.  Server

   An AXFR server has the luxury of being able to react to an AXFR
   client's abilities, with the exception of knowing whether the client
   can accept multiple resource records per AXFR response message.  The
   knowledge that a client is so restricted cannot be discovered; hence,
   it has to be set by configuration.
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   An implementation of an AXFR server MAY permit configuring, on a per
   AXFR client basis, the necessity to revert to a single resource
   record per message; in that case, the default SHOULD be to use
   multiple records per message.

7.2.  Client

   An AXFR client has the opportunity to try other features (i.e., those
   not defined by this document) when querying an AXFR server.

   Attempting to issue multiple DNS queries over a TCP transport for an
   AXFR session SHOULD be aborted if it interrupts the original request,
   and SHOULD take into consideration whether the AXFR server intends to
   close the connection immediately upon completion of the original
   (connection-causing) zone transfer.

8.  Security Considerations

   This document is a clarification of a mechanism outlined in RFCs 1034
   and 1035 and as such does not add any new security considerations.
   RFC 3833 [RFC3833] is devoted entirely to security considerations for
   the DNS; its Section 4.3 delineates zone transfer security aspects
   from the security threats addressed by DNSSEC.

   Concerns regarding authorization, traffic flooding, and message
   integrity are mentioned in "Authorization" (Section 5), "TCP"
   (Section 4.1), and "Zone Integrity" (Section 6).



9.  IANA Considerations

   IANA has added a reference to this RFC in the AXFR (252) row of the
   "Resource Record (RR) TYPEs" subregistry of the "Domain Name System
   (DNS) Parameters" registry.

10.  Internationalization Considerations

   The AXFR protocol is transparent to the parts of DNS zone content
   that can possibly be subject to Internationalization considerations.
   It is assumed that for DNS labels and domain names, the issue has
   been solved via "Internationalizing Domain Names in Applications
   (IDNA)" [RFC3490] or its successor(s).
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1.  Introduction

   IPv4 implementations typically associate a netmask with an address
   when an IPv4 address is assigned to an interface.  That netmask
   together with the IPv4 address designates an on-link prefix.  Nodes
   consider addresses covered by an on-link prefix to be directly
   attached to the same link as the sending node, i.e., they send
   traffic for such addresses directly rather than to a router.  See
   Section 3.3.1 of [RFC1122].  Prior to the development of subnetting
   [RFC0950] and Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR) [RFC4632], an
   address's netmask could be derived directly from the address simply
   by determining whether it was a Class A, B, or C address.  Today,
   assigning an address to an interface also requires specifying a
   netmask to use.  In the absence of specifying a specific netmask when
   assigning an address, some implementations would fall back to
   deriving the netmask from the class of the address.

   The behavior of IPv6 as specified in Neighbor Discovery (ND)
   [RFC4861] is quite different.  The on-link determination is separate
   from the address assignment.  A host can have IPv6 addresses without
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   any related on-link prefixes or can have on-link prefixes that are
   not related to any IPv6 addresses that are assigned to the host.  Any
   assigned address on an interface should initially be considered as
   having no internal structure as shown in [RFC4291].



   In IPv6, by default, a host treats only the link-local prefix as
   on-link.

   The reception of a Prefix Information Option (PIO) with the L-bit set
   [RFC4861] and a non-zero valid lifetime creates (or updates) an entry
   in the Prefix List.  All prefixes on a host's Prefix List (i.e.,
   those prefixes that have not yet timed out) are considered to be
   on-link by that host.

   The on-link definition in the Terminology section of [RFC4861], as
   modified by this document, defines the complete list of cases in
   which a host considers an address to be on-link.  Individual address
   entries can be expired by the Neighbor Unreachability Detection
   mechanism.

   IPv6 packets sent using the Conceptual Sending Algorithm as described
   in [RFC4861] only trigger address resolution for IPv6 addresses that
   the sender considers to be on-link.  Packets to any other address are
   sent to a default router.  If there is no default router, then the
   node should send an ICMPv6 Destination Unreachable indication as
   specified in [RFC4861] -- more details are provided in the "Host
   Behavior" and "Host Rules" sections of this document.  (Note that
   [RFC4861] changed the behavior when the Default Router List is empty.

   In the old version of Neighbor Discovery [RFC2461], if the Default
   Router List is empty, rather than sending the ICMPv6 Destination
   Unreachable indication, the [RFC2461] node assumed that the
   destination was on-link.)  Note that ND is scoped to a single link.
   All Neighbor Solicitation (NS) responses are assumed to be sent out
   the same interface on which the corresponding query was received
   without using the Conceptual Sending Algorithm.

   Failure of host implementations to correctly implement the IPv6
   subnet model can result in lack of IPv6 connectivity.  See the
   "Observed Incorrect Implementation Behavior" section for details.

   This document deprecates the last two bullets from the definition of
   "on-link" in [RFC4861] to address security concerns arising from
   particular ND implementations.

   Host behavior is clarified in the "Host Behavior" and "Host Rules"
   sections.
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2.  Requirements Language

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

3.  Host Behavior

   1.  The original Neighbor Discovery (ND) specification [RFC4861] was
       unclear in its usage of the term "on-link" in a few places.  In



       IPv6, an address is on-link (with respect to a specific link), if
       the address has been assigned to an interface attached to that
       link.  Any node attached to the link can send a datagram directly
       to an on-link address without forwarding the datagram through a
       router.  However, in order for a node to know that a destination
       is on-link, it must obtain configuration information to that
       effect.  In IPv6, there are two main ways of maintaining
       information about on-link destinations.  First, a host maintains
       a Prefix List that identifies ranges of addresses that are to be
       considered on-link.  Second, Redirects can identify individual
       destinations that are on-link; such Redirects update the
       Destination Cache.

       The Prefix List is populated via the following means:

       *  Receipt of a valid Router Advertisement (RA) that specifies a
          prefix with the L-bit set.  Such a prefix is considered
          on-link for a period specified in the Valid Lifetime and is
          added to the Prefix List.  (The link-local prefix is
          effectively considered a permanent entry on the Prefix List.)

       *  Indication of an on-link prefix (which may be a /128) via
          manual configuration, or some other yet-to-be-specified
          configuration mechanism.

       A Redirect can also signal whether an address is on-link.  If a
       host originates a packet, but the first-hop router routes the
       received packet back out onto the same link, the router also
       sends the host a Redirect.  If the Target and Destination Address
       of the Redirect are the same, the Target Address is to be treated
       as on-link as specified in Section 8 of [RFC4861].  That is, the
       host updates its Destination Cache (but not its Prefix List --
       though the impact is similar).

   2.  It should be noted that ND does not have a way to indicate a
       destination is "off-link".  Rather, a destination is assumed to
       be off-link, unless there is explicit information indicating that
       it is on-link.  Such information may later expire or be changed,
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       in which case a destination may revert back to being considered
       off-link, but that is different than there being an explicit
       mechanism for signaling that a destination is off-link.  Redirect
       messages do not contain sufficient information to signal that an
       address is off-link.  Instead, Redirect messages indicate a
       preferred next hop that is a more appropriate choice to use than
       the originator of the Redirect.

   3.  IPv6 also defines the term "neighbor" to refer to nodes attached
       to the same link and that can send packets directly to each
       other.  Received ND packets that pass the required validation
       tests can only come from a neighbor attached to the link on which
       the ND packet was received.  Unfortunately, [RFC4861] is
       imprecise in its definition of "on-link" and states that a node
       considers an address to be on-link if:



       *  a Neighbor Advertisement (NA) message is received for the
          (target) address, or

       *  any Neighbor Discovery message is received from the address.

       Neither of these tests are acceptable definitions for an address
       to be considered as on-link as defined above, and this document
       deprecates and removes both of them from the formal definition of
       "on-link".  Neither of these tests should be used as
       justification for modifying the Prefix List or Destination Cache
       for an address.

       The conceptual sending algorithm of [RFC4861] defines a Prefix
       List, Destination Cache, and Default Router List.  The
       combination of Prefix List, Destination Cache, and Default Router
       List form what many implementations consider to be the IP data
       forwarding table for a host.  Note that the Neighbor Cache is a
       separate data structure referenced by the Destination Cache, but
       entries in the Neighbor Cache are not necessarily in the
       Destination Cache.  It is quite possible (and intentional) that
       entries be added to the Neighbor Cache for addresses that would
       not be considered on-link as defined above.  For example, upon
       receipt of a valid NS, Section 7.2.3 of [RFC4861] states:

          If an entry does not already exist, the node SHOULD create a
          new one and set its reachability state to STALE as specified
          in Section 7.3.3.  If an entry already exists, and the cached
          link-layer address differs from the one in the received Source
          Link-Layer option, the cached address should be replaced by
          the received address, and the entry's reachability state MUST
          be set to STALE.
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       The intention of the above feature is to add an address to the
       Neighbor Cache, even though it might not be considered on-link
       per the Prefix List.  The benefit of such a step is to have the
       receiver populate the Neighbor Cache with an address it will
       almost certainly be sending packets to shortly, thus avoiding the
       need for an additional round of ND to perform address resolution.
       But because there is no validation of the address being added to
       the Neighbor Cache, an intruder could spoof the address and cause
       a receiver to add an address for a remote site to its Neighbor
       Cache.  This vulnerability is a specific instance of the broad
       set of attacks that are possible by an on-link neighbor
       [RFC3756].  This causes no problems in practice, so long as the
       entry only exists in the Neighbor Cache and the address is not
       considered to be on-link by the IP forwarding code (i.e., the
       address is not added to the Prefix List and is not marked as
       on-link in the Destination Cache).

   4.  After the update to the on-link definition in [RFC4861], certain
       text from Section 7.2.3 of [RFC4861] may appear, upon a cursory
       examination, to be inconsistent with the updated definition of
       "on-link" because the text does not ensure that the source
       address is already deemed on-link through other methods:



          If the Source Address is not the unspecified address and, on
          link layers that have addresses, the solicitation includes a
          Source Link-Layer Address option, then the recipient SHOULD
          create or update the Neighbor Cache entry for the IP Source
          Address of the solicitation.

       Similarly, the following text from Section 6.2.6 of [RFC4861] may
       also seem inconsistent:

          If there is no existing Neighbor Cache entry for the
          solicitation's sender, the router creates one, installs the
          link-layer address and sets its reachability state to STALE as
          specified in Section 7.3.3.

       However, the text in the aforementioned sections of [RFC4861],
       upon closer inspection, is actually consistent with the
       deprecation of the last two bullets of the on-link definition
       because there are two different ways in which on-link
       determination can affect the state of ND: through updating the
       Prefix List or updating the Destination Cache.  Through
       deprecating the last two bullets of the on-link definition, the
       Prefix List is explicitly not to be changed when a node receives
       an NS, NA, or Router Solicitation (RS).  The Neighbor Cache can
       still be updated through receipt of an NS, NA, or RS.
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   5.  [RFC4861] is written from the perspective of a host with a single
       interface on which Neighbor Discovery is run.  All ND traffic
       (whether sent or received) traverses the single interface.  On
       hosts with multiple interfaces, care must be taken to ensure that
       the scope of ND processing from one link stays local to that
       link.  That is, when responding to an NS, the NA would be sent
       out on the same link on which it was received.  Likewise, a host
       would not respond to a received NS for an address only assigned
       to an interface on a different link.  Although implementations
       may choose to implement Neighbor Discovery using a single data
       structure that merges the Neighbor Caches of all interfaces, an
       implementation's behavior must be consistent with the above
       model.

4.  Host Rules

   A correctly implemented IPv6 host MUST adhere to the following rules:

   1.  The assignment of an IPv6 address -- whether through IPv6
       stateless address autoconfiguration [RFC4862], DHCPv6 [RFC3315],
       or manual configuration -- MUST NOT implicitly cause a prefix
       derived from that address to be treated as on-link and added to
       the Prefix List.  A host considers a prefix to be on-link only
       through explicit means, such as those specified in the on-link
       definition in the Terminology section of [RFC4861] (as modified
       by this document) or via manual configuration.  Note that the
       requirement for manually configured addresses is not explicitly
       mentioned in [RFC4861].



   2.  In the absence of other sources of on-link information, including
       Redirects, if the RA advertises a prefix with the on-link (L) bit
       set and later the Valid Lifetime expires, the host MUST then
       consider addresses of the prefix to be off-link, as specified by
       the PIO paragraph of Section 6.3.4 of [RFC4861].

   3.  In the absence of other sources of on-link information, including
       Redirects, if the RA advertises a prefix with the on-link (L) bit
       set and later the Valid Lifetime expires, the host MUST then
       update its Prefix List with respect to the entry.  In most cases,
       this will result in the addresses covered by the prefix
       defaulting back to being considered off-link, as specified by the
       PIO paragraph of Section 6.3.4 of [RFC4861].  However, there are
       cases where an address could be covered by multiple entries in
       the Prefix List, where expiration of one prefix would result in
       destinations then being covered by a different entry.
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   4.  Implementations compliant with [RFC4861] MUST adhere to the
       following rules.  If the Default Router List is empty and there
       is no other source of on-link information about any address or
       prefix:

       a.  The host MUST NOT assume that all destinations are on-link.

       b.  The host MUST NOT perform address resolution for non-link-
           local addresses.

       c.  Since the host cannot assume the destination is on-link, and
           off-link traffic cannot be sent to a default router (since
           the Default Router List is empty), address resolution cannot
           be performed.  This case is specified in the last paragraph
           of Section 4 of [RFC4943]: when there is no route to the
           destination, the host should send an ICMPv6 Destination
           Unreachable indication (for example, a locally delivered
           error message) as specified in the Terminology section of
           [RFC4861].

       On-link information concerning particular addresses and prefixes
       can make those specific addresses and prefixes on-link, but does
       not change the default behavior mentioned above for addresses and
       prefixes not specified.  [RFC4943] provides justification for
       these rules.

5.  Observed Incorrect Implementation Behavior

   One incorrect implementation behavior illustrates the severe
   consequences when the IPv6 subnet model is not understood by the
   implementers of several popular host operating systems.  In an access
   concentrator network ([RFC4388]), a host receives a Router
   Advertisement message with no on-link prefix advertised.  An address
   could be acquired through the DHCPv6 identity association for non-



   temporary addresses (IA_NA) option from [RFC3315] (which does not
   include a prefix length), or through manual configuration (if no
   prefix length is specified).  The host incorrectly assumes an
   invented prefix is on-link.  This invented prefix typically is a /64
   that was written by the developer of the operating system network
   module API to any IPv6 application as a "default" prefix length when
   a length isn't specified.  This may cause the API to seem to work in
   the case of a network interface initiating stateless address
   autoconfiguration (SLAAC); however, it can cause connectivity
   problems in Non-Broadcast Multi-Access (NBMA) networks.  Having
   incorrectly assumed an invented prefix, the host performs address
   resolution when the host should send all non-link-local traffic to a
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   default router.  Neither the router nor any other host will respond
   to the address resolution, preventing this host from sending IPv6
   traffic.

6.  Updates to RFC 4861

   This document deprecates the following two bullets from the on-link
   definition in Section 2.1 of [RFC4861]:

   o  a Neighbor Advertisement message is received for the (target)
      address, or

   o  any Neighbor Discovery message is received from the address.

7.  Conclusion

   This document clarifies and summarizes the relationship between links
   and subnet prefixes described in [RFC4861].  Configuration of an IPv6
   address does not imply the existence of corresponding on-link
   prefixes.  One should also look at API considerations for prefix
   length as described in the last paragraph of Section 4.2 of
   [RFC4903].  This document also updates the definition of "on-link"
   from [RFC4861] by deprecating the last two bullets.

8.  Security Considerations

   This document addresses a security concern present in [RFC4861].  As
   a result, the last two bullets of the on-link definition in [RFC4861]
   have been deprecated.  US-CERT Vulnerability Note VU#472363 lists the
   implementations affected.
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         A Recommendation for IPv6 Address Text Representation

Abstract

   As IPv6 deployment increases, there will be a dramatic increase in
   the need to use IPv6 addresses in text.  While the IPv6 address
   architecture in Section 2.2 of RFC 4291 describes a flexible model
   for text representation of an IPv6 address, this flexibility has been
   causing problems for operators, system engineers, and users.  This
   document defines a canonical textual representation format.  It does
   not define a format for internal storage, such as within an
   application or database.  It is expected that the canonical format
   will be followed by humans and systems when representing IPv6
   addresses as text, but all implementations must accept and be able to
   handle any legitimate RFC 4291 format.

Status of This Memo

   This is an Internet Standards Track document.

   This document is a product of the Internet Engineering Task Force
   (IETF).  It represents the consensus of the IETF community.  It has
   received public review and has been approved for publication by the
   Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG).  Further information on
   Internet Standards is available in Section 2 of RFC 5741.

   Information about the current status of this document, any errata,
   and how to provide feedback on it may be obtained at
   http://www.rfc-editor.org/info/rfc5952.
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1.  Introduction

   A single IPv6 address can be text represented in many ways.  Examples
   are shown below.

      2001:db8:0:0:1:0:0:1

      2001:0db8:0:0:1:0:0:1

      2001:db8::1:0:0:1



      2001:db8::0:1:0:0:1

      2001:0db8::1:0:0:1

      2001:db8:0:0:1::1

      2001:db8:0000:0:1::1

      2001:DB8:0:0:1::1

   All of the above examples represent the same IPv6 address.  This
   flexibility has caused many problems for operators, systems
   engineers, and customers.  The problems are noted in Section 3.  A
   canonical representation format to avoid problems is introduced in
   Section 4.

1.1.  Requirements Language

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

2.  Text Representation Flexibility of RFC 4291

   Examples of flexibility in Section 2.2 of [RFC4291] are described
   below.

2.1.  Leading Zeros in a 16-Bit Field

      'It is not necessary to write the leading zeros in an individual
      field.'

   Conversely, it is also not necessary to omit leading zeros.  This
   means that it is possible to select from representations such as
   those in the following example.  The final 16-bit field is different,
   but all of these addresses represent the same address.
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      2001:db8:aaaa:bbbb:cccc:dddd:eeee:0001

      2001:db8:aaaa:bbbb:cccc:dddd:eeee:001

      2001:db8:aaaa:bbbb:cccc:dddd:eeee:01

      2001:db8:aaaa:bbbb:cccc:dddd:eeee:1

2.2.  Zero Compression

      'A special syntax is available to compress the zeros.  The use of
      "::" indicates one or more groups of 16 bits of zeros.'

   It is possible to select whether or not to omit just one 16-bit 0
   field.



      2001:db8:aaaa:bbbb:cccc:dddd::1

      2001:db8:aaaa:bbbb:cccc:dddd:0:1

   In cases where there is more than one field of only zeros, there is a
   choice of how many fields can be shortened.

      2001:db8:0:0:0::1

      2001:db8:0:0::1

      2001:db8:0::1

      2001:db8::1

   In addition, Section 2.2 of [RFC4291] notes,

      'The "::" can only appear once in an address.'

   This gives a choice on where in a single address to compress the
   zero.

      2001:db8::aaaa:0:0:1

      2001:db8:0:0:aaaa::1
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2.3.  Uppercase or Lowercase

   [RFC4291] does not mention any preference of uppercase or lowercase.

      2001:db8:aaaa:bbbb:cccc:dddd:eeee:aaaa

      2001:db8:aaaa:bbbb:cccc:dddd:eeee:AAAA

      2001:db8:aaaa:bbbb:cccc:dddd:eeee:AaAa

3.  Problems Encountered with the Flexible Model

3.1.  Searching

3.1.1.  General Summary

   A search of an IPv6 address if conducted through a UNIX system is
   usually case sensitive and extended options that allow for regular
   expression use will come in handy.  However, there are many
   applications in the Internet today that do not provide this
   capability.  When searching for an IPv6 address in such systems, the
   system engineer will have to try each and every possibility to search



   for an address.  This has critical impacts, especially when trying to
   deploy IPv6 over an enterprise network.

3.1.2.  Searching Spreadsheets and Text Files

   Spreadsheet applications and text editors on GUI systems rarely have
   the ability to search for text using regular expression.  Moreover,
   there are many non-engineers (who are not aware of case sensitivity
   and regular expression use) that use these applications to manage IP
   addresses.  This has worked quite well with IPv4 since text
   representation in IPv4 has very little flexibility.  There is no
   incentive to encourage these non-engineers to change their tool or
   learn regular expression when they decide to go dual-stack.  If the
   entry in the spreadsheet reads, 2001:db8::1:0:0:1, but the search was
   conducted as 2001:db8:0:0:1::1, this will show a result of no match.
   One example where this will cause a problem is, when the search is
   being conducted to assign a new address from a pool, and a check is
   being done to see if it is not in use.  This may cause problems for
   the end-hosts or end-users.  This type of address management is very
   often seen in enterprise networks and ISPs.

3.1.3.  Searching with Whois

   The "whois" utility is used by a wide range of people today.  When a
   record is set to a database, one will likely check the output to see
   if the entry is correct.  If an entity was recorded as 2001:db8::/48,
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   but the whois output showed 2001:0db8:0000::/48, most non-engineers
   would think that their input was wrong and will likely retry several
   times or make a frustrated call to the database hostmaster.  If there
   was a need to register the same prefix on different systems, and each
   system showed a different text representation, this would confuse
   people even more.  Although this document focuses on addresses rather
   than prefixes, it is worth mentioning the prefix problems because the
   problems encountered with addresses and prefixes are mostly equal.

3.1.4.  Searching for an Address in a Network Diagram

   Network diagrams and blueprints often show what IP addresses are
   assigned to a system devices.  In times of trouble shooting there may
   be a need to search through a diagram to find the point of failure
   (for example, if a traceroute stopped at 2001:db8::1, one would
   search the diagram for that address).  This is a technique quite
   often in use in enterprise networks and managed services.  Again, the
   different flavors of text representation will result in a time-
   consuming search leading to longer mean times to restoration (MTTR)
   in times of trouble.

3.2.  Parsing and Modifying

3.2.1.  General Summary

   With all the possible methods of text representation, each
   application must include a module, object, link, etc. to a function
   that will parse IPv6 addresses in a manner such that no matter how it



   is represented, they will mean the same address.  Many system
   engineers who integrate complex computer systems for corporate
   customers will have difficulties finding that their favorite tool
   will not have this function, or will encounter difficulties such as
   having to rewrite their macros or scripts for their customers.

3.2.2.  Logging

   If an application were to output a log summary that represented the
   address in full (such as 2001:0db8:0000:0000:1111:2222:3333:4444),
   the output would be highly unreadable compared to the IPv4 output.
   The address would have to be parsed and reformed to make it useful
   for human reading.  Sometimes logging for critical systems is done by
   mirroring the same traffic to two different systems.  Care must be
   taken so that no matter what the log output is, the logs should be
   parsed so they are equivalent.
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3.2.3.  Auditing: Case 1

   When a router or any other network appliance machine configuration is
   audited, there are many methods to compare the configuration
   information of a node.  Sometimes auditing will be done by just
   comparing the changes made each day.  In this case, if configuration
   was done such that 2001:db8::1 was changed to 2001:0db8:0000:0000:
   0000:0000:0000:0001 just because the new engineer on the block felt
   it was better, a simple diff will show that a different address was
   configured.  If this was done on a wide scale network, people will be
   focusing on 'why the extra zeros were put in' instead of doing any
   real auditing.  Lots of tools are just plain diffs that do not take
   into account address representation rules.

3.2.4.  Auditing: Case 2

   Node configurations will be matched against an information system
   that manages IP addresses.  If output notation is different, there
   will need to be a script that is implemented to cover for this.  The
   result of an SNMP GET operation, converted to text and compared to a
   textual address written by a human is highly unlikely to match on the
   first try.

3.2.5.  Verification

   Some protocols require certain data fields to be verified.  One
   example of this is X.509 certificates.  If an IPv6 address field in a
   certificate was incorrectly verified by converting it to text and
   making a simple textual comparison to some other address, the
   certificate may be mistakenly shown as being invalid due to a
   difference in text representation methods.

3.2.6.  Unexpected Modifying



   Sometimes, a system will take an address and modify it as a
   convenience.  For example, a system may take an input of
   2001:0db8:0::1 and make the output 2001:db8::1.  If the zeros were
   input for a reason, the outcome may be somewhat unexpected.

3.3.  Operating

3.3.1.  General Summary

   When an operator sets an IPv6 address of a system as 2001:db8:0:0:1:
   0:0:1, the system may take the address and show the configuration
   result as 2001:DB8::1:0:0:1.  Someone familiar with IPv6 address
   representation will know that the right address is set, but not
   everyone may understand this.
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3.3.2.  Customer Calls

   When a customer calls to inquire about a suspected outage, IPv6
   address representation should be handled with care.  Not all
   customers are engineers, nor do they have a similar skill level in
   IPv6 technology.  The network operations center will have to take
   extra steps to humanly parse the address to avoid having to explain
   to the customers that 2001:db8:0:1::1 is the same as
   2001:db8::1:0:0:0:1.  This is one thing that will never happen in
   IPv4 because IPv4 addresses cannot be abbreviated.

3.3.3.  Abuse

   Network abuse reports generally include the abusing IP address.  This
   'reporting' could take any shape or form of the flexible model.  A
   team that handles network abuse must be able to tell the difference
   between a 2001:db8::1:0:1 and 2001:db8:1::0:1.  Mistakes in the
   placement of the "::" will result in a critical situation.  A system
   that handles these incidents should be able to handle any type of
   input and parse it in a correct manner.  Also, incidents are reported
   over the phone.  It is unnecessary to report if the letter is
   uppercase or lowercase.  However, when a letter is spelled uppercase,
   people tend to specify that it is uppercase, which is unnecessary
   information.

3.4.  Other Minor Problems

3.4.1.  Changing Platforms

   When an engineer decides to change the platform of a running service,
   the same code may not work as expected due to the difference in IPv6
   address text representation.  Usually, a change in a platform (e.g.,
   Unix to Windows, Cisco to Juniper) will result in a major change of
   code anyway, but flexibility in address representation will increase
   the work load.

3.4.2.  Preference in Documentation

   A document that is edited by more than one author may become harder
   to read.



3.4.3.  Legibility

   Capital case D and 0 can be quite often misread.  Capital B and 8 can
   also be misread.
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4.  A Recommendation for IPv6 Text Representation

   A recommendation for a canonical text representation format of IPv6
   addresses is presented in this section.  The recommendation in this
   document is one that complies fully with [RFC4291], is implemented by
   various operating systems, and is human friendly.  The recommendation
   in this section SHOULD be followed by systems when generating an
   address to be represented as text, but all implementations MUST
   accept and be able to handle any legitimate [RFC4291] format.  It is
   advised that humans also follow these recommendations when spelling
   an address.

4.1.  Handling Leading Zeros in a 16-Bit Field

   Leading zeros MUST be suppressed.  For example, 2001:0db8::0001 is
   not acceptable and must be represented as 2001:db8::1.  A single 16-
   bit 0000 field MUST be represented as 0.

4.2.  "::" Usage

4.2.1.  Shorten as Much as Possible

   The use of the symbol "::" MUST be used to its maximum capability.
   For example, 2001:db8:0:0:0:0:2:1 must be shortened to 2001:db8::2:1.
   Likewise, 2001:db8::0:1 is not acceptable, because the symbol "::"
   could have been used to produce a shorter representation 2001:db8::1.

4.2.2.  Handling One 16-Bit 0 Field

   The symbol "::" MUST NOT be used to shorten just one 16-bit 0 field.
   For example, the representation 2001:db8:0:1:1:1:1:1 is correct, but
   2001:db8::1:1:1:1:1 is not correct.

4.2.3.  Choice in Placement of "::"

   When there is an alternative choice in the placement of a "::", the
   longest run of consecutive 16-bit 0 fields MUST be shortened (i.e.,
   the sequence with three consecutive zero fields is shortened in 2001:
   0:0:1:0:0:0:1).  When the length of the consecutive 16-bit 0 fields
   are equal (i.e., 2001:db8:0:0:1:0:0:1), the first sequence of zero
   bits MUST be shortened.  For example, 2001:db8::1:0:0:1 is correct
   representation.

4.3.  Lowercase

   The characters "a", "b", "c", "d", "e", and "f" in an IPv6 address



   MUST be represented in lowercase.
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5.  Text Representation of Special Addresses

   Addresses such as IPv4-Mapped IPv6 addresses, ISATAP [RFC5214], and
   IPv4-translatable addresses [ADDR-FORMAT] have IPv4 addresses
   embedded in the low-order 32 bits of the address.  These addresses
   have a special representation that may mix hexadecimal and dot
   decimal notations.  The decimal notation may be used only for the
   last 32 bits of the address.  For these addresses, mixed notation is
   RECOMMENDED if the following condition is met: the address can be
   distinguished as having IPv4 addresses embedded in the lower 32 bits
   solely from the address field through the use of a well-known prefix.
   Such prefixes are defined in [RFC4291] and [RFC2765] at the time of
   this writing.  If it is known by some external method that a given
   prefix is used to embed IPv4, it MAY be represented as mixed
   notation.  Tools that provide options to specify prefixes that are
   (or are not) to be represented as mixed notation may be useful.

   There is a trade-off here where a recommendation to achieve an exact
   match in a search (no dot decimals whatsoever) and a recommendation
   to help the readability of an address (dot decimal whenever possible)
   does not result in the same solution.  The above recommendation is
   aimed at fixing the representation as much as possible while leaving
   the opportunity for future well-known prefixes to be represented in a
   human-friendly manner as tools adjust to newly assigned prefixes.

   The text representation method noted in Section 4 should be applied
   for the leading hexadecimal part (i.e., ::ffff:192.0.2.1 instead of
   0:0:0:0:0:ffff:192.0.2.1).

6.  Notes on Combining IPv6 Addresses with Port Numbers

   There are many different ways to combine IPv6 addresses and port
   numbers that are represented in text.  Examples are shown below.

   o  [2001:db8::1]:80

   o  2001:db8::1:80

   o  2001:db8::1.80

   o  2001:db8::1 port 80

   o  2001:db8::1p80

   o  2001:db8::1#80

   The situation is not much different in IPv4, but the most ambiguous
   case with IPv6 is the second bullet.  This is due to the "::"usage in
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   IPv6 addresses.  This style is NOT RECOMMENDED because of its
   ambiguity.  The [] style as expressed in [RFC3986] SHOULD be
   employed, and is the default unless otherwise specified.  Other
   styles are acceptable when there is exactly one style for the given
   context and cross-platform portability does not become an issue.  For
   URIs containing IPv6 address literals, [RFC3986] MUST be followed, as
   well as the rules defined in this document.

7.  Prefix Representation

   Problems with prefixes are the same as problems encountered with
   addresses.  The text representation method of IPv6 prefixes should be
   no different from that of IPv6 addresses.

8.  Security Considerations

   This document notes some examples where IPv6 addresses are compared
   in text format.  The example on Section 3.2.5 is one that may cause a
   security risk if used for access control.  The common practice of
   comparing X.509 data is done in binary format.
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Appendix A.  For Developers

   We recommend that developers use display routines that conform to
   these rules.  For example, the usage of getnameinfo() with flags
   argument NI_NUMERICHOST in FreeBSD 7.0 will give a conforming output,
   except for the special addresses notes in Section 5.  The function
   inet_ntop() of FreeBSD7.0 is a good C code reference, but should not
   be called directly.  See [RFC4038] for details.
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1.  Introduction



   Most DNS [RFC1034] transactions take place over UDP [RFC0768].  TCP
   [RFC0793] is always used for zone transfers and is often used for
   messages whose sizes exceed the DNS protocol's original 512-byte
   limit.

   Section 6.1.3.2 of [RFC1123] states:

      DNS resolvers and recursive servers MUST support UDP, and SHOULD
      support TCP, for sending (non-zone-transfer) queries.

   However, some implementors have taken the text quoted above to mean
   that TCP support is an optional feature of the DNS protocol.

   The majority of DNS server operators already support TCP and the
   default configuration for most software implementations is to support
   TCP.  The primary audience for this document is those implementors
   whose failure to support TCP restricts interoperability and limits
   deployment of new DNS features.

   This document therefore updates the core DNS protocol specifications
   such that support for TCP is henceforth a REQUIRED part of a full DNS
   protocol implementation.

   Whilst this document makes no specific recommendations to operators
   of DNS servers, it should be noted that failure to support TCP (or
   the blocking of DNS over TCP at the network layer) may result in
   resolution failure and/or application-level timeouts.
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2.  Terminology Used in This Document

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

3.  Discussion

   In the absence of EDNS0 (Extension Mechanisms for DNS 0) (see below),
   the normal behaviour of any DNS server needing to send a UDP response
   that would exceed the 512-byte limit is for the server to truncate
   the response so that it fits within that limit and then set the TC
   flag in the response header.  When the client receives such a
   response, it takes the TC flag as an indication that it should retry
   over TCP instead.

   RFC 1123 also says:

      ... it is also clear that some new DNS record types defined in the
      future will contain information exceeding the 512 byte limit that
      applies to UDP, and hence will require TCP.  Thus, resolvers and
      name servers should implement TCP services as a backup to UDP



      today, with the knowledge that they will require the TCP service
      in the future.

   Existing deployments of DNS Security (DNSSEC) [RFC4033] have shown
   that truncation at the 512-byte boundary is now commonplace.  For
   example, a Non-Existent Domain (NXDOMAIN) (RCODE == 3) response from
   a DNSSEC-signed zone using NextSECure 3 (NSEC3) [RFC5155] is almost
   invariably larger than 512 bytes.

   Since the original core specifications for DNS were written, the
   Extension Mechanisms for DNS (EDNS0 [RFC2671]) have been introduced.
   These extensions can be used to indicate that the client is prepared
   to receive UDP responses larger than 512 bytes.  An EDNS0-compatible
   server receiving a request from an EDNS0-compatible client may send
   UDP packets up to that client's announced buffer size without
   truncation.

   However, transport of UDP packets that exceed the size of the path
   MTU causes IP packet fragmentation, which has been found to be
   unreliable in some circumstances.  Many firewalls routinely block
   fragmented IP packets, and some do not implement the algorithms
   necessary to reassemble fragmented packets.  Worse still, some
   network devices deliberately refuse to handle DNS packets containing
   EDNS0 options.  Other issues relating to UDP transport and packet
   size are discussed in [RFC5625].
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   The MTU most commonly found in the core of the Internet is around
   1500 bytes, and even that limit is routinely exceeded by DNSSEC-
   signed responses.

   The future that was anticipated in RFC 1123 has arrived, and the only
   standardised UDP-based mechanism that may have resolved the packet
   size issue has been found inadequate.

4.  Transport Protocol Selection

   All general-purpose DNS implementations MUST support both UDP and TCP
   transport.

   o  Authoritative server implementations MUST support TCP so that they
      do not limit the size of responses to what fits in a single UDP
      packet.

   o  Recursive server (or forwarder) implementations MUST support TCP
      so that they do not prevent large responses from a TCP-capable
      server from reaching its TCP-capable clients.

   o  Stub resolver implementations (e.g., an operating system's DNS
      resolution library) MUST support TCP since to do otherwise would
      limit their interoperability with their own clients and with
      upstream servers.

   Stub resolver implementations MAY omit support for TCP when
   specifically designed for deployment in restricted environments where



   truncation can never occur or where truncated DNS responses are
   acceptable.

   Regarding the choice of when to use UDP or TCP, Section 6.1.3.2 of
   RFC 1123 also says:

      ... a DNS resolver or server that is sending a non-zone-transfer
      query MUST send a UDP query first.

   That requirement is hereby relaxed.  A resolver SHOULD send a UDP
   query first, but MAY elect to send a TCP query instead if it has good
   reason to expect the response would be truncated if it were sent over
   UDP (with or without EDNS0) or for other operational reasons, in
   particular, if it already has an open TCP connection to the server.
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5.  Connection Handling

   Section 4.2.2 of [RFC1035] says:

      If the server needs to close a dormant connection to reclaim
      resources, it should wait until the connection has been idle for a
      period on the order of two minutes.  In particular, the server
      should allow the SOA and AXFR request sequence (which begins a
      refresh operation) to be made on a single connection.  Since the
      server would be unable to answer queries anyway, a unilateral
      close or reset may be used instead of a graceful close.

   Other more modern protocols (e.g., HTTP [RFC2616]) have support for
   persistent TCP connections and operational experience has shown that
   long timeouts can easily cause resource exhaustion and poor response
   under heavy load.  Intentionally opening many connections and leaving
   them dormant can trivially create a "denial-of-service" attack.

   It is therefore RECOMMENDED that the default application-level idle
   period should be of the order of seconds, but no particular value is
   specified.  In practise, the idle period may vary dynamically, and
   servers MAY allow dormant connections to remain open for longer
   periods as resources permit.

   To mitigate the risk of unintentional server overload, DNS clients
   MUST take care to minimize the number of concurrent TCP connections
   made to any individual server.  Similarly, servers MAY impose limits
   on the number of concurrent TCP connections being handled for any
   particular client.

   Further recommendations for the tuning of TCP stacks to allow higher
   throughput or improved resiliency against denial-of-service attacks
   are outside the scope of this document.



6.  Response Reordering

   RFC 1035 is ambiguous on the question of whether TCP queries may be
   reordered -- the only relevant text is in Section 4.2.1, which
   relates to UDP:

      Queries or their responses may be reordered by the network, or by
      processing in name servers, so resolvers should not depend on them
      being returned in order.

   For the avoidance of future doubt, this requirement is clarified.
   Client resolvers MUST be able to process responses that arrive in a
   different order to that in which the requests were sent, regardless
   of the transport protocol in use.
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7.  Security Considerations

   Some DNS server operators have expressed concern that wider use of
   DNS over TCP will expose them to a higher risk of denial-of-service
   (DoS) attacks.

   Although there is a higher risk of such attacks against TCP-enabled
   servers, techniques for the mitigation of DoS attacks at the network
   level have improved substantially since DNS was first designed.

   At the time of writing, the vast majority of Top Level Domain (TLD)
   authority servers and all of the root name servers support TCP and
   the author knows of no evidence to suggest that TCP-based DoS attacks
   against existing DNS infrastructure are commonplace.

   That notwithstanding, readers are advised to familiarise themselves
   with [CPNI-TCP].

   Operators of recursive servers should ensure that they only accept
   connections from expected clients, and do not accept them from
   unknown sources.  In the case of UDP traffic, this will help protect
   against reflector attacks [RFC5358] and in the case of TCP traffic it
   will prevent an unknown client from exhausting the server's limits on
   the number of concurrent connections.
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   This document specifies how DNSSEC cryptographic algorithm
   identifiers in the IANA registries are allocated.  It changes the
   requirement from "standard required" to "RFC Required".  It does not
   change the list of algorithms that are recommended or required for
   DNSSEC implementations.
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Copyright Notice

   Copyright (c) 2010 IETF Trust and the persons identified as the
   document authors.  All rights reserved.

   This document is subject to BCP 78 and the IETF Trust's Legal
   Provisions Relating to IETF Documents
   (http://trustee.ietf.org/license-info) in effect on the date of
   publication of this document.  Please review these documents
   carefully, as they describe your rights and restrictions with respect
   to this document.  Code Components extracted from this document must
   include Simplified BSD License text as described in Section 4.e of
   the Trust Legal Provisions and are provided without warranty as
   described in the Simplified BSD License.

   This document may contain material from IETF Documents or IETF
   Contributions published or made publicly available before November
   10, 2008.  The person(s) controlling the copyright in some of this
   material may not have granted the IETF Trust the right to allow
   modifications of such material outside the IETF Standards Process.
   Without obtaining an adequate license from the person(s) controlling
   the copyright in such materials, this document may not be modified
   outside the IETF Standards Process, and derivative works of it may
   not be created outside the IETF Standards Process, except to format
   it for publication as an RFC or to translate it into languages other
   than English.

1.  Introduction

   [RFC2535] specifies that the IANA registry for DNS Security Algorithm
   Numbers be updated by IETF Standards Action only, with the exception
   of two values -- 253 and 254.  In essence, this means that for an
   algorithm to get its own entry in the registry, the algorithm must be
   defined in an RFC on the Standards Track as defined in [RFC2026].
   The requirement from RFC 2535 is repeated in [RFC3755] and the
   combination of [RFC4033], [RFC4034], and [RFC4035].

   RFC 2535 allows algorithms that are not on the Standards Track to use
   private values 253 and 254 in signatures.  In each case, an
   unregistered private name must be included with each use of the
   algorithm in order to differentiate different algorithms that use the
   value.
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2.  Requirements for Assignments in the DNS Security Algorithm Numbers
    Registry

   This document changes the requirement for registration from requiring
   a Standards Track RFC to requiring a published RFC of any type.
   There are two reasons for relaxing the requirement:

   o  There are some algorithms that are useful that may not be able to
      be in a Standards Track RFC.  For any number of reasons, an
      algorithm might not have been evaluated thoroughly enough to be
      able to be put on the Standards Track.  Another example is that
      the algorithm might have unclear intellectual property rights that
      prevents the algorithm from being put on the Standards Track.

   o  Although the size of the registry is restricted (about 250
      entries), new algorithms are proposed infrequently.  It could
      easily be many decades before there is any reason to consider
      restricting the registry again.

   Some developers will care about the standards level of the RFCs that
   are in the registry.  The registry has been updated to reflect the
   current standards level of each algorithm listed.

   To address concerns about the registry eventually filling up, the
   IETF should re-evaluate the requirements for entry into this registry
   when approximately 120 of the registry entries have been assigned.
   That evaluation may lead to tighter restrictions or a new mechanism
   for extending the size of the registry.  In order to make this
   evaluation more likely, IANA has marked about half of the currently
   available entries as "Reserved" in order to make the timing for that
   re-evaluation more apparent.

   The private-use values, 253 and 254, are still useful for developers
   who want to test, in private, algorithms for which there is no RFC.
   This document does not change the semantics of those two values.

3.  Expectations for Implementations

   It is important to note that, according to RFC 4034, DNSSEC
   implementations are not expected to include all of the algorithms
   listed in the IANA registry; in fact, RFC 4034 and the IANA registry
   list an algorithm that implementations should not include.  This
   document does nothing to change the expectation that there will be
   items listed in the IANA registry that need not be (and in some
   cases, should not be) included in all implementations.
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   There are many reasons why a DNSSEC implementation might not include
   one or more of the algorithms listed, even those on the Standards
   Track.  In order to be compliant with RFC 4034, an implementation
   only needs to implement the algorithms listed as mandatory to



   implement in that standard, or updates to that standard.  This
   document does nothing to change the list of mandatory-to-implement
   algorithms in RFC 4034.  This document does not change the
   requirements for when an algorithm becomes mandatory to implement.
   Such requirements should come in a separate, focused document.

   It should be noted that the order of algorithms in the IANA registry
   does not signify or imply cryptographic strength or preference.

4.  IANA Considerations

   This document updates allocation requirements for unassigned values
   in the "Domain Name System Security (DNSSEC) Algorithm Numbers"
   registry located at http://www.iana.org/assignments/
   dns-sec-alg-numbers, in the sub-registry titled "DNS Security
   Algorithm Numbers".  The registration procedure for values that are
   assigned after this document is published is "RFC Required".

   IANA has marked values 123 through 251 as "Reserved".  The registry
   notes that this reservation is made in RFC 6014 (this RFC) so that
   when most of the unreserved values are taken, future users and IANA
   will have a pointer to where the reservation originated and its
   purpose.

   IANA has added a textual notation to the "References" column in the
   registry that gives the current standards status for each RFC that is
   listed in the registry.

5.  Security Considerations

   An algorithm described in an RFC that is not on the Standards Track
   may have weaker security than one that is on the Standards Track; in
   fact, that may be the reason that the algorithm was not allowed on
   Standards Track.  Note, however, that not being on the Standards
   Track does not necessarily mean that an algorithm is weaker.
   Conversely, algorithms that are on the Standards Track should not
   necessarily be considered better than algorithms that are not on the
   Standards Track.  There are other reasons (such as intellectual
   property concerns) that can keep algorithms that are widely
   considered to be strong off the Standards Track.
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Appendix A.  Experimental and Documentation Values

   During the early discussion of this document, it was proposed that
   maybe there should be a small number of values reserved for
   "experimental" purposes.  This proposal was not included in this
   document because of the long history in the IETF of experimental
   values that became permanent.  That is, a developer would release
   (maybe "experimentally") a version of software that had the
   experimental value associated with a particular extension,
   competitors would code their systems to test interoperability, and
   then no one wanted to change the values in their software to the
   "real" value that was later assigned.

   There was also a proposal that IANA should reserve two values to be
   used in documentation only, similar to the way that "example.com" has
   been reserved as a domain name.  That proposal was also not included



   in this document because all values need to be associated with some
   algorithm, and there is no problem with having examples that point to
   commonly deployed algorithms.
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Abstract

   This document redefines how the explicit congestion notification
   (ECN) field of the IP header should be constructed on entry to and
   exit from any IP-in-IP tunnel.  On encapsulation, it updates RFC 3168
   to bring all IP-in-IP tunnels (v4 or v6) into line with RFC 4301
   IPsec ECN processing.  On decapsulation, it updates both RFC 3168 and
   RFC 4301 to add new behaviours for previously unused combinations of
   inner and outer headers.  The new rules ensure the ECN field is



   correctly propagated across a tunnel whether it is used to signal one
   or two severity levels of congestion; whereas before, only one
   severity level was supported.  Tunnel endpoints can be updated in any
   order without affecting pre-existing uses of the ECN field, thus
   ensuring backward compatibility.  Nonetheless, operators wanting to
   support two severity levels (e.g., for pre-congestion notification --
   PCN) can require compliance with this new specification.  A thorough
   analysis of the reasoning for these changes and the implications is
   included.  In the unlikely event that the new rules do not meet a
   specific need, RFC 4774 gives guidance on designing alternate ECN
   semantics, and this document extends that to include tunnelling
   issues.

Status of This Memo

   This is an Internet Standards Track document.

   This document is a product of the Internet Engineering Task Force
   (IETF).  It represents the consensus of the IETF community.  It has
   received public review and has been approved for publication by the
   Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG).  Further information on
   Internet Standards is available in Section 2 of RFC 5741.

   Information about the current status of this document, any errata,
   and how to provide feedback on it may be obtained at
   http://www.rfc-editor.org/info/rfc6040.
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1.  Introduction

   Explicit congestion notification (ECN [RFC3168]) allows a forwarding
   element (e.g., a router) to notify the onset of congestion without
   having to drop packets.  Instead, it can explicitly mark a proportion
   of packets in the two-bit ECN field in the IP header (Table 1 recaps
   the ECN codepoints).

   The outer header of an IP packet can encapsulate one or more IP
   headers for tunnelling.  A forwarding element using ECN to signify
   congestion will only mark the immediately visible outer IP header.
   When a tunnel decapsulator later removes this outer header, it
   follows rules to propagate congestion markings by combining the ECN
   fields of the inner and outer IP header into one outgoing IP header.

   This document updates those rules for IPsec [RFC4301] and non-IPsec
   [RFC3168] tunnels to add new behaviours for previously unused
   combinations of inner and outer headers.  It also updates the ingress
   behaviour of RFC 3168 tunnels to match that of RFC 4301 tunnels.
   Tunnel endpoints complying with the updated rules will be backward
   compatible when interworking with tunnel endpoints complying with RFC
   4301, RFC 3168, or any earlier specification.

   When ECN and its tunnelling was defined in RFC 3168, only the minimum
   necessary changes to the ECN field were propagated through tunnel
   endpoints -- just enough for the basic ECN mechanism to work.  This
   was due to concerns that the ECN field might be toggled to
   communicate between a secure site and someone on the public Internet
   -- a covert channel.  This was because a mutable field like ECN
   cannot be protected by IPsec's integrity mechanisms -- it has to be
   able to change as it traverses the Internet.

   Nonetheless, the latest IPsec architecture [RFC4301] considered a
   bandwidth limit of two bits per packet on a covert channel to be a
   manageable risk.  Therefore, for simplicity, an RFC 4301 ingress
   copied the whole ECN field to encapsulate a packet.  RFC 4301



   dispensed with the two modes of RFC 3168, one which partially copied
   the ECN field, and the other which blocked all propagation of ECN
   changes.

   Unfortunately, this entirely reasonable sequence of standards actions
   resulted in a perverse outcome; non-IPsec tunnels (RFC 3168) blocked
   the two-bit covert channel, while IPsec tunnels (RFC 4301) did not --
   at least not at the ingress.  At the egress, both IPsec and non-IPsec
   tunnels still partially restricted propagation of the full ECN field.
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   The trigger for the changes in this document was the introduction of
   pre-congestion notification (PCN [RFC5670]) to the IETF Standards
   Track.  PCN needs the ECN field to be copied at a tunnel ingress and
   it needs four states of congestion signalling to be propagated at the
   egress, but pre-existing tunnels only propagate three in the ECN
   field.

   This document draws on currently unused (CU) combinations of inner
   and outer headers to add tunnelling of four-state congestion
   signalling to RFC 3168 and RFC 4301.  Operators of tunnels who
   specifically want to support four states can require that all their
   tunnels comply with this specification.  However, this is not a fork
   in the RFC series.  It is an update that can be deployed first by
   those that need it, and subsequently by all tunnel endpoint
   implementations (RFC 4301, RFC 3168, RFC 2481, RFC 2401, RFC 2003),
   which can safely be updated to this new specification as part of
   general code maintenance.  This will gradually add support for four
   congestion states to the Internet.  Existing three state schemes will
   continue to work as before.

   In fact, this document is the opposite of a fork.  At the same time
   as supporting a fourth state, the opportunity has been taken to draw
   together divergent ECN tunnelling specifications into a single
   consistent behaviour, harmonising differences such as perverse covert
   channel treatment.  Then, any tunnel can be deployed unilaterally,
   and it will support the full range of congestion control and
   management schemes without any modes or configuration.  Further, any
   host or router can expect the ECN field to behave in the same way,
   whatever type of tunnel might intervene in the path.

1.1.  Scope

   This document only concerns wire protocol processing of the ECN field
   at tunnel endpoints and makes no changes or recommendations
   concerning algorithms for congestion marking or congestion response.

   This document specifies common ECN field processing at encapsulation
   and decapsulation for any IP-in-IP tunnelling, whether IPsec or non-
   IPsec tunnels.  It applies irrespective of whether IPv4 or IPv6 is
   used for either the inner or outer headers.  It applies for packets
   with any destination address type, whether unicast or multicast.  It
   applies as the default for all Diffserv per-hop behaviours (PHBs),



   unless stated otherwise in the specification of a PHB (but Section 4
   strongly deprecates such exceptions).  It is intended to be a good
   trade off between somewhat conflicting security, control, and
   management requirements.
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   [RFC2983] is a comprehensive primer on differentiated services and
   tunnels.  Given ECN raises similar issues to differentiated services
   when interacting with tunnels, useful concepts introduced in RFC 2983
   are used throughout, with brief recaps of the explanations where
   necessary.

2.  Terminology

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

   Table 1 recaps the names of the ECN codepoints [RFC3168].

     +------------------+----------------+---------------------------+
     | Binary codepoint | Codepoint name | Meaning                   |
     +------------------+----------------+---------------------------+
     |        00        | Not-ECT        | Not ECN-capable transport |
     |        01        | ECT(1)         | ECN-capable transport     |
     |        10        | ECT(0)         | ECN-capable transport     |
     |        11        | CE             | Congestion experienced    |
     +------------------+----------------+---------------------------+

          Table 1: Recap of Codepoints of the ECN Field [RFC3168]
                             in the IP Header

   Further terminology used within this document:

   Encapsulator:  The tunnel endpoint function that adds an outer IP
      header to tunnel a packet (also termed the 'ingress tunnel
      endpoint' or just the 'ingress' where the context is clear).

   Decapsulator:  The tunnel endpoint function that removes an outer IP
      header from a tunnelled packet (also termed the 'egress tunnel
      endpoint' or just the 'egress' where the context is clear).

   Incoming header:  The header of an arriving packet before
      encapsulation.

   Outer header:  The header added to encapsulate a tunnelled packet.

   Inner header:  The header encapsulated by the outer header.

   Outgoing header:  The header constructed by the decapsulator using
      logic that combines the fields in the outer and inner headers.

   Copying ECN:  On encapsulation, setting the ECN field of the new
      outer header to be a copy of the ECN field in the incoming header.
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   Zeroing ECN:  On encapsulation, clearing the ECN field of the new
      outer header to Not-ECT ("00").

   Resetting ECN:  On encapsulation, setting the ECN field of the new
      outer header to be a copy of the ECN field in the incoming header
      except the outer ECN field is set to the ECT(0) codepoint if the
      incoming ECN field is CE.

3.  Summary of Pre-Existing RFCs

   This section is informative not normative, as it recaps pre-existing
   RFCs.  Earlier relevant RFCs that were either Experimental or
   incomplete with respect to ECN tunnelling (RFC 2481, RFC 2401, and
   RFC 2003) are briefly outlined in Appendix A.  The question of
   whether tunnel implementations used in the Internet comply with any
   of these RFCs is not discussed.

3.1.  Encapsulation at Tunnel Ingress

   At the encapsulator, the controversy has been over whether to
   propagate information about congestion experienced on the path so far
   into the outer header of the tunnel.

   Specifically, RFC 3168 says that, if a tunnel fully supports ECN
   (termed a 'full-functionality' ECN tunnel in [RFC3168]), the
   encapsulator must not copy a CE marking from the incoming header into
   the outer header that it creates.  Instead, the encapsulator must set
   the outer header to ECT(0) if the ECN field is marked CE in the
   arriving IP header.  We term this 'resetting' a CE codepoint.

   However, the new IPsec architecture in [RFC4301] reverses this rule,
   stating that the encapsulator must simply copy the ECN field from the
   incoming header to the outer header.

   RFC 3168 also provided a Limited Functionality mode that turns off
   ECN processing over the scope of the tunnel by setting the outer
   header to Not-ECT ("00").  Then, such packets will be dropped to
   indicate congestion, rather than marked with ECN.  This is necessary
   for the ingress to interwork with legacy decapsulators ([RFC2481],
   [RFC2401], and [RFC2003]) that do not propagate ECN markings added to
   the outer header.  Otherwise, such legacy decapsulators would throw
   away congestion notifications before they reached the transport
   layer.
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   Neither Limited Functionality mode nor Full Functionality mode are
   used by an RFC 4301 IPsec encapsulator, which simply copies the
   incoming ECN field into the outer header.  An earlier key-exchange
   phase ensures an RFC 4301 ingress will not have to interwork with a
   legacy egress that does not support ECN.

   These pre-existing behaviours are summarised in Figure 1.

    +-----------------+-----------------------------------------------+
    | Incoming Header |             Departing Outer Header            |
    | (also equal to  +---------------+---------------+---------------+
    | departing Inner |  RFC 3168 ECN |  RFC 3168 ECN | RFC 4301 IPsec|
    |     Header)     |    Limited    |     Full      |               |
    |                 | Functionality | Functionality |               |
    +-----------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+
    |    Not-ECT      |   Not-ECT     |   Not-ECT     |   Not-ECT     |
    |     ECT(0)      |   Not-ECT     |    ECT(0)     |    ECT(0)     |
    |     ECT(1)      |   Not-ECT     |    ECT(1)     |    ECT(1)     |
    |       CE        |   Not-ECT     |    ECT(0)     |      CE       |
    +-----------------+---------------+---------------+---------------+

    Figure 1: IP-in-IP Encapsulation: Recap of Pre-Existing Behaviours

3.2.  Decapsulation at Tunnel Egress

   RFC 3168 and RFC 4301 specify the decapsulation behaviour summarised
   in Figure 2.  The ECN field in the outgoing header is set to the
   codepoint at the intersection of the appropriate arriving inner
   header (row) and arriving outer header (column).
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            +---------+------------------------------------------------+
            |Arriving |            Arriving Outer Header               |
            |   Inner +---------+------------+------------+------------+
            |  Header | Not-ECT | ECT(0)     | ECT(1)     |     CE     |



            +---------+---------+------------+------------+------------+
  RFC 3168->| Not-ECT | Not-ECT |Not-ECT     |Not-ECT     |  <drop>    |
  RFC 4301->| Not-ECT | Not-ECT |Not-ECT     |Not-ECT     |Not-ECT     |
            |  ECT(0) |  ECT(0) | ECT(0)     | ECT(0)     |     CE     |
            |  ECT(1) |  ECT(1) | ECT(1)     | ECT(1)     |     CE     |
            |    CE   |      CE |     CE     |     CE     |     CE     |
            +---------+---------+------------+------------+------------+

   In pre-existing RFCs, the ECN field in the outgoing header was set to
   the codepoint at the intersection of the appropriate arriving inner
   header (row) and arriving outer header (column), or the packet was
   dropped where indicated.

     Figure 2: IP in IP Decapsulation; Recap of Pre-Existing Behaviour

   The behaviour in the table derives from the logic given in RFC 3168
   and RFC 4301, briefly recapped as follows:

   o  On decapsulation, if the inner ECN field is Not-ECT the outer is
      ignored.  RFC 3168 (but not RFC 4301) also specified that the
      decapsulator must drop a packet with a Not-ECT inner and CE in the
      outer.

   o  In all other cases, if the outer is CE, the outgoing ECN field is
      set to CE; otherwise, the outer is ignored and the inner is used
      for the outgoing ECN field.

   Section 9.2.2 of RFC 3168 also made it an auditable event for an
   IPsec tunnel "if the ECN Field is changed inappropriately within an
   IPsec tunnel...".  Inappropriate changes were not specifically
   enumerated.  RFC 4301 did not mention inappropriate ECN changes.

4.  New ECN Tunnelling Rules

   The standards actions below in Section 4.1 (ingress encapsulation)
   and Section 4.2 (egress decapsulation) define new default ECN tunnel
   processing rules for any IP packet (v4 or v6) with any Diffserv
   codepoint.

   If these defaults do not meet a particular requirement, an alternate
   ECN tunnelling scheme can be introduced as part of the definition of
   an alternate congestion marking scheme used by a specific Diffserv
   PHB (see [RFC4774] and Section 5 of [RFC3168]).  When designing such
   alternate ECN tunnelling schemes, the principles in Section 7 should
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   be followed.  However, alternate ECN tunnelling schemes SHOULD be
   avoided whenever possible as the deployment burden of handling
   exceptional PHBs in implementations of all affected tunnels should
   not be underestimated.  There is no requirement for a PHB definition
   to state anything about ECN tunnelling behaviour if the default
   behaviour in the present specification is sufficient.

4.1.  Default Tunnel Ingress Behaviour

   Two modes of encapsulation are defined here; a REQUIRED 'normal mode'



   and a 'compatibility mode', which is for backward compatibility with
   tunnel decapsulators that do not understand ECN.  Note that these are
   modes of the ingress tunnel endpoint only, not the whole tunnel.
   Section 4.3 explains why two modes are necessary and specifies the
   circumstances in which it is sufficient to solely implement normal
   mode.

   Whatever the mode, an encapsulator forwards the inner header without
   changing the ECN field.

   In normal mode, an encapsulator compliant with this specification
   MUST construct the outer encapsulating IP header by copying the
   two-bit ECN field of the incoming IP header.  In compatibility mode,
   it clears the ECN field in the outer header to the Not-ECT codepoint
   (the IPv4 header checksum also changes whenever the ECN field is
   changed).  These rules are tabulated for convenience in Figure 3.

            +-----------------+-------------------------------+
            | Incoming Header |    Departing Outer Header     |
            | (also equal to  +---------------+---------------+
            | departing Inner | Compatibility |    Normal     |
            |     Header)     |     Mode      |     Mode      |
            +-----------------+---------------+---------------+
            |    Not-ECT      |   Not-ECT     |   Not-ECT     |
            |     ECT(0)      |   Not-ECT     |    ECT(0)     |
            |     ECT(1)      |   Not-ECT     |    ECT(1)     |
            |       CE        |   Not-ECT     |      CE       |
            +-----------------+---------------+---------------+

              Figure 3: New IP in IP Encapsulation Behaviours

4.2.  Default Tunnel Egress Behaviour

   To decapsulate the inner header at the tunnel egress, a compliant
   tunnel egress MUST set the outgoing ECN field to the codepoint at the
   intersection of the appropriate arriving inner header (row) and outer
   header (column) in Figure 4 (the IPv4 header checksum also changes
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   whenever the ECN field is changed).  There is no need for more than
   one mode of decapsulation, as these rules cater for all known
   requirements.

            +---------+------------------------------------------------+
            |Arriving |            Arriving Outer Header               |
            |   Inner +---------+------------+------------+------------+
            |  Header | Not-ECT | ECT(0)     | ECT(1)     |     CE     |
            +---------+---------+------------+------------+------------+
            | Not-ECT | Not-ECT |Not-ECT(!!!)|Not-ECT(!!!)| <drop>(!!!)|
            |  ECT(0) |  ECT(0) | ECT(0)     | ECT(1)     |     CE     |
            |  ECT(1) |  ECT(1) | ECT(1) (!) | ECT(1)     |     CE     |
            |    CE   |      CE |     CE     |     CE(!!!)|     CE     |
            +---------+---------+------------+------------+------------+

    The ECN field in the outgoing header is set to the codepoint at the



      intersection of the appropriate arriving inner header (row) and
      arriving outer header (column), or the packet is dropped where
   indicated.  Currently unused combinations are indicated by '(!!!)' or
                                   '(!)'

              Figure 4: New IP in IP Decapsulation Behaviour

   This table for decapsulation behaviour is derived from the following
   logic:

   o  If the inner ECN field is Not-ECT, the decapsulator MUST NOT
      propagate any other ECN codepoint onwards.  This is because the
      inner Not-ECT marking is set by transports that rely on dropped
      packets as an indication of congestion and would not understand or
      respond to any other ECN codepoint [RFC4774].  Specifically:

      *  If the inner ECN field is Not-ECT and the outer ECN field is
         CE, the decapsulator MUST drop the packet.

      *  If the inner ECN field is Not-ECT and the outer ECN field is
         Not-ECT, ECT(0), or ECT(1), the decapsulator MUST forward the
         outgoing packet with the ECN field cleared to Not-ECT.

   o  In all other cases where the inner supports ECN, the decapsulator
      MUST set the outgoing ECN field to the more severe marking of the
      outer and inner ECN fields, where the ranking of severity from
      highest to lowest is CE, ECT(1), ECT(0), Not-ECT.  This in no way
      precludes cases where ECT(1) and ECT(0) have the same severity;

   o  Certain combinations of inner and outer ECN fields cannot result
      from any transition in any current or previous ECN tunneling
      specification.  These currently unused (CU) combinations are
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      indicated in Figure 4 by '(!!!)' or '(!)', where '(!!!)' means the
      combination is CU and always potentially dangerous, while '(!)'
      means it is CU and possibly dangerous.  In these cases,
      particularly the more dangerous ones, the decapsulator SHOULD log
      the event and MAY also raise an alarm.

      Just because the highlighted combinations are currently unused,
      does not mean that all the other combinations are always valid.
      Some are only valid if they have arrived from a particular type of
      legacy ingress, and dangerous otherwise.  Therefore, an
      implementation MAY allow an operator to configure logging and
      alarms for such additional header combinations known to be
      dangerous or CU for the particular configuration of tunnel
      endpoints deployed at run-time.

      Alarms SHOULD be rate-limited so that the anomalous combinations
      will not amplify into a flood of alarm messages.  It MUST be
      possible to suppress alarms or logging, e.g., if it becomes
      apparent that a combination that previously was not used has
      started to be used for legitimate purposes such as a new standards
      action.



   The above logic allows for ECT(0) and ECT(1) to both represent the
   same severity of congestion marking (e.g., "not congestion marked").
   But it also allows future schemes to be defined where ECT(1) is a
   more severe marking than ECT(0), in particular, enabling the simplest
   possible encoding for PCN [PCN3in1] (see Section 5.3.2).  Treating
   ECT(1) as either the same as ECT(0) or as a higher severity level is
   explained in the discussion of the ECN nonce [RFC3540] in Section 8,
   which in turn refers to Appendix D.

4.3.  Encapsulation Modes

   Section 4.1 introduces two encapsulation modes: normal mode, and
   compatibility mode, defining their encapsulation behaviour (i.e.,
   header copying or zeroing, respectively).  Note that these are modes
   of the ingress tunnel endpoint only, not the tunnel as a whole.

   To comply with this specification, a tunnel ingress MUST at least
   implement normal mode.  Unless it will never be used with legacy
   tunnel egress nodes (RFC 2003, RFC 2401, or RFC 2481 or the limited
   functionality mode of RFC 3168), an ingress MUST also implement
   compatibility mode for backward compatibility with tunnel egresses
   that do not propagate explicit congestion notifications [RFC4774].

   We can categorise the way that an ingress tunnel endpoint is paired
   with an egress as either static or dynamically discovered:
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   Static:  Tunnel endpoints paired together by prior configuration.

      Some implementations of encapsulator might always be statically
      deployed, and constrained to never be paired with a legacy
      decapsulator (RFC 2003, RFC 2401 or RFC 2481 or the limited
      functionality mode of RFC 3168).  In such a case, only normal mode
      needs to be implemented.

      For instance, IPsec tunnel endpoints compatible with RFC 4301
      invariably use Internet Key Exchange Protocol version 2 (IKEv2)
      [RFC5996] for key exchange, the original specification of which
      was introduced alongside RFC 4301.  Therefore, both endpoints of
      an RFC 4301 tunnel can be sure that the other end is compatible
      with RFC 4301, because the tunnel is only formed after IKEv2 key
      management has completed, at which point both ends will be
      compliant with RFC 4301 by definition.  Therefore an IPsec tunnel
      ingress does not need compatibility mode, as it will never
      interact with legacy ECN tunnels.  To comply with the present
      specification, it only needs to implement the required normal
      mode, which is identical to the pre-existing RFC 4301 behaviour.

   Dynamic Discovery:  Tunnel endpoints paired together by some form of
      tunnel endpoint discovery, typically finding an egress on the path
      taken by the first packet.

      This specification does not require or recommend dynamic discovery
      and it does not define how dynamic negotiation might be done, but
      it recognises that proprietary tunnel endpoint discovery protocols



      exist.  It therefore sets down some constraints on discovery
      protocols to ensure safe interworking.

      If dynamic tunnel endpoint discovery might pair an ingress with a
      legacy egress (RFC 2003, RFC 2401, or RFC 2481 or the limited
      functionality mode of RFC 3168), the ingress MUST implement both
      normal and compatibility mode.  If the tunnel discovery process is
      arranged to only ever find a tunnel egress that propagates ECN
      (RFC 3168 full functionality mode, RFC 4301, or this present
      specification), then a tunnel ingress can be compliant with the
      present specification without implementing compatibility mode.

      While a compliant tunnel ingress is discovering an egress, it MUST
      send packets in compatibility mode in case the egress it discovers
      is a legacy egress.  If, through the discovery protocol, the
      egress indicates that it is compliant with the present
      specification, with RFC 4301 or with RFC 3168 full functionality
      mode, the ingress can switch itself into normal mode.  If the
      egress denies compliance with any of these or returns an error
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      that implies it does not understand a request to work to any of
      these ECN specifications, the tunnel ingress MUST remain in
      compatibility mode.

   If an ingress claims compliance with this specification, it MUST NOT
   permanently disable ECN processing across the tunnel (i.e., only
   using compatibility mode).  It is true that such a tunnel ingress is
   at least safe with the ECN behaviour of any egress it may encounter,
   but it does not meet the central aim of this specification:
   introducing ECN support to tunnels.

   Instead, if the ingress knows that the egress does support
   propagation of ECN (full functionality mode of RFC 3168 or RFC 4301
   or the present specification), it SHOULD use normal mode, in order to
   support ECN where possible.  Note that this section started by saying
   an ingress "MUST implement" normal mode, while it has just said an
   ingress "SHOULD use" normal mode.  This distinction is deliberate, to
   allow the mode to be turned off in exceptional circumstances but to
   ensure all implementations make normal mode available.

   Implementation note:  If a compliant node is the ingress for multiple
      tunnels, a mode setting will need to be stored for each tunnel
      ingress.  However, if a node is the egress for multiple tunnels,
      none of the tunnels will need to store a mode setting, because a
      compliant egress only needs one mode.

4.4.  Single Mode of Decapsulation

   A compliant decapsulator only needs one mode of operation.  However,
   if a compliant egress is implemented to be dynamically discoverable,
   it may need to respond to discovery requests from various types of
   legacy tunnel ingress.  This specification does not define how
   dynamic negotiation might be done by (proprietary) discovery
   protocols, but it sets down some constraints to ensure safe



   interworking.

   Through the discovery protocol, a tunnel ingress compliant with the
   present specification might ask if the egress is compliant with the
   present specification, with RFC 4301 or with RFC 3168 full
   functionality mode.  Or an RFC 3168 tunnel ingress might try to
   negotiate to use limited functionality or full functionality mode
   [RFC3168].  In all these cases, a decapsulating tunnel egress
   compliant with this specification MUST agree to any of these
   requests, since it will behave identically in all these cases.
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   If no ECN-related mode is requested, a compliant tunnel egress MUST
   continue without raising any error or warning, because its egress
   behaviour is compatible with all the legacy ingress behaviours that
   do not negotiate capabilities.

   A compliant tunnel egress SHOULD raise a warning alarm about any
   requests to enter modes it does not recognise but, for 'forward
   compatibility' with standards actions possibly defined after it was
   implemented, it SHOULD continue operating.

5.  Updates to Earlier RFCs

5.1.  Changes to RFC 4301 ECN Processing

   Ingress:  An RFC 4301 IPsec encapsulator is not changed at all by the
      present specification.  It uses the normal mode of the present
      specification, which defines packet encapsulation identically to
      RFC 4301.

   Egress:  An RFC 4301 egress will need to be updated to the new
      decapsulation behaviour in Figure 4, in order to comply with the
      present specification.  However, the changes are backward
      compatible; combinations of inner and outer that result from any
      protocol defined in the RFC series so far are unaffected.  Only
      combinations that have never been used have been changed,
      effectively adding new behaviours to RFC 4301 decapsulation
      without altering existing behaviours.  The following specific
      updates to Section 5.1.2 of RFC 4301 have been made:

      *  The outer, not the inner, is propagated when the outer is
         ECT(1) and the inner is ECT(0);

      *  A packet with Not-ECT in the inner and an outer of CE is
         dropped rather than forwarded as Not-ECT;

      *  Certain combinations of inner and outer ECN field have been
         identified as currently unused.  These can trigger logging
         and/or raise alarms.

   Modes:  RFC 4301 tunnel endpoints do not need modes and are not



      updated by the modes in the present specification.  Effectively,
      an RFC 4301 IPsec ingress solely uses the REQUIRED normal mode of
      encapsulation, which is unchanged from RFC 4301 encapsulation.  It
      will never need the OPTIONAL compatibility mode as explained in
      Section 4.3.
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5.2.  Changes to RFC 3168 ECN Processing

   Ingress:  On encapsulation, the new rule in Figure 3 that a normal
      mode tunnel ingress copies any ECN field into the outer header
      updates the full functionality behaviour of an RFC 3168 ingress
      (Section 9.1.1 of [RFC3168]).  Nonetheless, the new compatibility
      mode encapsulates packets identically to the limited functionality
      mode of an RFC 3168 ingress.

   Egress:  An RFC 3168 egress will need to be updated to the new
      decapsulation behaviour in Figure 4, in order to comply with the
      present specification.  However, the changes are backward
      compatible; combinations of inner and outer that result from any
      protocol defined in the RFC series so far are unaffected.  Only
      combinations that have never been used have been changed,
      effectively adding new behaviours to RFC 3168 decapsulation
      without altering existing behaviours.  The following specific
      updates to Section 9.1.1 of RFC 3168 have been made:

      *  The outer, not the inner, is propagated when the outer is
         ECT(1) and the inner is ECT(0);

      *  Certain combinations of inner and outer ECN field have been
         identified as currently unused.  These can trigger logging
         and/or raise alarms.

   Modes:  An RFC 3168 ingress will need to be updated if it is to
      comply with the present specification, whether or not it
      implemented the optional full functionality mode of Section 9.1.1
      of RFC 3168.

      Section 9.1 of RFC 3168 defined a (required) limited functionality
      mode and an (optional) full functionality mode for a tunnel.  In
      RFC 3168, modes applied to both ends of the tunnel, while in the
      present specification, modes are only used at the ingress -- a
      single egress behaviour covers all cases.

      The normal mode of encapsulation is an update to the encapsulation
      behaviour of the full functionality mode of an RFC 3168 ingress.
      The compatibility mode of encapsulation is identical to the
      encapsulation behaviour of the limited functionality mode of an
      RFC 3168 ingress, except it is not always obligatory.

      The constraints on how tunnel discovery protocols set modes in
      Sections 4.3 and 4.4 are an update to RFC 3168, but they are
      unlikely to require code changes as they document existing safe



      practice.
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5.3.  Motivation for Changes

   An overriding goal is to ensure the same ECN signals can mean the
   same thing whatever tunnels happen to encapsulate an IP packet flow.
   This removes gratuitous inconsistency, which otherwise constrains the
   available design space and makes it harder to design networks and new
   protocols that work predictably.

5.3.1.  Motivation for Changing Encapsulation

   The normal mode in Section 4 updates RFC 3168 to make all IP-in-IP
   encapsulation of the ECN field consistent -- consistent with the way
   both RFC 4301 IPsec [RFC4301] and IP-in-MPLS or MPLS-in-MPLS
   encapsulation [RFC5129] construct the ECN field.

   Compatibility mode has also been defined so that an ingress compliant
   with a version of IPsec prior to RFC 4301 can still switch to using
   drop across a tunnel for backward compatibility with legacy
   decapsulators that do not propagate ECN.

   The trigger that motivated this update to RFC 3168 encapsulation was
   a Standards-Track proposal for pre-congestion notification (PCN
   [RFC5670]).  PCN excess-traffic-marking only works correctly if the
   ECN field is copied on encapsulation (as in RFC 4301 and RFC 5129);
   it does not work if ECN is reset (as in RFC 3168).  This is because
   PCN excess-traffic-marking depends on the outer header revealing any
   congestion experienced so far on the whole path, not just since the
   last tunnel ingress.

   PCN allows a network operator to add flow admission and termination
   for inelastic traffic at the edges of a Diffserv domain, but without
   any per-flow mechanisms in the interior and without the generous
   provisioning typical of Diffserv, aiming to significantly reduce
   costs.  The PCN architecture [RFC5559] states that RFC 3168 IP-in-IP
   tunnelling of the ECN field cannot be used for any tunnel ingress in
   a PCN domain.  Prior to the present specification, this left a stark
   choice between not being able to use PCN for inelastic traffic
   control or not being able to use the many tunnels already deployed
   for Mobile IP, VPNs, and so forth.

   The present specification provides a clean solution to this problem,
   so that network operators who want to use both PCN and tunnels can
   specify that every tunnel ingress in a PCN region must comply with
   this latest specification.

   Rather than allow tunnel specifications to fragment further into one
   for PCN, one for IPsec, and one for other tunnels, the opportunity
   has been taken to consolidate the diverging specifications back into
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   a single tunnelling behaviour.  Resetting ECN was originally
   motivated by a covert channel concern that has been deliberately set
   aside in RFC 4301 IPsec.  Therefore, the reset behaviour of RFC 3168
   is an anomaly that we do not need to keep.  Copying ECN on
   encapsulation is simpler than resetting.  So, as more tunnel
   endpoints comply with this single consistent specification,
   encapsulation will be simpler as well as more predictable.

   Appendix B assesses whether copying rather than resetting CE on
   ingress will cause any unintended side effects, from the three
   perspectives of security, control, and management.  In summary, this
   analysis finds that:

   o  From the control perspective, either copying or resetting works
      for existing arrangements, but copying has more potential for
      simplifying control and resetting breaks at least one proposal
      that is already on the Standards Track.

   o  From the management and monitoring perspective, copying is
      preferable.

   o  From the traffic security perspective (enforcing congestion
      control, mitigating denial of service, etc.), copying is
      preferable.

   o  From the information security perspective, resetting is
      preferable, but the IETF Security Area now considers copying
      acceptable given the bandwidth of a two-bit covert channel can be
      managed.

   Therefore, there are two points against resetting CE on ingress while
   copying CE causes no significant harm.

5.3.2.  Motivation for Changing Decapsulation

   The specification for decapsulation in Section 4 fixes three problems
   with the pre-existing behaviours found in both RFC 3168 and RFC 4301:

   1.  The pre-existing rules prevented the introduction of alternate
       ECN semantics to signal more than one severity level of
       congestion [RFC4774], [RFC5559].  The four states of the two-bit
       ECN field provide room for signalling two severity levels in
       addition to not-congested and not-ECN-capable states.  But, the
       pre-existing rules assumed that two of the states (ECT(0) and
       ECT(1)) are always equivalent.  This unnecessarily restricts the
       use of one of four codepoints (half a bit) in the IP (v4 and v6)
       header.  The new rules are designed to work in either case;
       whether ECT(1) is more severe than or equivalent to ECT(0).
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       As explained in Appendix B.1, the original reason for not
       forwarding the outer ECT codepoints was to limit the covert



       channel across a decapsulator to 1 bit per packet.  However, now
       that the IETF Security Area has deemed that a two-bit covert
       channel through an encapsulator is a manageable risk, the same
       should be true for a decapsulator.

       As well as being useful for general future-proofing, this problem
       is immediately pressing for standardisation of pre-congestion
       notification (PCN), which uses two severity levels of congestion.
       If a congested queue used ECT(1) in the outer header to signal
       more severe congestion than ECT(0), the pre-existing
       decapsulation rules would have thrown away this congestion
       signal, preventing tunnelled traffic from ever knowing that it
       should reduce its load.

       Before the present specification was written, the PCN working
       group had to consider a number of wasteful or convoluted work-
       rounds to this problem.  Without wishing to disparage the
       ingenuity of these work-rounds, none were chosen for the
       Standards Track because they were either somewhat wasteful,
       imprecise, or complicated.  Instead, a baseline PCN encoding was
       specified [RFC5696] that supported only one severity level of
       congestion but allowed space for these work-rounds as
       experimental extensions.

       By far the simplest approach is that taken by the current
       specification: just to remove the covert channel blockages from
       tunnelling behaviour -- now deemed unnecessary anyway.  Then,
       network operators that want to support two congestion severity
       levels for PCN can specify that every tunnel egress in a PCN
       region must comply with this latest specification.  Having taken
       this step, the simplest possible encoding for PCN with two
       severity levels of congestion [PCN3in1] can be used.

       Not only does this make two congestion severity levels available
       for PCN, but also for other potential uses of the extra ECN
       codepoint (e.g., [VCP]).

   2.  Cases are documented where a middlebox (e.g., a firewall) drops
       packets with header values that were currently unused (CU) when
       the box was deployed, often on the grounds that anything
       unexpected might be an attack.  This tends to bar future use of
       CU values.  The new decapsulation rules specify optional logging
       and/or alarms for specific combinations of inner and outer
       headers that are currently unused.  The aim is to give
       implementers a recourse other than drop if they are concerned
       about the security of CU values.  It recognises legitimate
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       security concerns about CU values, but still eases their future
       use.  If the alarms are interpreted as an attack (e.g., by a
       management system) the offending packets can be dropped.
       However, alarms can be turned off if these combinations come into
       regular use (e.g., through a future standards action).

   3.  While reviewing currently unused combinations of inner and outer
       headers, the opportunity was taken to define a single consistent



       behaviour for the three cases with a Not-ECT inner header but a
       different outer.  RFC 3168 and RFC 4301 had diverged in this
       respect and even their common behaviours had never been
       justified.

       None of these combinations should result from Internet protocols
       in the RFC series, but future standards actions might put any or
       all of them to good use.  Therefore, it was decided that a
       decapsulator must forward a Not-ECT inner header unchanged when
       the arriving outer header is ECT(0) or ECT(1).  For safety, it
       must drop a combination of Not-ECT inner and CE outer headers.
       Then, if some unfortunate misconfiguration resulted in a
       congested router marking CE on a packet that was originally
       Not-ECT, drop would be the only appropriate signal for the egress
       to propagate -- the only signal a non-ECN-capable transport
       (Not-ECT) would understand.

       It may seem contradictory that the same argument has not been
       applied to the ECT(1) codepoint, given it is being proposed as an
       intermediate level of congestion in a scheme progressing through
       the IETF [PCN3in1].  Instead, a decapsulator must forward a
       Not-ECT inner unchanged when its outer is ECT(1).  The rationale
       for not dropping this CU combination is to ensure it will be
       usable if needed in the future.  If any misconfiguration led to
       ECT(1) congestion signals with a Not-ECT inner, it would not be
       disastrous for the tunnel egress to suppress them, because the
       congestion should then escalate to CE marking, which the egress
       would drop, thus at least preventing congestion collapse.

   Problems 2 and 3 alone would not warrant a change to decapsulation,
   but it was decided they are worth fixing and making consistent at the
   same time as decapsulation code is changed to fix problem 1 (two
   congestion severity levels).
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6.  Backward Compatibility

   A tunnel endpoint compliant with the present specification is
   backward compatible when paired with any tunnel endpoint compliant
   with any previous tunnelling RFC, whether RFC 4301, RFC 3168 (see
   Section 3), or the earlier RFCs summarised in Appendix A (RFC 2481,
   RFC 2401, and RFC 2003).  Each case is enumerated below.

6.1.  Non-Issues Updating Decapsulation

   At the egress, this specification only augments the per-packet
   calculation of the ECN field (RFC 3168 and RFC 4301) for combinations
   of inner and outer headers that have so far not been used in any IETF
   protocols.



   Therefore, all other things being equal, if an RFC 4301 IPsec egress
   is updated to comply with the new rules, it will still interwork with
   any ingress compliant with RFC 4301 and the packet outputs will be
   identical to those it would have output before (fully backward
   compatible).

   And, all other things being equal, if an RFC 3168 egress is updated
   to comply with the same new rules, it will still interwork with any
   ingress complying with any previous specification (both modes of RFC
   3168, both modes of RFC 2481, RFC 2401, and RFC 2003) and the packet
   outputs will be identical to those it would have output before (fully
   backward compatible).

   A compliant tunnel egress merely needs to implement the one behaviour
   in Section 4 with no additional mode or option configuration at the
   ingress or egress nor any additional negotiation with the ingress.
   The new decapsulation rules have been defined in such a way that
   congestion control will still work safely if any of the earlier
   versions of ECN processing are used unilaterally at the encapsulating
   ingress of the tunnel (any of RFC 2003, RFC 2401, either mode of RFC
   2481, either mode of RFC 3168, RFC 4301, and this present
   specification).

6.2.  Non-Update of RFC 4301 IPsec Encapsulation

   An RFC 4301 IPsec ingress can comply with this new specification
   without any update and it has no need for any new modes, options, or
   configuration.  So, all other things being equal, it will continue to
   interwork identically with any egress it worked with before (fully
   backward compatible).
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6.3.  Update to RFC 3168 Encapsulation

   The encapsulation behaviour of the new normal mode copies the ECN
   field, whereas an RFC 3168 ingress in full functionality mode reset
   it.  However, all other things being equal, if an RFC 3168 ingress is
   updated to the present specification, the outgoing packets from any
   tunnel egress will still be unchanged.  This is because all variants
   of tunnelling at either end (RFC 4301, both modes of RFC 3168, both
   modes of RFC 2481, RFC 2401, RFC 2003, and the present specification)
   have always propagated an incoming CE marking through the inner
   header and onward into the outgoing header; whether the outer header
   is reset or copied.  Therefore, if the tunnel is considered a black
   box, the packets output from any egress will be identical with or
   without an update to the ingress.  Nonetheless, if packets are
   observed within the black box (between the tunnel endpoints), CE
   markings copied by the updated ingress will be visible within the
   black box, whereas they would not have been before.  Therefore, the
   update to encapsulation can be termed 'black-box backward compatible'
   (i.e., identical unless you look inside the tunnel).



   This specification introduces no new backward compatibility issues
   when a compliant ingress talks with a legacy egress, but it has to
   provide similar safeguards to those already defined in RFC 3168.  RFC
   3168 laid down rules to ensure that an RFC 3168 ingress turns off ECN
   (limited functionality mode) if it is paired with a legacy egress
   (RFC 2481, RFC 2401, or RFC 2003), which would not propagate ECN
   correctly.  The present specification carries forward those rules
   (Section 4.3).  It uses compatibility mode whenever RFC 3168 would
   have used limited functionality mode, and their per-packet behaviours
   are identical.  Therefore, all other things being equal, an ingress
   using the new rules will interwork with any legacy tunnel egress in
   exactly the same way as an RFC 3168 ingress (still black-box backward
   compatible).

7.  Design Principles for Alternate ECN Tunnelling Semantics

   This section is informative, not normative.

   Section 5 of RFC 3168 permits the Diffserv codepoint (DSCP)[RFC2474]
   to 'switch in' alternative behaviours for marking the ECN field, just
   as it switches in different per-hop behaviours (PHBs) for scheduling.
   [RFC4774] gives best current practice for designing such alternative
   ECN semantics and very briefly mentions in Section 5.4 that
   tunnelling needs to be considered.  The guidance below complements
   and extends RFC 4774, giving additional guidance on designing any
   alternate ECN semantics that would also require alternate tunnelling
   semantics.
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   The overriding guidance is: "Avoid designing alternate ECN tunnelling
   semantics, if at all possible".  If a scheme requires tunnels to
   implement special processing of the ECN field for certain DSCPs, it
   will be hard to guarantee that every implementer of every tunnel will
   have added the required exception or that operators will have
   ubiquitously deployed the required updates.  It is unlikely a single
   authority is even aware of all the tunnels in a network, which may
   include tunnels set up by applications between endpoints, or
   dynamically created in the network.  Therefore, it is highly likely
   that some tunnels within a network or on hosts connected to it will
   not implement the required special case.

   That said, if a non-default scheme for tunnelling the ECN field is
   really required, the following guidelines might prove useful in its
   design:

   On encapsulation in any alternate scheme:

      1.  The ECN field of the outer header ought to be cleared to Not-
          ECT ("00") unless it is guaranteed that the corresponding
          tunnel egress will correctly propagate congestion markings
          introduced across the tunnel in the outer header.

      2.  If it has established that ECN will be correctly propagated,
          an encapsulator also ought to copy incoming congestion
          notification into the outer header.  The general principle



          here is that the outer header should reflect congestion
          accumulated along the whole upstream path, not just since the
          tunnel ingress (Appendix B.3 on management and monitoring
          explains).

          In some circumstances (e.g., PCN [RFC5559] and perhaps some
          pseudowires [RFC5659]), the whole path is divided into
          segments, each with its own congestion notification and
          feedback loop.  In these cases, the function that regulates
          load at the start of each segment will need to reset
          congestion notification for its segment.  Often, the point
          where congestion notification is reset will also be located at
          the start of a tunnel.  However, the resetting function can be
          thought of as being applied to packets after the encapsulation
          function -- two logically separate functions even though they
          might run on the same physical box.  Then, the code module
          doing encapsulation can keep to the copying rule and the load
          regulator module can reset congestion, without any code in
          either module being conditional on whether the other is there.
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   On decapsulation in any alternate scheme:

      1.  If the arriving inner header is Not-ECT, the transport will
          not understand other ECN codepoints.  If the outer header
          carries an explicit congestion marking, the alternate scheme
          would be expected to drop the packet -- the only indication of
          congestion the transport will understand.  If the alternate
          scheme recommends forwarding rather than dropping such a
          packet, it will need to clearly justify this decision.  If the
          inner is Not-ECT and the outer carries any other ECN codepoint
          that does not indicate congestion, the alternate scheme can
          forward the packet, but probably only as Not-ECT.

      2.  If the arriving inner header is one other than Not-ECT, the
          ECN field that the alternate decapsulation scheme forwards
          ought to reflect the more severe congestion marking of the
          arriving inner and outer headers.

      3.  Any alternate scheme will need to define a behaviour for all
          combinations of inner and outer headers, even those that would
          not be expected to result from standards known at the time and
          even those that would not be expected from the tunnel ingress
          paired with the egress at run-time.  Consideration should be
          given to logging such unexpected combinations and raising an
          alarm, particularly if there is a danger that the invalid
          combination implies congestion signals are not being
          propagated correctly.  The presence of currently unused
          combinations may represent an attack, but the new scheme
          should try to define a way to forward such packets, at least
          if a safe outgoing codepoint can be defined.

          Raising an alarm allows a management system to decide whether



          the anomaly is indeed an attack, in which case it can decide
          to drop such packets.  This is a preferable approach to hard-
          coded discard of packets that seem anomalous today, but may be
          needed tomorrow in future standards actions.

8.  Security Considerations

   Appendix B.1 discusses the security constraints imposed on ECN tunnel
   processing.  The new rules for ECN tunnel processing (Section 4)
   trade-off between information security (covert channels) and traffic
   security (congestion monitoring and control).  Ensuring congestion
   markings are not lost is itself an aspect of security, because if we
   allowed congestion notification to be lost, any attempt to enforce a
   response to congestion would be much harder.
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   Security issues in unlikely, but possible, scenarios:

   Tunnels intersecting Diffserv regions with alternate ECN semantics:
      If alternate congestion notification semantics are defined for a
      certain Diffserv PHB, the scope of the alternate semantics might
      typically be bounded by the limits of a Diffserv region or
      regions, as envisaged in [RFC4774] (e.g., the pre-congestion
      notification architecture [RFC5559]).  The inner headers in
      tunnels crossing the boundary of such a Diffserv region but ending
      within the region can potentially leak the external congestion
      notification semantics into the region, or leak the internal
      semantics out of the region.  [RFC2983] discusses the need for
      Diffserv traffic conditioning to be applied at these tunnel
      endpoints as if they are at the edge of the Diffserv region.
      Similar concerns apply to any processing or propagation of the ECN
      field at the endpoints of tunnels with one end inside and the
      other outside the domain.  [RFC5559] gives specific advice on this
      for the PCN case, but other definitions of alternate semantics
      will need to discuss the specific security implications in each
      case.

   ECN nonce tunnel coverage:  The new decapsulation rules improve the
      coverage of the ECN nonce [RFC3540] relative to the previous rules
      in RFC 3168 and RFC 4301.  However, nonce coverage is still not
      perfect, as this would have led to a safety problem in another
      case.  Both are corner-cases, so discussion of the compromise
      between them is deferred to Appendix D.

   Covert channel not turned off:  A legacy (RFC 3168) tunnel ingress
      could ask an RFC 3168 egress to turn off ECN processing as well as
      itself turning off ECN.  An egress compliant with the present
      specification will agree to such a request from a legacy ingress,
      but it relies on the ingress always sending Not-ECT in the outer
      header.  If the egress receives other ECN codepoints in the outer
      it will process them as normal, so it will actually still copy
      congestion markings from the outer to the outgoing header.
      Referring, for example, to Figure 5 (Appendix B.1), although the
      tunnel ingress 'I' will set all ECN fields in outer headers to



      Not-ECT, 'M' could still toggle CE or ECT(1) on and off to
      communicate covertly with 'B', because we have specified that 'E'
      only has one mode regardless of what mode it says it has
      negotiated.  We could have specified that 'E' should have a
      limited functionality mode and check for such behaviour.  However,
      we decided not to add the extra complexity of two modes on a
      compliant tunnel egress merely to cater for an historic security
      concern that is now considered manageable.
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9.  Conclusions

   This document allows tunnels to propagate an extra level of
   congestion severity.  It uses previously unused combinations of inner
   and outer headers to augment the rules for calculating the ECN field
   when decapsulating IP packets at the egress of IPsec (RFC 4301) and
   non-IPsec (RFC 3168) tunnels.

   This document also updates the ingress tunnelling encapsulation of
   RFC 3168 ECN to bring all IP-in-IP tunnels into line with the new
   behaviour in the IPsec architecture of RFC 4301, which copies rather
   than resets the ECN field when creating outer headers.

   The need for both these updated behaviours was triggered by the
   introduction of pre-congestion notification (PCN) onto the IETF
   Standards Track.  Operators wanting to support PCN or other alternate
   ECN schemes that use an extra severity level can require that their
   tunnels comply with the present specification.  This is not a fork in
   the RFC series, it is an update that can be deployed first by those
   that need it, and subsequently by all tunnel endpoint implementations
   during general code maintenance.  It is backward compatible with all
   previous tunnelling behaviours, so existing single severity level
   schemes will continue to work as before, but support for two severity
   levels will gradually be added to the Internet.

   The new rules propagate changes to the ECN field across tunnel
   endpoints that previously blocked them to restrict the bandwidth of a
   potential covert channel.  Limiting the channel's bandwidth to two
   bits per packet is now considered sufficient.

   At the same time as removing these legacy constraints, the
   opportunity has been taken to draw together diverging tunnel
   specifications into a single consistent behaviour.  Then, any tunnel
   can be deployed unilaterally, and it will support the full range of
   congestion control and management schemes without any modes or
   configuration.  Further, any host or router can expect the ECN field
   to behave in the same way, whatever type of tunnel might intervene in
   the path.  This new certainty could enable new uses of the ECN field
   that would otherwise be confounded by ambiguity.
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Appendix A.  Early ECN Tunnelling RFCs

   IP-in-IP tunnelling was originally defined in [RFC2003].  On
   encapsulation, the incoming header was copied to the outer and on
   decapsulation, the outer was simply discarded.  Initially, IPsec
   tunnelling [RFC2401] followed the same behaviour.

   When ECN was introduced experimentally in [RFC2481], legacy (RFC 2003
   or RFC 2401) tunnels would have discarded any congestion markings
   added to the outer header, so RFC 2481 introduced rules for
   calculating the outgoing header from a combination of the inner and
   outer on decapsulation.  RFC 2481 also introduced a second mode for
   IPsec tunnels, which turned off ECN processing (Not-ECT) in the outer
   header on encapsulation because an RFC 2401 decapsulator would
   discard the outer on decapsulation.  For RFC 2401 IPsec, this had the
   side effect of completely blocking the covert channel.

   In RFC 2481, the ECN field was defined as two separate bits.  But
   when ECN moved from Experimental to Standards Track [RFC3168], the
   ECN field was redefined as four codepoints.  This required a
   different calculation of the ECN field from that used in RFC 2481 on
   decapsulation.  RFC 3168 also had two modes; a 'full functionality
   mode' that restricted the covert channel as much as possible but
   still allowed ECN to be used with IPsec, and another that completely
   turned off ECN processing across the tunnel.  This 'limited
   functionality mode' both offered a way for operators to completely
   block the covert channel and allowed an RFC 3168 ingress to interwork
   with a legacy tunnel egress (RFC 2481, RFC 2401, or RFC 2003).

   The present specification includes a similar compatibility mode to
   interwork safely with tunnels compliant with any of these three
   earlier RFCs.  However, unlike RFC 3168, it is only a mode of the
   ingress, as decapsulation behaviour is the same in either case.

Appendix B.  Design Constraints

   Tunnel processing of a congestion notification field has to meet
   congestion control and management needs without creating new
   information security vulnerabilities (if information security is
   required).  This appendix documents the analysis of the trade-offs
   between these factors that led to the new encapsulation rules in
   Section 4.1.

B.1.  Security Constraints

   Information security can be assured by using various end-to-end
   security solutions (including IPsec in transport mode [RFC4301]), but
   a commonly used scenario involves the need to communicate between two
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   physically protected domains across the public Internet.  In this
   case, there are certain management advantages to using IPsec in
   tunnel mode solely across the publicly accessible part of the path.
   The path followed by a packet then crosses security 'domains'; the
   ones protected by physical or other means before and after the tunnel
   and the one protected by an IPsec tunnel across the otherwise



   unprotected domain.  The scenario in Figure 5 will be used where
   endpoints 'A' and 'B' communicate through a tunnel.  The tunnel
   ingress 'I' and egress 'E' are within physically protected edge
   domains, while the tunnel spans an unprotected internetwork where
   there may be 'men in the middle', M.

                physically       unprotected     physically
            <-protected domain-><--domain--><-protected domain->
            +------------------+            +------------------+
            |                  |      M     |                  |
            |    A-------->I=========>==========>E-------->B   |
            |                  |            |                  |
            +------------------+            +------------------+
                           <----IPsec secured---->
                                   tunnel

                      Figure 5: IPsec Tunnel Scenario

   IPsec encryption is typically used to prevent 'M' seeing messages
   from 'A' to 'B'.  IPsec authentication is used to prevent 'M'
   masquerading as the sender of messages from 'A' to 'B' or altering
   their contents.  'I' can use IPsec tunnel mode to allow 'A' to
   communicate with 'B', but impose encryption to prevent 'A' leaking
   information to 'M'.  Or 'E' can insist that 'I' uses tunnel mode
   authentication to prevent 'M' communicating information to 'B'.

   Mutable IP header fields such as the ECN field (as well as the Time
   to Live (TTL) / Hop Limit and DS fields) cannot be included in the
   cryptographic calculations of IPsec.  Therefore, if 'I' copies these
   mutable fields into the outer header that is exposed across the
   tunnel it will have allowed a covert channel from 'A' to 'M' that
   bypasses its encryption of the inner header.  And if 'E' copies these
   fields from the outer header to the outgoing, even if it validates
   authentication from 'I', it will have allowed a covert channel from
   'M' to 'B'.

   ECN at the IP layer is designed to carry information about congestion
   from a congested resource towards downstream nodes.  Typically, a
   downstream transport might feed the information back somehow to the
   point upstream of the congestion that can regulate the load on the
   congested resource, but other actions are possible [RFC3168], Section
   6.  In terms of the above unicast scenario, ECN effectively intends
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   to create an information channel (for congestion signalling) from 'M'
   to 'B' (for 'B' to feed back to 'A').  Therefore, the goals of IPsec
   and ECN are mutually incompatible, requiring some compromise.

   With respect to using the DS or ECN fields as covert channels,
   Section 5.1.2 of RFC 4301 says, "controls are provided to manage the
   bandwidth of this channel".  Using the ECN processing rules of RFC
   4301, the channel bandwidth is two bits per datagram from 'A' to 'M'
   and one bit per datagram from 'M' to 'B' (because 'E' limits the
   combinations of the 2-bit ECN field that it will copy).  In both
   cases, the covert channel bandwidth is further reduced by noise from
   any real congestion marking.  RFC 4301 implies that these covert



   channels are sufficiently limited to be considered a manageable
   threat.  However, with respect to the larger (six-bit) DS field, the
   same section of RFC 4301 says not copying is the default, but a
   configuration option can allow copying "to allow a local
   administrator to decide whether the covert channel provided by
   copying these bits outweighs the benefits of copying".  Of course, an
   administrator who plans to copy the DS field has to take into account
   that it could be concatenated with the ECN field, creating a covert
   channel with eight bits per datagram.

   For tunnelling the six-bit Diffserv field, two conceptual models have
   had to be defined so that administrators can trade off security
   against the needs of traffic conditioning [RFC2983]:

   The uniform model:  where the Diffserv field is preserved end-to-end
      by copying into the outer header on encapsulation and copying from
      the outer header on decapsulation.

   The pipe model:  where the outer header is independent of that in the
      inner header so it hides the Diffserv field of the inner header
      from any interaction with nodes along the tunnel.

   However, for ECN, the new IPsec security architecture in RFC 4301
   only standardised one tunnelling model equivalent to the uniform
   model.  It deemed that simplicity was more important than allowing
   administrators the option of a tiny increment in security, especially
   given not copying congestion indications could seriously harm
   everyone's network service.

B.2.  Control Constraints

   Congestion control requires that any congestion notification marked
   into packets by a resource will be able to traverse a feedback loop
   back to a function capable of controlling the load on that resource.
   To be precise, rather than calling this function the data source, it
   will be called the 'Load Regulator'.  This allows for exceptional
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   cases where load is not regulated by the data source, but usually the
   two terms will be synonymous.  Note the term "a function _capable of_
   controlling the load" deliberately includes a source application that
   doesn't actually control the load but ought to (e.g., an application
   without congestion control that uses UDP).

                 A--->R--->I=========>M=========>E-------->B

                     Figure 6: Simple Tunnel Scenario

   A similar tunnelling scenario to the IPsec one just described will
   now be considered, but without the different security domains,
   because the focus now shifts to whether the control loop and
   management monitoring work (Figure 6).  If resources in the tunnel
   are to be able to explicitly notify congestion and the feedback path
   is from 'B' to 'A', it will certainly be necessary for 'E' to copy
   any CE marking from the outer header to the outgoing header for
   onward transmission to 'B'; otherwise, congestion notification from



   resources like 'M' cannot be fed back to the Load Regulator ('A').
   But it does not seem necessary for 'I' to copy CE markings from the
   incoming to the outer header.  For instance, if resource 'R' is
   congested, it can send congestion information to 'B' using the
   congestion field in the inner header without 'I' copying the
   congestion field into the outer header and 'E' copying it back to the
   outgoing header.  'E' can still write any additional congestion
   marking introduced across the tunnel into the congestion field of the
   outgoing header.

   All this shows that 'E' can preserve the control loop irrespective of
   whether 'I' copies congestion notification into the outer header or
   resets it.

   That is the situation for existing control arrangements but, because
   copying reveals more information, it would open up possibilities for
   better control system designs.  For instance, resetting CE marking on
   encapsulation breaks the Standards-Track PCN congestion marking
   scheme [RFC5670].  It ends up removing excessive amounts of traffic
   unnecessarily (Section 5.3.1).  Whereas copying CE markings at
   ingress leads to the correct control behaviour.

B.3.  Management Constraints

   As well as control, there are also management constraints.
   Specifically, a management system may monitor congestion markings in
   passing packets, perhaps at the border between networks as part of a
   service level agreement.  For instance, monitors at the borders of
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   autonomous systems may need to measure how much congestion has
   accumulated so far along the path, perhaps to determine between them
   how much of the congestion is contributed by each domain.

   In this document, the baseline of congestion marking (or the
   Congestion Baseline) is defined as the source of the layer that
   created (or most recently reset) the congestion notification field.
   When monitoring congestion, it would be desirable if the Congestion
   Baseline did not depend on whether or not packets were tunnelled.
   Given some tunnels cross domain borders (e.g., consider 'M' in
   Figure 6 is monitoring a border), it would therefore be desirable for
   'I' to copy congestion accumulated so far into the outer headers, so
   that it is exposed across the tunnel.

   For management purposes, it might be useful for the tunnel egress to
   be able to monitor whether congestion occurred across a tunnel or
   upstream of it.  Superficially, it appears that copying congestion
   markings at the ingress would make this difficult, whereas it was
   straightforward when an RFC 3168 ingress reset them.  However,
   Appendix C gives a simple and precise method for a tunnel egress to
   infer the congestion level introduced across a tunnel.  It works
   irrespective of whether the ingress copies or resets congestion
   markings.



Appendix C.  Contribution to Congestion across a Tunnel

   This specification mandates that a tunnel ingress determines the ECN
   field of each new outer tunnel header by copying the arriving header.
   Concern has been expressed that this will make it difficult for the
   tunnel egress to monitor congestion introduced only along a tunnel,
   which is easy if the outer ECN field is reset at a tunnel ingress
   (RFC 3168 full functionality mode).  However, in fact copying CE
   marks at ingress will still make it easy for the egress to measure
   congestion introduced across a tunnel, as illustrated below.

   Consider 100 packets measured at the egress.  Say it measures that 30
   are CE marked in the inner and outer headers and 12 have additional
   CE marks in the outer but not the inner.  This means packets arriving
   at the ingress had already experienced 30% congestion.  However, it
   does not mean there was 12% congestion across the tunnel.  The
   correct calculation of congestion across the tunnel is p_t = 12/
   (100-30) = 12/70 = 17%.  This is easy for the egress to measure.  It
   is simply the proportion of packets not marked in the inner header
   (70) that have a CE marking in the outer header (12).  This technique
   works whether the ingress copies or resets CE markings, so it can be
   used by an egress that is not sure with which RFC the ingress
   complies.
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   Figure 7 illustrates this in a combinatorial probability diagram.
   The square represents 100 packets.  The 30% division along the bottom
   represents marking before the ingress, and the p_t division up the
   side represents marking introduced across the tunnel.

        ^ outer header marking
        |
   100% +-----+---------+       The large square
        |     |         |       represents 100 packets
        | 30  |         |
        |     |         |   p_t = 12/(100-30)
    p_t +     +---------+       = 12/70
        |     |   12    |       = 17%
      0 +-----+---------+--->
        0    30%       100%  inner header marking

       Figure 7: Tunnel Marking of Packets Already Marked at Ingress

Appendix D.  Compromise on Decap with ECT(1) Inner and ECT(0) Outer

   A packet with an ECT(1) inner and an ECT(0) outer should never arise
   from any known IETF protocol.  Without giving a reason, RFC 3168 and
   RFC 4301 both say the outer should be ignored when decapsulating such
   a packet.  This appendix explains why it was decided not to change
   this advice.

   In summary, ECT(0) always means 'not congested' and ECT(1) may imply
   the same [RFC3168] or it may imply a higher severity congestion
   signal [RFC4774], [PCN3in1], depending on the transport in use.
   Whether or not they mean the same, at the ingress the outer should



   have started the same as the inner, and only a broken or compromised
   router could have changed the outer to ECT(0).

   The decapsulator can detect this anomaly.  But the question is,
   should it correct the anomaly by ignoring the outer, or should it
   reveal the anomaly to the end-to-end transport by forwarding the
   outer?

   On balance, it was decided that the decapsulator should correct the
   anomaly, but log the event and optionally raise an alarm.  This is
   the safe action if ECT(1) is being used as a more severe marking than
   ECT(0), because it passes the more severe signal to the transport.
   However, it is not a good idea to hide anomalies, which is why an
   optional alarm is suggested.  It should be noted that this anomaly
   may be the result of two changes to the outer: a broken or
   compromised router within the tunnel might be erasing congestion
   markings introduced earlier in the same tunnel by a congested router.
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   In this case, the anomaly would be losing congestion signals, which
   needs immediate attention.

   The original reason for defining ECT(0) and ECT(1) as equivalent was
   so that the data source could use the ECN nonce [RFC3540] to detect
   if congestion signals were being erased.  However, in this case, the
   decapsulator does not need a nonce to detect any anomalies introduced
   within the tunnel, because it has the inner as a record of the header
   at the ingress.  Therefore, it was decided that the best compromise
   would be to give precedence to solving the safety issue over
   revealing the anomaly, because the anomaly could at least be detected
   and dealt with internally.

   Superficially, the opposite case where the inner and outer carry
   different ECT values, but with an ECT(1) outer and ECT(0) inner,
   seems to require a similar compromise.  However, because that case is
   reversed, no compromise is necessary; it is best to forward the outer
   whether the transport expects the ECT(1) to mean a higher severity
   than ECT(0) or the same severity.  Forwarding the outer either
   preserves a higher value (if it is higher) or it reveals an anomaly
   to the transport (if the two ECT codepoints mean the same severity).

Appendix E.  Open Issues

   The new decapsulation behaviour defined in Section 4.2 adds support
   for propagation of two severity levels of congestion.  However,
   transports have no way to discover whether there are any legacy
   tunnels on their path that will not propagate two severity levels.
   It would have been nice to add a feature for transports to check path
   support, but this remains an open issue that will have to be
   addressed in any future standards action to define an end-to-end
   scheme that requires two severity levels of congestion.  PCN avoids
   this problem because it is only for a controlled region, so all
   legacy tunnels can be upgraded by the same operator that deploys PCN.
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                IPv6 Addressing of IPv4/IPv6 Translators

Abstract

   This document discusses the algorithmic translation of an IPv6
   address to a corresponding IPv4 address, and vice versa, using only
   statically configured information.  It defines a well-known prefix
   for use in algorithmic translations, while allowing organizations to
   also use network-specific prefixes when appropriate.  Algorithmic
   translation is used in IPv4/IPv6 translators, as well as other types
   of proxies and gateways (e.g., for DNS) used in IPv4/IPv6 scenarios.

Status of This Memo

   This is an Internet Standards Track document.

   This document is a product of the Internet Engineering Task Force
   (IETF).  It represents the consensus of the IETF community.  It has
   received public review and has been approved for publication by the
   Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG).  Further information on
   Internet Standards is available in Section 2 of RFC 5741.

   Information about the current status of this document, any errata,
   and how to provide feedback on it may be obtained at
   http://www.rfc-editor.org/info/rfc6052.
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1.  Introduction

   This document is part of a series of IPv4/IPv6 translation documents.
   A framework for IPv4/IPv6 translation is discussed in
   [v4v6-FRAMEWORK], including a taxonomy of scenarios that will be used
   in this document.  Other documents specify the behavior of various
   types of translators and gateways, including mechanisms for
   translating between IP headers and other types of messages that
   include IP addresses.  This document specifies how an individual IPv6
   address is translated to a corresponding IPv4 address, and vice
   versa, in cases where an algorithmic mapping is used.  While specific
   types of devices are used herein as examples, it is the
   responsibility of the specification of such devices to reference this
   document for algorithmic mapping of the addresses themselves.

   Section 2 describes the prefixes and the format of "IPv4-embedded
   IPv6 addresses", i.e., IPv6 addresses in which 32 bits contain an
   IPv4 address.  This format is common to both "IPv4-converted" and
   "IPv4-translatable" IPv6 addresses.  This section also defines the
   algorithms for translating addresses, and the text representation of
   IPv4-embedded IPv6 addresses.

   Section 3 discusses the choice of prefixes, the conditions in which
   they can be used, and the use of IPv4-embedded IPv6 addresses with
   stateless and stateful translation.

   Section 4 provides a summary of the discussions behind two specific
   design decisions, the choice of a null suffix and the specific value
   of the selected prefix.

   Section 5 discusses security concerns.

   In some scenarios, a dual-stack host will unnecessarily send its
   traffic through an IPv6/IPv4 translator.  This can be caused by the
   host's default address selection algorithm [RFC3484], referrals, or
   other reasons.  Optimizing these scenarios for dual-stack hosts is
   for future study.

1.1.  Applicability Scope

   This document is part of a series defining address translation
   services.  We understand that the address format could also be used
   by other interconnection methods between IPv6 and IPv4, e.g., methods
   based on encapsulation.  If encapsulation methods are developed by
   the IETF, we expect that their descriptions will document their
   specific use of IPv4-embedded IPv6 addresses.
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1.2.  Conventions

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

1.3.  Terminology

   This document makes use of the following terms:

   Address translator:  any entity that has to derive an IPv4 address
      from an IPv6 address or vice versa.  This applies not only to
      devices that do IPv4/IPv6 packet translation, but also to other
      entities that manipulate addresses, such as name resolution
      proxies (e.g., DNS64 [DNS64]) and possibly other types of
      Application Layer Gateways (ALGs).

   IPv4-converted IPv6 addresses:  IPv6 addresses used to represent IPv4
      nodes in an IPv6 network.  They are a variant of IPv4-embedded
      IPv6 addresses and follow the format described in Section 2.2.

   IPv4-embedded IPv6 addresses:  IPv6 addresses in which 32 bits
      contain an IPv4 address.  Their format is described in
      Section 2.2.

   IPv4/IPv6 translator:  an entity that translates IPv4 packets to IPv6
      packets, and vice versa.  It may do "stateless" translation,
      meaning that there is no per-flow state required, or "stateful"
      translation, meaning that per-flow state is created when the first
      packet in a flow is received.

   IPv4-translatable IPv6 addresses:  IPv6 addresses assigned to IPv6
      nodes for use with stateless translation.  They are a variant of
      IPv4-embedded IPv6 addresses and follow the format described in
      Section 2.2.

   Network-Specific Prefix:  an IPv6 prefix assigned by an organization
      for use in algorithmic mapping.  Options for the Network-Specific
      Prefix are discussed in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.

   Well-Known Prefix:  the IPv6 prefix defined in this document for use
      in an algorithmic mapping.
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2.  IPv4-Embedded IPv6 Address Prefix and Format

2.1.  Well-Known Prefix

   This document reserves a "Well-Known Prefix" for use in an
   algorithmic mapping.  The value of this IPv6 prefix is:

      64:ff9b::/96

2.2.  IPv4-Embedded IPv6 Address Format

   IPv4-converted IPv6 addresses and IPv4-translatable IPv6 addresses
   follow the same format, described here as the IPv4-embedded IPv6
   address Format.  IPv4-embedded IPv6 addresses are composed of a
   variable-length prefix, the embedded IPv4 address, and a variable-
   length suffix, as presented in the following diagram, in which PL
   designates the prefix length:

    +--+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
    |PL| 0-------------32--40--48--56--64--72--80--88--96--104---------|
    +--+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
    |32|     prefix    |v4(32)         | u | suffix                    |
    +--+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
    |40|     prefix        |v4(24)     | u |(8)| suffix                |
    +--+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
    |48|     prefix            |v4(16) | u | (16)  | suffix            |
    +--+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
    |56|     prefix                |(8)| u |  v4(24)   | suffix        |
    +--+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
    |64|     prefix                    | u |   v4(32)      | suffix    |
    +--+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
    |96|     prefix                                    |    v4(32)     |
    +--+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+

                                 Figure 1

   In these addresses, the prefix shall be either the "Well-Known
   Prefix" or a "Network-Specific Prefix" unique to the organization
   deploying the address translators.  The prefixes can only have one of
   the following lengths: 32, 40, 48, 56, 64, or 96.  (The Well-Known
   Prefix is 96 bits long, and can only be used in the last form of the
   table.)

   Various deployments justify different prefix lengths with Network-
   Specific Prefixes.  The trade-off between different prefix lengths
   are discussed in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.
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   Bits 64 to 71 of the address are reserved for compatibility with the
   host identifier format defined in the IPv6 addressing architecture
   [RFC4291].  These bits MUST be set to zero.  When using a /96
   Network-Specific Prefix, the administrators MUST ensure that the bits
   64 to 71 are set to zero.  A simple way to achieve that is to
   construct the /96 Network-Specific Prefix by picking a /64 prefix,



   and then adding 4 octets set to zero.

   The IPv4 address is encoded following the prefix, most significant
   bits first.  Depending of the prefix length, the 4 octets of the
   address may be separated by the reserved octet "u", whose 8 bits MUST
   be set to zero.  In particular:

   o  When the prefix is 32 bits long, the IPv4 address is encoded in
      positions 32 to 63.

   o  When the prefix is 40 bits long, 24 bits of the IPv4 address are
      encoded in positions 40 to 63, with the remaining 8 bits in
      position 72 to 79.

   o  When the prefix is 48 bits long, 16 bits of the IPv4 address are
      encoded in positions 48 to 63, with the remaining 16 bits in
      position 72 to 87.

   o  When the prefix is 56 bits long, 8 bits of the IPv4 address are
      encoded in positions 56 to 63, with the remaining 24 bits in
      position 72 to 95.

   o  When the prefix is 64 bits long, the IPv4 address is encoded in
      positions 72 to 103.

   o  When the prefix is 96 bits long, the IPv4 address is encoded in
      positions 96 to 127.

   There are no remaining bits, and thus no suffix, if the prefix is 96
   bits long.  In the other cases, the remaining bits of the address
   constitute the suffix.  These bits are reserved for future extensions
   and SHOULD be set to zero.  Address translators who receive IPv4-
   embedded IPv6 addresses where these bits are not zero SHOULD ignore
   the bits' value and proceed as if the bits' value were zero.  (Future
   extensions may specify a different behavior.)
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2.3.  Address Translation Algorithms

   IPv4-embedded IPv6 addresses are composed according to the following
   algorithm:

   o  Concatenate the prefix, the 32 bits of the IPv4 address, and the
      suffix (if needed) to obtain a 128-bit address.

   o  If the prefix length is less than 96 bits, insert the null octet
      "u" at the appropriate position (bits 64 to 71), thus causing the
      least significant octet to be excluded, as documented in Figure 1.



   The IPv4 addresses are extracted from the IPv4-embedded IPv6
   addresses according to the following algorithm:

   o  If the prefix is 96 bits long, extract the last 32 bits of the
      IPv6 address;

   o  For the other prefix lengths, remove the "u" octet to obtain a
      120-bit sequence (effectively shifting bits 72-127 to positions
      64-119), then extract the 32 bits following the prefix.

2.4.  Text Representation

   IPv4-embedded IPv6 addresses will be represented in text in
   conformity with Section 2.2 of [RFC4291].  IPv4-embedded IPv6
   addresses constructed using the Well-Known Prefix or a /96 Network-
   Specific Prefix may be represented using the alternative form
   presented in Section 2.2 of [RFC4291], with the embedded IPv4 address
   represented in dotted decimal notation.  Examples of such
   representations are presented in Tables 1 and 2.

   +-----------------------+------------+------------------------------+
   | Network-Specific      |    IPv4    | IPv4-embedded IPv6 address   |
   | Prefix                |   address  |                              |
   +-----------------------+------------+------------------------------+
   | 2001:db8::/32         | 192.0.2.33 | 2001:db8:c000:221::          |
   | 2001:db8:100::/40     | 192.0.2.33 | 2001:db8:1c0:2:21::          |
   | 2001:db8:122::/48     | 192.0.2.33 | 2001:db8:122:c000:2:2100::   |
   | 2001:db8:122:300::/56 | 192.0.2.33 | 2001:db8:122:3c0:0:221::     |
   | 2001:db8:122:344::/64 | 192.0.2.33 | 2001:db8:122:344:c0:2:2100:: |
   | 2001:db8:122:344::/96 | 192.0.2.33 | 2001:db8:122:344::192.0.2.33 |
   +-----------------------+------------+------------------------------+

    Table 1: Text Representation of IPv4-Embedded IPv6 Addresses Using
                         Network-Specific Prefixes
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     +-------------------+--------------+----------------------------+
     | Well-Known Prefix | IPv4 address | IPv4-Embedded IPv6 address |
     +-------------------+--------------+----------------------------+
     | 64:ff9b::/96      |  192.0.2.33  | 64:ff9b::192.0.2.33        |
     +-------------------+--------------+----------------------------+

    Table 2: Text Representation of IPv4-Embedded IPv6 Addresses Using
                           the Well-Known Prefix

   The Network-Specific Prefix examples in Table 1 are derived from the
   IPv6 prefix reserved for documentation in [RFC3849].  The IPv4
   address 192.0.2.33 is part of the subnet 192.0.2.0/24 reserved for
   documentation in [RFC5735].  The representation of IPv6 addresses is
   compatible with [RFC5952].

3.  Deployment Guidelines

3.1.  Restrictions on the Use of the Well-Known Prefix



   The Well-Known Prefix MUST NOT be used to represent non-global IPv4
   addresses, such as those defined in [RFC1918] or listed in Section 3
   of [RFC5735].  Address translators MUST NOT translate packets in
   which an address is composed of the Well-Known Prefix and a non-
   global IPv4 address; they MUST drop these packets.

   The Well-Known Prefix SHOULD NOT be used to construct IPv4-
   translatable IPv6 addresses.  The nodes served by IPv4-translatable
   IPv6 addresses should be able to receive global IPv6 traffic bound to
   their IPv4-translatable IPv6 address without incurring intermediate
   protocol translation.  This is only possible if the specific prefix
   used to build the IPv4-translatable IPv6 addresses is advertised in
   inter-domain routing, but the advertisement of more specific prefixes
   derived from the Well-Known Prefix is not supported, as explained in
   Section 3.2.  Network-Specific Prefixes SHOULD be used in these
   scenarios, as explained in Section 3.3.

   The Well-Known Prefix MAY be used by organizations deploying
   translation services, as explained in Section 3.4.

3.2.  Impact on Inter-Domain Routing

   The Well-Known Prefix MAY appear in inter-domain routing tables, if
   service providers decide to provide IPv6-IPv4 interconnection
   services to peers.  Advertisement of the Well-Known Prefix SHOULD be
   controlled either by upstream and/or downstream service providers
   according to inter-domain routing policies, e.g., through
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   configuration of BGP [RFC4271].  Organizations that advertise the
   Well-Known Prefix in inter-domain routing MUST be able to provide
   IPv4/IPv6 translation service.

   When the IPv4/IPv6 translation relies on the Well-Known Prefix, IPv4-
   embedded IPv6 prefixes longer than the Well-Known Prefix MUST NOT be
   advertised in BGP (especially External BGP) [RFC4271] because this
   leads to importing the IPv4 routing table into the IPv6 one and
   therefore introduces scalability issues to the global IPv6 routing
   table.  Administrators of BGP nodes SHOULD configure filters that
   discard advertisements of embedded IPv6 prefixes longer than the
   Well-Known Prefix.

   When the IPv4/IPv6 translation service relies on Network-Specific
   Prefixes, the IPv4-translatable IPv6 prefixes used in stateless
   translation MUST be advertised with proper aggregation to the IPv6
   Internet.  Similarly, if translators are configured with multiple
   Network-Specific Prefixes, these prefixes MUST be advertised to the
   IPv6 Internet with proper aggregation.

3.3.  Choice of Prefix for Stateless Translation Deployments

   Organizations may deploy translation services using stateless
   translation.  In these deployments, internal IPv6 nodes are addressed



   using IPv4-translatable IPv6 addresses, which enable them to be
   accessed by IPv4 nodes.  The addresses of these external IPv4 nodes
   are then represented in IPv4-converted IPv6 addresses.

   Organizations deploying stateless IPv4/IPv6 translation SHOULD assign
   a Network-Specific Prefix to their IPv4/IPv6 translation service.
   IPv4-translatable and IPv4-converted IPv6 addresses MUST be
   constructed as specified in Section 2.2.  IPv4-translatable IPv6
   addresses MUST use the selected Network-Specific Prefix.  Both IPv4-
   translatable IPv6 addresses and IPv4-converted IPv6 addresses SHOULD
   use the same prefix.

   Using the same prefix ensures that IPv6 nodes internal to the
   organization will use the most efficient paths to reach the nodes
   served by IPv4-translatable IPv6 addresses.  Specifically, if a node
   learns the IPv4 address of a target internal node without knowing
   that this target is in fact located behind the same translator that
   the node also uses, translation rules will ensure that the IPv6
   address constructed with the Network-Specific Prefix is the same as
   the IPv4-translatable IPv6 address assigned to the target.  Standard
   routing preference (i.e., "most specific match wins") will then
   ensure that the IPv6 packets are delivered directly, without
   requiring that translators receive the packets and then return them
   in the direction from which they came.
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   The intra-domain routing protocol must be able to deliver packets to
   the nodes served by IPv4-translatable IPv6 addresses.  This may
   require routing on some or all of the embedded IPv4 address bits.
   Security considerations detailed in Section 5 require that routers
   check the validity of the IPv4-translatable IPv6 source addresses,
   using some form of reverse path check.

   The management of stateless address translation can be illustrated
   with a small example:

      We will consider an IPv6 network with the prefix 2001:db8:
      122::/48.  The network administrator has selected the Network-
      Specific Prefix 2001:db8:122:344::/64 for managing stateless IPv4/
      IPv6 translation.  The IPv4-translatable address block for IPv4
      subnet 192.0.2.0/24 is 2001:db8:122:344:c0:2::/96.  In this
      network, the host A is assigned the IPv4-translatable IPv6 address
      2001:db8:122:344:c0:2:2100::, which corresponds to the IPv4
      address 192.0.2.33.  Host A's address is configured either
      manually or through DHCPv6.

      In this example, host A is not directly connected to the
      translator, but instead to a link managed by a router R.  The
      router R is configured to forward to A the packets bound to 2001:
      db8:122:344:c0:2:2100::.  To receive these packets, R will
      advertise reachability of the prefix 2001:db8:122:344:c0:2:2100::/
      104 in the intra-domain routing protocol -- or perhaps a shorter
      prefix if many hosts on link have IPv4-translatable IPv6 addresses
      derived from the same IPv4 subnet.  If a packet bound to
      192.0.2.33 reaches the translator, the destination address will be
      translated to 2001:db8:122:344:c0:2:2100::, and the packet will be



      routed towards R and then to A.

      Let's suppose now that a host B of the same domain learns the IPv4
      address of A, maybe through an application-specific referral.  If
      B has translation-aware software, B can compose a destination
      address by combining the Network-Specific Prefix 2001:db8:122:
      344::/64 and the IPv4 address 192.0.2.33, resulting in the address
      2001:db8:122:344:c0:2:2100::.  The packet sent by B will be
      forwarded towards R, and then to A, avoiding protocol translation.

   Forwarding, and reverse path checks, are more efficient when
   performed on the combination of the prefix and the IPv4 address.  In
   theory, routers are able to route on prefixes of any length, but in
   practice there may be routers for which routing on prefixes larger
   than 64 bits is slower.  However, routing efficiency is not the only
   consideration in the choice of a prefix length.  Organizations also
   need to consider the availability of prefixes, and the potential
   impact of all-zero identifiers.
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   If a /32 prefix is used, all the routing bits are contained in the
   top 64 bits of the IPv6 address, leading to excellent routing
   properties.  These prefixes may however be hard to obtain, and
   allocation of a /32 to a small set of IPv4-translatable IPv6
   addresses may be seen as wasteful.  In addition, the /32 prefix and a
   zero suffix lead to an all-zero interface identifier, which is an
   issue that we discuss in Section 4.1.

   Intermediate prefix lengths such as /40, /48, or /56 appear as
   compromises.  Only some of the IPv4 bits are part of the /64
   prefixes.  Reverse path checks, in particular, may have a limited
   efficiency.  Reverse path checks limited to the most significant bits
   of the IPv4 address will reduce the possibility of spoofing external
   IPv4 addresses, but would allow IPv6 nodes to spoof internal IPv4-
   translatable IPv6 addresses.

   We propose a compromise, based on using no more than 1/256th of an
   organization's allocation of IPv6 addresses for the IPv4/IPv6
   translation service.  For example, if the organization is an Internet
   Service Provider with an allocated IPv6 prefix /32 or shorter, the
   ISP could dedicate a /40 prefix to the translation service.  An end
   site with a /48 allocation could dedicate a /56 prefix to the
   translation service, or possibly a /96 prefix if all IPv4-
   translatable IPv6 addresses are located on the same link.

   The recommended prefix length is also a function of the deployment
   scenario.  The stateless translation can be used for Scenario 1,
   Scenario 2, Scenario 5, and Scenario 6 defined in [v4v6-FRAMEWORK].
   For different scenarios, the prefix length recommendations are:

   o  For Scenario 1 (an IPv6 network to the IPv4 Internet) and Scenario
      2 (the IPv4 Internet to an IPv6 network), an ISP holding a /32
      allocation SHOULD use a /40 prefix, and a site holding a /48
      allocation SHOULD use a /56 prefix.

   o  For Scenario 5 (an IPv6 network to an IPv4 network) and Scenario 6



      (an IPv4 network to an IPv6 network), the deployment SHOULD use a
      /64 or a /96 prefix.

3.4.  Choice of Prefix for Stateful Translation Deployments

   Organizations may deploy translation services based on stateful
   translation technology.  An organization may decide to use either a
   Network-Specific Prefix or the Well-Known Prefix for its stateful
   IPv4/IPv6 translation service.
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   When these services are used, IPv6 nodes are addressed through
   standard IPv6 addresses, while IPv4 nodes are represented by IPv4-
   converted IPv6 addresses, as specified in Section 2.2.

   The stateful nature of the translation creates a potential stability
   issue when the organization deploys multiple translators.  If several
   translators use the same prefix, there is a risk that packets
   belonging to the same connection may be routed to different
   translators as the internal routing state changes.  This issue can be
   avoided either by assigning different prefixes to different
   translators or by ensuring that all translators using the same prefix
   coordinate their state.

   Stateful translation can be used in scenarios defined in
   [v4v6-FRAMEWORK].  The Well-Known Prefix SHOULD be used in these
   scenarios, with two exceptions:

   o  In all scenarios, the translation MAY use a Network-Specific
      Prefix, if deemed appropriate for management reasons.

   o  The Well-Known Prefix MUST NOT be used for Scenario 3 (the IPv6
      Internet to an IPv4 network), as this would lead to using the
      Well-Known Prefix with non-global IPv4 addresses.  That means a
      Network-Specific Prefix (for example, a /96 prefix) MUST be used
      in that scenario.

4.  Design Choices

   The prefix that we have chosen reflects two design choices, the null
   suffix and the specific value of the Well-Known Prefix.  We provide
   here a summary of the discussions leading to those two choices.

4.1.  Choice of Suffix

   The address format described in Section 2.2 recommends a zero suffix.
   Before making this recommendation, we considered different options:
   checksum neutrality, the encoding of a port range, and a value
   different than 0.

   In the case of stateless translation, there would be no need for the
   translator to recompute a one's complement checksum if both the IPv4-
   translatable and the IPv4-converted IPv6 addresses were constructed



   in a "checksum-neutral" manner, that is, if the IPv6 addresses would
   have the same one's complement checksum as the embedded IPv4 address.
   In the case of stateful translation, checksum neutrality does not
   eliminate checksum computation during translation, as only one of the
   two addresses would be checksum neutral.  We considered reserving 16
   bits in the suffix to guarantee checksum neutrality, but declined
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   because it would not help with stateful translation and because
   checksum neutrality can also be achieved by an appropriate choice of
   the Network-Specific Prefix, i.e., selecting a prefix whose one's
   complement checksum equals either 0 or 0xffff.

   There have been proposals to complement stateless translation with a
   port-range feature.  Instead of mapping an IPv4 address to exactly
   one IPv6 prefix, the options would allow several IPv6 nodes to share
   an IPv4 address, with each node managing a different range of ports.
   If a port range extension is needed, it could be defined later, using
   bits currently reserved as null in the suffix.

   When a /32 prefix is used, an all-zero suffix results in an all-zero
   interface identifier.  We understand the conflict with Section 2.6.1
   of RFC4291, which specifies that all zeroes are used for the subnet-
   router anycast address.  However, in our specification, there is only
   one node with an IPv4-translatable IPv6 address in the /64 subnet, so
   the anycast semantic does not create confusion.  We thus decided to
   keep the null suffix for now.  This issue does not exist for prefixes
   larger than 32 bits, such as the /40, /56, /64, and /96 prefixes that
   we recommend in Section 3.3.

4.2.  Choice of the Well-Known Prefix

   Before making our recommendation of the Well-Known Prefix, we were
   faced with three choices:

   o  reuse the IPv4-mapped prefix, ::ffff:0:0/96, as specified in RFC
      2765, Section 2.1;

   o  request IANA to allocate a /32 prefix, or

   o  request allocation of a new /96 prefix.

   We weighted the pros and cons of these choices before settling on the
   recommended /96 Well-Known Prefix.

   The main advantage of the existing IPv4-mapped prefix is that it is
   already defined.  Reusing that prefix would require minimal
   standardization efforts.  However, being already defined is not just
   an advantage, as there may be side effects of current
   implementations.  When presented with the IPv4-mapped prefix, current
   versions of Windows and Mac OS generate IPv4 packets, but will not
   send IPv6 packets.  If we used the IPv4-mapped prefix, these nodes
   would not be able to support translation without modification.  This
   will defeat the main purpose of the translation techniques.  We thus
   eliminated the first choice, i.e., decided to not reuse the IPv4-
   mapped prefix, ::ffff:0:0/96.
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   A /32 prefix would have allowed the embedded IPv4 address to fit
   within the top 64 bits of the IPv6 address.  This would have
   facilitated routing and load balancing when an organization deploys
   several translators.  However, such destination-address-based load
   balancing may not be desirable.  It is not compatible with Session
   Traversal Utilities for NAT (STUN) [RFC5389] in the deployments
   involving multiple stateful translators, each one having a different
   pool of IPv4 addresses.  STUN compatibility would only be achieved if
   the translators managed the same pool of IPv4 addresses and were able
   to coordinate their translation state, in which case there is no big
   advantage to using a /32 prefix rather than a /96 prefix.

   According to Section 2.2 of [RFC4291], in the legal textual
   representations of IPv6 addresses, dotted decimal can only appear at
   the end.  The /96 prefix is compatible with that requirement.  It
   enables the dotted decimal notation without requiring an update to
   [RFC4291].  This representation makes the address format easier to
   use and the log files easier to read.

   The prefix that we recommend has the particularity of being "checksum
   neutral".  The sum of the hexadecimal numbers "0064" and "ff9b" is
   "ffff", i.e., a value equal to zero in one's complement arithmetic.
   An IPv4-embedded IPv6 address constructed with this prefix will have
   the same one's complement checksum as the embedded IPv4 address.

5.  Security Considerations

5.1.  Protection against Spoofing

   IPv4/IPv6 translators can be modeled as special routers, are subject
   to the same risks, and can implement the same mitigations.  (The
   discussion of generic threats to routers and their mitigations is
   beyond the scope of this document.)  There is, however, a particular
   risk that directly derives from the practice of embedding IPv4
   addresses in IPv6: address spoofing.

   An attacker could use an IPv4-embedded IPv6 address as the source
   address of malicious packets.  After translation, the packets will
   appear as IPv4 packets from the specified source, and the attacker
   may be hard to track.  If left without mitigation, the attack would
   allow malicious IPv6 nodes to spoof arbitrary IPv4 addresses.

   The mitigation is to implement reverse path checks and to verify
   throughout the network that packets are coming from an authorized
   location.
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5.2.  Secure Configuration

   The prefixes used for address translation are used by IPv6 nodes to
   send packets to IPv6/IPv4 translators.  Attackers could attempt to
   fool nodes, DNS gateways, and IPv4/IPv6 translators into using wrong
   values for these parameters, resulting in network disruption, denial
   of service, and possible information disclosure.  To mitigate such
   attacks, network administrators need to ensure that prefixes are
   configured in a secure way.

   The mechanisms for achieving secure configuration of prefixes are
   beyond the scope of this document.

5.3.  Firewall Configuration

   Many firewalls and other security devices filter traffic based on
   IPv4 addresses.  Attackers could attempt to fool these firewalls by
   sending IPv6 packets to or from IPv6 addresses that translate to the
   filtered IPv4 addresses.  If the attack is successful, traffic that
   was previously blocked might be able to pass through the firewalls
   disguised as IPv6 packets.  In all such scenarios, administrators
   should assure that packets that send to or from IPv4-embedded IPv6
   addresses are subject to the same filtering as those directly sent to
   or from the embedded IPv4 addresses.

   The mechanisms for configuring firewalls and security devices to
   achieve this filtering are beyond the scope of this document.

6.  IANA Considerations

   IANA has made the following changes in the "Internet Protocol Version
   6 Address Space" registry located at http://www.iana.org.

   OLD:

      IPv6 Prefix Allocation       Reference    Note
      ----------- ---------------- ------------ ----------------
      0000::/8    Reserved by IETF [RFC4291]    [1][5]

   NEW:

      IPv6 Prefix Allocation       Reference    Note
      ----------- ---------------- ------------ ----------------
      0000::/8    Reserved by IETF [RFC4291]    [1][5][6]

      [6] The "Well-Known Prefix" 64:ff9b::/96 used in an algorithmic
          mapping between IPv4 to IPv6 addresses is defined out of the
          0000::/8 address block, per RFC 6052.
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Abstract

   RFC 2616 defines the Content-Disposition response header field, but
   points out that it is not part of the HTTP/1.1 Standard.  This
   specification takes over the definition and registration of Content-
   Disposition, as used in HTTP, and clarifies internationalization
   aspects.
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1.  Introduction

   RFC 2616 defines the Content-Disposition response header field
   (Section 19.5.1 of [RFC2616]) but points out that it is not part of
   the HTTP/1.1 Standard (Section 15.5):

      Content-Disposition is not part of the HTTP standard, but since it
      is widely implemented, we are documenting its use and risks for
      implementers.

   This specification takes over the definition and registration of
   Content-Disposition, as used in HTTP.  Based on interoperability
   testing with existing user agents (UAs), it fully defines a profile
   of the features defined in the Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions
   (MIME) variant ([RFC2183]) of the header field, and also clarifies
   internationalization aspects.
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      Note: This document does not apply to Content-Disposition header
      fields appearing in payload bodies transmitted over HTTP, such as
      when using the media type "multipart/form-data" ([RFC2388]).

2.  Notational Conventions

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

   This specification uses the augmented BNF (ABNF) notation defined in
   Section 2.1 of [RFC2616], including its rules for implied linear
   whitespace (LWS).

3.  Conformance and Error Handling

   This specification defines conformance criteria for both senders
   (usually, HTTP origin servers) and recipients (usually, HTTP user
   agents) of the Content-Disposition header field.  An implementation
   is considered conformant if it complies with all of the requirements
   associated with its role.

   This specification also defines certain forms of the header field
   value to be invalid, using both ABNF and prose requirements
   (Section 4), but it does not define special handling of these invalid
   field values.

   Senders MUST NOT generate Content-Disposition header fields that are
   invalid.



   Recipients MAY take steps to recover a usable field value from an
   invalid header field, but SHOULD NOT reject the message outright,
   unless this is explicitly desirable behavior (e.g., the
   implementation is a validator).  As such, the default handling of
   invalid fields is to ignore them.

4.  Header Field Definition

   The Content-Disposition response header field is used to convey
   additional information about how to process the response payload, and
   also can be used to attach additional metadata, such as the filename
   to use when saving the response payload locally.
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4.1.  Grammar

     content-disposition = "Content-Disposition" ":"
                            disposition-type *( ";" disposition-parm )

     disposition-type    = "inline" | "attachment" | disp-ext-type
                         ; case-insensitive
     disp-ext-type       = token

     disposition-parm    = filename-parm | disp-ext-parm

     filename-parm       = "filename" "=" value
                         | "filename*" "=" ext-value

     disp-ext-parm       = token "=" value
                         | ext-token "=" ext-value
     ext-token           = <the characters in token, followed by "*">

   Defined in [RFC2616]:

     token         = <token, defined in [RFC2616], Section 2.2>
     quoted-string = <quoted-string, defined in [RFC2616], Section 2.2>
     value         = <value, defined in [RFC2616], Section 3.6>
                   ; token | quoted-string

   Defined in [RFC5987]:

     ext-value   = <ext-value, defined in [RFC5987], Section 3.2>

   Content-Disposition header field values with multiple instances of
   the same parameter name are invalid.

   Note that due to the rules for implied linear whitespace (Section 2.1
   of [RFC2616]), OPTIONAL whitespace can appear between words (token or
   quoted-string) and separator characters.



   Furthermore, note that the format used for ext-value allows
   specifying a natural language (e.g., "en"); this is of limited use
   for filenames and is likely to be ignored by recipients.
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4.2.  Disposition Type

   If the disposition type matches "attachment" (case-insensitively),
   this indicates that the recipient should prompt the user to save the
   response locally, rather than process it normally (as per its media
   type).

   On the other hand, if it matches "inline" (case-insensitively), this
   implies default processing.  Therefore, the disposition type "inline"
   is only useful when it is augmented with additional parameters, such
   as the filename (see below).

   Unknown or unhandled disposition types SHOULD be handled by
   recipients the same way as "attachment" (see also [RFC2183],
   Section 2.8).

4.3.  Disposition Parameter: 'Filename'

   The parameters "filename" and "filename*", to be matched case-
   insensitively, provide information on how to construct a filename for
   storing the message payload.

   Depending on the disposition type, this information might be used
   right away (in the "save as..." interaction caused for the
   "attachment" disposition type), or later on (for instance, when the
   user decides to save the contents of the current page being
   displayed).

   The parameters "filename" and "filename*" differ only in that
   "filename*" uses the encoding defined in [RFC5987], allowing the use
   of characters not present in the ISO-8859-1 character set
   ([ISO-8859-1]).

   Many user agent implementations predating this specification do not
   understand the "filename*" parameter.  Therefore, when both
   "filename" and "filename*" are present in a single header field
   value, recipients SHOULD pick "filename*" and ignore "filename".
   This way, senders can avoid special-casing specific user agents by
   sending both the more expressive "filename*" parameter, and the
   "filename" parameter as fallback for legacy recipients (see Section 5
   for an example).
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   It is essential that recipients treat the specified filename as
   advisory only, and thus be very careful in extracting the desired
   information.  In particular:

   o  Recipients MUST NOT be able to write into any location other than
      one to which they are specifically entitled.  To illustrate the
      problem, consider the consequences of being able to overwrite
      well-known system locations (such as "/etc/passwd").  One strategy
      to achieve this is to never trust folder name information in the
      filename parameter, for instance by stripping all but the last
      path segment and only considering the actual filename (where 'path
      segments' are the components of the field value delimited by the
      path separator characters "\" and "/").

   o  Many platforms do not use Internet Media Types ([RFC2046]) to hold
      type information in the file system, but rely on filename
      extensions instead.  Trusting the server-provided file extension
      could introduce a privilege escalation when the saved file is
      later opened (consider ".exe").  Thus, recipients that make use of
      file extensions to determine the media type MUST ensure that a
      file extension is used that is safe, optimally matching the media
      type of the received payload.

   o  Recipients SHOULD strip or replace character sequences that are
      known to cause confusion both in user interfaces and in filenames,
      such as control characters and leading and trailing whitespace.

   o  Other aspects recipients need to be aware of are names that have a
      special meaning in the file system or in shell commands, such as
      "." and "..", "~", "|", and also device names.  Recipients SHOULD
      ignore or substitute names like these.

      Note: Many user agents do not properly handle the escape character
      "\" when using the quoted-string form.  Furthermore, some user
      agents erroneously try to perform unescaping of "percent" escapes
      (see Appendix C.2), and thus might misinterpret filenames
      containing the percent character followed by two hex digits.

4.4.  Disposition Parameter: Extensions

   To enable future extensions, recipients SHOULD ignore unrecognized
   parameters (see also [RFC2183], Section 2.8).
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4.5.  Extensibility

   Note that Section 9 of [RFC2183] defines IANA registries both for
   disposition types and disposition parameters.  This registry is
   shared by different protocols using Content-Disposition, such as MIME
   and HTTP.  Therefore, not all registered values may make sense in the
   context of HTTP.

5.  Examples

   Direct the UA to show "save as" dialog, with a filename of
   "example.html":

     Content-Disposition: Attachment; filename=example.html

   Direct the UA to behave as if the Content-Disposition header field
   wasn't present, but to remember the filename "an example.html" for a
   subsequent save operation:

     Content-Disposition: INLINE; FILENAME= "an example.html"

   Note: This uses the quoted-string form so that the space character
   can be included.

   Direct the UA to show "save as" dialog, with a filename containing
   the Unicode character U+20AC (EURO SIGN):

     Content-Disposition: attachment;
                          filename*= UTF-8''%e2%82%ac%20rates

   Here, the encoding defined in [RFC5987] is also used to encode the
   non-ISO-8859-1 character.

   This example is the same as the one above, but adding the "filename"
   parameter for compatibility with user agents not implementing
   RFC 5987:

     Content-Disposition: attachment;
                          filename="EURO rates";
                          filename*=utf-8''%e2%82%ac%20rates

   Note: Those user agents that do not support the RFC 5987 encoding
   ignore "filename*" when it occurs after "filename".
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6.  Internationalization Considerations

   The "filename*" parameter (Section 4.3), using the encoding defined
   in [RFC5987], allows the server to transmit characters outside the
   ISO-8859-1 character set, and also to optionally specify the language
   in use.

   Future parameters might also require internationalization, in which
   case the same encoding can be used.

7.  Security Considerations

   Using server-supplied information for constructing local filenames
   introduces many risks.  These are summarized in Section 4.3.

   Furthermore, implementers ought to be aware of the security
   considerations applying to HTTP (see Section 15 of [RFC2616]), and
   also the parameter encoding defined in [RFC5987] (see Section 5).

8.  IANA Considerations

8.1.  Registry for Disposition Values and Parameters

   This specification does not introduce any changes to the registration
   procedures for disposition values and parameters that are defined in
   Section 9 of [RFC2183].

8.2.  Header Field Registration

   This document updates the definition of the Content-Disposition HTTP
   header field in the permanent HTTP header field registry (see
   [RFC3864]).

   Header field name:  Content-Disposition

   Applicable protocol:  http

   Status:  standard

   Author/Change controller:  IETF

   Specification document:  this specification (Section 4)

   Related information:  none
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Appendix A.  Changes from the RFC 2616 Definition

   Compared to Section 19.5.1 of [RFC2616], the following normative
   changes reflecting actual implementations have been made:

   o  According to RFC 2616, the disposition type "attachment" only
      applies to content of type "application/octet-stream".  This
      restriction has been removed, because recipients in practice do
      not check the content type, and it also discourages properly
      declaring the media type.

   o  RFC 2616 only allows "quoted-string" for the filename parameter.
      This would be an exceptional parameter syntax, and also doesn't
      reflect actual use.

   o  The definition for the disposition type "inline" ([RFC2183],



      Section 2.1) has been re-added with a suggestion for its
      processing.

   o  This specification requires support for the extended parameter
      encoding defined in [RFC5987].

Appendix B.  Differences Compared to RFC 2183

   Section 2 of [RFC2183] defines several additional disposition
   parameters: "creation-date", "modification-date", "quoted-date-time",
   and "size".  The majority of user agents do not implement these;
   thus, they have been omitted from this specification.

Appendix C.  Alternative Approaches to Internationalization

   By default, HTTP header field parameters cannot carry characters
   outside the ISO-8859-1 ([ISO-8859-1]) character encoding (see
   [RFC2616], Section 2.2).  For the "filename" parameter, this of
   course is an unacceptable restriction.

   Unfortunately, user agent implementers have not managed to come up
   with an interoperable approach, although the IETF Standards Track
   specifies exactly one solution ([RFC2231], clarified and profiled for
   HTTP in [RFC5987]).

   For completeness, the sections below describe the various approaches
   that have been tried, and explain how they are inferior to the
   RFC 5987 encoding used in this specification.
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C.1.  RFC 2047 Encoding

   RFC 2047 defines an encoding mechanism for header fields, but this
   encoding is not supposed to be used for header field parameters --
   see Section 5 of [RFC2047]:

      An 'encoded-word' MUST NOT appear within a 'quoted-string'.

      ...

      An 'encoded-word' MUST NOT be used in parameter of a MIME Content-
      Type or Content-Disposition field, or in any structured field body
      except within a 'comment' or 'phrase'.

   In practice, some user agents implement the encoding, some do not
   (exposing the encoded string to the user), and some get confused by
   it.

C.2.  Percent Encoding

   Some user agents accept percent-encoded ([RFC3986], Section 2.1)
   sequences of characters.  The character encoding being used for



   decoding depends on various factors, including the encoding of the
   referring page, the user agent's locale, its configuration, and also
   the actual value of the parameter.

   In practice, this is hard to use because those user agents that do
   not support it will display the escaped character sequence to the
   user.  For those user agents that do implement this, it is difficult
   to predict what character encoding they actually expect.

C.3.  Encoding Sniffing

   Some user agents inspect the value (which defaults to ISO-8859-1 for
   the quoted-string form) and switch to UTF-8 when it seems to be more
   likely to be the correct interpretation.

   As with the approaches above, this is not interoperable and,
   furthermore, risks misinterpreting the actual value.
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Appendix D.  Advice on Generating Content-Disposition Header Fields

   To successfully interoperate with existing and future user agents,
   senders of the Content-Disposition header field are advised to:

   o  Include a "filename" parameter when US-ASCII ([US-ASCII]) is
      sufficiently expressive.

   o  Use the 'token' form of the filename parameter only when it does
      not contain disallowed characters (e.g., spaces); in such cases,
      the quoted-string form should be used.

   o  Avoid including the percent character followed by two hexadecimal
      characters (e.g., %A9) in the filename parameter, since some
      existing implementations consider it to be an escape character,
      while others will pass it through unchanged.

   o  Avoid including the "\" character in the quoted-string form of the
      filename parameter, as escaping is not implemented by some user
      agents, and "\" can be considered an illegal path character.

   o  Avoid using non-ASCII characters in the filename parameter.
      Although most existing implementations will decode them as
      ISO-8859-1, some will apply heuristics to detect UTF-8, and thus
      might fail on certain names.

   o  Include a "filename*" parameter where the desired filename cannot
      be expressed faithfully using the "filename" form.  Note that



      legacy user agents will not process this, and will fall back to
      using the "filename" parameter's content.

   o  When a "filename*" parameter is sent, to also generate a
      "filename" parameter as a fallback for user agents that do not
      support the "filename*" form, if possible.  This can be done by
      substituting characters with US-ASCII sequences (e.g., Unicode
      character point U+00E4 (LATIN SMALL LETTER A WITH DIARESIS) by
      "ae").  Note that this may not be possible in some locales.

   o  When a "filename" parameter is included as a fallback (as per
      above), "filename" should occur first, due to parsing problems in
      some existing implementations.

   o  Use UTF-8 as the encoding of the "filename*" parameter, when
      present, because at least one existing implementation only
      implements that encoding.
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   Note that this advice is based upon UA behavior at the time of
   writing, and might be superseded.  At the time of publication of this
   document, <http://purl.org/NET/http/content-disposition-tests>
   provides an overview of current levels of support in various
   implementations.
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Abstract

   This document specifies Mobile IPv6, a protocol that allows nodes to
   remain reachable while moving around in the IPv6 Internet.  Each
   mobile node is always identified by its home address, regardless of
   its current point of attachment to the Internet.  While situated away
   from its home, a mobile node is also associated with a care-of
   address, which provides information about the mobile node's current
   location.  IPv6 packets addressed to a mobile node's home address are
   transparently routed to its care-of address.  The protocol enables
   IPv6 nodes to cache the binding of a mobile node's home address with
   its care-of address, and to then send any packets destined for the
   mobile node directly to it at this care-of address.  To support this
   operation, Mobile IPv6 defines a new IPv6 protocol and a new
   destination option.  All IPv6 nodes, whether mobile or stationary,
   can communicate with mobile nodes.  This document obsoletes RFC 3775.

Status of This Memo

   This is an Internet Standards Track document.

   This document is a product of the Internet Engineering Task Force
   (IETF).  It represents the consensus of the IETF community.  It has
   received public review and has been approved for publication by the
   Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG).  Further information on



   Internet Standards is available in Section 2 of RFC 5741.

   Information about the current status of this document, any errata,
   and how to provide feedback on it may be obtained at
   http://www.rfc-editor.org/info/rfc6275.
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1.  Introduction

   This document specifies a protocol that allows nodes to remain
   reachable while moving around in the IPv6 Internet.  Without specific
   support for mobility in IPv6 [6], packets destined to a mobile node
   would not be able to reach it while the mobile node is away from its
   home link.  In order to continue communication in spite of its
   movement, a mobile node could change its IP address each time it
   moves to a new link, but the mobile node would then not be able to
   maintain transport and higher-layer connections when it changes



   location.  Mobility support in IPv6 is particularly important, as
   mobile computers are likely to account for a majority or at least a
   substantial fraction of the population of the Internet during the
   lifetime of IPv6.

   The protocol defined in this document, known as Mobile IPv6, allows a
   mobile node to move from one link to another without changing the
   mobile node's "home address".  Packets may be routed to the mobile
   node using this address regardless of the mobile node's current point
   of attachment to the Internet.  The mobile node may also continue to
   communicate with other nodes (stationary or mobile) after moving to a
   new link.  The movement of a mobile node away from its home link is
   thus transparent to transport and higher-layer protocols and
   applications.

   The Mobile IPv6 protocol is just as suitable for mobility across
   homogeneous media as for mobility across heterogeneous media.  For
   example, Mobile IPv6 facilitates node movement from one Ethernet
   segment to another as well as it facilitates node movement from an
   Ethernet segment to a wireless LAN cell, with the mobile node's IP
   address remaining unchanged in spite of such movement.

   One can think of the Mobile IPv6 protocol as solving the network-
   layer mobility management problem.  Some mobility management
   applications -- for example, handover among wireless transceivers,
   each of which covers only a very small geographic area -- have been
   solved using link-layer techniques.  For example, in many current
   wireless LAN products, link-layer mobility mechanisms allow a
   "handover" of a mobile node from one cell to another, re-establishing
   link-layer connectivity to the node in each new location.

   Mobile IPv6 does not attempt to solve all general problems related to
   the use of mobile computers or wireless networks.  In particular,
   this protocol does not attempt to solve:

   o  Handling links with unidirectional connectivity or partial
      reachability, such as the hidden terminal problem where a host is
      hidden from only some of the routers on the link.
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   o  Access control on a link being visited by a mobile node.

   o  Local or hierarchical forms of mobility management (similar to
      many current link-layer mobility management solutions).

   o  Assistance for adaptive applications.

   o  Mobile routers.

   o  Service discovery.

   o  Distinguishing between packets lost due to bit errors versus
      network congestion.

   This document obsoletes RFC 3775.  Issues with the original document
   have been observed during the integration, testing, and deployment of



   RFC 3775.  A more detailed list of the changes since RFC 3775 may be
   found in Appendix B.

2.  Comparison with Mobile IP for IPv4

   The design of Mobile IP support in IPv6 (Mobile IPv6) benefits both
   from the experiences gained from the development of Mobile IP support
   in IPv4 (Mobile IPv4) [32] [25] [26], and from the opportunities
   provided by IPv6.  Mobile IPv6 thus shares many features with Mobile
   IPv4, but is integrated into IPv6 and offers many other improvements.
   This section summarizes the major differences between Mobile IPv4 and
   Mobile IPv6:

   o  There is no need to deploy special routers as "foreign agents", as
      in Mobile IPv4.  Mobile IPv6 operates in any location without any
      special support required from the local router.

   o  Support for route optimization is a fundamental part of the
      protocol, rather than a nonstandard set of extensions.

   o  Mobile IPv6 route optimization can operate securely even without
      pre-arranged security associations.  It is expected that route
      optimization can be deployed on a global scale between all mobile
      nodes and correspondent nodes.

   o  Support is also integrated into Mobile IPv6 for allowing route
      optimization to coexist efficiently with routers that perform
      "ingress filtering" [27].

   o  The IPv6 Neighbor Unreachability Detection ensures symmetric
      reachability between the mobile node and its default router in the
      current location.
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   o  Most packets sent to a mobile node while away from home in Mobile
      IPv6 are sent using an IPv6 routing header rather than IP
      encapsulation, reducing the amount of resulting overhead compared
      to Mobile IPv4.

   o  Mobile IPv6 is decoupled from any particular link layer, as it
      uses IPv6 Neighbor Discovery [18] instead of the Address
      Resolution Protocol (ARP).  This also improves the robustness of
      the protocol.

   o  The use of IPv6 encapsulation (and the routing header) removes the
      need in Mobile IPv6 to manage "tunnel soft state".

   o  The dynamic home agent address discovery mechanism in Mobile IPv6
      returns a single reply to the mobile node.  The directed broadcast
      approach used in IPv4 returns separate replies from each home
      agent.

3.  Terminology

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this



   document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [2].

3.1.  General Terms

   IP

      Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6).

   node

      A device that implements IP.

   router

      A node that forwards IP packets not explicitly addressed to
      itself.

   unicast routable address

      An identifier for a single interface such that a packet sent to it
      from another IPv6 subnet is delivered to the interface identified
      by that address.  Accordingly, a unicast routable address must be
      either a global IPv6 address or a unique local IPv6 address.
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   host

      Any node that is not a router.

   link

      A communication facility or medium over which nodes can
      communicate at the link layer, such as an Ethernet (simple or
      bridged).  A link is the layer immediately below IP.

   interface

      A node's attachment to a link.

   subnet prefix

      A bit string that consists of some number of initial bits of an IP
      address.

   interface identifier

      A number used to identify a node's interface on a link.  The
      interface identifier is the remaining low-order bits in the node's
      IP address after the subnet prefix.

   link-layer address

      A link-layer identifier for an interface, such as IEEE 802



      addresses on Ethernet links.

   packet

      An IP header plus payload.

   security association

      An IPsec security association is a cooperative relationship formed
      by the sharing of cryptographic keying material and associated
      context.  Security associations are simplex.  That is, two
      security associations are needed to protect bidirectional traffic
      between two nodes, one for each direction.

   security policy database

      A database that specifies what security services are to be offered
      to IP packets and in what fashion.
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   destination option

      Destination options are carried by the IPv6 Destination Options
      extension header.  Destination options include optional
      information that need be examined only by the IPv6 node given as
      the destination address in the IPv6 header, not by routers in
      between.  Mobile IPv6 defines one new destination option, the Home
      Address destination option (see Section 6.3).

   routing header

      A routing header may be present as an IPv6 header extension, and
      indicates that the payload has to be delivered to a destination
      IPv6 address in some way that is different from what would be
      carried out by standard Internet routing.  In this document, use
      of the term "routing header" typically refers to use of a type 2
      routing header, as specified in Section 6.4.

   "|" (concatenation)

      Some formulas in this specification use the symbol "|" to indicate
      bytewise concatenation, as in A | B.  This concatenation requires
      that all of the octets of the datum A appear first in the result,
      followed by all of the octets of the datum B.

   First (size, input)

      Some formulas in this specification use a functional form "First
      (size, input)" to indicate truncation of the "input" data so that
      only the first "size" bits remain to be used.

3.2.  Mobile IPv6 Terms

   These terms are intended to be compatible with the definitions given



   in RFC 3753 [40].  However, if there is any conflict, the definitions
   given here should be considered to supersede those in RFC 3753.

   home address

      A unicast routable address assigned to a mobile node, used as the
      permanent address of the mobile node.  This address is within the
      mobile node's home link.  Standard IP routing mechanisms will
      deliver packets destined for a mobile node's home address to its
      home link.  Mobile nodes can have multiple home addresses, for
      instance, when there are multiple home prefixes on the home link.
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   home subnet prefix

      The IP subnet prefix corresponding to a mobile node's home
      address.

   home link

      The link on which a mobile node's home subnet prefix is defined.

   mobile node

      A node that can change its point of attachment from one link to
      another, while still being reachable via its home address.

   movement

      A change in a mobile node's point of attachment to the Internet
      such that it is no longer connected to the same link as it was
      previously.  If a mobile node is not currently attached to its
      home link, the mobile node is said to be "away from home".

   Layer 2 (L2) handover

      A process by which the mobile node changes from one link-layer
      connection to another.  For example, a change of wireless access
      point is an L2 handover.

   Layer 3 (L3) handover

      Subsequent to an L2 handover, a mobile node detects a change in an
      on-link subnet prefix that would require a change in the primary
      care-of address.  For example, a change of access router
      subsequent to a change of wireless access point typically results
      in an L3 handover.

   correspondent node

      A peer node with which a mobile node is communicating.  The
      correspondent node may be either mobile or stationary.



   foreign subnet prefix

      Any IP subnet prefix other than the mobile node's home subnet
      prefix.
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   foreign link

      Any link other than the mobile node's home link.

   care-of address

      A unicast routable address associated with a mobile node while
      visiting a foreign link; the subnet prefix of this IP address is a
      foreign subnet prefix.  Among the multiple care-of addresses that
      a mobile node may have at any given time (e.g., with different
      subnet prefixes), the one registered with the mobile node's home
      agent for a given home address is called its "primary" care-of
      address.

   home agent

      A router on a mobile node's home link with which the mobile node
      has registered its current care-of address.  While the mobile node
      is away from home, the home agent intercepts packets on the home
      link destined to the mobile node's home address, encapsulates
      them, and tunnels them to the mobile node's registered care-of
      address.

   binding

      The association of the home address of a mobile node with a
      care-of address for that mobile node, along with the remaining
      lifetime of that association.

   registration

      The process during which a mobile node sends a Binding Update to
      its home agent or a correspondent node, causing a binding for the
      mobile node to be registered.

   mobility message

      A message containing a Mobility Header (see Section 6.1).

   binding authorization

      Correspondent registration needs to be authorized to allow the
      recipient to believe that the sender has the right to specify a
      new binding.
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   return routability procedure

      The return routability procedure authorizes registrations by the
      use of a cryptographic token exchange.

   correspondent registration

      A return routability procedure followed by a registration, run
      between the mobile node and a correspondent node.

   home registration

      A registration between the mobile node and its home agent,
      authorized by the use of IPsec.

   nonce

      Nonces are random numbers used internally by the correspondent
      node in the creation of keygen tokens related to the return
      routability procedure.  The nonces are not specific to a mobile
      node, and are kept secret within the correspondent node.

   nonce index

      A nonce index is used to indicate which nonces have been used when
      creating keygen token values, without revealing the nonces
      themselves.

   cookie

      A cookie is a random number used by a mobile node to prevent
      spoofing by a bogus correspondent node in the return routability
      procedure.

   care-of init cookie

      A cookie sent to the correspondent node in the Care-of Test Init
      message, to be returned in the Care-of Test message.

   home init cookie

      A cookie sent to the correspondent node in the Home Test Init
      message, to be returned in the Home Test message.
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   keygen token

      A keygen token is a number supplied by a correspondent node in the
      return routability procedure to enable the mobile node to compute
      the necessary binding management key for authorizing a Binding
      Update.

   care-of keygen token

      A keygen token sent by the correspondent node in the Care-of Test
      message.

   home keygen token

      A keygen token sent by the correspondent node in the Home Test
      message.

   binding management key (Kbm)

      A binding management key (Kbm) is a key used for authorizing a
      binding cache management message (e.g., Binding Update or Binding
      Acknowledgement).  Return routability provides a way to create a
      binding management key.

4.  Overview of Mobile IPv6

4.1.  Basic Operation

   A mobile node is always expected to be addressable at its home
   address, whether it is currently attached to its home link or is away
   from home.  The "home address" is an IP address assigned to the
   mobile node within its home subnet prefix on its home link.  While a
   mobile node is at home, packets addressed to its home address are
   routed to the mobile node's home link, using conventional Internet
   routing mechanisms.

   While a mobile node is attached to some foreign link away from home,
   it is also addressable at one or more care-of addresses.  A care-of
   address is an IP address associated with a mobile node that has the
   subnet prefix of a particular foreign link.  The mobile node can
   acquire its care-of address through conventional IPv6 mechanisms,
   such as stateless or stateful auto-configuration.  As long as the
   mobile node stays in this location, packets addressed to this care-of
   address will be routed to the mobile node.  The mobile node may also
   accept packets from several care-of addresses, such as when it is
   moving but still reachable at the previous link.
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   The association between a mobile node's home address and care-of
   address is known as a "binding" for the mobile node.  While away from



   home, a mobile node registers its primary care-of address with a
   router on its home link, requesting this router to function as the
   "home agent" for the mobile node.  The mobile node performs this
   binding registration by sending a "Binding Update" message to the
   home agent.  The home agent replies to the mobile node by returning a
   "Binding Acknowledgement" message.  The operation of the mobile node
   is specified in Section 11, and the operation of the home agent is
   specified in Section 10.

   Any node communicating with a mobile node is referred to in this
   document as a "correspondent node" of the mobile node, and may itself
   be either a stationary node or a mobile node.  Mobile nodes can
   provide information about their current location to correspondent
   nodes.  This happens through the correspondent registration.  As a
   part of this procedure, a return routability test is performed in
   order to authorize the establishment of the binding.  The operation
   of the correspondent node is specified in Section 9.

   There are two possible modes for communications between the mobile
   node and a correspondent node.  The first mode, bidirectional
   tunneling, does not require Mobile IPv6 support from the
   correspondent node and is available even if the mobile node has not
   registered its current binding with the correspondent node.  Packets
   from the correspondent node are routed to the home agent and then
   tunneled to the mobile node.  Packets to the correspondent node are
   tunneled from the mobile node to the home agent ("reverse tunneled")
   and then routed normally from the home network to the correspondent
   node.  In this mode, the home agent uses proxy Neighbor Discovery to
   intercept any IPv6 packets addressed to the mobile node's home
   address (or home addresses) on the home link.  Each intercepted
   packet is tunneled to the mobile node's primary care-of address.
   This tunneling is performed using IPv6 encapsulation [7].

   The second mode, "route optimization", requires the mobile node to
   register its current binding at the correspondent node.  Packets from
   the correspondent node can be routed directly to the care-of address
   of the mobile node.  When sending a packet to any IPv6 destination,
   the correspondent node checks its cached bindings for an entry for
   the packet's destination address.  If a cached binding for this
   destination address is found, the node uses a new type of IPv6
   routing header [6] (see Section 6.4) to route the packet to the
   mobile node by way of the care-of address indicated in this binding.
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   Routing packets directly to the mobile node's care-of address allows
   the shortest communications path to be used.  It also eliminates
   congestion at the mobile node's home agent and home link.  In
   addition, the impact of temporary failures of the home agent or
   networks on the path to or from the home agent is reduced.

   When routing packets directly to the mobile node, the correspondent
   node sets the Destination Address in the IPv6 header to the care-of



   address of the mobile node.  A new type of IPv6 routing header (see
   Section 6.4) is also added to the packet to carry the desired home
   address.  Similarly, the mobile node sets the Source Address in the
   packet's IPv6 header to its current care-of addresses.  The mobile
   node adds a new IPv6 "Home Address" destination option (see
   Section 6.3) to carry its home address.  The inclusion of home
   addresses in these packets makes the use of the care-of address
   transparent above the network layer (e.g., at the transport layer).

   Mobile IPv6 also provides support for multiple home agents, and a
   limited support for the reconfiguration of the home network.  In
   these cases, the mobile node may not know the IP address of its own
   home agent, and even the home subnet prefixes may change over time.
   A mechanism known as "dynamic home agent address discovery" allows a
   mobile node to dynamically discover the IP address of a home agent on
   its home link, even when the mobile node is away from home.  Mobile
   nodes can also learn new information about home subnet prefixes
   through the "mobile prefix discovery" mechanism.  These mechanisms
   are described starting in Section 6.5.

   This document is written under the assumption that the mobile node is
   configured with the home prefix for the mobile node to be able to
   discover a home agent and configure a home address.  This might be
   limiting in deployments where the home agent and the home address for
   the mobile node need to be assigned dynamically.  Additional
   mechanisms have been specified for the mobile node to dynamically
   configure a home agent, a home address, and the home prefix.  These
   mechanisms are described in "Mobile IPv6 Bootstrapping in Split
   Scenario" [22] and "MIP6-bootstrapping for the Integrated Scenario"
   [36].

4.2.  New IPv6 Protocol

   Mobile IPv6 defines a new IPv6 protocol, using the Mobility Header
   (see Section 6.1).  This header is used to carry the following
   messages:

   Home Test Init

   Home Test
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   Care-of Test Init

   Care-of Test

      These four messages are used to perform the return routability
      procedure from the mobile node to a correspondent node.  This
      ensures authorization of subsequent Binding Updates, as described
      in Section 5.2.5.

   Binding Update

      A Binding Update is used by a mobile node to notify a
      correspondent node or the mobile node's home agent of its current
      binding.  The Binding Update sent to the mobile node's home agent



      to register its primary care-of address is marked as a "home
      registration".

   Binding Acknowledgement

      A Binding Acknowledgement is used to acknowledge receipt of a
      Binding Update, if an acknowledgement was requested in the Binding
      Update (e.g., the Binding Update was sent to a home agent), or an
      error occurred.

   Binding Refresh Request

      A Binding Refresh Request is used by a correspondent node to
      request that a mobile node re-establish its binding with the
      correspondent node.  This message is typically used when the
      cached binding is in active use but the binding's lifetime is
      close to expiration.  The correspondent node may use, for
      instance, recent traffic and open transport layer connections as
      an indication of active use.

   Binding Error

      The Binding Error is used by the correspondent node to signal an
      error related to mobility, such as an inappropriate attempt to use
      the Home Address destination option without an existing binding.
      The Binding Error message is also used by the home agent to signal
      an error to the mobile node, if it receives an unrecognized
      Mobility Header Message Type from the mobile node.

4.3.  New IPv6 Destination Option

   Mobile IPv6 defines a new IPv6 destination option, the Home Address
   destination option.  This option is described in detail in
   Section 6.3.
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4.4.  New IPv6 ICMP Messages

   Mobile IPv6 also introduces four new ICMP message types, two for use
   in the dynamic home agent address discovery mechanism, and two for
   renumbering and mobile configuration mechanisms.  As described in
   Sections 10.5 and 11.4.1, the following two new ICMP message types
   are used for home agent address discovery:

   o  Home Agent Address Discovery Request, described in Section 6.5.

   o  Home Agent Address Discovery Reply, described in Section 6.6.

   The next two message types are used for network renumbering and
   address configuration on the mobile node, as described in
   Section 10.6:

   o  Mobile Prefix Solicitation, described in Section 6.7.

   o  Mobile Prefix Advertisement, described in Section 6.8.



4.5.  Conceptual Data Structure Terminology

   This document describes the Mobile IPv6 protocol in terms of the
   following conceptual data structures:

   Binding Cache

      A cache of bindings for other nodes.  This cache is maintained by
      home agents and correspondent nodes.  The cache contains both
      "correspondent registration" entries (see Section 9.1) and "home
      registration" entries (see Section 10.1).

   Binding Update List

      This list is maintained by each mobile node.  The list has an item
      for every binding that the mobile node has or is trying to
      establish with a specific other node.  Both correspondent and home
      registrations are included in this list.  Entries from the list
      are deleted as the lifetime of the binding expires.  See
      Section 11.1.
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   Home Agents List

      Home agents need to know which other home agents are on the same
      link.  This information is stored in the Home Agents List, as
      described in more detail in Section 10.1.  The list is used for
      informing mobile nodes during dynamic home agent address
      discovery.

4.6.  Unique-Local Addressability

   This specification requires that home and care-of addresses MUST be
   unicast routable addresses.  Unique-local IPv6 unicast addresses
   (ULAs, RFC 4193 [15]) may be usable on networks that use such non-
   globally routable addresses, but this specification does not define
   when such usage is safe and when it is not.  Mobile nodes may not be
   able to distinguish between their home site and the site at which
   they are currently located.  This can make it hard to prevent
   accidental attachment to other sites, because the mobile node might
   use the ULA at another site, which could not be used to successfully
   send packets to the mobile node's home agent (HA).  This would result
   in unreachability between the mobile node (MN) and the HA, when
   unique-local IPv6 routable addresses are used as care-of addresses.
   Similarly, CNs outside the MN's own site will not be reachable when
   ULAs are used as home addresses.  Therefore, unique-local IPv6
   unicast addresses SHOULD NOT be used as home or care-of addresses
   when other address choices are available.  If such addresses are



   used, however, according to RFC 4193 [15], they are treated as any
   global unicast IPv6 address so, for the remainder of this
   specification, use of unique-local IPv6 unicast addresses is not
   differentiated from other globally unique IPv6 addresses.

5.  Overview of Mobile IPv6 Security

   This specification provides a number of security features.  These
   include the protection of Binding Updates both to home agents and
   correspondent nodes, the protection of mobile prefix discovery, and
   the protection of the mechanisms that Mobile IPv6 uses for
   transporting data packets.

   Binding Updates are protected by the use of IPsec extension headers,
   or by the use of the Binding Authorization Data option.  This option
   employs a binding management key, Kbm, which can be established
   through the return routability procedure.  Mobile prefix discovery is
   protected through the use of IPsec extension headers.  Mechanisms
   related to transporting payload packets -- such as the Home Address
   destination option and type 2 routing header -- have been specified
   in a manner that restricts their use in attacks.
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5.1.  Binding Updates to Home Agents

   The mobile node and the home agent MUST use an IPsec security
   association to protect the integrity and authenticity of the Binding
   Updates and Acknowledgements.  Both the mobile nodes and the home
   agents MUST support and SHOULD use the Encapsulating Security Payload
   (ESP) [5] header in transport mode and MUST use a non-NULL payload
   authentication algorithm to provide data origin authentication,
   connectionless integrity, and optional anti-replay protection.  Note
   that Authentication Header (AH) [4] is also possible but for brevity
   not discussed in this specification.

   In order to protect messages exchanged between the mobile node and
   the home agent with IPsec, appropriate security policy database
   entries must be created.  A mobile node must be prevented from using
   its security association to send a Binding Update on behalf of
   another mobile node using the same home agent.  This MUST be achieved
   by having the home agent check that the given home address has been
   used with the right security association.  Such a check is provided
   in the IPsec processing, by having the security policy database
   entries unequivocally identify a single security association for
   protecting Binding Updates between any given home address and home
   agent.  In order to make this possible, it is necessary that the home
   address of the mobile node is visible in the Binding Updates and
   Acknowledgements.  The home address is used in these packets as a
   source or destination, or in the Home Address destination option or
   the type 2 routing header.

   As with all IPsec security associations in this specification, manual
   configuration of security associations MUST be supported.  The shared
   secrets used MUST be random and unique for different mobile nodes,
   and MUST be distributed off-line to the mobile nodes.  Automatic key



   management with the Internet Key Exchange Protocol version 2 (IKEv2)
   [24] MAY be supported as described in [20].

   Section 11.3.2 discusses how IKEv2 connections to the home agent need
   a careful treatment of the addresses used for transporting IKEv2.
   This is necessary to ensure that a Binding Update is not needed
   before the IKEv2 exchange that is needed for securing the Binding
   Update.

   More detailed descriptions and examples using IPsec to protect
   communications between the mobile node and the home agent have been
   published [12][20].
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5.2.  Binding Updates to Correspondent Nodes

   The protection of Binding Updates sent to correspondent nodes does
   not require the configuration of security associations or the
   existence of an authentication infrastructure between the mobile
   nodes and correspondent nodes.  Instead, a method called the return
   routability procedure is used to ensure that the right mobile node is
   sending the message.  This method does not protect against attackers
   who are on the path between the home network and the correspondent
   node.  However, attackers in such a location are capable of
   performing the same attacks even without Mobile IPv6.  The main
   advantage of the return routability procedure is that it limits the
   potential attackers to those having an access to one specific path in
   the Internet, and avoids forged Binding Updates from anywhere else in
   the Internet.  For a more in-depth explanation of the security
   properties of the return routability procedure, see Section 15.
   Also, consult [43].

   The integrity and authenticity of the Binding Update messages to
   correspondent nodes are protected by using a keyed-hash algorithm.
   The binding management key, Kbm, is used to key the hash algorithm
   for this purpose.  Kbm is established using data exchanged during the
   return routability procedure.  The data exchange is accomplished by
   use of node keys, nonces, cookies, tokens, and certain cryptographic
   functions.  Section 5.2.5 outlines the basic return routability
   procedure.  Section 5.2.6 shows how the results of this procedure are
   used to authorize a Binding Update to a correspondent node.

5.2.1.  Node Keys

   Each correspondent node has a secret key, Kcn, called the "node key",
   which it uses to produce the keygen tokens sent to the mobile nodes.
   The node key MUST be a random number, 20 octets in length.  The node
   key allows the correspondent node to verify that the keygen tokens
   used by the mobile node in authorizing a Binding Update are indeed
   its own.  This key MUST NOT be shared with any other entity.

   A correspondent node MAY generate a fresh node key at any time; this



   avoids the need for secure persistent key storage.  Procedures for
   optionally updating the node key are discussed later in
   Section 5.2.7.
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5.2.2.  Nonces

   Each correspondent node also generates nonces at regular intervals.
   The nonces should be generated by using a random number generator
   that is known to have good randomness properties [14].  A
   correspondent node may use the same Kcn and nonce with all the mobile
   nodes with which it is in communication.

   Each nonce is identified by a nonce index.  When a new nonce is
   generated, it must be associated with a new nonce index; this may be
   done, for example, by incrementing the value of the previous nonce
   index, if the nonce index is used as an array pointer into a linear
   array of nonces.  However, there is no requirement that nonces be
   stored that way, or that the values of subsequent nonce indices have
   any particular relationship to each other.  The index value is
   communicated in the protocol, so that if a nonce is replaced by a new
   nonce during the run of a protocol, the correspondent node can
   distinguish messages that should be checked against the old nonce
   from messages that should be checked against the new nonce.  Strictly
   speaking, indices are not necessary in the authentication, but allow
   the correspondent node to efficiently find the nonce value that it
   used in creating a keygen token.

   Correspondent nodes keep both the current nonce and a small set of
   valid previous nonces whose lifetime has not yet expired.  Expired
   values MUST be discarded, and messages using stale or unknown indices
   will be rejected.

   The specific nonce index values cannot be used by mobile nodes to
   determine the validity of the nonce.  Expected validity times for the
   nonces values and the procedures for updating them are discussed
   later in Section 5.2.7.

   A nonce is an octet string of any length.  The recommended length is
   64 bits.

5.2.3.  Cookies and Tokens

   The return routability address test procedure uses cookies and keygen
   tokens as opaque values within the test init and test messages,
   respectively.

   o  The "home init cookie" and "care-of init cookie" are 64-bit values
      sent to the correspondent node from the mobile node, and later



      returned to the mobile node.  The home init cookie is sent in the
      Home Test Init message, and returned in the Home Test message.
      The care-of init cookie is sent in the Care-of Test Init message,
      and returned in the Care-of Test message.
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   o  The "home keygen token" and "care-of keygen token" are 64-bit
      values sent by the correspondent node to the mobile node via the
      home agent (via the Home Test message) and the care-of address (by
      the Care-of Test message), respectively.

   The mobile node should set the home init or care-of init cookie to a
   newly generated random number in every Home or Care-of Test Init
   message it sends.  The cookies are used to verify that the Home Test
   or Care-of Test message matches the Home Test Init or Care-of Test
   Init message, respectively.  These cookies also serve to ensure that
   parties who have not seen the request cannot spoof responses.

   Home and care-of keygen tokens are produced by the correspondent node
   based on its currently active secret key (Kcn) and nonces, as well as
   the home or care-of address (respectively).  A keygen token is valid
   as long as both the secret key (Kcn) and the nonce used to create it
   are valid.

5.2.4.  Cryptographic Functions

   By default in this specification, the function used to compute hash
   values is SHA-1 [11], which is considered to offer sufficient
   protection for Mobile IPv6 control messages (see Section 15.10).
   Message Authentication Codes (MACs) are then computed using HMAC_SHA1
   [1][11].  HMAC_SHA1(K,m) denotes such a MAC computed on message m
   with key K.

5.2.5.  Return Routability Procedure

   The return routability procedure enables the correspondent node to
   obtain some reasonable assurance that the mobile node is in fact
   addressable at its claimed care-of address as well as at its home
   address.  Only with this assurance is the correspondent node able to
   accept Binding Updates from the mobile node, which would then
   instruct the correspondent node to direct that mobile node's data
   traffic to its claimed care-of address.

   This is done by testing whether packets addressed to the two claimed
   addresses are routed to the mobile node.  The mobile node can pass
   the test only if it is able to supply proof that it received certain
   data (the "keygen tokens") that the correspondent node sends to those
   addresses.  These data are combined by the mobile node into a binding
   management key, denoted Kbm.

   The figure below shows the message flow for the return routability
   procedure.
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    Mobile node                 Home agent           Correspondent node
         |                                                     |
         |  Home Test Init (HoTI)   |                          |
         |------------------------->|------------------------->|
         |                          |                          |
         |  Care-of Test Init (CoTI)                           |
         |---------------------------------------------------->|
         |                                                     |
         |                          |  Home Test (HoT)         |
         |<-------------------------|<-------------------------|
         |                          |                          |
         |                             Care-of Test (CoT)      |
         |<----------------------------------------------------|
         |                                                     |

   The Home and Care-of Test Init messages are sent at the same time.
   The procedure requires very little processing at the correspondent
   node, and the Home and Care-of Test messages can be returned quickly,
   perhaps nearly simultaneously.  These four messages form the return
   routability procedure.

   Home Test Init

      A mobile node sends a Home Test Init message to the correspondent
      node (via the home agent) to acquire the home keygen token.  The
      contents of the message can be summarized as follows:

      *  Source Address = home address

      *  Destination Address = correspondent

      *  Parameters:

         +  home init cookie

      The Home Test Init message conveys the mobile node's home address
      to the correspondent node.  The mobile node also sends along a
      home init cookie that the correspondent node must return later.
      The Home Test Init message is reverse tunneled through the home
      agent.  (The headers and addresses related to reverse tunneling
      have been omitted from the above discussion of the message
      contents.)  The mobile node remembers these cookie values to
      obtain some assurance that its protocol messages are being
      processed by the desired correspondent node.
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   Care-of Test Init

      The mobile node sends a Care-of Test Init message to the
      correspondent node (directly, not via the home agent) to acquire
      the care-of keygen token.  The contents of this message can be
      summarized as follows:

      *  Source Address = care-of address

      *  Destination Address = correspondent

      *  Parameters:

         +  care-of init cookie

      The Care-of Test Init message conveys the mobile node's care-of
      address to the correspondent node.  The mobile node also sends
      along a care-of init cookie that the correspondent node must
      return later.  The Care-of Test Init message is sent directly to
      the correspondent node.

   Home Test

      The Home Test message is sent in response to a Home Test Init
      message.  It is sent via the home agent.  The contents of the
      message are:

      *  Source Address = correspondent

      *  Destination Address = home address

      *  Parameters:

         +  home init cookie

         +  home keygen token

         +  home nonce index

      When the correspondent node receives the Home Test Init message,
      it generates a home keygen token as follows:

       home keygen token :=
            First (64, HMAC_SHA1 (Kcn, (home address | nonce | 0)))

   where | denotes concatenation.  The final "0" inside the HMAC_SHA1
   function is a single zero octet, used to distinguish home and care-of
   cookies from each other.
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   The home keygen token is formed from the first 64 bits of the MAC.
   The home keygen token tests that the mobile node can receive messages
   sent to its home address.  Kcn is used in the production of home
   keygen token in order to allow the correspondent node to verify that
   it generated the home and care-of nonces, without forcing the
   correspondent node to remember a list of all tokens it has handed



   out.

   The Home Test message is sent to the mobile node via the home
   network, where it is presumed that the home agent will tunnel the
   message to the mobile node.  This means that the mobile node needs to
   already have sent a Binding Update to the home agent, so that the
   home agent will have received and authorized the new care-of address
   for the mobile node before the return routability procedure.  For
   improved security, the data passed between the home agent and the
   mobile node is made immune to inspection and passive attacks.  Such
   protection is gained by encrypting the home keygen token as it is
   tunneled from the home agent to the mobile node as specified in
   Section 10.4.6.  The security properties of this additional security
   are discussed in Section 15.4.1.

   The home init cookie from the mobile node is returned in the Home
   Test message, to ensure that the message comes from a node on the
   route between the home agent and the correspondent node.

   The home nonce index is delivered to the mobile node to later allow
   the correspondent node to efficiently find the nonce value that it
   used in creating the home keygen token.

   Care-of Test

      This message is sent in response to a Care-of Test Init message.
      This message is not sent via the home agent; it is sent directly
      to the mobile node.  The contents of the message are:

      *  Source Address = correspondent

      *  Destination Address = care-of address

      *  Parameters:

         +  care-of init cookie

         +  care-of keygen token

         +  care-of nonce index
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      When the correspondent node receives the Care-of Test Init
      message, it generates a care-of keygen token as follows:

       care-of keygen token :=
           First (64, HMAC_SHA1 (Kcn, (care-of address | nonce | 1)))

   Here, the final "1" inside the HMAC_SHA1 function is a single octet
   containing the hex value 0x01, and is used to distinguish home and
   care-of cookies from each other.  The keygen token is formed from the
   first 64 bits of the MAC, and sent directly to the mobile node at its
   care-of address.  The care-of init cookie from the Care-of Test Init
   message is returned to ensure that the message comes from a node on



   the route to the correspondent node.

   The care-of nonce index is provided to identify the nonce used for
   the care-of keygen token.  The home and care-of nonce indices MAY be
   the same, or different, in the Home and Care-of Test messages.

   When the mobile node has received both the Home and Care-of Test
   messages, the return routability procedure is complete.  As a result
   of the procedure, the mobile node has the data it needs to send a
   Binding Update to the correspondent node.  The mobile node hashes the
   tokens together to form a 20-octet binding key Kbm:

       Kbm = SHA-1 (home keygen token | care-of keygen token)

   A Binding Update may also be used to delete a previously established
   binding (Section 6.1.7).  In this case, the care-of keygen token is
   not used.  Instead, the binding management key is generated as
   follows:

       Kbm = SHA-1(home keygen token)

   Note that the correspondent node does not create any state specific
   to the mobile node, until it receives the Binding Update from that
   mobile node.  The correspondent node does not maintain the value for
   the binding management key Kbm; it creates Kbm when given the nonce
   indices and the mobile node's addresses.

5.2.6.  Authorizing Binding Management Messages

   After the mobile node has created the binding management key (Kbm),
   it can supply a verifiable Binding Update to the correspondent node.
   This section provides an overview of this registration.  The figure
   below shows the message flow.
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     Mobile node                                Correspondent node
          |                                               |
          |             Binding Update (BU)               |
          |---------------------------------------------->|
          |  (MAC, seq#, nonce indices, care-of address)  |
          |                                               |
          |                                               |
          |    Binding Acknowledgement (BA) (if sent)     |
          |<----------------------------------------------|
          |              (MAC, seq#, status)              |

   Binding Update

      To authorize a Binding Update, the mobile node creates a binding
      management key Kbm from the keygen tokens as described in the
      previous section.  The contents of the Binding Update include the
      following:



      *  Source Address = care-of address

      *  Destination Address = correspondent

      *  Parameters:

         +  home address (within the Home Address destination option if
            different from the Source Address)

         +  sequence number (within the Binding Update message header)

         +  home nonce index (within the Nonce Indices option)

         +  care-of nonce index (within the Nonce Indices option)

         +  First (96, HMAC_SHA1 (Kbm, (care-of address | correspondent
            | BU)))

      The Binding Update contains a Nonce Indices option, indicating to
      the correspondent node which home and care-of nonces to use to
      recompute Kbm, the binding management key.  The MAC is computed as
      described in Section 6.2.7, using the correspondent node's address
      as the destination address and the Binding Update message itself
      ("BU" above) as the Mobility Header (MH) Data.

      Once the correspondent node has verified the MAC, it can create a
      Binding Cache entry for the mobile.
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   Binding Acknowledgement

      The Binding Update is in some cases acknowledged by the
      correspondent node.  The contents of the message are as follows:

      *  Source Address = correspondent

      *  Destination Address = care-of address

      *  Parameters:

         +  sequence number (within the Binding Update message header)

         +  First (96, HMAC_SHA1 (Kbm, (care-of address | correspondent
            | BA)))

      The Binding Acknowledgement contains the same sequence number as
      the Binding Update.  The MAC is computed as described in
      Section 6.2.7, using the correspondent node's address as the
      destination address and the message itself ("BA" above) as the MH
      Data.

   Bindings established with correspondent nodes using keys created by
   way of the return routability procedure MUST NOT exceed



   MAX_RR_BINDING_LIFETIME seconds (see Section 12).

   The value in the Source Address field in the IPv6 header carrying the
   Binding Update is normally also the care-of address that is used in
   the binding.  However, a different care-of address MAY be specified
   by including an Alternate Care-of Address mobility option in the
   Binding Update (see Section 6.2.5).  When such a message is sent to
   the correspondent node and the return routability procedure is used
   as the authorization method, the Care-of Test Init and Care-of Test
   messages MUST have been performed for the address in the Alternate
   Care-of Address option (not the Source Address).  The nonce indices
   and MAC value MUST be based on information gained in this test.

   Binding Updates may also be sent to delete a previously established
   binding.  In this case, generation of the binding management key
   depends exclusively on the home keygen token and the care-of nonce
   index is ignored.

5.2.7.  Updating Node Keys and Nonces

   Correspondent nodes generate nonces at regular intervals.  It is
   recommended to keep each nonce (identified by a nonce index)
   acceptable for at least MAX_TOKEN_LIFETIME seconds (see Section 12)
   after it has been first used in constructing a return routability
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   message response.  However, the correspondent node MUST NOT accept
   nonces beyond MAX_NONCE_LIFETIME seconds (see Section 12) after the
   first use.  As the difference between these two constants is 30
   seconds, a convenient way to enforce the above lifetimes is to
   generate a new nonce every 30 seconds.  The node can then continue to
   accept tokens that have been based on the last 8 (MAX_NONCE_LIFETIME
   / 30) nonces.  This results in tokens being acceptable
   MAX_TOKEN_LIFETIME to MAX_NONCE_LIFETIME seconds after they have been
   sent to the mobile node, depending on whether the token was sent at
   the beginning or end of the first 30-second period.  Note that the
   correspondent node may also attempt to generate new nonces on demand,
   or only if the old nonces have been used.  This is possible, as long
   as the correspondent node keeps track of how long a time ago the
   nonces were used for the first time, and does not generate new nonces
   on every return routability request.

   Due to resource limitations, rapid deletion of bindings, or reboots
   the correspondent node may not in all cases recognize the nonces that
   the tokens were based on.  If a nonce index is unrecognized, the
   correspondent node replies with an error code in the Binding
   Acknowledgement (either 136, 137, or 138 as discussed in
   Section 6.1.8).  The mobile node can then retry the return
   routability procedure.

   An update of Kcn SHOULD be done at the same time as an update of a
   nonce, so that nonce indices can identify both the nonce and the key.
   Old Kcn values have to be therefore remembered as long as old nonce
   values.

   Given that the tokens are normally expected to be usable for



   MAX_TOKEN_LIFETIME seconds, the mobile node MAY use them beyond a
   single run of the return routability procedure until
   MAX_TOKEN_LIFETIME expires.  After this the mobile node SHOULD NOT
   use the tokens.  A fast moving mobile node MAY reuse a recent home
   keygen token from a correspondent node when moving to a new location,
   and just acquire a new care-of keygen token to show routability in
   the new location.

   While this does not save the number of round-trips due to the
   simultaneous processing of home and care-of return routability tests,
   there are fewer messages being exchanged, and a potentially long
   round-trip through the home agent is avoided.  Consequently, this
   optimization is often useful.  A mobile node that has multiple home
   addresses MAY also use the same care-of keygen token for Binding
   Updates concerning all of these addresses.
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5.2.8.  Preventing Replay Attacks

   The return routability procedure also protects the participants
   against replayed Binding Updates through the use of the sequence
   number and a MAC.  Care must be taken when removing bindings at the
   correspondent node, however.  Correspondent nodes must retain
   bindings and the associated sequence number information at least as
   long as the nonces used in the authorization of the binding are still
   valid.  Alternatively, if memory is very constrained, the
   correspondent node MAY invalidate the nonces that were used for the
   binding being deleted (or some larger group of nonces that they
   belong to).  This may, however, impact the ability to accept Binding
   Updates from mobile nodes that have recently received keygen tokens.
   This alternative is therefore recommended only as a last measure.

5.2.9.  Handling Interruptions to Return Routability

   In some scenarios, such as simultaneous mobility, where both
   correspondent host and mobile host move at the same time, or in the
   case where the correspondent node reboots and loses data, route
   optimization may not complete, or relevant data in the binding cache
   might be lost.

   o  Return Routability signaling MUST be sent to the correspondent
      node's home address if it has one (i.e., not to the correspondent
      nodes care-of address if the correspondent node is also mobile).

   o  If Return Routability signaling timed out after MAX_RO_FAILURE
      attempts, the mobile node MUST revert to sending packets to the
      correspondent node's home address through its home agent.

   The mobile node may run the bidirectional tunneling in parallel with
   the return routability procedure until it is successful.  Exponential
   backoff SHOULD be used for retransmission of return routability
   messages.



   The return routability procedure may be triggered by movement of the
   mobile node or by sustained loss of end-to-end communication with a
   correspondent node (e.g., based on indications from upper layers)
   that has been using a route optimized connection to the mobile node.
   If such indications are received, the mobile node MAY revert to
   bidirectional tunneling while restarting the return routability
   procedure.
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5.3.  Dynamic Home Agent Address Discovery

   Dynamic home agent address discovery has been designed for use in
   deployments where security is not needed.  For this reason, no
   security solution is provided in this document for dynamic home agent
   address discovery.

5.4.  Mobile Prefix Discovery

   The mobile node and the home agent SHOULD use an IPsec security
   association to protect the integrity and authenticity of the Mobile
   Prefix Solicitations and Advertisements.  Both the mobile nodes and
   the home agents MUST support and SHOULD use the Encapsulating
   Security Payload (ESP) header in transport mode with a non-NULL
   payload authentication algorithm to provide data origin
   authentication, connectionless integrity, and optional anti-replay
   protection.

5.5.  Payload Packets

   Payload packets exchanged with mobile nodes can be protected in the
   usual manner, in the same way as stationary hosts can protect them.
   However, Mobile IPv6 introduces the Home Address destination option,
   a routing header, and tunneling headers in the payload packets.  In
   the following we define the security measures taken to protect these,
   and to prevent their use in attacks against other parties.

   This specification limits the use of the Home Address destination
   option to the situation where the correspondent node already has a
   Binding Cache entry for the given home address.  This avoids the use
   of the Home Address option in attacks described in Section 15.1.

   Mobile IPv6 uses a type of routing header specific to Mobile IPv6.
   This type provides the necessary functionality but does not open
   vulnerabilities discussed in Section 15.1 and RFC 5095 [45].

   Tunnels between the mobile node and the home agent are protected by
   ensuring proper use of source addresses, and optional cryptographic
   protection.  The mobile node verifies that the outer IP address
   corresponds to its home agent.  The home agent verifies that the
   outer IP address corresponds to the current location of the mobile
   node (Binding Updates sent to the home agents are secure).  The home



   agent identifies the mobile node through the source address of the
   inner packet.  (Typically, this is the home address of the mobile
   node, but it can also be a link-local address, as discussed in
   Section 10.4.2.  To recognize the latter type of addresses, the home
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   agent requires that the Link-Local Address Compatibility (L) was set
   in the Binding Update.)  These measures protect the tunnels against
   vulnerabilities discussed in Section 15.1.

   For traffic tunneled via the home agent, additional IPsec ESP
   encapsulation MAY be supported and used.  If multicast group
   membership control protocols or stateful address autoconfiguration
   protocols are supported, payload data protection MUST be supported.

6.  New IPv6 Protocol, Message Types, and Destination Option

6.1.  Mobility Header

   The Mobility Header is an extension header used by mobile nodes,
   correspondent nodes, and home agents in all messaging related to the
   creation and management of bindings.  The subsections within this
   section describe the message types that may be sent using the
   Mobility Header.

   Mobility Header messages MUST NOT be sent with a type 2 routing
   header, except as described in Section 9.5.4 for Binding
   Acknowledgement.  Mobility Header messages also MUST NOT be used with
   a Home Address destination option, except as described in Sections
   11.7.1 and 11.7.2 for Binding Update.  Binding Update List or Binding
   Cache information (when present) for the destination MUST NOT be used
   in sending Mobility Header messages.  That is, Mobility Header
   messages bypass both the Binding Cache check described in
   Section 9.3.2 and the Binding Update List check described in
   Section 11.3.1 that are normally performed for all packets.  This
   applies even to messages sent to or from a correspondent node that is
   itself a mobile node.

6.1.1.  Format

   The Mobility Header is identified by a Next Header value of 135 in
   the immediately preceding header, and has the following format:

       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       | Payload Proto |  Header Len   |   MH Type     |   Reserved    |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |           Checksum            |                               |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+                               |
       |                                                               |
       .                                                               .
       .                       Message Data                            .
       .                                                               .
       |                                                               |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
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   Payload Proto

      8-bit selector.  Identifies the type of header immediately
      following the Mobility Header.  Uses the same values as the IPv6
      Next Header field [6].

      This field is intended to be used by a future extension (see
      Appendix A.1).

      Implementations conforming to this specification SHOULD set the
      payload protocol type to IPPROTO_NONE (59 decimal).

   Header Len

      8-bit unsigned integer, representing the length of the Mobility
      Header in units of 8 octets, excluding the first 8 octets.

      The length of the Mobility Header MUST be a multiple of 8 octets.

   MH Type

      8-bit selector.  Identifies the particular mobility message in
      question.  Current values are specified in Section 6.1.2 and
      onward.  An unrecognized MH Type field causes an error indication
      to be sent.

   Reserved

      8-bit field reserved for future use.  The value MUST be
      initialized to zero by the sender, and MUST be ignored by the
      receiver.

   Checksum

      16-bit unsigned integer.  This field contains the checksum of the
      Mobility Header.  The checksum is calculated from the octet string
      consisting of a "pseudo-header" followed by the entire Mobility
      Header starting with the Payload Proto field.  The checksum is the
      16-bit one's complement of the one's complement sum of this
      string.

      The pseudo-header contains IPv6 header fields, as specified in
      Section 8.1 of RFC 2460 [6].  The Next Header value used in the
      pseudo-header is 135.  The addresses used in the pseudo-header are
      the addresses that appear in the Source and Destination Address
      fields in the IPv6 packet carrying the Mobility Header.
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      Note that the procedures of calculating upper-layer checksums
      while away from home described in Section 11.3.1 apply even for
      the Mobility Header.  If a mobility message has a Home Address
      destination option, then the checksum calculation uses the home
      address in this option as the value of the IPv6 Source Address
      field.  The type 2 routing header is treated as explained in [6].

      The Mobility Header is considered as the upper-layer protocol for
      the purposes of calculating the pseudo-header.  The Upper-Layer
      Packet Length field in the pseudo-header MUST be set to the total
      length of the Mobility Header.

      For computing the checksum, the checksum field is set to zero.

   Message Data

      A variable-length field containing the data specific to the
      indicated Mobility Header type.

   Mobile IPv6 also defines a number of "mobility options" for use
   within these messages; if included, any options MUST appear after the
   fixed portion of the message data specified in this document.  The
   presence of such options will be indicated by the Header Len field
   within the message.  When the Header Len value is greater than the
   length required for the message specified here, the remaining octets
   are interpreted as mobility options.  These options include padding
   options that can be used to ensure that other options are aligned
   properly, and that the total length of the message is divisible by 8.
   The encoding and format of defined options are described in
   Section 6.2.

   Alignment requirements for the Mobility Header are the same as for
   any IPv6 protocol header.  That is, they MUST be aligned on an
   8-octet boundary.

6.1.2.  Binding Refresh Request Message

   The Binding Refresh Request (BRR) message requests a mobile node to
   update its mobility binding.  This message is sent by correspondent
   nodes according to the rules in Section 9.5.5.  When a mobile node
   receives a packet containing a Binding Refresh Request message it
   processes the message according to the rules in Section 11.7.4.

   The Binding Refresh Request message uses the MH Type value 0.  When
   this value is indicated in the MH Type field, the format of the
   Message Data field in the Mobility Header is as follows:
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                                       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
                                       |          Reserved             |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                                                               |



       .                                                               .
       .                        Mobility Options                       .
       .                                                               .
       |                                                               |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Reserved

      16-bit field reserved for future use.  The value MUST be
      initialized to zero by the sender, and MUST be ignored by the
      receiver.

   Mobility Options

      Variable-length field of such length that the complete Mobility
      Header is an integer multiple of 8 octets long.  This field
      contains zero or more TLV-encoded mobility options.  The encoding
      and format of defined options are described in Section 6.2.  The
      receiver MUST ignore and skip any options that it does not
      understand.

      There MAY be additional information, associated with this Binding
      Refresh Request message that need not be present in all Binding
      Refresh Request messages sent.  Mobility options allow future
      extensions to the format of the Binding Refresh Request message to
      be defined.  This specification does not define any options valid
      for the Binding Refresh Request message.

   If no actual options are present in this message, no padding is
   necessary and the Header Len field will be set to 0.

6.1.3.  Home Test Init Message

   A mobile node uses the Home Test Init (HoTI) message to initiate the
   return routability procedure and request a home keygen token from a
   correspondent node (see Section 11.6.1).  The Home Test Init message
   uses the MH Type value 1.  When this value is indicated in the MH
   Type field, the format of the Message Data field in the Mobility
   Header is as follows:
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                                       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
                                       |           Reserved            |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                                                               |
       +                       Home Init Cookie                        +
       |                                                               |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                                                               |
       .                                                               .
       .                       Mobility Options                        .



       .                                                               .
       |                                                               |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Reserved

      16-bit field reserved for future use.  This value MUST be
      initialized to zero by the sender, and MUST be ignored by the
      receiver.

   Home Init Cookie

      64-bit field that contains a random value, the home init cookie.

   Mobility Options

      Variable-length field of such length that the complete Mobility
      Header is an integer multiple of 8 octets long.  This field
      contains zero or more TLV-encoded mobility options.  The receiver
      MUST ignore and skip any options that it does not understand.
      This specification does not define any options valid for the Home
      Test Init message.

   If no actual options are present in this message, no padding is
   necessary and the Header Len field will be set to 1.

   This message is tunneled through the home agent when the mobile node
   is away from home.  Such tunneling SHOULD employ IPsec ESP in tunnel
   mode between the home agent and the mobile node.  This protection is
   indicated by the IPsec security policy database.  The protection of
   Home Test Init messages is unrelated to the requirement to protect
   regular payload traffic, which MAY use such tunnels as well.

6.1.4.  Care-of Test Init Message

   A mobile node uses the Care-of Test Init (CoTI) message to initiate
   the return routability procedure and request a care-of keygen token
   from a correspondent node (see Section 11.6.1).  The Care-of Test
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   Init message uses the MH Type value 2.  When this value is indicated
   in the MH Type field, the format of the Message Data field in the
   Mobility Header is as follows:

                                       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
                                       |           Reserved            |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                                                               |
       +                      Care-of Init Cookie                      +
       |                                                               |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                                                               |
       .                                                               .
       .                        Mobility Options                       .
       .                                                               .
       |                                                               |



       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Reserved

      16-bit field reserved for future use.  The value MUST be
      initialized to zero by the sender, and MUST be ignored by the
      receiver.

   Care-of Init Cookie

      64-bit field that contains a random value, the care-of init
      cookie.

   Mobility Options

      Variable-length field of such length that the complete Mobility
      Header is an integer multiple of 8 octets long.  This field
      contains zero or more TLV-encoded mobility options.  The receiver
      MUST ignore and skip any options that it does not understand.
      This specification does not define any options valid for the
      Care-of Test Init message.

   If no actual options are present in this message, no padding is
   necessary and the Header Len field will be set to 1.

6.1.5.  Home Test Message

   The Home Test (HoT) message is a response to the Home Test Init
   message, and is sent from the correspondent node to the mobile node
   (see Section 5.2.5).  The Home Test message uses the MH Type value 3.
   When this value is indicated in the MH Type field, the format of the
   Message Data field in the Mobility Header is as follows:
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                                       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
                                       |       Home Nonce Index        |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                                                               |
       +                        Home Init Cookie                       +
       |                                                               |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                                                               |
       +                       Home Keygen Token                       +
       |                                                               |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                                                               |
       .                                                               .
       .                        Mobility Options                       .
       .                                                               .
       |                                                               |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Home Nonce Index

      This field will be echoed back by the mobile node to the
      correspondent node in a subsequent Binding Update.



   Home Init Cookie

      64-bit field that contains the home init cookie.

   Home Keygen Token

      This field contains the 64-bit home keygen token used in the
      return routability procedure.

   Mobility Options

      Variable-length field of such length that the complete Mobility
      Header is an integer multiple of 8 octets long.  This field
      contains zero or more TLV-encoded mobility options.  The receiver
      MUST ignore and skip any options that it does not understand.
      This specification does not define any options valid for the Home
      Test message.

   If no actual options are present in this message, no padding is
   necessary and the Header Len field will be set to 2.
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6.1.6.  Care-of Test Message

   The Care-of Test (CoT) message is a response to the Care-of Test Init
   message, and is sent from the correspondent node to the mobile node
   (see Section 11.6.2).  The Care-of Test message uses the MH Type
   value 4.  When this value is indicated in the MH Type field, the
   format of the Message Data field in the Mobility Header is as
   follows:

                                       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
                                       |      Care-of Nonce Index      |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                                                               |
       +                      Care-of Init Cookie                      +
       |                                                               |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                                                               |
       +                     Care-of Keygen Token                      +
       |                                                               |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                                                               |
       .                                                               .
       .                        Mobility Options                       .
       .                                                               .
       |                                                               |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Care-of Nonce Index



      This value will be echoed back by the mobile node to the
      correspondent node in a subsequent Binding Update.

   Care-of Init Cookie

      64-bit field that contains the care-of init cookie.

   Care-of Keygen Token

      This field contains the 64-bit care-of keygen token used in the
      return routability procedure.

   Mobility Options

      Variable-length field of such length that the complete Mobility
      Header is an integer multiple of 8 octets long.  This field
      contains zero or more TLV-encoded mobility options.  The receiver
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      MUST ignore and skip any options that it does not understand.
      This specification does not define any options valid for the
      Care-of Test message.

   If no actual options are present in this message, no padding is
   necessary and the Header Len field will be set to 2.

6.1.7.  Binding Update Message

   The Binding Update (BU) message is used by a mobile node to notify
   other nodes of a new care-of address for itself.  Binding Updates are
   sent as described in Sections 11.7.1 and 11.7.2.

   The Binding Update uses the MH Type value 5.  When this value is
   indicated in the MH Type field, the format of the Message Data field
   in the Mobility Header is as follows:

                                       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
                                       |          Sequence #           |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |A|H|L|K|        Reserved       |           Lifetime            |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                                                               |
       .                                                               .
       .                        Mobility Options                       .
       .                                                               .
       |                                                               |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Acknowledge (A)

      The Acknowledge (A) bit is set by the sending mobile node to
      request a Binding Acknowledgement (Section 6.1.8) be returned upon
      receipt of the Binding Update.



   Home Registration (H)

      The Home Registration (H) bit is set by the sending mobile node to
      request that the receiving node should act as this node's home
      agent.  The destination of the packet carrying this message MUST
      be that of a router sharing the same subnet prefix as the home
      address of the mobile node in the binding.

   Link-Local Address Compatibility (L)

      The Link-Local Address Compatibility (L) bit is set when the home
      address reported by the mobile node has the same interface
      identifier as the mobile node's link-local address.
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   Key Management Mobility Capability (K)

      If this bit is cleared, the protocol used for establishing the
      IPsec security associations between the mobile node and the home
      agent does not survive movements.  It may then have to be rerun.
      (Note that the IPsec security associations themselves are expected
      to survive movements.)  If manual IPsec configuration is used, the
      bit MUST be cleared.

      This bit is valid only in Binding Updates sent to the home agent,
      and MUST be cleared in other Binding Updates.  Correspondent nodes
      MUST ignore this bit.

   Reserved

      These fields are unused.  They MUST be initialized to zero by the
      sender and MUST be ignored by the receiver.

   Sequence #

      A 16-bit unsigned integer used by the receiving node to sequence
      Binding Updates and by the sending node to match a returned
      Binding Acknowledgement with this Binding Update.

   Lifetime

      16-bit unsigned integer.  The number of time units remaining
      before the binding MUST be considered expired.  A value of zero
      indicates that the Binding Cache entry for the mobile node MUST be
      deleted.  One time unit is 4 seconds.

   Mobility Options

      Variable-length field of such length that the complete Mobility
      Header is an integer multiple of 8 octets long.  This field
      contains zero or more TLV-encoded mobility options.  The encoding
      and format of defined options are described in Section 6.2.  The
      receiver MUST ignore and skip any options that it does not
      understand.



      The following options are valid in a Binding Update:

      *  Binding Authorization Data option (this option is mandatory in
         Binding Updates sent to a correspondent node)

      *  Nonce Indices option

      *  Alternate Care-of Address option
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   If no options are present in this message, 4 octets of padding are
   necessary and the Header Len field will be set to 1.

   The care-of address is specified either by the Source Address field
   in the IPv6 header or by the Alternate Care-of Address option, if
   present.  The care-of address MUST be a unicast routable address.
   IPv6 Source Address MUST be a topologically correct source address.
   Binding Updates for a care-of address that is not a unicast routable
   address MUST be silently discarded.

   The deletion of a binding MUST be indicated by setting the Lifetime
   field to 0.  In deletion, the generation of the binding management
   key depends exclusively on the home keygen token, as explained in
   Section 5.2.5.

   Correspondent nodes SHOULD NOT delete the Binding Cache entry before
   the lifetime expires, if any application hosted by the correspondent
   node is still likely to require communication with the mobile node.
   A Binding Cache entry that is de-allocated prematurely might cause
   subsequent packets to be dropped from the mobile node, if they
   contain the Home Address destination option.  This situation is
   recoverable, since a Binding Error message is sent to the mobile node
   (see Section 6.1.9); however, it causes unnecessary delay in the
   communications.

6.1.8.  Binding Acknowledgement Message

   The Binding Acknowledgement is used to acknowledge receipt of a
   Binding Update (Section 6.1.7).  This packet is sent as described in
   Sections 9.5.4 and 10.3.1.

   The Binding Acknowledgement has the MH Type value 6.  When this value
   is indicated in the MH Type field, the format of the Message Data
   field in the Mobility Header is as follows:

                                       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
                                       |    Status     |K|  Reserved   |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |           Sequence #          |           Lifetime            |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                                                               |
       .                                                               .
       .                        Mobility Options                       .
       .                                                               .
       |                                                               |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
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   Status

      8-bit unsigned integer indicating the disposition of the Binding
      Update.  Values of the Status field less than 128 indicate that
      the Binding Update was accepted by the receiving node.  Values
      greater than or equal to 128 indicate that the Binding Update was
      rejected by the receiving node.  The following Status values are
      currently defined:

           0  Binding Update accepted

           1  Accepted but prefix discovery necessary

         128  Reason unspecified

         129  Administratively prohibited

         130  Insufficient resources

         131  Home registration not supported

         132  Not home subnet

         133  Not home agent for this mobile node

         134  Duplicate Address Detection failed

         135  Sequence number out of window

         136  Expired home nonce index

         137  Expired care-of nonce index

         138  Expired nonces

         139  Registration type change disallowed

         174  Invalid Care-of Address

      Up-to-date values of the Status field are to be specified in the
      IANA registry of assigned numbers [30].
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   Key Management Mobility Capability (K)

      If this bit is cleared, the protocol used by the home agent for
      establishing the IPsec security associations between the mobile
      node and the home agent does not survive movements.  It may then
      have to be rerun.  (Note that the IPsec security associations
      themselves are expected to survive movements.)

      Correspondent nodes MUST set the K bit to 0.

   Reserved

      This field is unused.  It MUST be initialized to zero by the
      sender and MUST be ignored by the receiver.

   Sequence #

      The Sequence Number in the Binding Acknowledgement is copied from
      the Sequence Number field in the Binding Update.  It is used by
      the mobile node in matching this Binding Acknowledgement with an
      outstanding Binding Update.

   Lifetime

      The granted lifetime, in time units of 4 seconds, for which this
      node SHOULD retain the entry for this mobile node in its Binding
      Cache.

      The value of this field is undefined if the Status field indicates
      that the Binding Update was rejected.

   Mobility Options

      Variable-length field of such length that the complete Mobility
      Header is an integer multiple of 8 octets long.  This field
      contains zero or more TLV-encoded mobility options.  The encoding
      and format of defined options are described in Section 6.2.  The
      receiver MUST ignore and skip any options that it does not
      understand.

      There MAY be additional information associated with this Binding
      Acknowledgement that need not be present in all Binding
      Acknowledgements sent.  Mobility options allow future extensions
      to the format of the Binding Acknowledgement to be defined.  The
      following options are valid for the Binding Acknowledgement:
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      *  Binding Authorization Data option (this option is mandatory in
         Binding Acknowledgements sent by a correspondent node, except



         where otherwise noted in Section 9.5.4)

      *  Binding Refresh Advice option

   If no options are present in this message, 4 octets of padding are
   necessary and the Header Len field will be set to 1.

6.1.9.  Binding Error Message

   The Binding Error (BE) message is used by the correspondent node to
   signal an error related to mobility, such as an inappropriate attempt
   to use the Home Address destination option without an existing
   binding; see Section 9.3.3 for details.

   The Binding Error message uses the MH Type value 7.  When this value
   is indicated in the MH Type field, the format of the Message Data
   field in the Mobility Header is as follows:

                                       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
                                       |     Status    |   Reserved    |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                                                               |
       +                                                               +
       |                                                               |
       +                          Home Address                         +
       |                                                               |
       +                                                               +
       |                                                               |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       .                                                               .
       .                        Mobility Options                       .
       .                                                               .
       |                                                               |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Status

      8-bit unsigned integer indicating the reason for this message.
      The following values are currently defined:

           1  Unknown binding for Home Address destination option

           2  Unrecognized MH Type value
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   Reserved

      8-bit field reserved for future use.  The value MUST be
      initialized to zero by the sender, and MUST be ignored by the
      receiver.

   Home Address



      The home address that was contained in the Home Address
      destination option.  The mobile node uses this information to
      determine which binding does not exist, in cases where the mobile
      node has several home addresses.

   Mobility Options

      Variable-length field of such length that the complete Mobility
      Header is an integer multiple of 8 octets long.  This field
      contains zero or more TLV-encoded mobility options.  The receiver
      MUST ignore and skip any options that it does not understand.
      There MAY be additional information associated with this Binding
      Error message that need not be present in all Binding Error
      messages sent.  Mobility options allow future extensions to the
      format of the Binding Error message to be defined.  The encoding
      and format of defined options are described in Section 6.2.  This
      specification does not define any options valid for the Binding
      Error message.

   If no actual options are present in this message, no padding is
   necessary and the Header Len field will be set to 2.

6.2.  Mobility Options

   Mobility messages can include zero or more mobility options.  This
   allows optional fields that may not be needed in every use of a
   particular Mobility Header, as well as future extensions to the
   format of the messages.  Such options are included in the Message
   Data field of the message itself, after the fixed portion of the
   message data specified in the message subsections of Section 6.1.

   The presence of such options will be indicated by the Header Len of
   the Mobility Header.  If included, the Binding Authorization Data
   option (Section 6.2.7) MUST be the last option and MUST NOT have
   trailing padding.  Otherwise, options can be placed in any order.
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6.2.1.  Format

   Mobility options are encoded within the remaining space of the
   Message Data field of a mobility message, using a type-length-value
   (TLV) format as follows:

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |  Option Type  | Option Length |   Option Data...
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Option Type



      8-bit identifier of the type of mobility option.  When processing
      a Mobility Header containing an option for which the Option Type
      value is not recognized by the receiver, the receiver MUST quietly
      ignore and skip over the option, correctly handling any remaining
      options in the message.

   Option Length

      8-bit unsigned integer, representing the length in octets of the
      mobility option, not including the Option Type and Option Length
      fields.

   Option Data

      A variable-length field that contains data specific to the option.

   The following subsections specify the Option types that are currently
   defined for use in the Mobility Header.

   Implementations MUST silently ignore any mobility options that they
   do not understand.

   Mobility options may have alignment requirements.  Following the
   convention in IPv6, these options are aligned in a packet so that
   multi-octet values within the Option Data field of each option fall
   on natural boundaries (i.e., fields of width n octets are placed at
   an integer multiple of n octets from the start of the header, for n =
   1, 2, 4, or 8) [6].

6.2.2.  Pad1

   The Pad1 option does not have any alignment requirements.  Its format
   is as follows:
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        0
        0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |   Type = 0    |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   NOTE! the format of the Pad1 option is a special case -- it has
   neither Option Length nor Option Data fields.

   The Pad1 option is used to insert one octet of padding in the
   Mobility Options area of a Mobility Header.  If more than one octet
   of padding is required, the PadN option, described next, should be
   used rather than multiple Pad1 options.

6.2.3.  PadN

   The PadN option does not have any alignment requirements.  Its format
   is as follows:

        0                   1



        0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+- - - - - - - - -
       |   Type = 1    | Option Length | Option Data
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+- - - - - - - - -

   The PadN option is used to insert two or more octets of padding in
   the Mobility Options area of a mobility message.  For N octets of
   padding, the Option Length field contains the value N-2, and the
   Option Data consists of N-2 zero-valued octets.  PadN Option data
   MUST be ignored by the receiver.

6.2.4.  Binding Refresh Advice

   The Binding Refresh Advice option has an alignment requirement of 2n.
   Its format is as follows:

        0                   1                   2                   3
        0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
                                       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
                                       |   Type = 2    |   Length = 2  |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |       Refresh Interval        |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   The Binding Refresh Advice option is only valid in the Binding
   Acknowledgement, and only on Binding Acknowledgements sent from the
   mobile node's home agent in reply to a home registration.  The
   Refresh Interval is measured in units of four seconds, and indicates
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   remaining time until the mobile node SHOULD send a new home
   registration to the home agent.  The Refresh Interval MUST be set to
   indicate a smaller time interval than the Lifetime value of the
   Binding Acknowledgement.

6.2.5.  Alternate Care-of Address

   The Alternate Care-of Address option has an alignment requirement of
   8n + 6.  Its format is as follows:

        0                   1                   2                   3
        0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
                                       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
                                       |   Type = 3    |  Length = 16  |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                                                               |
       +                                                               +
       |                                                               |
       +                   Alternate Care-of Address                   +
       |                                                               |
       +                                                               +
       |                                                               |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Normally, a Binding Update specifies the desired care-of address in
   the Source Address field of the IPv6 header.  However, this is not



   possible in some cases, such as when the mobile node wishes to
   indicate a care-of address that it cannot use as a topologically
   correct source address (Sections 6.1.7 and 11.7.2) or when the used
   security mechanism does not protect the IPv6 header (Section 11.7.1).

   The Alternate Care-of Address option is provided for these
   situations.  This option is valid only in Binding Update.  The
   Alternate Care-of Address field contains an address to use as the
   care-of address for the binding, rather than using the Source Address
   of the packet as the care-of address.
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6.2.6.  Nonce Indices

   The Nonce Indices option has an alignment requirement of 2n.  Its
   format is as follows:

        0                   1                   2                   3
        0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
                                       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
                                       |   Type = 4    |   Length = 4  |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |         Home Nonce Index      |     Care-of Nonce Index       |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   The Nonce Indices option is valid only in the Binding Update message
   sent to a correspondent node, and only when present together with a
   Binding Authorization Data option.  When the correspondent node
   authorizes the Binding Update, it needs to produce home and care-of
   keygen tokens from its stored random nonce values.

   The Home Nonce Index field tells the correspondent node which nonce
   value to use when producing the home keygen token.

   The Care-of Nonce Index field is ignored in requests to delete a
   binding.  Otherwise, it tells the correspondent node which nonce
   value to use when producing the care-of keygen token.

6.2.7.  Binding Authorization Data

   The Binding Authorization Data option does not have alignment
   requirements as such.  However, since this option must be the last
   mobility option, an implicit alignment requirement is 8n + 2.  The
   format of this option is as follows:



        0                   1                   2                   3
        0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
                                       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
                                       |   Type = 5    | Option Length |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                                                               |
       +                                                               +
       |                         Authenticator                         |
       +                                                               +
       |                                                               |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   The Binding Authorization Data option is valid in the Binding Update
   and Binding Acknowledgement.
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   The Option Length field contains the length of the authenticator in
   octets.

   The Authenticator field contains a cryptographic value that can be
   used to determine that the message in question comes from the right
   authority.  Rules for calculating this value depends on the used
   authorization procedure.

   For the return routability procedure, this option can appear in the
   Binding Update and Binding Acknowledgements.  Rules for calculating
   the Authenticator value are the following:

     Mobility Data = care-of address | correspondent | MH Data
     Authenticator = First (96, HMAC_SHA1 (Kbm, Mobility Data))

   Where | denotes concatenation.  "Care-of address" is the care-of
   address that will be registered for the mobile node if the Binding
   Update succeeds, or the home address of the mobile node if this
   option is used in de-registration.  Note also that this address might
   be different from the source address of the Binding Update message,
   if the Alternative Care-of Address mobility option is used, or when
   the lifetime of the binding is set to zero.

   The "correspondent" is the IPv6 address of the correspondent node.
   Note that, if the message is sent to a destination that is itself
   mobile, the "correspondent" address may not be the address found in
   the Destination Address field of the IPv6 header; instead, the home
   address from the type 2 Routing header should be used.

   "MH Data" is the content of the Mobility Header, excluding the
   Authenticator field itself.  The Authenticator value is calculated as
   if the Checksum field in the Mobility Header was zero.  The Checksum
   in the transmitted packet is still calculated in the usual manner,
   with the calculated Authenticator being a part of the packet
   protected by the Checksum.  Kbm is the binding management key, which
   is typically created using nonces provided by the correspondent node
   (see Section 9.4).  Note that while the contents of a potential Home
   Address destination option are not covered in this formula, the rules



   for the calculation of the Kbm do take the home address in account.
   This ensures that the MAC will be different for different home
   addresses.

   The first 96 bits from the MAC result are used as the Authenticator
   field.
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6.3.  Home Address Option

   The Home Address option is carried by the Destination Option
   extension header (Next Header value = 60).  It is used in a packet
   sent by a mobile node while away from home, to inform the recipient
   of the mobile node's home address.

   The Home Address option is encoded in type-length-value (TLV) format
   as follows:

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
                                      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
                                      |  Option Type  | Option Length |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                                                               |
      +                                                               +
      |                                                               |
      +                          Home Address                         +
      |                                                               |
      +                                                               +
      |                                                               |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Option Type

      201 = 0xC9

   Option Length

      8-bit unsigned integer.  Length of the option, in octets,
      excluding the Option Type and Option Length fields.  This field
      MUST be set to 16.

   Home Address

      The home address of the mobile node sending the packet.  This
      address MUST be a unicast routable address.

   The alignment requirement [6] for the Home Address option is 8n + 6.

   The three highest-order bits of the Option Type field are encoded to
   indicate specific processing of the option [6]; for the Home Address
   option, these three bits are set to 110.  This indicates the



   following processing requirements:
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   o  Any IPv6 node that does not recognize the Option Type must discard
      the packet, and if the packet's Destination Address was not a
      multicast address, return an ICMP Parameter Problem, Code 2,
      message to the packet's Source Address.  The Pointer field in the
      ICMP message SHOULD point at the Option Type field.  Otherwise,
      for multicast addresses, the ICMP message MUST NOT be sent.

   o  The data within the option cannot change en route to the packet's
      final destination.

   The Home Address option MUST be placed as follows:

   o  After the routing header, if that header is present

   o  Before the Fragment Header, if that header is present

   o  Before the AH Header or ESP Header, if either one of those headers
      is present

   For each IPv6 packet header, the Home Address option MUST NOT appear
   more than once.  However, an encapsulated packet [7] MAY contain a
   separate Home Address option associated with each encapsulating IP
   header.

   The inclusion of a Home Address destination option in a packet
   affects the receiving node's processing of only this single packet.
   No state is created or modified in the receiving node as a result of
   receiving a Home Address option in a packet.  In particular, the
   presence of a Home Address option in a received packet MUST NOT alter
   the contents of the receiver's Binding Cache and MUST NOT cause any
   changes in the routing of subsequent packets sent by this receiving
   node.

6.4.  Type 2 Routing Header

   Mobile IPv6 defines a new routing header variant, the type 2 routing
   header, to allow the packet to be routed directly from a
   correspondent to the mobile node's care-of address.  The mobile
   node's care-of address is inserted into the IPv6 Destination Address
   field.  Once the packet arrives at the care-of address, the mobile
   node retrieves its home address from the routing header, and this is
   used as the final destination address for the packet.

   The new routing header uses a different type than defined for
   "regular" IPv6 source routing, enabling firewalls to apply different
   rules to source routed packets than to Mobile IPv6.  This routing
   header type (type 2) is restricted to carry only one IPv6 address.
   All IPv6 nodes that process this routing header MUST verify that the
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   address contained within is the node's own home address in order to
   prevent packets from being forwarded outside the node.  The IP
   address contained in the routing header, since it is the mobile
   node's home address, MUST be a unicast routable address.
   Furthermore, if the scope of the home address is smaller than the
   scope of the care-of address, the mobile node MUST discard the packet
   (see Section 4.6).

6.4.1.  Format

   The type 2 routing header has the following format:

       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |  Next Header  | Hdr Ext Len=2 | Routing Type=2|Segments Left=1|
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                            Reserved                           |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                                                               |
       +                                                               +
       |                                                               |
       +                         Home Address                          +
       |                                                               |
       +                                                               +
       |                                                               |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Next Header

      8-bit selector.  Identifies the type of header immediately
      following the routing header.  Uses the same values as the IPv6
      Next Header field [6].

   Hdr Ext Len

      2 (8-bit unsigned integer); length of the routing header in
      8-octet units, not including the first 8 octets.

   Routing Type

      2 (8-bit unsigned integer).

   Segments Left

      1 (8-bit unsigned integer).
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   Reserved

      32-bit reserved field.  The value MUST be initialized to zero by
      the sender, and MUST be ignored by the receiver.

   Home Address

      The home address of the destination mobile node.

   For a type 2 routing header, the Hdr Ext Len MUST be 2.  The Segments
   Left value describes the number of route segments remaining, i.e.,
   number of explicitly listed intermediate nodes still to be visited
   before reaching the final destination.  Segments Left MUST be 1.  The
   ordering rules for extension headers in an IPv6 packet are described
   in Section 4.1 of RFC 2460 [6].  The type 2 routing header defined
   for Mobile IPv6 follows the same ordering as other routing headers.
   If another routing header is present along with a type 2 routing
   header, the type 2 routing header should follow the other routing
   header.  A packet containing such nested encapsulation should be
   created as if the inner (type 2) routing header was constructed first
   and then treated as an original packet by header construction process
   for the other routing header.

   In addition, the general procedures defined by IPv6 for routing
   headers suggest that a received routing header MAY be automatically
   "reversed" to construct a routing header for use in any response
   packets sent by upper-layer protocols, if the received packet is
   authenticated [6].  This MUST NOT be done automatically for type 2
   routing headers.

6.5.  ICMP Home Agent Address Discovery Request Message

   The ICMP Home Agent Address Discovery Request message is used by a
   mobile node to initiate the dynamic home agent address discovery
   mechanism, as described in Section 11.4.1.  The mobile node sends the
   Home Agent Address Discovery Request message to the Mobile IPv6 Home-
   Agents anycast address [8] for its own home subnet prefix.  (Note
   that the currently defined anycast addresses may not work with all
   prefix lengths other than those defined in RFC 4291 [16] [37].)

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |     Type      |     Code      |            Checksum           |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |          Identifier           |            Reserved           |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
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   Type

      144

   Code



      0

   Checksum

      The ICMP checksum [17].

   Identifier

      An identifier to aid in matching Home Agent Address Discovery
      Reply messages to this Home Agent Address Discovery Request
      message.

   Reserved

      This field is unused.  It MUST be initialized to zero by the
      sender and MUST be ignored by the receiver.

   The Source Address of the Home Agent Address Discovery Request
   message packet is typically one of the mobile node's current care-of
   addresses.  At the time of performing this dynamic home agent address
   discovery procedure, it is likely that the mobile node is not
   registered with any home agent.  Therefore, neither the nature of the
   address nor the identity of the mobile node can be established at
   this time.  The home agent MUST then return the Home Agent Address
   Discovery Reply message directly to the Source Address chosen by the
   mobile node.

6.6.  ICMP Home Agent Address Discovery Reply Message

   The ICMP Home Agent Address Discovery Reply message is used by a home
   agent to respond to a mobile node that uses the dynamic home agent
   address discovery mechanism, as described in Section 10.5.
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       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |     Type      |     Code      |            Checksum           |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |           Identifier          |             Reserved          |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                                                               |
      +                                                               +
      .                                                               .
      .                      Home Agent Addresses                     .
      .                                                               .



      +                                                               +
      |                                                               |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Type

      145

   Code

      0

   Checksum

      The ICMP checksum [17].

   Identifier

      The identifier from the invoking Home Agent Address Discovery
      Request message.

   Reserved

      This field is unused.  It MUST be initialized to zero by the
      sender and MUST be ignored by the receiver.

   Home Agent Addresses

      A list of addresses of home agents on the home link for the mobile
      node.  The number of addresses presented in the list is indicated
      by the remaining length of the IPv6 packet carrying the Home Agent
      Address Discovery Reply message.
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6.7.  ICMP Mobile Prefix Solicitation Message Format

   The ICMP Mobile Prefix Solicitation message is sent by a mobile node
   to its home agent while it is away from home.  The purpose of the
   message is to solicit a Mobile Prefix Advertisement from the home
   agent, which will allow the mobile node to gather prefix information
   about its home network.  This information can be used to configure
   and update home address(es) according to changes in prefix
   information supplied by the home agent.

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |     Type      |     Code      |          Checksum             |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |          Identifier           |            Reserved           |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+



   IP Fields:

   Source Address

      The mobile node's care-of address.

   Destination Address

      The address of the mobile node's home agent.  This home agent must
      be on the link that the mobile node wishes to learn prefix
      information about.

   Hop Limit

      Set to an initial hop limit value, similarly to any other unicast
      packet sent by the mobile node.

   Destination Option:

      A Home Address destination option MUST be included.

   ESP header:

      IPsec headers MUST be supported and SHOULD be used as described in
      Section 5.4.

   ICMP Fields:
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   Type

      146

   Code

      0

   Checksum

      The ICMP checksum [17].

   Identifier

      An identifier to aid in matching a future Mobile Prefix
      Advertisement to this Mobile Prefix Solicitation.

   Reserved

      This field is unused.  It MUST be initialized to zero by the
      sender and MUST be ignored by the receiver.

   The Mobile Prefix Solicitation messages may have options.  These
   options MUST use the option format defined in Neighbor Discovery (RFC



   4861 [18]).  This document does not define any option types for the
   Mobile Prefix Solicitation message, but future documents may define
   new options.  Home agents MUST silently ignore any options they do
   not recognize and continue processing the message.

6.8.  ICMP Mobile Prefix Advertisement Message Format

   A home agent will send a Mobile Prefix Advertisement to a mobile node
   to distribute prefix information about the home link while the mobile
   node is traveling away from the home network.  This will occur in
   response to a Mobile Prefix Solicitation with an Advertisement, or by
   an unsolicited Advertisement sent according to the rules in
   Section 10.6.

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |     Type      |     Code      |          Checksum             |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |          Identifier           |M|O|        Reserved           |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |           Options ...
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
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   IP Fields:

   Source Address

      The home agent's address as the mobile node would expect to see it
      (i.e., same network prefix).

   Destination Address

      If this message is a response to a Mobile Prefix Solicitation,
      this field contains the Source Address field from that packet.
      For unsolicited messages, the mobile node's care-of address SHOULD
      be used.  Note that unsolicited messages can only be sent if the
      mobile node is currently registered with the home agent.

   Routing header:

      A type 2 routing header MUST be included.

   ESP header:

      IPsec headers MUST be supported and SHOULD be used as described in
      Section 5.4.

   ICMP Fields:

   Type

      147



   Code

      0

   Checksum

      The ICMP checksum [17].
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   Identifier

      An identifier to aid in matching this Mobile Prefix Advertisement
      to a previous Mobile Prefix Solicitation.

   M

      1-bit Managed Address Configuration flag.  When set, hosts use the
      administered (stateful) protocol for address autoconfiguration in
      addition to any addresses autoconfigured using stateless address
      autoconfiguration.  The use of this flag is described in [18]
      [19].

   O

      1-bit Other Stateful Configuration flag.  When set, hosts use the
      administered (stateful) protocol for autoconfiguration of other
      (non-address) information.  The use of this flag is described in
      [18] [19].

   Reserved

      This field is unused.  It MUST be initialized to zero by the
      sender and MUST be ignored by the receiver.

   The Mobile Prefix Advertisement messages may have options.  These
   options MUST use the option format defined in Neighbor Discovery (RFC
   4861 [18]).  This document defines one option that may be carried in
   a Mobile Prefix Advertisement message, but future documents may
   define new options.  Mobile nodes MUST silently ignore any options
   they do not recognize and continue processing the message.

   Prefix Information

      Each message contains one or more Prefix Information options.
      Each option carries the prefix(es) that the mobile node should use



      to configure its home address(es).  Section 10.6 describes which
      prefixes should be advertised to the mobile node.

      The Prefix Information option is defined in Section 4.6.2 of
      Neighbor Discovery (RFC 4861 [18]), with modifications defined in
      Section 7.2 of this specification.  The home agent MUST use this
      modified Prefix Information option to send home network prefixes
      as defined in Section 10.6.1.

   If the Advertisement is sent in response to a Mobile Prefix
   Solicitation, the home agent MUST copy the Identifier value from that
   message into the Identifier field of the Advertisement.
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   The home agent MUST NOT send more than one Mobile Prefix
   Advertisement message per second to any mobile node.

   The M and O bits MUST be cleared if the Home Agent DHCPv6 support is
   not provided.  If such support is provided, then they are set in
   concert with the home network's administrative settings.

7.  Modifications to IPv6 Neighbor Discovery

7.1.  Modified Router Advertisement Message Format

   Mobile IPv6 modifies the format of the Router Advertisement message
   [18] by the addition of a single flag bit to indicate that the router
   sending the Advertisement message is serving as a home agent on this
   link.  The format of the Router Advertisement message is as follows:

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |     Type      |     Code      |          Checksum             |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      | Cur Hop Limit |M|O|H| Reserved|       Router Lifetime         |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                         Reachable Time                        |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                          Retrans Timer                        |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |   Options ...
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-

   This format represents the following changes over that originally
   specified for Neighbor Discovery [18]:

   Home Agent (H)

      The Home Agent (H) bit is set in a Router Advertisement to
      indicate that the router sending this Router Advertisement is also
      functioning as a Mobile IPv6 home agent on this link.

   Reserved

      Reduced from a 6-bit field to a 5-bit field to account for the



      addition of the above bit.
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7.2.  Modified Prefix Information Option Format

   Mobile IPv6 requires knowledge of a router's global address in
   building a Home Agents List as part of the dynamic home agent address
   discovery mechanism.

   However, Neighbor Discovery [18] only advertises a router's link-
   local address, by requiring this address to be used as the IP Source
   Address of each Router Advertisement.

   Mobile IPv6 extends Neighbor Discovery to allow a router to advertise
   its global address, by the addition of a single flag bit in the
   format of a Prefix Information option for use in Router Advertisement
   messages.  The format of the Prefix Information option is as follows:

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |     Type      |    Length     | Prefix Length |L|A|R|Reserved1|
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                         Valid Lifetime                        |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                       Preferred Lifetime                      |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                           Reserved2                           |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                                                               |
      +                                                               +
      |                                                               |
      +                            Prefix                             +
      |                                                               |
      +                                                               +
      |                                                               |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   This format represents the following changes over that originally
   specified for Neighbor Discovery [18]:

   Router Address (R)

      1-bit router address flag.  When set, indicates that the Prefix
      field contains a complete IP address assigned to the sending
      router.  The indicated prefix is given by the first Prefix Length
      bits of the Prefix field.  The router IP address has the same
      scope and conforms to the same lifetime values as the advertised
      prefix.  This use of the Prefix field is compatible with its use
      in advertising the prefix itself, since Prefix Advertisement uses
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      only the leading bits.  Interpretation of this flag bit is thus
      independent of the processing required for the On-Link (L) and
      Autonomous Address-Configuration (A) flag bits.

   Reserved1

      Reduced from a 6-bit field to a 5-bit field to account for the
      addition of the above bit.

   In a Router Advertisement, a home agent MUST, and all other routers
   MAY, include at least one Prefix Information option with the Router
   Address (R) bit set.  Neighbor Discovery (RFC 4861 [18]) specifies
   that, when including all options in a Router Advertisement causes the
   size of the Advertisement to exceed the link MTU, multiple
   Advertisements can be sent, each containing a subset of the Neighbor
   Discovery options.  Also, when sending unsolicited multicast Router
   Advertisements more frequently than the limit specified in RFC 4861,
   the sending router need not include all options in each of these
   Advertisements.  However, in both of these cases the router SHOULD
   include at least one Prefix Information option with the Router
   Address (R) bit set in each such advertisement, if this bit is set in
   some advertisement sent by the router.

   In addition, the following requirement can assist mobile nodes in
   movement detection.  Barring changes in the prefixes for the link,
   routers that send multiple Router Advertisements with the Router
   Address (R) bit set in some of the included Prefix Information
   options SHOULD provide at least one option and router address that
   stays the same in all of the Advertisements.

7.3.  New Advertisement Interval Option Format

   Mobile IPv6 defines a new Advertisement Interval option, used in
   Router Advertisement messages to advertise the interval at which the
   sending router sends unsolicited multicast Router Advertisements.
   The format of the Advertisement Interval option is as follows:

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |     Type      |    Length     |           Reserved            |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                     Advertisement Interval                    |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
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   Type

      7

   Length

      8-bit unsigned integer.  The length of the option (including the
      type and length fields) is in units of 8 octets.  The value of
      this field MUST be 1.

   Reserved

      This field is unused.  It MUST be initialized to zero by the
      sender and MUST be ignored by the receiver.

   Advertisement Interval

      32-bit unsigned integer.  The maximum time, in milliseconds,
      between successive unsolicited Router Advertisement messages sent
      by this router on this network interface.  Using the conceptual
      router configuration variables defined by Neighbor Discovery [18],
      this field MUST be equal to the value MaxRtrAdvInterval, expressed
      in milliseconds.

   Routers MAY include this option in their Router Advertisements.  A
   mobile node receiving a Router Advertisement containing this option
   SHOULD utilize the specified Advertisement Interval for that router
   in its movement detection algorithm, as described in Section 11.5.1.

   This option MUST be silently ignored for other Neighbor Discovery
   messages.

7.4.  New Home Agent Information Option Format

   Mobile IPv6 defines a new Home Agent Information option, used in
   Router Advertisements sent by a home agent to advertise information
   specific to this router's functionality as a home agent.  The format
   of the Home Agent Information option is as follows:

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |     Type      |    Length     |           Reserved            |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |     Home Agent Preference     |      Home Agent Lifetime      |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
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   Type

      8



   Length

      8-bit unsigned integer.  The length of the option (including the
      type and length fields) in units of 8 octets.  The value of this
      field MUST be 1.

   Reserved

      This field is unused.  It MUST be initialized to zero by the
      sender and MUST be ignored by the receiver.

   Home Agent Preference

      16-bit unsigned integer.  The preference for the home agent
      sending this Router Advertisement, for use in ordering the
      addresses returned to a mobile node in the Home Agent Addresses
      field of a Home Agent Address Discovery Reply message.  Higher
      values mean more preferable.  If this option is not included in a
      Router Advertisement in which the Home Agent (H) bit is set, the
      preference value for this home agent MUST be considered to be 0.
      Greater values indicate a more preferable home agent than lower
      values.

      The manual configuration of the Home Agent Preference value is
      described in Section 8.4.  In addition, the sending home agent MAY
      dynamically set the Home Agent Preference value, for example,
      basing it on the number of mobile nodes it is currently serving or
      on its remaining resources for serving additional mobile nodes;
      such dynamic settings are beyond the scope of this document.  Any
      such dynamic setting of the Home Agent Preference, however, MUST
      set the preference appropriately, relative to the default Home
      Agent Preference value of 0 that may be in use by some home agents
      on this link (i.e., a home agent not including a Home Agent
      Information option in its Router Advertisements will be considered
      to have a Home Agent Preference value of 0).

   Home Agent Lifetime

      16-bit unsigned integer.  The lifetime associated with the home
      agent in units of seconds.  The default value is the same as the
      Router Lifetime, as specified in the main body of the Router
      Advertisement.  The maximum value corresponds to 18.2 hours.  A
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      value of 0 MUST NOT be used.  The Home Agent Lifetime applies only
      to this router's usefulness as a home agent; it does not apply to
      information contained in other message fields or options.

   Home agents MAY include this option in their Router Advertisements.
   This option MUST NOT be included in a Router Advertisement in which
   the Home Agent (H) bit (see Section 7.1) is not set.  If this option
   is not included in a Router Advertisement in which the Home Agent (H)
   bit is set, the lifetime for this home agent MUST be considered to be
   the same as the Router Lifetime in the Router Advertisement.  If



   multiple Advertisements are being sent instead of a single larger
   unsolicited multicast Router Advertisement, all of the multiple
   Advertisements with the Router Address (R) bit set MUST include this
   option with the same contents; otherwise, this option MUST be omitted
   from all Advertisements.

   This option MUST be silently ignored for other Neighbor Discovery
   messages.

   If both the Home Agent Preference and Home Agent Lifetime are set to
   their default values specified above, this option SHOULD NOT be
   included in the Router Advertisement messages sent by this home
   agent.

7.5.  Changes to Sending Router Advertisements

   The Neighbor Discovery protocol specification [18] limits routers to
   a minimum interval of 3 seconds between sending unsolicited multicast
   Router Advertisement messages from any given network interface
   (limited by MinRtrAdvInterval and MaxRtrAdvInterval), stating that:

      Routers generate Router Advertisements frequently enough that
      hosts will learn of their presence within a few minutes, but not
      frequently enough to rely on an absence of advertisements to
      detect router failure; a separate Neighbor Unreachability
      Detection algorithm provides failure detection.

   This limitation, however, is not suitable to providing timely
   movement detection for mobile nodes.  Mobile nodes detect their own
   movement by learning the presence of new routers as the mobile node
   moves into wireless transmission range of them (or physically
   connects to a new wired network), and by learning that previous
   routers are no longer reachable.  Mobile nodes MUST be able to
   quickly detect when they move to a link served by a new router, so
   that they can acquire a new care-of address and send Binding Updates
   to register this care-of address with their home agent and to notify
   correspondent nodes as needed.
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   One method that can provide for faster movement detection is to
   increase the rate at which unsolicited Router Advertisements are
   sent.  Mobile IPv6 relaxes this limit such that routers MAY send
   unsolicited multicast Router Advertisements more frequently.  This
   method can be applied where the router is expecting to provide
   service to visiting mobile nodes (e.g., wireless network interfaces),
   or on which it is serving as a home agent to one or more mobile nodes
   (who may return home and need to hear its Advertisements).

   Routers supporting mobility SHOULD be able to be configured with a
   smaller MinRtrAdvInterval value and MaxRtrAdvInterval value to allow
   sending of unsolicited multicast Router Advertisements more often.
   The minimum allowed values are:

   o  MinRtrAdvInterval 0.03 seconds



   o  MaxRtrAdvInterval 0.07 seconds

   In the case where the minimum intervals and delays are used, the mean
   time between unsolicited multicast Router Advertisements is 50 ms.
   Use of these modified limits MUST be configurable (see also the
   configuration variable MinDelayBetweenRas in Section 13 that may also
   have to be modified accordingly).  Systems where these values are
   available MUST NOT default to them, and SHOULD default to values
   specified in Neighbor Discovery (RFC 4861 [18]).  Knowledge of the
   type of network interface and operating environment SHOULD be taken
   into account in configuring these limits for each network interface.
   This is important with some wireless links, where increasing the
   frequency of multicast beacons can cause considerable overhead.
   Routers SHOULD adhere to the intervals specified in RFC 4861 [18], if
   this overhead is likely to cause service degradation.

   Additionally, the possible low values of MaxRtrAdvInterval may cause
   some problems with movement detection in some mobile nodes.  To
   ensure that this is not a problem, Routers SHOULD add 20 ms to any
   Advertisement Intervals sent in RAs that are below 200 ms, in order
   to account for scheduling granularities on both the MN and the
   router.

   Note that multicast Router Advertisements are not always required in
   certain wireless networks that have limited bandwidth.  Mobility
   detection or link changes in such networks may be done at lower
   layers.  Router advertisements in such networks SHOULD be sent only
   when solicited.  In such networks it SHOULD be possible to disable
   unsolicited multicast Router Advertisements on specific interfaces.
   The MinRtrAdvInterval and MaxRtrAdvInterval in such a case can be set
   to some high values.
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   Home agents MUST include the Source Link-Layer Address option in all
   Router Advertisements they send.  This simplifies the process of
   returning home, as discussed in Section 11.5.5.

   Note that according to Neighbor Discovery (RFC 4861 [18]),
   AdvDefaultLifetime is by default based on the value of
   MaxRtrAdvInterval.  AdvDefaultLifetime is used in the Router Lifetime
   field of Router Advertisements.  Given that this field is expressed
   in seconds, a small MaxRtrAdvInterval value can result in a zero
   value for this field.  To prevent this, routers SHOULD keep
   AdvDefaultLifetime in at least one second, even if the use of
   MaxRtrAdvInterval would result in a smaller value.

8.  Requirements for Types of IPv6 Nodes

   Mobile IPv6 places some special requirements on the functions
   provided by different types of IPv6 nodes.  This section summarizes
   those requirements, identifying the functionality each requirement is
   intended to support.

   The requirements are set for the following groups of nodes:



   o  All IPv6 nodes.

   o  All IPv6 nodes with support for route optimization.

   o  All IPv6 routers.

   o  All Mobile IPv6 home agents.

   o  All Mobile IPv6 mobile nodes.

   It is outside the scope of this specification to specify which of
   these groups are mandatory in IPv6.  We only describe what is
   mandatory for a node that supports, for instance, route optimization.
   Other specifications are expected to define the extent of IPv6.

8.1.  All IPv6 Nodes

   Any IPv6 node may at any time be a correspondent node of a mobile
   node, either sending a packet to a mobile node or receiving a packet
   from a mobile node.  There are no Mobile IPv6 specific MUST
   requirements for such nodes, and basic IPv6 techniques are
   sufficient.  If a mobile node attempts to set up route optimization
   with a node with only basic IPv6 support, an ICMP error will signal
   that the node does not support such optimizations (Section 11.3.5),
   and communications will flow through the home agent.
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   An IPv6 node MUST NOT support the Home Address destination option,
   type 2 routing header, or the Mobility Header unless it fully
   supports the requirements listed in the next sections for either
   route optimization, mobile node, or home agent functionality.

8.2.  IPv6 Nodes with Support for Route Optimization

   Nodes that implement route optimization are a subset of all IPv6
   nodes on the Internet.  The ability of a correspondent node to
   participate in route optimization is essential for the efficient
   operation of the IPv6 Internet, for the following reasons:

   o  Avoidance of congestion in the home network, and enabling the use
      of lower-performance home agent equipment even for supporting
      thousands of mobile nodes.

   o  Reduced network load across the entire Internet, as mobile devices
      begin to predominate.

   o  Reduction of jitter and latency for the communications.

   o  Greater likelihood of success for Quality of Service (QoS)
      signaling as tunneling is avoided and, again, fewer sources of
      congestion.

   o  Improved robustness against network partitions, congestion, and
      other problems, since fewer routing path segments are traversed.



   These effects combine to enable much better performance and
   robustness for communications between mobile nodes and IPv6
   correspondent nodes.  Route optimization introduces a small amount of
   additional state for the peers, some additional messaging, and up to
   1.5 round-trip delays before it can be turned on.  However, it is
   believed that the benefits far outweigh the costs in most cases.
   Section 11.3.1 discusses how mobile nodes may avoid route
   optimization for some of the remaining cases, such as very short-term
   communications.

   The following requirements apply to all correspondent nodes that
   support route optimization:

   o  The node MUST be able to validate a Home Address option using an
      existing Binding Cache entry, as described in Section 9.3.1.

   o  The node MUST be able to insert a type 2 routing header into
      packets to be sent to a mobile node, as described in
      Section 9.3.2.
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   o  Unless the correspondent node is also acting as a mobile node, it
      MUST ignore type 2 routing headers and silently discard all
      packets that it has received with such headers.

   o  The node SHOULD be able to interpret ICMP messages as described in
      Section 9.3.4.

   o  The node MUST be able to send Binding Error messages as described
      in Section 9.3.3.

   o  The node MUST be able to process Mobility Headers as described in
      Section 9.2.

   o  The node MUST be able to participate in a return routability
      procedure (Section 9.4).

   o  The node MUST be able to process Binding Update messages
      (Section 9.5).

   o  The node MUST be able to return a Binding Acknowledgement
      (Section 9.5.4).

   o  The node MUST be able to maintain a Binding Cache of the bindings
      received in accepted Binding Updates, as described in Sections 9.1
      and 9.6.

   o  The node SHOULD allow route optimization to be administratively
      enabled or disabled.  The default SHOULD be enabled.

8.3.  All IPv6 Routers

   All IPv6 routers, even those not serving as a home agent for Mobile
   IPv6, have an effect on how well mobile nodes can communicate:



   o  Every IPv6 router SHOULD be able to send an Advertisement Interval
      option (Section 7.3) in each of its Router Advertisements [18], to
      aid movement detection by mobile nodes (as in Section 11.5.1).
      The use of this option in Router Advertisements SHOULD be
      configurable.

   o  Every IPv6 router SHOULD be able to support sending unsolicited
      multicast Router Advertisements at the faster rate described in
      Section 7.5.  If the router supports a faster rate, the used rate
      MUST be configurable.

   o  Each router SHOULD include at least one prefix with the Router
      Address (R) bit set and with its full IP address in its Router
      Advertisements (as described in Section 7.2).
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   o  Routers supporting filtering packets with routing headers SHOULD
      support different rules for type 0 and type 2 routing headers (see
      Section 6.4) so that filtering of source routed packets (type 0)
      will not necessarily limit Mobile IPv6 traffic that is delivered
      via type 2 routing headers.

8.4.  IPv6 Home Agents

   In order for a mobile node to operate correctly while away from home,
   at least one IPv6 router on the mobile node's home link must function
   as a home agent for the mobile node.  The following additional
   requirements apply to all IPv6 routers that serve as a home agent:

   o  Every home agent MUST be able to maintain an entry in its Binding
      Cache for each mobile node for which it is serving as the home
      agent (Sections 10.1 and 10.3.1).

   o  Every home agent MUST be able to intercept packets (using proxy
      Neighbor Discovery [18]) addressed to a mobile node for which it
      is currently serving as the home agent, on that mobile node's home
      link, while the mobile node is away from home (Section 10.4.1).

   o  Every home agent MUST be able to encapsulate [7] such intercepted
      packets in order to tunnel them to the primary care-of address for
      the mobile node indicated in its binding in the home agent's
      Binding Cache (Section 10.4.2).

   o  Every home agent MUST support decapsulating [7] reverse-tunneled
      packets sent to it from a mobile node's home address.  Every home
      agent MUST also check that the source address in the tunneled
      packets corresponds to the currently registered location of the
      mobile node (Section 10.4.5).

   o  The node MUST be able to process Mobility Headers as described in
      Section 10.2.

   o  Every home agent MUST be able to return a Binding Acknowledgement
      in response to a Binding Update (Section 10.3.1).

   o  Every home agent MUST maintain a separate Home Agents List for



      each link on which it is serving as a home agent, as described in
      Sections 10.1 and 10.5.1.

   o  Every home agent MUST be able to accept packets addressed to the
      Mobile IPv6 Home-Agents anycast address [8] for the subnet on
      which it is serving as a home agent, and MUST be able to
      participate in dynamic home agent address discovery
      (Section 10.5).
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   o  Every home agent SHOULD support a configuration mechanism to allow
      a system administrator to manually set the value to be sent by
      this home agent in the Home Agent Preference field of the Home
      Agent Information Option in Router Advertisements that it sends
      (Section 7.4).

   o  Every home agent SHOULD support sending ICMP Mobile Prefix
      Advertisements (Section 6.8), and SHOULD respond to Mobile Prefix
      Solicitations (Section 6.7).  If supported, this behavior MUST be
      configurable, so that home agents can be configured to avoid
      sending such Prefix Advertisements according to the needs of the
      network administration in the home domain.

   o  Every home agent MUST support IPsec ESP for protection of packets
      belonging to the return routability procedure (Section 10.4.6).

   o  Every home agent SHOULD support the multicast group membership
      control protocols as described in Section 10.4.3.  If this support
      is provided, the home agent MUST be capable of using it to
      determine which multicast data packets to forward via the tunnel
      to the mobile node.

   o  Home agents MAY support stateful address autoconfiguration for
      mobile nodes as described in Section 10.4.4.

8.5.  IPv6 Mobile Nodes

   Finally, the following requirements apply to all IPv6 nodes capable
   of functioning as mobile nodes:

   o  The node MUST maintain a Binding Update List (Section 11.1).

   o  The node MUST support sending packets containing a Home Address
      option (Section 11.3.1), and follow the required IPsec interaction
      (Section 11.3.2).

   o  The node MUST be able to perform IPv6 encapsulation and
      decapsulation [7].

   o  The node MUST be able to process type 2 routing header as defined
      in Sections 6.4 and 11.3.3.

   o  The node MUST support receiving a Binding Error message
      (Section 11.3.6).

   o  The node MUST support receiving ICMP errors (Section 11.3.5).
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   o  The node MUST support movement detection, care-of address
      formation, and returning home (Section 11.5).

   o  The node MUST be able to process Mobility Headers as described in
      Section 11.2.

   o  The node MUST support the return routability procedure
      (Section 11.6).

   o  The node MUST be able to send Binding Updates, as specified in
      Sections 11.7.1 and 11.7.2.

   o  The node MUST be able to receive and process Binding
      Acknowledgements, as specified in Section 11.7.3.

   o  The node MUST support receiving a Binding Refresh Request
      (Section 6.1.2), by responding with a Binding Update.

   o  The node MUST support receiving Mobile Prefix Advertisements
      (Section 11.4.3) and reconfiguring its home address based on the
      prefix information contained therein.

   o  The node SHOULD support use of the dynamic home agent address
      discovery mechanism, as described in Section 11.4.1.

   o  The node MUST allow route optimization to be administratively
      enabled or disabled.  The default SHOULD be enabled.

   o  The node MAY support the multicast address listener part of a
      multicast group membership protocol as described in
      Section 11.3.4.  If this support is provided, the mobile node MUST
      be able to receive tunneled multicast packets from the home agent.

   o  The node MAY support stateful address autoconfiguration mechanisms
      such as DHCPv6 [31] on the interface represented by the tunnel to
      the home agent.

9.  Correspondent Node Operation

9.1.  Conceptual Data Structures

   IPv6 nodes with route optimization support maintain a Binding Cache
   of bindings for other nodes.  A separate Binding Cache SHOULD be
   maintained by each IPv6 node for each of its unicast routable
   addresses.  The Binding Cache MAY be implemented in any manner
   consistent with the external behavior described in this document, for
   example, by being combined with the node's Destination Cache as
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   maintained by Neighbor Discovery [18].  When sending a packet, the
   Binding Cache is searched before the Neighbor Discovery conceptual
   Destination Cache [18].

   Each Binding Cache entry conceptually contains the following fields:

   o  The home address of the mobile node for which this is the Binding
      Cache entry.  This field is used as the key for searching the
      Binding Cache for the destination address of a packet being sent.

   o  The care-of address for the mobile node indicated by the home
      address field in this Binding Cache entry.

   o  A lifetime value, indicating the remaining lifetime for this
      Binding Cache entry.  The lifetime value is initialized from the
      Lifetime field in the Binding Update that created or last modified
      this Binding Cache entry.  A correspondent node MAY select a
      smaller lifetime for the Binding Cache entry, and supply that
      value to the mobile node in the Binding Acknowledgment message.

   o  A flag indicating whether or not this Binding Cache entry is a
      home registration entry (applicable only on nodes that support
      home agent functionality).

   o  The maximum value of the Sequence Number field received in
      previous Binding Updates for this home address.  The Sequence
      Number field is 16 bits long.  Sequence Number values MUST be
      compared modulo 2**16 as explained in Section 9.5.1.

   o  Usage information for this Binding Cache entry.  This is needed to
      implement the cache replacement policy in use in the Binding
      Cache.  Recent use of a cache entry also serves as an indication
      that a Binding Refresh Request should be sent when the lifetime of
      this entry nears expiration.

   Binding Cache entries not marked as home registrations MAY be
   replaced at any time by any reasonable local cache replacement policy
   but SHOULD NOT be unnecessarily deleted.  The Binding Cache for any
   one of a node's IPv6 addresses may contain at most one entry for each
   mobile node home address.  The contents of a node's Binding Cache
   MUST NOT be changed in response to a Home Address option in a
   received packet.
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9.2.  Processing Mobility Headers



   Mobility Header processing MUST observe the following rules:

   o  The checksum must be verified as per Section 6.1.  If invalid, the
      node MUST silently discard the message.

   o  The MH Type field MUST have a known value (Section 6.1.1).
      Otherwise, the node MUST discard the message and issue a Binding
      Error message as described in Section 9.3.3, with the Status field
      set to 2 (unrecognized MH Type value).

   o  The Payload Proto field MUST be IPPROTO_NONE (59 decimal).
      Otherwise, the node MUST discard the message and SHOULD send ICMP
      Parameter Problem, Code 0, directly to the Source Address of the
      packet as specified in RFC 4443 [17].  Thus, no Binding Cache
      information is used in sending the ICMP message.  The Pointer
      field in the ICMP message SHOULD point at the Payload Proto field.

   o  The Header Len field in the Mobility Header MUST NOT be less than
      the length specified for this particular type of message in
      Section 6.1.  Otherwise, the node MUST discard the message and
      SHOULD send ICMP Parameter Problem, Code 0, directly to the Source
      Address of the packet as specified in RFC 4443 [17].  (The Binding
      Cache information is again not used.)  The Pointer field in the
      ICMP message SHOULD point at the Header Len field.

   Subsequent checks depend on the particular Mobility Header.

9.3.  Packet Processing

   This section describes how the correspondent node sends packets to
   the mobile node, and receives packets from it.

9.3.1.  Receiving Packets with Home Address Option

   Packets containing a Home Address option MUST be dropped if the given
   home address is not a unicast routable address.

   Mobile nodes can include a Home Address destination option in a
   packet if they believe the correspondent node has a Binding Cache
   entry for the home address of a mobile node.  If the Next Header
   value of the Destination Option is one of the following: {50 (ESP),
   51 (AH), 135 (Mobility Header)}, the packet SHOULD be processed
   normally.  Otherwise, the packet MUST be dropped if there is no
   corresponding Binding Cache entry.  A corresponding Binding Cache
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   entry MUST have the same home address as appears in the Home Address
   destination option, and the currently registered care-of address MUST
   be equal to the source address of the packet.

   If the packet is dropped due to the above tests, the correspondent
   node MUST send the Binding Error message as described in
   Section 9.3.3.  The Status field in this message should be set to 1
   (unknown binding for Home Address destination option).



   The correspondent node MUST process the option in a manner consistent
   with exchanging the Home Address field from the Home Address option
   into the IPv6 header and replacing the original value of the Source
   Address field there.  After all IPv6 options have been processed, it
   MUST be possible for upper layers to process the packet without the
   knowledge that it came originally from a care-of address or that a
   Home Address option was used.

   The use of IPsec Authentication Header (AH) for the Home Address
   option is not required, except that if the IPv6 header of a packet is
   covered by AH, then the authentication MUST also cover the Home
   Address option; this coverage is achieved automatically by the
   definition of the Option Type code for the Home Address option, since
   it indicates that the data within the option cannot change en route
   to the packet's final destination, and thus the option is included in
   the AH computation.  By requiring that any authentication of the IPv6
   header also cover the Home Address option, the security of the Source
   Address field in the IPv6 header is not compromised by the presence
   of a Home Address option.

   When attempting to verify AH authentication data in a packet that
   contains a Home Address option, the receiving node MUST calculate the
   AH authentication data as if the following were true: the Home
   Address option contains the care-of address, and the source IPv6
   address field of the IPv6 header contains the home address.  This
   conforms with the calculation specified in Section 11.3.2.

9.3.2.  Sending Packets to a Mobile Node

   Before sending any packet, the sending node SHOULD examine its
   Binding Cache for an entry for the destination address to which the
   packet is being sent.  If the sending node has a Binding Cache entry
   for this address, the sending node SHOULD use a type 2 routing header
   to route the packet to this mobile node (the destination node) by way
   of its care-of address.  However, the sending node MUST NOT do this
   in the following cases:

   o  When sending an IPv6 Neighbor Discovery [18] packet.
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   o  Where otherwise noted in Section 6.1.

   When calculating authentication data in a packet that contains a type
   2 routing header, the correspondent node MUST calculate the AH
   authentication data as if the following were true: the routing header
   contains the care-of address, the destination IPv6 address field of
   the IPv6 header contains the home address, and the Segments Left
   field is zero.  The IPsec Security Policy Database lookup MUST based
   on the mobile node's home address.

   For instance, assuming there are no additional routing headers in
   this packet beyond those needed by Mobile IPv6, the correspondent
   node could set the fields in the packet's IPv6 header and routing
   header as follows:



   o  The Destination Address in the packet's IPv6 header is set to the
      mobile node's home address (the original destination address to
      which the packet was being sent).

   o  The routing header is initialized to contain a single route
      segment, containing the mobile node's care-of address copied from
      the Binding Cache entry.  The Segments Left field is, however,
      temporarily set to zero.

   The IP layer will insert the routing header before performing any
   necessary IPsec processing.  Once all IPsec processing has been
   performed, the node swaps the IPv6 destination field with the Home
   Address field in the routing header, sets the Segments Left field to
   one, and sends the packet.  This ensures the AH calculation is done
   on the packet in the form it will have on the receiver after
   advancing the routing header.

   Following the definition of a type 2 routing header in Section 6.4,
   this packet will be routed to the mobile node's care-of address,
   where it will be delivered to the mobile node (the mobile node has
   associated the care-of address with its network interface).

   Note that following the above conceptual model in an implementation
   creates some additional requirements for path MTU discovery since the
   layer that determines the packet size (e.g., TCP and applications
   using UDP) needs to be aware of the size of the headers added by the
   IP layer on the sending node.

   If, instead, the sending node has no Binding Cache entry for the
   destination address to which the packet is being sent, the sending
   node simply sends the packet normally, with no routing header.  If
   the destination node is not a mobile node (or is a mobile node that
   is currently at home), the packet will be delivered directly to this
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   node and processed normally by it.  If, however, the destination node
   is a mobile node that is currently away from home, the packet will be
   intercepted by the mobile node's home agent and tunneled to the
   mobile node's current primary care-of address.

9.3.3.  Sending Binding Error Messages

   Sections 9.2 and 9.3.1 describe error conditions that lead to a need
   to send a Binding Error message.

   A Binding Error message is sent directly to the address that appeared
   in the IPv6 Source Address field of the offending packet.  If the
   Source Address field does not contain a unicast address, the Binding
   Error message MUST NOT be sent.

   The Home Address field in the Binding Error message MUST be copied
   from the Home Address field in the Home Address destination option of
   the offending packet, or set to the unspecified address if no such
   option appeared in the packet.



   Note that the IPv6 Source Address and Home Address field values
   discussed above are the values from the wire, i.e., before any
   modifications possibly performed as specified in Section 9.3.1.

   Binding Error messages SHOULD be subject to rate limiting in the same
   manner as is done for ICMPv6 messages [17].

9.3.4.  Receiving ICMP Error Messages

   When the correspondent node has a Binding Cache entry for a mobile
   node, all traffic destined to the mobile node goes directly to the
   current care-of address of the mobile node using a routing header.
   Any ICMP error message caused by packets on their way to the care-of
   address will be returned in the normal manner to the correspondent
   node.

   On the other hand, if the correspondent node has no Binding Cache
   entry for the mobile node, the packet will be routed through the
   mobile node's home link.  Any ICMP error message caused by the packet
   on its way to the mobile node while in the tunnel, will be
   transmitted to the mobile node's home agent.  By the definition of
   IPv6 encapsulation [7], the home agent MUST relay certain ICMP error
   messages back to the original sender of the packet, which in this
   case is the correspondent node.

   Thus, in all cases, any meaningful ICMP error messages caused by
   packets from a correspondent node to a mobile node will be returned
   to the correspondent node.  If the correspondent node receives
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   persistent ICMP Destination Unreachable messages after sending
   packets to a mobile node based on an entry in its Binding Cache, the
   correspondent node SHOULD delete this Binding Cache entry.  Note that
   if the mobile node continues to send packets with the Home Address
   destination option to this correspondent node, they will be dropped
   due to the lack of a binding.  For this reason it is important that
   only persistent ICMP messages lead to the deletion of the Binding
   Cache entry.

9.4.  Return Routability Procedure

   This subsection specifies actions taken by a correspondent node
   during the return routability procedure.

9.4.1.  Receiving Home Test Init Messages

   Upon receiving a Home Test Init message, the correspondent node
   verifies the following:

   o  The packet MUST NOT include a Home Address destination option.

   Any packet carrying a Home Test Init message that fails to satisfy
   this test MUST be silently ignored.

   Otherwise, in preparation for sending the corresponding Home Test
   Message, the correspondent node checks that it has the necessary



   material to engage in a return routability procedure, as specified in
   Section 5.2.  The correspondent node MUST have a secret Kcn and a
   nonce.  If it does not have this material yet, it MUST produce it
   before continuing with the return routability procedure.

   Section 9.4.3 specifies further processing.

9.4.2.  Receiving Care-of Test Init Messages

   Upon receiving a Care-of Test Init message, the correspondent node
   verifies the following:

   o  The packet MUST NOT include a Home Address destination option.

   Any packet carrying a Care-of Test Init message that fails to satisfy
   this test MUST be silently ignored.

   Otherwise, in preparation for sending the corresponding Care-of Test
   Message, the correspondent node checks that it has the necessary
   material to engage in a return routability procedure in the manner
   described in Section 9.4.1.
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   Section 9.4.4 specifies further processing.

9.4.3.  Sending Home Test Messages

   The correspondent node creates a home keygen token and uses the
   current nonce index as the Home Nonce Index.  It then creates a Home
   Test message (Section 6.1.5) and sends it to the mobile node at the
   latter's home address.

9.4.4.  Sending Care-of Test Messages

   The correspondent node creates a care-of keygen token and uses the
   current nonce index as the Care-of Nonce Index.  It then creates a
   Care-of Test message (Section 6.1.6) and sends it to the mobile node
   at the latter's care-of address.

9.5.  Processing Bindings

   This section explains how the correspondent node processes messages
   related to bindings.  These messages are:

   o  Binding Update

   o  Binding Refresh Request

   o  Binding Acknowledgement

   o  Binding Error

9.5.1.  Receiving Binding Updates

   Before accepting a Binding Update, the receiving node MUST validate



   the Binding Update according to the following tests:

   o  The packet MUST contain a unicast routable home address, either in
      the Home Address option or in the Source Address, if the Home
      Address option is not present.

   o  The Sequence Number field in the Binding Update is greater than
      the Sequence Number received in the previous valid Binding Update
      for this home address, if any.

      If the receiving node has no Binding Cache entry for the indicated
      home address, it MUST accept any Sequence Number value in a
      received Binding Update from this mobile node.
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      This Sequence Number comparison MUST be performed modulo 2**16,
      i.e., the number is a free running counter represented modulo
      65536.  A Sequence Number in a received Binding Update is
      considered less than or equal to the last received number if its
      value lies in the range of the last received number and the
      preceding 32768 values, inclusive.  For example, if the last
      received sequence number was 15, then messages with sequence
      numbers 0 through 15, as well as 32783 through 65535, would be
      considered less than or equal.

   When the Home Registration (H) bit is not set, the following are also
   required:

   o  A Nonce Indices mobility option MUST be present, and the Home and
      Care-of Nonce Index values in this option MUST be recent enough to
      be recognized by the correspondent node.  (Care-of Nonce Index
      values are not inspected for requests to delete a binding.)

   o  The correspondent node MUST re-generate the home keygen token and
      the care-of keygen token from the information contained in the
      packet.  It then generates the binding management key Kbm and uses
      it to verify the authenticator field in the Binding Update as
      specified in Section 6.1.7.

   o  The Binding Authorization Data mobility option MUST be present,
      and its contents MUST satisfy rules presented in Section 5.2.6.
      Note that a care-of address different from the Source Address MAY
      have been specified by including an Alternate Care-of Address
      mobility option in the Binding Update.  When such a message is
      received and the return routability procedure is used as an
      authorization method, the correspondent node MUST verify the
      authenticator by using the address within the Alternate Care-of
      Address in the calculations.

   o  The Binding Authorization Data mobility option MUST be the last
      option and MUST NOT have trailing padding.

   If the Home Registration (H) bit is set, the Nonce Indices mobility



   option MUST NOT be present.

   If the mobile node sends a sequence number that is not greater than
   the sequence number from the last valid Binding Update for this home
   address, then the receiving node MUST send back a Binding
   Acknowledgement with status code 135, and the last accepted sequence
   number in the Sequence Number field of the Binding Acknowledgement.
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   If a binding already exists for the given home address and the home
   registration flag has a different value than the Home Registration
   (H) bit in the Binding Update, then the receiving node MUST send back
   a Binding Acknowledgement with status code 139 (registration type
   change disallowed).  The home registration flag stored in the Binding
   Cache entry MUST NOT be changed.

   If the receiving node no longer recognizes the Home Nonce Index
   value, Care-of Nonce Index value, or both values from the Binding
   Update, then the receiving node MUST send back a Binding
   Acknowledgement with status code 136, 137, or 138, respectively.

   Packets carrying Binding Updates that fail to satisfy all of these
   tests for any reason other than insufficiency of the Sequence Number,
   registration type change, or expired nonce index values, MUST be
   silently discarded.

   If the Binding Update is valid according to the tests above, then the
   Binding Update is processed further as follows:

   o  The Sequence Number value received from a mobile node in a Binding
      Update is stored by the receiving node in its Binding Cache entry
      for the given home address.

   o  If the Lifetime specified in the Binding Update is not zero, then
      this is a request to cache a binding for the home address.  If the
      Home Registration (H) bit is set in the Binding Update, the
      Binding Update is processed according to the procedure specified
      in Section 10.3.1; otherwise, it is processed according to the
      procedure specified in Section 9.5.2.

   o  If the Lifetime specified in the Binding Update is zero, then this
      is a request to delete the cached binding for the home address.
      In this case, the Binding Update MUST include a valid home nonce
      index, and the care-of nonce index MUST be ignored by the
      correspondent node.  The generation of the binding management key
      depends then exclusively on the home keygen token (Section 5.2.5).
      If the Home Registration (H) bit is set in the Binding Update, the
      Binding Update is processed according to the procedure specified
      in Section 10.3.2; otherwise, it is processed according to the
      procedure specified in Section 9.5.3.

   The specified care-of address MUST be determined as follows:



   o  If the Alternate Care-of Address option is present, the care-of
      address is the address in that option.
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   o  Otherwise, the care-of address is the Source Address field in the
      packet's IPv6 header.

   The home address for the binding MUST be determined as follows:

   o  If the Home Address destination option is present, the home
      address is the address in that option.

   o  Otherwise, the home address is the Source Address field in the
      packet's IPv6 header.

9.5.2.  Requests to Cache a Binding

   This section describes the processing of a valid Binding Update that
   requests a node to cache a binding, for which the Home Registration
   (H) bit is not set in the Binding Update.

   In this case, the receiving node SHOULD create a new entry in its
   Binding Cache for this home address, or update its existing Binding
   Cache entry for this home address, if such an entry already exists.
   The lifetime for the Binding Cache entry is initialized from the
   Lifetime field specified in the Binding Update, although this
   lifetime MAY be reduced by the node caching the binding; the lifetime
   for the Binding Cache entry MUST NOT be greater than the Lifetime
   value specified in the Binding Update.  Any Binding Cache entry MUST
   be deleted after the expiration of its lifetime.

   Note that if the mobile node did not request a Binding
   Acknowledgement, then it is not aware of the selected shorter
   lifetime.  The mobile node may thus use route optimization and send
   packets with the Home Address destination option.  As discussed in
   Section 9.3.1, such packets will be dropped if there is no binding.
   This situation is recoverable, but can cause temporary packet loss.

   The correspondent node MAY refuse to accept a new Binding Cache entry
   if it does not have sufficient resources.  A new entry MAY also be
   refused if the correspondent node believes its resources are utilized
   more efficiently in some other purpose, such as serving another
   mobile node with higher amount of traffic.  In both cases the
   correspondent node SHOULD return a Binding Acknowledgement with
   status value 130.

9.5.3.  Requests to Delete a Binding

   This section describes the processing of a valid Binding Update that
   requests a node to delete a binding when the Home Registration (H)
   bit is not set in the Binding Update.
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   Any existing binding for the given home address MUST be deleted.  A
   Binding Cache entry for the home address MUST NOT be created in
   response to receiving the Binding Update.

   If the Binding Cache entry was created by use of return routability
   nonces, the correspondent node MUST ensure that the same nonces are
   not used again with the particular home and care-of address.  If both
   nonces are still valid, the correspondent node has to remember the
   particular combination of nonce indices, addresses, and sequence
   number as illegal until at least one of the nonces has become too
   old.

9.5.4.  Sending Binding Acknowledgements

   A Binding Acknowledgement may be sent to indicate receipt of a
   Binding Update as follows:

   o  If the Binding Update was discarded as described in Sections 9.2
      or 9.5.1, a Binding Acknowledgement MUST NOT be sent.  Otherwise,
      the treatment depends on the following rules.

   o  If the Acknowledge (A) bit is set in the Binding Update, a Binding
      Acknowledgement MUST be sent.  Otherwise, the treatment depends on
      the next rule.

   o  If the node rejects the Binding Update due to an expired nonce
      index, sequence number being out of window (Section 9.5.1), or
      insufficiency of resources (Section 9.5.2), a Binding
      Acknowledgement MUST be sent.  If the node accepts the Binding
      Update, the Binding Acknowledgement SHOULD NOT be sent.

   If the node accepts the Binding Update and creates or updates an
   entry for this binding, the Status field in the Binding
   Acknowledgement MUST be set to a value less than 128.  Otherwise, the
   Status field MUST be set to a value greater than or equal to 128.
   Values for the Status field are described in Section 6.1.8 and in the
   IANA registry of assigned numbers [30].

   If the Status field in the Binding Acknowledgement contains the value
   136 (expired home nonce index), 137 (expired care-of nonce index), or
   138 (expired nonces), then the message MUST NOT include the Binding
   Authorization Data mobility option.  Otherwise, the Binding
   Authorization Data mobility option MUST be included, and MUST meet
   the specific authentication requirements for Binding Acknowledgements
   as defined in Section 5.2.
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   If the Source Address field of the IPv6 header that carried the
   Binding Update does not contain a unicast address, the Binding
   Acknowledgement MUST NOT be sent and the Binding Update packet MUST
   be silently discarded.  Otherwise, the acknowledgement MUST be sent
   to the Source Address.  Unlike the treatment of regular packets, this
   addressing procedure does not use information from the Binding Cache.
   However, a routing header is needed in some cases.  If the Source
   Address is the home address of the mobile node, i.e., the Binding
   Update did not contain a Home Address destination option, then the
   Binding Acknowledgement MUST be sent to that address and the routing
   header MUST NOT be used.  Otherwise, the Binding Acknowledgement MUST
   be sent using a type 2 routing header that contains the mobile node's
   home address.

9.5.5.  Sending Binding Refresh Requests

   If a Binding Cache entry being deleted is still in active use when
   sending packets to a mobile node, then the next packet sent to the
   mobile node will be routed normally to the mobile node's home link.
   Communication with the mobile node continues, but the tunneling from
   the home network creates additional overhead and latency in
   delivering packets to the mobile node.

   If the sender knows that the Binding Cache entry is still in active
   use, it MAY send a Binding Refresh Request message to the mobile node
   in an attempt to avoid this overhead and latency due to deleting and
   recreating the Binding Cache entry.  This message is always sent to
   the home address of the mobile node.

   The correspondent node MAY retransmit Binding Refresh Request
   messages as long as the rate limitation is applied.  The
   correspondent node MUST stop retransmitting when it receives a
   Binding Update.

9.6.  Cache Replacement Policy

   Conceptually, a node maintains a separate timer for each entry in its
   Binding Cache.  When creating or updating a Binding Cache entry in
   response to a received and accepted Binding Update, the node sets the
   timer for this entry to the specified Lifetime period.  Any entry in
   a node's Binding Cache MUST be deleted after the expiration of the
   Lifetime specified in the Binding Update from which the entry was
   created or last updated.

   Each node's Binding Cache will, by necessity, have a finite size.  A
   node MAY use any reasonable local policy for managing the space
   within its Binding Cache.
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   A node MAY choose to drop any entry already in its Binding Cache in
   order to make space for a new entry.  For example, a "least-recently
   used" (LRU) strategy for cache entry replacement among entries should
   work well, unless the size of the Binding Cache is substantially
   insufficient.  When entries are deleted, the correspondent node MUST
   follow the rules in Section 5.2.8 in order to guard the return



   routability procedure against replay attacks.

   If the node sends a packet to a destination for which it has dropped
   the entry from its Binding Cache, the packet will be routed through
   the mobile node's home link.  The mobile node can detect this and
   establish a new binding if necessary.

   However, if the mobile node believes that the binding still exists,
   it may use route optimization and send packets with the Home Address
   destination option.  This can create temporary packet loss, as
   discussed earlier, in the context of binding lifetime reductions
   performed by the correspondent node (Section 9.5.2).

10.  Home Agent Operation

10.1.  Conceptual Data Structures

   Each home agent MUST maintain a Binding Cache and Home Agents List.

   The rules for maintaining a Binding Cache are the same for home
   agents and correspondent nodes and have already been described in
   Section 9.1.

   The Home Agents List is maintained by each home agent, recording
   information about each router on the same link that is acting as a
   home agent.  This list is used by the dynamic home agent address
   discovery mechanism.  A router is known to be acting as a home agent,
   if it sends a Router Advertisement in which the Home Agent (H) bit is
   set.  When the lifetime for a list entry (defined below) expires,
   that entry is removed from the Home Agents List.  The Home Agents
   List is similar to the Default Router List conceptual data structure
   maintained by each host for Neighbor Discovery [18].  The Home Agents
   List MAY be implemented in any manner consistent with the external
   behavior described in this document.

   Each home agent maintains a separate Home Agents List for each link
   on which it is serving as a home agent.  A new entry is created or an
   existing entry is updated in response to receipt of a valid Router
   Advertisement in which the Home Agent (H) bit is set.  Each Home
   Agents List entry conceptually contains the following fields:
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   o  The link-local IP address of a home agent on the link.  This
      address is learned through the Source Address of the Router
      Advertisements [18] received from the router.

   o  One or more global IP addresses for this home agent.  Global
      addresses are learned through Prefix Information options with the
      Router Address (R) bit set and received in Router Advertisements
      from this link-local address.  Global addresses for the router in
      a Home Agents List entry MUST be deleted once the prefix
      associated with that address is no longer valid [18].

   o  The remaining lifetime of this Home Agents List entry.  If a Home



      Agent Information Option is present in a Router Advertisement
      received from a home agent, the lifetime of the Home Agents List
      entry representing that home agent is initialized from the Home
      Agent Lifetime field in the option (if present); otherwise, the
      lifetime is initialized from the Router Lifetime field in the
      received Router Advertisement.  If Home Agents List entry lifetime
      reaches zero, the entry MUST be deleted from the Home Agents List.

   o  The preference for this home agent; higher values indicate a more
      preferable home agent.  The preference value is taken from the
      Home Agent Preference field in the received Router Advertisement,
      if the Router Advertisement contains a Home Agent Information
      Option and is otherwise set to the default value of 0.  A home
      agent uses this preference in ordering the Home Agents List when
      it sends an ICMP Home Agent Address Discovery message.

10.2.  Processing Mobility Headers

   All IPv6 home agents MUST observe the rules described in Section 9.2
   when processing Mobility Headers.

10.3.  Processing Bindings

10.3.1.  Primary Care-of Address Registration

   When a node receives a Binding Update, it MUST validate it and
   determine the type of Binding Update according to the steps described
   in Section 9.5.1.  Furthermore, it MUST authenticate the Binding
   Update as described in Section 5.1.  An authorization step specific
   for the home agent is also needed to ensure that only the right node
   can control a particular home address.  This is provided through the
   home address unequivocally identifying the security association that
   must be used.
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   This section describes the processing of a valid and authorized
   Binding Update when it requests the registration of the mobile node's
   primary care-of address.

   To begin processing the Binding Update, the home agent MUST perform
   the following sequence of tests:

   o  If the node implements only correspondent node functionality, or
      has not been configured to act as a home agent, then the node MUST
      reject the Binding Update.  The node MUST also return a Binding
      Acknowledgement to the mobile node, in which the Status field is
      set to 131 (home registration not supported).

   o  Else, if the home address for the binding (the Home Address field
      in the packet's Home Address option) is not an on-link IPv6
      address with respect to the home agent's current Prefix List, then
      the home agent MUST reject the Binding Update and SHOULD return a
      Binding Acknowledgement to the mobile node, in which the Status



      field is set to 132 (not home subnet).

   o  Else, if the home agent chooses to reject the Binding Update for
      any other reason (e.g., insufficient resources to serve another
      mobile node as a home agent), then the home agent SHOULD return a
      Binding Acknowledgement to the mobile node, in which the Status
      field is set to an appropriate value to indicate the reason for
      the rejection.

   o  A Home Address destination option MUST be present in the message.
      It MUST be validated as described in Section 9.3.1 with the
      following additional rule.  The Binding Cache entry existence test
      MUST NOT be done for IPsec packets when the Home Address option
      contains an address for which the receiving node could act as a
      home agent.

   If home agent accepts the Binding Update, it MUST then create a new
   entry in its Binding Cache for this mobile node or update its
   existing Binding Cache entry, if such an entry already exists.  The
   Home Address field as received in the Home Address option provides
   the home address of the mobile node.

   The home agent MUST mark this Binding Cache entry as a home
   registration to indicate that the node is serving as a home agent for
   this binding.  Binding Cache entries marked as a home registration
   MUST be excluded from the normal cache replacement policy used for
   the Binding Cache (Section 9.6) and MUST NOT be removed from the
   Binding Cache until the expiration of the Lifetime period.
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   Unless this home agent already has a binding for the given home
   address, the home agent MUST perform Duplicate Address Detection [19]
   on the mobile node's home link before returning the Binding
   Acknowledgement.  This ensures that no other node on the home link
   was using the mobile node's home address when the Binding Update
   arrived.  If this Duplicate Address Detection fails for the given
   home address or an associated link local address, then the home agent
   MUST reject the complete Binding Update and MUST return a Binding
   Acknowledgement to the mobile node, in which the Status field is set
   to 134 (Duplicate Address Detection failed).  When the home agent
   sends a successful Binding Acknowledgement to the mobile node, the
   home agent assures to the mobile node that its address(es) will be
   kept unique by the home agent for as long as the lifetime was granted
   for the binding.

   The specific addresses, which are to be tested before accepting the
   Binding Update and later to be defended by performing Duplicate
   Address Detection, depend on the setting of the Link-Local Address
   Compatibility (L) bit, as follows:

   o  L=0: Defend only the given address.  Do not derive a link-local
      address.

   o  L=1: Defend both the given non link-local unicast (home) address



      and the derived link-local.  The link-local address is derived by
      replacing the subnet prefix in the mobile node's home address with
      the link-local prefix.

   The lifetime of the Binding Cache entry depends on a number of
   factors:

   o  The lifetime for the Binding Cache entry MUST NOT be greater than
      the Lifetime value specified in the Binding Update.

   o  The lifetime for the Binding Cache entry MUST NOT be greater than
      the remaining valid lifetime for the subnet prefix in the mobile
      node's home address specified with the Binding Update.  The
      remaining valid lifetime for this prefix is determined by the home
      agent based on its own Prefix List entry [18].

      The remaining preferred lifetime SHOULD NOT have any impact on the
      lifetime for the Binding Cache entry.

      The home agent MUST remove a binding when the valid lifetime of
      the prefix associated with it expires.
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   o  The home agent MAY further decrease the specified lifetime for the
      binding, for example, based on a local policy.  The resulting
      lifetime is stored by the home agent in the Binding Cache entry,
      and this Binding Cache entry MUST be deleted by the home agent
      after the expiration of this lifetime.

   Regardless of the setting of the Acknowledge (A) bit in the Binding
   Update, the home agent MUST return a Binding Acknowledgement to the
   mobile node constructed as follows:

   o  The Status field MUST be set to a value indicating success.  The
      value 1 (accepted but prefix discovery necessary) MUST be used if
      the subnet prefix of the specified home address is deprecated, or
      becomes deprecated during the lifetime of the binding, or becomes
      invalid at the end of the lifetime.  The value 0 MUST be used
      otherwise.  For the purposes of comparing the binding and prefix
      lifetimes, the prefix lifetimes are first converted into units of
      four seconds by ignoring the two least significant bits.

   o  The Key Management Mobility Capability (K) bit is set if the
      following conditions are all fulfilled, and cleared otherwise:

      *  The Key Management Mobility Capability (K) bit was set in the
         Binding Update.

      *  The IPsec security associations between the mobile node and the
         home agent have been established dynamically.

      *  The home agent has the capability to update its endpoint in the
         used key management protocol to the new care-of address every



         time it moves.

      Depending on the final value of the bit in the Binding
      Acknowledgement, the home agent SHOULD perform the following
      actions:

      K = 0

         Discard key management connections, if any, to the old care-of
         address.  If the mobile node did not have a binding before
         sending this Binding Update, discard the connections to the
         home address.

      K = 1

         Move the peer endpoint of the key management protocol
         connection, if any, to the new care-of address.
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   o  The Sequence Number field MUST be copied from the Sequence Number
      given in the Binding Update.

   o  The Lifetime field MUST be set to the remaining lifetime for the
      binding as set by the home agent in its home registration Binding
      Cache entry for the mobile node, as described above.

   o  If the home agent stores the Binding Cache entry in nonvolatile
      storage, then the Binding Refresh Advice mobility option MUST be
      omitted.  Otherwise, the home agent MAY include this option to
      suggest that the mobile node refreshes its binding before the
      actual lifetime of the binding ends.

      If the Binding Refresh Advice mobility option is present, the
      Refresh Interval field in the option MUST be set to a value less
      than the Lifetime value being returned in the Binding
      Acknowledgement.  This indicates that the mobile node SHOULD
      attempt to refresh its home registration at the indicated shorter
      interval.  The home agent MUST still retain the registration for
      the Lifetime period, even if the mobile node does not refresh its
      registration within the Refresh period.

   The rules for selecting the Destination IP address (and possibly
   routing header construction) for the Binding Acknowledgement to the
   mobile node are the same as in Section 9.5.4.

   In addition, the home agent MUST follow the procedure defined in
   Section 10.4.1 to intercept packets on the mobile node's home link
   addressed to the mobile node, while the home agent is serving as the
   home agent for this mobile node.  The home agent MUST also be
   prepared to accept reverse-tunneled packets from the new care-of
   address of the mobile node, as described in Section 10.4.5.  Finally,
   the home agent MUST also propagate new home network prefixes, as
   described in Section 10.6.

10.3.2.  Primary Care-of Address De-Registration



   A binding may need to be de-registered when the mobile node returns
   home or when the mobile node knows that it will not have any care-of
   addresses in the visited network.

   A Binding Update is validated and authorized in the manner described
   in the previous section; note that when the mobile node de-registers
   when it is at home, it MAY choose to omit the Home Address
   destination option, in which case the mobile node's home address is
   the source IP address of the de-registration Binding Update.  This
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   section describes the processing of a valid Binding Update that
   requests the receiving node to no longer serve as its home agent, de-
   registering its primary care-of address.

   To begin processing the Binding Update, the home agent MUST perform
   the following test:

   o  If the receiving node has no entry marked as a home registration
      in its Binding Cache for this mobile node, then this node MUST
      reject the Binding Update and SHOULD return a Binding
      Acknowledgement to the mobile node, in which the Status field is
      set to 133 (not home agent for this mobile node).

   If the home agent does not reject the Binding Update as described
   above, then the home agent MUST return a Binding Acknowledgement to
   the mobile node, constructed as follows:

   o  The Status field MUST be set to a value 0, indicating success.

   o  The Key Management Mobility Capability (K) bit is set or cleared
      and actions based on its value are performed as described in the
      previous section.  The mobile node's home address is used as its
      new care-of address for the purposes of moving the key management
      connection to a new endpoint.

   o  The Sequence Number field MUST be copied from the Sequence Number
      given in the Binding Update.

   o  The Lifetime field MUST be set to zero.

   o  The Binding Refresh Advice mobility option MUST be omitted.

   The rules for selecting the Destination IP address (and, if required,
   routing header construction) for the Binding Acknowledgement to the
   mobile node are the same as in the previous section.  When the Status
   field in the Binding Acknowledgement is greater than or equal to 128
   and the Source Address of the Binding Update is on the home link, and
   the Binding Update came from a mobile node on the same link, the home
   agent MUST send it to the mobile node's link-layer address (retrieved
   either from the Binding Update or through Neighbor Solicitation).

   When a mobile node sends a Binding Update to refresh the binding from



   the visited link and soon after moves to the home link and sends a
   de-registration Binding Update, a race condition can happen if the
   first Binding Update gets delayed.  The delayed Binding Update can
   cause the home agent to create a new Binding Cache entry for a mobile
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   node that had just attached to the home link and successfully deleted
   the binding.  This would prevent the mobile node from using its home
   address from the home link.

   In order to prevent this, the home agent SHOULD NOT remove the
   Binding Cache entry immediately after receiving the de-registration
   Binding Update from the mobile node.  It SHOULD mark the Binding
   Cache entry as invalid, and MUST stop intercepting packets on the
   mobile node's home link that are addressed to the mobile node
   (Section 10.4.1).  The home agent should wait for
   MAX_DELETE_BCE_TIMEOUT (Section 12) seconds before removing the
   Binding Cache entry completely.  In the scenario described above, if
   the home agent receives the delayed Binding Update that the mobile
   node sent from the visited link, it would reject the message since
   the sequence number would be less than the last received de-
   registration Binding Update from the home link.  The home agent would
   then send a Binding Acknowledgment with status '135' (Sequence number
   out of window) to the care-of address on the visited link.  The
   mobile node can continue using the home address from the home link.

10.4.  Packet Processing

10.4.1.  Intercepting Packets for a Mobile Node

   While a node is serving as the home agent for a mobile node it MUST
   attempt to intercept packets on the mobile node's home link that are
   addressed to the mobile node.

   In order to do this, when a node begins serving as the home agent it
   MUST have performed Duplicate Address Detection (as specified in
   Section 10.3.1), and subsequently it MUST multicast onto the home
   link a Neighbor Advertisement message [18] on behalf of the mobile
   node.  For the home address specified in the Binding Update, the home
   agent sends a Neighbor Advertisement message [18] to the all-nodes
   multicast address on the home link to advertise the home agent's own
   link-layer address for this IP address on behalf of the mobile node.
   If the Link-Layer Address Compatibility (L) flag has been specified
   in the Binding Update, the home agent MUST do the same for the link-
   local address of the mobile node.

   All fields in each Neighbor Advertisement message SHOULD be set in
   the same way they would be set by the mobile node if it was sending
   this Neighbor Advertisement [18] while at home, with the following
   exceptions:

   o  The Target Address in the Neighbor Advertisement MUST be set to
      the specific IP address for the mobile node.
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   o  The Advertisement MUST include a Target Link-layer Address option
      specifying the home agent's link-layer address.

   o  The Router (R) bit in the Advertisement MUST be set to zero.

   o  The Solicited (S) flag in the Advertisement MUST NOT be set, since
      it was not solicited by any Neighbor Solicitation.

   o  The Override (O) flag in the Advertisement MUST be set, indicating
      that the Advertisement SHOULD override any existing Neighbor Cache
      entry at any node receiving it.

   o  The Source Address in the IPv6 header MUST be set to the home
      agent's IP address on the interface used to send the
      advertisement.

   Any node on the home link that receives one of the Neighbor
   Advertisement messages (described above) will update its Neighbor
   Cache to associate the mobile node's address with the home agent's
   link-layer address, causing it to transmit any future packets
   normally destined to the mobile node to the mobile node's home agent.
   Since multicasting on the local link (such as Ethernet) is typically
   not guaranteed to be reliable, the home agent MAY retransmit this
   Neighbor Advertisement message up to MAX_NEIGHBOR_ADVERTISEMENT (see
   [18]) times to increase its reliability.  It is still possible that
   some nodes on the home link will not receive any of the Neighbor
   Advertisements, but these nodes will eventually be able to detect the
   link-layer address change for the mobile node's address through use
   of Neighbor Unreachability Detection [18].

   While a node is serving as a home agent for some mobile node, the
   home agent uses IPv6 Neighbor Discovery [18] to intercept unicast
   packets on the home link addressed to the mobile node.  In order to
   intercept packets in this way, the home agent MUST act as a proxy for
   this mobile node and reply to any received Neighbor Solicitations for
   it.  When a home agent receives a Neighbor Solicitation, it MUST
   check if the Target Address specified in the message matches the
   address of any mobile node for which it has a Binding Cache entry
   marked as a home registration.

   If such an entry exists in the home agent's Binding Cache, the home
   agent MUST reply to the Neighbor Solicitation with a Neighbor
   Advertisement giving the home agent's own link-layer address as the
   link-layer address for the specified Target Address.  In addition,
   the Router (R) bit in the Advertisement MUST be set to zero.  Acting
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   as a proxy in this way allows other nodes on the mobile node's home
   link to resolve the mobile node's address and for the home agent to
   defend these addresses on the home link for Duplicate Address
   Detection [18].

10.4.2.  Processing Intercepted Packets

   For any packet sent to a mobile node from the mobile node's home
   agent (in which the home agent is the original sender of the packet),
   the home agent is operating as a correspondent node of the mobile
   node for this packet and the procedures described in Section 9.3.2
   apply.  The home agent then uses a routing header to route the packet
   to the mobile node by way of the primary care-of address in the home
   agent's Binding Cache.

   While the mobile node is away from home, the home agent intercepts
   any packets on the home link addressed to the mobile node's home
   address, as described in Section 10.4.1.  In order to forward each
   intercepted packet to the mobile node, the home agent MUST tunnel the
   packet to the mobile node using IPv6 encapsulation [7].  When a home
   agent encapsulates an intercepted packet for forwarding to the mobile
   node, the home agent sets the Source Address in the new tunnel IP
   header to the home agent's own IP address and sets the Destination
   Address in the tunnel IP header to the mobile node's primary care-of
   address.  When received by the mobile node, normal processing of the
   tunnel header [7] will result in decapsulation and processing of the
   original packet by the mobile node.

   However, packets addressed to the mobile node's link-local address
   MUST NOT be tunneled to the mobile node.  Instead, these packets MUST
   be discarded and the home agent SHOULD return an ICMP Destination
   Unreachable, Code 3, message to the packet's Source Address (unless
   this Source Address is a multicast address).

   Interception and tunneling of the following multicast addressed
   packets on the home network are only done if the home agent supports
   multicast group membership control messages from the mobile node as
   described in the next section.  Tunneling of multicast packets to a
   mobile node follows similar limitations to those defined above for
   unicast packets addressed to the mobile node's link-local address.
   Multicast packets addressed to a multicast address with link-local
   scope [16], to which the mobile node is subscribed, MUST NOT be
   tunneled to the mobile node.  These packets SHOULD be silently
   discarded (after delivering to other local multicast recipients).
   Multicast packets addressed to a multicast address with a scope
   larger than link-local, but smaller than global (e.g., site-local and
   organization-local [16]), to which the mobile node is subscribed,
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   SHOULD NOT be tunneled to the mobile node.  Multicast packets
   addressed with a global scope, to which the mobile node has
   successfully subscribed, MUST be tunneled to the mobile node.



   Before tunneling a packet to the mobile node, the home agent MUST
   perform any IPsec processing as indicated by the security policy data
   base.

10.4.3.  Multicast Membership Control

   This section is a prerequisite for the multicast data packet
   forwarding, described in the previous section.  If this support is
   not provided, multicast group membership control messages are
   silently ignored.

   In order to forward multicast data packets from the home network to
   all the proper mobile nodes, the home agent SHOULD be capable of
   receiving tunneled multicast group membership control information
   from the mobile node in order to determine which groups the mobile
   node has subscribed to.  These multicast group membership messages
   are Listener Report messages specified in Multicast Listener
   Discovery (MLD) [9] or in other protocols such as [41].

   The messages are issued by the mobile node, but sent through the
   reverse tunnel to the home agent.  These messages are issued whenever
   the mobile node decides to enable reception of packets for a
   multicast group or in response to an MLD Query from the home agent.
   The mobile node will also issue multicast group control messages to
   disable reception of multicast packets when it is no longer
   interested in receiving multicasts for a particular group.

   To obtain the mobile node's current multicast group membership the
   home agent must periodically transmit MLD Query messages through the
   tunnel to the mobile node.  These MLD periodic transmissions will
   ensure the home agent has an accurate record of the groups in which
   the mobile node is interested despite packet losses of the mobile
   node's MLD group membership messages.

   All MLD packets are sent directly between the mobile node and the
   home agent.  Since all of these packets are destined to a link-scope
   multicast address and have a hop limit of 1, there is no direct
   forwarding of such packets between the home network and the mobile
   node.  The MLD packets between the mobile node and the home agent are
   encapsulated within the same tunnel header used for other packet
   flows between the mobile node and home agent.
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   Note that at this time, even though a link-local source is used on
   MLD packets, no functionality depends on these addresses being
   unique, nor do they elicit direct responses.  All MLD messages are
   sent to multicast destinations.  To avoid ambiguity on the home
   agent, due to mobile nodes that may choose identical link-local
   source addresses for their MLD function, it is necessary for the home
   agent to identify which mobile node was actually the issuer of a
   particular MLD message.  This may be accomplished by noting which
   tunnel such an MLD arrived by, which IPsec security association (SA)
   was used, or by other distinguishing means.



   This specification puts no requirement on how the functions in this
   section and the multicast forwarding in Section 10.4.2 are to be
   achieved.  At the time of this writing, it was thought that a full
   IPv6 multicast router function would be necessary on the home agent,
   but it may be possible to achieve the same effects through a "proxy
   MLD" application coupled with kernel multicast forwarding.  This may
   be the subject of future specifications.

10.4.4.  Stateful Address Autoconfiguration

   This section describes how home agents support the use of stateful
   address autoconfiguration mechanisms such as DHCPv6 [31] from the
   mobile nodes.  If this support is not provided, then the M and O bits
   must remain cleared on the Mobile Prefix Advertisement Messages.  Any
   mobile node that sends DHCPv6 messages to the home agent without this
   support will not receive a response.

   If DHCPv6 is used, packets are sent with link-local source addresses
   either to a link-scope multicast address or a link-local address.
   Mobile nodes desiring to locate a DHCPv6 service may reverse tunnel
   standard DHCPv6 packets to the home agent.  Since these link-scope
   packets cannot be forwarded onto the home network, it is necessary
   for the home agent to implement either a DHCPv6 relay agent or a
   DHCPv6 server function itself.  The arriving tunnel or IPsec SA of
   DHCPv6 link-scope messages from the mobile node must be noted so that
   DHCPv6 responses may be sent back to the appropriate mobile node.
   DHCPv6 messages sent to the mobile node with a link-local destination
   must be tunneled within the same tunnel header used for other packet
   flows.

10.4.5.  Handling Reverse-Tunneled Packets

   Unless a binding has been established between the mobile node and a
   correspondent node, traffic from the mobile node to the correspondent
   node goes through a reverse tunnel.  Home agents MUST support reverse
   tunneling as follows:
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   o  The tunneled traffic arrives to the home agent's address using
      IPv6 encapsulation [7].

   o  Depending on the security policies used by the home agent,
      reverse-tunneled packets MAY be discarded unless accompanied by a
      valid ESP header.  The support for authenticated reverse tunneling
      allows the home agent to protect the home network and
      correspondent nodes from malicious nodes masquerading as a mobile
      node.

   o  Otherwise, when a home agent decapsulates a tunneled packet from
      the mobile node, the home agent MUST verify that the Source
      Address in the tunnel IP header is the mobile node's primary
      care-of address.  Otherwise, any node in the Internet could send
      traffic through the home agent and escape ingress filtering
      limitations.  This simple check forces the attacker to know the



      current location of the real mobile node and be able to defeat
      ingress filtering.  This check is not necessary if the reverse-
      tunneled packet is protected by ESP in tunnel mode.

10.4.6.  Protecting Return Routability Packets

   The return routability procedure, described in Section 5.2.5, assumes
   that the confidentiality of the Home Test Init and Home Test messages
   is protected as they are tunneled between the home agent and the
   mobile node.  Therefore, the home agent MUST support tunnel mode
   IPsec ESP for the protection of packets belonging to the return
   routability procedure.  Support for a non-null encryption transform
   and authentication algorithm MUST be available.  It is not necessary
   to distinguish between different kinds of packets during the return
   routability procedure.

   Security associations are needed to provide this protection.  When
   the care-of address for the mobile node changes as a result of an
   accepted Binding Update, special treatment is needed for the next
   packets sent using these security associations.  The home agent MUST
   set the new care-of address as the destination address of these
   packets, as if the outer header destination address in the security
   association had changed.

   The above protection SHOULD be used with all mobile nodes.  The use
   is controlled by configuration of the IPsec security policy database
   both at the mobile node and at the home agent.

   As described earlier, the Binding Update and Binding Acknowledgement
   messages require protection between the home agent and the mobile
   node.  The Mobility Header protocol carries both these messages as
   well as the return routability messages.  From the point of view of
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   the security policy database these messages are indistinguishable.
   When IPsec is used to protect return routability signaling or payload
   packets, this protection MUST only be applied to the return
   routability packets entering the IPv6 encapsulated tunnel interface
   between the mobile node and the home agent.  This can be achieved,
   for instance, by defining the security policy database entries
   specifically for the tunnel interface.  That is, the policy entries
   are not generally applied on all traffic on the physical interface(s)
   of the nodes, but rather only on traffic that enters the tunnel.
   This makes use of per-interface security policy database entries [3]
   specific to the tunnel interface (the node's attachment to the tunnel
   [6]).

10.5.  Dynamic Home Agent Address Discovery

   This section describes an optional mechanism by which a home agent
   can help mobile nodes to discover the addresses of other home agents
   on the mobile node's home network.  The home agent keeps track of the
   other home agents on the same link and responds to queries sent by
   the mobile node.

10.5.1.  Receiving Router Advertisement Messages



   For each link on which a router provides service as a home agent, the
   router maintains a Home Agents List recording information about all
   other home agents on that link.  This list is used in the dynamic
   home agent address discovery mechanism; the mobile node uses the list
   as described in Section 11.4.1.  The information for the list is
   learned through receipt of the periodic unsolicited multicast Router
   Advertisements, in a manner similar to the Default Router List
   conceptual data structure maintained by each host for Neighbor
   Discovery [18].  In the construction of the Home Agents List, the
   Router Advertisements are from each (other) home agent on the link
   and the Home Agent (H) bit is set in them.

   On receipt of a valid Router Advertisement, as defined in the
   processing algorithm specified for Neighbor Discovery [18], the home
   agent performs the following steps in addition to any steps already
   required of it by Neighbor Discovery:

   o  If the Home Agent (H) bit in the Router Advertisement is not set,
      delete the sending node's entry in the current Home Agents List
      (if one exists).  Skip all the following steps.

   o  Otherwise, extract the Source Address from the IP header of the
      Router Advertisement.  This is the link-local IP address on this
      link of the home agent sending this Advertisement [18].
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   o  Determine the preference for this home agent.  If the Router
      Advertisement contains a Home Agent Information Option, then the
      preference is taken from the Home Agent Preference field in the
      option; otherwise, the default preference of 0 MUST be used.

   o  Determine the lifetime for this home agent.  If the Router
      Advertisement contains a Home Agent Information Option, then the
      lifetime is taken from the Home Agent Lifetime field in the
      option; otherwise, the lifetime specified by the Router Lifetime
      field in the Router Advertisement SHOULD be used.

   o  If the link-local address of the home agent sending this
      Advertisement is already present in this home agent's Home Agents
      List and the received home agent lifetime value is zero,
      immediately delete this entry in the Home Agents List.

   o  Otherwise, if the link-local address of the home agent sending
      this Advertisement is already present in the receiving home
      agent's Home Agents List, reset its lifetime and preference to the
      values determined above.

   o  If the link-local address of the home agent sending this
      Advertisement is not already present in the Home Agents List
      maintained by the receiving home agent, and the lifetime for the
      sending home agent is non-zero, create a new entry in the list,
      and initialize its lifetime and preference to the values
      determined above.



   o  If the Home Agents List entry for the link-local address of the
      home agent sending this Advertisement was not deleted as described
      above, determine any global address(es) of the home agent based on
      each Prefix Information option received in this Advertisement in
      which the Router Address (R) bit is set (Section 7.2).  Add all
      such global addresses to the list of global addresses in this Home
      Agents List entry.

   A home agent SHOULD maintain an entry in its Home Agents List for
   each valid home agent address until that entry's lifetime expires,
   after which time the entry MUST be deleted.

   As described in Section 11.4.1, a mobile node attempts dynamic home
   agent address discovery by sending an ICMP Home Agent Address
   Discovery Request message to the Mobile IPv6 Home-Agents anycast
   address [8] for its home IP subnet prefix.  A home agent receiving a
   Home Agent Address Discovery Request message that serves this subnet
   SHOULD return an ICMP Home Agent Address Discovery Reply message to
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   the mobile node with the Source Address of the Reply packet set to
   one of the global unicast addresses of the home agent.  The Home
   Agent Addresses field in the Reply message is constructed as follows:

   o  The Home Agent Addresses field SHOULD contain all global IP
      addresses for each home agent currently listed in this home
      agent's own Home Agents List (Section 10.1).

   o  The IP addresses in the Home Agent Addresses field SHOULD be
      listed in order of decreasing preference values, based either on
      the respective advertised preference from a Home Agent Information
      option or on the default preference of 0 if no preference is
      advertised (or on the configured home agent preference for this
      home agent itself).

   o  Among home agents with equal preference, their IP addresses in the
      Home Agent Addresses field SHOULD be listed in an order randomized
      with respect to other home agents with equal preference every time
      a Home Agent Address Discovery Reply message is returned by this
      home agent.

   o  If more than one global IP address is associated with a home
      agent, these addresses SHOULD be listed in a randomized order.

   o  The home agent SHOULD reduce the number of home agent IP addresses
      so that the packet fits within the minimum IPv6 MTU [6].  The home
      agent addresses selected for inclusion in the packet SHOULD be
      those from the complete list with the highest preference.  This
      limitation avoids the danger of the Reply message packet being
      fragmented (or rejected by an intermediate router with an ICMP
      Packet Too Big message [17]).

10.6.  Sending Prefix Information to the Mobile Node



10.6.1.  List of Home Network Prefixes

   Mobile IPv6 arranges to propagate relevant prefix information to the
   mobile node when it is away from home, so that it may be used in
   mobile node home address configuration and in network renumbering.
   In this mechanism, mobile nodes away from home receive Mobile Prefix
   Advertisement messages.  These messages include Prefix Information
   Options for the prefixes configured on the home subnet interface(s)
   of the home agent.

   If there are multiple home agents, differences in the advertisements
   sent by different home agents can lead to an inability to use a
   particular home address when changing to another home agent.  In
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   order to ensure that the mobile nodes get the same information from
   different home agents, it is preferred that all of the home agents on
   the same link be configured in the same manner.

   To support this, the home agent monitors prefixes advertised by
   itself and other home agents on the home link.  In Neighbor Discovery
   (RFC 4861 [18]) it is acceptable for two routers to advertise
   different sets of prefixes on the same link.  For home agents, the
   differences should be detected for a given home address because the
   mobile node communicates only with one home agent at a time and the
   mobile node needs to know the full set of prefixes assigned to the
   home link.  All other comparisons of Router Advertisements are as
   specified in Section 6.2.7 of RFC 4861.

10.6.2.  Scheduling Prefix Deliveries

   A home agent serving a mobile node will schedule the delivery of the
   new prefix information to that mobile node when any of the following
   conditions occur:

   MUST:

   o  The state of the flags changes for the prefix of the mobile node's
      registered home address.

   o  The valid or preferred lifetime is reconfigured or changes for any
      reason other than advancing real time.

   o  The mobile node requests the information with a Mobile Prefix
      Solicitation (see Section 11.4.2).

   SHOULD:

   o  A new prefix is added to the home subnet interface(s) of the home
      agent.

   MAY:

   o  The valid or preferred lifetime or the state of the flags changes
      for a prefix that is not used in any Binding Cache entry for this



      mobile node.

   The home agent uses the following algorithm to determine when to send
   prefix information to the mobile node.

   o  If a mobile node sends a solicitation, answer right away.
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   o  If no Mobile Prefix Advertisement has been sent to the mobile node
      in the last MaxMobPfxAdvInterval seconds (see Section 13), then
      ensure that a transmission is scheduled.  The actual transmission
      time is randomized as described below.

   o  If a prefix matching the mobile node's home registration is added
      on the home subnet interface or if its information changes in any
      way that does not deprecate the mobile node's address, ensure that
      a transmission is scheduled.  The actual transmission time is
      randomized as described below.

   o  If a home registration expires, cancel any scheduled
      advertisements to the mobile node.

   The list of prefixes is sent in its entirety in all cases.

   If the home agent has already scheduled the transmission of a Mobile
   Prefix Advertisement to the mobile node, then the home agent will
   replace the advertisement with a new one to be sent at the scheduled
   time.

   Otherwise, the home agent computes a fresh value for RAND_ADV_DELAY
   that offsets from the current time for the scheduled transmission.
   First, calculate the maximum delay for the scheduled Advertisement:

     MaxScheduleDelay = min (MaxMobPfxAdvInterval, Preferred Lifetime),

   where MaxMobPfxAdvInterval is as defined in Section 12.  Then,
   compute the final delay for the advertisement:

     RAND_ADV_DELAY = MinMobPfxAdvInterval +
           (rand() % abs(MaxScheduleDelay - MinMobPfxAdvInterval))

   Here rand() returns a random integer value in the range of 0 to the
   maximum possible integer value.  This computation is expected to
   alleviate bursts of advertisements when prefix information changes.
   In addition, a home agent MAY further reduce the rate of packet
   transmission by further delaying individual advertisements, when
   necessary to avoid overwhelming local network resources.  The home
   agent SHOULD periodically continue to retransmit an unsolicited
   Advertisement to the mobile node, until it is acknowledged by the
   receipt of a Mobile Prefix Solicitation from the mobile node.

   The home agent MUST wait PREFIX_ADV_TIMEOUT (see Section 12) before



   the first retransmission and double the retransmission wait time for
   every succeeding retransmission until a maximum number of
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   PREFIX_ADV_RETRIES attempts (see Section 12) has been tried.  If the
   mobile node's bindings expire before the matching Binding Update has
   been received, then the home agent MUST NOT attempt any more
   retransmissions, even if not all PREFIX_ADV_RETRIES have been
   retransmitted.  In the meantime, if the mobile node sends another
   Binding Update without returning home, then the home agent SHOULD
   begin transmitting the unsolicited Advertisement again.

   If some condition, as described above, occurs on the home link and
   causes another Prefix Advertisement to be sent to the mobile node,
   before the mobile node acknowledges a previous transmission, the home
   agent SHOULD combine any Prefix Information options in the
   unacknowledged Mobile Prefix Advertisement into a new Advertisement.
   The home agent then discards the old Advertisement.

10.6.3.  Sending Advertisements

   When sending a Mobile Prefix Advertisement to the mobile node, the
   home agent MUST construct the packet as follows:

   o  The Source Address in the packet's IPv6 header MUST be set to the
      home agent's IP address to which the mobile node addressed its
      current home registration or its default global home agent address
      if no binding exists.

   o  If the advertisement was solicited, it MUST be destined to the
      source address of the solicitation.  If it was triggered by prefix
      changes or renumbering, the advertisement's destination will be
      the mobile node's home address in the binding that triggered the
      rule.

   o  A type 2 routing header MUST be included with the mobile node's
      home address.

   o  IPsec headers MUST be supported and SHOULD be used.

   o  The home agent MUST send the packet as it would any other unicast
      IPv6 packet that it originates.

   o  Set the Managed Address Configuration (M) flag if the
      corresponding flag has been set in any of the Router
      Advertisements from which the prefix information has been learned
      (including the ones sent by this home agent).

   o  Set the Other Stateful Configuration (O) flag if the corresponding
      flag has been set in any of the Router Advertisements from which
      the prefix information has been learned (including the ones sent
      by this home agent).
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10.6.4.  Lifetimes for Changed Prefixes

   As described in Section 10.3.1, the lifetime returned by the home
   agent in a Binding Acknowledgement MUST NOT be greater than the
   remaining valid lifetime for the subnet prefix in the mobile node's
   home address.  This limit on the binding lifetime serves to prohibit
   use of a mobile node's home address after it becomes invalid.

11.  Mobile Node Operation

11.1.  Conceptual Data Structures

   Each mobile node MUST maintain a Binding Update List.

   The Binding Update List records information for each Binding Update
   sent by this mobile node, in which the lifetime of the binding has
   not yet expired.  The Binding Update List includes all bindings sent
   by the mobile node to either its home agent or correspondent nodes.
   It also contains Binding Updates that are waiting for the completion
   of the return routability procedure before they can be sent.
   However, for multiple Binding Updates sent to the same destination
   address, the Binding Update List contains only the most recent
   Binding Update (i.e., with the greatest Sequence Number value) sent
   to that destination.  The Binding Update List MAY be implemented in
   any manner consistent with the external behavior described in this
   document.

   Each Binding Update List entry conceptually contains the following
   fields:

   o  The IP address of the node to which a Binding Update was sent.

   o  The home address for which that Binding Update was sent.

   o  The care-of address sent in that Binding Update.  This value is
      necessary for the mobile node to determine if it has sent a
      Binding Update while giving its new care-of address to this
      destination after changing its care-of address.

   o  The initial value of the Lifetime field sent in that Binding
      Update.

   o  The remaining lifetime of that binding.  This lifetime is
      initialized from the Lifetime value sent in the Binding Update and
      is decremented until it reaches zero, at which time this entry
      MUST be deleted from the Binding Update List.
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   o  The maximum value of the Sequence Number field sent in previous
      Binding Updates to this destination.  The Sequence Number field is



      16 bits long and all comparisons between Sequence Number values
      MUST be performed modulo 2**16 (see Section 9.5.1).

   o  The time at which a Binding Update was last sent to this
      destination, as needed to implement the rate limiting restriction
      for sending Binding Updates.

   o  The state of any retransmissions needed for this Binding Update.
      This state includes the time remaining until the next
      retransmission attempt for the Binding Update and the current
      state of the exponential back-off mechanism for retransmissions.

   o  A flag specifying whether or not future Binding Updates should be
      sent to this destination.  The mobile node sets this flag in the
      Binding Update List entry when it receives an ICMP Parameter
      Problem, Code 1, error message in response to a return routability
      message or Binding Update sent to that destination, as described
      in Section 11.3.5.

   The Binding Update List is used to determine whether a particular
   packet is sent directly to the correspondent node or tunneled via the
   home agent (see Section 11.3.1).

   The Binding Update list also conceptually contains the following data
   related to running the return routability procedure.  This data is
   relevant only for Binding Updates sent to correspondent nodes.

   o  The time at which a Home Test Init or Care-of Test Init message
      was last sent to this destination, as needed to implement the rate
      limiting restriction for the return routability procedure.

   o  The state of any retransmissions needed for this return
      routability procedure.  This state includes the time remaining
      until the next retransmission attempt and the current state of the
      exponential back-off mechanism for retransmissions.

   o  Cookie values used in the Home Test Init and Care-of Test Init
      messages.

   o  Home and care-of keygen tokens received from the correspondent
      node.

   o  Home and care-of nonce indices received from the correspondent
      node.
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   o  The time at which each of the tokens and nonces were received from
      the correspondent node, as needed to implement reuse while moving.

11.2.  Processing Mobility Headers

   All IPv6 mobile nodes MUST observe the rules described in Section 9.2
   when processing Mobility Headers.



11.3.  Packet Processing

11.3.1.  Sending Packets While Away from Home

   While a mobile node is away from home, it continues to use its home
   address, as well as also using one or more care-of addresses.  When
   sending a packet while away from home, a mobile node MAY choose among
   these in selecting the address that it will use as the source of the
   packet, as follows:

   o  Protocols layered over IP will generally treat the mobile node's
      home address as its IP source address for most packets.  For
      packets sent that are part of transport-level connections
      established while the mobile node was at home, the mobile node
      MUST use its home address.  Likewise, for packets sent that are
      part of transport-level connections that the mobile node may still
      be using after moving to a new location, the mobile node SHOULD
      use its home address in this way.  If a binding exists, the mobile
      node SHOULD send the packets directly to the correspondent node.
      Otherwise, if a binding does not exist, the mobile node MUST use
      reverse tunneling.

   o  The mobile node MAY choose to directly use one of its care-of
      addresses as the source of the packet, not requiring the use of a
      Home Address option in the packet.  This is particularly useful
      for short-term communication that may easily be retried if it
      fails.  Using the mobile node's care-of address as the source for
      such queries will generally have a lower overhead than using the
      mobile node's home address, since no extra options need to be used
      in either the query or its reply.  Such packets can be routed
      normally, directly between their source and destination without
      relying on Mobile IPv6.  If application running on the mobile node
      has no particular knowledge that the communication being sent fits
      within this general type of communication, however, the mobile
      node should not use its care-of address as the source of the
      packet in this way.
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      The choice of the most efficient communications method is
      application specific, and outside the scope of this specification.
      The APIs necessary for controlling the choice are also out of
      scope.  One example of such an API is described in the IPv6 Socket
      API for Source Address Selection specification [44].

   o  While not at its home link, the mobile node MUST NOT use the Home
      Address destination option when communicating with link-local
      peers.

      Similarly, the mobile node MUST NOT use the Home Address
      destination option for IPv6 Neighbor Discovery [18] packets.

   Detailed operation of these cases is described later in this section



   and also discussed in [33].

   For packets sent by a mobile node while it is at home, no special
   Mobile IPv6 processing is required.  Likewise, if the mobile node
   uses any address other than one of its home addresses as the source
   of a packet sent while away from home, no special Mobile IPv6
   processing is required.  In either case, the packet is simply
   addressed and transmitted in the same way as any normal IPv6 packet.

   For packets sent by the mobile node sent while away from home using
   the mobile node's home address as the source, special Mobile IPv6
   processing of the packet is required.  This can be done in the
   following two ways:

   Route Optimization

      This manner of delivering packets does not require going through
      the home network, and typically will enable faster and more
      reliable transmission.

      The mobile node needs to ensure that a Binding Cache entry exists
      for its home address so that the correspondent node can process
      the packet (Section 9.3.1 specifies the rules for Home Address
      Destination Option Processing at a correspondent node).  The
      mobile node SHOULD examine its Binding Update List for an entry
      that fulfills the following conditions:

      *  The Source Address field of the packet being sent is equal to
         the home address in the entry.

      *  The Destination Address field of the packet being sent is equal
         to the address of the correspondent node in the entry.
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      *  One of the current care-of addresses of the mobile node appears
         as the care-of address in the entry.

      *  The entry indicates that a binding has been successfully
         created.

      *  The remaining lifetime of the binding is greater than zero.

      When these conditions are met, the mobile node knows that the
      correspondent node has a suitable Binding Cache entry.

      A mobile node SHOULD arrange to supply the home address in a Home
      Address option, and MUST set the IPv6 header's Source Address
      field to the care-of address that the mobile node has registered
      to be used with this correspondent node.  The correspondent node
      will then use the address supplied in the Home Address option to
      serve the function traditionally done by the Source IP address in
      the IPv6 header.  The mobile node's home address is then supplied
      to higher protocol layers and applications.



      Specifically:

      *  Construct the packet using the mobile node's home address as
         the packet's Source Address, in the same way as if the mobile
         node were at home.  This includes the calculation of upper-
         layer checksums using the home address as the value of the
         source.

      *  Insert a Home Address option into the packet with the Home
         Address field copied from the original value of the Source
         Address field in the packet.

      *  Change the Source Address field in the packet's IPv6 header to
         one of the mobile node's care-of addresses.  This will
         typically be the mobile node's current primary care-of address,
         but MUST be an address assigned to the interface on the link
         being used.

      By using the care-of address as the Source Address in the IPv6
      header, with the mobile node's home address instead in the Home
      Address option, the packet will be able to safely pass through any
      router implementing ingress filtering [27].
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   Reverse Tunneling

      This is the mechanism that tunnels the packets via the home agent.
      It is not as efficient as the above mechanism, but is needed if
      there is no binding yet with the correspondent node.

      This mechanism is used for packets that have the mobile node's
      home address as the Source Address in the IPv6 header, or with
      multicast control protocol packets as described in Section 11.3.4.
      Specifically:

      *  The packet is sent to the home agent using IPv6 encapsulation
         [7].

      *  The Source Address in the tunnel packet is the primary care-of
         address as registered with the home agent.

      *  The Destination Address in the tunnel packet is the home
         agent's address.

      Then, the home agent will pass the encapsulated packet to the
      correspondent node.

11.3.2.  Interaction with Outbound IPsec Processing

   This section sketches the interaction between outbound Mobile IPv6



   processing and outbound IP Security (IPsec) processing for packets
   sent by a mobile node while away from home.  Any specific
   implementation MAY use algorithms and data structures other than
   those suggested here, but its processing MUST be consistent with the
   effect of the operation described here and with the relevant IPsec
   specifications.  In the steps described below, it is assumed that
   IPsec is being used in transport mode [3] and that the mobile node is
   using its home address as the source for the packet (from the point
   of view of higher protocol layers or applications, as described in
   Section 11.3.1):

   o  The packet is created by higher-layer protocols and applications
      (e.g., by TCP) as if the mobile node were at home and Mobile IPv6
      were not being used.

   o  Determine the outgoing interface for the packet.  (Note that the
      selection between reverse tunneling and route optimization may
      imply different interfaces, particularly if tunnels are considered
      interfaces as well.)
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   o  As part of outbound packet processing in IP, the packet is
      compared against the IPsec security policy database to determine
      what processing is required for the packet [3].

   o  If IPsec processing is required, the packet is either mapped to an
      existing security association (or SA bundle), or a new SA (or SA
      bundle) is created for the packet, according to the procedures
      defined for IPsec.

   o  Since the mobile node is away from home, the mobile is using
      either reverse tunneling or route optimization to reach the
      correspondent node.

      If reverse tunneling is used, the packet is constructed in the
      normal manner and then tunneled through the home agent.

      If route optimization is in use, the mobile node inserts a Home
      Address destination option into the packet, replacing the Source
      Address in the packet's IP header with the care-of address used
      with this correspondent node, as described in Section 11.3.1.  The
      Destination Options header in which the Home Address destination
      option is inserted MUST appear in the packet after the routing
      header, if present, and before the IPsec (AH [4] or ESP [5])
      header, so that the Home Address destination option is processed
      by the destination node before the IPsec header is processed.

      Finally, once the packet is fully assembled, the necessary IPsec
      authentication (and encryption, if required) processing is
      performed on the packet, initializing the Authentication Data in
      the IPsec header.

      The treatment of destination options described in RFC 4302 is



      extended as follows.  The AH authentication data MUST be
      calculated as if the following were true:

      *  the IPv6 source address in the IPv6 header contains the mobile
         node's home address, and

      *  the Home Address field of the Home Address destination option
         (Section 6.3) contains the new care-of address.

   o  This allows, but does not require, the receiver of the packet
      containing a Home Address destination option to exchange the two
      fields of the incoming packet to reach the above situation,
      simplifying processing for all subsequent packet headers.
      However, such an exchange is not required, as long as the result
      of the authentication calculation remains the same.
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   When an automated key management protocol is used to create new
   security associations for a peer, it is important to ensure that the
   peer can send the key management protocol packets to the mobile node.
   This may not be possible if the peer is the home agent of the mobile
   node and the purpose of the security associations would be to send a
   Binding Update to the home agent.  Packets addressed to the home
   address of the mobile node cannot be used before the Binding Update
   has been processed.  For the default case of using IKEv2 [24] as the
   automated key management protocol, such problems can be avoided by
   the following requirements when communicating with its home agent:

   o  When the mobile node is away from home, it MUST use its care-of
      address as the Source Address of all packets it sends as part of
      the key management protocol (without use of Mobile IPv6 for these
      packets, as suggested in Section 11.3.1).

   The Key Management Mobility Capability (K) bit in Binding Updates and
   Acknowledgements can be used to avoid the need to rerun IKEv2 upon
   movements.

11.3.3.  Receiving Packets While Away from Home

   While away from home, a mobile node will receive packets addressed to
   its home address, by one of two methods:

   o  Packets sent by a correspondent node that does not have a Binding
      Cache entry for the mobile node will be sent to the home address,
      captured by the home agent and tunneled to the mobile node.

   o  Packets sent by a correspondent node that has a Binding Cache
      entry for the mobile node that contains the mobile node's current
      care-of address will be sent by the correspondent node using a
      type 2 routing header.  The packet will be addressed to the mobile
      node's care-of address, with the final hop in the routing header
      directing the packet to the mobile node's home address; the
      processing of this last hop of the routing header is entirely
      internal to the mobile node, since the care-of address and home
      address are both addresses within the mobile node.



   For packets received by the first method, the mobile node MUST check
   that the IPv6 source address of the tunneled packet is the IP address
   of its home agent.  In this method, the mobile node may also send a
   Binding Update to the original sender of the packet as described in
   Section 11.7.2 and subject to the rate limiting defined in
   Section 11.8.  The mobile node MUST also process the received packet
   in the manner defined for IPv6 encapsulation [7], which will result
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   in the encapsulated (inner) packet being processed normally by upper-
   layer protocols within the mobile node as if it had been addressed
   (only) to the mobile node's home address.

   For packets received by the second method, the following rules will
   result in the packet being processed normally by upper-layer
   protocols within the mobile node as if it had been addressed to the
   mobile node's home address.

   A node receiving a packet addressed to itself (i.e., one of the
   node's addresses is in the IPv6 destination field) follows the next
   header chain of headers and processes them.  When it encounters a
   type 2 routing header during this processing, it performs the
   following checks.  If any of these checks fail, the node MUST
   silently discard the packet.

   o  The length field in the routing header is exactly 2.

   o  The segments left field in the routing header is 1 on the wire.
      (But implementations may process the routing header so that the
      value may become 0 after the routing header has been processed,
      but before the rest of the packet is processed.)

   o  The Home Address field in the routing header is one of the node's
      home addresses, if the segments left field was 1.  Thus, in
      particular the address field is required to be a unicast routable
      address.

   Once the above checks have been performed, the node swaps the IPv6
   destination field with the Home Address field in the routing header,
   decrements segments left by one from the value it had on the wire,
   and resubmits the packet to IP for processing the next header.
   Conceptually, this follows the same model as in RFC 2460.  However,
   in the case of the type 2 routing header, this can be simplified
   since it is known that the packet will not be forwarded to a
   different node.

   The definition of AH requires the sender to calculate the AH
   integrity check value of a routing header in the same way it appears
   in the receiver after it has processed the header.  Since IPsec
   headers follow the routing header, any IPsec processing will operate
   on the packet with the home address in the IP destination field and
   segments left being zero.  Thus, the AH calculations at the sender
   and receiver will have an identical view of the packet.
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11.3.4.  Routing Multicast Packets

   A mobile node that is connected to its home link functions in the
   same way as any other (stationary) node.  Thus, when it is at home, a
   mobile node functions identically to other multicast senders and
   receivers.  Therefore, this section describes the behavior of a
   mobile node that is not on its home link.

   In order to receive packets sent to some multicast group, a mobile
   node must join that multicast group.  One method, in which a mobile
   node MAY join the group, is via a (local) multicast router on the
   foreign link being visited.  In this case, the mobile node MUST use
   its care-of address and MUST NOT use the Home Address destination
   option when sending MLD packets [9].

   Alternatively, a mobile node MAY join multicast groups via a
   bidirectional tunnel to its home agent.  The mobile node tunnels its
   multicast group membership control packets (such as those defined in
   [9] or in [41]) to its home agent, and the home agent forwards
   multicast packets down the tunnel to the mobile node.  A mobile node
   MUST NOT tunnel multicast group membership control packets until (1)
   the mobile node has a binding in place at the home agent, and (2) the
   latter sends at least one multicast group membership control packet
   via the tunnel.  Once this condition is true, the mobile node SHOULD
   assume it does not change as long as the binding does not expire.

   A mobile node that wishes to send packets to a multicast group also
   has two options:

   1.  Send directly on the foreign link being visited.

       To do this, the application uses the care-of address as a source
       address for multicast traffic, just as it would use a stationary
       address.  This requires that the application either knows the
       care-of address, or uses an API such as the IPv6 Socket API for
       Source Address Selection specification [44] to request that the
       care-of address be used as the source address in transmitted
       packets.  The mobile node MUST NOT use the Home Address
       destination option in such traffic.
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   2.  Send via a tunnel to its home agent.

       Because multicast routing in general depends upon the Source
       Address used in the IPv6 header of the multicast packet, a mobile
       node that tunnels a multicast packet to its home agent MUST use
       its home address as the IPv6 Source Address of the inner
       multicast packet.

   Note that direct sending from the foreign link is only applicable
   while the mobile node is at that foreign link.  This is because the
   associated multicast tree is specific to that source location and any
   change of location and source address will invalidate the source-
   specific tree or branch and the application context of the other
   multicast group members.

   This specification does not provide mechanisms to enable such local
   multicast session to survive hand-off and to seamlessly continue from
   a new care-of address on each new foreign link.  Any such mechanism,
   developed as an extension to this specification, needs to take into
   account the impact of fast moving mobile nodes on the Internet
   multicast routing protocols and their ability to maintain the
   integrity of source specific multicast trees and branches.

   While the use of bidirectional tunneling can ensure that multicast
   trees are independent of the mobile nodes movement, in some case such
   tunneling can have adverse effects.  The latency of specific types of
   multicast applications (such as multicast-based discovery protocols)
   will be affected when the round-trip time between the foreign subnet
   and the home agent is significant compared to that of the topology to
   be discovered.  In addition, the delivery tree from the home agent in
   such circumstances relies on unicast encapsulation from the agent to
   the mobile node.  Therefore, bandwidth usage is inefficient compared
   to the native multicast forwarding in the foreign multicast system.

11.3.5.  Receiving ICMP Error Messages

   Any node that does not recognize the Mobility header will return an
   ICMP Parameter Problem, Code 1, message to the sender of the packet.
   If the mobile node receives such an ICMP error message in response to
   a return routability procedure or Binding Update, it SHOULD record in
   its Binding Update List that future Binding Updates SHOULD NOT be
   sent to this destination.  Such Binding Update List entries SHOULD be
   removed after a period of time in order to allow for retrying route
   optimization.

   New Binding Update List entries MUST NOT be created as a result of
   receiving ICMP error messages.
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   Correspondent nodes that have participated in the return routability
   procedure MUST implement the ability to correctly process received
   packets containing a Home Address destination option.  Therefore,
   correctly implemented correspondent nodes should always be able to
   recognize Home Address options.  If a mobile node receives an ICMP
   Parameter Problem, Code 2, message from some node indicating that it
   does not support the Home Address option, the mobile node SHOULD log
   the error and then discard the ICMP message.

11.3.6.  Receiving Binding Error Messages

   When a mobile node receives a packet containing a Binding Error
   message, it should first check if the mobile node has a Binding
   Update List entry for the source of the Binding Error message.  If
   the mobile node does not have such an entry, it MUST ignore the
   message.  This is necessary to prevent a waste of resources, e.g., on
   return routability procedure due to spoofed Binding Error messages.

   Otherwise, if the message Status field was 1 (unknown binding for
   Home Address destination option), the mobile node should perform one
   of the following three actions:

   o  If the Binding Error Message was sent by the home agent, the
      mobile node SHOULD send a Binding Update to the home agent
      according to Section 11.7.1.

   o  If the mobile node has recent upper-layer progress information,
      which indicates that communications with the correspondent node
      are progressing, it MAY ignore the message.  This can be done in
      order to limit the damage that spoofed Binding Error messages can
      cause to ongoing communications.

   o  If the mobile node has no upper-layer progress information, it
      MUST remove the entry and route further communications through the
      home agent.  It MAY also optionally start a return routability
      procedure (see Section 5.2).

   If the message Status field was 2 (unrecognized MH Type value), the
   mobile node should perform one of the following two actions:

   o  If the mobile node is not expecting an acknowledgement or response
      from the correspondent node, the mobile node SHOULD ignore this
      message.

   o  Otherwise, the mobile node SHOULD cease the use of any extensions
      to this specification.  If no extensions had been used, the mobile
      node should cease the attempt to use route optimization.
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11.4.  Home Agent and Prefix Management

11.4.1.  Dynamic Home Agent Address Discovery

   Sometimes when the mobile node needs to send a Binding Update to its
   home agent to register its new primary care-of address, as described



   in Section 11.7.1, the mobile node may not know the address of any
   router on its home link that can serve as a home agent for it.  For
   example, some nodes on its home link may have been reconfigured while
   the mobile node has been away from home, such that the router that
   was operating as the mobile node's home agent has been replaced by a
   different router serving this role.

   In this case, the mobile node MAY attempt to discover the address of
   a suitable home agent on its home link.  To do so, the mobile node
   sends an ICMP Home Agent Address Discovery Request message to the
   Mobile IPv6 Home-Agents anycast address [8] for its home subnet
   prefix.  As described in Section 10.5, the home agent on its home
   link that receives this Request message will return an ICMP Home
   Agent Address Discovery Reply message.  This message gives the
   addresses for the home agents operating on the home link.

   The mobile node, upon receiving this Home Agent Address Discovery
   Reply message, MAY then send its home registration Binding Update to
   any of the unicast IP addresses listed in the Home Agent Addresses
   field in the Reply.  For example, the mobile node MAY attempt its
   home registration to each of these addresses, in turn, until its
   registration is accepted.  The mobile node sends a Binding Update to
   an address and waits for the matching Binding Acknowledgement, moving
   on to the next address if there is no response.  The mobile node
   MUST, however, wait at least InitialBindackTimeoutFirstReg seconds
   (see Section 13) before sending a Binding Update to the next home
   agent.  In trying each of the returned home agent addresses, the
   mobile node SHOULD try each of them in the order they appear in the
   Home Agent Addresses field in the received Home Agent Address
   Discovery Reply message.  In order to do this, the mobile node SHOULD
   store the list of home agents for later use in case the home agent
   currently managing the mobile node's care-of address forwarding
   should become unavailable.  The list MAY be stored, along with any
   available lifetime information for the home agent addresses, in
   nonvolatile memory to survive reboots by the mobile node.

   If the mobile node has a current registration with some home agent
   (the Lifetime for that registration has not yet expired), then the
   mobile node MUST attempt any new registration first with that home
   agent.  If that registration attempt fails (e.g., timed out or
   rejected), the mobile node SHOULD then reattempt this registration
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   with another home agent.  If the mobile node knows of no other
   suitable home agent, then it MAY attempt the dynamic home agent
   address discovery mechanism described above.

   If, after a mobile node transmits a Home Agent Address Discovery
   Request message to the Home Agents Anycast address, it does not
   receive a corresponding Home Agent Address Discovery Reply message
   within INITIAL_DHAAD_TIMEOUT (see Section 12) seconds, the mobile
   node MAY retransmit the same Request message to the same anycast
   address.  This retransmission MAY be repeated up to a maximum of
   DHAAD_RETRIES (see Section 12) attempts.  Each retransmission MUST be
   delayed by twice the time interval of the previous retransmission.



11.4.2.  Sending Mobile Prefix Solicitations

   When a mobile node has a home address that is about to become
   invalid, it SHOULD send a Mobile Prefix Solicitation to its home
   agent in an attempt to acquire fresh routing prefix information.  The
   new information also enables the mobile node to participate in
   renumbering operations affecting the home network, as described in
   Section 10.6.

   The mobile node MUST use the Home Address destination option to carry
   its home address.  The mobile node MUST support and SHOULD use IPsec
   to protect the solicitation.  The mobile node MUST set the Identifier
   field in the ICMP header to a random value.

   As described in Section 11.7.2, Binding Updates sent by the mobile
   node to other nodes MUST use a lifetime no greater than the remaining
   lifetime of its home registration of its primary care-of address.
   The mobile node SHOULD further limit the lifetimes that it sends on
   any Binding Updates to be within the remaining valid lifetime (see
   Section 10.6.2) for the prefix in its home address.

   When the lifetime for a changed prefix decreases, and the change
   would cause cached bindings at correspondent nodes in the Binding
   Update List to be stored past the newly shortened lifetime, the
   mobile node MUST issue a Binding Update to all such correspondent
   nodes.

   These limits on the binding lifetime serve to prohibit use of a
   mobile node's home address after it becomes invalid.

11.4.3.  Receiving Mobile Prefix Advertisements

   Section 10.6 describes the operation of a home agent to support boot
   time configuration and renumbering a mobile node's home subnet while
   the mobile node is away from home.  The home agent sends Mobile
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   Prefix Advertisements to the mobile node while away from home, giving
   "important" Prefix Information options that describe changes in the
   prefixes in use on the mobile node's home link.

   The Mobile Prefix Solicitation is similar to the Router Solicitation
   used in Neighbor Discovery [18], except it is routed from the mobile
   node on the visited network to the home agent on the home network by
   usual unicast routing rules.

   When a mobile node receives a Mobile Prefix Advertisement, it MUST
   validate it according to the following test:

   o  The Source Address of the IP packet carrying the Mobile Prefix
      Advertisement is the same as the home agent address to which the
      mobile node last sent an accepted home registration Binding Update
      to register its primary care-of address.  Otherwise, if no such
      registrations have been made, it SHOULD be the mobile node's
      stored home agent address, if one exists.  Otherwise, if the



      mobile node has not yet discovered its home agent's address, it
      MUST NOT accept Mobile Prefix Advertisements.

   o  The packet MUST have a type 2 routing header and SHOULD be
      protected by an IPsec header as described in Sections 5.4 and 6.8.

   o  If the ICMP Identifier value matches the ICMP Identifier value of
      the most recently sent Mobile Prefix Solicitation and no other
      advertisement has yet been received for this value, then the
      advertisement is considered to be solicited and will be processed
      further.

      Otherwise, the advertisement is unsolicited, and MUST be
      discarded.  In this case the mobile node SHOULD send a Mobile
      Prefix Solicitation.

   Any received Mobile Prefix Advertisement not meeting these tests MUST
   be silently discarded.

   For an accepted Mobile Prefix Advertisement, the mobile node MUST
   process Managed Address Configuration (M), Other Stateful
   Configuration (O), and the Prefix Information Options as if they
   arrived in a Router Advertisement [18] on the mobile node's home
   link.  (This specification does not, however, describe how to acquire
   home addresses through stateful protocols.)  Such processing may
   result in the mobile node configuring a new home address, although
   due to separation between preferred lifetime and valid lifetime, such
   changes should not affect most communications by the mobile node, in
   the same way as for nodes that are at home.
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   This specification assumes that any security associations and
   security policy entries that may be needed for new prefixes have been
   pre-configured in the mobile node.  Note that while dynamic key
   management avoids the need to configure new security associations, it
   is still necessary to add policy entries to protect the
   communications involving the home address(es).  Mechanisms for
   setting up these entries are outside the scope of this specification.

11.5.  Movement

11.5.1.  Movement Detection

   The primary goal of movement detection is to detect L3 handovers.
   This section does not attempt to specify a fast movement detection
   algorithm that will function optimally for all types of applications,
   link layers, and deployment scenarios; instead, it describes a
   generic method that uses the facilities of IPv6 Neighbor Discovery,
   including Router Discovery and Neighbor Unreachability Detection.  At
   the time of this writing, this method is considered well enough
   understood to recommend for standardization; however, it is expected
   that future versions of this specification or other specifications
   may contain updated versions of the movement detection algorithm that
   have better performance.



   Generic movement detection uses Neighbor Unreachability Detection to
   detect when the default router is no longer bidirectionally
   reachable, in which case the mobile node must discover a new default
   router (usually on a new link).  However, this detection only occurs
   when the mobile node has packets to send, and in the absence of
   frequent Router Advertisements or indications from the link-layer,
   the mobile node might become unaware of an L3 handover that occurred.
   Therefore, the mobile node should supplement this method with other
   information whenever it is available to the mobile node (e.g., from
   lower protocol layers).

   When the mobile node detects an L3 handover, it performs Duplicate
   Address Detection [19] on its link-local address, selects a new
   default router as a consequence of Router Discovery, and then
   performs prefix discovery with that new router to form new care-of
   address(es) as described in Section 11.5.3.  It then registers its
   new primary care-of address with its home agent as described in
   Section 11.7.1.  After updating its home registration, the mobile
   node then updates associated mobility bindings in correspondent nodes
   that it is performing route optimization with as specified in
   Section 11.7.2.
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   Due to the temporary packet flow disruption and signaling overhead
   involved in updating mobility bindings, the mobile node should avoid
   performing an L3 handover until it is strictly necessary.

   Specifically, when the mobile node receives a Router Advertisement
   from a new router that contains a different set of on-link prefixes,
   if the mobile node detects that the currently selected default router
   on the old link is still bidirectionally reachable, it should
   generally continue to use the old router on the old link rather than
   switch away from it to use a new default router.

   Mobile nodes can use the information in received Router
   Advertisements to detect L3 handovers.  In doing so the mobile node
   needs to consider the following issues:

   o  There might be multiple routers on the same link.  Thus, hearing a
      new router does not necessarily constitute an L3 handover.

   o  When there are multiple routers on the same link they might
      advertise different prefixes.  Thus, even hearing a new router
      with a new prefix might not be a reliable indication of an L3
      handover.

   o  The link-local addresses of routers are not globally unique, hence
      after completing an L3 handover the mobile node might continue to
      receive Router Advertisements with the same link-local source
      address.  This might be common if routers use the same link-local
      address on multiple interfaces.  This issue can be avoided when
      routers use the Router Address (R) bit, since that provides a
      global address of the router.



   In addition, the mobile node should consider the following events as
   indications that an L3 handover may have occurred.  Upon receiving
   such indications, the mobile node needs to perform Router Discovery
   to discover routers and prefixes on the new link, as described in
   Section 6.3.7 of Neighbor Discovery (RFC 4861 [18]).

   o  If Router Advertisements that the mobile node receives include an
      Advertisement Interval option, the mobile node may use its
      Advertisement Interval field as an indication of the frequency
      with which it should expect to continue to receive future
      Advertisements from that router.  This field specifies the minimum
      rate (the maximum amount of time between successive
      Advertisements) that the mobile node should expect.  If this
      amount of time elapses without the mobile node receiving any
      Advertisement from this router, the mobile node can be sure that
      at least one Advertisement sent by the router has been lost.  The
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      mobile node can then implement its own policy to determine how
      many lost Advertisements from its current default router
      constitute an L3 handover indication.

   o  Neighbor Unreachability Detection determines that the default
      router is no longer reachable.

   o  With some types of networks, notification that an L2 handover has
      occurred might be obtained from lower-layer protocols or device
      driver software within the mobile node.  While further details
      around handling L2 indications as movement hints is an item for
      further study, at the time of writing this specification the
      following is considered reasonable:

      An L2 handover indication may or may not imply L2 movement and L2
      movement may or may not imply L3 movement; the correlations might
      be a function of the type of L2 but might also be a function of
      actual deployment of the wireless topology.

      Unless it is well-known that an L2 handover indication is likely
      to imply L3 movement, instead of immediately multicasting a router
      solicitation it may be better to attempt to verify whether the
      default router is still bidirectionally reachable.  This can be
      accomplished by sending a unicast Neighbor Solicitation and
      waiting for a Neighbor Advertisement with the Solicited flag set.
      Note that this is similar to Neighbor Unreachability detection,
      but it does not have the same state machine, such as the STALE
      state.

      If the default router does not respond to the Neighbor
      Solicitation it makes sense to proceed to multicasting a Router
      Solicitation.

11.5.2.  Home Link Detection

   When an MN detects that it has arrived on a new link using the



   movement detection algorithm in use (Section 11.5.1) or on
   bootstrapping, it performs the following steps to determine if it is
   on the home link.

   o  The MN performs the procedure described in Section 11.5.3 and
      configures an address.  It also keeps track of all the on-link
      prefix(es) received in the RA along with their prefix lengths.

   o  If the home prefix has not been statically configured the MN uses
      some form of bootstrapping procedure (e.g., RFC 5026 [22]) to
      determine the home prefix.
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   o  Given the availability of the home prefix, the MN checks whether
      or not the home prefix matches one of the prefixes received in the
      RA.  If it does, the MN concludes that it is connected to the home
      link.

11.5.3.  Forming New Care-of Addresses

   After detecting that it has moved a mobile node SHOULD generate a new
   primary care-of address using normal IPv6 mechanisms.  This SHOULD
   also be done when the current primary care-of address becomes
   deprecated.  A mobile node MAY form a new primary care-of address at
   any time, but a mobile node MUST NOT send a Binding Update about a
   new care-of address to its home agent more than MAX_UPDATE_RATE times
   within a second.

   In addition, a mobile node MAY form new non-primary care-of addresses
   even when it has not switched to a new default router.  A mobile node
   can have only one primary care-of address at a time (which is
   registered with its home agent), but it MAY have an additional
   care-of address for any or all of the prefixes on its current link.
   Furthermore, since a wireless network interface may actually allow a
   mobile node to be reachable on more than one link at a time (i.e.,
   within wireless transmitter range of routers on more than one
   separate link), a mobile node MAY have care-of addresses on more than
   one link at a time.  The use of more than one care-of address at a
   time is described in Section 11.5.4.

   As described in Section 4, in order to form a new care-of address, a
   mobile node MAY use either stateless [19] or stateful (e.g., DHCPv6
   [31]) Address Autoconfiguration.  If a mobile node needs to use a
   source address (other than the unspecified address) in packets sent
   as a part of address autoconfiguration, it MUST use an IPv6 link-
   local address rather than its own IPv6 home address.

   RFC 4862 [19] specifies that in normal processing for Duplicate
   Address Detection, the node SHOULD delay sending the initial Neighbor
   Solicitation message by a random delay between 0 and
   MAX_RTR_SOLICITATION_DELAY.  Since delaying Duplicate Address
   Detection (DAD) can result in significant delays in configuring a new
   care-of address when the mobile node moves to a new link, the mobile
   node preferably SHOULD NOT delay DAD when configuring a new care-of
   address.  The mobile node SHOULD delay according to the mechanisms



   specified in RFC 4862 unless the implementation has a behavior that
   desynchronizes the steps that happen before the DAD in the case that
   multiple nodes experience handover at the same time.  Such
   desynchronizing behaviors might be due to random delays in the L2
   protocols or device drivers, or due to the movement detection
   mechanism that is used.
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11.5.4.  Using Multiple Care-of Addresses

   As described in Section 11.5.3, a mobile node MAY use more than one
   care-of address at a time.  Particularly in the case of many wireless
   networks, a mobile node effectively might be reachable through
   multiple links at the same time (e.g., with overlapping wireless
   cells), on which different on-link subnet prefixes may exist.  The
   mobile node MUST ensure that its primary care-of address always has a
   prefix that is advertised by its current default router.  After
   selecting a new primary care-of address, the mobile node MUST send a
   Binding Update containing that care-of address to its home agent.
   The Binding Update MUST have the Home Registration (H) and
   Acknowledge (A) bits set its home agent, as described on
   Section 11.7.1.

   To assist with smooth handovers, a mobile node SHOULD retain its
   previous primary care-of address as a (non-primary) care-of address,
   and SHOULD still accept packets at this address, even after
   registering its new primary care-of address with its home agent.
   This is reasonable, since the mobile node could only receive packets
   at its previous primary care-of address if it were indeed still
   connected to that link.  If the previous primary care-of address was
   allocated using stateful Address Autoconfiguration [31], the mobile
   node may not wish to release the address immediately upon switching
   to a new primary care-of address.

   Whenever a mobile node determines that it is no longer reachable
   through a given link, it SHOULD invalidate all care-of addresses
   associated with address prefixes that it discovered from routers on
   the unreachable link that are not in the current set of address
   prefixes advertised by the (possibly new) current default router.

11.5.5.  Returning Home

   A mobile node detects that it has returned to its home link through
   the movement detection algorithm in use (Section 11.5.2), when the
   mobile node detects that its home subnet prefix is again on-link.  To
   be able to send and receive packets using its home address from the
   home link, the mobile node MUST send a Binding Update to its home
   agent to instruct its home agent to no longer intercept or tunnel
   packets for it.  Until the mobile node sends such a de-registration
   Binding Update, it MUST NOT attempt to send and receive packets using
   its home address from the home link.  The home agent will continue to
   intercept all packets sent to the mobile's home address and tunnel
   them to the previously registered care-of address.
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   In this home registration, the mobile node MUST set the Acknowledge
   (A) and Home Registration (H) bits, set the Lifetime field to zero,
   and set the care-of address for the binding to the mobile node's own
   home address.  The mobile node MUST use its home address as the
   source address in the Binding Update.

   When sending this Binding Update to its home agent, the mobile node
   must be careful in how it uses Neighbor Solicitation [18] (if needed)
   to learn the home agent's link-layer address, since the home agent
   will be currently configured to intercept packets to the mobile
   node's home address using Proxy Neighbor Discovery (Proxy ND).  In
   particular, the mobile node is unable to use its home address as the
   Source Address in the Neighbor Solicitation until the home agent
   stops defending the home address.

   Neighbor Solicitation by the mobile node for the home agent's address
   will normally not be necessary, since the mobile node has already
   learned the home agent's link-layer address from a Source Link-Layer
   Address option in a Router Advertisement.  However, if there are
   multiple home agents it may still be necessary to send a
   solicitation.  In this special case of the mobile node returning
   home, the mobile node MUST multicast the packet, and in addition set
   the Source Address of this Neighbor Solicitation to the unspecified
   address (0:0:0:0:0:0:0:0).  The target of the Neighbor Solicitation
   MUST be set to the mobile node's home address.  The destination IP
   address MUST be set to the Solicited-Node multicast address [16].
   The home agent will send a multicast Neighbor Advertisement back to
   the mobile node with the Solicited (S) flag set to zero.  In any
   case, the mobile node SHOULD record the information from the Source
   Link-Layer Address option or from the advertisement, and set the
   state of the Neighbor Cache entry for the home agent to REACHABLE.

   The mobile node then sends its Binding Update to the home agent's
   link-layer address, instructing its home agent to no longer serve as
   a home agent for it.  By processing this Binding Update, the home
   agent will cease defending the mobile node's home address for
   Duplicate Address Detection and will no longer respond to Neighbor
   Solicitations for the mobile node's home address.  The mobile node is
   then the only node on the link receiving packets at the mobile node's
   home address.  In addition, when returning home prior to the
   expiration of a current binding for its home address, and configuring
   its home address on its network interface on its home link, the
   mobile node MUST NOT perform Duplicate Address Detection on its own
   home address, in order to avoid confusion or conflict with its home
   agent's use of the same address.  This rule also applies to the
   derived link-local address of the mobile node, if the Link Local
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   Address Compatibility (L) bit was set when the binding was created.
   If the mobile node returns home after the bindings for all of its
   care-of addresses have expired, then it SHOULD perform DAD.

   After the mobile node sends the Binding Update, it MUST be prepared
   to reply to Neighbor Solicitations for its home address.  Such
   replies MUST be sent using a unicast Neighbor Advertisement to the
   sender's link-layer address.  It is necessary to reply, since sending
   the Binding Acknowledgement from the home agent may require
   performing Neighbor Discovery, and the mobile node may not be able to
   distinguish Neighbor Solicitations coming from the home agent from
   other Neighbor Solicitations.  Note that a race condition exists
   where both the mobile node and the home agent respond to the same
   solicitations sent by other nodes; this will be only temporary,
   however, until the Binding Update is accepted.

   After receiving the Binding Acknowledgement for its Binding Update to
   its home agent, the mobile node MUST multicast onto the home link (to
   the all-nodes multicast address) a Neighbor Advertisement [18], to
   advertise the mobile node's own link-layer address for its own home
   address.  The Target Address in this Neighbor Advertisement MUST be
   set to the mobile node's home address, and the Advertisement MUST
   include a Target Link-layer Address option specifying the mobile
   node's link-layer address.  The mobile node MUST multicast such a
   Neighbor Advertisement for each of its home addresses, as defined by
   the current on-link prefixes, including its link-local address.  The
   Solicited (S) flag in these Advertisements MUST NOT be set, since
   they were not solicited by any Neighbor Solicitation.  The Override
   (O) flag in these Advertisements MUST be set, indicating that the
   Advertisements SHOULD override any existing Neighbor Cache entries at
   any node receiving them.

   Since multicasting on the local link (such as Ethernet) is typically
   not guaranteed to be reliable, the mobile node MAY retransmit these
   Neighbor Advertisements [18] up to MAX_NEIGHBOR_ADVERTISEMENT times
   to increase their reliability.  It is still possible that some nodes
   on the home link will not receive any of these Neighbor
   Advertisements, but these nodes will eventually be able to recover
   through use of Neighbor Unreachability Detection [18].

   Note that the tunnel via the home agent typically stops operating at
   the same time that the home registration is deleted.
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11.6.  Return Routability Procedure

   This section defines the rules that the mobile node must follow when
   performing the return routability procedure.  Section 11.7.2



   describes the rules when the return routability procedure needs to be
   initiated.

11.6.1.  Sending Test Init Messages

   A mobile node that initiates a return routability procedure MUST send
   (in parallel) a Home Test Init message and a Care-of Test Init
   message.  However, if the mobile node has recently received (see
   Section 5.2.7) one or both home or care-of keygen tokens, and
   associated nonce indices for the desired addresses, it MAY reuse
   them.  Therefore, the return routability procedure may in some cases
   be completed with only one message pair.  It may even be completed
   without any messages at all, if the mobile node has a recent home
   keygen token and has previously visited the same care-of address so
   that it also has a recent care-of keygen token.  If the mobile node
   intends to send a Binding Update with the Lifetime set to zero and
   the care-of address equal to its home address -- such as when
   returning home -- sending a Home Test Init message is sufficient.  In
   this case, generation of the binding management key depends
   exclusively on the home keygen token (Section 5.2.5).

   A Home Test Init message MUST be created as described in
   Section 6.1.3.

   A Care-of Test Init message MUST be created as described in
   Section 6.1.4.  When sending a Home Test Init or Care-of Test Init
   message, the mobile node MUST record in its Binding Update List the
   following fields from the messages:

   o  The IP address of the node to which the message was sent.

   o  The home address of the mobile node.  This value will appear in
      the Source Address field of the Home Test Init message.  When
      sending the Care-of Test Init message, this address does not
      appear in the message, but represents the home address for which
      the binding is desired.

   o  The time at which each of these messages was sent.

   o  The cookies used in the messages.
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   Note that a single Care-of Test Init message may be sufficient even
   when there are multiple home addresses.  In this case the mobile node
   MAY record the same information in multiple Binding Update List
   entries.

11.6.2.  Receiving Test Messages

   Upon receiving a packet carrying a Home Test message, a mobile node
   MUST validate the packet according to the following tests:



   o  The Source Address of the packet belongs to a correspondent node
      for which the mobile node has a Binding Update List entry with a
      state indicating that return routability procedure is in progress.
      Note that there may be multiple such entries.

   o  The Binding Update List indicates that no home keygen token has
      been received yet.

   o  The Destination Address of the packet has the home address of the
      mobile node, and the packet has been received in a tunnel from the
      home agent.

   o  The Home Init Cookie field in the message matches the value stored
      in the Binding Update List.

   Any Home Test message not satisfying all of these tests MUST be
   silently ignored.  Otherwise, the mobile node MUST record the Home
   Nonce Index and home keygen token in the Binding Update List.  If the
   Binding Update List entry does not have a care-of keygen token, the
   mobile node SHOULD continue waiting for the Care-of Test message.

   Upon receiving a packet carrying a Care-of Test message, a mobile
   node MUST validate the packet according to the following tests:

   o  The Source Address of the packet belongs to a correspondent node
      for which the mobile node has a Binding Update List entry with a
      state indicating that return routability procedure is in progress.
      Note that there may be multiple such entries.

   o  The Binding Update List indicates that no care-of keygen token has
      been received yet.

   o  The Destination Address of the packet is the current care-of
      address of the mobile node.

   o  The Care-of Init Cookie field in the message matches the value
      stored in the Binding Update List.
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   Any Care-of Test message not satisfying all of these tests MUST be
   silently ignored.  Otherwise, the mobile node MUST record the Care-of
   Nonce Index and care-of keygen token in the Binding Update List.  If
   the Binding Update List entry does not have a home keygen token, the
   mobile node SHOULD continue waiting for the Home Test message.

   If after receiving either the Home Test or the Care-of Test message
   and performing the above actions, the Binding Update List entry has
   both the home and the care-of keygen tokens, the return routability
   procedure is complete.  The mobile node SHOULD then proceed with
   sending a Binding Update as described in Section 11.7.2.

   Correspondent nodes from the time before this specification was
   published may not support the Mobility Header protocol.  These nodes
   will respond to Home Test Init and Care-of Test Init messages with an
   ICMP Parameter Problem code 1.  The mobile node SHOULD take such



   messages as an indication that the correspondent node cannot provide
   route optimization, and revert back to the use of bidirectional
   tunneling.

11.6.3.  Protecting Return Routability Packets

   The mobile node MUST support the protection of Home Test and Home
   Test Init messages as described in Section 10.4.6.

   When IPsec is used to protect return routability signaling or payload
   packets, the mobile node MUST set the source address it uses for the
   outgoing tunnel packets to the current primary care-of address.  The
   mobile node starts to use a new primary care-of address immediately
   after sending a Binding Update to the home agent to register this new
   address.

11.7.  Processing Bindings

11.7.1.  Sending Binding Updates to the Home Agent

   In order to change its primary care-of address as described in
   Sections 11.5.1 and 11.5.3, a mobile node MUST register this care-of
   address with its home agent in order to make this its primary care-of
   address.

   Also, if the mobile node wants the services of the home agent beyond
   the current registration period, the mobile node should send a new
   Binding Update to it well before the expiration of this period, even
   if it is not changing its primary care-of address.  However, if the
   home agent returned a Binding Acknowledgement for the current
   registration with the Status field set to 1 (accepted but prefix
   discovery necessary), the mobile node should not try to register
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   again before it has learned the validity of its home prefixes through
   mobile prefix discovery.  This is typically necessary every time this
   Status value is received, because information learned earlier may
   have changed.

   To register a care-of address or to extend the lifetime of an
   existing registration, the mobile node sends a packet to its home
   agent containing a Binding Update, with the packet constructed as
   follows:

   o  The Home Registration (H) bit MUST be set in the Binding Update.

   o  The Acknowledge (A) bit MUST be set in the Binding Update.

   o  The packet MUST contain a Home Address destination option, giving
      the mobile node's home address for the binding.

   o  The care-of address for the binding MUST be used as the Source
      Address in the packet's IPv6 header, unless an Alternate Care-of
      Address mobility option is included in the Binding Update.  This
      option MUST be included in all home registrations, as the ESP
      protocol will not be able to protect care-of addresses in the IPv6



      header.  (Mobile IPv6 implementations that know they are using
      IPsec AH to protect a particular message might avoid this option.
      For brevity the usage of AH is not discussed in this document.)

   o  If the mobile node's link-local address has the same interface
      identifier as the home address for which it is supplying a new
      care-of address, then the mobile node SHOULD set the Link-Local
      Address Compatibility (L) bit.

   o  If the home address was generated using RFC 4941 [21], then the
      link local address is unlikely to have a compatible interface
      identifier.  In this case, the mobile node MUST clear the Link-
      Local Address Compatibility (L) bit.

   o  If the IPsec security associations between the mobile node and the
      home agent have been established dynamically, and the mobile node
      has the capability to update its endpoint in the used key
      management protocol to the new care-of address every time it
      moves, the mobile node SHOULD set the Key Management Mobility
      Capability (K) bit in the Binding Update.  Otherwise, the mobile
      node MUST clear the bit.

   o  The value specified in the Lifetime field MUST be non-zero and
      SHOULD be less than or equal to the remaining valid lifetime of
      the home address and the care-of address specified for the
      binding.
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      Mobile nodes that use dynamic home agent address discovery should
      be careful with long lifetimes.  If the mobile node loses the
      knowledge of its binding with a specific home agent, registering a
      new binding with another home agent may be impossible as the
      previous home agent is still defending the existing binding.
      Therefore, to ensure that mobile nodes using home agent address
      discovery do not lose information about their binding, they SHOULD
      de-register before losing this information, or use small
      lifetimes.

   The Acknowledge (A) bit in the Binding Update requests the home agent
   to return a Binding Acknowledgement in response to this Binding
   Update.  As described in Section 6.1.8, the mobile node SHOULD
   retransmit this Binding Update to its home agent until it receives a
   matching Binding Acknowledgement.  Once reaching a retransmission
   timeout period of MAX_BINDACK_TIMEOUT, the mobile node SHOULD restart
   the process of delivering the Binding Update, but trying instead the
   next home agent returned during dynamic home agent address discovery
   (see Section 11.4.1).  If there was only one home agent, the mobile
   node instead SHOULD continue to periodically retransmit the Binding
   Update at this rate until acknowledged (or until it begins attempting
   to register a different primary care-of address).  See Section 11.8
   for information about retransmitting Binding Updates.

   With the Binding Update, the mobile node requests the home agent to
   serve as the home agent for the given home address.  Until the
   lifetime of this registration expires, the home agent considers
   itself the home agent for this home address.



   Each Binding Update MUST be authenticated as coming from the right
   mobile node, as defined in Section 5.1.  The mobile node MUST use its
   home address -- either in the Home Address destination option or in
   the Source Address field of the IPv6 header -- in Binding Updates
   sent to the home agent.  This is necessary in order to allow the
   IPsec policies to be matched with the correct home address.

   When sending a Binding Update to its home agent, the mobile node MUST
   also create or update the corresponding Binding Update List entry, as
   specified in Section 11.7.2.

   The last Sequence Number value sent to the home agent in a Binding
   Update is stored by the mobile node.  If the sending mobile node has
   no knowledge of the correct Sequence Number value, it may start at
   any value.  If the home agent rejects the value, it sends back a
   Binding Acknowledgement with a status code 135, and the last accepted
   sequence number in the Sequence Number field of the Binding
   Acknowledgement.  The mobile node MUST store this information and use
   the next Sequence Number value for the next Binding Update it sends.
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   If the mobile node has additional home addresses, then the mobile
   node SHOULD send an additional packet containing a Binding Update to
   its home agent to register the care-of address for each such other
   home address.

   The home agent will only perform DAD for the mobile node's home
   address when the mobile node has supplied a valid binding between its
   home address and a care-of address.  If some time elapses during
   which the mobile node has no binding at the home agent, it might be
   possible for another node to autoconfigure the mobile node's home
   address.  Therefore, the mobile node MUST treat the creation of a new
   binding with the home agent using an existing home address, the same
   as creation of a new home address.  In the unlikely event that the
   mobile node's home address is autoconfigured as the IPv6 address of
   another network node on the home network, the home agent will reply
   to the mobile node's subsequent Binding Update with a Binding
   Acknowledgement containing a Status of 134 (Duplicate Address
   Detection failed).  In this case, the mobile node MUST NOT attempt to
   re-use the same home address.  It SHOULD continue to register the
   care-of addresses for its other home addresses, if any.  Mechanisms
   outlined in "Mobile IPv6 Bootstrapping in Split Scenario" [22] allow
   mobile nodes to acquire new home addresses to replace the one for
   which Status 134 was received.

11.7.2.  Correspondent Registration

   When the mobile node is assured that its home address is valid, it
   can initiate a correspondent registration with the purpose of
   allowing the correspondent node to cache the mobile node's current
   care-of address.  This procedure consists of the return routability
   procedure followed by a registration.

   This section defines when the correspondent registration is to be
   initiated and the rules to follow while it is being performed.



   After the mobile node has sent a Binding Update to its home agent,
   registering a new primary care-of address (as described in
   Section 11.7.1), the mobile node SHOULD initiate a correspondent
   registration for each node that already appears in the mobile node's
   Binding Update List.  The initiated procedures can be used to either
   update or delete binding information in the correspondent node.

   For nodes that do not appear in the mobile node's Binding Update
   List, the mobile node MAY initiate a correspondent registration at
   any time after sending the Binding Update to its home agent.
   Considerations regarding when (and if) to initiate the procedure
   depend on the specific movement and traffic patterns of the mobile
   node and are outside the scope of this document.
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   In addition, the mobile node MAY initiate the correspondent
   registration in response to receiving a packet that meets all of the
   following tests:

   o  The packet was tunneled using IPv6 encapsulation.

   o  The Destination Address in the tunnel (outer) IPv6 header is equal
      to any of the mobile node's care-of addresses.

   o  The Destination Address in the original (inner) IPv6 header is
      equal to one of the mobile node's home addresses.

   o  The Source Address in the tunnel (outer) IPv6 header differs from
      the Source Address in the original (inner) IPv6 header.

   o  The packet does not contain a Home Test, Home Test Init, Care-of
      Test, or Care-of Test Init message.

   If a mobile node has multiple home addresses, it becomes important to
   select the right home address to use in the correspondent
   registration.  The used home address MUST be the Destination Address
   of the original (inner) packet.

   The peer address used in the procedure MUST be determined as follows:

   o  If a Home Address destination option is present in the original
      (inner) packet, the address from this option is used.

   o  Otherwise, the Source Address in the original (inner) IPv6 header
      of the packet is used.

   Note that the validity of the original packet is checked before
   attempting to initiate a correspondent registration.  For instance,
   if a Home Address destination option appeared in the original packet,
   then rules in Section 9.3.1 are followed.

   A mobile node MAY also choose to keep its topological location
   private from certain correspondent nodes, and thus need not initiate
   the correspondent registration.



   Upon successfully completing the return routability procedure, and
   after receiving a successful Binding Acknowledgement from the home
   agent, a Binding Update MAY be sent to the correspondent node.

   In any Binding Update sent by a mobile node, the care-of address
   (either the Source Address in the packet's IPv6 header or the Care-of
   Address in the Alternate Care-of Address mobility option of the
   Binding Update) MUST be set to one of the care-of addresses currently
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   in use by the mobile node or to the mobile node's home address.  A
   mobile node MAY set the care-of address differently for sending
   Binding Updates to different correspondent nodes.

   A mobile node MAY also send a Binding Update to such a correspondent
   node, instructing it to delete any existing binding for the mobile
   node from its Binding Cache, as described in Section 6.1.7.  Even in
   this case a successful completion of the return routability procedure
   is required first.

   If the care-of address is not set to the mobile node's home address,
   the Binding Update requests that the correspondent node create or
   update an entry for the mobile node in the correspondent node's
   Binding Cache.  This is done in order to record a care-of address for
   use in sending future packets to the mobile node.  In this case, the
   value specified in the Lifetime field sent in the Binding Update
   SHOULD be less than or equal to the remaining lifetime of the home
   registration and the care-of address specified for the binding.  The
   care-of address given in the Binding Update MAY differ from the
   mobile node's primary care-of address.

   If the Binding Update is sent to the correspondent node, requesting
   the deletion of any existing Binding Cache entry it has for the
   mobile node, the care-of address is set to the mobile node's home
   address and the Lifetime field set to zero.  In this case, generation
   of the binding management key depends exclusively on the home keygen
   token (Section 5.2.5).  The care-of nonce index SHOULD be set to zero
   in this case.  In keeping with the Binding Update creation rules
   below, the care-of address MUST be set to the home address if the
   mobile node is at home, or to the current care-of address if it is
   away from home.

   If the mobile node wants to ensure that its new care-of address has
   been entered into a correspondent node's Binding Cache, the mobile
   node needs to request an acknowledgement by setting the Acknowledge
   (A) bit in the Binding Update.

   A Binding Update is created as follows:

   o  The current care-of address of the mobile node MUST be sent either
      in the Source Address of the IPv6 header or in the Alternate
      Care-of Address mobility option.

   o  The Destination Address of the IPv6 header MUST contain the
      address of the correspondent node.
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   o  The Mobility Header is constructed according to rules in Sections
      6.1.7 and 5.2.6, including the Binding Authorization Data
      (calculated as defined in Section 6.2.7) and possibly the Nonce
      Indices mobility options.

   o  The home address of the mobile node MUST be added to the packet in
      a Home Address destination option, unless the Source Address is
      the home address.

   Each Binding Update MUST have a Sequence Number greater than the
   Sequence Number value sent in the previous Binding Update to the same
   destination address (if any).  The sequence numbers are compared
   modulo 2**16, as described in Section 9.5.1.  There is no
   requirement, however, that the Sequence Number value strictly
   increase by 1 with each new Binding Update sent or received, as long
   as the value stays within the window.  The last Sequence Number value
   sent to a destination in a Binding Update is stored by the mobile
   node in its Binding Update List entry for that destination.  If the
   sending mobile node has no Binding Update List entry, the Sequence
   Number SHOULD start at a random value.  The mobile node MUST NOT use
   the same Sequence Number in two different Binding Updates to the same
   correspondent node, even if the Binding Updates provide different
   care-of addresses.

   The mobile node is responsible for the completion of the
   correspondent registration, as well as any retransmissions that may
   be needed (subject to the rate limitation defined in Section 11.8).

11.7.3.  Receiving Binding Acknowledgements

   Upon receiving a packet carrying a Binding Acknowledgement, a mobile
   node MUST validate the packet according to the following tests:

   o  The packet meets the authentication requirements for Binding
      Acknowledgements defined in Sections 6.1.8 and 5.  That is, if the
      Binding Update was sent to the home agent, the underlying IPsec
      protection is used.  If the Binding Update was sent to the
      correspondent node, the Binding Authorization Data mobility option
      MUST be present and have a valid value.

   o  The Binding Authorization Data mobility option, if present, MUST
      be the last option and MUST NOT have trailing padding.

   o  The Sequence Number field matches the Sequence Number sent by the
      mobile node to this destination address in an outstanding Binding
      Update, and the Status field is not 135.
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   Any Binding Acknowledgement not satisfying all of these tests MUST be
   silently ignored.

   When a mobile node receives a packet carrying a valid Binding
   Acknowledgement, the mobile node MUST examine the Status field as
   follows:

   o  If the Status field indicates that the Binding Update was accepted
      (the Status field is less than 128), then the mobile node MUST
      update the corresponding entry in its Binding Update List to
      indicate that the Binding Update has been acknowledged; the mobile
      node MUST then stop retransmitting the Binding Update.  In
      addition, if the value specified in the Lifetime field in the
      Binding Acknowledgement is less than the Lifetime value sent in
      the Binding Update being acknowledged, the mobile node MUST
      subtract the difference between these two Lifetime values from the
      remaining lifetime for the binding as maintained in the
      corresponding Binding Update List entry (with a minimum value for
      the Binding Update List entry lifetime of 0).  That is, if the
      Lifetime value sent in the Binding Update was L_update, the
      Lifetime value received in the Binding Acknowledgement was L_ack,
      and the current remaining lifetime of the Binding Update List
      entry is L_remain, then the new value for the remaining lifetime
      of the Binding Update List entry should be

         max((L_remain - (L_update - L_ack)), 0)

      where max(X, Y) is the maximum of X and Y.  The effect of this
      step is to correctly manage the mobile node's view of the
      binding's remaining lifetime (as maintained in the corresponding
      Binding Update List entry) so that it correctly counts down from
      the Lifetime value given in the Binding Acknowledgement, but with
      the timer countdown beginning at the time that the Binding Update
      was sent.

      Mobile nodes SHOULD send a new Binding Update well before the
      expiration of this period in order to extend the lifetime.  This
      helps to avoid disruptions in communications that might otherwise
      be caused by network delays or clock drift.

   o  If the Binding Acknowledgement correctly passes authentication and
      the Status field value is 135 (Sequence Number out of window),
      then the mobile node MUST update its binding sequence number
      appropriately to match the sequence number given in the Binding
      Acknowledgement.  Otherwise, if the Status field value is 135 but
      the Binding Acknowledgement does not pass authentication, the
      message MUST be silently ignored.
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   o  If the Status field value is 1 (accepted but prefix discovery
      necessary), the mobile node SHOULD send a Mobile Prefix



      Solicitation message to update its information about the available
      prefixes.

   o  If the Status field indicates that the Binding Update was rejected
      (the Status field is greater than or equal to 128), then the
      mobile node can take steps to correct the cause of the error and
      retransmit the Binding Update (with a new Sequence Number value),
      subject to the rate limiting restriction specified in
      Section 11.8.  If this is not done or it fails, then the mobile
      node SHOULD record in its Binding Update List that future Binding
      Updates SHOULD NOT be sent to this destination.

   The treatment of a Binding Refresh Advice mobility option within the
   Binding Acknowledgement depends on where the acknowledgement came
   from.  This option MUST be ignored if the acknowledgement came from a
   correspondent node.  If it came from the home agent, the mobile node
   uses the Refresh Interval field in the option as a suggestion that it
   SHOULD attempt to refresh its home registration at the indicated
   shorter interval.

   If the acknowledgement came from the home agent, the mobile node
   examines the value of the Key Management Mobility Capability (K) bit.
   If this bit is not set, the mobile node SHOULD discard key management
   protocol connections, if any, to the home agent.  The mobile node MAY
   also initiate a new key management connection.

   If this bit is set, the mobile node SHOULD move its own endpoint in
   the key management protocol connections to the home agent, if any.
   The mobile node's new endpoint should be the new care-of address.

11.7.4.  Receiving Binding Refresh Requests

   When a mobile node receives a packet containing a Binding Refresh
   Request message, if the mobile node has a Binding Update List entry
   for the source of the Binding Refresh Request, and the mobile node
   wants to retain its Binding Cache entry at the correspondent node,
   then the mobile node should start a return routability procedure.  If
   the mobile node wants to have its Binding Cache entry removed, it can
   either ignore the Binding Refresh Request and wait for the binding to
   time out, or at any time, it can delete its binding from a
   correspondent node with an explicit Binding Update with a zero
   lifetime and the care-of address set to the home address.  If the
   mobile node does not know if it needs the Binding Cache entry, it can
   make the decision in an implementation-dependent manner, such as
   based on available resources.
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   Note that the mobile node should be careful not to respond to Binding
   Refresh Requests for addresses not in the Binding Update List to
   avoid being subjected to a denial of service attack.

   If the return routability procedure completes successfully, a Binding
   Update message SHOULD be sent, as described in Section 11.7.2.  The
   Lifetime field in this Binding Update SHOULD be set to a new
   lifetime, extending any current lifetime remaining from a previous



   Binding Update sent to this node (as indicated in any existing
   Binding Update List entry for this node), and the lifetime SHOULD
   again be less than or equal to the remaining lifetime of the home
   registration and the care-of address specified for the binding.  When
   sending this Binding Update, the mobile node MUST update its Binding
   Update List in the same way as for any other Binding Update sent by
   the mobile node.

11.8.  Retransmissions and Rate Limiting

   The mobile node is responsible for retransmissions and rate limiting
   in the return routability procedure, in registrations, and in
   solicited prefix discovery.

   When the mobile node sends a Mobile Prefix Solicitation, Home Test
   Init, Care-of Test Init, or Binding Update for which it expects a
   response, the mobile node has to determine a value for the initial
   retransmission timer:

   o  If the mobile node is sending a Mobile Prefix Solicitation, it
      SHOULD use an initial retransmission interval of
      INITIAL_SOLICIT_TIMER (see Section 12).

   o  If the mobile node is sending a Binding Update and does not have
      an existing binding at the home agent, it SHOULD use
      InitialBindackTimeoutFirstReg (see Section 13) as a value for the
      initial retransmission timer.  This long retransmission interval
      will allow the home agent to complete the Duplicate Address
      Detection procedure mandated in this case, as detailed in
      Section 11.7.1.

   o  Otherwise, the mobile node should use the specified value of
      INITIAL_BINDACK_TIMEOUT for the initial retransmission timer.

   If the mobile node fails to receive a valid matching response within
   the selected initial retransmission interval, the mobile node SHOULD
   retransmit the message until a response is received.
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   The retransmissions by the mobile node MUST use an exponential back-
   off process in which the timeout period is doubled upon each
   retransmission, until either the node receives a response or the
   timeout period reaches the value MAX_BINDACK_TIMEOUT.  The mobile
   node MAY continue to send these messages at this slower rate
   indefinitely.

   The mobile node SHOULD start a separate back-off process for
   different message types, different home addresses, and different
   care-of addresses.  However, in addition an overall rate limitation
   applies for messages sent to a particular correspondent node.  This
   ensures that the correspondent node has a sufficient amount of time
   to respond when bindings for multiple home addresses are registered,
   for instance.  The mobile node MUST NOT send Mobility Header messages



   of a particular type to a particular correspondent node more than
   MAX_UPDATE_RATE times within a second.

   Retransmitted Binding Updates MUST use a Sequence Number value
   greater than that used for the previous transmission of this Binding
   Update.  Retransmitted Home Test Init and Care-of Test Init messages
   MUST use new cookie values.

12.  Protocol Constants

           DHAAD_RETRIES                   4 retransmissions
           INITIAL_BINDACK_TIMEOUT         1 second
           INITIAL_DHAAD_TIMEOUT           3 seconds
           INITIAL_SOLICIT_TIMER           3 seconds
           MAX_BINDACK_TIMEOUT             32 seconds
           MAX_DELETE_BCE_TIMEOUT          10 seconds
           MAX_NONCE_LIFETIME              240 seconds
           MAX_TOKEN_LIFETIME              210 seconds
           MAX_RO_FAILURE                  3 retries
           MAX_RR_BINDING_LIFETIME         420 seconds
           MAX_UPDATE_RATE                 3 times
           PREFIX_ADV_RETRIES              3 retransmissions
           PREFIX_ADV_TIMEOUT              3 seconds

13.  Protocol Configuration Variables

           MaxMobPfxAdvInterval            Default: 86,400 seconds
           MinDelayBetweenRAs              Default: 3 seconds,
                                           Min: 0.03 seconds
           MinMobPfxAdvInterval            Default: 600 seconds
           InitialBindackTimeoutFirstReg   Default: 1.5 seconds
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   Home agents MUST allow the first three variables to be configured by
   system management, and mobile nodes MUST allow the last variable to
   be configured by system management.

   The default value for InitialBindackTimeoutFirstReg has been
   calculated as 1.5 times the default value of RetransTimer, as
   specified in Neighbor Discovery (RFC 4861 [18]) times the default
   value of DupAddrDetectTransmits, as specified in Stateless Address
   Autoconfiguration (RFC 4862 [19]).

   The value MinDelayBetweenRAs overrides the value of the protocol
   constant MIN_DELAY_BETWEEN_RAS, as specified in Neighbor Discovery
   (RFC 4861 [18]).  This variable SHOULD be set to MinRtrAdvInterval,
   if MinRtrAdvInterval is less than 3 seconds.

14.  IANA Considerations

   This document defines a new IPv6 protocol, the Mobility Header,
   described in Section 6.1.  This protocol has been assigned protocol
   number 135.



   This document also creates a new name space "Mobility Header Type",
   for the MH Type field in the Mobility Header.  The current message
   types are described starting from Section 6.1.2, and are the
   following:

      0  Binding Refresh Request

      1  Home Test Init

      2  Care-of Test Init

      3  Home Test

      4  Care-of Test

      5  Binding Update

      6  Binding Acknowledgement

      7  Binding Error

   Future values of the MH Type can be allocated using Standards Action
   or IESG Approval [23].
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   Furthermore, each mobility message may contain mobility options as
   described in Section 6.2.  This document defines a new name space
   "Mobility Option" to identify these options.  The current mobility
   options are defined starting from Section 6.2.2 and are the
   following:

      0  Pad1

      1  PadN

      2  Binding Refresh Advice

      3  Alternate Care-of Address

      4  Nonce Indices

      5  Authorization Data

   Future values of the Option Type can be allocated using Standards
   Action or IESG Approval [23].

   Finally, this document creates a third new name space "Status Code"
   for the Status field in the Binding Acknowledgement message.  The
   current values are listed in Section 6.1.8 and are the following:

   0  Binding Update accepted



   1  Accepted but prefix discovery necessary

   128  Reason unspecified

   129  Administratively prohibited

   130  Insufficient resources

   131  Home registration not supported

   132  Not home subnet

   133  Not home agent for this mobile node

   134  Duplicate Address Detection failed

   135  Sequence number out of window

   136  Expired home nonce index

   137  Expired care-of nonce index
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   138  Expired nonces

   139  Registration type change disallowed

   174  Invalid Care-of Address

   Future values of the Status field can be allocated using Standards
   Action or IESG Approval [23].

   All fields labeled "Reserved" are only to be assigned through
   Standards Action or IESG Approval.

   This document also defines a new IPv6 destination option, the Home
   Address option, described in Section 6.3.  This option has been
   assigned the Option Type value 0xC9.

   This document also defines a new IPv6 type 2 routing header,
   described in Section 6.4.  The value 2 has been allocated by IANA.

   In addition, this document defines four ICMP message types, two used
   as part of the dynamic home agent address discovery mechanism, and
   two used in lieu of Router Solicitations and Advertisements when the
   mobile node is away from the home link.  These messages have been
   assigned ICMPv6 type numbers from the informational message range:

   o  The Home Agent Address Discovery Request message, described in
      Section 6.5;

   o  The Home Agent Address Discovery Reply message, described in
      Section 6.6;

   o  The Mobile Prefix Solicitation, described in Section 6.7; and



   o  The Mobile Prefix Advertisement, described in Section 6.8.

   This document also defines two new Neighbor Discovery [18] options,
   which have been assigned Option Type values within the option
   numbering space for Neighbor Discovery messages:

   o  The Advertisement Interval option, described in Section 7.3; and

   o  The Home Agent Information option, described in Section 7.4.
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15.  Security Considerations

15.1.  Threats

   Any mobility solution must protect itself against misuses of the
   mobility features and mechanisms.  In Mobile IPv6, most of the
   potential threats are concerned with false bindings, usually
   resulting in denial-of-service attacks.  Some of the threats also
   pose potential for man-in-the-middle, hijacking, confidentiality, and
   impersonation attacks.  The main threats this protocol protects
   against are the following:

   o  Threats involving Binding Updates sent to home agents and
      correspondent nodes.  For instance, an attacker might claim that a
      certain mobile node is currently at a different location than it
      really is.  If a home agent accepts such spoofed information sent
      to it, the mobile node might not get traffic destined to it.
      Similarly, a malicious (mobile) node might use the home address of
      a victim node in a forged Binding Update sent to a correspondent
      node.

      These pose threats against confidentiality, integrity, and
      availability.  That is, an attacker might learn the contents of
      packets destined to another node by redirecting the traffic to
      itself.  Furthermore, an attacker might use the redirected packets
      in an attempt to set itself as a man in the middle between a
      mobile and a correspondent node.  This would allow the attacker to
      impersonate the mobile node, leading to integrity and availability
      problems.

      A malicious (mobile) node might also send Binding Updates in which
      the care-of address is set to the address of a victim node.  If
      such Binding Updates were accepted, the malicious node could lure
      the correspondent node into sending potentially large amounts of
      data to the victim; the correspondent node's replies to messages
      sent by the malicious mobile node will be sent to the victim host
      or network.  This could be used to cause a distributed denial-of-
      service attack.  For example, the correspondent node might be a



      site that will send a high-bandwidth stream of video to anyone who
      asks for it.  Note that the use of flow-control protocols such as
      TCP does not necessarily defend against this type of attack,
      because the attacker can fake the acknowledgements.  Even keeping
      TCP initial sequence numbers secret does not help, because the
      attacker can receive the first few segments (including the ISN) at
      its own address, and only then redirect the stream to the victim's
      address.  These types of attacks may also be directed to networks
      instead of nodes.  Further variations of this threat are described
      elsewhere [28] [35].
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      An attacker might also attempt to disrupt a mobile node's
      communications by replaying a Binding Update that the node had
      sent earlier.  If the old Binding Update was accepted, packets
      destined for the mobile node would be sent to its old location as
      opposed to its current location.

      A malicious mobile node associated to multiple home agents could
      create a routing loop amongst them.  This can be achieved when a
      mobile node binds one home address located on a first home agent
      to another home address on a second home agent.  This type of
      binding will force the home agents to route the same packet among
      each other without knowledge that a routing loop has been created.
      Such looping problem is limited to cases where a mobile node has
      multiple home agents and is permitted to be associated with the
      multiple home agents.  For the single home agent case, a policy at
      the home agent would prevent the binding of one home address to
      another home address hosted by the same home agent.

      The potential problems caused by such routing loops in this
      scenario can be substantially reduced by use of the Tunnel-Limit
      Option specified in RFC 2473 [7].

      In conclusion, there are denial-of-service, man-in-the-middle,
      confidentiality, and impersonation threats against the parties
      involved in sending legitimate Binding Updates, the threat of
      routing loops when there are multiple home agents, and denial-of-
      service threats against any other party.

   o  Threats associated with payload packets: Payload packets exchanged
      with mobile nodes are exposed to similar threats as that of
      regular IPv6 traffic.  However, Mobile IPv6 introduces the Home
      Address destination option and a new routing header type (type 2),
      and uses tunneling headers in the payload packets.  The protocol
      must protect against potential new threats involving the use of
      these mechanisms.

      Third parties become exposed to a reflection threat via the Home
      Address destination option, unless appropriate security
      precautions are followed.  The Home Address destination option
      could be used to direct response traffic toward a node whose IP
      address appears in the option.  In this case, ingress filtering
      would not catch the forged "return address" [38] [43].

      A similar threat exists with the tunnels between the mobile node



      and the home agent.  An attacker might forge tunnel packets
      between the mobile node and the home agent, making it appear that
      the traffic is coming from the mobile node when it is not.  Note
      that an attacker who is able to forge tunnel packets would
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      typically also be able to forge packets that appear to come
      directly from the mobile node.  This is not a new threat as such.
      However, it may make it easier for attackers to escape detection
      by avoiding ingress filtering and packet tracing mechanisms.
      Furthermore, spoofed tunnel packets might be used to gain access
      to the home network.

      Finally, a routing header could also be used in reflection
      attacks, and in attacks designed to bypass firewalls.  The
      generality of the regular routing header would allow circumvention
      of IP-address based rules in firewalls.  It would also allow
      reflection of traffic to other nodes.  These threats exist with
      routing headers in general, even if the usage that Mobile IPv6
      requires is safe.

   o  Threats associated with dynamic home agent and mobile prefix
      discovery.

   o  Threats against the Mobile IPv6 security mechanisms themselves: An
      attacker might, for instance, lure the participants into executing
      expensive cryptographic operations or allocating memory for the
      purpose of keeping state.  The victim node would have no resources
      left to handle other tasks.

   As a fundamental service in an IPv6 stack, Mobile IPv6 is expected to
   be deployed in most nodes of the IPv6 Internet.  The above threats
   should therefore be considered as being applicable to the whole
   Internet.

   It should also be noted that some additional threats result from
   movements as such, even without the involvement of mobility
   protocols.  Mobile nodes must be capable to defend themselves in the
   networks that they visit, as typical perimeter defenses applied in
   the home network no longer protect them.

15.2.  Features

   This specification provides a series of features designed to mitigate
   the risk introduced by the threats listed above.  The main security
   features are the following:

   o  Reverse tunneling as a mandatory feature.

   o  Protection of Binding Updates sent to home agents.

   o  Protection of Binding Updates sent to correspondent nodes.
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   o  Protection against reflection attacks that use the Home Address
      destination option.

   o  Protection of tunnels between the mobile node and the home agent.

   o  Closing routing header vulnerabilities.

   o  Mitigating denial-of-service threats to the Mobile IPv6 security
      mechanisms themselves.

   The support for encrypted reverse tunneling (see Section 11.3.1)
   allows mobile nodes to defeat certain kinds of traffic analysis.

   Protecting those Binding Updates that are sent to home agents and
   those that are sent to arbitrary correspondent nodes requires very
   different security solutions due to the different situations.  Mobile
   nodes and home agents are naturally expected to be subject to the
   network administration of the home domain.

   Thus, they can and are supposed to have a security association that
   can be used to reliably authenticate the exchanged messages.  See
   Section 5.1 for the description of the protocol mechanisms, and
   Section 15.3 below for a discussion of the resulting level of
   security.

   It is expected that Mobile IPv6 route optimization will be used on a
   global basis between nodes belonging to different administrative
   domains.  It would be a very demanding task to build an
   authentication infrastructure on this scale.  Furthermore, a
   traditional authentication infrastructure cannot be easily used to
   authenticate IP addresses because IP addresses can change often.  It
   is not sufficient to just authenticate the mobile nodes;
   authorization to claim the right to use an address is needed as well.
   Thus, an "infrastructureless" approach is necessary.  The chosen
   infrastructureless method is described in Section 5.2, and
   Section 15.4 discusses the resulting security level and the design
   rationale of this approach.

   Specific rules guide the use of the Home Address destination option,
   the routing header, and the tunneling headers in the payload packets.
   These rules are necessary to remove the vulnerabilities associated
   with their unrestricted use.  The effect of the rules is discussed in
   Sections 15.7, 15.8, and 15.9.

   Denial-of-service threats against Mobile IPv6 security mechanisms
   themselves concern mainly the Binding Update procedures with
   correspondent nodes.  The protocol has been designed to limit the
   effects of such attacks, as will be described in Section 15.4.5.
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15.3.  Binding Updates to Home Agent

   Signaling between the mobile node and the home agent requires message
   integrity.  This is necessary to assure the home agent that a Binding
   Update is from a legitimate mobile node.  In addition, correct
   ordering and anti-replay protection are optionally needed.

   IPsec ESP protects the integrity of the Binding Updates and Binding
   Acknowledgements by securing mobility messages between the mobile
   node and the home agent.

   IPsec can provide anti-replay protection only if dynamic keying is
   used (which may not always be the case).  IPsec does not guarantee
   correct ordering of packets, only that they have not been replayed.
   Because of this, sequence numbers within the Mobile IPv6 messages are
   used to ensure correct ordering (see Section 5.1).  However, if the
   16-bit Mobile IPv6 sequence number space is cycled through, or the
   home agent reboots and loses its state regarding the sequence
   numbers, replay and reordering attacks become possible.  The use of
   dynamic keying, IPsec anti-replay protection, and the Mobile IPv6
   sequence numbers can together prevent such attacks.  It is also
   recommended that use of non-volatile storage be considered for home
   agents, to avoid losing their state.

   A sliding window scheme is used for the sequence numbers.  The
   protection against replays and reordering attacks without a key
   management mechanism works when the attacker remembers up to a
   maximum of 2**15 Binding Updates.

   The above mechanisms do not show that the care-of address given in
   the Binding Update is correct.  This opens the possibility for
   denial-of-service attacks against third parties.  However, since the
   mobile node and home agent have a security association, the home
   agent can always identify an ill-behaving mobile node.  This allows
   the home agent operator to discontinue the mobile node's service, and
   possibly take further actions based on the business relationship with
   the mobile node's owner.

   Note that the use of a single pair of manually keyed security
   associations conflicts with the generation of a new home address [21]
   for the mobile node, or with the adoption of a new home subnet
   prefix.  This is because IPsec security associations are bound to the
   used addresses.  While certificate-based automatic keying alleviates
   this problem to an extent, it is still necessary to ensure that a
   given mobile node cannot send Binding Updates for the address of
   another mobile node.  In general, this leads to the inclusion of home
   addresses in certificates in the Subject AltName field.  This again
   limits the introduction of new addresses without either manual or
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   automatic procedures to establish new certificates.  Therefore, this
   specification restricts the generation of new home addresses (for any
   reason) to those situations where a security association or
   certificate for the new address already exists.

   Support for IKEv2 has been specified as optional.  The following



   should be observed about the use of manual keying:

   o  As discussed above, with manually keyed IPsec, only a limited form
      of protection exists against replay and reordering attacks.  A
      vulnerability exists if either the sequence number space is cycled
      through or the home agent reboots and forgets its sequence numbers
      (and uses volatile memory to store the sequence numbers).

      Assuming the mobile node moves continuously every 10 minutes, it
      takes roughly 455 days before the sequence number space has been
      cycled through.  Typical movement patterns rarely reach this high
      frequency today.

   o  A mobile node and its home agent belong to the same domain.  If
      this were not the case, manual keying would not be possible [42],
      but in Mobile IPv6 only these two parties need to know the
      manually configured keys.  Similarly, we note that Mobile IPv6
      employs standard block ciphers in IPsec, and is not vulnerable to
      problems associated with stream ciphers and manual keying.

   o  It is expected that the owner of the mobile node and the
      administrator of the home agent agree on the used keys and other
      parameters with some off-line mechanism.

   The use of IKEv2 with Mobile IPv6 is documented in more detail in
   [20].  The following should be observed regarding the use of IKEv2:

   o  It is necessary to prevent a mobile node from claiming another
      mobile node's home address.  The home agent must verify that the
      mobile node trying to negotiate the SA for a particular home
      address is authorized for that home address.  This implies that
      even with the use of IKEv2, a policy entry needs to be configured
      for each home address served by the home agent.

      It may be possible to include home addresses in the Subject
      AltName field of certificate to avoid this.  However,
      implementations are not guaranteed to support the use of a
      particular IP address (care-of address) while another address
      (home address) appears in the certificate.  In any case, even this
      approach would require user-specific tasks in the certificate
      authority.
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   o  Due to the problems outlined in Section 11.3.2, the IKEv2 SA
      between the mobile node and its home agent is established using
      the mobile node's current care-of address.  This implies that when
      the mobile node moves to a new location, it may have to
      re-establish an IKEv2 security association.  A Key Management
      Mobility Capability (K) flag is provided for implementations that
      can update the IKEv2 endpoints without re-establishing an IKEv2
      security association, but the support for this behavior is
      optional.

   o  Nevertheless, even if per-mobile node configuration is required
      with IKEv2, an important benefit of IKEv2 is that it automates the



      negotiation of cryptographic parameters, including the Security
      Parameter Indices (SPIs), cryptographic algorithms, and so on.
      Thus, less configuration information is needed.

   o  The frequency of movements in some link layers or deployment
      scenarios may be high enough to make replay and reordering attacks
      possible, if only manual keying is used.  IKEv2 SHOULD be used in
      such cases.  Potentially vulnerable scenarios involve continuous
      movement through small cells, or uncontrolled alternation between
      available network attachment points.

   o  Similarly, in some deployment scenarios the number of mobile nodes
      may be very large.  In these cases, it can be necessary to use
      automatic mechanisms to reduce the management effort in the
      administration of cryptographic parameters, even if some per-
      mobile node configuration is always needed.  IKEv2 SHOULD also be
      used in such cases.

15.4.  Binding Updates to Correspondent Nodes

   The motivation for designing the return routability procedure was to
   have sufficient support for Mobile IPv6, without creating significant
   new security problems.  The goal for this procedure was not to
   protect against attacks that were already possible before the
   introduction of Mobile IPv6.

   The next sections will describe the security properties of the used
   method, both from the point of view of possible on-path attackers who
   can see those cryptographic values that have been sent in the clear
   (Sections 15.4.2 and 15.4.3) and from the point of view of other
   attackers (Section 15.4.6).
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15.4.1.  Overview

   The chosen infrastructureless method verifies that the mobile node is
   "live" (that is, it responds to probes) at its home and care-of
   addresses.  Section 5.2 describes the return routability procedure in
   detail.  The procedure uses the following principles:

   o  A message exchange verifies that the mobile node is reachable at
      its addresses, i.e., is at least able to transmit and receive
      traffic at both the home and care-of addresses.

   o  The eventual Binding Update is cryptographically bound to the
      tokens supplied in the exchanged messages.

   o  Symmetric exchanges are employed to avoid the use of this protocol
      in reflection attacks.  In a symmetric exchange, the responses are
      always sent to the same address from which the request was sent.



   o  The correspondent node operates in a stateless manner until it
      receives a fully authorized Binding Update.

   o  Some additional protection is provided by encrypting the tunnels
      between the mobile node and home agent with IPsec ESP.  As the
      tunnel also transports the nonce exchanges, the ability of
      attackers to see these nonces is limited.  For instance, this
      prevents attacks from being launched from the mobile node's
      current foreign link, even when no link-layer confidentiality is
      available.

      The resulting level of security is in theory the same even without
      this additional protection: the return routability tokens are
      still exposed only to one path within the whole Internet.
      However, the mobile nodes are often found on an insecure link,
      such as a public access Wireless LAN.  Thus, in many cases, this
      addition makes a practical difference.

   For further information about the design rationale of the return
   routability procedure, see [28] [35] [34] [43].  The mechanisms used
   have been adopted from these documents.

15.4.2.  Achieved Security Properties

   The return routability procedure protects Binding Updates against all
   attackers who are unable to monitor the path between the home agent
   and the correspondent node.  The procedure does not defend against
   attackers who can monitor this path.  Note that such attackers are in
   any case able to mount an active attack against the mobile node when
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   it is at its home location.  The possibility of such attacks is not
   an impediment to the deployment of Mobile IPv6 because these attacks
   are possible regardless of whether or not Mobile IPv6 is in use.

   This procedure also protects against denial-of-service attacks in
   which the attacker pretends to be mobile, but uses the victim's
   address as the care-of address.  This would cause the correspondent
   node to send the victim some unexpected traffic.  This procedure
   defends against these attacks by requiring at least the passive
   presence of the attacker at the care-of address or on the path from
   the correspondent to the care-of address.  Normally, this will be the
   mobile node.

15.4.3.  Comparison to Regular IPv6 Communications

   This section discusses the protection offered by the return
   routability method by comparing it to the security of regular IPv6
   communications.  We will divide vulnerabilities into three classes:
   (1) those related to attackers on the local network of the mobile
   node, home agent, or the correspondent node, (2) those related to
   attackers on the path between the home network and the correspondent
   node, and (3) off-path attackers, i.e., the rest of the Internet.

   We will now discuss the vulnerabilities of regular IPv6



   communications.  The on-link vulnerabilities of IPv6 communications
   include denial-of-service, masquerading, man-in-the-middle,
   eavesdropping, and other attacks.  These attacks can be launched
   through spoofing Router Discovery, Neighbor Discovery, and other IPv6
   mechanisms.  Some of these attacks can be prevented with the use of
   cryptographic protection in the packets.

   A similar situation exists with on-path attackers.  That is, without
   cryptographic protection, the traffic is completely vulnerable.

   Assuming that attackers have not penetrated the security of the
   Internet routing protocols, attacks are much harder to launch from
   off-path locations.  Attacks that can be launched from these
   locations are mainly denial-of-service attacks, such as flooding
   and/or reflection attacks.  It is not possible for an off-path
   attacker to become a man in the middle.

   Next, we will consider the vulnerabilities that exist when IPv6 is
   used together with Mobile IPv6 and the return routability procedure.
   On the local link, the vulnerabilities are the same as those in IPv6,
   but masquerade and man-in-the-middle attacks can now also be launched
   against future communications, and not just against current
   communications.  If a Binding Update was sent while the attacker was
   present on the link, its effects remain for the lifetime of the
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   binding.  This happens even if the attacker moves away from the link.
   In contrast, an attacker who uses only plain IPv6 generally has to
   stay on the link in order to continue the attack.  Note that in order
   to launch these new attacks, the IP address of the victim must be
   known.  This makes this attack feasible, mainly in the context of
   well-known interface IDs, such as those already appearing in the
   traffic on the link or registered in the DNS.

   On-path attackers can exploit similar vulnerabilities as in regular
   IPv6.  There are some minor differences, however.  Masquerade, man-
   in-the-middle, and denial-of-service attacks can be launched with
   just the interception of a few packets, whereas in regular IPv6 it is
   necessary to intercept every packet.  The effect of the attacks is
   the same regardless of the method, however.  In any case, the most
   difficult task an attacker faces in these attacks is getting on the
   right path.

   The vulnerabilities for off-path attackers are the same as in regular
   IPv6.  Those nodes that are not on the path between the home agent
   and the correspondent node will not be able to receive the home
   address probe messages.

   In conclusion, we can state the following main results from this
   comparison:

   o  Return routability prevents any off-path attacks beyond those that
      are already possible in regular IPv6.  This is the most important
      result, preventing attackers on the Internet from exploiting any
      vulnerabilities.



   o  Vulnerabilities to attackers on the home agent link, the
      correspondent node link, and the path between them are roughly the
      same as in regular IPv6.

   o  However, one difference is that in basic IPv6 an on-path attacker
      must be constantly present on the link or the path, whereas with
      Mobile IPv6, an attacker can leave a binding behind after moving
      away.

      For this reason, this specification limits the creation of
      bindings to at most MAX_TOKEN_LIFETIME seconds after the last
      routability check has been performed, and limits the duration of a
      binding to at most MAX_RR_BINDING_LIFETIME seconds.  With these
      limitations, attackers cannot take any practical advantages of
      this vulnerability.
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   o  There are some other minor differences, such as an effect to the
      denial-of-service vulnerabilities.  These can be considered to be
      insignificant.

   o  The path between the home agent and a correspondent node is
      typically easiest to attack on the links at either end, in
      particular if these links are publicly accessible wireless LANs.
      Attacks against the routers or switches on the path are typically
      harder to accomplish.  The security on layer 2 of the links plays
      then a major role in the resulting overall network security.
      Similarly, security of IPv6 Neighbor and Router Discovery on these
      links has a large impact.  If these were secured using some new
      technology in the future, this could change the situation
      regarding the easiest point of attack.

   For a more in-depth discussion of these issues, see [43].

15.4.4.  Replay Attacks

   The return routability procedure also protects the participants
   against replayed Binding Updates.  The attacker is unable replay the
   same message due to the sequence number that is a part of the Binding
   Update.  It is also unable to modify the Binding Update since the MAC
   verification would fail after such a modification.

   Care must be taken when removing bindings at the correspondent node,
   however.  If a binding is removed while the nonce used in its
   creation is still valid, an attacker could replay the old Binding
   Update.  Rules outlined in Section 5.2.8 ensure that this cannot
   happen.

15.4.5.  Denial-of-Service Attacks

   The return routability procedure has protection against resource
   exhaustion denial-of-service attacks.  The correspondent nodes do not
   retain any state about individual mobile nodes until an authentic



   Binding Update arrives.  This is achieved through the construct of
   keygen tokens from the nonces and node keys that are not specific to
   individual mobile nodes.  The keygen tokens can be reconstructed by
   the correspondent node, based on the home and care-of address
   information that arrives with the Binding Update.  This means that
   the correspondent nodes are safe against memory exhaustion attacks
   except where on-path attackers are concerned.  Due to the use of
   symmetric cryptography, the correspondent nodes are relatively safe
   against CPU resource exhaustion attacks as well.
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   Nevertheless, as [28] describes, there are situations in which it is
   impossible for the mobile and correspondent nodes to determine if
   they actually need a binding or whether they just have been fooled
   into believing so by an attacker.  Therefore, it is necessary to
   consider situations where such attacks are being made.

   Even if route optimization is a very important optimization, it is
   still only an optimization.  A mobile node can communicate with a
   correspondent node even if the correspondent refuses to accept any
   Binding Updates.  However, performance will suffer because packets
   from the correspondent node to the mobile node will be routed via the
   mobile's home agent rather than a more direct route.  A correspondent
   node can protect itself against some of these resource exhaustion
   attacks as follows.  If the correspondent node is flooded with a
   large number of Binding Updates that fail the cryptographic integrity
   checks, it can stop processing Binding Updates.  If a correspondent
   node finds that it is spending more resources on checking bogus
   Binding Updates than it is likely to save by accepting genuine
   Binding Updates, then it may silently discard some or all Binding
   Updates without performing any cryptographic operations.

   Layers above IP can usually provide additional information to help
   determine whether there is a need to establish a binding with a
   specific peer.  For example, TCP knows if the node has a queue of
   data that it is trying to send to a peer.  An implementation of this
   specification is not required to make use of information from higher
   protocol layers, but some implementations are likely to be able to
   manage resources more effectively by making use of such information.

   We also require that all implementations be capable of
   administratively disabling route optimization.

15.4.6.  Key Lengths

   Attackers can try to break the return routability procedure in many
   ways.  Section 15.4.2 discusses the situation where the attacker can
   see the cryptographic values sent in the clear, and Section 15.4.3
   discusses the impact this has on IPv6 communications.  This section
   discusses whether attackers can guess the correct values without
   seeing them.

   While the return routability procedure is in progress, 64-bit cookies



   are used to protect spoofed responses.  This is believed to be
   sufficient, given that to blindly spoof a response a very large
   number of messages would have to be sent before success would be
   probable.
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   The tokens used in the return routability procedure provide together
   128 bits of information.  This information is used internally as
   input to a hash function to produce a 160-bit quantity suitable for
   producing the keyed hash in the Binding Update using the HMAC_SHA1
   algorithm.  The final keyed hash length is 96 bits.  The limiting
   factors in this case are the input token lengths and the final keyed
   hash length.  The internal hash function application does not reduce
   the entropy.

   The 96-bit final keyed hash is of typical size and is believed to be
   secure.  The 128-bit input from the tokens is broken in two pieces,
   the home keygen token and the care-of keygen token.  An attacker can
   try to guess the correct cookie value, but again this would require a
   large number of messages (an the average 2**63 messages for one or
   2**127 for two).  Furthermore, given that the cookies are valid only
   for a short period of time, the attack has to keep a high constant
   message rate to achieve a lasting effect.  This does not appear
   practical.

   When the mobile node is returning home, it is allowed to use just the
   home keygen token of 64 bits.  This is less than 128 bits, but
   attacking it blindly would still require a large number of messages
   to be sent.  If the attacker is on the path and capable of seeing the
   Binding Update, it could conceivably break the keyed hash with brute
   force.  However, in this case the attacker has to be on the path,
   which appears to offer easier ways for denial of service than
   preventing route optimization.

15.5.  Dynamic Home Agent Address Discovery

   The dynamic home agent address discovery function could be used to
   learn the addresses of home agents in the home network.

   The ability to learn addresses of nodes may be useful to attackers
   because brute-force scanning of the address space is not practical
   with IPv6.  Thus, they could benefit from any means that make mapping
   the networks easier.  For example, if a security threat targeted at
   routers or even home agents is discovered, having a simple ICMP
   mechanism to easily find out possible targets may prove to be an
   additional (though minor) security risk.

   This document does not define any authentication mechanism for
   dynamic home agent address discovery messages.  Therefore, the home
   agent cannot verify the home address of the mobile node that
   requested the list of home agents.
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   Apart from discovering the address(es) of home agents, attackers will
   not be able to learn much from this information, and mobile nodes
   cannot be tricked into using wrong home agents, as all other
   communication with the home agents is secure.

   In cases where additional security is needed, one may consider
   instead the use of MIPv6 bootstrapping [22], (based on DNS SRV
   Resource Records [10]) in conjunction with security mechanisms
   suggested in these specifications.  In that solution, security is
   provided by the DNS Security (DNSSEC) [13] framework.  The needed
   pre-configured data on the mobile node for this mechanism is the
   domain name of the mobile service provider, which is marginally
   better than the home subnet prefix.  For the security, a trust anchor
   that dominates the domain is needed.

15.6.  Mobile Prefix Discovery

   The mobile prefix discovery function may leak interesting information
   about network topology and prefix lifetimes to eavesdroppers; for
   this reason, requests for this information have to be authenticated.
   Responses and unsolicited prefix information needs to be
   authenticated to prevent the mobile nodes from being tricked into
   believing false information about the prefixes and possibly
   preventing communications with the existing addresses.  Optionally,
   encryption may be applied to prevent leakage of the prefix
   information.

15.7.  Tunneling via the Home Agent

   Tunnels between the mobile node and the home agent can be protected
   by ensuring proper use of source addresses, and optional
   cryptographic protection.  These procedures are discussed in
   Section 5.5.

   Binding Updates to the home agents are secure.  When receiving
   tunneled traffic, the home agent verifies that the outer IP address
   corresponds to the current location of the mobile node.  This acts as
   a weak form of protection against spoofing packets that appear to
   come from the mobile node.  This is particularly useful, if no end-
   to-end security is being applied between the mobile and correspondent
   nodes.  The outer IP address check prevents attacks where the
   attacker is controlled by ingress filtering.  It also prevents
   attacks when the attacker does not know the current care-of address
   of the mobile node.  Attackers who know the care-of address and are
   not controlled by ingress filtering could still send traffic through
   the home agent.  This includes attackers on the same local link as
   the mobile node is currently on.  But such attackers could send
   packets that appear to come from the mobile node without attacking
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   the tunnel; the attacker could simply send packets with the source
   address set to the mobile node's home address.  However, this attack
   does not work if the final destination of the packet is in the home
   network, and some form of perimeter defense is being applied for
   packets sent to those destinations.  In such cases it is recommended
   that either end-to-end security or additional tunnel protection be
   applied, as is usual in remote access situations.

   Home agents and mobile nodes may use IPsec ESP to protect payload
   packets tunneled between themselves.  This is useful for protecting
   communications against attackers on the path of the tunnel.

   When a unique-local address (ULA, RFC 4193 [15]) is used as a home
   address, reverse tunneling can be used to send local traffic from
   another location.  Administrators should be aware of this when
   allowing such home addresses.  In particular, the outer IP address
   check described above is not sufficient against all attackers.  The
   use of encrypted tunnels is particularly useful for these kinds of
   home addresses.

15.8.  Home Address Option

   When the mobile node sends packets directly to the correspondent
   node, the Source Address field of the packet's IPv6 header is the
   care-of address.  Therefore, ingress filtering [27] works in the
   usual manner even for mobile nodes, as the Source Address is
   topologically correct.  The Home Address option is used to inform the
   correspondent node of the mobile node's home address.

   However, the care-of address in the Source Address field does not
   survive in replies sent by the correspondent node unless it has a
   binding for this mobile node.  Also, not all attacker tracing
   mechanisms work when packets are being reflected through
   correspondent nodes using the Home Address option.  For these
   reasons, this specification restricts the use of the Home Address
   option.  It may only be used when a binding has already been
   established with the participation of the node at the home address,
   as described in Sections 5.5 and 6.3.  This prevents reflection
   attacks through the use of the Home Address option.  It also ensures
   that the correspondent nodes reply to the same address that the
   mobile node sends traffic from.

   No special authentication of the Home Address option is required
   beyond the above, but note that if the IPv6 header of a packet is
   covered by IPsec Authentication Header, then that authentication
   covers the Home Address option as well.  Thus, even when
   authentication is used in the IPv6 header, the security of the Source
   Address field in the IPv6 header is not compromised by the presence
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   of a Home Address option.  Without authentication of the packet, any
   field in the IPv6 header including the Source Address field or any
   other part of the packet and the Home Address option can be forged or
   modified in transit.  In this case, the contents of the Home Address



   option is no more suspect than any other part of the packet.

15.9.  Type 2 Routing Header

   The definition of the type 2 routing header is described in
   Section 6.4.  This definition and the associated processing rules
   have been chosen so that the header cannot be used for what is
   traditionally viewed as source routing.  In particular, the home
   address in the routing header will always have to be assigned to the
   home address of the receiving node; otherwise, the packet will be
   dropped.

   Generally, source routing has a number of security concerns.  These
   include the automatic reversal of unauthenticated source routes
   (which is an issue for IPv4, but not for IPv6).  Another concern is
   the ability to use source routing to "jump" between nodes inside, as
   well as outside, a firewall.  These security concerns are not issues
   in Mobile IPv6, due to the rules mentioned above.

   In essence the semantics of the type 2 routing header is the same as
   a special form of IP-in-IP tunneling where the inner and outer source
   addresses are the same.

   This implies that a device that implements the filtering of packets
   should be able to distinguish between a type 2 routing header and
   other routing headers, as required in Section 8.3.  This is necessary
   in order to allow Mobile IPv6 traffic while still having the option
   of filtering out other uses of routing headers.

15.10.  SHA-1 Secure Enough for Mobile IPv6 Control Messages

   This document relies on hash-based message authentication codes
   (HMAC) computed using the SHA-1 [11] hash algorithm for the home
   keygen token and care-of keygen token, as well as the authentication
   fields in the binding update and binding authorization data (see
   Section 5.2.4).  While SHA-1 has been deprecated for some
   cryptographic mechanisms, SHA-1 is considered secure for the
   foreseeable future when used as specified here.  For additional
   details, see [39].
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Appendix A.  Future Extensions

A.1.  Piggybacking

   This document does not specify how to piggyback payload packets on
   the binding-related messages.  However, it is envisioned that this
   can be specified in a separate document when issues such as the
   interaction between piggybacking and IPsec are fully resolved (see
   also Appendix A.3).  The return routability messages can indicate
   support for piggybacking with a new mobility option.

A.2.  Triangular Routing

   Due to the concerns about opening reflection attacks with the Home
   Address destination option, this specification requires that this
   option be verified against the Binding Cache, i.e., there must be a
   Binding Cache entry for the home address and care-of address.

   Future extensions may be specified that allow the use of unverified
   Home Address destination options in ways that do not introduce
   security issues.

A.3.  New Authorization Methods

   While the return routability procedure provides a good level of
   security, there exist methods that have even higher levels of
   security.  Second, as discussed in Section 15.4, future enhancements
   of IPv6 security may cause a need to also improve the security of the
   return routability procedure.  Using IPsec as the sole method for
   authorizing Binding Updates to correspondent nodes is also possible.
   The protection of the Mobility Header for this purpose is easy,
   though one must ensure that the IPsec SA was created with appropriate
   authorization to use the home address referenced in the Binding
   Update.  For instance, a certificate used by IKEv2 to create the



   security association might contain the home address.  A future
   specification may specify how this is done.

A.4.  Neighbor Discovery Extensions

   Future specifications may improve the efficiency of Neighbor
   Discovery tasks, which could be helpful for fast movements.  One
   factor is currently being looked at: the delays caused by the
   Duplicate Address Detection mechanism.  Currently, Duplicate Address
   Detection needs to be performed for every new care-of address as the
   mobile node moves, and for the mobile node's link-local address on
   every new link.  In particular, the need and the trade-offs of
   re-performing Duplicate Address Detection for the link-local address
   every time the mobile node moves on to new links will need to be
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   examined.  Improvements in this area are, however, generally
   applicable and progress independently from the Mobile IPv6
   specification.

   Future functional improvements may also be relevant for Mobile IPv6
   and other applications.  For instance, mechanisms that would allow
   recovery from a Duplicate Address Detection collision would be useful
   for link-local, care-of, and home addresses.

Appendix B.  Changes since RFC 3775

   The following issues were identified during the evolution of the
   current document.  Discussion about most of the issues can be found
   on the [mext] working group page
   http://trac.tools.ietf.org/wg/mext/trac/report/6

   Issue #1  Last Accepted SQN [Ahmad Muhanna]

      Solution: specify that the mobile node update its binding sequence
      number to match the sequence number given in the Binding
      Acknowledgement (if the Binding Acknowledgement correctly passes
      authentication and the status is 135 (Sequence Number out of
      window).  See Section 11.7.3.

   Issue #4  Remove references to site-local addresses [George
      Tsirtsis].

      Fixed.

   Issue #5  Wrong protocol number (2 instead of 135) used in discussion
      about checksum pseudo-header.

      Fixed.  See Section 6.1.1.

   Issue #8  Application using the care-of address [Julien Laganier]

      Cite IPv6 Socket API for Source Address Selection specification
      [44].  See Section 11.3.4.

   Issue #10  The usage of "HA lifetime" [Ryuji Wakikawa]



      The mobile node SHOULD store the list of home agents for later use
      in case the home agent currently managing the mobile node's
      care-of address forwarding should become unavailable.  See
      Section 11.4.1.
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   Issue #11  De-registration when returning home [Vijay Devarapalli]

      To be able to send and receive packets using its home address from
      the home link, the mobile node MUST send a Binding Update to its
      home agent to instruct its home agent to no longer intercept or
      tunnel packets for it.  Until the mobile node sends such a
      de-registration Binding Update, it MUST NOT attempt to send and
      receive packets using its home address from the home link.  See
      Section 11.5.5.

   Issue #12  BErr sent by HA too, not only by CN [Alexandru Petrescu]

      Fixed.  See Section 4.2.

   Issue #13  Home Link Detection [Suresh Krishnan]

      Proposal: Add Section 11.5.2 for Home Link Detection, drawing on
      "MIPv6 Home Link Detection" [29].

   Issue #14  References to bootstrapping [Vijay Devarapalli]

      Cite "Mobile IPv6 Bootstrapping in Split Scenario" [22] and "MIP6-
      bootstrapping for the Integrated Scenario" [36].  See Section 4.1.

   Issue #17  Multi-homed mobile node can cause routing loop between
      home agents [Benjamin Lim]

      Added security advisory in Section 15.1, to highlight risk of
      routing loop among HAs (e.g., in 3GPP):

      A malicious mobile node associated to multiple home agents could
      create a routing loop amongst them.  This would happen when a
      mobile node binds one home address located on a first home agent
      to another home address on a second home agent.

   Issue #18  Subject: Issues regarding Home Address Option and ICMP /
      Binding Errors [Fabian Mauchle]

      Proposal: Use the value in the Next Header field {50 (ESP), 51
      (AH), 135 (Mobility Header)} to determine, if a Binding Cache
      entry is required.  See Section 9.3.1.

      Proposal: If the Binding Error message was sent by the home agent,
      the mobile node SHOULD send a Binding Update to the home agent
      according to Section 11.7.1.  See Section 11.3.6.
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   Issue #19  BU de-registration race condition [Kilian Weniger]

      Problem arises if de-registration arrives at home agent before an
      immediately preceding Binding Update.

      Solution: Home agent defers BCE removal after sending the Binding
      Acknowledgement.  See Section 10.3.2.

   Issue #6  Minor editorial corrections and updates.

      Update IPsec and IKE references to the revised IPsec architecture
      and IKEv2.

      Update HMAC_SHA1 [1] to Normative instead of Informational.

      Include discussion (see Section 15.10) to inform implementers that
      HMAC_SHA1 is considered to offer sufficient protection for control
      messages as required by Mobile IPv6.
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1.  Introduction

   Currently, the BGP Identifier of a BGP speaker is specified as a
   valid IPv4 host address assigned to the BGP speaker [RFC4271].  In
   addition, the deployed BGP code requires that two BGP speakers be of
   distinct BGP Identifiers in order to establish a BGP connection.

   To accommodate situations where the current requirements for the BGP
   Identifier are not met (such as in the case of an IPv6-only network),
   this document relaxes the definition of the BGP Identifier to be a
   4-octet, unsigned, non-zero integer and relaxes the "uniqueness"
   requirement so that only AS-wide uniqueness of the BGP Identifiers is
   required.  These revisions to the base BGP specification do not
   introduce any backward compatibility issues.

2.  Protocol Revisions

   The revisions to the base BGP specification [RFC4271] include the
   definition of the BGP Identifier and procedures for a BGP speaker
   that supports the AS-wide Unique BGP Identifier.

2.1.  Definition of the BGP Identifier

   For a BGP speaker that supports the AS-wide Unique BGP Identifier,
   the BGP Identifier is specified as the following:

      The BGP Identifier is a 4-octet, unsigned, non-zero integer that
      should be unique within an AS.  The value of the BGP Identifier
      for a BGP speaker is determined on startup and is the same for
      every local interface and every BGP peer.

2.2.  Open Message Error Handling

   For a BGP speaker that supports the AS-wide Unique BGP Identifier,
   the OPEN message error handling related to the BGP Identifier is
   modified as follows:

      If the BGP Identifier field of the OPEN message is zero, or if it
      is the same as the BGP Identifier of the local BGP speaker and the
      message is from an internal peer, then the Error Subcode is set to
      "Bad BGP Identifier".
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2.3.  Connection Collision Resolution

   For a BGP speaker that supports the AS-wide Unique BGP Identifier,
   the procedures for connection collision resolution are extended as



   follows to deal with the case in which the two BGP speakers share the
   same BGP Identifier (thus, it is only applicable to an external
   peer):

      If the BGP Identifiers of the peers involved in the connection
      collision are identical, then the connection initiated by the BGP
      speaker with the larger AS number is preserved.

   This extension covers cases in which the 4-octet AS numbers are
   involved [RFC4893].

3.  Remarks

   It is noted that a BGP Identifier allocated based on [RFC4271] fits
   the revised definition.

   In case of BGP Confederation, the whole confederation is considered
   as one AS for the purpose of supporting the AS-wide Unique BGP
   Identifier.

   A BGP speaker that supports the AS-wide Unique BGP Identifier cannot
   share a BGP Identifier with its external neighbor until the remote
   BGP speaker is upgraded with software that supports the specified
   revisions.

   In addition to the OPEN message, the BGP Identifier is currently also
   used in the following areas:

   o In the AGGREAGTOR attribute of a route where the combination of a
     BGP Identifier and an AS number uniquely identifies the BGP speaker
     that performs the route aggregation.

   o In the Route Reflection within an AS, where only the BGP Identifier
     of an internal neighbor may be propagated in the route reflection
     related attributes.

   o In the route selection, where the BGP Identifier is not used in
     comparing a route from an internal neighbor and a route from an
     external neighbor.  In addition, routes from BGP speakers with
     identical BGP Identifiers have been dealt with (e.g., parallel BGP
     sessions between two BGP speakers).
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   Therefore, it is concluded that the revisions specified in this
   document do not introduce any backward compatibility issues with the
   current usage of the BGP Identifier.

4.  Security Considerations

   This extension to BGP does not introduce new security considerations.
   BGP security considerations are discussed in [RFC4271].
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Abstract
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1.  Introduction

   The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [Pos81] uses a retransmission



   timer to ensure data delivery in the absence of any feedback from the
   remote data receiver.  The duration of this timer is referred to as
   RTO (retransmission timeout).  RFC 1122 [Bra89] specifies that the
   RTO should be calculated as outlined in [Jac88].

   This document codifies the algorithm for setting the RTO.  In
   addition, this document expands on the discussion in Section 4.2.3.1
   of RFC 1122 and upgrades the requirement of supporting the algorithm
   from a SHOULD to a MUST.  RFC 5681 [APB09] outlines the algorithm TCP
   uses to begin sending after the RTO expires and a retransmission is
   sent.  This document does not alter the behavior outlined in RFC 5681
   [APB09].

   In some situations, it may be beneficial for a TCP sender to be more
   conservative than the algorithms detailed in this document allow.
   However, a TCP MUST NOT be more aggressive than the following
   algorithms allow.  This document obsoletes RFC 2988 [PA00].

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [Bra97].

2.  The Basic Algorithm

   To compute the current RTO, a TCP sender maintains two state
   variables, SRTT (smoothed round-trip time) and RTTVAR (round-trip
   time variation).  In addition, we assume a clock granularity of G
   seconds.
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   The rules governing the computation of SRTT, RTTVAR, and RTO are as
   follows:

   (2.1) Until a round-trip time (RTT) measurement has been made for a
         segment sent between the sender and receiver, the sender SHOULD
         set RTO <- 1 second, though the "backing off" on repeated
         retransmission discussed in (5.5) still applies.

         Note that the previous version of this document used an initial
         RTO of 3 seconds [PA00].  A TCP implementation MAY still use
         this value (or any other value > 1 second).  This change in the
         lower bound on the initial RTO is discussed in further detail
         in Appendix A.

   (2.2) When the first RTT measurement R is made, the host MUST set

            SRTT <- R
            RTTVAR <- R/2
            RTO <- SRTT + max (G, K*RTTVAR)

         where K = 4.

   (2.3) When a subsequent RTT measurement R' is made, a host MUST set



            RTTVAR <- (1 - beta) * RTTVAR + beta * |SRTT - R'|
            SRTT <- (1 - alpha) * SRTT + alpha * R'

         The value of SRTT used in the update to RTTVAR is its value
         before updating SRTT itself using the second assignment.  That
         is, updating RTTVAR and SRTT MUST be computed in the above
         order.

         The above SHOULD be computed using alpha=1/8 and beta=1/4 (as
         suggested in [JK88]).

         After the computation, a host MUST update
         RTO <- SRTT + max (G, K*RTTVAR)

   (2.4) Whenever RTO is computed, if it is less than 1 second, then the
         RTO SHOULD be rounded up to 1 second.

         Traditionally, TCP implementations use coarse grain clocks to
         measure the RTT and trigger the RTO, which imposes a large
         minimum value on the RTO.  Research suggests that a large
         minimum RTO is needed to keep TCP conservative and avoid
         spurious retransmissions [AP99].  Therefore, this specification
         requires a large minimum RTO as a conservative approach, while
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         at the same time acknowledging that at some future point,
         research may show that a smaller minimum RTO is acceptable or
         superior.

   (2.5) A maximum value MAY be placed on RTO provided it is at least 60
         seconds.

3.  Taking RTT Samples

   TCP MUST use Karn's algorithm [KP87] for taking RTT samples.  That
   is, RTT samples MUST NOT be made using segments that were
   retransmitted (and thus for which it is ambiguous whether the reply
   was for the first instance of the packet or a later instance).  The
   only case when TCP can safely take RTT samples from retransmitted
   segments is when the TCP timestamp option [JBB92] is employed, since
   the timestamp option removes the ambiguity regarding which instance
   of the data segment triggered the acknowledgment.

   Traditionally, TCP implementations have taken one RTT measurement at
   a time (typically, once per RTT).  However, when using the timestamp
   option, each ACK can be used as an RTT sample.  RFC 1323 [JBB92]
   suggests that TCP connections utilizing large congestion windows
   should take many RTT samples per window of data to avoid aliasing
   effects in the estimated RTT.  A TCP implementation MUST take at
   least one RTT measurement per RTT (unless that is not possible per
   Karn's algorithm).

   For fairly modest congestion window sizes, research suggests that
   timing each segment does not lead to a better RTT estimator [AP99].
   Additionally, when multiple samples are taken per RTT, the alpha and



   beta defined in Section 2 may keep an inadequate RTT history.  A
   method for changing these constants is currently an open research
   question.

4.  Clock Granularity

   There is no requirement for the clock granularity G used for
   computing RTT measurements and the different state variables.
   However, if the K*RTTVAR term in the RTO calculation equals zero, the
   variance term MUST be rounded to G seconds (i.e., use the equation
   given in step 2.3).

       RTO <- SRTT + max (G, K*RTTVAR)

   Experience has shown that finer clock granularities (<= 100 msec)
   perform somewhat better than coarser granularities.
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   Note that [Jac88] outlines several clever tricks that can be used to
   obtain better precision from coarse granularity timers.  These
   changes are widely implemented in current TCP implementations.

5.  Managing the RTO Timer

   An implementation MUST manage the retransmission timer(s) in such a
   way that a segment is never retransmitted too early, i.e., less than
   one RTO after the previous transmission of that segment.

   The following is the RECOMMENDED algorithm for managing the
   retransmission timer:

   (5.1) Every time a packet containing data is sent (including a
         retransmission), if the timer is not running, start it running
         so that it will expire after RTO seconds (for the current value
         of RTO).

   (5.2) When all outstanding data has been acknowledged, turn off the
         retransmission timer.

   (5.3) When an ACK is received that acknowledges new data, restart the
         retransmission timer so that it will expire after RTO seconds
         (for the current value of RTO).

   When the retransmission timer expires, do the following:

   (5.4) Retransmit the earliest segment that has not been acknowledged
         by the TCP receiver.

   (5.5) The host MUST set RTO <- RTO * 2 ("back off the timer").  The
         maximum value discussed in (2.5) above may be used to provide
         an upper bound to this doubling operation.

   (5.6) Start the retransmission timer, such that it expires after RTO
         seconds (for the value of RTO after the doubling operation



         outlined in 5.5).

   (5.7) If the timer expires awaiting the ACK of a SYN segment and the
         TCP implementation is using an RTO less than 3 seconds, the RTO
         MUST be re-initialized to 3 seconds when data transmission
         begins (i.e., after the three-way handshake completes).

         This represents a change from the previous version of this
         document [PA00] and is discussed in Appendix A.
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   Note that after retransmitting, once a new RTT measurement is
   obtained (which can only happen when new data has been sent and
   acknowledged), the computations outlined in Section 2 are performed,
   including the computation of RTO, which may result in "collapsing"
   RTO back down after it has been subject to exponential back off (rule
   5.5).

   Note that a TCP implementation MAY clear SRTT and RTTVAR after
   backing off the timer multiple times as it is likely that the current
   SRTT and RTTVAR are bogus in this situation.  Once SRTT and RTTVAR
   are cleared, they should be initialized with the next RTT sample
   taken per (2.2) rather than using (2.3).

6.  Security Considerations

   This document requires a TCP to wait for a given interval before
   retransmitting an unacknowledged segment.  An attacker could cause a
   TCP sender to compute a large value of RTO by adding delay to a timed
   packet's latency, or that of its acknowledgment.  However, the
   ability to add delay to a packet's latency often coincides with the
   ability to cause the packet to be lost, so it is difficult to see
   what an attacker might gain from such an attack that could cause more
   damage than simply discarding some of the TCP connection's packets.

   The Internet, to a considerable degree, relies on the correct
   implementation of the RTO algorithm (as well as those described in
   RFC 5681) in order to preserve network stability and avoid congestion
   collapse.  An attacker could cause TCP endpoints to respond more
   aggressively in the face of congestion by forging acknowledgments for
   segments before the receiver has actually received the data, thus
   lowering RTO to an unsafe value.  But to do so requires spoofing the
   acknowledgments correctly, which is difficult unless the attacker can
   monitor traffic along the path between the sender and the receiver.
   In addition, even if the attacker can cause the sender's RTO to reach
   too small a value, it appears the attacker cannot leverage this into
   much of an attack (compared to the other damage they can do if they
   can spoof packets belonging to the connection), since the sending TCP
   will still back off its timer in the face of an incorrectly
   transmitted packet's loss due to actual congestion.

   The security considerations in RFC 5681 [APB09] are also applicable
   to this document.
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7.  Changes from RFC 2988

   This document reduces the initial RTO from the previous 3 seconds
   [PA00] to 1 second, unless the SYN or the ACK of the SYN is lost, in
   which case the default RTO is reverted to 3 seconds before data
   transmission begins.
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Appendix A.  Rationale for Lowering the Initial RTO

   Choosing a reasonable initial RTO requires balancing two competing
   considerations:

   1. The initial RTO should be sufficiently large to cover most of the
      end-to-end paths to avoid spurious retransmissions and their
      associated negative performance impact.

   2. The initial RTO should be small enough to ensure a timely recovery
      from packet loss occurring before an RTT sample is taken.

   Traditionally, TCP has used 3 seconds as the initial RTO [Bra89]
   [PA00].  This document calls for lowering this value to 1 second
   using the following rationale:

   - Modern networks are simply faster than the state-of-the-art was at
     the time the initial RTO of 3 seconds was defined.

   - Studies have found that the round-trip times of more than 97.5% of
     the connections observed in a large scale analysis were less than 1
     second [Chu09], suggesting that 1 second meets criterion 1 above.

   - In addition, the studies observed retransmission rates within the
     three-way handshake of roughly 2%.  This shows that reducing the
     initial RTO has benefit to a non-negligible set of connections.

   - However, roughly 2.5% of the connections studied in [Chu09] have an
     RTT longer than 1 second.  For those connections, a 1 second
     initial RTO guarantees a retransmission during connection
     establishment (needed or not).

     When this happens, this document calls for reverting to an initial
     RTO of 3 seconds for the data transmission phase.  Therefore, the
     implications of the spurious retransmission are modest: (1) an
     extra SYN is transmitted into the network, and (2) according to RFC
     5681 [APB09] the initial congestion window will be limited to 1
     segment.  While (2) clearly puts such connections at a
     disadvantage, this document at least resets the RTO such that the
     connection will not continually run into problems with a short
     timeout.  (Of course, if the RTT is more than 3 seconds, the
     connection will still encounter difficulties.  But that is not a
     new issue for TCP.)

     In addition, we note that when using timestamps, TCP will be able
     to take an RTT sample even in the presence of a spurious
     retransmission, facilitating convergence to a correct RTT estimate
     when the RTT exceeds 1 second.
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   As an additional check on the results presented in [Chu09], we
   analyzed packet traces of client behavior collected at four different
   vantage points at different times, as follows:



   Name       Dates            Pkts.   Cnns.  Clnts. Servs.
   --------------------------------------------------------
   LBL-1      Oct/05--Mar/06   292M    242K   228    74K
   LBL-2      Nov/09--Feb/10   1.1B    1.2M   1047   38K
   ICSI-1     Sep/11--18/07    137M    2.1M   193    486K
   ICSI-2     Sep/11--18/08    163M    1.9M   177    277K
   ICSI-3     Sep/14--21/09    334M    3.1M   170    253K
   ICSI-4     Sep/11--18/10    298M    5M     183    189K
   Dartmouth  Jan/4--21/04     1B      4M     3782   132K
   SIGCOMM    Aug/17--21/08    11.6M   133K   152    29K

   The "LBL" data was taken at the Lawrence Berkeley National
   Laboratory, the "ICSI" data from the International Computer Science
   Institute, the "SIGCOMM" data from the wireless network that served
   the attendees of SIGCOMM 2008, and the "Dartmouth" data was collected
   from Dartmouth College's wireless network.  The latter two datasets
   are available from the CRAWDAD data repository [HKA04] [SLS09].  The
   table lists the dates of the data collections, the number of packets
   collected, the number of TCP connections observed, the number of
   local clients monitored, and the number of remote servers contacted.
   We consider only connections initiated near the tracing vantage
   point.

   Analysis of these datasets finds the prevalence of retransmitted SYNs
   to be between 0.03% (ICSI-4) to roughly 2% (LBL-1 and Dartmouth).

   We then analyzed the data to determine the number of additional and
   spurious retransmissions that would have been incurred if the initial
   RTO was assumed to be 1 second.  In most of the datasets, the
   proportion of connections with spurious retransmits was less than
   0.1%.  However, in the Dartmouth dataset, approximately 1.1% of the
   connections would have sent a spurious retransmit with a lower
   initial RTO.  We attribute this to the fact that the monitored
   network is wireless and therefore susceptible to additional delays
   from RF effects.

   Finally, there are obviously performance benefits from retransmitting
   lost SYNs with a reduced initial RTO.  Across our datasets, the
   percentage of connections that retransmitted a SYN and would realize
   at least a 10% performance improvement by using the smaller initial
   RTO specified in this document ranges from 43% (LBL-1) to 87%
   (ICSI-4).  The percentage of connections that would realize at least
   a 50% performance improvement ranges from 17% (ICSI-1 and SIGCOMM) to
   73% (ICSI-4).
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   From the data to which we have access, we conclude that the lower
   initial RTO is likely to be beneficial to many connections, and
   harmful to relatively few.
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Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) Procedures for the Management
    of the Service Name and Transport Protocol Port Number Registry

Abstract

   This document defines the procedures that the Internet Assigned
   Numbers Authority (IANA) uses when handling assignment and other
   requests related to the Service Name and Transport Protocol Port
   Number registry.  It also discusses the rationale and principles
   behind these procedures and how they facilitate the long-term
   sustainability of the registry.

   This document updates IANA's procedures by obsoleting the previous
   UDP and TCP port assignment procedures defined in Sections 8 and 9.1
   of the IANA Allocation Guidelines, and it updates the IANA service
   name and port assignment procedures for UDP-Lite, the Datagram
   Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP), and the Stream Control
   Transmission Protocol (SCTP).  It also updates the DNS SRV
   specification to clarify what a service name is and how it is
   registered.

Status of This Memo

   This memo documents an Internet Best Current Practice.

   This document is a product of the Internet Engineering Task Force
   (IETF).  It represents the consensus of the IETF community.  It has
   received public review and has been approved for publication by the
   Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG).  Further information on
   BCPs is available in Section 2 of RFC 5741.

   Information about the current status of this document, any errata,
   and how to provide feedback on it may be obtained at
   http://www.rfc-editor.org/info/rfc6335.
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1.  Introduction

   For many years, the assignment of new service names and port number
   values for use with the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [RFC0793]
   and the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [RFC0768] has had less than
   clear guidelines.  New transport protocols have been added -- the
   Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) [RFC4960] and the
   Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP) [RFC4342] -- and new
   mechanisms like DNS SRV records [RFC2782] have been developed, each
   with separate registries and separate guidelines.  The community also
   recognized the need for additional procedures beyond just assignment;
   notably modification, revocation, and release.

   A key element of the procedural streamlining specified in this
   document is to establish identical assignment procedures for all IETF
   transport protocols.  This document brings the IANA procedures for
   TCP and UDP in line with those for SCTP and DCCP, resulting in a
   single process that requesters and IANA follow for all requests for
   all transport protocols, including future protocols not yet defined.

   In addition to detailing the IANA procedures for the initial
   assignment of service names and port numbers, this document also
   specifies post-assignment procedures that until now have been handled
   in an ad hoc manner.  These include procedures to de-assign a port
   number that is no longer in use, to take a port number assigned for
   one service that is no longer in use and reuse it for another
   service, and the procedure by which IANA can unilaterally revoke a
   prior port number assignment.  Section 8 discusses the specifics of
   these procedures and processes that requesters and IANA follow for
   all requests for all current and future transport protocols.



   IANA is the authority for assigning service names and port numbers.
   The registries that are created to store these assignments are
   maintained by IANA.  For protocols developed by IETF working groups,
   IANA now also offers a method for the "early assignment" [RFC4020] of
   service names and port numbers, as described in Section 8.1.

   This document updates IANA's procedures for UDP and TCP port numbers
   by obsoleting Sections 8 and 9.1 of the IANA Allocation Guidelines
   [RFC2780].  (Note that other sections of the IANA Allocation
   Guidelines, relating to the protocol field values in IPv4 headers,
   were also updated in February 2008 [RFC5237].)  This document also
   updates the IANA assignment procedures for DCCP [RFC4340] [RFC5595]
   and SCTP [RFC4960].
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   The Lightweight User Datagram Protocol (UDP-Lite) shares the port
   space with UDP.  The UDP-Lite specification [RFC3828] says: "UDP-Lite
   uses the same set of port number values assigned by the IANA for use
   by UDP".  An update of the UDP procedures therefore also results in a
   corresponding update of the UDP-Lite procedures.

   This document also clarifies what a service name is and how it is
   assigned.  This will impact the DNS SRV specification [RFC2782],
   because that specification merely makes a brief mention that the
   symbolic names of services are defined in "Assigned Numbers"
   [RFC1700], without stating to which section it refers within that
   230-page document.  The DNS SRV specification may have been referring
   to the list of Port Assignments (known as /etc/services on Unix), or
   to the "Protocol And Service Names" section, or to both, or to some
   other section.  Furthermore, "Assigned Numbers" [RFC1700] has been
   obsoleted [RFC3232] and has been replaced by on-line registries
   [PORTREG] [PROTSERVREG].

   The development of new transport protocols is a major effort that the
   IETF does not undertake very often.  If a new transport protocol is
   standardized in the future, it is expected to follow these guidelines
   and practices around using service names and port numbers as much as
   possible, for consistency.

   At the time of writing of this document, the internal procedures of
   "Expert Review" teams, including that of IANA's port review team, are
   not documented in any RFC and this document doesn't change that.

2.  Motivation

   Information about the assignment procedures for the port registry has
   existed in three locations: the forms for requesting port number
   assignments on the IANA web site [SYSFORM] [USRFORM], an introductory
   text section in the file listing the port number assignments
   themselves (known as the port numbers registry) [PORTREG], and two
   brief sections of the IANA Allocation Guidelines [RFC2780].



   Similarly, the procedures surrounding service names have been
   historically unclear.  Service names were originally created as
   mnemonic identifiers for port numbers without a well-defined syntax,
   apart from the 14-character limit mentioned on the IANA website
   [SYSFORM] [USRFORM].  Even that length limit has not been
   consistently applied, and some assigned service names are 15
   characters long.  When service identification via DNS SRV Resource
   Records (RRs) was introduced [RFC2782], it became useful to start
   assigning service names alone, and because IANA had no procedure for
   assigning a service name without an associated port number, this led
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   to the creation of an informal temporary service name registry
   outside of the control of IANA, which now contains roughly 500
   service names [SRVREG].

   This document aggregates all this scattered information into a single
   reference that aligns and clearly defines the management procedures
   for both service names and port numbers.  It gives more detailed
   guidance to prospective requesters of service names and ports than
   the existing documentation, and it streamlines the IANA procedures
   for the management of the registry, so that requests can be completed
   in a timely manner.

   This document defines rules for assignment of service names without
   associated port numbers, for such usages as DNS SRV records
   [RFC2782], which was not possible under the previous IANA procedures.
   The document also merges service name assignments from the non-IANA
   ad hoc registry [SRVREG] and from the IANA Protocol and Service Names
   registry [PROTSERVREG] into the IANA Service Name and Transport
   Protocol Port Number registry [PORTREG], which from here on is the
   single authoritative registry for service names and port numbers.

   An additional purpose of this document is to describe the principles
   that guide the IETF and IANA in their role as the long-term joint
   stewards of the service name and port number registry.  TCP and UDP
   have had remarkable success over the last decades.  Thousands of
   applications and application-level protocols have service names and
   port numbers assigned for their use, and there is every reason to
   believe that this trend will continue into the future.  It is hence
   extremely important that management of the registry follow principles
   that ensure its long-term usefulness as a shared resource.  Section 7
   discusses these principles in detail.

3.  Background

   The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [RFC0793] and the User
   Datagram Protocol (UDP) [RFC0768] have enjoyed a remarkable success
   over the decades as the two most widely used transport protocols on
   the Internet.  They have relied on the concept of "ports" as logical
   entities for Internet communication.  Ports serve two purposes:
   first, they provide a demultiplexing identifier to differentiate
   transport sessions between the same pair of endpoints, and second,
   they may also identify the application protocol and associated



   service to which processes connect.  Newer transport protocols, such
   as the Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) [RFC4960] and the
   Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP) [RFC4342], have also
   adopted the concept of ports for their communication sessions and use
   16-bit port numbers in the same way as TCP and UDP (and UDP-Lite
   [RFC3828], a variant of UDP).
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   Port numbers are the original and most widely used means for
   application and service identification on the Internet.  Ports are
   16-bit numbers, and the combination of source and destination port
   numbers together with the IP addresses of the communicating end
   systems uniquely identifies a session of a given transport protocol.
   Port numbers are also known by their associated service names such as
   "telnet" for port number 23 and "http" (as well as "www" and
   "www-http") for port number 80.

   All involved parties -- hosts running services, hosts accessing
   services on other hosts, and intermediate devices (such as firewalls
   and NATs) that restrict services -- need to agree on which service
   corresponds to a particular destination port.  Although this is
   ultimately a local decision with meaning only between the endpoints
   of a connection, it is common for many services to have a default
   port upon which those servers usually listen, when possible, and
   these ports are recorded by the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority
   (IANA) through the service name and port number registry [PORTREG].

   Over time, the assumption that a particular port number necessarily
   implies a particular service may become less true.  For example,
   multiple instances of the same service on the same host cannot
   generally listen on the same port, and multiple hosts behind the same
   NAT gateway cannot all have a mapping for the same port on the
   external side of the NAT gateway, whether using static port mappings
   configured by hand by the user, or dynamic port mappings configured
   automatically using a port mapping protocol like the NAT Port Mapping
   Protocol [NAT-PMP] or Internet Gateway Device [IGD].

   Applications may use port numbers directly, look up port numbers
   based on service names via system calls such as getservbyname() on
   UNIX, look up port numbers by performing queries for DNS SRV records
   [RFC2782] [DNS-SD], or determine port numbers in a variety of other
   ways like the TCP Port Service Multiplexer (TCPMUX) [RFC1078].

   Designers of applications and application-level protocols may apply
   to IANA for an assigned service name and port number for a specific
   application, and may -- after assignment -- assume that no other
   application will use that service name or port number for its
   communication sessions.  Application designers also have the option
   of requesting only an assigned service name without a corresponding
   fixed port number if their application does not require one, such as
   applications that use DNS SRV records to look up port numbers
   dynamically at run-time.  Because the port number space is finite
   (and therefore conservation is an important goal), the alternative of
   using service names instead of port numbers is RECOMMENDED whenever
   possible.
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4.  Conventions Used in This Document

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "NOT RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and
   "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in
   "Key words for use in RFCs to Indicate Requirement Levels" [RFC2119].

   This document uses the term "assignment" to refer to the procedure by
   which IANA provides service names and/or port numbers to requesting
   parties; other RFCs refer to this as "allocation" or "registration".
   This document assumes that all these terms have the same meaning, and
   will use terms other than "assignment" only when quoting from or
   referring to text in these other documents.

5.  Service Names

   Service names are the unique key in the Service Name and Transport
   Protocol Port Number registry.  This unique symbolic name for a
   service may also be used for other purposes, such as in DNS SRV
   records [RFC2782].  Within the registry, this unique key ensures that
   different services can be unambiguously distinguished, thus
   preventing name collisions and avoiding confusion about who is the
   Assignee for a particular entry.

   There may be more than one service name associated with a particular
   transport protocol and port.  There are three ways that such port
   number overloading can occur:

   o  Overloading occurs when one service is an extension of another
      service, and an in-band mechanism exists for determining if the
      extension is present or not.  One example is port 3478, which has
      the service name aliases "stun" and "turn".  Traversal Using
      Relays around NAT (TURN) [RFC5766] is an extension to the Session
      Traversal Utilities for NAT (STUN) [RFC5389] service.  TURN-
      enabled clients wishing to locate TURN servers could attempt to
      discover "stun" services and then check in-band if the server also
      supports TURN, but this would be inefficient.  Enabling them to
      directly query for "turn" servers by name is a better approach.
      (Note that TURN servers in this case should also be locatable via
      a "stun" discovery, because every TURN server is also a STUN
      server.)

   o  By historical accident, the service name "http" has two synonyms
      "www" and "www-http".  When used in SRV records [RFC2782] and
      similar service discovery mechanisms, only the service name "http"
      should be used, not these additional names.  If a server were to
      advertise "www", it would not be discovered by clients browsing
      for "http".  Advertising or browsing for the aliases as well as
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      the primary service name is inefficient, and achieves nothing that
      is not already achieved by using the service name "http"
      exclusively.

   o  As indicated in this document in Section 10.1, overloading has
      been used to create replacement names that are consistent with the
      syntax this document prescribes for legacy names that do not
      conform to this syntax already.  For such cases, only the new name
      should be used in SRV records, to avoid the same issues as with
      historical cases of multiple names, and also because the legacy
      names are incompatible with SRV record use.

   Assignment requests for new names for existing registered services
   will be rejected, as a result.  Implementers are requested to inform
   IANA if they discover other cases where a single service has multiple
   names, so that one name may be recorded as the primary name for
   service discovery purposes.

   Service names are assigned on a "first come, first served" basis, as
   described in Section 8.1.  Names should be brief and informative,
   avoiding words or abbreviations that are redundant in the context of
   the registry (e.g., "port", "service", "protocol", etc.)  Names
   referring to discovery services, e.g., using multicast or broadcast
   to identify endpoints capable of a given service, SHOULD use an
   easily identifiable suffix (e.g., "-disc").

5.1.  Service Name Syntax

   Valid service names are hereby normatively defined as follows:

   o  MUST be at least 1 character and no more than 15 characters long

   o  MUST contain only US-ASCII [ANSI.X3.4-1986] letters 'A' - 'Z' and
      'a' - 'z', digits '0' - '9', and hyphens ('-', ASCII 0x2D or
      decimal 45)

   o  MUST contain at least one letter ('A' - 'Z' or 'a' - 'z')

   o  MUST NOT begin or end with a hyphen

   o  hyphens MUST NOT be adjacent to other hyphens

   The reason for requiring at least one letter is to avoid service
   names like "23" (could be confused with a numeric port) or "6000-
   6063" (could be confused with a numeric port range).  Although
   service names may contain both upper-case and lower-case letters,
   case is ignored for comparison purposes, so both "http" and "HTTP"
   denote the same service.
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   Service names are purely opaque identifiers, and no semantics are
   implied by any superficial structure that a given service name may
   appear to have.  For example, a company called "Example" may choose
   to register service names "Example-Foo" and "Example-Bar" for its



   "Foo" and "Bar" products, but the "Example" company cannot claim to
   "own" all service names beginning with "Example-"; they cannot
   prevent someone else from registering "Example-Baz" for a different
   service, and they cannot prevent other developers from using the
   "Example-Foo" and "Example-Bar" service types in order to
   interoperate with the "Foo" and "Bar" products.  Technically
   speaking, in service discovery protocols, service names are merely a
   series of byte values on the wire; for the mnemonic convenience of
   human developers, it can be convenient to interpret those byte values
   as human-readable ASCII characters, but software should treat them as
   purely opaque identifiers and not attempt to parse them for any
   additional embedded meaning.

   As of August 5, 2009, approximately 98% of the so-called "Short
   Names" [SYSFORM] [USRFORM] for existing port number assignments
   [PORTREG] already met the rules for legal service names stated in
   Section 8.1, and hence for these services their service name is
   exactly the same as their historical "Short Name".  In approximately
   2% of cases, the new "service name" is derived based on the old
   "Short Name" as described below in Section 10.1.

   The rules for valid service names, excepting the limit of 15
   characters maximum, are also expressed below (as a non-normative
   convenience) using ABNF [RFC5234].

      SRVNAME = *(1*DIGIT [HYPHEN]) ALPHA *([HYPHEN] ALNUM)
      ALNUM   = ALPHA / DIGIT     ; A-Z, a-z, 0-9
      HYPHEN  = %x2D              ; "-"
      ALPHA   = %x41-5A / %x61-7A ; A-Z / a-z [RFC5234]
      DIGIT   = %x30-39           ; 0-9       [RFC5234]

5.2.  Service Name Usage in DNS SRV Records

   The DNS SRV specification [RFC2782] states that the Service Label
   part of the owner name of a DNS SRV record includes a "Service"
   element, described as "the symbolic name of the desired service", but
   as discussed above, it is not clear precisely what this means.

   This document clarifies that the Service Label MUST be a service name
   as defined herein with an underscore prepended.  The service name
   SHOULD be registered with IANA and recorded in the Service Name and
   Transport Protocol Port Number registry [PORTREG].
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   The details of using Service Names in SRV Service Labels are
   specified in the DNS SRV specification [RFC2782].

6.  Port Number Ranges

   TCP, UDP, UDP-Lite, SCTP, and DCCP use 16-bit namespaces for their
   port number registries.  The port registries for all of these
   transport protocols are subdivided into three ranges of numbers
   [RFC1340], and Section 8.1.2 describes the IANA procedures for each
   range in detail:



   o  the System Ports, also known as the Well Known Ports, from 0-1023
      (assigned by IANA)

   o  the User Ports, also known as the Registered Ports, from 1024-
      49151 (assigned by IANA)

   o  the Dynamic Ports, also known as the Private or Ephemeral Ports,
      from 49152-65535 (never assigned)

   Of the assignable port ranges (System Ports and User Ports, i.e.,
   port numbers 0-49151), individual port numbers are in one of three
   states at any given time:

   o  Assigned: Assigned port numbers are currently assigned to the
      service indicated in the registry.

   o  Unassigned: Unassigned port numbers are currently available for
      assignment upon request, as per the procedures outlined in this
      document.

   o  Reserved: Reserved port numbers are not available for regular
      assignment; they are "assigned to IANA" for special purposes.
      Reserved port numbers include values at the edges of each range,
      e.g., 0, 1023, 1024, etc., which may be used to extend these
      ranges or the overall port number space in the future.

   In order to keep the size of the registry manageable, IANA typically
   only records the Assigned and Reserved service names and port numbers
   in the registry.  Unassigned values are typically not explicitly
   listed.  (There are very many Unassigned service names and
   enumerating them all would not be practical.)

   As a data point, when this document was written, approximately 76% of
   the TCP and UDP System Ports were assigned, and approximately 9% of
   the User Ports were assigned.  (As noted, Dynamic Ports are never
   assigned.)
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6.1.  Service Names and Port Numbers for Experimentation

   Of the System Ports, two TCP and UDP port numbers (1021 and 1022),
   together with their respective service names ("exp1" and "exp2"),
   have been assigned for experimentation with new applications and
   application-layer protocols that require a port number in the
   assigned ports range [RFC4727].

   Please refer to Sections 1 and 1.1 of "Assigning Experimental and
   Testing Numbers Considered Useful" [RFC3692] for how these
   experimental port numbers are to be used.

   This document assigns the same two service names and port numbers for
   experimentation with new application-layer protocols over SCTP and
   DCCP in Section 10.2.



   Unfortunately, it can be difficult to limit access to these ports.
   Users SHOULD take measures to ensure that experimental ports are
   connecting to the intended process.  For example, users of these
   experimental ports might include a 64-bit nonce, once on each segment
   of a message-oriented channel (e.g., UDP), or once at the beginning
   of a byte-stream (e.g., TCP), which is used to confirm that the port
   is being used as intended.  Such confirmation of intended use is
   especially important when these ports are associated with privileged
   (e.g., system or administrator) processes.

7.  Principles for Service Name and Transport Protocol Port Number
    Registry Management

   Management procedures for the Service Name and Transport Protocol
   Port Number registry include assignment of service names and port
   numbers upon request, as well as management of information about
   existing assignments.  The latter includes maintaining contact and
   description information about assignments, revoking abandoned
   assignments, and redefining assignments when needed.  Of these
   procedures, careful port number assignment is most critical, in order
   to continue to conserve the remaining port numbers.

   As noted earlier, only about 9% of the User Port space is currently
   assigned.  The current rate of assignment is approximately 400 ports
   per year, and has remained steady for the past 8 years.  At that
   rate, if similar conservation continues, this resource will sustain
   another 85 years of assignment - without the need to resort to
   reassignment of released values or revocation.  The namespace
   available for service names is much larger, which allows for simpler
   management procedures.
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7.1.  Past Principles

   The principles for service name and port number management are based
   on the recommendations of the IANA "Expert Review" team.  Until
   recently, that team followed a set of informal guidelines developed
   based on the review experience from previous assignment requests.
   These original guidelines, although informal, had never been publicly
   documented.  They are recorded here for historical purposes only; the
   current guidelines are described in Section 7.2.  These guidelines
   previously were:

   o  TCP and UDP ports were simultaneously assigned when either was
      requested

   o  Port numbers were the primary assignment; service names were
      informative only, and did not have a well-defined syntax

   o  Port numbers were conserved informally, and sometimes
      inconsistently (e.g., some services were assigned ranges of many
      port numbers even where not strictly necessary)

   o  SCTP and DCCP service name and port number registries were managed



      separately from the TCP/UDP registries

   o  Service names could not be assigned in the old ports registry
      without assigning an associated port number at the same time

7.2.  Updated Principles

   This section summarizes the current principles by which IANA both
   handles the Service Name and Transport Protocol Port Number registry
   and attempts to conserve the port number space.  This description is
   intended to inform applicants requesting service names and port
   numbers.  IANA has flexibility beyond these principles when handling
   assignment requests; other factors may come into play, and exceptions
   may be made to best serve the needs of the Internet.  Applicants
   should be aware that IANA decisions are not required to be bound to
   these principles.  These principles and general advice to users on
   port use are expected to change over time.

   IANA strives to assign service names that do not request an
   associated port number assignment under a simple "First Come First
   Served" policy [RFC5226].  IANA MAY, at its discretion, refer service
   name requests to "Expert Review" in cases of mass assignment requests
   or other situations where IANA believes "Expert Review" is advisable
   [RFC5226]; use of the "Expert Review" helps advise IANA informally in
   cases where "IETF Review" or "IESG Approval" is used, as with most
   IETF protocols.
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   The basic principle of service name and port number registry
   management is to conserve use of the port space where possible.
   Extensions to support larger port number spaces would require
   changing many core protocols of the current Internet in a way that
   would not be backward compatible and interfere with both current and
   legacy applications.

   Conservation of the port number space is required because this space
   is a limited resource, so applications are expected to participate in
   the traffic demultiplexing process where feasible.  The port numbers
   are expected to encode as little information as possible that will
   still enable an application to perform further demultiplexing by
   itself.  In particular, the principles form a goal that IANA strives
   to achieve for new applications (with exceptions as deemed
   appropriate, especially as for extensions to legacy services) as
   follows:

   o  IANA strives to assign only one assigned port number per service
      or application.

      Note: At the time of writing of this document, there is no IETF
      consensus on when it is appropriate to use a second port for an
      insecure version of a protocol.

   o  IANA strives to assign only one assigned port number for all
      variants of a service (e.g., for updated versions of a service).

   o  IANA strives to encourage the deployment of secure protocols.



   o  IANA strives to assign only one assigned port number for all
      different types of devices using or participating in the same
      service.

   o  IANA strives to assign port numbers only for the transport
      protocol(s) explicitly named in an assignment request.

   o  IANA may recover unused port numbers, via the new procedures of
      de-assignment, revocation, and transfer.

   Where possible, a given service is expected to demultiplex messages
   if necessary.  For example, applications and protocols are expected
   to include in-band version information, so that future versions of
   the application or protocol can share the same assigned port.
   Applications and protocols are also expected to be able to
   efficiently use a single assigned port for multiple sessions, either
   by demultiplexing multiple streams within one port or by using the
   assigned port to coordinate using dynamic ports for subsequent
   exchanges (e.g., in the spirit of FTP [RFC0959]).
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   Ports are used in various ways, notably:

   o  as endpoint process identifiers

   o  as application protocol identifiers

   o  for firewall-filtering purposes

   Both the process-identifier and the protocol-identifier uses suggest
   that anything a single process can demultiplex, or that can be
   encoded into a single protocol, should be.  The firewall-filtering
   use suggests that some uses that could be multiplexed or encoded
   could instead be separated to allow for easier firewall management.
   Note that this latter use is much less sound, because port numbers
   have meaning only for the two endpoints involved in a connection, and
   drawing conclusions about the service that generated a given flow
   based on observed port numbers is not always reliable.

   Effective with the publication of this document, IANA will begin
   assigning port numbers for only those transport protocols explicitly
   included in an assignment request.  This ends the long-standing
   practice of automatically assigning a port number to an application
   for both TCP and UDP, even if the request is for only one of these
   transport protocols.  The new assignment procedure conserves
   resources by assigning a port number to an application for only those
   transport protocols (TCP, UDP, SCTP, and/or DCCP) it actually uses.
   The port number will be marked as Reserved -- instead of Assigned --
   in the port number registries of the other transport protocols.  When
   applications start supporting the use of some of those additional
   transport protocols, the Assignee for the assignment MUST request
   that IANA convert these reserved ports into assignments.  An
   application MUST NOT assume that it can use a port number assigned to
   it for use with one transport protocol with another transport
   protocol without IANA converting the reservation into an assignment.



   When the available pool of unassigned numbers has run out in a port
   range, it will be necessary for IANA to consider the Reserved ports
   for assignment.  This is part of the motivation for not automatically
   assigning ports for transport protocols other than the requested
   one(s).  This will allow more ports to be available for assignment at
   that point.  To help conserve ports, application developers SHOULD
   request assignment of only those transport protocols that their
   application currently uses.

   Conservation of port numbers is improved by procedures that allow
   previously assigned port numbers to become Unassigned, either through
   de-assignment or through revocation, and by a procedure that lets
   application designers transfer an assigned but unused port number to
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   a new application.  Section 8 describes these procedures, which until
   now were undocumented.  Port number conservation is also improved by
   recommending that applications that do not require an assigned port
   should register only a service name without an associated port
   number.

8.  IANA Procedures for Managing the Service Name and Transport Protocol
    Port Number Registry

   This section describes the process for handling requests associated
   with IANA's management of the Service Name and Transport Protocol
   Port Number registry.  Such requests include initial assignment, de-
   assignment, reuse, and updates to the contact information or
   description associated with an assignment.  Revocation is an
   additional process, initiated by IANA.

8.1.  Service Name and Port Number Assignment

   Assignment refers to the process of providing service names or port
   numbers to applicants.  All such assignments are made from service
   names or port numbers that are Unassigned or Reserved at the time of
   the assignment.

   o  Unassigned names and numbers are assigned according to the rules
      described in Section 8.1.2 below.

   o  Reserved numbers and names are generally only assigned by a
      "Standards Action" or "IESG Approval", and MUST be accompanied by
      a statement explaining the reason a Reserved number or name is
      appropriate for this action.  The only exception to this rule is
      that the current Assignee of a port number MAY request the
      assignment of the corresponding Reserved port number for other
      transport protocols when needed.  IANA will initiate an "Expert
      Review" [RFC5226] for such requests.

   When an assignment for one or more transport protocols is approved,
   the port number for any non-requested transport protocol(s) will be
   marked as Reserved.  IANA SHOULD NOT assign that port number to any
   other application or service until no other port numbers remain
   Unassigned in the requested range.  It is anticipated that at such



   time a new document will be published specifying IANA procedures for
   assignment of such ports.
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8.1.1.  General Assignment Procedure

   A service name or port number assignment request contains the
   following information.  The service name is the unique identifier of
   a given service:

      Service Name (REQUIRED)
      Transport Protocol(s) (REQUIRED)
      Assignee (REQUIRED)
      Contact (REQUIRED)
      Description (REQUIRED)
      Reference (REQUIRED)
      Port Number (OPTIONAL)
      Service Code (REQUIRED for DCCP only)
      Known Unauthorized Uses (OPTIONAL)
      Assignment Notes (OPTIONAL)

   o  Service Name: A desired unique service name for the service
      associated with the assignment request MUST be provided.  This
      name may be used with various service selection and discovery
      mechanisms (including, but not limited to, DNS SRV records
      [RFC2782]).  The name MUST be compliant with the syntax defined in
      Section 5.1.  In order to be unique, they MUST NOT be identical to
      any currently assigned service name in the IANA registry
      [PORTREG].  Service names are case-insensitive; they may be
      provided and entered into the registry with mixed case for
      clarity, but case is ignored otherwise.

   o  Transport Protocol(s): The transport protocol(s) for which an
      assignment is requested MUST be provided.  This field is currently
      limited to one or more of TCP, UDP, SCTP, and DCCP.  Requests
      without any port assignment and only a service name are still
      required to indicate which protocol the service uses.

   o  Assignee: Name and email address of the party to whom the
      assignment is made.  This is REQUIRED.  The Assignee is the
      organization, company or individual person responsible for the
      initial assignment.  For assignments done through RFCs published
      via the "IETF Document Stream" [RFC4844], the Assignee will be the
      IESG <iesg@ietf.org>.

   o  Contact: Name and email address of the Contact person for the
      assignment.  This is REQUIRED.  The Contact person is the
      responsible person for the Internet community to send questions
      to.  This person is also authorized to submit changes on behalf of
      the Assignee; in cases of conflict between the Assignee and the



      Contact, the Assignee decisions take precedence.  Additional
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      address information MAY be provided.  For assignments done through
      RFCs published via the "IETF Document Stream" [RFC4844], the
      Contact will be the IETF Chair <chair@ietf.org>.

   o  Description: A short description of the service associated with
      the assignment request is REQUIRED.  It should avoid all but the
      most well-known acronyms.

   o  Reference: A description of (or a reference to a document
      describing) the protocol or application using this port.  This is
      REQUIRED.  The description must state whether the protocol uses
      IP-layer broadcast, multicast, or anycast communication.

      For assignments requesting only a Service Name, or a Service Name
      and User Port, a statement that the protocol is proprietary and
      not publicly documented is also acceptable, provided that the
      required information regarding the use of IP broadcast, multicast,
      or anycast is given.

      For any assignment request that includes a User Port, the
      assignment request MUST explain why a port number in the Dynamic
      Ports range (discovered by clients dynamically at run-time) is
      unsuitable for the given application.

      For any assignment request that includes a System Port, the
      assignment request MUST explain why a port number in the User
      Ports or Dynamic Ports ranges is unsuitable, and a reference to a
      stable protocol specification document MUST be provided.

      IANA MAY accept early assignment [RFC4020] requests (known as
      "early allocation" therein) from IETF working groups that
      reference a sufficiently stable Internet-Draft instead of a
      published Standards-Track RFC.

   o  Port Number: If assignment of a port number is desired, either the
      port number the requester suggests for assignment or indication of
      port range (user or system) MUST be provided.  If only a service
      name is to be assigned, this field is left empty.  If a specific
      port number is requested, IANA is encouraged to assign the
      requested number.  If a range is specified, IANA will choose a
      suitable number from the User or System Ports ranges.  Note that
      the applicant MUST NOT use the requested port in implementations
      deployed for use on the public Internet prior to the completion of
      the assignment, because there is no guarantee that IANA will
      assign the requested port.
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   o  Service Code: If the assignment request includes DCCP as a
      transport protocol, then the request MUST include a desired unique
      DCCP service code [RFC5595], and MUST NOT include a requested DCCP
      service code otherwise.  Section 19.8 of the DCCP specification
      [RFC4340] defines requirements and rules for assignment, updated
      by this document.  Note that, as per the DCCP Service Codes
      document [RFC5595], some service codes are not assigned; zero
      (absence of a meaningful service code) and 4294967295 (0xFFFFFFFF;
      invalid service code) are permanently reserved, and the Private
      service codes 1056964608-1073741823 (0x3F000000-0x3FFFFFFF; i.e.,
      32-bit values with the high-order byte equal to a value of 63
      (0x3F), corresponding to the ASCII character '?') are not
      centrally assigned.

   o  Known Unauthorized Uses: A list of uses by applications or
      organizations who are not the Assignee.  This is OPTIONAL.  This
      list may be augmented by IANA after assignment when unauthorized
      uses are reported.

   o  Assignment Notes: Indications of owner/name change, or any other
      assignment process issue.  This is OPTIONAL.  This list may be
      updated by IANA after assignment to help track changes to an
      assignment, e.g., de-assignment, owner/name changes, etc.

   If the assignment request is for the addition of a new transport
   protocol to a previously assigned service name and the requester is
   not the Assignee or Contact for the previously assigned service name,
   IANA needs to confirm with the Assignee for the existing assignment
   whether this addition is appropriate.

   If the assignment request is for a new service name sharing the same
   port as a previously assigned service name (see port number
   overloading in Section 5), IANA needs to confirm with the Assignee
   for the existing service name and other appropriate experts whether
   the overloading is appropriate.

   When IANA receives an assignment request -- containing the above
   information -- that is requesting a port number, IANA SHALL initiate
   an "Expert Review" [RFC5226] in order to determine whether an
   assignment should be made.  For requests that are not seeking a port
   number, IANA SHOULD assign the service name under a simple "First
   Come First Served" policy [RFC5226].
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8.1.2.  Variances for Specific Port Number Ranges



   Section 6 describes the different port number ranges.  It is
   important to note that IANA applies slightly different procedures
   when managing the different port ranges of the service name and port
   number registry:

   o  Ports in the Dynamic Ports range (49152-65535) have been
      specifically set aside for local and dynamic use and cannot be
      assigned through IANA.  Application software may simply use any
      dynamic port that is available on the local host, without any sort
      of assignment.  On the other hand, application software MUST NOT
      assume that a specific port number in the Dynamic Ports range will
      always be available for communication at all times, and a port
      number in that range hence MUST NOT be used as a service
      identifier.

   o  Ports in the User Ports range (1024-49151) are available for
      assignment through IANA, and MAY be used as service identifiers
      upon successful assignment.  Because assigning a port number for a
      specific application consumes a fraction of the shared resource
      that is the port number registry, IANA will require the requester
      to document the intended use of the port number.  For most IETF
      protocols, ports in the User Ports range will be assigned under
      the "IETF Review" or "IESG Approval" procedures [RFC5226] and no
      further documentation is required.  Where these procedures do not
      apply, then the requester must input the documentation to the
      "Expert Review" procedure [RFC5226], by which IANA will have a
      technical expert review the request to determine whether to grant
      the assignment.  Regardless of the path ("IETF Review", "IESG
      Approval", or "Expert Review"), the submitted documentation is
      expected to be the same, as described in this section, and MUST
      explain why using a port number in the Dynamic Ports range is
      unsuitable for the given application.  Further, IANA MAY utilize
      the "Expert Review" process informally to inform their position in
      participating in "IETF Review" and "IESG Approval".

   o  Ports in the System Ports range (0-1023) are also available for
      assignment through IANA.  Because the System Ports range is both
      the smallest and the most densely assigned, the requirements for
      new assignments are more strict than those for the User Ports
      range, and will only be granted under the "IETF Review" or "IESG
      Approval" procedures [RFC5226].  A request for a System Port
      number MUST document *both* why using a port number from the
      Dynamic Ports range is unsuitable *and* why using a port number
      from the User Ports range is unsuitable for that application.
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8.2.  Service Name and Port Number De-Assignment

   The Assignee of a granted port number assignment can return the port
   number to IANA at any time if they no longer have a need for it.  The
   port number will be de-assigned and will be marked as Reserved.  IANA
   should not reassign port numbers that have been de-assigned until all
   unassigned port numbers in the specific range have been assigned.



   Before proceeding with a port number de-assignment, IANA needs to
   reasonably establish that the value is actually no longer in use.

   Because there is much less danger of exhausting the service name
   space compared to the port number space, it is RECOMMENDED that a
   given service name remain assigned even after all associated port
   number assignments have become de-assigned.  Under this policy, it
   will appear in the registry as if it had been created through a
   service name assignment request that did not include any port
   numbers.

   On rare occasions, it may still be useful to de-assign a service
   name.  In such cases, IANA will mark the service name as Reserved.
   IANA will involve their IESG-appointed expert in such cases.

   IANA will include a comment in the registry when de-assignment
   happens to indicate its historic usage.

8.3.  Service Name and Port Number Reuse

   If the Assignee of a granted port number assignment no longer has a
   need for the assigned number, but would like to reuse it for a
   different application, they can submit a request to IANA to do so.

   Logically, port number reuse is to be thought of as a de-assignment
   (Section 8.2) followed by an immediate (re-)assignment (Section 8.1)
   of the same port number for a new application.  Consequently, the
   information that needs to be provided about the proposed new use of
   the port number is identical to what would need to be provided for a
   new port number assignment for the specific ports range.

   Because there is much less danger of exhausting the service name
   space compared to the port number space, it is RECOMMENDED that the
   original service name associated with the prior use of the port
   number remains assigned, and a new service name be created and
   associated with the port number.  This is again consistent with
   viewing a reuse request as a de-assignment followed by an immediate
   (re-)assignment.  Reusing an assigned service name for a different
   application is NOT RECOMMENDED.
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   IANA needs to carefully review such requests before approving them.
   In some instances, the Expert Reviewer will determine that the
   application the port number was assigned to has found usage beyond
   the original Assignee, or that there is a concern that it may have
   such users.  This determination MUST be made quickly.  A community
   call concerning revocation of a port number (see below) MAY be
   considered, if a broader use of the port number is suspected.

8.4.  Service Name and Port Number Revocation

   A port number revocation can be thought of as an IANA-initiated de-
   assignment (Section 8.2), and has exactly the same effect on the
   registry.



   Sometimes, it will be clear that a specific port number is no longer
   in use and that IANA can revoke it and mark it as Reserved.  At other
   times, it may be unclear whether a given assigned port number is
   still in use somewhere in the Internet.  In those cases, IANA must
   carefully consider the consequences of revoking the port number, and
   SHOULD only do so if there is an overwhelming need.

   With the help of their IESG-appointed Expert Reviewer, IANA SHALL
   formulate a request to the IESG to issue a four-week community call
   concerning the pending port number revocation.  The IESG and IANA,
   with the Expert Reviewer's support, SHALL determine promptly after
   the end of the community call whether revocation should proceed, and
   then communicate their decision to the community.  This procedure
   typically involves similar steps to de-assignment except that it is
   initiated by IANA.

   Because there is much less danger of exhausting the service name
   space compared to the port number space, revoking service names is
   NOT RECOMMENDED.

8.5.  Service Name and Port Number Transfers

   The value of service names and port numbers is defined by their
   careful management as a shared Internet resource, whereas enabling
   transfer allows the potential for associated monetary exchanges.  As
   a result, the IETF does not permit service name or port number
   assignments to be transferred between parties, even when they are
   mutually consenting.

   The appropriate alternate procedure is a coordinated de-assignment
   and assignment: The new party requests the service name or port
   number via an assignment and the previous party releases its
   assignment via the de-assignment procedure outlined above.
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   With the help of their IESG-appointed Expert Reviewer, IANA SHALL
   carefully determine if there is a valid technical, operational, or
   managerial reason to grant the requested new assignment.

8.6.  Maintenance Issues

   In addition to the formal procedures described above, updates to the
   Description and Contact information are coordinated by IANA in an
   informal manner, and may be initiated by either the Assignee or by
   IANA, e.g., by the latter requesting an update to current Contact
   information.  (Note that the Assignee cannot be changed as a separate
   procedure; see instead Section 8.5 above.)

8.7.  Disagreements

   In the case of disagreements around any request, there is the
   possibility of appeal following the normal appeals process for IANA
   assignments as defined by Section 7 of "Guidelines for Writing an
   IANA Considerations Section in RFCs" [RFC5226].



9.  Security Considerations

   The IANA guidelines described in this document do not change the
   security properties of UDP, TCP, SCTP, or DCCP.

   Assignment of a service name or port number does not in any way imply
   an endorsement of an application or product, and the fact that
   network traffic is flowing to or from an assigned port number does
   not mean that it is "good" traffic, or even that it is used by the
   assigned service.  Firewall and system administrators should choose
   how to configure their systems based on their knowledge of the
   traffic in question, not based on whether or not there is an assigned
   service name or port number.

   Services are expected to include support for security, either as
   default or dynamically negotiated in-band.  The use of separate
   service name or port number assignments for secure and insecure
   variants of the same service is to be avoided in order to discourage
   the deployment of insecure services.
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10.  IANA Considerations

   This document obsoletes Sections 8 and 9.1 of the March 2000 IANA
   Allocation Guidelines [RFC2780].

   Upon approval of this document for publication as an RFC, IANA worked
   with Stuart Cheshire, maintainer of the independent service name
   registry [SRVREG], to merge the contents of that private registry
   into the official IANA registry.  The independent registry web page
   has been updated with pointers to the IANA registry and to this RFC.

   IANA created a new service name entry in the service name and port
   number registry [PORTREG] for all entries in the Protocol and Service
   Names registry [PROTSERVREG] that did not already have one assigned.

   IANA also indicates in the Assignment Notes for "www" and "www-http"
   that they are duplicate terms that refer to the "http" service, and
   should not be used for discovery purposes.  For this conceptual
   service (human-readable web pages served over HTTP), the correct
   service name to use for service discovery purposes is "http" (see
   Section 5).

10.1.  Service Name Consistency

   Section 8.1 defines which character strings are well-formed service
   names, which until now had not been clearly defined.  The definition



   in Section 8.1 was chosen to allow maximum compatibility of service
   names with current and future service discovery mechanisms.

   As of August 5, 2009, approximately 98% of the so-called "Short
   Names" from existing port number assignments [PORTREG] met the rules
   for legal service names stated in Section 8.1, and hence for these
   services their service name is exactly the same as their "Short
   Name".

   The remaining approximately 2% of the existing "Short Names" are not
   suitable to be used directly as well-formed service names because
   they contain illegal characters such as asterisks, dots, pluses,
   slashes, or underscores.  All existing "Short Names" conform to the
   length requirement of 15 characters or fewer.  For these 96
   unsuitable "Short Names", listed in the table below, the service name
   is the Short Name with any illegal characters replaced by hyphens.
   IANA added an entry to the registry that uses the new well-formed
   primary service name for the existing service and that otherwise
   duplicates the original assignment information.  In the description
   field of this new entry giving the primary service name, IANA
   recorded that it has assigned a well-formed service name for the
   previous service and references the original assignment.  In the
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   Assignment Notes field of the original assignment, IANA added a note
   that this entry is an alias to the new well-formed service name, and
   that the old service name is historic, not usable for use with many
   common service discovery mechanisms.

   96 names containing illegal characters to be replaced by hyphens:

          +----------------+-----------------+-----------------+
          | 914c/g         | acmaint_dbd     | acmaint_transd  |
          | atex_elmd      | avanti_cdp      | badm_priv       |
          | badm_pub       | bdir_priv       | bdir_pub        |
          | bmc_ctd_ldap   | bmc_patroldb    | boks_clntd      |
          | boks_servc     | boks_servm      | broker_service  |
          | bues_service   | canit_store     | cedros_fds      |
          | cl/1           | contamac_icm    | corel_vncadmin  |
          | csc_proxy      | cvc_hostd       | dbcontrol_agent |
          | dec_dlm        | dl_agent        | documentum_s    |
          | dsmeter_iatc   | dsx_monitor     | elpro_tunnel    |
          | elvin_client   | elvin_server    | encrypted_admin |
          | erunbook_agent | erunbook_server | esri_sde        |
          | EtherNet/IP-1  | EtherNet/IP-2   | event_listener  |
          | flr_agent      | gds_db          | ibm_wrless_lan  |
          | iceedcp_rx     | iceedcp_tx      | iclcnet_svinfo  |
          | idig_mux       | ife_icorp       | instl_bootc     |
          | instl_boots    | intel_rci       | interhdl_elmd   |
          | lan900_remote  | LiebDevMgmt_A   | LiebDevMgmt_C   |
          | LiebDevMgmt_DM | mapper-ws_ethd  | matrix_vnet     |
          | mdbs_daemon    | menandmice_noh  | msl_lmd         |
          | nburn_id       | ncr_ccl         | nds_sso         |
          | netmap_lm      | nms_topo_serv   | notify_srvr     |
          | novell-lu6.2   | nuts_bootp      | nuts_dem        |
          | ocs_amu        | ocs_cmu         | pipe_server     |



          | pra_elmd       | printer_agent   | redstorm_diag   |
          | redstorm_find  | redstorm_info   | redstorm_join   |
          | resource_mgr   | rmonitor_secure | rsvp_tunnel     |
          | sai_sentlm     | sge_execd       | sge_qmaster     |
          | shiva_confsrvr | sql*net         | srvc_registry   |
          | stm_pproc      | subntbcst_tftp  | udt_os          |
          | universe_suite | veritas_pbx     | vision_elmd     |
          | vision_server  | wrs_registry    | z39.50          |
          +----------------+-----------------+-----------------+

   In addition to the 96 names listed above, the service name for
   "whois++" is "whoispp", following the example set by the
   "application/whoispp-query" MIME Content-Type [RFC2957].
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   There were four names recorded in IANA's Port Number Registry
   [PORTREG] that conflicted with names previously recorded in the ad
   hoc SRV name registry [SRVREG]: esp, hydra, recipe, and xmp.

   The name conflicts were resolved amicably:

   The IANA Port Number Registry Short Name "esp" had been registered by
   Andrew Chernow, and he informed the authors that the port was no
   longer in use and the registration was no longer required.  The SRV
   registry entry for "esp" remains in effect.

   The SRV name "hydra" for SubEthaEdit had already been retired in
   favor of the new SRV name "see".  The IANA Port Number Registry entry
   for "hydra" remains in effect.

   The SRV name "recipe" was in use in an open source project that had
   not yet been packaged for distribution, and the registrant Daniel
   Taylor was willing to change to a different service name.  Thanks to
   Daniel Taylor for accommodating this change.  The IANA Port Number
   Registry entry for "recipe" remains in effect.

   The IANA Port Number Registry Short Name "xmp" had been registered by
   Bobby Krupczak, but since his registration included an assigned port
   number (which is still in use and remains unaffected by this change),
   he was willing to switch to a different service name.  Thanks to
   Bobby Krupczak for accommodating this change.  The SRV registry entry
   for "xmp" remains in effect.

10.2.  Port Numbers for SCTP and DCCP Experimentation

   Two System UDP and TCP ports, 1021 and 1022, have been reserved for
   experimental use [RFC4727].  This document assigns the same port
   numbers for SCTP and DCCP, updates the TCP and UDP assignments, and
   also instructs IANA to automatically assign these two port numbers
   for any future transport protocol with a similar 16-bit port number
   namespace.

   Note that these port numbers are meant for temporary experimentation



   and development in controlled environments.  Before using these port
   numbers, carefully consider the advice in Section 6.1 in this
   document, as well as in Sections 1 and 1.1 of "Assigning Experimental
   and Testing Numbers Considered Useful" [RFC3692].  Most importantly,
   application developers must request a permanent port number
   assignment from IANA as described in Section 8.1 before any kind of
   non-experimental deployment.
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           +--------------------+-----------------------------+
           | Service Name       | exp1                        |
           | Transport Protocol | DCCP, SCTP, TCP, UDP        |
           | Assignee           | IESG <iesg@ietf.org>        |
           | Contact            | IETF Chair <chair@ietf.org> |
           | Description        | RFC3692-style Experiment 1  |
           | Reference          | [RFC4727] [RFC6335]         |
           | Port Number        | 1021                        |
           +--------------------+-----------------------------+

           +--------------------+-----------------------------+
           | Service Name       | exp2                        |
           | Transport Protocol | DCCP, SCTP, TCP, UDP        |
           | Assignee           | IESG <iesg@ietf.org>        |
           | Contact            | IETF Chair <chair@ietf.org> |
           | Description        | RFC3692-style Experiment 2  |
           | Reference          | [RFC4727] [RFC6335]         |
           | Port Number        | 1022                        |
           +--------------------+-----------------------------+

10.3.  Updates to DCCP Registries

   This document updates the IANA assignment procedures for the DCCP
   Port Number and DCCP Service Codes Registries [RFC4340].

10.3.1.  DCCP Service Code Registry

   Service codes are assigned on a "first come, first served" basis
   according to Section 19.8 of the DCCP specification [RFC4340].  This
   document updates that section by extending the guidelines given there
   in the following ways:

   o  IANA MAY assign new service codes without seeking "Expert Review"
      using their discretion, but SHOULD seek "Expert Review" if a
      request asks for more than five service codes.

   o  IANA should feel free to contact the DCCP Expert Reviewer with any
      questions related to requests for DCCP-related codepoints.
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10.3.2.  DCCP Port Numbers Registry

   The DCCP ports registry is defined by Section 19.9 of the DCCP
   specification [RFC4340].  Assignments in this registry require prior
   assignment of a service code.  Not all service codes require IANA-
   assigned ports.  This document updates that section by extending the
   guidelines given there in the following way:

   o  IANA should normally assign a value in the range 1024-49151 to a
      DCCP server port.  IANA requests to assign port numbers in the
      System Ports range (0 through 1023) require an "IETF Review"
      [RFC5226] prior to assignment by IANA [RFC4340].

   o  IANA MUST NOT assign more than one DCCP server port to a single
      service code value.

   o  The assignment of multiple service codes to the same DCCP port is
      allowed, but subject to "Expert Review".

   o  The set of service code values associated with a DCCP server port
      should be recorded in the service name and port number registry.

   o  A request for additional service codes to be associated with an
      already assigned port number requires "Expert Review".  These
      requests will normally be accepted when they originate from the
      contact associated with the port assignment.  In other cases,
      these applications will be expected to use an unassigned port,
      when this is available.

   The DCCP specification [RFC4340] notes that a short port name MUST be
   associated with each DCCP server port that has been assigned.  This
   document clarifies that this short port name is the service name as
   defined here, and this name MUST be unique.
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Abstract

   This document describes a Transport Model for the Simple Network
   Management Protocol (SNMP), that uses either the Transport Layer
   Security protocol or the Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS)
   protocol.  The TLS and DTLS protocols provide authentication and
   privacy services for SNMP applications.  This document describes how
   the TLS Transport Model (TLSTM) implements the needed features of an
   SNMP Transport Subsystem to make this protection possible in an
   interoperable way.



   This Transport Model is designed to meet the security and operational
   needs of network administrators.  It supports the sending of SNMP
   messages over TLS/TCP and DTLS/UDP.  The TLS mode can make use of
   TCP's improved support for larger packet sizes and the DTLS mode
   provides potentially superior operation in environments where a
   connectionless (e.g., UDP) transport is preferred.  Both TLS and DTLS
   integrate well into existing public keying infrastructures.

   This document also defines a portion of the Management Information
   Base (MIB) for use with network management protocols.  In particular,
   it defines objects for managing the TLS Transport Model for SNMP.
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1.  Introduction

   It is important to understand the modular SNMPv3 architecture as
   defined by [RFC3411] and enhanced by the Transport Subsystem
   [RFC5590].  It is also important to understand the terminology of the
   SNMPv3 architecture in order to understand where the Transport Model
   described in this document fits into the architecture and how it
   interacts with the other architecture subsystems.  For a detailed
   overview of the documents that describe the current Internet-Standard
   Management Framework, please refer to Section 7 of [RFC3410].

   This document describes a Transport Model that makes use of the
   Transport Layer Security (TLS) [RFC5246] and the Datagram Transport
   Layer Security (DTLS) Protocol [RFC4347], within a Transport
   Subsystem [RFC5590].  DTLS is the datagram variant of the Transport
   Layer Security (TLS) protocol [RFC5246].  The Transport Model in this
   document is referred to as the Transport Layer Security Transport
   Model (TLSTM).  TLS and DTLS take advantage of the X.509 public
   keying infrastructure [RFC5280].  While (D)TLS supports multiple
   authentication mechanisms, this document only discusses X.509
   certificate-based authentication.  Although other forms of
   authentication are possible, they are outside the scope of this
   specification.  This transport model is designed to meet the security
   and operational needs of network administrators, operating in both
   environments where a connectionless (e.g., UDP) transport is
   preferred and in environments where large quantities of data need to
   be sent (e.g., over a TCP-based stream).  Both TLS and DTLS integrate
   well into existing public keying infrastructures.  This document
   supports sending of SNMP messages over TLS/TCP and DTLS/UDP.

   This document also defines a portion of the Management Information
   Base (MIB) for use with network management protocols.  In particular,
   it defines objects for managing the TLS Transport Model for SNMP.

   Managed objects are accessed via a virtual information store, termed
   the Management Information Base or MIB.  MIB objects are generally
   accessed through the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP).
   Objects in the MIB are defined using the mechanisms defined in the



   Structure of Management Information (SMI).  This memo specifies a MIB
   module that is compliant to the SMIv2, which is described in STD 58:
   [RFC2578], [RFC2579], and [RFC2580].
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   The diagram shown below gives a conceptual overview of two SNMP
   entities communicating using the TLS Transport Model (shown as
   "TLSTM").  One entity contains a command responder and notification
   originator application, and the other a command generator and
   notification receiver application.  It should be understood that this
   particular mix of application types is an example only and other
   combinations are equally valid.

   Note: this diagram shows the Transport Security Model (TSM) being
   used as the security model that is defined in [RFC5591].
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 +---------------------------------------------------------------------+
 |                              Network                                |
 +---------------------------------------------------------------------+
     ^                     |            ^               |
     |Notifications        |Commands    |Commands       |Notifications
 +---|---------------------|-------+ +--|---------------|--------------+
 |   |                     V       | |  |               V              |
 | +------------+  +------------+  | | +-----------+   +----------+    |
 | |  (D)TLS    |  |  (D)TLS    |  | | | (D)TLS    |   | (D)TLS   |    |
 | |  (Client)  |  |  (Server)  |  | | | (Client)  |   | (Server) |    |
 | +------------+  +------------+  | | +-----------+   +----------+    |
 |       ^             ^           | |       ^              ^          |
 |       |             |           | |       |              |          |
 |       +-------------+           | |       +--------------+          |
 | +-----|------------+            | | +-----|------------+            |
 | |     V            |            | | |     V            |            |
 | | +--------+       |   +-----+  | | | +--------+       |   +-----+  |
 | | | TLS TM |<--------->|Cache|  | | | | TLS TM |<--------->|Cache|  |
 | | +--------+       |   +-----+  | | | +--------+       |   +-----+  |
 | |Transport Subsys. |      ^     | | |Transport Subsys. |      ^     |
 | +------------------+      |     | | +------------------+      |     |
 |    ^                      |     | |    ^                      |     |
 |    |                      +--+  | |    |                      +--+  |
 |    v                         |  | |    V                         |  |
 | +-----+ +--------+ +-------+ |  | | +-----+ +--------+ +-------+ |  |
 | |     | |Message | |Securi.| |  | | |     | |Message | |Securi.| |  |
 | |Disp.| |Proc.   | |Subsys.| |  | | |Disp.| |Proc.   | |Subsys.| |  |
 | |     | |Subsys. | |       | |  | | |     | |Subsys. | |       | |  |
 | |     | |        | |       | |  | | |     | |        | |       | |  |
 | |     | | +----+ | | +---+ | |  | | |     | | +----+ | | +---+ | |  |
 | |    <--->|v3MP|<--> |TSM|<--+  | | |    <--->|v3MP|<--->|TSM|<--+  |
 | |     | | +----+ | | +---+ |    | | |     | | +----+ | | +---+ |    |
 | |     | |        | |       |    | | |     | |        | |       |    |
 | +-----+ +--------+ +-------+    | | +-----+ +--------+ +-------+    |
 |    ^                            | |    ^                            |
 |    |                            | |    |                            |
 |    +-+------------+             | |    +-+----------+               |
 |      |            |             | |      |          |               |
 |      v            v             | |      v          V               |
 | +-------------+ +-------------+ | | +-------------+ +-------------+ |
 | |   COMMAND   | | NOTIFICAT.  | | | |  COMMAND    | | NOTIFICAT.  | |
 | |  RESPONDER  | | ORIGINATOR  | | | | GENERATOR   | | RECEIVER    | |
 | | application | | application | | | | application | | application | |
 | +-------------+ +-------------+ | | +-------------+ +-------------+ |
 |                     SNMP entity | |                     SNMP entity |
 +---------------------------------+ +---------------------------------+
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1.1.  Conventions

   For consistency with SNMP-related specifications, this document
   favors terminology as defined in STD 62, rather than favoring
   terminology that is consistent with non-SNMP specifications.  This is
   consistent with the IESG decision to not require the SNMPv3
   terminology be modified to match the usage of other non-SNMP
   specifications when SNMPv3 was advanced to a Full Standard.

   "Authentication" in this document typically refers to the English
   meaning of "serving to prove the authenticity of" the message, not
   data source authentication or peer identity authentication.

   The terms "manager" and "agent" are not used in this document
   because, in the [RFC3411] architecture, all SNMP entities have the
   capability of acting as manager, agent, or both depending on the SNMP
   application types supported in the implementation.  Where distinction
   is required, the application names of command generator, command
   responder, notification originator, notification receiver, and proxy
   forwarder are used.  See "SNMP Applications" [RFC3413] for further
   information.

   Large portions of this document simultaneously refer to both TLS and
   DTLS when discussing TLSTM components that function equally with
   either protocol.  "(D)TLS" is used in these places to indicate that
   the statement applies to either or both protocols as appropriate.
   When a distinction between the protocols is needed, they are referred
   to independently through the use of "TLS" or "DTLS".  The Transport
   Model, however, is named "TLS Transport Model" and refers not to the
   TLS or DTLS protocol but to the specification in this document, which
   includes support for both TLS and DTLS.

   Throughout this document, the terms "client" and "server" are used to
   refer to the two ends of the (D)TLS transport connection.  The client
   actively opens the (D)TLS connection, and the server passively
   listens for the incoming (D)TLS connection.  An SNMP entity may act
   as a (D)TLS client or server or both, depending on the SNMP
   applications supported.

   The User-Based Security Model (USM) [RFC3414] is a mandatory-to-
   implement Security Model in STD 62.  While (D)TLS and USM frequently
   refer to a user, the terminology preferred in RFC 3411 and in this
   memo is "principal".  A principal is the "who" on whose behalf
   services are provided or processing takes place.  A principal can be,
   among other things, an individual acting in a particular role; a set
   of individuals, with each acting in a particular role; an application
   or a set of applications, or a combination of these within an
   administrative domain.
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   Throughout this document, the term "session" is used to refer to a
   secure association between two TLS Transport Models that permits the
   transmission of one or more SNMP messages within the lifetime of the
   session.  The (D)TLS protocols also have an internal notion of a
   session and although these two concepts of a session are related,
   when the term "session" is used this document is referring to the
   TLSTM's specific session and not directly to the (D)TLS protocol's
   session.

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

1.2.  Changes Since RFC 5953

   This document obsoletes [RFC5953].

   Since the publication of RFC 5953, a few editorial errata have been
   noted.  These errata are posted on the RFC Editor web site.  These
   errors have been corrected in this document.

   This document updates the references to RFC 3490 (IDNA 2003) to
   [RFC5890] (IDNA 2008), because RFC 3490 was obsoleted by RFC 5890.

   References to RFC 1033 were replaced with references to [RFC1123].

   Added informative reference to 5953.

   Updated MIB dates and revision date.

2.  The Transport Layer Security Protocol

   (D)TLS provides authentication, data message integrity, and privacy
   at the transport layer (see [RFC4347]).

   The primary goals of the TLS Transport Model are to provide privacy,
   peer identity authentication, and data integrity between two
   communicating SNMP entities.  The TLS and DTLS protocols provide a
   secure transport upon which the TLSTM is based.  Please refer to
   [RFC5246] and [RFC4347] for complete descriptions of the protocols.

3.  How the TLSTM Fits into the Transport Subsystem

   A transport model is a component of the Transport Subsystem.  The TLS
   Transport Model thus fits between the underlying (D)TLS transport
   layer and the Message Dispatcher [RFC3411] component of the SNMP
   engine.
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   The TLS Transport Model will establish a session between itself and
   the TLS Transport Model of another SNMP engine.  The sending
   transport model passes unencrypted and unauthenticated messages from
   the Dispatcher to (D)TLS to be encrypted and authenticated, and the
   receiving transport model accepts decrypted and authenticated/
   integrity-checked incoming messages from (D)TLS and passes them to



   the Dispatcher.

   After a TLS Transport Model session is established, SNMP messages can
   conceptually be sent through the session from one SNMP message
   Dispatcher to another SNMP Message Dispatcher.  If multiple SNMP
   messages are needed to be passed between two SNMP applications they
   MAY be passed through the same session.  A TLSTM implementation
   engine MAY choose to close the session to conserve resources.

   The TLS Transport Model of an SNMP engine will perform the
   translation between (D)TLS-specific security parameters and SNMP-
   specific, model-independent parameters.
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   The diagram below depicts where the TLS Transport Model (shown as
   "(D)TLS TM") fits into the architecture described in RFC 3411 and the
   Transport Subsystem:

   +------------------------------+
   |    Network                   |
   +------------------------------+
      ^       ^              ^
      |       |              |
      v       v              v
   +-------------------------------------------------------------------+
   | +--------------------------------------------------+              |



   | |  Transport Subsystem                             |  +--------+  |
   | | +-----+ +-----+ +-------+             +-------+  |  |        |  |
   | | | UDP | | SSH | |(D)TLS |    . . .    | other |<--->| Cache  |  |
   | | |     | | TM  | | TM    |             |       |  |  |        |  |
   | | +-----+ +-----+ +-------+             +-------+  |  +--------+  |
   | +--------------------------------------------------+         ^    |
   |              ^                                               |    |
   |              |                                               |    |
   | Dispatcher   v                                               |    |
   | +--------------+ +---------------------+  +----------------+ |    |
   | | Transport    | | Message Processing  |  | Security       | |    |
   | | Dispatch     | | Subsystem           |  | Subsystem      | |    |
   | |              | |     +------------+  |  | +------------+ | |    |
   | |              | |  +->| v1MP       |<--->| | USM        | | |    |
   | |              | |  |  +------------+  |  | +------------+ | |    |
   | |              | |  |  +------------+  |  | +------------+ | |    |
   | |              | |  +->| v2cMP      |<--->| | Transport  | | |    |
   | | Message      | |  |  +------------+  |  | | Security   |<--+    |
   | | Dispatch    <---->|  +------------+  |  | | Model      | |      |
   | |              | |  +->| v3MP       |<--->| +------------+ |      |
   | |              | |  |  +------------+  |  | +------------+ |      |
   | | PDU Dispatch | |  |  +------------+  |  | | Other      | |      |
   | +--------------+ |  +->| otherMP    |<--->| | Model(s)   | |      |
   |              ^   |     +------------+  |  | +------------+ |      |
   |              |   +---------------------+  +----------------+      |
   |              v                                                    |
   |      +-------+-------------------------+---------------+          |
   |      ^                                 ^               ^          |
   |      |                                 |               |          |
   |      v                                 v               v          |
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   | +-------------+   +---------+   +--------------+  +-------------+ |
   | |   COMMAND   |   | ACCESS  |   | NOTIFICATION |  |    PROXY    | |
   | |  RESPONDER  |<->| CONTROL |<->|  ORIGINATOR  |  |  FORWARDER  | |
   | | application |   |         |   | applications |  | application | |
   | +-------------+   +---------+   +--------------+  +-------------+ |
   |      ^                                 ^                          |
   |      |                                 |                          |
   |      v                                 v                          |
   | +----------------------------------------------+                  |
   | |             MIB instrumentation              |      SNMP entity |
   +-------------------------------------------------------------------+

3.1.  Security Capabilities of This Model

3.1.1.  Threats

   The TLS Transport Model provides protection against the threats
   identified by the RFC 3411 architecture [RFC3411]:



   1.  Modification of Information - The modification threat is the
       danger that an unauthorized entity may alter in-transit SNMP
       messages generated on behalf of an authorized principal in such a
       way as to effect unauthorized management operations, including
       falsifying the value of an object.

       (D)TLS provides verification that the content of each received
       message has not been modified during its transmission through the
       network, data has not been altered or destroyed in an
       unauthorized manner, and data sequences have not been altered to
       an extent greater than can occur non-maliciously.

   2.  Masquerade - The masquerade threat is the danger that management
       operations unauthorized for a given principal may be attempted by
       assuming the identity of another principal that has the
       appropriate authorizations.

       The TLSTM verifies the identity of the (D)TLS server through the
       use of the (D)TLS protocol and X.509 certificates.  A TLS
       Transport Model implementation MUST support the authentication of
       both the server and the client.

   3.  Message stream modification - The re-ordering, delay, or replay
       of messages can and does occur through the natural operation of
       many connectionless transport services.  The message stream
       modification threat is the danger that messages may be
       maliciously re-ordered, delayed, or replayed to an extent that is
       greater than can occur through the natural operation of
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       connectionless transport services, in order to effect
       unauthorized management operations.

       (D)TLS provides replay protection with a Message Authentication
       Code (MAC) that includes a sequence number.  Since UDP provides
       no sequencing ability, DTLS uses a sliding window protocol with
       the sequence number used for replay protection (see [RFC4347]).

   4.  Disclosure - The disclosure threat is the danger of eavesdropping
       on the exchanges between SNMP engines.

       (D)TLS provides protection against the disclosure of information
       to unauthorized recipients or eavesdroppers by allowing for
       encryption of all traffic between SNMP engines.  A TLS Transport
       Model implementation MUST support message encryption to protect
       sensitive data from eavesdropping attacks.

   5.  Denial of Service - The RFC 3411 architecture [RFC3411] states
       that denial-of-service (DoS) attacks need not be addressed by an
       SNMP security protocol.  However, connectionless transports (like
       DTLS over UDP) are susceptible to a variety of DoS attacks
       because they are more vulnerable to spoofed IP addresses.  See
       Section 4.2 for details on how the cookie mechanism is used.
       Note, however, that this mechanism does not provide any defense



       against DoS attacks mounted from valid IP addresses.

   See Section 9 for more detail on the security considerations
   associated with the TLSTM and these security threats.

3.1.2.  Message Protection

   The RFC 3411 architecture recognizes three levels of security:

   o  without authentication and without privacy (noAuthNoPriv)

   o  with authentication but without privacy (authNoPriv)

   o  with authentication and with privacy (authPriv)

   The TLS Transport Model determines from (D)TLS the identity of the
   authenticated principal, the transport type, and the transport
   address associated with an incoming message.  The TLS Transport Model
   provides the identity and destination type and address to (D)TLS for
   outgoing messages.

   When an application requests a session for a message, it also
   requests a security level for that session.  The TLS Transport Model
   MUST ensure that the (D)TLS connection provides security at least as
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   high as the requested level of security.  How the security level is
   translated into the algorithms used to provide data integrity and
   privacy is implementation dependent.  However, the NULL integrity and
   encryption algorithms MUST NOT be used to fulfill security level
   requests for authentication or privacy.  Implementations MAY choose
   to force (D)TLS to only allow cipher_suites that provide both
   authentication and privacy to guarantee this assertion.

   If a suitable interface between the TLS Transport Model and the
   (D)TLS Handshake Protocol is implemented to allow the selection of
   security-level-dependent algorithms (for example, a security level to
   cipher_suites mapping table), then different security levels may be
   utilized by the application.

   The authentication, integrity, and privacy algorithms used by the
   (D)TLS Protocols may vary over time as the science of cryptography
   continues to evolve and the development of (D)TLS continues over
   time.  Implementers are encouraged to plan for changes in operator
   trust of particular algorithms.  Implementations SHOULD offer
   configuration settings for mapping algorithms to SNMPv3 security
   levels.

3.1.3.  (D)TLS Connections

   (D)TLS connections are opened by the TLS Transport Model during the
   elements of procedure for an outgoing SNMP message.  Since the sender
   of a message initiates the creation of a (D)TLS connection if needed,
   the (D)TLS connection will already exist for an incoming message.

   Implementations MAY choose to instantiate (D)TLS connections in



   anticipation of outgoing messages.  This approach might be useful to
   ensure that a (D)TLS connection to a given target can be established
   before it becomes important to send a message over the (D)TLS
   connection.  Of course, there is no guarantee that a pre-established
   session will still be valid when needed.

   DTLS connections, when used over UDP, are uniquely identified within
   the TLS Transport Model by the combination of transportDomain,
   transportAddress, tmSecurityName, and requestedSecurityLevel
   associated with each session.  Each unique combination of these
   parameters MUST have a locally chosen unique tlstmSessionID for each
   active session.  For further information, see Section 5.  TLS over
   TCP sessions, on the other hand, do not require a unique pairing of
   address and port attributes since their lower-layer protocols (TCP)
   already provide adequate session framing.  But they must still
   provide a unique tlstmSessionID for referencing the session.
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   The tlstmSessionID MUST NOT change during the entire duration of the
   session from the TLSTM's perspective, and MUST uniquely identify a
   single session.  As an implementation hint: note that the (D)TLS
   internal SessionID does not meet these requirements, since it can
   change over the life of the connection as seen by the TLSTM (for
   example, during renegotiation), and does not necessarily uniquely
   identify a TLSTM session (there can be multiple TLSTM sessions
   sharing the same D(TLS) internal SessionID).

3.2.  Security Parameter Passing

   For the (D)TLS server-side, (D)TLS-specific security parameters
   (i.e., cipher_suites, X.509 certificate fields, IP addresses, and
   ports) are translated by the TLS Transport Model into security
   parameters for the TLS Transport Model and security model (e.g.,
   tmSecurityLevel, tmSecurityName, transportDomain, transportAddress).
   The transport-related and (D)TLS-security-related information,
   including the authenticated identity, are stored in a cache
   referenced by tmStateReference.

   For the (D)TLS client side, the TLS Transport Model takes input
   provided by the Dispatcher in the sendMessage() Abstract Service
   Interface (ASI) and input from the tmStateReference cache.  The
   (D)TLS Transport Model converts that information into suitable
   security parameters for (D)TLS and establishes sessions as needed.

   The elements of procedure in Section 5 discuss these concepts in much
   greater detail.

3.3.  Notifications and Proxy

   (D)TLS connections may be initiated by (D)TLS clients on behalf of
   SNMP applications that initiate communications, such as command
   generators, notification originators, proxy forwarders.  Command
   generators are frequently operated by a human, but notification
   originators and proxy forwarders are usually unmanned automated



   processes.  The targets to whom notifications and proxied requests
   should be sent are typically determined and configured by a network
   administrator.

   The SNMP-TARGET-MIB module [RFC3413] contains objects for defining
   management targets, including transportDomain, transportAddress,
   securityName, securityModel, and securityLevel parameters, for
   notification originator, proxy forwarder, and SNMP-controllable
   command generator applications.  Transport domains and transport
   addresses are configured in the snmpTargetAddrTable, and the
   securityModel, securityName, and securityLevel parameters are
   configured in the snmpTargetParamsTable.  This document defines a MIB
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   module that extends the SNMP-TARGET-MIB's snmpTargetParamsTable to
   specify a (D)TLS client-side certificate to use for the connection.

   When configuring a (D)TLS target, the snmpTargetAddrTDomain and
   snmpTargetAddrTAddress parameters in snmpTargetAddrTable SHOULD be
   set to the snmpTLSTCPDomain or snmpDTLSUDPDomain object and an
   appropriate snmpTLSAddress value.  When used with the SNMPv3 message
   processing model, the snmpTargetParamsMPModel column of the
   snmpTargetParamsTable SHOULD be set to a value of 3.  The
   snmpTargetParamsSecurityName SHOULD be set to an appropriate
   securityName value, and the snmpTlstmParamsClientFingerprint
   parameter of the snmpTlstmParamsTable SHOULD be set to a value that
   refers to a locally held certificate (and the corresponding private
   key) to be used.  Other parameters, for example, cryptographic
   configuration such as which cipher_suites to use, must come from
   configuration mechanisms not defined in this document.

   The securityName defined in the snmpTargetParamsSecurityName column
   will be used by the access control model to authorize any
   notifications that need to be sent.

4.  Elements of the Model

   This section contains definitions required to realize the (D)TLS
   Transport Model defined by this document.

4.1.  X.509 Certificates

   (D)TLS can make use of X.509 certificates for authentication of both
   sides of the transport.  This section discusses the use of X.509
   certificates in the TLSTM.

   While (D)TLS supports multiple authentication mechanisms, this
   document only discusses X.509-certificate-based authentication; other
   forms of authentication are outside the scope of this specification.
   TLSTM implementations are REQUIRED to support X.509 certificates.

4.1.1.  Provisioning for the Certificate

   Authentication using (D)TLS will require that SNMP entities have
   certificates, either signed by trusted Certification Authorities
   (CAs), or self signed.  Furthermore, SNMP entities will most commonly



   need to be provisioned with root certificates that represent the list
   of trusted CAs that an SNMP entity can use for certificate
   verification.  SNMP entities SHOULD also be provisioned with an X.509
   certificate revocation mechanism which can be used to verify that a
   certificate has not been revoked.  Trusted public keys from either CA
   certificates and/or self-signed certificates MUST be installed into
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   the server through a trusted out-of-band mechanism and their
   authenticity MUST be verified before access is granted.

   Having received a certificate from a connecting TLSTM client, the
   authenticated tmSecurityName of the principal is derived using the
   snmpTlstmCertToTSNTable.  This table allows mapping of incoming
   connections to tmSecurityNames through defined transformations.  The
   transformations defined in the SNMP-TLS-TM-MIB include:

   o  Mapping a certificate's subjectAltName or CommonName components to
      a tmSecurityName, or

   o  Mapping a certificate's fingerprint value to a directly specified
      tmSecurityName

   As an implementation hint: implementations may choose to discard any
   connections for which no potential snmpTlstmCertToTSNTable mapping
   exists before performing certificate verification to avoid expending
   computational resources associated with certificate verification.

   Deployments SHOULD map the "subjectAltName" component of X.509
   certificates to the TLSTM specific tmSecurityNames.  The
   authenticated identity can be obtained by the TLS Transport Model by
   extracting the subjectAltName(s) from the peer's certificate.  The
   receiving application will then have an appropriate tmSecurityName
   for use by other SNMPv3 components like an access control model.

   An example of this type of mapping setup can be found in Appendix A.

   This tmSecurityName may be later translated from a TLSTM specific
   tmSecurityName to an SNMP engine securityName by the security model.
   A security model, like the TSM security model [RFC5591], may perform
   an identity mapping or a more complex mapping to derive the
   securityName from the tmSecurityName offered by the TLS Transport
   Model.

   The standard View-Based Access Control Model (VACM) access control
   model constrains securityNames to be 32 octets or less in length.  A
   TLSTM generated tmSecurityName, possibly in combination with a
   messaging or security model that increases the length of the
   securityName, might cause the securityName length to exceed 32
   octets.  For example, a 32-octet tmSecurityName derived from an IPv6
   address, paired with a TSM prefix, will generate a 36-octet
   securityName.  Such a securityName will not be able to be used with
   standard VACM or TARGET MIB modules.  Operators should be careful to
   select algorithms and subjectAltNames to avoid this situation.
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   A pictorial view of the complete transformation process (using the
   TSM security model for the example) is shown below:

    +-------------+     +-------+                   +-----+
    | Certificate |     |       |                   |     |
    |    Path     |     | TLSTM |  tmSecurityName   | TSM |
    | Validation  | --> |       | ----------------->|     |
    +-------------+     +-------+                   +-----+
                                                        |
                                                        | securityName
                                                        V
                                                    +-------------+
                                                    | application |
                                                    +-------------+

4.2.  (D)TLS Usage

   (D)TLS MUST negotiate a cipher_suite that uses X.509 certificates for
   authentication, and MUST authenticate both the client and the server.
   The mandatory-to-implement cipher_suite is specified in the TLS
   specification [RFC5246].

   TLSTM verifies the certificates when the connection is opened (see
   Section 5.3).  For this reason, TLS renegotiation with different
   certificates MUST NOT be done.  That is, implementations MUST either
   disable renegotiation completely (RECOMMENDED), or they MUST present
   the same certificate during renegotiation (and MUST verify that the
   other end presented the same certificate).

   For DTLS over UDP, each SNMP message MUST be placed in a single UDP
   datagram; it MAY be split to multiple DTLS records.  In other words,
   if a single datagram contains multiple DTLS application_data records,
   they are concatenated when received.  The TLSTM implementation SHOULD
   return an error if the SNMP message does not fit in the UDP datagram,
   and thus cannot be sent.

   For DTLS over UDP, the DTLS server implementation MUST support DTLS
   cookies ([RFC4347] already requires that clients support DTLS
   cookies).  Implementations are not required to perform the cookie
   exchange for every DTLS handshake; however, enabling it by default is
   RECOMMENDED.

   For DTLS, replay protection MUST be used.
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4.3.  SNMP Services

   This section describes the services provided by the TLS Transport
   Model with their inputs and outputs.  The services are between the
   Transport Model and the Dispatcher.

   The services are described as primitives of an abstract service
   interface (ASI) and the inputs and outputs are described as abstract
   data elements as they are passed in these abstract service
   primitives.

4.3.1.  SNMP Services for an Outgoing Message

   The Dispatcher passes the information to the TLS Transport Model
   using the ASI defined in the Transport Subsystem:

      statusInformation =
      sendMessage(
      IN   destTransportDomain           -- transport domain to be used
      IN   destTransportAddress          -- transport address to be used
      IN   outgoingMessage               -- the message to send
      IN   outgoingMessageLength         -- its length
      IN   tmStateReference              -- reference to transport state
       )

   The abstract data elements returned from or passed as parameters into
   the abstract service primitives are as follows:

   statusInformation:  An indication of whether the sending of the
      message was successful.  If not, it is an indication of the
      problem.

   destTransportDomain:  The transport domain for the associated
      destTransportAddress.  The Transport Model uses this parameter to
      determine the transport type of the associated
      destTransportAddress.  This document specifies the
      snmpTLSTCPDomain and the snmpDTLSUDPDomain transport domains.

   destTransportAddress:  The transport address of the destination TLS
      Transport Model in a format specified by the SnmpTLSAddress
      TEXTUAL-CONVENTION.

   outgoingMessage:  The outgoing message to send to (D)TLS for
      encapsulation and transmission.

   outgoingMessageLength:  The length of the outgoingMessage.
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   tmStateReference:  A reference used to pass model-specific and
      mechanism-specific parameters between the Transport Subsystem and
      transport-aware Security Models.



4.3.2.  SNMP Services for an Incoming Message

   The TLS Transport Model processes the received message from the
   network using the (D)TLS service and then passes it to the Dispatcher
   using the following ASI:

      statusInformation =
      receiveMessage(
      IN   transportDomain               -- origin transport domain
      IN   transportAddress              -- origin transport address
      IN   incomingMessage               -- the message received
      IN   incomingMessageLength         -- its length
      IN   tmStateReference              -- reference to transport state
       )

   The abstract data elements returned from or passed as parameters into
   the abstract service primitives are as follows:

   statusInformation:  An indication of whether the passing of the
      message was successful.  If not, it is an indication of the
      problem.

   transportDomain:  The transport domain for the associated
      transportAddress.  This document specifies the snmpTLSTCPDomain
      and the snmpDTLSUDPDomain transport domains.

   transportAddress:  The transport address of the source of the
      received message in a format specified by the SnmpTLSAddress
      TEXTUAL-CONVENTION.

   incomingMessage:  The whole SNMP message after being processed by
      (D)TLS.

   incomingMessageLength:  The length of the incomingMessage.

   tmStateReference:  A reference used to pass model-specific and
      mechanism-specific parameters between the Transport Subsystem and
      transport-aware Security Models.
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4.4.  Cached Information and References

   When performing SNMP processing, there are two levels of state
   information that may need to be retained: the immediate state linking
   a request-response pair, and potentially longer-term state relating
   to transport and security.  "Transport Subsystem for the Simple
   Network Management Protocol (SNMP)" [RFC5590] defines general
   requirements for caches and references.

4.4.1.  TLS Transport Model Cached Information



   The TLS Transport Model has specific responsibilities regarding the
   cached information.  See the Elements of Procedure in Section 5 for
   detailed processing instructions on the use of the tmStateReference
   fields by the TLS Transport Model.

4.4.1.1.  tmSecurityName

   The tmSecurityName MUST be a human-readable name (in snmpAdminString
   format) representing the identity that has been set according to the
   procedures in Section 5.  The tmSecurityName MUST be constant for all
   traffic passing through a single TLSTM session.  Messages MUST NOT be
   sent through an existing (D)TLS connection that was established using
   a different tmSecurityName.

   On the (D)TLS server side of a connection, the tmSecurityName is
   derived using the procedures described in Section 5.3.2 and the SNMP-
   TLS-TM-MIB's snmpTlstmCertToTSNTable DESCRIPTION clause.

   On the (D)TLS client side of a connection, the tmSecurityName is
   presented to the TLS Transport Model by the security model through
   the tmStateReference.  This tmSecurityName is typically a copy of or
   is derived from the securityName that was passed by application
   (possibly because of configuration specified in the SNMP-TARGET-MIB).
   The Security Model likely derived the tmSecurityName from the
   securityName presented to the Security Model by the application
   (possibly because of configuration specified in the SNMP-TARGET-MIB).

   Transport-Model-aware security models derive tmSecurityName from a
   securityName, possibly configured in MIB modules for notifications
   and access controls.  Transport Models SHOULD use predictable
   tmSecurityNames so operators will know what to use when configuring
   MIB modules that use securityNames derived from tmSecurityNames.  The
   TLSTM generates predictable tmSecurityNames based on the
   configuration found in the SNMP-TLS-TM-MIB's snmpTlstmCertToTSNTable
   and relies on the network operators to have configured this table
   appropriately.
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4.4.1.2.  tmSessionID

   The tmSessionID MUST be recorded per message at the time of receipt.
   When tmSameSecurity is set, the recorded tmSessionID can be used to
   determine whether the (D)TLS connection available for sending a
   corresponding outgoing message is the same (D)TLS connection as was
   used when receiving the incoming message (e.g., a response to a
   request).

4.4.1.3.  Session State

   The per-session state that is referenced by tmStateReference may be
   saved across multiple messages in a Local Configuration Datastore.
   Additional session/connection state information might also be stored
   in a Local Configuration Datastore.



5.  Elements of Procedure

   Abstract service interfaces have been defined by [RFC3411] and
   further augmented by [RFC5590] to describe the conceptual data flows
   between the various subsystems within an SNMP entity.  The TLSTM uses
   some of these conceptual data flows when communicating between
   subsystems.

   To simplify the elements of procedure, the release of state
   information is not always explicitly specified.  As a general rule,
   if state information is available when a message gets discarded, the
   message-state information should also be released.  If state
   information is available when a session is closed, the session state
   information should also be released.  Sensitive information, like
   cryptographic keys, should be overwritten appropriately prior to
   being released.

   An error indication in statusInformation will typically include the
   Object Identifier (OID) and value for an incremented error counter.
   This may be accompanied by the requested securityLevel and the
   tmStateReference.  Per-message context information is not accessible
   to Transport Models, so for the returned counter OID and value,
   contextEngine would be set to the local value of snmpEngineID and
   contextName to the default context for error counters.

5.1.  Procedures for an Incoming Message

   This section describes the procedures followed by the (D)TLS
   Transport Model when it receives a (D)TLS protected packet.  The
   required functionality is broken into two different sections.
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   Section 5.1.1 describes the processing required for de-multiplexing
   multiple DTLS connections, which is specifically needed for DTLS over
   UDP sessions.  It is assumed that TLS protocol implementations
   already provide appropriate message demultiplexing.

   Section 5.1.2 describes the transport processing required once the
   (D)TLS processing has been completed.  This will be needed for all
   (D)TLS-based connections.

5.1.1.  DTLS over UDP Processing for Incoming Messages

   Demultiplexing of incoming packets into separate DTLS sessions MUST
   be implemented.  For connection-oriented transport protocols, such as
   TCP, the transport protocol takes care of demultiplexing incoming
   packets to the right connection.  For DTLS over UDP, this
   demultiplexing will either need to be done within the DTLS
   implementation, if supported, or by the TLSTM implementation.

   Like TCP, DTLS over UDP uses the four-tuple <source IP, destination
   IP, source port, destination port> for identifying the connection
   (and relevant DTLS connection state).  This means that when
   establishing a new session, implementations MUST use a different UDP



   source port number for each active connection to a remote destination
   IP-address/port-number combination to ensure the remote entity can
   disambiguate between multiple connections.

   If demultiplexing received UDP datagrams to DTLS connection state is
   done by the TLSTM implementation (instead of the DTLS
   implementation), the steps below describe one possible method to
   accomplish this.

   The important output results from the steps in this process are the
   remote transport address, incomingMessage, incomingMessageLength, and
   the tlstmSessionID.

   1)  The TLS Transport Model examines the raw UDP message, in an
       implementation-dependent manner.

   2)  The TLS Transport Model queries the Local Configuration Datastore
       (LCD) (see [RFC3411], Section 3.4.2) using the transport
       parameters (source and destination IP addresses and ports) to
       determine if a session already exists.

       2a)  If a matching entry in the LCD does not exist, then the UDP
            packet is passed to the DTLS implementation for processing.
            If the DTLS implementation decides to continue with the
            connection and allocate state for it, it returns a new DTLS
            connection handle (an implementation dependent detail).  In
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            this case, TLSTM selects a new tlstmSessionId, and caches
            this and the DTLS connection handle as a new entry in the
            LCD (indexed by the transport parameters).  If the DTLS
            implementation returns an error or does not allocate
            connection state (which can happen with the stateless cookie
            exchange), processing stops.

       2b)  If a session does exist in the LCD, then its DTLS connection
            handle (an implementation dependent detail) and its
            tlstmSessionId is extracted from the LCD.  The UDP packet
            and the connection handle are passed to the DTLS
            implementation.  If the DTLS implementation returns success
            but does not return an incomingMessage and an
            incomingMessageLength, then processing stops (this is the
            case when the UDP datagram contained DTLS handshake
            messages, for example).  If the DTLS implementation returns
            an error, then processing stops.

   3)  Retrieve the incomingMessage and an incomingMessageLength from
       DTLS.  These results and the tlstmSessionID are used below in
       Section 5.1.2 to complete the processing of the incoming message.

5.1.2.  Transport Processing for Incoming SNMP Messages

   The procedures in this section describe how the TLS Transport Model
   should process messages that have already been properly extracted
   from the (D)TLS stream.  Note that care must be taken when processing
   messages originating from either TLS or DTLS to ensure they're



   complete and single.  For example, multiple SNMP messages can be
   passed through a single DTLS message and partial SNMP messages may be
   received from a TLS stream.  These steps describe the processing of a
   singular SNMP message after it has been delivered from the (D)TLS
   stream.

   1)  Determine the tlstmSessionID for the incoming message.  The
       tlstmSessionID MUST be a unique session identifier for this
       (D)TLS connection.  The contents and format of this identifier
       are implementation dependent as long as it is unique to the
       session.  A session identifier MUST NOT be reused until all
       references to it are no longer in use.  The tmSessionID is equal
       to the tlstmSessionID discussed in Section 5.1.1. tmSessionID
       refers to the session identifier when stored in the
       tmStateReference and tlstmSessionID refers to the session
       identifier when stored in the LCD.  They MUST always be equal
       when processing a given session's traffic.
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       If this is the first message received through this session, and
       the session does not have an assigned tlstmSessionID yet, then
       the snmpTlstmSessionAccepts counter is incremented and a
       tlstmSessionID for the session is created.  This will only happen
       on the server side of a connection because a client would have
       already assigned a tlstmSessionID during the openSession()
       invocation.  Implementations may have performed the procedures
       described in Section 5.3.2 prior to this point or they may
       perform them now, but the procedures described in Section 5.3.2
       MUST be performed before continuing beyond this point.

   2)  Create a tmStateReference cache for the subsequent reference and
       assign the following values within it:

       tmTransportDomain  = snmpTLSTCPDomain or snmpDTLSUDPDomain as
          appropriate.

       tmTransportAddress  = The address from which the message
          originated.

       tmSecurityLevel  = The derived tmSecurityLevel for the session,
          as discussed in Sections 3.1.2 and 5.3.

       tmSecurityName  = The derived tmSecurityName for the session as
          discussed in Section 5.3.  This value MUST be constant during
          the lifetime of the session.

       tmSessionID  = The tlstmSessionID described in step 1 above.

   3)  The incomingMessage and incomingMessageLength are assigned values
       from the (D)TLS processing.

   4)  The TLS Transport Model passes the transportDomain,
       transportAddress, incomingMessage, and incomingMessageLength to



       the Dispatcher using the receiveMessage ASI:

      statusInformation =
      receiveMessage(
      IN   transportDomain     -- snmpTLSTCPDomain or snmpDTLSUDPDomain,
      IN   transportAddress    -- address for the received message
      IN   incomingMessage        -- the whole SNMP message from (D)TLS
      IN   incomingMessageLength  -- the length of the SNMP message
      IN   tmStateReference    -- transport info
       )
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5.2.  Procedures for an Outgoing SNMP Message

   The Dispatcher sends a message to the TLS Transport Model using the
   following ASI:

      statusInformation =
      sendMessage(
      IN   destTransportDomain           -- transport domain to be used
      IN   destTransportAddress          -- transport address to be used
      IN   outgoingMessage               -- the message to send
      IN   outgoingMessageLength         -- its length
      IN   tmStateReference              -- transport info
      )

   This section describes the procedure followed by the TLS Transport
   Model whenever it is requested through this ASI to send a message.

   1)  If tmStateReference does not refer to a cache containing values
       for tmTransportDomain, tmTransportAddress, tmSecurityName,
       tmRequestedSecurityLevel, and tmSameSecurity, then increment the
       snmpTlstmSessionInvalidCaches counter, discard the message, and
       return the error indication in the statusInformation.  Processing
       of this message stops.

   2)  Extract the tmSessionID, tmTransportDomain, tmTransportAddress,
       tmSecurityName, tmRequestedSecurityLevel, and tmSameSecurity
       values from the tmStateReference.  Note: the tmSessionID value
       may be undefined if no session exists yet over which the message
       can be sent.

   3)  If tmSameSecurity is true and tmSessionID is either undefined or
       refers to a session that is no longer open, then increment the
       snmpTlstmSessionNoSessions counter, discard the message, and
       return the error indication in the statusInformation.  Processing
       of this message stops.

   4)  If tmSameSecurity is false and tmSessionID refers to a session
       that is no longer available, then an implementation SHOULD open a
       new session, using the openSession() ASI (described in greater
       detail in step 5b).  Instead of opening a new session an



       implementation MAY return an snmpTlstmSessionNoSessions error to
       the calling module and stop the processing of the message.

   5)  If tmSessionID is undefined, then use tmTransportDomain,
       tmTransportAddress, tmSecurityName, and tmRequestedSecurityLevel
       to see if there is a corresponding entry in the LCD suitable to
       send the message over.
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       5a)  If there is a corresponding LCD entry, then this session
            will be used to send the message.

       5b)  If there is no corresponding LCD entry, then open a session
            using the openSession() ASI (discussed further in
            Section 5.3.1).  Implementations MAY wish to offer message
            buffering to prevent redundant openSession() calls for the
            same cache entry.  If an error is returned from
            openSession(), then discard the message, discard the
            tmStateReference, increment the snmpTlstmSessionOpenErrors,
            return an error indication to the calling module, and stop
            the processing of the message.

   6)  Using either the session indicated by the tmSessionID (if there
       was one) or the session resulting from a previous step (4 or 5),
       pass the outgoingMessage to (D)TLS for encapsulation and
       transmission.

5.3.  Establishing or Accepting a Session

   Establishing a (D)TLS connection as either a client or a server
   requires slightly different processing.  The following two sections
   describe the necessary processing steps.

5.3.1.  Establishing a Session as a Client

   The TLS Transport Model provides the following primitive for use by a
   client to establish a new (D)TLS connection:

   statusInformation =           -- errorIndication or success
   openSession(
   IN   tmStateReference         -- transport information to be used
   OUT  tmStateReference         -- transport information to be used
   IN   maxMessageSize           -- of the sending SNMP entity
   )

   The following describes the procedure to follow when establishing an
   SNMP over a (D)TLS connection between SNMP engines for exchanging
   SNMP messages.  This process is followed by any SNMP client's engine
   when establishing a session for subsequent use.

   This procedure MAY be done automatically for an SNMP application that
   initiates a transaction, such as a command generator, a notification
   originator, or a proxy forwarder.

   1)  The snmpTlstmSessionOpens counter is incremented.
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   2)  The client selects the appropriate certificate and cipher_suites
       for the key agreement based on the tmSecurityName and the
       tmRequestedSecurityLevel for the session.  For sessions being
       established as a result of an SNMP-TARGET-MIB based operation,
       the certificate will potentially have been identified via the
       snmpTlstmParamsTable mapping and the cipher_suites will have to
       be taken from a system-wide or implementation-specific
       configuration.  If no row in the snmpTlstmParamsTable exists,
       then implementations MAY choose to establish the connection using
       a default client certificate available to the application.
       Otherwise, the certificate and appropriate cipher_suites will
       need to be passed to the openSession() ASI as supplemental
       information or configured through an implementation-dependent
       mechanism.  It is also implementation-dependent and possibly
       policy-dependent how tmRequestedSecurityLevel will be used to
       influence the security capabilities provided by the (D)TLS
       connection.  However this is done, the security capabilities
       provided by (D)TLS MUST be at least as high as the level of
       security indicated by the tmRequestedSecurityLevel parameter.
       The actual security level of the session is reported in the
       tmStateReference cache as tmSecurityLevel.  For (D)TLS to provide
       strong authentication, each principal acting as a command
       generator SHOULD have its own certificate.

   3)  Using the destTransportDomain and destTransportAddress values,
       the client will initiate the (D)TLS handshake protocol to
       establish session keys for message integrity and encryption.

       If the attempt to establish a session is unsuccessful, then
       snmpTlstmSessionOpenErrors is incremented, an error indication is
       returned, and processing stops.  If the session failed to open
       because the presented server certificate was unknown or invalid,
       then the snmpTlstmSessionUnknownServerCertificate or
       snmpTlstmSessionInvalidServerCertificates MUST be incremented and
       an snmpTlstmServerCertificateUnknown or
       snmpTlstmServerInvalidCertificate notification SHOULD be sent as
       appropriate.  Reasons for server certificate invalidation
       include, but are not limited to, cryptographic validation
       failures and an unexpected presented certificate identity.

   4)  The (D)TLS client MUST then verify that the (D)TLS server's
       presented certificate is the expected certificate.  The (D)TLS
       client MUST NOT transmit SNMP messages until the server
       certificate has been authenticated, the client certificate has
       been transmitted, and the TLS connection has been fully
       established.
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       If the connection is being established from a configuration based
       on SNMP-TARGET-MIB configuration, then the snmpTlstmAddrTable
       DESCRIPTION clause describes how the verification is done (using
       either a certificate fingerprint, or an identity authenticated
       via certification path validation).

       If the connection is being established for reasons other than
       configuration found in the SNMP-TARGET-MIB, then configuration
       and procedures outside the scope of this document should be
       followed.  Configuration mechanisms SHOULD be similar in nature
       to those defined in the snmpTlstmAddrTable to ensure consistency
       across management configuration systems.  For example, a command-
       line tool for generating SNMP GETs might support specifying
       either the server's certificate fingerprint or the expected host
       name as a command-line argument.

   5)  (D)TLS provides assurance that the authenticated identity has
       been signed by a trusted configured Certification Authority.  If
       verification of the server's certificate fails in any way (for
       example, because of failures in cryptographic verification or the
       presented identity did not match the expected named entity), then
       the session establishment MUST fail, and the
       snmpTlstmSessionInvalidServerCertificates object is incremented.
       If the session cannot be opened for any reason at all, including
       cryptographic verification failures and snmpTlstmCertToTSNTable
       lookup failures, then the snmpTlstmSessionOpenErrors counter is
       incremented and processing stops.

   6)  The TLSTM-specific session identifier (tlstmSessionID) is set in
       the tmSessionID of the tmStateReference passed to the TLS
       Transport Model to indicate that the session has been established
       successfully and to point to a specific (D)TLS connection for
       future use.  The tlstmSessionID is also stored in the LCD for
       later lookup during processing of incoming messages
       (Section 5.1.2).

5.3.2.  Accepting a Session as a Server

   A (D)TLS server should accept new session connections from any client
   for which it is able to verify the client's credentials.  This is
   done by authenticating the client's presented certificate through a
   certificate path validation process (e.g., [RFC5280]) or through
   certificate fingerprint verification using fingerprints configured in
   the snmpTlstmCertToTSNTable.  Afterward, the server will determine
   the identity of the remote entity using the following procedures.
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   The (D)TLS server identifies the authenticated identity from the
   (D)TLS client's principal certificate using configuration information



   from the snmpTlstmCertToTSNTable mapping table.  The (D)TLS server
   MUST request and expect a certificate from the client and MUST NOT
   accept SNMP messages over the (D)TLS connection until the client has
   sent a certificate and it has been authenticated.  The resulting
   derived tmSecurityName is recorded in the tmStateReference cache as
   tmSecurityName.  The details of the lookup process are fully
   described in the DESCRIPTION clause of the snmpTlstmCertToTSNTable
   MIB object.  If any verification fails in any way (for example,
   because of failures in cryptographic verification or because of the
   lack of an appropriate row in the snmpTlstmCertToTSNTable), then the
   session establishment MUST fail, and the
   snmpTlstmSessionInvalidClientCertificates object is incremented.  If
   the session cannot be opened for any reason at all, including
   cryptographic verification failures, then the
   snmpTlstmSessionOpenErrors counter is incremented and processing
   stops.

   Servers that wish to support multiple principals at a particular port
   SHOULD make use of a (D)TLS extension that allows server-side
   principal selection like the Server Name Indication extension defined
   in Section 3.1 of [RFC4366].  Supporting this will allow, for
   example, sending notifications to a specific principal at a given TCP
   or UDP port.

5.4.  Closing a Session

   The TLS Transport Model provides the following primitive to close a
   session:

   statusInformation =
   closeSession(
   IN  tmSessionID        -- session ID of the session to be closed
   )

   The following describes the procedure to follow to close a session
   between a client and server.  This process is followed by any SNMP
   engine closing the corresponding SNMP session.

   1)  Increment either the snmpTlstmSessionClientCloses or the
       snmpTlstmSessionServerCloses counter as appropriate.

   2)  Look up the session using the tmSessionID.

   3)  If there is no open session associated with the tmSessionID, then
       closeSession processing is completed.
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   4)  Have (D)TLS close the specified connection.  This MUST include
       sending a close_notify TLS Alert to inform the other side that
       session cleanup may be performed.

6.  MIB Module Overview

   This MIB module provides management of the TLS Transport Model.  It
   defines needed textual conventions, statistical counters,



   notifications, and configuration infrastructure necessary for session
   establishment.  Example usage of the configuration tables can be
   found in Appendix A.

6.1.  Structure of the MIB Module

   Objects in this MIB module are arranged into subtrees.  Each subtree
   is organized as a set of related objects.  The overall structure and
   assignment of objects to their subtrees, and the intended purpose of
   each subtree, is shown below.

6.2.  Textual Conventions

   Generic and Common Textual Conventions used in this module can be
   found summarized at http://www.ops.ietf.org/mib-common-tcs.html.

   This module defines the following new Textual Conventions:

   o  A new TransportAddress format for describing (D)TLS connection
      addressing requirements.

   o  A certificate fingerprint allowing MIB module objects to
      generically refer to a stored X.509 certificate using a
      cryptographic hash as a reference pointer.

6.3.  Statistical Counters

   The SNMP-TLS-TM-MIB defines counters that provide network management
   stations with information about session usage and potential errors
   that a device may be experiencing.

6.4.  Configuration Tables

   The SNMP-TLS-TM-MIB defines configuration tables that an
   administrator can use for configuring a device for sending and
   receiving SNMP messages over (D)TLS.  In particular, there are MIB
   tables that extend the SNMP-TARGET-MIB for configuring (D)TLS
   certificate usage and a MIB table for mapping incoming (D)TLS client
   certificates to SNMPv3 tmSecurityNames.
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6.4.1.  Notifications

   The SNMP-TLS-TM-MIB defines notifications to alert management
   stations when a (D)TLS connection fails because a server's presented
   certificate did not meet an expected value
   (snmpTlstmServerCertificateUnknown) or because cryptographic
   validation failed (snmpTlstmServerInvalidCertificate).

6.5.  Relationship to Other MIB Modules

   Some management objects defined in other MIB modules are applicable
   to an entity implementing the TLS Transport Model.  In particular, it
   is assumed that an entity implementing the SNMP-TLS-TM-MIB will
   implement the SNMPv2-MIB [RFC3418], the SNMP-FRAMEWORK-MIB [RFC3411],



   the SNMP-TARGET-MIB [RFC3413], the SNMP-NOTIFICATION-MIB [RFC3413],
   and the SNMP-VIEW-BASED-ACM-MIB [RFC3415].

   The SNMP-TLS-TM-MIB module contained in this document is for managing
   TLS Transport Model information.

6.5.1.  MIB Modules Required for IMPORTS

   The SNMP-TLS-TM-MIB module imports items from SNMPv2-SMI [RFC2578],
   SNMPv2-TC [RFC2579], SNMP-FRAMEWORK-MIB [RFC3411], SNMP-TARGET-MIB
   [RFC3413], and SNMPv2-CONF [RFC2580].

7.  MIB Module Definition

SNMP-TLS-TM-MIB DEFINITIONS ::= BEGIN

IMPORTS
    MODULE-IDENTITY, OBJECT-TYPE,
    OBJECT-IDENTITY, mib-2, snmpDomains,
    Counter32, Unsigned32, Gauge32, NOTIFICATION-TYPE
      FROM SNMPv2-SMI                 -- RFC 2578 or any update thereof
    TEXTUAL-CONVENTION, TimeStamp, RowStatus, StorageType,
    AutonomousType
      FROM SNMPv2-TC                  -- RFC 2579 or any update thereof
    MODULE-COMPLIANCE, OBJECT-GROUP, NOTIFICATION-GROUP
      FROM SNMPv2-CONF                -- RFC 2580 or any update thereof
    SnmpAdminString
      FROM SNMP-FRAMEWORK-MIB         -- RFC 3411 or any update thereof
    snmpTargetParamsName, snmpTargetAddrName
      FROM SNMP-TARGET-MIB            -- RFC 3413 or any update thereof
    ;

snmpTlstmMIB MODULE-IDENTITY
    LAST-UPDATED "201107190000Z"
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    ORGANIZATION "ISMS Working Group"
    CONTACT-INFO "WG-EMail:   isms@lists.ietf.org
                  Subscribe:  isms-request@lists.ietf.org

                  Chairs:
                     Juergen Schoenwaelder
                     Jacobs University Bremen
                     Campus Ring 1
                     28725 Bremen
                     Germany
                     +49 421 200-3587
                     j.schoenwaelder@jacobs-university.de

                     Russ Mundy
                     SPARTA, Inc.
                     7110 Samuel Morse Drive
                     Columbia, MD  21046
                     USA

                  Editor:



                     Wes Hardaker
                     SPARTA, Inc.
                     P.O. Box 382
                     Davis, CA  95617
                     USA
                     ietf@hardakers.net
                  "

    DESCRIPTION  "
        The TLS Transport Model MIB

        Copyright (c) 2010-2011 IETF Trust and the persons identified
        as authors of the code.  All rights reserved.

        Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or
        without modification, is permitted pursuant to, and subject
        to the license terms contained in, the Simplified BSD License
        set forth in Section 4.c of the IETF Trust's Legal Provisions
        Relating to IETF Documents
        (http://trustee.ietf.org/license-info)."

       REVISION     "201107190000Z"
       DESCRIPTION  "This version of this MIB module is part of
                     RFC 6353; see the RFC itself for full legal
                     notices.  The only change was to introduce
                     new wording to reflect require changes for
                     IDNA addresses in the SnmpTLSAddress TC."
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       REVISION     "201005070000Z"
       DESCRIPTION  "This version of this MIB module is part of
                     RFC 5953; see the RFC itself for full legal
                     notices."

    ::= { mib-2 198 }

-- ************************************************
-- subtrees of the SNMP-TLS-TM-MIB
-- ************************************************

snmpTlstmNotifications OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { snmpTlstmMIB 0 }
snmpTlstmIdentities    OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { snmpTlstmMIB 1 }
snmpTlstmObjects       OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { snmpTlstmMIB 2 }
snmpTlstmConformance   OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { snmpTlstmMIB 3 }

-- ************************************************
-- snmpTlstmObjects - Objects
-- ************************************************

snmpTLSTCPDomain OBJECT-IDENTITY
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
        "The SNMP over TLS via TCP transport domain.  The
        corresponding transport address is of type SnmpTLSAddress.



        The securityName prefix to be associated with the
        snmpTLSTCPDomain is 'tls'.  This prefix may be used by
        security models or other components to identify which secure
        transport infrastructure authenticated a securityName."
    REFERENCE
      "RFC 2579: Textual Conventions for SMIv2"
    ::= { snmpDomains 8 }

snmpDTLSUDPDomain OBJECT-IDENTITY
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
        "The SNMP over DTLS via UDP transport domain.  The
        corresponding transport address is of type SnmpTLSAddress.

        The securityName prefix to be associated with the
        snmpDTLSUDPDomain is 'dtls'.  This prefix may be used by
        security models or other components to identify which secure
        transport infrastructure authenticated a securityName."
    REFERENCE
      "RFC 2579: Textual Conventions for SMIv2"
    ::= { snmpDomains 9 }
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SnmpTLSAddress ::= TEXTUAL-CONVENTION
    DISPLAY-HINT "1a"
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION
        "Represents an IPv4 address, an IPv6 address, or a
         US-ASCII-encoded hostname and port number.

        An IPv4 address must be in dotted decimal format followed by a
        colon ':' (US-ASCII character 0x3A) and a decimal port number
        in US-ASCII.

        An IPv6 address must be a colon-separated format (as described
        in RFC 5952), surrounded by square brackets ('[', US-ASCII
        character 0x5B, and ']', US-ASCII character 0x5D), followed by
        a colon ':' (US-ASCII character 0x3A) and a decimal port number
        in US-ASCII.

        A hostname is always in US-ASCII (as per RFC 1123);
        internationalized hostnames are encoded as A-labels as specified
        in  RFC 5890.  The hostname is followed by a
        colon ':' (US-ASCII character 0x3A) and a decimal port number
        in US-ASCII.  The name SHOULD be fully qualified whenever
        possible.

        Values of this textual convention may not be directly usable
        as transport-layer addressing information, and may require
        run-time resolution.  As such, applications that write them
        must be prepared for handling errors if such values are not
        supported, or cannot be resolved (if resolution occurs at the
        time of the management operation).

        The DESCRIPTION clause of TransportAddress objects that may



        have SnmpTLSAddress values must fully describe how (and
        when) such names are to be resolved to IP addresses and vice
        versa.

        This textual convention SHOULD NOT be used directly in object
        definitions since it restricts addresses to a specific
        format.  However, if it is used, it MAY be used either on its
        own or in conjunction with TransportAddressType or
        TransportDomain as a pair.

        When this textual convention is used as a syntax of an index
        object, there may be issues with the limit of 128
        sub-identifiers specified in SMIv2 (STD 58).  It is RECOMMENDED
        that all MIB documents using this textual convention make
        explicit any limitations on index component lengths that
        management software must observe.  This may be done either by
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        including SIZE constraints on the index components or by
        specifying applicable constraints in the conceptual row
        DESCRIPTION clause or in the surrounding documentation."
    REFERENCE
      "RFC 1123: Requirements for Internet Hosts - Application and
                 Support
       RFC 5890: Internationalized Domain Names for Applications (IDNA):
                 Definitions and Document Framework
       RFC 5952: A Recommendation for IPv6 Address Text Representation
      "
    SYNTAX       OCTET STRING (SIZE (1..255))

SnmpTLSFingerprint ::= TEXTUAL-CONVENTION
    DISPLAY-HINT "1x:1x"
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION
       "A fingerprint value that can be used to uniquely reference
       other data of potentially arbitrary length.

       An SnmpTLSFingerprint value is composed of a 1-octet hashing
       algorithm identifier followed by the fingerprint value.  The
       octet value encoded is taken from the IANA TLS HashAlgorithm
       Registry (RFC 5246).  The remaining octets are filled using the
       results of the hashing algorithm.

       This TEXTUAL-CONVENTION allows for a zero-length (blank)
       SnmpTLSFingerprint value for use in tables where the
       fingerprint value may be optional.  MIB definitions or
       implementations may refuse to accept a zero-length value as
       appropriate."
       REFERENCE "RFC 5246: The Transport Layer
                  Security (TLS) Protocol Version 1.2
                  http://www.iana.org/assignments/tls-parameters/
       "
    SYNTAX OCTET STRING (SIZE (0..255))

-- Identities for use in the snmpTlstmCertToTSNTable



snmpTlstmCertToTSNMIdentities OBJECT IDENTIFIER
    ::= { snmpTlstmIdentities 1 }

snmpTlstmCertSpecified OBJECT-IDENTITY
    STATUS        current
    DESCRIPTION  "Directly specifies the tmSecurityName to be used for
                  this certificate.  The value of the tmSecurityName
                  to use is specified in the snmpTlstmCertToTSNData
                  column.  The snmpTlstmCertToTSNData column must
                  contain a non-zero length SnmpAdminString compliant
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                  value or the mapping described in this row must be
                  considered a failure."
    ::= { snmpTlstmCertToTSNMIdentities 1 }

snmpTlstmCertSANRFC822Name OBJECT-IDENTITY
    STATUS        current
    DESCRIPTION  "Maps a subjectAltName's rfc822Name to a
                  tmSecurityName.  The local part of the rfc822Name is
                  passed unaltered but the host-part of the name must
                  be passed in lowercase.  This mapping results in a
                  1:1 correspondence between equivalent subjectAltName
                  rfc822Name values and tmSecurityName values except
                  that the host-part of the name MUST be passed in
                  lowercase.

                  Example rfc822Name Field:  FooBar@Example.COM
                  is mapped to tmSecurityName: FooBar@example.com."
    ::= { snmpTlstmCertToTSNMIdentities 2 }

snmpTlstmCertSANDNSName OBJECT-IDENTITY
    STATUS        current
    DESCRIPTION  "Maps a subjectAltName's dNSName to a
                  tmSecurityName after first converting it to all
                  lowercase (RFC 5280 does not specify converting to
                  lowercase so this involves an extra step).  This
                  mapping results in a 1:1 correspondence between
                  subjectAltName dNSName values and the tmSecurityName
                  values."
    REFERENCE "RFC 5280 - Internet X.509 Public Key Infrastructure
                         Certificate and Certificate Revocation
                         List (CRL) Profile."
    ::= { snmpTlstmCertToTSNMIdentities 3 }

snmpTlstmCertSANIpAddress OBJECT-IDENTITY
    STATUS        current
    DESCRIPTION  "Maps a subjectAltName's iPAddress to a
                  tmSecurityName by transforming the binary encoded
                  address as follows:

                  1) for IPv4, the value is converted into a
                     decimal-dotted quad address (e.g., '192.0.2.1').

                  2) for IPv6 addresses, the value is converted into a
                     32-character all lowercase hexadecimal string



                     without any colon separators.
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                  This mapping results in a 1:1 correspondence between
                  subjectAltName iPAddress values and the
                  tmSecurityName values.

                  The resulting length of an encoded IPv6 address is
                  the maximum length supported by the View-Based
                  Access Control Model (VACM).  Using both the
                  Transport Security Model's support for transport
                  prefixes (see the SNMP-TSM-MIB's
                  snmpTsmConfigurationUsePrefix object for details)
                  will result in securityName lengths that exceed what
                  VACM can handle."
    ::= { snmpTlstmCertToTSNMIdentities 4 }

snmpTlstmCertSANAny OBJECT-IDENTITY
    STATUS        current
    DESCRIPTION  "Maps any of the following fields using the
                  corresponding mapping algorithms:

                  |------------+----------------------------|
                  | Type       | Algorithm                  |
                  |------------+----------------------------|
                  | rfc822Name | snmpTlstmCertSANRFC822Name |
                  | dNSName    | snmpTlstmCertSANDNSName    |
                  | iPAddress  | snmpTlstmCertSANIpAddress  |
                  |------------+----------------------------|

                  The first matching subjectAltName value found in the
                  certificate of the above types MUST be used when
                  deriving the tmSecurityName.  The mapping algorithm
                  specified in the 'Algorithm' column MUST be used to
                  derive the tmSecurityName.

                  This mapping results in a 1:1 correspondence between
                  subjectAltName values and tmSecurityName values.  The
                  three sub-mapping algorithms produced by this
                  combined algorithm cannot produce conflicting
                  results between themselves."
    ::= { snmpTlstmCertToTSNMIdentities 5 }

snmpTlstmCertCommonName OBJECT-IDENTITY
    STATUS        current

    DESCRIPTION  "Maps a certificate's CommonName to a tmSecurityName
                  after converting it to a UTF-8 encoding.  The usage
                  of CommonNames is deprecated and users are
                  encouraged to use subjectAltName mapping methods
                  instead.  This mapping results in a 1:1
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                  correspondence between certificate CommonName values
                  and tmSecurityName values."
    ::= { snmpTlstmCertToTSNMIdentities 6 }

-- The snmpTlstmSession Group

snmpTlstmSession           OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { snmpTlstmObjects 1 }

snmpTlstmSessionOpens  OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX       Counter32
    MAX-ACCESS   read-only
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION
       "The number of times an openSession() request has been executed
       as a (D)TLS client, regardless of whether it succeeded or
       failed."
    ::= { snmpTlstmSession 1 }

snmpTlstmSessionClientCloses  OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX       Counter32
    MAX-ACCESS   read-only
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION
        "The number of times a closeSession() request has been
        executed as a (D)TLS client, regardless of whether it
        succeeded or failed."
    ::= { snmpTlstmSession 2 }

snmpTlstmSessionOpenErrors  OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX       Counter32
    MAX-ACCESS   read-only
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION
        "The number of times an openSession() request failed to open a
        session as a (D)TLS client, for any reason."
    ::= { snmpTlstmSession 3 }

snmpTlstmSessionAccepts  OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX       Counter32
    MAX-ACCESS   read-only
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION
       "The number of times a (D)TLS server has accepted a new
       connection from a client and has received at least one SNMP
       message through it."
    ::= { snmpTlstmSession 4 }
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snmpTlstmSessionServerCloses  OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX       Counter32
    MAX-ACCESS   read-only
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION
        "The number of times a closeSession() request has been
        executed as a (D)TLS server, regardless of whether it
        succeeded or failed."
    ::= { snmpTlstmSession 5 }

snmpTlstmSessionNoSessions  OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX       Counter32
    MAX-ACCESS   read-only
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION
        "The number of times an outgoing message was dropped because
        the session associated with the passed tmStateReference was no
        longer (or was never) available."
    ::= { snmpTlstmSession 6 }

snmpTlstmSessionInvalidClientCertificates OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX       Counter32
    MAX-ACCESS   read-only
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION
        "The number of times an incoming session was not established
        on a (D)TLS server because the presented client certificate
        was invalid.  Reasons for invalidation include, but are not
        limited to, cryptographic validation failures or lack of a
        suitable mapping row in the snmpTlstmCertToTSNTable."
    ::= { snmpTlstmSession 7 }

snmpTlstmSessionUnknownServerCertificate OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX       Counter32
    MAX-ACCESS   read-only
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION
        "The number of times an outgoing session was not established
         on a (D)TLS client because the server certificate presented
         by an SNMP over (D)TLS server was invalid because no
         configured fingerprint or Certification Authority (CA) was
         acceptable to validate it.
         This may result because there was no entry in the
         snmpTlstmAddrTable or because no path could be found to a
         known CA."
    ::= { snmpTlstmSession 8 }
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snmpTlstmSessionInvalidServerCertificates OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX       Counter32
    MAX-ACCESS   read-only
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION
        "The number of times an outgoing session was not established



         on a (D)TLS client because the server certificate presented
         by an SNMP over (D)TLS server could not be validated even if
         the fingerprint or expected validation path was known.  That
         is, a cryptographic validation error occurred during
         certificate validation processing.

        Reasons for invalidation include, but are not
        limited to, cryptographic validation failures."
    ::= { snmpTlstmSession 9 }

snmpTlstmSessionInvalidCaches OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX       Counter32
    MAX-ACCESS   read-only
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION
        "The number of outgoing messages dropped because the
        tmStateReference referred to an invalid cache."
    ::= { snmpTlstmSession 10 }

-- Configuration Objects

snmpTlstmConfig             OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { snmpTlstmObjects 2 }

-- Certificate mapping

snmpTlstmCertificateMapping OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { snmpTlstmConfig 1 }

snmpTlstmCertToTSNCount OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      Gauge32
    MAX-ACCESS  read-only
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
        "A count of the number of entries in the
        snmpTlstmCertToTSNTable."
    ::= { snmpTlstmCertificateMapping 1 }

snmpTlstmCertToTSNTableLastChanged OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      TimeStamp
    MAX-ACCESS  read-only
    STATUS      current
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    DESCRIPTION
        "The value of sysUpTime.0 when the snmpTlstmCertToTSNTable was
        last modified through any means, or 0 if it has not been
        modified since the command responder was started."
    ::= { snmpTlstmCertificateMapping 2 }

snmpTlstmCertToTSNTable OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      SEQUENCE OF SnmpTlstmCertToTSNEntry
    MAX-ACCESS  not-accessible
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
        "This table is used by a (D)TLS server to map the (D)TLS



        client's presented X.509 certificate to a tmSecurityName.

        On an incoming (D)TLS/SNMP connection, the client's presented
        certificate must either be validated based on an established
        trust anchor, or it must directly match a fingerprint in this
        table.  This table does not provide any mechanisms for
        configuring the trust anchors; the transfer of any needed
        trusted certificates for path validation is expected to occur
        through an out-of-band transfer.

        Once the certificate has been found acceptable (either by path
        validation or directly matching a fingerprint in this table),
        this table is consulted to determine the appropriate
        tmSecurityName to identify with the remote connection.  This
        is done by considering each active row from this table in
        prioritized order according to its snmpTlstmCertToTSNID value.
        Each row's snmpTlstmCertToTSNFingerprint value determines
        whether the row is a match for the incoming connection:

            1) If the row's snmpTlstmCertToTSNFingerprint value
               identifies the presented certificate, then consider the
               row as a successful match.

            2) If the row's snmpTlstmCertToTSNFingerprint value
               identifies a locally held copy of a trusted CA
               certificate and that CA certificate was used to
               validate the path to the presented certificate, then
               consider the row as a successful match.

        Once a matching row has been found, the
        snmpTlstmCertToTSNMapType value can be used to determine how
        the tmSecurityName to associate with the session should be
        determined.  See the snmpTlstmCertToTSNMapType column's
        DESCRIPTION for details on determining the tmSecurityName
        value.  If it is impossible to determine a tmSecurityName from
        the row's data combined with the data presented in the
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        certificate, then additional rows MUST be searched looking for
        another potential match.  If a resulting tmSecurityName mapped
        from a given row is not compatible with the needed
        requirements of a tmSecurityName (e.g., VACM imposes a
        32-octet-maximum length and the certificate derived
        securityName could be longer), then it must be considered an
        invalid match and additional rows MUST be searched looking for
        another potential match.

        If no matching and valid row can be found, the connection MUST
        be closed and SNMP messages MUST NOT be accepted over it.

        Missing values of snmpTlstmCertToTSNID are acceptable and
        implementations should continue to the next highest numbered
        row.  It is recommended that administrators skip index values
        to leave room for the insertion of future rows (for example,
        use values of 10 and 20 when creating initial rows).



        Users are encouraged to make use of certificates with
        subjectAltName fields that can be used as tmSecurityNames so
        that a single root CA certificate can allow all child
        certificate's subjectAltName to map directly to a
        tmSecurityName via a 1:1 transformation.  However, this table
        is flexible to allow for situations where existing deployed
        certificate infrastructures do not provide adequate
        subjectAltName values for use as tmSecurityNames.
        Certificates may also be mapped to tmSecurityNames using the
        CommonName portion of the Subject field.  However, the usage
        of the CommonName field is deprecated and thus this usage is
        NOT RECOMMENDED.  Direct mapping from each individual
        certificate fingerprint to a tmSecurityName is also possible
        but requires one entry in the table per tmSecurityName and
        requires more management operations to completely configure a
        device."
    ::= { snmpTlstmCertificateMapping 3 }

snmpTlstmCertToTSNEntry OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      SnmpTlstmCertToTSNEntry
    MAX-ACCESS  not-accessible
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
        "A row in the snmpTlstmCertToTSNTable that specifies a mapping
        for an incoming (D)TLS certificate to a tmSecurityName to use
        for a connection."
    INDEX   { snmpTlstmCertToTSNID }
    ::= { snmpTlstmCertToTSNTable 1 }
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SnmpTlstmCertToTSNEntry ::= SEQUENCE {
    snmpTlstmCertToTSNID           Unsigned32,
    snmpTlstmCertToTSNFingerprint  SnmpTLSFingerprint,
    snmpTlstmCertToTSNMapType      AutonomousType,
    snmpTlstmCertToTSNData         OCTET STRING,
    snmpTlstmCertToTSNStorageType  StorageType,
    snmpTlstmCertToTSNRowStatus    RowStatus
}

snmpTlstmCertToTSNID OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      Unsigned32 (1..4294967295)
    MAX-ACCESS  not-accessible
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
        "A unique, prioritized index for the given entry.  Lower
        numbers indicate a higher priority."
    ::= { snmpTlstmCertToTSNEntry 1 }

snmpTlstmCertToTSNFingerprint OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      SnmpTLSFingerprint (SIZE(1..255))
    MAX-ACCESS  read-create
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
        "A cryptographic hash of an X.509 certificate.  The results of



        a successful matching fingerprint to either the trusted CA in
        the certificate validation path or to the certificate itself
        is dictated by the snmpTlstmCertToTSNMapType column."
    ::= { snmpTlstmCertToTSNEntry 2 }

snmpTlstmCertToTSNMapType OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      AutonomousType
    MAX-ACCESS  read-create
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
        "Specifies the mapping type for deriving a tmSecurityName from
        a certificate.  Details for mapping of a particular type SHALL
        be specified in the DESCRIPTION clause of the OBJECT-IDENTITY
        that describes the mapping.  If a mapping succeeds it will
        return a tmSecurityName for use by the TLSTM model and
        processing stops.

        If the resulting mapped value is not compatible with the
        needed requirements of a tmSecurityName (e.g., VACM imposes a
        32-octet-maximum length and the certificate derived
        securityName could be longer), then future rows MUST be
        searched for additional snmpTlstmCertToTSNFingerprint matches
        to look for a mapping that succeeds.
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        Suitable values for assigning to this object that are defined
        within the SNMP-TLS-TM-MIB can be found in the
        snmpTlstmCertToTSNMIdentities portion of the MIB tree."
    DEFVAL { snmpTlstmCertSpecified }
    ::= { snmpTlstmCertToTSNEntry 3 }

snmpTlstmCertToTSNData OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      OCTET STRING (SIZE(0..1024))
    MAX-ACCESS  read-create
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
        "Auxiliary data used as optional configuration information for
        a given mapping specified by the snmpTlstmCertToTSNMapType
        column.  Only some mapping systems will make use of this
        column.  The value in this column MUST be ignored for any
        mapping type that does not require data present in this
        column."
    DEFVAL { "" }
    ::= { snmpTlstmCertToTSNEntry 4 }

snmpTlstmCertToTSNStorageType OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX       StorageType
    MAX-ACCESS   read-create
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION
        "The storage type for this conceptual row.  Conceptual rows
        having the value 'permanent' need not allow write-access to
        any columnar objects in the row."
    DEFVAL      { nonVolatile }
    ::= { snmpTlstmCertToTSNEntry 5 }



snmpTlstmCertToTSNRowStatus OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      RowStatus
    MAX-ACCESS  read-create
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
        "The status of this conceptual row.  This object may be used
        to create or remove rows from this table.

        To create a row in this table, an administrator must set this
        object to either createAndGo(4) or createAndWait(5).

        Until instances of all corresponding columns are appropriately
        configured, the value of the corresponding instance of the
        snmpTlstmParamsRowStatus column is notReady(3).

        In particular, a newly created row cannot be made active until
        the corresponding snmpTlstmCertToTSNFingerprint,
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        snmpTlstmCertToTSNMapType, and snmpTlstmCertToTSNData columns
        have been set.

        The following objects may not be modified while the
        value of this object is active(1):
            - snmpTlstmCertToTSNFingerprint
            - snmpTlstmCertToTSNMapType
            - snmpTlstmCertToTSNData
        An attempt to set these objects while the value of
        snmpTlstmParamsRowStatus is active(1) will result in
        an inconsistentValue error."
    ::= { snmpTlstmCertToTSNEntry 6 }

-- Maps tmSecurityNames to certificates for use by the SNMP-TARGET-MIB

snmpTlstmParamsCount OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      Gauge32
    MAX-ACCESS  read-only
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
        "A count of the number of entries in the snmpTlstmParamsTable."
    ::= { snmpTlstmCertificateMapping 4 }

snmpTlstmParamsTableLastChanged OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      TimeStamp
    MAX-ACCESS  read-only
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
        "The value of sysUpTime.0 when the snmpTlstmParamsTable
        was last modified through any means, or 0 if it has not been
        modified since the command responder was started."
    ::= { snmpTlstmCertificateMapping 5 }

snmpTlstmParamsTable OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      SEQUENCE OF SnmpTlstmParamsEntry
    MAX-ACCESS  not-accessible



    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
        "This table is used by a (D)TLS client when a (D)TLS
        connection is being set up using an entry in the
        SNMP-TARGET-MIB.  It extends the SNMP-TARGET-MIB's
        snmpTargetParamsTable with a fingerprint of a certificate to
        use when establishing such a (D)TLS connection."
    ::= { snmpTlstmCertificateMapping 6 }

snmpTlstmParamsEntry OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      SnmpTlstmParamsEntry
    MAX-ACCESS  not-accessible
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    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
        "A conceptual row containing a fingerprint hash of a locally
        held certificate for a given snmpTargetParamsEntry.  The
        values in this row should be ignored if the connection that
        needs to be established, as indicated by the SNMP-TARGET-MIB
        infrastructure, is not a certificate and (D)TLS based
        connection.  The connection SHOULD NOT be established if the
        certificate fingerprint stored in this entry does not point to
        a valid locally held certificate or if it points to an
        unusable certificate (such as might happen when the
        certificate's expiration date has been reached)."
    INDEX    { IMPLIED snmpTargetParamsName }
    ::= { snmpTlstmParamsTable 1 }

SnmpTlstmParamsEntry ::= SEQUENCE {
    snmpTlstmParamsClientFingerprint SnmpTLSFingerprint,
    snmpTlstmParamsStorageType       StorageType,
    snmpTlstmParamsRowStatus         RowStatus
}

snmpTlstmParamsClientFingerprint OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      SnmpTLSFingerprint
    MAX-ACCESS  read-create
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
        "This object stores the hash of the public portion of a
        locally held X.509 certificate.  The X.509 certificate, its
        public key, and the corresponding private key will be used
        when initiating a (D)TLS connection as a (D)TLS client."
    ::= { snmpTlstmParamsEntry 1 }

snmpTlstmParamsStorageType OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX       StorageType
    MAX-ACCESS   read-create
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION
        "The storage type for this conceptual row.  Conceptual rows
        having the value 'permanent' need not allow write-access to
        any columnar objects in the row."
    DEFVAL      { nonVolatile }
    ::= { snmpTlstmParamsEntry 2 }



snmpTlstmParamsRowStatus OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      RowStatus
    MAX-ACCESS  read-create
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
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        "The status of this conceptual row.  This object may be used
        to create or remove rows from this table.

        To create a row in this table, an administrator must set this
        object to either createAndGo(4) or createAndWait(5).

        Until instances of all corresponding columns are appropriately
        configured, the value of the corresponding instance of the
        snmpTlstmParamsRowStatus column is notReady(3).

        In particular, a newly created row cannot be made active until
        the corresponding snmpTlstmParamsClientFingerprint column has
        been set.

        The snmpTlstmParamsClientFingerprint object may not be modified
        while the value of this object is active(1).

        An attempt to set these objects while the value of
        snmpTlstmParamsRowStatus is active(1) will result in
        an inconsistentValue error."
    ::= { snmpTlstmParamsEntry 3 }

snmpTlstmAddrCount OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      Gauge32
    MAX-ACCESS  read-only
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
        "A count of the number of entries in the snmpTlstmAddrTable."
    ::= { snmpTlstmCertificateMapping 7 }

snmpTlstmAddrTableLastChanged OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      TimeStamp
    MAX-ACCESS  read-only
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
        "The value of sysUpTime.0 when the snmpTlstmAddrTable
        was last modified through any means, or 0 if it has not been
        modified since the command responder was started."
    ::= { snmpTlstmCertificateMapping 8 }

snmpTlstmAddrTable OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      SEQUENCE OF SnmpTlstmAddrEntry
    MAX-ACCESS  not-accessible
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
        "This table is used by a (D)TLS client when a (D)TLS
        connection is being set up using an entry in the
        SNMP-TARGET-MIB.  It extends the SNMP-TARGET-MIB's
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        snmpTargetAddrTable so that the client can verify that the
        correct server has been reached.  This verification can use
        either a certificate fingerprint, or an identity
        authenticated via certification path validation.

        If there is an active row in this table corresponding to the
        entry in the SNMP-TARGET-MIB that was used to establish the
        connection, and the row's snmpTlstmAddrServerFingerprint
        column has non-empty value, then the server's presented
        certificate is compared with the
        snmpTlstmAddrServerFingerprint value (and the
        snmpTlstmAddrServerIdentity column is ignored).  If the
        fingerprint matches, the verification has succeeded.  If the
        fingerprint does not match, then the connection MUST be
        closed.

        If the server's presented certificate has passed
        certification path validation [RFC5280] to a configured
        trust anchor, and an active row exists with a zero-length
        snmpTlstmAddrServerFingerprint value, then the
        snmpTlstmAddrServerIdentity column contains the expected
        host name.  This expected host name is then compared against
        the server's certificate as follows:

          - Implementations MUST support matching the expected host
          name against a dNSName in the subjectAltName extension
          field and MAY support checking the name against the
          CommonName portion of the subject distinguished name.

          - The '*' (ASCII 0x2a) wildcard character is allowed in the
          dNSName of the subjectAltName extension (and in common
          name, if used to store the host name), but only as the
          left-most (least significant) DNS label in that value.
          This wildcard matches any left-most DNS label in the
          server name.  That is, the subject *.example.com matches
          the server names a.example.com and b.example.com, but does
          not match example.com or a.b.example.com.  Implementations
          MUST support wildcards in certificates as specified above,
          but MAY provide a configuration option to disable them.

          - If the locally configured name is an internationalized
          domain name, conforming implementations MUST convert it to
          the ASCII Compatible Encoding (ACE) format for performing
          comparisons, as specified in Section 7 of [RFC5280].

        If the expected host name fails these conditions then the
        connection MUST be closed.
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        If there is no row in this table corresponding to the entry
        in the SNMP-TARGET-MIB and the server can be authorized by
        another, implementation-dependent means, then the connection
        MAY still proceed."

    ::= { snmpTlstmCertificateMapping 9 }

snmpTlstmAddrEntry OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      SnmpTlstmAddrEntry
    MAX-ACCESS  not-accessible
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
        "A conceptual row containing a copy of a certificate's
        fingerprint for a given snmpTargetAddrEntry.  The values in
        this row should be ignored if the connection that needs to be
        established, as indicated by the SNMP-TARGET-MIB
        infrastructure, is not a (D)TLS based connection.  If an
        snmpTlstmAddrEntry exists for a given snmpTargetAddrEntry, then
        the presented server certificate MUST match or the connection
        MUST NOT be established.  If a row in this table does not
        exist to match an snmpTargetAddrEntry row, then the connection
        SHOULD still proceed if some other certificate validation path
        algorithm (e.g., RFC 5280) can be used."
    INDEX    { IMPLIED snmpTargetAddrName }
    ::= { snmpTlstmAddrTable 1 }

SnmpTlstmAddrEntry ::= SEQUENCE {
    snmpTlstmAddrServerFingerprint    SnmpTLSFingerprint,
    snmpTlstmAddrServerIdentity       SnmpAdminString,
    snmpTlstmAddrStorageType          StorageType,
    snmpTlstmAddrRowStatus            RowStatus
}

snmpTlstmAddrServerFingerprint OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      SnmpTLSFingerprint
    MAX-ACCESS  read-create
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
        "A cryptographic hash of a public X.509 certificate.  This
        object should store the hash of the public X.509 certificate
        that the remote server should present during the (D)TLS
        connection setup.  The fingerprint of the presented
        certificate and this hash value MUST match exactly or the
        connection MUST NOT be established."
    DEFVAL { "" }
    ::= { snmpTlstmAddrEntry 1 }
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snmpTlstmAddrServerIdentity OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      SnmpAdminString
    MAX-ACCESS  read-create
    STATUS      current



    DESCRIPTION
        "The reference identity to check against the identity
        presented by the remote system."
    DEFVAL { "" }
    ::= { snmpTlstmAddrEntry 2 }

snmpTlstmAddrStorageType OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX       StorageType
    MAX-ACCESS   read-create
    STATUS       current
    DESCRIPTION
        "The storage type for this conceptual row.  Conceptual rows
        having the value 'permanent' need not allow write-access to
        any columnar objects in the row."
    DEFVAL      { nonVolatile }
    ::= { snmpTlstmAddrEntry 3 }

snmpTlstmAddrRowStatus OBJECT-TYPE
    SYNTAX      RowStatus
    MAX-ACCESS  read-create
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
        "The status of this conceptual row.  This object may be used
        to create or remove rows from this table.

        To create a row in this table, an administrator must set this
        object to either createAndGo(4) or createAndWait(5).

        Until instances of all corresponding columns are
        appropriately configured, the value of the
        corresponding instance of the snmpTlstmAddrRowStatus
        column is notReady(3).

        In particular, a newly created row cannot be made active until
        the corresponding snmpTlstmAddrServerFingerprint column has been
        set.

        Rows MUST NOT be active if the snmpTlstmAddrServerFingerprint
        column is blank and the snmpTlstmAddrServerIdentity is set to
        '*' since this would insecurely accept any presented
        certificate.
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        The snmpTlstmAddrServerFingerprint object may not be modified
        while the value of this object is active(1).

        An attempt to set these objects while the value of
        snmpTlstmAddrRowStatus is active(1) will result in
        an inconsistentValue error."
    ::= { snmpTlstmAddrEntry 4 }

-- ************************************************
--  snmpTlstmNotifications - Notifications Information



-- ************************************************

snmpTlstmServerCertificateUnknown NOTIFICATION-TYPE
    OBJECTS { snmpTlstmSessionUnknownServerCertificate }
    STATUS  current
    DESCRIPTION
        "Notification that the server certificate presented by an SNMP
         over (D)TLS server was invalid because no configured
         fingerprint or CA was acceptable to validate it.  This may be
         because there was no entry in the snmpTlstmAddrTable or
         because no path could be found to known Certification
         Authority.

         To avoid notification loops, this notification MUST NOT be
         sent to servers that themselves have triggered the
         notification."
    ::= { snmpTlstmNotifications 1 }

snmpTlstmServerInvalidCertificate NOTIFICATION-TYPE
    OBJECTS { snmpTlstmAddrServerFingerprint,
              snmpTlstmSessionInvalidServerCertificates}
    STATUS  current
    DESCRIPTION
        "Notification that the server certificate presented by an SNMP
         over (D)TLS server could not be validated even if the
         fingerprint or expected validation path was known.  That is, a
         cryptographic validation error occurred during certificate
         validation processing.

         To avoid notification loops, this notification MUST NOT be
         sent to servers that themselves have triggered the
         notification."
    ::= { snmpTlstmNotifications 2 }

-- ************************************************
-- snmpTlstmCompliances - Conformance Information
-- ************************************************
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snmpTlstmCompliances OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { snmpTlstmConformance 1 }

snmpTlstmGroups OBJECT IDENTIFIER ::= { snmpTlstmConformance 2 }

-- ************************************************
-- Compliance statements
-- ************************************************

snmpTlstmCompliance MODULE-COMPLIANCE
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
        "The compliance statement for SNMP engines that support the
        SNMP-TLS-TM-MIB"
    MODULE
        MANDATORY-GROUPS { snmpTlstmStatsGroup,
                           snmpTlstmIncomingGroup,



                           snmpTlstmOutgoingGroup,
                           snmpTlstmNotificationGroup }
    ::= { snmpTlstmCompliances 1 }

-- ************************************************
-- Units of conformance
-- ************************************************
snmpTlstmStatsGroup OBJECT-GROUP
    OBJECTS {
        snmpTlstmSessionOpens,
        snmpTlstmSessionClientCloses,
        snmpTlstmSessionOpenErrors,
        snmpTlstmSessionAccepts,
        snmpTlstmSessionServerCloses,
        snmpTlstmSessionNoSessions,
        snmpTlstmSessionInvalidClientCertificates,
        snmpTlstmSessionUnknownServerCertificate,
        snmpTlstmSessionInvalidServerCertificates,
        snmpTlstmSessionInvalidCaches
    }
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
        "A collection of objects for maintaining
        statistical information of an SNMP engine that
        implements the SNMP TLS Transport Model."
    ::= { snmpTlstmGroups 1 }

snmpTlstmIncomingGroup OBJECT-GROUP
    OBJECTS {
        snmpTlstmCertToTSNCount,
        snmpTlstmCertToTSNTableLastChanged,
        snmpTlstmCertToTSNFingerprint,
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        snmpTlstmCertToTSNMapType,
        snmpTlstmCertToTSNData,
        snmpTlstmCertToTSNStorageType,
        snmpTlstmCertToTSNRowStatus
    }
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
        "A collection of objects for maintaining
        incoming connection certificate mappings to
        tmSecurityNames of an SNMP engine that implements the
        SNMP TLS Transport Model."
    ::= { snmpTlstmGroups 2 }

snmpTlstmOutgoingGroup OBJECT-GROUP
    OBJECTS {
        snmpTlstmParamsCount,
        snmpTlstmParamsTableLastChanged,
        snmpTlstmParamsClientFingerprint,
        snmpTlstmParamsStorageType,
        snmpTlstmParamsRowStatus,
        snmpTlstmAddrCount,
        snmpTlstmAddrTableLastChanged,



        snmpTlstmAddrServerFingerprint,
        snmpTlstmAddrServerIdentity,
        snmpTlstmAddrStorageType,
        snmpTlstmAddrRowStatus
    }
    STATUS      current
    DESCRIPTION
        "A collection of objects for maintaining
        outgoing connection certificates to use when opening
        connections as a result of SNMP-TARGET-MIB settings."
    ::= { snmpTlstmGroups 3 }

snmpTlstmNotificationGroup NOTIFICATION-GROUP
    NOTIFICATIONS {
        snmpTlstmServerCertificateUnknown,
        snmpTlstmServerInvalidCertificate
    }
    STATUS current
    DESCRIPTION
        "Notifications"
    ::= { snmpTlstmGroups 4 }

END
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8.  Operational Considerations

   This section discusses various operational aspects of deploying
   TLSTM.

8.1.  Sessions

   A session is discussed throughout this document as meaning a security
   association between two TLSTM instances.  State information for the
   sessions are maintained in each TLSTM implementation and this
   information is created and destroyed as sessions are opened and
   closed.  A "broken" session (one side up and one side down) can
   result if one side of a session is brought down abruptly (i.e.,
   reboot, power outage, etc.).  Whenever possible, implementations
   SHOULD provide graceful session termination through the use of TLS
   disconnect messages.  Implementations SHOULD also have a system in
   place for detecting "broken" sessions through the use of heartbeats
   [HEARTBEAT] or other detection mechanisms.

   Implementations SHOULD limit the lifetime of established sessions
   depending on the algorithms used for generation of the master session
   secret, the privacy and integrity algorithms used to protect
   messages, the environment of the session, the amount of data
   transferred, and the sensitivity of the data.

8.2.  Notification Receiver Credential Selection

   When an SNMP engine needs to establish an outgoing session for



   notifications, the snmpTargetParamsTable includes an entry for the
   snmpTargetParamsSecurityName of the target.  Servers that wish to
   support multiple principals at a particular port SHOULD make use of
   the Server Name Indication extension defined in Section 3.1 of
   [RFC4366].  Without the Server Name Indication the receiving SNMP
   engine (server) will not know which (D)TLS certificate to offer to
   the client so that the tmSecurityName identity-authentication will be
   successful.

   Another solution is to maintain a one-to-one mapping between
   certificates and incoming ports for notification receivers.  This can
   be handled at the notification originator by configuring the
   snmpTargetAddrTable (snmpTargetAddrTDomain and
   snmpTargetAddrTAddress) and requiring the receiving SNMP engine to
   monitor multiple incoming static ports based on which principals are
   capable of receiving notifications.

   Implementations MAY also choose to designate a single Notification
   Receiver Principal to receive all incoming notifications or select an
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   implementation specific method of selecting a server certificate to
   present to clients.

8.3.  contextEngineID Discovery

   SNMPv3 requires that an application know the identifier
   (snmpEngineID) of the remote SNMP protocol engine in order to
   retrieve or manipulate objects maintained on the remote SNMP entity.

   [RFC5343] introduces a well-known localEngineID and a discovery
   mechanism that can be used to learn the snmpEngineID of a remote SNMP
   protocol engine.  Implementations are RECOMMENDED to support and use
   the contextEngineID discovery mechanism defined in [RFC5343].

8.4.  Transport Considerations

   This document defines how SNMP messages can be transmitted over the
   TLS- and DTLS-based protocols.  Each of these protocols is
   additionally based on other transports (TCP and UDP).  These two base
   protocols also have operational considerations that must be taken
   into consideration when selecting a (D)TLS-based protocol to use such
   as its performance in degraded or limited networks.  It is beyond the
   scope of this document to summarize the characteristics of these
   transport mechanisms.  Please refer to the base protocol documents
   for details on messaging considerations with respect to MTU size,
   fragmentation, performance in lossy networks, etc.

9.  Security Considerations

   This document describes a transport model that permits SNMP to
   utilize (D)TLS security services.  The security threats and how the
   (D)TLS transport model mitigates these threats are covered in detail
   throughout this document.  Security considerations for DTLS are
   covered in [RFC4347] and security considerations for TLS are



   described in Section 11 and Appendices D, E, and F of TLS 1.2
   [RFC5246].  When run over a connectionless transport such as UDP,
   DTLS is more vulnerable to denial-of-service attacks from spoofed IP
   addresses; see Section 4.2 for details how the cookie exchange is
   used to address this issue.

9.1.  Certificates, Authentication, and Authorization

   Implementations are responsible for providing a security certificate
   installation and configuration mechanism.  Implementations SHOULD
   support certificate revocation lists.

   (D)TLS provides for authentication of the identity of both the (D)TLS
   server and the (D)TLS client.  Access to MIB objects for the
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   authenticated principal MUST be enforced by an access control
   subsystem (e.g., the VACM).

   Authentication of the command generator principal's identity is
   important for use with the SNMP access control subsystem to ensure
   that only authorized principals have access to potentially sensitive
   data.  The authenticated identity of the command generator
   principal's certificate is mapped to an SNMP model-independent
   securityName for use with SNMP access control.

   The (D)TLS handshake only provides assurance that the certificate of
   the authenticated identity has been signed by a configured accepted
   Certification Authority.  (D)TLS has no way to further authorize or
   reject access based on the authenticated identity.  An Access Control
   Model (such as the VACM) provides access control and authorization of
   a command generator's requests to a command responder and a
   notification receiver's authorization to receive Notifications from a
   notification originator.  However, to avoid man-in-the-middle
   attacks, both ends of the (D)TLS-based connection MUST check the
   certificate presented by the other side against what was expected.
   For example, command generators must check that the command responder
   presented and authenticated itself with an X.509 certificate that was
   expected.  Not doing so would allow an impostor, at a minimum, to
   present false data, receive sensitive information, and/or provide a
   false belief that configuration was actually received and acted upon.
   Authenticating and verifying the identity of the (D)TLS server and
   the (D)TLS client for all operations ensures the authenticity of the
   SNMP engine that provides MIB data.

   The instructions found in the DESCRIPTION clause of the
   snmpTlstmCertToTSNTable object must be followed exactly.  It is also
   important that the rows of the table be searched in prioritized order
   starting with the row containing the lowest numbered
   snmpTlstmCertToTSNID value.

9.2.  (D)TLS Security Considerations

   This section discusses security considerations specific to the usage
   of (D)TLS.



9.2.1.  TLS Version Requirements

   Implementations of TLS typically support multiple versions of the
   Transport Layer Security protocol as well as the older Secure Sockets
   Layer (SSL) protocol.  Because of known security vulnerabilities,
   TLSTM clients and servers MUST NOT request, offer, or use SSL 2.0.
   See Appendix E.2 of [RFC5246] for further details.
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9.2.2.  Perfect Forward Secrecy

   The use of Perfect Forward Secrecy is RECOMMENDED and can be provided
   by (D)TLS with appropriately selected cipher_suites, as discussed in
   Appendix F of [RFC5246].

9.3.  Use with SNMPv1/SNMPv2c Messages

   The SNMPv1 and SNMPv2c message processing described in [RFC3584] (BCP
   74) always selects the SNMPv1 or SNMPv2c Security Models,
   respectively.  Both of these and the User-based Security Model
   typically used with SNMPv3 derive the securityName and securityLevel
   from the SNMP message received, even when the message was received
   over a secure transport.  Access control decisions are therefore made
   based on the contents of the SNMP message, rather than using the
   authenticated identity and securityLevel provided by the TLS
   Transport Model.  It is RECOMMENDED that only SNMPv3 messages using
   the Transport Security Model (TSM) or another secure-transport aware
   security model be sent over the TLSTM transport.

   Using a non-transport-aware Security Model with a secure Transport
   Model is NOT RECOMMENDED.  See [RFC5590], Section 7.1 for additional
   details on the coexistence of security-aware transports and non-
   transport-aware security models.

9.4.  MIB Module Security

   There are a number of management objects defined in this MIB module
   with a MAX-ACCESS clause of read-write and/or read-create.  Such
   objects may be considered sensitive or vulnerable in some network
   environments.  The support for SET operations in a non-secure
   environment without proper protection can have a negative effect on
   network operations.  These are the tables and objects and their
   sensitivity/vulnerability:

   o  The snmpTlstmParamsTable can be used to change the outgoing X.509
      certificate used to establish a (D)TLS connection.  Modifications
      to objects in this table need to be adequately authenticated since
      modifying the values in this table will have profound impacts to
      the security of outbound connections from the device.  Since
      knowledge of authorization rules and certificate usage mechanisms
      may be considered sensitive, protection from disclosure of the
      SNMP traffic via encryption is also highly recommended.

   o  The snmpTlstmAddrTable can be used to change the expectations of
      the certificates presented by a remote (D)TLS server.



      Modifications to objects in this table need to be adequately
      authenticated since modifying the values in this table will have
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      profound impacts to the security of outbound connections from the
      device.  Since knowledge of authorization rules and certificate
      usage mechanisms may be considered sensitive, protection from
      disclosure of the SNMP traffic via encryption is also highly
      recommended.

   o  The snmpTlstmCertToTSNTable is used to specify the mapping of
      incoming X.509 certificates to tmSecurityNames, which eventually
      get mapped to an SNMPv3 securityName.  Modifications to objects in
      this table need to be adequately authenticated since modifying the
      values in this table will have profound impacts to the security of
      incoming connections to the device.  Since knowledge of
      authorization rules and certificate usage mechanisms may be
      considered sensitive, protection from disclosure of the SNMP
      traffic via encryption is also highly recommended.  When this
      table contains a significant number of rows it may affect the
      system performance when accepting new (D)TLS connections.

   Some of the readable objects in this MIB module (i.e., objects with a
   MAX-ACCESS other than not-accessible) may be considered sensitive or
   vulnerable in some network environments.  It is thus important to
   control even GET and/or NOTIFY access to these objects and possibly
   to even encrypt the values of these objects when sending them over
   the network via SNMP.  These are the tables and objects and their
   sensitivity/vulnerability:

   o  This MIB contains a collection of counters that monitor the (D)TLS
      connections being established with a device.  Since knowledge of
      connection and certificate usage mechanisms may be considered
      sensitive, protection from disclosure of the SNMP traffic via
      encryption is highly recommended.

   SNMP versions prior to SNMPv3 did not include adequate security.
   Even if the network itself is secure (for example, by using IPsec),
   even then, there is no control as to who on the secure network is
   allowed to access and GET/SET (read/change/create/delete) the objects
   in this MIB module.

   It is RECOMMENDED that implementers consider the security features as
   provided by the SNMPv3 framework (see [RFC3410], Section 8),
   including full support for the SNMPv3 cryptographic mechanisms (for
   authentication and privacy).

   Further, deployment of SNMP versions prior to SNMPv3 is NOT
   RECOMMENDED.  Instead, it is RECOMMENDED to deploy SNMPv3 and to
   enable cryptographic security.  It is then a customer/operator
   responsibility to ensure that the SNMP entity giving access to an
   instance of this MIB module is properly configured to give access to
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   the objects only to those principals (users) that have legitimate
   rights to indeed GET or SET (change/create/delete) them.

10.  IANA Considerations

   IANA has assigned:

   1.  Two TCP/UDP port numbers from the "Registered Ports" range of the
       Port Numbers registry, with the following keywords:

     Keyword         Decimal      Description       References
     -------         -------      -----------       ----------
     snmptls         10161/tcp    SNMP-TLS          [RFC6353]
     snmpdtls        10161/udp    SNMP-DTLS         [RFC6353]
     snmptls-trap    10162/tcp    SNMP-Trap-TLS     [RFC6353]
     snmpdtls-trap   10162/udp    SNMP-Trap-DTLS    [RFC6353]

   These are the default ports for receipt of SNMP command messages
   (snmptls and snmpdtls) and SNMP notification messages (snmptls-trap
   and snmpdtls-trap) over a TLS Transport Model as defined in this
   document.

   2.  An SMI number (8) under snmpDomains for the snmpTLSTCPDomain
       object identifier

   3.  An SMI number (9) under snmpDomains for the snmpDTLSUDPDomain
       object identifier

   4.  An SMI number (198) under mib-2, for the MIB module in this
       document

   5.  "tls" as the corresponding prefix for the snmpTLSTCPDomain in the
       SNMP Transport Domains registry

   6.  "dtls" as the corresponding prefix for the snmpDTLSUDPDomain in
       the SNMP Transport Domains registry
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Appendix A.  Target and Notification Configuration Example

   The following sections describe example configuration for the SNMP-
   TLS-TM-MIB, the SNMP-TARGET-MIB, the NOTIFICATION-MIB, and the SNMP-
   VIEW-BASED-ACM-MIB.

A.1.  Configuring a Notification Originator

   The following row adds the "Joe Cool" user to the "administrators"
   group:

       vacmSecurityModel              = 4 (TSM)
       vacmSecurityName               = "Joe Cool"
       vacmGroupName                  = "administrators"
       vacmSecurityToGroupStorageType = 3 (nonVolatile)
       vacmSecurityToGroupStatus      = 4 (createAndGo)

   The following row configures the snmpTlstmAddrTable to use
   certificate path validation and to require the remote notification
   receiver to present a certificate for the "server.example.org"



   identity.

       snmpTargetAddrName             =  "toNRAddr"
       snmpTlstmAddrServerFingerprint =  ""
       snmpTlstmAddrServerIdentity    =  "server.example.org"
       snmpTlstmAddrStorageType       =  3         (nonVolatile)
       snmpTlstmAddrRowStatus         =  4         (createAndGo)

   The following row configures the snmpTargetAddrTable to send
   notifications using TLS/TCP to the snmptls-trap port at 192.0.2.1:

       snmpTargetAddrName              = "toNRAddr"
       snmpTargetAddrTDomain           = snmpTLSTCPDomain
       snmpTargetAddrTAddress          = "192.0.2.1:10162"
       snmpTargetAddrTimeout           = 1500
       snmpTargetAddrRetryCount        = 3
       snmpTargetAddrTagList           = "toNRTag"
       snmpTargetAddrParams            = "toNR"     (MUST match below)
       snmpTargetAddrStorageType       = 3          (nonVolatile)
       snmpTargetAddrRowStatus         = 4          (createAndGo)
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   The following row configures the snmpTargetParamsTable to send the
   notifications to "Joe Cool", using authPriv SNMPv3 notifications
   through the TransportSecurityModel [RFC5591]:

       snmpTargetParamsName            = "toNR"     (must match above)
       snmpTargetParamsMPModel         = 3 (SNMPv3)
       snmpTargetParamsSecurityModel   = 4 (TransportSecurityModel)
       snmpTargetParamsSecurityName    = "Joe Cool"
       snmpTargetParamsSecurityLevel   = 3          (authPriv)
       snmpTargetParamsStorageType     = 3          (nonVolatile)
       snmpTargetParamsRowStatus       = 4          (createAndGo)

A.2.  Configuring TLSTM to Utilize a Simple Derivation of tmSecurityName

   The following row configures the snmpTlstmCertToTSNTable to map a
   validated client certificate, referenced by the client's public X.509
   hash fingerprint, to a tmSecurityName using the subjectAltName
   component of the certificate.

       snmpTlstmCertToTSNID          = 1
                                       (chosen by ordering preference)
       snmpTlstmCertToTSNFingerprint = HASH (appropriate fingerprint)
       snmpTlstmCertToTSNMapType     = snmpTlstmCertSANAny
       snmpTlstmCertToTSNData        = ""  (not used)
       snmpTlstmCertToTSNStorageType = 3   (nonVolatile)
       snmpTlstmCertToTSNRowStatus   = 4   (createAndGo)



   This type of configuration should only be used when the naming
   conventions of the (possibly multiple) Certification Authorities are
   well understood, so two different principals cannot inadvertently be
   identified by the same derived tmSecurityName.

A.3.  Configuring TLSTM to Utilize Table-Driven Certificate Mapping

   The following row configures the snmpTlstmCertToTSNTable to map a
   validated client certificate, referenced by the client's public X.509
   hash fingerprint, to the directly specified tmSecurityName of "Joe
   Cool".

       snmpTlstmCertToTSNID           = 2
                                        (chosen by ordering preference)
       snmpTlstmCertToTSNFingerprint  = HASH (appropriate fingerprint)
       snmpTlstmCertToTSNMapType      = snmpTlstmCertSpecified
       snmpTlstmCertToTSNSecurityName = "Joe Cool"
       snmpTlstmCertToTSNStorageType  = 3  (nonVolatile)
       snmpTlstmCertToTSNRowStatus    = 4  (createAndGo)
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Abstract

   This memo splits message submission from message relay, allowing each
   service to operate according to its own rules (for security, policy,
   etc.), and specifies what actions are to be taken by a submission
   server.

   Message relay is unaffected, and continues to use SMTP over port 25.

   When conforming to this document, message submission uses the
   protocol specified here, normally over port 587.

   This separation of function offers a number of benefits, including
   the ability to apply specific security or policy requirements.

Status of This Memo

   This is an Internet Standards Track document.

   This document is a product of the Internet Engineering Task Force
   (IETF).  It represents the consensus of the IETF community.  It has
   received public review and has been approved for publication by the
   Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG).  Further information on
   Internet Standards is available in Section 2 of RFC 5741.



   Information about the current status of this document, any errata,
   and how to provide feedback on it may be obtained at
   http://www.rfc-editor.org/info/rfc6409.
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1.  Introduction

   SMTP [SMTP-MTA] was defined as a message *transfer* protocol, that
   is, a means to route (if needed) and deliver finished (complete)
   messages.

   Message Transfer Agents (MTAs) are not supposed to alter the message
   text, except to add 'Received', 'Return-Path', and other header
   fields as required by [SMTP-MTA].  However, SMTP is now also widely
   used as a message *submission* protocol, that is, a means for Message
   User Agents (MUAs) to introduce new messages into the MTA routing
   network.  The process that accepts message submissions from MUAs is
   termed a "Message Submission Agent" (MSA).

   In order to permit unconstrained communications, SMTP is not often
   authenticated during message relay.

   Authentication and authorization of initial submissions have become
   increasingly important, driven by changes in security requirements
   and rising expectations that submission servers take responsibility
   for the message traffic they originate.

   For example, due to the prevalence of machines that have worms,
   viruses, or other malicious software that generate large amounts of
   spam, many sites now prohibit outbound traffic on the standard SMTP
   port (port 25), funneling all mail submissions through submission
   servers.

   In addition to authentication and authorization issues, messages
   being submitted are, in some cases, finished (complete) messages and,
   in other cases, are unfinished (incomplete) in one or more aspects.
   Unfinished messages may need to be completed to ensure they conform
   to the Message Format specification [MESSAGE-FORMAT] and related
   requirements.  For example, the message may lack a proper 'Date'
   header field, and domains might not be fully qualified.  In some
   cases, the MUA may be unable to generate finished messages (e.g., it
   might not know its time zone).  Even when submitted messages are
   complete, local site policy may dictate that the message text be
   examined or modified in some way, e.g., to conceal local name or
   address spaces.  Such completions or modifications have been shown to
   cause harm when performed by downstream MTAs -- that is, MTAs after
   the first-hop submission MTA -- and are, in general, considered to be
   outside the province of standardized MTA functionality.
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   Separating messages into submissions and transfers allows developers
   and network administrators to do the following more easily:

   o  Implement security policies and guard against unauthorized mail
      relaying or injection of unsolicited bulk mail.

   o  Implement authenticated submission, including off-site submission
      by authorized users such as travelers.

   o  Separate the relevant software code differences, thereby making
      each code base more straightforward and allowing for different
      programs for relay and submission.

   o  Detect configuration problems with a site's mail clients.

   o  Provide a basis for adding enhanced submission services.

   This memo describes a low-cost, deterministic means for messages to
   be identified as submissions, and it specifies what actions are to be
   taken by a submission server.

2.  Document Information

2.1.  Definitions of Terms Used in This Memo

   Many of the concepts and terms used in this document are defined in
   [SMTP-MTA]; familiarity with those documents is assumed here.

   Fully Qualified

   Containing or consisting of a domain that can be globally resolved
   using the Domain Name Service, that is, not a local alias or partial
   specification.

   Message Submission Agent (MSA)

   A process that conforms to this specification.  An MSA acts as a
   submission server to accept messages from MUAs, and it either
   delivers them or acts as an SMTP client to relay them to an MTA.

   Message Transfer Agent (MTA)

   A process that conforms to [SMTP-MTA].  An MTA acts as an SMTP server
   to accept messages from an MSA or another MTA, and it either delivers
   them or acts as an SMTP client to relay them to another MTA.
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   Message User Agent (MUA)



   A process that acts (often on behalf of a user and with a user
   interface) to compose and submit new messages, and to process
   delivered messages.

   For delivered messages, the receiving MUA may obtain and process the
   message according to local conventions or, in what is commonly
   referred to as a split-MUA model, Post Office Protocol [POP3] or IMAP
   [IMAP4] is used to access delivered messages, whereas the protocol
   defined here (or SMTP) is used to submit messages.

2.2.  Conventions Used in This Document

   Examples use the 'example.net' domain.

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", and "MAY"
   in this document are to be interpreted as defined in [KEYWORDS].

3.  Message Submission

3.1.  Submission Identification

   Port 587 is reserved for email message submission as specified in
   this document.  Messages received on this port are defined to be
   submissions.  The protocol used is ESMTP [SMTP-MTA], with additional
   restrictions or allowances as specified here.

   Although most email clients and servers can be configured to use port
   587 instead of 25, there are cases where this is not possible or
   convenient.  A site MAY choose to use port 25 for message submission
   by designating some hosts to be MSAs and others to be MTAs.

3.2.  Message Rejection and Bouncing

   MTAs and MSAs MAY implement message rejection rules that rely, in
   part, on whether the message is a submission or a relay.

   For example, some sites might configure their MTAs to reject all RCPT
   commands for messages that do not reference local users, and they
   might configure their MSA to reject all message submissions that do
   not come from authorized users, with authorization based on either
   the authenticated identity or the submitting endpoint being within a
   protected IP environment.

   NOTE: It is better to reject a message than to risk sending one that
   is damaged.  This is especially true for problems that are
   correctable by the MUA, for example, an invalid 'From' field.
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   If an MSA is not able to determine a return path to the submitting
   user, from a valid MAIL FROM, a valid source IP address, or based on
   authenticated identity, then the MSA SHOULD immediately reject the
   message.  A message can be immediately rejected by returning a 550
   code to the MAIL command.

   Note that a null return path, that is, MAIL FROM:<>, is permitted and
   MUST NOT, in itself, be cause for rejecting a message.  (MUAs need to



   generate null return-path messages for a variety of reasons,
   including disposition notifications.)

   Except in the case where the MSA is unable to determine a valid
   return path for the message being submitted, text in this
   specification that instructs an MSA to issue a rejection code MAY be
   complied with by accepting the message and subsequently generating a
   bounce message.  (That is, if the MSA is going to reject a message
   for any reason except being unable to determine a return path, it can
   optionally do an immediate rejection or accept the message and then
   mail a bounce.)

   NOTE: In the normal case of message submission, immediately rejecting
   the message is preferred, as it gives the user and MUA direct
   feedback.  To properly handle delayed bounces, the client MUA needs
   to maintain a queue of messages it has submitted and match bounces to
   them.  Note that many contemporary MUAs do not have this capability.

3.3.  Authorized Submission

   Numerous methods have been used to ensure that only authorized users
   are able to submit messages.  These methods include authenticated
   SMTP, IP address restrictions, secure IP and other tunnels, and prior
   POP authentication.

   Authenticated SMTP [SMTP-AUTH] has seen widespread deployment.  It
   allows the MSA to determine an authorization identity for the message
   submission, one that is not tied to other protocols.

   IP address restrictions are very widely implemented, but they do not
   allow for travelers and similar situations, and they can be easily
   spoofed unless all transport paths between the MUA and MSA are
   trustworthy.

   Secure IP [IPSEC], and other encrypted and authenticated tunneling
   techniques, can also be used and provide additional benefits of
   protection against eavesdropping and traffic analysis.

   Requiring a POP [POP3] authentication (from the same IP address)
   within some amount of time (e.g., 20 minutes) prior to the start of a
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   message submission session has also been used, but this does impose
   restrictions on clients as well as servers, which may cause
   difficulties.  Specifically, the client must do a POP authentication
   before an SMTP submission session, and not all clients are capable
   and configured for this.  Also, the MSA must coordinate with the POP
   server, which may be difficult.  There is also a window during which
   an unauthorized user can submit messages and appear to be a
   previously authorized user.  Since it is dependent on the MUA's IP
   addresses, this technique is substantially as subject to IP address
   spoofing as validation based on known IP addresses alone (see above).

4.  Mandatory Actions

   An MSA MUST do all of the following:



4.1.  General Submission Rejection Code

   Unless covered by a more precise response code, response code 554 is
   to be used to reject a MAIL, RCPT, or DATA command that contains
   something improper.

4.2.  Ensure All Domains Are Fully Qualified

   The MSA MUST ensure that all domains in the SMTP envelope are fully
   qualified.

   If the MSA examines or alters the message text in any way, except to
   add trace header fields [SMTP-MTA], it MUST ensure that all domains
   in address header fields are fully qualified.

   Reply code 554 is to be used to reject a MAIL, RCPT, or DATA command
   that contains improper domain references.

   A frequent local convention is to accept single-level domains (e.g.,
   'sales') and then to expand the reference by adding the remaining
   portion of the domain name (e.g., to 'sales.example.net').  Local
   conventions that permit single-level domains SHOULD reject, rather
   than expand, incomplete multi-level domains (e.g., 'squeaky.sales'),
   since such expansion is particularly risky.

4.3.  Require Authentication

   The MSA MUST, by default, issue an error response to the MAIL command
   if the session has not been authenticated using [SMTP-AUTH], unless
   it has already independently established authentication or
   authorization (such as being within a protected subnetwork).

   Section 3.3 discusses authentication mechanisms.
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   Reply code 530 [SMTP-AUTH] is used for this purpose.

5.  Recommended Actions

   The MSA SHOULD do all of the following.

5.1.  Enforce Address Syntax

   An MSA SHOULD reject messages with illegal syntax in a sender or
   recipient SMTP envelope address.

   If the MSA examines or alters the message text in any way, except to
   add trace header fields, it SHOULD reject messages with illegal
   address syntax in address header fields.

   Reply code 501 is to be used to reject a MAIL or RCPT command that
   contains a detectably improper address.

   When addresses are resolved after submission of the message body,
   reply code 554 (with a suitable enhanced status code from



   [SMTP-CODES]) is used after end-of-data, if the message contains
   invalid addresses in the header.

5.2.  Log Errors

   The MSA SHOULD log message errors, especially apparent
   misconfigurations of client software.

   It can be very helpful to notify the administrator when problems are
   detected with local mail clients.  This is another advantage of
   distinguishing submission from relay: system administrators might be
   interested in local configuration problems, but not in client
   problems at other sites.

   Note that it is important to impose limits on such logging to prevent
   certain forms of denial-of-service (DoS) attacks.

5.3.  Apply Shorter Timeouts

   The timeouts specified in Section 4.5.3.2 of RFC 5321 [SMTP-MTA] are
   designed to deal with the many types of situations that can be
   encountered on the public Internet.  The relationship among clients
   and servers corresponding to this specification is typically much
   closer and more predictable.  Submission clients behave differently
   from relay client in some areas, especially tolerance for timeouts.
   In practice, message submission clients tend to have short timeouts
   (perhaps 2-5 minutes for a reply to any command).  Submission servers
   SHOULD respond to any command (even DATA) in fewer than 2 minutes.
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   When the submission server has a close administrative and/or network
   relationship with the submission client(s) -- e.g., with a webmail
   interface calling on a tightly bound submission server -- mutual
   agreement on much shorter timeouts MAY be appropriate.

6.  Optional Actions

   The MSA MAY do any of the following.

6.1.  Enforce Submission Rights

   The MSA MAY issue an error response to a MAIL command if the address
   in MAIL FROM appears to have insufficient submission rights or is not
   authorized with the authentication used (if the session has been
   authenticated).

   Reply code 550 with an appropriate enhanced status code per
   [SMTP-CODES], such as 5.7.1, is used for this purpose.

6.2.  Enforce Permissions

   The MSA MAY issue an error response to a RCPT command if inconsistent
   with the permissions given to the user (if the session has been
   authenticated).

   Reply code 550 with an appropriate enhanced status code per



   [SMTP-CODES], such as 5.7.1, is used for this purpose.

6.3.  Check Message Data

   The MSA MAY issue an error response to the DATA command or send a
   failure result after end-of-data if the submitted message is
   syntactically invalid, seems inconsistent with permissions given to
   the user (if known), or violates site policy in some way.

   Reply code 554 is used for syntactic problems in the data.  Reply
   code 501 is used if the command itself is not syntactically valid.
   Reply code 550 with an appropriate enhanced status code per
   [SMTP-CODES] (such as 5.7.1) is used to reject based on the
   submitting user.  Reply code 550 with an appropriate enhanced status
   code (such as 5.7.0) is used if the message violates site policy.

6.4.  Support for the Postmaster Address

   If appropriate under local conditions and to facilitate conformance
   with the "postmaster" requirements of [SMTP-MTA], the MSA MAY permit
   a reduced degree of authentication for mail addressed to the
   "postmaster" (or one of its alternate spelling forms, see
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   [SMTP-MTA]), in one or more domains, as compared to requirements
   enforced for other addresses.  Among other benefits, this provides an
   address of last resort that can be used by authorized users to report
   problems that otherwise prevent them from submitting mail.

6.5.  Adjust Character Encodings

   Subject to limits imposed by other protocols and specifications, the
   MSA MAY convert among character sets or string encodings to improve
   message usefulness, likelihood of delivery, or conformance with other
   specifications or recommendations.  Such conversions MAY include,
   when necessary, replacement of addresses whose encoding does not
   conform to RFC 5321 with ones that do, using information available
   out of band.
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7.  Interaction with SMTP Extensions

   The following table lists Standards Track and Experimental SMTP
   extensions whose documents do not explicitly specify their
   applicability to this protocol.  Listed are the EHLO keyword, name,
   an indication as to the use of the extension on the submit port, and
   a reference.

+--------------------+----------------------+--------+-----------------+
| Keyword            | Name                 |Sub-    | Reference       |
|                    |                      |mission |                 |
+--------------------+----------------------+--------+-----------------+
|PIPELINING          |Pipelining            |SHOULD  |[PIPELINING]     |
|ENHANCEDSTATUSCODES |Enhanced Status Codes |SHOULD  |[CODES-EXTENSION]|
|ETRN                |Extended Turn         |MUST NOT|[ETRN]           |
|   ...              |Extended Codes        |SHOULD  |[SMTP-CODES]     |
|DSN                 |Delivery Status       |SHOULD  |[DSN]            |
|                    |  Notification        |        |                 |
|SIZE                |Message size          |MAY     |[SIZE]           |
|   ...              |521 reply code        |MUST NOT|[REPLY-521]      |
|CHECKPOINT          |Checkpoint/Restart    |MAY     |[CHECKPOINT]     |
|BINARYMIME          |Binary MIME           |MAY     |[CHUNKING]       |
|CHUNKING            |Chunking              |MAY     |[CHUNKING]       |
|8BITMIME            |Use 8-bit data        |SHOULD  |[RFC6152]        |
|AUTH                |Authentication        |MUST    |[SMTP-AUTH]      |
|STARTTLS            |Start TLS             |MAY     |[START-TLS]      |
|NO-SOLICITING       |Notification of       |MAY     |[RFC3865]        |
|                    |  no soliciting       |        |                 |
|MTRK                |Message Tracking      |MAY     |[MSG-TRACK]      |
|ATRN                |On-Demand Relay       |MUST NOT|[RFC2645]        |
|DELIVERBY           |Deliver By            |MAY     |[RFC2852]        |
|CONPERM             |Content Conversion    |MAY     |[RFC4141]        |
|                    |  Permission          |        |                 |
|CONNEG              |Content Conversion    |MAY     |[RFC4141]        |
|                    |  Negotiation         |        |                 |
+--------------------+----------------------+--------+-----------------+
                             Table 1



   Future SMTP extensions SHOULD explicitly specify if they are valid on
   the Submission port.

   Some SMTP extensions are especially useful for message submission:

   Extended Status Codes [SMTP-CODES] SHOULD be supported and used
   according to [CODES-EXTENSION].  This permits the MSA to notify the
   client of specific configuration or other problems in more detail
   than the response codes listed in this memo.  Because some rejections
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   are related to a site's security policy, care should be used not to
   expose more detail to unauthenticated senders than is needed.

   [PIPELINING] SHOULD be supported by the MSA.

   [SMTP-AUTH] allows the MSA to validate the authority and determine
   the identity of the submitting user and MUST be supported by the MSA.

   [START-TLS] is the most widely used mechanism, at the time this
   document was written, that allows the MUA and MSA to protect message
   submission integrity and privacy.

   Any references to the DATA command in this memo also refer to any
   substitutes for DATA, such as the BDAT command used with [CHUNKING].

8.  Message Modifications

   Sites MAY modify submissions to ensure compliance with standards and
   site policy.  This section describes a number of such modifications
   that are often considered useful.

   NOTE: As a matter of guidance for local decisions to implement
   message modification, a paramount rule is to limit such actions to
   remedies for specific problems that have clear solutions.  This is
   especially true with address elements.  For example, indiscriminately
   appending a domain to an address or element that lacks one typically
   results in more broken addresses.  An unqualified address must be
   verified to be a valid local part in the domain before the domain can
   be safely added.

   Any message forwarded or delivered by the MSA MUST conform to the
   requirements of [SMTP-MTA] and [MESSAGE-FORMAT] or the requirements
   permitted by extensions that are supported by the MSA and accepted by
   the next-hop server.

   Message modification can affect the validity of an existing message
   signature, such as by DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM) [DKIM],
   Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) [RFC4880], or Secure MIME (S/MIME)
   [RFC5751], and can render the signature invalid.  This, in turn, can
   affect message handling by later receivers, such as filtering engines
   that consider the presence or absence of a valid signature.
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8.1.  Add 'Sender'

   The MSA MAY add or replace the 'Sender' field, if the identity of the
   sender is known and this is not given in the 'From' field.

   The MSA MUST ensure that any address it places in a 'Sender' field
   is, in fact, a valid mail address.

8.2.  Add 'Date'

   The MSA MAY add a 'Date' field to the submitted message, if it lacks
   it, or correct the 'Date' field if it does not conform to
   [MESSAGE-FORMAT] syntax.

8.3.  Add 'Message-ID'

   The MSA SHOULD add or replace the 'Message-ID' field, if it lacks it,
   or it is not valid syntax (as defined by [MESSAGE-FORMAT]).  Note
   that a number of clients still do not generate 'Message-ID' fields.

8.4.  Transfer Encode

   The MSA MAY apply transfer encoding to the message according to MIME
   conventions, if needed and not harmful to the MIME type.

8.5.  Sign the Message

   The MSA MAY (digitally) sign or otherwise add authentication
   information to the message.

8.6.  Encrypt the Message

   The MSA MAY encrypt the message for transport to reflect
   organizational policies.

   NOTE: To be useful, the addition of a signature and/or encryption by
   the MSA generally implies that the connection between the MUA and MSA
   must, itself, be secured in some other way, for example, by operating
   inside of a secure environment, by securing the submission connection
   at the transport layer, or by using an [SMTP-AUTH] mechanism that
   provides for session integrity.
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8.7.  Resolve Aliases

   The MSA MAY resolve and rewrite aliases (e.g., Canonical Name (CNAME)
   records) for domain names, in the SMTP envelope and/or in address
   fields of the header, subject to local policy.

   NOTE: SMTP [SMTP-MTA] prohibits the use of domain name aliases in
   addresses and the session-opening announcement.  As with other SMTP
   requirements, RFC 5321 effectively prohibits an MSA from forwarding
   such messages into the public Internet.  Nonetheless, unconditionally
   resolving aliases could be harmful.  For example, if www.example.net
   and ftp.example.net are both aliases for mail.example.net, rewriting
   them could lose useful information.

8.8.  Header Rewriting

   The MSA MAY rewrite local parts and/or domains in the SMTP envelope
   and, optionally, in address fields of the header, according to local
   policy.  For example, a site may prefer to rewrite 'JRU' as
   'J.Random.User' in order to hide login names and/or to rewrite
   'squeaky.sales.example.net' as 'zyx.example.net' to hide machine
   names and make it easier to move users.

   However, only addresses, local-parts, or domains that match specific
   local MSA configuration settings should be altered.  It would be very
   dangerous for the MSA to apply data-independent rewriting rules, such
   as always deleting the first element of a domain name.  So, for
   example, a rule that strips the leftmost element of the domain, if
   the complete domain matches '*.foo.example.net', would be acceptable.

   The MSA MUST NOT rewrite a forward-pointing (destination) address in
   a way that violates the constraints of [SMTP-MTA] on modifications of
   local-parts.  Changes to addressing and encoding, carried out in
   conjunction with the action of Section 6.5, do not violate this
   principle if the MSA has sufficient information available to
   successfully and accurately apply the substitution.

9.  Security Considerations

   Separation of submission and relay of messages allows a site to
   implement different policies for the two types of services, including
   requiring the use of additional security mechanisms for one or both.
   It can do this in a way that is simpler, both technically and
   administratively.  This increases the likelihood that policies will
   be applied correctly.
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   Separation also can aid in tracking and preventing unsolicited bulk
   email.

   For example, a site could configure its mail servers such that the
   MSA requires authentication before accepting a message, and the MTA
   rejects all RCPT commands for non-local users.  This can be an
   important element in a site's total email security policy.

   If a site fails to require any form of authorization for message
   submissions (see Section 3.3 for discussion), it is allowing open use
   of its resources and name; unsolicited bulk email can be injected
   using its facilities.

   Section 3 includes further discussion of issues with some
   authentication methods.

   Section 5.2 includes a cautionary note that unlimited logging can
   enable certain forms of denial-of-service attacks.

10.  IANA Considerations

   The entries in Table 1 have been corrected (reference for NO-
   SOLICITING) and extended (ATRN, DELIVERBY, CONPERM, and CONNEG).  The
   "SMTP Service Extensions" registry has been updated to reflect the
   changed and new entries.  Entries in the registry that do not appear
   in the table above are correct and should not be altered.

   The entry in the "SMTP Service Extensions" registry for RFC 4409 has
   been updated to reference this document.  The original reference for
   Submit (RFC 2476), which should have been corrected earlier, has also
   been updated to point to this document.

   The entry in the "Service Name and Transport Protocol Port Number
   Registry" for port 587 has been updated to point to this document.
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Appendix A.  Major Changes from RFC 4409

   The protocol specified by this document is not substantively
   different from that of RFC 4409.  However, the present specification
   contains several clarifications and updates to reflect changes and
   revisions to other documents subsequent to the publication of RFC
   4409.  The following specific changes may be of interest to some
   readers.

   o  Updated several references to reflect more recent versions of the
      various specifications.  As part of this, reclassified RFC 4954 to
      a normative reference (SMTP AUTH is a MUST for RFC 4409 and this
      specification).

   o  Updated the text in Section 7 to reflect the existence and partial
      population of the registry and the included table (Table 1) to
      correct one entry and add others.  See Section 10 for more
      information.

   o  Added new text (Section 5.3) to clarify that Submission Servers
      should respond quickly.

   o  Added text to make it explicit that character encoding changes are
      permitted.



   o  Added text to make it clear that modifications to signed messages
      may cause problems and that they should be carefully considered.
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                     IPv6 Flow Label Specification

Abstract

   This document specifies the IPv6 Flow Label field and the minimum
   requirements for IPv6 nodes labeling flows, IPv6 nodes forwarding
   labeled packets, and flow state establishment methods.  Even when
   mentioned as examples of possible uses of the flow labeling, more
   detailed requirements for specific use cases are out of the scope for
   this document.

   The usage of the Flow Label field enables efficient IPv6 flow
   classification based only on IPv6 main header fields in fixed
   positions.



Status of This Memo

   This is an Internet Standards Track document.

   This document is a product of the Internet Engineering Task Force
   (IETF).  It represents the consensus of the IETF community.  It has
   received public review and has been approved for publication by the
   Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG).  Further information on
   Internet Standards is available in Section 2 of RFC 5741.

   Information about the current status of this document, any errata,
   and how to provide feedback on it may be obtained at
   http://www.rfc-editor.org/info/rfc6437.
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1.  Introduction

   From the viewpoint of the network layer, a flow is a sequence of
   packets sent from a particular source to a particular unicast,
   anycast, or multicast destination that a node desires to label as a
   flow.  From an upper-layer viewpoint, a flow could consist of all
   packets in one direction of a specific transport connection or media
   stream.  However, a flow is not necessarily 1:1 mapped to a transport
   connection.

   Traditionally, flow classifiers have been based on the 5-tuple of the
   source address, destination address, source port, destination port,
   and the transport protocol type.  However, some of these fields may
   be unavailable due to either fragmentation or encryption, or locating
   them past a chain of IPv6 extension headers may be inefficient.
   Additionally, if classifiers depend only on IP-layer headers, later
   introduction of alternative transport-layer protocols will be easier.

   The usage of the 3-tuple of the Flow Label, Source Address, and
   Destination Address fields enables efficient IPv6 flow
   classification, where only IPv6 main header fields in fixed positions
   are used.

   The flow label could be used in both stateless and stateful
   scenarios.  A stateless scenario is one where any node that processes
   the flow label in any way does not need to store any information
   about a flow before or after a packet has been processed.  A stateful
   scenario is one where a node that processes the flow label value
   needs to store information about the flow, including the flow label
   value.  A stateful scenario might also require a signaling mechanism
   to inform downstream nodes that the flow label is being used in a
   certain way and to establish flow state in the network.  For example,
   RSVP [RFC2205] and General Internet Signaling Transport (GIST)
   [RFC5971] can signal flow label values.

   The flow label can be used most simply in stateless scenarios.  This
   specification concentrates on the stateless model and how it can be
   used as a default mechanism.  Details of stateful models, signaling,



   specific flow state establishment methods, and their related service
   models are out of scope for this specification.  The basic
   requirement for stateful models is set forth in Section 4.

   The minimum level of IPv6 flow support consists of labeling the
   flows.  A specific goal is to enable and encourage the use of the
   flow label for various forms of stateless load distribution,
   especially across Equal Cost Multi-Path (ECMP) and/or Link
   Aggregation Group (LAG) paths.  ECMP and LAG are methods to bond
   together multiple physical links used to procure the required
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   capacity necessary to carry an offered load greater than the
   bandwidth of an individual physical link.  Further details are in a
   separate document [RFC6438].  IPv6 source nodes SHOULD be able to
   label known flows (e.g., TCP connections and application streams),
   even if the node itself does not require any flow-specific treatment.
   Node requirements for stateless flow labeling are given in Section 3.

   This document replaces [RFC3697] and Section 6 and Appendix A of
   [RFC2460].  A rationale for the changes made is documented in
   [RFC6436].  The present document also includes a correction to
   [RFC2205] concerning the flow label.

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "NOT RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and
   "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in
   [RFC2119].

2.  IPv6 Flow Label Specification

   The 20-bit Flow Label field in the IPv6 header [RFC2460] is used by a
   node to label packets of a flow.  A Flow Label of zero is used to
   indicate packets that have not been labeled.  Packet classifiers can
   use the triplet of Flow Label, Source Address, and Destination
   Address fields to identify the flow to which a particular packet
   belongs.  Packets are processed in a flow-specific manner by nodes
   that are able to do so in a stateless manner or that have been set up
   with flow-specific state.  The nature of the specific treatment and
   the methods for flow state establishment are out of scope for this
   specification.

   Flow label values should be chosen such that their bits exhibit a
   high degree of variability, making them suitable for use as part of
   the input to a hash function used in a load distribution scheme.  At
   the same time, third parties should be unlikely to be able to guess
   the next value that a source of flow labels will choose.

   In statistics, a discrete uniform distribution is defined as a
   probability distribution in which each value in a given range of
   equally spaced values (such as a sequence of integers) is equally
   likely to be chosen as the next value.  The values in such a
   distribution exhibit both variability and unguessability.  Thus, as
   specified in Section 3, an approximation to a discrete uniform
   distribution is preferable as the source of flow label values.
   Intentionally, there are no precise mathematical requirements placed



   on the distribution or the method used to achieve such a
   distribution.
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   Once set to a non-zero value, the Flow Label is expected to be
   delivered unchanged to the destination node(s).  A forwarding node
   MUST either leave a non-zero flow label value unchanged or change it
   only for compelling operational security reasons as described in
   Section 6.1.

   There is no way to verify whether a flow label has been modified en
   route or whether it belongs to a uniform distribution.  Therefore, no
   Internet-wide mechanism can depend mathematically on unmodified and
   uniformly distributed flow labels; they have a "best effort" quality.
   Implementers should be aware that the flow label is an unprotected
   field that could have been accidentally or intentionally changed en
   route (see Section 6).  This leads to the following formal rule:

   o  Forwarding nodes such as routers and load distributors MUST NOT
      depend only on Flow Label values being uniformly distributed.  In
      any usage such as a hash key for load distribution, the Flow Label
      bits MUST be combined at least with bits from other sources within
      the packet, so as to produce a constant hash value for each flow
      and a suitable distribution of hash values across flows.
      Typically, the other fields used will be some or all components of
      the usual 5-tuple.  In this way, load distribution will still
      occur even if the Flow Label values are poorly distributed.

   Although uniformly distributed flow label values are recommended
   below, and will always be helpful for load distribution, it is unsafe
   to assume their presence in the general case, and the use case needs
   to work even if the flow label value is zero.

   As a general practice, packet flows should not be reordered, and the
   use of the Flow Label field does not affect this.  In particular, a
   Flow label value of zero does not imply that reordering is
   acceptable.

3.  Flow Labeling Requirements in the Stateless Scenario

   This section defines the minimum requirements for methods of setting
   the flow label value within the stateless scenario of flow label
   usage.

   To enable Flow-Label-based classification, source nodes SHOULD assign
   each unrelated transport connection and application data stream to a
   new flow.  A typical definition of a flow for this purpose is any set
   of packets carrying the same 5-tuple {dest addr, source addr,
   protocol, dest port, source port}.  It should be noted that a source
   node always has convenient and efficient access to this 5-tuple,
   which is not always the case for nodes that subsequently forward the
   packet.
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   It is desirable that flow label values should be uniformly
   distributed to assist load distribution.  It is therefore RECOMMENDED
   that source hosts support the flow label by setting the flow label
   field for all packets of a given flow to the same value chosen from
   an approximation to a discrete uniform distribution.  Both stateful
   and stateless methods of assigning a value could be used, but it is
   outside the scope of this specification to mandate an algorithm.  The
   algorithm SHOULD ensure that the resulting flow label values are
   unique with high probability.  However, if two simultaneous flows are
   assigned the same flow label value by chance and have the same source
   and destination addresses, it simply means that they will receive the
   same flow label treatment throughout the network.  As long as this is
   a low-probability event, it will not significantly affect load
   distribution.

   A possible stateless algorithm is to use a suitable 20-bit hash of
   values from the IP packet's 5-tuple.  A simple example hash function
   is described in Appendix A.

   An alternative approach is to use a pseudo-random number generator to
   assign a flow label value for a given transport session; such a
   method will require minimal local state to be kept at the source node
   by recording the flow label associated with each transport socket.

   Viewed externally, either of these approaches will produce values
   that appear to be uniformly distributed and pseudo-random.

   An implementation in which flow labels are assigned sequentially is
   NOT RECOMMENDED, as it would then be simple for on-path observers to
   guess the next value.

   A source node that does not otherwise set the flow label MUST set its
   value to zero.

   A node that forwards a flow whose flow label value in arriving
   packets is zero MAY change the flow label value.  In that case, it is
   RECOMMENDED that the forwarding node sets the flow label field for a
   flow to a uniformly distributed value as just described for source
   nodes.

   o  The same considerations apply as to source hosts setting the flow
      label; in particular, the preferred case is that a flow is defined
      by the 5-tuple.  However, there are cases in which the complete
      5-tuple for all packets is not readily available to a forwarding
      node, in particular for fragmented packets.  In such cases, a flow
      can be defined by fewer IPv6 header fields, typically using only
      the 2-tuple {dest addr, source addr}.  There are alternative
      approaches that implementers could choose, such as:
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      *  A forwarding node might use the 5-tuple to define a flow
         whenever possible but use the 2-tuple when the complete 5-tuple
         is not available.  In this case, unfragmented and fragmented
         packets belonging to the same transport session would receive
         different flow label values, altering the effect of subsequent
         load distribution based on the flow label.

      *  A forwarding node might use the 2-tuple to define a flow in all
         cases.  In this case, subsequent load distribution would be
         based only on IP addresses.

   o  The option to set the flow label in a forwarding node, if
      implemented, would presumably be of value in first-hop or ingress
      routers.  It might place a considerable per-packet processing load
      on them, even if they adopted a stateless method of flow
      identification and label assignment.  However, it will not
      interfere with host-to-router load sharing [RFC4311].  It needs to
      be under the control of network managers, to avoid unwanted
      processing load and any other undesirable effects.  For this
      reason, it MUST be a configurable option, disabled by default.

   The preceding rules taken together allow a given network to include
   routers that set flow labels on behalf of hosts that do not do so.
   The complications described explain why the principal recommendation
   is that the source hosts should set the label.

4.  Flow State Establishment Requirements

   A node that sets the flow label MAY also take part in a flow state
   establishment method that results in assigning specific treatments to
   specific flows, possibly including signaling.  Any such method MUST
   NOT disturb nodes taking part in the stateless scenario just
   described.  Thus, any node that sets flow label values according to a
   stateful scheme MUST choose labels that conform to Section 3 of this
   specification.  Further details are not discussed in this document.

5.  Essential Correction to RFC 2205

   [RFC2460] reduced the size of the flow label field from 24 to 20
   bits.  The references to a 24-bit flow label field in Section A.9 of
   [RFC2205] are updated accordingly.

6.  Security Considerations

   This section considers security issues raised by the use of the Flow
   Label, including the potential for denial-of-service attacks and the
   related potential for theft of service by unauthorized traffic
   (Section 6.2).  Section 6.3 addresses the use of the Flow Label in
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   the presence of IPsec, including its interaction with IPsec tunnel
   mode and other tunneling protocols.  We also note that inspection of
   unencrypted Flow Labels may allow some forms of traffic analysis by
   revealing some structure of the underlying communications.  Even if
   the flow label was encrypted, its presence as a constant value in a
   fixed position might assist traffic analysis and cryptoanalysis.



   The flow label is not protected in any way, even if IPsec
   authentication [RFC4302] is in use, so it can be forged by an on-path
   attacker.  Implementers are advised that any en-route change to the
   flow label value is undetectable.  On the other hand, a uniformly
   distributed pseudo-random flow label cannot be readily guessed by an
   attacker; see [LABEL-SEC] for further discussion.  If a hash
   algorithm is used, as suggested in Section 3, it SHOULD include a
   step that makes the flow label value significantly difficult to
   predict [RFC4086], even with knowledge of the algorithm being used.

6.1.  Covert Channel Risk

   The flow label could be used as a covert data channel, since
   apparently pseudo-random flow label values could, in fact, consist of
   covert data [NSA].  This could, for example, be achieved using a
   series of otherwise innocuous UDP packets whose flow label values
   constitute a covert message, or by co-opting a TCP session to carry a
   covert message in the flow labels of successive packets.  Both of
   these could be recognized as suspicious -- the first because isolated
   UDP packets would not normally be expected to have non-zero flow
   labels, and the second because the flow label values in a given TCP
   session should all be equal.  However, other methods, such as co-
   opting the flow labels of occasional packets, might be rather hard to
   detect.

   In situations where the covert channel risk is considered
   significant, the only certain defense is for a firewall to rewrite
   non-zero flow labels.  This would be an exceptional violation of the
   rule that the flow label, once set to a non-zero value, must not be
   changed.  To preserve load distribution capability, such a firewall
   SHOULD rewrite labels by following the method described for a
   forwarding node (see Section 3), as if the incoming label value were
   zero, and MUST NOT set non-zero flow labels to zero.  This behavior
   is nevertheless undesirable, since (as discussed in Section 3) only
   source nodes have straightforward access to the complete 5-tuple.

6.2.  Theft and Denial of Service

   Since the mapping of network traffic to flow-specific treatment is
   triggered by the IP addresses and Flow Label value of the IPv6
   header, an adversary may be able to obtain a class of service that
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   the network did not intend to provide by modifying the IPv6 header or
   by injecting packets with false addresses and/or labels.  A concrete
   analysis of this threat is only possible for specific stateful
   methods of signaling and using the flow label, which are out of scope
   for this document.  Clearly, a full analysis will be required when
   any such method is specified, but in general, networks SHOULD NOT
   make resource allocation decisions based on flow labels without some
   external means of assurance.

   A denial-of-service attack [RFC4732] becomes possible in the
   stateless model when the modified or injected traffic depletes the
   resources available to forward it and other traffic streams.  If a



   denial-of-service attack were undertaken against a given Flow Label
   (or set of Flow Labels), then traffic containing an affected Flow
   Label might well experience worse-than-best-effort network
   performance.

   Note that since the treatment of IP headers by nodes is typically
   unverified, there is no guarantee that flow labels sent by a node are
   set according to the recommendations in this document.  A man-in-the-
   middle or injected-traffic denial-of-service attack specifically
   directed at flow label handling would involve setting unusual flow
   labels.  For example, an attacker could set all flow labels reaching
   a given router to the same arbitrary non-zero value or could perform
   rapid cycling of flow label values such that the packets of a given
   flow will each have a different value.  Either of these attacks would
   cause a stateless load distribution algorithm to perform badly and
   would cause a stateful classifier to behave incorrectly.  For this
   reason, stateless classifiers should not use the flow label alone to
   control load distribution, and stateful classifiers should include
   explicit methods to detect and ignore suspect flow label values.

   Since flows are identified by the 3-tuple of the Flow Label and the
   Source and Destination Address, the risk of denial of service
   introduced by the Flow Label is closely related to the risk of denial
   of service by address spoofing.  An adversary who is in a position to
   forge an address is also likely to be able to forge a label, and vice
   versa.

   There are two issues with different properties: spoofing of the Flow
   Label only and spoofing of the whole 3-tuple, including Source and
   Destination Address.

   The former can be done inside a node that is using or transmitting
   the correct source address.  The ability to spoof a Flow Label
   typically implies being in a position to also forge an address, but
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   in many cases, spoofing an address may not be interesting to the
   spoofer, especially if the spoofer's goal is theft of service rather
   than denial of service.

   The latter can be done by a host that is not subject to ingress
   filtering [RFC2827] or by an intermediate router.  Due to its
   properties, this is typically useful only for denial of service.  In
   the absence of ingress filtering, almost any third party could
   instigate such an attack.

   In the presence of ingress filtering, forging a non-zero Flow Label
   on packets that originated with a zero label, or modifying or
   clearing a label, could only occur if an intermediate system such as
   a router was compromised, or through some other form of man-in-the-
   middle attack.

6.3.  IPsec and Tunneling Interactions



   The IPsec protocol, as defined in [RFC4301], [RFC4302], and
   [RFC4303], does not include the IPv6 header's Flow Label in any of
   its cryptographic calculations (in the case of tunnel mode, it is the
   outer IPv6 header's Flow Label that is not included).  Hence,
   modification of the Flow Label by a network node has no effect on
   IPsec end-to-end security, because it cannot cause any IPsec
   integrity check to fail.  As a consequence, IPsec does not provide
   any defense against an adversary's modification of the Flow Label
   (i.e., a man-in-the-middle attack).

   IPsec tunnel mode provides security for the encapsulated IP header's
   Flow Label.  A tunnel mode IPsec packet contains two IP headers: an
   outer header supplied by the tunnel ingress node and an encapsulated
   inner header supplied by the original source of the packet.  When an
   IPsec tunnel is passing through nodes performing flow classification,
   the intermediate network nodes operate on the Flow Label in the outer
   header.  At the tunnel egress node, IPsec processing includes
   removing the outer header and forwarding the packet (if required)
   using the inner header.  The IPsec protocol requires that the inner
   header's Flow Label not be changed by this decapsulation processing
   to ensure that modifications to the label cannot be used to launch
   theft- or denial-of-service attacks across an IPsec tunnel endpoint.
   This document makes no change to that requirement; indeed, it forbids
   changes to the Flow Label.

   When IPsec tunnel egress decapsulation processing includes a
   sufficiently strong cryptographic integrity check of the encapsulated
   packet (where sufficiency is determined by local security policy),
   the tunnel egress node can safely assume that the Flow Label in the
   inner header has the same value it had at the tunnel ingress node.
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   This analysis and its implications apply to any tunneling protocol
   that performs integrity checks.  Of course, any Flow Label set in an
   encapsulating IPv6 header is subject to the risks described in the
   previous section.

6.4.  Security Filtering Interactions

   The Flow Label does nothing to eliminate the need for packet
   filtering based on headers past the IP header if such filtering is
   deemed necessary for security reasons on nodes such as firewalls or
   filtering routers.

7.  Differences from RFC 3697

   The main differences between this specification and its predecessor
   [RFC3697] are as follows:

   o  This specification encourages non-zero flow label values to be
      used and clearly defines how to set a non-zero value.

   o  This specification encourages a stateless model with uniformly
      distributed flow label values.

   o  This specification does not specify any details of a stateful



      model.

   o  This specification retains the rule that the flow label must not
      be changed en route but allows routers to set the label on behalf
      of hosts that do not do so.

   o  This specification discusses the covert channel risk and its
      consequences for firewalls.

   For further details, see [RFC6436].
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Appendix A.  Example 20-Bit Hash Function

   As mentioned in Section 3, a stateless hash function may be used to
   generate a flow label value from an IPv6 packet's 5-tuple.  It is not
   trivial to choose a suitable hash function, and it is expected that
   extensive practical experience will be required to identify the best
   choices.  An example function, based on an algorithm by von Neumann
   known to produce an approximately uniform distribution [vonNeumann],
   follows.  For each packet for which a flow label must be generated,
   execute the following steps:

   1.  Split the destination and source addresses into two 64-bit values
       each, thus transforming the 5-tuple into a 7-tuple.

   2.  Add the following five components together using unsigned 64-bit
       arithmetic, discarding any carry bits: both parts of the source
       address, both parts of the destination address, and the protocol
       number.

   3.  Apply the von Neumann algorithm to the resulting string of 64
       bits:

       1.  Starting at the least significant end, select two bits.

       2.  If the two bits are 00 or 11, discard them.

       3.  If the two bits are 01, output a 0 bit.

       4.  If the two bits are 10, output a 1 bit.

       5.  Repeat with the next two bits in the input 64-bit string.

       6.  Stop when 16 bits have been output (or when the 64-bit string
           is exhausted).

   4.  Add the two port numbers to the resulting 16-bit number.

   5.  Shift the resulting value 4 bits left, and mask with 0xfffff.

   6.  In the highly unlikely event that the result is exactly zero, set
       the flow label arbitrarily to the value 1.



   Note that this simple example does not include a step to prevent
   predictability, as recommended in Section 6.
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Abstract

   OSPFv3 includes a mechanism to support multiple instances of the
   protocol running on the same interface.  OSPFv2 can utilize such a
   mechanism in order to support multiple routing domains on the same
   subnet.

   This document defines the OSPFv2 Instance ID to enable separate
   OSPFv2 protocol instances on the same interface.  Unlike OSPFv3 where
   the Instance ID can be used for multiple purposes, such as putting
   the same interface in multiple areas, the OSPFv2 Instance ID is
   reserved for identifying protocol instances.

   This document updates RFC 2328.

Status of This Memo

   This is an Internet Standards Track document.

   This document is a product of the Internet Engineering Task Force
   (IETF).  It represents the consensus of the IETF community.  It has
   received public review and has been approved for publication by
   the Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG).  Further
   information on Internet Standards is available in Section 2 of
   RFC 5741.

   Information about the current status of this document, any
   errata, and how to provide feedback on it may be obtained at
   http://www.rfc-editor.org/info/rfc6549.
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1.  Introduction

   OSPFv3 [OSPFV3] includes a mechanism to support multiple instances of
   a protocol running on the same interface.  OSPFv2 [OSPFV2] can
   utilize such a mechanism in order to support multiple routing domains
   on the same subnet.

   This document defines the OSPFv2 Instance ID to enable separate
   OSPFv2 protocol instances on the same interface.  Unlike OSPFv3 where
   the Instance ID can be used for multiple purposes, such as putting
   the same interface in multiple areas, the OSPFv2 Instance ID is
   reserved for identifying protocol instances.
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1.1.  Requirements Notation

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC-KEYWORDS].

2.  OSPFv2 Instance Packet Encoding

   This document extends OSPFv2 with a mechanism to differentiate
   packets for different instances sent and received on the same
   interface.  In support of this capability, a modified packet header
   format with the Authentication Type field split into an Instance ID
   and AuType.

       0                   1                   2                   3
       0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |   Version #   |     Type      |         Packet length         |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                         Router ID                             |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                          Area ID                              |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |          Checksum             |  Instance ID  |  AuType       |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                     Authentication                            |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
      |                     Authentication                            |
      +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

                           The OSPFv2 Packet Header

   All fields are as defined in [OSPFV2] except that the Instance ID
   field is new, and the AuType field is reduced to 8 bits from 16 bits
   without any change in meaning.  The Instance ID field is defined as
   follows:

   Instance ID
      Enables multiple instances of OSPFv2 to be used on a single
      interface.  Each protocol instance would be assigned a separate
      Instance ID; the Instance ID has local subnet significance only.
      Received packets with an Instance ID not equal to one of the
      Instance IDs corresponding to one of the configured OSPFv2
      Instances for the receiving interface MUST be discarded.
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3.  OSPFv2 Interface Instance ID

   Section 9 of [OSPFV2] describes the conceptual interface data
   structure.  The OSPFv2 Interface Instance ID is added to this
   structure.  The OSPFv2 Interface Instance ID has a default value of
   0.  Setting it to a non-zero value may be accomplished through



   configuration.

3.1.  Sending and Receiving OSPFv2 Packets

   When sending OSPFv2 packets, the OSPFv2 Interface Instance ID is set
   in the OSPFv2 packet header.  When receiving OSPFv2 packets, the
   OSPFv2 Header Instance ID is used to aid in demultiplexing the packet
   and associating it with the correct OSPFv2 instance.  Received
   packets with an Instance ID not equal to one of the configured OSPFv2
   Instance IDs on the receiving interface MUST be discarded.

3.2.  Interface Instance ID Values

   The following OSPFv2 Instance IDs have been defined:

   0      Base IPv4 Instance - This is the default IPv4 routing instance
          corresponding to default IPv4 unicast routing and the
          attendant IPv4 routing table.  Use of this Instance ID
          provides backward compatibility with the base OSPF
          specification [OSPFV2].

   1      Base IPv4 Multicast Instance - This IPv4 instance corresponds
          to the separate IPv4 routing table used for the Reverse Path
          Forwarding (RPF) checking performed on IPv4 multicast traffic.

   2      Base IPv4 In-band Management Instance - This IPv4 instance
          corresponds to a separate IPv4 routing table used for network
          management applications.

   3-127  Private Use - These Instance IDs are reserved for definition
          and semantics defined by the local network administrator.  For
          example, separate Interface Instance IDs and their
          corresponding OSPFv2 instances could be used to support
          independent non-congruent topologies for different classes of
          IPv4 unicast traffic.  The details of such deployments are
          beyond the scope of this document.

   The first three Interface Instance IDs are analogous to the topology
   IDs defined in [RFC4915].
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4.  State-Sharing Optimizations between OSPFv2 Instances

   This is beyond the scope of this document and is an area for further
   study.

5.  OSPFv2 Authentication Impacts

   Now that the AuType OSPFv2 header field has been reduced from 2
   octets to 1 octet, OSPFv2 routers not supporting this specification
   will fail packet authentication for any instance other than the
   default (i.e., the Base IPv4 Unicast Instance).  This is solely due
   to the difference in field definition as opposed to any explicit



   change to OSPFv2 authentication, as described in Appendix D of RFC
   2328 [OSPFV2] and RFC 5709 [RFC5709].  However, this is exactly what
   is desired since OSPFv2 routers not supporting this specification
   should only support the default instance (refer to Section 6).

6.  Backward Compatibility and Deployment Considerations

   When there are OSPFv2 routers that support OSPFv2 Multi-Instance
   extensions on the same broadcast-capable interface as OSPFv2 routers
   that do not, packets with non-zero OSPFv2 header Instance IDs are
   received by those legacy OSPFv2 routers.  Since the non-zero Instance
   ID is included in the AuType by these legacy OSPFv2 routers, it is
   misinterpreted as a mismatched authentication type and the packet is
   dropped.  This is exactly what is expected and desired.

   Previously, there was concern that certain implementations would log
   every single authentication type mismatch.  However, discussions with
   implementers have led us to the conclusion that this is not as severe
   a problem as we'd first thought, and it will be even less of a
   problem by the time the mechanism described herein is standardized,
   implemented, and deployed.  Most implementations will dampen the
   logging of errors.  Hence, the more drastic mechanisms to avoid
   legacy OSPFv2 routers from receiving multicast OSPFv2 packets with
   non-zero Instance IDs have been removed.

   If the OSPF MIB as specified in [OSPF-MIB] is implemented, even the
   damped generation of the ospfIfAuthFailure or ospfVirtIfAuthFailure
   Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) notifications would be
   undesirable in situations where legacy OSPFv2 routers are deployed on
   the same subnet as OSPFv2 routers supporting this specification.
   Consequently, it is recommended that implementations that implement
   this specification and the OSPF MIB also implement SNMP Notification
   filtering as specified in Section 6 of [RFC3413].
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7.  Security Considerations

   The enhancement described herein doesn't include additional security
   considerations to OSPFv2.  Security considerations for OSPFv2 are
   described in [OSPFV2].

   Given that only three OSPFv2 authentication types have been
   standardized, it seems reasonable to reduce the OSPFv2 packet header
   field to 8 bits.

8.  IANA Considerations

   The size of the AuType field is reduced from 16 octets to 8 octets.
   This changes the OSPF Authentication Codes registry in that the
   values 256-65535 are no longer defined and are therefore deprecated.
   There is no backward compatibility issue since this range of values
   was previously defined as "Reserved and should not be assigned".



   A new registry has been created for OSPFv2 Instance IDs.  The initial
   allocation of OSPFv2 Instance IDs is described below.  Refer to
   Section 3.2 for more information.

      +-------------+----------------------+--------------------+
      | Value/Range | Designation          | Assignment Policy  |
      +-------------+----------------------+--------------------+
      | 0           | Base IPv4 Unicast    | Assigned           |
      |             | Instance             |                    |
      |             |                      |                    |
      | 1           | Base IPv4 Multicast  | Assigned           |
      |             | Instance             |                    |
      |             |                      |                    |
      | 2           | Base IPv4 In-band    | Assigned           |
      |             | Management Instance  |                    |
      |             |                      |                    |
      | 3-127       | Private Use          | Reserved for local |
      |             |                      | policy assignment  |
      |             |                      |                    |
      | 128-255     | Unassigned           | Standards Action   |
      +-------------+----------------------+--------------------+

                      OSPFv2 Instance ID
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              A Uniform Format for IPv6 Extension Headers

Abstract

   In IPv6, optional internet-layer information is encoded in separate
   headers that may be placed between the IPv6 header and the transport-
   layer header.  There are a small number of such extension headers
   currently defined.  This document describes the issues that can arise
   when defining new extension headers and discusses the alternate
   extension mechanisms in IPv6.  It also provides a common format for
   defining any new IPv6 extension headers, if they are needed.

Status of This Memo

   This is an Internet Standards Track document.

   This document is a product of the Internet Engineering Task Force
   (IETF).  It represents the consensus of the IETF community.  It has
   received public review and has been approved for publication by the
   Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG).  Further information on
   Internet Standards is available in Section 2 of RFC 5741.

   Information about the current status of this document, any errata,
   and how to provide feedback on it may be obtained at
   http://www.rfc-editor.org/info/rfc6564.
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1.  Introduction

   The base IPv6 standard [RFC2460] defines extension headers as an
   expansion mechanism to carry optional internet-layer information.
   Extension headers, with the exception of the Hop-by-Hop Options
   header, are not usually processed on intermediate nodes.  However,
   several existing deployed IPv6 routers and several existing deployed
   IPv6 firewalls, in contradiction to [RFC2460], are capable of parsing
   past or ignoring all currently defined IPv6 extension headers (e.g.,
   to examine transport-layer header fields) at wire speed (e.g., by
   using custom Application-specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) for
   packet processing).  Hence, one must also consider that any new IPv6
   extension header will break IPv6 deployments that use these existing
   capabilities.

   Any IPv6 header or option that has hop-by-hop behavior, and is
   intended for general use in the public IPv6 Internet, could be



   subverted to create an attack on IPv6 routers that process packets
   containing such a header or option.  Reports from the field indicate
   that some IP routers deployed within the global Internet are
   configured either to ignore the presence of headers with hop-by-hop
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   behavior or to drop packets containing headers with hop-by-hop
   behavior.

2.  Conventions Used in This Document

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

3.  Applicability

   The base IPv6 standard [RFC2460] allows the use of both extension
   headers and destination options in order to encode optional
   destination information in an IPv6 packet.  The use of destination
   options to encode this information provides more flexible handling
   characteristics and better backward compatibility than using
   extension headers.  Because of this, implementations SHOULD use
   destination options as the preferred mechanism for encoding optional
   destination information, and use a new extension header only if
   destination options do not satisfy their needs.  The request for
   creation of a new IPv6 extension header MUST be accompanied by a
   specific explanation of why destination options could not be used to
   convey this information.

   The base IPv6 standard [RFC2460] defines 3 extension headers (i.e.,
   Routing header, Destination Options header, Hop-by-Hop Options
   header) to be used for any new IPv6 options.  The same standard only
   allows the creation of new extension headers in limited circumstances
   ([RFC2460], Section 4.6).

   As noted above, the use of any option with hop-by-hop behavior can be
   problematic in the global public Internet.  New IPv6 extension
   header(s) having hop-by-hop behavior MUST NOT be created or
   specified.  New options for the existing Hop-by-Hop Header SHOULD NOT
   be created or specified unless no alternative solution is feasible.
   Any proposal to create a new option for the existing Hop-by-Hop
   Header MUST include a detailed explanation of why the hop-by-hop
   behavior is absolutely essential in the document proposing the new
   option with hop-by-hop behavior.

   The use of IPv6 Destination Options to encode information provides
   more flexible handling characteristics and better backward
   compatibility than using a new extension header.  Because of this,
   new optional information to be sent SHOULD be encoded in a new option
   for the existing IPv6 Destination Options header.
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   Mindful of the need for compatibility with existing IPv6 deployments,
   new IPv6 extension headers MUST NOT be created or specified, unless
   no existing IPv6 extension header can be used by specifying a new
   option for that existing IPv6 extension header.  Any proposal to
   create or specify a new IPv6 extension header MUST include a detailed
   technical explanation of why no existing IPv6 extension header can be
   used in the document proposing the new IPv6 extension header.

4.  Proposed IPv6 Extension Header Format

   Any IPv6 extension headers defined in the future, keeping in mind the
   restrictions specified in Section 3 and also the restrictions
   specified in [RFC2460], MUST use the consistent format defined in
   Figure 1.  This minimizes breakage in intermediate nodes that examine
   these extension headers.

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |  Next Header  |  Hdr Ext Len  |                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+                               +
   |                                                               |
   .                                                               .
   .                  Header Specific Data                         .
   .                                                               .
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Next Header          8-bit selector.  Identifies the type of header
                        immediately following the extension header.
                        Uses the same values as the IPv4 Protocol field
                        [IANA_IP_PARAM].

   Hdr Ext Len          8-bit unsigned integer.  Length of the extension
                        header in 8-octet units, not including the first
                        8 octets.

   Header Specific      Variable length.  Fields specific to the
   Data                 extension header.

                     Figure 1: Extension Header Layout

5.  Backward Compatibility

   The scheme proposed in this document is not intended to be backward
   compatible with all the currently defined IPv6 extension headers.  It
   applies only to newly defined extension headers.  Specifically, the
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   fragment header predates this document and does not follow the format
   proposed in this document.

6.  Future Work

   This document proposes one step in easing the inspection of extension
   headers by middleboxes.  There is further work required in this area.
   Some issues that are left unresolved beyond this document include:

   o  There can be an arbitrary number of extension headers.

   o  Extension headers must be processed in the order they appear.

   o  Extension headers may alter the processing of the payload itself,
      and hence the packet may not be processed properly without
      knowledge of said header.

7.  Security Considerations

   This document proposes a standard format for the IPv6 extension
   headers that minimizes breakage at intermediate nodes that inspect
   but do not understand the contents of these headers.  Intermediate
   nodes, such as firewalls, that skip over unknown headers might end up
   allowing the setup of a covert channel from the outside of the
   firewall to the inside using the data field(s) of the unknown
   extension headers.
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1.  Introduction

   This document specifies additional HTTP [RFC2616] status codes for a
   variety of common situations, to improve interoperability and avoid
   confusion when other, less precise status codes are used.

   Note that these status codes are optional; servers cannot be required
   to support them.  However, because clients will treat unknown status
   codes as a generic error of the same class (e.g., 499 is treated as
   400 if it is not recognized), they can be safely deployed by existing
   servers (see [RFC2616] Section 6.1.1 for more information).

2.  Requirements

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

3.  428 Precondition Required

   The 428 status code indicates that the origin server requires the
   request to be conditional.

   Its typical use is to avoid the "lost update" problem, where a client
   GETs a resource's state, modifies it, and PUTs it back to the server,
   when meanwhile a third party has modified the state on the server,
   leading to a conflict.  By requiring requests to be conditional, the
   server can assure that clients are working with the correct copies.

   Responses using this status code SHOULD explain how to resubmit the
   request successfully.  For example:

   HTTP/1.1 428 Precondition Required
   Content-Type: text/html
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   <html>
      <head>
         <title>Precondition Required</title>
      </head>
      <body>
         <h1>Precondition Required</h1>
         <p>This request is required to be conditional;
         try using "If-Match".</p>
      </body>
   </html>

   Responses with the 428 status code MUST NOT be stored by a cache.

4.  429 Too Many Requests

   The 429 status code indicates that the user has sent too many
   requests in a given amount of time ("rate limiting").

   The response representations SHOULD include details explaining the
   condition, and MAY include a Retry-After header indicating how long



   to wait before making a new request.

   For example:

   HTTP/1.1 429 Too Many Requests
   Content-Type: text/html
   Retry-After: 3600

   <html>
      <head>
         <title>Too Many Requests</title>
      </head>
      <body>
         <h1>Too Many Requests</h1>
         <p>I only allow 50 requests per hour to this Web site per
            logged in user.  Try again soon.</p>
      </body>
   </html>

   Note that this specification does not define how the origin server
   identifies the user, nor how it counts requests.  For example, an
   origin server that is limiting request rates can do so based upon
   counts of requests on a per-resource basis, across the entire server,
   or even among a set of servers.  Likewise, it might identify the user
   by its authentication credentials, or a stateful cookie.

   Responses with the 429 status code MUST NOT be stored by a cache.
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5.  431 Request Header Fields Too Large

   The 431 status code indicates that the server is unwilling to process
   the request because its header fields are too large.  The request MAY
   be resubmitted after reducing the size of the request header fields.

   It can be used both when the set of request header fields in total is
   too large, and when a single header field is at fault.  In the latter
   case, the response representation SHOULD specify which header field
   was too large.

   For example:

   HTTP/1.1 431 Request Header Fields Too Large
   Content-Type: text/html

   <html>
      <head>
         <title>Request Header Fields Too Large</title>
      </head>
      <body>
         <h1>Request Header Fields Too Large</h1>
         <p>The "Example" header was too large.</p>
      </body>
   </html>



   Responses with the 431 status code MUST NOT be stored by a cache.

6.  511 Network Authentication Required

   The 511 status code indicates that the client needs to authenticate
   to gain network access.

   The response representation SHOULD contain a link to a resource that
   allows the user to submit credentials (e.g., with an HTML form).

   Note that the 511 response SHOULD NOT contain a challenge or the
   login interface itself, because browsers would show the login
   interface as being associated with the originally requested URL,
   which may cause confusion.

   The 511 status SHOULD NOT be generated by origin servers; it is
   intended for use by intercepting proxies that are interposed as a
   means of controlling access to the network.

   Responses with the 511 status code MUST NOT be stored by a cache.
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6.1.  The 511 Status Code and Captive Portals

   The 511 status code is designed to mitigate problems caused by
   "captive portals" to software (especially non-browser agents) that is
   expecting a response from the server that a request was made to, not
   the intervening network infrastructure.  It is not intended to
   encourage deployment of captive portals -- only to limit the damage
   caused by them.

   A network operator wishing to require some authentication, acceptance
   of terms, or other user interaction before granting access usually
   does so by identifying clients who have not done so ("unknown
   clients") using their Media Access Control (MAC) addresses.

   Unknown clients then have all traffic blocked, except for that on TCP
   port 80, which is sent to an HTTP server (the "login server")
   dedicated to "logging in" unknown clients, and of course traffic to
   the login server itself.

   For example, a user agent might connect to a network and make the
   following HTTP request on TCP port 80:

   GET /index.htm HTTP/1.1
   Host: www.example.com

   Upon receiving such a request, the login server would generate a 511
   response:

   HTTP/1.1 511 Network Authentication Required
   Content-Type: text/html

   <html>



      <head>
         <title>Network Authentication Required</title>
         <meta http-equiv="refresh"
               content="0; url=https://login.example.net/">
      </head>
      <body>
         <p>You need to <a href="https://login.example.net/">
         authenticate with the local network</a> in order to gain
         access.</p>
      </body>
   </html>

   Here, the 511 status code assures that non-browser clients will not
   interpret the response as being from the origin server, and the META
   HTML element redirects the user agent to the login server.
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7.  Security Considerations

7.1.  428 Precondition Required

   The 428 status code is optional; clients cannot rely upon its use to
   prevent "lost update" conflicts.

7.2.  429 Too Many Requests

   When a server is under attack or just receiving a very large number
   of requests from a single party, responding to each with a 429 status
   code will consume resources.

   Therefore, servers are not required to use the 429 status code; when
   limiting resource usage, it may be more appropriate to just drop
   connections, or take other steps.

7.3.  431 Request Header Fields Too Large

   Servers are not required to use the 431 status code; when under
   attack, it may be more appropriate to just drop connections, or take
   other steps.

7.4.  511 Network Authentication Required

   In common use, a response carrying the 511 status code will not come
   from the origin server indicated in the request's URL.  This presents
   many security issues; e.g., an attacking intermediary may be
   inserting cookies into the original domain's name space, may be
   observing cookies or HTTP authentication credentials sent from the
   user agent, and so on.

   However, these risks are not unique to the 511 status code; in other
   words, a captive portal that is not using this status code introduces
   the same issues.

   Also, note that captive portals using this status code on a Secure
   Socket Layer (SSL) or Transport Layer Security (TLS) connection



   (commonly, port 443) will generate a certificate error on the client.
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8.  IANA Considerations

   The HTTP Status Codes registry has been updated with the following
   entries:

      Value: 428
      Description: Precondition Required
      Reference: [RFC6585]

      Value: 429
      Description: Too Many Requests
      Reference: [RFC6585]

      Value: 431
      Description: Request Header Fields Too Large
      Reference: [RFC6585]

      Value: 511
      Description: Network Authentication Required
      Reference: [RFC6585]
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Appendix B.  Issues Raised by Captive Portals

   Since clients cannot differentiate between a portal's response and
   that of the HTTP server that they intended to communicate with, a
   number of issues arise.  The 511 status code is intended to help
   mitigate some of them.

   One example is the "favicon.ico" [Favicon] commonly used by browsers
   to identify the site being accessed.  If the favicon for a given site
   is fetched from a captive portal instead of the intended site (e.g.,
   because the user is unauthenticated), it will often "stick" in the
   browser's cache (most implementations cache favicons aggressively)
   beyond the portal session, so that it seems as if the portal's
   favicon has "taken over" the legitimate site.

   Another browser-based issue comes about when the Platform for Privacy
   Preferences [P3P] is supported.  Depending on how it is implemented,
   it's possible a browser might interpret a portal's response for the
   p3p.xml file as the server's, resulting in the privacy policy (or
   lack thereof) advertised by the portal being interpreted as applying
   to the intended site.  Other Web-based protocols such as WebFinger
   [WebFinger], Cross-Origin Resource Sharing [CORS], and Open
   Authorization [OAuth2.0] may also be vulnerable to such issues.

   Although HTTP is most widely used with Web browsers, a growing number
   of non-browsing applications use it as a substrate protocol.  For
   example, Web Distributed Authoring and Versioning (WebDAV) [RFC4918]
   and Calendaring Extensions to WebDAV (CalDAV) [RFC4791] both use HTTP
   as the basis (for remote authoring and calendaring, respectively).
   Using these applications from behind a captive portal can result in
   spurious errors being presented to the user, and might result in
   content corruption, in extreme cases.

   Similarly, other non-browser applications using HTTP can be affected
   as well, e.g., widgets [WIDGETS], software updates, and other
   specialized software such as Twitter clients and the iTunes Music
   Store.

   It should be noted that it's sometimes believed that using HTTP
   redirection to direct traffic to the portal addresses these issues.
   However, since many of these uses "follow" redirects, this is not a
   good solution.
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1.  Introduction

   The Domain Name System (DNS) has long provided means, such as the
   CNAME (Canonical Name [RFC1035]) and DNAME [RFC2672] RRs (Resource
   Records), whereby a DNS query can be redirected to a different name.
   In particular, CNAME normally causes a query to its owner name to be
   redirected, while DNAME normally causes a query to any lower-level
   name to be redirected.  There has been a proposal for another
   redirection RR.  In addition, as specified in [RFC2672], redirection
   through a DNAME also results in the synthesis of a CNAME RR in the
   response.  In this document, we will refer to all RRs causing such
   redirection as xNAME RRs.

   xNAME RRs can be explicitly retrieved by querying for the xNAME type.
   When a different type is queried and an xNAME RR is encountered, the
   xNAME RR (and possibly a synthesized CNAME) is added to the answer in
   the response, DNS Security Extensions (DNSSEC) [RFC4035] RRs
   applicable to the xNAME RR may be added to the response, and the
   query is restarted with the name to which it was redirected.

   An xNAME may redirect a query to a name at which there is another
   xNAME and so on.  In this document, we use "xNAME chain" to refer to
   a series of one or more xNAMEs each of which refers to another xNAME
   except the last, which refers to a non-xNAME or results in an error.

   A DNS response header has an RCODE (Response Code) field, used for
   indicating errors, and status bits that indicate whether an answer is
   authoritative and/or authentic.  This document clarifies, in the case
   of such redirected queries, how the RCODE and status bits correspond
   to the initial query cycle (where the (first) xNAME was detected) and
   subsequent or final query cycles.
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1.1.  Conventions Used in This Document

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

2.  Restatement of Status Bits and What They Mean

   There are two status bits returned in query responses for which a
   question could arise as to how, in the case of an xNAME chain, they
   relate to the first, possible intermediate, and/or last queries, as
   below.  Note that the following is unchanged from [RFC1035] and
   [RFC4035].  The meaning of these bits is simply restated here for
   clarity, because of observations of released implementations that did



   not follow these meanings.

2.1.  The Authoritative Answer Bit

   The AA, or Authoritative Answer bit, in the DNS response header
   indicates that the answer returned is from a DNS server authoritative
   for the zone containing that answer.  For an xNAME chain, this
   "authoritative" status could be different for each answer in that
   chain.

   [RFC1035] states that the AA bit is to be set based on whether the
   server providing the answer with the first owner name in the answer
   section is authoritative.  This specification of the AA bit has not
   been changed.

2.2.  The Authentic Data Bit

   The AD, or Authentic Data bit, indicates that the response returned
   is authentic according to the dictates of DNSSEC [RFC4035].
   [RFC4035] unambiguously states that the AD bit is to be set in a DNS
   response header only if the DNSSEC-enabled server believes all RRs in
   the answer and authority sections of that response to be authentic.
   This specification of the AD bit has not been changed.

3.  RCODE Clarification

   The RCODE field in a DNS query response header is non-zero to
   indicate an error.  Section 4.3.2 of [RFC1034] has a resolution
   algorithm that includes CNAME processing but has been found to be
   unclear concerning the ultimate setting of RCODE in the case of such
   redirection.  Section 2.1 of [RFC2308] implies that the RCODE should
   be set based on the last query cycle in the case of an xNAME chain,
   but Section 2.2.1 of [RFC2308] says that some servers don't do that!
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   When there is an xNAME chain, the RCODE field is set as follows:

      When an xNAME chain is followed, all but the last query cycle
      necessarily had no error.  The RCODE in the ultimate DNS response
      MUST BE set based on the final query cycle leading to that
      response.  If the xNAME chain was terminated by an error, it will
      be that error code.  If the xNAME chain terminated without error,
      it will be zero.

4.  Security Considerations

   The AA header flag bit is not protected by DNSSEC [RFC4033].  To
   secure it, secure communications are needed between the querying
   resolver and the DNS server.  Such security can be provided by DNS
   transaction security, either TSIG [RFC2845] or SIG(0) [RFC2931].

   An AD header flag bit and the RCODE in a response are not, in
   general, protected by DNSSEC, so the same conditions as stated in the
   previous paragraph generally apply to them; however, this is not
   always true.  In particular, if the following apply, then the AD bit



   and an NXDOMAIN RCODE are protected by DNSSEC in the sense that the
   querier can calculate whether they are correct:

   1. The zone where an NXDOMAIN RCODE occurs or all the zones where the
      data whose authenticity would be indicated by the AD flag bit are
      signed zones.

   2. The query or queries involved indicate that DNSSEC RRs are OK in
      responses.

   3. The responses providing these indications are from servers that
      include the additional DNSSEC RRs required by DNSSEC.

   4. The querier has appropriate trust anchor(s) and appropriately
      validates and processes the DNSSEC RRs in the response.
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   The Sieve Email Filtering "include" extension permits users to
   include one Sieve script inside another.  This can make managing
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1.  Introduction and Overview

   It's convenient to be able to break Sieve [RFC5228] scripts down into
   smaller components that can be reused in a variety of different
   circumstances.  For example, users may want to have a default script
   and a special 'vacation' script, the latter being activated when the
   user goes on vacation.  In that case, the default actions should
   continue to be run, but a vacation command should be executed first.
   One option is to edit the default script to add or remove the
   vacation command as needed.  Another is to have a vacation script
   that simply has a vacation command and then includes the default
   script.

   This document defines the Sieve Email Filtering "include" extension,
   which permits users to include one Sieve script inside another.



2.  Conventions Used in This Document

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

   Conventions for notations are as in Sieve [RFC5228], Section 1.1.
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   The following key phrases are used to describe scripts and script
   execution:

   script
      a valid Sieve script.

   script execution
      an instance of a Sieve interpreter invoked for a given message
      delivery, starting with the user's active script and continuing
      through any included scripts until the final disposition of the
      message (e.g., delivered, forwarded, discarded, rejected, etc.).

   immediate script
      the individual Sieve script file being executed.

   including script
      the individual Sieve script file that had an include statement
      that included the immediate script.

3.  Include Extension

3.1.  General Considerations

   Sieve implementations that implement the "include", "return", and
   "global" commands described below have an identifier of "include" for
   use with the capability mechanism.  If any of the "include",
   "return", or "global" commands are used in a script, the "include"
   capability MUST be listed in the "require" statement in that script.

   Sieve implementations need to track the use of actions in included
   scripts so that implicit "keep" behavior can be properly determined
   based on whether any actions have executed in any script.

   Sieve implementations are allowed to limit the total number of nested
   included scripts, but MUST provide for a total of at least three
   levels of nested scripts including the top-level script.  An error
   MUST be generated either when the script is uploaded to the Sieve
   repository, or when the script is executed, if any nesting limit is
   exceeded.  If such an error is detected whilst processing a Sieve
   script, an implicit "keep" action MUST be executed to prevent loss of



   any messages.

   Sieve implementations MUST NOT allow recursive script inclusion.
   Both direct recursion, where script A includes script A (itself), and
   indirect recursion, where script A includes script B which includes
   script A once again, are prohibited.
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   Sieve implementations MUST generate an error at execution time if an
   included script is a recursive inclusion.  Implementations MUST NOT
   generate errors for recursive includes at upload time, as this would
   force an upload ordering requirement upon script authors and
   generators.

   Sieve implementations MUST generate an error at execution time if an
   included script does not exist, except when the ":optional" parameter
   is specified.  Implementations MUST NOT generate errors for scripts
   missing at upload time, as this would force an upload ordering
   requirement upon script authors and generators.

   If the Sieve "variables" extension [RFC5229] is present, an issue
   arises with the "scope" of variables defined in scripts that may
   include each other.  For example, if a script defines the variable
   "${status}" with one particular meaning or usage, and another defines
   "${status}" with a different meaning, then if one script includes the
   other there is an issue as to which "${status}" is being referenced.
   To solve this problem, Sieve implementations MUST follow the scoping
   rules defined in Section 3.4 and support the "global" command defined
   there.

3.2.  Control Structure "include"

      Usage:  include [LOCATION] [":once"] [":optional"] <value: string>

              LOCATION = ":personal" / ":global"

   The "include" command takes an optional "location" parameter, an
   optional ":once" parameter, an optional ":optional" parameter, and a
   single string argument representing the name of the script to include
   for processing at that point.  Implementations MUST restrict script
   names according to ManageSieve [RFC5804], Section 1.6.  The script
   name argument MUST be a constant string as defined in [RFC5229],
   Section 3; implementations MUST NOT expand variables in the script
   name argument.

   The "location" parameter MUST default to ":personal" if not
   specified.  The "location" parameter MUST NOT be specified more than
   once.  The "location" has the following meanings:

   :personal
      Indicates that the named script is stored in the user's own
      personal (private) Sieve repository.

   :global



      Indicates that the named script is stored in a site-wide Sieve
      repository, accessible to all users of the Sieve system.
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   The ":once" parameter tells the interpreter only to include the named
   script if it has not already been included at any other point during
   script execution.  If the script has already been included,
   processing continues immediately following the "include" command.
   Implementations MUST NOT generate an error if an "include :once"
   command names a script whose inclusion would be recursive; in this
   case, the script MUST be considered previously included, and
   therefore "include :once" will not include it again.

   Note: It is RECOMMENDED that script authors and generators use the
   ":once" parameter only when including a script that performs general
   duties such as declaring global variables and making sanity checks of
   the environment.

   The ":optional" parameter indicates that the script may be missing.
   Ordinarily, an implementation MUST generate an error during execution
   if an "include" command specifies a script that does not exist.  When
   ":optional" is specified, implementations MUST NOT generate an error
   for a missing script, and MUST continue as if the "include" command
   had not been present.

   The included script MUST be a valid Sieve script.  Implementations
   MUST validate that each script has its own "require" statements for
   all optional capabilities used by that script.  The scope of a
   "require" statement is the script in which it immediately appears,
   and neither inherits nor passes on capabilities to other scripts
   during the course of execution.

   A "stop" command in an included script MUST stop all script
   processing, including the processing of the scripts that include the
   immediate one.  The "return" command (described below) stops
   processing of the immediate script only, and allows the scripts that
   include it to continue.

   The "include" command MAY appear anywhere in a script where a control
   structure is legal, and MAY be used within another control structure,
   e.g., an "if" block.
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   Examples:

   The user has four scripts stored in their personal repository:

   "default"

      This is the default active script that includes several others.

      require ["include"];

      include :personal "always_allow";
      include :global "spam_tests";
      include :personal "spam_tests";
      include :personal "mailing_lists";

   Personal script "always_allow"

      This script special-cases some correspondent email addresses and
      makes sure any message containing those addresses is always kept.

      if address :is "from" "boss@example.com"
      {
          keep;
      }
      elsif address :is "from" "ceo@example.com"
      {
          keep;
      }

   Personal script "spam_tests" (uses "reject" [RFC5429])

      This script does some user-specific spam tests to catch spam
      messages not caught by the site-wide spam tests.

      require ["reject"];

      if header :contains "Subject" "XXXX"
      {
          reject "Subject XXXX is unacceptable.";
      }
      elsif address :is "from" "money@example.com"
      {
          reject "Mail from this sender is unwelcome.";
      }
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   Personal script "mailing_lists"



      This script looks for messages from different mailing lists and
      files each into a mailbox specific to the mailing list.

      require ["fileinto"];

      if header :is "List-ID" "sieve.ietf.org"
      {
          fileinto "lists.sieve";
      }
      elsif header :is "List-ID" "ietf-imapext.imc.org"
      {
          fileinto "lists.imapext";
      }

   There is one script stored in the global repository:

   Site script "spam_tests" (uses "reject" [RFC5429])

      This script does some site-wide spam tests that any user at the
      site can include in their own scripts at a suitable point.  The
      script content is kept up to date by the site administrator.

      require ["reject"];

      if anyof (header :contains "Subject" "$$",
                header :contains "Subject" "Make money")
      {
          reject "No thank you.";
      }

3.3.  Control Structure "return"

      Usage:  return

   The "return" command stops processing of the immediately included
   script only and returns processing control to the script that
   includes it.  If used in the main script (i.e., not in an included
   script), it has the same effect as the "stop" command, including the
   appropriate "keep" action if no other actions have been executed up
   to that point.
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3.4.  Interaction with the "variables" Extension

   In order to avoid problems of variables in an included script
   "overwriting" those from the script that includes it, this
   specification requires that all variables defined in a script MUST be
   kept "private" to the immediate script by default -- that is, they
   are not "visible" to other scripts.  This ensures that two script
   authors cannot inadvertently cause problems by choosing the same name



   for a variable.

   However, sometimes there is a need to make a variable defined in one
   script available to others.  This specification defines the new
   command "global" to declare that a variable is shared among scripts.
   Effectively, two namespaces are defined: one local to the immediate
   script, and another shared among all scripts.  Implementations MUST
   allow a non-global variable to have the same name as a global
   variable but have no interaction between them.

3.4.1.  Control Structure "global"

      Usage:  global <value: string-list>

   The "global" command accepts a string list argument that defines one
   or more names of variables to be stored in the global variable space.
   Each name MUST be a constant string and conform to the syntax of
   variable-name as defined in the "variables" extension document
   [RFC5229], Section 3.  Match variables cannot be specified, and
   namespace prefixes are not allowed.  An invalid name MUST be detected
   as a syntax error.

   The "global" command is only available when the script has both
   "include" and "variables" in its require line.  If the "global"
   command appears when only "include" or only "variables" has been
   required, an error MUST be generated when the script is uploaded.

   If a "global" command is given the name of a variable that has
   previously been defined in the immediate script with "set", an error
   MUST be generated either when the script is uploaded or at execution
   time.

   If a "global" command lists a variable that has not been defined in
   the "global" namespace, the name of the variable is now marked as
   global, and any subsequent "set" command will set the value of the
   variable in global scope.
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   A variable has global scope in all scripts that have declared it with
   the "global" command.  If a script uses that variable name without
   declaring it global, the name specifies a separate, non-global
   variable within that script.

   Interpretation of a string containing a variable marked as global,
   but without any value set, SHALL behave as any other access to an
   unknown variable, as specified in the "variables" extension document
   [RFC5229], Section 3 (i.e., evaluates to an empty string).

   Example:

   The active script



      The included script may contain repetitive code that is
      effectively a subroutine that can be factored out.  In this
      script, the test that matches last will leave its value in the
      test_mailbox variable, and the top-level script will file the
      message into that mailbox.  If no tests matched, the message will
      be implicitly kept in the INBOX.

      require ["fileinto", "include", "variables", "relational"];
      global "test";
      global "test_mailbox";

      set "test" "$$";
      include "subject_tests";

      set "test" "Make money";
      include "subject_tests";

      if string :count "eq" "${test_mailbox}" "1"
      {
          fileinto "${test_mailbox}";
          stop;
      }
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   Personal script "subject_tests"

      This script performs a number of tests against the message, sets
      the global test_mailbox variable with a folder to file the message
      into, and then falls back to the top-level script.

      require ["include", "variables"];
      global ["test", "test_mailbox"];

      if header :contains "Subject" "${test}"
      {
          set "test_mailbox" "spam-${test}";
      }

3.4.2.  Variables Namespace global

   In addition to the "global" command, this document defines the
   variables namespace "global", in accordance with the "variables"
   extension document [RFC5229], Section 3.  The "global" namespace has



   no sub-namespaces (e.g., 'set "global.data.from" "me@example.com";'
   is not allowed).  The variable-name part MUST be a valid identifier
   (e.g., 'set "global.12" "value";' is not valid because "12" is not a
   valid identifier).

   Note that the "variables" extension document [RFC5229], Section 3
   suggests that extensions should define a namespace that is the same
   as its capability string (in this case, "include" rather than
   "global").  Nevertheless, references to the "global" namespace
   without a prior require statement for the "include" extension MUST
   cause an error.

   Example:

      require ["variables", "include"];

      set "global.i_am_on_vacation" "1";

   Variables declared global and variables accessed via the "global"
   namespace MUST each be one and the same.  In the following example
   script, we see the variable "i_am_on_vacation" used in a "global"
   command, and again with the "global" namespace.  Consider these as
   two syntaxes with identical meaning.
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   Example:

      require ["variables", "include", "vacation"];
      global "i_am_on_vacation";

      set "global.i_am_on_vacation" "1";

      if string :is "${i_am_on_vacation}" "1"
      {
          vacation "It's true, I am on vacation.";
      }

3.5.  Interaction with Other Extensions

   When "include" is used with the "editheader" extension [RFC5293], any
   changes made to headers in a script MUST be propagated both to and
   from included scripts.  By way of example, if a script deletes one
   header and adds another, then includes a second script, the included
   script MUST NOT see the removed header, and MUST see the added
   header.  Likewise, if the included script adds or removes a header,
   upon returning to the including script, subsequent actions MUST see
   the added headers and MUST NOT see the removed headers.

   When "include" is used with the MIME extension [RFC5703]
   "foreverypart" control structure, the included script MUST be
   presented with the current MIME part as though it were the entire



   message.  A script SHALL NOT have any special control over the
   control structure it was included from.  The "break" command in an
   included script is not valid on its own and may not terminate a
   "foreverypart" iteration in another script.  The included script can
   use "return" to transfer control back to the including script.  A
   global variable can be used to convey results to the including
   script.  A "stop" in an included script, even within a "foreverypart"
   loop, still halts all script execution, per Section 3.2.

   When "include" is used with the "reject" extension [RFC5429], calling
   "reject" or "ereject" at any time sets the reject action on the
   message, and continues script execution.  Apropos of the MIME
   extension, if an included script sees only a portion of the message
   and calls a reject, it is the entire message and not the single MIME
   part that carries the rejection.
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4.  Security Considerations

   Sieve implementations MUST ensure adequate security for the global
   script repository to prevent unauthorized changes to global scripts.
   For example, a site policy might enable only certain users with
   administrative privileges to modify the global scripts.  Sites are
   advised against allowing all users to have write access to the sites'
   global scripts.

   Sieve implementations MUST ensure that script names are checked for
   validity and proper permissions prior to inclusion, in order to
   prevent a malicious user from gaining access to files accessible to
   the mail server software that should not be accessible to the user.

   Sieve implementations MUST ensure that script names are safe for use
   with their storage system.  An error MUST be generated either when
   the script is uploaded or at execution time for a script including a
   name that could be used as a vector to attack the storage system.  By
   way of example, the following include commands should be considered
   hostile: 'include "./../..//etc/passwd"', 'include "foo$(`rm
   star`)"'.

   Beyond these, the "include" extension does not raise any security
   considerations that are not discussed in the base Sieve [RFC5228]
   document and the "variables" extension document [RFC5229].

5.  IANA Considerations

   The following template specifies the IANA registration of the Sieve
   extension specified in this document:

      To: iana@iana.org



      Subject: Registration of new Sieve extension

      Capability name: include
      Description:     adds the "include" command to execute other Sieve
                       scripts, the "return" action from an included
                       script, and the "global" command and "global"
                       variables namespace to access variables shared
                       among included scripts.
      RFC number:      this RFC
      Contact address: the Sieve discussion list <sieve@ietf.org>

   This information has been added to IANA's "Sieve Extensions" registry
   (http://www.iana.org).
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1.  Introduction

   The ICMP specification [RFC0792] defined the ICMP Source Quench
   message (type 4, code 0), which was meant as a mechanism for
   congestion control.  ICMP Source Quench has been known to be an
   ineffective (and unfair) antidote for congestion, and generation of
   ICMP Source Quench messages by routers has been formally deprecated
   by [RFC1812] since 1995.  However, reaction to ICMP Source Quench
   messages in transport protocols has never been formally deprecated.

   This document formally deprecates reaction to ICMP Source Quench
   messages by transport protocols such as TCP [RFC0793], formally
   updating [RFC0792], [RFC1122], and [RFC1812].  Additionally, it
   provides a recommendation against the implementation of [RFC1016].
   The rationale for these specification updates is as follows:

   o  Processing of ICMP Source Quench messages by routers has been
      deprecated for nearly 17 years [RFC1812].

   o  Virtually all popular host implementations have removed support
      for ICMP Source Quench messages since (at least) 2005 [RFC5927].

   o  Widespread deployment of ICMP filtering makes it impossible to
      rely on ICMP Source Quench messages for congestion control.

   o  The IETF has moved away from ICMP Source Quench messages for
      congestion control (e.g., note the development of Explicit
      Congestion Notification (ECN) [RFC3168] and the fact that ICMPv6
      [RFC4443] does not even specify a Source Quench message).
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         ICMP Source Quench messages are not normally seen in the
         deployed Internet and were considered rare at least as far back
         as 1994 [Floyd1994].

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

2.  ICMP Source Quench Messages

   The ICMP specification [RFC0792] defined the ICMP Source Quench
   message (type 4, code 0), which was meant to provide a mechanism for
   congestion control.  The Host Requirements RFC [RFC1122] stated in
   Section 4.2.3.9 that hosts MUST react to ICMP Source Quench messages
   by slowing transmission on the connection, and further added that the
   RECOMMENDED procedure was to put the corresponding connection in the
   slow-start phase of TCP's congestion control algorithm [RFC5681].

   [RFC1812] noted that research suggested that ICMP Source Quench was
   an ineffective (and unfair) antidote for congestion, and formally
   deprecated the generation of ICMP Source Quench messages by routers,
   stating that routers SHOULD NOT send ICMP Source Quench messages in
   response to congestion.

   [RFC5927] discussed the use of ICMP Source Quench messages for
   performing "blind throughput-reduction" attacks, and noted that most
   TCP implementations silently ignore ICMP Source Quench messages.

   We note that TCP implements its own congestion control mechanisms
   [RFC5681] [RFC3168], which do not depend on ICMP Source Quench
   messages.

      It is interesting to note that ICMPv6 [RFC4443] does not specify a
      Source Quench message.

3.  Updating RFC 1122

   This document hereby updates Section 3.2.2.3 of [RFC1122] as follows:

      A host MUST NOT send ICMP Source Quench messages.

      If a Source Quench message is received, the IP layer MAY silently
      discard it.

   Section 4.2.3.9 of [RFC1122] is updated as follows:

      TCP MUST silently discard any received ICMP Source Quench
      messages.
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   The consensus of the TSV WG was that there are no valid reasons for a
   host to generate or react to an ICMP Source Quench message in the



   current Internet.  The recommendation that a sender "MUST NOT" send
   an ICMP Source Quench message is because there is no known valid
   reason for a host to generate this message.  The only known impact of
   a sender ignoring this requirement is that it may necessarily consume
   network and endpoint resources.  Discarding ICMP Source Quench
   messages at the Internet layer (rather than at the transport layer)
   is a performance optimization that is permitted by this update.

4.  Updating RFC 1812

   This document hereby updates Section 4.3.3.3 of [RFC1812] as follows:

      A router MUST ignore any ICMP Source Quench messages it receives.

   The consensus of the TSV WG was that there are no valid reasons for a
   router to react to ICMP Source Quench messages in the current
   Internet.

5.  Clarification for UDP, SCTP, and DCCP

   UDP [RFC0768] did not explicitly specify support for ICMP Source
   Quench messages.  Hereby, we clarify that UDP endpoints MUST silently
   discard received ICMP Source Quench messages.

   It is understood that SCTP [RFC4960] and DCCP [RFC4340] did not
   specify support for processing received ICMP Source Quench messages.
   Hereby, we clarify that DCCP and SCTP endpoints MUST silently discard
   received ICMP Source Quench messages.

6.  General Advice to Transport Protocols

   If a Source Quench message is received by any other transport-
   protocol instance, it MUST be silently ignored.

   The TSV WG is not aware of any mechanism that requires processing of
   these messages and therefore expects other transports to follow the
   recommendations in Section 3.  Note that since generation of ICMP
   Source Quench messages has been deprecated for many years, and since
   this document additionally deprecates reaction to ICMP Source Quench
   messages by IETF-specified transports, future applications cannot
   expect to receive these messages.
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7.  Recommendation Regarding RFC 1016

   [RFC1016] describes an experimental approach to the handling of ICMP
   Source Quench messages in hosts that was considered in 1987.  Even
   though RFC 1016 has never been on the IETF Standards Track, for
   clarity and avoidance of doubt we note that the approach described in
   [RFC1016] MUST NOT be implemented.



8.  Security Considerations

   ICMP Source Quench messages could be leveraged for performing blind
   throughput-reduction attacks against TCP and similar protocols.  This
   attack vector, along with possible countermeasures, has been
   discussed in great detail in [RFC5927] and [CPNI-TCP].  Silently
   ignoring ICMP Source Quench messages, as specified in this document,
   eliminates the aforementioned attack vector.

   For current TCP implementations, receipt of an ICMP Source Quench
   message should not result in security issues because, as noted in
   [RFC5927] and [CPNI-TCP], virtually all current versions of popular
   TCP implementations already silently ignore ICMP Source Quench
   messages.  This is also the case for SCTP and DCCP implementations.

   Hosts, security gateways, and firewalls MUST silently discard
   received ICMP Source Quench packets and SHOULD log such drops as a
   security fault with at least minimal details (IP Source Address, IP
   Destination Address, ICMP message type, and date/time the packet was
   seen).

      We note that security devices such as the Snort Network Intrusion
      Detection System (NIDS) have logged ICMP Source Quench messages as
      such for more than ten years [Anderson2002].

9.  IANA Considerations

   IANA has marked ICMP type 4 (Source Quench) as "Deprecated" in the
   ICMP Parameters registry [ICMPPARREG] with a reference to this
   document.
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Appendix A.  Survey of Support of ICMP Source Quench in Some Popular
             TCP/IP Implementations

   A large number of implementations completely ignore ICMP Source
   Quench messages meant for TCP connections.  This behavior has been
   implemented in, at least, Linux [Linux] since 2004, and in FreeBSD
   [FreeBSD], NetBSD [NetBSD], OpenBSD [OpenBSD], and Solaris 10 since
   2005.  Additionally, OpenSolaris [OpenSolaris] has always shipped
   with support for ICMP Source Quench messages disabled.
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1.  Introduction

   DNAME is a DNS resource record type originally defined in RFC 2672
   [RFC2672].  DNAME provides redirection from a part of the DNS name
   tree to another part of the DNS name tree.

   The DNAME RR and the CNAME RR [RFC1034] cause a lookup to
   (potentially) return data corresponding to a domain name different
   from the queried domain name.  The difference between the two
   resource records is that the CNAME RR directs the lookup of data at
   its owner to another single name, whereas a DNAME RR directs lookups
   for data at descendants of its owner's name to corresponding names
   under a different (single) node of the tree.

   For example, take looking through a zone (see RFC 1034 [RFC1034],
   Section 4.3.2, step 3) for the domain name "foo.example.com", and a
   DNAME resource record is found at "example.com" indicating that all
   queries under "example.com" be directed to "example.net".  The lookup
   process will return to step 1 with the new query name of
   "foo.example.net".  Had the query name been "www.foo.example.com",
   the new query name would be "www.foo.example.net".

   This document is a revision of the original specification of DNAME in
   RFC 2672 [RFC2672].  DNAME was conceived to help with the problem of
   maintaining address-to-name mappings in a context of network
   renumbering.  With a careful setup, a renumbering event in the
   network causes no change to the authoritative server that has the
   address-to-name mappings.  Examples in practice are classless reverse
   address space delegations.

   Another usage of DNAME lies in aliasing of name spaces.  For example,
   a zone administrator may want subtrees of the DNS to contain the same
   information.  Examples include punycode [RFC3492] alternates for
   domain spaces.

   This revision of the DNAME specification does not change the wire
   format or the handling of DNAME resource records.  Discussion is
   added on problems that may be encountered when using DNAME.

1.1.  Requirements Language

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED" "NOT RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and
   "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC
   2119 [RFC2119].
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2.  The DNAME Resource Record

2.1.  Format

   The DNAME RR has mnemonic DNAME and type code 39 (decimal).  It is
   CLASS-insensitive.

   Its RDATA is comprised of a single field, <target>, which contains a
   fully qualified domain name that MUST be sent in uncompressed form
   [RFC1035] [RFC3597].  The <target> field MUST be present.  The
   presentation format of <target> is that of a domain name [RFC1035].
   The presentation format of the RR is as follows:

           <owner> <ttl> <class> DNAME <target>

   The effect of the DNAME RR is the substitution of the record's
   <target> for its owner name, as a suffix of a domain name.  This
   substitution is to be applied for all names below the owner name of
   the DNAME RR.  This substitution has to be applied for every DNAME RR
   found in the resolution process, which allows fairly lengthy valid
   chains of DNAME RRs.

   Details of the substitution process, methods to avoid conflicting
   resource records, and rules for specific corner cases are given in
   the following subsections.

2.2.  The DNAME Substitution

   When following step 3 of the algorithm in RFC 1034 [RFC1034], Section
   4.3.2, "start matching down, label by label, in the zone" and a node
   is found to own a DNAME resource record, a DNAME substitution occurs.
   The name being sought may be the original query name or a name that
   is the result of a CNAME resource record being followed or a
   previously encountered DNAME.  As in the case when finding a CNAME
   resource record or NS resource record set, the processing of a DNAME
   will happen prior to finding the desired domain name.

   A DNAME substitution is performed by replacing the suffix labels of
   the name being sought matching the owner name of the DNAME resource
   record with the string of labels in the RDATA field.  The matching
   labels end with the root label in all cases.  Only whole labels are
   replaced.  See the table of examples for common cases and corner
   cases.

   In the table below, the QNAME refers to the query name.  The owner is
   the DNAME owner domain name, and the target refers to the target of
   the DNAME record.  The result is the resulting name after performing
   the DNAME substitution on the query name. "no match" means that the
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   query did not match the DNAME, and thus no substitution is performed
   and a possible error message is returned (if no other result is
   possible).  Thus, every line contains one example substitution.  In
   the examples below, 'cyc' and 'shortloop' contain loops.

    QNAME            owner  DNAME   target         result
    ---------------- -------------- -------------- -----------------
    com.             example.com.   example.net.   <no match>
    example.com.     example.com.   example.net.   [0]
    a.example.com.   example.com.   example.net.   a.example.net.
    a.b.example.com. example.com.   example.net.   a.b.example.net.
    ab.example.com.  b.example.com. example.net.   <no match>
    foo.example.com. example.com.   example.net.   foo.example.net.
    a.x.example.com. x.example.com. example.net.   a.example.net.
    a.example.com.   example.com.   y.example.net. a.y.example.net.
    cyc.example.com. example.com.   example.com.   cyc.example.com.
    cyc.example.com. example.com.   c.example.com. cyc.c.example.com.
    shortloop.x.x.   x.             .              shortloop.x.
    shortloop.x.     x.             .              shortloop.

   [0] The result depends on the QTYPE.  If the QTYPE = DNAME, then
       the result is "example.com.", else "<no match>".

                   Table 1. DNAME Substitution Examples

   It is possible for DNAMEs to form loops, just as CNAMEs can form
   loops.  DNAMEs and CNAMEs can chain together to form loops.  A single
   corner case DNAME can form a loop.  Resolvers and servers should be
   cautious in devoting resources to a query, but be aware that fairly
   long chains of DNAMEs may be valid.  Zone content administrators
   should take care to ensure that there are no loops that could occur
   when using DNAME or DNAME/CNAME redirection.

   The domain name can get too long during substitution.  For example,
   suppose the target name of the DNAME RR is 250 octets in length
   (multiple labels), if an incoming QNAME that has a first label over 5
   octets in length, the result would be a name over 255 octets.  If
   this occurs, the server returns an RCODE of YXDOMAIN [RFC2136].  The
   DNAME record and its signature (if the zone is signed) are included
   in the answer as proof for the YXDOMAIN (value 6) RCODE.

2.3.  DNAME Owner Name Matching the QNAME

   Unlike a CNAME RR, a DNAME RR redirects DNS names subordinate to its
   owner name; the owner name of a DNAME is not redirected itself.  The
   domain name that owns a DNAME record is allowed to have other
   resource record types at that domain name, except DNAMEs, CNAMEs, or
   other types that have restrictions on what they can coexist with.
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   When there is a match of the QTYPE to a type (or types) also owned by
   the owner name, the response is sourced from the owner name.  For



   example, a QTYPE of ANY would return the (available) types at the
   owner name, not the target name.

   DNAME RRs MUST NOT appear at the same owner name as an NS RR unless
   the owner name is the zone apex; if it is not the zone apex, then the
   NS RR signifies a delegation point, and the DNAME RR must in that
   case appear below the zone cut at the zone apex of the child zone.

   If a DNAME record is present at the zone apex, there is still a need
   to have the customary SOA and NS resource records there as well.
   Such a DNAME cannot be used to mirror a zone completely, as it does
   not mirror the zone apex.

   These rules also allow DNAME records to be queried through caches
   that are RFC 1034 [RFC1034] compliant and are DNAME unaware.

2.4.  Names next to and below a DNAME Record

   Resource records MUST NOT exist at any subdomain of the owner of a
   DNAME RR.  To get the contents for names subordinate to that owner
   name, the DNAME redirection must be invoked and the resulting target
   queried.  A server MAY refuse to load a zone that has data at a
   subdomain of a domain name owning a DNAME RR.  If the server does
   load the zone, those names below the DNAME RR will be occluded as
   described in RFC 2136 [RFC2136], Section 7.18.  Also, a server ought
   to refuse to load a zone subordinate to the owner of a DNAME record
   in the ancestor zone.  See Section 5.2 for further discussion related
   to dynamic update.

   DNAME is a singleton type, meaning only one DNAME is allowed per
   name.  The owner name of a DNAME can only have one DNAME RR, and no
   CNAME RRs can exist at that name.  These rules make sure that for a
   single domain name, only one redirection exists; thus, there's no
   confusion about which one to follow.  A server ought to refuse to
   load a zone that violates these rules.

2.5.  Compression of the DNAME Record

   The DNAME owner name can be compressed like any other owner name.
   The DNAME RDATA target name MUST NOT be sent out in compressed form
   and MUST be downcased for DNS Security Extensions (DNSSEC)
   validation.
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   Although the previous DNAME specification [RFC2672] (that is
   obsoleted by this specification) talked about signaling to allow
   compression of the target name, such signaling has never been
   specified, nor is it specified in this document.

   RFC 2672 (obsoleted by this document) states that the Extended DNS
   (EDNS) version has a means for understanding DNAME and DNAME target
   name compression.  This document revises RFC 2672, in that there is



   no EDNS version signaling for DNAME.

3.  Processing

3.1.  CNAME Synthesis

   When preparing a response, a server performing a DNAME substitution
   will, in all cases, include the relevant DNAME RR in the answer
   section.  Relevant cases includes the following:

   1.  The DNAME is being employed as a substitution instruction.

   2.  The DNAME itself matches the QTYPE, and the owner name matches
       QNAME.

   When the owner name matches the QNAME and the QTYPE matches another
   type owned there, the DNAME is not included in the answer.

   A CNAME RR with Time to Live (TTL) equal to the corresponding DNAME
   RR is synthesized and included in the answer section when the DNAME
   is employed as a substitution instruction.  The owner name of the
   CNAME is the QNAME of the query.  The DNSSEC specification ([RFC4033]
   [RFC4034] [RFC4035]) says that the synthesized CNAME does not have to
   be signed.  The signed DNAME has an RRSIG, and a validating resolver
   can check the CNAME against the DNAME record and validate the
   signature over the DNAME RR.

   Servers MUST be able to answer a query for a synthesized CNAME.  Like
   other query types, this invokes the DNAME, and then the server
   synthesizes the CNAME and places it into the answer section.  If the
   server in question is a cache, the synthesized CNAME's TTL SHOULD be
   equal to the decremented TTL of the cached DNAME.

   Resolvers MUST be able to handle a synthesized CNAME TTL of zero or a
   value equal to the TTL of the corresponding DNAME record (as some
   older, authoritative server implementations set the TTL of
   synthesized CNAMEs to zero).  A TTL of zero means that the CNAME can
   be discarded immediately after processing the answer.
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3.2.  Server Algorithm

   Below is the revised version of the server algorithm, which appears
   in RFC 2672, Section 4.1.

   1.  Set or clear the value of recursion available in the response
       depending on whether the name server is willing to provide
       recursive service.  If recursive service is available and
       requested via the RD bit in the query, go to step 5; otherwise,
       step 2.

   2.  Search the available zones for the zone which is the nearest
       ancestor to QNAME.  If such a zone is found, go to step 3;
       otherwise, step 4.



   3.  Start matching down, label by label, in the zone.  The matching
       process can terminate several ways:

       A.  If the whole of QNAME is matched, we have found the node.

           If the data at the node is a CNAME, and QTYPE does not match
           CNAME, copy the CNAME RR into the answer section of the
           response, change QNAME to the canonical name in the CNAME RR,
           and go back to step 1.

           Otherwise, copy all RRs which match QTYPE into the answer
           section and go to step 6.

       B.  If a match would take us out of the authoritative data, we
           have a referral.  This happens when we encounter a node with
           NS RRs marking cuts along the bottom of a zone.

           Copy the NS RRs for the sub-zone into the authority section
           of the reply.  Put whatever addresses are available into the
           additional section, using glue RRs if the addresses are not
           available from authoritative data or the cache.  Go to step
           4.

       C.  If at some label, a match is impossible (i.e., the
           corresponding label does not exist), look to see whether the
           last label matched has a DNAME record.

           If a DNAME record exists at that point, copy that record into
           the answer section.  If substitution of its <target> for its
           <owner> in QNAME would overflow the legal size for a <domain-
           name>, set RCODE to YXDOMAIN [RFC2136] and exit; otherwise,
           perform the substitution and continue.  The server MUST
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           synthesize a CNAME record as described above and include it
           in the answer section.  Go back to step 1.

           If there was no DNAME record, look to see if the "*" label
           exists.

           If the "*" label does not exist, check whether the name we
           are looking for is the original QNAME in the query or a name
           we have followed due to a CNAME or DNAME.  If the name is
           original, set an authoritative name error in the response and
           exit.  Otherwise, just exit.

           If the "*" label does exist, match RRs at that node against
           QTYPE.  If any match, copy them into the answer section, but
           set the owner of the RR to be QNAME, and not the node with
           the "*" label.  If the data at the node with the "*" label is
           a CNAME, and QTYPE doesn't match CNAME, copy the CNAME RR
           into the answer section of the response changing the owner
           name to the QNAME, change QNAME to the canonical name in the
           CNAME RR, and go back to step 1.  Otherwise, go to step 6.



   4.  Start matching down in the cache.  If QNAME is found in the
       cache, copy all RRs attached to it that match QTYPE into the
       answer section.  If QNAME is not found in the cache but a DNAME
       record is present at an ancestor of QNAME, copy that DNAME record
       into the answer section.  If there was no delegation from
       authoritative data, look for the best one from the cache, and put
       it in the authority section.  Go to step 6.

   5.  Use the local resolver or a copy of its algorithm to answer the
       query.  Store the results, including any intermediate CNAMEs and
       DNAMEs, in the answer section of the response.

   6.  Using local data only, attempt to add other RRs that may be
       useful to the additional section of the query.  Exit.

   Note that there will be at most one ancestor with a DNAME as
   described in step 4 unless some zone's data is in violation of the
   no-descendants limitation in Section 3.  An implementation might take
   advantage of this limitation by stopping the search of step 3c or
   step 4 when a DNAME record is encountered.

3.3.  Wildcards

   The use of DNAME in conjunction with wildcards is discouraged
   [RFC4592].  Thus, records of the form "*.example.com DNAME
   example.net" SHOULD NOT be used.
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   The interaction between the expansion of the wildcard and the
   redirection of the DNAME is non-deterministic.  Due to the fact that
   the processing is non-deterministic, DNSSEC validating resolvers may
   not be able to validate a wildcarded DNAME.

   A server MAY give a warning that the behavior is unspecified if such
   a wildcarded DNAME is loaded.  The server MAY refuse it, refuse to
   load the zone, or refuse dynamic updates.

3.4.  Acceptance and Intermediate Storage

   Recursive caching name servers can encounter data at names below the
   owner name of a DNAME RR, due to a change at the authoritative server
   where data from before and after the change resides in the cache.
   This conflict situation is a transitional phase that ends when the
   old data times out.  The caching name server can opt to store both
   old and new data and treat each as if the other did not exist, or
   drop the old data, or drop the longer domain name.  In any approach,
   consistency returns after the older data TTL times out.

   Recursive caching name servers MUST perform CNAME synthesis on behalf
   of clients.

   If a recursive caching name server encounters a DNSSEC validated
   DNAME RR that contradicts information already in the cache (excluding
   CNAME records), it SHOULD cache the DNAME RR, but it MAY cache the



   CNAME record received along with it, subject to the rules for CNAME.
   If the DNAME RR cannot be validated via DNSSEC (i.e., not BOGUS, but
   not able to validate), the recursive caching server SHOULD NOT cache
   the DNAME RR but MAY cache the CNAME record received along with it,
   subject to the rules for CNAME.

3.4.1.  Resolver Algorithm

   Below is the revised version of the resolver algorithm, which appears
   in RFC 2672, Section 4.2.

   1.  See if the answer is in local information or can be synthesized
       from a cached DNAME; if so, return it to the client.

   2.  Find the best servers to ask.

   3.  Send queries until one returns a response.
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   4.  Analyze the response, either:

       A.  If the response answers the question or contains a name
           error, cache the data as well as return it back to the
           client.

       B.  If the response contains a better delegation to other
           servers, cache the delegation information, and go to step 2.

       C.  If the response shows a CNAME and that is not the answer
           itself, cache the CNAME, change the SNAME to the canonical
           name in the CNAME RR, and go to step 1.

       D.  If the response shows a DNAME and that is not the answer
           itself, cache the DNAME (upon successful DNSSEC validation if
           the client is a validating resolver).  If substitution of the
           DNAME's target name for its owner name in the SNAME would
           overflow the legal size for a domain name, return an
           implementation-dependent error to the application; otherwise,
           perform the substitution and go to step 1.

       E.  If the response shows a server failure or other bizarre
           contents, delete the server from the SLIST and go back to
           step 3.

4.  DNAME Discussions in Other Documents

   In Section 10.3 of [RFC2181], the discussion on MX and NS records
   touches on redirection by CNAMEs, but this also holds for DNAMEs.

   Section 10.3 ("MX and NS records") of [RFC2181] states:



           The domain name used as the value of a NS resource record,
           or part of the value of a MX resource record must not be
           an alias.  Not only is the specification clear on this
           point, but using an alias in either of these positions
           neither works as well as might be hoped, nor well fulfills
           the ambition that may have led to this approach.  This
           domain name must have as its value one or more address
           records.  Currently those will be A records, however in
           the future other record types giving addressing
           information may be acceptable.  It can also have other
           RRs, but never a CNAME RR.

   The DNAME RR is discussed in RFC 3363, Section 4, on A6 and DNAME.
   The opening premise of this section is demonstrably wrong, and so the
   conclusion based on that premise is wrong.  In particular, [RFC3363]
   deprecates the use of DNAME in the IPv6 reverse tree.  Based on the
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   experience gained in the meantime, [RFC3363] is revised, dropping all
   constraints on having DNAME RRs in these zones [RFC6434].  This would
   greatly improve the manageability of the IPv6 reverse tree.  These
   changes are made explicit below.

   In [RFC3363], the following paragraph is updated by this document,
   and the use of DNAME RRs in the reverse tree is no longer deprecated.

     The issues for DNAME in the reverse mapping tree appears to be
     closely tied to the need to use fragmented A6 in the main tree: if
     one is necessary, so is the other, and if one isn't necessary, the
     other isn't either.  Therefore, in moving RFC 2874 to experimental,
     the intent of this document is that use of DNAME RRs in the reverse
     tree be deprecated.

5.  Other Issues with DNAME

   There are several issues to be aware of about the use of DNAME.

5.1.  Canonical Hostnames Cannot Be below DNAME Owners

   The names listed as target names of MX, NS, PTR, and SRV [RFC2782]
   records must be canonical hostnames.  This means no CNAME or DNAME
   redirection may be present during DNS lookup of the address records
   for the host.  This is discussed in RFC 2181 [RFC2181], Section 10.3,
   and RFC 1912 [RFC1912], Section 2.4.  For SRV, see RFC 2782
   [RFC2782], page 4.

   The upshot of this is that although the lookup of a PTR record can
   involve DNAMEs, the name listed in the PTR record cannot fall under a
   DNAME.  The same holds for NS, SRV, and MX records.  For example,
   when punycode [RFC3492] alternates for a zone use DNAME, then the NS,
   MX, SRV, and PTR records that point to that zone must use names that
   are not aliases in their RDATA.  Then, what must be done is to have
   the domain names with DNAME substitution already applied to it as the
   MX, NS, PTR, and SRV data.  These are valid canonical hostnames.

5.2.  Dynamic Update and DNAME



   DNAME records can be added, changed, and removed in a zone using
   dynamic update transactions.  Adding a DNAME RR to a zone occludes
   any domain names that may exist under the added DNAME.

   If a dynamic update message attempts to add a DNAME with a given
   owner name, but a CNAME is associated with that name, then the server
   MUST ignore the DNAME.  If a DNAME is already associated with that
   name, then it is replaced with the new DNAME.  Otherwise, add the
   DNAME.  If a CNAME is added with a given owner name, but a DNAME is
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   associated with that name, then the CNAME MUST be ignored.  Similar
   behavior occurs for dynamic updates to an owner name of a CNAME RR
   [RFC2136].

5.3.  DNSSEC and DNAME

   The following subsections specify the behavior of implementations
   that understand both DNSSEC and DNAME (synthesis).

5.3.1.  Signed DNAME, Unsigned Synthesized CNAME

   In any response, a signed DNAME RR indicates a non-terminal
   redirection of the query.  There might or might not be a server-
   synthesized CNAME in the answer section; if there is, the CNAME will
   never be signed.  For a DNSSEC validator, verification of the DNAME
   RR and then that the CNAME was properly synthesized is sufficient
   proof.

5.3.2.  DNAME Bit in NSEC Type Map

   In any negative response, the NSEC or NSEC3 [RFC5155] record type
   bitmap SHOULD be checked to see that there was no DNAME that could
   have been applied.  If the DNAME bit in the type bitmap is set and
   the query name is a subdomain of the closest encloser that is
   asserted, then DNAME substitution should have been done, but the
   substitution has not been done as specified.

5.3.3.  DNAME Chains as Strong as the Weakest Link

   A response can contain a chain of DNAME and CNAME redirections.  That
   chain can end in a positive answer or a negative reply (no name error
   or no data error).  Each step in that chain results in resource
   records being added to the answer or authority section of the
   response.  Only if all steps are secure can the AD (Authentic Data)
   bit be set for the response.  If one of the steps is bogus, the
   result is bogus.

5.3.4.  Validators Must Understand DNAME

   Below are examples of why DNSSEC validators MUST understand DNAME.
   In the examples, SOA records, wildcard denial NSECs, and other
   material not under discussion have been omitted or shortened.
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5.3.4.1.  Invalid Name Error Response Caused by DNAME in Bitmap

   ;; Header: QR AA RCODE=3(NXDOMAIN)
   ;; OPT PSEUDOSECTION:
   ; EDNS: version: 0, flags: do; udp: 4096

   ;; Question
   foo.bar.example.com. IN A
   ;; Authority
   bar.example.com. NSEC dub.example.com. A DNAME
   bar.example.com. RRSIG NSEC [valid signature]

   If this is the received response, then only by understanding that the
   DNAME bit in the NSEC bitmap means that foo.bar.example.com needed to
   have been redirected by the DNAME, the validator can see that it is a
   BOGUS reply from an attacker that collated existing records from the
   DNS to create a confusing reply.

   If the DNAME bit had not been set in the NSEC record above, then the
   answer would have validated as a correct name error response.

5.3.4.2.  Valid Name Error Response Involving DNAME in Bitmap

   ;; Header: QR AA RCODE=3(NXDOMAIN)
   ;; OPT PSEUDOSECTION:
   ; EDNS: version: 0, flags: do; udp: 4096

   ;; Question
   cee.example.com. IN A
   ;; Authority
   bar.example.com. NSEC dub.example.com. A DNAME
   bar.example.com. RRSIG NSEC [valid signature]

   This response has the same NSEC records as the example above, but
   with this query name (cee.example.com), the answer is validated,
   because 'cee' does not get redirected by the DNAME at 'bar'.
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5.3.4.3.  Response with Synthesized CNAME

   ;; Header: QR AA RCODE=0(NOERROR)
   ;; OPT PSEUDOSECTION:
   ; EDNS: version: 0, flags: do; udp: 4096

   ;; Question
   foo.bar.example.com. IN A
   ;; Answer
   bar.example.com. DNAME bar.example.net.
   bar.example.com. RRSIG DNAME [valid signature]
   foo.bar.example.com. CNAME foo.bar.example.net.

   The response shown above has the synthesized CNAME included.
   However, the CNAME has no signature, since the server does not sign
   online.  So this response cannot be trusted.  It could be altered by
   an attacker to be foo.bar.example.com CNAME bla.bla.example.  The
   DNAME record does have its signature included, since it does not
   change.  The validator must verify the DNAME signature and then
   recursively resolve further in order to query for the
   foo.bar.example.net A record.

6.  Examples of DNAME Use in a Zone

   Below are some examples of the use of DNAME in a zone.  These
   examples are by no means exhaustive.

6.1.  Organizational Renaming

   If an organization with domain name FROBOZZ.EXAMPLE.NET became part
   of an organization with domain name ACME.EXAMPLE.COM, it might ease
   transition by placing information such as this in its old zone.

       frobozz.example.net.  DNAME    frobozz-division.acme.example.com.
                             MX       10       mailhub.acme.example.com.

   The response to an extended recursive query for
   www.frobozz.example.net would contain, in the answer section, the
   DNAME record shown above and the relevant RRs for www.frobozz-
   division.acme.example.com.

   If an organization wants to have aliases for names, for a different
   spelling or language, the same example applies.  Note that the MX RR
   at the zone apex is not redirected and has to be repeated in the
   target zone.  Also note that the services at mailhub or www.frobozz-
   division.acme.example.com. have to recognize and handle the aliases.
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6.2.  Classless Delegation of Shorter Prefixes

   The classless scheme for in-addr.arpa delegation [RFC2317] can be
   extended to prefixes shorter than 24 bits by use of the DNAME record.
   For example, the prefix 192.0.8.0/22 can be delegated by the
   following records.

       $ORIGIN 0.192.in-addr.arpa.
       8/22    NS       ns.slash-22-holder.example.com.
       8       DNAME    8.8/22
       9       DNAME    9.8/22
       10      DNAME    10.8/22
       11      DNAME    11.8/22

   A typical entry in the resulting reverse zone for some host with
   address 192.0.9.33 might be as follows:

        $ORIGIN 8/22.0.192.in-addr.arpa.
        33.9    PTR     somehost.slash-22-holder.example.com.

   The advisory remarks in [RFC2317] concerning the choice of the "/"
   character apply here as well.

6.3.  Network Renumbering Support

   If IPv4 network renumbering were common, maintenance of address space
   delegation could be simplified by using DNAME records instead of NS
   records to delegate.

       $ORIGIN new-style.in-addr.arpa.
       189.190           DNAME    in-addr.example.net.

       $ORIGIN in-addr.example.net.
       188               DNAME    in-addr.customer.example.com.

       $ORIGIN in-addr.customer.example.
       1                 PTR      www.customer.example.com
       2                 PTR      mailhub.customer.example.com.
       ; etc ...

   This would allow the address space 190.189.0.0/16 assigned to the ISP
   "example.net" to be changed without having to alter the zone data
   describing the use of that space by the ISP and its customers.
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   Renumbering IPv4 networks is currently so arduous a task that
   updating the DNS is only a small part of the labor, so this scheme
   may have a low value.  But it is hoped that in IPv6 the renumbering
   task will be quite different, and the DNAME mechanism may play a
   useful part.



7.  IANA Considerations

   The DNAME resource record type code 39 (decimal) originally was
   registered by [RFC2672] in the DNS Resource Record (RR) Types
   registry table at http://www.iana.org/assignments/dns-parameters.
   IANA has updated the DNS resource record registry to point to this
   document for RR type 39.

8.  Security Considerations

   DNAME redirects queries elsewhere, which may impact security based on
   policy and the security status of the zone with the DNAME and the
   redirection zone's security status.  For validating resolvers, the
   lowest security status of the links in the chain of CNAME and DNAME
   redirections is applied to the result.

   If a validating resolver accepts wildcarded DNAMEs, this creates
   security issues.  Since the processing of a wildcarded DNAME is non-
   deterministic and the CNAME that was substituted by the server has no
   signature, the resolver may choose a different result than what the
   server meant, and consequently end up at the wrong destination.  Use
   of wildcarded DNAMEs is discouraged in any case [RFC4592].

   A validating resolver MUST understand DNAME, according to [RFC4034].
   The examples in Section 5.3.4 illustrate this need.
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Appendix A.  Changes from RFC 2672

A.1.  Changes to Server Behavior

   Major changes to server behavior from the original DNAME
   specification are summarized below:

   o  The rules for DNAME substitution have been clarified in
      Section 2.2.

   o  The EDNS option to signal DNAME understanding and compression has
      never been specified, and this document clarifies that there is no
      signaling method (Section 2.5).

   o  The TTL for synthesized CNAME RRs is now set to the TTL of the
      DNAME, not zero (Section 3.1).

   o  Recursive caching servers MUST perform CNAME synthesis on behalf
      of clients (Section 3.4).

   o  The revised server algorithm is detailed in Section 3.2.

   o  Rules for dynamic update messages adding a DNAME or CNAME RR to a
      zone where a CNAME or DNAME already exists are detailed in



      Section 5.2.

A.2.  Changes to Client Behavior

   Major changes to client behavior from the original DNAME
   specification are summarized below:

   o  Clients MUST be able to accept synthesized CNAME RR's with a TTL
      of either zero or the TTL of the DNAME RR that accompanies the
      CNAME RR.

   o  DNSSEC-aware clients SHOULD cache DNAME RRs and MAY cache
      synthesized CNAME RRs they receive in the same response.  DNSSEC-
      aware clients SHOULD also check the NSEC/NSEC3 type bitmap to
      verify that DNAME redirection is to be done.  DNSSEC validators
      MUST understand DNAME (Section 5.3).

   o  The revised client algorithm is detailed in Section 3.4.1.
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                        Special-Use Domain Names

Abstract

   This document describes what it means to say that a Domain Name (DNS
   name) is reserved for special use, when reserving such a name is
   appropriate, and the procedure for doing so.  It establishes an IANA
   registry for such domain names, and seeds it with entries for some of
   the already established special domain names.
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   This is an Internet Standards Track document.

   This document is a product of the Internet Engineering Task Force
   (IETF).  It represents the consensus of the IETF community.  It has
   received public review and has been approved for publication by the
   Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG).  Further information on
   Internet Standards is available in Section 2 of RFC 5741.

   Information about the current status of this document, any errata,
   and how to provide feedback on it may be obtained at
   http://www.rfc-editor.org/info/rfc6761.
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   to this document.  Code Components extracted from this document must
   include Simplified BSD License text as described in Section 4.e of
   the Trust Legal Provisions and are provided without warranty as
   described in the Simplified BSD License.
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1.  Introduction

   Certain individual IP addresses and IP address ranges are treated
   specially by network implementations and, consequently, are not
   suitable for use as unicast addresses.  For example, IPv4 addresses
   224.0.0.0 to 239.255.255.255 are multicast addresses [RFC5735], with
   224.0.0.1 being the "all hosts" multicast address [RFC1112]
   [RFC5771].  Another example is 127.0.0.1, the IPv4 "local host"
   address [RFC5735].

   Analogous to Special-Use IPv4 Addresses [RFC5735], the Domain Name
   System (DNS) [RFC1034][RFC1035] has its own concept of reserved
   names, such as "example.com.", "example.net.", and "example.org.", or
   any name falling under the top-level pseudo-domain "invalid."
   [RFC2606].  However, "Reserved Top Level DNS Names" [RFC2606] does
   not state whether implementations are expected to treat such names
   differently, and if so, in what way.

   This document specifies under what circumstances special treatment is
   appropriate, and in what ways.

2.  Terminology

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in "Key words for use in
   RFCs to Indicate Requirement Levels" [RFC2119].

3.  Applicability

   When IP multicast was created [RFC1112], implementations had to be
   updated to understand what an IP multicast address means and what to
   do with it.  Adding IP multicast to a networking stack entailed more
   than merely adding the right routing table entries for those
   addresses.  Moreover, supporting IP multicast entails some level of
   commonality that is consistent across all conformant hosts,
   independent of what networks those hosts may be connected to.  While
   it is possible to build a private isolated network using whatever



   valid unicast IP addresses and routing topology one chooses
   (regardless of whether those unicast IP addresses are already in use
   by other hosts on the public Internet), the IPv4 multicast address
   224.0.0.1 is always the "all hosts" multicast address, and that's not
   a local decision.

   Similarly, if a domain name has special properties that affect the
   way hardware and software implementations handle the name, that apply
   universally regardless of what network the implementation may be
   connected to, then that domain name may be a candidate for having the
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   IETF declare it to be a Special-Use Domain Name and specify what
   special treatment implementations should give to that name.  On the
   other hand, if declaring a given name to be special would result in
   no change to any implementations, then that suggests that the name
   may not be special in any material way, and it may be more
   appropriate to use the existing DNS mechanisms [RFC1034] to provide
   the desired delegation, data, or lack-of-data, for the name in
   question.  Where the desired behaviour can be achieved via the
   existing domain name registration processes, that process should be
   used.  Reservation of a Special-Use Domain Name is not a mechanism
   for circumventing normal domain name registration processes.

   As an example, suppose there were to be an IETF document specifying
   that a particular name (or set of names) is guaranteed to produce an
   NXDOMAIN ("Name Error" [RFC1035]) result.  Such a document falls
   within the responsibilities of the IETF.  The IETF is responsible for
   protocol rules.  The IETF defines name character set, length limits,
   syntax, the fact that in DNS "A" is equivalent to "a", etc.
   [RFC1034] [RFC1035].  Portions of the namespace created by those
   rules are given to ICANN to manage, but, due to established DNS
   protocol rules, ICANN is not free to allocate "COM" and "com" to two
   different name servers.  The IETF has responsibility for specifying
   how the DNS protocol works, and ICANN is responsible for allocating
   the names made possible by that DNS protocol.  Now, suppose a
   developer were to use this special "guaranteed nonexistent" name,
   "knowing" that it's guaranteed to return NXDOMAIN, and suppose also
   that the user's DNS server fails to return NXDOMAIN for this name.
   The developer's software then fails.  Who do the user and/or
   developer complain to?  ICANN?  The IETF?  The DNS server operator?
   If the developer can't depend on the special "guaranteed nonexistent"
   name to always return NXDOMAIN, then the special name is worthless,
   because it can't be relied on to do what it is supposed to.  For this
   special "guaranteed nonexistent" name to have any use, it has to be
   defined to return NXDOMAIN, BY PROTOCOL, for all installations, not
   just by ICANN allocation on the public Internet.  ICANN has no
   jurisdiction over how users choose to configure their own private DNS
   servers on their own private networks, but developers need a protocol
   specification that states that returning positive answers for the
   special "guaranteed nonexistent" name is a protocol violation on
   *all* networks, not just the public Internet.  Hence, the act of
   defining such a special name creates a higher-level protocol rule,
   above ICANN's management of allocable names on the public Internet.
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4.  Procedure

   If it is determined that special handling of a name is required in
   order to implement some desired new functionality, then an IETF
   "Standards Action" or "IESG Approval" specification [RFC5226] MUST be
   published describing the new functionality.

   The specification MUST state how implementations determine that the
   special handling is required for any given name.  This is typically
   done by stating that any fully qualified domain name ending in a
   certain suffix (i.e., falling within a specified parent pseudo-
   domain) will receive the special behaviour.  In effect, this carves
   off a sub-tree of the DNS namespace in which the modified name
   treatment rules apply, analogous to how IP multicast [RFC1112] or IP
   link-local addresses [RFC3927] [RFC4862] carve off chunks of the IP
   address space in which their respective modified address treatment
   rules apply.

   The specification also MUST state, in each of the seven "Domain Name
   Reservation Considerations" categories below, what special treatment,
   if any, is to be applied.  If in all seven categories the answer is
   "none", then possibly no special treatment is required and requesting
   reservation of a Special-Use Domain Name may not be appropriate.

5.  Domain Name Reservation Considerations

   An IETF "Standards Action" or "IESG Approval" document specifying
   some new naming behaviour, which requires a Special-Use Domain Name
   be reserved to implement this desired new behaviour, needs to contain
   a subsection of the "IANA Considerations" section titled "Domain Name
   Reservation Considerations" giving answers in the seven categories
   listed below.  In the case of algorithmically generated DNS names,
   the specifying document needs to clearly identify the set of names
   generated by the algorithm that would require the proposed special
   treatment.

   1.  Users:

       Are human users expected to recognize these names as special and
       use them differently?  In what way?

   2.  Application Software:

       Are writers of application software expected to make their
       software recognize these names as special and treat them
       differently?  In what way?  (For example, if a human user enters
       such a name, should the application software reject it with an
       error message?)
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   3.  Name Resolution APIs and Libraries:

       Are writers of name resolution APIs and libraries expected to
       make their software recognize these names as special and treat
       them differently?  If so, how?

   4.  Caching DNS Servers:

       Are developers of caching domain name servers expected to make
       their implementations recognize these names as special and treat
       them differently?  If so, how?

   5.  Authoritative DNS Servers:

       Are developers of authoritative domain name servers expected to
       make their implementations recognize these names as special and
       treat them differently?  If so, how?

   6.  DNS Server Operators:

       Does this reserved Special-Use Domain Name have any potential
       impact on DNS server operators?  If they try to configure their
       authoritative DNS server as authoritative for this reserved name,
       will compliant name server software reject it as invalid?  Do DNS
       server operators need to know about that and understand why?
       Even if the name server software doesn't prevent them from using
       this reserved name, are there other ways that it may not work as
       expected, of which the DNS server operator should be aware?

   7.  DNS Registries/Registrars:

       How should DNS Registries/Registrars treat requests to register
       this reserved domain name?  Should such requests be denied?
       Should such requests be allowed, but only to a specially-
       designated entity?  (For example, the name "www.example.org" is
       reserved for documentation examples and is not available for
       registration; however, the name is in fact registered; and there
       is even a web site at that name, which states circularly that the
       name is reserved for use in documentation and cannot be
       registered!)
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6.  Initial Registry

   The initial IANA "Special-Use Domain Names" registry shall contain
   entries for the private-address [RFC1918] reverse-mapping domains and
   for the existing Reserved Top Level DNS Names [RFC2606].

6.1.  Domain Name Reservation Considerations for Private Addresses

   The private-address [RFC1918] reverse-mapping domains listed below,
   and any names falling within those domains, are Special-Use Domain
   Names:

     10.in-addr.arpa.      21.172.in-addr.arpa.  26.172.in-addr.arpa.
     16.172.in-addr.arpa.  22.172.in-addr.arpa.  27.172.in-addr.arpa.
     17.172.in-addr.arpa.  30.172.in-addr.arpa.  28.172.in-addr.arpa.
     18.172.in-addr.arpa.  23.172.in-addr.arpa.  29.172.in-addr.arpa.
     19.172.in-addr.arpa.  24.172.in-addr.arpa.  31.172.in-addr.arpa.
     20.172.in-addr.arpa.  25.172.in-addr.arpa.  168.192.in-addr.arpa.

   These domains, and any names falling within these domains, are
   special in the following ways:

   1.  Users are free to use these names as they would any other
       reverse-mapping names.  However, since there is no central
       authority responsible for use of private addresses, users SHOULD
       be aware that these names are likely to yield different results
       on different networks.

   2.  Application software SHOULD NOT recognize these names as special,
       and SHOULD use these names as they would other reverse-mapping
       names.

   3.  Name resolution APIs and libraries SHOULD NOT recognize these
       names as special and SHOULD NOT treat them differently.  Name
       resolution APIs SHOULD send queries for these names to their
       configured caching DNS server(s).

   4.  Caching DNS servers SHOULD recognize these names as special and
       SHOULD NOT, by default, attempt to look up NS records for them,
       or otherwise query authoritative DNS servers in an attempt to
       resolve these names.  Instead, caching DNS servers SHOULD, by
       default, generate immediate (positive or negative) responses for
       all such queries.  This is to avoid unnecessary load on the root
       name servers and other name servers.  Caching DNS servers SHOULD
       offer a configuration option (disabled by default) to enable
       upstream resolution of such names, for use in private networks
       where private-address reverse-mapping names are known to be
       handled by an authoritative DNS server in said private network.
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   5.  Authoritative DNS servers SHOULD recognize these names as special
       and SHOULD, by default, generate immediate negative responses for
       all such queries, unless explicitly configured by the
       administrator to give positive answers for private-address
       reverse-mapping names.



   6.  DNS server operators SHOULD, if they are using private addresses,
       configure their authoritative DNS servers to act as authoritative
       for these names.

   7.  DNS Registries/Registrars MUST NOT grant requests to register any
       of these names in the normal way to any person or entity.  These
       names are reserved for use in private networks, and fall outside
       the set of names available for allocation by registries/
       registrars.  Attempting to allocate one of these names as if it
       were a normal DNS domain name will probably not work as desired,
       for reasons 4, 5 and 6 above.

6.2.  Domain Name Reservation Considerations for "test."

   The domain "test.", and any names falling within ".test.", are
   special in the following ways:

   1.  Users are free to use these test names as they would any other
       domain names.  However, since there is no central authority
       responsible for use of test names, users SHOULD be aware that
       these names are likely to yield different results on different
       networks.

   2.  Application software SHOULD NOT recognize test names as special,
       and SHOULD use test names as they would other domain names.

   3.  Name resolution APIs and libraries SHOULD NOT recognize test
       names as special and SHOULD NOT treat them differently.  Name
       resolution APIs SHOULD send queries for test names to their
       configured caching DNS server(s).

   4.  Caching DNS servers SHOULD recognize test names as special and
       SHOULD NOT, by default, attempt to look up NS records for them,
       or otherwise query authoritative DNS servers in an attempt to
       resolve test names.  Instead, caching DNS servers SHOULD, by
       default, generate immediate negative responses for all such
       queries.  This is to avoid unnecessary load on the root name
       servers and other name servers.  Caching DNS servers SHOULD offer
       a configuration option (disabled by default) to enable upstream
       resolving of test names, for use in networks where test names are
       known to be handled by an authoritative DNS server in said
       private network.
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   5.  Authoritative DNS servers SHOULD recognize test names as special
       and SHOULD, by default, generate immediate negative responses for
       all such queries, unless explicitly configured by the
       administrator to give positive answers for test names.

   6.  DNS server operators SHOULD, if they are using test names,
       configure their authoritative DNS servers to act as authoritative
       for test names.

   7.  DNS Registries/Registrars MUST NOT grant requests to register
       test names in the normal way to any person or entity.  Test names
       are reserved for use in private networks and fall outside the set



       of names available for allocation by registries/registrars.
       Attempting to allocate a test name as if it were a normal DNS
       domain name will probably not work as desired, for reasons 4, 5,
       and 6 above.

6.3.  Domain Name Reservation Considerations for "localhost."

   The domain "localhost." and any names falling within ".localhost."
   are special in the following ways:

   1.  Users are free to use localhost names as they would any other
       domain names.  Users may assume that IPv4 and IPv6 address
       queries for localhost names will always resolve to the respective
       IP loopback address.

   2.  Application software MAY recognize localhost names as special, or
       MAY pass them to name resolution APIs as they would for other
       domain names.

   3.  Name resolution APIs and libraries SHOULD recognize localhost
       names as special and SHOULD always return the IP loopback address
       for address queries and negative responses for all other query
       types.  Name resolution APIs SHOULD NOT send queries for
       localhost names to their configured caching DNS server(s).

   4.  Caching DNS servers SHOULD recognize localhost names as special
       and SHOULD NOT attempt to look up NS records for them, or
       otherwise query authoritative DNS servers in an attempt to
       resolve localhost names.  Instead, caching DNS servers SHOULD,
       for all such address queries, generate an immediate positive
       response giving the IP loopback address, and for all other query
       types, generate an immediate negative response.  This is to avoid
       unnecessary load on the root name servers and other name servers.
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   5.  Authoritative DNS servers SHOULD recognize localhost names as
       special and handle them as described above for caching DNS
       servers.

   6.  DNS server operators SHOULD be aware that the effective RDATA for
       localhost names is defined by protocol specification and cannot
       be modified by local configuration.

   7.  DNS Registries/Registrars MUST NOT grant requests to register
       localhost names in the normal way to any person or entity.
       Localhost names are defined by protocol specification and fall
       outside the set of names available for allocation by registries/
       registrars.  Attempting to allocate a localhost name as if it
       were a normal DNS domain name will probably not work as desired,
       for reasons 2, 3, 4, and 5 above.

6.4.  Domain Name Reservation Considerations for "invalid."



   The domain "invalid." and any names falling within ".invalid." are
   special in the ways listed below.  In the text below, the term
   "invalid" is used in quotes to signify such names, as opposed to
   names that may be invalid for other reasons (e.g., being too long).

   1.  Users are free to use "invalid" names as they would any other
       domain names.  Users MAY assume that queries for "invalid" names
       will always return NXDOMAIN responses.

   2.  Application software MAY recognize "invalid" names as special or
       MAY pass them to name resolution APIs as they would for other
       domain names.

   3.  Name resolution APIs and libraries SHOULD recognize "invalid"
       names as special and SHOULD always return immediate negative
       responses.  Name resolution APIs SHOULD NOT send queries for
       "invalid" names to their configured caching DNS server(s).

   4.  Caching DNS servers SHOULD recognize "invalid" names as special
       and SHOULD NOT attempt to look up NS records for them, or
       otherwise query authoritative DNS servers in an attempt to
       resolve "invalid" names.  Instead, caching DNS servers SHOULD
       generate immediate NXDOMAIN responses for all such queries.  This
       is to avoid unnecessary load on the root name servers and other
       name servers.

   5.  Authoritative DNS servers SHOULD recognize "invalid" names as
       special and handle them as described above for caching DNS
       servers.
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   6.  DNS server operators SHOULD be aware that the effective RDATA for
       "invalid" names is defined by protocol specification to be
       nonexistent and cannot be modified by local configuration.

   7.  DNS Registries/Registrars MUST NOT grant requests to register
       "invalid" names in the normal way to any person or entity.  These
       "invalid" names are defined by protocol specification to be
       nonexistent, and they fall outside the set of names available for
       allocation by registries/registrars.  Attempting to allocate a
       "invalid" name as if it were a normal DNS domain name will
       probably not work as desired, for reasons 2, 3, 4, and 5 above.

6.5.  Domain Name Reservation Considerations for Example Domains

   The domains "example.", "example.com.", "example.net.",
   "example.org.", and any names falling within those domains, are
   special in the following ways:

   1.  Users SHOULD understand that example names are reserved for use
       in documentation.

   2.  Application software SHOULD NOT recognize example names as
       special and SHOULD use example names as they would other domain
       names.



   3.  Name resolution APIs and libraries SHOULD NOT recognize example
       names as special and SHOULD NOT treat them differently.  Name
       resolution APIs SHOULD send queries for example names to their
       configured caching DNS server(s).

   4.  Caching DNS servers SHOULD NOT recognize example names as special
       and SHOULD resolve them normally.

   5.  Authoritative DNS servers SHOULD NOT recognize example names as
       special.

   6.  DNS server operators SHOULD be aware that example names are
       reserved for use in documentation.

   7.  DNS Registries/Registrars MUST NOT grant requests to register
       example names in the normal way to any person or entity.  All
       example names are registered in perpetuity to IANA:
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        Domain Name: EXAMPLE.COM
        Registrar: RESERVED-INTERNET ASSIGNED NUMBERS AUTHORITY
        Whois Server: whois.iana.org
        Referral URL: http://res-dom.iana.org
        Name Server: A.IANA-SERVERS.NET
        Name Server: B.IANA-SERVERS.NET
        Status: clientDeleteProhibited
        Status: clientTransferProhibited
        Status: clientUpdateProhibited
        Updated Date: 26-mar-2004
        Creation Date: 14-aug-1995
        Expiration Date: 13-aug-2011

   IANA currently maintains a web server providing a web page explaining
   the purpose of example domains.

7.  Security Considerations

   This document outlines the circumstances in which reserving a domain
   name for special use is appropriate, and the procedure for having
   that Special-Use Domain Name recorded by IANA.  Any document
   requesting such a Special-Use Domain Name needs to contain an
   appropriate "Security Considerations" section which describes any
   security issues relevant to that special use.

8.  IANA Considerations

   IANA has created a new registry of Special-Use Domain Names,
   initially populated with the private-address reverse-mapping domains
   and the Reserved Top Level DNS Names outlined above in Section 6.



   When IANA receives a request to record a new "Special-Use Domain
   Name", it should verify, in consultation with the IESG, that the IETF
   "Standards Action" or "IESG Approval" document [RFC5226] includes the
   required "Domain Name Reservation Considerations" section stating how
   the special meaning of this name affects the behavior of hardware,
   software, and humans in the seven categories.  If IANA and the IESG
   determine that special handling of this "Special-Use Domain Name" is
   appropriate, IANA should record the Special-Use Domain Name, and a
   reference to the specification that documents it, in the registry.
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                             Multicast DNS

Abstract

   As networked devices become smaller, more portable, and more
   ubiquitous, the ability to operate with less configured
   infrastructure is increasingly important.  In particular, the ability
   to look up DNS resource record data types (including, but not limited
   to, host names) in the absence of a conventional managed DNS server
   is useful.

   Multicast DNS (mDNS) provides the ability to perform DNS-like
   operations on the local link in the absence of any conventional
   Unicast DNS server.  In addition, Multicast DNS designates a portion
   of the DNS namespace to be free for local use, without the need to
   pay any annual fee, and without the need to set up delegations or
   otherwise configure a conventional DNS server to answer for those
   names.

   The primary benefits of Multicast DNS names are that (i) they require
   little or no administration or configuration to set them up, (ii)
   they work when no infrastructure is present, and (iii) they work
   during infrastructure failures.

Status of This Memo

   This is an Internet Standards Track document.

   This document is a product of the Internet Engineering Task Force
   (IETF).  It represents the consensus of the IETF community.  It has
   received public review and has been approved for publication by the
   Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG).  Further information on
   Internet Standards is available in Section 2 of RFC 5741.

   Information about the current status of this document, any errata,
   and how to provide feedback on it may be obtained at
   http://www.rfc-editor.org/info/rfc6762.
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1.  Introduction

   Multicast DNS and its companion technology DNS-Based Service
   Discovery [RFC6763] were created to provide IP networking with the
   ease-of-use and autoconfiguration for which AppleTalk was well-known
   [RFC6760].  When reading this document, familiarity with the concepts
   of Zero Configuration Networking [Zeroconf] and automatic link-local
   addressing [RFC3927] [RFC4862] is helpful.

   Multicast DNS borrows heavily from the existing DNS protocol
   [RFC1034] [RFC1035] [RFC6195], using the existing DNS message
   structure, name syntax, and resource record types.  This document
   specifies no new operation codes or response codes.  This document
   describes how clients send DNS-like queries via IP multicast, and how
   a collection of hosts cooperate to collectively answer those queries
   in a useful manner.

2.  Conventions and Terminology Used in This Document

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in "Key words for use in
   RFCs to Indicate Requirement Levels" [RFC2119].

   When this document uses the term "Multicast DNS", it should be taken
   to mean: "Clients performing DNS-like queries for DNS-like resource
   records by sending DNS-like UDP query and response messages over IP
   Multicast to UDP port 5353".  The design rationale for selecting UDP
   port 5353 is discussed in Appendix A.

   This document uses the term "host name" in the strict sense to mean a
   fully qualified domain name that has an IPv4 or IPv6 address record.
   It does not use the term "host name" in the commonly used but
   incorrect sense to mean just the first DNS label of a host's fully
   qualified domain name.

   A DNS (or mDNS) packet contains an IP Time to Live (TTL) in the IP
   header, which is effectively a hop-count limit for the packet, to
   guard against routing loops.  Each resource record also contains a
   TTL, which is the number of seconds for which the resource record may
   be cached.  This document uses the term "IP TTL" to refer to the IP
   header TTL (hop limit), and the term "RR TTL" or just "TTL" to refer
   to the resource record TTL (cache lifetime).

   DNS-format messages contain a header, a Question Section, then
   Answer, Authority, and Additional Record Sections.  The Answer,
   Authority, and Additional Record Sections all hold resource records
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   in the same format.  Where this document describes issues that apply
   equally to all three sections, it uses the term "Resource Record
   Sections" to refer collectively to these three sections.

   This document uses the terms "shared" and "unique" when referring to
   resource record sets [RFC1034]:



      A "shared" resource record set is one where several Multicast DNS
      responders may have records with the same name, rrtype, and
      rrclass, and several responders may respond to a particular query.

      A "unique" resource record set is one where all the records with
      that name, rrtype, and rrclass are conceptually under the control
      or ownership of a single responder, and it is expected that at
      most one responder should respond to a query for that name,
      rrtype, and rrclass.  Before claiming ownership of a unique
      resource record set, a responder MUST probe to verify that no
      other responder already claims ownership of that set, as described
      in Section 8.1, "Probing".  (For fault-tolerance and other
      reasons, sometimes it is permissible to have more than one
      responder answering for a particular "unique" resource record set,
      but such cooperating responders MUST give answers containing
      identical rdata for these records.  If they do not give answers
      containing identical rdata, then the probing step will reject the
      data as being inconsistent with what is already being advertised
      on the network for those names.)

   Strictly speaking, the terms "shared" and "unique" apply to resource
   record sets, not to individual resource records.  However, it is
   sometimes convenient to talk of "shared resource records" and "unique
   resource records".  When used this way, the terms should be
   understood to mean a record that is a member of a "shared" or
   "unique" resource record set, respectively.

3.  Multicast DNS Names

   A host that belongs to an organization or individual who has control
   over some portion of the DNS namespace can be assigned a globally
   unique name within that portion of the DNS namespace, such as,
   "cheshire.example.com.".  For those of us who have this luxury, this
   works very well.  However, the majority of home computer users do not
   have easy access to any portion of the global DNS namespace within
   which they have the authority to create names.  This leaves the
   majority of home computers effectively anonymous for practical
   purposes.
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   To remedy this problem, this document allows any computer user to
   elect to give their computers link-local Multicast DNS host names of
   the form: "single-dns-label.local.".  For example, a laptop computer
   may answer to the name "MyComputer.local.".  Any computer user is
   granted the authority to name their computer this way, provided that
   the chosen host name is not already in use on that link.  Having
   named their computer this way, the user has the authority to continue
   utilizing that name until such time as a name conflict occurs on the
   link that is not resolved in the user's favor.  If this happens, the
   computer (or its human user) MUST cease using the name, and SHOULD
   attempt to allocate a new unique name for use on that link.  These
   conflicts are expected to be relatively rare for people who choose



   reasonably imaginative names, but it is still important to have a
   mechanism in place to handle them when they happen.

   This document specifies that the DNS top-level domain ".local." is a
   special domain with special semantics, namely that any fully
   qualified name ending in ".local." is link-local, and names within
   this domain are meaningful only on the link where they originate.
   This is analogous to IPv4 addresses in the 169.254/16 prefix or IPv6
   addresses in the FE80::/10 prefix, which are link-local and
   meaningful only on the link where they originate.

   Any DNS query for a name ending with ".local." MUST be sent to the
   mDNS IPv4 link-local multicast address 224.0.0.251 (or its IPv6
   equivalent FF02::FB).  The design rationale for using a fixed
   multicast address instead of selecting from a range of multicast
   addresses using a hash function is discussed in Appendix B.
   Implementers MAY choose to look up such names concurrently via other
   mechanisms (e.g., Unicast DNS) and coalesce the results in some
   fashion.  Implementers choosing to do this should be aware of the
   potential for user confusion when a given name can produce different
   results depending on external network conditions (such as, but not
   limited to, which name lookup mechanism responds faster).

   It is unimportant whether a name ending with ".local." occurred
   because the user explicitly typed in a fully qualified domain name
   ending in ".local.", or because the user entered an unqualified
   domain name and the host software appended the suffix ".local."
   because that suffix appears in the user's search list.  The ".local."
   suffix could appear in the search list because the user manually
   configured it, or because it was received via DHCP [RFC2132] or via
   any other mechanism for configuring the DNS search list.  In this
   respect the ".local." suffix is treated no differently from any other
   search domain that might appear in the DNS search list.
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   DNS queries for names that do not end with ".local." MAY be sent to
   the mDNS multicast address, if no other conventional DNS server is
   available.  This can allow hosts on the same link to continue
   communicating using each other's globally unique DNS names during
   network outages that disrupt communication with the greater Internet.
   When resolving global names via local multicast, it is even more
   important to use DNS Security Extensions (DNSSEC) [RFC4033] or other
   security mechanisms to ensure that the response is trustworthy.
   Resolving global names via local multicast is a contentious issue,
   and this document does not discuss it further, instead concentrating
   on the issue of resolving local names using DNS messages sent to a
   multicast address.

   This document recommends a single flat namespace for dot-local host
   names, (i.e., the names of DNS "A" and "AAAA" records, which map
   names to IPv4 and IPv6 addresses), but other DNS record types (such
   as those used by DNS-Based Service Discovery [RFC6763]) may contain
   as many labels as appropriate for the desired usage, up to a maximum



   of 255 bytes, plus a terminating zero byte at the end.  Name length
   issues are discussed further in Appendix C.

   Enforcing uniqueness of host names is probably desirable in the
   common case, but this document does not mandate that.  It is
   permissible for a collection of coordinated hosts to agree to
   maintain multiple DNS address records with the same name, possibly
   for load-balancing or fault-tolerance reasons.  This document does
   not take a position on whether that is sensible.  It is important
   that both modes of operation be supported.  The Multicast DNS
   protocol allows hosts to verify and maintain unique names for
   resource records where that behavior is desired, and it also allows
   hosts to maintain multiple resource records with a single shared name
   where that behavior is desired.  This consideration applies to all
   resource records, not just address records (host names).  In summary:
   It is required that the protocol have the ability to detect and
   handle name conflicts, but it is not required that this ability be
   used for every record.

4.  Reverse Address Mapping

   Like ".local.", the IPv4 and IPv6 reverse mapping domains are also
   defined to be link-local:

      Any DNS query for a name ending with "254.169.in-addr.arpa." MUST
      be sent to the mDNS IPv4 link-local multicast address 224.0.0.251
      or the mDNS IPv6 multicast address FF02::FB.  Since names under
      this domain correspond to IPv4 link-local addresses, it is logical
      that the local link is the best place to find information
      pertaining to those names.
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      Likewise, any DNS query for a name within the reverse mapping
      domains for IPv6 link-local addresses ("8.e.f.ip6.arpa.",
      "9.e.f.ip6.arpa.", "a.e.f.ip6.arpa.", and "b.e.f.ip6.arpa.") MUST
      be sent to the mDNS IPv6 link-local multicast address FF02::FB or
      the mDNS IPv4 link-local multicast address 224.0.0.251.

5.  Querying

   There are two kinds of Multicast DNS queries: one-shot queries of the
   kind made by legacy DNS resolvers, and continuous, ongoing Multicast
   DNS queries made by fully compliant Multicast DNS queriers, which
   support asynchronous operations including DNS-Based Service Discovery
   [RFC6763].

   Except in the rare case of a Multicast DNS responder that is
   advertising only shared resource records and no unique records, a
   Multicast DNS responder MUST also implement a Multicast DNS querier
   so that it can first verify the uniqueness of those records before it
   begins answering queries for them.

5.1.  One-Shot Multicast DNS Queries

   The most basic kind of Multicast DNS client may simply send standard
   DNS queries blindly to 224.0.0.251:5353, without necessarily even



   being aware of what a multicast address is.  This change can
   typically be implemented with just a few lines of code in an existing
   DNS resolver library.  If a name being queried falls within one of
   the reserved Multicast DNS domains (see Sections 3 and 4), then,
   rather than using the configured Unicast DNS server address, the
   query is instead sent to 224.0.0.251:5353 (or its IPv6 equivalent
   [FF02::FB]:5353).  Typically, the timeout would also be shortened to
   two or three seconds.  It's possible to make a minimal Multicast DNS
   resolver with only these simple changes.  These queries are typically
   done using a high-numbered ephemeral UDP source port, but regardless
   of whether they are sent from a dynamic port or from a fixed port,
   these queries MUST NOT be sent using UDP source port 5353, since
   using UDP source port 5353 signals the presence of a fully compliant
   Multicast DNS querier, as described below.

   A simple DNS resolver like this will typically just take the first
   response it receives.  It will not listen for additional UDP
   responses, but in many instances this may not be a serious problem.
   If a user types "http://MyPrinter.local." into their web browser, and
   their simple DNS resolver just takes the first response it receives,
   and the user gets to see the status and configuration web page for
   their printer, then the protocol has met the user's needs in this
   case.
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   While a basic DNS resolver like this may be adequate for simple host
   name lookup, it may not get ideal behavior in other cases.
   Additional refinements to create a fully compliant Multicast DNS
   querier are described below.

5.2.  Continuous Multicast DNS Querying

   In one-shot queries, the underlying assumption is that the
   transaction begins when the application issues a query, and ends when
   the first response is received.  There is another type of query
   operation that is more asynchronous, in which having received one
   response is not necessarily an indication that there will be no more
   relevant responses, and the querying operation continues until no
   further responses are required.  Determining when no further
   responses are required depends on the type of operation being
   performed.  If the operation is looking up the IPv4 and IPv6
   addresses of another host, then no further responses are required
   once a successful connection has been made to one of those IPv4 or
   IPv6 addresses.  If the operation is browsing to present the user
   with a list of DNS-SD services found on the network [RFC6763], then
   no further responses are required once the user indicates this to the
   user-interface software, e.g., by closing the network browsing window
   that was displaying the list of discovered services.

   Imagine some hypothetical software that allows users to discover
   network printers.  The user wishes to discover all printers on the
   local network, not only the printer that is quickest to respond.
   When the user is actively looking for a network printer to use, they
   open a network browsing window that displays the list of discovered
   printers.  It would be convenient for the user if they could rely on



   this list of network printers to stay up to date as network printers
   come and go, rather than displaying out-of-date stale information,
   and requiring the user explicitly to click a "refresh" button any
   time they want to see accurate information (which, from the moment it
   is displayed, is itself already beginning to become out-of-date and
   stale).  If we are to display a continuously updated live list like
   this, we need to be able to do it efficiently, without naive constant
   polling, which would be an unreasonable burden on the network.  It is
   not expected that all users will be browsing to discover new printers
   all the time, but when a user is browsing to discover service
   instances for an extended period, we want to be able to support that
   operation efficiently.

   Therefore, when retransmitting Multicast DNS queries to implement
   this kind of continuous monitoring, the interval between the first
   two queries MUST be at least one second, the intervals between
   successive queries MUST increase by at least a factor of two, and the
   querier MUST implement Known-Answer Suppression, as described below
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   in Section 7.1.  The Known-Answer Suppression mechanism tells
   responders which answers are already known to the querier, thereby
   allowing responders to avoid wasting network capacity with pointless
   repeated transmission of those answers.  A querier retransmits its
   question because it wishes to receive answers it may have missed the
   first time, not because it wants additional duplicate copies of
   answers it already received.  Failure to implement Known-Answer
   Suppression can result in unacceptable levels of network traffic.
   When the interval between queries reaches or exceeds 60 minutes, a
   querier MAY cap the interval to a maximum of 60 minutes, and perform
   subsequent queries at a steady-state rate of one query per hour.  To
   avoid accidental synchronization when, for some reason, multiple
   clients begin querying at exactly the same moment (e.g., because of
   some common external trigger event), a Multicast DNS querier SHOULD
   also delay the first query of the series by a randomly chosen amount
   in the range 20-120 ms.

   When a Multicast DNS querier receives an answer, the answer contains
   a TTL value that indicates for how many seconds this answer is valid.
   After this interval has passed, the answer will no longer be valid
   and SHOULD be deleted from the cache.  Before the record expiry time
   is reached, a Multicast DNS querier that has local clients with an
   active interest in the state of that record (e.g., a network browsing
   window displaying a list of discovered services to the user) SHOULD
   reissue its query to determine whether the record is still valid.

   To perform this cache maintenance, a Multicast DNS querier should
   plan to retransmit its query after at least 50% of the record
   lifetime has elapsed.  This document recommends the following
   specific strategy.

   The querier should plan to issue a query at 80% of the record
   lifetime, and then if no answer is received, at 85%, 90%, and 95%.
   If an answer is received, then the remaining TTL is reset to the
   value given in the answer, and this process repeats for as long as
   the Multicast DNS querier has an ongoing interest in the record.  If



   no answer is received after four queries, the record is deleted when
   it reaches 100% of its lifetime.  A Multicast DNS querier MUST NOT
   perform this cache maintenance for records for which it has no local
   clients with an active interest.  If the expiry of a particular
   record from the cache would result in no net effect to any client
   software running on the querier device, and no visible effect to the
   human user, then there is no reason for the Multicast DNS querier to
   waste network capacity checking whether the record remains valid.
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   To avoid the case where multiple Multicast DNS queriers on a network
   all issue their queries simultaneously, a random variation of 2% of
   the record TTL should be added, so that queries are scheduled to be
   performed at 80-82%, 85-87%, 90-92%, and then 95-97% of the TTL.

   An additional efficiency optimization SHOULD be performed when a
   Multicast DNS response is received containing a unique answer (as
   indicated by the cache-flush bit being set, described in Section
   10.2, "Announcements to Flush Outdated Cache Entries").  In this
   case, there is no need for the querier to continue issuing a stream
   of queries with exponentially increasing intervals, since the receipt
   of a unique answer is a good indication that no other answers will be
   forthcoming.  In this case, the Multicast DNS querier SHOULD plan to
   issue its next query for this record at 80-82% of the record's TTL,
   as described above.

   A compliant Multicast DNS querier, which implements the rules
   specified in this document, MUST send its Multicast DNS queries from
   UDP source port 5353 (the well-known port assigned to mDNS), and MUST
   listen for Multicast DNS replies sent to UDP destination port 5353 at
   the mDNS link-local multicast address (224.0.0.251 and/or its IPv6
   equivalent FF02::FB).

5.3.  Multiple Questions per Query

   Multicast DNS allows a querier to place multiple questions in the
   Question Section of a single Multicast DNS query message.

   The semantics of a Multicast DNS query message containing multiple
   questions is identical to a series of individual DNS query messages
   containing one question each.  Combining multiple questions into a
   single message is purely an efficiency optimization and has no other
   semantic significance.

5.4.  Questions Requesting Unicast Responses

   Sending Multicast DNS responses via multicast has the benefit that
   all the other hosts on the network get to see those responses,
   enabling them to keep their caches up to date and detect conflicting
   responses.

   However, there are situations where all the other hosts on the



   network don't need to see every response.  Some examples are a laptop
   computer waking from sleep, the Ethernet cable being connected to a
   running machine, or a previously inactive interface being activated
   through a configuration change.  At the instant of wake-up or link
   activation, the machine is a brand new participant on a new network.
   Its Multicast DNS cache for that interface is empty, and it has no
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   knowledge of its peers on that link.  It may have a significant
   number of questions that it wants answered right away, to discover
   information about its new surroundings and present that information
   to the user.  As a new participant on the network, it has no idea
   whether the exact same questions may have been asked and answered
   just seconds ago.  In this case, triggering a large sudden flood of
   multicast responses may impose an unreasonable burden on the network.

   To avoid large floods of potentially unnecessary responses in these
   cases, Multicast DNS defines the top bit in the class field of a DNS
   question as the unicast-response bit.  When this bit is set in a
   question, it indicates that the querier is willing to accept unicast
   replies in response to this specific query, as well as the usual
   multicast responses.  These questions requesting unicast responses
   are referred to as "QU" questions, to distinguish them from the more
   usual questions requesting multicast responses ("QM" questions).  A
   Multicast DNS querier sending its initial batch of questions
   immediately on wake from sleep or interface activation SHOULD set the
   unicast-response bit in those questions.

   When a question is retransmitted (as described in Section 5.2), the
   unicast-response bit SHOULD NOT be set in subsequent retransmissions
   of that question.  Subsequent retransmissions SHOULD be usual "QM"
   questions.  After the first question has received its responses, the
   querier should have a large Known-Answer list (Section 7.1) so that
   subsequent queries should elicit few, if any, further responses.
   Reverting to multicast responses as soon as possible is important
   because of the benefits that multicast responses provide (see
   Appendix D).  In addition, the unicast-response bit SHOULD be set
   only for questions that are active and ready to be sent the moment of
   wake from sleep or interface activation.  New questions created by
   local clients afterwards should be treated as normal "QM" questions
   and SHOULD NOT have the unicast-response bit set on the first
   question of the series.

   When receiving a question with the unicast-response bit set, a
   responder SHOULD usually respond with a unicast packet directed back
   to the querier.  However, if the responder has not multicast that
   record recently (within one quarter of its TTL), then the responder
   SHOULD instead multicast the response so as to keep all the peer
   caches up to date, and to permit passive conflict detection.  In the
   case of answering a probe question (Section 8.1) with the unicast-
   response bit set, the responder should always generate the requested
   unicast response, but it may also send a multicast announcement if
   the time since the last multicast announcement of that record is more
   than a quarter of its TTL.
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   Unicast replies are subject to all the same packet generation rules
   as multicast replies, including the cache-flush bit (Section 10.2)
   and (except when defending a unique name against a probe from another
   host) randomized delays to reduce network collisions (Section 6).

5.5.  Direct Unicast Queries to Port 5353

   In specialized applications there may be rare situations where it
   makes sense for a Multicast DNS querier to send its query via unicast
   to a specific machine.  When a Multicast DNS responder receives a
   query via direct unicast, it SHOULD respond as it would for "QU"
   questions, as described above in Section 5.4.  Since it is possible
   for a unicast query to be received from a machine outside the local
   link, responders SHOULD check that the source address in the query
   packet matches the local subnet for that link (or, in the case of
   IPv6, the source address has an on-link prefix) and silently ignore
   the packet if not.

   There may be specialized situations, outside the scope of this
   document, where it is intended and desirable to create a responder
   that does answer queries originating outside the local link.  Such a
   responder would need to ensure that these non-local queries are
   always answered via unicast back to the querier, since an answer sent
   via link-local multicast would not reach a querier outside the local
   link.

6.  Responding

   When a Multicast DNS responder constructs and sends a Multicast DNS
   response message, the Resource Record Sections of that message must
   contain only records for which that responder is explicitly
   authoritative.  These answers may be generated because the record
   answers a question received in a Multicast DNS query message, or at
   certain other times that the responder determines than an unsolicited
   announcement is warranted.  A Multicast DNS responder MUST NOT place
   records from its cache, which have been learned from other responders
   on the network, in the Resource Record Sections of outgoing response
   messages.  Only an authoritative source for a given record is allowed
   to issue responses containing that record.

   The determination of whether a given record answers a given question
   is made using the standard DNS rules: the record name must match the
   question name, the record rrtype must match the question qtype unless
   the qtype is "ANY" (255) or the rrtype is "CNAME" (5), and the record
   rrclass must match the question qclass unless the qclass is "ANY"
   (255).  As with Unicast DNS, generally only DNS class 1 ("Internet")
   is used, but should client software use classes other than 1, the
   matching rules described above MUST be used.
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   A Multicast DNS responder MUST only respond when it has a positive,
   non-null response to send, or it authoritatively knows that a
   particular record does not exist.  For unique records, where the host
   has already established sole ownership of the name, it MUST return
   negative answers to queries for records that it knows not to exist.
   For example, a host with no IPv6 address, that has claimed sole
   ownership of the name "host.local." for all rrtypes, MUST respond to
   AAAA queries for "host.local." by sending a negative answer
   indicating that no AAAA records exist for that name.  See Section
   6.1, "Negative Responses".  For shared records, which are owned by no
   single host, the nonexistence of a given record is ascertained by the
   failure of any machine to respond to the Multicast DNS query, not by
   any explicit negative response.  For shared records, NXDOMAIN and
   other error responses MUST NOT be sent.

   Multicast DNS responses MUST NOT contain any questions in the
   Question Section.  Any questions in the Question Section of a
   received Multicast DNS response MUST be silently ignored.  Multicast
   DNS queriers receiving Multicast DNS responses do not care what
   question elicited the response; they care only that the information
   in the response is true and accurate.

   A Multicast DNS responder on Ethernet [IEEE.802.3] and similar shared
   multiple access networks SHOULD have the capability of delaying its
   responses by up to 500 ms, as described below.

   If a large number of Multicast DNS responders were all to respond
   immediately to a particular query, a collision would be virtually
   guaranteed.  By imposing a small random delay, the number of
   collisions is dramatically reduced.  On a full-sized Ethernet using
   the maximum cable lengths allowed and the maximum number of repeaters
   allowed, an Ethernet frame is vulnerable to collisions during the
   transmission of its first 256 bits.  On 10 Mb/s Ethernet, this
   equates to a vulnerable time window of 25.6 microseconds.  On higher-
   speed variants of Ethernet, the vulnerable time window is shorter.

   In the case where a Multicast DNS responder has good reason to
   believe that it will be the only responder on the link that will send
   a response (i.e., because it is able to answer every question in the
   query message, and for all of those answer records it has previously
   verified that the name, rrtype, and rrclass are unique on the link),
   it SHOULD NOT impose any random delay before responding, and SHOULD
   normally generate its response within at most 10 ms.  In particular,
   this applies to responding to probe queries with the unicast-response
   bit set.  Since receiving a probe query gives a clear indication that
   some other responder is planning to start using this name in the very
   near future, answering such probe queries to defend a unique record
   is a high priority and needs to be done without delay.  A probe query
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   can be distinguished from a normal query by the fact that a probe
   query contains a proposed record in the Authority Section that
   answers the question in the Question Section (for more details, see
   Section 8.2, "Simultaneous Probe Tiebreaking").



   Responding without delay is appropriate for records like the address
   record for a particular host name, when the host name has been
   previously verified unique.  Responding without delay is *not*
   appropriate for things like looking up PTR records used for DNS-Based
   Service Discovery [RFC6763], where a large number of responses may be
   anticipated.

   In any case where there may be multiple responses, such as queries
   where the answer is a member of a shared resource record set, each
   responder SHOULD delay its response by a random amount of time
   selected with uniform random distribution in the range 20-120 ms.
   The reason for requiring that the delay be at least 20 ms is to
   accommodate the situation where two or more query packets are sent
   back-to-back, because in that case we want a responder with answers
   to more than one of those queries to have the opportunity to
   aggregate all of its answers into a single response message.

   In the case where the query has the TC (truncated) bit set,
   indicating that subsequent Known-Answer packets will follow,
   responders SHOULD delay their responses by a random amount of time
   selected with uniform random distribution in the range 400-500 ms, to
   allow enough time for all the Known-Answer packets to arrive, as
   described in Section 7.2, "Multipacket Known-Answer Suppression".

   The source UDP port in all Multicast DNS responses MUST be 5353 (the
   well-known port assigned to mDNS).  Multicast DNS implementations
   MUST silently ignore any Multicast DNS responses they receive where
   the source UDP port is not 5353.

   The destination UDP port in all Multicast DNS responses MUST be 5353,
   and the destination address MUST be the mDNS IPv4 link-local
   multicast address 224.0.0.251 or its IPv6 equivalent FF02::FB, except
   when generating a reply to a query that explicitly requested a
   unicast response:

      * via the unicast-response bit,
      * by virtue of being a legacy query (Section 6.7), or
      * by virtue of being a direct unicast query.

   Except for these three specific cases, responses MUST NOT be sent via
   unicast, because then the "Passive Observation of Failures"
   mechanisms described in Section 10.5 would not work correctly.  Other
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   benefits of sending responses via multicast are discussed in Appendix
   D.  A Multicast DNS querier MUST only accept unicast responses if
   they answer a recently sent query (e.g., sent within the last two
   seconds) that explicitly requested unicast responses.  A Multicast
   DNS querier MUST silently ignore all other unicast responses.

   To protect the network against excessive packet flooding due to
   software bugs or malicious attack, a Multicast DNS responder MUST NOT
   (except in the one special case of answering probe queries) multicast
   a record on a given interface until at least one second has elapsed



   since the last time that record was multicast on that particular
   interface.  A legitimate querier on the network should have seen the
   previous transmission and cached it.  A querier that did not receive
   and cache the previous transmission will retry its request and
   receive a subsequent response.  In the special case of answering
   probe queries, because of the limited time before the probing host
   will make its decision about whether or not to use the name, a
   Multicast DNS responder MUST respond quickly.  In this special case
   only, when responding via multicast to a probe, a Multicast DNS
   responder is only required to delay its transmission as necessary to
   ensure an interval of at least 250 ms since the last time the record
   was multicast on that interface.

6.1.  Negative Responses

   In the early design of Multicast DNS it was assumed that explicit
   negative responses would never be needed.  A host can assert the
   existence of the set of records that it claims to exist, and the
   union of all such sets on a link is the set of Multicast DNS records
   that exist on that link.  Asserting the nonexistence of every record
   in the complement of that set -- i.e., all possible Multicast DNS
   records that could exist on this link but do not at this moment --
   was felt to be impractical and unnecessary.  The nonexistence of a
   record would be ascertained by a querier querying for it and failing
   to receive a response from any of the hosts currently attached to the
   link.

   However, operational experience showed that explicit negative
   responses can sometimes be valuable.  One such example is when a
   querier is querying for a AAAA record, and the host name in question
   has no associated IPv6 addresses.  In this case, the responding host
   knows it currently has exclusive ownership of that name, and it knows
   that it currently does not have any IPv6 addresses, so an explicit
   negative response is preferable to the querier having to retransmit
   its query multiple times, and eventually give up with a timeout,
   before it can conclude that a given AAAA record does not exist.
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   Any time a responder receives a query for a name for which it has
   verified exclusive ownership, for a type for which that name has no
   records, the responder MUST (except as allowed in (a) below) respond
   asserting the nonexistence of that record using a DNS NSEC record
   [RFC4034].  In the case of Multicast DNS the NSEC record is not being
   used for its usual DNSSEC [RFC4033] security properties, but simply
   as a way of expressing which records do or do not exist with a given
   name.

   On receipt of a question for a particular name, rrtype, and rrclass,
   for which a responder does have one or more unique answers, the
   responder MAY also include an NSEC record in the Additional Record
   Section indicating the nonexistence of other rrtypes for that name
   and rrclass.

   Implementers working with devices with sufficient memory and CPU



   resources MAY choose to implement code to handle the full generality
   of the DNS NSEC record [RFC4034], including bitmaps up to 65,536 bits
   long.  To facilitate use by devices with limited memory and CPU
   resources, Multicast DNS queriers are only REQUIRED to be able to
   parse a restricted form of the DNS NSEC record.  All compliant
   Multicast DNS implementations MUST at least correctly generate and
   parse the restricted DNS NSEC record format described below:

      o The 'Next Domain Name' field contains the record's own name.
        When used with name compression, this means that the 'Next
        Domain Name' field always takes exactly two bytes in the
        message.

      o The Type Bit Map block number is 0.

      o The Type Bit Map block length byte is a value in the range 1-32.

      o The Type Bit Map data is 1-32 bytes, as indicated by length
        byte.

   Because this restricted form of the DNS NSEC record is limited to
   Type Bit Map block number zero, it cannot express the existence of
   rrtypes above 255.  Consequently, if a Multicast DNS responder were
   to have records with rrtypes above 255, it MUST NOT generate these
   restricted-form NSEC records for those names, since to do so would
   imply that the name has no records with rrtypes above 255, which
   would be false.  In such cases a Multicast DNS responder MUST either
   (a) emit no NSEC record for that name, or (b) emit a full NSEC record
   containing the appropriate Type Bit Map block(s) with the correct
   bits set for all the record types that exist.  In practice this is
   not a significant limitation, since rrtypes above 255 are not
   currently in widespread use.
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   If a Multicast DNS implementation receives an NSEC record where the
   'Next Domain Name' field is not the record's own name, then the
   implementation SHOULD ignore the 'Next Domain Name' field and process
   the remainder of the NSEC record as usual.  In Multicast DNS the
   'Next Domain Name' field is not currently used, but it could be used
   in a future version of this protocol, which is why a Multicast DNS
   implementation MUST NOT reject or ignore an NSEC record it receives
   just because it finds an unexpected value in the 'Next Domain Name'
   field.

   If a Multicast DNS implementation receives an NSEC record containing
   more than one Type Bit Map, or where the Type Bit Map block number is
   not zero, or where the block length is not in the range 1-32, then
   the Multicast DNS implementation MAY silently ignore the entire NSEC
   record.  A Multicast DNS implementation MUST NOT ignore an entire
   message just because that message contains one or more NSEC record(s)
   that the Multicast DNS implementation cannot parse.  This provision
   is to allow future enhancements to the protocol to be introduced in a
   backwards-compatible way that does not break compatibility with older
   Multicast DNS implementations.

   To help differentiate these synthesized NSEC records (generated



   programmatically on-the-fly) from conventional Unicast DNS NSEC
   records (which actually exist in a signed DNS zone), the synthesized
   Multicast DNS NSEC records MUST NOT have the NSEC bit set in the Type
   Bit Map, whereas conventional Unicast DNS NSEC records do have the
   NSEC bit set.

   The TTL of the NSEC record indicates the intended lifetime of the
   negative cache entry.  In general, the TTL given for an NSEC record
   SHOULD be the same as the TTL that the record would have had, had it
   existed.  For example, the TTL for address records in Multicast DNS
   is typically 120 seconds (see Section 10), so the negative cache
   lifetime for an address record that does not exist should also be 120
   seconds.

   A responder MUST only generate negative responses to queries for
   which it has legitimate ownership of the name, rrtype, and rrclass in
   question, and can legitimately assert that no record with that name,
   rrtype, and rrclass exists.  A responder can assert that a specified
   rrtype does not exist for one of its names if it knows a priori that
   it has exclusive ownership of that name (e.g., names of reverse
   address mapping PTR records, which are derived from IP addresses,
   which should be unique on the local link) or if it previously claimed
   unique ownership of that name using probe queries for rrtype "ANY".
   (If it were to use probe queries for a specific rrtype, then it would
   only own the name for that rrtype, and could not assert that other
   rrtypes do not exist.)
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   The design rationale for this mechanism for encoding negative
   responses is discussed further in Appendix E.

6.2.  Responding to Address Queries

   When a Multicast DNS responder sends a Multicast DNS response message
   containing its own address records, it MUST include all addresses
   that are valid on the interface on which it is sending the message,
   and MUST NOT include addresses that are not valid on that interface
   (such as addresses that may be configured on the host's other
   interfaces).  For example, if an interface has both an IPv6 link-
   local and an IPv6 routable address, both should be included in the
   response message so that queriers receive both and can make their own
   choice about which to use.  This allows a querier that only has an
   IPv6 link-local address to connect to the link-local address, and a
   different querier that has an IPv6 routable address to connect to the
   IPv6 routable address instead.

   When a Multicast DNS responder places an IPv4 or IPv6 address record
   (rrtype "A" or "AAAA") into a response message, it SHOULD also place
   any records of the other address type with the same name into the
   additional section, if there is space in the message.  This is to
   provide fate sharing, so that all a device's addresses are delivered
   atomically in a single message, to reduce the risk that packet loss
   could cause a querier to receive only the IPv4 addresses and not the
   IPv6 addresses, or vice versa.

   In the event that a device has only IPv4 addresses but no IPv6



   addresses, or vice versa, then the appropriate NSEC record SHOULD be
   placed into the additional section, so that queriers can know with
   certainty that the device has no addresses of that kind.

   Some Multicast DNS responders treat a physical interface with both
   IPv4 and IPv6 address as a single interface with two addresses.
   Other Multicast DNS responders may treat this case as logically two
   interfaces (one with one or more IPv4 addresses, and the other with
   one or more IPv6 addresses), but responders that operate this way
   MUST NOT put the corresponding automatic NSEC records in replies they
   send (i.e., a negative IPv4 assertion in their IPv6 responses, and a
   negative IPv6 assertion in their IPv4 responses) because this would
   cause incorrect operation in responders on the network that work the
   former way.

6.3.  Responding to Multiquestion Queries

   Multicast DNS responders MUST correctly handle DNS query messages
   containing more than one question, by answering any or all of the
   questions to which they have answers.  Unlike single-question
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   queries, where responding without delay is allowed in appropriate
   cases, for query messages containing more than one question, all
   (non-defensive) answers SHOULD be randomly delayed in the range
   20-120 ms, or 400-500 ms if the TC (truncated) bit is set.  This is
   because when a query message contains more than one question, a
   Multicast DNS responder cannot generally be certain that other
   responders will not also be simultaneously generating answers to
   other questions in that query message.  (Answers defending a name, in
   response to a probe for that name, are not subject to this delay rule
   and are still sent immediately.)

6.4.  Response Aggregation

   When possible, a responder SHOULD, for the sake of network
   efficiency, aggregate as many responses as possible into a single
   Multicast DNS response message.  For example, when a responder has
   several responses it plans to send, each delayed by a different
   interval, then earlier responses SHOULD be delayed by up to an
   additional 500 ms if that will permit them to be aggregated with
   other responses scheduled to go out a little later.

6.5.  Wildcard Queries (qtype "ANY" and qclass "ANY")

   When responding to queries using qtype "ANY" (255) and/or qclass
   "ANY" (255), a Multicast DNS responder MUST respond with *ALL* of its
   records that match the query.  This is subtly different from how
   qtype "ANY" and qclass "ANY" work in Unicast DNS.

   A common misconception is that a Unicast DNS query for qtype "ANY"
   will elicit a response containing all matching records.  This is
   incorrect.  If there are any records that match the query, the
   response is required only to contain at least one of them, not
   necessarily all of them.



   This somewhat surprising behavior is commonly seen with caching
   (i.e., "recursive") name servers.  If a caching server receives a
   qtype "ANY" query for which it has at least one valid answer, it is
   allowed to return only those matching answers it happens to have
   already in its cache, and it is not required to reconsult the
   authoritative name server to check if there are any more records that
   also match the qtype "ANY" query.

   For example, one might imagine that a query for qtype "ANY" for name
   "host.example.com" would return both the IPv4 (A) and the IPv6 (AAAA)
   address records for that host.  In reality, what happens is that it
   depends on the history of what queries have been previously received
   by intervening caching servers.  If a caching server has no records
   for "host.example.com", then it will consult another server (usually
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   the authoritative name server for the name in question), and, in that
   case, it will typically return all IPv4 and IPv6 address records.
   However, if some other host has recently done a query for qtype "A"
   for name "host.example.com", so that the caching server already has
   IPv4 address records for "host.example.com" in its cache but no IPv6
   address records, then it will return only the IPv4 address records it
   already has cached, and no IPv6 address records.

   Multicast DNS does not share this property that qtype "ANY" and
   qclass "ANY" queries return some undefined subset of the matching
   records.  When responding to queries using qtype "ANY" (255) and/or
   qclass "ANY" (255), a Multicast DNS responder MUST respond with *ALL*
   of its records that match the query.

6.6.  Cooperating Multicast DNS Responders

   If a Multicast DNS responder ("A") observes some other Multicast DNS
   responder ("B") send a Multicast DNS response message containing a
   resource record with the same name, rrtype, and rrclass as one of A's
   resource records, but *different* rdata, then:

      o If A's resource record is intended to be a shared resource
        record, then this is no conflict, and no action is required.

      o If A's resource record is intended to be a member of a unique
        resource record set owned solely by that responder, then this is
        a conflict and MUST be handled as described in Section 9,
        "Conflict Resolution".

   If a Multicast DNS responder ("A") observes some other Multicast DNS
   responder ("B") send a Multicast DNS response message containing a
   resource record with the same name, rrtype, and rrclass as one of A's
   resource records, and *identical* rdata, then:

      o If the TTL of B's resource record given in the message is at
        least half the true TTL from A's point of view, then no action
        is required.

      o If the TTL of B's resource record given in the message is less
        than half the true TTL from A's point of view, then A MUST mark



        its record to be announced via multicast.  Queriers receiving
        the record from B would use the TTL given by B and, hence, may
        delete the record sooner than A expects.  By sending its own
        multicast response correcting the TTL, A ensures that the record
        will be retained for the desired time.
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   These rules allow multiple Multicast DNS responders to offer the same
   data on the network (perhaps for fault-tolerance reasons) without
   conflicting with each other.

6.7.  Legacy Unicast Responses

   If the source UDP port in a received Multicast DNS query is not port
   5353, this indicates that the querier originating the query is a
   simple resolver such as described in Section 5.1, "One-Shot Multicast
   DNS Queries", which does not fully implement all of Multicast DNS.
   In this case, the Multicast DNS responder MUST send a UDP response
   directly back to the querier, via unicast, to the query packet's
   source IP address and port.  This unicast response MUST be a
   conventional unicast response as would be generated by a conventional
   Unicast DNS server; for example, it MUST repeat the query ID and the
   question given in the query message.  In addition, the cache-flush
   bit described in Section 10.2, "Announcements to Flush Outdated Cache
   Entries", MUST NOT be set in legacy unicast responses.

   The resource record TTL given in a legacy unicast response SHOULD NOT
   be greater than ten seconds, even if the true TTL of the Multicast
   DNS resource record is higher.  This is because Multicast DNS
   responders that fully participate in the protocol use the cache
   coherency mechanisms described in Section 10, "Resource Record TTL
   Values and Cache Coherency", to update and invalidate stale data.
   Were unicast responses sent to legacy resolvers to use the same high
   TTLs, these legacy resolvers, which do not implement these cache
   coherency mechanisms, could retain stale cached resource record data
   long after it is no longer valid.

7.  Traffic Reduction

   A variety of techniques are used to reduce the amount of traffic on
   the network.

7.1.  Known-Answer Suppression

   When a Multicast DNS querier sends a query to which it already knows
   some answers, it populates the Answer Section of the DNS query
   message with those answers.

   Generally, this applies only to Shared records, not Unique records,
   since if a Multicast DNS querier already has at least one Unique
   record in its cache then it should not be expecting further different
   answers to this question, since the Unique record(s) it already has
   comprise the complete answer, so it has no reason to be sending the



   query at all.  In contrast, having some Shared records in its cache
   does not necessarily imply that a Multicast DNS querier will not
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   receive further answers to this query, and it is in this case that it
   is beneficial to use the Known-Answer list to suppress repeated
   sending of redundant answers that the querier already knows.

   A Multicast DNS responder MUST NOT answer a Multicast DNS query if
   the answer it would give is already included in the Answer Section
   with an RR TTL at least half the correct value.  If the RR TTL of the
   answer as given in the Answer Section is less than half of the true
   RR TTL as known by the Multicast DNS responder, the responder MUST
   send an answer so as to update the querier's cache before the record
   becomes in danger of expiration.

   Because a Multicast DNS responder will respond if the remaining TTL
   given in the Known-Answer list is less than half the true TTL, it is
   superfluous for the querier to include such records in the Known-
   Answer list.  Therefore, a Multicast DNS querier SHOULD NOT include
   records in the Known-Answer list whose remaining TTL is less than
   half of their original TTL.  Doing so would simply consume space in
   the message without achieving the goal of suppressing responses and
   would, therefore, be a pointless waste of network capacity.

   A Multicast DNS querier MUST NOT cache resource records observed in
   the Known-Answer Section of other Multicast DNS queries.  The Answer
   Section of Multicast DNS queries is not authoritative.  By placing
   information in the Answer Section of a Multicast DNS query, the
   querier is stating that it *believes* the information to be true.  It
   is not asserting that the information *is* true.  Some of those
   records may have come from other hosts that are no longer on the
   network.  Propagating that stale information to other Multicast DNS
   queriers on the network would not be helpful.

7.2.  Multipacket Known-Answer Suppression

   Sometimes a Multicast DNS querier will already have too many answers
   to fit in the Known-Answer Section of its query packets.  In this
   case, it should issue a Multicast DNS query containing a question and
   as many Known-Answer records as will fit.  It MUST then set the TC
   (Truncated) bit in the header before sending the query.  It MUST
   immediately follow the packet with another query packet containing no
   questions and as many more Known-Answer records as will fit.  If
   there are still too many records remaining to fit in the packet, it
   again sets the TC bit and continues until all the Known-Answer
   records have been sent.

   A Multicast DNS responder seeing a Multicast DNS query with the TC
   bit set defers its response for a time period randomly selected in
   the interval 400-500 ms.  This gives the Multicast DNS querier time
   to send additional Known-Answer packets before the responder
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   responds.  If the responder sees any of its answers listed in the
   Known-Answer lists of subsequent packets from the querying host, it
   MUST delete that answer from the list of answers it is planning to
   give (provided that no other host on the network has also issued a
   query for that record and is waiting to receive an answer).

   If the responder receives additional Known-Answer packets with the TC
   bit set, it SHOULD extend the delay as necessary to ensure a pause of
   400-500 ms after the last such packet before it sends its answer.
   This opens the potential risk that a continuous stream of Known-
   Answer packets could, theoretically, prevent a responder from
   answering indefinitely.  In practice, answers are never actually
   delayed significantly, and should a situation arise where significant
   delays did happen, that would be a scenario where the network is so
   overloaded that it would be desirable to err on the side of caution.
   The consequence of delaying an answer may be that it takes a user
   longer than usual to discover all the services on the local network;
   in contrast, the consequence of incorrectly answering before all the
   Known-Answer packets have been received would be wasted capacity
   sending unnecessary answers on an already overloaded network.  In
   this (rare) situation, sacrificing speed to preserve reliable network
   operation is the right trade-off.

7.3.  Duplicate Question Suppression

   If a host is planning to transmit (or retransmit) a query, and it
   sees another host on the network send a query containing the same
   "QM" question, and the Known-Answer Section of that query does not
   contain any records that this host would not also put in its own
   Known-Answer Section, then this host SHOULD treat its own query as
   having been sent.  When multiple queriers on the network are querying
   for the same resource records, there is no need for them to all be
   repeatedly asking the same question.

7.4.  Duplicate Answer Suppression

   If a host is planning to send an answer, and it sees another host on
   the network send a response message containing the same answer
   record, and the TTL in that record is not less than the TTL this host
   would have given, then this host SHOULD treat its own answer as
   having been sent, and not also send an identical answer itself.  When
   multiple responders on the network have the same data, there is no
   need for all of them to respond.
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   The opportunity for duplicate answer suppression occurs when a host
   has received a query, and is delaying its response for some pseudo-



   random interval up to 500 ms, as described elsewhere in this
   document, and then, before the host sends its response, it sees some
   other host on the network send a response message containing the same
   answer record.

   This feature is particularly useful when Multicast DNS Proxy Servers
   are in use, where there could be more than one proxy on the network
   giving Multicast DNS answers on behalf of some other host (e.g.,
   because that other host is currently asleep and is not itself
   responding to queries).

8.  Probing and Announcing on Startup

   Typically a Multicast DNS responder should have, at the very least,
   address records for all of its active interfaces.  Creating and
   advertising an HINFO record on each interface as well can be useful
   to network administrators.

   Whenever a Multicast DNS responder starts up, wakes up from sleep,
   receives an indication of a network interface "Link Change" event, or
   has any other reason to believe that its network connectivity may
   have changed in some relevant way, it MUST perform the two startup
   steps below: Probing (Section 8.1) and Announcing (Section 8.3).

8.1.  Probing

   The first startup step is that, for all those resource records that a
   Multicast DNS responder desires to be unique on the local link, it
   MUST send a Multicast DNS query asking for those resource records, to
   see if any of them are already in use.  The primary example of this
   is a host's address records, which map its unique host name to its
   unique IPv4 and/or IPv6 addresses.  All probe queries SHOULD be done
   using the desired resource record name and class (usually class 1,
   "Internet"), and query type "ANY" (255), to elicit answers for all
   types of records with that name.  This allows a single question to be
   used in place of several questions, which is more efficient on the
   network.  It also allows a host to verify exclusive ownership of a
   name for all rrtypes, which is desirable in most cases.  It would be
   confusing, for example, if one host owned the "A" record for
   "myhost.local.", but a different host owned the "AAAA" record for
   that name.
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   The ability to place more than one question in a Multicast DNS query
   is useful here, because it can allow a host to use a single message
   to probe for all of its resource records instead of needing a
   separate message for each.  For example, a host can simultaneously
   probe for uniqueness of its "A" record and all its SRV records
   [RFC6763] in the same query message.

   When ready to send its Multicast DNS probe packet(s) the host should



   first wait for a short random delay time, uniformly distributed in
   the range 0-250 ms.  This random delay is to guard against the case
   where several devices are powered on simultaneously, or several
   devices are connected to an Ethernet hub, which is then powered on,
   or some other external event happens that might cause a group of
   hosts to all send synchronized probes.

   250 ms after the first query, the host should send a second; then,
   250 ms after that, a third.  If, by 250 ms after the third probe, no
   conflicting Multicast DNS responses have been received, the host may
   move to the next step, announcing.  (Note that probing is the one
   exception from the normal rule that there should be at least one
   second between repetitions of the same question, and the interval
   between subsequent repetitions should at least double.)

   When sending probe queries, a host MUST NOT consult its cache for
   potential answers.  Only conflicting Multicast DNS responses received
   "live" from the network are considered valid for the purposes of
   determining whether probing has succeeded or failed.

   In order to allow services to announce their presence without
   unreasonable delay, the time window for probing is intentionally set
   quite short.  As a result of this, from the time the first probe
   packet is sent, another device on the network using that name has
   just 750 ms to respond to defend its name.  On networks that are
   slow, or busy, or both, it is possible for round-trip latency to
   account for a few hundred milliseconds, and software delays in slow
   devices can add additional delay.  Hence, it is important that when a
   device receives a probe query for a name that it is currently using,
   it SHOULD generate its response to defend that name immediately and
   send it as quickly as possible.  The usual rules about random delays
   before responding, to avoid sudden bursts of simultaneous answers
   from different hosts, do not apply here since normally at most one
   host should ever respond to a given probe question.  Even when a
   single DNS query message contains multiple probe questions, it would
   be unusual for that message to elicit a defensive response from more
   than one other host.  Because of the mDNS multicast rate-limiting
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   rules, the probes SHOULD be sent as "QU" questions with the unicast-
   response bit set, to allow a defending host to respond immediately
   via unicast, instead of potentially having to wait before replying
   via multicast.

   During probing, from the time the first probe packet is sent until
   250 ms after the third probe, if any conflicting Multicast DNS
   response is received, then the probing host MUST defer to the
   existing host, and SHOULD choose new names for some or all of its
   resource records as appropriate.  Apparently conflicting Multicast
   DNS responses received *before* the first probe packet is sent MUST
   be silently ignored (see discussion of stale probe packets in Section
   8.2, "Simultaneous Probe Tiebreaking", below).  In the case of a host
   probing using query type "ANY" as recommended above, any answer



   containing a record with that name, of any type, MUST be considered a
   conflicting response and handled accordingly.

   If fifteen conflicts occur within any ten-second period, then the
   host MUST wait at least five seconds before each successive
   additional probe attempt.  This is to help ensure that, in the event
   of software bugs or other unanticipated problems, errant hosts do not
   flood the network with a continuous stream of multicast traffic.  For
   very simple devices, a valid way to comply with this requirement is
   to always wait five seconds after any failed probe attempt before
   trying again.

   If a responder knows by other means that its unique resource record
   set name, rrtype, and rrclass cannot already be in use by any other
   responder on the network, then it SHOULD skip the probing step for
   that resource record set.  For example, when creating the reverse
   address mapping PTR records, the host can reasonably assume that no
   other host will be trying to create those same PTR records, since
   that would imply that the two hosts were trying to use the same IP
   address, and if that were the case, the two hosts would be suffering
   communication problems beyond the scope of what Multicast DNS is
   designed to solve.  Similarly, if a responder is acting as a proxy,
   taking over from another Multicast DNS responder that has already
   verified the uniqueness of the record, then the proxy SHOULD NOT
   repeat the probing step for those records.

8.2.  Simultaneous Probe Tiebreaking

   The astute reader will observe that there is a race condition
   inherent in the previous description.  If two hosts are probing for
   the same name simultaneously, neither will receive any response to
   the probe, and the hosts could incorrectly conclude that they may
   both proceed to use the name.  To break this symmetry, each host
   populates the query message's Authority Section with the record or
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   records with the rdata that it would be proposing to use, should its
   probing be successful.  The Authority Section is being used here in a
   way analogous to the way it is used as the "Update Section" in a DNS
   Update message [RFC2136] [RFC3007].

   When a host is probing for a group of related records with the same
   name (e.g., the SRV and TXT record describing a DNS-SD service), only
   a single question need be placed in the Question Section, since query
   type "ANY" (255) is used, which will elicit answers for all records
   with that name.  However, for tiebreaking to work correctly in all
   cases, the Authority Section must contain *all* the records and
   proposed rdata being probed for uniqueness.

   When a host that is probing for a record sees another host issue a
   query for the same record, it consults the Authority Section of that
   query.  If it finds any resource record(s) there which answers the
   query, then it compares the data of that (those) resource record(s)
   with its own tentative data.  We consider first the simple case of a
   host probing for a single record, receiving a simultaneous probe from
   another host also probing for a single record.  The two records are



   compared and the lexicographically later data wins.  This means that
   if the host finds that its own data is lexicographically later, it
   simply ignores the other host's probe.  If the host finds that its
   own data is lexicographically earlier, then it defers to the winning
   host by waiting one second, and then begins probing for this record
   again.  The logic for waiting one second and then trying again is to
   guard against stale probe packets on the network (possibly even stale
   probe packets sent moments ago by this host itself, before some
   configuration change, which may be echoed back after a short delay by
   some Ethernet switches and some 802.11 base stations).  If the
   winning simultaneous probe was from a real other host on the network,
   then after one second it will have completed its probing, and will
   answer subsequent probes.  If the apparently winning simultaneous
   probe was in fact just an old stale packet on the network (maybe from
   the host itself), then when it retries its probing in one second, its
   probes will go unanswered, and it will successfully claim the name.

   The determination of "lexicographically later" is performed by first
   comparing the record class (excluding the cache-flush bit described
   in Section 10.2), then the record type, then raw comparison of the
   binary content of the rdata without regard for meaning or structure.
   If the record classes differ, then the numerically greater class is
   considered "lexicographically later".  Otherwise, if the record types
   differ, then the numerically greater type is considered
   "lexicographically later".  If the rrtype and rrclass both match,
   then the rdata is compared.
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   In the case of resource records containing rdata that is subject to
   name compression [RFC1035], the names MUST be uncompressed before
   comparison.  (The details of how a particular name is compressed is
   an artifact of how and where the record is written into the DNS
   message; it is not an intrinsic property of the resource record
   itself.)

   The bytes of the raw uncompressed rdata are compared in turn,
   interpreting the bytes as eight-bit UNSIGNED values, until a byte is
   found whose value is greater than that of its counterpart (in which
   case, the rdata whose byte has the greater value is deemed
   lexicographically later) or one of the resource records runs out of
   rdata (in which case, the resource record which still has remaining
   data first is deemed lexicographically later).  The following is an
   example of a conflict:

     MyPrinter.local. A 169.254.99.200
     MyPrinter.local. A 169.254.200.50

   In this case, 169.254.200.50 is lexicographically later (the third
   byte, with value 200, is greater than its counterpart with value 99),
   so it is deemed the winner.

   Note that it is vital that the bytes are interpreted as UNSIGNED
   values in the range 0-255, or the wrong outcome may result.  In the
   example above, if the byte with value 200 had been incorrectly



   interpreted as a signed eight-bit value, then it would be interpreted
   as value -56, and the wrong address record would be deemed the
   winner.

8.2.1.  Simultaneous Probe Tiebreaking for Multiple Records

   When a host is probing for a set of records with the same name, or a
   message is received containing multiple tiebreaker records answering
   a given probe question in the Question Section, the host's records
   and the tiebreaker records from the message are each sorted into
   order, and then compared pairwise, using the same comparison
   technique described above, until a difference is found.

   The records are sorted using the same lexicographical order as
   described above, that is, if the record classes differ, the record
   with the lower class number comes first.  If the classes are the same
   but the rrtypes differ, the record with the lower rrtype number comes
   first.  If the class and rrtype match, then the rdata is compared
   bytewise until a difference is found.  For example, in the common
   case of advertising DNS-SD services with a TXT record and an SRV
   record, the TXT record comes first (the rrtype value for TXT is 16)
   and the SRV record comes second (the rrtype value for SRV is 33).
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   When comparing the records, if the first records match perfectly,
   then the second records are compared, and so on.  If either list of
   records runs out of records before any difference is found, then the
   list with records remaining is deemed to have won the tiebreak.  If
   both lists run out of records at the same time without any difference
   being found, then this indicates that two devices are advertising
   identical sets of records, as is sometimes done for fault tolerance,
   and there is, in fact, no conflict.

8.3.  Announcing

   The second startup step is that the Multicast DNS responder MUST send
   an unsolicited Multicast DNS response containing, in the Answer
   Section, all of its newly registered resource records (both shared
   records, and unique records that have completed the probing step).
   If there are too many resource records to fit in a single packet,
   multiple packets should be used.

   In the case of shared records (e.g., the PTR records used by DNS-
   Based Service Discovery [RFC6763]), the records are simply placed as
   is into the Answer Section of the DNS response.

   In the case of records that have been verified to be unique in the
   previous step, they are placed into the Answer Section of the DNS
   response with the most significant bit of the rrclass set to one.
   The most significant bit of the rrclass for a record in the Answer
   Section of a response message is the Multicast DNS cache-flush bit
   and is discussed in more detail below in Section 10.2, "Announcements
   to Flush Outdated Cache Entries".

   The Multicast DNS responder MUST send at least two unsolicited
   responses, one second apart.  To provide increased robustness against



   packet loss, a responder MAY send up to eight unsolicited responses,
   provided that the interval between unsolicited responses increases by
   at least a factor of two with every response sent.

   A Multicast DNS responder MUST NOT send announcements in the absence
   of information that its network connectivity may have changed in some
   relevant way.  In particular, a Multicast DNS responder MUST NOT send
   regular periodic announcements as a matter of course.

   Whenever a Multicast DNS responder receives any Multicast DNS
   response (solicited or otherwise) containing a conflicting resource
   record, the conflict MUST be resolved as described in Section 9,
   "Conflict Resolution".
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8.4.  Updating

   At any time, if the rdata of any of a host's Multicast DNS records
   changes, the host MUST repeat the Announcing step described above to
   update neighboring caches.  For example, if any of a host's IP
   addresses change, it MUST re-announce those address records.  The
   host does not need to repeat the Probing step because it has already
   established unique ownership of that name.

   In the case of shared records, a host MUST send a "goodbye"
   announcement with RR TTL zero (see Section 10.1, "Goodbye Packets")
   for the old rdata, to cause it to be deleted from peer caches, before
   announcing the new rdata.  In the case of unique records, a host
   SHOULD omit the "goodbye" announcement, since the cache-flush bit on
   the newly announced records will cause old rdata to be flushed from
   peer caches anyway.

   A host may update the contents of any of its records at any time,
   though a host SHOULD NOT update records more frequently than ten
   times per minute.  Frequent rapid updates impose a burden on the
   network.  If a host has information to disseminate which changes more
   frequently than ten times per minute, then it may be more appropriate
   to design a protocol for that specific purpose.

9.  Conflict Resolution

   A conflict occurs when a Multicast DNS responder has a unique record
   for which it is currently authoritative, and it receives a Multicast
   DNS response message containing a record with the same name, rrtype
   and rrclass, but inconsistent rdata.  What may be considered
   inconsistent is context sensitive, except that resource records with
   identical rdata are never considered inconsistent, even if they
   originate from different hosts.  This is to permit use of proxies and
   other fault-tolerance mechanisms that may cause more than one
   responder to be capable of issuing identical answers on the network.

   A common example of a resource record type that is intended to be
   unique, not shared between hosts, is the address record that maps a



   host's name to its IP address.  Should a host witness another host
   announce an address record with the same name but a different IP
   address, then that is considered inconsistent, and that address
   record is considered to be in conflict.

   Whenever a Multicast DNS responder receives any Multicast DNS
   response (solicited or otherwise) containing a conflicting resource
   record in any of the Resource Record Sections, the Multicast DNS
   responder MUST immediately reset its conflicted unique record to
   probing state, and go through the startup steps described above in
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   Section 8, "Probing and Announcing on Startup".  The protocol used in
   the Probing phase will determine a winner and a loser, and the loser
   MUST cease using the name, and reconfigure.

   It is very important that any host receiving a resource record that
   conflicts with one of its own MUST take action as described above.
   In the case of two hosts using the same host name, where one has been
   configured to require a unique host name and the other has not, the
   one that has not been configured to require a unique host name will
   not perceive any conflict, and will not take any action.  By
   reverting to Probing state, the host that desires a unique host name
   will go through the necessary steps to ensure that a unique host name
   is obtained.

   The recommended course of action after probing and failing is as
   follows:

      1. Programmatically change the resource record name in an attempt
         to find a new name that is unique.  This could be done by
         adding some further identifying information (e.g., the model
         name of the hardware) if it is not already present in the name,
         or appending the digit "2" to the name, or incrementing a
         number at the end of the name if one is already present.

      2. Probe again, and repeat as necessary until a unique name is
         found.

      3. Once an available unique name has been determined, by probing
         without receiving any conflicting response, record this newly
         chosen name in persistent storage so that the device will use
         the same name the next time it is power-cycled.

      4. Display a message to the user or operator informing them of the
         name change.  For example:

            The name "Bob's Music" is in use by another music server on
            the network.  Your music collection has been renamed to
            "Bob's Music (2)".  If you want to change this name, use
            [describe appropriate menu item or preference dialog here].

         The details of how the user or operator is informed of the new
         name depends on context.  A desktop computer with a screen
         might put up a dialog box.  A headless server in the closet may
         write a message to a log file, or use whatever mechanism



         (email, SNMP trap, etc.) it uses to inform the administrator of
         error conditions.  On the other hand, a headless server in the
         closet may not inform the user at all -- if the user cares,
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         they will notice the name has changed, and connect to the
         server in the usual way (e.g., via web browser) to configure a
         new name.

      5. After one minute of probing, if the Multicast DNS responder has
         been unable to find any unused name, it should log an error
         message to inform the user or operator of this fact.  This
         situation should never occur in normal operation.  The only
         situations that would cause this to happen would be either a
         deliberate denial-of-service attack, or some kind of very
         obscure hardware or software bug that acts like a deliberate
         denial-of-service attack.

   These considerations apply to address records (i.e., host names) and
   to all resource records where uniqueness (or maintenance of some
   other defined constraint) is desired.

10.  Resource Record TTL Values and Cache Coherency

   As a general rule, the recommended TTL value for Multicast DNS
   resource records with a host name as the resource record's name
   (e.g., A, AAAA, HINFO) or a host name contained within the resource
   record's rdata (e.g., SRV, reverse mapping PTR record) SHOULD be 120
   seconds.

   The recommended TTL value for other Multicast DNS resource records is
   75 minutes.

   A querier with an active outstanding query will issue a query message
   when one or more of the resource records in its cache are 80% of the
   way to expiry.  If the TTL on those records is 75 minutes, this
   ongoing cache maintenance process yields a steady-state query rate of
   one query every 60 minutes.

   Any distributed cache needs a cache coherency protocol.  If Multicast
   DNS resource records follow the recommendation and have a TTL of 75
   minutes, that means that stale data could persist in the system for a
   little over an hour.  Making the default RR TTL significantly lower
   would reduce the lifetime of stale data, but would produce too much
   extra traffic on the network.  Various techniques are available to
   minimize the impact of such stale data, outlined in the five
   subsections below.

10.1.  Goodbye Packets

   In the case where a host knows that certain resource record data is
   about to become invalid (for example, when the host is undergoing a
   clean shutdown), the host SHOULD send an unsolicited Multicast DNS
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   response packet, giving the same resource record name, rrtype,
   rrclass, and rdata, but an RR TTL of zero.  This has the effect of
   updating the TTL stored in neighboring hosts' cache entries to zero,
   causing that cache entry to be promptly deleted.

   Queriers receiving a Multicast DNS response with a TTL of zero SHOULD
   NOT immediately delete the record from the cache, but instead record
   a TTL of 1 and then delete the record one second later.  In the case
   of multiple Multicast DNS responders on the network described in
   Section 6.6 above, if one of the responders shuts down and
   incorrectly sends goodbye packets for its records, it gives the other
   cooperating responders one second to send out their own response to
   "rescue" the records before they expire and are deleted.

10.2.  Announcements to Flush Outdated Cache Entries

   Whenever a host has a resource record with new data, or with what
   might potentially be new data (e.g., after rebooting, waking from
   sleep, connecting to a new network link, or changing IP address), the
   host needs to inform peers of that new data.  In cases where the host
   has not been continuously connected and participating on the network
   link, it MUST first probe to re-verify uniqueness of its unique
   records, as described above in Section 8.1, "Probing".

   Having completed the Probing step, if necessary, the host MUST then
   send a series of unsolicited announcements to update cache entries in
   its neighbor hosts.  In these unsolicited announcements, if the
   record is one that has been verified unique, the host sets the most
   significant bit of the rrclass field of the resource record.  This
   bit, the cache-flush bit, tells neighboring hosts that this is not a
   shared record type.  Instead of merging this new record additively
   into the cache in addition to any previous records with the same
   name, rrtype, and rrclass, all old records with that name, rrtype,
   and rrclass that were received more than one second ago are declared
   invalid, and marked to expire from the cache in one second.

   The semantics of the cache-flush bit are as follows: normally when a
   resource record appears in a Resource Record Section of the DNS
   response it means, "This is an assertion that this information is
   true".  When a resource record appears in a Resource Record Section
   of the DNS response with the cache-flush bit set, it means, "This is
   an assertion that this information is the truth and the whole truth,
   and anything you may have heard more than a second ago regarding
   records of this name/rrtype/rrclass is no longer true".

   To accommodate the case where the set of records from one host
   constituting a single unique RRSet is too large to fit in a single
   packet, only cache records that are more than one second old are
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   flushed.  This allows the announcing host to generate a quick burst
   of packets back-to-back on the wire containing all the members of the
   RRSet.  When receiving records with the cache-flush bit set, all
   records older than one second are marked to be deleted one second in
   the future.  One second after the end of the little packet burst, any
   records not represented within that packet burst will then be expired
   from all peer caches.

   Any time a host sends a response packet containing some members of a
   unique RRSet, it MUST send the entire RRSet, preferably in a single
   packet, or if the entire RRSet will not fit in a single packet, in a
   quick burst of packets sent as close together as possible.  The host
   MUST set the cache-flush bit on all members of the unique RRSet.

   Another reason for waiting one second before deleting stale records
   from the cache is to accommodate bridged networks.  For example, a
   host's address record announcement on a wireless interface may be
   bridged onto a wired Ethernet and may cause that same host's Ethernet
   address records to be flushed from peer caches.  The one-second delay
   gives the host the chance to see its own announcement arrive on the
   wired Ethernet, and immediately re-announce its Ethernet interface's
   address records so that both sets remain valid and live in peer
   caches.

   These rules, about when to set the cache-flush bit and about sending
   the entire rrset, apply regardless of *why* the response message is
   being generated.  They apply to startup announcements as described in
   Section 8.3, "Announcing", and to responses generated as a result of
   receiving query messages.

   The cache-flush bit is only set in records in the Resource Record
   Sections of Multicast DNS responses sent to UDP port 5353.

   The cache-flush bit MUST NOT be set in any resource records in a
   response message sent in legacy unicast responses to UDP ports other
   than 5353.

   The cache-flush bit MUST NOT be set in any resource records in the
   Known-Answer list of any query message.

   The cache-flush bit MUST NOT ever be set in any shared resource
   record.  To do so would cause all the other shared versions of this
   resource record with different rdata from different responders to be
   immediately deleted from all the caches on the network.
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   The cache-flush bit does *not* apply to questions listed in the
   Question Section of a Multicast DNS message.  The top bit of the
   rrclass field in questions is used for an entirely different purpose
   (see Section 5.4, "Questions Requesting Unicast Responses").

   Note that the cache-flush bit is NOT part of the resource record



   class.  The cache-flush bit is the most significant bit of the second
   16-bit word of a resource record in a Resource Record Section of a
   Multicast DNS message (the field conventionally referred to as the
   rrclass field), and the actual resource record class is the least
   significant fifteen bits of this field.  There is no Multicast DNS
   resource record class 0x8001.  The value 0x8001 in the rrclass field
   of a resource record in a Multicast DNS response message indicates a
   resource record with class 1, with the cache-flush bit set.  When
   receiving a resource record with the cache-flush bit set,
   implementations should take care to mask off that bit before storing
   the resource record in memory, or otherwise ensure that it is given
   the correct semantic interpretation.

   The reuse of the top bit of the rrclass field only applies to
   conventional resource record types that are subject to caching, not
   to pseudo-RRs like OPT [RFC2671], TSIG [RFC2845], TKEY [RFC2930],
   SIG0 [RFC2931], etc., that pertain only to a particular transport
   level message and not to any actual DNS data.  Since pseudo-RRs
   should never go into the Multicast DNS cache, the concept of a cache-
   flush bit for these types is not applicable.  In particular, the
   rrclass field of an OPT record encodes the sender's UDP payload size,
   and should be interpreted as a sixteen-bit length value in the range
   0-65535, not a one-bit flag and a fifteen-bit length.

10.3.  Cache Flush on Topology change

   If the hardware on a given host is able to indicate physical changes
   of connectivity, then when the hardware indicates such a change, the
   host should take this information into account in its Multicast DNS
   cache management strategy.  For example, a host may choose to
   immediately flush all cache records received on a particular
   interface when that cable is disconnected.  Alternatively, a host may
   choose to adjust the remaining TTL on all those records to a few
   seconds so that if the cable is not reconnected quickly, those
   records will expire from the cache.

   Likewise, when a host reboots, wakes from sleep, or undergoes some
   other similar discontinuous state change, the cache management
   strategy should take that information into account.
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10.4.  Cache Flush on Failure Indication

   Sometimes a cache record can be determined to be stale when a client
   attempts to use the rdata it contains, and the client finds that
   rdata to be incorrect.

   For example, the rdata in an address record can be determined to be
   incorrect if attempts to contact that host fail, either because (for
   an IPv4 address on a local subnet) ARP requests for that address go
   unanswered, because (for an IPv6 address with an on-link prefix) ND
   requests for that address go unanswered, or because (for an address
   on a remote network) a router returns an ICMP "Host Unreachable"



   error.

   The rdata in an SRV record can be determined to be incorrect if
   attempts to communicate with the indicated service at the host and
   port number indicated are not successful.

   The rdata in a DNS-SD PTR record can be determined to be incorrect if
   attempts to look up the SRV record it references are not successful.

   The software implementing the Multicast DNS resource record cache
   should provide a mechanism so that clients detecting stale rdata can
   inform the cache.

   When the cache receives this hint that it should reconfirm some
   record, it MUST issue two or more queries for the resource record in
   dispute.  If no response is received within ten seconds, then, even
   though its TTL may indicate that it is not yet due to expire, that
   record SHOULD be promptly flushed from the cache.

   The end result of this is that if a printer suffers a sudden power
   failure or other abrupt disconnection from the network, its name may
   continue to appear in DNS-SD browser lists displayed on users'
   screens.  Eventually, that entry will expire from the cache
   naturally, but if a user tries to access the printer before that
   happens, the failure to successfully contact the printer will trigger
   the more hasty demise of its cache entries.  This is a sensible
   trade-off between good user experience and good network efficiency.
   If we were to insist that printers should disappear from the printer
   list within 30 seconds of becoming unavailable, for all failure
   modes, the only way to achieve this would be for the client to poll
   the printer at least every 30 seconds, or for the printer to announce
   its presence at least every 30 seconds, both of which would be an
   unreasonable burden on most networks.
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10.5.  Passive Observation Of Failures (POOF)

   A host observes the multicast queries issued by the other hosts on
   the network.  One of the major benefits of also sending responses
   using multicast is that it allows all hosts to see the responses (or
   lack thereof) to those queries.

   If a host sees queries, for which a record in its cache would be
   expected to be given as an answer in a multicast response, but no
   such answer is seen, then the host may take this as an indication
   that the record may no longer be valid.

   After seeing two or more of these queries, and seeing no multicast
   response containing the expected answer within ten seconds, then even
   though its TTL may indicate that it is not yet due to expire, that
   record SHOULD be flushed from the cache.  The host SHOULD NOT perform
   its own queries to reconfirm that the record is truly gone.  If every
   host on a large network were to do this, it would cause a lot of



   unnecessary multicast traffic.  If host A sends multicast queries
   that remain unanswered, then there is no reason to suppose that host
   B or any other host is likely to be any more successful.

   The previous section, "Cache Flush on Failure Indication", describes
   a situation where a user trying to print discovers that the printer
   is no longer available.  By implementing the passive observation
   described here, when one user fails to contact the printer, all hosts
   on the network observe that failure and update their caches
   accordingly.

11.  Source Address Check

   All Multicast DNS responses (including responses sent via unicast)
   SHOULD be sent with IP TTL set to 255.  This is recommended to
   provide backwards-compatibility with older Multicast DNS queriers
   (implementing a draft version of this document, posted in February
   2004) that check the IP TTL on reception to determine whether the
   packet originated on the local link.  These older queriers discard
   all packets with TTLs other than 255.

   A host sending Multicast DNS queries to a link-local destination
   address (including the 224.0.0.251 and FF02::FB link-local multicast
   addresses) MUST only accept responses to that query that originate
   from the local link, and silently discard any other response packets.
   Without this check, it could be possible for remote rogue hosts to
   send spoof answer packets (perhaps unicast to the victim host), which
   the receiving machine could misinterpret as having originated on the
   local link.
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   The test for whether a response originated on the local link is done
   in two ways:

      * All responses received with a destination address in the IP
        header that is the mDNS IPv4 link-local multicast address
        224.0.0.251 or the mDNS IPv6 link-local multicast address
        FF02::FB are necessarily deemed to have originated on the local
        link, regardless of source IP address.  This is essential to
        allow devices to work correctly and reliably in unusual
        configurations, such as multiple logical IP subnets overlayed on
        a single link, or in cases of severe misconfiguration, where
        devices are physically connected to the same link, but are
        currently misconfigured with completely unrelated IP addresses
        and subnet masks.

      * For responses received with a unicast destination address in the
        IP header, the source IP address in the packet is checked to see
        if it is an address on a local subnet.  An IPv4 source address
        is determined to be on a local subnet if, for (one of) the
        address(es) configured on the interface receiving the packet, (I
        & M) == (P & M), where I and M are the interface address and
        subnet mask respectively, P is the source IP address from the
        packet, '&' represents the bitwise logical 'and' operation, and
        '==' represents a bitwise equality test.  An IPv6 source address



        is determined to be on the local link if, for any of the on-link
        IPv6 prefixes on the interface receiving the packet (learned via
        IPv6 router advertisements or otherwise configured on the host),
        the first 'n' bits of the IPv6 source address match the first
        'n' bits of the prefix address, where 'n' is the length of the
        prefix being considered.

   Since queriers will ignore responses apparently originating outside
   the local subnet, a responder SHOULD avoid generating responses that
   it can reasonably predict will be ignored.  This applies particularly
   in the case of overlayed subnets.  If a responder receives a query
   addressed to the mDNS IPv4 link-local multicast address 224.0.0.251,
   from a source address not apparently on the same subnet as the
   responder (or, in the case of IPv6, from a source IPv6 address for
   which the responder does not have any address with the same prefix on
   that interface), then even if the query indicates that a unicast
   response is preferred (see Section 5.4, "Questions Requesting Unicast
   Responses"), the responder SHOULD elect to respond by multicast
   anyway, since it can reasonably predict that a unicast response with
   an apparently non-local source address will probably be ignored.
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12.  Special Characteristics of Multicast DNS Domains

   Unlike conventional DNS names, names that end in ".local." have only
   local significance.  The same is true of names within the IPv4 link-
   local reverse mapping domain "254.169.in-addr.arpa." and the IPv6
   link-local reverse mapping domains "8.e.f.ip6.arpa.",
   "9.e.f.ip6.arpa.", "a.e.f.ip6.arpa.", and "b.e.f.ip6.arpa.".

   These names function primarily as protocol identifiers, rather than
   as user-visible identifiers.  Even though they may occasionally be
   visible to end users, that is not their primary purpose.  As such,
   these names should be treated as opaque identifiers.  In particular,
   the string "local" should not be translated or localized into
   different languages, much as the name "localhost" is not translated
   or localized into different languages.

   Conventional Unicast DNS seeks to provide a single unified namespace,
   where a given DNS query yields the same answer no matter where on the
   planet it is performed or to which recursive DNS server the query is
   sent.  In contrast, each IP link has its own private ".local.",
   "254.169.in-addr.arpa." and IPv6 link-local reverse mapping
   namespaces, and the answer to any query for a name within those
   domains depends on where that query is asked.  (This characteristic
   is not unique to Multicast DNS.  Although the original concept of DNS
   was a single global namespace, in recent years, split views,
   firewalls, intranets, DNS geolocation, and the like have increasingly
   meant that the answer to a given DNS query has become dependent on
   the location of the querier.)

   The IPv4 name server address for a Multicast DNS domain is



   224.0.0.251.  The IPv6 name server address for a Multicast DNS domain
   is FF02::FB.  These are multicast addresses; therefore, they identify
   not a single host but a collection of hosts, working in cooperation
   to maintain some reasonable facsimile of a competently managed DNS
   zone.  Conceptually, a Multicast DNS domain is a single DNS zone;
   however, its server is implemented as a distributed process running
   on a cluster of loosely cooperating CPUs rather than as a single
   process running on a single CPU.

   Multicast DNS domains are not delegated from their parent domain via
   use of NS (Name Server) records, and there is also no concept of
   delegation of subdomains within a Multicast DNS domain.  Just because
   a particular host on the network may answer queries for a particular
   record type with the name "example.local." does not imply anything
   about whether that host will answer for the name
   "child.example.local.", or indeed for other record types with the
   name "example.local.".
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   There are no NS records anywhere in Multicast DNS domains.  Instead,
   the Multicast DNS domains are reserved by IANA, and there is
   effectively an implicit delegation of all Multicast DNS domains to
   the 224.0.0.251:5353 and [FF02::FB]:5353 multicast groups, by virtue
   of client software implementing the protocol rules specified in this
   document.

   Multicast DNS zones have no SOA (Start of Authority) record.  A
   conventional DNS zone's SOA record contains information such as the
   email address of the zone administrator and the monotonically
   increasing serial number of the last zone modification.  There is no
   single human administrator for any given Multicast DNS zone, so there
   is no email address.  Because the hosts managing any given Multicast
   DNS zone are only loosely coordinated, there is no readily available
   monotonically increasing serial number to determine whether or not
   the zone contents have changed.  A host holding part of the shared
   zone could crash or be disconnected from the network at any time
   without informing the other hosts.  There is no reliable way to
   provide a zone serial number that would, whenever such a crash or
   disconnection occurred, immediately change to indicate that the
   contents of the shared zone had changed.

   Zone transfers are not possible for any Multicast DNS zone.

13.  Enabling and Disabling Multicast DNS

   The option to fail-over to Multicast DNS for names not ending in
   ".local." SHOULD be a user-configured option, and SHOULD be disabled
   by default because of the possible security issues related to
   unintended local resolution of apparently global names.  Enabling
   Multicast DNS for names not ending in ".local." may be appropriate on
   a secure isolated network, or on some future network were machines
   exclusively use DNSSEC for all DNS queries, and have Multicast DNS
   responders capable of generating the appropriate cryptographic DNSSEC
   signatures, thereby guarding against spoofing.



   The option to look up unqualified (relative) names by appending
   ".local." (or not) is controlled by whether ".local." appears (or
   not) in the client's DNS search list.

   No special control is needed for enabling and disabling Multicast DNS
   for names explicitly ending with ".local." as entered by the user.
   The user doesn't need a way to disable Multicast DNS for names ending
   with ".local.", because if the user doesn't want to use Multicast
   DNS, they can achieve this by simply not using those names.  If a
   user *does* enter a name ending in ".local.", then we can safely
   assume the user's intention was probably that it should work.  Having
   user configuration options that can be (intentionally or
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   unintentionally) set so that local names don't work is just one more
   way of frustrating the user's ability to perform the tasks they want,
   perpetuating the view that, "IP networking is too complicated to
   configure and too hard to use".

14.  Considerations for Multiple Interfaces

   A host SHOULD defend its dot-local host name on all active interfaces
   on which it is answering Multicast DNS queries.

   In the event of a name conflict on *any* interface, a host should
   configure a new host name, if it wishes to maintain uniqueness of its
   host name.

   A host may choose to use the same name (or set of names) for all of
   its address records on all interfaces, or it may choose to manage its
   Multicast DNS interfaces independently, potentially answering to a
   different name (or set of names) on different interfaces.

   Except in the case of proxying and other similar specialized uses,
   addresses in IPv4 or IPv6 address records in Multicast DNS responses
   MUST be valid for use on the interface on which the response is being
   sent.

   Just as the same link-local IP address may validly be in use
   simultaneously on different links by different hosts, the same link-
   local host name may validly be in use simultaneously on different
   links, and this is not an error.  A multihomed host with connections
   to two different links may be able to communicate with two different
   hosts that are validly using the same name.  While this kind of name
   duplication should be rare, it means that a host that wants to fully
   support this case needs network programming APIs that allow
   applications to specify on what interface to perform a link-local
   Multicast DNS query, and to discover on what interface a Multicast
   DNS response was received.

   There is one other special precaution that multihomed hosts need to
   take.  It's common with today's laptop computers to have an Ethernet
   connection and an 802.11 [IEEE.802.11] wireless connection active at
   the same time.  What the software on the laptop computer can't easily
   tell is whether the wireless connection is in fact bridged onto the
   same network segment as its Ethernet connection.  If the two networks



   are bridged together, then packets the host sends on one interface
   will arrive on the other interface a few milliseconds later, and care
   must be taken to ensure that this bridging does not cause problems:
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   When the host announces its host name (i.e., its address records) on
   its wireless interface, those announcement records are sent with the
   cache-flush bit set, so when they arrive on the Ethernet segment,
   they will cause all the peers on the Ethernet to flush the host's
   Ethernet address records from their caches.  The Multicast DNS
   protocol has a safeguard to protect against this situation: when
   records are received with the cache-flush bit set, other records are
   not deleted from peer caches immediately, but are marked for deletion
   in one second.  When the host sees its own wireless address records
   arrive on its Ethernet interface, with the cache-flush bit set, this
   one-second grace period gives the host time to respond and re-
   announce its Ethernet address records, to reinstate those records in
   peer caches before they are deleted.

   As described, this solves one problem, but creates another, because
   when those Ethernet announcement records arrive back on the wireless
   interface, the host would again respond defensively to reinstate its
   wireless records, and this process would continue forever,
   continuously flooding the network with traffic.  The Multicast DNS
   protocol has a second safeguard, to solve this problem: the cache-
   flush bit does not apply to records received very recently, within
   the last second.  This means that when the host sees its own Ethernet
   address records arrive on its wireless interface, with the cache-
   flush bit set, it knows there's no need to re-announce its wireless
   address records again because it already sent them less than a second
   ago, and this makes them immune from deletion from peer caches.  (See
   Section 10.2.)

15.  Considerations for Multiple Responders on the Same Machine

   It is possible to have more than one Multicast DNS responder and/or
   querier implementation coexist on the same machine, but there are
   some known issues.

15.1.  Receiving Unicast Responses

   In most operating systems, incoming *multicast* packets can be
   delivered to *all* open sockets bound to the right port number,
   provided that the clients take the appropriate steps to allow this.
   For this reason, all Multicast DNS implementations SHOULD use the
   SO_REUSEPORT and/or SO_REUSEADDR options (or equivalent as
   appropriate for the operating system in question) so they will all be
   able to bind to UDP port 5353 and receive incoming multicast packets
   addressed to that port.  However, unlike multicast packets, incoming
   unicast UDP packets are typically delivered only to the first socket
   to bind to that port.  This means that "QU" responses and other
   packets sent via unicast will be received only by the first Multicast
   DNS responder and/or querier on a system.  This limitation can be
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   partially mitigated if Multicast DNS implementations detect when they
   are not the first to bind to port 5353, and in that case they do not
   request "QU" responses.  One way to detect if there is another
   Multicast DNS implementation already running is to attempt binding to
   port 5353 without using SO_REUSEPORT and/or SO_REUSEADDR, and if that
   fails it indicates that some other socket is already bound to this
   port.

15.2.  Multipacket Known-Answer lists

   When a Multicast DNS querier issues a query with too many Known
   Answers to fit into a single packet, it divides the Known-Answer list
   into two or more packets.  Multicast DNS responders associate the
   initial truncated query with its continuation packets by examining
   the source IP address in each packet.  Since two independent
   Multicast DNS queriers running on the same machine will be sending
   packets with the same source IP address, from an outside perspective
   they appear to be a single entity.  If both queriers happened to send
   the same multipacket query at the same time, with different Known-
   Answer lists, then they could each end up suppressing answers that
   the other needs.

15.3.  Efficiency

   If different clients on a machine were each to have their own
   independent Multicast DNS implementation, they would lose certain
   efficiency benefits.  Apart from the unnecessary code duplication,
   memory usage, and CPU load, the clients wouldn't get the benefit of a
   shared system-wide cache, and they would not be able to aggregate
   separate queries into single packets to reduce network traffic.

15.4.  Recommendation

   Because of these issues, this document encourages implementers to
   design systems with a single Multicast DNS implementation that
   provides Multicast DNS services shared by all clients on that
   machine, much as most operating systems today have a single TCP
   implementation, which is shared between all clients on that machine.
   Due to engineering constraints, there may be situations where
   embedding a "user-level" Multicast DNS implementation in the client
   application software is the most expedient solution, and while this
   will usually work in practice, implementers should be aware of the
   issues outlined in this section.
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16.  Multicast DNS Character Set

   Historically, Unicast DNS has been used with a very restricted set of
   characters.  Indeed, conventional DNS is usually limited to just
   twenty-six letters, ten digits and the hyphen character, not even
   allowing spaces or other punctuation.  Attempts to remedy this for
   Unicast DNS have been badly constrained by the perceived need to
   accommodate old buggy legacy DNS implementations.  In reality, the
   DNS specification itself actually imposes no limits on what
   characters may be used in names, and good DNS implementations handle
   any arbitrary eight-bit data without trouble.  "Clarifications to the
   DNS Specification" [RFC2181] directly discusses the subject of
   allowable character set in Section 11 ("Name syntax"), and explicitly
   states that DNS names may contain arbitrary eight-bit data.  However,
   the old rules for ARPANET host names back in the 1980s required host
   names to be just letters, digits, and hyphens [RFC1034], and since
   the predominant use of DNS is to store host address records, many
   have assumed that the DNS protocol itself suffers from the same
   limitation.  It might be accurate to say that there could be
   hypothetical bad implementations that do not handle eight-bit data
   correctly, but it would not be accurate to say that the protocol
   doesn't allow names containing eight-bit data.

   Multicast DNS is a new protocol and doesn't (yet) have old buggy
   legacy implementations to constrain the design choices.  Accordingly,
   it adopts the simple obvious elegant solution: all names in Multicast
   DNS MUST be encoded as precomposed UTF-8 [RFC3629] "Net-Unicode"
   [RFC5198] text.

   Some users of 16-bit Unicode have taken to stuffing a "zero-width
   nonbreaking space" character (U+FEFF) at the start of each UTF-16
   file, as a hint to identify whether the data is big-endian or little-
   endian, and calling it a "Byte Order Mark" (BOM).  Since there is
   only one possible byte order for UTF-8 data, a BOM is neither
   necessary nor permitted.  Multicast DNS names MUST NOT contain a
   "Byte Order Mark".  Any occurrence of the Unicode character U+FEFF at
   the start or anywhere else in a Multicast DNS name MUST be
   interpreted as being an actual intended part of the name,
   representing (just as for any other legal unicode value) an actual
   literal instance of that character (in this case a zero-width non-
   breaking space character).

   For names that are restricted to US-ASCII [RFC0020] letters, digits,
   and hyphens, the UTF-8 encoding is identical to the US-ASCII
   encoding, so this is entirely compatible with existing host names.
   For characters outside the US-ASCII range, UTF-8 encoding is used.
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   Multicast DNS implementations MUST NOT use any other encodings apart
   from precomposed UTF-8 (US-ASCII being considered a compatible subset
   of UTF-8).  The reasons for selecting UTF-8 instead of Punycode
   [RFC3492] are discussed further in Appendix F.



   The simple rules for case-insensitivity in Unicast DNS [RFC1034]
   [RFC1035] also apply in Multicast DNS; that is to say, in name
   comparisons, the lowercase letters "a" to "z" (0x61 to 0x7A) match
   their uppercase equivalents "A" to "Z" (0x41 to 0x5A).  Hence, if a
   querier issues a query for an address record with the name
   "myprinter.local.", then a responder having an address record with
   the name "MyPrinter.local." should issue a response.  No other
   automatic equivalences should be assumed.  In particular, all UTF-8
   multibyte characters (codes 0x80 and higher) are compared by simple
   binary comparison of the raw byte values.  Accented characters are
   *not* defined to be automatically equivalent to their unaccented
   counterparts.  Where automatic equivalences are desired, this may be
   achieved through the use of programmatically generated CNAME records.
   For example, if a responder has an address record for an accented
   name Y, and a querier issues a query for a name X, where X is the
   same as Y with all the accents removed, then the responder may issue
   a response containing two resource records: a CNAME record "X CNAME
   Y", asserting that the requested name X (unaccented) is an alias for
   the true (accented) name Y, followed by the address record for Y.

17.  Multicast DNS Message Size

   The 1987 DNS specification [RFC1035] restricts DNS messages carried
   by UDP to no more than 512 bytes (not counting the IP or UDP
   headers).  For UDP packets carried over the wide-area Internet in
   1987, this was appropriate.  For link-local multicast packets on
   today's networks, there is no reason to retain this restriction.
   Given that the packets are by definition link-local, there are no
   Path MTU issues to consider.

   Multicast DNS messages carried by UDP may be up to the IP MTU of the
   physical interface, less the space required for the IP header (20
   bytes for IPv4; 40 bytes for IPv6) and the UDP header (8 bytes).

   In the case of a single Multicast DNS resource record that is too
   large to fit in a single MTU-sized multicast response packet, a
   Multicast DNS responder SHOULD send the resource record alone, in a
   single IP datagram, using multiple IP fragments.  Resource records
   this large SHOULD be avoided, except in the very rare cases where
   they really are the appropriate solution to the problem at hand.
   Implementers should be aware that many simple devices do not
   reassemble fragmented IP datagrams, so large resource records SHOULD
   NOT be used except in specialized cases where the implementer knows
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   that all receivers implement reassembly, or where the large resource
   record contains optional data which is not essential for correct
   operation of the client.

   A Multicast DNS packet larger than the interface MTU, which is sent
   using fragments, MUST NOT contain more than one resource record.

   Even when fragmentation is used, a Multicast DNS packet, including IP
   and UDP headers, MUST NOT exceed 9000 bytes.



   Note that 9000 bytes is also the maximum payload size of an Ethernet
   "Jumbo" packet [Jumbo].  However, in practice Ethernet "Jumbo"
   packets are not widely used, so it is advantageous to keep packets
   under 1500 bytes whenever possible.  Even on hosts that normally
   handle Ethernet "Jumbo" packets and IP fragment reassembly, it is
   becoming more common for these hosts to implement power-saving modes
   where the main CPU goes to sleep and hands off packet reception tasks
   to a more limited processor in the network interface hardware, which
   may not support Ethernet "Jumbo" packets or IP fragment reassembly.

18.  Multicast DNS Message Format

   This section describes specific rules pertaining to the allowable
   values for the header fields of a Multicast DNS message, and other
   message format considerations.

18.1.  ID (Query Identifier)

   Multicast DNS implementations SHOULD listen for unsolicited responses
   issued by hosts booting up (or waking up from sleep or otherwise
   joining the network).  Since these unsolicited responses may contain
   a useful answer to a question for which the querier is currently
   awaiting an answer, Multicast DNS implementations SHOULD examine all
   received Multicast DNS response messages for useful answers, without
   regard to the contents of the ID field or the Question Section.  In
   Multicast DNS, knowing which particular query message (if any) is
   responsible for eliciting a particular response message is less
   interesting than knowing whether the response message contains useful
   information.

   Multicast DNS implementations MAY cache data from any or all
   Multicast DNS response messages they receive, for possible future
   use, provided of course that normal TTL aging is performed on these
   cached resource records.

   In multicast query messages, the Query Identifier SHOULD be set to
   zero on transmission.
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   In multicast responses, including unsolicited multicast responses,
   the Query Identifier MUST be set to zero on transmission, and MUST be
   ignored on reception.

   In legacy unicast response messages generated specifically in
   response to a particular (unicast or multicast) query, the Query
   Identifier MUST match the ID from the query message.

18.2.  QR (Query/Response) Bit

   In query messages the QR bit MUST be zero.
   In response messages the QR bit MUST be one.

18.3.  OPCODE

   In both multicast query and multicast response messages, the OPCODE



   MUST be zero on transmission (only standard queries are currently
   supported over multicast).  Multicast DNS messages received with an
   OPCODE other than zero MUST be silently ignored.

18.4.  AA (Authoritative Answer) Bit

   In query messages, the Authoritative Answer bit MUST be zero on
   transmission, and MUST be ignored on reception.

   In response messages for Multicast domains, the Authoritative Answer
   bit MUST be set to one (not setting this bit would imply there's some
   other place where "better" information may be found) and MUST be
   ignored on reception.

18.5.  TC (Truncated) Bit

   In query messages, if the TC bit is set, it means that additional
   Known-Answer records may be following shortly.  A responder SHOULD
   record this fact, and wait for those additional Known-Answer records,
   before deciding whether to respond.  If the TC bit is clear, it means
   that the querying host has no additional Known Answers.

   In multicast response messages, the TC bit MUST be zero on
   transmission, and MUST be ignored on reception.

   In legacy unicast response messages, the TC bit has the same meaning
   as in conventional Unicast DNS: it means that the response was too
   large to fit in a single packet, so the querier SHOULD reissue its
   query using TCP in order to receive the larger response.
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18.6.  RD (Recursion Desired) Bit

   In both multicast query and multicast response messages, the
   Recursion Desired bit SHOULD be zero on transmission, and MUST be
   ignored on reception.

18.7.  RA (Recursion Available) Bit

   In both multicast query and multicast response messages, the
   Recursion Available bit MUST be zero on transmission, and MUST be
   ignored on reception.

18.8.  Z (Zero) Bit

   In both query and response messages, the Zero bit MUST be zero on
   transmission, and MUST be ignored on reception.

18.9.  AD (Authentic Data) Bit

   In both multicast query and multicast response messages, the
   Authentic Data bit [RFC2535] MUST be zero on transmission, and MUST
   be ignored on reception.



18.10.  CD (Checking Disabled) Bit

   In both multicast query and multicast response messages, the Checking
   Disabled bit [RFC2535] MUST be zero on transmission, and MUST be
   ignored on reception.

18.11.  RCODE (Response Code)

   In both multicast query and multicast response messages, the Response
   Code MUST be zero on transmission.  Multicast DNS messages received
   with non-zero Response Codes MUST be silently ignored.

18.12.  Repurposing of Top Bit of qclass in Question Section

   In the Question Section of a Multicast DNS query, the top bit of the
   qclass field is used to indicate that unicast responses are preferred
   for this particular question.  (See Section 5.4.)

18.13.  Repurposing of Top Bit of rrclass in Resource Record Sections

   In the Resource Record Sections of a Multicast DNS response, the top
   bit of the rrclass field is used to indicate that the record is a
   member of a unique RRSet, and the entire RRSet has been sent together
   (in the same packet, or in consecutive packets if there are too many
   records to fit in a single packet).  (See Section 10.2.)
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18.14.  Name Compression

   When generating Multicast DNS messages, implementations SHOULD use
   name compression wherever possible to compress the names of resource
   records, by replacing some or all of the resource record name with a
   compact two-byte reference to an appearance of that data somewhere
   earlier in the message [RFC1035].

   This applies not only to Multicast DNS responses, but also to
   queries.  When a query contains more than one question, successive
   questions in the same message often contain similar names, and
   consequently name compression SHOULD be used, to save bytes.  In
   addition, queries may also contain Known Answers in the Answer
   Section, or probe tiebreaking data in the Authority Section, and
   these names SHOULD similarly be compressed for network efficiency.

   In addition to compressing the *names* of resource records, names
   that appear within the *rdata* of the following rrtypes SHOULD also
   be compressed in all Multicast DNS messages:

     NS, CNAME, PTR, DNAME, SOA, MX, AFSDB, RT, KX, RP, PX, SRV, NSEC

   Until future IETF Standards Action [RFC5226] specifying that names in
   the rdata of other types should be compressed, names that appear
   within the rdata of any type not listed above MUST NOT be compressed.

   Implementations receiving Multicast DNS messages MUST correctly
   decode compressed names appearing in the Question Section, and



   compressed names of resource records appearing in other sections.

   In addition, implementations MUST correctly decode compressed names
   appearing within the *rdata* of the rrtypes listed above.  Where
   possible, implementations SHOULD also correctly decode compressed
   names appearing within the *rdata* of other rrtypes known to the
   implementers at the time of implementation, because such forward-
   thinking planning helps facilitate the deployment of future
   implementations that may have reason to compress those rrtypes.  It
   is possible that no future IETF Standards Action [RFC5226] will be
   created that mandates or permits the compression of rdata in new
   types, but having implementations designed such that they are capable
   of decompressing all known types helps keep future options open.

   One specific difference between Unicast DNS and Multicast DNS is that
   Unicast DNS does not allow name compression for the target host in an
   SRV record, because Unicast DNS implementations before the first SRV
   specification in 1996 [RFC2052] may not decode these compressed
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   records properly.  Since all Multicast DNS implementations were
   created after 1996, all Multicast DNS implementations are REQUIRED to
   decode compressed SRV records correctly.

   In legacy unicast responses generated to answer legacy queries, name
   compression MUST NOT be performed on SRV records.

19.  Summary of Differences between Multicast DNS and Unicast DNS

   Multicast DNS shares, as much as possible, the familiar APIs, naming
   syntax, resource record types, etc., of Unicast DNS.  There are, of
   course, necessary differences by virtue of it using multicast, and by
   virtue of it operating in a community of cooperating peers, rather
   than a precisely defined hierarchy controlled by a strict chain of
   formal delegations from the root.  These differences are summarized
   below:

   Multicast DNS...
   * uses multicast
   * uses UDP port 5353 instead of port 53
   * operates in well-defined parts of the DNS namespace
   * has no SOA (Start of Authority) records
   * uses UTF-8, and only UTF-8, to encode resource record names
   * allows names up to 255 bytes plus a terminating zero byte
   * allows name compression in rdata for SRV and other record types
   * allows larger UDP packets
   * allows more than one question in a query message
   * defines consistent results for qtype "ANY" and qclass "ANY" queries
   * uses the Answer Section of a query to list Known Answers
   * uses the TC bit in a query to indicate additional Known Answers
   * uses the Authority Section of a query for probe tiebreaking
   * ignores the Query ID field (except for generating legacy responses)
   * doesn't require the question to be repeated in the response message
   * uses unsolicited responses to announce new records



   * uses NSEC records to signal nonexistence of records
   * defines a unicast-response bit in the rrclass of query questions
   * defines a cache-flush bit in the rrclass of response records
   * uses DNS RR TTL 0 to indicate that a record has been deleted
   * recommends AAAA records in the additional section when responding
     to rrtype "A" queries, and vice versa
   * monitors queries to perform Duplicate Question Suppression
   * monitors responses to perform Duplicate Answer Suppression...
   * ... and Ongoing Conflict Detection
   * ... and Opportunistic Caching
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20.  IPv6 Considerations

   An IPv4-only host and an IPv6-only host behave as "ships that pass in
   the night".  Even if they are on the same Ethernet, neither is aware
   of the other's traffic.  For this reason, each physical link may have
   *two* unrelated ".local." zones, one for IPv4 and one for IPv6.
   Since for practical purposes, a group of IPv4-only hosts and a group
   of IPv6-only hosts on the same Ethernet act as if they were on two
   entirely separate Ethernet segments, it is unsurprising that their
   use of the ".local." zone should occur exactly as it would if they
   really were on two entirely separate Ethernet segments.

   A dual-stack (v4/v6) host can participate in both ".local." zones,
   and should register its name(s) and perform its lookups both using
   IPv4 and IPv6.  This enables it to reach, and be reached by, both
   IPv4-only and IPv6-only hosts.  In effect, this acts like a
   multihomed host, with one connection to the logical "IPv4 Ethernet
   segment", and a connection to the logical "IPv6 Ethernet segment".
   When such a host generates NSEC records, if it is using the same host
   name for its IPv4 addresses and its IPv6 addresses on that network
   interface, its NSEC records should indicate that the host name has
   both A and AAAA records.

21.  Security Considerations

   The algorithm for detecting and resolving name conflicts is, by its
   very nature, an algorithm that assumes cooperating participants.  Its
   purpose is to allow a group of hosts to arrive at a mutually disjoint
   set of host names and other DNS resource record names, in the absence
   of any central authority to coordinate this or mediate disputes.  In
   the absence of any higher authority to resolve disputes, the only
   alternative is that the participants must work together cooperatively
   to arrive at a resolution.

   In an environment where the participants are mutually antagonistic
   and unwilling to cooperate, other mechanisms are appropriate, like
   manually configured DNS.

   In an environment where there is a group of cooperating participants,
   but clients cannot be sure that there are no antagonistic hosts on



   the same physical link, the cooperating participants need to use
   IPsec signatures and/or DNSSEC [RFC4033] signatures so that they can
   distinguish Multicast DNS messages from trusted participants (which
   they process as usual) from Multicast DNS messages from untrusted
   participants (which they silently discard).
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   If DNS queries for *global* DNS names are sent to the mDNS multicast
   address (during network outages which disrupt communication with the
   greater Internet) it is *especially* important to use DNSSEC, because
   the user may have the impression that he or she is communicating with
   some authentic host, when in fact he or she is really communicating
   with some local host that is merely masquerading as that name.  This
   is less critical for names ending with ".local.", because the user
   should be aware that those names have only local significance and no
   global authority is implied.

   Most computer users neglect to type the trailing dot at the end of a
   fully qualified domain name, making it a relative domain name (e.g.,
   "www.example.com").  In the event of network outage, attempts to
   positively resolve the name as entered will fail, resulting in
   application of the search list, including ".local.", if present.  A
   malicious host could masquerade as "www.example.com." by answering
   the resulting Multicast DNS query for "www.example.com.local.".  To
   avoid this, a host MUST NOT append the search suffix ".local.", if
   present, to any relative (partially qualified) host name containing
   two or more labels.  Appending ".local." to single-label relative
   host names is acceptable, since the user should have no expectation
   that a single-label host name will resolve as is.  However, users who
   have both "example.com" and "local" in their search lists should be
   aware that if they type "www" into their web browser, it may not be
   immediately clear to them whether the page that appears is
   "www.example.com" or "www.local".

   Multicast DNS uses UDP port 5353.  On operating systems where only
   privileged processes are allowed to use ports below 1024, no such
   privilege is required to use port 5353.

22.  IANA Considerations

   IANA has allocated the UDP port 5353 for the Multicast DNS protocol
   described in this document [SN].

   IANA has allocated the IPv4 link-local multicast address 224.0.0.251
   for the use described in this document [MC4].

   IANA has allocated the IPv6 multicast address set FF0X::FB (where "X"
   indicates any hexadecimal digit from '1' to 'F') for the use
   described in this document [MC6].  Only address FF02::FB (link-local
   scope) is currently in use by deployed software, but it is possible
   that in the future implementers may experiment with Multicast DNS
   using larger-scoped addresses, such as FF05::FB (site-local scope)
   [RFC4291].
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   IANA has implemented the following DNS records:

      MDNS.MCAST.NET.            IN  A    224.0.0.251
      251.0.0.224.IN-ADDR.ARPA.  IN  PTR  MDNS.MCAST.NET.

   Entries for the AAAA and corresponding PTR records have not been made
   as there is not yet an RFC providing direction for the management of
   the IP6.ARPA domain relating to the IPv6 multicast address space.

   The reuse of the top bit of the rrclass field in the Question and
   Resource Record Sections means that Multicast DNS can only carry DNS
   records with classes in the range 0-32767.  Classes in the range
   32768 to 65535 are incompatible with Multicast DNS.  IANA has noted
   this fact, and if IANA receives a request to allocate a DNS class
   value above 32767, IANA will make sure the requester is aware of this
   implication before proceeding.  This does not mean that allocations
   of DNS class values above 32767 should be denied, only that they
   should not be allowed until the requester has indicated that they are
   aware of how this allocation will interact with Multicast DNS.
   However, to date, only three DNS classes have been assigned by IANA
   (1, 3, and 4), and only one (1, "Internet") is actually in widespread
   use, so this issue is likely to remain a purely theoretical one.

   IANA has recorded the list of domains below as being Special-Use
   Domain Names [RFC6761]:

      .local.
      .254.169.in-addr.arpa.
      .8.e.f.ip6.arpa.
      .9.e.f.ip6.arpa.
      .a.e.f.ip6.arpa.
      .b.e.f.ip6.arpa.

22.1.  Domain Name Reservation Considerations

   The six domains listed above, and any names falling within those
   domains (e.g., "MyPrinter.local.", "34.12.254.169.in-addr.arpa.",
   "Ink-Jet._pdl-datastream._tcp.local.") are special [RFC6761] in the
   following ways:

      1. Users may use these names as they would other DNS names,
         entering them anywhere that they would otherwise enter a
         conventional DNS name, or a dotted decimal IPv4 address, or a
         literal IPv6 address.

         Since there is no central authority responsible for assigning
         dot-local names, and all devices on the local network are
         equally entitled to claim any dot-local name, users SHOULD be
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         aware of this and SHOULD exercise appropriate caution.  In an
         untrusted or unfamiliar network environment, users SHOULD be
         aware that using a name like "www.local" may not actually
         connect them to the web site they expected, and could easily
         connect them to a different web page, or even a fake or spoof
         of their intended web site, designed to trick them into
         revealing confidential information.  As always with networking,
         end-to-end cryptographic security can be a useful tool.  For
         example, when connecting with ssh, the ssh host key
         verification process will inform the user if it detects that
         the identity of the entity they are communicating with has
         changed since the last time they connected to that name.

      2. Application software may use these names as they would other
         similar DNS names, and is not required to recognize the names
         and treat them specially.  Due to the relative ease of spoofing
         dot-local names, end-to-end cryptographic security remains
         important when communicating across a local network, just as it
         is when communicating across the global Internet.

      3. Name resolution APIs and libraries SHOULD recognize these names
         as special and SHOULD NOT send queries for these names to their
         configured (unicast) caching DNS server(s).  This is to avoid
         unnecessary load on the root name servers and other name
         servers, caused by queries for which those name servers do not
         have useful non-negative answers to give, and will not ever
         have useful non-negative answers to give.

      4. Caching DNS servers SHOULD recognize these names as special and
         SHOULD NOT attempt to look up NS records for them, or otherwise
         query authoritative DNS servers in an attempt to resolve these
         names.  Instead, caching DNS servers SHOULD generate immediate
         NXDOMAIN responses for all such queries they may receive (from
         misbehaving name resolver libraries).  This is to avoid
         unnecessary load on the root name servers and other name
         servers.

      5. Authoritative DNS servers SHOULD NOT by default be configurable
         to answer queries for these names, and, like caching DNS
         servers, SHOULD generate immediate NXDOMAIN responses for all
         such queries they may receive.  DNS server software MAY provide
         a configuration option to override this default, for testing
         purposes or other specialized uses.

      6. DNS server operators SHOULD NOT attempt to configure
         authoritative DNS servers to act as authoritative for any of
         these names.  Configuring an authoritative DNS server to act as
         authoritative for any of these names may not, in many cases,
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         yield the expected result.  Since name resolver libraries and
         caching DNS servers SHOULD NOT send queries for those names



         (see 3 and 4 above), such queries SHOULD be suppressed before
         they even reach the authoritative DNS server in question, and
         consequently it will not even get an opportunity to answer
         them.

      7. DNS Registrars MUST NOT allow any of these names to be
         registered in the normal way to any person or entity.  These
         names are reserved protocol identifiers with special meaning
         and fall outside the set of names available for allocation by
         registrars.  Attempting to allocate one of these names as if it
         were a normal domain name will probably not work as desired,
         for reasons 3, 4, and 6 above.
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Appendix A.  Design Rationale for Choice of UDP Port Number

   Arguments were made for and against using UDP port 53, the standard
   Unicast DNS port.  Some of the arguments are given below.  The
   arguments for using a different port were greater in number and more
   compelling, so that option was ultimately selected.  The UDP port
   "5353" was selected for its mnemonic similarity to "53".

   Arguments for using UDP port 53:

   * This is "just DNS", so it should be the same port.

   * There is less work to be done updating old resolver libraries to do
     simple Multicast DNS queries.  Only the destination address need be
     changed.  In some cases, this can be achieved without any code
     changes, just by adding the address 224.0.0.251 to a configuration
     file.

   Arguments for using a different port (UDP port 5353):

   * This is not "just DNS".  This is a DNS-like protocol, but
     different.

   * Changing resolver library code to use a different port number is
     not hard.  In some cases, this can be achieved without any code
     changes, just by adding the address 224.0.0.251:5353 to a



     configuration file.

   * Using the same port number makes it hard to run a Multicast DNS
     responder and a conventional Unicast DNS server on the same
     machine.  If a conventional Unicast DNS server wishes to implement
     Multicast DNS as well, it can still do that, by opening two
     sockets.  Having two different port numbers allows this
     flexibility.

   * Some VPN software hijacks all outgoing traffic to port 53 and
     redirects it to a special DNS server set up to serve those VPN
     clients while they are connected to the corporate network.  It is
     questionable whether this is the right thing to do, but it is
     common, and redirecting link-local multicast DNS packets to a
     remote server rarely produces any useful results.  It does mean,
     for example, that a user of such VPN software becomes unable to
     access their local network printer sitting on their desk right next
     to their computer.  Using a different UDP port helps avoid this
     particular problem.
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   * On many operating systems, unprivileged software may not send or
     receive packets on low-numbered ports.  This means that any
     software sending or receiving Multicast DNS packets on port 53
     would have to run as "root", which is an undesirable security risk.
     Using a higher-numbered UDP port avoids this restriction.

Appendix B.  Design Rationale for Not Using Hashed Multicast Addresses

   Some discovery protocols use a range of multicast addresses, and
   determine the address to be used by a hash function of the name being
   sought.  Queries are sent via multicast to the address as indicated
   by the hash function, and responses are returned to the querier via
   unicast.  Particularly in IPv6, where multicast addresses are
   extremely plentiful, this approach is frequently advocated.  For
   example, IPv6 Neighbor Discovery [RFC4861] sends Neighbor
   Solicitation messages to the "solicited-node multicast address",
   which is computed as a function of the solicited IPv6 address.

   There are some disadvantages to using hashed multicast addresses like
   this in a service discovery protocol:

   * When a host has a large number of records with different names, the
     host may have to join a large number of multicast groups.  Each
     time a host joins or leaves a multicast group, this results in
     Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) or Multicast Listener
     Discovery (MLD) traffic on the network announcing this fact.
     Joining a large number of multicast groups can place undue burden
     on the Ethernet hardware, which typically supports a limited number
     of multicast addresses efficiently.  When this number is exceeded,
     the Ethernet hardware may have to resort to receiving all
     multicasts and passing them up to the host networking code for
     filtering in software, thereby defeating much of the point of using



     a multicast address range in the first place.  Finally, many IPv6
     stacks have a fixed limit IPV6_MAX_MEMBERSHIPS, and the code simply
     fails with an error if a client attempts to exceed this limit.
     Common values for IPV6_MAX_MEMBERSHIPS are 20 or 31.

   * Multiple questions cannot be placed in one packet if they don't all
     hash to the same multicast address.

   * Duplicate Question Suppression doesn't work if queriers are not
     seeing each other's queries.

   * Duplicate Answer Suppression doesn't work if responders are not
     seeing each other's responses.

   * Opportunistic Caching doesn't work.
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   * Ongoing Conflict Detection doesn't work.

Appendix C.  Design Rationale for Maximum Multicast DNS Name Length

   Multicast DNS names may be up to 255 bytes long (in the on-the-wire
   message format), not counting the terminating zero byte at the end.

   "Domain Names - Implementation and Specification" [RFC1035] says:

      Various objects and parameters in the DNS have size limits.  They
      are listed below.  Some could be easily changed, others are more
      fundamental.

      labels          63 octets or less

      names           255 octets or less

      ...

      the total length of a domain name (i.e., label octets and label
      length octets) is restricted to 255 octets or less.

   This text does not state whether this 255-byte limit includes the
   terminating zero at the end of every name.

   Several factors lead us to conclude that the 255-byte limit does
   *not* include the terminating zero:

   o It is common in software engineering to have size limits that are a
     power of two, or a multiple of a power of two, for efficiency.  For
     example, an integer on a modern processor is typically 2, 4, or 8
     bytes, not 3 or 5 bytes.  The number 255 is not a power of two, nor
     is it to most people a particularly noteworthy number.  It is
     noteworthy to computer scientists for only one reason -- because it
     is exactly one *less* than a power of two.  When a size limit is
     exactly one less than a power of two, that suggests strongly that
     the one extra byte is being reserved for some specific reason -- in
     this case reserved, perhaps, to leave room for a terminating zero



     at the end.

   o In the case of DNS label lengths, the stated limit is 63 bytes.  As
     with the total name length, this limit is exactly one less than a
     power of two.  This label length limit also excludes the label
     length byte at the start of every label.  Including that extra
     byte, a 63-byte label takes 64 bytes of space in memory or in a DNS
     message.
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   o It is common in software engineering for the semantic "length" of
     an object to be one less than the number of bytes it takes to store
     that object.  For example, in C, strlen("foo") is 3, but
     sizeof("foo") (which includes the terminating zero byte at the end)
     is 4.

   o The text describing the total length of a domain name mentions
     explicitly that label length and data octets are included, but does
     not mention the terminating zero at the end.  The zero byte at the
     end of a domain name is not a label length.  Indeed, the value zero
     is chosen as the terminating marker precisely because it is not a
     legal length byte value -- DNS prohibits empty labels.  For
     example, a name like "bad..name." is not a valid domain name
     because it contains a zero-length label in the middle, which cannot
     be expressed in a DNS message, because software parsing the message
     would misinterpret a zero label-length byte as being a zero "end of
     name" marker instead.

   Finally, "Clarifications to the DNS Specification" [RFC2181] offers
   additional confirmation that, in the context of DNS specifications,
   the stated "length" of a domain name does not include the terminating
   zero byte at the end.  That document refers to the root name, which
   is typically written as "." and is represented in a DNS message by a
   single lone zero byte (i.e., zero bytes of data plus a terminating
   zero), as the "zero length full name":

      The zero length full name is defined as representing the root of
      the DNS tree, and is typically written and displayed as ".".

   This wording supports the interpretation that, in a DNS context, when
   talking about lengths of names, the terminating zero byte at the end
   is not counted.  If the root name (".") is considered to be zero
   length, then to be consistent, the length (for example) of "org" has
   to be 4 and the length of "ietf.org" has to be 9, as shown below:

                                                  ------
                                                 | 0x00 |   length = 0
                                                  ------

                             ------------------   ------
                            | 0x03 | o | r | g | | 0x00 |   length = 4
                             ------------------   ------

      -----------------------------------------   ------



     | 0x04 | i | e | t | f | 0x03 | o | r | g | | 0x00 |   length = 9
      -----------------------------------------   ------
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   This means that the maximum length of a domain name, as represented
   in a Multicast DNS message, up to but not including the final
   terminating zero, must not exceed 255 bytes.

   However, many Unicast DNS implementers have read these RFCs
   differently, and argue that the 255-byte limit does include the
   terminating zero, and that the "Clarifications to the DNS
   Specification" [RFC2181] statement that "." is the "zero length full
   name" was simply a mistake.

   Hence, implementers should be aware that other Unicast DNS
   implementations may limit the maximum domain name to 254 bytes plus a
   terminating zero, depending on how that implementer interpreted the
   DNS specifications.

   Compliant Multicast DNS implementations MUST support names up to 255
   bytes plus a terminating zero, i.e., 256 bytes total.

Appendix D.  Benefits of Multicast Responses

   Some people have argued that sending responses via multicast is
   inefficient on the network.  In fact, using multicast responses can
   result in a net lowering of overall multicast traffic for a variety
   of reasons, and provides other benefits too:

   * Opportunistic Caching.  One multicast response can update the
     caches on all machines on the network.  If another machine later
     wants to issue the same query, and it already has the answer in its
     cache, it may not need to even transmit that multicast query on the
     network at all.

   * Duplicate Query Suppression.  When more than one machine has the
     same ongoing long-lived query running, every machine does not have
     to transmit its own independent query.  When one machine transmits
     a query, all the other hosts see the answers, so they can suppress
     their own queries.

   * Passive Observation Of Failures (POOF).  When a host sees a
     multicast query, but does not see the corresponding multicast
     response, it can use this information to promptly delete stale data
     from its cache.  To achieve the same level of user-interface
     quality and responsiveness without multicast responses would
     require lower cache lifetimes and more frequent network polling,
     resulting in a higher packet rate.

   * Passive Conflict Detection.  Just because a name has been
     previously verified to be unique does not guarantee it will
     continue to be so indefinitely.  By allowing all Multicast DNS
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     responders to constantly monitor their peers' responses, conflicts
     arising out of network topology changes can be promptly detected
     and resolved.  If responses were not sent via multicast, some other
     conflict detection mechanism would be needed, imposing its own
     additional burden on the network.

   * Use on devices with constrained memory resources: When using
     delayed responses to reduce network collisions, responders need to
     maintain a list recording to whom each answer should be sent.  The
     option of multicast responses allows responders with limited
     storage, which cannot store an arbitrarily long list of response
     addresses, to choose to fail-over to a single multicast response in
     place of multiple unicast responses, when appropriate.

   * Overlayed Subnets.  In the case of overlayed subnets, multicast
     responses allow a receiver to know with certainty that a response
     originated on the local link, even when its source address may
     apparently suggest otherwise.

   * Robustness in the face of misconfiguration: Link-local multicast
     transcends virtually every conceivable network misconfiguration.
     Even if you have a collection of devices where every device's IP
     address, subnet mask, default gateway, and DNS server address are
     all wrong, packets sent by any of those devices addressed to a
     link-local multicast destination address will still be delivered to
     all peers on the local link.  This can be extremely helpful when
     diagnosing and rectifying network problems, since it facilitates a
     direct communication channel between client and server that works
     without reliance on ARP, IP routing tables, etc.  Being able to
     discover what IP address a device has (or thinks it has) is
     frequently a very valuable first step in diagnosing why it is
     unable to communicate on the local network.

Appendix E.  Design Rationale for Encoding Negative Responses

   Alternative methods of asserting nonexistence were considered, such
   as using an NXDOMAIN response, or emitting a resource record with
   zero-length rdata.

   Using an NXDOMAIN response does not work well with Multicast DNS.  A
   Unicast DNS NXDOMAIN response applies to the entire message, but for
   efficiency Multicast DNS allows (and encourages) multiple responses
   in a single message.  If the error code in the header were NXDOMAIN,
   it would not be clear to which name(s) that error code applied.

   Asserting nonexistence by emitting a resource record with zero-length
   rdata would mean that there would be no way to differentiate between
   a record that doesn't exist, and a record that does exist, with zero-
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   length rdata.  By analogy, most file systems today allow empty files,
   so a file that exists with zero bytes of data is not considered
   equivalent to a filename that does not exist.

   A benefit of asserting nonexistence through NSEC records instead of
   through NXDOMAIN responses is that NSEC records can be added to the
   Additional Section of a DNS response to offer additional information
   beyond what the querier explicitly requested.  For example, in
   response to an SRV query, a responder should include A record(s)
   giving its IPv4 addresses in the Additional Section, and an NSEC
   record indicating which other types it does or does not have for this
   name.  If the responder is running on a host that does not support
   IPv6 (or does support IPv6 but currently has no IPv6 address on that
   interface) then this NSEC record in the Additional Section will
   indicate this absence of AAAA records.  In effect, the responder is
   saying, "Here's my SRV record, and here are my IPv4 addresses, and
   no, I don't have any IPv6 addresses, so don't waste your time
   asking".  Without this information in the Additional Section, it
   would take the querier an additional round-trip to perform an
   additional query to ascertain that the target host has no AAAA
   records.  (Arguably Unicast DNS could also benefit from this ability
   to express nonexistence in the Additional Section, but that is
   outside the scope of this document.)

Appendix F.  Use of UTF-8

   After many years of debate, as a result of the perceived need to
   accommodate certain DNS implementations that apparently couldn't
   handle any character that's not a letter, digit, or hyphen (and
   apparently never would be updated to remedy this limitation), the
   Unicast DNS community settled on an extremely baroque encoding called
   "Punycode" [RFC3492].  Punycode is a remarkably ingenious encoding
   solution, but it is complicated, hard to understand, and hard to
   implement, using sophisticated techniques including insertion unsort
   coding, generalized variable-length integers, and bias adaptation.
   The resulting encoding is remarkably compact given the constraints,
   but it's still not as good as simple straightforward UTF-8, and it's
   hard even to predict whether a given input string will encode to a
   Punycode string that fits within DNS's 63-byte limit, except by
   simply trying the encoding and seeing whether it fits.  Indeed, the
   encoded size depends not only on the input characters, but on the
   order they appear, so the same set of characters may or may not
   encode to a legal Punycode string that fits within DNS's 63-byte
   limit, depending on the order the characters appear.  This is
   extremely hard to present in a user interface that explains to users
   why one name is allowed, but another name containing the exact same
   characters is not.  Neither Punycode nor any other of the "ASCII-
   Compatible Encodings" [RFC5890] proposed for Unicast DNS may be used
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   in Multicast DNS messages.  Any text being represented internally in
   some other representation must be converted to canonical precomposed
   UTF-8 before being placed in any Multicast DNS message.

Appendix G.  Private DNS Namespaces



   The special treatment of names ending in ".local." has been
   implemented in Macintosh computers since the days of Mac OS 9, and
   continues today in Mac OS X and iOS.  There are also implementations
   for Microsoft Windows [B4W], Linux, and other platforms.

   Some network operators setting up private internal networks
   ("intranets") have used unregistered top-level domains, and some may
   have used the ".local" top-level domain.  Using ".local" as a private
   top-level domain conflicts with Multicast DNS and may cause problems
   for users.  Clients can be configured to send both Multicast and
   Unicast DNS queries in parallel for these names, and this does allow
   names to be looked up both ways, but this results in additional
   network traffic and additional delays in name resolution, as well as
   potentially creating user confusion when it is not clear whether any
   given result was received via link-local multicast from a peer on the
   same link, or from the configured unicast name server.  Because of
   this, we recommend against using ".local" as a private Unicast DNS
   top-level domain.  We do not recommend use of unregistered top-level
   domains at all, but should network operators decide to do this, the
   following top-level domains have been used on private internal
   networks without the problems caused by trying to reuse ".local." for
   this purpose:

      .intranet.
      .internal.
      .private.
      .corp.
      .home.
      .lan.

Appendix H.  Deployment History

   In July 1997, in an email to the net-thinkers@thumper.vmeng.com
   mailing list, Stuart Cheshire first proposed the idea of running the
   AppleTalk Name Binding Protocol [RFC6760] over IP.  As a result of
   this and related IETF discussions, the IETF Zeroconf working group
   was chartered September 1999.  After various working group
   discussions and other informal IETF discussions, several Internet-
   Drafts were written that were loosely related to the general themes
   of DNS and multicast, but did not address the service discovery
   aspect of NBP.
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   In April 2000, Stuart Cheshire registered IPv4 multicast address
   224.0.0.251 with IANA [MC4] and began writing code to test and
   develop the idea of performing NBP-like service discovery using
   Multicast DNS, which was documented in a group of three Internet-
   Drafts:

   o "Requirements for a Protocol to Replace the AppleTalk Name Binding
     Protocol (NBP)" [RFC6760] is an overview explaining the AppleTalk
     Name Binding Protocol, because many in the IETF community had
     little first-hand experience using AppleTalk, and confusion in the
     IETF community about what AppleTalk NBP did was causing confusion
     about what would be required in an IP-based replacement.



   o "Discovering Named Instances of Abstract Services using DNS" [NIAS]
     proposed a way to perform NBP-like service discovery using DNS-
     compatible names and record types.

   o "Multicast DNS" (this document) specifies a way to transport those
     DNS-compatible queries and responses using IP multicast, for zero-
     configuration environments where no conventional Unicast DNS server
     was available.

   In 2001, an update to Mac OS 9 added resolver library support for
   host name lookup using Multicast DNS.  If the user typed a name such
   as "MyPrinter.local." into any piece of networking software that used
   the standard Mac OS 9 name lookup APIs, then those name lookup APIs
   would recognize the name as a dot-local name and query for it by
   sending simple one-shot Multicast DNS queries to 224.0.0.251:5353.
   This enabled the user to, for example, enter the name
   "MyPrinter.local." into their web browser in order to view a
   printer's status and configuration web page, or enter the name
   "MyPrinter.local." into the printer setup utility to create a print
   queue for printing documents on that printer.

   Multicast DNS responder software, with full service discovery, first
   began shipping to end users in volume with the launch of Mac OS X
   10.2 "Jaguar" in August 2002, and network printer makers (who had
   historically supported AppleTalk in their network printers and were
   receptive to IP-based technologies that could offer them similar
   ease-of-use) started adopting Multicast DNS shortly thereafter.

   In September 2002, Apple released the source code for the
   mDNSResponder daemon as Open Source under Apple's standard Apple
   Public Source License (APSL).

   Multicast DNS responder software became available for Microsoft
   Windows users in June 2004 with the launch of Apple's "Rendezvous for
   Windows" (now "Bonjour for Windows"), both in executable form (a
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   downloadable installer for end users) and as Open Source (one of the
   supported platforms within Apple's body of cross-platform code in the
   publicly accessible mDNSResponder CVS source code repository) [BJ].

   In August 2006, Apple re-licensed the cross-platform mDNSResponder
   source code under the Apache License, Version 2.0.

   In addition to desktop and laptop computers running Mac OS X and
   Microsoft Windows, Multicast DNS is now implemented in a wide range
   of hardware devices, such as Apple's "AirPort" wireless base
   stations, iPhone and iPad, and in home gateways from other vendors,
   network printers, network cameras, TiVo DVRs, etc.

   The Open Source community has produced many independent
   implementations of Multicast DNS, some in C like Apple's
   mDNSResponder daemon, and others in a variety of different languages
   including Java, Python, Perl, and C#/Mono.



   In January 2007, the IETF published the Informational RFC "Link-Local
   Multicast Name Resolution (LLMNR)" [RFC4795], which is substantially
   similar to Multicast DNS, but incompatible in some small but
   important ways.  In particular, the LLMNR design explicitly excluded
   support for service discovery, which made it an unsuitable candidate
   for a protocol to replace AppleTalk NBP [RFC6760].

   While the original focus of Multicast DNS and DNS-Based Service
   Discovery was for zero-configuration environments without a
   conventional Unicast DNS server, DNS-Based Service Discovery also
   works using Unicast DNS servers, using DNS Update [RFC2136] [RFC3007]
   to create service discovery records and standard DNS queries to query
   for them.  Apple's Back to My Mac service, launched with Mac OS X
   10.5 "Leopard" in October 2007, uses DNS-Based Service Discovery over
   Unicast DNS [RFC6281].

   In June 2012, Google's Android operating system added native support
   for DNS-SD and Multicast DNS with the android.net.nsd.NsdManager
   class in Android 4.1 "Jelly Bean" (API Level 16) [NSD].
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1.  Introduction

   In the base BGP specification [RFC4271], the Autonomous System (AS)
   number is encoded as a two-octet entity.  To prepare for the
   anticipated exhaustion of the two-octet AS numbers, this document
   describes extensions to BGP to carry the AS numbers as four-octet
   entities.

   More specifically, this document defines a BGP capability code,
   "support for four-octet AS number capability", to be used by a BGP
   speaker to indicate its support for four-octet AS numbers.  Two
   attributes, AS4_PATH and AS4_AGGREGATOR, are introduced that can be
   used to propagate four-octet-based AS path information across BGP
   speakers that do not support four-octet AS numbers.  This document
   also specifies mechanisms for constructing the AS path information
   from the AS_PATH attribute and the AS4_PATH attribute.

   The extensions specified in this document allow a gradual transition
   from two-octet AS numbers to four-octet AS numbers.

   This document obsoletes RFC 4893 and updates RFC 4271.  It includes
   several clarifications and editorial changes, and it specifies the
   error handling for the new attributes.

2.  Specification of Requirements

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

3.  Protocol Extensions



   For the purpose of this document, we define a BGP speaker that does
   not support the new four-octet AS number extensions as an OLD BGP
   speaker, and a BGP speaker that supports the new four-octet AS number
   extensions as a NEW BGP speaker.

   BGP carries the AS numbers in the "My Autonomous System" field of the
   OPEN message, in the AS_PATH attribute of the UPDATE message, and in
   the AGGREGATOR attribute of the UPDATE message.  BGP also carries the
   AS numbers in the BGP Communities attribute.

   A NEW BGP speaker uses BGP Capabilities Advertisements [RFC5492] to
   advertise to its neighbors (either internal or external) that it
   supports four-octet AS number extensions, as specified in this
   document.
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   The capability that is used by a BGP speaker to convey to its BGP
   peer the four-octet Autonomous System number capability also carries
   the AS number (encoded as a four-octet entity) of the speaker in the
   Capability Value field of the capability.  The Capability Length
   field of the capability is set to 4.

   The AS path information exchanged between NEW BGP speakers is carried
   in the existing AS_PATH attribute, except that each AS number in the
   attribute is encoded as a four-octet entity (instead of a two-octet
   entity).  The same applies to the AGGREGATOR attribute -- the same
   attribute is used between NEW BGP speakers, except that the AS number
   carried in the attribute is encoded as a four-octet entity.

   The AS_PATH attribute and the AGGREGATOR attribute carried between a
   NEW BGP speaker and an OLD BGP speaker will continue to contain
   two-octet AS numbers.

   To preserve the AS path information with four-octet AS numbers across
   OLD BGP speakers, this document defines a new BGP path attribute
   called AS4_PATH.  This is an optional transitive attribute that
   contains the AS path encoded with four-octet AS numbers.  The
   AS4_PATH attribute has the same semantics and the same encoding as
   the AS_PATH attribute, except that it is "optional transitive", and
   it carries four-octet AS numbers.

   To prevent the possible propagation of Confederation-related path
   segments outside of a Confederation, the path segment types
   AS_CONFED_SEQUENCE and AS_CONFED_SET [RFC5065] are declared invalid
   for the AS4_PATH attribute and MUST NOT be included in the AS4_PATH
   attribute of an UPDATE message.

   Similarly, this document defines a new BGP path attribute called
   AS4_AGGREGATOR, which is optional transitive.  The AS4_AGGREGATOR
   attribute has the same semantics and the same encoding as the
   AGGREGATOR attribute, except that it carries a four-octet AS number.

   Currently assigned two-octet AS numbers are converted into four-octet
   AS numbers by setting the two high-order octets of the four-octet



   field to zero.  Such a four-octet AS number is said to be mappable to
   a two-octet AS number.

   This document reserves a two-octet AS number called "AS_TRANS".
   AS_TRANS can be used to represent non-mappable four-octet AS numbers
   as two-octet AS numbers in AS path information that is encoded with
   two-octet AS numbers.  (In this context, four-octet AS numbers that
   are not mapped from two-octet AS numbers are referred to as
   "non-mappable".) We denote this special AS number as AS_TRANS for
   ease of description in the rest of this specification.  This AS
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   number is also placed in the "My Autonomous System" field of the OPEN
   message originated by a NEW BGP speaker, if and only if the speaker
   does not have a (globally unique) two-octet AS number.

4.  Operations

4.1.  Interaction between NEW BGP Speakers

   A BGP speaker that supports four-octet AS numbers SHALL advertise
   this to its peers using BGP Capabilities Advertisements.  The AS
   number of the BGP speaker MUST be carried in the Capability Value
   field of the "support for four-octet AS number capability".

   When a NEW BGP speaker processes an OPEN message from another NEW BGP
   speaker, it MUST use the AS number encoded in the Capability Value
   field of the "support for four-octet AS number capability" in lieu of
   the "My Autonomous System" field of the OPEN message.

   A BGP speaker that advertises such a capability to a particular peer,
   and receives from that peer the advertisement of such a capability,
   MUST encode AS numbers as four-octet entities in both the AS_PATH
   attribute and the AGGREGATOR attribute in the updates it sends to the
   peer and MUST assume that these attributes in the updates received
   from the peer encode AS numbers as four-octet entities.

   The new attributes, AS4_PATH and AS4_AGGREGATOR, MUST NOT be carried
   in an UPDATE message between NEW BGP speakers.  A NEW BGP speaker
   that receives the AS4_PATH attribute or the AS4_AGGREGATOR attribute
   in an UPDATE message from another NEW BGP speaker MUST discard the
   path attribute and continue processing the UPDATE message.

4.2.  Interaction between NEW and OLD BGP Speakers

4.2.1.  BGP Peering

   Note that peering between a NEW BGP speaker and an OLD BGP speaker is
   possible only if the NEW BGP speaker has a two-octet AS number.
   However, this document does not assume that an Autonomous System with
   NEW BGP speakers has to have a globally unique two-octet AS number --
   AS_TRANS MUST be used when the NEW BGP speaker does not have a
   two-octet AS number (even if multiple Autonomous Systems would
   use it).
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4.2.2.  Generating Updates

   When communicating with an OLD BGP speaker, a NEW BGP speaker MUST
   send the AS path information in the AS_PATH attribute encoded with
   two-octet AS numbers.  The NEW BGP speaker MUST also send the AS path
   information in the AS4_PATH attribute (encoded with four-octet AS
   numbers), except for the case where all of the AS path information is
   composed of mappable four-octet AS numbers only.  In this case, the
   NEW BGP speaker MUST NOT send the AS4_PATH attribute.

   In the AS_PATH attribute encoded with two-octet AS numbers,
   non-mappable four-octet AS numbers are represented by the well-known
   two-octet AS number, AS_TRANS.  This will preserve the path length
   property of the AS path information and also help in updating the AS
   path information received on a NEW BGP speaker from an OLD BGP
   speaker, as explained in the next section.

   The NEW BGP speaker constructs the AS4_PATH attribute from the AS
   path information.  Whenever the AS path information contains the
   AS_CONFED_SEQUENCE or AS_CONFED_SET path segment, the NEW BGP speaker
   MUST exclude such path segments from the AS4_PATH attribute being
   constructed.

   The AS4_PATH attribute, being optional transitive, will be carried
   across a series of OLD BGP speakers without modification and will
   help preserve the non-mappable four-octet AS numbers in the AS path
   information.

   Similarly, if the NEW BGP speaker has to send the AGGREGATOR
   attribute, and if the aggregating Autonomous System's AS number is a
   non-mappable four-octet AS number, then the speaker MUST use the
   AS4_AGGREGATOR attribute and set the AS number field in the existing
   AGGREGATOR attribute to the reserved AS number, AS_TRANS.  Note that
   if the AS number is mappable, then the AS4_AGGREGATOR attribute MUST
   NOT be sent.

4.2.3.  Processing Received Updates

   When a NEW BGP speaker receives an update from an OLD BGP speaker, it
   MUST be prepared to receive the AS4_PATH attribute along with the
   existing AS_PATH attribute.  If the AS4_PATH attribute is also
   received, both of the attributes will be used to construct the exact
   AS path information, and therefore the information carried by both of
   the attributes will be considered for AS path loop detection.
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   Note that a route may have traversed a series of Autonomous Systems
   with two-octet AS numbers and OLD BGP speakers only.  In that case,
   if the route carries the AS4_PATH attribute, this attribute would
   have remained unmodified since the route left the last NEW BGP
   speaker.  The trailing AS path information (representing Autonomous
   Systems with two-octet AS numbers and OLD BGP speakers only) is
   contained only in the current AS_PATH attribute (encoded in the
   leading part of the AS_PATH attribute).

   Under certain conditions, it may not be possible to reconstruct all
   of the AS path information from the AS_PATH and the AS4_PATH
   attributes of a route.  This occurs, for example, when two or more
   routes that carry the AS4_PATH attribute are aggregated by an OLD BGP
   speaker, and the AS4_PATH attribute of at least one of these routes
   carries at least one four-octet AS number (as opposed to a two-octet
   AS number that is encoded in 4 octets).  Depending on the
   implementation, either the AS4_PATH attribute would be lost during
   route aggregation, or both the AS_PATH attribute and the AS4_PATH
   attribute would contain valid, partial information that cannot be
   combined seamlessly, resulting in incomplete AS path information in
   these cases.

   A NEW BGP speaker MUST also be prepared to receive the AS4_AGGREGATOR
   attribute along with the AGGREGATOR attribute from an OLD BGP
   speaker.  When both of the attributes are received, if the AS number
   in the AGGREGATOR attribute is not AS_TRANS, then:

      -  the AS4_AGGREGATOR attribute and the AS4_PATH attribute SHALL
         be ignored,

      -  the AGGREGATOR attribute SHALL be taken as the information
         about the aggregating node, and

      -  the AS_PATH attribute SHALL be taken as the AS path
         information.

   Otherwise,

      -  the AGGREGATOR attribute SHALL be ignored,

      -  the AS4_AGGREGATOR attribute SHALL be taken as the information
         about the aggregating node, and

      -  the AS path information would need to be constructed, as in all
         other cases.
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   In order to construct the AS path information, it is necessary to
   first calculate the number of AS numbers in the AS_PATH and AS4_PATH
   attributes using the method specified in Section 9.1.2.2 of [RFC4271]
   and in [RFC5065] for route selection.

   If the number of AS numbers in the AS_PATH attribute is less than the
   number of AS numbers in the AS4_PATH attribute, then the AS4_PATH
   attribute SHALL be ignored, and the AS_PATH attribute SHALL be taken
   as the AS path information.

   If the number of AS numbers in the AS_PATH attribute is larger than
   or equal to the number of AS numbers in the AS4_PATH attribute, then
   the AS path information SHALL be constructed by taking as many AS
   numbers and path segments as necessary from the leading part of the
   AS_PATH attribute, and then prepending them to the AS4_PATH attribute
   so that the AS path information has a number of AS numbers identical
   to that of the AS_PATH attribute.  Note that a valid
   AS_CONFED_SEQUENCE or AS_CONFED_SET path segment SHALL be prepended
   if it is either the leading path segment or is adjacent to a path
   segment that is prepended.

5.  Handling BGP Communities

   As specified in [RFC1997], when the high-order two octets of the
   community attribute is neither 0x0000 nor 0xffff, these two octets
   encode the AS number.  Quite clearly, this would not work for a NEW
   BGP speaker with a non-mappable four-octet AS number.  Such BGP
   speakers should use four-octet AS specific extended communities
   [RFC5668] instead.

6.  Error Handling

   This section provides an update to RFC 4271 [RFC4271] with respect to
   the error conditions noted here and their handling.

   Given that the two-octet AS numbers dominate during the transition
   and are carried in the AS_PATH attribute by an OLD BGP speaker, in
   this document the "attribute discard" approach is chosen to handle a
   malformed AS4_PATH attribute.

   Similarly, as the AS4_AGGREGATOR is just informational, the
   "attribute discard" approach is chosen to handle a malformed
   AS4_AGGREGATOR attribute.
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   The AS4_PATH attribute and AS4_AGGREGATOR attribute MUST NOT be
   carried in an UPDATE message between NEW BGP speakers.  A NEW BGP
   speaker that receives the AS4_PATH attribute or the AS4_AGGREGATOR
   attribute in an UPDATE message from another NEW BGP speaker MUST
   discard the path attribute and continue processing the UPDATE
   message.  This case SHOULD be logged locally for analysis.



   In addition, the path segment types AS_CONFED_SEQUENCE and
   AS_CONFED_SET [RFC5065] MUST NOT be carried in the AS4_PATH attribute
   of an UPDATE message.  A NEW BGP speaker that receives these path
   segment types in the AS4_PATH attribute of an UPDATE message from an
   OLD BGP speaker MUST discard these path segments, adjust the relevant
   attribute fields accordingly, and continue processing the UPDATE
   message.  This case SHOULD be logged locally for analysis.

   The AS4_PATH attribute in an UPDATE message SHALL be considered
   malformed under the following conditions:

      -  the attribute length is not a multiple of two or is too small
         (i.e., less than 6) for the attribute to carry at least one AS
         number, or

      -  the path segment length in the attribute is either zero or is
         inconsistent with the attribute length, or

      -  the path segment type in the attribute is not one of the types
         defined: AS_SEQUENCE, AS_SET, AS_CONFED_SEQUENCE, and
         AS_CONFED_SET.

   A NEW BGP speaker that receives a malformed AS4_PATH attribute in an
   UPDATE message from an OLD BGP speaker MUST discard the attribute and
   continue processing the UPDATE message.  The error SHOULD be logged
   locally for analysis.

   The AS4_AGGREGATOR attribute in an UPDATE message SHALL be considered
   malformed if the attribute length is not 8.

   A NEW BGP speaker that receives a malformed AS4_AGGREGATOR attribute
   in an UPDATE message from an OLD BGP speaker MUST discard the
   attribute and continue processing the UPDATE message.  The error
   SHOULD be logged locally for analysis.
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7.  Transition

   When an Autonomous System is using a two-octet AS number, then the
   BGP speakers within that Autonomous System MAY be upgraded to support
   the four-octet AS number extensions on a piecemeal basis.  There is
   no requirement for a coordinated upgrade of the four-octet AS number
   capability in this case.  However, if an Autonomous System wishes to
   use a four-octet AS number as its own AS number, then this document
   assumes that an Autonomous System can use a four-octet AS number only
   after all the BGP speakers within that Autonomous System have been
   upgraded to support four-octet AS numbers.



   A non-mappable four-octet AS number cannot be used as a "Member AS
   Number" of a BGP Confederation until all the BGP speakers within the
   Confederation have transitioned to support four-octet AS numbers.

   In an environment where an Autonomous System that has OLD BGP
   speakers peers with two or more Autonomous Systems that have NEW BGP
   speakers and use AS_TRANS (rather than having a globally unique
   mappable AS number), the use of the MULTI_EXIT_DISC attribute
   [RFC4271] by the Autonomous System with the OLD BGP speakers may
   result in a situation where the MULTI_EXIT_DISC attribute will
   influence route selection among the routes that were received from
   different neighboring Autonomous Systems.

   Under certain conditions, it may not be possible to reconstruct all
   of the AS path information from the AS_PATH and the AS4_PATH
   attributes of a route.  This occurs when two or more routes that
   carry the AS4_PATH attribute are aggregated by an OLD BGP speaker,
   and the AS4_PATH attribute of at least one of these routes carries at
   least one four-octet AS number (as opposed to a two-octet AS number
   that is encoded in 4 octets).  When such aggregation results in
   creating a route that is less specific than any of the component
   routes (routes whose Network Layer Reachability Information (NLRI)
   covers the NLRI of all the component routes), loss of the AS path
   information does not create the risk of a routing loop.  In all other
   cases, loss of the AS path information does create the risk of a
   routing loop.

8.  Manageability Considerations

   If the BGP4-MIB [RFC4273] is supported, there are no additional
   manageability concerns that arise from the use of four-octet AS
   numbers, since the InetAutonomousSystemNumber textual convention
   [RFC4001] is defined as Unsigned32.
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   When IP Flow Information Export (IPFIX) [RFC5101] is supported, there
   are no additional manageability concerns that arise from the use of
   four-octet AS numbers.  The bgpSourceAsNumber and
   bgpDestinationAsNumber information elements [IANA-IPFIX] can continue
   to be used, with a new template record, specifying the new length of
   4 bytes.

9.  IANA Considerations

   This document expands the pool for AS numbers from 0-65535 to
   0-4294967295.  The AS numbers are managed by the IANA "Autonomous
   System Numbers" registry.  Other than expanding the AS number pool,
   this document does not propose any modifications to the existing
   policies and procedures pertaining to the allocation of AS numbers.

   This document uses a BGP capability code to indicate that a BGP
   speaker supports four-octet AS numbers.  Capability Code 65 has been
   assigned by IANA per [RFC5492].



   In addition, this document introduces two BGP optional transitive
   attributes, and their type codes have been assigned by IANA.  The
   first one is the AS4_PATH attribute, value 17, which preserves the AS
   path information with four-octet AS numbers across old BGP speakers.
   The second one is the AS4_AGGREGATOR attribute, value 18, which is
   similar in use to the current AGGREGATOR attribute, but it carries a
   four-octet AS number.

   Finally, IANA has replaced a reference to RFC 4893 with a reference
   to this document for a reserved two-octet AS number -- AS_TRANS
   (23456).  Also, IANA has replaced a reference to RFC 4893 with a
   reference to this document for the "32-bit Autonomous System Numbers"
   registry.

10.  Security Considerations

   This extension to BGP does not change the underlying security issues
   inherent in the existing BGP, except for the following:

   The inconsistency between the AS_PATH attribute and the AS4_PATH
   attribute can create loss of the AS path information, and potential
   routing loops in certain cases, as discussed in this document.  This
   could be exploited by an attacker.

   It is a misconfiguration to assign a non-mappable four-octet AS
   number as the "Member AS Number" in a BGP Confederation before all
   the BGP speakers within the Confederation have transitioned to
   support four-octet AS numbers.  Such a misconfiguration would weaken
   AS path loop detection within a Confederation.
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1.  Introduction

   The Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) [RFC791] provides for
   expansion of the protocol by supporting a number of "options" in the
   variable-length IPv4 header.  IPv4 options are identified by an
   option "type" value, whose registration is managed by IANA [IANA-IP].
   A number of IPv4 options have become obsolete in practice, but have
   never been formally deprecated.  This document deprecates such IPv4
   options, thus cleaning up the corresponding IANA registry.

   This document also obsoletes [RFC1385], [RFC1393], [RFC1475], and
   [RFC1770], and requests that the RFC Editor change their status to
   Historic.

2.  Discussion of Deprecated Options

   The following subsections discuss the options being deprecated.  No



   other reference information has been found.

2.1.  Stream ID

   The Stream ID option is obsolete.  It is specified in RFC 791
   [RFC791], and is deprecated in Section 3.2.1.8 of RFC 1122 [RFC1122]
   and Section 4.2.2.1 of RFC 1812 [RFC1812].
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2.2.  Extended Internet Protocol

   The Extended Internet Protocol option is defined in [RFC1385] and is
   superseded by [RFC2460].

2.3.  Traceroute

   The Traceroute option is defined in [RFC1393].  The Traceroute option
   is defined as Experimental; it was never widely deployed on the
   public Internet.

2.4.  ENCODE

   This option was used for experimentation around IP-layer encryption.
   No products are known to ever have shipped with support for this
   option.

2.5.  VISA

   This option was part of an experiment [VISA87] [VISA89] at USC and
   was never widely deployed.

2.6.  Address Extension

   The Address Extension option is defined in an Experimental RFC
   [RFC1475] and marked as IPv7.  IPv7 was never widely deployed.

2.7.  Selective Directed Broadcast

   The Selective Directed Broadcast option was originally defined in
   [RFC1770].  This option was never widely deployed and the approach
   was abandoned.

2.8.  Dynamic Packet State

   The Dynamic Packet State option was specified in [DIFFSERV-DPS].  The
   aforementioned document was meant to be published as Experimental,
   but it never became an RFC.  The IP option was never widely deployed.

2.9.  Upstream Multicast Pkt.

   This option was originally specified in [BIDIR-PIM].  Its use was
   deprecated by [RFC5015], which employs a control-plane mechanism to
   solve the problem of doing upstream forwarding of multicast packets



   on a multi-access LAN.
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3.  IANA Considerations

   The "IP OPTION NUMBERS" registry [IANA-IP] contains the list of
   currently assigned IP option numbers.  This registry also denotes a
   deprecated IP Option Number by marking it with a footnote.

   This document formally deprecates the following options.  IANA has
   marked them as such in the corresponding registry [IANA-IP].

   Copy Class Number Value Name                                Reference
   ---- ----- ------ ----- -------------------------------  ------------
      1     0      8   136 SID    - Stream ID               [RFC791,JBP]
      1     0     14   142 VISA   - Experimental Access Control [Estrin]
      0     0     15    15 ENCODE - ???                       [VerSteeg]
      1     0     17   145 EIP    - Extended Internet Protocol [RFC1385]
      0     2     18    82 TR     - Traceroute                 [RFC1393]
      1     0     19   147 ADDEXT - Address Extension     [Ullmann IPv7]
      1     0     21   149 SDB    - Selective Directed Broadcast [Graff]
      1     0     23   151 DPS    - Dynamic Packet State         [Malis]
      1     0     24   152 UMP    - Upstream Multicast Pkt.  [Farinacci]

   The IP options "MTU Probe" (MTUP, value 11) and "MTU Reply" (MTUR,
   value 12) were initially defined in [RFC1063] and have already been
   deprecated by [RFC1191].

4.  Changing the Status of the Corresponding RFCs to Historic

   Per this document, the RFC Editor has changed the status of
   [RFC1385], [RFC1393], [RFC1475], and [RFC1770] to Historic.

5.  Security Considerations

   This document does not modify the security properties of the IPv4
   options being deprecated.
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   Clarifications and Implementation Notes for DNS Security (DNSSEC)

Abstract

   This document is a collection of technical clarifications to the DNS
   Security (DNSSEC) document set.  It is meant to serve as a resource
   to implementors as well as a collection of DNSSEC errata that existed
   at the time of writing.

   This document updates the core DNSSEC documents (RFC 4033, RFC 4034,
   and RFC 4035) as well as the NSEC3 specification (RFC 5155).  It also
   defines NSEC3 and SHA-2 (RFC 4509 and RFC 5702) as core parts of the
   DNSSEC specification.

Status of This Memo

   This is an Internet Standards Track document.

   This document is a product of the Internet Engineering Task Force
   (IETF).  It represents the consensus of the IETF community.  It has
   received public review and has been approved for publication by the
   Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG).  Further information on
   Internet Standards is available in Section 2 of RFC 5741.

   Information about the current status of this document, any errata,
   and how to provide feedback on it may be obtained at
   http://www.rfc-editor.org/info/rfc6840.
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1.  Introduction and Terminology

   This document lists some additions, clarifications, and corrections
   to the core DNSSEC specification, as originally described in
   [RFC4033], [RFC4034], and [RFC4035], and later amended by [RFC5155].
   (See Section 2 for more recent additions to that core document set.)

   It is intended to serve as a resource for implementors and as a
   repository of items existing at the time of writing that need to be
   addressed when advancing the DNSSEC documents along the Standards
   Track.

1.1.  Structure of This Document

   The clarifications and changes to DNSSEC are sorted according to
   their importance, starting with ones which could, if ignored, lead to
   security problems and progressing down to clarifications that are
   expected to have little operational impact.

1.2.  Terminology



   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "NOT RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and
   "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in
   [RFC2119].

2.  Important Additions to DNSSEC

   This section lists some documents that are now considered core DNSSEC
   protocol documents in addition to those originally specified in
   Section 10 of [RFC4033].

2.1.  NSEC3 Support

   [RFC5155] describes the use and behavior of the NSEC3 and NSEC3PARAM
   records for hashed denial of existence.  Validator implementations
   are strongly encouraged to include support for NSEC3 because a number
   of highly visible zones use it.  Validators that do not support
   validation of responses using NSEC3 will be hampered in validating
   large portions of the DNS space.

   [RFC5155] is now considered part of the DNS Security Document Family
   as described by Section 10 of [RFC4033].
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   Note that the algorithm identifiers defined in [RFC5155] (DSA-NSEC3-
   SHA1 and RSASHA1-NSEC3-SHA1) and [RFC5702] (RSASHA256 and RSASHA512)
   signal that a zone might be using NSEC3, rather than NSEC.  The zone
   may be using either, and validators supporting these algorithms MUST
   support both NSEC3 and NSEC responses.

2.2.  SHA-2 Support

   [RFC4509] describes the use of SHA-256 as a digest algorithm in
   Delegation Signer (DS) RRs.  [RFC5702] describes the use of the
   RSASHA256 and RSASHA512 algorithms in DNSKEY and RRSIG RRs.
   Validator implementations are strongly encouraged to include support
   for these algorithms for DS, DNSKEY, and RRSIG records.

   Both [RFC4509] and [RFC5702] are now considered part of the DNS
   Security Document Family as described by Section 10 of [RFC4033].

3.  Scaling Concerns

3.1.  Implement a BAD Cache

   Section 4.7 of [RFC4035] permits security-aware resolvers to
   implement a BAD cache.  That guidance has changed: security-aware
   resolvers SHOULD implement a BAD cache as described in [RFC4035].

   This change in guidance is based on operational experience with



   DNSSEC administrative errors leading to significant increases in DNS
   traffic, with an accompanying realization that such events are more
   likely and more damaging than originally supposed.  An example of one
   such event is documented in "Rolling Over DNSSEC Keys" [Huston].

4.  Security Concerns

   This section provides clarifications that, if overlooked, could lead
   to security issues.

4.1.  Clarifications on Nonexistence Proofs

   Section 5.4 of [RFC4035] under-specifies the algorithm for checking
   nonexistence proofs.  In particular, the algorithm as presented would
   allow a validator to interpret an NSEC or NSEC3 RR from an ancestor
   zone as proving the nonexistence of an RR in a child zone.

   An "ancestor delegation" NSEC RR (or NSEC3 RR) is one with:

   o  the NS bit set,

   o  the Start of Authority (SOA) bit clear, and
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   o  a signer field that is shorter than the owner name of the NSEC RR,
      or the original owner name for the NSEC3 RR.

   Ancestor delegation NSEC or NSEC3 RRs MUST NOT be used to assume
   nonexistence of any RRs below that zone cut, which include all RRs at
   that (original) owner name other than DS RRs, and all RRs below that
   owner name regardless of type.

   Similarly, the algorithm would also allow an NSEC RR at the same
   owner name as a DNAME RR, or an NSEC3 RR at the same original owner
   name as a DNAME, to prove the nonexistence of names beneath that
   DNAME.  An NSEC or NSEC3 RR with the DNAME bit set MUST NOT be used
   to assume the nonexistence of any subdomain of that NSEC/NSEC3 RR's
   (original) owner name.

4.2.  Validating Responses to an ANY Query

   [RFC4035] does not address how to validate responses when QTYPE=*.
   As described in Section 6.2.2 of [RFC1034], a proper response to
   QTYPE=* may include a subset of the RRsets at a given name.  That is,
   it is not necessary to include all RRsets at the QNAME in the
   response.

   When validating a response to QTYPE=*, all received RRsets that match
   QNAME and QCLASS MUST be validated.  If any of those RRsets fail
   validation, the answer is considered Bogus.  If there are no RRsets
   matching QNAME and QCLASS, that fact MUST be validated according to
   the rules in Section 5.4 of [RFC4035] (as clarified in this
   document).  To be clear, a validator must not expect to receive all
   records at the QNAME in response to QTYPE=*.

4.3.  Check for CNAME



   Section 5 of [RFC4035] says nothing explicit about validating
   responses based on (or that should be based on) CNAMEs.  When
   validating a NOERROR/NODATA response, validators MUST check the CNAME
   bit in the matching NSEC or NSEC3 RR's type bitmap in addition to the
   bit for the query type.

   Without this check, an attacker could successfully transform a
   positive CNAME response into a NOERROR/NODATA response by (for
   example) simply stripping the CNAME RRset from the response.  A naive
   validator would then note that the QTYPE was not present in the
   matching NSEC/NSEC3 RR, but fail to notice that the CNAME bit was
   set; thus, the response should have been a positive CNAME response.
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4.4.  Insecure Delegation Proofs

   Section 5.2 of [RFC4035] specifies that a validator, when proving a
   delegation is not secure, needs to check for the absence of the DS
   and SOA bits in the NSEC (or NSEC3) type bitmap.  The validator also
   MUST check for the presence of the NS bit in the matching NSEC (or
   NSEC3) RR (proving that there is, indeed, a delegation), or
   alternately make sure that the delegation is covered by an NSEC3 RR
   with the Opt-Out flag set.

   Without this check, an attacker could reuse an NSEC or NSEC3 RR
   matching a non-delegation name to spoof an unsigned delegation at
   that name.  This would claim that an existing signed RRset (or set of
   signed RRsets) is below an unsigned delegation, thus not signed and
   vulnerable to further attack.

5.  Interoperability Concerns

5.1.  Errors in Canonical Form Type Code List

   When canonicalizing DNS names (for both ordering and signing), DNS
   names in the RDATA section of NSEC resource records are not converted
   to lowercase.  DNS names in the RDATA section of RRSIG resource
   records are converted to lowercase.

   The guidance in the above paragraph differs from what has been
   published before but is consistent with current common practice.
   Item 3 of Section 6.2 of [RFC4034] says that names in both of these
   RR types should be converted to lowercase.  The earlier [RFC3755]
   says that they should not.  Current practice follows neither document
   fully.

   Section 6.2 of [RFC4034] also erroneously lists HINFO as a record
   that needs conversion to lowercase, and twice at that.  Since HINFO
   records contain no domain names, they are not subject to case
   conversion.

5.2.  Unknown DS Message Digest Algorithms



   Section 5.2 of [RFC4035] includes rules for how to handle delegations
   to zones that are signed with entirely unsupported public key
   algorithms, as indicated by the key algorithms shown in those zones'
   DS RRsets.  It does not explicitly address how to handle DS records
   that use unsupported message digest algorithms.  In brief, DS records
   using unknown or unsupported message digest algorithms MUST be
   treated the same way as DS records referring to DNSKEY RRs of unknown
   or unsupported public key algorithms.
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   The existing text says:

      If the validator does not support any of the algorithms listed in
      an authenticated DS RRset, then the resolver has no supported
      authentication path leading from the parent to the child.  The
      resolver should treat this case as it would the case of an
      authenticated NSEC RRset proving that no DS RRset exists, as
      described above.

   In other words, when determining the security status of a zone, a
   validator disregards any authenticated DS records that specify
   unknown or unsupported DNSKEY algorithms.  If none are left, the zone
   is treated as if it were unsigned.

   This document modifies the above text to additionally disregard
   authenticated DS records using unknown or unsupported message digest
   algorithms.

5.3.  Private Algorithms

   As discussed above, Section 5.2 of [RFC4035] requires that validators
   make decisions about the security status of zones based on the public
   key algorithms shown in the DS records for those zones.  In the case
   of private algorithms, as described in Appendix A.1.1 of [RFC4034],
   the eight-bit algorithm field in the DS RR is not conclusive about
   what algorithm(s) is actually in use.

   If no private algorithms appear in the DS RRset, or if any supported
   algorithm appears in the DS RRset, no special processing is needed.
   Furthermore, if the validator implementation does not support any
   private algorithms, or only supports private algorithms using an
   algorithm number not present in the DS RRset, no special processing
   is needed.

   In the remaining cases, the security status of the zone depends on
   whether or not the resolver supports any of the private algorithms in
   use (provided that these DS records use supported message digest
   algorithms, as discussed in Section 5.2 of this document).  In these
   cases, the resolver MUST retrieve the corresponding DNSKEY for each
   private algorithm DS record and examine the public key field to
   determine the algorithm in use.  The security-aware resolver MUST
   ensure that the hash of the DNSKEY RR's owner name and RDATA matches
   the digest in the DS RR as described in Section 5.2 of [RFC4035],
   authenticating the DNSKEY.  If all of the retrieved and authenticated



   DNSKEY RRs use unknown or unsupported private algorithms, then the
   zone is treated as if it were unsigned.
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   Note that if none of the private algorithm DS RRs can be securely
   matched to DNSKEY RRs and no other DS establishes that the zone is
   secure, the referral should be considered Bogus data as discussed in
   [RFC4035].

   This clarification facilitates the broader use of private algorithms,
   as suggested by [RFC4955].

5.4.  Caution about Local Policy and Multiple RRSIGs

   When multiple RRSIGs cover a given RRset, Section 5.3.3 of [RFC4035]
   suggests that "the local resolver security policy determines whether
   the resolver also has to test these RRSIG RRs and how to resolve
   conflicts if these RRSIG RRs lead to differing results".

   This document specifies that a resolver SHOULD accept any valid RRSIG
   as sufficient, and only determine that an RRset is Bogus if all
   RRSIGs fail validation.

   If a resolver adopts a more restrictive policy, there's a danger that
   properly signed data might unnecessarily fail validation due to cache
   timing issues.  Furthermore, certain zone management techniques, like
   the Double Signature Zone Signing Key Rollover method described in
   Section 4.2.1.2 of [RFC6781], will not work reliably.  Such a
   resolver is also vulnerable to malicious insertion of gibberish
   signatures.

5.5.  Key Tag Calculation

   Appendix B.1 of [RFC4034] incorrectly defines the Key Tag field
   calculation for algorithm 1.  It correctly says that the Key Tag is
   the most significant 16 of the least significant 24 bits of the
   public key modulus.  However, [RFC4034] then goes on to incorrectly
   say that this is fourth-to-last and third-to-last octets of the
   public key modulus.  It is, in fact, the third-to-last and second-to-
   last octets.

5.6.  Setting the DO Bit on Replies

   As stated in Section 3 of [RFC3225], the DNSSEC OK (DO) bit of the
   query MUST be copied in the response.  However, in order to
   interoperate with implementations that ignore this rule on sending,
   resolvers MUST ignore the DO bit in responses.
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5.7.  Setting the AD Bit on Queries

   The semantics of the Authentic Data (AD) bit in the query were
   previously undefined.  Section 4.6 of [RFC4035] instructed resolvers
   to always clear the AD bit when composing queries.

   This document defines setting the AD bit in a query as a signal
   indicating that the requester understands and is interested in the
   value of the AD bit in the response.  This allows a requester to
   indicate that it understands the AD bit without also requesting
   DNSSEC data via the DO bit.

5.8.  Setting the AD Bit on Replies

   Section 3.2.3 of [RFC4035] describes under which conditions a
   validating resolver should set or clear the AD bit in a response.  In
   order to interoperate with legacy stub resolvers and middleboxes that
   neither understand nor ignore the AD bit, validating resolvers SHOULD
   only set the AD bit when a response both meets the conditions listed
   in Section 3.2.3 of [RFC4035], and the request contained either a set
   DO bit or a set AD bit.

5.9.  Always Set the CD Bit on Queries

   When processing a request with the Checking Disabled (CD) bit set, a
   resolver SHOULD attempt to return all response data, even data that
   has failed DNSSEC validation.  Section 3.2.2 of [RFC4035] requires a
   resolver processing a request with the CD bit set to set the CD bit
   on its upstream queries.

   This document further specifies that validating resolvers SHOULD set
   the CD bit on every upstream query.  This is regardless of whether
   the CD bit was set on the incoming query or whether it has a trust
   anchor at or above the QNAME.

   [RFC4035] is ambiguous about what to do when a cached response was
   obtained with the CD bit unset, a case that only arises when the
   resolver chooses not to set the CD bit on all upstream queries, as
   specified above.  In the typical case, no new query is required, nor
   does the cache need to track the state of the CD bit used to make a
   given query.  The problem arises when the cached response is a server
   failure (RCODE 2), which may indicate that the requested data failed
   DNSSEC validation at an upstream validating resolver.  ([RFC2308]
   permits caching of server failures for up to five minutes.)  In these
   cases, a new query with the CD bit set is required.

   Appendix B discusses more of the logic behind the recommendation
   presented in this section.
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5.10.  Nested Trust Anchors

   A DNSSEC validator may be configured such that, for a given response,
   more than one trust anchor could be used to validate the chain of
   trust to the response zone.  For example, imagine a validator
   configured with trust anchors for "example." and "zone.example."
   When the validator is asked to validate a response to
   "www.sub.zone.example.", either trust anchor could apply.

   When presented with this situation, DNSSEC validators have a choice
   of which trust anchor(s) to use.  Which to use is a matter of
   implementation choice.  Appendix C discusses several possible
   algorithms.

   It is possible and advisable to expose the choice of policy as a
   configuration option.  As a default, it is suggested that validators
   implement the "Accept Any Success" policy described in Appendix C.2
   while exposing other policies as configuration options.

   The "Accept Any Success" policy is to try all applicable trust
   anchors until one gives a validation result of Secure, in which case
   the final validation result is Secure.  If and only if all applicable
   trust anchors give a result of Insecure, the final validation result
   is Insecure.  If one or more trust anchors lead to a Bogus result and
   there is no Secure result, then the final validation result is Bogus.

5.11.  Mandatory Algorithm Rules

   The last paragraph of Section 2.2 of [RFC4035] includes rules
   describing which algorithms must be used to sign a zone.  Since these
   rules have been confusing, they are restated using different language
   here:

      The DS RRset and DNSKEY RRset are used to signal which algorithms
      are used to sign a zone.  The presence of an algorithm in either a
      zone's DS or DNSKEY RRset signals that that algorithm is used to
      sign the entire zone.

      A signed zone MUST include a DNSKEY for each algorithm present in
      the zone's DS RRset and expected trust anchors for the zone.  The
      zone MUST also be signed with each algorithm (though not each key)
      present in the DNSKEY RRset.  It is possible to add algorithms at
      the DNSKEY that aren't in the DS record, but not vice versa.  If
      more than one key of the same algorithm is in the DNSKEY RRset, it
      is sufficient to sign each RRset with any subset of these DNSKEYs.
      It is acceptable to sign some RRsets with one subset of keys (or
      key) and other RRsets with a different subset, so long as at least
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      one DNSKEY of each algorithm is used to sign each RRset.
      Likewise, if there are DS records for multiple keys of the same
      algorithm, any subset of those may appear in the DNSKEY RRset.

   This requirement applies to servers, not validators.  Validators
   SHOULD accept any single valid path.  They SHOULD NOT insist that all



   algorithms signaled in the DS RRset work, and they MUST NOT insist
   that all algorithms signaled in the DNSKEY RRset work.  A validator
   MAY have a configuration option to perform a signature completeness
   test to support troubleshooting.

5.12.  Ignore Extra Signatures from Unknown Keys

   Validating resolvers MUST disregard RRSIGs in a zone that do not
   (currently) have a corresponding DNSKEY in the zone.  Similarly, a
   validating resolver MUST disregard RRSIGs with algorithm types that
   don't exist in the DNSKEY RRset.

   Good key rollover and algorithm rollover practices, as discussed in
   RFC 6781 and its successor documents and as suggested by the rules in
   the previous section, may require that such RRSIGs be present in a
   zone.

6.  Minor Corrections and Clarifications

6.1.  Finding Zone Cuts

   Appendix C.8 of [RFC4035] discusses sending DS queries to the servers
   for a parent zone but does not state how to find those servers.
   Specific instructions can be found in Section 4.2 of [RFC4035].

6.2.  Clarifications on DNSKEY Usage

   It is possible to use different DNSKEYs to sign different subsets of
   a zone, constrained only by the rules in Section 5.11.  It is even
   possible to use a different DNSKEY for each RRset in a zone, subject
   only to practical limits on the size of the DNSKEY RRset and the
   above rules.  However, be aware that there is no way to tell
   resolvers what a particular DNSKEY is supposed to be used for -- any
   DNSKEY in the zone's signed DNSKEY RRset may be used to authenticate
   any RRset in the zone.  For example, if a weaker or less trusted
   DNSKEY is being used to authenticate NSEC RRsets or all dynamically
   updated records, that same DNSKEY can also be used to sign any other
   RRsets from the zone.

   Furthermore, note that the SEP bit setting has no effect on how a
   DNSKEY may be used -- the validation process is specifically
   prohibited from using that bit by Section 2.1.2 of [RFC4034].  It is
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   possible to use a DNSKEY without the SEP bit set as the sole secure
   entry point to the zone, yet use a DNSKEY with the SEP bit set to
   sign all RRsets in the zone (other than the DNSKEY RRset).  It is
   also possible to use a single DNSKEY, with or without the SEP bit
   set, to sign the entire zone, including the DNSKEY RRset itself.

6.3.  Errors in Examples

   The text in Appendix C.1 of [RFC4035] refers to the examples in
   Appendix B.1 as "x.w.example.com" while B.1 uses "x.w.example".  This
   is painfully obvious in the second paragraph where it states that the
   RRSIG labels field value of 3 indicates that the answer was not the



   result of wildcard expansion.  This is true for "x.w.example" but not
   for "x.w.example.com", which of course has a label count of 4
   (antithetically, a label count of 3 would imply the answer was the
   result of a wildcard expansion).

   The first paragraph of Appendix C.6 of [RFC4035] also has a minor
   error: the reference to "a.z.w.w.example" should instead be
   "a.z.w.example", as in the previous line.

6.4.  Errors in RFC 5155

   An NSEC3 record that matches an Empty Non-Terminal effectively has no
   type associated with it.  This NSEC3 record has an empty type bit
   map.  Section 3.2.1 of [RFC5155] contains the statement:

      Blocks with no types present MUST NOT be included.

   However, the same section contains a regular expression:

      Type Bit Maps Field = ( Window Block # | Bitmap Length | Bitmap )+

   The plus sign in the regular expression indicates that there is one
   or more of the preceding element.  This means that there must be at
   least one window block.  If this window block has no types, it
   contradicts with the first statement.  Therefore, the correct text in
   Section 3.2.1 of [RFC5155] should be:

      Type Bit Maps Field = ( Window Block # | Bitmap Length | Bitmap )*

7.  Security Considerations

   This document adds SHA-2 and NSEC3 support to the core DNSSEC
   protocol.  Security considerations for those features are discussed
   in the documents defining them.  Additionally, this document
   addresses some ambiguities and omissions in the core DNSSEC documents
   that, if not recognized and addressed in implementations, could lead
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   to security failures.  In particular, the validation algorithm
   clarifications in Section 4 are critical for preserving the security
   properties DNSSEC offers.  Furthermore, failure to address some of
   the interoperability concerns in Section 5 could limit the ability to
   later change or expand DNSSEC, including adding new algorithms.

   The recommendation in Section 5.9 to always set the CD bit has
   security implications.  By setting the CD bit, a resolver will not
   benefit from more stringent validation rules or a more complete set
   of trust anchors at an upstream validator.
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Appendix B.  Discussion of Setting the CD Bit

   [RFC4035] may be read as relying on the implicit assumption that
   there is at most one validating system between the stub resolver and
   the authoritative server for a given zone.  It is entirely possible,
   however, for more than one validator to exist between a stub resolver
   and an authoritative server.  If these different validators have
   disjoint trust anchors configured, then it is possible that each
   would be able to validate some portion of the DNS tree, but neither
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   is able to validate all of it.  Accordingly, it might be argued that
   it is desirable not to set the CD bit on upstream queries, because
   that allows for maximal validation.

   In Section 5.9 of this document, it is recommended to set the CD bit
   on an upstream query even when the incoming query arrives with CD=0.
   This is for two reasons: it encourages a more predictable validation
   experience as only one validator is always doing the validation, and
   it ensures that all DNSSEC data that exists may be available from the
   local cache should a query with CD=1 arrive.

   As a matter of policy, it is possible to set the CD bit differently
   than suggested in Section 5.9.  A different choice will, of course,
   not always yield the benefits listed above.  It is beyond the scope
   of this document to outline all of the considerations and counter
   considerations for all possible policies.  Nevertheless, it is
   possible to describe three approaches and their underlying philosophy
   of operation.  These are laid out in the tables below.

   The table that describes each model has five columns.  The first
   column indicates the value of the CD bit that the resolver receives
   (for instance, on the name server side in an iterative resolver, or
   as local policy or from the API in the case of a stub).  The second
   column indicates whether the query needs to be forwarded for
   resolution (F) or can be satisfied from a local cache (C).  The third
   column is a line number, so that it can be referred to later in the
   table.  The fourth column indicates any relevant conditions at the
   resolver, for example, whether the resolver has a covering trust
   anchor, and so on.  If there are no parameters here, the column is
   empty.  The fifth and final column indicates what action the resolver
   takes.

   The tables differentiate between "cached data" and "cached RCODE=2".
   This is a shorthand; the point is that one has to treat RCODE=2
   (server failure) as special, because it might indicate a validation
   failure somewhere upstream.  The distinction is really between



   "cached RCODE=2" and "cached everything else".

   The tables are probably easiest to think of in terms of describing
   what happens when a stub resolver sends a query to an intermediate
   resolver, but they are perfectly general and can be applied to any
   validating resolver.

   Model 1: "always set"

   This model is so named because the validating resolver sets the CD
   bit on queries it makes regardless of whether it has a covering trust
   anchor for the query.  The general philosophy represented by this
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   table is that only one resolver should be responsible for validation
   irrespective of the possibility that an upstream resolver may be
   present with trust anchors that cover different or additional QNAMEs.
   It is the model recommended in Section 5.9 of this document.

    CD F/C    line      conditions            action
    ====================================================================
    1   F      A1                             Set CD=1 on upstream query
    0   F      A2                             Set CD=1 on upstream query
    1   C      A3                             Return the cache contents
                                               (data or RCODE=2)
    0   C      A4       no covering TA        Return cache contents
                                               (data or RCODE=2)
    0   C      A5       covering TA           Validate cached result and
                                               return it

   Model 2: "never set when receiving CD=0"

   This model is so named because it sets CD=0 on upstream queries for
   all received CD=0 queries, even if it has a covering trust anchor.
   The general philosophy represented by this table is that more than
   one resolver may take responsibility for validating a QNAME and that
   a validation failure for a QNAME by any resolver in the chain is a
   validation failure for the query.  Using this model is NOT
   RECOMMENDED.

    CD F/C    line       conditions           action
    ====================================================================
    1  F      N1                              Set CD=1 on upstream query
    0  F      N2                              Set CD=0 on upstream query
    1  C      N3         cached data          Return cached data
    1  C      N4         cached RCODE=2       Treat as line N1
    0  C      N5         no covering TA       Return cache contents
                                               (data or RCODE=2)
    0  C      N6         covering TA &        Treat as line N2
                          cached data was
                          generated with CD=1
    0  C      N7         covering TA &        Validate and return
                          cached data was
                          generated with CD=0



   Model 3: "sometimes set"

   This model is so named because it sets the CD bit on upstream queries
   triggered by received CD=0 queries, based on whether the validator
   has a trust anchor configured that covers the query.  If there is no
   covering trust anchor, the resolver clears the CD bit in the upstream
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   query.  If there is a covering trust anchor, the resolver sets CD=1
   and performs validation itself.  The general philosophy represented
   by this table is that a resolver should try and validate QNAMEs for
   which it has trust anchors and should not preclude validation by
   other resolvers for QNAMEs for which it does not have covering trust
   anchors.  Using this model is NOT RECOMMENDED.

    CD F/C    line       conditions         action
    ====================================================================
    1  F      S1                            Set CD=1 on upstream query
    0  F      S2         covering TA        Set CD=1 on upstream query
    0  F      S3         no covering TA     Set CD=0 on upstream query
    1  C      S4         cached data        Return cached data
    1  C      S5         cached RCODE=2     Treat as line S1
    0  C      S6         cached data was    Return cache contents
                          generated with
                          CD=0
    0  C      S7         cached data was    Validate & return cache
                          generated with     contents
                          CD=1 &
                          covering TA
    0  C      S8         cached RCODE=2     Return cache contents
    0  C      S9         cached data        Treat as line S3
                          was generated
                          with CD=1 &
                          no covering
                          TA

Appendix C.  Discussion of Trust Anchor Preference Options

   This section presents several different policies for validating
   resolvers to use when they have a choice of trust anchors available
   for validating a given answer.

C.1.  Closest Encloser

   One policy is to choose the trust anchor closest to the QNAME of the
   response.  For example, consider a validator configured with trust
   anchors for "example." and "zone.example."  When asked to validate a
   response for "www.sub.zone.example.", a validator using the "Closest
   Encloser" policy would choose the "zone.example." trust anchor.

   This policy has the advantage of allowing the operator to trivially
   override a parent zone's trust anchor with one that the operator can
   validate in a stronger way, perhaps because the resolver operator is
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   affiliated with the zone in question.  This policy also minimizes the
   number of public key operations needed, which is of benefit in
   resource-constrained environments.

   This policy has the disadvantage of giving the user some unexpected
   and unnecessary validation failures when sub-zone trust anchors are
   neglected.  As a concrete example, consider a validator that
   configured a trust anchor for "zone.example." in 2009 and one for
   "example." in 2011.  In 2012, "zone.example." rolls its Key Signing
   Key (KSK) and updates its DS records, but the validator operator
   doesn't update its trust anchor.  With the "Closest Encloser" policy,
   the validator gets validation failures.

C.2.  Accept Any Success

   Another policy is to try all applicable trust anchors until one gives
   a validation result of Secure, in which case the final validation
   result is Secure.  If and only if all applicable trust anchors give a
   result of Insecure, the final validation result is Insecure.  If one
   or more trust anchors lead to a Bogus result and there is no Secure
   result, then the final validation result is Bogus.

   This has the advantage of causing the fewest validation failures,
   which may deliver a better user experience.  If one trust anchor is
   out of date (as in our above example), the user may still be able to
   get a Secure validation result (and see DNS responses).

   This policy has the disadvantage of making the validator subject to
   the compromise of the weakest of these trust anchors, while making it
   relatively painless to keep old trust anchors configured in
   perpetuity.

C.3.  Preference Based on Source

   When the trust anchors have come from different sources (e.g.,
   automated updates ([RFC5011]), one or more DNSSEC Lookaside
   Validation (DLV) registries ([RFC5074]), and manual configuration), a
   validator may wish to choose between them based on the perceived
   reliability of those sources.  The order of precedence might be
   exposed as a configuration option.

   For example, a validator might choose to prefer trust anchors found
   in a DLV registry over those manually configured on the theory that
   the manually configured ones will not be as aggressively maintained.
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   Conversely, a validator might choose to prefer manually configured
   trust anchors over those obtained from a DLV registry on the theory
   that the manually configured ones have been more carefully
   authenticated.

   Or the validator might do something more complex: prefer a sub-set of
   manually configured trust anchors (based on a configuration option),
   then trust anchors that have been updated using the mechanism in
   [RFC5011], then trust anchors from one DLV registry, then trust
   anchors from a different DLV registry, then the rest of the manually
   configured trust anchors.
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1.  Introduction

   The Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) defined in [RFC2131]
   provides configuration parameters to hosts on an IP-based network.
   DHCP is built on a client-server model, where designated DHCP servers
   allocate network addresses and deliver configuration parameters to
   dynamically configured hosts.

   The changes to [RFC2131] defined in this document clarify the use of
   the 'client identifier' option by the DHCP servers.  The
   clarification addresses the issues (as mentioned in Problem
   Statement) arising out of the point specified by [RFC2131] that the
   server MUST NOT return the 'client identifier' option to the client.

1.1.  Requirements Language

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

2.  Problem Statement

   [RFC2131] specifies that a combination of 'client identifier' or
   'chaddr' and assigned network address constitute a unique identifier
   for the client's lease and are used by both the client and server to
   identify a lease referred in any DHCP messages.  [RFC2131] also
   specifies that the server MUST NOT return the 'client identifier'
   option in DHCPOFFER and DHCPACK messages.  Furthermore, DHCP relay
   agents and servers implementing [RFC2131] MAY drop the DHCP packets
   in the absence of both the 'client identifier' and 'chaddr' option.

   In some cases, a client may not have a valid hardware address to
   populate the 'chaddr' field and may set the field to all zeroes.  One
   such example is when DHCP is used to assign an IP address to a mobile
   phone or a tablet and where the 'chaddr' field is set to zero in DHCP
   request packets.  In such cases, the client usually sets the 'client
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   identifier' option field (to a value as permitted in [RFC2131]), and
   both the client and server use this field to uniquely identify the
   client with in a subnet.

   Note that due to aforementioned recommendations in [RFC2131], valid
   downstream DHCP packets (DHCPOFFER, DHCPACK, and DHCPNAK) from the
   server MAY get dropped at the DHCP relay agent in the absence of the
   'client identifier' option when the 'chaddr' field is set to zero.

   The problem may get aggravated when a client receives a response from
   the server without 'client identifier' and with the 'chaddr' value
   set to zero, as it cannot guarantee that the response is intended for



   it.  This is due to the fact that even though the 'xid' field is
   present to map responses with requests, this field alone cannot
   guarantee that a particular response is for a particular client, as
   'xid' values generated by multiple clients within a subnet need not
   be unique.

   Lack of the 'client identifier' option in DHCP reply messages also
   affects the scenario where multiple DHCP clients may be running on
   the same host sharing the same 'chaddr'.

   This document attempts to address these problems faced by the DHCP
   relay agent and client by proposing modification to DHCP server
   behavior.  The solution specified in this document is in line with
   DHCPv6 [RFC3315] where the server always includes the Client
   Identifier option in the Reply messages.

   The requirement for DHCP servers not to return the 'client
   identifier' option was made purely to conserve the limited space in
   the packet.  It is possible, though unlikely, that clients will drop
   packets that contain this formerly unexpected option.  There are no
   known client implementations that will drop packets, but the benefit
   provided by this change outweighs any small risk of such behavior.
   More harm is being done by not having the 'client identifier' option
   present than might be done by adding it now.

3.  Modification to RFC 2131

   If the 'client identifier' option is present in a message received
   from a client, the server MUST return the 'client identifier' option,
   unaltered, in its response message.

   The following table is extracted from Section 4.3.1 of [RFC2131] and
   relevant fields are modified accordingly to overcome the problems
   mentioned in this document.
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   Option                    DHCPOFFER    DHCPACK            DHCPNAK
   ------                    ---------    -------            -------
   Client identifier (if     MUST         MUST               MUST
     sent by client)
   Client identifier (if     MUST NOT     MUST NOT           MUST NOT
     not sent by client)

   When a client receives a DHCP message containing a 'client
   identifier' option, the client MUST compare that client identifier to
   the one it is configured to send.  If the two client identifiers do
   not match, the client MUST silently discard the message.

4.  Security Considerations

   This specification does not add any new security considerations other
   than the ones already mentioned in [RFC2131].  It is worth noting
   that DHCP clients routinely connect to different IP networks managed



   by different network providers.  DHCP clients have no a priori
   knowledge of which network they are connecting to.  Consequently, the
   client identifier will, by definition, be routinely shared with
   network operators and could be used in ways that violate the user's
   privacy.  This is a problem that existed in [RFC2131].  This document
   does nothing to address this problem.
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1.  Introduction

   OSPF [RFC2328] operation on broadcast interfaces takes advantage of
   the broadcast capabilities of the underlying medium for doing
   neighbor discovery and maintenance.  Further, it uses a Designated
   Router (DR) and Backup Designated Router (BDR) to keep the Link State
   Advertisement (LSA) databases of the routers on the network
   synchronized in an efficient manner.  However, it has the limitation
   that a router cannot advertise different costs to each of the
   neighboring routers on the network in its router-LSA.

   Consider a radio network that supports true broadcast, yet the
   metrics between different pairs of terminals could be different for
   various reasons (e.g., different signal strength due to placement).
   When running OSPF over the radio network, for a router to advertise
   different costs to different neighbors, the interface must be treated
   as point-to-multipoint (P2MP), even though the network has true
   broadcast capability.

   Operation on point-to-multipoint interfaces could require explicit
   configuration of the identity of neighboring routers.  It also
   requires the router to send separate Hellos to each neighbor on the
   network.  Further, it mandates establishment of adjacencies to all
   configured or discovered neighbors on the network.  However, it gives
   the routers the flexibility to advertise different costs to each of
   the neighboring routers in their router-LSAs.

   This document proposes a new interface type that can be used on
   networks that have broadcast capability.  In this mode, neighbor
   discovery and maintenance, as well as database synchronization are
   performed using existing procedures for broadcast mode.  The network
   is modeled as a collection of point-to-point links in the router-LSA,
   just as it would be in point-to-multipoint mode.  This new interface
   type is referred to as hybrid-broadcast-and-P2MP in the rest of this
   document.

2.  Requirements Language



   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

3.  Motivation

   There are some networks that are broadcast capable but have a
   potentially different cost associated with communication between any
   given pair of nodes.  The cost could be based on the underlying
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   topology as well as various link quality metrics such as bandwidth,
   delay, and jitter, among others.

   It is not accurate to treat such networks as OSPF broadcast networks
   since that does not allow a router to advertise a different cost to
   each of the other routers.  Using OSPF point-to-multipoint mode would
   satisfy the requirement to correctly describe the cost to reach each
   router.  However, it would be inefficient in the sense that it would
   require forming O(N^2) adjacencies when there are N routers on the
   network.

   It is advantageous to use the hybrid-broadcast-and-P2MP type for such
   networks.  This combines the flexibility of point-to-multipoint type
   with the advantages and efficiencies of broadcast interface type.

4.  Operation

   OSPF routers supporting the capabilities described herein should have
   support for an additional hybrid-broadcast-and-P2MP type for the Type
   data item described in Section 9 of [RFC2328].

   The following sub-sections describe salient aspects of OSPF operation
   on routers configured with a hybrid-broadcast-and-P2MP interface.

4.1.  Interface Parameters

   The "Router Priority" interface parameter as specified in OSPFv2
   [RFC2328] and OSPFv3 [RFC5340] applies to a hybrid-broadcast-and-P2MP
   interface.

   The "LinkLSASuppression" interface parameter as specified in OSPFv3
   [RFC5340] applies to a hybrid-broadcast-and-P2MP interface.  The
   default value is "disabled".  It may be set to "enabled" via
   configuration.

4.2.  Neighbor Data Structure

   An additional field called the Neighbor Output Cost is added to the
   neighbor data structure.  This is the cost of sending a data packet
   to the neighbor, expressed in the link state metric.  The default
   value of this field is the Interface output cost.  It may be set to a
   different value using mechanisms that are outside the scope of this
   document, like static per-neighbor configuration, or any dynamic
   discovery mechanism that is supported by the underlying network.
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4.3.  Neighbor Discovery and Maintenance

   Routers send and receive Hellos so as to perform neighbor discovery
   and maintenance on the interface using the procedures specified for
   broadcast interfaces in [RFC2328] and [RFC5340].

4.4.  Database Synchronization

   Routers elect a DR and BDR for the interface and use them for initial
   and ongoing database synchronization using the procedures specified
   for broadcast interfaces in [RFC2328] and [RFC5340].

4.5.  Generating Network-LSAs

   Since a hybrid-broadcast-and-P2MP interface is described in router-
   LSAs using a collection of point-to-point links, the DR MUST NOT
   generate a network-LSA for the interface.

4.6.  Generating Router and Intra-Area-Prefix-LSAs

   Routers describe the interface in their router-LSA as specified for a
   point-to-multipoint interface in Section 12.4.1.4 of [RFC2328] and
   Section 4.4.3.2 of [RFC5340], with the following modifications for
   Type 1 links:

   o  If a router is not the DR and does not have a full adjacency to
      the DR, it MUST NOT add any Type 1 links.

   o  If a router is not the DR and has a full adjacency to the DR, and
      both the DR and this router agree on the DR role, it MUST add a
      Type 1 link corresponding to each neighbor that is in state 2-Way
      or higher and to which the DR's router-LSA includes a link.

   o  The cost for a Type 1 link corresponding to a neighbor SHOULD be
      set to the value of the Neighbor Output Cost field as defined in
      Section 4.2.

4.6.1.  Stub Links in OSPFv2 Router-LSA

   Routers MUST add a Type 3 link for their own IP address to the
   router-LSA as described in Section 12.4.1.4 of [RFC2328].  Further,
   they MUST also add a Type 3 link with the Link ID set to the IP
   subnet address, Link Data set to the IP subnet mask, and cost equal
   to the configured output cost of the interface.
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4.6.2.  OSPFv3 Intra-Area-Prefix-LSA

   Routers MUST add globally scoped IPv6 addresses on the interface to
   the intra-area-prefix-LSA as described for point-to-multipoint
   interfaces in Section 4.4.3.9 of [RFC5340].  In addition, they MUST
   also add all globally scoped IPv6 prefixes on the interface to the
   LSA by specifying the PrefixLength, PrefixOptions, and Address Prefix
   fields.  The Metric field for each of these prefixes is set to the
   configured output cost of the interface.

   The DR MUST NOT generate an intra-area-prefix-LSA for the transit
   network for this interface since it does not generate a network-LSA
   for the interface.  Note that the global prefixes associated with the
   interface are advertised in the intra-area-prefix-LSA for the router
   as described above.

4.7.  Next-Hop Calculation

   Next-hops to destinations that are directly connected to a router via
   the interface are calculated as specified for a point-to-multipoint
   interface in Section 16.1.1 of [RFC2328].

4.8.  Graceful Restart

   The following modifications to the procedures defined in Section 2.2,
   item 1, of [RFC3623] are required in order to ensure that the router
   correctly exits graceful restart.

   o  If a router is the DR on the interface, the pre-restart network-
      LSA for the interface MUST NOT be used to determine the previous
      set of adjacencies.

   o  If a router is in state DROther on the interface, an adjacency to
      a non-DR or non-BDR neighbor is considered as reestablished when
      the neighbor state reaches 2-Way.

5.  Compatibility Considerations

   All routers on the network must support the hybrid-broadcast-and-P2MP
   interface type for successful operation.  Otherwise, the interface
   should be configured as a standard broadcast interface.

   If some routers on the network treat the interface as broadcast and
   others as hybrid-broadcast-and-P2MP, neighbors and adjacencies will
   still get formed as for a broadcast interface.  However, due to the
   differences in how router and network-LSAs are built for these two
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   interface types, there will be no traffic traversing certain pairs of
   routers.  Note that this will not cause any persistent loops or
   black-holing of traffic.

   To detect and flag possible mismatched configurations, an
   implementation of this specification SHOULD log a message if a
   network-LSA is received for a locally configured hybrid interface.

6.  Scalability and Deployment Considerations

   Treating a broadcast interface as hybrid-broadcast-and-P2MP results
   in O(N^2) links to represent the network instead of O(N), when there
   are N routers on the network.  This will increase memory usage and
   have a negative impact on route calculation performance on all the
   routers in the area.  Network designers should carefully weigh the
   benefits of using the new interface type against the disadvantages
   mentioned here.

7.  Management Considerations

   The following MIB variable/value should be added to the appropriate
   OSPFv2 and OSPFv3 MIBs ([RFC4750], [RFC5643]).

   o  For ospfIfType/ospfv3IfType, a new value broadcast-P2MP-hybrid (X)
      for the hybrid interface type (X to be defined when the revised
      MIB documents are approved).

   o  For ospfNbrEntry/ospfv3NbrEntry, an ospfNbrMetricValue/
      ospfv3NbrMetricValue attribute for per-neighbor metrics.  In case
      of non-hybrid interfaces, the value is the same as the interface
      metric.

   This section is not normative.

8.  Security Considerations

   This document raises no new security issues for OSPF.  Security
   considerations for the base OSPF protocol are covered in [RFC2328],
   [RFC5340], and [RFC6506].
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1.  Introduction

   The Internet Message Format, as far back as RFC 822 [RFC0822], has



   always required a usable address to appear in the "From:" header
   field of messages in order to allow replies to be sent.  To this end,
   the syntax of messages, up to and including the current specification
   [RFC5322], has required the use of the mailbox address form in the
   originator ("From:" and "Sender:") fields of messages and has
   specifically forbidden the use of the group address form, which
   permits an empty list of addresses (that is, an address list with no
   address included that might be used for a reply).

   However, the use cases for the "From:" field have evolved.  There are
   numerous instances of automated systems that wish to send email but
   cannot handle replies, and a "From:" field with no usable addresses
   would be extremely useful for that purpose.  More recently, work with
   internationalized email addresses [RFC6530] creates a real need to
   take a message with an internationalized email address and hand it to
   an older client that would have no ability to reply to such an
   address but might still wish to display the contents of the message.
   The group construct provides an existing syntax for unusable
   addresses (using the empty list of addresses) and also allows for a
   text label that describes the originator.  For example:

      From: Automated System:;

   A review of many current email programs finds that all reviewed
   clients will properly display a message with group syntax in the
   "From:" field.  At worst, such programs generate an error message
   when an attempt is made to reply to such a message.  No other
   interoperability problems have been discovered.
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   This document therefore updates the Internet Message Format
   specification [RFC5322] to relax that restriction, allowing group
   syntax to be used in the originator ("From:" and "Sender:") fields,
   as well as in their corresponding resent ("Resent-From:" and
   "Resent-Sender:") fields.  This change permits empty groups, as
   described above, and also permits named groups of mailboxes (groups
   with non-empty lists of addresses; see Section 4).  Nevertheless,
   this document recommends against the general use of group syntax in
   these fields at this time (see Section 3).

1.1.  Notational Conventions

   The notational conventions here are the same as those in RFC 5322,
   and the following two subsections are copied directly from that
   document.

1.1.1.  Requirements Notation

   This document occasionally uses terms that appear in capital letters.
   When the terms "MUST", "SHOULD", "RECOMMENDED", "MUST NOT", "SHOULD
   NOT", and "MAY" appear capitalized, they are being used to indicate
   particular requirements of this specification.  A discussion of the
   meanings of these terms appears in the Key Words document [RFC2119].

1.1.2.  Syntactic Notation



   This specification uses the Augmented Backus-Naur Form (ABNF)
   [RFC5234] notation for the formal definitions of the syntax of
   messages.  Characters will be specified either by a decimal value
   (e.g., the value %d65 for uppercase A and %d97 for lowercase A) or by
   a case-insensitive literal value enclosed in quotation marks (e.g.,
   "A" for either uppercase or lowercase A).

2.  Allowing Group Syntax in "From:" and "Sender:"

   Section 3.6.2 of RFC 5322 defines the "From:" header field as
   containing a <mailbox-list> syntax element.  This specification
   changes that definition to use the <address-list> syntax element, as
   is used in other fields, such as "To:", "CC:", and "Reply-To:".  This
   specification also changes the definition of the "Sender:" header
   field from the <mailbox> syntax element to the <address> syntax
   element.  While the <address> element includes the <mailbox> element
   already, we have chosen to specify both in the updated syntax as a
   way of highlighting the limited use intended for the change (see
   Section 3).
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   Section 2.1 below is a full replacement for Section 3.6.2 of RFC
   5322, containing the new syntax as well as a new description of the
   semantics for the "From:" and "Sender:" fields.  Section 2.2 below is
   a replacement of only the ABNF syntax for the "Resent-From:" and
   "Resent-Sender:" fields in Section 3.6.6 of RFC 5322; the rest of the
   syntax as well as the descriptive text of Section 3.6.6 of RFC 5322
   remains unchanged.

   [The text in the following section is not consistent within itself
   nor with the rest of this document in how it refers to message header
   fields, sometimes putting the field name in quotation marks and
   sometimes not, sometimes capitalizing the field name and sometimes
   not, and sometimes including the final colon and sometimes not.
   Because minimizing changes to the original text is more important, in
   this case, than attaining consistency, the text in Section 2.1, as
   well as that in Sections 1.1.1 and 1.1.2 above, is left as it was in
   RFC 5322.]

2.1.  Replacement of RFC 5322, Section 3.6.2. Originator Fields

   The originator fields of a message consist of the from field, the
   sender field (when applicable), and optionally the reply-to field.
   The from field consists of the field name "From" and a
   comma-separated list of one or more addresses (either mailbox or
   group syntax).  If the from field contains more than one mailbox
   specification (including all mailboxes included in any groups), then
   the sender field, containing the field name "Sender" and a single
   address, MUST appear in the message.  The from field and the sender
   field SHOULD NOT use group syntax; rather, the from field SHOULD use
   only the mailbox-list syntax and the sender field SHOULD use only
   mailbox syntax (see RFC 6854, Section 3).  If the sender field uses
   group syntax, the group MUST NOT contain more than one mailbox.  In



   either case, an optional reply-to field MAY also be included, which
   contains the field name "Reply-To" and a comma-separated list of one
   or more addresses.

   from = "From:" (mailbox-list / address-list) CRLF

   sender = "Sender:" (mailbox / address) CRLF

   reply-to = "Reply-To:" address-list CRLF

   The originator fields indicate the mailbox(es) of the source of the
   message.  The "From:" field specifies the author(s) of the message,
   that is, the mailbox(es) of the person(s) or system(s) responsible
   for the writing of the message.  The "Sender:" field specifies the
   mailbox of the agent responsible for the actual transmission of the
   message.  For example, if a secretary were to send a message for
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   another person, the mailbox of the secretary would appear in the
   "Sender:" field and the mailbox of the actual author would appear in
   the "From:" field.  If the originator of the message can be indicated
   by a single mailbox and the author and transmitter are identical, the
   "Sender:" field SHOULD NOT be used.  Otherwise, both fields SHOULD
   appear.

      Note: The transmitter information is always present.  The absence
      of the "Sender:" field is sometimes mistakenly taken to mean that
      the agent responsible for transmission of the message has not been
      specified.  This absence merely means that the transmitter is
      identical to the author and is therefore not redundantly placed
      into the "Sender:" field.

   The originator fields also provide the information required when
   replying to a message.  When the "Reply-To:" field is present, it
   indicates the address(es) to which the author of the message suggests
   that replies be sent.  In the absence of the "Reply-To:" field,
   replies SHOULD by default be sent to the mailbox(es) specified in the
   "From:" field unless otherwise specified by the person composing the
   reply.

   In all cases, the "From:" field SHOULD NOT contain any mailbox that
   does not belong to the author(s) of the message.  See also Section
   3.6.3 of RFC 5322 [RFC5322] for more information on forming the
   destination addresses for a reply.

2.2.  Update to RFC 5322, Section 3.6.6. Resent Fields

   This section updates RFC 5322, Section 3.6.6, to allow groups (via
   the address-list ABNF production) in the "Resent-From:" and
   "Resent-Sender:" fields, to parallel the change to "From:" and
   "Sender:" above.  The ABNF for these fields is changed as follows:

   resent-from = "Resent-From:" (mailbox-list / address-list) CRLF

   resent-sender = "Resent-Sender:" (mailbox / address) CRLF
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3.  Applicability Statement

   Mailbox syntax is the normal syntax to use in the "From:" and
   "Sender:" header fields; the address syntax defined in Section 2.1,
   which allows the specification of a group, is only for Limited Use
   (see RFC 2026 [RFC2026], Section 3.3, item (d)) for the reasons
   described below.

   Many Internet email procedures and much software assumes that the
   addresses in the "From:" and "Sender:" fields can be replied to and
   are suitable for use in organizing and filtering mail.  The use of
   groups instead of mailboxes can disrupt these uses.  Consequently,
   while this specification legitimizes the use of groups, it does so
   only to enable circumstances when that use is necessary.  Because the
   use of this mechanism is new, it is important that its use be limited
   to these circumstances and that it be used with caution.  In
   particular, user agents SHOULD NOT permit the use of groups in those
   fields in outgoing messages.

4.  Examples

   First, consider an email message that is sent by an automated nightly
   monitor program, to which replies should not be sent.  Such messages
   commonly include a valid, replyable address that will discard any
   replies that are sent to it, but recipients who do reply might be
   unaware that their replies will be discarded.  If the message is
   instead presented as follows, the recipients' email clients will not
   allow them to reply in the first place:

      From: Nightly Monitor Robot:;

   Second, consider an email message that is meant to be "from" the two
   managing partners of a business, Ben and Carol, and that is sent by
   their assistant, Dave.  This message could always have been presented
   this way:

      From: ben@example.com,carol@example.com
      Sender: dave@example.com

   This change allows it to be represented this way:

      From: Managing Partners:ben@example.com,carol@example.com;
      Sender: dave@example.com
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5.  Security Considerations

   See the Internet Message Format specification [RFC5322] for general
   discussion of security considerations related to the formatting of
   email messages.

   The "From:" address is special, in that most user agents display this
   address, or the "friendly" text associated with it, to the end user,
   and label it so as to identify it as the origin of the message (as
   implied in Section 3.6.2 of RFC 5322).  Group syntax in the "From:"
   header field can be used to hide the identity of the message
   originator.  It is just as easy to use a fabricated "From:" address
   to accomplish the same thing, so allowing groups in this field does
   not exacerbate the security problem.

   Some protocols attempt to validate the originator address by matching
   the "From:" address to a particular verified domain (for one such
   protocol, see the Author Domain Signing Practices (ADSP) document
   [RFC5617]).  Such protocols will not be applicable to messages that
   lack an actual email address (whether real or fake) in the "From:"
   field.  Local policy will determine how such messages are handled,
   and senders, therefore, need to be aware that using groups in the
   "From:" might adversely affect deliverability of the message.

   Because groups have previously not been allowed in the "From:" and
   "Sender:" header fields, it is possible that some implementations
   that conform to RFC 5322 might not be prepared to handle the group
   syntax, and, indeed, might not even recognize that group syntax is
   being used.  Of those implementations, some subset might, when
   presented with group syntax in those header fields, behave in a way
   that is exploitable by an attacker.  It is deemed unlikely that this
   will be a serious problem in practice: address field parsing is
   generally an integral component of implementations, and address field
   parsers are required to understand group syntax.  In addition, if any
   implementations should be exploitable through this mechanism, it is
   already possible for attackers to do it by violating RFC 5322.  Other
   violations of RFC 5322 are commonly used by malefactors.
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6.  IANA Considerations

   IANA has updated the "Permanent Message Header Field Names" registry
   to include this document as a reference as follows:

   OLD
   +----------------+--------+------------+--------------------------+
   |  From          |  mail  |  standard  |  [RFC5322]               |
   +----------------+--------+------------+--------------------------+

   +----------------+--------+------------+--------------------------+
   |  Sender        |  mail  |  standard  |  [RFC5322]               |
   +----------------+--------+------------+--------------------------+

   +----------------+--------+------------+--------------------------+
   |  Resent-From   |  mail  |  standard  |  [RFC5322]               |
   +----------------+--------+------------+--------------------------+

   +----------------+--------+------------+--------------------------+
   |  Resent-Sender |  mail  |  standard  |  [RFC5322]               |
   +----------------+--------+------------+--------------------------+

   NEW
   +----------------+--------+------------+--------------------------+
   |  From          |  mail  |  standard  |  [RFC5322] [RFC6854]     |
   +----------------+--------+------------+--------------------------+

   +----------------+--------+------------+--------------------------+
   |  Sender        |  mail  |  standard  |  [RFC5322] [RFC6854]     |
   +----------------+--------+------------+--------------------------+

   +----------------+--------+------------+--------------------------+
   |  Resent-From   |  mail  |  standard  |  [RFC5322] [RFC6854]     |
   +----------------+--------+------------+--------------------------+

   +----------------+--------+------------+--------------------------+
   |  Resent-Sender |  mail  |  standard  |  [RFC5322] [RFC6854]     |
   +----------------+--------+------------+--------------------------+
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                  Hiding Transit-Only Networks in OSPF

Abstract

   A transit-only network is defined as a network connecting routers
   only.  In OSPF, transit-only networks are usually configured with
   routable IP addresses, which are advertised in Link State
   Advertisements (LSAs) but are not needed for data traffic.  In
   addition, remote attacks can be launched against routers by sending
   packets to these transit-only networks.  This document presents a
   mechanism to hide transit-only networks to speed up network
   convergence and reduce vulnerability to remote attacks.

   In the context of this document, 'hiding' implies that the prefixes
   are not installed in the routing tables on OSPF routers.  In some
   cases, IP addresses may still be visible when using OSPFv2.

   This document updates RFCs 2328 and 5340.

Status of This Memo

   This is an Internet Standards Track document.

   This document is a product of the Internet Engineering Task Force
   (IETF).  It represents the consensus of the IETF community.  It has
   received public review and has been approved for publication by the
   Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG).  Further information on
   Internet Standards is available in Section 2 of RFC 5741.

   Information about the current status of this document, any errata,
   and how to provide feedback on it may be obtained at
   http://www.rfc-editor.org/info/rfc6860.
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1.  Introduction

   A transit-only network is defined as a network connecting routers
   only.  In OSPF, transit-only networks are usually configured with
   routable IP addresses, which are advertised in LSAs but not needed
   for data traffic.  In addition, remote attacks can be launched
   against routers by sending packets to these transit-only networks.
   This document presents a mechanism to hide transit-only networks to
   speed up network convergence and reduce vulnerability to remote
   attacks.

   Hiding transit-only networks will not impact reachability to the end
   hosts.



   In the context of this document, 'hiding' implies that the prefixes
   are not installed in the routing tables on OSPF routers.  In
   [OSPFv2], the IPv4 interface addresses are still visible in the
   Router-LSA links and the network-LSA Link-State ID (LSID).  In
   [OSPFv3], the router-LSAs and network-LSAs do not contain IPv6
   addresses and are not visible.

   This document updates [OSPFv2] and [OSPFv3] by specifying a mechanism
   that can be used to hide transit-only networks.

1.1.  Requirements Notation

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [KEYWORD].

2.  Hiding IPv4 Transit-Only Networks in OSPFv2

   In [OSPFv2], networks are classified as point-to-point, broadcast, or
   non-broadcast.  In the following sections, we will review how these
   OSPF networks are being advertised and discuss how to hide them.

2.1.  Point-to-Point Networks

   A point-to-point network joins a single pair of routers.  Figure 1
   shows a point-to-point network connecting routers RT1 and RT2.

                  +---+.1    198.51.100.0/30    .2+---+
                  |RT1|---------------------------|RT2|
                  +---+                           +---+

                Figure 1.  Physical Point-to-Point Network
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2.1.1.  Advertising Point-to-Point Networks

   For each numbered point-to-point network, a router has two link
   descriptions in its router-LSA: one Type 1 link (point-to-point)
   describing the neighboring router, and one Type 3 link (stub)
   describing the assigned IPv4 subnet.

   An example of a router-LSA originated by RT1 would look like the
   following:

        LS age = 0                        ;newly (re-)originated
        LS type = 1                       ;router-LSA
        Link State ID = 192.0.2.1         ;RT1's Router ID
        Advertising Router = 192.0.2.1    ;RT1's Router ID
        #links = 2
           Link ID = 192.0.2.2            ;RT2's Router ID
           Link Data = 198.51.100.1       ;Interface IP address
           Type = 1                       ;connects to RT2
           Metric = 10



           Link ID= 198.51.100.0          ;IP network/subnet number
           Link Data = 255.255.255.252    ;Subnet's mask
           Type = 3                       ;Connects to stub network
           Metric = 10

   The Type 1 link will be used for SPF calculation, while the Type 3
   link will be used to install a route to the corresponding subnet in
   the Routing Information Base (RIB).

2.1.2.  Hiding Point-to-Point Networks

   To hide a transit-only point-to-point network, the Type 3 link is
   omitted from the router-LSA.

   An example of a router-LSA originated by RT1, hiding the point-to-
   point network depicted in Figure 1, would look like the following:

        LS age = 0                        ;newly (re-)originated
        LS type = 1                       ;router-LSA
        Link State ID = 192.0.2.1         ;RT1's Router ID
        Advertising Router = 192.0.2.1    ;RT1's Router ID
        #links = 1
           Link ID = 192.0.2.2            ;RT2's Router ID
           Link Data = 198.51.100.1       ;Interface IP address
           Type = 1                       ;connects to RT2
           Metric = 10
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2.2.  Broadcast Networks

   A broadcast network joins many (more than two) routers and supports
   the capability to address a single physical message to all of the
   attached routers.  Figure 2 shows a broadcast network connecting
   routers RT3, RT4, and RT5.

                       +---+                   +---+
                       |RT3|                   |RT4|
                       +---+                   +---+
                         |.3  198.51.100.0/24  .4|
                      +-----------------------------+
                                     |.5
                                   +---+
                                   |RT5|
                                   +---+

                       Figure 2.  Broadcast Network

2.2.1.  Advertising Broadcast Networks

   A Designated Router (DR) describes a broadcast network in a
   network-LSA.  Assuming that RT3 is elected as the DR in Figure 2, an
   example of the network-LSA originated by RT3 would look like

        LS age = 0                        ;newly (re)originated



        LS type = 2                       ;network-LSA
        Link State ID = 198.51.100.3      ;IP address of the DR (RT3)
        Advertising Router = 192.0.2.3    ;RT3's Router ID
        Network Mask = 255.255.255.0
           Attached Router = 192.0.2.3    ;RT3's Router ID
           Attached Router = 192.0.2.4    ;RT4's Router ID
           Attached Router = 192.0.2.5    ;RT5's Router ID

   OSPF obtains the IP network number from the combination of the Link
   State ID and the network mask.  In addition, the Link State ID is
   also being used for the two-way connectivity check.

2.2.2.  Hiding Broadcast Networks

2.2.2.1.  Sending Network-LSA

   A special subnet mask value of 255.255.255.255 MUST be used in the
   network-LSA to hide a transit-only broadcast network.  While a
   broadcast network connects more than routers, using 255.255.255.255
   will not hide an access broadcast network accidentally.
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   As there is no change of the Link State ID, the two-way connectivity
   check would proceed normally.

   An example of a network-LSA originated by RT3, hiding the broadcast
   network depicted in Figure 2, would look like the following:

        LS age = 0                        ;newly (re-)originated
        LS type = 2                       ;network-LSA
        Link State ID = 198.51.100.3      ;IP address of the DR (RT3)
        Advertising Router = 192.0.2.3    ;RT3's Router ID
        Network Mask = 255.255.255.255    ;special subnet mask
           Attached Router = 192.0.2.3    ;RT3's Router ID
           Attached Router = 192.0.2.4    ;RT4's Router ID
           Attached Router = 192.0.2.5    ;RT5's Router ID

2.2.2.2.  Receiving Network-LSA

   It is RECOMMENDED that all routers in an area be upgraded at the same
   time to process the modified network-LSA correctly and consistently.

   When a router receives a network-LSA, it MUST calculate the routing
   table normally [OSPFv2].  However, if the network mask in the
   network-LSA is 255.255.255.255, the router MUST NOT install the route
   in the RIB.

2.2.2.2.1.  Backward Compatibility

   When a router that has not yet been upgraded receives a modified
   network-LSA, as specified in Section 2.2.2.1, a host route to the
   originating DR will be installed.  This is not ideal, but it is
   better than the current result, which exposes the whole subnet.



   In a partial-deployment scenario, upgraded routers and routers that
   have not yet been upgraded may coexist.  The former do not install
   the host route to the DR's interface, while the latter install it.
   Such inconsistencies create routing black holes, which should
   normally be avoided.  In this case, however, as packets destined for
   the transit-only networks are dropped somewhere in the network, the
   black holes actually help the DRs defend themselves from remote
   attacks.

   In summary, the modification of the network-LSA, as specified in
   Section 2.2.2.1, is backward compatible with the current
   specification of [OSPFv2], even in a partial-deployment scenario.
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2.3.  Non-Broadcast Networks

   A non-broadcast network joins many (more than two) routers but does
   NOT support the capability to address a single physical message to
   all of the attached routers.  As mentioned in [OSPFv2], OSPF runs in
   one of two modes over non-broadcast networks: Non-Broadcast Multi-
   Access (NBMA) or point-to-multipoint.

2.3.1.  NBMA

   In NBMA mode, OSPF emulates operation over a broadcast network: a
   Designated Router is elected for the NBMA network, and the Designated
   Router originates an LSA for the network.

   To hide an NBMA transit-only network, OSPF adopts the same
   modification as that used over the broadcast transit-only network
   (see Section 2.2.2).

2.3.2.  Point-to-Multipoint

   In point-to-multipoint mode, OSPF treats the non-broadcast network as
   a collection of point-to-point links.

   Figure 3 shows a non-broadcast network connecting routers RT6, RT7,
   RT8, and RT9.  In this network, all routers can communicate directly,
   except for routers RT7 and RT8.

                       +---+                   +---+
                       |RT6|                   |RT7|
                       +---+                   +---+
                         |.6  198.51.100.0/24  .7|
                      +----------------------------+
                         |.8                   .9|
                       +---+                   +---+
                       |RT8|                   |RT9|
                       +---+                   +---+

                     Figure 3.  Non-Broadcast Network



2.3.2.1.  Advertising Point-to-Multipoint Networks

   For a point-to-multipoint network, a router has multiple link
   descriptions in its router-LSA, one Type 1 link (point-to-point) for
   EACH directly communicable router, and one Type 3 link (stub)
   advertising its interface IPv4 address with a subnet mask of
   255.255.255.255.
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   An example of a router-LSA originated by RT7 would look like the
   following:

        LS age = 0                        ;newly (re-)originated
        LS type = 1                       ;router-LSA
        Link State ID = 192.0.2.7         ;RT7's Router ID
        Advertising Router = 192.0.2.7    ;RT7's Router ID
        #links = 3
           Link ID = 192.0.2.6            ;RT6's Router ID
           Link Data = 198.51.100.7       ;Interface IP address
           Type = 1                       ;connects to RT6
           Metric = 10

           Link ID = 192.0.2.9            ;RT9's Router ID
           Link Data = 198.51.100.7       ;Interface IP address
           Type = 1                       ;connects to RT9
           Metric = 10

           Link ID= 198.51.100.7          ;Interface IP address
           Link Data = 255.255.255.255    ;Subnet's mask
           Type = 3                       ;Connects to stub network
           Metric = 0

2.3.2.2.  Hiding Point-to-Multipoint Networks

   To hide a transit-only point-to-multipoint network, the Type 3 link
   is omitted from the router-LSA.

   An example of a router-LSA originated by RT7, hiding the point-to-
   point network depicted in Figure 3, would look like the following:

        LS age = 0                        ;newly (re-)originated
        LS type = 1                       ;router-LSA
        Link State ID = 192.0.2.7         ;RT7's Router ID
        Advertising Router = 192.0.2.7    ;RT7's Router ID
        #links = 2
           Link ID = 192.0.2.6            ;RT6's Router ID
           Link Data = 198.51.100.7       ;Interface IP address
           Type = 1                       ;connects to RT6
           Metric = 10

           Link ID = 192.0.2.9            ;RT9's Router ID
           Link Data = 198.51.100.7       ;Interface IP address
           Type = 1                       ;connects to RT9



           Metric = 10
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3.  Hiding IPv6 Transit-Only Networks in OSPFv3

   In [OSPFv3], addressing semantics have been removed from the OSPF
   protocol packets and the main LSA types, leaving a network-protocol-
   independent core.

   More specifically, router-LSAs and network-LSAs no longer contain
   network addresses but simply express topology information.  Instead,
   two new LSA types, link-LSA and intra-area-prefix-LSA, have been
   introduced.  A link-LSA associates a list of IPv6 addresses to a link
   and has local-link flooding scope, and an intra-area-prefix-LSA
   either associates a list of IPv6 addresses with a router by
   referencing a router-LSA or associates a list of IPv6 addresses with
   a broadcast/NBMA network by referencing a network-LSA.  In the latter
   case, the prefixes in the link-LSAs from adjacent neighbors are
   copied into the intra-area-prefix-LSA by the Designated Router.

   To hide a transit-only network in [OSPFv3], the IPv6 address prefixes
   are omitted from the router-LSA.  Consequently, when a Designated
   Router builds an intra-area-prefix-LSA referencing a network-LSA,
   these IPv6 address prefixes will be omitted.

   In addition, when a router builds an intra-area-prefix-LSA that is
   referencing a router-LSA, the associated IPv6 address prefixes from
   the transit-only network MUST also be omitted from the intra-area-
   prefix-LSA.

3.1.  Hiding AF-Enabled Transit-Only Networks in OSPFv3

   [OSPF-AF] supports multiple Address Families (AFs) by mapping each AF
   to a separate Instance ID and OSPFv3 instance.

   In the meantime, each prefix advertised in OSPFv3 has a prefix length
   field [OSPFv3], which facilitates advertising prefixes of different
   lengths in different AFs.  The existing LSAs defined in [OSPFv3] are
   used for prefix advertising, and there is no need to define new LSAs.

   In other words, as link-LSAs and intra-area-prefix-LSAs are still
   being used, the same mechanism explained in Section 3 can be used to
   hide those AF-enabled transit-only networks as well.

4.  Operational Considerations

   By eliminating the ability to reach transit-only networks, the
   ability to manage these interfaces may be reduced.  In order not to
   reduce the functionality and capability of the overall network, it is
   recommended that extensions such as [UNNUMBERED] also be implemented.
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   Note that the extension defined in [UNNUMBERED] may provide the user
   with the IP address of an interface.  If that address was hidden, as
   specified in this document, then even though the address is assigned
   to the interface, it will not be reachable.

4.1.  Forwarding Address

   A non-zero forwarding address can be advertised in AS-external-LSAs
   and Not-So-Stubby Area LSAs (NSSA-LSAs) [NSSA] to achieve optimal
   routing to Autonomous System (AS) external routes.  The matching
   routing table entry for the forwarding address must exist to
   facilitate the SPF calculation.

   In other words, when prefix-hiding is configured on the next-hop
   interface, the next-hop address MUST NOT be advertised as a
   forwarding address.

   Consequently, sub-optimal routing to these AS external routes may
   exist when prefix-hiding is configured.

4.2.  Virtual Links

   Virtual links are used to connect physically separate components of
   the backbone.  The virtual link's viability is determined by the
   existence of an intra-area path between two endpoints.  The matching
   routing table entries of the endpoints must exist to ensure the
   virtual link's operation.

   In other words, if prefix-hiding is configured on an interface, the
   virtual link endpoint MUST NOT use that interface's IP address as the
   virtual interface's IP address.

4.3.  Unnumbered Interfaces

   Note that no host route is generated for, and no IP packets can be
   addressed to, interfaces to unnumbered point-to-point networks
   [OSPFv2].  In other words, these addresses are already hidden.

   However, for manageability purposes, it may be common practice to
   manually include the numbered interface (for example, a loopback
   interface to which the unnumbered interface points) in routing
   updates.  If needed, the numbered interface's address can be hidden
   by using the mechanisms described in this document or by simply not
   advertising it.
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   Before deciding to hide (or suppress the advertisement of) a numbered
   interface, it is very important to consider other uses that interface
   may have.  Examples of common uses may include virtual link endpoint,
   inter-domain routing peering point, etc.  In other words, it may not
   be possible to hide the address associated to an unnumbered interface
   due to other applications in the network.

5.  Security Considerations

   One motivation for this document is to reduce vulnerability to remote
   attacks by hiding transit-only networks.  The result should then be
   that fewer OSPF core networks will be exposed.

   The mechanisms described above result in reachability information
   from transit-only networks not being installed in the routers'
   forwarding tables.  The effect is that even if the address of a
   transit-only network is known, the forwarding information is not
   present in the routers to reach the destination.  Also, in some
   cases, the address information is completely omitted from the LSA.

   Some information in the LSA (such as the OSPF Router ID) cannot be
   omitted.  Even though the Router ID may be taken from an IPv4 address
   on the router, the configuration can be easily changed.  Note again
   that having an address doesn't guarantee reachability if the
   information is hidden from the forwarding tables.

   While the steps described in this document are meant to be applied
   only to transit-only networks, they could be used to hide other
   networks as well.  It is expected that the same care that users put
   into the configuration of other routing protocol parameters is used
   in the configuration of this extension.
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                 Representing IPv6 Zone Identifiers in
           Address Literals and Uniform Resource Identifiers

Abstract



   This document describes how the zone identifier of an IPv6 scoped
   address, defined as <zone_id> in the IPv6 Scoped Address Architecture
   (RFC 4007), can be represented in a literal IPv6 address and in a
   Uniform Resource Identifier that includes such a literal address.  It
   updates the URI Generic Syntax specification (RFC 3986) accordingly.

Status of This Memo

   This is an Internet Standards Track document.

   This document is a product of the Internet Engineering Task Force
   (IETF).  It represents the consensus of the IETF community.  It has
   received public review and has been approved for publication by the
   Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG).  Further information on
   Internet Standards is available in Section 2 of RFC 5741.

   Information about the current status of this document, any errata,
   and how to provide feedback on it may be obtained at
   http://www.rfc-editor.org/info/rfc6874.
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   Provisions Relating to IETF Documents
   (http://trustee.ietf.org/license-info) in effect on the date of
   publication of this document.  Please review these documents
   carefully, as they describe your rights and restrictions with respect
   to this document.  Code Components extracted from this document must
   include Simplified BSD License text as described in Section 4.e of
   the Trust Legal Provisions and are provided without warranty as
   described in the Simplified BSD License.
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1.  Introduction

   The Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) syntax specification [RFC3986]
   defined how a literal IPv6 address can be represented in the "host"
   part of a URI.  Two months later, the IPv6 Scoped Address
   Architecture specification [RFC4007] extended the text representation
   of limited-scope IPv6 addresses such that a zone identifier may be
   concatenated to a literal address, for purposes described in that



   specification.  Zone identifiers are especially useful in contexts in
   which literal addresses are typically used, for example, during fault
   diagnosis, when it may be essential to specify which interface is
   used for sending to a link-local address.  It should be noted that
   zone identifiers have purely local meaning within the node in which
   they are defined, often being the same as IPv6 interface names.  They
   are completely meaningless for any other node.  Today, they are
   meaningful only when attached to addresses with less than global
   scope, but it is possible that other uses might be defined in the
   future.

   The IPv6 Scoped Address Architecture specification [RFC4007] does not
   specify how zone identifiers are to be represented in URIs.
   Practical experience has shown that this feature is useful, in
   particular when using a web browser for debugging with link-local
   addresses, but because it is undefined, it is not implemented
   consistently in URI parsers or in browsers.

   Some versions of some browsers directly accept the IPv6 Scoped
   Address syntax [RFC4007] for scoped IPv6 addresses embedded in URIs,
   i.e., they have been coded to interpret a "%" sign following the
   literal address as introducing a zone identifier [RFC4007], instead
   of introducing two hexadecimal characters representing some percent-
   encoded octet [RFC3986].  Clearly, interpreting the "%" sign as
   introducing a zone identifier is very convenient for users, although
   it formally breaches the established URI syntax [RFC3986].  This
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   document defines an alternative approach that respects and extends
   the rules of URI syntax, and IPv6 literals in general, to be
   consistent.

   Thus, this document updates the URI syntax specification [RFC3986] by
   adding syntax to allow a zone identifier to be included in a literal
   IPv6 address within a URI.

   It should be noted that in contexts other than a user interface, a
   zone identifier is mapped into a numeric zone index or interface
   number.  The MIB textual convention InetZoneIndex [RFC4001] and the
   socket interface [RFC3493] define this as a 32-bit unsigned integer.
   The mapping between the human-readable zone identifier string and the
   numeric value is a host-specific function that varies between
   operating systems.  The present document is concerned only with the
   human-readable string.

   Several alternative solutions were considered while this document was
   developed.  Appendix A briefly describes the various options and
   their advantages and disadvantages.

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in "Key words for use in
   RFCs to Indicate Requirement Levels" [RFC2119].



2.  Specification

   According to IPv6 Scoped Address syntax [RFC4007], a zone identifier
   is attached to the textual representation of an IPv6 address by
   concatenating "%" followed by <zone_id>, where <zone_id> is a string
   identifying the zone of the address.  However, the IPv6 Scoped
   Address Architecture specification gives no precise definition of the
   character set allowed in <zone_id>.  There are no rules or de facto
   standards for this.  For example, the first Ethernet interface in a
   host might be called %0, %1, %en1, %eth0, or whatever the implementer
   happened to choose.

   In a URI, a literal IPv6 address is always embedded between "[" and
   "]".  This document specifies how a <zone_id> can be appended to the
   address.  According to URI syntax [RFC3986], "%" is always treated as
   an escape character in a URI, so, according to the established URI
   syntax [RFC3986] any occurrences of literal "%" symbols in a URI MUST
   be percent-encoded and represented in the form "%25".  Thus, the
   scoped address fe80::a%en1 would appear in a URI as
   http://[fe80::a%25en1].
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   A <zone_id> SHOULD contain only ASCII characters classified as
   "unreserved" for use in URIs [RFC3986].  This excludes characters
   such as "]" or even "%" that would complicate parsing.  However, the
   syntax described below does allow such characters to be percent-
   encoded, for compatibility with existing devices that use them.

   If an operating system uses any other characters in zone or interface
   identifiers that are not in the "unreserved" character set, they MUST
   be represented using percent encoding [RFC3986].

   We now present the necessary formal syntax.

   The URI syntax specification [RFC3986] formally defined the IPv6
   literal format in ABNF [RFC5234] by the following rule:

      IP-literal = "[" ( IPv6address / IPvFuture  ) "]"

   To provide support for a zone identifier, the existing syntax of
   IPv6address is retained, and a zone identifier may be added
   optionally to any literal address.  This syntax allows flexibility
   for unknown future uses.  The rule quoted above from the previous URI
   syntax specification [RFC3986] is replaced by three rules:

      IP-literal = "[" ( IPv6address / IPv6addrz / IPvFuture  ) "]"

      ZoneID = 1*( unreserved / pct-encoded )

      IPv6addrz = IPv6address "%25" ZoneID

   This syntax fills the gap that is described at the end of Section
   11.7 of the IPv6 Scoped Address Architecture specification [RFC4007].



   The established rules for textual representation of IPv6 addresses
   [RFC5952] SHOULD be applied in producing URIs.

   The URI syntax specification [RFC3986] states that URIs have a global
   scope, but that in some cases their interpretation depends on the
   end-user's context.  URIs including a ZoneID are to be interpreted
   only in the context of the host at which they originate, since the
   ZoneID is of local significance only.

   The IPv6 Scoped Address Architecture specification [RFC4007] offers
   guidance on how the ZoneID affects interface/address selection inside
   the IPv6 stack.  Note that the behaviour of an IPv6 stack, if it is
   passed a non-null zone index for an address other than link-local, is
   undefined.
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3.  Web Browsers

   This section discusses how web browsers might handle this syntax
   extension.  Unfortunately, there is no formal distinction between the
   syntax allowed in a browser's input dialogue box and the syntax
   allowed in URIs.  For this reason, no normative statements are made
   in this section.

   Due to the lack of defined syntax, web browsers have been
   inconsistent in providing for ZoneIDs.  Many have no support, but
   there are examples of ad hoc support.  For example, some versions of
   Firefox allowed the use of a ZoneID preceded by a bare "%" character,
   but this feature was removed for consistency with established syntax
   [RFC3986].  As another example, some versions of Internet Explorer
   allow use of a ZoneID preceded by a "%" character encoded as "%25",
   still beyond the syntax allowed by the established rules [RFC3986].
   This syntax extension is in fact used internally in the Windows
   operating system and some of its APIs.

   It is desirable for all browsers to recognise a ZoneID preceded by a
   percent-encoded "%".  In the spirit of "be liberal with what you
   accept", we also suggest that URI parsers accept bare "%" signs when
   possible (i.e., a "%" not followed by two valid and meaningful
   hexadecimal characters).  This would make it possible for a user to
   copy and paste a string such as "fe80::a%en1" from the output of a
   "ping" command and have it work.  On the other hand, "%ee1" would
   need to be manually rewritten to "fe80::a%25ee1" to avoid any risk of
   misinterpretation.

   Such bare "%" signs are for user interface convenience, and need to
   be turned into properly encoded characters (where "%25" encodes "%")
   before the URI is used in any protocol or HTML document.  However,
   URIs including a ZoneID have no meaning outside the originating node.
   It would therefore be highly desirable for a browser to remove the
   ZoneID from a URI before including that URI in an HTTP request.

   The normal diagnostic usage for the ZoneID syntax will cause it to be
   entered in the browser's input dialogue box.  Thus, URIs including a



   ZoneID are unlikely to be encountered in HTML documents.  However, if
   they do (for example, in a diagnostic script coded in HTML), it would
   be appropriate to treat them exactly as above.
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4.  Security Considerations

   The security considerations from the URI syntax specification
   [RFC3986] and the IPv6 Scoped Address Architecture specification
   [RFC4007] apply.  In particular, this URI format creates a specific
   pathway by which a deceitful zone index might be communicated, as
   mentioned in the final security consideration of the Scoped Address
   Architecture specification.  It is emphasised that the format is
   intended only for debugging purposes, but of course this intention
   does not prevent misuse.

   To limit this risk, implementations MUST NOT allow use of this format
   except for well-defined usages, such as sending to link-local
   addresses under prefix fe80::/10.  At the time of writing, this is
   the only well-defined usage known.

   An HTTP client, proxy, or other intermediary MUST remove any ZoneID
   attached to an outgoing URI, as it has only local significance at the
   sending host.
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Appendix A.  Options Considered

   The syntax defined above allows a ZoneID to be added to any IPv6
   address.  The 6man WG discussed and rejected an alternative in which
   the existing syntax of IPv6address would be extended by an option to
   add the ZoneID only for the case of link-local addresses.  It was
   felt that the solution presented in this document offers more
   flexibility for future uses and is more straightforward to implement.

   The various syntax options considered are now briefly described.

   1.  Leave the problem unsolved.

       This would mean that per-interface diagnostics would still have
       to be performed using ping or ping6:

       ping fe80::a%en1

       Advantage: works today.

       Disadvantage: less convenient than using a browser.

   2.  Simply use the percent character:

       http://[fe80::a%en1]

       Advantage: allows use of browser; allows cut and paste.

       Disadvantage: invalid syntax under RFC 3986; not acceptable to
       URI community.

   3.  Simply use an alternative separator:

       http://[fe80::a-en1]

       Advantage: allows use of browser; simple syntax.

       Disadvantage: Requires all IPv6 address literal parsers and
       generators to be updated in order to allow simple cut and paste;
       inconsistent with existing tools and practice.

       Note: The initial proposal for this choice was to use an
       underscore as the separator, but it was noted that this becomes
       effectively invisible when a user interface automatically
       underlines URLs.
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   4.  Simply use the "IPvFuture" syntax left open in RFC 3986:

       http://[v6.fe80::a_en1]

       Advantage: allows use of browser.

       Disadvantage: ugly and redundant; doesn't allow simple cut and
       paste.

   5.  Retain the percent character already specified for introducing
       zone identifiers for IPv6 Scoped Addresses [RFC4007], and then
       percent-encode it when it appears in a URI, according to the
       already-established URI syntax rules [RFC 3986]:

       http://[fe80::a%25en1]

       Advantage: allows use of browser; consistent with general URI
       syntax.

       Disadvantage: somewhat ugly and confusing; doesn't allow simple
       cut and paste.

       This is the option chosen for standardisation.
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                 Extension Mechanisms for DNS (EDNS(0))

Abstract

   The Domain Name System's wire protocol includes a number of fixed
   fields whose range has been or soon will be exhausted and does not
   allow requestors to advertise their capabilities to responders.  This
   document describes backward-compatible mechanisms for allowing the
   protocol to grow.

   This document updates the Extension Mechanisms for DNS (EDNS(0))
   specification (and obsoletes RFC 2671) based on feedback from
   deployment experience in several implementations.  It also obsoletes
   RFC 2673 ("Binary Labels in the Domain Name System") and adds
   considerations on the use of extended labels in the DNS.

Status of This Memo

   This is an Internet Standards Track document.

   This document is a product of the Internet Engineering Task Force
   (IETF).  It represents the consensus of the IETF community.  It has
   received public review and has been approved for publication by the
   Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG).  Further information on
   Internet Standards is available in Section 2 of RFC 5741.

   Information about the current status of this document, any errata,
   and how to provide feedback on it may be obtained at
   http://www.rfc-editor.org/info/rfc6891.
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1.  Introduction

   DNS [RFC1035] specifies a message format, and within such messages
   there are standard formats for encoding options, errors, and name
   compression.  The maximum allowable size of a DNS message over UDP
   not using the extensions described in this document is 512 bytes.
   Many of DNS's protocol limits, such as the maximum message size over
   UDP, are too small to efficiently support the additional information
   that can be conveyed in the DNS (e.g., several IPv6 addresses or DNS
   Security (DNSSEC) signatures).  Finally, RFC 1035 does not define any
   way for implementations to advertise their capabilities to any of the
   other actors they interact with.

   [RFC2671] added extension mechanisms to DNS.  These mechanisms are
   widely supported, and a number of new DNS uses and protocol
   extensions depend on the presence of these extensions.  This memo
   refines and obsoletes [RFC2671].

   Unextended agents will not know how to interpret the protocol
   extensions defined in [RFC2671] and restated here.  Extended agents
   need to be prepared for handling the interactions with unextended
   clients in the face of new protocol elements and fall back gracefully
   to unextended DNS.

   EDNS is a hop-by-hop extension to DNS.  This means the use of EDNS is
   negotiated between each pair of hosts in a DNS resolution process,



   for instance, the stub resolver communicating with the recursive
   resolver or the recursive resolver communicating with an
   authoritative server.

   [RFC2671] specified extended label types.  The only such label
   proposed was in [RFC2673] for a label type called "Bit-String Label"
   or "Binary Labels", with this latest term being the one in common
   use.  For various reasons, introducing a new label type was found to
   be extremely difficult, and [RFC2673] was moved to Experimental.
   This document obsoletes [RFC2673], deprecating Binary Labels.
   Extended labels remain defined, but their use is discouraged due to
   practical difficulties with deployment; their use in the future
   SHOULD only be considered after careful evaluation of the deployment
   hindrances.

2.  Terminology

   "Requestor" refers to the side that sends a request.  "Responder"
   refers to an authoritative, recursive resolver or other DNS component
   that responds to questions.  Other terminology is used here as
   defined in the RFCs cited by this document.
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   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

3.  EDNS Support Requirement

   EDNS provides a mechanism to improve the scalability of DNS as its
   uses get more diverse on the Internet.  It does this by enabling the
   use of UDP transport for DNS messages with sizes beyond the limits
   specified in RFC 1035 as well as providing extra data space for
   additional flags and return codes (RCODEs).  However, implementation
   experience indicates that adding new RCODEs should be avoided due to
   the difficulty in upgrading the installed base.  Flags SHOULD be used
   only when necessary for DNS resolution to function.

   For many uses, an EDNS Option Code may be preferred.

   Over time, some applications of DNS have made EDNS a requirement for
   their deployment.  For instance, DNSSEC uses the additional flag
   space introduced in EDNS to signal the request to include DNSSEC data
   in a DNS response.

   Given the increase in DNS response sizes when including larger data
   items such as AAAA records, DNSSEC information (e.g., RRSIG or
   DNSKEY), or large TXT records, the additional UDP payload
   capabilities provided by EDNS can help improve the scalability of the
   DNS by avoiding widespread use of TCP for DNS transport.

4.  DNS Message Changes

4.1.  Message Header



   The DNS message header's second full 16-bit word is divided into a
   4-bit OPCODE, a 4-bit RCODE, and a number of 1-bit flags (see Section
   4.1.1 of [RFC1035]).  Some of these flag values were marked for
   future use, and most of these have since been allocated.  Also, most
   of the RCODE values are now in use.  The OPT pseudo-RR specified
   below contains extensions to the RCODE bit field as well as
   additional flag bits.

4.2.  Label Types

   The first 2 bits of a wire format domain label are used to denote the
   type of the label.  [RFC1035] allocates 2 of the 4 possible types and
   reserves the other 2.  More label types were defined in [RFC2671].
   The use of the 2-bit combination defined by [RFC2671] to identify
   extended label types remains valid.  However, it has been found that
   deployment of new label types is noticeably difficult and so is only
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   recommended after careful evaluation of alternatives and the need for
   deployment.

4.3.  UDP Message Size

   Traditional DNS messages are limited to 512 octets in size when sent
   over UDP [RFC1035].  Fitting the increasing amounts of data that can
   be transported in DNS in this 512-byte limit is becoming more
   difficult.  For instance, inclusion of DNSSEC records frequently
   requires a much larger response than a 512-byte message can hold.

   EDNS(0) specifies a way to advertise additional features such as
   larger response size capability, which is intended to help avoid
   truncated UDP responses, which in turn cause retry over TCP.  It
   therefore provides support for transporting these larger packet sizes
   without needing to resort to TCP for transport.

5.  Extended Label Types

   The first octet in the on-the-wire representation of a DNS label
   specifies the label type; the basic DNS specification [RFC1035]
   dedicates the 2 most significant bits of that octet for this purpose.

   [RFC2671] defined DNS label type 0b01 for use as an indication for
   extended label types.  A specific extended label type was selected by
   the 6 least significant bits of the first octet.  Thus, extended
   label types were indicated by the values 64-127 (0b01xxxxxx) in the
   first octet of the label.

   Extended label types are extremely difficult to deploy due to lack of
   support in clients and intermediate gateways, as described in
   [RFC3363], which moved [RFC2673] to Experimental status; and
   [RFC3364], which describes the pros and cons.  As such, proposals
   that contemplate extended labels SHOULD weigh this deployment cost
   against the possibility of implementing functionality in other ways.

   Finally, implementations MUST NOT generate or pass Binary Labels in
   their communications, as they are now deprecated.



6.  The OPT Pseudo-RR

6.1.  OPT Record Definition

6.1.1.  Basic Elements

   An OPT pseudo-RR (sometimes called a meta-RR) MAY be added to the
   additional data section of a request.
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   The OPT RR has RR type 41.

   If an OPT record is present in a received request, compliant
   responders MUST include an OPT record in their respective responses.

   An OPT record does not carry any DNS data.  It is used only to
   contain control information pertaining to the question-and-answer
   sequence of a specific transaction.  OPT RRs MUST NOT be cached,
   forwarded, or stored in or loaded from master files.

   The OPT RR MAY be placed anywhere within the additional data section.
   When an OPT RR is included within any DNS message, it MUST be the
   only OPT RR in that message.  If a query message with more than one
   OPT RR is received, a FORMERR (RCODE=1) MUST be returned.  The
   placement flexibility for the OPT RR does not override the need for
   the TSIG or SIG(0) RRs to be the last in the additional section
   whenever they are present.

6.1.2.  Wire Format

   An OPT RR has a fixed part and a variable set of options expressed as
   {attribute, value} pairs.  The fixed part holds some DNS metadata,
   and also a small collection of basic extension elements that we
   expect to be so popular that it would be a waste of wire space to
   encode them as {attribute, value} pairs.

   The fixed part of an OPT RR is structured as follows:

       +------------+--------------+------------------------------+
       | Field Name | Field Type   | Description                  |
       +------------+--------------+------------------------------+
       | NAME       | domain name  | MUST be 0 (root domain)      |
       | TYPE       | u_int16_t    | OPT (41)                     |
       | CLASS      | u_int16_t    | requestor's UDP payload size |
       | TTL        | u_int32_t    | extended RCODE and flags     |
       | RDLEN      | u_int16_t    | length of all RDATA          |
       | RDATA      | octet stream | {attribute,value} pairs      |
       +------------+--------------+------------------------------+

                               OPT RR Format
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   The variable part of an OPT RR may contain zero or more options in
   the RDATA.  Each option MUST be treated as a bit field.  Each option
   is encoded as:

                  +0 (MSB)                            +1 (LSB)
       +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
    0: |                          OPTION-CODE                          |
       +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
    2: |                         OPTION-LENGTH                         |
       +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
    4: |                                                               |
       /                          OPTION-DATA                          /
       /                                                               /
       +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+

   OPTION-CODE
      Assigned by the Expert Review process as defined by the DNSEXT
      working group and the IESG.

   OPTION-LENGTH
      Size (in octets) of OPTION-DATA.

   OPTION-DATA
      Varies per OPTION-CODE.  MUST be treated as a bit field.

   The order of appearance of option tuples is not defined.  If one
   option modifies the behaviour of another or multiple options are
   related to one another in some way, they have the same effect
   regardless of ordering in the RDATA wire encoding.

   Any OPTION-CODE values not understood by a responder or requestor
   MUST be ignored.  Specifications of such options might wish to
   include some kind of signaled acknowledgement.  For example, an
   option specification might say that if a responder sees and supports
   option XYZ, it MUST include option XYZ in its response.
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6.1.3.  OPT Record TTL Field Use

   The extended RCODE and flags, which OPT stores in the RR Time to Live
   (TTL) field, are structured as follows:

                  +0 (MSB)                            +1 (LSB)
       +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
    0: |         EXTENDED-RCODE        |            VERSION            |
       +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
    2: | DO|                           Z                               |
       +---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+

   EXTENDED-RCODE
      Forms the upper 8 bits of extended 12-bit RCODE (together with the
      4 bits defined in [RFC1035].  Note that EXTENDED-RCODE value 0
      indicates that an unextended RCODE is in use (values 0 through
      15).

   VERSION
      Indicates the implementation level of the setter.  Full
      conformance with this specification is indicated by version '0'.
      Requestors are encouraged to set this to the lowest implemented
      level capable of expressing a transaction, to minimise the
      responder and network load of discovering the greatest common
      implementation level between requestor and responder.  A
      requestor's version numbering strategy MAY ideally be a run-time
      configuration option.
      If a responder does not implement the VERSION level of the
      request, then it MUST respond with RCODE=BADVERS.  All responses
      MUST be limited in format to the VERSION level of the request, but
      the VERSION of each response SHOULD be the highest implementation
      level of the responder.  In this way, a requestor will learn the
      implementation level of a responder as a side effect of every
      response, including error responses and including RCODE=BADVERS.

6.1.4.  Flags

   DO
      DNSSEC OK bit as defined by [RFC3225].

   Z
      Set to zero by senders and ignored by receivers, unless modified
      in a subsequent specification.
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6.2.  Behaviour

6.2.1.  Cache Behaviour

   The OPT record MUST NOT be cached.

6.2.2.  Fallback

   If a requestor detects that the remote end does not support EDNS(0),
   it MAY issue queries without an OPT record.  It MAY cache this
   knowledge for a brief time in order to avoid fallback delays in the
   future.  However, if DNSSEC or any future option using EDNS is
   required, no fallback should be performed, as these options are only
   signaled through EDNS.  If an implementation detects that some
   servers for the zone support EDNS(0) while others would force the use
   of TCP to fetch all data, preference MAY be given to servers that
   support EDNS(0).  Implementers SHOULD analyse this choice and the
   impact on both endpoints.

6.2.3.  Requestor's Payload Size

   The requestor's UDP payload size (encoded in the RR CLASS field) is
   the number of octets of the largest UDP payload that can be
   reassembled and delivered in the requestor's network stack.  Note
   that path MTU, with or without fragmentation, could be smaller than
   this.

   Values lower than 512 MUST be treated as equal to 512.

   The requestor SHOULD place a value in this field that it can actually
   receive.  For example, if a requestor sits behind a firewall that
   will block fragmented IP packets, a requestor SHOULD NOT choose a
   value that will cause fragmentation.  Doing so will prevent large
   responses from being received and can cause fallback to occur.  This
   knowledge may be auto-detected by the implementation or provided by a
   human administrator.

   Note that a 512-octet UDP payload requires a 576-octet IP reassembly
   buffer.  Choosing between 1280 and 1410 bytes for IP (v4 or v6) over
   Ethernet would be reasonable.

   Where fragmentation is not a concern, use of bigger values SHOULD be
   considered by implementers.  Implementations SHOULD use their largest
   configured or implemented values as a starting point in an EDNS
   transaction in the absence of previous knowledge about the
   destination server.
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   Choosing a very large value will guarantee fragmentation at the IP
   layer, and may prevent answers from being received due to loss of a
   single fragment or to misconfigured firewalls.

   The requestor's maximum payload size can change over time.  It MUST
   NOT be cached for use beyond the transaction in which it is



   advertised.

6.2.4.  Responder's Payload Size

   The responder's maximum payload size can change over time but can
   reasonably be expected to remain constant between two closely spaced
   sequential transactions, for example, an arbitrary QUERY used as a
   probe to discover a responder's maximum UDP payload size, followed
   immediately by an UPDATE that takes advantage of this size.  This is
   considered preferable to the outright use of TCP for oversized
   requests, if there is any reason to suspect that the responder
   implements EDNS, and if a request will not fit in the default
   512-byte payload size limit.

6.2.5.  Payload Size Selection

   Due to transaction overhead, it is not recommended to advertise an
   architectural limit as a maximum UDP payload size.  Even on system
   stacks capable of reassembling 64 KB datagrams, memory usage at low
   levels in the system will be a concern.  A good compromise may be the
   use of an EDNS maximum payload size of 4096 octets as a starting
   point.

   A requestor MAY choose to implement a fallback to smaller advertised
   sizes to work around firewall or other network limitations.  A
   requestor SHOULD choose to use a fallback mechanism that begins with
   a large size, such as 4096.  If that fails, a fallback around the
   range of 1280-1410 bytes SHOULD be tried, as it has a reasonable
   chance to fit within a single Ethernet frame.  Failing that, a
   requestor MAY choose a 512-byte packet, which with large answers may
   cause a TCP retry.

   Values of less than 512 bytes MUST be treated as equal to 512 bytes.

6.2.6.  Support in Middleboxes

   In a network that carries DNS traffic, there could be active
   equipment other than that participating directly in the DNS
   resolution process (stub and caching resolvers, authoritative
   servers) that affects the transmission of DNS messages (e.g.,
   firewalls, load balancers, proxies, etc.), referred to here as
   "middleboxes".
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   Conformant middleboxes MUST NOT limit DNS messages over UDP to 512
   bytes.

   Middleboxes that simply forward requests to a recursive resolver MUST
   NOT modify and MUST NOT delete the OPT record contents in either
   direction.

   Middleboxes that have additional functionality, such as answering
   queries or acting as intelligent forwarders, SHOULD be able to
   process the OPT record and act based on its contents.  These
   middleboxes MUST consider the incoming request and any outgoing
   requests as separate transactions if the characteristics of the



   messages are different.

   A more in-depth discussion of this type of equipment and other
   considerations regarding their interaction with DNS traffic is found
   in [RFC5625].

7.  Transport Considerations

   The presence of an OPT pseudo-RR in a request should be taken as an
   indication that the requestor fully implements the given version of
   EDNS and can correctly understand any response that conforms to that
   feature's specification.

   Lack of presence of an OPT record in a request MUST be taken as an
   indication that the requestor does not implement any part of this
   specification and that the responder MUST NOT include an OPT record
   in its response.

   Extended agents MUST be prepared for handling interactions with
   unextended clients in the face of new protocol elements and fall back
   gracefully to unextended DNS when needed.

   Responders that choose not to implement the protocol extensions
   defined in this document MUST respond with a return code (RCODE) of
   FORMERR to messages containing an OPT record in the additional
   section and MUST NOT include an OPT record in the response.

   If there is a problem with processing the OPT record itself, such as
   an option value that is badly formatted or that includes out-of-range
   values, a FORMERR MUST be returned.  If this occurs, the response
   MUST include an OPT record.  This is intended to allow the requestor
   to distinguish between servers that do not implement EDNS and format
   errors within EDNS.
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   The minimal response MUST be the DNS header, question section, and an
   OPT record.  This MUST also occur when a truncated response (using
   the DNS header's TC bit) is returned.

8.  Security Considerations

   Requestor-side specification of the maximum buffer size may open a
   DNS denial-of-service attack if responders can be made to send
   messages that are too large for intermediate gateways to forward,
   thus leading to potential ICMP storms between gateways and
   responders.

   Announcing very large UDP buffer sizes may result in dropping of DNS
   messages by middleboxes (see Section 6.2.6).  This could cause
   retransmissions with no hope of success.  Some devices have been
   found to reject fragmented UDP packets.

   Announcing UDP buffer sizes that are too small may result in fallback



   to TCP with a corresponding load impact on DNS servers.  This is
   especially important with DNSSEC, where answers are much larger.

9.  IANA Considerations

   The IANA has assigned RR type code 41 for OPT.

   [RFC2671] specified a number of IANA subregistries within "DOMAIN
   NAME SYSTEM PARAMETERS":

   o  DNS EDNS(0) Options

   o  EDNS Version Number

   o  EDNS Header Flags

   Additionally, two entries were generated in existing registries:

   o  EDNS Extended Label Type in the DNS Label Types registry

   o  Bad OPT Version in the DNS RCODES registry

   IANA has updated references to [RFC2671] in these entries and
   subregistries to this document.

   [RFC2671] created the DNS Label Types registry.  This registry is to
   remain open.

   The registration procedure for the DNS Label Types registry is
   Standards Action.
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   This document assigns option code 65535 in the DNS EDNS0 Options
   registry to "Reserved for future expansion".

   The current status of the IANA registry for EDNS Option Codes at the
   time of publication of this document is

   o  0-4 assigned, per references in the registry

   o  5-65000 Available for assignment, unassigned

   o  65001-65534 Local/Experimental use

   o  65535 Reserved for future expansion

   [RFC2671] expands the RCODE space from 4 bits to 12 bits.  This
   allows more than the 16 distinct RCODE values allowed in [RFC1035].
   IETF Review is required to add a new RCODE.

   This document assigns EDNS Extended RCODE 16 to "BADVERS" in the DNS
   RCODES registry.

   [RFC2671] called for the recording of assignment of extended label
   types 0bxx111111 as "Reserved for future extended label types"; the
   IANA registry currently contains "Reserved for future expansion".



   This request implied, at that time, a request to open a new registry
   for extended label types, but due to the possibility of ambiguity,
   new text registrations were instead made within the general DNS Label
   Types registry, which also registers entries originally defined by
   [RFC1035].  There is therefore no Extended Label Types registry, with
   all label types registered in the DNS Label Types registry.

   This document deprecates Binary Labels.  Therefore, the status for
   the DNS Label Types registration "Binary Labels" is now "Historic".

   IETF Standards Action is required for assignments of new EDNS(0)
   flags.  Flags SHOULD be used only when necessary for DNS resolution
   to function.  For many uses, an EDNS Option Code may be preferred.

   IETF Standards Action is required to create new entries in the EDNS
   Version Number registry.  Within the EDNS Option Code space, Expert
   Review is required for allocation of an EDNS Option Code.  Per this
   document, IANA maintains a registry for the EDNS Option Code space.
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9.1.  OPT Option Code Allocation Procedure

   OPT Option Codes are assigned by Expert Review.

   Assignment of Option Codes should be liberal, but duplicate
   functionality is to be avoided.
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Appendix A.  Changes since RFCs 2671 and 2673

   Following is a list of high-level changes to RFCs 2671 and 2673.

   o  Support for the OPT record is now mandatory.

   o  Extended label types remain available, but their use is
      discouraged as a general solution due to observed difficulties in
      their deployment on the Internet, as illustrated by the work with
      the "Binary Labels" type.

   o  RFC 2673, which defined the "Binary Labels" type and is currently
      Experimental, is requested to be moved to Historic.

   o  Made changes in how EDNS buffer sizes are selected, and provided
      recommendations on how to select them.
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1.  Introduction

   The Domain Name System (DNS) provides replicated distributed secure
   hierarchical databases that store "resource records" (RRs) under
   domain names.  DNS data is structured into CLASSes and zones that can
   be independently maintained.  Familiarity with [RFC1034], [RFC1035],
   [RFC2136], [RFC2181], and [RFC4033] is assumed.

   This document provides, either directly or by reference, the general
   IANA parameter assignment considerations that apply across DNS query
   and response headers and all RRs.  There may be additional IANA
   considerations that apply to only a particular RRTYPE or
   query/response OpCode.  See the specific RFC defining that RRTYPE or
   query/response OpCode for such considerations if they have been
   defined, except for AFSDB RR considerations [RFC1183], which are
   included herein.  This RFC obsoletes [RFC6195]; however, the only
   significant changes are those to the RRTYPE IANA allocation process,
   aimed at streamlining it and clarifying the expected behavior of the



   parties involved, and the closing of the AFSDB subtype registry.

   IANA currently maintains a web page of DNS parameters available from
   <http://www.iana.org>.
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1.1.  Terminology

   "Standards Action", "IETF Review", "Specification Required", and
   "Private Use" are as defined in [RFC5226].

2.  DNS Query/Response Headers

   The header for DNS queries and responses contains field/bits in the
   following diagram taken from [RFC2136]:

                                            1  1  1  1  1  1
              0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  0  1  2  3  4  5
             +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
             |                      ID                       |
             +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
             |QR|   OpCode  |AA|TC|RD|RA| Z|AD|CD|   RCODE   |
             +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
             |                QDCOUNT/ZOCOUNT                |
             +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
             |                ANCOUNT/PRCOUNT                |
             +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
             |                NSCOUNT/UPCOUNT                |
             +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
             |                    ARCOUNT                    |
             +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

   The ID field identifies the query and is echoed in the response so
   they can be matched.

   The QR bit indicates whether the header is for a query or a response.

   The AA, TC, RD, RA, and CD bits are each theoretically meaningful
   only in queries or only in responses, depending on the bit.  The AD
   bit was only meaningful in responses but is expected to have a
   separate but related meaning in queries (see Section 5.7 of
   [RFC6840]).  Only the RD and CD bits are expected to be copied from
   the query to the response; however, some DNS implementations copy all
   the query header as the initial value of the response header.  Thus,
   any attempt to use a "query" bit with a different meaning in a
   response or to define a query meaning for a "response" bit may be
   dangerous, given the existing implementation.  Meanings for these
   bits may only be assigned by a Standards Action.

   The unsigned integer fields query count (QDCOUNT), answer count
   (ANCOUNT), authority count (NSCOUNT), and additional information
   count (ARCOUNT) express the number of records in each section for all
   OpCodes except Update [RFC2136].  These fields have the same
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   structure and data type for Update but are instead the counts for the
   zone (ZOCOUNT), prerequisite (PRCOUNT), update (UPCOUNT), and
   additional information (ARCOUNT) sections.

2.1.  One Spare Bit?

   There have been ancient DNS implementations for which the Z bit being
   on in a query meant that only a response from the primary server for
   a zone is acceptable.  It is believed that current DNS
   implementations ignore this bit.

   Assigning a meaning to the Z bit requires a Standards Action.

2.2.  OpCode Assignment

   Currently, DNS OpCodes are assigned as follows:

        OpCode Name                                Reference

         0     Query                               [RFC1035]
         1     IQuery (Inverse Query, OBSOLETE)    [RFC3425]
         2     Status                              [RFC1035]
         3     Unassigned
         4     Notify                              [RFC1996]
         5     Update                              [RFC2136]
        6-15   Unassigned

   Although the Status OpCode is reserved in [RFC1035], its behavior has
   not been specified.  New OpCode assignments require a Standards
   Action with early allocation permitted as specified in [RFC4020].

2.3.  RCODE Assignment

   It would appear from the DNS header above that only four bits of
   RCODE, or response/error code, are available.  However, RCODEs can
   appear not only at the top level of a DNS response but also inside
   TSIG RRs [RFC2845], TKEY RRs [RFC2930], and extended by OPT RRs
   [RFC6891].  The OPT RR provides an 8-bit extension to the 4 header
   bits, resulting in a 12-bit RCODE field, and the TSIG and TKEY RRs
   have a 16-bit field designated in their RFCs as the "Error" field.

   Error codes appearing in the DNS header and in these other RR types
   all refer to the same error code space with the exception of error
   code 16, which has a different meaning in the OPT RR than in the TSIG
   RR, and error code 9, whose variations are described after the table
   below.  The duplicate assignment of 16 was accidental.  To the extent
   that any prior RFCs imply any sort of different error number space
   for the OPT, TSIG, or TKEY RRs, they are superseded by this unified
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   DNS error number space.  (This paragraph is the reason this document
   updates [RFC2845] and [RFC2930].)  With the existing exceptions of
   error numbers 9 and 16, the same error number must not be assigned
   for different errors even if they would only occur in different RR
   types.  See table below.

          RCODE   Name    Description                        Reference
          Decimal
            Hexadecimal

           0    NoError   No Error                           [RFC1035]
           1    FormErr   Format Error                       [RFC1035]
           2    ServFail  Server Failure                     [RFC1035]
           3    NXDomain  Non-Existent Domain                [RFC1035]
           4    NotImp    Not Implemented                    [RFC1035]
           5    Refused   Query Refused                      [RFC1035]
           6    YXDomain  Name Exists when it should not     [RFC2136]
           7    YXRRSet   RR Set Exists when it should not   [RFC2136]
           8    NXRRSet   RR Set that should exist does not  [RFC2136]
           9    NotAuth   Server Not Authoritative for zone  [RFC2136]
           9    NotAuth   Not Authorized                     [RFC2845]
          10    NotZone   Name not contained in zone         [RFC2136]

          11 - 15
         0xB - 0xF        Unassigned

          16    BADVERS   Bad OPT Version                    [RFC6891]
          16    BADSIG    TSIG Signature Failure             [RFC2845]
          17    BADKEY    Key not recognized                 [RFC2845]
          18    BADTIME   Signature out of time window       [RFC2845]
          19    BADMODE   Bad TKEY Mode                      [RFC2930]
          20    BADNAME   Duplicate key name                 [RFC2930]
          21    BADALG    Algorithm not supported            [RFC2930]
          22    BADTRUNC  Bad Truncation                     [RFC4635]

          23 - 3,840
      0x0017 - 0x0F00     Unassigned

       3,841 - 4,095
      0x0F01 - 0x0FFF     Reserved for Private Use

       4,096 - 65,534
      0x1000 - 0xFFFE     Unassigned

      65,535
      0xFFFF              Reserved; can only be allocated by Standards
                          Action.
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      Note on error number 9 (NotAuth): This error number means either
      "Not Authoritative" [RFC2136] or "Not Authorized" [RFC2845].  If 9
      appears as the RCODE in the header of a DNS response without a
      TSIG RR or with a TSIG RR having a zero error field, then it means
      "Not Authoritative".  If 9 appears as the RCODE in the header of a
      DNS response that includes a TSIG RR with a non-zero error field,



      then it means "Not Authorized".

   Since it is important that RCODEs be understood for interoperability,
   assignment of a new RCODE in the ranges listed above as "Unassigned"
   requires an IETF Review.

3.  DNS Resource Records

   All RRs have the same top-level format, shown in the figure below
   taken from [RFC1035].

                                          1  1  1  1  1  1
            0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  0  1  2  3  4  5
          +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
          |                                               |
          /                                               /
          /                     NAME                      /
          /                                               /
          +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
          |                     TYPE                      |
          +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
          |                     CLASS                     |
          +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
          |                     TTL                       |
          |                                               |
          +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+
          |                   RDLENGTH                    |
          +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--|
          /                    RDATA                      /
          /                                               /
          +--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+

   NAME is an owner name, i.e., the name of the node to which this
   resource record pertains.  NAMEs are specific to a CLASS as described
   in Section 3.2.  NAMEs consist of an ordered sequence of one or more
   labels, each of which has a label type [RFC1035] [RFC6891].

   TYPE is a 2-octet unsigned integer containing one of the RRTYPE
   codes.  See Section 3.1.

   CLASS is a 2-octet unsigned integer containing one of the RR CLASS
   codes.  See Section 3.2.
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   TTL is a 4-octet (32-bit) unsigned integer that specifies, for data
   TYPEs, the number of seconds that the resource record may be cached
   before the source of the information should again be consulted.  Zero
   is interpreted to mean that the RR can only be used for the
   transaction in progress.

   RDLENGTH is an unsigned 16-bit integer that specifies the length in
   octets of the RDATA field.

   RDATA is a variable-length string of octets that constitutes the
   resource.  The format of this information varies according to the
   TYPE and, in some cases, the CLASS of the resource record.



3.1.  RRTYPE IANA Considerations

   There are three subcategories of RRTYPE numbers: data TYPEs, QTYPEs,
   and Meta-TYPEs.

   Data TYPEs are the means of storing data.  QTYPES can only be used in
   queries.  Meta-TYPEs designate transient data associated with a
   particular DNS message and, in some cases, can also be used in
   queries.  Thus far, data TYPEs have been assigned from 1 upward, plus
   the block from 100 through 103, and from 32,768 upward, while Q and
   Meta-TYPEs have been assigned from 255 downward except for the OPT
   Meta-RR, which is assigned TYPE 41.  There have been DNS
   implementations that made caching decisions based on the top bit of
   the bottom byte of the RRTYPE.

   There are currently three Meta-TYPEs assigned: OPT [RFC6891], TSIG
   [RFC2845], and TKEY [RFC2930].  There are currently five QTYPEs
   assigned: * (ALL/ANY), MAILA, MAILB, AXFR, and IXFR.

   Allocated RRTYPEs have mnemonics that must be completely disjoint
   from the mnemonics used for CLASSes and that must match the regular
   expression below.  In addition, the generic CLASS and RRTYPE names
   specified in Section 5 of [RFC3597] cannot be assigned as new RRTYPE
   mnemonics.

                         [A-Z][A-Z0-9\-]*[A-Z0-9]
                                  but not
                            (TYPE|CLASS)[0-9]*
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   Considerations for the allocation of new RRTYPEs are as follows:

      Decimal
    Hexadecimal       Assignment Policy

         0
    0x0000            RRTYPE zero is used as a special indicator for the
                      SIG(0) RR [RFC2931] [RFC4034] and in other
                      circumstances and must never be allocated for
                      ordinary use.

         1 - 127
    0x0001 - 0x007F   Remaining RRTYPEs in this range are assigned for
                      data TYPEs by the DNS RRTYPE Allocation Policy as
                      specified in Section 3.1.1.

         128 - 255
    0x0080 - 0x00FF   Remaining RRTYPEs in this range are assigned for Q



                      and Meta-TYPEs by the DNS RRTYPE Allocation Policy
                      as specified in Section 3.1.1.

       256 - 61,439
    0x0100 - 0xEFFF   Remaining RRTYPEs in this range are assigned for
                      data RRTYPEs by the DNS RRTYPE Allocation Policy
                      as specified in Section 3.1.1.  (32,768 and 32,769
                      (0x8000 and 0x8001) have been assigned.)

    61,440 - 65,279
    0xF000 - 0xFEFF   Reserved for future use.  IETF Review required to
                      define use.

    65,280 - 65,534
    0xFF00 - 0xFFFE   Reserved for Private Use.

    65,535
    0xFFFF            Reserved (Standards Action)

3.1.1.  DNS RRTYPE Allocation Policy

   Parameter values specified in Section 3.1 above, as assigned based on
   DNS RRTYPE Allocation Policy, are allocated by Expert Review if they
   meet the two requirements listed below.  There will be a pool of a
   small number of Experts appointed by the IESG.  Each application will
   be judged by an Expert selected by IANA.  In any case where the
   selected Expert is unavailable or states they have a conflict of
   interest, IANA may select another Expert from the pool.  Some
   guidelines for the Experts are given in Section 3.1.2.
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   RRTYPEs that do not meet the requirements below may nonetheless be
   allocated by a Standards Action with early allocation permitted as
   specified in [RFC4020].

   1. A complete template as specified in Appendix A has been posted to
      the dns-rrtype-applications@ietf.org mailing list and received by
      the Expert.

      Note that the posting of partially completed, draft, or formally
      submitted templates to dnsext@ietf.org by the applicant or Expert
      for comment and discussion is highly encouraged.  Before formal
      submission of an RRTYPE template, we recommend submitting it for
      community review and considering the responses in order to reduce
      the probability of initial rejection and the need for modification
      and resubmission.

   2. The RR for which an RRTYPE code is being requested is either (a) a
      data TYPE that can be handled as an Unknown RR as described in
      [RFC3597] or (b) a Meta-TYPE whose processing is optional, i.e.,
      it is safe to simply discard RRs with that Meta-TYPE in queries or
      responses.

      Note that such RRs may include additional section processing,
      provided such processing is optional.



   After the applicant submits their formal application to IANA by
   sending the completed template specified in Appendix A to the
   dns-rrtype-applications@ietf.org mailing list, IANA appoints an
   Expert and sends the completed template to the Expert, copying the
   applicant.  No more than two weeks after receiving the application,
   the Expert shall explicitly approve or reject the application,
   informing IANA, the applicant, and the dnsext@ietf.org mailing list.
   A rejection should include the reason for rejection and may include
   suggestions for improvement.  The Expert should consult with other
   technical experts and the dnsext@ietf.org mailing list as necessary.
   If the Expert does not approve the application within this period, it
   is considered rejected.  IANA should report non-responsive Experts to
   the IESG.

   IANA shall maintain a public archive of approved templates.  In
   addition, if the required description of the RRTYPE applied for is
   referenced by URL, a copy of the document so referenced should be
   included in the archive.
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3.1.2.  DNS RRTYPE Expert Guidelines

   The Designated Expert should normally be lenient, preferring to
   approve most requests.  However, the Expert should usually reject any
   RRTYPE allocation request that meets one or more of the following
   criteria:

   1. The request was documented in a manner that was not sufficiently
      clear or complete to evaluate or implement.  (Additional
      documentation can be provided during the Expert Review period.)

   2. The proposed RRTYPE or RRTYPEs affect DNS processing and do not
      meet the criteria in point 2 of Section 3.1.1 above.

   3. Application use as documented makes incorrect assumptions about
      DNS protocol behavior, such as wildcards, CNAME, DNAME, etc.

   4. An excessive number of RRTYPE values is being requested when the
      purpose could be met with a smaller number of values or with
      Private Use values.

3.1.3.  Special Note on the OPT RR

   The OPT (OPTion) RR (RRTYPE 41) and its IANA considerations are
   specified in [RFC6891].  Its primary purpose is to extend the
   effective field size of various DNS fields, including RCODE, label
   type, OpCode, flag bits, and RDATA size.  In particular, for
   resolvers and servers that recognize it, it extends the RCODE field
   from 4 to 12 bits.



3.1.4.  The AFSDB RR Subtype Field

   The AFSDB RR [RFC1183] is a CLASS-insensitive RR that has the same
   RDATA field structure as the MX RR [RFC1035], but the 16-bit unsigned
   integer field at the beginning of the RDATA is interpreted as a
   subtype as shown below.  Use of the AFSDB RR to locate AFS cell
   database servers was deprecated by [RFC5864].  This subtype registry
   is hereby closed, and allocation of new subtypes is no longer
   permitted.
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      Decimal
    Hexadecimal       Assignment Policy

         0
    0x0000            Reserved; registry closed

         1
    0x0001            AFS v3.0 Location Service [RFC1183]

         2
    0x0002            DCE/NCA root cell directory node [RFC1183]

         3 - 65,279
    0x0003 - 0xFEFF   Not allocated; registry closed

    65,280 - 65,534
    0xFF00 - 0xFFFE   Private Use

    65,535
    0xFFFF            Reserved; registry closed

3.2.  RR CLASS IANA Considerations

   There are currently two subcategories of DNS CLASSes: normal, data-
   containing classes; and QCLASSes that are only meaningful in queries
   or updates.

   DNS CLASSes have been little used but constitute another dimension of
   the DNS distributed database.  In particular, there is no necessary
   relationship between the namespace or root servers for one data CLASS
   and those for another data CLASS.  The same DNS NAME can have
   completely different meanings in different CLASSes.  The label types
   are the same, and the null label is usable only as root in every
   CLASS.  As global networking and DNS have evolved, the IN, or
   Internet, CLASS has dominated DNS use.



   As yet, there has not been a requirement for "Meta-CLASSes".  That
   would be a CLASS to designate transient data associated with a
   particular DNS message, which might be usable in queries.  However,
   it is possible that there might be a future requirement for one or
   more "Meta-CLASSes".

   Assigned CLASSes have mnemonics that must be completely disjoint from
   the mnemonics used for RRTYPEs and that must match the regular
   expression below.  In addition, the generic CLASS and RRTYPE names
   specified in Section 5 of [RFC3597] cannot be assigned as new CLASS
   mnemonics.
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                         [A-Z][A-Z0-9\-]*[A-Z0-9]
                                  but not
                           (CLASS|TYPE)[0-9]*

   The current CLASS assignments and considerations for future
   assignments are as follows:

      Decimal
    Hexadecimal       Assignment / Policy, Reference

         0
    0x0000            Reserved; assignment requires a Standards Action.

         1
    0x0001            Internet (IN) [RFC1035]

         2
    0x0002            Available for assignment by IETF Review as a data
                      CLASS.

         3
    0x0003            Chaos (CH) [Moon1981]

         4
    0x0004            Hesiod (HS) [Dyer1987]

         5 - 127
    0x0005 - 0x007F   Available for assignment by IETF Review for data
                      CLASSes only.

       128 - 253
    0x0080 - 0x00FD   Available for assignment by IETF Review for
                      QCLASSes and Meta-CLASSes only.

       254
    0x00FE            QCLASS NONE [RFC2136]

       255
    0x00FF            QCLASS * (ANY) [RFC1035]

       256 - 32,767
    0x0100 - 0x7FFF   Available for assignment by IETF Review.



    32,768 - 57,343
    0x8000 - 0xDFFF   Available for assignment to data CLASSes only;
                      Specification Required.
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    57,344 - 65,279
    0xE000 - 0xFEFF   Available for assignment to QCLASSes and
                      Meta-CLASSes only; Specification Required.

    65,280 - 65,534
    0xFF00 - 0xFFFE   Private Use

    65,535
    0xFFFF            Reserved; can only be assigned by a Standards
                      Action.

3.3.  Label Considerations

   DNS NAMEs are sequences of labels [RFC1035].

3.3.1.  Label Types

   At the present time, there are two categories of label types: data
   labels and compression labels.  Compression labels are pointers to
   data labels elsewhere within an RR or DNS message and are intended to
   shorten the wire encoding of NAMEs.

   The two existing data label types are sometimes referred to as Text
   and Binary.  Text labels can, in fact, include any octet value
   including zero-value octets, but many current uses involve only
   printing ASCII characters [US-ASCII].  For retrieval, Text labels are
   defined to treat ASCII uppercase and lowercase letter codes as
   matching [RFC4343].  Binary labels are bit sequences [RFC2673].  The
   Binary Label type is Historic [RFC6891].

3.3.2.  Label Contents and Use

   The last label in each NAME is "ROOT", which is the zero-length
   label.  By definition, the null or ROOT label cannot be used for any
   other NAME purpose.

   NAMEs are local to a CLASS.  The Hesiod [Dyer1987] and Chaos
   [Moon1981] CLASSes are for essentially local use.  The IN, or
   Internet, CLASS is thus the only DNS CLASS in global use on the
   Internet at this time.

   A somewhat out-of-date description of name allocation in the IN CLASS
   is given in [RFC1591].  Some information on reserved top-level domain
   names is in BCP 32 [RFC2606].
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4.  Security Considerations

   This document addresses IANA considerations in the allocation of
   general DNS parameters, not security.  See [RFC4033], [RFC4034], and
   [RFC4035] for secure DNS considerations.

5.  IANA Considerations

   This document consists entirely of DNS IANA considerations.

   IANA has established a process for accepting Appendix A templates and
   selecting an Expert from those appointed to review such template form
   applications.  IANA forwards the template to the Expert, copying the
   applicant.  IANA archives and makes available all approved RRTYPE
   allocation templates and referred documentation (unless it is readily
   available at a stable URI).  It is the duty of the applicant to post
   the formal application template to the
   dns-rrtype-applications@ietf.org mailing list, which IANA will
   monitor.  The dnsext@ietf.org mailing list is for community
   discussion and comment.  See Section 3.1 and Appendix A for more
   details.
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Appendix A.  RRTYPE Allocation Template

                 DNS RRTYPE PARAMETER ALLOCATION TEMPLATE

   When ready for formal consideration, this template is to be submitted
   to IANA for processing by emailing the template to dns-rrtype-
   applications@ietf.org.

   A. Submission Date:

   B.1 Submission Type:  [ ] New RRTYPE  [ ] Modification to RRTYPE
   B.2 Kind of RR:  [ ] Data RR  [ ] Meta-RR

   C. Contact Information for submitter (will be publicly posted):
      Name:                            Email Address:
      International telephone number:
      Other contact handles:

   D. Motivation for the new RRTYPE application.
      Please keep this part at a high level to inform the Expert and
      reviewers about uses of the RRTYPE.  Most reviewers will be DNS
      experts that may have limited knowledge of your application space.

   E. Description of the proposed RR type.
      This description can be provided in-line in the template, as an
      attachment, or with a publicly available URL.

   F. What existing RRTYPE or RRTYPEs come closest to filling that need
      and why are they unsatisfactory?

   G. What mnemonic is requested for the new RRTYPE (optional)?

      Note: If a mnemonic is not supplied, not allowed, or duplicates an
      existing RRTYPE or CLASS mnemonic, the Expert will assign a
      mnemonic.

   H. Does the requested RRTYPE make use of any existing IANA registry
      or require the creation of a new IANA subregistry in DNS
      Parameters?  If so, please indicate which registry is to be used
      or created.  If a new subregistry is needed, specify the
      allocation policy for it and its initial contents.  Also include
      what the modification procedures will be.

   I. Does the proposal require/expect any changes in DNS
      servers/resolvers that prevent the new type from being processed
      as an unknown RRTYPE (see [RFC3597])?

   J. Comments:
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Appendix B.  Changes from RFC 6195

   Dropped description of changes from RFC 5395 to [RFC6195], since
   those changes have already happened and we don't need to do them



   again.  Added description of changes from [RFC6195] to this document.

   Cut back RRTYPE Expert Review period to two weeks and eliminated the
   mandatory dnsext@ietf.org comment period.  Changed workflow
   description for RRTYPE review and allocation to correspond more
   closely to actual practice.

   Closed the AFSDB subtype registry and added an informative reference
   to [RFC5864] where the use of the AFSDB RR to locate AFS cell
   database servers is deprecated.

   Clarified IANA archiving of referenced documentation as well as
   approved RRTYPE application template.

   In the RRTYPE application template, changed the label of question "B"
   to "B.1" and added "B.2" to ask about the kind of RR.

   Added text and an exclusory regular expression to Sections 3.1 and
   3.2 to prohibit the use of a slight generalization of the generic
   CLASS and RRTYPE names specified in [RFC3597] as the mnemonics for
   new CLASSes and RRTYPEs.

   Parenthetically listed "ANY" as well as "ALL" as a meaning for the
   "*" RRTYPE.

   Clarified that there is one DNS error number space for headers, OPT
   extended headers, TSIG RRs, and TKEY RRs.  Noted that this is
   considered to update [RFC2845] and [RFC2930].  Noted the overloading
   of error number 9 as well as 16.

   Updated references for revised versions.

   Incorporated a number of editorial changes and typo fixes.
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Abstract

   The DNS Security Extensions (DNSSEC) requires the use of
   cryptographic algorithm suites for generating digital signatures over
   DNS data.  There is currently an IANA registry for these algorithms,
   but there is no record of the recommended implementation status of
   each algorithm.  This document provides an applicability statement on
   algorithm implementation status for DNSSEC component software.  This
   document lists each algorithm's status based on the current
   reference.  In the case that an algorithm is specified without an
   implementation status, this document assigns one.  This document
   updates RFCs 2536, 2539, 3110, 4034, 4398, 5155, 5702, and 5933.



Status of This Memo

   This is an Internet Standards Track document.

   This document is a product of the Internet Engineering Task Force
   (IETF).  It represents the consensus of the IETF community.  It has
   received public review and has been approved for publication by the
   Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG).  Further information on
   Internet Standards is available in Section 2 of RFC 5741.

   Information about the current status of this document, any errata,
   and how to provide feedback on it may be obtained at
   http://www.rfc-editor.org/info/rfc6944.
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Copyright Notice

   Copyright (c) 2013 IETF Trust and the persons identified as the
   document authors.  All rights reserved.

   This document is subject to BCP 78 and the IETF Trust's Legal
   Provisions Relating to IETF Documents
   (http://trustee.ietf.org/license-info) in effect on the date of
   publication of this document.  Please review these documents
   carefully, as they describe your rights and restrictions with respect
   to this document.  Code Components extracted from this document must
   include Simplified BSD License text as described in Section 4.e of
   the Trust Legal Provisions and are provided without warranty as
   described in the Simplified BSD License.
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1.  Introduction

   The Domain Name System (DNS) Security Extensions (DNSSEC) ([RFC4033],
   [RFC4034], [RFC4035], [RFC4509], [RFC5155], and [RFC5702]) uses
   digital signatures over DNS data to provide source authentication and
   integrity protection.  DNSSEC uses an IANA registry to list codes for
   digital signature algorithms (consisting of a cryptographic algorithm
   and one-way hash function).

   The original list of algorithm status is found in [RFC4034].  Other
   DNSSEC RFCs have added new algorithms or changed the status of
   algorithms in the registry.  However, implementers must read through
   all the documents in order to discover which algorithms are
   considered wise to implement, which are not, and which algorithms may
   become widely used in the future.

   This document defines the current implementation status for all
   registered algorithms.  If the status of algorithms changes, this
   document will be replaced with a new one establishing the new status;
   see Section 2.4.

   This document updates the following: [RFC2536], [RFC2539], [RFC3110],
   [RFC4034], [RFC4398], [RFC5155], [RFC5702], and [RFC5933].

1.1.  Requirements Language

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

2.  The DNS Security Algorithm Implementation Status Lists

2.1.  Status Definitions

   Must Implement:  The algorithm MUST be implemented to interoperate
      with other implementations of this specification.



   Must Not Implement:  The algorithm MUST NOT be implemented.  An
      algorithm with this status has known weaknesses.

   Recommended to Implement:  The algorithm SHOULD be implemented.
      Utility and interoperability with other implementations will be
      improved when an algorithm with this status is implemented, though
      there might be occasions where it is reasonable not to implement
      the algorithm.  An implementer must understand and weigh the full
      implications of choosing not to implement this particular
      algorithm.
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   Optional:  The algorithm MAY be implemented, but all implementations
      MUST be prepared to interoperate with implementations that do or
      do not implement this algorithm.

2.2.  Algorithm Implementation Status Assignment Rationale

   RSASHA1 has an implementation status of Must Implement, consistent
   with [RFC4034].  RSAMD5 has an implementation status of Must Not
   Implement because of known weaknesses in MD5.

   The status of RSASHA1-NSEC3-SHA1 is set to Recommended to Implement
   as many deployments use NSEC3.  The status of RSA/SHA-256 and RSA/
   SHA-512 are also set to Recommended to Implement as major deployments
   (such as the root zone) use these algorithms [ROOTDPS].  It is
   believed that RSA/SHA-256 or RSA/SHA-512 algorithms will replace
   older algorithms (e.g., RSA/SHA-1) that have a perceived weakness.

   Likewise, ECDSA with the two identified curves (ECDSAP256SHA256 and
   ECDSAP384SHA384) is an algorithm that may see widespread use due to
   the perceived similar level of security offered with smaller key size
   compared to the key sizes of algorithms such as RSA.  Therefore,
   ECDSAP256SHA256 and ECDSAP384SHA384 are Recommended to Implement.

   All other algorithms used in DNSSEC specified without an
   implementation status are currently set to Optional.

2.3.  DNSSEC Implementation Status Table

   The DNSSEC algorithm implementation status table is listed below.
   Only the algorithms already specified for use with DNSSEC at the time
   of writing are listed.

    +------------+------------+-------------------+-------------------+
    |    Must    |  Must Not  |    Recommended    |      Optional     |
    |  Implement | Implement  |   to Implement    |                   |
    +------------+------------+-------------------+-------------------+
    |            |            |                   |                   |
    |   RSASHA1  |   RSAMD5   |   RSASHA256       |   Any             |
    |            |            |   RSASHA1-NSEC3   |   registered      |
    |            |            |    -SHA1          |   algorithm       |
    |            |            |   RSASHA512       |   not listed in   |
    |            |            |   ECDSAP256SHA256 |   this table      |



    |            |            |   ECDSAP384SHA384 |                   |
    +------------+------------+-------------------+-------------------+
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   This table does not list the Reserved values in the IANA registry
   table or the values for INDIRECT (252), PRIVATE (253), and PRIVATEOID
   (254).  These values may relate to more than one algorithm and are
   therefore up to the implementer's discretion.  As noted, any
   algorithm not listed in the table is Optional.  As of this writing,
   the Optional algorithms are DSASHA1, DH, DSA-NSEC3-SHA1, and GOST-
   ECC, but in general, anything not explicitly listed is Optional.

2.4.  Specifying New Algorithms and Updating the Status of Existing
      Entries

   [RFC6014] establishes a parallel procedure for adding a registry
   entry for a new algorithm other than a standards track document.
   Because any algorithm not listed in the foregoing table is Optional,
   algorithms entered into the registry using the [RFC6014] procedure
   are automatically Optional.

   It has turned out to be useful for implementations to refer to a
   single document that specifies the implementation status of every
   algorithm.  Accordingly, when a new algorithm is to be registered
   with a status other than Optional, this document shall be made
   obsolete by a new document that adds the new algorithm to the table
   in Section 2.3.  Similarly, if the status of any algorithm in the
   table in Section 2.3 changes, a new document shall make this document
   obsolete; that document shall include a replacement of the table in
   Section 2.3.  This way, the goal of having one authoritative document
   to specify all the status values is achieved.

   This document cannot be updated, only made obsolete and replaced by a
   successor document.

3.  IANA Considerations

   This document lists the implementation status of cryptographic
   algorithms used with DNSSEC.  These algorithms are maintained in an
   IANA registry at http://www.iana.org/assignments/dns-sec-alg-numbers.
   Because this document establishes the implementation status of every
   algorithm, it has been listed as a reference for the registry itself.

4.  Security Considerations

   This document lists, and in some cases assigns, the implementation
   status of cryptographic algorithms used with DNSSEC.  It is not meant
   to be a discussion on algorithm superiority.  No new security
   considerations are raised in this document, though prior description
   of algorithms as NOT RECOMMENDED (see [RFC4034]) has been recast as
   Must Not Implement.
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